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Preface 

We have been very greatly encouraged by the continuing and consistent demand for the New 
Bible Dictionary since it was first published in 1962 and revised in 1982. The major part of this 
reference work still stands and has required little or no modification to maintain its claim to be 
'New' and up-to-date. Recent research, however, especially in the cultural and archaeological 
areas, needed to be incorporated. This has been done in this third edition wherever possible, 
subject to the limits imposed by the existing format. The opportunity has been taken to update 
the bibliographical entries and to make them more relevant for the reader of today. Also the 
work now makes reference to the New International Version of the Bible and other more recent 
translations in addition to the Revised Standard Version. 

The revised volume reflects the same evangelical viewpoint as the previous editions and 
continues to embody loyalty to Holy Scripture as God's Word to humankind. The contribu
tors are drawn largely, but not exclusively, from the membership of the Tyndale Fellowship for 
Biblical Research, part of the Universities and Colleges Christian Fellowship (formerly Inter
Varsity Fellowship). Individual authors and revisers are responsible only for their own contri
butions and do not necessarily endorse all the opinions expressed by their colleagues; no 
attempt has been made to impose any rigid uniformity upon the work as a whole or to exclude 
the expression of different opinions within the bounds of our basic understanding of Holy 
Scripture. 

We are grateful to many academic colleagues for their helpful co-operation. In most cases 
the original authors of articles have been responsible for updating their entries. Where this has 
not been possible, other contributors have made the necessary revisions. In addition, a number 
of fresh entries have been written for this volume. 

We are indebted above all to Derek Wood tor undertaking the hard task of organizing this 
revision; also to Philip Hillyer and Andrew Warren for their painstaking work on the bibli
ographies, to Steve Carter for patient labour on both the bibliographies and the index and to 
Lyn Saville for checking both manuscripts and proofs. 

This new edition of the New Bible Dictionary builds on the foundations laid by the editors 
of former editions and we gratefully acknowledge our indebtedness to 1. D. Douglas, the 
Organizing Editor of the original work and Norman Hillyer, Revision Editor for the second 
edition. We remember too with gratitude the masterful work of our late colleagues R. V. G. 
Tasker (first edition), F. F. Bruce and Donald Guthrie (first and second editions). The patient 
care, consistent labour and wide understanding of these and other fellow-labourers have 
ensured a continuing life for a volume that is still, we believe, much needed for on-going 
Christian witness in the church today. 

Our desire and prayer is tnat this new edition will, like its predecessors, enable all its users, 
teachers and students of the Bible alike, to reach a fuller understanding of the Word of God 
and its message for us today. 

(vii) 

I.H.M. 
A.R.M. 

J.I.P. 
D.J.W. 



How to use this Dictionary 

Articles are arranged in alphabetical order and are 
easily found under the headline at the top of each 
page. Where the reference required does not appear 
as an article. reference should be made to the 
index. 

Index 
A comprehensive index containing the significant 
references lO each topic is to be found on p. 1 273. 
This includes locations on maps and an index to 
the illustrations. 

Cross-references 
An asterisk before a word indicates that further 
relevant information will be .found in the article 
under that title and is equivalent to the abbrevia
tion q. v. 

Abbreviations 
A full list of abbreviations used in the Dictionary 
will be found on pp. (xHxiv). 

Authorship of articles 
The authors and co-authors of articles are indi
cated by their initials at the foot of each article. A 
full index of contributors is to be found on pp. 
(xvHxviii). The entries are listed in alphabetical 
order of initials, not of surnames. 

Bibliographies 
To assIst those wishing to study subjects in greater 
detail. bibliographies appear at the end of most of 
the Ion ger articles. These usually provide refer
ences to the recent  general works on the subjeet 
and may include detailed studies or books which 
take up a position different from that of the 
eontributor. 

Acknowledgments 
The source and/or holders of copyrigh t for the 
illustrations are listed on p. 1 297. 

Bible versions 
The Bible translation adopted for this Dictionary 
is the Revised Standard Version. In a few cases 
contributors have selected quotations from the 
King James (Authorized) Version. or. when avail
able at the time of writing. the New International 
Version. 

Maps 
There is no map supplement to the Dictionary. but 
maps are to be found alongside the articles them
selves for easy re fe rence. 

Names of regions, provinees, kingdoms, elc .• are 
printed in large roman capitals, e.g. BABYLONIA.  

Tribes and ethnic groups: large italic capitals. e.g. 
AMORITES. 

Towns and villages: lower case roman. e.g. 
Jerusalem. 

Geographical features such as mountains, rivers, 
lakes, seas, elc.: lower case italic. eg. Greal Sea. 

Modem place-names: as above but in brackets, eg. 
(Mediterranean Seal. Absolute eonsisteney has not 
been possible but. in general. where the modem 
name is clearly derived from the ancient (eg. Creta 
= Crete, I talia = I taly) or where it would be pedan
tie to place modern names in braekets (e.g. Egypt. 
Jerusalem) brackets have been omitted. In a few 
other cases, where nearly all the place-names are 
modem, the principle has been abandoned for the 
sake of simplieity. 

Features to be noted particularly, such as the sub
ject of the article concerned. are underlined. e.g. 
Ashdod. 

Where a site was known by two or more alternative 
names they are divided by an oblique stroke. e.g. 
Ezion-geber/Elath. 

The word 'or' indicates uncertainty about the 
name or the loeation, as does a quest ion mark. 

(viii) 



Transliteration 

Thc following systems have becn a doptcd throughout the volume. In fairness to our contributors it 
should be said that some have disagreed on philological grounds with our transliteration of Hebrew 
words generally and of the divine name Yahl\leh in particular, but have graciously subordinated their 
convictions to editorial policy. 

Hebrew 
N ., <.! Y 0 = s , 
:! b il h � k 17 � 
::l b , w :l k tl p Ui s 

g T = z L;! I El P Tl 

g n 1.1 � m � $ n 
., d t) I n i' q 

Long Vowels Short Vowcls Very Short Vowels 

(ilr. 11 ä = a 
"- e e = e 
"- - . (ir vocal) 

Ö - Ö 0 

il u 

Greek 
a a p p rh 

ß b K k Cl, > s h 

y g A T y� nx 
.5 d P- m U Y yy ng 

€ e 11 n 4> ph au au 

( z g x X eh €U cu 

7) e 0 0 f ps ou ou 

8 th 7T P w Ö UL YI 

Arabic 
L \) . 

...r t g 0 n 

'-' b � d � = $ � 0 h 

..:... � d � d 0 � .J w 

. b '-' .J � k l> Y 

C g J z 1; = z J ö 

L h ...r = s t i m 

(ix) 



AASOR 

AB 
ABD 

ACA 

A/O 
AJA 
AJBA 

AJSL 

AJT 
ALASP 

AL UOS 

ANEP 

ANET 

ANRW 

ANT 

AOTS 

ARAB 

ARE 

ARV 
AS 
ASAE 

ASV 

ATR 
AUSS 
AV 
BA 
BAICS 

BA GD 

BANE 

BAR 
BASOR 

BC 

Abbreviations 

I. Books and Journals 

Annual 0/ the American Schools 0/ 
Oriental Research 
Anchor Bible 
D. M .  Freedman et al. (eds.), Anchor 
Bible Dictionary, 6 vols., 1 992 
Sir Moses Finley, Atlas 0/ Classical 
Archaeology, 1 977 
Archiv für Orient/orschung 
American Journal 0/ Archaeology 
Australian Journal 0/ Biblical Arch
aeology 
American Journal 0/ Semitic Lan
guages and Literatures 
American Journal 0/ Theology 
Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt -
Syrien Palastinas 
Annual 0/ the Leeds University Orien
tal Society 
1. B. Pritchard, The Ancient Near East 
in Pictures, 1 954; ' 1 965 
1. B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern 
Texts, 1 950; ' 1 965; 3 1 969 
Au/stieg und Niedergang der römischen 
Welt 
M .  R. James, The Apocryphal New 
Testament, 1 924 
D. W. Thomas (ed.), Archaeology and 
Old Testament Study, 1 967 
D. D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records 0/ 
Assyria and Babylonia, 1 926 
1. H.  Breasted, Ancient Records 0/ 
Egypt,5 vols., 1 906-7 
American Revised Version (see ASV) 
Anatolian Studies 
A,!nales du Service des Antiquites de 
J 'Egypte 
American Standard Version, 1 90 1  
(American version 01' RV) 
A nglican Theological Review 
Andrews University Seminar Studies 
Authorized Version (King JamesJ, 1 6 1 1 
Biblical Archaeologist 
The Book 0/ Acts in its First Century 
Selling, 6 vols. 
W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon 0/ 
the New Testament and Other Early 
Christian Literature, revised and aug
mented by F. W. Gingrich and F. W. 
Danker from 5th cd . ,  1 979 
G. E. Wright (ed.), The Bible and the 
A ncient Near East, 1 96 1  
Biblical Archaeology Review 
Bulletin 0/ the American Schools 0/ 
Oriental Research 
F. 1. Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake, The 
Beginnings 0/ Christianity, 5 vols. , 
1 920--33 

(x) 

BDB 

BECNT 

Bib 
BibRes 
BIES 

BJRL 
BNTC 
BO 
BRD 

BReI' 
BS 
BSOAS 

BST 
BTh 
BZ 
BZAW 

CAH 

CB 
CBP 

CBQ 
CBSC 

CD 
CDC 

CE 
CGT 
CIG 
CIL 
CML 

CQ 
CRE 

CTJ 
DAC 

DBA 

DBS 

DBT 

DCG 

F. Brown, S. R .  Driver and C. A .  
Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon 0/ 
the Old Testament, 1 906 
Baker Exegetical Commentary on the 
New Testament 
Biblica 
Biblical Research 
Bulletin 0/ the Israel Exploration 
Society 
Bulletin o/ the John Rylands Library 
Black's New Testament Commentaries 
Bibliotheca Orientalis 
W. M .  Ramsay, The Bearing 0/ Recent 
Discovery on the Trustworthiness o/ the 
New Testament, 1 9 1 4  
Bible Review 
Bibliotheca Sacra 
Bulletin o/ the School 0/ Oriental and 
A/rican Studies 
Bible Speaks Today 
Biblical Theology 
Biblische Zeitschrift 
Beihe/t, Zeitschrift für die alt
testamentliche Wissenschaft 
Cambridge Ancient History, 1 2  vols . . 
1 923-39; revised ed . 1 970-
Century Bible 
W. M .  Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics 
0/ Phrygia, 1 895-7 
Catholic Biblical Quarterly 
Cambridge Bible /or Schools and 
Colleges 
Qumran Damascus Document 
Cairo Geniza Documents 01' the 
Damascus Covenanters 
Chronique d' Egypte 
Cambridge Greek Testament 
Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum 
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 
G. R. Driver (ed . ), Canaanite Myths 
and Legends', 1 978 
Classical Quarterly, Crozer Quarterly 
W. M .  Ramsay, The Church in the 
Roman Empire be/ore AD 1 70, 1 903 
Calvin Theological Journal 
1. Hastings (ed.), Dictionary 0/ the 
Apostolic Church, 2 vols., 1 9 1 5- 1 8  
E. M .  Blaiklock et al. (eds. ) .  Dic
tionary 0/ Biblical Archaeology. 
1 983.  
Dictionnaire de la Bible. Supplement. 
1 928-
X. Leon-Durour (ed . ) .  Dictionary oj 
Biblical Theology. 1 973 .  reprinted 
with corrections 1 988 
J Hast ings (ed . ) ,  Dictionary 0/ Christ 
and the Gospels. 2 vols., 1 906-08 



ABBREVIATIONS 

DJG 

DOTT 

EB 
EBC 
EBi 
EBr 
EBT 

EDNT 

EEP 

EGT 

EIs 
EJ 

EQ 
ERE 

ETL 
Exp T 
FOTL 
FRLANT 

FT 
GB 

GNB 
GTT 

HAT 
HDB 

HES 
HHT 

HJ 
HJP 

HNT 

HSS 
HTKNT 

HTR 
HUCA 
IB 

IEII 

ICC 
IDB 

!DBS 
IEBP 

IEJ 
IG 
IGRR 

1. B. Green, S. McKnight and I. H .  
Marshall (eds.), Dictionary of Jesus 
and the Gospels, 1 993 
D. W. Thomas (ed.) ,  Documents of 
Old Testament Times, 1 958 
Expositor's Bible 
Expositor's Bible Commentary 
Encyclopaedia Biblica 
Encyclopaedia Bricannica 
1. B. Bauer (ed .), Encyclopaedia of Bib
lical Theology, 3 vols., 1 970 
H. Balz and G. Schneider (eds.), Exe
getical Dictionary of the New Testa
ment, 3 vols., E.T. 1990-93 
K. Lake, The Earlier Epistles of St 
Paul, 1 9 1 1 
W. R .  Nicoll, The ExposilOr'S Greek 
Testament", 1 9 1 0  
Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1 954-
C. Roth (ed.) ,  Encyclopaedia Judaica, 
1 5  vols., 1 9 7 1  
Evangelical Quarterly 
1. Hastings (ed .) ,  Encyclopaedia of 
Religion and Ethics, 1 3  vols., 1 908-
26 
Ephemerides theological lovanienses 
Expository Times 
Forms of Old Testament Literature 
Forsclrungen zur Religion und Literatur 
des Alten und Neuen Testaments 
Faith and Thought (lormerly JTVl) 
Ginsburg 's Bible (New Masoretico
Critical Text 01' the Hebrew Bible), 
1 896 
Good News Bible (=TEV) 
1. Simons, Geograplrical and Topo
graplrical Texts of the Old Testament, 
1 959 
Handbuclr ZLIm Alten Testament 
1. Hastings (ed.), Dictionary of the 
Bible, 5 vols., 1 898-1 904 
Harvard Expedition to Samaria, 1 924 
1. Lightfoot, Horae Hebraicae et Tal
mudicae, 1 658-64 
Hibbert Journal 
E. Schürer, A History of the Jewislr 
People in tlre Time of Christ, 2 vols., 
E.T. 1 885- 190 1 ;  revised ed. ,  M. Black, 
G. Vermes and F. M iliar (eds.), 3 vols., 
1 973-
H. Lietzmann, Handbuclr Z /lm Neuen 
Testament 
Harvard Semitic Series 
Herders Theologisclrer Kommentar 
zum Neuel/ Testament 
Harvard Theologic·al Review 
Hebrew UI/ion CotJege A llnual 
G. A. Buttrick et al. (eds.), Interpret
ers Bible, 1 2  vols. , 1 952-7 
D. 1. Wiseman, Illustratiolls /rom Bib
lical Archaeology, 1 958 
International Critical COll1l11ell tary 
G. A .  Buttrick et al. (eds.), The Inter
preter 's Dictionary of the Bible, 4 vols., 
1 962 
!DB, Supplement vol . ,  1 976 
F. N. Hepper, Illustrated Encyclopedia 
of Bible Plants, 1 992 
Israel Exploratiol/ Journal 
II/scriptiones Graecae 
II/scriptiones Graecae ad res ROl/1wlQS 
pertinentes 

Int 
INT 
IOSCS 

IOT 
ISBE 

IVPNTC 
JA OS 

JB 
JBL 
JBQ 
JCS 
JCSBR 

JEA 
JEH 
JewE 

JHS 
JJS 
JNES 
JNSL 

JPOS 

JQR 
JRAS 
JRS 
JSOT(SS) 

JSS 
JTS 
JTVI 

(xi) 

J WH 
KAT 
KB 

KEK 

KJV 
KTU 

LA 
LAE 

LAPO 
LBC 
LOB 

LOT 

LSJ 

MM 

MNTC 
Moffatt 

NA C 
NASB 
NBC 

NBCR 

Interpretation 
Introduclion to the New Testament 
International Organization for Septu
agint and Cognate Studies 
Introduction to tlre Old Testament 
International Standard Bible Encyclo
paediaJ, 4 vols., 1 979-88 
I VP New Testament Commentary 
Journal of tlre American Orien/al 
Society 
Jerusalem Bible, 1966 
Journal of Biblical Literature 
Jewislr Bible Quarterly 
Journal of Cuneiform Studies 
Journal of the Chicago Society of Bib
lical Research 
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 
Journal of Ecclesiastical History 
I .  Singer et al. (eds.), Jewish Encyclo
paedia, 1 2  vols., 1 90 1 -D6 
Journal of Hel/enic Studies 
Journal of Jewish Studies 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 
Journal of Northwest Semitic Lan
guages 
Journal of the Palestine Oriental 
Society 
Jewislr Quarterly Review 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
Journal of Roman Studies 
Journal for the Swdy of tlre Old Tes
tament (supplements) 
Journal of Semitic Studies 
Journal of Theological Studies 
Journal of the Transactions of the Vic
toria Institute (now FT) 
Journal of World History 
Kommentar zum Alten Testament 
L. Köhler and W. Baumgartner, 
Hebräisches und aramäisches Lexicon 
zum AlteIl Testament-', 1 967 
H. A. W. Meyer (ed .) ,  Kritisclrex
egetischer Kommentar über das Neue 
Testament 
King James' Version (= AV) 
Die keilalphabetisclren Texte aus 
Ugarit 
Liber Annus (Jerusalem) 
A. Deissmann, Light from tlre Ancient 
East4, 1 927 
Lilleratures anciennes du proclre orient 
Layman's Bible Commentary 
V. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible�, 
1979 
S. R. Driver, Introduction to the Lit
erature of the Old Testament', 1 9 1 3 
H. G. LiddelI, R. Scatt and H .  
S .  Janes, Greek-Englislr Lexicon', 
1 940 
1. H. Maultan and G. Milligan, The 
Vocabulary of the Greek Testament 
illustrated /rom tlre Papyri and otlrer 
non-literary sources, 1 930 
Moffall New Testament Commentary 

1. Moffat t ,  A New Translation of tlre 
Bible', 1 936 
New American Commentaries 
New American Standard Bible, 1 963 
F. Davidson (ed .), Tlre New Bible 
Commentary, 1 953 
D. Guthrie et al. (eds.), The New Bible 
COll1l11entary Revised, 1 970 



NCB 
NClB 
NEAEHL 

NEB 

Nestle 

NIBC 
NIC 
NIDNTT 

NIGTC 

NIV 

NLC 
NovT 
NTC 
NTD 
NTS 
OCD 

ODCC 

Or 
OTL 
OTMS 

New Century Bible 
New Clarendon Bible E. Stern (cd.), New Encyclopedia 0/ 
Archaeological Excavations in the 
Holy Land, 4 vols., 1 993 
New English Bible: NT, 1 961 ; OT, 
Apocrypha, 1 970 
Nestle's Novum 
Graece 22, 1 956 

Teslamenlum 

New International Biblical Commentary 
New International Commentary 
C. Brown (cd.), The New International 
Dictionary 0/ New Testament The
ology, 3 vols., 1 975-8 
New International Greek Testament 
Commentary 
New International Version: NT, 1 974; 
complete Bible, 1 978 
New London Commentary 
Novum Testamentum 
New Testament Commentary 
Das Neue Testament Deutsch 
New Testament Studies 
M .  Cary et al. (eds.), The Ox/ord Clas
sical Dictionary, 1 949 
F. L. Cross and E. A. Livingstone 
(eds. ) ,  The Ox/ord Dictionary 0/ lhe 
Christian Church', 1 974 
Orienlalia 
Old Teslamenl Library 
H .  H .  Rowley (ed.), The Old Tesla
menl and Modern Srudy, 1 9 5 1  

OTS Oudleslamenlische Srudien 
Pauly-Wissowa See RE 
Pelican Pelican Commenlaries 
PEQ Palesline Exploralion Quarlerly 
PG 1. P. Migne, Palrologia Graeca 
Phillips 1. B. Phillips, The New Teslamenl in 

PJB 
PL 
POTT 

P.Oxy. 
PR U 
PTR 
RA 
RAC 

RAr 
RB 
RE 

R&E 
RGG 

RHR 
RQ 
RSP 
RSR 
RSV 

RTR 

RV 
SB 

SBET 

SBLR 

Modern English, 1 958; revised cd . 1 972 
Paläslina-Jahrbuch 
1. P. Migne, Palrologia Lalina 
D. 1. Wiseman (ed.) ,  Peoples 0/ Old 
TeSlament Times, 1 973 
Papyrus Oxyrhynchus 
Le Palais Royal d' Ugaril 
Princelon Theological Review 
Revue d'Assyriologie 
T. Klausner el al. (eds.), Reallexicon 
für die Anlike und Chrislentum, 1 94 1 -
Revue d'Archeologie 
Revue Biblique 
A. F. Pauly, G. Wissowa el al. (eds. ) ,  
Real-Encyclopädie der klassischen AI
lerlumwissenscha/l, 1 893-
Review and Exposilor 
K. Galling (ed.), Die Religion in Ges
chichle und Gegenwarl 3, 7 vols., 1 957-65 
Revue de I'Hisloire des Religions 
Revue de Qumran 
Ras Shamra ParalleIs 
Recherches de Science Religieuse 
Revised Standard Version: NT, 1 946; 
OT, 1 952; Common Bible, 1 973 
Re/ormed Theological Review 
(Australia) 
Revised Version : NT, 1 88 1 ;  OT, 1 885 
H .  L. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kom
mentar zum Neuen Teslamenl aus 
Talmud und Midrasch, 6 vols., 1 926-61 
Scoltish Bullelin 0/ Evangelical 
Theology 
Sociely 0/ Biblical Lileralure 

SBLDS 

SBT 
Schürer 
SHERK 

SIC 

SJOT 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Sociely 0/ Biblical LiteralIIre D isserla
lion Series 
Srudies in Biblical Theology 
See HJP 
The New Schaff-Herzo� Encyc/opaedia 
0/ Religious Knowledge , 1 949-52 
W. Dittenberger (ed.), Sylloge lnscrip
tionum Graecarum, 1 9 1 5-24 
Scandinavian Journal 0/ the Old 
Testamenl 

SJT Scoltish Journal 0/ Theology 
SNTSMS Sociely /or New Teslamenl Sludies 

SP 
SPEM 

SPT 

Monograph Series 
Samaritan Pentateuch 
G. S. Duncan, SI Paul's Ephesian Min
iSlry, I 929 
W. M. Ramsay, SI Paul the Traveller 
and Roman Cilizen', 1 920 

ST SIlIdia Theologica 
Strack-Bi llerbeck See SB 
TB Babylonian Talmud 
TBC Torch Bible Commenrary 
TCERK The Twenlielh Cenrury Encyc/opaedia 

TDNT 

TDOT 

TEV 
Th 
THA T 

THB 
Them 
ThL 
THNT 

Tl 
TNT 

TNTC 
TOTe 
TPlNTC 

TR 
TS 
TSFB 

TU 

TWBR 

TynB 
TZ 
UBL 
UF 

UC 

UT 
VC 
VT 
VT Supp. 

0/ Religious Knowledge, 1 955 
G. KitteIl and G. Friedrich (eds. ). 
Theologisches Wörrerbuch zum Neuen 
Tesramenr, 1 932-74; E. T. Theological 
Diclionary 0/ lhe New Teslamenl, ed . 
G. W. Bromiley, 1 0  vols., 1 964-76 
G. 1. Botterweck and H. Ringgren 
(eds.), Theologisches Wörlerbuch zum 
Allen Teslamenl, 1 970- ; E.T. Theo
logical Diclionary 0/ lhe Old Tesla
menr, trans. by 1. T. Willis, 1 974-
Today's English Version', 1 976 (= GNB) 

Theology 
E. Jenni and C. Westermann (eds. ). 
Theologisches Handwörlerbuch zum 
Allen Teslamenl, 2 vols., 197 1 -6 
Tyndale House Bullelin (now TynB) 
Themelios 
Theologische Lileralurzeilung 
Theologische Handbuch zum Neuen 
Teslamenl 
Jerusalem Talmud 
Translalors ' New Teslamenl (Bible 
Society) 
Tyndale New TeSlamenl Commenlary 
Tylldale Old Testamenl Commenlary 
Trinily Press lnlernalional New TeSla· 
ment Commenlary 
Theologische Rundschau 
TeX1S and Srudies 
Theological Sludenls' Fellowship 
Bullelin 
Texle ulld Unlersuchungell ZUr Ces· 
chichle der allchrisllichen LiIeralUr 
A. Richardson (ed.), A Theologica, 
Word Book o/ lhe Bible, 1950 
Tyndale Bullelin (formerly THB) 
Theologisches Zeilung 
Ugarilisch-Biblische Literalur 
Ugaril-Forschungen: InlernalionaleJ 
Jahrbuch für die Allertumskunde 
Ugarilica, 7 vols., in C. F. A. Schaeffer 
Mission de Ras Shamra, 1 - 1 8 ,  1 929-
78 
Ugarilic Texlbook 
Vigiliae Chrislianae 
VelUS TeslamenlUm 
Verus Teslamenlum, Supplementary 
vol. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

WBC 
WC 
WDB 

Wett. 

Weymouth 

Word Biblical Commentary 
Westminster Commentary 
Westminster Dictionary 0/ the Bible, 
1 944 
1. 1. Wettstein, Novum Testamenturn 
Graecum, 1 75 1 -2 
R. F. Weymouth, The New Testament 
in Modern Speech, 1 903 
B. F. Westcott and F. 1. A. Hort, The 
New Testament in Greek, 1 88 1  
Westminster Theological Journal 
Zeitschrift/ür A ssyriologie 

ZDMG 

ZDP V  

ZNW 

ZPEB 

ZTK 

Zeitschrift der deutschen morgen
ländischen Gesellscha/t 
Zeitschrift des deutschen Palästina
Vereins 
Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft 
M .  C. Tenney (ed.), The Zondervan 
Pictorial Encyclopaedia o/ the Bible, 5 
vols., 1 975 
Zeitschrift/ür Theologie und Kirche 

WH 

WTJ 
ZA 
ZA W Zeitschrift für die aillestamentliche 

Wissenschaft 
Editions are indicated by sm all superior figures: 
L OT' 

1 1 .  CIassical Works 

ad Fam. 
Adv. Haer. 
Ann. 
Ant. 
Apo/ 

BJ 
Clem. 
Recog. 
Contra 
Pelag. 

Cicero, Epistulae ad Familiares 
I renaeus, Adversus Haereses 
Tacitus, Annales 
Josephus, Antiquities o/ the lews 
Justin Martyr, Apologia; Tertullian, 
Apologia 
Josephus, lewish Wars 
Rufinus, Clementine Recognitions 

Jerome, Contra Pelagium 

Eccles. Hist. Sozomen, History 0/ the Church 
EH Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 
Epig. Martial, Epigrammaticus Latinus 
Ep. Mor. Seneca, Epistulae Mora/es ad Lucilium 
Eus. Eusebius 
Ev. Petr. Gospel 0/ Peter (apocryphal) 
Exc. Theod. Clement of Alexandria, Excerpta ex 

Geog. 

Hist. 

Theodoto 
Ptolemy, 
Geography 

Geography; Strabo, 

Dio Cassius, History; Tacitus, History 

Hypot. 
lI. 
Iul. 

In Verr. 
Jos. 
Juv. 
Lk. Horn. 
Magn. 
NH 
Od. 
Onom. 

Philad. 
Praep. Ev. 
Quaest 
Sat. 
Strom. 
TraII. 
Vesp. 

Vit. Mos. 

1 1 1 .  Biblical Books 

Books 0/ the Old Testament 

Clement of Alexandria, Hypotyposes 
Homer, Iliad 
Suetonius, C. lulius Caesar (Lives 0/ 
the Caesars) 
Cicero, In Verrem Actio 
Josephus 
Juvenal 
Origen, Homily on Luke 
Ignatius, Magnesians 
Pliny, Natural History 
Horace, Odes 
Eusebius, Onomastiron de Locis 
Hebraicis 
Ignatius, Philadelphians 
Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica 
Seneca, Quaestiones Naturales 
Juvenal, Satires; Persius, Satires 
Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 
Ignatius, Trallians 
Suetonius, Vespasian (Lives 0/ the 
Caesars) 
Philo, De Vita Mosis (Life 0/ Moses) 

Gn. ,  Ex . ,  Lv., Nu . ,  Dt., Jos., Jdg. ,  Ru., 1 , 2  Sa., 1 , 2  Ki. ,  1 , 2  Ch. ,  Ezr., Ne., Est., Jb. , Ps. (Pss.), Pr., Ec., Ct . ,  
I s. ,  Je. , La.,  Ezk . ,  Dn . ,  Ho. ,  Jod, Am., Ob., Jon. ,  Mi . ,  Na. ,  Hab., Zp. ,  Hg. ,  Zc., Mal. 

Books o/ the New Testamellt 
Mt. ,  Mk . ,  Lk. ,  Jn . ,  Acts, Rom. ,  1 , 2 Cor., Gal . ,  Eph . ,  Phil., Col., I, 2 Thes., 1 , 2 Tim. ,  Tit . ,  Phm., Heb., 
Jas., 1 , 2 Pet., 1 , 2, 3  Jn., Jude, Rev. 

ad loc. 
Akkad. 
Apoc. 
Aq. 
Arab 
Aram. 
Assyr. 
b. 
Bab. 
BM 
c. 
ch (chs ) 
c/ 
Copt. 
D 
diss. 
DSS 

IV. General Abbreviations 

ad /ocum (Lat .) ,  at the place 
Akkadian 
Apocrypha(l) 
Aquila's Gk. tr. of OT, c. AD 1 40 
Arabic 
Aramaic 
Assyrian 
bar/ben (Aram./Heb.), son of 
Babylonian 
British Museum 
circa ( Lat .), about, approximately 
chapter(s) 
conler (Lat.), compare 
Coptic 
Deuteronomist 
dissertation 
Dead Sea Scrolls 

E 
eccl. Lat. 
Ecclus. 
ed. (eds.) 
Egyp. 
Eng. 
E .T. 
et al. 
Eth. 
EVV 
f (If.) 
f.c. 
fig. 
Ger. 
Gk.  
H 
Heb. 
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East, eastern; Elohist 
ecclesiastical Latin 
Ecclesiasticus (Apoc.) 
edited by, edition, editor(s) 
Egyptian 
English 
English translation 
et alii (Lat.), and others 
Ethiopic 
English versions 
and the following (verse(s), etc. ) 
forthcoming 
figuratively 
German 
Greek 
Law of Holiness 
Hebrew 



ibid. 
idell1 
J 
Lat. 
lit. 
L .L .  
loe. eil. 

LXX 
Macc. 
mg. 
mod. 
MS (MSS) 

MT 
N 
n.f 
n .s. 
NT 
OE 
OL 
op. eil. 

OT 
P 
par. 
passim 

Pent. 
per se 

ibidem (Lat .), the same work Pcsh 
idem ( Lat.), the same author Phoen. 
Yahwist p I .  
Latin Q 
l i terally 
Late Latin 
loeo eilalo ( Lat.), in the place al ready q. v. 
quoted R. 
Septuagint (Gk. version of OT) Rom. 
Maccabees (Apoc.) S 
margm Sem. 
modern Suppl. 
manuscript(s) s. \: 
Massoretic text Symm. 
North, northern 
neue Folge (Ger.), new series Syr. 
ncw series Targ. 
New Testament Theod. 
Old English 
Old Latin TR 
apere eilalo ( Lat.), in the work ci ted tr. 
above Turk. 
Old Testament v. (vv.) 
Priestly Narrative v. l. 
and parallel(s) vol. 
to be found at various places through- vss 
out the text Vulg. 
Pentateuch W 
by or in itself 

(xiv) 

Peshitta 
Phocnician 
platc (ill ustrat ion) 

ABBREVI ATIONS 

Qllelle (Ger. ), source thought to bc 
behind sayings 01' Jesus common to 
Mt .  and Lk. 
qllod vide (Lat . ), which see 
Rabbi 
Roman 
South, southern 
Semitic 
supplementary volume 
sub verba (Lat.), under the word 
Symmachus' Gk.  tr. of OT. 2nd cen
tury AD 
Syriac 
Targum 
Theodotion's Gk.  tr. 01' OT. 2nd cell
tury AD 
Textus Receptus 
translated, translation 
Turkish 
verse(s) 
varia leelio (Lat.), variant reading 
volume 
versions 
Vulgate 
West, western 
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A 
AARON (Heb. 'ah Ur6n). According to the geneal
ogy of Ex. 6: 1 4ff. , Aaron was one of the two sons of 
Amram and lochebed (the other being Moses) and 
third in line of descent from Levi (Levi-Kohath
Amram-Aaron); according to Ex. 7:7 he was 3 years 
older than Moses. Miriam, their sister, was older 
still, if she is Moses' unnamed 'si ster' of Ex. 2:4, 7ff. 

Aaron first appears in the Exodus narrative as 
'Aaron the Levite' who went to meet his brother 
Moses on the latter's return to Egypt after the 
theophany at the burning bush; because of his 
superior eloquence he was to be Moses' spokes
man to the Israelites and to Pharaoh (Ex. 4: 1 4ff.). 
Throughout his career he was very much a lay 
figure alongside his dynamic brother; on the one 
occasion when he acted independently of Moses' 
instructions he acted wrongly (Ex . 32: l -{j). In add
ition to being M oses' spokesman he also filled a 
thaumaturgic role: it was he who wielded the rod 
wh ich became a serpent and swallowed up the rod
serpents of the Egyptian magicians (Ex. 7:8ff.) and 
which, when he stretched it out, turned the Nile 
into blood and then brought forth the successive 
plagues of frogs and gnats (Ex. 7: 19; 8:5f. ,  1 6f.) .  

After the crossing of the Sea of Reeds Aaron 
was one of Moses' two supporters during the 
battle with the Amalekites (Ex. 1 7:8ff.), and 
ascended Mt Sinai in his company (Ex. 1 9 :24), 
together with his sons, Nadab and Abihu, and 
seventy elders of Israel: there they had a vision Qf 
the God of Israel and shared a meal in his presence 
(Ex. 24:9ff.). On the next occ<.\sion, however, when 
Moses went up Mt Sinai atte.nded by Joshua only 
(Ex .  24: 1 2ff. ), Aaron was persuaded by the people 
to make a visible image of thle divine presence and 
fashioned the golden bul l�calf, thus incurring 
Moscs' severe displeasure (Ex. 32: I ff.). His for
mula 01' presentation of the bull-calf to the people, 
'These are your gods, 0 Israel, who brought you up 
out of the land of Egypt!' (Ex. 32:4), provided a 
precedent for leroboam I when he installed the 
golden bull-calves at Bethel and Dan ( I  Ki. 1 2:28). 

In the priestly legislation of the Pentateuch 
Aaron is installed as high priest and his sons as 
priests, to minister in the wilderness tabernacle (Ex. 
28: I ff. ; Lv. 8:  I ff.) .  Aaron is anointed with holyoil and 
is henceforth 'the anointed priest' (Lv.4 :3 , ele.; cf the 
oil on Aaron's beard in Ps. 1 33:2). He and his sons 
receive special vestments, but Aaron's aredistinctive. 
The headband of his turban is inscribed 'Holy to 
Yahweh' (Ex. 28 :36); his scapular (ephod) incorpor
ates a breastpiece with twelve jewels (one for each 
tribe) and accommodation for the Urim and Thum
mim, theobjects with wh ich the sacred lot was cast to 
ascertain Yahweh's will for his people (Ex. 28: 1 5ff. ) .  

The outstanding day of the year for Aaron (and 
for each 'anointed priest' who succeeded hirn) was 
the Day of Atonement (Tishri 10), when he passed 
through the curtain separating the outer compart-

ment of the sanctuary (the holy place) from the 
inner (the holy of holies) and presented the blood 
of an expiatory sacrifice in the latter for the sins of 
the people ( Lv. 1 6: I ff.). On this occasion he did not 
wear his colourful vestments of 'glory and beauty' 
but a white linen robe. 

Aaron's wife was Elisheba, of the tribe of 
ludah. Their eider sons Nadab and Abihu died 
in the wilderness after using 'unholy fire' for 
the incense-offering ( Lv. 1 0: I ff.); from their two 
surviving sons, Eleazar and I tham ar, rival priestly 
families later traced their descent ( I  Ch. 24:3). 

Despite Aaron's status, Moses remained Yah
weh's prophet to Israel and Israel's prevailing 
intercessor with Yahweh, and this excited the envy 
of Aaron and Miriam (Nu. 1 2 : l ff.) .  Aaron hirnself 
(with Moses) attracted the envy of other Levitical 
families, whose leader was Korah (Nu. 1 6: l ff.) .  
Their doubts about Aaron's privileges were an
swered by the phenomenon of ·Aaron's rod. 

Aaron, like M oses, was debarred from entering 
Canaan at the end of the wilderness wanderings; 
he died and was buried on Mt Hor, on the Edomite 
border, and his functions and vestments passed to 
Eleazar (Nu. 20:22ff.) .  

The priesthood in Israel came to be known 
comprehensively as 'the sons of Aaron'. The 'sons 
of Zadok', who served as priests in the lerusalem 
Temple from its dedication under Solomon to 1 7 1  
BC (apart from the hiatus of the Babylonian exile), 
are incorporated into the family of Aaron, among 
the descendants of Eleazar, in the genealogy of I 
Ch. 6: I ff. Ten years after the abolition of the 
Zadokite priesthood Alcimus, appointed high 
priest by the Seleucid authorities, was recognized 
by the Hasidaeans as 'a priest of the line of Aaron' 
(I Macc. 7: 1 2ff.), his genealogy being reckoned 
perhaps through Ithamar. Ben Sira pronounces 
Aaron's encomium in Ecclus. 45:6ff. The men of 
Qumran formed a community of ' Israel and 
Aaron', i.e. of Jewish laymen and priests (CD 1 :7) ,  
the priests constituting an 'Aaronic holy of holies' 
( I QS 8:5f. ,  8f.), and looked forward to the coming 
of an Aaronic (priestly) Messiah alongside the (Iay) 
'Messiah of Israel' ( I QS 9 : 1 1 ;  CD 1 2 :23f.; 20: 1 ). 

In NT Aaron isnamed astheancestorofElizabeth,  
mother of lohn the Baptist (Lk .  1 :5), and receives 
incidental mention in Stephen's retrospectof the his
tory of Israel (Acts 7:40). The writer to the Hebrews 
contrasts Aaron's circumscribed and hereditary 
priesthood with the perfect and perpetual ministry of 
lesus in the heavenly sanctuary ( Heb. 5:4; 7: 1 1 , eIe . ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  de Vaux,  Ancienl Israel ' ,  
1 965, pp. 345-40 1 .  F.F.B. 

AARON'S ROD. The rebellion of Korah and his 
associates (Nu. 1 6: I ff.) made it c1ear that the sacral 
status of the tribe of Levi, and the priestly status 



AARON'S ROD 

01' Aaron and his descendants within that tribe, 
should be publicly established. Accordingly, the 
leader 01' each 01' the tribes had his name written 
on the rod or sceptre (marreh) belonging to his 
tribe-Aaron's name being written on that 01' the 
tribe of Levi-and the twelve rods were placed ' in 
the tent 01' meeting before the testimony' (i. e. the 
tables of the law contained in the ark) .  Next morn
ing the rod bearing Aaron's name was found to 
have put forth buds, blossoms and ripe almonds
a token that he was God's chosen priest. His rod 
was then put back 'before the testimony' as a warn
ing against further rebellion (Nu. 1 7 : 1- 1 1 ) . Accord
ing to Heb. 9 :4 it was kept with the 'tables 01' the 
covenant' inside the ark . It was apparently the 
same rod that was used to strike the rock in 
Kadesh (Nu. 20: 7- 1 1 ) ; cf the 'rod 01' God' (Ex. 
4:20; 1 7 :9). F.F.B. 

ABADDON. The satanic angel of the bottomless 
pit (Rev. 9 :  1 1 ) whose Greek name is given as Apol
lyon, 'destroyer' .  In Hebrew '''Qaddon means 
'(place of) destruction', and in the OT it is used as 
a synonym of * death and Sheo!. (* HELL. ) 

1.D.D. 

ABANA. One 01' two Syrian rivers mentioned by 
the leprous Naaman in 2 Ki.  5: 1 2 .  Named Chrys
orrhoas ('golden river') by the Greeks, it is prob
ably identical with the modern Barada, which rises 
in the Anti-Lebanon mountains 29 km NW 01' 
Oamascus, and then, after flowing through the 
city, enters a marshy lake, Bahret-el-Kibliyeh, 
some 29 km to the E. The fertile gardens and orch
ards wh ich it waters may explain Naaman's boast. 

J .D.D. 

ABARIM. A name for themountains which rise from 
the E shore 01' the Oead Sea, where the edge 01' the 
* Moabite plateau is broken up by a succession 01' E
W wadis: literally it means 'the regions beyond', i. e. 
beyond the Oead Sea from the point 01' view 01' 
Judah. At the N end 01' the range stands Mt * Nebo, 
from which Mosescould look ac ross over the land 01' 
Canaan (Nu. 27: 1 2; Ot. 32:49). According to the 
itinerary in Nu.  33 thc Israelites' last encampment 
before they reached the Jordan valley was in these 
mountains (vv. 47-48). * Iye-abarim (vv. 44-45; cf 
Nu. 2 1  : 1 1 ) must have lain near the S end 01' the Oead 
Sea. In accordance with modern translations, 
against AV wh ich translates 'passages' (cf Targ.), this 
nameshould also be read in Je. 22:20, where twoother 
mountains which overlook Canaan are mentioned. B

IBLIOGRAPHY. G. Adam Smith, The Historical 
Geography 0/ the Holy Land '\ 1 93 1 ,  pp. 380-38 1 ;  
GTT, pp. 26 1 , 444. G. I .D .  

ABBA. An Aramaic word, in the emphatic state, 
meaning 'father'. The word passed into Hebrew, 
and occurs frequently in TB, where it is used by a 
child to its father and also as a style 01' address to 
rabbis. The term conveyed both a sense 01' warm 
intimacy and also filial respect; but in Jewish circles 
it has never been a form 01' address to the Almighty. 

In the NT the word occurs 3 times, transliterated 
into Greek; in each instance it is a vocative, 
addressed to God, and the Greek equivalent is 
appended (Mk .  1 4 :36; Rom. 8 :  1 5; Ga!. 4:6). It 

2 

appears that the double phrase was common in 
the Greek-spcaking church, whcre its use may 
weil have been liturgica! .  (The Lord's Prayer in its 
A ramaic form probably began with ·abba.) 

It appears that it was Jesus who first applied the 
term to God, and who gave authority to his dis
ciples to do so. Paul sees in its use a symbol 01' the 
Christian's adoption as a son 01' God and his pos
session of the Spirit .  BlBLlOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, Abba, 1 966, pp. 
1 -67, idem. New Testament Theology, E .T. 1 97 1 .  
pp. 6 1 -68; TDNT I ,  pp. 5ff.; 5 ,  p. 1 006: NIDNTT I ,  
pp. 6 1 4ff. D.F. I'. 

ABDON (Heb. 'aQd6n). I .  A levitical town in 
Asher (Jos. 21 :30. spelt Ebron in 1 9 :28); Kh.  
'Abdeh (Avdon), 6 km inland from *Achzib, com
manding a way into the hills. 2. Last 01' the minor 
judges; from * Pirathon (Jdg. 1 2 : 1 3ff.). 3. Head 01' 
a father's house in Benjamin ( I  Ch . 8 :23) . 4. A Ben
jaminite ancestor 01' Saul (I Ch. 8:30; 9 : 36). 5. A 
member 01' Josiah's court (2 Ch. 34:20). 

1 . P .U .L .  

ABEDNEGO. The name given to Azariah, com
panion 01' Oaniel in exile (On. I :7). Made an 
official 01' a Babylonian province until deposed on 
refusing to bow to an image (On. 3: 1 3), but restored 
after escaping the furnace (3:30). He is mentioned 
in I Macc. 2 :59 and, by implication, in Heb. 1 1  :33-
34. The name may be an Aramaic (Chaldean?) 
equivalent 01' a Babylonian one mcaning 'servant 
01' the shining one', perhaps making word-play on 
the name of the Babylonian god Nabu (* NEBO) 

D.J.W. 

ABEL. The second son of Adam and Eve, and the 
brot her (perhaps the twin, Gn. 4 : 1 -2) 01' * Cain. 
The name is sometimes connected with Ak kadian 
aplu, Sumerian ibila, 'son', or A kkadian ibilll, 
'camel', but these remain conjectures. Abel was a 
righteous (dikaios, Mt. 23:35) man and when he, as 
a shepherd (Gn. 4:2), brought an offering 01' the 
firstlings 01' his flock, God accepted it (Gn. 4:4; 
Heb. 1 1  :4). He was subsequently murdered by 
Cain, leaving, so far as we know, no offspring. I t  is 
c1ear that to Christ he was a historical person (M t .  
23:35; L k .  1 1  :5 1 ) . B

IBLIOGRAPHY. KB, p. 227; and cf s. 
Landersdorfer, Sumerisches Sprachgut im AlteIl 
Testament, 1 9 1 6, pp. 67-68. T . C . M .  

ABEL. An element 01 '  certain place-names, chiefly 
in Transjordan. The traditional interpretation 
'meadow' is not at all certain. and Baumgartner 
(KB, p. 7) prefers 'brook, watercourse', comparing 
Heb. 'üQäl, YÜQäl, yäQäl. 'Abe!' 01' MT 01' I 
Sa. 6: 1 8  (cf AV) is probably a textual error, and 
'eQen = 'stone' should be read (cf LXX and 
modern versions). In 2 Sa. 20: 1 8  'Abe!' stands for 
'Abel (01) Beth-maacah' (vv. 1 4- 1 5), and in 2 Ch. 
1 6 :4 (corrupt text?) Abel-maim seems to be the 
same place (cf I Ki.  1 5 :20). The exact locations 01' 
Abel-mizraim 'beyond (or 'beside', with NEB) thc 
Jordan' (Gn. 50: 1 1 ) and Abel-keramim (Jdg. 1 1  :33 :  
somewhere in Ammon) are unknown, but see 
Skinner and Kidner on Gn. 50: 1 1 , and LOB, pp. 
243, 37 1  for possible sites. G. I .D .  



ABEL-BETH-MAACAH (Heb. 'ägel beL 
ma'also, 'meadow of the house of oppression'). 
The town in N Naphtali in which Joab besieged 
Sheba, son of Bichri (2 Sa. 20: 1 4); captured by the 
Syrians under Ben-hadad (c. 879 BC, I Ki. 1 5 :20; 2 
Ch. 1 6 :4) where it is called Abel-maim. Captured 
by the Assyrians under Tiglath-pileser I I I  (e. 733 
BC , 2  Ki. 1 5 :29). Possibly part of the Syrian state of 
* Maacah. It  has been identified with Tel l  Abil 20 
km N of Lake Huleh. The use of the name Abel 
alone in the Egyp. Execration Texts and in 2 Sa. 
20: 1 8 , as weil as the use of the explicative conjunc
tion in 2 Sa. 20: 1 4  ('Abei, i. e. Beth-maacah'), 
shows that these are two alternative names rat her 
than one consisting of three parts. D.W.B. 

ABEL-MEHOLAH, A town named in conjunc
tion with the f1ight of the Midianites from Gide
on (Jdg. 7:22). lt became part of Solomon's firth 
district ( I  Ki. 4: 1 2) and was Elisha's birthplace ( I  
Ki .  1 9 :  1 6) .  The site i s  unknown, but is usually 
placed in the Jordan valley S of Beth-shean. 

D.W.B. 

ABIATHAR ( Heb. 'egyälär, 'father of excel
lence'). Son of Ahimelech and with hirn priest at 
Nob, he escaped alone from the massacre of his 
family by Saul to join David at Keilah, bringing 
with hirn an ephod (I Sa. 22:20-22; 23:6, 9). He  
helped to take the ark  to Jerusalem, where he  was 
one of David's counsellors ( I  Ch. 1 5 : 1 1 ; 27:34). 
He was sent back to Jerusalem with his son 
Jonathan, when David f1ed, to act in the king's 
interests against Absalom (2 Sa. 1 5 :25ff.; 1 7 : 1 5) .  
At the close of David's reign he conspired to 
make Adonijah king, and was expelled from office 
by Solomon ( I  Ki. 1 -2), ending Eli's line. High 
priest during David's reign, he see'llS to have been 
senior to Zadok ( I  Ki. 2:35; cf M k .  2:26). l t  is 
uncertain whether he had a son Ahimelech or 
whether the two names have been transposed in 2 
Sa. 8: 1 7; I Ch. 24:6. In M k .  2:26, 'when Abiathar 
was high priest' is better rendered 'in the passage 
about Abiathar', by analogy with Mk .  1 2 :26. 

A.R.M.  

ABIEL (Heb. 'ag/ei, 'God is my father'). I .  Saul's 
grandfather ( I  Sa. 9: l and 1 4 :5 1 ) .  2. One of 
David's heroes ( I  Ch. 1 1  :32), called Abi-albon (2 
Sa. 23:3 1 ), albon being a copyist's transference 
from the following verse. Some codices of LXX have 
Abiel here. R.A.H.G.  

ABIEZER (Heb. '''gf'ezer, 'my father is help'). I ,  
A clan o f  Manasseh (Jos. 1 7 :2) of wh ich Gideon 
was a member (Jdg. 6: 1 1 ). In Gideon's time the 
clan was centred on Ophrah (Jdg. 6: 1 1 , 24), prob
ably to be identified with al-Tayibeh N of Beth
shean. A district of Abiezer is mentioned in the 
Samaria Ostraca (nos. 1 3 , 28) from c. 800 BC and is 
located SW of Shechem (see LOB, pp. 3 1 5-327). 
Iezer (Nu. 26:30) is a contraction. 

2. One of the thirty mighty men of David (2 Sa. 
23 :27; I Ch. 1 1  :28) and a native of Anathoth, 4 km 
N of Jerusalem. He commanded the ninth division 
of David's militia in the ninth month ( I  Ch. 27: 1 2) .  

R.P.G. 
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ABIGAIL (Heb. '"Qiljayil, 'my father is joy'(?». 
I . The wife of Nabal the Carmelite or Calebite, a 

wealthy boor who lived in Maon, was a contrast to 
her husband. She realized that his veiled insult in 
his refusal to give gifts to David's men , at the time 
of sheep-shearing, endangered the whole house
hold, and so, on her own responsibility, she took 
gifts of loaves, wine, sheep, corn, raisins and figs, 
and waylaid David as he was planning his attack, 
thus preventing bloodshed. Her wisdom, beauty 
and dignity impressed hirn and he blessed God. 
When she told Nabal 01' her action he appreciated 
the narrowness of their escape, and from fright fell 
into an apoplectic fit and died-at the hand of 
God. David then married her and thus secured a 
new social position and a rich estate. With Ahi
noam, the Jezreelite, she shared David's l ife at 
Gath. They were captured by the Amalekites near 
Ziklag and rescued ( I  Sa. 30 : 1 8) .  She was the 
mother of Chileab (2 Sa. 3 :3), or Daniel (I Ch. 
3: 1 ), David's second son. 

2. The wife of I thra (2 Sa. 1 7:25) or Jether ( I  Ch. 
2: 1 7; I Ki .  2:5) the Ishmaelite-terms easily con
fused in Hebrew-and mother of Amasa. She was 
a daughter of Nahash (2 Sa. 1 7:25) or Jesse ( I  Ch. 
2 : 1 3-1 6). Modern critics dismiss * Nahash as a 
scribal error. M.B .  

ABI HAlL (Heb. 'agfbayil, 'my father is might'). 
Man's and woman's name. I .  A Levite, father of 
Zuriel (Nu. 3:35). 2. The wife of Abishur (I Ch. 
2:29). 3. A Gadite living in Bashan (I Ch. 5: 1 4) . 4. 
The mother of Rehoboam's wife Mahalath, and 
daughter of Eliab, David's eldest brot her (2 Ch. 
1 1 :  1 8) .  5. Father of Esther and uncle of Mordecai 
(Est. 2 :  1 5; 9:29). R.A .H .G .  

ABIHU (Heb. 'agfhü', 'my father is he '  [sc. 
Yahweh]). Son of Aaron, a priest. He saw God in 
his glory (Ex. 24: I ,  9) yet acted independently of 
the requirements of the ritual law and was killed by 
holy fire ( Lv. 1 0: 1 -8).  A.R .M.  

ABIJAH (Heb . . agEyd, 'my father is Yahweh', or  
'Yahweh is father'). A name borne by several men 
and women in the OT. Chief among them are the 
second son of Samuel ( I  Sa. 8:2; I Ch. 6:28), a des
cendant of Eleazar who gave his name to the 
eighth of the twenty-four courses of priests ( I  Ch. 
24: 1 0; cf Lk. 1 :5), the son of Jeroboam I (I Ki .  
14: 1- 1 8), and the son and successor of Rehoboam 
king of Judah ( I  Ch. 3 : 1 0; 2 Ch. 1 1 :20; 1 3 : 1 ). The 
name of the latter appears as Abijam C"gfyäm, 
'father of sea', or 'father of west') in I Ki .  1 4:3 1 ;  
1 5 : 1 , 7-8. Several Heb. MSS, however, read Abijah 
here and this reading is supported by the LXX 
AbiOll. 

Abijah reigned 3 years over Judah ( I  Ki .  1 5 :2; 2 
Ch. 1 3 :2). The accounts of his reign in Kings and 
Chronicles stand in marked yet reconcilable con
trast to each other. In the former he is censured for 
his adherence to the corrupt religious policy of his 
father (I Ki. 1 5 :3). The account in Chronicles (2 
Ch. 1 3) is almost wholly concerned with a decisive 
victory with Yahweh's help over the numerically 
stronger army of Jeroboam I. Abijah's oration 
before the battle condemns the apostasy of the N 
kingdom and affirms the divine sanction attaching 
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to the Davidic dynasty and the worship offered at 
the Temple at Jerusalem. J .C.J .W. 

ABILENE. A region of Anti-Lcbanon, attached to 
the city of Abila (cf Heb. 'äi2el, 'meadow'), on the 
bank 01' the Abana (mod. Barada), some 29 km NW 
of Damascus (its ruins still stand round the village 
01' Es-Suk). Abilene belonged to the I turaean king
dom 01' Ptolemy Mennaeus (c. 85-40 BC) and his son 
Lysanias I (40-36 BC); i t  was later detached to form 
the tet rarchy 01' a younger · Lysanias, mentioned in 
Luke 3 :  I .  I n  AD 37 it was given by the emperor Gaius 
to Herod Agrippa I as part of his kingdom, and in 
53 by Claudius to Herod Agrippa 1 1 .  Cf Jos . . Bi 2. 
2 1 5 , 247; Anl. 1 8 . 237; 1 9 . 275; 20. 1 38.  

BIBLIOGRA PHY. HiP, I ,  1 973, pp. 561 -573. 
F.F .B.  

ABIMELECH (Heb. '"i2fmelels, ' the (divine) king 
is my father'). I.  Philistine kings 01' Gerar bearing 
this name figure in episodes involving Abraham 
(Gn. 20: 1 - 1 8) and Isaac (Gn. 26: 1-33). The similar
ities between the accounts have led many to suppose 
that they are doublets, but Abimelech may have 
been a cognomen of Philistine kings (cf Egyptian 
'Pharaoh'); there are also significant difTerences in 
the stories (and note the relevance of Gn. 20: 1 3  for 
both Abraham and Isaac). Nor need the reference 
to the presence of Philistines in Canaan in patri
archai days be anachronistic, for 'Philistine' may 
mean that the Gerarites were an advance party of 
the Sea Peoples who later settled in Palestine; of 
these the Philistines were to become the dominant 
element. In  the superscription to Ps. 34 the name 
Abimelech is given to Achish king of Gath. 

2, A son of Gideon by a Shechemite concubine 
(Jdg. 8 :3 1 ) . With the aid of his mother's family he 
murdered all seventy of his brothers, with the 
exception of Jotharn. Although he proclaimed him
self 'k ing'-a title which his father had repudiated 
(Jdg. 8 :23)-his territory cannot have extended 
beyond W M anasseh. After 3 years the Shechemites 
turned against their king and sided with Gaal . 
Abimelech responded vigorously and cruelly; he 
later died somewhat ingloriously while besieging 
Thebez. For the archaeological background to Jdg. 
9, see G. E. Wright, Shechem, 1 965, pp. 1 23- 1 28 .  

3 ,  A priest, the son o f  Abiathar ( I  Ch. 1 8 : 1 6) ac
cording to MT, but perhaps a scribal error for 
Ahimelech (so RSV; cf 2 Sa. 8 :  1 7) .  R.P.G. 

ABIRAM (Heb. '"i2främ, 'my father is exalted') .  I .  
A son o f  Eliab, a Reubenite, who with his brother, 
• Dathan, and • Korah, a Levite, and others insti
gated a rebell ion against Moses (Nu. 1 6). 2, The 
eldest son of • Hiel of Bethel whose life was lost 
during the rebuilding of the fortress of Jericho 
c. 870 BC (I K i .  1 6:34; cf Jos. 6 :26). D.W.B. 

ABISHAG (Heb. '"i2fsag; possibly, 'father has 
wandered'). A beautiful • Shunammite girl 
brought to David to nurse hirn in his old age. After 
he died , Adonijah, his eldest son, wished to marry 
her, but Solomon, seeing this as an attempt to gain 
the throne, since apparently a king's harem were 
inherited by his  successor (cf R. de Vaux, Ancient 
Israel, 1 96 1 ,  p. 1 1 6), had his brother killed (I K i .  
2: 1 3-25). D.W.B.  
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ABISHAI (Heb. '''i2fsay, 'father of gift' or 'my 
father is Jesse'). Son of Zeruiah and brot her of 
Joab and Asahel (2 Sa. 2 : 1 8) .  2 Sa. 23 : 1 8 ;  I Ch .  
1 1  :20-2 1 show hirn to be chief of 'the three', wh ich 
must mean (as the Vulgate translates) 'the second 
group of three', next in order to 'the three' of 2 Sa. 
23:8- 1 2 . However, two Hebrew MSS and the Syriac 
of 2 Sa. 23: 1 8- 1 9  and I Ch. 1 1  :20 make hirn the 
chief of 'the thirty'. He had an eventful career as a 
high officer in David's army. G.W.G .  

ABNER (Heb. 'ai2ner, but '''i2fner in I Sa. 14 :50) .  
Saul's cousin and the commander-in-chief of his 
army ( I  Sa. 1 4:50); one of the very few state offi
cials mentioned in connection with Saul's reign. 
On Saul's death Abner secured for his remaining 
son Eshbaal (I shbosheth) the allegiance of all but 
the Judahites (2 Sa. 2 :8- 1 0), installing hirn in a new 
capital (Mahanaim) on the E side of the Jordan. In 
the ensuing struggle between the house of Saul and 
the house of David (cf 2 Sa. 3 :  I) Abner loyally 
supported his protege until the latter insinuated 
that, by taking Saul's concubine, Abner was him
self staking a claim to the throne. He now began to 
make overtures to David, promising to uni te all 
I srael behind their rightful king. But Joab did not 
trust Abner and, partly to avenge t he death of his 
brother Asahel (2 Sa. 2 :  1 8-23), murdered hirn in 
the gate of Hebron (2 Sa. 3 :27).  R.P.G. 

ABOMINATION, Four Hebrew words are trans
Iated thus. 1 ,  piggül is used of sacrificial flesh wh ich 
has been lef! too long ( Lv. 7 :  1 8 ,  elc.). 2, siqqü� 
refers to idols ( 'M ilcom the abomination of the 
Ammonites', I Ki. 1 1 :5), and to customs derived 
from idolatry (Je. 1 6 :  1 8). 3, The related word 
seqe� is used in much the same way, a notable 
extension of meaning being its application to 
food prohibi ted for Israelites as being 'unclean' 
(Lv. 1 1 :  1 0f.). 4. t6 'ei2ä is the most important word 
01' the group. This may denote that wh ich offends 
anyone's religious suscept ibili ties: 'every shepherd 
is an abomination to the Egyptians' (Gn. 46:34; 
so witli eating with foreigners, Gn. 43:32) .  Or it 
may be used of idols (in 2 Ki. 23: 1 3  siqqli� is used 
of Ashtoreth and Chemosh and 16'ebO of M il
com). It  denotes praetiees derived from idolatry, 
as when Ahaz 'burned his son as an offering, 
aecording to the abominable practices of the 
nations whom the Lord drove out' (2 Ki. 1 6 :3), 
and all magie and divination (Dt. 1 8 :9- 1 4). But 
the word is not eonfined to heathen customs. Sac
rifice offered to Yahweh in the wrong spirit is 
'abomination' (Pr. 1 5 :8 ;  Is. I :  1 3). So is sexual sin 
(Lv. 1 8 :22). And the word attains a strongly eth
ical connotation when such things as 'Iying Iips' 
and 'diverse weights' are said to be an abomin
ation to the Lord (Pr. 1 2 :22; 20:23, cf also 6:  1 6ff. , 
��). L.M. 

ABRAHAM, A descendant of Shem and son of 
Terah; husband of Sarah and, as father of I saac, 
ancestor of the Hebrew nation and, through Ish
mael, 01' other Semites (Gn. 1 7 :5;  25 :  I 0- 1 8) .  His 
l ife (Gn. 1 1 :26-25 : 1 0; summarized in Aets 7:2-8) 
is taken as an ex am pie 01' outstanding faith in 
God (Heb. 1 1  :8- 1 2) by Jew, Christian and 
Muslim. 
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Possible roules for Abraham's journey from Ur inlo Canaan. 

I. The name 
The etymology of the name Abram (Heb. 
'aQräm; used Gn. I I  :26- 1 7:4 and rarely else
where, e.g. I Ch . I :27; Ne. 9 :7) is uncertain .  I t  
probably means ' the father i s  exalted' and i s  a typ
ical specific early W Semitic personal name form 
of Ab(i)ram. After the covenant of Gn. 1 7 : 5  his 
name is changed to Abraham ( 'aQrähäm) and 
explained as 'father of a multitude' of nations. 
Both these name forms occur in cuneiform and 
Egyptian texts from the 1 9th century BC onwards, 
but not as identical persons. The latter form, pos
sibly as popular etymology, is generally considered 
a dialectical variant of Abram, though a distinct 
new name is implied (wh ich may incorporate an 
early form of Arabic rhm = 'multitude'). 

11. His career 
Abraham was born in • Ur and moved with his 
wife Sarai, his father, brot her Nahor, and nephew 
Lot to Harran (Gn. I I  :26-32). At the age of 75, on 
his father's death, Abraham moved on to Palestine 
(Canaan) near Bethel, to Mamre near Hebron, and 
to Beersheba. At each place he set up an altar and 
tent-shrine. 

His relations with foreigners while staying near 
Shechem, in Egypt, Gerar and Machpelah, portray 
hirn as a respected leader of a group with whom 
they dealt as with an equal. He acted as acknow
ledged leader of a coalition which rescued his 
nephew Lot who had been taken from Sodom by a 
group of 'kings' (Gn. 1 4) .  Stress is laid on his life, 
not so much as a 'pilgrim', but as a 'resident-alien' 
(ger) without a capital city. He was a wealthy man 
with servants ( 1 4: 14) and possessions ( 1 3 :2), living 
amicably among Canaanites ( 1 2:6), Perizzites 
( 1 3 :7), Philistines (21  :34) and Egyptians, and nego
tiating with Hittites (23). 

1 1 1 .  * Covenants 
In accordance with the form of early treaty-
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covenants, Abraham is gran ted a covenant-treaty 
by the 'Great King' Yahweh ( 1 5 : 1 7-2 1 )  and en
tered into parity-treaties with contemporary 
powers. 

(I) The land 
By covenant Yahweh promised Abraham and his 
successors the land from the river Euphrates and 
SW for ever. Abraham's faith was shown both by 
taking steps to appropriate this divine land-grant 
from Beersheba ( 2 1  :33) to Dan ( 1 4: 1 4) by symbolic 
acts, or by taking i t  over as 'leader' of its multi
racial inhabitants by virtue of defeating others 
who had once controlled it .  Yet he did not set up 
any capital and had to purchase a place to bury his 
wife (Gn. 23). 

(iI) Thefamily 
The same divine covenant promised and reaffirmed 
to hirn a family and nations as successors ( 1 3 : 1 6) .  
Being childless, he first made his  major-domo 
Eliezer of Damascus his heir ( 1 5:2). He treated his 
nephew like an heir, giving hirn a preferential share 
in his 'promised' land until Lot chose to move out
side to Sodom ( 1 3 : 8- 1 3). Then, aged 86, he had a 
son, Ishmael, by an Egyptian concubine, Hagar, 
given hirn by his wife. They were later expelled. 
Then, when Abraham was 99, the promise of 
family, nation and law was repeated, and Yahweh 
gave hirn his change of name and the covenant
sign of male circumcision ( 1 7) .  Again the 
covenant-promise was confirmed by another theo
phany at Mamre, despite Sarah's disbelief ( 1 8: 1 -
1 9) .  A year later I saac was born. 

The great test of Abraham's faith came when 
Yahweh ordered hirn to sacrifice Isaac at Moriah. 
He  obeyed, his hand being stayed at the moment 
of slaughter when a ram was provided as a substi
tute (22: 1- 14). Thereupon the covenant between 
Yahweh and Abraham was reaffirmed (vv. 1 5-20). 
Sarah died, aged 1 27, and was buried in a cave at 
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Machpelah, the freehold of which Abraham pur
chased from Ephron (23). As his own death ap
proached Abraham made Eliezer swear to obtain a 
wife for Isaac from his kinsfolk near Harran. Thus 
Abraham's great-niece Rebekah became the bride 
of Isaac (24). 

Abraham hirnself in his advanced age married 
Keturah, whose sons became the ancestors of the 
tribes of Dedan and M idian. After giving 'all he had' 
to I saac and gifts to his other sons Abraham died, 
aged 1 75,  and was buried at * M achpelah (25: 1 - 1 0). 

Abraham was acknowledged as one able to 
'charge his children and his household after hirn to 
keep the way of the Lord by doing righteousness 
and justice' ( 1 8 :  1 9). He was hospitable, entertain
ing strangers with respect ( 1 8 :2-8; 21 :8) .  

IV. His character 
Abraham openly declared his faith in God as al
mighty (Gn. 1 7 : 1 ), eternal (2 1 :33), the most high 
( 1 4 :22), possessor (Lord) of heaven and earth 
( 1 4:22; 24:3), and the righteous judge of nations 
( 1 5 : 1 4) and of all mankind ( 1 8 :25). To hirn 
Yahweh was just ( 1 8 :25), wise (20:6), righteous 
( 1 8 : 1 9), good ( 1 9 : 1 9) and merciful (20:6). He ac
cepted the judgment of God upon sin ( 1 8 :  1 9 ; 
20: 1 1 ) yet interceded with hirn for erring Ishmael 
( 1 7 :20) and Lot ( 1 8 :27-33). Abraham communed 
with God in close fellowship ( 1 8 :33 ;  24:40; 48: 1 5), 
and was gran ted special revelation from hirn in 
visions ( 1 5 : I) and visits in human ( 1 8 :  I) or angelic 
('messenger') form (22 : 1 1 , 1 5) .  Abraham wor
shipped Yahweh, calling upon hirn by that name 
( 1 3:4) and building an altar for this purpose ( 1 2 :8 ;  
1 3 :4, 1 8) .  His clear monotheism is to be contrasted 
with the polytheism of his ancestors (Jos. 24:2). 

Abraham's faith is perhaps best seen in his ready 
obedience whenever called by God. By faith he left 
Ur in * Mesopotamia ( 1 1 :3 1 ;  1 5 :7), an act em
phasized by Stephen (Acts 7:2-4). Similarly he was 
guided to leave Harran (Gn. 1 2 :  1 , 4). 

He lived for 1 00 years in the land of Canaan, 
which had been promised hirn (Gn. 1 3 : 1 2; 1 5 : 1 8), 
but this was only a partial fulfilment, since he occu
pied just a small plot of land at Machpelah and had 
rights near Beersheba. The supreme trial of his faith 
came when he was asked to sacrifice I saac his son, 
who was, humanly speaking, the only means where
by the divine promises could be fulfilled. His faith 
rested in a belief in God's abil ity, if need be, to raise 
his son from the dead (Gn. 22: 1 2, 1 8 ; Heb. 1 1 : 1 9). 

His role has been compared with a governor or 
ruler who, Iike the later kings, exercised just ice 
under the 'Governor of all the world who will do 
right' ( 1 8 :25) .  Like them he was responsible for law 
and order, for rescuing abducted persons, defeating 
the Great King's enemies, ensuring the freedom 01' 
local worship ( 1 4:20). He was able, and brave 
enough, to wage war against superior numbers 
( 1 4:5),  and was generous without seeking personal 
gain ( 1 3 :9;  1 4:23). 

Incidents which have been considered grave 
weaknesses in Abraham's character are the appar
ent deception of the king of Egypt and of Abirne
lech of Gerar by passing Sarah off as his sister to 
save his own life (Gn. 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 3 ; 20:2- 1 1 ) . Sarah 
was Abraham's half-sister (20: 1 2 ;  cf 1 1  :29). Sup
posed paralleis with Hurrian wife-sister marriage 
are to be rejected. Sarah was considered faithful 
both to her husband and to his God ( ls. 5 1  :2; Heb. 
1 1 :  1 1 ;  I Pet. 3 :6), so that, while this might be an 
example of the way the Scriptures portray the for-
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tunes of even the greatest heroes (cf * David), it 
may weil be questioned whether this incident is as 
yet fully understood. 

Abraham's statement to I saac (Gn. 22:8) has 
been considered deceptive in view of the task 
ahead. It can, however, be taken as a supreme 
example of faith ('we will come again',  22:5; cl 
Heb. 1 1 : 1 7- 1 9). This incident is moreover an early 
condemnation of child-sacrifice which was itself 
rare in the ancient Near East. 

V. Theological significance 
Israel was considered 'the seed of Abraham', and 
Yahweh's action in raising much people from onc 
man was held to be a particularly significant ful
filment of his word (ls. 5 1 :2; Ezk. 33 :24). 'The 
God of Abraham' dcsignated Yahweh throughout 
Scripture and was the name whereby he revealed 
hirnself to Moses (Ex. 3: 1 5) .  Abraham's monothe
ism amid idolatry (Jos. 24:2), the way God ap
peared to hirn (Ex. 6:3), chose (Ne. 9:7), redeemed 
( Is. 29:22) and blessed hirn (Mi .  7:20), and Abra
ham's faith were a constant theme of exhortation 
and discussion (I Macc. 2:52). 

In  NT times also Abraham was revered as the 
ancestor of Israel (Acts 1 3 :26), of the levitical 
priesthood (Heb. 7:5), and of the Messiah hirnself 
(Mt .  I :  I ) . Though the popular Jewish superstition 
that racial descent from Abraham brought divine 
blessing with it is refuted by the Baptist (Mt .  3 :9) 
and Paul (Rom. 9:7), the unity of the Hebrews as 
his descendants was a picture of the unity of be
lievers in Christ (Gal. 3: 1 6, 29). The oath (Lk 
1 : 73), covenant (Acts 3 :  1 3), promise (Rom. 4: 1 3) 
and blessing (Gal. 3: 1 4) gran ted Abraham by 
God's free choice are inherited by his children by 
faith. Abraham's faith was a type of that which 
leads to justification (Rom. 4:3- 1 2), a pre-Christ 
proclarnation of the universal gospel (Gal. 3 :8) .  
His obedience by faith to his call  from Ur to the 
nomadic life of a 'stranger and pilgrim' and his 
flffering of Isaac are listed as outstanding 
examples of faith in action (Heb. 1 1  :8- 1 9; Jas. 
2:2 1 ). 

As a great prophet and recipient of the divinc 
covenant Abraham plays a unique role in both 
Jewish (Ecclus. 44: 1 9-2 1 ;  Bereshith Rabba; Pirqe 
Aboth 5 .  4; Jos., Ant. 1 . 7-8) and Muslim traditions 
( 1 88 refs. in Qur'an). 

VI. Archaeological background 
The social institutions, customs, personal and 
place names, and general literary and historical 
situations compare weil with other evidence of the 
early 2nd millennium BC. However, though many 
scholars view the patriarchal narrative as substan
lially historical and datable, ('rom the known occu
pation 01' named sites, to the M iddle Bronze Age, 
c. 20th- 1 9th (Albright, de Vaux), or later, 1 9th-
1 7th (Rowley) or 1 5th- 1 4th century BC (Gordon), 
a number support the theory that these narratives 
stern from the time of David (Emerton, Clements), 
though some argue on a traditio-historical basis 
for a later date (Thompson, van Seters) based on 
supposed anachronisms between the semi
nomadic movements, history (especially on Gn. 
1 2 )  and references to Philistines, camels and cer
tain place names (* Ur 'of the Chaldees'), all point
ing to the late I st millennium BC. For them thc 
tradition is 01' later composition (Thompson, van 
Seters). Most of these points can be answered indi
vidually on the basis 01' all available cvidence (de-



tails of the * Ebla texts, c. 2300 BC, may provide 
additional data). lt is to be noted that the precise 
details, the absence of 'saga' personification of 
Abraham as a tribe, and the fact that the majority 
of Abraham's deeds are recorded as those of an 
individual, are indications of early sources. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. R. M illard and D. 1. Wise
man , eds., Essays on the Patriarchal Narratives, 
1 980; T. L. Thompson, Historicity 0/ the Patri
archal Narratives, 1 974; A. R. M illard, ABD I ,  pp. 
35-4 1 .  D.J .W. 

ABRAHAM'S BOSOM. A figure of speech used 
by Jesus in the parable of * Lazarus and Dives (Lk.  
1 6 :22-23), illustrating the 'great gulf fixed' be
tween the bl iss of paradise and the misery of 
Hades (cf. M t .  8 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  The dead Lazarus is por
trayed as reclining next to Abraham at the feast of 
the blessed, arter the Jewish manner, which 
brought the head of one person almost into the 
bosom of the one who sat above hirn, and placed 
the most favoured guest in such a relation to his 
host (e.g Jn .  1 3 :23). To sit in Abraham's bosom, in 
Talmudic language, was to enter * Paradise (cf. 4 
M acc. 1 3 : 1 7) .  Such Oriental imagery should not be 
regarded as evidence of Jewish belief in an interim 
state. J .D.D. 

ABRECH. A n  obscure term proclaimed before 
Joseph as Pharaoh's chief minister (Gn. 4 1  :43). W. 
Spiegel berg interpreted it as Egyp. Ib-r. k, 'atten
tion !' ,  'look out!' 1. Vergote suggests I.brk, 'pay 
homagel', 'kneel!', an Egypt ian. imperative of a 
Semitic loan-word (Joseph en Egypte, 1 959, pp. 
1 3 5- 1 4 1 , 1 5 1 ). Recent discussions add not hing to 
these suggestions. K.A.K .  

ABSALOM (Heb. 'aQsäl6m, 'father is/of 
peace') .  I .  Third son of David, with a foreign 
mother, M aacah, daughter of Talmai, king of 
Geshur (2 Sa. 3:3). His personal comeliness was 
shared by Tamar, his sister, and was the cause of 
her being violated by Amnon, David's first-born 
son by another mother (2 Sa. 1 3 : 1 - 1 8). When Ab
salom learnt of  this incident. he brought about the 
death of Amnon, thus iflCüfring the displeasure of 
his father, before wh ich he fled to Geshur (2 Sa. 
1 3 :  1 9-39). The first part of Nathan's prophecy had 
come true (2 Sa. 1 2: 1 0) .  After 3 years of exile, and 
a further 2 years of banishment from the court, 
David received his son back into favour, and was 
repaid by a plot against his throne (2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 - 1 5) .  
The 'forty years' of v .  7 does not see m to square 
with 1 8:5,  and the reading 'f'our' has been sug
gested. The second part of Nathan's prophecy now 
came true (2 Sa. 1 2: I I  a). The third part (v. I I  b) 
was also soon fulfilled (2 Sa. 1 6:20-23) and there 
was !lOW no turning back. There is pathos and spir
itual profit in the words of David when the Levites 
sought to take the Ark into flight with the deposed 
king (2 Sa. 1 5 :25-26). The end of Absalom is weil 
known. With the help of Hushai (2 Sa. 1 5 :32-37 
and 1 7 : 1 - 1 6) and Joab (2 Sa. 1 8 : 1 -2 1 ;  see also 
1 9 : 1 -7) David was able to defeat hirn in battle. 2 
Sa. 1 8 :9- 1 7  describes his ignominious death. The 
third Psalm purports to comc from the period 01' 
Absalom's rebellion. 

2. Rehoboam's father-in-Iaw (2 Ch. I I  :20-2 1 ;  
called 'Abisha10m' in I Ki .  1 5 :2, 1 0) .  
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3. In the Apocrypha, an ambassador of Judas 
M accabaeus, the father of Mattathias and Jona
than (I Macc. 1 1 :70; 1 3 : 1 1 ;  2 Macc. 1 1 : 1 7) .  

T.H.J .  

ABYSS. The Greek word abyssos (,bottomless 
[pit]', 'deep') appears 9 times in  the NT. It is trans
lated in RSV as 'abyss' (the abode of demons, Lk.  
8 :3 1 ;  the place of the dead, Rom. 1 0:7) and 'bot
tomless pit' (the place of torment, Rev. 9: 1 -2, 1 1 ; 
I I  :7;  1 7:8; 20: I ,  3). LXX renders Heb. t 'h6m, 'deep 
place', as 'abyss' (Gn. 1 :2, etc. ), with reference to 
the primitive idea of a vast mass of water on wh ich 
the world floated, or to the underworld (Ps. 71 :20). 
(* HELL .) J.D.D. 

ACCAD, AKKAD. One of the major cities, with 
Babyion and Erech, founded by Nimrod (Gn. 
1 0: 1 0). lt bore the Semitic name of Akkadu, 
Sumerian Agade. I ts precise location near Sippar 
or Babyion is uncertain, though some identify it 
with the ruins of Tell Sesl/bär or even Babyion 
itself. 

Inscriptions show that an early Semitic dynasty 
founded by Sargon I (c. 2350 BC) flourished here. 
At this time Akkad controlled all Sumer (S Baby
lonia), and its armies reached Syria, Elam and S 
Anatolia. With the great trade and prosperity 
which followed the rule of Sargon and his succes
sor Naram-S'in the dynasty became symbolic of 
a 'golden age'. When Babyion later became the 
capital, the term 'Akkad' continued to be used 
to describe the wh oie of N Babylonia until the 
late Persian period in the records of the kings 01' 
* Assyria and * Babylonia. 

Akkadian (Accadian) is now used as a conveni
ent term for the Semitic Assyrian and Babylonian 
languages, the dialect of the famous dynasty of 
Agade being designated 'Old Akkadian' .  

D.J .W.  

ACCEPTANCE. The English words 'accept', 'ac
cepted', 'acceptable' and 'acceptance' translate a 
variety of Hebrew and Greek words of cognate 
meaning. God is normally the subject; and the 
object may be the worshipper's sacrifices (Ps. 
1 1 9 : 1 08), his prayers (Gn. 1 9 :2 1 ), the wh oie tenor 
of his life, and particularly his person. In contrary 
distinction to the pagan viewpoint, the biblical 
doctrine is that the prayers and sacrifices are ac
ceptable to God because a man's person is accept
able. Thus 'the Lord had regard for Abel and his 
offering: but for Cain and his offering he had no 
regard' (Gn. 4:4-5). The acceptance of Abel's of
fering was a witness that Abel's person had already 
bcen accepted. Through his offerings 'he received 
approval as righteous, God bearing witness by 
accepting his girts' (Heb. I I  :4), and Cain was ad
monished that his offering would bc accepted if 
his life were acceptable (Gn. 4:7). 

The OT prophets inveighed against the notion, 
so congenial to the natural man, that God can be 
persuaded to accept a man's person through ac
cepting a correctly-offered ritual worship. They 
constantly affirmed that the divine order was the 
reverse. The offerings were acceptable only when 
the persons were acceptable (Ho. 8: 1 3; M al .  I :  I 0, 
1 3) .  Throughout the Bible the teaching is under
lined that God does not accept a man's person 
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because of his social status or importance. He does 
not respect persons (Ga!. 2:6). This is a virtue 
which all are to imitate. However, it was not till the 
Cornelius incident that the early church appre
hended the truth that God does not require lewish 
nationality, nor circumcision, as a prerequisite for 
acceptance with hirn (Acts 1 0:35). 

The well-doing that God requires for acceptance 
must not in any point fall short of his perfections. 
Only those who by patience persist in well-doing 
may claim the reward of eternal life for their works 
(Rom. 2 :6-7). None achieves this. All fall short of 
the glory of God through sin (Rom. 3:9-23). Our 
Lord alone is accepted. He alone has merited 
God's verdict: 'With thee I am weil pleased . '  

Ezekiel foretold that  it would be the work of 
God to make sinners acceptable to hirn (Ezk. 
20:40--4 1 ;  36:23-29). I t  is through incorporation 
into Christ, and the gift of his righteousness (Rom. 
5:  1 7), that believers are accepted with God. This is 
the work of God, who through his grace makes us 
'accepted in the beloved' (Eph. 1 :6, AV). D.B.K. 

ACCESS. An intermediary in the Oriental court 
introduced suppliants and guaranteed their genu
ineness (cf Barnabas, Acts 9:27-28). The OT por
trait of God as King (Ps. 47:7) posed to NT writers 
the problem of the sinner's prosagöge or access 
into his presence. He has no independent right of 
personal approach, and obtains introduction only 
through Christ (Rom. 5 :2;  Eph. 2 :  1 8 ; 3 :  1 2; I Pet. 
3 :  1 8),  whose death removes the barriers of hostility 
(Eph. 2 : 1 6) ,  and enables believers to draw near 
with confidence to the throne of grace (Heb. 4: 1 6). 

D.H.T. 

ACHAIA. A small region of Greece, on the S coast 
of the gulf of Corinth, wh ich twice gave its name 
to the whole country. In Homer the Greeks are fre
quently called Achaeans. Again, in the age of the 
Hellenistic kings, the Achaean confederacy cham
pioned the freedom of the republics, and after its 
defeat by the Romans ( 1 46 BC) the name was used 
by them for Greece in genera!. The area was ad
ministered with Macedonia at first, and even 
after organization as a separate province (27 BC) 
is linked in common usage with Macedonia (Acts 
1 9 :2 1 ;  Rom. 1 5 :26; I Thes. 1 :8). The province 
was in the regular senatorial allotment, and was 
hence governed by a proconsul (an/hypa/os, Acts 
1 8 :  1 2), with two exceptions: from AD 1 5  to 44 it 
was under the Caesarian legate 01' Moesia; and 
from AD 67 Roman supervision was entirely sus
pended for several years by Nero's benevolence, 
and the 40 or so republics in the area enjoyed 
their liberty without even the appearance of 
permission. 

The old confederacy was maintained under the 
Romans, with its capital at Argos, the se at of the 
imperial cult, but the much larger province was 
governed from Corinth. It is always in connection 
with Corinth that the name occurs in the NT, and 
it is uncertain whether anything more is meant (see 
2 Cor. I :  I ;  9 :2;  1 1 : 1 0) .  We know, however, that 
there was a church at Cenchreae (Rom. 1 6: I ), and 
there were believers at Athens (Acts 1 7 :34). We 
may assurne, therefore, that in referring to the 
household of Stephanas as the 'first converts in 
Achaia' (I Cor. 1 6 :  1 5), Paul is applying the term to 
Corinth as having a primacy due to its position as 
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the Roman capita!. H e  i s  not thinking o f  t l e  rest 
of the province. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Pausanias 8. 1 6 . 1  0- 1 7 .4; �trabo 
8; 1. Keil, CAH 1 1 , pp. 556-565; D. W. 1 Gill, 
BA1CS 2, pp. 453--454. EA.J .  

ACHAICUS. A Corinthian Christian ( I  Cor. 
1 6: 1 7) :  on his position see • FORTUNATU The 
name suggests a slave or ex-slave of Achaia, or 
possibly in the service of the Mummii : it was 
the title of L. Mummius, creator of Roman Achaia 
(and destroyer of • Corinth), and was re ai ed in 
his family in Paul's lifetime (cf Suetonius, Ga/ba 
3). A .F .W. 

ACHAN (Heb. ·öifölI). A ludahite of clan Zerah , 
who was in the assault on lericho and vioGated the 
sacrificial ban, stealing gold, silver and fime loth
ing. This was discovered when inquiry w'as made 
by lot after the failure to take Ai. Achan with his 
family and possessions was stoned and crernated in 
the Vale of • Achor (1os. 7). 10shua, in pro
nouncing sentence, used the similarity of bis name 
to the verb 'öifar, 'to distress'; the chronicler 
speils his name thus (Achar, I Ch .  2:7). The event is 
recalled in los. 22:20. J .  P.U.L. 

ACHISH. The king of Gath (calIed AbillDelech in 
the title of Ps. 34) with whom David live,d incog
ni/o when fleeing from Saul and from w'hom he 
escaped by pretending to be mad ( I  Sa. 2 1  : 1 0- 1 5) 
The second time David went for refuge im Gath, 
Achish gave hirn the town of • Ziklag on his bor
der with Israel (I Sa. 27). He appointed David as 
his bodyguard in a battle against Israel ( I  S,a. 28: 1 -
2), but the other Philistines would not hav,e David 
fight with them ( I  Sa. 29). Achish contimucd as 
king into the reign of Solomon ( I  Ki.  2::39-40) 

Dl.W.B. 

ACHOR (Heb. ·öif6r). The valley near lericho 
where ·Achan was exccuted. lewish and Clhristian 
tradition placed it N of lcricho (Eusebius,. Onom. 
1 8 , 84; 1. T. M ilik, Disco\'eries in /he JlIdae,an Des

er/, 1 962, vol. 3, p. 262), probably in the W I  Nü:ci
ma. If so, los. 1 5 :7 refers to i1nother valle:y, S 01' 
the ludah-Benjamin border; cl-Buqei'a i:s l ikely 
(GTT, pp. 1 37, 1 39, 27 1 ;  L. E. Stager, RB 8 1l ,  1 974, 
pp. 94-96; NEAEHL, pp. 267-26S?; see 
• SECACAH). The W Qilt has been suggestedl Oll the 
assumption that los. 7 and 1 5  mean th'e �ame 
place, but it suits neither. Is. 65:  I 0; Ho. 2�: I � are 
perhaps most pointed if referred to the W N u'ci-
ma. J . P> .U L .  

ACHSAH (Heb. 'aifsti, 'anklet'). The dauglht\'!r of 
Caleb who, on being married to Othniel, <Caleb's 
nephew, as a reward for Oth niel's captlur\'! of 
Kiriath-sepher, encouraged hirn to ask C3Jleb for 
extra territory and herself asked for $prings 
of water (1os. 1 5 : 1 6- 1 7; ldg. 1 : 1 2-·1 5 ; I 
Ch. 2:49). A,.E.C. 

ACHSHAPH (Heb. 'aifsöß). An importamt Ca
naanite city (los. 1 1 : I ;  1 2 :20), mentioned in Egyp
tian lists and Papyrus Anas/asi, I (ANET, pl. 477): 



near Acco, apparently E or SE. The alternatives 
most favoured are Tell Keisan (w. Albright, 
BASaR 83, 1 94 1 ,  p. 33) and Khirbet Harbaj (Tell 
Regev) (LOB, pp. 22, elc.) .  Occupied by Asher (Jos. 
1 9 :25). J .P .U .L. 

ACHZIB. 1 .  A Canaanite harbour town assigned 
to Asher (Jos. 1 9:29) which they never occupied 
(Jdg. 1 :3 I ) .  Taken by Sennacherib in 701 BC 
(ANET, p. 287).  Identified with the modern ez-Zib, 
1 4  km N of Acco (Acre). 2. A town of Judah (Jos. 
1 5 :44) in the Shephelah. Probably the Chezib of 
Gn. 38 :5 ;  conquered by Sennacherib (cf Mi .  I :  1 4) ;  
tentatively identified as the modern Tell el-Beida 
(see NEAEHL, pp. 32-36). D.W.B. 

ACTS, BOOK OF THE. 'The Acts of the Apos
tles' (Gk . praxeis aposlolön) is the title given, since 
the latter years of the 2nd century AD, to the 
second volume of a history of Christian begin
nings whose first volume we know as 'The Gospel 
according to Luke'. 

1 .  OutHne of contents 
The book takes up the story where the Gospel (the 
'first book' of Acts I :  I) ends, with the resurrection 
appearances of Jesus, and goes on to record his as
cension, the coming of the Holy Spirit and the rise 
and early progress of the ch urch of Jerusalem ( 1 -
5). Then i t  describes the dispersal of the Hellenistic 
members of that church wh ich followed the execu
tion of their leader Stephen, their evangelization 
of more distant regions as far N as Antioch, and 
the beginning of the Gentile mission in that city. In 
the course of this narrative: we have also the ac
count of Pau}'s conversion oand Peter's evangeliza
tion of the plain of Sharo>n, culminating in the 
conversion of the first Genti le household in Caesa
rea. This section of Acts ends with Pau}'s arrival in 
Antioch to take part in  t he Gentile mission there, 
and Peter's departure from Jerusalem after his 
escape from death at the hands of Herod Agrippa I 
(6- 1 2 ) .  From then on Pau}'s apostolic ministry is 
the main subject of Acts: with Barnabas he evan
gelizes Cyprus and S Galatia ( 1 3- 1 4), takes part in 
the Council of Jerusalem ( 1 5),  with Si las cross es to 
Europe and evangelizes Philippi, Thessalonica and 
Corinth ( 1 6- 1 8), with other colleagues evangelizes 
provincial Asia from his headquarters in Ephesus 
( 1 9), pays a visit to Palestine, where he is rescued 
from mob-violence and kept in custody for 2 years 
(20-26), is sent to Rome to have his case heard by 
the emperor at his own request, and spends 2 
years there under house arrest, with complete lib
erty to make the gospel known to all who visit 
hirn (27-28) .  While the gospel was no doubt car
ried along all the roads which branched out from 
its Palestinian homeland, Acts concentrates on the 
road from Jerusalem to Antioch and thence to 
Rome. 

1 1 .  Origin and purpose 
The preface to the 'first book' (Lk. I :  1 --4) applies 
eq ually to both parts of the work: the whole work 
was undertaken in order that one • Theophilus 
might have a consecutive and reliable account of 
the rlse and progress of Christianity-a subject on 
which he already possessed a certain amount of 
i n formation. 

The date i s  not indicated precisely; Acts cannot 
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have been written earlier than the latest event it re
cords, Pau}'s spending 2 years in custody in Rome 
(Acts 28:30), covering probably the years 60 and 
6 1 ,  but how much later it was written is uncertain. 
If its dependence on the Antiquilies of Josephus 
were established, then its date could not be earlier 
than AD 93, but such a dependence is improbable. 
We might think of a time when something had 
happened to stimulate special interest in Christian
ity among responsible members of Roman society, 
of whom Theophilus may be regarded as a repre
sentative. One such time was the latter part of 
Domitian's pr in ci pate (AD 8 1 -96), when Christian
ity had penetrated the imperial family. It has even 
been suggested that Theophilus might be a 
pseudonym for Domitian's cousin, Flavius Clem
ens. An earlier occasion may be found in the later 
sixties, when the moment seemed opportune to dis
sociate Christianity from the Jewish revolt in Pales
tine, or even earlier in the sixt ies, when the leading 
propagator of Christianity ca me to Rome as a 
Roman citizen to have his appeal heard by the im
perial tribunal. The optimistic note on wh ich Acts 
ends, with Paul proclaiming the kingdom of God 
in Rome without let or hindrance, might suggest a 
date before the outbreak of persecution in AD 64. 
The internal evidence for the  dating of Luke is 
relevant here, but if it be feit that Luke, as we have 
it now, must be dated after AD 70, it might be con
sidered whether the 'first book' 01' Acts I :  I could 
not be 'Proto-Luke' (so C. S. C. Williams and 
others). The remitting of  Paul's case to Rome 
would certainly make it needful for imperial offi
cials to look more seriously into the nature of 
Christianity than had previously been necessary; 
the author of Acts may weil have thought it wise to 
provide such people with an account of the matter. 

The author, from the 2nd century onwards, has 
been identified (rightly, in  all probability) with 
Luke, Paul's physician and fellow-traveller (Col . 
4: 1 4; Phm. 24; 2 Tim. 4: 1 1 ) .  Luke was a Greek of 
Antioch, according to the late 2nd century anti
Marcionite prologue to his Gospel (his Antiochene 
origin is also implied by the 'western' reading of 
Acts 1 1  :28). His presence at some of the events 
which he records is indicated unobtrusively by the 
transition from the third person to the first person 
plural in his narrative; the three 'we-sections' of 
Acts are 1 6 : 1 0- 1 7; 20:5-2 1 : 1 8; 27: 1 -28 : 1 6. Apart 
from the periods covered by these sections, he had 
ample opportunity of tracing the course of events 
from the first, as he had access to first-hand infor
mation from people he met from time to time, not 
only in Antioch but also in Asia M inor and Mac
edonia, in Jerusalem and Caesarea, and finally in 
Rome. Among these informants an important 
place should doubtless be given to his hosts in 
various cities, such as Philip and his daughters in 
Caesarea (2 1 :8f.) and M nason, a foundation
member of the church in Jerusalem (2 1 : 1 6) .  He 
does not appear to have used Paul's Epistles as a 
source. 

I I I .  Historical character 
The historical trustworthiness of Luke's account 
has been amply confirmed by archaeological dis
covery. While he has apologetic and theological 
interests, these do not detract from his detailed ac
curacy, although they control his selection and pre
sen tat ion of the facts. He sets his narrative in the 
framework of contemporary history; his pages are 
full of references to city magistrates, provincial 
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governors, e1ient kings and the l ike, and these ref
erences time after time prove to be just right for the 
plaee and time in question. With a minimum 01' 
words he conveys the true local colour 01' the 
widely differing cities mentioned in his story. And 
his description 01' Paul's voyage to Rome (27) re
mains to this day one of our most important 
documents on ancient seamanship. 

IV. Apologetic emphasis 
Luke is obviously concerned, in both parts 01' his 
work, to demonstrate that Christianity is not a 
menace to imperial law and order. He does this 
particularly by citing the judgments of governors, 
magistrates and other authorities in various parts 
01' the empire. In the Gospel Pilate thrice pro
nounces Jesus not guilty 01' sedition ( Lk.  23 :4, 1 4, 
22), and when similar charges are brought against 
his followers in Acts they cannot be sustained. The 
praetors of Philippi imprison Paul and Silas for 
interference with the rights of private property, but 
have to release them with an apology for their il
legal action ( 1 6: 1 9ff., 35ff.) .  The politarchs of 
Thessalonica, before whom Paul and h is com
pan ions are accused 01' sedition against the em
peror, are content to find citizens of that place who 
will guarantee the missionaries' good behaviour 
( 1 7:6-9). A more significant decision is taken by 
Gallio, proconsul of Achaia, who dismisses the 
charge 01' propagating an illicit religion brought 
against Paul by the Jewish leaders of Corinth; the 
practical implication of his decision is that Christi
anity shares the protection assured by Roman law 
to Judaism ( 1 8 : 1 2ff.). At Ephesus, Paul enjoys the 
friendship of the • Asiarchs and is exonerated by 
the town clerk from the charge of insulting the cult 
of Ephesian • Artemis ( 1 9:3 1 ,  35ff.). In Judaea the 
governor Festus and the e1ient king Agrippa 1 1  
agree that Paul has committed no offence deserv
ing either death or imprisonment, and that in fact 
he might have been liberated forthwith had he not 
taken the jurisdiction out of their hands by appeal
ing to Caesar (26:32). 

It  might weil be asked, however, why the pro
gress of Christianity had so frequently been 
marked by public riots if Christians were as law
abiding as Luke maintained. His reply is that, 
apart from the incident at Philippi and the demon
stration stirred up by the silversmiths' guild at 
Ephesus, the tumults wh ich attended the proelam
ation of the gospel were invariably instigated by its 
Jewish opponents. Just as the Gospel represents the 
Sadducean chief priests of Jerusalem as prevailing 
upon Pilate to sentence Jesus to death against his 
better judgment, so in  Acts it is Jews who are 
Paul's bitterest enemies in one place after another. 
While Acts records the steady advance of the gos
pel in the great Gentile centres of imperial civiliza
tion, it records at the same time its progressive 
rejection by the majority of the Jewish com
munities throughout the Empire. 

V. Theological interest 
On the theological side, the dominating theme of 
Acts is the activity of the Holy Spirit. The promise 
of the outpouring of the Spirit, made by the risen 
Christ in I :4ff., is fulfilled for Jewish disciples in ch. 
2 and for Gentile believers in ch. 1 0. The apostles 
discharge their commission in the power of the 
Spirit, which is manifested by supernatural signs; 
their converts' acceptance of the gospel is likewise 
attended by visible manifestations of the Spirit's 
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power. The book might indeed bc called 'The Acts 
01' the Holy Spirit', for it is the Spirit who cOltrols 
the advance 01' the gospel throughout; he guides 
the movements 01' the preachers, e.g. 01' Philip 
(8 :29, 39), Peter ( 1 0: 1 9 1'.) ,  Paul and his comp,uions 
( 1 6:6ff.); he directs the church 01' Antioch to set 
Barnabas and Sau I apart for the more extended 
service to which he hirnself has called thern ( [ 3:2); 
he receives pride of place in the letter conv!ying 
the decision of the Jerusalem · Council to theGen
tile churches ( 1 5:28); he speaks through pro?hets 
( 1 1 :28; 20:23; 21 :4, 1 1 )  as he did in OT days ( I :  1 6; 
28:25); he it is in the first instance who appoints the 
elders 01' a church to take spiritual charge 01' it 
(20:28); he is the principal witncss to thc truth 01' 
the gospel (5:32). 

The supernatural manifestations which accom
pa ny the spread of the gospel signify not only the 
Spirit's activity but also the inauguration 01' the 
new age in which Jesus reigns as Lord and Mes
siah. The miraculous element, as we should expecl, 
is more prominent in the earlier than in the later 
part of the book: 'we have a steady reduction 01' 
the emphasis on the miraculous aspect of the 
working of the Spirit which corresponds to the de
velopment in the Pauline Epistles' (w. L. Knox, 
The Acts 0/ the Apostles, 1 948, p. 9 1 ) . 

VI. Acts in the carly church 
Unlike most 01' the NT books, the two parts 01' 
Luke's history do not appear to have been primar
ily associated with Christian churches, whether as 
addressed to them or as circulating within them. 
Martin Dibelius may be right in thin king that the 
work circulated through the contemporary book 
trade for the benefit 01' the Gentile reading public 
for which it was intended. There may thus have 
been some lapse of time between the first publica
tion of the twofold work and its more general 
circulation in the churches as an authoritative 
Christian document. 

Early in the 2nd century, when the four Gospel 
writings were collected and circulated as a fourfold 
group, the two parts of Luke's history were separ
at cd from each other, to pursue their several pflths. 
While the future of Luke was assured by reason 01' 
its incorporation with the other three Gospels. 
Acts proved increasingly to be such an impor tant 
documcnl lhat i l  can justly be called, in  Hal'nach 
words, the pivot-book of the NT. 

The wider circulation 01' Acts in the churthes 
may have had much to do, towards the end 01' the 
I st century, with the move to collect the Pal\line 
Epistles to form a corpus. I f Paul tended to be for
gotten in the generation following his death, Acts 
would certainly bring him back to Christian 
memory and also emphasize what an interesting 
and extraordinarily important man he wa . llut. 
while emphasizing the importance of Paul's r'ole, 
Acts bore witness to the work 01' other apo�tlcs 
too, especially Peter. 

For this last reason Marcion (c. AD 1 40) cC)uld 
not inelude Acts in his Canon, although he did in
e1ude his edition of Luke as a preface to the 
Pauline corpus. Acts, while it bore eloquent witness 
to the apostleship of Paul, at the same time cut 
right across Marcion's insistence that the or iginal 
apostles of Jesus had proved unfaithful to their 
Master's teaching. Marcion and his followers are 
probably the main target of Tertullian's charge: of 
inconsistency against those heretics who clQn
fidently appeal to the exelusive apostolic authOirity 



01' Paul while rejecting the one book above all 
others which provides independent testimony 01' 
his apost leship (Prescriptiol1 221'. ) .  

To the champions 01' the catholic faith, on the 
other hand, the value 01' Acts now appeared great
er than ever. For not only did it present irrefragable 
evidence 01' Paul's status and achievement as an 
apostle, but it also safeguarded the position 01' the 
other apostles and justified the inclusion 01' non
Pauline apostolic writings alongside the Pauline 
collection in the volume 01' Holy Writ. It  was from 
this time that i t  came to be known as 'The Acts 01' 
the Apostles', or even, as the Muratorian list calls 
it with anti-Marcionite exaggerat ion, 'The Acts 01' 
all the Apostles'. 

VII .  Its abiding value 
The title 01' Acts to occupy its traditional place be
tween the Gospels and the Epistles is clear. On the 
one hand, it is the general sequel to the fourfold 
Gospel (as it is the proper sequel to one 01' the 
four); on the other hand , it supplies the historical 
background to the earlier Epistles, and attests the 
apostolic character 01' most 01' the writers whose 
names they bear. 

Moreover, it remains a document 01' incalculable 
value for the beginnings 01' Christianity. When we 
consider how scanty is our knowledge 01' the pro
gress of the gospel in other directions in the dec
ades following AD 30, we may appreciate our 
indebtedness to Acts for the relatively detailed ac
count which it gives 01' the progress 01' the gospel 
along the road from Jerusalem to Rome. The rise 
and progress 01' Christianity is a study beset with 
problems, but some 01' these problems would be 
even more intractable than they are if we had not 
the information 01' Acts to help uso For example, 
how did it come about that a movement which 
began in the heart 01' Judaism was recognized after 
a few decades as a distinctively Gentile religion? 
And how has it come about that a faith which 
originated in Asia has been for centuries pre
dominantly associated, for better or worse, with 
European civilization? The answer is largely, 
though not entirely, bou:nd up with the missionary 
career 01' Paul, apostle to (he Gentiles and citizen 
of Rome; and 01' that c:areer Luke, in Acts, is the 
historian. His  narrative us,  in fact, a source-book of 
the highest value for a sagnificant phase of the his
tory 01' world civilizatioll. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BC, 5 vols., 1 920-33; H. 1. Cad
bury, The Book 0/ Acts ;/1 History, 1 955; M.  Dibel
ius, Studies in the Acts 0/ the Apostles, 1 956; R. P. 
C.  Hanson, The Acts in the Revised Standard Ver
sion, 1 967; E. H aenchen, The Acts 0/ the Apostles, 
1 97 1 ;  W. W. Gasque, A HislOry 0/ the Interpret
aCion 0/ the A CIS 0/ the Apostles, 1 989; F. F. Bruce, 
The Acts 0/ fhe Apostle�, 1 99 1 ;  idem, The Book 0/ 
the Actr, NIC, 1 988; BA1 CS. F.F.B. 

ADAH ( Heb. ·ätja, meaning uncertain). I. One 01' 
the wives of Lamech and mother 01' Jabal and 
Jubal (Gn .  4 :  1 9tf.) .  2, One 01' the wives 01' Esau, 
d aughter 01' Elon a Hitt i te and mother 01' Eliphaz 
(Gn . 36:2tf. ) .  T.C.M. 

A DAM ( Heb. 'äqäm) .  A town 28 km N 01' Jeri
cho_ near * Zarethan, controlling the Jordan fords 
just below the confluence 01' the Jabbok; modern 
Tell ed-Damiyeh. The blocking 01' the Jordan here 
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made it possible for the Israelites to cross at Jericho 
(Jos. 3 : I Otf.). J .P.U .L. 

ADAM, 

I .  In the Old Testament 
The first man, created (bärä ', Gn. 1 :27) by God in 
his own image ($elem), on the sixth day by means 
01' forming hirn (as a potter forms, yä$ar, Gn. 2 :7)  
01' dust from the ground C"qäma) ,  and uniquely 
breathing into his nostrils the breath of Iife 
(nismal !wyyfm; see b, below). The result 01' this 
was that 'the man' became a living being (neßes 
bayya). Sumerian and Babylonian myths 01' the 
creation 01' man are known, but compared with the 
creation story in the Bible all are crude and 
polytheistic. 

a. Etymology 
The name Adam Cäqäm), in addition to being a 
proper name, also has the connotation 'man-kind', 
a sense in which i t  occurs in the OT some 500 
times, so that when the noun occurs with the defi
nite article (hä 'ätjäm) i t  is to be translated as the 
proper noun rather than as the name. The word 
'adm occurs also in Ugaritic in the sense 'man
kind' .  In  the accounts 01' the * creation in Gn. I 
and 2 the article is used with 'ädäm in all but 
three cases: 1 :26, where 'man' in -general is evi
dently intended; 2 :5 ,  where 'a man' (or 'no man') is 
clearly the most natural sense; and 2:20, the first 
permissible use 01' the proper name according to 
the text. The AV has projected this use back into the 
preceding verse (2 :  1 9) in spite 01' the article there, 
whereas RV, RSV, observing that in this occurrence, 
and indeed in all those (3 :  1 7, 2 1 )  without the art
icle up to Gn. 4:25 the name is prefixed by the 
preposition f-, which might be read (Iä-<fhä-) 
to include the article without alteration to the con
sonantal text, prefer to assurne that the Massoretes 
have wrongly pointed the text and that the proper 
name does not occur until Gn. 4:25. Though at
tempts have been made to determine the etymol
ogy of the name, there is no agreement, and the 
fact that the original language of mankind was not 
Hebrew renders such theories academic. It  is clear, 
however, that the use of the word 'uqäma, 
'ground', in juxtaposition to the name 'äqäm in 
Gn. 2:7 is intentional, a conclusion reinforced by 
Gn. 3 : 1 9. 

b. Adam's early condition 
Adam was distinguished from the animals, but this 
not because the epithets neßeJ and nlab were ap
plied to hirn, for these terms are also used on occa
sion of the animals, but because he was made in 
God's image, given dominion over all the animals, 
and perhaps also because God individually 
breathed the breath (n'säma) of l ife into his nos
trils ( VT 1 1 ,  1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 77- 1 87) .  God made a 
garden for Adam in * Eden (Gn. 2:8- 1 4) and put 
hirn in it to work it and watch over it .  The word 'to 
work it' Cäl}alj) is that commonly used for 
labour (e.g Ex. 20:9), so Adam was not to be idle. 
His food was apparently to be fruit from the trees 
(Gn . 2:9, 1 6), berries and nuts from the shrubs 
(ifall, EVV plant') and cereals from the herbs 
('esel}, Gn. 2 :5) .  God then brought all the animals 
and birds to Adam for hirn to give them names, 
and presumably in the process to familiarize 
hirnself with their characteristics and potentialities 
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(Gn. 2: 1 9-20). It is possible that some dirn reflec
tion of this is to be found in a Sumerian Iiterary text 
which describes how the god Enki set the world in 
order, and among other things put the animals 
under the control of two minor deities. 

c. The Fall 
God said ' I l  is not good that the man should be 
alone' (Gn. 2 :  1 8),  so he made a woman (2:22), to 
be a help to hirn (0 EVE). At the inducement of the 
serpent the woman persuaded Adam to eat from 
the fruit of the tree which he had been commanded 
by God not to touch (Gn. 3: 1 -7) (0 FALL), and as a 
result he and the woman were banished from the 
garden (Gn. 3 :23-24). I l  is evident that until this 
time Adam had had direct communion with God. 
When Adam and the woman recognized their 
nakedness they took fig leaves and sewed them to
gether to make loin c10ths (b"göra, Gn. 3 :7), evi
dence perhaps for the practice of such simple skills 
as sewing. Adam was punished by expulsion from 
the garden and subjection to the future lot of ob
taining his livelihood in painful toil and in the 
sweat of his face, since the ground Caqäma), to 
which he would now return at his death, was 
cursed and would bring forth thorn bushes and 
thistles. He  was still to be a farmer, therefore, 
though his labours would be now more arduous 
than they had been (Gn. 3: 1 7- 1 9 ,  23). Paralleis 
have been drawn between these episodes and the 
Akkadian myth of Adapa, who mistakenly refused 
the bread and water of life, thus losing immortality 
for mankind; but the connections are remote. God 
provided the two with leather tunics (Gn. 3 :2 1 ) , 
implying that they would now need protection 
from uncontrolled vegetation or cold weather. 

Adam had two sons, 0 Cain and 0 Abel, but as 
Cain killed Abel he had another son, 0 Seth, to 
take Abel's place (Gn. 4:25) and to carry on the 
fai thful line of descent.  Adam was 1 30 (LXX 230) 
years old when Seth was born and he lived 800 
(LXX 700) years after this event, making 930 years 
in all (Gn.  5 :2-5 agreeing with LXX and Samaritan 
Pentateuch, the latter agreeing with MT in all three 
figures) (0 GENEALOGV). In comparison, it is to be 
noted that the first pre-f1ood king, Alulim, in the 
Sumerian king list is given a reign of 28,800 years 
(a variant text gives 67,200), and his counterpart, 
Alöros, in Berossos' Baby/öniaka, is credited with 
36,000 years. Il is to be presumed that Adam had 
other children than the three spccifically men
tioned in Genesis. The date of Adam's existence 
and the exact area in which he lived are at present 
disputed. 

BIBLIOGRAPHV. KBJ, p. 1 4; C. Westermann, Bib
lischer Kommentar A T, 11 1 ,  1 976; for the creation 
of man, see A. Heidel, The Baby/onian Genesis ', 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 46-47, 66-72, 1 1 8- 1 26; W. G. Lambert 
and A. R. M illard, Atrabasis. The Baby/onian 
Story 0/ the F/ood, 1 969, pp. 8-9, 1 5 , 54-65; S. N. 
Kramer, 'Sumerian Literature and the Bible', Ana
/ecta Bib/ica 1 2 ,  1 959, pp. 1 9 1 - 1 92; for Enki and 
the world order, see History Begins at SI/mer, 1 958,  
pp. 1 45-1 47; for Adapa, see Heidel, Genesis, pp. 
1 47- 1 53; E. A. Speiser in ANET, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 03; 
for king l ist ,  see T. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King 
List, 1 939, pp. 70-7 1 ;  A. L .  Oppenheim in ANET, 
� 2M. �C.M. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Adam's name appears in only seven verses in the 
NT (Lk.  3 :38; Rom. 5 : 1 4; I Cor. 1 5 :22, 45; I Tim. 
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2:  1 3- 1 4; Jude 1 4), but his significance i s  far gr�ater 
than this implies, particularly for Pau!. He is seen 
as: 

(i) The prototype 0/ the human race. Luke's 
geneaology of Jesus goes right back to Adam, 
'the son of God' (Lk. 3 :38). This geneaology under
lines the single re/atedness of the wh oie human 
family, not just to one human ancestor, but to God 
(and now also to Jesus, who is also God's son, Lk. 
3 :22). 'We have borne the image of the man of 
dust!' (I Cor. 1 5 :49) expresses in a nutshell Paul's 
perception of the human problem. His comparison 
of Adam and Christ in Rom. 5: 1 2-2 1 also rests on 
our relatedness to Adam - a fatal bond arising 
from our common humanity. 

In the teaching about marriage in Mt .  1 9:4-6 
Adam and Eve set the pattern for all human kind. 
It is widely maintained that the teaching in I Tim. 
2: 1 2- 1 4  depends on a 'headship' of Adam over 
Eve, because Paul apparently uses it to argl.le that 
women should not teach men in church. Eut he 
may weil be countering a 'feminist' rewrining of 
the Genesis genealogy (cf Tim. 1 :4) which 
emphasized Eve's supremacy and thus sought to 
justify bossy and disruptive behaviour by women 
in the church. 

(ii) The archetype 0/ disobedience. Paul shared 
the Jewish belief that 'sin came into the world 
through one man and death through sin' (Rom. 
5: 1 2  - referring to Adam). But views on the deve/ 0/ 
Adam's CI//pability differed. The author of 4 Ezra 
blamed Adam wholly for the corruption of hu
manity (4 Ezra 3:20-22). The author of 2 lBaruch 
tried to make Adam the origin of death ( "Adam 
sinned first and brought death upon all') but not 
the cause: 'Adam is not the cause, except o.nly for 
hirnself, but each of us has become the Adiam of 
his own soul' (2 Baruch 54: 1 5 , 1 9). 

Paul straddles the two traditions. On tlhe one 
hand, he cites Adam to underline our respomsibil
ity. Probable allusions are: in Rom. 1 :2 1 -23. to the 
fall as he describes the corruption of the Gentile 
world for which 'they are without excuse' (I ::20); in 
Rom. 3:23 to the Jewish tradition that Adarm in the 
Garden shone with the glory of God, which Ihe lost 
when he sinned: 'fall short of' could be tralOslflted 
'are deprived of'; in Rom. 7:8-1 1 to the story' of' the 
deception of Eve by the serpent, who uSled the 
commandmcnt to 'kill' her and Adam. Pa\U1 uni
versalizes it with an 'I' which speaks for atll; su
premely, in Rom. 5 :  1 2  Paul makes Adam thle door 
of sin into the world, but immediately disq\UaHfies 
a rigid determinism: 'death spread to all, b'ecCluse 
all sinned'. 

On the other hand, Paul underlines the· Cöm
pulsive effect of Adam's sin in his comparisoms be
tween Adam and Christ: 'By one man's sin ,  many 
died' (5: 1 5); 'God's judgment spread frorm one 
man and produced condemnation' (5: 1 6)); 'By 
one man's sin, death reigned' (5: 1 7); ' throuIgh one 
man's disobedience a vast crowd were madle sin
ners' (5: 1 9); or, tersely, in I Cor. 1 5 :22, 'in Adiam all 
die' .  

Paul thus maintains a careful balance be!tween 
our responsibility and the culpability of .A\dnm. 
How should we interpret his teaching? Thelre are 
two respects in wh ich he stands out from his J1ewish 
background: 
I ,  in the emphasis he lays on death as the foccus of 
our inheritance from Adam; 
2,  in the cosmic scope of his thought. 

In  Rom. 8:20-22 he explains that the wholle cre-



ation fel l  with Adam: so 'sin entered the world' in 
5: 12 does not merely mean 'sin entered the human 
race'. And in Rom. 5: 1 3- 1 4  he explains that it is 
the universal presence of death which supremely 
testifies to the effect of Adam's disobedience. 

Paul thought of the human race as a 'solidarity', 
bound with Adam in the disobedience which cut 
hirn off from God, but also of the world as indwelt 
by 'sin', the alien power which Adam introduced. 
We partake of the world's now mortal substance, 
and share and reinforce its alienation from God, 
unless delivered by Christ. Notably in I Cor. 1 5  it  is 
not just our sin wh ich stops us from inheriting the 
Kingdom of  God, but our flesh and blood ( I  Cor. 
1 5 :50). 

(iii) The antitype 0/ Christ. Paul's understanding 
of the solidarity 0/ humanity in Adam, which he in
herited (and developed) from Judaism, was one of 
the sources of his understanding of God's action 
through Christ . In three ways: 
I .  The person 0/ Christ. When Paul calls Jesus 'the 
image 01' God' (2 Cor. 4:4, Co!. I :  1 5) ,  he is refer
ring to Adam and Eve as bearing God's 'image' 
(Gn. I :26f. ,  9:6). 'Form' is a c10sely related word: 
'who being in the/orm of God, did not count equal
ity with God a prize to be hoarded, but emptied 
hirnself, taking the form o f  a servant . .  . '  (Phi!. 
2:6f.). Many scholars have pointed to 'Adam' ideas 
in this hymn in Philippians (2:6-1 1 ). God's image 
is seen in Christ as he takes on hirnself the image of 
'a servant' and binds hirnself to mortal humanity. 

Paul applies Ps. 8 to Jesus: he is the tTUe (and 
only) 'man' to whom everytbing is really submitted 
(Ps. 8 :4-6; I Cor. 1 5 :27, Ejph .  I :22, Heb. 2:6-9). 
This promise was made to Adam (Gn. 1 :28-30), 
but lost by hirn (Gn . 3: 1 7 - 1 9) and fulfilled in 
Christ. 
2 .  The obedience 0/ Christ. The contrast between 
Christ's obedience and Aidam's disobedience is 
drawn out in Rom. 5 :  1 9 .  This obedience is not 
submission to the law, but a life 01' unbroken union 
with, and submission to, 'God, 'obedience unto 
death, even death on a CTOlSS' (Phi!. 2 :8). By this 
obedience Jesus expresses both the 'forms' that he 
bears - the form of God, w'hose will he obeys, and 
the lorm of humankind, whose death he shares. 
3. The people 0/ Christ. Because he bears both 
these 'forms', Jesus is quali fed to be the head of a 
new human ity. We touch here on the heart of 
Paul's understanding of the atonement.  Unitcd to 
Christ, the Adam promise o f  TUle over thc earth is 
fulfillcd in us too: 'If by the sin of one man death 
reigned through that one man, how much more 
will those who receive this massive gift of grace 
and righteousness reign in life through the one man 
Jesus Christi' (Rom. 5 :  1 7) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY: M. D. H ooker, From Adam to 
Christ, 1 990, chs. 5-7; N. T. Wright, 'Adam, Israel 
and the Messiah' in  The Climax 0/ the Covenant, 
1 99 1 ,  pp. 1 8-40. S.M. 

ADAMAH ( Heb. ·"ljämäh) .  A town in Naphtali 
(Jos. 1 9:36) .  Possibly at Qarn Hattin (Y. Aharoni, 
lNES 1 9, 1 960, pp. 1 79- 1 8 1 ,  identifying it with 
Shemesh-adam of Egyptian sources) . J .P.U.L.  

A DAMI-NEKEB. A place mentioned in Jos. 1 9 :33,  
on t he border 01' Naphtali. It  was apparently a 
pass and has been identified with the modern Kh.  
ed-Dämiyeh. See LOB. R.A.H.G. 
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ADMAH. One of the Cities of the • Plain (Gn. 
1 4:2, 8;  Dt .  29:23),  linked specially with • Zeboiim 
(Ho. 1 1  :8) .  The association with Gaza (Gn. 1 0: 1 9) 
suggests the correctness of the modern locating of 
the pentapolis as submerged beneath the S waters 
of the Dead Sea. J .A .M.  

ADONI-BEZEK (Heb. '''ljöni-�ezeq, 'lord of 
Bezek').  Judah and Simeon, preparatory to con
quering their own territory, combined to defeat 
1 0,000 Canaanites at Bezek, probably modern 
Khirbet Ibziq, 2 1  km NE of Shechem (Jdg. 1 :4-7). 
Their king, Adoni-bezek, not to be equated with 
• Adoni-zedek (Jos. 1 0: 1 -27), Red, but was re
captured and incapacitated in the contemporary 
customary manneT. He acknowledged a certain 
rough justice in this, as he had inRicted similar mu
tilations upon seventy kings. He was brought to Je
rusalem, where he died . As the Israelites were not 
able to hold and deve:op all captured cities, Jerusa
lern was later occupied by the Jebusites (Jdg. 1 :2 1 ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, p .  1 97 .  A.E.C. 

ADONIJAH (Heb. '''ljöniyya, 'my lord is 
Yahweh'). I .  The fourth son of David, by his wife 
Haggith. After the death of the three eldest he re
garded hirnself as the heir-presumptive. (Amnon 
had been murdered by his brot her Absalom, who 
hirnself died in the rebellion against his father. As 
no mention is made of Chileab, the son of Abigail, 
it is assumed that he died before any question of 
the succession arose. ) It  would appear, however, 
that David had promised Bathsheba ( I  Ki .  I :  1 7) 
that her son Solomon should succeed hirn. It may 
have been knowledge of this that provoked Adoni
jah to make his futile attempt at gair.ing the crown 
while his father was alive. His supporters included 
two of his father's right-hand men, Joab the 
commander-in-chief of the army, and Abiathar 
the priest, and no doubt Adonijah hoped that they 
would draw the power 01' the army and the sanc
tion of the priesthood. But before that hope ma
terialized those faithful to the king, Nathan his 
prophet-counsellor, Zadok the priest and Benaiah 
the commander of the royal bodyguard, took 
action. While Adonijah was making a feast for his 
supporters, Bathsheba was instructed to approach 
David and remind hirn of his oath, and while she 
was yet speaking Nathan ca me in and reproached 
the king for his not having told hirn of his (sup
posed) plans for Adonijah. David confirmed his 
oath to Bathsheba and secured thc accession 01' 
Solomon. The noise and the news of the acclam
ation reached Adonijah and his guests in En-rogel, 
and threw them into a panic. The would-be aspir
ant for the throne Red for sanctuary to the altar, 
and Solomon promised to spare his l ife on condi
tion of future loyalty (I Ki.  I ) . No sooner was his 
father dead than his former ambitions again made 
themselves apparent.  Thus at least did Solomon in
terpret his request for Abishag, his father's young 
concubine who had nursed hirn in his old age. This 
charge of a renewed attempt on the throne was 
probably not without foundation in the light of 
oriental custom (cf 2 Sa. 3:7;  1 6:2 1 ). The sentence 
01' death on the ambitious and tactless Adonijah 
was speedily carried out (I Ki. 2 :  1 3-25). 

2. One 01' the Levites whom Jehoshaphat sent to 
teach in the cities of Judah (2 Ch. 1 7:8) .  
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3. One of those who sealed the covenant (Ne. 
1 0: 1 6) .  This is the same as Adonikam (Ezr: 2: 1 3, 
elC.). M.A.M. 

ADONIRAM ( Heb. ·"tjönfräm, 'my lord is exalt
ed'). The official in charge of forced labour during 
Solomon's reign ( I  Ki .  4:6; 5 : 1 4).  Probably the 
Adoram who had the same responsibility during 
the reigns of David (2 Sa. 20:24) and Rehoboam ( I  
Ki.  1 2 : 1 8 ; 'Hadoram' i n  2 Ch. 1 0 : 1 8) .  People of 
Israel stoned hirn to death as the first act of their 
revolt and the division of the monarchy under 
Jeroboam c. 922 BC. D.W.B. 

ADONI-ZEDEK ( Heb. ·"tjönf-s[etjeq, 'my lord 
is righteous'). An Amorite king of Jerusalem who 
led four other Canaanite kings against the Israel
ites and their a11ies of Gibeon. The five kings were 
defeated by divine intervention and hid themselves 
in a cave at • M akkedah. They were humbled in 
common oriental style, then executed by Joshua 
and buried in the cave (Jos. 1 0) .  The meaning of 
the name may be compared with Melchizedek ('my 
king is righteous'), king of • Salem (Gn. 14 :  1 8) .  
There is not  sufficient evidence for the existence of 
a god Zedek to give a meaning 'my king is Zedek' .  

A.R.M. 

ADOPTION. 

I.  In the Old Testament 
Adoption occurs comparatively rarely in the OT. 
Hebrew possesses no technical term for the prac
tice, and it makes no appearance in the laws of the 
OT. This situation is probably explained by the 
existence among the I sraelites of several alterna
tives to the problem of infertile marriage. Polyg
amy and levirate • marriage lessened the need for 
adoption, while the principle of maintaining prop
erty within the tribe ( Lv. 25 :23ff.; Nu. 27:8- 1 1 ;  Je. 
32:6ff.) a11ayed some of the fears of childless 
parents. 

Adoption in the OT is considerably i11uminated 
by comparative material from Mesopotamia and 
Syria. Ancient Near Eastern adoption was a legal 
act by which a person was brought into a new 
family relationship, with the full privi leges and re
sponsibilities 01' one who part icipated in that rela
tionship by birth. Applying this description to the 
OT, a sma11 number of adoptions can be identified, 
the majority in G n .  1 2-50. A preference for adop
tion within the family is discernible, and it seems 
that the OT, in common with ancient Near Eastern 
texts, inc1uded adrogation and legitimation along
side adoption within a single umbre11a concept, 
whereas Roman law made c1ear distinctions 
between these practices. 

According to cuneiform legal custom, adoption 
would have been required for Eliezer to become 
Abraham's heir (Gn .  1 5 :3) and for the sons 01' 
Hagar, Bilhah and Zilpah to participate in the in
heritance of Abraham and Jacob (Gn. 1 6 : 1 -4; 
30: 1 - 1 3; cf 2 1 :  1 - 1 0) .  Although Eliezer's apparent 
removal from the inheritance is untypical (Gn. 
24:36; 25 :5-6), his ca se is para11eled by an Old Ba
bylonian letter from Larsa (Textes CIInei!ormes du 
Louvre 1 8 ,  1 53) wh ich indicates that a man without 
sons could adopt his own slave. The adoptive 
status of the concubines' sons is supported by 
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Sarah's and  Rachel's dec1arations, ' I  sha11 be  built 
up' (Gn. 1 6:2; 30:3; cf Rvmg.), and by Rachel's 
statement, 'God has . . .  given me a son' (Gn. 30:6). 
Although no evidence exists for Jacob's adoption 
by Laban (cf Gn. 3 1  :3, 1 8, 30; 32:3ff.), Jacob him
self probably adopted Ephraim and Manasseh. 
The adoption of a grandson also occurred in 
Ugarit (PRU 3, 70--7 1 ). EIsewhere in the OT, 
Moses (Ex. 2: I 0) and Esther (Est. 2 :7,  1 5) were 
almost certainly adopted, probably according to 
non-Israelite law, though the case of Genubath ( I  
Ki.  1 1  :20) i s  more doubtful. 

An adoption formula seems to occur in Ps. 2 :7 
('you are my son'; cf Gn.  48:5,  'your two sons . .  
are mine'). A similar phrase appears in an Ele
phantine adoption contract (E. G. Kraeling_ The 
Brooklyn Museum Aramaie Papyri, 1 953, No. 8), 
and a negative equivalent also occurs, chiefty in 
Old Babylonian texts. The OT contains no refer
ence to adoption rites, however, since the custom 
01' 'bearing upon the knees' (Gn 30:3; 50:23; Jb. 
3: 1 2) is associated with birth and recognition by 
the head of the family. 

Adoption also had a theological aspect. The 
nation Israel was regarded as God's son ( Is. I :2f., 
Je. 3 :  1 9; Ho. 1 1 :  I ), especia11y as his first-born (Ex. 
4:22; Je. 31 :9), and the Davidic king was simiilarly 
privileged, though his humanity and account
ability were equally emphasized (2 Sa. 7 : 1 4; I Ch. 
28:6f. ; Ps. 89: 1 9ff.). I t  was this divine choice that 
lay behind Paul's statement that sonship belomged 
to the Israelites (Rom. 9:4). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H.  1. Boecker, ZA W 86, 1 9741, pp. 
86-89; S. Paul, Maarav 2, 1 979-80, pp. 1 73- 1 85; 
F. Lyall, Slaves, Citizens, Sons, 1 984, pp. 671-99. 

M .ll .S. 

11. In the New Testament 
Adoption in the NT has as its backgroundl not 
Roman law, in which its chief aim was to conttinue 
the adoptive parent's line, but Jewish cUSltom, 
wh ich conferred the benefits of the family 0111 the 
adoptee. It  occurs only in Paul, and is a relattion
ship conferred by God's act of free grace wJhich 
redeems those under the law (Gal. 4:5) .  I ts inl ten
tion and result is a change of status, planned ffrom 
eternity and mediated by Jesus Christ (Eph .  1 : 5) .  
from slavery to sonship (Ga! . 4: I ff.).  Thc cry 
'Abba' Father" (Rom 8: 1 5  and Ga!. 4:6; in, lhe 
context of adoption) may perhaps be thc ttrad
itional cry 01' the adopted slave. The adoptedl son 
of God possesses a11 family rights, inc1uding a�cess 
to the Father (Rom. 8: 1 5) and sharing with C1hrist 
in the divine inheri tance (Rom. 8: 1 7). The ptes'encc 
of the Spirit 01' God is both the instrument (R{om 
8 : 1 4) and the consequence (Gal. 4:6) of th is �son
ship. However complete in status this ad opltion 
may be, it has yet to be fina11y made real in, the 
deliverance 01' the creation itself from bontdage 
(Rom. 8 :2 1  ff.). 

Adoption is implicit as a relationship of g raQ;e in 
John's teaching about 'becoming a son' (1n. I : 1J2 ;  I 
Jn.  3: 1 -2), in the prodigal's acceptance in to fu11 
family rights (Lk.  1 5 : 1 9ff.) and in Jesus' oft
repeated title 01' God as Father (MI .  5: 1 6; 6 :9; Lk . 
1 2 :32). 

B,BLlOGRAPHY. W. H. RosselI, 'New TeSltannenl 
Adoption-Graeco-Roman or Semitic?', llBL 7 1 . 
1 952, pp. 233ff.; 0. 1. Theron, ' ''Adoption'' inl the 
Pauline Corpus', EQ 28, 1 956, pp. I ff.; F. L)yal ! .  
'Roman Law i n  the Writings 01' Paul-Adog:Jtilon', 
lBL 88, 1 969, pp. 458ff. F. H IP. 



ADORAIM. City 01' SW Judah fortified by Reho
boam (2 eh. I I  :9), identified today with the village 
01' Dura, some 8 km SW 01' Hebron. It became a 
major Idumaean city, and as such figured in vari
ous historical events in the intertestamental period. 

D.F.P. 

ADRAMMELECH. I. A god brought from 
• Sepharvaim to Samaria, where the colonists sac
rificed children to hirn (2 Ki .  1 7: 3 1 ). Attempts to 
identify the name inelude 'ddr m/k, 'The king (or 
Molek) is powerful'. There is no need to change to 
read Adad-Malik.  

2. One 01'  the sons 01' Sennacherib, brot her 01' 
Sharezer, who murdered their father in 68 1 BC (2 
Ki .  1 9 :37; Is. 37:38). This event is also recorded in 
the Babylonian Chronicle without naming the son 
(DOTT, pp. 70-73). A W Semitic name for one 01' 
the sons is likely, as Sennacherib's wife Naqi'a
Zakutu was 01' W Semitic origin; cf. the name 
'drm/k, king 01' Byblos, on a Phoen. coin 01' the 4th 
century BC. D.J.W. 

ADRAMYTTIUM. Seaport in Mysia, in Roman 
Asia, facing Lesbos: the site is Karatash, but the 
modern inland town, Edremit, preserves the name. 
RendeI Harris (unconvincingly) suggested a S 
Arabian origin for the original settlement (eon
temporary Review 1 28, 1 925, pp. I 94ff.). Its com
mercial importance, once high, was declining by 
NT times. 

An Adramyttian ship conveyed Julius and Paul 
from Caesarea (Aets 27:2). It was doubtless 
homeward bound, engaging in coastwise traffic 
with 'the ports along the coast 01' Asia', where 
a connection for Rome might be obtained-an 
expectation soon justified (vv. 51'.) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Strabo, 1 3 .  I .  5 1 ,  65-66; Pliny, 
NH 1 3 .  I .  2 (for a local export); W. Leaf, Strabo on 
the Troad, 1 923, pp. 3 1 8ff. A.F.W. 

AORIA. The 'sea 01' Adria' (Acts 27:27), across 
which the ship 01' the Alexandrian grain fleet, 
which was taking Paul to I taly, drifted in a W dir
ection for 14 days, was Ihe Cenlral Mediterranean, 
including the lonian Sea (cf. Strabo, Geog. 2. 5. 20; 
Jos" Vita 1 5; Pausanias, Description of Greece 5 . 25. 
3; Ptolemy, Geog. 3 .  4. I ;  1 5 . I ). I t  is to be dis
tinguished from the gulj 01' Adria (cf. the town 01' 
Ad ria or Hadria N 01' the Po), wh ich is known to 
us as the Adriatic Sea. F.F.B. 

AI>ULLAM. A Canaanite city in Judah (Jos. 
1 2 : 1 5) ;  fortified by Rehoboam (2 Ch. I I  :7); men
tiolned by M icah ( M i .  I :  1 5) and inhabited after the 
Exile (Ne. I I  :30). Identified with Tell esh-Sheikh 
Madhkur ( Horvat 'Adullam), midway between 
Jenusalem and Lachish, the place is usually associ
ate.d with the cave in which David hid when pur-
sued by Saul (I Sa. 22: I ) .  J .W.M. 

AIJ)UMMIM. A steep pass on the boundary be
tween Judah and Benjamin (Jos. 1 5 :7; 1 8 :  1 7) on the 
road from Jericho to Jerusalem. Traditionally the 
sce:ne 01' the Good Samaritan story (Lk. 1 0:34), it 
is known today as Tal'at ed-Damm ('ascent 01' 
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blood'), probably from the red mari 01' the soil, 
though Jerome attributed the name to the murders 
and robberies said to have taken place there. 

J .D.D. 

AENON (from Gk.  'ainän, 'fountain'). A place W 
01' Jordan where John baptized (Jn. 3:23), perhaps 
to be identified with 'Ainun, NE 01' Nablus, near 
the headwaters 01' the Wadi Far'ah (hence 'there 
was much water there'). (* SALIM.) F.F.B. 

AFRICA 

I. Early knowledge and nomenclature 
The Greeks designated the continent ' Libya', but 
01' its extent and its relation to Asia there was 
doubt. Herodotus (5th century BC) is al ready con
vinced 01' its being almost surrounded by sea, and 
cites (Hist. 4. 42) an alleged circumnavigation by a 
Phoenician crew in the service 01' Pharaoh 
* Neco. A translation 01' a Punic document, the 
Periplus 01' the Erythraean Sea, recounts a 
Carthaginian voyage, evidently as far as Sierra 
Leone, before 480 BC. The Romans applied 
'Africa' to the whole continent CPomponius Mela, 
I .  4), but far more regularly to Proconsular 
Africa, comprising the area Croughly modern 
Tunisia) annexed from Carthage in 1 46 BC, plus 
the Numidian and Mauretanian domains later 
added. But, though the Carthaginians may have 
known more about the Trans-Sahara than we 
realize, the knowledge 01' A frica possessed by the 
ancient peoples who have left most literary 
remains was largely confined to the areas partici
pating in, or accessible to, the Mediterranean 
civilizations, rarely penetrating the colossal bar
riers 01' the Atlas Mountains, the Sah ara and the 
perils 01' the Upper Nile. 

11. Africa in the Old Testament 
Similarly, Israel's main concerns in Africa were 
naturally with her powerful neighbour, Egypt. 
Whether as the granary 01' the Patriarchs, the 
oppressor 01' the bondage or the broken reed 01' 
the period 01' Assyrian advance, the changing 
roles 01' Egypt could not be ignored. Despite the 
cruel past, a tender feeling towards Egypt 
remained CD!. 23 :7), which prepares us for the 
prophecies 01' Egypt's eventually sharing with 
Israel, in the knowledge and worship 01' the Lord 
(Is. 1 9-note the changing tone as the chapter 
proceeds). Other African peoples are mentioned 
from time to time CO  LIBYA, 0 PUT), but the most 
frequent allusions are to Cush (* ETHIOPIA), the 
general designation for the lands beyond Egypt. 
The characteristic skin and physique 01' the 
inhabitants was remarked (Je. 1 3 :23; Is. 45: 1 4, and 
probably Is. 1 8 :2, 7). 

At some periods historical circumstances linked 
Egypt and Ethiopia in Hebrew eyes, and they 
stand together, sometimes with other African 
peoples, as representative nations on wh ich God's 
righteousjudgments will be executed ( ls. 43:3; Ezk . 
30:4ff.; Na. 3:9), as Ihose who will one day recog
nize the true status 01' God's people ( ls. 45:  1 4), and 
as those who will ultimately receive Israel's God 
(Ps. 87:4, and especially Ps. 68 : 3 1 ). The picture 01' 
Ethiopia, symbol 01' the great African unknown 
beyond the Egyptian river, stretching out hands to 
God, was like a trumpet-call in the missionary 
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revival of the 1 8th and 1 9th centuries. Even within 
the biblical period i t  had a measure of fulfilment; 
not only were there Jewish settlements in Africa 
(cf Zp. 3: 1 0) but an Ethiopian in Jewish service did 
more for God's prophet than true-born Israelites 
(Je. 38), and the high-ranking Ethiopian of Acts 8 
was evidently a devout proselyte. 

Despite a long tradition of perverted exegesis in 
some quarters, there is nothing to eonnect the 
curse of Ham (Gn. 9:25) with a permanent divinely 
instituted malediction on the negroid peoples; i t  is 
explieitly applied to the Canaanites. 

1 1 1 .  Africa in the New Testament 
Jesus himself reeeived hospitality on African soil 
(Mt .  2: 1 3ff.). The Jewish settlements in Egypt and 
Cyrene, prefigured, perhaps, in Is. 1 9 :  1 8r. et alia, 
were evidently a fruitful field for the early church. 
Simon who bore the cross was a Cyrenian, and 
that his relationship with Christ did not stop there 
may be inferred from the fact that his children 
were apparently weil known in the primitive Chris
tian community ( M k .  1 5 :2 1 ). Egyptian and 
Cyrenian Jews were present at Pentecost (Acts 
2 :  1 0); the mighty ° Apollos was an Alexandrian 
Jew (Acts 1 8:24); Cyrenian converts, probably 
including the prophet ° Lucius, shared in the 
epoch-making step of preaching to pure pagans at 
Antioeh (Aets 1 1  :20r.). But we know nothing cer
tain about the foundation of the Egyptian and N 
African churehes, some of the most prominent in 
the world by the late 2nd century. The tradition, 
which cannot be traced very early, that Mark was 
the pioneer Evangelist of Alexandria (Eusebius, 
EH 2. 1 6) is itself, when applied to I Pet. 5: 1 3 , the 
only support for the theory of Peter's residence 
there (but cf G. T. M anley, EQ 1 6, 1 944, pp. 
I 38ff.). Luke's vivid picture in Acts of the march 
of the gospel through the N lands of the Mediter
ranean may obscure for us the fact that the march 
through the S lands must have been quite as effect
ive and probably almost as early. There were 
Christians in Africa about as soon as there were in 
Europe. 

But Luke does not forget Africa. He shows how, 
by means the apostolie church never anticipated, 
and before the real Gentile mission began, the 
gospel went to the kingdom of Meroe (Acts 
8 :26ff.),  as if in earnest of the fulfilment of the 
purpose of God for Africa declared in the OT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  Cary and E .  H .  Warmington, 
The Ancient Explorers, 1 929; B. H .  Warmington, 
The North Alrican Provinces, 1 954; C. K .  Meek, 
JOl/rnal 01 Alrican History I ,  1 960, pp. I ff.; C. P. 
Groves, The Planting 01 Christianity in Alrica, I ,  
1 948, pp. 3 1  ff; idem, Carthage2, 1 968-9. A.F.W. 

AGABUS. Derivation uncertain; possibly equals 
OT Hagab, Hagabah. 

A Jerusalem prophet whose prediction of 'a 
great famine' was fulfilled in the reign of Claudius 
(Acts 1 1  :27-28). Suetonius, Dio Cassius, Tacitus 
and Eusebius mention famines at that time. At 
Caesarea he acted a prediction of Paul's fate at 
Jerusalem (Acts 2 1 : 1 0- 1 1 ) .  In late traditions, one 
of the 'Seventy' (Lk. 1 0: 1 )  and a martyr. 

G.W.G. 

AGAG. From Balaam's use of the name (Nu. 24:7, 
etc.) it would appear to be the common title of the 
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kings of Amalek as 'Pharaoh' was i n  Egypt. I n  
partieular, the name i s  used of the king f the 
Amalekites taken by Saul and, contrary to  God's 
command, spared along with the spoil. He was 
slain by Samuel. Saul's disobedience was t he occa-
si on of his rejection by God ( I  Sa. 1 5) .  M.A.M.  

AGAGITE. An adjective applied to Haman in Est. 
3 :  I, 1 0; 8:3, 5; 9:24. Josephus (Ant. 1 1 .  209) makes 
him an Amalekite, presumably descended from 
°Agag, whom Sau I spared ( I  Sa. 1 5). M ordecai, 
who brought about Haman's fall, was, like Saul, 
descended from Kish (Est . 2 :5 ;  I Sa. 9: I ) .  The LXX 
has Bougaios (meaning obscure) in Est. 3: I ,  and 
Makedän (Macedonian) in 9:24; elsewhere i t  
omits the adjective. l .S.W. 

AGE, OLD AGE. Throughout the ancient  Near 
East the aged were held in honour for thei.T experi
ence and wisdom (Jb. 1 2 :  1 2 ; 32:7). Among the 
Hebrews this was not simply because of the out
ward sign of the grey beard (hence 'aged', zäqen) 
or of grey hair (sbh), but because the attaillment of 
'fullness of days' or 'entering into (man)') days' 
was eonsidered to be a sign of divine fa\lour for 
fearing the Lord and keeping his commalllds (Lv. 
1 9 :32; Dt. 30: 1 9-20) and thus showing dep.endence 
on the God-appointed authority (Ex. 20 :' 1 2) .  Yet 
without righteousness the hoary head is n o  crown 
of glory (Pr. 1 6:3 1 ;  cf Ec. 4: 1 3). Christ in glory is 
depicted as with 'white hair' ( Rev. I :  14)  allld iden
tified with the 'Ancient of Days' (cf Dn. 7�9). 

Older men were expected to lead in posL1ions of 
authority and responsibility as ° elders. 'The 
beauty of old age' is grey hair (Pr. 20:2!9). Age 
should equally be marked by wisdom ( I  Ki .. 1 2 :6-8; 
Jb. 1 2 :20; 1 5 : I 0; 32:7). Thus failure to resjpect the 
aged is a mark of a decadent society ( Is. 3 :5),  as of 
the Babylonians who 'had no compassioru on old 
man or aged', lit .  'the one who stooped hrough 
age' (2 Ch. 36: 1 7; but cf Herodotus 2. 80). Con
versely respect for age brings blessing to tlhe com
munity (Is. 65:20; Zc. 8:4). 

The disabilities of old age are not ovC!rlooked 
(Ps. 7 1  :9) and are pictured in Ee. 1 2 :2-7 as :lI loss of 
vision, vigour and teeth, as weil as in<Creasing 
insomnia, anxiety and waning ambition. AlbnlRilm 
and Sarah were believed to be beyond the: age of 
chIld-beanng (Gn. 1 8 : 1 1 - 14 ;  cf Lk. 1 : 1 :8), and 
blindness affiicted Isaac (Gn. 27: I ), JacQlb (Gn . 
48 : 1 0), Eli ( I  Sa. 3:2; 4: 1 5) and Ahijah ( I  K. i . 1 4:4). 
Barzillai lost his sense of taste and hearin(g (2 Sa. 
1 9 :35), while David suffered from poor eifCIulation , 
or hyperthermia ( I  Ki .  1 : 1 -4).  Apart fflom the 
unusual years attributed by the pre-ftood ° geneal
ogies of Gn. 5 and 1 1 , as to early Bab!ylonian 
rulers, the Patriarchs attained great age (Albraham 
1 75, Gn. 25:7; Isaac 1 80, Gn. 35:28 ;  Jacob 1 ,47, Gn. 
47:28; and Joseph 1 1 0, Gn. 50:22). Yet rrnen like 
Moses at age 1 20 (Dt.  34:7), or Jehoiada alt 1 30 (2 
Ch. 24: 1 5), were still full of vigour. 

The change from maturity to 'old age' WJas con
sidered as age 60 (cf Lv. 27: 1 -8 ;  Ps. 90: 1 0l). Thus 
'at 60 one attains old age; at 70 the hoary Inead, at 
80 special strength, at 90 bending, and at 1 010 (is) as 
though already dead' (Pirqe Aboth 2 1 ) . Tlnis may 
be compared with a contemporary BablYlonian 
view in which '60 is maturity; 70 length of days 
(Iong life); 80 old age; 90 extreme old age' « Sultan 
Tepe Tablet 400:45-49). DU.W. 



AGRICULTURE. The excavations of OT Jericho 
have demonstrated that Palestine was one of the 
earliest agricultural centres yet discovered. Good 
farming can be dated here around 7500 BC. Jericho 
represents irrigation culture which was common in 
the prehistoric period in the Jordan valley, not 
along the river itself but beside the streams that 
flowed into it. About the same time the hili country 
also was showing signs of agriculture, for the 
Natufian culture shows flint sickle-blades and hoes. 
Irrigation as an ancient science reached its peak 
and held it in Egypt and Babylonia. By Abraham's 
time, however, in Palest ine irrigation farming was 
declining in importance, and even dry farming, as 
in the Negeb, was coming in .  

Most of  Palestine's farmers depended on rain. 
The drought of a 6 months' summer ended with 
the 'early rains', and as soon as the sun-baked 
earth could be farmed (Iate November or Decem
ber) the seed was broadcast and ploughed under. 
Sometimes the land was also ploughed be fore seed
ing. The heavy winter rains gave the crops their 
major moisture, but the 'Iatter rains' of March and 
April were needed to bring the grain to head. 

The principal grain crops were wheat and barley, 
the former the more valuable, but the latter had the 
advantage of a shorter growing season and the 
ability to grow on pooreT soil. Various legumes, 
such as lentils, peas and beans, formed a secondary 
crop. • Vegetables added ariety to the meal, with 
onions and garlic playing a prominent part. 
• Herbs, seeds and other condiments gave variety 
to a menu that was b asically bread. Newly
sprouting wild • plants served as salads. 

After the invention of the sickle, where flint 
teeth were set into a bone or wooden haft, the next 
improvement was the ploQlgh. The best tree from 
wh ich to fashion a woodlen plough was the oak. 
The poorest farmer never Ihad a metal ploughshare 
(Heb. 'eI, as 'coulter' AV iin I Sa. 1 3 :20f.). By the 
time of David, however, i.on was sufficiently plen
tiful, and a good-sized iron one could be used. The 
result was much better crops and a heavier popula
tion on the same land area. 

The single-handled wooden plough had a virtue 
in its lightness, as the fields were often stony and 
the plough could be easil l i fted over boulders. On 
level land, as in Bashan, cxeess rocks were gathered 
into piles in the fields. B ut on the hillsides they 
were built into terraces to keep the good soil from 
washi ng away and to eonserve moisture. Large 
stolles served as boundary marks of a grain field, 
and no fencing was used. The single-handled 
plough left the farmer's other hand free to use the 
ox-goad. 

Grain crops matured first in the deep hot Jordan 
valley, and then the harvest season followed up the 
risi.ng elevation of the land, first the coastal and 
Esdraelon areas, then the low hills and finally the 
higher mountains. The barley harvest of April and 
May preceded the wheat by several weeks or even a 
month .  By that time a summer crop of millet had 
often been sown on other land which had been left 
falDow through the winter. 

To harvest the crop, the grain was grasped in one 
hand and then cut with the sickle held in the 
oÜller hand.  These bundles were tied into sheaves, 
whrieh in turn were loaded on to donkeys or 
eannels to be carried to the threshing-floor. Amos 
memtions the use of wagons. Gleaners followed 
the reapers, and then animals were let into the 
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stubble in the following order: sheep, goats and 
eamels. 

Threshing-floors were located near the village at 
a point where the winds would be helpful for win
nowing. The floar itself was either a rock outerop
ping or a soil area coated with marly c1ay. The 
sheaves were scattered about a foot deep over the 
floor and protected at the edges by a ring of stones. 
The animals, whieh were sometimes shod for this 
purpose, were driven round and round until the 
grain was loosened. A faster method was to use a 
wooden sied with stones or iron fragments fastened 
into the under side. The grain was winnowed by 
tossing it into the wind with wooden shovels or 
fans. The grain might be sifted with sieves (Heb. 
k'i]ärti in Am. 9:9 and näßti in Is. 30:28) to 
remove grit before being bagged for human use. 
The straw was saved as fodder for the animals. Fire 
in a ripening field or a threshing-floor was a major 
crime, as that year's food supply was lost. Sam
son's fox-fire episode (Jdg. 1 5 :4-5) was a catas
trophe to the Philistines. Threshing might last to 
the end of August or even later with bumper 
harvests. 

The best grain lands were the benches of the 
Jordan valley that eould be irrigated by the tribu
taries of the Jordan, the Philistine plain, Esdraelon 
(although part of it was then marshy), Bashan 
and M oab. But since bread was the prineipal 
food of the country, even poor beneh land was 
often cul tivated to produce grain. Narrow stair
Iike terraees were ereeted on the mountainside, 
and in Lebanon today they still creep up the 
mountains to the very snow-line. The lower hills, 
such as the Shephelah, gave a wider distribution 
to crops, adding the • vi ne and the • olive to the 
grains, making a famous trio of crops often 
referred to in OT. The better sections of the high
er land were farmed, but mueh was left for graz
ing or forestry. 

The heavy summer dews in many parts of the 
eountry supplemented the sub-soil moisture from 
the winter rains and made possible the cultivation 
of grapes, eueumbers and melons. These were far 
more valuable crops than many Bible readers real
ize, for Palestine has no summer rain, and most of 
the streams dry up. These fruits and vegetables 
then become an extra water ration to both man 
and beast. Many varieties of grapes were grown, 
and they were not only a valuable food item in 
summer but, when dried as raisins, they were also 
winter food. The wine made from the grape was an 
item of export. Grapes were usually a hillside erop, 
with beans and lentils often grown between the 
vines. Is. 5 : 1 --ti provides a good pieture of the 
vineyard. 

Fruits and nuts were other means of adding var
iety to the menu. The olive tree and the sesame 
plant were prineipal sourees of eooking oil; animal 
fat was very expensive. Nuts, although rich in oil ,  
were primarily used as eondiments. The pods of 
the carob tree were an exeellent food for animals. 
• Flax was the only plant grown for cloth.  

The farmer's major enemy was drought. The 
failure of any one of the three rain seasons was ser
ious, and prolonged droughts were not uneom
mon, espeeially in certain seetions of the land. The 
farmer was also plagued by loeust invasions, plant 
diseases, such as the mildew, and the hot siroceo 
winds. War, too, was a eommon enemy of the 
farmer, for war was usually conducted at the har
vest season so that the invading army eould live off 



AGRICULTURE 

the land. Palestine's chief exports were wheat, olive 
oil and wine. These were not only shipped to other 
countries, but large quantities of these items were 
consumed by the caravans traversing the land of 
Palestine itself. 

The levitical laws of Moses laid down certain 
agricultural principles, some of which have been 
mentioned above. These were often sound agri
cultural practice for soil conservation, e.g. fallow in 
the seventh year ( Lv. 25), or social reasons, e.g 
leaving the residual grain for the poor to glean (Lv. 
23:22). If God's principles were not observed, the 
crops would not grow and famine would follow 
(Lv. 26: 1 4ff.) :  moral and practical lessons that are 
still relevant and yet to be learnt throughout the 
world. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Baly, The Geography o[ fhe 
Bible', 1 974; A. Reifenberg, The Desert and the 
Sown, 1 956; F. N. Hepper, IEBP; P. J. Ucko and 
G. W. Oimbleby (eds.), The Domestication and 
Exploitation o[ Plants and Animals, 1 969. 

J .L.K. 
F.N.H. 

AHAB (Heb. 'a�'äQ; Assyr. AlJäbu, 'the (divine) 
brother is father'). 

I .  The son and successor of Omri, founder of 
the dynasty, who reigned as seventh king of Israel 
for 22 years, c. 874-852 BC (I Ki. 1 6:28ff.). He mar
ried Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, king of Sidon 
and priest of Astarte. 

I. Political history 
Ahab fortified Israelite cities ( I  Ki .  1 6:34; 22:39) 
and undertook extensive work at his own capital, 
* Samaria, as is shown also by excavation ( I  Ki .  
1 6:32). His own palace was adorned with ivory ( I  
Ki.  2 1 : 1 ;  22:39; cf Am. 3: 1 5) .  Throughout his 
reign there were frequent wars with Syria (cf I Ki. 
22: I )  especially against Ben-hadad who, with his 
allies, besieged Samaria but was driven off (I Ki. 
20:2 1 ). Later, in battle near Aphek, Ahab heavily 
defeated Ben-hadad but spared his life ( I  Ki.  
20:26-30), perhaps in  return for commercial con
cessions in  Oamascus similar to those allowed to 
Syrian merchants in  Samaria. Economic ties were 
maintained with Phoenician ports through his 
marriage. 

The Assyrian annals show that in 853 BC, at the 
battle of Qarqar on the Orontes, Ahab supported 
Ben-hadad with 2,000 chariots and 1 0,000 men in 
the successful ,  though temporary, effort to stay the 
advance SW by * Shalmaneser I I I  (cf ANET, pp. 
278-28 1 ) . This intervention was one of the first 
causes of the later Assyrian advances against 
Israel. The preoccupation with Syrian affairs en
abled Moab, once Ahab's vassal, to revolt (* MOA
BITE STONE). Later in his reign, however, Ahab, 
with Jehoshaphat of Judah, once more warred 
against Syria ( I  Ki .  22:3). Though warned by 
M icaiah's prophecy of the fatal outcome, Ahab 
entered the final battle at Ramoth-gilead, but in 
disguise. He was mortally wounded by a random 
arrow, and his body taken to Samaria for burial. 
His son Ahaziah succeeded to the throne (I Ki. 
22:28-40) 

11. Religious aft" airs 
Elijah was the principal prophet of the reign. Ahab 
was influenced by his wife Jezebel whom he al
lowed to build a tempie dedicated to Baal (of Tyre) 
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in Samaria with its pagan allar, asherah and at
tendants ( I  Ki.  16:32). She encouraged a large 
group of false prophets together with the devotees 
of Baal (I Ki. 1 8 :  19-20), and later instigated open 
opposition to Yahweh.  The true prophets were 
slain, altars of the Lord were torn down and Elijah 
forced to Ree for his life. One hundred prophets 
were, however, hidden by Obadiah, Ahab's godly 
minister ( I  Ki. 1 8 :3-4). 

Ahab's failure to stand for the law and true just
ice was exemplified in the fake trial and su sequent 
death of Naboth, whose vineyard was annexed to 
the adjacent palace grounds at Jezreel ( I  Ki.  2 1 : 1 -
1 6) .  This brought Elijah once again into open op
position; his stand was vindicated by Yahweh al 
the lest at Carmel wh ich rouled lhe claims of lhe 
false prophets. Elijah prophesied the rate of Ahab. 
his wife and lhe dynasty (I Ki. 21  :20-24) .  The 
reign, marked by idolatry and the evil influence 01' 
Jezebel (I Ki. 21 :25-26), affecled succeeding gen
erations for evil, and was also conderr:unexl by 
Hosea ( 1 :4) and Micah (6: 1 6).  

2, Ahab, son of Kolaiah, was one of tthe two 
false prophets denounced by Jeremiah for lI<sillg the 
name of Yahweh. His death, by fire, at the Ihallld of 
the king of Babyion was foretold by the !prophet 
(Je. 29:2 1 ) .  0.1 - w .  

AHASUERUS (a�a.f\Verö.f, the Heb. eqUliv'alenl 
of the Persian khshayarsha). In the Elep>hantine 
Aramaic papyri the consonants appear a$ h.sy 'r.i. 
The resem blance of t he latter to the Greelc X,erxes 
is reasonably close, and the Babylonian verrsitOn of 
Xerxes' name on the Behistun inscription is close 
to the Hebrew as above. Xerxes I was lkil1lg 01' 
Persia (485-465 BC). The name occurs in tlme,e dif
ferent contexts: 

I. Ezra 4:6, lt is probable lhat in Ezr. 4:6l-Z3 the 
author has deliberately introduced two Iälte;r ex
amples of opposition in lhe reigns of Xerxtes U and 
his successor, Artaxerxes I .  The context sp,ealks 01' 
opposition to the building of the city wa.lls" and 
not of the Temple, as in 4: 1 -5, 24 (see 1. Statfford 
Wright, The Date o[ Ezra's Coming 10 Jer;/Istalem, 
1 958). An alternative but improbable theor)Y is; that 
the king here is Cambyses, the successor off Cyrus 
(529-522 BC). 

2, The book of * Esther. Almost certainly Xcerxes 
I ,  although the LXX reads throughout 'ArtalXerrxes' , 
and some identify Ahasuerus here with Art.axterxes 
1 1  (404-359 BC). 

3, On. 9: I .  The father of * Oarius the fVl\ede. 
JI.S. 'W. 

AHAVA, A Babylonian town and also, prolbalbly, a 
canal named after the town, where Ezra asstelTlJbled 
returning exiles (Ezr. 8: 1 5-3 1 ). The site may wll:ll be 
the classical Scenae (Strabo, Geog 1 6. I .  ;27;), an 
important caravan junction not far from B;ab)ylon. 

D.JI .A . . C. 

AHAZ (Heb. 'ä�az, 'he has grasped'). I ,  K(illlg of 
Judah (732-7 1 5  BC), son of Jotharn. The: mame 
Ahaz is an abbreviated form of Jehoahaz. 'Tlhis is 
confirmed by an inscription of Tiglath-pi le:se!r I I I  
( Yauhazi, see ANET, p .  282). H i s  age a t  t h e  ttirme 01' 
his accession and the length of his reign (2� Ki, 
1 6 :2; 2 Ch. 28: I) both give rise to chronmlo!gical 
problems (* CHRONOWGY OF THE 

OLD TESTA\MIENT). 



Early in his reign, Pekah, king 01' I srael, and 
Rezin, k ing 01' Syria, tried to force hirn to join their 
anti·Assyrian alliance. Failing in this, the allies in· 
vaded Judah (2 Ki. 1 6:5). The Judaeans suffered 
hea\-y casualties and many were taken prisoner. 
The intervention 01' the prophet Oded secured the 
repatriat ion of the prisoners (2 Ch. 28:5- 1 5) .. 
Isaiah sough t vainly to encourage Ahaz at the 
height 0 1' the crisis to put his trust in Yahweh ( 15. 
7 :  1 - 1 2), but the faithless king preferred to ap\1eal 
to Assyria for help. The pricc 01' Assyrian aid, be· 
si des being a heavy drain on thc exchequcr, was a 
century of vassalage for Juda h .  Thc Philistines and 
the Edomites took advantage 01' Judah's weakened 
condition to make hostile incursions (2 Ch. 28: 1 7-
1 8 ). 

These calamities are represented as divine judg· 
ment on A haz for his flagrant apostasy. He 'even 
burned his son as an offering', encouraged corrupt 
worship 01' the high places. placed an Assyrian· 
type altar in the temple court. used the displaced 
Solomonic bronze altar for d ivination and dosed 
the temple sanctuary (2 K i .  1 6:3-4. 1 0- 1 6; 2 Ch.  
28 :2-4. 23-25). 

2. Ahaz was also the name 01' a son 01' Micah. 
great-grandson 01' King Saul ( I  Ch. 8 :35-36; 9:4 1 -
42). 1.C.J.\V. 

AHAZIAH (Heb. '''bazyä or '''bazyäM. 'Yahweh 
has grasped'). L Son and successor of ° Ahab. king 
01' Israel. whose religious policy he continued un
changed ( I  Ki. 22 : 5 1 -2 Ki.  1 : 1 8) .  Consequently, 
the main in terest in his 2-yealr reign for the biblical 
narrator is his dash with ° EI:ijah after he had sent 
to consult with ° BaalzebuiJ. /god 01' Ekron. At his 
accession, the revolt of MoabI, wh ich the ° Moabite 
Stone suggests may have startted during the closing 
years of Ahab's reign, was successfully conduded 
(2 Ki .  I :  I ;  3 :5) .  Ahaziah also Ifaced failure in his ill
fated attempt at a maritime alliance with Je
hoshaphat. king 01' Judah (2 Ch. 20:35-36; I Ki.  
22 :48-49). He died prematurely after a fall, and. 
having no son, was succeeded by his brot her 
Jehoram. 

2. Also called Jehoahaz (2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 7), a variant 
form of the same name: the youngest son of Jeho
ram. king of Judah. Complementary accounts of 
his acccssion and assassination, based on in
dependent sourccs wh ich reflect differing interests. 
are found in 2 K i .  8:25-29; 9: 1 6-29; and 2 Ch. 
22: 1 -9 .  He was placed o n  the throne by the in
habitants of Jerusalem as the sole surviving heir. 
His reign of less than a year was characterized by a 
dose association with his unde. Jehoram. king of 
Israel, no doubt under the influence of his mother. 
°Athaliah. He was murdered during the purgc 01' 
Jehu whilst visiting Jehoram, who was con-
valescing in Jezreel. H.G.M.\V. 

AHIJAH, AHIAH. L A prophet from Shiloh who 
protested against the idolatry of Solomon. Ahijah 
symbolically divided his robe into 1 2  parts. 1 0 01' 
wh ich he gavc to Jeroboam. a minor official in 
Solomon's government ( I  Ki .  1 1  :28ff.) .  Ahijah 
stated that thc k ingdom of Solomon would be div
ided and that 1 0  of the tribes would become sub
ject to Jeroboam ( I  Ki. 1 1  :30-40). To escape the 
wrath 01' Solomon, Jeroboam fled to Egypt, where 
he was granted asylum by Pharaoh Shishak. After 
Solomon's death.  Ahijah's prophecy was fulfilled 

2 1  

AHITHOPHEL 

when the I O N tribes revolted from Rehoboam, 
Solomon's son, and Jeroboam became king 01' 
Israel (922-90 I BC). Jeroboam, however, led Israel 
into idolatry and was also denounced by Ahijah. 
The prophet foretold the death 01' Jeroboam's son, 
the extinction 01' his house and the future captivity 
of Israel ( I  K i .  1 4 :6- 16) .  

2. l n  I Sa. 1 4:3,  18  Ahiah appears as the name 01' 
the great-grandson 01' Eli. He is elsewhere called 
Ahimelech, priest 01' Nob and father of A biathar 
( I  Sa. 21 : I ff. ; 22 :9ff.) .  

3. Other men bearing the name are mentioned 
briefly: one of Solomon's secretaries ( I  K i .  4:3); 
the father 01' Baasha (I Ki .  1 5 :27, 33); the son 01' 
Jerahmeel ( I  Ch. 2:25, where the rendering is un
certain); the son of Ehud (I Ch. 8:4, 7,  AV respect
ively 'Ahoah' and 'Ahiah'); one 01' David's heroes 
( I  Ch. 1 1  :36); a guardian 01' the Temple treasure ( I  
Ch. 26:20, where again the text is dubious); and 
one 01' Nehemiah's fellow-signatories to the cov-
enant (Ne. 1 0 :26. RSV 'Ahiah'). C.F.P. 

AHIKAM ( Heb. '''bfqäm. 'my brot her has 
arisen·). Son of Shaphan (probably not Shaphan 
the scribe, 2 K i .  22: 1 2), and father of ° Gedaliah, 
whom Nebuchadrezzar appointed governor in 587 
BC (2 Ki. 25 :22; Je. 39: 1 4) .  One of those sent by 
Josiah to enquire of ° Huldah the prophetess (2 K i .  
22: 1 4 ;  2 C h .  34:20-22). he later saved Jeremiah 
from death (Je. 26:24). O.\V.B. 

AHIMAAZ (Heb. 'ßbfma'a�, 'my brot her is 
wrath'). L Father 01' Saul's wife. Ahinoam ( I  Sa. 
14 :50). 

2. Son 01' Zadok. Famed for his swift running (2 
Sa. 1 8:27). With Jonathan. Abiathar's son, he 
acted as messenger from David's secret allies in Je
rusalem du ring Absalom's rebellion (2 Sa. 1 5 :27.  
36). and escaped capture at En-rogel only by hiding 
in a weil (2 Sa.  1 7: 1 7-2 1 ) . He was one 01' the two 
messengers who brought news of Absalom's 
defeat. though he did not report his death, either 
through ignorance of the fact or a natural re
luctance to tell David (2 Sa. 1 8 : 1 9-32). 

3. Solomon's commissariat officer for Naphtali. 
who married his daughter. Basemath ( I  K i . 4: 1 5). 
Some identify with Zadok's son. l .G.G.N. 

AHIMELECH (Heb. '''bfme/els, 'brother of a 
king', 'my brother is king'). Thc name is also found 
on the ostraca from Samaria and an ancient 
Hebrew seal .  L Son of Ahitub and father of Abia
thar. He was priest at Nob and gave David the 
showbread and Goliath's sword, for which he was 
kil led by Saul (I Sa. 2 1 -22) (OAHtJAH). 2. Son of 
°Abiathar, a priest under David, perhaps grandson 
of I (2 Sa. 8: 1 7). 3. A Hittite in David's service 
before he became king (I Sa . 26:6). A .R .M .  

AHIRAM. A son of Benjamin (Nu. 26:38), pos
sibly corrupted to Ehi in Gn. 46:2 1 and to Aharah 
in I Ch. 8:  I .  1 .0 .0.  

AHITHOPHEL (Heb. '''flf{öpe/, possibly 
'brot her of foolish talk'). A native of Giloh and 
David's respected counsellor (2 Sa. 1 6 :23).  When 
he conspired with Absalom, David prayed that his 
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advice might be rendered useless, perhaps playing 
on the name (2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 2 , 3 1  ff.) .  Ahithophel sug
gested that Absalom should assert his authority by 
taking possession of his father's harem. His plan 
for attacking David before he could muster his 
forces was thwarted by the king's friend Hushai. 
Ahithophel, perceiving that Absalom had taken a 
disastrous course, went home and hanged himself 
lest he fall into the hands of his former lord (2 Sa. 
1 6- 1 7). Jehoiada and Abiathar took his place as 
David's counsellors ( I  Ch.  27:33-34). His son, 
Eliam, evidently remained faithful to David, as he 
was one of the thirty heroes (2 Sa. 23:34). 

A.R.M. 

AHITUB (Heb. 'oflirüi2, 'brother of good',  'my 
brother is good'. LXX Achilöb and Assyr. 
A6uräb suggest a reading Ahitob). I .  Son of 
Phinehas, grandson of Eli, father of "Ahijah ( I  Sa. 
14 :3). 2. Father of Ahimelech, perhaps the same 
person as I ( I  Sa. 22:9). 3. A Levite, son of Ama
riah ( I  Ch.  6:7-8), father of Meraioth and 'chief 
officer of the house of God' ( I  Ch. 9: 1 1 ) .  Zadok 
was evidently his grandson (2 Sa. 8: 1 7; I Ch. 1 8 :  1 6; 
Ezr. 7:2; cf I Ch.  9: 1 1 ;  Ne. 1 1 : 1 1 ) .  A.R.M. 

AHLAB. Situated in the territory of Asher (Jdg. 
1 : 3 1 ), it is possibly the Mehebel of Jos. 19 :29. 
Probably to be identified with Khirbet el
Ma�älib, 8 km NE of Tyre, the Mahalib captured 
by " Tiglathpileser 1 1 1  in 734 BC and later by " Sen
nacherib. See D. 1. Wiseman, /raq 1 8 ,  1 956, p. 1 29. 

D.J.W. 

AI.  The name is always written with the definite 
article in  Hebrew, hä'ay, the heap, ruin. The city 
lay E of Bethel and the altar wh ich Abram built 
(Gn. 1 2:8) adjacent to Beth-aven (Jos. 7:2) and N 
of M ichmash ( Is. 1 0 :28). The Israelite attack upon 
it, immediately following the sack of Jericho, was 
at first repulsed, but after Achan's sin had been 
punished a successful stratagem was employed. 
The people of Ai were killed, their king executed, 
and their city burned and made into 'a heap' (Heb. 
leI; Jos. 7:  1-8:29). It became an Ephraimite town 
( I  Ch. 7:28, 'Ayyah'), but was inhabited by thc 
Benjaminites after the Exile (Ne. 1 1  : 3 1 ) .  Isaiah pic
tured the Assyrian armies advancing on Jerusalem 
by way of Ai ( l s. 1 0 :28, 'Aiath'). 

Modern Et-Tell (Arab. lall, heap, mound) about 
3 km SE of Bethel (Tell Beitln) is usually identi
fied with Ai on topographical grounds and on the 
correspondence in the meanings of the ancient and 
modern names. Excavations in  1 933-5 by Mme 1. 
Marquet-Krause and in 1 964-72 by 1. A. Callaway 
revealed a city which prospered in the 3rd millen
nium BC. There was a strong city-wall and a tempie 
containing stone bowls and ivories imported from 
Egypt. I t  was destroyed c. 2400 BC, perhaps by 
Amorite invaders. No traces of later occupation 
were found except for a small settlement which 
made use of the earlier ruins about 1 200- 1 050 BC. 
Those who believe in this identification have made 
various attempts to explain the discrepancy be
tween the biblical account of Joshua's conquest 
and the archaeological evidence. It has been sug
gested that the story originally referred to Bethel 
but was later adapted to suit Ai  or even invented to 
explain the impressive ruin as the result of an 
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attack by the hero Joshua. There is no evidence to 
support these hypotheses; indeed, it would be 
strange to credit a hero with failure at first. More 
plausible is the explanation that Ai, with its mas
sive old walls, was used as a temporary stronghold 
by the surrounding population; but the account 
points rat her to an inhabited town with its own 
king. While it is possible that Ai is to be located 
elsewhere, no completely satisfactory solution has 
yer been proposed (for the question of identifica
tion see D. Livingston, WTJ 33, 1 970, pp. 20-44; 
A. F. Rainey, WTJ 33, pp. 1 75- 1 88; D. Livingston. 
WT J 34, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 39-50). The later town (Ezr. 
2:28; Ne. 7:32) may be identified with some other 
si te in the vicinity. For references to the excavation 
results and proposed solutions of the problem they 
raise, see 1. A. Callaway, NEAEHL, I ,  pp. 39-45; J 
M. Grintz, Bib 42, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 201-2 1 6. 

Ai is also the name of a city in Moab (Je. 49 :3)  
of unknown location. A .R .M.  

AIJALON, AJALON (Heb. 'ayyäI6n). I .  A town 
on a hili commanding from the S the entrance to 
the valley of Aijalon. The earliest traces (2000 BC) 
are at Tell el-Qoq'a, near Yalo. In successive phases 
of Israel's history it was inhabited by Danites (who 
could not expel the Amorites), Ephraimites and 
Benjaminites (Jos. 1 9 :42; Jdg. I :35; I Ch . 6:69: 
8: 1 3) .  A levitical town, fortified by Rehoboam to 
guard the NW approach to Jerusalem, it was occu
pied by the Philistines in the reign of Ahaz (2 Ch. 
1 1  : 1 0; 28: 1 8). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, Geog. Companion. 1963. 
pp. 92f.; LOB, pp. 1 74, 3 1 1 f., eIe. 

2. A town in Zebulun (Jdg. 1 2 : 1 2) ,  whe-re the 
judge Elon (same Heb. letters) was buried; LXX 
Ailom. Possibly Kh. el-Lön; cf F. M .  Abel, Geog-
raphie de la Palesline, 2, 1 937, p. 24 1 .  J .P . \U.L.  

AKELDAMA. Acts I :  1 9  gives the meaning of the 
word (in AV Aceldama) as 'field of blood'-tile Ar
amaic phrase being bOqel d'ma. The groun.d was 
previously known as the Potter's Field, an.d this 
has been equated with the Potter's H ouse (Je . 1 8 :2) 
in the Hinnom Valley. Jerome placed it on the S 
side of this valley; and the site accepted totday is 
thefc. Euscbius, however, said this ground \:väs N 
of Jerusalem . The traditional site certainl:y can 
provide potter's c1ay; and it has long been uSled for 
burials. See J A . Motyer in NIDNTT I ,  pp. 9>3-94, 
for bibl iography and a brief discussion of the prob-
lems. D. F.P. 

AKRABBIM (Heb. 'aqrabbim, 'scorpion " ) . A 
mountain pass at the S end of the Dead Seal (Nu. 
34:4; Jos. 1 5 :3 [ 'Maaleh-acrabbim', AV]; Jdg. 1 :36) 
between the Arabah and the hill-country of J1udah, 
identified with the modern Naqb e�-�äfä. 

J .D.D. 

ALALAH (Akkad. ,  Hurrian a-la-la-a6; Egypt. 
·irr6). Capital of a city-state on the river OIJ"ontes 
in the Amq plain of N Syria from wh ich 4681 texts 
from Level VII  (c. 1 900-1 750 BC) and I V  (c .  11 500-
1 470 BC) provide details wh ich may be comwared 
with the patriarchal period of Gn. (also " lEBLA, 
" MARI, " UGARIT). The site of Tell A. lsänä 
(Turk. A9ana) was excavated by Sir Leennard 



Woolley, who in 1 937-9 and 1 946-9 uncovered six
teen levels of occupation since c. 3 1 00 BC (XVI) to 
c. 1 200 ( I )  with early affinities with both Palestine 
and Mesopotamia. 

The 1 72 texts from Yarimlim's palace (VI I )  were 
primarily contracts and ration lists. The city was 
controlled by a W Semitic family ruling Aleppo 
( Halab) whose governor Abba'el (or Abban) sup
pressed a revolt at Irrid near Carchemish and, c. 
1 720, gave Alalah to his brot her Yarimlim (AT I ) . 
This early covenant-treaty text, and associated 
agreements, describes the historical situation, 
stipulations, divine witnesses and curses, as is 
common in the later * covenant formulae. A separ
ate document by the same scribe lists the religious 
obligations (AT 1 26). Yarimlim lef! the city to his 
son in  his will (AT 6), attested by state officials, 
perhaps to avoid rivalry on his death (cf I Ki.  
I :  1 7-36). H owever, another son, Irkabtum, suc
ceeded and made peace with the semi-nomadic 
Hapiru (* HEBREW, *ABRAHAM). The city fell to the 
Hittite Mursilis I when he captured Aleppo (c. 
1 600 BC). 

After a gap (V), Idrimi, the youngest son of a 
king of Aleppo, was driven into exile, as he teils in 
his autobiography, inscribed as a speech on his 
statue. After living among the Hapiru in Canaan 
for 7 years he received divine assurance to mount 
an amphibious operation to recapture Mukish. He 
re-entered his capital Alalah to popular acclaim, 
was made king and built a palace and temple with 
spoil taken in war (c. 1 470 BC). This narrative has 
been compared with the experiences of David ( I  
Sa. 22:3ff. ) .  Idrimi made treaties with neighbour
ing states regulating the extradition of runaway 
slaves (AT 3, ANEP, p. 532) .  Similarly Shimei en
tered Philistine territory to search for his two slaves 
and Achish of Gath returned them on demand ( I  
K i .  2 :39-40). This would imply a similar type 01' 
treaty, perhaps bctween Solomon and Gath, fol
lowing David's experience there ( I  Sa. 27:5ff.) .  I t  
would also throw light on tbe provision prohibiting 
the extradition of Hebrew fugltives in Dt. 23: 1 5- 1 6  
(lEi 5 ,  1 955,  pp. 65-72). Amother treaty makes city 
elders responsible for returning fugitives (AT 2, 
ANEP, pp. 53 1 1'.; Dt. 23: 1 5-1 6). Alalah later 
came under Hittite contr I (Level l l l ), as it had 
earlier been governed by northerners in the 20th-
1 9th centuries BC. There is no reason to doubt that 
* H itt i tes might be resident in S Palestine in the 
days of Abraham (Gn. 23 :5-7; JTVI, 1 956, p. 1 24). 
Alalah was finally destroyed by 'Sea-peoples', per
haps those allied to the * Philistines. 

The main interest in these texts for the OT lies in 
the comparison or customs and language with the 
Gn.  narratives. In marriage contracts (AT 9 1 -94), 
the future rather-in-Iaw was 'asked' for the bride 
(cf G n .  29: 1 8) ,  to whom betrothal gifts were made 
(AT 1 7) .  Some contracts state that failing a son 
within 7 years the husband could marry a concu
bine (cf Gn.  29: 1 8-2 1 ) ; however, if the first wife 
later bore a son he would be the first-born (AT 92; 
cf G n .  2 1 : 1 0) .  

The king held a firm control legally and eco
nomically over citizens of all classes including the 
elite maryanll-warriors (who also had religious ob
ligations, AT 1 5) ,  the freedmen and the semi-free 
rural retainers, among whom were listed the /lIIpSIi 
(hops;, Dt. 1 5 1 2- 1 8) .  

Same individuals were made to work off their 
debt by going to the palace to 'dweil in the house 
or the king' (AT 1 8-27,  32; cf Ps. 23:6). Slaves 
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were not numerous and could be received as 
prisoncrs or war or as gifts (AT 224). They were 
shekels and some contracts included clauses 
against release at a royal amnesty (AT 65). The 
corvee (mas) was enforced at Alalah as in later 
Israel (AT 246; Jos. 1 7 : 1 3) .  All this would be in the 
mind of Samuel at least when the Israelites asked 
for a similar type or kingship ( I  Sa. 8) .  

Other customs which may illustrate biblical 
practices are the exchange of villages to preserve 
inter-state boundaries along natural and defensiblc 
features. This may be reflected in Solomon's 'gift' 
of 20 villages to Hiram or Tyre in return ror wood 
and gold ( I  Ki .  9 : 1 0- 1 4; iBL 79, 1 960, pp. 59-60).  
Treaty ceremonies involved the slaughter of sheep 
over which the participants declared: ' I f  ever I take 
back what I have given . . .  ', implying 'may the gods 
cut off my life', a similar idea to that in OT oaths 
(e.g I Sa. 3 :  1 7). In some contracts clothes were 
given as additional payment, as also in Syria later 
according to 2 Ki. 5 : 5-27. Ahab may have at
tempted to justify hi� action in confiscating 
Naboth's property (I Ki. 2 1 :  1 5) on the basis of the 
practice whereby a rebel against the king had his 
property taken by the palace after the execution or 
an evil-doer (AT 1 7, ANEP, p. 546, no. 1 5) .  The 
use of mistannu, 'equivalent' (AT 3, ANEP, p. 
532), in the manumission or slaves (cf misneh, Dt. 
1 5: 1 8) argues against Je.  1 6: 18 as 'stigmatizing God 
as unreasonable and unjust' (HUCA 29, 1 958,  pp. 
1 25f.). 

The mixed Semitic and H urrian population 01' 
the area from early times (VI I )  gives significant 
H urrian (* HORITE) paralleis to such names as 
Anah, Ahol ibamah, Alian, Ajah, Dishon, Ezer 
(Gn. 36), Anah and Shamgar (Jdg. 3 :3 1 ), To'i  (2 
Sa. 8:9), Agee (2 Sa. 23: 1 1 ) , Eli-hepa (2 Sa. 23:32) 
(JTV/ 82, 1 950, p. 6). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. L. Woolley, A Forgotten King
dom, 1 953; Ala/akh, 1 955;  D. 1. Wiseman, The A/a
/akh Tab/eIS, 1 953 (=AT); AOTS, 1 967, pp. 1 1 9-
1 35;  /DBS, 1 976, pp. 1 6- 1 7 ; Sidney Smith, The 
Statue oJ ldrimi, 1 949; cf ANET, 1 969, pp. 5 57-
558. D.J .W. 

ALEXANDER. A common Hellenistic name. I ts 
widespread adoption among Jews displeased some 
strict rabbis and gave rise to an amusing aetio
logical story that a demand by Alexander the 
Great for a golden statue in the Temple was coun
tered with the proposal that all boys born that year 
should be called Alexander (see E. Nestle, ExpT 
1 0, 1 898-9, p. 527). The frequency is reflected in 
the NT. 

I .  The son of Simon or Cyrene (* RUFUS). 2. A 
member of the high priestly ramily, unknown apart 
from Acts 4:6. 3. The would-be spokesman 01' the 
Jewish interest in the Ephesian riot (Acts 1 9 :33f. )  
H i s  function was presumably t o  dissociate the 
regular Jewish community rrom the Christian 
trouble-makers: the ant i-Semitism of the mob, 
however, allowed hirn no voice. 4. A pernicious 
teacher 01' subverted morals ( I  Tim. 1 :20), whom 
Paul 'delivers to Satan' (* HYMENAEUS) .  

5. A bitter enemy or Paul and the gospel (2 Tim. 
4: 1 4f.),  evidently (since Timothy is put on guard 
against him) operating in the Ephesus-Troas area. 
Had he been responsible lor an arrest in Ephesus? 
He was a coppersmith (the word was then used 10 
designate all kinds or metal-worker), though some 
have read the title as a proper name, 'Alexander 
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Chalceus'. When Paul adds 'the Lord will requite 
hirn for his deeds', the tense marks this as a predic
tion (RSV, TEV), not a curse (AV). 

Those identifying 3 and 5 (e.g. P. N. Harrison, 
Problem 0/ the Pastoral Epistles, 1 92 1 ,  pp. 1 1 8f.) 
can point to the Ephesian location, the origin of 
the riot with the craft-guilds, and the introduction 
of Alexander in Acts 1 9:33 as if  weil known; but 
nothing there indicates the sort of opposition be
tokened in 2 Tim. 4: 14. Little can be said for or 
against identifying 4 and 5; but 3 and 4 cannot be 
identical, for the latter would claim to be a Chris-
tian. A.F.W. 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. The youthful king 
of Macedon whose pan-hellenic expedition of 336 
BC to liberate the Greeks 01' Asia Minor unexpect
edly demolished the Persian Empire. Only the 
mutiny of his troops turned hirn back in India, and 
he died in 323 while planning the conquest of the 
W. His generals established the concert of Hel
lenistic kingdoms to which the Herods performed 
the epilogue. Probably from necessity rat her than 
idealism, Alexander abandoned the isolationism 
of the Greeks in favour of racial co-operation. Hel
lenism became an international norm of civil
ization. Hence the agonies of the Jews in the 
Maccabean age, and the tensions that surrounded 
the crucifixion. Hence also the inspiration of the 
cosmopolitan phi losophies that chimed in with 
Christian ideals. 

Presumably it is Alexander to whom reference is 
made in On. 8 :2 1 ;  I I  : 3 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Arrian, Anabasis; Plutarch, Life 
0/ Alexander; C. B. Welles, Alexander and the Hel
lenistie World, 1 970; R.  L. Fox, Alexander the 
Great, 1 973; 1. R .  Hamilton, Alexander the Great, 
1 973; P. Green, Alexander 0/ Maeedon, 1 974. 

E.A.J . 

ALEXANDRIA. 

I.  The city 

a. Loeation 
A great seaport on thc NW coast of the Egyptian 
Delta, on the narrow isthmus between the sea and 
Lake Mareotis. It  was founded in 332 BC by Alex
ander (the Great) of Macedon and named after 
hirnself. A small Egyptian settlement, Rakotis, 
was its only predecessor on the site and was 
absorbed into the W side of the new city; in native 
Egyptian parlance (exemplified by Coptic, centur
ies later), the name Rakotis was extended to Alex
andria. The city was apparently laid out on a 
'grid' plan of cross-streets and insulae; but as the 
remains of the ancient city are inextricably buried 
underneath its modern successor, any reconstruc
tion of its lay-out and location of its great build
ings must draw heavily on the none-too-precise 
literary references virtually by themselves, and 
hence cannot be exact. Not until the time of 
Ptolemy II (e. 285-246 BC) did Alexandria first 
attain to the architectural splendours so famed in 
later writers' accounts. Between the shore and thc 
Pharos island stretched a connecting causeway, 
the 'Heptastadion' ( 'seven stadia', 1 ,300 m long); 
this divided the anchorage into a W harbour. and 
an E or Great harbour, whose entrance was dom
inated by the Pharos lighthouse-tower. It  con-
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tained also the royal harbour, and was Hanked on 
the E by the royal palace. S of the shore-Iine, 
extending all along behind it and as far as Lake 
Mareotis, stretched the city. 

b. Population 
Right from the start, Alexandria was a thoroughly 
cosmopolitan city. Besides its Greek citizens and 
numerous poor Greek immigrants, there was a 
considerable Jewish community (cf. later, Acts 6:9; 
1 8 :24) under their own ethnarch and having their 
own quarter (though not restricted to it  until AD 
38), and quite a large native Egyptian poplIlace. 
especially in the Rakotis distriet in the W. In Rako
tis was loealized the Serapeum, temple of the 
Egypto-Hellenistie deity Sarapis, whose cult was 
specially promoted by Ptolemy I, just possibly to 
serve as a eommon bond for both Greeks and 
Egyptians (Sir H. 1. Bell). 

c. The eity's role 
Politically, Alexandria became capital of Egypt 
under the 0 Ptolemies, Graeeo-Macedonian kings 
of Egypt, e. 323-30 BC. Under the first and ener
getic kings of this line it  became the greatest Hel
lenistie eity of the day. Alexandria continued as 
Egypt's administrative capital into the Roman im
perial and Byzantine epoehs. Alexandria was the 
banking-centre of all Egypt, an active manufactur
ing city (c1oths, glass, papyrus, ete.) and a thriving 
port. Thence were transhipped the exotic produets 
of Arabia, India and the East, and thenee in 
Roman times sailed the great grain-ships of Alex
andria (cf. Acts 27:6; 28: 1 1 ) to bring cheap corn for 
the Roman plebeians. Finally, Alexandria q uiekly 
became and long remained a brilliant seat 01' learn
ing. To the reign of either Ptolemy I (323-285 BC) 
or Ptolemy II (285-246 BC) belongs the founding 
of the 'M useum', where scholars researched and 
taught in arts and seiences, and of the Library 
whieh eventually eontained thousands of works 
upon many tens·of thousands of papyrus rolls. 

1 1 .  Judaism and Christianity 
Alexandria's very large Jewish eommunit y was 
eoncentrated in the E sector, but with places of 
worship all over the eity (Philo, Legatio ad Gailll1l 
1 32). One famolls synagogue, magnificently fitted. 
was so vast that Hags had to be used to sigrtill Ihe 
Amen (TB SlIkkah 5 1  b ,  eited in Be, I ,  pp .  1 52f.) 
But beyond this, Alexandria was the inlell cetual 
and Iiterary centre of the Dispersion. It was. there 
that the Greek OT, the Septuagint (0 TExr'S AND 
VERSIONS), was produced, and {'rom there eame 
sueh works as the Book of Wisdom (0 ApOCR,YPHA)  
with i ts  Platonic modifieations of OT c te; gorics 
and its Greek interest in cosmology and in1ll'1l0rtal
ity. I t  was the horne of the voluminous 0 Philo. 
perhaps the first eonsiderable scholar to wse thc 
biblieal material as philosophie data-thou�h 'his 
obJect IS not to IIlvestlgate but to harmonll:e' I(Bigg. 
p. 32)-and the first major exponent of the aL legor
ieal exegesis 01' Seripture. Whatever the demelrits 01' 
the attempted synthesis of Athens and Jenusalem 
by Alexandrian Jews (and some of them amolUnt to 
enormities), the literary remains testify to intel
leetual energy, missionary concern and. d1espite 
audacious departures from traditional form.at ion. 
a profound seriousness about the Seriptures. 

These features had eonsiderable indire-et influ
ence on early Greek Christianity. It  is signiifieant 
that the eloquent travel ling preacher 0 AplOllos. 



who became an important figure in the apostolic 
chureh, was an Alexandrian Jew, and 'weil versed 
in · the Seriptures' (Aets 1 8 :24). The Epistle to the 
Hebrews, because of its use of terminology be
loved at Alexandria, and its characteristic use of 
OT, has been assoeiated, if not necessarily with 
him, at least with an Alexandrian background; and 
so, with less reason, have other NT books (cf 1. N. 
Sanders, The Fourth Gospel in tlre Early Church, 
1 943; S. G. F. Brandon, The Fall 0/ Jerusalem and 
fhe Christian Church, 1 95 1 ). Apart, however, from 
unreliable traditions about the agency of the 
Evangelist Mark (wh ich may relate originally to 
the reception of h is Gospel in Alexandria), the 
origin and early history of the Alexandrian church 
are completely hidden (*AFRICA). 

It has been suggested that Alexandrian Judaism 
had so philosophized away the Messianie hope 
that the earliest Christian preaching made slow 
headway there. There is not sufficient evidence to 
test this hypothesis. I t  is unmistakable, however, 
that when Alexandrian Christianity comes into full 
view it is patently the heir of Alexandrian Judaism. 
The missionary zeal, the philosophic apologetic, 
the allegorical exegesis, the application to biblical 
commentary and the passion for intellectual syn
thesis wh ich sometimes leads doetrine to disaster, 
are eommon to both. Some thoroughfare, at pres
ent unlit ,  l inks Philo and Clement of Alexandria; 
but it is hardly too bold a conjecture that the road 
lies through the conversion to Christ of a substan
tial number of Jews or t heir adherents in Alexan
dria during the apostolic or sub-apostolic period. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For a standard historical and 
cultural background for Alexandria, Ptolemaie 
and Byzantine, see respectively CAH, 7, 1 928, ch. 
IV, sect. vii ,  pp. 1 42- 1 48 ,  and chs. VI I I-IX, pp. 
249-3 1 1 ,  and ibid., 12, 1 939, eh. XIV, sect . i ,  pp. 
476-492 .  Useful and compact, with reference to 
aetual remains is E .  Breccia, Alexandrea ad Aegyp
turn, A Guide . . .  , 1 922. A popular account of the 
history and manner of l ife �n ancient Alexandria is 
H. T. Oavis, Alexandria, IlJ,e Golden CiIY, 2 vols., 
1 957. An excellent study 'of paganism, Judaism 
and the advent and triumph 01" Christianity in 
Egypt generally, and Alexandria also, is Sir Harold 
Idris Bell, Cults and Creeds in Graeco-Roman 
Egypt, 1 953 .  On Alexandria and Christianity, see 
also 1. M .  Creed in S. R .  K. Glanville (cd .), The 
Legacy 0/ Egypt, 1 942, pp. 300-3 1 6; A. F. Shore in 
1. R. H arris (ed.), The Legacy 0/ Egypt ', 1 97 1 ,  pp. 
390-398 ;  C. Bigg, The Christian P1atonisfs 0/ Al
exandria ', 1 9 1 3 ; 1. E. L. Oulton and H. Chadwick, 
Alexandrian Christianity, 1 954; L. W. Barnard, 'St 
M ark and Alexandria', HTR 57, 1 964, pp. 1 45-
1 50; P. M .  Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, 3 vols., 
1 972. A.F.W. 

ALMIGHTY, Used of God 48 times in the OT (3 1  
of them in Job) to translate Heb. saddai, and fol
lowing LXX in some verses, Gk. pantokratör. Inter
preted by early Jewish commentators as 'the all
sufficient' (hikanos in Jewish-Greek OT versions 
of 2nd century AD and later). Modern scholars 
olfer a wide range of derivat ions, none certain. 
Outside the OT the name apparently occurs in the 
Tell Oeir Alla Aramaie text c. 700 BC (* WRITING) 
in the plural form idyn, denoting supernatural 
beings. Within the OT saddai carries ideas of 
power to injure and protect (Pss. 68: 1 4; 9 1 :  I ;  
Is. 1 3 :6 ;  Joel I :  1 5 ) .  The name is used six times in 
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relation to the Patriarehs, as stated in Ex. 6 :3 ,  
sometimes in the compound 'e! saddai, 'God 
Almighty'. Each case eoneerns the promise of 
blessing upon Abraham and his descendants, 
again with the note of power. In Job 'the AI
mighty' stands as a poetic parallel to 'God' ,  as also 
in Ruth 1 :20-2 1 to Yahweh , showing their identity 
for the writers of these books. 

Gk. panlOkratör ('all-powerful')  occurs in 2 
Cor. 6: 1 8, and nine times in Rev. , where the power 
of God is stressed ( I  :8; 4:8; 1 1 :  1 7; 1 5 :3;  1 6:7,  1 4; 
1 9:6, 1 5; 2 1  :22). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Walker, ZA W 72, 1 960, pp. 
64-66; L. Morris in A.  E .  Cundall and L. Morris, 
Judges and Ruth, TOTC, 1 968, pp. 264-268; K .  
Koch, VT 26, 1 976, pp. 299-332; W. M ichaelis, 
TDNT 3, pp. 9 1 4-9 1 5 . A.R.M.  

ALMS, ALMSGIVING, From Gk.  eleemosyne 
via eecl. Lat. eleemosyna and Old English admysse. 
The Gk. word signifies pity, prompting relief given 
in money or kind to the poor. 

Though not explicitly mentioned in the English 
OT, almsgiving is implied as an expression of com
passion in the presence of God. It had a twofold 
development: (a) The Mosaic legislation looked on 
compassion as a feeling to be cherished in ideal 
conduct (cf Ot. 1 5 : 1 1 ) ; (b) The prophets con
sidered almsgiving as a right which the needy 
might justly claim. 

From the fusion of these two concepts there 
arose in the intertestamental age the idea of right
eousness secured through almsgiving as efficacious 
in annulling the guilt of sin , and as ensuring divine 
favour in time of trouble (cf Ps. 1 1 2:9; On. 4:27). 
Righteousness and almsgiving were at times re
garded as synonymous terms, as in the LXX (and in 
our modern use of 'charity' to denote almsgiving), 
but this is scarcely justifiable from either the 
Hebrew OT or the true text of the NT. 

After the cessation of sacrifice, almsgiving seems 
to have ranked among the Jews as the first of re
ligious duties. In every city there were collectors 
who distributed alms of two kinds, i.e. money col
lected in the synagogue chest every sabbath for the 
poor of the city, and food and money received in a 
dish. 'Therefore no disciple should live in a city 
where there is no alms-box' (Sanhedrin 1 7b). I t  is 
significant that in the OT scarcely a trace of beg
gars and begging in the street can be found (but see 
I Sa. 2:36; Ps. 1 09 :  10) .  Ps. 4 1 :  I can be taken as not 
merely an exhortation to almsgiving, but also as an 

_ adjuration to take a personal interest in the poor. 
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Jesus does not reject almsgiving as futile in the 
search for right standing with God, but stresses the 
necessity for right motive, 'in my name'. He re
buked the ostentatious charity of his day (Mt .  6: 1 -
4 ;  note RSV 'piety', translating dikaiosynen for AV 
'alms', translating TR eleemosynen), and em
phasized the blessedness of giving (cf Acts 20 :35), 
and its opportunities. 

In the early Christian community the first elec
tion of officers was made to ensure a fair distribu
tion of alms; the needs of the poor were met (Acts 
4:32, 34); and every Christian was exhorted to lay 
by on the first day of each week so me portion of 
his profits to be applied to the wants of the needy 
(Acts 1 1  :30; Rom. 1 5 :25-27; I Cor. 1 6 :  1-4). 

'Alms' are equated with 'righteousness', not be
cause they justify a man (Rom. 3-4), but because 
they constitute an action which is right and for 
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which our neighbour has a rightful claim on us in 
the eyes of God who gives us means for this very 
end (Eph. 4:28). 

( *  POVERn'; * COMMUNION; * COMPASSION.) 
).D.D. 

ALPHA AND OMEGA. This juxtaposition of the 
first and last letters of the Gk. alphabet, corres
ponding to the Heb. 'alep and tow, is used in Rev. 
alone as a self-designation of both God ( Rev. 1 :8 ;  
2 1  : 6 ,  where ' the  Alpha and the  Omega' i s  cx
plained by the parallel 'the beginning and the end') 
and Christ (22: 1 3 , with the same parallel, and the 
additional phrase 'the first and the last'). In Rev. 
22: 1 3  the Son's divinity is confirmed by applying to 
hirn what is said of the Father. In each of these 
cases the term refen to tbe eternal, dynamic and 
comprehensive activity of God or Christ in cre
ation and salvation; that is, the origin, preservation 
and goal of all things are to be found in the God
head (cf Rom. I I  :36). The Hebrews, Greeks and 
Romans all used their alphabetic letters as nu
merals, so that 'alpha and omega' could easily 
stand for 'first and last' (cf Is. 44:6, 'Thus says the 
Lord, . . .  "I am the first and I am the last'' ' ;  also 
Rev. 2 : 8) .  5.5.5. 

ALPHAEUS. 1 .  The father of Levi, the tax col
lector (Mk.  2: 1 4) who is generally identified with 
the apostle Matthew. Nothing else is known about 
hirn. 

2. The father of the apostle James, who is ca lied 
'the son of Alphaeus', to distinguish hirn from 
James the son of Zebedee (Mt .  1 0:3; Mk. 3 :  1 8; Lk. 
6: 1 5; Acts I :  1 3) .  There is no valid reason for iden ti
fying hirn with the father of • Levi I .  Attempts 
have also been made to identify hirn with C1eopas 
(Lk. 24: 1 8) and Clopas (Jn. 1 9 :25). However, it is 
im probable that * Cleopas and * Clopas are the 
same person and that Alphaeus is the same as 
either of them. The Aramaic of Alphaeus is Hal
phai, which could be transliterated as Klöpas, but 
even if  the same individual is signified, we cannot 
ass urne from Jn. 1 9 :25 that this James was in any 
way related to our Lord and certainly not that he 
was James the Lord's brot her. R.E.N. 

A LTAR. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
In all but four of the OT occurrences of the word 
'altar', the Heb. is fnlzbea(l , whlch means 'place 
of sacrifice' (from zOQa�, 'to slaughter for sacri
fice'), and one of the remaining occurrences (Ezr. 
7: 1 7) is simply its Aram. cognate mQ(jba�. While 
etymologically the term involves slaughter, in 
usage it was not always so restricted, being applied 
also to the altar for burning incense (Ex. 30: I ). For 
other occurrences of 'altar' in the EVV, see g, below. 

a. The Patriarchs 
The Patriarchs built their own altars and offered 
their own sacrifices on them without having any re
course to a priesthood. Noah built one after the 
Hood and made burnt-offerings on it (Gn. 8 :20). 
Abraham built altars to Yahweh at Shechem, be
Iween Bethel and Ai, at Hebron and at Moriah, 
where he offered a ram instead of Isaac (Gn. 1 2 :6-
8; 1 3 : 1 8 ; 22:9). I saac did Iikewise at Beersheba 

(Gn . 26:25), Jacob erected altars at Shecrem and 
Bethel (Gn. 33:20; 35: 1 -7), and Moses erected 
one at Rephidim after the victory of the I:raelites 
over Amalek (Ex. 1 7 :  1 5) .  The altars w!re evi
dently erected mainly to commemoral! some 
event in wh ich the principal had had dealings 
with God. 
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b. Pre-Israelite altars in Palestine 
Discounting domestic, agricultural or industrial 
installations formerly believed to be altars, true 
altars have been uncovered from different eriods. 
At Ai, Mme 1. Marquet-Krause discovere a small 
temple of the Early Bronze Age in which was an 
altar of plastered stones, against the wall, on wh ich 
animal and food-offerings had been made. In 
Middle Bronze Age * Megiddo (level XV) two 
temples were found containing rectangular altars. 
one of mud bricks and the other of lime- astered 
stones. Temples of the Late Bronze Age containing 
altars of similar type have been found at Lachish . 
Beth-shean and Hazor. In the levels of Ihis period 
at Hazor a great hewn block of stone was dis
covered, with Iwo hollowed basins on one face. 
perhaps for catching the blood of sacrificed ani
mals. At Megiddo and Nahariyeh great platforms 
of stones which were probably used as places of 
sacrifice were uncovered, but these were more 
* 'high places' than they were true altar� 

A number of hewn limestone altars with lour 
horns at the upper corners, dating from about the 
period of the conquest, were found at Megiddo. 
These, however, to judge from their relat ively small 
size (Iargest c. 70 cm high), were probably incensc 
altars. Numerous clay stands which may have been 
for burning incense have been uncovered at such 
sites as Megiddo, Beth-shean and Lachish, from 
Bronze and I ron Age Levels. 

Thus altars were in use among the Canaanilcs in 
the Promised Land, a fact that gives point to the 
careful regulations on this matter in the Sinai reve
lation. That altars were not Iimited to Palcstine is 
shown by the discoveries al such sites as Eridu, Ur. 
Khafajah and Assur in Mesopotamia, and thc epi
sode in wh ich Balaam erected, and offered bul
locks on, 7 altars at Kiriath-huzoth (Nu. 23) may 
perhaps be understood in this l igh t .  

c. The altars 01 the tabernac/e 
At Sinai God revealed to Moses the specifications 
for two altars which were to be used in tJhe • taber
nacle: the altar of burnt-offering and tbc ultar of 
incense. 

d Built altars 
In Ex. 20:24-26, God instructed Moses to tell thf 
people to make an altar of earth (mizbah '''gom{i" 
or (unhewn) stones (mizbah '''Qänfm), upor 
which to sacrifice their offerings. In neither cas( 
were there to be steps, so that the 'nakledness' 01 
the offerer might not be uncovered. Th'e form 01 
this passage, in which God teils Moses tto pass or 
this instruction to the people, suggests tJhat it, lik. 
the Ten Commandments at the beginniing of th. 
chapter, was addressed to each Israelite- individu 
ally, rat her than to Moses as their representative a: 
in Ex. 27. I t  may be that under this prolVision thl 
layman was permitted to perform this hinnself, an< 
it is perhaps in the light of this that the altars buil 
by Joshua on Mt  Ebal (Jos. 8 : 30--3 1 ;  cf D t .  27:5) 
by Gideon in Ophrah (Jdg. 6:24-26), by David 01 
the threshing-Hoor of Araunah (2 Sa. 24: 1 8-25 



and by Elijah  on M t  Carmel ( I  Ki.  1 8), as weil as 
the episodes described in Jos. 22: 1 0-34 and I Sa. 
20:6, 29, are to be viewed (cf Ex . 24:4). 

e. The Temple 0/ Solomon 
In building his - Temple, Solomon, though in!lu
enced by h i s  PhoeOlcian associates, sought to 
follow the basic layout of the tabernacle and its 
court. Though Oavid had already built an altar of 
burnt-offeri ngs (2 Sa. 24:25), Solomon probably 
built a new one, as is indicated by I Ki .  8:22, 54, 64 
and 9:25 (not mentioned in the main description, I 
Ki .  6-7). Altars of this period are weil illustrated 
by the finds ( JA I I  period) at Arad where in the 
temple court yard stood an altar made of brick and 
rubble for burnt-offerings (cf Ex. 20:25) which 
measured 5 cubits sq.  (2.5 m) like that of the taber
nade (Ex. 1 7: I ;  cf 2 Ch. 6: 1 3). Two stone incense
altars with concave bowl-shaped tops were found 
on a step leading up to the 'holy of holies'. Other 
Israelite incense-altars of the Israelite period have 
been recovered from Beersheba, and also a large 
altar which was probably used for burnt offerings. 
This large altar had been destroyed in the 8th cen
tury and its stones used to repair the wall of a 
storehouse. Protrusions at its top corners i1lustrate 
what is meant by 'the horns' of an altar. 

f False altars 
Unlawful altars were in use in both I srael and 
Judah, as is shown by the condemnations of the 
prophets (Am. 3: 1 4; Ho. 8: 1 1 ) and the account of 
Jeroboam's sins in I Ki .  1 2:28-33, as weil as by 
archaeological finds. 

g. Ezekiel's vision 
Ouring the Exile, Ezekiel had a vision of I srael re
stored and the Temple rebuilt (Ezk. 40-44), and 
while no incense altar is mentioned, the altar of 
burnt offering in th is  visionary temple is described 
in detail (43 : 1 3-1 7) .  I t  consisted of 3 stages reach
ing to a height of 1 1  cu bits on a base 1 8  cubits 
square. It was thus in form reminiscent of a Baby
lonian ziggurat, and this impression is furthered by 
the names of some of its parts. The base, beq 
hä'äre� ( Ezk. 43 : 1 4, AV 'bottom upon the 
ground', literally 'bosom of  the earth') recalls the 
Akkadian irat ir�iti with the same meaning, and 
the terms hari! and '"rrel t ranslated 'altar' in vv. 
1 5- 1 6  may be Hebraized forms 01' Akkadian 
arallu, one of the names for the underworld, wh ich 
had the secondary meanil1g 'mountain of the 
gods'. Such borrowings fro·m the Babylonian vo
cabulary, which would be independent of their 
etymological meaning, would have been normal 
after an exile of many years in Babylonia. The 
altar was ascended by a !light of steps, and the 4 
upper corners bore horns. 

h. The seeond Temple 
When the Temple was rebuilt after the Return it 
was presumably provided with altars. These are re
ferred to in Josephus (Contra Apionem I .  1 98) and 
in the Letter 0/ Aristeas, but on this period neither 
of tlLese authors can be followed uncritically. In 
1 69 /BC Antiochus Epiphanes carried off the 
'golden altar' (I M acc. 1 :2 1 ), and 2 years later he 
surmounted the altar of burnt offering with a 'deso
lating sacrilege' ( I  Macc. 1 :54), probably an image 
of Zeus. The Maccabees built a new altar and re
storecd the incense altar (I Macc. 4 :44-49), and 
these mUSI have continued in use when Herod en-
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larged the - Temple in the latter part of the I st cen
tury BC. In his time the altar of burnt offering was 
a great pile of unhewn stones, approached by a 
ramp. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
In the NT two words for altar are used, that most 
frequently found being Ihysiaslerion ,  wh ich i s  used 
often in the LXX for mizbeah. This word is  used of 
the altar on which Abraham prepared to offer 
Isaac (Jas. 2:2 1 ), of the altar of burnt offering in  
the Temple (Mt .  5:23-24; 23 :  1 8-20, 35; Lk .  1 1  : 5 1 ;  
I Cor. 9: 1 3 ; 1 0: 1 8 ; Heb. 7: 1 3 ; Rev. 1 1 : 1 ), and of the 
altar of incense, not only in the earthly Temple 
(Lk. 1 : 1 1 )  but also in the heavenly ( Rev. 6:9; 8 :5 ;  
9 :  1 3; 14 :  1 8 ;  1 6:7 ;  cf also Rom. 1 1  : 3 ;  Heb. 1 3 :  1 0). 
The other word, hOmos, is used once (Acts 1 7 :23) .  
I t  was used in the LXX for both mizbeah and 
bämii (- HIGH PLACE), and had primarify the 
meaning of a raised place. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. de Vaux, Ancienl Israel. Ils 
Life and Inslilulions, 1 9 6 1 ,  pp. 406-4 1 4, 546; Y. 
Aharoni, 'Arad: I ts Inscriptions and Temple', BA 
3 1 ,  1 968, pp. 2-32; idem, 'The H orned Altar of 
Beersheba', BA 37, 1 974, pp. 2-6; A .  Biran, 'An I s
raelite Horned Altar at Dan', BA 37, 1 974, pp. 
1 06-1 07. J.McK. 

T.C.M. 

AMALEK, AMALEKITES. Amalek ( H eb. 
'"mäleq) was the son of Eliphaz and the grandson 
of Esau (Gn . 36: 1 2, 1 6). The name is used as a col
lective noun for his descendants, Amalekites (Ex. 
1 7:8 ;  Nu. 24:20; Dt. 25 :  1 7; Jdg. 3 :  1 3, eIe.). 

Some writers distinguish the nomadic Amale
kites normally found in the Negeb and Sinai area, 
from the descendants of Esau, because Gn. 1 4:7 ,  
which pre-dates Esau, refers to ' the country of the 
Amalekites' (Heb. '"mäleqf). The distinction is 
unnecessary if we regard the phrase as a later edi
torial description. 

Israel first met the Amalekites at Rephidim in 
the wilderness of Sinai (Ex. 1 7:8- 1 3 ; Ot.  25 :  1 7-
1 8).  Because of this attack, the Amalekites came 
under a permanent ban and were to be destroyed 
(Dt. 25: 1 9; I Sa. 1 5 :2-3). On that occasion Aaron 
and Hur held up Moses' hands and I srael pre
vailed. A year later, after the report of the spies, 
Israel ignored Moses' command and sought to 
enter S Palestine. The Amalekites defeated them at 
Hormah (Nu. 1 4:43, 45). 

From the days of the Judges two encounters are 
recorded. The Amalekites assisted Eglon, king of 
Moab, 10 attack Israelite territory (Jdg. 3 :  1 3) ,  and 
later combined forces with the M idianites and the 
children of the E to raid Israelite crops and !locks. 
Gideon drove them out (Jdg. 6 : 3-5, 33; 7 :  1 2 ;  
1 0: 1 2) .  

From the Exodus onwards, Amalekites were to 
be found in the Negeb, but for a time they gained a 
foolhold in Ephraim (Jdg. 1 2 :  1 5) .  Balaam, the for
eign prophet, looked away to their lands from his 
vantage-point in Moab, and described them as 'the 
first of the nations' (Nu. 24:20), which may mean 
in regard either 10 origin or to status. 

Samuel commanded Saul to destroy the Amale
kites in the area S of - Telaim. Booty was forbid
den. Saul pursued them from Havilah to Shur but 
captured their king alive. Later, Samuel slew Agag 
and rebuked Sau I ( I  Sa. 1 5) .  

David fought the Amalekites in the area of 
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Ziklag which Achish, king of Gath, had given hirn 
(I Sa. 27:6; 30: 1 -20). The Amalekites declined 
later, and in Hezekiah's day the sons of Simeon 
attacked 'the remnant of the Amalekites that had 
escaped', taking their stronghold in Mt Seir ( I  Ch. 
4 :43). 

BlBlIOGRAPHY. F. M. Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, 2, 1 933; pp. 270-273;  D. Baly, The 
Geography of the Bible ', 1 974. l .A .T. 

AMARNA. (Tell) el-Amarna is the modern name 
of Akhetaten, capital of Egypt under Amenophis 
IV (Akhenaten) and his immediate successors, c. 
1 375- 1 360 BC. The ruins lie some 320 km S of 
Cairo on the E bank of the river Nile. The si te 
extends about 8 x I km and has been partially ex
ca·/ated. The impressive remains include temples, 
administrative buildings, tombs with wall paintings 
as weil as the buildings of many prosperous estates 
with houses often of uniform plan. 

The importance of Amarna for biblical studies 
lies in the series of letters written in cuneiform on 
clay tablets found by chance in 1 887. With sub
sequent discoveries, the number of documents 
recovered now totals about 380. The majority are 
letters from various Asiatic rulers to the pharaohs 
Amenophis 1 1 1  and IV in the period c. 1 385- 1 360 
BC; nearly half co me from Palestine and Syria. 
They supply important information concerning 
the history of the area, providing a vivid picture 
of the intrigues and inter-city strife which followed 
the weakening of Egyptian control shortly before 
the Israelites entered the land. 

In  S Syria, Abdi-ashirta and his son Aziru, 
though protesting their loyalty to their Egyptian 
overlords, were in reality increasing their own 
domains with the connivance of the Hittites of N 
Syria, and thus preparing the way for the eventual 
conquest of all Syria by the Hittite Suppiluliumas. 
Rib-baddi of Byblos, a loyalist who wrote 53 let
ters to the Egyptian court, desci ibes the un
certainty and chaos which followed his unanswered 
pleas for military assistance. He reports the capture 
by Aziru of an adjacent town, where the Egyptian 
resident had been slain, and the attack on Byblos 
from wh ich he was forced to Ree. Similarly Lab'ayu 
of Shechem, despite his protests of innocence (EA 
254), was increasing his hold in the central hills in 
league with the semi-nomadic 'Apiru, who are fre
quently named in the texts, mainly as sm all armed 
bands (* HEBREWS). The activities of these 'Apiru 
are reported by many cities. When Lab'ayu threat
ened Megiddo, its ruler, Biridiya, begged Egypt for 
help. 

Abdi-beba of Jerusalem makes frequent re
ports, complaining that M ilkilu of Gezer and 
others are engaged in raids. He cannot, therefore, 
understand why the pharaoh should allow Gezer, 
Lachish and Ashkelon to escape from the duty of 
providing the Egyptian garrison with food when 
they have plenty. He hirnself has been robbed by 
Egyptian troops and warns the pharaoh that his 
tribute and slaves being sent to Egypt will probably 
not arrive, as Lab'ayu and M ilkilu have planned an 
ambush (EA 287). The latter might be a ruse to 
avoid sending any gifts, for in another letter Shu
wardata of Hebron warns the pharaoh that Abdi
beba of Jerusalem is  a rogue. 

Our knowledge of the political geography of 
Palestine at this time is helped by references to 
various local rulers, such as Ammunira of Beirut, 
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Abimilki of Tyre, Akizzi of Qatna and Abdi-tirsi 
of Hazor. Some of these names can be correlatcd 
with contemporary texts from * Ugalit ( Ra� 
Shamra). In  addition to the loeal histolical evi· 
dence, these letters are important tor tle widcl 
implications of all iances between Egypt and tht 
rulers of Mitanni and Babyion, often cOlcluded 
or supported, by marriages between th! rulin! 
families. 

References to an Egyptian official namet 
Yanbamu, who attained high office, reminj onc 01  
the position of Joseph, though the two c,nnot bt 
identified . Yanbamu's name is a Semitic fcrm, an( 
one of his functions was the supervision of tht 
grain supply during a time of scarcity for the phar 
aoh's Syrian subjects. 

The tablets are also of great linguistic import 
ance. All but two are written in Akkadian, thl 
linguafranca of the whole ancient Near Ea;t in thi 
period. The presence at Amarna of M esop:Hamial 
literature (myths of Nergal and Adapa, a story 0 
Sargon of Akkad) and lexical texts i nclud.ng a lis 
of Egyptian and Akkadian words indicatfS the in 
Ruence of Akkadian, and this is supported by th 
discovery in 1 946 of a fragment of the Gilgamesl 
Epic (c. 1 400 BC) at Megiddo. The letters fron 
Palestine and Syria are written mainly in local V 
Semitic dialects of Akkadian, and they provid 
valuable information about the Canaa�ite lan 
guage in its various local forms before the arriv, 
of the Israeli tes. Letters from King Tushratta 0 
Mitanni have also added considerably to Oll 
knowledge of the non-Semitic Hurrian languag 
(* HORITES). 

Since some have argued that the 'Apiru of thes 
texts are to be identified with the Hebrews linde 
Joshua, instead of being evidence of the state 0 
the land prior to the Conquest, the followin 
aspects of the Amarna evidence sllould perhar 
be stressed. The bab/piru (SA.GAZ) (= ' Apin 
here, as indicated also by the Ras Shamra an 
* Alalab texts, were occupying the areas not stric 
Iy controlled by the larger towns; they operate 
usually in small numbers through out Palestin 
and Syria, and do not appear as be:siegers of ci 
ies. Moreover, these texts show a situation diffe 
ent from that under Joshua: Lachi$h and Gezc 
far from being destroyed (Jos. 10) ,  are in acti\ 
support of the 'Apiru . The nam�§ Or the rulel 
also differ, the king of Jerusalern at this time bein 
Abdi-beba, and whereas the 'Apitu wcre vel 
active in the Jerusalem area, the city did nt 
become Israelite until thc time of David. Finall 
the 'Apiru made use of chariots, but the Israelit, 
knew nothing of this method of warfare uni 
David's reign. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, ANET, pp. 48: 
490; idem, 'The Amarna Lettcrs frOJm Palestin( 
CAH 2/2, 1 975, pp. 98-1 1 6; F. F. Brucce, AOTS, p 
1 -20; B. 1. Kemp, Lexikon der Agypaologie, 6, p 
309-3 1 9; W. L. Moran, The Amarna Leiters, 1 99 

M.l .S. 

AMASA. 1. Son of Jether (or I thra) an Ishmaelit 
and of David's si ster Abigail, Amas<!. command( 
Absalom's rebel army (2 Sa. 1 7:25), was defeat( 
by Joab (2 Sa. 1 8 :6-8), pardoned by David, ar 
replaced Joab as commander of the army (2 S 
1 9 :  1 3) .  Taken off his guard, he was slain by tl 
double-dealing Joab at 'the great stome of Gibeo 
(2 Sa. 20:9- 1 2). Amasa may pos:sibly be tl 



Am<JSai 01' I Ch. 1 2 : 1 8 . but the evidence is 
incOJclusive. 

2. An Ephraimite who, among others, obeyed 
the prophet Oded and opposed the entry into 
Sam�ria of the Jewish prisoners taken by Pekah, 
king of Israel, in his campaign against Ahaz 
(2 Co. 28 :9- 1 5) .  J.D.D. 

AMAZIAH ( Heb. '''ma�yti or '''ma�yä'''', 
'Yahweh is mighty'). 1 .  Son and successor 01' 
Joa , king of Judah (2 Ki. 14 :  1 -20; 2 Ch . 25). He 
inflicted a severe defeat on Edom, which had pre
viously rcgained its independence from Judah (2 
Ki.  8 :20-22), though apparcntly without subduing 
it c mpletely (cf 2 Ki. 1 4 :22). Elated with his suc
cess. and perhaps also angered by the raiding of 
so me dismissed Israelite mercenaries, he chal
lenged Jehoash of I srael to a ballie which proved 
his undoing. H is overwhelming defeat led to the 
dismantling of part of Jerusalem's defences and 
the plundering of the Temple and palace. He him
self was captured (2 Ki. 14: 1 3) .  It has been sug
gested that at th is time his son Azariah began to 
rule as co-regent, a suggestion which certainly 
eases some of the difficulties of the * chronology 
of his reign. He was eventually assassinated for 
reasons wh ich are not disdosed. 

2, The priest of Jeroboam 11 who sought to 
silence the prophet Amos at Bethel (Am. 7: 1 0-1 7). 

3, A Simeonite (I Ch . 4:34). 
4. A Levite of  the family of Merari (I Ch. 6:45). 

H.G.M.W. 

AMBASSADOR (Heb. ma/'äls, 'messenger' ; lü�, 
' interpreter'; �ir, 'to go'). A term used to describe 
envoys sent to other nations on special occasions, 
e.g. to congratulate ( I  Ki. 5: I ;  2 Sa. 8: 1 0), solicit 
favours (Nu.  20: 1 4), make alliances (Jos. 9:4), or 
protest against wrongs (Jdg. 1 1 : 1 2) .  Usually men 
of high rank, ambassadors became more common 
after Israel had developed relations with Syria, 
Babyion, ete. They did not represent the person of 
their sovereign, nor, as a general rule, were they 
empowered to negotiate (but see 2 Ki. 1 8: 1 7-1 9:8). 
They were nevertheless tl'eated with respect, and 
the only biblical infringoement of this brought 
severe retribution (2 fj, » 0:2-5). The word (Gk. 
presbeuö, 'to be a senior') occurs metaphorically 
in the NT (2 Cor. 5:20; Eph. 6:20), applied to the 
representative of Christ in carrying his message of 
reconciliation. The collective term 'ambassage' is 
found in Lk. 1 4:32 (AV; RSV 'embassy'). J.D.D. 

AMBER, Heb. �asmal, occurring only in Ezk. 
1 :4, 27; 8 :2  (AV) . The context requires �asmal to 
be something shin ing, but the exact denotation of 
the word has puzzled scholars from the rabbinic to 
present times. LXX renders elektron, meaning 
'amber' or 'an alloy of gold and silver' (LSf). Oel
itzsch suggests the Assyrian efmaru as a cognate, 
wh ich is phonologically possible, and which de
notes a shining metallic alloy. G. R. Driver sug
gests 'brass', comparing Akkadian elmesu. See VT 
I ,  1 95 1 ,  pp. 60-62; VT Supp. 1 6, pp. 1 90-1 98. 

R.J.W. 

AMEN, Heb. 'ämen, 'surely', from a root mean
ing 'to be firm, steady, trustworthy'; cf " münd, 
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'faithrulness', " meL, 'truth ' .  It is used in the OT as 
a liturgical formula in which a congregat ion or in
dividual accepts both the validity 01" an oath or 
curse and its consequences (Nu.  5:22; Ot .  27 :  1 5ff.; 
Ne. 5: 1 3 ; Je. 1 1  :5). It was also the response to a 
benediction ( I  Ch. 1 6:36; Ne. 8:6), and is found in
corporated in the doxologies wh ich condude the 
first four books of Psalms (Ps. 4 1 :  1 3; 72: 1 9; 89:52;  
1 06:48). Other uses are Jeremiah's ironie response 
to Hananiah's prophecy of a brief exile (Je. 28:6) 
and Benaiah's willing acceptance of Oavid's com
mand to make Solomon king ( I  Ki. 1 :36); in both 
cases it introduces a prayer for God's blessing on 
the proposal .  Its connection with both blessings 
and cursings is sufficient explanation for the de
scription of God as 'the God of truth (I it .  amen)' 
in Is. 65 : 1 6. Outside the OT, the word is used in 
a 7th-century BC document to introduce a sworn 
declaration of innocence: 'Amen, I am free of 
guil t . ' 

By NT times the word is regularly used at the 
dose of prayers and doxologies and is a natural re
sponse to be expected in public worship ( I  Cor. 
14 :  1 6). Christ's use of it in the introductory 
'Amen, I say to you' was probably peculiar to him
self, there being no evidence that the apostles fol
lowed his example, and gave his words their dis
tinctive Messianic authority. Hence the association 
of the term with the promises of God, uniquely 
fulfilled in him (2 Cor. 1 :20), and the attribution to 
him of the title 'the Amen' (Rev. 3 : 1 4) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H .  Bietenhard, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 
97-99; S. Talmon, Textus 7, 1 969, pp. 1 24- 1 29 .  

J .B.Tr. 

AM MON, AMMONITES, Ammon ( Heb. 
'amm6n) was the name of the descendants of Ben
ammi, Lot's younger son by his daughter, born in a 
cave near Zoar (Gn. 1 9 :38). They were regarded as 
relatives of the I sraelit es, who were commanded to 
treat them kindly (Dt.  2: 1 9) .  

At an  early date the  Ammonites occupied the 
territory of the Zamzummim between the Arnon 
and Jabbok rivers ( Ot .  2 :20-2 1 ,  37; 3 : 1 1 ). Later, 
part of this territory was taken from them by the 
Amorites, and they were confined to an area to the 
E of the Jabbok (Nu. 21 :24; Ot. 2 :37; Jos. 1 2 :2; 
1 3: 1 0, 25;  Jdg. 1 1 :  1 3, 22). Archaeology shows that 
the Ammonites, l ike others, surrounded their terri
tories by small fortresses (Nu.  21 :24). 

At the time of the Exodus, Israel did not con
quer Ammon (Dt. 2 :  1 9, 37; Jdg. 1 1 : 1 5) .  H owever, 
the Ammonites were condemned for joining the 
Moabites in hiring Balaam, and were forbidden to 
enter the congregation of Israel to the 1 0th gener
ation (Ot. 23:3-{j). 

Their chief town was Rabbath Ammon, mod. 
Amman (* RABBAH), where the ironstone sar
cophagus ('bedstead of iron') of Og, the king of 
Bashan, rested (Ot .  3: 1 1 ) . 

In the days of the Judges, the Ammonites as
sisted Eglon of M oab to subdue I sraelite territory 
(Jdg. 3: 1 3). Again, at the time of Jephthah they en
croached on Israelite lands E of Jordan (Jdg. 1 1 )  
and were driven out. Their religion influenced 
some of the Israelites (Jdg. 1 0:6), and this caused 
the Ammonite oppression in Gilead wh ich led to 
Jephthah's campaign (Jdg. 1 0). Later Nahash, king 
of the Ammonites, besieged Jabesh-gilead just 
before Saul became king. Saul rallied I srael and 
drove off Nahash (I Sa. 1 1 : 1- 1 1 ;  1 2 : 1 2; 1 4:47). A 
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few years later Nahash was a friend of David (2 Sa. 
1 0: 1 -2), but his son Hanun rejected a kindly visit 
of David's ambassadors and insulted them. He 
hired Syrian mercenaries and went to war, but 
David's generals Joab and Abishai defeated them 
(2 Sa. 1 0; I Ch. 1 9) .  A year later the Israelites cap
tured Rabbah, the Ammonite capital (2 Sa. 1 2:26-
3 1 ;  I Ch. 20: 1 -3) and put the people to work. Some 
Ammonites befriended David, however, e.g Shobi 
son of Nahash, who cared for hirn when he Red 
from Absalom (2 Sa. 1 7 :27, 29) and Zelek, who was 
one of his 30 mighty men (2 Sa. 23:37;  I Ch. 1 1  :39). 

Solomon included Ammonite women in his 
harem, and worshipped *Milcom (* MOLECH) their 
god ( I  Ki. 1 1 : 1 ,  5 ,  7, 33). An Ammonitess, 
Naamah, was the mother of Rehoboam ( I  Ki .  
1 4 :2 1 , 3 1 ;  2 Ch. 1 2 : 1 3) .  

I n  the days of Jehoshaphat, the Ammonites 
joined Moabites and Edomites in a raid on Judah 
(2 Ch. 20: 1-30). About 800 BC, Zabad and Jehoza
bad, both sons of an Ammonitess, conspired to 
slay Joash king of Judah (2 Ch. 24:26). Later in the 
century, both Uzziah and Jotharn of Judah re
ceived tribute from the Ammonites (2 Ch. 26:8; 
27:5). Josiah defiled the high place that Solomon 
erected (2 Ki .  23 : 1 3) .  Ammonites joined others in 
troubling Jehoiakim (2 Ki. 24:2), and after the fall 
of Jerusalem in 586 BC, Baalis their king provoked 
further trouble (2 Ki .  25 :25; Je. 40: 1 1 - 14). They 
were bitterly attacked by the prophets as inveterate 
enemies of Israel (Je. 49: 1 -6; Ezk. 2 1  :20; 25:  1 -7; 
Am. 1 : 1 3- 1 5 ;  Zp. 2 :8- 1 1 ) . 

After the return from exile Tobiah, the governor 
of Ammon, hindered the building of the walls by 
Nehemiah (Ne. 2 : 1 0, 1 9 ;  4:3, 7). I ntermarriage be
tween the Jews and the Ammonites was censured 
by both Ezra and Nehemiah (Ezf. 9: 1 -2 ;  Ne. 1 3 :  I ,  
23-3 1 ) . The Ammonites survived into the 2nd cen
tury BC at least, since Judas Maccabaeus fought 
against them ( I  Macc. 5:6). 

Sedentary occupation of the area was resumed 
about the beginning of the 1 3th century BC after an 
almost complete break of some centuries. A few 
Middle Bronze tombs from the 1 7th to 1 6th cen
tury BC, a shrine near Amman and occupation 
levels in the city of the Late Bronze Age suggest 
some Iimited occupat ion, prior to the 1 3th century. 
There was a vigorous resurgence of  urban life at 
the start of the Iron Age which is evidenced by a 
string 01' sm all circular tower fortresses built of 
large stones. Other structures from the period were 
square or rectangular. Several settlements have 
been investigated, each consisting of several Rint
block houses together with one or more towers, e.g 
Khirbet Morbat Bedran. Clearly Ammonite oc
cupation was vigorous during the I ron I I  period 
(840-580 BC). During the 7th century BC Ammon 
Rourished under Assyrian control, as numerous 
references in Assyrian documents show. Ammon 
paid considerable tribute to Assyria. Tombs found 
in the region of Amman give evidence of a high 
material culture, to judge from the pottery, an
thropoid coffins, seals, statues, figures, eIe. A grow
ing volume of written material including seals (7th 
century BC), an inscribed copper bottle from Siran 
(e. 600 BC) and an eight-line fragmentary inscrip
tion from the Amman ci tadel (9th century BC) dis
play a language similar to Heb., but a script inRu
enced by Aram. The copper bottle contained seeds 
of emmer wheat, bread wheat and hulled six-row 
barley, three domesticated grasses in use by the 
Ammonites of the 6th century BC. At least eleven 
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Ammonite kings can now be listed from vlrious 
sources. 

Archaeological work suggests that sedenta-y oc
cupation was interrupted by the Babylonian cam
paigns of the 6th century BC and did not Ttsume 
until the 3rd century. Bedouin groups occupi!d the 
area until the Tobiads (4th-2nd century BC), the 
Nabataeans ( I st century BC) and the Romars ( I st 
century Bc-3rd century AD). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. Bordreuil, Syria 50, 1 973, pp. 
1 8 1 -1 95 (seals); G. Garbini, Ann. de ['[M. Or. 
Napoli 20, 1 970, pp. 249-257; idem. lSS 1 9, 1 974, 
pp. 1 59-168; N. Glueck, The Olher Side 0/ Jordan, 
1 940; idem, AASOR 1 8, 1 9 , 25-28; P. C. am
mond, BASOR 1 60, 1 960, pp. 38-4 1 ;  S. H. Horn, 
BASOR 1 93, 1 967, pp. 2- 1 3 ; G. M. Lande>, BA 
24.3, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 66-86; H .  O. Thompson, AlBA 2.2,  
1 973, pp. 23-38; idem and F. Zayadine, BASOR 
2 1 2, 1 973, pp. 5-1 1 ;  POTT, pp. 229-258 and index. 

J .A.T. 

AMON. The son of Manasseh, Amon reigned for 
2 years over Judah (2 Ki .  2 1  : 1 9-26; 2 Ch. 33:2 1 -
25). Before his reign was cut short b y  assassination, 
he gave the c1earest evidence of his complete ac
ceptance of the gross idolatry of his father's earlier 
years. It is not certainly known what motive in
spired his assassins, but the fact that they were in 
turn put to death by 'the people of the land' sug
gests that Amon was the victim of court intrigue 
rather than of a popular revolution. J.C.J.W. 

AMON (Egyp. Amün, 'the hidden'). An Egyptian 
god whose essen ti al nature is as unclear as his 
name indicates. Often associated with the wind, 
and in certain forms embodying the power of gen
eration, he was first prominent as a local god of 
* Thebes, whence came the powerful 1 2th Dynasty 
pharaohs ( 1 99 1- 1 786 BC). Through union with 
the cosmic and royal sun-god Re' as Amen-Re', 
Amün became chief god. Later, when the 1 8th 
Dynasty Theban pharaohs established the Egyp
tian Empire ( 1 552 BC ff.), Amün became state god, 
'king of the gods', gathering up many of their 
powers and attributes, while his priesthood ac
cumulated vast wealth and lands. Hence, the fall of 
Thebes (No) and the wealth of its priesthoodg to 
the Assyrians in 663 BC was fittingly selectcd by 
Nahum (3:8) in prophesying the crash of equally 
mighty Nineveh. After this, Amün and Thebes, 
still his holy city, regained some measure of pros
perity, but even this was doomed by prophecy of 
Jeremiah (46:25). (* EGYPT.) K.A .K. 

AMORITES. A people of Canaan (Gn. 1 0: 1 6) 
often listed with the Hittites, Perizzites, eIe. ,  as op
ponents of Israel (Ex . 33:2). They were scattered 
throughout the hili country on either side of the 
Jordan (Nu. 1 3 :29). Abraham had an alliance with 
the Amorites of Hebron and, with their aid , routed 
the four kings who had attacked the Dead Sea 
plain, including the Amorite town of H azazon
tamar (Gn. 14 :5-7). The name was also used as a 
general term for the inhabitants of Canaan (Gn. 
48:22; Jos. 24: 1 5). Ezekiel weil indicates the mixed 
population of Palestine (caused largely by con
tinuous infiltrations from the eastern steppes), de
scribing Jerusalem as the offspring of Amorite and 
H ittite (Ezk. 1 6 :3, 45). 



Dlring the latter half of the 3rd millennium Be, 
Surrerian and Akkadian inscriptions refer to the 
Amorites (Sum. mar-tu, Akkad. amurru) as a 
desert people unacquainted with civilized life, 
graiJ, houses, cities, government. Their head
quaiters were in the mountain of Basar, probably 
Jebe! Bishri N of Palmyra. About 2000 Be these 
people, who had been infiltrating for centuries, 
mmed into Babylonia in force. They were partly 
responsible for the collapse of the powerful 3rd 
Dyr.asty of Ur and took over the rule of several 
tOw:lS (e.g. Larsa). An 'Amorite' dynasty was es
tabhshed at • BabyIon, and its most powerful 
kin�, Hammurapi, conquered the two other 
important 'Amorite' states of Assur and Mari (c. 
1 750 Be) . Amorites are traceable by linguistic, 
mainly onomastic, evidence. Such is not always 
relizble or conclusive, but these dynasties were 
c1early of western origin, Hammurapi's being 
termed Amorite in a contemporary text. The 
20,000 texts found at • Mari are mostly written in 
Akkadian with many W Semitic features. Per
sonal name forms common in these texts show 
that the names of the Patriarchs followed well
known styles. The Mari texts give information 
about nomadic tribes in Syria, notably the Mare
Yamina (or possibly Bene- Yamina) connected 
with the area of Mt Basar. Another group had 
settled in the Lebanon and engaged in the trad
ing of horses. This kingdom survived into the 
period of the Amarna letters and the 1 9th Dyn
asty of Egypt when tribute is recorded from the 
state of Amor. The capital of this seems to have 
been the port of Sumur (modern Tell Kazel) S of 
Arvad. This is the country mentioned in Jos. 
1 3 :4. 

The general unrest of the years c. 2 1 00- 1 800 Be 
both in Mesopotamia and in Palestine was c10sely 
connected with increased Amorite movement .  The 
break in occupation of several Palestinian cities 
between the Early and Middle Bronze Age was 
caused by an influx of nomadic folk who left many 
graves behind them, but little trace of buildings. 
The pottery of these people has c1ear affinities with 
pottery from Syria, which may indicate that they 
were related 'Amorites' (see K .  M.  Kenyon ,  
Amorites and Canaanites, 1 966; W. G. Dever, HTR 
64, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 97-226). The journeys of Abraham 
may be associated with the latter part of this 
period. 

At the time of the I sraelite invasion of Palestine, 
Amorite kings (Sihon of Heshbon and Og of 
Bashan) ruled most of  Transjordan (Jos. 1 2 : 1-6;  
Jdg.  1 :36). The conquest of these two kings was the 
first stage of the possession of the Promised Land 
and was looked upon as a most important event in 
Israelite history (Am. 2:9; Pss. 1 35 :  1 1 ; 1 36: 1 9) .  
Gad, Reuben and half  of Manasseh occupied this  
territory (Nu.  32:33), and it later formed one of the 
twelve regions supporting Solomon's court (I Ki. 
4 :  1 9). The men of Ai are called Amorites (Jos. 7 :7) 
and Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish and 
Eglon were Amorite principalities which Israel 
overcame (Jos. 1 0: 1 -27). Northern Amorites aided 
the king of • Hazor (Jos. 1 1 : 1 - 1 4) .  After the land 
was settled, the Amorites became menials and were 
gra,dually absorbed ( I  Ki. 9:20). Their evil memory 
remained, providing comparison for the idolatry 
of Ahab and Manasseh (I Ki. 2 1 :26; 2 Ki. 2 1 :  1 1 ; 
cf Gn. 1 5 : 1 6). 

L nvasions of other peoples, the Kassites, Hur
riams and Indo-Europeans in Mesopotamia, the Is-
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raelites in Palestine and the Aramaeans in Syria 
weakened the Amorites as a power by 1 000 Be. The 
name survived in Akkadian as a designation for 
Syria-Palestine until superseded by !fall i (Hit
titel, and was also a word for 'West' .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. M oscati, The Semites in An
cient History, 1 959; 1. R .  Kupper, Les Nomades en 
Mtisopotamie au temps des Rois de Mari, 1 957; 
review by A. Goetze, JSS 4, 1 959, pp. 1 42-1 47; I.  1. 
Gelb, JCS 1 5 , 1 96 1 ,  pp. 24-47; M .  Liverani in 
POTT, pp. 1 00-1 33. A.R.M. 

AMOS, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 
On the wh oIe the Hebrew text of Amos' prophecies 
has been weil preserved. In addition, the progres
sive orderliness of his writings makes it possible to 
divide the book up into sections which are not 
artificial. I t  falls into four parts. 

a. I :  1 -2 :  1 6 . After .1 simple introduction ( I :  I f. ) 
in wh ich Amos teils who he is, when he proph
esied and wherein resided his authority to 
preach, he announces judgment upon the sur
rounding peoples ( I  :3-2:3), upon his native 
Judah and upon Samaria (2:4- 1 6) .  Judgment 
falls on Gentile nations for offences against 
humanity, violations of those conscience-taught 
standards which make people human; Judah and 
Israel are judged for tuming away from divine 
revelation (2:4, 1 1 - 1 2) with consequent moral 
and social collapse. 

b. 3: 1 -6 :  1 4. The series of addresses in this sec
tioh are each introduced by a c1early defined for
mula (3: I;  4: I ;  5 :  I ;  6: I ). Here the emphasis is upon 
Samaria's privileges, but the nation's sinfulness has 
tumed privilege into a ground upon which Amos 
bases his doctrine of judgment. Privilege involves 
God's people in penalty, hence Amos' insistence 
that status does not save (3: 1 -2) and that the 'day 
of Yahweh' will bring darkness and not the light 
complacently expected (5 :  1 6-20). 

c. 7: 1-9: 1 0 .  A series of five visions of judgment, 
in each of which the judgment is set forth under a 
symbol: locusts (7: 1 -3), fire (7 :4-6), a plumbline 
(7:7-9), summer frui t  (8: 1 - 1 4) and a smitten sanc
tuary (9: 1 - 1 0).  In 7 : 1 0- 1 7  Amos displays his 
credentials for thus addressing the people of God. 

d. 9: 1 1- 1 5 .  An epilogue which describes the 
restoration of the Davidic kingdom. 

11. Authorship and date 
Nothing is known of the prophet Amos outside of 
his writings. He was a native of Tekoa ( I :  I ;  cf 2 Sa. 
14 :2 ;  2 eh. 1 1  :6), situated about 1 6  km S of Jerusa
lern. The surrounding countryside yielded pasture 
for the flocks, to te nd which was part of Amos' 
call ing ( I :  I ). In addition, he was a fig farmer 
(. TREES, Sycomore; 7: 1 4).  The significance of this 
information is that Amos had no background in 
prophetic activity: he had not previously con
sidered hirnself a prophet, nor was he trained in 
the prophetic schools (7 : 1 4f.) . We know from 1 : 1  
that he lived during the reigns of Uzziah, king of 
Judah (779-740 Be) and Jeroboam 1 1 ,  king of 
Samaria (783-743 Be). Uzziah and Jeroboam 1 1  
reigned concurrently for 36 years (779-743). We 
do not know the date of the earthquake ( 1 : 1 ) and 
can place the ministry of Amos only by general 
indications. The level of prosperity and security 
which seems to have been enjoyed by Israel would 
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indieate a date possibly about the middle of the 
reign of Jeroboam, c. 760 BC. 

111 .  Circumstances 
A Hebrew prophet's ministry and message were in
timately bound up with the eonditions in whieh the 
people to whom he preaehed lived, and in this 
Amos' book is no exeeption. 

a. Political and social conditions. Over 40 years 
before Amos' ministry Assyria had crushed Syria, 
Samaria's N neighbour. This permitted Jeroboam 
1 1  to extend his fron tiers (2 Ki .  1 4:25), and to build 
up a luerative trade which created a powerful mer
chant class in Samaria. Unfortunately the wealth 
that came to Samaria was not evenly distributed 
among the people. It remained in the hands of the 
merehant prinees, who spent the new-found riches 
on improving their own living standards (3: I 0, 1 2, 
1 5 ; 6:4), and negleeted eompletely the peasant class 
whieh had hitherto been the backbone of Sa
maria's eeonomy. The unmistakable symptoms of 
a morally siek society began to declare themselves 
in Samaria. In Amos' day oppression of the poor 
by the rich was eommon (2:61'.), and heartless indif
ferenee among the wealthy towards the affliction 
of the hungry (6:3-{i). Justice went to the highest 
bidder (2:6; 8 :6).  In drought (4:7-9) the poor had 
reeourse only to the moneylender (5: 1 1  1'.;  8:4-6), to 
whom he was often compelled to mortgage his 
land and his person. 

b. The stale 0/ religion. Naturally the social 
eonditions in Samaria affected religious habits. 
Religion was being not neglected but perverted. 
At the national religious shrines (5 :5) ritual was 
being maintained (4:41'.), but it went hand in hand 
with godlessness and immorality. Far from pleas
ing Yahweh it invited his judgment (3: 14 ;  7:9; 9:  1 -
4); i t  did not remove but increased transgression 
(4:4). God was not to be found at the national 
shrines (5 :41'.) beeause he eould not accept the wor
ship there (5 :2 1 -23); the true preoccupations of the 
people were with other gods (8: 1 4) .  In addition, 
this rich eeremonial and the costly sacrifices were 
being offered at the expense of the poor (2:8; 5: 1 1 ). 

IV. Amos and the sacrificial system 
Amos was weil aware of the traditions of his own 
nation, historical (2:9ff. ; 3: I ,  1 3 ; 4: 1 1 ; 5:6, 25;  
7: 1 6) ,  religious (4:4ff.; 5 :22; 8 :5)  and legal (2 :8,  cf 
Ex. 22:26; Am. 8 :5 ,  cf Lv. 1 9:35 ;  Am. 2 :4, cf Dt. 
1 7: 1 9). This helps to give background to an under
standing of his apparently hostile attitude to the 
religion he saw around hirn, and particularly to 
what is often thought of as his rejeetion of the 
whole system of sacrifices as laeking divine author
ization (5 :25) .  In eompany with other occasional 
verses in the pre-exilic prophets (cf Is. I :  I 0- 1 5 ; Je. 
7 :2 1 f. ; Ho. 6:6; Mi .  6:7f. )  we have here, however, 
not a eondemnation of the sacrificial code as such 
but of the way in whieh it was currently abused (* PROPHECV). On any reading of the Pentateuch, 
the people of Amos' day would have been in
structed in the patriarch al and Mosaic traditions 
that sacrifiee had ever been part of the religion of 
God's people and that he had accepted this with 
approval. Bearing in mind, then, that in 5 :25 Amos 
does not make an assertion but asks a rhetorical 
question, only one answer is possible: an immedi
ate affirmative. The balance of the Hebrew, how
ever, suggests that Amos did not aim his question 
at the institution of saerifice but at the prominence 
currently given to i t :  'Was it sacrifices and offerings 
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you brought me . . .  1' The implication ('Was that the 
sum total of your religion then as it is now?') suits 
the eontext in Amos. Verses 22-23 and verse 24 are 
an either/or in appearance only (a frequent blblical 
mode of emphasizing a due priority in things, e.g. 
Pr. 8 : I Oa, l Ob; Lk. 14 :26); they are an appeal for 
the restoration of a true balance wherein, as in the 
Mosaic norm, the sacrifices act as a divine ;>rovi
si on for the lapses of a people committed to a life 
of ethical obedience to the law of God. 

V. The prophet's message 
a. Amos' eoncept of God is fundamental to an 
understanding of his message to Samaria. The 
Lord is the Creator of the world (4: 1 3) ,  but he is 
still actively present as its Sustainer. He it is who 
brings day and night to pass, and controls the 
waves of the sea (5:8; 9:6). He determines whether 
famine (4:6-1 1 )  or plenty (9: 1 3) shall prevail. In  
the light of  this knowledge of the God of  creation 
there is no need to reject as later insertions 4: 1 3; 
5 :8-9; 9 :5-{i. They are neither theologically pre
mature, as used to be asserted, nor eontextually 
misplaced: each in turn relates the foregoing dec
laration of judgment to a clear understanding of 
the divine nature and capability. The Lord also 
eontrols the destinies of the nations. He restrains 
this nation ( 1 :5), raises up that (6: 1 4) and puts 
down another (2:9). He also eontrols their distribu
tion (9:7). He is therefore their Judge (I : 3-2 :3) 
when they offend against his morai laws. 

b. Naturally Amos' message betrays a particular 
interest in Israel. In a quite special sense it was 
Yahweh's will to elect her to covenant relation with 
hirnself (3:2). Through his servants he has made 
known his will to her (2: 1 1 ; 3 :7) .  But these high 
privileges involve Israel in heavy responsibility; 
and failure to accept this brings upon his people a 
far more severe judgment than that whieh was to 
fall upon pagan nations. When I srael broke Yah
weh's laws (2:4) there could be only a fearful look
ing forward to judgment (4: 1 2). 

c. Amos was also concerned to proclaim that a 
law broken through unrighteousness could not be 
mended by means of ritual, festival or offering 
alone. Indeed, Yahweh was already standing at the 
altar waiting to smite it (9: 1-4).  The most elaborate 
ritual was an abomination to hirn so long as it was 
offered by a people who had no intention of mcas
uring up to the cthical standards laid down in his 
holy laws. Such a religion of ccremonial and ritual 
was divorced from morality, and this Yahweh 
could only hate (5 :2 1  f.). 

d. The foregoing means that Amos' main con
cern was to demand righteousness in the name of 
the Lord from the people of the Lord (5:24). 
Righteousness was for Amos the most important 
moral attribute of the divine nature. Every outrage 
of the moral law, whether perpetrated by pagan na
tions ( I  :3-2:3) or by Israel (2:4- 1 6) ,  was an outrage 
upon the nature of God and was, therefore, a 
provocation of divine just iee. I f  Yahweh is right
eous, then injustice, dishonesty, immoral ity, cannot 
be tolerated by hirn, and must receive stern ret ribu
tion from hirn. 

e. But judgment was not Amos' final word to 
Samaria (5 :4). Indeed, he closes with a promi,se of 
a brighter day for her (9: 1 1 - 1 5) .  The prevailing 
fashion for refusing these verses to Amos oug:ht to 
be resisted . I t  is not out of place lor a Judahite to 
assert the Davidic hope nor inappropriate lor 
Amos (notwithstanding his stress on judgment) to 



crown the negative ruling out of final loss (7: l-ti) 
with a matching positive statement of final glory. 
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J .A.M. 

AMPHIPOLIS. An important strategic and 
commercial centre at the N of the Aegean, situated 
on the river Strymon (Struma) about 5 km inland 
from the seaport Eion. Prized by the Athenians 
and Macedonians as the key both to the gold, 
silver and timber of M t  Pangaeus and also to the 
con trol of the Oardanelles, it became under the 
Romans a free town and the capital of the first dis
trict of Macedonia. Amphipolis is about 50 km 
WSW of Philippi on the Via Egnatia, a great 
Roman highway, and Paul passed through it on his 
way to Thessalonica (Acts 1 7: I ). K.L.McK. 

AMPLIATUS. Paul's friend, affectionately greeted 
(Rom. 1 6:8). The best MSS show 'Ampliatus', a 
Latin slave name: 'Amplias' (AV) is a Gk. pet-form. 
Lig.ht foot (Philippians, p. 1 74) finds the name in in
scri ptions of 'Caesar's household' (cf Phi!. 4:22); 
but it was common. Those addressing Rom. 16  to 
Epbesus can find one there (CIL, 3, 436). A tomb
inscription 'Ampliati', perhaps late I st century, in 
the catacomb of Oomitilla, is ornate for a slave, 
perlhaps reflecting his honour in the church (cf 
Salllday and Headlam, Romalls, p. 424). A connec
tioo with Paul's Ampliatus or his family is not im
poS>sible (cf R. Lanciani, Pagan and Christian 
Rome, 1 895, pp. 342ff.). Ampliatus, Stachys and 
Urbanus (cf v. 9) were commemorated together as 
malTtyrs (Acta Sanctorum, Oct. 1 3 ,  p. 687). 

A .F.W. 

AMIRAM (Heb. 'amräm, 'people cxalted'). 1. The 
hus;band of Jochebed, and father of Moses, Aaron 
amI! Miriam (Ex. 6:20; N u .  26:59; I Ch. 6:3; 23: 1 3) .  
He was a 'son' (i.e. probably descendant, cf I Ch. 
7:2(0-27) of Kohath (Ex. 6 :  1 8 ; Nu. 3 :  1 9), and so of 
Lewi. 2. An Amram is ment ioned in Ezr. 1 0:34 as 
haViing taken a foreign wife. E.J .Y.  

AlVtlRAPHEL. A king of • Shinar who attacked 
Sodiom and its neighbours with the aid of ' Chedor
laOimer and other kings, but was repulsed by 
Ablram (Gn. 1 4 : l ff.) .  H is identity is uncertain. The 
eqUlation with • Hammurapi is unlikely. D.W.B. 

AM1ULETS. The practice of wearing on the 
per.son a small symbolic object as a charm or pro
tecttion against evil was common throughout the 
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ancient Near East. Such amulets were usually in 
the form of sm all ornaments, gems, stones, seals, 
beads, plaques or emblems, sometimes inscribed 
with an incantation or prayer. The Hebrews were 
unique in condemning their use and Is. 3: 1 8-23 
gives a list of such trinkets worn by women. These 
inc1ude 'soul boxes' and 'amulets' (/'häsfm-a 
word meaning 'whisper', either an incantation or 
perhaps snake-eharming) (Is. 3:20, AV 'earrings'; cf 
Ps. 58 :5 ;  Ee. 1 0: 1 1 ;  Je. 8 : 1 7) .  The presence of amu
lets may aIso be inferred in 'stones eonferring 
favour' (Pr. 1 7:8 ;  Avmg. 'stones of graee') for most 
stones were thought to have magical properties. 
Thus all stones and rings used as • seals were con
sidered as amulets (cf Je. 22:24; Hg. 2 :23), as were 
most personal ornaments l ike those used to make 
the golden calf (Ex. 32:2) or buried by Jacob (Gn. 
35 :4). In common with the condemnation of those 
who employed charms (as Is. 3:3, RSV), the bronze 
serpent made by Moses was destroyed as soon as it 
beeame an objeet of superstitious reverence in 
itself (2 Ki. 1 8 :4). 

Arehaeologieal evidenee reveals the eommon use 
of ornaments in the shape of the sun disk or in
verted moon erescent, a symbol of the goddess 
I shtar-Astarte, worn by women or animals to in
erease their fertility (Jdg. 8 : 2 1 ) .  Egyptian-style fig
urines, and animal and fruit symbols (ankh for l ife, 
sacred eye) also generally relate to fertility and 
proteetion. The frontlets between the eyes 
({6!äß6{, Ex. 1 3 : 1 6; Dt.  6:8; 1 1 :  1 8) and fringes 
(�f�f{, Nu. 1 5 :38-39; Mt .  23:5) on garments were 
designed to aet as a reminder of the law and as a 
deterrent to superstition and idolatry, whieh it 
eondemned (Ex. 1 3 :9; Ot .  6:8ff.; Pr. 3 :3). These 
crimson cords have been compared with the Hittite 
use of blue and red cords as amuletic fringes, and 
some have thought that the beils on the fringe of 
the high priest's garment had a similar function 
(Ex. 28:33) as they had on horses in Assyria (cf Zc. 
1 4: 20). Judas Maeeabeus found amulets on the 
bodies of his dead soldiers (2 Macc. 1 2:40), pre
sumably used as • phylaeteries (Gk. phylaktirion, 
'safeguard'), mueh as the small box containing a 
tiny seroll with a biblical passage and fixed to the 
doorpost (m'züzä; Dt. 6:9) eame to be regarded by 
later Jews. D.J.W. 

ANAH. 1. RSV, following Samaritan LXX, and Syr. 
Pesh. ,  reads 'son' (AV, with Heb., 'daughter') 01' 
Zibeon, the Hivite, and father of Oholibamah, one 
of Esau's Canaanite wives (Gn. 36:2, also vv. 1 4 , 
1 8 , 24-25; I Ch. 1 :40). If in Gn. 36 Hivite and 
Horite (Hurrian) may be equated, Anah found the 
hot springs in the wilderness as he pastured his 
father's asses (v. 24). Further, if Oholibamah of 
Gn. 36:2 may be identified with Judith (Gn. 26:34), 
Beeri the Hittite of this verse will be another name 
for Anah, and commemorates the discovery of the 
hot springs, Heb. b" er meaning 'weil ' .  

2. A Horite chief, brot her of Zibeon and son of 
Seir (Gn. 36:20, 29; I Ch. 1 :38). R.A.H.G. 

ANAK, ANAKIM. The Anakim (Heb. '''näqfm), 
deseendants of an eponymous aneestor Anak, 
were among the pre-Israelite inhabitants of Pales
tine. The name Anak oceurs without the article 
only in Nu. 1 3 :33 and Ot. 9:2, but elsewhere it ap
pears in the form 'the Anak' (hä '''näq), where it is 
presumably to be taken as the collective, equivalent 
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to Anakim. The phrase 'the city of Arba (qiryaL 
'arba' ,  • KIRIATH-ARBA), father of Anak' in Jos. 
1 5 :  1 3  apparently indicates that an individual 
named Arba was the ultimate ancestor of the 
Anakim, unless the noun 'father' is taken to q ual
ify the city, in wh ich case this city, later known as 
* Hebron, was considered the ancestral horne of 
the Anakim. 

The stature and formidable nature of the 
Anakim were almost proverbial, for they were 
taken as a standard for comparison to stress the 
size of such other peoples as the Emim (Dt. 2: 1 0) 
and the Rephaim (Dt. 2 :2 1 ), and there was a 
saying, 'Who can stand before the sons of Anak?' 
(Dt. 9 :2). In the account of the Promised Land 
brought back by the ten faint-hearted spies, em
phasis was laid on the fact that the Anakim wcre 
there (Dt. 1 :28; the LXX here renders 'nnäqim by gi
gantes, * GIANT). It was even stated that they were 
descended from the Nephilim, who were also 
c1aimed as sons of Anak, and the spies said that 
they fei t  like grasshoppers beside them (Nu. 1 3 : 33). 
They were settled in the hill-country, particularly 
at Hebron (Nu. 1 3 :22), where Ahiman, Sheshai 
and Talmai, 'descendants of Anak', were found. 
Joshua cut off the Anakim from the hill-country 
(from Hebron, Debir and Anab), but some were 
lef! in Gaza, Gath and Ashdod (Jos. I I  : 2 1  f.), and it 
fel l  to Caleb finally to drive them out from Hebron, 
which had been allotted to hirn. Nothing is known 
of these people outside the Bible, unless they are, 
as some scholars hold, among the peoples men
tioned in the Egyp. 1 8th-century Execration Texts, 
or they represent an early 'Philistinian-type' title. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. ANET, p. 328; VT 1 5 , 1 965, pp. 
468-474. T.C.M.  

ANAMMELECH. A deity worshipped, with 
*Adrammelech, by Sepharvaim colonists placed in 
Samaria by the Assyrians (2 Ki. 1 7: 3 1 ). If * Sephar
vaim is interpreted as Babylonian Sippar the name 
is 'Anu is king'. However, as the name has initial ' 
the link with Anu is unlikely, because Akkadian 
divine names with initial vowels are written with ' 
in Aramaic transcriptions (as is Anu in 3rd century 
BC Uruk). More probable is identification with 
'An, male counterpart of 'Anat, known in Ugaritic 
and Phoenician (F. Gröndahl, Die Personennamen 
der Texte aus Ugarit, 1 967, pp. 83, 1 1 0). D.J.W. 

ANANIAS, Gk. form of Hananiah ('Yahweh has 
dealt graciously'). 1. In Acts 5 : l ff. a member of the 
primitive church of Jerusalem whose contribution 
to the common fund was less than he pretended; he 
fell dead when his dishonesty was exposed. 2. In 
Acts 9 :  I Off. a folIower of Jesus in Damascus, 'a 
devout man according to the law', who befriended 
Saul of Tarsus immediately after his conversion 
and conveyed Christ's commission to hirn. 3. In 
Acts 23 :2 ;  24 :  I ,  Ananias the son of Nedebaeus, 
high priest AD 47-58, president of the Sanhedrin 
when Paul was brought before it, notorious for his 
greed; killed by Zealots in 66 for his pro-Roman 
sympathies. F.F.B. 

ANATHEMA. ! .  Gk. anathema originally meant 
'something set up (in a tempIe)', hence a votive of
fering, a form and sense preserved in Lk. 2 1 :5 (AV 
'gifts'). 
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2. Gk. anathema (short e) i s  later; the forms are 
distinguished by lexicographers such as Hesychius, 
but are related in meaning and often confused in 
practice. 

The LXX often uses anathema to represent Heb. 
!lerem, * curse, 'the devoted thing', the thing to be 
put to the * ban, involving total destruction (e.g. 
Lv. 27:28f.; Nu .  2 1  :3 ,  of Hormah; Dt.  7:26, and cl 
the striking Judith 1 6: 1 9). Pagan imprecatory texts 
show that the word was used as a cursing formula 
outside Judaism (see Deissmann, LAE, pp. 95ff.; 
and MM). 

So i t  was that Christi ans might hear, Hellenistic 
syncretism being what it was, the horrid blasphemy 
'Anathema Jesus' from the lips of apparently 
'inspired' preachers ( I  Cor. 1 2:3) :  whether as an 
abjuration of allegiance (Pliny, Ep. 1 0. 96 and 
other sources show persecuted Christians were 
called on to 'curse Christ'), or by way of dis
paraging the earthly Jesus in contrast to the exalted 
Christ. Whatever the condition of the speaker, no 
message degrading Jesus came from the Holy Spirit. 
Again, Paul could wish hirnself for the sake of his 
unconverted brethren 'under the ban' ,  involving 
separation from Christ (Rom. 9:3), and could call 
the ban, involving the abolition of Christian recog
nition, on preachers of 'any other gospel' (Ga I. 1 :8-
9). In all these cases RV transliterates anathema, 
while AV and RSv render it 'accursed' or 'cursed' .  

In one pI ace, I Cor. 1 6:22, AV has transliterated 
anathema putting haters of Christ under the ban , 
attaching the following * maranatha to i t .  This 
would perhaps give the general sense 'and may our 
Lord swiftly execute his judgments' (cf C. F. D. 
Moule, NTS 6, 1 960, pp. 307ff.). But maranatha 
may be a separate sentence (cf RSV). In view of the 
contents of I Cor., these words amid the affection
ate c10sing greetings are quite appropriate, without 
any special connection of the anathema with the 
dismissal before the Eucharist, wh ich some find (cf 
G. Bornkamm, ThL 75, 1 950, pp. 227ff. ; 1. A. T. 
Robinson, JTS n.s. 4, 1 953, pp. 38ff.). 

The conspirators in Acts 23: 14 put themselves 
under an anathema (RSV 'oath';  AV, RV 'curse '): i. e. 
they called the curse upon themselves if they failed 
(cl the OT phrase 'May the Lord do so to n1\e and 
more also if I do not . .  . ') . 

The ecc1esiastical sense of excommunicatrion is 
an extension, not an example, of biblical 1ll§üge, 
though it is not impossible that synagogue pnactice 
(cf SB, 4, pp. 293ff.) gave some early colouring to i t .  

The cognate verb appears in Mk .  1 4:7 1 ;  Acts 
23 : 1 2 , 14 , 2 1 . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Aust, D. M üller, NIDNTT I .  
pp. 4 1 3-4 1 5 ; 1. Bchm, TDNT I ,  pp. 354f. 

A.F .W. 

ANATHOTH. A town in Benjamite tcrritOlry as
signed to Levites (Jos. 2 1 :  1 8). It was the hOlllle of 
Abiezer (2 Sa. 23:27), Abiathar (I Ki. 2 :26;) and 
Jehu, David's warriors (I Ch. 1 2 :3) .  Sennac;herib 
conquered it ( l s. 1 0:30). Jeremiah had pr01perty 
there (Je. I :  I ;  32:7-9). Excavations at Anäta, Deir 
es-Sid, about 5 km N E  of Jerusalem, uncolVered 
buildings and pottery of the 7th and 6th centturies 
BC, whereas Ras el-Kharrübeh, another site' pro
posed for Anathoth, yielded very l ittle froml that 
date. The area was repopulated after the exile .. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Biran, EI 1 8 , 1 985, pp. 209-
2 1 4. D.J . .W. 

A .R . .  M. 



AN(ESTOR WORSHIP. Most pnmltlve pagan 
peorles believe in the existence of spiri ts, good and 
evil, and many consider that among these are the 
spirLs of the dead. The desire to provide for the 
comort of the benevolent, and to placate the ill
will )f the malevolent, among these, often leads to 
a 'cdt of  the dead', where such services as fitting 
burill and provision of food and drink are per
forrred to achieve these ends. The overt worship of 
the dead in the sense of adoration or even deifica
tion is, however, comparatively rare; the best
knovn example is that of Confucian China. It is 
mon appropriate therefore to speak of a 'cult of 
the dead' than of 'ancestor worship', since there is 
no estion of the latter's being found in the Bible. 

In the latter part of the 1 9th and early years of 
the !Oth century the reports of travellers and mis
sioruries of the beliefs of modern primitive 
peoples gave material for anthropologists to specu
late on the 'development' of religion. In the light 
of the resultant theories the Bible was re
exaoined, and the supposed traces of early stages 
in the development of Israelite religion detected. 
Among these traces were indications of ancestor 
worship. Thus it was claimed that evidence of this 
was to be found in the translation of • Enoch to be 
with God (Gn. 5:24), an indication that he was 
deified, but this is entirely gratuitous. I t  was sug
gesl!d l ikewise that the • teraphim were originally 
wonhipped as ancestor images, but there is again 
no fi undation for such a view. 

With the rediscovery of the civilizations of the 
ancient Near East, wh ich formed the milieu of the 
OT, the customs of modern primitive peoples were 
seen to be largely irrelevant, but many of the theor
ies of the development of religion remained, 
though now the religion of the OT was viewed as 
something of an amalgam of the beliefs and prac
tices of the surrounding peoples. 

In the ancient Near East belief in the after-life 
led 10 widespread cult practices connected with the 
dead. The provisions by the Egyptians for the com
fort of the deceased, in what was believed to be a 
basically enjoyable future existence, were elaborate. 
In Mesopotamia less is known of the funeral rites 
of individuals, but a gloomy view was taken of the 
life to come, and it was in consequence important 
to ensure, by the provision of necessities as weil as 
by ritual and l iturgy, that the dead did not return 
as dissatisfied spirits to molest the living. The case 
of kings was different, and there was a tendency, in 
form at least, to their deification. The names, for 
example, of such early rulers as Lugalbanda and 
Gilgamesh were written with the divine determina
tive, an honour also accorded particularly to the 
kings of the 3rd Dynasty of Ur, and prayers were 
on occasion offered to t hem. In Syria also a cult of 
the dead is weil attested, as, for instance, in the dis
coveries at Ras Shamra, where tombs were found 
provided with pipes and gutters to make it possible 
for libations to be poured from the surface into the 
tomb vaults. 

Few cemeteries or tombs of the Israelite per iod 
have been excavated in Palestine, but those which 
have show, perhaps, a decline in furniture from the 
Canaanite Bronze Age or, in other words, a decline 
in the cult of the dead. That the Israelites, however, 
were continually falling away from the right path 
and adopting the religious practices of their neigh
bours is clearly stated by the Bible. It is to be ex
pected that among these practices should have 
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been some associated with the cult of the dead. 
Thus, the declarations in Dt. 26: 14 suggest that it 
was necessary to prohibit offerings to the dead; it 
appears that i t  was expected that incense would be 
burned for (I') Asa at his burial (2 Ch. 1 6: 1 4) ,  and 
at Zedekiah's funeral (Je. 34:5); and Ezk. 43:7-9 
implies that there was worship of the dead bodies 
of kings. The practice of necromancy (. DIVIN
ATION) is also attested ( I  Sa. 28:7), though clearly 
condemned ( l s. 8: 1 9; 65:4). 

Other biblical passages are sometimes ci ted as 
evidence that such practices were acquiesced in,  or 
accepted as legitimate. Thus, in Gn. 35:8 it is de
scribed how the oak under wh ich Rebekah's nurse 
was buried was called Allon-bacuth, 'Oak of weep
ing', and again in Gn. 35 :20 Jacob set up a 
ma��eQti ( . PILlAR) over Rachel's grave. 
These actions have been taken to indicate a belief 
in the sanctity of graves, and, as a consequence, 
cult practices associated with the dead. But weep
ing over the dead may just as weil be genuine as 
ritual, and there is no evidence to suggest that the 
raising of a memorial pillar necessarily implies a 
cult practice. The custom of levirate marriage (Dt .  
25:5-1 0; · MARRIAGE, IV) has been interpreted as 
partly aimed at providing someone to carry out the 
cult of the dead for the deceased. This interpret
ation, however, is again one which exceeds the 
simple testimony of the text. Despite various the
ories, the participation in family sacrifices (e.g. I 
Sa. 20:29) provides no evidence of a cult of the 
dead. It has been further suggested that some of 
the mourning customs (. BURIAL AND MOURNING) 
show signs of a cult of, or even worship of, the 
dead. But such of these practices as were legitimate 
(cf Lv. 1 9:27-28; Dt. 1 4 :  I )  may just as weil be ex
plained as manifestations of sorrow over the loss 
of a dear one. 

It is thus clear that neither ancestor worship nor 
a cult of the dead played any part in the true re
ligion of Israel. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. H. Lowie, An Introduction to 
Cultural Anthropology, 1 940, pp. 308-309 (modern 
primitives); J. N. D. Anderson (ed.), The World's 
Religions', 1 975, pp. 40 (modern primitives), 202-
203 (Shinto), 223-224 (Confucian); A. H .  Gar
diner, The A ttitude of the Ancient Egyptians to 
Death and the Dead, 1 935;  H. R. Hall in ERE, I ,  
pp. 440-443 (Egypt); A .  Heidel, The Gilgamesh 
Epic and Old Testament ParalleIs ', 1 949, pp. 1 37-
223; H. W. F. Saggs, 'Some Ancient Semitic Con
ceptions of t he After-life', Faith and Thought 90, 
1 958, pp. 1 57-1 82; C. F. A. Schaeffer, The Cunei

form Texts of Ras Shamra, 1 939, pp. 49-54; G. 
Margoliouth in ERE, I ,  pp. 444-450; M .  Burrows, 
What Mean These Stones?, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 238-242; R.  
de Vaux, Ancient Israel, E.T. 1 96 1 ,  p .  38. 

T.C.M. 
• 

ANDREW. One of the twelve apostles. The name 
is Greek (meaning 'manly'), but it may have been a 
'Christian name' like 'Peter'. He was the son of 
Jonas or John and came from Bethsaida in Galilee 
(Jn. 1 :44), but afterwards went to live with his 
brother Si mon Peter at Capernaum (Mk.  1 :29), 
where they were in partnership as fishermen (Mt .  
4:  1 8) .  As a disciple of John the Baptist (Jn. 1 :35-
40) he was pointed by hirn to Jesus as the Lamb of 
God . He then found Simon and brought hirn to 
Jesus (Jn .  1 :42). Later he was called to full-time 
discipleship (Mt .  4 : 1 8-20; Mk. 1 : 1 6- 1 8) and 
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became one 01' the twelve apostles (Mt. 1 0:2; 
Mk. 3 : 1 8 ; Lk. 6 : 1 4).  His practical fai th is shown 
in Jn .  6:8-9; 1 2 : 2 1 -22. He was one 01' those 
who asked about the judgment coming on Jerusa
lern (Mk.  1 3 : 3-4). He is last mentioncd as being 
with the other apostles arter the ascension (Acts 
I :  1 3) .  

I t  is probable that he was crucified in Achaia. 
The Synoptic Gospels say l i ttle about hirn, but in 
John he is shown as the first horne missionary 
( I  :42) and the first foreign missionary ( 1 2:2 1 -22). 
01' the former, William Temple wrote, 'Perhaps it is 
as great a service to the Church as ever any man 
did' (Readings in SI John's Gospel, p. 29). 

R.E.N. 

ANDRONICUS AND JUNIAS, JUNIA. (AV 
'Junia' is feminine-perhaps Andronicus' wife? 
RSV 'Junias' would be masculine, contracted from 
Junianus.) Affectionately greeted by Paul (Rom. 
1 6 :7) as ( I )  'kinsmen', i. e. probably fellow-Jews, as 
in Rom. 9:3 (but see M M, syngenes, for this word 
as a title 01' honour); Ramsay (Cities 0/ SI Paul, pp. 
I 76ff.) infers membership 01' the same Tarsian civic 
tribe; (2) 'fellow-prisoners 01' war', probably to be 
understood 01' literal imprisonment (see Abbott, 
ICC, on Col . 4: I 0), but at what time this occurred 
is unknown; (3) 'distinguished among the apostles' 
('weil known 10 the apostles' is improbable): on 
this see • Apostle, and (4) Christians before hirn, as 
one might expect 01' apostles. For hypotheses con
necting them with the foundation 01' the Ephesian 
or Roman churches, see B. W. Bacon, ExpT 42, 
1 930- 1 ,  pp. 300ff., and G. A. Barton, ibid. , 43, 
1 9 3 1 -2,  pp. 359ff. A.F.W. 

ANGEL. A biblical angel (Heb. ma/'äls, Gk. an
gelos) is, by derivation and function, a messenger 
01' God, familiar with hirn face to face, therefore 01' 
an order of being higher than that of man. He is a 
creature certainly, holy and uncorrupted spirit in 
original essence, yet endowed with free will, there
fore not necessarily impervious to temptation and 
sin. There are many indications of an angelic fall, 
under the leadership of Satan (Jb. 4 :  1 8; Is. 14:  1 2-
1 5 ; Ezk. 28 : 1 2- 1 9; Mt .  25 :4 1 ;  2 Pet. 2:4; Rev. 1 2:9), 
though this belongs properly to the realm of de
monology. The Qumran Scrolls have a double 
hierarchy of angels, with associated mortals, those 
from the respective realms of light and darkness. 
Both Testaments use the selfsame word for mortal 
and for quite munda ne messengers. The biblical 
material will be considered roughly in its time 
order, but without discussing chronological 
problems. 

I.  In the Old Testament • 
Apart perhaps from the • angel of the Lord, the 
executive or even manifestation of Yahweh, angels 
are spiritual beings separate from God, yet, unless 
they be fallen, of unquestioned integrity, goodwill 
and obedience to hirn (cf I Sa. 29:9; 2 Sa. 14 :  1 7, 
20; 1 9 :27). Angels may appear to men as bearers of 
God's specific commands and tidings (Jdg. 6: 1 1 -
23; 1 3 :3-5, elc.; see 1 1 ,  below). They may bring spe
cific succour to needy mortal servants 01' God ( I  
K i .  1 9 : 5-7; see 1 1 ,  below). They may undertake 
commissions of military assistance (2 Ki. 1 9:35, 
erc.) or, more rarely, active hostil ity (2 Sa. 24: 1 61'.) 
towards I srael. The men of Sodom (Gn. 1 9  passim) 
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or any other evildoers may be smitten by them. 
Their warlikc potential, implied in Gn. 32: I L I Ki .  
22: 1 9, is more specific in Jos. 5 : 1 3- 1 5; 2 Ki .  , : 1 7-
hence the familiar title 01' deity, Lord God of hosts. 

Man's early thinking associated angel� with 
stars. This prompted one 01' the poetic thoufhts 01' 
Job, where the angels are also witnesses of cleation 
(Jb. 38:7, see below; cf Jdg. 5 :20; Rev. 9: I). ßa
laam's ass is more aware 01' the presence Jf the 
angel of the Lord than her greedy, blinded naster, 
who merits divine rebuke (Nu. 22 :2 1 -35). Vtry fa
miliar are the angels in converse with A b;aham 
(Gn . 1 8 :  1 - 1 6) or on Jacob's ladder (Gn. �8: 1 2) .  
Individual guardian angels are probably reiected 
in Ps. 9 1 :  1 1 ; some discern the angel of death in Jb. 
33:23 (cf ICC, ad loc.). These ideas, rudim!ntary 
in OT, become strong speculative tenets in tne un
inspired rabbinic literature. The term 'sons of God' 
means simply angels-the descent impked is 
mental or spiritual, not physical. The beings thus 
denoted may be c1early good angels (Jb. 38'7 ; see 
above), possibly good angels (Jb. 1 :6; 2: I )  or c1early 
fallen angels (Gn. 6:4). Another special term is 
q 'q6Sfm, 'holy ones', AV 'saints' (Jb. 5 : 1 ;  P& 89 : 5 .  
7 ;  On. 8: 1 3 ,  ele. ). This latter term is perhaps a l i t tle 
technical, for it may be used even in a context 01' 
potential criticism (cf Jb. 1 5 : 1 5) .  The word "Iöhim 
(Ps. 8 :5;  cf Heb. 2:7) is rendered 'God' (RSV) or 
'divine' (Moffatt), yet the familiar AV rendering 
'angels' remains arguable. Noteworthy also is 
Nebuchadrezzar's Aram. term 'wakeful one' or 
'watcher', 'ir; cf On. 4: 1 3 , 1 7 .  Cf also • Cherubim. 
• Seraphim. 

Excepting minor references to On. ,  the material 
so far examined is broadly pre-exi l ic, in origin at 
least. Here the angels still remain echoes 01' a 
higher will , lacking in that independent personal ity 
which will broaden in the later writings. 

In the post-exilic books, the angel unquestion
ably gains in firmness and contour. The 'man' who 
acts as Ezekiel's divinely appointed guide to thc 
ideal temple is a midway concept (chs. 40ff.),  his 
counterpart becomes explicitly an interpreting 
angel in ZC. 1 -6 .  The intercessory ministry on 
behalf of Israel in ZC. I :  1 2  calls for special men
tion . 11' it be remembered that 'saints' means 
'angels' in that context, the last words 01' ZC. 14 :5  
make interesting reading in the  light of the Syn
optic predictions 01' the second coming. 

OT angelology reaches its fullest development in 
Oaniel, the earliest Jewish apocalypse. Here angels 
are first endowed with proper names, and at.tain to 
something like personality. Gabriel explains many 
things to Oaniel, much in the spirit 01' Zechariah's 
divine visitant (On. 8 :  1 6ff. ; 9 : 2 1  ff.). In  both books 
the angel is the fluent mouthpiece of God , and 
may be questioned, but Oaniel's Gabriel is more 
rounded and convincing. Michael has a special 
function as guardian angel of I srael (On .  1 0: 1 3, 2 1 ;  
1 2 :  I ), and other nations are similarly equipped 
(On. 10 :20). This became rabbinie commonplace. 
There is a visionary glimpse into the heavenly 
places, where there are countless myriads of t hrone 
angels (On. 7: I 0; cf Ot. 33:2; Ne. 9:6; Ps. 68: 1 7  for 
slighter echoes). 

11. In the New Testament 
The NT largely endorses and underlines the OT, 
though developments in  the intervening uninspired 
literature are historically important .  Heb. I :  1 4  
defines the angel both a s  messenger of G o d  a n d  as 
minister to man; the NT as a whole suggests a 



deepening bond of sympathy and service (cf Rev. 
1 9 : 1 0: Lk.  1 5 : 1 0) .  The concept of the personal 
guardian angel has sharpened, as in the rabbinic 
literature (M t. 1 8 : 1 0; cf SB, ad /Oc.; and on Acts 
1 2 :  1 5) .  Special missions of communication to indi
viduals are not lacking: the visitation of Gabriel to 
Daniel may be compared with that to Zcchariah 
(Lk. I :  1 1 -20) and Mary (Lk. I :26-38; cf also Mt.  
1-2 passim; Acts 8 :26; 10 :3ff.; 27 :23,  eIe.). The role 
of active succour to humanity is perceived in Acts 
5: I 9f.; 1 2 :7- I 0, wh ich recalls Elijah under the juni
per tree. God's throne is surrounded by countless 
myriads of angels, as Daniel had already declared 
(Heb. 1 2:22; Rev. 5 :  I I ,  eIe.). 

The OT implies that angels were the joyful wit
nesses of, though not necessarily active partici
pants in ,  God's act of creation (Jb. 38:7). In the 
NT they are c10sely associated with the giving of 
the law (Acts 7 :53 ;  Ga!. 3 :  I 9; Heb. 2:2), and it is 
not inconsistent that they should be coupled with 
final judgment (Mt .  1 6:27; Mk. 8 :38; 1 3 :27; Lk. 
1 2 :8f. ;  2 Thes. I :7f. , eIe.) . It may be their special 
task also to carry the righteous dead into Abra
ham's bosom (Lk. 1 6:22f.). Little is attempted by 
way of direct description of the angelic form. 
There are hints of lustrous countenance and 
apparel, of awesome, other-worldly beauty, which 
Christian art has attempted to express in its own 
way (Mt .  28 :2f. and paralleis; Lk. 2 :9; Acts 1 : 1 0). 
The OT shows a comparable restraint in dealing 
withl the • cherubim (Ezk. 1 0) and • seraphim ( ls. 
6). The splendour on the face of the condemned 
Stephen reflects the angelic loveliness (Acts 
6: I Si). The incarnate Christ received the angelic 
min:istry on several occasions (Mt.  4: I I ;  Lk. 22:43), 
and he could have commanded thousands of 
angtels, had he been prepared, at Gethsemane or 
anYlWhere else, to deviate from the appointed sacri
ficirul path (Mt .  26:53). 

There is a strange undertone of hostility or sus
pici,on towards angels in certain passages. This has 
intelresting though unconnected paralleis in the 
rablbinic literat ure. Rom. 8:38 refers to fallen 
angtels, and this explains also the puzzling passage 
I C,or. I I :  1 0, which should be read in the light of 
Gn .. 6:  I ff. Some special exegesis is still necessary 
for Ga!. 1 :8 and I Cor. 1 3: I ,  also for the stern 
wanning of Co!. 2 : 1 8 . It was doubtless through 
docltrinal errors on the part of his readers that the 
writter to the H ebrews urged so forcefully the 
supleriority of the Son to any angel (Heb. I ). 

The essential meaning of Jude 9 (partial parallel 
2 P(et. 2: I Of.) would seem to be that fallen angels 
retalin from their first condition a status and dig
nitYI such that even their unfallen former com
pamions may not revile them, but must leave the 
finaiJ condemnation to God. The incident referred 
to tby Jude is said to have been recorded in the 
AssllImplion 01 Moses, a fragment of apocalyptic 
midlrash. There Satan claims the body of Moses for 
his Ikingdom of darkness, because Moses killed the 
EgYlptian (Ex. 2 :  1 2), and was therefore a murderer, 
whrutever his subsequent virtues may have been. 
Th� final honours do not go to Satan, but even 
Mic::hael the archangel must bridle his tongue 
befc'ore the foe of man kind. 

IDtBLlOGRAPHY. L. Berkhof, Syslematie The
o/OlEY, 1 949, pp. 1 4 1 - 1 49, and similar manuals; H .  
HeIPpe, Relormed Dogmalies, 1 950, pp. 20 1 -2 1 9 ; 
TDlNT I ,  pp. 74-87; NIDNTT I ,  pp. 1 0 1 - 1 05, 449-
454\ (with biblios..). For rabbinic background, see 
SB" under particular NT passages; R. A. Stewart, 
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Rabbinie The% gy, I 96 I .  For Qumran aspect, Y. 
Yadin, The Seroll ol lhe War ol lhe Sons 01 Lighl 
againsl Ihe Sons 01 Darkness, 1 962, pp. 229-242. 

R.A .S. 

ANGEL OF THE LORD. The angel of the Lord, 
sometimes 'the angel of God' or 'my (or 'his') 
angel', is represented in Scripture as a heavenly 
being sent by God to deal with men as his personal 
agent and spokesman. In many passages he is vir
tually identified with God and speaks not merely in 
the name of God but as God in the first person 
singular (e.g with Hagar, Gn.  1 6 :7ff. ; 2 1 :  1 7f. : at the 
sacrifice of Isaac, Gn. 22: I I ff.; to Jacob, Gn. 3 1 :  1 3 , 
'I am the god of Beth-el'; to Moses at the burning 
bush, Ex. 3:2; with Gideon, Jdg. 6: I I ff.). Some
t imes he is distinguished from God, as in 2 Sa. 
24: 1 6; Zc. I :  1 2f. ;  but Zechariah does not consist
ently maintain the distinction (cf Zc. 3:  I f.; 1 2:8). 

I n  the NT there is no possibility of the angel of 
the Lord being confused with God. He appears as 
· Gabriel in Lk.  1 : 1 9, though from Acts 8 :26, 29 
some would infer an identification with the Holy 
Spirit. In  function, the angel of the Lord is the 
agent of destruction and judgment (2 Sa. 24: 1 6; 2 
Ki.  1 9 :35; Ps. 35 :5f.; Acts 1 2:23); of protection and 
deliverance (Ex. 1 4: 1 9; Ps. 34:7; Is. 63:9, 'the angel 
of his presence'; Dn.  3:28; 6:22; Acts 5: 1 9 ;  1 2 :7, 
1 1 ) ;  he offers guidance and gives instructions (Gn. 
24:7, 40; Ex. 23:23; I Ki. 1 9:7; 2 Ki. I :3 ,  1 5 ; Mt. 
2 :  1 3, 1 9; Acts 8:26); he gives advance warning 
about the birth of Samson (Jdg. 1 3 : 3ff.), John the 
Baptist (Lk. I :  1 1  ff.) and Jesus (Mt .  1 :20, 24; Lk. 
2:9). He is not recognized at once in Jdg. 1 3 :3ff. 
and is not even visible to Balaam (Nu. 22:22ff.); 
but mostly when appearing to men he is recognized 
as a divine being, even though in human form, and 
is addressed as God (Gn. 1 6: 1 3, eIe.). J.B.Tr. 

ANGELS OF THE CHURCHES. The 'seven 
stars' of the Patmos vision are explained as refer
ring to 'the angels (ange/Ol) of the seven churches' 
(Rev. 1 :20), to whom the letters of Rev. 2 and 3 are 
then addressed. The 'angel' concept is problematic. 
It is often taken either of guardian angels or of 
human leaders or bishops of the churches. Both 
suggestions involve difficulty. Elsewhere in Rev. 
ange/os certainly means 'angel', but the 'angel' can 
scarcely be made to share responsibility for the sins 
of the church. The interpretation 'bishop' seems 
contrary to usage, and unsupported by effective 
paralleis. There is no such emphasis on episcopacy 
as later in Ignatius. Nor can this view be based on 
the inferior reading 'your wife' in 2 :20 (sou inserted 
by dittography). And again i t  would be strange to 
hold one man individually and absolutely respon
sible for the church. ange/os is l i terally 'messenger' , 
but the initially attractive idea that the ange/oi 
might be messengers appointed by the churches 
breaks down for a combination of similar reasons. 

The real difficulty is probably that the image be
longs to a context and genre which eludes the logic 
of modern categories. ange/os must be rendered 
verbally as 'angel', but the verbal equivalence does 
not sufficiently explain the underlying thought .  
The 'angel' i s  perhaps something like a heavenly 
counterpart of the church. In practice we may 
visualize this as amounting to a personification of 
the church, even if this does less than justice to the 
connotations of the original concept. C.J .H. 
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ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE. 
(For an alphabetical list see page 1 295.) In the 
earliest EVV, especially AV, lack of precise know
ledge of the Palestine fauna was a major reason for 
inaccuracy and it is not surprising that translators 
used the names of European species with wh ich 
they were familiar. The precise study of animal life 
began only in the 1 9th century, and it was formerly 
usual to give names only to animals which were 
obvious or of practical importance. Animals re
sembling each other in general appearance or 
usage would thus be called by the same or by simi
lar names. These general principles apply to animal 
l ife as a whole. There is usually little difficulty in 
identifying animals mentioned several times in 
varying contexts like1y to provide c1ues, but the 
correct translation of many names found only in 
the various lists of Lv. and Ot. wi l l  always be dif
fkult. EVV published since about 1 900 have cor
rected some early mistakes, but there is lack of uni
formity within and among the EVV and most in
c1ude some strange translations. Not all of these 
names, so me now obsolete or indefinite, are men
tioned below but most are discussed. Two major 
sections may be recognized - the wild animals that 
usually form part of the incidental background, 
and the domestic animals that were a basic part of 
daily l ife. The latter is the more important and is 
treated first. 

Two Heb. words are translated ASS: 'ärön, re
ferring to its endurance, and &Omör from the red
dish coat of the most usual colour form. The latter 
is used much more frequently than the former, 
which is found mainly in the two incidents of Ba
laam's ass (Nu. 22) and the asses of Kish ( I  Sa. 9-
1 0). These words refer only to the domesticated 
ass. DONKEY, of unknown origin, is not found 
before the end of  the 1 8th century: applied only to 
the domesticated form, it is used in so me modem 
EVV, inc1uding 18 and NEB. 

In addition, two words are generally translated 
WILD ASS - 'ärölj and pere'. The former is 
found both in the Aram. form 'oräd ( On .  5 :2 1 ), 
and as Heb. 'ärölj (Jb. 39:5), but the translation is 
questioned by so me authorities. fere' occurs 9 
limes and its translation 'wild ass' In Jb. 39: 5-8 is 
weil endorsed by the context. This species is known 
today as the ONAGER (Equus onager) and it is still 
found in parts of W and Central Asia. A form 
c10sely related to the sub-species that became 
extinct about mid- 1 9th century has now been 
successfully introduced into the Hay Bar Nature 
Reserve in the S Negeb. 

The ASS is descended from the Nubian wild ass 
(Equus asinus) and is thought to have been do
mesticated in Neolithic times in NE Africa. The 
first biblical mention is during Abram's stay in 
Egypt (Gn.  1 2: 1 6), but he had probably used asses 
as transport from Mesopotamia, where several dis
tinct breeds were recognizable by c. 1 800 BC. 
'Asses' wh ich drew wheeled carts in ancient Meso
potamia more than 1 ,000 years earlier are now 
known from stone carvings and drawings to have 
been onagers, but this species was never fully do
mesticated. Asses were vitally important to poor 
nomadic peoples and provided their basic trans
port, allowing an average joumey of about 30 km a 
day. A text from Mari shows that as early as the 
1 7t h  century Be i t  was considered improper for 
royalty to ride a horse rather than an ass. The bib
lical picture is consistent, that royal persons rode 
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asses on peaceful occasions, while horses Ire as
sociated with war. In the light of this, cf �. 9:9 
and M t. 2 1 :2f. 

Both COLT and FOAL are correctly u:ed for 
the young of members of the horse tribe; in EVV 
they refer only to the ass, except for Gn. 32: 1 5  
where colt applies t o  a young camel. 

The OT contains numerous references to the 
HORSE (süs), many of them figurative, andits use 
is especially frequent in the prophetic l iterattre and 
poetic books. Throughout OT and NT the lurse is 
regularly associated with war and power, ard very 
seldom mentlOned slngly. A further word, pärä.�. 
translated 'horseman' In most EVV, could nean a 
mounted horse of the cavalry or perhaps a horse 
with rider; süs is a more general word, used n par
ticular for horses drawing chariots. 

01' all the animals that have become beiStS of 
burden, the horse is the most important, though it 
was domesticated long after cattle and the ass. I n  
contrast t o  the wild ass, w h  ich l ived in the sem i
desert of N Africa, the ancestors of the hone were 
native to the grasslands of Europe and Asil. I t  is 
likely that domestication took place indeperxlently 
in several different areas - W Europe, SW Aria and 
Mongolia. Horses in the biblical record p esum
ably come from the second of these. A Bab. tablet of the period of Hammurapi, e. 
1 750 Be, gives the first record of the horse, referred 
to as 'the ass from the east'. Horses were already in 
Egypt when Joseph was in power, and ther were 
used in pursuit at the Exodus. It is unlike1y that the 
children of Israel owned horses, but in any case 
they would have been unsuited to a desert joumey. 

The nations living in Canaan had horStS and 
rode them in battle (Jos. I I  :4, eie. ). Oavid fre
quent ly fought against them: 'Oavid hamstrung all 
the chariot horses (of 1 ,700 horsemen), l>'lt left 
enough for 1 00 chariots' (2 Sa. 8:4), which seems to 
be the first record that he owned any. ( In A'I the ob
solete word 'hough' is used for hamstring; now 
spelt, as pronounced, 'hock', it is the joint between 
knee and fetlock in the hind leg. Cutting this 
tendon permanently crippled a horse.) David's 
sons ignored the prohibitIOn in Ot. 1 7: 1 6  (referring 
to the time when the people would demand a king), 
'He must not multiply horses for himseIr; eg. 'Ab
salom got hirnself a chariot and horses' (2  Sa. 
1 5: I ), while Solomon later had great numbers of 
horses, kept in special establishments at Hazor, 
Megiddo and Gezer. These were imported from 
Egypt and Kue (S Anatolia) and exported to 
neighbouring states, the price of a horse being 1 50 
shekels of silver ( I  Ki .  10:28f.). 

Although the Eng. word MULE has a number 
of other meanings i t  was first, and still is primarily. 
applied to the offspring of a horse by a donkey. 
These hybrids were probably first bred soon after 
the horse was introduced into areas where the 
donkey was kept, although such breeding seems to 
be specifically forbidden by Lv. 1 9: 1 9 ,  'You shall 
not let your cattle breed with a d ifferent kind' 
(cattle, b'hemd, here means any d omesticated 
stock). This may explain wh)' it was not until to
wards the end of Oavid's relgn (2 Sa. 1 3: 29) that 
mules appear in the record. J t  is generally agreed 
that Heb. yemim (Gn. 36:24) should be translated 
'hot springs' (RSV) and not 'mule' (AV). perelj and 
pirdd are used for the male and female, but this 
hybrid is always sterile. M ules are valuable in that 
they combine the strength of the horse with the 
endurance and sure-footedness of the donkey, as 



weil as i ts ability to thrive on poorer food; they also 
have the extra vigour characteristic of hybrids, 
both plant and animal. 

In Est. 8: 14  Heb. rekeJ is better translated 
'swift horses' (RSV). 

-

Although the early history of the CAMEL (Heb. 
gämä/; Gr. kam i/os) has major gaps and its wild 
an ces tor is unknown, there is ample evidence of 
early domestication. The one-humped camel, usu
ally known as Arabian, is often called dromedary, 
though this name strictly refers to the fast riding 
breed; it is typical of the deserts of the Middle East 
and features in the biblical narrative. The two
humped, or Bactrian, camel (named after Bactria, 
probably near the Oxus river in SW Asia) is now 
associated with Central and NE Asian deserts, 
where winters are very cold. This form was some
times brought farther S and an obelisk at Nimrod 
(84 1 BC) shows it as part of the booty taken by 
Shalmaneser l l I .  Anatomically there is little differ
ence between the two and they are known to 
interbreed. 

The camel is wonderfully fitted to l ife in dry 
zones. The hump is a storage organ which is drawn 
on when food is short, as it often is on desert cross
ings. I ts water economy allows it to go for a week 
without drinking, a feat made possible by a camel's 
ability to lose up to one-third of its body weight 
without danger; when given access to water this is 
replaced in about 10 minutes. There is also an un
usual physiological mechanism whereby body 
temperature rises from a morning reading of 34°C 
to 40°C in the afternoon, thus avoiding water loss 
through sweating. Mouth, nose, eyes and feet are 
all anatomically adapted to desert l ife. The camel's 
products are widely used; the winter hair is woven 
into rough cloth and the droppings are collected 
for fuel. The camel chews the cud but is not cloven
hoofed, so under Mosaic law it was unclean; it is not 
certain that this ban applied to the milk, which is a 
valu able source of food, for the cow may stay in milk 
for nearly 2 years. Camel hides are made into lea
ther. Camels can live on poor vegetation, of which 
the high fibre content makes the droppings useful.  

A camel can carry about 200 kg and its rider, but 
only half that for desert reaches. Freight camels 
can average 45 km a day but a fast riding camel has 
covered 1 50 km in 1 3  hours. 

There has been much argument about the use of 
camels by the Patriarchs, but archaeology has now 
shown that there were domesticated camels in 
Egypt at least 1 ,200 years earlier. The problem 
arises largely because there were long periods when 
the camel seems to have been unknown in Egypt, 
possibly for reasons of taboo; it was in one such 
period that Abram went there (Gn. 1 2 : 1 6), and the 
inclUJsion of camels in the list of presents from the 
phanoh is considered a scribal addition, but there 
is no reason to reject later men tions. The evidence 
for the camel's early use is detailed in Zeuner (eh. 
1 3) and Cansdale (ch. 4). More recent excavations 
in Oman confirm its occurrence there c. 2500 BC. 

In the narrative from Gn. 24:35 onwards camels 
fornned an important part of wealth and were also 
used for long-distance transport (Gn. 24: 1 0ff. and 
31 :3\4), but camel nomadism and the regular use of 
call1lels did not become general until c. 1 6th cen
tury/ BC. David appointed an Ishmaelite as his 
call1lel master ( I  Ch. 27:30) and the Queen of 
Shelba's baggage was carried on camels from SW 
Ara'b.ia ( I  Ki .  1 0:2). 

Camels were valuable for transport in and 
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around deserts but were never popular with the 
Hebrews. There is no clear biblical reference to 
camels as draught animals, but they have been 
widely used in cultivation, sometimes paired oddly 
with a donkey. In contrast to the 57 wholly l iteral 
OT mentions only two of the six NT references are 
literal - the material for lohn the Baptist's clothes 
in Mt .  3:4 and Mk.  1 :6.  The others are in colourful 
comments by Christ which are perhaps proverbial 
in origin - 'straining out a gnat' (Mt .  23:24) and 
'the eye of a needle' (Mt .  1 9:24). See also separate 
article on • Camel. 

The importance of the domestic SHEEP to the 
Israelites is shown by its being mentioned some 
400 times, with 1 2  Heb. words. Of these some are 
simple alternatives; others refer to age and sex, 
while at least one word (kar, Aram. d'kar) may 
denote a separate breed. $ö'n, the most common 
word, is a collective term, discussed under 'Goat' , 
to which it refers equally. kel]es occurs over 1 00 
times and with only 5 exceptions applies to sacri
fici al animals; the freqnent qualification 'a year 
old' suggests that it may refer to a lamb of I year 
and upwards. Four Gk. words cover the more than 
70 NT occurrences, in which probalon is most used. 
For a complete list of Heb. and Gk. words and 
their usage, see Cansdale, pp. 53-55. 

The origins and early history of the sheep are 
complex and disputed. It was kept by Neolithic 
man c. 5000 BC and by 2000 BC at least five differ
ent breeds had reached Mesopotamia. I ts  ances
tors were probably mountain sheep, perhaps from 
more than one source; a wide range of breeds has 
now been developed which serve many purposes 
and utilize habitats ranging from marshland to 
near desert. Sheep were first domesticated for their 
meat and fat ,  especially the latter, of which the 
earlier goat provided little. The wool was de
veloped by careful breeding and became very valu
able, being the most useful and easily available fibre 
for clothing. Mesha, king of Moab (2 Ki. 3:4), paid 
as annual tribute the wool of 1 00,000 rams, with 
Heeces perhaps averaging I kg. The tanned skins 
were used for clothes and also for the inner cover
ing of the tabernacle (Ex. 25:5,  ele. ) .  The milk was 
mostly used in the form of curds and as a basic 
food it was probably more important than the 
meat, wh ich was usually eaten only as part 01' sac
rificial meals. 

The sheep is mainly a grazer, i. e. it feeds on 
grasses and is thus more selective than the grazing 
goat. The fat-tailed breed is now the most common 
in Palestine. This strange feature, wh ich may weigh 
5 kg, is known from Egyp. mummies of c. 2000 BC; 
it is a storage organ, analogous to the camel's 
hump, and is useful in the hot dry summer and 
cold winter. The main limiting factor was probably 
winter feed, and in NT times Hocks were often kept 
under cover from the November rains until Passo
ver and fed on chaff and barley. 

It is clear from Gn. 30:32 that both sheep and 
goats were already in various colours and patterns, 
and possibly few were pure white. This suggests 
that the correct translation of Heb. lämfm (Nu. 
28 :3) is 'without blemish' (most modern EVV) and 
not 'without spot' (AV), referring to general imper
fections rather than to colour markings. 

Although archaeological material is rich in tools 
and other objects made from sheep bones, there is 
no biblical reference other than to the use of rams' 
horns as containers of oil ( I  Sa. 1 6 : 1 )  and as 
musical instruments (los. 6:4, ele. ) .  
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Throughout the Bible the sheep has deep meta
phorical significance and in the NT the only en
tirely non-figurative references are to their being 
sold in the Temple (1n. 2 : 14,  ete ). Sheep were 
always a familiar part of the scene, with the shep
herd leading and protecting his sheep and building 
folds for them. It is therefore not surprising that 
the sheep is consistently a picture of man - -
helpless, easily led astray and lost, essentially soci
able, unable to fend for itself or find its way horne, 
e.g. Is. 53 :6, 'All we like sheep have gone astray; we 
have turned every one to his own way.' The alterna
tive, of man restored, is stated in Ps. 23, written by 
David from his early experience as a shepherd. The 
NT unfolds the great paradox of ln .  1 :29, 'Behold, 
the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the 
world!' and ln. 1 0: 1 4, 'I am the good shepherd', 
with Rev. 5:6, 'a lamb standing, as though it had 
been slain'. 

The meaning of separating the sheep from the 
goats (Mt .  25 :32) becomes c1ear when a mixed 
Rock is inspected; the two may look alike, and dose 
scrutiny is needed to distinguish them. Of the 
highly figurative passage in Ct. 4:2 it is enough to 
say that although the phrase 'all of which bear 
twins' is a disputed translation, the shepherd's am
bition is for all ewes to have twin lambs and lose 
none by abortion. 

CATTLE (from OE eate!) first meant property, 
of wh ich livestock was then a major part. This 
usage is c10se to Heb. miqneh. Today cattle are wild 
and domesticated bovines, i. e. members of the ox 
tribe, but biblical reference is confined to domestic 
animals. Ten Heb. words apply to cattle, which be
tween them are mentioned over 450 times. The fol
lowing are the most important: b'himti (sing. and 
collective) denotes larger domestic animals and not 
only bovines. s6r, usually a bulI, though occasion
ally female, is the basic word for a single animal. 
bäqär is another collective term for adult horned 
cattle, often translated herd, while b" fr is a collect
ive term used mostly for beasts of burden, which 
could include oxen. par is a bulI; its feminine, 
pärti, is used of the red heifer of Nu. 1 9. 'igel 
and 'eglti (fern.) (from a root 'to roll') are used of 
young animals. m'ri, translated fat beast, almost 
always refers to animals for sacrifice. 

Six Gk. words are used. damalis, the (red) heifer; 
thremma, mosehos and sitistos mostly refer to fat
tened cattle; tauros, ox; and bous, bull. 

All domestic cattle are thought to be derived 
from the aurochs or wild ox (see below). It was first 
tamed in Neolithic times, probably in several dif
ferent parts of the world independently, and later 
than sheep and goats. The primary reason for do
mestication was for meat; later the cows were used 
for milking and the bulls for draught purposes, 
which greatly increased the area or land that could 
be cultivated. Their size and the need for good 
grazing limited the range of cattle-keeping and 
they did best in the hilly country of Upper Galilee. 
However, they seem to have been widely kept in 
sm all numbers and were everywhere used as multi
purpose animals. 

Several humanitarian rules about oxen are re
corded in both OT and NT. They were included in 
the sabbath rest (Ex. 23: 1 2). A straying ox should 
be led to safety (Ex. 23:4). Watering cattle was 
permitted on the sabbath (Lk. 1 3 : 1 5) .  Paul twice 
quoted the Mosaic injunction (Dt. 25:4) not to 
muzzle the ox treading out corn ( I  Cor. 9:9; I Tim. 
5 :  1 8) .  These and other precepts show a concern for 
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animal welfare still unknown in many comtries 
and not recognized in the West until weil ilto the 
19th century. 

Domesticated in antiquity - from the WILD 
GOAT (Capra aegagrus) - the GOAT was u:eful to 
the Patriarchs (Gn. 1 5 :9), for though keil with 
sheep it had the advantage of being able t thrive 
on poorer ground. The story of lacob an< Esau 
(Gn. 27:9) stresses its value as meat, but nQ'mally 
only kids were used for rood. The she-goas pro
vided milk, skins were used for Ieather and IS bot
tles, and the hair of some varieties was wovm into 
cloth; but goats have also done untold darrage to 
the habitat of lands where they have been intro
duced and not properly controlled. This i� espe
cially true of hilly terrain of the E Mediternnean, 
with hot, dry summers and winter rains. 

As would be expected, such an important mimal 
has a range or Heb. names for male (�äpfr, 
sä'fr, tayi.f) , female ( ,ez, i " frti), young (g'qf, 
g'qf 'izzfm, pI. b'ne 'izzfm), ete I n  additiOl, two 
collective nouns, �ö'n or �" 6n 'Rock' and ieh or 
se 'member of the Rock', are round more often 
than any other names. Unless specified by mach
ing 'ez, 'goat' , or kel;.es, 'sheep', these worts may 
refer equally to either sheep or goats, or to a mix
ture of both. It is therefore often difficult to speak 
of relative numbers. 

The domestic SWINE of Palestine was cerived 
from Sus seroja, the wild boar of Europe md W 
Asia. The children of Israel were divinelr pro
hibited from eating swine (h"zfr, Lv. 1 1 :7 ;  Dt .  
14:8). This was for two hygienic reasons. First, the 
pig, as a frequent scavenger, may pick up dileased 
material and either carry inrection mechanically or 
itself become infected. Secondly, the pig is host or 
the tapeworm causing trichinosis; this pasSts one 
stage in the muscles of a pig and can be transmit
ted only by being eaten. The tape worms then 
invade various tissues in man and can even cause 
death. Thorough cooking kills the worms but this 
is not always possible when firewood is scarce, so 
that only a complete ban is safe. This relationship 
was proved only in the 20th century. 

This prohibition became a national loathing 
with the lews, with the pig standing for what is de
spicable and hated. Thus in Pr. I I  :22 a wornan of 
doubtful character is associated with a swine, and 
the prodigal son had reached the utter depths whcl1 
feeding the swine (ehoiros) of a Gentile (Lk. 1 5 : 1 5) .  
Herds were kept by local Gentile communities in 
NT times (Mt. 8:30ff., ete ). The demons' plea to be 
sent into a nearby herd of swine would not appear 
strange to a lew, who considered swinc and 
demons or the same order. Similarly, in Mt. 7:6 
lesus warns his rollowers not to throw pearls before 
swine. The author of 2 Pet. 2:22 regards false 
teachers as those who will return to their (swinish) 
pagan nature. 

Pig, wh ich once meant young swine, is now the 
name in general use; swine is obsolete other than in 
some technical terms, but is still retained in most 
EVV. 

The contempt and disgust with wh ich the DOG 
is regarded in the OT cannot easily be understood 
by Western people, to whom the dog is a com
pani on and auxiliary. It is generally agreed that it 
was the first anima I to be domesticated and that by 
the late Stone Age it was being kept in many parts 
or the world. Most authorities regard the wolf as 
the ancestor or all the many and va ried breeds or 
domestic dog. 



In many parts of the East the dog is still basic
ally a scavenger. It was useful in disposing of refuse 
but was by its very nature unclean and a potential 
carrier of disease, and therefore could not be 
touched without defilement .  Heb. kebeb and Gr. 
kyön are without doubt the semi-wild dögs which 
roamed outside the city walls waiting for rubbish 
or dead bodies to be thrown over. Dogs were dif
ferently regarded in other lands, especially in 
Egypt, where they were used in hunting and also 
held in reverence. A second Gk. word, the diminu
tive kynarion, is used in the incident of the Syro
Phoenician woman (Mt .  1 5: 26ff.). The context 
suggests that th is was a pet dog allowed about the 
house. 

The 'dogs' of Phil. 3:2 are Judaizing intruders 
who disturb the peace of the church; the 'dogs' 
who are excluded from the new Jerusalem in Rev. 
22:  1 5  are people of unclean lives, probably an echo 
of Dt .  23: 1 8 , where 'dog' seems to be a technical 
term for a male temple prostitute. 

I n  OT times Palestine was fairly rich in wild 
RUMINANTS (animals that chew the cud) that 
were allowed as food. There is frequent mention of 
• hunting and hunting methods, with a wide range 
of nets, traps, pitfalls, eIe. Many of these are in fig
urative contexts and cannot always be identified 
exactly, but they were certainly the tools of the 
hunter, and i t  must be assumed that hunting yield
cd useful meat. I t  seems likely that all the major 
species find mention in the Heb. text, but there has 
been no consistency in the EVV, only in part 
because thc Palestine fauna was not known when 
the early translations were made, for even in mod
ern EVV the treatment is often erratic. The wild 
rUllL inants known to have occurred in Palestine 
will be listed, with brief notes, but there is no point  
in tabulating all  the EVV translations. For a fuller 
disClussion see Cansdale, ch. 5, 'Beasts of the 
Cha.se'. 

HIeb. r" em is without doubt the AUROCHS or 
WIILD OX, ancestor of domestic cattle. I t  had dis
applf!ared from Palestine before the Christian era, 
and the last-known specimen was killed in Poland 
earl� in the 1 7th century. EVV now generally trans
late 'wild ox', and the AV 'unicorn' is rightly 
drolPped. Heb. le'ö is translated 'wild ox' and 'wild 
bull" (AV) and more widely 'antelope'. JB has 
OR1VX, which is correct. Properly called the Ara
biaru or desert oryx, it is a specialized desert animal 
abk to survive long periods without water; alm ost 
whine in coat, it stands I m high and both sexes 
have long, straight horns. Modern weapons and 
tramsport brought disaster and this oryx may al
readly be extinct in the wild. Is. 51 :20 speaks of its 
beimg taken in a net, a method 01' hunting practised 
by Arabs up to the end of the 1 9th century. 

The ADDAX is another rare desert antelope; i t  
still survives in the Sahara, but was lost to Bible 
landIs beforc 1 900. Heb. diSön is translated 
'pY)garg' (AV) via the Gk.  in LXX. Long tradition, 
andl its placing between two desert species in the 
foom lists suggest that this is probably the addax. 
' Ibe:x' (RSV) cannot be right. 

I-Heb. yahrmir is the most difficult in the list 01' 
clealn animals in 01.  1 4 :5 .  Tradition, backed by 
LXX., suggests the BUBAL HARTEBEEST, now 
extimct in the N part 01" its range, but this is made 
less likely by i t s  inclusion in Solomon's daily provi
siom for the table (I Ki. 4:23), for this seems to 
implly a herd a nimal or one that could be penned. 
' Falliow deer' (AV) and ' roedeer' (RSV) are unlikely. 
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The last name in this food list is also difficult. 
zemer ('Ieaper') is translated 'chamois' (AV, RV) ,  
which cannot be  right, for th i s  is an animal of the 
high mountains. MOUNTAIN SHEEP (RSV) is ac
ceptable but this name is not precise. It cannot be 
the Barbary sheep, confined to N Africa and the 
Sahara, but i t  would be one of the now extinct 
forms of MOUFLON, of which other sub-species 
are still found in S Europe and SW Asia. 

The NUBIAN IBEX can be seen today in its true 
habitat on the rocky slopes above the oasis of En
gedi - the 'spring of the wild kid'. There is no 
doubt that this is the correct translation of y" elfm, 
'wild goats' (AV). The root means 'climber'; it is 
always associated with mountains and the name is 
always plural, as befits a herd animal: 'The high 
mountains are for the wild goats' (Ps. 1 04 :  1 8) .  I t  
seems probable that Heb. 'aqqö (Dt. 1 4:5) i s  a 
synonym for yä'e/, the singular form; it is not un
usual for well-known animals to have two names. 

To many Eng.-speaking people any hoofed 
animal with horns or an tiers is just a DEER. I n  
fact, deer form a large well-defined group of ru
minants; they are distinguished by having an tiers 
that are shed and regrown annually, and most typ
ical of the N temperate regions. There are many 
species and to be meaningful the word must be 
qualified. 

Three kinds once lived in Palestine. The RED 
DEER, the species found commonly through much 
of Europe and SW Asia, is the largest, standing 
about 1 .5 m.  It could not have been common, for 
Palestine offered little shelter, and it disappeared 
early, perhaps before the arrival of the Israelites. 
The FALLOW DEER, wh ich is a common park 
deer in many countries today, stands only I m at 
the shoulder and is distinguished by having a coat 
more or less spotted at all ages .and not just when 
young. This kind was lost to Palestine by about 
1 922. The ROE DEER is no taller than 80 cm; 
unlike the other two it is found only in ones and 
twos, and it is hard to see, so its presence may not 
be noticed. The last Palestine specimen was re
ported on Mt Carmel early in the 20th century. It is 
likely that Heb. 'ayyä/ and its feminine forms, 
translated stag, hart, hind, elf., in most EVV, refer 
to both fallow and roe deer generally and are there
fore best translated deer. 

The key to Heb. � 'Qr is found in Acts 9:36, 
'Tabitha, wh ich means Dorcas' (dorkas, GAZ
ELLE). This latter word had not reached England 
when the AV translated 'roe' and 'roedeer', but later 
EVV are fairly consistent with gazelle. Two species 
are found in Palestine: the dorcas and Palestine 
gaze lies, both standing under 70 cm. Once ser
iously in danger of extermination, they have re
covered under protection, and today can be seen in 
the Judaean hills and the central plains, as weil as 
around the desert. GazelIes are typically dry-zone 
antelopes, pale coloured and often with forward
pointing horns. 

The WILD BOAR is mentioned above as the an
cestor of the domestic pig. Heb. b "zir refers to 
both forms. The wild boar is still common in parts 
of the Middle East, where the food habits of both 
Jew and M uslim give no extra incentive for control. 
Its main habitat is forest and reed beds; e.g. Ps. 
80: 1 3, 'the boar from the rorest ravages it ' .  In Ps. 
68:30 'the beasts that dweil among the reeds' are 
thought to be wild boars. 

The ELEPHANT is not directly mentioned in 
Scripture but there are 1 2  references to • ivory, 
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which came from both African and Asiatic species. 
Methods of taming and training elephants were 
worked out in India in the 3rd millennium BC. But 
this was not true domestication, for the animals 
were caugh t young and reared to become beasts of 
burden or, frequently, for use in war. The books of 
Maccabees (e.g I Macc. 6:30, 35) have several ref
erences to the fighting elephants used against the 
Jews by the Seleucid, Antiochus Epiphanes. The 
Asiatic elephant was once found as far W as the 
upper reaches of the Euphrates where, according 
to Assyrian records, i t  was taken in pits; in such 
country i t  is not likely to have been common and it 
was killed out late in the I st millennium BC. 

At one time L10NS were found from Asia 
Minor through the Middle East and Persia to 
I ndia, with a similar form in Greece up to nearly 
AU 1 00 .  This European/Asiatic lion resembles the 
African lion closely. Of all the carnivorous animals 
only the lion has certainly disappeared from Bible 
lands, though the cheetah and bear have almost 
gone. The last Palestine lion was probably killed 
near Megiddo in the 1 3th century; lions were still 
known in Persia in 1 900; they had gone by 1 930 at 
the latest. Lions were reported in Syria up to 1 85 1  
by Burton ( Travels in Syria) and i n  parts o f  Iraq up 
to the early I 920s. The few Asiatic lions surviving 
today are in a small patch of forest in the Kathia
war peninsula of India. 

The word 'lion' occurs some 1 30 times in Avl 
RSV, with one general Heb. word 'aryeh and 8 0ther 
words, perhaps applied to various ages of the two 
sexes, though at least some are probably poetical 
names. This rich vocabulary suggests that the lion 
was common and weil known in OT times, and 
many contexts confirm this, even though the usage 
is largely metaphorical for strength. The lion was 
also a symbol of royalty in the ancient Near East 
(0 LION OF JUDAH). Lions were frequently kept in 
captivity (cf On. 6:7ff.). They were being bred by 
Ashurnasirpal 1 I  (883-859 BC) at Nimrud 
(0 CALAH) and kept in large numbers (E. W. Budge 
and L. W. King, Annals 0/ Ihe Kings 0/ Assyria, 
1 90 1 ) . 

In popular Eng. usage the word LEOPARD, 
usually with a qualifying word, stands for a 
number of different spotted cats. It is possible that 
Heb. nämer refers to both the true leopard and 
the CHEETAH, or hunting leopard, and also to 
one or two other spotted wild cats of Palestine. All 
the few references are proverbial and figurative, 
and the precise species is therefore immaterial. 
Perhaps the most familiar use of the word is in the 
proverb of Je. 1 3 :23, 'Can the Ethiopian change his 
skin or the leopard his spots?' 

The JUNGLE CAT (Felis chaus) still lives in the 
more wooded parts, especially in Galilee. The 
leopard (Panlhera pardus) is now very rare in Israel 
and Jordan, but several were seen or killed in the 
late I 960s, including two near the shore of the 
Oead Sea and one in Galilee. 

Heb. z" eg ( ls. 1 1  :6, eIe. ) and Gk. Iykos (Mt .  
7: 1 5, eIe. ) refer to the SE Asiatic form of the 
WOLF. I ts range and numbers have been drastic
ally reduced by the growth of population and 
modern methods of control, but up to NT times it 
was common enough to be a menace to livestock, 
though i t  is now agreed that wolves have never 
been the danger to man that popular legend sug
gested. Their carnivorous nature is implied in most 
passages but the wolf is mentioned only meta
phorically throughout. It is notable that in more 
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than half the references the wolf stands for some
one in authority who is misusing his position, e.g 
Zp. 3 :3 ,  'Her judges are evening wolves'. Tte wolf 
of Palestine is similar to, though rather �maller 
than, the wolf that is found in Central and N 
Europe. 

Both FOXES and JACKALS are found 
throughout the Middle East. They are members of 
the Canidae, the dog family, and closely related, 
but the fox is usually solitary, whereas jackal> often 
go in packs. lt is l ikely that Heb. sri'äl and Gk.  
alöpex include both fox and jackal, and modern 
EVV translate fox in some passages and jackal in 
others. Both species eat fruit and other vegetable 
matter, including grapes (Ct. 2: 1 5) .  In Jdg. I S :4 the 
300 animals caught by Samson were pr bably 
jackals. 

Another Heb. word lannim, always plural, which 
AV translates 'dragon' is now translated 'jackal' in 
Rv/RSV. lt is possible that this is a poetical name 
used to suggest desolat ion . 

The Syrian form of the widely distributed 
BROWN BEAR may still be found in parts of the 
Middle East though no longer within the actual 
area of Palestine, but its status is doubtful and it 
may al ready be extinct. The last bear in Palestine 
was killed in Upper Galilee in the 1 930s but a few 
lived around Mt  Hermon for a further 10  years or 
so. It is clearly Heb. dög (Arab. dub). lt is paler 
than the typical race and usually referred to as a 
sub-species Ursus arclos syriacus. Like most bears 
other than the polar bear, the brown bear is om
nivorous or vegetarian for most of the year, so its 
attacks on livestock, especially sheep, would be 
most likely during winter when wild fruits are 
scarce. 

The term 'bear robbed of her cubs' (2 Sa. 1 7 :8 ;  
Pr. 1 7: 1 2) seems to be proverbial; a lso the expres
sion in Am. 5: 1 9, 'as if a man Red from a lion and a 
bear met him'. The bear is more feared than the 
lion because its strength is greater and its actions 
Iess predictable. 

The WEASEL is mentioned only in Lv. 1 1  :29, 
translating �öleq. Several members of  the weasel 
tribe are found in Palestine, and also a mongoose; 
there is nothing to confirm that �öleq refers to all 
or any of them but it is widely thought to refer to 
the actual weasel. It is obvious lhat smallcr animals äfe hafd 10 
identify unless the context includes some clues. 
Heb. säjjän is clearly recognizable from its 4 OT 
occurrences (Lv. 1 1 :5 ;  Ot. 1 4:7 ;  Ps. 104: 1 8 ; Pr. 
30:26) as the SYRIAN ROCK HYRAX. This be
longs to a small order classified nearest to the ele
phants and is about the size of a rabbit ,  30-40 cm 
long. l t  feeds on a variety of plan ts and lives in 
rocky hills where it can shelter in crevices. This 
identification was clearly made last century and 
confirmed by Tristram in his The Natural HiSIOr) 
0/ Ihe Bible ( 1 867). lt is thus hard to understand 
why modern EVV, though rightly dropping 'coney 
because of its confusion with 'rabbit ' ,  use such 
non-names as 'rock-rabbit' and 'rock-badg r'. JE 
gives 'hyrax' in the Mosaic lists, though 'rock· 
badger' elsewhere, and is one of the few EVV tc 
translate säjjän correctly. 

Heb. la�as is the material used for coverimg thf 
tabernacle when erected (Ex. 25) and the Ark 01 
the Covenant when being carried (Nu_ 4). This i� 
translated badgers' skin (AV), sealskin (RV), goat· 
skin (RSV). Tristram ( 1 867) seems to have beten th( 
first to suggest that the most likely source of thi �  



skin was the DUGONG, a large marine mamma I 
belonging to the Sirenia which, unti l  the early 1 9th 
century, was fairly common in the Gulf of Aqaba. 
NEB translates 'porpoise hide', with mg. note 'strict
/y sea-cow'. The latter is a popular name for 
dugong, wh ich is not at all related to the porpoise, 
one of the toothed wh ales. 

Heb. 'akbär is found 6 times in OT and uni
formly translated MOUSE. In popular usage this 
name is applied to a wide range of small rodents, 
and one would expect 'a/sbär to have this force 
when used as a prohibited item of food in Lv. 
1 I  :29, i.e. it probably covered voles, jerboas, ger
bils, etc., as weil as true rats and mice. Four occur
ren ces are in I Sa. 6, the incident of the pestilence 
that struck the Philistines. The symptoms see m to 
fit bubonic plague precisely, wh ich suggests that 
'a/sbär here refers to the BLACK RAT (Rattlls 
rattlls) whose flea is the main carrier for this let hai 
disease, which was the black death of the Middle 
Ages in Europe. 

Heb. 'arneiJer is mentioned only as a forbidden 
food but the similarity to Arab. 'arneb and the 
reason for the ban suggests that this is the Palestine 
HARE. Lv. 1 1  :6, 'because it chews the cud but does 
not part the hoof' (i. e. is not c1oven-hoofed), was 
long misunderstood, for c1early the hare, related to 
rodents, does not really chew the cud. However, it 
is now known that hares, like the c10sely related 
rabbit, pass two different kinds of droppings, one 
of which is chewed and swallowed again, giving the 
appearance of cud-chewing. This strange habit 
serves somewhat the same purpose as rumination, 
for i t allows digestion of material otherwise hard 
to ut ilize. 

BAT is a reasonable translation for 'a(elleß 
(Lv. 1 1  : 1 9  and Dt .  14:  1 8) among the flying animals 
in the Mosaic Iists. M any species are found abun
dantly throughout the Middle East, some of which 
roost communally in large numbers in caves, either 
hanging from the roof or c1ustering in crevices. 
They would have been some of the most obvious 
animals at certain seasons and logically included in 
the forbidden foods, for most species are insect
ivorous. The only other mention of bats is in Is. 
2:20, 'men will cast forth their idols . . .  to the bats', 
where this unclean animal is used almost to signify 
desolation. 

Heb. q6ß, generally translated APE, is usually 
taken to be a loan-word from Egyp. g(/V, gwf, 
MO NKEY. These animals were included in car
goes brought to Egypt by her Red Sea fleets from 
'Punt' ,  a land possibly located in SE Sudan and 
Eritrea. These would have been baboons or vervet 
mon keys. Another suggestion is that this word is 
derilVed from Tamil and therefore indicates an E 
origin, in wh ich case t he monkeys would have been 
MACAQUES or LANGURS. None of these is, 
techillically, an ape. 

H eb. tannfn is discussed under ° DRAGON, 
which is the commonest translation in most EVV, 
thOUlgh serpent, whale and sea monster are also 
fournd. (See Cansdale, Appendix B, for detailed an
alysüs.) There has been some confusion with Heb. 
tann!fm. which is probably a poetic name for jackal, 
but it is unlikely that the two words are related. 
tanrofn is mostly found in wholly figurative contexts 
and it is not at all certain that a living animal is in
tendled, these therefore merit no comment here. 
H o\We\er, tannfn is also found in the creation narra
tive, 5th day (Gn. 1 :2 1 ), 'great whales' (AV) , 'sea 
mornsters' (RSV). In this context it is a general 
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word and not specific, and 'giant marine animals' 
is perhaps the best translation. It is also translated 
'serpent' in the incident where the rods became 
serpents (Ex. 7:9- 10, 1 2) .  In two other vv. AV has 
'whale' where the context is c1early figurative. 

In Mt .  1 2:40 Gk. Utos is translated WHALE 
(most EVV) referring to the great fish (Heb. däg) 
of Jon .  I :  1 7. For anatomical reasons it seems most 
unlikely that 'fish' is correct, but several toothed 
whales are recorded from the E Mediterranean, in
c1uding some that are capable of swallowing a 
man . In the early part of this century there were 
one or two reasonably authenticated cases of men 
surviving after being swallowed (PTR 25, 1 927, pp. 
636ff.). This is the only NT occurrence of Utos, 
which is used by Homer and Herodotus for a wide 
range of sea animals, real and mythical, and the 
precise meaning must remain in doubt. 

The word BEHEMOTH came into the Eng. 
language when the early translators failed to find 
an animal that seemed to fit the context of Jb. 
40: 1 5 .  I t  is the plural of Heb. b'hemä, a common 
general word for beast. This is found 9 times and in 
all but one it has the normal plural meaning of 
an im als or cattle. The passage in Jb. 40, however, is 
a special case, for the plural seems to be used for in
tensive effect and a specific animal is probably 
meant. Although various suggestions have been 
made, the opinion of most scholars over the years 
is that Job was writing about the HIPPO
POTAMUS, an animal that received its Eng. name 
after the AV appeared. This comes from the Gk. ,  
meaning 'river horse', though the two species are 
not at all related . This huge water animal lived in 
the lower Nile until the 1 2th century AD and, much 
earlier, in the Orontes river in Syria (and perhaps 
elsewhere in SW Asia) until after the time of 
Joseph, so i t  was weil known in Bible lands. This 
passage is a diflicult one, but several points in the 
RSV translation seem helpful. I t  is aquatic and 
powerful (vv. 2 1 -23) and vegetarian (v. 1 5) .  'The 
mountains yield food for hirn' (v. 20). It is true that 
hippos can c1imb steep slopes as they leave the 
water in search of food. This problem is discussed 
fully in Cansdale, pp. l oof. 

Heb. qippötj is one of a number of difficult 
words applied to creatures of desolat ion, and i t  is 
found 3 times in connection with God's judgment 
on Babyion (Is. 14 :23), Idumaea (Is. 34: 1 1 ) and 
Nineveh (Zp. 2 :  14) .  Numerous alternatives have 
been suggested, such as bittern, heron, bustard, 
porcupine, hedgehog and lizard. Neither philology 
nor the context gives much help. Bittern and heron 
are marsh and water birds, and most unlikely, while 
the bustards are rarely seen in the region. Perhaps 
HEDGEHOG is the most probable. In Zp. 2 : 1 4  
Nineveh was to become a waste and the city has ac
tually been buried in sand, so it is l i terally possible 
for hedgehogs to 'Iodge in her capitals'. Three 
kinds of hedgehog live in the region, two being 
desert or semi-desert forms, with one in the N of 
Palestine similar to the British species. 

The PORCUPINE is still found in Israel, where 
it is by far the largest rodent, with a weight of some 
20 kg. Nothing connects it with qippötj or any 
other Heb. word in the Bible. 

Palestine is a land very rich in BIRDS. It has a 
great range of habitats, varying from semi-tropical 
to true desert; moreover, one of the main migra
tion routes from Africa into Europe and W Asia 
runs from the N p,oint of the Red Sea through the 
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whole length of Israel. The resident birds thereforc 
are augrnented by numerous migrants, and there is 
some movement in progress in almost every month.  

This wealth 01' bird life makes it diflicult to 
identify with certainty some 01'  the birds named in 
the Bible, and in some cases it is not possible to 
state whether the Heb. words refer to birds or 
other classes of animals. With the exception 01' 
'hawk', wh ich is also mentioned in Jb. 39:26, the 
following birds are found only in the food lists 
01' Lv. and Dt . :  SEA GULL (Sa!wp), HAWK 
(ne$), NIGHT-HAWK ( tabmäs) , CORMORANT 
(Säläis), HOOPOE (dJiisipe!), OSPREY 
Cozniyyä) and WATER HEN ( linseme!). These 
may not indicate even the major group to which 
each bird belongs, and Driver ( 1 955) gives an 
intcrcsting new list 01' translations. 

Palestine is still rich in large birds of prey, and 
outside the main towns the traveller is likely to see 
some of them in the air almost every day. 

Heb. räbäm (Lv. 1 1 : 1 8 ; Dt. 1 4: 1 7), 'gier eagle' 
(AV), 'vulturc' (RSV), rendered by R. Young as 
'parti-coloured vulture', is likely to be the Egyp. 
VULTURE, a conspicuous black-and-white bird 
frequently seen scavenging on garbage tips. 

Among several birds of prey forbidden as food 
(Lv. 1 1 : 1 3) is the OSSI FRAGE or bone-breaker 
(Heb. peres). This accurately describes the LAM
MERGEIER or BEARDED VULTURE, which 
drops bones from a height on to rocks in order to 
break them and get the marrow within. 

Some true EAGLES are still found in, or travel 
through, Palestine: Heb. neser is probably as much 
a generic term as the Eng. word 'eagle'. [t could in
clude all large birds of prey, and the many refer
ences, most 01' them figurative, give few clues to the 
species. Mi. I :  1 6, 'make yourselves as bald as the 
eagle', clearly suggests the GRIFFON VULTURE, 
whose pale down-covered head contrasts with the 
well-feathered heads of all eagles. Some authorities 
consider that in all cases neser should be the grif
fon vulture, just as Gk. aelOS, translated 'eagle' in 
Mt .  24:28 ('there the eagles will be gathered to
gether'), should be so rendered. This clearly de
scribes the flocking of vultures to a carcass. 

Heb. 'ayyä (Jb. 28:7), dä'ä (Lv, 1 1 : 1 4) and dayyä 
(Dt. 1 4 :  1 3 ; Is. 34: 1 5) is probably the KITE, of 
which both the black and the red species are 
common. 

OWLS are referred to 8 times in the OT by 4 
Heb. words. The translation is probably correct, 
and several different species may be intended. 

Heb. Iilir is found only in [ so 34: 14  among sev
eral other much disputed names which together 
seem to signify a setting of desolation. It is thought 
to be a loan-word from the Assyr. female demon 'of 
the night, liIilll. The following translations have 
been suggested - screech owl (AV), night monster 
(Avmg., RV), night hag (RSV), nightjar (NEB), • Lilith 
(JB). According to rabbinical tradition it was a 
ghost in the form of a well-dressed woman which 
lay in wait at night .  [sraeli zoologists suggest 
' tawny owl'. IfIlr may be a real animal, but in the 
absence of furt her evidence it must be left as 
'uniden tified'. 

The WHITE STORK is one of the most striking 
migratory birds of Palestine, slowly travelling N, 
especially along the Jordan valley in March and 
April. Je. 8:7, 'the stork in the heavens knows her 
times' , suggests !l"sftjä may weil be the stork, 
though it could refer to several other large birds, 
including the kite and heron. 
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The CRANE is a bird 01' similar build to thc 
white stork and is also a migrant .  It is thoulht that 
in Is. 38 : 14  and Je. 8:7 'ägür should be tnnslated 
'cranc' and sJis 'swallow', from its note. B,th are 
migrants as Je. 8 :7  suggests. Another word d'rör, 
is translated SWALLOW in Ps. 84:3 and IT. 26:2. 
and in thc former it is implied that it nestswithill 
the temple buildings. This would be true 01' several 
species of swallow and also 01' the SWI FT a bird 
of similar build and habits, but unrelated to the 
swallow. At least 4 species 01' swallow, 4 sptcics 01' 
MARTIN and 3 species 01' swift oc;ur in 
Palestine. 

S PARROWS arc associated with human abita
tions in many parts of the world, and tht house 
sparrow so common in Palestine today is almost 
identical with the W European form. Thit could 
weil have been the bird to which our Lord Jel'erred 
(Mt .  1 0:29, eIe. ), though Gk. slroulhion imrlies as
sorted small birds such as were, and still an, killed 
and offered for sale in Palestine. In Ps. 84 3 Heb. 
$ipp6r is translated 'sparrow'; Ps. 1 02:7, 'a �arrow 
alone upon the house top' (AV) hardly suggtsts the 
sociable house sparrow, and it could refer to thc 
BLUE ROCK THRUSH, a solitary b ird wh ich 
sometimes perches on houses. 

The absence of any mention of the DOMESTIC 
FOWL from the OT is at first surprising, since 
there is some evidence that Assyria paid triOute to 
Egypt in the form of HENS, e. 1 500 IC, and 
COCKS are shown on seals of the 7th century Be. 
However, Homer (e. 9th century BC) does not refer 
to hens, though hc mentions GEESE. Some au
thorities consider that the fatted fowl of I Ki .  4:23 
could be domestic fowls. The importauon 01' 
PEACOCKS ( I  Ki. 1 0:22), if this translation is 
correct, suggests that Solomon had traffic with 
Ceylon or [ndia, the original horne of the domestic 
fowl, and he could therefore have introduced them. 

The only mention of the hen in the NT is in Mt .  
23 :37 and Lk.  1 3 :34, where in one of our  Lord's 
most poignant similes it is obvious that Gk. ornis is 
the domestic hen. The cock (aleklör) is mentioned 
in two incidents. [n Mk .  1 3 :35  Jesus mentioned thc 
four night-watches, including 'at cockcrow' (mid
night to 3 a.m. by Roman reckoning). Th e crowing 
of the cock was thought to take place at set times, 
and in many countries the domestic cock was re
garded as an alarm clock, but it would oe uiiwisc 
to read any specific hours into the inciden t of PeteJ 
and the cock-crowing, Mt. 26:74-75, eIe. See W. L 
Lane, The Gospel aeeording 10 Mark, NIe, 1974, p 
5 1 2, n. 69, and p. 543, for some remarkalble obser· 
vations on the conscientious time-keeping of cock� 
in Jerusalem. 

The PEACOCK is native to the jungLes 01' the 
[ ndo-Malayan region. There is no i nd epcndenl 
evidence to confirm the identification lukikiyyim; i l  
is suggested that this word is derived from thc 
Tamil lOkai, but this means 'tail' and is not no\\ 
known to refer to the peacock itself. Thi splendie 
bird had reached Athens by 450 BC, and had beer 
kept on the island of Samos earlier stil l .  

The QUAlL, almost the  smallest of ahe  garn< 
birds, features in only one incident, Ex. 1 6: 1 3 , eIe. 
' In  the evening quails (S'läw) came up anc 
covered the camp'. There has been specllliation a: 
to the correct translation, but the quail fits bette 
than any other. Ps. 78:27, 'winged birds', confirm: 
that s'läw were birds; they also belonge,d to on, 
01' the few groups regarded as clean. Quaills are mi 
grants, and at certain seasons travel in large flock 



a metn: o r  two above the ground. Their migrations 
take thern across the route followed after the 
Exodus. 

Thc only other gallinaceous bird identifiable is 
the PARTRIDGE: I Sa. 26:20, ' I ike one .who hunts 
a partridge in the mountains'. Heb. q6re' is thc 
rock partridge (Alecloris graeca), which is hunted 
regularly in many parts 01' the Middle East and SE 
Europe. l t  is similar to the red-Iegged partridge (A. 
m/a) of S W  Europe. The significance of the prov
erb in Je. 1 7 : 1 1  is not clear. 

Two members of the CROW family can be seen 
very frequently in Palestine - the RAVEN and the 
hooded crow. Heb. '6reb and Gk. korax are 
analagous to the Eng. 'crow' in that they probably 
refer primarily to the raven but are also used of 
crows as a whole. Both raven and hooded crow are 
similar in appearance and habits to the British 
birds. 

The OSTRICH finds mention in several pas
sages, but the general view is that baL ya'''nä 
should be 'ostrich' and not 'owl' (AV) in 8 passages. 
Jb. 39: 1 3- 1 8  is clearly a description of the ostrich, 
a bird wh ich once lived in the Middle East. Heb. 
y" enim is also translated 'ostriches' in La. 4:3,  but 
a bird such as an ostrich may weil have several 
native names. 

'A PELICAN of the wilderness' (Ps. 1 02:6) 
(most EVV except RSV, 'vulture') has been thought a 
contradiction, but • wilderness does not always 
connote desert. A swamp could also be described 
in this way, and the drained swamps of the N 
Jordan valley are still visited by flocks of white pel
icans passing on migration. 

Several species of  DOVES and PIGEONS are 
found in Palestine, and there is some confusion of 'names (so the Eng. wood-pigeon is also known as 
ring-dove), Heb. y6nti is usually translated 'dove', 
but in the sacrificia1 passages of Lv. and Nu.  it is 
always translated '(young) pigeon'. In the same 
verses is the 16r, turtle or turtle dove; this has the 
scientific generic name Turlllr, from its call, and 
this can be identified with both the common turtle 
dove and the collared turtle dove, mostly the lalter, 
which has long been domesticated with the name 
Barbary dove. Heb. y6nti is therefore the rock dove 
(Columba Iivia), wh ich was domes ti ca ted in an
tiquity and has been used widely as a source of 
food and for message-carrying, 

Speckled bird (�äQüa'), Je. 1 2 :9, is considered 
by many authorities to be better rendered 
'HYENA'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY, G. R. Driver, 'Birds in the Old 
Testament', PEQ 86, 1 954, pp. 5ff.; 87, 1 955 ,  pp. 
I 29ff. ; 'Once Again, Birds in the Bible', PEQ 90, 
1 958, pp. 56ff.; G. S. Cansdale, Animals 0/ Bible 
Lands, 1 970, chs. 1 0- 1 5 . 

LIZARDS are by far the most conspicuous rep
tiles illl Palestine, with some 40 species, and they are 
the 0 nly reptiles that the traveller can be sure of 
seeing. The two most obvious are the AGAMA or 
RAINBOW LIZARD, which frequents roadsides 
and the vicinity of humans; it is easily recognized 
by its habit of doing 'press-ups'; and the ROCK 
GECIKO that often basks on boulders in the early 
mor ing. Mention of Iizards may therefore be ex
pecte,d and there are, in fact ,  6 Heb. words that EVV 
generally translate lizard. Each occurs only in the 
food list of Lv. 1 1  :29f., with no help from the con
text other than that they are unclean; this suggests 
that tthey are carnivorous but any identification is 
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largely conjecture, from slender philological evi
dence and tradition, that this is a series of reptiles. 

I .  �äQ. Tortoise (AV) is incorrect. RV, RSV trans
late 'great lizard', a non-specific name. Tradition 
iden ti fies this with the spiny-tailed lizards, reaching 
some 50 cm. Arab. dhubb or dhabb may be suf
ficiently alike to give some confirrnation. 

2.  '''näqä. Ferret (AV) is not correct. G ECKO 
(RV, RSV) is more probable. 

3 .  köab. Chameleon (AV) and land crocodile 
(RV, RSV). The lalter expression is meaningless but 
was once applied to the desert monitor, the largest 
l izard of the region. 

4. I'rä'ti. Lizard (most EVV). Perhaps lizards of 
the Lacerlid family. 

5. �IÖmer. Snail (AV) is not correct . RV, RSV 
translate 'sand lizard' .  Perhaps the fast, stream
lined SKINKS so typical of sandy areas. 

6. linsemeL is very difficult. Mole (AV) is not 
correct. RV, RSV translate chameleon. 

In addition s 'mämfL (Pr. 30:28) is translated 
spider (AV) or Iizard (RV, RSV). This could weil be a 
GECKO, or house lizard; several species, some of 
wh ich live on and inside buildings, are found in 
Palestine. The specially modified feet allow them to 
cling to smooth walls and even ceilings. 

One of the geckos, Plyodaclylus hasselquisli, was 
called abubrais (Arab,), 'father of leprosy', perhaps 
because of its fleshy colour, perhaps because of 
(incorrectly) supposed poisonous qualities. The 
CHAMELEON is small (up to 1 5  cm) and rat her 
uncommon, living in the more wooded areas 01' 
Palestine. I ts colour, shape and habits make it in
conspicuous and one would not expect it to feature 
in the food lists. 

Several species of TORTOISE are found in the 
Middle East. The tortoise could be the �äQ (AV) 
in Lv, 1 1  :29, for it is a reptile that would be seen 
from time to time, but other authorities translate 
'Iizard' and the identity must be considered doubt
fu\ .  Tortoises were known in ancient Assyria, 
whence a curse runs, 'May you be turned upside 
down like a tortoise (and die)' (!raq 20, 1 9 58, p. 
76). 

The words • SERPENT and SNAKE are of 
roughly equal age: snake has always had a specific 
meaning, a member of the sub-order of reptiles 
known as Ophidia, but serpent, while having been 
popularly used for snake, also had a wide applica
tion, including many mythical creatures. Although 
serpent is obsolescent it is retained generally by 
modern EVV, even in literat passages. NEB and JB use 
both snake and serpen t. 

Three Heb. words are translated serpent (RSV) of 
which nä�läs occurs most often and is a general 
word, probably including other creeping reptiles 
also. The Heb. word translated 'divination' eIe. is 
from the same root - to foretell by observing ser
pents. The first mention of nä�läs is in Gn, 3: I ,  
introducing the fall o f  man . säräß is a common 
root usually translated fiery or burning; in Nu. 2 1 :6 
it qualifies näbäs and is translated fiery serpent, 
but stands alone in VV. 8 and 9 for the bronze ser
pent cast by Moses. It is translated flying serpent in 
Is. 1 4 :29; 30:6. lannin, usually translated dragon, is 
translated serpent only in the incident of Aaron's 
rod ( Ex.  7:9ff.), 

Gk.  ophis, specific for snake, is found 1 4  times in 
a variety of NT contexts, including the reference to 
the serpent in the wilderness On. 3 :  1 4) and the ser
pent of Gn. 3 (Rev. 1 2:9). 

Snakes are found in all habitats from desert to 
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dosed woodland and marsh, with a wide range of 
species, some under 30 cm while others may reach 
2 m. Most are harmless; about 6 species are poten
tially lethai, but only a low percentage of bites 
prove fatal if given any treatment. All feed only on 
animals, from insects to mammals, wh ich they 
swallow whole with no chewing. They can pass 
long periods, sometimes over one year, without 
food but need water more often. 

Snakes are today widely regarded with terror 
and are a common object of phobias. This has 
probably always been true. One cannot expect 
snakes to be dearly ident ified in the Bible or their 
habits described, but contexts and roots sometimes 
allow deductions to be made. 

Heb. peIen must represent a poisonous species. 
It occurs 6 times and while most EVV, including 
RSV, translate adder and asp, NEB has cobra twice 
and asp 4 times. There is general agreement that 
COBRA is correct, since the bite of the ASP (now 
obsolete) was used in Egypt to commit suicide; a 
cobra's neurotoxic venom would usually cause a 
quick death. Is. 1 1 :8  speaks of the 'hole of the asp'; 
cobras typically live in holes. Snake-charming is 
dearly mentioned in Ps. 58:4-5, 'the voice of 
charmers', referring to peIen; cobras are trad
itionally used for this purpose. 

The figurative importance of the fiery serpent is 
emphasized by our Lord's reference to i t  in Jn.  
3 : 1 4. The context of Nu. 2 1 ,  where both nä/:läs 
and säräß are used, allows some deductions, 
and 4 facts suggest the CARPET VIPER Echis. I t  
i s  notorious for striking without provocation, 
which is rare in snakes; its venom is largely haemo
Iytic, causing death after several days; it is more 
active by day than other desert vipers; in parts of 
Asia and Africa it is known to become very nu
merous over Iimited areas. When the Israelites 
cried for help God told Moses to cast a serpent in 
bronze and put it on a pole so that those who 
looked in faith would live. I t  seems that the brazen 
serpent, or a copy of i t ,  later became a focus for 
heathen worship, so that Hezekiah destroyed it in  
h is  reformation (2 Ki .  1 8 :4). There is  evidence of a 
snake-cult in early Palestine and a direct statement 
in Wisdom 1 1 :  1 5  that they worshipped 'irrational 
serpents'. A Rat relief stela of the serpent goddess 
was found at Beit Mirsin. A bronze snake, c. 1 5th 
century BC, from Gezer has the expanded neck of a 
cobra and there are many examples of jars and in
cense vessels with relief patterns of snakes. I t  is 
likely that snakes were among 'all kinds of creep
ing things' worshipped by the Jerusalem elders 
(Ezk . 8 : 1 0).  

Five futher Heb. words are translated ADDER 
and VIPER. �iß'6n[ (Pr. 23:32) translated adder 
(RSV), adder, asp, basilisk (RV), is found only in fig
urative passages from wh ich little can be inferred; 
but in Je. 8: 1 7  'adders which cannot be charmed' 
suggest DESERT VI PERS. �eßa' (ls. 1 4 :29) was 
earlier translated cockatrice (AV) and basilisk (RV), 
both words indefinite and now obsolete; RSV now 
translates adder. s'ßfß6n is found only in Gn. 
49:  1 7, 'a viper by the path that bites the horses' 
heels'. (Arrowsnake (Avmg.) has no known 
meaning.) 

The desert vipers Cerasles cerasles and C. vipera 
became the Egyp. h ieroglyph for 'f' from the ono
matopoeic ly, lyl; the above 3 names may be re
lated to this. Tristram notes that shiphon is Arab. 
for the horned viper. Although the words adder 
and viper are nearly synonymous and refer to the 
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Old World viperine snakes, adder first referred to 
snakes generally (a NADDER [OE] became an 
adder). Viper, derived from viviparous ( I ive
bearing), was first used by Tyndale in· the early 
1 6th century. 

Both 'eß'eh and 'alfsa� are translated viper 
(RSV) in figurative passages. The former is identical 
with Arab. ala'li, used sometimes of snakes gen er
ally, sometimes of vipers. 'aMa� is related to an 
Arab. root 'to coil itself ' ,  wh ich describes a habit 
of the desert vi pers. 

Palestine's largest viper ( Vipera paleslina) is 
found over much of the country except the desert: 
it cannot be identified with any of the above but it 
is common in Galilee and Judaea and could be the 
species to which Gk. echidna largely refers. Four of 
its 5 mentions are to a 'brood of vi pers' used by 
Christ and John the Baptist of the Pharisees. This 
is apt, for these vi pers bear live young in batches. 
The fifth mention is the only Iiteral one, in Acts 
28:3; the snake which bit Paul is traditionally held 
to be the common viper, which is still found on 
Sicily and other islands, though not on Malta. 

For further details on biology and distribution 
see Cansdale, pp. 202-2 1 0 . 

The word CROCODILE is not found in any EV 
other than Rsvmg. where it translates leviathan (Jb. 
4 1 :  1 )  and though this passage is wholly figurative 
there are several points suggesting crocodile is cor
rect: e.g. vv. 1 3  and 1 5, 'Who can penetrate his 
double coat of mail? . . .  his back is made of rows of 
shields.' The precise setting of Job is uncertain but 
it is Iikely to have been somewhere around the E 
Mediterranean. In biblical times the Nile crocodilc 
was found from source to mouth of the Nile. Whilc 
its distribution N of Egypt in that period is un
known, returning Crusaders reported crocodiles in 
the Zerka river, wh ich runs into the Mediterranean 
near Caesarea and is still known ·locally as the 
Crocodile river. Crocodilians are eaten in various 
parts of the world and though they cannot be iden
tified in the Mosaic food lists i t  is certain tnat their 
carnivorous habits would make them unclean. 

Apart from one figurative use in Rev. 1 6: 1 3  (Gk . 
baIrachos), the word FROG (Heb. �'pardea· l  
occurs only in connection with the seclOnd of 
God's plagues upon Egypt (Ex.  8 :2ff.). Frogs 
belong to the dass Amphibia, all memlbers of 
which must pass their early stages in water. Several 
frogs, especially of the genus Rana, are COlll!mon in 
the Nile valley, and more than one specie:s could 
have been the �'ßardea' wh ich cause:d thi� 
plague. 

LOCUSTS are the most important bibltical in· 
sects, with some 56 appearances under '9 Heb 
names and one Gk. To the ancient Heb. thte locus' 
was primarily a destroyer but it was also at usefu 
source of animal protein. Three suggestions for in 
terpreting the Heb. names are: 

I .  They refer to different species. This camnot b, 
wholly true, for only 3 species of true loc!ust an 
involved - migratory, desert and MOJroccar 
locusts. 

2.  They represent various colour phases and/o 
the stages through wh ich locusts pass alS the, 
mature. The list in Joel 1 :4 is sometimes tatken t< 
describe such a series. 

3. These names are descriptive nicknames" for al 
with identifiable roots refer to one or other attrib 
ute of locusts. This is most likely, though (( 1 )  an< 
(2) may be true in part .  

Locusts, of the section Sallaloria (leapers)) of th ,  



order Orthoptera, were the only insects regarded as 
'clean', described vividly as having 'Iegs above their 
feet ,  with which to leap on the earth' (Lv. I I  : 2 1 ). 
Locusts are, in fact, GRASSHOPPERS and 2 of 
the Heb. words may refer to species other than true 
locusts - bagä/.2, from a root 'to hide', could 
have been a recognizable sm aller species, for 3 of 
its 5 occurrences refer to smallness. so/'äm, from a 
root 'to swallow up or destroy', is sometimes trans
Iated 'bald locust' from old Talmudic statements 
that its head is smooth in front, which would weil 
fit  the Tryxalinae, a distinct family of 
grasshoppers. 

The EVV handle these names so variously, espe
cially in the food lists and Joel 1 :4, that it is not 
useful to tabulate them. 'ar/.2eh (24 times) is the 
general term, from a root 'to multiply', always used 
of the 8th plague and often considered to be spe
cific for migratory locust. The other Heb. words 
are hargöl, incorrectly beetle (AV) and cricket 
(RSV), ptobably from root 'to run swiftly'; gäzäm, 
from root 'to cut off'; yeleq, perhaps from root 'to 
lick or eat up'; bäsrt, from root 'to consume'; 
$'Iä$al from root 'to whir'; and gö/.2, Iiterally 'a 
swarm'. 

Locusts are typically highly gregarious but there 
is now evidence that they also have solitary phases 
and that swarming is probably a physiological re
sponse t conditions. Migrations follow no precise 
pattern and swarms are largely wind-driven, cer
tainly over long distances ('the east wind had 
brought the locusts', Ex. 1 0: 1 3). The biology of all 
species is roughly the same. The female lays 
packets of eggs just beneath the surface of the soil 
where they may stay for many months be fore mois
ture allows them to hatch. The locust does not pass 
throlLgh the 3 distinct stages of a typical insect; 
when the egg hatches, the larva has the general 
shape of the adult, but without wings, wh ich it ac
quires gradually over the 5 or 6 moults. The young 
are 0 ften known as hoppers. Locusts are wholly 
vegetarian and exist in such numbers that disas
trous damage is done to crops; in 1 889 a desert 
locusrt swarm that crossed the Red Sea was reck
oned to cover 5,000 sq . km. 

Th,ere is no direct statement that the Israelites 
ate l(J)custs, but the reference in the food lists im
plies lit .  Their potential food value in ancient times 
is Onlen forgotten but there is much evidence in the 
literarture for their wide use. Until recent years 
large ntunbers have been eaten by desert and other 
tribes; and at some seasons it was probably a main 
soure;e f protein, as weil as of fat and minerals. 

Th,e Ioeust was almost synonymous with 'des
troyelT' and a plague of loeusts was often regarded 
as Gwd's judgment; in 3 eases, apart from the 8th 
plagUle, locusts were sent or threatened by God as 
punis;hrnent. 

AI\�TS, BEES and WASPS form the inseet order 
HYfntenop/era (membranous-winged), many of 
whosle species have complex social organization. 
Numlerous kinds are found in Palestine and 01' 
these' th� most important is the honey bee, for until 
the I l8th century honey was the basic material for 
sweettening. The general name BEE is properly 
givem today to several families of this order, includ
ing smlilary and bumble bees as weil as honey bees. 
Heb. d'/.2örd cou Id have covered an even larger 
range: cf insects, including bee-like flies, but it is 
c1ear from their contexts that 3 out of 4 OT occur
rencres refcr to the honey bee (Jdg. 1 4 :8; Ps. 1 1 8 : 1 2 ;  
Ot .  1 1  :44). The fourth passage using this word i s  a 
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figurative one - Is. 7 :  1 8, 'The Lord shall whistle . .  
for the bee that is in the land of Assyria.' This 
translation for säraq is preferred to 'hiss' (AV). A 
tradition that the natives of Palestine called their 
bees by making a whistling or hissing sound sug
gests that d'/.2örd here also refers to the honey bee. 

The numerous references to • honey in OT and 
NT imply that its use was common and wide
spread. It is Iikely that much of the honey was pro
duced by wild bees nesting in hollow trees or rocky 
holes, but from very early times bees have been en
couraged to occupy simple hives of basket or 
earthenware. 

All EVV translate Heb. $ird as HORNET, which 
is a large colonial wasp with a very painful or·even 
dangerous sting, still common in parts of Pahis
tine, including the desert around the Oead Sea. All 
the mentions are in rather similar contexts, as Ex. 
23:28, ' I  will send hornets before you' .  The refer
ence could be literal, for there are records of hor
nets, and even bees, causing horses and cattle to 
panic and stampede. 1. Garstang's suggestion 
(Joshua-Judges, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 1 1 2ff., 285/f.) that the 
hornet of Jos. 24: 1 2, e/e., represents the Egyptian 
empire in Canaan has not found much acceptance . . 

The ANT (Heb. n'mäld) is mentioned only in Pr. 
6:6 and 30:25. Ants vary widely in size and habits, 
but all are social, living in colonies of a dozen or so 
to hundreds of thousands. Many types of ants 
occur in Palestine, but the context c1early identifies 
this as the harvester ant, sometimes called the agri
cultural ant, which is about 6 mm long. I ts colonies 
are common and conspicuous in many parts of 
Israel outside the actual desert. It collects seeds of 
many kinds, especially grasses, during spring and 
early summer and stores them in underground gal
leries, orten after removing the husks and letting 
them blow away in the wind. which c1early indi
cates the nest entrance. 

MOTH is the name given correctly to the larger 
section of the order Lepidop/era (scale-winged in
sects) which includes the most colourful and con
spicuous insects. Palestine has many species of 
both butterfly and moth, but the only biblical ref
erence is to the atypical c10thes moth, Heb. 'äs 
and Gk. ses (Jb. 4: 1 9 ;  Lk. 1 2 :33, elc. ) .  The con
texts all confirm identification of this pest, which 
is always associated with man and his goods. In 
countries with fairly high average temperatures 
for much of the year, where c10thes were regarded 
as a form of wealth and therefore stored in quan
tity, damage by the larvae of these c10thes moths 
could be serious. When the moths emerge the 
damage has al ready been done, for the adults do 
not feed. 

FLEAS, belonging to a wingless insect order, 
have always been parasitic on man and his do
mestic stock and they are particularly numerous 
among nomadic peoples. Heb. parös occurs only 
in I Sa. 24: 1 4; 26:20. The metaphor is c1ear and the 
jumping habit of the flea confirms the translation. 
Although mostly known just as nuisances, fleas are 
also potential carriers of serious diseases, notably 
bubonie plague (see 'Mouse', above). 

Although the word FLY is widely and loosely 
used it is strictly applied only to Dip/era, a large 
insect order having only one pair of wings. The 
word occurs only twice in AV!RSV, each time trans
lating Heb. z'/.2Ii/.2, but nothing in the context of 
either allows more precise identification. In Is. 7 :  1 8  
i t  i s  used figuratively, while Ec. 1 0: I i s  the familiar 
proverb, ' Oead flies cause the ointment of the 
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apothecary to send forth a stinking savour' (AV). A 
wide variety of insects, and not only true flies, 
might be attracted to embalmers' spices and un
guents. Heb. 'äröQ is translated 'swarms of flies' 
(Ex. 8 :2 I ff. ;  Pss. 78:45; 1 05 :3 1 ) .  These passages 
refer to the plague of flies in Egypt; many species 
have mass hatchings into profuse swarms that are 
dangerous or gravely inconvenient from sheer 
weight of numbers. These swarms could weil have 
consisted of 'divers sorts of flies' (AV). 

GNAT is an imprecise word given to several 
groups of small two-winged insects, similar to and 
sometimes including midges and mosquitoes. The 
only NT occurrence of Gk.  könöps is in Mt .  
23 :24, which should be read as  in RSV 'straining out 
a gnat'. (AV 'strain a/ a gnat' seems to be a printer's 
error.) This comment was based on the Pharisaic 
practice of drinking water through a straining 
cloth to avoid swallowing an insect regarded as un
clean. Many small insects breed in and near water 
and their larval forms are common in stagnant 
water. könöps probably had as wide a meaning as 
the Eng. 'gnat'. 

RSV prefers 'gnat' to 'Iouse' (Heb. kinnäm) in 
Ex. 8 : 1 6- 1 8, but the most probably translation is 
TICK. The louse is a wingless insect but the tick is 
an eight-Iegged arthropod more nearly related to 
spiders. Both are specialized blood-sucking para
sites and vectors of dangerous human diseases. 
This problem is discussed in Cansdale, p. 229. 

The SCORPION (Heb. 'aqräQ; Gk. skorpios) 
is one of thc arthropods that can be identified with 
certainty. Members of this order vary widely in size 
and toxicity; though the largest of the Palestine 
species is up to 1 5  cm, most of the 1 2  species are 
much sm aller and none has a sting likely to be fatal 
under normal conditions. All have the typical 
scorpion shape - heavy pincers, 4 pairs of legs and 
a long up-turned tail ending in a sting. Scorpions 
are largely nocturnal, especially in desert country, 
spending the day hidden under stones or in holes 
and emerging at night to hunt the small animals on 
which they feed. Several mentions in the OT and 
NT are in proverbial form, e.g. I Ki. 1 2 : 1 1 ,  'I will 
chastise you with scorpions', possibly a reference 
to a many-tailed whip, loaded with hooked knobs 
of metal and known as a scorpion (cf. I Macc. 
6:5 1 ;  'machines [Gk. skorpidiaJ to shoot arrows'). 
Our Lord vividly likens a scorpion to an egg in Lk. 
1 1 : 1 2; the main segment of some scorpions is fat 
and almost egg-shaped. 

Palestine has a large range of SPIDERS, an
other order of eight-Iegged arthropods, of which 
the web-spinners are clearly referred to in Jb. 8: 1 4  
and Is. 59: 5-6 (Heb. 'akkäQrf). s 'mämfl also is 
translated 'spider' in Pr. 30:28, 'The spider taketh 
hold with her hands' (AV). A more likely transla
tion is GECKO. 

Finally, there is a series 01' names that refer to 
less easily identified invertebrates (animals without 
backbones). The context clearly confirms SNAIL 
as the translation for Heb. sabllil 'as a snail which 
melteth' (AV), 'Iike the snail �hich dissolves into 
slime' (RSV), Ps. 58:8. Both translations reflect an 
ancient belief that in leaving a visible trail behind it 
the snail was gradually melting away. There is 
nothing to confirm 'snail' as the translation of 
Heb. höme/ in the list of forbidden meats in Lv. 
I 1  :30.' RSV renders it 'sand lizard' and there is gen
eral agreement in modern EVV that it is a LlZARD 
of some kind. 

The word WORM is technically correct only for 
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several phyla of invertebrate animals, but opular 
language uses it much more widely. Win-worms 
and wood-worms are beetles; cut-worms a-e moth 
caterpillars; slow-worms are lizards, and SJ on. In 
ancient times and among less-developed peoples 
the usage is even more vague. Five Heb. WJrds are 
translated 'worm' and in the popular stnse this 
translation can be accepted. In most pasSiges the 
use is solely figurative and more precise id:ntifica
ti on is difficult, but see Cansdale, pp. 235f. for dis
cussion. There is no word for 'worms' in he Heb. 
text of the well-known passage in Jb. 1 9 :  1 6and thc 
Avmg. and RSV should be followed : 'aftcr my skin 
has been destroyed' .  

Found only in Pr. 30: 15  the word 'ho15cleach' 
(AV), 'Ieech' (RSV), is a translation of Het '''/riqii. 
'sucking'; but in most EVV there is mg. Clmment 
that thc text is obscure. Two interpretatons arc 
found . I .  Most scholars, following AV, RSV.assume 
a reference to the LEECH, probably of sone aqua
tic type such as the horse leech (Limna/is lilo/ica) .  
still found i n  stagnant waters o f  Egypt .md the 
Near East, which is a serious menace to nen and 
animals when swallowed with drinkirg-water. 
Leechcs belong to the world-wide Phyllln AII
nelida, or segmented worms. 2. Others, nding thc 
similarity to the Arab. word 'alaqeh, idmtify i t  
with a female demon, perhaps a blood-sucking 
vampire (cf. Rvmg.) which the Arabs cal 'Aliiq: 
this latter cannot be accepted, for blood-5ucking 
bats, the true vampires, are found only in Central 
and S America. 

The phrase CREEPING THINGS is a non
specific term in EVV translating two Heb words 
which are used particularly in the • creatiOl narra
tive. The comments below refer mainly to AV. In  
RSV the translation of these two words is not uni
form and in one ca se (I Ki. 4:33) sere� i-; trans
Iated reptiles. 

I .  remes, from the verb rämas, to creep. movc', 
and having, with römes, the participle I' that 
verb, the meaning 'creeping or moving thing'. lt is 
apparently applied to all animals in Gn.  9 :3 ,  but is 
sometimes used of sea (Gn. 1 :2 1 ;  Ps. 1 04:25) or 
land (Gn. 1 :24-25; 6:20; 7 :8 , 1 4, 2 1 , 23 )  Cleaturcs 
exclusively, and in I Ki. 4:33 and Ezk . 38:20 it is 
distinguished from beasts (b'Mmii), Fowls ( 'aß) 
and fishes (däg). Though some commentators 
have argued that in the creation account it r�l"ers to 
reptiles, it cannot correspond exactly to any 
modern scientific category, referring rather to all 
creatures moving close to thc ground. 

2 .  sere�, from the verb sära�, 'to swarm 
teem', and meaning 'swarming thing', translated i n  
the AV as 'creeping thing' (Gn.  7 :2 1 ;  Lv. 5 :2; 1 I  :2 1 
23, 29, 4 1 -44; 22:5; Dt. 1 4 : 1 9) and 'moviog crea· 
ture' (Gn. 1 :20; • CREATION). l t  could be applied tc 
water (Gn. 1 :20; Lv. 1 1 : 1 0) and land (Go.  8:2 1 : 
creatures, and in Lv. I I  :29 is specifically defincd a� 
including weasels, mice and lizards. In short 
seres, like remeS, seems to refer to creaturc; 
which appear to move close to the groumd with • 
range 01' possibilities according to the co ntext . 

In NT Gk. herpe/on, derived from Iherpö, 'tr 
creep, crawl' (not in the Bible), and thereforc mean 
ing 'crecping thing'. is used 4 times (A cts 1 0: 1 2  
I I  :6; Rom. I :23; Jas. 3 :7), probably mea ning 'rep 
tile' in each ca se. In the LXX it is used clhiefly as ; 
translation for remeS and seres . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. S. Cansclale, AnimaJs 01 Bibi. 
Lands, 1 970; F. E. Zeuner. A His/ory O} Domesti 
ca/ed Animals, 1 963; ABD. S. I'. G se. 



ANN.� ( G k .  form 01' Heb. hannä, 'grace'). An 
aged vidow, daughter 01' Phanuel, 01' the tribe 01' 
Ashcl (Lk .  2 : 36-38). Like Simeon, who also be-
10ngeJ to the remnant which 'waited for the con
solation 01' Israel', she had prophetic insight, and 
was a regular attender at the morning and evening 
serviC!s in the Temple. On hearing Simeon's words 
at thc presentation 01' lesus, she commended the 
child as the long-awaited Messiah, and praised 
God r the fulfilment 01' his promises. J .D.D. 

ANNAS, Annas or Ananos, son 01' Seth, was ap
pointcd high priest in AD 6 and deposed in AD 1 5 .  
In  the NT h e  i s  still referred t o  a s  high priest after 
AD 1 5. This may be for one 01' three reasons. First, 
though the Romans deposed high priests and ap
point�d new ones, the lews thought 01' the high 
priesthood as a l ife office. The Mishnah (Horayoth 
3 . 4) says: 'A high priest in office differs from the 
priest that is passed from his high priesthood only 
in the bullock that is offered on the Day 01' 
Atonement and the tenth 01' the ephah.' Secondly, 
the title 'high priest' is given in Acts and losephus 
to members 01' the few priestly families from wh ich 
most high priests were drawn, as weil as to those 
exercising the high-priestly office. Thirdly, Annas 
had great personal influence with succeeding high 
priests. Five 01' his sons and Caiaphas his son-in
law became high priest. At the trial 01' lesus we find 
Annas conducting a preliminary investigation 
before the official trial by Caiaphas (ln.  1 8 :  1 3-24). 
When Lk.  3 :2  says that the high priest was Annas 
and Caiaphas, the singular is probably deliberate, 
indicating that, though Caiaphas was the high 
priest officially appointed by Rome, his father-in
law shared his high-priestly power, both de /acto by 
his personal influence and, according to strict 
lewish thought, also dejure (cf Acts 4:6). D.R.H.  

ANNUNCIATION. The vision 01' Mary ( Lk.  1 :26-
38) 'announces' the conception 01' a Messiah-Son 
and describes with poetic imagery Messiah's 
human (Lk. 1 :32) and divine (Lk. 1 :341'.) character 
and the eternal nature 01' his kingdom (Lk.  1 :33). 
Machen and Daube give the most helpful treat
ment 01' the l iterary questions. See also 0 VIRGIN 
BIRTH, • INcARNATloN. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. E. Brown, The Birth 0/ the 
Messiah, 1 977; D. Daube, The Ne", Testament and 
Rabbinie Judaism, 1 956; E. E. Ellis, The Gospel 0/ 
Luke ' ,  1 974; 1. G. Machen, The Virgin Birrh, 1 93 1 ;  
1. McHugh, The Mother 0/ JeslIs in the Ne", Testa-
ment,  1 975;  DCG; ODCC. E.E .E. 

ANOINTING, ANOI NTED. Persons and things 
were anointed, in the OT, to signify holiness, or 
separation unto God: pillars (cf Gn. 28: 1 8); the 
tabernacle and its I'urnit ure (Ex .  30:22ff. ); shiclds 
(2 Sa. 1 :2 1 ;  I s. 2 1 :5 :  probably to consecrate thclll 
for the 'holy war', sec Dt. 23 :9ff. ); kings (Jdg. 9 :8 ;  2 
Sa. 2 :4; I Ki .  1 : 34); priests ( Ex .  28:4 1 ); prophets ( I  
Ki .  1 9 : 1 6). Thc illlportance and solemnity 01' the 
anointing is shown. first, by thc fact that it  was an 
offcllce meriting excommunication to compound 
the h oly oil for a common purpose (Ex. 30 :32-33): 
secondly, by thc authority which thc anointing car
ried, such that, for cxalllple, wh ilc lehu's fcllow
commanders scorned the prophet as a 'madman' , 
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they did not dare resist the implications 01' his 
action, but accepted without question that he who 
was anointed as king must indeed be king (2 K i .  
9 : 1 1 - 1 3);  thirdly, by  thc effect produced in the 
anointed, the person or thing becoming holy (Ex .  
30:22-33) and sacrosanct ( I  Sa. 24:7, ete.) .  Fun
damentally the anointing was an act 01' God (I Sa. 
1 0: 1 ), and the word 'anointcd' was used meta
phorically to mean the bestowal 01' divine favour 
(Pss. 23 :5 ;  92 : 1 0) or appointment to a special place 
or function in the purpose 01' God (Ps. 1 05 : 1 5 ; Is. 
45: I) ( 0 MEssIAH) .  Further, the anointing symbol
ized equipment for service, and is associated with 
the outpouring 01' the Spirit 01' God ( I  Sa. 1 0 :  1 , 9; 
1 6: 1 3; I s. 61 : 1 ;  Zc. 4 : 1 - 1 4) .  This usage is carried 
over into the NT (Acts 1 0 :38; I ln .  2 :20, 27). The 
use 01' oil in anointing the sick (Jas. 5 : 1 4) is best 
understood thus, as pointing to the Holy Spirit, the 
Lifegiver. Or, on the OT model 01' setting aside 
kings by anointing, the oil may signify a separat ing 
off 01' the sickness from the patient to Christ (cf 
Mt.  8 : 1 7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E.  Kutsch, Salbung als Rechtsakt 
im A. T (ZA W Beiheft 87), 1 963; W. Brunotte, D. 
Müller, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 1 1 9- 1 24. J .A .M .  

ANTICHRIST. The expression antichristos i s  
found in the Bible only in the  lohannine Epistles ( I  
l n .  2 :  1 8 , 22; 4 :3 ;  2 l n .  7), but the idea behind it is 
widespread. We should probably understand the 
force 01' anti as indicating opposi tion, rat her than a 
false claim, i. e. the antichrist is one who opposes 
Christ rather than one who claims to be the Christ. 
1 1' this is so, then we should include under the head
ing 'antichrist' such OT passages as Dn. 7:71'. , 2 1 1'., 
and those in 2 Thes. 2 and Revelation which deal 
with the strong opposition that the forces 01' evil 
are to offer Christ in the last days. 

The concept is introduced in lohn as already 
weil known ('you have heard that antichrist is 
coming', I ln .  2 : 1 8) .  But though he does not dis
pute the fact that at the end 01' this age there will 
appear an evil being, called 'antichrist', lohn in
sists that there is a temper, an attitude, character
istic 01' antichrist, and that already exists. Indeed, 
he can speak 01' 'many antichrists' as al ready in the 
world (I ln. 2: 1 8) .  He gives something in the 
nature 01' a definit ion 01' antichrist when he says, 
'This is the antichrist, he who denies the Father 
and the Son' ( I  ln .  2 :22). This becomes a little 
more explicit when the criterion is made the refusal 
to acknowledge 'the coming 01' lcsus Christ in the 
flesh' (2 ln. 7). For lohn it is basic that in lesus 
Christ we see God acting for man's salvation (I ln .  
4:91'.). When a man denies this he  is not simply 
guilty 01' doctrinal error. He is undercutting the 
very foundation 01' the Christian faith. He is doing 
the work 01' Satan in opposing the things 01' God . 
At the end 01' the age this will characterize the 
work 01' the supreme embodiment 01' evil. And 
those who in a small way do the same thing now 
demonstrate by that very fact that they are his 
henchmen. 

Paul does not use the term 'antichrist', but the 
'man 01' lawlessness' 01' whom he writes in 2 Thes. 
2 :3ff. c1early refers to thc same being. The charac
teristic 01' this individual is that he 'opposes and 
exalts himself against every so-called god or object 
of worsh ip' (v. 4). He claims to be God ( ibid.) .  
Hc is not Satan, but his coming is 'by the activ
ity of Satan' (v. 9). It cannot be said that all the 
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difficulties 01' this passage have been c1eared up, 
and, in particular, the identification 01' the man 01' 
lawlessness is still hotly debated . But for our pres
ent purpose the main points are clear enough. Paul 
thinks 01' the supreme elfort 01' Satan as not in the 
past, but in the future. He does not think 01' the 
world as gradually evolving into a perfect state, but 
01' evil as continuing right up til l  the last time. Then 
evil will make its greatest challenge to good, and 
this challenge will be led by the mysterious figure 
who owes his power to Satan, and who is the 
instrument 01' Satan's culminating challenge to the 
things 01' God. Paul is sure 01' the outcome. Christ 
will consume the man 01' lawlcssness 'with the 
breath 01' his mouth' (v. 8). The last, supreme chal
lenge 01' Satan will be defeated . 

That is surely the meaning 01' some, at least, 01' 
the imagery 01' the book 01' Revelation. Biblical 
students are far from unanimous about the right 
way to interpret this book, but nearly all are agreed 
that some 01' the visions refer to the final struggle 
01' the forces 01' evil with Christ. Sometimes the 
symbolism refers plainly to Satan. Thus the 'great 
red dragon' 01' Rev. 1 2 :3  is expressly identified with 
Satan (v. 9). But the 'beast' 01' Rev. 1 1 :7 is not. He 
is c10sely related to Satan, as his works show. Other 
similar figures appear (Rev. 1 3 : 1 1 , ete.). It is not 
our purpose here to identify any particular one 
with the antichrist, but simply to point to the fact 
that this book too knows 0 1' one empowered by 
Satan who will oppose Christ in the last days. This 
may fairly be said to be characteristic 01' the Chris
tian view 01' the last days. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Bousset and A. H. Keane, 
The Antichrist Legend, 1 896; art. 'Antichrist' in 
EBi; M. R. James, art. 'Man 01' Sin and Antichrist' 
in H DB; G. Vos, The Pauline Eschatology ', 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 94- 1 35;  NIDNTT I ,  pp. 1 24- 1 26; G. C .  Berk
ouwer, The Return 01 Christ, 1 972, pp. 260-290. 

L.M. 

ANTIOCH (PISIDIAN). This Asia Minor city 10-
cated in Phrygia towards Pisidia, according to 
Strabo, was one 01' a number 01' Antiochs founded 
by a Macedonian cavalry leader, Seleucus I Nica
tor (3 1 2-280 BC), probably on the site 01' a Phry
gian lemple-village. Situated astride a main trading 
route between Ephesus and Cilicia, it became a 
prominent cenlre 01' Hellenism in the pre-Christian 
period. The Seleucids brought Jewish colonists 
into Phrygia for political and commercial reasons, 
and the more tolerant descendants 01' these settlers 
received Paul kindly on his first missionary journey 
(Acts 1 3 : 1 4). The Romans included Pisidian Anli
och in the province 01' Galatia, and Augustus made 
it one 01' a series 01' Roman colonies in Pisidia. 

In Phrygia, women enjoyed considerable pres
tige and sometimes occupied civic offices. Paul's 
enemies employed so me 01' these to obtain his ex
pulsion from Antioch (Acts 1 3 : 50). The ruined site 
is near Yalvac in modern Turkey, and from that 10-
cality have come inscriptions, damaged stelae and 
other artifacts relating to the cult 01' the god Men, 
which was prominent in Pisidian Antioch in the I st 
century AD. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Levick, JHS 9 1 ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 80-
84. R.K.H .  

ANTIOCH (SYRIAN). Antioch on the Orontes, 
now Antakya in SE Turkey, some 500 km N 01' Je-

rusalem, was founded c. 300 BC by Seleucu. I Nica
tor after his victory over Antigonus at ISlUS (3 1 0  
BC). I t  was the most famous 01' sixteen Antiochs es
tablished by Seleucus in honour 01' his fath�r. Built 
at the foot 01' Mt Silpius, it overlooked th� navig
able river Orontes and boasted a fine seaport, Se
leucia Pieria. While the populace 01' Antioch was 
always mixed, Josephus records that the S!leucids 
encouraged Jews to emigrate there in large num
bers, and gave them full citizenship rights (Ant. 1 2 . 
1 1 9) .  

Antioch fell to Pompey in 64 BC,  and he made i t  
a free city. I t  became the capital 01' the Roman 
province 01' Syria, and was the third largest city 01' 
the empire. The Seleucids and Romans erected 
magnificent temples and other buildings. 

Even under the Seleucids the inhabitants had 
gained a reputation 1'0. ei1ergy, insolence and in
stability, which manifested itself in a series 01' re
volts against Roman rule. Nevertheless, Antioch 
was renowned for its culture, being commended in 
this respect by no less a person than Cicero (Pro 
Archia 4). Close by the city were the renowned 
groves 01' Daphne, and a sanctuary dedicated to 
Apollo, where orgiastic rites were celebrated in the 
name 01' religion. Despite the bad moral tone, life 
in Antioch at the beginning 01' the Christian era 
was rich and varied. 

Apart from Jerusalem i tself, no other city was so 
intimately connected with the beginnings 01' Chris
tianity. Nicolas, one 01' the seven 'deacons' 01' ACIS 
6 :5 ,  was 01' Antioch, and had been a Gentile con
vert to Judaism. During the persecution which 1'01-
lowed the death 01' Stephen, some 01' the disciples 
went as far north as Ant ioch (ACIS 1 1 : 1 9), and 
preached to the Jews. Later arrivals also took 
Christianity to the Greek populace, and when nu
merous conversions occurred the Jerusalem church 
sen t Barnabas to An tioch. When he had assessed 
the situation he went to Tarsus and brought Sau I 
back with hirn, and both 01' them taught in Anti
och for a wh oie year. The disciples were first calleel 
'Christians' there (Acts 1 1  :26). 
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The energetic nature 01' the Christians in Anti
och was displayed in the way in which alms werc 
sent to the mother church in Jerusalem whcn 
famine struck (Acts 1 1  :27-30). I t  was fitting that 
the city in wh ich the first Gentile church was 
founeled, anel where the Christians were !liven. 
pcrhaps sarcastically, their characteristic name. 
should be the birthplace 01' Christian foreign mis· 
sions (Acts 1 3 : 1-3). Paul anel Barnabas set oul 
from the seaport 01' Antioch and sailed for Cyprus 
This first journey into Asia Minor conclueled whcn 
Paul and Barnabas returneel to Antioch anel rc· 
porteel to the assembled church. 

Some 01' the refugees from the persecuti n OVCI 
Stephen had taken the lead in preaching at Anti 
och to Gentiles equally with Jews (Acts I 1 :20). Th< 
Gentile problem came to a heael when some Jew! 
visited Antioch and proclaimed the necessity 01  
circumcision for Gentiles as a prerequisite to be 
coming Christians. Resisting this prin ciple, thl 
church at Antioch sent a deputation headed b) 
Paul anel Barnabas to Jerusalem to elebate thl 
matter (Acts 1 5 : 1 -2).  

With James presiding, the quest ion 01 whethe' 
or not circumcision was to be obligatory f r Gen 
tile Christians was thoroughly discussed. Peler ha< 
al ready encountered the difficulties involved in thl 
reJationships between Jews and Gentiles at olhe 
than commercial levels (Acts 1 0:28). Although ap 
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pearing favourable to such contacts, he had been 
censured by the Jerusalem church for eating in un
circumcised company (Acts 1 I  : 3 ;  cf Ga!. 2: 1 2) .  He 
now acknowledged that God had not differenti
ated between Jew and Gentile after Pentecost. 

After Paul had related the blessings which the 
Gentiles had received, James gav� his opinion that 
abstinence from blood, things strangled, idolatry 
and immorality should alone be required of Gen
tile converts. These provisions were written into the 
apostolic letter to the churches of Antioch and its 
province. Paul returned to Ant ioch as the recog-
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nized apostle to the uncircumcision (Acts 1 5 :22-
26). 

There is good reason for the view that • Gala
tians was written on the eve of this Jerusalem 
Council, possibly from Antioch . It appears that the 
Council settled in principle the contentions for 
which Paul had to battle in Galatians. 

Paul began and ended his second missionary 
journey at Antioch. This notable city saw also the 
start of his third missionary visitation. Its evangel
istic zeal afforded Antioch great status in the sub
sequent history of the church. Archaeological ex
cavations at the si te have unearthed over twenty 
ruined churches dating from the 4th century AD. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Wallace-Hadrill. Chrislian 
Anlioch, 1 982. R .K .H .  

C.J .H .  

ANTIOCHUS. The name 01' 1 3  kings or the Sc
leucid dynasty which in the 40 years following the 
death 01' Alexandcr the Great in 323 BC had 
become master or Asia Minor, Syria and the 
more westcrly or Alexander's E dominions. Being 
a Hellenistic dynasty, they sought to maintain 
hold 01' this vast empire by founding or resettling 
a chain or Graeco-Macedonian cities throughout 
its length and breadth .  °Antioch on the Orontes 
was their capital, with Seleucia on the Tigris 
a second capital administering the eastern 
provInces. 

Antiochus I was the son 01' Seleucl!s I ,  rounder 
or the dynasty, and Apama I .  Joint-king with his 
rather rrom 292, he succeeded him early in 280 and 
ruled until his death on I or 2 June 26 1 .  About 275 
he was honoured with the t i tle SÖler ('saviour') 
ror delivering several cities or Asia M inor rrom the 
Gauls: he rounded many Hellenistic cities. During 
his reign there was much conflict with the Ptole
maic dynasty or Egypt. 

Antiochus 1 1 ,  the younger son or Antiochus I 
and Straton ice, succeeded his father in 26 1 .  He l ib
erated Ephesus, lonia, Cilicia and Pamphylia rrom 
Egyptian domination, and in return ror their au
tonomy the cities or Asia M inor gave him the title 
Theos ( 'god'). He banished his first wire, his cousin 
Laodice and her two sons and two daughters, and 
in 252 married Berenice, daughter or Ptolemy 1 1  
Philadelphus 01' Egypt. H e  died i n  246. 

Antiochus 1 1 1 ,  the younger son 01' Seleucus 1 1  
and grandson o r  Antiochus 1 1  and Laodice, suc
ceeded his older brot her Alexander Seleucus 1 1 1  
Soter on the latter's assassination i n  223. While re
ducing S Syria and Palestine in 2 1 7  he was dereated 
at Raphia by Ptolemy IV Philopator or Egypt, but 
a victory at Panion (the NT Caesarea Philippi) in 
1 98 BC gave him secure control or those regions, 
rormerly part or the empire or the Ptolemies. After 
putting down two domestic revolts, he led a vic
torious army E as rar as Bactria to regain the old 
Seleucid empire: rur this he was called by the 
Greeks 'the Great' as he had assumed the Achae
menid title or the 'Great King'. Campaigns in 
Asia M inor and Greece resulted in successive 
dereats by Rome, culminating in the battle or 
Magnesia ( 1 89) and the subsequent Treaty or 
Apamea, by which he ceded to Rome all Asia 
Minor N and W or the Taurus Mountains. In 1 87 
he died and was succeeded by his son Seleucus IV 
Philopator. 

Antiochus I V, the youngest son or Ant iochus 1 1 1  
and Laodice 1 1 1 ,  succeeded his brother Seleucus IV 
in 1 75 .  Until 1 7011 69 he reigned with his nephew 
Antiochus, Seleucus' baby son, who was murdered 
in Antiochus' absence by Andronicus, who ar
ranged also the assassination of Onias I 1 I ,  the 
il legally deposed high priest, and was himself re
warded with execution (2 Macc. 4 :32-38). During 
his reign there was much intrigue for the high 
priesthood on the part of Jason and Menelaus, and 
because of their misbehaviour Antiochus visited 
Jerusalem in 1 69 and insisted on entering the holy 
of holies, and carried off some of the gold and 
silver vessels. Pressure from Egypt convinced him 
of the necessity to hellenize Palestine, and meas
ures against the old religion resulted in the cessa-
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tion 01' the sacrifices in the Temple and the ercction 
01' a Greck altar on the site 01' the old one on 25 
Decembcr 1 67 .  The rcvolt led by Mattathiah of the 
house 01' Hashmon and his 5 sons led to the re
consecration or thc Temple just 3 years laler. An
tiochus, who on coins 01' the later years 01' his rcign 
ca lied himself (Theos) Epiphanes, '(god) mani
fest', died on campaign in Media in 1 64 .  

Antiochus V Eupator, son 01' Epiphanes and 
Laodice, was put to death by the army in 1 62 on 
the arrival in Syria 01' his cousin Demet rius I Sot·:r. 
thc younger son of Seleucus IV and Epiphanes' 
rightful successor. 

Antiochus VI Epiphanes Dionysus, the inrant 
son of the pretender Alexander Balas (ruled 1 50-
145), was put forward as king by Diodot us 
(Tryphon) in 1 43, dethroned by him in 142 and 
murdercd by him in 1 38 .  

Antiochus VI I  Sidetes, son 01' Demetrius I Soter, 
deposed Tryphon in 1 39 and ruled until 1 301 1 29 .  
After h i s  decree to the  Jews ( I  Macc. 1 5 : 1 -9) , 
permitting them to coin thcir own money for the 
first time, he invaded and subdued Judaea in 1 34 ,  
granting the people religious rreedom. 

The rest 01' the history of the dynasty is a story 
of constant rivalry for the throne. Antiochus V I I I  
Grypus (nephew of  Sidetes) ruled from 1 25 to  1 1 5. 
when he was expelled by Antiochus IX Philopator 
(Cyzicenus), son 01' Grypus' mother, Cleopatra 
Thea, and Sidetes. Grypus returned in I I I  and rc
gained all except Coele-Syria, which Cyzicenus 
ruled until his death in 95. In 96 Grypus dicd, and 
among subsequent contestants for the throne bear
ing this name were two sons of Grypus (Ant iochus 
X I  Epiphanes Philadelphus and Antiochus X I I  
Dionysus), and a son and grandson o r  Cyzicenus 
(Antiochus X Eusebes Philopator and Antiochus 
X I I I  Asiaticus). The last-named ruled from 69 to 
65 and was the last of the Seleucid monarchs: in his 
settlement or the E in 64 Pompey annexed Syria to 
Rome. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. CAH, 6-9; D. 1. Wiseman in Jraq 
1 6, 1 954, pp. 202-2 1 1 ; E. Ferguson, Backgrounds 
0/ Early ChrislianilY, 1 987. D.H.W. 

ANTI PAS. An abbreviation of Antipater. 
I .  ° Herod Antipas, who ordered the execution 

of John the Baptist. 
2. A martyr or the church or Pergamum (Rcv. 

2: 1 3), who tradition states was roasted in a Ibrazen 
bowl during Domitian's reign. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Hoehner, Herod A nlipas, 
1 972. J . D.D.  

ANTIPATRIS. Formerly Kaphar-Saba_ the 
modern Ras el-Ain, this city, about 42 km S 
of Caesarea on the road to Lydda, was rebuilt 
by Herod the Great in memory of his fathel!' Anti
pater (Josephus, Anl. 1 6. 1 43; Bl I .  4 1 7) .  Pawl was 
taken there on his way from Jerusalem to ClI1esarea 
(Acts 23:3 1 ) . Vespasian occupied it in AD 68 (Bl 4. 
443). Codex Sinaiticus reads Anlipalris inSl<ead or 
palris (home-country) in Mt. 1 3 : 54, witln anli-
subsequently crossed out. (OApHEK .) D .lfl .W. 

APELLES. Greeted by Paul as a tried C hlristian 
(Rom. 1 6: 1 0) .  Lightfoot (Philippians, p. 1 74) found 
the name - which was often adopted by Je ws (cf 
Horace, Sal. I .  5. 1 00) - in I mperial hou:sehold 



circles: Lagrange in loc. notes the sculptured con
temporary Apelles in CIL, VI ,  9 1 83, just possibly 
Christian.  Some MSS have 'Apelles' ror 'Apollos' at 
Acts 1 8 :24; 1 9 :  I ,  perhaps through Origen's guess 
that they may have been identical. A .F.W. 

APHEK, APHEKAH (Heb '''peq(a) , 'I'ortress') 
Name 01' scvcral places in Palestine. 1 .  Jos. 1 3 :4. 
Defining the land remaining to be oeeupied to the 
N. Probably Arqa, NE or Beirut at the souree 01' 
Nahr Ibrahim (BDB; Abel, Geographie de la Pales
tine, p. 247; LOB, p. 2 1 7) .  A different view places it 
at * Ras el-' Ain (cf GTT, p. 1 1 0). 

2. Jos. 1 2 : 1 8 ; I Sa. 4 : 1 ;  29: 1 .  Later *Antipatris, 
now Ras el-Ain,  Heb. Tel Afeq, at the souree or 
Nahr el-Auga (Jarkon, Jos. 1 9 :46) on the trunk 
road to Egypt . Listed by Tuthmosis 1 1 1 ,  Ameno
phis 1 1 ,  Ramesses 1 1  and 1 1 1 ,  probably the Execra
tion Texts. Esarhaddon mentions 'Apkll in the 
territory 01' Samaria', and it oeeurs in the Aramaie 
letter 01' Adon, e. 600 BC (see ANET, 242, 246, 292, 
329). Excavations by Tel Aviv University since 
1 972 have found important Late Bronze Age and 
Phil istine remains (NEAEHL, pp. 87-89). 

3. Jos. 1 9 :30; Jdg. 1 :3 1  (Aphik). In Asher, 
modem Tel l  Kurdaneh, Heb. Tel Afeq, at the 
source 01' Nahr Na'amein wh ich flows into the Bay 
01' Haifa. 

4. I Ki .  20:26, 30; 2 Ki .  1 3 :  1 7 . F1q or Afiq at the 
head I' Wadi F1q, E of the sea 01' Galilee may pre
serve the name, the place being 'En-Gev, a tell on 
the sruore (LOB, p. 304, n. 60). 

S. ]os. 1 5 : 53  (Aphekah). SW 01' Hebron, either 
Khirblet e<;l-<;Iarrame (A. Alt ,  PalästinajahrblIch, 28, 
pp. I M) or Khirbet Kana'an (Abei, op. eit., p. 247). 

A.R.M. 

APOCALYPTIC. The word designates both a 
genre of literature (the Jewish and Christi an apoca
lypseSi) and also the characteristic ideas of this 
literallure. Within the Canon apocalyptic is repre
sen ted especially by the books of * Daniel and 
* Revlelation, bu t there are many other apocalypses 
from the intertestamen tal and early Christian 
perio<ds. 

Alr'eady within the OT prophetie books there are 
passatges which must be classified as apocalyptic in 
some respects at least. Apocalyptic *eschatology 
can boe found especially in Is. 24-27; 56-66; Joel; 
Zc. 9)- 14 .  In these passages the eschatological 
futura: is envisaged in terms of direct divine inter
ventiron, a universal judgment of the nations and a 
new alge of salvation, in which the cosmos will be 
radicmlly transformed. This transcendent eschat
ologYI is the central core of apocalyptic belief. The 
apocallyptic doctrine of the resurrection of the 
dead iis also probably found al ready in Is. 26: 1 9 ,  as 
weil <35 in Dn. 1 2 :2 .  The literary forms of the 
apocallypse, however, are anticipated especially in 
the vi!sions of Ezekiel and Zc. 1 -6. 

I t  'was after the cessation of prophecy that 
apocallyptic flourished as a literat ure distinct from 
propHlecy. I ts first great flowering was in the mid-
2nd-c;entury crisis of Jewish faith under Antiochus 
Epiplhanes, when apocalyptic was the literary ve
hicle cof the H asidic movement, which stood for na
tionall repentance, uncompromising opposition to 
hellemization and eschatological faith in God's 
immiment intervention on behalf of his people. 
There.:after apocalyptic probably characterized 
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various groups within Judaism, including Essenes, 
Pharisees, Zealots, Jewish Christians. (The variety 
or the apocalyptic literat ure should be remembered 
whencver generalizations about apocalyptic are at
tcmpted.) Apocalyptic flourished especially in 
times of national crisis, and the last great Jewish 
eschatological apocalypses co me from the period 
between thc fall of Jerusalem in AD 70 and the 
failure or Bar Kokhba's revol\ .  

The most important post-canonical Jewish apo
calypses are: * I Enoch, a collection of writings of 
which the earliest may date from the 5th century BC 
and the latest from the I st century AD; The Testa
ment 0/ Moses (also called Assllmption 0/ Moses), 
which should b� dated either e. 1 65 BC or early I st 
century AD; 4 Ezra (or 2 Esdras, in the English 
Apocrypha), 2 Barueh and the Apoealypse 0/ Ab
raham, all from the period AD 70-140. The Jewish 
Sibylline Orae/es contain apocalyptic material cast 
in the style of thc pagan oracles 01' the Sibyls. 
Other works, such as * Jubilees and The Testaments 
0/ the Twelve Patriarehs, contain apocalyptic pas
sages, and some new apocalyptic texts have been 
found at Qumran. 

The apocalypses just listed are largely eschato
logical in content, continuing, in some sense, the 
tradition 01' OT prophecy. They reveal (Gk. apoka
lyptO) the secrets of God's plans for history and 
for his coming triumph at the end of history. But 
the apocalyptic literature also includes a tradition 
of eosmologieal apoealyptie, which reveals the mys
teries of the cosmos. This tradition has its origin in 
parts of 1 Enoeh, where Enoch is taken by angels 
on journeys through the heavens and the realms of 
the dead. Cosmology really comes into its own in 
hellenistic apocalypses of the Christian era, such 
as 2 Enoeh and 3 Barueh, where the eschato
logical hope has largely faded. In the rest of this 
article we confine our attention to esehatologieal 
apocalyptic. 

In Iiterary terms, apocalyptic is a highly stylized 
form of literature, with its own conventions of 
symbolism and terminology, continually feeding 
on OT sourees. It i s  a literature of dreams and vi
sions, often centred on a vision of the heavenly 
throne-room. Eschatological prophecy may take 
the form of long discourses or of symbolic 
imagery, which is sometimes very artificial, some
times vivid and effective. Probably the apocalyp
tists never intended to depict the End in literat 
terms. In their attempt to portray a future salva
tion which transcends ordinary historical experi
ence, they seem to have borrowed symbols from 
Canaanite myth and from the mythology they 
encountered in the Eastern Diaspora and in 
hellenistic Palestine. Apocalyptic l i terature often 
exhibits a close but critical interaction with the 
international culture of its time. 

I f  Jewish apocalyptic was often indebted for its 
imagery and forms to its non-Jewish environment, 
its eschatological content derived from OT proph
ecy. In this respect apocalyptic was the heir 0/ 
propheey. Its role was to reassert the prophetic 
promises for the future in their relevance to the 
apocalyptist's own generation. The apocalyptists 
were not themselves prophets. They lived in an age 
when prophecy had ceased, and probably for that 
reason they adopted the device of pseudonymity, 
writing under the name of an OT saint from the 
period of prophetic revelation. This need not be 
regarded as a fraudulent device, as though they 
wished to pass off their work as belonging to the 
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age of prophecy; rat her i t  should be seen as a liter
ary form expressing the apocalyptists' role as in
terpreters of the revelation given in the prophetie 
age. 

From this fictional stand point in the past, the 
apocalyptists often give reviews of history up to 
their own time in the form of predictive prophecy. 
Again, this device need not be intended to deceive. 
It is the apocalyptist's means of penetrating the 
divine plan of history and presenting an interpret
ation of the prophecies of the past, which he re
writes in the light of their fulfilment in order to 
show how they have been fulfilled and what still 
remains to be fulfilled. 

The apocalyptists, then, are interpreters of OT 
prophecy. This does not mean they do not claim 
inspiration. There is good reason to think that the 
visionary experiences attributed to the pseudonym 
often re fleet the real experience of the apocalyptist 
hirnself. The apocalyptist's inspiration, however, 
was the source not so much of fresh prophetic reve
lation as of interpretation of the revelation already 
given through the prophets. The authority of his 
message is thus derivative from that of the 
prophets. 

If  this view of the apocalyptists' self
understanding is adopted, it will be seen that they 
occupy an essentially intertestamental position. 
They in terpret the prophets to an age when proph
ecy has ceased but fulfilment is still awaited. Their 
exclusion from the Canon is not therefore a nega
tive judgment on their value for the intertestamen
tal development of Jewish religion. On the con
trary, by sustaining and intensifying the eschato
logical hope they played a decisively important role 
as a bridge between the Testaments. 

The apocalyptic understanding of history and 
eschatology developed in the context of the post
exilic experience of history, in which Israel re
mained under the domination of the Gentile 
powers and the prophetic promises of glorious res
toration remained largely unfulfilled. In the ex
tended period of contradiction between God's 
promises and the reality of Israel's historical ex
perience, the apocalyptists sought to assure the 
faithful  that God had not abandoned his people, 
that the promised salvation was coming. To this 
end they stressed the divine sovereignty over his
tory: God has predetermined the whole course of 
world history and the End will come at the time he 
has appointed. The power of the pagan empires 
survives only so long as he permits. This strongly 
deterministic view of history does not, however, 
become a fatalism wh ich contradicts human free
dom and responsibility, for the apocalyptists also 
call their readers to repentance and intercession 
and ethical action. Only rarely do they venture to 
set a date for the End . 

The coming eschatological salvation is envisaged 
in transcendent and universal terms. It is an event 
which far transcends the great events of the 
salvation-history of the past. It amounts to a new 
creation, in which all forms of evil and suffering 
will be eliminated. It is characteristic of the apoca
Iyptists to believe that even death will be con
quered: this belief appears in the form both of 
bodily resurrection and of spiritual immortality. 
The eschatological age will be the kingdom of  
God, replacing a l l  earthly empires for ever. Ex
pectations of the fate of the Gentiles vary. The 
oppressors of Israel will be condernned, but fre
quently the nations may come to share in the salva-
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tion of the righteous in Israel, while the apostates 
in Israel will be judged. The universalism of apoca
Iyptic results both from post-exilic Israel's in
volvement in the history of the world-empi'es, and 
from the apocalyptists' intense awareness of the 
universal problem of evi l .  

The negative experience of present his:ory, in 
which apocalyptic arose, contrasted with the tran
scendent future salvation, gives rise to the ttmporal 
dllalism of apocalyptic: its distinction betwten this 
age and the age to come which follows the r.ew cre
ation. This dualism became fully developed only at 
a late stage. The terminology of the two ages ap
pears only in the I st century AD (when it is also 
found in the NT). It is never an absolute dualism. 
for although the powers of evil have become dom
inant in this age, God remains in sovereign control 
over them. T he new creation is seen as a renewal of 
rhis world (though the degree of continuity envis
aged seems to vary). Apocalyptic dualism is at its 
starkest in 2 BarlIch and 4 Ezra, where there is  a 
deepening pessimism and a strong tendency to 
view the history of this age in wholly negative 
terms. From this extreme eschatological dualism it 
is not too great a step to the cosmological dualism 
of Gnosticism. 

The relation between apocalyptic and the NT has 
been much debated. There are passages wh ich 
strongly resemble the Jewish apocalypses in both 
form and content: especially Mt .  24; Mk .  1 3 ; Lk .  
2 I ;  I Thes. 4: 1 6f.; 2 Thes. 2; Rev. But even apart 
from these apocalyptic passages it is c1ear thai 
both Jesus and the early church were broadl} 
indebted to the apocalyptic world of thought, as i� 
evident from their use of such apocalyptic con· 
cepts as resurrection, the two ages, the Son 01 
man, the time of tribulation, the kingdom 01 
God. 

On the other hand, the purely future orientatior 
of Jewish apocalyptic is modified in the NT by th( 
conviction that eschatological /lilfilment has at 
ready begun in the historical event of Jesus Christ 
Christians live between the 'already' and t he 'no 
yet'. In this way the apocalyptic tendency to , 
negative evaluation of present history is super 
seded by t he conviction that God's redemptiv. 
purpose is al ready at work within the history 0' 
this age. 

Moreover, NT apocalyptic is Christ-celltre� 
God's decisive act of eschatological salvation ha 
taken place in the history of Jesus, and Jesus i 
therefore also the focus of the future hope 0 
Christians. For NT writers apocalyptic become 
primarily a means of declaring the significance 0 
Jesus Christ for the destiny of the world. 

One aspect of eschatological fulfilment is the re 
newal of prophecy, and so NT apocalyptic is 
form of fresh prophetic revelation. It is no longe 
pseudonymous and no longer takes a fktion< 
stand point in the pas!: the prophet John,  for e� 
ample, writes in his own name (Rev. I :  I )  and aban 
dons the convention of writing for t he distar 
future (22: 1 0) .  
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APOCRYPHA. 

I .  Definition 
The term 'apocrypha' (neuter plural of the Gk.  ad
jective apokryphos, 'hidden') is a technical term 
concerning the relation of certain books to the OT 
Canon, signifying that, while they are not ap
proved tor public lection, they are nevertheless 
valued tor private study and edification. The term 
covers a number of additions to canonical books 
in their LXX form ( viz. Esther, Oaniel, Jeremiah, 
Chronicles), and other books, legendary, historical 
or theological, many originally written in Hebrew 
or Aramaic but preserved or known until recently 
only in Greek; these figure in the loosely defined 
LXX Canon, but were rejected from the Hebrew 
• Canon at Jamnia. Christian usage and opinion 
about their status were somewhat ambiguous until 
the 1 6th century, when twelve works were included 
in the Canon of the Roman Church by the Council 
of Trent; but Protestant thought (e.g. Luther, and 
the Anglican Church in the Thirty-Nine Articles) 
admitted them only for private edification. Works 
other than the twelve here under discussion are 
nowadays usually termed • 'pseudepigrapha'. 
These, to�, were freely drawn upon before the 1 6th 
century in the outlying Eastern churches in whose 
langlLages alone they have been preserved (e.g. 
Ethio -pic, Armenian, Slavonic). 

11. ü,ntents 
We TliIay proceed to summarize the contents and 
chief critical problems of the twelve books which 
go to make up what we know today as the 
ApocIl'ypha. 

I Esdras in EVV is called 2 Esdras in the Lucianic 
recen$ion of the LXX, and 3 Esdras in Jerome's 
Vulg. This gives a parallel account of events re
cordCld in Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah, with one 
large addition (viz. the 'Oebate of the Three 
Youtlhs' in 3 : 1 -5:6). 1 : 1 -20, 23-25 = 2 Ch. 35 : 1 -
36:2 1 :; 2 : 1 - 1 1 = Ezr. 1 : 1 - 1 1 ;  2: 1 2-26 = Ezr. 4 :7-24; 
5:7-7 1 = Ezr. 2 : 1 -4 :5 ;  6 : 1 -9:36 = Ezr. 5 : 1 - 1 0:44; 
9:37-�55 = Ne. 7 :72-8: 1 3 . The ' Oebate of the 
Three Youths' is an adaptation 01' a Persian tale, 
and im its details evidence of this may still be dis
cerneld : it is adapted as the means whereby 
Zerulbbabel, guardsman of Oarius, by winning a 
debat e on the strongest power (wine, women or 
Truth\?), gains opportunity to remind the Persian 
monalrch of his obligation to allow the Temple to 
be relbuilt. Oetailed comparison of it with the LXX 
Ezra ,shows that the two are independent transla
tions from the MT: I Esdras is probably the earlier 
of thre two. They present contrasts not only of text 
but all so in chronological order of events and of 
the P'ersian kings. In a number of these ca ses 
schol.arship is still undecided as to wh ich work to 
follo\W. Certainly in some cases I Esdras provides 
good textual evidence. It is a free and idiomatic 
transllation, and was known to Josephus. 

2 �ras in EVV is 4 Esdras in the Vulg.; it is also 
callectl the Apocalypse 0/ Ezra or 4 Ezra. This ver
sion, ;as it now stands in the Old Latin, is an expan
sion I by Christian writers of an original Jewish 
apocmlyptic work found in chs. 4- 14 .  The other 
chaptters, i. e. the Christian additions, are lacking in 
some ' oriental versions. The original body 01' the 
book consists of seven visions. In the first (3: 1 -
5: 1 9) the seer demands a n  explanation o f  the suf
feringg of Zion, whose sin is not greater than that of 
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her oppressor. The angel Uriel answers that this 
cannot be understood, but that the era shortly to 
dawn will bring salvation. The second (5 :20-6:34) 
deals with a similar problem - why I srael, God's 
chosen, has been delivered up to other nations; 
this, to�, is declared to be incomprehensible to 
men. The age to come will follow this age without 
interval, preceded by signs of the end and a time of 
conversion and salvation. This should give comfort 
to the seer. The third vision (6:35-9:25) asks why 
the Jews do not possess the earth; the answer is 
given that they will inherit it in the age to come. 
Various other matters about the after-life and the 
age to come are dealt with, including the fewness 
of the elect. The fourth vision (9:26-1 0:59) is of a 
mourning woman who recounts her woes, and is 
thereupon transformed into a glorious city. This is 
a symbol of Jerusalem. The fifth vision ( 1 0:60-
1 2 : 5 1 )  is of a twelve-winged and three-headed 
eagle - the symbol of Rome, which is explicitly de
c1ared by the interpreting angel to be the fourth 
kingdom of On. " .  The Messiah is to supplant it .  
By the most probable interpretation, this vision is 
to be dated in the reign of Oomitian. The sixth 
vision ( 1 3 : I -58) is of a man arising from the sea, 
and annihilating an antagonistic multitude. This is 
an adaptation of the Son of man vision of On.  7 .  
The final  vision ( 1 4) deals with the distinct topic of 
Ezra's restoration of the sacred books of the He
brews, by means of a vision and with the help of 
supernaturally aided scribes. There are 94 such 
books, viz. the 24 of the Hebrew Canon and 70 
esoteric or apocalyptic works. 

Tobit is a pious short story of a righteous 
Hebrew of the northern captivity, Tobit, and his 
son Tobias. Tobit suffers persecution and priva
tions because of his succour of fellow Israelites 
under the tyranny 01' Esarhaddon. At length he is 
blinded accidentally; and to his shame, his wife is 
obliged to support hirn. He prays that he may die. 
At the same time, prayer is offered by Sarah, a 
young Hebrew woman in Ecbatana, who is haunt
ed by the demon Asmodaeus, who has slain seven 
suitors on their wedding night with her. The angel 
Raphael is sent 'to heal them both'. Tobias is sent 
by his father to collect 1 0  silver talents left in 
Media. Raphael takes on the form of Azariah, who 
is hired as a travelling companion. In the Tigris a 
fish is caught, and its heart, liver and gall are pre
served by Tobias on Azariah's advice. Tobias ar
rives in Ecbatana and becomes betrothed to Sarah, 
who is found to be his cousin. On the bridal night 
he burns the heart and liver of the fish, the stcnch 
of which drives thc dem on away to Egypt. On his 
return horne (preceded by his dog), where he had 
been given up as lost, Tobias anoints his father's 
eyes with the fish-gall and restores his sight. The 
story apparently originated in the Babylonian or 
Persian Exile, and its original language is likely to 
have been Aramaic. Three Greek recensions are 
known, and fragments in Hebrew and Aramaic 
have been tound by the Oead Sea. 

Judith teils the story of a courageous young 
Jewess, a widow, and the overthrow 01' Nebuchad
rezzar's host by her guile. A native of Bethulia, be
sieged by Holofernes, she visits hirn in his camp, 
under the ru se 01' giving mili tary secrcts away: she 
then begins to entice hirn by her charms, until at 
length, banqueting with hirn alone at night, she 
is able to behead hirn. She then returns with his 
head to the city, greeted by rejoicing. The Assyr
ian(!) host retreats on the discovery of its general's 
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assassination. Judith and the women of Bethulia 
rejoice in a psalm before God. The story is frank 
fiction - otherwise its inexactitudes would be 
incredible - and dates from the 2nd century Be. Its 
original was Hebrew, and a Greek translation in 4 
recensions has preserved the tale for uso 

Additions to Daniel are found in the LXX and 
Theodotion's translation. To chapter 3 is added the 
Prayer of Azariah uttered in the furnace and the 
Song of the Three Holy Children ( i. e. paidon, 'ser
vants') sung to God's praise as the three walk 
about in the fire. This is the Benedicite of Christian 
worship. These two additions evidently existed in a 
Hebrew original. Prefaced to Daniel in Theodo
tion but following in LXX, is the story of Susanna. 
She is the beautiful and virtuous wire of a wealthy 
Jew in BabyIon. Two elders of the people who lust 
after her come upon her bathing and offer her the 
alternatives of yielding to their desire or facing 
false accusation as an adulteress. She chooses the 
latter: her detractors are believed, and she is con
demned protesting her innocence. Daniel, though 
but a mere youth, cries out against the injustice of 
this, and in a second trial before hirn the lie is un
covered and the woman justified. 

The stories of Bel and the Dragon are plainly 
written to ridicule idolatry. Daniel shows that the 
priests of Bel, and not the image of the god, 
devour the nightly offering of food; the king 
thereupon destroys the image. A mighty dragon 
worshipped in BabyIon is destroyed by Daniel. 
He is thrown into the lions' den and is preserved 
alive for 6 days; on the 6th the prophet 
Habakkuk is miraculously transported from 
Judaea to give hirn food; on the 7th he is released 
by the king. These two stories are probably trans
Iated from a Semitic original, but the matter is 
not finally decided. These additions are examples 
of pious legendary embroidery 01' the Daniel 
story and date from about 1 00 Be. 

Additions to Esther considerably increase the size 
of the Greek version of the book. There are 6 add
itional passages. The first deals with Mordecai's 
dream and his prevention of a conspiracy against 
the king; it precedes chapter I .  The second is the 
king's edict for the destruction of all Jews in his 
realm. This follows 3 :  I 3 of the Hebrew. The third 
comprises prayers of Esther and Mordecai to 
follow chapter 4. The fourth describes Esther's 
audience with the king, to supplement 5 :  I 2 .  The 
fifth is the king's edict permitting Jewish self
derence, to follow 8: 1 2 . The sixth includes the in
terpretation of Mordecai's dream; and a historical 
note giving the date of the bringing of the Greek 
version into Egypt. The majority of scholars con
sider that all this is in fact addition to the shorter 
work of the Hebrew Canon, and that some, if not 
all, was composed in Greek. Scholars of the 
Roman obedience and a minority of others (in
c1uding C. C. Torrey) argue, however, that the 
Hebrew is an abbreviation of a larger work, in 
Hebrew or Aramaic, of wh ich the Greek is a trans
lation. The colophon claims that the work was 
translated in Palestine some time before I 14 Be, by 
one Lysimachus, son of Ptolemy, a Jerusalemite. 

The Prayer of Manasses claims to give the prayer 
of wh ich record is made in 2 Ch. 33: 1 1 - 1 9. I n  the 
opinion of most scholars it is a Jewish composition 
and probably was written originally in Hebrew. 
However this may be, it is first attested in the 
Syriac Didascalia (3rd century AO), and found also 
among the Odes (i. e. hymns from OT and NT used 
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in Christian worship) appended to the Psalms in 
some LXX MSS, such as the Codex Alexandrinus. 

The Epistle of Jeremiah is a typical Hellenistic
Jewish attack on idolatry in the guise 0) a letter 
from Jeremiah to the exiles in BabyIon, 9milar to 
that mentioned in Je. 29. Idols are ridiculed; the 
evils and follies connected with them are exposed, 
and the captive Jews are told neither to worship 
nor to fear them. It is written in good Greek, but it 
may have had an Aramaic original. 

The Book of Baruch is allegedly the work of the 
friend and scribe of Jeremiah. The work is brief, 
but, in the opinion of most scholars, it is a compos
ite work, variously attributed to two, three or four 
authors. I t  falls into the following sectiollS. (a) I :  1 -
3:8 .  I n  the setting o f  the Babylonian Exile o f  597, 
Baruch is depicted as addressing the exiles, setting 
out a confession of sins, a prayer for forgiveness 
and a prayer for salvation. (b) 3 :9-4:4. This section 
sets out the praises of Wisdom wh ich may be 
found in the law of Moses, and without which the 
heathen have come to naught, but with which 
Israel will be saved. (c) 4:5-5:9. A lament of Jerusa
lern over the exiles, followed by an exhortation to 
Jerusalem to be comforted, since her children will 
be brought back to their horne. The first part was 
patently written in Hebrew, and, although the 
Greek of the two later sections is more idiomatic, a 
plausible case for a Hebrew original can be made. 

EccJesiasticus is the name given in its Greek 
dress to the Wisdom of Joshua ben-Sira. He was a 
Palestinian living in Jerusalem, and parts of his 
work survive in the original Hebrew in MSS of the 
Cairo Geniza. The work figures in Greek among 
the apocrypha in the translation made by his 
grandson, who furnishes chronological details in a 
preface. The most likely date for Ben-Sira hirnself 
is c. 1 80 Be, since his grandson apparently mi
grated to Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy VII Euer
getes ( 1 70- 1 1 7  Be). The author composed his work 
in two parts, chapters 1 -23 and 24-50, with a short 
appendix, chapter 5 1 .  Like the Wisdom books, it is 
advice for a successful life conceived in the widest 
sense; fear of the Lord and the observance of his 
law are all ied in the author's experience and teach
ing with practical 'wisdom' drawn from observa
tion and his own life. Personal piety will express 
itself in the observance of the law, in which 
Wisdom is revealed; and in daily living moderation 
will be thc keynate of all aspects of lire. The 
second book concludes with the praise of famous 
men, a list of the worthies of I srael, ending with 
Simon 11 the high priest (c. 200 Be), who is known 
also from the Mishnah (Abotl! 1 :2) and Josephus 
(Ant. 1 2 . 224). The book represents the beginnings 
of the ideal of the scribe, such as Ben-Sira hirnself, 
which became the type of orthodox Jewry - -
devoted to God, obedient to the law, sober in living 
and setting the highest value on Iearning in the law. 
It became a favourite Christian boak, as its title 
('The Church-book') shows; and though never ca
nonical among the Jews, it was held in high honour 
by them, being occasionally ci ted by the Rabbis as 
if it were Scripture. The Syriac version is of Jewish 
origin and is based upon the Hebrew text. 

The Wisdom of Solomon is perhaps the highlight 
of Jewish Wisdom writing. I ts roats are in the 
stream of Wisdom literature which is to bc found 
in the OT and Apocrypha, but here under the in
fluence of Greek thought the book achieves a 
greater formality and precision than other ex
amples or this literary type. The book is an 



exhortation to seek Wisdom. Chapters 1 -5 declare 
the blessings which accrue upon the Jews who are 
the seekers after Wisdom; chapters 6-9 speak the 
ptaises of the divine Wisdom, hypostatized as a 
feminine celestial being, foremost of the creatures 
and servants of God; chapters 1 0- 1 9  review OT 
history in il lustration of the theme that throughout 
it Wisdom has helped her friends the Jews, and has 
brought punishment and damnation upon her ad
versaries. The work may thus be interpreted as an 
encouragement to Jews not to forsake their ances
tral fai th ,  but the missionary motive so evident in 
Hellenistic Judaism is not lacking. The author 
drew on sources in  Hebrew, but it appears c1ear 
that the work as it stands was composed in Greek, 
since its prosody is Greek, and it makes use of 
Greek terms of philosophy and depends on the 
Greek version of the OT. The description of 
Wisdom, in which Stoic and Platonic terminology 
is utilized, and the author's convictions about the 
immortality of the soul, are the points at which his 
dependence on Greek thought is most c1early in 
evidence. In the opinion of most scholars there are 
no conclusive arguments for subdividing the 
authorship of the book, but various sources may 
be discerned. The author of the book is unknown, 
but an Alexandrian origin is most likely. 

Several works are entitled Maccabees: of these. 
two figure in the Apocrypha as printed in the Eng
lish versions. These are the historical works l and 2 
Maccabecs. I Maccabees covers events between 
1 75 and 1 34 BC, i. e. the struggle with Antiochus 
Epiphanes, the wars of the Hasmonaeans, and the 
rule of John Hyrcanus. The book ends with a pan
egyric on John and was evidently written just after 
his death in 103 BC. Originally written in Hebrew, it  
is translated in the literal style of parts of the LXX. 
The aim of the work is to glorify the family of the 
Maccabees seen as the champions of Judaism. 2 
Maccabccs is a work of different origin: its subject
matter covers much of the same history as its name
sake, but does not continue the history beyond the 
campaigns and defeat of Nicanor. Its unknown 
author is sometimes called the 'epitomist', since 
much of his book is excerpted from the otherwise 
unknown work of Jason of Cyrene. There are a 
number of discrepancies in chronological and 
numerical matters between the two works, and it is 
customary to place more reliance on I Maccabees. 
There is debate also over the historical value of the 
letters and edicts which figure in the two works. 
Nevertheless, neither work is to be discredited as an 
historical source. 3 and 4 Maccabccs are found in a 
numbcr of MSS of the LXX. The former is an account 
of pogroms and coun ter-pogroms under Ptolemy 
I V (22 1 -204 BC) not unlike the book of Esther in 
tone and ethos. 4 Maccabees is not a narrative but a 
diatribe or tract on the rule of reason over the pas
sions, i l lustrated from biblical stories and the mar
tyr stories of 2 Macc. 6-7. The writer seeks to 
cnhance the law, though he is greatly influenced by 
Stoicism. (See also * NEW TESTAMENT ApOCRYPHA.) 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. R .  H .  CharIes (ed .), The Apoc
rypha (/lid Pseudepigrapha ol the Old Testament, 
1 9 1 3 ; C. C. Torrey, The Apocryphal LiteralIIre, 
1 945; HlP, 3 passim; M. E. Stone (ed.), lewish 
Writings ol the Second Temple Period, 1 984. 

J .N.B.  

APOLLONIA. A town on the Via Egnatia some 
43 km WSW of Amphipolis. It lay between the 
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rivers Strymon and Axius (Vardar), but its site is 
not known for certain. Paul and Silas passed 
through it on their way from Philippi to Thes
salonica (Acts 1 7 : I ) . There were several other 
towns named Apollonia in the Mediterranean 
area. K.L.MI'. 

APOLLOS. An Alexandrian Jew (Acts 1 8 :24). The 
name is abbreviated from Apollonius. He came to 
Ephesus in AD 52 during Paul's hasty visit to Pales
tine (Acts 1 8 :22). He had accurate knowledge of 
the story of Jesus, which may have come to hirn 
(possibly at Alexandria) either from Galilean dis
ciples of our Lord or from some early written 
Gospel. He combined natural gifts of eloquence 
(or Iearning) with a profound understanding of the 
OT, and he was enthusiastic in proclaiming such 
truth as he knew (Acts 1 8 :24-25). The conspicuous 
gap in his knowledge concerned the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit and the consequent rite of Chris
tian baptism. This was made good by the patient 
instruction of Priscilla and Aquila (Acts 1 8 :26). 
From Ephesus Apollos went on to Corinth, where 
he showed hirnself to be an expert at Christian 
apologetics in dealing with the Jews (Acts 1 8 :27-
28). At Corinth there sprang up factions in the 
names of Paul, Apollos, Cephas and Christ him
self (I Cor. I :  1 2) .  Paul seeks to show that this was 
not due to hirnself or Apollos, who were both 
working together under the hand of God (I Cor. 
3 :4-6). All belonged to the Corinthians, including 
hirnself and Apollos (I Cor. 3:2 1 -23), and there 
could be no cause for party spirit (I Cor. 4:6). The 
factions were probably due to the preference of 
some for the polished eloquence of Apollos. His 
desire to lessen the controversy may be the reason 
for his not returning to Corinth despite Paul's re
quest ( I  Cor. 1 6: 1 2) .  He is last mentioned in Tit .  
3 :  13  as making some sort of journey. 

Since the time of Luther, Apollos has often been 
suggested as the author of the Epistle to the He
brews. This is possible, if he used the allegorical 
exegesis of his native Alexandria, but it  is by no 
means proved . 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. H. W. Montefiore, A Commen
tary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, 1 964, pp. 9ff.; 
F. F. Bruce, New Testament History, 1 969, pp. 
304ff.; idem, 'Apollos in the NT', l:."kklesiastikos 
Pharos 57, 1 975, pp. 354ff.; L. D. Hurst, 'Apollos, 
Hebrews and Corinth', SlT 38, 1 985, pp. 505-5 1 3 .  

A.S.W. 

APOSTASY. In  c1assical Gk. apostasia is a tech
nical term for pol itical revolt or defection. In LXX it 
always relates to rebellion against God (Jos. 22:22; 
2 Ch . 29: 1 9) ,  originally inst igated by Satan, the 
apostate dragon of Jb. 26: 1 3 .  

There are two NT instances of the G k .  word. 
Acts 2 1  : 2 1  records that Paul was maliciously ac
cused of teaching thc Jews to forsake Moses by 
abandoning circumcision and other traditional ob
servances. 2 Thes. 2:3 describes the great apostasy 
of prophecy, alongside or prior to the revelation of 
the man of lawlessness (cf Mt .  24: 1 0- 1 2) .  The al
lusion is neither to the polit ical nor to the religious 
infidelity of the Jews, but is entirely eschatological 
in character and refers to 'the final catastrophic 
revolt against the authority of God wh ich in 
apocalyptic writings is a sign of the end of the 
world' (E. 1. Bicknell, The First and Second Epistles 
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to the Thessalonians, 1 932, p. 74). It may be re
garded as the earthly counterpart of the heavenly 
rebellion in Rev. 1 2:7-9. 

Apostasy is a continual danger to the church, 
and the NT contains repeated warnings against it 
(cf I Tim. 4: 1 -3; 2 Thes. 2:3; 2 Pet. 3 :  1 7) .  Its nature 
is made clear: falling 'from the faith' ( I  Tim. 4: I )  
and 'from the living God' (Heb. 3 :  1 2) .  I t  increases 
in times of special trial (Mt .  24:9- 1 0; Lk. 8: 1 3) and 
is encouraged by false teachers (Mt .  24: l l ;  Gal. 
2:4), who seduce believers from the purity of the 
Word with 'another gospel' (Gal . I :6-8; cf 2 Tim. 
4: 3-4; 2 Pet. 2: 1 -2; Jude 3-4). The impossibility of 
restoration after deli berate apostasy is solemnly 
urged (Heb. 6:4-6; 10 :26). 

BIBUOGRAPHY. NIDNTT I ,  pp. 606-6 1 1 ;  I. H .  
MarshalI, Kept by the Power 01 God: A SlIIdy 01 
Perseverance and Falling Away, 1 969. A.S.W. 

APOSTLE. There are over 80 occurrences of the 
Gk. word apostolos in the NT, mostly in Luke and 
Paul. It derives from the very common verb apos
tellö, to send, but in non-Christian Gk. ,  after 
Herodotus in the 5th century BC, there are few re
corded cases where it means 'a person sent', and it 
generally means 'fleet', or perhaps occasionally 
'admiral'. The sense of 'sent one, messen ger' may 
have survived in popular speech: at least, isolated 
occurrences in the LXX and Josephus suggest that 
this meaning was recognized in Jewish circles. Only 
with Christian l i terature, however, does it come 
into its own. In NT it is applied to Jesus as the Sent 
One of God (Heb. 3:  I ) , to those sent by God to 
preach to Israel (Lk. I I  :49) and to those sent by 
churches (2 Cor. 8:23; Phi l .  2 :25); but above all it is 
applied absolutely to the group of men who held 
the supreme dignity in the primitive church. Since 
apostellö seems frequently to mean 'to send with a 
particular purpose' , as distinct from the neutral 
pempö (save in the Johannine writings, where the 
two are synonyms), the force of aposlOlos is prob
ably 'one commissioned' - it is implied, by Christ. 

I t  is disputed whether apostolos represents in NT 
a Jewish term of similar technical force. Rengstorf, 
in particular, has elaborated the theory that it re
flects the Jewish sälfa�J, an accredited representa
tive of religious authority, entrusted with messages 
and money and empowered to act on behalf of the 
authority (for the idea, cf Acts 9:2); and Gregory 
Dix and others have applied ideas and expressions 
belonging to the sälfa�J concept (e.g 'a man's 
sälfa�J is as hirnself') to the apostolate and even
tually to the modern episcopate. Such a process is 
full of perils, and not least because there is no clear 
evidence that sälfah was used in this sense until 
post-apostolic times. apostolos, in fact, may weil be 
the earlier as a technical term, and it is safest to 
seek its significance in the meaning of apostellö 
and from the contexts of the NT occurrences. 

a. The origin ol the Apostolate 
Essential to the understanding 01' all the Gospels 
as they stand is the choice by lesus, out of the 
wider company of his fol lowers, of a group of 1 2  
men whose purpose was to be with hirn, to preach, 
and to have authority to heal and to exorcize (Mk.  
3: 1 4f.). The only occasion on which Mark uses the 
word 'apostle' is on the successful return of the 
Twelve from a mission of preaching and healing 
(Mk. 6:30; cf Mt .  1 0:2ff.) .  This is usually taken as 
a non-technical use (i.e. ' those sent on this particu-

lar assignment'), but it is unlikely that Mark would 
use it without evoking other associations. This prep
aratory mission is a miniature of their future task 
in the wider world. From this preliminary training 
they return 'apostles' indeed. There is then nothing 
incongruous in Luke (who speaks of the 'apostles' 
in 9: 1 0; 1 7 :5 ;  22: 14 ;  24: 1 0) declaring that Jesus 
conferred the tille (already in Gk .?) hirnself (6: 1 3) .  

b. Thelunctions ol the Apostolate 
Mark's first specification on the choice of the 
Twelve is for them 'to be with hirn' (Mk. 3:  1 4). I t  is 
no accident that the watershed of Mark's Gospel is 
the apostolic confession of the Messiahship of 
Jesus (Mk.  8 :29), or that Matthew follows this with 
the 'Rock' saying about the apostolic confession 
(Mt .  1 6: 1 8f.; • PITER). The primary function of the 
apostles was witness to Christ, and the witness was 
rooted in years of intimate knowledge, dearly 
bought experience and intensive training. 

This is complementary to their widely recog
nized function of witness to the resurrection (cf, 
e.g ,  Acts 1 :22; 2 :32; 3: 1 5 ; 1 3 : 3 1 ); for the special 
significance of the resurrection lies, not in the evenl 
i tself, but in its demonstration, in fulfilment of 
prophecy, of the identity of the slain Jesus (cf Acts 
2 :24ff., 36; 3 :26; Rom. 1 :4). Their witness 01 the 
resurrection of Christ made them effective wit
nesses to his Person, and he hirnself commissions 
them to world-wide witness (Acts 1 :8). 
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The same commission introduces a factor of 
profound importance for the apostolate: the 
coming of the Spirit . Curiously enough, this is 
most fully treated in ln. 1 4- 1 7 ,  which does not use 
the word 'apostle' at all. This is the great commis
sioning discourse of the Twelve (apostellö and 
pempö are used without discrimination): their 
commission from lesus is as real as his from God 
(cf Jn .  20:2 1 ) ; they are to bear witness from their 
long acquaintance with Jesus, yet the Spirit bears 
witness of hirn (Jn. 1 5 :26-27). He will remind them 
of the words of lesus (ln .  1 4:26), and guide them 
into all the truth (a promise often perverted by ex
tending its primary reference beyond the apostles) 
and show them the age to come (of the church) and 
Christ's glory (l n .  1 6 :  1 3- 1 5). Instances are given in 
the Fourth Gospel of this process, where the sig
nificance of words or actions was recalled only 
after Christ's 'glorification' (Jn. 2:22; 1 2 : 1 6; cf 
7:39). That is, the witness of the apostles to Christ 
is not left to their impressions and recollections, 
but to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, whose wit
ness it is also - a fact of consequence in assessing 
the recorded apostolic witness in the Gospels. 

For this reason the apostles are the norm of doc
trine and fellowship in the NT church (Acts 2:42; 
cf I ln. 2 :  1 9) .  In  their own day they were regarded 
as 'pillars' (Gal. 2 :9  - cf C. K. Barrett in Studia 
Paufina, 1 953, pp. I ff.) - perhaps translate 'mark
ing posts'. The church is built on the foundation of 
the apostles and prophets (Eph. 2 :20; probably the 
witness of the OT is intended, but the point re
mains if Christian prophets are in mind). The 
apostles are the assessors at the Messianic j udg
ment (Mt .  1 9:28), and their names are engraved on 
the foundation stones of the holy city (Rev. 2 1 :  1 4) .  

Apostolic doctrine, however, originating as it 
does with the Holy Spirit, is the common witness of 
the apostles, not the perquisite of any individual . 
(For the common preaching, cf C. H .  Dodd, The 
AposlOfic Preaching and its Developments, 1 936; for 
the common use of the OT, C. H .  Dodd, According 



10 Ihe Scriplures, 1 952.) The chieC apostle could by 
implication betray a Cundamental principle he had 
accepted, and be withstood by a colleague (Ga! . 
2 : l l f1'.). 

The Synoptists, as already noted, view the inci
dent of Mk.  6 :7ff. and paralleis as a miniature of 
the apostolic mission, and healing and exorcism, as 
weil as preaching, were included. Healing, and 
other spectacular gifts, such as prophecy and 
tongues, are abundantly atlested in the apostolic 
church, related, l ike the apostolic witness, to the 
special dispensation of the Holy Spirit; but they 
are strangely missing in the 2nd-century church, 
the writers of those days speaking of them as a 
thing in the past - in the apostolic age, in fact (cf 1. 
S. McEwan, SJT 7, 1 954, pp. I 33ff.; B. B. Warfield, 
Miracles Yesterday and Today, 1 953). Even in the 
NT, we see no signs of these gifts except where 
apostles have been at work. Even where there has 
previously been genuine faith,  it is only in the pres
ence of apostles that these gifts of the Spirit are 
showered down (Acts 8 : 1 4ff.; 1 9:6 - the contexts 
show that visual and audible phenomena are in 
question). 

By contrast, the NT has less to say than might be 
expected of the apostles as ruling the church. They 
are the touchstones of doctrine, the purveyors of 
the authentic • tradition about Christ : apostolic 
delegates visit congregations which reflect new de
partures for the church (Acts 8: 1 4ff.; 1 1  :22ff.). But 
the Twelve did not appoint the Seven; the crucial 
Jerusalem Council consisted of a large number of 
elders as weil as the apostles (Acts 1 5 :6; cf 1 2, 22): 
and two apostles served among the 'prophets and 
teachers' of the church at Antioch (Acts 1 3 : 1 ) .  
Government was a distinct gift ( I  Cor. 1 2 :28), 
normally exercised by local elders: apostles were, 
by virtue of their commission, mobile. Nor are 
they even prominent in the administration of the 
sacraments (cf I Cor. I :  14) .  The identity of func
tion which some see between apostle and 2nd
century bishop (cf K. E. Kirk in The Apostolic 
Ministry, p. 1 0) is by no means obvious. 

c. Qualifications 
It is obvious that the essential qualification of an 
apostle is the divine call, the commissioning by 
Christ. In the case of the Twelve, this was given 
during his earthly ministry. But with Matthias, the 
sense of the divine commissioning is not less evi
dent: God has al ready chosen the apostle (Acts 
1 :24), even though his choice is not yet known. No 
laying on of hands is mentioned. The apostle, it is 
assumed, will be someone who has been a disciple 
of Jesus from the time of John's baptism ( ' the be
ginning of the gospel') to the ascension. He will be 
someone acquainted with the whole course of the 
ministry and work of Jesus (Acts 1 :2 1 -22). And, of 
course, he must be specifically a witness of the 
resurrect ion . 

Paul equally insists on h is  direct commission 
from Christ ( Rom. I :  I ;  I Cor. I :  I ;  Ga!. I :  I ,  1 5ff.) .  
He in no sense derived h i s  authority from the  other 
apostles; Iike Matlhias, he was accepted, not 
appointed by them. He did not fulfil the qualifica
tions of Acts 1 :2 1  f. , but the Damascus road experi
ence was a resurrection appearance (cf I Cor. 
1 5 :8), and he could claim to have 'seen the Lord' ( I  
Cor. 9 :  I ) ; h e  was thus a witness o f  the resurrection. 
He remained conscious that his background - an 
enemy and persecutor, rat her than a disciple - was 
different from that of the other apostles, but he 
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counts hirnself with their number and associates 
them with his own gospel ( 1  Cor. 1 5 :8- 1 1 ) . 

d. The number 01 the apostles 
'The Twelve' is a regular designation of the apos
tles in the Gospels, and Paul uses it in I Cor. 1 5 :5 .  
I t s  symbolic appropriateness is  obvious, and recurs 
in such places as Rev. 2 1 :  1 4 . The whole Matlhias 
incident is  concerned with making up the number 
of the Twelve. Yet Paul's consciousness of apostle
ship is equally clear. Further, there are instances in 
the NT where, prima lacie, others outside the 
Twelve seem to be given the title. James the Lord's 
brother appears as such in Ga!. I :  1 9; 2:9, and, 
though he was not a disciple (cf Jn. 7:5), received a 
resurrection appearance personal to hirnself ( I  
Cor. 1 5 :7). Barnabas is  called an apostle i n  Acts 
1 4:4, 1 4 , and is  introduced by Paul into an argu
ment which denies any qualitative difference be
tween his own apostleship and that of the Twelve 
( I  Cor. 9:  1 -6). The unknown • Andronicus and 
Junias are probably called apostles in Rom. 1 6:7,  
and Paul, always careful with his personal pro
nouns, may so style Silas in I Thes. 2 :6. Paul's en
emies in Corinth evidently claim to be 'apostles of 
Christ' (2 Cor. 1 1 : 1 3) .  

On the other hand, some have argued strongly 
for the limitation of the title to Paul and the Twelve 
(cf, e.g ,  Geldenhuys, pp. 7 1  ff. ) .  This involves 
giving a subordinate sense ('accredited messengers 
of the church') to 'apostles' in Acts 1 4: 1 4  and 
Rom. 1 6:7, and explaining otherwise Paul's lan
guage about James and Barnabas. Some have 
introduced more desperate expedients, suggesting 
that James replaced James bar-Zebedee as Mat
thias replaced Judas, or that Matthias was mis
takenly hurried into the place wh ich God intended 
for Pau!. Of such ideas there is not the remotest 
hint in the NT. However it may be explained, it 
seems safest to allow that there were, at an early 
date, apostles outside the Twelve. Paul's own 
apostleship makes such a breach in any more re
strictive theory that there is room for others of 
God's appointment to pass with him. A hint of 
this may be given in the distinction between 'the 
Twelve' and 'all the apostles' in I Cor. 1 5 :5,  7 .  But 
everything suggests that an apostle was a witness 
of the resurrection, and the resurrection appear
ance to Paul was clearly except iona!. Whether, as 
old writers suggested, some who are later called 
'apostles' belonged to the Seventy sent out by the 
Lord (Lk. 1 0: I ff.), is another matter. The special 
significance of the Twelve for the first establish
ment of the church is beyond question. 

e. Canonicity and continuity 
Implied in apostleship is the commission to witness 
by word and sign to the risen Christ and his com
pleted work. This witness, being grounded in a 
unique experienee of the inearnate Christ, and dir
eeted by a special dispensation of the Holy Spirit, 
provides the authentie interpretation of Christ, 
and has ever sinee been determinative for the uni
versal ehureh. In the nature of things, the offiee 
could not be repeated or transmitted: any more 
than the underlying historie experienees eould be 
transmitted to those who had never known the in
carnate Lord, or reeeived a resurrection appear
anee. The origins of the Christian ministry and the 
succession in the Jerusalem ehurch are beyond 
the scope of this article; but, while the NT shows 
the apostles taking care that a local ministry is 
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provided, there is no hint of the transmission of 
the peculiar apostolic functions to any part of that 
ministry. 

Nor was such transmission necessary. The apos
tolic witness was maintained in the abiding work 
of the apostlcs and in what became normative for 
later ages, its written form in the NT (see Gelden
huys, pp. 1 00ff. ; O. Cullmann, 'The Tradition', in 
The Early Chureh, 1 956). No renewal of the office 
or of its special gifts has been called for. It was a 
foundational office: and church history ever since 
has been its superstructure. (* BI SHOP; 
* TRADITION.) 
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APPEAL TO CAESAR. When * Festus succeeded 
* Felix as Roman procurator of Judaea in AD 59 
(Acts 24:27) and re-opened Paul's case, which Felix 
had left unsettled, Paul soon had reason to fear 
that the new governor's inexperience might be ex
ploited by the high priest to his own disadvantage. 
Accordingly, he availed himself of his privilege as a 
Roman citizen and 'appealed to Caesar' - i. e. ap
pealed for the transfer of his case from the provin
cial court to the supreme tribunal in Rome (Acts 
25: 1 0f.) .  

The citizen's right of appeal (prouoeatio) to the 
emperor appears to have developed from the earl
ier right of appeal in republican times to the sover
eign Roman people. According to Dio Cassius 
(Hist. 5 1 .  1 9), Octavian in 30 BC was gran ted the 
right to judge on appeal. It was in this period, too, 
that the lex lulia de ui publica (Julian law on the 
public use of force) was enacted, which forbade 
any magistrate vested with imperium or potestas to 
kill ,  scourge, chain or torture a Roman citizen, or 
to sentence him aduersus prouoeationem (' in the 
face of an appeal') or prevent him from going to 
Rome to lodge his appeal there within a fixed time. 
A. H. M .  Jones (Studies in Roman Government and 
Law, 1 960, p. 96) concluded that, from the date of 
this enactment, a Roman citizen anywhere in the 
empire was protected against summary magisterial 
punishment (eoercitio), although the provincial 
magistrate might deal with cases which involved a 
plain breach of established statute law (which 
Paul's case manifestly did not). By the beginning 
of the 2nd century AD i t  evidently became the regu
lar practice for Roman citizens in the provinces, 
charged with offences extra ordinem (not covered 
by the standard code of procedure), to be sent to 
Rome alm ost automatically, without going 
through the formality of appealing to Caesar. In  
this, as  in many other respects, the  picture of  
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Roman practice given in Acts is true to the dra
matic date 01' the book; the case 01' Paul's appeal 
fits in with wh at we know of cond itions in the late 
fifties of the I st Christian century, and Luke's ac
count 01' it is a substantial contribution to the 
available evidence. 

It  was with some relier that Festus heard Paul's 
appeal to Caesar: he himselr would now be quit 01' 
the responsibility of adjudicating in a case where 
he knew himsell' to be out of his depth. One re
sponsibility remained, however: he had to send to 
Rome along with the accused man an explanatory 
statement (/illerae dimissoriae) outlining the nature 
of the case and its history to date. In drafting this 
statement he was glad to have the timely aid of one 
who was reputed to be an expert in Jewish religious 
affairs, the younger Agrippa, who came to Caesa
rea about this time with his sister Bernice to greet 
the emperor's new representative. 

After the normal exchange of courtesies, Festus 
acquainted Agrippa with his problem. The charges 
against Paul, he said, seemed to revolve around 
'one Jesus, who was dead, but whom Paul asserted 
to be alive' (Acts 25: 1 9). Agrippa's interest was 
immediately aroused and he expressed a desire to 
meet Paul .  Festus was only too glad to arrange an 
interview. After Iistening to Paul, Agrippa agreed 
with Festus that he could not reasonably be con
victed on any of the serious charges brought 
against hirn. Indeed, said the king, Paul might have 
been discharged on the spot had he not appealed to 
Caesar, but for Festus to prejudge the issue now by 
releasing him would have been ultra vires (Acts 
26:30-32). But Agrippa presumably gave Festus 
the help he required in drafting the litterae 
dimissoriae. 

Paul did not appeal to Caesar while Felix was in 
office, presumably because Felix had virtually de
cided on his innocence and was simply postponing 
his formal acquittal and release. One day ( Paul 
might have hoped) Felix's procrastination would 
come to an end and Paul would be discharged and 
be able to carry out his long-cherished plan of 
travelling to Rome and the West . But with the 
recall of Felix and his supersession by Festus a new 
and dangerous situation was developing for Paul; 
hence his decision to appeal. 

The uppermost consideration in Paul's appeal to 
Caesar was not his own safety, but the interests of 
the gospel. 7 or 8 years previously he had experi
enced the benevolent neutrality of Roman law in 
the tacit decision of * Gallio, proconsul of Achaia, 
that there was nothing illegal in his preaching ( Acts 
1 8 : 1 2- 1 6).  He might reasonably expect a similarly 
favourable verdict from the supreme court in 
Rome. Not only so: even a man of sm aller intelli
gence than Paul must have realized that the con
sideration which moved Gallio would not be valid 
much longer. Gallio had ruled in effect that what 
Paul preached was a variety of Judaism, and there
fore not forbidden by Roman law. But, thank s  in 
large measure to Paul's own activity, it would soon 
be impossible to regard Christianity as a variety of 
Judaism, since it was now manifestly more Gentile 
than Jewish. A favourable hearing from the em
peror in Rome might win recognition for Christian
i ty, if not as the true fulfilment of Israel's ancestral 
religion (wh ich Paul be\ieved i t  to be), at least as a 
permitted association (collegium licitum, or group 
of collegia lieita) in its own right. Besides, if  Caesar 
in person heard Paul's defence, what might the 
outcome not be? The younger Agrippa had politely 



declined to admit the logic of Paul's argument, but 
Gentiles had regularly shown themselves more 
amenable to the gospel than Jews, and a Roman 
empcror might be more easily won than a Jewish 
client-king. It would bc precarious to set limits to 
Paul's h igh hopes, however impracticable they may 
appcar to us in retrospect. 

But the fact that it was to Caesar that Paul ap
pealed does not necessarily mean that Caesar 
would hear the ca se personally. According to Taci
tus (Allna/s 1 3 . 4 . 2), Nero announced at the begin
ning 01' his principate that he would not judge 
eases in propria persona, as his predeeessor C1au
dius had done; and indeed, during his first 8 years 
he gcncrally delegated them to others. Thus, ' if 
Paul came to trial some time after the period of 2 
years mentioned in Acts 28 :30, it is probable that 
his ease was heard by someone other than the 
Princeps' (A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman Soeiety 
alld Roman Law in the New Testament, 1 963, p. 
366) This 'someone other' might be the prefect of 
the praetorian guard, 'representing the Emperor in 
his capacity as the fountain of justice, together 
with the assessors and high offieers of the court' 
(w. M. Ramsay, SPT, p. 357). But this is a matter 
on which we have no information. 

Neither have we any information on the out
eome of the appeal - whether Paul was heard and 
eondemned, or heard and acquitted. We do not 
even know whether his appeal was ever heard. The 
prolongation of his stay in  Rome over 2 full years 
could have been due to congestion of court busi
ness as much as anything else; and if indeed he was 
discharged without coming to trial, this would 
probably have been the result of an act of imperium 
on Caesar's part . 'Perhaps Paul benefited from the 
clemency of  Nero, and secured a merely casual re
lease. But there is no necessity to construe Acts to 
mean that he was released at all' (A .  N. Sherwin
White, op. eit. , p. 1 09).  By the account of Paul's 
night vision at sea, in wh ich he was assured that he 
would stand before Caesar (Aets 27:23f.), Luke 
probably implies that Paul's appeal did at length 
come up for hearing, whatever the outcome was. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. J. Cadbury, ' Roman Law and 
the Trial of Paul', BC 5, pp. 297ff.; A. H. M. Jones, 
Studies in Roman Government and Law, 1 960; T. 
Mommsen, Römisches Strafrecht, 1 899; A. N. 
Sherwin-White, Roman Society and Roman Law in 
the New Testament, 1 963;  idem, The Roman Citi-
zenship ', 1 973; BAI CS 3.  F.F.B. 

APPHIA. Addressed in Phm. 2 in  a manner sug
gesting that she was Philemon's wife, and hostess 
to the Colossian church (but see • PHILEMON, Epis
TLE to). RSV'S text 'our sister' is probably to be pre
ferred to AV'S 'our beloved' .  The name was 
common in W Asia and is probably native Phry
gian. (See examples in Lightfoot, C% ssians, p. 
304, MM, and the Colossian inscription, CIG, 3, 
4380K, 3 . )  A . F.W. 

AQUILA AND PRISCA, PRISCILLA. A Jewish 
leatherworker (RSV 'tent-maker', Acts 1 8 :3) and his 
wife, staunch friends of Pau! .  Aquila came from 
Pontus, but the couple were in Rome when C1au
dius' edict of c. AD 49 expelled all lews from the 
city. Obscure words of Suetonius (Claudius 25. 4) 
suggest that the purge followed disturbances in the 
Roman Jewish community over Christianity, and 
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there is every likelihood that Aquila and Prisca 
were already Christians on meeting Paul in Cor
inth. He stayed with them and shared in their craft 
(Acts 1 8 : 1 -3; an inferior reading in v. 7 adds that 
Paul left them after the split in the synagogue). I t  
was doubtless in this period that they endangered 
their lives for his sake (Rom. 1 6:3); perhaps, too, 
they turned the apostle's mind to the needs and 
opportunities of Rome. 

When Paul left, they accompanied hirn as far as 
Ephesus, where they received and assisted to a 
fuller faith the very influential • Apollos (Acts 
1 8 : 1 8-28). They were still at Ephesus, and a church 
was meeting in their house, when I Cor. was writ
ten, and they had not forgotten their Corinthian 
friends (I Cor. 1 6: 19 - a gloss claims that Paul was 
again their guest). Not long afterwards, perhaps 
taking advantage of relaxations towards Jews after 
Claudius' death, they seem to be back in Rome 
(Rom. 1 6:3). Since 2 Tim. 4: 1 9  evidently indicates a 
renewal of the Ephesian residence, the references 
to the couple have been a primary argument for re
garding Rom. 1 6  as a separate letter to Ephesus (cf 
especially K. Lake, EEP, pp. 327ff.); but the force 
of it is much reduced by the obvious propensity of 
Aquila and Prisca for trave!. 

Aquila's name is attested in Pontus (cf MM) - 
his namesake, the translator, also came from there. 
The best MSS indicate that Paul uses the proper 
form, Prisca, for the lady, Luke, characteristically, 
the diminutive, Priscilla. 

Rom. 1 6:3 shows how widely this peripatetic and 
ever-hospitable lewish couple were known and 
loved in the Gentile churches, and the temptation 
to fill in the blanks in our knowledge about them 
has proved irresistible. The curious fact that Prisca 
is usually named first has been interpreted as indi
cating that she was a Roman lady of higher rank 
than her husband (cf Ramsay, CBP, I ,  p. 637, for a 
contemporary analogy), or that she was more 
prominent in the church. The true reason is un
discoverable. Attempts have been made to trace 
their final return to Rome (cf Sanday and Head
lam, Romans, pp. 4 1 8ff., for archaeological data), 
or even Pontus, or to show that Aquila was a 
member or freedman of the gens Pontia or the gens 
Aci/ia. While some are attractive, none is conclu
sive; and still less is Harnack's attribution to the 
couple, with the lady in the lead, of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, The Pauline Circle, 
1 985,  pp. 44-5 1 .  A.F.W. 

AR. The chief city of Moab, E of the Dead Sea 
near {he Arnon river (si te unknown). Something of 
the early history of the city was known to the He
brews from records in the Book of the Wars of the 
Lord (Nu. 2 1 :  1 5),  and popular proverbs (Nu.  
2 1  :28) .  Isaiah appears to have had access to similar 
sources ( l s. 1 5 : 1 ) .  In the later stages of the wilder
ness wanderings the Hebrews were forbidden to 
dispossess the Moabite inhabitants of the city and 
settle there themselves, for this was not the land 
wh ich the Lord their God had given them. (Dt .  2:9, 
1 8 , 29; LXX 'Seir'.) R.J.W. 

ARABAH (Heb. ··räi]ä). In  the AV the word is 
used only onee in its original form (Jos. 1 8 :  1 8), al
though it is of frequent occurrence in  the Hebrew 
text. 



ARABAH 

9 2,0 6.0 . o 20 4'0 
The Great Sea 

(Red Sea) 

The Arabah: Ihe ri/I I<alley running Irolll Ihe Sea 01 
Tiberias 10 Ihe Gulf 01 Aqabah. 

I .  The root rb, meaning 'dry', 'burnt up' and 
therefore 'waste land', is used to describe the desert 
steppe (Jb. 24:5 ;  39:6; 1 5. 33 :9; 35 :  1 , 6; Je. 5 1 :43; RSV 
usually translates as 'wilderne55' or 'desert') .  

2. Used with the article (hä-'"rä/;}6), the name 
is applied generally to the rift valley which runs 
from the Sea of Tiberias to the Gulf of Aqabah. 
Although the topographical significance of this 
word was ignored by the earlier commentators, it 
has a precise connotation in many OT references. 
I ts location is connected with the lake of Tiberias 
(Dt. 3: 1 7; Jos. 1 1  :2; 1 2 :3) and as far S as the Red 
Sea and Elath (Dt .  I :  I ;  2:8) .  The Dead Sea is 
called the Sea of Arabah (Jos. 3 : 1 6; 1 2 :3 ;  Dt. 4:49; 
2 Ki. 14 :25). Today, the valley 01' the Jordan 
downstream to the Dead Sea is called the Ghör, 
the 'depression' ,  and the Arabah more properly 
begins S of the Scorpion cliffs and terminates in 
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the Gulf of Aqabah. For its physical features see 
* JORDAN. 

3. The plural of the same word, 'Araboth, with
out the article, is used in its primary meaning to 
describe certain waste areas within the Arabah, es
pecially around Jericho (Jos. 5 :  I 0, RSV 'plains'; 2 
Ki.  25:5;  Je. 39:5, RSV 'plains'), and the wilderness 
of Moab. The Araboth M oab ('plains of Moab', 
RSV) is plainly distinguished from the pastoral and 
cultivated lands of the plateaux above the Rift 
Valley, the Sede-Moab (see Nu. 22: I ;  26:3, 63; 
3 1 :  12; 33 :48-50; Dt.  34: I ,  8; Jos. 4: 1 3 ; 5 :  I 0, eIe.). 

4. Beth-arabah (the house of Arabah) refers to a 
settlement situated near Ain el·Gharba (Jos. 1 5 :6. 
6 1 ; 1 8 :22). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, Geography ol lhe Bible ' ,  
1 974, pp.  1 9 1 -209. J .M .H .  

ARABIA. 

I .  In the Old Testament 

a. Geography 
In  structure the Arabian peninsula consists 01' a 
mass of old crystalline rock which forms a range 01' 
mountains on the W, rising above 3,000 m in 
places, with a series 01' strata 01' younger formation 
uptilted against its E side. In the W mountains, and 
particularly in the SW corner of the peninsula, 
where the annual rainfall exceeds 500 mm in parts, 
settled Iife based on irrigation is possible, and it 
was in this area, the modern Yemen, that the an· 
cient kingdoms of S Arabia chiefly flourished. The 
capitals of three of these, Qarnäwu (of M a'in), 
Märib (of Saba') and Timna' (of Qatabän), were 
situated on the E slopes of the mountain range, on 
water-courses running offto the E, and Shabwa thc 
capital of HaQ ramaut lay farther to the SE on a 
water-course running NW off the Hadramaut 
table-Iand. An area of rainfall of 1 00-250 mm 
extends N along the W mountains and E along thc 
coast, and here settled l ife is also possible. In the 
whole of the rest of the peninsula the annual rain
fall is negligible and l ife depends upon oases and 
wells. 

Between the escarpments formed by the uptilted 
strata and the E coast the scarp slope of thc 
uppermost provides level areas ranging from 
steppe to sandy descrt. The zones 01' desert which 
exist in this area and betwecn the central escarp
ments widen out in the S into the barren sand 
desert of al-Rub' al-l:Jäli ('the empty quarter'), 
with the smaller sand sea, the Ramlat Sabatayu ,  to 
the SW, round which lay Marib, Timna' ancl 
Shabura, and in the N to the smaller desert 01' al
Nafud . At various points along the foot of the es
carpments springs provide oases, and consequent 
trade routes. Apart from the areas 01' sandy and 
rocky desert, the terrain of the peninsula is largely 
steppe, yielding grass under the sporadic an nual 
rains, and supporting a poor nomadic population 
( * NOMADS) , particularly in the N area between 
Syria and Mesopotamia. It was where this zone 
graded into the settled areas of Syria that such mc
tropolises as Petra, Palmyra and Damascus 
flourished. 

b. Exploration 
The first notable European explorer in the Arabian 
peninsula was the Danish orientalist, Carsten ie· 
buhr, who visited thc Yemen in 1 763 .  I n  thc N. j. L. 
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Burckhardt rediscovered Petra in 1 8 1 2, but interest 
was focused on the S when 1. R. Wellsted published 
in 1 837 the first S Arabian inscriptions to be seen 
in Europe, an event wh ich led to their decipher
ment in  1 84 1  by W. Gesenius and E. Rödiger. 
These inscriptions were known as 'l:Iimyaritic', 
from the name of the kingdom which dominated 
the whole of the SW of the peninsula in the last 
centuries BC, and was therefore considered by later 
historians to be the source of the inscriptions, 
though in fact they stemmed from the earlier king
doms. Some thousands of these inscriptions are 
now known, many as a result of the explorations 
of 1. Halevy and E. Glaser in the second half of the 
last century, but also from more recent expeditions 
and from numerous individual explorers. Since 
then a considerable amount of survey work has 
been undertaken in S Arabia, with some archaeo
logical soundings and a number of full-scale ex
cavations. Other international excavat ions have 
been undertaken in E Arabia. 

Many explorations have been made in other 
parts of Arabia, notable among which are those of 
A. Musil, in central and N Arabia ( 1 909- 1 4), of N. 
Glueck, in  Transjordan and Sinai ( 1 932-7 1 ), and 
those of G. Ryckmans and H. St 1. Philby, who col
lected so me thousands of Arabic inscriptions from 
Sa'udi Arabia in  1 95 1 -2, not to mention the travels 
on a lesser scale of such men as Burton, Hurgronje, 
Doughty, Rutter and Thomas. Important among 
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inscriptions from the N are the Taima' Stone, 
which bears an Aramaic inscription of about the 
5th century BC, obtained by Huber in  1 883 
(* TEMA), and a second Aramaic inscription of the 
4th century BC, found at Taima' in 1 982. 

c. His/ory and civiliza/ion 
Apart from the * nomads of the steppe lands of 
Arabia, whose Iife has continued with Iittle change 
for millennia, the main areas of historical civiliza
tion were in the SW corner of the peninsula, and in 
the zone to the N where the steppe merges into the 
settled regions of Syria. 

In the 2nd millennium BC various Semitic
speaking tribes arrived from the N in the area of 
modern Yemen, and formed the settlements which 
were later to emerge as the kingdoms 01" Saba' 
(* SHEBA, 7), Ma'Tn (*  MINAEANS), Qatabän and 
l:Ia<:iramaut (Hazarmaveth, Gn. 1 0:26). The main 
cause of their prosperity was their intermediate 
position on the trade routes from the frankincense 
lands of the S coast and Ethiopia (* HERBS, Frank
incense), to the civilizations in the N. The first of 
these kingdoms to emerge was Saba', as revealed 
by the appearance in about the 9th-8th century of 
native inscriptions which indicate a well-organized 
polity under a ruler who evidently combined cer
tain priestly functions in his office. Religion was in
volved in most aspects of life, and there were 
annual festivals at the shrines of national deities. 
Its prosperity is indicated by the fact that it paid 
tribute to Sargon and Sennacherib, possibly from a 
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N trading colony. In c. 400 BC the neighbouring 
k ingdom of M a'Tn came into prominence and 
infringed on much of Sabaean authority. In  the 4th 
century the monarchy was founded in Qatabän, and 
in  the last quarter of the I st millennium the domin
ion of Saba', Ma'Tn, Qatabän and l:Iac:lramaut 
fluctuated with turns of fortune, until the area 
came under the control of the l:Iimyarites. At their 
height, the S Arabian kingdoms had colonies as 
far afield as N Arabia, and inscriptions in their 
characters have been found on the Persian Gulf 
and in Mesopotamia (Ur, Uruk). The alphabets of 
the Thamüdic, Libyänite and $afäitic inscriptions 
also show their influence in the N, and the Ethi
opic language and script offer similar evidence 
from Africa. 

In the N the history is one of the contacts made 
by nomads with the settled civilizations of Meso
potamia and Syria. In Transjordan the process 01' 
infiltration and settlement is evident, though there 
were periods when this was very sparse. I n  the early 
part of the M i ddle Bronze Age the whole of Trans
jordan was dotted with settlements ( 'ABRAHAM), 
but this was followed by a reduction (but not a 
total absence, as older books state) of sedentary 
occupation, c. 1 900- 1 200 BC, until settlement was 
increased again in the late 2nd millennium BC. The 
name 'Arab' first appears in the contemporary in
scriptions in  the annals of Shalmaneser II I ,  when 
one Gindibu from 'Arabia' (Kurkh Stele 2.  94) 
fought against hirn at Qarqar (853 BC), and there
after they frequently appear in the Assyrian in
scriptions as camel-borne raiding nomads, and 
they are so depicted in the bas-reliefs of Ashurba
n ipal at Nineveh ( · CAMEL). One 01' the unusual 
episodes in Mesopotamian history was the sojourn 
of Nabonidus, king of Babyion (556-539 BC) at 
Taima' (' TEMA) in the N. He stayed there for 1 0  
years while his son Bel-sar-usur (' BELSHAZZAR) 
ruled for hirn in Babyion.  

In  the latter part of the 4th century BC the 
Aramaic-speaking Arab kingdom of the ' Nabatae
ans, with its capital at Petra, began to emerge, and 
it  flourished as a trading state from the 2nd century 
unti l  weil into the Roman period. Farther S in the 
same period the Libyänite kingdom of • Dedan 
was formed by Arabs settling at an ancient Mi
naean colony. In  the  I st century BC another Arab 
state, which adopted Aramaic as its official lan
guage, began to come to prominence at Palmyra 
(' T ADMOR), and in the Christian era it  largely 
eclipsed Petra as a trading state, and became 
a serious rival to Rome. 

d. Biblieal re/erences 
Arabia is not often referred to by this name in the 
Bible, since its inhabitants were generally known 
by thc political or tribai names of the smaller 
groups to which they belonged. The Table of the 
• Nations in Gn .  1 0  lists a number of S Arabian 
peoplcs as the descendants of • Joktan and of 
• Cush. A number of mainly N Arabian tribes are 
listed as being descendants of Abraham through 
• Keturah and • Hagar (Gn. 25). Again among the 
descendants of Esau (Gn. 36) a number 01' Ara
bian peoples are mentioned. In the time of Jacob 
two groups of Abraham's descendants, the Ishma
elites (' ISHMAEL) and the • Midianites, are found 
as caravan merchants (Gn. 37:25-36; • NOMADS). It 
is, however, in the time of Solomon that contacts 
with Arabia become prominent in the OT narra
tive, mainly as a result of his extensive trade rela-
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tions, particularl� from his port of Eziongeber on 
the Red Sea. This is emphasized by the famous 
visit of the Queen of • Sheba ( I  Ki. 9:26-28; 1 0) ,  
and nearer horne by the tribute he received from 
the mal/se 

.
araQ (2 Ch.  9: 14) which the EVV render 

'kings of Arabia'. The name '''räQ, '''räQf seems 
to have originally meant 'desert' or 'steppe' and by 
extension 'steppe dweIler' , and therefore in the bib
Iical context it  referred chiefly to those people who 
occupied the semi-desert areas to the E and S of 
Palestine ( '  EAST, CHILDREN OF). I t  is not possible, 
however, to say whether the word is always to be 
taken as a proper name 'Arab', or as a collective 
noun 'steppe dweIler' . 

In the 9th century, Jehoshaphat of Judah re
ceived tribute from the '''räQf (2 Ch. 7: 1 1 ), but his 
successor Jehoram suffered a raid in wh ich the 
"'räQf carried off his wives and sons (2 Ch. 2 1 :  1 6-
1 7) ,  and only Ahaziah, the youngest, was left (2 
Ch. 22: I ). In the 8th century Uzziah reversed the 
situation and restored • Elath to his dominion (2 
Ki . 1 4 :22). 

Though the S Arabian kingdoms were known 
(e.g. Joel 3 :8), most of the contacts of Israel with 
Arabia were with the nomadic tribes of the N. In  
the  time of Hezekiah these people were very famil
iar (Is. 1 3 :20; 2 1 :  1 3) .  In the time of Josiah (Je. 3 :2), 
and in the c10sing days of the kingdom of Judah, 
the Arabians were coming to prominence as 
traders (Je. 25:23-24; Ezk. 27; • KEDAR). 

The growing tendency of the Arabs to settle and 
build trading centres is illustrated by • Geshem, the 
Arab who tried to hinder Nehemiah rebuilding Je
rusalem (Ne. 2:  1 9; 6: I ), presumably because he 
feared trade rivals. The kingdom of the Nabatae
ans was to follow, and in the Apocrypha the term 
'Arab' usually refers to these people. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. (a) General: 1. Bright, A History 
0/ Israel', 1 972; I .  Eph'al, The Ancient Arabs, 
1 982; W. C. Brice, South- West Asia, 1 966, pp. 246-
276; P. K. Hitt i ,  History 0/ the Arabs" 1 956, pp. 1 -
86; M .  Hoffner in H .  W. Hausseg (ed.), Wörtebueh 
der Mythologie, I .  I, n. d . ,  c. 1 962, pp. 407-552; A.  
Grohmann, Arabien, 1 963; G. W. van Beek in G. E .  
Wright (ed.), The Bible and the Ancielll Near East. 
1 96 1 ,  pp. 229-248; A.  K. Irvine in POTT, pp. 287-
3 1 1 ;  S. Moscati, The Semites in Ancielll HistOl'y,-
1 959, pp. 1 04- 1 32; G. Ryckmans, Les religions 
arabes preislamiques, 1 95 1 ;  Proeeedings o/ rhe Sem
inar /or Arabian Srudies, 1 - ( 1 970-); Arlal, 1 -
( 1 977-); Raydan, 1 - ( 1 978-); Arabian Arehaeology 
and Epigraphy, 1 - ( 1 990-); Arehäeologisehe 
Beriehre aus dem Yemen, 1 - ( 1 982-). 

(b) S Arabia: A.  F. L. Beeston, Sabaie Grammar, 
1 984; Beeston er al, Sabaie Dierionary, 1 982; S. D. 
Ricks, Lexieon 0/ Inscriprional Qarabanian, 1 989; 
'Theocracy in the Sayhad Culture', Proeeedings 0/ 
rhe Seminar/ar Arabian Srudies, 7 ( 1 977), pp. 5- 1 0; 
B. Doe, Sourhern Arabia, 1 97 1 ;  Monumenrs 0/ 
SOl/rh Arabia, 1 983;  K.  A.  Kitchen, Doeumellls 
/rom Aneienr Arabia, I ( 1 994), l I-IV (in prepara-
tion). . 

(e) N Arabia: W. Wright, A Grammar 0/ rhe 
Arabie Langl/age3, rev. by W. R. Smith and M .  1. de 
Goeje, 1 896; A. Musil, Orienral Explorarions and 
Srudies, 1 -6, 1 926-8; N. Glueck, Explorarions in 
Easrern Palesrine, I-IV (AASOR 1 4, 1 5 , 1 8, 1 9, 25, 
28),  1 934-5 1 ;  and more popular accounts - The 
Orher Side o/ rhe Jordan ' ,  1 970; The River Jordan, 
1 946; and Ril'ers in rhe Desert, 1 959; see also BA 
22, 1 959, pp. 98-1 08;  F. V. Winnett and W. L.  Reed , 
Ancienr Reeords /ronl Norrh Arabia, 1 970: on 



Tema, see W. G. Lambert, Proceedings of the Sem
inar for Arabian Studies, 2 ( 1 972), pp. 53-64 and C. 
J. Gadd, in Anatolian Studies 8, 1 958, pp. 79-89. 

T.C.M. 

11.  In  the New Testament 
Arabia did not, as it does today, denote the whole of 
the great peninsula between the Red Sea and the 
Persian Gulf, but only the area to the immediate E 
and S of Palestine. This territory was occupied by 
an Arab tribe or tribes called the • Nabataeans, who 
had settled in the area during the 3rd century BC. By 
the I st century they had established their control 
over an area which stretched from Damascus on the 
N to Gaza to the S and far into the desert to the E. 
Their capital was the red-rock city of Petra. 

Arabia is mentioned only twice in the NT. Paul 
relates how, after his conversion, he went away into 
Arabia (Ga! . I :  1 7) .  No other account of this inci
dent occurs in the NT. The exact location of this 
event is very uncertain. Since Arabia to the 
Graeco-Roman mind meant the Nabataean king
dom, i t  is l ikely that he went there, possibly to 
Petra, the capital city. Why he went is not revealed. 
Perhaps his purpose was to be alone to commune 
with God. K. Lake suggests that Paul conducted a 
preaching mission there, because in the Epistle to 
the Galatians, where he mentions this incident, the 
anti thesis is not between conferring with the Chris
tians at Jerusalem and conferring with God in the 
desert, but between obeying immediately his com
mission to preach to the Gentiles and going to Je
rusalem to obtain the authority to do this (The 
Earlier Epistles of St Paul, 1 9 14,  pp. 320f.). 

In the only other occurrence of the word Arabia 
in the NT (Ga!. 4:25) it is used in the narrower 
sense to denote the Sinai Peninsula, or the territory 
immediately to the E, across the Gulf of Aqabah. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A.  Smith, The Historical 
Geography of the Holy Land, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 547f. ,  649; 
HDAC; lDB; J. A. Montgomery, Arabia and the 
Bible, 1 934. w.w.w. 

ARAD. I .  A Canaanite town in the wilderness 01" 
Judah whose king vainly attacked I srael during the 
Wandering. Arad was destroyed, and renamed 
• Hormah (Nu. 2 1 : 1 -3; 33 :40). Jos. 1 2 : 1 4  lists a 
king of Arad and a king of Hormah amongst the 
conquered, while Jdg. 1 : 1 6- 1 7  teils of Kenites set
tling in  the area, and of Judah and Simeon destroy
ing Zephath, renamed Hormah. Now Tell Arad 30 
km NE of Beersheba, excavated from 1 962 to 1 974 
by Y. Aharoni and R. B. K .  Amiran. A large forti
fied city existed in the Early Bronze Age (Lower 
City), then the si te was deserted until Iron Age I ,  
when a mound a t  one side was occupied. Here a 
fortress was built in the 1 0th century BC that was 
used until the 6th century. During several phases 
of remodelling a shrine with stone altars and pil
lars existed in one corner. Potsherds inscribed in 
Hebrew found there include the names of the 
priestly families Pashhur and Meremoth. More 
texts were recovered from other parts of the fort, 
dealing with military affairs and supplies in the 
troubled years about 600 BC. One mentions 'the 
house of YHWH' . Arad of the Late Bronze Age 
(Canaanite Arad) may have been the present Tel l  
Malbatah, 12  km to the Sw. Two Arads, Arad 
Rabbat and Arad of Yeruham, were listed by 
• Shishak after his invasion. See NEAEHL, pp. 62-
72 and Y. Aharoni, Arad lnscriptions, 1 98 1 .  
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2. A Benjaminite, son of Beriah (I Ch. 8 : 1 5- 1 6) .  
A.R.M.  

ARAM, ARAMAEANS. 

I. Ancestral and personal 
a. The son of Shem, so named with Elam, As

syria and others in Gn. 1 0:22-23 and I Ch I :  1 7 , 
having four others grouped under hirn. On this 
association of Aram with the E and NE parts of 
the ancient East, see section l I .a, below. 

b. A personal name borne by i ndividuals and 
heads of later clans in the patriarchal age and after, 
thus: Aram, grandson of Nahor, Abraham's 
brot her (Gn. 22:2 1 ); an 'Aramitess' was mother of 
M achir by Manasseh (I Ch. 7 :  1 4) ;  another Aram is 
mentioned as a descendant of Asher ( I  Ch. 7 :34). 

In  the genealogies of Mt. 1 :3-4 and Lk.  3:33 (AV) 
Aram is simply the misleading Gk.  form of Ram 
(RSV), an entirely different name. 

11. People, lands and language 

a. Origins 
Aram and Aramaeans are usually called 'Syria(ns)' 
in  the English OT - a misleading appellation when 
applied to the period before c. 1 000 BC. From the 
3rd millennium BC, W Semitic-speaking semi
nomadic peoples are known from cuneiform 
sources to have been constantly infiltrating into 
Syria and Mesopotamia from almost the whole of 
the Arabian desert-fringe. In  Mesopotamia under 
the kings of Akkad and of the 3rd Dynasty of Ur 
(c. 2400-2000 BC) these 'Westerners' ( MA R. TU in  
Sumerian, Amurru in Babylonian) eventually pene
trated right across the Tigris to the steppelands far
ther E, reaching the Iranian mountains. Evidence 
shows that they became weil established there. (For 
a good discussion of this see J.-R .  Kupper, Les 
Nomades en Mesopotamie au Temps des Rois de 
Mari, 1 957, pp. 1 47f.,  1 66, 1 77f., 1 96.) But these 
NE regions were no empty land. In the steppes and 
hills beyond, the H urrians were at horne, and the 
two populations doubtless mingled. These facts 
provide an illuminating background for the origins 
of the Aramaeans of biblical and external sources. 

At this period mention is made of a settlement 
called Aram(e.i) in the E Tigris region N of Elam 
and ENE of Assyria. If this fact  is l inked with the 
presence of W Semitic-speaking settlers there, 
these may justifiably be considered as proto
Aramaeans. Kupper rejects this interpretation, but 
has apparently overlooked the importance of some 
OT passages here. This association of the earliest 
'Aramaeans' with the E and NE is evident in Gn .  
1 0:22-23, where Aram, Elam and Assyria occur 
together - a mark of very early date. Am. 9:7 car
ries on this tradition in later times: God brought 
Israel from Egypt (S), the Philistines from Caphtor 
(W) and the Aramaeans from Qir (NE). Qir occurs 
only once more (ls. 22:6) - standing for Assyria - -
along with Elam, so Amos is in l ine with Gn.  1 0  
and with the ascertainable N E  occurrences of 
proto-Aramaeans. On the cuneiform evidence (but 
not using the biblical passages adduced here), these 
earliest Aramaeans were accepted by A. Dupont
Sommer, VT Supp. Vo!. I ,  1 953, pp. 40--49; by 
S. Moscati, The Semites in Ancient History, 1 959, 
pp. 66-67, and in earlier works; and by M .  
McNamara, Verbum Domini 35, 1 957, pp. 1 29-
1 42; but rejected (e. g. )  by I. J. Gelb, fCS 1 5 , 1 96 1 ,  
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p. 28, n.  5; D. O. Edzard, Die zweite Zwischenzeit 
Babyloniens, 1 957, p. 43, n. 1 88 .  

Aramu i s  attested a s  a personal name i n  the 3rd 
Dynasty 01' Ur (c. 2000 BC) and at Mari ( 1 8th cen
tury 1 96 BC); at Alalab in N Syria about this time 
occurs the form Arammu for the doubled 'm' cf. 
the Heb. " rammf, 'Aramaean'. This corresponds 
with Aram as an OT personal name about that 
time. The name Aram may even be Hurrian; at 
Alalab and at Nuzi appear a series of Hurrian
type names compounded with initial Aram- or 
Arim- (Kupper, Nomades, p. 1 1 3) .  'Aram' may have 
been the name of a tri bai group that first crossed 
the Tigris into the Hurrian regions, and its name 
has been applied by the Hurrians to all such W 
Semitic-speaking infiltrators and settlers (cf. Sum
erian and Babylonian use of terms MAR TU and 
Amurru, above) - hence its occurrence in place
names, or it might even have been a Hurrian epi
thet, which would better explain its occurrence in 
personal names. As the H urrians spread righ t 
across upper Mesopotamia and into Syria by the 
beginning of the 2nd millennium, they would then 
perhaps use th is term of the many W Semitic set
tiers in these regions - known from non-Hurrian 
cuneiform sources (e.g. M ari), Haneans, Suteans 
and others; but this remains wholly uncertain. 

b. Early history. 19th-12th centuries Be 
The Hebrew Patriarchs, arter leaving Ur, first set
tled in this upper Mesopotamian area, at Harran 
(Gn. I I  :28-32), in 'Aram-naharaim' (see below). 
One part of the family stayed on here (Nahor, 
Bethuel, Laban) as 'Aramaeans' (i. e. , named arter 
the place where they lived), while the other (Abra
ham) went on to Canaan. But the wives of both 
Isaac and Jacob came from the Aramaean branch 
of the family (Gn. 24:28ff.), thoroughly justifying 
the later Israelite confession of descent from 'a 
wandering Aramaean' (= Jacob) in Dt. 26:5. The 
speech of Jacob's and Laban's families already 
showed dialectal differences ('Canaanite' and 
'Aramaie'), see Gn. 3 1 :47; note the early form of 
this Aramaie phrase, using direct (construct) geni
tive and not circumlocution with di. 

Aram-naharaim ('Aram of the two rivers') or 
Paddan-aram was basically the area within the 
great bend of the river Euphrates past Carchemish 
bounding it on the W, with the river Habur as limit 
in the E. In this area arose the Hurrian kingdom of 
M itanni ( 1 6th- 1 4th centuries BC). ln the ·Amarna 
Letters (c. 1 360 BC) it is called Nabrima with Can
aanitic dual in 'm' (like Heb.), while in Egyptian 
texts of c. 1 520- 1 1 70 BC appears the form Nhrn, 
clearly exhibiting ap Aramaic-type dual in 'n', not 
assimilated to Canaanite as in the Amarna letters. 
The form in Egyptian is clear evidence - deriving 
directly from Egyptian military contact with 
Aram-naharaim - for Aramaic dialect-forms there 
from the 1 6th century BC. The forms NabrimaJ 
Nhrn are mentioned briefly in Gelb, Hurrians and 
Subarians, 1 944, p. 74 and n. 208. Further hints of 
(proto-)Aramaic forms in the early 2nd millennium 
in this area are found in Albright, AIO 6, 1 930- 1 ,  
p. 2 1 8, n .  4. . 

From Ugarit ( 1 4th- 1 3th centuries BC) come per
sonal names Armeya and B(e)n-Arm(e)y(a), and a 
plot of land called 'fields of Aramaeans' ( Kupper, 
Nomades, p. 1 ( 4), which continue the story. An 
Egyptian mention of Aram occurs under Ameno
phis I I I  (c. 1 370 BC), cf. E. Edel, Die Ortsnamenlis
ten aus dem TOlentempel Amenophis IJ/, 1 966, pp. 
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28f. Thus the place-name 'the Aram' or 'Pa-Aram' 
in the Egyptian Papyrus Anastasi 1 1 1  ( 1 3th century 
BC) probably stands for Aram, not Amurru. It  was 
in the 1 3th century BC that Balaam was hired from 
• Pethor (in 'Amaw?) by the Euphratcs in Aram 
(-naharaim) and the 'mountains of the east', in 
order to curse Israel (Nu. 22:5, RSV; 23:7; Dt. 23:4). 

In the chaos that befell the W part of the ancient 
E just after c. 1 200 BC when the sea peoples 
destroyed the Hittite empire and disrupted Syria
Palestine (. CANAAN; • EGYPT, History), one of 
Israel's oppressors was the opportunist • Cushan
rishathaim, king of Aram-naharaim, whose far
flung but fragile dominion lasted only 8 years (Jdg. 
3 :7- 1 1 ) . Still later in the Judges' period, the gods 
of Syria proper could already be called 'the gods 
of Aram' (c. 1 1 00 BC?) in Jdg. 1 0:6 (Heb.); this ties 
up with the accelerating inflow of Aramaeans and 
selliing in the later 1 2th and 1 1 th centuries BC in 
Syria and Mesopotamia, culminating in the found
ing of Aramaean states. Just at this time, Tiglath
pileser I of Assyria ( 1 1 00 BC) was trying unavail
ingly to stern the advance of 'Akhlamu, Aramae
ans' across the length of the middle Euphrates 
(ANET, p. 275). The Akhlamu occur in the 1 3th, 
14th and (as personal name) 1 8th centuries BC as 
Aramaean-type people, thus further witnessing to 
an Aramaean continuity from earlier to later times. 
On this section see also Kupper, Nomades; R. T. 
O'Callaghan, Aram Naharaim, 1 948; M. F. Unger, 
Israel and the Aramaeans 01 Damascus, 1 957; 
ANET, p. 259 and n. I I ;  W. T. Pitard, Ancient 
DamasCIIs, 1 987. 

c. Israel and the Aramaean States (c. 1000-700 Be) 
(i) Saul (c. 1050-1010 Be). During his reign, Saul 
had to fight many foes for Israel: Moab, Ammon 
and Edom in the E, the Philistines in the SW and 
the 'k ings of Zobah' in the N (I Sa. 14 :47; or 
'king', if LXX be followed). This was probably at 
the height of his power (c. 1 025 BC?), before the 
final disasters of his reign . 

(ii) Dal'id (c. 1010-970 Be). David's first known 
Aramaean contact is with Talmai son of Ammi
hur, king of Geshur, whose daughter he married 
(Absalom being her son by hirn) within his first 7 
years' reign at Hebron ( 1 0 1 0-1 003 BC), 2 Sa. 3 :3 ,  5.
Talmai still ruled Geshur late in David's reign 
when Absalom fled there for 3 years (2 Sa. 1 3 :37-
39). In the second half of his reign, David clashed 
with Hadadezer son of Rehob, king 01' Aram
zobah (N of Damascus). This king had al ready ex
tended his rule as far as the Euphrates (subduing 
the hostile Toi, king of Hamath, 2 Sa. 8: 1 0), but his 
N subjects must have revolted, for when David at
tacked hirn Hadadezer was then going to 'res tore' 
his conquests there (2 Sa. 8 :3). Perhaps David and 
Toi found Hadadezer too dangerous; at any rate, 
David annexed Damascus and Toi of Hamath 
became his (subject-) ally, 2 Sa. 8 : 5-1 2.  The revolt 
against Hadadezer probably followed the two 
heavy defeats that David inflicted on hirn as ally of 
Ammon (2 Sa. 1 0; I Ch. 1 9) with other Aramaean 
states (see Unger, pp. 42-46). No direct time
relation between 2 Sa. 8 : 3- 1 2  and 2 Sa. 9- 1 2  is 
stated - but the Ammonite war probably preceded 
that of 2 Sa. 8. Henceforth, David was doubtless 
overlord of Hadadezer and all Syria. The earlier 
wide but ephemeral power of Hadadezer may be 
reflected in later Assyrian texts which report how, 
und er Ashur-rabi I I  (c. 1 0 1 2-972 BC), 'the king 
of Aram' gained control of Pethor (Pitru) and 



Mutkinu on either side of the Euphrates; this may 
mark the foundation there of the Aramaean king
dom of Bit-Adini - perhaps the source of Hada
dezer's troops from beyond the Euphrates. For 
furt her discussion, see Landsberger, Sam 'al I, 
1 948, p. 35, n. 74; and Malamat, BA 2 1 , 1 958, pp. 
1 0 1 - 102 .  

(iii) Solomon (e. 970-930 BC). Probably it was in 
the first half of his reign that Solomon overcame 
'Hamath-zobah', i.e. presumably crushed a revolt 
in the S part of the country of Hamath that ad
joined Zobah - perhaps a rising against Hamath's 
subject-ally status? At any rate Solomon's over
lordship was effective enough for hirn to have 
store-cities built there (2 Ch.  8 : 3-4). But in the last 
part of David's reign, after the discomfiture of 
Hadadezer of Zobah, a mere youth, Rezon, went 
off and gathered a marauding band around him
self. For some time, into Solomon's earlier years, 
he was probably little more than a petty, roving in
surgent.  But for the latter half of Solomon's reign 
he gained control of Damascus and became king 
there, briefly surviving Solomon, whom he had 
always opposed (I Ki .  1 1  :23-25); Rezon, it seems, 
played bandit till e. 955 BC, reigning in Damascus 
perhaps c. 955-925 BC, till at last - full of years - -
he passed away, and a new 'strong man', Hezion, 
seized the Damascus throne. 

(iv) Tlle Dynasty 0/ Hezion. The new opportun
ist founded a dynasty that lasted a century. Hezion 
(e. 925-9 1 5?), his son Tabrimmon (c. 9 1 5-900?) 
and grandson Ben-hadad I (c. 900-860?) are at
tested in this order and relationship, from I Ki. 
1 5 :  1 8 . (The Melqart Stele, commonly held to show 
the same line (DOTT, pp. 239-4 1 ;  ANET, p. 50 1 ), 
is in fact impossible to read with confidence.) 
These kings speedily made of Damascus the para
mount kingdom in Syria proper, rivalled only by 
Hamath. When attacked by Baasha of I srael, Asa 
of Judah sought aid from Ben-hadad I ( I  Ki .  
1 5 :  1 8ff.).  

The • Ben-hadad who c1ashed with Ahab (I  Ki. 
20) and was murdered by Hazael in Joram's time, 
e. 843 BC (2 Ki. 6:24ff.; 8 :7- 1 5) is probably a differ
ent king, a Ben-hadad 1 1  (e. ?860-843), but it is 
possible to argue, with Albright, that this is still 
Ben-hadad I (then, c. 900-843 BC - a long reign but 
not unparalleled). This Ben-hadad 1 111 is almost 
certainly the Adad-idri CHadad-ezer') of Damas
cus whom Shalmaneser 1 1 1  attacked in 853, 849, 
848 and 845 BC, and whose murder and replace
ment by • Hazael are also alluded to by the Assy
rian. Double names are common among ancient 
Near Eastern rulers; Ben-hadad/Adad-idri is but 
one more example. It was Ben-hadad of Damascus 
and Urhileni of Hamath who led the opposition to 
Assyria and contributed the largest armed contin
gents, though their efforts were handsomely 
matched in this respect by Ahab of Israel in 853 BC 
at Qarqar (ANET, pp. 278-28 1 ;  Wiseman in 
DOTT, p. 47). 

(v) Hazael to Rezin. The usurper • Hazael (c. 
843-796 BC) alm ost immediately c1ashed with 
Joram of Israel (842/1 BC) , cf 2 Ki.  8 :28-29; 9: 1 5 . 
Jehu gained the Israelite throne at this time, but he 
and others paid tribute to Assyria (ANET, p. 280; 
DOTT, p. 48; IBA , p. 57, fig. 5 1 ), leaving Hazael of 
Damascus to oppose Assyria alone in  841 and 837 
BC (Unger, op. cit., pp. 76-78). Thereafter, Hazael 
savagely attacked Israel under Jehu, seizing Trans
jordan (2 Ki. 1 0:32-33), and throughout the reign 
of Jehoahaz, c. 8 1 4/3-798 BC (2 Ki .  1 3 :22). But 
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temporary relief did occur; the 'deliverer' sent by 
God then (2 Ki. 1 3 :5) may have been Adad-nirari 
I I I  of Assyria who intervened against Hazael 
(calIed ' Mari') about 805-802 BC. 

In the Israelite Joash's early years· the pressure 
was at first maintained by Hazael's son Ben-hadad 
1 1 1  (2 Ki. 1 3 :3) .  But as promised by God through 
Elisha, Joash (c. 798-782/1 BC) was able to recover 
from Ben-hadad the lands previously lost to 
Hazael (2 Ki.  1 3 :  1 4- 1 9, 22-25). Ben-hadad ac
ceded c. 796 BC, and reigned till roughly 770 BC on 
evidence of Zakur's stele (see Unger, op. eit., pp. 
85-89; DOTT, pp. 242-250). Ben-hadad headed a 
powerful coalition against Zakur of H amath, a 
usurper from Lu'ash who had seized control of the 
whole kingdom Hamath-Lu'ash . But Zakur and 
his allies defeated Ben-hadad's coalition and so 
spelt the end of the dominance in  Syria of the 
Aramaean kingdom of Damascus. 

Shortly after this, discredited Damascus came 
under the overlordship of Jeroboam 1 1  of Israel (2 
Ki. 1 4 :28). Still later, perhaps after Jeroboam 1 1 '5 
death in 753 BC, a king • Rezin (Assyrian Ra6ianu) 
appeared in Damascus and menaced Judah as 
Israel's ally, even (Jike Hazael) conquering Trans
jordan again; but Ahaz of Judah appealed to 
Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  of Assyria, who then in 732 BC 
defeated and slew Rezin (2 Ki .  1 6 : 5-9; ANET, p. 
283), deporting the unhappy Aramaeans to Qir, 
ironically their ancient homeland, as prophesied by 
Amos ( I  :4-5). 

(vi) Otller Aramaean kingdoms are rarely men
tioned in Scripture. Sennacherib in 701  BC mocked 
Hezekiah over the impotence of the kings and 
gods of • Arpad, • Hamath, • Gozan, • Harran, 
• Rezeph (Assyr. Ra$appa) and the 'children of 
Eden in Telassar' (2 Ki.  1 8:34; 1 9: 1 2- 1 3). The last
named are the people of the Aramaean province 
(former kingdom) of Bit-Adini,  the ' House 01' 
Eden' or Beth-eden of Am. 1 :5 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. F. Unger, R .  T. Q'Callaghan, 
A. Malamat (works cited at end of 11. b); A.  
Dupont-Sommer, Les Aramliens, 1 949. Specific 
studies include: R. de Yaux, RB 43, 1 934, pp. 5 1 2-
5 1 8 ,  and A. Jepsen, A/O 1 4, 1 94 1 -4, pp. 1 53-1 72, 
and ibid. 1 6, 1 952-3, pp. 3 1 5-3 1 7; B .  M azar, BA 25, 
1 962, pp. 98-1 20, for Aram-Damascus and Israel; 
E. O. Forrer, in Ebeling and Meissner, Reallexikon 
der Assyriologie, I ,  1 932, pp. 1 3 1 - 1 39 (Aramu), and 
B. Landsberger, Sam 'al I, 1 948; W. F. Albright in 
AS 6, 1 956, pp. 75-85, on Assyrian penetration of 
Aramaean politics and art; A .  M alamat, in POTT, 
pp. 1 34- 1 55. I nscriptions, cf 1. C. L. Gibson, Text
book 0/ Syrian Semitic Jnscriptions, 2, 1 975. 

d Language 
See • LANGUAGE Of THE OLD TESTAMENT. 

It should be recognized that the occurence of 
Aramaisms in OT Hebrew often indicates an early, 
not a late, date. Note the 2nd-millennium traces of 
Aramaic forms (lI.b, above). Aramaean states in 
Syria wh ich existed from at least Saul's reign, and 
marriages in the time of David (Talmai), imply 
Aramaic linguistic influence in  Palestine then. 
Finally, so me 'Aramaisms' are actually Hebraisms 
(or Canaanisms) in  Aramaic (cf K. A. Kitchen, 
Ancient Orient and Old Testament, 1 966, pp. 1 43-
1 46; A. Hurwitz, JEI 1 8, 1 968, pp. 234-240). 

e. Aramaean culture 
The Aramaeans' one major contribution to an
cient Oriental culture was their language: at first, in 
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commerce and diplomacy, then for communication 
over wide areas (see above), but also as a Iiterary 
medium (see R. A.  Bowman, 'Aramaic, Aramcans 
and the Bible', JNES 7, 1 948, pp. 65-99). The story 
and proverbs of Ahiqar are set in the Assyria of 
Sennacherib and certainly go back in origin to 
almost that time; from the 5th eentury BC come 
the religious texts in demotie (Egyptian) script 
(Bowman, JNES 3, 1 944, pp. 2 1 9-23 1 )  and the 
Papyri Blacassiani (G. A. Cooke, A Textbook 0/ 
North-Semitic Inscriptions, 1 903, pp. 206-2 1 0, 
No. 76). Stil l  later come magieal texts, including 
one in cuneiform script of the Seleucid era (e. 
H. Gordon, A/O 1 2 ,  1 937-9, pp. 1 05- 1 1 7) .  Syri
ac in the Christian epoch was a great province of 
Christian literat ure. The chief gods of the Ara
maeans were Baal-shamain and other forms of 
Baal, Hadad the storm-god, Canaanite deities 
such as Ashtar, and Mesopotamian ones, includ
ing Marduk, Nebo, Shamash, ete. (1. A. Fitz
myer, The Aramaie Inscriptions 0/ Seifre, 1 967, 
pp. 33ff.). See Dupont-Sommer, Les Arameens, 
pp. 1 06- 1 1 9; Dhorme and Dussaud, Religions, 
Babylonie, eIe. , 1 949, pp. 389ff. K.A .K .  

ARARAT. 

I .  Biblical evidence 
The name A rarat occurs four times in the Bible. I t  
was the mountainous o r  hilly area (häre '''rärär, 
'mountains of Ararat') where Noah's ark eame to 
rest (Gn. 8 :4. Reports l inking supposed remains of 
wood from Lake Kop on Mt Ararat with the ark of 
Noah's * flood have not been confirmed archaeo
logieally nor dated prior to c. 2500 BC); the land 
( 'ere$) to wh ich Adrammelech and Sharezer, the 
parricides of Sennacherib, Red for asyl um (2 Ki. 
1 9 :37 = 1 5. 37:38);  and a kingdom (mamläifa) 
grouped by Jeremiah with M inni and Ashkenaz in 
a prophetie summons to destroy Babyion (Je. 
5 1  :27). The AV reads 'Armenia' in both Kings and 
Isaiah, following Armenian in the LXX of Isaiah. 

Il. Extra-biblical evidence 
There is l ittlc doubt that biblical '''rärär was the 

The location 0/ Ararat in Armenia. 
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Urar(u 01' the Assyrian inscriptions, a kingdom 
which Rourished in the time 01' the Assyrian empire 
in the neighbourhood of Lake Van in Armenia. 
While it is frequently mentioned by the Assyrian 
kings as a troublesome N neighbour, it was much 
inRuenced by Mesopotamian civilization, and in 
the 9th century the cunciform script was adopted 
and modified for writing Uraqian (also called 
'Vannic' or 'Chaldian', not to be confused with 
'Chaldean'), a language unrelated to Akkadian. 
Nearly 200 Uraqian inseriptions are known, and 
in these the land is referred to as Biainae and the 
people as 'children of l:;Ialdi', the national god. 
Excavations, notably at Toprak Kaie, part of the 
ancient capital, Tuspa, near the shore of Lake 
Van, at Karmir Blur, a town si te near Erivan in the 
USSR, and at Alting Tepe, near Erzincan, have re
vealed examples of art and architecture. 

I I l .  Uraru 
In the 1 3th century, when Uraqu is first men
tioned in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser I, i t  ap
pears as a small principality between the lakes of 
Van and Urmia, but i t  seems to have grown in 
power in  the following centuries when Assyria was 
suffering a period of decline. In the 9th eentury re
ports of Assyrian eampaigns against Uraqu, 
whose territory now extended weil to the N and W, 
become more frequent, and about 830 BC a new 
dynasty was founded by Sardur I, who established 
his capital at Tuspa. His immediate suceessors 
held the frontiers, but the kingdom was badly shaken 
at the end of the 8th century by the Cimmerian 
(* GOMER) invasions, and was only brieRy revived 
in the mid-7th century by Rusa I I ,  who may have 
been the king who gave asylum to Sennacherib's 
assassins. The end of Uraf\u is obscure, but the 
Indo-European-speaking Armenians must h ave 
been established there by the late 6th century BC, as 
is shown by the Behistun inscription which gives 
arminiya in the Old Persian version where the 
Babylonian version reads UraS(II, and the Ara
maic version from Elephantine gives 'rr(. Uraqu 
probably disappeared as a state in the early 6th 
century, at about the time of Jeremiah 's prophetic 
summons. 
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ARAUNAH (Heb. 'urawnii, also hä 'uwarnii, 
·"ranyii). In 2 Sa. 24: 1 6ff. a Jebusite whosc 
threshing-f1oor was bought by David when he saw 
the destroying angel hold his hand there, so that he 
might build an altar on the spot and offer a sacri
fice to check the pestilence which broke out after 
his numbering of the people. In I Ch. 2 1 :  1 8ff. 
(where Araunah is called Ornan) David buys the 
area surrounding the threshing-f1oor to�, to be the 
site of the future Temple which, in due course, 
Solomon built there ( I  Ch.  22: 1 ;  2 Ch.  3 : 1 ). Arau
nah's name has been derived from Hittite arawanis, 
' freeman',  'noble' . H .  A. H offner (POTT, p. 225) 
suggcsts rat her reading 'wrnh (cf Ch. and LXX) = 

Hurrian ewri-ne, 'the lord'. Ugarit supplies both 
iwm ( Hurrian) and anvn ( Hittite) as personal 
names (F. Gröndahl, Die Personennamen der Texte 
alls Ugarit, 1 967, pp. 224, 272). In 2 Sa. 24: 1 6  the 
name is preceded by the definite article, and in v. 23 
it is glossed by hammele/s ('the king'), whence i t  has 
been conjectured that he was the last king of 
Jebusite Jerusalem. (0 H ITTITES. )  F.F.B. 

ARCHAEOLOGY, 

I. General 
Within the rapidly developing science of archae
ology the special study of 'Biblical Archaeology' 
selects those material remains of Palestine and its 
neighbouring countries wh ich relate to the biblical 
period and narrative. These include the remains of 
buildings, art, inscriptions and every artefact 
wh ich hel ps the understanding of the history, l ife 
and customs of the Hebrews and those peoples 
who, like the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Syrians, 
Assyrians and Babylonians, came into contact 
with and influenced them. I nterest in places and 
times mentioned in the Bible provided the initial 
incentive to many of the earlier excavations, and 
the broad picture of the h istorical, religious and 
ethical background to the Bible now available from 
archaeological discoveries has done much to 
explain, i l lustrate and sometimes to corroborate 
bibl ical statements and counteract theories insuffi
ciently based on facts. 

The limitations of archaeology are due to the 
vast span of time and area to be covered and to the 
hazards of preservation. Objects of wood, leather 
or cloth rarely survive and their existence has to be 
assumed. No biblical site has ever been, or prob
ably can be, completely excavated. Only in recent 
years have accurate methods of stratification and 
recording enabled detailed comparisons to be 
made between sites. This has led to the revision of 
some earlier conclusions, e.g. Garstang's dating of 
Jericho walls to centuries earlier by Kenyon.  
Moreover, the dearth of inscriptions from Pales
ti  ne itself means that direct extra-biblical insight 
into the thoughts and l ife of the early peoples is 
rare. As archaeology deals primarily with ma
terials, i t  can never test such great biblical truths as 
the existence and redeeming activity of God and 
Christ, the incarnate Word . 

In Palestine (taking this term to include the 
modern states of Israel and Jordan) the archaeo-
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logical technique of sequence dating was first 
worked out. At Tell el-Hesi in 1 890 Flinders Petrie 
realized that different levels of occupation could be 
distinguished by the characteristic pottery and 
other features found in them. This scheme of stra
tigraphy and typology is now applied throughout 
the world; in Palestine it has been improved by 
later excavators, especially at Tell Beit M irsim, 
Samaria, Lachish and Jericho. By comparison be
tween sites within Palestine and farther afield a 
network of related finds has been established, link
ing with historical records, to give a remarkably 
close-knit chronology from the 4th millennium BC. 
Dates before that time are stil l  imprecise, even 
when the Carbon 14 method supplies some evi
dence. The accompanying table (p. 74) gives the 
currently-accepted design at ions for these archaeo
logical periods: 

II, Prehistory 
The Near East was the scene of man's first emer
gence as a food-gatherer in the Palaeolithic period 
of which remains are found in the Carmel caves 
(Wadi al-Mugharah), 'Eynan and 'Oren . A fter a 
gap he is traced as a food-gatherer in the so-called 
'Neolithic revolution' .  M any find early associ
ations with pre-historic Europe rather than Africa 
and physical relationships with European Nean
derthaI types. Open settlements with huts dated c. 
9000 BC are found at Shanidar ( I raq), 'Eynan 
(Lake Huleh), Jericho and Beidha (near Petra). 
These lead on to the pre-pottery Neolithic B with 
the development of the economy of production. 
At Jericho at this time (c. 7500 BC) there are found 
massive defences and unusually plastered skulls 
and figurines of unidentified purpose. Neolithic 
sites have been traced in Yarmuk and Galilee 
(Sh'ar Haggolan) and at Ain Ghazzal in Jordan. 
These are contemporary with settlements in the 
Nile Valley, on Cyprus, in Anatolia (<;:ayönü, 
<;:atal Hüyük) and in N Mesopotamia (Jarmo, 
Nemrik). 

In the Chalcolithic period wall paintings, paint
ed pottery and simple cop per come from the Jor
dan Valley, Telulat Ghassul, Esdraelon , near Gaza, 
and in the N Negeb. Elaborate objects were cast in 
copper for cultic purposes (NahaI M ishmar) and 
gold was worked. Clay models show that curved 
vaulted roofs were a feature of underground stores 
(Abu Matar), rock cisterns and some dwellings. 

The transition to the Early Bronze Age is ill
defined in Palestine. Some trace this at a number of 
settlements which later grew into city states (Meg
iddo, Jericho, Beth-shan, Beth-yerab and Tell el
Far'a near Shechem) or were later abandoned for a 
time (Samaria and Tell en-Nasbeh). I nvaders, prob
ably former nomads from the N or E,  brought a new 
type of pottery and buried their dead in mass grav
es cut in the rocks. These tombs sometimes includ
ed pottery types known from the previous Late 
Chalcolithic period, Esdraelon burnished wares 
and painted pottery tater found in abundance 
(EB I). The term Proto-Urban, corresponding to 
the Protoliterate (Jemdet Nasr) period in Iraq c. 
3200 BC has been used to describe th is phase. 

111, The Canaanite (Bronze) Age 
Towns with mud-brick walls begin to appear in the 
Early Bronze Age I. At the same time the pottery 
in the N (Beth-yerab, level 1 1 ;  Beth-shan, level 
XI) differs from that in the S, found at Ophel 
(Jerusalem), Gezer, Ai, Jericho (VI-VII )  and Tell 
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en-Nasbeh. The towns in the N continued to 
flourish in EB 11 c. 2900 BC (Megiddo, XVI-XVII ;  
Beth-yerah, I I I ;  Beth-shan, XI I )  although in the  S 
some Egyptian influence can be seen (Jericho, I V). 
The well-developed lower city at Arad (IV-I) with 
its twin temples shows affinities with the N Canaa
nite towns (cf "AI). There were striking develop
ments, notably in a fine new ' Khirbet Kerak' ware 
which shows the gradual improvement in pottery 
technique in  Palestine and Syria. 

About 2200 BC saw the appearance of a people 
with distinctivc burial customs, pottery and 
weapons. These were local nomadic groups thought 
to have been new arrivals to the land and were 
identified with the Amorites (e.g. Tel Ajjul,  Jericho, 
Megiddo). The incoming Israelites later noted the 
Amorites (Nu .  1 3 :29; Jos. 5: I ;  1 0:6) as people of 
the hill-country, and earlier the Execration Texts 
( *Egypt IV b l )  attest an Amorite presence there. 

Other types of pottery, weapons and burial cus
toms show there were people connected with the 
city-states of Syria and Phoenicia, and soon the 
numerous city-states begin to appear wh ich are 
characteristically Canaanite. Their kings probably 
inc1uded the Asiatic ' Foreign Rulers' ( Hyksos) 
who overran Egypt c. 1 730 BC. It was a time of 
wealth, though of frequent inter-city warfare. 
M ajor cities had a ci tadel and a lower town 
enc10sed by high ramparts (e.g. Carchemish, 
Qatna, Hazor). 

This M iddle Bronze Age was a time when semi
nomadic groups, inc1uding Habiru, among whom 
may weil have been the Patriarchs, infiltrated the 
scrub-Iand between the defended towns (* PATRI
ARCHAL AGE). The tombs of such people have been 
found at Jericho. The towns and their houses (e.g. 
Beit Mirsim, Megiddo and Jericho) remained small 
but with little change until they were violently des
troyed (LB) probably by the Egyptians (Tuthmosis 
1 I I )  repulsing the Hyksos, c. 1 450 BC. Despite trade 
contacts with the E Mediterranean (Mycenaean 
pottery), the hili  towns of Palestine were now 
poorer and fewer than the neighbouring coastal 
cities. 

Once again the major cities were reoccupied, but 
only to be sacked again later in the 1 3th century. 
Traces of the Israelite attack under Joshua have 
been seen in the burnt ruins of Hazor, Bethel, Beit 
Mirsim and Lachish, but it is impossible to sub
stantiate this claim. According to the OT, Joshua 
did not set fire to many places. At Jericho the town 
has been found to have been abandoned c. 1 325 BC, 
but the fallen walls once thought to belong to this 
LB period (Garstang) are now known to have been 
destroyed in EB ( Kenyon). 

Examples of at least six different types of * writ
ing have been found in the LB sites of Canaan: 
Babylonian cuneiform, Egyp. hieroglyphic and 
hieratic, the Canaanite linear alphabet (ancestor of 
the Heb. and Gk. alphabets), and an a'rhabet of 
25 to 30 cuneiform signs related to that 0 * Ugarit, 
the syllabic script of Byblos and scripts of Cypriot 
or Cretan type. 

Canaanite religious practices can be glimpsed in 
the remains of temples and shrines at Hazor, La
chish, Megiddo, and other places, with * altars, of
fering tables and cultic furniture. Metal figurines 
represent * Baal, and clay ones Astarte. These are 
commonly found.  Cylinder * seals also show gods 
and goddesses, one from Bethel bearing the name 
Astarte in Egyptian. 

( For a new statement of the archaeological and 
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PER IOD 
Islam-Roman AD 70 -r 

Schematic drawing 0/ an ancient Palestinian site ShOIl'1 

other evidence for a 1 5th-centurY-Bc date for the 
Exodus, see 1. 1. Bimson, Redating the Exodus and 
Conquesr, 1 98 1 .) 

IV. The Israelite (Iron) Age 
By the 1 2th century the Philistine settlement in SW 
Canaan is attested by a new range of decorated 
pottery inspired by Late Mycenean forms yet with 
local Palestinian, Cypriote and Egyp. elements. 
Philistine pottery occurs throughout Philistia, the 
Shephela from Beit M irsim to Gezer and as far N 
as Joppa. Other than small amounts attributable to 
trade, it is not found at first in t he central hills (Tell 
en-Nazbeh, Gibeah, Jerusalem, Beth-zur), but by 
1 050 BC traces of their inroads to Shiloh and Beth
shan have been discovered. Such pottery found 
along the coast N of Philistia, in Dor, Akko, and 
Megiddo, probably belong to other groups of the 
Sea Peoplc. The Bible relatcs that the Philistines 
were the first people to use iron in Palestine. The 
Israelites were slow to break this monopoly and 
their consequent economic superiority (I Sa. 
1 3 :  1 8-22). Wealthy and well-const ructed Canaan
ite strongholds held out for al least another cen
tury (Beth-shan). The Israelites at this time lived in 
small villages throughout the central hill-country 
ezbet Sartah) and Gali lee (Dan). They are recog
nized by their I"our-roomed houses (three parallel 
to each other and the fourth at right anglcs to them 
at one end), by the large number 01" storage pits for 
grain around the houses, and large storage jars 
with thick collar rims. 

Archaeologically it  is vcry difficult to attribute 
the construction of cities to any specific king of the 
United Monarchy. Saul had a citadel at Gibeah 
(Tell el-Fill), and the first fortification there has 
been attributed to hirn. It  shows the adoption of a 
new fortification system 01" casemate walls which 
were a characteristic feature of this period of 
*architccture. Similar casemate walls have been 
found at a number of sites including Shechem, 
Beth-shemesh and Beit Mirsim. A small town at 
Megiddo, whose houses form a defensive ring 
around the perimeter of the mound, has been at
tributed to David. 

I Ki. 9: 1 5  relates how Solomon had built up 
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Hazor, Megiddo and Gezer. Hazor of the period 
of the monarchy has a casemate wall, a six
chambered gate and a 'governor's residence'. On 
the basis of this it was attributed to Solomon. At 
Megiddo the first fortified city also has a six
chambered gate, and another has been found at 
Gezer. Lachish had a fortified tower which con
trolled the collection of taxes and the storage of 
grain in the region. The material prosperity of 
Solomon's reign must have been largely due to the 
construction and development of many copper
and iron-smelting *mines. Ezion-geber at Aqabah 
was used for importing many commodities by 
*ship. A potsherd found at Tel l  Qasileh inscribed 
'gold from Ophir' attests this trade at a slightly 
later date. 

The defeat of the Philistines opened the way for 
an undisputed expansion of Phoenician trade, and 
this is reflected in the building of Solomon's 
Temple. The plan followed a Syro-Phoenician style 
already adopted at Hazor and Tell Tainat. The en
trance, flanked by twin free-standing pillars (cf 
* JACHIN AND BOAZ) , led by a direct axis through a 
vestibule into the large sanctuary (hek[äf) into the 
smalI, inner sanctuary (d'qfr). A peculiar Solo
monic development was the provision of consider
able storage space for the treasuries along the sides 
of this building. The decoration of the * Temple, 
with its cherubim, palms, open-work patterns or 
furnishings, can be paralleled from contemporary 
ivories found at Samaria, Arslan Tash (Syria) or 
Nimrud (Iraq), and attested in earlier * art also at 
* Ugarit. Other items, altars, stands, tongs and 
utensils, have been found d uring excavat ions. 

The invasion of Shishak I of Egypt, c. 926 BC, 
resulted in destruction as far N as Tell Abu 
Hawan and at Beit M irsim (B) and Beth-shemesh 
( I Ia). The period of the divided Monarchy has been 
illuminated by a number of excavations. At Tirzah 
(Tell el-Far'a) de Vaux has shown that arter the 
1 0th century the town was abandoned, as would be 
expected when Omri transferred his capital to 
Samaria (I Ki. 1 6:23-24) which gave hirn better 
communications with the Phoenician sea-ports. 

At Samaria the summit was laid out as a royal 
quarter surrounded by a wall of fine masonry. 

7 1  

Many ivories found i n  the Omri-Ahab palace 
may have come from the decorations or furnishings 
of Ahab's 'ivory house' ( I  Ki .  22:39; Am. 6:4), and 
some are inscribed with Phoenician marks 
common in the working of * ivory. The script is 
identical with that of the inscription of Mesha, 
found at Dibhan, describing relations between hirn 
and Israel c. 825 BC (* MOABITE STONE) . In the 
palace court yard at Samaria was an open eistern or 
'pool', perhaps that in which Ahab's chariot was 
washed down ( I  Ki .  22:38). Sixty-three inscribed 
ostraca, accounts of wine and oil brought to the 
royal stores, testify to the administrative organiza
tion, probably under Jeroboam I I .  

Official buildings similar t o  those at Samaria (I)  
have been found at Beth-shan (V) and Megiddo 
(V). At Megiddo, Hazor and Beer-sheba large 
storehouses have been uncovered where the taxes 
paid in kind·were kept. At Hazor (VI I I )  Ahab ap
pears to have extended the town by building new 
fortifications round the whole of the high ground 
around the citadel. There, as at Samaria ( 1 1  = Jehu), 
the solid defence walls now built  were to stand 
until the Hellenistic reconstructions, c. 1 50 BC. 
About 800 BC Tell el-Far'a was reoccupied as a 
local residence for a governor with excellent private 
houses near by. The pottery found there is similar 
to that at Samaria (IV), where Jeroboam II was in 
residence. 

Tell en-Nasbeh (Mizpah) and Gibeah were 
strongly refortified as fron tier towns du ring the 
divided Monarchy. Both sites were reconstructed 
on an identical plan and with similar material 
which may show that this was the work of Asa 
arter he had destroyed the nearby fort of Baasha at 
Ramah ( I  Ki. 1 5) .  The invasion of Tiglath-pileser 
I I I  of Assyria, c. 734 BC, resulted in the heavy de
struction of Hazor (V) and Megiddo ( IV) .  In the 
debris of the former a sherd inscribed IpqlJ ('be
longing to Pekah') recalls that, according io 2 Ki .  
1 5 :29; 1 6:5-8 and the Assyrian A nnals, Pekah 
ruled there at this time. The same Assyrian king 
mentioned (Jeho)ahaz whose tribute is recorded in 
2 Ki. 1 6:8 .  

In  722 BC Sargon I I  concluded the  siege of Sa
maria and, as he claims, removed 27,290 prisoners 
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'and their gods' from the city and district, import
ing foreigners to take their place (2 Ki. 1 7:24). 
Archaeologically, this can be seen by the poorer 
and partial habitat ion of the site, which included 
imported Assyrian and foreign pottery types. 
Henceforth Israel was under Assyrian domination 
and influence. In 70 1 BC Hezekiah rebelIed against 
Assyria. As a resul t  Sennacherib led an expedi
tion against Judah which destroyed most of the 
cities of the Shephelah. The fall of Lachish, an 
event shown on the Assyrian palace reliefs, has 
been confirmed by the armour, weapons and 
heImets of fallen attackers near the ramp leading 
to the main city gate. A communal grave for 1 ,500 
victims may be dated to this time. Hezekiah, 
whom Sennacherib claims to have 'shut up in 
his capital Jerusalem like a bird in a cage', was 
helped to withstand the Assyrian siege of his 
capital by the tunnel he had had the foresight to 
have cut to bring water 500 m into the city from the 
Virgin's Spring (2 Ki .  20:20; 2 Ch. 32:30). The 
inscription found in the " Siloam tunnel in 1 880 is 
one of the longest monumental Heb. texts extant 
(DOTT, pp. 209-2 1 1 ). Other contemporary Heb. 
" writing i ncludes a possible inscription of 
" Shebna. 

The ardour of Josiah's opposition to Egypt is 
seen in  the destruction of Megiddo (11) by Neco in 
609 BC while on his way to Carchemish, a city 
which excavation shows to have been destroyed by 
fire soon afterwards. This was during the battle in 
605 BC when Nebuchadrezzar 1 1  captured the city 
and overran Syria and Palestine, wh ich became 
subject to the Babylonians. When Judah rebelIed, 
stern punishment was inevitable. The Babylonian 
Chronicle describes the capture of Jerusalem on 1 6  
M arch 597 BC. M any towns and fortresses in 
Judah, but not in the N, show the ravages of the 
Babylonian attacks at this time and, following 
Zedekiah's revolt ,  during the war of 589-587, 
some were destroyed and never again reoccupied 
(Beth-shemesh, Tell Beit M irsim). In the debris at 
" Lachish ( I I I )  2 1  inscribed potsherds bear witness 
to the anxiety of the defenders (DOTT, pp. 2 1 1 -
2 1 7) .  

Archaeological surveys show that  the country 
was greatly impoverished during the Exile, al
though the royal estates in Judah continued to be 
administered on behal f of Jehoiachin, who is 
named in texts from his prison in BabyIon. Stamp 
sealings of ' Eliakim, steward of Yaukin'; " seals of 
Jaazaniah from Tell en-Nasbeh and of Gedaliah 
from Lachish (2 Ki .  25 :22-25) are witnesses to the 
activities of these leaders. 

The resettlement of Judah was slow, and excav
ations show that it was not until the 3rd century 
that Judah was repopulated to the same density as 
in former t imes. Samaria, Bethel, Tell en-Nasbeh, 
Beth-zur and Gezer were, however, occupied 
almost continuously, and cemeteries at 'Athlit 
(Carmel) and Tell el-Far'a (Negeb) produced lron 
Age I I I  pottery and Persian objects. The Persians 
allowed a measure of local autonomy. and locally 
minted coins begin to appear in the 5th and are 
abundant by the 3rd century. Most are imitations 
01' Attic drachmas, but some bear Hebrew
Aramaic inscriptions (ye/lIId, 'Judah') similar to 
those laund on the Jewish coin which shows also a 
male deity seated on a chariot holding a hawk 
(early 4th century BC; see [BA, fig. 96). This may be 
an early instance of the use of " money. Many jar 
handles of this period are stamped with inscrip-
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tions such as 'Judah' (yhd), Jerusalem (yrS/m) or 
the place-name Mosah. Gk. influence steadily in
creased through the imports via their coastal trad
ing colonies. Attic red-figured and, later, lonian 
and Attic black-figured wares are increasingly 
faund. Trade from Arabia flourished with the es
tablishment of the ' Idumaean' kingdom. S Pa\es
tine was controlled by an Arab, Gashmu (Ne. 6: I ); 
the name of this 'king of Kedar' is inscribed on 
silver bowls, and it is possible that the supposed 
Persian villa at Lachish, of a design similar to the 
Parthian palace at Nippur in Babylonia, was a 
centre of his administration. Persian silver vessels 
have been unearthed at Gezer and Sharuhen. 
Carved limestone incense burners of a shape 
known in Babylonia and S Arabia have been found 
at Tell Jemmeh, Lachish and other sites. 

V. Exploration and cxcavation 
I nterest in traditional biblical sites revived after the 
Reformation, and many wrote of their travels in 
Palestine. I t  was not, however, until 1 838 that the 
Americans Edward Robinson and Eli Smith car
ried out the first planned surface exploration, iden
tifying several ancient sites with pI aces named in 
the Bible. The first excavation was undertaken by 
the Frenchman Oe Sau\ey, near Jerusalem in 1 863, 
and this was followed by a series of surveys on 
behalf of the Palestine Exploration Fund in 1 865-
1 9 14 .  The areas vi si ted and mapped included W 
Palestine, Kadesh (Conder), Galilee and the 
Arabah (Kitchener), the desert of the Exodus 
(Palmer) and sites including Capernaum, Samaria 
and Caesarea (Wilson). Interest centred on Jerusa
lern itself, where underground tunnelling revealed 
the foundations of walls, and rock levels and parts 
of the S wall and gates and Ophel were explored 
between 1 867 and 1 928. Following the excavation 
in 1 890 by Sir Flinders Petrie of Tell el-Hesi, wh ich 
established the first ceramic index and strati
graphical chronology based on comparisons with 
Egypt, many scientific expeditions led by Ameri
can, British, French, German and Israeli scholars 
have worked at a variety of sites, principally 
" Gezer, " Taanach, " Megiddo, " Samaria, 
" Shechem and " Beth-shemesh. Subsequent sur
face surveys by N. Glueck in Jordan ( 1 930s) anel
the Israelis in the Negeb have made detailed arch
aeological maps possible. 

In 1 920 the Department 01' Antiquities of Pa\cs
tine encouraged the development of careful tech
niques of excavation and interpretaticn. A pottery 
chronology was established by Albright and fur
ther developed by Amiran, and is constantly being 
revised as new data emerges. The data has been 
compared with similar data from the rest 01' thc 
ancient Near Easl. Excavation has continued at a 
great number of sites and those listed here are just 
a small number of thc more important biblical 
sites. Pre- 1 967 excavations included, Abu Hawam, 
Achziv, "Ai, "Arad, "Ashdod, Azeqah, Beit 
Mirsim, "Bethel, ·Beth-zur, · Dothan, ·En-gedi, 
·Gibeah, ·Gibeon, ·Hazor, • Jericho, Masada, en
Nasbeh, Samaria, Shechem, and ·Tirzah. Sites ex
cavated or re-excavated since 1 967 include Akko. 
"Aphek, "Ashqelon, "Beer-sheba, "Beth-shan. 
"Beth-shemesh, "Caesarea, " Dan, Dor, Ekron. 
"Gezer, Haror, " Hebron, Jemmeh, "Jerusalem, 
"Jezreel, Kinneret, " Lachish, "Megiddo, Qasileh, 
Qeisan, ash-Shariah, "Shiloh, and Yoqne'am . 
Large-scale surface surveys have also been under
taken covering much 01' the land including lower 
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Archaeological Sometimes known Approx. Period 

Periods as 

Islamic Islamic AD 636 -

AD 636 ..... 

Byzantine Byzantine AD 324 - 636 

AD 324 - 636 

Roman Roman 1 1 1  A D  1 80 -
324 

63 BC - AD 324 Roman 1 1  A D  7 0  - 1 80 

Roman I Herodian 63 BC - AD 70 

Hel len istic Hel lenistic 1 1  HasmonaeanjMaccabean 1 52 - 37 BC 
330 - 37 BC Hellenistic I 330 - 1 52 BC 

I ron Age BabylonianjPersian Late I ron ( = LI){persian 587 - 330 BC 
1 200 - 330 BC Iron Age 1 1 1  b 720 - 587 BC 

Sometimes I ron Age 1 1 1  a 800 - 720 BC 

known as Iron Age 11 b M iddle I ron ( = M I )  900 - 800 B C  

Israelite I ron Age 11 a 1 000 - 900 BC 

Period Iron Age I b 1 1  50 - 1 000 BC 

Iron Age ( = IA) I a Early I ron/Israelite ( = E I )  1 200 - 1 1  50 BC 

Bronze Age Late Bronze 1 1  b 1 300 - 1 200 BC 
31 50 - 1 200 BC Late Bronze 1 1  a 1 400 - 1 300 BC 

Sometimes Late Bronze ( = LBA) I ( Late Canaanite ( = LC» 1 550 - 1 400 BC 

known as Middle Bronze 1 1  c 1 600 - 1 550 BC 
Canaanite Middle Bronze 11 b 1 750 - 1 600 BC 

Period Middle Bronze 11 a ( M iddle Canaanite ( = MC)) 1 950 - 1 750 BC 

Middle Bronze Early - M iddle Bronze Age 2200 
- 1 950 BC 

( = M BA) I 
Early Bronze IV Early Bronze Age 1 1 1  b 2350 - 2200 BC 

Early Bronze 1 1 1  ( Early Canaanite 1 1 1 ) 2650 
- 2350 BC 

Early Bronze 1 1  ( Early Canaanite 1 1 )  2850 - 2650 B C  

Early Bronze ( = E BA) I ( Early Canaanite ( = EC) I )  31 50 - 2850 BC  

Chalcolithic Chalcolithic Ghassulian 4000 - 31 50 BC 
4000 -31 50 BC 

Stone Age Neol ithic ( Pottery) 5000 -
4000 BC 

..... 4000 BC Neol ithic ( Pre- Pottery) New Stone Age 7500 - 5000 BC 

Mesolithic Middle Stone Age/Natufian 1 0,000 - 7500 BC 

Palaeolithic Old Stone Age -
1 0

,000 BC 

C/assijicalion 0/ archae% gica/ per iods. 
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Galilee, the central hill-country, the Negev, and 
Sinai. 

In Jordan important work has been undertaken 
at Buseirah (0 BOZRAH) , 0 Heshbon (Hesban), 
Madeba, Petra, Deir 'Alla, Tell es-Sa'idiyeh, 
Amman and Ezion-geber. The results of all this 
work have been reported regularly in  journals 
(some Iisted in the bibl iography), encyclopaedias 
of archaeology and in special volumes devoted to 
specific sites. A continued enlargement of the 
knowledge of biblical lands and times is to be 
expected. 

VI. Inscriptions (Old Testament) 
Many excavations have resulted in the discovery of 
documents, both in archives and in isolation. 
These employ various forms of writing on diverse 
materials. I t  is to be expected that such inscrip
tions, especially those from 0 Egypt, 0 Assyria and 
• Babylonia which ean be c10sely dated, will be of 
much value in comparison with the documents 
preserved in the OT. Some bring direct reference, 
others illustrate the widespread nature of literacy 
and literary styles spread through the whole of the 
ancient Near East. Products of these schools of 
writing are also found in Palestine in addition to 
indigenous and loeal writing on papyri and os
traca, 0 seals, and • money in the form of coins, 
stone, wood and other surfaces. 

Some collectioris of documents or archives are 
of particular importance for comparison with the 
OT. These include for 0 Egypt the Execration Texts 
(e. 1 800 BC) and for Syria the texts from 0 Ebla (e. 
2300 BC), 0 Mari and 0 Ugarit (Ras Shamra). While 
these, and the texts from • Nuzi ( 1 5th century) and 
• Amarna ( 1 4th century), illustrate the early his
tory down to the patriarchal period, later ostraca 
from • Samaria and 0 Lachish give background to 
the later kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Other in
scriptions illustrate the development of ·writing 
throughout the OT period. 

The study of biblical (Palestinian) archaeology 
requires comparisons to be made with both the 
general evidence of neighbouring • Egypt, • Syria, 
• Assyria and • Babylonia, and with the particular 
aspects, e.g. • art and • architecture, and its specific 
aspects, building, • palace, • house and artefacts 
(e.g. • altar, • amulets, • glass, 0 pottery, • money) 
and sites (e.g. • Jerusalem, ete. ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Sites: NEAEHL; Current details 
are given in such periodicals as The Biblical 
Arehaeologist (Ameriean Schools for Oriental Re
search); Israel Exploration Journal, Iraq, Levant, 
Palestine Exploration Quarter/y. 

Texts: ANET, ANEP, DOTT. 
Seleeted bibliography: W. F. Albright, The 

Arehaeology of Palestine, 1 960; E .  Anati, Palestine 
before the Hebrews, 1 962; M. Avi-Yonah, Eneyc/o
pedia of Arehaeologieal Exeavations in the Holy 
Land, 1 976-7; P. Bienkowski (ed .) ,  Treasures from 
an Ancient Land The Art of Jordan, 1 99 1 ;  W. B. 
Dever, ABD I ,  pp. 354-367; M .  Burrows, What 
Mean these SlOnes?, 1 957; K. M. Kenyon, Arehae
ology in tlre Holy Land', 1 979; K. A .  Kitchen, An
cient Orient and Old Testament, 1 966; A.  Mazar, 
Arehaeology of the Land of the Bible, 1 990; P. R. S. 
Moorey, The Bible Lands. 1 975; S. M .  Paul and W. 
G. Devers, Biblieal Arelraeology, 1 973; D. Winton 
Thomas (ed.), Arehaeology and Old Testament 
Study, 1 967; D. 1. Wiseman, Illustrations from Bib
lieal Arehaeology, 1 962; Peoples of Old Testament 
Times, 1 973; G. F. Wright, Biblieal Arelrae% gy, 
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1 962; E. Yamauchi, The Stolles and the Scrip/ures, 
1 973. D.J.W. 

VII.  The Hellenistic-Roman period 
When the Macedonian Alexander the Great won 
Palestine as part of the former Persian empire in 
332 BC, the country was yet further opened to Hel
lenistic influence. However, after his death inter
necine warfare between his generals retarded this 
development.  Only isolated pottery and coins can 
be assigned with confidence to the ruling Lagides 
in 332-200 BC. At Mareshah ( Marisa) in Idumaea 
a carefully laid-out Greek town has been un
covered. The streets set at right angles and parallel 
to each other led near the city gate to a market 
square (agora), round three sides of which were 
shops. Near the city were tombs of Greek, Phoeni
cian and Idumaean traders (e. 250-200 BC). 

The stern days in wh ich the Maccabees rought 
for Jewish independence ( 1 65-37 BC) are attested 
by refugee camps and caves (Wadi Habsa) and 
forts Iike that built at Gezer by Simon Maccabaeus. 
Traces of the N line of forts said to have been cre
ated by Alexander Jannaeus (Jos., BJ 7. 1 70) have 
been found near Tel Aviv-Jaffa. At Beth-zur, com
manding the road from Hebron to Jerusalem, 
Judas ( 1 65- 1 63 BC) had built a fort on top of an 
earlier Persian structure, and this in turn was later 
rebuilt by the general Bacchides. Shops, houses, 
fortifications, reservoirs, Rhodian stamped jar 
handles and coins help to illustrate the l ife of the 
Hasmonaean princes, one of whom, John Hyrca
nus ( 1 34- 1 04 BC), destroyed the pagan Greek cities 
of Samaria and M arisa. 

Herod the Great (37-4 BC), an able and ambi
tious ruler, carried through many grandiose build
ing projects. At Jerusalem the massive walls which 
he built around the Temple Mount, enlarged and 
embellished, have been found in situ on bedrock 
and rising above the present ground-Ievel to a con
siderable height. The upper parts of the wall were 
surrounded by pilasters, and would have looked 
exactly Iike the wall-still standing-at Hebron 
(Machpelah). This wall too surrounded a sacred 
place, where the Patriarch Abraham and his wife 
Sarah had been buried. Recent work around the 
Temple Mount at Jerusalem has also located a
complex of streets and terraces, as weil as orna
mental fragments from gates and c10isters 
(reconstructions and plans on pp. 26-3 1 ,  34-35 in 
Jerusalem Revealed). In the Upper City remains of 
wall-paintings and polychrome mosaics from lux
urious upper-c1ass houses have been excavated by 
Avigad (ibid , pp. 4 1 -5 1 ;  colour-plate before p. 4 1 )  
together with various items of furniture, tableware 
and so on. The so-called Tower of David in the 
Upper City, excavated long ago by Johns, is also 
Herodian work in situ, built over Hasmonaean 
walls. This was one of three Herodian towers 
which defended the NW angle of the city; just 
inside the city-wall at this point was the palace of 
Herod (in the Upper City), and the substructures 
of this too have recently been exeavated. Outside 
the palace was the site of Gabbatha, and the Pave
ment where Jesus was tried by Pilate. On the other 
side of the city, at the N end of the Temple Mount, 
was the Antonia tower. The various remains at the 
Convent of the Sisters of Zion are now thought to 
be too far N to come from the Antonia; they are 
probably from the re-founded Hadrianic city, Aelia 
Capitolina. The Pools of Bethesda were outside 
the city-wall just N of the Temple Mount in the 



time of Jesus; they were brought into the city by 
Agrippa's Wal! (the 3rd N Wal! of Jerusalem) c. AD 
4 1 -44. The respective lines of the 2nd and 3rd N 
Wal!s of Jerusalem are not agreed by scholars; but 
certainly, whether one assurnes the Sukenik/Mayer 
line or the British School line, the sites of Golgo
tha and the tomb at the traditional Holy Sepulchre 
were outside the 2nd N Wall. These have a strong 
claim to be the sites of the crucifixion and burial of 
Jesus, supported by a tradition wh ich seems to go 
back at least to Hadrian (AD 1 35). But the form of 
the burial-chamber with its trough-arcosolium, as 
described by the pilgrim Arculf, is atypical for the 
period, and constitutes a problem. The other site, 
the Garden Tomb, is congenial, but can't be au
thentic as it dates to the 8th century Be. Very many 
tombs of the I st century BelAD have been located 
at Jerusalem, some of them monumental. The 
groups at 'Dominus Flevit' ( M t  of Olives) and at 
Sanhedria are interesting; the tomb of a convert to 
Judaism, Queen Helena of Adiabene, is the most 
impressive. The ossuaries (smal! chests for bones) 
from these tombs are often inscribed. Recently an 
ossuary was found which contained the bones of a 
crucified man; a nail stil! transfixed two of the 
bones. Various attempts to restore the position of 
the body at crucifixion have fol!owed (e.g JEI 
1 970, pI .  24). 

Outside Jerusalem the most important Herodian 
remains have been found in cities established by 
King Herod (Sebaste, Caesarea Maritima), at his 
winter-resort (lericho) and in his fortresses 
( Masada, Herodium). In the Samaritan hil!s the 
old city of Samaria was re-founded by Herod as 
Sebaste in honour of the Roman emperor Augus
tus (the Gk.  equivalent of Lat. auguslus is sebas
lOS). Ancient Israelite wal!s were rebuilt and re
inforced with round towers, a tempie of Augustus 
was dedicated and a sports-stadium founded; al! 
have been located by excavation, including painted 
wal!-panels in the stadium just like other wal!
paintings at lericho, M asada and Herodium. At 
Caesarea the great Herodian harbour or mole has 
been explored by an underwater team; its lines are 
c1early visible in air-photographs. I talian excav
ators have found part of the city-wal! of Strato's 
Tower and the Herodian theatre with its seats and 
stage and a series of painted-plaster floors (alm ost 
unique). At  lericho the Herodian palace is on both 
sides of the Wadi Qelt with a sunken garden and a 
pool between the two wings, a magnificent concep
tion. Even more unusual is the use of the native 
technique of building in dried brick together with 
special Roman concrete techniques characteristic 
of Augustan I taly. Only at lericho has this Roman 
technique been found; so far as is known Herod 
used it nowhere else. At lericho even the flower
pots from the garden were stil! there! I nterior em
bellishments of the Herodian palaces include 
painted wal!-panels, marquetry floors and mosaics. 
Open or vaulted pools, stepped and plastered, are 
present on many Herodian sites, but together with 
these one finds the Roman technique of underfloor 
heating and a steam-TOom. Such baths are found in 
Herod's fortresses, which were also provided with 
luxurious dwel!ing-space. The polychrome mosaics 
are perhaps the most interesting feature of the ad
ministrative palace at M asada. The smal! palace 
(vil!a) at the N end of Masada perches on terraces 
at the edge of sheer c1iffs; again the painted Hero
dian wal!-panels are there. In the fortresses at 
Masada and at Herodium Israeli archaeologists 
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claim to have found at last the remains of I st cen
tury AD synagogues (otherwise the earliest known 
are usual!y dated to the late 2nd century AD or 3rd 
century AD). In  al! this Herodian art human and 
animal motifs have never been found until very re
cently in Broshi's excavations near the Zion Gate at 
Jerusalem. 

VII I .  Other inscriptions (New Testament) 
Certain inscriptions found at Jerusalem are to be 
connected with Herod's Temple. Some of these 
occur on the smal! stone chests (ossuaries) in wh ich 
the dry bon es of the dead were re-buried ( I st cen
tury BelAD). One such ossuary contained the bones 
of 'Sirnon, builder of the Temple', presumably a 
mason rat her than Herod's architect. On another 
ossuary one reads 'Bones of the sons of Nikanor 
the Alexandrian, who provided the gates'; this 
must refer to the Jew, famed for his piety, who paid 
for the most splendid of the gates within the new 
Temple. An important inscription wh ich was actu
al!y set up within the Temple enclosure has been 
found. Two examples are known, both in Gk. ,  one 
fragmentary. The text ( I st century BdAD) reads: 
'No non-lew to proceed beyond the barrier and 
enclosure wh ich surrounds the Sacred Place; any 
man who [does so and] is caught is hirnself re
sponsible for his death, wh ich is the consequence.' 
losephus refers to these plaques, which were set up 
in Gk. and Lat. round the Sacred Place ( Inner 
Temple); he uses almost the same words as one 
finds in  the inscriptions (BI 5.  1 94;  Anl. 1 5 . 4 1 7) .  
The inciden ts of Acts 2 1  :26-29 must  be connected 
with the same prohibition . The riot which broke 
out was caused by pious lews who believed that 
Paul had brought a Greek within the forbidden 
area. 

Other ossuary-inscriptions are also relevant .  
One must now discount the words said to be 'lesusl 
Woe!', wh ich many have connected with the cruci
fixion. These words, written on the ossuary of a 
lew within his family tomb, are in fact merely his 
name, 'lesus, son of ludas' (identifying the bones 
of the dead as usual). I t may be of in terest to note 
the combination 'lesus, son of loseph',  which 
occurs on another ossuary; both names were 
common ones of the period. Indeed the list of 
names derived from these ossuaries is much as one 
would expect from reading the NT: lohn, ludas, 
Lazarus (Eliezer), lesus, M ary, M artha, elC. Fi
nal!y, one may mention the tomb and ossuaries of 
'Alexander, son of Simon, of Cyrene' and his sister 
Sarah from Cyrenaican Ptolemais. It seems quite 
possible that this man's father was the 'man cal!ed 
Simon, from Cyrene, the father of Alexander and 
Rufus' (Mk.  1 5 :2 1 ). 

The ruins of many ancient synagogues are to be 
found in Palestine. For a long time the earliest were 
thought to be those at Capernaum, Chorazin and 
Kefar Biram in Galilee (usual!y dated late 2ndl 
early 3rd century AD). Now it is c1aimed that 
assembly-hal!s of the I st century AD in  Masada 
and Herodium were synagogues; and Franciscan 
excavators have argued that the ruins at Caper
naum are later than was thought (Iate 4thlearly 5th 
century AD). Be al! this as i t  may, the earliest cer
tain evidence for a synagogue in Palestine comes 
from lerusalem, and is a Gk. inscription ( I  st cen
tury BelAD). It declares that a certain Theodotus, a 
priest, paid part of the expenses involved in build
ing a meeting-house (synagogue), over which he 
presided as 'archisynagogos'. It was a family affair: 
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his father and grandfather before hirn had also 
been heads of the same synagogue. The inscription 
further declares that this place was built 'for the 
reading of the Law and study of (its) precepts'; 
and that a hospice was attached to it for visitors 
from abroad, who had their own baths and 
chambers. 

In I talian excavations at Caesarea, Herod's re
foundation of the old Phoenician strongpoint ,  
Strato's Tower, the ancient theatre was found to 
have gone through various phases of construction 
and rebuilding. When in the later Roman period 
the original Herodian remains were dumped under 
steps as ' rubble', an inscribed stolle was incJuded. 
The excavators found that this refers to Pontius 
* Pilate. He is named 'prefect of Judaea', and the 
wording states that he set up a shrine in honour of 
Tiberius, the Roman emperor. It must have been 
about this time that the term 'prefect' was drop
ping out of use as the title of minor (equestrian) 
governors l ike Pilate; the word 'procurator' ( for
merly reserved for the emperor's fiscal agents) sup
plan ted it. 

The inscriptions so far described relate mainly to 
the Gospels. Others-from Greece, Turkey, etc.
are connected with events described in Acts or 
Paul's Epistles. A decree of C1audius found at 
Delphi (Greece) describes Gallio as proconsul of 
Achaia in AD 5 1 ,  thus giving a correlation with the 
ministry of Paul in Corinth (Acts 1 8 : 1 2). In  Cor
inth also a door inscription-'Synagogue of the 
Hebrews'-may indicate the place where Paul 
preached (Acts 1 8 :4). Excavations there revealed a 
text naming a benefactor, Erastus, perhaps the 
city-treasurer of Rom. 1 6:23; shops similar to 
those in  which Paul worked (Acts 1 8 :2-3), and an 
inscription of ' Lucius the butcher', which probably 
marks the site of the 'meat-market' (makel/on) to 
which Paul referred in I Cor. 1 0:25.  

At Ephesus parts of the temple of Artemis, the 
' Diana of the Ephesians', have been recovered to
gether with the agora and open-air theatre capable 
of seating more than 25,000 persons. A votive text 
of Salutaris, dedicating a silver image of Artemis 
'to be erected in the theatre during a full session of 
the ecclesia', shows that the full assembly met here 
as implied by Acts 19 :28-4 1 .  The historical trust
worthiness of Luke has been attested by a number 
of inscriptions. The 'politarchs' of Thessalonica 
(Acts 1 7 :6, 8) were magistrates and are named in 
five inscriptions from the city in the I st century AD. 
Similarly Publius is correctly designated prötos 
('first man') or Governor of Malta (Acts 28:7). 
Near Lystra inscriptions record the dedication to 
Zeus of a statue of Hermes by some Lycaonians, 
and near by was a stone altar for 'the Hearer of 
Prayer' (Zeus) and Hermes. This explains the local 
identification of Barnabas and Paul with Zeus (Ju
piter) and Hermes (Mercury) respectively (Acts 
1 4: 1 1 ). Derbe, Paul's next stopping-place, was 
identified by Ballance in 1 956 with Kaerti Hüyük 
near Karaman (AS 7,  1 957, pp. 1 47ff.). Luke's earl
ier references to * Quirinius as governor of Syria 
before the death of Herod I (Lk. 2:2) and to * Lysa
nias as tetrarch of Abilene ( Lk .  3: I )  have l ikewise 
received inscriptional support. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Only recent, non-technical 
works in  English are listed. Y. Yadin, Masada, 
1 966; K .  M.  Kenyon, Jerusalem: Excavating 3,000 
Years 01 History, 1 967 (chs. 6- 1 1 ); P. Benoit, HTR 
1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 3 5- 1 67 (Antonia); lnscriptions Reveal, 
1 973, incJ. nos. 1 69-1 70, 1 82, 2 1 6  (published by the 
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Israel Museum, Jerusalem); K.  M .  Kenyon, Dig
ging Up Jerusalem, 1974 (chs. 1 -3 ,  1 0-1 5); B. 
Mazar, The Mountain 01 the Lord, 1 975; L. l .  
Levine, Roman Caesarea: an Archaeological
Topographical Study, 1 975;  Y. Yadin, Jerusalem 
Revealed: Archaeology in the Holy City, 1 968-74, 
pp. 1-9 1 ;  1. McRay, Archaeology and the New Tes
tament, 1 99 1 ; NEAEHL, s. v. Caesarea, Herodium, 
Jericho, Jerusalem. J .P .K .  

J .W. 

ARCHIPPUS, ' Fellow soldier' of Paul and Tim
othy (Phm. 2); the phrase implies previous service 
together (cf. Phi ! .  2:25). He is addressed with 
Philemon and Apphia in a manner suggesting that 
he may have been their son. This does not necessar
ily excJude the early suggestion (cf. Theodore 01 
Mopsuestia, ed. Swete, I ,  p. 3 1 1 )  based on the con
text of Co!. 4: 1 7, and adopted with divergent con
cJusions by Lightfoot and Goodspeed, that the 
'ministry' that the Colossians must exhort hirn to 
fulfil was exercised in nearby Laodicea; but the 
context does not demand , and may not support, 
this. Even if he ministered at Colossae, and the 
charge is to root out the heresy there (cf. W. G. Rol
lins, JBL 78, 1 959, pp. 277f. ) ,  it is curious that the 
church is bidden to convey it .  Even more dubious is 
1. Knox's suggestion that Archippus was host to 
the Colossian house-church, the owner of Ones
imus and the principal addressee of Philemon . The 
expressions in Co! .  4: 17 imply the reception of a 
tradition, and can hardly be interpreted in terms of 
the release of Onesimus. The precise nature of the 
ministry is unknown, but perhaps Paul's old 
comrade-in-arms, while still l inked with his horne 
church, was again on missionary service. The 
solemn charge need not imply actual dereliction 
(cf. 2 Tim. 4:5). (* PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO.) BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Knox, Philemon among the 
Lellers 01 Paul', 1 960. A.F.W. 

ARCHITECTURE. Compared with many ancient 
cultures, the architectural remains of Palestine are 
for most of its history unimpressive. The perish:. 
able nature of the normal building materials used 
is partly to blame for this deficiency as is the fre
quent lack of indigenous prosperity, without which 
monumental structures cannot be attempted. 
While most building in Palestine was performed on 
a non-professional basis, a few periods are out
standing for their architectural splendour: the 
M iddle Bronze 1 1 , Solomonic, Herodian and 
Omayyad periods. The biblical account incJudes 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, Persia and the cJassical 
world, wh ich together possess the most imposing 
ancient architectural remaills. 

a. Materials and construction 
Because of the quantities involved, it was not 
normal for building materials to be transported 
long distances. This is true of most stone, although 
not marble which du ring the Roman period was 
transported up to 1 500 km. The base rock of the 
hill  country of * Palestine is limestone and the 
normal building stone for that area. I t  may even 
have been quarried on the building site itself, as at 
* Samaria and Ramat Ral)el (BASOR 2 1 7, 1 975, 
p. 37). Sandstone was used in the coastal areas of 
Palestine, while in  S Syria, basalt is a common 
building stone. The comparatively wet cJimate of 
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Reconstruction 01 a private house excavated at  Ur. The living quarters were on  the 
firstjloor. the groundjloor being usedlor sen>ants and storage. c. 1 900 Be. 

Palest ine necessitated the laying of  * foundations 
consisting of rubble walls, which were erected 
above ground level to protect the mudbrick struc
ture from rising damp. Some * fortifications were 
constructed alm ost entirely of rubble; the earliest 
known example is a Neolithic tower at * Jericho (c. 
7000 BC). It was, however, not unt i l  c. 1 400 BC that 
squared masonry was employed for building in 
Palestine. Solomon used coursed rectangular ma-

. 

sonry in many of his buildings, examples of wh ich 
are the gates at * Megiddo and Gezer. The produc
tion of this building stone was expensive and 
required a large workforce (2 Ch. 2: 1 8) .  Later ex
am pIes of fine masonry have been found at Sa
maria and Ramat Rabel, and can be seen in the 
'wailing wall' in  Jerusalem built by * Herod the 
Great. During the Israelite monarchy, stone was 
carved into a variety of architectural elements such 
as the proto-aeolic * pillars (PEQ 1 09, 1 977, pp. 
39-52) and the balustrade from Ramat Rabel 
which probably formed the lower part of a 
window. (* ARTS AND CRAfTS.) 

Most types of stone were used for building 
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somewhere in the ancient world. From the classical 
period marble was one of the most valued building 
stones and the remains of * Corinth, * Ephesus, 
* Pergamum and * Athens give a good impression 
of the magnificence of architecture which em
ployed it during the NT age. 

Timber was also a plentiful commodity in Pales
tine (Jos. 1 7 : 1 5 , 1 8). Royal buildings were con
structed and decorated with expensive woods such 
as cedar and fir (I Ki. 5:6, 8) imported from Leba
non, almug ( I  Ki. 1 0: 1 1 - 1 2) from Ophir and the 
loeal olive (I Ki. 6:23, 3 1 ,  33). (* TREES.) General 
work was normally done with the most suitable 
local wood, which may have been sycamore (Is. 
9: 1 0) ,  pi ne or oak. The excavation of a small fort
ress at * Gibeah from c. 1 000 BC showed that cy
press and pine were used in the first construction, 
but, possibly beeause of deforestation ,  al mond was 
used in later rebuilding. The large amount of 
charred wood found may indicate that the super
structure was predominantly wood. Because of its 
tensile strength, wood performed such vital archi
tectural functions as roof support, wall stresses, 
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door and window frames ( I  Ki. 6:3 1 ,  34), doors 
and as support for overhanging towers. Reeds are 
the only other building material that offer tensile 
strength and they may therefore have been used to 
strengthen mudbrick walls. The major value of 
reeds, however, is in  roof construction, where they 
are laid across the wooden rafters to form a secure 
base for a pIaster covering. This could easily be 
removed (cf M k .  2:4). 

Preparations involving earth were the most 
common materials used for building in the ancient 
world. Early attempts at wall-building with solid 
masses of mud would have been unsuccessful, as 
shrinkage of the mud while drying would have re
sulted in severe cracking. Instead it became normal 
practice to make the mud into lumps or • bricks 
which would be dried in the sun before being in
corporated into the building. A brickyard with 
bricks laid out to dry was found at Tell el
Kheleifeh near the Red Sea and has been dated c. 
850 BC. Mud for bricks was mixed with chopped 
straw which not only provided coherence, but also 
accelerated drying and prevented the mud from 
adhering to the mould during casting. Rectangular 
wooden moulds were used from c. 4000 BC in Mes
opotamia, and sometime later in Palestine. 

M udbricks were generally mortared to each 
other with mud and then coated with a mud pIas
ter. Each year the entire building would be replas
tered on the outside, and perhaps also on the 
inside, in order to keep it waterproof. Without this 
maintenance, mudbrick buildings soon decay. At 
• Shechem a slab of roofing material showing the 
successive replasterings was found in the debris of 
a house dating from c. 730 BC (G. E. Wright, 
Shechem, 1 965). Excavations at Tell Jemmeh have 
revealed an Assyrian residence of c. 700 BC with a 
vaulted mudbrick roof. This form of architecture 
was common in Mesopotamia and Egypt from the 
3rd millennium, but no earlier example is known in 
Palestine. 

Baked bricks and tiles were not used except in 
special circumstances before the Roman period in 
Palestine, and even then only by the wealthy. 

b. General slIrvey 
The efficiency of community life produces wealth 
which must be protected, and so as soon as man 
began living in settlements, • fortifications were re
quired. The walls of houses on the perimeter of the 
vi llage were strengthened as the earliest form of 
defence. The gate was always the most vulnerable 
feature of fortification and the special attention 
given to i t can be seen at Jawa in the Syrian desert 
where all the basic plans of gates later employed in 
Palestine were in use by c. 3200 BC. After 3000 BC it 
was common for cities to have secondary walls to 
cover the base of  the main wall, as weil as towers 
situated at all strategic points along the main wall. 
Earth embankments were also used, but were not 
utilized to their full potential until after 2000 BC, 
when steep slopes outside the city walls were built 
up and stabilized with consolidated limestone 
chips. 

Cities in this period were large. The walls of 
• Hazor enclosed c. 700,000 sq. m; this included an 
upper town area (or tell), enclosed within a second 
main wall. It continued to be normal for cities to 
have a number of lines of defence, either enclosing 
the entire city as at • Lachish (c. 700 BC), or pro
tecting different sections, as in NT • Jerusalem. 
During the Assyrian expansion (after c. 850 BC) 
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city gates were enlarged with additional gatehouses 
planned to foil carriage-mounted battering rams. 
I n  the Roman period, Palestine was a fron tier area 
and was defended with many forts; one such was 
the Fortress of Antonia (. PRAETORIUM) in Jerusa
lern, where Jesus may have been imprisoned (Mt.  
27:27; Mk. 15 :  1 6) .  

Architecturally, • temples and shrines are often 
hard to distinguish from palaces or large houses, 
and unless the objects found within them indicate 
religious practice, identification is difficult. After 
2000 BC there was in Palestine a great variety of re
ligious buildings. At • Hazor alone, four separate 
temples and shrines have been found. Other signifi
cant Canaanite temples have been excavated at 
Megiddo and at Shechem, where a structure of the 
'Migdol' ( tower) type is identified by some as the 
temple of EI-be'rith (Jdg. 9:46). This building had 
thick walls (5. 1 m) with a porch at its entrancc. At 
• Beth-shean two temples were uncovered revealing 
Egyptian styles of design and construction, al
though they were devoted to the Canaanite dei ti es, 
• Dagon and ·t1 shtaroth .  Religious buildings have 
also been found away from towns, such as at Naha
riyah where an altar (. HIGH PLACE) and temple 
were excavated. Canaanite temples display no uni
formity of design. This may rcflect their religious 
varicty, which the Israelites were to fight against 
(Dt. 7: 1 -5). A temple most probably used by Israel
ites has been excavated at ·Arad. It consisted of a 
broad room sanctuary containing a niche and a 
court yard in wh ich an altar 2 .5  x 2 .5  m was si tu
ated. One of its few similarities with the Temple of 
Solomon (as described in I Ki .  6 and 7) was the 
two-column bases situated on each side of the 
sanctuary-entrance like Jachin and • Boaz (I Ki. 
7: 1 5-22). An 8th-century BC temple associated 
with a Hittite-style palace at Tell Tainat in N Syria 
is the only known temple with a plan similar to 
that of Solomon's • Temple. The design has often 
been thought to be • Phoenician in origin, but a re
cently excavated Phoenician temple at Kition, 
Cyprus, is completely different. A Philistinc temple 
found at Tell Qasile (c. 1 000 BC) had wooden col
umns to support the roof (cf Jdg. 1 6:29) and a 
platform. The Temple of · Herod was described by 
Josephus and with reference to the present re-
mains, a reasonable reconstruction can be made. 
The massive stonework of Herod's substructure is 
still visible in the Haram esh-Sherif (cf Mk .  1 3 : 1 -
2). 

Substantial • palaces are not common in Pales
tine. One building which may have been a loeal 
monarch's residence was uncovered at Megiddo, 
near the gate. It had a number of storeys arranged 
around a court yard and was in use between c. 1 500 
and 1 200 BC, during wh ich iime it was re
constructed at least once. Solomon's palaces in Je
rusalem are undiscovered and little has been found 
of the palaces of • Omri and • Ahab at • Samaria. 
The palace of • Jehoiakim at Ramat Rabel, prob
ably referred to by Jeremiah (22: 1 3- 1 9) ,  has been 
excavated, but no precise plan could be deter
mined. The vast palaces of the Assyrian and Baby
lonian kings have been excavated extensively at 
• Nineveh, Nimrud, Khorsabad and • Babyion.  
These were considerable administrative complexes, 
having large state rooms riehly decorated with 
relief sculpture, and also numerous offices and of
ficial residences. The spectacularly sited N palace 
of Herod the Great at Masada has been uncovered 
revealing its imitation marble decoration. 



The normal • house plan in Palestine has always 
been of the court yard variety. Houses at Arad (c. 
2800 BC) consisted of a main room and one or two 
smaller rooms built round an irregular walled 
court yard. The Israelites used a very regular form 
of court yard house in which a number of rooms 
were built around three sides of a rectangular 
court yard. On the fourth side was a doorway lead
ing to the street. This design used space economic
ally and provided the protection and warmth 
required in the hili country of Palestine. Upper 
storeys were added when required (2 Ki. 4: 10). 
Some of the largest and most comfortable ancient 
houses were excavated at • Ur. They were in use e. 
1 900 BC and consisted of two storeys arranged 
around a court yard. 

A common building in Israelite cities is the 
store-house. When these were first excavated at 
Megiddo they were thought to be stables. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. M. Paul and W. G. Dever, Bib
lieal Arehaeology, 1 973; H .  and R .  Leacroft, The 
Buildings 0/ Aneient Mesopotamia, 1 974; A. Kem
pinski & R. Reich (eds.), The Arehiteeture 0/ An-
eient Israel, 1 982. C.J.D. 

AREOPAGUS (Gk. Areios pagos, 'the hil i  of 
Ares', the Greek god of war, corresponding to the 
Roman Mars). 

I. A little hili NW of the Acropolis in Athens, 
called ' M ars' hilI' in Acts 1 7 :22 (AV) . 

2. The Council of the Areopagus, so called be
cause the hili  of Ares was its original meeting
place. I n NT times, except for investigating cases of 
homicide, it  met in the ' Royal Porch' (stoa ba
sileios) in the Athenian market-place (agora), and 
it was probably here that Paul was brought before 
the Areopagus (Acts 1 7 :  1 9) and not, as AV puts it ,  
'in the midst of M ars' hili '  (v.  22). I t  was the most 
venerable institution in Athens, going back to le
gendary times, and, in spite of the curtailment of 
much of  its ancient powers, it retained great pres
tige, and had special jurisdiction in matters of 
morals and religion. It was therefore natural that 'a 
preacher of foreign divinities' (Acts 1 7 : 1 8) should 
be subjected to it adjudication. 

The Areopagus address delivered by Paul on the 
occasion referred to (Acts 1 7:22-3 1 )  is a discourse 
on the true knowledge of God. Taking as his point 
of departure an altar inscription 'To an • unknown 
god' ,  he teils his audience that he has come to 
make known to them the God of whose nature 
they confess themselves ignorant. The true God is 
Creator and Lord of the universe; he does not in
habit material shrines; he is not dependent on the 
offerings of his creatures but bestows on them l ife 
and everything else that they need. He who is Cre
ator of all things in general is Creator of mankind 
in particular; and so the speech goes on to make 
certain affirmations about man in relation to God. 
Man is one; the habitable zones of earth and thc 
seasons of the year have been appointed for his ad
vantagc; God's purpose in  these appointments is 
that men might seek and find hirn, the more so be
cause they are his offspring. While the wording and 
citations of the speech are Hellenistic, the em
phases are thoroughly biblica!. In the peroration 
Paul calls his hearers to repent and submit to the 
knowledge of God, since he is not only Creator of 
all but Judge of all; the pledge of his coming judg
ment has been given in his raising from the dead 
the Man empowered to execute that judgment. 
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Hearing this reference to resurrection, the Council 
d ismissed Paul as unworthy of serious 
consideration. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. B. Stonehouse, Paul be/ore the 
Areopagus, 1 957; M .  Dibelius, Studies in the Acts 
0/ the Apostles, 1 956, pp. 26-83; B.  Gärtner, The 
Areopagus Speech and Natural Revelation, 1 955;  H .  
Conzelmann, 'The Address o f  Paul on t h e  Areo
pagus', in L. E. Keck and 1. L. M artyn (eds.), Stud
ies in Luke-Aels, 1 966, pp. 2 1 7-230; T. D. Barnes, 
'An Apostle on Trial', JTS n.s. 20, 1 969, pp. 407-
4 1 9; C. 1. Hemer, 'Paul at Athens: A Topographical 
Note', NTS 20, 1 973-4, pp. 34 1 -349. F.F.B. 

ARETAS. The reference in 2 Cor. 1 1  :32 is to 
Aretas IV Philopatris, the last and most famous 
• Nabataean king of that name (e. 9 BC-AD 40). He 
was confirmed in the tenure of his client kingdom 
by Augustus, albeit somewhat reluctantly, for he 
had seized it without permission. His  daughter 
married • Herod Antipas, who divorced her when 
he wanted to marry • Herodias ( M k .  6:  1 7). Aretas 
declared war on Herod and defeated hirn in AD 36. 
Rome sided with Herod, but the punitive exped
ition which was eventually despatched under Vitel
lius, governor of Syria, had reached only Jerusalem 
when news of the death of the emperor Tiberius in 
AD 37 caused i t  to be abandoned. 

From 2 Cor. 1 1  :32 it seems probable, though 
very surprising, that Aretas had at some stage held 
Damascus, the old Syrian capita!. It is commonly 
assumed that he was given the city by Gaius (AD 
37-4 1 ), whose policy it was to encourage client 
k ingdoms. In  fact no Roman coinage is known to 
have been minted at Damascus between AD 34 and 
AD 62. This gap may or may not be significant. An 
occupation by Aretas may weil have intervened at 
some stage between 34 (or 37) and 40, or the activ
ity of his 'ethnarch' may possibly admit of some 
other explanation. The reference is potentially 
important for Pauline chronology, but on the evi
dence now available the indications are too un
certain and the possibilities too various to permit 
any conclusion .  If we may equate the occasion of 2 
Cor. 1 1 :32 with the events both of Ga! .  1 : 1 7- 1 8  
and Acts 9:23-29, this may be set '3 years' after 
Paul's conversion . This option might, on some 
readings of the case, accord more easily with the 
early dating of the apostle's conversion which 
seems probable on other grounds. E.M.B.G. 

J.H. 

ARGOB. A district of Transjordan which was 
ruled over by Og, king of Bashan, before the Israel
ite conquest under Moses (Dt.  3:3-5). It contained 
sixty strongly fortified, walled cities and many 
unwalled towns. The exact location of the arcas 
has been a mattcr of dispute. Onc vicw which had 
the support of Jewish tradition and derived add
itional weight from an unlikely etymology of 
Argob identified the region with the volcanic tract 
of land known as el-Leja (. TRACHNITIS) . This view 
is no longer favoured. The name probably indi
cates a fertile area of arable land ( 'argöl] prob
ably from regel], 'a clod'. Cf. Jb. 2 1  :33; 38:38). Its 
W extent is given as the border of the petty king
doms of Geshur and Maacah (Dt .  3 : 1 4), i. e. the 
Golan Heights. Some difficulty arises over the ref
erencc to the renaming of the cities of Argob, 
• Havvoth-jair, by Jair the Manassite. In I Ki .  4: 1 3  
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the towns of Jair are located in Gilead (cf Jdg. 
1 0:3-4). C.J.W. 

ARIEL (Heb. '·riel, 'hearth of EI [God]'). I. A 
name for the altar of burnt-offering described by 
Ezekiel (43 : 1 5- 1 6).  Several interpretations of this 
name have been given; 'altar-hearth' (RV); 'mount 
of God' (cf Ezk. 43: 1 5- 1 6) or, less likely, ' Lion of 
God' .  In  this sense ',I is named on the * Moabite 
Stone ( I :  1 2 , c. 830 BC) .  2. A cryptic name applied 
to Jerusalem ( Is. 29: 1 -2, 7) as the principal strong
hold and centre of the worship of God (see I 
above). 3, A M oabite whose sons were slain by 
Benaiah, one of David's warriors (2 Sa. 23:20; I 
Ch. I I  :22). AV translates 'Iionlike man' (see I 
above). 4. A delegate sent by Ezra to Casiphia to 
bring men to accompany hirn to Jerusalem for the 
Temple ministry (Ezr. 8 :  1 6). J .W. 

ARIMATHEA, 'A city of the Jews', and horne of 
* Joseph, in  whose sepulchre the body of Jesus was 
laid (Mt .  27:57; Mk .  1 5 :43; Lk.  23:5 1 ;  Jn .  1 9:38) .  
Identified by  Eusebius and  Jerome with * Ramah 
or Ramathaim-zophim, the birth-place of Samuel 
(I Sa. I :  1 9). It is probably identical with the 
Samaritan toparchy called Rathamein (I Macc. 
I I  :34) or Ramathain (Jos., Ant. 1 3 . 1 27), which 
Oemetrius 1 1  added to Jonathan's territory. Pos
sibly the modern Rentis, c. 1 5  km NE of Lydda. 
See K. W. Clark, 'Arimathaea', in IDB. J.W .M . 

F.F.B. 

ARIOCH. I. Name of the king of * Ellasar, an ally 
of * Chedorlaomer of Elam and * Amraphel of 
Shinar, who warred against Sodom and Gomorrah 
(Gn. 1 4: 1 , 9) and was defeated by Abraham. AI
though this person is unidentified, the name can be 
compared with Arriwuk, a son of Zimri-Lim, men
tioned in the M ari letters (c. 1 770 BC) or with the 
later H urrian Ariukki of the Nuzi texts ( 1 5th cen
tury BC) . 

2. The Babylonian king's bodyguard in 588 BC 
(On. 2: 1 4- 1 5).  He was commanded to slay the 
'wise men' who had failed to interpret the royal 
dream but avoided this command by introducing 
Daniel to King Nebuchadrezzar 1 1 .  D.J.W. 

ARISTARCHUS. All the references undoubtedly 
relate to the same person. The first, Acts 1 9 :29, de
scribes hirn as al ready Paul's fellow-traveller when 
seized by the Ephesian mob (though it has been 
argued that this is proleptic). In Acts 20:4 he ac
companies Paul to Jerusalem, probably as an of
ficial Thessalonian delegate with the collection; 
and in Acts 27:2 he is on Paul's ship from Caesa
rea. W. M. Ramsay argued that he could have trav
elled only as Paul's slave (SPT, pp. 3 1 5f.), though 
Lightfoot's suggestion still deserves mention, that 
the manner of reference indicates that he was on 
his way horne to Thessalonica. However (assuming 
a Roman origin for Colossians), he rejoined Paul, 
and became h is 'fellow prisoner-of-war' (Co!. 
4: 1 0), possibly alternating with Epaphras in volun
tary imprisonment (cf Co! . 4: 1 0- 1 2  with Phm. 23-
24). On the ' Ephesian imprisonment' theory he 
will have gone horne after the riot and the writing 
of Colossians (cf G. S. Duncan, St Paul's Ephesian 
Ministry, 1 929, pp. 1 96, 237ff.). His association 
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with the collection has suggested an identification 
with the 'brother' of 2 Cor. 8: 1 8  (Zahn, INT, I ,  p. 
320). The most natural reading of Co!. 4 : 1 0- 1 1 
implies a Jewish origin. A.F .W. 

ARK. I.  The ark of Noah ( Heb. teQt1, probably 
from Egyp. cjb'. t, 'chest, coffin', Gn.  6-9; kibötos, 
'box, chest' in the Nn was evidently intended to be 
no more than a floating repository, measuring, if 
the cubit is taken at c. 46 cm (*  WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURES), about 1 50 x 25 x 1 5  m (Gn . 6: 1 5). It is 
possible to read qänfm, 'reeds', for qinnfm, 'nests', 
in Gn. 6 :  1 4, without interfering with the con
sonantal text, giving the sense that the gopher 
wood components were bound together and 
caulked with reeds, and the wh oIe then finished off 
with * bitumen. While the statement in 6:  1 6  (liter
ally, 'thou shalt make it lower, second, and third') 
can be taken in the traditional sense as describing 
three storeys, i t  is also possible to understand it to 
indicate three layers of logs laid cross-wise, a view 
which would accord weil with a construction of 
wood, reeds and bitumen. The ark also had an 
opening (pela/:l) in the side, and a �öhar, a word 
not properly understood, but most commonly 
taken to mean an opening for light, running right 
round t he vessel just below the roof. 

The ark came to rest on 'the mountains of 
*Ararat' (Gn. 8:4) or, according to the Babyloni
ans, Mt Nisir ('Salvation') in NW Persia. Attempts 
to find the remains of the Noahic ark on modern 
Mount Ararat are probably misconceived (*Flood, 
g). Radio-carbon analysis of wood sam pIes col
Tected there yield dates in the 7th and 8th centuries 
AD. 

2. The ark of Moses (Heb. teQt1, Ex. 2 :3-6) may 
perhaps be pictured as a miniature version of that 
of Noah, but only of sufficient size to take a sm all 
infant. It was made of reeds (göme', I PA PYRI), and 
sealed with bitumen (�emär) and pitch (zepel, 
* BITUMEN) and from the fact that it was necessary 
to open it (Ex. 2:6) it was apparently, as was prob
ably Noah's ark, completely closed in.  

BIBLlOGRAPHY. A.  Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic 
and G/d Testament Para//els ', 1 949, pp. 232-237; E .  
Ullendorff, VT 4, 1 954, pp.  95-96; L. R.  Bailey, BA-
40, 1 977, pp. 1 37- 1 46. T.C .M .  

ARK OF THE COVENANT. Called also 'ark 01' 
the  Lord' ,  'ark of God', 'ark of the covenant of the 
Lord' (Ot. 10 :8)  and 'ark of the testimony' 
(ecjül = covenant-terms: * WITNESS). The ark 
was a rectangular box Cär6n) made of acacia 
wood, and measured 2'/, x I 'I, X 1 '/, cubits ( i. e. c. 
4 x 2'1, X 2 '1, feet or c. 1 .22 m X  76 cm x 76 cm). 
The whole was covered with gold and was carried 
on poles inserted in rings at the lour lower corners. 
The lid, or 'mercy-seat', was a gold plate sur
rounded by two antithetically-placed cherubs with 
outspread wings. 

The ark served (i) as receptacle for the two tab
lets of the Oecalogue (Ex. 25: 1 6, 2 1 ;  40:20; Ot.  
1 0 : / -5) and also for the pot of manna and Aaron's 
rod (Heb. 9:4-5); (ii) as the meeting-place in the 
inner sanctuary where the Lord revealed his will to 
his servants ( Moses: Ex. 25:22; 30:36; Aaron: Lv. 
1 6 :2; Joshua: Jos. 7:6). Thus it served as the symbol 
of the divine presence guiding his people. The ark 
was made at Sinai by Bezalel to the pattern given 
to Moses (Ex. 25:8ff.) .  It was used as a depository 



for the written law (Dt.  3 1  :9; Jos. 24:26) and played 
a significant part at the crossing of Jordan (Jos. 3-
4), the fall of Jericho (Jos. 6) and the ceremony of 
remembering the covenant at Mt Ebal (Jos. 
8 3011. ). 

From Gilgal the ark was moved to Bethel (Jdg. 
2: I ; 20:27), but was taken to Shiloh in the time of 
the Judges (I Sa. 1 :3; 3 :3), remaining there till cap
tured by the Philistines on the battlefield at Eben
czer ( I  Sa. 4). Because its presence caused 7 
months of plagues, the Philistines returned it to 
Kiriath-jearim, where it remained for 20 years (2 
Sa. 5: 1 -7:2), except possibly for a temporary move 
to Saul's camp near Beth-aven ( I  Sa. 1 4 : 1 8-
where, however, LXX indicates that the original 
reading was probably 'ephod'). 

David installed the ark in a tent at Jerusalem (2 
Sa. 6), and would not remove it  during Absalom's 
rebellion (2 Sa. 1 5 :24-29). It was placed in the 
Temple with great ceremony in the reign of Solo
mon ( I  Ki. 8: I ff.), and re-sited in the sanctuary 
during Josiah's reforms (2 Ch. 35:3) when Jeremiah 
anticipated an age without its presence (3 : 1 6) .  It 
was presumably lost during the destruction of 
Jerusalem by the Babylonians in 587 BC. There was 
no ark in the second Temple (Josephus, Bf 5 . 2 1 9) .  

Gold-overlaid wooden receptacles or portable 
shrines are known from the ancient Near East in 
pre-Mosaic times. The ark is unique, however, as 
the repository of the covenant-tablets, i.e. docu-
ments bearing the 'covenant-stipulations' 
( 'itjli{) . K.A.K.  

ARKITE. Gn. 1 0: 1 7 ; I Ch.  1 : 1 5 . A descendant of 
Ham through Canaan, and the eponymous ances
tor of the inhabitants of a Phoenician city, modern 
Tell 'Arqa, 20 km NE of Tripolis. The place is men
tioned in Egyptian records, inciuding the 
• Amarna letters, and by Shalmaneser 1 1 1  (853 BC) 
and Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1 .  Called Caesari Libani in 
Roman times. G.G.G. 

ARM ( Heb. z'roa', common throughout the OT, 
with paralleis in other Near Eastern languages, of 
the human arm or shoulder as a symbol of 
strength: paralleled, less frequently, in the NT by 
Gk. brachion). 

The symbol of the arm outstretched, or made 
bare (much the same idea in view of E dress), is 
used especially of the Lord to portray his mighty 
acts, referring often to the deliverance of Israel 
from Egypt (Ex. 6:6, ele. ), also to other acts of 
judgment or salvation evidenced or sought ( Is. 
5 1  :9; Ezk. 20:33). Thus, logically, the arm or arms 
of the Lord become the symbol of safe refuge (Dt.  
33:27). Thc powerful arm of the Lord is contrasted 
with the puny arm of man, 'an arm of flesh' (2 Ch. 
32:8) .  Thc arms of the wicked are broken, or 
withered (Ps. 37 :  1 7; Zc. 1 1 :  1 7), but the Lord can 
strengthen the arms of those whom he chooses to 
cnable them to do wonders (Ps. 1 8 :34). 

In Dn. 1 1  :22 (AV) the symbol is used of im
personal force, 'the arms of a flood' .  The parallel
ism with • 'hand' or 'right hand' is natural (Ps. 
44 :3) .  B.O.B. 

ARMAGEDDON ( WH, RV, Har Magedon; TR 
Arntageddon; Lat. Herntagedon; Syr.G.� Magedon). 
The assembly-point in the apocalyptic scene of the 
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great Day of God Almighty (Rev. 1 6: 1 6; unknown 
elsewhere). If it is symbolic, geographical exactness 
is unimportant. The earliest known interpretation, 
extant only in Arabic, is 'the trodden, level place 
(Arab. 'Im\Vcj' '1\V!v = the Plain?)' ( Hippolytus, ed. 
Bonwetsch). Of four modern interpretations, 
namely, 'mountain of Megiddo', 'city of Meg
iddo', 'mount of assembly' (e. e. Torrey) and 'his 
fruitful hili' ,  most scholars prefer the first . The fact 
that the tell of Megiddo was about 2 1  m high in 
John's day, and was in the vicinity of Carmel 
Range, justifies the use of Heb. har, used loosely in 
the OT for 'hili' and 'hili country' (BDB, p. 249; cf 
Jos. 1 0:40; 1 1 : 1 6) .  The 'waters of  Megiddo' (Jdg. 
5:  1 9) and the 'valley-plain of Megiddo' (2 Ch.  
35:22) have witnessed important battles, from one 
fought by Tuthmosis 1 1 1  in 1 468 BC to that of Lord 
Allenby of Megiddo in 1 9 1 7 . The 'mountains of 
Israel' witness Gog's defeat in Ezk .  39: 1 -4. This 
may be in the writer's mind. R .J .A.S. 

ARMOUR AND WEAPONS. The comprehensive 
terms in Hebrew and Greek are kelfm (Gn.  27:3;  I 
Sa. 1 7 :54; more specifically k'te milbäma, 
'weapons of war', as Dt. I :4 1 ,  eIe.) and hopla (LXX 
passim; 2 Cor. 1 0:4). References to armour-bearers 
in Jdg. 9:54; I Sa. 1 4 : I ;  1 7:7 ,  and to armouries in I 
Ki .  1 0: 1 7; Ne. 3 : 1 9 . The Qumran War Seroll fur
nishes a detailed description of the armour to be 
used by the 'sons of light' in their eschatological 
war with the 'sons of darkness'. Yadin (see bibli
ography) maintains that the descriptions reflect 
Roman military practice in the second half of the 
I st century BC. Various items of armour are given 
a figurative, spiritual significance in Is. 59: 1 7; Eph. 
6: 1 0-1 7, eIe. 

I .  Armour (defensive) 

a. Shield 
The use of shields in battle is attested in the earliest 
battle scenes from Egypt and Mesopotamia; for 
Egypt cf the pre-dynastic mural from Hierakonpo
lis, now in Cairo Museum, and, for Mesopotamia, 
Eannatum's Stele of the Vultures (e. 2500 BC). 
Various shapes and sizes were in vogue depending 
on the country and period in question. Thc advent 
of the smaller, circular shield is associated with the 
appearance of the Sca Peoples in the Levant in the 
late 2nd millennium BC. In Hebrew the commonest 
term is mägen, often denoting this type of shield; 
�inna is used for the larger version.  I t was the latter 
which was used by Goliath, who had his own 
shield-bearer (I Sa. 1 7 :7). The smaller shield was 
carried by archers such as the Benjaminites in 
Asa's army (2 Ch. 1 4:8,  'bucklers'). Shields com
monly consisted of a wooden frame covered with 
hide which was oiled before use in battle (cf 2 Sa. 
1 :2 1 ;  Is. 2 1 :5) .  Metal provided greater protection, 
but impeded movemcnt; for its use cf I Ki. 1 4:27. 
As a compromise, leather shields might be studded 
with metal discs to increase their effectiveness. 

b. Helmel 
Metal heimets were worn by Sumerian and Akka
dian soldiery in the 3rd millennium BC. The 
Hebrew term is q6i2a'lk6i2a', and may be of for
eign origin. Metal heimets were expensive to make, 
and in some periods their use was restricted to 
kings and other mili tary leaders; Saul offered 
David his own bronze heimet for the contest with 
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Goliath (I Sa. 1 7 : 38). 2 Ch. 26: 1 4  could be inter
preted to mean that (Ieather?) heImets were general 
issue in the ar my of Judah in the time of Uzziah. 
According to I Macc. 6:35 the rank and file were 
supplied with bronze heImets in the Seleucid 
period. The Assyrian army attacking Palestine 
orten wore the conical, reinforced heImet with an 
elongation to protect the neck. 

e. Coal 01 mail 
The coat of mail was wom in the first instance by 
charioteers (cf Je. 46:4) and archers (cf Je. 5 1  :3) ,  
who were not in a position to protect themselves 
with shields. Scale armour, more protective than 
Ieather and lighter than plate-armour, was in wide
spread use in the Near East by the middle of the 
2nd millennium BC. I t was expensive, and Tuthmo
sis I I I  ( 1 490- 1 436 BC) was pleased to include more 
than 200 coats of mail in the spoil taken by his 
army arter the battle of Megiddo. Nuzi ( 1 5th cen
tury BC) provides both material and textual evi
dence for the composition of the coat of mai\. One 
text mentions a coat consisting of 680 scales and 
another of 1 ,035 scales. The size of the scales de
pended on their place in the coat; they were affixed 
to the Ieather or cloth by means of thread which 
was inserted in holes pierced in them for this pur
pose. The joins of the sleeves were weak points, as 
is illustrated by the story of Ahab (I Ki .  22:34f.) 
and by a relief on a chariot belonging to Tuthmo
sis IV. In Hebrew the usual term is siry6n, wh ich 
probabIy comprised both breastplate and back
plate. One such was wom by Goliath ( I  Sa. 1 7:5),  
while coats of mail also provided protection for 
Nehemiah's workmen (Ne. 4: 1 6) .  

The Greek equivalent was the Ihörax, also used 
in I Macc. 6:43 of armour protecting the Seleucid 
war-elephan ts. 

Targum Onkelos' translation of la�rä' in Ex. 
28:32; 39:23 by 'coat of mail' has been shown to be 
correct in the light of the Samaritan use of la�lrä' 
with precise\y this meaning; see 1. M .  Cohen, VT 
24, 1 974, pp. 36 1 -366. 

d. Greaves 
It is said in I Sa. 1 7:6 that Goliath wore mish61 
(MT mi$ha!J of bronze upon his legs, and LxX 
translates by knemides, 'greaves' (armour for 
shins). The Hebrew word is a hapax legomenon, but 
the sense does not seem to be in doubt. Greaves 
were commonly used by Greek and Roman sol
diers at a later date. 

11. Weapons (offensive) 

a. Sword 
The sword (Heb. �ereQ) is the most frequently 
mentioned weapon in the Bible. The earliest swords 
in the ancient world were usually straight, double
edged and more akin to daggers, being used for 
stabbing (cf the examples from the Royal Cemet
ery at Ur and from Dorak (Anatolia), all dated e. 
2500 BC). About the middle of the 3rd millennium 
the sickle-shaped sword begins to appear; examples 
from somewhat later have been found at Byblos, 
Shechem and A bydos. In the first half of the 2nd 
millennium blades were still quite short, and i t  was 
only in the time of the Egyptian New Kingdom 
that the Ionger-bladed sword began to be used 
widely. With the arrival of the Sea Peoples the 
leng, straight sword began to enjoy popularity; cf 
the sword bearing the name of Pharaoh Merenp-
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tah discovered at Ugarit (Iate 1 3th century BC). The 
sword played no small part in the Israelite con
quest of Canaan just about this time (cf Jos. 10 :  1 1 ; 
1 1 :  1 1 , eIe.). It was usually housed in a sheath 
wh ich was suspended from a belt ( cf 2 Sa. 20: 8); 
hilts were orten ornamented, to judge from the 
various finds in  Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

The word most orten used in the NT is maehaira 
(cf Mt.  26:47). The rhomphaia, occurring, with 
one exception, only in Revelation, was a large, 
broad sword, used originally by the Thracians. The 
revolutionary Jewish assassins, the siearii, carried 
short, slightly curved daggers under their c10thing 
(Jos. , Bi 2. 255).  In both Testaments the sword is 
frequently used, by metonymy, for war, or as a 
symbol for the word of God (cf Ezk. 2 1  :9; Eph. 
6 1 7). 

b. Spear andjal'elin 
The spear (Heb. baniL), consisting 01' a wooden 
shart and a metallic head, in later times 01' iron 
(cf I Sa. 1 3 : 1 9; 1 7 :7), was greatly favoured by 
the Sumerians in the 3rd millennium. It remained 
the basic weapon of the infantry, the lighter 
javelin or lance being used by the charioteers (cf 
the Egyptian practice in the 1 9th Dynasty and 
subsequently). Hebrew also has the word röma!1 
(e.g. Jdg. 5 :8) ,  by which a light spear or lance (cf 
Nu. 25:7) may be intended. The Hebrew kiq6n 
has traditionally been rendered 'javelin' (e.g. I Sa. 
1 7 :6), but the translation has been disputed (cf 
NEB 'dagger'), and the evidence of the Qumran 
War Seroll supports the meaning 'sword' .  In cer
tain circumstances the spear was a symbol 01' 
royal authority (cf I Sa. 22:6; 26:7). Pikes and 
throw-spears were also used by the Assyrian 
• army. 

The Greek longehe of Jn .  1 9:34 is the equivalent 
of the Hebrew �ani{. It has been conjectured that 
'hyssop' in Jn .  1 9:29 has replaced an original read
ing 'javelin' (hyssöpos for lIyssos), but there is good 
reason to retain the traditional text. 

e. Bow and arrolV 
The basic Hebrew words are qe.feL and be$. The 
ancient bow could have a single curve or be 
doublc-convex (examples of the latter from as early
as pre-dynastic Egypt) .  Development of the com
posite bow meant a considerable increase in power 
and range, and may partly account tor the military 
superiority of the Semitic Akkadians over the 
Sumerians in the late 3rd millennium BC. However, 
it was fully another millennium before the compos
ite bow came into more general use. Animal horn 
and sinews were bonded with strips of wood to 
make up the frame (cf the description of Anat's 
bow in the Ugaritic Aqhat legend); bronze might 
also be used as a strengthener (cf Ps. 1 8 :34) . 
Arrows were usually made of reed and fitted with 
meta I heads; they might be carried in leather 
quivers, and sometimes chariots were also fitted 
with quivers. A quiver is usually depicted as hold
ing thirty arrows (Amarna, Nuzi), or firty when at
tached to a chariot (Assyrian reliefs). To string the 
bow the lower end was pressed down by the foot, 
while the upper end was bent so as to permit the 
string to be fastened in a notch, hence the Hebrew 
expression 'to tread the bow'; archers were called 
'bow-treaders' (Je. 50: I 4). Among the Israelites the 
tribes of Benjamin, Reuben, Gad and M anasseh 
were especially famed for their bowmen (cf I Ch. 
5:  I 8; 1 2:2; 2 Ch. 1 4:8) .  



d The sling 
The sling (qela) was carried chiefly by shephcrds 
(e.g David, I Sa. 1 7 :40), to ward off wild beasts 
from their flocks or to prevent animals from stray
ing. It  was used as a weapon 01' war by the Egyp
tian, Assyrian and Babylonian armies, though 
monumental evidence in the ca se 01' the Assyrians 
begins only in the 8th century BC. The Israelites 
also employed companies 01' slingers in their 
armies, the ambidextrous Benjaminites being the 
leading exponents 01' this method 01' warfare ( I  
C h .  1 2 :2) .  The sling consisted 01' a patch 01' cloth 
or leather with cords attached at opposite ends. 
The ends 01' the cords were held firmly in the hand 
as the loaded sling was whirled above the head, 
until one end was suddenly released . Graphie 
metaphorical use 01' this is made in Je. 1 0: 1 8 . 
Sling-stones (pointed or round pebbles) fired by 
Assyrian besiegers were found in the Lachish 
excavations. 

e. The ballle-axe 
The battle-axe, like the mace, was designed for 
hand-to-hand combat and varied greatly in shape 
and size. Bibl ical references are few. In Je. 5 1  :20 
mappes (I it .  'shatterer', BDB) is translated 
'hammer' in RSV and 'battle-axe' in NEB. A similar 
word occurs in the expression 'weapon for slaugh
ter' in Ezk. 9:2. (

-
ARMY , 

- W
AR.) BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. Yadin,  The Seroll ol the War 

ol the Sons 01 Light against the Sons 01 Darkness, 
1 962; idem, The Art 01 Warlare in Biblical Lands in 
the Light 01 Archaeological Discovery, 1 963; K.  
Galling, SVT 1 5, 1 966, pp.  1 50-1 69. R.P.G. 

ARMY. Unlike their Egyptian and Mesopotamian 
counterparts, the monarchs 01' I srael appear not to 
have been interested in having their mili tary ex
ploits commemorated in propagandist reliefs and 
paintings. Our description 01' the Israelite military 
machine must therefore largely be dependent on 
the verbal accounts 01' battles and the incidental 
references which the OT olfers. 

a. Composition 
As the story 01' Deborah and Barak weil i l lustrates, 
the Israelite army began as a tri bai militia as
sembled in times 01' crisis and led by someone 01' 
charismatic stamp. The basis 01' organization was 
the tribai clan which, in theory, provided a contin
gent 01' a thousand men ( I  Sa. 1 0: 1 9) .  Certain 
tribes gained reputations for proficiency in the use 
01' partieular weapons (e.� Jdg. 20: 1 6; cf I Ch. 
1 2). I t  was Sau I who provlded Israel with the nu
c1eus 01' a standing army, numbering in the first 
instance no more than 3 ,000 (I Sa. 1 3 :2). Like the 
institution 01' kingship itself, the creation 01' this 
regular force owed much to the continuing menace 
01' the Philistines. Duels between champions as a 
means 01' avoiding excessive bloodshed seem to 
have been more familiar to the Philistines than to 
the I sraelites ( I  Sa. 1 7), but we do read 01' a repre
sentative encounter between two groups 01' n'örim 
(I it .  'young men', but occasionally used as a tech
nical term meaning 'picked troops') from the 
armies 01' David and Ishbosheth (2 Sa. 2 :  1 2- 1 7). 
David's army comprised both regular contingents 
(2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 8) and a militia force. 2 Sa. 23:8ff. lists 
the commanding officers in  David's army-'The 
Three' and 'The Thirty'. In the main these were 
men who had distinguished records from the days 
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when David was in hiding from Sau I and at the 
head 01' a band 01' freebooters. I ncluded in the 
regular contingents were Aegean mercenaries 
(Cherethitcs and Pelethites) who acted as the royal 
bodyguard (2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 8-22, mentioning also Philis
tines 01' Gath). The militia was divided in to twelve 
battalions each 01' which served for a month at a 
time ( I  Ch . 27: 1 - 1 5) .  1 1' David had a chariot force 
it must have been quite small (cf 2 Sa. 8 : 3-4); it is 
in Solomon's reign that chariots come into their 
own (I Ki. 4:26; 1 0:26). There is l i ttle evidence to 
suggest that Israel ever had a cavalry force worthy 
01' the name. Most 01' the chariots were appropri
ated by the N k ingdom after the Disruption but, 
thanks to the Syrian depredations, the advantage 
had largely been lost by the end 0 1' the 9th century 
(2 Ki. 1 3 :7).  (

- CAPTAIN.) 

b. Camp 
The camp (Heb. mab"neh) was probably in  the 
shape 01' a circle or square (cf Nu. 2); the king and 
his commanding officers would in any case be in 
the centre (I Sa. 26:5). That the soldiers slept in 
booths (Heb. sukk6r; cf 2 Sa. 1 1 : 1 1 ;  I K i .  20: 1 2, 
1 6) is disputed by Yadin (pp. 274-275, 304-3 1 0) 
who prefers to read Succoth, i. e. the pi ace-name. 
During an engagement the baggage at base would 
be guarded by a detachment ( I  Sa. 25: 1 3). It was 
possible for civilians to visit the camp and bring 
supplies 01' food-as weil as exchange news (I Sa. 
1 7 : 1 7-30). 

c. Roman army 
The main division was the - legion, in  theory 
numbering 6,000 men but actually somewhere 
between 4,000 and 6,000. There were ten cohorts 
to a legion and each cohort was made up 01' six 
centuries; each centurion commanded between 
seventy and a hund red men. There were also 
auxiliary cohorts and small cavalry units called 
alae, these mainly composed 01' provincials, 
though not Jews (Josephus, An/. 1 4. 204). There is 
inscriptional evidence for the presence 01' an ' l tal
ian Co hort' (Acts 1 0: 1 )  in Syria c. AD 69; this was 
an auxiliary cohort and was composed 01' Roman 
freedmen. 

d. Spiritual armies 
The original sense 01' the OT expression ' Lord 01' 
hosts' ( Ya/nveh s'iJö'6{) is uncertain; the t it le 
may refer to God's sovereignty over the armies 01' 
Israel ( I  Sa. 1 7 :45) or to spiritual armies under his 
command (Jos. 5 : 1 3- 1 5 ;  I Ki. 22: 1 9; 2 Ki. 6 : 1 7) .  I t  
i s  the latter sense which predominates in  the OT. In  
the  final battle between good and evil Christ ap
pears as leader 01' the armies of heaven (Rev. 
1 9: 1 4),  defeat ing the armies of the beast and of the 
kings 01' the earth (Rev. 1 9 : 1 9). BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. Yadin,  The Art 01 Warlare in 
Biblical Lands, 1 963; R .  de Vaux, Ancient Israel', 
1 965, pp. 2 1 3-228; A. F. Rainey in L .  R .  Fisher 
(ed.), Ras Shamra Paralleis, 2, 1 975, pp. 98- 1 07 .  

R.P .G .  

ARNON. A wadi running into the E s ide of the 
Dead Sea opposite ·En-gedi. This formed the S 
border of Reubenite territory at the time of the 
settlement (Dt. 3 : 1 2, 1 6), and previously marked 
the boundary between Moab to the S and Ammon 
to the N (Jdg. 1 1 :  1 8- 1 9). The invading Hebrews 
crossed the Amon from S to N, and th is  proved a 
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turning-point in their career, for they took their 
first territorial possessions on the N side (D!. 2:24). 
However, t he • Moabite Stonc (Iine 1 0) mentions 
Moabites living in  Ataroth, which is to the N of 
the wadi, suggesting either incomplete conqucst on 
the part 01' the settlers or later Moabite infiltration. 
The importance of the river is confirmed by the 
number of forts and fords which are found there, 
the latter being mentioned by lsaiah ( l s. 1 6:2). 

R .J .W . 

AROER. I .  In Transjordan, on the N bank of the 
river Arnon (Wadi Möjib) overlooking its deep 
gorge (D. Baly, The Geography 0/ the Bible, 1 957, 
fig. 72 on p. 237), at modern 'Ara'ir (D. Homes
Fredericq and J. B. Hennessy, Archaeology 0/ 
Jordall. J. Bib/iography, 1 986, p. 1 99); c. 22 km E of 
the Dead Sea (D!. 2:36; 3 :  1 2; 4:48; Jos. 1 2 :2). It 
symbolized the S limit, first, of the Amorite king
dom of Sihon , second, of the tri bai territory of 
Reuben (Jos. 1 3 :9, 16; Jdg. 1 1 :26 and probably 33) 
being the seat of a Reubenite family (I Ch.  5:8), 
and third, of the Transjordanian conquests of 
Hazael of Damascus in Jehu's time (2 Ki.  1 0:33) .  
About this time, Mesha, king of Moab, 'built 
Aroer and made the road by the Arnon' ( Moabite 
Stone, line 26); Aroer remained Moabite down to 
Jeremiah's time (Je. 48: 1 8-20). In Nu. 32:34 Gad 
apparently helped to repair newly conquered cities, 
including Aroer, before formal allotment of Re
ubenite and Gadite territories by Moses. In 2 Sa. 
24 :5 probably read with RSV that Joab's census for 
David started from Aroer and the city in the valley 
towards Gad and on to Jazer. Isaiah ( 1 7: 1 -3) 
prophesied against (Moabite-held) Aroer, along
side Damascus and Ephraim. The 'city that is in 
the valley' (D!.  2:36; Jos. 1 3:9,  1 6, all RV [but not 
1 2 :2, see AV, RSV ) ;  2 Sa. 24 :5, RV] may be present 
Khirbet el-Medeiyineh c. 1 1  km SE of Aroer 
(Simons, Geographical and Topographical Texts 0/ 
the Old Testament, 1 959, § 298, pp. 1 1 6- 1 1 7; see 
NEAEHL, pp. 92-93). 

2. In Transjordan, 'before Rabbah' (Jos. 1 3 :25, 
AV, RV, against RSV); could be modern es
Sweiwinä, c. 3 Y, km SW of Rabbah (Glueck, Ex
plorations in Eastern Palestine I I I  (= AASOR 1 8, 
1 9), 1 939, pp. 247, 249; for a description, see ibid. , 
pp. 1 68- 1 70 and fig. 55). But the existence of this 
Aroer separate from I above is doubtful, as Jos. 
1 3 :25 might perhaps be rendered ' . . .  half the land 
of the Ammonites unto Aroer, which (land is/ex
tends) towardslas far as Rabbah' (Glueck, op. cit., 
p. 249). 

3. In Negeb (southland) of Judah, 19 km SE of 
Beersheba, present Khirbet Ar'areh (N. Glueck, 
Rivers in the Desert, 1 959, pp. 1 3 1 - 1 32, 1 84- 1 85). 
Among the Judaeans receiving presents from 
David at Ziklag ( I  Sa. 30:26-28) were 'them which 
were in Aroer'; among his mighty men were two 
sons of ' Hotharn the Aroerite' (I Ch. 1 1  :44) (see 
NEAEHL, pp. 89-92). K.A .K .  

ARPACHSHAD, ARPHAXAD (Heb. 'arpalssaq; 
LXX and NT Arphaxad). A son of Shem (Gn. 
1 0:22; I Ch.  I :  1 7, 24), who was born 2 years after 
the Flood (Gn.  1 1 :  1 0). The MT states that he 
was the father of Shelah, who was born when 
he was 35 years old (Gn. 1 0:24; 1 1 : 1 2; I Ch.  
I :  1 8, 24; L XX  and Samaritan Pentateuch read 1 35), 
but some MSS of the LXX interpose a Kainan be-
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tween Arpachshad and Shelah, and this has evi
dently been followed by Lk. 3 :36. Arpachshad 
lived for a total of 438 years (Gn. 1 1 : 1 3 ; LXX gives 
430, but the Samaritan Pentateuch agrees in the 
total in spite of disagreement on the componcnt 
figures). Several theories about the identification 
of the name have been put forward, perhaps the 
commonest connecting i t  with Arrapbll of the cu
neiform inscriptions, Gk. Arrapachitis, probably 
modern Kirkuk.  Other theories see the end of the 
name, -kSad, as a corruption from kdeq, 
kaSdim, • 'Chaldeans', therefore referring to S 
Mesopotamia. An Iranian etymology has also 
been suggested, in wh ich connection it is to be 
noted that it is stated in the Apocrypha (Judith I :  I )  
that one Arphaxad (cf LXX Arphaxad) ruled ovcr 
the Medes in Ecbatana. This book is, however, 
largely fiction, and in the absence 01' a Hebrew ori
ginal there is no guarantee that the name is the 
same. The name continues therefore to be un
known outside the Bible. BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. Skinner, fCC, Genesis ', 1 930, 
pp. 205, 23 1 , 233; W. F. Albright, J BL 43, 1 924, pp. 
388-389; W. Brandenstein, in Sprachgeschichte und 
Wortbedelltlmg: Festschrift A lbert Debrllllner, 
1 954, pp. 59-62; and for another theory G. Dossin, 
Museon 47, 1 934, pp. 1 1 9- 1 2 1 ; KB, p. 87. 

T.C .M . 

ARPAD. Name of city and Aramaean province in 
N Syria, now Tell Rif'at, c. 30 km NW of Aleppo, 
excavated in 1 956-64. From c. 1 000 BC Arpad 
(Akkad. Arpaddu, Old Aram. 'rpd), capital of an 
*Aramaean tri bai territory known as Bit Agusi, 
opposed Assyria as an ally of Hamath, Damascus, 
and in 743 BC Urartu. (*ARARAT.) Annexed by 
* Tiglath-pileser I I I  after a 2-year siege in 740 BC, it 
rebelIed with Hamath, Damascus and Samaria in 
720, and was reconquered by Sargon I I .  This lies 
behind the boast of * Rabshakeh to Jerusalem (2 
Ki .  1 8 :34; Is. 36: 1 9; 37 : 1 3 , AV 'Arphad'). I ts  de
struction symbolized the overwhelming might of 
Assyria ( l s. 1 0:9; Je. 49 :23). The last ruler of 
Arpad, Mati'el, signed a vassal treaty under 
Ashur-nirari V of Assyria in 754 BC, which sur
vives in Assyrian, and another with an unidentified
king, 'Bar-Ga'yah of KTK', which was inscribed 
on stone stelae found at Sefire (cf Jos. 8 :32). BIBLIOGRAPHY. Excavations: V. M. S. Williams, 
fraq 23, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 68-87; idem, AASOR 1 7, 1 967, 
pp. 69-84; fraq 29, 1 967, pp. 1 6-33; Treaty: A NET, 
pp. 532f. ,  659-66 1 ;  J. M athers, The River Qoveiq: 
the Tell Rifat Survey, 1 98 1 .  D.J .W. 

ART. Throughout their long history Palestine and 
Syria were occupied by mixed peoples and cultures, 
and it is not easily possible to distinguish Heb. or 
Jewish art from the contemporary Egyp., Syrian, 
Mesopotamian or Phoenician art, or the later 
Jewish art from the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman 
importations, imitations or influences. In each 
period, however, certain local styles found in a de
fined context supplied by * archaeology can be 
traced. 

a. Prehistoric art 
Natufian bone carvings from the Carmel region (e. 
8000 BC) , carved sickle handle or red ochre paint
ing of a gazelle on limestone or the decoration of 
skulls with cowrie shells, a practice followed in 



pre-pottery Neolithic Jericho (c. 6500 BC), are, with 
figurines and votive figures, a portent of a long his
tory of art . The earliest extant wall-painting comes 
from Teleilat Ghassul in the Jordan valley (c. 3500 
BC). One polychrome fresco uses geometrical pat
terns centring on an eight-pointed star encircled by 
figures and dragons(?). Others depict a bird or a 
group of figures, possibly worshippers. The style is 
reminiscent of contemporary Assyria (Tell Halaf). 
The Neolithic people of Jericho also decorated red 
burnished pottery with geometric designs. Else
where • ivory and bone was worked to make prec
ious objects Iike figurines and furniture (e.g. Abu 
Matar, c. 3900-3300 BC) . 

b. Canaanite art (3000-c. 1200 BC) 
This now has to be studied according to its re
gional developments which range from the fine en
graved statue from Tell Mardi�1 (. EBU\) and the 
engraved silver cup from Ain Samiyeh (both re
flecting Mesopotamian influence) to the more 
common local versions of figurines and images. 
Metal figurines from Byblos, inlaid and silhouette 
ivories from an EI Jisr tomb ( M B  1 1) show strong 
Egyptian inspiration, while the basalt relief ort ho
stats from the 1 8th-century palace of Yarimlim of 
• Alalah are not dissimilar to those also found in 
Anatolia and Palestine (Hazor). The figure of Yar
imlim, like that of the later sculpture of the seated 
figure of Idrimi of Alalab (c. 1 460 BC), seems to 
show a Sumerian-type ancestry. 

By the Late Bronze Age there are many local 
composite art forms in sculpture, as on the Baal 
stela, wh ich is a cross between Egyptian (stance 
and part dress), Anatolian (heimet and hairstyle) 
and Syrian (dress). Ivory earvings from this period 
have been compared with both Mycenean and 
Mesopotamian art . A finely-worked gold plate 
from • Ugarit uses mythological motifs. Towards 
the end of this period come a number of reliefs fol
lowing the tradition of the Beth-shean sculptured 
stela ( M N  11 under Egyp. inRuence) and votive 
plaques dedicated to the loeal god Mekal of Khir
bet Balu'a (Transjordan). Such images of • idols 
include a gold-covered bronze statue from Meg
iddo and ivory earvings, ably executed, from La
chish, Tell el-Farah or Megiddo ( 1 2th century). 
From this period also comes a steady Row of 
painted pottery using local motifs though some 
were already known from Syria and Mesopotamia. 
A characteristic spiral and 'bird' decoration marks 
out the jugs and craters of the Philistines in the 
coastal area. 

c. HebrelV art (c. 1200-586 BC) 
There seems to be little change in the local prod
ucts, wh ich were in a period of decline throughout 
the ancient Near East, when the Israelites entered 
the land. They do not appear to have imported in
digenous forms, though they were not devoid of 
appreciation of art or its employment in • arts and 
crafts. They had accepted fine Egyp. jewellery as 
gifts (Ex. 1 2:35) and had used gold and silver for 
fashioning an Egyptianizing bull-ealf in the round 
after the Exodus (Ex. 32:2-4). The Israelites gave 
their finer possessions to adorn the • tabernacle 
wh ich was constructed under the direction of a 
native of Judah, Bezalel, hirnself capable of de
signing and working in wood, metal and • em
broidery (Ex.  35:30-33). 

With increasing prosperity under David and 
Solomon the Hebrews turned to Phoenician artists 
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to train their native workers. Since the plans for the 
• architecture and building of David's • palace and 
Solomon's · Temple in Jerusalem received royal 
approval, it may be indicative that loeal Heb. tastes 
did not differ significantly from their neighbours in 
Syro-Phoenicia. 

The second commandment forbidding the 
making of 'a graven image, or any likeness of any
thing that is in heaven . . .  earth . . .  or the water' 
(Ex. 20:4) did not condemn art but the practice of 
idolatry to which it might lead (v. 5) .  In practice 
i t  seems to have been interpreted as precluding 
only the represen tation of the human form and 
signifieantly none such which can be said to be in
dubitably Heb. or Jewish has yet been discovered. 
The Temple, as the tabernacle, was decorated 
with winged human-headed lions (. CHERUBIM) , 
winged griffins, palmettes, and floral and arboreal 
patterns. Elsewhere Egyptianized figures and 
symbols, as weil as birds and reptiles and a variety 
of animals (Iions, bulls) and patterns (e.g. guill
oche), are found on temple decoration ( I  Ki .  
6:  1 8) and on contemporary ivories from Samaria 
and Hazor, drawn on pottery and engraved on 
seals. 

Both kings and the wealthy employed craftsmen 
to beautify their hornes ( I  Ki. 22 :39), and where 
this is condemned i t  is on the grounds of the in
appropriateness of such luxury, an expression of 
self-interest, while God's house and work lie neg
lected (Am. 3 :  1 5 ; Ps. 45:8;  Hg. 1 :4). It must always 
be remembered that the Hebrews, by their en
couragement of • music, literature (both prose and 
poetry) and speech, set a high standard of  'artistic 
expression' which has profoundly inRuenced later 
art. 

d Media 
(i) Painting. Since the Egyptians and Amorites (e.g. 
the Investiture fresco from Mari) commonly paint
ed scenes on plaste red walls, it is possible that the 
Hebrews may have done so, though few examples 
are yet known. Pigments have been found in exeav
ations (see also Dyer under • ARTS AND CRAITS) 
and red ochre (Heb. säSir) was used for painting 
on walls and wood (Je. 22 : 1 4; Ezk. 23 : 1 4) .  Oholi
bah in the 6th century saw Chaldeans painted 
(mäsa/:l, 'to smear, anoint') on a wall in ver
milion (Ezk . 23 : 1 4).  

(ii) Wood-carving. Bezalel and his assistant 
Oholiab directed the wood-cutting (/:I"röse! 
'e�) for the tabernacle, which included pillars with 
curved eapitals (Ex. 36:38; 35:33), and a horned 
altar recessed to take a grating (38:2-4). The 
Temple built by Solomon was roofed with pi ne 
with applique palmettes and guilloche borders (2 
Ch. 3 :5) and panelled in cedar (I Ki .  6: 1 5- 1 6) .  The 
walls and doors were sculptured in bas-relief with 
earvings (miq/ä'6!) of lotus buds and 'fleur-de-lis' 
or 'Prince-of-Wales' feathers' forming a tripie 
flower (AV 'knops and open Rowers'), palm designs 
and representations of · cherubim ( I  Ki. 6: 1 8,  29). 
The doors of olive-wood had similar designs 
etched Uräq{j) and in intaglio work (vv. 32-35); 
the whole, as so often with fine wood or ivory 
work, was overlaid with gold. Since hard woods, 
such as almug (sandalwood) and ebony, had to be 
imported ( I  Ki. 1 0: 1 1 ), and skilIed earvers were 
rare, the use of panelling (säpan), elaborate 
woodwork, and earved windows was considered an 
extravagant display of wealth (Je. 22 : 1 4; Hg. 1 :4). 
Ezekiel's Temple was conceived as having carved 
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panels of two-faced cherubim alternating with 
palm-trees and young lions, the out er doors being 
veneered W!:rfjj) with wood (Ezk. 41 : 1 6-26). 

Elaborately carved furniture and other objects 
of wood, boxes, spoons and vessels have been 
found in the 'Amorite' tombs at *Jericho. Since an
cient Egyp. wood-carving (e. 2000-500 BC) 'both 
on a large and miniature scale reached a standard 
not equalled in Europe until the Renaissance', 
something of this work must have been known to 
wealthy Hebrews. See also Carpenter under * ARTS 
AND 

C
RAFTS. 

(iii) Ivory-earving As early as 34th-33rd centur
ies BC (Abu Matar) ivory and bone was worked in 
Palestine to make precious objects, figurines and 
furniture. It was incised (mostly in panels), sculp
tured in the round, or cut as open work, or relief. 
'Canaanite' ivories include an ointment vase in 
female form with a hand-shaped (Lachish, 1 4th 
century BC) or Hathor-headed stopper (Hazor, 
1 3th century BC), an unguent spoon shaped as a 
swimming lady catching a duck (Tell Beit Mirsim) 
and several pyxides show human figures. After a 
period of decline in the art, incised panels from 
Megiddo, probably of local workmanship in the 
1 2th to 1 0th centuries, show lively scenes in one of 
which the king seated on a throne, wh ich must have 
been similar to that later made for Solomon (2 Ch. 
9: 1 7- 1 8), receives tribute. 

Ivories found at Samaria, of the time of Ahab, 
show the influence of Phoenician art with its 
Egyp. , Syro-Hittite and Assyr. elements. They 
compare c10sely with contemporary ivories found 
at Arslan Tash (Syria) and Nimrud (lraq), and 
may have been from the same 'school' or guild of 
craftsmen. Some are overlaid with gold or inlaid 
with gold, lapis-Iazuli, coloured stones and glass. 
Commonly recurring designs include the 'lotus' 
patterns and cherubim al ready noted in a wood
carving and allied art; also panels with a woman's 
head (Astarte?) at a window, couchant and suck
ling animals, and 'Egyptian' figures and symbols, 
especially the kneeling infant Horus. A matching 
cosmetic palette and jar from Hazor (8th century) 
bears a simple hatched pattern and is of Israelite 
manufacture. . 

(iv) Seulpture. A few sculptures from the 'Ca
naanite' period in Palestine have been recovered. 
The seated basalt figure of a Baal, the roughly en
graved stele with its pair of upraised hands and the 
altars from Hazor, and the serpent-coiled goddess 
on a steie from Beit M irsim must be considered 
alongside the well-sculptured feet of a statue from 
Hazor ( 1 3th century BC) to show that good as weil 
as moderate artists were at work there. A stone in
cense ladle in the form of a hand c1asping a bowl 
from the same city (8th century) shows affinities 
with contemporary Assyr. art. The boulder in the 
Lachish water-shaft (9th century BC) worked into 
the l ikeness of a bearded man shows that the 
people of Palestine were never without an invent
ive spirit. But little has so far survived, and the 
work of their neighbours (e. g  the sculptured sar
cophagus of Ahiram from Byblos) is better known. 
Volute capitals, forerunners of the l onic type, 
found at Megiddo and Samaria, were probably 
similar to those used in the Temple. In the Mac
cabean period Hellenistic-Jewish ornamentalists 
of stone carved the fruits of the land (grapes, 
ethrog and acanthus leaves), symbols which are 
also found on coins used for * money. 

A special guild of ossuary workers at Jerusalem 
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has bequeathed us several chests engraved with si x
pointed stars, rosettes, f10wers and even archi
tectural designs. 

(v) Seal-engraving. Cylinder, scarab, stamp and 
cylinder seals from Palestine bear typical 'Phoeni
cian' motifs as found on ivories, though here the 
winged disc and winged scarab occur more fre
quently. The human figure is often engraved up to 
the Monarchy, and the inclusion of personal 
names seems to be more customary in Israel than 
among her neighbours. Pictorial representations 
are rare on Judaean seals, which may show a grow
ing awareness of the religious prohibition (see sec
tion e, above). 

(vi) Metal-work. There is every indication that 
the Hebrews were expert metal-workers, but l it tle 
has survived. This impression is borne out by the 
miniature bronze stand from Megiddo in open
work style showing the invocation of a seated god 
(e. 1 000 BC) . The bronze 'sea' of Solomon's 
Temple is computed to have weighed about 23,000 
kg and have been of cast bronze 8 cm thick with a 
bowl 4.6 m in diameter and 2.3 m high with a 'pet
alled' rim. The whole res ted on the backs of twelve 
oxen separately cast and arranged in four support
ing triads (I Ki. 7:23ff.). It held about 50,000 Iitres 
of water and must have been a remarkable techno
logical achicvement (

*1ACHIN AND BOAZ). 
Many of the motifs in the materials used in i-vi 

are similar to those employed in other * arts and 
crafts such as metal-working and are known from 
representations of art from outside Palestine. It is 
not possible to judge how far * dance was con
sidered an art form so much as part of sacred 
ritual. BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Reifenberg, Ancient Hebrew 
Am, 1 950; H .  H. Frankfort, The Art and Arehi
teeture 0/ the Ancient Orient, 1 963; A .  Moortgart, 
The Art 0/ Aneient Mesopotamia, 1 969. D.l. w. 

ARTAXERXES ( Heb. 'arta�lsasll' i', with variant 
vocalizations, from Old Persian arta-xsa ra, 
'kingdom of righteousness'). I .  Artaxerxes I 
( Longimanus), 464-424 BC. In his reign Ezra and 
Nehemiah came to Jerusalem, according to Ezr. 
7: I ;  Ne. 2: I ;  ete. I t  has been argued that in the 
former case the Chronicler has confused hirn with 
Artaxerxes 1 1  (Mnemon), 404-359 BC, but there is 
no need to doubt the biblical record. (See 1. Staf� 
ford Wright, The Date 0/ Ezra 's Coming to Jerusa
lem, 1 958.) 

2. Ezr. 4:7. This also is likely to be Artaxerxes I ,  
and the date i s  shortly before Ne. I :  I f. ,  when the 
king reverses the edict of Ezr. 4:2 1 .  Others (im
probably) identify hirn with the pseudo-Smerdis, 
who reigned for a few months in 522-52 1 BC. 

3. The LXX has Artaxerxes in place of * Ahasu
erus in * Esther and some believe that the king here 
is Artaxerxes 1 1 ,  404-359 BC. BIBLIOGRAPHY. A.  T. Olmstead, History 0/ (he 
Persian Empire, 1 948. l .S. W .  

ARTEMIS. This was the Greek name of the god
dess identified with the Latin Diana of c1assical 
mythology. The name Artemis is pre-Greek . She 
first appears in  Greek l iterature as mistress and 
protectress of wild l ife. (Cf W. K. C. Guthrie, The 
Greeb and their Gods, 1 950, pp. 99ff.) In  Grecce 
proper she was worshipped as the daughter of 
Zeus and Leto, and twin si ster of Apollo. Horror 



at the pains her mother endured at her birth is sup
posed to have made her averse to marriage. She 
was goddess of the moon and 01' hunting, and is 
gene rally portrayed as a huntress, with dogs in at
tendance. Her temple at • Ephesus was one of the 
sevcn wonders of the world, and here worship of 
the 'virgin goddess' appears to have been fused 
with some kind of fertility-cult of the mother
goddess of Asia M inor. The temple was supported 
on 1 00 massive columns, some of which were 
sculptured. Tradition claims that her image fell 
there from the sky (Acts 1 9: 35), and is thought to 
refer to a meteorite; Pli ny teils of a huge stone 
above the entrance, said to have been placed there 
by Diana herself. Her worship was conducted by 
eunuch priests, ca lied megabyzoi (Strabo, 1 4. 1 . 23), 
and archaeologists have discovered statues depict
ing her with many breasts. The silversmiths who 
made small votary shrines, portraying the goddess 
in a recess with her lions in attendance, 01' possibly 
souvenir models cf the temple, caused the riot 
when Paul was ministering there (Acts 19 :23-20: I ). 
Their cry of 'Great is Artemis 01' the Ephesians!' 
(Acts 1 9 :28,  34) is attested by inscriptions from 
Ephesus wh ich call her 'Artemis the Great' (ClG, 
2963c; Greek ll/scriptiol/s il/ the British Museum, iii, 
1 890, 48 1 .  324). 

See also • DEMETRIUS; 1. T. Wood, Discoveries at 
Ephesus, 1 877; E. Ferguson, Backgrounds 0/ Early 
Christianity, 1 987 .  D.H.W. 

ARTS AND CRAFTS. Throughout their history 
the inhabitants of Palestine maintained the same 
basic trades as their neighbours and were able to 
make most of their artefacts by the use of c1ay, 
metal, fibres, wood and stone. Working with these 
materials was the task of any able-bodied peasant, 
supported by the women in the horne spinning and 
weaving cloth and cooking. Contacts with coun
tries which were more advanced technologically 
meant that the Hebrews were quick to learn and 
adapt for their own use more specialized crafts, 
and were thus probably never without some out
standing craftsmen, though archaeology has re
vealed few examples of their work. 

There is evidence that the Israeli tes, while not of 
outstanding inventiveness 01' artistry, themselves 
appreciated good workmanship. The possession of 
such skill by the Judaean Bezalel was considered a 
divine gift (Ex.  3 1  :3;  35:3 1 ;  28:3).  Iron-working 
was learnt from the Philistines (I Sa. 1 3 :20) and the 
secrets of dyeing from the Phoenicians, who sup
plied designers, foremen and craftsmen to supple
ment the local labour force available for work on 
such major projects as the building of David's 
royal palace and the Temple at Jerusalem (see sec
tion 1 1 1 .  c, below). In the I st century BC the art of 
glass-making was similarly imported from Tyre. 

I. Trades and Irade guilds 
For reasons of economy and supply the more 
ski lied artisans lived in the larger towns and cities, 
usually working in special quarters, as in the 
modern bazaar (süq). This led to the organization 
of craft unions 01' guilds called 'families' which 
were sometimes located at a town where their work 
was centred, as the scribes at Jabez ( I  Ch. 2 :55) 01' 
dyers and weavers at Tell Beit M irsim (Debir?; I 
Ch. 4 :2 1 ) . At Jerusalem certain areas were allotted 
to the wood and stone-workers ( I  Ch. 4 : 1 4; Ne. 
1 1 :35) ; potters (Mt .  27:7) and fullers (2 Ki .  1 8 : 1 7) 
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had fields of their own outside the city walls. A 
guild member was called 'a son' of his craft (e.g. 
the goldsmiths in Ne. 3:8,  3 1 ) .  By NT times the 
guilds were powerful political groups working 
under imperial l icence. Demetrius led the guild of 
silversmiths at Ephesus (Acts 1 9 :24), and the 
designation of Alexander as coppersmith (Gk. 
chalkeus) implies his membership 01' such a union 
(2 Tim. 4 : 1 4).  

A general term (Heb. bäräs, 'one who cuts in, 
devises') is used both of craftsmen (AV 'artificers') 
in general (Ex. 38 :23; 2 Sa. 5: 1 1 ) or of a skilIed 
worker in metal, whether copper (2 Ch. 24: 1 2; 15. 
40: 1 9) or iron ( Is. 44: 1 2; 2 Ch. 24: 1 2) .  It includes 
those who prepared and refined the basic meta I 
(Je. 1 0:9) and was also applied to wood-workers 
(15. 44: 1 3; 2 Ki. 1 2 :  1 2),  stonemasons (2 Sa. 5: 1 1 ) ,  
engravers of gems (Ex. 28: 1 1 ) 01' those specially 
devoted to manufacturing idols (15. 44:9-20). 

11. Basic 10015 
From prehistoric times in Palestine worked flint 
knives, scrapers and hoes have been found, and 
these long continued in use for rough tools, for 
reaping-hooks, in which the flints are set in a semi
circle of piaster, or for striking lights. Wooden im
plements and stone hammers and pestles were of 
early origin. Meteoric iron was utilized when avail
able (Gn. 4:22), as was native copper from c. 6000 
BC. In Palestine copper was regularly employed 
from 3200 BC, and iron tools were plentiful after 
the arrival of the Philistines, c. 1 1 90 BC (cf I Ki .  
6 :7) .  Axe-heads, fitted on wooden handles, were 
used for felling trees (Dt.  1 9 :5), and knives (Gn. 
22:6) for a variety of purposes, including eating 
(Pr. 30: 1 4). Tools are sometimes mentioned under 
the collective Heb. k'lr, 'vessels, instruments', 01' 
bereq, which includes the sword, knife 01' any 
sharp cutter. Iron axe-heads (2 Ki. 6 :5),  saws ( I  Ki. 
7:9), adzes, hoes, scrapers, chiseis, awls, bow-drills 
and nails (Je. 1 0:3-4) were in constant use and have 
left their traces on objects recovered by excavation. 

III .  Archaeological evidence 

a. The potter 
The earliest known pottery comes from N Syria 
and is dated c. 8000 BC. It was, however, not until c. 
4000 BC that a slow wheel was used by the potte I' 
and c. 3000 BC before the fast wheel was developed. 
The • potter, whose work is described in Je. 1 8 :3-4, 
sat on a stone seat with his feet working a large 
stone 01' wooden wheel, set in a pit, which turned 
an upper stone on wh ich the vessel was thrown. A 
potter's workshop, with its 'two stones' (v. 3), has 
been found at Lachish (c. 1 200 BC). SmalleI' wheels 
01' stone 01' c1ay which revolve in a socketed disc 
date from the time of the monarchy at Megiddo, 
Gezer and Hazor. The c1ay used for finer vessels 01' 
slips was prepared by treading out coarser c1ay in 
wate I' with the feet ( Is. 4 1  :25). For the development 
and types of pottery in use, see • POlTER. Pottery 
kilns have been found at many sites in Palestine, al
though only rarely does more than the 'fire-box' 
remain. Outside a potter's shop at Megiddo lay 
three U-shaped • furnaces (8th-7th century BC). 

b. The bllilder 
The manufacture 01' sun-dried • brick 101' use in 
building the ordinary dwelling was part of the sea
sonal work of the peasant, who covered his house 
with clay 01' thatch spread over roof timbers. Such 
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buildings require constant attention. In a few cases 
bricks made in a mould were fired, and this was 
probably the potters' work. 

The Heb. bänä, meaning 'to build' and 'to re
build, to repair' and 'builder' (so AV) , is used both 
of skilIed and unskilled workmen (2 Ch. 34: 1 1 ) 
who were needed for work on any large project 
which involved the labours of stonemasons, car
penters, and many porters and untrained men. 
Large buildings were both planned and con
structed under the dose supervision of a master
builder (Gk. arehitektön; I Cor. 3 : 1 0). 

A site was first surveyed with a measuring-line 
consisting of a rope or cord (2 Sa. 8:2; Zc. 2: I ), 
string ( I  Ki .  7: 1 5), or twisted linen thread (Ezk. 
40:3) marked in cu bits (I Ki .  7: 1 5 , 23). In  Hel
lenistic times a reed rod marked in furlongs was 
similarly used (Rev. 1 1 :  I ;  2 1 :  1 5) .  More than one 
line might be used to mark out a site (2 Sa. 8:2), the 
survey of wh ich was recorded in plan and writing. 
The work of the surveyor was taken as a symbol of 
divine judgment (ls. 28: 1 7; Je. 31 :39). 

The progress of the building was checked by the 
chief builder using a 'plumb-line', or cord weight
ed with lead or tin C"nä!>; Am. 7:7-8), a stone 
(Zc. 4: 1 0) ,  or any heavy object (Heb. misqelel, AV 
'plummet'; 2 Ki. 2 1 :  1 3) ,  to test any vertical struc
ture. This was a symbol of testing the truth ( Is. 
28: 1 7) .  The metaphor of building is frequently 
used, for God as Builder establishes the nation (Ps. 
69:35), the house of David (Ps. 89:4) and his city of 
Jerusalem (Ps. 1 47:2). So the church is compared to 
a building ( I  Cor. 3:9; I Pet. 2:4-6). Paul uses the 
word 'to build (up), edify' (Gk. oikodomeö) about 
20 times. The believers are both built up (epoiko
domeö) into Christ (Co!. 2:7) and exhorted to 
build themselves up in their faith (Jude 20). 

e. The earpenter 
Both Joseph (Mt .  1 3 :55) and Jesus (Mk.  6:3) fol
lowed the ancient trade of carpenter (Gk. tektön). 
A skilIed worker in wood (Heb. !läras 'e�im) 
undertook all the carpentry tasks required in build
ing operations, making roof, door, window and 
stair fittings. Of the furniture he constructed 
couches, beds, chairs, tables and footstools. Ex
amples of some of these and of finely carved 
bowls, spoons and boxes have survived in the 
tombs at Jericho (e. 1 800 BC) . The same carpenter 
would manufacture agricultural implements, 
ploughs, yokes, threshing instruments (2 Sa. 24:22) 
or boards (ls. 28:27-28) and irrigation machines. 
In the large cities groups of carpenters who made 

carts would, in time of war, build chariots (Ct. 3:9). 
In the Levant ship-building seems to have re
mained a Phoenician monopoly centred at Tyre, 
where boats were constructed of local cypress with 
masts of cedar and oars of oak (Ezk. 27:5-6). 
(0 

S
HIPS.) Some carpenters made idols ( l s. 44: 1 3-

1 7). Though the Israelites undertook their own 
wood-working for the tabernacle fitments (Ex. 25), 
wood and experienced carpenters were supplied by 
agreement with Tyre for the construction of 
David's palace (2 Sa. 5: 1 1 ) and the Temple built by 
Solomon. The same practice was followed for the 
later Temple (Ezr. 3:7) and possibly for the repair 
of the Temple recorded in 2 Ch. 24: 1 2 .  

Wood-carving was undertaken b y  a few special
ists (Ex. 31 :5 ;  35 :33), who may have also worked on 
bone and ivory. These worked the cherubim for the 
first Temple ( I  Ki. 6:23) and other objets d'art. For 
this hard woods, ebony, sandal and boxwood, were 
imported, while the local woods, cedar, cypress, 
oak, ash ( Is. 44: 14) and acacia (AV 'shittim') were 
used for most joinery, the mulberry being com
monly worked for agricultural implements. 
(0 TREES.) 

The carpenter's special tools included a marking 
tool (Sereq, AV 'rule'), compass or dividers 
(m'bügä), an adze (maq�u'ä-'a scraping in
strument', AV 'plane', Is. 44: 1 3), small chopper 
(ma'''�älj), iron saw (some two-edged), and files 
(Je. 1 0:4), bow-drill and wooden mallet (halmür, 
Jdg. 5:26, AV 'hammer') and hammer (maqqäQä, 
Is. 44: 1 2) as weil as the various chiseis and awls, ex
amples of wh ich have been recovered. Both nail 
and dowel joints can be seen on wooden objects 
from M iddle Bronze Age and Monarchy period 
sites. By Roman times various types of wood plane 
and spoke-shave were also in use. 

d. The mason 
Stone, being costly to transport and work , was 
considered an extravagance in a private house 
(Am. 5: 1 1 ), and for the more important public 
buildings would be used only sparingly for essen
tial constructional features. (0 

CORNERSTONE, °ARCHITECTURE. ) While in Egypt, granite, sand
stone, quartzite and limestone were quarried for 
building stone, only limestone was available in Päl
estine for this purpose. Blocks of harder stones for 
the Temple and other splendid buildings werc 
worked in the Lebanon prior to importation ( I  Ki .  
6:7). The stonemason used many of the same tools 
as the carpenter, sawing the limestone (I Ki. 7:9) 
and trimming it with a mallet and chisei or walling 

�" /I J1 � \.f n'y __ 

------." 'i 'i � "1-> rope-maker 

-2- � r " q � r � � J - ps lnSJ ----- dyer (01 red cloth) 

� I � � cb � gnwty ------ sculptor 

1 � l. ( .b � hmw --- carpenter 

Various oeeupations 0/ Aneient Egypt lVitlr tlreir names in Irieroglyplrs and transliteration. 
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hammer. In quarrying large blocks of stone 
wooden wedges were knocked in with wooden 
hammers and soaked until the stone cracked under 
the force of their expansion; a method commonly 
used in the ancient Near East. Hard stone was 
shaped by repeated pounding with a large metal 
farge-hammer (Heb. pa!!fs). Such a hammer is 
used to describe the action of the divine Word (Je. 
23:29) and of mighty Babyion (Je. 50:23). 

The mason also quarried out tombs in the nat
ural caves in the hills or drove shafts into the hill
side off which chambers were excavated (Is. 22: 1 6) .  
Particularly fine examples of such family mausolea 
have been found at Bethshemesh (8th century) and 
round Jerusalem (both 8th century BC and I st cen
tury Bc-2nd century AD) . Deep silos or cisterns as 
cut at Lachish, Megiddo and Gibeon involved the 
removal of as much as 400,000 cubic m of Iime
stone by hand. There, and in the water tunnels cut 
by masons and miners, the marks of their chiseis 
remain visible. (0 

M INING, 
°ARCHITECTURE, 

o SILOAM. ) 

In the Monarchy large stone pillar bases were 
cut, and from the 1 0th century BC pecked and mar
ginally d rafted masonry was used. By the Hel
Ienistic period Herodian buildings at Jerusalem, 
Machpelah and other sites show the use of im
mense blocks of stone so carefully dressed as to be 
aligned without mortar, and it is still impossible to 
insert a k nife blade between the joins. Such careful 
work can also be seen at Megiddo in the 9th cen
tury BC. Masons' marks can be seen on a number 
01' constructions such as the steps of the Caper
naum synagogue. M asons were also employed to 
cut inscriptions on rock surfaces, and for this seem 
to have copied cursive inscriptions, for surviving 
examples at Shebna's tomb, the Siloam tunnel and 
the Samaria fragment show no adaptation to the 
o writing material. Finer engraving can be seen on 
o seals. 

e. The melalworker 
Copper was regularly smelted and cast in Palestine 
from c. 3200 BC. After c. 2000 BC it was normal to 
use bronze rat her than copper and this material 
remained popular even after the introduction of 
iron. Solomon had large objects, such as the pillars 
for the Temple, made from bronze by a Tyrian 
smith who cast them in the clay of the Jordan 
valley between Succoth and Zarethan (I Ki. 7 :46; 2 
Ch. 4: 1 7). Because of its strength iron was 
preferred for agricultural tools and weapons, but it 
required more sophisticated techniques of 
manufacture and maintenance. Initially Israel was 
without the knowledge of iron-working and relied 
on the Philistines for their iron tools (I Sa. 1 3 : 1 9-
22) 

Thc smith worked within the city with the aid 01' 
a furnace supplied with a forccd draught provided 
by skin or pottery bellows (Heb. mappua(I, 'a 
blowing instrument') .  Thus the smith was com
monly designated as 'he who blows (the coals)', a 
title akin to the common Akkadian nappäQu ( l s. 
54: 1 6). Copper and bronze wcre refined in cru
cibles (Heb. ma�reß, Pr. 1 7 :3;  27:2 1 ), and then 
poured into stone or clay moulds. l ron, on the 
other hand, was forged by being beaten on an anvil 
(Heb. pa'am, Is. 41 :7). The ironsmith is naturally 
called 'he who strikes the anvil', while the bronze
worker, who had to trim rough castings by ham
mering, is called 'he who smooths with the 
hammer' (Is. 4 1 :7). Techniques of soldering, 
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riveting and casting-on were practised by these 
craftsmen, enabling them to manufacture intricate 
objects. Such an object is the small bronze stand 
from Megiddo which, if Israelite, indicates that 
their technical skill was as good as any of their 
neigh bours. 

The smiths manufactured a variety of metal ves
sels and implements, plough-blades, tips for ox
goads, forks, axle-trees and axes, as weil as the 
smaller pins, fibulae (from 1 0th century BC) , 
images, figurines and small instruments. The 
manufacture of knives, wh ich were a close relation 
to daggers and swords, lance and spear-heads, and 
other weapons of war (0 ARMOUR AND WEAPONS) , 
reminds us how easily these same craftsmen could 
turn their hand to making implements for war or 
peace ( l s. 2:4; Joel 3 :  1 0; Mi. 4:3). 

Jeweiiery was possessed from an early period by 
women for whom it was the only method by wh ich 
they could possess and preserve their personal 
wealth. Gold and silver-smiths used blow-pipes to 
ventilate their small furnaces and cast their prod
ucts with the aid of steatite or clay moulds. Cire 
perdue, granulation, filigree and cloisonne inlay 
were all techniques practised by early gold and 
silver-smiths. 

f The lanner 
Leather, the treated skins of sheep and goats, was 
used for certain items of clothing (Lv. 1 3 :48; Nu. 
31  :20), including sandals and girdles (2 Ki .  I :8 ;  Mt .  
3 :4) .  The sewn skins were specially suitable at  low 
cost for vessels or containers for water (Gn. 2 1 :  1 4),  
wine (Mt .  9: 1 7) or other liquids (Jdg. 4: 1 9) .  Some
times the skins were sewn into true 'bottle' shapes. 
Leather was rarely used for tents (Ex. 25:5;  Nu .  
4:6) but  commonly for military articles, such as 
heimets, quivers, chariot fittings, slings and shields, 
the latter weIl oilcd to prevent cracking or the 
penetration of missiles (2 Sa. 1 :2 1 ;  Is. 21 :5). San
dals of seal or porpoise skin (AV 'badgers' skin') 
were a sign of luxury (Ezk. 1 6: I 0), though it is 
Iikely that, as in Egypt and Assyria, fine leather 
was used for beds, chair covers and other 
furnishings. 

Since tanning was a malodorous task, it was 
usually undertaken outside a town and near abun
dant water. Peter's visit to Simon the tanner out
side Joppa (Acts 9:43; 1 0:6, 32) i l lustrates how far 
he had overcome his scruples against contact with 
what was ceremonially unclean. The process began 
by removing the animal fat from the skin by stone 
scrapers or metal knives. The hair was removed by 
scraping, soaking in urine or rubbing with lime. 
The skin was then either dressed by smoking or by 
being rubbed with an oil, or tanned with suitable 
wood, bark or leaves. If the hair or fur was not re
moved, the skin was dressed with alum which was 
obtained from the Dead Sea or Egypt, sun-dried 
and then oil-dressed to alleviate the stiffness. 

g. The dyer 
The ancient craft 01' dyeing was known to the Israe
lites at the Exodus, when skins used for the taber
nacle were dyed scarlet by the juices of crushed 
cochineal insects found in oak-trees (Ex. 26: I ,  3 1 ;  
36:8; Lv. 14 :4). The black-purple or red-violet 
'Tyrian' or ' Imperial' dye, prepared from the mol
luscs purpura and murex found on the E Mediter
ranean coast, was mainly a Phoenician monopoly 
and used for dyeing the highly-priced garments 
which were a mark of rank and nobility (Jdg. 8 :26; 



ARTS AND CRAFfS 

Pr. 31 :22; Lk. 16 :  1 9; Rev. 1 8 :  1 2 , 1 6) .  The trade is 
attested in Ras Shamra texts (c. 1 500 BC) . This was 
also the 'purpie' used in the tabernacle fabric (Ex. 
26:3 1 ,  28 :5),  for the Temple veil, the 'blue and 
purpie and crimson' being variants of the same dye 
(2 Ch. 3: 1 4), and for the garment put upon Jesus at 
his trial (Jn. 1 9 :2, 5). Native I sraelites were taught 
the trade by Tyrian workmen at Solomon's request 
(2 Ch. 2:7).  Lydia traded in cloth similarly treated 
in Thyatira (Acts 1 6: 1 4). See JNES 22, 1 963, pp. 
1 04ff. 

In Palestine yellow dyes were made from ground 
pomegranate rind, the Phoenicians also using saf
flower and turmeric. Blue was obtained from 
indigo plants (Indigo/era tinctoria) imported from 
Syria or Egypt, where it had been originally trans
planted from India. Woad was known after 300 
BC. 

At Tell Beit M irsim (= Debir?) six or seven dye
plants were excavated indicating that textile
fabrication was a major industry at that site. At 
Tell Amal near Beth-shean many pottery vessels, in 
which skeins of thread were dyed, have been found, 
together with weaving artefacts such as 100m 
weights. 

h. The /uller 
The art of fulling, cleansing and bleaching cloth 
was of importance because of the high cost of 
c10thing and the need to clean se the fibres of their 
natural oil or gums before dyeing. In  some places 
the fuller was also the dyer. 

It  was customary for a fuller to work outside a 
town within reach of water in wh ich c10thes could 
be c1eaned by treading them on a submerged stone. 
Hence the fuller was characteristically called a 
'trampier' (Heb. käQas). At Jerusalem the locality 
outside the E wall where garments were spread to 
dry in the sun was called the 'fuller's field' (2 Ki .  
18 :  1 7 ; Is .  7 :3;  36:2) . Christ's garments at the trans
figuration were described as brighter than it was 
possible for any fuller (Gk. gnaphells, 'cloth dress
er') to whiten them (Mk.  9:3).  

For c1eansing, natron (nitre) was sometimes im
ported from Egypt, where, mixed with white c1ay, it 
was used as soap (Pr. 25:20; Je. 2:22). Alkali was 
plentifully available in plant ash, and 'soap' (Heb. 
börTL, kali) was obtained by burning the soda 
plant (Salsola kalt) . The 'fullers' soap' of Mal .  3 :2 
was probably 'cinders of börf(, since potassium 
and sodium nitrate do not seem to have been 
known in Syria or Palestine, though found in 
Babylonia. 

Other crafts, • ART, • COSMETtCS AND PER
FUMERY, • IVORY, • SPINNING AND WEAVING, • EM
BROIDERY; glass-making, • Gu.ss; other references 
to crafts, • M USIC, • EGYPT, • ASSYRIA and 
• BABYLONIA. BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Singer (ed.), A History 0/ 
Technology, I ,  1 958;  G. E.  Wright, Biblical Archae
ology, 1 957, pp. 1 9 1 - 1 98;  R. 1. Forbes, StIldies in 
Ancient Technology, 1 -8 ,  1 955-64; A. Reifenberg, 
Ancient Hebrew Arts, 1 950; A. Lucas, Ancient 
Egyptian Materials and lndustries, 1 962; 1. Jere
mias, Jerusalem in the Time 0/ Jesus, 1 969; D. 
Strong and D. Brown, Roman era/ts, 1 976. 

D.J .W. 

ARVAD. Ezk. 27:8, 1 1 ; I Macc. 1 5 :23 (Aradus) and 
its inhabitants, the Arvadites, Gn.  1 0: 1 8 ; I Ch. 
1 : 1 6. Modern Ruäd, a small island 3 km off the 
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coast of Syria (anciently Phoenicia) and about 80 
km N of Byblos. The most N of the four great 
Phoenician cities, it paid tribute to some Assyrian 
kings, who noted its seafaring skills. A period of 
independence from c. 627 BC was ended by Nel-
uchadrezzar (ANET, p. 308). During these eras it 
was secondary to Tyre and Sidon. I ts commercial 
fortunes revived under the Persians and Seleucids, 
but it was displaced by Antaradus (mod. Tartüs) in 
Roman times. G.G.G. 

ASA (Heb. ·äsä '). J.  Third king over the inde
pendent state 01' Judah , reigned 4 1  years (c 9 1 1 -
870 BC) . The problem of synchronizing his reign 
with that of • Baasha ( I  K i .  1 6:8 ,  Baasha dies in 
26th year of Asa; 2 Ch. 1 6: I ,  Baasha attacks 
Judah in Asa's 36th year) is at present most plaus
ibly solved by assuming Chronicles is computing 
from the disruption of the united monarchy. The 
early part of his reign was characterized by 
religious zeal which led to the abolition of heathen 
gods and cultic prostitution. The extent of his zeal 
and of the pervasiveness of pagan cults is indi
cated by Asa's rem oval of his (grand-)mother 
• M aacah from her official postion ( I  Ki. 1 5 : 1 3). 
He did not destroy all the high places in Israel, but 
his devotion was said to be the reason for a period 
of peace in the country (2 Ch. 1 5 : 1 5 , 1 9). The 
Chronicler contrasts his notable victory over 
• Zerah the Ethiopian (2 Ch. 1 4:9), attribuled to 
his faith in Yahweh, with his dependence on Syr
ian aid to overcome Baasha. This latter action, 
which may have been sparked off by defection of 
large numbers of Israelites to Asa (2 Ch. 1 5 :9), 
enabled hirn to fortify Mizpah and Geba (not 
Gibea with LXX) , which thereafter became the N 
border of Judah . The latter part of his reign was 
marred by illness (2 Ch. 1 6: 1 2) and continued war
fare, which were viewed by Chronicles as the out
come of his failure to continue in dependence on 
Yahweh (2 Ch. 1 6:7ff.) .  

2. A Levite, son of Elkanah, among the first to 
return from the Exile and settle again in Palestine. 

w .o. 

s 
ASAHEL (Heb. '''säh 'el, 'God has made'). J .  A 
son of David's sister Zeruiah,  and brot her of 
Joab and Abishai ( I  Ch. 2:  1 6). He was famous 
for his amazing speed, but when he used it to 
pursue ·Abner following the c1ash at Gibeon, the 
latter was forced to use his greater experience in 
warfare to kill  hirn (2 Sa. 2:  1 8ff.). This gave rise 
to a blood feud in which Abner was treacher
ously murdered by Joab (2 Sa. 3 :27ff.). He is 
among David's thirty select warriors (2 Sa. 
23:24), and is listed as being in charge of 24,000 
men appointed to serve David during the fourth 
month (I Ch. 27:7). This list may originally have 
been drawn up in outline early in David's reign , 
so that Asahel is now represented by his son 
Zebadiah. 

2. One of nine Levites whom Jehoshaphat sent 
together with priests and officials on a teaching 
mission throughout the cities of Judah (2 Ch.  
1 7 :8). 3.  An overseer assisting in the control of 
tithes for the Temple in Hezekiah's time (2 Ch.  
3 1 :  1 3) .  4.  Father of Jonathan who opposed the 
appointment of a select body to represent the 
returned Exiles in  determining the removal of 
foreign wives (Ezr. 1 0 :  1 5) .  w.o. 



ASAPH (Heb. ·ösöß). I .  A descendant of Ger
shom, son of Levi ( l  Ch. 6:39); nominated by the 
chief Levites as a leading singer, using cymbals, 
when the ark was brought to Jerusalem ( I  Ch. 
1 5 : 1 7, 1 9). David made hirn leader of the choral 
worship ( 1 6:4-5). The 'sons of Asaph' remained 
the senior family of musicians until the Restor
at ion ( I  Ch. 25; 2 Ch. 20: 1 4; 35 : 1 5; Ezr. 3 : 1 0; Ne. 
1 1 : 1 7, 22; 1 2 : 35), primarily as singers and cymbal
ists. Asaph hirnself had a reputation as a seer, and 
was recognized as the author of psalms used when 
Hezekiah revived the Temple-worship (2 Ch. 
29:30; cf the traditional ascriptions of Pss. 50, 73-
83 ;  cf also the prophecy of Jahaziel, 2 Ch. 
20: 1 4ff.) . I t  is not dear whether Asaph lived to see 
thc Temple consecrated, or if 2 Ch.  5 :  1 2  simply 
mcans 'the families of Asaph', eIe. 2. Warden of 
lorests in Palestine under the Persian king Artax-
crxes (Ne. 2:8) .  J . P.U .L .  

ASCENSION. The story of the ascension of the 
Lord Jesus Christ is told in Acts I :4-1 1 .  In Lk. 
24:5 1 the words 'and was carried up into heaven' 
are less weil attested, as is also the description in 
M k .  1 6 :  1 9 .  There is no alternative suggestion in the 
NT 01' any other termination to the post
resurrection appearances, and the fact of the 
ascension is always assumed in the frequent refer
ences to Christ at the right hand of God, and to his 
return from heaven .  I t  would be unreasonable to 
suppose that Luke would be grossly mistaken or 
inventive about such an important fact so long as 
any of the apostles were alive to note what he had 
written. For other allusions to the ascension see Jn .  
6:62; Acts 2 :33-34; 3 :2 1 ;  Eph.  4:8- 1 0; I Thes. I :  10 ;  
Heb. 4: 14 ;  9 :24; I Pet. 3 :22; Rev. 5 :6 .  

Objections are made to the story on the ground 
that it rests upon out-dated ideas of heaven as a 
place above our heads. Such objections are beside 
the point for the following reasons: 

I .  The act of ascension could have been an acted 
parable for thesakeof the discipleswho held this idea 
of heaven .  Jesus thus indicated decisively that the 
period of post-resurrection appearances was now 
over, and that his return to heaven would inaugurate 
the era of the presence of the Holy Spirit in the 
church. Such acted symbolism is perfectly natural. 

2. The terms 'heaven' and 'the right hand of the 
Father' have some necessary meaning in relation to 
this earth, and this meaning can best be expressed 
with reference to 'above'. Thus Jesus lifted up his 
eyes to heaven when he prayed (Jn. 1 7 : I ;  cf I Tim. 
2:8), and taught us to pray, 'Our Father who art in 
heaven . . .  Thy will be done on earth, as it is in 
heaven.'  In  one sense heaven is away from this 
earth, whatever may be its nature in terms of a dif
ferent dimension. In passing from the earthly 
space-time to the heavenly state, Jesus was ob
served to move away from the earth, just as at his 
second coming he will be observed to move to
wards the earth. This doctrine of bodily absence is 
balanced in the NT by the doctrine of spiritual 
presence. (0 

S
PIRIT, HOLY.) Thus the Lord's Supper 

is in memory of One who is bodily absent 'until he 
comes' (I Cor. 1 1  :26), yet, as at all Christian gath
erings, the risen Lord is spiritually present (Mt .  
1 8 :20). 

The concept of God above on the throne has 
special reference to the difference between God 
and man, and to the approach to hirn by the sinner, 
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ASHDOD 

whose sin bars access to the King. Thus we may see 
the purpose 01' the ascension as lollows: 

I .  ' I  go to prepare a place for you' (Jn. 1 4 :2). 
2.  Jesus Christ is seated, a sign that his atoning 

work is complete and final. Those who believe that 
as Priest he continues to offer himself to the 
Father, say that one must not mix together the two 
metaphors 01' king and priest. Yet this is precisely 
what is done in Heb. 1 0 : 1 1 - 1 4  to show the finality 
of Christ's offering. 

3 .  He intercedes for his people (Rom. 8 :34; Heb. 
7:25), though nowhere in the NT is he said to be 01'
fering hirnself in heaven .  The Greek word for inter
cede, enlynchanö, has the thought of looking after 
someone's interests. 

4. He is waiting until his enemies are subdued, 
and will return as the final act in the establishment 
of the kingdom of God ( I  Cor. 1 5 :24-26). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Milligan, The Ascension and 
Heal'en/y Prieslhood 0/ ollr Lord, 1 89 1 ;  H .  B. 
Swete, The Ascended Chrisl, 1 9 1 0; C. S. Lewis, 
Mirae/es, ch. 1 6, 1 947. J .S.W. 

ASENATH. Daughter of 'Potiphera priest of On' 
in Egypt, given in marriage to Joseph by Pharaoh 
(Gn. 4 1 :45) and so mother of Manasseh and 
Ephraim (Gn. 4 1  :50-52; 46:20). The name Asenath 
(Heb. 'ös'na() is good Egyptian, of the pattern 
·[(w). s-n-X, 'she belongs to X' ,  X being a deity or 
parent, or a pronoun referring to one 01' these. 
Three equally good possibilities would be: '[w.s
(n)-Nt, 'she belongs to (the goddess) Neit', ·[w.s-n
't, 'she belongs to (her) father', or ·[W. s-n. t (t for (), 
'she belongs to thee' (fern. ,  either a goddess or the 
mother). Such names are weIl attested in the 
M iddle Kingdom and Hyksos periods (c. 2 1 00-
1 600 BC) of Egyptian history, corresponding to the 
age of the Patriarchs and Joseph. K .A.K.  

ASHDOD. Tel Ashdod, 6 km SE of the modern 
village, was a major Philistinian city, first men
tioned in Late Bronze Age texts (Jos. 1 1  :22) dealing 
with Ugarit. It  may have withstood attempts by 
Judah to conquer it and settle there (Jos. 1 3 :3 ;  
1 5 :46-47). I t  had a principal port (Ashdod-Yam; 
in Akkadian sources Asdudimm11; cf ANET, p. 
286) and a tempie of Dagon to wh ich the ark was 
taken ( I  Sa. 5: I ff.) .  It was attacked by Uzziah of 
Judah (2 Ch. 26:6). When it rebelled against As
syria, who replaced King Azuri by his brot her, 
Asdlldll was sacked, according to Assyr. inscrip
tions, by Sargon II in 7 1 1 BC. These calamities were 
noted by Amos ( l  :8) and Isaiah (20: I ). Later be
sieged by Psamtik I of Egypt for 29 years (Herodo
tus 2. 1 57), it became a Bab. province and was 
weak (Je. 25:20) and derelict (Zp. 2:4; Zc. 9 :6). I t  
was partially repopulated after the  Exile (Ne. 
1 3 :23-24). As Azotus, its idolatry provoked attacks 
by the Maccabeans (John the Hasmonean and 
John Hyrcanus, I M acc. 5:68;  1 0:84). Separated 
from Judaea by Pompey (Jos., BJ I .  1 56), re
constructed by Gabinius, and given to Salome, 
Herod's sister, by Augustus, it flourished (Acts 
8:40) until it surrendered to Titus. 

Excavations ( 1 962-72) confirm this history and 
show Canaanite, Philistinian (temple) and possibly 
Solomonic occupation (gateway). BIBLIOGRAPHY. NEAEHL, I ,  pp. 93-1 02; 
BASOR 1 75 ,  1 964, pp. 48-50; M. Dothan, Ashdod 
1-4,  1 967-82. D.J .W. 
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ASHER (Heb. 'öser, 'happy, blessed'). I .  Jacob's 
eighth son, his second by Leah's maid Zilpah (Gn. 
30: 1 3 ; 35:26) . Asher himself fathered four sons and 
a daughter (Gn. 46: 1 7 ; Nu. 26:46; with descend
ants, I Ch. 7:30-40). His descendants' prosperity 
was foreshadowed in Jacob's last blessing (Gn. 
49:20). As an authentie NW Semitic personal 
name Asher is attested at precisely Jacob's period, 
as that of a female servant (c. 1 750 BC in an Egyp
tian papyrus list; see W. C. Hayes, A Papyrus 0/ the 
Latl! Middle Kingdom in the Brooklyn Museum, 
1 955 ,  pp. 88 ,  97, and especially W. F. Albright, 
lAOS 74, 1 954, pp. 229, 231 : iSr, 'sra). This par
ticular philological discovery rules out the com
monly adduced equation of biblical Asher with the 
isr in Egyptian texts of the 1 3th century BC as a 
Palestinian place-name: i sr would represent 'Lr 
not 'sr (cf. Albright, loc. cit.). This eliminates the 
consequent suggestion that the Egyptian i sr of 
1 300 BC (Sethos I )  indicated an 'Asher' -settlement 
in Palestine prior to the Israelite invasion later in 
the 1 3th century BC. 

2. An Israelite tribe descended from I ,  and its 
terri tory. Consisting of five main families or clans 
(Nu. 26:44-47), Asher shared the organization and 
fortunes of the tribes in the wilderness journeyings 
(Nu. I :  1 3 ; 2:27; 7:72; \ 3 : 1 3 ,  etc.), and shared in 
Moses' blessing (Ot. 33 :24). Asher's territory as 
assigned by Joshua was principally the Plain of 
Acre, the W slopes of the Galilean hills behind it 
and the coast from the tip of Carmel N to Tyre and 
Sidon (Jos. 1 9 :24-3 1 ,  34). On the S, Asher bor
dered on Manasseh, excluding certain border cities 
(Jos. 1 7 : 1 0- 1 1 ;  translate v. 1 1 , 'Manasseh had 
beside Issachar and beside Asher . . .  (various towns) 
. .  . ') .  See Y. Kaufmann ,  The Biblical Account 0/ 
the Conquest 0/ Palestine, 1 953, p. 38. (Cf. also 
• 

HELKATH and • 
I
BLEAM.) In  Asher the Gershonite 

Levites had four cities ( I  Ch. 6:62, 74-75) . How
ever, the Asherites failed to expel the Canaanites, 
and merely occupied parts of their portion among 
them (Jdg. I : 3 1 -32). On topography and resources 
of Asher's portion, cf. O. Baly, The Geography 0/ 
the Bible, 1 974, pp. 1 2 1 - 1 27 .  I n  the Judges' period 
Asher failed to help Oeborah but rallied to Gide
on's side (Jdg. 5: 1 7; 6:35; 7 :23). Asher provided 
warriors for Oavid ( I  Ch.  1 2:36) and formed part 
of an administrative district of Solomon ( I  Ki. 
4: 1 6). After the fal l  of the N kingdom some Asher
ites responded to Hezekiah's call to revive the 
Passover at Jerusalem (2 Ch. 30: 1 1 ) .  In  much later 
times the aged prophetess Anna, who rejoiced to 
see the infant Jesus, was of the tribe of Asher (Lk. 
2 :36). 

3. Possibly a town on the border of Manasseh 
and Ephraim, location uncertain (Jos. 1 7 :7). 

K.A.K.  

ASHERAH, A Canaanite mother-goddess men
tioned in the Ras Shamra texts ( 'aLrt) as a goddess 
of the sea and the consort of EI, but associated in 
the OT with Baal (e.g. Jdg. 3:7). While the OT 
sometimes refers to Asherah as a goddess (e.g. I 
Ki. 1 8 : 1 9; 2 Ki .  23:4; 2 Ch. 1 5 : 1 6), the name is used 
also of an image made for that goddess (e.g. I Ki .  
1 5 :  1 3) which consequently came to represent her. 
The Israelites were commanded to cut down (e.g. 
Ex. 34: 1 3) or burn (Ot. 1 2:3)  the asherim of the 
Canaanites, and were likewise forbidden them
selves to plan 'an Asherah of any kind of tree' 

beside God's altar (Ot. 1 6 :2 1 ) . From these refer
ences it appears that the object was 01' wood, and 
was presumably an image of some kind. A piece 01' 
carbonized wood about 1 .2 m long, discovered in 
the Early Bronze Age shrine at Ai, has been inter
preted as a possible asherah, but many scholars 
would now reject the view that the object was a 
post, and would give the translation 'Asherah
image' in all occurrences. In  the AV the word is con
sistently translated 'grove'. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. L. Reed, The Asherah in the 
Old Testament, 1 949; A. Caquot, M. Sznycer and 
A. Herdner, Textes Ougaritiques, I ,  1 974, pp. 68-
73; 1. C. de Moor in TDOT I, pp. 438-444; R.  
Patai, lNES 24, 1 965, pp. 37-52; W. F. Albright. 
Archaeology and the Religion o/ Israell, 1 953, pp. 
77-79; 1. Marquet-Krause, Les Fouilles de 'Ay (et-
Tell) 1 933-1934 . . .  , 1 949, p. 1 8 .  T.C.M. 

ASHES. I.  Heb. ·{ßer. This is the most com
monly used term to indicate powdery ashes. As 
such it occurs alone or in connection with • sack
cloth as a symbol of mourning (2 Sa. 1 3 : 1 9 ; Est. 
4:3; Is. 58 :5 ;  Je. 6:26; On. 9:3). It also signifies 
worthless or debased objects or ideas (Ps. 1 02:9; Is. 
44:20), and in this connection it is linked with 
· 'dust', 'ößör (Gn. 1 8:27; Jb. 1 3 : 1 2; 30: 1 9). 
'ößör, 'dust', is translated 'ashes' in Nu. 1 9 : 1 7, 
and 2 Ki.  23:4, where it refers to the ashes of a 
burnt sin offering and those of pagan vessels re
spectively. 2. Heb. de.fen, 'fatness', is translated 
'ashes' referring to the admixture of the fat of sac
rifices and the fuel used to consume them (Lv. I :  1 6; 
6: 1 0; I Ki.  1 3 : 3 ,  5). It is used also 01' burnt corpses. 
3. Heb. piab, 'soot', is rendered 'ashes' in reference 
to the residual deposits of a kiln, used by Moses to 
create the plague of boils (Ex. 9 :8 ,  1 0). 4. Gk. 
spodos is used in the NT for ashes employed in 
mourning (Mt. 1 1 :2 1 ;  Lk.  1 0: 1 3) or purification 
(Heb. 9: 1 3) .  w .o. 

ASHIMA. The god or idol of the people of 
Hamath (2 Ki. 1 7 : 30), which they made in the ter
ritory of Samaria, whence they had been deported 
by the Assyrians. Not known outside the 0'1', 
though some have suggested identity with the 
Syrian Semios or the 'Sm of the Elephantine 
papyri. See A.  Vincent, La Religion des ludeo
Arameens d'Elephantine, .1 937, pp. 654ff. ; P. Grelot, 
Docwnents Arameens d'Egypte, 1 972, pp. 353, 464. 

T.C .M .  

ASHKELON. Lies on  the southern coast of Israel 
between Jaffa and Gaza. This is one of the largest 
sites of ancient Israel, excavated by Stager since 
1 985. The earliest settlements are Neolithic huts, 
and from then on occupation has been continuous. 

Ashkelon is mentioned in Egyptian texts ( 1 9th-
1 5th centuries BC) . In this period the city was sur
rounded on its three sides by a 2 km long and 40 m 
high fortified rampart, including gates, and at least 
one temple in wh ich a silver calf was found. A seal 
from the Old Assyrian colony in Kanesh in 
Anatolia shows the extent of trading l inks. I n  the 
·Amarna letters ( 1 4th century BC) Widiya sent 
at least seven letters to Pharaoh; in others he  was 
accused of helping the Habiru. In the 1 3th century 
BC Ashkelon joined others in a rebellion against 
Merenptah. 



From the 1 2th century BC until its destruction by 
the Babylonians in 604 BC, Ashkelon was Philistine, 
and one of the five major cities including • Ashdod, 
*Ekron, *Gath, and *Gaza. During the period of 
the Judges, Samson killed thirty men of the city. In 
734 BC i t  became a vassal of the Assyrians (asqalu
na), and in 70 1 BC Sennacherib had to put down a 
revolt by Sidqa, replacing hirn with Sharruludar. In 
630 BC the city once again came under Egyptian 
domination, until i t  was captured by Nebucha
drezzar. Its king, Aga', was killed and prisoners 
were taken to Babyion in 598 BC. This event, pre
dicted by Jeremiah (47:5-7) and Zephaniah (2:4-
7), affected Jerusalem (Je. 52:4- 1 1 )  which was 
soon to suffer a similar fate. BIBLtOGRAPHY. NEAEHL, pp. 1 03- 1 1 2; L. E. 
Stager, IEJ 37, 1 987, pp. 68-72; BA R 1 7, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 
25-43. LW. 

ASHKENAZ. A descendant of Noah through 
Japheth and Gomer (Gn. 10 :3 ;  I Ch. 1 :6). 
Eponymous ancestor of the successive inhabitants 
of an area between the Black and Caspian Seas. 
Ascanius occurs as the name of a Mysian and 
Phrygian prince, while elsewhere these people are 
said to live in the district of Ascania. Assyrian texts 
tell of Askuzai in the NE from c. 720 BC onwards. 
Later t hey joined other tribes in the conquest 01' 
Babyion reflected in Je. 5 1  :27.  The Ashkenaz are to 
be identified with the Skythai (* 

SCYTHIANS) men-
tioned by Herodotus ( I .  1 03- 1 07;  4. I ). R .J .W. 

ASHTAROTH, ASHTORETH. 1 .  Heb. 
'aslore!, 'astar61, a mother goddess with as
pects as goddess of fertility, love and war, known 
to the Israelites through the Canaanites (I Ki. 
1 1  :5). The name was common in one form or an
other, among many of the Semitic-speaking 
peoples of antiquity. In Mesopotamia IStar was 
identified with the Sumerian mother goddess 
Inanna.  The name occurs in the form 'ttrt in the 
Ugaritic texts, and as 'sm in the (Iater) P

-
hoenician 

inscriptions, transcribed in the Gk. script as 
Astarte. It has been suggested that the Heb. 'astorel 
is an artificial form created from 'sm, by analogy 
with the vowel pattern of bosel 'shame', to show a 
fitting attitude among the I sraelites to the goddess, 
whose cult as practised by the Canaanites was de
praved in the extreme. 'astar61 is the plural form 
of the name. The I sraelites turned to the worship 
of Ashtoreth soon after arriving in the land (Jdg. 
2 : 1 3 ;  1 0:6); it was rife in the time of Samuel ( I  Sa. 
7:3-4; 1 2 :  I 0) and was given royal sanction by 
Solomon (I Ki. 1 1  :5; 2 Ki. 23:  1 3) .  After Sau I had 
been killed by the Philistines, his armour was 
placed in the temple of Ashtaroth at Beth-shan ( I  
Sa. 3 1 :  1 0), and the excavators o f  this s i  t e  have sug
gested that the N temple in level V there may have 
been the one in question, though this remains an 
inference. Numerous c1ay plaques depicting naked 
female images have been discovered in Palestinian 
sites of the Bronze and I ron Ages, and it is prob
able that stirne of these are representations of the 
goddess Ashtoreth-Astarte. BIBLtOGRAPHY. 1. B. Pritchard, Palestinian Figur
ines in Relation to Certain Goddesses Known 
through Literature, 1943, esp. pp. 65-72; W. F. AI
bright, Melanges Syriens . . .  Dussaud, I ,  1 939, pp. 
1 07- 1 20; Archaeology and the Religion 0/ Israel, 
1 953, pp. 74ff.; A. Caquot, M .  Sznycer and A .  
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Herdner, Textes Ougaritiques, I ,  1 974, pp. 92-95; 
H. R inggren, Religions 0/ the Ancient Near East, 
1 973, pp. 1 4 1 - 142; A.  Rowe, The Four Canaanite 
Temples 0/ Beth-Shan, Part I, 1 940, pp. 3 1 -34. 

2. 'ast 'r61 :fo'nefsa, a phrase occurring in Dt. 
7 :  1 3 ; 28:4, 1 8 , 51 and rendered variously 'flocks of 
thy sheep' (AV) and 'young of thy flock' (RV, RSV) . I t  
may b e  that from her fertility aspect the name of 
Astarte was associated by the Canaanites with 
sheep-breeding, and came to mean 'ewe' or some
thing similar, the word being later borrowed by the 
Israelites without the cultic overtones. B

IBLtOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, Archaeology and 
the Religion 0/ Israel, 1 953, pp. 75, 220. 

3. 'astar61- A city, presumably a centre of the 
worship of the goddess Ashtaroth, which is prob
ably to be identified with Tell Ashtarah some 30 
km E of the Sea of Galilee. The city, probably * 

Ashteroth-karnaim of Abraham's day, was the 
capital of Og, king of Bashan (Dt. 1 :4). It was in 
the territory allotted to Manasseh by Moses (Jos. 
1 3 : 3 1 ), but, though Joshua conquered Og (Jos. 
9: I 0) and took Ashtaroth (Jos. 1 2 :4), it was evi
dently not held, for it remained among the territor
ies yet to be possessed when Joshua was an old 
man (Jos. 1 3 :  1 2) .  It later became a levitical city ( I  
Ch. 6:7 1 ;  Jos. 2 1 :27, b" est'rti, possibly a contrac
tion of bel 'aJtarti, wh ich appears in EVV as 
Beeshterah), and is only subsequently mentioned 
in the Bible as the horne of Uzzia, one of David's 
mighty men ( I  Ch. 1 1  :44). It is perhaps to be iden
tified with the 's[t ']rtm ('As[ta]rtum?) in the Egyp. 
Execration Texts of about the 1 8th century, and 
with more certainty with the strt of the records of 
Tuthmosis I I I ,  the as-tar-te of the Amarna letters 
and the as-tar-tu of the Assyr. inscriptions. A styl
ized representation of a city with crenellated 
towers and battlements standing on a mound 
below the name as-tar-Iu is given on a bas-relief of 
Tiglath-pileser I I I  which was discovered at Nimrud 
(BM 1 1 2908; ANEP, no. 306). G. Pettinato (BA 39, 
1 976, p. 46 and n .  7) reports that the 3rd
millennium 

* 
Ebla texts repeatedly refer to the 

place Ashtaroth. BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Glueck, AASOR 1 8- 1 9, 
1 937-9, p. 265; F. M .  Abel, Geographie de la Pales
tine, 2, 1 938, p. 255; W. F. Albright, BASOR 83,  
1 94 1 ,  p. 33; 1 .  A. Knudtzon, Die el-Amama Ta/ein, 
1 , 1 907, pp. 726, 8 1 6; 2, 1 9 1 5, p. 1 292; Honigman, 
Reallexikon der Assyriologie, I, 1 932,  p. 304; W. 
Helck, Die Beziehungen ägyptens zu Vorderasien, 
1 962, p. 57; R. D. Barnett and N. Falkner, The 
Sculptures 0/ Tiglath-Pileser III (745-727 BC), 
1 962, pI. LXIX, p. 30. T.C.M. 

ASHTEROTH-KARNAIM. A city inhabited by 
the Rephaim, sacked by Chedorlaomer in the time 
of Abraham (Gn. 1 4:5). Some scholars interpret 
the name as 'Astarte of the Two Horns' and iden
tify this goddess with representations in art of a 
female with two horns of which Palestinian ex
am pies have been found at Gezer and Beth-shan. I t  
i s  more probable, however, that the name i s  t o  be 
taken as 'Ashteroth near Karnaim' and identified 
with the city of • Ashtaroth (3), which lies in the 
vicinity of Karnaim (mentioned in I Macc. 5 :43-44). BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M .  Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, 2,  1 938, p. 255; D. Baly, The Geography 
0/ the Bible, 1 974, pp. 97, 2 1 6; H .  Tadmor, lEI 1 2, 
1 962, p. 1 2 1  and n. 30; W. C. Graham and H .  G. 
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May, Material Remains 0/ the Megiddo Cl/lt, 1 935, 
p. 1 2 . T.C.M. 

ASHURBANIPAL (Assyr. Assur-bän-apli, 
'Ashur has made a son'). He was created crown 
prince in May 672 BC by his father Esarhaddon 
whom he succeeded in 669 BC as king of *Assyria. 
Early in his reign he warred against Egypt, where 
he captured * Thebes in 663 BC (cf Na. 3 :8), and to 
hold this distant land had to make a number of 
punitive raids against the Syrians, Phoenicians and 
Arabs. He is probably the king who freed Man
asseh from exile in Nineveh (2 Ch. 33: 1 3) and thus 
had a vassal king serving hirn in Judah. About 645 
BC Ashurbanipal sacked * Susa, capital of Elam, 
and for this reason is thought to be the 'great and 
noble Osnappar (AV Asnappar)', whom the 
Samaritans claimed had brought men from Susa 
and Elam to their city (Ezr. 4:9- 10) .  Since this is a 
reference in an Aramaic letter more than 200 
years after the event, the rendering of the Assyr
ian royal name as 'as(rb)npr (LXX Asennaphar; Gk. 
[Lucian] interprets as * Shalmaneser) is not 
unlikely. 

From 652 to 648 BC the last of the great Assyrian 
kings was at war with his twin brother Samas
sum-ukin of BabyIon and the Assyrian hold on Pal
estine weakened. The end of his reign is obscure for 
c. 627 BC he died or had his son Assur-etil-iläni 
as co-regent. Ashurbanipal is weil known for his 
library of Akkadian l iterature collected at 
Nineveh. BIBLIOGRAPHY. CAH, 3/2, 1 99 1 .  D.J.W. 

ASHURITES, The translation of Ashuri (2 Sa. 
2 :9) by Ashurites, taking it as a gentilic collective, 
has raised problems. I t  seems clear that there is no 
connection with the Ashurites of Gn. 25:3.  Some 
would read Asherites and connect it with Jdg. 1 :32, 
since the Targum of Jonathan reads Betn-Asher. 
Some scholars would emend to Geshuri tes, finding 
support (cf POTT, p. 26, n. 45) in the Syr. and 

so 
o so I so 

et ... QOOU; _, . lON. lrtI 

Vulg. The objeciion to this reading is that Geshur 
had its own king Talmai (cf 2 Sa. 1 3 :37), whose 
daughter David had married ( I  Ch. 3:2).  The LXX 
has thaseiri, possibly due to the misreading of the 
definite article h as a I .  

The use, however, of the preposition 'ei in 2 Sa. 
2:9 with the names Gilead, Ashuri and Jezreel 
rather indicates place-names, as this preposition 
can have the sense of 'at'. The meaning would then 
be that these are the names of three administrative 
centres. In the choice of such centres consideration 
would be given to geographical accessibility. In the 
case of Ashuri, otherwise unknown, this could 
have been the decisive factor. With the following 
three names the preposition 'al is used, as com
monly with 'people' in the phrase 'to reign over', 
thus, and over Ephraim, and over Benjamin, even 
over all I srael' .  The use of the definite article with 
Ashuri is not unusual with proper names (cf 
Gilead), and there are other examples of place
names with the ending i (e.g Edrei, Ophni). I f  the 
three towns formed a triangle, then Ashuri would 
be the S point, with Jezreel N and Gilead E. Thus 
geographically an identification with Asher (Jos. 
1 7 :7) might be possible. W.J .M.  

ASIA. To Greeks the name either of the continent 
or more commonly of the region in Asia Minor 
based on Ephesus. The latter embraced a number 
of Greek states which in the 3rd century BC fell 
under the control of the kings of Pergamum. In 
1 33 BC the royal possessions were bequeathed to 
the Romans, and the area was subsequently organ
ized as a province including the whole W coast of 
Asia Minor together with adjacent islands, and 
stretching inland as far as the Anatolian plateau. 
There was a galaxy of wealthy Greek states which 
suffered at first from Roman exploitation, but re
covered in the NT period to become the most 
brilliant centres of Hellenism in the world. 
The Roman jurisdiction was exercised through 
nine or more assizes (agoraioi, Acts 1 9: 38) presided 
over by the senatorial proconsul or his legates 

The Roman province 0/ proconsular Asia (a/ter 133 Be). 
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(anthypatoi, ibid. ) .  The Greek republics rormed a 
conrederation whose chier expression was the cult 
or Rome and Augustus established initially at 
Pergamum. It i s  not certain whether the 'Asiarchs' 
(Acts 1 9: 3 1 )  were the ex-high priests or the cult or 
the members or the rederal assembly. In either case 
they represent a pro-Roman political elite. (1. A. O. 
Larsen, Representative Government in Greek and 
Roman Antiquity, 1 955, pp. 1 1 7- 1 20.) 

Churches were established only in the adminis
trative heart or the province at firsl. All three 
metropolitan centres, Pergamum, Smyrna and 
Ephesus, had churches. Beyond that we know ror 
ccrtain or churches in only two or the nearer assize 
centres, Sardis in the Hermus valley (Thyatira and 
Philadelphia being important citics in the same 
region) and Laodicea (on the Lycus) at the head or 
the Maeander valley (with the smaller towns or 
Colossae and Hierapolis near by). BIBLIOGRAPHY. Pliny, NH 5. 28-4 1 ;  Strabo 1 2-
14;  1. Keil, CAH, 1 1 , pp. 580-589; D. Magie, 
Roman Rufe in Asia Minor, 2 vols., 1 950; P. Tre
bilco, 'Asia', in BAI CS 2, pp. 29 1 -362. 

E.A.J. 

ASIARCH. In Acts 1 9: 3 1  some or the Asiarchs 
(Gk. asiarches), described as rriends or Paul, warn 
hirn not to risk his lire by going into the Ephesian 
theatre during the riotous demonstration in 
honour or Artemis. The league (koinon) or cities 
or the province or Asia was administered by the 
Asiarchs, who were chosen annually rrom the 
wealthiest and most aristocratic citizens. From 
their ranks were drawn the honorary high priests 
or the provincial cult or ' Rome and the Emperor', 
established by the league with its headquarters at 
Pergamum in 29 BC. They are rurther mentioned 
by Strabo (Geography 14 .  l .  42) and in 
inscriptions. BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. A. Kearsley, 'The Asiarchs', 
in BA I CS 2, pp. 363-376. F.F.B. 

ASSASSINS. A term in Acts 21 : 38 to render the 
Gk. sikarioi, here used or  the rollowers or an 
• Egyptian impostor. The term was applied spe
cially to groups or militant Jewish nationalists in 
the middle years or the I st century AD who armed 
themselves with concealed daggers ( LaI. sicae, 
whence sicarii, 'dagger-men') to despatch unawares 
men whom they regarded as enemies or the nation 
(Josephus, BJ 2. 254-257; Ant. 20. 1 63- 165, 1 86-
1 88). F.F.B. 

ASSOS. A seaport or NW Asia Minor, at the 
modern Behram Köy on the S coast or the Troad, 
directly opposite the island or Lesbos. The city was 
built on a commanding cone or rock ovcr 230 m 
high and impressive remains survive or its superb 
4th-centurY-Bc rortifications. The shore below is 
shel tered rrom the prevalent northerlies, but the 
harbour was artificial, protected by a mole (Strabo 
1 3 . I .  57 = p. 6 1 0). Acts 20: 1 3- 1 4  records that Paul's 
companions sailed ahead or hirn rrom • Troas to 
Assos, where he rejoined them arter making the 
swirter 30 km land journey, perhaps wishing to 
spend as long as possible at Troas without derer
ring his voyage to Jerusalem. A harbour village 
with dwindling trade persisted at Assos into mod-
ern times. C.J .H. 
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ASSURANCE. I. Grounds ror certainty (a pledge, 
token or proof). 2. The state or certainty. Both 
Testaments depict rai th as a state or assurance 
rounded upon divineiy given assurances. 

Sense I is round in Acts 1 7 :3 1 ,  where Paul says 
that by raising Jesus God has 'given assurance to 
all men' (pistis, objectively adcquate grounds ror 
belief) that Jesus will judge the world. Cf 2 Tim. 
3: 1 4  AV, where Timothy is told to continue in what 
he has 'been assured or' (passive or pistoö, render 
certain)-the assurance deriving in this case rrom 
Timothy's knowledge or his teachers and or the 
Scriptures. 

Sense 2 is regularly expressed by the noun pfero
phoria (rullness or conviction and confidence), 
which EVV translate 'rull assurance' . We read or the 
'riches or the pferophoria or understanding' ('a 
wealth or assurance, such as understanding 
brings', Arndt) (Co!. 2:2); or approaching God 
with pferophoria or raith (Heb. 10 :22); or main
taining pferophoria or hope ( Heb. 6 :  1 1 ) ;  and or 
the gospel being preached 'in the Holy Spirit and 
with rull pferophoria'-i. e. with strong, Spirit
wrought conviction in both preacher and converts 
( I  Thes. 1 :5). Paul uses the passive or the corres
ponding verb pferophoreö (lil . ,  'be filled rull ;  be 
rully resolved', Ec. 8 :  1 1 ,  LXX; 'be rully satisfied', 
papyri [see LAE, p. 82]) to denote the state or being 
rully assured as to God's will (Rom. 1 4 :5) and his 
ability to perrorm his promises (Rom. 4 :2 1 ) . An
other passive (pepeismai, 'I am persuaded') intro
duces Paul's conviction that God can guard hirn (2 
Tim. I :  1 2),  and that nothing can separate hirn rrom 
God's love (Rom. 8 :38r.) .  This passive points to the 
ract that Christian assurance is not an expression 
or human optimism or presumption, but a persua
si on rrom God. It is, indeed, just one racet or the 
gift or • raith (cf Heb. 1 1 :  I ) . God's witness is its 
ground and God's Spirit its author. 

Assured raith in the NT has a double object: 
first, God's revealed truth, viewed comprehen
sively as a promise or salvation in Christ; second, 
the believer's own interest in that promise. In both 
cases, the assurance is correlative to and derived 
rrom divine testimony. 

I .  God testifies to sinners that the gospel is his 
truth. This he does, both by the miracles and cha
rismata wh ich authenticated the apostles as his 
messen gers (Heb. 2:4), and by the Spirit-given il
lumination which enabled their hearers to recog
nize and receive their message 'not as the word 01' 
men but as what it really is, the word or God' ( I  
Thes. 2 :  1 3 , cf 1 :5). 

2. God testifies to believers that they are his sons. 
The gift to them or the Spirit or Christ (see Acts 
2:38; 5:32; Ga!. 3 :2) is itselr God's testimony to 
them that he has received them into the Messianic 
kingdom (Acts 1 5:8),  and that now they know hirn 
savingly ( I  Jn. 3 :24). This gift, the 'guarantce or our 
inheritance' (Eph. I : 1 4), seals them as God's per
manent possession (Eph. I :  1 3; 4: 30), and assures 
them that through Christ they are now his children 
and heirs. The Spirit witnesses to this by prompting 
them to call God 'Father' (Rom. 8: 1 5 r.; Ga!. 4:6) 
and giving them a sense or his ratherly love ( Rom. 
5:5). Hence the boldness and joy berore God and 
men that evcrywhere characterize NT religion. 

Selr-deception is, however, a danger here, ror 
strong persuasions or a saving relationship with 
God may be strong delusions or demonic origin. 
Inward assurance must thererore be checked by 
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external moral and spiritual tests (cf Tit. I :  1 6) .  
10hn's Epistles deal directly with this.  lohn speci
fies right belief about Christ, love to Christians 
and righteous conduct as objective signs of being a 
child of God and knowing hirn savingly ( I  ln. 2 :3-
5, 29; 3 :9f., 14 ,  1 8f. ; 4:7; 5: 1 , 4, 1 8) .  Those who find 
these signs in themselves may assure (lit . ,  persuade) 
their hearts in the presence of God when a sense of 
guilt makes them doubt his favour (I ln. 3 : 1 9) .  But 
absence of these signs shows that any assurance 
feIt is delusive ( I  ln. 1 :6; 2:4, 9-1 1 ,  23; 3 :6- 1 0; 4 :8 ,  
20; 2 ln.  9 ;  3 ln .  1 1 ) . BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Berkhof, The Assllrance 0/ 
Fair"; G. Delling, TDNT6, pp. 3 1 0f.; R .  Schippers, 
NIDNTT I ,  pp. 733ff.; and, among older works, W. 
Guthrie, The Christian's Great lnterest, 1 658. 

J . I . P .  

ASSYRIA, The name of the ancient country 
whose inhabitants were called Assyrians. I t  lay in 
the upper Mesopotamian plain, bounded on the W 
by the Syrian desert, on the S by the lebel Hamrin 
and Babylonia, and on the N and E by the Urar
lian (Armenian) and Persian hills. The most fertile 
and densely populated part of Assyria lay E of the 
central river Tigris ('Hiddekel', Gn. 2: 1 4, AV). The 
Heb. 'assür (Assyr. assIIr) is used both of this 
land and of its people. The term Assyria was some
times applied to those territories which were sub
ject to the control of its kings dwelling at Nineveh, 
Assur and Calah, the principal cities. At the height 
of its power in the 8th-7th centuries BC, these terri
tories included Media and S Anatolia, Cilicia, 
Syria, Palestine, Arabia, Egypt, Elam and 
Babylonia. 

[n  the OT Asshur was considered the second son 
of Shem (Gn. 1 0:22) and was distinct from 
Ashuram ('Asshurirn'), an Arab tribe descended 
from Abraham and Keturah (Gn. 25:3), and from 
the 0 Ashurites of 2 Sa. 2:9 (where 'Asherites' or 
'Geshur' is perhaps to be read; cf ldg. 1 :3 1-32). 
Assyria, which is always carefully distinguished 
from Babylonia, stands for the world power whose 
invasions of Israel and ludah were divinely permit
ted, though later it too suffered destruction for its 
godlessness. There are frequent references to the 
land (ls. 7 :  1 8 ; Ho. I I  :5) and to the kings of Assyria 
( [ s. 8 :4; 2 Ki. 1 5- 1 9) . 

I. History 

a. Early history dowtl to 900 BC 
Assyria was inhabited from prehistoric times (e.g. 
larmo, e. 5000 BC) and pottery from the periods 
known as Hassuna, Samarra, Halaf and 'Ubaid (c. 
5000-3000 BC) has been lound at a number 01' sites, 
including Assur, Nineveh and Calah, which, ac
cording to Gn. 1 0: 1 1 - 1 2 , were lounded by immi
grants from Babylonia. Although the origins 01' the 
Assyrians are still dis pu ted, the Sumerians were 
present at Assur by 2900 BC and Assyrian language 
and culturc owes much to the southerners. Accord
ing to the Assyrian king list, the first seventeen 
kings 01' Ashur 'Iived in tents'. One of these, 
Tudiya, made a treaty with 0 Ebla c. 2300 BC, so 
cannot be a mere 'eponymous ancestor'. 

The kings of Babylonia, including Sargon 01' 
Agade ( 0 ACCAD), c. 2350 BC built in Assyria at 
Nineveh, and a building inscription 01' Amar
Su'en 01' Ur (e. 2040 BC) has been lound at Assur. 
After the fall 01' Ur to Amorite invaders Assur, 
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according to the Assyrian king list, was ruled by 
independent princes. These established trade con
nections with Cappadocia (e. 1 920- 1 870 BC) . 
Samsi-Adad [ ( 1 8 1 3- 1 78 1  BC) gradually in
creased his lands, his sons Yasmab-Adad and 
Zimrilim ruling at 0 Mari until that city was 
captured by 0 Hammurapi of BabyIon. With the 
advent of the Mitanni and Hurrian groups in 
the Upper Euphrates the influence of Assyria 
declined, though it remained a prosperous agri
cultural community whose typical life and customs 
can be seen in the tablets recovered from 0 Nuzi. 
Under Ashur-uballil [ ( 1 365- 1 330 BC) Assyria 
began to recover something of its former greatness. 
He entered into correspondence with Amenophis 
[V of Egypt whereupon Burnaburias 1 1  of BabyIon 
objected, declaring hirn to be his vassal (Amarna 
letters). However, the decline 01' the Mitanni al
lowed the trade routes to the N to be reopened and 
in the reigns of Arik-den-ili ( 1 3 1 9- 1 308 BC) and 
Adad-nirari [ ( 1 307- 1 275 BC) territories as far W 
as Carchemish, lost since the days of Samsi
Adad, were recovered. 

Shalmaneser [ ( 1 274- 1 245 BC) made constant 
expeditions against the tribcs in the E hills and 
against new enemies in Urartu. He also sought to 
contain the Hurrian forces by campaigns in Hani
galbat to the NW. He rebuilt 0 Calah as a new cap
ital. His son Tukulti-Ninurta [ ( 1 244- 1 208 BC) had 
to devote much of his attention to Babylonia, 01' 
which he was also king for 7 years until murdered 
by his son Assurnadinapli. Soon afterwards Baby
lonia became independent again and there was a re
vival of fortune for a while under Tiglath-pileser I 
( 1 1 1 5- 1 077 BC). He vigorously campaigned 
against the Muski (0 MESHECH ) and Subarian 
tribes, thrusting also as far as Lake Van in the N 
and to the Mediterranean, where he received trib
ute from Byblos, Sidon and Arvad, and making 
expeditions as far as Tadmor (Palmyra) in his ef
forts to control the Aramaean (Ablame) tribes of 
the desert. It was the activities of these latter tribes 
which contained Assyria from e .  1 1 00 to 940 BC 
and left David and Solomon free to strike into 
Syria (Ararn). 

b. The Neo-Assyrian per iod ( 900-612 Be) 
The Assyrians under Tukulti-Ninurta [ [  (890-884 
BC) began to take more vigorous military action 
against the tribes oppressing Assyria. His son, 
Ashurnasirpal 1 1  (883-859 BC), in a series of bril
liant campaigns subdued the tribes on the Middle 
Euphrates, and reached the Lebanon and Philistia, 
where the coastal cities paid hirn tribute. He also 
sent expeditions into N Babylonia and the E hills. 
His reign marked the commencement of a sus
tained pressure by Assyria against the W which 
was to bring her into conflict with Israel. More 
than 50,000 prisoners were cmployed on the en
largement of Calah, where Ashurnasirpal built a 
new citadel, palace and temples, and commenced 
work on the ziggurat. He employed artists to en
grave sculptures in his audience chambers and 
skilIed men to maintain botanical and zoological 
gardens and a park. 

Ashurnasirpal's son Shalmaneser 1 1 1  (858-824 
BC) continued his father's policy and greatly ex
tended Assyria's fron tiers, making hirnself the 
master from Urartu to the Persian Gulf and from 
Media to the Syrian coast and Cilicia (Tarsus) .  In 
857 BC he capt ured Carchemish and his attack on 
Bit-Adini (0 EDEN. HOUSE OF) alerted the major 



city-states to the Sw. I rhuleni of Hamath and Ha
dadezer of Damascus formed an anti-Assyrian co
alition of 1 0  kings who faced the Assyrian army in 
the indecisive battle of Qarqar in 853 Be. Accord
ing to the Assyrian annals, 'Ahab the Israelite 
(sir'alaia)' supplied 2,000 chariots and 1 0,000 men 
on this occasion. 3 years later Shalmaneser under
took a further series of operations directed mainly 
against Hadadezer (rrobably 0 BEN-HADAD I) .  By 
841 Be, Shalmaneser s 1 8th year, the coalition had 
split up, so that the full force of the Assyrian army 
could be directed against 0 Hazael of Damascus 
who fought a rearguard action in the Anti
Lebanon mountains and withdrew into Damascus. 
When the siege of this city failed, Shalmaneser 
movcd through the Hauran to the Nahr el-Kelb in 
the Lebanon and there received tribute from the 
rulers of  Tyre, Sidon and 'lehu ( Ya-u-a), son of 
Omri', an act, in the reign of lehu, rather than le
horam, not mentioned in the OT but depicted on 
Shalmaneser's 'Black Obelisk' at Nimrud (Calah). 
He had scenes from the other campaigns engraved 
on the bronze plating of the gates of the temple at 
Imgur-Bel (Balawat). (These are now in the British 
Museum.) 

Samsi-Adad V (823-8 1 I Be) was obliged to 
initiate reprisal raids in Nairi to counteract the 
plots of  the rebel Ispuini of Urartu, and also 
launched three campaigns against Babylonia and 
the fortress Der on the Elamite fron tier. Samsi
Adad died young, and his inftuential widow Sam
muramat (Serniramis) acted as regent until 805 Be, 
when their son Adad-nirari I I I  was old enough to 
assurne authority. Meanwhilc the army undertook 
expeditions in the N and W, and Guzana 
(0 GOZAN) was incorporated as an Assyrian prov
ince. Adad-nirari set out to support Hamath in 804 
by attacking Damascus, where 0 Hazael, son of 
Ben-hadad I I-whom he called by his Aramaic 
title Mari'-was ruling. This gave Israel a respite 
from the attacks from Aram (2 Ki .  1 2 : 1 7; 2 Ch. 
24:23f. ) ,  and many rulers brought the Assyrian 
girts in recognition of his aid. He claims that 
among those bringing tribute were 'Hatti (N 
Syria), Amurru (E Syria), Tyre, Sidon, Omri-Iand 
( Israel), Edom and Philistia as far as the Mediter
ranean' .  A stela from R imah (Assyria) names 
'loash of Samaria' ( Ya 'usll samerinaia) among 
these, c. 796 Be. The Assyrian action seems to have 
enabled 10ash to recover towns on his N border 
which had previously been lost to Hazael (2 Ki .  
1 3 :25). Affairs at  horne appear to have been peace
ful, for the Assyrian king built a new palace out
side the citadel walls at Calah. 

Shalmaneser IV (782-773 Be) , though harassed 
by the Urartian Argistis I on his N border, kept up 
the pressure against Damascus, and this doubtless 
helped Jeroboam II to extend the boundaries of 
Israel to the Beqa' ('entrance of Hamath', 2 Ki .  
1 4 :25-28). But Assyria was now being weakened 
by internal dissension, for the succession was un
certain, since Shalmaneser had died when young 
and childless. A notable defeat in the N was 
marked by that 'sign of ill omen', an eclipse of the 
sun, in 763 Be, a date of importance in Assyrian 
chronology. Once again the W was free to re-group 
to withstand further attacks, as indicated by the 
Aramaic treaty of Mati'el of Bit-Agusi (Arpad) 
with Barga'ayah. 

The records of Tiglath-pileser I I I  (744-727 Be) 
are fragmentary, and the order of events in his 
reign uncertain. He was, however, a strong ruler 
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who set out to regain ,  and even extend, the territor
ies which owed allegiance to the national god 
Ashur. Early in his reign he was proclaimed king of 
Babyion under his native name Pul(u) (2 Ki .  1 5 :  1 9; 
I Ch. 5:26). I n  the N he fought Sardur 11 of 
Urartu, who was intriguing with the Syrian states. 
By relentless campaigning Tiglath-pileser defeated 
the rebels in towns along the Anti-Taurus (Kashi
ari) mountains as far as KummuQ, organizing the 
subdued country in a series of provinces owing al
legiance to the king. 0 Arpad was besieged for 2 
years (742-740 Be), and during this time Rezin of 
Damascus and other neighbouring rulers brought 
in their tribute. While Tiglath-pileser was absent in 
the N hills in 738 a revolt was stimulated by 
'Azriau of Yaudi' in league with Hamath. Yaudi 
was a small city-state in N Syria, though there is a 
possibility that the reference is to Azariah of 
ludah. At this time Tiglath-pileser claims to have 
received tribute from Menahem (Meni b immu) of 
Samaria and Hiram of Tyre. This event is not men
tioned in the OT, which records a later payment. 
Then the amount of 50 shekels of silver extorted 
from the leading Israelites to meet this demand is 
shown by contemporary Assyrian contracts to be 
the price of a slave. It was evidently a ransom to 
avoid deportation (2 Ki. 1 5 :20). 

A series of campaigns 2 years later ended with 
the capture of Damascus in 732 Be. Tiglath-pileser, 
according to his annals, replaced Pekah, the mur
derer of Pekahiah, son of Menahem, by 'Ausi 
(Hoshea). Cf 2 Ki. 1 5:30. This was probably in 734 
Be, when the Assyrians marched down the Phoeni
ci an coast and through 'the border of Israel' as far 
as Gaza, whose king, Hanunu, fted across the 
'River of o Egypt'. This action in Palestine was at 
least in part a response to the appeal of laubazi 
([Jeho)Ahaz) of ludah, whose tribute is listed with 
that of Ammon, Moab, Ashkelon and Edom, for 
help against Rezin of Damascus and Pekah of 
Israel (2 Ki .  1 6: 5-9). Israel (Bit-Humria) was at
tacked, Hazor in Galilee destroyed (2 Ki .  1 5 :29), 
and many prisoners taken into exile. Ahaz, too, 
paid dearly for this bid and had to accept religious 
obligations (2 Ki. 1 6: I Off.),  the imported altar 
being but one symbol of vassalage, another being 
an image of the king such as Tiglath-pileser set up 
in conquered Gaza. 

Shalmaneser V (726--722 Be) , son of Tiglath
pileser I I I ,  also warred in the W. When the Assy
rian vassal Hoshea failed to pay his annual tribute 
arter listening to overtures of help promised by 
Egypt (2 Ki. 1 7:4), Shalmaneser laid siege to Sa
maria (v. 5). Arter 3 years, according to the Baby
lonian Chronicle, 'he broke the resistance of the 
city of Samara'in' (Samaria?) so 'the king of As
syria (who) took Samaria' (v. 6) and carried off the 
Israelites to exile in the Upper Euphrates and 
Media may be this same Assyrian king. However, 
since his successor Sargon 11 later claims the cap
ture of Samaria as his own act, it may be that the 
unnamed king of v. 6 was Sargon, who could have 
been associated with Shalmaneser in the siege and 
have completed the operation on the latter's death. 

Sargon 11 (72 1 -705 Be) was a vigorous leader 
like Tiglath-pileser I I l .  He  records that, when the 
citizens of Samaria were led by Iau-bi'di of 
Hamath to withhold their taxes, he removed 
27,270 (or 27,290) people from the area of Sa
maria, 'with the gods in wh ich they trusted'. The 
exact date of this exile, wh ich broke Israel as an in
dependent nation, cannot be determined as yet 
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from Assyrian records. Hanunu of Gaza had re
turned from Egypt with military support so Sargon 
marched to Raphia, where, in the first clash be
tween the armies of the two great nations, he de
feated the Egyptians. Despite this, the Palestinian 
rulers and peoples still leaned on Egypt for sup
port, and the history of this period is an essential 
background for the prophecies of Isaiah. In 7 1 5  
Sargon intervened once more, sacking Ashdod and 
Gath and claiming to have 'subjugated Judah'; but 
there is no evidence in the OT that he entered the 
land at this time. Sargon defeated Pisiris of 
Carchemish in 7 1 7  and campaigned in Cilicia. He 
continued Assyrian raids on the Mannai and tribes 
in the Lake Van area (7 1 4  BC) who were restless 
under Cimmerian pressure. In the S he invaded 
Elam, sacked Susa and drove Marduk-apla-iddina 
II (. MERODACH-BAlADAN) back into the marsh
land at the head of the Persian Gulf. Sargon died 
before his new palace at Dur-Sarrukin ( Khorsa
bad) could be completed. 

The first years of Sennacherib (704-68 1  BC) were 
occupied in suppressing revolts which broke out on 
his father's death. While crown-prince he had been 
responsible for safeguarding the N frontier, and 
this knowledge proved invaluable in his dealings 
with Urartu and Media, and in his military exped
itions, which reached as far W as Cilicia, where 
Tarsus was captured in 698 BC. Marduk-apla
iddina seized the throne of Babyion (703-70 1 BC), 
and it required a concentrated military expedition 
to dislodge hirn. It was probably during these years 
that the Chaldean asked Hezekiah for help (2 Ki .  
20: 1 2- 1 9) .  Isaiah's disapproval of this alliance was 
justified, for by 689 BC the Assyrians had driven 
Merodach-baladan out of the country and sacked 
Babyion. A naval operation wh ich was planned to 
cross the Gulf in pursuit of the rebel was called off 
on receipt of the news of his death in Elam. More
over, in 70 I BC Sennacherib had marched to Syria, 
besieged Si don and moved S to attack rebellious 
Ashkelon. It was probably at this time that the As
syrians successfully besieged Lachish (2 Ki. 1 8: 1 3-
1 4), a victory depicted on the bas-reliefs in Sen
nacherib's palace at Nineveh. The army next 
moved to meet the Egyptians at Eltekeh. During 
these moves in Judah, Hezekiah paid tribute (2 Ki. 
1 8 : 1 4- 1 6), an act wh ich is recorded in the Assyrian 
annals. The majority opinion is that it was later in 
this same campaign and year that Sennacherib 
'shut up Hezekiah the Judaean in Jerusalem as a 
bird in a cage' ,  and demanded his surrender (2 Ki. 
1 8 :  1 7- 1 9:9) .  On any interpretation, the Assyrians 
raised the siege suddenly and withdrew (2 Ki.  
1 9 : 35-36, cf Herodotus, 2.  1 4 1 ). Another view 
connects the siege of Jerusalem with a later cam
paign, perhaps that against the Arabs in 686 BC. 
This minority view assurnes no time lapse, as is 
probable between the return to Nineveh and the 
assassination of • Sennacherib by his sons in the 
month Tebet 68 1 BC ( l s. 37:38; 2 Ki. 1 9:37). The 
Babylonian Chronicle states that Sennacherib was 
murdered by 'his son', and Esarhaddon, his 
younger son and successor, claimed to have pur
sued his rebel brothers, presumably the murderers, 
into S Armenia (for a fuller discussion of the seem
ing discrepancy between the OT and Assyrian texts 
on the place and number of the assassins, see 
DOTT, pp. 70-73). 

Sennacherib, with his W Semitic wife Naqi'a
Zakutu, extensively rebuilt Nineveh, its palaces, 
gateways and temples, and to ensure water-
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supplies aqueducts (Jerwan) and dams were built. 
This was also used to irrigate large parks around 
the city. Prisoners from his campaigns, including 
Jews, were used on these projects and are depicted 
on the palace reliefs. 

Esarhaddon (680-669 BC) had been designated 
crown-prince by his father 2 years before he camc 
to the throne, and had served as viceroy in Baby
Ion . When the S Babylonians rebelIed, a single 
campaign sufficed to subdue them, and Na'id
Marduk was appointed as their new chief in 678. 
But a scries of campaigns was needed to counter
act the machinations of their neighbours, the Ela
mites. In the hills farther N also periodic raids kept 
the tribesmen of Zamua and the Median plain sub
ject to Assyrian overlordship. The N tribes were 
more restless, due to the plotting of Teuspa and 
the Cimmerians. Esarhaddon also came into conflict 
with Scythian tribes (lsguzai). 

In the W Esarhaddon continued his father's 
policy of exacting tribute from the city-states, in
cluding those in Cilicia and Syria. Baal of Tyre re
fused payment and was attacked, and Abdi-Milki 
was besieged in Sidon for 3 years from 676. This 
opposition to Assyrian domination was incited by 
Tirhakah of Egypt and provoked a quick reaction. 
Esarhaddon increased the amount payable, collect
ing in addition wood, stone and other supplies for 
his new palace at • Calah and for his reconstruc
tion of Babyion. It may have been in conncction 
with the latter that Manasseh was taken there (2 
Ch. 33: 1 1 ) .  'Manasseh (Menasi) of Judah' is 
named among those from whom Esarhaddon 
claimed tribute at this time. These included 'Baal 
of Tyre, Qaus-(Chemosh)-gabri of Edom, Mu�uri 
of Moab, Sili-Bel of Gaza, Metinti of Ashkelon, 
I kausu of Ekron, Milki-asapa of Gebel, . . .  Abi
Milki of Ashdod as weil as 10 kings of Cyprus 
(ladnana)' . 

With these states owing at least a nominal alle
giance, the way was open to the fulfilment of As
syria's ambition to control the Egyptian Delta 
from which so much opposition was mounted. 
This was accomplished by a major expedition in 
672 BC, wh ich resulted in Assyrian governors being 
installed in Thebes and Memphis. In this same year 
Esarhaddon summoned his vassals to hear his dec: 
laration of Ashurbanipal as crown-prince of As
syria and Samas-sum-ukin as crown-prince of 
Babylonia. In this way he hoped to avoid 
disturbances similar to those wh ich marked his 
own succession to the throne. Co pies of the terms 
and oaths imposed at this ceremony are of interest 
as indicative of the • 'covenant' form of relation
ship between a suzerain and his vassals. Many par
allels can be drawn between this and OT termin
ology (0. 1. Wiseman, Vassal-Treaties 0/ Esarhad
don, 1 958). It shows that Manasseh, as all the other 
rulers, would have had to swear eternal allegiance 
to Ashur, the national god of his overlord (2 Ki .  
2 1  :2-7, 9). The end of Esarhaddon's reign saw the 
beginning of the very revolts these 'covenants' 
were designed to forestall .  Pharaoh Tirhakah in
cited the native chiefs of Lower Egypt to break 
away. I t  was at Harran, while on his way to crush 
this insurrection, that Esarhaddon died and was 
succeeded by his sons as planned. 

Ashurbanipal (668-c. 627 BC) immediately took 
up his father's unfinished task and marched 
against Tirhakah ( Tarqu); but it required three 
hard campaigns and the sack of Thebes in 663 
(Na. 3 :8 ,  'No' AV) to regain control of Egypt. In his 



reign Assyria reached its greatest territorial extent. 
Punitive raids on the rebels in Tyre, Arvad and 
Cilicia brought Assyria into contact with another 
rising power-Lydia, whose king Gyges sent emis
saries to Nineveh seeking an alliance against the 
Cimmerians. The raids on the Arab tribes and the 
restoration of Manasseh of Judah, called Minse by 
Ashurbanipal, probably had the one aim of keep
ing the route open to Egypt. Nevertheless, Assyria 
was doomed to fall swiftly. The Medes were in
creasing their hold over neighbouring tribes and 
threatening the Assyrian homeland. By 652 BC 
Samas-sum-ukin had revolted and the resultant 
struggle with Babylonia, which restrained the army 
from needed operations farther afield, ended in the 
sack 01' the S capital in 648 BC. This rebellion had 
been supported by Elam, so Ashurbanipal 
marched in to sack • Susa in 645 and henceforth 
made i t  an Assyrian province. Free from the fre
quent incursions of the Assyrian army in support 
of its local officials and tax-collectors, the W city
states gradually loosed from Assyria, and in Judah 
this new-found freedom was to be re!lected in the 
reforms initiated by Josiah. Once again Egypt was 
independent and intriguing in Palestine. 

The date of Ashurbanipal's death is  uncertain (e. 
63 1-627 BC), and very few historical texts for this 
period have yet been found. The hordes of the 
Scythians (Umman-manda) began to dominate the 
Middle Euphrates area and Kyaxares the Mede be
sieged Nineveh. Ashurbanipal may have delegated 
power to his sons Assur-e!el-iläni (632-628 BC) 
and Sin-sar-iskun (628-6 1 2  BC). Ashurbanipal 
hirnself was interested in the arts. He built exten
sively in 0 Nineveh, where in his palace and in the 
Nabu temple he collected l ibraries of tablets (see 
section H I, Literature, below). 

With the rise of Nabopolassar, the 0 Chaldeans 
drove the Assyrians out of  Babylonia in 625 BC. 
The Babylonians joined the Medes to capture 
Assur (6 14  BC) and in July/August 6 1 2  BC, as fore
told by Nahum and Zephaniah, Nineveh fell to 
their attack. These campaigns are fully told in the 
Babylonian Chronicle. The walls were breached by 
floods (Na. 1 :8; Xenophon, Anabasis 3.  4) and 
Sin-sar-iskun (Sardanapalus) perished in the 
flames. For 2 years the government under Ashur
uballi\ held out at Harran, but no help came from 
Egypt, Neco marching too late to prevent the city 
falling to the Babylonians and Scythians in 609 BC. 
Assyria ceased to exist and her territory was taken 
over by the Babylonians. 

In later years 'Assyria' formed part of the Per
sian, Hellenistic (Seleucid) and Parthian empires, 
and during this time 'Assyria' (Persian Athura) 
continued to be used as a general geographical des
ignation for her former homelands (Ezk. 1 6:28; 
23:5-23). 

H. Religion 
The Assyrian king acted as regent on earth for the 
national god Ashur, to whom he reported his activ
ities regularly. Thus Assyrian campaigns were con
ceived, at least in part, as a holy war against those 
who failed to avow his sovereignty or breached the 
borders of his land, and were ruthlessly pursued in 
the event of rebellion. Ashur's  primary temple was 
at the capital Assur, and various deities were 
thought to guard the interests of the other cities. 
Anu and Adad resided at Assur, having temples 
and associated ziggurats there, while Ishtar, god
dess of war and love, was worshipped at Nineveh, 
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though as 'Ishtar of Arbela' she also held sway at 
Erbil. Nabu, god 01' wisdom and patron of the sci
ences, had temples at both Nineveh and Calah 
(Nimrud), where there were libraries collected by 
royal officials and housed in part in the Nabu 
(0 NEBO) temple. Sin, the moon-god, and his priests 
and priestesses had a tempie and cloisters at Ehul
hul in Harran and were in close association with 
their counterpart in Ur. In general, divine consorts 
and less prominent deities had shrines within the 
major temples; thus at Calah, where the tempi es 01' 
Ninurta, god of war and hunting, Ishtar and Nabu 
have been discovered, there were places for such 
deities as Shala, Gula, Ea and Damkina. In most 
respects Assyrian religion differed little from that 
of 0 Babylonia, whence it had been derived. For the 
part played by religion in daily life, see the next 
section. 

111. Literature 
The daily life and thought of the Assyrians is to be 
seen in the many hundreds of leiters, economic and 
administrative documents, and literary texts found 
during excavations. Thus the early 2nd millennium 
BC is illuminated by the letters from Mari and 
Shemshara and c. 1 500, during the period of Hur
rian in!luence, from * Nuzi. The best-known period 
is, however, that of the Neo-Assyrian empire, when 
many texts, including some copied from the 
Middle Assyrian period, enable a detailed re
construction to be made of the administration and 
civil service. Thus the historical annals, recorded 
on clay prisms, cylinders and tablets, though ori
ginally intended as introductions to inscriptions 
describing the king's building operations, can be 
supplemented by texts which record the royal re
quests to a deity (often Shamash) for oracles to 
guide in decisions concerning political and military 
affairs. A number of the letters and legal texts, as 
weil as the annals, make reference to Israel, Judah 
and the W city-states (DOTT, pp. 46--75; Iraq 1 7, 
1 955, pp. 1 26--1 54). 

Ashurbanipal, an educated man, created a Ii
brary by importing or copying texts both from the 
existing archives at Nineveh, Assur and Calah and 
from Babylonian religious centres. Thus, in 1 852/3 
in his palace at Nineveh and in the Nabu temple 
there, Layard and Rassam discovered 26,000 frag
mentary tablets, representing about 1 0,000 differ
ent texts. This find and its subsequent publication 
laid the foundation for the study of the Semitic As
syrian language and of Babylonian, from wh ich it 
differs mainly dialectally. The cuneiform script, 
employing 600 or more signs as ideographs, syl
lables or determinatives, was taken over from the 
earlier Sumerians. Assyro-Babylonian (Akkadian) 
now provides the major bulk of ancient Semitic in
scriptions. Since some texts had interlinear Sumer
ian translations, this find has been of importance 
in the study of that non-Semitic tongue which sur
vived, as did Latin in England, for religious 
purposes. 

The discovery among the Nineveh ( Kuyunjik) 
collection, now housed in the British M useum, of 
a Babylonian account of the !lood (Gilgamesh XI), 
later published by George Smith in December 
1 872, proved a stimulus to further excavations, and 
much has been written with special reference to the 
bearing of these finds on the OT. The library texts 
represent scholarly handbooks, vocabularies, sign 
and word lists, and dictionaries. The mythological 
texts written in poetic form include the se ries of 
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twelve tablcts now called the 'Epic of Gilgamesh' 
which describes his quest for eternal life and the 
story he was told by U ta-napishtim of his own sur
vival 01' the · Flood in a specially constructed ship. 
Thc Epic of • Creation, called Enuma em aftcr thc 
opcning phrase, is principally concerned with thc 
exaltation of Marduk as the head of the Babylo
nian pantheon. An old Babylonian epic (A tra
hasls) describes thc crcation of man following a 
strike against the gods and also the Flood. This 
provides closer paralleIs with OT than either 
Enuma eliS or Gilgamcsh epics. Othcr epics in
clude the Descent of I shtar into the underworld in 
search of her husband Tammuz. Contrary to many 
recent theories, no text describing the resurrection 
of Tammuz has yet been found. Legends, including 
that of Sargon of Agade, who was saved at birth by 
being placed in a reed basket on the river Euphra
tes until rescued by a gardener, who brought hirn 
up to be king, have been compared with OT inci
dents. These Akkadian literary texts also contain 
the legend of Etana, who flew to heaven on an 
eagle, and that of the plague god Era, who fought 
against BabyIon. Wisdom literature includes the 
poem of the righteous sufferer (Ludlul bei 
nemeq/) or the so-called ' Babylonian Job', the Baby
lonian theodicy, precepts and admonition, among 
which are counsels of wisdom, sayings and dia
logues of a pessimist ,  and advice to a prince of the 
same genre, but not spirit ,  as OT Wisdom litera
ture. There are also collections of hymns, fables, 
popular sayings, parables, proverbs and tales (The 
poor man of Nippur') which are precursors of 
later literary forms. 

Religious l i terature is also weil represented by 
tablets grouped in series of up to ninety with their 
number and title stated in a colophon. The major
ity are omens derived from the inspection of the 
liver or entrails of  sacrificial animals, or the 
movements and features of men, animals, birds, 
objects and planets. Many tablets give instructions 
for rituals to cnsure the king's welfare and that of 
his country. C10sely allied to these texts are the 
carefully recorded observations which formed the 
basis of Akkadian science, especially medicine 
(prognosis and diagnosis), botany, geology, chem
istry, mathematics and law. For chronological pur
poses lists covering many of the years from c. 1 1 00 
to 6 1 2  BC gave the name of the eponym or limmu
official by whom each year was designated. These, 
together with the recorded king lists and astro
nomical data, provide a system of dating wh ich is 
accurate to within a few years. 

IV. Administration 
The government derived from the person of the 
king who was also the religious leader and 
commander-in-chief. He exercised direct authority, 
although he also delegated local jurisdiction to 
provincial governors (e.g • 

RABSHAKEH, • RAB
SARIS) and district-governors who collected and 
forwarded tribute and taxes, usually paid in kind. 
They were supported by the expeditions of the 
Assyrian army, the nucleus of which was a highly
trained and well-equipped regular force of cha
riots, siege-engineers, bowmen, spearmen and 
slingers. Conquered territories were made vassal
subjects of the god Ashur on oath and forced to 
render both political and religious allegiance to 
Assyria. Offenders were punished by reprisals and 
invasion, which resulted in the loot and destruction 
of their cities, death to the rebel leaders, and slav-

ery and exile for the skilIed citizens. The remainder 
were subjected to the survcillance of pro-Assyrian 
deputies. This helps to explain both the attitude 01' 
the Hebrew prophets to Assyria and the fear of 
'this cauldron boiling over from the north' (cf Je. 
I :  1 3) by the small states of I srael and Judah. 

V. Art 
Many examples of Assyrian art, wall-paintings, 
painted glazed panels, sculptured bas-reliefs, 
statues, ornaments, cylinder seals, ivory carvings, 
as weil as bronze and metal work, have been pre
served following excavation. Some of the reliefs are 
of particular interest in that the stele and obelisk 
of Shalmaneser I I I  from Nimrud mention I srael 
and may portray Jehu.  Sennacherib, on his palace 
sculptures at Nineveh, depicts the siege or Lachish 
and the use of Judaean captives to work on his 
building projects; while the bronze gates at Balawat 
show the Assyrian army engaged in Syria and 
Phoenicia. Other reliefs of Ashurnasirpal I I  at 
Nimrud and Ashurbanipal in the 'Lion Hunt' from 
Nineveh are a pictorial source for the costume, cus
toms, and military and civilian operations of the 
Assyrians from the 9th to the 7th centuries BC. 

VI. Excavations 
Early explorers searched for biblical • Nineveh 
(Kuyunjik and Nebi Yunus) opposite Mosul, 
wh ich was surveyed by C. 1. Rich in 1 820 and ex
cavated in 1 842-3 by Botta, in 1 846-7, 1 849-5 1 
and 1 853-4 by Layard and Rassam, by the British 
Museum in 1 903-5, 1 927-32 and subsequently by 
I raqi archaeologists. Other major cities excavated 
include Assur (Qala'at Shergat) by German exped
itions ( 1 903-1 4); · Calah (Nimrud) by the 
British-Layard ( 1 842-52), Loftus ( 1 854-5), Mal
lowan and Oates ( 1 949-63)-and by Iraqis and 
Poles ( 1 969-76); and Dür-Sharrukln (Khorsa
bad) by the French ( 1 843-5) and Americans 
( 1 929-35).  Outlying prehistoric sites include 
Jarmo, Hassuna, Thalathat, Umm Dabaghiyah, 
Arpachiyah and Tepe Gawra. The principal 
Middle Assyrian occupations uncovered in add
ition to Assur are Tell Rimah and Billa (Shibani
ba). Later Assyrian sites of note include Balawat 
(Imgur-Bel). -

For sites explored 1 842- 1 939, see S. A. Pallis, 
The Antiquity of lraq, 1 956; for 1 932-56 see M .  E. 
L .  Mallowan, Twenty-Five Years of Mesopotamian 
Discovery, 1 956; and subsequently, reports in the 
journals lraq, Sumer (passim). 
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ATAROTH (Heb. 'a(är6[, l it .  'crowns'). I .  A city 
on the E of Jordan in Reubenite territory (Nu .  
32:3, 34), modern Khirbet 'Attarus; cf 

·A
RNON. A 

city called Atroth occurs in Nu. 32:35, but this may 



be an accidental repetition from the previous verse, 
or else should be taken with the following word, 
giving the otherwise unknown place-name Atroth
Shophan. 2. A city in Ephraim, perhaps the same 
as Ataroth-Addar (Jos. 1 6:2, 5, 7 ;  1 8 : 1 3). 3. 'Ata
roth, the house of Joab' is mentioned in a Judaean 
genealogy ( I  eh. 2 :54). This may be understood as 
'the crowns (scions, chiefs) of the house of Joab', a 
description of Bethlehem and Netophathi, whose 
names immediately precede. See LOB. R.J .W. 

ATHALlAH ( Heb . . uralyähLi, 'Yahweh is exalt
ed'). I .  The daughter of Ahab, and the grand
daughter of Omri (2 Ki. 8 :26). Her marriage with 
Jehoram, king of ludah, marked an alliance be
tween N and S, and implied the superiority of 
Israel. The death of her son, Ahaziah, after a reign 
of I year, at the hand of Jehu, in the 'Prophetic 
Revolution' (2 Ki. 8 :25- 1 0 :36), revealed her as 
'that wicked woman' (2 eh. 24:7). To retain the 
power she had enjoyed as queen-mother, she 'des
troyed all the royal family' (2 Ki. I \ :  I ); and began 
tu reign (c. 842 BC). For 6 years her authority was 
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unchallenged, then the priest lehoiada put the 
child Joash on the throne. She came out to meet 
her enemies, and was put to death outside the 
Temple. 

2. A person named in the genealogy of Benjamin 
(I eh. 8 :26). 

3. One of the exiles who returned from BabyIon 
with Ezra (Ezr. 8 :7). M .B. 

ATHENS. Acts 1 7 : 1 5-34; I Thes. 3 : 1 .  In  the 5th 
and 4th centuries BC Athens was famous for its cul
ture, the horne of great dramatists, and of great 
philosophers Iike Plato and Aristotle. After the 
Roman conquest of Greece, Athens became a civi
tas Joederata (a city linked to Rome by treaty), en
tirely independent of the governor of Achaia, 
paying no taxes to Rome and with internal judicial 
autonomy. Of the three great university cities 
Athens, Tarsus and Alexandria, Athens w�.s the 
most famous. Philo the Alexandrian said that 
the Athenians were the keenest-sighted· mentally of 
the Greeks. I t  was also famous for its temples, 
statues and monuments. The first 1 68 pages of the 
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Loeb edition of the Descriplion 0/ Greeee, by 
Pausanias, written a century after Paul's visit, are a 
good tourists' guide to the antiquities of Athens. 
Though the Athenians were religious and eager to 
discuss religion, their spiritual level was not ex
ceptionally high. Apollonius the philosopher, a 
contemporary of Paul, rebuked them for their la
scivious jigs at the festival of Dionysus and for 
their love of human slaughter in the gladiatorial 
games. D.R.H.  

ATONEMENT. The word 'atonement' is one of 
the few theologieal terms which derive basieally 
from Anglo-Saxun. It means 'a making at one', 
and points to a process of bringing those who are 
estranged into a unity. The word occurs in the OT 
to translate words from the kpr word group, and it 
is found onee in the NT (AV), rendering kalallage 
(wh ich is better translated 'reeonciliation' as RSV). 
Its use in theology is to denote the work of Christ 
in dealing with the problem posed by the sin of 
man, and in bringing sinners into right relation 
with God. 

I .  The need for atonement 
The need for atonement is brought about by three 
things, the universality of sin, the seriousness of 
sin and man's inability to deal with sin .  The first 
point is attested in many places: 'there is no man 
who does not sin' ( I  Ki. 8 :46); 'there is none that 
does good, no, not one' ( Ps. 1 4:3); 'there is not a 
righteous man on earth, who does good and never 
sins' (Ee. 7:20). Jesus told the rieh young ruler, 'No 
one is good but God alone' (Mk.  1 0 : 1 8),  and Paul 
writes, 'all have sinned and fall short of the glory 
of God' ( Rom. 3 :23) .  Much more eould be eited. 

The seriousness of sin is seen in passages whieh 
show God's aversion to it. Habakkuk prays 'Thou 
who art of purer eyes than to behold evil and canst 
not look on wrong' ( Hab. I :  1 3) .  Sin separates from 
God ( / s. 59:2; Pr. 1 5 :29). Jesus said 01' one sin, 
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, that it will 
never be forgiven (Mk .  3:29), and of Judas he said, 
' I t  would have been better for that man if he had 
not been born' (Mk .  1 4:2 1 ). Before being saved 
men are 'estranged and hostile in mind, doing evil 
deeds' (Co!. 1 :2 1 ) . There awaits the unrepentant 
sinner only 'a fearful prospect of judgment, and a 
fury of fire whieh will eonsume the adversaries' 
(Heb. 1 0:27). 

And man cannot deal with the situation. He is 
not able to keep his sin hidden (Nu. 32:23), and he 
cannot deanse hirnself of it (Pr. 20: 9) .  No deeds 
of law will ever enable man to stand before God 
justified ( Rom. 3:20; Ga!. 2: 1 6) .  If he must depend 
on hirnself, then man will never be saved. Perhaps 
the most important evidence of this is the very fact 
of the atonement .  If the Son of God came to earth 
to save men, then men were sinners and their plight 
serious indeed. 

11. Atonement in the Old Testament 
God and man, then, are hopelessly estranged by 
man's sin, and there is no way back from man's 
side. But God provides the way. In the OT atone
ment is usually said to be obtained by the sacri
fiees, but it must never be forgotten that God says 
of atoning blood, 'I have given it for you upon the 
altar to make atonement for your souls' ( Lv. 
1 7 : 1 1 ) . A tonement is secured, not by any value in
herent in the sacrificial victim, but because sacrifice 
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is the divinely appointed way of seeuring atone
ment. The sacrifiees point us to certain truths eon
eerning atonement. Thus the victim must always be 
unblemished, which indicates the neeessity for per
feetion. The victims cost something, for atonement 
is not cheap, and sin is never to be taken lightly. 
The death of the vietim was the important thing. 
This is brought out partly in the allusions to 
• blood, partly in the general character of the rite 
itself and partly in other references to atonement .  
There are several allu',ions to atonement, either ef
fected or contemplat�d by means other than the 
cultus, and where these bear on the problem they 
point to death as the way. Thus in Ex. 32:30-32 
Moses seeks to make an atonement for the sin of 
the people, and he does so by asking God to blot 
hirn out of the book wh ich he has written. Phine
has made an atonement by slaying certain trans
gressors (Nu. 25:6-8, 1 3) .  Other passages might be 
cited. It is dear that in the OT it was recognized 
that death was the penalty for sin (Ezk. 1 8 :20), but 
that God graciously permitted the death of a sac
rificial victim to sJbstitute for the death of the 
sinner. So dear is the connection that the writer of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews can sum it up by saying 
'without the shedding of blood there is no forgive
ness of sins' (Heb. 9:22). 

111. Atonement in the New Testament 
The NT takes the line that the sacrifices of old were 
not the root cause of the putting away of sins. 
Redemption is to be obtained even 'from the trans
gressions under the first covenant' only by thc 
death of Christ (Heb. 9 :  1 5) .  The cross is absolutely 
central to the NT, and, indeed, to the whole Bible. 
All before leads up to i t .  All after looks back to it .  
Sinee it occupies the critieal place, it is not surpris
ing that there is a vast volume of teaching about it .  
The NT writers, writing from different standpoints. 
and with different emphases, give us a number of 
faeets of the atunement .  There is no repetition of a 
stereotyped line of teaehing. Each writes as hc sees. 
Some saw more and more deeply than others. But 
they did not sce something different. In what 101-
lows we shall consider first of all wh at might be 
termed the common, basic teaching about the 
atonement, and then some 01' the information that 
we owe to one or other of the NT theologians. 

a. I1 rel'eals God's 10l'e/or /lien 
All are agreed that the atonement procccds fr0111 
the love of God. It is not something wrung from a 
stern and unwilling Father, perfectly just, but per
fectly inflexible, by a loving Son. The atonement 
shows us the love of the Father just as it does the 
love of the Son . Paul gives us the dassic exposition 
01' this when he says, 'God shows his love for us in 
that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us' 
( Rom. 5:8) .  In the best-known text in thc Bible wc 
find that 'God so loved thc world that he gave his 
only Son . . .  ' (Jn. 3 : 1 6) .  In the Synoptic Gospels it 
is emphasized that the Son of man 'must' suffcr 
(Mk.  8 :3 1 ,  eIe.). That is to say, the death of Christ 
was no accident: it was rooted in a compclling 
divine necessity. This we see also in our Lord's 
prayer in Gethsemane that the will of thc Father bc 
done (Mt .  26:42). Similarly, in Hebrcws we read 
that it was 'by the grace 01' God' that Christ tasted 
death for us all (Heb. 2:9). The thought is lound 
throughout the NT, and we must bear it weil in 
mind when we reflect on the manner 01' thc 
atonement. 



b. The sacrificial aspect 0/ Christ 's death 
Another thought that is widespread is that the 
death or  Christ is a death ror sin. It is not simply 
that certain wicked men rose up against hirn. It is 
not that his enemies conspired against hirn and 
that he was not able to res ist them. He 'was put to 
death ror our trespasses' ( Rom. 4:25). He came 
specifically to die ror our sins. His blood was shed 
'ror many ror the rorgiveness or sins' (Mt .  26:28). 
He 'made purification ror sins' (Heb. I :3). He 'bore 
our sins in his body on the tree' (I Pet. 2:24). He is 
'the propitiation ror our sins' (I Jn. 2:2; so, rightly, 
AV). The cross or Christ will never be understood 
unless i t  is seen that thereon the Saviour was deal
ing with the sins or all mankind. 

In doing this he rulfilled all that the old sacrifices 
had roreshadowed, and the NT writers love to 
think or his death as a sacrifice. Jesus himselr re
rerred to his blood as 'blood or the covenant' (Mk.  
1 4 :24), which points us to the  sacrificial rites ror its 
understanding. Indeed, much or the language used 
in the institution or the Holy Communion is sacri
ficial, pointing to the sacrifice to be accomplished 
on the cross. Paul teils us that Christ 'Ioved us 
and gave himselr up ror us, a rragrant offering 
and sacrifice to God' (Eph. 5:2) .  On occasion he 
can rerer, not to sacrifice in general, but to a spe
cific sacrifice, as in I Cor. 5 :7,  'For Christ our 
paschal lamb (better, passover) has been sacri
ficed.' Peter speaks or 'the precious blood or 
Christ, like that or a lamb without blemish or 
spot' ( I  Pet. I :  1 9), wh ich indicates that in one 
aspect Christ's death was a sacrifice. And in 
John's Gospel we read the words or John the 
Baptist, 'Behold, the Lamb or God, who takes 
away the sin or the world' (Jn.  1 :29). Sacrifice was 
practically the universal religious rite or the I st 
century. Wherever men were and whatever their 
background, they would discern a sacrificial allu
sion. The NT writers made use or this, and 
employed sacrificial terminology to bring out 
what Christ had done ror men. All that to wh ich 
the sacrifices pointed, and more, he had rully 
accomplished by his death. 

c. The representatil'e nature 0/ Christ's death 
It is agreed by most students that Christ's death 
was vicarious. Ir in one sense he died 'ror sin', in 
another he died 'ror us'. But 'vicarious' is a term 
which may mean much or little. I t is better to be 
more precise. Most scholars today accept the view 
that the death or Christ is representative. That is to 
say, it is not that Christ died and somehow the 
benefits or that death become available to men (did 
not even Anse1m ask to whom more fittingly than 
to us could they be assigned?). It is rat her that he 
died specifically ror uso He was our representative 
as he hung on the cross. This is expressed suc
cinctly in 2 Cor. 5: 14 ,  'one died ror all; thererore all 
have died'. The death or the Representative counts 
as the death or those he represents. When Christ is 
spoken or as our 'advocate with the Father' (I Jn. 
2: I) there is the plain thought 01' representation, 
and as the passage immediately go es on to deal 
with his death ror sin it is relevant to our purpose. 
The Epistle to the Hebrews has as one or its major 
themes that or Christ as our great High Priest. The 
thought is repeated over and over. Now whatever 
else may be said about a High Priest, he represents 
men . The thought or representation may thus be 
said to be very strong in this Epistle. 
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d. Substitution taught in the New Testament 
But can we say more? There is a marked disinclin
ation among many modern scholars (though not 
by any means all) to use the older language or sub
stitution. Nevertheless, this seems to be the teach
ing or the NT, and that not in one or two places 
only, but throughout. In the Synoptic Gospels 
there is the great ransom saying, 'the Son or man 
also came not to be served but to serve, and to give 
his Me as a ransom ror many' (Mk.  1 0:45). Both 
the details ( 'ransom' has a substitutionary conno
tat ion, and anti, 'ror', is the preposition or substi
tution) and the general thought or the passage 
(men should die, Christ dies instead, men no longer 
die) point to substitution. The same truth is indi
cated by passages which speak or Christ as the sur
rering Servant or Is. 53, ror or hirn it is said, 'he 
was wounded ror our transgressions, he was 
bruised ror our iniquities; upon hirn was the chas
tisement that made us whole, and with his stripes 
we are healed . . .  the Lord has laid on hirn the ini
quity or us all' ( ls. 53:5r.) .  The shrinking or Christ 
in Gethsemane points in the same direction. He 
was courageous, and many rar less worthy than he 
have raced death calmly. The agony seems to be in
explicable other than on the grounds disclosed by 
Paul, that ror our sake God 'made hirn to be sin, 
who knew no sin' (2 Cor. 5 : 2 1 ) .  In his death he 
took our place, and his holy soul shrank rrom this 
identification with sinners. And it seems that no 
less than this gives meaning to the cry or derelic
tion, 'My God, my God, why hast thou rorsaken 
meT (Mk.  1 5 :34). 
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Paul teils us that Christ 'redeemed us rrom the 
curse or the law, having become a curse ror us' 
(Gal. 3 :  1 3) .  He bore our curse, which is but an
other way or saying substitution. The same 
thought lies behind Rom. 3:2 1 -26, where the apos
tle develops the thought that God's justice is mani
rested in the process whereby sin is rorgiven, i.e. the 
cross. He is not saying, as some have thought, that 
God's righteousness is shown in the/act that sin is 
rorgiven, but that it is shown in the way in which 
sin is rorgiven. Atonement is not a matter or pass
ing over sin as had been done previously ( Rom. 
3:25). The cross shows that God is just, at the same 
time as it shows hirn justifying believers. This must 
mean that God's justice is vindicated in the way sin 
is dealt with. And this seems another way or saying 
that Christ bore the penalty 01' men's sin. This is 
also the thought in passages dealing with sin
bearing as Heb. 9:28; I Pet. 2:24. The meaning or 
bearing sin is made c1ear by a number 01' OT pas
sages where the context shows that the bearing or 
penalty is meant. For example, in Ezk. 1 8:20 we 
read, 'The soul that sins shall die. The son shall not 
suffer for (Heb. 'bear') the iniquity or the rather 
. .  .', and in Nu. 1 4:34 the wilderness wanderings 
are described as a bearing 01' iniquities. Christ's 
bearing 01' our sin, then, means that he bore our 
penalty. 

Substitution lies behind the statement in I Tim. 
2:6 that Christ gave hirnself 'a ransom ror all'. anti
Iytron, translated 'ransom', is a strong compound 
meaning 'substitute-ransom'. Grimm-Thayer 
define it as 'what is given in exchange ror another 
as the price or his redemption'. It  is impossible to 
empty the word or substitutionary associations. A 
similar thought lies behind John's recording 01' the 
cynical prophecy 01' Caiaphas, ' i t  is expedient tor 
you that one man should die tor the people, and 
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that the wh oie nation should not perish' (Jn .  
1 1  :50). For Caiaphas the words were sheer political 
expediency, but lohn sees in them a prophecy that 
Christ would die instead of the people. 

This is a formidable body of evidence (and is not 
exhaustive). In the face of it it seems impossible to 
deny that substitution is one strand in the NT 
understanding of the work of Christ. 

c. Dther NT aspects of the atonement 
Such are the main points attested throughout the 
NT. Other important truths are set forth in indi
vidual writers (wh ich does not, of course, mean 
that they are any the less to be accepted; it is simply 
a method of c1assification). Thus Paul sees in the 
cross the way of del iverance. Men naturally are en
slaved to sin ( Rom. 6 :  1 7; 7: 1 4). But in Christ men 
are free (Rom. 6 :  14, 22). Similarly, through Christ 
men are delivered from the flesh, they 'have cruci
fied the flesh' (Gal. 5 :24), they 'do not war after the 
flesh' (2 Cor. 1 0:3 ,  AV) , that flesh which 'Iusteth 
against the Spirit' (Gal. 5 :  1 7, AV) , and which apart 
from Christ speils death ( Rom. 8 :  1 3). Men are 
under the wrath of God on account of their un
righteousness ( Rom. I :  1 8), but Christ delivers from 
this, too. Believers are 'justified by his blood', and 
thus will 'be saved by hirn from the wrath of God' 
(Rom. 5 :9). The law (i.e. the Pentateuch, and hence 
the whole lewish Scripture) may be regarded in 
many ways. But considered as a way of salvation it 
is disastrous. It shows a man his sin ( Rom. 7:7), 
and, entering into an unholy alliance with sin, slays 
hirn (Rom. 7:9- 1 1 ) . The end result is that 'all who 
rely on works of the law are under a curse' (Gal. 
3 : 1 0) .  But 'Christ redeemed us from the curse of 
the law' (Gal. 3: 1 3). Death to men of antiquity was 
a grim antagonist against whom none might pre
vail. But Paul sings a song of triumph in Christ 
who gives victory even over death (I Cor. 1 5 :55-
57). It is abundantly plain that Paul sees in Christ a 
mighty Deliverer. 

The atonement has many positive aspects. I t  
must suffice simply t o  mention such things a s  re
demption, reconciliation, justificat ion, adoption 
and propitiat ion.  These are great concepts and 
mean much to Paul. In some cases he is the first 
Christian of whom we have knowledge to make use 
of them . Clearly he thought of Christ as having 
wrought much for his people in his atoning death. 

For the writer to the Hebrews the great thought 
is that of Christ as our great High Priest. He  de
velops thoroughly the thought of the uniqueness 
and the finality of the offering made by Christ. 
Unlike the way established on lewish altars and 
ministered by priests of the Aaronic line, the way 
established by Christ in his death is of permanent 
validity. It will never be altcred. Christ has dealt 
fully with man's s in .  

I n  the writings of lohn there i s  the thought of 
Christ as thc special rcvelation of the Father. He is 
Olle seilt by the Father, and all that he does must 
be interpreted in the light of this fact .  So lohn sees 
Christ as winning a conflict against the darkness, 
as defeating the evil one. He has much to say about 
the work ing out of the purpose of God in Christ. 
He sees thc true glory in the lowly cross whereon 
such a mighty work was done. 

From all this it is abundantly apparent that the 
atonement is vast and deep. The NT writers strive 
with the inadequacy of language as they seek to 
present us with what this great divine act means. 
There is more to it by rar than we have been able to 
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indicate. But all the points we have made are im
portant, and none is to be neglected. Nor are we to 
overlook the fact that the atonement represents 
more than something negative. We have been con
cerned to insist on the place of Christ's sacrifice of 
hirnself in the putting away of sin. But that opens 
up the way to a new life in Christ. And that new 
life, the fruit of the atonement, is not to be thought 
of as an insignificant detail. It is that to which 
all the rest leads. (* EXPIATION, * FORGIVENESS, 
* PROPITIATION, * REcONCILIATlON, * R'EDEEMER, 
* 
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ATONEMENT, DAY OF (Heb. y6m hakkippurim). 
On the 1 0th day of the 7th month (Tishri, Septem
ber/October), Israel observed its most solemn holy 
day. All work was forbidden and a striet fast was 
enjoined on all of the people. 

I. Purposc 

The Day 01' Atonement served as a reminder that 
the daily, weekly and monthly sacrifices made at 
the altar of burnt offering were not sufficient to 
atone for sin . Even at the altar of burnt offering 
the worshipper stood 'afar off', unable to ap
proach the holy Presence of God, who was mani
fest between the cherubim in the holy of holies. On 
this one day in the year, atoning blood was 
brought into the holy of holies, the divine throne
room, by the high priest as the representative 01' 
the people. 

The high priest made atonement for 'all the ini
quities of the children of Israel and all their trans
gressions in all their sins' .  Atonement was first
made for the priests because the mediator between 
God and his people had to be ceremonially clean . 
The sanctuary was also c1eansed, for i t ,  too, was 
ceremon ially defiled by the presence and ministra
tion 01' sinful men. 

11. Ancient obscrvance 

To prepare for the sacrifices 01' thc day, the high 
priest put aside his official robes and dressed in a 
simple white garment. He then offered a bullock as 
a sin-offering for hirnself and the priesthood. A fter 
filling his censer with live coals from the altar, the 
high priest entered the holy 01' hol ies, where he 
placed incense on the coals. The incense sent forth 
a cloud 01' smoke over the mercy seat, which served 
as a covering for the ark of the covenant. Thc h igh 
priest took some 01' the blood 01' the bullock and 
sprinkled it on the mercy seat and on thc ground in 
front 01' the ark. In this way atonement was made 
for thc priesthood. 

The high priest next sacrificed a he-goat as a sin 
offering for the people. Some of the blood was 
taken into the holy 01' holies, and it was sprink led 
there in the manner in which the sin offering lar the 
priests had been sprinkled (Lv. 1 6 : 1 1 - 1 5) . 



After purifying the holy place and the altar of 
burnt offering with the mingled blood of the bul
lock and the go at (Lv. 1 6: 1 8- 1 9) the high priest 
took a second goat, laid his hands upon its head 
and con fessed over it the sins of Israel. This goat, 
commonly called the • scapegoat (i.e. escape goat), 
was then driven into the desert, where i t  symbolic
ally carried away the sins of the people. 

The carcasses of the two burnt offerings-the 
bullock and the he-goat-were taken outside the 
city and burnt. The day was concluded with addi
tional sacrifices. 

1 1 1 .  Significance 
The Epistle to the Hebrews interprets the ritual of 
the Day of Atonement as a type of the atoning 
work of Christ, emphasizing the perfection of the 
latter by contrast with the inadequacy of the 
former ( Heb. 9-10) .  Jesus hirnself is termed our 
'great h igh priest', and the blood shed on Calvary 
is seen as typified in the blood of bulls and goats. 
Unl ike the OT priesthood, the sinless Christ did 
not have to make sacrifice for any sins of his own. 

As the high priest of the OT entered the holy of 
holies with the blood of his sacrificial victim, so 
Jesus entered heaven itself to appear before the 
Father on behalf of his people (Heb. 9 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  

The high priest had to offer s in  offerings each 
year for his own sins and the sins of the people. 
This annual repetition of the sacrifices served as a 
reminder that perfect atonement had not yet been 
provided. Jesus, however, through his own blood 
effected eternal redemption for his people (Heb. 
9 : 1 2). 

The Epistle to the Hebrews notes that the leviti
cal offerings could effect only 'the purification of 
the flesh' .  They ceremonially c1eansed the sinner, 
but they could not bring about inward c1eansing, 
the prerequisite for fellowship with God. The offer
ings served as a type and a prophecy of Jesus, who, 
through his better sacrifice, cleanses the conscience 
from dead works (Heb. 9: 1 3- 1 4) .  

The OT tabernacle was designed, in part, to  
teach Israel that s in  hindered access to the  presence 
of God. Only the high priest, and he only once a 
year, could enter the holy of holies, and then 'not 
without taking blood' offered to atone for sins 
(Heb. 9 :7).  Jesus, however, through a 'new and 
living way' has entered heaven itself, the true holy 
of holies, where he ever lives to make intercession 
for his people. The believer need not stand afar off, 
as did the Israelite of old, but may now through 
Christ approach the very throne of grace. 

In Heb. 1 3 : 1 1 - 1 2  we are reminded that the flesh 
of the sin offering of the Day of Atonement was 
burnt outside the camp of Israel. Jesus, also, suf
fered outside the gate of Jerusalem that he might 
redeem his people from sin. 

IV. Modern observance 
In modern Jewish usage the Day of Atonement, 
Yom Kippur, is the last of the ' 1 0 Days of Peni
tence' wh ich begin with Rosh Hashanah-the 
Jewish New Year's Day. This I <Hlay period is de
voted to the spiritual exercises of penitence, prayer 
and fasting in preparation for the most solemn day 
of the year, Yom Kippur. Although the sacrificial 
aspects of the Day of Atonement have not been in 
effect since the destruction of the Temple, Jews still 
observe the day by fasting and refraining from all 
types of work. 

The shophar, or ram's horn, is blown to as-
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semble the people for worship in the synagogue on 
the eve of Yom Kippur. At this time the impressive 
Kol Nidre ('all vows') service is chanted. The con
gregation penitently asks God to forgive them for 
breaking the vows which they were unable to fulfil .  

Services are held on the next day from early 
morning until nightfall .  At sunset the Day of 
Atonement is ended by a single blast of the 
shophar, after wh ich the worshippers return to 
their hornes. BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Noth, Leviticus, 1 965, pp. 
1 1 5- 1 26; N. H. Snaith, The Jewish New Year Festi
val, 1 947, p. 1 2 1  et passim; idem, Leviticus and 
Numbers, 1 967, pp. 1 09- 1 1 8 ; R. de Vaux, Ancient 
Israel, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 507-5 10 ;  idem, Studies in Old Tes-
tament Sacrifice, 1 964, pp. 9 1 -97. C.F.P .  

ATIA LI A, modern Antalya, near the mouth of 
the river Cataractes (mod. Aksu), was the chief 
port of Pamphylia. Founded by Attalus I I  of Per
gamum ( 1 59-1 38 BC) , it was bequeathed by Attalus 
I I I  to Rome. Paul and Barnabas returned from 
their missionary journey through Attalia (Acts 
1 4:25). There was another Attalia in N Lydia. 

K.L.McK. 

AUGUSTUS. An additional name adopted by 
· Caesar Octavianus upon the regularization of his 
position in 27 BC, and apparently intended to sig
nalize that moral authority in terms of which he 
defined his primacy in the Roman republic (Res 
Gestae 34). It passed to his successors as a title of 
office rat her than a name, and was hence translated 
into Greek (sebastos, 'His Reverence', Acts 25:2 1 ,  
25: RSV 'the emperor') when referring to them, 
though transliterated when referring to hirn ( L k .  
2:  I ) .  

Augustus embodied the Roman ideal: personal 
merit should win dignity and power. But his suc
cess put an end to competition, and left hirn with 
the burden of universal responsibility. His 57 years 
of rule (43 BC to AD 1 4) saw the foundation of a 
new era of peace under the • Roman empire. BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. M. Jones, Augustus, 1 970. 

E.A.J .  

AUTHORITIES, CITY. The senior board of 
magistrates, five in number and later six, at Thes
salonica. Their title (Gk. politarchai) is epigraphi
cally atlested for a number of Macedonian states 
(E. D. Burton, American Journal 0/ Theology 2 ,  
1 898, pp. 598-632). A s  is nicely illustrated by the 
Acts ( 1 7:6-9), they controlled the republic under 
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Roman supervision. E.A.J .  

AUTHORITY. The NT word is exousia, meaning 
rightful ,  actual and unimpeded power to act, or to 
possess, control, use or dispose of, something or 
somebody. Whereas dynamis means physical power 
simply, exousia properly signifies power that is in 
some sense lawful .  exousia may be used with the 
stress on either the rightfulness of power really 
held, or the reality of power rightfully possessed. 
In the latter case, EVV often translate i t  as 'power ' .  
exousia sometimes bears a general secular sense 
(e.g. in I Cor. 7:37, of self-control; Acts 5:4, of dis
posing of one's income), but its significance is 
more commonly theological. 
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The uniform biblical conviction is that the only 
rightful power within creation is, ultimately, the 
Creator's. Such authority as men have is delegated 
to them by God, to whom they must answer for the 
way they use i t .  Because all authority is ultimately 
God's, submission to authority in all realms of l ife 
is a religious duty, part of God's service. 

I. Tbe authority of God 
God's authority is an aspect of his unalterable, 
universal and eternal dominion over his world (for 
which see Ex. 1 5 : 1 8; Pss. 29: 1 0; 93: 1 f. ;  1 46: 1 0; On. 
4:34f., elc.). This universal Kingship is distinct 
from (though basic to) the covenanted relationship 
between hirnself and Israel by wh ich Israel became 
his people and kingdom (cf Ex . 1 9 :6), and so 
heirs of his blessing. His regal authority over 
mankind consists in his unchallengeable right and 
power to dispose of men as he pleases (compared 
by Paul to the potter's exo/Jsia over the clay, Rom. 
9:2 1 ;  cf Je. 1 8 :6), plus his indisputable claim that 
men should be subject to hirn and live for his 
glory. Throughout the Bible, the reality of God's 
authority is proved by the fact that all who ignore 
or Rout this claim incur divine judgrnent. The 
royal Judge has the last word, and so his authority 
is vindicated. 

In OT times, God exercised authority over his 
people through the agency of prophets, priests and 
kings, whose respective work i t  was to proclaim his 
messages (Je. I :7ff.), teach his laws (Ot.  3 1 :  1 1 ; Mal. 
2 :7) and rule in accordance with those laws (Ot. 
1 7 : 1 8ff.). So doing, they were to be respected as 
God's representatives, having authority from hirn. 
Also, written Scripture was acknowledged as God
given and authoritative, both as instruction (16rti) 
to teach Israelites their King's mind (cf Ps. 1 1 9)  
and as the statute-book by which he ruled and 
judged them (cf 2 Ki. 22-23). 

11. The authority of Jesus Christ 
The authority of • Jesus Christ is also an aspcct of 
kingship. I t  is both personal and official, for Jesus 
is both Son of God and Son of man (i.e. the Mes
sianic man). As man and Messiah, his authority is 
real because delegated to hirn by the God at whose 
command he does his work (Christ applauded the 
centurion for seeing this, Mt .  8:9f.) .  As the Son, 
his authority is real because he is hirnself God. 
Authority to judge has been given hirn, both that 
he may be honoured as the Son of God (for 
• judgment is God's work), and also because he is 
the Son of man (for judgment is the Messiah's 
work) (Jn. 5:22f., 27). In short, his authority is 
that of a divine Messiah: of a God-man, doing his 
Father's will in the double capacity of (a) human 
servant, in whom meet the saving offices of 
prophet, priest and king, and (b) divine Son, co
creator and sharer in all the Father's works (Jn. 
5:  1 9ff.) .  

This more-than-human authority of Jesus was 
manifested during his ministry in various ways, 
such as the finality and independence of his teach
ing (Mt .  7:28f.); his exorcizing power (Mk.  1 :27); 
his mastery over storms ( Lk .  8 :24f.) ;  his claiming 
to forgive sins (a thing which, as the bystanders 
rightly pointed out, only God can do) and, when 
challenged, proving his claim (Mk.  2 :5- 1 2; cf Mt .  
9 : 8 ) .  After h i s  resurrection, he declared that he had 
been given 'all exo/Jsia in heaven and on earth'-a 
cosmic Messianic dominion, to be exercised in 
such a way as effectively to bring the elect into his 
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kingdom of salvation (Mt .  28: 1 81r. ; Jn .  1 7 :2; cf Jn. 
1 2 :3 I ff. ;  Acts 5:3 1 ;  1 8 :9f. ) .  The NT proclaims the 
exalted Jesus as 'both Lord and Christ' (Acts 
2:36)-divine Ruler of all things, and Saviour-king 
of his people. The gospel is in the first instance a 
demand for assent to this estimate of his authority. 

III. Apostolic authority 
Apostolic authority is delegated Messianic author
ity; for the • apostles were Christ's commissioned 
witnesses, emissaries and representatives (cf Mt.  
1 0:40; Jn .  1 7 : 1 8 ; 20:2 1 ;  Acts 1 :8 ;  2 Cor. 5:20), given 
exo/Jsia by hirn to found, build up and regulate his 
universal church (2 Cor. 1 0:8 ;  1 3 : 1 0; cf Gal. 2:7tf.). 
Accordingly, we find them giving orders and pre
scribing discipline in Christ's name. i. e. as his 
spokesmen and with his authority (I Cor. 5 :4; 2 
Thes. 3 :6) . They appointed deacons (Acts 6:3,  6) 
and presbyters (Acts 1 4:23). They presented their 
teaching as Christ's truth, Spirit-given in both con
tent and form of expression ( I  Cor. 2:9- 1 3 ;  cf I 
Thes. 2: 1 3), a norm for faith (2 Thes. 2: 1 5 ;  cf Gal. 
1 :8) and behaviour (2 Thes. 3 :4, 6, 1 4) .  They ex
pected their ad hoc rulings to be received as 'the 
commandment of the Lord' (I Cor. 1 4:37). Be
cause their authority depended on Christ's direct 
personal commission, they had, properly speaking, 
no successors; but each generation of Christians 
must show its continuity with the first generation, 
and its allegiance to Christ, by subjecting its own 
faith and life to the norm of teaching which 
Christ's appointed delegates provided and put on 
record for all time in the documen ts of the NT. 
Through the NT, apostolic exo/Jsia over the church 
has been made a permanent reali ty. 

IV. Authority delegated to man 
Besides the church, where 'leaders' (presbyters) 
may claim obedience because they are Christ's ser
vants, tending his Rock under his authority ( Heb. 
1 3 : 1 7 ;  I Pet. 5 : 1 f.),  the Bible mentions two other 
spheres of delegated divine authority. 

a. Marriage and Ihefamily 
Men have authority over women ( I  Cor. I I  :3 ;  cf 1 
Tim. 2: 1 2) and parents over children (cf I Tim. 
3:4, 1 2) .  Hence, wives must obey their husbands' 
(Eph. 5:22; I Pet. 3: 1 -6) and children their parents 
(Eph. 6: I tf.).  This is God's order. 

b. Cil'il governmenl 
Secular (Roman) governors are called exollsiai, 
and described as God's servants to punish evil
doers and encourage law-abiding citizens ( Rom. 
1 3 :  1 -6) . Christi ans are to regard the 'powers that 
be' as God-ordained (see Jn. 1 9 : 1 1 ) , and dutifully 
subject themselves to civil authority (Rom. 1 3 : I ;  I 
Pet. 2: 1 3f. ;  cf Mt.  22: 1 7-2 1 )  so far as is compatible 
with obedience to God's direct commands (Acts 
4: 1 9 ;  5:29). 

V. Satanic power 
The exercise of • power by Satan and his hosts is 
sometimes termed exo/Jsia (e.g. Lk. 22:53; Col.  
I :  1 3) .  This indicates that, though Satan's power is 
usurped from God and hostile to hirn, Satan holds 
it only by God's permission and as God's tool. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. Arndt; MM; T. Rees in ISBE 
and J. Oenney in DCG, s. v. 'Authority'; N. 
Geldenhuys, Supreme AuthorilY, 1 953; O. Betz, 
NIDN1T2, pp. 606-6 1 1 ;  W. Foerster, TDNT2, pp. 
562-575. l . I . P .  



AVEN. I .  Abbreviated (Ho. 10 :8) for • Beth-aven, 
epithet 01'  Bethel (Ho. 4: 1 5 , eie . ) .  2. In Am. 1 :5, 
probably the Beqa' valley between Lebanon and 
Anti-lebanon in the Aramaean kingdom 01' Da-
mascus. 3. For Ezk . 30: 1 7, see · On .  K .A.K.  

AVENGER OF BLOOD (Heb. gö'e/ haddäm, l it .  
'redeemer 01' blood'). Even before the time 01' 
Moses, a basic feature 01' primitive life was the 
system 01' blood revenge for personal injury. It is 
mentioned with approval as early as Gn. 9:5. All 
members 01' the clan were regarded as being 01' one 
blood, but the chief responsibility for avenging 
shed blood devolved upon the victim's next-of-kin, 
who might under other circumstances be called on 
to redeem the property or person 01' a poor or cap
tive relative ( Lv. 25 :25, 47-49; Ru. 4: I ff. , though in 
the latter case other factors were involved also). 
The Mosaic penal code authorized the avenger to 
execute the murderer but no-one else (Dt. 24: 1 6; 2 
Ki .  14 :6; 2 Ch. 25:4), and made provision for acci
dental homicide. Blood revenge seems to have per
sisted into the reigns 01' David (2 Sa. 1 4:7-8) and 
Jehoshaphat (2 Ch.  1 9: 1 0). (. KIN, · CITIES OF REFUGE.) J .D .D .  

AZARIAH (Heb. '·zaryähli, '·zarya, 'Yahweh has 
helped'). I .  One 01' Solomon's ministers, son 01' 
Zadok (I Ki .  4:2; cf I Ch.  6:9). 2. Another 01' 
Solomon's ministers, son 01' Nathan; he was over 
the officers ( I  Ki .  4:5). 3. Alternative name for 
King • Uzziah (2 Ki .  14:2 1 ,  eie.). Montgomery 
(Kings, ICC, p. 446) calls it the 'throne-name', 
Uzziah representing the popular or adopted name. 
For his reign, see H .  Tadmor, 'Azriyau 01' Yaudi', 
Scripla Hieroso/ymilana 8 ,  1 96 1 ,  pp. 232-27 1 .  4, 5. 
Son 01' Ethan (I Ch.  2:8) and son 01' Jehu (I Ch. 
2:38) in the genealogical table 01' Judah. 

6-8. Son of Johanan ( I  Ch. 6: I 0; cf Ezr. 7:3),  

AZEKAH 

son 01' Hilkiah (I Ch. 6: 1 3; cf 9 : 1 1 ;  Ezr. 7: 1 )  and 
son 01' Zephaniah ( I  Ch. 6:36) in the genealogical 
table 01' Levi. 9. The prophet, son 01' Oded, who 
encouraged Asa in his reformation (2 Ch. 1 5 : 1 -8). 
10, 1 1 .  Two 01' Jehoshaphat's sons, slain by Jeho
ram on his accession (2 Ch. 2 1  :2, 4). 12. Scribal 
error for Ahaziah (2 Ch. 22:6). 

13, 14. Two 01' the 'centurions' who helped to re
store Joash (2 Ch. 23: I ) . 15. High priest who with
stood Uzziah's attempt to offer incense in the 
Temple (2 Ch. 26: 1 6-20). 16. An Ephraimite chief 
who supported the prophet Oded's plea for clem
ency (2 Ch. 28: 1 2) .  17, 18. Two Levites connected 
with Hezekiah's cleansing 01' the Temple (2 Ch. 
29: 1 2). 19. A chief priest in Hezekiah's reign (2 Ch. 
3 1 : 1 0) .  
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20. A workman repairing the city wall (Ne. 
3 :23). 21. One 01' Zerubbabel's companions (Ne. 
7:7; cf Ezr. 2 :2-'Seraiah'). 22. One who ex
pounded the law after Ezra had read it (Ne. 8:7) .  
23. A priest who sealed the covenant with Nehe
miah (Ne. 1 0:2; cf Ne. 1 2:33). 24. Son 01' Hoshaiah 
and supporter 01' Gedaliah, who later rejected 
Jeremiah's advice to remain in Palestine (Je. 43:2). 
Called Jezaniah in Je. 42: I (cf Je. 40:8; 2 Ki .  25:23). 
25. Heb. name 01' Abed-nego (On. I :6f., 1 1 , 1 9; 
2: 1 7). J .G.G.N. 

AZEKAH. A Judaean conurbation (Jos. 1 5 :35), 
Iying in the low agricultural plains along the W 
coast, perhaps modern Tell ez-Zahariyeh. Joshua 
pursued the Amorites as rar as Azekah on the day 
they attacked the newly settled Gibeonite group 
(Jos. 1 0: 1 0- 1 1 ) .  In the days 01' Rehoboam it was a 
fortified border city (2 Ch. 1 1  :5ff.), and in later 
times was one 01' the few strong points to resist the 
Babylonian incursion under Nebuchadrezzar (Je. 
34:7). Azekah is mentioned, and its capture by 
Nebuchadrezzar probably implied, in one of the 
Lachish Letters (DOrr, pp. 2 1 61'.) .  See NEAEHL, 
pp. 1 23-1 24. R.J.W. 



B 
BAAL. The Hebrew noun ba'al means 'master', 
'possessor' or 'husband'. Used with suffixes, e.g. 
Baal-peor or Baal-berith, the word may have 
retained something of its original sense; but in gen
eral Baal is a proper name in the OT, and refers to a 
specific deity, Hadad, the W Semitic storm-god, the 
most important deity in the Canaanite pantheon. I t  
is not c1ear to what extent local Baals were equated 
with or distinguished from Hadad. The Baal con
fronted at Mt Carmel ( I  Ki .  1 8) was probably 
Melqart, the god of Tyre. The OT use of the plural 
(e.g. I Ki. 1 8 :  1 8) may suggest that more Baals than 
one were c1early distinguished; but in any case there 
was fluidity in the pagan conception of deities. 

The Baal cults affected and challenged the wor
ship of Yahweh throughout I sraelite history. The 
Iimited OT data about Baal can now be sup
plemented by the information from the Ras 
Shamra documents. One of his consorts was • Ash
taroth, another • Asherah; and Baal is called the 
son of • Dagon. The texts reveal hirn as a nature 
deity; myths describe hirn in conflict with death, in
fertility and flood waters, emerging victorious as 
'king' of the gods. 

Yahweh was 'master' and 'husband' to Israel, 
and therefore they called hirn 'Baal', in all inno
cence; but naturally this practice led to confusion 
of the worship of Yahweh with the Baal rituals, 
and presently it became essential to call hirn by 
some different title; Hosea (2: 1 6) proposed 'ff, 
another word meaning 'husband'. Once the title 
'Baal' was no longer applied to Yahweh, personal 
names incorporating the word were l ikely to be 
misunderstood. So böse! ('shame') tended to 
replace ba'al in such names. Thus Esh-baal and 
Merib-baal ( I  Ch. 8:33f.) are better known as Ish
bosheth (2 Sa. 2 :8) and Mephibosheth (2 Sa. 9:6). 

The word Baal also occurs once or twice as a 
man's name and as a place-name (cf I Ch.  5 :5 ;  
4: 33). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. C. HabeI, Yahweh versus Baal, 
1 964; W. F. Albright, Yahweh and Ihe Gods 0/ 
Canaan, 1 968; H .  Ringgren, Religions 0/ Ihe An
cienl Near Easl, E.T. 1 973, ch. 3 ;  1. C. De Moor 
and M. 1. M ulder, TDOT 2, pp. 1 8 1 -200; and see 
• CANAAN. D.F.P. 

BAAL-BERITH (Heb. ba'al b'rf[, 'Lord of the 
covenant'). The Canaanite Baal-deity worshipped 
originally at Shechem (Jdg. 8 :33 ;  9:4), probably to 
be equated with EI-berith (Jdg. 9:46). The capture 
of Shechem by Joshua is nowhere recorded; it 
came under Habiru control in the 1 4th century BC 
and was probably incorporated into Israel by 
treaty. The Abimelech episode (Jdg. 9) illustrates 
the tension between the true Israelites and this ba
sically Canaanite enclave. The Shechemites are 
called 'the sons of Hamor' ('ass', Jdg. 9:28) wh ich 

is equivalent to 'the sons of the covenant' since the 
sacrifice of an ass was essential to the ratification 
of a treaty amongst the Amorites. A.E.C. 

BAAL-GAD. The N limit of I sraelite conquest 
Iying at the foot of and to the W of Mt Herrnon 
(Jos. 1 1 :  1 7; 1 3 :5 ;  2 1  :7). It may be Hasbeiyah (so F. 
M.  Abel, Geographie de la Palesline, 2, 1 938, p. 
258) or Tell Haus (so GTT, 509), 1 9  km farther N, 
both in the Wadi et-Teim. Archaeological evidence 
favours the latter. A.R .M .  

BAAL-HAZOR, A mountain 1 ,0 1 6  m high, 9 km 
NNE of Bethel, mod. Jebel el-'A�ur. Absalom 
gathered his half-brothers to this mountain, per
haps to a settlement of the same name at its foot, at 
sheep-shearing time and killed Amnon (2 Sa. 
\ 3 :23). (

· OPHRAH.) A .R .M .  

BAAL-MEON, known also as Beth-baal-meon 
(Jos. 1 3 :  1 7),  Beth-meon (Je. 48:23) and Beon (Nu. 
32:3),  was one of several towns built by the Reube
nites in the territory of Sihon the Amorite (Nu.  
32:38). I t  was later captured by the Moabites and 
was still in their hands in the 6th century BC (Je. 
48:23; Ezk. 25:9). Today the si te is known as 
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Ma'in. (. MOABITE STONE.) J .A .T .  

BAAL-ZEBUB, BEELZEBUL. J .  I n  OT Heb .. 
ba'al z'güg ('lord of flies'), probably a mocking 
alteration of ba'al z'gül ( 'Prince • Baal'), appears 
as the name of the god of Ekron, whom Ahaziah, 
king of Israel, tried to consult in his last illness (2 
Ki. 1 : 1 -6, 1 6) .  

2. In NT Gk.  beelzeboul, beezeboul (Beelzebub in 
TR and AV) is the prince of the demons (Mt .  1 2 :24, 
27; Mk. 3:22; Lk. 1 1 :  1 5, 1 8f.), identified with Satan 
(Mt .  1 2 :26; Mk .  3:23, 26; Lk. 1 1 : 1 8) .  In con
temporary Semitic speech it may have been under
stood as 'the master of the house'; if so, this phrase 
could be used in a double sense in Mt .  1 0 :25b. 

F.F.B.  

BAAL-ZEPHON ( 'Baal (lord) of the north') .  The 
name of a place in the Egyptian E Delta near 
which the Israelites camped during their Exodus 
(Ex. 1 4:2, 9 ;  Nu. 33 :7), deriving from the name of 
the Canaanite god Baal-Zephon. The 'waters of 
Baal' were in the general area of the Delta resi
dence Pi-R'messe (Qantir) in the 1 3th century BC; 
a Phoen. letter of the 6th century BC alludes to 
'Baal-Zephon and all the gods of Tahpanhes'. This 
has led to the suggestion that Tahpanhes, modern 
Tel l  Defneh some 43 km SSW of Port Said, was 



earlier the Baal-Zephon of the 'waters of Baal' 
near Ra'amses and of the I sraelite Exodus. Eiss
feldt and Cazelles identify Baal-Zephon and Baal
Hasi (in Ugaritic; later Zeus Casios) and place the 
Egyptian Zephon/Casios at Ras Qasrun on the 
Mediterranean shore some 70 km due E of Port 
Said, backed by Lake Serbonis. H owever, the deity 
Baal-Zephon/Casios was worshipped at various 
places in Lower Egypt, as far S as Memphis, which 
leaves several possibilities open. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian 
Miscellanies, 1 954; N. AiT)1e-Giron, Annales du 
Service des Antiquites de /'Egypte 40, 1 940/4 1 ,  pp. 
433 -460; W. F. Albright in BASOR 1 09, 1 948, pp. 
1 5- 1 6, and in Festschrift Alfred Bertholet, 1 950, pp. 
1 - 1 4 ; RB 62, 1 955, pp. 332ff. C.D.W. 

BAASHA. The founder of the second brief dyn
asty of N I srael (c. 900-880 BC) . Though of 
humble origin ( I  K i .  1 6:2), Baasha usurped the 
throne following his assassination of Nadab, son 
of Jeroboam I ,  during the siege of the Philistine 
town of Gibbethon (I Ki .  1 5 :27ff.). His extermin
ation of the entire house of Jeroboam fulfilled the 
prophecy of Ahijah (I Ki. 1 6:5ff.). Active hostility 
between Israel and Judah continued steadily 
throughout the 24 years of his reign ( I  Ki. 1 5 :32). 
His provocative action in fortifying Ramah, 6 km 
N of Jerusalem, prompted Asa's appeal for Syrian 
intervention. He continued the religious policy of 
Jeroboam and earned a stern prophetie rebuke ( I  
Ki .  1 6: I ff.). J.C.J.W. 

BABEL (Heb. Bällel, 'gate of god'; also • BABY
LON) . The name of one of the chief cities founded 
by Nimrod in the land of Shinar (Sumer), ancient 
Babylonia. It is named with Erech and Accad (Gn. 
10: I 0) and according to Babylonian tradition was 
founded by the god Marduk and destroyed by 
Sargon c. 2350 BC when he carried earth from it to 
found his new capital Agade (. ACCAD) . The his
tory of t he building of  the city and its lofty tower is 
given in Gn. 1 1 : 1 - 1 1 ,  where the name Babel is  ex
plained by popular etymology based on a similar 
Heb. root bälal, as 'confusion' or 'mixing'. Babel 
thus became a synonym for the confusion caused 
by language differences which was part of the 
divine punishment for the human pride displayed 
in the building. 

BABEL 

There is as yet no archaeological evidence to 
confirm the existence of a city at Babyion prior to 
the I st Dynasty (c. 1 800 BC) but Babylonian trad
ition and a text of Sharkalisharri, king of Agade c. 
2250 BC, mentioning his restoration of the tempIe
tower (ziggurat) at Babyion, implies the existence 
of an earlier sacred city on the site. Sargon's action 
would confirm this. The use of burnt c1ay for bricks 
and of bitumen (AV 'slime') for mortar (Gn. 1 1  :3) is 
attested from early times. The latter was probably 
ftoated down the Euphrates from Hit .  

The 'Tower of Babel', an expression not found in 
the OT, is commonly used to describe the tower 
(migdöf) intended to be a very high landmark as
sociated with the city and its worshippers. It is gen
erally assumed that, like the city, the tower was 
incomplete (v. 8), and that it was a staged temple 
tower or multi-storeyed ziggurat first developed in 
Babylonia in the early 3rd millennium BC from the 
low ternenos or platform supporting a shrine set up 
near the main city temples (as at Erech and 
'Uqair). After Sharkalisharri the earliest reference 
to the ziggurat at Babyion is to its restoration by 
Esarhaddon in 68 1 -665 BC. This was named in 
Sumerian 'Etemenanki'-'the Building of the 
Foundation-platform of Heaven and Earth' whose 
'top reaches to heaven' and associated with the 
temple of Marduk Esagila, 'the Building whose 
top is (in) heaven'. It i s  very probable that such a 
sacred edifice fol lowed an earlier plan . The tower 
was severely damaged in the war of 652-648 BC but 
restored again by Nebuchadrezzar " (605-562 BC) . 
I t  was this building, part of which was recovered 
by Koldewey in 1 899, which was described by 
Herodotus on his visit c. 460 BC and is discussed in 
a cuneiform tablet dated 229 BC (Louvre, AO 
6555). These enable an approximate picture of the 
later tower to be given. The base stage measured 
90 x 90 m and was 33 m high. Above this were 
built five platforms, each 6- 1 8  m high but of dimin
ishing area. The whole was crowned by a tempie 
where the god was thought to descend for inter
course with mankind. Access was by ramps or 
stairways. A late Babylonian plan of a seven
staged ziggurat shows that the architectural form 
was a height equal to the width at base with a cubic 
temple on the summit. Among others, ziggurats 
were found in • UR , • ERECH, • NINEVEH and else
where in • ASSYRIA and • BABYLONlA. 

The ziggurat at Babyion was demolished by 
Xerxes in 472 BC, and though Alexander c1eared 

A reconstruction 0/ the temple-tower, or ziggurat, as built by Ur-Nammu, king 0/ Ur, c. 2100 Be. The 
plat/orms were 0/ different colours (black. red, blue), the temple at the top being covered with si/ver. 
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the rubble prior to its restoration this was thwarted 
by his death .  The bricks were subsequently 
removed by the local inhabitants, and today the 
si te of Etemenanki is a pit (Es-Sahn) as deep as the 
original construction was high. 

Travellers of all ages have sought to locate the 
ruined tower of Babel. Some identify it with the 
site described above and others with the vitrified 
remains of a ziggurat still visible at Borsippa (mod. 
Birs Nimrüd) I I  km SSW of Babyion, which is 
probably of Neo-Babylonian date. Yet others place 
the biblical tower at Dür-Kurigalzu (Aqar Qut), 
W of Baghdad, a city wh ich was, however, built e. 
1 400 BC. All that can certainly be said is that the 
Gn. I I  account bears all the marks of a reliable 
historical account of buildings wh ich can no 
longer be traced. 

Some scholars associate Jacob's vision of a 
ladder and a 'gate of heaven' (Gn. 28: 1 1 - 1 8) with a 
ziggurat of the kind once built at Babel. 

According to Gn. I I  :9, the intervention of 
Yahweh at the building of Babel led to the confu
sion of tongues and the subsequent dispersion of 
mankind, possibly in the days of Peleg (Gn. 1 0:25). 
(. NATIONS, T ABLE OF; Gn. 1 0.) 

Babel, as • Babyion throughout its history, 
became a symbol of the pride of man and his in
evitable fal l .  Babel was also theologically linked 
with the confusion and broken fellowship between 
men and nations when separated from God. I ts ef
fects are to be reversed in God's final kingdorn, but 
there is no certain ty that the • tongues or glosso
lalia of Acts 2:4 (cf the interpretation of Joel in vv. 
1 6-2 1 ), which were confined to Jews and proselytes 
and largely Aramaic- and Greek-speaking peoples, 
were other than known 'foreign languages' (JTS 
n.s. 1 7, 1 966, pp. 299-307). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. Wiseman, Nebuehadrezzar 
and Baby/on, 1 985,  pp. 68-73. 

D.J.W. 

BABYLON. 

I. In the Old Testament 
The city on the river Euphrates (80 km S of 
modern Baghdad, I raq) which became the political 
and religious capital of Babylonia and of the 
empire and civilization based upon it .  

a. Name 
The Heb. Bäge/ is translated by EVV as Babyion 
(except Gn. 10 :  I 0; I I  :9, • BABEL) based on the Gk.  
Baby/ön. These are renderings of the Babylonian 
btib-ili; pI. btib-i/äni, wh ich in its turn translates the 
earlier Sumerian name ka-dingir-ra, 'gate of god'. 
The Egyptians wrote the name b-bf-r' (= bbr or bbf) 
and the Achaemenids Old Pers. babirus. Other 
common names for the city in the Babylonian texts 
are tin-tir (ki), ' I ife of the trees', explained by them 
as 'seat of life' and e-ki, 'place of canals'. Sesa/s. of 
Je. 25:26; 5 1 :4 1  i s  generally taken to be an 'atbash' 
cypher rendering of Babel, but may be a rare occur
rence of an old name ses-ki. 

b. Foundation 
According to Gn. 1 0: 1 0, • Nimrod founded the city 
as his capital, while Babylonian religious tradition 
gives the credit to the god Marduk (otherwise 
apart from the reference to the building of the 
Tower of • Babel ( the ziggurat) there are no records 
of its foundation). 

c. History 
Sargon I of Agade (e. 2400 BC) and his successor 
Sharkalisharri built temples for the gods Anunitum 
and Amal and restored the temple-tower according 
to tradition. l t  is possible that their city of Agade 
was built on part of the ruins of the earlier city of 
Babyion. In the time of Shulgi of Ur (e. 2000 BC) 
Babyion was attacked and then ruled by governors 
(patensl) appointed from Ur. With the advent of 
the Amorite I st Dynasty of Babyion under Sumu
abum the city walls were restored and Hammurapi 
and his successors enlarged the town, which flour
ished as capital of their realm until its overthrow by 
the Hittites e. 1 595 BC. After a period under Kassite 
domination the city revolted and was attacked on 
several occasions, notably by Tiglath-pileser I of 
Assyria e. 1 1 00 BC. Babyion repeatedly strove for its 
independence, and once a Chaldean ruler, Marduk
apla-iddina II (722-7 1 0, 703-702 BC), sent 
embassies to enlist the help of Judah (2 Ki. 20: 1 2-
1 8).  Isaiah's account of the fate of the city ( ls. 1 3) is 
very similarly worded to the account by Sargon 1 1  
of Assyria of his sack of the place. In an attempt to 
remove the chief rebels, some of the leading cit
izens were deported to Samaria, where they intro
duced the worship of local Babylonian deities (2 
Ki. 1 7:24-30). Sennacherib made his son king of 
Babyion but he was killed by pro-Babylonian Ela
mites in 694 BC. In an attempt to end this upsurge 
of Babylonian nationalism Sennacherib sacked the 
city in 689 BC and removed the sacred statues. His 
son, Esarhaddon, sought to restore the holy city to 
which he transported Manasseh as prisoner (2 Ch. 
33: 1 1 ) . He made Babyion a vassal-city under a son. 
Samas-sum-ukin, who, however, quarrelIed with 
his brother • Ashurbanipal of Assyria. In the sub
sequent war of 652-648 BC Babyion was severely 
damaged by fire, and once again the Assyrians tried 
appointing a local chief, Kandalanu, as governor. 

1 1 0 

The decline of the Assyrian empire enabled 
Nabopolassar, a Chaidean, to recover the city and 
found a new dynasty in 626 BC. His work of restor
ing the city was ably continued by his successors, 
especially his son, Nebuchadrezzar 1 1 ,  king of Ba
bylonia (2 Ki.  24: I ), whose boast was of the great 
city he had rebuilt (Dn. 4:30). l t  was to Babylgn 
that the victorious Babylonian army brought the 
Jewish captives after the wars against Judah. 
Among these was Jehoiachin, whose captivity 
there is confirmed by inscriptions found in the 
ruins of Babyion itself. The plunder from the 
Temple at Jerusalem, brought with the blinded 
king Zedekiah (2 Ki. 25:7-1 3), was stored in thc 
main temple of the city, probably that of the god 
Marduk (2 Ch. 36:7). The city was later ruled by 
Amel-Marduk (. EVIL-MERODAOI) and was thc 
place where Daniel served the last Chaldean ruler 
• Belshazzar, co-regent of Nabonidus. 

As predicted by Isaiah ( 1 4: 1 -23;  21 : 1 - 1 0; 46: 1 -2: 
47: 1 -5) and Jeremiah (50-5 1 ), Babyion was to fall 
in its turn and be left a heap of ruins (see d). In  
October 539  the  Persians under Cyrus entered thc 
city and Belshazzar was slain (Dn.  5:30). The prin
cipal buildings were spared and the temples and 
their statues restored by royal decree. There is no 
extra-biblical record of the government of the city. 
which now became a subsidiary Persian capital with 
an Achaemenid palace there. The temple vessels 
were delivered to Sheshbazzar for restoration to 
Jerusalem, and the discovery of the record of  this, 
probably in the record office at Babyion, in the reign 
of Darius I (Ezr. 5: 1 6ff.) was the cause of a further 



return of exiles rallied at Babyion by Ezra (8 :  I ). 
Babyion, as of old, was the centre of a number of 
rebell ions, by Nidintu-Bel in 522 BC, and Araka 
(52 1 BC), and by Bel-shimanni and Shamash-eriba 
in 482 BC. In suppressing the lauer, Xerxes des
troyed the city (478 BC); although Alexander 
planned to restore it, he met his death there be fore 
work had progressed far, and with the founding of 
Seleucia on the river Tigris as the capital of the 
Seleucid rulers after the capture of Babyion in 3 1 2  
BC, the city once again fell into disrepair and 
ruins, alt hough, according to cuneiform texts, the 
temple of Bel continued in existence at least until 
AD 75. 

d. Exploration 
Many travellers since Herodotus of Halicarnassus 
c. 460 BC (History I .  1 78-1 88) have left accounts of 
their visits to Babyion. Benjamin of Tudela ( 1 2th 
century), Rauwolf ( 1 574), Niebuhr ( 1 764), C. 1. 
Rich ( 1 8 1 1 -2 1 )  and Ker Porter ( 1 8 1 8) were among 
those who were followed by the more scientific ex
plorers who made soundings and plans of the 
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ruins. The preliminary work by Layard ( 1 850) and 
Fresnel ( 1 852) was succeeded by systematic excav
ation of the inner city by the Deutsche Orient
Gesellschaft under Koldewey ( 1 899- 1 9 1 7) and 
more recently by Lenzen in 1 956-8 and since 1 962 
by the I raqis (including the preservation and res
toration of the Ninmah temple). 

This work, combined with evidence of more 
than 1 0,000 inscribed tablets, recovered from the 
si te by natives digging for bricks, enables a fair pic
ture of the city of Nebuchadrezzar's day to be 
reconstructed. The deep overlay of debris, the fre
quent destruction and rebuilding, together with the 
change in the course of the river Euphrates and a 
rise in the water-table, means that, excepting only a 
few parts of it, the city of the earlier period has not 
been uncovered. 

The site is now covered by a number of widely 
scattered mounds. The largest, Qasr, covers the 
citadel, Merkes a city quarter; to the N, Bäwil the 
N or summer palace of Nebuchadrezzar; Amran 
ibn ' Ali the temple of Marduk; and Sabn the site 
of the ziggurat or temple-tower . 

IPersian 
GulfJ 

Sites 0/ Mesopotamian steppedlstaged temple-towers (ziggurats). 
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The city was surrounded by an intricate system 
of double walls, the outer range covering 27 km, 
strong and large enough for chariots to pass upon 
the top, buttressed by defence towers and pierced by 
8 gates. On the N side the massive [shtar gates 
marked the procession way leading S to the citadel 
to Esagila, the temple of Marduk and the adjacent 
ziggurat Etemenanki. This paved roadway was e. 
920 m long, its walls decorated with enamelled 
bricks showing 1 20 lions (symbol of [shtar) and 575 
musrussu-dragons (Marduk) and bulls (Bel) 
ranged in alternate rows. From this road another 
ran W to cross the river Euphrates by a bridge 
which Iinked the New Town on the W bank with the 
ancient capital. The main palaces on which succes
sive kings lavished attention are now represented by 
the complex of buildings in the citadel, among 
which the throne-room (52 x 1 7  m) may have been 
in use in the time of Daniel. At the NE angle of the 
palace are the remains of vaults thought by Kol
dewey to be supports for the terraced 'hanging gar
dens' built by Nebuchadrezzar for Amytis, his 
Median wife, as a reminder of her homeland. 

The temple-tower of Babyion became famous as 
the Tower of • Babel. 

Many details of the city quarters and their 
temples, of which 53 are now known, have been re
covered . The names of these quarters were used on 
occasions to designate the city as a whole (Su'ana 
[JCS 23, 1 970, p. 63], Shushan, Tuba, Tintir, 
Kullab). The frequent destructions of the city left 
few of the contents of the temples in situ. The pos
session of the statue of Marduk, housed in Es
agila, was a mark of victory, and it was carried off 
to the conqueror's capital. The religion and civil
ization were largely synonymous with those of 
• Assyria and • Babylonia. 

BIBLtOGRA PHY.  D. 1. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar 
and Babyion, 1 985 .  E. Unger, Babyion. Die Heilige 
Stadt, 1 93 1 ;  art. 'Babyion' in Reallexikon der 
Assyriologie, 1 932, pp. 330-369; A.  Parrot, Babyloll 
and the Old Testamell t, 1 958; O. E. Ravn. Herodo
tus' Descriptioll o[ Babyloll , 1 932; 1 . 1. Gelb, Journal 
o[ fllst. o[ Asian StIldies I ,  1 955. D.J .W. 

11 .  [ n  thc Ncw Testament 

I .  Babyion on the Euphrates, with special reference 
to the Babylonian Exile (Mt .  1 : 1 1 - 1 2, 1 7  (2); Acts 
7:43). 

2. [n  Rev. 1 4 :8 ;  1 8 :2, ' Fallen, fallen is Babyion 
the great' is an echo of I s. 2 1 :9 ( cf Je. 5 1  :8), but 
.refers no longer to the city on the Euph rates but to 
Rome, as is made plain by the mention 01' seven 
hil ls in Rev. 1 7 :9  (cf also Rev. 1 6: 1 9 ;  1 7 :5; 1 8 : 1 0, 
2 1 ) . The scarlet woman of Rev. 1 7 ,  enthroned 
upon the seven-headed beast and bearing the name 
of mystery, ' Babyion the great', is the city of Rome, 
maintained by the Roman empire. The seven heads 
of the imperial beast are interpreted not only of 
the seven hil ls of Rome but also of seven Roman 
emperors--of whom the five already fallen are 
probably Augustus, Tiberius, Gaius, C1audius and 
Nero, and the one currently reigning is Vespasian 
(Rev 1 7 : 1 0) 

3. In I Pet. 5 : 1 3 , 'she who is at Babyion, who is 
likewise chosen'. who sends her greetings to the 
Christians addressed in the Epistle, is most prob
ably a Christian church. 'Babyion' here has been 
identified with the city on the Euphrates, and also 
with a Roman mil i tary station on the Nile (on the 
si te of Cairo); but it  is best to accept the identifica
tion with Rome. 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. E. G. Selwyn, The First Epistle 
o[ St Pet er, 1 946, pp. 243, 303ff. ; O. Cullmann, 
Peter: Disciple. Apostle. Martyr, 1 953, pp. 70ff. et 
passim; I. T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse o[ John ,  
1 9 1 9, pp. 284ff., 690ff.; G .  B. Caird, The Rel'elation 
o[ St John the Divine, 1 966, pp. 2 1 1 ff.; C. P. Thiede, 
Bib 67, pp. 532-538. F.F.B. 

BABYLON[A. The territory in SW Asia, now S 
[ raq, which derived its name from the capital city 
of • Babyion. I t  was also called • Shinar (Gn. 1 0: I 0; 
1 1  :2; [So 1 1 : 1 1 ;  Jos. 7:2 1 ,  AV 'Babylonish') and, later, 
'the land of the Chaldeans' (Je. 24:5 ;  Ezk . 1 2: 1 3) .  [n 
earlier antiquity it bore the name of Akkad (Gn.  
1 0 : I 0, AV • ACCAD) for the N reaches and Sumer for 
the S alluvium and the marshes bordering the Per
sian Gulf; a territory which was later strictly called 
'Chaldaea', a term for the whole country after the 
rise of the 'Chaldean' dynasty (see Lh, below). 
Thus the Babylonians (b'ne bäqel, 'sons of Baby
Ion') are also qualified as Chaldeans (Ezk. 23 :  1 5 , 
1 7 ,  23). Babylonia, wate red by the Tigris and 
Euphrates rivers, was the probable si te of Eden 
(Gn. 2: 1 4) and of the tower of • Babel, and the 
country to wh ich the Jews were exiled. 

This small Hat country of about 20,000 sq . km 
was bounded on the N by • Assyria (Samarra
Jebel Hamrin as border), on the E by the hills bor
dering • Elam, on the W by the Arabian desert and 
on the S by the shores of the Persian Gulf. There is 
debate whether the latter coastline has changed 
appreciably since ancient times (Geographical 
Journal 1 1 8 ,  1 952, pp. 24-39; cf JAOS 95, 1 975. 
pp. 43-57). The principal cities, 01' which Babyion, 
Warka (Erech) and Agade are the first mentioned 
in the OT (Gn. 1 0: 1 0), with Nippur, Ur, Eridu and 
Lagash, were all iocated on or near the Euphrates. 

L History 
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a. Pre-history 
There is still much discussion regarding the rela
tion of the earliest discoveries in S Mesopotamia 
to those in the N. The earliest types of pottery 
from the lowest level at Eridu (levels XV-XVI I ) 
imply very early settlement, while the pottery 
which lay above it (Haji Muhammad) is of a type 
known from near Kish and Warka which has affin
it ies with Halaf and Hassuna in thc N. Thc pre
'Ubaid cliiture is to be dated C. 4000 BC. The 
' Ubaid culture, wh ich is also found in the N, ap
pears to have been introdllced by new immigrants. 
There is as yet no sure means of identifying the in
habitants of Sumer (possibly biblical • SHINAR) ,  
though in  the succeeding 'Proto-li terate period' (e. 
3 1 00-2800 BC) pictographic writing is found on 
c1ay tablets ( Uruk, levels [ [ [-[ V). Since the lan
guage appears to be an early non-Semitic agglutin
ative Sumerian, employing namcs for older cities 
and technical terms in a different language, per
haps Semitic, it is l ikely that Semites and Sumer
ians were the earliest, or among the early, settlers. 
The highly developed an, in pottery, seals and 
architecture, is generally attributed to the influx of 
the Sumerians, so that the present evidence points 
to the presence 01' both Semites and Sumerians in 
the land from early times. 

b. The Early Dynastie period (c. 2800-2400 Be) 
This per iod saw the advent of kingship and thc 
foundation of great cities. According to the Sumer-



ian king list, 8 or 1 0  kings ruled before the Flood at 
the cities of Eridu, Badtibirra, Larak, Sippar and 
Shuruppak. The governor of the latter was the 
hero of the Sumerian flood story (cf 

* NOAH) . The 
'flood' deposit found by Woolley at Ur is dated in 
the 'Ubaid period, and therefore does not corres
pond with similar levels found at Kish and Shu
ruppak (Proto-literate-Early Dynastic I ;  cf Iraq 
26, 1 964, pp. 62-82). There was, however, a strong 
literary tradition of a 

* 
flood in Babylonia from c. 

2000 BC. 
After the Flood 'kingship came down again 

from heaven' and the rulers at Kish and Uruk 
(Erech) include Gilgamesh and Agga, the heroes 
of a series of legends, who may weil be historical 
characters. City-states flourished with centres at 
Uruk, Kish, Ur ( Royal Graves), Lagash, Shurup
pak, Abu Salablkh and as far N as Mari. Often 
more than one powerful ruler sought to dominate 
Babylonia at the same time, and clashes were fre
quent. Thus the I st Dynasty at Lagash founded by 
Ur-Nanse ended when Urukagina, a social re
former (c. 235 1  BC) , defeated Enannatum and soon 
afterwards Lugalzagesi of Umma, who had taken 
over the cities of Lagash, Ur and Uruk, established 
the first or 'proto-' imperial domination of Sumer 
as far as the Mediterranean. 

c. The Akkadians (c. 2400-2200 BC) 
A strong Semitic family founded a new city at 
Agade and about this time may have restored Ba
bylon. This 'Akkadian' or Sargonid dynasty 
(237 1-2 1 9 1  BC), so called after the name of its 
founder 

* 
Sargon, developed a new technique of 

war with the bow and arrow and soon defeated the 
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despot Lugalzagesi of Umma, Kish and Uruk to 
gain the whole of Sumer. This king carried his arms 
to the Mediterranean and Anatolia. His wide
spread authority was maintained by his grandson 
Naram-Sin before the Gutians from the E hil ls 
overran N Babylonia (2230-2 1 20 BC) and kept their 
hold over the economy until defeated by a coalition 
led by Utubegal of Uruk. Their rule was, however, 
somewhat local and strongest E of the river Tigris. 
Lagash under its ensi, or ruler, Gudea (c. 2 1 50 BC) 
remained independent and dominated Ur and the S 
cities. Gudea gradually extended his territory and 
expeditions as far as Syria ( * 

EBL<\) to win wood, 
precious stones and metals, and so increased the 
prosperity of his city. The Sumerian renaissance or 
'Golden Age' which followed was one of economic 
and artistic wealth .  

d. 3rd Dynasty 0/ Ur (21 13-2006BC) 
Following the reign of Utubegal of Uruk and 
Namabani, the son-in-Iaw of Gudea, in Lagash, 
Ur  oncc more became the centre of power. U r
Nammu (2 1 1 3-2096 BC) rebuilt the citadel with its 
ziggurat and temples at 

* 
Ur and in Uruk, I sin and 

Nippur set up statues of hirnself in the temples 
wh ich were controlled by his nominees. Gradually 
Ur extended its influence as far as Assur and 
Byblos, and for a while his successors were ac
corded divine honours, depicted on their monu
ments and seals by the horned headgear of divinity 
(C. 1. Gadd, Ideas 0/ Dil'ine Rule in the Ancient 
Near East, 1 944). Similar honours appear to have 
been gran ted to Naram-Sin earlier. Many thou
sands of documents reveal the administration and 
religion of this period when Ur  traded with places 
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as far distant as India. The end came after severe 
famines, and the Sumerian rulers were displaced by 
invaders from Elam and Semitic semi-nomads 
from the W deserts. It is possible that the migration 
of Terah and Abraham (Gn. 1 1  : 3 1 )  took place at 
this time of change in Ur's fortune. 

e. The Amori/es (2000-1595 Be) 
The territories formerly controlled by Ur were div
ided among the local chiefs at Assur, Mari on the 
Upper Euphrates and Eshnunna. Independent rule 
was established by Ishbi-Irra in Isin and Naplanum 
in Larsa, thus dividing the loyalties of the previ
ously united Sumerians. Then Kudurmabug of 
Yamutbal, E of the river Tigris, made his son 
Warad-Sin ruler of Larsa. He was followed by 
Rim-Sin, who took over Isin but failed to make 
headway against the growing power of Babyion, 
where a series of vigorous rulers in the I st 
(Amorite) Dynasty of Babyion ( 1 894-1 595 BC) 
held sway. The sixth of the line, • Hammurapi 
( 1 792- 1 750 BC; according to the most accepted 
• Chronology), eventually defeated Rim-Sin and 
for the last deeade of his reign ruled from the Per
si an Gulf to • Mari, where he defeated Zimrilim, a 
Semite who had previously driven out Yasmab
Adad, son of Shamshi-Adad I of Assyria. Despite 
this victory, Hammurapi was not as powerful as his 
namesake in Aleppo, and the Mari letters, which 
afford a remarkable insight into the diplomacy, 
trade, history and religion of those days, show that 
he did not subdue Assyria, Eshnunna or other 
cities in Babylonia (* 

ARCHAEOLOGY). The relations 
between Babyion, Elam and the W at this time 
made possible a coalition such as that described in 
Gn. 14. With the decline of Sumerian influence the 
increasing power of the Semites was emphasized 
by the place given to Marduk (. MERODACH) as the 
national god, and this encouraged Hammurapi to 
revise the laws of Babyion to accommodate both 
traditions. The text bearing this 'code' of 282 laws 
is based on the earlier reforms of Urukagina, Ur
Nammu and Lipit-Ishtar. 

f The Kassi/es (J 595-1 1 74 Be) 
Babyion. as often in its history, was to fall by 
sudden assault from the N. About 1 595 BC the Hit
tite Mursili I raided the city and the Kassites from 
the E hills gradually took over the country, later 
ruling from a new capital (Dur-Kurigalzu) built by 
Kurigalzu I (c. 1 450 BC). In the centuries which fol
lowed Babylonia was weak, though independent 
except for brief periods when under direct Assyr
ian control (e.g. Tukulti-Ninurta I, 1 244- 1 208 BC). 
Aramaean incursions were frequent, and these 
raids may weil have left the Israelites free to settle 
in S Palestine and later to expand their borders 
under Solomon with little opposition from these 
desert peoples (. ASSYRIA). Periodieally national 
heroes were able to maintain loeal control and 
trade, as when Nebuchadrezzar I ( 1 1 24- 1 1 03 BC) 
defeated Elam, but soon Tiglath-pileser I re
established Assyrian overlordship. 

g. Assyrian domina/ion (745-<i26 Be) 
About the time of Nabu-nasir (Nabonassar), 
whose reign (747-735 BC) marked the beginning of 
a new era, there began a prolonged struggle for in
dependence from • Assyria. Tiglath-pileser I I I  of 
Assyria proclaimed hirnself ' King of Sumer and 
Akkad', took the hands of Bel(= Marduk) and 
thus c1aimed the throne in Babyion in 745 BC, using 

his other name Pul(u) (I Ch. 5:26). 15 years later he 
had to bring the Assyrian army to fight the rebel 
Ukin-zer of Bit-Amuk-kani. He defeated hirn in 
Sapia and deported many prisoners. A rival sheikh, 
Marduk-apla-iddina 1 1 ,  of the S district of Bit
Yakin, paid Tiglath-pileser tribute at this time (Iraq 
1 7, 1 953, pp. 44-50). However, the preoccupation 
with the siege 01' • Samaria by • Shalmaneser V and * 

Sargon 1 1  in 726-722 gave Marduk-apla-iddina 
(. MERODACH-BALADAN) his opportunity for 
intrigue. For 1 0  years (72 1 -7 1 0  BC) he held the 
throne in Babyion until the Assyrian army attacked 
Der, defeated l:Jumbanigas of Elam and occupied 
Babyion. The Assyrian army moved S, but 
Merodach-baladan was retained as local ruler. I t  
says much for Sargon's diplomacy that he  kept hirn 
a loyal subject for the rest of his reign. 

On Sargon's death in 705 BC, however, 
Merodach-baladan again plotted against his 
masters, and it is likely that it was he, rather 
than Hezekiah, who initiated the overtures for an 
alliance against Assyria (2 Ki .  20: 1 2- 1 9; Is. 39). 
Isaiah's opposition was weil founded, for the 
Babylonians themselves set their own citizen 
Marduk-zakir-sum on the throne in 703 BC. This 
freed Merodach-baladan's hand and he had him
self proclaimed king of Babyion, though he lived in 
the more friendly city of Borsippa. Scnnacherib 
marched against hirn, defeated the rebels and their 
Elamite supporters in battles at Kutha and Kish, 
and entered Babyion, where he set a pro-Assyrian, 
Bel-ibni, on the throne. Bit-Yakin was ravaged, but 
Merodach-baladan had al ready fled to Elam, 
where he died before Sennacherib was able to as
semble a punitive naval force in 694 BC. 

For a while Sennacherib's son Esarhaddon had 
special responsibilities as viceroy at Babyion, and 
when he eame to the throne in 68 1 did much to 
repair the city's temples and to res tore its fortunes. 
It may be in conjunction with this that he temporar
ily deported Manasseh there (2 Ch. 33 : 1 1 ) . Since 
the Elamites continued to stir up the Babylonian 
tribes, Esarhaddon led a campaign into the 'sea
lands' in 678 BC and installed Na'id-Marduk as 
chief. In May 672 Esarhaddon made all his vassals 
swear to support his son Ashurbanipal as crown
prince of Assyria, and his son Samas-sum-ukin as 
crown-prince of Babylonia (Iraq 20, 1 958). On his 
death in 669 this arrangement camc into force and 
worked weil under the influence of the queen
mother. Nevertheless, by 652 BC the twin brother in 
Babyion was in open revolt against the central gov
ernment, and his death followed the sack of Baby
Ion in 648. Ashurbanipal struck at Elam also and 
captured Susa, from which prisoners were taken 
with Babylonian rebels to be settled in Samaria 
(Ezr. 4:2). Kandalanu was made viceroy of Babylo
nia (648-627 BC), while ·Ashurbanipal kept direct 
control of the religious centre of Nippur. These 
preoccupations in the S diverted Assyrian attention 
from the W, and the city-states in Palestine were 
able to take steps towards independence under 
• Josiah. The end of Ashurbanipal's reign is 
obscure, but may have followed soon after the death 
of Kandalanu. In the interregnum which followed, 
the local tribes rallied to support the Chaldean 
Nabopolassar against the Assyrian Sin-sar-iskun. 
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h. The Neo-Babylonian (Chaldean) per iod (626-539 Be) 
Nabopolassar, a governor of the 'sea-Iands' near 
the Persian Gulf, was a Chaldean (kaldu hence 



* Ci IALDEA), occupied the throne in Babyion on 22 
November 626, and at once made peace with 
Elam. In the following year he defeated the Assyr
ians at Sallat, and by 623 Oer had broken from 
their yoke. The Babylonian Chronicle, the princi
pal and reliable source tor this period, is silent on 
the years 623-6 1 6  BC, by which time Nabopolassar 
had driven the Assyrians back along the rivers 
Euphrates and Tigris. In 6 1 4  the Medes joined the 
Babylonians to attack Assur, and the same allies, 
perllaps with Scythian support, captured Nineveh 
in the summer of 6 1 2  BC, the Babylonians pursuing 
the refugees westwards. Babylonian campaigns in 
Syria were followed by the assault on Harran in 
609 and raids on the N hill-tribes in 609-606 BC. 
Nabopolassar, now aged, entrusted the Babylonian 
army to his crown-prince Nebuchadrezzar, who 
tought the Egyptians at Kumubi and Quramati 
(Upper Euphrates). 

In May-June 605 BC Nebuchadrezzar made a 
surprise attack on Carchern ish, sacked the city and 
annihilated the Egyptian army at Hamath. Thus 
the Babylonians now overran all Syria as far as the 
Egyptian border but do not appear to have entered 
the hill-country of Judah itself (2 Ki .  24 :7; Jos., 
An/ .  1 0. 6; cf On. I :  I ) . Jehoiakim, a vassal of 
Neco 1 1 ,  submitted to Nebuchadrezzar, who car
ried off hostages, including Oaniel, to Babyion. 
While in Palestine, Nebuchadrezzar heard of the 
death of his father ( 1 5  August 605 BC) and at once 
rode across the desert to 'take the hands of Bel', 
thus c1aiming the throne, on 6 September 605 BC. 

In 604 BC Nebuchadrezzar received the tribute 
of 'all the kings of Hatti-Iand (Syro-Palestine)', 
among whom must have been Jehoiakim. 
Ashkelon, however, refused and was sacked, an 
event which had a profound effect on Judah (Je. 
47: 5-7). An Aramaic letter appealing for help from 
the pharaoh against the advancing Babylonian 
army may be assigned to this time (cf DOTT, pp. 
2 5 1 -255). In 60 1 the Babylonians fought the Egyp
tians, both sides sustaining heavy losses; the Baby
lonians remained at home to re-equip the army 
during the next year. It was probably as a result of 
this that Jehoiakim, contrary to the word of Jer
emiah (Je. 27:9- 1 1 ), transferred his allegiance to 
Neco I I after submitting to Babyion for 3 years (2 
Ki . 24: 1 ) . 

In preparation for further campaigns the Baby
lonian army raided the Arab tribes in 599/8 (Je. 
49:28-33). I n  the month Kislev in his 7th year (Oe
cember 598) Nebuchadrezzar called out his army 
once more and, according to the Babylonian 
Chronicle, 'besieged the city of Judah, capturing it 
on the second day of Adar. He captured its king, 
appointed a ruler of his own choice and, having 
taken much spoil from the city, sent it  back to Ba
bylon' (BM 2 1 946). The fall of Jerusalem on 1 6  
March 597, the capture o f  Jehoiachin, the ap
pointment of Mattaniah-Zedekiah and the com
mencement of the Jewish Exile are thus recorded 
as in the OT (2 Ki .  24: 1 0- 1 7; 2 Ch. 36:8-1 0). 

In the following year Nebuchadrezzar appears 
to have marched against Elam (cf Je. 49:34-38). 
The Babylonian Chronicle is missing from 595 BC, 
but further Babylonian operations against Judah 
when Zedekiah rebelIed are recorded by Jeremiah 
(52:3ff.; 2 Ki. 25:7).  Jerusalem was destroyed in 587 
BC and a further deportation effected in 58 1  (2 Ki . .  
25 :8-2 1 ), leaving Judah a dependent province 
under Gedaliah (vv. 22-26). A Babylonian text 
gives a glimpse of an invasion of Egypt in 568/7 BC 
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(Je. 46). The exiled Jehoiachin, who is named in 
ration-tablets from Babyion (dated 595-570 BC), 
was favourably treated by Nebuchadrezzar's 
successor Amel-Marduk ( * 

EVIL-MERODACH , 562-
560 BC; 2 Ki. 25:27). This king was assassinated 
by Nebuchadrezzar's son-in-Iaw Neriglissar 
(* NERGAL-SHAREZER, 560-556 BC), who cam
paigned in Cilicia in an effort to stem thc rising 
power of Lydia. His son, Labasi-Marduk, reigned 
only 9 months before Nabonidus took the thronc 
and immediately marched to Cilicia, where, ac
cording to Herodotus, he mediated betwecn thc 
Lydians and Medes. The latter now threatencd Ba
bylonia, from which Nabonidus was driven by the 
people's unwillingness to accept his reforms. He 
campaigned in Syria and N Arabia, where he lived 
at Tema for 1 0  years while his son 

* 
Belshazzar 

acted as co-regent in Babyion. About 544 his 
people and the kings of Arabia, Egypt and the 
Medes being favourably disposed, Nabonidus re
turned to his capital (AS 8, 1 958), but by this time 
the country was weak and divided. 

i. The Achaemenids (539-332 Be) 
Cyrus, who had taken over Media, Persia and 
Lydia, entered Babyion on 1 6  October 539 BC, fol
lowing its capture by his general Gobryas. The 
course of the river Euphrates had been diverted at 
Opis to enable the invaders to penetrate the de
fences along the dried-up river-bed. Belshazzar 
was k illed (On. 5 :30) and Nabonidus was exiled to 
Carmania. The identity of 

* 
Oarius the Mede with 

Cyrus (as On. 6:28) or with Gubaru has been 
proposed . 

The rule of Cyrus in Babyion (539-530 BC) was 
just and favourable to the Jews, whose return from 
exile he encouraged (Ezr. I :  1 - 1 1 ;  cf Is. 44:24-28; 
45: 1 3; Mi. 5). For a brief time his son Cambyses 
acted as co-regent until his father died fighting in 
the NE hills. He invaded Egypt but his death (522 
BC) brought insurgence, and pretenders seized the 
throne (AJSL 58, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 34 I ff.), until in Oe
cember 522 Oarius I restored law and order. 
Ouring his reign (522-486 BC) he allowed the Jews 
to rebuild the Temple at Jerusalem under Zerubba
bel (Ezr. 4 :5; Hg. I : I ; Zc. I : I ) . 

Henceforth Babylonia was ruled by kings of 
* Persia; Xerxes (* AHASUERUS , 486-470 BC), Ar
taxerxes I (464-423 BC) and Oarius I I  (423-408 
BC), who may be the ' Oarius the Persian' so named 
in Ne. 1 2 :22 to distinguish him from ' Oarius the 
Mede'. 

Following the capture 01' Babyion, which he 
planned to rebuild, Alexander III (the Great) ruled 
the city (33 1 -323 BC) and was followed by a Hel
lenistic line; Philip Arrhidaeus (323-3 1 6  BC) and 
Alexander IV (3 1 6-3 1 2  BC) . The country then 
passed in turn into the hands of the Seleucids 
(3 1 2-64 BC) and then of the Parthians (Arsacids) 
and Sassanians until its conquest by the Arabs in 
AD 64 1 . 

From the Neo-Babylonian period onwards there 
were a number of Jewish settlements in Babylonia 
maintaining links with Judaea (Acts 2:9), and after 
the fall of Jerusalem in AD 70 these became influen
tial in the diaspora. 

1 1 .  Religion 
From the 3rd millennium BC onwards lists of the 
names of deities with their t itles, epithets and 
temples were compiled. Although in the final 
I ibrary version at Nineveh in the 7th century BC 
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these numbcred more than 2,500. many can be 
identified as earlier Sumerian deities assimilated by 
the Semites after the time 01' the I st Dynasty 01' 
Babyion (c. 1 800 BC), so that the actual number 01' 
deities worshipped in any one period was consider
ably less. 

a. The Pantheon 
The chief gods were Anu (Sumerian . An) the 
heaven-god, with his principal temple E.anna at 
U ruk (0 ERECH). He was the Semitic 'EI, and his 
wife Innana, or Innin, was later confused with 
I shtar. Similar syncretistic tendencies can be traced 
over Enlil, the air-god, whose attributes were later 
taken over by Bel (Baal) or Marduk (0 MERO
DACH). His wife, called Ninlil or Ninhursag, was 
later identified also with I shtar. The third deity 01' 
the supreme triad was Ea (Sum. Enki), 'lord 01' the 
deep waters', god 01' wisdom and thus especially 
favourable to man kind, to whom he revealed the 
means 01' learning the mind 01' the gods through 
divination, and for whom he interceded. His 
temple E .abzu was at Eridu, and his wife bore the 
names 01' Dam-gal, Nin-mah or Damkina, the 
great wi l'e 01 '  earth and heaven. 

Among the other principal deities was the Se
mitic I shtar, at first perhaps a male deity (cl Arab. 
·A thtar). But later, by the assumption 01' the 
powers 01' I nnana through the same process 01' 
syncretism, I shtar became supremely the goddess 
01' love and the heroine 01' war and was considered 
to be the daughter 01' Sin. Sin, the Babylonian 
moon-god (Sum. su'en), was worshipped with his 
wife Ningal in tempi es at Ur and Harran. He was 
said to be the son 01' Anu or 01' Enlil . Shamash, 
whose wife Aya was also later considered to be a 
form 01' Ishtar, was the sun in his strength (Sum. 
utu), the son 01' Sin, the gO,d 01' power, justice and 
01' war. His main temples (E.babbar, 'the House 01' 
the Sun') were at Sippar and Larsa, though Iike 
that 01' all the principal deities his worship was 
perpetuated in shrines in other cities. 

Adad, 01' W Semitic origin, was the god 01' 
storms, the Canaanite-Aramaean Addu or 
o Hadad. Nergal and his wife Ereshkigal ruled the 
underworld, and thus he was the lord 01' plagues 
( I rra), fevers and maladies. With the rise 01' the 
Amorites the worship 01' Marduk (Sum. amar. lltu, 
'the young bull 01' the sun'?), the eldest son 01' 
Enki, became paramount in Babyion. The Epic 01' 
Creation (enllma eid) is a poem concerning the 
creation 01' the universe and 01' order restored by 
Marduk, whose 50 titles are given. Nabu (0 t'JEBO), 
god 01' science and writing, had his temple (E.zida) 
in many cities, including 0 Nineveh, 0 Calah and 
Borsippa. Many deities were 01' importance in cer
tain localities. Thus Ashur (an. sar) became the na
tional god 01' Assyria. Amurru (mar. tu, 'the west'), 
who is identified with Anu, Sin and Adad, was a W 
Semitic deity as was 0 Dagon (0 T AMMUZ). Dum
muzi was a god 01' vegetation whose death, but not 
resurrection, forms the subject 01' an I shtar myth .  
Ninurta was the Babylonian and Assyrian god 01' 
war and hunting (perhaps reflected in the biblical 
o NIMROD). 

The upper world was peopled with Igigu-gods 
and the lower by Annunaku. The whole spiritual 
and material realm was regulated by divine laws 
(me), over a hundred 01' which are known, ranging 
from 'godship' to 'victory' and 'a musical instru
ment', i. e. cultural traits and complexes. The gods 
were immortal yet 01' limited power. The myths, in 

which but I'ew 01' the principal deities figure, illus
trate their anthropomorphic character and the 
conception 01' any object (e.g. a stone) being 
imbued with 'l ife'. Spirits and demons abound. 
The Sumcrians sought by various theological de
vices to resolve the problems inherent in their poly
theistic system. Thus the myths are primarily con
cerned with such questions as the origin 01' the 
universe, the foundation and government 01' the 
world and the 0 creation 01' man and the search for 
immortality, as in the Epic 01' the Flood, and 
man's relationship to the spiritual world. 

b. Priesthood 
There were many c1asses 01' temple servants. with 
the king or ruler as the supreme pontiff at certain 
solemn festivals. In early Sumerian times the whole 
economy was centred on the temple, where the 
chief official (emi) was 'the lord 01' the manor' .  In  
the  worship 01' Sin, the  high-priestess (entII) was 
usually a royal princess. The chief priests (ma��u) 
had many priests (SanglI) ,  males 01' sound body 
and often married, to assist them. The chief litur
gist (urigal/u) was supported by a host 01' minor 
officials who had access to the temple (heb bili). 
In the ceremonial, chanters, psalmists, dirge
singers and musicians played a great part. 

In man's approach to the god many specialists 
might play a role. The exorcist (asipu) could 
remove the evil spirit or speil with the incantations 
or ritual prescribed in the texts (SurplI; maq/II) in
volving symbolic substitutions (kllppuru), purifica
tion by masmaslI-priests or by those who cieansed 
by water (ramku) .  There are many documents de
scribing the action to be taken against evil spirits 
(lItlikki limnüti), demons 01' fate (namtaru), 
demons plaguing women (lamastIl) or taboos. The 
extensive medical l iterature 01' the early period was 
c10sely allied to religion, as was the astronomy or 
astrology 01' the later 'Chaldean' dynasty. The 
latter was based on the equation 01' deities with 
planets or stars (e.g. Nabu = Mercury), or with 
parts 01' the heavens (The Way 01' Anu' = fixed 
stars). 

Others were engaged in ascertaining the will 01' 
the gods by omens from Iivers (the bani-priest or 
'seer'), or by inquiry by oracie (Sa'i/II), or by offer: 
ing prayers. Many women, inciuding sanctuary 
prostitutes, were attached to the temples ( H .  A. 
Hoffner, Orient and Occident, 1 973 ,  pp. 2 1 3-222) 
and local shrines where travellers prayed have been 
found at Ur (Jraq 22, 1 960). 

The regular service (dill/li) included giving the 
gods something to eat and drink.  Statues were 
dressed and ornamented and votive figures 01' wor
shippers set near by. Sacrifices placed on altars 
were subsequently allocated, wholly or in part, to 
the priests. The gods had their own chairs, chariots 
and boats for use in processions. 

c. Festivals 
Most cities and temples had their own distinctive 
festivals and sacred days. At Babyion, Erech and 
Ur, as at Assur, Nineveh and Calah, the New Year 
Festival (akitll) was the most outstanding, held in 
the spring, but not exciusively, and with varying 
practices at different centres and periods. At Baby
Ion the ceremonies lasted 2 weeks with numerous 

. rites inciuding a procession 01' gods to Marduk's 
temple, the humiliation and restoration 01' the king 
who later 'took the hand 01' Bel' to lead hirn in 
procession to the akitll-house outside the city 
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where a re-enactment of the assembly of the gods, 
the creation debate and struggle (in ritual combat?) 
and the fixing of the fates for the ensuing year took 
place. This was sometimes followed by a 'sacred 
marriage' (king and priestess representing the god) 
and days of general rejoicing. The Epic of Cre
ation was recited du ring this time and also at other 
times later in the year. 

Royal festivals included the coronation 01' the 
king (texts of Ur-Nammu, Nabopolassar, elc., 
survive), celebration of victories and the inaugur
ation of a city or temple. Personal festivals include 
celebration of birth, marriage and the installation 
of girls as priestesses. 

d. Lileralure 
Babylonian l iterature is already weil developed in 
the Abü Salabi1ch tablets (c. 2800-2500 BC) with 
evidence of  Semitic scribes copying earlier Sumer
ian texts and using Iiterary techniques (colophons, 
elc.) commonly taught in schools. Throughout its 
long history (to AD 1 00) this l iterat ure was 
influential throughout the ancient Near East, cop
ies being found in Anatolia (* HITIITE), Syria 
(*  EBLA, * UGARIT) ,  Palestine ( Megiddo, Hazor, 
ele.), Egypt (*AMARNA) and later even Greece. 
Originals or copies were taken to, or made for, the 
royal Iibraries of * Assyria at Assur, Nineveh and 
Calah. 

The range covered some 50 epics about ancient 
heroes and myths in Akkadian (some translated 
from Sumerian, and relating to creation, the flood 
and establishment of civilization). 'Wisdom li tera
ture' includes compositions about 'man and his 
god', the Babylonian 'Job' (ludllli bei nemeqt), 
theodices, disputations, dialogues, practical in
structions, proverbs, parables, fables and folk-tales, 
miniature essays and love-songs. These are also 
found as part of the school curriculum besides the 
series of handbooks necessary to a skilIed scribe 
(sign-lists, syllabaries, grammatical paradigms, 
phrase books, dictionaries and numerous lists, e.g 
personal and place-names). 

' Religious' l i terature includes psalms, hymns and 
prayers (to gods and some kings), rituals, incanta
tions, as weil as catalogues of such l i terat ure, much 
of which is still lost. 'Scientific' l iterat ure covers 
medicine (prognosis, diagnosis, prescriptions, vade 
mecum, surgery and veterinary texts), chemistry 
(mainly perfume and glass-making), geology (Iists 
01' stones with eolour and hardness), alchemy, 
botany (drug and plant lists) and zoology (Iists of 
fauna). M athematics (including geometry and al
gebra) is  represented by both problem and prac
tical texts and is elosely related also to astronomy 
with its tables, proeedure, ephemerides and goal
year texts, almanacs and diaries. Texts include pre
dictions for intercalated months to maintain the 
* ealendar. 

In Babylonia the historieal Chronicle was highly 
developed; extracts from it were included in a 
whole range of literature (epies, 'dynastic proph
ecies' and astronomical diaries). Collections of 
laws (but not law codes) from the 2nd millennium 
BC (e.g Eshnunna, Hammurapi) are weil known 
and can be eompared with praetice in more than a 
quarter of a million texts-Ietters, legal, economic 
and administrative from c. 3000 to 300 BC. From 
the 4th century BC developments include horo
seopes, the zodiac, and texts written in Greek 
letters on c1ay tablets, among other * writing 
materials. 

BADGERS' SKINS 

1 1 1 .  Exploration and excavation 
M any travellers, from the time of Herodotus in the 
5th century BC, have deseribed their journeys in 
Babylonia. From the 1 9th eentury AD interest in 
the loeation of Babyion and the 'Tower of Babel' 
was inereased by the objects and drawings brought 
to Europe by t ravellers such as C. 1. Rich ( 1 8 1 1 -
25), Ker Porter ( 1 8 1 8) and Costin and Flandin 
( 1 84 1 ) .  Excavation soon followed at Babyion, 
Erech and Borsippa (Layard, Loftus), and the 
good results led to more seientific expeditions, not
ably at Erech (Warka), * Kish, 

* 
Babyion, * U r, 

Lagash and Nippur from 1 850 onwards. More 
recent and still continuing excavation has added 
largely to our knowledge of all periods, e.g. the 
Early Dynastie period-Erech (Warka), Abü 
Salabi1ch, Girsu (Telloh), Lagash (Tell Hiba); Ur 
I I I  (Adab, Drehern and Ur); Old Babylonian (Tell 
Harmal, Der, Sippar (Abu Habbah), Larsa, Esh
nunna, Umma); Kassite (Dür-Kurigalzu); Neo
Babylonian (Erech, Nippur, Kutha, Sippar) and 
later periods (Dilbat, Seleucia). Reports and texts 
are published regularly in the journals Archiv für 
Orienlforschllng, Orienlalia, Iraq, Sumer, Journal 
of Cuneiform SIlIdies. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. General and HislOry: S. N. 
Kramer, Hislory Begins al Sumer, 1 958; H .  W. F. 
Saggs, The Grealness Ihal was Babyion, 1 96 1 ;  D. 1. 
Wiseman, Chronicles of Chaldaean Kings, 1 956; 
A. L .  Oppenheim, Ancienl Mesopolamia, 1 964; 
CAH 1 /2, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 238-290; 4 1 7-463, 595-643; 
2/ 1 ,  1 973, pp. 1 76-227; 2/2, 1 975, pp. 2 1 -48, 443-
48 1 ;  3/1 , 1 982, pp. 282-3 1 3 ; 3/2, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 1 -30, 
229-32 1 .  Texls: A. K. Grayson, Assyrian and Baby
lonian Chronicles, 1 975; Babylonian Hislorical
Lilerary Texls, 1 975; ANET for translations of his
torical, religious, law and other texts. Religion: ·1. 
Bottero, La religion babylonienne, 1 952; T. Jacob
sen, Treasures of Darkness, 1 976; Arl: ANEP; H .  
Frankfort, The Arl and Archilecillre of Ihf' Ancienl 
Orienl, 1 954; Seton L1oyd, The Archaeology of 
Mesopolamia, 1 978.  Olher: R.  S. Ellis, A Bibli-
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BACA, VALLEY OF (Heb. 'emeq habbäJ,ä'), a 
place near Jerusalem mentioned in Ps. 84:6, so 
translated in AV, RSV. The traditional rendering 
'valley of Weeping' (RV; cf. 'Valley of the Weeper', 
JB), as though from beJ,eh (cf. Ezr. 1 0: I ), goes 
back through Jerome's Galliean Psalter to LXX; it is 
accepted by G. R. Driver, who suggests the valley 
may have been so called because it was lined with 
tombs. Other renderings are 'valley of mulberry 
(balsam) trees' (Avmg., Rvmg.), as though from 
b'J,ä'fm (2 Sa. 5 :23f.); these are supposed to grow 
in arid districts, whence perhaps the paraphrase 
'thirsty valley' (NEB). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. R. Driver, 'Water in the 
Mountains!', PEQ 1 02, 1 970, pp. 87ff. F .F.B. 

BADGERS' SKINS (Heb. la&a5, probably from 
Egyp. 1&5, 'Ieather', and A rab. tulJaslln, 'dol
phin'). Mentioned in AV as the upper covering of 
the tabernacle, eie. (Ex. 25:5; 26: 1 4, eie., in all of 
whieh eases RSV has 'goatskins'), and as the ma
terial used in making sandals (Ezk. 1 6: 1 0, where RV 
has 'sealskin', Rvmg. 'porpoise-skin', NIV 'hides of 
sea eows', ASV 'sealskin', RSV 'Ieather'). LXX has 
hyakinlhos, probably meaning 'skins with the 



BADGERS' SKINS 

eolour of the hyaeinth', the eolour of whieh is dif
fieult to ascertain beeause c1assical authors differ 
about it .  The eommon opinion of modern seholars 
is that /a/:ral means 'dolphin' or 'porpoise'. 
(0 ANIMALS.) 

The /a/:raI-skin was preeious in OT times as is 
indicated by Ezk. 1 6: I 0, where it is mentioned 
along with embroidered cloth, fine linen and silk. 
The skins are included among the gifts for the 
ereeting of the sanetuary (Ex. 25:5); they were used 
with tanned rams' skins for the eovering of the tent 
of the tabernacle and the ark (e.g. Nu. 4:6). 

F.C.F. 

BAG. I .  Heb. kis (similarly Arab.) is a bag for 
money, or shopkeeper's stone weights, the latter 
sometimes used deeeitfully (Dt. 25: 1 3 ; Mi .  6 :  1 1 ) .  In 
Is. 46:6; Pr. I :  1 4, AV uses bag, RSV purse. 

2. Heb. /:rärfr (rare word; used in Arabie), 2 Ki. 
5 :23; Is. 3 :22. I n  the latter passage, AV has erisping 
pins, RSV handbags, whieh may be a good ap
proximation. Arabie Bible uses kis in both 
eontexts. 

3. Heb. yalqur (I Sa. 1 7:40) is a shepherd's bag 
or wallet, synonymous with k'1i härä'fm, l i t .  bag 
of shepherds ( I  Sa. 1 7 :40, 49). k'1i can mean art
icle, utensil, vessel ,  sack, bag, aeeording to eontext. 
Cf Mt. 1 0: 1 0  and paralleis, where Gk. has pera. 

4. Heb. � 'r6r sometimes means bag (Jb. 1 4: 1 7; 
Pr. 7:20; Hg. 1 :6), quite often bundle (e.g. Gn. 
42:35; Ct. I :  13; metaphorieally, I Sa. 25:29). 

5. Gk. baI/an/ion (Lk. 1 0:4; 1 2:33, e/e.) is a 
money-bag or purse. 

6. Gk. glässokomon, Jn.  1 2 :6, is a moneybox 
(RSV), rather than bag (AV) . LXX uses it for the 
Temple tax ehest of Joash (2 Ch.  24:8, 1 0- 1 1 ), Aq
uila's Gk. version for the ark of the eovenant (Ex. 
37: I ;  I Sa. 6: 1 9) .  The Mishnah uses the Gk. loan-
word for bookease or coffin. R.A.S. 

BAHURIM. Modern Ras et-Tmim, to the E of 
Mt Seopus, Jerusalem. Phaltiel, the husband of 
Michal, aeeompanied his wife as far as Bahurim 
when she went to David to beeome his wife (2 Sa. 
3 : 1 4- 1 6) .  Shimei, a man of Bahurim, met and 
eursed David as he reaehed this loeality in his f1ight 
from Jerusalem before Absalom (2 Sa. 1 6:5), and 
David's soldiers hid in a weil in Bahurim when 
pursued by Absalom's men (2 Sa. 1 7 : 1 7-2 1 ) . 

R.J.W. 

BALAAM. The name Biläm oeeurs 50 times in 
Nu. 22-24; it is mentioned also in Nu. 31 :8, 1 6; Dt. 
23:4-5; Jos. 1 3 :22; 24:9- 1 0; Ne. 1 3 :2; Mi. 6:5. In 
the Greek of the NT the name is written Balaam (2 
Pet. 2: 1 5 ; Jude 1 1 ; Rev. 2 :  14). Whereas Albright, in 
his attempt to date the oracles of Balaam in the 
1 2th century, tried to explain the name as derived 
from Amorite Yabilammu, 'the (divine) uncle 
brings', most seholars derive the name from 
Hebrew bäla, 'to swallow down', comparing 
Arabie balam, 'glutton'. Taking the last two eon
sonants as representing am, 'nation', Rev. 2:6, 1 5  
translated the name as 0 Nieolaus, 'he that inflicts 
defeat on the nation'. 

Balaam's father is ealled Beor, but against his 
identifieation with Bele the son of Beor, a king in 
Edom (Gn. 36:32), there are serious objections: the 
one is a seer, the other is a king; the one lives in 

Dinhaba, the other in Pethor (Akkad. Pi/ru, on the 
river Euphrates, 20 km S of Carehemish); the one 
is eonneeted with Edom, the other with Moab and 
Midian. 

The narrative in Nu. 22 is rather intrieate. Balak, 
king of Moab, summons Balaam from the land of 
Amaw or Amae (BASOR 1 1 8, 1 950, p. 1 5) .  The 
elders of Midian in vv. 4, 7 are perhaps mentioned 
to prelude on Nu. 3 1 :  1 6; they play no role in the 
further story. God first forbids and later on allows 
Balaam to follow the summons; still later God's 
angel opposes his going, and after the show-down 
between man, beast and angel, Balaam is again 
allowed to proeeed on his voyage. It is a total mis
conception of aneient oriental story-telling to 
unravel the story into different strands. The author 
wants to heighten the suspense of his hearers, for 
whom the arrival of a soothsayer (1os. 1 3 :22), 
whose • eurses might have a fatal effect on the 
future of Israel, represented a lethai danger. Such 
belief in the magieal working of curses (cf the 
Egyptian exeeration texts, ANET, pp. 328ff.) was 
widespread, but the faithful worshippers of the 
Lord believed that God eould turn a human eurse 
into a blessing; Ps. 1 09:28, cf 2 Sa. 1 6: 1 2 ; I Ch.  4:9-
1 0; Pr. 26:2. According to Dt. 23:5 and Ne. 1 3 :2 this 
was what happened with Balaam's curses, and the 
story in Nu. 22-24 illustrates Israel's belief that 
under the proteetion of the Lord no human curse or 
other form of magie is to be feared. It is therefore, 
also, that both Balak and Balaam are ridieuled, the 
latter espeeially in the episode with the ass. 

The oracles of Balaam, embedded in a poetical 
form reminiscent of 2 Sa. 23: 1 -7, predict I srael's 
future greatness under David, who is meant by the 
star that should come fOrlh out of Jacob (24: 1 7) .  
As there is a very strong relation between the story 
in prose and the oracles in poetry, it looks improb
able that the oracles were older than the prose
narrative. The whole is best placed under David, 
who made Moab subject (2 Sa. 8 :2) .  In that ca se 
Asshur in Nu. 24:22, 24 is to be understood not as 
the Assyrian empire, but as the Arabian tribe of 
Gn. 25:3; cf Ps. 83:8 .  

Though Nu. 24:25 seems to indicate that 
Balaam returned to his town, we find hirn later 
(Nu. 3 1  :8, 1 6) among the Midianites, whom he ad
vised to lure the Israelites into the cult of Baal of 
Peor (cf Nu. 25). For this reason he was killed, to
gether with the kings of the Midianites, by I srael. 
In the NT his name is a symbol of avarice (2 Pet. 
2: 1 5 ; Jude 1 1 ) and of parlicipation in pagan cult 
and immorality (Rev. 2: 1 4) .  

A fragmentary Aramaic text written on wall
piaster at Tell Deir 'Alla in the Jordan valley aboul 
700 BC relates another story about Balaam. Here 
he is involved with several gods and goddesses 
whose will he conveys to a disobedient audienee. 
This text rewards the seer's continued farne in 
Transjordan. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. W. F. Albrighl, 'The Oracles of 
Balaam', JBL 63, 1 944, pp. 207-233; A.  H .  van 
Zyl, The Moabites, 1 960, pp. 1 0- 1 2 , 1 2 1 - 1 25; J 
Hoftijzer and G. van der Koolj, Aramaie Texts 
from Deir 'AI/a, 1 976; J A. Hackett, 'Thc Balaam 
Text from Deir Alla', BA 49, 1 986, pp. 2 1 6-223 .  
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A.van s. 
D.W.B. 

BALAK. The king of Moab who employed 
• Balaam to put a eurse on lhe Israelites (Nu .  22-



24). He was remembered as an example of the folly 
of seeking to thwart God's will (los. 24:9; Jdg. 
1 1  :25). N.H. 

BAMOTH BAMOTH-BAAL. Bamoth (I it .  
'heights') is' mentioned as a stage in Israel'sjourney 
(Nu. 2 1 : 1 9-20). The important shrine on the 
height was known as Barr.t0th-baal (Nu. 22:4 1 )  and 
the settlement is later glven among the cltles of 
Reuben (los. 1 3 : 1 7) .  The exact loeation is un
known but the si te was near the river Amon and 
on a commanding position for, from it, • Balaam 
could 'see the full extent of the Israelite host'. 
• Baal is probably used here in the general sense of 
'lord' relating to the Moabite god Chemosh. 
Balaam built his own altars on which to invoke 
God. The • Moabite Stone refers to another Moa-
bi te • 'high place' ('barnah'). J.T.W. 

BAN. The OT ban (Heb. I;erem) denotes in prac
tice to 'ban, exterminate, consecrate to God'. Thus 
people devoted to idolatry as the • Canaanites (Ex. 
23 : 3 1 ;  34: 1 3 ; Dt. 7:2; 20: 1 0- 1 7) or places (Jericho, 
Jos. 6: 1 7-2 1 ;  cf Dt. 2:34r.; los. 1 1 : 1 4) were to be 
destroyed. The ban was extended to an Israelite 
household (Achan, los. 7:24-26; cf Dt. 20: I Off.) 
and threatened against Israel for her idolatry (Dt. 
8: 1 9; los. 23:  1 5) .  The ban involves an aspect of 
taboo forbidding contact with an abomination 
(Dt. 7:26) or holy thing (Lv. 27:28). In Israel i t  was 
primarily religious, objects being devoted to the 
Lord and his service (Nu. 1 8 : 1 4) .  

Similar impositions of taboo on spoils of war to 
be devoted to the deity are known from extra
biblical sources from • Mari and the • Moabite 
Stone. The practice seems to have been neglected 
arter the monarchy, though the prophets called for 
it ( I  Sa. 1 5 :9; I Ki .  20:3 1 ,  42; Mi.  4: 1 3; Is. 34:5). 
The English 'ban' is  used only in Ezr. 1 0:8 (AV 
'separate') where the idea of excommunication or 
banishment is introduced. Thus Christians were 
banned from synagogues (Jn .  9:22; 1 2 :42; 1 6:2; cf 
Acts 28: 1 6-22). The NT instances reinforce the 
view that such a ban or exclusion was for the ul
timate welfare of the banned person also (I Cor. 
5 : 1 -5). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Malamat, 'The Ban', in 
Mari and fhe Early lsraelife Experience, 1 989, pp. 
70-76. D.J .W. 

BANK, BANKER. There was no bank in Israel in 
the sense of an establishment for the custody of 
private money or the granting of commercial 
credit .  For safe keeping a private person would 
either bury his valuables (los. 7:2 1 )  or deposit 
them with a neighbour (Ex. 22:7). Commerce 
remained largely a royal monopoly (2 Sa. 5: 1 1 ; I 
Ki .  1 0: 1 4-29; cf. 2 Ch. 20:35ff.). The palace and 
the Temple were the repositories of the national 
wealth ( I  Ki. 14 :26); later private property also 
was deposited for safe keeping in temples (2 Macc. 
3 :6, I Off.). A banking system existed in Babylonia 
in 2000 BC, but the lews did not use it until the 
Exile. The money-changers in Mt .  2 1 : 1 2; Mk.  
1 1 : 1 5; ln .  2: 1 4- 1 5  converted Roman money into 
orthodox coinage for the Temple half-shekel (Mt .  
1 7 :24). Mt. 25:27 ( Lk. 1 9:23) refers to  a money-
lender. A.E.W. 
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BANNER 

BANNER. I .  Heb. degel, meaning 'standard' or 
'Rag', is rendered 'banner' 4 times and 'standard' 

Three Egypfian army banners. with (second Irom 
right )  a 9th--&h-century Assyrian sta,!d�rd The in
dividual symbols were probably the dlSlmctlve Slgns 
01 the unit carrying them. 

1 4  times in RSV. In the wildemess each tri be was 
marked by its own banner (Nu. 1 :52; 2:2-3, etc.). 
In Ps. 20:5 the word is used for a Rag of battle. In  
the  Song of Solomon it is used figuratively by  the 
Shulammite to denote the dlstmgUlshed appear
ance of her beloved (Ct. 5: 10 ,  Avmg.), and by hirn 
in referring to her overpowering beauty (Ct. 6:4, 
10 ;  cf 2:4). 

2. Heb. nes, meaning 'ensign', i s  orten rendered 
'banner' in RSV. It is usually employed to designate 
a rallying-standard. In Is. 1 1 : 1 2  the Messiah is said 
to raise up such a standard, while in v. 10 he is him
self said to be one. Perhaps thls latter reference IS 
intended to be a l ink with 'The Lord is  my banner' 
(Jehovah-nissi, AV) in Ex. 1 7: 1 5 . The RSV is prob
ably correct in removing references to a banner m 
Is. 1 0: 1 8  and 59: 1 9 .  G.W.G. 

Assyrian military standard bearing the jigure oj 
Ashur or Ninurta as the god 01 war. 



BANQUET 

BANQUET. The words translated 'banquet' in AV 
(variously in RSV, as 'dinner', 'banquet(ing)', '(to) 
feast', 'carousing') are misteh (e.g. Est . 5 :4fT.; On. 
5:  1 0), salti (Est .  7: I ), yayin (Ct. 2:4) and potos ( I  
Pet. 4:3) .  These terms refer primarily to wine
drin king; in the I Pet. reference potos means pre
cisely this. In the OT the 'banquet' motif is used to 
represent the happiness of the coming Messianic 
kingdom (so Is. 25:6;  cf Mt. 8: 1 1 ;  Lk . 14 :  1 5fT.). 
Similarly, the 'common meal' of the Qumran sec
tarians seems to have been a ritual anticipation of 
the Messianic banquet (cf I QS 2). Such a banquet 
is also alluded to in the NT at the Last Supper, 
where Jesus teils the disciples that the meal which 
they were sharing was a foretaste of the true Mes
sianic glory to come, made possible by his death 
(Mt .  26:27-29; cf Lk. 22:29f.:  Rev. 3 :20: 1 9 :9). 

s .s .s. 

BAPTISM. 

I. The gospel and baptism 
Since baptism focuses and symbolizes the gospel 
in a formal ized rite, it is weil to begin by highlight
ing the relationship between the two. There can be 
little dispute regarding two aspects of the gospel as 
presented in the NT. 

a The gospel as an offer of forgiveness and ac
ceptance. This is how Jesus characterized his own 
ministry (e.g. M k .  2: 1 7  and Lk.  7 :36-50). lt was 
precisely the sinners, including those discounted by 
the righteous within I srael, whom Jesus welcomed . 
Similarly, Paul's message of justitication by faith 
was the ofTer of God's acceptance to the Gentiles, 
equally discounted by the righteous as standing 
outside the covenant people (e.g.  Rom. 4,  9- 1 1 ). 

b. The gospel as a Slllllmons to repentance andlor 
faith. Again wc find common ground bctwcen 
Jesus and Paul, as such passages as Mk.  1 : 1 5  and 
Rom. I :  1 6- 1 7  make clear. 

Both aspects are deeply rooted in the biblical 
traditions and have given rise to the main eitherl 
or in the Christian understanding of baptism
either paedo/infant-baptism or believers' baptism. 
Characteristically, the paedo-baptist tradition em
phasizes the faith of the parent(s), sponsors 
(godparents) and believing community. Equally 
characteristic is thc baptist emphasis on thc God
givenness of faith,  faith as a necessary rcsponse to 
the prior gracc of God. 

However, therc is a third aspect 01" the gospel. 
prominent in the NT, which is often neglected. 

c. The openness of the gospel offer as itself a criti
cism of those who would restrict the grace of God. 
Jesus proclaimed his gospel in opposition to those 
who rcstricted God's grace to the righteous and 
denied it to the sinner (e.g. Lk. 1 8 :9- 14 ;  1 9 : 1 - 1 0), 
and who restricted it by reference to the law and by 
their ritual practice (Mk .  2:23-25; 7 : 1 -23; Lk. 
1 3 :  I 0- 1 7) . Paul similarly maintained his gospel in 
opposition to those who wanted to restrict God's 
grace to the chosen race and to deny it to the Gen
tiles, and who did so by making the ritual act 01" cir
cumcision the make or break issue (Ga!. 2-5). The 
covenant community of God's people is made such 
by God's call and grace ( Rom. 9:6- 1 2; I I  :6), and 
its composition is not determined by the com
munity's ritual observances (Ga! . 2: 1 4-2 1 ;  Eph. 
2 :8-1 6), however much they may express its 
boundaries (cf Rom. 4 :  1 1 ; Acts 10 :47-48). 

There is clearly a warning here that the openness 
of the gospel's ofTer can be co me too rcstricted by 
ritual requirements or practices. 

11. The baptismal texts 
a. DisplIted passages. There are a number of texts 
where a reference to baptism is disputed, especially 
in Pau!. In particular, the washing imagery of 
I Cor. 6 :  1 1 , Eph. 5:26 and Tit . 3 :5 :  is it a spiritual 
or physical cleansing which is envisaged, or both 
(cf also Acts 1 5 :9; Tit. 2 :  1 4; Heb. 9:  14; 1 0:22; I Jn .  
1 :7, 9)? These exegetical disputes will never be 
completely settled. In 2 Cor. 1 :22, Eph. 1 : 1 3  and 
4:30 it is more likely that Paul is referring to the 
vividness of his converts' experience of the Spirit, 
making a visible impact on their lives, like the 
stamp of a seal (cf Acts 8 :  1 7- 1 8; 1 0:44-46; 1 9 :6: 
Ga!. 3:2-5; 4:6-7; Phi!. 3 :3). But a long tradition 
from Patristic times has referred the imagery of the 
seal to baptism itself. 

However, there are sufficient passages where 
baptismal language is used so that an informed 
vicw can be achieved . 

b. Passages where the divine initiative comes to the 
fore. Particularly relevant are those passages where 
the 'divine passive' (denoting an action accom
plished by God) appears: 'bapt ized into Christ' 
(Rom. 6 :3-4; Ga!. 3 :27; similarly Co!. 2: 1 2; and cf 
Jn .  3:5). l t  is also possible to argue that God was 
declared to mediate his forgiveness through bap
tism in Acts 2 :38 and 22: 1 6. 
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It is here that the more involved argument for 
the solidarity of the household of faith is usually 
brought in. The inference drawn is that those givcn 
by birth to thc members of the covenant people arc 
to be regarded also as members of that people. 
Reference is usually made to Acts 2:39 and I Cor. 
7 :  1 4. That baptism is the inevitable corollary to 
this covenant status can be argued from the paral
lel with circumcision in the old covenant (but sce 
lIe below). From thc household baptisms in Acts 
1 6 :  1 5 , 33; 1 8 :8 and I Cor. I :  1 6, it is perlectly pos
sible that 'household' in these passages denotes re
tainers and slaves without neccssarily implying thc 
presence of under-age children. 

Therc is, however, insufficient evidence that in 
the I st century spiritual birth was identified wilh 
baptism, particularly where it is the creative power 
of the word which is being givcn prominence (cf 
Jas. 1 : 1 8 ;  I Pet. 1 :3 , 23;  I Jn. 3 :9); though this ob
servation should not be allowed to pose an antith
esis betwecn word and sacrament . 

c. Passages where the repelllallcelfaith of the bap
tisand is to the fore. John's baptism was character
ized as a baptism of repcntancc (Mt .  3: 1 1 ; M k .  1 :4: 
Lk. 3:3; Acts 1 3 :24; 1 9:4). A similar cmphasis with 
regard to Christian baptism is clear in Acts 2 :38 .  
4 1 ;  8 : 1 2- 1 3; 1 6: 1 4- 1 5 , 33-34; 1 8 :8 and 1 9:2-3 (cf 
Heb. 6: 1 -2). The term 'to be baptized into the 
name of Christ' (Acts 8 : 1 6 ; 1 9 :5) is probably 
drawn from the commercial world, where 'into the 
name of' was used in transactions (as today we 
write cheques 'to the name of'). So, 'to be bapt ized 
in/into the name of' somcone was to be made over 
to hirn, to become his disciple ( I  Cor. I :  1 2- 1 3) 
The nearest thing to a definition of baptism in the 
NT defines it as an 'appeal to God for a clear con
science' or 'a pledge to God of a clear conscience' 
(I Pet. 3 :2 1 ). 

At the same time, the fact that these references 
all appear in contexts in which the gospel was 
being preached to non-Christians in a pre-



Christian culture, raises the question of whether 
they would be equally applicable where Christian
ity has been the 'established' religion .  

In short, in  neither case is the  evidence so clear
cut as to require or enable the expositor to make an 
either/or choice between paedo-baptism and be
lievers' baptism. 

d. The consislenl emphasis on Ihe once-Ior-allness 
01 Chrislian baplism. I t  was precisely the 'once-for
allness' of John's baptism wh ich distinguished it 
from the regular ablutions of ritual purification in 
contemporary Judaism, not least as practised by 
the (nearby?) Qumran community (but cf Heb. 
6:2; 1 0: 22). John also gave the rite a profound 
eschatological significance-baptism as a way of 
preparing for, or escaping from, the wrath to come 
(Mt .  3 :7 ,  Lk. 3:7), as symbolizing and preparing 
for the decisive acts of final judgment by the 
Coming One (Mt .  3 :  1 0- 1 2 ;  Lk. 3 :9, 1 6- 1 7) .  

The finally decisive nature of entering upon dis
cipleship of Jesus, of transfer to Christ's Lordship, 
is stressed in the 'already' emphasis of such pas
sages as Jn .  5 :24 and Col. I :  1 3 .  I t  is also linked 
with baptism, particularly in the death and burial 
imagery of Rom. 6:3--4 and Col. 2: 1 2, and prob
ably also in the birth imagery of Jn .  3 :5 .  It is im
portant that the same imagery can be used for the 
decisive beginnings of the Christian life and for its 
ongoing discipline of renewal (cf Gal. 3 :27 with 
Rom. 1 3 : 1 4; cf Rom. 6:5 with Phil . 3 : 1 0) .  But there 
is no suggestion that repeated baptism was ever 
thought of as an option for Christians. 

In contrast we may note the emphasis on 'one 
baptism' in Eph. 4 :5 .  There is a 'once-for-allness' 
about entry into the new age, into the new coven
ant, which Heb. 6:4-6 is concerned to safeguard, 
and which baptism was seen to express. 

The lack of a NT precedent for a repetition of 
baptism in the name of Christ is a striking feature 
of the NT witness. The twelve 'disciples' of Acts 
1 9 : 1-7 had previously known only John's baptism, 
and were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus, 
presumably because they had not received the 
Spirit. But Apollos, in Acts 1 8 : 24-28, who also 
knew only John's baptism, was apparently not 're
baptized' ,  presumably because he was already 
'aglow with the Spirit' ( 1 8 :25). We may aIso note 
that the disciples at Pentecost had previously re
ceived only John's baptism. 

Most striking of all is the case of the Samaritans 
in Acts 8. Like the twelve at Ephesus (Acts 1 9), 
they had not received the Spirit. But they were nOI 
re-baptized by Peter and John, because presumably 
they had been baptized 'in the name of Jesus' 
(8: 1 6). AIthough they had not received the gift of 
the Spirit at their baptism, they were not re
baptized. 

e. At the same time, bound up with the whole 
complex is a warning, sometimes explicit, some
times implicit, nOI 10 pUl 100 much weighl on Ihe 
rilual momenl in the whole process. 

John the Baptist used the imagery of baptism to 
describe the Coming One's work-'he will baptize 
you with the Holy Spirit and with lire' (Mt .  3: 1 1 ; 
Lk. 3: 1 6). It is clear that something other than 
John's baptism in water is in view (cf Is. 30:27-28; 
Mk .  1 0 : 38; Lk. 1 2:49-50). The accounts of Jesus' 
encounter with John at the River Jordan are con
sistent in focusing on Jesus' anointing with the 
Spirit rather than the act of baptism (particularly 
Lk. 3 :2 1 -22; Jn. 1 :32-34; cf Acts 10 :37-38). No 
NT writer even hints that Jesus received the Spirit 
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through his baptism by John, thereby transforming 
John's baptism into Christian baptism (a popular 
line of interpretation in later centuries). Moreover, 
in rather striking contrast to John the Baptist, al
though Jesus may have practised baptism initially, 
he soon abandoned it (Jn. 3 :22; 4 : 1 ). 
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Acts 1 :5 and 1 1 :  1 6  repeat John the Baptist's con
trast between his baptizing in water and Chris
tians' experience of being baptized in the Spirit. A 
related disjunction between baptism and the gift of 
the Spirit is attested in Acts 8 : 1 2- 1 7  and 1 0 :44--48 ,  
where it is the  gift of the  Spirit on  wh ich the  issue 
of discipleship and salvation really hangs (8: 1 6; 
1 1 : 1 4- 1 8; 1 9 :2). Similarly, the single reference in 
John's Gospel (Jn.  3 :5) has to be set alongside 
the stronger emphasis on birth as from the Spirit 
(3 :5-8), and on the Spirit as life-giver (6:63), as 
symbolized by a river of living water (4 : 1 0, 1 4; 
7 :38-39). 

More to the point is Paul's argument against the 
necessity of circumcision, despite the explicit warn
ings of Gn. 1 7:9- 14 .  What mattered was the cir
cumcision 'made without hands' (Col. 2 :  1 1 -
hardly a description of baptism), the circumcision 
of the heart ( Rom. 2:28-29), which the gift of the 
Spirit effected (Phi I. 3 :3) .  In fact i t  was the presence 
of the Spirit which defined the Christian ( Rom. 8 :9 
em;the nearest definition of a Christian in the NT). 
Reception of the Spirit rendered circumcision un
necessary (Gal. 3:3; 5 :3-5; Rom. 2 :28-29). For 
Paul, the Spirit had replaced circumcision as the 
hallmark of the covenant people (2 Cor. 3 :3 ,  6), the 
evidence of the Spirit in a person's l ife serving as a 
sign and seal of the new covenant just as circum
cision served for the old covenant (Jer. 3 1  : 3 1 -34; 2 
Cor. I :22; cf Rom. 4: 1 1 ) . 

With such an emphasis, Paul's relative depreci
ation of baptism in I Cor. I :  1 7, following his con
gratulations on the Corinthians' spiritual endow
ment in 1 :4-7, should not occasion any surprise. In 
I Cor. 1 2: 1 3  (both 1 3a and 1 3c) i t  is likely that 
Paul was thinking of the outpouring of the Spirit 
on the Corinthians without implying that this was 
tied to the ritual act of baptism. M ost commenta
tors, however, assurne that Paul is speaking of 
baptism as such, though usually without taking 
into account the texts noted in the preceding 
paragraphs. 

In all this it is not clear where we should fit in 
one of the texts most often ci ted in 'baptismal' lit
urgies-Jesus' acceptance and blessing of children 
(Mk.  1 0: 1 3- 1 6) .  The episode certainly indicates 
Jesus' readiness to receive and bless little children; 
but that is not disputed by any Christian. Wh at 
remains unclear is whether baptism is  the equiva
lent today, or whether the equivalent blessing for 
children brought to hirn should not be tied to bap
tism (bearing in mind that Jesus hirnself did not 
baptize). 

III. ConcJusions 
a. The NT evidence is not sufficiently clear to re
solve the question whether paedo-baptism or be
lievers' baptism is the more appropriate expression 
of and response to the gospel. On the other hand, a 
baptismal practice such as 'indiscriminate baptism', 
wh ich does not hold grace and faith in sufficient 
balance, is much less easy to justify from the NT 
precisely for that reason. 

b. There is no suggestion in the NT that baptism 
in the name of Christ is repeatable. On the con
trary, the 'once-for-allness' of its symbolism of 
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death and birth is a prominent feature of the NT 
teaching. Any precedent for a second Christian 
baptism is lacking, even where the reality of the 
Spirit came significantly later than the ritual act of 
baptism. I ndeed, Christian baptism was only given 
to those who had al ready received John's baptism 
with water when the Spirit had not been received . 
The gift 01' the Spirit so fulfilled the expectation 
even of a less-than-Christian baptism, that a fur
ther baptism 'in the name of Christ' was evidently 
considered unnecessary. For those who regard the 
NT as providing their rule of faith and Iife, this 
must be a weighty consideration. 

c. The danger of making too much of the ritual 
moment does not provide a decisive argument in 
determining the either/or of paedo-baptism or be
lievers' baptism . lt could be developed as an argu
ment against paedo-baptism. But it  could equally 
be developed as an argument against any insistence 
that baptism must provide expression for newly
awakened fai th .  Its force is rat her to warn against 
pushing the choice between paedo-baptism and be
lievers' baptism to an either/or. l t  is the insistence 
that only one of these teachings is right which of
fends against the openness of Jesus and the NT's 
qualification of the ritual moment, rather than the 
teachings themselves. It is not so much that be
lievers' baptism is commended, as the vitality 
of faith and the Spirit's activity in a Iife, without 
these being tied necessarily to the ritual moment. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, 
1 982; K .  Aland, Did the Early Church Baptize 
Infants?, 1 963; 1. Baillie, Baptism and Con version , 
1 964; K .  Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/4, 1 970; 
G. R. Beasley-Murray, Baptism in the New 
Testament, 1 962; C. Buchanan, A Case for Infant 
Baptism, 1 973;  1. D. G. Dunn, Baptism in the 
Holy Spirit, 1 970; A. George, et al., Baptism in 
the New Testament, 1 964; L. Hartman, ABD I ,  
pp. 583-594; 1. Jeremias, Infant Baptism in the 
First FOllr Centuries, 1 960; The Origins of Infant 
Baptism, 1 963; G. W. H. Lampe, The Seal of the 
Spirit, 1 967; 1. M urray, Christian Baptism, 1 962; 
1. K. Parratt, 'Holy Spirit and Baptism', ExpT 82, 
1 970-7 1 ,  pp. 23 1 -235, 266-27 1 ;  A. Schmemann, 
Of Water and the Spirit, 1 976; R. Schnackenburg, 
Baptism in the Thought of St Paul, 1 964; G. Wain
wright, Christian Initiation, 1 969; A. 1. M. Wed
derburn, Baptism and Resurrection, 1 987; World 
Council of Churches, Baptism, Eucharist and 
Ministry, 1 982 .  J .D.G.D. 

BARABBAS. A bandit (Jn. 1 8 :40), arrested for 
homicidal polit ical terrorism (Mk .  1 5 :7 ;  Lk. 
23: 1 8f.). Mark's language could indicate a well
known incident, and the epithet 'notable' (Mt .  
27 : 1 6, AV) some reputation as a species of hero. 
The priests, possibly taking up an initial demand 
from his supporters (cf M k .  1 5 :8), engineered a 
movement for his release to counter Pilate's in
tended offer of that of Jesus (Mt .  27:20; Mk .  
1 5 :  1 1 ) and B arabbas became an exemplification of 
the effects of substitutionary atonement .  

The name is a patronymic ('son of Abba'). l t  
occurs as 'Jesus Barabbas' (cf 'Sirnon Barjonah') 
in some authorities at Mt. 27: 1 6f., and Origen in 
loc. notes this reading as ancient. I t  adds pungency 
to Pilate's offer, 'Jesus Barabbas or Jesus Christ?', 
but, however attractive, this must remain uncertain. 

The privilege of the release of a prisoner at 
Passover time is independently attested by Mark 
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and John, but remains obscure. Bl inzler associates 
it with Mishnah Pesahim 8. 6, which ordains that 
the Passover lamb may be offered 'for one whom 
they have promised to bring out of prison' .  

BIBLlOGRAPHY. Deissmann in G. K. A.  Bell and 
A. Deissmann, Mysterium Christi, pp. 1 2ff. (for 
the text: contra, cf M. 1. Lagrange, S. Mallhiell, 
pp. 520ff.) R. L. Merritt, JBL 1 04, pp. 57-68 
(a romance); c. E. B .  Cranfield, St Mark, pp. 449ff. 
(a sensitive reading of the incident); 1. Blinzler, The 
Trial of Jesus, 1 959, pp. 2 1 8ff.; F. F. Bruce, New 
Testament History, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 203ff. A .F.W. 

BARAK (Heb. biiräq, 'Iightning'; cf Carthagin
ian Barca). In Jdg. 4:6ff. the son of Abinoam, from 
Kedesh in Naphtali, summoned by the prophetess * 

Deborah to muster the tribes 01' Israel and lead 
them to battle against 

* 
Sisera, commander-in

chief of the confederate Canaanite forces. He con
sented to act on condition that Deborah accom
panied hirn, for which reason he was told that not 
he, but a woman, would have the honour of des
patching Sisera. The details of his victory, when a 
sudden downpour flooded the river 

* 
Kishon and 

immobilized Sisera's chariotry, are graphically de
picted in the Song of Deborah (Jdg. 5:  1 9-22). In 
Heb. 1 1  :32 Barak is listed among the 'elders' whose 
faith is attested in the sacred record . 1 n I Sa. 1 2 :  1 1  
'Bedan' should perhaps be emended to 'Barak', 
following LXX and Syr. (so RSV, NEB) . F.F.B. 

BARBARIAN. A term applied by the Greeks to all 
non-Greek-speaking peoples. lt was not originally, 
or necessarily, pejorative. Luke actually praises the 
'barbarians' of 

* 
Malta for their exceptional kind

ness (Acts 28:2-4). Inscriptions show that a Phoe
nician dialect was spoken on Malta. Perhaps Luke 
recalls the first frustration of failure to communi
cate in the cosmopolitan Latin and Greek. In I 
Cor. 1 4: 1 1  the use of uninterpreted tongues is seen 
ironically as creating linguistic barriers. 'Greeks 
and barbarians' together (Rom. I :  1 4) comprise all 
kinds of men without discrimination (cf Co!. 
3 : 1 1 ) . C.HI.  

BAR-JESUS ('son of Joshua' or 'son of Ishvah'). 
In Acts 1 3 :6ff. a magician and false prophet, at
tached to the court of Sergius Paulus, proconsul of 
Cyprus. He is given the alternative name Elymas in 
v. 8, possibly from a Semitic root meaning 'sage', 
'wise man'. In the Western Tex t  his names appear 
as Bariesouan and Hetoimas. He tried to dissuade 
Sergius Paulus from paying attention to Paul and 
Barnabas, but came off worse in an encounter with 
Pau!. His temporary blinding may have been 
intended to have the same salutary effect as 
Paul's similar experience on the  Damascus road . 

F.F.B. 

BARN. The AV rendering of 4 Heb. words, each of 
them used only once. They are: I. gören, 'an open 
threshing-floor' (Jb. 39: 1 2) .  RV renders 'threshing
floor' (* 

AGRICULTURE). 2. m'gürä, 'a granary' 
(Hg. 2 :  1 9) .  3. 'ä$äm, 'a storehouse' (Pr. 3 :  1 0) .  4. 
mamm'g6rä, 'a repository' (Joe! I :  1 7) .  Orten a dry 
eistern in the ground was used, covered with a 
thick layer of earth. Grain could keep for years 
under such conditions. (* 

STORE-CITIES.) 



In the NT, Gk.  apotheke, 'a place for plltting 
away' , is lIsed l i terally ( M t .  6:26; Lk. 1 2 : 1 8 , 24), 
and metaphorically to signify heaven (Mt .  1 3 :30) 

LD.D.  

BARNABAS. The cognomen 01' Joseph, a fore
most early missionary. Luke (Acts 4:36) interprets 
'son 01' paraklesis', 'one who encourages, or 
exhorts' ( cf 'son 01' peace' in Lk. 1 0:6). Nabas may 
reflect Aramaic n'wa(1I1, 'pacification', 'consola
tion' (the abnormal Greek transcription being 
eased by the contemporary soft pronunciation 01' 
h). or some derivative 01' the root nb' ,  'to proph
esy'. Strictly, this would be 'son 01' a prophet' or 
'01' prophecy' ,  but exhortation was supremely a 
prophetic function (Acts 1 5 :32; I Cor. 1 4:3) ,  and 
Luke is concerned, not to provide a scientific ety
mology, but to indicate the man's character. We 
find hirn engaged in paraklesis in Acts 1 1  :23. 
Deissmann equates the name with Barnebolls 
(Aramaic Barn'bö, 'son 01' Nebo') found in Syrian 
inscriptions; but Luke states that the apostles gave 
it ,  and they would hardly confer a name redolent 
01' a pagan dei ty. 

He came from a Jewish-Cypriot priestly family, 
but the Jerusalemite John Mark was his cousin 
(Co\. 4: 1 0) ,  and he hirnself an early member of the 
Jerusalem church, selling his property (in Cyprus?) 
for the common good (Acts 4 :36ff.). Clement of 
Alexandria calls hirn one of the Seventy (Hypot. 7;  
Stromateis 2 .  20. 1 1 6). The Western Text of Acts 
1 :23 confounds hirn with Joseph-Barsabas in the 
aposlOlic election; but later Luke (Acts 1 4:4, 1 4) 
and Paul ( I  Cor. 9:6, in context) regard hirn as an 
• apostle. 

'A good man,' says Luke, 'full 01' the Holy Spirit 
and 01' faith' (Acts 1 1  :24), and on at least four oc
casions his warm-heartedness and spiritual insight, 
and the apparently universal respect for hirn, had 
momentous results. 

a. When the converted Saul arrived in Jerusalem 
only to discover that the Christians thought hirn a 
spy, it was Barnabas who introduced hirn to the 
'pillar' apostles and convinced them of his conver
sion and sineerity (Aets 9:27; cf Ga!. I :  1 8) .  

b. I t  was Barnabas who represented t h e  apostles 
at Antioch when, for the first time, Gentiles had 
been evangelized in signifieant numbers, and where 
fellow-Cypriots had been prominent (Aets 
1 1 :  1 9ff.). He saw the movement as a work 01' 
God-and as a fitting sphere for the forgotten 
Saul, whom he brought to share his labours. On 
their visiting Jerusalem with famine-relief, their 
eall to Gentile missionary work was recognized 
(Ga\. 2 :9; 

* 
CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT) . 

But Barnabas was not the man to withstand Peter 
to his face when he suecumbed to Judaizing pres
sure: 'even Barnabas' temporarily broke table
fellowship with the Antiochene Gentiles (Ga!. 
2 : 1 3) .  

c. Barnabas' third great contribution, however, 
showed hirn committed to full acceptance of Gen
tiles on faith in Christ (cf Acts 1 3 :46) . The journey 
with Paul (Aets 1 3- 1 4), beginning in his own 
Cyprus, resulted in a ehain of predominantly Gen
tile churches far into Asia Minor and a surging 
Jewish opposit ion. 

For the ehurch and for Barnabas it was a mile
stone. Hitherto he had been leader, Paul his 
protege. Luke's consistent order up to the depart
ure from Cyprus is 'Barnabas and SauI'. Thereafter 

BARTHOLOMEW 

he usually says, 'Paul and Barnabas'. (Acts 1 3 :43, 
46, 50; 1 5 :2, twiee, 22, 35 .  The order in 1 4: 14 is 
probably duc to the order 01' the dei ties.) This 
doubtless reflects the progress 01' events. 
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d. But Barnabas had another crucial task. Back 
at Antioch, the circumcision quest ion became so 
acute that he and Paul were appointed to bring thc 
matter be fore the Jerusalem Counci! .  Their policy 
was triumphantly vindicated (Acts 1 5 : 1 -29). Sig
nificantly, Barnabas stands before Paul both in 
the account 01' the proceedings ( v. 1 2) and in the 
Council's letter (v. 25, contrast 22); probably the 
words 01' the original apostolic representative in 
Antioch carried greater weight with many in the 
Counci!. Barnabas insisted on induding Mark, 
who had previously deserted them, on a proposed 
second journey. Paul refused, and the i t inerary was 
divided, Barnabas taking Cyprus (Acts 1 5 :36-40). 
Paul's later testimonies to Mark (e.g. 2 Tim. 4: 1 1 ) 
may mean that the latter greatly profited from 
working under his cousin. The dose partnership 
was broken, but not the friendship. 'Whenever Paul 
mentions Barnabas, his words imply sympathy and 
respect' ( Lightfoot on Ga!. 2: 1 3) .  In principles and 
practiee they were identical, and we shall never 
know how much Paul owed to Barnabas. When I 
Corinthians was written, Barnabas was still alive, 
and, like Paul and unlike most 01' their colleagues, 
supporting hirnself without drawing on the 
churches ( I  Cor. 9:6). After this, we hear only in
substantial traditions associating hirn with Rome 
and Alexandria. 

His name was early attached to an anonymous 
\etter of Alexandrian provenance, but there is 
nothing else to connect it  with him (* 

PATRISTIC 
LITERATuRE) . The Epistle to the Hebrews has often 
been ascribed to hirn, at least from Tertullian's 
time (Tert . ,  De pudicieia 20; cf Zahn, INT, 2,  pp. 
301 ff.), and I Peter by A. C. McGiffert (Christian
iey in ehe APOSlOlic Age, 1 897, pp. 593ff.). There is a 
late Cypriot martyrology (see James, ANT, p. 470). 
The Gospel 0/ Barnabas (ed. L. Ragg, 1 907) is a 
medieval work in M uslim interest. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Klostermann, Probleme im 
Aposteltexte neu erörtert, 1 883 ;  A .  Deissmann, 
Bible Seudies, pp. 307ff. ; H. 1. Cadbury in Amicieiae 
Corolla ( RendeI Harris Festschrift), 1 933, pp. 45ff.; 
BC, 4; F. F. Bruce, The Aces 0/ ehe Apostles3, 1 990; 
idem. ,  The Book 0/ fhe Acts2, NIC, 1 990. 

A .F.W. 

BARRENNFSS. To be a wife without bearing 
children has always been regarded in the East, not 
only as a matter of regret, but as a reproach wh ich 
could lead to divorce. This is the cause of Sarah's 
despairing laughter (Gn. 1 8 :  1 2) ,  Hannah's silent 
prayer (I Sa. I :  1 0ff.), Rachel's passionate alterna
tive of children or death (Gn. 30: I )  and Elizabeth's 
cry that God had taken away her reproach (Lk .  
1 :25) .  The  awfulness of  the  coming judgment on 
Jerusalem is emphasized by the incredible state
ment, 'Blessed are the barren . .  . '  (Lk .  23:29). I t  
was believed that the  gift of children or the  with
holding of them indicated God's blessing or curse 
(Ex. 23 :26; Dt. 7 :  1 4),  as also did the barrenness or 
fruitfulness of the land (Ps. 1 07 :33-34). LW.M. 

BARTHOLOMEW (Gk. bartholomaios, 'son 01' 
Talmai' or, in Graeco-Roman times, 'son 01' 
Ptolemy'). The bearer of this patronymic appears 
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in each list 01' the Twelve (Mt .  1 0 :3 ;  M k .  3: 1 8 ; Lk. 
6 :  1 4; Acts I :  1 3), but is otherwise unmentioned in 
NT His association in all lists but the last with 
Philip has suggested to many readers from the 9th 
century onwards that he may be identical with 
Philip's friend • Nathanael of Cana (Jn. I :45ff.; cf 
2 1  :2); on this certainty is unattainable. F.F.B. 

BARTIMAEUS. A blind beggar who was healed 
by Jesus (Mk .  1 0 :46-52). The name means 'Son of 
Timaeus' and may have been recorded by Mark 
because he was a well-known figure in the early 
church. The incident took place on Jesus' last 
journey to Jerusalem as he left Jericho, and is 
found in the other Synoptic Gospels, though with a 
number 01' differences. [n Mt .  20:29-34 there are 
two blind men, while in Lk. 1 8 :35-43 the healing 
takes place as Jesus is approaching Jericho. The 
story has been variously reconstructed, and it may 
be that Matthew and Mark refer to Old Jericho 
and Luke to New Jericho, which was to the S of i t .  
The incident is remarkable for the persistence of 
Bartimaeus' faith in Jesus as the Messiah. 

R .E.N. 

BARUCH (Heb. bära", 'blessed') .  I .  The son of 
Neriah (Je. 36:4), and brother of Seraiah, quar
termaster to King Zedekiah (Je. 51 :59). He was a 
faithful attendant on the prophet Jeremiah (36: I 0), 
wrote his master's prophecies (36:4, 32) and read 
them to the people (vv. 1 4- 1 5). He acted as witness 
to the purchase by the imprisoned prophet of his 
family estate at Anathoth (Je. 32). Following the 
sack of Jerusalem, he is said to have resided with 
Jeremiah at Masphatha ( M izpah, Josephus, Ant. 
1 0. 1 58) but after the murder of Gedaliah was ar
res ted tor inftuencing Jeremiah's departure (43:3) .  
He was taken with Jeremiah to Egypt (43:6), where 
according to one tradition he and Jeremiah died 
(Jerome on [so 30:6). Josephus, however, implies 
that they were both carried captive to Babyion 
after Nebuchadrezzar had invaded Egypt in 583 BC 
(Ant. 10 .  1 82). Josephus also says that Baruch was 
of noble family (as Baruch J :  I ) . His association 
with Jeremiah resulted in his name being given to a 
number of apocryphal books, notably The Apoea-

Clay bulla (enlarged 3 x), bearing the impression of 
the inscribed seal 0/ ' Bereehiah (Baruch), son of 
Neriah the scribe' (Ibrkyhw bn nryhw hspr). Late 
7th cent. oe. 

lypse 01 Banteh, a work probably of Heb. or Aram. 
origin of which Gk.  (2nd century AO) and Syr. ver
sions survive; The Book 01 Banteh, a deutero
canonical book found in LXX between Jeremiah 
and Lamcntations, of wh ich various vss (Lat. and 
Gnostic) are known; and The Rest 01 the Worb 01 
Bameh. Jewish tradition (Mid. Rabba on Ct. 5 :5) 
speaks of Baruch as Ezra's teacher. 

2. A priest, son of Zabbai, who assisted Nehe
miah in rebuilding work (Ne. 3 :20) and as witness 
to a covenant ( 1 0:6) . 

3. Son of Col-hozeh, a Judaean, father of Maa-
seiah (Ne. 1 1  :5). O.J .\V.  

BARZI LLAI ( 'Man of iron'). I .  'The Gileadite of 
Rogelim' (2 Sa. 1 7 :27, ete.) ,  a faithful folIower of 
David . 2. A relation of thc above by marriage who 
took the family name (Ezr. 2:6 1 ), and is called 
'Jaddus' in I Esdras 5:38.  3. 'The Meholathite', 
whose son Adriel married Saul's daughter Merab 
( I  Sa. 1 8 : 1 9; 2 Sa. 2 1 :8;  LXX and two Heb. MSS), or 
Michal (2 Sa. 2 1  :8, Rsvmg. ,  MT). G.W.G. 

BASEMATH (Bashemath, AV). Probably from 
Semitic stern bsm, 'fragrant'. I .  According to Gn. 
26:34, Esau married Basemath, the daughter of 
Elon, the Hiltite .  According to Gn. 36:3, he was 
married to a certain Basemath who was thc daugh
ter of [ shmael and the sister of Nebaioth. Cf Gn. 
28:9, where she is called Mahalath, and Gn. 36:2, 
where Elon's daughter is called Adah. l t  is possible 
that both M ahalath and Adah were given the nick
name Basemath, 'fragrant', or else it is a scribal 
error (cf some MSS of the LXX). 2. Basemath, 
daughter of Solomon. married Ahimaaz of 
Naphtali ( I  Ki .  4: 1 5) .  
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Hoftijzer & c.-F. Jean, Dic
tionnaire des lnscriptions Semitiques de rOllest, 
1 960-62. F.C.F. 

BASHAN. A region E of Jordan Iying to the N of 
Gilead, from which it was divided by the river 
Yarmuk.  lts fertility was famous; see Ps. 22: 1 2 ; 
Ezk. 39: 1 8; Am. 4: 1 ;  and [ so 2 : 1 3 ; Je. 50: 1 9 ; Ezk. 
27:5-6. Thc name, nearly always writtcn with the 
articJe (habbäSän), had varying connotations. [n 
the wide sense i t  was counted as extending N to M t  
Herrnon and E to • Salecah; and i n  the narrower 
sense it comprised roughly the area called today 
en-Nuqra. l t  incJuded the cities of *Ashtaroth, 
* Golan and • Edrei, and the regions of * Argob 
and • Havvoth-jair. At the time of the conquest 
Bashan was under the rule of Og, who had his cap
ital at Ashtaroth. He was defeated by the [sraelites 
at Edrei (Dt. 1 :4; 3: 1 -3) and the territory fell to the 
lot of Manasseh. lt formed part of the dominions 
of David and Solomon, falling within the sixth 
administrative district of the lalter (I Ki. 4: 1 3) .  l t  
was lost during t h e  Syrian wars, but was regained 
by Jeroboam 11 (2 Ki .  1 4:25), only to be taken by 
Tiglath-pileser I I I  (2 Ki .  1 5 :29), after which it 
formed part of the succcssive Assyrian, Babylo
nian and Persian empires. Under the Persians it 
roughly coincided with the district of Qarnaim, 
and in the Greek period with that of Batanaea. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A.  Smith, The Historical 
Geography 01 the Holy Land " , 1 904, pp. 542, 548-
553, 575ff.; F. M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine, 
I ,  1 933, pp. 274f. T.C.M. 



BASKET. The following Heb. words are translated 
'basket ' .  I .  dlirj, a round basket large enough to 
hold a human head (2 Ki .  1 0: 7), but normally used 
for carrying figs, eIe. (Ps. 8 1  :6; Je. 24: 1 -2). 2. rene' 
C1oan-word from Egyp. dnyl, 'basket'), used for 
storing produce (Dt.  26:2, 4) parallel to kneading
trough (Dt. 28 :5,  1 7) as an item in the household. 
3. k'ilil], which held fruit in Amos' vision (8: I )  but 
was originally used for trapping birds, as in Je. 5:27 
and the Canaanite letters from Amarna. 4. sal, a 
flat, open basket for carrying bread (unleavened, 
Ex . 29:3, 23, 32; Lv. 8 :2 ,  26, 3 1 ;  Nu. 6 : 1 5 , 1 7 , 1 9; 
Jdg. 6 : 1 9) .  Pharaoh's baker dreamt he was carry
ing three full of white *bread (Heb. fJörf) on his 
head (Gn. 40: 1 6; cf IBA. fig. 28). S. salsill61 (Je. 
6:9, AV) are more probably branches (RSV) wh ich 
are being thoroughly plucked, rat her than 
'baskets'. 

The distinction between the feeding of the four 
thousand and of the five thousand is emphasized 
by the Gospel writers' use of Gk. kophinos for 
basket in the former miracle (Mt.  1 4:20; 1 6:9; Mk.  
6:43; 8:  1 9; Lk. 9: 1 7; Jn .  6: 1 3), but  Gk. spyris in the 
latter (Mt. 1 5 :37; 1 6 : 1 0; Mk. 8:8, 20) . Both words 
denote a hamper, kophinos appearing elsewhere in 
a Jewish context, and spyris, in which Paul was 
lowered from the wall of Damascus, being the 
larger (Acts 9:25; parallel to Gk. sargane, a plaited 
container, 2 Cor. 1 1  :33) .  A.R.M. 

BATH, BATHING. Heb. rä(w�, occasionally 
qädai (e.g. Ex. 1 9 :  I 0, 1 4, 22) and hizzäh 'sprin
kle'. Gk. louölniplö. 

The dusty heat of the Middle East made wash
ing desirable. Bathing in rivers or pools was prac
tised by those who lived near them (e.g. Ex. 2 :5 ;  I 
Ki .  22:38; 2 Ki.  5 : 1 0; Jn.  9 :7) .  Otherwise people 
used drawn water, stored in jars (cf Jn. 2:6), to 
wash themselves and especially the feet of visitors 
(e.g. Gn. 1 8 :4; cf Jn. 1 3 : 1 - 1 0) .  

Washing was an  essential prerequisite to  wor
ship, as it was a means of eliminating uncleanness. 
Thus the priests always had to wash their hands 
and feet prior to worship (Ex. 30: 2 1 ;  40:30-32). 
Sometimes immersion to c1eanse the whole body 
was required, e.g. on the day of atonement (Lv. 
1 6:4). The 'sea', a huge laver, was used by priests 
for this purpose (2 Ch. 4:2-6). 

Laity coming to worship were expected to wash 
themselves (Ex. 1 9 :  I 0), especially if they had been 
suffering from a complaint, e.g. skin disease (Lv. 
14 :8)  or discharge ( Lv. 1 5 : 1 3) .  Polluted vessels 
could also be purified by washing with water (e.g. 
Lv. 1 1  :32; Nu. 3 1  :23) .  Purification could also be ef
fected sometimes by sprinkling with water (Lv. 
1 4 :7, 5 1 )  or a water mixture (Nu. 1 9 : 1 8-20). 

By NT times special baths called miqvehs, fed by 
running water, were used to c1eanse people from 
bodily uncleanness. They are still used by Jews 
today. The Jewish practice of washing hands 
before meals (cf Mt .  1 5 :2) may reflect OT practice. 

Washing often has symbolic significance in 
Scripture. It represents a turning away from evil ( I s. 
I :  1 6) and a purification from sin (Ps. 26:6; 73 :  1 3) 
wh ich is central to the use of water in baptism ( I  
Pet. 3 :2 1 ) .  G.J.W. 

BATHSHEBA (calIed, in I Ch. 3 : 5 , 'Bathshua, 
daughter of Ammiel'). She was the daughter of 
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Eliam (2 Sa. 1 1  :3), and, if he is the 'mighty man' of 
2 Sa. 23:34, granddaughter of Ahithophel . David 
took her while her husband, Uriah thc Hittite, was 
in command of the army wh ich was besieging 
Rabbah, the Ammonite capital. This led to Uriah's 
murder, Bathsheba's entry into the royal harem 
and the rebuke by Nathan the prophet (2 Sa. 1 2) .  
In David's old age Bathsheba allied with Nathan to 
secure Solomon's accession and become queen
mother. She petitioned Solomon, on Adonijah's 
behalf, for Abishag, David's concubine ( I  Ki .  
2 :  1 9-2 1 ) .  This was interpreted as a bid for the 
throne, and resulted in Adonijah's death. M .B. 

BDELLIUM. A fragrant, transparent, yellowish 
gum-resin, the sap from trees of the genus Com
miphora, valued for its use as a perfume. I t  was 
found in the land of * Havilah, ncar Eden (Gn .  
2 :  1 2), and i t s  colour was the  same as  that of 
* manna (Nu. 1 1 :7) .  The Heb. b'rjöla/:1 was taken 
over into Gk. as bdellion. Although this loan-word 
is found in the later Gk. translations of the OT, the 
LXX translates by anlhrax and kryslallos, possibly 
because the hardened gum resembled a precious 
stone, or because of the associated substances in 
Gn. 2 :  I 1  f. (*  JEWELS.) 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. KB; RAC, 2, pp. 34f.; EI, 4, p. 
354. J .H.M. 

BEARD. I .  Heb. zaqan. Israelites and their 
neighbours generally wore full round beards wh ich 
they tended scrupulously. The beard was a mark of 
vitality and of manly beauty (Ps. 1 33:2; cf 2 Sa. 
1 9:24); to shave or cover i t  was a sign of grief or 
mourning ( ls. 1 5 :2; Je. 48:37, eIe.; cf Lv. 1 9:27; 
21 :5 ,  enacted probably against idolatrous prac
tices), or 01' leprosy (Lv. 1 4:9). To mutilate anoth
er's beard was to dishonour hirn (2 Sa. 1 0:4; Is. 
50:6). Jeremiah criticizes those who shave their 
temples (Je. 9:26, eIe.). (*  HAIR; * BURIAL ANO 
MOURNING.) 

2, Heb. säpäm (2 Sa. 1 9:24), denoting the 
moustache. 1.0.0. 

BE AST. Although found widely in most modern 
EVV, including RSV, the word 'beast' is now largely 
obsolete as a precise term. Coming from Old 
French, it was in general use when the Bible was 
first translated into English: 'animai', which has 
now replaced it, is from Latin and first appeared 
early 1 6th century but was not widely used until 
later. It is still used on farms in a semi-technical 
way, especially as 'fat beasts' and also, more widely, 
as 'beasts of burden'; otherwise it is found only in 
I iterary works or used figuratively, i. e. a cruel or 
rough man is a beast and his behaviour is beastly 
or bestial. 

There is little uniformity in its use in EVV. In gen
eral both RV and RSV follow AV in the OT, and this is 
a notable exception to the RV policy of translating 
Heb. words consistently. Two Heb. words are usu
ally translated 'beast'; b'hemti (coII .) is also trans
lated * 'cattle': /:1ayyti i s  translated 'beast' 96 times 
(AV), but in 35 other passages it is translated by 1 0  
different Eng. words. b" fr i s  often translated 'beast' 
but sometimes 'cattle'. 

In some passages b'hemti and /:1ayyti are hard to 
differentiate as, for instance, where in the same 
chapter (Lv. 1 1 ) and very similar contexts they are 
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both used 01' clean animals: v. 2 (AV) 'the beasts 
(�ayyd) which ye shall eat', but v. 39 'any beast 
(b'hemd) 01' which ye shall eat'. In v. 47 �ayyd has 
a wider meaning, so that RV and RSV often translate 
as 'living thing', but this is reversed in v. 2: These 
are the living things (�ay) which you may eat 
among all the beasts (b'hemd) that are on the 
earth . '  

I n  the NT both RV and RSV follow the Greek 
more c10sely than AV. zöon, always 'beast' in AV, is 
translated 'Iiving creature' in RV and RSV in Rev. 
4:6. Except for RSV in Acts 23:24 (mounts) and 
28 :4--5 (creature), Acts 1 0: 1 2  and I Cor. 1 5 :39 
(animals), and Rev. 1 8 : 13 (cattle), all common EVV 
retain 'beast' for ktenos (domestic animal, espe
cially beast 01' burden) and therion (wild beast). RV 
and RSV thus correctly distinguish between the four 
Iiving creatures on the one hand and the beast 01' 
Rev. 1 1 :7 and all iiteral passages on the other. 

The word 'animal' was current before AV was 
published but is not used in this or in RV. Animal 
now has two usages. Strictly it is any living being 
with sensation and voluntary movement, i.e. the 
anima I kingdom in contrast with the plant king
dom; more popularly i t  refers to four-footed 
animals, often only to four-footed mammals, in 
contrast with man, birds, etc. As used in RSV the 
meaning is nearer the latter, but in the 34 OT 
occurrences there is no uniformity. For instance, 
the first 1 2  instances translate 6 different Heb. 
words, which AV translates 'beast' , 'cattle' , '01' the 
herd' and '01' the flock'. The NT pattern is similar; 
the 7 occurrences are from 4 Greek words: therion, 
tetrapous, ktenos and zöon. (* ANIMALS.) 

G.S.C. 

BEAST (APOCALYPSE), I .  The 'beast that as
cends from the bottomless pit' ( Rev. 1 1  : 7) is the 
apocalyptic symbol 01' the last anti-Christian 
power ( Rev. 1 3 : I ff.; 1 7 :3ff.; 1 9 :  1 9f.), portrayed as a 
composite picture 01' the 4 beasts 01' On. 7:3ff. His 
10 horns are borrowed from Oaniel's fourth beast; 
his 7 heads mark his derivation 01' authority from 
the dragon 01' Rev. 1 2 :3 ,  and go back ultimately to 
Leviathan (cf Ps. 74: 1 4; 15 .  27: I ); lohn reinterprets 
them oncc 01' the 7 hills 01' Rome (Rev. 1 7:9). 
otherwise 01' 7 Roman emperors. The beast is usu
ally the persecuting empire, occasionally the final 
emperor, a reincarnation 01' one 01' the first 7, 
probably Nero. He claims divine honours, wages 
war on the saints and is destroyed by Christ at his 
parousia (cf 2 Thes. 2 :8) .  

2, The 'beast from the earth' (Rev. 1 3 :  1 1  ff.) ,  also 
called the 'false prophet' (Rev. 1 6: 1 3 ; 1 9:20; 20: I 0), 
is public relations officer 01' the former beast, per
suades men to worship hirn and ultimately shares 
his fate. The imperial cult in the province 01' Asia 
(* ASIARCH) evidently suggested some 01' his fea-
tures to lohn. F.F.B. 

BEER (b" er, lit . 'a weil', 'cistern', usually man
made). I .  Nu. 2 1 :  1 6. A point on the itinerary 01' the 
wandering Hebrews, reached soon after leaving 
Arnon. This verse records an otherwise unknown 
story 01' the provision 01' wate 1'; an important 
event, 1'01' v. 1 8b  suggests that Beer was in a desert 
place. The site is unknown. 2, ldg. 9:2 1 .  The place 
'0 which 10tharn fled after having denounced the 
coup d'etat 01' his brother Abimelech. The site is 
unknown. R.J .W. 
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BEER-LAHAI-ROI. The name itself and certain 
elements 01' Gn. 1 6: 1 3- 1 4, where it first appears, 
defy certain translation. As it stands, the name 
may mean 'The weil 01' the living one who sees me' 
or The weil 01' "He who sees me Iives" '. However, 
the original place-name may have suffered a degree 
01' distortion in transmission, putting the original 
beyond our discovery. This is not the only proper 
name in the OT to have suffered in this way. The 
exact site is not known, but Gn. 1 6:7, 14 places it 
towards the Egyptian border, whither Hagar, the 
Egyptian maid, was fleeing from the wrath of Sarai 
her mistress. God appeared to Hagar here and an
nounced the birth of I shmael. I saac passed 
through Beer-Iahai-roi when waiting for Eliezer to 
bring hirn a wife from Mesopotamia (Gn. 24:62), 
and settled there after the death of Abraham. 

R.J .W.  

BEERSHEBA, The name given to an important 
weil, and also to the local town and district (Gn. 
2 1 :  14 ;  105. 1 9 :2). The present town lies 77 km SW 
of Jerusalem and approximately midway between 
the Mediterranean and the S part of the Oead Sea. 
There are several wells in the vicinity, the largest 
3.75 m in diameter. The digging of this weil in
volved cutting through 5 m of solid rock. On one 
stone of the masonry lining the shaft Conder 
found a date indicating that repairs had been car
ried out in the 1 2th century AD. At the time 01' his 
visit in 1 874, it was 1 1  m to the surface 01' thc 
water. 

Excavations at Tel es-Seba', 5 km W 01' the town, 
have revealed a planned and fortified town of thc 
ludaean monarchy. A weil outside the gateway is 
dated to the 1 2th century BC by the excavator, and 
associated with Abraham, setting the stories of the 
Patriarchs after the I sraelite conquest. There is no 
evidence to support this speculation. No pottery 01' 
Bronze Age date has been found at the site, nor 
anything to prove the place's ancient name. I ron 
Age pottery has been found in the modern town 
(Bir es-Seba'), which was called Berosaba in 
Roman times, and may yet prove to be the patri
archal site. 

The meaning of the name is given in Gn.  2 1  :3 1 ,  
'The weil o f  seven' (i. e. lambs). The alternative 
interpretation, 'The weil 01' the oath' ,  arises 
through a misunderstanding 01' the use 01' thc 
Heb. word for 'therefore', which can refer only to 
an antecedent statement (Gn. 1 1 :9 is not really an 
exception), and a mistranslation of the H eb. par
ticle kr by 'because', whereas it here introduces an 
independent temporal c1ausc and should be ren
dered 'when', 01' even 'then ' .  The antecedent 
statement teils wily it was done; this c1ause, \I'ilen it 
was done. (For a similar use 01' ki, cf Gn.  24:4 1 ;  
cf König, Heb. Syntax, 387 h . ) The explanation 
01' the al leged second aceount 01' the naming 01' 
the weil by Isaac (Gn. 26:33) is given in v. 1 8 : 
'And Isaac dug again the wells 01' water which had 
been dug in the days of Abraham his father; for 
the Philistines had stopped them after the death 
of Abraham; and he gave them the names which 
his father had given them. '  Sincc the digging 01' a 
weil was often a major achievement, filial respeet 
alone would insist that the work 01' a great father 
would be thus remembered. In v. 33 the <letual 
wording is: 'He ealled it Shibah. '  The use here 01' 
the feminine 01' the numeral may merely express 



the numerical group, roughly equivalent to ' I t ,  of 
the seven'. 

Beersheba has many patriarchal associations. 
Abraham spent much time there (Gn. 22: 1 9). I t  
was probably a part of  Palestine without an  urban 
population, since the seasonal nature of the pas
turage would not have been conducive to settled 
conditions. From here he set out to offer up Isaac. 
Isaac was dwelling here when Jacob set out for 
Harran (Gn. 28 : 1 0) .  On his way through to Joseph 
in Egypt, Jacob stopped here to offer sacrifices 
(Gn. 46: I ). In the division of the land it went to the 
tribe of Simeon (Jos. 1 9 :2) .  

I n  the familiar phrase 'from Dan to Beersheba' 
(Jdg. 20: I ,  etc.) i t  denoted the southernmost place 
of the land. The town owed its importance to its 
position on the trade-route to Egypt. 

The reference to i t  in Amos (5:5 and 8 :  1 4) indi
cates that it had become a centre for undesirable re
ligious activities. 

Beersheba and its villages (Heb. 'daughters') 
were resettled after the captivity (Ne. 1 I  : 27). 

The place referred to by Josephus (BJ 2. 573 and 
3. 39), which Winckler wanted to identify with the. 
Beersheba of the OT, was a village in lower Galilee 
(Jos., Life 5. 1 88). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Zimmerli, Geschichte u. Trad
ition von Beer-sheba im A. T. ,  1 932.  Y. Aharoni, 
Beer-sheba, I ,  1 973; Herzog, Beer-sheba, 2, 1 984; 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 67-1 73 .  W.J .M. 

A .R.M.  

BEHEMOTH. Morphologically the Heb. plural 
of b'hemti, occurring 9 times in the OT (Dt. 32:24; 
Jb. 1 2 :7; 40: 1 5 ; Pss. 49: 1 2 , 20; 50: 1 0; 73 :22; Je. 1 2 :4; 
Hab. 2: 1 7), and in all but one of these occurrences 
'beasts', 'animals' or 'cattle' is apparently the in
tended meaning. In Jb. 40: 1 5 , however, the refer
ence is so qualified in the following verses as to 
suggest some specific animal, and it is usual to take 
the plural here as having intensive force, 'great 
beast', and referring to the hippopotamus which 
seems to fit the description best. A derivation has 
been suggested from a hypothetical Egyptian 
p·. i!I.II1W, 'the ox of the water', but the fact that 
Egyptian has other words for hippopotamus ren
ders this unlikely. While other theories have been 
put forward, the hippopotamus identification may 
be tentatively accepted in the present state 01' 
knowledge. The LXX renders the word here by 
ktet/Os. (. BEAST.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, The 
Book 0/ Job, ICC, 1 92 1 ,  I ,  pp. 3 5 1 -358; KB, p. 1 1 1 ;  
for another theory, see G. R .  Driver in Z. Y. Togan 
(ed.), Proceedings 0/ the Tweflly-Second Congress 
0/ Orielltalists . . .  lstanbul . . .  1951 , 2 ,  1 957, p. 1 1 3 ;  
G. S .  Cansdale, Animals 0/ Bible Lands, 1 970, p. 
1 00; 1. V. Kinnier Wilson, VT25, 1 975, pp. 1 -1 4 . 

T.C.M. 

BEL. The name or title of the principal Babylo
nian deity, Marduk (. MERODACH), whose over
throw was synonymous with the end of Babyion 
and its domination (Je. 50:2; 5 1  :44). In this connec
tion Bel is named with the god NabG (. NEBO), who 
was considered his son ( I s. 46: I ) . Bel (Sumerian 
en, 'lord'; Heb. Ba'al) was one of the original Sum
erian triad of deities, with Anu and Enki, his name 
being a t i tle or epithet of the wind and storm god 
Enlil. When Marduk became the chief god of 
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Babyion in the 2nd millennium he was given the 
additional name of Bel. It was the idol of this 
god whom Daniel and his companions were com
manded to worship (Bel and the Dragon 3ff.). 

D.J .W. 

BELIAL. The sense of this word is generally clear 
from its context: 'son of' or 'man of' Belial plainly 
means a very wicked person. The word occurs in 
Heb. of Ps. 1 8 :4, parallel to the word 'death' ;  hence 
the RSV translation 'perdition'. In intertestamental 
l i terature and NT it is a synonym for Satan (orten 
spelled 'Beliar'). The derivation is, however, ob
scure. The Heb. text, with the Massoretic vowels, 
read b'liya'al, apparently from b'li ('without') and 
ya'al ('profit'), and so means 'worthlessness'; this is 
still a strong possibility, although one cannot easily 
account for its having become a proper name. A 
number 01' scholars have sought a mythological 
background, e.g. Baal-yam (' Lord Sea'), but none 
of the suggestions has been very convincing. A 
third type of approach is to ignore the Massoretic 
vowels and derive the word from a Heb. verb bala' 
( 'swallow up, engulf'); the name would then pri
marily describe Sheol, as 'the Engulfer' (the ety
mology of English 'infernal' is comparable). 

Modern EVV chiefty use such words as 'scoun
drei', 'base', 'godless' and 'abominable' to render 
phrases which contain ' Belial' in Heb. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. W. Thomas in Biblical and Pa
tristic Studies in Memory 0/ R. P. Casey, 1 963, 
pp. I I - 1 9; Y. Maag, TZ 2 1 ,  1 965, pp. 287-299; 
TDOT. D.F.P. 

BELL. Two Hebrew words are thus translated. I .  
pa'''m6n ('striking', 'beating'). Sm all gold beils, al
ternating with pomegranates of blue, purpie and 
scarlet stuff, were attached to the hem of the high 
priest's ephod (Ex. 28:33-34; 39:25-26), their ring
ing announced his going into the sanctuary. Beils 
for religious purposes are known from Assyria (see 
B. Meissner, Babylonien und Assyrien, I ,  1 920, p. 
268, and photograph, Abb. 1 42).  Beils are also at
tested for personal adornment in Egypt, from at 
least the Bubastite period (c. 800 BC) to Roman 
and Coptic times, and were often attached to chil
dren to announce their whereabouts. See, with il
lustrations, Petrie, Objects 0/ Daily Use, 1 927, pp. 
24, 57-58, plates 1 8 :33-37 and 50:292-305. Beils 
with c1appers appear in the I st millennium BC; earl
ier sm all 'bell rattles' were current, openwork 
metal containers with a sm all metal ball inside. 
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2, Heb. m'�illti ('tin kling'). These are little beils. 
In Zc. 1 4:20 they are part 01' the trappings of 
horses, prophesied to become 'Holy to the Lord' 
(and so inscribed). Little beils orten appeared 
among horse-trappings in antiquity; they can be 
seen at the necks 01' Assyrian war-horses in Grol
lenberg, Shorter Atlas 0/ the Bible, 1 959, p. 1 1 3 ,  
bottom photograph. See also 1 .  Rimmer, Ancielll 
Musical Instruments 0/ Western Asia ill the British 
Museull1, 1 969, pp. 37ff., pis. xvii-xx. K .A .K .  

BELSHAZZAR, The ruler of Babyion who was 
killed at the time of its capture in 539 BC ( On .  5). 
Bel-sar-u$ur ( 'Bel has protected the king [ship]') 
is named in Babylonian documents by his father 
Nabonidus, king of Babyion in 556-539 BC. Other 
texts give details of Belshazzar's administration 
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and religious interests in Babyion and Sippar up 
to the 1 4th year of his father's reign. He was 
possibly a grandson of Nebuchadrezzar 1 1  and, 
according to the Nabonidus Chronicle, his father 
'entrusted the army and the kingship' to hirn c. 
556 BC, while Nabonidus campaigned in  central 
Arabia, where he eventually remained for 1 0  
years. Belshazzar ruled in Babylonia itself. I t  is 
possible that Daniel dated events by the years of 
this co-regency (On .  7: I ;  8: I ), though the official 
dating of documents continued to use the regnal 
years of Nabonidus hirnself. Legal texts dated to 
the 1 2th and 1 3th years of Nabonidus include the 
name of the Bel- sar-u�ur, the crown prince, in 
unique oaths. Since a Harran inscription (AS 8, 
1 958, pp. 3 5-92; ANEP, pp. 562f.) gives 10 years 
for the exile of Nabonidus, this would confirm 
other sources since the 'king' who died in Octo
ber 539 BC was Belshazzar (On.  5 :30), whose 
father was captured on his subsequent return to 
the capital (Xenophon, Cyropaedia, 7.  5 .  29-30, 
does not give names). Belshazzar (Aram. 
BelSa '��ar) is also called Balthasar (Gk. Baruch 
I :  1 1 - 1 2 ;  Herodotus, I .  1 88) or Bal tasar (Jos., 
An/. 1 0. 254). BIBLIOGRA PHY.  R. P. Dougherty, Nabonidus and 
Belshazzar, Yale Oriental Series 1 5 , 1 929; P. A.  
Beaulieu, The Reign 0/ Nabonidus King 0/ Babyion 
556-539 bc ,  1 989. D.J .W. 

BELTESHAZZAR ( Heb. belr'sa 'a��ar; Gk. 
Baltasor). The name given to Daniel in Babyion 
(On .  1 :7;  2 :26; 4:8-9, 1 9 ; 5 :  1 2 ; 1 0: I ) . The Heb. may 
be a transliteration of the common Babylonian 
name Belet/Belti-sar-I/�I/r ( M ay the Lady [wife 
of the god 0 Bel) protect the king'). For the form 
of the name, 0 Belshazzar, 0 Sharezer, and see A. R .  
Millard, EQ 49, 1 977, p. 72. D.1 .W. 

BENAIAH (Heb. b'näyällli, b'näyä, 'Yahweh has 
built up'). I .  Son of Jehoiada from Kabzeel in S 
Judah (2 Sa. 23 : 20). Captain of David's foreign 
bodyguard (2 Sa. 8: 1 8 ; 20:23). he commanded the 
host for the third month ( I  Ch. 27 :5-6). He was re
nowned among 'the thirty' of David's mighty men 
(2 Sa. 23:20-23 ;  I Ch.  1 1  :22-25), and probably ac
companied David during Absalom's rebellion (2 
Sa. 1 5 : 1 8). He helped to thwart Adonijah and es
tablish Solomon as king ( I  Ki. I )  and later cxc
cuted Adonijah, Joab and Shimei ( I  Ki. 2 :25,  29ff . .  
46), replacing Joab as commander-in-chief ( I  Ki .  
2 35). 

2. One of 'the thirty' who formed the second 
group 01' David's mighty men ,  from Pirathon in 
Ephraim (2 Sa. 23 : 30; I Ch. 1 1  :3 1 ) , and com
manded thc host for thc eleventh month ( I  Ch. 
27: 1 4) .  

Ten other pcrsons bearing this name are known 
only from the following references: I Ch. 4:36; 
1 5 : 1 8 , 20, 24; 1 6 : 5-6; 2 Ch . 20: 14; 3 1 : I 3 ; Ezr. 1 0:25,  
30, 35, 43 (cf I Esdras 9:26, 34-35): Ezk. 1 1 :  I .  1 3 . 

1 .G .G .N .  

BEN-AMMI ( 'son 01 '  my kinship'). The name 
given to the child born of Lot's incestuous union 
with his younger daughter (Gn. 1 9 : 38), from whom 
sprang the children of 0 Ammon. Moses recog
nized their kinship, through Lot, with the children 
of I srael; and so directed that they should not be 

disturbed in the land which had been 'given them 
for a possession' (Dt .  2: 1 9) .  Nevertheless, 'the chil
dren of Lot' in later times became their enemies (2 
Ch. 20: I ;  Ps. 83 :6-8). G.T.M. 

BENE-BERAK. A town in the territory of Dan 
(Jos. 1 9 :45), identified with modern el-Kheiriyeh 
(till recently I bn I braq), about 6 km E of Jaffa. Ac
cording to Sennacherib it was one of the cities be
longing to Ashkelon besieged and taken by hirn 
(DOTT, p. 66; ANET, p. 237). See NEAEHL, pp. 
1 86-1 87. 1 .0 .0 .  

BENEDICTUS. The prophecy of Zechariah (Lk.  
1 :68-79), named from the first word in  the Latin 
version, i s  one of six visions (Lk.  1 :5-25, 26-38; 
2 :  1 -20), and prophecies ( Lk 1 :46-56; 2 :29-35) in 
the Lucan infancy narrative. I t  is a recurrent pat
tern in Hebrew prophecy to reftect upon or elabor
ate former revelations (cf Ps. 1 05 ;  Mi .  4:4; Zc. 
3 :  1 0) .  In thc NT the Revelation of John is a mosaic 
of OT language and concepts. Likewise the Ben
edictus alludes to a number of passages in the 
Psalms and I saiah. 

The first division of the passage (Lk. 1 :68-75), 
in parallelisms characteristic of Jewish poetry, 
extols God for his Messianic deliverance and re
joices in its results. The second section ( Lk.  1 :76-
79) describes the place which John will have in this 
mighty act of God. In the Benedictus Messiah's 
work is particularly a spiritual deliverance. Does 
this mean that Zechariah's thought has itself been 
radically changed in the light of the interpretation 
of the OT by Christ and his apostles? Not necessar
ily. While the mass of Jews viewed the Messiah as a 
political Redeemer, his role as a religious or priest
Iy Redeemer was not absent in Judaism ( cf Test. 
ll/dah 2 1 .  1 -3; Test. Lel'i 1 8 .  21". ; Test. Simeon 7. 1 1". ; 
I QS 9. 1 0f. ; CD 1 9 . 1 0; 20. I ) .  This would be cen
tral in the thoughts of a pious priest; therefore, it is 
quite in keeping with his personality and back
ground that, 'filled with the Holy Spirit ' ,  Zechariah 
should utter this particular revelation. (0 

ANNUNCI-
ATION. ) E.E.E. 
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BENEFACfOR. The Gk. euergetes was uscd as a 
title by kings of Egypt (e.g. Ptolemy IX ,  1 47- 1 1 7 BC) 
and of Syria (e.g. Antiochus V I I ,  1 4 1 - 1 29 BC) and 
appears on their coins; also on I st century inscrip
tions, e.g. to the people 01' Cos (LAE, p. 253). Dis
ci pies of Jesus should not seek the t i tle ( Lk .  22:25) 
but should help thc needy without thought 01' 
return. BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. W. Winter, Seek the Welf are 0/ 
the City, Christians as Bene/actors and Citizens, 
1 994. A .R .M .  

BENE-JAAKAN. A camping-ground 01' thc  I srael
ites (Nu.  3 3 : 3 1-32; Dt. 1 0 :6). Formally i t  is a tri bai 
name and refers to one of the clans of Seir ( I  Ch .  
1 :42), which is a name for the mountainous region 
W of Wadi Arabah. No more exact locat ion is pos
sible, as the section 01' the itinerary in Nu. 33 in 
which it occurs could refer to one 01' a number 01' 
routes. BIBLIOGRA PHY. 1. R. Bartlctt, lTS n .s. 20, 1 969, 
pp. 1 - 1 2 .  G. I .D .  



BEN-HADAD. Heb. form of Aramaic Bar- or Bir
Hadad, 'son of Hadad', name of either two or 
three rulers of the Aramaean kingdom of 
Damascus. 

I .  Ben-hadad I is called 'son of Tabrimmon, son 
of Hezion, king of Aram' in I Ki. 1 5 : 1 8 . In his 
1 5th year (35th of the divided Monarchy), Asa of 
Judah vanquished • Zerah the Ethiopian and held 
a great thanksgiving-feast in Jerusalem, inviting 15-
raelites also (2 eh. 14 :9- 1 5 : 1 9); therefore in the 
1 6th (36th) year, Baasha of Israel attacked Judah 
(2 Ch. 1 6: 1 - 1 0), and so Asa sought aid from Ben
hadad I of Aram (I K i .  1 5 : 1 8ff., as above). Hence 
Ben-hadad I was al ready ruling by c. 895 BC, say c. 
900. For this period, see E. R.  Thiele, Mysleriolls 
Numbers 0/ lhe Hebrew Kings, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 58-60; 
1 965 ed. ,  pp. 59-60. 

2. Ben-hadad, the opponent of Ahab (c. 874/3-
853 BC) , I Ki.  20, died by the hand of • Hazael in 
the days of Joram (c. 852-84 1 BC) and Elisha (2 Ki.  
6:24ff.; 8 :7- 1 5). Hazael succeeded Ben-hadad 
about 843 BC (Shalmaneser 1 1 1  of Assyria already 
mentions Hazael in 841 BC) (see M .  F. Unger, Israel 
and lhe Aramaeans 0/ Damascus, p. 75). Two prob
lems here arise. First, is the Ben-hadad of Ahab 
and Joram Asa's Ben-hadad I (implying a long but 
not unparalleled 57  years' reign, c. 900-843 BC), or 
is he a separate Ben-hadad II? Albright (BASOR 
87, 1 942, pp. 23-29) would identify them as a single 
Ben-hadad (I) ,  but his only positive reason is a pos
sible date about 850 BC (limits, c. 875-825 BC) for 
the Melqart Stele on the style of its script. But the 
most natural interpretation of I Ki. 20:34 is that 
Omri had earlier been defeated by Ben-hadad I, 
father of a Ben-hadad " the contemporary of 
Ahab; Albright's interpretation of this passage is 
distinctly forced, and the non-mention by the OT 
of an event Iike Omri's discomfiture is weil para 1-
leled by its similar omission of Jehu's paying trib
ute to Shalmaneser 1 1 1 .  Secondly, Shalmaneser 
I I l 's annals for 853 BC (Wiseman, in DOTT, p. 47) 
and tor 845 BC (ANET, p. 280a; A RAB, I ,  §§ 658, 
659) call the king of Damascus "IM-idri, probably 
to be read as Adad-idri ( 'Hadad-ezer'); this must be 
almost certainly another name for Ben-hadad (1/ 
1 1 ), Ahab's contemporary; cf Michel, Weil des 
Orienls, I ,  1 947, p. 59, n. 14 .  If two Ben-hadads are 
admitted, ' I '  may be dated roughly 900-860 BC, and 
' l i '  about 860-843 BC. The so-called Melqart Stele 
dates to this general period; attribution to a specific 
ßen-hadad is precluded by the illegibility of his 
ancestry on the monument, despite attempted solu
tions (e.g. Gross, BASOR 205, 1 972, pp. 36-42). 

3. Ben-hadad 1 1 1 ,  c. 796-770 BC, son of Hazael, 
continued his father's oppression of I srael (lemp. 
Jehoahaz, c. 8 1 4/3-798 BC, 2 Ki .  1 3 :22) into the 
reign of  Jehoash (c. 798-782/1 BC) , who, in fulfil
ment of Elisha's dying prophecy, was able success
fully to repel Ben-hadad (2 Ki. 1 3 : 1 4- 1 9, 25); this 
Aramaean king is  also mentioned on the contem
porary stele of Zakur, king of Hamath and Lu'ash 
(cf ßlack, in DOTT, pp. 242-250). The unnamed 
'deliverer' against Syria at this time (to Israel's 
benefit) may be a veiled reference to intervention 
by Adad-nirari 1 1 1  of Assyria against • Aram; cf 
W. Hallo, BA 23, 1 960, p. 42, n .  44, following H .  
Schmökel, Geschichle des Allen Vorderasien, 1 957, 
p. 259, no. 4. Amos (I :4) prophesied the destruc
tion of the 'palaces of (Hazael and) Ben-hadad', 
and their memory is evoked by Jeremiah (49:27) in 
his prophecy against the • Damascus province. 

BENJAMIN 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For these kings, see A .  Malamat, 
in POTT, pp. 1 43ff.; W. T. Pitard, Ancielll Damas-
cus, 1 987. K.A.K. 

BENJAMIN. I .  The youngest son of  Jacob, called 
binyämfn ('son of the right hand', i. e. ' Iucky') by 
his father, though his mother Rachel, dying in 
child-birth, called hirn ben-'6nf ( ' son of my 
sorrow') (Gn. 35: 1 8 , 24). After Joseph's disappear
ance, he took first place in his father's affections as 
the surviving son of Rachel; this was a major 
factor in bringing about the eventual surrender of 
Joseph's brothers (Gn. 42:4, 38; 44: 1 -34). 

2. The tribe descended from Benjamin; Heb. 
binyämfn, as collective, or pI. b'ne binyämfn; also 
b'ne y'mfnf, Jdg. 1 9: 1 6; I Sa. 22:7;  and sing. ben 
y'mfnf or ben hayy'mfnf (cf 'f,f y'mfnf, I Sa. 9: I ;  
'ere� y'mfnf, v. 4). A similar name bfnü (or 
märü) yamina, possibly meaning 'sons of (dwell
ers in) the south', i s  found in the Mari texts ( 1 8th 
century BC), and some scholars, e.g. Alt, Parrot, 
have sought here the antecedents of the biblical 
tribe; but the difference in time and origin makes 
this very uncertain. 

Much detail is given of Benjaminite genealogies, 
though they are nowhere complete; ten families are 
enumerated in Gn. 46:2 1 ,  but the Chronicler names 
only three clans ( I  eh. 7:6ff.), of which Jediael 
does not appear as such in the Pentateuch. The 
pre-invasion reckoning of 'fathers' houses' i s  given 
in Nu. 26:38ff.; for details recorded under the 
Monarchy, see I Ch. 8 .  

The tribe occupied a strip of land in the passes 
between Mt Ephraim and the hills of Judah. The 
boundary with Judah is c1early defined (Jos. 
1 8 : 1 5ff.; cf 1 5 : 5ff.) and passed S of Jerusalem, 
which however became a Jebusite town until David 
captured it. Thence i t  ran to Kiriath-jearim, at one 
time in Benjamin (Jos. 1 8 :28; RSV 'and' follows LXX, 
but the text is unclear). Jos. 1 5 :9  supports this, 
while identifying with Baalah of  Judah; Noth 
(Joslla ', ad loc.) considers this a gloss, but i t  is re
peated in Jos. 1 5:60; 1 8 : 1 4; Jdg. 1 8 : 1 2; I eh.  1 3:6; 
cf I Ch. 2 :50ff. The N bord er ran from Jericho to 
the N of • Ophrah, then roughly SW to the ridges S 
of • Beth-horon, leaving Luz in Ephraim (but per
haps originally not the sanctuary of • Bethel; Jos. 
1 8 : \ 3) .  Under the Divided Monarchy, 'Ephraim' 
Ue. the N kingdom) occupied Bethel and part of E 
Benjamin, but the border ftuctuated; cf 2 eh. 1 3 :9 .  
The W border is given as a straight l ine from Beth
horon to Kiriath-jearim, but there was settlement 
farther W ( I  Ch. 8 :  1 2f.) .  

'Benjamin is a ravenous wotr-so ran the an
cient blessing of Jacob (Gn. 49:27). The tribe 
earned a high reputation for bravery and skill in 
war, and was noted for its slingers with their trad
itional left-handed action (Jdg. 3: 1 5; 20: 1 6; I Ch. 
8:40). Ehud, who delivered Israel from the Moa
bites, was of Benjamin; so also were Saul, the first 
king ( I  Sa. 9: I ), Queen Esther (Est. 2:5) and the 
apostle Paul (Rom. 1 1 : I ) .  Lying right in the path of 
Philistine expansion, the tribe played its chief part 
in Israelite history under Saul's leadership, and on 
the wh oIe remained loyal to hirn, though a number 
came over to David in his exile (I eh. 1 2:2-7, 29). 
Indeed, the feud was remembered long after (2 Sa. 
1 6:5; 20: I ) .  Such clan loyalty was evident in their 
disastrous resistance to the national demand for 
justice in the matter of the Levite's concubine (Jdg. 
20-2 1 )  many years before the Monarchy (20:26f.). 
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BENJAMIN 

With the capital established at Jerusalem, Ben
jamin was drawn closer to Judah (I Ch. 8:28), and 
after the division Rehoboam retained its allegiance 
( I  Ki. 1 2:2 1 ;  2 Ch. 1 1 ;  note I Ki. 1 1 :32, ' for the 
sake of Jerusalem'). There were two ' Benjamin' 
gates in the city, one in the Temple (Je. 20:2), the 
other perhaps the same as the 'sheep gate' in the N 
city wall (Je. 37: 1 3 ; Zc. 1 4: I 0). Despite the varying 
fortunes of war, Benjamin remained part of Judah 
(I Ki. 1 5 : 1 6ff.; 2 Ki. 14: l l ff. ;  cf 2 Ki. 23:8, 
'Geba'). From the Restoration, the distinction is 
confined to personal genealogy (cf Ne. 7 with 
I I  :7ff.). 

In the vision of Ezekiel, the portion of Benjamin 
lies just S of the city (Ezk. 48:22ff.). 

3. A descendant of Jediael ( I  Ch. 7: 1 0). 
4. A Benjaminite of the Restoration who took a 

foreign wife (Ezr. 1 0:32). Ne. 3:23; 1 2:34 may refer 
to the same person. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Mari texts: 1. Gibson, lSS 7, 
1 962, pp. 57f. ;  I. Gelb, lCS 1 5 , 1 96 1 , pp. 37f. 
Topography: Z. Kallai, JEl 6, 1 956, pp. 1 80-1 87; 
VT 8,  1 958, pp. 1 39f.; GTT, pp. 1 64ff., 1 70ff.; LOB 
pp. 255f. ,  3 1 5, 349ff. General: K-D. Schunck, ZA W 
Suppl. 86, 1 963; S. Yeivin,  JEl 2 1 ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 4 1 -
1 54; Jsrae!ite Conquest 0/ Canaan, 1 97 1 .  

J .P .U.L. 

BERACAH (Iit. 'blessing'). 1. One of the warriors 
who joined David at Ziklag when he was in straits 
because of the enmity of Saul CI Ch. 1 2: 1 -3). 2. A 
valley where Jehoshaphat and his people gave God 
thanks for the victory which they had gained over 
the Ammonites, Moabites and Edomites (2 Ch. 
20:26). I t  is identified with Wadi Bereiküt between 
Jerusalem and Hebron,  and W of Tekoa. The 
modern name suggests an earlier form whieh was 
pronounced slightly differently from that in the 
Heb. text with the meaning 'water pool' (bereIsti). 

R .J .W . 

BERNICE. The eldest daughter of Herod Agrippa 
I ,  and sister of Drusilla, born in AO 28. Having 
been engaged, if not married, previously, she 
married at the age of 1 3  her uncle Herod of 
Chalcis. Upon his death in AO 48, she went to live 
with her brot her Herod Agrippa 1 1  (an incestuous 
relationship with hirn is alleged in Juvenal, Sat. 
6. 1 56- 1 60). She then married Polemon king of 
Cilieia, deserted hirn and returned to her brother, in 
whose eompany she heard Paul (Aets 25: 1 3) .  She 
subsequently beeame the mistress of the future 
emperor Titus. Josephus shows her in a more 
favourable light: in Jerusalem in AO 66 she inter
vened courageously in the attempt to prevent a 
massaere of the Jews by the proeurator Florus (Bl 
2. 309-3 14). E.M.B .G .  

C.J .H. 

BEROEA, BEREA. I.  The modern Verria, a eity 
of S Macedonia probably founded in  the 5th een
tury BC. In NT times it was evidently a prosperous 
centre with a Jewish eolony. When Paul and Silas 
were smuggled out of Thessalonica to avoid Jewish 
opposition (Aets 1 7:5-1 1 ), they withdrew to 
Beroea, 80 km away. Here they received a good 
hearing until the pursuit caught up with them. 
Beroea was the horne of Sopater (Aets 20:4). 2. 
The Hellenistie name of Aleppo (2 Mace. 1 3 :4). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Strabo 7 ;  BC, 4, pp. 1 88f., 206f. 
J .H .P .  

BETEN. Onc of the towns of Asher listed in Jos. 
1 9 :25. I t s  loeation is uncertain .  Eusebius's Ono
masticon, calling it Bethseten, puts it  8 Roman 
miles E of Ptolemais (Aceo). lt may be the modern 
Abtün, E of Mt Carmel. J .O.O. 

BETHABARA (probably from Heb. beI '''Qärti, 
'house of (the) ford'). This place is read in many 
Gk. MSS at Jn .  1 :28 for • ' Bethany beyond Jordan' :  
henee it is found in AV and Rvmg. Origen preferred 
this reading while admitting that the majority of 
eontemporary MSS were against hirn. He gives its 
etymology as 'house of preparation', whieh hc as
soeiated with the Baptist's 'preparation'. In his 
day, he says, this plaee was shown as the plaee of 
John's baptism. It is probably the present Qasr el
Yehud, on the right bank of the Jordan, E of Jeri
eho, where a monastery of St John stands. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. E. Brown, The Gospel Accord-
ing to lohn, AB, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 44f., 7 1  f. J .N.B. 

BETH-ANATH (Heb. beI '"näI, 'temple of 
Anat'). Perhaps Safed el-Battikh, NW 01' Galilee, 
and the bt 'nt listed by Seti l and Ramesses I I. The 
eity was allotted to Naphtali (Jos. 1 9 :38); the ori
ginal inhabitants were not expelled, but made 
tributary (Jdg. 1 :33). 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, pp. 200, 2 14. A .R .M .  

BETH-ANOTH (Heb. bel '"n6I, probably 'temple 
of Anat'). A eonurbation (a eity with its villages, 
Jos. 1 5 :59) whieh was allotted to Judah. M odern 
Beit 'Anün 6 km NNE of Hebron. J .O.O. 

BETHANY. I. A village (present population 726) 
on the farther side of the Mount of Olives, about 3 
km from Jerusalem on the road to Jerieho. It is first 
mentioned in the Gospels, espeeially as the horne 
of Jesus' beloved friends, Mary, Martha and Laza
rus; hence the modern Arabic name 'el-'Azariyeh. 
I ts most central role in the Gospel history is as thc 
plaee of Jesus' anointing (Mk.  1 4 :3-9). Outside the 
Gospels it figures largely in Christian itineraries, 
traditions and legends. 

2. The place where John baptized 'beyond the 
Jordan' (Jn. 1 :28). I ts identification remains un
certain. Already by the time of Origen (e. AO 250) it 
was unknown (see his Commentary on lohn 6:40, p. 
1 57, ed. Brooke). Origen preferred the reading 
• Bethabara, since this place was known in his day 
and, moreover, this ehoice might in his opinion be 
eorroborated by allegory. 'Bethany', however, 
should be accepted as the more difficult reading. 
The mention of a plaee so soon unknown is fre
quently adduced as a token of knowledge of I st
century Palestine by the Evangelist or his souree. 

J .N.B. 

BETH-ARBEL. A city described (Ho. 1 0: 1 4) as 
having been destroyed by • Shalman in the 'day of 
battie'. The name is known only from this refer
ence, so that the eommon identification with 
modern I rbid , probably the Arbela of Eusebius, 



some 30 km SE of the Sea 01' Galilee, remains 
lIncertain .  Note: NEAEHL, pp. 87-89, iden ti fies it 
with a place W 01' the Sea 01' Galilee. BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, BASOR 35,  
1 929, p .  1 0; G. L. Harding, The Anliquilies 0/ 
Jordan, 1 959, pp. 54-56. T.C.M. 

BETH-AVEN (Heb. ber awen , 'house 01' ini
quity') . Lying to the W 01' Michmash (I Sa. 1 3 :5) 
and possibly to be distinguished from the Beth
aven said to lie to the E of Bethel (Jos. 7:2) .  I f  these 
two are to be distinguished, it is impossible to be 
certain which is referred to as a N boundary mark 
lor Benjamin's allotment (Jos. 1 8 :  1 2) .  In Hosea 
(4: 1 5 ; 5 :8; 1 0: 5) the name may be a derogatory 
synonym for • Bethel, ' House of the false (god)'. 

R.J.W. 

BETH-DAGON ( Heb. ber däg6n). I. In the low
land of Judah S of • Azekah (Jos. 1 5 :4 1 ) .  2. In 
Asher, probably N of • Helkath (Jos. 1 9 :27). There 
were others; that taken by Sennacherib is now Bet 
Dagan near Tel Aviv (Z. Kallai, VT 8, 1 958, pp. 
I 53ff.; B. Mazar, JE] 1 0, 1 960, p. 72). J.P.U .L. 

BETHEL. Identified by most scholars with Tell 
Beinn on the watershed route 1 9  km N of Jerusa-

a,b = Cisterns 
c-h  = Pool Corners 

( in order of discovery) 

BETHEL 

lern. Although traces of earlier occllpation have 
been found, the city seems to have been established 
early in the Middle Bronze Age. During this period, 
Abram camped to the E of Bethel, where he bllilt 
an altar to Yahweh (Gn. 1 2 :8). After his visit to 
Egypt, he retllrned for this site (Gn. 1 3 :3) .  For 
Jacob, Bethel was the starting-point of his realiz
ation of God, who is for hirn 'God of Bethe!' (Gn. 
3 1 :  1 3 ; 35:7). As a resllit of his vision 01' Yahweh he 
named the place 'House of God' (Heb. ber 'eI) and 
set up a • pillar (Heb. ma��eQd, Gn. 28 :  1 1 -22). He 
was summoned to Bethel on his return from Har
ran, and both built an altar and set up a pillar, 
reiterating the name he had given before (Gn. 35 :  1 -
1 5) .  The site i s  perhaps Burg Beitin, SE of Tell 
BeitTn, the 'shoulder of Luz' (Jos. 1 8 : ( 3). 

Excavations yielded so me Early Bronze Age 
traces, with, the excavator c1aimed, a blood-stained 
rock high place. This seems to be an im probable in
terpretation, and the claim that a Middie Bronze 
Age shrine replaced it is also dubious. The Middle 
Bronze Age city was prosperous, destroyed about 
1 550 BC, and followed by well-built Late Bronze 
Age houses. These in turn were sacked, and the 
subsequent l ron Age buildings marked a complete 
cultural change, wh ich the excavator related to the 
Israeli te conquest (Jos. 1 2 : 1 6; Jdg. 1 :22-26). Bethel 
was allotted to the Joseph tribes who captured it ,  
particularly to Ephraim (I  eh. 7:28), and bordered 
the territory of Benjamin (Jos. 1 8 :  1 3) .  The Israel-
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A proposed reconSlrllclion 0/ Bethesda pool (see p. 132). 
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BETHEL 

ites soon resettled the town, calling it by the name 
Jacob had given to the scene of his vision instead 
01' Luz (Jdg. 1 :23). When it was necessary for I srael 
to punish Benjamin, the people sought advice on 
thc conduct of the battk and worshipped at Bethel 
'for the ark . . .  was there' (Jdg. 20: 1 8-28; 2 1  : 1 -4). 
It was a sanctuary too in the time of Samuel, who 
visited it annually ( I  Sa. 7: 1 6: 1 0:3) .  The material 
remains of this period indicate an unsophist icated 
and insecure community. The settlement was twice 
burnt, possibly by the Philistines. 

Under the early monarchy the city prospered, 
presently becoming the centre 01' Jeroboam's rival 
cult, condemned by a man of God from Judah ( I  
Ki. 1 2 :28- 1 3 :32). The Judaean Abijah captured it 
(2 Ch. 1 3 : 1 9), and his son, Asa, may have des
troyed it (2 Ch. 1 4 :8). Elisha met a group 01' the 
'sons of the prophets' from Bethel but also the 
mocking boys (2 Ki.  2:3, 23). Amos condemned 
the rites of the I sraelite royal sanctuary (Am. 4:4; 
5 : 5-6; 7 : 1 3 ;  cf Ho. 1 0: 1 5), and Jeremiah showed 
their futility (Je. 48: 1 3). The priest sent to instruct 
the Assyrian settlers in  Samaria sett led at Bethel (2 
Ki.  1 7 :28), and worship evidently continued there 
until Josiah took advantage of Assyrian weakness 
to invade Israel and destroy its sanctuaries. No 
traces of Jeroboam's shrine have been unearthed; 
it may weil have been outside the city proper on 
the site of the patriarchal altars. In the 6th century 
BC the city was destroyed by fire. Returning exiles 
settled in Bethel (Ne. 1 1  :3 1 ), but their worship was 
centred on Jerusalem (Zc. 7 :2-3). The city grew 
during the Hellenistic period until it was fortified 
by Bacchides c. 1 60 BC ( I  Macc. 9 :50). When Ves
pasian captured it in AD 69, there was a short 
break before it was rebuilt as a Roman township. I t  
continued t o  flourish until the Arab conquest. 
(* 

BETH-AVEN.)  
BIBLIOGRAPHY. W F. Albright and 1 .  L.  Kelso, 

'The Excavation of Bethel ( 1 934-60)', AASOR 39, 
1 968; D. L. Newlands, 'Sacrificial Blood at Bethe!?' 
PEQ 1 04, 1 972, p. 1 55 .  For identification with 
modern Bireh, see D. Livingston, WTJ 33, 1 970, 
pp. 20-44; 34, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 39-50; criticized by A. F. 
Rainey, WTJ 33, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 75-1 88; NEAEHL, 
pp. 1 92- 1 94. A .R.M. 

BETHESDA, BETHZATHA. In  the TR, the name 
of a Jerusalem pool (Jn. 5 :2), near the Sheep Gate; 
but there is textual uncertainty about the name 
itself and about its application. Various names 
occur in different MSS; many scholars take ' Bethza
tha' (so RSV, JB, TEV) to be the best reading, though 
AV, RV, NASB, NEB and NIV accept the TR 'Bethes
da'. C Bethsaida', though weil attested, is improb
able on general grounds.) The name designates 
either the pool itself (RSV) or a building Cat the 
Sheep-Pool', NEB). 

'Bethesda' may mean 'place (Iit. 'house') of 
mercy' (Aram. bel �lesd6), or else 'place of out
pouring' (Heb. beI 'eSd6). The latter possibility is 
enhanced by the occurrence of a dual form of the 
name in  a Qumran document (bel 'esdälayin, 
3Q 1 5 , § 57); the reference is to a (twin) pool near 
the Temple area. This linguistic evidence is the 
more interesting in view of the fact that Eusebius 
and the Bordeaux pilgrim speak of twin pools at 
Bethesda. A twin pool N of the Temple area was 
discovered in 1 856 at St Anne's Church, and many 
have since identified i t  with the locale of Jn .  5 :2; 
remains of magnificent  porticoes seem to have sur-

vived. However, the identification remains un
certain; other pools in the same general area have 
been proposed; and some scholars have thought 
the Pool of 

* 
Siloam a possibility. I f  so, the word 

probatike cannot rerer to the 'Sheep (Gate)' .  
wh ich lay N of the Temple area; but other render
ings are possiblr. (cl, I'.g , NEß). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, The Rediscol'ery o[ 
Bethesda, E.T. 1 966; B. M .  Metzger, A Textual 
Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 1 97 1 ,  ad 
loc.; D. Bahat, J/lustrated A tlas o[ Jerusalem, 1 990: 
and standard commentaries. D.F.P. 

BETH-HARAN (Nu. 32:36, to be identified with 
Beth-aram, Jos. 1 3 :27). This si te formed part 01' the 
allotment of Gad, and so lay on the E of the 
Jordan. I t  was probably a border strong-point 
which the Gadites built (Nu. 32: 36) or else an exist
ing settlement which they fortified (Jos. 1 3 :27) to 
protect themselves and their cattle. The settlement 
was in good pasture (Nu.  32: I )  but in the valley 
(Jos. 1 3 :27), and so lacked the security of hili fast
nesses wh ich those who crossed the river enjoyed . 
Identified with modern Tell IktanG 1 2  km NE of 
the mouth of the Jordan. R.J .W.  

BETH-HORON. A Canaanite place-name mean
ing 'house of Hauron' (a Canaanite god of the 
underworld). !.1pper Beth-horon (Jos. 1 6:5) is 
modern Beit 'Ur al-Föqä, 6 1 7  m above sea-Ievel, 
1 6  km NW of Jerusalem, and Lower Beth-horon 
(Jos. 1 6 :3) is Beit 'Ür al-Ta�tä, 400 m above the 
sea and 2 km farther NW These towns were built 
by Sherah, of the tribe of Ephraim (I Ch. 7:24). 
They were within the territory of this tribe, and 
one of them was assigned to the Levite family 01' 
Kohath (Jos. 2 1  :22). They were rebuilt by Solomon 
(2 Ch. 8 :5) and fortified by the Jews after the Exile 
(Judith 4:4-5) and by Bacchides the Syrian general 
( I  Macc. 9 :50) . They controlled the valley of Ai
jalon, up which went one of the most irnpurtant 
ancient routes between the maritime plain and the 
hill-country. Therefore many armies passed by 
these towns in biblical times, e.g. the Amorites and 
the pursuing Israelites under Joshua (Jos. 1 0: 1 0-
1 1 ), the Philistines ( I  Sa. 1 3 : 1 8),  and the Egyptian 
army of Shishak (according to his Karnak inscrip
tion), the Syrians under Seron (I M acc. 3 :  1 6 , 24) 
and under Nicanor ( I  Macc. 7 :39), both 01' whom 
Judas defeated at Beth-horon, and the Romans 
under Cestius (Jos., BJ 2.  5 1 6). 
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Sanballat may have been a native of Beth-horon 
(Ne. 2 :  I 0). Pseudo-Epiphanius, in The Lil'es o[ the 
Prophets, states that Daniel was born in Upper 
Beth-horon.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Robinson, Biblical Researches 
in Palestine, 2 ,  1 874, pp. 250-253; G. A. Smith, 
Historieal Geography o[ the Holy Land, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 
248-250, 287-292; F. M. Abel ,  Geographie de la 
Pales/ine, 2,  1 938, pp. 274-275. J .T. 

BETH-JESHIMOTH (Heb. beI haysim6!, 
'house of the deserts', AV 'Jesimoth'), a place near 
the NE shore of the Dead Sea in  the plains 01' 
Moab (Nu. 33:49; Ezk .  25 :9), al located by Moses 
to the tribe of Reuben (Jos. 1 3 :20). Eusebius places 
it 1 6  km SE of Jericho, and Josephus ( War 4. 438) 
mentions it by its Greek name Besimöth (the 
nearby Khirbet Sueimeh), captured by the Roman 



tribune Placidus du ring the Jewish revolt . A weil and 
some ruins (Tell el-'Azeimeh) remain. N.H. 

BETHLEHEM (Heb. ber lefwn, 'house of 
bread', the latter word probably in the wider sense, 
· food'). It has been suggested that the final word 
lellem is Lakhmu, an Assyrian deity; but there is 
no evidence that this god was ever revered in Pales
tine. There are two towns of the name in the OT, 
both today given the Arabic name Bayt Lahm, the 
exact equivalent of the Hebrew. 

1 .  The famed city of David, as it came to be 
styled. It lies 9 km S of Jerusalem. I ts  earlier name 
was Ephrath (Gn. 35: 1 9), and i t  was known as 
Bethlehem Judah, or Bethlehem Ephrathah, to dis
tinguish i t  from the other city of the same name. 
Rachel's tomb was near it; David's ancestors Iived 
there; the Philistines placed a garrison there; and 
the Messiah was destined to be born there. Jesus 
was accordingly born there, and the stories of the 
shepherds and the Magi centre upon i t .  Bethlehem 
suffered at the hands of Hadrian in the 2nd cen
tury AD, and all Jews were expelled from it; and it 
seems that the site of the nativity grotto was lost 
for two centuries; so the Church of the Nativity 
erected by Helena in the reign of Constantine may 
or may not mark the true site. 

2. The second Bethlehem lay in Zebulunite terri
tory (Jos. 1 9 : 1 5) ;  it is I I  km NW of Nazareth .  
Most scholars th ink the judge Ibzan (Jdg. 1 2 :8) 
was a resident o f  it, but ancient tradition favours 
Bethlehem Judah. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. NEAEHL, pp. 203-2 1 0; C. 
Kopp, Holy Places ol lhe Gospels, 1 963.  D.F.P.  

BETH-MARCABOTH (Heb. ber hammar
käQ6r, 'house o f  chariots'). A part of the allot
ment to Simeon (Jos. 1 9 :5 ;  I Ch. 4 :3 1 ) .  The site is 
uncertain but, being connected with Ziklag and 
Hormah, was probably a strong-point on the 
Judaean-Philistine border. The name suggests that 
the settlement may have been a Canaanite arsenal 
in the days of the conquest. The possession of cha
riots by the Canaanites prevented the unmounted 
Hebrew soldiers from entirely occupying the land 
(Jdg. 1 9). R.J .W. 

BETH-NIMRAH. 'House of pure water' or 
'House of leopard', a city in Gad (Nu. 32:36), 
probably equalling Nimrah (Nu. 32:3)' and Nimrim 
(Is. 1 5 :6; Je. 48:34). By Eusebius, called Betham
Naram and located 8 km N of Livias. Possibly 
either modern Tell Nimrin beside the Wadi Shaib 
or nearby Tell Bileibil, some 24 km E of Jericho. 

G.W.G.  

BETH-PEOR ( I i t .  'Temple of Peor'). A place in 
the hili country in the land of Moab (Jos. 1 3 :20) or 
of the Amorites (Dt. 4:46), to the E of Jordan, 
wh ich was part of Reubenite territory. The histor
ical framework of Deuteronomy describes the He
brews gathering at Mt Pisgah near to Beth-peor to 
receive their final exhortation be fore going over 
into the Promised Land (Dt. 3 :29; 4:44-46). 
Having repeated the law to the immigrants, Moses 
died, and was buried nearby (Dt .  34:5-6). Beth
peor may be near, or even the same as, Peor, where 
Balaam built seven altars (Nu. 23:28).  Nu.  25: 1 -5 

BETHSHEAN, BETHSHAN 

mentions the worship of a god Baal Peor ( Lord of 
Peor) by the Moabites. The si te is uncertain. 

R.J .W.  

BETHPHAGE ( in Aram. 'place of young figs'). A 
village on the Mount of Olives, on or near the road 
from Jericho to Jerusalem and near Bethany (Mt .  
2 1 : 1 ;  Mk.  1 1 : 1 ;  Lk.  1 9:29). l ts s i  te  is unknown. See 
ZPEB, p. 1 1 2 .  J .W.M.  

BETH-SAIDA. A town on the N shores of Galilee, 
near the Jordan. The name is Aramaic, meaning 
'house of fishing' (if ber $aydd) or else 'fisher
man's house' (if ber $ayyäqd). Philip the tet
rarch rebuilt it and gave it the name Julias, in 
honour of Julia the daughter of Augustus. Pliny 
and Jerome tell us that i t  was on the E of the 
Jordan, and there are two Iikely sites, al-Tell or 
Mas'adiya. (The two are dose togethcr, the latter 
being nearer the actual shore.) But in Mk. 6:45 the 
disciples were sent from E of the Jordan to Beth
saida, towards Capernaum (cf Jn. 6: 1 7) ;  hence a 
second Beth-saida has been postulated W of the 
Jordan-perhaps 10 be located at 'Ayn al-Tabigha. 
This is also claimed to be Beth-saida 'of Galilee' 
(Jn. 1 2 : 2 1 ), since the political division Galilee may 
not have extended E of the Jordan. But this is un
likely; 'Galilee' is not necessarily used in the tech
nical sense. A suburb of Julias on the W bank may 
suit Mk .  6:45 best; Capernaum was not far away. 

D.F. P. 

BETHSHEAN, BETHSHAN. A city situated at 
the important junction of the Valley of · Jezreel 
with the Jordan valley. The name occurs in the 
Bible as ber S"än (Jos. 1 7 : 1 1 , 1 6; Jdg. I :27; I Ki. 
4: 1 2; I Ch. 7 :29) and ber san (I Sa. 3 1 : 1  0, 1 2; 2 
Sa. 2 1 :  1 2) .  The name is preserved in the modern 
village of Beisän, adjacent to which stands Tell el
Husn, the 80 m high ruin mound which covers 
nineteen successive layers of occupation, excavated 
by C. S. Fisher ( 1 92 1 -3), A. Rowe ( 1 925-8), G. M .  
Fitzgerald ( 1 930-3), Y. Yadin and 1. Geva ( 1 983) 
and A. Mazar ( 1 989-). The city was almost con
tinuously occupied from Chalcolithic to modern 
times and for a long time was the most important 
Egyptian stronghold in the north. 
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Though a deep sounding was made, revealing 
settlements of the 4th millennium and an import
ant Canaanite city of the Early Bronze Age, the 
main excavations were devoted to the 9 upper levels 
wh ich extended from the 1 4th century BC to Is
lamic times. During much of the earlier part of this 
period, Bethshean was an Egyp. fortified outpost. 
Already in the 1 5th century Tuthmosis 1 1 1  men
tions it as under his control (scarabs bearing his 
name were found there), and in the following 
century one of the Amarna letters speaks of re
inforcements sent to garrison bfl-sa-a-ni on behalf 
of Egypt. The earliest main level (IX) probably be
longs to this century (the levels have been redated 
on the basis of pottery sequence, since the original 
dates of the excavators relied on less certain cri
teria), and in this an extensive temple dedicated to 
'Mekai, the Lord (Ba 'al) of Bethshan' was un
covered, in which were found the remains of a sac
rificed 3-year-old bull (. SACRIFICE AND OFFERING) . 

Level V I I I  was comparatively unimportant, 
dating from about the end of the 14th century, but 



BETHSHEAN, BETHSHAN 

at this time Sethos (Seti) [ was seeking to restore 
Egyp. control in Asia, and in his first year he 
retook Bethshean. Two of his royal stelae have 
been found there, one of them recording that he 
had a clash nearby with the 'pr. IV (. HEBREWS). 
Level V I I  (c. 1 3th century) contained a temple in 
which was found a stela depicting a goddess with a 
two-horned headdress (. ASHTEROTH-KARNAIM) ,  
and in level VI  a similar temple was uncovered. 
This level probably dates to the 1 2th century, the 
time of Rameses I I 1 ,  of whom a statue was found 
there, and the discovery in the city cemetery of an
thropoid clay coffins characteristic of the • Philis
tines suggests that these people were stationed as a 
mercenary garrison at Bethshean by Rameses. Ar
riving in Palestine, Manasseh was allotted Beth
shean (Jos. 1 7 : 1 1 ) ,  found it too formidable to take 
(Jos. 1 7 : 1 6; Jdg. I :27), so that it remained in Ca
naanite hands until the time of David. The Bible 
refers to it as Bethshan 'and her daughters' (i.e. 
dependent villages) so it was clearly important. I t  
was still i n  Philistine hands at the time o f  Saul, for 
it was upon its walls that his body and those of his 
sons were hung, and from wh ich the men of 
Jabesh-gilead recovered them (I Sa. 3 1 :  I 0, 1 2). 

In level V (c. 1 1  th century) two temples were 
uncovered, one (the S) dedicated to the god 
Resheph and the other to the goddess Antit, and 
Rowe has suggested that these are the temples of 
Dagon and Ashteroth in which Saul's head and 
armour were displayed by the Philistines ( I  Ch. 
1 0 : I 0; I Sa. 3 1 :  I 0) . The city must have fallen finally 
to the I sraelites in the time of David, and the 
excavations have revealed little material settlement 
(level I V) from then until the Hellenistic Period 
(level 1 1 1). During this time it is mentioned with its 
environs ( 'all of Bethshean', kolber s" än) as 
belonging to Solomon's fifth administrative dis
trict (I Ki. 4 : 1 2) ,  and in the reign of Rehoboam ( I  
Ki.  1 4 :25) Sheshonq (. SHISHAK) claimed i t  among 
his conquests. The city was refounded as the Hel
lenistic centre of Scythopolis, and this later 
became a part of the • Decapolis. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Rowe, Belh-shan, I ,  The Top
ography and Hislory 0/ Belh-shan, 1 930; 2, i, The 
FOllr Canaanile Temples 0/ Belh-shan, 1 940; with 
which see G. E. Wright, AJA 45, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 483--485; 
G. M. Fitzgerald, Belh-shan, 2, ii , 1 930; 3 ,  1 93 1 ;  
ANET, pp. 242, 249, 253; J. Knudtzon, Die EI
Amarna Ta/ein I ,  1 907, pp. 874f., no. 289. 20; 2 ,  
1 9 1 5, p. 1 343 (= ANET, p. 489); W. F. Albright, 
'The Sm aller Beth-Shan Stele of Sethos I ( 1 309-
1 290 BC)', BASOR 1 25, 1 952, pp. 24-32; G. 
Posener in J. Bottero, Le Probleme des Habil'll, 
1 954, p. 1 68 (= ANET, p. 255); G. E. Wright, BA 22, 
1 959, pp. 53-56, 65; (on anthropoid coffins) G. M .  
Fitzgerald, in AOTS, pp. 1 85- 1 96; NEAEHL, pp. 
2 1 4-235; Y. Yadin, JEJ 34, 1 984, pp. 1 87-1 89; 
F. W. James and P. E. McGovern, The LaIe Bronze 
JJ Egyplian Garrison al Belh Shan, 1 986. 

T.C .M. 

BETH-SHEMESH ( Heb. ber semes, 'house 
[temple] of the sun'), a name applied to 4 places in 
the Bible. 

I. An important city of Judah (2 Ki. 1 4 :  1 1 ; 2 Ch. 
25 : 2 1 )  on its N border with Dan (Jos. 1 5 : 1 0),  situ
ated in a W-facing valley of the hill-country some 
24 km W of Jerusalem and consequently com
manding a route from the uplands to the coast 
plain. The si te is probably to be identified with 
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modern Tell er-Rumeileh, situated on the saddle of a 
hili spur to the W of the later settlement of 'Ain 
Shems. Excavations were conducted in 1 9 1 1 - 1 2, and 
more extensively in 1 928-32. The si te was first set
tled near the end of the Early Bronze Age, some time 
before 2000 BC, and f10urished as a strongly rortified 
Canaanite city throughout the Middle and Late 
Hronze Ages, reaching its zenith in the time of the 
Egyptian domination under the pharaohs of Dyn
asty 1 9 . Connections with the N are illuminated by 
the discovery in the Late Bronze Age levels of a clay 
tablet inscribed in thecuneiform alphabet of · Ugar
it ( Ras Shamra). The close of the Bronze Age is 
marked by quantities of • Philistine pottery, show
ing that these people, who settled initially along the 
coast, also established themselves weil inland, where 
they became the chief rivals of the newly arrived 
Israelites. The city must have been taken by the I sra
elites in the perioJ of the Judges, as it was set aside as 
a levitical city (Jos. 2 1 :  1 6 ;  I Ch. 6:59), and was cer
tainly in their hands by the time of Samuel, for 
thither the captured ark came when the Philistines 
released it (I Sa. 6). It is probable that David 
strengthened thiscity in the later phases of his strug
gle with the PI,ilistines, and it is likely that the case
mate · walls discovered there date from this period. 
There is evidence that the city was destroyed in the 
1 0th century, probably at the hands of the Egyptian 
king • Shishak, who invaded Judah in Rehoboam's 
fifth year ( I  Ki. 1 4 :25-28). About a century after 
this, Beth-shemesh was the scene of the great victory 
01' Joash of I srael over Amaziah 0 1' Judah (2 Ki.  
1 4 : 1 1 - 1 3 ; 2 Ch. 25:2 1 -23). In  the reign 01' Ahaz, 
Beth-shemesh was with other cities again taken by 
the Philistines (2 Ch. 28: 1 8), but they were driven out 
by Tiglath-pileser I I 1 , to whom Ahaz had appealed 
and of whom Judah now became a vassal. Life in the 
city during the period of the monarchy was illumin
ated by the discovery 01' a refinery for olive-oil and 
installations for copper-working, which last had 
already existed in the Bronze Age. The city was now 
in decline, however, and it was finally destroyed by 
Nebuchadrezzar in the 6th century BC. 

I t  is probable that I r-shemesh, 'city of the sun' 
(Jos. 1 9 :4 1 ) , is to be equated with Beth-shemesh. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Mackenzie, 'Excavat ions al 
Ain Shems', Annual Reoorl 0/ Ihe Palesline Ex
ploralion Fund, I ,  1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 4 1 -94; 2, 1 9 1 2- 1 3, pp. 
1 - 1 00; E. Grant (and G. E. Wright), Ain Shellls 
Excal'alions, 1-5, 1 93 1 -9; NEAEHL, pp. 249-253: 
J. A. Emerton, AOTS, pp. 1 97-206. 

2. A city on the border of Issachar (Jos. 1 9 :22), 
from which the Canaanites were not driven 
out, but became tributary 10 the Israelitcs (Jdg. 
1 : 33), perhaps to be identified with modern 
el- 'Abediyeh, which commands a ford over Ihe 
Jordan some 3 km S ol' the Sea 01' Galilee. 

BIBLIOGRA PlW. A. Saarisalo, The Boulldar)' be
l\I'een Jssachar (Ind Naphlali, 1 927, pp. 7 1 -73. 1 1 9 1'. 

3. A fortified city allotted to Naphtali (Jos. 
1 9 :38), whose site is unknown. unless it is 10 be 
identified with 2. 

4. A city in Egypt (Je. 43: 1 3) probably to he iden
tified with Heliopolis (wh ich is here given in RSV) 
(. ON). T .C .M .  

BETH-SHITTAH (Heb. ber si((d, 'house 01' 
[the] acacia') .  A town near Abel-meholah, to 
which the Midianites f1ed from Gideon (Jdg. 7:22) 
No definitive identification has yet been made. 

J .D .D.  



BETH-ZUR (Heb. beI �ür). A city in Judah (Jos. 
1 5 :58), not mentioncd in the account of the con
quest, but settled by the descendants of • Caleb the 
son of Hezron ( I  Ch. 2:45). It was fortified by Re
hoboam in the 1 0th century (2 Ch. 1 1  :7), was of 
some importance in the time of Nehemiah (3: 1 6), 
and was a strategie fortified city during the Mac
cabean wars ( I  Macc.). 

The name is preserved at the site called Burj 
e�- Sur, but the ancient city is represented today 
by the neighbouring mound of Khirbet el
Tubeiqah, about 6 km N of Hebron. The site was 
identified in 1 924, and in 1 93 1  an American exped
ition under the direction of O. R. Seilers and W. F. 
Albright carried out preliminary excavations, 
which, due to the troubled times, were not resumed 
until 1 957, when a further season was undertaken 
under Seilers. 

There was little settlement on the site until 
Middle Bronze Age 1 1  (c. 1 9th-1 6th century BC) , in 
the latter part of wh ich the Hyksos dominated Pal
estine, and it is probably to them that a system of 
massive defensive walls on the slope of the mound 
is to be attributed. When the Egyptians finally ex
pelled the Hyksos from Egypt and pursued them 
weil into Palestine, Beth-zur was destroyed and 
largely abandoned, and it evidently remained so 
throughout the Late Bronze Age (c. 1 550-1 200) 
and therefore offered no resistance to the armies of 
Joshua, as indicated by its absence from the con
quest narratives. The Israelites evidently settled 
there, for in the 1 2th and 1 1  th centuries the city 
was flourishing, though the population seems to 
have declined towards the end of the 1 0th century. 
No certain evidence of Rehoboam's fortifications 
has come to light, so it may be that he re-used 
the Middle Bronze Age walls and stationed only 
a small garrison there. The si te was occupied 
throughout the Monarchy, abandoned during the 
Exile and resettled in the Persian period, but its 
zenith of importance came during the Hellenistic 
period. It was then a garrison city commanding the 
Jerusalem-Hebron road at the boundary between 
Judaea and Idumaea, and figured prominently in 
the Maccabean wars. A large fortress was un
covered on the summit, in wh ich were found a 
great number 01' coins, including many of Antio
chus IV Epiphanes, and several stamped Rhodian 
jar handles, indicating that it had been garrisoned 
by Greek troops. The fort had seen three main 
phases, the second probably due to Judas Mac
cabaeus, who fortified it after having defeated An
tiochus' deputy Lysias there ( I  Macc. 4:26-34, 6 1 ), 
and the third probably to be ascribed to the Mac
cdonian general Bacchides, who fortified it around 
1 6 1  Bc ( 1  Macc. 9 :52). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. R .  Seilers, The Citadel 0/ 
Beth-zur, 1 933; W. F. Albright, The Archaeology 0/ 
Palestine, revised edition, 1 960, passim, esp. pp. 
1 50- 1 52; F. M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine, 2,  
1 938, p .  283;  R .  W. Funk,  NEAEHL, pp. 259-26 1 .  

T.C.M.  

BEULAH. When the Lord saves Zion, her land 
shall receive this symbolic name, meaning 'mar
ried' ( l s. 62:4, AV, Rsvmg.). Expressing the c1ose
ness 01' the relation between Zion and her sons (v. 
5a), and the restoration 01' Zion to her God (v. 5b, 
cf Is. 49: 1 8 ; 54: 1 -6; Ho. 2 :  1 4-20; contrast Ho. 1 :2), 
the name foretells the fertility 01' the Messianic age. 

BIBLE 

The Lord will be the ba'al, Husband, Guarantor of 
fruitfulness, on the basis 01' righteousness ( l s. 62: 1 -
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2; Ot. 28: 1 - 1 4). J .A.M. 

BEZALEL. BEZALEEL ( Heb. b'�a/'el, 'in the 
shadow [protectionJ 01' God'). I. A Judahite, 01' 
Hezron's family in Caleb's house, Uri's son, Hur's 
grandson; gifted by God as a ski lied craftsman in 
wood, metal and precious stones, and placed in 
charge 01' the making 01' the tabernacle; he also 
taught other workers. See Ex . 3 1 : 1 - 1 1 ;  35 :30-35. 2. 
A son 01' Pahath-moab, who was persuaded by 
Ezra to put away his foreign wife (Ezr. 1 0:30). 

D.W.G. 

BIBLE. Oerived through Latin from Gk. biblia 
('books'), the books wh ich are acknowledged as 
canonical by the Christian church. The earliest 
Christian use 01' ta biblia ('the books') in this sense 
is said to be 2 Clement 1 4:2  (c. AD 1 50): 'the books 
and the apostles declare that the church . . .  has ex
isted from the beginning'. Cf On. 9:2, ' I  Oaniel 
perceived in the books' (Heb. bass'ftärrm), where 
the reference is to the corpus 01' OT prophetic writ
ings. Gk. biblion (of wh ich biblia is the plural) is a 
diminutive 01' biblos, which in practice denotes any 
kind 01' written document, but originally one writ
ten on papyrus (Gk. byblos; cf the Phoen. port 01' 
Byblus, through wh ich in antiquity papyrus was 
imported from Egypt). 

A term synonymous with 'the Bible' is 'the writ
ings' or 'the Scriptures' (Gk. hai graphai, ta gram
mata), frequently used in the NT to denote the OT 
documents in whole or in part; cf Mt.  2 1  :42, 'Have 
you never read in the scriptures?' (en tais graphais); 
the parallel passage Mk.  1 2 : 1 0  has the singular, re
ferring to the particular text quoted, 'have you not 
read this scripture?' (ten graphen tauten); 2 Tim. 
3 :  1 5, 'the sacred writings' (la hiera grammata), v. 
1 6, 'all scripture is inspired by God' (pasa graphe 
theopneustos). In 2 Pet. 3: 1 6  'all' the letters 01' Paul 
are included along with 'the other scriptures' (las 
loipas graphas), by which the OT writings and 
probably also the Gospels are meant .  

The OT and NT -the talVrat (from Heb. tara) 
and the injfl (from Gk. euangelion)-are acknow
ledged in the Qur'an (Sura 3) as earlier divine rev
elations. The OT in Hebrew is the Jewish Bible. The 
Pentateuch in Hebrew is the Samaritan Bible. 

I .  Content and authority 
Among Christians, for whom the OT and NT to
gether constitute the Bible, there is not complete 
agreement on their content. Some branches 01' the 
Syriac church do not include 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, 
Jude and Revelation in the NT. The Roman and 
Greek communions include a number 01' books in 
the OT in addition to those which make up the 
Hebrew Bible; these additional books formed part 
01' the Christian Septuagint. 

While they are included, along with one or two 
others, in the complete Protestant English Bible, 
the Church 01' England (like the Lutheran Church) 
follows Jerome in holding that they may be read 
'for example 01' life and instruction 01' manners; 
but yet doth it not apply them to establish any doc
trine' (Article VI) .  Other Reformed Churches 
accord them no canonical status at all (*Aroc
RYPHA ) . The Ethiopic Bible includes 1 Enoch and 
the book 01' Jubilees. 



BIBLE 

In  the Roman, Greek and other ancient com
munions the Bible, together with the living trad
ition of the church in some sense, constitutes the 
ultimate authority. In the churches of the Refor
mation, on the other hand, the Bible alone is the 
final court of appeal in matters of doctrine and 
practicc. Thus Article VI of the Church of Eng
land affirms: 'Holy S.:ripture cOlltaineth all things 
necessary to salvation : so that whatsoever is not 
read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not to 
be required of any man, that i t  should be believed 
as an article of the Faith, or be thought requisite or 
neccssary to salvat ion . '  To the same effect the 
Westminster Con/ession 0/ Faith ( I .  2) Iists the 39 
books of the OT and the 27 of the NT as 'all . .  
given by inspiration of God, to be the rule of faith 
and life' .  

1 1 .  The (wo Testaments 
The word 'testament' in the designations 'Old 
Testament' and 'New Testament', given to the two 
divisions of the Bible, goes back through Latin 
testament11m to Gk.  diotheke, which in most of its 
occurrences in the Greek Bible means 'covenant' 
rat her than 'testament' .  In  Je. 31 : 3 1  ff. a new coven
ant (Heb. b'rir, LXX diotheke) is foretold which 
will supersede that which Yahweh made with Israel 
in the wilderness (cf Ex . 24:7f.). ' I n  speaking of a 
new covenant, he treats the first as obsolete' (Heb. 
8: 1 3) .  The NT writers see the fulfilment of the 
prophecy of the new eovenant in the new order in
augurated by the work of Christ; his own words of 
institution (I Cor. I I  :25) give the authority for this 
interpretation. The OT books, then, are so called 
because of their close assoeiation with the history 
of the 'old eovenant' ;  the NT books are so ealled 
beeause they are the foundation doeuments of the 
'new eovenant'. An approach to our common use 
of the term 'Old Testament' appears in 2 Cor. 3: 1 4, 
' in the reading of the old covenant' ,  although 
Paul probably means the law, the basis of the 
old covenant, rather than the whole volume of 
Hebrew Seripture. The terms 'Old Testament' 
(pa/aia dia theke) and 'New Testament '  (kaine 
dia theke) for the two colleetions of books eame 
into general Christian use in the later part of the 
2nd eentury; in the W, Tertullian rendered 
diatheke into Latin now by illstrllll1entllll1 (a legal 
doeument) and now by testament11m; i t  was the 
latter word that survived-unfortunately, since 
the two parts of the Bible are not 'testaments' in 
the ordinary sense of the term . 

I I I .  The Old Testament 
In the Hebrew Bible the books are arranged in 
three divisions-thc Law (törä), the Prophets 
(Il'QUm) and the Writings WrliQim). Thc Law 
comprises the Pentateuch, the five 'books of 
Moses'. The Prophets fall into two subdivisions
the 'Former Prophets' (1l"Qlim rtsöllim), eompris
ing Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings, and the 
'Latter Prophets' (n'Q/im 'ah"rönilll), comprising 
I saiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and 'The Book of the 
Twelve Prophets' .  The Writings contain the rest of 
the books -first, Psalms, Proverbs and Job; then 
the five 'Serolls' (m'gillöLl, namely Canticles, 
Ruth, Lamentations, Eeclesiastes and Esther; and 
finally Daniel, Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles. 
The total is traditionally reckoned as 24, but these 
24 correspond exaetly to our eommon reckoning 
of 39, since in the latter reekoning the Minor 
Prophets are counted as 12 books, and Samuel, 

K ings, Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah as two 
each. There were other ways of counting the same 
24 books in antiquity; in one (attested by Josephus) 
the total was brought down to 22; in another 
(known to Jerome) it  was raised to 27. 

The origin of the arrangement of books in the 
Hebrew Bible cannot be traced; the th reefold div
ision is frequently believed to eorrespond to the 
three stages in wh ich the books reeeived canonieal 
reeognition, but there is no direet evidenee for this 
(* CANON OF THE OLD TESTAMENT) . 

In the LXX the books are arranged according to 
similarity of subject-matter. The Pentateuch is fol
lowed by the historical books, these are fol lowed 
by the books of poetry and wisdom, and these by 
the prophets. It  is this order which, in its essential 
features, is perpetuated (via the Vulgate) in most 
Christian editions of the Bible. In  some respeets 
this order is truer to chronologieal sequence of the 
narrative eontents than that of the Hebrew Bible; 
for ex am pie, Ruth appears immediately after 
Judges (since it records things which happened ' in 
the days when the judges ruled'), and the work of 
the Chronicler appears in the order Chronicles, 
Ezra, Nehemiah. 

The threefold division of the Hebrew Bible is 
retleeted in the wording of Lk. 24:44 ('the law 
of Moses . . .  the prophets . . .  the psalms'); more 
commonly the NT refers to ' the law and the 
prophets' (see Mt.  5 : 1 7, ete) or 'Moses and the 
prophets' (Lk .  1 6:29, ete ) .  

The divine revelation which the OT records was 
eonveyed in two prineipal ways-by mighty works 
and prophetie words. These two modes of revela
tion are bound up indissolubly together. The aets 
of mercy and judgment by whieh the God of Israel 
made himself known to his eovenant people would 
not have earried their proper message had they not 
been interpreted to them by the prophets-the 
'spokesmen' of God who reccived and eommuni
eated his word. For example, the events of the 
Exodus would not have acquired their abiding sig
nifieanee for the Israelites if Moses had not told 
them that in these events the God of their fathers 
was aeting for their deliverance, in aecordance with 
his ancient promises, so that they might heneeforth 
be his people and he their God . On the other hand, 
Moses' words would have been fruitless apart from 
their vindication in the events of the Exodus. We 
may compare the similarly significant role of 
Samuel at the time of the Philistine menace, of the 
great 8th-century prophets when Assyria was 
sweeping all before her, of Jeremiah and Ezekiel 
when the kingdom of Judah eame to an end. and 
so forth. 

This interplay of mighty work and prophetie 
word in the OT explains why history and prophecy 
are so intermingled throughout its pages; it was no 
doubt some realization of this that led the Jews 
to include the chief historical books among the 
Prophets. 
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But not only do the OT writings record this pro
gressive twofold revelation of God; they reeord 
at the same time men's response to God's 
revelation-a response sometimes obedient,  too 
often disobedient; expressed both in deeds and in 
words. In this OT record 01' the response of those 
to whom the word of God came the NT finds prac
tieal instruction für Christians; of the Israelites' 
rebellion in the wilderness and the disasters which 
ensued Paul writes: 'these things happened to them 
as a warning, but they were written down lür our 



instruction, upon whom the end of the ages has 
come' ( 1  Cor. I O: I I ) . 

As regards its place in the Christian Bible, the 
OT is preparatory in character: what 'God . . .  spoke 
01' old to our fathers by the prophets' waited for its 
completion in the word which 'in these last days' he 
has 'spoken unto us by a Son' ( Heb. I :  I f.) .  Yet the 
OT was the Bible wh ich the apostles and other 
preachers of the gospel in the earliest days of 
Christianity took with them when they proclaimed 
Jesus as the divinely sent Messiah, Lord and Sa
viour: they found in it clear witness to Christ (Jn. 
5 :39) and a plain setting forth of the way of salva
tion through faith in hirn (Rom. 3 :2 1 ;  2 Tim. 3: 1 5) .  
For their use of the OT they had the authority and 
example of Christ hirnself; and the church ever 
since has done weil when it has followed the prece
dent set by hirn and his apostles and recognized the 
OT as Christian scripture. 'What was indispensable 
to the Redeemer must always be indispensable to 
the reueemed' (G. A. Smith). 

IV. The New Testament 
The NT stands to the OT in the relation of fulfil
ment to promise. I f  the OT records what 'God . . .  
spoke of old to our fathers by the prophets', the 
NT records that final word which he spoke in his 
Son, in which all the earlier revelation was summed 
up, confirmed and transcended. The mighty works 
of the OT revelation culminate in the redemptive 
work of Christ; the words of the OT prophets re
ceive their fulfilment in hirn. But he is not only 
God's crowning revelation to man; he is also man's 
perfect response to God-the high priest as weil as 
the apostle of our confession (Heb. 3: I ) . If the OT 
records the witness of those who saw the day of 
Christ before i t  dawned, the NT records the wit
ness of those who saw and heard hirn in the days 01' 
his flesh, and who came to know and proclaim the 
significance of his coming more fully, by the power 
of his Spirit, after his rising from the dead. 

The NT has been accepted by the great majority 
01' Christians, for the past 1 ,600 years, as compris
ing 27 books. These 27 fall naturally into 4 divi
sions: (a) the four Gospels, (b) the Acts of the 
Apostles, (c) 21 letters written by apostles and 
'apostolic men', (d) the Revelation. This order is 
not only logical, but roughly chronological so far 
as the subject-matter of the documents is con
cerned; it does not correspond, however, to the 
order in wh ich they were written. 

The first NT documents to be written were the 
earlier Epistles of Pau!. These (together, possibly, 
with the Epistle of James) were written between AD 
48 and 60, before even 'the earliest of the Gospels 
was written. The four Gospels belong to the dec
ades between 60 and 1 00, and it is to these decades 
too that all (or nearly all) the other NT writings are 
to be ascribed. Whereas the writing of the OT 
books was spread over a period of 1 ,000 years or 
more, the NT books were written within a century. 

The NT writings were not gathered together in 
the form which we know immediately after they 
were penned. At first the individual * Gospels had 
a local and independent existence in the constitu
encies for which they were originally composed. By 
the beginning 01' the 2nd century, however, they 
were brought together and began to circulate as a 
fourfold record. When this happened, *Acts was 
detached from Luke, with which it had formed one 
work in two volumes, and embarked on a separate 
but not unimportant career of its own. 

BIBLE 

Paul's letters were preserved at first by the com
munities or individuals to whom they were sent. 
But by the end of the I st century there is evidence 
to suggest that his surviving correspondence began 
to be collected into a Pauline corpus, which quickly 
circulated among the churches-first a shorter 
corpus of 10 letters and soon afterwards a longer 
one of 1 3, enlarged by the inclusion of the 3 * Pas
toral Epistles. Within the Pauline corpus the letters 
appear to have been arranged not in chronological 
order but in descending order of length. This prin
ciple may still be recognized in the order found in 
most editions of the NT today: the letters to 
churches come be fore the letters to individuals, and 
within these two subdivisions they are arranged so 
that the Ion gest comes first and the shortest last. 
(The only departure from this scheme is that Gala
tians comes before Ephesians, aithough Ephesians 
is slightly the longer of the two.) 

With the Gospel collection and the Pauline 
corpus, and Acts to serve as a link between the two, 
we have the beginnings of the NT * Canon as we 
know it. The early church, which inherited the 
Hebrew Bible (or the Greek version of the LXX) as 
its sacred Scriptures, was not long in setting the 
new evangelic and apostolic writings alongside 
the Law and the Prophets, and in using them for 
the propagation and defence of the gospel and in 
Christian worship. Thus lustin M artyr, about the 
middle of the 2nd century, describes how Chris
tians in their Sunday meetings read 'the memoirs 
of the apostles or the writings of the prophets' 
(Apology I .  67). It was natural, then, that when 
Christianity spread among people who spoke other 
languages than Greek, the NT should be translated 
from Greek into those languages for the benefit of 
new converts. There were Latin and Syriac versions 
of the NT by AD 200, and a Coptic one within the 
following century. 

V. The message of the Bible 
The Bible has played, and continues to play, a not
able part in the history of civilization. Many lan
guages have been reduced to writing for the first 
time in order that the Bible, in whole or in part, 
might be translated into them in written form. And 
this is but a minor sam pie of the civilizing mission 
of the Bible in the world. 

This civilizing mission is the direct effect of the 
central message of the Bible. It may be thought 
surprising that one should speak of a central mes
sage in a collection of writings which reflects the 
history of civilization in the Near East over several 
millennia. But a central message there is, and it is 
the recognition of this that has led to the common 
treatment of the Bible as a book, and not simply a 
collection of books-just as the Greek plural biblia 
('books') became the Latin singular biblia ('the 
book'). 

The Bible's central message is the story of salva
tion, and throughout both Testaments three 
strands in this unfolding story can be dis
tinguished: the bringer of salvation, the way of 
salvation and the heirs of salvation. This could be 
reworded in terms of the covenant idea by saying 
that the central message of the Bible is God's cov
enant with men, and that the strands are the medi
ator of the covenant, the basis of the covenant and 
the covenant people. God hirnself is the Saviour of 
his people; it is he who confirms his covenant 
mercy with them. The bringer of salvation, the 
Mediator of the covenant, is Jesus Christ, the Son 
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of God. The way of salvation, the basis of the cov
enant, is God's grace, calling forth from his people 
a response of fai th and obedience. The heirs of sal
vation, the covenant people, are the Israel of God, 
the church of God. 

The continuity of the covenant people from the 
OT to the NT is obscured for the reader of the 
common English B ible because 'church' is an ex
c1usively NT word, and he naturally thinks of it as 
something which began in the NT period. But the 
reader of the Greek Bible was confronted by no 
new word when he found ekklesia in the NT; he 
had already met i t  in the LXX as one of the words 
used to denote Israel as the 'assembly' of Yahweh. 
To be sure, it has a new and fuller meaning in the 
NT. Jesus said 'I will build my church' (Mt. 1 6: 1 8), 
for the old covenant people had to die with hirn in 
order to rise with hirn to new life-a new Iife in 
wh ich national restrictions had disappeared. But  
he provides in hirnself the vital continuity between 
the old Israel and the new, and his faithful follow
ers were both the righteous remnant of the old and 
the nucleus of the new. The Servant Lord and his 
servant people bind the two Testaments together 
(* CHURCH; * ISRAEL OF GOD). 

The message of the Bible is God's message to 
man, communicated 'in many and various ways' 
(Heb. I :  I )  and finally incarnated in Christ. Thus 
'the authority of the holy scripture, for wh ich it 
ought to be believed and obeyed, dependeth not 
upon the testimony of any man or church, but 
wholly upon God (who is truth itselr), the author 
thereof; and therefore i t  is to be received, because it 
is the word of God' ( Westminster Confession o[ 
Faith, I .  4). (* BIBLtCAL CRITICISM; * CA NON OF 
NEW TESTAMENT; * CANON OF OLD TESTAMENT; 
* ENGLtSH VERSIONS; * INSPIRATION; * INTERPRET
ATION ( BIBLtCAL); * LANGUAGE OF ApOCRYPHA, OF 
OLD TESTAMENT, OF NEW TESTAMENT; * REVELA
TION; * SCRIPTURE; * TEXTS AND VERSIONS.) 
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BIBLICAL CRITICISM today involves various 
disciplines whose goal is the exact interpretation 
of the Bible. Most types of criticism aim to c1ar
ify the meaning of the tex t :  they are not critical in 
the sense of challenging the text and its meaning. 
Traditionally, biblical criticism has been largely 
concerned with historical issues: who wrote the 
text? when was i t  written? wh at errors may have 
crept in through copying? what sources were 
used? ete. These are still the concerns of the 
majority of academic biblical scholars, but 
increasingly other forms of criticism are coming 
to the fore. These more modern criticisms tend to 
focus on the text in  itself or on the reader. Text
oriented criticisms include rhetorical, canon, and 

the new criticism, while reader-oriented crit icisms 
include audience, liberation ist and feminist 
approach es. 
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Conventionally the relationship between a text, 
its author, its reader and the world is portrayed as 
folIows: 

World 
(Historical eventsrrheological ideas) 

1 /' Text "'-
Author Reader 

To understand the different types of biblical criti
cism it is preferable to work with a simplified 
diagram: 

Author --> Text --> Reader 
in his world in our world 

In the simplest form of communication a speak
er sends a message, words, which are then heard 
by the listener. In this oral situation the worlds 
of speaker and hearer are usually the same, 
and communication is relatively simple. But when 
communication takes the form of writing, the pos
sibility of misunderstanding the author's meaning 
is increased, especially in  the case of biblical litera
ture where language, culture, and a gap of thou
sands of years separate author and reader. The 
task of the bibl ical critic is to appreciate these gaps 
and to attempt to bridge them. 

Traditional biblical criticisms concentrate their 
attention on the left-hand side of t his diagram, 
on the author, his world, and his production of 
the text. Under the heading 'Author-centred ap
proaches' we shall look at source crit icism, redac
tion criticism, form criticism and textual and 
historical criticism. 

I .  Author-centred approaches 

a. Historical criticism 
The primary task of historical criticism is to deter
mine who wrote a book and when .  From the book 
of Nahum we can determine that it was probably 
written before the fall of Nineveh (6 1 2  BC) and after 
the fall of Thebes (663 BC cf 3:8-9). It affects the in
terpretation of Revelation and the gospels whether 
they were written before or after the fall of Jerusa
lern (AD 70), so historical critics will try to determine 
their dates too. Historical criticism may involve 
evaluating claims for authorship within a book, 
e.g. the apostolic authorship of John or the t rust
worthiness of some books. 

b. SOllrce criticism 
If a book was written long after the events it re
cords, it could enhance its credibility to know what 
sources it was using and whether they were written 
c10se to the events they recount .  The book of 
Kings often refers to the royal annals of Judah and 
Israel. Regrettably, these annals are lost, but their 
use by the author of Kings does make his narrative 
of distant events more trustworthy. It is often 
argued that the Pentateuch was composed from a 
variety of earlier sources (1, E, P, ete.) wh ich take 
us c10ser to the events recorded; but this view is not 
unanimously held. Similarly, gospel source critics 
postulate sources such as Q, L and M ,  which they 



hope preserve the words 01' Jesus more exactly than 
the present gospels. 

c. Form crilieism 
Behind the written sourees, or the present texts, in 
the Bible may lie oral traditions. Many of the 
psalms may havc been used in temple worship 
before being incorporated into the Psalter. Form 
crit ics examined the psalms to discover groups of 
them exhibiting similar patterns in phraseology or 
content. Groups of psalms with a particular form 
may have been used on similar occasions. National 
laments may have been used when I srael was 
facing a famine or defeat in war (e.g. Ps. 79), while 
individual thank,givings (e.g: Ps. 1 1 6) may have 
been used when someone's prayer for healing was 
answered. Form cri ticism has also been used to 
establish the original setting of OT laws, or early 
Christian hymns Iying behind parts of the epistles 
(e.g Phi\. 2 :5-1 1 )  or sermons used in the writing 
of the gospels. 

d Redaelion crilieism 
Parallel versions of history, gospels, or poems raise 
interesting issues. If the writer of Chronicles used 
the book of Kings, and the gospels of Matthew 
and Luke used Mark, what changes did Chronicles 
make to Kings or Luke to Mark and why? These 
are the questions redaction critics ask, and in for
mulating their answers they often shed light on the 
circumstances of writing, and the interests and 
theologies of the later writer. When redaction criti
cism is used where the earlier sources are not 
extant, as in the Pentateuch, the enterprise be
comes much more speculative. 

e. TexlLla/ crilicism 
I f  we possessed the original autographs of Genesis 
or Paul's epistles, textual criticism would be un
necessary. Unfortunately we do not. The earliest 
complete manuscript of the NT dates from about 
300 years after its composition, while in the case of 
the OT the gap is more than 1 ,000 years. Whenever 
a text wore out, it had to be copied, and in the 
course of copying a number of mistakes were 
introduced. I t  is the aim of textual criticism to 
identify and, if possible, eliminate these mistakes. 
Jewish scribes were particularly scrupulous in 
copying the OT, so fewer mistakes have crept in 
than might be imagined, as the Dead Sea Scrolls 
from the turn of the era prove. Even in the less 
carefully copied NT, textual criticism can be fairly 
confident of restoring the text to its near-original 
purity. 

All these branches of criticism essentially deal 
with the development of the text over time. If one 
imagines the growth of a biblical book, form criti
ci sm would deal with the earliest phase of its 
existence, source criticism the next, then histori
cal criticism, and finally textual criticism. These 
types of criticism are diachronie, i.e. concerned 
with changes to the text over time. Recent critical 
study has a literary focus and tends to be syn
chronic, i.e. concerned with the text and its mean
ing at one point in time. 

11. Text-centred approaches 

a. Rheloriea/ crilieism 
Text-centred approaches focus on the text as it 
exists now, rather than on the processes whereby it 
has come into being. These synchronic approach es 
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have a variety 01' emphases. Some, like rhetorical 
criticism, focus on surface features 01' texts, such as 
repetition and keywords, others deal with methods 
of storytelling, 01' writing poetry, and yet others 
claim to elucidate underlying structures 01' 
literature. 

By rhetorical criticism I understand not just the 
study of persuasive techniques, but all approaches 
wh ich are concerned with surface features of the 
text. We now realize that Hebrew writers had a 
range of tricks or devices that they used, maybe 
unconsciously, in composing poems or stories. 
Parallelism is the best known poetic device. I n  
prose, repetition o f  phrases o r  keywords i s  very 
important. The beginning and end of sections may 
be marked by inc1usion (repetition of the opening). 
Writing in parallel panels (ABCDABCD), or chi
astically (ABBA), or in longer palistrophes 
(mirror-image patterns ABCDEDCBA, eIe.) are 
some of the devices that have been noted in both 
OT and NT. 

b. New crilieism 
New criticism holds that a literary work should be 
interpreted as a text on its own, without reference 
to its historical background or the author's inten
tion . To this end, new critics pay very close atten
tion to the way a book is composed: its plot, 
themes, its use of ambiguity and i rony, the por
trayal of character, the viewpoints of the actors 
and the narrator, elc. This involves close reading of 
the text, attention to subtle detail, such as slight 
variation in wording when material is repeated. 
Often new critics take account of the clues rhet
orical criticism relies on (e.g keywords), but try to 
integrate them within a total understanding of the 
work. This approach has led to some rich and 
powerful interpretations of biblical texts. 

e. Slruclura/ism 
Whereas rhetorical and new criticism pay attention 
to textual features that may be presumed to h ave 
been consciously employed by writers, structural
ists argue that literat ure also expressed deep struc
tures that characterize all communication (e.g 
binary contrasts). The jargon of structuralism 
makes many of its ideas difficult to grasp, but it 
is concerned to elucidate recurrent patterns of 
thought, e.g in grammar, law, folk-tales and par
ables. 

111 .  Reader-centred approaches 
A message is encoded and sent by a speaker, then 
received and decoded by a listener. Similarly, a 
writer encodes a message in a text which is then 
read and decoded by a reader. The recognition that 
hearers or readers are involved in the reception of 
messages, though not a new insight, has become 
much more prominent in recent critical discussion. 
Previously, most attention had been given to trying 
to discover what the text said or what the author 
intended. Now it is . recognized that the reader's 
input may significantly atfect his understanding of 
the message. I t is, of course, obvious that if a reader 
is a poor Hebraist, he or she could easily misunder
stand an OT text. Or if a reader were insensitive to 
genre, he or she might misunderstand the parable 
of the Good Samaritan as history. Readerly in
competence will lead to misinterpretation. But the 
reader contributes much more than this. The 
reader brings to the text the pre-understanding, the 
questions, the cultural assumptions, the religious 
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and ethical convictions, that are bound to affect his 
conc\usions. 

o. Audience criticism 
Whcn prophets preached, or apostlcs wrotc epis
tles, they were addressing real people with particu
lar outlooks and problems which the writer tried to 
address. Sometimes these beliefs were explicitly re
ferred to, as Paul does in writing to the Corinth
ians: he seems to have received a leller to which I 
Cor. is a reply. In the ca se of Amos, there are few 
allusions to what his hearers were thinking, but if 
we are to make sense of the book 's  message, we 
must read it as a kind of dialogue between hirn and 
his listeners. Though the term 'audience criticism' 
is new, scholars have long been aware of the im
portance of establishing the original situation a 
text envisages if it is to be correctly understood. 

b. Indeterminocy and deconstructionism 
I t  is one thing to envisage the situation of the ori
ginal readers: they knew the writer, his language, 
and the s i tuation he was addressing. But the situ
ation of the 20th-century reader is very different. 
There are many 'gaps' in the text, that is things lef! 
unsaid, which a modern reader must supply. And 
different readers will fill these gaps in different 
ways. Can we be sure who is right on how these 
gaps should be filled? The world of ideas we in
habit is quite different from the biblical, and our 
knowledge of the original setting of the texts is so 
patchy that we may completely misconstrue them . 
Furthermore, according to deconstructionists, 
there are contradictions within texts, wh ich make 
establishing a determinate meaning impossible. 

c. Ideological criticism 
Not only is it very difficult for modems to under
stand the bibl ical world, but it must be recognized 
that our preconceptions affect our reading of thc 
text. Rather than pretend that we have no pre
understanding that we bring to the text, ideological 
critics believe that they should be openly acknow
ledged and that their effect on our readings be ex
plored. One may approach the text as a materialist 
or a vegetarian. What would materialists make of 
the frequent references to the supernatural in the 
Bible? H ow would a vegetarian react to the con
cept of animal sacrifice? Criticism of biblical texts 
from these perspectives is rare, but Iiberationistl 
Marxist and feminist criticism is much more 
popular. Liberationists insist that texts be read 
from the standpoint of the poor and oppressed in 
the Third World, not, as is orten done, from the 
standpoint of the comfort of the Western middle 
c\asses. What do the texts have to say about 
poverty and oppression? Feminist critics urge 
that texts be read from a woman's standpoint. 
Some insist that texts should be evaluated against 
the principles of modern feminism and the patri
archy of many biblical passages exposed. Others 
merely highlight those passages that acknowledge 
the equality of the sexes or laud women's 
achievemen ts. 

d. Conc/uding observations 
The issues raised by modern criticism are highly 
complex and cannot be adequately dealt with here. 
Though author-centred approaches have dom in
ated biblical studies for more than two centuries, 
and still do, there is much more validity in the 
other critical methods than has been recognized. In 

particular, the text-oriented approaches offer much 
of great value. Studies emanating from this school 
are gold-mincs of exegetical insight (e.g. Alter, 
Bcrlin). Though many proponents of this sehool 
have wanted to divorce text from author and his
torical context, this is not rcally possible when we 
are reading an ancient tex t ,  as Strrnberg has 
shown. 

Reader-oriented approaches have drawn proper 
attention to the subjective input of the reader to all 
criticism. All readers come with their own agenda 
and preconceptions, which will inevitably colour 
their rcading of a text. But this does not mean all 
readings are equally valid, or that texts are of in
determinate meaning. I f  that happcned in everyday 
I ife, we should cease to communicate. Obviously i t  
is easier to understand friends than those we meet 
for the first time, or those who speak a foreign lan
guage. But that does not mean we cannot under
stand someone or a text better if  we work at il. 

Reader-oriented critics are right to draw atten
tion to the ideology of the reader. What we bring 
to a text in the way of assumptions and questions 
will influence what we find in them. In the post
modern world, where all truth is held to be relative, 
this does mean that any ideology may be brought 
to a text. But from a Christian perspective, there is 
only one God and therefore truth must be one, too. 
So it is essential for Christian critics to approach 
the text with a Christi an ideology, not a secular 
one, or we will read against the grain of the text, 
imposing our own ideas on the Bible instead of let
ting it address us with God's message for uso I ts 
agenda is to show us how to love God with all our 
heart, soul and mind, and our neighbour as our
selves. Unless we readers make that our priority, 
we are Iikely to distort its meaning at many points. 
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BtBLtOGRAPHY. All older introductions to the 
OT and NT are devoted to author-oriented criti
cisms. Evangelical evaluations of these approaches 
include: F. F. Bruce, The NT Docwnents: Are They 
Reliable?, 1 960; C. Brown (ed.), History, Criti
cism and Faith, 1 976; I. H. Marshall (ed.), New 
Testament Interpretation, 1 977. Text and reader
oriented approaches are discussed by the follow
ing: R. Alter, The Art 0/ Biblical Narrative, 1 98 1 ;  
A .  Berlin, Poeties and Interpretation 0/ Biblieal 
Narrative, 1 983; 1. Barton, Reading the OT, 1 984; 
M. Sternberg, The Poeties 0/ Biblieal Narrative, 
1 985; R. Alter & F. Kermode, A Literary Guide to 
the Bible, 1 987; T. Longman, Literary Approaehes 
to Biblieal Interpretation, 1 987; L. Ryken, Words 0/ 
Delight: A Literary Introduction to the Bible, 1 987; 
idem. Words 0/ Life: A Literary lntroduction to 
the New Testament, 1 987; A. C. Thiselton, New 
Horizons in Hermeneuties, 1 992; F. Watson, Text, 
ChI/reh and World, 1 994. G.J .W. 

BILHAH ( Heb. bilbah). I .  A servant-girl in 
Laban's household, given to RacheI on her mar
riage; in her mistress' place she bore Dan and 
Naphtali to Jacob (Gn. 29:29ff.). Theories wh ich 
start from the assumption that the 'sons of Israel' 
never actually existed as one family must suppose 
'sons of Bilhah' to have a special meaning; e.g. 
Steuernagel (followed by Burney, Jlldges, pp. cvif., 
cx n.) equates them with 'Canaanite tribes which 
amalgamated with Rachel tribes'; but there is no 
common factor in the records concerning Dan and 
Naphtali which would support such a hypothesis. 
2. A Simeonite settlement, I Ch. 4 :29, spelt bäläh 



in Jos. 1 9 :3 ,  ba'ulah in Jos. 1 5 :29; si te unknown. 
J .P.U.L. 

BINDING AND LOOSING (Aram. '''sar and 
s'rä '; Gk. deö, Iyö). Rabbinic terms used in Mt .  
1 6 : 1 9  of Peter's doctrinal authority to declare 
things forbidden or permitted; and in Mt .  1 8 : 1 8  of 
the disciples' disciplinary authority to condemn or 
absolve. The disciplinary authority differs from 
personal rabbinic power in being inseparable from 
the gospel proclaimed; so in Mt .  1 0: 1 2- 1 5  the 
preaching disciples pronounce no human judg
ment; and in Mt. 1 3 :30; 22: 1 3 , the 'binding' sym
bolism signifies divine judgment. The doctrinal 
authority is exercised through the apostolic teach
ing (Acts 2:42) and a teaching ministry (2 Tim. 
2 :24-26), not indiscriminately. 

deö (alone) is used symbolically of marriage ( I  
Cor. 7:29), legal ties (Rom. 7:2), and Paul's service 
(Acts 20:22). Iyö (alone) is used of laws relaxed 
(Mt .  5: 1 9), sins forgiven ( Rev. 1 :5), and (cf deö) of 
deliverance (Lk. 1 3: 1 6) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. [DB, I ,  p .  438;  R .  Bultmann, 
The His/ory 01 the Synoptic Tradition ', 1 968; 
JewE, 3, p. 2 1 5; O. Cullmann, Peter: Disciple-
Apos/le-Martyr, 1 953, pp. 204-206. D.H .T. 

BIRTHDAY. The day of birth and its anniversaries 
were usually a day of rejoicing and often of feast
ing. Only two such anniversaries are recorded in 
Scripture, that of Joseph's pharaoh (Gn. 40:20) 
and that of Herod Antipas (Mt .  1 4:6; Mk. 6:2 1 ). I n  
Egypt, celebration o f  birthdays i s  mentioned at 
least as early as the 1 3th century BC, and probably 
goes back much earlier (HeIck and Otto, Kleines 
Wörterbuch der A'

gyptologie, 1 956. p. 1 1 5 ,  with 
textual references). Pharaoh's accession was like
wise kept as a feast-day, as is indieated by a text of 
Amenophis H, c. 1 440 BC (HeIck, JNES 14, 1 955,  
pp. 22-3 1 ); observation of the royal birthday is at
tested under Ptolemy V (c. 205- 1 82 BC; Budge, The 
Rosetta Stone, 1 95 1 ,  p. 8). An amnesty on a royal 
birthday is mentioned in a wisdom-papyrus of the 
4th/5th century Be (S. R .  K.  Glanville, The lns/ruc
tions ol 'Onchsheshonqy, I ,  1 955, p. 1 3) .  The birth
day celebrations of the Herods were weil known in 
Rome; see H .  Hoehner, Herod Antipas, 1 972, pp. 
1 60- 1 6 1 , n . 5.  K.A .K .  

BISHOP. 

I. Application of the term 
In c1assieal Greek, both gods and men ean be de
scribed as episkopoi or 'overseers' in a general and 
non-technieal sense; inscriptions and papyri of 
wide distribution use the word to denote magis
trates, who sometimes appear to have administered 
the revenues of heathen temples; Plutarch (Numa 
9) calls the Roman pontifex episkopos of the Vestal 
Virgins; and the word can apply also to philo
sophers, especially Cynics, when acting as spiritual 
directors. The LXX employs the same term to de
scribe taskmasters or officers (Ne. 1 1  :9; Is. 60: 1 7), 
and episkope in reference to a visitation of God 
(Gn. 50:24; cf Lk. 1 9:44). In the NT the name is 
applied pre-eminently to Christ ( I  Pet. 2:25), next 
to the apostolic office (Acts 1 :20, quoting Ps. 
1 09:8), and finally to the leaders of a loeal congre
gation (Phi! .  I :  I ) .  

BISHOP 

11. Qualifications and function 
I t  is im probable that the Christian use of the term 
was directly copied from either pagan or Jewish 
sources; taken over as a generic description of 
responsible office, its meaning was defined in 
accordance with the qualifications demanded by 
the church. These are listed in 1 Tim. 3: I ff. and 
Tit. I :7ff.: blameless moral character, teaching 
ability, a hospitable nature, patience, experience, 
sobriety, leadership and complete integri ty, or in 
other words, the qualities required in a good 
teacher, pastor and administrator. It appears to be 
virtually certain that the terms 'bishop' and • 'pres
byter' are synonymous in the NT. In Acts 20: 1 7, 28 
Paul describes the presbyters of Ephesus as 
episkopoi; he says that the Holy Spirit has made 
them overseers of the flock, and this might be 
thought to imply that only now in his absence are 
they to succeed to the episcopal duties wh ich he 
hirnself has previously performed; but the usage 
elsewhere current is against this interpretation. 
Thus, in Tit. 1 :5 Titus is enjoined to ordain elders, 
and immediately afterwards (v. 7), in obvious ref
erence to the same persons, the qualifications of a 
bishop are described; again, the verb episkopein is 
used to describe the elders' function in I Pet. 5 :2; 
and while I Tim. 3 confines itself to bishops and 
deacons, the mention of elders in 5: 1 7  suggests 
that the eldership is another name for the episco
pate. There was a plurality of bishops in the single 
congregation at Philippi (Phi!. I :  I ), from which we 
may conclude that they acted corporately as its 
governing body. 
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111.  The rise of monarchical episcopacy 
There is no tnice in the NT of government by a 
single bishop; the position of James at Jerusalem 
(Acts 1 5: 1 3; 2 1 : 1 8; Ga! . 2:9, 1 2) was quite 
exceptional, and the result of his perscnal rela
tionship to Christ; but influence is a different 
thing from office. Among the Apostolic Fathers, 
Ignatius is the only one who insists on monar
chical episcopacy, and even he never states that 
this is of divine institution-an argument which 
would have been decisive, if  it had been available 
for hirn to use. Jerome, commenting on Tit .  1 :5,  
remarks that the supremacy of a single bi shop 
arose 'by custom rather than by the Lord's actual 
appointment', as a means of preventing schisms 
in the church (cf Ep. 1 46). It seems most prob
able that monarchical episcopacy appeared in the 
local congregations when some gifted individual 
acquired a permanent chairmanship of the board 
of presbyter-bishops, or when the church 
expanded, and the presbyters were scattered to 
outlying congregations, leaving only one of  their 
number in the mother church. Harnack thought 
that the elders were the ruling body, while the 
bishops and deacons were the l iturgieal leaders 
and administrators employed by them. Others 
have seen the origins of the later episcopate in 
the position held by Paul's lieutenants Timothy 
and Titus; but these men are never called 
bishops, and we meet them in letters of recall, 
which make no c1ear provision for the appoint
ment of personal successors. Whatever may have 
been the reason for the rise of the monarchical 
episcopate, its effect was to divide up the tasks 
and attributes of the presbyter-bishop, some of 
them adhering to the bishop and some to the 
presbyter. 
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We do not know how bishops were at first insti
tuted to their office; but the emphasis on popular 
election in Acts 6, Clement of Rome and the Di
dache suggests that this was an early practice; and 
it was doubtless followed by prayer and im position 
of hands (. CHURCH GOVERNMENT) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See under · M INISTRY and · PR ES-
BYTER. G.S .M.W. 

R.T.B. 

BITHYNIA. A territory on the Asiatic side of the 
Bosporus, bequeathed by its last king to the 
Romans in 74 BC and subsequently administered 
with Pontus as a single province. The area was par
titioned between a number of ftourishing Greek 
republics. It early attracted the attention of Paul 
(Acts 1 6:7), though he apparently never fulfilled 
his ambition of preaching there. Others did so, 
however ( I  Pet. 1 : 1 ), and by AD 1 1 1  there was a 
thoroughly well-established church, even extending 
to rural areas, which had excited a good deal of 
local opposition (Pliny, Ep. 1 0. 96). E.A.J. 

BITUMEN. In the EVV of the OT the Hebrew 
words köper (Gn. 6: 1 4) and zepeI (Ex. 2 :3 ;  Is. 
34:9) are rendered 'pitch', and hemär (Gn. 1 1  :3; 
14: 1 0; Ex . 2 :3) 'bitumen' (AV 'slime'). I t  would 
see m better, however, to render all three terms by 
'bitumen', since, while pitch is strictly the product 
of a distillation process, bitumen, a natural deriva
tive of crude petroleum, is found ready to hand in 
Mesopotamia and Palestine, and is therefore more 
probably the material referred to. The word köper 
is derived from Akkadian kupru (from kapäru, 'to 
smear'), an outside origin for zepeI is suggested 
by its W and S Semitic cognates, while �emär 
may be a native Hebrew word from the verb 
�ämar, 'to ferment, boil up'. In view of the di
verse origins of the three terms, it seems probable 
that they all meant the same thing and that no 
scientific distinctions are to be observed. (·ARK.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R.  1. Forbes, Studies in Ancienl 
Technology, I ,  1 955, pp. 1 - 1 20; KBJ, p. 47 1 .  

T.C.M. 

BLASPHEMY. 

I. In the Old Testament 
Here the root meaning of the word is an act of ef
frontery in which the honour of God is insulted by 
man. The proper object of the verb is the name of 
God, which is cursed or reviled instead of being 
honoured. (Compare the common biblical and 
rabbinical phrase, 'Blessed art thou, 0 Lord . ') The 
penalty of the outrage of blasphemy is death by 
stoning (Lv. 24: I 0-23; I Ki. 21 :9ff.; Acts 6: 1 1 ; 
7: 58). 

[n the first reference it is a half-caste [sraelite 
who sins in this way; and, generally speaking, blas
phemy is committed by pagans (2 Ki .  1 9:6, 22 = [so 
37:6, 23; Pss. 44: 1 6; 74: 1 0, 1 8; [so 52 :5), sometimes 
incited to it by the bad example and moral lapses 
of the Lord's people (2 Sa. 1 2 :  1 4) .  I t  follows also 
that when God's people fall into idolatry they are 
regarded as committing the blasphemy of the hea
then ( ls. 65:7; Ezk. 20:27). The name of Yahweh 
wh ich it is Israel's peculiar destiny to hallow (see 
G. F. Moore, Judaism, 2, 1 927-30, p. 1 03) is pro
faned by the faithless and disobedient people. 
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11.  In the New Testament 
Here there is an extension of the meaning. God is 
blasphemed also in his representatives. So the word 
is used or Moses (Acts 6: 1 1 ); Paul (Rom. 3:8; I 
Cor. 4: 1 2; 1 0:30); and especially the Lord Jesus, in 
his ministry of forgiveness (Mk.  2 :7  and paralleis), 
at his · trial (Mk.  1 4: 6 1-64), and at Calvary (Mt .  
27:39; Lk.  23 :39). Because these representatives 
embody the truth of God hirnself (and our Lord in 
a unique way), an insulting word spoken against 
them and their teaching is really directed against 
the God in whose name they speak (so Mt .  1 0:40; 
Lk. 1 0: 1 6). Sau I of Tarsus rulminated against the 
early followers or Jesus and tried to compel them 
to blaspheme, i.e. to curse the saving name (Acts 
24: 1 1 ), and thereby to renounce their baptismal 
vow in wh ich they confessed that 'Jesus is Lord' (cf 
I Cor. 1 2:3; Jas. 2:7) .  His misdirected zeal, how
ever, was not simply against the church, but against 
the Lord hirnself (I Tim. I :  1 3 ;  cf Acts 9:4) . 

The term is also used, in a weaker sense, or slan
derous language addressed to men (e.g. Mk.  3:28; 
7 :22; Eph. 4 :3 1 ;  Co! .  3 :8; Tit. 3 :2) .  Here the best 
translation is 'slander, abuse'. These verses con
demn a prevalent vice; but their warning may be 
grounded in a theological as weil as an ethical con
text ir we remember Jas. 3 :9. Men are not to be 
cursed because on them, as men, the ' formal' 
image of God is stamped and the h uman person is, 
in some sense, God's representative on earth (cf 
Gn. 9:6). 

There are two problem texts. 2 Pet. 2 :  I 0- 1 1  
speaks of blasphemy against 'the glorious ones' 
whom angels dare not revile. These are probably 
evil angelic powers against whom false teachers 
presumed to direct their insults (cf Jude 8). The 
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit ( M t. 1 2 :32; Mk .  
3 :29) carries with it the awful pronouncement that 
the sinner is 'guilty of an eternal sin' which cannot 
be forgiven.  The verse is a solemn warning against 
persistent, dei i berate rejection or the Spirit's call to 
salvation in Christ. Human unresponsiveness in
evitably leads to a state or moral insensibility and 
to a conrusion of moral issucs wherein evil is em
braced as though it were good ( 'Evil, be thou my 
Good'; cf Is. 5 : 1 8-20; Jn. 3 : 1 9) .  The example or 
this attitude is that or the Pharisees, who attributed 
Jesus' works of mercy to Satan. [n such a frame or 
mi nd repentancc is not possible to the hardened 
heart because the recognition of sin is 110 longer 
possible, and God's offer of mercy is in effect per
emptorily refused. To be in this perilous condition 
is to cut oneself off rrom the source of forgiveness. 
I-[ebert adds a helprul pastoral note: 'People who 
are distressed in their souls for fear that they havc 
committed the sin against the Holy Ghost should 
in most cases be told that their distress is proof 
that they havc not committed that sin' (TWBR,  p. 
32). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. W. Beyer, TDNT I ,  pp. 62 1 -
625; H .  Währisch, el al., NIDNTT 3 ,  pp. 340-347; 
G. H. Twelftree, DJG, pp. 75-77; O. Hofius, EDNT 
l , pp. 220-22 1 .  R.P.M. 

BLESSED. The most frequent OT word is bänils.. 
When applied to God it has the sense of praise 
(Gn. 9:26; I Ki. I :48; Ps. 28:6, elc.), and when used 
of man denotes a state of happiness ( I  Sa. 26:25;  I 
Ki. 2:45). 'as�re ('how happy" , Ps. I :  I )  is always 
used of man and has for its NT equivalent maka-



rios. The latter is used in pagan Greek literature to 
describe the state 01' happiness and well-being such 
as the gods enjoy. In the NT it is given a strong 
spiritual content, as revealed in the Beatitudes (Mt .  
5 :3-1 1 )  and elsewhere (Lk. 1 :45; ln.  20:29; Acts 
20:35; las. I :  1 2) .  The word seems also to contain a 
congratulatory element, as a note in Weymouth's 
New Testament suggests: 'People who are blessed 
may outwardly be much to be pitied, but from the 
higher and therefore truer standpoint they are to 
be envied, congratulated, and imitated . '  eulogetos 
is used only 01' Christ and God (Rom. 9:5; Eph. 
1 :3). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and 
Culture, 1 926; TDOT I ,  pp. 445-448; TDNT4, pp. 
362-370; NIDN7T I ,  pp. 2 1 5-2 1 7 . w.w.w. 

BLESSING. The OT word is b'rä/id, and gener
ally denotes a bestowal 01' good, usually conceived 
01' as material (Dt .  1 1  :26; Pr. 1 0:22; 28:20; Is. 1 9 :24, 
etc.) .  Orten i t  is contrasted with the curse (Gn . 
27: 1 2; Dt. 1 I :26-29; 23:5; 28:2; 33:23), and some
times is used of t he formula of words which consti
tute a 'blessing' (Gn. 27:36, 38, 4 1 ;  Dt. 33: I ) .  The 
NT word eulogia is used also in the latter sense 
(Jas. 3: I 0), but in addition denotes both the spirit
ual good brought by the gospel (Rom. 1 5 :29 mg.; 
Eph. 1 :3) and material blessings generally (Heb. 
6:7; 1 2 : 1 7 ; 2 Cor. 9:5, 'gift'). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. W. Beyer, TDNT 2, pp. 754-
764; H .-G. Link, U. Becker, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 206-
2 1 8 . W.W.W. 

BLOOD. The point chiefty to be determined is 
whether 'blood' in biblical usage points basically to 
life or to death. There are those who hold that in 
the sacrificial system of the OT 'blood' represents 
life liberated from the limitations of the body and 
set free for other purposes. The ceremonial ma
nipulation 01' blood on this view represents the 
solemn presentation to God of l ife, l ife surren
dered, dedicated, transformed. The death occupies 
a subordinate place or even no place at all. On this 
view 'the blood of Christ' would mean little more 
than 'the Iife of Christ'. The evidence, however, 
does not see m to support i t .  

In the first place there is the statistical evidence. 
01' the 362 passages in which the Hebrew word 
dam occurs in the OT, 203 refer to death with vio
lence. Only six passages connect l ife and blood ( 1 7  
refer t o  the eating o f  meat with blood). From this it 
is clear enough that death is the association most 
likely to be conjured up by the use of the term. 

Then there is the lack of evidence adduced in 
support 01' the l ife theory. Exponents of this view 
regard it as self-evident from passages such as Lv. 
1 7 : 1 1 , 'the life of the ftesh is in the blood'. But the 
scriptural passages can just as weil be interpreted 
01' I i fe yielded up in death, as 01' l ife set free. 

It is undeniable that in some places atonement is 
said to have been secured by death, e.g. Nu.  35:33, 
' for blood pollutes the land, and no expiation can 
be made for the land (Iit . for the land it will not be 
atoned ) for the blood that is shed in it, except by 
the blood of hirn who shed it' .  See also Ex. 29:33; 
Lv. 1 0: 1 7. 

The OT, then, affords no grounds for the far
reaching statements that are sometimes made. 
• Atonement is secured by the death 01' a victim 
rat her than by its life. This carries over into the NT. 

BODY 

There, as in the OT, blood is more often used in the 
sense 01' death by violence than in any other sense. 
When we come to the blood 01' Christ there are 
so me passages wh ich indicate in the pi ai nest pos
sible fashion that death is meant. Such are the ref
erences to being 'justified by his blood' (Rom. 5:9; 
parallel to 'reconciled . . .  by the death 01' his Son' in 
v. 1 0), ' the blood of his cross' (Col.  1 :20), the refer
ence to coming 'by water and blood' ( I  ln .  5:6), 
and others. 

Sometimes the death of Christ is thought 01' as a 
sacrifice (e.g. the blood 01' the covenant). But a 
close examination of all these passages indicates 
that the term is used in the same way as in the OT. 
That is to say, the sacrifices are still understood to 
be efficacious by virtue of the death of the victim. 
'The blood of Christ' accordingly is to be under
stood of the atoning death 01' the Saviour. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. TDNT I ,  pp. 1 72-1 77; S. C. 
Gayford, Sacrifice and Priesthood', 1 953; L. 
Morris, The Apostolic Preaching 0/ the Cross l, 
1 965; F. 1. Taylor, in TWBR; H. C. Trumbull, The 
Blood Covenant, 1 887; A. M .  Stibbs, The Meaning 
0/ the Word 'Blood' in Scripture, 1 947. L.M. 

BOANERGES. The name given by lesus to the 
sons 01' Zebedee and recorded only in  Mk. 3: 1 7. I ts 
derivation is uncertain, but it is most l ikely to be 
the equivalent of the Heb. b'ne reges ('sons 01' 
confusion or thunder') but might be from b'ne 
r'gaz ('sons of wrath'; cf lb. 37:2). It is strange 
that b'ne should be transliterated by boane- in Gk. ;  
a dialect pronunciation is probably indicated. 

The title seems not to have been greatly used. I t  
is variously seen to be  appropriate in their fiery 
temper (Lk. 9:54-56), wh ich may have caused 
lames' death (Acts 1 2 :2), and in the heavenly res-
onance of the 10hannine writings. R.E.N.  

BOAZ. The hero of the book 01' • Ruth, a wealthy 
landowner of Bethlehem, a benevolent farmer who 
had a concern for his workers' welfare and a sense 
01' family responsibility. This led hirn to redeem 
Ruth, the widow of a distant relative, in place 01' 
her next-of-kin, under the levirate marriage law. He 
thus became the great-grandfather 0 1' David (Ru. 
4: 1 7-22; cf Mt.  1 :5). M .B. 

BODY. The principal Hebrew words translated 
'body' are g'wiyyd, used primarily 01' a 'corpse', 
though also of the living human hody (Gn. 47: 1 8), 
and bäsär, wh ich means • 'ftesh' .  Contrary to 
Greek philosophy and much modern thought, the 
emphasis in Hebrew is not on the body as distinct 
from the soul or spirit. 1. A. T. Robinson (The 
Body, 1 952) maintains that the Hebrews did not ri
gidly differentiate (i) form and matter, (ii ) the 
whole and its parts, (iii) body and soul, or (iv) the 
body from the next seil' or object .  'The ftesh-body 
was not what partitioned a man off from his 
neighbour, it was rather what bound hirn in the 
bundle 01' life with all men and nature.' In Aramaic 
sections of Daniel, often regarded as late and in
ftuenced oy Greek thought, there may be more 01' a 
distinction between body and spirit (7: 1 5), where 
the word (nigneh) translated 'within me' is prob
ably a loan-word, from Persian, meaning 'sheath'. 

The common Hebrew word for ftesh (bäsär) 
comes near to presenting a distinction from spirit 
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( Is. 3 1  :3), and may have influenced Paul in his theo
logical use of the term. The usage of the term for 
• 'heart' in Heb. could perhaps be said to approach 
what we would mean by spirit (Ps. 84:2), but it i s  
significant that i t  is at  the same time a physical organ. 
It is noteworthy that much modern psychology is 
realizing the essential unity of the whole man . 

On the other hand, in Hebrew thought there 
were no clearly defined physiologically unifying 
concepts, such as the nervous or circulatory sys
tems, and the various organs are sometimes spoken 
of as having a seeming independence of action 
(Mt .  5 :29, 30) (' EYE, • HAND, • L!P, etc.), though 
this is obviously synecdoche in certain passages, 
e.g. Ot. 28:4, be!en = 'belly', translated 'body' in 
RSV. Likewise La. 4:7, 'esem = 'bone' .  

The NT usage of sö/na, 'body', keeps close to 
the Hebrew and avoids the thought of Greek phil
osophy, wh ich tends to castigate the body as evil, 
the prison of the soul or reason, which was seen as 
good. Paul however does use 'body of sin' as a 
theological term parallel to 'flesh' indicating the 
locality of operation of sin. There is, however, a 
clearer distinction in the NT between body and 
soul or spirit (Mt .  1 0:28; I Thes. 5 :23; Jas. 2 :26). 

But it may be doubted whether the Bible gives us 
a view of man as existing apart from the body, even 
in the future life after death. The clearly
enunciated belief in a physical resurrection found 
in the NT ( I  Cor. 1 5 :42-52; I Thes. 4: 1 3- 1 8), fore
shadowed in the OT (On. 1 2 :2), militates against 
any idea of man enduring apart from some bodily 
manifestation or form of expression, though this 
does not imply the regrouping of the self-same ma
terial atoms ( I  Cor. 1 5 :44). A passage wh ich at first 
sight seems to suggest separation from the body (2 
Cor. 5 : 1 -8) is perhaps best explained by 1. A. T. 
Robinson (In the End God, 1 950) as referring not to 
death, but the parousia, thus not to the distinction 
between soul or spirit and body, but between the 
future resurrection body and the present mortal 
body. Yet it is at least arguable that Lk. 23 :43; Phil. 
I :23; Heb. 1 2 :23; Rev. 6:9- 1 1 ,  cf 20:4-6 teach that 
departed Christians are in conscious joy with 
Christ, prior to resurrection. 

The form of the resurrection body-the 'spirit
ual body' of I Cor. 1 5-can only be glimpsed from 
what we know 01' Christ's risen body, wh ich left no 
corpse in the tomb, and, it seems, passed through 
thc graveclothes ( Lk.  24: 1 2 , 3 1 ). His bodily ascen
sion does not necessarily supposc movcment to a 
certain locality known as heaven, but suggests the 
emergence of his body into a larger life transcend
ing the space-time limitations which bind uso 

The metaphor of the church as the • body of 
Christ (I Cor. 1 2: 1 2ff., etc.) develops the idea of 
the body as the essential form and means of ex
pression of the person. 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. E. C. Rust, Natllre and Man in 
Biblical Thollght, 1 953; A. R .  Johnson, The Vitality 
ol the Individllal in the Thollght 01 Ancient Israel, 
1 949; 1. A. T. Robinson, The Body, 1 952; H .  G. 
Schütz, S. Wibbing, 1. A. Motyer, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 
n�2�. B.O.B. 

BODY OF CHRIST, This phrase has a threelold 
use in the NT. 

1 .  The human body 01' Jesus Christ, insisted on 
by the NT writers in the face 01' docetism as real 
(denial that Jesus Christ came in the flesh is 'of an
tichrist', 1 Jn. 4:2-3). The reality or Christ's body 

is the proof of his true manhood. That the Son 
should take a human body is thus a fact essential 
for salvation (cf Heb. 2 : 1 4ff.) and specifically for 
atonement (Heb. 1 0:20). The transformation (not 
relinquishment) of it at the resurrection is a guar
an tee and prototype of the resurrection body for 
believers ( I  Cor. 1 5 ; Phil. 3 :2 1 ) . 

2, The bread at the Last Supper over which 
Christ spoke the words 'This is my body' (recorded 
in Mt.  26; Mk .  14 ;  Lk. 22; I Cor. 1 1 , cf I Cor. 
10 :  1 6) .  The words have been interpreted historic
ally as meaning both 'This represents my sacrifice' 
and also 'This is myself. Interpretation must be 
controlled by reference to the person of Christ, to 
his sacrifice, and to the church, in that order. 

3. The exact phrase is used by Paul in I Cor. 
1 0: 1 6; 1 2 :27 as a description of a group of 
believers-cf 'one body in Christ' ( Rom. 1 2 :5) and 
'body' in verses referring to a local church, or to 
the universal church, i. e. I Cor. 1 0 : 1 7; 1 2 : 1 2; Eph . 
1 :23 (but see C. F. O. Moule, Colossians, p. 1 68); 
2 : 1 6; 4:4, 1 2, 1 6; 5:23; Col. 1 : 1 8 , 24; 2 : 1 9; 3 : 1 5 . It  
should be noted that the phrase is 'body of Christ', 
not 'of Christians' , and that it has visible, congre
gational and also eschatological significance. In  
Rom. and I Cor. i t  defines the  unity existing be
tween members of each local congregation; in Col . 
and Eph . the whole church is in view, with Christ 
as the head. 

The origin of Paul's image has been sought in 
the OT idea that as each part receives its function 
from the whole so the wh oie is weakened when any 
part fails; also in Gk. Stoic ideas; or, more likely, 
through Acts 9, it expresses the conviction that 
Christ is totally identified with all Christians. 

The exegetical problem is to establish the 
amount of metaphor in the phrase. Ir it is literal, 
the church is viewed as the extension of the incar
nation. Paul's diverse usage on the one hand, and 
the probable OT background on the other, point 
rat her to its being a metaphor instructing church 
members that their existence and unity depend on 
Christ, and that each member has power to pro
mote or to imperil unity. 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. Arndt; E. Schweizer, TDNT 7, 
pp. 1 067-1 094; H. G. Schütz, el al., NIDNTT I ,  
pp. 229-242; O. G. Stewart, ZPEB I ,  pp. 800-80 1 :  
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C. B. Bass, ISBE I ,  pp. 530-53 1 .  M.R .W.F. 

BONES (Heb. 'e�em, common in the OT; Gk.  
osleon, in  the NT only 5 times). As the basic and 
most durable part of the human body, the bones 
are used to describe the deepest feelings, affections 
and affiliations (Gn. 29: 1 4 ; Jdg. 9:2; Jb. 2 :5 ;  30:30; 
Ps. 22: 1 7) often with 'flesh' as a parallel. The 
decent burial of the bones, or corpse, was regarded 
as an important matter (Gn. 50:25; Ezk. 39: 1 5 ; 
Heb. 1 1  :22 Rsvmg.). Contact with them caused de
filement (Nu. 1 9 : 1 6); to burn men's bones on altars 
was a most effective way of deconsecrating the 
altars (2 Ki.  23:20) . 

The bones preserved some of the vitality of the 
individual (2 Ki. 1 3 :2 1 ), but dry bones less so ( Ezk. 
37: 1 -2, and figuratively v. 1 1 ). To break or scatter 
the bones was utterly to defeat an encmy (Ps. 53:5; 
15 .  38: 1 3) but to burn his bones was wrong (Am. 
2 : 1 ) . 8.0.B. 

BOOK OF LI FE ( Heb. seßer hayyirn; Gk. biblos 
or biblion zöes, 'the roll 01' the living'). 



I .  It is used of natural life, Ps. 69:28, where 'let 
them be bIotted out of the book of the living' 
means 'let them die'. Cf Ex. 32:32f., where Moses 
prays to be blotted out of God's book if Israel is to 
be destroyed; Ps. 1 39 : 1 6  ('in thy book were written 
. . .  the days that were formed for me'); On. 1 2 : I ,  
where all the righteous who 'shall be found written 
in the book' will survive the eschatological 
tribulation. 

2. In later Judaism and the NT it is used of the 
life of the age to come. Thus Is. 4:3, where 'every 
one who has been enrolled for life in Jerusalem' 
refers to natural life, is re-interpreted in the 
Targum as speaking of 'eternal life' .  So in the NT 
the book of life is the roster of believers, e.g. Phi/. 
4:3; Rev. 3:5; 22: 1 9, elc. At the last judgment 
everyone not enrolled in the book of life is con
signed to the fiery lake ( Rev. 20: 1 2, 1 5); this is the 
book of life of the slaughtered Lamb ( Rev. 1 3 :8 ;  
2 1  :27), in which the  names of the  e1ect have been 
inscribed 'from the foundation of the world' ( 1 7 :8) .  
The same idea is expressed in Lk.  1 0:20, 'your 
names are written in heaven';  Acts 1 3 :48, 'as many 
as were ordained ( i. e. inscribed) to eternal life be-
l ieved' .  F.F.B. 

BOOTH. A word sometimes used in the EVV to 
translate the Hebrew term sukkä, a booth or rude 
temporary shelter made of woven boughs (Ne. 
8:  1 4- 1 7). This type of structure figured particu
larly in  the annual Feast of • Tabernacles ( Lv. 
23 :34; Ot.  1 6: 1 3 , AV, RV 'tabernacles'), but was also 
used by armies in the field ( . PAViLlON, · TENT) ,  
and in agriculture as a shelter from the sun (see Jb. 
27: 1 8; Jon .  4 :5); or for cattle (Gn. 33: 1 7; • Suc-
COTH). T .C .M . 

BOWELS (Heb. me'im; Gk. splanchna). The He
brews had no c1ear idea of the physiology of the in
ternal organs. RSV translates me'fm and splanchna 
variously by 'belly', Jon. I :  1 7; • 'body', 2 Sa. 7: 1 2 ; 
· 'breast ' ,  Ps. 22: 1 4; · 'heart', Jb. 30:27; I Jn .  3 : 1 7; 
• 'soul', Is. 1 6: 1 1 ;  · 'stomach' ,  Ezk. 3 :3 ;  · ·womb', 
Ps. 71 :6; and only by 'bowels' where the reference is 
c1early to ' intestines', usually as visible by reason 
of death or an abdominal wound, 2 Sa. 20: I 0; Acts 
I :  1 8 . 

The translation is also sometimes figurative, 'an
guish' (Je. 4: 1 9); especially in NT, 'affections' (2 
Cor. 6 :  1 2) .  Gk.  has a cognate verb splanchnizomai 
( Lk 1 0:33), 'to feel compassion'. B.O.B. 

BOX. I. Heb. pals., 'flask': used as an oil container 
by Samuel when anointing Saul ( I  Sa. 1 0: I ,  AV 
'viaI') and by one of the sons of the prophets when 
anointing Jehu (2 Ki. 9: I ,  3). Narrow-necked ju
glets found on lron Age sites may have been called 
pals, but the LXX phakos, lentil-shaped, suggests a 
lentoid flask with two handles, of similar date. 
(. ARK OF THE COVENANT.) 

2. Gk. alabaslron, a perfume bottle, not neces
sarily of alabaster. The woman at Simon the leper's 
house may have broken off the narrow neck (Mt .  
26:7; Mk .  1 4 :3; cf Lk.  7:37). A.R .M.  

BOZRAH. I .  A city of Edom whose early king 
was Jobab (Gn. 36:33; I Ch. 1 :44). Its later over
throw was predicted by Amos ( I : 1 2) and taken as 

BREAD 

symbolic of the defeat of powerful Edom and of 
God's avenging all his enemies ( Is. 34:6; 63: I ). 
Bozrah is usually ident ified with modern Buseirah, 
a fortified city of 1 9  acres atop a crag at the head 
of Wadi Hamayideh, c. 60 km N of Petra and c. 40 
km SSE of the Oead Sea, controlling the • King's 
Highway from Elath and thus able to deny passage 
to the Israelites (Nu. 20: 1 7). Excavations at Busei
rah 1 9 7 1 -6 have uncovered three principal levels 
of occupation in the 8th century BC and later, 
though not as yet earlier (e. Bennett, Levanl 7, 
1 975, pp. 1 - 1 9; 9, 1 977, pp. 1 - 1 0; NEAEHL, pp. 
264-266. 

2. A city of Moab (Je. 48:24; LXX Bosor), per
haps to be identified with Bezer, a town rebuilt by 
• Mesha c. 830 BC, possibly Umm al-'Amad, NE of 
Medeba, used as a levitical city of refuge. 

3. A town of SE Hauran, c. 1 20 km S of Oamas
cus at the head of the King's Highway, captured by 
Judas Maccabeus ( 1 65-1 60 BC; I Macc. 5 :26-28; 
Jos., Anl. 1 2 . 336). Bozrah (mod. Busra eski-Sham, 
and probably the Busruna [Bozrah] of the 14th 
century BC • Amarna texts) became the most N 
provincial capital of Roman Arabia in NT times. 

D.J .W. 

BRANCH. I .  The word represents various Heb. 
and Gk. words meaning shoot, twig, bough, palm
branch, elc. It occurs frequently in passages where 
I srael is spoken of under the figure of a tree, e.g. a 
vine (Ps. 80: 1 1 ; Ezk. 1 7:6; Na. 2:2; cf Jn .  1 5 :  I ff.) or 
a cedar (Ezk. 1 7:23) or an olive ( Ho. 1 4:6; cf Rom. 
1 1 : 1 6ff.) .  Branches of trees, palm, myrtle and 
willow were used ceremonially at the Feast of Tab
ernacles for making • booths (sukk6[) (Lv. 23:40; 
Ne. 8 :  1 5),  and for carrying in procession with cries 
of · Hosanna (Ps. 1 1 8 :27; M ishnah, Sukkah 4). Cf 
Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Mt .  2 1  :8-9; 
Mk .  1 1 :8-1 0; Jn. 1 2 : 1 3) .  

2. Of special interest is the Messianic use of the 
word (Heb. �emaM for the scion of the family of 
Oavid who would come to rule I srael in right
eousness. Explicitly prophesied in Je. 23 :5 ;  33: 1 5 , 
the expression looks back to Is. 4:2 (cf Is. 1 1 :  I ,  
Heb. ne�er). Zc. 3 :8 ;  6 :  1 2  show that the title 
'branch' was a recognized Messianic term after 
the Exile, used to incorporate the idea of priest
king. 
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3. I n  Ex .  25 :3 1  ff.; 37 :  1 7ff. the  word is used of the 
golden lampstand in the tabernacle, which is trad
itionally depicted with a central stern and three 
branches on either side. The Heb. qäneh 'reed' 
may have been misunderstood here, for the seven
branched candlestick is not known earlier than the 
I st century BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. G. Baldwin, 'Semab as a 
Technical Term in the Prophets', VT 1 4, 1 964, pp. 
93-97; R .  North, 'Zechariah's Seven-Spout Lamp-
stand', Biblica 5 1 , 1 970, pp. I 83ff. LG.B. 

BREAD. Bread was the all-important commodity 
of the ancient Near East, and the price of grain 
is an infallible index to economic conditions at 
any given time. In early Babylonia the grain of 
corn provided the basic unit for the system of 
weights, and cereal took the place of money in 
commerce. Hosea paid part of the price of his 
wife in grain .  

While we possess much information about the 
price of grain, references to the price of bread are 
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extremely rare because it was usually made by each 
housewife. One reference from the Hammurapi 
period ( 1 8th eentury BC) gives 10 se (about a twen
tieth of a shekel) as the price of about 2'/, litres (4 
si/al of bread, and half this amount was a man's 
daily ration. (B. Meissner, Warenpreise in Baby/o
nien, p. 7 . )  In 2 Ki .  7: I the price quoted for cereal 
sterns abnonnally high, but ii was doubdess con
siderably lower than in the preceding famine. I n  
Rev. 6:6 the prices describe graphically the grim 
conditions of famine. 

Barley bread was probably the most widely used. 
The fact that barley was also fed to horses ( I  Ki. 
4:28) does not necessarily imply that it was eon
sidered inferior, any more than is oats in our day. 
Wheat bread was more highly prized and was 
probably fairly common. Spelt was also used, but 
rye does not seem to have been cultivated. On oe
casions various cereals may have been mixed to
gether and, as Ezk .  4:9 shows, even lentil and bean 
meal were added. 

The general term for grain was dägän. After 
threshing and winnowing, the grain was either 
crushed in a * mortar with a pestle or was ground 
in a * mill by rubbing the upper stone to and fro on 
the nether millstone. The term for flour or meal in 
general was qema�, and when necessary this was 
qualified by the addition of the name of the cereal 
(Nu.  5:  1 5) .  Wh at was probably a finer quality was 
called sö/e! (cf I Ki. 4 :22), but some scholars 
take this word to mean 'groats'. This was the meal 
used in the offerings (Ex. 29:40; Lv. 2 :5 ,  eIe.). 

The word qä/i', often translated 'parehed corn', 
was probably roasted grains, wh ich were eaten 
without further preparation. 

The flour, mixed with water and seasoned with 
salt, was kneaded in a special trough. To this, 
leaven in the form of a sm all quantity of old fer
mented dough was added until the whole was 
leavened. Unleavened bread also was baked. 
Leaven was not used in the offerings made by fire 
( Lv. 2 :  1 1 , eIe.), and its use was forbidden during 
Passover week. The baking was done either over a 
fire on heated stones or on a griddle, or in an oven. 
Leavened bread was usually in the form of round, 
flat loaves, and unleavened in the form of thin 
cakes. The form called 'ugti was probably the grid
dIe cake, since it required turning (Ho. 7:8). 

When bread was kept too long it became dry and 
crumbly (Jos. 9:5 and 1 2) .  In Gilgamesh 1 1 .  225-
229, there is an interesting account of the deterior
ation of bread (ANET, p. 95). (* Fooo.) 

That so vital a commodity should leave its mark 
on language and symbolism is not surprising. 
From earliest times the word 'bread' was used for 
food in general (Gn. 3: 1 9  and Pr. 6:8, where Heb. 
has 'bread'). Since it was the staple article of diet, 
it was called 'staf[' of bread ( Lv. 26:26), which is 
probably the origin of our phrase 'staff of l ife' . 
Those who were responsible for bread were im
portant officials, as in Egypt (Gn. 40: I ) , and in As
syria a chief baker is honoured with an eponymy. 
Bread was early used in sacred meals (Gn. 1 4: 1 8), 
and loaves were included in certain offerings (Lv. 
21 :6, eIe.). Above all, it had a special place in the 
sanctuary as the 'bread of the Presence'. The 
manna was later referred to as 'heavenly bread' (see 
Ps. 105 :40). Our Lord referred to himself as the 
'bread of God' and as the 'bread of life' (Jn .  6:33, 
35), and he chose the bread of the Passover to be 
the symbolie memorial of his broken body. 

W.J.M. 

BREAST, Four uses of the word may be distin
guished. I. Heb. daq or saq (Jb. 3 : 1 2; Ezk. 23:2 1 ,  
eIe ); Gk. maslOS, with reference to sucking, eIe . ,  as 
of a woman, or an animal (La .  4 :3 ;  Lk. 1 1  :27) . 2, 
The same used figuratively ( Is. 60: 1 6; 66: 1 1 ), sym
bolic of riches. 3, Heb. häzeh (Ex.  29 :26; Lv. 8:29, 
eie.) ,  the breast portion of an animal, often offered 
as a wave-offering. 4. Aram. (l"qf (On.  2 :32), the 
ehest, equivalent to the Gk. SIel/lOS in the NT, 
where smiting upon the breast is a sign of anguish 
(Lk.  1 8 : 1 3) ,  and leaning upon the breast a sign of 
affection (Jn. 1 3 :23, 25). The word 'bosom', Heb. 
heq (Mi .  7:5) ,  presents a dose parallel in this 
sense. Ho. 1 3 :8 RSV, 'tear open their breast', Heb. 
/eQ 'their hearl' .  B.O.B. 

BREASTPIECE OF THE HIGH PRI EST. Heb. 
bösen, interpretat ively translated 'breastplate', 
'breastpiece' (Ex. 28:4, 1 5-30; 39:8-2 1 ;  cf Lxx, per
iSlelhion, Ex . 28:4), is, however, etymologically 
obscure. The former relation to Arab. cognates 
with the sense 'beauty' is not now usually given 
credence and no other cognate attracts confidence. 
Most commentators tend towards the eontextual 
translation 'pouch'. Made of the same materials as 
the ephod (Ex. 28: 1 5), the breastpiece was a square 
poueh (v. 1 6),  with gold rings at  the 4 corners (vv. 
23, 26). The lower rings were fastened by blue laces 
to rings above the girdle of the ephod (v. 28). On 
the breastpiece were set 1 2  gems engraved with the 
names 01' the tribes (vv. 1 7-2 1 ) ,  and gold cords fas
tened the upper rings to the two similarly engraved 
gems on the shoulders of the ephod (vv. 9- 1 2 , 22-
25). Thus, symbolically, on the one hand the 
nation, in God's sight, rested on a high-priestly 
person and work; on the other hand, the priest ca!"
ried continually into God's presence the people, as 
a loved responsibility (v. 29); and equally, as con
taining the oracular * Urim and Thummim (v. 
30)-hence the title 'breastpiece of judgment' (v. 
1 5 ; cf the customary LXX, /ogion leS kriseös, 
'orade of judgment')-the breastpiece symbolizes 
the priest as the announcer of God's will to man 
(cf Mal. 2 :6-7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Josephus, An!. 3. 1 62; B. S. 
Childs, Exodus, 1 974, p. 526; U. Cassuto, A Com
mentary on Ihe Book 0/ Exodus, 1 967, p. 375.  

J .A .M .  

BRETHREN OF THE LORD. Four men are 
described in the Gospels as 'brothers' of Jesus, I'iz. 
James, Joses, Simon and Judas (Mt .  1 3 :55;  Mk .  
6:3) .  The native townsmen of Jesus expressed 
amazement that a brother of these men should 
possess such wisdom and such power (Mk .  6 :2-3). 
On the other hand, Jesus contrasted his brothers 
and his mother, who were bound to hirn by physical 
ties, with his disciples, who in virtue of their obedi
ence to the will of his Father were regarded by hirn 
as his spiritual 'brothers' and 'mother' (Mt .  1 2:46-
50). Three views have been held as to the nature of 
the relationship between these men and Jesus. 

a. The 'brolhers' were Ihe younger ehi/dren 0/ 
Joseph and Mary. This view is supported by the 
prima/aeie meaning of 'first born' in Lk. 2:7, and 
by the natural inference from M t .  1 :25 that after 
the birth of Jesus normal mari tal relations between 
Joseph and Mary followed. It was strongly advo
cated by Helvidius in the 4th century, but came to 
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be regarded as heretical in the light of the doctrine, 
increasingly attractive as the ascet ic movemcnt de
veloped, that Mary was always virgin .  Since the 
Reformation it has been the view most commonly 
held by Protestan ts. 

b. The 'brothers' were the children 01 Joseph by 
a lormer wife. This v iew, first promulgated in  the 
3rd century and defended by Epiphanius in  the 
4th, became the accepted doctrinc of the Eastern 
Orthodox Church . It has no direct support from 
the NT. [ts advocates have usually supposed, 
however, that thc opposition 01' the brothers to 
Jesus during his earthly life was largely due to jeal
ousy of the achievements of their younger half
brother. 

c. The 'brothers' were the cousins 01 Jesus. This 
view, put forward by Jerome in defence of the doc
trine 01' the perpetual virginity of the mother 01' 
Jesus, has remained the official teaching of the 
Roman Catholic Church. It is based on the follow
ing series of arbitrary assumptions: (i) that the cor
rect interpretation 01' Jn .  1 9 :25 is that there were 
three, not four, women standing near the cross, viz. 
Mary the mother 01' Jesus, her sister identified with 
'Mary of C1opas', and Mary of Magdala; (ii) that 
the second Mary in the Johannine passage is iden
tical with the Mary described in Mk. 1 5 :40 as 'the 
mother of James the less and of Joses'; (iii) that 
this 'James the less' is the apostle called in Mk .  3: 1 8  
'the son o f  Alphaeus'; (iv) that the second Mary in 
Jn. 1 9 :25 was married to Alphaeus, Why she 
should be described as 'of Clopas', which presum
ably means 'the wife of Clopas', Jerome admitted 
that he was ignorant .  The theory would see m to 
demand either that CI opas is another name for AI
phaeus, or that this Mary was married twice, By 
this ingenious but unconvincing exegesis Jerome 
reduced the number of men called James in the NT 
to two-the son of Zebedee, and James the Lord's 
brother, who was also an apostle and known as 'the 
less' to distinguish hirn from the son of Zebedeel It 
is probable that 'my brethren' in Mt. 28: 1 0  refers 
to a wider group than 'the brothers' al ready 
mentioned, BIBLIOGRAPHV, See the excursus by J. B. Light
foot 'The Brethren of the Lord' in  Saint Paul's 
Epistle to the Galatians ', 1 866, pp. 247-282; J. J. 
Gunther, 'The Family of Jesus', EQ 46, 1 974, pp, 
25ff. ; J. W. Wenham, 'The Relatives of Jesus', EQ 
47, 1 975, pp. 6ff.; and the introductions to the 
commentaries mentioned under " JAMES, EPISTLE 
OF. R .V.G .T. 

BRICK. A lump of mud or clay, usually rect
angular, sun-dried or kiln-baked ( 'burnt'); the 
commonest building material of the ancient bib
Iical world. At first moulded by hand, bricks early 
began to be made ('struck') with open, rectangular, 
wooden moulds. The mud was mixed with sand, 
chopped straw, ete., the bricks struck off in long 
rows, and left to dry out; see Petrie, Egyptian Archi
teelUre, 1 938, pp. 3-1 3 ; Lucas, Aneient Egyptian 
Materials and Industries ', 1 962, pp. 48-50, Bricks 
often bore stamped impressions: in Egypt, the 
name of the pharaoh or of the building they were 
used in ;  in Babylonia, also the king's name and 
dedication; e.g Nebuchadrezzar, of whom five 
different stamps are known . For these and Nebu
chadrezzar's brick-making techniques, see R .  
Koldewey, Excavations a t  Babyion, 1 9 14, pp. 75-82 
and figures. 

BRICK-KILN 

Sun-dried brick was the universal building ma
terial of Mesopotamia, where kiln-baked bricks 
werc orten used for facings and pavements (cf. also 
Gn. 1 1 : 3). [n Egypt sun-dried brick was usual for 
all but the most important and permanent build
ings (i. e. stone temples and tombs); kiln-baked 
bricks are alm ost unknown before Roman times. 
Various forms of bonding were practiscd. 

Ex. 5:6- 1 9  accurately renects brick-making 
usage in ancient Egypt; straw or stubble was regu
larly used in thc 1 9th and 20th Oynasties ( 1 3th-
1 2th centuries BC), as bricks so made proved much 
stronger. [n contemporary papyri one official re
ports of his workmen, 'they are making their quota 
of bricks daily', while another complains, ' . . .  at 
Qenqenento, . "  there are neither men to make 
bricks nor straw in the neighbourhood'; cf. R, A. 
Caminos, Late-Egyptiall Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 
1 06, 1 85 .  The straw itself is not so much a binding
agent, but its chemical decay in the c1ay released an 
acid which (Iike glutamic or gallotannic acid) gave 
the clay greater plasticity for brick-making. This 
effect (but not, of course, the chemistry) was evi
dently a well-known one. See A. A.  McRae in 
Modern Scienee and Christian Faith, 1 948, pp. 2 1 5-
2 1 9, after E. G. Acheson, Transaetions 01 the 
Americall Ceramic Society 6, 1 904, p. 3 1 ;  further 
comment and references in Lucas, op. eil., p. 49; 
and cf. also C. F. Nims, BA 1 3, [ 950, pp. 2 1 -28.  

In  Palestine sun-dried brick was also the norm; 
city and house walls were often of brick upon a 
stone foundation. 

For 'burning incense upon bricks' ( Is. 65:3), cf. 
mud-brick altars from a very early period at Meg
iddo, ANEP, p. 229, fig. 729. ( "ARCHITECTURE, 
" WALLS.) 
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BIBLIOGRAPHV: K. A. Kitchen, 'From the Brick
fields of Egypt', TynB 27, 1 976, pp. 1 37- 1 47 .  

K.A.K.  

BRICK-KILN. Oven for baking mud bricks, I n  the 
biblical East sun-dried mud bricks were always the 
cheapest and commonest building material, but 
were not specially durable (e.g in rainy weather). 
Burnt " bricks were almost indestructible, They 
were used in Mesopotamia for facings, pavements, 
ete" in important buildings from very early times, 
but are hardly known in Palestine or Egypt be fore 
Roman times. Hence brick-kilns are regularly 
found in Mesopotamia but not by the Nile or 
Jordan. [n the AV of 2 Sa. 1 2: 3 1 ;  Je, 43:9; Na. 3 :  1 4  
the term malben i s  rendered 'brickkiln', b u t  this 
seems to be incorrect. The malben is the rect
angular, hollow wooden brick-mould for making 
ordinary sun-dried bricks in 2 Sa. and Na" and is 
used figurative[y to describe the rectangular brick 
pavement in Tahpanhes in Jeremiah. [n 2 Sa, 1 2 : 3 1  
the meaning i s  that Oavid put the Ammonites to 
hard labour (in the verb, reading d for r, very simi
lar letters in Heb,), with saws, harrows, axes and 
brick-moulds (malken is probably for malben, 
MTmargin/Q're), 

The 'fiery furnace' into which Oaniel's three 
friends were cast as punishment (On. 3 :6, 1 1 , 1 5 , 
1 9-23) was very likely a brick-kiln, one of those 
that must have supplied burnt bricks to Nebuchad
rezzar's Babyion. The word used, 'alllln, 'furnace', 
is probably identical with the Assyro-Babylonian 
word utünum, 'furnace, kiln' .  Outside of Oaniel, 
Nebuchadrezzar's cruel punishment is attested not 
only in Je. 29:22 but also by actual inscriptions: in a 
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Babylonian letter of c. 1 800 BC and in an Assyrian 
court regulation of c. 1 1 30 BC people were (or 
might bel thrown into a furnace as a punishment; 
see G. R. Driver, AjO 1 8, 1 957, p. 1 29, and E. F. 
Weidner, A/O 1 7, 1 956, pp. 285-286. The practicc 
is used as a comparison in Ps. 2 1  :9. On the 'fiery 
furnace' being a brick-kiln, compare the reference 
to the flames of similar modern brick-kilns lighting 
up the sky near Babyion by R. Koldewey, The Ex
cavations at Babyion, 1 9 1 4, pp. 8 1 -82. The brick
kilns of ancient Babylonia may have looked like 
the large pottery-kiln excavated in Nippur and 
pictured in B. Meissner, Babylonien und Assyrien, I ,  
1 920, p. 234 and figs. 55-56. K.A.K. 

BRIDE, BRIDEGROOM. These two words are 
quite naturally complementary to each other (Jn.  
3 :29a) and are found side by side in Is. 62:5; Je. 
7 :34; 1 6:9; 25 : 1 0; 33 : 1 1 ;  Rev. 1 8 :23. 'The voicc of 
the bridegroom and the voice of the bride' in these 
references is parallel with 'the voice of mirth and 
gladness', and illustrates the rich concept of mari
tal joy of which the Bible orten speaks (e.g. Ps. 1 28; 
Pr. and Ct.). Is. 62:5 extends this significance to in
clude a comparison between human relationships 
and God's joy in his people Israel, who are re
garded as his bride (cf Is. 54:6; Je. 2:2; 3:20; Ezk. 
1 6:8; 23 :4; Ho. 2 :  1 6) .  This metaphor prepares the 
way for the NT allusions to the church as the bride 
of Christ, especially in the Epistles (2 Cor. I I  :2 ;  
Eph . 5 :25-27, 3 1 f. ;  cf Rev. 1 9 :7; 2 1 :2; 22: 1 7). Ac
cording to this picture the Lord is the divine Bride
groom who seeks his bride in love and enters into 
covenant relations with her. 

Whether this allegory of Christ and the church 
is derived from the teaching of Jesus or not is a 
debatable point. Some deny the allegorical inter
pretation of Mt. 25 : 1 - 1 2 on the ground that the 
Messiah is not represented in the OT and in the 
rabbinical literature as a Bridegroom (so 1. Jeremias, 
TDNT 4, pp. 1 099- 1 1 06, and The Parables 0/ 
Jesus, E.T. 1 954, p. 46). But,  on the other hand, 
there is the witness of Mk. 2 :  1 9-20 (cf Mt .  9 :  1 5 ; 
Lk.  5 :34-35), which shows that the term Bride
groom was used by the Lord as a Messianic desig
nation and corresponds to his use of the third 
person in speaking of hirnself as 'the Son of man' 
(so V. Taylor, The Gospel according to St Mark, 

1 952, ad loc.) .  This is further confirmed if the vari
ant reading of Mt. 25: I ,  'to meet the bridegroom 
and the bride', is accepted; and there is early and 
important attestation of it (see A. H. McNeile, The 
Gospel accordillg to St Mallhew, 1 9 1 5 , ad loc. ; F. C. 
Burkitt, JTS 30, 1 929, pp. 267-270; T. W. Manson, 
The Sayings 0/ Jesus, 1 949, pp. 243f., who makes 
an interesting and plausible suggestion to explain 
the identity of the bride). See also Jn. 3:29b for 
John the Baptist as 'the friend of the bridegroom', 
i. e. the groomsman (Heb. s6s'Q;n), who acted as 
'best man' (cf I Macc. 9 :39). He was the agent for 
the bridegroom in arranging the marriage and 
played an important part in the wedding festivities, 
as did also the bridegroom's attendants, who are 
referred to in Mk .  2: 1 9  (AV) as 'the sons of the 
bridecham ber' . 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. I saksson, Marriage and 
Ministry in the New Temple, 1 965; R .  Batey, NT 
Nuptial Imagery, 1 9 7 1 ;  1. P. Sampley, And the Two 
Shal/ Become One Flesh, 1 97 1 ;  D. 1. Williams, 
DJG, pp. 86--88. R.P.M. 

BRIMSTONE (Heb. goprf!, Gk. theion, 'sul
phur'), a yellow crystalline solid, with medicinal 
and fumigating properties, wh ich occurs in the 
natural state in regions of volcanic activity such as 
the valley of the Dead Sea (c! Gn . 1 9 :24). The 
element burns readily in air, and is consequently 
associated in the Bible with fire (e.g. Gn. 1 9 :24; Ps. 
1 1 :6; Ezk. 38:22; Lk. 1 7 :29; Rev. 9: 1 7- 1 8 ;  1 4 : 1 0; 
1 9:20; 20: I 0; 2 1  :8), and appears in figures of the 
burning wrath of God ( Is. 30:33; 34 :9; Rev. 1 4 : 1 0) .  
The usual environment of i ts  natural occurrence 
also led to the use of the word to indicate bar
renness of land (Dt. 29:23; Jb. 1 8 :  1 5) .  That the 
substance was weil known in the ancient world 
is suggested by the occurrence of cognates to 
gopr;! in Akkadian, Aramaic and Arabic. theion 
occurs already in Homer, and is regularly used in 
the LXX to translategoprf{. 'Brimstone' was the form 
current in 1 6 1 1 of a Middie English word, mean
ing 'burn(ing)-stone', wh ich had appeared, for in
stance, in Wyclirs Bible as (among other spellings) 
'brunston'. The word, though archaic in modern 
extra-biblical usage, has been retained by the RV 
and RSV. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Campbell Thompson, A Dic-



lionary o[ Assyrian Chemislry and Geology, 1 936, 
pp. 38-39; KB ', p. 1 93 .  T.C.M. 

BROOK. The word na!wl is used variously of a 
perennial stream, the flow of water and the dried 
course 01' a river-bed. Apart from the Jordan itself, 
nearly all the perennial streams are left-bank tribu
taries of the Jordan fed by springs. Such is the 
Kishon (I Ki. 1 8 :40), the second largest river by 
volume, and the Jabbok, modern Zerka (Gn. 
32:22-23). The brook in full spate is used meta
phorically (e.g. Am. 5:24), while the ephemeral 
nature of the dried-up brook is also used (Jb. 6 :  1 5) .  
A severe drought will  terminate the flow even of 
spring-fed brooks (e.g. I Ki. 1 7:2-7). Sometimes 
(he stream-bed has a mantle of vegetation owing to 
the shallow water-table. Thus 'the brook of the wil
lows' (ls. 1 5 :7)  may describe the cover of oleander 
bushes and other vegetation. In poetry mayim, 
'water', is frequently used of the channel bed (Jb. 
1 2 :  1 5; Ps. 42: I ;  I s. 8 :7;  Joel 1 :20). (*  EGYPT, RlvER 
OF.) J .M.H. 

BROTHERLY LOVE. Gk. philadelphia ( Rom. 
1 2 : I 0; I Thes. 4:9; Heb. 1 3 : I ;  I Pet. 1 :22; 2 Pet. 1 :7) 
means, not figurative brother-Iike love, but the love 
of those uni ted in the Christian brotherhood 
(adelpholes, I Pet. 2:  1 7; 5:9; cf the adjective phila
delphos, I Pet. 3 : 8) .  Outside Christian writings (e.g. 
I Macc. 1 2: I 0, 1 7) philadelphia is used only 01' men 
of common descent. In the OT, 'brother', like 
'neighbour', meant 'fellow Israelite' ( Lv. 1 9 : 1 7f.; cf 
Acts 1 3 :26). Jesus widened the scope of love for 
fellow men (Mt .  5:43-48; Lk. 1 0:27-37), but also, 
by calling his followers his own (Mk.  3 :33ff.; Mt .  
28 : 1 0; Jn. 20: 1 7) and one another's (Mt .  23 :8 ;  Lk .  
22:32) brethren, and by  the  Johannine command 
to love one another (Jn. 1 3 :34; 1 5: 1 2, 1 7) ,  estab
lished the special love of fellow Christians which 
philadelphia describes (cf Rom. 8 :29). 

This is shown in the common l ife of the church 
(cf homolhymadon, 'with one accord, together', 
Acts 1 : 1 4; 2:46; 4:24; 5 : 1 2; 1 5 :25). It is an out
working of Christ's love (Eph. 5 : 1  f.) which it is 
natural to find among Christians ( I  TI:tes. 4:9f.), 
but which must be increased (I Thes. 4 : 1 0) and 
deepened (Rom. 1 2 : I 0) so as to be lasting (Heb. 
1 3 : 1 ), genuine (anypokrilOs, I Pet. 1 :22; cf Rom. 
1 2 :9), and earnest (eklenes, I Pet. 1 :22; cf 4:8). I t  
i s  shown i n  a common way o f  thinking (la aula 
phronein, Rom. 1 2: 1 6; 1 5 :5; 2 Cor. 1 3 : 1 1 ; Phil. 4:2; 
cf Gal. 5 : 1 0; Phil .  2:2, 5; 3 : 1 5) and living (IÖ aulö 
sloichein, Phil. 3 :  1 6), especially in hospitality 
(Heb. 1 3 : I f. ; I Pet. 4:8f.) and help to needy Chris
tians (Rom. 1 2 :9- 1 3).  It proves, to Christians 
themselves ( I  Jn. 3 : 1 4) and to the world (Jn. 
1 3 :35), the genuineness of their faith ( I  1n.  2:9- 1 1 ;  
3 : 1 0; 4:7, 1 1 , 20; 5 : 1 . ) 

philadelphia cannot by definition be realized 
outside the 'household of faith', but it is associated 
with honouring ( I  Pet. 2: 1 7) and doing good to 
(Gal. 6: 1 0) all. Its converse is not exclusiveness or 
indifference to those outside (hai exö, Mk.  4: 1 1 ; I 
Cor. 5: 1 2f.; Col . 4:5; I Thes. 4: 1 2), but the con
straining, dividing and still unconsummated love 
of Christ (2 Cor. 5 : 1 4; cf Lk. 1 2:50-53). (* LovE, 
* FAMILY, * NEIGHBOUR.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. TDNT I ,  pp. 1 44- 1 46; NIDNTT 
I ,  pp. 254-260; 2, pp. 547-550; M. 1. Wilkins, A BD 
I ,  pp. 782b-783b. P.E. 

BURIAL AND MOURNING 

BURDEN. A noun used about 80 times to trans
late several Heb. and Gk. words. 1 .  Heb. massä', 
' th ing lifted up', and other cognate words from the 
root näSä', 'he lifted up'. This word occurs most 
frequently, notably of prophetie utterances. 
(* ORACLE.) 2. Heb. säf;zal, 'to bear a load' (in 
various derivative forms). 3. Heb. yähaf;z, 'to give' 
(Ps. 55 :22 only). 4. Heb. '''guddä, 'bundle' ( ls. 58:6, 
AV, only). 5. Gk. baros, 'something heavy' .  6. Gk. 
phortion, 'something to be borne'. 7. Gk. gomos, 
'the freight' of a ship (Acts 2 1  :3 ,  AV). 

Those terms which occur more than once vary 
little in meaning, and seem at times to be inter
changeable. A burden is whatever renders body or 
mind uneasy (e.g. Zp. 3 :  1 8); as much as one can 
bear (2 Ki. 5 :  1 7) ;  government in church or state 
(Nu. 1 1 :  1 7); prediction of heavy judgment (ls. 1 3); 
labour, bondage, affiiction, fear (Ps. 8 1 :6; Ec. 1 2:5; 
Mt. 20: 1 2); Christ's laws (Mt. 1 1 :30; Rev. 2 :24); 
God's ceremonial law and men's superstiticus 
ceremonies (Mt .  23:4; Acts 1 5 :28); men's infirm-
ities (Gal. 6:2). J .D.D. 

BURIAL AND MOURNING. 

I.  In the Old Testament 

a. The limes o[ the Patriarchs 
Successive generations were buried in the family 
tomb (cave or rock-cut); thus Sarah (Gn . 23 : 1 9), 
Abraham (Gn. 25:9), Isaac and Rebekah, Leah 
(Gn. 49:3 1 )  and Jacob (Gn. 50: 1 3) .  Death far from 
the family tomb required individual burial; so 
Deborah near Bethel (Gn. 35:8) and Rachei on 
the road to Ephrath (Gn. 35 :  1 9-20). Besides 
weeping, mourning already included rending one's 
garments and donning sackcloth (Gn. 37:34-35), 
for up to 7 days (Gn. 50: I 0). The embalming of 
Jacob and Joseph and the use of a coffin for Jo
seph in Egyptian fashion was exceptiunal (Gn. 
50:2-3, 26). M ummification requ ired removal 
of the viscera for separate preservation, and desic
cation of the body by packing in salt (not brine); 
thereafter the body was packed with impregnated 
linen and entirely wrapped in linen. Embalming 
and mourning usually took 70 days, but the 
period for embalming could be shorter, as for 
Jacob. 

b. The Penlaleuchal legislalion 
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Prompt burial, including that of h ung criminals, 
was the norm (Dt. 21 :22-23). Contact with the 
dead and formal mourning brought ceremonial 
defilement. Mourning by weeping, rending the 
garments and unbinding the hair was permitted to 
the Aaronic priests (Lv. 2 1 :  1 -4),  but not to the 
high priest (Lv. 2 1 :  1 0- 1 1 )  or the Nazirite under 
vow (Nu. 6:7). Expressly forbidden to priests (Lv. 
2 1 :5) and people (Lv. 1 9:27-28; Dt. 1 4 : 1 )  were 
laceration ('cuttings in the flesh'), cutting the cor
ners of the beard, baldness between the eyes and 
'rounding' (mutilation?) of the corner(s) of the 
head. Eating of tithes in mourning or offering 
them to the dead (Dt. 26: 1 4) was also forbidden . 
Women captured in war might mourn their par
ents for one month be fore marrying their captors 
(Dt. 2 1 : 1 1 - 1 3) .  The national leaders Aaron (Nu. 
20:28-29; Dt. 1 0:6) and Moses (Dt .  34:5-8) were 
each accorded 30 days' national mourning after 
burial. 
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c. Israel in Palestine 
(i) Burial. When possible, people were buried in the 
ancestral family tomb: so Gideon and Samson 
(Jdg. 8:32; 1 6: 3 1 ), Asahel and Ahithophel (2 Sa. 
2 :32; 1 7:23), and eventually Saul (2 Sa. 2 1 :  1 2- 1 4) .  
Burial in one's 'house', as of Samuel ( I  Sa.  25 :  I ,  cf 
28:3) and Joab ( I  Ki .  2 :34), may merely mean the 
same, unless it was more literally under the house 
or yard ftoor. The body was borne to rest on a bier 
(2 Sa. 3 : 3 1 ) . Lack of proper burial was a great mis
fortune ( I  Ki. 1 3 :22; Je. 1 6:6). Tombs were usually 
outside the town. The Late Bronze Age used pit
tombs in the plains and valleys, but family tombs 
(with benches) in the hi ll-country (R .  Gonen, 
Burial Pallerns & Cullllral Diversity in Late Bronze 
Age Canaan, 1 992). Cremation was Phoenician 
and northern; P. Bienkowski, Levant 14 ,  1 982, pp. 
80-89. Persian-age burials, see E. Stern, Material 
Culture 01 the Land 01 the Bible in the Persian 
Period. 538-332 BC, 1 973, pp. 68-92. Tomb
inscriptions occur from the 7th century BC; cf W. 
G. Dever, HUCA 40/4 1 ,  1 969-70, pp. 1 39-204, and 
R. Deutsch & M. Heltzer, Forty New Ancient West 
Semitic Inscriptions, 1 994, pp. 27-30. The upstart 
treasurer • Shebna drew Isaiah's condemnation in 
hewing hirnself an ostentatious rock-tomb ( [ s. 
22: 1 5- 1 6).  Pottery and other objects left with the 
dead became a pure formality during the [sraelite 
period, by contrast with elaborate Canaanite fu
nerary provision. Memorial pillars were sometimes 
erected in [ srael as elsewhere in antiquity; 2 Sa. 
1 8 : 1 8  is an anticipatory example. Outside Jerusa
lern was a tract of land set aside for 'the graves of 
the common people' (2 Ki. 23 :6; Je. 26:23). 

The grave of an executed criminal or foe was 
sometimes marked by a heap of stones. Examples 
are Achan (Jos. 7:26), Absalom (2 Sa. 1 8 : 1 7) ,  the 
king of Ai, and the five Canaanite kings (Jos. 8:29; 
1 0 :27). Cremation was not a Hebrew practice, but 
a corpse might be burnt pending proper burial in 
the ancestral tomb, as with Sau I ( I  Sa. 3 1 : 1 2- 1 3) 
and in Am. 6: 10 .  For royal burials, • SEPULCHRE OF 
THE KINGS. 

(i i) Mouming [n Palestine in the 2nd and I st mil
lennia this included : ( I )  baldness of head and cut
ting the beard; (2) lacerating the body; (3) rending 
garments and wearing sackcloth; (4) scattering 
dust on the head and wallowing in ashes; and (5) 
weeping and lamentation. Not all of these were fa
voured by the law. (See section b, above.) For 
Hebrew mourning, see the action of David (2 Sa. 
I :  1 1 - 1 2; 1 3 : 3 1 ), the woman of Tekoah (2 Sa. 1 4:2), 
and note the allusions in the prophets ( [ s. 3:24; 
22: 1 2 ;  Je. 7:29; Ezk. 7 : 1 8; Joel 1 :8 ;  Am. 8 : 1 0; Mi. 
I :  1 6) .  For Tyrian seafarers, Philistia and Moab, see 
Ezk. 27:30, 32; Je. 47:5;  [ so 1 5 :2-3 and Je. 48:37. 

David lamented over Saul and Jonathan (2 Sa. 
I :  1 7-27) and Jeremiah and others over Josiah (2 
Ch. 35:25). For professional mourners, cf Je. 9 :  1 7-
1 8 ; Am. 5: 1 6. After a funeral a breaking-fast meal 
was possibly given to mourners (Je. 1 6:7; cf Ho. 
9:4). A 'great burning' sometimes marked the fu
neral of Judaean kings (2 Ch. 1 6: 1 4; 2 1 :  1 9-20; Je. 
34:5). 

d. Non-Iunereal mouming 
Mourning was associated with repentance or con
trition (e.g Ex. 33 :4; Joel I :  1 3; 2: 1 2- 1 3; Ezr. 9: 3, 5) 
or took place because of misfortune (e.g 2 Sa. 
1 3 : 1 9 ; 1 5 :32; Jb. 2:  1 2- 1 3) .  There are also references 
to laceration, weeping, etc., in pagan(izing) cult-
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practices. Cf the actions of Baal's prophets on Mt  
Carmel ( I  Ki .  1 8 :28), and those of the  men of 
[ srael who came with oblations for God (Je. 4 1 : 5) .  
Ezekiel saw in a vision the  women of Jerusalem 
weeping for the god Tammuz (Ezk . 8: 1 4); and 
Isaiah depicts pagan observances at graves being 
performed by the rebellious [ sraelites ( l s. 65:4). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For the late Judaean royal caves, 
see A. Kloner, Levant 1 8, 1 986, pp. 1 26-1 29. For 
Canaanite tombs of the patriarchal age, see K. M .  
Kenyon, Digging up Jericho, 1 957, pp. 233-255. 
For laceration in Ugaritic (N Canaanite) epics, see 
DOTT, 1 958, p. 1 30; see also 1. A. Callaway, 'Burial 
in Ancient Palestine from the Stone Age to Abra
ham', BA 26, 1 963, pp. 74-9 1 ;  E. M .  Myers, 'Sec
ondary Burials in Palestine', BA 33 , 1 970, pp. 2-29. 

K.A .K .  

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
The corpse. Tabitha was washed and displayed in 
an upstairs room (Acts 9 :39). The arms and legs of 
Lazarus and Jesus were bound in linen bands 
(keiriai, othonia) impregnated with aromatic per
fumes, and a piece of linen was wrapped around 
their heads (Jn. I I  :44; 20:6-7). That Palestinian 
Jews borrowed LaI. slldarilltn (handkerchief, 
napkin) to describe a 'turban' is evident from this 
Johannine usage and from M ishnaic $üdär;n, 
which Jastrow (Lexicon, p. 962) defines as 'a scarf 
wound around the head and hanging down over 
the neck'. One must presume also that the body 
itself was clothed; perhaps the sing. sindön (Mk.  
1 5 :46 and par.) indicates a linen shift (contrast 
Apoc. Moses 40: 1 -7 in I st century AO: plur. 
sindones = winding-bands). I f  M Shabbath 23. 5 
reftects normal I st century practice the corpse was 
anointed immediately, and its chin bound 'not to 
raise it, but so that it  does not sink lower'; similarly 
Semahoth I .  2 describes an immediate binding 01" 
the jaws, indicating the function 01' the slidarilill/ .  
Jesus recognized an anticipation of normal burial
customs among the Jews when his feet or head 
were anointed at Bethany ( M k .  1 4: 3-9; Jn. 1 I  :2; 
1 2 :7); but the preparations of the women to anoint 
hirn were thwarted (Mk .  1 6: I ;  Lk. 23 :56). The 
Mishnaic plural talfrflf;n confirms the sense 'bind
ings', 'wrappings' for Johannine keiriai, otilollia (S. 
Safrai, The Jewish People in tile First Centur)'. 
1 974, I .  2, p. 777, e.g M Kilaill/ 9. 4, Maaser Sheni 
5. 1 2); and the corresponding verb is evcn more 
explicit at Semahotil 1 2 .  10 :  'A man may wrap 
(m'lfärelf) and bind (the corpse of) a man ,  but 
not (the corpse of) a woman . .' However, at 
M Sallhedrin 6. 5 H. Danby (Mishnah, 1 933) trans
Iated 'garments'; and D. Zlotnik ( Tractate Mourn
ing, 1 966, p. 22) assurnes a ' Iinen garment' at the 
death of Gamaliel " c. AO 1 30 .  Perhaps too one 
should note R. Nathan (Iate 2nd century AO) : ' In 
the same clothes (k'$üt) wh ich go with hirn to 
Sheol will a man appear in the age to come.' All of 
this seems to suggest both wrappings and 
garments. 

Burial and mOllrning. Those who mourned at the 
house of Jairus 'wept and lamented' (Mk .  5 :38), 
forming a large throng (Mt .  9:23) and making a 
great disturbance; presumably they beat their 
breasts in grief (as Lk. 1 8 : 1 3 ; 23 :48). Similarly 
when Stephen was buried there was 'great lamen
tation' (Acts 8 :2). One is  reminded 01' the 2nd 
century BC Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach (Ecclus.) 
38: 1 6- 1 8 : 



'My son, shed tears over a dead man 
and intone the lament to show yo�r own deep 

gner; 
bury his body with due ceremonial, 

and do not neglect to honour his grave. 
Weep bitterly, wail most fervently; 

observe the mourning the dead man deserves' 
(JB) . 

Jairus hired pipers for the mourning (Mt .  9:23), 
presumably to accompany a formal dirge both at 
the house and during the procession; for Josephus 
Indlcates that In AD 67 In Jerusalem (when the 
Jewish revolt in  Galilee had failed), ' . . .  many hired 
plpers who accompanied their dirges' (Bi 3. 435-
437). Later rabbinic law exacted special obligations 
from a husband to his dead wife; R. Judah (Iate 
2nd century AD) said: 'Even the poorest in Israel 
should hlre not less than two Hutes and one wailing 
woman' (M.Kewbolh 4. 4). That no corpse was 
permitted to stay overnight within the walls of Je
rusalem was a rabbinic dielum rather than normal 
practice (A. Guttmann,  HUCA 60, 1 969-70, pp. 
25 1-275); nevertheless many texts indicate burial 
the same day. Jn. I I  :39 expects the stench of de
composition within 4 days (probably earlier). At 
Nam Jesus met a procession on its way to the tomb 
inc\uding the mother and many townspeople. The 
body was on a bier (soros) carried by bearers. Se
maholl! 4 .  6 refers to the use of the bier at Jerusa
lern, and to a eulogist who preceded it and spoke 
the pralses of the dead. Similarly M. Berakoll! 3.  I 
men lIons those who carried the mil/al! (bier) 
those who relieved them, those who went befor� 
and those who went behind. One may contrast 
wlth thls the funeral of King Herod (4 BC) whose 
body was displayed on a golden couch ' (kline) 
studded with precious stones and wore the royal 
purpIe and a golden crown (Anl. 1 7. 1 96- 1 99; Bi I .  
670-673). HIS son Arche\aus gave a sumptuous fu
nerary banquet to the people, as was the custom of 
the more �ell-to-do, whose pious generosity 'im
povenshed them (Bi 2.  I ). King Herod hirnself 
had spent lavlshly on the funeral of Antigonus 
(whom he murdered)-on the furnishing of the 
bunal-vault, costly spices burnt as incense, the per
sonal adornment (kosmos) of the corpse (Anl. 1 5 .  
57-6 1 ) .  But Josephus was aware that expense was 
not the point: 

The pious rites which the Law provides for the 
dead do not consist of costly obsequies or the 
erecllon of notable monuments. The funeral 
ceremony is undertaken by the nearest kin and 
all who pass while burial is in progress musi join 
the processlOn and mourn with the family. Arter 
the funeral the house and its inhabitants must be 
purified (Contra Apionem 2. 205). 

Mourning continued arter the funeral. In the 2nd 
century BC its rules and sanctions held for 7 days 
(Ecc\us. 22: 1 2); at the end of the I st century BC 
Archelaus mourned 7 days for Herod (Bi 2. I ) ,  and 
m the I st century AD this remained the norm (Ant. 
1 7 . 200). In the 2nd century AD the rabbis still refer 
to .fil iäh or ' the seven days of mourning' (Sema
hotl! 7). A longer penod of 30 days was exceptional 
(Bi 3. 435-437). 

Tombs. Ancient rock-cut tombs of the period c. 40 
BC-AD 1 35 surround the walls of Jerusalem on 
three sides (but not on the W, from where the 
prevallmg wmds blew), inc\uding those of more 
well-to-do famlhes at Sanhedriyya (PEQ 84, 1 952, 
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pp. 23-38; ibid. 86, 1 954, pp. 1 6-22; Atiqot 3, 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 93-1 20), and the poorer tombs, rich i n  finds 
at 'Dominusjlel'it' on the Mt of Olives. Most mag� 
nificent of all is the tomb of queen Helena of 
Adlabene. A few stone sarcophagi are found, but 
mostly the dead were laid in kokin, sometimes on 
bench-areosolia; a rock-cut sarcophagus beneath 
an arcosolium (recessed archway in tomb-wall) is 
extremely rare, the only well-known example being 
In tomb 7 at Sanhedriyya in Jerusalem. The kok 
is the only type of burial-place referred to in the 
Mlshnah (M.Baba Batl!ra 6. 8); the ideal rabbinic 
arrangement-two k6kfm opposite the tomb
entry and three in .either side-wall-is rarely found. 
A k6k was a bunal-tunnel cut vertically into the 
wal� of. the chamber like a deep oven, set back over 
proJectlng rock-Iedges around the chamber-walls 
(interrupted. only by the entry-step), which lert 
an oblong plt at the centre of the chamber to give a 
sta�ding man head-room. The sarcophagus (rare), 
proJ�ctmg contmuous ledge and k6k are the only 
posslble restmg-places for a body in the smaller 
and less pretentious rock-cut tombs. These con
sisted of one or more chambers with a low square 
entry, such that one had to crawl through it. The 
c\oslng-stone was either Iike an enormous cork 
slotting into a rebate round the small entry as int� 
the neck of a bottle; or it was a rough boulder. For 
this type of tomb see AiA 5 1 ,  1 947, pp. 35 1-365, 
Auqot (Enghsh) �,  1 96 1 ,  pp. \ 08-1 1 6  (many in 
Heb. Journals). It IS dear that such a tomb-which 
one stooped to enter, which was dosed by a stone 
that had to be rolled aside,. and in which the body 
mlght have been placed Inlllally on the projecting 
ledge-would match the Gospel descriptions of 
the place where Joseph put the body of Jesus. More 
elaborate tombs are much rarer but combined the 
'pit-ledge-k6!f' arrangement �i th one or more 
bench-arco�o.'ia (Bankbogengräber), where the 
body was vIsIble on a Hat ledge cut lengthwise into 
the wall of the burial chamber-i. e. along the wall, 
not deep into it-making a space c. 2 m long be
neath an archway along the whole length of the 
wall. Such tombs usually consist of several cham
bers, not one, and orten had an entry-vestibule 
wlth a wlde, tall entry, giving access to the usual 
small square entry into the burial-chamber(s). 
Orten too there was an ornamented fa�ade, even a 
pediment, fneze, cornice, distyle inantis colonnade 
or separate monument .  Beyond this the tomb of 
Helena had an elaborate system of chambers with 
both k6kfm and bench-arcosolia. This tomb and 
the royal Herodian tomb are the only ones of this 
penod (up to AD 1 35)  to have a c\osing-stone Iike a 
large round cheese or a millstone. 

1 5 1  

All undisturbed tot;lbs o f  this period also con
tam ossuanes, sm all Itmestone chests in wh ich the 
bones were gathered up and reburied. M. Sanhedrin 
6. 5b refers to this custom in the case of criminals 
first buried in two special cemeteries by the Sanhe: 
dnn of Jerusalem. (after the death penalty), then 
formally rebuned m the family tomb. The bones of 
a cruclfied man have been found in his family tomb 
(lEi 2 1 ,  1 970, pp. 1 8-59). More general discussion 
of the. 'gathering of bon es' �ossilegium) in early 
rabbmlc documents IS parllcularly detailed in 
Semahoth 1 2- 1 3 ,  and involves the rabbis of e. AD 
1 20 and later. Possibly it was the eIder Eleazar 
bar Zadok whose father-before AD 70-urged 
that hiS bones must be gathered and reburied in a 
d'16�qömä' (ossuary), as his own father's bones 
had been buried. The archaeological evidence from 
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Jerusalem dates the use of ossuaries from e. 30 BC 
to AO 1 3 5, succeeding the large Hasmonaean bone
chambers (JEi 8, 1 958, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 05;  1 7 , 1 967, pp. 
6 1 - 1 1 3) .  In the Tomb of Helena bones were also 
put into sm all box-like compartments near the 
koliim. E. M. Meyers has tried to prove continu
ous secondary burial from a very ancien t period 
(Jewish Ossuaries: Reburial and Rebirlh, 1 9 7 1 ); see 
the important review by L. Y. Rahmani, JEi 23, 
1 973, pp.  1 2 1 - 1 26,  rejecting the identity of the Je
rusalemite ossuary-burial with earlier practices. 

Holy Sepulehre, Garden 10mb, Turin shroud. Of 
these three the Holy Sepulehre has by far the great
est claim to authenticity-see especially articles by 
C. W. Wilson in P EQ, 1 902-04. It is extremely un
l ikely that the site of 'Skull Place' (Golgotha) was 
lost before AO 1 35 .  Moreover in the early 4th cen
tury AO Eusebius was confident that the tomb of 
Jesus had been buried beneath a Roman temple 
dedicated to Aphrodite (Life 01 Conslanline 3. 26), 
perhaps a Tempie of Venus built by Hadrian (PEQ 
1 903, pp. 5 1 -56, 63-65). The Christian pilgrim 
Arculf (AO 670) visited the Holy Sepulchre, and 
describes the burial-place in detail; unfortunately it 
has since been covered by marble panels. The de
scription of Arculf indicates either a regular 
trough-arcosolium (impossible to date before the 
2nd century AO) or perhaps the type shown here. 
This latter is extremely rare before AO 1 35 and 
therefore unlikely c. AO 30 (but not impossible; 
perhaps the last Jewish monumental tombs at Jeru
salem date before thc revolts of AO 66-70 and 1 32-
5, and even before the unrest of the 50s and early 
60s). Other tombs very close to the traditional one 
(and still within the Holy Sepulchre) are of the 
regular I st-century type (see R. H. Smith, BA 30. 
1 967, pp. 74-90, especially pp. 83-85, and the art
icles by C. Clermont-Ganneau, C. W. Wilson and 
C. R. Conder, PEQ 1 877, pp. 76-84, 1 28- 1 32, 1 32-
1 34) 

The Garden /omb was first said to be the tomb 01' 
Jesus in the 1 9th cent ury, and has been an attract
ive site for evangelical devotions ever since. It has 
the merit of displaying a simple rock-cut tomb 
in a garden, a setting obviously similar to that 
described in the Gospels. But it has no claim to 
authent icity, and was 'identificd' on the basis 01' 
generalities. The burial-forms-single troughs cut 
round 3 si des of a chamber into wh ich they project 
(i. e. they are not bencath areosolia)-arc unknown 
in Jerusalem in the NT period. Current I sraeli re
search suggests an I ron Age datc. 

The Turin shrolld, a piece 01' linen c. 3 m x I m, 
has on it a painting or impression of a human 
corpse, said to be the body of Jesus. The fact that 
natural facial highlights are reversed on film has 
been interpreted in two quite different ways -
either that paint was used and has deteriorated (de
tails: H. Thurston , Ca/holie Eneyc/opaedia. 1 3 . 

1 9 1 2, p. 763), or that chemical emanations were 
produced by human agony (argued by Vignon in 
1 902; see A .  1.  Otterbein, New Calholie Eneyc/o
paedia, 1 3, 1 967, p. 1 87). The shroud is certainly 
the one which was displayed at Lirey in France in 
the 1 4th century, perhaps also at Constantinople 
from the 1 2th century. But NT and other early 
texts do not indicate the use of a shroud in the I st 
century; rather winding-bands for the head and 
limbs and a linen shift or other garments for the 
body. The suggestion of Thurston that the shroud 
of Turin had the corpse of Jesus painted on it to be 
displayed at a liturgical Easter drama seems most 
reasonable (other 'shrouds' were certainly used in 
this way). l .P .K .  

BURNING BUSH. The call of Moses to be Is
rael's deliverer took place when he turned to see 
the marvel of the bush wh ich burned and yet was 
not consumed (Ex. 3 :3) .  Like all such manifest
ations which the Bible records-e.g the smoking
flashing oven (Gn. 1 5 : 1 7) and the cloudy-fiery 
pillar (Ex. 1 3 :2 1 )-the burning bush is a self
revelation of God, and not, as some hold, of Israel 
in the furnace of affiiction. The story commences 
by saying that 'the • angel of the Lord appeared to 
hirn' (Ex. 3 :2); the Hebrew translated 'in a flame' 
more aptly signifies 'as' or 'in the mode of' a flame 
(v. 2); Moses (v. 6) 'was afraid to look at God'; Dt. 
33 : 1 6  speaks of 'hirn that dwelt in the bush' .  The 
revelation thus conveyed may be summarized in 
the three words 'living', 'holy' and 'indwelling' .  
The bush is not consumed because the flame is self
sufficient, self-perpetuating. Equally, and by a con
sistent symbolism (e.g. Gn.  3 :24; Ex. 1 9 : 1 8), thc 
flame is the unapproachable holiness 01' God (v. 5) .  
being, indeed, the first overt expression 01' thc 
divine holiness in Scripture. Thirdly. so as to reveal 
the sovereign grace of God who, though self
sufficient, freely chooses and empowers instru
ments of service, the flame in thc bush declares that 
the living, holy God is the Indweller. Thus the reve
lation at the bush is the background of the promise 
of the divine presence to Moses (v. 1 2) ,  of the im
plemcntation of the covenant with the fathers (Ex. 
2:24; 3 :6 ;  6:5), of the divine name (v. 1 4),  and 01' 
the holy law of Sinai. BIBLIOGRAPHY. U. Cassuto, A Commen/ary Oll 
/he Book 01 Exodus, 1 967; B. S. Childs, Exodus. 
1 974. J .A .M .  

BUZI . The fathcr of Ezekiel (Ezk. 1 : 3) . The Jcwish 
tradition that he was Jeremiah must be firmly rc
jected, being based on an unwarranted supposition 
and fanciful etymology. He was a priest, probably a 
Zadokite and most likely of a more important 
priestly family, since his son was carried into cap-
tivity with Jehoiachin (2 Ki. 24 : 1 4- 1 6) .  H.L.E .  
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CABUL. Identified with !:Iorvat Rosh Zayit, 1 ·5 
km from mod. village of Käbül ,  1 3  km SE 01' 
Acco. Excavations since 1 988 have found I ron Age 
I I  buildings and a later fortress marking the bord er 
between Phoenicia and Israel. I t  was a frontier vil
lage exchanged by Solomon's treaty with Hiram of 
Tyre (I Ki. 9 : 1 3) to rectify the border. The name 
may be a play on words 'as nothing, dcfective' or 
simply 'borderland' (cf Heb. y'i2üf). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. NEAEHL, pp. 1 289-1 29 1 ;  BA 53, 
1 990, pp. 88-97; BAR 1 9, 1 993, pp. 39-44, 84. 

D.J .W. 

CAESAR. The name of a branch of the aristo
cratic family of the Julii which established an 
ascendancy over the Roman republic in the tri
umph of Augustus (3 1 BC) and kept it till Nero's 
death (AD 68). This hegemony (as i t  is nicely 
called in Lk. 3: I ,  Gk . ;  RSV 'reign' is too precise a 
term) was an unsystematic compound of legal 
and social powers, novel to Roman tradition in 
its monopoly of leadership rat her than its form 
or theory. It was not technically a monarchy. I t s  
success produced so thorough a reorientation of 
government, however, that, on the  elimination of 
the  Caesarian family, their position was insti
tutionalized and their name assumed by its 
incumbents. 

One of the bases of a Caesar's power was his 
cxtended tenure of a provincial command 
cmbracing most of Rome's fron tier forces. Judaea 
always fell within this area, hence Paul's appeal 
(Acts 25 : 1 0-1 1 )  against the procurator, which 
would not have been possible where the governor 
was a fully competent proconsul and thus Caesar's 
cqual. Hence also the Jewish custom of referring to 
Caesar as a king (Jn. 1 9 : 1 2 , 1 5) .  The dynastic fam
ily was from their point of view monarchical. Even 
where the technical powers were not in Caesarian 
hands, however, the same terminology occurs 
(Acts 1 7:7; I Pet. 2:  IJ, 1 7) .  The force of Hel
lenistic traditions of royal suzerainty over the 
rcpublics, redirected through the universal oath 
of personal allegiance to the Caesarian house 
and their association in the imperial cult, nulli
ficd the strict Roman view of the Caesar's pos
ition. His  quasi-monarchical role in any ca se 
simplified Rome's imperial task. But the cult of 
the Caesar came to pose an agonizing problem 
for Christians (Pliny, Ep. 1 0. 96-97 and perhaps 
Rev. 1 3) .  

The Caesars referred to in the NT are, in the 
Gospels, Augustus (Lk. 2 :  I ) , and elsewhere Ti
berius, and in the Acts, Claudius (Acts I I  :28; 1 7 :7; 
1 8 :2), and elsewherc Nero. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Suetonius, Lives oJ the Caesars; 
Tacitus, Anna/s; CAH, 1 0- 1 1 ;  F. Miliar, The Em-
peror in the Roman Wor/d, 1 977. E.A.J. 

CAESAREA. This magnificent city, built by Herod 
the Great on the site of Strato's Tower, stood on 
the Mediterranean shore 37 km S of M t  Carmel 
and about 1 00 km NW of Jerusalem. Named in 
honour of the Roman emperor Caesar Augustus, it 
was the Roman metropolis of Judaea and the of
ficial residence both of the Herodian kings and the 
Roman procurators. I t  stood on the great caravan 
route between Tyre and Egypt, and was thus a busy 
commercial centre for inland trade. But Caesarea 
was also a celebrated maritime trading-centre, due 
largely to the construction of elaborate stone 
breakwaters N and S of the harbour. 

The city was lavishly adorned with palaces, 
public buildings and an enormous amphitheatre, 
dominated by Herod's huge temple dedicated to 
Caesar and Rome. Archaeologists have found ruins 
of Herod's structures beneath later houses and 
fortresses. Herod's aqueduct, bringing fresh water 
9 km from springs in the hills, still stands. I n  the 
theatre was found the only known inscription of 
Pontius Pilate. 

Like other NT Mediterranean communities, 
Caesarea had a mixed population, making for in
evitable clashes between Jews and Gentiles. When 
Pilate was procurator of Judaea he occupied the 
governor's residence in Caesarea. Philip, the evan
gelist and deacon, brought Christianity to his 
horne city, and subsequently entertained Paul and 
his companions (Acts 2 1  :8) .  Paul departed from 
Caesarea on his way to Tarsus, having escaped his 
Jewish enemies in Damascus (Acts 9 :30) . Caesarea 
was the abode of the centurion Cornelius and the 
locale of his conversion (Acts 1 0: 1 , 24; I I  : 1 1 ) .  At 
Caesarea Peter gained greater insight into the 
nature of the divine kingdom by realizing that 
God had disrupted the barriers between Gentile 
and Jewish believers (Acts 1 0:35), and had dis
pensed with such classifications as 'clean' and 
'unclean' .  

Paul landed at Caesarea when returning from his  
second and third missionary journeys (Acts 1 8 :22; 
21 :8). Paul's fateful decision to visit Jerusalem was 
made here also (Acts 2 1 :  1 3) ,  and it was to Caesarea 
that he was sent for trial by Felix (Acts 23 :23-33) 
before being imprisoned for 2 years. Paul made his 
defence before Festus and Agrippa in Caesarea, 
and sailed from there in chains when sent by Festus 
to Rome on his own appeal (Acts 25: 1 1 ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. I .  Levine, Roman Caesarea: 
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An Arche% gica/-Topographica/ Study, 1 975; 
NEAEHL, pp. 270-29 1 ;  R.  L. Hohlfelder, A BD I ,  
pp. 798-803. A.R .M .  

R .K .H .  

CAESAREA PHILIPPI. A beautiful locality at 
the foot of Mt Hermon, on the main source of the 
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river Jordan, famed as the place of Peter's confes
sion (Mt .  1 6: 1 3ff.). It may be the OT Baal-gad. 
Baal was the deity worshipped there in OT times; 
the Greeks later substituted their god Pan, and the 
town took the name Paneas, the shrine itself being 
called Panion. When the Seleucid ruler Antiochus 
I I I  wrested Palestine (together with the whole of 
Coelesyria) from the Ptolemies, Paneas was the 
scene of one of the decisive battles (200 BC). Herod 
the Great built a marble temple to Augustus 
Caesar, who had given hirn the town; and Philip 
the tetrarch later in the same emperor's reign fur
ther adorned the town, renaming it Caesarea in the 
emperor's honour. The addition 'Philippi'-i. e. of 
Philip-was to distinguish it from the coastal • Cae
sarea (cf Acts 8:40). Agrippa I I  then rebuilt the 
town in Nero's reign, and gave it another name, 
Neronias; but this name was soon forgotten. The 
town had a considerable his tory in Crusader limes. 
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I ts ancient name persists as Banias today. There is 
a shrine there to the Muslim al-Khidr, equated 
with St George. D.F .P .  

CAESAR'S HOVSEHOLD. A Roman aristo
crat's household (Gk. oikia, Lat. familia) was his 
staff of servants, primarily those held in slavery, 
but probably also including those manumitted and 
retaining obligations of clientship as his freedmen. 
Their duties were extremely specialized, and 
covered the full range of domestic service, profes
sional duties (medicine, education, e(e.), and busi
ness, literary and secretarial assistance. In the case 
of the Caesars, their permanent political leader
ship made their household the equivalent of a 
modern civil service, providing the experts in most 
fields of state. I ts servile origins, and the eastern 
responsibilities of the Caesars, made i t  largely 
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The Roman Empire at the beginning 0/ the reign 0/ Tiberills Caesar in AD J 4. The gradual extension 0/ direct 
Roman rule in the East led to a somewhat changed provincial organization. especially in Asia Minor. by the 
time 0/ Pali I (see p. J 55). 

Greek and orient al in its composition . I t  is not 
therefore surprising to find it weil represented 
amongst the believers in Rome (Phi! . 4:22). 

BIBLIOGRA PHY.  1. B. Lightfoot, Philippians', 
1 883 ,  pp. 1 7 1 - 1 78;  P. R .  C. Weaver, Familia Cae-
saris, 1 972.  E.A.J. 

CAIAPHAS 10seph Caiaphas was high priest from 
AD 1 8  to 36 .  He was son-in-Iaw to Annas (ln. 
1 8 :  1 3). Caiaphas interrogated lesus and handed 
him over to Pilate (Mt .  26:57-68; ln .  1 1  :49). An os
suary of the Second Temple Period, inscribed 
'Yosef bar Qayafa", perhaps Caiaphas, has been 
lound in a family tomb in the Peace Forest near le
rusalem (BA R  1 8 ,  1 992, pp. 28-45). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Z. Greenhut et al., 'The Caia
phas Tomb in North Talpiyot, lerusalem', Atiqot, 
2 1 , 1 992, pp. 63-87. D.J .W. 

CAIN (Heb. qayin) .  I .  The eldest son of Adam and 
Eve (Gn. 4 :  I ) , at whose birth Eve said, ' (  have 
gotten (qäni{il a man' (AV) . Since this account is 
unli kely to have been originally couched in Heb., 
no judgment can be made on the validity of the 
pun, and not hing can be concluded from apparent 
ctymologies of the name. He was an agriculturalist 
(Gn. 4:2), unlike 0 Abel, who was a shepherd, and 
being 'of the evil one' (ek tou pOt/erou, I ln .  3 :  1 2) 
and out of harmony with God ( Heb. 1 I  :4), his of
fering (min�lI'i) was rejected (Gn. 4 :3-7) and he 
subsequently killed his brother (Gn.  4:8) .  God 
punished him by sending him to become a wan
derer, perhaps a nomad, in the land of 0 Nod (Gn. 
4:9- 1 6),  and to protect hirn from being slain him
self God set a 'mark' ( '6L, 'sign, token', cf Gn. 
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9: 1 2- 1 3) 'Ior' (/') hirn. The nature of the 'mark' is 
unknown . Cain was the father of 0 Enoch. ParaI
leis to the conflict between Cain and Abel have 
been drawn from Sumerian literature, where dispu
tations concerning the relative merits of agri
culture and herding are found, but in none of those 
known does the farmer kill the herdsman, and such 
a conflict probably only reflects the h istorical situ
ation in  Mesopotamia from late prehistoric times 
onwards. (0 NOMADS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. N. Kramer, 'Sumerian Litera
ture and the Bible', in Analecta Biblica 1 2 , 1 959, 
p. 1 92; History Begills at SlIIner, 1 958, pp. 1 64- 1 66,  
1 85-1 92; C. 1 .  Gadd, Teachers and Studet/ts in the 
Oldest Schools, 1 956, pp. 39ff.; S. H .  Hooke, 'Cain 
and Abe! ', in The Siege Perilous, 1 956, pp. 66ff. 

2. The name of a town, written with the article 
(haqqayin), in the S of the territory allotted to 
ludah (1os. 1 5 :57),  and probably to be identified 
with modern Khirbet Yaqin to the SE of Hebron. 
See A .  Alt, Palästina-jahrhbuch 22, 1 926, pp. 76-
n. �C.M. 

CALAH. The Assyrian state and provincial capital 
on the E bank of the River Tigris c. 35 km S of 
Nineveh (Assyr. Ka/ll/l, mod. Tell Nimrüd). Deep 
soundings show that it was founded by migrants 
from Sumer (Gn. 10 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  Excavations by the 
British in 1 845-8 ( Layard), 1 948-63 ( Mallowan 
and Dates), I raqis and others ( 1 969-80) have 
traced its use from prehistoric to Hellenistic times. 

Rebuilt by Shalmaneser ( (c. 1 250 BC), it was 
redeveloped as the military capital of the Assyrian 
Empire by Ashurnasirapli 1 1 .  His inauguration 
ceremony in 879 BC was attended by 69,574 per
sons (the Banquet Stela, ANETJ, pp. 558-560, cf 
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I Ki .  8 :62-66). The city's prominence was for a time 
displaced by Dür-Sharruken (Khorsabad) under 
Sargon I l. It fell to the Babylonians in 6 1 4 Be. 

Discoveries include the Arsenal from which the 
Assyrian armies, under Shalmaneser I I I  (Black 
Obelisk) and his successors, attacked I srael and 
Judah, and where the booty was stored. The pal
aces of Ashur-nasir-apli, Shalmaneser, Tiglath
pileser and Esarhaddon yielded many inscriptions, 
including vassal-treaties, library and archive texts. 
The royal tombs of queens were rich in gold jewel
lery, the sculptured palace walls and pieces of 
ivory-decorated furniture illustratc court life. 
Weapons and metal objects from the citadel and 
outer city barracks illustrate military and religious 
l ife. Large buildings include the tcmples of Nabü 
and Ninurta. B

IBLIOGRAPHY. M. E. L. Mallowan, Nirnrud and 
ils Rernains. 1 965; 1. M .  Postgate, ' Kall]u' ,  Re
allexikon der Assyriologie 5, 1 980, pp. 303-323. 

D.J .W. 

CA LEB (Heb. käleQ). I .  Third son of Hezron 
son of Pharez: Jerahmeel's youngest brother; 
'Chelubai' ( I  Ch.  2 :9) .  From hirn, through Ephra
thah, l ines of descent are given in I Ch. 2: 1 8ff. to 
Bezalel ,  M oses' chief craftsman; in 2:24, to the set
tiers of Tekoa; in 2 :50ff., to the settlers of Kiriath
jearim, Bethlehem, Netophah, Zorah, Eshtaol, 
Beth-gadcr and others (the Kenite families named 
in 2:55 may be loosely connected). 

2. ' Brother of Jerahmeel' ( I  Ch. 2:42), pos
sibly the same as I ,  from whom descent was traced 
in the towns of Ziph, Maon and Beth-zur (the 
names Hebron and Tappuach also occur). This list 
may refer in part to Caleb 3, father of Achsah (v. 
49). 

3. Caleb ben Jephunneh, an outstanding leader 
of Judah, whose faithfulness in the mutiny at 
Kadesh won him exemption from the curse pro
nounced there (Nu.  14 :24). He directed the inva
sion of Judaea and settled at Hebron (Jos. I ;  1 5) .  
From Jos. 1 4 :6, elc.; I Ch. 4: 1 4- 1 5 , we learn that he 
was a 0 Kenizzite. • Nabal was his descendant. 

4. 'Brother of Shuhah', spelt 'Chelub' in I Ch. 
4: 1 1 . J .P.U.L.  

CALENDAR. 

I .  In the Olrl Testament 
There is no precise Heb. equivalent of the Lat. cal
endarium, the passage of the year being generally 
marked by reference to thc months, agricultural 
seasons or the principal festivals. 

a. The year (Heb. fäna-so named from the 
change or succession of the seasons) was at first 
reckoned to begin with the autumn (seventh) 
month of Tishri (Ex. 23: 1 6; 34:22), the time also of 
the commencement of the sabbatical year (Lv. 
25:8- 1 0) .  While in Egypt the Hebrews may have 
conformed to the solar year of 1 2  months, each of 
30 days + 5 additional days, i. e. 365 days ( Herodo
tus, 2.  4), but if so a change was made thereafter 
and t he 'beginning of months' or first month of 
the year was fixed in the spring ( Ex .  1 2 :2; 1 3 :3-4; 
23 :  1 5 ; Dt. 1 6 : 1 , 6) .  Thereafter the Hebrew year fol
lowed the W Semitic Calendar with a year of  1 2  
lunar months ( I  K i .  4:7; I Ch. 27: 1 - 1 5) .  I t  is not 
certain whether the commencement of the year in 
spring (Nisan) was for use only in the ritual, since 

there is some evidence for the year for civil pur
poses being sometimes reckoned from the autumn 
month of Tishri ( 0 CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT) . 

b. The monlh (see table). The Hebrew calendar 
year was composed of lunar months, which began 
when the thin crescent 01' the new moon was first 
visible at sunset. The day of the new moon thus 
beginning was considered holy. The month (Heb. 
yerah, 0 'moon') was reckoned to consist of 29/30 
days and, since t he lunar year was about 1 1  days 
less than the solar year, it was periodically neces
sary to intercalate a thirteenth month in order that 
new year's day should not fall before t he spring of 
the year (March-April). No precise details are 
known of the method used by the Hebrews to ac
commodate the agricultural with the lunar calen
dar. They may have interposed a second Adar 
(twelfth month) or second Elul (sixth month) 
within the lunar cycle of 3 ,  6, I I, 1 4 , 17 or 19 years. 
There is some evidence for the Hebrew use of 
intercalated months after Adar (Nu. 9: 1 1 ;  2 eh. 
30:2-3; cf I Ki.  12 : 32-33), t hough possibly some
times after Nisan (cf 2 eh. 30:2ff.) as was done in 
Mesopotamia. A strictly solar calendar was used in 
the book of lubilees (c. 1 05 Be) ; cf 1 Enoch 72-82. 

The observation of the autumnal equinox, i. e. 
'the going out of the year' (see Ex . 23: 1 6), and of 
the spring or vernal equinox, ca lied 'the return of 
the year' ( I  Ki .  20:26; 2 eh. 36: 1 0, AV), was im
portant for controlling the calendar and con
sequently the festivals. Thus the year began with 
the new moon nearest to the vernal equinox when 
the sun was in Aries (Jos., An!. 3. 20 1 ), and the 
Passover on the fourteenth day of Nisan coincided 
with the first full moon (Ex. 1 2 :2-6). 

The early month names were probably local Pal
estinian references to the seasons, and differ from 
the designation of the months named in texts from 
Syria (Ras Shamra, Alalab, Mari). Some are 
known from Phoenician also. Abib, 'ripening of 
corn' (Ex. 1 3 :4); Ziv (AV Zif; I Ki. 6 :  1 , 37); Elhaninl 
( I  Ki.  8 :2) and Bul ( I  Ki .  6:38) of uncertain mean
ing, are the only names extant from this period. At 
all periods the months were usually designated 
numerically; first, Ex. 1 2:2; second, Gn. 7: 1 1 ; third, 
Ex. 1 9: 1 ;  fourth, 2 Ki .  25:3; fifth, Nu. 33 :38; sixth, 
I eh. 27:9; seventh, Gn. 8:4; eighth, Zc. I :  I ;  ninth, 
Ezr. 1 0 :9; tenth, Gn. 8:5; eleventh, Dt. 1 :3 ;  twelfth. 
Est. 3 :7 .  In post-exilic times t he month-names of 
the Babylonian calendar were followed (see table). 

c. The seasons-Ihe agricullllral calendar. AI
though the Hebrews adopted a calendar based on 
lunar months, they also, as agriculturalists, com
monly indicated time of year by the season rather 
than by the names or numeration of the months. 
Thus, the year which in Palestine divided approxi
mately into the dry season (April-September) and 
the rainy season (October-March) could be again 
subdivided generally into 'seed-time' (November
December) and 'harvest' (April-June; Gn. 8:22). 
More specific design at ions would indicate to the 
local inhabitants actual months, e.g. wheat (Gn. 
30: 1 4; Jdg. 1 5 : I) or barley harvest (2 Sa. 21 :9 ;  Ru. 
1 :22) denotes M arch-April ;  the 'earing time' (Ex. 
34:2 1 )  would be March; and 'the first ripe grapes' 
(Nu.  1 3 :  20) the month Tarnmuz (June-July). 'The 
first rains' (based on the old civil calendar begin
ning in Tishn) fell in September-October, and the 
'Iatter rains' in March-April. The 'summer-fruit' 
(qäyi�) of August-September gave its name to the 
'summer', also ca lied the 'heat'. The months rebel 
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Month Pre-exi l ic name Post-exi l ic name 

c 1 A B I B  N I SAN 'i;j a: Ex. 1 3 :4; 23:1 5; 34: 1 8; Est. 3:7 � Dt.  1 6:1  Ne. 2 : 1  

2 ZIV IYYAR 
1 Ki. 6: 1 .  37 

3 SIVAN 
> Est. 8:9 0 

4 TAM M U Z  

5 AB 

6 ELUL 
t--- Ne. 6 :1 5 

7 ETHAN I M  TlSH RI  
1 Ki . 8:2 

c 'i;j 8 B U L  MARCH ESVAN a: 1 Ki. 6 :38 

9 C H ISLEV 
Ne. 1 : 1 

1 0  TEBETH 
I-- Est. 2 :1 6 

"0 Ci 1 1  SH EBAT u 
I-- Zc. 1 :7 

c 
'" 1 2  ADAR 

a: Est. 3:7 

The Hebrew calendar. showillg seasons andfestivals with modern equivalents. 

Modern Season 
equivalent 

Spring 
Mar.-Apr. Latter rains 

Barley harvest 
Flax harvest 

Apr.-May Dry season 
beg ins 

May-J une Early figs ripen 

June-July  Grape harvest 

Ju ly-Aug. Ol ive harvest 

Aug.-Sept. Dates and 
summer figs 

Sept.-Oct. Early ra ins 

Oct.-Nov. Ploughing 
Winter figs 

Nov.-Dec. Sowing 

Dec.-Jan. Rains (snow on 
high ground) 

Jan.-Feb. Almond 
blossom 

Feb.-Mar. Citrus fruit 
harvest 

Festivals 

1 4  Passover ( Ex. 1 2: 1 8; Lv. 23:5) 
1 5-21 U nleavened Bread ( Lv. 23:6) 
1 6  Firstfruits ( Lv. 23:1 0f.) 

1 4  Later Passover ( N u .  9: 1 0-1 1 )  

6 Pentecost ( Lv. 23:1 5ff.) 
Feast of Weeks 
Harvest 

1 Trumpets ( N u .  29: 1 ; Lv. 23:24) 
1 0  Day of Atonement ( Lv. 1 6:29ff.; 23:27ff. ) 
1 5-21 Tabernacles ( Lv. 23:34 ff. )  
2 2  Solemn assembly ( Lv. 23:36) 

25 Dedication (1 Macc. 4:52f.; Jn. 1 0:22) 

t") > t"' t"1 Z 
� 
" 



CALENDAR 

and Seba! were the 'cold' months (see table under 
heading 'Seasons'). 

With thc above OT references may be compared 
the agricultural calendar roughly written on stone, 
perhaps a palimpsest inscribed by a schoolboy in 
the 1 0th century BC, found at Gezer in 1 908. The 
translation is uncertain, but it lists the agricultural 
operations for the 12 months of the year beginning 
with the autumn: 'Two months of storage. Two 
months of sowing. Two months of spring growth. 
Month of pulling flax. Month of barley harvest. 
Month when everything (else) is harvested. Two 
months of pruning (vines). Month of summer 
fruit '  (cf DOTT, pp. 201 -203) 

d. Other ways of accounting times and seasons 
are covered by general words for a specified 'time' 
or festival ( 'iddän, Dn. 7:25; mo ' ee.!, Dn. 1 2 :7 ;  
z'män, Ec. 3 : 1 ;  Ne.  2 :6) ,  cf Ps. 1 04:27. H istorical 
events are normally dated by the regnal years of 
rulers or by synchronism with some memorable na
tional event, e.g. the Exodus; the sojourn in Egypt 
(Ex. 1 2 :40); the construction of the first Temple ( I  
Ki .  6 :  I ) ; or the 70-year Exile in Babyion (Ezk . 
33 :2 1 ); or the earthquake in the reign of Uzziah 
(Am. I :  I ;  Zc. 1 4:5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Finegan, Handbook 01 Biblical 
Chronology, 1 964; 1. B. Segal, VT 7, 1 957, pp. 250-
307; JSS 7, 1 962, pp. 2 1 2-22 1 .  D.J.  w. 

11, Betwecn the Testaments 
The 'year of the kingdom of the Greeks' ( I  Macc. 
I :  I 0) is the Seleucid era, dating officially from the 
first day of the M acedonian month Dios (Septem
ber/October) in 3 1 2  BC. This era is followed in I 
Macc., though in some 01' the sources used in that 
book (under the influence 01' the Babylonian reck
oning of the beginning of the year from Nisan) the 
era is dated from March/April, 3 1 1 BC. 

m, In the New Testamcnt 
Dates in the NT are occasionally reckoned by ref
erence to Gentile rulers. The most elaborate ex
ample is in Lk. 3: I f., where the beginning of the 
ministry 01' John thc Baptist is dated not only 'in 
the fifteenth year 01' the reign 01' Tibcrius Caesar' 
(i.e. AD 27-28, according to the reckoning retained 
in the former Seleucid realm, whcre a new regnal 
year was held to start in September/Oetober), but 
also by reference to rulers then in office, whether 
secular or saccrdotal, in Judaea and the neighbour
ing territories. Cf. datings by refcrcnee to the cm
perors Augustus (Lk.  2:  I )  and Claudius (Acts 
1 1  :28), the provincial governors Quirinius (Lk ,  2 :2) 
and Gallio (Aets 1 8 : 1 2) ,  and Herod, king of the 
Jews ( Mt . 2: I ; Lk . I :5) .  

For the most part,  however, the NT writcrs 
measure time in terms of the eurrent Jewish eal
endar (or ealendars). The reeord is punctuated by 
referenee to Jewish festivals and other saered 
occasions. This is espeeially so in the Fourth 
Gospel; cf Jn .  2 : 1 3 , 23 (Passover); 5 : 1  (perhaps 
the New Year); 6:4 (Passover); 7:2 (Tabernac\es; 
in v. 37 'the last day, that great day of the feast' 
is the eighth day; cf Lv. 23 :36; Nu, 29:35; Ne. 
8: 1 8) ;  1 0:22 (Dedieation, on 25th Kislew; cf I 
Maee. 4 : 59); 1 1  : 55ff. (Passover). Cf also Mt .  
26:2; M k .  1 4: I ;  Lk .  22: I (Passover and 
Unleavened Bread); Acts 2: I (Pentecost); 1 2 :3 f. 
(Passover and Unleavened Bread); 1 8 :2 1 ,  AV 
(perhaps Passover); 20:6 (Unleavcned Bread); 
20: 16 (Pentecost); 27:9 (where 'the fast' is the 
Day of Atonement, about whieh time sailing in 
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the Mediterranean came to an end for the win
ter); I Cor. 1 6:8 (Pentecost). 

Among days of the week, the sabbath is fre
quently mentioned. The 'second first sabbath' (Lk.  
6 :  I mg. ) is probably a teehnical term whose mean
ing can no longer be determined with certainty. 
Friday is 'the day of Preparation (Gk.  paraske/le), 
that is, the day before the sabbath (Gk. prosab
baIon)' (Mk .  1 5 :42; cf Jn. 1 9 :3 1 ); 'the day 01' Prep
aration of the Passover' (Jn. 1 9 : 1 4) means 'Friday 
of Passover week' (Gk. paraskeue 1011 pascha). The 
'first day of the week' (Gk. mia sabbalou or mia Ion 
sabbalon, i. e. one day after the sabbath) receives a 
new signifieance from its being the resurreetion 
day; cf (in addition to the resurreetion narratives in 
the Gospels) Acts 20 :7; I Cor. 1 6:2 ;  also 'the 
• Lord's day' (Gk. kyriake Mmera) in  Rev. I :  10 .  

In  general, the Jewish ealendar in NT times (at 
least bel'ore AD 70) followed the Sadd ueean reckon
ing, sinee it was by that reekoning that the Temple 
services were regulated. Thus the day of Pentecost 
was reckoned as the fiftieth day after the presenta
tion of the first harvested sheaf of barley, i. e. the 
fiftieth day (inclusive) from the first Sunday after 
Passover (cf Lv. 23: 1 5f.); hence it always fell on a 
Sunday, as it does in the Christian calendar. The 
Pharisaic reekoning, whieh became standard after 
AD 70, interpreted 'sabbath' in Lv. 23 :  1 5  as the fes
tival day of Unleavened Bread and not the weekly 
sabbath; in that ca se Penteeost always fell on the 
same day of the month (an important eonsider
at ion l'or those in whose eyes it marked the anni
versary 01' the law-giving) but not on the same day 
of the week. 

Even more important than the minor ealendrieal 
differenees between Saddueees and Pharisees was 
the cleavage between the Sadducees and Pharisees, 
on the one hand, and those, on the other hand. 
who followed the 'sectarian' calendar known from 
the book of Jubilees and now also from the 
Qumran literature. If Jesus and his disciples 1'01-
lowed this 'sectarian ' calendar, that might explain 
how they kept the Passover before his arrest, while 
thc chief priests and their associates did not keep it 
until after his crucifixion (Jn. 1 8 :28). 

BIßLlOGRAPHY. A. Jaubert, La Dale de 1(1 Cene. 
1 957, and 'Jesus et le calendrier de Qumrän', NTS 
7, 1 960- 1 ,  pp. 1 fT. ; 1. van Goudoever, Biblical Cal
endars, 1 959; 1. B. Scgal. The Hebrew Passol'erlrolll 
the Eariiesl Tillles 10 AD 70, 1 963; 1. Fincgan, 
Handbook 01 Bible Chronology, 1 963;  E. 1. Bicker
man, Chronology 01 the Anciellt World. 1 968; E. 1. 
Wiesen berg and others, 'Calendar' in Ei: W. M .  
O'Neil, Tillle and the Calendars, 1 975; T. Talley, 'Li
turgical Time in the Ancicnt Church : Thc State of 
Research', Swdia Lil/lrgica 14 ,  1 982. pp. 34-5 1 ,  R .  
T. Beekwith, 'Thc Essene Calcndar and the  Moon: 
A Reeonsideration', RQ 1 5 , 1 992, pp. 457-466; S. 
Talmon, 'Thc Calendcr 01' the Covenanters', The 
World ol Q/llllrallllrolll Within, 1 989, pp. 147- 1 85. 

F.F.B. 

CALF, GOLDEN. I.  The golden image made after 
the Exodus by Aaron and thc Israelites at Sinai 
while Moses was in the mountain. On findillg that 
they were idolatrously worshipping it as God with 
saerificcs, fcasting and rcvclry, Moses destroyed it 
(Ex. 32 :4-8, 1 8-25, 35;  Dt. 9: 1 6 , 2 1 ;  Ne. 9 1 8 ;  Ps. 
1 06: 1 9-20; Acts 7 :4 1 ). This idol is somctimes 
thought to be the Egyptian Apis-bull of Memphis 
(see IBA , p. 39, fig. 33) or thc M nevis bull 01' Heli-



opolis, but these are too far away from Goshen to 
have been really familiar to the Hebrews. In fact ,  
there were several not dissimilar bull-cults in the 
E Delta, much closer to the Hebrews in Goshen, 
which they could have aped later at Sinai. To the 
SW of * Goshen (Tumilat-area), in the 1 0th 
Lower Egyptian norne or province, called 'the 
B1ack Bull', there was an amalgam of Horus
worship and bull-or calf-cult; farther N and 
extending along the NW of Goshen itself, the 
1 1  th Lower Egyptian norne also possessed a bull
cult linked with Horus-worship; other traces are 
known. (See E. OllO, Beiträge zur Geschichte der 
Stierkulte in Aegypten, 1 938, pp. 6-8, 32-33.) I n  
Egypt, the bull or calf was a symbol o f  fertility in 
nature, and of physical strength (cf Otto, op. cit. , 
pp. 1 -2, 24r. , and passim), and, as elsewhere in the 
Near East, could even perhaps have had links 
with the worship of the host of heaven. (Cf 
Wainwright, JEA 1 9, 1 933, pp. 42-52, especially 
pp. 44-46. For certain reserves, see Otto, ap. cit. , 
p. 7, n. 4. Perhaps cf also Acts 7:41 -42 in 
conjunction?) 

In nearby Canaan, however, the bull or calf was 
the animal of Baal or Hadad, god(s) of storm, 
fertility and vegetation, and, as in Egypt, symbol
ized fertility and strength. Bearing in mind the 
dose links between Canaan and the Egyptian E 
Delta (* EGYPT, * MOSES) and the presence of 
many Semites in the Delta besides the Israelites, it 
is possible to view the idolatry at Sinai as a bIend
ing of contemporary, popular bull- and calf-cults, 
Egyptian and Canaanite alike, with their emphasis 
on natural strength and fertility. In any case, it 
represented a reduction of the God of Israel (cf 
'feast to the Lord', Ex. 32:5) to the status of an 
amoral (tending to immoral) nature-god like those 
of the surrounding nations, and meant that he 
could then all too easily be identified with the 
Baals. This God rejected, refusing to be identified 
with the god of the calf, hence condemning it as 
the worship of an 'other' god, and therefore idol
atry (Ex. 32:8). 

2. At the division of the Hebrew kingdom, Is
rael's first king, Jeroboam I, wishing to counteract 
the great attraction of the Temple at Jerusalem in 
Judah, set up two golden calves, in Bethel and 
Dan , to be centres of I srael's worship of Yahweh 
( I  Ki .  1 2 :28-33; 2 Ki. 1 7 : 1 6; 2 Ch. 1 1 : 1 4-1 5 ;  1 3 :8) .  
In  Syria-Palestine the gods Baal or Hadad were 
commonly thought of (and shown) as standing 
upon a bull or calf, emblem of their powers of fer
tility and strength (see ANEP, pp. 1 70, 1 79, figs. 
500, 50 I ,  53 1 ) ,  and Jeroboam's action had the 
same disastrous implications as Aaron's golden 
calf: the reduction of Yahweh to a nature-god, and 
his subsequent identification with the Baals of 
Canaan. With this would go a shift in emphasis 
from righteousness, just ice and an exemplary 
moral standard to purely physical and material 
considerations, sliding easily into immorality with 
a religious backing, with social disintegration, and 
total loss of any sense of the divinely appointed 
mission of the chosen people in a darkened world. 
All this was bound up in the idolatry that was 'the 
sin of Jeroboam, son of Nebat'. 

Jehu (2 Ki. 1 0:29) removed the more obvious 
and explicit Baal-worship in Israel, but not the 
calves 01' a Baalized Yahweh. H osea (8 :5-6; 1 3 :2) 
prophesied the coming end of such 'worship'. 

K .A .K .  

CALL, CALLING 

CALL, CALLING. In OT and NT there are some 
700 occurrences of the word as verb, noun or ad
jective. The principal Heb. root is qr'; in Gk.  kalein 
(with its compounds, and derivatives kletos, 
'calIed', and klesis, 'calling'), legein and phönein 
are used. In both languages other verbs are oc
casionally rendered by parts of 'to call', e.g. 'mr in 
Is. 5:20, and chrematizein in Rom. 7 :3 .  

I .  In the OId Testament 
a. 'Call to', hence 'invite or summon (by name)' 
(Gn. 3:9, etc.); 'summon an assembly' ( La. I :  1 5) .  
'Call upon the  name' is found from Gn. 4:26 on
wards ('men began to call upon the name of the 
Lord'), and denotes the claiming of God's protec
tion either by summoning assistance from one 
whose name (i.e. character) was known, or by call-

. ing oneself by the name of the Lord (cf Gn. 4:26 
Avmg.; Dt. 28: I 0; I s. 43:7). 

b. 'Give a name to' is found in such verses as Gn. 
1 :5 ('God called the light Day'). Those verses 
where God is the subject indicate the underlying 
unity of the two senses of qr', thereby revealing its 
theological meaning. The first sense implies a call 
to serve God in some capacity and for some par
ticular purpose ( I  Sa. 3:4; I s. 49: I ). The meaning of 
the sense is not simply to identify ;  i t  is both to de
scribe (Gn. 1 6: 1 1 ; cf Mt. 1 :2 1 )  and to indicate a re
lationship between God the nominator and his 
nominee, especially Israel. Is. 43: I epitomizes 
God's call and naming of Israel to be his, separ
ated from other nations, gran ted the work of bear
ing witness, and the privilege of the protection af
forded by his name. God alone initiates this call, 
and only a minority (remnant) res pond (e.g. Joel 
2:32). 
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11 .  In the New Testament 
Here the same usages are found, and the call 01' 
God is now 'in Christ Jesus' (Phil .  3: 1 4) .  It is a 
summons to bear the name of Christian ( I  Pet. 
4: 1 6; Jas. 2:7; Acts 5 :4 1 ;  Mt. 28: 1 9 )  and to belong 
to God in Christ (I Pet. 2:9). 'Call to' is found in, 
e.g. , Mk. 2:  1 7  and 'give a name to' in Lk. 1 :59. The 
present passive participle is in frequent use, as in 
Lk. 7: 1 1 .  Jesus called disciples and they followed 
hirn (Mk.  1 :20). The Epistles, especially Paul's, 
make dear the theological meaning of Christ's 
call. It comes from God, through the gospel for 
salvation through sanctification and belief (2 Thes. 
2 : 1 4) to God's kingdom ( I  Thes. 2 : 1 2),  for fellow
ship ( I  Cor. 1 :9) and service (Gal I :  1 5) .  Other 
writers impart this full meaning to God's call 
through Jesus (cf Heb. 3:  I ;  9:  1 5 ; I Pet. 2:2 1 ;  1 Jn .  
3: I especially-' . . .  that we should be called chil
dren of God; and so we are'). Those who respond 
are 'calIed' ( I  Cor. 1 :24; Lightfoot translates as 'be
lievers'). Paul equates call and response ( Rom. 
8:28ff.) to emphasize God's unchanging purpose 
(Rom. 9:  1 1 ), i. e. , Paul sees the call as effective. The 
saying of Jesus in Mt. 22: 14 distinguishes 'the 
called', those who hear, from 'the chosen', those 
who respond and become 'choice'. 

Many commentators interpret 'calling' in I Cor. 
7:20ff. as a particular occupation. Rather klesis 
here means the divine calling of each man as a 
concrete historical event, i. e. as including in itself 
the outward circumstances in which it was re
ceived. Slavery as such is not incompatible with 
faith in Christ. 



CALL, CALLING 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K.  L. Schmidt, TDNT 3, pp. 
487-536; L. Coenen, NlDNTT I ,  pp. 27 1 -276; C. 
H .  Horne, ZP EB I ,  p. 694; G. W. Bromiley, {SBE 
I ,  pp. 580-582. M.R.W.F. 

CALNEH, CALNO. I .  Calneh. The name 01' a city 
founded by Nimrod in the land of 0 Shinar (Gn. 
10: I 0, AV ) . Since no eity 01' this name is known in 
Babylonia, some seholars propose to point the 
Heb. kllllänä, 'all 01' them', as in Gn. 42:36; I Ki .  
7 :37 .  This would then be a eomprehensive c1ause to  
eover sueh aneient eities as  Ur and Nippur (identi
fied with Calneh in TB). Those who loeate Shinar 
in N Mesopotamia equate this city with 2 and also 
with ° CANNEH. 

2. Calno ( Kalno), I s. 1 0:9; Kalneh, Am. 6:2 (LXX 
pantes, 'all', see I ). A town Kullania mentioned in 
Assyr. tribute lists. Associated with Arpad. 
Modern Kullan Köy 16 km SE 01' Arpad (AJSL 
5 1 , 1 935,  pp. 1 89-1 9 1 ) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. JN ES 3, 1 944, p. 254. D.1 .  w. 

CALVARY. The name occurs once only in the AV, 
in Lk. 23:33, and not at all in most EVV. The word 
comes from the Vulgate, where the Lat. calvaria 
translates the Gk. kranion; both words translate 
Aramaie glligoltä, the 'Golgotha' 01' M t .  27:33, 
meaning 'skul I ' .  Three possible reasons for such a 
name have been propounded: because skulls wcre 
found there; because it was a place 01' execution; or 
beeause the site in some way resembled a skul! .  All 
we know 01' the si te from Scripture is that it was 
outside Jerusalem, fairly conspicuous, probably 
not rar from a city gate and a highway, and that a 
garden containing a tomb lay near by. 

Two Jcrusalem loealities are today pointed out as 
the si te of the Lord's cross and tomb; the one is the 
Church 01' the Holy Sepulchre, the other Gordon's 
Calvary, commonly known as the Garden Tomb. 
Unfortunately it has always proved diffieliit to 
debate the question objectively; in some quarters 
the identification one acccpts is almost the touch
stone of one's orthodoxy. The Chureh of the Holy 
Sepulchre marks the site 01' a tempie to Venus which 
the emperor Constantine removed, understanding 
that it stood over the sacred site. The tradition thus 
goes back at least to the 4th century. But in view 01' 
the operations and activities 01' Titus in the I st cen
tury and Hadrian in the 2nd, the ident ification must 
still be viewed as precarious. It  has at least been 
c1arified by recent excavations that the traditional 
si te lay outside the city walls in the time 01' Christ . 
On thc other hand, the evidence 01' the church itself 
may indicate a tomb 01' slightly too late a date to be 
authentie: see 0 BURIAL AND MOURN ING (NT). 

The Garden Tomb was first pointed out in 1 849; a 
rock formation there resembles a skulI; and admit
tedly the si te accords with the biblical data. But 
there is no tradition nor anything else to support its 
claim. The more ancient si te is much more Iikely; but 
any identification must remain eonjeetura!. 

B IBLIOGRAPHY. L. E. Cox Evans, PEQ 1 968, pp. 
I 1 2- 1 36; D. Bahat, lIIlIstrated Atlas 0/ Jerusale/ll, 
1 990, pp. 54-57; and other bibliography under 
o JERUSALEM. D.F .P .  

CAMEL (Heb. gämäl; Gk. kamelos). A desert 
quadruped, famous ror its ability to cross desert 
regions through being able to carry within itself 

several days' water-supply. The Heb. term (Iike the 
popular use 01' the word 'carne!' in English) does 
/lot distinguish between the two characteristic 
kinds 01' camel: the one-humped animal (Cameills 
dromedarills) or 'dromedary' 01' Arabia, and the 
two-humped beast ( Cameills bactrianus) or Bac
trian camel from NE of I ran (Bactria, now in 
Turkmen and NW Arghanistan). In antiquity, 
both kinds are represented on the monuments. 

In Seripture, camels are first mentioned in the 
days 01' the Patriarehs (e. 1 900- 1 700 BC) . They 
formed part or the livestock wealth 01' Abraham 
and Jacob (Gn. 1 2 : 1 6; 24:35; 30:43; 32:7, 1 5) and 
also 01' Job ( !  :3, 1 7; 42 : 1 2) .  On only two notable 
occasions are the Patriarchs actually shown using 
camels for transport: when Abraham's servant 
went to Mesopotamia to obtain a wife for Isaac 
(Gn. 24: I Off.), and when Jacob ned from Laban 
(Gn. 3 1 :  1 7, 34)-neither an everyday even t .  
Otherwise, camels are attributed only to  the  I sh
maelites/M idianites, desert traders, at this timc 
(Gn. 37:25). This very modest util ization 01' camels 
in the patriarchal age corresponds weil with the 
known rather limited use 01' camels in the early 2nd 
millennium BC (see below). 
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In the 1 3th century BC the Egyptian beasts of 
burden smitten with disease included horses (the 
most valuable), asses (the most usual) and camels 
(a rarity), besides others (Ex. 9 :3) ;  and in the law 
camels were lorbidden as food ( Lv. 1 1 :4;  Dt. 1 4:7) .  

The mention or camels in the Pentateuch, espe
cially in Genesis, has been oftcn and persistently 
dismissed as anachronistic by some but stoutly de
fended by others. The truth appears to be as 101-
lows. From the 1 2th century BC the camel (and 
camel-nomadism) becomes a regular reature in the 
biblical world (other than Egypt, where it remains 
rare). Before this date, definite but very limited usc 
was made 01' the came!. Though limited and im
perrect, the extant evidence c1early indicates that 
the domesticated camel was known by 3000 BC, 
and continued in limited use as a slow-moving 
burden-carrier down through thc 2nd millennium 
BC, the ass being the main beast 01' burden. ( 0 ANI
MALS OF THE BIBLE. ) 

Archaeological evidence. From the evidence 
availablc. only a few items bearing on Genesis and 
Exodus can be cited here. First and loremost, a 
mention 01' the (domesticated) camel occurs in a 
cuneilorm tablet from Alalab in N Syria ( 1 8 th 
century BC) as GAM.MAL; sec Wiseman, JCS 1 3 . 
1 959, p. 29 and Goetze, ibid., p. 37 ,  on text 269, line 
59. Lambert (BASOR 1 60, 1 960, pp. 42-43 ) ,  how
evcr, disputes the Alalab camel-reference, and in
stead produces evidence for knowledge 01' the 
camel in the Old Babylonian period (c. 1 9th een
tury BC) in a text from Ugarit. Then there is the 
kneeling eamel-figure .from Byblos 01' similar date 
(Montet, Byblos et l'Egypte, 1 928, p. 9 1  and plate 
52, No. 1 79) .  Albright's object ion (JBL 64, 1945, p. 
288) that it  has no hump (henec not a came!) is 
ruled out because the figure is incomplete and has 
a soeket by which a separately-fashioned hllmp 
and load were onee fixed (this is also noted by R .  
de  Vaux, RB 56 ,  1 949, p .  9, nn .  4-5).  A camel's jaw 
was found in a Middie Bronze Age tomb at Tell el
Fara' by Nablus (e. 1 900- 1 550 BC ) (de Vaux. op. 
cit. , p. 9, n. 8). Nor does this exhaust the evidence 
for the patriarchal period. 

In the Egyptian Fayum provinee was found a 
camel-skull dated to the 'Pottery A' stage, i. e. 
within the period e. 2000- 1 400 BC, thc period rrom 



the Patriarchs practically to. Moses; see O. H .  
Little, Bulletin de /'Institut d'Egypte 1 8 ,  I 935--{i, p. 
2 1 5 . From the Memphis region comes a figure or a 
camel with two water-jars (cJear evidence or its 
domestication in Egypt) datable by associated 
archaeological material to about the 1 3th century 
BC (Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, 1 907, p. 23 and plate 
27). Albright (JBL 64, 1 945, pp. 287-288) wished 
to lower the date of this example; but as he fails to 
offer specific evidence or any kind in support of his 
contention, it must be dismissed. Palestine also af
fords some evidence of camels at this general 
period. Hence the rererences in Exodus, Leviticus 
and Deuteronomy are no more objectionable than 
those in Genesis. 

In the Judges' period Israel was troubled by 
camel-riding M idianites (repelled by Gideon, Jdg. 
6-8) and others, e.g the Hagarites (I Ch. 5 :2 1 ); 
Iikewise Sau I and David fought camel-using 
Amalekites (I Sa. 1 5 :3 ;  27:9; 30: 1 7). The Arabians 
made particular use of camels in peace and war
so did the Queen or Sheba (I Ki. 1 0:2; 2 Ch. 9: 1 )  
and the people of Kedar and 'Hazor' (Je. 49:29, 
32). Hazael the Aramaean brought 40 camel-Ioads 
of gifts from king Ben-hadad to Elisha (2 Ki .  8:9). 
Cf the pictures of Assyrian, Arabian and Ara
maean camels ci ted at the end or this articJe. The 
Jews who returned to Judaea with Zerubbabel after 
the Exile had 435 camels (Ezr. 2:67; Ne. 7 :69). I n  
N T  times camel's hair furnished cJothing for John 
the Baptist (Mt .  3 :4; Mk .  1 :6), while the camel fea
tured in two 01' Christ's most striking word
pictures (Mt.  1 9:24 = Lk. 1 8 :25;  Mt .  23:24). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For one-humped camels, see 
ANEP, p. 20, fig. 63, p. 52, fig. 1 70, p. 58, fig. 1 87, 
p. 1 32, fig. 375 (Assyrian and Arabian ones), p. 59, 
fig. 1 88 (Aramaean). For two-humped camels, see 
ANEP, p. 1 22, fig. 355 = IBA , p. 57, fig. 5 1 ,  ror As
syrian times, and H. Frankfort, Art and Archi
teeture ol the A neient Orient ,  1 954, plate 1 84B of 
Persian period. 

Specially valuable for the camel in antiquity are 
the richly-documented studies by R. Walz, in 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen 
Gesellschalt l O I ,  n.s. 26, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 29-5 1 ;  ibid, 1 04, 
n .s. 29, 1 954, pp. 45-87; and in Actes dl/ IV' 
Congres Imernationale des Sciences Anthro
pologiql/es et Ethnologiques, 3, Vienna, 1 956, pp. 
1 90-204. More recent are: G. S. Cansdale, Animals 
01 Bible Lands, 1 970; M .  Ripinsky, fEA 7 1 ,  1 985 ,  
pp .  1 34- 1 4 1 ; G. Stone, BI/ried History 27, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 
1 00-1 06, 28, 1 992, pp. 3- 1 4 . K.A .K .  

CA NA (Gk.  kana, probably rrom Heb. qänti, 
'pi ace or reeds'). A Galilean village in the uplands 
W of the lake, mentioned in John's Gospel only. I t  
was the scene o r  Jesus' first miracJe (Jn. 2 :  I ,  1 1 ), 
the place where with a word he healed the noble
man's son who lay sick at Capernaum (4:46, 50), 
and the horne or Nathanael (2 1 :2). Not definitely 
located, it has been identified by some with Kerr 
Kenna, about 6 km NNE or Nazareth on the road 
to Tiberias. This site, where excavations have been 
made, is a Iikely place ror the events or Jn .  2 : 1 - 1 1 ,  
having ample water springs, and providing such 
shady fig trees as that suggested in Jn.  1 :48. Many 
modern scholars, however, prerer an identification 
with Khirbet Känä, a ruined si te 14 km N or 
Nazareth, which loeal Arabs still call Cana or 
Galilee. J .D.D. 
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Sites sl/ggested as aneient Cana. 

CANAAN, Son of Harn, grandson of Noah, who 
laid a curse upon hirn (Gn. 9 :  1 8, 22-27). In Gn. 
1 0: 1 5- 1 9  eleven groups who historically inhabited 
Phoenicia in particular and Syria-Palestine in gen
eral are Iisted as his descendants. See also the rol-
lowing articJe. K.A .K .  

CANAAN, CANAANITES. A Semitic-speaking 
people and their territory, principally in Phoenicia. 
Their racial affinities are at present uncertain, 

I .  The name 
The name Canaan (Heb. k'na'an) or people and 
land derives rrom that or their rorebear Canaan or 
Kna' (see previous articJe) aceording to both Gn. 
10 :  1 5- 1 8  and native Canaanite-Phoenician trad
ition as transmitted by Sanchuniathon and pre
served by Philo or Byblos. Kna'(an) is the native 
name or the Canaanites-Phoenicians applied to 
them both in Greek sources and by the Phoeni
eians themselves (e.g. on coins; see W. F. Albright, 
p. I, n. I, in his paper, 'The Röle or the Canaanites 
in the History or Civilization', in The Bible and the 
Aneiem Near East, Essayslor W F Albright, 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 328-362; cited hereafter as BANE VoLl .  The 
meaning of Kn'(n) is unknown. Outside the Bible, 
the name occurs both with and without the final n. 
This n eould be either a final 11 of a common Se
mitic type, or else a Hurrian suffix (Albright, op. 
eit. , p. 25, n .  50). Formerly, some linked kn'(n) with 
words ror 'purpie dye', esp. in Hurrian (with Speis
er, Language 1 2 ,  1 936, p. 1 24), but this was dis
proved by Landsberger (fCS 2 1 ,  1 967, p. 1 06f.) .  

11 .  Extent of Canaan 
'Canaan' in both Seripture and external sources 
has threerold rererenee. 1 .  Fundamentally it indi
cates the land and inhabitants or the Syro
Palestinian coastland, espeeially Phoenicia proper. 
This is indicatt:d within Gn. 1 0: 1 5- 1 9  by its de
tailed enumeration or Sidon 'the first-born', the 
• Arkite, the Sinite, the Zemarite and Hamath in 
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the Orontes valley. More specifically Nu. 1 3 :29; 
Jos. 5 :  I ;  I I  :3; Jdg. I :27ff. put the Canaanites on the 
coastlands, in the valleys and plains, and the 
Jordan valley, with Amorites and others in the 
hills. Notably the inscription of Idrimi, king of 
Alalab in the 1 5th century BC, mehtions his flight 
to Ammia in coastal Canaan (S. Smith, The Statue 
ol ldrimi, 1 949, pp. 72-73; ANETl, pp. 557-558). 
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2. 'Canaan(ite)' can also cover, by extension, the 
hinterland and so Syria-Palest ine in general. Thus, 
Gn. 10 :  1 5- 1 9  includes also the Hittite, Jebusite, 
Amorite, Hivite and Girgashite, explaining that 
'the families of the Canaanite spread abroad' (v. 
1 8) ;  this wider area is defined as extending coast
ally from Sidon to Gaza, inland to the Dead Sea 
cities Sodom and Gomorrah and apparently back 
up N to * Lasha (location uncertain). See also Gn. 
1 2 :5; 1 3 : 1 2; or Nu.  1 3 : 1 7-2 1 ;  34: 1 -2, with the fol
lowing delimitation of W Palestinian boundaries; 
Jdg. 4:2, 23-24 calls Jabin ( I  I) of Hazor titular 
'king of Canaan'. This wider use is also en
countered in early external sources. In their 
Amarna letters ( 1 4th century BC) kings of Babyion 
and elsewhere sometimes use 'Canaan' ror Egypt's 
Syro-Palest inian territories gene rally. And the 
Egyptian Papyrus Anastasi I I I A  (lines 5-6) and I V  
( 1 6: line 4 )  01' 1 3 th century BC mention 'Canaanite 
slaves from Huru' (= Syria-Palestine generally) (R .  
A.  Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 
1 1 7, 200). 

3. The term 'Canaanite' can bear the more re
stricted meaning of 'merchant, trafficker', trading 
being a most characteristic Canaanite occupation. 
In Scripture this meaning may be found in Jb. 41 :6; 
I s. 23:8;  Ezk. 1 7 :4; Zp. I :  1 1 ; the word kn't in Je. 
10 :  17 is even used for 'wares, merchandise' .  A steie 
of the pharaoh Amenophis I I  (e. 1 440 BC) lists 
among his Syrian captives '550 maryannu ( = noble 
chariot-warriors), 240 of their wives, 640 Kn'nw, 
232 sons of princes, 323 daughters of princes', 
among others (ANET, p. 246). From this, Maisler 
(BASOR 1 02, 1 946, p. 9) infers that the 640 Kn'nw 
(Canaaneans) found in such exalted company are 
of the merchant 'plutocracy of the coastal and the 
trading centres of Syria and Palestine'; but this is 
uncertain. 

I I I .  Canaanites and Amorites 
Alongside the specific, wider and restricted uses of 
'Canaan(ite)' noted above, * '  Amorite(s)' also has 
both a specific and a wider reference. Specifically, 
the Amorites in Scripture are part of the hill
country population of Palestine (Nu. 1 3 :29; Jos. 
5 :  I ;  I I  : 3) .  But in its wider use 'Amorite' tends to 
overlap directly the term 'Canaanite'. 'Amorite' 
comes in under 'Canaan' in Gn. 1 0: 1 5- 1 6  for a 
start. Then, Israel is to conquer Canaan ( = Pales
tine) in Nu. 1 3 : I 7-2 I ,  etc., and duly comes to dweil 
in the land of the Amorites, overcoming 'all the 
people' there, namely Amorites (Jos. 24: I 5,  1 8) .  
Abraham reaches, and i s  promised, Canaan (Gn. 
1 2 :5, 7; 1 5 :7, 1 8) ,  but occupation is delayed as 'the 
iniquity of the Amorites is not yet complete' (Gn. 
1 5 : 1 6) .  Shechem is a Canaanite principality under 
a Hivite ruler (Gn. 1 2 :5-6; 34:2,  30), but can be 
called 'Amorite' (Gn. 48:22). 

The documentary theory of literary criticism 
has frequently assayed to use these overlapping or 
double designations, Canaanites and Amorites 
(and other 'pairs'), as marks of different author
ship (see, e.g., S. R .  Driver, Introduction to the Lit
erature ol the Old Testament', 1 9 1 3, p. 1 1 9, or O. 
Eissfeldt, The Old Testament, an lntroduction, 
1 965, p. 1 83) .  But any such use of these terms does 
not accord with the external records which have no 
underlying 'hands', and it must therefore be 
questioned. 

In the 1 8th century BC Amurru is part of Syria in 
the Alalab tablets, while Amorite princes are men
tioned in a Mari document in relation to Hazor in 



Palest ine itself (cf J-R .  Kupper, Les Nomades eil 
Mesopolamie au temps des Rois de Mari, 1 957, pp. 
1 79-1 80). As H azor is the Canaanite city par excel
lence of N Palestine, the mingling of people and 
terms is al ready attested in Abraham's day. In the 
1 4thll 3th centuries BC the specific kingdom of 
Amurru of Abdi-asirta, Aziru, and their successors 
in the Lebanon mountain region secured a firm 
hold on a section of the Phoenician coast and its 
Canaanite seaports by conquest and alliance ' from 
Byblos to Ugarit' (Amarna Letter No. 98). This 
• Amorite control in coastal Canaan is further 
attested by thc Battle of Qadesh inscriptions of 
Ramcscs 11 ( 1 3th century BC) mentioning the timely 
arrival inland of a battle force from a 'port in the 
land of Amurru' (see Gardiner, Allcient Egyptian 
Onomastica 1 , 1 947, pp. 1 88'- 1 89' ,  and Gardiner, 
The Kadesh Inscriptions 01 Ramesses II, 1 960, on 
this incident). This is independent evidence for a 
contiguous use of Amor(ites) and Canaan(ites) in 
Moses' time. The use of these terms as the dis
tinguishing marks of different literary hands is thus 
erroneous. In any case the situation reHected in the 
Pentateuch and Joshua by this usage was radically 
changed by the impact of the sea peoples at the end 
of the 1 3t h  century BC, after which date the emer
gence of that usage would be inexpl icable. 

IV_ The language 
The definition of what is or is not 'Canaanite' is 
much controverted. Within the general group of 
the NW Semitic languages and dialects, biblical 
Hebrew (cf Is. 1 9 :  1 8 )  and the W Semitic glosses 
and terms in the Amarna tablets can correctly be 
termed 'S Canaanite' along with Moabite and 
Phoenician. Separate but related are Aramaic and 
Ya'udic. Between these two groups comes Ugaritic. 
Some hold this latter to be a separate NW Semitic 
language, others that it is Canaanite to be classed 
with Hebrew, elc. Ugaritic itself betrays historical 
development linguistically, and thus the Ugaritic 
of the 1 4t hl l 3th centuries BC is closer to Hebrew 
than is the archaic language of the great epics (AI
bright, BASOR 1 50, 1 958, pp. 36-38). Hence i t  is 
provisionally possible to view NW Semitic as in
cluding S Canaanite (Hebrew, elc.), N Canaanite 
(Ugaritic) and Aramaic. Cf S. Moscati ( The 
Semites in Ancient History, 1 959, pp. 97- 1 00), who 
(rather radically) would abolish 'Canaanite'; and 1. 
Friedrich (Scientia 84, 1 949, pp. 220-223), on this 
question. The distinction between 'Canaanite' and 
'Amorite' is almost illusory, and little more than 
dialectal. On NW Semitic ä versus Canaanite ö, 
cf Gelb, JCS 1 5, 1 96 1 , pp. 42f. They differ in little 
more than the sibilants. Texts from the N Syrian 
city of • Ebla are written in a dialect that appears 
to be W Semitic and to show affinities with S Ca
naanite, according to the decipherer, G. Pettinato, 
who calls it 'Palaeo-Canaanite' ( Orientalia n.S. 44, 
1 975, pp. 36 1 -374, esp. 376ff.). ( . LANGUAGE OF 
THE OLD TESTAMENT.) 

V_ Canaanite history 
The presence of Semitic-speaking people in Pales
tine in the 3rd millennium BC is so far explicitly at
tested only by two Semitic place-names in a text of 
that age: Ndi' which contains the element 'i/(u) , 
god' ,  and 11. . k. .  which begins with ain, 'spring, 
weil', both these names occurring in an Egyptian 
tomb-scene of 5th/6th Dynasty, c. 2400 BC. 

However, the question as to whether these indi
cate the presence of Canaanites, and just when 
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Canaanites appeared in Palestine, is a matter of 
dispute. lt is certain that Canaaanites and 
Amorites were weil established in Syria-Palestine 
by 2000 BC, and a NW-Semitic-speaking element at 
Ebla in N Syria by c. 2300 BC. 

Throughout the 2nd millennium BC, Syria
Palestine was divided among a varying number of 
Canaanite/Amorite city-states. For the 1 9th! l 8th 
century BC, many names of pi aces and rulers are 
recorded in the Egyptian Execration Texts. On the 
organization of some of the separate states in Pal
estine in this, the patriarchal period, see also A .  
van Seims, Olldtestamentische Studien 1 2 ,  1 958 
(StIldies on the Book 01 Genesis), pp. 1 92- 1 97 .  

During the period roughly 1 500- 1 380 BC,  these 
petty states were part of Egypt's Asiatic empire; in 
the 1 4th century BC the N ones passed under Hit
tite suzerainty, while the S ones remained nomin
ally Egyptian. Early in the 1 3th century BC Egypt 
regained effectual control in Palestine and coastal 
Syria (the Hittites retaining N and inner Syria), but 
this control evaporated as time passed (cf H .  
Klengei, Geschichte Syriens, 1 -3 ,  1 965-70). Thus 
Israel in the late 1 3th century met Canaan
ite/Amorite, but not specifically Egyptian, oppos
ition (except for Merenptah's abortive raid). The 
'conquest' by Rameses I I I ,  c. 1 1 80 BC, was a sweep
ing raid, mainly via the coast and principal routes, 
and was superficial. 

At the end of the 1 3th century BC the sway of the 
Canaanite/Amorite city-states, now decadent, was 
shattered by political upheavals. The Israelites, 
under Joshua, entered W Palestine from across the 
Jordan, gaining control of the hill-country first 
and defeating a series of Canaanite kings. For the 
Hebrews, the conquest of Canaan was the fulfil
ment of an ancient promise to their forefathers 
(Gn. 1 7:8; 28:4, 1 3- 1 4; Ex. 6:2-8). They were to 
dispossess the peoples of the land as expelled by 
God, and to destroy those who remained (cf Dt. 
7 :  I, 2ff.); this was in consequence of divine judg
ment on long centuries of persistent wickedness by 
these peoples (Dt.  9 :5 ,  cf Gn. 1 5 : 1 6) ,  and not from 
any merit on Israel's part. 

Meantime, the sea-peoples of the Egyptian re
cords (including Philistines) had destroyed the Hit
tite empire and swept through Syria and Palestine 
to be hai ted on the Egyptian border by Rameses 
I I I ;  some, especially • Philistines, establishing 
themselves on the Palestinian coast. Finally, Ara
maean penetration of inland Syria swiftly in
creased 111 the century or so following. The result 
was that the Canaanites now ruled only in Phoeni
cia proper with its ports and in isolated princi
palities elsewhere. From the 1 2th century BC on
wards, the former Bronze Age Canaanites in their 
new, restricted circumstances emerged as the more
than-ever maritime • Phoenicians of the I st mil
lennium BC, centred on the famous kingdom of 
• Tyre and • Sidon. On the history of the Canaan
ites, especially as continuing as Phoenicians, see 
Albright, BANE Vol . ,  pp. 328-362. 

VI. Canaanite culture 
Our knowledge of this is derived from two main 
sources: first, literary, from the N Canaanite and 
Babylonian texts discovered at • Ugarit (Ras 
Shamra, on the Syrian coast) with odd fragments 
elsewhere; and second, archaeological, in the sense 
of being derived from the excavated objects and 
remains from and of towns and cemeteries in Syria 
and Palestine. 
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o. Conoonile sociely 
Most of the Canaanite city-states were monarch
ies. The king had extensive powers of military ap
pointment and conscription , of requisitioning 
lands and leasing them in return lor services, of 
taxation, including tithes, customs-dues, real-estate 
tax, eIC., and of corvee to requisition the labour of 
his subjects for state purposes. This is directly re
flected in Samuel's denunciation of a kingship like 
that of the nations round about (I Sa. 8, e. 1 050 
BC), and c1ear!y evident in the tablets from Alalab 
( 1 8th- 1 5th centuries BC) and Ugarit ( 1 4th- 1 3th 
centuries BC) (see I .  Mendelsohn, BASOR 1 43 ,  
1 956, pp. 1 7-22).  M ilitary, religious and economic 
matters were under the king's direct oversight ;  the 
queen was an important personage sometimcs ap
pealed to by high officials; thc court was elabor
ately organized in larger states like Ugarit (for the 
latter, cf A. F. Rainey, The Social Slralijica/ion 0/ 
Ugari/, 1 962). 

The basic unit of society was the family. For the 
period of the 1 9th- 1 5th centuries BC, the great N 
Canaanite epics from Ugarit (see Li/era/ure, below) 
betray the main features of family life (see A. van 
SeIms, Marriage and Family Life in Ugari/ic Li/era
Illre, 1 954). Further information is afforded by 
legal documents for the 1 4thl l 3th centuries BC. 
Among larger social units, besides the obvious on es 
of towns with their associated villages (in Ugarit 
state, see Virolleaud, Syria 2 1 ,  1 940, pp. 1 23- 1 5 1 ,  
and cf briefly, C .  H .  Gordon, Ugari/ic Li/era/ure, 
p. 1 24) ,  for which compare the assignment of towns 
with their villages ('suburbs') in Jos. 1 3ff. , one may 
note the widespread organization of guilds. These 
include primary producers (herdsmen, fowlers, 
butchers and bakers), artisans (smiths, working in 
copper (or bronze) and silver, pollers, sculptors, 
and house-, boat-and chariot-builders), and 
traders, both local and long-distance. Priests and 
other cult-personnel (see below), also musicians, 
had guilds or groups; and there were several special 
c1asses of warriors. Several inscribed javelin-or 
spearheads found in Palestine perhaps belonged to 
late-Canaanite mercenary troops of the 1 21 1 l th 
centuries BC, the sort of people commanded by a 
Sisera or Jabin (Jdg. 4, e/c. ); these also illustrate the 
free use of early W Semitic alphabetic script in the 
Palestine of the Judges. It has been suggested that 
in Canaanite society in 1 3th-century BC Palestine 
there was a sharp c1ass distinction between upper
class patricians and 10wer-c1ass, half-free serfs, the 
contrast with the relatively humble and homo
geneous Israelites possibly being reflected in the 
excavated archaeological sites. 

b. Li/era/ure 

This is principally represented by N Canaanite 
texts from • Ugarit .  These include long, but dis
ordered and fragmentary, sections of the Baal Epic 
(deeds and fortunes of  Baal or Hadad), which goes 
back linguistically to perhaps e. 2000 BC; the legend 
01' Aqhat (vicissitudes of the only son of good king 
Dan'el) perhaps from c. 1 800 BC; the story of King 
Keret (bereft of family, he gains a new wife virtu
ally by conquest, and also incurs the wrath of the 
gods) perhaps about 1 6th century BC; and other 
fragments. All extant copies date from the 
1 4thl l 3th centuries BC. The high-flown poetry of 
the early epics has c1early demonstrated the archaic 
flavour of much Hebrew OT poetry in its vocabu
lary and turns of speech. For full translations of 
the epics, so important for early Canaanite reli-

gions, see C. H. Gordon, Ugari/ic Li/era/ure, 1 949; 
G. R. Driver, Canaani/e My/hs and Legends, 1 956; 
A.  Caquot, M. Sznycer, A.  Herdner, Tex/es Ollgari
/iques I .  1 974. Selections are given in ANET, pp. 
1 29- 1 55. by H. L. Ginsberg, and in DOTT by 1. 
Gray. 

e. Religion 
The Canaanites had an extensive pantheon, 
headed by EI. More prominent in practice were 
• Baal (lord'), i. e. Hadad the storm-god, and 
• Dagon, with temples in Ugarit and elsewhere. 
The goddesses • Asherah, Astarte ( * Ashtaroth) 
and Anath-like Baal-had multi-coloured per
sonalities and violent characters; they were god
desses of sex and war. Kothar-and-Hasis was 
artificer-god (cf Vulcan), and other and lesser de
ities abounded. 

Actual temp\es in Palestine include remains at 
Beth-shan, Megiddo, Lachish, Shechem and espe
cially Hazor (wh ich had at least three), besides 
those in Syria at Qatna, Alalab or Ugarit. The 
Ugaritic texts mention a variety of animals sacri
ficed to the gods: cattle, sheep (rams and lambs) 
and birds (including doves)-plus, of course, liba
tions. Animal bones excavated in several Palestin
ian sites support this picture. 

The title of high priest (rb kImm) is attested for 
Canaanite religion at Ugarit .  That the qdsm of the 
Ugaritic texts were cult prostitutes is very possible; 
at any rate, the qdsm were as much an integral part 
of Canaanite religion there as they were forbidden 
to Israel (Dt. 23: 1 7- 1 8 ,  e/e. ) .  H uman sacrifice in 
2nd-millennium Canaanite religion has not yet 
been isolated archaeologically with any certainty, 
but there are indications that it was customary. 
That Canaanite religion appealed to the bestial and 
material in human nature is c1early evidenced by 
the Ugaritic texts and in Egyptian texts of Semitic 
origin or inspiration; cf Albright, Archaeology and 
Religion 0/ Israel!, 1 953 ,  pp. 75-77, 1 58-1 59, 1 97, 
n. 39; see also * CALF, GOLDEN. When the full 
import of this is realized it will be the more evident 
that physically and spiritually the sophisticated 
crudities of decaying Canaanite culture and emer
gent Israel with a unique mission could not coexist. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. R. Mi llard, 'The Canaanites', 
in POTT, pp. 29-52. For discoveries at Ugarit, sec 
Schaeffer's reports in Syria since 1 929, and the 
fully documented series of volumes, Mission de 
Ras Shamra by Schaeffer, Virolleaud and Nougay-
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rol. K .A .K .  

CANANAEAN (Gk . Kananaios, from H eb. and 
Aram. qannä' or Aram, qan'än, 'zealot', 'zeal
ous') . In Mt. 1 0:4; M k .  3 : 1 8  (RV and RSV rightly for 
AV 'Canaanite'), the surname of Simon, one of the 
Twelve. In Lk. 6 :  1 5 ; Acts I :  13 he is ca lied by the 
equivalent Greek term Zela/es, 'zealot'. Thc 
presence of a * Zealot (or past Zealot) among the 
apostles gives rise to interesting speculation;  he 
may not, of course, have been a Zealot proper, but 
received the designation from Jesus or his fellow 
apostles because of his temperament. The fact that 
M ark, followed by M atthew, used the Semitic form 
suggests, however, the more technical sense. 

F.F.B. 

CANDACE, The name or, more properly, title of 
the Ethiopian queen whose minister was converted 



under the ministry of Philip (Acts 8 :27). For the 
extent 01'  her kingdom, which probably centred in 
the region or Upper Nubia (Meroe) rat her than in 
modern-day Ethiopia, see * ETHIOPIA. Women 
rulers, probably queen mothers, bearing this t i tle 
during the Hellenistic period, are weil attested in 
ancient l i terature, e.g. Pseudo-Callisthenes (3. 1 8) ,  
Strabo ( 1 7 . 820), Pl i  ny (NH 6. 1 86). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD; E.  Ullendorff in NTS 2, 
1 955-6, pp. 53-56. D.A .H .  

CANNEH. The name or a settlement or  town 
mentioned, with • Haran and • Eden, as trading 
with Tyre (Ezk. 27:23). The site is unknown, but 
the above association suggests the area or the 
middle Euphrates, and this has support rrom 
Assyr. documents or the 7th century BC. 

T.C.M. 

CANON OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. 

I.  The Canon and Canonicity 
'Canon' is borrowed rrom Gk. ,  in wh ich kanön 
means a rule. Since the 4th century kanön has 
been used by Christians to denote an authoritative 
list or the books belonging to the OT or NT. Wh at 
qualifies a book ror a place in the Ca non or the OT 
or NT is  not just that i t  i s  ancient, inrormative and 
helprul, and has long been read and valued by 
God's people, but that i t  has God's authority. God 
spoke through its human author to teach his 
people what to believe and how to behave. It is not 
just a record or revelation, but the permanent writ
ten rorm or revelation . The Bible is 'inspired' 
(* INsPIRATlON), and i t  makes the books or the 
Bible in this respect different rrom all other books. 

There has long been some d ifference or opinion 
about the books wh ich should be included in the 
OT Canon. The Samaritans rejected all its books 
except the Pentateuch; while, rrom about the 3rd 
century BC onwards, pseudonymous works, usually 
apocalyptic, claimed to be inspired writings and 
round credence in certain circles. In the rabbinical 
literat ure i t  is related that in the first rew centuries 
or the Christian era certain sages disputed, on in
ternal evidence, the canonicity of five OT books 
(Ezekiel, Proverbs, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, 
Esther). In the patristic period there was un
ccrtainty among Christians wh ether the Apoc
rypha or the Gk .  and Latin Bible were to be re
garded as inspired or not.  Difference on the last 
point came to a head at t he Rerormation, when the 
church or Rome insisted that the Apocrypha were 
part or the OT, on an equal rooting with the rest, 
while the Protestant churches denied this. Though 
some of the Protestant churches regarded the 
Apocrypha as edirying reading (the Church or 
England, for example, continuing to include them 
in its lectionary 'ror example or lire but not to es
tablish any doctrine'), they were all agreed that, 
properly speaking, the OT Canon consists only or 
the books or the Heb. Bible-the books acknow
ledged by the Jews and endorsed in the teaching or 
the NT. The Eastern Orthodox Church was ror a 
time divided on this, but is now tending to come 
down on the Protestant side. 

11. The first emergence of the Canon 
The doctrine of biblical inspiration is fully de
veloped only in the NT. But far back in Israel's his-
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tory certain writings were being recognized as 
having divine authority, and serving as a written 
rule of faith and practice for God's people. This is 
seen in the people's response when Moses reads to 
them the book or the covenant (Ex. 24:7), or when 
the book or the Law found by Hilkiah is read, first 
to the king and then to the congregation (2 Ki .  22-
23; 2 Ch. 34), or when the book of the Law is read 
to the people by Ezra (Ne. 8:9, 1 4- 1 7 ;  1 0:28-39; 
1 3 :  1 -3). These rorm a part or the whole or the 
Pentateuch-in the first case quite a small part or 
Exodus, probably chapters 20-23. The Pentateuch 
is  t reated with the same reverence in Jos. I :7f.; 8 :3 1 ;  
23:6-8; I Ki .  2 :3 ;  2 Ki .  1 4:6; 1 7:37 ;  Ho. 8 : 1 2 ; Dn. 
9 :  1 1 , 1 3; Ezr. 3:2, 4 ;  I Ch.  1 6:40; 2 Ch. 1 7 :9; 23 :  1 8 ; 
30:5, 1 8; 3 1  : 3 ;  35:26. 

The Pentateuch presents itselr as basically the 
work or Moses, one of the earliest, and certainly 
the greatest of the OT prophets (Nu. 1 2 :6-8; Dt. 
34: 1 0- 1 2).  God often spoke through Moses oral ly, 
as he did through later prophets, but Moses' activ
ity as a writer is also rrequently mentioned (Ex. 
1 7: 1 4; 24:4, 7; 34:27; Nu.  33:2;  Dt. 28:58, 6 1 ;  
29:20f., 27; 30: 10 ;  3 1 :9- 1 3 , 1 9, 22, 24-26). There 
were other prophets in Moses' lifetime and more 
were expected to follow (Ex. 1 5 :20; Nu .  1 2:6; Dt. 
1 8 : 1 5-22; 34: I 0), as they did (Jdg. 4:4; 6:8), though 
major prophetie activity began with Samuel. The 
l iterary work of these prophets started, as far as we 
know, with Samuel ( I  Sa. 1 0:25; I Ch .  29:29), and 
their earliest writing was mostly history, wh ich 
afterwards became the basis or the books or 
Chronicles ( I  Ch. 29:29; 2 Ch. 9:29; 1 2 : 1 5; 1 3 :22; 
20:34; 26:22; 32:32; 33: 1 8r.) , and probably of 
Samuel and Kings too, which have so much ma
terial in common with Chronicles. It is possible 
that Joshua and Judges were also based on proph
etie histories of this kind. That the prophets on 
occasion wrote down oracles also is  clear from Is .  
30:8 ;  Je. 25:  1 3; 29: I ;  30:2; 36: 1 -32; 5 1 :60-64; Ezk. 
43 : 1 1 ;  Hab. 2:2; Dn. 7: 1 ;  2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 2 .  or course, 
to say all this is to accept the prima faeie evidence 
of the OT books as historical: for discussion of 
other views, see • PENTATEUCH, • DEUTERONOMY, 
• CH RONICLES, eIe. 
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The reason why Moses and the prophets wrote 
down God's message, and did not content them
selves with delivering it orally, was sometimes to 
send it to another place (Je. 29: I ;  36: 1 -8;  5 1  :60f.; 2 
Ch .  2 1 :  1 2);  but quite as often to preserve it ror the 
ruture, as a memorial (Ex. 1 7 : 1 4), or a witness ( Dt .  
3 1  :24-26), that  it might be ror the t ime to come for 
ever and ever ( ls. 30:8). The unreliability of oral 
tradition was weil known to the OT writers. An 
object-Iesson here was the loss of the book of 
the Law during the reigns of Manasseh and 
Amon: when it was rediscovered by Hilkiah its 
teaching came as a great shock, for it had been 
forgotten (2 Ki .  22-23; 2 Ch. 34). The permanent 
form or God's message was therefore not its 
spoken but its written form, hence the rise or the 
OT Canon. 

How long the • Pentateuch took to reach its final 
shape we cannot be sure. However, we saw in the 
case of the book of the covenant, rererred to in Ex. 
24, that i t  was possible for a short document like 
Ex. 20-23 to become canonical before the wh oie 
book was complete. The book of Genesis also em
bodies earlier documents (Gn. 5 :  I ) ,  Numbers in
cludes an item from an ancient collection of poems 
(Nu. 2 1 :  1 4f.), and the main part of Deuteronomy 
was laid up as canonical beside the ark in Moses' 
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I ifetime (Dt .  3 1  :24-26), before the account 01' his 
death can have been added. The analogy between 
the • covenants 01' Ex. 24; Dt. 29-30 and thc an
cient Near Eastern treaties is suggestive, since the 
treaty documents were often laid up in a sacred 
place, I ike the tables 01' the Ten Commandments 
and the book 01' Deuteronomy; and this was done 
when the treaty was made. The covenants between 
God and I srael were undoubtedly made when the 
Pentateuch says they were made, at the Exodus, 
when God formed Israel into a nation; so it is in  
that period that  the laying up 01 '  the Decalogue 
and Deuteronomy in the sanctuary should be 
dated, in accordance with the Pentateuchal 
account .  This means that their public recognition 
as binding and indeed divine should also be dated 
as from then . The preservation 01' sacred books in 
the sanctuary was a custom which continued right 
down to the destruction 01' the second temple in 
AD 70. 

While there was a succession 01' prophets it  was 
possible for earlier sacred writings to be added to 
and edited in the manner indicated above, without 
committing the sacrilege spoken 01' in  Dt. 4:2; 
1 2 :32; Pr. 30:6. The same applies to other parts 01' 
the OT. Joshua embodies the covenant 01' its last 
chapter, vv. 1 -25, originally written by Joshua him
seIl' (v. 26). Samuel embodies the document on the 
manner 01' the kingdom (I Sa. 8 : 1 1 - 1 8), originally 
written by Samuel (I Sa. 1 0:25). Both these docu
ments were canonical from the outset, the former 
written in the very book 01' the Law at the sanctu
ary 01' Shechem, and the latter laid up be fore the 
Lord at M izpeh.  There is a sign 01' the growth 01' 
the book 01' Proverbs in Pr. 25 :  I .  I tems from an 
ancient collection 01' poems are included in Joshua 
( 1 0 : 1 21'. ) ,  Samuel (2 Sa. 1 : 1 7-27) and Kings (I Ki .  
8 :53,  LXX). Kings names as its sources the Book o[ 
Ihe ACIS o[ Solomon, the Book o[ Ihe Chronicles o[ 
Ihe Kings o[ Israel and the Book o[ (he Chronic/es 
o[ Ihe Kings o[ ll/dah ( I  Ki .  1 1 :4 1 ;  1 4: 1 9, 29, elc. ; 2 
Ki .  I :  1 8 ; 8 :23, elc. ) .  The latter two works, com
bined together, are probably the same as the Book 
o[ Ihe Kings o[ Israel and ll/dah, often named as a 
source by the canonical books 01' Chronicles (2 Ch. 
1 6: 1 1 ;  25 :26; 27:7; 28:26; 3 5 :27; 36:8; and, in ab
breviated form, I Ch. 9: I ;  2 Ch. 24:27). This source 
book seems to have incorporated many 01' the 
prophetie histories which are also named as 
sources in Chronicles (2 Ch. 20:34; 32:32). 

Not all the writers 01' the OT books wcre 
prophets, in the narrow sense 01' the word; some 01' 
them were k ings and wise men. But their experi
ence 01' inspiration led to their writings also finding 
a place in the Canon . The inspiration 01' psalmists 
is spoken 01' in  2 Sa. 23: 1 -3;  I Ch. 25: I ,  and 01' wise 
men in Ec. 1 2 : 1 1  f. Note also the revelations made 
by God in Job (38: I ;  40:6), and the implication 01' 
Pr. 8: 1 -9:6 that the book 01' Proverbs is the work 01' 
the divine Wisdom. 

I I I .  Thc c10sing of the first section (the Law) 
The rel'erences to the Pentateuch (in wh oIe or part) 
as canonical, which we saw in the other books 01' 
the OT, and which continue in the intertestamental 
li terature, are remarkably numerous. This is doubt
less due in part to its fundamental importance. 
Rel'erences to other books as inspired or canonical 
are, within the OT, largely confined to their 
authors: the chief exceptions are probably Is. 
34: 1 6; Ps. 1 49:9; Dn. 9:2. The Pentateuch may have 
been the first section 01' the OT to be written and 
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recognized as canonical. It was basically the work 
01' a single prophet 01' very early date, which was 
edited after his death but was not open to con
tinual addition, whereas the other sections 01' the 
OT were produced by authors 01' later date, whose 
number was not complete until after the return 
from the Exile. No one doubts that the Pentateuch 
was both complete and canonical by the time 01' 
Ezra and Nehemiah, in  the 5th century BC, and i t  
may have been so  considerably earlier. I n  the 3rd 
century BC it was translated into Gk. ,  thus becom
ing the first part 01' the LXX. In the mid-2nd century 
BC we have evidence 01' all 5 books, including Gen
esis, being attributed to Moses (see Aristobulus, as 
cited by Eusebius, Preparalion [or Ihe Gospel 
1 3 . 1 2) .  Later in the same century the breach 
between Jews and Samaritans seems to have 
become complete, and the preservat ion 01' the Heb. 
Pentateuch by both parties since proves that it  was 
already their common property. All this is evidence 
that the first section 01' t he Canon was now c1osed, 
consisting 01' the 5 familiar books, neither more 
nor less, with only minor textual variations 
persisting. 

IV. The evolution of thc second and third sections 
(the Prophets and Hagiographa) 
The rest 01' the Heb. Bible has a different structure 
from the English. It is divided i nto two sections: 
the Prophets, and the Hagiographa or (other) 
Scriptures. The Prophets comprise 8 books: the 
historical books Joshua, Judges, Samuel and 
Kings, and the oracular books Jeremiah, Ezekiel, 
I saiah and the Twelve (the Minor Prophets). The 
Hagiographa comprise 1 1  books: the Iyrical and 
wisdom books, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, 
Song 01' Songs and Lamentations; and the histor
ical books, Daniel (see below), Esther, Ezra
Nehemiah and Chronicles. This is the tradi t ional 
order, according to wh ich the remaining book 01' 
the Hagiographa, Ruth, is prel'aced to Psalms, as 
ending with the genealogy 01' the psalmist David, 
though in the Middle Ages it was moved to a later 
position, alongside the other 4 books 01' similar 
brevity (Song 01' Songs, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations 
and Esther). In  Jewish tradition Samuel, Kings, the 
M inor Prophets, Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles 
are each reckoned as a single book. This may indi
cate the capacity 01' an average Hebrew leather 
scroll at the period when the canonical books were 
first l isted and counted. 

Doubt has sometimes been thrown on the an
tiquity 01' this way 01' grouping the OT books. 
More commonly, but with equally little real 
reason, it has been assumed that it  reftects the 
gradual development 01" the OT Canon, the group
ing having been a historical accident ,  and the 
Canon 01' the Prophets having been c10sed about 
the 3rd century BC, before a history Iike Chronicles 
and a prophecy like Daniel (which, it  is alleged, 
naturally belong there) had been recognized as in
spired or even written. The Canon 01" the Hagi
ographa, according to this popular hypothesis, was 
not c10sed until the Jewish synod 01" Jamnia or 
Jabneh about AD 90, after an open OT Canon had 
al ready been taken over by the Christian church. 
Moreover, a broader Canon, containing many 01' 
the Apocrypha, had been accepted by the Greek
speaking Jews 01' Alexandria, and was embodied in 
the LXX; and the LXX was the OT 01' the early Chris
tian church. These two facts, and the Essene fond
ness for the pseudonymous apocalypses, are 
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responsibk for the fluidity 01' the OT Ca non In 
patristic Christianity. Such is the theory. 

The reality is rather different .  The grouping 01' 
the books is not arbitrary. but according to literary 
character. Daniel is half narrative, and in the Hag
iographa, as the traditional order arranged them, it 
seems to be placed with the histories. There are his
tories in  the Law (from the creation to Moses) and 
in the Prophets (Joshua to the end 01' the Mon
archy), so why should there not be histories in the 
Hagiographa also, dealing with the period 01' the 
Exile and return? Chronicles is put last among the 
histories, as a summary 01' the whole biblical narra
tive, from Adam to the return . The Canon 01' the 
Prophets was /lot completely c10sed when Chron
icles was written, tor the sources it quotes are not 
Samuel and Kings but the fuller prophetie histories 
which seem to have served as sources for Samud 
and Kings as weIl .  The earliest elements in the 
Prophets, incorporated in books such as Joshua 
and Samuel, are certainly very old, but so are the 
earliest elements in  the Hagiographa, incorporated 
in books such as Psalms, Proverbs and Chronicles. 
These elements may have been recognized as 
eanonical be fore the completion 01' even the first 
section 01' t he Canon. The latest elements in the 
Hagiographa, such as Daniel, Esther and Ezra
Nehemiah, belong to the end 01' OT history. But 
the same i s  true 01' the latest elements in the 
Prophets, such as Ezekiel, Haggai, Zechariah and 
Malachi. The books 01' the Hagiographa te/ld to be 
later than the Prophets, but the overlap is consider
able. I ndeed, the very assumption that the Hagi
ographa are a late collection may have led to their 
individual books being dated later than they 
otherwise would have been. 

Since the books in both these seetions are by a 
variety 01' authors and are usually independent 01' 
one another, they may have been recognized as ca
nonical individually, at different dates, and at first 
formed a single miscellaneous eolleetion. Then, 
when the prophetie gift had been for some while 
withdrawn, and their number was seen to be eom
plete, they were more earefully c1assified, and were 
divided into two sections. 'The books', spoken 01' 
in Dn .  9:2, may have been one growing body 01' lit
erature, loosely organized, and containing not only 
propheey l ike Jeremiah's, but also psalms like 
David's. The tradi tion in 2 Macc. 2 :  1 3  about Ne
hcmiah's l ibrary reflccts such a mixed collcction: 
'he, founding a l ibrary, gathered together the 
books about the k ings and prophets, and the books 
01' David, and letters 01' k ings about saered gifts'. 
The antiquity 01' this tradition is shown by the like
lihood that so me such action would be necessary 
after the calamity 01' the Exile, and also by the ract 
that the 'Ietters 01' k ings about sacred gifts' are 
simply being preserved because 01' their import
ance, and have not yet been embodied in the book 
01' Ezra (6 :3- 1 2 ;  7 : 1 2-26). Time had to be given 
after this lor books l ike Ezra 10 be eompleted, for 
the recogn ition 01' the latest books as canonieal, 
and tor the realization that the prophetie gift had 
eeased , and only when these things had happened 
could the firm division between Prophets and Hag
iographa and the carerul arrangement 01' their eon
tcnts be made. The division had already been made 
towards thc end 01' the 2nd eentury BC, whcn the 
prologue to the Gk .  translation 01' Eeclesiastieus 
was composed, for this prologue repeatedly refers 
10 the three sections 01' the Canon. But the division 
seems recent,  tor the third section 01' the Canon 

had not yet been given a name: the writer calls the 
first sect ion 'the Law', the second 'the Prophets' or 
'the Prophecies', but the third he simply describes. 
It is 'the others that have followed in their steps', 
'the other ancestral books', 'the rest 01' the books' . 
This language implies a complete group 01' books, 
but one less old and well-established than the 
books it contains. The three sect ions are also re
ferred to, in the I st century AD, by Philo (De Vita 
Contemplalil'a 25) and by Christ (Lk .  24:44). both 
01' whom give the third section its earliest name 01' 
'the Psalms' (or, as at Qumran, 'David') .  

V. Thc closing of the second and third sections 
The date when the Prophets and Hagiographa were 
organized in their separate seetions was probably 
about 1 65 BC. 2 Maccabees speaks 0 1' the second 
great crisis in the history 01' the Canon:  'And in the 
same way Judas (Maccabaeus) collected all the 
books that had been lost on account  01' the war 
which had come upon us, and they are still in our 
possession' (2 Macc. 2 : 14) .  The 'war' in  question is 
the Maccabaean war 01' liberation from the Syrian 
persecutor Antiochus Epiphanes. Antiochus hated 
the Scriptures ( I  Macc. I : 56f.), and it is probable 
that Judas would have needed to gather copies 01' 
them together when the persecution was over. 
Judas knew that the prophetie gift had ceased a 
long time before (I Macc. 9 :27), so he probably ar
ranged and listed the now complete collection in 
the way which became traditional. Since the books 
were as yet in separate scrolls, which had to be 'col
lected', what he would have produced would not 
have been a volume but a colleetion, and a list 01' 
the books in the collection, divided in to three. 
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In drawing up his list, Judas probably estab
lished not only the firm division into Prophets and 
Hagiographa, but also the traditional order and 
number 01' the books within them. A list 01' books 
has to have an order and number, and the trad
itional order, recorded as a baraita from an older 
souree in the Babylonian Talmud ( Baba Balhra 
14b- 1 5a), is the one given earlier in this article, 
making Chronicles the last 01' the Hagiographa. 
This position for Chronicles can be traced back to 
the I st century AD, since it is reflected in a saying 01' 
Christ's in Mt. 23 :35 and Lk .  1 1  :5 1 ,  where thc 
phrase 'from the blood 01' Abel to the blood 01' 
Zechariah' probably means all the martyred 
prophets from one end 01' the Canon to the other, 
from Gn. 4 :3- 1 5  to 2 Ch. 24: 1 9-22. Thc traditional 
number 01' the canonical books is 24 (the 5 books 
01' the Law, together with 8 books 01' the Prophets 
and the I I  books 01' the Hagiographa listed above), 
or 22 (Ruth being in that case appended to Judges, 
and Lamentations to Jeremiah. The number 24 is 
first reeorded in 2 Esdras 1 4 :44-48,  about AD 1 00, 
but may aIso be alluded to in Rev. 4:4, 1 0, eIe. , for 
the baraila in Baba Ball1ra seems to imply that the 
authors 01' the OT books, as weil as the books 
themselves, were 24, like the elders 01' Revelat ion. 
The number 22 is first reeorded in Josephus 
( ColI/ra Apio/l 1 .8), just before AD 1 00, but also, 
probably, in the fragments 01' the Gk .  translation 
01' the book 01' Jubilees ( I  st eentury BC?). 1 1' the 
number 22 goes back to the I st century BC, so does 
the number 24, tor the tormer is an adaptation 
01' the lalter 10 the number 01' letters in  the Heb. 
alphabet. And since the number 24, which eom
bines some 01' the smaller books into single un its 
but not others, seems to have been influenced in 
this by the traditional order, the order too must be 



equally old. There is no doubt about the identity 
of the 24 or 22 books-they are the books of 
the Heb. Bible. Josephus says that they have all 
been accepted as canonical from time immemorial. 
I ndividual attestation can be provided for the 
canonicity of nearly all of them from writings of 
thc I st century AD or earlier. This is true even of 4 
out of the 5 disputed by certain of the rabbis: only 
the Song of Songs, perhaps because of its short
ness, remains without individual attestation. 

So, by the beginning of the Christian era the 
identity of all the canonical books was weil known 
and generally accepted. How, then, has it come to 
be thought that the t hird section of the Canon was 
not c10sed until the synod of Jamnia, some decades 
after the birth of the Christian church? The main 
reasons are that the rabbinical literature records 
disputes about 5 of the books, some of wh ich were 
settled at the Jamnia discussion; that many of the 
LXX MSS mix apocryphal books among the canon
ical, thus prompting the theory of a wider Alexan
drian Canon; and that the Qumran discoveries 
show the apocalyptic pseudepigrapha to have been 
cherished, and perhaps reckoned canonical, by the 
Essenes. But the rabbinical literature records simi
lar academic object ions to many other canonical 
books, so it must have been a quest ion of removing 
books from the list (had this been possible), not 
adding them. Moreover, one of the 5 disputed 
books (Ezekiel) belongs to the second section of 
the Canon, which admittedly c10sed long before 
the Christian cra. As to the Alexandrian Canon, 
Philo of Alexandria's writings show i t  to have been 
the same as the Palestinian. He refers to the 3 
familiar sections, and he ascribes inspiration to 
many books in all 3, but never to any of the Apoc
rypha. In the LXX MSS, the Prophets and Hagi
ographa have been rearranged by Christian hands 
in a non-Jewish manner, and the intermingling of 
Apocrypha there is a Christian phenomenon, not a 
Jewish. At Qumran the pseudonymous apoca
lypses were probably viewed as an Essene appendix 
to the standard Jewish Canon. Philo mentions 
such an  appendix in his account of the Therapeu
tae (De Vita Contemplativa 25), in M MT and so do 
2 Esdras 1 4:44--48 .  I t  was also discovered at Qum
ran that the Essenes, though at rivalry with main
stream Judaism since the 2nd century BC, reckoned 
as canonical some at least of the Hagiographa, and 
had presumably done so since beforc the rivalry 
began. 

VI. From Jewish Ca non to Christian 
The LXX MSS are paralleled by the writings of the 
early Christian Fathers, . who (at any rate outside 
Palestine and Syria) normally used the LXX or the 
derived Old Lat in version. In their writings, there is 
both a wide and a narrow Canon. The former 
comprises those books from before the time of 
Christ which were generally read and esteemed in 
the church (including the Apocrypha), but the 
latter is confined to the books of the Jewish Bible, 
which scholars like Melito, Origen, Epiphanius 
and Jerome distinguish from the rest as alone in
spired. The Apocrypha were known in the church 
from the start, but the further back one goes, the 
more rarely are they treated as inspired. In the NT 
itself, one finds Christ acknowledging the Jewish 
Scriptures, by various of their current titles, and 
accepting the three sections of the Jewish Canon 
and the traditional order of its books; one finds 
Revelation perhaps alluding to their number; and 
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throughout the NT one finds most of the books 
being referred to individually as having divine au
thority; but none of the Apocrypha. The only ap
parent exception is the reference to Enoch in Jude 
1 4f., which may be just an argl/mentum ad hominem 
to converts from the apocalyptic school of 
thought. 

What evidently happened was this. Christ passed 
on to his followers, as Holy Scripture, the Bible 
which he had received, containing the same books 
as the Heb. Bible today. The first Christians shared 
with their Jewish contemporaries a full knowledge 
of the canonical books. However, the Bible was not 
yet between two covers: it was a memorized list of 
scrolls. The breach with Jewish oral tradition (in 
some matters very necessary), the alienation be
tween Jew and Christian, and the general ignor
ance of Semitic languages in the church outside 
Palestine and Syria, led to increasing doubt on the 
OT Canon among Christians, which was accentu
ated by the drawing up of new lists of the biblical 
books, arranged on other principles, and the intro
duction of new lectionaries. Such doubt about the 
Canon could only be resolved, and can only be re
solved today, in the way it was resolved by Jerome 
and at the Reformation-by returning to the teach
ing of the NT, and the Jewish background against 
wh ich i t  is to be understood. 
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I. The earliest period 
Biblical theology demands as its presupposition a 
fixed extent of biblical literature: this extent is trad
itionally fixed, since the era of the great theological 
controversies, in the Canon of the NT. 'Canon' is 
here the latin ization of the Gk. kanön, 'a  reed', 
which, from the various uses of that plant for 
measuring and ruling, comes to mean a ruler, the 
line ruled, the column bounded by the l ine, and 
hence, the list written in the column. Canon is the 
list of books which the church uses in public wor
ship. kanön also means rule or standard: hence a 
secondary meaning of Canon is the list of books 
which the church acknowledges as inspired Scrip
ture, normative for faith and practice. Our und er
standing of inspiration requires, then, not only 
that we fix the text of Scripture and analyse the 
internal history of scriptural books, but also that 
we trace as accurately as possible the growth of the 
concept of a canon and of the Canon itself. 

In this investigation, especially of the earliest 
period, three matters must be distinguished c1early: 
the knowledge of a book evinced by a particular 
Father or source; the attitude towards such a book 
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as an inspired Scripture on the part of the Father 
or source (wh ich may be shown by introductory 
formulae such as ' I t  is written' or 'As the scripture 
says'); and the existence of the concept of a list or 
canon in which the quotcd work figures (wh ich will 
be shown, not only by actual lists but also by refer
ence to 'the books' or 'the apostles', where a liter
ary corpus is intended). This distinction has not 
always been made, with resultant confusion .  
Quotations, even in  the earliest period, may be dis
covered; but whether quotation implies status as 
inspired Scripture is a further question for which 
precise criteria are frequently lacking. This being 
so, it  is not surprising that a decision about the 
existence of any canonical list or concept of a 
canon often fails to find any direct evidence at all, 
and depends entirely upon inference. 

The earliest point at which we can take up the 
investigation is in the data provided by the NT 
itself. The apostolic church was not without 
Scripture-it looked for its doctrine to the OT, 
usually i n  a Gk. dress, though some writers appear 
to have used the Heb. text. Apocrypha such as 1 
Enoch were also used in some circles. Whether the 
term 'canonical' should be applied here is debat
able, as the Jewish Canon was not yet fixed, at least 
de jure, and when it was it was moulded by anti
Christian controversy. in  addition to other factors. 
In worship, the church already used some of its 
own reculiar traditions: in  the Lord's'Supper the 
Lord s death was 'proclaimed' (I Cor. I I  :26) prob
ably in word (sc. the earliest Passion narrative) as 
weil as in the symbols of the ordinance. The ac
count of the Lord's Supper itself is regarded as de
rived ' from the Lord', a closely guarded tradition: 
we find this terminology too in places where ethical 
conduct is based on dominical utterance (cf I Cor. 
7: I 0, 1 2, 25 ;  Acts 20:35). This is in the main oral 
material, a phrase which, as form criticism has 
shown, is by no means intended to suggest im
precision of outline or content. Written repositor
ies of Christian tradition are at best hypothetical in 
the earliest apostolic age; for although it has been 
proposed to find in the phrase 'according to the 
scriptures' ( I  Cor. 1 5 :3-4) a reference to docu
ments at this early date, this has met with but l i ttle 
favour. In this material, then, whether oral or writ
ten, we find at the earliest stage a church con
sciously preserving its traditions of the passion, 
resurrection, l ife (cf Acts 1 0: 36-40) and teaching 
of Jesus. Quite evidently, however, whatever was 
known and preserved by anyone did not exclude in 
his view the validity and value of traditions else
where preserved. The preservation is to a larg� 
extent unselfconscious in this 'prehistoric' stage of 
the development of Christian Scripture. It con
tinues in the making of the Gospels, where two 
main streams are developed in independence of 
each other. It would appear that little escaped in
clusion in these. 

The epistolary material in the NT also possesses 
from the begin ning a certain claim, if not to inspir
ation, at least to be an authoritative and adequate 
teaching on points of doctrine and conduct; yet it 
is as clear that no letter is written for other than 
specific recipients in  a specific historical situation. 
The collection of a corpus of letters evidently post
dates the death of Paul: the Pauline corpus is 
textually homogeneous and there is more weighty 
evidence for the suggestion, most thoroughly 
developed by E. 1. Goodspeed, that its collection 
was a single act at a specific date (probably about 

AD 80-85), than for the earlier view of Harnack 
that the corpus grew slowly. The corpus from the 
start would enjoy high status as a body 01' authori
tative Christian l i terature. I ts impact upon the 
church in the late I st and early 2nd centuries is 
plain from the doctrine, language and l iterary form 
of the l iterature of the period. There is no corres
ponding evidence for any such corpora of non
Pauline writings at so early a date; nor does the 
Acts seem to have been produced primarily as a 
teaching document .  The Revelation of John, on 
the contrary, makes the clearest claim to direct 
inspiration of any NT document, and is the sole 
example in this l iterature of the utterances and 
visions of the prophets of the NT church. Thus we 
have, in the NT itself, several clear instances of 
Christian material, even at the oral stage, viewed as 
authoritative and in some sense sacred: yet in no 
ca se does any writing explicitly claim that it alone 
preserves tradition. There is no sense, at this stage, 
of a Canon of Scripture, a closed list to which add
ition may not be made. This would appear to be 
due to two factors: the existence 01' an oral trad
ition and the presence of apostles. apostolic dis
ci pIes, and prophets, who were the foci and the 
interpreters 01' the dominical traditions. 

11.  The Apostolic Fathers 
The same factors are present in the age of the so
ca lied Apostolic Fathers and are reflected in the 
data provided by them for Canon studies. As re
gards the Gospels, Clement (First Epistle, c. AD 90) 
quotes material akin to the Synoptics yet in a form 
not strictly identical with any particular Gospel; 
nor does he introduce the words with any formula 
of scriptural citation. John is unknown to hirn. I g
natius of Antioch (martyred c. AD 1 1 5) speaks fre
quently of 'the gospel': yet in all cases his words 
are patient of the interpretation that it  is the mes
sage, not a document, of which he speaks. The fre
quent affinities with Matthew may indicate that 
this source was utilized, but other elucidations are 
possible. Whether John was known to hirn remains 
a matter of debate, in which the strongest case ap
pears to be that it was not. Papias, fragmentarily 
preserved in Eusebius and elsewhere, gives us in
formation on the Gospels, the precise import 01' 
which remains uncertain or controversial: he spe
cifically asseverates his preference for the 'I iving 
and abiding voice', contrasted with the teaching of 
books. Polycarp of Smyrna's letter to the Philip
pians shows clear knowledge 01' M atthew and 
Luke. He is then the earliest unambiguous evi
dence for their use, but if, as is most l ikely, his letter 
is in fact the combination of two written at differ
ent times (viz. chs. 1 3- 1 4  C. AD 1 1 5 ;  the rest c. AD 
1 35), this will not be so early as once was thought. 
The so-called 2 element and the Epistle 01 Barna
bas both date about AD 1 30. Both use much oral 
material, but attest the use of the Synoptics too; 
and each introduces one phrase from the Gospels 
with a formula of scriptural citation. 
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There is considerable and wide knowledge of the 
Pauline Corpus in the Apostolic Fathers: their lan
guage is strongly influenced by the apostle's words. 
Yet, highly valued as his letters evidently were, 
there is little introduction of quotations as scrip
tura!. A number of passages suggest that a distinc
tion was made in all Christian circles between the 
OT and writings of Christian provenance. The 
Philadelphiansjudged the 'gospel' by the ' archives' 
(Ignatius, Philad 8.  2): 2 Clement speaks of 'the 
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Irenaeusof M u ratorian Eusebius' Athanasius' Present Canon 
Lyons Canon EH3.25 39th Paschal 
c.Ao1 30-200 Ao1 70-21 0 c.Ao260-340 letter Ao367 

Matthew 

Mark 

Luke 

John 

Acts 

Romans 

1 Corinthians 

2 Corinthians 

Galatians 

Ephesians 

Phllippians 

Colossians 

1 Thessalonians 

2 Thessalonlans 

1 Tlmothy 

2 Timothy 

Titus 

Philemon 

Hebrews 

James D 

1 Peter 

2 Peter 
--. 

D 

1 John 

2 John D 

3 John D 

Jude D 

Revelation 

Selected apocryphal works 

Wisdom 01 Solomon 

Apocalypse of Peter S 

Shepherd of Hermas * *  S * 
Actsof Paul S 

Epistle of Barnabas S 

The Didache 
S * 

Gospel accordlng to 
S 

the Hebrews 

[EJ D,sputed 0 SPUfiOUS o Omitted 

D Permined reading D Permitted reading but not for public worshlp 

The Pauline Episties vvere probably collected into a corpus c. AD BO-B5 

Some ol the main stages in the acceptance ol the Canon ol the New Testament. The present Canon (right) 
was accepted in the West in AD 397. 
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books (biblia) and thc apostles' ( 1 4 .  2), a contrast 
which is probably equivalent to 'Old and New 
Testaments'. Even where the gospel was highly 
prized (e.g. Ignatius or Papias), it is apparently in 
an oral rather than a written rorm . Barnabas is 
chiefly concerned to expound the OT; the Didache, 
didactic and ethical material common to Jew and 
Christian. Along with material from the canonical 
Gospels or parallel to them, most or the Apostolic 
Fathers utilize wh at we anachronistically term 
'apocryphal' or 'extra-canonical' material: it was 
evidently not so to them. We are still in a period 
when the NT writings are not clearly demarcated 
rrom other edirying material. This situation in fact 
continues yet further into the 2nd century, and may 
be seen in Justin Martyr and Tatian . Justin rccords 
that the 'memoirs 01' the apostles' ca lied Gospels 
were read at Christian worship: his quotations and 
allusions, however, afford evidence that the extent 
of these was not identical with the four, but con
tained 'apocryphal' material. This same material 
was used by Tatian in h is harmony of the Gospels 
known as the Diaressaron, or, as in one source, 
perhaps more accurately, as Diapenle. 

I H .  Influence of Marcion 
I t  was towards the close of the 2nd century that 
awareness or the concept of a canon and scriptural 
status begins to reveal itself in the thought and ac
tivity of Christians. The challenge or heretical 
teachers was largely instrumental in stimulating 
this. One such was Marcion of Sinope who broke 
with the church in Rome in about AD 1 50, but was 
probably active in Asia Minor for some years pre
viously. Believing hirnself the interpreter of Paul ,  
he preached a doctrine of two Gods: the OT was 
the work of the Just God, the Creator, harsh judge 
or men: Jesus was the emissary of the Good (or 
Kind) God, higher than the Just, sent to free men 
rrom that God's bondage: crucified through malice 
of the Just God, he passed on his gospel, first to 
the Twelve, who railed to keep i t  from corruption, 
and then to Paul, the sole preacher or it .  Since 
Marcion rejected the OT, according to this scheme, 
he reit the need or a distinctively Christian Scrip
ture, and created a definite Canon of Scripture: one 
Gospel, wh ich stood in some relation or other to 
our present Luke, and the ten Epistles of Paul 
(omitting Hebrews and the Pastorals), wh ich con
stituted the Aposlolos. 

Certain features or the growth of the Catholic 
Canon, which supervenes upon the age of Justin 
and Tat ian, appear due to the challenge which the 
Marcionite scriptures presented to the church, es
pecially the dominant place occupied by Paul, in 
spite or his relative neglect in the mid-2nd century. 
Former generations, guided by the theories 01' 
Harnack, have seen this ractor present also in two 
documen tary sources, namely a series 01' prologues 
to the Pauline Epistles in some Latin manuscripts, 
wh ich de Bruyne considered to show signs or Mar
cion's tendentious teaching, thus termed ' Mar
cionite prologues', and certain prologues to the 
Gospels of Mark, Luke and John (extant chiefly in 
Latin), which have been termed 'anti-Marcionite', 
on thc assumption that they were prefaced to the 
components 01' the fourfold Gospel at the time 01' 
its creation as a uni ty. Lately, however, these hy
potheses, which have often been received as facts, 
have been trenchantly criticized and no longer 
appear certainly acceptable. 

The other main heretical teaching against wh ich 

the emergent concept 01' the Canon was used was 
that 01' the various Gnostics. From the Nag
Hammadi (0 CHENOBOSKION) discoveries we can 
now know these better than did previous gener
ations. It seems clear that the majority of the 
books wh ich later constituted the NT were known 
in Gnostic circles. For instance, some moving pas
sages in the so-caJled Gospel 01 Trl/lh draw upon 
Revelation, Hebrews, Acts and the Gospels. Again, 
the Gospel 01 Thomas contains much material akin 
to the Synoptics, either derived from these or from 
a parallel oral tradition. But what is significant is 
that the latter mingles these sayings common to the 
Synoptic tradition with others 01' which canonical 
Scripture bears no trace; while the title 01' the 
former shows how the doctrine of a Gnostic teach
er is presented as on a par with other Gospel 
documents. The emergence is a crystaJlization 01' 
the awareness that there was a clear distinction be
tween teaching transmitted in documents of 
known antiquity as 01' apostolic origin, and recent 
teaching which could not be thus validated even if 
it claimed esoteric tradition or revelation as its 
source. 

IV. Irenaeus 10 Eusebius 
In the second half or the 2nd century, as has been 
intimated, clear evidence or the concept of a canon 
appears, although not all the books now included 
in the Canon are decided upon in any one church. 
I renaeus or Lyons, in his work Againsl Ihe Her
esies, gives plain evidence that by his time the four
fold Gospel was axiomatic, comparable with the 
four corners or the earth and the four winds 01' 
heaven . Acts is quoted by hirn, sometimes ex
plicitly, as Scripture. The Pauline Epistles, the 
Revelation and some Catholic Epistles are re
garded, although not often explicitly as Scripture, 
yet (especially in the two former cases) sufficiently 
highly to indicate that here is a primary source of 
doctrine and authority to which reference must be 
made in the context of controversy. Against the 
so-caJled esoteric knowledge 01' his opponents, 
[ renaeus stresses the traditions 01' the church as 
apostolically derived. [n these traditions, the Scrip
tures 01' the NT have their place. We know, 
however, that he definitely rejected Hebrews as 
non-Pauline. 
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Hippolytus or Rome, contemporary 01' [ renaeus, 
is known to us through writings only partiaJly 
extant. He cites most NT books, speaking ex
plicitly 01' two testaments and 01' a fourfold 
Gospel. Many critics are willing to ascribe to him 
the fragmentary list 01' canonical Scriptures pre
served in Latin in a MS at Milan, known as the 
M uratorian Canon (after its first editor Ludovico 
M uratori). This ascription should not be taken as 
proved, however: the Latin is not necessarily a 
translation. A reference to the recent origin 01' the 
Shepherd 01' Hermas places it within the approxi
mate dates AD 1 70-2 1 0. The extant part 01' the 
document gives a list 01' NT writings with some ac
count 01' their origin and scope. Here again we 
meet a fourrold Gospel, acknowledgment 01' the 
Pauline Epistles, knowledge 01' some Catholic 
Epistles, the Acts 01' the Apostles and the Revela
tion 01' John; also included as canonical are the 
Apocalypse 01 Peler (there is no rererence to any 
Petrine Epistle) and, rat her surprisingly, the 
Wisdom oJ Solomon. The Shepherd is mentioned, 
but is not regarded as fit  for use in public worship. 
The date 01' this document makes i t  highly signifi-



cant, not only as witness to the existence at that 
time 01' a wide-embracing concept of the Canon 
but also of the marginal uncertainties, the omis
sions and the indusion of writings later rejected as 
apocryphal. 

Thc state of affairs shown in these sources was 
widespread and continued into the 3rd century. 
Terlullian, Clement of Alexandria and Origen all 
make wide use of the NT Scriptures, either in con
troversy, in doctrinal discussion or in actual com
mentary upon the component books. The majority 
of books in the present Canon are known to them 
and given canonical status; but uncertainty re
mains in the case of Hebrews, some of the Catholic 
Epistles and the Revelation of lohn. Uncanonical 
Gospels are cited, agrapha quoted as authentie 
words of the Lord, and some works of the Apos
tolic Fathers such as the Epistle o[ Barnabas, the 
Shepherd and the First Epistle o[ Clement are cited 
as canonical or scriptural. We find great codices 
even of the 4th and 5th centuries which contain 
some of these latter: the Codex Sinaiticus indudes 
Barnabas and Hermas; the Codex Alexandrinus 
indudes the First and Second Epistles o[ Clement. 
Claromontanus contains a catalogue of canonical 
writings in which Hebrews is absent, and Barnabas, 
the Shepherd, the Acts o[ Paul and the Apocalypse 
o[ Peter are induded. In brief, the idea of a definite 
canon is fully established, and its main outline 
firmly fixed: the issue now is which books out of a 
certain number of marginal cases belong to it .  The 
position in the church in the 3rd century is weil 
summarized by Eusebius (EH 3. 25). He dis
tinguishes between acknowledged books (homolo
goumena), disputed books (antilegomena) and 
spurious books (notha). In the first dass are placed 
the four Gospels, the Acts, the Epistles of Paul, I 
Peter, I John and (according to some) the Revela
tion of lohn; in the second dass he pi aces (as 'dis
puted, nevertheless known to most') lames, lude, 2 
Peter, 2 and 3 lohn; in the third dass the Acts o[ 
Paul, the Shepherd, the Apocalypse o[ Peter, the 
Epistle o[ Barnabas, the Didache, the Gospel ac
cording to the Hebrews and (according to others) 
the Revelation of lohn. These latter, Eusebius sug
gests, might weil be in the second dass were i t  not 
for the necessity of guarding against deli berate 
forgeries of Gospels and Acts under the name of 
apostles, made in a strictly heretical interest. As 
examples of these he names the Gospels of 
Thomas, Peter and Matthias, and the Acts o[ 
Andrew and John.  These 'ought to be reckoned not 
even among the spurious books but shunned as 
altogether wicked and impious' . 

V. Fixation of the Canon 
The 4th century saw the fixation of the Canon 
within the limits to which we are accustomed, both 
in the W and E sectors of Christendom. In the E 
the definitive point is the Thirty-ninth Pascha I 
Letter of Athanasius in AD 367. Here we find for 
the first time a NT of exact bounds as known to uso 
A dear line is drawn between works in the Canon 
wh ich are described as the sole sources of religious 
instruction, and others which i t  i s  permitted to 
read, namely, the Didache and the Shepherd. Heret
ical apocrypha are said to be intentional forgeries 
for the purposes of deceit. In the W the Canon was 
fixed by conciliar decision at Carthage in 397, 
when a like list to that of Athanasius was agreed 
upon. About the same period a number of Latin 
authors showed interest in the bounds of the NT 
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Canon: Priscillian in Spain, Rufinus of Aquileia in 
Gaul, Augustine in N Africa (whose views con
tributed to the decisions at Carthage), I nnocent I, 
bishop of Rome, and the author of the pseudo
Gelasian Decree. All hold the same views. 

VI. Thc Syriac Canon 
The development of the Canon in the Syriac
speaking churches was strikingly different. It is 
probable that the first Scripture known in these cir
des was, in addition to the OT, the apocryphal 
Gospel according to the Hebrews which left its mark 
upon the Diatessaron when that took its place as 
the Gospel of Syriac Christianity. I t  i s  l ikely that 
Tatian introduced also the Pauline Epistles and 
perhaps even the Acts: these three are named as the 
Scriptures of the primitive Syriac church by the 
Doctrine o[ A ddai, a 5th-century document wh ich 
in its account of the beginnings of Christianity in 
Edessa mingles legend with trustworthy tradition. 
The next stage in the doser alignment of the Syriac 
Canon with the Greek was the production of the 
'separated gospels' (Evangelion da-Mepharreshe) to 
take the place of the Diatessaron. This was by no 
means easily accomplished. The Peshitta (textually 
a partially corrected form of the Evangelion da
Mepharreshe) was produced at so me time in the 
4th century; i t  contains, in addition to  the fourfold 
Gospel, the Paulines and the Acts, the Epistles of 
lames, I Peter and I lohn, i. e. the equivalent of the 
basic Canon accepted in the Greek churches about 
a century before. Two versions of the remaining 
books of the eventually accepted Canon were pro
duced among the Syriac Monophysites: that of 
Philoxenos is  probably extant in the so-ca lied 
'Pococke Epistles' and 'Crawford Apocalypse', 
while the later version of Thomas of Harkel also 
contains 2 Peter, 2 and 3 lohn, and lude, and the 
version of Revelation published by de Dieu is 
alm ost certainly from this translation. Both show 
in their slavish imitation of  Greek text and lan
guage, as weil as in the mere fact of their produc
tion, the ever-increasing assimilation of Syriac 
Christianity to a Greek mode. 
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VII. Recapitulation 
We may recapitulate by tracing the canonical for
tunes of  the individual books of the NT. The four 
Gospels circulated in relative independence until 
the formation of the fourfold Canon. Mark was 
apparently edipsed by its two 'expansions', but not 
submerged. Luke, in spite of  Marcion's patronage, 
does not see m to have encountered opposition. 
Matthew very early achieved that predominant 
place which it occupied till the modern era of 
scholarship. lohn was in rat her different case, since 
in the late 2nd century there was considerable op
position to it ,  of which the so-called Alogoi and 
the Roman presbyter Gaius may serve as examples; 
this was no doubt due to some of the obscurities 
which still surround some aspects of its back
ground, origin and earliest circulation. Once ac
cepted, its prestige continued to grow, and it 
proved of the highest value in the great doctrinal 
controversies and definitions. The Acts of the 
Apostles did not lend itself to liturgical o r  contro
versial use; it makes little appearance unti l  after the 
time of I renaeus; from then on it i s  firmly fixed as 
part of the Scriptures. The Pauline Corpus was se
curely established as Scripture from the earliest 
times. Marcion apparently rejected the Pastorals; 
otherwise we have no record of doubts concerning 
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them, and already Polycarp holds them as authori
tative. Hebrews, on the other hand, remained in 
dispute for several centuries. In the E, Pantaenus 
and Clement of Alexandria are known to have dis
cussed the critical problems of its authorship; 
Origen solved the question by assuming that 
Pauline thought was here expressed by an an
onymous author; Eusebius and some others report 
the doubts of the W, but arter Origen the leiter was 
aceepted in the E.  It is noteworthy that the leiter 
takes pride of place arter Romans in the 3rd
eentury Chester Bealty papyrus (p46) .  In the W 
doubts persisted from the earliest days: I renaeus 
did not accept it as Pauline, Tertullian and other 
African sources pay it liltle regard, 'Ambrosiaster' 
wrote no commentary upon it, and in this was fol
lowed by Pelagius. The councils of Hippo and 
Carthage separate Hebrews from the rest of the 
Pauline Epistles in their canonical enumerations, 
and lerome reported that in his day the opinion in 
Rome was still against authenticity. The malter was 
not considered seltled until a eentury or so later. 
The corpus of the Catholic Epistles is evidently a 
late creation, post-dating the establishment of the 
essential structure of the Canon at the end of the 
2nd century. Its exact constitution varies from 
church to church, and Father to Father. The First 
Epistle of lohn has a eertain place from the time of 
I renaeus: the Second and Third are but lillie 
quoted, and sometimes (as in the M uratorian 
Canon) we are uncertain whether both are being 
referred to. This may, of course, be due to their 
slenderness or apparent lack of theological import. 
The First Epistle of Peter, too, has a place only less 
secure (note, however, the ambiguities of the Mu
ratorian Canon); the Second is sti l l  among the 'dis
puted books' in Eusebius' day. The status of lames 
and lude !luctuates according to church, age and 
individual judgment .  (We may note here how lude 
and 2 Peter are grouped with a veritable pot-pourri 
of religious literature as one volume in a papyrus 
in the Bodmer collection .) For inclusion in this 
corpus there appear to have competed with all 
these such works as the Shepherd. Barnabas, the 
Didache, the Clementine 'correspondence', all of 
which seem to have been sporadically recognized 
and utilized as scriptural. The Revelation of lohn 
was twiee opposed: onee in the 2nd eentury be
cause of its apparent support of the claims of 
Montanus to prophetic inspiration, once in the late 
3rd century on critical grounds, by comparison 
with the Gospel of lohn, in the controversy of the 
Dionysii of Rome and Alexandria. Both kinds of 
doubt contributed to the continued mistrust with 
wh ich it was viewed by the Gk. churches, and its 
very late acceptance in the Syriac and Armenian 
churches. In the W, on the contrary, it was very 
early accorded a high plaee; it was translated into 
Latin on at least three different occasions, and nu
merous commentaries were dedicated to i t  from the 
time of Victorinus 01' Pellau (martyred 304) 
onwards. 

VIII .  The present position 
So the Canon of the NT grew and became fixed in 
that form in which we now know it. In the 1 6th 
century both Roman and Protestant Christianity, 
arter debate, reaffirmed their adherence to the 
traditions, and the Roman church has yet more 
reeently emphasized its continued adherence. Con
servative Protestantism, too, continues to use the 
Canon reeeived by tradition, and even the repre-

sentatives of liberal theology generally abide by it .  
Doubtless, in the face of modern biblical research 
and the new acknowledgment of non-apostolic 
authorship wh ich some scholars, at least, feel ob
liged to make coneerning some of the NT docu
ments, we need to und erstand afresh the factors 
and motives which underlie the historical processes 
here outlined. The inclusion of documents in the 
Canon is the Christian church's recognition of the 
authority of these documents. There is no Canon 
in the earliest times because of the presenee of 
apostles or their disciples, and because of the living 
oral traditions. In the mid-2nd century, the apos
tles are dead, but their memoirs and other monu
ments allest their message: at the same time heresy 
has arisen, and by its appeal either to theological 
theory or to new inspiration has necessitated a 
fresh appeal to orthodoxy's authority, and a c10ser 
definition of authoritative books. Thus the four
fold Gospel and the Pauline Corpus, already 
widely used, are declared to be scriptural, together 
with some other works with claims to apostolic 
authorship. Both doctrinal and scholarly discus
sion and development continue the process of rec
ognition until, in the great era of the intellectual 
and ecclesiastical crystallization of Christiani ty, 
the Canon is completed. Three criteria were util
ized, whether in the 2nd or the 4th century, to es
tablish that the written documents are the true 
record of the voiee and message 01' apostolic \Vit
ness. First, allribution to apostles: this does not 
meet all cases; such Gospels as Mark and Luke 
were accepted as the works of close associates of 
the apostles. Secondly, ecclesiastical usage: that is, 
recognition by a leading church or by a majority of 
churches. By this were rejected many apocrypha, 
some perhaps innocuous and even containing au
thentic traditions of the words 01' lesus, many 
more mere fabrications, but none known to be ac
knowledged by the majority of churches. Thirdly, 
congruence with the standards of sound doctrine: 
on this ground the Fourth Gospel is at first in 
doubt and at length accepted; or, to give a contrary 
case, the Gospel 0/ Peter is banned by Serapion of 
Antioch because of its Docetic tendencies in spite 
of its claim to apostolic title. Thus the history of 
the canonical development of the NT Scripture 
shows it to be a collection attributed to apostles or 
their disciples which in the view of the church in 
the first four Christian centuries was justly thus at
tributed because it adequately declared and de
fined apostolic doctrine, and so its components 
had been or were considered to be fit for public 
reading at divine worship. When this is under
stood, with the gradual growth and variegated 
nature of the Canon, we can see why there were. 
and still are, problems and doubts about particular 
works there included. But taking these three cri
teria as adequate, orthodox Protestant Christianity 
today finds no reasons to reject the decisions 01' 
earlier generations and accepts the NT as a full and 
authori tat ive record of divine revelation as de
clared from 01' old by men chosen, dedicated and 
inspired. 
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CAPERNAUM. 

I .  Name 
NT manuscripts mostly read Kapharnaoum, 
though Kapernaoum appears in minuscules deo 
pendent on codex Alexandrinus. Clearly Kaphar
naoum is  the original form, directly transcribing 
Semitic k'jjar na�um, 'village of Nahum'. This 
Semitic form is  found at Qohelet Rabbah 1 . 8  and 7. 
26. Josephus (Bl 3. 5 1 7) refers to the spring Ka
pharnaoum, equivalent to Semitic 'en·k'jjar 
na�Hlm. His  Vita 403 should probably be read 
Kepharnakön (original of the MSS PRA, favoured 
by Thackeray). This is the same word with minized 
ending and k for �1. 

1 1 .  Location 
Evidence from the NT, Josephus, Christian 
pilgrim-texts, mediaeval Jewish itineraries, extant 
monumental remains and current excavations indi
cates that Capernaum was undoubtedly located at 
Tell Hum, and was inhabited continuously from 
the 2nd century BC to the 7th century AO. The 
Gospels are almost sufficient in themselves to fix 
the site, indicating that Capernaum was (a) by the 
lake-side (Mt .  4 :  1 3) ;  (b) near a political border, so 
that a customs-post (Mk.  2 :  1 4) and military de
tachment were necessary (Mt .  8 :5- 1 3; Lk. 7: 1 - 1 0); 
(c) near Gennesaret (Mk. 6:53; Jn .  6:22, 59), which 
is an area of highly productive land at the NW of 
the Lake. In short Capernaum was the nearest vil
lage to the river Jordan on the NW shores of the 
Sea of Galilee, a position occupied in fact by the 
ruins of Tell Hum. This is confirmed by Josephus 
Vita 403, wh ich indicates a village close to Julias 
(et- Tel/) in the direction of MagdalaITarichaeae 
(Mejde/).  

Capernaum was also near a most copious spring 
which watered Gennesaret (Bl 3 . 5 1 9) and can only 
be the site et-Tabgha. But Arabic et-Tabgha is also 
undoubtedly a corruption of Gk.  Heptapegön 
(place of seven springs). This 'Seven Springs' is 
mentioned by Egeria c. AO 383 ( Lat. septemlontes), 
alld by Theodosius (AO 530). Theodosius provides 
us with our only detailed early itinerary round the 
NW shores of the Sea of Galilee, moving N from 
Tiberias in Roman miles: 2 m Magdala, 2 m Hep· 
tapegön, 2 m Capernaum, 6 m Bethsaida. Thus 
Capernaum was 2 miles (3'hkm) N of Tabgha, 
which exactly locates Tell Hwn. The name Sel'en 
Springs indicates a Semitic original denoting copi
ous waters, but it was the Greek term that survived. 
In Arabic the succession is Mejdel, et-Tabgha, Tell 
Hllm. The first two names correspond to the list of 
Theodosius, but Hllm can hardly be a reduction of 
Nahllm-which begins with a long syllable-nor is 
there in fact a tell (mound) at this site, but merely a 
khirbe or mjm (ruin or tumble of stones). Medi
aeval Jewish it ineraries provide the answer. The 
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tomb of Rabbi Tanhum was thought to be here; by 
a natural progression the itineraries refer to the 
place baldly as 'Tanhum'. Degeneration from 
Tanhum to tell hum (dark mound) is readily com
prehensible. The list of Theodosius locates Ca per
naum to the N of et-Tabgha. Note that the old 
rival site to Tell Hum, Khirbet Munja or Minyeh, is 
S of et-Tabgha. I ts name has long been thought to 
be a survival of the Munyat Hisham or el-Munya 
of Arab sourees. Excavation has now confirmed 
this by uncovering an Ummayad chateau, not a 
Jewish village (JEl 1 0, 1 960, pp.240-243). 

Monuments are also important in confirming 
the site of Capernaum. Egeria saw a synagogue 
there of fine ashlars, approached 'by many steps'. 
Unusually, the synagogue remains at Tell Hum are 
set on a high platform, with a balcony at the front, 
reached by a flight of steps. Egeria was also shown 
a church (ecclesia) when she came to Capernaum 
(c. AO 383). She says that i t  had been made from 
the house of the apostle Peter, and the walls of this 
house were incorporated into it, stil l standing in 
their original form (ita stant sicut luerunt). The pil
grim from Piacenza (AO 570) tells us that he en
tered Peter's house in Capernaum, but i t  had been 
replaced by a basilica. 

III .  History 
Until the conversion of Constantine the Great (AO 
306-337) Jewish communities flourished in Galilee 
under their rabbis and Patriarchs. About AO 335, a 
Jew of Tiberias, the Christian convert Joseph, in
formed Constantine that only Jews inhabited Tibe
rias, Sepphoris, Nazareth and Capernaum rigor
ously excluding Gentiles from their settlements. 
Joseph secured ready permission from the emperor 
to build 'churches for Christ' (ekklesiQ/) in these 
places (Epiphanius, Haer. 30. 4. I = PG 4 1 .  425), 
and managed to conver\ a derelict temple of 
Hadrian at Tiberias and erect a sm all church at 
Sepphoris. Yet it was not perhaps until the 5th cen
tury AO that Gentile Christians fully established 
themselves in this Jewish 'ghetto'. How far through 
all this time the 'Judeo-Christian' sect was es tab
lished at Capernaum and elsewhere in Galilee is 
difficult to say. From stories in the rabbis one 
learns of minfm (heretics) at Tiberias, Sepphoris 
and Capernaum (2nd/3rd centuries AO) . Only one 
tale is told about Capernaum, that R. Hananya 
was persuaded by minfm to break the sabbath-rule 
by riding a donkey (c. AO 1 1 0). These Jewish Chris
tians held to the Law, attended synagogue and 
avoided contact with Gentiles; but they healed and 
spoke in the name of Jesus. Jerome says that the 
Pharisees called them 'Nazaraealls'; that they still 
flourished in his day (Iate 4th/early 5th centuries 
AO) 'in the synagogues of the East'; and that they 
were neither faithful Jews nor genuine Christians. 

IV. Excavalions 
Excavations by the Franciscan CliSlodia di Terra 
Santa, directed by V. Corbo, began at Capernaum 
( Tell Hum) in 1 968 and are still in progress. The 
synagogue had long before ( 1 905) been cleared by 
Kohl and Walzinger to its flagstone pavement, and 
dated by comparison with Severan monuments in 
Syria to the late 2nd or early 3rd centuries AO. The 
plan which the Germans exposed was of a long, 
colonnaded assembly-hall divided into a central 
nave and side-aisles; this hall faced S and was con
nected on its E side to an impressive annexe, a col
onnaded court yard. Both the hall and annexe were 
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raised up on a h igh platform (podium), and had a 
balcony in front of them reached by imposing 
flights 01' steps on either side. One would certainly 
suppose that this was the synagogue seen by Egeria 
(c. AD 383) at Capernaum, reached by an ascent of 
'many steps'. 

But if the dates argued for Egeria's pilgrimage 
by Oevos and accepted by Wilkinson (AD 38 1 -384) 
are correct, she must have seen the synagogue while 
i t  was being constructed. Eighteen trenches in and 
around the synagogue have yielded pottery (ca re
fully studied by S. Loffreda) and coins establishing 
that work was begun c .  AD 350 and completed c. AD 
450. The rubble fill (stratum B) of the podium rests 
on destroyed houses (stratum A); it is sealed from 
above by a thick and unbroken mortar (stratum C) 
in which the flagstones of the hall and annexe were 
set. Excavations in the synagogue have not yet been 
completed and will be published in a separate 
volume when they are; the definitive publications 
so far are Ca! 1 and Stud. Hier. (see bibliography). 
A further trench across the entire EfW width of the 
hall is planned (Stud. Hier. ,  p. 1 76). According to 
the material published so far, the earliest possible 
date for the pavement of the hall and its E colon
nade is AD 383, since the latest coins from the 
sealed fill beneath the mortar are AD 352-360 ( Ca! 
1 ,  pp. 1 2 1 ,  1 63) and AD 383-408 (SIIId. Hier., p. 
1 64, under the stylobate for the E colonnade). The 
latest coin embedded within the thick mortar 
before it had set (trench 2, stratum C) is also from 
AD 383 (LA 22, 1 972, pp. 1 5-1 6). These late dates 
for the synagogue were totally unexpected and 
have aroused great con troversy (/ EJ 2 1 ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 
207-2 1 1 ;  23 ,  1 973, pp. 37-45, 1 84; Arie/ 32, 1 973, 
pp. 29-43).  

Two successive shrines, totally different from 
each other, were excavated on the same si te only 
one block of houses distant from the synagogue. 
The later shrine is the basi/ica seen by the Piacenza 
pilgrim; a small memorial completed by c. AD 450 
in the unusual form of a double octagon. I ts cen
tral ring is sited exactly over the main room of 
a house built in the I st century BC. The basilica 
replaced a shrine of the early 4th century AD, pos
sibly built by Joseph of Tiberias, wh ich encapsu
lated the same early house, leaving its original walls 
standing, as Egeria was shown. The main room of 
this house had once again bccn marked out. In 
particular its walls were plaste red and enlivened by 
painted designs in bold colours. On fallen pieces 01' 
piaster graffiti in Greek (a few Semitic) were found, 
inc\uding the words amen, Lord and Jesl/s. C1early 
this was the traditional house 01' Peter, visited by 
pilgrims. 

Excavat ion 01' these monuments and 01' five 
blocks ( insu/ae) of houses indicates that Caper
naum was inhabited continuously between the 
early I st century BC and the 7th century AD. The 
houses are part of a village which was c. 800 by 250 
m in extent, as sherds and remains indicate. 01' the 
excavated area, insll/ae 1-3 are the older ones, 
begun in the I st century BC; i/lsli/ae 4-5 developed 
from the 4th century AD. The traditional house 01' 
Peter (insl//a I )  and the block between this and the 
synagogue ( ins/da 2) are most fully studied by the 
excavators, and are reproduced as isometrie draw
ings ( Cer! 1 ,  pI. X, XV). Corbo estimates that 
i/lsu/a 2 could have housed fifteen families, about 
1 301 1 50 people. It has only a few entries into the 
roads outside, and consists of small rooms opening 
on to a number of internal court yards. Steps sur-

vive, and must have led up to terrace-roofs of earth 
and straw (as Mk .  2:4: healing of the paralytic), 
since the walls of basalt fieldstones and earth
mortar could not have supported an upper storey. 
The floors are of basalt cobbles covered by earth. 
lnsu/a 2 was occupied from the beginning of the 
I st century AD to the 7th century AD without a 
break; its original walls remained in use un
changed. A succession of floors provides sherds 
and coins for dating. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E.  W. G. Masterman, PEQ 1 907, 
pp. 220-229; idem, Studies in Ga/ilee, 1 909; F.-M .  
Abel, Capharnaum, i n  DES, I ,  1 928; V. Corbo, The 
HOl/se of St Peter at Capharnaum, 1 969; idem, Ca
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ramica, 1 974; A. Spijkerman, Cafarnao 3: Cala/ogo 
delle monete della cittti, 1 975;  E. Testa, Cafarnao 4: 
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J . P.K .  

CAPHTOR (kaptör). The horne of the  kaptörim 
(Ot. 2 :23), one of the peoples listed in the Table of 
* Nations as descended, with Casluhim, whence 
went forth the * Philistines, from Mizraim (Gn. 
1 0: 1 4; I Ch. 1 : 1 2) .  Caphtor was the land from 
wh ich the Philistines came (Je. 47:4; Am. 9:7), and 
it is presumably the Philistines, as erstwhile 50-
journers in Caphtor, who are referred to as 
Caphtorim in Ot. 2 :23.  It is probable that the bib
lical name is to be identified with Ugaritic kptr, 
and kap-ta-ra in a school text from Assur which 
may weil be a copy of one of 2nd-millennium date. 
It is likewise held by many scholars that Egyp. 
kftylV is also to be connected with this group, all 01' 
which refer in all probability to * Crete. At its 
height in the 2nd millennium, Minoan Crete con
trolled much of the Aegean area, and this would 
accord with thc biblical description 01' Caphtor as 
an 'i, a term wh ich can mean both 'island' and 
'coastland'. W Asia was influenced in art and other 
ways by the Aegean, and this may explain the oc
currence in thc Bible of the term kaptör as apply
ing to an architectural feature, evidently a column 
capital, rendered in the AV by 'knop' (Ex. 25 :3 1 -36; 
37 : 1 7-22) and 'Iinte\' (Am. 9 : 1 ;  Zp. 2 : 1 4) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H .  Gardiner, Ancient Egyp
tian Onomastica, Text, 1 , 1 947, pp. 20 1 *-203*; R .  
W. Hutchinson, PrehislOric Crete, 1 962, pp. 1 06-
1 1 2; T. C. Mitchell in AOTS, pp. 408, 4 1 3 ; K. A. 
Kitchen in POTT, p. 54. T.C.M.  

CAPITAL. I .  Heb. kaptör (a) ornamental top 01' 
pillars, Am. 9: I ;  Zp. 2: 1 4  (AV 'Iinte\'); (b) orna
mental round protrusion ( LXX sphairöter) in the 
* Iampstand, Ex. 25:3 1 -36; 37: 1 7-22 (AV 'knop', 
whereas in I Ki .  6 :  1 8 ; 7 :24 AV 'knop' represents 
p'qö'im = RSV 'gourds', Targ. 'eggs') . 

2, Heb. 'köteret (a) spherical capital 5 cubits 
high on each of the pillars, * Jachin and Boaz, in 
Solomon's * Temple, I Ki. 7 : 1 6-42; 2 Ch. 4 : 1 2 ; Je. 
52:22 (AV 'chapiter'); (b) a circular Iip projecting 
upwards round the edge of the hole in the top of 
the stand in which was placed the basin of each 
mobile laver, I Ki .  7 :3 1 (RSV 'crown',  AV 

'chapiter'). 
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3. Heb. �epel. 2 Ch. 3: 1 5 , same as I .  (b) (AV 
'chapiter'). 



4. Heb. r6's ( I i terally, 'hcad'), term used for the 
capitals (AV 'chapiters') on pillars in the tabernacle, 
Ex. 36:38; 38: 1 7 . D.W.G. 

CAPPA DOCIA. A highland province, much of it 
around 900 m,  in the E of Asia M inor, bounded on 
the S by the chain of Mt Taurus, E by the Euphra
tes and N by Pontus, but its actual limits are vague. 
It was constituted a Roman province by Tiberius, 
AD 1 7, on the death of Archelaus. In AD 70 Vespa
sian united it with A rmenia Minor as one of the 
great frontier bulwarks of the empire. Under later 
emperors, especially Trajan, the size and import
ance of the province greatly increased. It produced 
large numbers of sheep and horses. The trade route 
between Central Asia and the Black Sea ports 
passed through it, and it was easily accessible from 
Tarsus through the Cilician Gates. lews from it 
were present at lerusalem on the day of · Pentecost 
(Acts 2:9) .  Some of the Dispersion to whom Peter 
wrote lived in Cappadocia ( I  Pet. 1 : 1 ). J .W.M.  

CAPTAI N. The nearest Hebrew equivalent is sar, 
which can denote a leader of thousands, hundreds 
or fifties (Ex.  1 8 :25; I Sa. 8 : 1 2) .  r6's ('head') may 
occasionally be translated 'captain' as in Nu.  1 4:4. 
In Saul's reign the Israelite military machine was 
not yet at the peak of its efficiency, but the basis of 
organization had been established; the army con
sisted of  companies headed by 'captains of thou
sands' ( I  Sa. 1 7 : 1 8) .  David's standing army was led 
by 'The Thirty', commanders who had won their 
spurs while David was a fugitive from Sau!. David 
also organized a militia and I Ch. 27: 1 - 1 5  shows 
how it was divided into 1 2  battalions, each of 
which served for a month per year under the direc
tion of its captain. 'Captain' is also used in connec
tion with the chariot force of the N kingdom in the 
9th century ( I  Ki. 1 6:9, 'captain [sar] of half his 
chariots'). In the NT ehiliarehos, l i t .  'commander 
of a thousand men', is translated 'captain' at ln.  
1 8 : 1 2. I t  i s  also the term used for the Roman mili
tary tribune in Acts 2 1 :3 1 -33, 37, and can be used 
of any military officer (Mk.  6:2 1 ). slralegos, ori
ginally referring to an army commander, is  Luke's 
word for the captains of the Temple who would 
have been of levitical or priestly stock (Lk. 22:4, 
52;  Acts 4: I ,  eIe. ). arehegos, translated 'captain' in 
AV of Heb. 2 :  I 0, is better rendered 'pioneer' with 
RSV. slralopedarehos in some MSS of Acts 28: 1 6  is 
translated 'captain of the guard' in AV; the opera
tive clause is t reated as secondary and therefore 
omitted by RSV. R.P.G. 

CARCHEMISH. A city (mod. lerablus) wh ich 
guarded the main ford across the river Euphrates e. 
1 00 km NE of Aleppo. It is first mentioned in a 
text of the 1 8th century BC as an independent 
trade-centre (Mari, Alalab). As a Syrian city-state 
it had treaties with Ugarit and other states (Mi
tanni) during the 2nd millennium BC and con
tinued as a neo-Hittite state after InT-Te�ub (c. 
1 1 00) until Pisiris was defeated by Sargon 11 in 7 1 7  
BC. Thereafter Carchemish was incorporated a s  an 
Assyr. province. The event is noted in Is. 1 0:9. 

In 609 BC Neco 1 1  of Egypt moved via Megiddo 
to recapture the city (2 Ch. 35:20), wh ich was made 
a base from which his army harassed the Babyloni
ans. H owever, in May-June 605 BC Nebuchadrez-

CARMEL 

zar 11 led the Babylonian forces who entered the 
city by surprise. The Egyptians were utterly de
feated in hand-to-hand fighting in and around the 
city (Je. 46:2) and pursued to Hamath. Details of 
this battle, which resulted in the Babylonian con
trol of the W, are given in the Babylonian 
Chronicle. 

Excavations in 1 9 1 2  and 1 9 1 4  uncovered Hittite 
sculptures, a lower palace area with an open palace 
(bfl-l]ilamJ, and evidence of the battle and later 
Babylonian occupation . 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. C. L. Woolley, Carehemish, 1 -3, 
1 9 1 4-52; D. 1. Wiseman, Chronic/es 01 Chaldaean 
Kings, 1 956, pp. 20-27, 68-69; 1. D. Hawkins, Re
allexikon der Assyriologie 5, 1 980, pp. 426-446; W. 
W. Hallo in C. F. Pfeiffer, The Biblieal World, 1 966, 
pp. 65-69. D.J.W. 

CARMEL ( Heb. karmel, 'garden-land', 'fruitful 
land'). The word is used as a common noun in 
Hebrew with this meaning; examples are Is. 1 6: 10 ;  
le. 4 :26; 2 Ki.  1 9 :23; 2 Ch.  26 :  1 0 . I t  can even be 
used of fresh ears of grain, as in Lv. 2 : 1 4 ;  23 : 1 4 .  
Thus, the  limestone Carmel hills probably got their 
name from the luxuriant scrub and woodland that 
covered them. I n  the OT two pI aces bear this name. 

\ .  A range of hills, c. 50 km long, extending from 
NW to SE, from Mediterranean (S shore of Bay of 
Acre) to the plain of Dothan. Strictly, Mt Carmel 
is the main ridge (maximum height e. 530 m) at the 
NW end, running e. 19 km inland from the sea, 
forming a border of Asher (Jos. 1 9 :26). This dense
Iy vegetated and little-inhabited region was a bar
rier pierced by two main passes, emerging at 
Jokneam and Megiddo, and a lesser one emerging 
at Taanach; between the first two, the hills are 
lower and more barren bu t have steep scarps. The 
main N-S road, however, passes by Carmel's hills 
through the plain of Dothan on the E. Carmel's 
luxuriant growth is reHected in Am. 1 :2 ;  9:3; Mi .  
7:  1 4; Na .  I :4 ;  also in Ct. 7:5 in an apt simile for 
thick, bushy hair. The forbidding figure of Neb
uchadrezzar of BabyIon marching against Egypt is 
once compared with the rocky eminences of 
Carmel and Tabor (Je. 46: 1 8) .  

10shua's vanquished foes included 'the king of 
Jokneam in Carmel' (Jos. 1 2 :22). I t  was here that 
Elijah in the name of his God challenged the 
prophets of Baal and Asherah, the deities pro
moted by lezebel, and won a notable victory 
against them ( I  Ki. 1 8 ;  1 9 : 1 -2). The text makes it 
obvious that i t  was lezebel's gods that were thus 
discredited; as she came from Tyre, the Baal was 
almost certainly Baal-melqart the chief god there. 
This god also penetrated Aram; see • Ben-hadad 
for a steIe to this deity. • Baal was still worshipped 
on Carmel as 'Zeus Heliopolites Carmel' in AD 
200 (Ap-Thomas, PEQ 92, 1 960, p. 146). Alt con
sidered this Baal as purely local, a view refuted by 
the biblical text, and Eissfeldt p referred Baal
shamem who is less appropriate than Baal-melqart 
(Ialter also advocated by de Vaux). 
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2. A town in ludah (Jos. 1 5:55), at present-day 
Khirbet el-Karmil (var. Kermel or Kurmul), some 
1 2  km SSE of Hebron, in a rolling, pastoral region 
(Baly, p. 1 64) ideal for the Hocks that Nabal grazed 
there in David's time ( I  Sa. 25). H i s  wife Abigail 
was a Carmelitess, and Hezro, one of David's war
riors (2 Sa. 23:35; I Ch. 1 1  :37) probably hailed 
from there. Saul passed that way on his return from 
the slaughter of the Amalekites ( I  Sa. 1 5 : 1 2) .  



CARMEL 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, Geography 0/ ehe Bible, 
1 974, pp. 1 49 (map 5 1 ), l 72f. K.A.K. 

CART, WAGON C"gälä, from the 'rolling' of 
wheels). Originally in Babylonia (Early Dynastie 
period) sledges were devised for earrying light 
loads, and these were soon adopted in Egypt and 
other ftat countries. With the advent of the wheel, 
and the eonsequent inereased mobili ty, earts early 
eame into eommon use throughout Babylonia 
(�urnbu), Egypt (Gn. 45: 1 9-2 1 ;  46:5), and Pales
tine, as a 2- or 4-wheeled vehicle used principally in 
the S and low-Iying Shephelah. However, in the 
hills their use was restricted to the main tracks ( I  
Sa. 6 :  1 2), and they were not eommonly used tor 
long distances (Gn . 45). They eould carry one or 
two drivers with a light load, despite a general in
stability ( I  Ch. 1 3 :7-9). The main use was trans
porting the more bulky harvest in country distriets 
(Am. 2 : 1 3) .  

Such earts were made by  earpenters of  wood ( I  
Sa. 6 :7),  and could therefore be  dismantled and 
burnt (v. 1 4 ;  Ps. 46:9, see below). Some were 
eovered wagons (Nu. 7:3) .  The two wheels, either 
solid or spoked, were sometimes equipped with a 
heavy metal t read (see I s. 28:27-28). Wagons were 
usually drawn by two oxen or milch-eows (Nu. 7 :3-
8; 2 Sa. 6 :3-7) and are represented on Assyr. seulp
tures showing the fall of Laehish in 70 I BC (British 
M useum). The 'eovered wagon' of Nu. 7 :3 may be 
a • ehariot (as RSV; cf Idrimi statue, Alalah, 
ANET, p. 557), though wagons were also used for 
military transport (Ps. 46:9, RSV 'ehariot'). The 
wheeled vehicle may have preeeded the threshing
sledge in I s. 28:27-28. The figurative referenee to a 
cart-rope in I s. 5 : 1 8  is now obscure. D.J.W. 

CASTLE. Five Hebrew words and one Greek 
word were thus translated in the AV. All have been 
differently translated in the RSV with the exception 
of 'armön. This appears as 'eastle' (Pr. 1 8 : 1 9), but 
also as 'citadel' (I Ki. 1 6 : 1 8) and 'tower' (Ps. 
1 22 :7), since it may be applied to any building of 
eminence. G.W.G.  

CASTOR AND POLLUX (Gk. dioskouroi, I i t .  
'sons of Zeus'). The sign of the Alexandrian ship 
in wh ich Paul sailed from Malta to Puteoli on his 
way to Rome (Acts 28: 1 1 , AV) . RV and RSV render 
'The Twin Brothers'. Aceording to Gk. mythology 
they were the sons of Leda. They were worshipped 
especially at Sparta and were regarded as the spe
cial protectors of sailors. Their images were prob
ably fastened one on either side of the bow of the 
vessel. J .W.M.  

CATHOLIC EPISTLES, During the course of the 
formation of the • Canon of the NT the Epistles of 
James, l and 2 Peter, I, 2 and 3 lohn and Jude 
eame to be grouped together and known as 'Cath
olic' (AV 'Genera!'), because, with the exception of 
2 and 3 lohn, they were addressed to a wider audi
ence than a local church or individual. Clement of 
Alexandria speaks of the epistle sent out by the 
Council at Jerusalem (Acts 1 5 :23) as 'the catholic 
epistle of all the Apostles'; and Origen applies the 
term to the Episc/e 0/ Barnabas, as weil as to the 
Epistles of lohn, Peter and Jude. Later the word 

'Catholic' was applied to Epistles which were ac
cepted by the universal church and were orthodox 
in doctrine; so it became synonymous with 'genu
ine' or 'canonical'. Thus with rcgard to other 
documents put forward in the name 01' Peter, 
Eusebius says 'we know not hing of them bcing 
handed down as catholic writings' (EH 3. 3) .  
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R. V.G.T. 

CATTLE. Nomads and agriculturists alike count
cd their wealth and regulated their sacrificial wor
ship by possessions in cattle. Heb. b'hemä, beast 
(sing. or collective), denotes the largcr domestlc 
animals-cf Gk. keenos. Thc Gk. term frequently, 
the Heb. occasionally (Ne. 2: 1 2 , 14) indicates a 
mount. The plural may (Jb. 40: 1 5), but need not 
(cf Ps. 49: 1 2 , 20) describe the h ippopotamus. sör 
is an ox or cow-the stalled or fattened ox was a 
symbol of luxury (Pr. 1 5 : 1 7). '''Iäjifm (plural only) 
is used for caltle in general. b" fr has a normal, 
though not exclusive, reference to bcasts 01' 
burden. bäqär is a generic word incapable 01' 
pluralization denoting 'caltlehood', frequently ac
companied by a defining word . 'egel is commonly 
used for calf or heifer. par is a bulI, fern .  pärä. 
The lalter is used for the spectacular red heifer 
ceremonial of Nu. 1 9 .  In Lk. 1 7 :7; Jn. 4 :  1 2 , Gk. 
suggests sheep or goats, rather than AV 'cattle'. 
Heb. miqneh (e.g. Gn. 1 3 :2) means primarily 
wealth or possessions, derivatively cattle, the sig
nificant form of ancient E wealth, cf Arab. rn 'äl, 
also Heb. m'lä'/sä. 'anse miqneh are herdsmen or 
nomads. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W Bauder, C Brown, NIDNTT 
I ,  pp. 1 1 3- 1 1 9; 1. Gess, R. Tuente, NIDNTT 2, pp. 
4 1 � 1 4; G. S. Cansdale. Animals 0/ Bible Lands, 
1 970. R AS. 

CAUDA, modern Gavdho (Gozzo), is an island off 
the S of Crete. So me ancient authorities call it 
Clauda (as in AV) . Paul's ship was in the vicinity of 
Cape Matala when the wind changed from S to a 
strong ENE, and drove it some 40 km before it 
eame under the lee of Cauda, where the crew werc 
at last able to make preparations to face the storm 
(Acts 27: 1 6; • SHIPS AND BOATS) . K .L .McK. 

CAVE. Except in Ib. 30:6, where �ör, 'hole', is 
used, the Heb. word usually rendered 'cave' is 
m" ärti. Natural caves are no rarity in Palestine, as 
nearly all the hill-country of Palestine W of the 
Jordan (except a basalt outcrop in S Galilee) is of 
limestone and chalk. Such caves were used as 
dwellings, hiding-places and tombs from the earli
est times. 

a. Use as dwellings 

Remarkable cave-dwellings of 34th/33rd centuries 
BC have been excavated at Tell Abu Matar, just S of 
Beersheba. Great caverns had been hollowed out 
as hornes of several chambers linked by galle ries 
for a prosperous community of cultivators and 
copper-workers. In much later days (early 2nd mil
lennium BC) , Lot and his two daughters lodged in a 
cave after the fall of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gn. 
1 9 :30), and David and his band frequented the 
great cave at Adullam (I Sa. 22: I; 24), and Elisha 
stayed in one at Horeb (I Ki. 1 9:9-1 3) .  



b. Use as reluges 
Joshua cornered 5 Canaanite kings who hid thus at 
Makkedah (Jos. 1 0 : 1 6ff. ) .  Israelites also hid in this 
way from Midianite (Jdg. 6:2) and Philistine ( I  Sa. 
1 3 :6) invaders. Elijah ' s  friend Obadiah hid 1 00 
prophcts in caves 'by fifties' from the sword of Jez
ebel ( I  Ki .  1 8 :4, 1 3) ;  cf Is. 2: 1 9; Heb. 1 1  :38. EVI
dence of their use as refuges through the ag es has 
been recovered from caves in the Jordan Valley and 
by the Dead Sea. 

e. Use as tombs 
This was a very common practice from prehistoric 
times onwards (0 BURIAL AND MOURNING). 
Famous instances in Scripture are the cave at 
M achpelah used by Abraham and his family (Gn. 
23,  ete. ), and that whence Jesus summoned Laza
rus rrom the dead (Jn. 1 1  :38) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For the use of caves as dwellings, 
sec K. M .  Kenyon, Archaeology in the Holy Land, 
1 960, pp. 77-80, fig. 10 ;  T. Abu Matar, cf E. K .  
Vogel, Bibliography 01 Holy Land Sites, 1 974, p .  1 5 ; 
as reruges, see P. Benoit, 1. T. M ilik, R. de Vaux, 
Les Grolles de Murabba'at, Discoveries in the JII
daean Desert, 2, 1 96 1 ;  Y. Yadin, The Finds Irom the 
Bar Kokhba Period in the 'Cave 01 Lellers', 1 963.  

KAK.  

CENCHREAE, the modern Kichries, a town near 
Corinth wh ich served as outport for the city, hand
ling its trafik with the Aegean and the Levant. 
Cenchreae had a church in which Phoebe served 
( Rom. 1 6: 1 -2); this was perhaps a fruit of Paul's 
long stay in Corinth. Here the apostle shaved his 
head, in observance of a vow he had taken (Acts 
I R : 1 8) ,  prior to leaving for Ephesus. J .H .P. 

CENSER. In many rituals an 0 altar was specific
ally devoted to the burning of incense. Its form was 
usually either a bowl mounted on a pedestal, often 
conical in shape, i. e. 'incense-altar' (Heb. 
miq!erel, LXX thymiaterion, 2 Ch. 26: 1 9; Ezk. 
8:  1 1 ); so translate for censer (AV) in Heb. 9:4 (B. F. 
Westcott ,  The Epistle to the Hebrews, 1 903, pp. 
248-250). Iibanotos is used in Rev. 8 :3 ,  5. On the 
altar perfumes such as frankincense or cedar-pine 
were piled or thrown to create a sweet-smelling 
smoke (BASOR 1 32, 1 953,  p. 46). Small stone 
incense-altars with concave bowls on legs are 
commonly found, or depicted in ancient art, e.g. 
the horned altar from Megiddo. For illustrations, 
see A NEP, pp. 575-58 1 ,  626. 

Some censers were portable and made of bronze 
(mahtti, Lv. 1 0: 1 ;  1 6: 1 2; Nu.  1 6 :6) or gold ( I  Ki .  
7 : 50') ,  and used for carrying a few burning coals (so 
NIV; AV 'censer'; RSV 'firepan') .  The 'censer' of Ezr. 
1 :9 (RSV, ma�J!äpl may denote some other vessel 
(NI V 'silver dishes'; NEB 'of various kinds'; AV 
'knife') . D.W.G. 

D.J.W. 

CENSUS (Lat. census, 'assessment' ,  appearing as 
a loan-word in Gk. kensos, 'tribute money', in Mt .  
1 7 :25; 22 : 1 7, 1 9; Mk .  1 2 : 14) .  

I .  In  the Old Testament 
The outstanding censuses in OT are those from 
which the book of Numbers receives its name, at 

CENSUS 

the beginning (Nu. I )  and end (Nu. 26) 01'. the wil
derness wanderings; and that held by Davld (2 Sa: 
24: 1 -9; I Ch. 2 1 : 1 -6). I n  all Ihese it was men 01 
military age who were numbered. Two different 
sets of totals for David's census have been 
preserved-in 2 Sa., 800.000 men of I srael an� 
500,000 men of Judah; in I Ch. ,  1 , 1 00,000 men 01 
Israel and 470,000 men of Judah. The plague 
wh ich followed the census is recorded in both ac
counts as a divine judgment for David's sin in 
numbering the people. The censuses of Numbers 
have been regarded, especially by W. F. Albright 
('The Administrative Divisions of Israel and 
Judah', JPOS 5 ,  1 925, pp. 20ff. ; From the Stone 
Age to Christianity, 1 940, pp. 1 92, 222), as other 
variant accounts of David's census, but their totals 
are considerably less than those of 2 Sa. and I Ch.  
Nevertheless, the transmitted totals of the wilder
ness censuses-603,550 in Nu. l and 601 ,730 in 
Nu.  26--<:all for some interpretation. One sugges
tion is  that 'elep in the enumeration originally 
meant something Iike 'tent-group' rat her than 
'thousand', so that the figure of 'forty-six thou
sand five hundred' given for Reuben in Nu. 1 :2 1  
meant 4 6  tent-groups, amounting i n  all t o  500 men 
(W. M .  F. Petrie, Egypt and Israel, 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 40ff.) 
(0 NUMBER, 2). 

A census of the Judaeans in Nehemiah's time 
(445-433 Be) is reproduced in Ezr. 2 : 1 -65; Ne. 7:6-
67. The total is given as 42,360, together with 7,582 
servants and singers. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Two Roman censuses are mentioned in NT, each 
being denoted by Gk.  apographe, translated 'en
rolmen!' in Lk. 2:2 and 'census' in Acts 5 :37.  

The census of Acts 5 :37,  which was marked by 
the insurrection led by 0 Judas of Galilee, was held 
in AD 6.  In that year Judaea was incorporated into 
the Roman provincial system, and a census was 
held in order to assess the amount of tribute wh ich 
the new province should pay to the imperial ex
chequer. The census was conducted by P. Sulpicius 
Quirinius, at that time imperial legate of Syria. The 
suggestion that Israel should pay tribute to a pagan 
overlord was deemed in tolerable by Judas, and by 
the party of the 0 Zealots, whose formation has 
been dated from this time. 
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The census of Lk.  2: I ff., in the course of which 
Christ was born in Bethlehem, raises a number of 
problems. It is, however, widely agreed: (i) that 
such a census as Luke describes could have taken 
place in Judaea towards the end of Herod's reign 
(37-4 Be) ; (ii) that i t  could have formed part of .an 
empire-wide enrolment, as Lk. 2: I Indlcates; (111) 
that it could have involved the return of each 
householder to his domicile of origin, as Lk.  2 :3  
states. ( i) In Herod's later years Augustus treated 
hirn as a subject; all Judaea had to take an oath of 
loyalty to Augustus as weil as to Herod (Jos., Ant. 
1 6. 290; 1 7. 42). Compare the census imposed in A D  
36 i n  t h e  client-kingdom of Archelaus (Tacitus, 
Annals 6. 4 1 ). (ii) There is evidence of  census activ
ity in various parts of the Roman empire between 
1 1  and 8 Be; that for a census in Egypt in 1 0-9 Be 
(first of a series held every 14 years) is specially 
persuasive. (ii i) The custom described in Lk. 2 :3  
(evidently as  something familiar) is  attested from 
Egypt in AD 1 04. On the relation of Quirinius to 
this earlier census, 0 QUIRINIUS. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M .  Ramsay, 'The Augustan 
Census-System', in BRD pp. 255ff. F.F.B. 



CHALDEA, CHALDEANS 

CHALDEA, CHALDEANS. The name of a land, 
and its inhabitants, in S Babylonia, later used to 
denote Babylonia as a wh oie, especially during the 
last dYllasty of Babylonia (626-539 BC); a semi
nomadic tribe occupying the deserts between N 
Arabia and the Persian Gulf (cf. Jb. I :  1 7) who 
early settled in this area occupying Ur 'of the 
Chaldees' (Gn. 1 1  :28; Acts 7:4) and are distinct 
from the Aramaeans. The proposed derivation 
from Chesed (Gn. 22:22) is ullsubstantiated but the 
Heb. Kasdim may reftect an earlier form of the 
name than the Assyr. From at least the 1 0th cen
tury BC the land of Ka/dll is named in the Assyr. 
annals to designate the 'Sea-Iand' of the earlier 
inscriptions. Ashurnasirpal 1 1  (883-859 BC) dis
tinguished its peoples from the more northerly 
Babylonians, and Adad-nirari I I I  (c. 8 1 0  BC) names 
several chiefs of the Chaldeans among his vassals. 
When Marduk-apla-iddina 1 I  (. MERODACH
BALADAN), the chief of the Chaldean district of 
Bit-Yakin, seized the throne of Babyion in 72 1 -7 1 0  
and 703-702 B C  he sought help from the W against 
Assyria ( I s. 39). The prophet Isaiah warned of the 
danger to Judah of supporting the Chaldean rebels 
( Is. 23: 1 3) and foresaw their defeat (43: 1 4) ,  perhaps 
after the initial invasion by Sargon in 7 1 0  BC. Since 
Babyion was at this time under a Chaldean king, 
'Chaldean' is used as a synonym for Babylonian 
( I s. 1 3 : 1 9; 47: I ,  5 ;  48: 1 4, 20), a use later extended 
by Ezekiel to cover all the Babylonian dominions 
(23 23) 

When Nabopolassar, a native Chaldean gov
ernor, came to the Babylonian throne in 626 BC, he 
inaugurated a dynasty which made the name of 
Chaldean famous. Among his successors were 
Nebuchadrezzar, Amel-Marduk (. EVIL
MERODACH), Nabonidus and Belshazzar, 'k ing of 
the Chaldeans' (On.  5 : 30). The sturdy southerners 
provided strong contingents for the Babylonian 
army attacking Judah (2 Ki. 24-25). 

In the time of Oaniel the name was again used 
of Babylonia as a wh oie (On. 3:8), and Oarius the 
Mede ruled the kingdom of the 'Chaldeans' (On. 
9: I ) . The 'tongue of the Chaldeans' (On. 1 :4) was, 
perhaps, a semitic Babylonian dialect, the name 
'Chaldee' being, rarely in modern times, wrongly 
applied to Aramaic ( · TARGUMS). The prominence 
of the c1asses of priests who, at Babyion and other 
centres, maintained the ancient traditions of as
trology and philosophy in the c1assical Babylonian 
languages led to the designation 'Chaldean' being 
applied alike to priests (On. 3:8), astrologers and 
educated persons (On.  2 : 1 0; 4:7; 5:7, 1 1 ) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. 1. Wiseman, Chronicles 0/ 
Cha/daean Kings, 1 956; A .  R .  Millard, EQ 49, 
1 977, pp. 69-7 1 ,  on the use of the name and its 

D.J.W. 

CHALKSTONES. A n  expression which is used 
once in the OT ( I s. 27:9) as a figure of what must be 
done to idolatrous altars if forgiveness and restor
ation are to come. They are to be 'pulverized' as if 
they were made of gypsum or limestone. 

T.C.M. 

CHAMBERLAIN. The English word denotes the 
guardian of the (royal) chamber; in E antiquity 
men who performed this function were regularly 
eunuchs, and therefore words for 'chamberlain' 

and • 'eunuch' are to a large extent interchange
able. This is true of Heb. söris and Gk. ellnollchos 
(it is from the latter word, literally meaning 'bed
keeper', that 'eunuch' is derived) .  

In  Acts 1 2 :20 'the king's chamberlain' represents 
Gk. Ion epi 1011 koilönos 1011 basi/eös, literally, 'hirn 
who was over the king's bed-chamber'. In Rom . 
1 6 :  23 • Erastus, ' the chamberlain of the city' (AV), 
is 'the city treasurer' (Gk. oikonomos leS po/eös, cf 
RV, RSV); a Corinthian inscription mentions a man 
of that name as 'aedile'. F.F.B. 

CHANGES OF RAIMENT. The Heb. h"liß61, 
translated 'changes' in AV, suggests the meaning 
'new clothes', particularly festival attire (RSV ' festal 
garments') .  Such c10thes were greatly prized, and 
were used as tangible evidence of royal wealth, 
both Egyptian and Syrian. When presented as 
gifts, the number of garments indicated the giver's 
status and generosity, while the recipient was hon
oured with special favour (Gn. 45:22;  2 Ki. 5 :5 , 22-
23). The enormous amount (30) involved in Sam
son's wager reftects either their lower value in the 
Judges period or, more probably, Samson 's  over
whelming confidence (Jdg. 14 :  I 2-1 3) .  Cloth es were 
used as a means of payment at ·Alalab, and it 
may be that the 'festal garments' of the OT had a 
similar function. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 0. 1. Wiseman, AOTS, pp. 1 28-
1 29, 1 34 .  M .J .S. 

CHARIOT. 

I .  In the ancient Near East 
Heavy wheeled vehicles drawn by asses were used 
for war and ceremonial in S Mesopotamia in the 
3rd millennium BC, as is shown by discoveries from 
Ur, Kish and Tell Agrab. The true chariot, how
ever, which was of light construction and was 
drawn by the swifter horse, did not appear until the 
2nd millennium. It is probable that the horse 
(. ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE) was introduced by the 
peoples of the S Russian steppe who precipitated 
many folk movements in the 2nd millennium, and 
the Iikelihood that the word for horse in many an
cient Near Eastern languages, including Heb. (sus), 
was derived from an Indo-European original sug
gests that these people played an important part in 
its introduction. In the cuneiform inscriptions, 
'horse' is commonly written with a logogram 
which signifies 'foreign ass', but the phonetic writ
ing (sisli), which also occurs, i s  first found, sig
nificantly enough, in the 1 9th-century tablets 
from Kültepe in Asia Minor, indicating perhaps 
the linguistic inftuence of the forerunners of the 
N nomads, who not long after entered the Near 
East in large numbers. Perhaps as a result of 
these early contacts, the northerners developed 
the light horse-drawn war-chariot, and when in 
the first half of the 2nd millennium new peoples 
entered the ancient world, Hitt ites in Anatolia, 
Kassites in Mesopotamia and Hyksos in Syro
Palestine and Egypt, they brought the chariot 
with them. 
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The foreign character of the chariot is em
phasized by the fact that in many of the Semitic 
languages of the ancient world the word for char
iot was formed from the root rkb, 'to ride', result
ing, for instance, in Akkad. narkablll, Ugaritic 
mrkbl, Heb. merkäl]ti, and the form was even ad-



opted in New Kingdom Egypt (mrkb. /). In the 
second half of the millennium, a class of society 
whose members were known as maryanu is attested 
at Alala\), Ugarit, in the Amarna letters, and in 
New Kingdom Egypt. This indicated an individual 
of esteemed rank characterized particularly by the 
ownership of a chariot or wagon, and in many in
stances the best translation seems to be 'chariot 
warrior'. The word is usually considered of Indo
European origin (though some favour a Hurrian 
derivation), which would further illustrate the 
milieu of its introduction in the Near East. This is 
again emphasized by the treatise on horse-training 
by one Kikkuli of Mitanni, wh ich was found in the 
cuneiform archives at Boghaz-Koi (* HITfITES). 
This work, written in Hurrian, contains a number 
of technical terms which are evidently Indo
European, the language-group of the rulers of Mi
tanni,  who were among the newcomers with horses 
and chariots in the 2nd millennium. 

By the second half of the 2nd millennium the 
two great powers, the Hittites and the Egyptians, 
were equipped with horse-drawn chariots, as 
indeed were many of the small Aramaean and Ca
naanite city states of Syro-Palestine, and i t  was in 
this milieu that the Israelites found themselves on 
their conquest of Palestine. In the I st millennium 
the Assyrians developed this engine as the basis of 
one 01' their principal arms, and indeed i t  beeame 
an essential element in plains warfare. 

In general, the chariot was of very light con
struction, wood and leather being extensively em
ployed, and only the necessary fittings being of 
bronze or iron. The car was usually open at the 
back, and fitments for shields and receptacles for 
spears and archers' equipment were disposed on 
the outside of the front or side panels. The wheels 
were gene rally 6-spoked, but occasionally there 
were 4, and some of the later Assyrian ones had 8. 
While the wheels usually stood about waist-high, a 
bas-relief of Ashurbanipal shows an 8-spoked one 
as high as a man, with a nail-studded tyre, prob
ably of iron. The practice of fixing scythes to the 
wheels was probably not introduced until Persian 
times. There were usually two horses-though in 
the time of Ashurnasirpal II the Assyrians had a 
third, running at the side as a reserve, a practice 
subsequently abandoned-and these were yoked 
on either side of the pole, which curved upwards 
from the floor level of the ear. The yoke, wh ich had 
been developed for harnessing oxen, was unsuit
able for horses, but the more practieal horse-collar 
did not come into use until weil into the Christian 
era. 

The crew consisted of from two to four men. 
The Egyptians favoured two, a driver and a war
rior, but the Assyrians added a third, the salsli 
rakbll, ' th ird rider', who manipulated a shield to 
protect the others. This was the most usual 
number, and was also employed by the Hittites, but 
in the time of Ashurbanipal a fourth man was 
sometimes placed in the Assyrian vehicles. 

The chariot was obviously of main service in 
campaigns on flat country, and could be a handi
cap in irregular terrain, as is shown on the Bronze 
Gates of Shalmaneser I I I ,  which depict the dif
ficulties encountered in a campaign to the source 
of the Tigris. 

11. In the Old Testament 
In company with the other Semitic-speaking 
peoples of antiquity, the Hebrews chiefly described 
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the chariot by derivatives of rkb. The commonest 
form, used over 1 00 times, is re/s.eIJ; merkäIJti is 
used some 44 times; and ri/s.bti (Ezk. 27:20) and r 
'/s.üIJ (Ps. 1 04:3) once each. The word merkäIJ, 
while used of chariot in I Ki .  4:26, seems to have 
more the meaning of 'riding-seat' in Lv. 1 5 :9 (AV 
'saddle') and Ct .  3: I 0 (AV 'covering'). Also from 
rkb is formed rakkäIJ, 'charioteer', as used in I 
Ki .  22:34; 2 Ki .  9: 1 7  (EVV 'horseman' on account 
of 'horse' in vv. 1 8- 1 9, but he could be a 'chariot
eer' on horseback); and 2 Ch. 1 8 :33.  Of the terms 
not formed from rkb, the commonest, 'agälti, 
probably usually signifies wagon or * eart, though 
in a poetic phrase in Ps. 46:9 i t  seems to  mean char
iot. In Ezk. 23:24 it is said of a warlike invasion 
that 'they shall come against thee with hö�en 
re/s.eIJ . .  .' where hö�en is a hapax legomenon of 
uncertain meaning. AV translates these terms as 
'chariots, wagons', RV as 'weapons, chariots' and 
RSV as 'from the north with chariots'. The render
ing of re/s.eIJ as chariots rather than wagons is 
preferable. One other hapax legomenon, 'appiry6n 
in Ct. 3 :9, is rendered 'chariot' by AV, but it is pos
sible that this may mean 'palanquin' or 'litter' , 
perhaps being an I ranian loan-word. 

1 8 1  

As one would expect, all the references to char
iots in the Pentateuch concern the Egyptians. 
Joseph in his success eame to own one (Gn. 4 1  :43; 
46:29; 50:9), and the fleeing Israelites were pursued 
by them (Ex. 1 4; cf Ex. 1 5 :4, 1 9; Ot .  1 1 :4). The 
only exception is Ot. 20: I ,  and this looks forward 
to the things to be encountered during the con
quest. While from the military point of view char
iots were of little use in the hili country, and the 
Israelites who were without chariots see m to have 
taken this part of the land first, the 'chariots of 
iron' (i. e. with iron fittings) of the Canaanites of 
the plains (Jos. 1 7 : 1 6; Jdg. I :  1 9) and of the Philis
tines of the coast (I Sa. 1 3 :5) were a more formid
able weapon. The excavations at Hazor have shown 
what a large number of chariots could have been 
accommodated in a city at this period (see Jos. 1 1  
and Jdg. 4-5). Chariots were looked upon as sym
bols of the worldly splendour of a king (cf I Sa. 
8 :  1 1 ), but though Oavid kept 1 00 eaptured chariot
horses after one battle (2 Sa. 8:4; cf also 2 Sa. 
1 5 : I ), it was not till the time of Solomon that they 
were incorporated into the Israelite forces as a 
main arm. At this time the best horses were bred in 
Cilicia and the best chariots manufactured in 
Egypt, and Solomon established hirnself as a 
middleman in trading these ( I  Ki.  1 0:28-29). For 
his own army he established 'chariot cities' at 
* Hazor, * Megiddo, * Gezer and Jerusalem and 
reorganized his army to include 1 ,400 chariots ( I  
Ki .  9 :  1 5- 1 9; 1 0:26). The Israelite chariot carried 
three men, the third man, like his Assyrian coun
terpart, the salsu rakbu, being called the säUs 
(e.g. I Ki .  9:22; AV renders variously as 'captain', 
'lord', 'prince'). The division of the kingdom at 
Solomon's death was such that Israel kept most of 
the chariot forces, since Hazor, Megiddo and 
Gezer were all in its territory, and most of the terri
tory of Judah was hili country where chariots were 
of less use. In Israel Ahab had a large chariot force, 
as is shown by the statement of Shalmaneser I I I  
that h e  brought 2,000 (read more probably '200') 
chariots to the battle of Qarqar (853 BC; Kurkh 
Stele 2 .  9 1 ), and it is probable that the stables un
covered at * Megiddo, which have hitherto been 
ascribed to Solomon, are really due to hirn, Solo
mon's perhaps still lying buried in the mound. This 
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large force was reduced by the set backs suflered in 
the Aramaean wars, and indeed it is stated that Je
hoahaz was left with no more than 10 chariots (2 
Ki 1 3 :7). Samaria, as the capital, housed a chariot 
force, and i t  is illuminating that when the city fell 
to Sargon he took only 50 chariots (Annals 1 5),  a 
due to the dedining forces of Israel. Judah was, 
of course, not entirely without chariots, as is 
shown by the fact that Josiah evidently had two 
personai ones at the battle of Megiddo (2 Ch. 
35 :24), but they may have been limited to those of 
high rank. 

I H .  In the New Testament 
Chariots do not figure greatly in the NT, the best
known reference being to that in wh ich the Ethio
pian eunuch was evangelized by Philip (Acts 8). 
The Gk. word used here, harma, the common word 
for 'chariot' in Homer, occurs in the LXX usually 
for re/seQ. In the Apocalypse chariots are twice re
ferred to, Rev. 9 :9 (harma); 1 8 :  1 3  (rheda). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY I. Y. G. Childe, in Singer, Holm
yard and Hall (eds.), A History of Technology, 
1 954, pp. 724-728; S. Piggott, Prehistoric India, 
1 950, pp. 266-267, 273-28 1 ;  Lefevre des Noettes, 
L 'Attelage, le Cheval de Seile a travers les ages, 
1 93 1 ;  O. R .  Gurney, The Hittites, 1 952, pp. 1 04-
1 06, 1 24- 1 25 ;  T. G. E. Powell in CullUre and En
vironment. Essays in Honour of Sir Cyril Fox, 1 963, 
pp. 1 53- 1 69; C.  J. Gadd, The Assyrian SculplUres, 
1 934, pp. 27-28, 30-35; A .  Salonen, Die Land

fahrzeuge des A lten Mesopotamien, 1 95 1 ;  Hip
pologica A ccadica, 1 955, pp. 1 1 �4. 

H .  R .  de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 222-225, 
535;  Y. Yadin, The Art of Warfare in Biblical 
Lands, 1 963, pp. 4-5, 37�0, 74-75, 1 1 3, 284-287, 
297-302; N. Na'aman, Tel Aviv 3,  1 976, pp. 97- 1 02 
(Ahab's chariots). T.C.M. 

CHEBAR. The name of a river in Babylonia, by 
wh ich Jewish exiles were settled; the si te of Ezek
iel's visions ( 1 : 1 , 3 ;  3 : 1 5 , 23; 1 0: 1 5 , 20, 22 ;  43:3) .  
The location is unknown, though Hilprecht pro
posed an identification with the näri kabari ('great 
canal'), a name used in a Babylonian text from 
Nippur for the Shatt-en-Nil canal running E of 
that city. 

BIBLIOGRA PHY. E .  Vogt, Biblica 39, 1 958, pp. 
2 1 1 -2 1 6; R. Zadok, Israel Oriental Series 8, 1 978, 
pp. 266-332 .  D.J .W. 

CHEDORLAOMER (Heb. k'qor lä'ömer; Gk. 
Chodolla(o) gomor). The king of Elam, leader of 
a coalition with * Amraphel, * Arioch and 
* Tidal, who marched against Sodom and 
Gomorrah, wh ich had rebe lied against hirn after 
1 2  years as his  vassals (Gn. 1 4: 1 - 1 7) .  He was 
pursued by Abraham who slew hirn near Damas
cus (v. 1 5) .  

This ruler has not been certainly identified, but 
the name is unquestionably Elamite kutir/kudur, 
'servant', usually followed by a divine name, e.g. 
Lagamar (used in Old Bab. names from Mari). AI
bright identifies Chedorlaomer with King Kitir
Nahhunti I, c. 1 625 BC (BASOR 88, 1 942, pp. 33ff.) 
but the equation of Nahhundi with La'omer is un
proven as is the complex view, based on the so
called 'Chedorlaomer' tablets in the British 
Museum (7th century BC) in wh ich Astour identi
fies K U. KU. KU.MAL as a king of Elam and rep-

resenting the 'East', taking Gn . 14 as a late Mid
rash (in Biblical Moti/s, 1 966, pp. 65- 1 1 2  (ed. A. 
Altmann» . The * Ebla texts, however, imply a pos
sibility of early contact between Syria and Elam. 

D.J.W. 

CHEEK (Heb. l'bf, of cheek or jaw of man or 
animal, also of jawbone (Jdg. 1 5 : 1 5) ;  Gk. siagön). 
A blow on the cheek is indicative of ignominy or 
defeat (Jb. 1 6: 1 0; Mt .  5 :39), plucking or shaving off 
the beard more so ( ls. 50:6; I eh. 1 9 :4) . B.O.B.  

CHEMOSH (k'möS), the god 01' the Moabites, 
the people of Chemosh (Nu. 2 1  :29; Je. 48:46). The 
sacrifice of children as a burnt-offering was part of 
his worship (2 Ki. 3 :27). Solomon erected a high 
place for Chemosh in Jerusalem (I Ki. 1 1  :7), but 
Josiah destroyed this (2 Ki. 23 : 1 3) .  (* MOAB, 
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CHENOBOSKION (lit. 'goose-pasture'; Coptic 
Sheneset), an ancient town in Egypt, E of the Nile, 
c. 48 km N of Luxor. Here one 01' the earliest 
Christian mon aste ries was founded by Pachomius, 
c. AD 320. Chenoboskion has acquired new farne 
because 01' the discovery at Jabal al-Tärif, in its 
vicinity, c. 1 945, 01' a library 0 1' Gnostic litera
ture (mainly Coptic translations from Gk.)-52 
documents in 1 3  papyrus codices. They are com
monly referred to as the Nag Hammadi docu
ments, presumably because it was in Nag Ham
madi, W 01' the river (the nearest modern town to 
the scene 01' the discovery), that the discovery was 
first reported. One 01' the codices was acquired by 
the Jung Institute in Zürich, whence it is called the 
Jung Codex; the others are the property 01' the 
Coptic Museum in Cairo. The two best-known 01' 
these documents are The Gospel of Tmth, con
tained in the Jung Codex, and The Gospel of 
Thomas, contained in one 01' the codices at Cairo. 
The Gospel of Truth is a speculative meditation on 
the Christian message, coming from the Valentin
ian school 01' Gnosticism, and quite probably the 
work 01' Valentinus hirnself (c. A D  1 50). The Gospel 
of Thomas is a collection 01' 1 1 4 sayings ascribed to 
Jesus, 2nd-century fragments 01' wh ich (in Gk.)  
were found at Oxyrhynchus at the end 01' the 1 9th 
century and beginning 01' the 20th .  The whole col
lection is in course 01' publication and will make 
an invaluable contribution to our knowledge 01' 
* Gnosticism. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. L. Cross (ed .) ,  The Jung 
Codex, 1 955; K. Grobei, The Gospel of Truth, 
1 960; R. M. Grant and D. N. Freedman, The 
Secret Sayings of Jesus, 1 960; R .  McL. Wilson, 
Studies in the Gospel of Thomas, 1 960, The Gospel 
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Gospel of Thomas, 1 96 1 ;  M .  L. Peel, The Epistle to 
Rheginos, 1 969; M .  Krause in W. Foerster (ed .) ,  
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Facsimile Edition of the Nag Halllmadi Codices, 
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Hedrick and R .  Hodgson (eds.), Nag Halllmadi, 
Gnosticism and Early Christianity, 1 986; J. M. Rob
inson and R. Smith (eds.), The Nag Halllmadi 
Library in English, 1 988. F.F.B. 



CHEPHIRAH (k'pfrtih). A Hivite fortress on a 
spur 8 km W of Gibeon, Jos. 9 : 1 7 . Modern Khir
bet Kefireh, dominating the Wadi Qatneh, wh ich 
leads down to Aijalon. It became Benjaminite ter
ritory, Jos. 1 8 :26. The Gola-list (Ezr. 2 :25; Ne. 
7:29) associates it with • Kiriath-jearim. Described 
by K. Vriezen, RB 84, 1 977, pp. 4 1 2-4 1 6. 

J . P.U .L .  

CHERETHITES (Heb. k're!f). A people who 
were settled alongside the Philistines in S Palestine 
( I  Sa. 30 : 1 4; Ezk. 25: 1 6; Zp.2 :5). In the reign of 
David they formed, with the Pelethites, his private 
bodyguard under the command of Benaiah the son 
of Jehoiada (2 Sa. 8 : 1 8 ; 20:23; I Ch. 1 8 : 1 7) .  They 
remained loyal to hirn through the rebellions of 
Absalom (2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 8) and Sheba (2 Sa. 20:7), and 
were present when Solomon was anointed for 
kingship ( I  Ki .  1 :38, 44), though the fact that they 
are never again mentioned after this suggests that 
their loyalty to David depended on the personal 
factor which ended with his death. 

I t  seems reasonable to suppose that the Chere
thites were Cretans and the Pelethites • Philistines, 
the latter name being perhaps an analogie adapta
tion of p'lislf on the basis of k're!f, together with 
assimilation of S to following !, to form the easy 
phrase hakk're!f w'happ'le!f, 'the Cherethites and 
the Pelethi tes' .  This being so, the distinction 
between them was that though they both came from 
Crete, the Cherethites were native Cretans, whereas 
the Pelethites had only passed through the island in 
their travels from some other original homeland. 

It seems that mercenaries from the Aegean were 
now, as in later t imes, not uncommon, for though 
Jehoiada no longer employed the Cherethites and 
Pelethites, he did have Carian troops (2 Ki. I I  :4, 
1 9; kärf, translated 'captains' in AV). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. Gardiner, Ancienl Egyp
lian Onomaslica, Text, 1 , 1 947, p. 202* ;  1. A. Mont
gomery, The Boob 01 Kings, lee, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 85-86; 
R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 23, 2 1 9-22 1 .  

T.C.M. 

CHERITH. A tributary of the river Jordan beside 
which Elijah was fed when he hid from Ahab at 
God's command ( I  Ki. 1 7 :3, 5) .  Locations S of 
Gilgal or E of the Jordan have been proposed . 

D.W.B. 

CHERU BIM ( Heb. k'rtiiJ.fm). The plural of 
'cherub', represented in the OT as symbolic and ce
lestial beings. In the book of Genesis they were as
signed to guard the tree of life in Eden (Gn. 3 :24). 
A similar symbolic function was credited to the 
golden cherubim, which were placed at either end 
of the cover ('mercy seat') of the ark of the coven
ant (Ex. 25 :  1 8-22; cf Heb. 9:5), for they were 
thought of as protecting the sacred objects which 
the ark housed, and as providing, with their out
stretched wings, a visible pedestal for the invisible 
throne of God (cf I Sa. 4:4; 2 Sa. 6 :2;  2 Ki. 1 9 :  1 5 ; 
Pss. 80: I ;  99: I ,  elc. ). In Ezk. 1 0  the chariot-throne 
of God, still upborne by cherubim, becomes 
mobile. Representations of those winged creatures 
were also embroidered on the curtains and veil of 
the tabernacle and on the walls of the Temple (Ex. 
26:3 1 ;  2 Ch. 3 :7). 

CHINNERETH 

Figures of cherubim formed part of the lavish 
decorations of Solomon's Temple ( l  Ki. 6:26ff. ) .  
Two of these, carved in olivewood and overlaid 
with gold, dominated the inner sanctuary. They 
stood about 5 m in height, with a total wing-spread 
of similar dimensions, and when placed together 
they covered one entire wall. Cherubim were also 
carved in tbe form of a frieze around the wall of 
Solomon's Temple, and they appeared together 
with animal representations on decorative panels 
forming part of the base of the huge brass basin 
('molten sea') wh ich contained the water for ritual 
ablutions. 

In other OT allusions, especially in the poetical 
books, they are symbolical representations of the 
storm-winds of heaven; thus in 2 Sa. 22: 1 1  (Ps. 
1 8: I 0) God was spoken of as riding upon a cherub 
(an expression which has as its parallel clause, 'he 
was seen upon the wings of the wind'). 

The OT does not describe the appearance and 
general nature of cherubim clearly. They were gen
erally represented as winged creatures having feet 
and hands. I n  Ezekiel's vision of the restored Jeru
salem the carved likenesses of cherubim had two 
faces, one of a man and the other of a young lion 
(Ezk. 4 1 :  1 8f.), whereas in those seen in his vision 
of the divine glory, each of the cherubim had 4 
faces and 4 wings (Ezk. 1 0: 2 1 ). To what extent they 
were thought to be possessed of moral and ethical 
qualities is unknown. They were invariably in close 
association with God, and were accorded an ele
vated, ethereal position. 

Archaeological discoveries have brought to light 
some ancient representations of creatures which 
may be cherubim. At Samaria ivory panels de
picted a composite figure with a human face, an 
animal body with 4 legs, and 2 elaborate and con
spicuous wings. Excavations at the ancient Phoeni
cian city of Gebal (the Gk. Byblos) have revealed a 
carved representation of two similar cherubim 
supporting the throne of Hiram king of Gebal, 
who reigned c. 1 000 BC. 

Symbolic winged creatures were a prominent 
feature alike of ancient Near Eastern mythology 
and architecture. Representations of th is kind were 
a common feature of Egyptian animism, while in 
Mesopotamia, winged lions and bulls guarded 
buildings of importance. The Hittites popularized 
the griffin, a highly composite creature consisting 
of the body of a lion with the head and wings of an 
eagle, and in general appearance resembling a 
sphinx. 
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CHESULLOTH (Heb. k'sullö!), Jos. 1 9 : 1 8 ; 
Chisloth-tabor, Jos. 1 9: 1 2 . A town of I ssachar in 
the plain W of Tabor; Zebulun occupied the hills 
to the NW. Modern Iksal preserves the name. 

J .P .U.L .  

CHINNERETH. A fortified city, Jos. 1 9 :35 (prob
ably mod. Khirbct el-Oreimah), also spelt Chin
neroth (Jos. I I  :2), wh ich gave its name to the sea of 
Chinnereth (Nu. 34: 1 1 ) .  known in NT as the lake 
of Gennesaret (Lk.  5 :  I ) , Sea of Galilee or Sea of 
Tiberias. Josephus uses the term Gennesar ( War 
2.573). The name could be derived from kinnör, 
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harp, from the shape of the lake. For excavations, 
see NEAEHL, pp. 299-30 1 .  N.H.  

CHIOS. One of the larger Aegean islands off the 
W coast of Asia Minor, this was a free city-state 
under the Roman empire until Vespasian's day. 
Paul's ship on the way from Troas to Patara 
anchored for a night near the island (Acts 20: 1 5) .  

J .O.O. 

CHLOE. Greek female name, signifying 'verdant', 
especially appropriated to Demeter. 

'Chloe's people' told Paul of the Corinthians' 
schisms ( I  Cor. I :  1 1 ) and perhaps other items in I 
Cor. 1 -6 .  That the tactful Paul names his inform
ants suggests they were not Corinthian. Possibly 
they were Christian slaves of an Ephesian lady vis
iting Corinth. Whether Chloe was herself a Chris
tian is unknown. 

F. R. M. Hitchcock (JTS 25, 1 924, pp. 1 63ff.) 
argues that a pagan body, associated with the 
Demeter-cult, i s  intended. A.F.W. 

CHORAZIN. A town on the Sea of Galilee associ
ated with the Lord's preaching and miracles, but 
which he denounced because it did not repent (Mt.  
1 1 :2 1 ;  Lk. 1 0: 1 3) .  Now identified with Kerazeh, 4 
km N of Capernaum (Tell Hum?), the black basalt 
ruins of its synagogue can still be seen. For excava-
tions, see NEAEHL, pp. 301 -304. J .W.M. 

CHRISTI AN. The 3 occurrences (Acts. I I  :26; 
26:28; I Pet. 4: 1 6) all imply that it was a generally 
recognized title in the NT period, though it is evi
dent that there were other names which Christians 
themselves used, and perhaps preferred (cf H. 1. 
Cadbury, BC, 5, 1 933, pp. 375ff.). 

a. Origin ol the name 
The formation seems to be Latin, where plural 
nouns ending in -iani may denote the soldiers of a 
particular general (e.g. Galbiani, Galba's men, 
Tacitus, Hist. I .  5 1 ), and hence partisans 01' an 
individual. Both elements are combined in the 
quasi-military Augustiani (see below). In the late 
I st century AD at least, Caesariani was used 01' 
Caesar's slaves and c1ients, and in the Gospels we 
meet the Herodianoi, who may have been partisans 
or c1ients of Herod (* HERODIANS) . 

Christian(o)i, therefore, may have originally been 
thought of as 'soldiers of Christus' (Souter), or 
'the household of Christus' (Bickerman), or 'the 
partisans of Christus' (Peterson). H. B. Mattingly 
has recently given an ingenious turn to the latter 
interpretation by suggesting that Christiani, by an 
Antiochene joke, was modelIed on AlIgllstiani, the 
organized brigade of  chanting devotees who led 
the public adulation of Nero Augustus; both the 
enthusiasm of the believers and the ludicrous 
homage of the imperial cheer·leaders being satir· 
ized by the implicit comparison with each other. 
But the name 'Christian' may weil be older than 
the institution of the Augllstiani. 

b. Plaee and per iod ol origin 
Luke, who c1early knew the church there weil, 
places the first use 01' the name at Syrian Antioch 
(Acts I 1  :26). The Latinizing form is no obstacle to 

this. The context describes events of the 40s of the 
I st century AD, and Peterson has argued that the 
contemporary persecution by Herod Agrippa I 
(Acts 1 2: I )  evoked the name Christian(o)i as a par
allel to their foes, the Herodian(o)i. If AlIgllstiani be 
the model, the title cannot have been coined before 
AD 59, and Acts I I  :26 cannot be taken as implying 
any date for the title. There is, however, good 
reason to associate the occasion with what pre
cedes, for Luke has just shown Antioch as the first 
church with a significant pure-Gentile, ex·pagan 
element: that is, the first place where pagans would 
see Christianity as something other than a Jewish 
sect. Appropriate names for the converts would not 
be long in coming. 

At any rate, 'Christian' was weil established in 
the 60s. The 'smart' Herod Agrippa 11 (Acts 26:28) 
uses it, doubtless satirically, to Paul (Mattingly: ' In 
a moment you'lI be persuading me to enroll as a 
Christianlls') .  Peter, probably from Rome just 
before the Neronian persecution, warns 'the eJect' 
in parts of Asia Minor that no-one should be 
ashamed if called on to suffer as a Christian (I Pet. 
4: l 6-this need not imply a formal charge in a law· 
court); and Nero, according to Tacitus (Annals 1 5 . 
44), trumped up a charge against a sect 'whom the 
common people were calling (appellabat-the tense 
is significant) Christians' . 

c. The souree ol the name 
The verb chrematisai (RSV 'were called')  in Acts 
1 1  :26 is variously interpreted. Bickerman, translat
ing it 'styled themselves', holds that 'Christian' was 
a name invented in the Antiochene church. His 
translation is possible, but not necessary, and it is 
more likely that Antiochene pagans coined the 
word. Certainly elsewhere, it  is non-Christians who 
use the title-Agrippa, the accusers in I Peter, the 
'common people' in Tacitus. The verb is frequently 
translated 'were publicly called' (cf Rom. 7:3), rc· 
ferring to official action in registering the new seCI 
under the name 'Christians'. (Registration would 
easily account for a Latin litle.) But the verb could 
be used more loosely, and perhaps Luke means no 
more than that the name came into popular use in 
the first city where a distinctive name became 
necessary. From this it might early and easily pass 
into official and universal use. 
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d. SlIbsequent lIse 

If 'Christian' was originally a nickname, it was, 
like 'Methodist' later on, adopted by the recipients. 
Increasingly, believers would have to answer the 
question 'Are you a Christian?', and there was no 
shame in accepting wh at was intended as a term of 
opprobrium when it contained the very name of 
the Redeemer (I Pet. 4 : 1 6). And it had a certain 
appropriateness: it concentrated attention on the 
fact that the distinctive element in this new religion 
was that it was centred in the Person, Christ; and if 
the name Christos was unintelligible to most 
pagans, and they sometimes con fused it with the 
common name Chrestos, meaning 'good, kind', it 
was a paronomasia which could be turned to good 
effect. And so, in the earliest 2nd-century litera
ture, the name is employed without question by the 
Christian bishop Ignatius (in A ntioch) and the 
pagan governor Pli ny (in the area addressed in I 
Peter). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. Zahn, [NT, 2, 1 909, pp. 1 9 1  ff.: 
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CHRONICLFS, BOOKS OF. 

I. Outline of contents 
Chronicles teils the story of I srael up to the return 
from exile, concentrating on matters of importance 
concerning her religious life. 

a. Introduction (I Ch. 1 -9): genealogies tracing 
the line of descent from Adam through the patri
arch ( I )  to the tribe of Judah (with its royal line) 
(2: 1 -4 :23)  and the other tribes (4:24-8:40), and on 
to those who returned from exile (9). 

b The aelS 01 David (I Ch. 1 0-29): his coming to 
power ( 1 0- 1 2), his bringing the ark to Jerusalem 
and plans for a permanent Temple ( 1 3- 1 7) ,  his 
mi litary victories ( 1 8-20) and his arrangements for 
the building 01' t he Temple (2 1 -29). 

c. The aets 01 Solomon (2 Ch. 1 -9): his building 
and dedication of the Temple and his other 
achievements. 

d. The history 01 Judah Irom the rebellion ol the 
N tribes to the exile (2 Ch.  1 0-36): the account of 
the S kingdom proceeds reign by reign, with special 
attention being paid to the religious reforms of 
Hezekiah and Josiah. The conclusion (36:22-23) 
introduces the return from exile. 

1 I . 0rigin 
The Talmud (Baba Bathra 1 5a) attributes Chron
icles to Ezra. Like most OT books, however, 
Chronicles is of anonymous authorship, and no 
conclusions are possible as to who wrote i t .  I ts 
interest in the Levites has been taken to indicate an 
origin among this group, but this is not a necessary 
inference. Little more precision is possible concern
ing its date. The last event alluded to is the return 
from exile (2 Ch. 36:22-23), and Chronicles could 
have been written soon after this in the Jerusalem 
community. On the other hand, the list of des
cendants of Jehoiachin (Jeconiah) ( I  Ch. 3 :  1 7-24) 
seems to cover six generations from the exile, which 
takes us down to e. 400 BC as the earliest the book 
could have been finished. It could be, however, that 
the genealogies were supplemented later, and the 
main body of the work could still belong to a 
period soon after the exile. There is no certain re
flection of the Greek period, and the beginning 
and end of the Persian empire (537-33 1 BC) thus 
probably mark the limits within which Chronicles 
must have been written. 

The story of Chronicles is continued in Ezra, 
and the former's final ·verses are almost identical 
with the latter's opening. This has commonly been 
taken to suggest that at least Ezr. 1 -6 is the original 
continuation of Chronicles. Alternat ively, it may 
indicate that a later writer wanted to provide such 
a link (so H. G. M .  Williamson, Israel in the Books 
01 Chronicles, 1 977). 

I I I .  Literary characteristics 
The main bulk of the work, I Ch. 1 0-2 Ch. 36, 
parallels I Sa. 3 1 -2 Ki.  25 ,  and is frequently ver
bally identical with these earlier books. Although 
this might indicate that Chronicles and Samue1-
Kings were independently utilizing material from 
an earlier work which is now lost, it seems more 
likely that Samuel-Kings itself is  Chronicles' 
major source. Chronicles may thus be seen as es
sentially a revised edition of the earlier work, re-
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lated to i t  rather in the way that (aecording to the 
usual theory) Matthew and Luke are to Mark's 
Gospel. (The 'Chronicles' to wh ich Kings refers
e.g 2 Ki.  20:20-are earlier royal annals and not 
the biblical books of Chronicles.) 

Chronicles seems to have used a different edition 
of Samuel-Kings from the one which appears in 
the Hebrew Bible, and this makes it difficult with 
certainty to identify points at wh ich i t  introduced 
changes to Samue\-Kings (see W. E. Lemke in 
HTR 58, 1 965, pp. 349-363). But apparently earl
ier material was sometimes taken over virtually as 
i t  stood (e.g. I Ch.  1 9), or modified (e.g. I Ch. 2 1 ), 
or replaced by an alternative version (e.g 2 Ch. 24). 
Sometimes extensive sections were omitted (e.g 
those concerning the N kingdom) and other ma
terial inserted (e.g concerning David's arrange
ments for the Temple). Old and new material is 
moulded into longer sections wh ich offer a theo
logical/historical exposition of a particular period 
(e.g. the reign of Hezekiah), and the various parts 
then take their place in the Chronicler's new total 
framework of a history of God's dealings with his 
people from creation to the return from exile. 

The author's method suggests on the one hand 
that he regarded Samue\-Kings as an authoritative 
religious text, wh ich he wished to apply to his own 
age. I n  this connection he has been described as an 
exegete of the earlier work (P. R .  Ackroyd, 'The 
Chronicler as Exegete', JSOT 2, 1 977), or his work 
has been spoken of as interpretative midrash (M .  
D. Goulder, Midrash and Leetion in  Matthew, 
1 974: with chapter on Chronicles). On the other 
hand, he did wish to bring a specific message from 
God applied to the people of his own day, and it i s  
this that  leads hirn to his extensive reworking of his  
text, omitting what was now irrelevant, adding ma
terial that was now newly relevant ,  changing what 
was now misleading, and so on. 

Chronicles has been regarded as poorer history 
than Samuel-Kings, though for questionable 
reasons. I t s  greater concentration on ecclesiastical 
rather than political affairs has made i t  seem fur
ther from a modern historian's ideal than Samuel
Kings iso Some of its alterations to Samuel-Kings 
raise historical problems: notably, many of the 
financial and military figures are vastly increased. 
This may be the ancient equivalent to allowing for 
inflation, though textual corruption or misunder
standing has often been suspected (see R. K. 
Harrison, JOT, 1 970, pp. 1 1 63-1 1 65) .  Religious 
practices (e.g the offering of sacrifice) are made to 
conform c1early to the Pentateuchal law and the 
practice of the writer's own day-here the author 
perhaps resembles an artist painting the figures of 
the past in the dress of his own age. Such charac
teristics have led to the questioning of the extra 
material Chronicles includes which does not 
appear in Samuel-Kings. But where this material 
can be checked (for instance, by archaeological 
discoveries) i t  has seemed to be of historical value 
(see 1. M .  Myers, l Chronicles, AB, 1 965, p. lxiii and 
passim in Myers' two commentaries). 
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IV. Emphases 
In its choice and treatment of its material, Chron
icles manifests certain characteristic emphases, a 
concern witil faithful worship, purity and trusting 
obedience (see 1. E.  Goldingay, Biblical Theology 
Bulletin 5, 1 975,  pp. 99-1 26) . 

a. Faithlul worship. A comparison of the ac
counts of the reigns of David and Solomon in 
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Samuel-Kings and in Chronicles soon reveals that 
Chronicles is not very interested in their political 
or military achievement. They appear as the foun
ders of the worship of the Temple, wh ich is 'thc 
hub of the Lord's kingdom on earth' (Myers, p. 
lxviii). Similarly, the ministry of the prophets 
whom Chronicles portrays centres on their con
cern for right worship and their involvement with 
the Temple, and the ministry of the Levites is the 
great privilege of leading the joyful worship of 
the Temple. Naturally the priests fulfil their sacri
fici al role in the Temple, too, and Chronicles often 
notes how the law was properly kept as regards 
the conducting of worship according to God's 
will. 

b. Purity. A second reason for Chronicles' em
phasis on David is  that it supports his belief that 
David's tribe, Judah, is the true Israel. God chose 
Judah as leader of the tribes (as is reftected in its 
prominence in the genealogies) and out of Judah 
chose David to be king over I srael for ever. I t  was 
in ludah's capital that the Temple was located and 
the worship of Yahweh rightly offered. By their re
bellion, the N tribes have cut themselves off from 
the sphere of God's grace and action. The Lord is 
not with them and Judah should dissociate herself 
from them-but only in as far as they persist in re
bellion .  The door is always open for them to 
return, and they still appear in the genealogies' 
roll-call of 'the complete kingdom of God' (M.  D. 
Johnson, The Purpose ol the Biblical Genealogies, 
1 969, p. 57). 

c. Trusting obediellce. Many of the stories the 
author adds to the Samuel-Kings framework em
phasize the power of God, which his people are 
challenged to trust in the crises that confront them. 
Many of his other modifications to Samuel-Kings 
are designed to make even c1earer than the earlier 
books do that God's justice, to�, is at work in his 
people's history, so that men who are faithful to 
God (or who repent of their sin) find blessing, 
while trouble comes when men turn away from hirn 
(cf the vers ions of the stories of Rehoboam, 
Joash, M anasseh and Josiah). 

V. Context and implications of its thought 
Chronicles is one of the later OT books, and it 
shows a knowledge of many parts of the OT. I ts 
genealogies are dependent on Genesis, Joshua, ete., 
and the main narratives, as we have noted, are sub
stantially derived from Samuel-Kings. Chronicles 
also reftects the style and way of thinking of Deu
teronomy as weil as the emphases of the 'priestly' 
laws in Leviticus. It quotes extensively from Psalms 
which appear in the Psalter, and the homilies it in
c1udes often take up phrases in particular from the 
prophets (see G. von Rad, 'The Levitical sermon in 
l and 11 Chronicles', in The Problem ol the Hexa
teuch and other Essays, 1 966). 

It represents an important stream of post-exilic 
thinking; but not, of course, the only such stream. 
I ts outlook deserves to be compared with others, 
such as the wisdom tradition with its profound 
questionings and the prophetic/apocalyptic per
spective with its eschatological orientation.  The 
tension with these should not be exaggerated, but 
they do manifest differences in emphasis. Chron
icles' contribution is to affirm that all is not an 
enigma (as lob and Ecclesiastes indicate some were 
inclined to believe); nor (as apocalyptic thinking 
might imply) has God absented hirnself from his
tory until some hoped-for moment when he will 

break into it again. He can be known in the Temple 
and its worship, and he is to be trusted and obeyed 
in everyday life in the confident hope that his 
gracious lordship will be known in the com
munity's experience. Again, if  there were other 
circles that were either too inclined to assimilate 
to paganism around, or alternat ively too ready to 
cut thcmselves off from anyone who was not 01' 
the purest Judaean blood, Chronicles urges a firm 
stand for the ways of Yahweh, but implies an 
openness to all who are prepared to share that 
commitment. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. 
The aim of such a chronology is to determine the 
correct dates of events and persons in the OT as 
precisely as possible, that we may better under
stand their significance. 

I. Sources and methods of chronology 

a. Older method 
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Until about a century aga OT dates were calcu
lated almost entirely from the biblical statements 
(so Ussher). Two difficulties beset this approach. 
First,  the OT does not provide all the details 
needed for this task, and some sequences of events 
may be concurrent rather than consecutive. Sec
ondly, the ancient versions, e.g. the LXX, sometimes 
offer variant figures. Hence schemes of this kind 
are subject to much uncertainty. 

b. Present methods 
Modern scholars try to correlate data culled both 
from the Bible and from archaeological sources, in 
order to obtain absolute dates for the Hebrews and 
for their neighbours. From c. 620 BC, a framework 
is provided by the Canon of Ptolemy and other 
c1assical sources (e.g. Manetho, Berossus) which 
can be completed and corrected in detail from con
temporary Babylonian tablets and Egyptian 
papyri, ete., for the two great riverine states. The 
margin of error alm ost never exceeds a year, and in 
so me cases is reduced to a week within a month, or 
even to nil. 

Good dates from c. 1 400 BC onwards are avail
able, based on Mesopotamian data. The Assyrians 
each year appointed an official to be Iimmu or 
eponym, his name being given to his year of office. 
They kept lists of these names and often noted 
down events under each year, e.g. a king's acces
sion or a campaign abroad. Thus, if any one year 
can be dated by our reckoning, the whole scries is 
fixed. An eclipse of the sun in the year of the 
eponym Bur-Sagale is that of 15 June 763 BC, thus 
fixing a whole series of years and events from 892 
to 648 BC, with material reaching back to 9 1 1 BC. 
Alongside these Iimmu-lists, king-lists giving 
names and reigns take Assyrian history back to 
nearly 2000 BC, with a maximum error of about a 
century then, which narrows to about a decade 
from c. 1 400 BC until c. 1 1 00 BC. Babylonian king
lists and 'synchronous histories' narrating contacts 
between Assyrian and Babylonian kings help to es
tablish the history of the two kingdoms between 



c. 1 400 BC and c. 800 BC. Finally, the scattered 
information from contemporary tablets and annals 
01' various reigns provides first-hand evidence for 
some periods. 

Good dates from c. 1 200 BC back to c.  2 1 00 BC 
can be obtained from Egyptian sources. These in
clude king-lists, year-dates on contemporary 
monuments, cross-checks with Mesopotamia and 
elsewhere, and a few astronomical phenomena 
dated exactly in certain reigns. By this means, the 
I I  th and 1 2th Dynasties can be dated to c. 2 1 34-
1 786 BC, and the 1 8th to 20th Dynasties to c. 1 552-
1 070 BC, each within a maximum error 01' some 1 0  
years; t h e  1 3th t o  1 7th Dynasties fit i n  between 
these two groups with a maximum error of about 
1 5  or 20 years in their middle. Mesopotamian dates 
during 2000- 1 500 BC depend largely on the date 
assignable to Hammurapi 01' BabyIon: at present it 
va ries within the period 1 850-1 700 BC, the date 
1 792- 1 750 BC (S. Smith) being as good as any. 

Between 3000 and 2000 BC all Near Eastern 
dates are subject to greater uncertainty, of up to 
two centuries, largely because they are in
adequately linked to later dates. Before 3000 BC, all 
dates are reasoned estimates only, and are subject 
to several centuries' margin of error, increasing 
with distance in time. The 'Carbon- 1 4' method of 
computing the dates of organic matter from an
tiquity is 01' most service for the period be fore 3000 
BC, and such dates carry a margin of error of ±250 
years. Hence this method is of little use to biblical 
chronology; the possible sources of error in the 
method require that 'Carbon- 1 4' dates must still be 
treated with reserve. 

Such a framework for Mesopotamia and Egypt 
helps to fix the dates 01' Palestinian discoveries and 
01' events and people in the Bible; thus the story of 
the Heb. kingdoms affords cross-links with Assyria 
and Babylonia. The successive levels 01' human oc
cupation discerned by archaeologists in the town
mounds ('teils') of ancient Palestine often contain 
datable objects which link a series of such levels to 
corresponding dates in Egyptian history down to 
the 1 2th century BC. Thereafter, the changes of 
occupation can sometimes be linked directly with 
Israelite h is tory, as at * Samaria, * Hazor and 
* Lachish.  I sraelite dates can be fixed within a 
margin of error of about 10 years in Solomon's 
day, narrowing to almost nil by the time of the fall 
01' Jerusalem in 587 BC. The margins of error 
alluded to arise from slight differences in names or 
figures in parallel king-lists, actual breakage in 
such lists, reigns of yet unknown duration and the 
limitations of certain astronomical data. They can 
be eliminated only by future discovery of more 
detailed data. 

Further complications in chronology stern from 
the different modes of calendaric reckoning used 
by the ancients in counting the regnal years of 
their monarchs. By the accession-year system, that 
part of a civil year elapsing between a king's acces
sion and t he next New Year's day was reckoned not 
as his first year, but as an 'accession-year' (that 
year being credited to the previous ruler), and his 
first regnal year was counted from the first New 
Year's day. But by the non-accession-year system 
01' reckoning, that part 01' the civil year between a 
king's accession and the next New Year's day was 
credited to hirn as his first regnal 'year', his second 
being counted from the first New Year's day. The 
type of reckoning used, by whom, of whom, and 
when, is especially important for right understand-
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ing 01' the chronological data in Kings and 
Chronic\es. 

11. Primeval antiquity before Abraham 
The creation is sufficiently dated by that immortal 
phrase, 'in the beginning . . .  ' ,  so distant is i t .  The 
period from Adam to Abraham is  spanned by ge
nealogies in the midst 01' wh ich occurs the Flood. 
However, attempts to use this information to 
obtain dates for the period from Adam to Abra
ham are hindered by lack 01' certainty over the 
right interpretation. A literal Western interpret
ation 01' the figures as they stand yields too low a 
date for events recorded, e.g. the Flood. Thus, if, 
for example, Abraham's birth is set at about 2000 
BC (the earliest likely period), the figures in Gn. 
1 1 : 1 0-26 would then yield a date for the Flood j ust 
after 2300 Bc-a date so late that it would fall some 
centuries after Sir Leonard Woolley's flood-Ievel at 
Ur, itself 01' too late a date to be the flood 01' either 
the Heb. or Bab. records. Similar difficulties arise if 
Adam's date be further calculated in this way from 
Gn. 5 on the same basis. 

Hence an attempted interpretation must be 
sought along other lines. Ancient Near Eastern 
documents must be understood in the first place as 
their writers and readers understood them. In the 
case of genealogies, this involves the possibility of 
abbreviation by omission of some names in a 
series. The main object of the genealogies in Gn.  5 
and I I  is apparently not so much to provide a full 
chronology as to supply a link from earliest man to 
the great crisis of the Flood and then from the 
Flood down through the line of  Shem to Abra
ham, forefather of the Hebrew nation.  The ab
breviation of a *genealogy by omission does not 
affect its value ideologically as a l ink, as could be 
readily demonstrated from analogous ancient Near 
Eastern sources. Hence genealogies, including 
those 01' Gn. 5 and 1 1 ,  must always be used with 
great rest raint whenever it appears that they are 
open to more than one interpretation. 
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1 1 1 .  Dates before the monarchy 

a. The Patriarchs 
Three lines of approach can be used for dating the 
Patriarchs: mention of extern al events in their 
time, statements of time elapsed between their day 
and some later point in history, and the evidence 01' 
period discernible in the social conditions in wh ich 
they lived. 

The only two striking external events recorded 
are the raid of the four kings against five in Gn.  1 4  
(*  AMRAPHEL, * ARIOCH, * CHEDORu\OMER) a n d  the 
destruction of the cities of the plain in Gn. 1 9  
(*  Pu\IN, CITIES O F  THE), both fal ling i n  Abraham's 
lifetime. 

None of the kings in Gn. 14 has yet been safely 
identified with a particular individual in the 2nd 
millennium BC, but the names can be identified 
with known names of that general period, espe
cially 1 900 to 1 500 BC. Power-alliances formed 
by rival groups 01' kings in Mesopotamia and 
Syria are particularly typical of the period 2000-
1 700 BC: a famous letter from Mari on the 
middle Euphrates says of this period, 'there is  no 
king who of hirnself is the strongest: ten or 
fifteen kings follow Hammurapi of BabyIon, the 
same number follow Rim-Sin of Larsa, the same 
number follow I bal-pi-EI of Eshnunna, the same 
number follow Amut-pi-EI of Qatna, and twenty 
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Chronological outline: Old Testament 
The purpose of this chart is to set contemporary events alongside each other, not  to show the 
deveiopment of nationhood or the progress of conquest. 

All dates are best taken as 'about BC
'
, as the possible variation can run to a century or more in 2000 

BC, down to a decade by 1 000 Be. Most of the dates for the Hebrew monarchies are quoted in 
double form, f.g. Asa, 9 1 1 / 1 0-870/69 BC, because the Hebrew year does not coincide with the 
January to December of our civil year 

For other Near Eastern rulers, space and scope forbid any explanation of the vast amount of 
documentation and reasoning which underlie the dates given in the rabies below, but from c. 900 
BC onward, Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian dates are nearly all very c10sely fixcd. 

Prophets are indicated by • 

OLD TESTAMENT 
Before 2000 Be Evcnts ofGn. 
1- 1 1  

PATRIARCHS 

0 2000-- 1 825 Abraham 
o 1 900- 1 720 l saac 
., 1 800- 1 700 Jacob 
o 1 750-1 640 Joscph 

ISRAEL IN EGYPT 

0 1 350-1230 Moses 

ISRAEL IN CANAAN 

o 1 300- 1900 Joshua 
1 260 approx. 

Thc exodus 
1 220 appro •. 

Crossing of Jordan 
1 220 (or 1 200)-1050 

(or 1 045) Period of 
the Judges 

" 1 1 25 Dcborah .nd B.rak 
? 1 1 1 5- 1075 Eli 's judgeship 
0 1 075-1035 Samuel . judge 

and prophet 

UNITED MONARCHY 

1045- 1 01 1 / 1 0 Saul 
1 0 1 1 / 1 0-97 1 1 70 David 
97 1 1 70-931 /30 Solomon 

DlVIDED MONARCI-IY 

ISRAEL 

9 3 1 1 30-9 10/09 
jeroboam I 

jUDAH 

93 1 1 30-9 1 3  Rchoboam 
925 Sheshonq im'ades 

Palcstinc 
9 1 3-9 1 1 / 1 0  Abijam 
9 1 1 / 1 0-870/69 Asa 

9 I 0/09-909/08 Nadab 
909/08-836/85 Baasha 

886/85-885/84 Elah 
885/84 Zimri 
885/84 Tibni 
885/84-874/72 0mri 
874/73-853 Ahab 

ElijahO 
853-852 Ahaziah 
852-841 joram 

84 1 -8 1 4 / 1 3  jehu 

Elisha' 

8 1 4 / 1 3-798 jehoahaz 

798-782/8 I jehoash 

782/81-753 jeroboam 1 1  
(co-regent from 
793/92 

870/69-848 jehoshaphat 
(co-regent from 
873/72) 

848-84 1  jehoram 

848-84 I jehoram 
(co-regent f,om 853) 

84 1 Ahaziah 
841-835 Athaliah 
835-796 joash 
r. 8 1 0-750 joel' 

796-767 Amaziah 

EGY PT 

Midd le K ingdom 
2 I 1 6- 1 97 3  11 Ih Dynasly 

1 973 1 795 121h Dynast!' 

New Kingdom 
1 638- 1 540 Hyksos rule 

1 540- 1 295 (or 1 294) 
181h DynaslY 

1 39 1 - 1 353 Amenophis 1 1 1  

1 353- 1 337 Amenophis I V  I 
Akhenatcn 

1 295- 1 1 86 191h Dynast!' 

1 295- 1 294 Rameses I 

1 294- 1 279 Sethos I 

1 279- 1 2 1 3 Ramescs 1 1  

1 2 1 3  1 203 Merenptah 

1 209 ' Israel stele' 

1 1 86- 1 070 20lh Dynasly 
i.e. Sctnakht and Ramcses 
1 1 1  X I  

Late Period 
1 070-945 21s1 Dy,wsIY 

Psusenncs I 
Amencmopc 
Siamun Psuscnncs 11 
945-7 1 5  22nd Dynasly 
945-924 Sheshonq I 

(Shishak) 
924-889 Osorkon I 

889-874 Takcloth I 

874-850 Osorkon 1 1  
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MESOPOTAMIA 

, 1 894- 1 595: I st Dynast)' uf 
Babyion 

, 1 792- 1 750 Hammurapi 

Kassiu Dynast)' 
1 500 Burnaburiash I 

1 3 50 Kurigalzu I 
1 345-1 329 Kurigalzu 1 1  

ASSYRJA 

1 274- 1 245 Shalmanescr I 
1 244- I 208 Tukulti-Ninurta I 
1 224- I 2 19 Adad-Shuma-iddina 

1 1 24-1 10J Nebuchadnezzar I 
(Babylonia) 

I I 1 5- 1 077 Tiglath-pileser I 

933 Ashur-dan 1 1  

883-859 Ashurnasirpal 1 1  
859-824 Shalmaneser 1 1 1  
8 5 3  Battle of Qarqar 
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r. 760 Amus· 
r. 760 Jonah· 

767-740139 Azariah EGYPT 

r. 755-722 Hosea· 
753-752 Zechariah 

(Uzziah) (co-regent 
from 791 /90) 

752 Shallum r. 742-687 Micah· 767-730 Sheshonq V 
752-742141 Menahem 
742/ 4 1 -740139 Pekahiah 

740139--7321 3 1  Pekah 
7.1213 1-723/22 Hoshea 

r. 740-700 Isaiah· 
740139--7321 3 I Jotham 

(co-regent from 750) 
73213 1 -7 1 6/ 1 5  Ahaz 

(co-regent from 
744/43; senior 
partner from 735)  730-7 1 5  Osorkon I V  

7 2 2  Fall uf Samaria 

JUDAH 

687/ 86-642141  Manassch 
(co-regent (rom 
696/95) 

c. 664-6 1 2  Nahum· 

c. 640 Zephaniah· 
642 1 4 1 -640/39 Amon 
640/39-609 Josiah 
c. 621-580 Jeremiah" 
609 Jehoahaz 

609--597 Jehoiakim 

7 1 6 / 1 5-687/86 Hezekiah 

605 Battle of Carchemish 
(Daniel and his friends are 
taken 10 Babyion) 

c. 605 Habakkuk· 
597 Jehoiachin 
597 2 Adar ( 1 5 / 1 6  March) 

jcrusalem taken by Nebuchadnezzar 
1 1 .  Many Jews exiled including 

Jehoiachin and Ezekiel 
597-587 Zedekiah 
c. Obadiah· 
587 Fall of Jerusalem. More Jews into 

exile 

THE RETURNED EXILES 

538 Zerubbabel, Sheshbazzar and 
othcrs return lO jerusalem 

5.17 Rebuilding of the temple begun 

c. 520 Haggai" 
c. 520 Zechariah" 
520 Temple-building resumed 
5 1 6  Temple completed 3 Adar ( 1 0  

March) 

c. 460 Malachi· 
458 Ezra goes to Jerusalem 
445-433 Nehemiah at Jerusalem 

Pcrsian rulc until 332 

Alexander the Grcat 332-323 

7 1 6-664 25th Dynast)' 
7 1 6-702 Shabako 

('Shabaka') 
702-690 Shebitku 

('Shabataka') 

690-664 Taharqa 
('Tirhakah ') 

664-525 26th Dynast)' 
664-656 Tanwetamani 

CTanutamen') 

664-6 1 0  Psammeticus I 

6 1 0-595 Neco 1 1  

595-589 Psammetichus 1 1  
589--570 Apries ( Hophra) 

570-526 Amasis 
(Ahmose 1 1 )  

526-525 Psammetichus 
I I I  

HELLENISTIC 
PERIOD 

323 /05-282 Ptolemy I 
Soter 

320 J udea annexed by 
Ptolemy I 

285/82-245 Ptolemy 1 1  

ASSYRIA 

745-727 Tiglath-pileser 
I I I  

732 Fall of Damascus 

727-722 Shalmaneser V 
722-705 Sargon 1 1  

705-681 Sennacherib 

681-669 Esarhaddon 

669--627 Ashurbanipal 

6 1 2  Fall of Nineveh 
609--08 End of Ass)'ria 

BABYLON 

626-605 Nabopolassar 

605-562 Nebuchadnezzar 1 1  
r .  604-53 5  Daniel· 

595-570 Ration-tablets of 
Jehoiachin at Babyion, 
1 0th-35th years of 
Nebuchadnezzar 11 

c. 593-570 Ezekiel" 

562-560 Amel-Marduk 
(Evil-merodach) 

562 Captive Jehoiachin 
favoured by Amel-Marduk 

560-556 Neriglissar 
556 Labashi-Marduk 
556-539 Nabonidus 

(Belshazzar usually 
acting in Babyion) 

539 Fall of Babyion 

PERSIAN EMPIRE 

539--530 Cyrus 
530-522 Cambyses 
5 22-486 Darius I 

486-465/64 Xerxes I (Ahasuerus) 
464-423 Artaxerxes I 
423-404 Darius 11 othus 
404-359 Artaxerxes 1 1  Mnemon 

359/58-338137 Artaxerxes III  Ochus 

338/37-336135 Arses 
336/35-33 I Darius I I I  Codomanus 
3 3 1 -323 Alexander of Macedon 

Philadelphus SYRIA 

Egyptian rule 320-198 

Syrian rule 1 98-63 

246-222 Ptolemy I I I  
Euergetes 

222-205 Ptolemy I V  
Philopator 

204- 1 80 PlOmely V 
Epiphanes 
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3 1 2-281 Seleucus I Nicator 

281-261 Antiochus I Soter 

2 6 1 -246 Antiochus 1 1  Theos 

246-226/25 Seleucus 1 1  
226/25 223 Seleucus I I I  Soter 
223-187 Antiochus 1 1 1  the Great 
1 87- 1 7 5  Seleucus IV 
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JUDEA 

167 Mauathias inspircs rc volt at Modin 
1 67-40 Maccabces/Hasmonacans in 

Judea 
1 66- 1 6 1  Judas Maccabaeus 
1 6(}-143 Jonathan Maccabacus 
1 5 0  ßC-AD 70 General period or the 

Dead Sca Serolls 
143- 1 3 5  Simon Maccabaeus 
1 35 -104 John H)'rcanus I 
1 04/03 Aristobulus I 
1 03-76 Alexander Jannaeus 

76-67 Queen Salome Alcxandra and 
I-I)'rcanus 11 

67-40 H)'rcanus 1 1  and ArislObulus 11 
63 Pompe)' cst:blishcs Roman 

protcctoralc 

kings follow Yarim-Lim of Yamkhad .' In this 
period also, Elam was one of several prominent 
kingdoms. 

Glueck has endeavoured to date the campaign 
of Gn. 1 4  from its supposed archaeological results: 
he claims that the line of city-settlements along the 
later 'King's Highway' was c1early occupied at the 
start of the 2nd millennium (until the 1 9th century 
BC, on modern dating), but that soon t hereafter the 
area suddenly ceased to be occupied, except for 
roving nomads, until about 1 300 BC, when the I ron 
Age kingdoms of Edom, Moab and Ammon were 
effectually founded. 

Similar reasoning has been applied to the date of 
the fall of the cities of the plain, although their 
act ual remains appear now to be beyond recovery 
(probably being under the Dead Seal. 

This picture of an occupational gap between the 
1 9th and 1 3th centuries BC has been criticized by 
Lankester Harding in the light of certain recent 
finds in Transjordan, including Middle Bronze 
tombs and an important Middle and Late Bronze 
temple. However, the views of neither Glueck nor 
Harding need be pressed to extremes; in all prob
ability the view of a reduced density of population 
between the 1 9th and 1 3th centuries is true in gen
eral and of the Highway cities in particular, while 
at certain isolated points occupation may have 
been eontinuous. 

Two main statements link the day of the Patri
archs with later times. In Gn. 1 5 : 1 3- 1 6  Abraham is 
forewarned that his descendants will dweil in a 
land not theirs for some four centuries. The 'fourth 
generation' of v. 1 6  is difficult; if a 'generation' be 
equated with a century (cf Ex. 6: 1 6-20), this usage 
would be unusual. A possible but dubious alterna
tive is to see in v. 1 6  a prophetie allusion to 
Joseph's journey to Canaan to bury Jacob (Joseph 
being in the 'fourth generation' if Abraham is the 
first). The entry of Jacob into Egypt (Gn. 46:6-7) 
was the starting-point of thc general four centuries 
of Gn. 1 5 : 1 3  as weil as of the more specific 430 
years of Ex. 1 2 :40. The Hebrew MT form of Ex. 
1 2 :40, giving Israel 430 years in Egypt, is to be pre
ferred to the LXX variant, which makes 430 years 
cover the sojournings in both Canaan and Egypt. 
because Ex. 1 2 :4 1  c1early implies that 'on that very 
day', after 430 years, on which I srael went forth 
from Egypt was the anniversary of that distant day 
when the Patriarch Israel and his family had en
tered Egypt. Hence an intcrval of 430 years from 
Jacob's entry till Moses and Israel's departure 
secms assured. The genealogy 01' Ex. 6: 1 6-20, 
which can hardly cover thc 430 years if taken 'Iiter-
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SYRIA 

1 75-163 Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes 

1 63-162 Antiochus V 
1 62-1 50 Demetrius 1 
1 39/8-129 Antiochus VII 

Sidetcs 

ally' Westernwise, is open to the same possibility of 
selectivity as those of Gn. 5 and 1 1 , and so need 
raise no essential difficulty. Three points are 
worthy of reHection. First, although Moses is ap
parently in the fourth generation from the Patri
arch Jacob through Levi, Kohath and Amram (Ex. 
6:20; I Ch. 6 : 1 -3), yet Moses' contemporary Bez
alel is in the seventh generation from Jacob 
through Judah, Perez, Hezron, Ca leb, Hur and Uri 
(I Ch. 2 : 1 8-20), and his younger contemporary 
Joshua is in the twelfth generation from Jaeob 
through Joseph, Ephraim, Beriah, Rephah, 
Resheph, Telah, Tahan, Laadan, Ammihud, Eli
shama and Nun (I Ch. 7:23-27). Hence there is a 
possibility that Moses' genealogy is abbreviated by 
comparison with those of Joshua and even Bezalel. 
Secondly, Moses' 'father' Amram and his brothers 
gave rise to the clans 01' Amramites, Izharites, eIe. , 
who al ready numbered 8,600 male members alone 
within a year of the Exodus (Nu. 3 :27-28) ,  an un
likely situation unless Amram and his brothers 
thcmselves Hourishcd distinetly carlier than Moses. 
Thirdly, the wording that by Amram Joehebed 
'bore' Moses, Aaron and Miriam (Ex. 6 :20; Nu.  
26:59), like 'heeame the father', AV 'begat', in  Gn. 5 
and 1 1 , need not imply immediate parenthood but 
also simply descent .  Compare Gn. 46: 1 8 , where thc 
preceding verses show that great-grandsons 01' 
Zilpah are included among 'these she bore to 
Jaeob' . On these three points, see also WDB, p. 1 5 3 .  
For the  date 01' the  Exodus oceurring on independ
ent grounds 430 years after a late- 1 8th-ccntury 
date for Jaeob, see below. 

The social conditions reHeeted in the patriarchal 
narratives afford no dose dating, but fit in with thc 
general date obtainable from Gn. 14 and 19 «nd 
from the use of the 430-year figure to the Exodus. 
Thus the soeial eustoms of adoption and inherit
ance in Gn. 1 5- 1 6; 2 1 ;  elC., show dose affinity 
with those observable in euneiform documents 
from Ur, eIC., ranging in date from the 1 8th to 
1 5th eenturies BC. 

The great freedom to travel long distanees
witness Abraham's path induding Ur and Egypt
is prominent in  this general age: eompare cnvoys 
from Babyion passing Mari to and from H azor in 
Palestine. For power-alliances at this time, see 
above. In the 20th and 1 9th centuries BC in partieu
lar, the Negeb ( ' the South') of the later Judaea 
supported seasonal oceupation, as illustrated by 
Abraham's periodie journeys into 'the South ' . The 
general results, bearing in mind the traditional fig
ures for the lives, births and deaths of the Patri
arehs, is to put Abraham at about 2000- 1 850, 



Isaac about 1 900- 1 750, Jacob about 1 800-1 700 
and Joseph about 1 750- 1 650; these dates are delib· 
erately given as round figures to allow for any later 
adjustment .  They suit the limited but suggestive 
archaeological evidence, as weil as a plausible in· 
terpretation of the biblical data. 

A date for the entry of Jacob and his family into 
Egypt at roughly 1 700 BC would put this event and 
• Joseph's ministry in the 1 3th Dynasty and 
Hyksos period of Egyptian history, during which 
rulers of Semitic stock posed as pharaohs of 
Egypt; the peculiar blend of Egyptian and Semitic 
elements in Gn. 37: I would agree with this. 

b. The Exodus and Conquesr 
(For alternative Egyptian dates in this section, see 
the Chronological Tables.) The next contact be· 
tween Israel and her neighbours occurs in Ex.  I :  1 1 ,  
when the Hebrews were building the cities Pithom 
and Ra'amses in Moses' time. Ra'amses was 
Egypt's Delta capital named after, and largely built 
by, Rameses 1 1  (c .  1 279- 1 2 1 3  BC) superseding the 
work of his father Sethos I (c. 1 294-1 279 BC); this 
is true of Qantir, the likeliest site for Ra'amses. 
Rameses I (c. 1 295- 1 294 BC) reigned for just over a 
year, and so does not come into consideration. 
Before Sethos l and Rameses 1 1 ,  no pharaoh had 
built a Delta capital since the Hyksos period 
(Joseph's day); the city Ra'amses is thus truly an 
original work of these two kings, and not merely 
renamed or appropriated by them from some earl· 
ier ruler, as is sometimes suggested. Hence, on this 
bit of evidence, the Exodus must fall after 1 300 BC 
and preferably after 1 279 BC (accession of Rameses 
1 1 ) .  A lower limit for the date 01' the Exodus is 
probably indicated by the so·called Israel Stele, a 
triumphal inscription of Merenptah dated to his 
fifth year (c. 1 209 BC), wh ich mentions the defeat 
01' various cities and peoples in Palestine, including 
Israel. Some deny that Merenptah ever invaded 
Palestine; for Drioton, La Bible er {, Orient, 1 955, 
pp. 43-46, the Palestinian peoples were merely 
overawed by Merenptah's great victory in Libya, 
which his stele principally commemorates; and the 
mention of Israel would be an allusion to the He· 
brews disappearing into the wilderncss to, as the 
Egyptians would think, certain death. See further, 
C. de Wit, The Date and Route 0/ the Exodus, 1 960. 
The Exodus would then fall in the first five years 
01' Merenptah (c. 1 2 1 3-1 209 BC). However, this 
view is open to certain objections. An inscription 
01' Merenptah in a tempie at Amada in Nubia in 
strictly parallel clauses names hirn as 'Binder 01' 
Gezer' and 'Seizer 01' Libya'. 'Seizer 01' Libya' 
refers beyond all doubt to Merenptah's great Lib· 
yan victory in his 5th year, recounted at length in 
the Israel Stele. Hence the very specific, strictly 
parallel, title 'Binder 01' Gezer' must rerer to suc· 
cessful intervention by Merenptah in Palestine, 
cven if of limited scope. With th is would agree 
the plain meaning of the Israel Stele's references 
to Ascalon, Gezer, Yenoam, Israel and Khuru as 
'conquered', 'bound', 'annihilated', 'her crops are 
not' and 'widowed' respectively. Then, the refer· 
ence to ' Israel, her crops (= I i t .  'seed') are not' 
may reftect the Egyptians' practice of sometimes 
burning the growing crops 01' their foes
applicable to Israel beginning to settle in Pales· 
tine, but not to I srael going forth into the wilder· 
ness. Hence, on the likelier interpretation of the 
Israel Stele here upheld, Israel must have entered 
Palestine before 1 209 BC, and the Exodus 40 years 
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earlier would therefore fall before 1 250 BC. The 
probable date of the Exodus is thus narrowed 
down to the period 1 279-1 250 BC. A good average 
date for the Exodus and wanderings would thus be 
roughly the period 1 270- 1 230 BC. For views wh ich 
postulate more than one Exodus, or that some 
tribes never entered Egypt, there is not a scrap of 
objective external evidence, and the biblical tradi· 
tions are c1early against such suggestions. 

The figure of 40 years for the wilderness travels 
of the Hebrews is often too easily dismissed as a 
round figure which might mean anything. This par· 
ticular 40-year period is to be taken seriously as it 
stands, on the following evidence. I srael took a 
year and a fraction in going from Ra'amses to 
Kadesh·barnea (they left Ra'amses on the fifteenth 
day of the 'first month', N u .  33:3) leaving Mt Sinai 
on the twentieth day of the second month of the 
second year, Nu. 1 0: 1 1 . To this period, add at least: 
3 days, Nu. 1 0:33; perhaps a further month, Nu .  
1 1 :2 1 ;  and 7 days, Nu.  1 2 : 1 5; total I year and 2)1, 
months' travel; then the subsequent 38 years from 
Kadesh·barnea to crossing the brook Zered (Dt.  
2:  1 4  and Nu. 2 1 :  1 2), Moses addressing Israel in the 
plains of Moab in the eleventh month of the for· 
tieth year (Dt. 1 :3) .  The function of the 40 years in 
replacing one generation (rebellious) by another is 
c1early stated in Dt. 2:  1 4. 

The statement that Hebron was founded 7 years 
before Zoan in Egypt (Nu. 1 3 :22) is sometimes 
linked with the contemporary Era of Pi·Ramesse 
in Egypt, covering 400 years from approximately 
1 720/1 700 to about 1 3201 1 300 BC. This Era would 
then run parallel to the 430 years of Hebrew tra· 
dition . This idea, however, is interesting rather 
than convincing. 

The Palestinian evidence agrees in general terms 
with the Egyptian data. 

Various Palestinian city·sites show evidence of 
c1ear destruction in the second half of the 1 3th 
century BC, which would agree with the onset of 
the Israelites placed at roughly 1 240 BC onward. 
Such sites are Tell Beit Mirsim, Lachish, Bethel 
and Hazor. Two sites only have given rise to con· 
troversy: Jericho and Ai .  

At Jericho the broad truth secms to be that 
Joshua and Israel did their work so weil that Jeri· 
cho's ruins lay open to the ravages of nature and 01' 
man for five centuries until Ahab's day (cf I Ki.  
1 6:34), so that the Late Bronze Age levels, Iying 
uppermost, were alm ost ent irely denuded, even 
earlier levels being distinctly affected. Thus on 
some parts 01' the mound the uppermost levels that 
remain date as far back as the Early Bronze Age 
(3rd millennium BC), but the evidence from other 
parts and the tombs demonstrates c1early the ex· 
istence of a large Middle Bronze Age settlement 
subsequently much denuded by erosion. The ex· 
ceedingly scanty relics 01' Late Bronze Age Jericho 
(i.e. of Joshua's age) are so few simply because they 
were exposed to erosion tor an even longer period, 
rrom Joshua until Ahab's reign; and any areas not 
occupied by the l ron Age settlement 01' Ahab's 
time and after have been subject to erosion right 
down to the present day. Hence the nearly total 
loss 01' Late Bronze Jericho 01' the 1 4th century BC 
and the likelihood 01' the total loss 01' any settle· 
ment of the 1 3th century BC. 

The walls attributed to the Late Bronze Age by 
Garstang prove, on fuller examination, to belong 
to the Early Bronze Age, c. 2300 BC, and so cease 
to be relevant to Joshua's victory. The apparent 
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cessation of Egyptian kings' scarabs at Jericho 
with those of Amenophis 1 1 1  (died c. 1 353 BC) does 
not of itself prove that Jericho fell then, but merely 
witnesses to the temporary eclipse of direct Egyp
tian influence in Palestine in the time of that king 
and his immediate successors, known also from 
other sourees. Of Mycenaean pottery (commonly 
imported into Syria-Palestine in the 1 4th and 1 3th 
centuries BC), a paucity at Jericho Iikewise does not 
prove that Jericho fell earlier in the 1 4th century 
rather than weil on in the 1 3th. The fact has been 
overlooked hitherto that these imported vessels are 
sometimes very rare on inland Syro-Palcstinian 
sites at the same time as they are common in other 
settlements at, or readily accessible from, the 
coast. Thus the equally inland town of Hama in 
Syria is known to have been occupied during the 
1 3th ccntury BC, but it yielded only two late Myc
enaean potsherds-which is less than even the few 
from Jericho; for Hama, see G. Hanfmann, review 
of P. 1. Riis, 'Hama 1 1 ', pt .  3, in JNES 1 2, 1 953, pp. 
206-207. The net result of all this is that a 1 3th
century I sraeli te conquest of "Jericho cannot be 
formally proven on the present archaeological evi
dence, but neither is it precluded thereby. 

"Ai presents a problem demanding further field
research; the parts of the mound of Et-Tell so far 
excavated ceased to be occupied about 2300 BC. 
The answer may be that a Late Bronze settlement is 
still to be located in thc neighbourhood, but cer
tainty is at present unattainable. 

At Hazor the destruction of city XI I I  probably 
reflects the attack under Joshua, but the date 1 230 
BC is too high (based on wrong Egyp. dates), and 
should read 'within 1 220-1 200 BC'. The proposed 
1 275 BC (P. Beck, M .  Kochavi, Tel Aviv 1 2, 1 985, 
pp. 33,  38), also fails for the same reason. At 
Lachish (Tell ed-Duweir), the partial burning in 
stratum V I I  might be I sraelite, not stratum V I ,  too 
laie (cf D. Ussishkin, in 1. N. Tubb, ed . ,  Palestine 
in the Bronze and Iron Ages, 1 985, p. 224). l t  is 
usually impossible to tell archaeologically who 
destroyed any particular settlement :  The Habirul 
Apiru of the Amarna Tablets (e. 1 350 BC) are 
sometimes identified with the invading I sraelites 
under Joshua. But the details in each case disagree; 
and the very equation of Habiru/Apiru with 
'Hebrew' is now often discounted. For a defence of 
a 1 5th-century date of the Exodus and Entry, see 
1. 1. Bimson, Redaling Ihe Exodus and Conquesl, 
1 978; but new data (e.g. on history of Covenant) is 
not in favour. 

c. From Joshua unlil David's accession 
This period presents a problem in detail which 
cannot be finally solved without more information. 
1 1' the 40 years 01' the Exodus journcyings, the 40 
years of David's reign and the first 3 of Solomon's 
be subtracted from thc total of 480 years from the 
Exodus to Solomon's 4th year (I Ki .  6: 1 )  a figure 
of about 397 years is obtained for Joshua, the 
elders, the judges and Sau!. The archaeological 
evidence indicates roughly 1 220 BC lor the start 01' 
the conquest (see above), giving only some 2 I 0 
years to 1 0  I 0 BC, the probable date 01' David's ac
cession. However, the actual total of recorded 
periods in Joshua, Judges and Samuel amounts nei
ther to 397 nor to 2 1 0  years, but to 470 + x + y + Z 
ycars, where x stands lor the time 01' Joshua and thc 
elders, y for the number of ycars beyond 20 that 
Samuel was judge and z lor the reign 01' Saul, all 
unknown figures. But the main outline of the prob-

lern need not be difficult to handle in principle, if 
viewed against the background 01' normal ancient 
oriental modes of reckoning, which alone are rele
vant. lt is nowhere explicitly stated that either the 
397 years obtained from using I Ki.  6 :  I or the 4;0 
plus unknown years of Joshua-Samuel must all be 
reckoned consecutively, nor need this be assumed. 
Certain groups of judges and oppressions are c1ear
Iy stated to be successive ('and after hirn . .  '), but 
this is not said of all: at least three main groups can 
be partly contemporary. So between the evidently 
consecutive 2 I 0 years obtained archaeologically 
and the possibly partly-concurrent 470-plus
unknown years recordcd, the difference of some 
230-plus-unknown years can readily be absorbed. 
The 397 years in turn would then be simply a sclcc
tion on so me principle not yet cJear (such as omis
sion of oppressions or something similar) from the 
greater number of the 470-plus-unknown total 
years available. 

In Near Eastern works involving chronology, it 
is important to realize that ancient scribes did not 
draw up synchronistic lists as is  done today. Thcy 
simply listed each series of rulers and reigns 
separately, in succession on the papyrus or table! .  
Synchronisms were to b e  derived from special 
historiographical works, not the king-lists or nar
ratives serving other purposes. An excellent 
example 01' this is the Turin Papyrus of Kings from 
Egyp!. l t  lists at great length all five Dynasties 1 3  
to 1 7  in successive groups, totalling originally over 
1 50 rulers and their reigns accounting for at least 
450 years. However, it is known from other sources 
that all five Dynasties, the I 50-odd rulers and 450-
odd regnal years alike, must all fit inside the 234 
years from c. 1 786 to c. 1 552 BC: rarely less than 
two se ries, and sometimes three sc ries, 01' rulers are 
known to have reigned contemporaneously. Thc 
lack of cross-references between contemporaries 
(e.g. among the judges) is paralleled by similar lack 
of such references for most 01' the period of Egyp
tian history just cited. 

A similar situation can be discerned in the king
Iists and history of the Sumerian and Old Babylo
nian city-states of Mesopotamia. Hence, there is 
no reason why such methods should not apply in a 
work like the book of Judges. l t  must be stressed 
that in no case, biblical or extra-biblical, is it a 
question of inaccuracy, but of the methods current 
in antiqui ty. All the figures may be correct in 
themselves-it is their interpretation which needs 
care. Selective use of data by omission, as sug
gested above lor the origin 01' the 397 (01' 480) 
years, is known from both Egyptian lists and Mes
opotamian annals, as weil as elsewhere. The bib
lical figures and archaeological data together begin 
to make sense when the relevant ancient practices 
are borne in mind; any final solution in detail re
quires much fuller information. 
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IV. The Hebrew monarchies 

a. The Uniled Monarchy 

That David's reign actually lasted 40 years is 
shown by its being a compound figure: 7 years at 
Hebron, 33 at Jerusalem (I Ki .  2 :  1 1 ) .  Solomon's 
reign 01' 40 years began with a brief co-regency 
with his father 01' perhaps only a few months; cf I 
Ki.  1 :37-2: 1 1 ; I Ch. 28:5;  29:20-23, 26-28. As 
Solomon's reign appears to have ended e. 93 1 130 
BC, he acceded c. 971170 BC, and David at c. 1 0 1 1 1  
1 0  BC. 



The reign of Saul can only be estimated, as 
something has happened in the Hebrew text of I 
Sa. 1 3 : I ;  but the 40 years of Acts 1 3 :2 1  must be 
about right, because Saul's fourth son, Ishbosheth, 
was not less than 35 years old at Saul's death 
(dying at 42, not more than 7 years later, 2 Sa. 
2 :  I 0). Hence if Jonathan the eldest was about 40 at 
death, Saul could not be much less than 60 at 
death. If he became king shortly after being 
anointed as a 'young man' ( I  Sa. 9:2;  1 0: 1 ,  1 7ff.) ,  
he probably would not be younger than 20 or much 
older than 30, so practically guaranteeing hirn a 
reign of 30 or 40 years. Thus if taken at a middIe 
figure of about 25 years old at accession with a 
reign of at least 35 years, the biological data suit, 
and likewise Acts 1 3 : 2 1  as a figure either round or 
exact. Saul's accession is thus perhaps not far re
moved from about 1 045 or 1050 BC. 

b. The Divided Monarchy 
(i) To thelall 01 Samaria. From comparison of the 
Assyrian limmu or eponym Iists, k ing-lists and his
torical texts, the date 853 BC can be fixed for the 
battle of Qarqar, the death of Ahab and accession 
of Ahaziah in I srael; and likewise Jehu's accession 
at Joram's death in 841 BC. The intervening reigns 
of Ahaziah and Joram exactly fill this interval if 
reckoned according to the customary methods of 
regnal counting. Similar careful reckoning by an
cient methods gives complete harmony of figures 
for the reigns of both kingdoms back to the acces
sions of Rehoboam in Judah and Jeroboam in 
Israel in the year 9 3 1 1930 BC. Hence the dates given 
above for the U nited Monarchy. 

Likewise the dates of both sets of kings can be 
worked out down to the fall of Samaria not later 
than 720 BC. This has been dearly shown by E. R .  
Thiele, Mysterious NlImbers 01 the Hebrew Kings', 
1 965. It is possible to demonstrate, as he has done, 
co-regencies between Asa and Jehoshaphat, Je
hoshaphat alld Jehoram, Amaziah and Azariah 
(Uzziah), Azariah and Jotham, and Jotharn and 
Ahaz. H owcver, Thiele's objections to the syn
chronisms of 2 Ki. 1 7: I ( 1 2th year of Ahaz 
equated with accession of Hoshea in Israel), 2 Ki .  
18 :  I (3rd year of Hoshea with accession of Heze
kiah of Judah) and 2 Ki .  1 8 :9- 1 0  (equating Heze
kiah's 4th and 6th years with Hoshea's 7th and 
9th) are invalid. Thiele took these for years of sole 
reign, 1 21 1 3  years in error. However, the truth ap
pears to be that in fact these four references simply 
continue the system of co-regencies: Ahaz was co
regent with Jotham 1 2  years, and Hezekiah with 
Ahaz. This practice of co-regencies in Judah must 
have contributed notably to the stability of that 
kingdom; David and Solomon had thus set a valu
able preceden t. 

(ii) Judah to thelall 01 Jerusalem. From Hezeki
ah's reign until that of Jehoiachin, dates can still be 
worked out to the year, culminating in that of the 
Babylonian capture of Jerusalem in 597 BC, pre
cisely dated to 1 51 1 6  March (2nd of Adar) 597 by 
the Babylonian Chronide tablets covering this 
period. But  from this point to the final fall of Jeru
salem, some uncertainty reigns over the precise 
mode of reckoning of the Hebrew civil year and of 
the various regnal years of Zedekiah and Neb
uchadrezzar in 2 Kings and Jeremiah. Con
sequently two different dates are current for the fall 
of Jerusalem: 587 and 586 BC. The date 587 is here 
preferred, with Wiseman and Albright (against 
Thiele lor 586). 
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v. The Exile and after 
Most of the dates in the reigns of Babylonian and 
Persian kings mentioned in biblical passages deal
ing with this period can be determined accurately. 
For over half a century, opinions have been divided 
over the relative order of Ezra and Nehemiah at 
Jerusalem. The biblical order of events wh ich 
makes • Ezra reach Jerusalem in 458 BC and • Ne
hemiah arrive there in  445 is perfectly consistent 
under dose scrutiny (cf 1. S. Wright). 

The intertestamental period is reasonably dear; 
for the main dates, see the chronological table. 
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men, in E. Ebeling and B. Meissner, Reallexikon der 
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and texts of the Assyrian eponym-lists. 
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Wright, The Building 01 the Second Temple, 1 958-
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Coming to Jerusalem', 1 958. 
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Chaldaean Kings (626-556 BC), 1 956-
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T.C.M. 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 
An attempt to establish a firm chronology of the 
NT is difficult because the early Christians were 
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more interested in the sayings and events of 
important personages than in the time when these 
occurred. This is not to say they were not inter
ested in history but they did not live in a world 
where chronological precision was as possible as i t  
is at  present. Hence, in attempting to put events 
into a chronological framework, one must gather 
information from incidental time references. 

I. Chronology of the lire of Jesus 

a. Birth 01 Jesus 
The birth of Jesus occurred be fore the death of 
Herod the Great ( M t . 2: I ;  Lk. 1 :5), hence before 
March/April 4 Bc (Ant 1 7 . 1 67, 1 9 1 ;  1 4. 487-490). 

According to Lk. 2: 1 -5 the census of Quirinius 
was taken just before Jesus' birth but the date of 
this census is difficult to pinpoint because no 
Roman historian mentions it .  While Quirinius was 
governor of Syria in AD 6/7, he was responsible for 
liquidating Archelaus of Judaea's estate and con
ducting a census to assess the amount of tribute 
the new province was to pay the imperial treasury. 
However, this census is not the same as the one 
mentioned in Lk. 2 unless Luke is mistaken, as 
some critics suppose - because it occurred after the 
deposition of Herod's son Archelaus, whereas the 
context of the birth narrative of Jesus in Lk. 2 was 
in  the days of H erod the Great. In  order to resolve 
the problem, some suggest that Quirinius was go v
ernor of Syria not only in AD 6/7 but also in 1 1 / 1  0 
to 8/7 BC. Others suggest that this census was 
'before' Quirinius was governor in AD 6/7. And 
some think that Quirinius had been proconsul of 
Syria and Cilicia during the last years of Herod the 
Great under the legates Saturninus and Yarus. Of 
the various suggestions, it  is not improbable that 
Quirinius conducted a census in the last years of 
Herod. Toward the end of his reign Herod fell out 
of favour with Rome (e. 8/7 BC). This was followed 
by an intense struggle by his sons for the throne at 
a time when Herod was extremely ill . This would 
allow the Roman government to take a census in 
Herod's land in order to assess the situation before 
his death .  Although it is difficult to pinpoint the 
exact year of the census, it was probably sometime 
between 6 and 4 BC. 

There has been much discussion regarding the 
h istoricity and identity of the star of Bethlehem. A 
tri pie conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in the 
constellation Pisces in 7 BC, which occurs every 900 
years, and the massing of Mars, Saturn and Jupiter 
in  Pisces in 6 BC, wh ich occurs every 800 years 
(much less frequently in Pisces), may have alerted 
the Magi of the birth of Israel's Messiah. Finally, 
in 5 BC a comet appeared in the E in the constella
tion of Capricornus that could weil have caused 
the Magi to go to Bethlehem (Mt .  2:2) where it 
hovered ( M t. 2 :9-1 0). Hence, Jesus may have been 
born sometime in the spring or summer of 5 BC. 
The account of Herod's murder of all the children 
under 2 years of age in  Bethlehem may be because 
he thought that Jesus was born when the Magi had 
seen the first constellation in 7 BC, or perhaps simply 
because H erod wanted to be completely certain he 
had killed Jesus. This would not be unusual con
sidering his paranoia in regard to a successor. 
b. Commencement 01 Jesus ' ministry 
Except for the mention of Jesus' visit to the temple 
when he was 1 2  years old (Lk. 2:4 1 -5 1 ), there are 
no chronological data until the beginning of his 
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ministry. The first concrete clue for the com
mencement of Jesus' ministry is in Lk. 3 : 1 -3, 
which states that John the Baptist's ministry began 
in the fifteenth year of Tiberius. Although there is 
debate, it is most likely that the fifteenth ycar of 
Tiberius is reckoned either on the basis of the 
Julian calendar, namely, I January to 3 1  December 
AD 29 or on the basis of Tiberius's reign, the normal 
Roman method, namely, 1 9  August AD 28 to 1 8  
August A D  29. Combining these calendars, the fif
teenth year of Tiberius would have occurred some
time between 1 9  August AD 28 and 3 1  December 
AD 29. Hence, John the Baptist's ministry began 
sometime during this period. 

The impression given in the gospels is that short
Iy after the commencement of John the Baptist's 
ministry, Jesus was baptized and began his minis
try. Luke indicates that when Jesus began his min
istry, he was 'about thirty years of age' (Lk. 3:23). 
[f ksus was born in the spring or summer of 5 BC 
and was baptized in the summer or autumn of AD 
29, he would have been around 33 years of age. 

After his baptism, the first recorded visit of 
Jesus to Jerusalem is found in Jn .  2:  1 3-3 :2 1  where 
he celebrated the first Passover of his ministry, 
cJeansing the temple. The Synoptic Gospels do not 
mention such a visit at the start of his ministry, and 
indeed they record the so-called 'cJeansing' of the 
temple in the context of Jesus' visit to Jerusalem at 
the end of his ministry. This divergence has been 
variously explained: some scholars argued that 
there were two cJeansings, one at the start and one 
at the end of his ministry; others concJuded that 
John's gospel is theologically not chronologically 
arranged; and others argued that the synoptics 
have simplified the picture by having Jesus go to 
Jerusalem only once in his ministry and that John's 
account has great historical plausibility (see fur
ther below). 

According to John, it was during Jesus' first 
Passover that the Jews mentioned tl)at the Hero
dian temple had been constructed 46 years aga (Jn .  
2 :20). According t o  Josephus, t h e  temple construc
tion began in Herod's eighteenth year (Ant. 1 5 . 
380) which coincided with Augustus' arrival in 
Syria (Ant. 1 5 . 354) and this occurred in the spring 
or summer of 20 BC (Dio Cassius 54. 7. 4-6). 
Herod's eighteenth year would have been from I 
Nisan 20 to I Nisan 1 9  BC. There were two parts in 
building the temple: the first was the inner sanctu
ary called the naos located within the priests' court 
which was completed by the priests in 1 8  months 
(Ant. 1 5 . 42 1 ), and the second incJuded the whole 
temple area incJuding the three courts and was 
called the hieron which was completed in AD 63. 
This distinction is consistently maintained by 
Josephus and the NT. [n discussing the temple with 
Jesus, the Jews were referring to the naos as having 
stood for 46 years. [f the construction of the naos 
began in 20/ 1 9  BC and was completed in 1 8  
months, i. e. i n  1 8/ 1 7  BC, then 4 6  years later would 
bring the date to the year AD 29/30. This means, 
then, that Jesus' first Passover was the spring of AD 
30. [n concJusion, the commencement of Jesus' 
ministry was sometime in the summer or autumn 
of AD 29. 
c. Duration 01 Jesus ' ministry 

Yalentinus, an early Gnostic commentator (born e. 
AD 100), as weil as many of the ante-Nicene period, 
suggested a I -year ministry of Jesus based on the 
Lk. 4 :  19 quotation of [so 61 :2 :  'To procJaim the 



acceptable year of the Lord.' However, Valcnti
nus's contemporary, I renaeus, refuted this view by 
indicating the three Passovers mentioned in John 
(2: 1 3 ; 6:4; 1 1  :55) .  Several present-century com
mentators suggest a I -year ministry beginning with 
Jesus' disciples plucking the grain on the Sabbath 
in Mk.  2 :23 (ripe grain at Passover time) and 
ending with the Passover (only one mentioned in 
the Synoptic Gospels) in M k .  1 4 : 1 .  To propose a 
I -ycar ministry on the basis of the I saianic passage 
is dubious. Again, the mention of three Passovers 
in the Gospel of John makes shipwreck of a I -year 
ministry. Furthermore, to compress I year between 
Mk.  2:23 and 14 :  I is unlikely, for after the plucking 
of gra in  in  2 :23,  there is the mention of 'green 
grass' in the feeding of the 5 ,000 (6:39). This indi
cates that another year had elapsed and another 
year is required between this last incident and the 
passion Passover of 1 4: I .  

A 2-year ministry based on the three Passovers 
mentioned in John was suggested by 4th-century 
bishops Apollinaris of Laodicea and Epiphan
ius of Salamis in  Cyprus, and is held by a few 
scholars i n  the 20th century. 

A 3-year ministry seems to be more viable. As 
mentioned above, the Gospel of John refers to 
three Passovers (2: 1 3 ; 6:4; 1 1  :55).  Moreover, it 
seems that an additional year is needed between 
the Passovers of 2: 1 3  and 6:4. The Passover of 6:4 
is around the time Jesus fed the 5,000, the only 
miracle mentioned in all four gospels. Previous to 
this feeding, the Synoptic Gospels mention the 
disciples plucking grain in Galilee (Mt .  1 2: I ;  M k .  
2:23; Lk .  6 :  I )  a n d  this must have been after the 
Passover of John 2: 1 3 . The reason for this is that 
the Passover of John 2: 13 occurred shortly after his 
baptism and he was ministering in  Judaea, whereas 
the plucking of the grain occurred a considerable 
time after Jesus' baptism and the locale of his min
istry was in  Galilee. Therefore, the plucking of the 
grain would fit weil with a Passover between the 
Passovers of John 2: 1 3  and 6:4. John provides two 
additional chronological indicators which would 
support an additional year between these Passo
vers. First, after the Passover of Jn .  2: 1 3, Jesus 
ministered in Judaea and then went to Samaria 
where he mentioned there were 4 months until har
vest (Jn.  4 :35) ,  wh ich would mean the following 
January/February. Although some consider it a 
proverbial statement, it seems best to take this as a 
literal chronological reference. The second chrono
logical indicator is in Jn .  5 :  I where there is mention 
of another unspecified feast. Some interpreters 
think it  refers to another Passover, although it 
more likely refers to the Feast of Tabernacles. 
Thus, these two chronological notes would sub
stantiate that there was another Passover between 
the Passovers of Jn.  2:  1 3  and 6:4. This would make 
a total of four Passovers during Jesus' public min
istry, and hence his ministry would have been 3 12 
to 3'1. years in length. 
d. Dealh 0/ Jesus 
There is a need to discuss both the day of the week 
and the day of the month as weil as the year of 
Jesus' death. 

First, the day of the week on which Jesus died 
has been traditionally thought of as Friday of pas
sion week. However because Jesus states in Mt.  
1 2 :40: ' For as Jonah was three days and three 
nights in the belly of the whale, so shall the Son of 
man be three days and three nights in the heart of 
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the earth',  some interpreters think that Jesus could 
not have died on Friday. They suggest that Jesus 
died either on Wedncsday or Thursday, allowing 
for 3 days and 3 nights. Sut whcn one understands 
that the Jews reckoned a part of a day as a whole 
day, then Jesus' death on Friday does not present a 
serious problem. Furthermore, the NT repeatedly 
refers to Jesus' resurrection as having occurred on 
the third day (not on the fourth day, e.g M t .  1 6:2 1 ;  
1 7:23; 20: 1 9; Lk. 9:22; 1 8 :33; 24:7, 46; Acts 10:40; I 
Cor. 1 5 :4). Moreover, the gospels specifically men
tion the day before the Sabbath (Friday) as the day 
of his death (Mt.  27:62; Mk .  1 5 :42; Lk. 23 :54; Jn .  
1 9 : 1 4, 3 1 ,  42). Therefore, both scripturally and 
traditionally, it seems best to accept Friday as the 
day of Jesus' death. 

Second, there is a need to discuss the day of the 
Jewish month on which Jesus died. All the gospels 
state that Jesus ate the Last Supper the day before 
his crucifixion (Mt .  26:20; Mk. 14 : 1 7 ;  Lk .  22: 1 4 ; 
Jn .  1 3 :2; cf also I Cor. 1 1  :23). On the one hand, 
the Synoptic Gospels (Mt .  26: 1 7; M k .  1 4: 1 2; Lk . 
22:7-8) portray that the Last Supper was the Pass
over meal celebrated on Thursday evening, 1 4  
Nisan, and that Jesus was crucified the following 
day, Friday, 1 5  Nisan. On the other hand, John 
states that the Jews who took Jesus to the Praeto
rium did not enter it 'in order that they might not 
be defiled but might eat the Passover' (Jn.  1 8:28) 
and that Jesus' trial was on the 'day of preparation 
for the Passover' and not after the eating of the 
Passover (Jn.  1 9: 14) .  This implies that Jesus' Last 
Supper (wh ich occurred on Thursday night, 1 3  
Nisan) was not a Passover and that Jesus was tried 
and crucified on Friday, 14 Nisan, just be fore the 
Jews ate their Passover. 
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I n  the  attempt to  reconcile the  Synoptics and 
John, several theories have been proposed. Some 
suggest that the Last Supper was not a Passover 
meal but a meal the night be fore the Passover (Jn. 
\3: I ,  29). However, the Synoptics explicitly state 
that the Last Supper was a Passover (M t. 26:2, 1 7-
1 9; Mk.  1 4: 1 ,  1 2, 14 ,  1 6; Lk. 22: 1 ,  7-8, 1 3 ,  1 5) .  
Others suggest that the  'Passover' referred to  in  J n  
1 8 :28 and 1 9 : 1 4  was not t h e  Passover meal itself, 
but one of the other festal meals held in Passover 
week. All sorts of other harmonizations have been 
offered. Some have proposed that Jesus and his 
disciples had a private Passover. However, the 
Passover lamb had to be slaughtered within the 
temple precincts and the priests would not have 
allowed the slaughter of the Paschal lamb for a 
private Passover. Some think it was celebrated on 
two consecutive days, because it would have been 
impossible to slay all the Passover lambs on one 
day. Others think that different religious calendars 
were in operation in Palestine. So it  has been sug
gested that Jesus and his followers followed the 
solar calendar used at Qumran, thus celebrating 
the Passover earlier in the week than the author
ities who followed a lunar calendar. A different ca
lendrical solution proposes that, on the one hand 
the Synoptic Gospels followed the method of the 
Galileans and the Pharisees in reckoning a day to 
be from sunrise to sunrise and thus Jesus and his 
disciples slaughtered the Paschal lamb in the late 
afternoon of Thursday, 14 Nisan, and later that 
evening they ate the Passover with the unleavened 
bread. On the other hand, John's Gospel followed 
the method of the Judaeans in reckoning a day to 
be from sunset to sunset and thus the Judaean Jews 
slaughtered the Paschal lamb in the late afternoon 
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on Friday, 14 N isan, and ate the Passover with the 
unleavenep bread that night which had become 1 5  
Nisan.  Thus, Jesus had eaten the Passovcr meal 
when his enemies, who had not as yet had the 
Passover meal, arrcsted h im. 

Finally, the year of Jesus' death can be narrowed 
by several considerations. First, the three officials 
involved in  the trial were Caiaphas the high priest 
(Mt .  26:3,  57; J n .  1 1 :49-53; 1 8 : 1 3- 1 4, 24, 28) who 
began his office in  AD 1 8  and was deposed at the 
Passover of AD 37 (Anl .  1 8 . 35; 90-95); Pilate, pre
fect 01' Judaea ( M t .  27:2-26; M k .  1 5 : 1 - 1 5 ; Lk. 
23 : 1 -25; Jn. 1 8 :28- 1 9 : 1 6; Acts 3: 1 3; 4:27; 1 3 :28; I 
Tim. 6: 1 3) from AD 26 to 36 (An/. 1 8 . 89); and 
Herod Antipas, tetrarch 01' Galilee and Peraea (Lk.  
23:6- 1 2; Acts 4 :27) from 4 BC until AD 39 (Anl .  1 8 . 
240-56; 1 9 . 35 1 ) . Thus Jesus' trial must have oc
curred between AD 26 and 36. 

Second, evidence from astronomy helps us to 
identify wh ich Passover took place on Thursdaysl 
Fridays, and so to narrow the date of Jesus' cruci
fixion. Granted that Jesus' death occurred on Fri
day, 14 N isan, and sometime between AD 26 and 
36, only the years AD 27, 30, 33, and 36 qualify 
astronomically. Of these dates, AD 27 is the least 
Iikely astronomically and 36 is too late. Of the 
remaining dates, 30 has been debated as to whether 
or not 14 Nisan fell on a Friday, while the AD 33 
date has the least problem astronomically. Those 
who maintain an AD 30 date need to begin John the 
Baptist's ministry 3 years earlier. They attempt it 
by reckoning the first year of Tiberius's reign when 
he became co-regent with Augustus. But this 
method must be rejected for there is no evidence, 
either from historical documents or coins, for its 
employment .  

Third, h istory confirms the AD 33 date. Pilate is  
portrayed by his contemporary Philo (Embassy 10 
Gaius 30 1 -302) and later by Josephus (Anl. 1 8 . 55-
59; Bi 2.  1 67-77) as one who was greedy, inflexible 
and cruel, and who resorted to robbery and op
pression, a portrait not out of keeping with Lk.  
1 3 : I .  Yet, during Jesus' trial, Pilate is seen as one 
who was readily submissive to the pressures of the 
religious leaders who were demanding that Jesus be 
handed over to them. 

How can such a change be explained? It must 
be understood that Pilate was probably appointed 
by Sejanus, a trusted friend of Tiberius, as weil as 
the prefeet of the Praetorian Guard, a dedicated 
anti-Semite who wanted to exterminate the Jewish 
race (Philo In Flaccum, I ;  Embassy 10 Gaius, 1 59-
1 6 1 ). When Pilate made trouble for the Jews in Pal
estine, Sejanus accepted this behaviour and did not 
report it to Tiberius. However, when Sejanus was 
deposed and executed by Tiberius on 1 8  Oetober, 
AD 3 1 ,  Pilate no longer had proteetion in Rome. In 
fact, i t  is most likely that Herod Antipas reported 
that he had eaused a riot, probably at the Feast of 
Tabernacles in AD 32 (Philo Embassy to Gaius 299-
305). Since Herod Antipas 'had one' on Pilate, it is 
understandable that in the midst of the trial, when 
there was the mention that Jesus stirred up trouble 
in Judaea and Galilee (Lk.  23 :5), Pilate was eager 
to allow Herod Antipas to try Jesus (Lk.  23:6- 1 2) .  
In  th is  context, the AD 33 date for the trial makes 
good sense for three reasons: 

I .  Pilate, on hearing that Jesus had eaused 
trouble in Galilee, handed Jesus over to Herod An
tipas. This was not required by Roman law but he 
did not want to make another wrong move that 
Herod eould relate to the emperor; 

2. the lack of progress in the trial in Lk.  23:6-
12 makes sense because Herod Antipas did not 
want to make a bad judgment which would cause 
Pilate to take advantage of him; 

3 .  Lk. 2� :  12 states that Pilate and Herod Antipas 
were friends from that day onward. This would be 
inaccurate if the crucifixion were in AD 30 because 
they were extremeiy at odds with each other in AD 
32.  Hence, the AD 33 date best fits the h istorical 
evidence. 

Jesus' birth 
Herod the Great's death 
Jesus at the temple 

summer 5 BC 
March/April, 4 BC 

Passover, 29 April, 
AD 9 aged 1 2  

Commencement of John the 
Baptist's ministry 

Commencement of Jesus' 
AD 29 

summer/autumn 
AD 29 

7 April, AD 30 
25 April, AD 3 1  

min istry 
Jesus' first Passover (Jn .  2: 1 3) 
Jesus' second Passover 
Jesus at the Feast of 

Tabernacles (Jn.  5: I )  
Jesus' third Passover 

(Jn. 6:4) 
Jesus at the Feast of 

Tabernacles 
(Jn. 7:2, 1 0) 

Jesus at the Feast of 
Dedication 
(Jn.  1 0:22-39) 

Jesus' death 
Jesus' resurrection 
Jesus' ascension 

2 1 -28 October, AD 3 1  

1 31 1 4  April, AD 32 

1 0-1 7 September, AD 32 

1 8  December, AD 32 
Friday, 3 April, AD 33 

Sunday, 5 April, AD 33 

(Acts I )  Thursday, 1 4  May, A D  33 
Day of Pentecost 

(Acts 2) Sunday, 24 May, AD 33 

11. Chronology of the apostolic age 

a. Pau/'s minislry 
The key figure in the apostolic age was the apostle 
Paul. Reconstructing the chronology of his l ife and 
ministry is complicated by scholarly quest ions (a) 
about the reliability of the Acts of the Apostles, 
being our most explicit source of information about 
Pauline chronology, and (b) about the authenticity 
of various of the Pauline letters, notably the Pas
toral epistles. Some scholars have offered alterna
tive Pauline chronologies to that suggested by Acts, 
basing their ideas primarily on selected Pauline let
ters. However, the evidence of Aets stands up 
remarkably weil in the face of these challenges. 
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The date of Paul's conversion hinges primarily 
on two passages of Scripture. First, Gal. I :  1 7-1 8 
states that he went from Damascus to Jerusalem 3 
years after his conversion (cf Aets 9 :25-26). When 
he escaped from Damascus, the Nabataean Aretas 
IV was in power (cf 2 Cor. 1 1  :32) and since he 
reigned from AD 37-39, Paul's conversion must 
have been sometime between AD 34 and 36. 
Second, Gal. 2: I indicates that Paul again went up 
to Jerusalem 14  years Iater. This probably refers to 
the famine visit he made with Barnabas, described 
in Acts 1 1  and 1 2, whieh ean be dated around AD 
47 to 49. It is likely that the 14 years are to be 
reckoned from his conversion rat her than after the 
time of his first visit to Jerusalem, and thus his 
conversion would be so me time between AD 33 and 
35 .  The overlap from t hese two primary passages 
would be AD 34 to 35 and probably the best time 



tor his eonversion would be in the summer of AD 
35. Paul returned to Jerusalem in the summer of 
�D 37 - parts of years are equivalent to a wh oie 
year - (Aets 9:26--29; Ga!.  I :  1 8-20). Paul went to 
Tarsus and Syria-Cilieia around the autumn of AD 
37 (Aets 9:30; Ga!.  1 :2 1 )  and then to Antioeh 
around AD 4 1  (Aets 1 1 : 1 9-24). Paul visited Jerusa
lern during the time of famine, probably in the 
autumn of AD 47 (Aets 1 1 : 30; Ga!. 2: 1 - 1 0) ,  and 
returned to Antioeh from the autumn of AD 47 to 
the spring of 48 (Aets 1 2 :25- 1 3 : 1 ) . 

Paul, thereafter, embarked on his three mission
ary journeys. The first missionary journey (Aets 
1 3- 1 4) would have been from the spring of AD 48 
to the autumn of 49. Probably, in the spring of AD 
48 Paul and Barnabas sailed to Salamis in Cyprus 
and erossing the island to Paphos, met Sergius 
Paulus, the proeonsu!. I n  later summer/early 
autumn the missionaries erossed the sea to Perga 
of Pamphylia and in late summer arrived in Pisid
ian Antioeh . They ministered in the eities of Ico
nium, Lystra and Derbe from approximately the 
autumn of AD 48 to the summer/autumn of 49 and 
then returned to Antioeh of Syria around the 
autumn of 49. 

Upon his return to A ntioeh, Paul may have writ
ten the book of Galatians, and then he and Barna
bas went to the council meeting in Jerusalem in the 
autumn of AD 49 (Aets 1 5 : 1 -29). A real ehrono
logieal debate revolves around the identification of 
the eonferenee in Ga!. 2 : 1 - 1 0 .  Some interpreters 
think it is to be identified with Paul's attendance at 
the Jerusalem council of Aets 1 5  (his third visit to 
Jerusalem) beeause it would support the 1 4  years 
(Ga! . 2: I )  from the time of his conversion to the 
time of the Jerusalem eounei!. However, it  seems 
more I ikely that the eonference in Ga!. 2: 1 - 1 0  
refers t o  t h e  famine relief visit o f  Aets I 1  :27-30; 
1 2 :25 (his  seeond visit to lerusalem) beeause to 
have suppressed the famine relief visit would have 
been fatal to his argument in Galatians that he 
was independent of human authority in his reeep
tion and prociamation of the gospe!. Thus the 1 4  
years covers the time o f  h i s  eonversion t o  the time 
of the famine relief visit ( reekoning inciusively). 
This also means that Galatians was written before 
the Jerusalem eouneil and the Galatians are those 
people in the area of leonium, Lystra and Derbe 
of the first missionary journey. 

After wintering in Antioeh (Aets 1 5 :33-35), Paul 
started on his seeond missionary journey (Aets 
1 5 :36 - 1 8 :22) which would have been from the 
spring of AD 50 to the autumn of 52. On this mis
sionary journey he retraced his steps by visiting 
Phrygia and Galatia (lconium, Lystra and Derbe; 
Aets 1 6:6) and with the leading of the Spirit he 
entered Europe, stayed in  Corinth for 1 8  months 
(Aets 1 8 : I I ) ,  and was tried before the proeonsul 
Gallio (Acts 1 8 : 1 2- 1 7) who ruled in Aehaia prob
ably from the summer of AD 5 1  to the summer of 
52. Also, in Corinth Paul met Priseilla and Aquila, 
Jewish Christians who were forced out of Rome 
under the edict of Claudius, probably in AD 49 or 
50 (Aets 1 8 :2 ;  Suetonius, Claudius 5 . 25. 4; Orosius, 
His/ory 7. 6). In the summer of AD 5 1 ,  while in 
Corinth, Paul wrote l and 2 Thes. On his return to 
Antioeh, Paul brought along Priseilla and Aquila 
and left them at Ephesus. 

The th ird missionary journey (Acts 1 8 :23-2 1 :  1 6) 
was from the spring of AD 53 to the spring of 57. 
Paul returned to Phrygia and Galatia and pro
ceeded to Ephesus, where he remained for nearly 3 
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years (Aets 1 9:8 ,  1 0; 20:3 1 ), from the summer of 
AD 53 until May of 56 and in the spring of 56 he 
wrote I Cor. Paul is often thought to have paid a 
short 'painful' visit to Corinth during this Eph
esian period (2 Cor. 2 :  I ), and some scholars have 
speeulated that he spent some time in prison in  
Ephesus, writing some or al l  of his 'Prison epistles' 
here (but see below). 

When he finally left Ephesus, he went to Mac
edonia and Greeee for three months (Aets 20:3). 
While in Macedonia he wrote 2 Cor. (whieh we 
take to be a unity, despite some crities' questions). 
In Corinth (Rom. 1 6 :23) he wrote Rom. in  the win
ter of AD 56/57. From Corinth Paul retraeed his 
steps through Europe and then took ship from 
Troas, returning to Jerusalem by the Pentecost of 
AD 57 (Acts 20: 1 6) .  

While in  Jerusalem he  was arrested and taken to 
Caesarea for a trial before Felix, who was probably 
procurator from the latter part of AD 52 to the 
summer of 59 (Aets 23:24; An/. 20. 1 37; BJ 2. 247; 
Ann. 1 2 . 54). Felix heard Paul (Aets 24) and Paul 
remained in the Caesarean prison for 2 years, at the 
end of which time Felix was sueceeded by Festus 
(Aets 24:27; An/. 20. 1 82; BJ 2.  27 1 ). Both Festus 
and Herod Agrippa 1 1  heard Paul in  Caesarea 
(Aets 25:7- 1 2; 26: 1 -32) in the late summer of AD 
59. Paul was in prison in Caesarea from lu ne of 57 
until August of 59. He left Caesarea in August of 
59 and arrived in Rome in February of 60 (Acts 
27: 1 -28:29) and remained in prison for 2 years 
(Aets 28:30), from February 60 to March of 62. 
While in prison, he wrote the Prison epistles: Eph . 
in the autumn of 60, Co!. and Ph. in the autumn of 
6 1 ,  and Phi!.  in the spring of 62. (Some scholars 
have speculated that some or all of the epistles 
were written earlier, either from Ephesus or from 
Caesarea.) 

After the Roman imprisonment there are no re
corded travels of Paul in Acts. From Paul's inten
tions, his travel notes in  the Pastoral epistles, and 
from early church history, one can only attempt to 
reconstruct his itinerary after his release from the 
Roman prison in  the spring of AD 62. I t  seems 
probable that he travelled E, possibly first in Ephe
sus and Colossae (spring-autumn 62), later in 
Macedonia (autumn 62-winter 62/63) from where 
he wrote I Tim. ( I  :3), and afterwards returned to 
Asia Minor (spring 63-spring 64). After Asia 
Minor Paul may weil have gone to Spain (spring 
64-sp'ring 66) ( Rom. 1 5 :24, 28). After Spain it is 
posslble that Paul, with Titus, returned to the E by 
going to Crete (early summer 66) and leaving Titus. 
Paul then returned to Asia M inor (summer
autumn 66) (2 Tim. 4: 1 3- 1 4) from where he wrote 
Ti!. (Ti!. I :5) .  He went to Nicopolis for the winter 
of 66/67 (Ti! .  3 :  1 2) .  I t  seems that Paul went to 
Macedonia and Greece (spring-autumn 67) (2 
Tim. 4:20) and was possibly arrested when Nero 
was in Greece in the autumn of 67. It is probable 
that Paul was again imprisoned in Rome (2 Tim. 
1 :8 ;  2:9) from where he wrote 2 Tim. (autumn of 
67). Paul's death may have come in the spring of 
68. 
b. Apos/olic his/ory 

197  

In  the  early part of Acts, Peter played a prominent 
role. Since it was conciuded that lesus died in AD 33 
and that Paul's conversion was in  the summer of 
35, the ministry of Peter and the other apostles 
mentioned in the first 8 chapters of Acts would 
have taken place in the 2 years between AD 33 and 
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35 .  Peter plays a prominent pa�t in the Jerusalem 
eouneil in AD 49 (Aets 1 5) .  It IS most IIkel� that 
Peter did go to Rome towards the end of hIS IIfe. 
Sinee Peter is neither mentioned by Paul when he 
wrote to the Romans in the winter of AD 56/57, 
when he wrote the Prison epistles in his first im
prisonment in  Rome in AD 60-62, nor when he 
wrote his seeond letter to TIm. m hIs seeond Im
prisonment in  R,ome in AD 67, nor by Luke when 
he narrates Paul s Impnsonment m Aets 28: 1 4-30, 
it  seems that Peter was not in Rome before AD 62 or 
after 66. It is probable that Peter was in Rome 
when Paul was not there and thus he may weil have 
eome to Rome around AD 62 and been martyred in 
the Neronian perseeution following the fire in the 
summer of 64. 

In  the perseeution of Herod Agrippa I in AD 44, 
James the brother of John, was killed and Peter 
was i�prisoned (Aets 1 2 :2-3). It was in that same 
year that Agrippa I died (Aets 1 2 :20-23; Ant. 1 9 .  
343-53). 

James, the brother of the Lord, was an import
ant leader in the early ehureh (Aets 1 5 : 1 3 ; Gal. 
I :  1 9; 2:9; I Cor. 1 5 :7). Josephus speaks of his death 
as having oeeurred in the period of anarehy after 
the death of Festus in the winter of 6 1 /62 and 
be fore the arrival of his sueeessor, Albinus, in the 
summer of 62 (Ant. 20. 1 97-203). Henee, James 
was killed in the spring of 62. 

The fall of Jerusalem was predieted by Christ 
( M t .  24: 1 5= M k .  1 3 : 1 4 = Lk.  21 :20) and the first 
phase of the fulfilment was aeeomplished in AD 70. 
Many Christians are thought to have fled to Pella, 
E of the Sea of Galilee (Eusebius EH 3.5 .  2-3). 

Due to the destruetion of Jerusalem, some 
have surmised that John fled to Asia Minor, pos
sibly to Ephesus. Part of his time was spent on 
the island of Patmos (Rev. 1 :9) and although 
there is no certainty regarding the time of his 
death, traditionally it is thought to have oeeurred 
in AD 1 00. 

A proposed ehronology for the whole apostolie 
per iod (with some dates more speeulatlve and ap
proximate than others) ean be eharted as folIows: 

Crueifixion Friday, 3 April, AD 33 
Penteeost (Aets 2) Sunday, 24 May, 33 
Peter's seeond sermon and 

brought before the 
Sanhedrin (Aets 3:  1 -4 :3 1 )  summer 33 

Death of Ananias and Sapphira 
(Aets 4 :32-5 : 1 1 ) 33-34 

Peter brought before Sanhedrin 
(Aets 5: 1 2-42) 34-35 

Deaeons seleeted (Aets 6: 1 -7) late 34-carly 35 
Stephen martyred (Aets 6:8-7:60) April 35 
Paul's eonversion (Aets 9 : 1 -7) summer 35 
Paul in Damaseus and Arabia 

(Aets 9 :8-25; Gal . I :  1 6- 1 7) summer 35-
early summer 37 

Paul in Jerusalem, first visit 
(Aets 9:26-29; Gal. I :  1 8-20) summer 37 

Paul in Tarsus and Syria-Cilieia 
area (Aets 9 : 30;  Gal. 1 :2 1 )  autumn 37 

Peter ministers to the Gentiles 
(Acts 1 0: 1 - 1 1 : 1 8) 40-4 1 

Barnabas sent to Ant ioch 
(Aets 1 1 : 1 9-24) 4 1  

Paul went to Antioeh 
(Aets 1 1  :25-26) spring 43 
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Agabus prediets a famine 
(Aets 1 1  :27-28) spring 44 

Agrippa's perseeution, James 
martyred (Aets 1 2: 1 -23) . . spring 44 

Relief visit, Paul's seeond VISi! to 
Jerusalem (Aets 1 1  : 30; 
Gal. 2 : 1 -1 0) autumn 47 

Paul in Antioeh 
(Aets 1 2:25- 1 3 : 1 )  autumn 47-spring 48 

First missionary journey April 48-
(Aets 1 3-1 4) September 49 
Departure from Antioeh April 48 
Cyprus Apnl-June 48 
Pamphylia begmnmg-mlddle of July 48 
Pisidian Antioeh mlddle July-

middle September 48 
leonium Oetober 48-cnd February 49 
Lystra-Derbe Mareh-middle June 49 
Return visit to ehurehes mlddle June

Return to Antioeh of Syria 
Peter at Antioeh (Gal. 2: 1 1 - 1 6) 
Galatians written from Antioeh 
Jerusalem eouneil, Paul's third 

visit (Aets 1 5) 
Paul in Antioeh (Ae!s 1 5 : 33-35) 

August 49 
September 49 

autumn 49 
autumn 49 

autumn 49 

Seeond missionary journey 
(Aets 1 5 : 36- 1 8:22) 
Departure from Ant ioeh 
Syria and Cilieia 
Lystra-Derbe 

winter 49/50 
April 50-

September 52 
April 50 
April 50 
May 50 

leonium 

Pisidian Antioeh 

Antioeh to Troas 
Philippi 
Thessalonica 
Berea 
Athens 

end May
Iil iddle June 50 

middle June
beginning July 50 

July 50 
August-Oetober 50 

November 50-January 5 1  
February 5 1  

end February
middle Mareh 5 1  

Arrival at Corinth middle Mareh 5 1  
Silas and Timothy arrive from Berea 

April/May 5 1  
I Thessalonians written early summer 5 1  
2 Thessalonians written summer 5 1  
Departure from 

Corinth 
Ephesus 
Jerusalem, Paul's 

fourth visit 
Return to Ant ioch 

beginning September 52 
middle September 52 

Paul's stay at Antioeh 
Third missionary journcy 

(Acts 1 8 :23-2 1 :  1 6) 
Departure from Antioeh 
Visiting Galatian 

ehurehes 
Arrival at Ephesus 
I Corin!hians writtcn 
Departure from 

Ephesus (riot) 
Troas 
Arrival in Maeedonia 
2 Corinthians 

end September 52 
begin ningimiddle 

November 52 
winter 52/53 

spring 53-May 57 
spring 53 

spring-summer 53 
September 53 

early spring 56 

beginning May 56 
May 56 

beginning June 56 

written 
Departure from 

Maeedonia 
Arrival in Corinth 

September/Oetober 56 

middle November 56 
end November 56 



Romans written 
Departure from 

Corinth 
Philippi 
Troas 
Troas to Assos 
Assos to M i tylene 
Mitylene to Chios 
Chios to Trogyllium 
Trogyllium to Miletus 
Ephesian elders 

see Paul 
Miletus to Patara 
Patara to Tyre 
Stay at Tyre 
Tyre to Caesarea 
Stay at Caesarea 
Caesarea to Jerusalem 

Jerusalem, Paul's 
fifth visit 

Meeting with James 
(Aets 2 1  : 1 3-23) 

winter 56/57 

end February 57 
6-- 1 4  April, 57 

1 2-25 April, 57 
Monday, 25 April, 57 

26 April, 57 
27 April, 57 
28 April, 57 
29 April, 57 

30 April-2 May 57 
2-4 May, 57 
5-9 May, 57 

1 0- 1 6  May, 57 
1 7- 1 9  May, 57 
1 9-25 May, 57 
25-27 May, 57 

eve of Penteeost, 
25 May, 57 

28 May, 57 
Paul's arrest and trial before 

Felix (Aets 2 1  :26-24:22) 29 May-9 June, 57 
First day of 

purifieation Sunday, 29 May, 57 
Seeond day of purifieation 30 May 57 
Third day of purifieation 3 1  May' 57 
Fourth day of purifieation I June' 57 
Fifth day of purifieation, riot, ' 

Paul's speech 2 June, 57 
Paul before the Sanhedrin 3 June, 57 
Appearanee of the Lord (night) 
Consplraey (day) 4 June, 57 
Journey to Antipatris (night) 
Journey to Caesarea (day) 
Waiting in Caesarea for 

5 June, 57 

trial 5-9 June 57 
Trial before Felix Thursday 9 June' 57 

Paul before Felix and Drusilla ' , 

(Aets 24:24--26) June 57 
Caesarean imprisonment 

(Aets 24:27) June 57-August 59 
Trial before Festus (Aets 25:7- 1 2) July 59 
Trial before Agrippa 

(Aets 26) 
Voyage to Rome 

beginning August 59 

(Aets 27:  1 -28 :29) August 59-February 60 
Departure from 

Caesarea middle August 59 
Myra beginning September 59 
Fair I-Iavens 
Shipwreek at Malta 
Departure from 

Malta 
Arrival in  Rome 

First Roman imprison-

Oetober 5-10,  59 
end Oetober 59 

beginning February 60 
end February 60 

ment (Aets 28:30) February 60-Mareh 62 
Ephesians written autumn 60 
Colossians and Philemon 

written 
Philippians written 

James, Lord's brother, 
martyred 

Paul in Ephesus and 
Colossae 

Peter goes to Rome 
Paul in Maeedonia 

autumn 6 1  
early spring 62 

spring 62 

spring-autumn 62 
62 

( I  Tim. 1 :3) late summer 62-winter 62/63 
I Timothy written autumn 62 
Paul in Asia Minor spring 63-spring 64 
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Paul in Spain 
(Rom. 1 5 :24, 28) spring 64-spring 66 

Chnstlans perseeuted, Peter 
martyred 

Paul in Crete 
Paul in Asia Minor 

(Ti!. 1 :5) 
Titus written 

summer 64 
early summer 66 

summer-autumn 66 
summer 66 

winter 66/67 Paul in Nicopolis (Ti!. 3 :  1 2) 
Paul in Macedonia and Greece 

(2 Tim. 4: 1 3 ,  20) spring-autumn 67 
Paul arrested and brought 

to Rome (2 Tim. 1 :8 ;  2:9) autumn 67 
2 Timothy written autumn 67 
Paul's death spring 68 
Destruction of Jerusalem 2 September, 70 
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CHURCH, 

I .  Meaning 
The English word 'church' is derived from the Gk .  
adjective kyriakos as  used in some such phrase as 
kyriakon döma or kyriake oikia, meaning 'the �ord's �ouse', i. e. a Christian place of worship. 
Church In the NT, however, renders Gk. ekklesia 

which . mostly designates a loeal congregation ol! 
Chnstlans and never a building. Although we 
often speak of these congregations collectively as 
the NT church or the early church, no NT writer 
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uses ekktesia in this collective way. An ekklesia was 
a meeting or assembly. I ts commonest use was for 
the publie assembly of eitizens duly summoned, 
which was a feature of all the eities outside Judaea 
where the gospel was planted (e.g. Aets 1 9:39); 
ekklesia was also used among the Jews (u()() for 
the ·'eongregation' of Israel whieh was eonstituted 
at Sinai and assembled before the Lord at the 
annual feasts in the persons of its representative 
males (Aets 7:38) .  

In  Aets, James, 3 John ,  Revelation and the earl
ier Pauline letters, 'ehureh' is always a partieular 
loeal eongregation . 'The ehureh throughout all 
Judea and Galilee and Samaria' (Aets 9 :3 1 )  may 
look like an exeeption, but the singular eould be 
distributive (cf Gal. 1 :22) or, more l ikely, is due to 
the fact that the verse eoncludes a seetion about 
how 'the ehureh in Jerusalem' (Aets 8: I )  was per
seeuted and its members seattered. Although every 
loeal eongregation is 'the ehureh 01' God' ( I  Cor. 
1 :2), Paul makes no use of the term in eonneetion 
with his doetrine of justifieation and salvation, 
and it is eonspieuously absent from his diseussion 
of Israel and the Gentiles in Rom. 9-1 1 .  But in the 
later Colossians and Ephesians Paul generalizes 
his use of 'ehureh' to indieate, not an eeumenieal 
ehureh, but the spiritual and heavenly signifieanee 
of eaeh and every loeal 'body' wh ich has Christ as 
its 'head', and by wh ich God demonstrates his 
manifold wisdom through the ereation of 'one new 
man' out of all raees and c1asses. In God's purpose 
there is only one ehureh, one gathering of all 
under the headship of Christ. But on earth it is 
pluriform, seen wherever two or three gather in his 
name. There is no need to explain the relation 
between the one and the many. Like the believer, 
the ehureh is both loeal and 'in heaven'. Heb. 1 2 :23 
also has a pieture of a heavenly 'assembly' (ekkl
esia), but this is based on the model of the 'eongre
gation of Israel' at Sinai, and it is uneertain 
whether the 'first-born' who eomprise it are 
human or heavenly beings. Likewise, Jesus' 
'ehureh' 01' Mt.  1 6: 1 8  may not be identieal with 
what Paul means by 'ehureh'. Jesus may mean the 
gathering of his apostles to form, under hirn, the 
restored house of David (cf Mt. 1 9 :28; Aets 
1 5 : 1 6),  by means of whieh salvation would eome 
to the Gentiles ( Rom. 1 5 : 1 2) ( In  Mt. 1 8 : 1 7, 'the 
ehureh' re/crs to the synagogue. ) Paul likens thc 
loeal ehureh to a • body whose mcmbers are 
mutually dependent ( I  Cor. 1 2 : 1 2fT.), and to a 
building being ereeted, especially a • temple for 
God's Spirit ( I  Cor. 3 : I OfT.). Metaphors 01' growth 
are used, and also the image of a flock being Icd 
(Aets 20:28; I Pet. 5:2) .  'Chureh' is not a synonym 
for 'people 01' God';  it is rather an aClivily of the 
'people 01' God'. Images such as 'aliens and exiles' 
( I  Pet. 2 :  I I )  apply to the people 01' God in the 
world, but do not deseribe the ehureh, i. e. the 
people assembled with Christ in the midst (Mt .  
1 8 :20; Heb .  2:  1 2) 
/ I . Thc church at Jcrusalcm 
The ehurch in the Christian sense appeared first in 
Jerusalem after thc ascension of Jesus. It was made 
up of the predominantly Galilean band of Jesus' 
disciples together with those who responded to the 
preaehing of the apostles in Jerusalem. Its mem
bers saw themselves as the eleet remnant of Israel 
destined to find salvation in Zion (Joel 2:32; Acts 
2:  1 7fT.) and as the restored tabernacle 01' David 
whieh Jesus himseli" had promised to build (Aets 

1 5 : 1 6; Mt. 1 6 : 1 8) .  Jerusalem was thus the divinely
appointed loeale for those who awaited the final 
fulfilment of all God's promises (Aets 3 :2 1 ) .  Ex
ternally, the group 01' baptized believers had the 
eharacter 01' a seet within Judaism. I t  was called 
'the seet 01' the Nazarenes' by a professional orator 
(Aets 24:5 ,  14;  cf 28:22), while its own adherents 
called their distinctive faith 'the • Way' .  I t  was 
more or less tolerated by Judaism throughout the 
30-<ldd years of i ts  life in Judaea, exeept when 
the Jewish authorities were disturbed by its frat
ernization with Gentile ehurehes abroad . Hut the 
essentially Jewish eharacter of the lerusalem 
ehureh should be noted. I ts  members aecepted 
the obligations 01' the law and the worship of the 
Temple. Their distinctive belief was that Jesus 01' 
Nazareth was Israel's Messiah, that God hirnself 
had vindieated this by raising hirn from the dead 
after he had sufTered for Israel's redemption, and 
that the 'great and manifest day' of the Lord was 
even now upon them and would eulminate in a 
final appearanee 01' Messiah in judgment and 
glory. 

Their distinctive praetices included a baptism in 
the name of Jesus, regular attendanee at instrue
tion given by the apostles, and 'fellowship' on a 
household basis, whieh Luke deseribed as being 
'the breaking 01' bread and the prayers' (Acts 2:41 -
46). The first leaders hip 01' the ehureh was by the 
twelve (Galilean) apostles, espeeially • Peter and 
• lohn, but soon gave way to that 01' • elders in the 
regular Jewish manner, with • James the brother 01' 
Jesus as president (Gal. 2:9; Aets 1 5 :6fT.) .  The lat
ter's presidency extended through most of the Ii i"e 
01' the Jerusalem ehureh, possibly from as early as 
the thirties (Gal. I :  1 9; cf Aets 1 2 : 1 7) until his exc
cution c. AD 62. I t  may weil have been assoeiated 
with the church's Messianie eoneeptions. 'The 
• throne 01' David' was a mueh more l i teral hope 
among believing Jews than we commonly realize, 
and James was also 'of the house and Iineage 0 1' 
David'. Was he thought 01' as a legitimate Pro
tector, or Prinec Regent, pending the return of 
Messiah in person? Eusebius reports that a eousin 
of Jesus, Simeon son of Clopas, sueeeeded James 
as president, and that Vespasian, after the capture 
of Jerusalem in AD 70, is said to have ordercd a 
search to be made for all who were of thc family 01' 
David, that therc might be left among the Jews no
one of the royal family (EH 3. 1 1 - 1 2). 
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The ehurch became large (Aets 21 :20) and in
c1uded even priests and Pharisees in its member
ship (6:7 ;  1 5 :5) .  At the outset it included also many 
• Hellenists, Greek-speaking lews 01' the Disper
sion who eame as pilgrims to feasts or for various 
reasons were staying in Jerusalem. Sueh lews were 
often more wealthy than those 01' Jerusalem, and 
displayed piety by bringing 'alms to their nation' 
(cf Acts 24: 1 7) .  When the ehureh adopted the 
praetiec 01' mutual support, a typieal bcnefactor 
was the Cypriot • Barnabas (Aets 4:34--37), and 
when a committee was needed to administer the 
relief the Seven appointed were, to judge by their 
names, Hellenists (6:5). It was apparently through 
this Hellenist element that the gospel overflowed 
the narrow limits 01' Judaistie Christianity and ere
ated fresh streams in alien territories. • Stephen, 
one 01' the Seven, eame into debate in a Hellenist 
synagogue in Jerusalem (01' whieh Saul 01' Tarsus 
was possibly a member) and was eharged before 
the Sanhedrin with blaspheming the Temple 
and the Mosaie law. H is defenee eertainly shows a 



liberal attitude towards the inviolability of the 
Temple, and the persecution wh ich followed his 
death may have been directed against this sort of 
tendency among Hellenist believers rat her than 
against the law-abiding Christianity of the apostles 
who remained in Jerusalem when others were 'scat
tered'. • Philip, another of the Seven, took the 
gospel to Samaria and, after baptizing a foreign 
eunuch near the old Philistine city of Gaza, went 
preaching up the coast till he came to the largely 
pagan Caesarea, where soon afterwards Peter 
found hirnself admitting uncircumcised Gentiles to 
baptism. 

Significantly it  was Hellenists who went from Je
rusalem to Antioch and there preached to Gentiles 
without any stipulation about the Mosaic law. 
After Stephen, the Hellenistic element in the Jeru
salem church seemed to disappear and its Judaic 
character to prevail. Some of its members disap
proved of the gospel's being offered to Gentiles 
without obligation to keep the law and went off to 
press their poin t  of view in the new churches (Acts 
1 5 : I ;  Gal. 2: 1 2; 6: 1 2f.) .  Officially, however, the Je
rusalem church gave its approval not only to 
Philip's mission in Samaria and the baptism of 
Cornelius at Caesarea, but to the policy of the new 
church at Antioch and its missionaries. In c. AD 49 
a • council of the Jerusalem church was formally 
asked what should be demanded of 'those of the 
Gentiles who turn to God'. It was determined that, 
while Jewish believers would, of course, continue 
to circumcise their children and keep the whole 
law, these requirements should not be laid on Gen
tile believers, although the latter should be asked to 
make certain concessions to Jewish scruples which 
would make table-fellowship between the two 
groups easier, and to keep the law concerning 
sexual purity (Acts 1 5 :20, 29; 21 : 2 1 -25). The pro
ceedings retlect the primacy of Jerusalem in mat
ters of faith  and morals. Indeed, throughout the 
first generation it  was 'the church' par excellence 
(see Acts 1 8: 22, where the Jerusalem church is 
meant). This is noticeable in  the attitude of Paul 
(Gal. I :  1 3 ;  Phil. 3:6), who impressed it on his 
churches (Rom. 1 5 :27). His final visit to Jerusalem 
c. AD 57 was in recognition of this spiritual pri
macy. He was greeted by 'James and all the elders' 
and reminded that the many members of the 
church were 'all zealous for the law'. Its scrupulos
ity, however, did not save it from suspicion of dis
loyalty to Jewish national hopes. James 'the Just' 
was judicially murdered at the instigation of the 
high priest c. AD 62. 

When the war with Rome broke out in AD 66 the 
church came to an end. I ts members betook them
selves, says Eusebius, io Pella in Transjordan (EH 
3. 5).  Thereafter they divided into two groups: the 
Nazarenes, who keeping the law themselves, had a 
tolerant attitude towards their Gentile fellow
bel ievers, and the Ebionites, who inherited the 
Judaizing view of obligation to the law. Later 
Christians listed the Ebionites among the heretics. 
III .  The church at Antioch 
The Jerusalem believers had no exclusive claim on 
the term ekklesia, despite its OT associations, and 
the mixed assemblage of Jewish and Gentile be
Iievers which was formed at Antioch on the Oron
tes was without ceremony also called 'the church' 
there (Acts l l  :26; 1 3: I ). Moreover • Antioch, not 
Jerusalem, was the model of the 'new church' 
which was to appear all over the world. I t  was 
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founded by Hellenist Jews. Here believers were first 
dubbed • Christians, or 'Christites', by their Gen
tile neighbours (Acts l l  :26). Antioch became the 
springboard for the expansion of the gospel 
throughout the Levant. The key figure at first was 
• Barnabas, hirnself perhaps a Hellenist but enjoy
ing the full confidence of the Jerusalem leaders 
who sent hirn to investigate. He is first named 
among the 'prophets and teachers', who are the 
only functionaries we know to have been in this 
church. He brought Sau I the converted Pharisee 
from Tarsus-an interesting solvent for the fer
ment! Barnabas also led two missionary exped
itions to his own country of • Cyprus, and with 
Paul made the first incursions into Asia Minor. 
There were important links between A ntioch and 
Jerusalem. Prophets from Jerusalem came up 
and ministered (Acts 1 1  :27), as did Peter hirnself 
and delegates from James (Gal. 2: 1 1 - 1 2) ,  not to 
mention the Pharisaic vi si tors of Acts 1 5 : I .  I n  
return, Antioch expressed its fellowship with Jeru
salem by sending relief in  time of famine (Acts 
1 1  :29) and later looked to the Jerusalem church to 
provide a solution to the legal controversy. The 
prophetic leadership of the church included an Af
rican called Symeon, Lucius of Cyrene and a 
member of Herod Antipas's entourage. The 
author of Acts has been claimed as a native of 
Antioch (Anti-Marcionite Prologues). But the 
greatest farne of the church at Antioch was that it 
'commended' Barnabas and Sau I 'to the grace of 
God for the work which they . . .  fulfilled' (Acts 
1 4:26). 
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IV. Pauline churches 
While • Paul and Barnabas were clearly not the 
only missionaries of the first generation, we know 
next to not hing about the labours of others, includ
ing the twelve apostles themselves. Paul, however, 
claimed to have preached the gospel 'from Jerusa
lern and as far round as I l lyricum' (Rom. 1 5 : 1 9),  
and we know that he founded churches on the An
tiochene pattern in the S provinces of Asia M inor, 
in Macedonia and Greece, in W Asia where he 
made • Ephesus his base, and, by inference from 
the Epistle to • Titus, in • Crete. Whether he 
founded churches in • Spain (Rom. 1 5 :24) is un
known. Everywhere he made cities his centre, 
whence he (or his associates) reached other cities 
of the province (Acts 1 9 :  I 0; Col. 1 :7). Where pos
sible, the Jewish • synagogue was the jumping-off 
point, Paul preaching there as a rabbi as long as he 
was given opportunity. In  time, however, a separate 
ekklesia-the word must sometimes have had the 
t1avour of synagöge (cf Jas. 2:2, Rv)-of Jewish 
and Gentile converts came into being, each with its 
own elders appointed by the apostle or h is  delegate 
from among the responsible senior believers. The 
• family played an important role in the develop
ment of these churches. The OT in Greek was the 
sacred Scripture of all these churches, and the key 
to its interpretation was indicated in certain sel
ected passages together with a clearly defined 
summary of the gospel itself ( I  Cor. 1 5 : 1-4).  Other 
'traditions' concerning Jesus' ministry and teach
ing were laid on every church (I Cor. 1 1  :2, 23-25; 
7:  1 7; 1 1 :  1 6; 2 Thes. 2:  1 5), with fixed patterns of 
ethical instruction in regard to social and political 
obligation. It is unknown who regularly adminis
tered • baptism or presided at the • Lord's Supper, 
though both ordinances are mentioned. How fre
quently or on what days the church assembled is 
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also unknown. The meeting at Troas 'on the Satur
day night' (Acts 20:7, NEB) may be a model, and if 
so would support the view that the use of 'the first 
day of the week' (or 'the first day aner the sah
bath') for Christian assembly began simply by 
using the night hours which followed the close of 
the sabbath (see H. R iesenfeld, 'The Sabbath and 
the Lord's Day in Judaism, the Preaching of Jesus 
and Early Christianity', The Gospel Tradition, 
1 970). 

But it is not clear that there was a church at 
Troas; the occasion may merely have marked the 
parting of Paul's travelling companions, the time 
being dictated by travelling arrangements. The first 
day could not have been observed as a sabbath, 
however, since it  was not a holiday for Gentiles, 
and Paul would have no binding rules about keep
ing days unto the Lord (Rom. 1 4:5). Jewish mem
bers must have observed many customs not joined 
in by their Gentile brethren. The fullest evidence 
for what took place when a church actually as
sembled is I Cor. 1 1 - 1 4. There was no organiza
tional l ink between Paul's churches, though there 
were natural affinities between churches in the 
same province (Co I. 4 : 1 5- 1 6; I Thes. 4: 10). All 
were expected to submit to Paul's authority in mat
ters of the faith-hence the role of Paul's letters 
and of the visits of • Timothy-but this authority 
was spiritual and admonitory, not coercive (2 Cor. 
1 0 :8; 1 3 : 1 0).  Local administration and discipline 
were autonomous (2 Cor. 2 :5- 1 0).  No church had 
superiority over any other, though all acknow
ledged Jerusalem as the source of 'spiritual bless
ings' (Rom. 1 5:27), and the collection for the saints 
there was a token of this acknowledgment. 
V. Other churches 
The origin of the other churches mentioned in the 
NT is a matter of inference. There were Jewish and 
Gentile believers in Rome by e. AD 56 when Paul 
wrote his Epistle to them. 'Visitors from Rome, 
both Jews and proselytes' were present at Pentecost 
(Acts 2:  1 0), and among greetings in Rom. 1 6  is one 
to two 'of note among the apostles', ·Andronicus 
and Junias, kinsmen of Paul's who were converted 
before hirn. Is this a complimentary rcference 
to their having brought the gospel to Rome? 
'Brethren' came to meet Paul and his party when 
they went to • Rome, but our knowledge of the 
church there, its composition and its status, is 
problematical. 

The address of · 1  Peter shows that there was a 
group of churches scattered along the S coast of 
the Black Sea and its hinterland ( ,Pontus, Galatia, 
Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia') of either Jewish 
or Jewish-Gentile membership. These are the parts 
which Paul was prevented from entering (Acts 
1 6:6-7), which may imply that they were the scene 
of another man's foundation, perhaps the work of 
Peter himselr. But we learn nothing distinctive of 
these churches from the Epistle. Oversight and re
sponsibility for 'feeding the flock' in each pi ace was 
exercised by elders ( I  Pet. 5 : 1 -2). 

This exhausts our knowledge of the founding of 
particular churches in NT times. A Iittle more 
about the W Asian churches emerges from the 
Apocalypse. It is thought that churches must surely 
have been founded at least in Alexandria and in 
Mesopotamia, if not farther E, within the I st cen
tury, but of this there is no certain evidence. 

Of the Iife and organization of the churches 
generally, we know very little, except for Jerusalem, 
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which was not typical. Yet what we know makes us 
confident that their unity lay in the gospel itself, 
acceptance of the OT Scriptures and acknowledg
ment of Jesus as ' Lord and Christ'. Differences of 
• church government, forms of • ministry, moulds 
of thought and levels of moral and spiritual 
achievement were probably greater than we com
monly realize. No one NT church, nor all the 
churches together-though they formed no visible 
unity--exercises any authority over our faith 
today. This divine • authority belongs only to the 
apostolic gospel as contained in the whole 01' the 
Scriptures. (.  POWER Of nIE KEvs; • PETER, IV.) 
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CHURCH GOVERNMENT. The NT provides no 
detailed code of regulations for the government of 
the church, and the very idea of such a code might 
see m repugnant to the liberty of the gospel dispen
sation; but Christ len behind hirn a body of leaders 
in the apostles whom he hirnself had chosen, and 
he also gave them a few general principles for the 
exercise of their ruling function. 

I. The Twelve and Paul 
The Twelve were chosen that they might be with 
Christ (Mk.  3 : 1 4), and this personal association 
qualified them to act as his witnesses (Acts 1 :8); 
they were from the first endowed with power over 
unclean spirits and diseases (Mt .  1 0: I ), and this 
power was renewed and increased, in a more gen
eral form, when the promise of the Father (Lk.  
24:49) came upon them in the gin of the Holy 
Spirit (Acts I :8); on their first mission they were 
sent forth to preach (Mk.  3: 14), and in the great 
commission they were instructed to teach all 
nations (Mt.  28: 1 9). They thus received Christ's 
authority to evangelize at large. 

But they were also promised a more specific 
function as judges and rulers of God's people (Mt .  
1 9:28; Lk .  22:29-30), with power to  bind and to 
loose (Mt .  1 8 : 1 8), to remit and to retain sins (Jn.  
20:23). Such language gave rise to the conception 
of the keys, traditionally defined in both mediaeval 
and Reformed theology as: (a) the key of doctrine, 
to teach what conduct is forbidden and what per
mitted (this is the technical meaning of binding 
and loosing in  Jewish legal phraseology), and (b) 
the key of discipline, to exclude and excommuni
cate the unworthy, and to admit and reconcile the 
contrite, by declaring or praying for God's forgive
ness, through the remission of sins in Christ alone. 

Peter received these powers first ( M t . 1 6: 1 8- 1 9), 
as he also received the pastoral commission to feed 
Christ's flock (Jn. 2 1  : 1 5), but he did so in a repre
sentative, rat her than in a personal, capacity; for 
when the commission is repeated in Mt .  1 8 : 1 8 ,  au
thority to exercise the ministry of reconciliation is 
vested in the body of disciples as a whole, and it  is 
the faithful congregation, rather than any indi
vidual, which acts in  Christ's name to open the 
kingdom to believers and to close it  against 



unbelicf. None the less, this authoritative function 
is primarily exercised by preachcrs 01' the word, 
and the process of sifting, of conversion and rejec
tion, is seen at work from Petcr's first scrmon 
onwards (Acts 2 :37-4 1 ). When Peter confessed 
Christ, his faith was typical of the rock-likc foun
dation on which the church is built (Mt .  1 6: 1 8), but 
in fact thc foundations of the hcavenly Jerusalem 
contain the names of all of thc apostlcs (Rev. 
2 1 :  14;  cf Eph. 2:20); these acted as a body in the 
early days of the church, and, despite Peter's con
tinued eminence (Acts 1 5 :7; I Cor. 9 :5;  Ga! . I :  1 8 ; 
2:7-9), the idea that Petcr exercised any constant 
primacy among them is refutcd, partly by the lead
ing position occupied by James in the Jerusalem 
* Council (Acts 1 5 :  1 3 , 1 9), and partly by the fact 
that Paul withstood Peter to the face (Ga!. 2: 1 1 ) .  I t  
was in  a corporate capacity that the apostles pro
vided leadership for the primitive church; and that 
leadership was effective both in mercy (Acts 2:42) 
and in judgment (Acts 5 : 1 - 1 1 ) .  They exercised a 
general authority over every congregation, sending 
two of their number to supervise new develop
ments in Samaria (Acts 8 : 1 4), and deciding with 
the elders on a common policy for the admission 
01' Gentiles (Acts 1 5), while Paul's 'care 01' all the 
churches' (2 Cor. 1 1  :28) is illustrated both by the 
number of his missionary journeys and by the 
exten t of his correspondence. 
11. After the ascension 
Their first step, immediately after Christ's ascen
sion, was to fill the vacancy left by the defection of 
Judas, and this they did by means of a direct 
appeal to God (Acts 1 :24-26). Others were later 
reckoned in the number of apostles ( I  Cor. 9 :5-6; 
Ga!. 1 : 1 9) ,  but the qualifications of being an eye
witness of the resurrection (Acts 1 :22), and of 
having been in some way personally commissioned 
by Christ (Rom. I :  I ,  5), were not such as could be 
extended indefinitely. When the pressure of work 
increased, they appointed seven assistants (Acts 
6: 1 -6), elected by t he people and ordained by the 
apostles, to administer the church's charity; these 
seven have been regarded as deacons from the time 
of I renaeus onwards, but Philip, the only one 
whose later history is dearly known to us, became 
an evangelist (Acts 2 1  :8) with an unrestricted mis
sion to preach the gospel, and Stephcn 's activities 
were not dissimilar. Church-officers with a distinct
ive name are first found in the elders of Jerusalem, 
who received gifts (Acts 1 1  :30) and took part in 
Council (Acts 1 5 :6). This office (* PRESBYfER) was 
probably copied from the eldership of the Jewish 
synagogue; the church is itself called a synagogue 
in Jas. 2:2, and Jewish elders, who seem to have 
been ordained by imposition of hands, were re
sponsible for maintaining the observance of God's 
law, with power to excommunicate law-breakers. 
But the Christian eldership, as a gospel ministry, 
acquired added pastoral (Jas. 5: 1 4; I Pet. 5 : 1 -3) 
and preaching (I Tim. 5 :  1 7) duties. Elders were or
dained for all the Asian churches by Paul and 
Barnabas (Acts 1 4:23), while Titus was enjoined to 
do the same for Crete (Tit. 1 :5); and although the 
disturbances at Corinth may suggest that a more 
complete democracy prevailed in that congrega
tion (cf I Cor. 1 4:26), the general pattern of 
church government in the apostolic age would 
seem to be a board of elders or pastors, possibly 
augmented by prophets and teachers, ruling each 
of t he local congregations, with deacons to help, 
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and with a general superintcndence 01' the entire 
church provided by apostles and evangelists. There 
is nothing in this system which corresponds exactly 
to thc modern diocesan episcopate; *bishops, 
when they are mentioned (Phi! .  I :  I ), form a board 
of local congregational officers, and the position 
occupied by Timothy and Titus is that of Paul's 
personal lieutenants in his missionary work. It  
seems most likely that one eIder acquired a per
manent chairmanship of thc board, and that he 
was then specially designated with the titlc of 
bishop; but even when the monarchical bishop ap
pears in the letters of Ignatius, he is still the pastor 
of a single congregation. NT terminology is much 
more fluid; instead of anything resembling a hier
archy, we meet with such vague descriptions as 'he 
who rulcs', those who 'are over you in the Lord' 
(proistamenoi, 'presidents'; Rom. 1 2 : 8; I Thes. 5 : 1 2) 
or 'those who have the rule over you' or 'your lead
ers' (hegoumenoi, 'guides'; Heb. 1 3 :7, 1 7, 24). The 
* angels of the churches in Rev. 2:3 havc sometimes 
been regarded as actual bishops, but they are more 
probably personifications of their respective com
munities. Those in responsible positions are en
titled to honour ( I  Thes. 5 :  1 2- 1 3; I Tim. 5: 1 7), 
maintenance (I Cor. 9 :  1 4; Ga!. 6:6) and freedom 
from trifling accusations ( I  Tim. 5: 1 9) .  
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I I I .  General principles 
Five general principles can be deducted from the 
NT teaching as a whole: (a) all authority is derived 
from Christ and exercised in his name and Spirit; 
(b) Christ's humility provides the pattern for Chris
tian service (Mt .  20:26-28); (c) government is col
legiate rather than hierarchical (Mt .  1 8 : 1 9; 23:8; 
Acts 1 5 :28); (d) teaching and ruling are dosely as
sociated functions ( I  Thes. 5: 1 2) ;  (e) administrative 
assistants may be required to help the preaehers of 
the word (Acts 6:2-3). See also * MINISTRY and 
bibliography there cited. G.S.M.W. 

CILICIA. A region in  SE Asia Minor. The W part, 
known as Tracheia, was a wild plateau of the 
Taurus range, the horne of pirates and robbers 
from prehistorie to Roman times. The E part, 
known as Cilicia Pedias, was a fertile plain between 
Mt Amanus in the S, Mt Taurus in the N and the 
sea; and the vital trade route between Syria and 
Asia Minor lay through its twin majestie passes, 
the Syrian Gates and the Cilieian Gates. Cilicia 
was officially made a province before 1 00 BC, but 
effective rule began only after Pompey's pirate 
drive in 67 BC. Cicero was governor here in 51 BC. 
The province apparently disappeared under the 
Early Empire, Augustus ceding Tracheia partly to 
the native dynasty and partly to the adjacent dient 
k ingdoms of Galatia and Cappadocia. Pedias, 
wh ich consists of 16 semi-autonomous cities, of 
wh ich Tarsus was the most outstanding, was 
administered by Syria until after Tracheia was 
taken from Antioehus IV of Commagene in AD 72. 
Then Vespasian re-combined both regions into the 
single province of Cilicia (Suetonius, Vespasian 8). 
Thus Paul, its most distinguished citizen, and 
Luke, both writing aceurately of the earlier period, 
are strictly eorrect in combining Cilicia (i. e. Pedias) 
in one unit with Syria (Ga!. I : 2 1  variant; Aets 
1 5 :23, 4 1 ;  see E. M. B. Green, 'Syria and Cilicia', 
ExpT 7 1 ,  1 959-60, pp. 50-53, and authorities 
quoted there). E.M.B.G. 

C.J .H.  
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Cilicia, a Roman province important as controlling the vital trade route between Syria and Asia Minor. which 
ran throllgh the Cilician Gates (see p. 203). 

CIRCUMCISION. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
The OT gives a coherent account 01' the origin and 
practice of circumcision in Israel. 

a. Origin and occllrrence 
I t  is alleged that Ex. 4:24ff. and Jos. 5 :2ff., along 
with Gn.  1 7, offer three different accounts of the 
origin of the rite, but, in fact, Ex. 4 :24ff. can hardly 
be explained unless infant or child circumcision 
was already an established practice, and Jos. 5:2ff. 
states that those who left Egypt were circumcised . 
Gn. 1 7  remains as the sole biblical account of the 
origin of Israelite circumcision. I t  was integrated 
into the Mosaic system in connection with the 
Passover (Ex. 1 2 :44), and apparently continued 
throughout the OT (e.g. Je. 9 :25-26). It is a founda
tion feature of NT Judaism, and occasioned the 
Judaistic controversies of the apostolic period . The 
Jews in the NT had so associated circumcision with 
Moses that they had virtually forgotten its more 
fundamental association with Abraham (Acts 
1 5 : 1 , 5 ; 21 :2 1 ;  Gal. 5:2-3). Our Lord had to remind 
them that it antedated Moses (Jn .  7 :22);  Paul is 
emphatic that it was the cunent understanding 01' 
the Mosaic connection which was obnoxious to 
Christianity (Gal . 5 :2-3, 1 1 ,  elc.), and constantly 
brings his readers back to Abraham ( Rom. 4: 1 1 ; 
1 5 :8 ,  elc.) .  

b .  Signi/icance 0/ the praclice 
In Gn. 1 7  the divine covenant is set out first as a 
series 01' promises, personal (vv. 4b-5: Abram be
comes the new man with new powers), national (v. 
6, the predicted rise 01' monarchic nationhood), 
spiritual (v. 7,  the pledged relat ionship 01' God 
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with Abraham and his descendants). When the 
covenant is, secondly, expressed in a sign, circumci
sion (vv. 9- 14) ,  it is this totality of divine promise 
which is symbolized and applied to the divinely 
nominated recipients. This relationship 01' circum
cision to foregoing promise shows that the rite sig
nifies the gracious movement of God to man, and 
only derivatively, as we shall see, the consecration 
of man to God. This truth underlies Jos. 5:2ff. :  
while the nation walked in  t h e  wilderness under 
God's displeasure (cf Nu. 14 :34), the covenant 
was, as it  were, in suspended animation, and cir
cumcision lapsed . Or again, when Moses spoke of 
possessing 'uncircumcised lips' (Ex. 6: 1 2 , 30; cf Je. 
6:  I 0), only the gift of God's word could remedy 1 1 .  
Further, the NT speaks of circumcision as a 'seal' 
(Rom. 4: 1 1 ) upon God's gift of righteousness. Cir
cumcision, therefore, is the token 01' that work of 
grace whereby God chooses out and marks men 
for his own. 

The covenant of circumcision operates on the 
principle of the spiritual union 01' the household in 
its head. The covenant is 'between me and you and 
your descendants after you' (Gn. 1 7 :7 ) ,  and vv. 26-
27 notably express the same truth : 'Abraham . . .  
Ishmael . . .  and all the men of his house . . .  were 
circumcised with hirn.'  Thus, from its inception, 
infant circumcision was the distinctive Israelite 
custom, not derived from Egyptian or other prac
tice, and contrasting sharply with the puberty 
rites 01' other nations: the latter point to social 
acknowledgment 01' adult status, the former to a 
status before God and a preven ience 01' divine 
grace. 

Those who thus became members 01' the coven
ant were expected to show it outwardly by obedi
ence to God's law, expressed to Abram in its most 
general form, 'Walk before me, and be blameless' 
(Gn. 1 7 : I ) . The relation between circumcision and 



obediencc remains a biblical constant (Je. 4:4; 
Rom. 2 :25-29; cf Acts 1 5 : 5 ;  Gal . 5:3). In  this re
spect, circumcision involves the idea of consecra
tion to God, but not as its essen ce. Circumcision 
embodies and applies covenant promises and 
summons to a life of covenant obediencc. Thc 
blood which is shed in circumcision does not ex
press the desperate lengths to wh ich a man must go 
in self-consecrat ion, but the costly demand which 
God makes of those whom he calls to hirnself and 
marks with the sign of his covenanl. 

This response of obedience was not always 
rOrlhcoming, and, though sign and thing signified 
are identified in Gn. 1 7: I 0, 1 3- I 4, the Bible ean
didly allows that it is possible to possess the sign 
and nothing more, in  wh ich case it is spiritually 
defunct and, indeed, condemnatory (Rom. 2:27). 
The OT plainly teaehes this, as it calls for the real
ity appropriate to the sign (Dl .  10 :  I 6; Je. 4:4), 
warns that in the absence of the reality the sign is 
not hing (Je. 9 :25) ,  and foresees the circumcising of 
the hearl by God (Dl.  30:6) . 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
The NT is unequivocal: without obedience, circum
cision becomes uncircumcision (Rom. 2:25-29); the 
outward sign fades into insignificance when com
pared with the realities of keeping the command
ments ( J  Cor. 7 :  I 8-1 9), fai th  working by love (Gal. 
5:6) and a new creation (Gal. 6:  I 5). Nevertheless, 
the Christian is not at liberty to scorn the sign. 
Although , in so far as i t  expressed salvation by 
works of law, the Christian must shun it (Gal. 
5 :2ff.),  yet in its inner meaning he needs it (Col. 
2 :  I 3; cf 15. 52: I ). Consequently, there is a 'circumci
sion of Christ', the 'putting off (ot) the body (and 
not only part) of the . . .  flesh', a spiritual transac
tion not made with hands, a relation to Christ in his 
death and resurrection, sealed by the initiatory 
ordinance of the new covenant (Co!. 2 : 1  1 - 1 2). 

In Phil. 3 : 2  Paul uses the deliberately offensive 
word katatome, 'those who mutilate the flesh' 
(RSV) , 'the concision' (AV) . He is not defaming cir
cumcision on Christians (cf Gal. 5 :  I 2). The cog
nate verb (katatemnö) is used ( Lv. 2 I :5 ,  LXX) of 
forbidden heathen mutilations. To Christians, who 
are 'the circumcision' ( Phil .  3 :3), the enforcement 
of the outmoded sign is tantamount to a heathen
ish gashing of the body. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Koehler, Hebrew Man, 1 956, 
pp. 37ff.;  G. A. F. Knight, A Chr;st;an Theology 01 
the Old Testament, 1 959, pp. 238f.; G. R. Beasley
Murray, Bapt;sm ;n the New Testament, 1 962; 1. P. 
Hyatt, 'Circumcision' ,  IDB; 1. Sasson, JBL 85, 
1 966, pp. 473ff.; T. D. Alexander, 'Genesis 22 and 
the Covenant of Circumcision', JSOT 25, pp. 1 7-
22; H .  C. Hahn, 'Circumcision', NlDNTT I ,  pp. 
307-3 1 2 . J .A .M .  

CISTERN (Heb. bör or bö'r, from M'ar, ' to  d ig  or  
bore'), a subterranean reservoir for storing water 
which was collected from rainfall or from a spring. 
In contrast, the cylindrical weil (b" er) received 
water from percolation through its walls. However, 
the term bör is translated * 'weil' or * 'pit' many 
times and 'eistern' only 5 times in AV and 14 times 
in RSV. Many cisterns are found in Palestine, where 
rainfall is scarce from M ay to September. They are 
usually pear-shaped with a small opening at the 
top wh ich can be sealed to prevent accidents (Ex. 
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2 1 : 33-34) and unauthorized use. Both Joseph (Gn. 
37:22) and Jeremiah (Je. 38:6) nearly perished in 
such pits (cf Zc. 9 : 1  I). Most hornes in Jerusalem 
had private cisterns (2 Ki. 1 8: 3  I ;  cf Pr. 5: I 5); but 
there were also huge public cisterns, one in the 
Temple area having a capacity of over 2 million 
gallons. By c. 1 500 BC cisterns were cemented (P. W 
Lapp, BASOR 1 95 ,  1 969, pp. 2-49), thus permit
ting large settlements in the barren Negeb region 
(cf 2 Ch. 26 : 1 0), especially in Nabataean and Byz
antine times. Cf N. Glueck, Ril'ers in the Desert, 
1 959, p. 94; S. M. Paul and W G. Dever, Biblical 
Archaeology, 1 974, pp. 1 27- 1 62;  EJ, 5, pp. 578f. 

J.C.w. 

CITIES OF REFUGE. These were places of 
asylum mentioned principally in Nu. 35 :9-34 and 
Jos. 20: I -9 (where they are named). They are also 
mentioned in Nu.  35 :6; Jos. 2 I :  I 3, 2 1 , 27, 32, 38; I 
Ch. 6:57, 67 . From these it appears that they were 
among the cities of the Levites. Dl. 4:4 I -43; 1 9: l -
1 3  deal with the institution indicated by this name 
(cf Ex. 2 1 : 1 2- 1 4). 

In Israel's public life the law of retribution was 
to be applied, and is, moreover, specified in the lex 
talionis (see Ex. 2 1  :23-25, etc.) wh ich particularly 
applied in cases of bloodshed (see Gn. 9 :5f.; Ex. 
2 1 : 1 2; Lv. 24: 1 7, etc.; cf also Dl. 2 1 : 1 -9). In an
cient Israel at least, the duty of punishing the 
slayer res ted upon the gö'el, the nearest male rela
tive (* AVENGER OF BLOOO) . A distinction was made 
between slaying a man purposely or unawares. The 
wilful murderer was to be killcd, while the un
intentional murderer could find asyl um in one of 
the cities of reruge. I t  may be said that the institu
tion 01' the cities or reruge mainly served to prevent 
excesses which might develop rrom the execution 
of what is usually called the 'blood-reud' .  

In 'the book or the covenant', Israel's oldest col
lection or laws, there is already a stipulation con
cerning this matter (Ex. 2 1 : 1 2- 1 4).  Perhaps the 
tendency or this regulation can be described as fol
lows. Israel knew the ancient practice, which also 
prevailed among other nations, of regarding the 
altar or thc sanctuary as an asylum. Here it is 
stipulated that the wilrul slayer shall not find a 
refuge near the altar, though the unintentional 
slayer may do so. But the altar may be at a great 
distance, and, moreover, he cannot stay perman
ently near the altar, in the sanctuary. So the Lord 
announces that he will make rurther provisions for 
this matter. The curious expression 'God let hirn 
fall into his hand' has been interpreted in the sense 
that the unintentional murderer is an instrument 
or God, and accordingly i t  is only natural that God 
should look after his protection. Examples of the 
altar as an asylum in Israel occur in I Ki .  1 :50-53; 
2:28-34, while expressions such as those used in 
Pss. 27:4-6; 61 :4; Ob. 1 7  show that this practice 
was weil known in Israel. 

There are characteristic differences between the 
two principal groups or regulations concerning the 
cities or reruge, Nu. 35 :9ff.; Dl.  1 9: I ff. (cf Dl. 
4 :4 1-43). As to thc regulations of Nu. 35,  wh ich 
were also given in the plains or Moab (v. I ), we 
should note the rollowing. The term 'cities of 
reruge, cities where a person is received (?)' is used. 
In due course Israel is to appoint three cities on the 
E side or Jordan, and three cities on the W side 
(vv. 1 3ff.), which cities are to be among the cities 
or the Levites (v. 6). The 'congregation' is to 
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Sectional drawing 01 a eistern, led by underground drain, excavated at 
Tell Ta'annek. Water wOllld be drawn by using a blicket (see p. 205). 

pronounce the final judgment (vv. 1 2, 24). (During 
the wanderings through the desert this body made 
decisions in such cases. Here no further stipulation 
is made as to what body is to act in a similar cap
acity once Israel had settled in Canaan.) In vv. 1 6-
23 criteria are given to define accurately whether 
one has to do with intentional or unintentional 
murder. The unintentional slayer is to remain in 
the city until the death of the high priest (vv. 25, 
28, 32). I n  this connection the stay receives the 
character of an exile, of penance (vv. 28, 32).  Note 
also the stipulations of vv. 30-32, with the import
ant motivation, given in  vv. 33f. 

Dt. 4:4 1-43 narrates how 'Moses set apart three 
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cities in the east beyond the Jordan ' .  Dt .  1 9: I ff. 
stipulates that, after the conquest of Canaan,  three 
cities of re fuge shall be appointed on the W side of 
Jordan, and another three in case of a further ex
tension of Israel's territory (the last regulation was 
apparently never carried out). lt is emphasized that 
the Israelites should take care that a slayer who 
killed ignorantly was within easy reach of a city of 
refuge (vv. 3, 6ff.). To indicate the difference 
between a wilful and unintentional murder, an 
example is given in v. 5. The elders of the slayer's 
dwelling-place are to make the final decision (v. 1 2) .  

According to Jos. 20,  the following cities of 
refuge were appointed during Joshua's l ifetime: 



Kedesh , Shechem, Kiriath-arba (= Hebron), Bezer, 
Ramoth and Golan. Jos. 20 assurnes as known 
both the regulations of Nu.  35 and of Dt. 1 9 .  A 
new feature here is that the elders of the cities of 
refuge also have a responsibility (vv. 4-5). 

Nothing is known about the putting into prac
tice of the right of asylum. Except for I Ki .  1 :50-
53; 2:28-34, it is not mentioned, which per se need 
not surprise uso It is possible that, as the central 
authority established itself more firmly, the right 
of asyl um decreased in significance. 

Concerning the dating of these passages and the 
historicity of the facts they contain, Wellhausen 
and the scholars who follow hirn hold them to be 
the result of a development, as folIows. Originally 
the sanctuary was the asylum. In the 7th century 
BC the authors of Deuteronomy aimed at the cen
tralization of the cult. In this connection they secu
larized the right of asylum, and replaced the sanc
tuaries by a few cities and superseded the priests by 
the elders. N u .  35 contains a project dating from 
the exilic or post-exilic time which was never car
ried out. Jos. 20 dates from an even later period. 
Nowadays many scholars are of the opinion that 
this institution dates from a much older time, e.g. 
from the time of David (Albright and others). 

There seems to be no reason why we should not 
accept that the regulations in  quest ion date, at least 
in essen ce, from Moses' time. It is obvious that this 
cannot be discussed as an isolated question, for it  is 
c\osely connected with the dating of sources. Suf
fice it to say here that only in ancient times did these 
six cities belong to Israel's territory, Golan al ready 
being lost shortly after Solomon's death, and Bezer 
about 850 BC (according to the * MOABITE STONE) . 

Two questions remain for discussion. First, why 
was the unintentional slayer to remain in the city 
of refuge till the death of the high priest? One 
answer given is that his guilt devolved upon the 
high priest and was atoned for by the (untimely) 
death of the high priest. A similar view occurs al
ready in the Talmud (Makkoth 2b) and is still de
fended, among others by Nicolsky and Greenberg. 
This view has something attractive about it (cf Ex. 
28:36-38), but is still questionable. It is better to 
take the view that by the death of the high priest a 
definite period was conc\uded. Perhaps it is al
lowed, with van Oeveren, to work out this view in 
the following way: the cities of refuge wcrc among 
the cities of the Levites; so the unintentional slayer, 
dwelling in a city of refuge, was linked up with the 
tribe of Levi; the death of the high priest, the chief 
of the tribe of Levi, unfastened this link. 

Secondly, can it  be stated with regard to the un
intentional slayer that justice gave way to mercy? 
Probably the best thing to say is that the question 
cannot be answered, because the OT does not dis
tinguish between mercy and justice in the way we 
do. But the pronouncement that the decrees which 
the Lord gave to Israel were good and just (Dt. 
4:6ff., ete.) certainly applies to the regulations con
cerning the cities of refuge. 

The answer to these two questions affects the 
extent to which we are to regard the regulations 
about the cities of refuge as Christological . It is 
undoubtedly legitimate to call Christ our Refuge. 
But to work out the parallel between Christ and 
the cities of re fuge in further details is precarious. 

For the opinions of later Judaism on these regu
lations, see the Mishnah tractate Makkoth 2, and 
the tractate in the Talmud associated with it (cf 
also Löhr, p. 34). 
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CITY, 

I. In the Old Testament 
The word 'fr occurs 1 ,090 times in the OT and de
scribes a wide variety of permanent settlements. I t  
does not appear t o  have regard t o  size o r  rights (cf 
Gn. 4: 1 7; 1 9 :29; 24: 1 0; Ex. I :  1 1 ; Lv. 25:29, 3 1 ;  I Sa. 
1 5:5; 20:6; 2 Ki. 1 7:6; Je. 51 :42-43, 58; Jon. 3:3; Na. 
3 : 1 ). 

There are other words used in the Bible for city. 
Of the Hebrew words we note qiryti (Ezr. 4: 1 0), 
qiryä' (Ezr. 4:  1 5 , ete.), qereI (Jb. 29:7; Pr. 8:3; 9 :3 ,  
ete.), sa'ar, literally 'gate' ,  but used frequently for 
city or town in Deuteronomy (5: 14; 1 2 : 1 5; 14 :27-
28). 

Modern discussion about 'city' is based on 
recent archaeological excavations and on mature 
appreciation of sociological and anthropological 
issues so that a more comprehensive and authentic 
picture of the city in ancient times has become 
available. I n  particular, reference to biblical cities, 
the 10cation, Iayout, size, architecture, building ma
terials, provision of water and food as weil as the 
economy, social organization, everyday l ife, ad
ministration and culture have been explored in 
some detail for many ancient cities of biblical 
interest (see V. Fritz, The City in Aneient Israel, 
1 994). 

In the normal city there was a central area where 
commerce and law were transacted, and round 
about were the 'suburbs' (migräs, 'pasture 
grounds'), where farming was carried on (Nu. 35:2; 
Jos. 1 4 :4; I Ch.  5 :  1 6; 6:55; Ezk. 48: 1 5, 1 7). There 
seem to have been villages as weil in the general 
neighbourhood of the bigger towns, which were 
described as 'daughters', bänöI, and which were 
probably unwalled (Nu. 2 1 :25; 32:42; 2 Ch .  28 : 1 8 ;  
Ne. 1 1  :25-3 1 ). Where the central city was walled it  
was the place of shelter for the entire surrounding 
population in times of danger (*  FORTIFlcATloN 
AND SIEGECRAFT) . In pre-Israelite tim es many 
of these areas with their walled city were small 
city-states ruled by a 'king', melels, and owing 
allegiance to some great power such as Egypt. 

There are numerous references to non-I sraelite 
cities in the OT, among the most famous being 
Pithom and Ra'amses, the store-cities of the phar
aoh (Ex. I :  1 1 ) ,  the cities of the Philistines, wh ich 
were really city-states of the Greek type ( I  Sa. 
6: 1 7- 1 8), Damascus, the Syrian capital, * Nineveh, 
'an exceedingly great city, three days' journey in 
breadth' (Jon. 3:3),  * Babylon the great (Dn. 4:30; 
Je. 5 1 :37, 43, 58), * Susa (Shushan), the capital 
of Persia (Est. 1 :2). Excavation and general arch
aeological research have given us much significant 
information about some of these cities. Thus Nin
eveh was surrounded by walls of nearly 16 km 
circumference. In the neighbourhood were two 
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other Assyrian cit ies, Khorsabad and Nimrud 
(0 CALAH) ,  both of some size. In addition, there 
were numerous villages in the area. The extent of 
the city that was in  the mind of the writer of Jonah 
may not be quite c\ear today, but there is good 
reason to think of 'an exceedingly great city'. 
Again Babyion was a remarkable city with great 
fortifications and palaces. 

Inside the walls of any of these ancient cities 
would be found the houses of the citizens, possibly 
the large houses of the nobles, and even a • palace. 
Excavations in Palestine have given a good idea of 
the lay-out of these cities. The gates of the city, of 
which many have now been excavated (e.g. Meg
iddo, Hazor, Gezer, Tel l  Sheba) were the place of 
commerce and law, and here the judges sat to give 
their decisions (Gn. 1 9 : I ; 2 Sa. 1 5 :2-6; I Ki. 22: I 0: 
Am. 5 : 10, 1 2 , 1 5). The number of gates varied. In  
Jericho there seems to  have been only one gate, but 
in other cities there may have been several. The 
ideal city of Ezekiel had 1 2  gates ( Ezk. 48:30-35; 
cf. Rev. 2 1 :  1 2- 1 3). The area behind the walls was 
normally carefully planned with a ring-road all 
around the city and houses behind it, and other 
roads farther inside. Houses, public buildings, 
shrines or temples, and open spaces can be dis
cerned on the excavators' plans. 

Sometimes cities had a spccific purpose. The 
Egyptian cities of Pithom and Ra'amses were store 
cities (Ex. I :  1 1 ) or 'treasure' cities. Solomon had 
cities for 'chariots and for horsemen' ( I  Ki. 4:26; 
9:  1 9) as weil as cities for stores. We judge that these 
were for defence and for grain storage. Excavations 
at Megiddo were particularly instructive in this 
regard, for they revealed that this town had at one 
time a huge grain storage-bin of some 500,000 
l itres capacity. A common picture brought to light 
by excavation is of a city gate with storehouses not 
far from the gate (e.g. Tell Sheba). 

At times cities were used in bargaining between 
states, and when treaties were drawn up and 
boundaries were adjusted there was often a trans
fer of cities from one state to another ( I  Ki. 9: 10-
14 ;  20:34). At times, also, cities formed part of a 
marriage dowry ( I  Ki.  9: 1 6) .  Again, people of 
neighbouring states were always anxious to gain 
access to the markets of their neighbours and to 
'make streets' in their cities ( I  Ki. 20:34), where 
t rade could be carried on. 

In any discussion of the term 'city' in reference 
to the Bible • Jerusalem should receive a special 
place, tor among the cities of Israel Jerusalem pre
dominated as the seat of the house of David and 
the centre of the religious life of the nation. It is 
termed the 'city of David' and the 'city of God',  
terms which have a elose association with the pre
exilic worship of Israel and her king and which are 
reflected in many of the psalms. The character of 
Jerusalem in the last days of the kings has been 
greatly illuminated by the work of Kathleen 
Kenyon, whose excavations on the E slopes of the 
ancient ci ty, where it overlooked the Kedron, 
showed terraces all along the slope wh ich sup
ported rows of houses. There was a massive col
lapse in the attack of Nebuchadrezzar. The W wall 
of the city of those days has recently been 
discovered. 

Jerusalem lay in ruins for nearly a century betore 
the new city was built. It was unwallcd at first, but 
under Nehemiah was once again protected by a 
wall, traces of wh ich are still to be seen. 

When the OT was translated into Greek the 

Hebrew 'fr became polis in  the LXX. But whereas the 
Greek polis had political overtones and meant 
'state' or 'body politic' rather than merely 'city', 
the term in its Hebrew setting was apolitical. Only 
Philo among the latcr Jewish writers used the term 
polis in a political sense. 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. 'Cities' in S. M .  Paul and W. G. 
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Dever, Biblical Archaeology, 1 973, pp. 3-26, V 
Fritz, The CilY in Ancienl lsrrael, 1 994. J .A .T. 

11. In the New Testament 
In the NT polis is frequently found. In the Gospels 
it bears the extended and non-political sense of 
village, eIe., wh ich is germane to the Jewish back
ground of Jesus' ministry. In Acts it is used of 
various Hcllenistic cities of Asia M inor and 
Europe but bears no reference to their political 
structure. In Rom. 1 6:23 we find the Corinth treas
urer or steward (the term is known from inscrip
tions) in fellowship with the Christian church: 
apart from Paul's boast in Acts 21 :39, this is prac
tically the only place in the NT where we find even 
the most distant allusion to the political structure 
of the city. It may be tempting, however, to see in 
the words of Acts 1 5 :28 edoxen 10 pneumali 10 
hagio kai hemin, a phrase framed upon the civic 
formulary edoxen le boule kai 10 demo. Even so, 
however attractive and suggestive the idea that 
here the Holy Spirit takes the place of the council 
and the apostles the assembly of citizens, it is quite 
elear that neither the apostles nor Luke are con
cerned to press the analogy. It may aIso be signifi
cant to note that the word parresia (the Christian's 
'boldness' or 'freedom of speech') earlier has the 
specifically political connotation of the citizen's 
right to free speech in the assembly. 

The verb polileuomai means in the NT simply 'to 
live one's life, to conduct oneseIr (Acts 23: I ;  Phi l .  
1 :27). The noun polileia, 'commonwealth' or 'body 
politic', is used with reference to the rights and 
privi leges of Israel (Eph. 2:  1 2) .  polileuma is used in 
Phil. 3 :20, where some seek to find in it the tech
nical use as 'colony', and to translate the verse 'we 
are a colony of heaven' (so appropriate to Philip
pi). To render it thus, however, involves t urning the 
sentence about, and the suggestion must be re
jected . We find here either the less specific 'citizen
ship' (cf. Philo, Concerning Ihe Con/lision 0/ 
Tonglles 78; Epislle 10 Diognellis 5. 9) or the very 
general 'way of life' (as AV 'conversation '),  in which 
ca se cf. 2 Cor. 4 :  1 8 .  

Jerusalem still possesses far t h e  NT writers the 
title 'holy city' and ranks high in the este em of 
Jesus as the city of the great King (Mt .  5 :35). I t  
remained until AD 70 a centre of Christian influ
ence and a focus of esteem. Yet it is spoken of also 
as a city of sinful men who have persecuted and 
slain the prophets, over wh ich Jesus weeps as he 
sees the approach of its doom. This spiritual am
bivalence strikes us in Revelation. Jerusalem is the 
beloved city (20:9), object of God's promises, 
centre of the millennial reign; but in ch. 1 1  the holy 
city is Sodom and Egypt where the Lord was cru
cified, and even the great city, a term normally re
served tor the adversary of God (see chs. 1 6- 1 8). 
of which Jerusalem in that hour was the loclls and 
type. We may compare Palll 's contrast of two Jerll
salems in Gal . 4:24-26. 

For the writer to.the Hebrews and his addressees 
(whoever and however Hebrew either were), the 
emphasis lies upon the heavenly Jerusalem. It is 
their goal, the vision of which sustained the saints 



of old in their quest. In the coming of the Son it 
was given at length for a Man to sit down by God, 
to his brethren to come to the city of the living 
God, and to the just men to be at last made perfect 
( 1 2 :22-23; 1 1  :40). But it is yet to come in its full
ness, in that end which the writer so eagerly awaits. 
There are affinities here with Philo (e.g loe. eil. 
supra), but Hebrews remains true to the kerygmatic 
points of crisis, the first and second comings of 
Jesus. 

Heavenly Jerusalem, New Jerusalem, forms the 
subject of Rev. 2 1 -22.  As recent study of Revela
tion has revealed and emphasized, a number of 
sources are laid under contribution for the descrip
tion . In the first place, for the plan of the city, Ezk. 
40-48 is of predominant importance, and, for the 
benefits and blessings of that place and state, 
prophecies, especially of Isaiah and Zechariah, 
provide much of the language. Such hopes are also 
to be found widely in lewish apocalyptic writing. 
Secondly, since the comparative work of the 
religio-historical school of exeget es, the relation of 
the description to the astronomy and astrology of 
antiquity has tended to be stressed. The twelve 
precious stones of the foundation are well-known 
counterparts of the twelve Zodiacal signs: the 
intermingled stones and pearls reflect the starry 
heavens above, and both street and stream the 
Milky Way: the cubic dimensions of the city and its 
vast size are patterned on the vastness of space. 
Even the heavenly wall has its origin in the pillars 
of the sky. Thirdly, numerous paralleis may aiso be 
drawn between this description and that of Hel
lenistic cities (and Babyion, their possible pattern) 
in Greek geographers and orators. In these sources 
we find a tetragonal plan, a central street, praise of 
a river flanked by avenues or dotted with wooded 
isJets, visions of cities adorned with fine trees and 
rendered salubrious by natural situation and flora. 
Yet there is one marked contrast. There were many 
temples in Hellenistic cities; there is none, nor any 
need of one, in the new lerusalem. No one source 
necessarily excludes the others; the recognition of 
all brings out the spiritual meaning of this vision. 
In the appointed end, when God is All in all, we 
find the fulfilment of Israel's hopes, the realization 
01' God's promises to her; the manifestation, in a 
city which has the glory of God, 01' the reality 
al ready declared by the heavens and the firmament; 
and the answer to all aesthetic yearnings and 
national aspirations in the place to which thc kings 
01' the earth bring their glory. 01' this city the 
reborn are citizens, and to it all pilgrims of faith 
tend. The city is also described as the Lamb's bride; 
it is in another aspect his church lor wh ich he died, 
the pattern and goal of all human society. In the 
last analysis this chief of scriptural cities is men, 
not walls: just men made perfect, the city 01' the 
living God. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. de Vaux, Aneienl lsrael, 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 229-240; M .  d u  Buit, Geographie de la Terre 
Sainle, 1 958; R .  S. Lamon and G. M .  Shipton, 
Megiddo I, 1 939; G. Loud, Megiddo ll, 1 948, pp. 
46-57; R .  de Vaux, articles on excavations at Tel l  
el-Far'a in Rel'ue Bib/iqlle 1 947-52; TWBR, s. 1'. ; W. 
M .  Ramsay, The Cilies 0/ SI Palll, 1 907; E. M.  
Hlaiklock, Cities 0/ Ihe NT, 1 965; D .  H .  McQueen, 
The Exposilor (Ninth Series) 2, 1 924, pp. 22 1 -226; 
R.  Knopf, Feslsehrifl/ür G Heinriei, 1 9 14, pp. 2 1 3-
2 1 9; W. Housset, R. H .  Charles, G. B. Caird, G. R.  
Beasley- Murray, commentaries on Rel'elalion in  
loe. ei l .  J .N .B.  

CLEAN AND UNCLEAN 

CLAUDIA. A Roman Christian, greeting Timothy 
(2 Tim. 4:2 1 ); in some imaginative reconstructions 
the wife of • Pudens, and even, on the bad author
ity of Aposlo/ie Conslilulions 7. 2 .  6, mother of 
• Linus. Alford, in loe. , identifies Timothy's friend 
with the British Claudia, whose marriage with one 
Pudens is celebrated by Martial (cf Epig. 4.  1 3  
with 1 1 .  53), and with the hypothetical Claudia of 
a putative Pudens in a Chichester inscription (CIL 
7. 1 1 ) . Martial, however, came to Rome only in AD 
66, and  implies scarcely Christian procl ivities of 
his Pudens. Another Pudens and Claudia appear in  
ClL 6. 1 5066; but Claudia is  a very common con
temporary name. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. B. Lightfoot, Clemenl, I, pp. 
76ff.; G. Edmundson, The Chureh in Rome, 1 9 1 3 , 
pp. 244ff. A .F.W. 

CLAUDIUS. Roman Caesar from AD 41 to 54. He  
is supposed, on  inconclusive grounds in each case, 
to have taken 3 different measures to deal with 
Christianity. (a) He expelled lews from Rome for 
rioting at the instigation of Chrestus (Suetonius, 
Claudills 25). This is presumably the incident re
ferred to in Acts 1 8:2 .  Chrestus is either a personal 
name or a variant of Christus. Suetonius assurnes 
the former, and was, moreover, capable of recog
nizing Christianity. Even if he was wrong, it need 
not refer to Chrislian Messianism. Neither Paul's 
welcome in Rome nor the Epistle to the Romans 
suggests any h istory of conflict between lews and 
Christians there. (b) Claudius reprimanded lewish 
agitators imported into Alexandria from Syria ( H .  
I .  Bell, lews and Chrislians in Egypt, 1 924). Apol
los's defective knowledge of Christianity, however, 
suggests that these were not Christians. (c) A Cae
sarian decree (J RS 22, 1 932, pp. I 84ff.) ,  perhaps of 
Claudius, punished tomb robbery and was appar
ently published in  Galilee. Whether or not this 
refers to the resurrect ion is likely to remain a moot 
point. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Momigliano, Claudius ', 
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CLAUDIUS LYSIAS. In  Acts 21  :31  ff. the mili tary 
tribune (Gk. ehi/iarchos, 'captain of a thousand'; 
AV, RV 'chief captain'; RSV 'tribune of the cohort') 
in command of the Roman garrison of the Anto
nia Fortress in lerusalem, who took Paul into cus
tody. He had acquired his Roman citizenship by 
purchase (Acts 22:28); his nomen Claudius suggests 
that he had bought it in the principate 01' Claudius, 
when Roman citizenship became increasingly 
available for cash down. His cognomen Lysias im
plies that he was of Greek birth .  His letter to Fel ix 
about Paul (Acts 23 :26--30) subtly rearranges the 
facts so as to place his own behaviour in the most 
favourable light. F.F.B. 

CLEAN AND UNCLEAN. Heb. tähörltäme' . Gk.  
katharosl akathartosl akalharsia. According to Lv. 
10: 1 0-- 1 1  it was the duty of the priests 'to dis
tinguish between the holy and the common, and 
between the unclean and the clean' and to teach 
the people about the differences. These funda
mental categories of biblical thought are then ex
pounded in the following chapters of Leviticus. 

God is the supremely holy being, and anyone 
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who whishes to come into his presence must be 
holy too. But uncleanness is a bar to holiness: 
indeed if any unholy person comes into contact 
with the holy, he will die (e.g. 2 Sa. 6 :6-7). Un
c1eanness has a variety of causes and eures. 

Lv. 1 1  c1assifies living creatures into clean and 
unclean. Clean may be eaten, and some of the 
clean creatures may be sacrificed, but unclean may 
not. Cud-chewing animals with split hooves (e.g. 
cattle, sheep), are clean and may be eaten, but 
others (e.g. pigs) are unclean. Birds, except birds of 
prey, are clean and edible. Ordinary fish with fins 
and scales are also clean, but other aquatic crea
tures (e.g. shellfish) are unclean ( Lv. 1 1  :9- 1 2) .  

All animals, whether clean or unclean when 
alive, when dead will make those who touch them 
unclean ( Lv. 1 1  :28, 3 1 ,  39). Even more polluting 
are human corpses. So holy people, like priests and 
Nazirites, are forbidden to mourn for the dead, in 
case they make themselves unclean ( Lv. 2 1 : 1 - 1 2; 
Nu. 6: 1 - 1 2). Laity who become unclean by touch
ing a corpse remain so for a week. 

Some bodily discharges also make people un
clean. Mothers are poilu ted by the puerperal dis
charge for forty days after giving birth to a son, 
and for eighty days after bearing a daughter (Lv. 
1 2) .  Sexual intercourse pollutes both parties for a 
day and menstruation makes a woman unclean for 
a week ( Lv. 1 5 : 1 8- 1 9) .  Long-term discharges from 
the sexual organs make people unclean for as long 
as the discharge continues. Skin diseases of various 
sorts may aiso make a person unclean. Lv. 1 3  dis
tinguishes between unclean complaints (e.g. active, 
sore, peeling conditions) and stable conditions (e.g. 
baldness) c1assed as clean. Anyone suffering from a 
polluting skin condition remains unclean until it 
c1ears up. In general, short-term human unclean
ness may be c1eared by waiting a day and washing 
in water. When a condition causing long-term un
c1eanness c1ears up (e.g. skin disease), the sufferer 
has also to offer a sacrifice so as to become ritually 
clean again ( Lv. 1 4) .  

Some s ins  pollute not just the sinner but  the land 
and even the sanctuary itself. For example, sexual 
sins such as incest, adultery, homosexuality and 
bestiali ty. pollute those involved and the land ( Lv. 
1 8) .  They may lead to the loss of the land or the 
'cutting-off' , i.e. death by supernatural causes, of 
the offender ( Lv. 1 8 :25, 28-29). Idols and idolatry 
are also polluting. Worship of other gods, consult
ing the dead or possession of idols makes the per
petrators, the land and the sanctuary unclean (Lv. 
1 8 :2 1 ; 20:2-5; Ezk. 20:7, 1 8) .  Homicide is another 
sin that pollutes the land (Nu.  35 :33-34). The un
c1eanness caused by these' sins is so serious that 
only the death of the sinner suffices to clean se it .  
I .  Theology of uncleanness 
Modern readers tend to dismiss the uncleanness 
rules as unintelligible or irrelevant. Yet notions of 
uncleanness are found in most societies, including 
our own, and the biblical rules express one of its 
central theological convictions and served to teach 
it to Israel. Since Mary Douglas ( 1 966) first looked 
at these rules from an anthropological perspective, 
there has emerged a broad consensus among bib
lical scholars about their significance. 

Fundamental is the contrast between holiness 
and uncleanness. God is perfectly holy, whereas the 
unclean are those opposed to God, or who fall 
short of his perfection. But divine holiness does not 
merely demand total religious and moral commit-

ment, i tmeanslife. God hirnself is full and perfect life, 
so that death is the very anti thesis of holiness. Thus 
uncleanness is very often associated with death. 

God 
life 
holiness 

sin 
death 
uncleanness 

Israel, the people of God, is called to be holy, 
'because I the Lord am holy' ( Lv. 20:26). This 
means shunning idolatry, murder and sexual im
morality, but also avoiding the other conditions as
sociated with death. 

If the quintessence of uncleanness is death, it 
becomes c1ear why corpses are regarded as so pol
luting. Similarly, the loss of life liquids, such as 
blood or semen,  means that the person has less life 
within and therefore may be moving towards 
death.  So, too, people suffering from serious skin 
diseases are not enjoying the fullness of Iife, and 
they are therefore c1assified as unclean. Only the 
pure and clean may approach God. Handicapped 
priests may not officiate at the altar and blemished 
animals may not be sacrificed there ( Lv. 2 1 :  1 7-23; 
22: 1 8-25). Lay people affected by uncleanness are 
barred from worship and sometimes forced to live 
outside the community until they recover (Nu .  5: 1 -
4 ;  2 K i .  7:3-4). 

There are degrees of uncleanness in biblical 
thinking. So rat her than regard holy and unclean, 
I ife and death, as mutually exclusive categories, it is 
better to see a spectrum of conditions ranging 
from the very holy to the very unclean. 
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holy priests 
(cf God, l ife) sacrificial animals 

nearly holy handicapped priests 
blemished sacrificial 

animals 
clean clean laity 

clean (edible) 
animals 

unclean unclean people 
unclean animals 

very unclean human corpses 
(cf death) dead animals 

These harsh regulations declared very loudly 
one aspect of God's character: he is life, perfect 
life, both morally and physically. He is opposed to 
death: those who embrace actions that lead to 
death separate themselves from God . 
11 .  The food laws 
The food laws ( Lv. 1 1 ; Dt. 14 )  do not immediately 
seem to fit this understanding of uncleanness. Why 
are pigs, camels and crabs unclean and somehow 
c10ser to death than sheep, goats or salmon, which 
are clean? (However, that birds of prey are c1as
sified as unclean is suggestive, for they kill other 
creatures or l ive on carrion.) 

The standard Jewish explanation is that the c1as
sification is arbitrary: they test obedience. Will you 
obey God, even if you cannot understand his 
reasons? Or i s  the aim to promote health? Pork, 
shellfish, and so on, often carry disease. There is 
nothing in the laws to suggest it. Some items c1as
sified as unclean are healthy foods, and vice versa. 
Nor does this explanation warrant Jesus' abolition 
of the food laws. Would he have wanted his dis
ci pies to eat u nhealthy foods? Another scholarly 
explanation is that some of the unclean animals 
(e.g. pigs) were used in  pagan worship. But the 
premier clean sacrificial beast in Israel, the bull, 
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was also highly valued in Egyptian and Canaanite 
religion, so reaction to foreign practice does not 
explain these rules. 

Once again Mary Oouglas has pul forward the 
most plausible type of explanation. She noted that 
the cleanness rules structure the bird, animal and 
human realms in a similar way (see above). 

The realms of birds and beasts both contain a 
mixture of clean and unclean species. The clean 
may be eaten, the unclean may not. Within the 
clean group there is a subgroup of animals or birds 
that may aiso be sacrified (e.g sheep, pigeons). 
This threefold division of the bird and animal 
k ingdoms corresponds to the divisions among 
human beings. Mankind falls into two main 
groups, Israel and the Gentiles. Within Israel only 
one group, the priests may approach the altar to 
ofTer sacrifice. This matches the law's understand
ing of sacred space. Outside the camp is the 
abode of Gentiles and unclean Israelites. Ordin
ary Israelites dweil inside the camp, but only 
priests may approach the altar or enter the taber
nacle tent. 

These distinctions served to remind Israel of her 
special status as God's chosen people. The food 
laws not only reminded Israel of her distinctive
ness, but they also served to enforce it. Jews faith
ful to these laws would tend to avoid Gentile com
pany, in ca se they were ofTered unclean food to eat 
(cf On. 1 :8-1 6). 

God is identified with life and holiness, and un
cleanness is associated with death and opposition 
to God. The food laws symbolize that Israel is 
God's people, called to enjoy his life, while Gentile 
idolaters are by and large opposed to hirn and his 
people, and face death. The food laws also under
line respect for life directly as weil as symbolically. 
Eating meat is described as a concession in Gn. 
9:  1 --4 .  And it may only be eaten if the blood is  
drained out first, ' for the l ife is . . .  the blood' ( Lv. 
1 7: 1 1 ) .  Therefore, consumption of the life liquid is 
banned. Wanton slaughter of living creatures is 
also discouraged by the limited number of animals 
classified as clean. In both ways, these food laws 
tended to promote respect for life. 
" .. Clean and unciean in the prophets 
The prophets (e.g Is. 6 :3-5) focus on the worst 
types of uncleanness attributable to human sin, 
not only natural types of uncleanness. Thus Ho. 
5:3 accuses Israel of contracting uncleanness (NIV 
corruption) through unfaithfulness to the Lord, 
which he calls spiritual harlotry. Ho. 6:7- 1 0  as
sociates uncleanness with murder and infidelity to 
the covenant. Is. 30:22 and Je. 2 :7; 7:30 declare that 
idolatry defiles the land and the sanctuary. 

But it is the priest/prophet Ezekiel, brought up 
strictly to avoid uncleanness (4: 14), who makes 
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Birds Space 

Tabemacle 
most of the concept in his condemnation of Israel. 
Though he knows the laws on naturally occurring 
uncleanness (44:25; cf 22:26 alluding to Lv. 1 0 : 1 0-
1 1 ), he repeatedly focuses on the uncleanness 
caused by Israel's moral and spiritual apostasy, 
particularly bloodshed and idolatry, which he 
terms harlotry (e.g 22:3--4, 1 1 , 27; 33:25-26; 
36: 1 7- 1 8). 
IV. Clean and unciean in the NT 
Like the prophets, the NT writers are most con
cerned with those sins which cause grave unclean
ness, e.g idolatry, sexual immorality and murder. 
According to Jesus, 'What comes out of a man 
makes hirn unclean . . .  evil thoughts, sexual im
morality, theft, murder, adultery, greed, . .  . '  (Mk .  
7:  1 6, 2 1 -22). Frequently the  demons cast out  by 
Jesus are termed 'unclean spirits' (e.g M k .  1 :23, 
26-27). The essence of uncleanness is opposition 
to God. In the epistles, uncleanness is sometimes 
sandwiched between sexual immorality and greed, 
which is idolatry (e.g Eph. 5 :3 ;  Col. 3 :5), again 
reflecting the OT. However, as in the prophets, M k .  
7:2 1 and Mt .  1 5 : 1 9, uncleanness i s  most often as
sociated with sexual sin (e.g Rom. 1 :24; Gal. 5: 1 9; 
I Thes. 4:7), so that impurity is virtually identified 
with misuse of sex. 

In  these respects the NT teaching fully under
lines the OT view of uncleanness, but in one im
portant respect it  transforms it .  The natural types 
of uncleanness are either healed by Jesus or abol
ished by hirn. Thus he touches lepers, a woman 
sufTering from a flow of blood, and even corpses, 
healing the former and bringing the dead back to 
life (e.g Mk. 1 :40--4 1 ;  5 :2 1--43). The OT rarely 
ofTered healing for the unclean (e.g 2 Ki .  5:  14) .  
But ,  in  Christ, God drew near to the sufTerers and 
healed them personally. His life-giving character is 
thus displayed even more vividly in the life of Jesus 
than in the OT era. 

The OT food laws reminded the Jews of their 
special status as the one people chosen by God. 
The clean (edible) creatures symbolized Israel, 
whereas the unclean (prohibited) foods symbolized 
the Gentile nations. But the church is open to 
people of all nations, not just Jews, so it is in
appropriate for the food laws to be maintained. In  
Mt .  1 5 : 1 6- 1 7  and Mk.  7: 1 8- 1 9, Jesus' critique of 
the food laws is immediately followed by the story 
of the Syro-Phoenician woman (describing herself 
as a dog, i. e. unclean), whose daughter, possessed 
by an unclean spirit, was healed by Jesus (Mt .  
1 5 : 2 1 -28; M k .  7 :24-30). 

Jesus' ministry and teaching thus laid the foun
dation for outreach to the Gentiles and the aboli
tion of the food laws, but in Acts 10 the decisive 
step is taken. Peter has a vision in wh ich a heavenly 
voice commands hirn to kill and eat unclean 
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animals. He responds: 'Surely not, Lord' I have 
never eaten anything im pure or unclean .' Men sent 
by Cornelius, a Roman centurion, come asking für 
Peter to visit hirn. When he arrives at the house of 
Cornelius, Peter explains why he has come: ' I t  is 
against our law for a Jew to associate with a Gen
tile or visit h irn.  But God has shown me that I 
should not call any man impure or unclean' (Acts 
10: 14, 28).  The significance of this Cornelius epi

sode is underlined by Luke recounting it three 
times in Acts 1 0, 1 1  and 1 5 . The Jerusalem council 
confirmed that it  was right to include Gentiles 
within the church and simultaneously to ab rogate 
the main food laws. The only unclcanness regula
tions they imposed concerned idolatry, sexual im
morality and blood, wh ich were the worst types of 
uncleanness in the OT (Acts 1 5 :20). Paul takes it 
for gran ted that the other food laws no longer 
apply to Christians (e.g. I Cor. 8 :8 ;  I Tim. 4:3-5). 

B,BLlOGRAPHY. M .  Douglas, Pllrily and Danger, 
1 966; idem. Implicil Meanings, 1 975; G. J. 
Wenharn, The Book 01 Leviliells, 1 979; P. P. Jenson, 
Graded Holiness, 1 992; W. Houston, Pllrily and 
Monolheism, 1 993; D. P. Wright, 'Unclean and 
Clean (OT)" A BD 6, pp. 729-4 1 .  G.J .W. 

CLEMENT. A Phil ippian Christian mcntioned in 
Phil. 4:3. It is uncertain whether the reference 
means that the 'true yokefellow' addressed by Paul 
is asked to assist Clement as weil as Euodia and 
Syntyche; or that Clement as weil as Euodia and 
Syntyche laboured with Paul in the work of the 
gospel. AV appears to adopt the former interpret
ation and RSV the lalter. Some of the early Fathers 
identified hirn with Clement, the bishop of Rome 
at the close of the I st century; but as the date of 
Clement of Rome's death is uncertain, and the 
name was a common one, this also must be re-
garded as uncertain .  R.V.G.T. 

CLEOPAS (a contracted form of Cleopalros). One 
of the two disciples accosted by the risen Jesus on 
the afternoon of the first Easter Day as they were 
returning to their horne at Emmaus (Lk.  24: 1 8). 
( · CLOPAS.) R.V.G.T. 

CLOPAS ('Cleophas', AV) is mentioned in Jn .  
1 9:25, where one  of the  women who stood near the 
cross is said to have been Mary /Je 1011 Klöpa, an 
expression wh ich could mean daughter, wife or 
mother of Clopas. The view that Clopas was the 
father 01' the apostle described in the Iists of the 
apostles as 'James, the son of Alphaeus' rests on 
the assumption that Clopas and Alphaeus are ren
derings of the same Hebrew word-pronounced 
differently. In the early Latin and Syriac versions 
the Cleopas of Lk.  24: 1 8  was confused with the 
Clopas of Jn. 1 9 :25, but i t  is probable that they 
were two different people with two distinct names, 
as eo was usually contracted into Oll and not into ö. 

R.V .G.T. 

CLOUD. The regularity of the seasons in the Med
iterranean area gives climatic significance to the 
appearance of clouds. But apart from the direction 
of wind influencing the weather and the colour of 
the evening sky, there is little evidence that the He
brews understood the meteorological signs. 

Clouds were weil recognized as an indication of 
moisture. During the rainy season in the winter 
half-year, air-streams bringing rain fal l  are associ
ated with cllmulus clouds rising from the Mediter
ranean sea-'a cloud rising in the west' (Lk.  
1 2 :54). Hence Elijah's servant looked seawards lür 
the first indication that the speil of drolIght was to 
be broken (I Ki. 1 8 :44). Towards the end of the 
rainy season in April-May 'clollds that bring the 
spring rain' (Pr. 1 6 : 1 5) describe the k ing's favour, 
since they provide the necessary moisture to swell 
the ripening ears of grain.  Contrasted are the high 
cirrus rainless clouds (Jude 1 2),  wh ich draw in 
desert air from the SE and E, called Sirocco or 
Khamsin, in association with depressions. The 
clouds and wind without rain (Pr. 25: 1 4) ,  the ' heat 
by the shade of a clolld' (ls. 25:5) and subsequently 
the 'sky of brass' (Dt.  28:23) vividly describe these 
dust-storms. 

Clollds brollght by sea-breezes readily dissolve 
as the hot, dry air of the interior is encountered. 
Thus the 'morning cloud' (Ho. 6:4) is symbolic of 
transitory th ings, of human prosperity (J b. 30: 1 5) 
and of human life (Jb. 7:9). It is also a text on the 
real ity of divine forgiveness (ls. 44:22). 

The usual luminosity of the Palestinian sky em
phasizes that clouds cover and obscure (Ezk 32:7), 
and the joy of 'a cloudless morning' (2 Sa. 23:4) is 
vividly described. Like the cloud wh ich hides the 
sun, divine favour or a supplicatioTl may be inter
cepted (La. 2: I ;  3:44). Job prays that clouds may 
cover up the day of his birth (Jb. 3 :5). 

The cloud frequently means the wh oie circle of 
the sky; cl 'the bow in the clouds' (Gn. 9 :  14) .  I t  
represents the sphere of partial knowledge and 
hidden glory where God has a mysterious purpose 
in their motions (Jb. 36:29; 37: 1 6; 38 :37; Ps. 78:23). 
Thus too a cloud closes the scene of the incarna
tion (Acts 1 :9), the transfiguration (Mt .  1 7 :5; M k .  
9:7; L k .  9:34), and clouds h e  raid t h e  second advent 
(Rev. 1 :7). To the Israelites the cloud of God's 
presence was intimately related to their religious 
symbolism (Ex. 1 3 :2 1 ;  40:34; I Ki.  8 : 1 0).  

The clouds of Mk.  1 4 :62, eIe., may refer to the 
ascension rather than the parousia. J . M . H .  

CNIDUS. A city of Caria in SW Asia Minor, 
where Paul's ship changed course on its way to 
Rome (Acts 27:7). Cnidus had Jewish inhabitants 
as early as the 2nd century Be ( I  Macc. 1 5:23), and 
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had the status o f  free city. J .D.D.  

COAL. In  the OT (Mn there are 5 Heb. words 
rendered 'coal'. I .  gahelet (e.g Pr. 26: 2 1 )  means 
burning, as opposed to unlit, fuel; it is metaphoric
ally employed in 2 Sa. 1 4:7; 22:9, 1 3 . 2. pehäm (e.g. 
Pr. 26:2 1 ;  Is. 44: 1 2) is used indifferently of unl i t  
and burning fuel. 3. ri$pa (e.g. Is. 6 :6;  I Ki .  1 9 :6) 
means a f1at stone girdle (cl Arab. rar!!. ra4ala) . 4. 
reseft (e.g. Ct. 8:6) means 'burning coals'; it should 
perhaps be rendered 'fiery pestilence' in  Hab. 3 :5 .  
5. s'Mr (e.g La.  4:8) is literally 'blackness'. 

In t he NT the Gk. word anlhrax, 'coal', occurs 
once (Rom. 1 2:20) as a metaphor for feelings of 
shame, but elsewhere anlhrakia, 'a heap of burning 
• fuel', is used. R.J .  W. 

COELESYRIA (Gk. koUe syria, ' hollow Syria'), I 
Esdras 2: 1 7, eIe.; 2 Macc. 3 :5, eIe . ,  the valley Iying 



Jetween the Lebanon and Antilebanon ranges, 
nodern EI-Biqa' (cf biq 'ar 'äwen, 'the Valley of 
'\ven' ,  Am. 1 :5) .  As a political region under the 
�lOlemaic and Seleucid empires it frequently em
Jraces a wider area, sometimes stretching to Da
nascus in the N and including Phoenicia to thc W 
Jr Judaca to the S. From 3 1 2  to 1 98 BC it formcd 
Jarl of the Ptolemaic empire, but fcll to the Seleuc
ds in consequence 01' the ballie 01' Panion in the 
aller ycar. Coelesyria was an administrative div
sion of thc province 01' Syria after the Roman oc
:upation (64 BC). Herod was appointed military 
Jrel'ect 01' Coelesyria by Sextus Caesar in 47 BC 
lnd again by Cassius in 43 BC. F .F .B.  

COLLECTION (PAULI E CHURCHES), The 
:ollection (Gk. logeia) wh ich Paul organized in his 
Gentile churches for the relief 01' the poverty 01' the 
Jerusalem church. In the 2 years preceding his last 
visit to Jerusalem (AD 57) i t  engaged his allention 
increasingly; i t  would,  indeed, be diRicull to exag
gerate the important part wh ich it played in his 
apostolic strategy. 

I. Background 
At the conference in Jerusalem (c. AD 46) at which 
it was agreed that he and Barnabas should con
tinue to prosecute the work 01' Gentile evangel iza
tion, while the leaders 01' the Jerusalem church 
would concentrate on the Jewish mission (Gal. 
2: 1 - 1 0), the Jerusalem leaders added a special re
quest that Barnabas and Paul should continue to 
remember 'the poor'-a request wh ich is best 
understood against the background 01' the famine 
relief wh ich the church 01' Antioch had sent to the 
Jerusalem believers by the hand 01' Barnabas and 
Paul (Acts I I  :30). In reporting this request Paul 
adds that this was a maller to which he hirnself 
paid special allention. I t  was in his mind through
out his evangelization 01' the provinces to E and W 
of the Aegean, and in the c10sing years 01' that 
period he applied hirnself energetically to the or
ganizing of a relief fund for Jerusalem in the 
churches of Galatia, Asia, Macedonia and Achaia. 

11, Evidence from Corinthian correspondence 
We first learn about th is fund from the instrllctions 
given to the Corinthian Christians in 1 Cor. 1 6 :  1 -4 ;  
they had been told about it and wanted to know 
more. From what he says to them we learn that he 
had al ready given similar instructions to the 
churches of Galatia-presumably in the late 
summer of AD 52, when he passed through 'the 
Galatic region and Phrygia' on his way from Judaea 
and Syria to Ephesus (Acts 1 8 :22f.). Thanks to 
Paul's Corinthian correspondence, more details are 
known about the organizing of the fund in Corinth 
than in any of the other contributing churches. 

If Paul's instructions to his converts in Corinth 
had been carried out, then each householder 
among them would have set aside a proportion of 
his income week by week for some 1 2  months, so 
that the church's contribution would have been 
ready to be taken to Jerusalem in the spring of the 
following year by the delegates appointed by the 
church for that purpose. The tension which de
veloped soon afterwards between many of the Cor
inthian Christians and Paul perhaps occasioned a 
falling off in their enthllsiasm for this good cause. 
Next time Paul wrote to them about it (in the 
aftermath of the reconciliation resulling from the 
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severe leller which he sent to them by Titus) he 
expressed the assumption that they had been set
ting money aside for the fund systematically ever 
since they received his instrllctions, and told them 
how he had been holding up their promptness as 
an example to the Macedonian churches. But when 
one reads between the lines, it is plain that he had 
private misgivings on this score; hence he sent 
Titus back to Corinth with two companions to 
help the church to complete the gathering together 
01' its contributions (2 Cor. 8: 1 6-24). Some mem
bers of the church probably feit this was a subtle 
way of pulling irresistible pressure on them: he was. 
'crafty', they said, and got the better of them 'by 
guile' (2 Cor. 1 2 : 1 6) .  

At the time when Paul sent Titus and his com
pan ions to Corinth to see about this maller, he 
hirnself was in Macedonia, helping the churches of 
that province to complete their share in it . Those 
churches had been passing through a period of un
specified trouble as a result of which they were 
living at bare subsistence level, if t hat; and Paul fei t  
that he could hardly ask them to contribute to  the 
relief of fellow-Christians who were no worse off 
than themselves. But they insisted on making a 
contribution, and Paul was greatly moved by this 
token of divine grace in their lives (2 Cor. 8: 1 -5).  
He pays them a warm tribute in writing to the Cor
inthians in order to encourage the laller to give as 
generously from their comparative affiuence as  the 
Macedonians gave from their destitution .  
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1 1 1 ,  Evidence from Roman correspondence 
Paul makes one furt her reference to this relief fund 
in his extant letters, and this reference is particu
larly informative, because i t  comes in a leller to a 
church which was not of Paul's planting and which 
therefore was not involved in the scheme and 
indeed had no prior knowledge of it. Writing to 
the Roman Christians to prepare them for his in
tended visit to their city on the way to Spain ,  he 
teils them that the business of this relief fund must 
be completed before he can set out on his W jour
ney (Rom. 1 5 :25-28). From this reference we ac
quire some further insight into the motives behind 
the collection. The strengthening of  fellowship be
tween the church of Jerusalem and the Gentile 
mission was a major concern of Paul's, and his 
organization of the relief fund was in large meas
ure designed to promote this end. He knew that 
many members of the Jerusalem church looked 
with great suspicion on the independent d irection 
taken by his Gentile mission: indeed, his mission
field was repeatedly invaded by men from Judaea 
who tried in one way or another to undermine 
his authority and impose the authority of Jerusa
lern. But in denouncing them Paul was careful  
not to give the impression that he was criticizing 
the church of Jerusalem or its leaders. On the 
other hand, many of his Gentile converts would be 
impatient of the idea that they were in any way 
indebted to the church of Jerusalem. Paul was anx
ious that they should recognize their substantial 
indebtedness to Jerusalem. He hirnself had never 
been a member of the Jerusalem church and 
denied emphatically that he derived his gospel or 
his  commission from that church; yet  in his eyes 
that church, as the mother-church of the people of 
God, occupied a unique place in the Christian 
order. If he hirnself were cut off from fellowship 
with the Jerusalem church, his apostolic activity, he 
feit ,  would be futile. 
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Wh at could be better calculated to allay the sus
picions entertained in the Jerusalem church about 
Paul and his Gentile mission than the manifest 
evidence of God's blessing on that mission with 
which Paul planned to confront the Jerusalem 
believers-not only the monetary girt which would 
betoken the Gentile churches' practical interest in 
Jerusalem but living representatives of those 
churches, deputed to convey their contributions? 
Writing to his friends in Corinth Paul holds out to 
them the prospect that their Jerusalem fellow
Christians will be moved to a deep feeling of 
protherly affection for them 'because of the sur
passing grace of God in you' (2 Cor. 9 :  1 4) .  That all 
suspicions would in fact be allayed was not a fore
gone conclusion-Paul asks the Roman Christians 
to join hirn in prayers that his 'service for Jerusa
lern may be acceptable to the saints' there (Rom. 
1 5 : 3 1  )-but if this would not allay them, nothing 
would. 

Paul may have envisaged this appearance of 
Gentile believers with their girts in Jerusalem as at 
least a token fulfilment of those Hebrew proph
ecies wh ich spoke of the 'wealth of the nations' as 
coming to Jerusalem and of the brethren of its cit
izens as being brought ' from all the nations as an 
offering to the Lord' on his 'holy mountain' (ls. 
60 :5;  66:20). But if Paul had those prophecies in 
mind, perhaps the Jerusalem leaders had them in 
mind also, and drew different conclusions from 
them. In the original context, the wealth of the 
nations is a tribute which the Gentiles bring to Je
rusalem in acknowledgment of her supremacy. I n  
Paul's eyes the contributions made b y  h i s  converts 
to the Jerusalem relief fund constituted a volun
tary girt, an expression of Christian grace and 
gratitude, but i t  is conceivable that the recipients 
looked on them rather as a tribute due from the 
Gentile subjects of the Son of David. 

Even the 'unbelievers in Judea', from whom Paul 
expected some opposition (Rom. 1 5 : 3 1 ), might 
nevertheless be impressed by the visible testimony 
of so many representative believers from the Gen
tile lands in their midst. We know that at the very 
time when Paul was preparing to sail for Judaea 
with his converts and their girts, he was pondering 
the relation, in the divine programme, between his 
Gentile mission and the ultimate salvation of 
Israel: this also is a subject on wh ich he lays bare 
his thought in his letter to the Romans. In this 
letter, indeed, he sets the collection for Jerusalem, 
with the problem of Jerusalem itself, in the context 
to which, in his judgment, they properly belong
the context of God's saving purpose for all 
mankind. 

IV. Reticence of Acts 
The delegates of the contributing churches prob
ably included all those fellow-voyagers with Paul 
from Corinth or Philippi to Judaea who are named 
in Acts 20:4: Sopater of Beroea, Aristarchus and 
Secundus from Thessalonica, Gaius of Derbe and 
Timothy (originally from Lystra), and Tychicus 
and Trophimus from the province of Asia (the 
latter of whom we know from Acts 2 1  :29 to have 
been a Gentile Christian from Ephesus). It would 
be unwise to attach sinister importance to the ab
sence of a Corinthian name from Luke's list. The 
list may not be exhaustive; it may be confined to 
those who had travelled to Corinth from other 
places to join Pau! .  Paul had been spending several 
weeks with Gaius, his host, and other Corinthian 

friends; moreover, he had just told the Roman 
Christians how Macedonia and Achaia had re
solved to contribute to the Jerusalem relief fund. 
Achaia, for Paul, meant Corinth and the places 
around it ,  and there is no breath of a suggestion in 
his letter to the Romans that 'Achaia' had not car
ried out its resolve. We should, indeed, consider the 
possibility that (in spite of some grumblings over 
Paul's 'crartiness' in sending Titus to help with the 
organizing of their contribution) Ihe Corinthian 
church asked Titus to convey their girt to Jerusa
lern; if so, the omission of the name of Titus here is 
of a piece with its omission throughout the whole 
narrative of Acts. No delegate from the church of 
Philippi is listed; the narrator hirnself may have 
served in that capacity. 

When Paul and his companions reached Jerusa
lern, they were received by James and the other 
elders of the mother-church, who welcomed them 
and presumably accepted gratefully the girts which 
they brought. The saving adverb 'presumably' is 
necessary because the record of Acts is completely 
silent about the collection, except where Paul says, 
in his defence before Felix, that he had come to 
Jerusalem 'to bring to my nation alms and offer
ings' (Acts 24: 1 7) .  

Luke's alm ost total silence on the subject may 
have been apologetically motivated. Apart from 
the insistence that no evidence was forthcoming to 
substantiate the allegation that he had violated the 
sanctity of the Temple, the contents of Paul's de
fence be fore Felix would have a greater relevance 10 
his later appearance before the emperor's tribunal 
in Rome than to  his appearance before the procur
ator of Judaea, and this might weil be true of the 
allusion to 'alms and offerings'. If i t  can no longer 
be held that Acts was written to brief counsel for 
Paul's defence before Caesar, or otherwise to serve 
as a document in the case, the possibility remains 
that some material of this kind was used by Luke 
as source-materia!. The charge, expressed or im
plied, that Paul had diverted to a sectarian interest 
money which ought to have gone to the mainten
ance of the Temple or to the relief of the Judaeans 
as a whole, like the charge that, as 'a ringleader of 
the Nazarenes', he was stirring up subversion in 
Jewish communities throughout the Roman world, 
would have been more relevant to a trial before 
Caesar than to a case fall ing within the jurisdiction 
of Felix. A misrepresentation of  the nature and 
purpose of the collection was probably included in 
the indictment prepared by Paul's prosecutors 
against the time when his appeal to Caesar came 
up for hearing; if  so, this could account for Luke's 
reticence. 
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COLONY. A corporation of  Roman cltlzens 
settled in foreign parts and enjoying local self
government. The objective was sometimes stra
tegic, more orten the rehabi litation of veterans or 



the unemployed, probably never economic or cul
tural romanization . In the E colonies were rare, 
and often composed or Gk.-speaking citizens in 
any case. The practice even grew up or conrerring 
colonial status on Gk. republics ror honorific 
reasons. The selr-conscious Romanism at Philippi 
(Acts 1 6: 1 2) was probably thererore exceptional, 
and none or the other colonies mentioned in the 
NT is noticed as such (Corinth, Syracuse, Troas, 
Pisidian Antioch, Lystra, Ptolemais and possibly 
Iconium). Prominent in the affairs or most roreign 
states, however, was an association (convenlus) or 
resident Roman citizens. The 'visitors rrom Rome' 
at lerusalem (Acts 2: 1 0) are an example or this. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H .  M .  lones, The Greek Cily 
Irom Alexander 10 Justinian, 1 940, pp. 6 1 -84; A.  N. 
Sherwin-White, The Roman Citizenship ', 1 973; B. 
Levick, Roman Colonies in Soulhern Asia Minor, 
1 967; BA I CS 2. E.A.J .  

COLOSSAE. A city in the Roman province or 
Asia, in  the W or  what is now Asiatic Turkey. It  
was situated about 15 km up the Lycus valley rrom 
• Laodicea, on the main road to the E .  It was ori
ginally the point at wh ich the great routes rrom 
Sardis and Ephesus joined, and at a derensible 
place with an abundant water-supply. I t  was an 
important city in the Lydian and Persian periods, 
but later it declined when the road through Sardis 
to Pergamum was resited rarther W at the prosper
ous new roundation or Laodicea. The si te is now 
uninhabited; it lies near Honaz, 1 6  km E or the 
town or Denizli. 
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The gospel probably reached the district while 
Paul was living at Ephesus (Acts 1 9 :  I 0), perhaps 
through Epaphras, who was a Colossian (Co!. 1 :7;  
4: 1 2- 1 3) .  Paul had apparently not visited Colossae 
when he wrote his letter (Co!. 2:  I ) ,  though his 
desire to do so (Phm. 22) may have been met at a 
later date. Philemon (Phm. I )  and his slave Ones
imus (Co!. 4:9; Phm. 1 0) were members or the early 
Colossian church. The mixture or lewish, Greek 
and Phrygian elements in the population or the 
city was probably round also in the church: it 
would have been rertile ground ror the type or 
speculative heresy which Paul's letter was designed 
to counter. 

The neighbourhood was devastated by an earth
quake, dated by Tacitus (Ann. 1 4. 27) to AD 60. 
There is no hint or this in the Epistle, which we 
must suppose was written before news or the dis-
aster had reached Rome. E.M.B.G. 

C.J.H. 

COLOSSIANS, EPISTLE TO THE. 

I.  Outline of contents 
a. I :  1-2 .  Address. 
b. 1 :3-8. Thanksgiving ror the rai th and love or 

the Colossian Christians, and ror the rruit or 
preaching the gospel among them. 

c. 1 :9- 1 2. Prayer ror their growth in understand
ing, and consequently in good works. 

d. I :  1 3-23. The glory and greatness or Christ, 
the Image or God, his Agent in the creation or all 
things, the Head or the church, the One who by his 
cross reconciled all things to himselr. 

e. 1 :24-2:3 .  Paul's labours and sufferings in 
making known the mystery or Christ, and in seek
ing to present every man perrect in Christ. 

f 2:4-3:4. The specific warning against ralse 
teaching, and the apostle's answer to it . 

g. 3 :5- 1 7. The sins or the old lire to be put off, 
and the virtues or the new to be put on with Christ. 

h. 3:  1 8-4: I .  Instructions concerning conduct, to 
wives and husbands, children and parents, servants 
and masters. 

i. 4:2-6. Exhortation to prayer and wisdom or 
speech. 

j. 4:7- 1 8 . Personal messages. 

11 .  Authorship 
Doubts about the genuineness or Colossians were 
expressed first in the 1 9th century; in particular the 
Tübingen school rejected the Pauline authorship of 
this and other letters on the basis or 2nd-century 
Gnostic ideas supposed to be present in them. 
More seriously regarded today are arguments 
based on the vocabulary, style and doctrine or this 
letter as compared with other Pauline letters, but 
these are not sufficiently strong to have led many 
scholars to reject the Pauline authorship. The 
marked similarity to • Ephesians has led a rew to 
argue ror the genuineness of that letter and against 
that of Colossians (e.g. F. C. Synge, Phi/ippians and 
Colossians, 1 95 1 ), but the evidence has nearly 
always been taken overwhelmingly to indicate the 
priority or Colossians. A rew scholars, Iike H. 1. 
Holtzmann and C. Masson, have argued ror a 
more complex relationship between the two letters. 

The connection or Colossians with the little 
letter or • Philemon and the nature or that letter 
are such that i t  stands virtually as Paul's 'signature' 
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to Colossians. The letter to Philemon concerns the 
runaway slave, Onesimus, who was returning to his 
master; this letter (4:9) says that along with Tychi
cus this Onesimus was being sent back to Colossae. 
Archippus is named as of the household of 
Philemon in that letter (v. 2); in this (4: 1 7) there is a 
special message for the same man. There are greet
ings from Epaphras, Mark , Aristarchus, Demas 
and Luke in Philemon (vv. 23f. ); the same people 
are specially mentioned in this letter (in 4: 1 0- 1 4). 
1 1  is hard to imagine either or both of these refer
ences to particular people as inauthentic and ficti
tious. The only alternative is to see them as I inking 
together the letters to Philemon and to the Colos
si ans as having the same author and being written 
at the same time. As C. F. D. Moule puts it  (CGT, 
p. 1 3), ' 1 1  seems impossible to doubt that 
Philemon was written by St Paul, or to doubt the 
close connection between Philemon and 
Colossians. ' 

I I I .  Destination of the Epistle 
• Colossae was a city of Phrygia in the Roman 
province of Asia, situated, Iike H ierapolis and 
Laodicea, in the valley of the river Lycus. Its 
former importance was diminished by NT t imes, 
and was further reduced by a disastrous earth
q uake in the year AD 60. Paul did not found the 
church there, nor had he visited it when he wrote 
this letter ( 1 :4, 7-9; 2: I ) . On his second missionary 
journey he passed to the N of the Lycus valley 
(Acts 1 6:6-8). On his third missionary journey 
Ephesus was for 3 years the centre of his labours 
(Acts 1 9 :  1 -20; 20:3 1 ), and it is most likely that at 
this time the gospel reached Colossae through the 
agency of the Colossian Epaphras ( I  :7; 4: 1 2). 
Most of the Christians there were Gentiles (I :27; 
2:  1 3), but from the time of Antiochus the Great 
there had been considerable and inftuential settle
ments of lews in the neighbourhood. 

IV. Time and place of writing 
That Colossians was written from prison is clear 
from the words of 4:3, 1 0  and 1 8 . Serious consider
ation has been given to three places as possible 
sites of Paul's imprisonment when the letter was 
penned. I .  Ephesus. The most specific argument in 
favour of this is the statement of the 2nd-century 
Marcionite prologue to Colossians. I f, however, 
Colossians and • Ephesians were written at the 
same time (as indicated by 4:7f. and Eph. 6:2 1 f.), 
this possibil ity is ruled out decisively. 2. Caesarea. 
A number of arguments have been given in favour 
01' Caesarea. Bo Reicke argues this way on the 
basis of the destructive earthquake referred to 
above, but the beginning of Paul's Roman im
prisonment was probably earlier than the year that 
the earthquake took its toll in the Lycus valley. It is 
not likely that all of those named in ch. 4 were with 
the apostle when he was in prison in Caesarea. 3. 
Rome. There is no difficulty urged against the 
Roman origin of the letter that has not been ade
quately met. There is no place more likely than 
Rome to which the fugitive Onesimus would go, 
and the contents and personal references of the 
letter would seem to be more suited to Paul's 
Roman imprisonment than to any other. A date 01' 
AD 60 thus seems likely. 

V. Reason for thc EpistIc 
Two matters brought the church in Colossae espe
cially before Paul and occasioned the writing 01' 

th is letter. First, he was writing to Philemon in Co
lossae sending back his runaway, but now con
verted, slave, Onesimus (Phm. 7-2 1 ) . He could also 
take the opportunity of writing to the wh oIe Co
lossian church. Secondly, Epaphras had brought to 
Paul a report of that church, which included many 
encouraging things (I :4-8), but apparently also 
disquieting news of the false teaching that threat
ened to lead its members away from the truth of 
Christ. This news pressed the apostle to write as he 
d id .  

VI.  Thc false teaching 
In his characteristic manner Paul meets the chal
lenge confronting the Colossian church by positive 
teaching rat her than point-by-point refutation . 
Thus we do not know fully what it involved, but we 
may infer three things: 

I. It gave an important place to the powers of 
the spirit world to the detriment of the place given 
to Christ. In 2 : 1 8  he speaks of 'worship of angels' ,  
and other references t o  t h e  relation o f  the spiritual 
creation to  Christ ( I :  1 6, 20; 2: 1 5) appear to have 
similar significance. 

2. Great importance was attached to out ward 
observances, such as feasts and fasts, new moons 
and sabbaths (2: 1 6f. ) ,  and probably also circumci
sion (2: 1 1 ) .  These were presented proudly as the 
true way of self-discipline and the subjection of the 
flesh (2:20ff.) .  

3.  The teachers boas ted that  they possessed a 
higher philosophy. This is clear from 2 :4, 8, 1 8 ; and 
we may assurne also that Paul, in his frequent use 
of the terms 'knowledge' (gnoösis and epignösis) ,  
'wisdom' (sophia), 'understanding' (synesis) and 
'mystery' (mysterion), was countering such a view 

Some (e.g. Hort and Peake) have maintained 
that lewish teaching could sufficiently account for 
all these different elements. Lightfoot argued that 
the false teaching was that of the Essenes, and wc 
now have considerable knowledge of the Essene
l ike sect of the Dead Sea Scrolls, though we do not 
know 01' the presence of such a sect in the Lycus 
valley in the I st century AD.  Others have identified 
the Colossian heresy with onc 01' the Gnostic 
schools known to us from 2nd-century writers. Wc 
may not label it  precisely. Syncretism in  religion 
and philosophy prevailed in thosc days. We would 
probably be near to the truth in calling thc teach· 
ing a ludaistic form of Gnosticism. 

2 1 6  

Paul deals with its three errors as folIows: 
I. It is a misguided humili ty, he tclls the Colos· 

sians, that exalts angels, and emphasizes the func
tions of the spirit powers of good and the fear of 
the principalities of evil . Christ is the Creator and 
Lord of all things in heaven and on earth, and the 
Vanquisher of all evil powers ( I :  1 5ff.; 2 :9ff.). All 
the fullness (pleröma) of the Godhead is in Christ . 
( Here too Paul was probably taking and putting to 
a Christian use one of the key words 01' the falsc 
teaching.) 

2. The way of holiness is not by an asceticism 
that promotcs only spiritual pride, nor by self
centred efforts to control the passions, but by putt
ing on Christ, setting one's affections on hirn, and 
so stripping off all that is contrary to his will 
(2 :20ff.; 3: I ff.). 

3. The true wisdom is not a man-made phil
osophy (2:8), but the • 'mystery' (revealed secret) 
of God in Christ, who indwells those who receive 
hirn ( I  :27), without distinction of persons (3 :  I Of. ) .  
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F.F. 

COLOURS. Colour-adjectives appear but sparsely 
in OT and NT alike, for a variety of reasons. The 
first reason is specific: the Bible, being the account 
of God's dealings with a nation, and not the sub
jective record of a nation's aesthetic experiencc, is 
sparing in descriptive writing of the kind that in
volves extensive and precise use of adjectives of 
colour. Even where nature, animate or inanimate, 
is described in the OT (as frequently in the Penta
teuch, Job and Pss.), it is in its more awe-inspiring 
aspects, as fitting reflection of its Creator. 

The second reason is more general and lin
guistic: biblical Hebrew did not possess a complex 
and highly-developed colour vocabulary, such as 
exists in most modern Indo-European languages 
today. Thus, close definition of colour would have 
been difficult if not impossible, unless by the use of 
simile or metaphor. But th is reason, which seems at 
first sight to be purely l inguistic, turns out to be 
psychological, after all; for it is an axiom of lin
guistics that any culture, no matter how primitive, 
develops that vocabulary wh ich is perfectly ad
equate to express its thought and desires. This lin
guistic paucity, then, corresponds to a lack of 
interest in colour as an aesthetic experience on the 
part of the Hebrew people; their practical concern 
was more with the nature of the material of wh ich 
the article was made, by virtue of which it was a 
particular colour. I ndeed, many of their colour
words were descriptive of origin rather than shade; 
'argömön, for instance, generally translated 
'purpIe' (e.g. Ex. 2 5 :4), is reddish-purple cloth, 
usually woollen. It is a borrowed word, and prob
ably means 'tribute'. Other similar words (föni, 
karmil, 161ö') either contain a reference to the murex, 
the shellfish from whose juice the costly dye was 
obtained, or to the cochineal insect or sh icld-Iouse, 
which yielded a rich red. In consequence, one 
c10thed in purpIe is not to the Hebrew primarily a 
beautiful object.  He is a king, or wealthy man; just 
as one in sackcloth is not primarily an ugly object, 
but a beggar or a mourner. This approach makes 
easy t he symbolic use of colour, wh ich appears 
spasmodically in the OT and fully developed in the 
Apocalypse. H owever, even the RSV appears to have 
itself used 'crimson' and 'scarlet' quite indis
criminately, so l i t tle stress should be laid on the 
exact colour. föfar, 'vermilion' (Je. 22: 14 and Ezk. 
23: 1 4) is an exception: it was a lead or iron oxide, 
yielding a bright red pigment suitable for wall
painting, not for the dyeing of clothing. 

The NT writers were, of  course, fully equipped 
with the extensive and flexible Gk. colour
vocabulary; but they were, by virtue of their sub
ject, concerned with colour as such even less than 
the writers of the OT. In any case, fixity of shade, 
and therefore exact precision of terminology, had 
to wait until the advent of purely chemical dyes, 
which are easier to control, and the consequent de
velopment of colour-charts. In common with other 
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ancient peoples, the Greeks were much more im
pressed by the contrast between light and shade 
than that between different colours. In other 
words, they tended to see and describe all colours 
as graduations between black and white. To com
pensate, they had a remarkably rich vocabulary to 
describe degrees of refracted l ight .  When this is 
realized, many imagined Bible problems disappear; 
the fields of Jn .  4:35, are not 'already white for 
harvest' but 'gleaming'; Ex. 25:4 groups 'blue and 
purpIe and scarlet' together, not only as all alike 
being symbols of richness, but because to the 
writer they were akin, perhaps scarcely differenti
ated, as being 'dark', not ' l ight' ,  colours, similarly 
produced, and all alike being colours of texti les, 
i. e. artefacts and not natural objects. For Joseph 's 
coat, see • JOSEPH. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. E. Wallace, Colour in Homer 
and in Ancienl Art, 1 927; A .  E. Kober, The Use 01 
Color Terms in Ihe Greek Poels, 1 932; I .  Meyerson 
(ed.), Problemes de la Couleur, 1 957; G.  T. D. Angel, 
NIDNTT I ,  pp. 203-206; and see Index in 
NIDNTT 3 .  A.C. 

COMMUNION. In the NT the basic term, trans
Iated variously as 'communion', 'fellowship', 
'communicate', 'partake' , 'contribution', 
'common' (in the sense of the Latin communis), 
sterns from the Greek root koin-. There are two 
adjectives, koinönos (found 10 times) and synkoin
önos (found 4 times), which are used as nouns also; 
and two verbs koinöneö (8 times) and synkoinöneö 
(3 times); and the noun koinönia (20 times). 

The fundamental connotation of the root koin-is 
that of sharing in something (genitive) with some
one (dative); or the simple cases may be replaced 
by a prepositional phrase. In both constructions 
nouns may be replaced by prepositions. Very rarely 
i t  may mean 'to give a share in' something; the 
most characteristic NT usage is that which em
ploys koin- with the genitive of the thing (or 
person) shared. There is also another NT use in 
which the term is found actively of a 'willingness to 
give a share'; hence the meaning 'generosity' .  A 
third meaning emerges from the first use, with the 
sense of 'sharing' or 'fellowship' (wh ich arises out 
of a common sharing of something). The results 
of the recent linguistic research es of such scholars 
as H. Seesemann and A.  R. Gcorge may be stated 
in the latter's words: 'The important thing is that 
these words (belonging to the koin- family) refer 
primarily, though not invariably, to participation 
in something rather than to association with 
others: and there is often a genitive to indicate that 
in wh ich one participates or shares' (A. R. George, 
Communion with God in the New Testament, p. 
1 33). From this ground-plan of the word, the NT 
passages may be divided into three classes, accord
ing to whether the predominant idea is (a) having a 
share; (b) giving a share; or (c) sharing. 
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a. 'Having a share' 
Under this heading we may c1assify, first of all ,  the 
adjectives wh ich are used to describe partners in 
some common enterprise, e.g. Christian work (2 
Cor. 8 :23), or secular business (Lk. 5 : 1 0); also 
those who share in a common experience (e.g. per
secution, Heb. 1 0:33; Rev. 1 :9; suffering, 2 Cor. 1 :7; 
worship, I Cor. 1 0: 1 8; murder, Mt.  23 :30; the com
pact with demons in pagan cult worship, I Cor. 
1 0:20). Then i t  is used similarly of those who enjoy 
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certain privileges in common, e.g. Rom. 1 1 :  1 7; I 
Cor. 9:23.  References to a common sharing in 
direct spiritual realities are Phil. I :7; I Pet. 5:  I ;  and 
2 Pet. 1 :4, although in the first text the 'grace' in 
question may be that of apostleship in wh ich both 
the apostle and church share, and of which Paul 
writes in Rom. 1 :5;  Eph . 3 :2, 8. 

The verb koinöneö and its cognate form, which 
adds the prefix syn meaning 'together with', occur 
in 1 1  passages in the NT; but some of these will fall 
more naturally under section b, i. e. they will lend 
themselves best to the translation 'generosity'. But 
under this heading we may note Rom . 1 5 :27; Eph. 
5:  1 1 ;  I Tim. 5:22; 2 Jn. 1 1 ;  Rev. 1 8 :4; Phil. 4: 1 4; 
Heb. 2 : 1 4. 

The noun is found to denote the corporate 
Christian life with the thought that believers share 
together in certain objective realities (cf E. Lohm
eyer, Der Brie/ an die Philipper, 1 956, p. 1 7 , who 
denies that it is ever found in Paul's writing in thc 
sense of a bond joining Christians together, but 
always with the meaning of participation in an 
object outside the believer's subjective experience). 
These references are most notably: I .  I Cor. 1 0: 1 6  
('participation i n  the blood and body o f  Christ'); 2. 
I Cor. 1 :9, where Anderson Scot!'s view aims at 
seeing koinönia as a designation of the church; but 
his interpretation here and elsewhere is being in
creasingly abandoned in favour of the objective 
sense of the genitive (or, with Deissmann, the 
'mystical genitive' or 'genitive of fellowship'). So 
the best translation of a difiicult verse is 
'fellowship with his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord' 
whether in the sense of 'sharing in' or 'sharing 
with' hirn; 3. Phil. 2: I ,  where the issue is to decide 
between a subjective genitive ('any fellowship 
wrought by the Spirit': so Anderson Scot!, Christi
anity Aecording to St Paul, 1 927, pp. 1 60ff.), or an 
objective genitive ('fellowship with the Spirit', 'par
ticipation in the Spiri t ' :  so convincingly Seese
mann); 4. 2 Cor. 1 3 :  1 4, where again the choice is 
between koinönia as fellowship wh ich is created by 
the Holy Spirit and fellowship as participation in 
the Holy Spirit, a translation (cf Rsvmg.) which is 
much in favour since Seesemann's discussion in 
1 933; 5. 2 Cor. 8:4, 'taking part in the relief of 
the saints'; and 6. Phil .  3 :  I 0, where the genitive is 
c1early objective, meaning that Paul's 'own actual 
sufferings are a real participation in Christ's 
sufferings, suffered by virtue of his communion 
with Christ' (A. R. George, op. eit., p. 1 84; cf 
R.  P. Martin, Philippians, TNTC, pp. 49-50; 
and Philippians, NCB, 1 976, pp. I 33ff. [biblio.] ). 

b . . Giving a share' 
The main texts which support the interpretation of 
koinönia as 'giving a share' are 2 Cor. 9: 1 3 , 'the 
generosity of your contribution for them and for 
all others'. 'Your contribution' represents the 
Greek tes koinönias, for which Seesemann pro
poses the translation Mitteilsamkeit, i.e. , in this 
context, generosity. This same rendering may be 
suggested also for Phil. 1 :5 in which case the object 
of Paul's gratitude to God is the generosity of the 
Philippian Christians in their support of the apos
tolic ministry for the progress of the gospel. Simi
larly, the same translation c1arifies Phm. 6. 

Another reference under this heading is Rom. 
1 5 :26, which indicates that koinönia can take on a 
concrete form as a generosity wh ich c10thes itself 
in practical action, and is so applied to the collec
tion for the saints of the Jerusalem church in their 
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poverty-stricken condition (cf 2 Cor. 8 :4). I n  this 
light we may consider, finally, Acts 2:42, although 
A.  R.  George rules out the meaning 01' 'almsgiv
ing', 'generosity'. Other views wh ich have been 
offered to explain this reference are an allusion t'l 
the • Lord's Supper (cf C. H. Dodd, The Johan
nine Epistles, 1 946, p. 7); a technical expression for 
having a community of goods as in Acts 2 :44; 4:32. 
as C. E. B. Cranfield takes it in TWBR. p. 82; An
derson Scott's vicw that the term he koinönia = thc 
fellowship) is the translation 01' a special Heb. 
word !l"/2rirä meaning a religious society within 
Judaism; a recent proposal of 1. Jeremias that Acts 
2:42 Iists, in its four notes of the church's corporate 
Iife, the liturgical sequence of early Christian wor
ship, in which case koinönia may be an allusion to 
the offering (The Eucharistie Words 0/ Jes/Js, E.T. 
1 955, p. 83, n. 3, but in ' E.T. 1 966, pp. 1 1 8- 1 2 1  this 
view is withdrawn); and the view that koinönia de
scribes the inward spiritual bond which joined the 
early Jerusalem brotherhood and which expresses 
itself in the outward acts of a pooling of material 
resources (cf L. s. Thornton, The Common Life in 
the Body 0/ Christ, 1 942, p. 45 1 ) . See, rurther. R.  N. 
Flew, Jeslls and His Chureh " 1 943, pp. 1 09-1 1 0. 

e. 'Sharing' 
Under this heading there are only three possiblc 
occurrences where koinönia is used absolutely or 
with the preposition meta (with). These are Acts 
2:42; Gal. 2:9 and I Jn .  I :3ff. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The most important treatment 
of the koin- group of words in the_NT is that by H .  
Seesemann, Der Begriff KOINONIA im Nellen 
Testament, ZNW, Beiheft 1 4, 1 933 .  His conclu
sions are utilized by most subsequent writers on 
this theme, especially A. R. George, Communion 
lVith God in the NelV Testament, 1 953, who provides 
a full discussion of most of the controverted pas
sages mentioned above. He gives also a complete 
bibliography, to wh ich may be added the most 
recent contribution to the subject, M. McDermott, 
'The Biblical Doctrine of KOINONIA ' ,  BZ 1 9. 1 -2, 
1 975, pp. 64-77, 2 1 9-233. G. F. Hawthorne, 
Philippians, WBC, 1 983;  P. T. O'Brien, Philippians, 
NIGTC, 1 992. ( · LoRD's SUPPER. )  R .P .M.  

COMPASSION. In the Bible it is a divine as weil 
as a human quality. In RSV the word is orten used 
to translate Heb. �ämal and rab"mfm, which are, 
however, in AV more frequently rendered by 'pity' 
or 'spare' and 'mercy' or 'tender mercies' respect
ively. Thus compassion, pity and mercy can be 
regarded as synonyms. In the NT the most fre
quent words are eleeö (and cognate forms), trans
Iated by 'have compassion', 'have mercy' and 'have 
pity', and eleos, which is always translated 'mercy'. 
oikteirö is found twice and translated 'have com
passion' and oiktirmön three times with the mean
ing 'merciful' and 'of tender mercy' 

The prophets and other men of God were deeply 
aware of the wonder of God's • mercy to sinful 
men. They taught that anyone who had experi
enced this would feel i t  his duty to have compas
sion on his fellows, especially 'the fatherless, the 
widow, and the foreigner' (frequently named 
together as in Dt .  1 0 : 1 8 ;  1 4:29; 1 6: 1 1 ;  24: 1 9; Je. 
22:3, ete.) and also on those in • poverty and the 
afflicted (Ps. 1 46:9;  Jb. 6: 1 4; Pr. 1 9: 1 7; Zc. 7 :9- 1 0; 
Mi .  6:8). There is no doubt from the frequent ref
erences in Deuteronomy that God expected his 



leoplc to show compassion not only to each other 
lut 10 forcigners who lived among them. Through 
he teaching 01' our Lord Jesus Christ, especially in 
he parable of the good Samaritan (Lk. 1 0), it is 
:Iear that compassion is to be shown by his dis
:iples to anyone who needs their help. It is to be 
ike his, not only in being without respect 01' per
,ons, but also in that it is expressed in deeds (I Jn .  
I :  1 7) which may involve personal sacrifice. 

J .W.M.  

::ONCUBINE. The practice of concubinage was 
videspread in the biblical world. I n  Mesopotamia 
he husband was free to have legal sexual relations 
..,ith slaves. In Assyria the husband was able to 
ake several free-born concubines as weil as his 
veiled' wife, although the 'concubine' was subject 
o the wife's authority. Her sons were entitled to 
;hare the inheritance. Concubines who bore chil
Iren and who behaved arrogantly could be treated 
IS slaves but not sold (cf Laws 01 Hammurapi 1 46-
47; 1 70-1 7 1 ) . I n  Cappadocia ( 1 9th century BC) 

lIld Alalab where a wife failed to produce a son 
vithin a specified time (3 or 7 years respectively) 
he husband was entitled to marry a second wife. 
n Ugarit a man who possessed a concubine was 
:alled a b'l Hlrnt, ' the possessor of a female who 
:ompletes (the family)' . Sarah provided a slave 
:oncubine for Abraham (Gn.  1 6:2-3) and hand
naidens given as a marriage gift to Leah and 
�achel became Jacob's concubines (Gn. 29:24, 
�ilpah; Gn. 29:29, Bilhah). Concubines were pro
ected under Mosaic law ( Ex .  2 1 :7-1 1 ;  Ot. 2 1 :  1 0-
i 4), although they were distinguished from wives 
Jdg. 8 :3 1 ; 2 Sa. 5 : 1 3 ; I Ki . I I :3 ; 2 Ch. I I :2 1 ) and 
..,ere more easily divorced (Gn. 2 1 : 1 0- 1 4) .  Kings 
;uch as Solomon went to excess in a plurality of 
vives and concubines. To Iie with a monarch's 
:oncubine was tantamount to usurpation of the 
hrone (2 Sa. 3:7; 1 6: 2 1 -22; I Ki .  2:2 1 -24). Two 
erms are used in the OT, pfleges, a term of non
;emitic origin, and the Aram. 1'/:1enä (On. 5 :2-3, 
D), a 'temple servant' .  The former term is used in 
. he times of the Patriarchs, the Conquest and the 
:arly kingdom, with the most frequent use in the 
lays of  the Judges. The practice created tension 
vith wives in all per iods and later prophets 
:ncouraged monogamy (Mal .  2: 1 4fT.) .  Thc ideal 
voman of Pr. 31 belonged to a monogamous 
;ociety. 

In the NT monogamy was enjoined by Jesus 
Mt .  5 :32; 1 9: 3- 1 2, eIe.), and by NT writers ( I  
rim. 3 :2, 1 2) .  The contemporary Greek and 
�oman world still practised concubinage. Among 
he Greeks, pallakai, 'concubines', were regularly 
naintained for sexual pleasure and children born 
'rom such unions, although free, were bastards. It 
vas the wives (gynaikes) who bore legitimate chi 1-
iren. In the Roman world the state of coneubina
'1/5, or 'Iying together', involved informal but more 
lr less permanent unions without a marriage 
:eremony. Children of such unions took the legal 
;tatus of their mother and were deprived of the 
;tatus of citizens. Against such a background 
nonogamy was the only form of marriage for 
::hristians. Unmarried men who had a concubine 
vere obliged to marry or be refused baptism; the 
lelieving woman could be baptized. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. A. F. Rainey, EI, 5, col. 862f. ; R .  
J e  Vaux, Aneient Israel, 1 962, pp. 24-25, 29, 53-54, 
D, 86, 1 1 5-1 1 7. J .A .T. 

CONFESSION 

CONFESSION. The word to 'confess' in both the 
Heb. and the Gk. (yäqä and hOll1ologein) has, as in 
English, a twofold reference. There is confession 01' 
faith and confession of sin. On the one hand, con
fession means to declare publicly a personal rela
tionship with and allegiance to God . It is an act 01' 
open joyful commitment made to God in the pres
ence of the world, by which a congregation or in
dividuals bind themselves in loyalty to God or 
Jesus Christ. I t is an avowal of faith which can have 
eternal eschatological consequences. On the other 
hand , it means to acknowledge sin and guilt in the 
light of God's revelation, and is thus generally an 
outward sign of repentance and faith.  I t  may or 
may not be fol lowed by forgiveness (Jos. 7:  1 9 ;  Lv . 
26:40; Ps. 32:5; Mt .  27:4; I Jn .  1 :9). 
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The biblical use o f  the word appears t o  reflect 
the language of ancient treaties where a vassal 
agrees to the terms of the • covenant made by his 
suzerain, and binds hirnself by an oath to be loyal. 
Likewise from the legal context of confession of 
guilt in a court of law, the term is transferred to the 
confession of sin to God. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
In the OT confession frequently has the character 
of praise, where the believer in gratitude declares 
wh at God has done redemptively for Israel or his 
own soul . The noun (l6tjä) may thus mean confes
sion, thanksgiving, praise, or even be used for a 
company of people singing songs of praise. Such 
acknowledgment of God's mighty acts of mercy 
and deliverance is consequently c10sely related to 
the confession of sin. Both aspects of confession 
form an integral part of prayer and true worship 
(Gn. 32:9- 1 1 ;  I Ki. 8:35;  2 Ch. 6:26; Ne. 1 :4- 1 1 ;  9; 
Jb. 33:26-28; Pss. 22; 32; 5 1 ;  1 1 6; On. 9). Confes
sion can lead the believer to pledge hirnself anew to 
God, to sing hymns of praise, to offer joyful sacri
fice, and can give hirn a desire to tell others of 
God's mercy and to identify hirnself with the wor
shipping congregation in the house of God at 
Jerusalem . 

Confession is not only personal and individual; 
i t  has a liturgical connotation where, as on the Oay 
of *Atonement in the context of expiation and 
intercession, the high priest vicariously confesses 
the sins of the people, laying his hands on the head 
of a live goat wh ich symbolically carries sin away 
from the covenant community (Lv. 1 6:2 1 ) . In simi
lar fashion Moses vicariously pleads for Israel (Ex. 
32: 32; cf Ne. 1 :6; Jb. I :5 ;  On .  9:4ff.). 

Confession in the sense of joyful acknowledg
ment is prominent in the Qumran texts where fre
quently the psalms begin, 'I thank thee, Lord, be
cause . , .', in a way similar to our Lord's prayer in 
Mt.  1 1 :25 ( I QH 2. 20, 3 1 ,  ete.). 

11. In the New Testament 
In the NT the Gk. word to 'confess' has the generic 
meaning of acknowledging something to be the 
case in agreement with others; it is primarily used 
with reference to faith in Christ. I t  gathers up the 
OT aspects of thanksgiving and joyful praise, as 
weil as of willing submission, as in Mt .  1 1  :25; 
Rom. 1 5 :9; Heb. 1 3 : 1 5 . In this it follows the LXX 
usage of the word, as in Pss. 42:6; 43:4-5; Gn. 
29:34. I t  means, however, more than mental assent.  
I t  implies a decision to pledge oneself in loyalty to 
Jesus Christ as Lord in response to the work of the 
Holy Spirit. 
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To confess Jesus Christ is to acknowledge hirn as 
the Messiah (Mt .  1 6: 1 6; Mk.  4:29; Jn. 1 :4 1 ;  9:22), 
as the Son of God (Mt. 8 :29; Jn. 1 :34, 49; I Jn .  
4: 1 5), that he came in the tlesh ( I  Jn .  4:2; 2 Jn .  7), 
and that he is Lord, primarily on the ground of the 
resurrect ion and ascension (Rom. 1 0:9; I Cor. 1 2 :3 ;  
Phi ! .  2 1 1 ). 

Confession of Jesus Christ is linked intimately 
with the confession of sins. To confess Christ is to 
confess that he 'died for our sins', and conversely 
to confess one's sins in real repentance is to look to 
Christ for forgiveness ( 1  Jn .  1 :5- 1 0) .  In preparation 
for the coming of Christ, John the Baptist sum
moned people to confess their sins, and confession 
was a constant element in the ministry both of our 
Lord and of the apostles (Mt .  3 :6; 6: 1 2 ; Lk. 5 :8 ;  
1 5 :2 1 ;  1 8 : 1 3 : 1 9:8 ;  Jn .  20:23; Jas. 5 :  1 6). 

Although addressed to God, confession of faith 
in Jesus Christ should be made openly 'before men' 
(Mt .  1 0:32;  Lk. 1 2 :8; I Tim. 6: 1 2). by word of 
mouth (Rom. 10:9; Phi! . 2:  1 1 ), and may be costly 
(Mt .  1 0 :32-39; Jn .  9:22; 1 2 :42). It is the opposite of 
'denying' the Lord. Confession of sin is likewise 
primarily addressed to God, but may aiso be made 
before men, for example, in corporate confession 
by a congregation or its representative in public 
prayer. Where the confession is for the benefit of 
the church or of others, an individual may openly 
confess sins in the presence of the church or of 
other believers (Acts 1 9: 1 8; Jas. 5 :  1 6), but this 
should never be unedifying (Eph. 5 :  1 2). True 
repentance may require an acknowledgment of 
guilt to a brot her (Mt .  5:23-24), but there is no 
suggestion that confession of private sin must be 
made to an individual presbyter. 

Confession of Jesus Christ is the work of the 
Holy Spirit, and as such is the mark of the true 
church, the Body of Christ (Mt .  1 0:20; 1 6: 1 6- 19; I 
Cor. 1 2 :3) .  For this reason it accompanies baptism 
(Acts 8:37; 1 0:44-48), out of which practice 
emerged some of the earliest creeds and confes
sions of the church, which acquired added signifi
cance with the rise of error and false doctrine (I Jn .  
4:2; 2 Jn .  7) .  

The perfect pattern of confession is given to us 
in Jesus Christ hirnself, who witnessed a good con
fession be fore Pon tius Pilate (I Tim. 6 : 1 2-1 3) .  He 
confessed that he is the Christ (Mk. 1 4:62) and that 
he is a King On. 1 8 :36). His confession was before 
men, over against the false witness of his enemies 
(Mk.  14 : 56) and the denial of a disciple (Mk.  
1 4:68), and was infinitely costly, with eternal con
sequences for all men. The church in her confes
si on identifies herself 'before many witnesses' with 
the 'good confession' of her crucified and risen 
Saviour. Her confession (of faith and of sin) is a 
sign that the old man is 'dead with Christ' and that 
she is possessed by her Lord, whom she is commis
sioned to serve. I n her confession she is called to 
participate through the Spirit in the vicarious inter
cessions of Christ, 'the apostle and high priest of 
our confession' (Heb. 3 :  I ), who has already con
fessed our sins on the cross and given praise to God 
(Heb. 2: 1 2; Rom. 1 5 :9 ,  quoting Pss. 1 8 :49; 22:22). 

Confession in the NT (Iike denial of Christ) has 
an eschatological perspective, leading to either 
judgment or salvation, because i t  is the outward 
manifestation of faith or lack of it. Christ will one 
day confess before the Father those who confess 
hirn today, and deny those who deny hirn (Mt .  
1 0:32-33; Lk .  1 2 :8;  2 Tim. 2 : 1 1 - 1 3) .  Confession 
with the mouth is made to salvation (Rom. 1 0:9-

10, 1 3 ; 2 Cor. 4: 1 3-1 4), and our confessions today 
are a foretaste of the church's confessions of the 
last day, when every tongue shall confess that Jesus 
Christ is Lord (Rom. 1 4 : 1 1 - 1 2 ; Phi! .  2 : 1 1 ;  Rev. 
4: 1 1 ;  5: 1 2 ; 7: 1 0) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. V. Neufeld ,  The Earliesl Chris
tian Con/essions, 1 963; 1. N. D. Kelly, Early Chris
tian Creeds1 , 1 972; H .  N. Ridderbos, in R. Banks 
(ed.), Reconciliation and Hope, 1 974; O. Michel, 
TDNT 5 ,  pp. 1 99-220; H. H. Rowden (ed.), Christ 
the Lord. 1 982; M .  Hengel, BellVeen Jesus and Palll, 
1 983 .  J . ß .T. 

CONFIRMATION. I .  Gk. bebaiösis (Phi ! .  1 :7 :  
Heb. 6: 1 6) is thus rendered, meaning 'a making 
firm' and 'a valid ratification', respectively. In the 
OT seven Heb. reots are translated by 'affirm'. 
'make firm', 'reaffirm', 'confirm' (e.g. Is .  35 : 3 ; Est . 
9:32) .  In the NT four Gk .  verbs are simi larly used. 
I .  bebaiolln; e.g. Rom. 1 5 : 8 ,  'confirm the promises' . 
2. kyroun, used of a covenant (Ga!. 3: 1 5 , 'ratified'). 
and of a personal attitude (2 Cor. 2 :8-AV 'confirm 
your love'; RSV 'reaffirm your love'). 3. mesiteuein. 
e.g. Heb. 6: 1 7  (AV 'confirrn', RV, RSV 'interpose with 
an oath') where the meaning is that a promise is 
guaranteed because God is acting as Mediator. 4. 
episterizein is Luke's word in Acts for the strength
ening effect of an apostolic mission on fellow
Christians ( 1 1 :2, Western Tex t), on the souis of the 
disciples ( 1 4:22), on the churches ( 1 5 :4 1 )  and 
brethren ( 1 5 :32). 

2. The ecclesiastical rite known as 'confirrn
ation' , or 'Iaying on of hands', is not traced to 
these verses, where Luke speaks only of the con
solidating effect on faith of the apostolic presence 
and preaching, but, presumably, to such passages 
as Acts 8 : 1 4- 1 7; 1 9 : 1 -6, where laying on of hands 
precedes a spectacular descent of the Holy Spirit 
upon previously baptized persons. Two observa
tions may be made. In the first place, in these verses 
in Acts the gift of the Spirit is associated primarily 
with baptism, not with a subsequent and separate 
rite of 'Iaying on of hands' (cf Heb. 6:2). Secondly, 
Acts shows no constant sequence. Thus, laying on 
of hands may precede baptism, and be performed 
by one not an apostle (9: 1 7ff.); in Acts 6:6; 1 3 : 3  it  is 
associated, not with baptism, but with special tasks 
to be done (cf Nu. 27: 1 8 , 20, 23) in connection 
with the missionary activity of  the church. 
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BIßLlOGRAPHY. G. W. H. Lampe, The Seal 0/ the 
Spirit, 1 95 1 ;  H. Schönweiss el al. , NlDNTT I ,  pp. 
658--<i64; [SBE I ,  p. 760; for the rite of 'confirrn-
ation' ,  see ODCC. M.R .W.F .  

CONGREGATION, SOLEMN ASSEMBLY. The 
noun 'congregat ion' is used to render several Heb. 
words, one of which is also translated 'assembly'. 

I .  mö'eq and 'eqa come from the root yä'aq, 'to 
appoint, assign, designate'. mö'eq means an ap
pointed time or place, or meeting, and occurs 223 
times (e.g. Gn.  1 8 : 1 4; Ho. 9 :5 ,  'appointed festival'). 
In  its most frequent use 'öhel mö'eq means the 
'tent of meeting', AV 'tabernacle of the 
congregation'-a translation which fails to convey 
the sense of 'due appointment' (e.g. Ex. 27:2 1 ) . In 
Is. 1 4: 1 3  mö'eq is used for 'mount of the congrega
tion' .  See BDB. 'eqa occurs 1 49 times (not in Dt.) ,  
and means a company of people assembled 
together by appointment (e.g. Ex. 1 6: 1 -2, where 
the congregation of Israel are assembled by God 



tor the purpose of journeying from Egypt to 
Canaan). 

2. qähäl occurs 1 23 times, and comes from a root 
meaning 'assemble together', whether for war (e.g. 
2 Sa. 20: 14),  rebell ion (Nu.  1 6:3) or a religious 
purpose (e.g. Nu. 1 0:7). l t  is used in Dt. 5:22, where 
all I srael is assembled to hear the words of God, 
and in Dt. 23 :3 ,  where solemn statements of ex
communication are being made. On the distinction 
between 'eqä and qähäl, see HDB, TWBR and es
pecially TDNT 3 ,  pp, 487-536 (ekklesia) , lt ap
pears that 'eqa, the older word, is in frequent use in 
Ex. and Nu. ,  and bears an almost technical sense 
of 'those gathered together' (for a specific pur
pose), but that qähäl, preferred by Deuteronomy 
and later wri ters, came to mean 'all Israel gathered 
together by God as a theocratic state'. 

3. The rare word 'a_erel, from a root meaning 
'restrain' or 'confine', is rendered 'solemn as
sembly' (e.g. Is. I :  1 3 ; Ne. 8: 1 8 ; Am. 5 :2 1 )  in con
nection with high festivals, e.g. Unleavened Bread, 
Tabernacles (Dt.  1 6 :8 ;  Lv. 23 :36). This word, trans
Iated into Gk.  as panegyris, lies behind ' festal gath
ering and assembly' in Heb. 1 2: 23 ,  Rsvmg. 

4, In the LXX ekklesia was usually employed to 
translate qälräl, sometimes for 'ecja, for wh ich 
synagöge was also used. In the NT ekklesia is nor
mally rendered • 'church', though Luke uses i t  in 
its c1assical sense in Acts 1 9 :39, 4 1  of a summoned 
political assembly. In Acts \ 3 :43 synagöge is ren
dered 'congregation' by the AV (RV and RSV cor
rectly 'synagogue'); its use in Jas. 2:2 indicates a 
Jewish-Christian meeting. Since synagöge, like 
'church' in Eng., had come to mean both the gath
ering and the building, and since the Christians no 
longer met in synagogues, they chose ekklesia to 
describe themselves. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Coenen, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 29 1 -
307; G .  L .  Carey, ZP EB I ,  pp. 939-94 1 .  

M.R.W .F. 

CONSCIENCE. 

I.  Background 
The OT has no word for 'conscience', and the Gk. 
term syneidesis is virtually absent from the LXX. If 
the concept which i t  denotes is not to be regarded 
as an innovation by the NT writers, its origin must 
therefore be sought in a world of Gk. rat her than 
Heb. ideas. M any scholars opt in fact for a Stoic 
origin of the term, including C. H. Dodd (Romans 
in MNTC, pp. 35-37), c. K. Barrett ( Romans in 
BNTC, p. 53) and 1. M offatt (on I Cor. 8:7ff. in 
MNTC). But C. A .  Pierce ( Conscience in tlre New 
Testament, 1 955 ,  pp. 1 3ff.) suggests instead that the 
background to the word in the NT is to be found in 
non-philosophical, popular Gk. thought (sec also 
1. Dupont, Gnosis, 1 949, p. 267). Pierce further be
lieves that the term came into the NT as a result of 
the troubles at Corinth ,  in  which appeals to 'con
science' were being made in order to justify contro
versial actions, notably the eating of food offered 
to idols (Pierce, pp. 60ff.; cf. I Cor. 8 :7-1 3). This 
would expIain the absence of the term from the OT 
and Gospels, and its prevalence in Paul--especially 
in the Corinthian letters. 

11. Meaning 
The foundation-word of the group to which syn
eidesis belongs is synoida, which occurs rarely in the 
NT and means ' I  know in common with' (Act!; 5 :2 ;  
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cf. the strict etymology of conscientia, the Lat. 
equivalent of syneidesis), or-as it is used in the 
particular construction hautö syneidenai
something akin to the faculty of 'self-knowledge' ( I  
Cor. 4:4, wh ich NEB transIates as ' I  have nothing on 
my conscience'). The chief meaning of syneidesis in 
the NT is an extension of this idea, and implies 
more than simply 'consciousness', since it includes 
moral judgment on the quality (right or wrong) of a 
conscious act. To some extent the way for this 
meaning had already been prepared in Judaism. 
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In the OT, as in Gk.  philosophy, the judgment of 
actions was normally referred to the state or to the 
law. But in I Sa. 24:5 'heart' (Heb. leQ) , in the 
phrase 'David's heart smote hirn', plays the part of 
conscience, and conforms to the usual meaning of 
'conscience' in popular Gk. as the pain suffered by 
man as man when by his actions begun or com
pleted he ' transgresses the moral limits of his 
nature' (Pierce, p. 54; the effect of a 'bad con
science' in this sense is illustrated, although the 
term is not used, by the action of Adam and Eve in 
Gn. 3 :8). The one occurrence of syneidesis as such 
in the LXX (outside the Apocrypha) is Ec. 1 0:20, 
where RSV transIates en syneidesei sou as '(even) in 
your thought (the Heb. is literally "knowledge"), 
do not curse the king'. This obviously does not 
follow the pattern just noted, however; and i t  is 
only at Wisdom 1 7: 1 1 , the single certain Apoc
ryphal appearance of the term (NEB, 'wickedness 
proves a cowardly thing when condemned by an 
inner witness, and in the grip of conscience gives 
way to forebodings or disaster') that we find a clear 
anticipation of the NT use and meaning of syn
eidesis. (But cf. Jb. 27:6; also Ecclus. 14 :2 ,  and the 
variant reading at 42: 1 8 . )  

111 ,  New Testament usage 
The NT use of 'conscience' must be considered 
against the background of 'the idea of God, holy 
and righteous, creator and judge, as weil as re
deemer and quickener' (Pierce, p. 1 06). The truth 
of this remark is evident from the fact that the NT 
writers see man's conscience negatively as the in
strument of judgment, and positively as the means 
of guidance. 

The term syneidesis often occurs in the Pauline 
letters, as weil as in Heb., I Pet. and two (Pauline) 
speeches in Acts (23: I ;  24: 1 6). In its Pauline setting 
the word describes first of all the pain suffered by 
man when he has done wrong (see Rom. 1 3 :5 ,  
where Paul urges 'subjection' for the sake of syn
eidesis as weil as orge-the personal and social 
manifestations of God's judgment). From this 
man is delivered by dying to sin through incorpor
ation into Christ (cf Rom. 7: 1 5; 8 :2). However, it is 
possible for man's conscience-the faculty by 
which he apprehends the moral demands of God, 
and which causes hirn pain when he falls short of 
those demands-to be inadequately disciplined ( I  
Cor. 8 :7), to become weakened (v. 1 2) and even 
defiled (v. 7; cf. Tit. I :  1 5) ,  and to grow seared and 
ultimately insensible (cf. I Tim. 4:2). Thus it is 
essential for the conscience to be properly educated, 
and i ndeed informed, by the Holy Spirit. That is why 
'conscience' and 'faith' cannot be separated. By 
repentance and faith man is delivered from con
science as 'pain'; but faith is also the means whereby 
his conscience is �uickened and instructed. To walk 
in 'newness of IIfe' (Rom. 6:4) implies a living, 
growing faith, through which the Christian is open 
to the influence of the Spirit (Rom. 8 : 1 4) ;  and this in 
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turn is the guarantee or a 'good' or 'c1ear' con
science (I Pet. 3 : 1 6; cf. Acts 23 : 1 ) . 

An important and developed use or syneidesis in 
Paul occurs in Rom. 2 :  1 4r. The implication or this 
passage is that God's general revelation or himselr 
as good and demanding goodness faces all men 
with moral responsibility. For the Jews the divine 
demands were made explicit in the Sinaitic Code, 
while the Gentiles perrorm 'by nature' wh at the law 
requires. But the recognition or holy obligations, 
whether by Jew or Gentile, is something individu
ally apprehended (the law is 'written on their 
hearts', v. 1 5) and, according to personal response, 
morally judged (ror 'their conscience also bears 
witness' with the understanding or their heart, 
ibid.). Thus 'conscience' belongs to all men, and 
through it God's character and will are actively 
appreciated. At the same time it may be regarded 
as a power 'apart' rrom man himselr (cf. Rom. 9: I ;  
and the echo or the Pauline doctrine or 
'conscience' in Rom. at Jn. 8 :9 ,  in the phrase 'con
victed by their own conscience'-although this is 
rejected as a gloss by RSV and NEB, and the whole 
pericope de adultera is omitted by the best MSS). 

Like Paul, the writer or Heb. uses the term syn
eidesis with both a negative and a positive rerer
ence. Under the terms or the old covenant, man's 
guilty conscience in relation to God could not be 
perrectcd (Heb. 9:9); but deliverance has been made 
possible by the work or Christ under the terms or 
the new covenant (9: 1 4), and by the appropriation 
or the benefits or the death or Jesus through Chris
tian initiation ( 1 0:22; cf. I Pet. 3 :2 1 ) . In terms 01' 
spiritual growth, therefore, a worshipper's con
science may be described as 'good' (Heb. 1 3 : 1 8). 

To summarize, the NT significance of 'con
science' is tworold: it  is the means of moral judg
ment, painrul and absolute because the judgment is 
divine, upon the actions of an individual com
pleted or begun; and it also acts as a witness and 
guide in all aspects of the believer's sanctification. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Dupont, Gnosis, 1 949; and 
Studia Hellenistica, pp. 1 1 9- 1 53; O. Hallesby, Con
science, 1 950; C. A.  Pierce, Conscience in the New 
Testament, 1 955 ;  W. D. Stacey, The Pauline View 01 
Man,  1 956, pp. 206-2 1 0; 1. N. Sevenster, Paul and 
Seneca, 1 96 1 ,  esp. pp. 84- 1 02; R. Schnackenburg, 
The Moral Teaching 01 the New Testament, 1 965, 
pp. 287-296; M. E. Thrall, NTS 14, 1 967-8, pp. 
1 1 8- 1 25 (against Pierce); C. Brown in NlDNTT I ,  
pp. 348-353.  s.s.s. 

CONTENTMENT. The noun 'contentment' 
occurs only once in RSV (I Tim. 6:6), but its Gk. 
equivalent autarkeia appears also in 2 Cor. 9:8 as 
'enough'; the adjective autarkes in Phil. 4: I I  and 
the verb arkeö in Lk. 3 : 1 4; I Tim. 6:8; Heb. 1 3 :5 ;  3 
Jn.  1 0; see also 2 Cor. 1 2 :9, ' is sufficient ' .  aUlarkeia 
denotes rreedom from reliance upon others, 
whether other persons or other things; hence the 
satisraction of one's needs (2 Cor. 9:8) or the con
trol or one's desires (I Tim. 6:6, 8). lt is not a 
passive acceptance 01' the Slalus quo, but the posi
tive assurance that God has supplied one's needs, 
and the consequent release from unnecessary 
desire. The Christian can be 'self-contained' be
cause he has been satisfied by the grace of God (2 
Cor. 1 2 :9). The Christian spirit of contentment fol
lows the fundamental commandment of Ex. 20: 1 7  
against covetousness, the precept o f  Pr. 1 5 : 1 7; 1 7: I ,  
the exhortations o f  the prophets against avarice 
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(e.g. Mi.  2 :2) and supremely the example and 
teaching of Jesus, who rebuked the discontent 
which gras ps at material possessions to the neglect 
of God (Lk. 1 2: 1 3-2 1 )  and who commended such 
confidence in our Father in heaven as will dispel all 
anxiety concerning physical supplies (Mt .  6:25-
32). In the OT the phrase 'be content' ( from Heb. 
yä'al) indicates pleasure or willingness to do a cer
tain action, usually one wh ich has been requested 
by another person, e.g. Ex. 2 :2 1 ;  Jdg. 1 7 : 1 1 ; 2 Ki .  
5 :23, AV. J .C .C.  

CONVERSION. 

I. Meaning of the word 
A turning, or returning, to God. The chief words 
for expressing this idea are, in the OT, stil] (trans
lated in EVV 'turn' or 'return'), and, in the NT, 
slrephomai (Mt .  1 8 :3; Jn .  1 2 :40: the middle voice 
expresses the reflexive quality or the action, cf. the 
French 'se convertir'); epislrephö (regularly used in 
LXX to render süll) and (in Acts 1 5 :3 only) the cog
nate noun epislrophe. Despite the AV of Mt .  1 3: 1 5 : 
1 8 :3; Mk. 4: 1 2; Lk. 22:32; Jn .  1 2 :40; Acts 3: 1 9; 
28:27 (all changed to 'turn' or 'turn again' in RSV), 
epislrephö is not used in the NT in the passive 
voicc. süll and epislrephö can be used transitively as 
weil as intransit ively: in the OT God is said to turn 
men to hirnself ( 1 5  times); in thc NT preachers are 
spoken of as turning men to God (Lk. I :  1 61'., echo
ing Mal. 4:5-6; Jas. 5: 1 9r. ;  probably Acts 26: 1 8). 
The basic meaning wh ich the slrephö word-group. 
like süll, expresses is to turn back (return : so Lk. 
2 :39; Acts 7 :39) or turn round (aboul turn: so Rev. 
I :  1 2) .  The theological meaning or these terms rcp
resents a transference of this idea into the realm or 
man's relationship with God. 

1 1. Old Testament usage 
The OT speaks mostly or national conversions. 
once 01' a pagan community (Nineveh: Jon . 3 :7-
1 0), otherwise of Israel; though there are also a rew 
references to, and examples of, individual conver
sions (cf. Ps. 5 1 :  1 3 , and the accounts of Naaman, 2 
Ki. 5; Josiah, 2 Ki.  23 :25 ;  Manasseh, 2 Ch. 
33: 1 2f.), together with prophecies of world-wide 
conversions (cf. Ps. 22:27). Conversion in thc OT 
means, simply, turning to Yahweh. Israel's coven
ant God. For I sraeli tes, members of thc covcnant 
community by right 01' birth, conversion meant 
turning to 'Yahweh your God' (Dt .  4:30; 30:2, 10 )  
in whole-hearted sincerity after a period 01' dis
loyalty to the terms or the covenan t .  Conversion in 
Israel was thus essentially the returning of back
sliders to God. The reason why individuals, or thc 
community, needed to '(re)turn to the Lord' was 
that they had turned away rrom hirn and strayed 
out or his paths. Hence national acts of returning 
to God were frequently marked by leader and 
people 'making a ' covenant', i.e. making together 
a fresh solemn profession that henceforth they 
would be wholly loyal to God's covenant, to which 
they had sat loose in the past (so under Joshua, Jos. 
24 :25; Jehoiada, 2 Ki. 1 1 : 1 7;  Asa, 2 Ch. 1 5 : 1 2 : 
Hezekiah, 2 Ch. 29: 1 0; Josiah, 2 Ch. 34 :3 1 ) .  The 
theological basis for these public professions of 
conversion lay in the doctrine of the covenant.  
God's covenant with Israel was an abiding rela
tionship; lapses into idolatry and sin exposed Israel 
to covenant chastisement (cf. Am. 3:2), but could 
not destroy the covenant; and if Israel turned again 



to Yahweh, he would return to them in blessing (cf 
Zc. 1 :3) and the nation would be restored and 
healed (Dt. 4:23-3 1 ;  29: 1 -30: 10 ;  Is. 6: I 0). 

The OT stresses, however, that there is more to 
conversion than outward signs 01' sorrow and re
formation 01' manners. A true turning to God 
under any circumstances will involve inward self
humbling, a real change 01' heart and a sincere 
seeking after the Lord (Dt .  4:291'. ; 30:2, 1 0; Is. 6 :91'. ; 
Je. 24:7), and will be accompanied by a new c1arity 
01' knowledge 01' his being and his ways (Je. 24:7; cf 2 Ki. 5 1 5 ; 2 Ch. 33: 1 3). 

1 1 1 .  Ncw Testament usa ge 
In the NT, epislrephö is only once used 01' the 
return to Christ 01' a Christian who has lapsed into 
sin (Peter: Lk. 22 :32). Elsewhere, backsliders are 
exhorted, not to conversion, but to repentance 
(Rev. 2 :5 ,  1 6, 2 1 1'. ; 3 :3 ,  1 9), and the conversion
words refer only to that decisive turning to God 
whereby, through faith in Christ, a sinner, Jew or 
Gentile, secures present entry into the eschato
logical kingdom 01' God and receives the eschato
logical blessing 01' forgiveness 01' sins (Mt .  1 8:3 ;  
Acts 3 :  1 9; 26 :  1 8). This conversion secures the sal
vation which Christ has brought. It is a once-for
all, unrepeatable event, as the habitual use 01' the 
aorist in the oblique moods 01' the verbs indicates. 
It is described as a turning from the darkness 01' 
idolatry, sin and the rule 01' Satan, to worship and 
serve the true God (Acts 14 :  1 5 ; 26: 1 8; I Thes. 1 :9) 
and his Son Jesus Christ (I Pet. 2 :25). It consists 01' 
an exercise 01' • repentance and ° faith, which 
Christ and Paul link together as summing up be
tween them the moral demand 01' the gospel (Mk.  
I :  1 5 ; Acts 20:2 1 ). Repentance means a change 01' 
mind and heart towards God; faith means belief 01' 
his word and trust in his Christ; conversion covers 
both .  Thus we find both repentance and t'aith 
linked with conversion, as the narrower with the 
wider concept (repentance and conversion, Acts 
J: 1 9 ; 26:20; faith and conversion, Acts 1 1  :2 1 ). 

Though the NT records a number 01' conversion 
cxperiences, some more violent and dramatic (e.g 
that 01' Paul, Acts 9 : 5 ff.; 01' Cornelius, Acts 
1 0 :44ff. ; cf 1 5 :7ff. ;  01' the Philippian jailer, Acts 
1 6 :29ff.), some more quiet and unspectacular (e.g 
that 01' the eunuch , Acts 8 :30ff. ; 01' Lydia, Acts 
16 :  1 4), the writers show no interest in t he  psych
ology 01' conversion as such. Luke makes space for 
th ree accounts 01' the conversions 01' Paul and 01' 
Cornelius (Acts 10:5ff.; 22 :6ff.; 26: 1 2ff.; and 
1 0:44ff. ; 1 1 :  1 5ff.; 1 5 :7ff.) because 01' the supreme 
significance 01' these events in early church history, 
not for any separate interest in the manifestations 
that accompanied them. The writers think 01' con
version dynamically-not as an experience, so me
thing one feels, but as an action, something one 
does-and they interpret it theologically, in terms 
01' the gospel to which thc convert assents and rc
sponds. Theologically, conversion means commit
ting oneself to that union with Christ which bap
tism symbolizes: union with hirn in death, which 
brings freedom I'rom the penalty and dominion 01' 
sin, and union with hirn in resurrection from death, 
to live to God through hirn and walk with hirn in 
newness 01' l ife through the power 01' the indwel ling 
Holy Spiri t .  Christian conversion is commitment 
to Jesus Christ as divine Lord and Saviour, and this 
commitment means reckoning union with Christ 
to be a fact and Iiving accordingly (See Rom. 6: 1 -
1 4;  CoL 2: 1 0- 1 2 , 20ff. ; 3 : l ff.) 
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IV. General concIusion 
Turning to God under any circumstances is, psy
chologically regarded, man's own act, deliberately 
considered, freely chosen and spontaneously per
formed. Yet the Bible makes it c1ear that it is also, 
in a more fundamental sense, God's work in hirn. 
The OT says that sinners turn to God only when 
themselves turned by God (Je. 3 1 : 1 81'.; La. 5 :2 1 ). 
The NT teaches that when men will and work for 
the furthering 01' God's will in regard to their sal
vation, it is God's working in them that makes 
them do so (PhiL 2 :  1 21'.). Also, it describes the ini
tial conversion 01' unbelievers to God as the result 
01' a divine work in them in which, by its very 
nature, they could play no part, since it is essen
tially a curing 01' the spiritual impotence which has 
precluded their turning to God hitherto: a raising 
from death (Eph. 2 :  I ff.), a new birth (Jn. 3: I ff.), an 
opening 01' the heart (Acts 1 6: 14), an opening and 
enlightening 01' blinded eyes (2 Cor. 4:4-6), and the 
giving 01' an understanding ( I  Jn. 5 :20). Man re
sponds to the gospel only because God has first 
worked in him in this way. Furthermore, the ac
counts 01' Paul's conversion and various references 
to the power and conviction imparted by the Spirit 
to the converting word (cf Jn. 1 6:8; I Cor. 2:41'.; I 
Thes. I :5) show that God draws men to hirnself 
under a strong, indeed overwhelming, sense 01' 
divine constraint.Thus, the AV'S habit 01' rendering 
the active verb 'turn' by the interpretative passive, 
'be converted', though bad translation, is good bib
lical theology. (0 REGENERATION.) 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Bertram, TDNT 7, pp. 722-
729; F. Laubach, 1. Goetzmann, U. Becker, 
NIDNTT I ,  pp. 354-362. J . l .P .  

CORD, ROPE. A number 01' Heb. words and one 
Gk. word are thus rendered in the RSV. 1 .  hebel is 
the most common and it is the usual word for rope, 
being translated 'rope' in Jos. 2: 1 5, eIe., 'line' in 
Mi .  2 : 5 ,  eIe., 'cord' in Est. 1 :6, and 'tackle' in Is. 
33 :23.  So me consider it is related etymologically to 
the English 'cable'. 2. '''Q'öL, l i t .  'something inter
twined', is also common and is rendered 'rope' in 
Jb. 39: 1 0, eIe., 'branch' in Ps. 1 1 8 :27, elc., and 'cart 
rope' in Is. 5: 1 8. 3. yeLer, the third general word, is 
variously rendered in Jdg. 1 6 :7; Jb. 30 : 1 1 and Ps. 
1 1  :2. Rope was normally made 01' twisted hair or 
strips 01' skin. 4. meLär (Ex.  35 : 1 8, elc.) is a tent
cord. 5. (11/( (Ec. 4 :  1 2) is thread. 

6. The only word employed in the NT is sehoill
ion, 'bulrush rope', wh ich is rendcred 'cord' in Jn .  
2 :  1 5  and  'ropes' in Acts 27:32. G.W.G. 

CORINTH. A city 01' Greece at the W end 01'  the 
isthmus between central Greece and the Pelopon
nesus, in control 01' trade routes between N Greece 
and the Peloponnese and across the isthmus. The 
latter was particularly important because much 
trade was taken across the isthmus rather than 
round the stormy S promontories 01' the Pelopon
nese. There were two harbours, Lechaeum 2 ·5 km W 
on the Corinthian Gulf, connected with the city by 
long walls; and Cenchreae 1 4  km E on the Saronic 
Gulf. Corinth thus became a flourishing centre 01' 
trade, as weil as 01' industry, particularly ceramies. 
The town is dominated by the Acrocorinth (566 
m), a steep, flat-topped rock surmounted by the 
acropolis, which in ancient times contained, ill ler 
alia, a tempie 01' Aphrodite, goddess 01' love, whose 
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service gavc rise to the city's proverbial immorality, 
notorious al ready by the time of Aristophanes 
(Strabo, 378; Athenaeus, 573). 

From the late 4th century until 1 96 BC Corinth 
was held mainly by the Macedonians; but in that 
year it was Iiberated, with the rest of Greece, by T. 
Quinctius Flamininus, and joined the Achaean 
League. After a period of opposition to Rome, and 
social revolution under the dictator Critolaus, the 
city was, in 1 46 BC, razed to the ground by the 
consul L. Mummius, and its inhabitants sold into 
slavery. 

In  46 BC Corinth was rebuilt by Caesar and 
began to recover its prosperity. Augustus made it 
the capital of the new province of Achaea, now 
detached from Macedonia and ruled by a separate 
proconsular governor. 

Paul's 1 8-month stay in Corinth in his second 
missionary journey (Acts 1 8 :  1 - 1 8) has been dated 
by an inscription I"rom Delphi which shows that 
Gallio came to Corinth as proconsul in AD 5 1  or 52 
(Acts 1 8 : 1 2- 1 7; ' Paul, section 1 1 ) .  His bema, or 
judgment seat (Acts 1 8 : 1 2) ,  has also been identi
fied, as has the macellum or meat-market (I Cor. 
1 0 :25) .  An inscription near the theatre mentions an 
aedile • Erastus, who possibly is the treasurer of 
Rom. 1 6 :23. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Strabo, 378-382; Pausanias, 2 .  
1 -4 ;  Athenaeus, 5 73; Corinlh I-VIII (Princeton 
University Press), 1 95 1  onwards; 1. G. O'Neill, An
cienl Corinlh, 1 930; H. G. Payne, Necrocorinlhia, 
1 93 1 ;  H. 1. Cadbury, JBL 53, 1 934, pp. I 34ff. ; O. 
Broneer, BA 1 4, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 78ff. Fine plates may be 
seen in A. A. M .  van der Heyden and H .  H .  Scull
ard, Alias o/ Ihe Classical World, 1 959, pp. 43f.; J. 
M urphy-O'Connor, SI. Paul's Corinlh, 1 983;  BA 
47, 1 984, pp. 1 47- 1 59; J. B. Salmon, Weallhy Cor-
inlh, 1 984. J . H . H .  

CORINTHIANS, EPISTLES TO THE. 

I. Outlinc of contents 

1 Corinthians 

Q. Greetings, and prayer for the recipients ( I :  1 -9). 
b. Christian wisdom and the unity of the church 
( I  : 1 0-4: 2 1 ) : 

( i) The statement of the problem ( 1 : 1 0-1 6): the 
Corinthians are putting the unity 01" the church at 
risk by I"ollowing a variety of leaders. 

( i i )  'Wisdom' and the gospel ( I :  1 7-2:5): thc 
world's wisdom is I"olly to God; the Corinthians 
were not chosen by God for their wisdom; Paul 
preached not wisdom but Christ crucified, in dem
onstration 01" the Spirit and of power. 

( i i i) True wisdom (2:6- 1 3) :  God's true wisdom is 
imparted only to those in whom his Spirit works: 
they understand God's plans (2:9) and gifts (2: 1 2) .  

( iv) The status of the Corinthians (2: 1 4-3:4): 
But the Spirit is not being allowed to work in this 
way in the Corin th ian church because of their un
spiritual attitudes. 

(v) The apostles and the church (3 : 5-4:5) :  Paul 
explains how the Corinthians ought to regard their 
apost les, and warns them to build aright on the 
foundation which he laid. 

(vi) Conclusions (4:6-2 1 ) : They must realize that 
they do not yet reign in the kingdom 01" the New 
Age, and learn h umility. 

c. Problems in Corinthian church lil"e (5 : 1 -6:20) : 

(i) A man and his father's wife (5 :  1 - 1 3) :  the 
church is conniving at a heinous sin, perhaps even 
boasting in this expression of 'Christian freedom'. 

(ii) Lawsuits (6: 1 - 1 1 ) : Perhaps a comment on a 
cause celebre. 

(iii) Prostitution (6: 1 2-20). 
d. Answers to questions (7: 1 - 1 4 :40): 

(i) ls celibacy the Christian ideal? (7: 1-40): 
Paul's principles (7: 1 -7 ,  1 7-24); application to 
various cases (7:8- 1 6, 25-40). 

(ii) Meat offered to idols (8: 1 - 1 1 :  I ) : the prin
ci pies involved (8:  1 - 1 3);  the conftict with Christian 
liberty (9: 1 -27); an awesome example from Israel's 
history ( 1 0: 1- 1 3),  and conclusions ( 1 0 :  1 4- 1 1 :  I ) . 

(iii) Behaviour in the Christian assembly ( 1 1 :2-
14 :40): marital authority ( 1 1 :2-1 6); at titudes to 
one another at the common meal ( 1 1  1 7-34); thc 
principles governing the gifts of the Spirit : they do 
not contradict the gospel ( 1 2 : 1 -3); they are all 
equally important ( 1 2:4-30); the most important 
thing is not which gift is possessed but whether it is 
used in love ( 1 2 : 3 1 - 1 3: 1 3); practical considerations 
governing the use of these gifts: they should help 
the whole church ( 1 4: 1 -25); conclusions ( 1 4:26-
40) 

e. A fundamental problem tackled ( 1 5 : 1 -58): 
(i) The resurrection of Jesus an essential part 01" 

the gospel ( 1 5 : 1 - 1 1 ) . 
(ii) The implications of this: we too shall risc 

when the 'last enemy' is finally destroyed ( 1 5 : 1 2-
34). 

(iii) The relationship between the natural realm 
and the spiritual ( 1 5 :35-50): there are different 
sorts of bodies ( 1 5 :35-4 1 ); the resurrected body is 
very different from the present one ( 1 5:42-50). 

(iv) The essence of • eschatology ( 1 5 :5 1 -58): we 
must yet 'put on' this new body (either through 
death and resurrection, or exceptionally through 
change) before we inherit the kingdom (cl 4:8) .  
f The collection ,  and c10sing remarks ( 1 6: 1 -24). 
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2 Corinthians 
Q. Greetings and prayer of thanksgiving ( I :  1 -7). 
b. Explanations for Paul's apparently inconsistent 
behaviour ( 1 :8-2: 1 3) :  Paul gives an account 01" 
what he has experienced of suffering and the ac
companying comfort of God ( I  :8- 1 1 ); and ex
plains that his changes of plan were made in good 
I"aith and for the benefit of the Corinth ians them
selves ( I :  1 2-2: 1 3) .  

c. Not our glory, but God's (2: 1 4-4 : 1 2): 
(i) A paean of praise for victory in Christ (2 : 1 4-

1 7) .  
(ii) The glory of the new covenant (3: 1 -4:6): 

Paul is commending not himself (3: 1-6) but the 
glorious covenant of the Spirit (3 :7-1 1 )  which en
ables hirn boldly but in transparent honesty to pro
claim the gospel (3: 1 2-4:6). 

(ii i) A comparison between the treasure of thc 
gospel and the vessel in which it is carried (4:7- 1 2) .  
d. The basis of Paul's confidence (4:  1 3-5 :  I 0): 
Paul's confidence is in the God who can raise the 
dead, so that even the prospect 01" death cannot 
diminish this confidence. 
e. The motivation of the apostle (5 :  1 1 -2 1 ) :  

(i) The love o f  Christ (5 :  1 1- 1 5) .  
( i i )  The good news of reconci liation (5: 1 6-2 1 ) . 



f An appeal for a response (6: 1 -7:4): 
(i) For a positive response to Paul himself (6: 1 -

1 3 ;  7 :2-4) 
(ii) For purity in the I ife of the church (6: 1 4--7: I ) . 

g. Paul's joy and confidence in his Corinthian 
church ( 7 :5-1 6): his letter has had its effect (7:5-
1 3) and Paul's trust in the church has been vindi
cated (7: 1 4- 1 6) .  
h. The collection (8 : 1 -9 : 1 5) :  

(i) A tactful  reminder that the Corinthians have 
not yet fulfilled their original offer of financial aid 
(8 1 -7).  

(i i) The basis of Christian giving (8:8- 1 5) .  
( i i i )  Titus' zeal in th is  service (8 :  1 6-24). 
(iv) E ncouragement  to the Corinthians to vi nd i

cate Paul 's  boast (9: 1 - 1 5). 
i. Warning against false apostles ( 1 0: 1 - 1 3: I 0): 

(i) A n  appeal for complete obedience ( 1 0: 1 -6). 
(ii) Paul's challenge to the troublemakers ( 1 0:7-

1 8): he does not really need to defend his authority 
in Corinth ,  since he was the first to bring the gospel 
there; but these men are boasting 'in other men's 
labours' ( 1 0: 1 5) .  

(iii) Paul's own credent ials ( 1 1 : 1 - 1 2: 1 3): i f  the 
Corinthians are determined to have them, Paul's 
credentials are as good as any other man's ( 1 1 :  1 -
29); but h e  would rather boast i n  his weakness, not 
his strengths ( 1 1 :30- 1 2 : 1 0) .  Yet th is is all folly; the 
only fact of any significance is that the church ex
perienced the true signs of an apostle ( 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 3). 

(iv) Paul's defence against the charge of defraud
ing the church ( 1 2 : 1 4-- 1 8) :  perhaps in the face of an 
accusation that the moneys for the collection had 
found their way into Paul's own pocket. 

(v) Paul 's ultimate concern ( 1 2 : 1 9- 1 3 : 1 0): not 
that his own name might be eleared, but that his 
beloved church might improve and be built up. 

j. Closing greetings ( 1 3 : 1 1 - 1 4).  

1 1 .  Thc church at Corinth 

a. fts milieu 
The * Corinth which Paul evangelized c. AD 50 was 
a relatively new city. In ancient literat ure Corinth 
has a reputation for vice of every kind; but this was 
a reputation foisted upon Old Corinth by her 
trading-rival Athens. I t  is thus irrelevant for our 
understanding of the situation at the time of Pau!. 
So also is the groundless tradition that the city was 
a centre of cult-prostitution in honour of the god
dess Aphrodite. The morals·of secular Corinth are 
likely to have been no better or worse than those of 
any other Mediterranean port . That there was a 
Jewish community in the city is attested by Acts 
1 8 :4 .  

b. fts fOllndation 
Paul says little about the founding of the church, 
but a brief account will be found in Acts 1 8 .  Paul 
stayed with the Jewish couple * Aquila and Prisca, 
probably already Christians, and recently expelled 
from Rome. As was his custom, Paul preached in 
the synagogue and persuaded 'Jews and Greeks' 
(Acts 1 8 :4); that is, Jews and proselytes or 'God
fearers' (a phrase which ineludes Jews, proselytes 
and Gentiles who had adopted most of the lewish 
religion without taking the final step of circumci
sion). Perhaps as a result of the arrival of two more 
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members of this unorthodox sect of the Nazarene 
(Acts 1 8 :5) ,  the Jewish authorities began to oppose 
Paul's use of the synagogue for his preaching. Paul 
withdrew, taking with him a number of lewish 
converts, notably the ruler of the synagogue, and 
moved next door into the house of a (converted?) 
'God-fearer', Titius * Justus. This group formed 
the nueleus of the Corinthian church, which grew 
rapidly (Acts 1 8 :8, 1 0) .  The relationships between 
these two groups of neighbours must have re
mained tense, and the lews took advantage of a 
change of proconsulship (* GALLlO) to make an 
attack upon Paul in the courts; but this was unsuc
cessful and the result was that the church was able 
to grow unmolested while Paul stayed the (for him) 
unusually long time of 1 8  months before sailing for 
Syria with Aquila and Prisca. 

c. fIS composition 
As weil as the lews and proselytes who accom
panied Paul on his move from the synagogue, the 
church consisted of subsequent converts, probably 
from both Jewish and pagan backgrounds. The 
debate still proceeds as to whether the church was 
predominantly lewish-Christian or predominantly 
pagan-convert in constitution: there are no cogent 
reasons for it to have been either. 

Socially the church embraced a wide range, in
eluding under its aegis the wealthy city-treasurer 
* Erastus; an erstwhile president of the synagogue; 
the refugee Jewish saddler Aquila, and the do
mestic slaves (if so they were) of * Chloe. Recent 
scholarship has used archaeological and socio
logical tools to shed much light on the social con
text of the Corinthian church. See the bibliography 
below. 
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d. fts intellectua! background 
To account for the surprisingly rapid development 
of so many errors so soon in a church where Paul 
had taught for so long, many scholars have sug
gested that we should look for one underlying 
cause, and a wide range of possible background 
influences have been suggested, from a predomin
antly Jewish situation (so 1. M. Ford, 'The First 
Epistle to the Corinthians or the First Epistle to 
the Hebrews?', CBQ 28, 1 966, pp. 402-4 1 6) to an 
influx of all-but full-blown * Gnosticism (so W. 
Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 1 97 1 ). Before 
this question is discussed, a few comments about 
the thought-world of the time may be relevant .  

There was certainly a significant Jewish group in 
the church. The Judaism of the * Dispersion was 
strongly influenced by many other currents of 
thought ,  ineluding those from the Greek philo
sophical schools, and esoteric, 'proto-Gnostic' 
ideas; but still, of course, basing itself on the 
Torah, at least in so far as this was practicable. 
While sacrifice could be offered only in Jerusalem 
(involving a pilgrimage far beyond the means of 
most), Diaspora lews were renowned in the Greek 
world for their adherence to circumcision and the 
sabbath ,  and for their refusal to eat swine's flesh. In 
many cireles, however, the Torah was interpreted 
allegorically rat her than I iterally (* PHILO). lews 
often, though by no means exelusively, Iived to
gether in a 'lewish quarter', and had certain civil 
rights, such as their own law-courts. 

Gentile converts may have already been pros
elytes or 'God-fearers', or may have come directly 
from paganism. These latter would have been fa
miliar with the usual Hellenistic pantheon and 
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forms of worship, possibly including cult
prostitution. Ecstasy, including speaking in 
o tongues, was a common phenomenon in Graeco
Oriental religions, and this may help to account for 
the Corillthians' misuse of Christian 0 spiritual 
gifts, and possibly for the ecstatically-produced 
blasphemy of I Cor. 1 2:2f. 

The pagan temples played a significant part in 
religious, and hence daily, l ife:  they functioned as 
restaurants and social cent res, as weil as being sig
nificant (but not the only) sources of the butchers' 
meat-supply (0 IDOLS, MEATS OFFERED TO; 0 MEAT 
MARKET). 

As weil as the emotional and cultic elements, 
Hellenistic religions also appealed to the intellect, 
and 0 Gnosticism found a fertile seedbed here. 
Many of these religions developed a strongly dual
ist outlook, for wh ich matter was illusory and evil, 
whereas only the objects of thought, in the realm 
of the soul, were concrete and good. This easily led 
to a premium on knowledge; to a belief (also found 
in Hellenistic Judaism) in the immortality of the 
soul rather than the resurrection of the body; and, 
perhaps rather strangely, to both asceticism (in 
wh ich the 'evil' world is simply rejected) and liber
tin ism (in which the 'good' soul is held to be un
defiled, no matter what the illusory body may do). 

All of these factors no doubt contributed to the 
particular problems which arose in the church. 

e. The source(s) 0/ its problems 
Several single factors have been suggested as the 
underlying cause for the Corinthians' errors: 

(i) 0 Gnosticism. Schmithals' suggestion that this 
is the source of the Corinthians' problems has al
ready been noted. I t  suffers, however, from grave 
drawbacks, not least because there is no evidence 
that Gnosticism as a system can be dated so early. 
Also, Schmithals is forced to assurne that Paul 
misunderstood the situation, since he does not ef
fectively answer Gnostic teachings (see C. K. Bar
rett, 'Christianity at Corinth', BJRL 46, 1 963-4, 
pp. 269-297). 

(ii) A change in Paul's own leaching. 1. C. Hurd ,  
The Origin 0/ 1 Corinlhians, 1 965, has developed 
the elaborate thesis that Paul was obl iged in the 
face of the Jerusalem Council (Acts 1 5) to change 
his message radically, to the puzzlement of the 
Corinthians who remained faithful to his original 
preaching of freedom, ° wisdom and enthusiasm. 
It is impossible to deal adequately with Hurd's 
thesis here, but three points are noteworthy. Hurd's 
reconstruction of events forces hirn to treat the 
chronology and history of the book of Acts in a 
cavalier fashion, and to postulate that within 2 
years Paul preached at Corinth, underwent his 
volle-face, and then developed the 'mature' pos
ition expressed in I Cor. This seems far too short a 
time for such a development. Second, it is remark
able that Paul does not mention the Apostolic 
Decree, if he is now concerned to commend i t  to 
his churches. Third, H urd's thesis fails to provide a 
satisfactory exegesis of the letter. For a more de
tailed critique, see 1. W. Drane, Paul: Liberline or 
LegalisI?, 1 975, pp. 97f. 

(iii) An un-Pauline del'elopmenl 0/ Paul's preaeh
ing. A. C. Thiselton ('Realized Eschatology at Cor
inth', NTS 24, 1 977-8, pp. 5 1 0-526) has recently 
suggested that the Corinthians developed Paul's 
own • eschatology rar beyond his own position, 
and believed themselves to be already reigning in 
the kingdom of the New Age in which 'all things 
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are lawful' ( I  Cor. 4:8; 6: 1 2; 10 :23). Thiselton be
lieves that he can interpret most of the letter on the 
basis of this view, though it makes heavy weather 
of some problems such as the lawsuits of eh. 6. 

Other scholars have looked for the answer in a 
combination of factors: Drane (op. eil. ) ,  lor in
stance, suggests that the Corinthians may havc 
been influenced by gnostic idcas, if not by rully
developed Gnosticism, and by a misinterpretation 
of Paul's own letter to the 0 Galatians. This pos
ition is not incompatible with that of Thiselton, 
and some combination of these factors perhaps 
provides the best basis for an interpretation of the 
letter. 

In 2 Cor. the problem seems to be rather differ
ent: here Paul is facing a personal attack on him
self (2 Cor. 1 0: 1 0) mounted by some people whom 
he in turn styles 'false apostles, deceitful workmen , 
servants of Satan and only d isguised as apostles' (2 
Cor. 1 1 : 1 3- 1 5) .  Paul's stress on his own lack of 
oratorical ability, his refusal to assert his apostolic 
authority, and his weakness ( 1 1 :6-7, 30), lead us to 
suppose that these people placed stress on their 
own great rhetoric, spiritual authority and 
strength. They are Hebrews ( 1 1 :22) and presum
ably claim authority from the mother-church in Je
rusalem. Indeed, it has been suggested on the basis 
of the phrase 'superlative apostles' ( 1 1 :5 ;  1 2 : 1 1 )  
that these men are none other than the Jerusalem 
apostles themselves, and that we have here a devel
opment of the split Paul mentions in Ga!. 2 :  1 1  f. 
But Paul would not be likely to compare hirnself 
on equal terms with men he regards as satanic, so it 
seems most reasonable to regard the 'superlative 
apostles' as a group distinct from the 'false apos
tles'. We then appear to be dealing with three 
groups: 

(i) The 'superlative apostles' at Jerusalem, whose 
authority is being invoked over against Paul's, but 
to whom Paul regards hirnself as equal ,  not 
inferior. 

(ii) The 'false apostles', perhaps sent by the Jeru
salem apostles, but going beyond the bounds of the 
agreement of Ga!. 2:9; and perhaps wilfully ignor
ing the wishes of the Jerusalem apostles. 

(iii) The Corinthians themselves, in danger of 
being misled, but not as yet opposed to Paul (see C. 
K. Barrett, 'Paul's Opponents in 1 1  Corinthians', 
NTS 1 7, 1 970- 1 ,  pp. 233-254) . 

1 1 1 .  The integrity of the letters 
It is virtually certain that Paul had a greater cor
respondence with the Corinthian church than is 
preserved in Scripture. I Cor. 5 :9- 1 3  probably 
(though the verb in 5 : 9  could be translated ' I  am 
writing') refers to a previous letter warning the 
church to separate from the immoral (that is, im
moral Christians, but this was misinterpreted). We 
shall style this letter 'Cor. A' .  

2 Cor. 2 :3-1 1 ;  7 :8- 1 3a also refer to a previous 
letter. I t  is doubtful that this is I Cor., lor the fol
lowing reasons: 

(i) the tone of this letter (see 2 Cor. 2 :4; 7 :8) is 
hardly the tone in which I Cor. is written. 

(ii) this letter followed a 'painful visit' (2 Cor. 
2 : 1-3;  1 2: 14; 1 3 : 1 -3), wh ich does not seem l O  be 
true for I Cor. 

(iii) despite the superficial similarity, 2 Cor. 2 :5ff. 
does not see m to be referring to the same situation 
as I Cor. 5:5, since in 2 Cor. the wrongdoer appears 
to have offended against Paul personally. 

So if we call our I Cor. 'Cor. B', there appears to 



have been a 'Cor. C' (i. e. the leller referred to in 2 
Cor.) before our 2 Cor. ('Cor. 0') .  Hence there 
appear to have been at least four epistles 01' Paul to 
the Corinthians. Wh at happened to the others? 
There are two possibilities: either they have per
ished, or they survive as fragments in our l and 2 
Cor. This second possibility is not just suggested 
on the assumption that we ml/st possess all that 
Paul ever wrote: there is some evidence in the let
ters themselves that they may be composite. 

(i) 2 Cor. 1 0- 1 3 looks like 'Cor. E'. Even bel(JrC 
anyone suggested that 2 Cor. may be composite, 
people had noted the sharp change of tone at ch. 
1 0; and the contents also fit (see Barrell for de
tails). It is further argued that these chapters are 
beller underslOod as having been wrillen before 1 -
9 :  cf the references t o  Paul's visit i n  1 0:6; 1 3 :2  
and 1 0  with those in 1 :23; 2:3 and 9 ;  or the refer
ences to boasting in 1 0:7f.;  1 1 :  1 8  and 1 2: I with 
those in 3:  l and 5 :  1 2 .  

(ii) 2 Cor. 6 : 1 4--7 : 1  looks like 'Cor. A ' .  Again the 
contents fit, and if this section is removed from 2 
Cor., the 'edges' match up quite remarkably. 

(iii) It is also argued that I Cor. 8-1 0  is easier to 
understand as two (or even more) lellers. Perhaps 
the most thorough allempt to analyse the Corin
thian correspondence into several parts is that of 
W. Schmithals, 'Die Korintherbriefe als Brief
sammlung' , ZNW 64, 1 973, pp. 263-288, where no 
fewer than nine separate lellers are postulated. On 
this whole exercise, cf C. K. Barrell, 1 Corinthians, 
pp. 1 2- 1 7  and 2 Corinlhians, pp. 1 1 -2 1 .  

But at the very best partition-theories are coun
sels of des pair: they raise as many problems as they 
solve, especially about the workings of the mi nd 01' 
the final editor. If it is possible to make sense of the 
lellers as they stand, such theories should be 
rejected. 

IV. Paul's dealings with the Corinthian church 
The following attempts to present a reasonable re
construction of the probable events in the history 
of the Corinthian church 01' which we have any 
knowledge. 

a. Immediately after Paul's departure 
Other preachers and teachers had come and gone: 
notably Apollos (Acts 1 9: I) and quite possibly 
Peter, or perhaps some emissaries from hirn (cf I 
Cor. I :  1 2). Even at this stage there appears to have 
been something wrong, and Paul must have re
ceived reports of immorality, either actual or 
threatened, in the church. 

b. 'Cor. A '  
Paul responded t o  this problem with a letter warn
ing the church to have nothing to do with the im
moral (cf I Cor. 5:9). We cannot say more about 
the letter than that., except that it may have been 
written in ignorance of the true gravity of the situ
ation, and appears to have been misunderstood. 

c. Corinthian news reaclres Paul 
Paul had news from three sources before writing I 
Cor.: 

(i) • Chloe's people visi ted Paul, reporting that 
the church had split under various leaders. These 
may have simply been rallying-points for groups 
with basically the same beliefs, or have represented 
real differences of belief (though Paul gives no in
dication in his letter that he is addressing deeply 
divided groups). The splits may even, if Chloe's 
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people brought the Corinthians' leller, have been 
caused by the writing 01' the leller itself, with thc 
different groups wanting to send it to different 
authorit ies. 

(ii) Stephanas, Fortunatus and Achaicus ( I  Cor. 
1 6: 1 7) probably reported the situations which 
prompted Paul to write chs. 5 and 6 of his letter. 

(iii) The Corinthians had also wrillen a letter to 
Paul, raising a variety 01' questions, which he an
swers in I Cor. 7 : 1 - 1 6:4. In his reply Paul several 
times quotes from their leller to hirn; cf ' I t  is good 
for a man not to touch a woman' (7 : 1 ) ;  'All of us 
possess knowledge' (8: I )  and 'All things are lawful' 
( 1 0:23). The letter appears to have asked, among 
other th ings, 'Is celibacy the Christian ideal?' (dis
cussed in ch. 7 of Paul's reply); 'Why should Chris
tians not feel free to join in idol sacrifices and eat 
sacrificed meat, since we know t hat the idols are 
nothingT (discussed in chs. 8-1 0); 'Are our prac
tices (presumably they described them in some 
detail) in our times 01' worship correct?' (discussed 
in chs. 1 1 - 1 4); 'Have we not already experienced 
the only • "resurrection" we are going to, in our 
new life in Christ?' (discussed in eh. 1 5) ;  and 'What 
about the collectionT (discussed in eh. 1 6). 

d. Paul replies: 'Cor. B'  
Paul's response i s  our I Cor. I ts length, and the 
emotion engendered by the issues raised, are more 
than adequate to aecount for the occasionally dis
jointed form of the letter. However, the letter ap
pears to have failed in its intention: we read in 2 
Cor. 2: l and 1 3 :2 of the neeessity for further 
action. 

e. Tlre 'painful visit' 
That furt her action took the form of another visit 
to Corinth, but this visit appears also to have been 
a failure: the ehurch is still strife-torn, and Paul is 
rebuffed by one individual who personally offends 
hirn. 

f 'Cor. C' 
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Paul again attempts to achieve by letter wh at he 
was unable to achieve in the Hesh :  he delivers a 
stinging rebuke to his Hock. This letter was de
l ivered by Titus (2 Cor. 7:5-8) and is not now 
extant. Having written it ,  Paul went through ag
onies of regret, and was so upset that he could not 
complete his work, despite the opportunities: he 
finally left his work to go to meet Titus and learn 
how the letter had been received (2 Cor. 2: 1 2f.) .  
When he met Titus, however, he was overjoyed to 
learn that his letter had been just what was needed; 
the Corinthians had repented and were now solidly 
behind Paul, and Titus' report was thoroughly 
encouraging. 

g. ·Cor. D '  
Delighted with the restoration 01'  good relation
ships between hirnself and his church, Paul im
mediately wrote again, this time a letter 01' praise 
and joy (our 2 Cor. 1 -9). 

Ir. Furtlrer news arrives 
Before Paul had sent off his letter (or perhaps even 
immediately after) news appears to have arrived to 
the effect that this victory in Corinth had not after 
all been complete. Either Titus had been over
optimistic or else there had been a radical change: 
some outsiders, styling themselves 'apostles' and 
with the highest of credentials, were challenging 
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Paul's + authority and beginning to lead his Hock 
astray. 

Allernatively, we may assurne that Paul knew 01' 
the existence 01' this 'pocket of resistance' all 
along, but reserved his strictures until the end. This 
view, however, makes heavier weather 01' the 
change in tone, and does not account for the fact 
that Paul gives no indication that he has moved on 
from addressing the wh oie church to addressing a 
minority within il. 

i. 'CO/: E' 
Paul responded with a blistering allack on these 
'false apostles', and re-asserted his own authority 
in another leller or an appendix to Tor. D'. This is 
our 2 Cor. 1 0- 1 3 . Was this successful? We can only 
surmise. No funher correspondence from Paul to 
the church survives, though in about AD 96 Clem
ent, bishop 01' Rome, found it necessary to take up 
the cudgels once again against this wayward 
church. The church was again split, this time be
cause some 01' the younger men had ousted their 
presbyters. Clement saw the problem as one 01' 
pride (an issue not wholly absent from Paul's let
ters) rather than doctrine. So on the major issues 
Paul may have won the day, though perhaps not as 
completely as he would have liked. 

V. Authenticity and dates 
Whatever is made 01' their integrity, there can be no 
doubt as to the authenticity 01' these two epistles: 
they have always been regarded as part 01' the un
disputed Pauline Corpus. For the dating 01' the let
ters we may begin at the fixed point provided by the 
proconsulship 01' +Gallio which dates Acts 1 8 : 1 2  to 
the middle 01' AD 5 1  or 52 (proconsuls took up their 
posts in July). I t  is most reasonable to place the 
writing 01' I Cor. d uring the 2-year stay in Ephesus 
(Acts 1 9 :  I 0), so it may be dated somewhere in AD 
53 or 54; and 2 Cor. soon after this, at the latest in 
AD 55. 
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Anthropology, 1 986; D. Georgi, The Opponents 0/ 
Paul in Second Corinthians, 1 987; P. MarshalI, 
Enmity in Corinth, 1 987; 1. K. Chow, Patronage and 
Power, 1 992; A. D. Clarke, SeC/dar and Christian 
Leadership in Corinth, 1 993. D.R.  de L.  

CORNELIUS. [ n  Acts 1 0: l ff. a Roman centurion 
01' Caesarea in Palestine, one of the class 01' Gen
tiles known as 'God-fearers' because 01' their at
tachment to Jewish religious practices, such as 
almsgiving and prayer, for which Cornelius re
ceives special mention. Cornelius was a common 

nomen in the Roman world ever since Publius Cor
nelius Sulla in 82 Be emancipated 1 0,000 slaves and 
enrolled them in his own gens Cornelia. The Cor
nelius 01' Acts is specially notable as the first Gen
tile conven to Christianity. As he and his house
hold and friends Iistened to Peter's preaching, they 
believed and received the Holy Spirit, whereupon 
they were baptized at Peter's command. The im
portance 01' this occasion in Luke's eyes is em
phasized by repetition (cf Acts 1 1 : 1 - 1 8 ; 1 5 :7 ,  1 4) .  
The ' l talian Cohon' to which Cornelius belonged 
was an auxiliary cohort 01' Roman citizens, whose 
presence in Syria in the I st cent ury AD is inscrip-
tionally allested. F.F .ß .  

CORNERSTONE. The NT references draw their 
meaning from three passages in the OT. The first is 
Ps. 1 1 8 :22 where the stone rejected by the builders 
has become 'the head 01' the corner' ( Heb. rö's 
pinnti, LXX kephale gönias). [n its original context 
this reHected the Psalmist's own jubilation at his 
vindication over the enemies who had rejected hirn, 
but in its liturgical selling in the Feast 01' Taber
nacles the psalm came to refer more to national 
than to personal deliverance. I n  rabbinical exegesis 
it was accorded a Messianic interpretation and this 
prepared the way for its use by Christ 01' hirnself in 
Mt. 2 1 :42; Mk. 1 2 : 1 0; Lk.  20: 1 7 . Peter also used 
the text in Acts 4: 1 1  and I Pet. 2 : 7  to explain 
Christ's rejection by the Jews and his exaltation by 
God to be head of the church . The phrase 'head of 
the corner' can indicate one 01' the large stones 
near the foundations 01' a building which by their 
sheer size bind together two or more rows 01' 
stones, but it is more Iikely to refer to the final 
stone which completes an arch or is laid at the top 
corner 01' a building (so Jeremias). This idea under
lies Eph. 2:20 (Gk. akrogöniaios, sc. lithos), where 
Paul pictures the stones 01' the new temple as 
joined together by Christ who as the corners tone 
gives the building completeness and unity. Christ is 
elsewhere described as the church's • foundation, 
but Eph. 2 :20 reverses the figure and regards 
the first-generation apostles and prophets as the 
foundation, with Christ as the summit and 
consummation. 

The second passage ( l s. 28: 1 6) probably referred 
originally to the massive stonework 01' the Temple, 
symbolizing the Lord's abiding presence among 
his people, a feat ure wh ich was firm, unshakeable, 
reliable. The juxtaposition in [ saiah 01' the words 
' foundation' and 'cornerstone' suggests either 
identity or similarity 01' meaning, but the NT 
blending 01' this with the third passage ( I s. 8 :  1 4) in 
Rom. 9:33 and in I Pet. 2:6 has effectiveiy weak
ened the link and left the emphasis on Christ as a 
• stumbling-block to those without faith, but as se
curity to those who believe. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. H. H ooke, 'The Corner-Stone 
01' Scripture', in The Siege Perilous, 1 956, pp. 235-
249; F. F. Bruce, 'The Corner Stone', Exp T 84, 
1 972-3, pp. 23 1 -235.  J . B .Tr. 

CORRUPTION (Gk. phthora, diaphthora) in  EVV, 
and especially AV, usually connotes the transience 
of the present world order. [n Rom. 8:2 1 it i s  used 
of the liability of the material universe to change 
and decay; contrast the 'imperishable' (Gk. aph
thartos) inheritance reserved for believers ( I  Pet. 
1 :4). [n I Cor. 1 5 :42ff. it denotes the liability 01' the 
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natural' body to 0 death and dissolution; 'perish
Ible' (Gk. phlharlos) is practically equivalent to 
mortal' (Gk . Ihnelos), as 'imperishable' (Gk. aph
'harsia), predicated of the 'spiritual' body, is a 
;ynonym of 'immortality' (Gk. alhanasia) .  In Acts 
1 :27ff.; 1 J :35ff. 'corruption' (in the sense of de
:omposition) is t he rendering of Gk. diaphlhora, 
luoted from Ps. 1 6: 1 0, LXX, for MT sahaL (RSV 'the 
• Pi!') ,  parallel to Sheol. As a Messianic 'testi
nony' Ps. 1 6 : 1 0  in LXX lends itself even beller than 
MT to the case of Jesus, whose body, being raised 
from death, 'saw no corruption' (Acts 1 3 :37). 
: 0  HELL, 0 ESCHATOLOGY.)  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. F.  Sutdiffe, The O/d TeSla
'I'IeIH and Ihe Fulure Life, 1 946, pp. 76-8 1 ;  1. Jer
:mias, 'Flesh and Blood cannot inherit the King
Jom of God', NTS I ,  1 955-6, pp. I 55ff. F.F.B.  

COS (Acts 2 1 :  I ) .  A massive and mountainous 
island, one of the Sporades group, off the SW 
:oast of Asia Minor, near Hal icarnassus. It was 
:olonized at an early period by Dorian Greeks, and 
achieved farne as the si te of the medical school 
founded in the 5th century BC by Hippocrates, and 
again as a literary centre, the horne of Philetas and 
Theocritus, in the 3rd century BC. It was also noted 
for fine weaving. 

The Romans made Cos a free state in the prov
ince of Asia, and the emperor Claudius, influenced 
by his Coan physician, conferred on it immunity 
from taxes. Herod t he Great was a benefactor of 
the people of Cos. K .L.McK. 

COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY. 

J. Introductory 

a. Scope 
By cosmetics is here understood that wide range of 
concoctions from pulverized minerals, vegetable 
oils and extracts, and animal rats which has been 
used from earliest times to beautify, improve or 
restore personal appearance ('visual' cosmetics) or 
to produce pleasing fragrances ('odoriferous' 
cosmetics). 

b. Cosmelic vesse/s and appliances 
In Scripture, lillie is said of the boxes, phials, 
flasks, spoons and other cosmetic trinkets known 
from archaeology. Besides the 'perfume boxes' of 
Is. 3 :20, a rendering the accuracy of wh ich has 
been questioned, there is the well-known flask of 
precious ointment or spikenard with which the re
pentant woman anointed Christ's head (Lk. 7:37; 
cf. Mt.  26:7;  Mk. 1 4:3). But Israelite town-sites in 
Palestine have produced many Iillie patterned 
cosmetic-bowls; at most periods the tiny-handled 
pottery vessels probably served for scent-bottles, 
while from 1 4thll 3th-century BC Lachish comes a 
supe rb ivory ointment-flask . Egyptian ladies of 
rank favoured elaborate ivory cosmetic-spoons fea
turing lotuses, maidens, ducks, eIe., in shape, and 
these were sometimes used in Palestine too. For 
eye-paint there were many little boxes and tubes, 
and the paint was commonly appl ied with a Iillie 
stick (spatu/a) of wood or bronze. Egypt has yield
ed scores of such pots and spatulae. (0 MIRRoR.) 

C. Hygiene 
Throughout the biblical East, oil to anoint the 
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body, with the object of soothing the sun-dried 
skin, was almost as essential as food and drink .  
This use of oil was customary except in mourning; 
see Dt. 28:40 (its loss, a curse); Ru. 3:3; 2 Sa. 1 2:20 
(cf Mt. 6: 1 7). A striking example is the dothing, 
feeding and anointing of the repatriated troops of 
King Ahaz (c. 730 BC), described in 2 Ch. 28 :  1 5 .  
Those with a passion for luxury, however, made 
free with expensive ointments (Am. 6:6), a sure way 
to empty one's purse (Pr. 2 1 :  1 7) .  

External sources corroborate the biblical pic
ture. In Ramesside Egypt ( 1 3th century BC) one 
papyrus mentions 600 hin of 'anointing-oil' ror a 
gang of workmen; other workmen are given 'oint
ment to anoint them, three times in the month', or 
'their corn-ration and their ointment' (see R. A .  
Caminos, LaIe Egyplian Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 
307-308, 3 1 2 , 470). The same situation held true in 
Mesopotamia from at least the 1 8th century BC 
onwards. Oriental cosmetics, it must be remem
bered, were as much used for utilitarian as for dec
orative purposes. (See the oil-distribution texts 
from Mari, 1. Bottero, Archives Roya/es de Mari, 7, 
texts 5-85.) 

11. Perfumers and perfume-making 
In I Sa. 8: 1 3  Samuel pictures a typical king 'like all 
the nations round abou!' as requiring the services 
of 'perfumers and cooks and bakers'. Three as
pects of this passage find illumination in external 
sources: the existence of palace perfumeries, the 
association of cosmetics-manufacture and cook
ing, and the basic (Heb.) term rq(l . 

a. Roya/ perfumeries 
The great palace at Mari on the middle Euphrates 
( 1 8th century BC) had its own perfumery, the bil
raqqi, wh ich had to supply large q uantities of vari
ous ointments for the king's dignitaries and sol
diers, and the perfumes which were required for 
bodily use, for ritual, festivals and royal banquets. 
See 1. Bqttero, Archives Roya/es de Mari, 7, 1 957, 
Texles Economiques el Adminislralifs, pp. 3-27 
(texts 5-85), 1 76-1 83 (the various oils), 1 83- 1 84 
(Iarge quantities), 274, n. 2, and p. 360 (bil-raqqi). 
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b. Melhods of manufaclure associaled wilh cooking 
The implication of I Sa. 8: 1 3, which groups to
gether perfumers (AV 'confectionaries'), cooks and 
bakers, also corresponds to ancient usage. The 
techniques of the perfumer were dosely related to 
cooking. The perfume of flowers, eIe., could be ex
tracted and 'fixed' by three processes. First is enf
leurage: steeping the flowers in fat and continually 
changing them. Second is maeeralion: dipping the 
flowers, eIe., into hot fats or oils at 65° C ( 1 50° 
F). This was most widespread and dosest to cook
ing. Third is expressing: squeezing out the scent
bearing juices by compressing flowers, eIe. , in a 
bag. Oil of myrrh and other gum-resins were ob
tained by heating the substance concerned in a 
greasy-type 'fixative' oil/fat (plus water to avoid 
scent-evaporation); the perfume-essence of the 
myrrh or other 'resin' was thereby transferred to 
the greasy oil/fat which could then be strained off 
as liquid perfume. For these processes, see R. 1. 
Forbes, Sludies in Ancienl Techn% gy, 3, 1 955,  pp. 
9-1 0, and references, and A. Lucas, JEA 23, 1 937, 
pp. 29-30, 32-33. The N Canaanite texts of Ugarit 
mention 'oil of the perfumer' (Smn rqb; see 
Gordon, Ugarilie Lilerature, 1 949, p. 1 30) and 
items such as ' 1 0  logs of oil', '3 logs of perfume' 
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ClIr 19 rql;; see Gordon, Ugarilic Texlbook, 3, 1 965, 
p. 427, No. 1 354- 1 4th/ 1 3th century Be; the same 
measure (log) is used in Lv. 14 :  1 0, 1 2, 1 5, 2 1 ,  24) 
(0 WEIGHTS AND MEASURES). 

These processes, so akin to cooking with fats, 
eIe., are sometimes pictured in Egyptian tomb
paintings of the 1 5th century Be, showing people 
pouring and stirring the mixture in heated pans, or 
moulding incense into fancy shapes. Typical ex
am pIes will be found in Davies, JEA 26, 1 940, plate 
22 with p. 1 33, and Forbes, op. eil., p. 1 3  and fig. I .  
The cookery aspect of perfumery is also directly 
reflected in an Egyptian term for 'perfumer', ps
sgnn, l it . 'cooker of ointment', and by the use of 
fire in the elaborate cosmetics-recipes from Assyria 
(on which see E. Ebeling, Parlümrezeple und 
Kullische Texle aus Assur, 1 950). 

c. The rq/:l lerminology 
The ordinary participle roqal; is used for 'per
fumer' in Ex. 30:25, 35 (AV 'compound', 'confec
tion'); 37:29, and also in I Ch. 9:30, where it refers 
to priests commissioned by David and Saul to 
make perfumes for the tabernacle. It also occurs in 
Ec. 1 0 :  I ,  where it is identical with Ugaritic .fmn rqh 
quoted above. raqqäh, fern.  raqqä�lIj, is the noun
form for 'professional perfumer'; the latter is found 
in I Sa. 8 :  1 3  (AV 'confectionaries'), the former 
occurs in Ne. 3 :8, 'Hananiah, a member (l it .  'son') 
of the perfumers' (guild)'. (Cf Mendelsohn, 
BASOR 80, 1 940, p. 1 8 .) Of words for 'perfume' 
itself, röqal; occurs in Ex. 30:25, 35; riqqüal;, 'un
guents', in Is. 57:9; reqal;, of spiced wine in CI. 8:2 
(0 FOOD); merqab, 'perfume' or 'fragrance' (RSV), in 
CI. 5 :  1 3; m'ruqqä/:l{m is verbal passive in 'com
pounded with the perfumery of the artificer' in 2 
Ch. 1 6 : 1 4; mirqabar is 'ointment, perfumery' in 
'makers of ointment', I Ch. 9:30, and in 'an oint
ment, a perfume of the perfumer's art', Ex. 30:25; 
finally, merqäba, ' (pot of) ointment' in lb. 4 1 :3 1 ,  
and perhaps in an imperative, 'spice the spicery', in 
a cooking context (?spiced meat), in Ezk. 24: I ° 
(difficult) 

111. 'Visual' cosmetics 

a. 'Painling' ollace and body 
From the earliest times, ancient Oriental women
folk used to paint round their eyes and darken their 
eyebrows with mineral pastes which were usually 
black. At first this was largely medicinal in aim (to 
protect the eyes from strong sun-glare), but it 
speedily became principally a feminine fashion, 
giving an enlarged and intense appearance to the 
eyes. This is attested in Egypt, Palestine and 
Mesopotamia. 

In 84 1 Be Queen lezebel is said to have used such 
cosmetics. 2 Ki. 9 :30 indicates that she 'treated her 
eyes with eye-paint (pü") and adorned her head' 
before going to the window whence she was thrown 
to her death at lehu's word. Over two centuries 
later two Hebrew prophets pictured their idol
atrous nation, faithless to God, as a woman made 
up for il legitimate lovers. leremiah (4:30) says 'you 
enlarge your eyes with eye-paint (pli")" while Ezek
iel (23:40) alleges 'you painted (kä�1Q/) your eyes 
. , . '  . Note also Keren-happuch, the name of 10b's 
third daughter (42: 1 4), 'horn of eye-paint'-i. e. 
source of beauty. Such eye-paint was prepared by 
grinding the mineral concerned to a fine powder 
and mixing it with water or gum to form a paste 
that could be kept in a receptacle and applied to 
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the face with the finger or a spatula (see I.b, above). 
The minerals used require some comment. In 

Roman times an antimony compound was used in 
eye-preparations; the LaI. for antimony sulphide 
and then antimony itself is slibium. Unfortunately 
this has led to ancient Oriental eye-paints being 
generally dubbed antimony or stibium-in large 
measure, wrongly so. In Egypt green malachite was 
quickly superseded by black eye-paint  (Egyp. 
msdml). Analysis of many excavated sampIes has 
shown that this consisted principally of galena 
(lead sulphide), never of antimony except as an 
accidental impurity. (See A. Lucas, Ancienl Egyp
lian Malerials and lnduslries', 1 962, pp. 80-84 and 
cf pp. 195-1 99.) In Mesopotamia the Babylonians 
called their black eye-paint guljlu, alleged to be 
either galena or antimony/st ibium. (For the 
former, see Forbes, Sludies in Aneienl Technology, 
3, p. 1 8, who adduces no evidence for his case; for 
the latter, see R. C. Thompson, Diclionary 01 As
syrian Chemislry and Geology, 1 936, pp. 49-5 1 .  
where the evidence produced is irrelevant-but his 
'needles of "lead'" would suit galena better than 
antimony.) guljlu is same as Heb. kä�1QI, 'to paint 
(eyes)', and passed into Arabic as kohl, 'eye-paint' .  
Modern Arab. kohl is often just moistened soot; it 
can include galena but not antimony (cf Lucas, op. 
eil., p. 1 0 1 ). Hence Heb. pli", 'eye-paint' ,  was very 
likely galena rat her than antimony. Th us, the 
'aene pli" in the Temple treasures ( I  Ch. 29:2) would 
be 'lurnps of galena'. The use of pli" in I s. 54: 1 1  (AV 
' fair colours', RSV 'antimony') may presuppose the 
employment of (powdered) galena as part 01' an 
(dark-tin ted) adhesive (e.g. resin)  for setting gem
stones. For resin plus powdered minerals in tin ted 
adhesives for setting jewellery, eIe., see Lucas, op 
eil., pp. 1 2- 1 3 . 

In Egypt red ochre (red oxide of iron), often 
found in tombs, may have served as a rouge for 
colouring the cheeks (Lucas, op ci/ . ,  p. 1 04). Egyp
tian ladies also used powder-puffs (Forbes, op eil . . 
p. 20 and fig. 4) and lipstick (see the lively picturc 
reproduced in ANEP, p. 23, fig. 78). In antiquity 
the leaves of the fragrant henna-plant (see IV. 
below) were crushed to provide a red dye for feet, 
hands, nails and hair (Lucas, op. eil. ,  p. 1 07). I n  
Mesopotamia the Sumerians used for face-powdcr 
yellow ochre, quaintly called 'golden c1ay' or 'face 
bloom'; the Babylonians commonly used red ochrc 
(Forbes, op. eil . ,  p. 20). Similar fads doubt fess 
pleased coquettish Hebrew ladies likc those 01' I s. 
3: 1 8-26. 

b. Hairdressing and resloralives 
Hair-styles were part of ancient Near Eastern fash
ions. In Egypt skilIed hairdressers attended to the 
coiffure (and wigs) 01' the great. For reproductions 
of these hairdressers and details of the hair-stylcs 
and the hair-pins used, see ANEP, p. 23, figs. 76-
77, and refs. on p. 259, and also E. Riefstahl, JNES 
1 5 , 1 956, pp. 1 0- 1 7  with plates 8- 14 .  Mesopotamia 
also had its fashions in hairdressing (cf B. Mciss
ner, Babylonien und Assyrien, I, 1 920, pp. 4 1 0-4 1 1 : 
RA 48, 1 954, pp. 1 1 3- 1 29, 1 69- 1 77; 49, pp. 9fT ) 
Canaan and Israel, too, provide examples 01' a var
iety of coiffures with curls long or short (see G. E . 
Wright, Biblical Arehaeology, 1 957,  p. 1 9 1  and figs. 
1 36- 1 37, 72). In this connection not ice Isaiah's j ibc 
(3 :24) and lezebel's adorning her head (2 Ki. 9:30) 
Ornate combs were popular (see, e.g. ,  ANEP, p. 2 1 .  
fig. 67). Men in the Semitic world ( in contrast to 
Egypt) rejoiced in fine beards and lOok care over 



their hair-witness Samson's seven locks (Jdg. 
1 6: 1 3 , 1 9) .  Barbers and razors are weil known in 
the OT (e.g. Ezk. 5: I ,  etc.) and in the ancient 
Orient alike (ANEP, p. 24, figs. 80-83). Restora
tives to repair the ravages of age were eagerly 
soughl. Recipes found in the Egyptian medical 
papyri inelude one hopefully entitled 'Book of 
Transforming an Old Man into a Youth' ;  several 
were devoted to improving the complexion (see the 
renderings in Forbes, op. cil . ,  pp. 1 5- 1 7). 

IV. 'Odoriferous' cosmetics in personal use 

a. Perlumery in the Song 01 Songs 
'Ointment is simply semen ( !ali) ( 1 :3; 4: 1 0); reab, 
' fragrance' , applies to man-made ointments ( I  :3) 
and nature's scents (2 :  1 3) alike. Spikenard or nard 
( I :  1 2; 4: 1 3- 1 4) is here very likely to be the same as 
thelardu of Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions, the root 
of the gingergrass Cymbopogon schoenanthus im
ported pcrhaps from Arabia (see R. e. Thompson, 
Dictionary 01 Assyrian Botany, 1 949, p. 1 7). But 
the NT nardos pistike, 'precious (spike)-nard' (Mk. 
14:3; Jn. 1 2 :3), is probably the Nardostachys jala
mansi of I ndia (Himalayas), a very expensive 
import for Roman Palestine. ' Bether' (Cl. 2: 1 7, AV) 
is either a place-name or 'eleft mountains', rather 
than a spiee. For myrrh ( I  : 1 3 ; 3 :6; 4:6; 5 : 1 )  and 
liquid myrrh, mör ölier (5 :5 ,  1 3), see V.a, below; for 
(rankincense, see V,b, below. The expressions 
'mountain(s), hi l i ,  of myrrh, frankincense, spices' 
(4:6; 8:  1 4) may perhaps allude to the terraces (men
tioned also by Egyptian texts) on wh ich the pro
ducing trees grew. 

In I :  1 4; 4: 1 3  köper may be the henna-plant with 
fragrant ftowers whose leaves when crushed yield a 
red dye; see on henna, Lucas, op cit . ,  pp. 107, 355-
357. 'Perfumed' in 3:6 is m'qu!!ereL, same root as 
q'töret, 'ineense'; as for 'powders of the merchant', 
see the powder-puff reference at the end of l I La, 
above. In 4: 14 karköm is usually rendered as saf
fron; it could be either or both of saffron-crocus 
and turmeric, wh ich yield a yellow dye (Thomp
son, op cil . ,  pp. 1 60-1 6 1 ,  and refs. on Assyr. 
aZllpiranll and kurkanu for these). For calamus and 
cinnamon, see V.a, below; on aloes, see • Herbs. 
The verses 5: 1 3 ; 6:2 allude to beds of spices, bösem, 
perhaps here specifically balm of Gilead, as 
opposed to its more general meaning 01' spices. For 
mandrakes (7: 1 3) ,  see • Plants. 'Spiced wine' (8:2) 
is known elsewhere in the ancient East (0 Fooo). 

b. Other relerences 
bösem, 'perfume', in 15. 3 :24 is a general term in 
5cripture for spices; cf. the gifts of the Queen of 
Sheba ( I  Ki. 1 0 :2, 1 0), the treasures of Hezekiah (2 
Ki. 20: 1 3) and the references in the Song 01' 5010-
mon (4: I 0, 1 4, 1 6 ;  8:  1 4). Cleansing and beautifying 
01' the body are apparently impl ied in the term 
lamruq used in Esl. 2:3 (AV, RV 'purifications'; RSV 
'ointments'), when Esther and others were prepar
ing for King Ahasuerus. The perfume' 01' Pr. 27:9 is 
q'töret ('incense'). The 'precious ointment' 01' Ec. 
7: I (as 01' Cl. 1 :3) is semen tali, exactly the term 
samnu tabu al ready used by a dignitary in a Mari 
tablet 01' the 1 8th century BC who requests it to rub 
himself with (e. F. Jean, A rchil' Orientatni 1 7: I ,  
1 949, p. 329, A 1 79, I .  6) . Perfumes were put on 
elothes (Ps. 45:8) ,  sprinkled on couches (Pr. 7:  1 7), 
and precious oil (Semen tali again) was poured 
upon the head, as in Aaron's anointing (Ps. 1 33). 
Perfumes or spices were burn t at the funerals 01' the 
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great (2 Ch. 1 6: 1 4) .  See M .  Dayagi-Mendels, Per
lumes and Cosmetics in the Aneient World, 1 989. 
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V, Sacred perfumery 

a. The holy anointing oil 
For anointing the tabernaeIe and its furnishings, 
and the Aaronic priests at induction, not for pro
fane use (Ex. 30:22-33). Several of its constituents 
can be identified. Myrrh, Heb. mör, is a fragrant 
gum-resin of the tree-species balsamo-dendron and 
commiphora of S Arabia and Somaliland. I ts rra
grance resides in the 7-8'Y., content 01' volatile oil .  It 
is this essenee that could be incorporated into a 
liquid perfume by heating with fixative oil/fat and 
straining off (see lI.b, above). Besides the 'liquid 
myrrh' of Cl. 5:5, 13, this liquid myrrh-perfume 
may be wh at is meant by 'ftowing' or 'liquid myrrh' 
(mor-d'rar) in Ex. 30:23, and is probably the smn mr 
of 1 4thl l 3th-eentury BC Canaanite texts from 
Ugarit (Gordon, Ugaritic LiteralIIre, 1 949, p. 1 30: 
texts 1 2  + 97, lines 2, 8, 1 5  and 1 20, I ine 1 5) and 01' 
the contemporary Amarna Letter No. 25, I V:5 1 
(Saman murn); the Heb. word mör is therefore early, 
not 'Iate' as is wrongly stated in BDB, p. 600b. 
Egyptian 'ntyw, 'myrrh', was also used in this liquid 
form, for anointing and medicine (refs. Erman and 
Grapow, Wörterbuch der Aegyptischen Sprache, I ,  
p. 206: 7). I t  is this kind of liquid myrrh that is the 
true stacte (Lucas, JEA 23, 1 937, pp. 29-33; 
Thompson, Dictionary 01 Assyrian Botany, p. 340). 

The precise identity 01' the 'sweet cinnamon', 
qinnmon besem (Ex. 30:23; cf. Pr. 7 :  1 7; Cl. 4: 1 4) is 
uncertain. There is no rormal evidenee that this 
term represents the Cinnamomum zeylanicum, 
native to Ceylon; other plants with aromatic bark 
or wood in this cinnamon/cassia group are possible 
(cf. Thompson, op. cit., pp. 1 89-1 90). That the 
Egyp. ti-sps-wood is cinnamon (Forbes, Studies in 
Aneient Technology, 3, p. 8, Table 1 1 ,  and Lucas, op. 
cit., p. 354, by implication) is wholly uncertain. See 
also cassia, below. For fragrant cosmetic woods in 
Egypt (sampies), see Lucas, p. 1 1 9 ;  Shamshi-Adad 
I 01' Assyria also sought them (G. Dossin, A rchives 
Royales de Mari, I ,  No. 88, 1 1 .  27-30-i.u riqu). 

The 'sweet calamus' (Ex. 30:23, AV, RV) or 'aro
matic cane' (RSV) is Heb. q'neh-bösem, and its iden
tity with the 'sweet ca ne from a far country' (Je. 
6:20, and also the 'calamus' 01' Ezk. 27: 1 9) ,  qäneh 
ha!!ali, is not certain. The latter, however, is very 
likely the qanll labu 01' Assyro-Babylonian texts, 
from 1 8th century BC onwards (for that or Mari, 
see e. F. Jean, Archiv Orienlcilni 1 7 : I ,  1 949, p. 328). 
And this is probably the Acorlls calamus having an 
aromatic rhizome or stem-root; see Thompson, op. 
eil., pp. 20-2 1 .  In New Kingdom Egypt, 1 5 th- 1 2th 
centuries BC, the scented 1!-nn-plant is identified as 
Acorlls calal/1l1s (G. Jequier, Bulletin de /'Institllt 
Fran,ais d'Arclll!ologie Orienlale 1 9, 1 922, pp. 44-
45, 259 and n. 3; Caminos, Lale-Egyplian Miscel
lanies, 1 954, p. 209-1!-nni-oil). Actual plant stalks 
in a pot labelIed 'perfume' or similar were found in 
Tutankhamün's tomb, c .  1 340 BC (Lucas, p. 1 1 9 ). 
The '50 talents 01' reeds' in an Ugarit tablet 
(Gordon, Ugarilic Literature, p. 1 30, text 1 20: 9-
1 0) among other aromatics might be sweet cane, 
but hardly cinnamon (Sukenik, Tarbiz 1 8 , 1 947, p. 
1 26; see Gordon, Ugarilic Textbook, 3, 1 965, p. 
479, No. 2244). 

Finally, there is cassia, which translates Heb. 
qidda in Ex. 30:24 and Ezk .  27: 1 9. Whatever the 
real identity 01' this might be, it is very possible that 
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qiddä is the same as Egyp. kdt in Papyrus Harris I 
01' e. 1 1 60 BC (so Forbes, op. eit., p. 8, Table 1 1 ). The 
other Heb. term orten rendered 'cassia'-q'�fäh
is obscurer still . However, if in meaning this term is 
parallel to Arab. salrOäh, 'peeled', and this in turn to 
Assyro-Bab. kasi �rri (as Thompson, op. eit., p. 1 9 1 ,  
would suggest), then i t  might weil be Assyr. 
qulqu//iinu, modern Arab. qulqul, the Cassia tora 
(Thornpson, op. eil . ,  pp. 1 88- 1 92). Cf name 01' 
Job's second daughter (Jb. 42: 14) .  (*HERBS, Cassia.) 

b. The sacred incense 
For the significance 01' incense, see * I ncense. Only 
its make-up is dealt with here. The general Heb. 
word for incense (wh ich also appears as 'smoke', 
and 'perfume' at times) is q'torel, known as a loan
word in Egyp. from the 1 2th century BC (Erman 
and Grapow, WörterblIch d. Aeg. Sprache, 5, p. 82: 
3); other forms from the root qtr occur. In the sac
red incense of Ex. 30:34-38 the last two constitu
ents are easiest to identify. One of these, Heb. 
belb'näh, is pretty certainly galbanum, Ferula gal
baniflua Boiss., growing in Persia and known in 
Mesopotamia (Bab. buluMurn) from the 3rd mil
lennium BC onwards. (See Thompson, op. eil., pp. 
342-344; W. von Soden, Akkadisehes Handwörter
buch, Lieferung 2 , 1 959, p. 1 0 1  and refs.) 

Frankincense, Heb. I'Q6näh ('white'), is named 
from its appearance as whitest 01' the gum-resins 
used for incense; i t  comes from the genus of trees 
Boswe//ia 01' S Arabia and Somaliland, and is the 
elassical olibanum. The Egyptian queen Hatshep
sut apparently had such trees brought to Egypt e. 
1 490 BC, and small balls 01' frankincense were 
found in Tutankhamün's tomb (e. 1 340 BC). See 
Lucas, op. eit., pp. 1 1 1 - 1 1 3 . natap, 'drops', is given 
as stacte in LXX, but for true staete see V.a above on 
myrrh. The name suggests a natural exudation and 
suitable for incense-perhaps a storax (cf on these, 
Lucas, op. eil., p. 1 1 6; Thompson, op. eit . ,  pp. 340-
342) or else balm of Gilead, opobalsamurn, ete., on 
wh ich see Thompson, pp. 363-364. The last term, 
s'!JeleL, is quite uncertain; LXX renders as onyx, 
hence EVV onycha-part 01' a mollusc giving an 
odour when burnt (Black and Cheyne, EBi, under 
Onycha). But it might just conceivably be a plant
product, siOiltu in Assyr. medicine (Aram. siOlii), 
Thompson, Dictionary 0/ Assyrian Chernistry, 
1 936, p. 73 and n. I ;  but hardly Assyr. saote, 'cress' 
(for which see Thompson, Dietionary 0/ Assyrian 
Botany, 1 949, pp. 55-6 1 ) . But 5(llt in Ugarit-text 
12 + 97 among aromatics and foodstutf (Gordon, 
Ugaritie Literatllre, p. 1 30, 1 . 4; Ugaritic Textbook, 
3, p. 488, No. 2397) could very weil be Heb. s'beleL 
and even Assyr. siOiltu and Aram. siOlii already 
mentioned. None 01' these is Assyr. saOIi//atll, 
because this latter must be read as I]u//atll (Thornp
son, op. cit . ,  p. 69). To attempt any eloser solution 
would be too hazardous at present.  

For an attempt to reconstitute the sacred incensc 
of Ex. 30, see Progress, Vol .  47, No. 264, 1 959-60, 
pp. 203-209 with specimen. K.A .K .  

COUNCIL. In the OT (AV) the word appears once 
only, as a translation of Heb. rigmä (Ps. 68:27) in 
rererring to 'the princes of Judah and their COUIl
cil', a general word which could be rendered 'com
pany' (so AVmg.) or ' throng' (RSV). The similar 
word 'counsei' is used in Je. 23: 1 8 , 22, AV (RV, RSV 
'council'), 01' the privy council (Heb. s64J of 
Yahweh (cf I Ki .  22:  1 9tf.: J b. I :6tf.; 2: I tf.), where 

his decrees are announced; true prophets have 
access to this council and so have foreknowledge 01' 
those decrees. 

In the NT two Gk .  words are used. symbolllion 
denotes a consultation 01' people (Mt .  1 2 : 14),  or 
the provincial governor's advisory board (Acts 
25: 1 2) .  synedrion, a 'sitting together', is used most 
rrequently with reference to the * Sanhedrin, the 
supreme court 01' the Jews, but sometimes also to 
lesser courts (e.g. M t .  10 :  1 7; Mk.  1 3 :9), of which 
Jerusalem had two and each Palestinian town 
one. J .O .O. 

COUNCIL, JERUSALEM. The Council of Jeru
salem is the name commonly given to the meeting 
convened between delegates from the church of 
Antioch (Ied by Paul and Barnabas) and the apos
tles and elders 01' the church 01' Jerusalem, to dis
cuss problems arising from the large inftux of Gen
tile converts into the church (Acts 1 5 :2-29) . Many 
commentators identify this meeting with the one 
described in Gal. 2: 1 - 1 0; the view taken here, how
ever, is that in Gal. 2:  1 - 1 0  Paul refers to an earlier 
conference which he and Barnabas had with James 
the Just, Peter and John, at which the Jerusalem 
leaders recognized the vocat ion and status of Paul 
and Barnabas as apostles to the Gentiles. (For the 
view that one and the same occasion is referred to, 
see *CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 
section l I .d.) 
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I. Thc occasion 
The rapid progress of t he gospel among Gentiles 
in Antioch (Acts 1 1 : 1 9tf.) and in Cyprus and Asia 
Minor (Acts 1 3 :4- 1 4:26) presented the conservative 
Jewish believers in Judaea with a serious problem. 
The apostles had acquiesced in Peter's evangeliza
tion 01' the household in Caesarea because it was 
attended by evident marks 01' divine approval (Acts 
1 0 : 1 - 1 1 :  1 8), but if the spread 01' the gospel among 
Gentiles continued on the present scale there 
would soon be more Gentiles than Jews in the 
church, with a consequent threat to the mainten
ance 01' Christian moral standards. Tu this prob
lem many Jewish Christians had a simple solution . 
Let the Gentile converts be admitted to the church 
in the same way as Gentile proselyt es were admit
ted into the commonwealth of Israel: let them bc 
circumcised and acc�pt the obligation to keep thc 
Jewish law. 

Thus rar these conditions had not been imposed 
on Gentile converts. No word appears to have been 
said about circumcision to Cornelius and his 
household, and when Titus, a Gentile Christian , 
visited Jerusalem with Paul and Barnabas on thc 
earlier occasion the question 01' circumcising hirn 
was not even aired (Gal . 2 :3) .  Now, however, some 
zealots for the law in the Jerusalem church decided 
to press upon the Gentile Christians 01' Antioch 
and her daughter-churches the necessity of taking 
on themselves the yoke 01' the law. Their pressure 
proved so persuasive in the recently-Iounded 
churches of Galatia that Paul had to send these 
churches the urgent protest which we know as his 
Epistle to the * Galatians. In Antioch itsel f they 
caused such controversy that the leaders of thc 
church there decided to have the whole question 
ventilated and settled at the highest level .  Accord
ingly, the Council of Jerusalem was convened (e. 
AO 48). 



11 .  The main question settled 
The debate was opened by the Pharisaic party in 
the Jerusalem church, who insisted that the Gentile 
converts must be circumcised and required to keep 
the law. After much disputing, Peter reminded the 
Council that God had already shown his will in the 
matter by giving the Holy Spirit to Cornelius and 
his household on the ground or their raith alone. 
Paul and Barnabas supported Peter's argument by 
telling how God had similarly blessed large num
bers or believing Gentiles through their ministry. 
Then James the Just, leader or the Jerusalem 
church, summed up the debate and expressed his 
judgment that no conditions should be imposed on 
the Gentile converts beyond the condition or raith 
in Christ with which God had c1early shown him
selr to be satisfied. The Gentile cities, he said, had 
no lack or witnesses to the Mosaic law; but the 
entry or Gentiles into the church 01' the Messiah 
was the fulfilment 01' the promise that David's 
fallen tent would be set up again and his sover
eignty be re-established over Gentile nations (Am. 
9: I I  1'.) .  

1 1 1 ,  A practical issue decided 
Once the main q uestion 01' principle was settled in 
a way wh ich must have given complete satisfaction 
to the Antiochene delegation, a practical matter 
remained to be dealt with ,  affecting the day-to-day 
fellowship between Jewish and Gentile converts 
where there were mixed communit ies. It would be a 
sign 01' grace and courtesy ir Gentile Christians 
respected certain Jewish scruples. Hence, at 
James's suggestion, the letter in which the Jerusa
lern leaders conveyed their findings to the Gentile 
churches or Syria and Cilicia (including that or 
Antioch) ended with an admonition to them to ab
stain rrom certain kinds or rood wh ich their breth
ren 01' Jewish stock would find offensive, and to 
conform to the Jewish code of relations between 
the sexes. Without such concessions rrom Gentile 
Christ ians, there would have been grave practical 
difficulties in the way or their enjoying un
restrained table-rellowship with Jewish Christians. 
(When it is remembered that in those days the 
Lord's Supper was regularly taken in the course or 
a general fellowship meal, the importance of this 
consideration will be realized .) There is no real 
substance in the objection that Paul would not 
have agreed to communicate these conditions to 
his Gentile converts (as he is said to have done in 
Acts 1 6:4). Where basic principles were not com
promised, Paul was the most conciliatory of men, 
and he repeatedly urges on Christians this very 
duty of respecting the scruples of others in such 
matters (cf Rom. 1 4: I ff.; I Cor. 8: I ff.) .  Neverthe
less, when the Corinthians asked Paul ror a ruling 
on food offered to idols he appealed to first prin
ciples and not to the Jerusalem decree. 

After a generation or two, the situation which 
called forth the Jerusalem Council and the apos
tolic letter or Acts 1 5 : 23-29 disappeared, and the 
Western Text or Acts adapts the letter to a new 
situation by altering its requirements in a more 
purely ethical direction-requiring abstention 
from idolatry, bloodshed and rornication. But the 
requirements in their original rorm were observed 
by Christians in Gaul and N Africa late in the 2nd 
century, and were incorporated by Alfred the 
Great in his English law-code towards the end or 
the 9th century. 

COUNSELLOR 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. W. L. Knox, The Acts 0/ the 
Apostles, 1 948, pp. 40ff.; C. S. C. Williams, The 
Acts 0/ the Apostles, 1 957, pp. I 77ff.; E. Haenchen, 
The Acts 0/ the Apostles, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 440ff.; R .  
Bauckham, in BAi es 2.  F.F.B. 

COUNSELLOR (Heb. y6'e�, 'one who gives advice 
or counsel'). The basic idea appears in Pr. 24:6b. 
The word is used as a designation or the Messiah 
in Is. 9:6, where in respect to the giving 01' counsel 
he is said to be a wonder (pele '). RSV uses 'Counsel
lor' to translate parakletos in J n. bu t has 'advocate' 
in I Jn. 2 : 1 .  

The word parakletos derived from the verb par
akaleö, literally 'to call beside', has been inter
preted both actively and passively; actively as 
meaning one who stands by and exhorts or en
courages, whence the AV 'Comrorter' in Jn .  14 : 1 6, 
26; 1 5 :26; 1 6:7; passively as meaning one called to 
stand by someone, particularly in a law-court 
(though as a friend 01' the accused rather than a 
proressional pleader), whence 'advocate' in I J n .  
2 :  I .  Many versions simply transliterate the  Greek; 
hence the name 'Paraclete' for the Holy Spirit .  

parakaleö is rrequently used in the NT to mean 
'exhort', 'encourage', and Acts 9:3 1 speaks ex
pressly or the paraklisis or the Holy Spirit, wh ich 
probably means the 'exhortation' or 'encourage
ment' or the Spirit (though it may mean the invo
cation 01' the Spirit's aid). 

There is little evidence ror an active use of par
akletos outside the NT or the patristic commenta
tors on the Gospel passages, who seem to derive 
the sense 'consoler' or 'encourager' simply rrom 
the general context, which speaks of the disciples' 
sense 01' desolation at Jesus' departure and or their 
need to be taught more about hirn. In Gk. transla
tion 01' Jb. 1 6:2, Aquila and Theodotion used par
akletoi where LXX has parakletores, the regular 
active noun ror 'comrorters'. 

On the other hand, the help of the Spirit prom
ised in Mt .  1 0: 1 9-20; Mk .  1 3 : 1 1 ;  Lk. 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 2  is 
precisely that 01' an advocate before the Jewish and 
secular authorities. Even Jn.  1 6:8-1 1 has a rorensic 
tone, though admittedly rat her of prosecution 
than defence. The translation 'advocate' is more 
appropriate in I Jn.  2: I ,  where the sinner is thought 
or as arraigned berore God's just ice. Even here, 
however, the more general sense is not impossible. 

The evidence is nicely balanced, and since so 
many words in the rourth Gospel seem intended to 
suggest more than one meaning, an ambiguous 
rendering such as RSV 'Counsellor' is probably to 
be prererred. 

Critics have argued that the application of the 
word paraktetos in the Gospel to the Spirit and in 
the Epistle to Jesus Christ indicates the different 
authorship of the two works. But :  (i) the Spirit's 
paraklisis is amid earthly dangers and difficulties: 
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Jesus appears for us in heaven; (ii) these different 
but parallel offices are reftected also in Rom. 8 :26, 
34: the Spirit makes intercession in us and the risen 
Christ ror us in heaven; (iii) the words al/os parak
IelOS used in Jn .  1 4: 1 6, though Greek usage permits 
the translation 'another, a Paraclete', may mean 
simply 'another Paraclete', implying that Jesus 
hirnself is a Paraclete. (. SPIRIT, HOLY.) 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. C. K. Barrelt, lTS n.s. I ,  1 950, 
pp. 7- 1 5 ; G. Johnston, The Spirit-Parac/ete in the 
Gospel 0/ lohn, 1 970, pp. 80-1 1 8 .  M.H .C. 



COURAGE 

COURAGE. The Heb. word /:1äzaq means literally 
'to show oneself strong'. Other words, e.g. rl1ab, 
'spirit' (Jos. 2: 1 1 ) ,  lel;äl;, 'heart' (On. 1 1  :25) and 
'äma�, 'to be quick' or 'alert', exhibit the basIc atti
tude from which courage flows. Courage IS, there
fore, a quality of the mind, and, as such, finds a 
place among the cardinal virtues (Wisdom 8:7) .  I ts 
opposite, cowardice, is found among the mortal 
sins (Ecclus. 2 : 1 2- 1 3) .  The quahty can be seen only 
in its manifestations and especially, in the OT, on 
the battlefield (Judges, Samuel, Chronicles). The 
moral idea is not entirely absent. Those who are 
objects of God's special care are to 'fear not' ( l s. 
4 1 : 1 3- 14; Je. 1 :8 ;  Ezk. 2:6). 

The absence of the word from the NT is striking. 
The noun tharsos occurs only once (Acts 28: 1 5). 
The ideal for the Christian is not the Stoic arete 
(virtue), but a quality of life based on faith in the 
present Christ .  Here is no 'grin and bear it' atti
tude, but a more than natural one wh ich sees an 
occasion for victory in every opposition (cf I Cor. 
1 6:9). 

The verb tharreö, a form current from the time 
of Plato with the sense of 'to be confident, hopeful, 
of good courage', is found in Heb. 1 3 :6; and in 2 
Cor. 5:6, 8 ('good courage'); 7: 1 6  ('perfect con
fidence'); 1 0 :  1 -2 ('boldness'). The cognate term 
tharseö appears with more emotional overtones 
and is rendered 'take heart' in Mt .  9:2, 22; Mk .  
1 0:49, but a s  'take courage' i n  Acts 23 :  1 1 .  Courage 
is a Christian duty but also a constant possibility 
for one who places hirnself in the almighty hands 
of God. I t  shows itself in patient endurance, moral 
steadfastness and spiritual fideli ty. H.O.M,D. 

COURT. I. Heb. /:1ä�er (hä�fr, I s. 34: 1 3, AV), 'an en
c10sure or court', as found in a private house (2 Sa. 
1 7 : 1 8 , AV) or a palace (I Ki. 7:8), or in a garden 
(Est. 1 :5) .  lt is very commonly used of the court of 
the * tabernacle (e.g. Ex. 27; 35; 38); of the inner 
court (he/:1ä�er happ'nfmfr, e.g. I Ki. 6:36) and the 
outer court (he/:1ä�er ha/:1fsöna, e.g. Ezk. 1 0:5) of 
the Temple of Solomon; and the courts of the 
* Temple in the vision of Ezekiel (Ezk. 40-46). 
See 4, below. 

2. '"zära, a word of rare occurrence, and there
fore uncertain meaning, but evidently used in the 
sense of 'court' and so translated in 2 Ch. 4:9; 
6: 1 3 . 3. bayir, 'house', rendered '(king's) court' in 
AV of Am. 7: 1 3  (be[ mamlälfa), but RV and RSV glve 
variant translations. 4. 'fr, 'city' in 2 Ki. 20:4, and 
so translated in RV, but AV and RSV follow some 
MSS, the Q're, and the ancient vss in reading 
(ha)ser, 'court' (see I, above). 5. Gk. aule, an open 
enclosure, once (Rev. 1 1  :2) translated 'court' 
(*  PALACE). 

In Herod's * Temple, which is not systematically 
described in the Bible, there were four courts, those 
of the Gentiles, the Women, the Men ( Israel) and 
the Priests, in ascending order of exclusiveness 
(*ARCHITECTURE). T.C.M. 

COUSIN. The AV rendering in Lk. 1 :36 and 1 :58  
(plural) of Gk. syngenes, 'one of  the  same family'. 
Because of the modern restricted use of the Eng. 
word 'cousin', a more accurate translation would 
be 'kinswoman' (so RV, RSV). ( *KIN.)  In Col. 4: 1 0  
anepsios ('sister's son' i n  AV) means 'cousin' (so RV, 
RSV). 1 .0.0. 
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COVENANT, ALLIANCE. 

I. Terminology 
The two key-words in the Bible lor covenant or 
alliance are Heb. b'rft and Gk.  diatMke. b'rf[ usually 
refers to the act or rite of the making 01' a covenant 
and also to the standing contract between two 
partners. diatheke. is the Gk.  translation (LXX) of 
the word b'rft whlch IS taken over In the NT. I ts 
meaning is 'testament'. Along with b'rf[ various 
other terms are used in a covenantal context. The 
most important are 'äMI; 'to love', !Ieserj 'covenant 
love' or 'covenant solidarity', t61;a 'goodness' or 
' friendship', sältim 'covenantal peace' or 'coven
antal prosperity' and yärja' 'to serve falthfully In 
accordance with the covenant' .  With the exception 
of hesed all the other terms can be somehow con
nec

'
ted 

-
to terminology in ancient Near Eastern 

treaties. 
Various verbs are used in connection with b'rf{. 

The technical term is  kära[ b'rf!, I i t .  'to cut a coven
ant', wh ich points to the ancient rite of cutting an 
animal with the forming of a treaty or covenant .  
When the verb karat is used with the prepositions /'" 
or 'im, it points in the direction of a covenant con
tracted by a superior. Many verbs are used In place 
of kära!, e.g. Mqfm, 'to establish', nä[an ' lO give'. 
higgfd 'to declare', nisba' 'to swear', he" mft} 'to con
firm'� siwwa 'to command' and säm 'to make'. 
Various verbs are also used to denote the participa
tion of the people in the covenant, e.g. b6' 'to come 
into a covenant relationship with the Lord' (2 Ch. 
1 5 : 1 2), äl;ar 'to enter into such a relationship' (Ot .  
29 :  1 2) and ämat} ' to  stand in a covenant relatIOn
ship'. Two verbs are used for keeping the.covenant, 
viz. näsar and sämar. A whole cluster 01 verbs are 
used for breaking the covenant: in the first place lö ' 
with näsar and fämar, then e.g. fälsa!1 'to forget' , 
äl;ar 'to transgress', mä'as 'to despise', pärar 'to 
break', fäqar 'to be false to', billel 'to profane' and 
säba[ 'to corrupt'. 

11. Covenantal rites 
We are not weil informed on covenantal rites, be
cause of lack of material. There are, however, a few 
vestiges of these rites lef! in available material .  The 
slaughtering of an animal (sheep, donkey, bull, 
etc.) is described in the Mari texts, the Alalab tab
lets and in the OT. It was the custom to cut the 
animal in two or three parts (so lately advocated by 
Cazelles). Part of it was burnt in honour 01' the god 
and part of it was eaten at a covenantal meal. In  
Gn .  1 5  such a rite is described. In Ex .  24  the  same 
rite is mentioned. In this case the sacrifice and the 
covenantal meal are clearly described. In certain 
ancient Near Eastern vassal treaties it is stated that 
the vassal is compelled to visit the great king annu
ally to renew the treaty. Although the OT is not 
c1ear on this point, it is not unlikely that the same 
custom existed in Israel. lt is possible that the Isra
elites gathered with a certain festival (New Year's 
festival) to renew the covenant. 

1 1 1 .  Alliance or treaty 
( i )  In the ancient Near East. The idea of making a 
treaty pervades almost the whole history of the an
cient Near East. It is only by chance that we are 
weil informed on certain Near Eastern treaties, e.g. 
the Hittite treaties, the treaties of Esarhaddon and 
the Aramaean treaty of Sefire. A c10se study of, 



e.g. ,  the Mari tablets and those of Amarna shows 
that a treaty background existed betwcen various 
of the nations and groups mentioned. The usage 
of, e.g. , father-son, or lord-servant (abdll) shows 
that in a friendly relationship the great king is usu
ally called 'father' and the vassal king 'son', and in 
a more stern relationship the great king is called 
'lord' and his vassal 'servant' .  Two main types 01' 
treaties occurred: ( I )  a treaty of equals in which the 
two partners are called 'brothers', e.g. the treaty 
between Hattusilis 1 1 1  and Rameses 1 1 .  The stipula
tions in this kind of treaty are restricted mainly to 
acknowledgment of borders and the return of run
away slaves. (2) a vassal-treaty was contracted be
tween a great king (conqueror) and a minor king. 
These treaties were built up more or less around 
the following scheme: preamble or introduction, in 
wh ich the great k ing is introduced with all his titles 
and attributes; the h istorical prologue, in which the 
history 01" the relationship between the great king 
and the vassal's forefathers and the vassal himself 
is sketched. It i s  not a stereotyped history, but 
actual historical occurrences which are described 
with strong emphasis on the benevolent deeds of 
the great king to the vassal and his country. Then 
the stipulations 01' the treaty are given. These con
sist, e.g. , 01' the following: prohibition 01' any rela
tionship with a country outside the Hittite sphere; 
prohibition 01' hostility to other Hittite vassals; 
immediate help to the great king in times 01' war; 
the vassal must not listen to any slandering 01' the 
great king but immediately report i t  to the king; the 
vassaI must not hide deserting slaves or refugees; 
the vassal must appear once a year before the king 
to pay his taxes and to renew the treaty. The stipu
lations are followed by the compulsion on the 
vassal to deposit the written treaty in the temple 
and to read it occasionally. This is followed by a list 
01' gods as witnesses, in wh ich the gods 01' the great 
king are prominentIy placed. Even certain natural 
phenomena such as heaven and earth, mountains, 
sea, rivers, ete., are called in as witnesses. The 
vassal treaty is concluded by curses and blessings. 
Certain curses will come into effect when the treaty 
is broken. These curses are 01' a wide variety and i t  
is dear that  certain 01' them are reserved for the 
divine sphere and others could be executed by the 
army 01' the great king. When the treaty is kept, 
certain blessings will accrue to the vassal, I!. g. the 
eternal reign 01' his descendants. Variations on this 
theme occur in later vassal treaties, e.g. in the vassal 
treaties 01' Esarhaddon heavy emphasis is laid on 
the curse .motir. In the Sefire t reaty the curse is 
illustrated by the meiting 01' a wax figure, ete., a 
kind 0 1' magic act. 

(ii) In the OT. It is clear from the OT that the 
treaty relationship with foreign nations was not 
unknown to the Israelites. Both types 01' treaties, 
those between equals and vassal treaties, occur in 
the OT. Vestiges 01' a parity treaty between the Is
raelites and the Midianites (Ex. 1 8) are discernible, 
although many unsolved problems existed, e.g. the 
relationship between Midianites and Kenites and 
the later hostility between M idianites and Israel
ites. The best example 01' a parity treaty, however, 
is the one between the Israelites and the Phoeni
cians. It started probably between David and 
Hiram (note the word 'öheb, 'Ioved', in express
ing the relationship between David and Hiram, I 
Ki .  5: I )  and was renewed on a more elaborate scale 
between Solomon and Hiram. They are ca lied 
brothers, and one 01' their transactions, viz. the ex-
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change 01' certain cities for timber, ete., can be par
alleled by the same kind 01" transaction in the 
Alalab tablets, also in the trcaty sphere. This treaty 
relationship is later inherited by N I srael after the 
division 01' the Israelite kingdom. The good rela
tions between the Omrides and the Phoenicians 
were built on this treaty. We know, e.g. , that the 
parity treaty between Hattusilis I I I  and Rameses I I  
was conduded with a marriage between t h e  daugh
ter 01' Hattusilis and Rameses. The marriage be
tween Jezebel and Ahab must be understood as a 
partial I"ulfilment 01' the conditions 01' the treaty. 

The best example 01' a vassal treaty in the OT is 
the one contracted between the Israelites and 
Gibeonites (Jos. 9-1 0). The vassal character 01' the 
treaty is evident in the terminology. The 
Gibeonites came to the Israelites and told them 
that they wanted to become their slaves. The ex
pression 'we are your slaves' e"f2ii4elfa '"niibnü) is 
definitely referring to vassalage. The treaty was 
contracted and then a covenantal peace (Siit6m) be
tween the two parties existed. Although most 
modern scholars regard Jos. 10 as a later addition, 
i t  is to be observed that the military assistance 01' 
the Israelites to the Gibeonites after the forming 01' 
the treaty was a well-known treaty obligation on 
the major partner (e.g. clearly stated in the vassal 
treaties discovered at Ugarit). It is thus abundantly 
clear that the Israelites were weil aware 01' various 
forms 01' treaties as they were applied elsewhere in 
the ancient Near East. 

IV. Biblical covenants 
(i) The eovenant with the Lord. The idea 01' a cov
enant relationship between a god and a king or his 
people is weil attested through the history 01' the 
ancient Near East. It occurs in various forms with 
a great diversity 01' material. This is  not always 
expressly stated, but can be deduced from termin
ology used. The idea 01' such a covenant was thus 
not at all foreign to the Israelites. At the same time 
the treaty relationship was weil known to them, as 
we have seen above. It is thus not surprising that 
the Lord used this form 01' relationship to give ex
pression to his relation with his people. This could 
have started early, because such an idea was weil 
known in the ancient Near East from weil back in 
the 3rd millennium BC. 
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(ii) Early eovenants. Biblical tradition mentions 
two covenants contracted between God and Noah 
(Gn. 6: 1 8; Gn. 9:8-1 7). It is clearly called a coven
ant, with a certain obligation on Noah and certain 
promises from the Lord. This is a prelude to bib
lical covenants where the promise plays an import
ant role. 

(iii) The patriarchat eovenant. This is transmitted 
to us in two traditions, viz. Gn. 1 5  and 1 7. The 
Lord has contracted this covenant with Abraham 
with strong emphasis on the promise (especially in 
Gn. 1 7) .  Two promises were made, viz. the multi
plication 01' Abraham's offspring and the inherit
ance 01' the • Promised Land. It is obvious, e.g. 
from the book 01' Exodus, that the promise 01' a 
large offspring is regarded as fulfilled (cf. Ex. 1 :7-
22). The description 01' the conquering 01' the 
Promised Land in 10shua points to the fulfilment 
01' the promise 01' inheritance. The patriarchal cov
enant is thus mainly promissory. In this it is dosely 
related to the Davidic covenant. The author 
01' Exodus, aithough describing the forming 01' 
the new Sinaitic covenant, still emphasizes the 
importance 01' the patriarchal covenant .  With the 
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breaking of the Sinai covenant ( Ex .  32) this 
author demonstrates that the patriarchal covenant 
was still in force ( Ex. 33: I ) . It is thus to be noted 
(hat the Sinai covenant did not replace the patri
archaI covenant, but co-existed with it .  

(iv) The Sinai covenant. According to biblical 
tradition, this covenant was formed with Moses as 
mediator at Sinai after the I sraelites were wonder
fully saved by the Lord from their Egyptian bond
age. In Ex. 24 the actual rite of the covenant
forming is described. This description has an an
cient flavour. A sacrifice was made to the Lord. 
The blood of the sacrificial animals was divided in 
two parts, one of which was poured out against the 
altar. Mention is also made of the book of the 
covenant. Nothing is said of the contents of this 
book. Some scholars hold that this refers to the 
Decalogue and others that it refers to the preceding 
Covenant Code. We have here a new covenant in 
which the law is read, followed by the response of 
the people, sacrifice, sealing by oath and finally the 
covenant meal. I t  is dear that the author of 
Exodus has combined the covenant-forming with 
the stipulations of the Covenant Code. In Ex. 1 9  
the theophany of the Lord is described; in Ex. 20 
the policy of the Lord for his people is sketched 
(the Decalogue); in Ex . 2 1 -23 the stipulations are 
given and in Ex. 24 the actual rite of the covenant 
is described. I t  is important to note that this co v
enant has a detailed description of stipulations. As 
we have seen from the Hittite vassal treaties, stipu
lations are part and parcel of the treaty form. But 
we must bear in mind that this is an I sraelite cov
enant wh ich could follow in certain aspects weil
known treaty or covenant forms, but could deviate 
in other aspects from the restricted number of 
forms we know from the ancient Near East. The 
stipulations of the Covenant Code are totally dif
ferent in content from what we know of treaty 
stipulations. Special circumstances and the differ
ent religious background should account for this. 
At the end of the Covenant Code as a kind of 
epilogue the promissory character is discernible. 
Here the reference to the Promised Land is again 
taken up. 

(v) The Davidic cOl'enant. This covenant is 
mainly promissory. We agree with various scholars 
who hold that this covenant is dosely connected to 
the Sinai covenant. I t is not to be regarded as a new 
covenant, but as a further extension of the Sinai 
covenant. The Davidic covenant became necessary 
with the development of a new historical situation. 
The I sraelite king was now the mediator between 
the Lord and his people. A covenant with this king 
thus became a necessity. The latest research has 
shown that a dose link also exists between the 
patriarchal and Davidic covenants. Both covenants 
are of the promissory type. The patriarchal prom
ises were fulfilled with the growing of the Israelite 
population and with the inheritance of Palestine. It 
was thus necessary to make new promises in the 
new situation which developed. With the new 
promise to David of an eternal reign by his des
cendants, the patriarchal covenant was in a certain 
sense superseded by the new covenant .  I n  2 Sa. 7 
the covenant is embedded in a narrative form, but 
certain terminology dearly points to the covenant 
background, e.g. God will be a father for David's 
son and the king will be a son for God. The eternal 
throne of David's descendants can be paralleled to 
the promise in the form of a blessing in the Hi llite 
vassal treaties, viz. that the faithful vassal's sons 

would reign eternaIly on his throne. The Davidic 
covenant ,  as it is dear from Pss. 2 and 1 1 0, had 
profound influence on later expectations in the OT 
and evcn in the NT. 

(vi) Covenant in the NT. In c. 600 He a great 
upsurge 01' interest in the covenant occurred (e.g. in 
leremiah). The influence of the covenant idea was 
also strongly feI t  during the intertestamental 
period, as K. Baltzer and A. laubert have shown. 
The sect of Qumran can be regarded as a covenant 
community. I t  is to be expected that this would also 
be true in the NT. In the NT the word 'covenant' 
(diatheke as a Gk. translation of b'rfO i s  used in 
dose connection with the • Lord's Supper ( cf Mk 
1 4 :22-25; I Cor. 1 1  :23-25). With the institution of 
the Holy Communion Jesus refers to his body as 
the bread and his blood as the wine. This is obvi
ously a reference to lesus as the paschal lamb 
which must be slaughtered with Passover and be 
eaten by his disciples. The paschal lamb became 
the covenant animal and the Holy Communion a 
covenant meal . In teresting is Christ's reference to 
the new testament of his blood. Note the promin
ent role of blood in the covenant-forming at Sinai 
(Ex. 24:8). The killing of lesus as the paschal lamb 
will take place at Golgotha the next day. Christ's 
sacrifice on the cross is the most important part 01' 
the forming of a new covenant. Paul correctly in
terpreted Christ's crucifixion as taking on hirn the 
curses of the law in order to redeem mankind (Gal. 
3 :  1 3) .  With the new covenant the curse of the old 
Sinaitic covenant is removed by Christ. He  became 
the new Davidic King on the eternal throne. At 
once two old covenants were superseded: the 
curses of the Sinai covenant were removed and the 
promise of the Davidic covenant fulfilled. 
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(viI) Renewal and ratification 0/ the covenanl. The 
renewal of the covenant means that the covenant is 
broken and must be renewed to come into force 
again. The best example of this is in Ex. 32-34, 
where the Sinai covenant is broken by Aaron and 
the Israelites by making a golden bull for worship. 
When M oses came back, the curses of breaking 
the covenant were applied by killing a number of 
Israelites (Ex. 32:26-28). M oses acted as mediator 
to renew the broken covenant .  He  went back on 
the mountain to receive once more the stipulations 
for the renewed covenant (Ex .  34). leremiah re
garded the covenant as so totally broken that it 
could be replaced only by a new covenant (Je. 
3 1  : 3 1 ) .  

The ratification of the covenant is  when a cov
enant is renewed without necessarily being broken . 
The best example of this is in los. 23-24. I n los. 23 
a description is given of loshua's final command
ments to the I sraelites in wh ich they are requested 
to keep the covenant. According to los. 24, with a 
strong covenant background, the I sraelites were 
gathered at Shechem to renew the covenant with 
the Lord. Some scholars think that the covenant 
communion was for the first time formed at 
Shechem because of the ancient tradition of 
covenant-forming at this place. We are following 
the biblical tradition and regard the meeting at 
Shechem as a ratification of the covenant .  

V. The covenant and the prophets 
The view of Wellhausen, still followed by many 
scholars, is that the covenant idea is foreign to the 
earlier prophets. The idea is only developed from 
the time of the Deuteronomist onwards (cf ,  e.g. ,  
the views of Kutsch and Perlitt). This view is  



mainly built on the assumption that nothing can be 
discovered or the covenant idea in the earlier 
prophets and that the usage or b'ri! is almost non
existent .  I t  is true that b'rit is searee in these writ
ings, but i t  i s  a question whether we eould aseribe 
the searcity or a term to the non-existence or an 
inst i tution or not. There might have been a reason 
tor the avoidanee or b'rf!, e.g. a wrong coneeption 
could have existed amongst the readers and listen
ers 01' the real meaning or the term. Recent re
search has shown that the covenant idea pervades 
most or the writings or the prophets, ir we use a 
wider approaeh and look ror the different elements 
in the covenant, e.g. the eurse and blessing and the 
breaking or the eovenant by contravening the 
stipulations. What will happen when the stipula
tions are broken? Then a covenant lawsuit will 
rollow. The eonnection between the prophetie 
office and law is dear rrom a dose study or the 
prophetie writings. There is no differenee in 
approach to the law between prophets like 
Hosea, Amos, I saiah and Jeremiah. Why should 
Jeremiah be singled out as a protagonist or the 
eovenant just beeause he has used b'ri! and the 
others not? 

One or the main problems or the prophetie writ
ings is the origin or the prophetie threat. Another 
problem is the combination or prophetie threat 
and blessing. A dose study or the threats shows 
that many or them can be dosely linked to roughly 
eontemporary curses in vassal treaties, e.g. those or 
Esarhaddon and Sefire. The eurse was, however, 
not only restricted to treaties, but used ror a variety 
or purposes in the ancient Near East. I t  is to be 
observed that the treaty curse has certain charac
teristics whieh oceur also in the prophetie threat. 
This makes it probable that the prophets regarded 
the covenant as broken and that as a result or this, 
certain curses would eome into effect . This implies 
that the prophets were ramiliar with the covenant 
rorm. The ract that they have pronounced threats 
when the law (or the covenant) is broken, but bless
ing and prosperity when the law (or the covenant) 
i s  kept, shows their special knowledge or the cov
enant rorm. The whole problem or threat and 
blessing beside each other can then be explained by 
the breaking or the keeping or the covenant. 

The covenant lawsuit, whieh is  weil attested in 
the ancient Near East, as Harvey has shown, can 
be t raeed rrom an early source like Dt. 32 to the 
early and later prophets, e.g. Is. I :2-3, 1 0-20; Je. 
2:4- 1 3 ;  Mi .  6: 1 -8 .  In the lawsuit the Israelitcs are 
aecused or idolatry. I t  means that they havc vio
lated one or the eonditions or the covenant, viz. 
not to worship any other god. On this, judgment is 
pronouneed in the form of threats or eurses. It is 
striking that in certain lawsuits heaven and earth 
are called in as witnesses. The parallel with the 
mueh earlier Hi t tite vassal treaties, where hcaven 
and earth are also regarded as witnesses, is most 
illuminating. This points to a dose link with the 
treaty or eovenant form. 

VI. The covenant and theology 
Eiehrodt in his Theology 01 the Old Testament 
takes covenant as the central idea of the OT. Israel
ite religious thought was built up around this eon
cept . From the diseussion above it is dear how per
vading and important the eovenant idea was for 
the Israelites. I t  does not, however, exdude other 
modes of expressing relationship between the Lord 
and his people. The eovenant with its stipulations 
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opens up the possibility 01' transgression and sin, 
with the eonsequence of judgment and punish
ment. This is one of the main themes of the OT. 
Another important feature or the eovenant is  
promise and expeetation. The Davidie eovenant 
with the promise of an eternal throne gave rise to 
the expeetation of the glorious eoming of the Mes
siah, Son of David. This forms the important link 
between OT and NT. The eovenant is thus the most 
important link between the Testaments. With the 
new covenant of the NT a fresh expeetation is 
given of the parousia or the Messiah. This shows 
that the covenant and the expeetations whieh it 
creates, are also responsible for the main theme or 
esehatologieal expeetation. 
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COVENANT, BOOK OF THE. I n  Ex. 24:7 'the 
book of the eovenant' (sefter habb'rf!) i s  read by 
Moses as the basis of Yahweh's eovenant with 
Israel, at its ratification at the foot of Sinai. Prob
ably this 'book' was the Decalogue of Ex. 20:2- 17 .  
I t  has, however, beeome eustomary to  give the  des
ignation 'The Book of the Covenant' to Ex. 20:22-
23:33 (whieh may at one time have occupied a later 
position in the reeord). In 2 Ki. 23:2, 2 1 ;  2 Ch. 
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34:30 'the book of the covenant' is the Deutero
nomic law. (·DEUTERONOMY.) 

Here we are concerned with Ex. 20:22-23:33, 
conventionally called 'The Book of the Covenant' 
and in any case the oldest extant codification of 
I sraelite law. It comprises 'judgrnents' (mispä[fm, 
'precedents') and 'statutes' (d'Qärfm, I it .  'words'). 
The 'judgrnents' take the form of case-Iaws: ' I f  a 
man do so-and-so, he shall pay so much.' The 'stat
utes' take the categorical or 'apodictic' form: 'You 
shall (not) do so-and-so.' Intermediate between 
those types are the participial laws (so called be
cause they are expressed by means of the Hebrew 
participle), of the type: 'He that does so-and-so 
shall surely be Pl:t to death . '  This type frequently 
replaces the ' If  a man . .  . '  type when the death pen
alty is prescribed. 

The principle on which the laws in this code are 
arranged does not Iie on the surface, but it has been 
persuasively argued that each section falls within 
the scope of one of the Ten Commandments: the 
code could thus be described as 'a running midrash 
to the decalogue' (E. Robertson, The Old Testa
ment Problem, 1 950, p. 95; cf A. E. Guilding, 
'Notes on the Hebrew Law Codes', JTS 49, 1 948, 
pp. 43tf.). 

I. Cultic regulations 
The code begins with two cultic regulations: the 
making of gods of silver or gold is forbidden (Ex. 
20:22f.) and an 'altar of earth' is prescribed (20:24-
26), neither manufactured of hewn stones nor ap
proached by steps, like the more elaborate altars of 
Israel's neighbours. 

1 1 .  Judgments 
There follows a series of case-Iaws (2 1 :  1-22: 1 7). 
These cover such civil and criminal cases as the 
treatment of Hebrew slaves (2 1 :2-6), the sale of 
one's daughter into slavery (2 1 :7-1 1 ), murder and 
manslaughter (2 1 :  1 2- 1 4), injury to parents (2 1 :  1 5, 
1 7), kidnapping (2 1 :  1 6),  assault and battery 
(2 1 :  1 8-27, incorporating the lex talionis, 2 1  :23-
25), a goring ox (2 1 :28-32), accidents to animals 
(2 1 :33f.), killing of one ox by another (2 1 :35f.), 
theft (22: 1 -4), damage to crops (22 :5f.),  deposits 
and loans (22:7- 1 5), seduction (22: 1 6f.) .  

I t  is this section of the code that presents affin
ities with the other ancient law-codes of the Near 
East-those of Ur-nalTlmu of Ur, Lipitishtar of 
Isin, Bilalama (?) of Eshnunna and Hammurapi of 
Babyion, for example. These are constructed on 
the same general lines as the Israelite case-Iaw. The 
Hittite code, too, in several points of detail and 
arrangement, shows resemblances to these I sraelite 
laws, although the general outlook of the Hittite 
code ditfers from that of other Near Eastern codes, 
reflecting the Indo-European principle of compen
sation for injury done rat her than the Semitic in
sistence on talio (retaliatory punishment). 

While the Israelite case-Iaws are comparable to 
these other codes, they reflect a simpler way of Iife. 
A settled agricultural community is presumed, and 
people live in houses, but there is nothing of the 
rather elaborate urban organization or social 
stratification of Hammurapi's code. Full-grown 
men in the Israelite community are either citizens 
or serfs, whereas in Hammurapi's code the pun
ishment for physical injury, for example, is gradu
ated according as the injured person is a superior, 
an equal, a 'vassal' or a serf. 

A life-setting in the early days of agricultural 
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settlement in Israel suggests itself, and we may 
recall that such settlement began before the cross
ing of the Jordan-if not at Kadesh-barnea, then 
certainly in Transjordan, where the conquered 
kingdoms of Sihon and Og, with their cities, were 
occupied by Israelites (Nu. 2 1  :25, 35). 

In Ex. 18 we have a picture of I sraelite case-Iaw 
in formation; Moses and his assistants adjudicate 
on cases which are submitted to them. With this we 
may associate the alternative name 01' Kadesh 
given in Gn. 1 4 :7, En-mishpat, i. e. the spring where 
judgrnent is given. 

1 1 1 .  Statutes 
The 'apodictic' laws which constitute the remain
ing part of the code have the form of directions 
(tord) given by God through one of his spokesmen 
(cf the function of the priest in Mal .  2:7), prefer
ably at a sanctuary-in the first instance, through 
Moses at Sinai or Kadesh. They have no parallel in 
the ancient law-codes of W Asia, but it has been 
pointed out that they have close stylistic affinities 
with ancient Near Eastern treaties, especially treat
ies in wh ich a superior imposes conditions on a 
vassal. The Decalogue, which is also couched in 
this apodictic style, is the constitution of the cov
enant established by Yahweh with Israel; the other 
apodictic laws are corollaries to the basic 
covenant-Iaw. Many of the statutes of Ex. 22: 1 8-
23:33 are concerned with what we should call re
Iigious practice, e.g. the otfering of firstfruits 
(22:29f.; 23: 1 9a), sabbatical years and days (23: I 0-
1 2), the three pilgrimage festivals (23 : 1 4- 1 7). In 
23: 15 we find the beginning of a reinterpretation 01' 
these festivals to commemorate events in Israel's 
redemptive history. Ex. 23: I 0- 1 9  has been re
garded as a self-contained ritual code (compare the 
so-called 'Kenite' code of 34: 1 7-26). But the stat
utes also include ethical and humanitarian injunc
tions, protecting those who have no natural pro
tector (22:2 1-24), forbidding excessive severity to 
debtors (22:25-27), insisting on judicial impartial
ity, especially where one of the l i tigants is an alien 
who might feel hirnself at a disadvantage (23:6-9). 
We should remember that the I sraelites knew no 
such clearcut distinction between civil and re
ligious law as we take for gran ted today. 

IV. Conclusion 
The code ends with Yahweh's assurance 01' success 
and prosperity to Israel if his covenant-Iaw is 
obeyed, accompanied by a solemn warning against 
fraternization with the Canaanites. 

While the 'statutes' take the form of di rect utter
ances of God, the 'judgments' also derive their au
thority from him (Ex. 1 8 :  1 9 ; 2 1 :  I ) . 
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COVETOUSNESS. The Hebrews visual ized the 
soul as full of vigorous desires which urged it to 
extend its influence over other persons and things. 
There was hämarj, to desire a neighbour's posses
sions (Dt. 5:2 1 ;  Mi .  2:2), be�a' , the desire for dis
honest gain (Pr. 28: 1 6; Je. 6: 1 3) and 'dlVd, selfish 



desire (Pr. 2 1  :26). These are all rendered in AV by 
'covetousness'. The OT places covetousness under 
a ban (Ex. 20: 1 7), and Achan is stoned ror the 
crime in Jos. 7 : 1 6-26. 

Gk. epilhymia expresses any intense desire, 
wh ich ir misdirected may be concentrated on 
money, as in Acts 20:33; I Tim. 6:9; Rom. 7 :7 .  Gk. 
p/eonexia generally expresses ruthless selr
assertion, 2 Cor. 2: 1 1 ; 7 :2,  which is applied to pos
sessions in Lk.  1 2 :  1 5 , and repudiated by Christ in 
Mk .  7:22. The word is often associated with im
morality in lists or vices (Eph. 4: 1 9 ; cf Philo), and, 
being in essence the worship or selr, is character
ized as the ultimate idolatry in Eph. 5 :5  and Co!. 
3 : 5 .  It can be rendered 'avarice' in 2 Cor. 9:5 and 2 
Pet. 2 :3 .  Gk.  ze/os is used to inculcate an intense 
desire ror spiritual gifts in I Cor. 1 2 :3 1 ;  but it de
scribes a very sordid carnal strire in Jas. 
4:2.  D.H .T. 

CREATION. 

I.  The biblical doctrine 
This must not be conrused or identified with any 
scientific theory or origins. The purpose 01' the bib
lical doctrine, in contrast to that or scientific in
vestigation, is ethical and religious. Rererence to 
the doctrine is widespread in both the OT and the 
NT, and is not confined to the opening chapters or 
Genesis. The rollowing rererences may be noted: in 
the prophets, 15. 40:26, 28; 42:5; 45: 1 8 ;  Je. 1 0: 1 2-
1 6; Am. 4: 1 3 ; in the Psalms, 33:6, 9; 90:2; 1 02:25; 
also J b. 38 :4ff.; Ne. 9:6; and in the NT, Jn.  I :  I ff.; 
Acts 1 7:24; Rom. 1 :20, 25;  1 1 :36; Co!. 1 : 1 6; Heb. 
1 :2 ;  1 1 :3 ;  Rev. 4 : 1 1 ;  1 0:6. 

A necessary starting-point ror any consideration 
or the doctrine is Heb. I I  : 3 ,  'By raith we und er
stand that the world was created by the word 01' 
God. '  This means that the biblical doctrine 01' cre
ation is based on divine revelation and understood 
only rrom the standpoint or raith.  It is this that 
sharply distinguishes the bibl ical approach rrom 
the scientific. The work or creation, no less than 
the mystery or redemption, is hidden from man 
and can be perceived only by raith .  

The work or creation is variously attributed to 
all three persons or the Trinity: to the Father, as in 
Gn. I :  I ;  15. 44:24; 45 :  1 2; Ps. 33:6; to thc San, as in 
Jn.  1 :3 ,  10;  Co! . I :  1 6; to the Holy Spirit, as in Gn. 
1 :2;  J b. 26: 1 3 . This is not to be taken to mean that 
different parts 01' creation are attributed to differ
ent persons within the Trini ty, but rather that the 
whole is the work of the triune God. 

The words in Heb. I I  :3, 'what is seen was made 
out 01' things which do not appear', taken with Gn. 
I :  I ,  ' in the beginning God created the heavens and 
the earth' , indicate that the worlds were not made 
out or any pre-existent material, but out of noth
ing by the divine Word, in the sense that prior to 
the divine creative fiat there was no other kind 01' 
existence. This crealio ex nihi/o has important theo
logical implications, ror among other things it pre
c1udes the idea that matter is eternal (Gn. I :  I indi
cates that i t  had a beginning) or that there can be 
any kind or dualism in the universe in which an
other kind 01' existence or power stands over 
against God and outside his contro!. Likewise it 
indicates that God is distinct from his creation, and 
it is not, as pantheism maintains, a phenomenal, or 
external, manifestation or the Absolute. 

At the same time, however. it is c1car that the 
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idea or primary creation contained in the rormula 
crealio ex nihi/o does not exhaust the biblical teach
ing on the subject. Man was not created ex nihi/o, 
but out or the dust or the ground (Gn . 2:7) and the 
beasts or the field and the rowls or the air were 
rormed out or the ground (Gn. 2: 1 9) .  This has 
been called secondary creation, a creative activity 
making use or already created materials, and 
stands alongside primary creation as part or the 
biblical testimony. 

Statements such as Eph. 4:6, 'One God . . .  above 
all, and through all, and in all' indicate that God 
stands in a relationship or both t ranscendence and 
immanence to the created order. I n  that he is 
'above all' and 'over all' (Rom. 9:5), he is the tran
scendent God, and independent or his creation, 
selr-existent and selr-sufficient. Thus creation must 
be understood as a rree act or God determined 
only by his sovereign will, and in no way a neces
sary act. He did not need to create the universe (see 
Acts 1 7:25). He chose to do so. I t  is necessary to 
make this distinction, ror only thus can he be God 
the Lord, the unconditioned, transcendent one. On 
the other hand, in that he is 'through all, and in 
all', he is immanent in his creation (though distinct 
rrom it), and it is entirely dependent on his power 
ror its continued existence. ' I n  hirn (en aUlö) all 
things hold together' (Co!. I :  1 7) and 'in hirn we live 
and move and have our being' (Acts 1 7:28). 

The words 'by thy will they existed and were cre
ated' (Rev. 4: 1 1 ), cf 'created through hirn, and ror 
him' (Co!. I :  1 6), indicate the purpose and goal or 
creation. God created the world 'ror the manirest
ation or the glory or his eternal power, wisdom and 
goodness' ( Weslminsler Confession) .  Creation, in 
other words, is theocentric, and intended to display 
the glory or God; to be, as Calvin says, 'the theatre 
of his glory'. J .P .  

I I .  The Genesis account 
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The opening chapter or Genesis is a majestic fes
tive overture to the whole Bible. I t  introduces the 
reader to the two principal actors in the biblical 
drama, God and man (i. e. mankind, Heb. 'ädäm), 
and sketches the main elements in their relation
ship. We meet God, the almighty creator or all that 
exists, but also the triumphant c1imax or his work, 
man, made in the divine image to rule over God's 
world on his behalf: We sense God's concern for 
man's well-being as he assigns the plants ror his 
rood. This divine concern is even more apparent in 
Gn. 2, where the Lord God provides a garden ror 
man to dwell in, animals as his companions, and a 
wire as his perrect counterpart. 

These points are obvious to readers, na'ive and 
sophist icated alike. But the latter orten find great 
problems with the Genesis account, ror it seems so 
out 01' tune with current scientific thinking. I t  is 
embarrassing to have such apparently mythical ac
counts opening the Christian Bible. But this is the 
fault 01' the reader who brings his anachronistic 
ideas to an ancient text. I r  the text is allowed to 
address the ideas and concerns or the age it was 
written for, some 3,000 years ago, it will be found 
to be a most revolutionary document, challenging 
some 01' the rond assumptions 01' its age and yet 
continuing to speak powerfully to all interested in 
fathoming the mystery 01' l ife. 

To appreciate the uniqueness and originality 01' 
Genesis, its account 01' creation must be compared 
with other ancient accounts 01' about the same era 
from Babyion, Egypt and Canaan. We shall 
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therefore begin by summarizing some of the main 
ancient Near Eastern beliefs about creation to 
illuminate the background to Genesis. Then we 
shall foeus on the main assertions of Genesis about 
God, the world and man. A comparison with an
cient Near Eastern creation stories also illuminates 
the nature of the genre of Gn. 1 -3, and will allow 
us to elucidate the nature of the days of creation . 
We shall elose by discussing the importance of 
these chapters to biblical theology and ethies and 
their relat ionship to modern seientific thought .  

The ancient world was polytheistic: they be
Iieved in a multitude of gods and goddesses who 
varied in power and benevolenee. Gn. I mentions 
only one God of supreme power: it  goes out of its 
way to point out that the sun , moon and stars 
which were often regarded as divine were just cre
ated by God . The power of this one God is high
lighted by the mode of creation: he just says 'Let 
there be' and there is, quite unlike the struggle of 
some Sabylonian and Canaanite gods to create 
th ings. 

The ancient world held that the gods were not 
wholly in favour of human existence. According to 
the Atrahasis epie, mankind was created as a 
divine strike-breaker: the minor gods had gone on 
strike, thus depriving the great gods of food, so the 
latter created seven human couples to supply them 
with food. Unfortunately, the human race turned 
out to be a mixed blessing: the population explo
sion spoiled the tranquillity of heaven, so the gods 
tried to annihilate mankind through famine, 
plague and flood. 

Genesis paints a very different scenario. The cre
ation of mankind is the elimax of the creation 
story. God invites the angeIs 'Let us make man in 
our image' to witness the grand conelusion of his 
ereative activity. He is not worried by the potential 
growth 01' the human race; he positively cncour
ages it by creating mankind in two sexes and mak
ing their first duty, to 'Se fruitful and increase in 
number; fill the earth' (Gn. 1 :28). Further analysis 
of Gn. I reveals that the creation of man is no 
afterthought: the previous five days' aetivity builds 
up to it. Those days on wh ich things most essential 
to human existence, sun, land, plants, were created 
are dcseribed more fully than the others. The 
divine goodwill towards man is accentuated by his 
providing food for man, not I'ice I'ersa as in thc 
Babylonian account. 

Therc thus runs through the opening chapters a 
critique 01' the theology 01' other oriental creation 
aecounts. In some cases (e.g. thc Atrahasis cpie and 
the Sumerian flood story) a similar scquenec 01' 
events may be observcd to Gn. 1 -9 .  But the theo
logieal emphases are quite different: the uni ty, the 
power 01' God, and his benevolenee towards man 
are elear. Another differenee is that whereas Mcso
potamians tended to  view human soeiety as evolv
ing upward. Genesis sees soeiety as ereated perfect 
and then disintegrating as the result 01' human sin. 
Thus Genesis takes a story-linc that was familiar in 
the aneient world, and in retelling it puts forward a 
qui te new theology. 

Sut how far does Genesis intend us to read its 
opening ehapters as history? Would they, as many 
maintain. be beller termed 'myth'? The first point 
to make is that Gn. I :  1-2 :3 is quite different from 
all thc following seetions 01' the book. Eaeh 01' 
these ten sections is headed 'This is the account 01" 
( 2 :4; 6:9, etc.). I :  I ,  whether taken as title or first 
statement of ehapter I ,  i s  quite different: 'In the 

beginning God created the heavens and the earth'. 
Second, 1 : 1 -2:3 is full of repetitive formulae and 
quasi-poetie language. It is not quite poetry, but 
rat her high-flown prose. The division of the ac
count into seven days is the most obvious repeti
tion, but repeated commands, fulfilments, naming, 
blessing, and appreciation formulae, mostly in 
multiples of seven, show that is a very carefully
crafted opening to the book. 

Furthermore, there is  an interesting pattern in 
the arrangement of the ereative aets by days. The 
first three days match the next three: 

Day I Light Day 4 Luminaries 
Day 2 Sky Day 5 Sirds 
Day 3 Seas and Land Day 6 Animals 

and Man 

Day 7 Sabbath 

The unique character of I :  1 -2 :3  I'is a I'is wh at 
follows needs to be borne in mi nd as we seek to 
determine the eharaeter 01' the opening chapters 01' 
Genesis. Not only does 2:4 begin with a formula 
that links it up to later sections 01' Genesis, suggest
ing that the author saw Adam and Eve in a similar 
way to the later patriarchs such as Abraham and 
Jacob, but he links the actors named in these open
ing chapters to those who lived later, by gcnealo
gi es (e.g. ehs. 5, 1 1 ). If he saw the stories of Jaeob 
as deseribing real events and eharacters, it seems 
likely that he saw Gn. 2-3 in similar terms. 
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However, the absence of the usual opening for
mula and the distinctive style of I :  1 -2:3 makes it 
l ikely that thc author wants us to view this ehapter 
differently. He gives us another elue, pointing in 
the same direction, by speaking of 'days' on days 
1 -3, before the ereation of the sun on day 4 whieh 
he says marks the days and other seasons. 'What 
sort of days are those whieh are not defined by the 
sun and moon?' we should ask. 

If 'myth' is defined as stories about God's action 
in the past which affeet the present, it is clear that 
Genesis' aecounts of the ereation and the fall fit 
this definition. Sut as Jaeobsen pointed out, in 
Genesis and many Near Eastern aceounts there is a 
strong interest in cause and effect, thc l inkage 01' 
events over time, whieh give the narratives a histor
ical cast. So he callcd them mytho-historiea!. 1 1' 
myth eould be purged of its negative overtoncs 01' 
errar and falsity, this might be aeeeptabie. It is 
preferable to deseribe these chapters as proto
historieal (German Urgeschichte) or theologieal 
history. 

Sut there is more to Genesis I ff. than a narra
tive making theologieal points about God and his 
relationship to man. Genesis is the first 01' the five 
books of the Torah. the Law. It is also teaehing 
ethies as weil as theology. We have already noted 
that God's first word to man was a eommand, 'Sc 
fruitful'. Sut eh . I teils of six days 01' divine work. 
followed by one 01' divine rest. It leaves open how 
long God's days are from a human point of view. 
Ps. 90:4 eompares a thousand human years to a 
day. or even a watch in the night, to God. Yet man 
was ereated in the divine image, henee it seems 
Iikely that he is meant to imitate his creator by 
working six days and resting on the seventh (cf. Ex. 
20:8-1 1 ). Further models for human behaviour, 
especially between the sexes, are suggested by the 
Gn. 2 aceount of the ereation 01' Adam and Eve. 



I nterpreted along these lines Gn.  1 -2 conflicts 
with modern scientific discovery less than is often 
supposed. I n  its original BC context it was chal
lenging the theology and ethics of ancient orien
tais, declaring that their not ions of polytheism and 
the human situation were quite wrong. The world 
was not run by a set of capricious amoral deities 
for their own benefit, but was created by one sover
eign holy God who controlled all things and de
si red the good of h is  supreme creature, man. Gn. I 
is not so much a scientific or historical explanation 
of how the world came to be, but a theological 
hymn of praise to the creator for his bounty be
stowed on man. As the inspired writer of Genesis 
transformed the stories of origins weil known in 
ancient times, to disclose the true nature of God to 
his contemporaries, so his achievement should 
provoke modern theologians to do the same. The 
character of the God revealed in Genesis, and his 
love for man kind, is now more fully revealed, espe
cially through the incarnation, but new revelation 
has not so much as challenged Genesis so much as 
enriched its insights. The same surely is true of 
scientific discovery. The size and complexity of the 
universe as we know it is beyond the imaginings of 
the ancients, yet they worshipped and adored the 
creator of the little world they knew. How much 
more should modern man be awestruck by the 
wisdom and power of the God who can create and 
sustain the universe revealed by modern science, 
and be amazed by h is love for mankind created in 
the divine image and redeemed by grace. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. Jacobsen, 'The Eridu Gen
esis', JBL 1 00, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 5 1 3-529; H. Blocher, In 
fhe Beginning, 1 984; G. 1. Wenharn, Genesis 1 - 1 5 , 
1 987; E. Beauchamp, Creafion et separation, 1 969; 
E.  C. Lucas, Genesis Today, 1 989. G.J.W. 

CREATURES, Tr. of �ayyä and neßes !wyyä in 
OT, zoon, ktisma and sometimes ktisis in NT, em
phasizing mainly the aspect of being alive rather 
than createdness. 

The term embraces 'all flesh that is upon the 
earth' (Gn. 9: 1 6) which is under the all-seeing eye 
01' God (Heb. 4: 1 3) and within the scope 01' the 
gospel (Co I. 1 :23). Elsewhere man is distinguished 
from other creatures as having responsibility for 
lhem (Gn. 2: 1 9), but abusing his position by idol
atry ( Rom. 1 :25), yet in Christ being reborn as God 
intended hirn to be-'a k ind of first fruits of his 
creatures' (Jas. I :  1 8) .  

The term also includes celestial beings (Ezk. I ;  
Rev. 5 ,  el passim) where earthly imagery is taken up 
into the vision of the wo(ship of heaven. P.A.B .  

CREED, I t  is c1ear that a full-scale creed in the 
sense in wh ich 1.  N. D. Kelly defines it Ca fixed 
formula summarizing the essential articles of the 
Christian religion and enjoying the sanction of ec
c1esiastical authority', Early Christian Creedsl, 
1 972, p. I )  is not found in the NT. The so-ca lied 
'Apostles' Creed' does not go back to apostolic 
limes. Yet recent investigation in the field of sym
bolic theology will not postpone the church's 
creed-making to the 2nd and subsequent centuries. 
There are c1ear indications that wh at appear as 
credal fragments, set in the context of the church's 
missionary preaching, cultic worship and defence 
against paganism, are al ready detectable in the NT. 
We shall examine some representative ex am pies of 
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these confessional forms. (A more extended discus
sion will be seen in V. H. Neufeld, The Earliest 
Christian Conjessions, 1 963,  and R .  P. Martin, 
Worship in the Early Church, 1 974, ch. 5 . )  

a. Missionary preaching 
There is evidence that in the primitive church there 
was a corpus of distinctive Christian teaching held 
as a sacred deposit from God (see Acts 2:42; Rom. 
6: 1 7; Eph . 4 :5 ;  Phil. 2: 1 6; Col. 2:7; 2 Thes. 2: 1 5 ; 
and especially in the Pastoral Epistles, I Tim . 4:6;  
6:20; 2 Tim. I :  1 3-14;  4:3;  Tit. 1 :9). This body of 
doctrinal and catechetical instruction, variously 
known as ' the apostles' teaching', 'the word of 
life', 'the pattern of doctrine', the apostolic 'tradi
tions', 'the deposit', the 'sound words', formed the 
basis of Christian ministry, and was to be held firm 
(Jude 3; and especially in Heb. 3: I ;  4: 1 4; 1 0:23), 
handed on to other believers as the apostolic men 
themselves had received it (see I Cor. 1 1  :23ff.; 1 5 :3 ,  
where the verbs, ' received', 'delivered', are tech
nical terms for the transmission of authoritative 
teaching; cf B. Gerhardsson, Memory and Manu
script, 1 96 1 ), and utilized in the public proclarn
ation of the gospel. In fact, the term 'gospel' des
ignates the same web of truth, the Heilsgeschichte, 
which proclaims God's redeeming mercy in Christ 
to men (Rom. 2 :  1 6; 1 6 :25; I Cor. 1 5 :  I ff.). 
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b. Cultic worship 
Under this heading the cultic and liturgical acts of 
the church as a worshipping community may be 
shown to reveal credal elements, e.g. in baptism 
(Acts 8 :37 according to the Western Text; Rom. 
9:9: see 1. Crehan, Early Christian Baptism and the 
Creed, 1 950); in the worshipping life of the church, 
especially in the eucharist, with which are associ
ated ceremonial declarations of faith,  hymnic 
compositions, liturgical prayers and devotional ex
c1amations (as in I Cor. 1 2 :3; 1 6:22, which is prob
ably the earliest example of corporate prayer, 
Maränä thä, 'Our Lord, come!' and Phil . 2 :5-1 1 ,  
on which cf R .  P. Martin, Carmen Christi: Philip
pians ii. 5-11 in Recent Interpretation and in the 
Setting oj Early Christian Worship, NTS Mono
graph series 4, 1 967); and in exorcism for which 
formulae used in the casting out of evil spirits (e.g. 
Acts 1 6: 1 8 ; 19:  1 3) came into prominence, as in the 
Jewish practice. 

c. Cullmann's theory ojjormulation 
O. Cullmann, The Earliest Christian Conjessions, 
E.T. 1 949, pp. 25ff., has set forth the theory that the 
formulation of early creeds was controlled partly 
by the polemical needs of the church in the pagan 
world. When arraigned before the magistrates and 
required to attest their allegiance, the Christians' 
reply would be 'Jesus Christ is Lord'; and thus a 
credal form was shaped and systematized. 

The NT 'creeds' range in scope from the simple 
confession, 'Jesus is Lord', to implicit Trinitarian 
formulations, as in the apostolic benediction of 2 
Cor. 1 3 : 1 4  and such references as Mt .  28: 1 9  (on 
which, see Martin, Worship in the Early Church, ch. 
8 ;  A .  W. Wainwright, The Trinity in the New Tes
tament, 1 962); I Cor. 1 2 :4ff. ;  2 Cor. 1 :2 I ff.; I Pet .  
1 :2;  but excepting the interpolated I Jn .  5:7f. There 
are binitarian creeds wh ich associate the Father 
and the Son, as in I Cor. 8:6 (wh ich may be a 
Christianized version of the Jewish credo known 
as the Shema', based on Dt. 6:4ff.); I Tim. 2 :5f.; 
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6: 1 31'. ; 2 Tim. 4: I .  The main type, however, is thc 
Christological formula with such detai led summar
ies as in I Cor. 1 5 :3ff.; Rom . 1 :3;  8 :34; Phi\ . 2 :5-1 1 ;  
2 Tim . 2:8;  I Tim. 3 : 1 6  (on which, see R .  H .  
Gundry in Apostolie History and the Gospel, ed. W. 
W. Gasque and R .  P. Martin, 1 970, pp. 203-222) 
and I Pet. 3: 1 8ff. (on which, see R. Bultmann, Co
nieetanea Neotestamentica 1 1 , 1 949, pp. 1 - 1 4) .  

R . P.M .  

CRESCENS. Companion 01' Paul (2 Tim. 4: 1 0) on 
service in 'Galatia'. Elsewhere Paul uses this term 
01' Anatolian Galatia, but here i t  could equally des
ignate European Gaul, as most ancient commenta
tors and some MSS interpret it. 1 1' so, with the con
tiguous references to Titus's Dalmatian mission. it 
may point to a concerted penctration 01' the W by 
associates 01' the imprisoned Pau\. The name is  
Lat., and infrequent in Gk. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Zahn, fNT, 2,  pp. 251'. A.F.W. 

CRETE. A mainly mountainous island in the 
Mediterranean Iying across the S end 01' the 
Aegean. I t  is about 250 km long, and its breadth 
va ries from 56 km to 1 1  km. It is not mentioned by 
name in the OT, but it i s  probable that the * Chere
thites, who formed part 01' David's bodyguard, 
came from it, and the place-name * Caphtor prob
ably referred to the island and the adjacent coast
lands wh ich fell within its dominion during the 2nd 
millennium BC. In the NT Cretans (Kretes) are 
mentioned among those present at Pentecost (Acts 
2 :  1 1 ), and later the island (Krete) is named in the 
account 01' Paul's journey to Rome (Acts 27:7- 1 3 ,  
2 1 ). His ship sailed past Salmone at  the E end and 
put into a port called Fair Havens near Lasea in 
the centre 01' the S coast, and Paul advised winter
ing there. He was overruled, however. The ship set 
out to coast round to a better wintering-berth at 
Phoenix in the SW, but a strong wind sprang up, 
driving them out to sea, and finally to Malta. After 
his imprisonment at Rome, Paul evidently revisited 
Crete, for he left * Titus there to carry on the work . 
The unflattering description 01' the Cretans in Tit. 
I : 12 is a quotation from Epimenides 01' Crete 
(q uoted also in Acts 1 7 :28a). 

Our knowledge 01' the island's history is derived 
chiefly from archaeology. There wcre neolithic 
settlements on it in the 4th and 3rd millennia BC, 
but it was in the Bronze Age that a powerful civil· 
ization was achieved. This was centred upon Knös
sos, a site excavated over many years by Sir Arthur 
Evans. The Early Bronze Age (Early Minoan 1-1 1 1 ,  
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c. 2600-2000 BC) was a period of gradual com
mercial expansion, which was continued during the 
Middle Bronze Age ( Middle Minoan 1-11 1 , c. 
2000- 1 600 BC). In this latter period writ ing (on 
c1ay and copper tablets) was in use, first 01' all in 
the form 01' a pictographic script (c. 2000- 1 650 BC) 
and then in a simplified form, known as Linear A (e. 1 750-1450 BC). Neither 01' these scripts has been 
positively deciphered (c. H .  Gordon's suggestion 
that Linear A was used to write Akkadian has not 
been widely accepted). 

The peak 01' Cretan civilization was reached in 
the early part 01' the Late Bronze Age ( Late 
Minoan 1(-1 1) ,  c. 1 600- 1 400 BC) . The Linear A 
script continued in use du ring part 01' this period, 
but a third script, Linear B, appeared at Knossos 
(Late Minoan 1 1 ,  known only from Knossos). This 
was finally deciphered in 1 953 by M. Ventris, and 
found to be couched in an archaic form 01' Gk. 
(Mycenaean), suggesting that the Late Minoan 1 1  
period a t  Knossos was due to an enclave 01' Gk.
speaking invaders. Similar tablets have also been 
found at Mycenac and Pylos on the mainland 01' 
Greece, where the script continued to be used after 
the decline of Minoan civilization, a decline which 
was accelerated by the violent destruction, perhaps 
by pirates, of most of the towns in Crete, around 
1400 BC. This decline continued through the last 
phases of the Bronze Age ( Late Minoan 1 1 1 , c. 
1400- 1 1 25  BC). Towards the end 01' this period 
Dorian Greeks came to the island and ushered in 
the I ron Age. 

Discoveries in Egypt, and at such sites as Ras 
Shamra (cf the name of king krt in the cuneiform 
tablets), Byblos and Atchana (Alalab) in Syria, 
show that Cretan commerce had extended to W 
Asia by the Middle Minoan 1 1  period ( I st quarter 
of the 2nd millennium), and from this time on the 
folk-movements, in wh ich the * Philistines played a 
part and which culminated in the invasion of the 
'Sea Peoples' in the 1 4th century, were taking 
place. Throughout the lron Age the island was div
ided among a number of feuding city-states, until 
it was subdued by Rome in 67 BC. 
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CRIME AND PUNISHM ENT. Crime and pun· 
ishment can be taken either in the juridical or in 
the religious sense, the latter in one way closely 
related to the former. We have thus to investigate 
the meaning 01' both to get a clear conception 01' 
our subject. The combinatiol1 01' crime and pun· 
ishment in a strictly legal sense raises quest ions. 
The clear-cut distinction between criminal and 
civil offences of modern times is not present in OT 
and Near Eastern jurisprudence. Every offence was 
committed, in the first place, against a certain 
person or community, and the only way to put the 
wrong right was to compensate the injured or 
wronged person. 

Jurisprudence was also connected all over the 
Near Easl with the divine. The god sanctioned the 
laws of a communily. This is evident, e.g. , from the 
prologue of the laws of Ur-Nammu, where Nanna, 
the Sumerian moon god, is mentioned; there is the 
famous law code of Hammurapi with the well
known stele presenting the god Shamash and 
Hammurapi in front of him receiving the symbols 
of authority and justice. In a very special sense this 
is also true of the OT The promulgation of laws is  
closely connected with the forming of the ·coven
ant. This can now be paralleled by certain treaties 
like the trealy between I r - IM 01' Tunip and 
Niqmepa of Alalab, where a covenant is made, 
with certain mutual obligations couched in the typ
ical form 01' Near Eastern jurisprudence. This is, 
however, only a formal parallel. The OT tradition 
takes the promulgation back to the covenant's 
origin at Sinai, giving every law the sanction of the 
Lord. 

For our purpose it i s  preferable to sketch the 
meaning and background of crime and punish
mcnt separately. 

I. Crime 

a. Etymology 
There is a close affinity between crime, guilt and 
punishment. This is evident from the Heb. word 
'alVön, translated 55 times as 'offence' or 'crime', 
1 59 times as 'guilt' and 7 times as 'punishment'. 
The basic meaning of crime is to act in a con
sciously crooked or wrong way. The word resa' 
means guilt and crime, and refers to the way of lire 
of an irreligious person . The Heb. word in verb 
form, saga, gives the meaning to act wrongly in 
ignorance. Another Heb. word, pesa', has the em
phatic meaning rebellion or revolt. The common 
word tor an o ffen ce, crime or sin is the verb !Ia/a', 
and noun l!et ' . I t  has the double connotation of an 
offence against human beings (e.g. Gn. 4 1  :9); and 
sin against God (e.g. Ot. 1 9 : 1 5) .  The basic meaning 
01' the word was presumably 'to miss something', 
'to err'; and this meaning was carried ovcr to the 
sphere of offences against humanity and the deity. 
The whole idea of sin in OT and NT (Gk. hamartia 
is a direct translation of he() is built up around 
this word. 

In the Gk. NT the most important words con
nected with crime are hamartia, hamartema, ase
beia, adikia, parakoe, anomia, paranomia, par
aptöma. hamartia and hamartema mean to 'miss a 
mark', thus closely bound in meaning to the Heb. !Ie(, denoting sin. asebeia and adikia mean to be 
actively irreligious and to be del iberately against 
God, a type of conduct usually regarded in the OT 
as the impious way of Iiving, and described by 
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rasa· .  parakoe means to be actively disobedient: the 
OT calls disobedience a refusing to hear ( lö ' sama' ,  
e.g. i n  Je. 9 :  1 3 ; 3 5 :  1 7). It denotes a n  action against 
the law, like paranomia. The neareSI parallel in the 
OT is ·alVön. It is interesting to note that no tech
nical terminology was used in biblical times to de
scribe a transgression of law. Near Eastern juris
prudence has not developed a theoretical legal 
terminology. parabasis l iterally means to trans
gress, to transgress the existing laws with indi
vidual acts, e.g. Rom. 4: 1 5 . paraptöma is a less rig
orous word than all those already discussed. I t  has 
the meaning of sin not of the worst enormity. 
'Fault' comes nearest to the meaning, e.g. Gal. 6: I .  

b. The treatment oloffences 
Legal decisions in Near Eastern civil and criminal 
law were made to protect individuals and the 
community against injustice. lt is obvious from the 
general casuistic style 01' Near Eastern juris
prudence that the codified laws as found in the laws 
of Ur-Nammu, of the city of Eshnunna, of Ham
murapi, of the Middle Assyrian times, as weil as of 
certain laws from the Covenant Code and other 
parts of the Pentateuch, must be regarded as de
cisions by famous kings, officials, elders or heads 
of famil ies, and not as a theoretical legal system 
built up by judges and sages. Every stipulation in 
the casuistic legal material is made to protect cer
tain rights and to restore by compensation the 
damage done. For example, negligence in not 
properly looking after a goring ox was regarded as 
a crime when that ox gored a man, a slave or some
one else's ox, e.g. Ex. 2 1  :28-32, 35-36; Laws of 
Eshnunna §§53-55. According to Exodus, when 
negligence causes the death of a free person, the 
negligent person is punished by death. I n  all other 
cases fixed compensation in kind or  in shekels must 
be paid. Even in criminal offences, such as ra pe or 
theft, the guilty person must compensate the 
victim. For the rape of a young girl, the OT pre
scribes fixed compensation to the amount of the 
normal bride-price. This shows that the value of 
the girl is diminished in a way which makes it im
possible for her father, who has the legal right over 
her, to give her to another person for the usual 
bride-price. The guilty person, then, has to com
pensate the father for his loss, e.g. Ex. 22: 1 6- 1 7 .  
This is true 01' al l  codified laws 01' the Near East, 
where in some cases further stipulations are in
serted to cover various situations, e.g. in a special 
sense in the Middle Assyrian laws. 

There is, however, one type 01' law, which A. Alt 
in 1 934 considered as quite foreign to anything dis
covered outside the I sraelite world, namely apo
dictic law, wh ich is now called prohibitives and vet
itives. The publication in 1 958, however, of 'coven
ant' forms using a similar apodictic method in 
Assyr. times may show that such legal phraseology 
in the second person was not unknown elsewhere 
in the ancient Near East. What is unique in the OT 
legislation is that the laws in apodictic style are 
direct commands from the Lord to his people. The 
Ten Commandments, for example, are typical 01' 
this kind 01' law. 'You shall not kill' (Ex. 20: 1 3) is 
given as a direct command by God to his people at 
Sinai, according to the reliable OT tradition. These 
laws originated in the sacred sphere 01' the Lord, 
and came as part 01' the Israelite religion right at 
the beginning 01' their nationhood when the coven
ant between God and his people was made. From 
the OT tradition it is also obvious that the casuistic 
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laws were regarded as laws sanctioncd by God. The 
whole corpus of legal material is immediately re
garded as divinely inspired. These laws, promul
gated with the covenant at Sinai, were there to bind 
the people to God and to unite the various tribes 
and individuals. Any transgression against a 
fellow-Israelite is a transgression against God. 

e. Types 0/ ojJences in Hebrew /aw 
The more important types 01' offences are murder, 
assault, theft, negligence and transgressions 01' a 
moral and religious nature. I n  ca se 01' murder a 
distinction is made betwcen an intentional act and 
unintentional manslaughter (e.g. Ex. 2 1 :  1 2- 1 4).  
M urder was regarded all over the ancient Near 
East as a grave offence and, with a few exccptions, 
was punished by the death 01' the murderer. [n the 
Bible human life, created by God, is regarded as 
precious. Assault  which damaged the human body 
is also severely punished, but almost always with 
fixed compensat ion. Hebrew law is unique against 
Near Eastern legal practices in that a bodily injury 
inflicted by a master on his slave is punished by the 
release 01' the slave. Theft and negligence are usu
ally punished by restitution or fixed compensation. 

d. A distinction made 
The OT as weil as the NT makes a distinction be
tween a mere transgression and a crooked and 
sinful I ife. The way 01' l ife was regarded as very 
important, especially in the Wisdom literature. The 
existence of the wicked is described in detail, e.g. in 
Ps. I ,  which is c10sely connected with the Wisdom 
material of the OT. This psalm gives expression to 
wickedness and crime as the way of Iife of the un
godly, the sinners and the scornful .  The life of 
these groups is  a denial of the law of God. This 
kind of ungodly life means rebellion against God, 
and this is c10sely linked with all kinds of un
righteous deeds against other people. The c1earest 
representation of this attitude is present in the 
writings of the prophets around 600 BC, and is es
pecially stressed by Jeremiah. Crime against 
fellow-men is always regarded as crime against the 
Lord. A deep religious interpretation is thus at
tached to crime and transgression. 

e. The New Testament interpretation 
It is precisely this religious interpretation wh ich 
predominates in the NT. Every transgression is 
taken as an offence against God. Paul's conception 
in Rom. 7 is that the law brings knowledge of sin, 
but cannot take i t  away; i t  even quickens the con
sciousness of sin and makes transgressions abound 
(7 :7- 1 1 ) .  Law is, however, not sin, but is intended 
to rest rain transgression by ordaining penalties. By 
knowing the law, our sinful nature (hamartia) is 
provoked and entices us to individual sinful acts 
(parabasis). The sinful nature, the sinful way of life, 
is expressed by Paul in terms of the flesh (sarx); to 
describe the I ife saved by Christ, the word 'spirit
ual' (pneuma) i s  used . Every life which is not saved 
by Christ is sinful in nature, and thus culpable, and 
has to be punished by God. 

11. Punishment 

a. Etym% gy 
Among the more important bibl ical words con
nected with punishment, the stern Um has the 
meaning 'to compensate', or 'to restore the bal
ance'. This word has a specific legal connotation, 

as is also evident from certain Amarna letters. The 
stern yk(r has a legal meaning 'to punish', e.g. in 
Gn. 31 :37 ;  Jb. 9 :33; 1 6:2 1 ,  but in numerous other 
places has the more usual meaning 'to reprove' . 
The stern ysr is more widely used in the sense 01' 
punishment. It is interesting to note that in Ugar
itic (Canaanite cuneiform) this word is present in 
the sense of instruction, as also in Heb. The noun 
musär is also used; this stern is thus Iinked up with 
an education background and not primarily with 
legal punishment .  I t  is corrective punishment, as is 
the punishment inflicted by a father on his son. A 
strong word, used with the Lord as subject, is the 
stern nqm. Mendenhall pointed out that this, in the 
light 01' cuneiform material from Mari .  means to 
vindicate. Vindication in the sense of punishment 
inflicted by God on the wicked is present. for ex
am pIe, in Nahum. 

It is an interesting feature that in the NT, where 
the concept 01' divine punishment is fully realized, 
words with this connotation are used in only seven 
places. I t  is evident that dike, the common word for 
judgment, may aIso have the secondary meaning 
'punishment' ,  much the same as the Heb. mispä(. 
The only words with the c1ear meaning 01' punish
ment are timöria and ko/asis. [n classical Gk.  the 
former has a vindicative character, very much Iike 
nqm in Heb. But in koine and in NT Gk. this mean
ing is hardly found. The term became synonymous 
with ko/asis, the ordinary word for punishment, 
e.g. Mt. 25:46; Acts 4:2 1 ;  22:5; 26: 1 1 ; Heb. 1 0:29; 2 
Pet. 2:9; I Jn.  4: 1 8 .  [n M atthew ko/asis is used for 
the final punishment in contrast to eternal l ife. The 
same meaning for the final judgment is present in 2 
Peter, where the punishment is connected with the 
eschatological day of judgment, a later develop
ment from the OT conception of the Day 01' the 
Lord. 
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b. The practice 0/ b/ood revenge 
Every crime or transgression must be punished, 
according to the common legal principles of the 
Near East. Primarily, this punishment was inflicted 
in the more primitive nomadic or semi-nomadic 
society by the victim or his relations, e.g. a 
common Semitic legal procedure is that a murderer 
must be punished by death by the dead person's 
nearest relations (. A VENGER OF BLOOD). This is  still 
[ slamic law. We have numerous ex am pIes 01' blood 
revenge in the OT, e.g. Ex. 21 :23-25 ;  22:2-3 . This is 
called ius talionis. The common formula of t he ius 
talionis cannot only be t raced back to the Old 
Babylonian Code of Hammurapi but is also pres
ent in a much later votive tablet discovered at M ar
seilles. It is the very basis 01' the [ slamic law 01' 
'deli berate homicide'. 

c. The dispensing 0/ justice 
Decisions on various cases were made by judges or 
elders or the head of a family, usually in the city 
gate. Their activity is not to be confused with the 
modern conception of judge. These judges were 
arbitrators between two parties (the Heb. word 
säpa( sometimes means 'to decide between two 
parties'). This role 01' arbitration was not only 
played by elders and officials but also by the king 
hirnself, cf. ,  e.g. ,  the decision made by David in 
favour of the woman of Tekoa (2 Sa. 1 4) and the 
wise decision of Solomon (I Ki. 3 : 1 6ff.) .  But it is 
also c1ear that in nomadic and semi-nomadic soci
ety retribution was in so me cases inflicted without 
the help of an arbitrator, e.g. in case of murder. 



where the common law of blood revenge took 
place. On the other hand, in modern bedouin soci
ety people t ravel long distances to a famous judge 
to get his decision on a ca se. 

Both in civil and criminal offences the judge gave 
decisions designed to maintain 'social equi
librium' .  When a bodily injury was inflicted, or 
damage done to a neighbour's property (wh ich was 
taken in a much broader sense than our modern 
one, so that h is wife, children and slaves, for ex
am pie, were also included), the 1055 was restored by 
fixed compensat ion. I t  is, however, incorrect to 
suggest that in all cases only the value of the 
damage was paid ; e.g. a thief had to compensate 
for stolen property such as cattle and sheep with 
five times its value in the former, and four times in 
the latter, case (cf Ex. 22: I ) . This was probably 
used as a kind of deterrent against theft. 

d. God as Judge 
I t  is a fact that God is regarded in the Bible as the 
supreme Judge. This conception is not alien to the 
ancien t Near East, e.g. in a very important cunei
form tablet of Mari ,  the god Shamash is described 
as judge of gods and men. Very early in the history 
of Israel God was regarded as Creator of all 
things. This makes hirn the Possessor of his cre
ation. Any damage done to his creation is a direct 
act of rebellion against hirnself. 

From a legal stand point th is gives hirn the right 
to punish. On the other hand, laws were made and 
sanctioned by God to protect his creation. His own 
commands put hirn under the compulsion to 
punish any transgression of them . Some pi aces in 
the OT give the impression that the punishment 
decided on by the elders or officials was sufficient. 
On the other hand, i t  is evident that people who get 
away without human punishment are punished by 
God, some of them by a violent death,  others by 
great damage (cf Nu.  1 6) .  The idea shifted from 
punishment during a man's lifetime to the " Oay of 
the Lord, with a final judgment where everybody 
shall be judged according to his deeds. The idea of 
a judgment after death is present also in the Egyp
tian conception of death .  A deceased person is 
weighed over against the goddess Maat and re
ceives his due according to his weight .  The bibl ical 
conception does not only refer to judgment after 
death but also to a final judgment at thc cschato
logical end of days. This idea is fully developed in 
the NT in the eschatological parts of the Gospels, 
in parts of Paul's Epistles, in 2 Peter and in Revela
tion (e.g. Mt.  24-25; M k .  1 3 ; Lk. 2 1 ;  I Thes. 5; 2 
Thes. 2; 2 Pet. 3; Rev. 20-22). (" ESCHATOLOGY .) 
1 1 1 .  Conclusion 
lt is evident that crime and punishment were not 
only bound up with ordinary jurisprudence but 
also with the divine. A crime against a human 
being or his property is  a crime against God , and 
must be punished either by the authorities or by 
God. A transgression of religious stipulations 
must likewise be punished by God. A wicked way 
of life is rejected by God and punished. 
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CRISPVS. He was archisynagögos (" SYNAGOGUE) 
at Corinth. His conversion, with his family, was 
significant, most Corinthian Jews being bitterly 
hostile (Acts 1 8 : 5-8); hence, perhaps, his baptism 
by Paul hirnself (I Cor. 1 : 1 4). Acts of Pilate 2. 4 
probably intends hirn. 

The name (meaning 'curly') is Lat . ,  but is used 
elsewhere by Jews (cf TJ Yebhamoth 2. 3; 1 2 . 2; 
Lightfoot, HHT in I Cor. 1 : 1 4) .  Pesh. ,  Goth. ( v.I.) 
read 'Crispus' for 'Crescens' in 2 Tim. 
4: 1 0. A.F .W.  

CROSS, CRVCIFIXION. The Gk.  word for 
'cross' (stauros; verb stauroö; Lat. crux, crucifigo, ' I  
fasten to a cross') means primarily an upright stake 
or beam, and secondarily a stake used as an in
strument for punishment and execution. It i s  used 
in this latter sense in the NT. The noun occurs 28 
times and the verb 46. The crucifixion of live crim
inals did not occur in the OT (stauroö in the LXX of 
Est. 7 : 1 0  is the Heb. tälti, meaning 'to hang') . Exe
cution was by stoning. However, dead bodies were 
occasionally hung on a tree as a warning (Ot .  
2 1 :22-23; Jos. 1 0:26). Such a body was regarded as 
accursed (hence Ga! . 3 :  1 3) and had to be removed 
and buried before night came (cf 1n .  1 9 :3  I ) . This 
practice accounts for the NT reference to Christ's 
cross as a 'tree' (Acts 5 :30; 1 0:39; 1 3 :29; I Pet. 
2:24), a symbol of humiliation. 

Crucifixion was practised by the Phoenicians 
and Carthaginians and later used extensively by 
the Romans. Only slaves, provincials and the lowest 
types of criminals were crucified, but rarely Roman 
citizens. Thus tradition, wh ich says that Peter, like 
Jesus, was crucified, but Paul beheaded, is in line 
with ancient practice. 

Apart from the single upright post (crux sim
plex) on wh ich the victim was tied or impaled, 
there were three types of cross. The crux commissa 
(St Anthony's cross) was shaped like a capital T, 
thought by some to be derived from the symbol of 
the god Tammuz, the letter tau; the crux decussata 
(St Andrew's cross) was shaped Iike the letter X; 
the crux immissa was the familiar two beams t ,  
held b y  tradition to b e  t h e  shape of t h e  cross on 
which our Lord died (Irenaeus, Haer. 2 . 24. 4).  This 
is strengthened by the references in the four Gos
pels (Mt .  27:37; Mk. 1 5 :26; Lk. 23 :38 ;  Jn. 1 9: 1 9-
22) to the title nailed to the cross of Christ over his 
head. 
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After a criminal's condemnation, it was the 
custom for a victim to be scourged with theflagel
lum, a whip with leather thongs, which in our 
Lord's case doubtless greatly weakened hirn and 
hastened eventual death. He was then made to 
carry the cross-beam (patibulum) like a slave to the 
scene of his torture and death, always outside the 
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Drawing showing the position 0/ the body during 
crucifixion, based on a skeleton /ound near 
Jerusalem. 

city, while a herald carried in front 01' hirn the 
'title', the written accusation. It was this patibulum , 
not the whole cross, wh ich Jesus was too weak to 
carry, and which was borne by Si mon the Cyreni
an. The condemned man was stripped naked, laid 
on the ground with the cross-beam under his 
shoulders, and his arms or his hands tied or nailed 
(Jn. 20:25) to i t .  This cross-bar was then lifted and 
secured to the upright post, so that the victim's 
feet, wh ich were then tied or nailed, were just c1ear 
01' the ground, not high up as so often depicted. 
The main weight 01' the body was usually borne by 
a projecting peg (sedile), astride which the victim 
sat. There the condemned man was left to die 01' 
hunger and exhaustion. Death was sometimes has
tened by the crllrijragium, breaking 01' the legs, as 
in the ca se 01' the two thieves, but not done in our 
Lord's case, because he was already dead. How
ever, a spear was thrust into his side to make sure 
01' death, so that the body could be removed, as the 
Jews demanded, before the sabbath (Jn .  1 9 :3 I ff.) .  

The method 01' crucifixion seems to have va ried 
in different parts 01' the Roman empire. Secular 
writers 01' the time shrink from giving detailed ac
counts 01' this most cruel and degrading 01' all 
forms 01' punishment. But new light has been 
thrown on the subject by archaeological work in 
Judaea. In the summer 01' 1 968 a team 01' archae
ologists under Y. Tzaferis discovered four Jewish 
tombs at Giv'at ha-Mivtar (Ras el-Masaref), Am
munition Hili, near Jerusalem, where there was an 
ossuary containing the only extant bones 01' a 
(young) crucified man, dating from probably be
tween AD 7 and AD 66, judging from Herodian pot
tery found there. The name Jehol)anan is incised. 
Thorough research has been made into the causes 
and nature 01' his death and may throw consider
able light on our Lord's form 01' death. 

The young man's arms (not his hands) were 
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nailed to the patiblllum, the cross-beam, which 
might indicate that Lk. 24:39; Jn. 20:20, 25, 27 
should be translated 'arms'. The weight 01' the 
body was probably borne by a plank (sedecllla) 
nailed to the simplex, the upright bcam, as a sup
port for the buttocks. The legs had been bent at the 
knees and twisted back so that the calves were par
allel to the patibulum or cross-bar, with the ankles 
under the buttocks. One iron nail (still in sitll) had 
been driven through both his heels together, with 
his right foot above the left. A fragment shows that 
the cross was 01' olive wood . H is legs had both been 
broken, presumably by a forcible blow, like those 
01' Jesus' two companions in Jn. 1 9 :32. 

1 1' Jesus died in similar fashion, then his legs 
were not fully extended as in traditional Christian 
art. His contorted leg muscles would then have 
probably caused severe pain with spasmodic con
tractions and rigid cramps. This could have con
tributed to the shortened time 01' his death in 6 
hours, hastened doubtless by the earlier scourging. 

Contemporary writers describe it as a most 
painful form 01' death. The Gospels, however, give 
no detailed description 01' our Lord's physical suf
ferings, but simply and reverently say 'they crucified 
hirn'. According to Mt .  27:34, our Lord refused 
any form 01' alleviation for his sufferings, doubtless 
that he might preserve clarity 01' mind to the end, 
in doing his Father's will. Hence the fact that he 
was able to comfort the dying thief, and pronounce 
the rest 01' the seven wonderful words from the 
cross. 

The NT writers' interest in the cross is neither 
archaeological nor historical, but Christologica!. 
They are concerned with the eternal, cosmic, so
teriological significance 01' what happened once for 
all in the death 01' Jesus Christ, the Son 01' God, on 
the cross. Theologically, the word 'cross' was used 
as a summary description 01' the gospel 01' salva
tion, that Jesus Christ 'died for our sins'. So the 
'preaching 01' the gospel' is 'the word 01' the cross'. 
'the preaching 01' Christ crucified' ( I  Cor. I :  1 7ff.). 
So the apostle glories 'in the cross 01' our Lord 
Jesus Christ', and speaks 01' suffering persecution 
'for the cross 01' Christ' . C1early the word 'cross' 
here stands for the whole glad announcement 01' 
our redemption through the atoning death 01' Jesus 
Christ. 

'The word 01' the cross' is also 'the word 01' rec
onciliation' (2 Cor. 5: 1 9) .  This theme emerges 
c1early in the Epistles to the Ephcsians and Colos
sians. It is 'through the cross' that God has recon
ciled Jews and Gentiles, abolishing the middle wall 
01' partition, the law 01' commandments (Eph. 
2 : 1 4- 1 6). I t  is 'by the blood 01' his  cross' that God 
has made peace, in reconciling 'all things to hirn
seil" (Co!. I :20ff. ) .  This reconci liation is at once 
personal and cosmic. I t  comes because Christ has 
set aside the bond which stood against us with its 
legal demands, 'nailing it to the cross' (Co!. 2: 1 4) .  

The cross, in the NT, is a symbol 01' shame and 
humiliation, as weil as 01' God's wisdom and glory 
revealed through it. Rome used it not only as an 
instrument 01' torture and execution but also as a 
shameful pillory reserved for the worst and lowest. 
To the Jews it was a sign 01' being accursed (Dt. 
21 :23; Ga!. 3 :  1 3) .  This was the death Jesus died, 
and for which the crowd c1amoured. He 'endured 
the cross, despising the shame' ( Heb. 1 2 :2) .  The 
lowest rung in the ladder 01' our Lord's h umil iation 
was that he endured 'even death on a cross' (Phi! .  
2:8) .  For t his reason i t  was a 'stumbling block' to 



the Jews ( I  Cor. I :23; cf Ga!.  5: 1 1 ) . The shameful 
spectacle of a victim carrying a patibuilim was so 
familiar to his hearers that Jesus three times spoke 
of the road of discipleship as that of cross-bearing 
(Mt 1 0 :38; Mk .  8 :34; Lk. 1 4:27). 

Further, the cross is the symbol of our union 
with Christ ,  not simply in virtue of our following 
his example, but in virtue of wh at he has done f
or us and in uso I n  h is substitutionary death for us 
on the cross, we died 'in him' (cf 2 Cor. 5: 14), and 
'our old man is crucified with him', that by his 
indwelling Spirit we might walk in newness of life 
(Rom. 6:4tf.; Ga!. 2 :20; 5 :24tf. ; 6: 14), abiding 'in 
him'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Hengel, Crueifixion, 1 977; J. 
H. Charlesworth, ExpT 84, 1 972-3, pp. 1 47- 1 50; 
B. Siede, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 389-405; J. Schneider, 
TDNT 7, p. 572; L. M orris, The Cross in the New 
Testament, 1 967; A .  E .  Harvey, Jesus and the Con
straillts o[ History, 1 982; J. R .  W. Stott, The Cross 
o[ Christ, 1 986; J. B. Green, The Deatll o[ Jesus, 
1 988.  J .B .T. 

CROWN. A distinctive head-dress, often ornate, 
worn by kings and other exalted persons. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
The high priest's crown was a gold plate inscribed 
' Holy to the Lord', fastened to his mitre or turban 
by blue cord, this being an emblem of consecration 
(Ex. 29:6; 39:30; Lv. 8 :9; 2 1 :  1 2) .  After the Exile, in 
520 BC, Zechariah (6: 1 1 - 1 4) was commanded by 
God to make gold and silver crowns and to place 
them on the head of Joshua the high priest, these 
being (later) laid up in the Temple as emblems of 
God's favour. They may have been combined in 
one double crown,  uniting priestly and regal offices 
in one person. 

Among royal crowns, David's gold crown was an 
emblem of his God-given kingship (Ps. 21 :3; cl 
1 32: 1 8 ;  withdrawal of God's gift-and crown-cl 
Ps. 89:39; Ezk. 2 1  :25-26). Joash's actual coron
ation is recorded (2 Ki .  1 1 : 1 2 ; 2 Ch. 23: 1 1 ) .  David 
captured the gold, stone-inset crown of the king 
(or god Milcom) of Ammon , wh ich weighed a 
talent (2 Sa. 1 2:30; I Ch. 20:2). Ammonite statues 
show kings or gods wearing large high crowns (see 
F. F. Bruce, Israel and lhe Nations, 1 969, pi. I). For 
crown set with stones, cl Zc. 9: 1 6 . The great royal 
crown of Vashti ,  Ahasuerus' queen (Est I :  1 1 ), 
came to Esther's head (2: 1 7),  and the royal apparel 
with wh ich Mordecai eventually was honoured in
cluded a gold crown (Est. 6 :8 ;  8: 1 5). 

Besides being the mark of royalty (Pr. 27:24), a 
crown became metaphorical of glory (Jb. 1 9 :9; Is. 
28 :5 ;  62:3; Je. 1 3 : 1 8 ; La. 5: 1 6; Pr. 4:9; 1 2 :4; 1 4:24; 
1 6 :3 1 ;  1 7 :6), and sometimes, less happily, 01' pride 
(Jb. 3 1 :36; I s. 28: 1 , 3) .  

The Bible world otfers many ex am pies of a var
iety 01' crowns. In Egypt the king and the gods 
wore a variety of tall and elaborate crowns 01' vary
ing significance as weil as a simple gold circlet or 
diadem. M ost characteristic is the great Double 
Crown 01' Upper and Lower Egypt combined, in
corporating the red crown 01' Lower Egypt (flat 
cap, with spiral at front  and tall projeclion at rear) 
and above it the white crown 01' Upper Egypt (lall 
and conical with a knob at the top). Pharaoh's 
diadems were always fron ted by Ihe IImeliS or royal 
cobra. In Mesopotamia the Assyr. kings wore a 
truncated conical cap adorned with bands of col-

CUP 

oured embroidery or precious stones, or a simple 
diadem. The kings of Babyion wore a curving 
mitre ending in a point; see H. Frankfort, Art and 
Architeclure o[ lhe Ancienl Orient, 1 954, plates 87-
89, 95, 109-1 1 0, 1 1 4, 1 1 6, 1 20. 

Palestinian excavations have yielded a series of 
circlets or diadems; for one of strip gold patterned 
with dots, see W. M. F. Petrie, Aneienl Gaza III, 
1 933, plates 1 4 : 6, 1 5 . See alsq.for further examples, 
K. Galling, Biblisches Realle. ikoll, 1 937, cols. 1 25-
1 28 and figures. K.A.K.  

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
There are two words to be considered. The more 
important is stephanos, which denotes properly a 
chaplet or a circlet. I t  is used of Christ's crown of 
thorns. Thorns' are no more specific in Gk.  than 
in English, so that it  is impossible to be sure just 
wh at plant was used. What is clear is that this 
'crown' was a mocking symbol of royalty, perhaps 
also of divinity (see H. St J. Hart, JTS n.s. 3, pp. 
66-75). But though the slephanos might denote a 
crown of royalty (Rev. 6:2, eIe.), its more usual use 
was for the laurel wreath awarded to the victor at 
the Games or for a festive garland used on occa
sions of rejoicing. These uses underlie most of the 
NT references. Thus Paul reminds the Corinthians 
that athletes strive 'to receive a perishable wreath' 
and he adds, 'but we an imperishable' ( I  Cor. 9:25). 
I t  is important that the seeker after the crown 
'competes according to the rules' (2 Tim. 2:5) .  
Sometimes the Christian's crown is here and now, 
as when Paul thinks of his converts as his crown 
(Phi!. 4: I ;  I Thes. 2: 1 9). More usually it is in the 
hereafter, as the 'crown of righteousness, wh ich the 
Lord, the righteousjudge, will award to me on that 
Day' (2 Tim. 4:8). There are references also to a 
'crown of life' (Jas. I :  1 2; Rev. 2: I 0), and to 'an 
unfading crown of glory' ( I  Pet. 5:4). The crown 
may be lost, for Christians are exhorted to hold 
fast lest i t  be taken from them (Rev. 3 : 1 1 ) . God has 
crowned man 'with glory and honour' (Heb. 2 :7), 
and Jesus was crowned likewise, 'so that by the 
grace 01' God he might taste death for every one' 
(Heb. 2:9). 

diadema is not frequent (Rev. 1 2:3 ;  1 3 : 1 ;  1 9 : 1 2). 
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In the NT it is always a symbol of royalty or 
honour. L.M.  

CUP. The ancient cup was a bowl, wider and shal
lower than the normal teacup. While usually made 
of pottery, it was sometimes of metal (Je. 5 1  :7) . 

I. Heb. k6s, commonly used for a drinking-vessel, 
whether Ihe pharaoh's (Gn. 40: 1 1 ) or a poor man's 
(2 Sa. 12 :3). This could be of a size 10 hold in the 
hand or might be larger (Ezk. 23:32), with a rim ( I  
Ki .  7:26). I n  Solomon's court they were made 01' 
gold. 2. Heb. gäiJ.ia· .  This is the name given to 
Joseph's silver divining cup (Gn. 44:2tf.) and to the 
bowls 01' the golden candleslick in the tabernacle, 
which were lormed like almond blossom (Ex .  
2 5 : 3 1  tf.). I n  Je. 3 5 : 5  (AV 'pots') it i s  used for a pitch
er. It may have been named as flower- or goblet
shaped. 3. Heb. saß. At thc Passover the blood was 
held in this bowl (Ex. 1 2 :22, AV 'bason'). I t  was also 
a household vessel, appearing among equipment 
given to David (possibly 01' metal, contrasted with 
earthenware, 2 Sa. 1 7 :28) and as a large wine bowl 
(Zc. 1 2 :2). 4. Heb. qllbba'a[ (Is. 5 1 :  1 7, 22) was evi
denlly a large wine vessel, explained as k6s. S. Heb. 
·aggän. This was the common name for a large 



CUP 

bowl in the ancient Semitic world used in sacred 
rites (Ex. 24:6) or for serving wine at a banquet 
(Ct. 7:2) .  With the storage jar, it could be hung 
from a peg ( I s. 22:24). (* VESSELS. )  

In the  NT Gk. poterion denotes a drin king
vessel of any sort. Pottery continued in common 
use (Mk.  7:4), but the rich were now able to possess 
glass as weil as metal cups, which were normally 
goblet-shaped, cf the chalice depicted on coins of 
the first revolt (see [BA , p. 89). The cup used at the 
Last Supper was probably an earthenware bowl, 
sufficiently large for all to share (Mt .  26:27). 

Throughout the Bible, cup is used figuratively as 
containing the share of blessings or disasters allot
ted to a man or nation or his divinely appointed 
fate (Pss. 1 6 : 5 ;  1 1 6: 1 3 ; Is. 5 1 : 1 7 ; Mt. 26:39ff.; Jn .  
1 8 :  1 1 ). (* LORD's SUPPER.) A .R .M .  

CUPBEARER (Heb. masqeh, 'one giving to 
drink'). The 'butler' of Joseph's pharaoh (Gn. 
40: I ff. ) both in Heb. and by function was the king's 
cupbearer. His office as depicted in Gn. 40 corres
ponds in part to the (wider) Egyp. wdpw of early 
times and especially the Middle Kingdom period 
(broadly, e. 2000- 1 600 BC; cf Joseph C. 1 700 BC), 
and exactly to the later term wb ', 'cupbearer', of 
New Kingdom times (e. 1 600-1 1 00 BC), which in
cJudes Moses' day. See A. H. Gardiner, Ancient 
Egyptian Onomastica, I ,  1 947, pp. 43*., 44* on No. 
1 22 (wb'), and 1. Vergote, Joseph en Egypte, 1 959, 
pp. 35-40 (esp. p. 36). The Egyptian cupbearers, 
wb', were often called w'b-'wy, 'pure of hands', and 
in the 1 3th century BC one such cupbearer is actu
ally entitled wb ' dp irp, 'cupbearer (or, butler) who 
tastes the wine' ( R .  A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian 
Miscellanies, 1 954, p. 498), These officials (often 
foreigners) became in many cases confidants and 
favourites of the king and wielded political influ
ence; this is very evident in 20th-Dynasty Egypt 
( 1 2th century BC), and cf Nehemiah. The (Iesser) 
cupbearers of high Egyptian dignitaries are some
times shown serving wine in the tomb-paintings. 

Cupbcarcrs were part of Solomon's glittering 
court that so impressed the queen 01' Sheba ( I  Ki. 
10 :5 ;  2 Ch. 9 :4); for a somewhat earlier cupbearer 
at a Palestinian court (Canaanite), see left end of 
the Megiddo ivory illustrated in E. W. Heaton, 
El'eryday Life in Old Testament Times, 1 956, p. 
1 64, lig. 80, or W. F. Albright, Archaeology 0/ Pal
wille, 1 960, p. 1 23, fig. 3 1 .  

Nehemiah ( I :  1 1 ) was cupbearer to Artaxerxes I 
of Persia (c. 464-423 BC) and, like his earlier col
leagues in Egypt, enjoyed royal trust and favour, 
and had access to the royal ear. For a picture of an 
Assyr. cupbearer, see H. Frankfort, Art alld Archi
tecture 0/ the Allcient Orient , 1 954, platc 
89. K . A . K .  

CURSE, The main biblical vocabulary of the curse 
consists of the Heb. synonyms 'ärar, qälal and 'älä, 
corresponding to the Gk, kataraomai, katara and 
epikataratos; and the Heb. heh'rim and herem, cor
responding to the Gk.  anathematizö and anathema. 

The basic meaning 01' the first group is maIedic
tion. A man may utter a curse, desiring another's 
hurt (Jb. 31 :30; Gn. 1 2 :3); or in confirrnation 01' his 
own promise (Gn. 24:4 1 ;  26:28; Ne. 1 0:29); or as a 
pledge of the truth 01' his testimony in law ( I  Ki. 
8 : 3 1 ;  cf Ex. 22 :  1 1 ) , When God pronounces a curse, 
it is, a . ,  a denunciation 01' sin (Nu. 5 :2 1 ,  23; Dt. 

29: 1 9-20), b, his judgment on sin (Nu. 5:22, 24, 27; 
Is. 24:6), and C . ,  the person who is suffering the 
consequences of sin by the judgment of God is 
ca lied a curse (Nu. 5 :2 1 , 27; Je. 29: 1 8) .  

However, for the Hebrew, just as a word was not 
a mere sound on the Iips but an agent sent forth, so 
the spoken curse was an active agent for hurt. 
Behind the word stands the soul that created it .  
Thus, a word wh ich is backed by no spiritual cap
acity of accomplishment is a mere 'word of the lip' 
(2 Ki.  1 8 :20 Rvmg.), but when the soul is powerful 
the word is c10thed in that power (Ec. 8 :4; I Ch. 
2 1  :4). The potency of the word is seen in some of 
our Lord's healing miracJes (Mt. 8 :8 ,  1 6 ; cf Ps. 
1 07:20), and in his cursing of the barren fig-trec 
(Mk.  1 1 : 1 4, 20-2 1 ) . In ZC. 5 : 1 -4 the curse, repre
senting the law of God, itself flies through thc 
land, discerns sinners and purges them out .  A 
curse is as substantial a danger to the deaf man as 
is a stumbling-block to the blind, for he cannot 
take 'evasive action' by appeal to the more potent 
'blessing' of Yahweh ( Lv. 1 9 : 1 4 ; Ps, 1 09 :28 ; con
trast Rom. 1 2 : 1 4) .  The rehearsing of the blessings 
and curses on Mts Ge.izim and Ebal (Dt .  27 :  1 1  ff.; 
Jos. 8 :33) reveals the same dynamic view of the 
curse. On the borders of Canaan, Moses set before 
the people 'Iife and death, the blessing and the 
curse' (see Dt. 30: 1 9) .  Thc first national aet on 
entering the land is to activate both :  the bless
ing which will 'overtake' the obedient, and the 
curse which will 'overtake' the disobedient (Dt .  
28:2, 1 5) .  Between these two poles the national lifc 
moves. 
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It is because of the relation between obedienee 
and blessing, disobedience and cursing (Dt .  1 1  :26-
28; Is. I :  1 9-20) that Dt .  29: 1 2 , for example, can 
speak of God's covenant as his 'curse', and Ze. 5 :3  
can eall the  Decalogue the  'curse'. The word of 
God's grace and the  word of God's wrath are thc 
same word: the word which promises life is but a 
savour of death and judgment to the rebel, and 
therefore a curse, When God's eurse fal ls on his 
disobedient people, it is not the abrogation but 
rat her the implementation of his covenant ( Lv 
25: 1 4-45). Paul uses this truth to ex pound the doe
trine of redemption. The law is a eurse to those 
who fail to obey it (Gal. 3 : 1 0), but Christ redeemed 
us by becoming a curse for us (Gal. 3: 1 3), and the 
very means 01' his death itself proves that he took 
our place, tor 'cursed be every one that hangs on 
a tree'. This quotation from Dt. 2 1  :23,  wherc 
'accursed 01' God' means 'under God's eurse', 
displays the curse of God against sin falling on 
the Lord Jesus Christ, who thus became a cursc tor 
uso 

The Heb. root häram means 'to secJude from so
ciety' (Koehler, {exicolI, S. v. ). This is borne out by 
OT usage. In general, the word applies to things 
open to human use but deliberately rendered un
available to man . (a) Lv. 27 :29 ('devoted') l ikely 
refers to capital punishment: the death penalty 
cannot be evaded. (b) In Ezk. 44:29; Nu. 1 8 : 1 4  of
ferings to God are called herem, set apart for ex
cJusively religious purposes. Lv. 27:2 1 ff. paralleis 
herem with qöqes ('holiness') in order to express 
two sides 01' the same transact ion: man sets some
thing utterly apart for God (herem), God accepts it 
and marks it as his own (qöqeS) , whereupon it be
comes irredeemable by man. (c) Characteristically, 
the word is used of 'utter destruction'. Sometimes 
the implied reason is the wrath of God ( e.g. I s. 
34:5), but more often it is in order to remove a 



potential contagion for Israel's sake (Dt. 7:26; 
20: 1 7) .  Any contact with such a 'devoted thing' 
involved implication in its contagion, and share in 
its fate (Jos. 6: 1 8 ;  7:  I ,  1 2 ;  22:20; I Sa. 1 5 :23; I Ki. 
20:42). However, while Achan involved hirnself 
and his house in the destruction 01' Jericho, Rahab, 
by identifying herseil' with I srael, escaped the curse 
and saved her house also (Jos. 6 :2 1 -24; 8:26-27; 
Jdg. 2 1 :  1 1 ) .  (d) Spiritually, fJerem is the judgment 
01' God against impenitent sinners (Mal .  4:6), and 
it i s  here that the impossibility 01' redeeming the 
herem is c1early seen, cf the NT, ·anathema, Gal. 
I :8-9; I Cor. 1 6:22; Rom. 9 :3 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J .  Pedersen, Israel, 1 -2, 1 926; 3-
4, I 940, passim; D. Aust et al. , 'Curse', NIDNTT I ,  
pp. 4 1 3-4 1 8 ;  H .  C .  Berichts, JBL 1 3, 1 963 ; J. B. 
Payne, The Theology o[ the Older Testament, 1 962, 
pp. 20 I ff., ete. ; J. B. Lightfoot, Galatians, 1 880, on 
3 :  I 0, 1 3 , and pp. 1 52-1 54 .  J .A .M .  

CUSH. I .  Classed under Harn, and father 01' the 
hunter Nimrod (Gn.  1 0 :6-8; I Ch. 1 :8- 1 0). 

2. A region encompassed by the river Gihon 
(Gn. 2 :  1 3) ;  probably in W Asia and unrelated to 4 
below; see E. A .  Speiser in Festschrift Johannes 
Friedrich, 1 959, pp. 473-485 .  

3.  A Benjaminite, some utterance 01' whom oc
casioned a psalm (7) 01' David seeking deliverance 
and justice. 

4. The region S 01' Egypt, i. e. Nubia or N Sudan, 
the ' Ethiopia' 01' c1assical writers (not modern 
Abyssinia). The name Cush in both Heb. and 
Assyr. derives from Egyp. KJ (earlier Ks. Ks), 
·Kush ' .  Originally the name 01' a district some
where between the second and third cataracts 01' 
the Nile c. 2000 BC, ' Kush' became also a general 
term for Nubia among the Egyptians, wh ich wider 
use Hebrews, Assyrians and others took over (G. 
Posener, in Kush 6, 1 958,  pp. 39-68). 

In 2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 6  Arabians are 'near' the Ethiopi
ans -i. e. just across the Red Sea from them; 
• Syene or Seveneh (mod. Aswan) was the fron tier 
01' Egypt and Ethiopia in the I st millennium BC 
( Ezk. 29: I 0). The far-removed location 01' Cush/ 
Ethiopia gives point to Pss. 68 :3 1 ;  87:4; Ezk. 29: 1 0; 
Zp. 2: 1 2 ;  3: 1 0; and perhaps Am. 9:7; it is one limit 
01' Ahasuerus' (Xerxes) vast Persian empire (Est. 
I :  I; 8:9 and texts 01' Xerxes' time). Ethiopian con
tingents featured in the armies 01' • Shishak against 
Rehoboam (2 Ch. 1 2:3) and or • Zerah against Asa 
(2 Ch. 1 4:9, 1 2- 1 3 ; 1 6:8). Later, throughout I saiah 
( 1 1 : 1 1 ;  1 8 : l ff. (preceding Egypt, 1 9: 1 ff.]; 20 :3-5; 
and 43:3; 45: 1 4) ,  Egypt and Ethiopia are c10sely 
linked-for in the prophet I saiah's time the 'Ethio
pian' 25th Dynasty ruled over both; so, e.g. ,  King 
• Tirhakah, I s. 37:9 (= 2 Ki. 1 9 :9), cf 36:6, etc. Na. 
3:9 also reflects this. But later still, from C. 660 BC 
onwards, the fortunes (and thrones) 01' Egypt and 
Ethiopia became separate again, and Ezekiel 
(30:4-5, 9) proclaims Egypt's impending fate as a 
warning to Ethiopia; in Je. 46:9, I ikewise, Ethiopi
ans are merely mercenaries in the Egyptian rorces 
again as in the days 01' Shishak. The ' topaz' came 
from this land (Jb. 28:  1 9) 01' unchangeably dark 
skins (Je. 1 3 :23), as did Ebed-melech at the Ju
daean court (Je. 38:7ff.; 39: 1 5ff.), and Queen Can
dace's minister (Acts 8:27) .  The runner who bore 
news 01' Absalom's death to David was a 'Cushite' 
(2 Sa. 1 8 :2 1 , 23, 3 1 -32) .  Ethiopia recurs in the 
prophecies 01' Ezk. 38:5 and Dn.  1 1  :43. On Nu. 
1 2 :  I ,  see • ETHIOPIAN WOMAN. K.A .K .  

CYPRUS 

CUSHAN-RISHATHAIM. The king 01' Aram
Naharaim (E Syria-N Mesopotamia) who subju
gated Israel for 8 years until their deliverance by 
Othniel (Jdg. 3 :8- 1 0) .  Both Heb. and Gk.  versions 
take it as an unfamiliar composite personal name, 
otherwise unknown. Various attempts have been 
made to identify this name, which may be related 
to Cushan, an archaic term for the Midianites 
(Hab. 3:7) who, as nomads, reached Syria (. ARAM), 
where there is a place Qsnrm ( Kushan-röm). Some 
have tried to identify hirn with the Syrian I rsu, who 
ruled Egypt for 8 years about 1 200 BC (IN ES 1 3 , 
1 954, pp. 23 1 -242). An ancient interpretation 01' 
the name as 'Cushan 01' double wickedness' under
lies the MT vocalization 'rishathaim'; cf also the 
Kassite name Kassa-risat, or the Ethiopian 
· Cush. D.J.W. 

CUSHION. The only use 01' the word (Gk. 
proskephalaion) is in Mk. 4:38, where it refers to a 
pillow perhaps kept for the seat 01' honour in the 
stern 01' a boa!. Cranfield defends the use 01'  the 
Gk. epi (on, against), employed here with the 'ac
cusative 01' place where'. I t s  rarity suggests the 
possibility that it is a graphic detail 01' eyewitness 
evidence. J .B . J .  

CUTH, CUTHAH. An ancient city in Babylonia 
(Akkad. kLitu from Sumer. gu-du-a), the seat 01' the 
god Nergal, whose inhabitants were deported by 
Sargon to repopulate Samaria (2 Ki .  1 7 :24, 30). 
The site, represented today by the mound called 
Tell IbrahTm, was briefly excavated in 1 88 1 -2 by 
Hormuzd Rassam, who noted that it had at one 
time been a very extensive city. 
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B IBLIOGRAPHY. H. Rassam, Asshur and the Land 
o[ Nimrod, 1 897, pp. 396, 409-4 1 1 .  T.C .M .  

CYPRUS. The island 01' Cyprus, so me 225 km 
long, and 1 00 km wide at its broadest, lies in the E 
Mediterranean some 1 00 km W 01' the coast 01' 
Syria and about the same distance from the Turk
ish coas!. 

Cyprus is not mentioned by that name in the OT, 
where it is probably referred to as • Elishah; the 
people called • Kittim in Gn. 10 may aiso have set
tled there at a later period. In the NT the island is 
named Kypros in Acts. Barnabas was a native 01' it 
(4:36), as were some 01' the other early disciples, 
and the church in the island was further aug
mented by refugees from the first persecution (Acts 
I I :  1 9-20; 2 I :  I 6). Paul and Barnabas travelled 
across the island from Salamis to Paphos at the 
beginning 01' their first missionary journey (Acts 
1 3 :4- 1 3) .  It was at Paphos that they encountered 
• Bar-jesus, the sorcerer, and the proconsul (an
thypatos) Sergius Paulus. Paul did not visit the 
island on his second missionary journey, bu t Barn
abas went there separately with Mark (Acts 1 5 :39). 
When returning from his third journey, Paul's ship 
passed i t  to the SW (Acts 2 1 :3), and on the voyage 
to Rome contrary winds prevented hirn from land
ing (Acts 27:4). There is no other mention 01' the 
island in the Bible, but the church there continued 
to flourish, sending three bishops to the Council 01' 
Nicaea in AD 325. 

There are traces of neolithic settlement on the 
island, and its Bronze Age culture shows evidence 



CYRENE. 

of contacts with Asia Minor and Syria. In the 1 5th 
century BC the Minoan civilization of * Crete ex
tended to Cyprus, and in the following century 
there is evidence of colonization by the Mycenae
ans, who were succeeding to the Cretan power on 
the Greek mainland. I t  was probably in this cen
tury that the copper mines, which in Roman times 
became famous enough for the metal to be named 
after the island (Lat. cyprium), first came into ex
tensive use, and as a result of this Cyprus appears 
frequently in the records of the surrounding na
tions (* ELISHAH) at this period. I n  spite of outside 
influence, the basic Minoan-Mycenaean culture 
remained dominant, being evidenced particularly 
by the so-ca lied Cypro-M inoan inscriptions (two 
early collections 1 5th and 1 2th centuries BC), which 
show close affinities with the Cretan Linear scripts. 
This script was still found in use in the late I st 
millennium, together with the dialect of Gk.  most 
c10sely related to that in the Minoan Linear B Tab
lets, Arcadian, which had presumably been super
seded in S Greece and Crete by Ooric. 

Cyprus lay in the path of the 'Sea Peoples', and 
excavations at Enkomi and Sinda have revealed a 
late type of Mycenaean pottery from wh ich the so
called * 'Philistine' pottery of Palestine was c1early 
a development. In the 9th or 8th century BC Phoe
nicians settled on the island and later a number of 
bilingual inscriptions occur (c. 600-200 BC), of 
Phoenician and Greek severally with the Cypro
Minoan, now called c1assical Cypriot, script which 
was still in use at this time. That the Phoenicians 
did not gain much power is shown by an account 
of tribute to Esarhaddon in 672 BC, when only one 
Phoenician, as opposed to nine Greek kings, is 
mentioned (tribute had also been paid to Sargon in 
709). In the 6th century Egypt dominated the 
island until it became part of the Persian empire 
under Cambyses in 525. In 333 BC it submitted to 
Alexander, and after a brief period under Antig
onus it passed to the Ptolemies. It was made a 
Roman province in 58 BC, and after various 
changes it became a Senatorial province in 27 BC, 
from which time it was governed by a proconsul 
(Gk. an/hyp%��s; cf Acts 1 3 :7). 

BIBLIOGRA PHY. Sir G. F. Hili ,  A His/ory 0/ 
Cyprus, 1 940; E .  Gjerstad, The Swedish Cyprus 
Expedi/ion 4, 2, 1 948 (Geometric, Archaic and 
C1assical periods); 4, 3, 1 956 (Hellenistic and 
Roman periods); Y. Karageorghis, Tlre Ancien/ Civ-
iliza/ion 0/ Cyprus, 1 969. T.C.M. 

CYRENE. A port in N Africa, of Oorian founda
tion, rich in corn, silphium, wool and dates. I t  
became part of the Ptolemaic empire in the 3rd 
century BC, and was bequeathed to Rome in 96 BC, 
becoming a province in 74 BC. losephus quotes 
Strabo as stating that Cyrene encouraged lewish 
settlement, and that lews formed one of the four 
recognized classes of the state (Ant. 1 4. 1 1 4). 
losephus mentions also a lewish rising there in 

Sulla's time, and Oio Cassius (68) another in Tra
jan's. To this Jewish community belonged Si mon 
the cross-bearer (Mk .  1 5 : 2 1  and paralleIs), some of 
the missionaries to Antioch (Acts 1 1  :20) and the 
Antiochene teacher * Lucius. I t  was also repre
sen ted in the Pentecost crowd (Acts 2 : 1 0) and evi
dently had its own (or a shared) synagogue in Jeru
salem (Acts 6:9). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. RomaneIli, La Cirenaica 
Romana, 1 943; A. Rowe, O. Buttle and J. Gray, 
Cyrenaican Expeditions 0/ the Unil'ersity 0/ Man
chester, 1 956; J. Reynolds. JTS n.S. 1 1 , 1 960. pp. 
284ff. J . H . H .  

CYRVS ( Heb.lAram. kares; Elam/Old Persian 
kürus; Bab. kurasl Persian king of the Achaeme
nid dynasty. Cyrus may have been an early dynastie 
name. Cyrus I was a contemporary of Ashurbani
pal of Assyria, c. 668 BC, and therefore possibly 
known to Isaiah, who foresaw the restoration of 
the lerusalem Temple through this new power 
whieh would free lews from exile ( l s. 44 :28).  Cyrus 
would be God's ' Messiah'-del iverer and an in
strument of the divine plan ( l s. 45: I ) . 

Cyrus 1 1  (the Great), grandson of Cyrus I ,  came 
to the throne c. 559 BC. In 549 he conquered his 
mother's father, Astyages, the Median king, his 
overlord, founding the Persian (Achaemenid) 
empire. He took the titles 'king of thc Medes' and 
'king of Elam' (A. K. Grayson, Baby/onian 
Historica/-Literary Texts, 1 975 ,  p. 3 1 ) . He eon
quered Croesus, and his kingdom of Lydia, and in 
547 marehed through Assyria. A few years later he 
was already threatening Babylonia, but it was not 
until 1 6  October 539 that the Persians with Gobr
yas entered BabyIon, having diverted the river and 
thus been able to penetrate the city along the dried
up river bed to effect a surprise (Bab. Chronicle. 
ANET, p. 366; DOTT, p. 82; Herodotus, I .  1 89-
1 9 1 ;  cf On. 5 :30). 1 7  days later Cyrus hirnself en
tered the city amid scenes of jubilation. 

Cyrus' own inscriptions bear out the OT view of 
a sympathetie ruler. In his first year he issued a 
decree by which he 'gathered together all the in
habitants (who were exiles) and returned them to 
their hornes' and in the same decree restored deities 
to their renovated temples (see Cyrus Cylinder, 
ANET, p. 3 1 6; DOTT, pp. 92-94; Ezr. 6: I ff.). Thc 
lews, having no images, were allowed to restore 
their Temple and its fittings (Ezr. 6 :3). Ouring the 
first 3 years of the rule of Cyrus in Babylonia 
Oaniel prospered (On. 1 :2 1 ;  6 :28;  1 0 : 1 ), but then, 
according to Josephus (An/. 1 0 . 249), was removed 
to Media or more probably to Susa the Persian 
capital (On.  8:2). For the theory that Cyrus might 
also have been called 'Oarius the Mede', see 
* OARIUS. In Babylonia Cyrus was succeeded in 
530 BC by his son Cambyses ( 1 1 )  who had been also 
for a while his co-regent .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. M .  Yamauchi, Persia and /he 
Bib/e, 1 990, pp. 65-92. D .J .W. 
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DABERATH. A levitical city of I ssachar ( I  Ch. 
6:72; Jos. 21 :28, where AV has 'Dabareh'), probably 
on the border 01' Zebulun (Jos. 1 9 : 1 2) .  It is usually 
identified with the ruins near the modern village 01' 
Deburiyeh, at the W foot of Mt Tabor. (* DEBO-
RAH . ) J .D .D .  

DAGON. I n  the OT Dagon is a principal deity 01' 
the Philistines worshipped in Samson's time at 
Gaza (Jdg. 1 6:2 1 -23) ,  at Ashdod (to Maccabean 
days, I Macc. 1 0 :83-85; 1 1 :4) and at Beth-shan in 
the days 01' Saul and David ( I  Sa. 5:2-7; I Ch. 
1 0 : 1 0  with I Sa. 3 1 :  I 0). The true origin 01' this 
god's name is lost in antiquity, and even his pre
cise nature is uncertain. The common idea that he 
was a fish-deity appears to have no foundation in 
fact, being adumbrated in Jerome (BDB, p. 1 1 2 1 )  
and first c\early expressed by Kimhi i n  the 1 3th 
century AD (SchmökeI), influenced solely by the 
outward similarity between 'Dagon' and Heb. 
däg, 'fish'. The fish-tailed divinity on coins from 
Arvad and Ascalon is l inked with Atargatis and 
has no stated connection with Dagon (Dhorme 
and Dussaud). The common Heb. word dägän, 
'grain, corn' (BDB, p. 1 86) may be derived from 
the name 01' the god Dagon or Dagan or be its 
origin; it is thus possible that he was a vegetation 
or grain god (cf W. F. Albright, Archaeology and 
the Religion 0/ IsraelJ, 1 953,  pp. 74 and 220, n. 
1 5) .  

From at least 2500 BC onwards, Dagon received 
worship  throughout Mesopotamia, especially in 
the M iddle-Euphrates region, in which, at Mari, he 
had a temple ( 1 8th century BC) adorned with 
bronze lions (see illustration in A.  Champdor, Ba
hylon, 1 959). Many personal names were com
pounded with Dagon .  

In the  1 4th century BC and earlier, Dagon had a 
temple at Ugarit in N Phoenicia, identified by two 
stelae in it dedicated to his name; these are pictured 
in Syria 1 6, 1 935,  plate 3 1 :  1 -2, opposite p. 1 56 ,  
and translated by Albright, op. eit. , p.  203, n. 30. 
This temple had a forecourt (?), an antechambcr, 
and probably a tower (plan in C. F. A .  Schaeffer, 
The Cuneiform Texts 0/ Ras Shamra- Ugarit, 1 939, 
plate 39), the whole probably taking the form 01' 
thc ancient model illustrated by C. L. Woolley (A 
Forgolten Kingdom, 1 953 ,  p. 57, fig. 9). In the Ugar
itic (N Canaanite) texts Dagon is father of Baal. 
At Bethshan, one temple discovered may be that 01' 
I Ch. 1 0: 1 0  (see A. Rowe, Four Canaanite Temples 
0/ Beth Shan. I ,  1 940, pp. 22-24). That Dagon had 
other shrines in Palestine is indicated by two 
settlements each called Bethdagon (Jos. 1 5 :4 1 ;  
1 9 :27) in the territories of Judah and Asher. Ram
eses 1 1  mentions a B(e)th-D(a)g(o)n in his Palestin
ian lists (e. 1 270 BC) , and Sennacherib a Bit
Dagannu in 701 BC. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Schmökel, Der Galt Dagan, 
1 928, and in Ebeling and Meissner (eds.), Re
allexikon der Assyriologie, 2, 1 938, pp. 99- 1 0 1 ;  E. 
Dhorme and R. Dussaud, Les Religions de Baby
lonie et d'Assyrie . . .  des Hittites . . .  P/lI?niciens, ete. , 
1 949, pp. 1 65-1 67,  1 73 ,  3641'., 37 1 ,  395f.; M .  
Dahood, i n  S .  Moscati (ed.) ,  L e  antiche divinita se
mitiche, 1 958, pp. 77-80; M. Pope, in W. Haussing 
(ed.), Wörterbuch der Mythologie, I ,  1 965, pp. 276-
278. For Mari material, see 1. R. Kupper, Les No
mades en Mesopotamie au temps des Rois de Mari, 
1 957, pp. 69-7 1 .  K.A.K.  

DALMANUTHA. In Mk.  8 : 1 0  a district on the 
coast of the Lake of Galilee, to which Jesus and his 
disciples crossed after the feeding of the four thou
sand. I t  has never been satisfactorily identified. 
(Magadan in the parallel passage, Mt .  1 5 :39, is 
equally unknown.) Various emendations have been 
proposed (inc\uding F. C. Burkitt's suggestion that 
i t  represents a corruption of Tiberias combined 
with its earlier name Amathus), but it is best to 
keep the attested reading and await furt her light .  

F.F.B. 

DALMATIA. A Roman province in the mountain
ous region on the E 01' the Adriatic, formed by the 
emperor Tiberius. l ts  name was derived from an 
Il Iyrian tribe that inhabited i t .  l t  was bounded on 
the E by Moesia and the N by Pannonia. lt is men
tioned in 2 Tim. 4: 1 0, and is identical with * 1 1-
Iyricum (Rom. 1 5 : 1 9) .  B .F.C.A. 

DAMASCUS. 

a. Location 
The capital city 01' Syria ( I s. 7:8) situated E 01' the 
Anti-Lebanon M ts and overshadowed in the SW 
by Mt Hermon (Ct. 7:4) . l t  lies in the NW 01' the 
Ghuta plain 700 m above sea-Ievel and W 01' the 
Syrian-Arabian desert. The district is famous for 
its orchards and gardens, being irrigated by the 
c\ear Abana (mod. Barada) and adjacent Pharpar 
rivers, which compared favourably with the slower, 
muddy Jordan (2 Ki .  5: 1 2) and Euphrates rivers 
( ls. 8 :5-8). lt is a natural communications centre, 
linking the caravan route to the Mediterranean 
coast (c. 1 00 km to the W) through Tyre (Ezk . 
27: 1 8) to Egypt with the tracks E across the desert 
to Assyria and Babylonia, S to Arabia, and N to 
Aleppo. The city was of special importance as 
head of an * Aramaean state in the 1 0th-8th cen
turies BC. 

The centre of the modern city lies beside the 
Barada river, part of it occupying the area of the 
old walled city. Some streets follow the lines 01' 



DAMASCUS 

1 Side corr idors 2 Shnne with a ltars and steps 
3 Centre aisle. Low walls 
between papyrus- shaped columns 

;/ 
N 

Side entrance from I 

large room for priests ( ? )  I I I 1 I I I I I 

Comdor leading from near the g reat 
Pylon gateway to the doorway of the 
Sou thern temple 

Plan and suggested reconstruction oJ the Canaanite temple oJ Dagan, built Jor Rameses III at Bethshean, 
possibly where the PhilistinesJastened saurs head (l Ch. 10:10). 12th cent. Be. 

Roman times, including Straight Street (Darb al
.mustaqim) or Long Street (Süq al- Tawileh) as in 
Acts 9 :  1 1 .  The great mosque built in the 8th cen
tury AD is said to cover the site 01' the temple of 
• Rimmon (2 Ki. 5: 1 8) .  

b. Name 
The meaning of Damascus (Gk. Damaskos; Heb. 
Dammeseq; Aram. Darmeseq; I eh. 1 8 :5 ;  2 eh. 
28:5) is unknown. The '"ram darmeseq 01' I eh. 
1 8 :6 corresponds to the modern (Dimask-)es-säm 
as 'Damascus of the North (Syria)'. The name is 
found in Egyp. Tjmsqw (Tuthmosis I I I )  and 
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Amarna Letters ( 1 4th century) and cuneiform 
inscriptions as Dimasqi. Other names in the 
latter texts are sa imerisu (perhaps 'caravan city') 
and Bft-Haza '-ili ( 'House of Hazael') in the 8th 
century BC (DOTT, p. 57) .  See A NET, p. 278, n .  8 .  

c. History 
Damascus appears to have been occupied from 
prehistoric times. In the 2nd millennium BC it was a 
well-known city near wh ich Abraham defeated a 
coalition of kings (Gn. 1 4: 1 5) .  I t  is possible that 
his servant Eliezer was from this city (Gn. 1 5 :2; 
Syr. and vss). David captured and garrisoned 



Damascus after his defeat 01' the troops it had con
tributed in support 01' Hadadezer 01' Zobah (2 Sa. 
8 : 5f.; I Ch .  1 8 :5) .  Rezon 01' Zobah, who escaped 
I"rom this battle, later entered the city which was 
made the capital 01' a newly formed Aramaean 
city-state 01' • Aram (Syria; I Ki. 1 1  :24). The city 
increased its influence under Rezon's successors 
Hezion and his son Tabrimmon . By the time 01' the 
accession 01' the latter's son Benhadad I (e. 900-
860 BC) Damascus was the dominant partner in the 
treaty made by Asa 01' Judah to offset the pressure 
brought against hirn by Baasha 01' Israel (2 Ch.  
1 6:2) .  The same king (if not  Benhadad l I-see 
• CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT) made the 
provision 01' merchants' quarters in Damascus a 
term 01' a treaty made with Ahab ( I  Ki. 20:34). The 
aim 01' this treaty was to gain the support 01' Israel 
for the coalition 01' city-states to oppose the Assyr
ians. Ben-hadad (Assyr. Adad-idri) 01' Damascus 
provided the largest contingent 01' 20,000 men at 
the indecisive battle 01' Qarqar in 853 BC. Ben
hadad may be the unnamed 'king 01' Aram', in 
fighting whom Ahab met his death (see I Ki. 
22:29-36). 

In the plain near Damascus the prophet Elijah 
anointed Hazael, a Damascene noble, as the future 
king 01' Syria ( I  Ki .  1 9 : 1 5), and Elisha, who had 
healed the general Naaman 01' Damascus, was 
invited there by Hazael to advise on Benhadad's 
health (2 Ki. 8 :7) .  In 84 1 BC Hazael had to face 
renewed attacks by the Assyrians under Shalma
neser I l l .  For a time he held the pass leading 
through the Lebanon M ts, but having lost 1 6,000 
men, 1 , 1 2 1  chariots and 470 cavalry was forced to 
retreat within Damascus, where he successfully 
withstood a siege. The Assyrians fired orchards 
and plantations round the city be fore they with
drew (DOTT, p. 48; A NET, p. 280). In 805-803 BC 
Adad-nirari I I I  led fresh Assyrian attacks on Haz
ael and Damascus. A further campaign in 797 BC 
by Adad-nirari so weakened Damascus that 
J(eh)oash 01' Israel was able to recover towns on 
his N border previously lost to Hazael (2 Ki. 
1 3 :25). 

Under Rezin (Assyr. Rabianu) Aram again op
pressed Judah (2 Ki. 1 6:6), and in 738 was, with 
Menahem 01' Israel, a vassal 01' Tiglath-pileser I I I  
01' Assyria. Soon t hereafter Rezin revolted, cap
tured Elath and took many Judacan caplive to 
Damascus (2 eh. 28:5) .  A haz 01' Judah thereupon 
appealed for help to Assyria who responded by 
launching a series 01' punitive raids in 734-732 BC, 
which culminated in the capture 01' Damascus, as 
prophesied by I saiah ( 1 7 : I )  and Amos (I :4-5), and 
the death 01' Rezin. The spoiling 01' the city (Is. 
8:4), the deportation 01' its inhabitants to Kir (2 Ki.  
1 6 :9), and its destruction were ci ted as an object
lesson to Judah ( l s. 1 0:9f.).  In return for this assist
ance A haz was summoned to pay tribute to the 
Assyrian king at Damascus, where he saw and 
copied the altar (2 Ki .  1 6: 1 0- 1 2) wh ich led to the 
worship 01' Syrian deities within the Temple at Je
rusalem (2 Ch. 28:23).  Damascus was reduced to a 
subsidiary city within the Assyrian province 01' 
Hamath and henceforth lost its political, but not 
completely its economic, influence (cf Ezk. 27: 1 8). 
Judaean merchants continued to reside in the city, 
and the border 01' Damascus was considered the 
boundary 01' the ideal Jewish state (Ezk. 47: 1 6- 1 8 ; 
48: 1 ;  Zc. 9: 1 ). 

In the Seleucid period Damascus lost its pos-

DAN 

ition as capital, and thus much trade, to Antioch, 
though it was restored as capital 01' Coelesyria 
under Antiochus IX in I 1 I  BC. The Nabataean 
Aretas won the city in 85 BC, but lost control to 
Tigranes 01' Armenia. Damascus was a Roman city 
from 64 BC to AD 33. 

By the time 01'  Paul's conversion Aretas I V  (9 
BC-AD 40), who had defeated his son-in-Iaw Herod 
Antipas, had an ethnarch in the city (2 Cor. 1 1 : 32-
33). The city had many synagogues (Acts 9:2; Jos., 
BI 2. 20) and in these, after being led to the house 
01' Judas in Straight Street (9: 1 0- 1 2) where he was 
visited by Ananias, Paul first preached. Opposition 
forced Paul to escape over the city wall (9: 1 9-27) 
but he returned to the city after a period spent in 
nearby Arabia (Gal. I :  1 7) .  Damascus con tinued to 
be subsidiary to Antioch, both politically and eco
nomically, until its supremacy was restored by the 
Arab conquest 01' AD 634. 

BIBILIOGRAPHY. M. F. Unger, Israel and the Ar· 
amaeans 0/ Damascus, 1 957; W. T. Pitard, Ancient 
Damascus, 1 987. D.J .W. 

DAN. I .  The ancestor 01' the tribe 01'  Dan named 
after the son 01' Jacob, born to hirn by Rachel's 
servant Bilhah (Gn. 30: 1 -6). 

2. The tribe 01' Dan first settled SW 01' Ephraim 
and W 01' Judah (Gn. 1 4: 1 4; Jos. 1 9 :40-48). 
Though pressed by Philistines and Amorites 
during the period 01' the Judges (Jdg. 1 :34; 5:  1 7 ; 
1 3 :2), some stayed until absorbed into Judah. The 
majority migrated to the N border 01' Israel and 
took over Laish (Leshem), renamed Dan (Jos. 
1 9 :47), at the foot 01' Mt.  Hermon by the source 01' 
the River Jordan. 
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3. The tribai capital had been settled since c. 
5,000 BC. Throughout the Early and M iddle Bronze 
Ages the wealthy city covered 30 acres and was 
named in Egyptian Execration and Mari (texts c. 
1 825 Lasi) before its capture by Thutmose I I I  in 
the 1 3th century. The site, Tel Dan (Arab. Tell el 
Qadi, 'the judges' mound') was then a prosperous 
urban centre with ramparts, an arched 3 m high 
gateway, found intact, and well-furnished tombs. 
In the lron Age Jereboam developed it as a cult
centre, with golden calves. It was an alternative to 
distant Jerusalem (I Ki. 1 2 :29). 

Israeli excavations over 25 years have traced the 
history. A fragment 01' an Aramaic stela, datable to 
the 9th century BC, has a reference to byt dwd, 
almost certainly to be read 'the House 01' David' 
and thus, with a possible similar reference in the 
M oabite Stone (Mesha') inscription, is the earli
est note yet externally to that royal dynasty. I n  
t h e  Hellenistic levels a bilingual Gk.  and Ara
maie text reads 'to the god who is in Dan'. The 
biblical description 01' the extent 01' Hebrew terri
tory as 'from Dan to Beersheba', i.e. N to S is 
apposite. 

Dan remained occupied through the Roman and 
Persian periods. The omission 01' Dan from the 
list 01' tribes in Rev. 7:5-8 may be because the tribe 
was considered as antichrist on the basis 01' Je. 8 :  1 6  
(LXX; I renaeus, Adv. Haer. 5.30.2). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Biran, NEAEHL, 1 992, pp. 
323-332; idem. , Biblical Dan, 1 994; A. Biran and 1. 
Naveh, 'An Aramaie stela fragment from Tel Dan', 
IEI 43, 1 993, pp. 8 1-99; BAR 20, 1 994, pp. 26-38, 
�. DJ.W. 
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DANCE. The OT makes occasional reference to 
dancing as a source 01' amusement only (e.g. Ex. 
32: 1 9 ; Ec. 3:4), but usually behind theactivity is some 
form 01' religious significance. Groups 01' women 
engaged in it on occasions 01' national celebration, 
such as after the crossing 01' the Red Sea (Ex. 1 5:20) 
after mili tary victories ( I  Sa. 1 8 :6) and at religious 
festivals (Jdg. 2 1 :  1 9-2 1 ) . Less frequently, men also 
are recorded as having danced (e.g. 2 Sa. 6: 1 4) .  

In NT times the Greek custom 01' employing 
professional women dancers was fol lowed in the 
case 01' Salome at Herod's birthday feast (Mk.  
6:2 1 -22); there was dancing at  the  prodigal son's 
homecoming festivities (Lk .  1 5 :25); and it was such 
a common part 01' daily l ife that it entered into 
children's games (Mt .  1 1 : 1 7; Lk. 7 :32; cf Jb. 2 1 :  1 1 ) .  

For a comprehensive treatment, see the cor-
responding article in EBi. J .O .O .  

DANIEL ( Heb. däniyyn. däni'el, 'God is  my 
judge'). 1 .  Second son 01' Oavid ( I  Ch. 3: I )  and 
Abigail, called also 'Chileab' (Avmg.). Although 
older than his brothers Absalom and Adonijah, 
nothing more is recorded 01' hirn, suggesting that he 
died young. 2. A descendant 01' I thamar, who 
accompanied Ezra (8 :2) and was a signatory to the 
covenant (Ne. 1 0: 1 , 6). 3 .  A man 01' extraordinary 
wisdom and righteousness whose name is coupled 
with Noah and Job (Ezk. 1 4 :  1 4, 20), and who is men
tioned again in 28:3 .  Ezekiel need not be referring to 
the Ugaritic mythological Dan 'el (cf ANETl, pp. 
1 49-1 55) even though his spelling (Däni 'el) is slight
Iy di fferent from that 01' his contemporary 
(Däniy 'el), for in personal names the vowel letters 
were in free variation with one another, just as Dö'eg 
the Edomite ( I  Sa. 2 1  :7; 22:9) is spelt Döyeg in I Sa. 
22: 1 8 , 22. Furthermore, Oaniel's wisdom had 
become proverbial as early as 603 BC ( On. 2 :  I ), a 
number 01' years before Ezekiel spoke of it (Ezk. 
28:3). Thus, he may be the same as the following. 

4. The fourth of the so-ca lied 'greater' prophets, 
01' whose early career nothing is known except for 
what we are told in the book which bears his name. 
An Israelite 01' royal or noble descent (cf Jos. , Ant. 
1 0. 1 88), he was carried captive to Babyion by Neb
uchadrezzar in the third year 01' Jehoiakim, and 
with various companions trained für the king's ser
vice (On. 1 : 1 -6). Following a custom 01' the time, 
he was given (v. 7) the Babylonian name of * Beltes
hazzar. He gained a reputation first as an inter
preter 01' other men's visions (ch. 2-5), then 01' his 
own, in which he predicted the future triumph 01' 
the Messianic kingdom (eh. 7- 1 2) .  

Renowned for sagacity, he successfully occupied 
leading governmental posts under Nebuchadrez
zar, Belshazzar and Oarius. His last recorded 
vision was on the banks of the Tigris in the third 
year of Cyrus. 

There is a brief reference to 'the prophet Oaniel' 
in Mt. 24: 1 5  (= M k .  1 3 : 1 4) .  (* OANIEL, BOOK OF.) 

J .O .O .  
J .C .W. 

DANIEL, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 
The book covers the per iod 01' the exile from 605 
BC, when Nebuchadrezzar first took captives from 
Judah to Babyion ( I :  I ,  2), to 537 BC, 2 years after 

DANIEL, BOOK OF 

Cyrus 01' Persia defeated Babyion ( 1 0: I ) . For the 
captives, this was a time 01' painful reflection. Oid 
loss 01' their land mean that history was no longer 
under God's control? 

The book divides into two parts: chs. 1 -6 relate 
six incidents from the years in Babyion; God work
ing on behalf 01' his servants; chs. 7- 1 2  record four 
visions, showing God's pur pose for the nations, 
and the establishment 01' his kingdom. God had 
not abandoned his people. Chs. 2 and 7 are c10sely 
l inked by their contents, so connecting the two 
parts. They also form a bracket round the interven
ing chapters, thus: 

I. Oaniel and his friends introduced (I : 1 -2 1 )  
1 1 .  God and the nations (2 : 1 -7:28) 

A.  Oaniel interprets Nebuchadrezzar's dream 
(2 :  1 -49) 

B. The nations see God's servants rescued 
(3 :  1 -39) 

C. God's judgment on Nebuchadrezzar 
(4: 1 -37) 
C' God's judgment on Belshazzar (5: 1 -3 1 )  

B '  God rescues Oaniel from the Iions (6: 1 -28) 
A' An angel interprets Oaniel's vision (7: 1 -28) 

1 1 1 .  Two nations are identified (8: 1 -27) 
I V. Oaniel's prayer and its visionary answer (9: 1 -
1 7) 
V. A divine messenger gives an unprecedented 

revelation ( 1 0: 1 - 1 2 : 1 3) 

1 1 .  Date and authorship 
Whereas the dates given in the text relate to the 
Babylonian empire, the visions introduce successive 
empires that stretch ahead into the 2nd century BC 
and beyond. Those who regard the visions as his
tory rat her than prophecy, date the last vision c. 
1 67- 1 65 BC, when Antiochus Epiphanes violated 
the temple ( 1 1 :3 1 ) .  Some scholars would date the 
whole book from this period, while others regard 
the earlier chapters as having a much longer history. 
Extensive debate continues on the following topics: 

I .  Historical accuracy. Assuming that the author 
intended his stories to be accepted as events that 
actually happened, many commentators have ques
tioned his accuracy (cf H.  H .  Rowley, Darius the 
Mede, pp. 54-60). Some alleged discrepancies are 
easily accounted for, e.g. the ditference between I :  I 
and Je. 25: I .  I n  Babyion it was usual to reckon the 
first months 01' a new reign as the accession year, 
hence third year in Oaniel, whereas in Palestinian 
sources they would be reckoned as year I ,  hence 
!ourth year in Jeremiah (A. R. Millard, EQ 49, 2, 
1 977, p. 69). The author refers to Belshazzar as 
king (5 : 1 ;  7: 1 ;  8 : 1 ), yet no such king was known in 
Babyion. He was in fact crown prince, and acted as 
regent for more than half his father's reign, during 
which time he was to all intents and purposes king 
(* BELSHAZZAR) . A more intractable problem is the 
identity 01' Oarius the Mede, who is said to have 
taken over the kingdom after the death 01' Belshaz
zar (5 :3 1 ). At least seven different identifications 
have been suggested, though none has been verified 
from ancient sources (cf 1. E. Goldingay, WBC, p. 
1 1 2). Perhaps Oarius the Mede and Cyrus the Per
sian were titles 01' the same person (* OARIUS) . It is 
unlikely, as some allege, that the author of Oaniel, 
who was meticulous in other details, would have 
muddled Oarius the Mede with Oarius Hystaspes, 
whose reign began in 522 BC and was referred to as 
king 01' Persia in Ezr. 4 :5 .  

The author of Oaniel chs. 1 -6 presents a de-
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tailed account of life at the Babylonian court, 
widely thought to have been recorded during, or 
soon after the exile, to encourage faith under 
persecution .  

2 .  Two langllages. The book opens and closes in 
Heb. but from 2:4b-7:28 the language is Aramaic, 
the IingllajranCCl of the ancient Near East (cf. 2 Ki. 
1 8 :26). To account for the use of Aramaic in these 
chapters it has been suggested: (i) that they may 
have circulated separately because they were of 
interest to non-Jews; (ii) their message would have 
been equally encouraging to the Jewish resistance 
in the Maccabean struggle; (i i i) the different lan
guages may indicate different authors; (iv) 2:4 im
plies that the introduction of Aramaic was inten
tional. There are other examples in Near Eastern 
literature of an ABA structure, so the language 
changes do not necessarily indicate more than one 
author (1. G. Baldwin, TOTC, p. 69). 

Attempts to date the Aramaic used in Daniel 
have fai led, and we do not know whether it was 
written in Palestine or among the E dispersion. 
'Several scholars today would consider an Eastern 
( Mesopotamian) origin for the Aramaic part of 
Daniel . . .  as probable, in agreement with the sub
ject matter, though absolute proof cannot be given 
within the relative unity of Imperial Aramaic (K.  
A .  Kitchen, in 0. 1. Wiseman, Some Problems, pp. 
78, 79). lt has proved equally impossible to argue 
conclusively from the Heb. of Daniel. 

3 .  The prophecies. Chs. 2 and 7- 1 2  present styl
ized accounts of the course of future history as it 
concerned Israel and the world. Nebuchadrezzar 
of Babyion was the 'head of gold' (2:38) and the 
'lion' of 7:4. The kings of Media and Persia were 
to take over from Babyion (8:20; the silver of 2:32 
and the second beast of 7:5), while Greece would 
provide the next rulers (8 :2 1 ;  cf. the bronze of 2:39 
and 7:6). Ch. I I  is a chronicle of contests for 
supremacy over the holy land after the death of 
Alexander the Great ( 1 1 :3) until 1 65 BC. Though 
these events are presented as future, in vague terms, 
most commentators regard this chapter as history 
written after the event, in the 2nd century BC. 

The simplest way to account for the Babylonian 
background of chs. 1 -6 and the 2nd century Pales
tinian setting of chs. 7- 1 2  is to postulate at least 
two authors. Against that, chs. 2 and 7 could rea
sonably be expectcd to have come from the same 
mind, and some recent scholars have assumed that 
there were a number of different authors, who 
drew on material handed down to them (Goldin
gay, WBC, pp. 326-329). Someone in the Mac
cabean period would then have acted as 'coordinat
ing editor' to produce a book which several other 
scholars have regarded as demonstrably the work 
of one author (cf. Baldwin, TOTC, pp. 38-44). 

Could the detail of ch. I I  possibly be regarded 
as prophecy? Babyion had long been familiar with 
a kind of predictive prophecy, centuries be fore 
Daniel's exile there (Baldwin, TB, 1 979, pp. 77-
99). lt was appropriate, therefore, that Daniel's 
God should be seen to be in control of events, and 
of the climax of h istory (2 :44) and judgment day 
(7 9, 1 0) 

Since the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls in 
1 947, fragments of Daniel MSS have been avail
able dating from the late-2nd century BC. No mas
tcr text was in use at Qumran, tor the fragments 
represent several di fferent MSS. Evidently the 
book was already regarded as canonical, and the 
Qumran community looked tor the fulfilment in 

their day of the 'unfulfilled' ending of Daniel 
1 1 .  All this suggests the book was written be fore 
1 65 BC. 

The debate continues on both date and author
ship, but the structure of the book favours unity of 
authorship, and there is no compelling argument 
that renders impossible a date in the late 6th or 
eariy 5th century BC. 

m. Message 
The introductory chapter, written after the return 
from exile ( I  :2 1 ) , looked back over the events of a 
lifetime to show that youthful commitment to 
God's cause was abundantly vindicated. Already 
Daniel had stood out as leader of the young men 
from Judah, had undertaken a voluntary discipline 
over food and drink, and had received God's spe
cific gifts for his future ministry ( 1 7). Even the king 
recognized that he and his friends were intel
lectually superior to their Babylonian con
tempora ries. 

Ch. 2 shows God's sovereignty at work in Neb
uchadrezzar's second year. The king's tantalizing 
dream became a test case for Daniel and a demon
stration of the power of Daniel's God who reveals 
mysteries. The four sections of the towering statue 
represented four successive empires, Nebuchadrez
zar's being the first. The fourth would be struck by 
a living stone that would shatler the whole struc
ture. Human kingdoms are subject to the authority 
of the living God who will end them and set up his 
own kingdom. Daniel has a parallel vision of four 
beasts (ch . 7), but the empires are now character
ized by brutality, while God's intervention is  even 
more glorious. The climax of the vision and of the 
book is the coming of 'one like a son of man' to 
whom was given authority, glory and sovereign 
power (chs. 1 3 , 1 4). To this mysterious t itle the 
gospels were to provide the commen tary. 
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Nebuchadrezzar's image of gold (chs. 3, 4) was 
intended to bring all the representatives of his 
empire of nations into submission. But three of the 
king's administrators, who acknowledged a h igher 
authority in the living God, refused to bow down to 
the image. Their deliverance from the furnace so 
impressed the king that he declared legal the wor
ship of their God. Later, his building works com
pletcd (4:30), the king suffered from a terrifying 
mental illness which fulfillcd a dream that Daniel 
had intcrpreted. Only after he had given duc honour 
to the Most High God was his sanity restored. Then 
the king testified to the salutary e ffect of his illncss 
in humbling his pride, and glorified God (4:37). 

Belshazzar, by contrast, was totally irreligious 
(5 :2), and desecrated vessels from the Jerusalem 
Temple at his feast. When writing mysteriously ap
peared on the wall he was horror-struck . The athe
ist is wrong-footed by the approach of death .  In 
Belshazzar's case it ca me swi ftly, but he had been 
warned (ch . 28). His empire was taken over by that 
of the Medes and Persians. 

Daniel's outstanding courage was rewarded by 
high office in the new administration (6: 1 -3), but in 
his old age he was to be victimized by jealous rivals. 
By accusing him of breaking a law they had pur
posely devised, the nobles had Daniel thrown to 
the lions. That God rescued hirn from the lions is 
the best known incident in the book . King Darius 
rccognized the living God who rescues and saves. 
and decreed that everyone in his empire should 
reverence Daniel's God . Thus persecution. though 
meant tor evil, can result in God's glory. 



The last five chapters, written like the first in 
Heb., return to God's future purposes (cf chs. 2 
and 7) .  The scope, however, is more limited, Baby
Ion is not mentioned, and the emphasis is on the 
sccond and third kingdoms. The ram (8:3) is the 
Medo-Persian empire, and the he-goat the Gk. 
empire of Alexander the Great that was to split 
into four after his death (8:2 1 -23). Later on, one 
'master of intrigue' will take his stand against God 
hirnself, only to be defeated (8:25) .  In answer to 
Daniel's prayer pleading God's promise of restor
ation (9:4- 1 9) ,  Gabriel instructed Daniel more 
fully concerning future sufferings. Advance warn
ing proves that God has not lost control, but will 
bring about his decreed end when the 'scventy 
sevens' have been fulfilled. 

The final revelation ( 1 0: 1 - 1 2: 1 3), dated the 3rd 
year of Cyrus and fulfilling I : 2 1  (cf use of the 
name Belteshazzar, given to Daniel in I :7), was 
brought by a special divine messenger, seen only by 
Daniel. I t  concerned the holy land, sited between 
two power-seeking kingdoms ( 1 1 : 1-20). Under a 
particularly brutal usurper the era of persecution 
of God's people was to begin for political ends. 
This was unprecedented, hence the special revela
tion. Thc unmistakable message is the need to 
stand firm, to persevere and wait for God to bring 
in ' the end of days'. Jesus endorsed the message of 
Daniel, applying 9:27 to a time still future; he 
t!xtended judgment for the persecutor to judgment 
tor all the nations (Mt .  25:3 1 -46). The NT, as a 
wh oie, endorses and completes the revelation to 
Daniel ( Rev. 22: 1 2- 1 7) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. John Calvin, Daniel I, 1 56 1 ,  tr. 
T. H. L. Parker, 1 993;  1. A. Montgomery, The Book 
of Daniel, ICC, 1 927;  H. H .  Rowley, Darills the 
Mede and the FOllr World Empires in the Book of 
Daniel, 1 935;  E .  1. Young, The Prophecy of Daniel, 
1 949; 1. C. Whitcomb Jr., Daritls the Mede, 1 959; 
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DAN-JAAN. Joab and his companions came to 
Dan-jaan in compil ing thte census ordered by 
David (2 Sa. 24:6-9) . Startiltlg from " Aroer, E of 
the Dead Sea, they campedl S of the city in the 
valley 01' the Gadites (thc Arnon basin), then went 
N to Jazer, through Gi lead and other territory to 
Dan-jaan and its environs, alld to Sidon (probably 
the territorial boundary is meant). Thence they 
moved S, past a Tyrian outpost, ending in Beer
sheba. As Beersheba is also ment ioned in David's 
instructions along with Dan (v. 2), some scholars 
identify Dan-jaan with the we11-known Dan. More 
probably it was a N town in the district of Dan, 
perhaps " Ijon of I Ki. 1 5 :20 (LOB, p. 264). 
Among readings given by LXX i s  Dan-jaar, perhaps 
'Dan 01' the Woods' .  Another LXX reading, 'and 
from Dan they turned round to Sidon' seems 
indefensible. Jaan might be a personal name (cf I 
Ch. 5: 1 2  tor a possible cognate); a place name y'ny 
is known in Ugaritic. W.J .M .  

A.R.M.  

DATHAN 

DARIUS (Heb. Däryäwes; Akkad. Elamite, Dari
aWlIs; Old Persian, Darayavalls; Gk. Dareios). 

I .  Darius the Mede, the son of Ahasuerus 
(Xerxes; Dn. 9 :  I ), received the government on 
the death of Belshazzar (5 :30--3 1 ), being made 
king of the Chaldeans (9: I )  at the age of 62 
(5:3 1 ). He bore the title of 'king' (6:6, 9 ,  25) and 
the years were marked by his reign ( 1 1 :  I ) .  He 
appointed 1 20 subordinate governors under three 
presidents, of whom one was Daniel (6:2), who 
prospered in his reign (6:28). According to Jos. 
(Ant. 1 0. 249), Daniel was removed by Darius to 
Media. 

Since Darius the Mede is not mentioned by 
name outside the book of Daniel, and the con
temporary cuneiform inscriptions reckon no king 
of Babyion between Nabonidus (and Belshazzar) 
and the accession of Cyrus, his historicity has been 
denied and the OT account of this reign con
sidercd a conflation of confuscd traditions (H .  H .  
Rowley, Darills the Mede, 1 935). On the other 
hand, the narrative has a11 the appearance of genu
ine historical writing, and in the absence of many 
historical records of this period there is no reason 
why the history should not be accepted. 

There have been many attempts to identify Dar
ius with persons mentioned in the Babylonian 
texts. The two most reasonable hypotheses identify 
Darius with (a) Gubaru, (b) " Cyrus. Gubaru was 
governor of Babyion and of the region beyond the 
river (Euphrates). There is, however, no specific 
evidence that he was a Mede, called king, named 
Darius, a son of Ahasuerus, or aged about 60. 
Cyrus, who was related to the Medes, was called 
'king of the Medes' and is  known to have been 
about 62 years old on becoming king of Babyion. 
According to the inscriptions, he appointed many 
subordinate officials, and documerits were dated 
by his regnal years. This theory requires that Dn. 
6:28 be translated ' . . .  in the reign of Darius, even 
in the reign of Cyrus the Persian' as an explan
ation by the writer of the use of sources using two 
names for the one person. The weakness of this 
theory lies in the fact that Cyrus is nowhere named 
son of Ahasuerus (but this might be a term used 
only of royal persons) or as 'of the seed of a 
Mede'. 

2. Darius I, son of Hystaspes, who was king of 
Persia and of Babyion, where he succeeded Cam
byses (after two usurpers had been displaced), and 
ruled 52 1 -486 BC. He enabled the returned Jews to 
rebuild the Temple at Jerusalem with Jeshua and 
Zerubbabel ( Ezr. 4:5; Hg. I :  I ;  Zc. I :  I ) . 

3. Darius 1 1  (Nothus), who ruled Persia and 
Babyion (423-408 BC) , called 'Darius the Persian' 
in Ne. 1 2:22, perhaps to distinguish hirn from 'Dar
ius the Mede'. Since the father of Jaddua the high 
priest is mentioned in  an Elephantine papyrus c. 
400 BC, there is no need to assurne that th is Jaddua 
was the high priest who met Alexander in 332 BC 
and that the Darius here meant is Darius 1 l I  
(Codomanus), who reigned c. 336-33 1  BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. C. Whitcomb, Daritls the 
Mede, 1 959; D. 1. Wiseman, Notes on some Prob
lems in the Bookof Daniel, 1 970, pp. 9- 1 6. D.J.W. 

DATHAN (Heb. däLän, 'fount'?). A Reubenite, son 
of Eliab. Nu. 1 6: 1 -35 teils how, with his brother, 
Abiram, and • Korah, a Levite, he rebelIed against 
Moses. J .D .D .  
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DAVID 

DAVID (Heb. däwiej, sometimes däll'fej; root and 
meaning doubtful, but see BDB in /oc. ; the equa
tion with a supposed Old Bab. (Mari) dawidum, 
'chief', is now discounted (JNES 1 7, 1 958, p. 1 30; 
VT Supp 7,  1 960, pp. I 65ff.); cf Laesoe, Shemsha
rah Tab/eIs, p. 56). The youngest son of Jesse, of 
the tribe of Judah, and second king of Israel. In 
5cripture the name is his alone, typifying the 
unique pI ace he has as ancestor, forerunner and 
foreshadower of the Lord Jesus Christ-'great 
David's greater son'. There are 58 NT references 10 
David, including the oft-repeated title given to 
Jesus-'50n of David'. Paul states that Jesus is 
'descended from David according to the Hesh' 
(Rom. 1 :3), while Jesus hirnself is recorded by John 
as saying 'I am the root and the offspring of David' 
(Rev. 22: 1 6). 

When we return to the OT to find who this is 
who occupies a position of such prominence in the 
lineage of our Lord and the purposes of God, the 
material is abundant and rich. The story of David 
is found between I 5a. 1 6  and I Ki.  2, with much of 
the material paralleled in I Ch. 2-29. 

I .  Family background 
Great-grandson of Ruth and Boaz, David was the 
youngest of eight brothers (I 5a. 1 7 : 1 2ff.) and was 
brought up to be a shepherd. In this occupation he 
learnt the courage which was later to be evidenced 
in battle ( I  5a. 1 7 :34-35) and the tenderness and 
care for his Hock which he was later to sing of as 
the attributes of his God . Like Joseph, he suffered 
from the ill-will and jealousy of his older brothers, 
perhaps because of the talents with which God had 
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endowed him ( I  5a. 1 8 :28). Modest about his an
cestry ( I  5a. 1 8 : 1 8), David was to father a line of 
notable descendants, as the genealogy of our Lord 
in Matthew's Gospel shows (Mt .  I :  1 - 1 7) 

1 1 .  Anointing and friendship with Saul 
When God rejected 5aul from the kingship of 
Israel, David was revealed to 5amuel as his succes
sor, who anointed hirn, without any ostentation, at 
Bethlehem (I 5a. 1 6: 1 - 1 3). One of the results of 
5aul's rejection was the departure of the 5pirit of 
God from hirn, with a consequent depression of 
his own spirit, which at times seems to have ap
proached madness. There is an awesome revelation 
of divine purpose in the providence by which 
David, who is to replace 5aul in the favour and 
plan of God, is selected to minister to the fallen 
king's melancholy ( I  5a. 1 6 : 1 7-2 1 ) . 50 the Iives of 
these two men were brought together, the stricken 
giant and the rising stripling. 

At first all went wei l .  5aul was pleased with the 
youth, whose musical skill was to give us part of 
our richest devotional heritage, appointed hirn his 
armour-bearer. Then the well-known incident in
volving Goliath, the Philistine champion, changed 
everything ( I  5a. 1 7) .  David's agility and skill with 
the sling outdid the strength of the ponderous 
giant, whose slaughter was the signal for an Israel
ite repulsion of the Philistine force. The way was 
c1ear for David t9 reap the reward promised by 
5aul-the hand of the king's daughter in marriage. 
and freedom for his father's family from taxation: 
but a new factor changed the course 01' events-the 
king's jealousy of the new champion of Israel. As 
David returned from the slaying of Goliath, thc 
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women of Israel greeted him, singing, 'Saul has 
slain his thousands. and David his ten thousands'. 
Saul, unlikc his soil • Jonathan in a similar situ
ation, resented this and, we are told , 'eyed David 
from that day on' ( 1  Sa. 1 8 :7, 9). 

III. Thc hostility of Saul 
SauI's dealings with David decIined progressively 
in amity. and we find the young national hero es
caping a savage attack on his l ife by the king, re
duced in mili tary honour, cheatcd of his promised 
bride and married to Saul's other daughter. 
Michal. after a marriage settlement wh ich was 
meant to cause David's death ( I  Sa. 1 8 :25).  It  
would appear from I Sa. 24:9 that there was a 
group at Saul's court which deliberately fomented 
trouble between Saul and David, and the situation 
deteriorated steadily. Another abortive attempt by 
Sau I at slaying David with his spear was followed 
by an attempted arrest, foiled only by a stratagem 
01' M ichal, David's wife ( I  Sa. 1 9:8- 1 7). A marked 
feature of this period in David's l ife is the way in 
which Saul's two children, Jonathan and Michal, 
allied themselves with David and against their own 
father. 

IV. Flight from Saul 
The next stages in the story 01' David are marked 
by a constant Hight from the relentless pursuit 01' 
Sau I .  No resting-place is safe for long; prophet, 
priest, national enemy-none can give hirn shelter, 
and those who help hirn are cruelly punished by the 
rage-maddened k ing (I Sa. 22:6-1 9). After a 
narrow escape from destruction by the Philistine 
war-lords, David eventually established the Adul
lam band, at first a heterogeneous collection 01' fu
gitives, but later an armed task-force wh ich harried 
the foreign invaders, protected the crops and Hocks 
01' outlying I sraelite communit ies, and lived off the 
generosity 01' the latter. The churlish refusal 01' one 
01' these wealthy sheep-farmers, Nabal, to recog
nize any indebtedness to David is recorded in I Sa. 
25, and is interesting in introducing Abigail, later 
to become one 01' David's wives. Chs. 24 and 26 01' 
the same book record two instances when David 
spared the l ife of Saul, out 01' mingled piety and 
magnanimity. Eventually David, quite unable to 
curb the hostility 01' Saul, came to terms with the 
Philistine king, Achish 01' Gath, and was granted 
the frontier town of Ziklag in return for the occa
sional use 01' his warrior band. When the Philis
tines went out in force against Saul, however, the 
war-lords demurred at David's presence in their 
ranks, fearing a last-minute change 01' loyalty, so 
he was spared the tragedy 01' Gilbo<!, which he later 
mourned in one 01' the loveliest elegies extant (2 Sa. 
1 : 1 9-27). 

V. King in Hcbron 
Once Saul was dead, David sought the will 01' God 
and was guided to return to Judah, his own tribaI 
region. Here his fellow-tribesmen anointed hirn 
king, and he took up royal residence in Hebron. He 
was then 30 years old, and he reigned in Hebron 
for 7 1f, years. The first 2 years 01' this period were 
occupied by civil war between the supporters 01' 
David and the old courtiers 01' Saul, who had set 
up SauI's son Eshbaal ( I shbosheth) as king in Ma
hanaim. It may be doubted whether Eshbaal was 
more than a puppet, manipulated by Saul's faithful 
captain, Abner. With the death 01' these two by 
assassination, organized opposition to David came 

to an end, and he was anointed k ing over the 1 2  
tribes o f  Israel i n  Hebron, from which h e  was soon 
to transfer his capital to Jerusalem (2 Sa. 3-5) 

VI.  King in Jerusalem 
Now began the most successful period in David's 
long reign, which was to last 1'01' another 33 years. 
By a happy combination 01' personal bravery and 

skilled generalship he led the Israelites in such a 
systematic and decisive subjugation of their 
enemies-Philistines, Canaanites, Moabites. Am
monites, Aramaeans, Edomites and Amalekites
that his name would have been recorded in history 
quite apart from his sign i ficance in the divine plan 
01' redemption. The contemporary weakness of the 
powers in the Nile and Euphrates valleys enabled 
him, by conquest and alliance, to extend his sphere 
01' inHuence from the Egyptian fron tier and the 
Gulf of Aqabah to the upper Euphrates. Conquer
ing the supposedly impregnable Jebusite citadel 01' 
Jerusalem, he made it his capital, whence he be
strode the two major divisions 01' his kingdom, 
later to become the divided kingdoms 01' Judah 
and Israel. A palace was built, highways opened, 
trade routes restored, and the material prosperity 
01' the kingdom secured. This, however, could 
never be the sole, nor yet the main, ambition 01' 'a 
man after Yahweh's own heart', and we soon see 
evidence 01' David's religious zeal. He brought 
back the ark 01' the covenant from Kiriath-jearim 
and placed it in a special tabernacle prepared 1'01' it 
in Jerusalem. It was during the return 01' the ark 
that the incident occurred wh ich led to the death 01' 
Uzzah (2 Sa. 6:6-8). M uch 01' the religious organ
ization which was to enrich the later Temple wor
ship owes its origin to the arrangements 1'01' the 
service 01' the tabernacle made by David at this 
time. In  addition to its strategie and polit ical im
portance, Jerusalem thus acquired the even greater 
religious significance, with which its name has been 
associated ever since. 
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It is all the more to be wondered at and remem
bered in godly fear, that it was in this period 01' 
outward prosperity and apparent religious fervour 
that David committed the sin referred to in Scrip
ture as 'the matter 01' Uriah the Hi ttite' (2 Sa. 1 1 ) . 
The significance and importance 01' this sin, both 
1'01' its intrinsic heinousness and 1'01' its con
sequcnccs in the whole ensuing history of Israel, 
cannot be overestimated. David repented deeply, 
but the deed was done, and stands as a demonstra
tion 01' how sin spoils God's purpose 1'01' his chil
dren. The poignant cry 01' anguish with wh ich he 
greeted the news 01' the death of • Absalom was 
only a feeble echo 01' the heart's agony which knew 
that death, and many more, to be but part 01' the 
reaping 01' the harvest of lust and deceit sown by 
him so many years before. 

Absalom's rebell ion, in which the N kingdom 
remained loyal to David, was soon followed by a 
revolt on the part 01' the N kingdom, led by Sheba, 
a Benjaminite. This revolt, l ike Absalom's, was 
crushed by Joab. David's dying days were marred 
by the scheming of Adonijah and Solomon for his 
throne, and by the realizat ion that the legacy 01' 
internecine bloodshed foretold by • Nathan had 
still to be spent .  

In  addition to David's standing army, led by his  
kinsman Joab, he had a personal bodyguard re
cruited mainly from warriors of Philistine stock. 
whose loyalty to hirn never wavered. There is 



lbundant evidence in the historical writings to 
",hich reference has already been made of David's 
;kill in composing odes and elegies (see 2 Sa. I :  1 9-
n: 3 :33-34; 22; 23 : 1 -7). An early tradition de
;cribes hirn as ' the sweet psalmist of Israel' (2 Sa. 
1 3 :  I ) , while later OT writings refer to his direction 
Jf the musical worship of Israel, his invention of 
ind skill in playing musical instruments, and his 
;omposition (Ne. 1 2:24, 36, 45-46; Am. 6:5) . 
Seventy-three of the psalms in the Bible are re
;orded as ' David's', some of them in ways which 
;Iearly imply authorship. M ost convincingly of all, 
Jur Lord hirnself spoke of David's authorship of at 
least one psalm (Lk .  20:42), using a quotation from 
I t  to make plain the nature of his Messiahship. 

V I!. Character 
The Bible nowhere glosses over the sins or char
icter defects of the children of God. 'Whatever 
was written in former days was written for our 
instruction' (Rom. 1 5 :4). lt is part of the task of 
Scripture to warn by ex am pie, as weil as to 
encourage. The sin of David in the matter of 
Uriah the Hi ttite is a cardinal instance of this. Let 
this blot be seen for what it is - a stain on a char
acter otherwise fair and wondrously to the glory 
of God . l t  is true that there are elements in the 
experience of David wh ich seem foreign and even 
repugnant to the child of the new covenant . Yet 
'he . . .  served the counsel of God in his own gen
eration' (Äcts 1 3 :36), and in that generation he 
stood out as a bright and shining light for the God 
of Israel. His  accomplishments were many and 
varied; man of action, poet, tender lover, generous 
foe, stern dispenser of justice, loyal friend, he was 
all that men find wholesome and admirable in 
man, and this by the will of God, who made hirn 
and shaped hirn for his destiny. It is to David, not 
to Saul, that the Jews look back with pride and 
affection as the establisher of their kingdom, and 
it is in David that the more far-sighted of them 
saw the kingly ideal beyond which their minds 
could not reach, in the image of wh ich they looked 
for a coming Messiah, who should deliver his 
people and sit upon the throne of David for ever. 
That t his was not idealistic nonsense, still iess idol
atry, is indicated by the NT endorsement of the 
excellences of David, of whose seed Messiah 
indeed came, after the flesh. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. de S. Barrow, David: Shep
herd, Poet, Warrior. King, 1 946; A. C. Welch, Kings 
afld Prophets oJ lsrael, 1 952, pp. 80ff. For a concise 
estimate of the ' Davidic' psalms, see N. H. Snaith, 
The Psalms, A Short Ifl troduction, 1 945, where 
Ewald's rearrangement is cited with approval. For 
an important and interesting appraisal of David's 
official role as divine representative and the sig
nificance of Jerusalem in the religious life of the 
monarchy, see A. R. Johnson, Sacral Kingship in 
Ancient Israel, 1 955 .  T.H.J .  

DAY OF THE LORD. This expression forms part 
of the • eschatology of the Bible. It has various 
equivalents, such as 'the day', 'in that day'. 

In th is article we consider the uses of the actual 
phrase. Am. 5 :  1 8-20, the earliest use, shows that 
the phrase was already a standard one in popular 
phraseology. To the people i t  meant the day when 
Yahweh would intervene to put I srael at the head 
of the nations, irrespective of I srael's faithfulness 
to hirn. Amos declares that the Day means judg-
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ment for I srael. So also in I s. 2: 1 2 f. ;  Ezk . 1 3 :5 ;  Joel 
1 : 1 5; 2: 1 , 1 1 ;  Zp. 1 :7, 1 4; Zc. 1 4: 1 .  

Other prophets, conscious of the sins of other 
nations as weil as of Israel, declare that the Day 
will come on individual nations as a punishment 
for their brutali ties, e.g. Babyion, I s. 1 3 :6, 9; Egypt, 
Je. 46: 10; Edom, Ob. 1 5 : many nations, Joel 2:3 1 ;  
3 : 1 4; Ob. 1 5 . 

The Day of the Lord is thus the occasion when 
Yahweh actively intervenes to punish sin that has 
come to a c1imax. This punishment may come 
through an invasion (Am. 5-6; Is. 1 3 ; Ezk. 1 3 : 5), or 
through some natural disaster, such as a locust in
vasion (Joe! 1 -2). All iesser interventions come to a 
head in the actual coming of the Lord hirnself. At 
th is  Day there are truly repentant believers who are 
saved (Joel 2:28-32), while those who remain en
emies of the Lord, whether Jews or Gentiles, are 
punished. There are also physical effects on the 
world of nature ( I s. 2). 

In  the NT the Day of the Lord (as in 2 Thes. 2:2) 
is the second coming of Christ, and the phrase 'the 
day of Jesus Christ', or an equivalent, occurs in I 
Cor. 1 :8 ;  5 : 5 ;  Phil .  1 :6. 1 0; 2 : 1 6; 2 Thes. 2:2 (AV) . 
The coming is unexpected ( I  Thes. 5 :2 ;  2 Pet. 3 :  I 0), 
yet certain signs must occur first, and these should 
be discerned by Christians (2 Thes. 2 :2f.) .  Physical 
effects on the world of nature accompany the Day 
(2 Pet. 3 : 1 2f.) .  J .S .W. 

DAY'S JOURNEY (Nu. I I  :3 1 ;  I Ki .  1 9:4; Jon. 3:4; 
Lk. 2:44). In  the E distances were commonly con
sidered in terms of hours and days. Thus a day's 
journey migh t be reckoned as 7-8 hours (perhaps 
30-50 km), but it was a somewhat indefinite ex
pression appropriate to a country where roads and 
other factors vary greatly. It should not be con
fused with a sabbath day's journey, for which see 
· WEIGHTS ANO MEASURES. J .O.O.  
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DAYSPRING ( Heb. sa/:rar, 'dawn'; Gk. analOIe, 
'uprising', elsewhere in AV 'east'). The 'place' of the 
dayspring (Jb. 38 : 1 2, RSV 'dawn') is the daily
changing point of the horizon at which the sun 
comes up. The Gk. ( Lk. 1 :78) presents difficulties 
of interpretation, but could intend a comparison 
of the Messiah with the rising of the sun. See A. R.  
C. Leaney, The Gospel according to St Luke, 1 958, 
pp. 90-9 1 .  J .O.O.  

DEACON. RSV renders 'deacon' only at Phil . I :  I 
and 4 times in I Tim. 3; but the Gk.  word thus 
represented, diakon os (generally in AV 'minister' or 
'servant'), occurs some 30 times in NT, and the 
cognates diakoneö (to 'minister') and diakonia 
('ministry') occur between them a further 70 times. 
In the majority of the 1 00 occurrences of the 
words there is no trace of a technical meaning re
lating to specialized functions in the church; in a 
few it is necessary to consider how far diakonos and 
its cognates have acquired such a connotation. 

I.  Derivation 
Basically, diakon os is a servant, and often a table
servant, or waiter. In Hellenistic times it came also 
to represent certain cult and temple officials (see 
examples in MM), foreshadowing the Christian 
technical use. The more general sense is common 
in NT, whether for royal servants (Mt .  22: 1 3) or for 
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a servant of God ( I  Thes. 3 :2, TR). In a single 
passage Paul describes Epaphras as a 'deacon' of 
Christ and hirnself as a 'deacon' of the gospel and 
of the church (Col. 1 :7 ,  23, 25). Others exercise a 
diakonia towards Paul (Acts 1 9:22; cf Phm. 1 3  and 
perhaps Col. 4:7; Eph. 6:2 1 ), the context showing 
that they are his assistants in evangelistic work. To 
find here the origin of the later idea of the bi shop 
with his deacon is straining language. In other 
words, diakonia is here being applied especially to 
preaching and pastoral work. 

In NT, however, the word never quite loses its 
connection with the supply of material needs and 
service (cf, e.g. , Rom. 1 5 :25 in context; 2 Cor. 8:4). 
A waiter is a diakon os still (Jn. 2:5, 9); the table
waiting of Martha (Lk.  1 0:40) and of Peter's 
mother-in-Iaw (Mk.  1 :3 1 )  is diakonia. It is in this 
light that we are to see Christ's insistence that his 
eoming was in order to minister (Mk.  1 0:45): sig
nificantly this claim is set in Lk.  22:26f. in the con
text of table-service. The Lord is the Deacon par 
excellence, the table-waiter of his people. And, as 
these passages show, 'deaeonship' in this sense is a 
mark of his whole chureh. 

11. The New Testament diaconate 
As we have seen, there was eontemporary analogy 
for 'deacons' as cult officials. When, therefore, we 
find the church greeted 'with the bishops and dea
cons' (Phil . I :  I )  it is natural to see a reference to 
two partieular classes within the chureh. It is true 
that Hort can see rat her the 'ruling' and the 'serv
ing' elements together making up the church, but it 
is doubtful if this could be applied to I Tim. 3, 
where a l ist of q ualifications for bishops is im
mediately followed by a parallel list for deacons: 
sobriety, straightforwardness, freedom from excess 
and greed, probity. These would be particularly 
appropriate for those with responsibilities in fi
nanee and administration, and the prominence of 
social service in the early church would make dia
konos an especially suitable word for such people
the more so since the love feast, involving literal 
table-service, was a regular agency of charity. 
While diakonia is a mark of the whole church, it is 
also a special gift-parallel with prophecy and 
government, but distinct from generous giving-to 
be exercised by those who possess it (Rom. 1 2:7; I 
Pet. 4: 1 1 ). And while any servant of Christ is right
Iy called a 'deacon' ,  the term may be particularly 
applied to those who minister, like Phoebe (Rom. 
16 :  I ), in the ways mentioned. But whether the di
aconate existed universally under this name, or 
whether, for instance, the 'helps' at Corinth ( I  Cor. 
1 2 :28) were equivalent to the 'deacons' at Philippi, 
remains uncertain. There is little to suggest that in 
NT times the term 'deacon' is ever more than semi
technical, or that it has any connection with the 
Jewish hazzän (. SVNAGOGUE) . Significant ly, im
mediately after listing the qualifications for dea
cons, Paul returns to the general sense of the word 
in exhorting Timothy hirnself ( I  Tim. 4:6. Cf also 
I Pet. 4 : I O with 4 : 1 1 ). 

The account in Acts 6 of the appointment by the 
Jerusalem church of seven approved men to super
vise the administration of the widows' fund is 
commonly taken as the formal institution of the 
diaconate. It is doubtful if this has much basis in 
language. Leaving aside unprovable theories which 
see the Seven as but the Hellenistic counterpart of 
the Twelve, we may note, first, that the Seven are 
never called 'deacons', and secondly, that while the 
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cognate words are used they apply equally to the 
diakonia of the Word exercised by the Twelve (v. 4) 
and to that of the tables (whether for meals or 
money) exercised by the Seven (v. 2). Laying on of 
hands is too common in Acts to be seen as a special 
milestone here (. ORDINATION) , and the careers of 
Stephen and Philip show that the Seven were nol 
confined to table-service. 

There is, however, weight in Lightfoot's argu
ment that the position Luke gives to the incident 
reftects his view of its high significance. It is 'one of 
those representative facts of which the earlier part 
of his narrative is almost wholly made up' (Philip
piansl, p. 1 88). The significance lies, however, nOI 
in the institution of an order in the ministerial 
hierarchy, but as the first example of that delega
tion of administrative and social responsibilities to 
those of appropriate character and gifts, which was 
to become typical of the Gentile churches, and the 
recognition of such duties as part of the ministry 
of Christ. 

Ecclesiastical usage institutionalized and nar
rowed the NT conception. Early non-canonical lit
erature recognizes a class of deacons withoul 
specifying their functions (cf 1 C/ement 42; Igna
tius, Magnesians 2. I ;  Tra/lians 2. 3 ;  7 .  3). Later 
literature shows the deacons undertaking functions 
such as attending the sick, which must have been 
part of Christian diakonia in apostolic times; bul 
their duties in the Eucharist ( via table-service al the 
communal meal?), and personal relationship with 
the monarcilical bishop, become increasingly 
prominent .  The occasional limitation of the diac
onate to seven is probably due to deliberate 
archaizing. 

BIBLIOGRAPHV. H. W. Beyer, TDNT2, pp. 8 1 -93; 
1. B. Lightfoot, The Christian Ministry ( = Philip
pians" pp. 1 8 I ff.); F. 1. A .  Hort, The Christiall Ec
clesia, 1 897, pp. I 98ff. ; A.  M .  Farrer in The Apos
tolic Ministry, ed. K. E. Kirk, 1 946, especially pp. 
I 42ffc; B. Reicke, Diakonie. Festfreude lind Zetas. 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 9ff.; K. Hess, NIDNTT 3. pp. 544-553 . 
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DEACONESS. There are a number of indications 
in the NT that women as weil as men were ap
pointed as deacons. • Phoebe was diakOllOs of the 
church at Cencreae ( Rom. 1 6 : 1 )  and Paul recom
mends her as his messenger. Although sometimes 
translated 'servant' (AV), this is the word used for a 
deacon in I Tim. 3 :8 .  l t  had no feminine form at 
this time. The Greek Fathers regularly read I Tim. 
3:  1 1 ,  'The women likewise must be serious' (RSV) .  
as a reference to the qualities required für women 
deacons rather than deacons' wives (AV) . 

About AD 1 I I  Pliny, governor 01' Bithynia. rc
ported that he had questioned under lorture two 
maidservants, who were called deaconesses (/1/illi5-
trae), concerning Christian rites (Epista/ae, 1 0:96). 
After that there seems no clear literary notice of 
deaconesses before the 3rd century Didascalia. lt 
portrays a culture where women were significantly 
enclosed . Women deacons had freedom to movc 
within households, reaching women and ch ildren. 
They played an important role at the baptism of 
women and in continuing to teach the converts. 
Around this time the feminine term diakonissa was 
coined. 

Some have doubted the existence of such an 
office in NT times, but the consensus today seems 
to be that women such as Phoebe held a recognized 



office as deacon in Paul's day. The emphasis in 
Luke 8 :2f. on the involvement of women in Jesus' 
ministry may have been intended to be an en
couragemen t  to them. Deaconesses gradually dis
appeared in later centuries, with the tendency for 
women's ministry to be concentrated in celibate re
ligious orders. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Witherington, Women in /he 
Minis/ry 01 lesus, 1 984; A Report to the House of 
Bishops of the General Synod of the Church of 
England, Deaeons in /he Minis/ry ol /he ChI/reh, 
1 98 1 ;  C. Hall (ed.), The Deaeon's Minis/ry, 1 992. 
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DEAD SEA, OT: 'Salt Sea' (Gn. 1 4: 3), 'Eastern 
Sea' (Ezk . 47: I 8), 'Sea of the Arabah' (01. 4:49); 
classical: Asphal/i/es, later ' Dead Sea'; Arabic: 'Sea 
of Lot'. 

The great rift valley reaches its deepest point at 
the Dead Sea basin. The surface 01' the water is on 
average 427 m below sea-Ievel, and the deepest 
point of the bed some 433 m lower still . The Sea is 
about 77 km long and stretches from the sheer 
cliffs 01' Moab some 10 or 1 4  km across to the hills 
of Judah. On this W side is a narrow shore bound
ed by many terraces, the remains of earlier beaches. 
Except for a few springs (e.g. 'Ain Feshkha and 
Engedi, cf CI. I :  I 4), the Judaean coast is arid and 
bare. Four main streams feed the Sea from the E:  
the Mojin (Arnon), Zerqa M a'in, Kerak and the 
Zered. The rate of evaporation is so great (tem
perature reaches 43°C in summer) that the inflow 
of these waters and the Jordan serves only to keep 
the sea-Ievel constant. The annual rainfall is about 
5 cm. Luxuriant vegetation is to be found where 
the rivers f10w in or where there are fresh-water 
springs. The oases around the Kerak and the Zered 
delta show how fertile this basin could be (cf Gn. 
1 3 : I 0), as Ezekiel saw in his vision of a river of 
pure water f10wing from Jerusalem to sweeten the 
Salt Sea (Ezk. 47:8- 1 2) .  

Until the mid- 1 9th century it was possible to 
ford the sea from Lisan ('tongue'), a peninsula 
which projects from beside t he Kerak to within 3 
km of the opposite shore. Traces of a Roman road 
remain. Masada, an almost impregnable fortress 
built by the Maccabees and by Herod, guarded this 
road on lhe edge of Judaea. S of lhe Lisan, the sea 
is very shallow, gradually disappearing into the 
salty marsh (Zp. 2:9) cal led the Sebkha. 

Thc concentrated chemical deposits (salt, 
potash, magnesium, and calcium chlorides and 
bromide, 25'1., of the water), which givc the Dead 
Sea its buoyancy and its fatal effects on fish, may 
weil have been ignited during an earthquake and 
caused thc rain of brimstone and fi,e destroying 
Sodom and Gomorrah. Lot's wife, stopping to 
look back, was overwhelmed by the falling salt, 
while her family, hastening on, escaped (Gn. 
1 9 :  I 5-28). Archaeological eVJdence suggests a 
break of several centuries in the  sedentary occupa
tion from early in the 2nd millennium BC. A hili of 
salt (lebel UsdulII, Mt Sodom) at the SW corner is 
eroded into strange forms, including pillars which 
are k nown as 'Lot's Wife' by local Arabs (cf 
Wisdom 1 0:7). Salt was obtained from the shore 
(Ezk. 47: I I ), and t he Nabataeans traded in the 
bitumen wh ich f10ats on t he surface (see P. C. 
Hammond, BA 22, 1 959, pp. 40-48). Throughout 
the OT period the sea acted as a barrier between 
Judah and Moab and Edom (cf 2 Ch. 20: I -30), 

DEAD SEA SCROLLS 

although i t  may have been used by small trading 
boats, as it was in Roman times. (0 PUIN, CITIES OF 
THE; 0 PATRIARCHAL AGE; 0 ARCHAEOLOGY; 
o JORDAN; 0 ARABAH; 0 DEAD SEA SCROLLS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A. Smith, His/orieal Geog
raphy ol /he Holy Land, 1 93 I ,  pp. 499-5 I 6; D. Baly, 
The Geography ol /he Bible, 1 974. A.R.M.  

DEAD SEA SCROLLS, Ancient manuscripts dis
covered in and around the cliffs along the W shore 
of the Dead Sea. 

In the broadest usage, the expression Dead Sea 
Scrolls (DSS) embraces all epigraphic remains dis
covered since 1 947 over a 75 km stretch from Wadi 
ed-Daliyeh 25 km N of the Dead Sea southward to 
Masada, mostly in caves. Strictly speaking, DSS 
designates only those manuscripts discovered in 
the vicinity of Khirbet Qumran. At present, this 
includes approximately 800 manuscripts from 
eleven caves, many extremely fragmentary. Almost 
certainly, the scrolls represent a 'Iibrary' for the 
community - probably Essenes - which inhabited 
the buildings at 0 QUMRAN (see also 0 ESSENES) .  One 
of the strongest pieces of evidence for this view of 
the DSS is the distribution of writings in the caves 
(Dimant). 
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Nevertheless, the recognition that the eleven 
caves contained parts of a large collection does not 
imply that all the works were composed by one 
group of people. This is obviously the case with the 
non-biblical texts. Of approximately 1 90 non
biblical compositions represented among the 
scrolls, nine were previously known: Ben Sira, 
Tobit ,  Epistle of Jeremiah, apocryphal psalms, 
Jubilees, I Enoch, Book of Giants, Testament of 
Levi and Testament of Naphtali. The tendency to 
regard the remaining non-biblical compositions as 
direct evidence for practices and beliefs of the 
Qumran community (e.g. 'the Qumran liturgy' and 
'Qumran exegesis') has given way to much more 
circumspection in the use 01' DSS. Scholars now 
generally demand some concrete indication before 
labelling a piece as sectarian or of Qumran origin. 
They also find the use of sources, redactional layers 
and developments. It now appears possible that 
roughly one third of the total number 01' manu
scripts and over one third of the non-biblical com
positions are of non-Qumran provenance, many 
with 110 sectarian content whatsoever. 

The biblical manuscripts are extrcmely valuable 
for textual criticism, since they predate by over a 
millennium the earliest Heb. biblical manuscripts 
previously k nown (the oldest DSS MSS date from 
the 3rd century BC: 4QSamb, 4QExr, 4QJer'). These 
manuscripts confirm that three primary textual 
witnesses to the Heb. Bible were in existence prior 
to the Christian era: the MT 'type', the Heb. Vor
lage 01' the LXX, and thc Samaritan Pentateuch. 
But the DSS also hint at a greater diversity than 
previously imagined. Furthermore, the existence at 
Qumran 01' texts close to each 01' these, but also 01' 
a distinctive 'Qumran group' and many texts which 
share characteristics of several groups, without any 
decisive commitment to one, shows that a local text 
theory is not wholly adequate to explain the vari
ations. l t  emerges that tcxtual criticism of the 
Heb. Bible must not be pursued in isolation from 
literary criticism. 

By the presence of every book of the Heb. canon 
(exccpt Esther), the use 01' formulas to introduce 
quotations from Scripture and exegetical activity 
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on biblical texts, the DSS give evidence of a dis
tinct body of authoritative books headed by the 
Pentateuch, the prophets and the Psalms. Never
theless, the divergent nature of the Psalter in 
I I QPs', the use of formulas to introduce quota
tions I"rom the Apocryphon of Levi and Jubilees, 
and the implicit claim to inspiration in the Temple 
SerolI, imply that the boundaries of the corpus of 
authoritative writings were not rigid. Moreover, 
the existence of various forms of biblical texts side 
by side within one community, and especially 
expansive texts, imply that there was little or no 
concern for 'a canonical text' .  

Several manuscripts consist only of excerpts of 
Scripture, some of wh ich had a liturgical function 
(tefillin and mezlizot, probably 4QDeut'·"), and 
others whose purpose is less clear. 

Bibl ical interpretation permeates most of the 
DSS, but there are so me compositions whose cen
tral purpose is to explain, clarify, harmonize, sys
tematize and extend the biblical text in different 
ways. Most distinctive to Qumran exegesis is the 
explicit commentary known as pesher, so named 
after the characteristic method 01" citing a brief 
biblical passage followed by the formula 'its inter
pretation concerns'. Pesher exegesis operates on 
the premise that hidden in Scripture is secret reve
lation pertaining to the last days, and only the sect
arian community holds the key to the true inter
pretation. Consequently, it disregards the histor
ical context of the biblical text but assurnes that it 
concerns the history of the sect and its enemies. 
Continuous pesharim exist on the Psalms and sev
eral of the prophets ( I saiah, Hosea, Micah, 
Nahum, Zephaniah, Habakkuk). There are also 
thematic pesharim which assemble passages from 
different biblical books around a common subject, 
e.g. 4QFlorilegium, 4QCatena', and I I  QMel
chizedek treat eschatological themes while 4Q 
Ordinances (4Q 1 59, 5 1 3-5 1 4) reinterprets various 
biblical laws. Examples of pesher exegesis also 
appear within non-biblical works, e.g. the Damas
cus Document. 

Other types of exegesis are more subtle. Tar
gums to Leviticus and Job interpret the text by 
means of Aramaie translation. Juxtaposition of 
biblical passages in 4QTestimonia points to an ex
pectation of three eschatological figures: a prophet 
like M oses, a Davidic Messiah and a priestly Mes
siah. Various works follow the biblical text quite 
closely but with additions, omissions and reorder
ings tor exegetical purpose, e.g. 4QReworked 
Pentateuch"'; Temple Scroll .  Others are more ex
tensive in their exegetical retelling, rewording or 
paraphrasing the biblical text itsell", e.g. Genesis 
(4QAges of Creation [4Q I 80- 1 8 1 ] , 4QGenesis 
Commentary [4Q252], I QGenesis Apocryphon, 
Jubilees, 4QPseudo-Jubilees' �), Exodus (4Q 1 27), 
Joshua (4QI 23) and the description of the eschato
logical city in Ezk . 40-48 (the Aramaic New Jeru
salem texts). Among these examples of 'rewritten 
Bible', the Temple Sero 11 is unusual since it aims 
not only to restate and interpret Scripture, but to 
constitute a new revelation of law itself, perhaps as 
a sixth book of the Torah. 

Numerous works are much more loosely related 
to the biblical text. Sometimes called 'para-biblical 
literature', these include a variety of works in
tended to supplement Scripture, often associated 
with important biblical characters such as Enoch, 
Noah, the patriarchs, Moses, Joshua. Samuel, 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. 

Among the most important of the non-bi blical 
compositions are several which appear to be rule
books for a community: the Community Rule (S), 
the Damascus Document (D), the Eschatological 
Rule (Sa) and the War Rule (M) .  With the excep
tion of Sa, wh ich is appended to only one copy of 
S, these exist in multiple copies which attests to 
their popularity at Qumran . They incorporate a 
variety of literary forms and diverse content, are 
patently of composite origin and exhibit complex 
redact ional histories perhaps related to develop
ments in the community. S is usually regarded as 
the central source of information about the organ
ization and life of the Qumran sect, its dualism. 
Messianism and eschatology. The c10se relation
ship between S and 0 probably reflects related 
communities. M and Sa provide rules for the 
eschatological community. All of the rules point to 
a highly structured organization and rigorous dis
cipline, but this derives from theological rather 
than ascetical motivations. It is not certain, how
ever, to what degree these might have been litur
gical and/or utopian writing rat her than purely 
practical rule-books. 
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The publication of the Temple Scroll in 1 977 
and 4QMMT in the early 1 990s highlighted the 
central role of law at Qumran.  The Temple Seroll is 
a collection of laws related to the Temple, sacri
fices, priesthood and festivals, c10sely following but 
reinterpreting and supplementing biblical law. It is 
probable that it was a revered souree at Qumran 
rat her than a Qumran composition, since it lacks 
polemic and differs in some points from positions 
attested in the Rules. 4QM MT is a polemical col
lection of purity laws (and seemingly a calendar) 
with one group appealing to another on friendly 
but stern terms. Many of its legal positions re
semble Sadducean halakhah, but this is a result 01" 
eommon Jewish tradition rat her than identity or 
relationship of groups. 

Liturgical works among the DSS include collee
tions of prayers for days of the week with a hymn 
for the Sabbath, days of the month and festivals as 
weil as grace at meals, purification ceremonies and 
possibly a wedding ceremony. It is unlikely that all 
of these were exclusive to the Qumran sect, and are 
therefore important evidence for the early devel
opment of Jewish liturgy. More certainly sectarian 
are blessing and cursing rituals, a eolleetion 01" 
mystical Sabbath hymns, blessings tor the last days 
and exorcism psalms. Numerous poetic texts could 
also have had some sort of l iturgical use, such as 
the non-seetarian mixed psalter I I  QPsalms', the sec
tarian Thanksgiving Hymns, collections of hymns 
beginning 'Bless, 0 my soul' and lamentations. 

Only recently has the I"ull scope of wisdom 
material among the DSS begun to be realized. and 
many texts remain unpublished. In  4QMysteries. 
wisdom and prophecy are linked: divine wisdom 
is hidden as mysteries discernible only by those 
specially gifted in interpreting signs. 

Various calendrical texts coordinate the 364-day 
solar calendar, known I"rom I Enoch and Jubilees, 
with both biblical and non-biblical festivals and/or 
the priestly courses. Some also synchronize these 
with the days of the lunar month. 

The influence of apocalyptic writings, and inter
est in revelation of mysteries, visions and mystical 
communion with the angels, is apparent in many 
01" the scrolls. Besides important fragments 01" pre
viously known apocalypses such as I Enoch and 
the Book 01" Giants, there are several fragmentary 



works of an apoealyptie nature, mostly in Ara
maie, e.g. part or a book of Noah, a visionary 
angel-guided tour of the New Jerusalem, a vision 
01' Amram exhibiting a eosmie dualism, a Danielic 
vision about the four kingdoms, and another about 
a 'son of God' whose identity is still disputed. Thc 
Qumran seet emerges as a eommunity which held 
in tension the apoealyptic impulse and eoncern for 
the law (cf CD 1 :5-7). 

A few works might be termed magieal texts. 
4Q 1 86 determines a person's spiritual nature by his 
physieal features and the astrologieal eonditions at 
his birth. Related to this, 4Q534 demonstrates the 
connection between physieal features and the des
tiny of an individual. 4Q3 1 8  eombines astrology 
with the interpretation of portents. 

A seroll of eopper lists the loeations of hidden 
treasures, but seholars have not been able to agree 
on its signifieanee or relationship to Qumran or the 
other serolls. 

Unanswered questions about the textual his
tory of individual compositions and their rela
tionship to one another, and about the Iibrary as 
a whole, render preearious broad claims about 
the history, beliefs and practices of the Qumran 
sect based on harmonization of various serolls. 
Nevertheless, the priestly orientation of the 
community is prominent .  A eentral element of 
their self-identity was the conviction that the 
community atoned for the land by the aeeeptance 
of discipline, enaetment of judgments, right 
behaviour and prayer. Purity laws and calendar 
were issues of eontention with the temple author
ities. A founding leader, ealled the Teaeher 01' 
Righteousness, had faeed opposition from the 
high priest (the 'Wicked Priest') and was betrayed 
by a leader c10se to hirn (the 'Spouter of Lies'). 
Characteristie themes include a cosmie dualism 
between dark and light, esehatology, Messianism, 
prcdestination and election. 
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DEATH. From one point of view death is the most 
natural of things: 'man is destined to die onee' 
(Heb. 9 :27). It may be accepted without rebellion : 
'Let mc die the death of the righteous' (Nu. 23: 1 0) .  
From another, it is  most unnatural. I t  is the 
penalty for sin (Rom. 6:23), and is to be feared as 
such. Both points of view are found in the Bible; 
neither should be overlooked. Death is a biologieal 
neeessity, but people do not die simply as the 
animals die. 

I .  Physical death 
'Death' ean have more than one meaning. Physieal 
death seems inevi table for bodies like ours; deeay 
and ultimate dissolution are ineseapable. But the 
Bible speaks of death as the result of sin. God said 
to Adam, 'when you eat of it you will surely die' 
(Gn. 2: 1 7) .  Paul teils us that 'sin entered the world 
through one man, and death through sin' ( Rom. 
5 : 1 2), and again that 'the wages of sin is death' 
(Rom. 6:23). But Adam did not die physieally on 
the day that he disobeyed God. And in Rom. 5 and 
6 Paul is eontrasting the death that eame about 
through Adam's sin with the l ife that Christ brings 
people. Now the possession of eternal life does not 
abolish physieal death. It is opposed to a spiritual 
state, not to a physieal event .  The inferenee we 
draw from all this is that the death whieh is the 
result of sin is more than bodily death .  

Suieide i s  rare in the OT, but there were people 
who took their lives in the faee of mili tary disaster, 
aetual or expected (Jdg. 9 :54; I Sa.  3 1 :4; 2 Sa. 
1 7 :23; I Ki.  1 6: 1 8). There is but one suicide in the 
NT, that of Judas (Mt.  27:5). We should see this as 
a sinful way of ending God's good gift of life, but 
the Bible does not discuss it .  

The seriptural passages that conneet death with 
sin do not qualify death .  We would not realize from 
them anything other than the usual meaning 
attached to the word. Perhaps we should under
stand that mortality was the result of Adam's sin, 
and that the penalty of death includes both phys
ical and spiritual aspects. But we do not know 
enough about Adam's pre-fallen eondition to be 
dogmatic. Ir his body was like ours, then it was 
mortal. If it was not, we have no means of know
ing whether i t  was mortal or not. 

We should und erstand death as something that 
involves the wh oie person. We die, not as so many 
bodies, but as people, in the totality of our being. 
And the Bible does not put a sharp line of demar
cation between the two aspeets. Physical death, 
then, is a fit symbol and expression of, and unity 
with , the more serious death that sin inevi tably 
brings. 

11 .  Spiritual death 
That more serious death is the divine penalty. We 
have already noticed that death is 'the wages' 01' 
sin (Rom. 6:23), i. e. the due reward ror sin. Paul 
can speak of certain sinners who 'know God's 
righteous decree that those who do such things de
serve death' (Rom. 1 :32), and the thought or God's 
decree underlies John's reference to the 'sin that 
leads to death' (I Jn. 5 :  1 6) .  This is a very important 
truth. It enables us to see the full horror of death. 
And at the same time, paradoxically, i t  gives us 
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hope. We are not caught up in a web woven by 
blind rate, so that, once having sinned, nothing can 
ever be done about i t .  God is over the wh oie pro
cess, and, if he has decreed that death is the penalty 
of sin, he has also determined to give l ife eternal to 
those saved by Christ. 

Sometimes the NT emphasizes the serious con
sequence of sin by referring to 'the second death' 
(Jude 1 2; Rev. 2:  I I ,  etc.). This is a rabbinic expres
sion for eternal perdition. Jt is to be understood 
along with passages in which Jesus spoke of 'eter
nal fire prepared for the devil and his angels' (Mt .  
25 :4 1 ), 'eternal punishment' (set in contrast to 
'eternal l ife', Mt.  2 5 :46), and the like. Thc final state 
of the impenitent is variously described as death, 
punishment, being lost, etc. Obviously it would be 
unwise to equate it with any one description. But 
cJearly it is a state to be regarded with horror. 

Sometimes the objection is made that this is in
consistent with the truth that God is a loving God. 
There is a profound mystery here, but the objec-
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tion, as commonly stated, overlooks the fact lhat 
death is a state as weil as an event ('The mi nd of 
sinful man is death', Rom.  8:6). Paul does not say 
that the mind of the flesh causes death, but that it 
is death .  He adds that 'the sinful  mind is hostile to 
God. Jt does not submit to God's law, nor can it do 
so.' The same truth can be put in a different way: 
'Anyone who does not love remains in death' (I Jn .  
3 :  1 4) .  When we have grasped the truth that death is 
a state, we see the impossibility of the impenitent 
being saved. Salvation for such is a contradiction 
in terms. For salvation, we must pass from dealh 
into life (Jn .  5 :24). 

III .  Victory over death 
An arresting feature of NT teaching on death is 
that the emphasis is on life. In most places nekros 
('dead') is used of resurrection from the dead or 
the l ike. Scripture faces death, as it faces all reality. 
But its interest is in l ife. Death is treated more or 
less incidentally, as that from which people are 
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saved. Christ conquered death. He took upon him
self our nature 'so that by his death he might des
troy hirn who holds the power 01' death - that is, 
the devil' ( Heb. 2: 14). The devil's power is subject 
10 God's overruling (Jb. 2:6; Lk. 1 2 :5 ,  eIe ). Satan 
is 110 absolute disposer of death. Nevertheless 
dealh. the negation of life, is his proper sphere. 
And Christ ca me to put an end to death. It was 
lhrough death, as the Hebrews passage indicates, 
that he defeated Satan. It was through death that 
he put away our sin: 'The death he died he died to 
sin, once for all' (Rom. 6: 1 0) .  For those who are 
apart from Christ, death is t he supreme enemy, the 
symbol of our alienation from God, the ultimate 
horror. But Christ has used death to deliver people 
from death. He died that believers may live. It is 
significant that the NT speaks of believers as 'sleep
ing' rat her than as 'dying' (e.g I Thes. 4: 1 4). Jesus 
bore the rull horror of death .  Therefore, for those 
who are 'in Christ', death has been transformed so 
that it is no more than sleep. ' [ f  a man keeps my 
word, '  Jesus said, 'he will never see death' (Jn. 8 : 5 1 ). 

The extent of Christ's victory over death is indi
cated by his resurrection . 'Since Christ was raised 
from the dead, he cannot die again ;  death no long
er has mastery over hirn' (Rom. 6:9). The resurrec
tion is the great triumphal event, and the whole of 
the NT note of victory originates here. Christ is 
'the author of l ife' (Acts 3: 1 5) ,  'the Lord 01' both 
the dead and Iiving' (Rom. 1 4:9), 'the Word of l ife' 
( I  Jn .  1 : 1 ). His victory over death is complete. And 
his victory is made available to his people. Death's 
destruction is certain (I Cor. 1 5 :26, 54ff. ; Rev. 
2 1  :4). The second death has no power over 
believers (Rev. 2: 1 1 ; 20:6) . [ n  keeping with this the 
NT understands eternal l ife not as the immortality 
of the soul, but in terms of the resurrection of the 
body. Nothing could more graphically illustrate 
the finality and the completeness of death's defeat. 

Not only is there a glorious future, there is a 
glorious present.  Believers have already passed out 
of death and into life (Jn .  5 :24; I Jn. 3 :  1 4) .  They 
are 'free from the law of sin and death' (Rom. 8:2). 
Death cannot separate them from God ( Rom. 
8:38f. ) .  Jesus said, '[f a man keeps my word, he will 
never see death' (Jn. 8 :5 1 ). Such words do not deny 
the reality of biological death. Rather, they point 
us to the truth that, because of the death of Jesus, 
believers have passed altogether out of the state 
which is death. They are brought into a new state, 
which is aptly characterized as Iife. They will in due 
course pass through the gateway we call death. But 
the sting has been drawn. The death of Jesus 
means victory over death for his followers. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. S. Lewis, Miracles, 1 947, pp. 
1 50ff. ; C. Ryder Smith, The Bible Doclrine 0/ Sal
I'alion, 1 94 1 ,  passim. ;  Leon M orris, The Wages 0/ 
Sin, 1 955; R .  Buhmann ,  TDNT 2, pp. 856f., 4 ,  pp. 
892-895; L. Coenen and W. Schmithals, NIDNTT 
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DEB[ R (Heb. d'qfr). I .  A city on the  S side of the 
Judaean hills, held by Anakim before the [sraelite 
invasion, then by Kenizzites (Jos. 1 0:38; 1 1  :2 1 ;  
1 5 : 1 5  = Jdg. I :  1 1 ) . A levitical town (Jos. 2 1 : 1 5) .  [ n  
Jos. 1 5 :49 i t  is equated with Kiriath-sanna; since 
the Achsah story recalls Kiriath-sepher as the Ca
naanite name, it has been argued that san na is a 
mis-spelling or 'Debir' is an incorrect gloss (M.  
Noth, Josua1, ad loc. , and JPOS 1 5 , 1 935, pp. 44-
47; H .  M. Orlinsky, JBL 58, 1 939, p. 255). Debir 

DEBORAH 

was probably at Kh. Rabbud, 1 3  km SW 01' 
Hebron, a strong position overlooking the Nahal 
Hevron, occupied from Late Bronze Agc to 586 BC 
(K. Galling, ZDP V 70, 1 954, pp. I 35ff.; excavated 
by M. Kochavi from 1 969, Tel Al'il' 1 , 1 974, pp. 2-
33). Thc springs mentioned in Jos. 1 5 : 1 9, Jdg. I :  1 5  
may be located 3 km to thc N, up a side valley. Tell 
Beit Mirsim, 20 km WSW 01' Hebron, proposed by 
W. F. Albright, is not free of difficulties; it is hardly 
the southern site implied by Achsah's complaint, 
and authorities di ffer as to the duration and sig
nificance of occupational breaks. See K. M .  
Kenyon, Archaeology in Ihe Holy Land, 1 970, pp. 
2 1 4, 306; LOB, p. 2 1 9 ; 1. Bimson, Redaling Ihe 
Exodus, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 45-5 1 ,  eIe. 

2. On the N border of Judah (Jos. 1 5 :7); prob
ably above the Wadi Debr, wh ich is the lower part 
of the Wadi Mukallik, or near Tughret ed-Debr, S 
of the Ascent of *Adummim. See GTT, p. 1 37 .  

3.  [ n  the N of Gad (Jos. 1 3 :26) (MT Lidebir); 
probably Umm ed-Debar, 1 6  km S of Lake Tibe
rias; LOB p. 252. 

4. The Canaanite king 01' * Eglon who fought 
against Joshua (Jos. 1 0:3) .  The k ings are named 
only in that text; there is no reason to see in it any 
evidence that the city of Debir was involved in the 
alliance. J . P.U.L .  

DEBORAH (Heb. uqörä, 'bee'). I .  Rebekah's 
nurse, whose death at Bethel is recorded in Gn.  
35:8;  the tree beneath wh ich she was buried was 
known as Allon-bacuth, 'the oak (or terebinth) of 
weeping'. 

2. A prophetess who appears in the list of judges 
of [srael (e. 1 1 25 BC) . According to Jdg. 4:4ff., she 
had her headquarters under 'the palm tree of 
Deborah' between Ramah and Bethel, and was 
consulted there by [sraelites from various tribes 
who wished to have their disputes settled-either 
disputes which proved too intractable for their local 
judges or intertribai disputes. She was thus a judge 
in the ordinary, non-military sense of the word, and 
i t  was probably because of her judicial and charis
matic renown that the [sraelites had recourse to her 
in the straits to which they were reduced under Sis
era's oppression. She commanded * Barak to take 
the field as [sraelite commander-in-chief against 
Sisera, and consented to accompany hirn at his 
insistence; the result was the crushing defeat of Sis
era at the battle of Kishon (Jdg. 4 :  1 5; 5: 1 9ff.). 

She is called (Jdg. 4:4) the wife of  Lappidoth (Ii t .  
'torches'), and she is described (Jdg. 5 :7) a s  ' a  
mother in [srael'. I t  has been argued that this last 
phrase means 'a metropolis in [srael' (cf 2 Sa. 
20: 1 9), and that the reference is to the city of Dab
erath (Jos. 21 :28; I Ch. 6:72), modern Deburiyeh at 
the W foot of Mt Tabor; but there is nothing in the 
narrative or in the poem to prepare us for the 
prominence which would thus suddenly be given to 
such an obscure pi ace. 

The song of Deborah (Jdg. 5 : 2-3 1 a) has been 
preserved from the 1 2th century BC with its lan
guage practically unmodernized, and is thus one of 
the most archaie passages in the OT. It was evi
dently composed on the morrow of the victory 
which i t  celebrates, and is an important source of 
information on tri bai relations in [ srael at the time. 
It may be divided into eight sections: an exordium 
of praise (vv. 2-3); the invocation of Yahweh (4-5); 
the desolation under the oppressors (6-8); the mus
tering of the tribes (9-1 8); the battle of Kishon 
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( 1 9-2 3); the death 01' Sisera (24-27); the descrip
tion 01' Sisera's mother awaiting his return (28-30); 
and t he epilogue ( 3 1  a). It is from the song, rather 
than from the prose narrative of ch. 4, that we 
karn what precisely brought about Sisera's defeat :  
a cloudburst f looded the watercourse 01' Kishon 
and swept away the Canaanite chariotry ( 2 1 ), 
throwing the army into confusion and making it an 
easy prey for Barak's men . 

The vivid and moving description 01' Sisera's 
mother (28ff.) has been fei t  to confirm the feminine 
authorship of  the song; ir it betrays sympathy of a 
sort, it is not a compassionate sympathy. 

Deborah is apostrophized in the song not only in 
v. 12 but probably also in v. 7, where the repeated 
Heb. qamtE may be understood not as the normal 
first person singular ('I arose') but as an archaic 
second person singular ( 'thou didst arise'); cf RSV 
( 0 JUDGES). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. D. H. Mayes, Israel in the 
Period 0/ the Judges, 1 974. F.F.B. 

DEBT, DEBTOR. 

a. Lending. loan 
Loans in I srael were not commercial but charit
able, gran ted not to enable a trader to set up or 
expand a business but to tide a peasant farmer over 
a period of poverty. Since the economy remained 
predominantly agricultural up to the end of the 
M onarchy, there developed no counterpart to the 
commercial loan system al ready existing in Baby
lonia in 2000 BC. Hence the legislation contains not 
mercantile regulations but exhortations to neigh
bourliness. The same outlook persists in Ecdus. 29. 
The background changes in the NT. The debtors in 
the parable of the unjust steward (Lk.  1 6: 1 -8) are 
either tenants who pay rent in kind or merchants 
who have goods on credit. The description or sins 
as debts (Mt .  6: 1 2) is a Jewish commonplace which 
Jesus employs, not to characterize the relationship 
between God and man as one between creditor and 
debtor, but to proclaim the grace and enjoin the 
duty of forgiveness (Lk.  7 :4 1 f. ;  Mt. 1 8 :2 1 -27). 

b. Interest. IIsllry 
The word 'usury' in the AV has not the modern 
sense of exorbitant interest. Thecomplaint in the OT 
is not that interest is excessive but that it is charged at 
all . All three formulations of the law (Ex. 22:25, 
Dt. 23 : 1 9f., Lv. 25 :35ff.,) forbid it as an exploit
ation of a fellow-Israelite'smisfortune. Dt. 23:20(c/ 
1 5 : 1 -8) allows that a foreigner may be charged . 
Interest is mentioned asan established practice in the 
Code of Hammurapi and earlier Babylonian laws. 
The word neself (I it .  'something bitten off') probably 
denotes simply rapacious exaction from a debtor, 
though the play on the word n6S'IfEm in Hab. 2 :7 
Rvmg. (meaning both 'payers or interest' and 
'biters') may imply a sum which eats away the savings 
set aside for repayment. The synonym tarbir 
('increase') and the Gk.  tokos ( 'offspring') take the 
more modern viewof interest as a growth upon prin
cipa!. In  keeping with a changed economy, Jesus 
approves of investment to earn income (Mt .  25:27; 
Lk. 1 9 :23) but retains the traditional distrust of  any 
charge on a private loan (Lk.  6 :3 1  ff.). 

c. Pledge. surety 
Security took the form of a pledge of some personal 
effect ror a small temporary loan (Dt .  24: 1 0; Jb. 

24:3). the mortgage or real estate (Ne. 5) or thc 
surety of  a guarantor (Pr. 6: 1 -5 ;  Ecclus. 8: 1 3 ; 29: 1 4-
20). Where there was no sccurity to rorreit debtors 
could be sold into slavery (Ex.  22:3; 2 Ki .  4: 1 ;  Am. 
2:6; 8 :6, etc . ) .  The laws are rramed to mitigate the 
severity of custom. Restrictions are laid on the 
range or pledgeable items and conditions of bor
rowing (Dt. 24). By a sort or 'Statute of Limita
tions' all debts were to be cancelled every seventh 
year (Dt. 1 5 : I ff., only Dt. ment ions debts in connec
tion with the year of Jubilee). and I sraelites giving 
service in discharge of debts to be releascd (Lv. 
25:39-55). This legislation seems not to have been 
observed hislOrical ly. Elisha helps the widow in 2 Ki .  
4: 1 -7 not  by invoking the law but  by working a mir
ade. Ne. 5 makes no appeal to Dt. 1 5  (though cf Ne. 
1 0: 3 1  and Je. 34: 1 3f.). In the Judaistic period Hil lel 
invented a system for legal evasion or Dt . 1 5 , the 
purpose or which was not to frust rate or circumvent 
the law but to adapt it to a commercial economy. 
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BIBLIOGRA PHY .  R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 1 96 1 ;  
1. D. M .  Derrett, Law in the New Testament, 1 970. 

A.E.W. 

DECAPOLIS. A large territory S of the Sea of 
Galilee, mainly to the E of Jordan, but induding 
Beth-shean to the W. The Greeks had occupicd 
towns like Gadara and Philadelphia as early as 200 
BC. In 63 BC Pompey l iberated Hippos, Scythopolis 
and Pella from the Jews. He annexed the cities to 
the province of Syria, but gave them municipal 
freedom. About AD I they formed a league for 
trade and mutual defence against Semitic tribes. 
Pliny named the ten original members as Scy
thopolis, Pella, Dion, Gerasa, Philadelphia, 
Gadara, Raphana, Kanatha, Hippos and Damas
cus. Ptolemy included other towns S of Damascus 
in a list or 1 8  cities in the 2nd century AD. 

Inhabitants of Decapolis joined the great crowds 
which followed Christ in Mt .  4 :25 .  He landed in the 
territory at Gerasa ( M k .  5: I :  Origen reads 
Gergesa, a site on the cliR). The presence of so 
many swine suggests a predominantly Gentile 
population who, on suffering economic loss 
through the mirade, requested Christ's departure, 
despite the demoniac's testimony. Christ revisitcd 
Oecapolis when making an unusual detour 
through the Hippos area on a journey rrom 
Sidon to the E shore of Galilee (Mk .  7:3 1 ). Thc 
Jewish church retired to Pella before the war of 
AD 70. 

BIBLIOGRA PHY .  D CG; G. A. Smith, Historical 
Geography 0/ the Holy Land, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 595-608; H .  
Bictenhard, ' Die Dekapolis von Pompeius bis 
Traian', ZDP V  79, 1 963, pp. 24-58; Pliny, NH 5. 
1 8 . 74. D.H .T. 

DECEIT. From Heb. root rama, meaning treach
ery or guile ( Ps. 34: 1 3) .  It is used of a witness, of 
balances and 0/ a bow (Ps. 78:5 7) .  It is expressed 
by several Gk. words. e.g. plane, 'error' (Eph. 4 : 1 4); 
dolos, 'cunning', ' t reachery' (Rom. 1 :29; Mk .  7:22); 
apate, 'beguiling pleasure' (Mt .  1 3 :22; Heb. 3 :  1 3 ; 
Co!. 2:8). Since the devil is the arch-deceiver (Rev. 
20: 1 0) his children are described as 'full of deceit' , 
e. g. Elymas (Acts 1 3 : 1 0) .  Conversely, in Christ's 
mouth there is no deceit ( I  Pet. 2 :22) and in the 
true Israelite Nathanael no guile (Jn. 1 :47). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD; MM; HDB; W. Günther, 
NIDNTT 2, pp. 457-46 1 .  D.H .T. 



DECISION, VALLEY OF. Mentioned in Joe1 3 : 1 4  
as the place of God's judgment o n  the nations, the 
'valley of decision' is also called (vv. 2, 1 2) 'the 
vallcy of  Jehoshaphat'. V. 16 suggests proximity to 
Zion, but, as Am . 1 :2 shows, this wording may be a 
prophetie formula rather than an indication of 10-
cation. 'Jehoshaphat', meaning 'Yahweh judges', 
may be symbolic rather than topographie. 2 Ch. 20 
would explain the symbolism: in the valley of 
Beracah, 24 km S of Jerusalem, King Jehoshaphat 
observed Yahweh's victory over heathen nations, a 
microcosm of the Oay of Yahweh. However, from 
the 4th century AD onwards the name 'valley of 
Jehoshaphat' has been given to the valley between 
the Temple Hil i  and the Mount of Olives. 

J .A.M.  

DECREE. I n  the AV the term occurs frequently in 
Esther, Ezra and Oaniel as a translation of various 
Heb. and Aram. words for royal decrees. RSV often 
differentiates between them, using ' interdict' in 
On. 6:8, 'sentence' (RV 'Iaw') in On. 2:9 and 
'decree' in Ezr. 5: 1 3 . God, as King of the earth, is 
said in the OT to make decrees (On. 4:24; Ps. 2:7), 
and the world is controlled by them: there is one 
for the rain,  Jb. 28:26, and one tor the sea, Pr. 8:29 
(RSV 'command'), where we should speak of laws 
of nature. The Heb. /.!öq, 'statute' (Ps. 1 1 9 :5 , 8, 1 2 ,  
etc. ) ,  i s  t he  nearest biblical approach to the 'decrees 
of God' spoken of by theologians. 

In the NT the Gk .  dogma describes special de
crees of the Roman emperor in Lk. 2: l and Acts 
1 7 :7  (cl E. A. Judge, 'The Oecrees of Caesar at 
Thessalonica', R TR 30, 1 97 1 , pp. 1 -7). In Acts 1 6:4 
it is used of the findings of the Jerusalem Council: 
cl Gk. usage for authoritative decisions of groups 
of philosophers. In Eph. 2: 1 5  and Co!. 2:  1 4, 20 it 
refers to Jewish enactments. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD; HDB; MM. D.H .T. 

DEDAN. A city and people 01' NW • Arabia, 
famous for its role in the caravan trade (Is. 2 1 :  1 3 ;  
Ezk. 27:20-the reference i n  MT o f  v .  20 i s  prob
ably due to a textual error-cl RSV), since it lay on 
the well-known ' incense route' from S Arabia to 
Syria and the Mediterranean. It is mC/lt ioncd in 
close association with Sheba in the Table of • Na
tions (Gn. 1 0 :7-cl I Ch. 1 :9) and elsewhere (Gn. 
25 :3;  I Ch.  1 :32; Ezk . 38:  1 3), and probably played 
a part in thc trading relations established by Solo
mon with the queen of Sheba (I Ki. 1 0). But it only 
comes into prominence in OT texts in the 7th cen
tury BC (Je. 25 :23; 49:8; Ezk. 25: 1 3; 27:20), when it 
may have been a Sabaean trading colony (von 
Wissman); this would help to explain why, in the 
biblical genealogies, it is associated with both N 
and S Arabian peoples. I t  is mentioned by Nabon
idus in one of his inscriptions (ANET, p. 562), and 
seems to have been at least temporarily conquered 
by him (mid-6th century Be): some Arabian 
inscriptions found near Taima', wh ich mention 
Oedan, may refer to his wars (POTT, p. 293). The 
site of the city of Oedan is that now known as al-
'Ula, some 1 1 0 km SW of Taima'. A number of 
Oedanite inscriptions are k nown, and give the 
names of one king and several gods of the Oedan
ites (POTT, p. 294). Subsequently the kingdom 
seems to have fallen into Persian hands, and later 
still (3rd-2nd centuries BC?) came under Lihyanite 

DEMAS 

rule. With the arrival of the Nabataeans Oedan 
gave place to the neighbouring city of Hegra 
(Medain Salih) as the main centre in the area. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. POTT, pp. 287-3 1 1 ,  esp. 293-
296, with bibliography, to which add W. F. 
Albright, Geschichte und Altes Testament (Fest
schrift A. Alt), 1 953, pp. 1 - 1 2; H. von Wissmann ,  
R E  Supp. Bd. 1 2, cols. 947-969; I .  Eph'al, The 
Ancient Arabs, 1 982. G. I .D .  

DEDlCATlON. The term is  used in the  OT almost 
exclusively of the consecration of things, e.g. the 
altar (Nu. 7: I 0), silver and gold (2 Sa. 8: 1 1 ). Three 
Heb. words are used: �anukkä, 'consecration'; 
qötjes, 'a thing separated, hallowed'; �erem, 'a  
th ing devoted to God'. (. CURSE, • BAN.) D .G.S .  

DEDlCATlON, FEAST OF (Gk. ho enkainismos 
tou thysiasteriou, I Macc. 4:47-59; ta enkainia, J n .  
1 0:22, rendering Heb. �"nukkä, from �änals, 'dedi
cate'). Held on 25 Kislew, and lasting 8 days, it 
originally celebrated the winter solstice, but later 
commemorated the cleansing of the Temple and 
altar by Judas Maccabaeus in 1 64 BC, 3 years to 
the day after their defilement by Antiochus 
Epiphanes. I ts resemblance in mode of  celebration 
to the Feast of Tabernacles (2 Macc. 1 0 :6) was 
deli berate, though, unlike the great feasts, it might 
be celebrated outside Jerusalem. The prominent 
feature of illuminations gave i t  the name Feast of 
Lights (Jn .  9 :5 ;  Jos., Ant. 1 2. 325). The sole NT 
reference (Jn. 1 0 :22) indicates the season of  the 
year. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. S. Rankin, The Origins 0/ the 
Festival 0/ Hanukkah, 1 930. T.H.J. 

DEHAVITES, DEHAITES. A name occurring in 
an Aramaic l is t  (Ezr. 4 :9 ,  AV) prepared for Artax
erxes, wh ich enumerates the various peoples who 
had been settled in Samaria by • Ashurbanipa!. 
The name (K'[fQ: dehäwe'; (Ire: dehäye') falls in 
the l is t  between the 'Susanchites' and the Elamites, 
and from the facts that • Susa was in Elam, and 
that no satisfactory identification for dehäwe' has 
been found in extra-biblical sources, it has been 
plausibly suggested that it be read deM ( for df-IIl7'), 
'that is' (with Codex Vaticanus hoi eisin), which 
would result in the rendering, 'the Susians, that is 
the Elamites' (so RSV) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Hoffmann, ZA 2, 1 887, p. 54; 
F. RosenthaI, A Grammar 0/ Biblical Aramaic, 
1 96 1 , §35. T.C .M .  
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DEMAS. A co-worker with Paul in the first 
imprisonment, sending greetings in Phm. 24 and 
Co!. 4 :  14. In  the latter he alone is mentioned with
out commendation. There follows the pathetic 
notice of his desertion in the second imprisonment 
(2 Tim. 4 :  I 0; Parry neatly renders 'Ieft me in the 
lurch'). Paul's words, ' in love with (agapesas) this 
present world', suggest that personal interest, not 
cowardice, took Oemas to Thessalonica: perhaps 
he was a Thessalonian . The name is not uncom
mon; i t  may be a pet-form of Oemetrius. John 
Chapman (JTS 5, 1 904, pp. 364ff.) argued that 
Oemas, restored, is the Oemetrius of 3 Jn. 12; but 
this is as conjectural as is the ugly portrait of 
Oemas in the Acts 0/ Paul and Thecla. A.F.W. 



DEMETRIUS 

DEMETRIUS was a common Gk. name, and two 
people bearing it are mentioned in the NT. 

I .  A Christian whose witness is commended in 3 
Jn .  1 2 . 

2. The silversmith of Ephesus, who stirred up a 
riot against Paul (Acts 1 9 :24, 38). 

Conjectures have been made identifying the two 
(1. V. Bartlet, JTS 6, 1 905, pp. 208f., 2 1 5) ,  while 1. 
Chapman (JTS 5, 1 904, pp. 364ff.) would identify I 
above with Demas, the companion of Paul (Co!. 
4 :  1 4; Phm. 24; 2 Tim. 4: 1 0) .  

The name also occurs in the  Apocrypha, where 
it refcrs to threc kings of the Seleucid dynasty. 
Demetrius I Soter was king of Syria 1 62- 1 50 BC. 
Son of Seleucus I V, he obtained the throne on the 
death of his uncle 0 Antiochus Epiphanes IV by 
killing Antiochus' son, Eupator, and his general 
Lysias. He continued his predecessor's persecution 
of the Maccabees, and was kil led by Alexander 
Balas ( I  Macc. 1 0:50). His son, Demetrius 11 Nica
tor, avenged his father's death by overcoming Balas 
in 1 45 BC and, after a reign characterized by in
trigue and duplicity, he was taken captive in 1 38 BC 
by Mithradates I of Persia. Demetrius I I I  Eu
caerus, the son of Antiochus Grypos, appears 
briefly on the stage of history in 88 BC to aid in the 
defeat of Jannaeus, but q uickly fell from favour. 
See R. H. Pfeiffer, History 0/ New Testament 
Times, 1 949. D.H.W. 

DEMON. 

I.  In the Old Testament 
In the OT there are references to demons under the 
names sä'fr (RSV 'satyrs', Lv. 1 7: 7 ;  2 Ch.  I I  : 1 5) and 
set;! (Dt.  32: 1 7; Ps. 1 06:37) .  The former term means 
'hairy one', and points to the demon as a satyr. The 
latter is of uncertain meaning, though it is evi
dentlY connected with a similar Assyr. word. In  
such passages there i s  the  thought that the  deities 
who were served from time to time by Israel are no 
true gods, but are really demons (cf I Cor. 10 :  1 9f.) .  
But the subject is  not one of great interest in the 
OT, and the relevant passages are few. 

1 1 .  In the Gospels 
It is otherwise when we turn to the Gospels. There 
are many references there to demons. The usual 
designation is daimonion, a diminutive of daimön, 
which is found in Mt .  8 :3 1 ,  but apparently with no 
difference of meaning (the parallel accounts use 
daimonion). In the classics daimön is frequently used 
in a good sense, of a god or of the divine power. 
But in the NT daimön and daimonion always refer to 
spiritual beings hostile to God and men. Beelzebul 
(0 BAAL-ZEBUB) is their 'prince' (Mk.  3 :22), so that 
they may be regarded as his agents. This is the sting 
behind the accusation that Jesus had 'a demon' 
(Jn .  7:20; 1 0:20). Those who opposed his ministry 
tried to link hirn with the very forces 01' evil, in
stead of recognizing his divine origin. 

In the Gospels there are many references to 
people possessed by demons. A variety of effects 
results, such as dumbness (Lk.  1 1 : 1 4) ,  epilepsy 
(Mk.  9: 1 7f.), a refusal to wear clothing and a living 
among the tombs (Lk. 8 :27) .  It is often said in 
modern times that demon-possession was simply 
the way people had in the I st century of referring 
to conditions that we today would call sickness or 
madness. The Gospel accounts, however, dis-
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tinguish between sickness and possession by 
demons. For example, in  Mt. 4 :24 we read of 'the 
sick, those afflicted with various diseases and 
pains, demoniacs, epileptics (seleniazomenous, 
which may mean 'Iunatics' as AV), and paralytics'. 
None of these c1asses appears to be identical with 
the others. 

Neither in the OT nor in the Acts and Epistles 
do we find many references to demon-possession.  
(The incident of Acts 1 9: 1 3ff. is  exceptiona!.) Ap
parently it was a phenomenon especially associated 
with the earthly ministry of our Lord. 1t should 
surely be interpreted as an outburst of demoniacal 
opposition to the work of Jesus. 

The Gospels picture Jesus as in continual con
flict wit.h 0 evil spirits. To cast out such beings from 
men was not easy. His opponents recognized both 
that he did this, and also that i t  required a power 
greater than h uman . Therefore they attributed his 
success to the indwelling of 0 Satan (Lk. 1 1 : 1 5) ,  
exposing themselves to the counter that this would 
speil ruin in the kingdom of the evil one (Lk.  
1 1 : 1 7f.) .  Jesus' power was that of ' the Spirit of 
God' (Mt .  1 2 :28) or, as Luke expresses i t ,  'if it is by 
the finger of God that I cast out demons . . .  ' (Lk.  
I I  :20). 

The victory that Jesus won over demons he 
shared with his followers. When he sent out the 
Twelve he 'gave them power and authority over all 
demons and to cur� diseases' (Lk .  9: I ) . Again, the 
seventy could report when they returned from their 
mission, ' Lord, even the demons are subject to us 
in your name' (Lk. 1 0: 1 7) .  Others than Jesus' im
mediate disciples might use his name to cast out 
demons, a fact which caused perturbation to some 
of the inner circle, but not to the Master (Mk .  
9:38f.).  

II I .  Other New Testament references 
After the Gospels there are few references to 
demons. In I Cor. 1 0:20f. Paul is concerned with 
idol worship, and regards idols as in reality 
demons, a use we see again in Rev. 9:20. There is an 
interesting passage in Jas. 2: 1 9 , 'the demons 
believe-and shudder'. It reminds us of Gospel 
passages in which the demons recognized Jesus for 
what he was (Mk.  1 :24; 3: 1 1 , ete .) .  

There seems no reason a priori why we should 
reject the whole concept of 0 demon-possession . 
When the Gospels give us good evidence that it did 
take place it is best to accept this. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. M. Ross, Exp T 66, 1 954-5, pp. 
58--6 1 ;  E. Langton, Essentials 0/ Demollology, 
1 949; G. H .  Twelftree, Jesus the Exoreist, 1 993 .  

L .M .  

DEMON-POSSESSION. Apparent possession by 
spirits is a world-wide phenomenon. I t  may be 
sought deliberately, as by the shaman and witch
doctor among primitive peoples, and by the 
medium among both primitive and civilized men 
and women. 1 t  may come upon individuals sud
denly, as with watchers at the Voodoo rites, or in 
the form of wh at is generally known as demon
possession. In each case the possessed person be
haves in a way that is not normal for hirn or her, 
speaks in a voice totally different from normal, and 
often shows powers of telepathy and clairvoyance. 

In the Bible the pagan prophets probably sought 
possession . The prophets of Baal in I Ki. 1 8  would 
come in this category. Mediums, who were banned 



in Israel, must have deliberately cultivated posses
sion, since the law regards them as guilty people, 
not as sick (e.g. Lv. 20:6, 27). I n  the OT ' Sau I is an 
outstanding example of unsought possession. The 
Spiri t of the Lord leaves hirn, and 'an evil spirit 
from the Lord tormented hirn' ( I  Sa. 1 6: 1 4; 1 9:9). 
We may fairly interpret this by saying that, if a 
person has been powerfully open to the Holy Spirit 
in a charismatic way, disobedience is Iiable to be 
followed by the entry into his I ife of an evil spirit 
allowed by God. On the other hand, we may 
simply say that 'evil' has no moral connotation 
here, but signifies depression.  The spirit is driven 
away by David's playing: since playing was nor
mally accompanied by singing, it was probably 
David's psalm-singing that drove away the spirit, 
as Robert Browning implies in his poem Saul. 

The NT records many cases of possession. I t  is 
as though Satan had concentrated his forces in a 
special way to challenge Christ and his followers. 
The Gospel records show that Christ distinguished 
between ordinary illness and those that accom
panied demon-possession. The former were healed 
by laying on of hands or anointing, the latter by 
commanding the demon to depart (e.g. Mt. 1 0:8;  
Mk .  6: 1 3 ; Lk.  1 3 :32;  also Acts 8:7; 1 9 : 1 2). Posses
sion was apparently not always continuous, but 
when it came i t  produced effects that were often 
violent (Mk .  9: 1 8) .  Blindness and dumbness, when 
caused by possession,  would presumably have been 
persistent (e.g. M t .  9 :32-33; 1 2 :22). 

Most psychologists dismiss the idea of demon
possession. A good representative writer is T. K. 
Oesterreich, whose German work is published in 
English as Possession, Demoniacal and Other. 
among Primitive Races, in Antiquity, the Middle 
Ages, and Modern Times, 1 930. He maintains that 
the equivalents of possession today are 'a particu
larly extensive complex of compulsive phenom
ena'. So also W. Sargant in Ballie for the Mind 
( 1 957) and The Mind Possessed ( 1 973). On the 
other hand, there is the dassic by J. L. Nevius, a 
missionary doctor in China, Demon Possessiol1 and 
Allied Themes, 1 892. This book takes demon
possession as a genuine phenomenon, and most 
missionaries would probably agree. 

It is possible to take an intermediate position, 
and to hold that a dernon can seize on a repressed 
facet of the personali ty, and from I h i s  ccn lrc inftu
ence a person's actions. The demon may producc 
hysterical blindness or dumbness, or symptoms of 
other illnesses, such as epilepsy. Among many 
peoples an epileptic fit has been regarded as a sign 
of possession by a spirit or a god, and indeed epi
leptics are often psychically sensitive. The Bible 
does not link epilepsy with demon-possession, and 
even the description of the fits of the possessed boy 
in Mt .  1 7 : 1 4f.; M k .  9 : 1 4f.; Lk.  9 :37f., see m to indi
cate something more than mere epilepsy. The 
nature of epilepsy is still unknown, but it can be 
artificially induced in apparently normal people 
(w. G. Walter, The Living Brain, 1 953,  pp. 60f.). 
Students of personality disorders know that it is 
often impossible to say just how these are triggered 
off. We are not saying that all, or even the majori ty, 
are due to demon-possession, but some may be. 

The Bible does not say what conditions pre
dispose to demon-possession, though Christ's 
words in Mt. 1 2 :44-45 indicate that an 'empty 
house' can be reoccupied. The early church cast 
out demons in the name of Jesus Christ (Acts 
1 6: 1 8), but it would seem that there were also non-
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DESCENT INTO HADES 

Christian exorcists who met with some success (Lk.  
1 1 : 1 9; though note Acts 1 9: 1 3- 1 6) .  

The command to ' try the spirits' in I Jn.  4 :  1 -3 
shows that there were false prophets in the church 
who spoke under possession.  Since the spiritualists 
make much of this verse, i t  should be noted that 
the Bible never speaks of possession by any good 
departed spirit or by an angel. The alternatives are 
either the Holy Spirit or an evil spirit. See also I 
Cor. 1 2: 1 -3. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. F. Unger, Demons in the 
World Today, 1 97 1 ;  Y. White, God and the Un
conscious, 1 952, chapter 10 ;  J. S. Wright, Mind, 
Man, and the Spirits (formerly What is Man?), 
1 972, pp. 1 08ff.; J. Richards, But deli ver us from 
evil, 1 974; G. H. Twelftree, Jesus the Exorcist, 1 993. 

J.S.W. 

DEPUTY, In the OT, two words are used: Heb. 
ni��äQ, 'one set up', used in I Ki. 22:47 of the vice
roy or regent who administered Edom when it was 
tributary to Judah in Jehoshaphat's reign; and 
Heb. pebä, in Est. 8 :9 ;  9:3 (AV; RSV • 'governor'). 

In the NT, AV rendering of Gk. anthypatos (Acts 
1 3 :7-8, 1 2; 1 9:38) and anthypateuö ('was the 
deputy', Acts 1 8: 1 2), RSV • 'proconsul'. F.F.B.  

DERBE ( Lycaonian delbeia, 'juniper'). In  Acts 
1 4:6ff. a city of Lycaonia, the most easterly place 
visited by Paul and Barnabas when they founded 
the churches of S Galatia. Paul and Silas visited it 
on their westward journey through Asia Minor 
(Acts 1 6 :  I ) .  Paul's fellow-traveller Gaius came 
from Derbe (Acts 20:4; the Western Text brings 
hirn from Doberus in Macedonia). The site of 
Derbe was identified in 1 956 by M .  Ballance at 
Kerti Hüyük, 2 1  km NNE of Karaman ( Laranda), 
some 1 00 km from Lystra (whence Acts 1 4:20b 
must evidently be translated: 'and on the morrow 
he set out with Barnabas for Derbe'). In 1 964 M .  
Ballance attempted t o  identify the site even more 
precisely at Devri Sehri, 4 km SSE of Kerti Hüyük. 
I t  may have lain beyond the E fron tier of Roman 
Galatia, in the dient kingdom 01' Commagene. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  Ballance, 'The Site of Derbe: 
A New Inscription', AS 7, 1 957, pp. 1 47ff.; and 
'Derbe and Faust inopolis', AS 14, 1 964, pp. 1 39ff.; 
B. Van Elderen, 'Some Archaeological Observa
tions on Paul's First M issionary Journey', in W. W. 
Gasque and R. P. M artin (eds.), Apostolic History 
and tlre Gospel, 1 970, pp. I 56ff. F.F.B. 

DESCENT INTO HADES, Although the doctrine 
of the descent of Christ into hell is firmly embed
ded in the early Christian creeds (it first appears in 
4th-century Arian formularies), its place in Scrip
ture is in fact circumferential. It  receives explicit 
mention possibly twice (I Pet. 3 : 1 9 ; 4:6), and is 
indirectly referred to in only two other places (Acts 
2:27 and Rom. 1 0:7), where it is hinted at by the 
reinterpretation of OT passages-Ps. 16 in the case 
01' Acts, and Dt. 30. It is doubtful whether we are 
right to press for a reference to the descenslls ad 
inferos in Eph . 4 :9f., since the comprehensive 
movement in these verses is best understood as 
forming a parallel to that in the 'kenotic' passage 
Phil. 2 :5- 1 1 .  

The references in the two Petrine passages are 
more direct, but by no means dear. Thc context of 



DESCENT INTO HADES 

the first ( I  Pet. 3 :  1 9) is the congruent suffering of 
Christ (the c1imax of which was his death) and of 
the Christian. It was after his passion and 'in the 
spirit' (pneumati) that the Lord 'preached' (the 
technical term ekeryxen) to the • 'spirits in prison'. 
As victor, and no longer victim, Christ proclaimed 
his triumph (keryssein is to be distinguished from 
euangefizein, 4:6) inclusively. 

In I Pet. 4:6 the thought of preaching the good 
news to the 'dead' arises from a consideration 01' 
the painfulness as weil as the glory of being dead 
to sin. This, says Peter, may weil involve suffering 
for Christ's sake, as Christ suffered for ours (4: I f. ). 
I t  was this gospel that judged the 'dead', and gave 
them the opportunity of sharing God's eternal life 
(v. 6). This may weil refer to Christians who have 
heard thc gospel while alive, and died before the 
Lord's return (so Selwyn, Stibbs and Dalton). 
Others interpret 'the dead' as meaning those who 
are spiritually dead; and a third view connects this 
verse with 3: 1 9 , and sees in it a further reference 
to the 'spirits in prison'. In this ca sc the thought 
of judgment ( = death, here) is subordinate to that 
of life (the fullness 01' God's life, denoted by zösi, 
as opposed to the transitoriness of man's life, 
implied in 4:2 by the verb bioö, similarly 
translated). 

The in terval between the dcath and thc resurrec
tion of Jesus cannot be regarded as without signifi
cance. But the event c1aimed by Christians as 
taking place then, whether or not Peter has it in 
mind in these two passages, is more a matter of 
theology than chronology. Then the meaning be
comes more important than the manner, and we 
can understand the descensus as a part of the tri
umphant activity of Christ, who is Lord 01' hell as 
weil as of heaven (cf Rev. I :  1 8  and Phil. 2: I 0), and 
who thus completes his involvement in every con
ceivable area of experience. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See the commentaries on I Pet . .  
esp. those by E. G. Selwyn, 1 946; A. M.  Stibbs, 
1 959; 1. N. D. Kelly, 1 969; E. Best, 1 97 1 .  See also C. 
E .  B. Cranfield, Exp T 69. 1 957-8. pp. 369-372; W. 
1. Dalton, Chris(s Proclamation to the Spirits, 
1 965 . s .s .s .  

DESI RE. In  their numerous references to 'desire' 
the OT and NT provide many acute and incisive 
psychological insights. Indeed both by the diversity 
01' the vocabulary 01' 'desire', and the manner 01' 
handling it, the Bible makes plain an important 
part 01' its doctrine 01' man .  

In I h e  OT 'desirc' m�ans much more than merely 
'10 long l'or'. 'to ask l'or' or 'to demand'. In I-leb. 
psychology the whole personality was involved in 
desire. Hence 'desire' could easily beeome 'covet
ousness', leading to 'cnvy' and 'jealousy', ete. 
Among the Hebrews 'desire' was the request which 
the neßeS (the 'soul' or 'seIr) made 01' the personal
ity (Dt .  1 4:26, RV). ' Oesire' was the inclination 01' 
the neßi!S (2 Sa. 3 :2 1 ). And when thc whole 'soul' 
lay behind an inelination or desire that was sinful 
then thc soul, it was said, 'lusted a lust' (sec Nu. 
1 1 :4, 6). I t  was against this kind of covetousness 
that thc tenth commandment was direeted (Ex.  
20:  1 7), beeause when such sinful desire was given 
free rein the well-being of the whole community 
was endangered (Je. 6 :  1 3- 1 5). 

In the NT sinful desire is stimulated by the will 
to get rieh (I Tim. 6:9); so much so that it is 
equated with 'the love 01' money' (v. 1 0). But it may 
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also manifest itself in illicit sexual desire (Mt .  
5:28), or  in what Paul describes as  ' the desires of 
the ftesh and of the thoughts' ( Eph. 2 :3 ,  Rvmg.). 
The NT testifies also to what is an observable fact 
in human experience: that if these sinful desires are 
gratified instead of crucified they beeome a con
suming fire (Col. 3 :5f.) .  On the other hand, where 
God is the object of the soul's desire (Rom. 1 0:2a), 
and his best gifts (I Cor. 1 2 :3 1 ) , the body becomes 
the instrument of righteousness (Rom. 6: 1 2f.). 

J .G .S.S.T. 

DESOLATING SACRILEGE ('abomination of 
desolation' ,  AV) . The phrase (Heb. siqqli$ sömem) 
occurs first in On .  1 2: 1 1 , with variants in On .  
9:27; 1 1  :3 1 .  siqqü$ = an offensive object, duc  to 
uncleanness, then an idol as offensive to God; 
siqqti$ somem probably represents a eontemptu
ous equivalent for Baal samem, ' lord of heaven': 
the 'lord' is a mere 'idol' ,  and he is not 'of 
heaven' (Samem) but he 'desolates' (Somem). The 
name appears to have in view the action of 
Ant iochus Epiphanes, who placed on the altar in 
the Jerusalem Temple a small idolatrous altar, 
described in I Macc. I : 54ff. as the 'desolating 
sacrilege' (Gk. bdelygma eremöseös) .  With it , 
according to Jewish tradition, went an image
aImost certainly of Zeus, the lord 01' heaven, 
bearing the emperor's likeness. The sacrilege crc
ates 'desolation': i. e. both desolating horror and 
destruction (for the combination of the two con
cepts see Je. 4: 1 -8; 7 :30-34; 44:22; Ezk . 5: 1 1 - 1 5 ; 
Oan. 9:27-29). In Mk.  1 3 :  1 4; Mt .  24: 1 5  a related 
sacrilege may be in view-a sign of the impend
ing destruction of the Temple. The sacrilege has 
been interpreted as the appearance of the Anti
christ (cf 2 Thes. 2:3f. ,  and note that in Mark 
'standing' is masculine in gender), or of thc 
Roman army under a sacrilegious leader. Luke's 
version is best viewed as a translation for Gen
tile readers, to whom the Danielic phrase would 
be largely incomprehensible). The precise inter
pretation or Mk. 1 3 :  14 is uncertain. D. Ford 
pointed out, 'Daniel's presentation of the shiqqutz 
shomem is a welding of elements already existing 
in the historieal and prophetic books Whal 
Daniel did with motifs from his prececessors 
Christ did with Oaniel' (Abomillation 0/ Desola
tioll, 309). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Kittel, TDNT 2, p. 660; 
G. R. Beasley-M urray, A Commentary Oll Mark 13, 
1 957, pp. 54-72; idem. Jesus and the Last Days, 
1 993, pp. 408-4 1 6; W. G. Kummei, Prophec)' {md 
Fllljilmellt. 1 957, pp. 95- 1 03; C. H .  Dodd. More 
NelV Testament StIldies, 1 968; D. Ford , The Abom
ination 0/ Desolation ill Bibfical Eschatology. 
1 979; R. T. France, Jesus and the Old Testament. 
1 97 1 .  G .R . S .-M. 

DEUTERONOMY, BOOK OF. The name Oeu
teronomy derives from the LXX rendering 01' a 
phrase in 1 7: 1 8 . The king was to prepare 'a copy of 
this law'. The phrase is rendcred in Greek as to 
deuteronomion touto. fit. this second law. Sub
sequently the Vulgate rendered the Greek as deu
teronomium. The contents of the book were 
regarded as a second law, the first having been 
given on Mt Horeb (Sinai) and the second (repeti
tion) on the plains 01' Moab. 
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Early 2nd mi l lennium BC law-codes (1 st column) normally begin with title and prolog ue 
glorifying the k ing who had proclaimed the laws that fol low, then there are blessings and curses 
for those who keep or break the lilWS. Column two shows the more complex, but very consistent 
pattern of late 2nd mi l lennium treaties: the title identifies the chief partner; then comes a historical 
prologue to show how past benefits from the chief partner should inspire the vassal to grateful 
obedience to the stipulations that follow. There are provisions for the text to be preserved in the 
vassal's chief temple, for regular reading to his people as reminder of its terms. The gods of both 
parties are witnesses and g uarantors of the pact. enacting the curses and blessings on those who 
disobey or obey its terms. A treaty or covenant was ratified by an oath and solemn ceremony, 
and mention of sanctions against one who breaks it. 

After c. 1 200 BC, this elaborate arrangement disappears. D uring the 1 st mi l lennium, treaties had 
only four elements, the tit le plus the terms, curses for infringement and gods of witness in  no 
fixed order. Str ikingly, the biblical covenants in  Sinai, Moab and Shechem ( Ex. ;  Dt. ;  Jos. 24) 
agree in  content and form with the late 2nd mil lennium treaties, and not those of the 1 st 
mi l lennium. This suggests a date of orig in  c.1 400--1 200 BC, the probable period of M oses and 
Joshua, the leaders tradit ionally associated with those covenants. 
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Treaties OT Covenant ( Deuteronomy) 
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A diagram showing Ihe changes in form and conlenls of la ws, Irea/ies and covenanlS in OT limes. 
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I. Outline of contents 
The book falls naturally into three sections. 

a. 1 :  1 -4:43. First address of Moses. A historical 
retrospect describing God's mighty acts between 
Horeb and Beth-peor (I :6-3:29) is followed by an 
appeal to Israel to hearken and obey as God's 
chosen people. 

b. 4:44-28:68. M oses' second address. The sec
tion is lengthy. The nature of the covenant faith 
with its fundamental demand for total allegiance 
to Yahweh is presentcd to Israel (5: 1 - 1 1 :32). Les
sons are drawn from the past (8: I - I  0: 1 1 ) and I srael 
is called to commitment ( 1 0: 1 2- 1 1 :32). In 1 2: 1 -
26: 1 9  the law of God with its detailed covenant 
stipulations is presented. The section deals with 
aspects of worship ( 1 2 :  1 - 1 6: 1 7), the character of 
Israel's leaders ( 1 6 : 1 8- 1 8 :22), criminal law ( 1 9 : 1 -
2 1 ), the Holy War (20: 1 -20), a range of miscel
laneous laws (2 1 :  1 -25: 1 9) and two rituals (26: 1 -
1 9). The need to undertake a covenant renewal in 
the land, and to respond to the covenant challenge 
is given in 27: 1 -26. Finally, the • covenant sanc
tions, that is, the curses and blessings of the coven
ant, are set out in 28 :  1 -68. 

c. 29: 1 -30:20. Moses' third address. A recapitu
lation of the covenant demand including, among 
other things, a historical review (29: 1-9), an ex
hortation to commitment (29: 1 0- 1 5), a warning of 
punishment for disobedience (29: 1 6-28) and a 
solemn appeal to choose Iife (30: i 1 -20). 

Finally, the last acts of Moses, his parting words 
and his call for a covenant-renewal ceremony every 
seventh year (3 1 : 1 - 1 3). Moses' charge to Joshua 
(3 1 :  1 4-23), his song of witness (3 1 :30-32:47), final 
blessing and his death (32:48-34: 1 2) bring the 
book to a elose. 

11. A covenant manifesto 
Probably no book in the OT gives such profound 
and continuous expression to the covenant idea. 
Yahweh,  the Lord of the Covenant, who per
formed unprecedented saving acts to redeem his 
people Israel, made a covenant with them (4:23, 
3 1 ;  5:2-3; 9:9; 29: I ,  1 2) wh ich he would remember 
and keep (7:9, 1 2) and display 'covenant faithful
ness' or 'steadfast loyalty' (beseg, 5 : 1 0; 7:9, 1 2) to
wards them . For their part, loyalty to Yahwch and 
to his covenant would find expression in their 
obedience to the covenant stipulations, the 'Iaw' 
(/6r6). Reference is made to 'this book of the law' 
(28:6 1 ;  29:2 1 ;  30: 1 0; 3 \ :26) and 'this law' ( 1 :5 ;  4: 1 8 ; 
1 7 : 1 8- 1 9; 27:3, 8, 26). More precisely the law is 
defined as 'testimonies' (

,
egli!), 'statutes' 

(mispa!fm) and 'ordinances' (buqqfm). Sometimes 
only two of these terms appear, 'testimonies and 
statutes' (6: 1 7), or 'statutes and judgments' (AV)/ 
'statutes and ordinances' (RSV) (4: I ;  1 2: I ) .  All these 
constituted a body of teaching which provided 
I srael with guidance for living in fellowship with 
Yahweh and with one another. Such a l ife would 
enable Israel to enjoy to the full all the blessings of 
the covenant. To live any other Iife was tantamount 
to a rejection of Yahweh's gracious intention for 
his people. 

1 1 1 .  The theology of Deuteronomy 
Both the Iiterary shape of Deuteronomy and its 
underlying central concept provide elues to the 
basic theology of the book. In summary the book 
expounds: 

a. Yahweh, as the Lord of the covenant ,  Israel's 
sovereign Lord, King, Judge and Warrior who 

undertook mighty saving acts for I srael and de
manded their obedience. 

b. Yahweh, as the God of history, able to per
form saving acts in Egypt, in the wilderness, in 
Canaan, the leader of I srael's armies, able to fulfil 
his purposes for Israel in the face of every enemy 

c. Israel, as the people of the covenant, obligated 
to love, to obey, to worship and to serve Yahweh 
exelusively. That way lay peace (Sä/tim) and life 
(hayyfm). 

d The worship of the God 01' the covenant. 
based on love and gratitude and finding expression 
both in personal devotion and in a carefully dc
fined range of festivals and rituals. 

IV. The structure of Deuteronomy 
Even a cursory reading of the book suggests that a 
more complex plan lies behind the book. Several 
attempts have been made to define the structure. M 
Noth, 1 948, proposed that chs. 1 -4 were the intro
duction to a great historical work stretching from 
Joshua to 2 Kings, while the rest of Deuteronomy 
was a great prologue to this history G. von Rad, 
1 932, regarded the book as a cultic celebration, 
perhaps a feast of covenant-renewal, arranged in 
four segments, ( I )  Historical ( 1 - 1 1 ), (2) The Law 
( 1 2 : 1 -26: 1 5), (3) The Sealing of the Covenant 
(26: 1 6- 1 9) ,  (4) The Blessings and Curses (27f.). 
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When G. E .  Mendenhall, 1 955 ,  drew attention to 
the many paralleis between the H ittite treaties of 
the 2nd millennium and the • covenant of Yahweh 
with Israel, a new turn was given to the study of 
the structure of Deuteronomy. The Hittite treaties 
comprised ( I )  a preamble; (2) a historical prologue; 
(3) the treaty stipulations: (a) general, (b) specific; 
(4) the treaty sanctions, curses and blessings; (5) 
the witnesses, plus elauses requiring the treaty 
document to be deposited in the Temple and the 
periodic pubiic reading of the t reaty. 

M. G. Kline, 1 963, proposed that Deuteronomy 
was a unity, and held it to be an authentic Mosaic 
document cast in the form of the ancient Near 
Eastern treaty, as folIows: ( I )  preamble ( I :  1 -5); (2) 
historical prologue ( I  :6-4:45); (3) the covenant 
stipulations (5:  1 -26: 1 9) ;  (4) the covenant sanctions 
and oath (27: 1-30:20); (5) dynastic disposition, 
covcnant continuity (3 1 : 1 -34: 1 2). 

D. 1. McCarthy, 1 963, accepted the view that the 
basic structure of Deuteronomy was that of an an
cient Near Eastern treaty, but argued that chs. 1 -3  
should be  set apart as  a piece of h istorical writing, 
chs. 4 ,  29 and 30 should be seen as formal units in 
themselves comprising all the elements of the cov
enant scheme. He held that chs. 5-28 comprised 
the kernel framed bctween two speeches in coven
ant form. 

G. 1. Wenham, 1 970, has argued that Deuter
onomy constitutes a distinctive OT covenant form 
resembling both the Law Codes and the Near 
Eastern t reaties, but assuming a shape somewherc 
between them as folIows: ( I )  historical prologue 
( I  :6-3:29); (2a) basic stipulations (4: 1 -40; 5: 1 -
1 1 :32); (2b) detailed stipulations ( 1 2 : 1 -26: 1 9); (3) 
document elause requiring the recording and re
newal of the covenant (27 : 1 -26); (4) blessings 
(28: 1 - 1 4); (5) curses (28: 1 5-68); (6) recapitulation 
(29: 1 -30:20), coneluding with an appeal. The later 
chs. 3 1 -34 do not belong to the covenant form but 
represent a covenant-renewal. 

M. Weinfeld, 1 972, allows that Deuteronomy 
follows a Iiterary tradition of covenant writing 
rather than imitating a periodic cultic ceremony 



(von Rad). But while the book preserves the motifs 
01' the old covenant tradition, he argues that these 
were re-worked and adapted to the covenant liter
ary pattern by scribes/wise men 01' thc Hezekiah
Josiah period under the strong influence 01' Assyr
ian treaty models. 

It seems beyond question that the structure of 
Deuteronomy is related in some way to the polit
ical treaties of the ancient Near East, although it 
appears to be a particular adaptation of the model 
in a form that was distinctive for Israel. 

V. The basic social and religious background of 
Deuteronomy 
It is widely recognized today that a great deal 01' 
Dcuteronomy is ancient, although the exact age 01' 
such parts is not easy to define. It is almost a re
frain in the commentary of G. von Rad, 1 966, that 
such and such a law is 'early' or 'earlier'. In his 
view Deuteronomy is firmly rooted in the sacred 
and cultic traditions of the old Israelite tri bai 
system of the pre-monarchical period, even though 
its present form may represent a 1l10dification to 
suit a later stage in I srael's his tory. 

A. C. Welch, 1 924, considered that the cultic 
laws of chs. 1 2, 1 4, 16 and 27 all point to the primi
tive conditions of the age of settlement probably 
about the 1 0th century. E. Robertson, 1 949, 1 950, 
argued strenuously that Deuteronomy was drawn 
up under the guidance of Samuel as the standard 
law book, both civil and religious. lor the emerging 
monarchy and therefore represents a period of 
about the I I  th century. 

Certainly the society portrayed in Deuteronomy 
is an early one. I srael's neighbours are Canaanites 
(7: 1 -5; 20: 1 6f.), Amalekites (25 :  1 7- 19), Ammon
ites and Edomites (23:3-6). Thcre are laws about 
the discharge of the Holy War (20: 1 -20; 2 1 : 1 0- 1 4; 
23: 1 0- 1 4; 25 : 1 7- 1 9). There is no Temple. The only 
reference to a king ( 1 7: 1 4-20) is to the king that 
shall arise. Many of the laws have dose paralleis to 
the Laws of H ammurapi. Some reflect a back
ground of Canaanite religion ( 1 4 :2 1  b); others re
fleet an agricultural society of a simple kind and 
deal with such items as standing crops (23 :24-25), 
millstones (24:6), oxen treading corn (25:4), land
marks ( 1 9 : 1 4), elc. Although some of these fea
tures were applicable over a long period, there are 
good grounds for arguing that behind the present 
Deuteronomy lies an ancient and authentie per iod 
of national existence which pre-dated the Mon
archy. It has been argued that there is a deli berate 
'archaizing' on the part of the writer. But archa
izing is based on a knowledge 01' the past and much 
in Deuteronomy would have been quite meaning
ful in a simple rural economy in pre-monarchical 
times in Israel. 

VI. Deuteronomy and the central sanctuary 
The central sanctuary plays an important part in 
Deuteronomy. There is a 'place which the Lord 
your God shall choose' ( 1 2:5,  1 1 , 1 8 ; 1 8 :6-8; 
3 1 :  1 0- 1 3, elc. ) .  There is no indication that this 
place is specifically lerusalem, although it became 
so eventually. The central sanctuary seems to have 
moved from place to pI ace in earlier years. Thus 
the Ark rested at Gilgal (Jos. 4: 1 9; 5:9; 9:6), 
Shechem (Jos. 8 :33), Bethel (Jdg. 20: 1 8 , 26-28; 
2 1 :2), Shiloh (Jos. 1 8 : 1 ;  Jdg. 1 8 :3 1 ;  I Sa. 1 :7, 24; 
4:3,  elc.). It is extremely difficult to decide whether 
the relevant texts specify one particular place at a 
particular time, a permanent place for all time or 
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even a variety 01' places at a particular time, cach 
01' which was approved. Certainly the books 01' 
Kings anel excavations at Arad, Dan anel Becr
sheba suggest that, in practice, sevcral places ex
isteel. The reforming kings of later centuries like 
Asa, Hezekiah anel Josiah sought to regularize the 
'high places' where there were irregular practices. 
or even to centralize worship in Jerusalem. 

What seems evielent is that Deuteronomy pres
ents the ideal, feasible and capable of operation in 
the elays of Moses, impossible to maintain from 
the days of the Conquest onwards though not for
gotten by reformers, but never realizeel till post
exilic times. There was a central sanctuary in 
Moses' day in the first half of the 1 3th century BC. 
The ideal place it was intended to occupy in 
Israel's national anel religious l ife is set out 1Il 
Deuteronomy. 

VII.  The date and authorship of Deuteronomy 
Few questions have proved more difficult to answer 
than this. On the surface the NT seems to imply 
Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch anel hence of 
Deuteronomy (Mt .  1 9:8; Mk. 1 2 :26; Lk. 24 :27, 44; 
Jn. 7: 1 9 , 23; Acts 1 3 :39;  1 5 :5 ;  I Cor. 9 :9 ;  2 Cor. 
3 :  1 5 ; Heb. 9:  1 9 ;  1 0:28). The elifficulty with all these 
references is that the exact meaning of the term 
Moses is not dear. It may refer simply to the Penta
teuch scroll anel not to authorship. Deuteronomy 
itself refers to Moses speaking (I :6, 9; 5: I ;  27: I ,  9 ;  
29:2; 3 1 :  I ,  30; 33: I ,  elc. ) and to writing (3 1 :9, 24). 

But none of these statements permits the con
dusion that Deuteronomy as we have i t  toelay 
came completely, or even in large measure, from 
Moses hirnself. One has to allow for editorial activ
ity and adaptations of original M osaie material to 
a later age. Even if  it eoulel be shown that mueh of 
the geography, the legal background anel the soei
ety woulel suit a generally Mosaie age, this falls 
short of a eomplete Mosaie authorship. Four main 
views have been proposeel about the authorship 
and date of the book: 
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a. A substantially Mosaic date and authorship 
with a eertain amount of post-Mosaie material; 

b. A date in the period Samuel-Solomon. Mueh 
of the material is held to go back to the time of 
Moses, but the book as we have it was eompiled 
300-400 years after Moses' death. 

c. A date in the Hezekiah-Josiah period during 
the 7th century BC. I t  is not denied that there may 
weil be a considerable stratum of Mosaie material 
and that Mosaie principles underlie mueh of the 
work. But the book represents a gathering together 
of aneient material preserved in religious and 
prophetie eirdes in a time of profound apostasy 
when the nation needed to be reealled to its aneient 
eovenant obligations. These were set out in terms 
01' addresses given by Moses at the time of Israel's 
entry into the land. The publieation of this eollee
tion of material lent support to 10siah in his 
reform. 

d A post-exilie date and authorship. The book 
was not a programme of reform but the wishful 
thinking of unrealistie post-exilie dreamers. 

Increasingly seholars are recognizing that al
though any investigation of the origin of Deuter
onomy will lead ultimately to the figure of Moses 
hirnself, it is quite impossible to deeide on the date 
at whieh Deuteronomy reaehed its final form. 
There are two aspects to the problem: ( I )  the age of 
the original data, and (2) the period at whieh those 
data were drawn together. There are grounds for 
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thinking that much in Deuteronomy goes back to 
Moses' time and much to be said for the view that 
Moses h irnself provided Israel with thc heart of 
Deuteronomy. Howevcr, i t  became necessary in 
new situations to represent the words of Moses 
and to show their relevance for a new day. There 
are several key points in Israel's history when this 
might have happened-in the days when the king
dom was newly established under Saul, or David, 
or Solomon; in the critical period following the 
break-up of the kingdom on Solomon's death; or 
again at a number of critical points in the centuries 
that followed. We have to allow both for the power
ful influence of Moses and for editorial processes 
which brought the book to its present shape. While 
there seems litt le reason to deny that a substantial 
part of Deuteronomy was in existence some cen
turies before the 7th century BC, it is not possible to 
say how much of it comprises the ipsissima I'erba 
of Moses hirnself. 
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DEW. The Heb. ral, 'sprinkled moisture', is re
ferred to indiscriminately for dew and night mist. 
As the effects upon plants of dew (i. e. condensa
tion of water vapour on a cooled surface), and of 
mist (i.e. condensation in the air), are not yet 
understood, the difference is perhaps irrelevant. 
Moist air drawn in from the sea is largely respon
sible for dew-fall in W Palestine, especially in the 
districts near the coast and on the W slopes of the 
mountains, though i t  does not occur in summer in 
the Jordan valley S of Beisan and on the W up
lands of Transjordan. According to Ashbel, the 
number of yearly dew-nights varies from 250 on 
the sandy soil of Gaza and the high slopes of Mt 
Carmel to 1 00-- 1 50 days in the Judaean Highlands, 
dropping rapidly E in the Jordan trough. The max
imum dew occurs in the beneficial summer months 
when the plants need moisture most. Duvdevani 
has experimented with two types of condensation. 
'Down ward dew' is characteristic of summer in 
areas of loose soil, i. e. with good soil-cooling con
ditions. 'Upward dew' results from the conden
sation of water vapour from damp soil, and is 

therefore more frequent in the winter season. This 
may be the explanation of Gideon's signs (Jdg. 
6:36-40). In his first experience so heavy was the 
night mist or dew, that he wrung out from the 
fleece a bowl full of water, while the hard-baked 
earth of the threshing-floor was dry. In the second 
experience the fleece was dry, while the earth, 
perhaps the disturbed soil in  the edge of the 
threshing-floor, produced conditions for 'upward 
dew' from the soil, inadequate to moisten thc 
fleece. 

Scriptural references show that, though dew-fall 
is mysterious, its incidence is weil known. 'Who has 
begotten the drops of dew?' says the Lord as he 
answers Job (38 :28), and its origin is considered 
heavenly (Gn. 27:28 ;  Dt. 33 :28 ;  Hg. I :  I 0; Zc. 8: 1 2) .  
I t  falls suddenly (2 Sa. 1 7 : 1 2) ,  gently (Dt. 32:2), lies 
all night (Jb. 29: 1 9), and exposure to it is dis
comforting (Ct. 5 :2 ;  On. 4 :  1 5 , 23, 25, 33), but it 
quickly evaporates in the morning (Jb. 7:9; Ho. 
6:4). Dew is to be expected in  the hot summer 
weather of harvest ( l s. 1 8 :4; cf Ho. 1 4: 5 ;  Mi .  5 :7) .  

Dew is beneficial to summer crops. This has been 
proved conclusively by agronomical field-studies 
made since 1 937. The ancients therefore were not 
exaggerating it as a source 01' blessing. Dew is 
sufficiently copious to permit dry-farming in the 
absence of rain (Ecclus. 1 8 :  1 6; 43:22). I t  allows 
geophytes to be cultivated in the Negeb and aids 
the vi ne harvest; hence the prayer, 'May God give 
you of the dew of heaven, and of the fatness of the 
earth, and plenty of grain and wine' (Gn. 27:28; cf 
Dt. 33:28). The absence of dew was therefore a 
cause of severe plight (Hg. I :  I 0; cf Jb. 29: 1 9 ;  Zc. 
8 :  1 2),  intensifying the drought in the absence of 
rain ( I  Ki. 1 7 : 1 ;  cf 2 Sa. 1 :2 1 ) . Its preciousness is 
therefore taken up as an emblem of resurrection ; 
'thy dew is a dew of light, and on the land of the 
shades thou wilt let it  fall' ( l s. 26: 1 9). From this 
prophecy was based the talmudic phrase 'the dew 
of resurrection' .  

The passage in Ps. 1 33 :3  appears to state that the 
dew of Herrnon comes down on the mountain of 
Zion. This is incapable of a geographical interpret
ation. I t  may be a proverbial expression for plenti
ful dew, since Herrnon receives a maximum 
amount. I n  consequence of the heavy dew on 
Herrnon and Mt Carmel, the soft, friable limestone 
rapidly disintegrales and the soil is frequently re
plenished. Thus, these mountains have been sym
bolic of fertility. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Ashbel, Bioclimatic A tlas 01 
Israel, 1 950, pp. 5 1 -55 ;  S. Duvdevani, ' Dew obser
vations and their significances', Proc. United Na
tions Scientific Conlerence in the Conserl'ation and 
Utilization 01 Resources. 1 949, 4 .  J . M . H .  

DIBLATH, DIBLAH. Occurring only in Ezk. 
6: 14, no place of this name has been identified, and 
it is probably an ancient scribal error for • Riblah 
as RSV text; LXX already read Diblah. J . D .D.  

DIBON. I .  A town in Judah, occupied after the 
Exile (Ne. 1 1  :25) but not identifiable today. 

2. Dibon (Heb. dfQ6n) of Moab, marked by the 
modern vi llage of  Dhiban, to the E of the Dead 
Sea and 6 km N of the river Arnon. The city is 
mentioned by Rameses I I ,  who c1aimed its capture 
(K .  A. Kitchen, JEA 50, 1 964, pp. 63-70). Origin
ally it belonged to M oab, but it  was captured by 
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Sihon, king or the Amorites, in pre-I sraelite times 
(Nu.  2 1  :26). The Israelites took it at the time 01' the 
Exodus (Nu. 2 1  :30), and it was given to the tribes 
01' Reuben and Gad (Nu.  32 :2-3). Gad built 
Dibon , however (Nu .  32 :34), and hence it is called 
Dibon-gad (Nu. 33 :45), although in Jos. 1 3 : 1 5ff. it 
is reckoned to Reuben . I t  is probably one 01' the 
halting-places on the Exodus journey and is re
ferrcd to in N u .  33 :45-46. Israel lost it latcr, it was 
rcgai ned by Omri and lost again to Mesha, king 01' 
Moab, who speaks or it on the • Moabite Stone, 
lines 2 1  and 28. I saiah and Jeremiah knew it as a 
Moabite town ( ls. 1 5 :2 ;  Je. 48: 1 8 , 22). 

Archaeological excavations were carried out by 
the American Schools 01' Oriental Research in 
1 950-5 in the SE,  NW and N E  corners or the 
mound. Thcre is so me evidence ror Early Bronze 
Age occupation, some levels at bedrock, a wall and 
pottery rrom Early B ronze 1 1 1 .  The Moabite occu
pation proper dates from l ron l and is represented 
by several large buildings. In the SE corner the re
mains are rrom I ron 1 1  extending from the mid-9th 
century to the destruction by Nebuchadrezzar in 
582 BC. Here lay a royal quarter, possibly built by 
Mesha.  Later remains come rrom the Nabataean, 
Byzantine and Arab periods. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Glueck, Exploration in East
ern Palestine, 3, A A SOR 1 8- 1 9, 1 937-8, pp. 1 1 5 , 
224ff.; AASOR 40, 1 972;  F. V. Winnett & W. L. 
Reid, AASOR 36-37, 1 96 1 ;  1. C. L. Gibson, Text
book 0/ Syrian Semilic Inscriptions, I ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 7 1 -
83;  NEAEHL, pp. 350-352 .  J .A .T. 

D1NAH (Heb. dfna, 'judgment' or 'judged'). Daugh
ter or Jacob by Leah (Gn. 30:2 1 ;  46: 1 5). While 
Jacob was encamped near Shechem, Dinah went 
out to visit the local womenrolk (Gn. 34); however, 
Shechem, son or Hamor, Hivite prince or 
Shechem, was attracted to her, apparently rorced 
himselr upon her, and then sought her in marriage 
from Jacob. But Jacob's sons were indignant; they 
stipulated circumcision of the Shechemites before 
any marriage could be agreed to. Then Simeon and 
Levi (obviously with their retainers) caught the 
Shechemites off guard and slaughtered them 
treacherously. This deed was disapproved 01' (Gn. 
34:30) and denounced (Gn. 49:5-7) by Jacob. The 
recording of sad incidents of this kind involving 
womenfolk is noted as a mark of early (pre
Solomonie) date for such narratives by C. H .  
Gordon, HUCA 26, 1 955 ,  p .  80. K.A.K. 

D10NYSIUS THE AREOPAGITE. A member or 
the aristocratic council of Athens (·AREOPAGUS) ; 
one of Paul's few Athenian converts (Acts 1 7 :34). 
A 2nd-century tradition (Dionysius of Corinth in 
Eusebius, EH 3. 4; 4. 23), that he was the first 
bishop of Athens may rest only on this passage. A 
body of much later mystical writings was long ac
cepted as his and exercised a very strong inHuence 
in the Middle Ages (see partial English tr. by C. E. 
Rolt; R. Roques, ' Dionysius Areopagitica' in RA C 
for recent study). Other speculations about Diony
sius, possibly related to the pagan Dionysos cult, 
are traced by Rende\ Harris, Annotators 0/ the 
Codex Bezae, 1 90 1 ,  pp. 76ff. A.F.W. 

D10TREPHES. A refractory person of overween
ing ambition who would not recognize John the 

D1SCIPLE 

Eider, publicly attacked hirn, forbade the reception 
of his adherents, and, whether by formal excom
munication or physical violence, excluded those 
who did receive them. Though the Elder's personal 
intervention would eventually be decisive, the 
effect 01' his letters could be annulled by the present 
influence of Diotrephes (3 Jn .  9-1 0) .  It is not c1ear 
whether this was in virtue 01' a regular oflice (e.g. as 
an early monarchical bishop-cf T. Zahn,  INT, 3, 
pp. 374ff.) or by dominance 01' personality among 
his peers (cf 1. V. Bartlet, lTS 6, 1 905, pp. 204ff. ) .  
For other imaginative reconstructions, cf 1 .  
Chapman, lTS 5,  1 904, pp. 357ff., 5 1 7ff.; B. H .  
Streeter, The Primitive Church, 1 929, pp. 83ff.; C. 
H. Dodd, The lohannine Epistles, 1 945, pp. 1 6 1 ff. 

A.F.W. 

D1SCIPLE. A disciple (from Lat. discipulus, 
'pupil ,  learner', corresponding to Gk.  mathetes, 
from manthanä, 'to learn') is basically the pupil 01' 
a teacher. The corresponding Heb. term Iimmt1q is 
somewhat rare in the OT (Is. 8: 1 6; 50:4; 54: 1 3; cf 
Je. 1 3 :23), but in the rabbinical writings the talmfq 
(cf I Ch.  25:8) is a familiar figure as the pupil 01' a 
rabbi from whom he learned traditional lore. In the 
Gk. world philosophers were likewise surrounded 
by their pupils. Since pupils orten adopted the dis
tinctive teaching of their masters, the word came to 
signify the adherent 01' a particular outlook in re
ligion or philosophy. 

Jewish usage is seen in the NT references to the 
disciples or the Pharisees (Mk.  2 :  1 8). The Jews 
considered themselves to be ultimately disciples or 
Moses (Jn. 9 :28), since his teaching formed the 
basis of rabbinie instruction. The followers 01' John 
the Baptist were known as his disciples (Mk. 2 : 1 8 ; 
Jn. 1 :35) .  The term was probably applied to his 
c10se associates. They practised prayer and fasting 
in accordance with his instructions (Mk.  2 : 1 8; Lk.  
1 1 : I ), and so me 01' them cared for hirn in prison 
and saw to his burial (Mt.  1 1 :2-7; Mk .  6:29). 
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Although Jesus (Iike John) was not an officially 
recognized teacher (Jn. 7 :  1 4f.), he was popularly 
known as a teacher or rabbi (Mk.  9 :5 ;  1 1 :2 1 ;  Jn .  
3:2), and his associates were known as  disciples. 
The word can be used of all who responded to his 
message (Mt .  5 : 1 ;  Lk. 6: 1 7; 1 9:37), but it can also 
refer more narrowly to those who accompanied 
hirn on his travels (Mk.  6:45; Lk. 8 :2f.;  1 0: 1 ), and 
especially to the twelve apostles (Mk.  3: 1 4) .  Dis
cipleship was based on a call by Jesus (Mk .  1 : 1 6-
20; 2: 1 3 f.; Lk. 9:59-62; even Lk. 9 :571'. presupposes 
Jesus' invitation in general terms). It involved per
sonal allegiance to hirn, expressed in following hirn 
and giving hirn an exclusive loyalty (Mk. 8 :34-38; 
Lk. 1 4:26-33). In at least some cases i t  meant 
l iteral abandonment of horne, business ties and 
possessions (Mk.  1 0:2 1 ,  28), but in every case 
readiness to put the claims 01' Jesus first, whatever 
the cost, was demanded. Such an attitude went weil 
beyond the normal pupil-teacher re\ationship and 
gave the word 'disciple' a new sense. Faith in Jesus 
and allegiance to hirn are wh at determine the fate 
of men at the last judgment ( Lk.  1 2 :81'.). 

Those who became disciples were taught by 
Jesus and appointed as his representatives to 
preach his message, cast out demons and heal the 
siek (Mk .  3 :  1 4f.); although these responsibilities 
were primarily delegated to the Twelve, they were 
not confined to them (Mk.  5: 1 9; 9 :38-4 1 ;  Lk. 1 0: 1 -
1 6) .  



DISCIPLE 

According to Luke, the members of the early 
church were known as disciples (Acts 6: I f., and 
frequently thereafter). This makes it clear that the 
earthly disciples of Jesus formed the nucleus of the 
church and that the pattern of the relationship be
tween Jesus and his earthly disciples was constitu
tive for the relationship between the risen Lord and 
the members of his church. The word, however, is 
not found outside the Gospels and Acts, and other 
NT writers used a variety of terms (believers, 
saints, brothers) to express more fully the charac
teristics of discipleship after Easter. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. H. Rengstorf, TDNT 4, pp. 
4 1 5-460; NIDNTT I ,  pp. 480-494; M .  Hengel, The 
Charismatic Leader and His Fol/owers, 1 98 1 ;  M .  1. 
Wilkins, DJG, pp. 1 76- 1 82. I .H .M .  

DISPERSION. The term 'Dispersion' (Gk.  dias
pora) can denote either Jews scattered in the non
Jewish world (as in Jn. 7 :35 ;  I Pet. 1 : 1 )  or the 
places in wh ich they reside (as in Jas. I :  I ;  Judith 
5 :  1 9). 

I .  Origins 
It is dift'icult to know how early the voluntary dis
persion of Israel began; there are hints of an early 
'colony' in Damascus ( I  Ki. 20:34), and Solomon's 
expansionist policies may weil have led to earlier 
eommercial outposts. But the conquering kings of 
Assyria and Babylonia introduced a new faetor, 
the compulsory transplantation of sections of the 
population to other parts of their empire (2 Ki. 
1 5 :29; 1 7:6; 24: 1 4ff.; 25 : l l ff.) .  I nvolved in this 
policy was the removal of the classes providing the 
natural leadership and the skilled eraftsmen. Many 
of these transplanted groups, especially from the N 
kingdom, probably lost their national and religious 
identity, but the Judaean community in Babyion 
had a rich prophetic ministry, learnt to retain the 
worship of the God of Israel without Temple or 
sacrifice, and produced the purposeful men who 
returned to rebuild Jerusalem. Only a portion, 
however, returned under Cyrus; a sizeable and in
tensely self-conscious Jewish eommunity remained 
in mediaeval times, with its own recension of the 
Talmud. 

1 1 .  Extent 
The Israelites abroad were not forgotten at horne, 
and prophetie pietures of God's graeious interven
tion in the last times include the happy restoration 
of 'the dispersed of Israel' (e.g. Is. 1 1 : 1 2; Zp. 3: I 0; 
cf also Ps. 147:2, where LXX signifieantly renders 
'the diasporai of Israel'). The area of Ihe prophets' 
visions is often much wider than the Assyrian and 
Babylonian empires. In other words, another 
dispersion-probably originally voluntary, but re
inforced, as Je. 43:7; 44: I show, by refugees-had 
already begun. Jews were settling in Egypt and 
beyond, and in less-known areas. Some rather lurid 
light is cast on wh at the eommunities in Egypt 
could be like by the Aramaic papyri found at Ele
phantine (* PAPYRI, * SEVENEH) as distant as the 
First Cataract, from a Jewish trading-community 
with its own altar and idiosyncrasies. 

With Alexander t he Great's conquests a new era 
of the Dispersion begins: a steadily increasing 
stream of Jewish immigrants is noticed in the most 
diverse places. In the I st century AD Philo num
bered the Jews in Egypt at a million (In Flaccwn 
43). Strabo the geographer, somewhat earlier, notes 
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the number and status of the Jews in Cyrene. 
adding: 'This people has already made its way into 
every city, and it is not easy to find any place in the 
habitable world which has not received this nation, 
and in whieh it has not made its power feit' (quoted 
by Jos., Ant. 14 .  1 1 5, Loeb edition). 

Of the general truth of Strabo's estimate there 
is abundant evidence. Syria had large Jewish 'col
onies'. Juster ( 1 9 1 4) listed 7 1  cities in Asia Minor 
whieh the Dispersion affeeted: the list could 
doubtless be augrnented today. Roman writers 
such as Horace testify in no friendly fashion to the 
presence and habits of Jews in the capital. As 
early as 1 39 BC there was an expulsion of the Jews 
from Rome: the edict mentioned in Acts 1 8 : 2  had 
several precedents. But somehow the Jews always 
came back. For all their unpopularity-barely 
concealed in the speeches of the governors Pilate 
and Gallio, quite evident in the mob-eries 01' 
Philippi (Acts 1 6:20) and Ephesus (Acts 1 9 :34)
the Jews established themselves as a kind of uni
versal exception. Their social exclusiveness, their 
incomprehensible taboos and their uncompromis
ing religion were all tolerated. They alone might 
be exempted from 'official' sacrifices, and (since 
they would not march on the sabbath) from mili
tary service. Under Seleucids, Ptolemies and 
Romans alikc, the Dispersion, with much paten I 
dislike to face, and occasionally outbreaks of sav
age violence, enjoyed, in the main, peace and 
prosperi ty. 

The spread of the Dispersion was not confined 
to the Roman empire: it was prominent in the Per
sian sphere of inftuence too, as the account of the 
Pentecost crowd illustrates (Acts 2:9-1 1 ) .  Josephus 
has reveal ing stories of Jewish free-booters of Fra 
Diavolo stature in Parthia (Ant. 1 8 . 31 Off.),  and 01' 
the conversion and circumcision 0 1' the king of the 
buffer state of Adiabene (Ant. 20. 1 7ff.) .  

111 .  Characteristics 
The oddities of Elephantine are not typical of later 
Dispersion Judaism. The l ife of mosl 01' these 
communities lay in the law and the synagogue, 
though it may be noted that the refugee Zadokite 
high priest Onias set up a tempie at Leon topolis in 
Egypt, in the 2nd century BC, on the basis of I s. 
1 9 :  1 8ff., and said that most of the Egyptian Jews 
had temples 'contrary to whal is proper' (Ant .  1 3 .  
66). But i n  the nature o f  things they could not live 
exactly as the Jews in Palestine. The westward Dis
persion had to live in the Greek world, and it had 
to speak Greek. One major result of this was thc 
translation of the sacred books into Greek ,  thc 
Septuagint ( * TEXTS AND VERSIONS). The legends 
about its origin at least bear witness to the mis
sionary spirit of Hellenistic Judaism. Although it 
may be misleading to generalize from Alexandria, 
we can see there a prosperous and educated Jewish 
community seeking to make intelleetual contact 
with an established Greek culture. The 'de
Messianized' but otherwise orthodox Judaism of 
the book of Wisdom and of Philo are character
istic products. There is evidence also of Jewish mis
sionary apologetic directed to pagans of G reek 
education, and of codes of instruction for pagan 
converts. There is perhaps a slightly satirical com
mentary on Diaspora Judaism's understanding 01' 
its mission in Rom. 2: 1 7-24. 

Hellenistic Jewish culturc was faithful to law and 
nation (cf Phil. 3 :5-6-the confession 01' a Jew 01' 
the Dispersion). The communities paid the half-



shekel Temple tax, and maintaincd contact with 
each other and with lerusalem (cf Acts 28:21  f. ). 
The devout visited lerusalem for the great feasts 
when possible (Acts 2 :5ff.; 8 :27) and often had 
c10ser ties with the mother-country. But so differ
ent had the cultural atmosphere become that the 
Dispersion  communities had their own synagogues 
there (cf Acts 6:9).  I t  is possible that Stephen 
learnt some of h is radicalism about the Temple 
from Diaspora ludaism in pre-conversion days. 

Notwithstanding lewish unpopulari ty, it is clear 
that ludaism strongly attracted many Gentiles. The 
simple but majestic worship of one God, the lofty 
ethics, the generally high standards of family life, 
brought many, including people of rank, to the 
synagogues. The necessity of circumcision prob
ably held back many men from becoming full 
• proselytes, but numbers remained in attendance 
as 'God-fearers'. Thus we regularly find Gentiles in 
the synagogues d uring Paul's missionary journeys 
(cf Acts 1 3 :43ff.; 1 4 :  I ;  1 7 :4; 1 8 :4ff.). 

A less happy aspect of the attraction of ludaism 
was the widespread belief, to which many sources 
testify, that lews possessed special magical powers 
and that their sacred words were particularly effi
cacious in incantations. Undoubtedly un
scrupulous lews traded on this reputation, and we 
meet one such in Acts 1 3 :6ff. I t  is likely, too, that 
there was a fringe of lewish syncretistic and sectar
ian teaching which dealt in the mystery and occult 
so fascinating to the Hellenistic world. Some pagan 
cults-such as the Sabazios cult in Phrygia
eagerly scattered ludaic ingredients into their exot
ically flavoured religious pot-pourri; but, however 
important these may be for the history of Christian 
heresy (* GNOSTICISM), there is Iittle evidence that 
they were in themselves representative of and sig
nificant for Dispersion ludaism as a wh oie. As 
might be expected, archaeological study reveals 
considerable formal differences, and differing de
grees 01' cultural exclusiveness, at various times and 
places; but nothing indicates that there was any 
major indecision in Diaspora ludaism as to the 
uniqueness of I srael's God, his revelation in the 
Torah , and his people. 

IV, Relation 10 Christianity 
The influence of the Dispersion in preparing the 
way for the gospel is beyond doubt. The syn
agogues stretched over the greater part of the 
known world were the stepping-stones or the early 
missionaries. Acts shows Paul, the self-confessed 
apostle to the Gentiles, regularly opening his evan
gelistic work by synagogue preaching. Almost as 
regularly a division folIows, the majority or Israel
ites by birth refusing the proffered Messiah, the 
Gentiles (i. e. the proselytes and God-fearers) re
ceiving hirn joyfully. Representative converts, such 
as Cornelius and the Ethiopian eunuch, had first 
been proselytes or God-fearers. C1early the God
fearers--{;hildren 01' the Dispersion-are a vital 
factor in early church history. They came to faith 
with some previous knowledge of God and the 
Script ures, and already watchful of idolatry and 
immorality. 

The LXX also performed a missionary service 
beyond its effect on those Gentiles in contact with 
synagogues; and more than one Christian Father 
testifies that the reading 01' the LXX played a vital 
part in his conversion. 

An apparent confusion in some pagan writers 
makes it difficult to tell whether ludaism or Chris-

DIVINATION 

tianity is alluded to. This may be due to the ract 
that so often a Christian community arose within 
the bosom of Diaspora ludaism: and to an ignor
ant or indifferent pagan, even ir  he believed the 
horror stories about Christian arson and cannibal
ism, the attitude of converts towards many trad
itional practices might seem to be lewish. On the 
other hand, lewish influence on many leading con
verts helps to explain why 'ludaizing' was such a 
peril in the apostolic church. 

It is interesting that Peter and lames, both Pales
tinian lews, address Christians as 'the Dispersion' 
(Jas. 1 : 1 ;  1 Pet. 1 : 1 ). Like the members or the old 
dispersion, they are 'sojourners' where they live; 
they enjoy a solidarity unknown to the heathen; 
and they owe a transcendent loyalty to the lerusa
lern wh ich is above. 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. 1. luster, Les luifs dans /"Empire 
Romain, 1 9 1 4; A .  Causse, Les Disperses d'Israel, 
1 929; E. Schürer, History of the lewish People, 2, 
1 978; BC, 1 ,  pp. I 37ff.; E .  R.  Goodenough, lewish 
Symbols in the Greco-Roman period, I 953-<i8 (rela
tion to pagan symbolism); R. McL. Wilson, The 
Gnostic Problem, 1 958; V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic 
Civilization and the lews, 1 959; H .  1. Leon, The 
lews of Ancient Rome, 1 960; M .  Grant, The lews in 
the Roman World, 1 973; E. M. Smallwood, The 
lews IInder Roman Rule, 1 977. A.F.W.  

DIVINATION, The usual Heb. word translated 
'divination' and 'diviner' is the root qsm. The root 
nM is used in Gn.  44:5 ,  1 5 , and elsewhere this is 
translated 'enchanter', 'enchantment', 'use en
chantments'. The root 'nn is sometimes coupled 
with the rormer words, and is translated 'observe 
times' (RV 'practise augury'), and twice 
'soothsayings' . 
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Divination is roughly the attempt to discern 
events that are distant in time or space, and that 
consequently cannot be perceived by normal 
means. A similar definition could be given ror the 
seership aspect of prophecy, as exercised in,  e.g. ,  I 
Sa. 9:6- 1 0. Hence the term could be used oc
casionally in a good sense, as we might speak of a 
prophet having c1airvoyant gifts without thereby 
approving all forms or clairvoyance. Thus Balaam 
is a diviner as weil as being inspired or God (Nu. 
22:7;  24: 1 ) . The divination condemned in Ezk . 
1 3 :6-7 is specified as 'Iying'. In Mi .  3:6-7, 1 1 , div
ining is a runction or the prophets, though here 
also they have prostituted their gift; cf Zc. 1 0:2. In  
Pr. 1 6: I 0 qesem ('inspired decisions') is used of the 
divine guidance given through the king. 

Apart from these general uses, divination is con
demned, except for two passages noted below. 
God's people are rorbidden to use divination and 
enchantments as the pagan world did (Lv. 1 9 :26; 
Dt. 1 8 :9- 1 4), and 2 K i .  1 7 : 1 7 ; 2 1 :6 record their 
disobedience. Pagan diviners are mentioned in I 
Sa. 6:2; Is. 44 :25; Ezk. 2 1  :22. 

Divination may take many forms. One can make 
two broad divisions, namely, internal and mechan
ical: the former is either the trance inspiration 01' 
the shaman type, or direct second sight; the latter 
makes use of technical means, such as sand, en
trails 01' a sacrifice, or in modern times tea-Ieaves. 
These divisions cannot be pressed, since the objects 
may release the c1airvoyant raculty, as with crystal
gazing. Balaam may have released his powers in 
this way (Nu. 24: I ). 

The rollowing rorms are mentioned in the Bible. 



DIVINATION 

a. Rhabdomancy. Ezk. 21 :2 1 .  Sticks or arrows 
were thrown into the air, and omens were deduced 
from their position when they fel l .  Ho. 4: 1 2  could 
also be a reference to this. 

b. Hepaloscopy. Ezk. 21 :2 1 .  Examination of the 
liver or other entrails of a sacrifice was supposed to 
give guidance. Probably shapes and markings were 
c1assified, and the priest interpreted them. 

c. 0 Teraphim. Associated with divination in I 
Sa. 1 5 :23 ( ' idolatry', RSV); Ezk. 2 1  :2 1 ;  Zc. 1 0 :2. I f  
the teraphim were images of dead ancestors, the 
divination was probably a form of spiritualism. 

d. Necromancy, or the consultation of the de
parted. This is associated with divination in Dt. 
1 8 : 1 1 ; I Sa. 28:8; 2 Ki.  21 :6, and is condemned in 
the Law (Lv. 1 9 :3 1 ;  20:6), the Prophets ( ls. 8 :  1 9-
20) and the historical books ( I  Ch. 1 0: 1 3). The 
medium was spoken of as having an '012, translated 
'a familiar spirit ' ,  or in modern terms 'a control'. 
An associated term, translated 'wizard', is yid'oni, 
probably from the root yäqa' ,  'know', and presum
ably refers to the supernatural knowledge c1aimed 
by the spirit and in a secondary sense by its owner. 

e. ASlro!ogy draws conc1usions from the position 
of the sun, moon and planets in relation to the 
zodiac and to one another. While not condemned, 
astrology is belittled in Is. 47: 1 3  and Je. 1 0 :2. The 
wise men (0 MAGI) who came to the infant Jesus 
(Mt .  2:9) were probably trained in Bab. tradition 
which mixed astronomy with astrology. 

f Hydromaney, or divination through water. 
Here forms and pictures appear in the water in a 
bowl, as also in crystal-gazing. The gleam 01" the 
water induces a state of light trance, and the vi
sions are subjective. The only rel"erence to this in 
the Bible is Gn.  44:5 ,  1 5 , where it might appear 
that Joseph used his silver cup I"or this purpose. But 
one cannot say how much credence to give to a 
statement that comes in a section where Joseph and 
his steward are deliberately deceiving his brothers. 

g. LOls. In the OT the lot was cast to discover 
God's will I"or the allocation of territory (Jos. 1 8-
1 9, ele. ) ,  the choice of the goat to be sacrificed on 
the Day of Atonement ( Lv, 1 6), the detection 01" a 
guilty person (Jos. 7 : 1 4; Jon. 1 :7), the allocation of 
Temple duties ( I  Ch. 24:5), the discovery of a lucky 
day by Haman (Est. 3 :7). In the NT Christ's 
c10thes were allocated by lot (Mt .  27:35). The last 
occasion in the Bible on which the lot is used to 
divine the will of God is in the choice of Matthias 
(Acts I :  1 5-26), and there may be a significance in 
that this is before Pentecost. (See also 0 URIM AND 
TIWMM IM . )  

h. 0 Dreallls are orten counted as a means of div
ination, but in the Bible there is no instance of a 
person's deliberately asking lor guidance or super
natural knowledge through dreams, except perhaps 
the false prophets in Je. 23 :25-27. The spontaneous 
dream, however, is ol"ten a means 01" divine 
guidance. 

In Acts 1 6 : 1 6  a girl has a spirit 01" divination. 
The Gk. here is pylhön. The I"amous Delphic orac1e 
was in the district 01" Pytho, and the term evidently 
was used loosely lor anyone supernaturally in
spired, as was the priestess at Delphi. ( 0  MAGIC 
AND SORCERY.) 

BIßLlOGRAPHY. C. Brown, 1. S. Wright. NIDNTT 
2. pp. 552-562 . LS.\\!. 

DIZAHAB. One 01" the places named in Dt. I :  I to 
define the site 01" the speeches wh ich 1"0 11 ow. I t  has 

orten been identified with Dahab on the E coast of 
the Sinai peninsula (e.g. Röthenberg and Aharoni), 
but this is not easily reconciled with the other data 
given (cf v. 5). A location in N Moab is required, 
and eg-Dheibe (30 km E of l:lesbän/Heshbon) 
seems the most probable suggestion so far. 

BIßLlOGRAPHY. F. M. Abel, Geographie de !a Pa!
eSline, 2, 1 937, p. 307 and map 4; B. Rothenberg 
and Y. Aharoni, God's Wilderness, 1 96 1 , pp. 1 44. 
1 6 1 . G. I .D .  

DOCTRINE. In  the OT the word occurs chiefly as 
a translation of !eqah, meaning 'what is received' 
(Dt. 32:2; Jb. 1 1  :4; Pr. 4:2; Is. 29:24). The idea 01" a 
body 01" revealed teaching is chiefly expressed by 
lor6. which occurs 2 1 6  times and is rendered as 
'Iaw'. 

In the NT two words are used. didaskalia means 
both the act and the content of teaching. lt is used 
of the Pharisees' teaching ( M t .  1 5 :9; Mk .  7:7). 
Apart from one instance in Colossians and one in 
Ephesians, it is otherwise confined to the Pastoral 
Epistles (and seems to refer often to some body of 
teaching used as a standard of orthodoxy). didaehe 
is used in more parts of the NT. l t  too can mean 
either the act or the content of teaching. lt occurs 
of the teaching of Jesus (Mt .  7:28, eIe. )  which he 
c1aimed to be divine (Jn .  7: 1 6- 1 7). After Pentecost 
Christian doctrine began to be formulated (Acts 
2:42) as the instruction given to those who had 
responded to the kerygma (Rom. 6: 1 7). There werc 
some in the ch urch whose official I"unction was to 
teach this to new converts (e.g. I Cor. 1 2 :28-29) .  
For the content of the didache, see E.  G. Selwyn. 
The First Episl!e 01 St Peter, 1 946. Essay 1 1 .  

R.E .N .  

DODANIM .  The name of a people descended 
I"rom Javan, son 01" Japheth, mentioned twice in the 
OT (Gn 1 0 :4: Heb. döqänfm, LXX Rhodioi; I eh. 1 :7 
Heb. röqänil/l, LXX Rhodioi) . The Genesis rel"erence is 
probably to be read (with the Samaritan Penta
teuch) rogänfm (d and r are readily con fused in both 
the old and the 'square' Heb. scripts), referring to 
the inhabitants of the island of Rhodes. Sec E . 
Dhorme, Syria 1 3 , 1 932, pp. 48-49. T.C .M .  

DOOR-POST, GATE-POST, POST. I .  Heb. m'zlizo{ were thc wooden planks which I"ramed a 
doorway and which supported the l intel, l11asqop, 
and on which an 0 amulet was later fixed. Blood 
was sprinkled on them at the first Passover (Ex. 
1 2 :7, 22-23), a slave's ear was pierced against one 
when he chose to remain with his master (Ex. 
21 :6), and the posts were to be written upon (Dt. 
6:9; 1 1  :20).  The term is also used 01" temples (I Sa. 
1 :9; I Ki . 6 :33;  Ezk . 4 1 :2 1 ) and gates (Jdg. 1 6:3 ). 

2, 'ayi!. Used mainly 01" Ezekiel's temple (40:9-
1 0, ete. ) where it is translated 'post' AV and 'jamb' 
RSV. lt is thought to be a projection I"rom the wall. 
such as a pilaster. 3. sap, 'post' AV, see 0 THRESH-
OLD. C.LD. 

DOR. A sea-port on the Mediterranean coast, S 01 '  
Carmel. occupied from c. 1 900 BC to Gk.  times. 
Mentioned by Ramesses I I  and as the city Sikil 
ruled by Beder 01" the Tjeker (sea-peoples) in thc 
1 1 th century Wen-Amon story (ANET, p. 26). It 
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opposcd the I sraelites and was defeated (Jos. 1 1 : 1 -
2 ;  1 2 :23;  1 7 : 1 1 - \ 3 ,  cf Ch. 7:29). Its Canaanite in
habitants were not eonquered (Jdg. 1 :27) until the 
reign of David and i t  remained essentially Phoeni
eian. Solomon developed i t  ( I  Ki. 4 :  1 1 ). The four
room gatehouse and temple belong to this period 
or Ahab's restorations. The Assyrians in 722 BC 
took Dor into their provineial system (Duru). I t  
was rebuilt on a Gk .  model by  Ptolemy 1 1 .  The port 
was later overshadowed by Herod's Caesarea Mar
itima. For exeavations, see NEAEHL, pp. 357-372. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Stern, BAR 1 9 ,  1 993, pp. 1 3-
44; idem. Dor, Ru/er 0/ Ihe Seas, 1 994. D.J.W. 

DORCAS, or Tabitha ('gazelle'), was renowned for 
charity in the ehureh at Joppa (Aets 9:36). When 
she died they sent two members to Lydda for the 
apostle Peter. He came immediately, and following 
Jesus' example, exduded the mourners. Then he 
knelt and prayed, and fulfilled his divine eommis
sion (Mt .  1 0: 8) .  She is the only woman diseiple so 
called (malhelria) in the NT. M.B.  

DOTHAN. The fertile plain of Dothan separates 
the hil ls of Samaria from the Carmel range. It pro
vides an easy pass for travellers from Bethshan and 
Gilead on their way to Egypt. This was the route 
of the Ishmaelites who carried Joseph into Egypt. 
The good pasturage had attraeted Jacob's sons 
from Shechem, 32 km to the S. Near the town (now 
lell dörä) are rectangular cisterns about 3 m deep 
similar to the pit into which Joseph was put (Gn. 
37: 1 7ff.). Elisha led the Syrian force, whieh had 
been sent to capture hirn, along the hi li road to 
Samaria, 16 km S. His servant was encouraged by a 
vision of heavenly forces arrayed on the hili to the 
E of the town (2 Ki. 6: 1 3-23). 

Excavations ( 1 953-60) revealed a walled city of 
the Early and M iddle Bronze Ages, and a Late 
Bronze Age settlement apparently using the older 
city wall. Thothmes 1 1 1  lists Dothan among his 
conquests (c. 1 480 BC) . It was probably onc of the 
towns wh ich was absorbed by the Israelites, but not 
aetually eonquered (cf Jdg. 1 :27). Areas of the 
Iron Age town which have been deared show the 
narrow streets and small houses with storage-pits 
and bread-ovens of Elisha's day. Among the finds 
are fifteen pieces of silver in a pottery box rcpre
scnting an individual's savings. There was also 
settlement in the Assyrian and Hellenistic periods 
(cf Judith 4:6; 7 :3) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Excavation reports by 1.  P. Free, 
BA 1 9 , 1 956, pp. 43-48, 1 953-5 seasons; BA SOR 
1 3 1 ,  1 953, pp. 1 6-29; 1 35 ,  1 954, pp. 1 4-20; 1 39, 
1 955, pp. 3-9; 1 43,  1 956, pp. 1 1 - 1 7; 1 47, 1 957, pp. 
36-37; 1 52, 1 958, pp. 1 0- 1 8 ; 1 56, 1 959, pp. 22-29; 
1 60, 1 960, pp. 6-1 5; NEAEHL pp. 372-374. 

A.R.M.  

DRAGON. I n  the OT two Heb. words are so trans
Iated by the AV. 

J. lan, 'jackal' (so RSV) . It always occurs in the 
plural, usually masculine (Iannim: Jb. 30:29; Ps. 
44: 1 9 ;  Is. 1 3 :22; 34: 1 3 ; 35 :7 ;  43 :20; Je. 9: 1 1 ; 1 0:22; 
1 4 :6; 49:33; 5 1 :37; Ezk. 29:3; Mi. 1 :8), but onee in 
the feminine (lann6[: Mal. I :3). I n La. 4 :3 the form 
lannin occurs, but this is probably lan with the rare 
plural ending -in (nunation, as found in the Moabite 
Stone), and not a member of 2 below. 
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DREAM 

2. lannin. A word of uneertain meaning, probably 
unrelated to lan. It is translated in AV 'dragon', 
'whale' (Gn. 1 :2 1 ;  Jb. 7:  1 2; RSV 'sea monster') and 
'serpent' (Ex. 7:9-1 0, 1 2), the last being a satisfac
tory rendering in the Exodus passage, and it also 
seems to be the sense in Dt. 32:33 and Ps. 9 1 :  1 3 ; 
and possibly in Ne. 2: 1 3 .  The other occurrences are 
less easy to define. In Gn. 1 :2 1  evidently large sea
creatures sueh as the wh ale are intended, and this 
may be the meaning of Jb. 7 :  1 2  and Ps. 1 48:7, 
though, on the basis of an Arabie cognate, 'water 
spout' is suggested by some (e.g. Rvmg. for the 
latter). In Ps. 74: 1 3 ; 15. 27: 1 and 5 1 :9, the crocodile 
may be intended, and the association with Egypt 
suggests the same possibility in Ezk . 29:3; 32:2, 
and even Je. 5 1  :34. None of these meanings can be 
certain ,  and the term may in some contexts refer to 
an apocalyptic creature of some kind, as in NT 
drakön, 'dragon' ,  used figuratively of Satan in Rev. 
1 2- 1 3; 1 6  and 20. The word occurs in the LXX chief
Iy for tannin. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. R .  Driver in Z. V. Togan (ed.), 
Proceedings 0/ Ihe Twenly-Second Congress 0/ 
Orienlalisls . JSlanbul . . . . 1951, 2,  1 957,  p�. 
1 1 4-1 1 5; A. Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis , 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 02-105 .  T.C.M.  

DREAM. I f  comparing the 'dream' literature of 
the Babylonians and the Egyptians with the refer
enees to dreams in the OT, one is impressed by the 
Hebrews' lack of preoccupation with this phenom
enon. Nor is the religious significance of the 
dreams that are recorded in the OT at all promin
ent. I ndeed, dreams are said to derive from the ac
tivities in which the dreamer has been immersed 
during the day (Ec. 5:3). However, the OT recog
nizes that, whatever the origin of a dream, it may 
become a means by which God eommunicates with 
men, be they Israelites (I Ki .  3 :5)  or non-Israelites 
(Gn. 20:3ff.). 

Dreams reeorded in Scripture are of two kinds. 
First, there are those consisting of the ordinary 
dream phenomena in wh ich the sleeper 'sees' a 
connected series of images whieh correspond to 
events in everyday life (Gn. 40:9-1 7; 4 1 : 1 -7). Sec
ondly, there are dreams wh ich communicate to the 
sleeper a message from God (Gn . 20:3-7; I Ki .  3:5-
1 5; Mt. I :20-24). On occasions there is virtually no 
distinction between a dream and a • vision during 
the night (Jb. 4: 1 2f.;  Acts 1 6:9; 1 8 :9f.) 

In interpreting dreams the Bible distinguishes 
betwcen the dream-phenomena reported by non
Israelites and by I sraelites. Gentiles such as phar
aoh (Gn. 4 1 :  1 5ff.) and his high-ranking officers 
(40: 1 2f., 1 8f.)  require Joseph to explain their 
dreams, and Nebuchadrezzar needs Daniel (Dn.  
2 :  1 7ff.) .  On oeeasion God hirnself speaks and so 
renders human intervention unnecessary (Gn.  
20:3ff.; 3 1  :24; Mt .  2 :  1 2) .  But when the members of 
the covenant community dream, the interpretation 
accompanies the dream (Gn. 37:5-10; Acts 1 6:9f.). 

This subject is important for the OT view of 
prophecy. Among the Hebrews there was a dose 
association between dreams and the function of 
the prophet. The loclls classicus is Dt. 1 3 :  1 -5, 
where the prophet is mentioned along with the 
dreamer without betraying any sense of incongru
ity. The dose connection in Heb. thought between 
dreaming and prophesying is again revealed in Je. 
23:25-32. It is also dear that in the days of Samuel 
and Sau I it was commonly believed that the Lord 



DREAM 

spoke through dreams as weil as by Urim and 
prophets (I Sa. 28:6). Joel 2:28 (quoted Acts 2: 1 7) 
links prophecy, dreams and visions with the out
pouring of the Spirit. 

Moses is described as the only prophet to whom 
the Lord spoke 'mouth to mouth, clearly, and not 
in dark speech' (Nu.  1 2 :6-8; cf. Dt. 34: 1 0), but the 
context shows that vision and dream are equally 
valid means of prophetic revelation (Nu. 1 2 :6). 
Jeremiah censures the false prophets for treating 
the dreams of their own subconscious as revela
tions from God (Je. 23: 1 6, 25-27, 32), but he 
admits that a true prophet can have a genuine 
prophetic dream (v. 28), the proof being the ham
merlike message it contained (v. 29). Jeremiah him
self certainly knew the dream form of prophetic 
inspiration ( 3 1  :26). 

In the NT Matthew records five dreams in con
nection with the birth and infancy of Jesus, in three 
of wh ich an angel appeared with God's message 
(Mt .  1 :20; 2 : 1 2- 1 3 , 1 9, 22). Later he records the 
troubled dream of Pilate's wife (27: 1 9). Other pas
sages speak of • visions rather than dreams, but the 
borderline is thin. 

BIBUOGRAPHY. EBT, I ,  pp. 2 1 4ff. ; P. 1. Budd, 
NIDNTT I ,  pp. 5 1 1 -5 1 3 ; ZPEB, 2, p. 1 62; E. D. 
Ehrlich, Der Traum im Alten Testament, BZA W73, 
1 953;  DBT, pp. 1 27- 1 28 .  J .G .S.S.T. 

J.s.w. 

DRESS, The OT does not give us a detailed de
scription of the various kinds of dress wh ich were 
worn in Palestine. However, the Egyp., Bab. and 
Hittite monuments enable us to get a good idea of 
the general dress. In the tomb of Khnumhotep at 
Beni-hasan (Egypt) we find a procession of Asiat
ics who arrive in Egypt with eyepaint (ANEP, fig. 
3). They are all dressed in vividly coloured gar
ments, and this gives a clue as to how Abraham 
and other nomads were clad in about the 1 2th 
Egyptian Dynasty. 

According to Gn .  3 :7,  2 1  the origin of dress is 
associated with the sense of shame. It is a shame to 
be naked (Gn. 9 :22-23) and this is especially the 
fate of prisoners and fugitives ( l s. 20:4; Am. 2: 1 6; 
Mk. 1 4: 52). Children, however, used to run naked 
up to puberty. 

The most important garments seem to have been 
a kind of loin- or waist-cloth, a long or short shirt 
or robe, an upper garment and a cloak, not to 
speak of the belt, headdress, veil and sand als. 

a. Men 's dress 
We find but few mentions of a loin- or waist-cloth 
( 'ez6r) reaching from the waist to the knee. This was 
a common dress during the Bronze I I  and I I I  ages, 
but it disappears as a civilian dress during Bronze 
I I I ,  although remaining as a military dress (Ezk. 
23: 1 5 ; Is. 5 :27), Almost as primitive is an animal 
skin and the hairy cloak or mantle (Zc, 1 3 :4; 2 Ki .  
I :8;  Mt .  3 :4), which was worn only by prophets and 
poor people (Ecclus. 40:4) or for penitence, Cover
ing of the hips and thighs was required only of 
priests ( Ex.  28:42; 39 :28), Otherwise these breeches 
were unknown in the OT and in the ancient Near 
East, except among the Persians, who knew the 
falwar, probably the sarbal of Dn. 3 :2 1 ,  27. 

The ordinary shirt,  which becomes predominant 
in Bronze I I I  and is the normal dress in the l ron 
Age, is mentioned in the Bible as kuttönel (Gk, 
ehit6n), which seems to have been made of linen or 

woo!. I t  is worn next to the skin and reaches down 
to the knees or to the ankles. lt is made with or 
without sleeves, short or long (see Benzinger, Heb� 
ArcIr. ,  figs. 59-60; Marston , The Bible Comes Alil'e, 
plate 1 5 , bOllom). For work or while running, th:s 
shirt was pulled up (Ex. 1 2 : 1 1 ;  2 Ki.  4:29).  The 
Bible also mentions a kwtöne! passfm, which was a 
special kind of garment (Gn. 37:3, 23, 32), and was 
worn also by princes (2 Sa. 1 3 : 1 8- 1 9). It was pos
sibly a highly coloured garment, a kind of plaid 
twisted round the body, as is shown by the Syrian 
ambassadors to Tutankhamün (ANEP, fig. 52) 
The shirt, presumably worn underneath it, is pos
sibly the säljin (Jdg. 1 4: 1 2 ; Pr. 3 1  :24; Is. 3:23; LXX 
sindön), but might include in this class of garments 
the m" f1, regularly torn as a sign of mourning (Ezr. 
9:3; Jb. 1 :20; 2 :  1 2),  and worn by men of import
ance, e.g. Jonathan ( I  Sa. 1 8 :4), Samuel (I Sa. 2: 1 9 ; 
1 5 :27; 28: 1 4), Saul ( I  Sa. 24:4, 1 1 ) ,  Job and his 
friends (Jb. 1 :20; 2:  1 2) and Ezra (Ezr. 9:3) .  

The ordinary mantle is gene rally called sil1lta. I I  
can be identified with the 'abaye of the modern 
fellahin (Benzinger, Heb� Arch. ,  fig. 73). This is a 
more or less square piece of cloth ,  which is somc
times thrown over one shoulder or, as now, ovcr 
both shoulders. There are openings for the arms at 
the sides. This cloak, which everybody possessed , 
could not be given in loan, as it was used at night 
as a covering (Ex. 22:25-26; Dt. 24: 1 3). lt was gen
erally taken off for work (Mt .  24 : 1 8 ; Mk. 1 0: 50). I t  
was also used to carry a l l  kinds 01' objects (see Ex .  
1 2 :34; Jdg. 8 :25 ;  2 Ki.  4 : 39 ;  Hg .  2 :  1 2). 
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Another cloak was called 'addere!, which it is 
not easy to describe. l t  was sometimes made of a 
costly material (Jos. 7 :2 1 ,  24) and was worn by the 
king (Jon. 3:6) and by prophets (I Ki. 1 9 : 1 3 , 1 9: 2 
Ki. 2: 1 3- 1 4), where it was possibly made from 
animal's skin. lt was not in general use, and the 
word does not appear in late Hebrew. 

For a head-covering Israelites probably wore a 
folded square of cloth as a veil for protection 
against the sun, or wrapped it as a turban around 
the head. RSV translates migbä'ö! as 'caps' (Ex. 
28:40; Lv. 8 :  1 3) and p" er as 'headdress' ( I s. 3 :20) 
and 'linen turbans' (Ezk. 44: 1 8) ;  AV 'bonnet'. Not
able men and women wore in later times the �änfjJ 
( Is. 3 :23; 62:3), which was a piece of cloth twisted 
round the head. 

The poor people generally went about bareroot. 
but the sandal was known (Dt. 25 : 1 0; Am. 2:6: 
8:6). The soles (n" äffm) were of leather or wood and 
tied with thongs (S'rö/f) (Gn. 1 4 :23 ;  Is. 5:27; Mk.  1 :7 
Lk. 3: 1 6, AV 'Iatchet'). These were not worn inside 
the house. 

b. Women's dress 
The dress of women was very much the same a� 
that for men. But the difference must have been 
sufficiently noticeable, because it was forbidden fOI 
men to wear women's clothes, and vice versa (Dt 
22:5). The difference has to be sought in finer ma· 
terial, more colours and the use of a veil and a kind 
of headcloth (mifpa/:lat Is. 3 :22, AV 'wimple'; trans· 
lated 'mantle' in  Ru. 3: 1 5), which could be used tc 
carry loads (Benzinger, Heb� Arch. ,  fig. 59 
Marston, loc. eit.). The most common dresses fOI 
the Israelite women are the kuttönet and the simta 
The fine underwear satlfn is also worn by women 
(Pr. 3 1  :24; Is. 3 :23). For feasts, women wore a more 
costly attire ( I  Tim. 2:9). H ip  and thigh clothin� 
was not worn. A long train or veil was used b) 
ladies of rank (ls. 47:2; Na. 3 : 5). Articles men· 



tioned in the catalogue 01' Is. 3: 1 8ff. cannot now bc 
more particularly identified. 

c. Dress lor special occasions 
restive attire was distinctive from ordinary dress 
only in that the material was more costly (Gn. 
27: 1 5 ; Ml.  22 : 1 1 - 1 2 ; Lk.  1 5 :22). The colour was 
preferably white (Ec. 9 :8 ;  Mk.  9 :3 ;  Rev. 3:4). Tis
sues of byssus, scarlet and purpie were much ap
preciated (Pr. 3 1  :22; Ecclus. 6:30; Je. 4:30). Women 
liked to adorn their clothes with gold and silver (2 
Sa. 1 :24; Ps. 45:9, 1 4- 1 5 ; Ezk . 1 6 : 1 0, 1 3 ; 27:7). 

Dress for mourning and penitence (Saq) was 
probably some k ind of haircloth similar to the 
mantle of the prophets. This was worn with a belt 
and sometimes on the naked body (Gn. 37:34; 2 
Sa. 3 : 3 1 ;  I Ki .  2 1  :27;  2 Ki.  6:30). 

cl. Dress alpriests 
The oldest sacred dress seems to have been the 'ep6r} 
bar}, probably a simple 10in-c1oth (2 Sa. 6: 1 4, 20). 
The priests 01' Nob were known as men who wore 
the 'linen ephod' ( I  Sa. 22: 1 8). Samuel ( I  Sa. 2: 1 8) 
and David (2 Sa. 6 : 1 4) wore a simple linen ephod. 
This ordinary ephod has to be distinguished from 
the ephod 01' the high priest made 01' costly ma
terial (byssus = SeS), worked with gold, purpie, 
scarlet or the l ike. This part 01' the dress reached 
from the breast down to the hips. It was held in 
place by two shoulder-bands and was tied round 
the waist (Ex. 39: 1 -26). There is also mention 01' 
an ephod which was used for the oracJes. This was 
hung in the Temple ( I  Sa. 2 1 :9). The ordinary 
priests wore during the l i turgical service a cloth 
wh ich covered the hips and thighs (Ex. 28:42-43; 
!...v. 1 6 :4) and a long embroidered linen tunic with 
sleeves (Ex. 28:40; 39:27), also an elaborately 
worked bell 01' twined Iinen, blue, purpie and scar
let stuff(Ex. 28:40; 39 :29) (Nötscher, BibI. Alterum
skunde, 1 940). They had also a kind 01' turban 
ca lied mi�neftel (Ex. 28:4, 37 ,  39; 29:6; 39:28). As in 
Egypt and Babyion, it was forbidden for priests to 
wear wooJlen c10thes (Ezk . 44: 1 7) .  They were not 
allowed to wear sandals in the Temple (Ex. 3 :5 ;  
29:20). 

BIßLlOGRAPHY. In general: M. G. Houston, An
cient Egyptian and Persian Costume and Decor
atioll ', 1 954; ANEP, figs. 1 -66 and passim; H. F. 
Lutz, Textiles and Customs among fhe People 01 the 
Anciem Near East, 1 923. Near East with special 
reference to the OT: I .  Benzinger, Hebräische Ar
chäologie ), 1 927, pp. 72-89. Egyptian material in A .  
Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, 1 894 (old but 
useful), pp. 200-233 ;  BA 24, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 1 9- 1 28 (for 
tasseJled garments). All these works are profusely 
iJlustrated. C.D.W. 

DRUSILLA, Born in AD 3 8  (Jos., Am. 1 9. 354), the 
youngest daughter 01' • Herod Agrippa I, and sister 
01' Agrippa 1 1 ,  who gave her in marriage to a 
Syrian petty king, Azizus 01' Emesa. The procur
ator • Felix, abetted by the Cypriot magician 
Atomos (whom some, foJlowing an inferior text 01' 
Josephus (Ant. 20. 1 42), connect with the 'Elymas' 
01' Acts 1 3 :8), persuaded her to deserl Azizus and 
to marry hirn. 

The Western Text records that it was Drusilla, 
not her husband, who wanted to mect Paul (AD 
57), but it seems doubtful whether in this sophis
ticated Jewish teenager the apostle would find a 
receptive listener to his discourse on 'justice and 
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self-control and future judgment' (Acts 24:24-25). 
1 .D.D.  

DUALISM, Several characteristic themes of bib
lical doctrine can be better understood if con
sidered against their background 01' dualistic 
thoughl. The word 'dualism' has been variously 
used in the history 01' theology and phi losophy, 
but the basic conception is that 01' a distinction 
between two principles as independent 01' one 
another and in some instances opposed to one 
another. Thus in theology God is set over against 
some spiritual principle of evil or the material 
world, in philosophy spirit over against matter, in 
psychology soul or mi nd over against body. 
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L God and the powers of evil 
The first use 01' the term 'dualism' was in Hyde's 
Historia Religionis Veterwn Persarum, published in 
1 700. Although it is a matter tor dispute among 
experlS whether Persian religion as a whole should 
be described as dualistic, it is c1ear that at some 
periods 01' Mazdaeism there existed a belief in a 
being evil by his own nature and the author 01' evil, 
who does not owe his origin to the creator 01' good 
but exists independently 01' hirn. This being 
brought into existence creatures opposed to those 
created by the good spirit. 

With these views the Israelites certainly came in 
contact through Persian influences on them, but 
any such belief in the existence 01' evil from eter
ni ty and its creative power, even if modified by a 
belief in the ultimate victory 01' good, was un
acceptable to the biblical writers. Satan and all the 
powers 01' evil are subordinated to God, not only 
in his final victory but also in their present activity 
and in their very being as fallen creatures 01' his (cf 
especially Jb. I -2; Col. l : I 6- 1 7).  

11.  God and the world 
Many ancient cosmogonies picture God or the 
gods as imposing order and form on a formless 
but pre-existent matter. However malJeable to the 
divine hand, matter which is not itself created by 
God necessarily imposes a limit on the divine 
operation, assimilating it to the creative activity 01' 
man , who always has to deal with a given 
material. 

In the biblical conception 01' creation, although 
God and the world are kept very c1early distinct 
and Pantheism is rigorously avoided, the world is 
regarded as owing not only its form but also its 
very being to God (Heb. 1 1  :3; cf 2 Macc. 7:28). 

111. Spirit and malter 
Dualism finds more philosophical expression in 
the making 01' an absolute distinction between 
spirit and matter, coupled with a considerable ten
dency to regard spirit as good and matter as posi
tively evil or at best an encumbrance to spirit. 

This moral depreciation 01' matter as contrasted 
with spirit is contrary to the Christian doctrine 01' 
creation and the biblical understanding 01' sin . The 
situation is both better and worse than dualism 
portrays il. On the one hand, matter is not inher
ently evil; the Creator saw all that he had made as 
good (Gn. 1 :3 1 ); on the other hand, the evil con
sequences 01' rebellion against God affect not only 
the material but also the spiritual realm.  There are 
spiritual hosts 01' wickedness in the heavenly places 
(Eph. 6: 1 2) and the most heinous sins are spiritual. 
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Nor does the Bible altogether accept the meta
physical distinction of spirit and matter. Hebrew 
dynamism sees the world less in terms of static 
substancc than of a constant activity of divine 
providence wh ich as readily uses material agencies 
as it does purely spiritual powers. Thus modern 
scientific concepts of the inter-relation of energy 
and matter are more akin to the bibl ical outlook 
than is a Platonist or idealist dualism. 'God is 
spirit' (J n .  4:24); but 'the Word became flesh' (Jn .  
1 : 1 4) .  

IV. Soul and body 
A particular instance of the Heb. avoidance of 
dualism is the biblical doctrine of man. Greek 
thought, and in consequence many Hellenizing 
Jewish and Christian sages, regarded the body as a 
prison-house of the soul : söma sema, 'the body is a 
10mb'. The aim of the sage was to achieve deliver
ance from all that is bodily and thus l iberate the 
soul. But to the Bible man is not a soul in a body 
but a body/soul unity; so true is this that even in 
the resurrection, although flesh and blood cannot 
inherit the kingdom of God, we shall still have 
bodies ( I  Cor. 1 5 :35ff.). M.H.C. 

DUKE (Heb. 'al/lip, ? leader of an 'elep, 'thousand'). 
AV title (RSV 'chier) of the sons of Seir the Horite 
(Gn. 36:20-30), of Esau's grandsons by Adah and 
Basemath and his sons by Ahol ibamah (Gn. 36: 1 -
1 9), and of Esau's later(?) descendants (Gn. 36:40-
43; I Ch. 1 :5 1 -54). Characteristic title of tribai 
chiefs of Edom down to Moses' time (Ex. 1 5 : 1 5), 
and known also in Ugaritic about then. In  Jos. 
1 3 :2 1 ,  'dukes' of AV represents Heb. näsils, i. e. 
'princes' of Sihon. K.A.K.  

DUMAH, I.  Son of Ishmael and founder 01' an 
Arab community (Gn. 25 : 1 4; I Ch. 1 : 30). These 
descendants gave their name to Dumah, capital 01' 
a district known as the Jawf, about halfway across 
N Arabia between Palestine and S Babylonia. 
Dumah is modern Arabic Dumat-al-Jandal, and the 
Adummatu 01' Assyrian and Babylonian royal in
scriptions in the 7th to 6th centuries BC (references 
in Ebeling and Meissner, Reallexikon der As
syriologie, I ,  1 932, pp. 39-40). 

2. The name is apparently used figuratively 01' 
that nearer semi-desert land, Edom (Seir), in a 
brief oracle 01' Isaiah (2 1 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  

3,  A township in Judah (Jos. 1 5 :52), usually 
identified with the present ed-Dömeh or ed
Dumah, c. 1 8  km SW 01' Hebron. The name 
Rumah in 2 Ki. 23:36 might conceivably be for 
Dumah in Judah; see GTT, §963, p. 368. K.A.K. 

DUNG. The word is used in the AV to translate 
various Heb. terms. Heb. 'aspöI, usually rendered 
'dunghilI', is probably a refuse-tip, rubbish-dump 
or ash-heap, and is used as a simile to convey the 
haunt 0 1' the destitute (I Sa. 2:8; Ps. 1 1 3 : 7; La. 4:5); 
cl also Lk. 1 4:35. Jerusalem's Dung Gate (the 
same word) in Ne. 2 : 1 3; 3 : 1 3- 1 4; 1 2:3 1 ,  may be the 
gate by wh ich refuse was taken out 01' the city. A 
grimmer comparison was 01' unburied corpses 
(perishing) as dung (dömen) in the fields (2 Ki. 9:37, 
Jezebel; Je. 8 :2; 9:22; 1 6:4; 25:33; cl Jb. 20:7; Zp. 
I :  1 7). Disobedient priests are once threatened that 
the dung 01' their sacrifices (i. e. that which is un-

clean, cl Ex. 29: 1 4; Lv. 4 : 1 1 ;  8 : 1 7 , etc.) will be 
spread upon their faces and they removed with it 
(Mal.  2:3) .  Jeh u turned a tempie 01' Baal into a 
latrine (2 Ki. 1 0:27). Utter privation under siege 
was pictured as cating dung (2 Ki.  1 8 :27). The 
'dunghills' (1I'lVälihl) 01' Ezr. 6: 1 1 ; On. 2 :5 ;  3 :29, 
should probably be 'ruin-heaps'. 

Animal-dung had 01' old two main uses: ror fuel 
and for manure. As fuel ,  it would orten be mixed 
with straw (cf I s. 25 :  1 0) and dried; it was then suit
able for heating the simple 'bread ovens' 01' c1ay or 
stones used in Palestine, human dung being so used 
only exceptionally ( Ezk . 4: 1 2- 1 5) and orten burnt 
up (cf the simile 01' I K i .  1 4: 1 0). When Ben-hadad 
1 1  closely besieged Samaria, poor food and fuel 
(doves' dung) sold at inflated prices (2 Ki. 6:25). 
For dung as fuel into modern times, see Ooughty. 
Travels ill Arabia Deserta. 

Ps. 83 : 1 0  may refer to manuring the ground, 
while Lk. 1 3 :8 with reference to the fig-tree cer
tainly does. In a powerful metaphor Paul counted 
all things as dung (AV) or refuse, in comparison 
with the 'surpassing worth' 01' knowing Christ 
(Phil. 3:8). K.A.K.  

DURA (Aram. Dl1rä'; LXX Deeira) .  The place in the 
administrative district 01 '  Babyion where King 
Nebuchadrezzar set up an image for al l  to worship 
(On. 3: I ) .  Possibly Tell Oer (27 km SW of Bagh
dad), though there are several Bab. pi aces named 
Oüru. Oppert reported structures SSE 01' Babyloll 
at 'Ooura' (Expedition scientifique en Mesopotamie. 
I ,  1 862, pp. 238-240). Pinches (ISBE) proposed 
the general interpretation 0 1' the plain 01' the 'Wall' 
(Bab. düru) ,  part 01' the outer defences 01' the city. 
For the name Dura, cf Dura (Europos); Old Bab. 
Da-mara (Orientalia 2 1 ,  1 952, p. 275, n. I ) .  

O.J .W.  

DUST, Heb. 'äi2äq, 'äpär, dust 01 '  the earth, is used 
literally and in similes to express: multitude (Gn 
1 3 : 1 6; I s. 29:5); smallness (Dt .  9 :2 1 ;  2 Ki. 1 3 :7); 
poverty (I Sa. 2:8); abasement (Gn. 1 8 :27) 
(* ASHES); dust on the head as a sign of sorrow (Jb. 
2:  12; Rev. 1 8 : 1 9); contrition (Jos. 7:6). 

Man's lowliness is emphasized by his being 
taken from the dust (Gn. 2 :7 ;  J b. 4 : 1 9; Ps. 1 03 : 1 4: 
and by his ultimate return to dust (Gn. 3: 1 9; Jb 
1 7 : 1 6). Paul distinguishes the present mortal bod) 
as 'the image 01' the man of dust', inherited frorr 
Adam, from the immortal or 'spiritual' body to bt 
put on at the resurrection, as 'the image of thc mar 
01' heaven' (I Cor. 1 5 :44-49). The serpent is sen · 
tenced to 'eat dust' (Gn. 3: 1 4) and warning of 
judgment is conveyed by shaking the dust off tht 
feet (Mt .  1 0: 1 4- 1 5 ; Acts 1 3 : 5 1 ) . P.A .B. 

F.F.B. 
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DWARF (Heb. daq, ' thin' ,  'smal!'). Used to denot( 
one 01' the physical disabilities which precluded , 
man from officiating as a priest (Lv. 2 1  :20), th( 
exact meaning 01' the Heb. word is not c1ear. Th( 
same word is used 01' the lean kine and blasted ear� 
in Pharaoh's dream (Gn. 4 1  :3, 23), and the refer· 
ence may simply be to a withered person. Dwarr� 
in the ancient Near East were always thought to b( 
possessed of special ( frequently magical) powers 
See JEi 4, 1 954, pp. I ff. ; HUCA 26, 1 955,  p. 96. 

J .O.O.  



E 
EAR. I .  I n  the OT Heb. 'özen, possibly derived 
from a root meaning 'pointed', is used of the ears 
of animals (Am. 3: 1 2),  and more frequently of 
man . There are paralleIs to this word in other Near 
Eastern languages. The denominative verb 'äzan 
( in  the Hiph'i1) means 'to give ear', 'to hear'. I n  the 
NT Gk. ous is commonly used. Occasionally (e.g. 
Acts 1 7 :20) akoe, from akouö, ' to hear', is also 
found. In the incident of the cutting off of the ear 
(Mt .  26:5 1 )  the word is ötiol1, meaning particularly 
the externaI lobe. 

While NT concepts envisage the interdepend
ence of the members of the * body (I Cor. 1 2 : 1 6), 
the OT views them more as semi-independent 
organs. This is c1ear in the case of the ear, wh ich God 
planted (Ps. 94:9), or dug (Ps. 40:6 mg.), and wh ich 
not only hears but attends (Ne. I :6), tests words (Jb. 
34:3), and can be stopped from hearing ( ls. 33: 1 5) or 
made heavy, rendering hearing difficult (ls. 6: I 0). 
God is spoken of also as having ears in the same 
way ( ls. 59: I ) ,  different from the unhearing ears of 
the idols (Ps. 1 35 :  1 7) .  The ears must be used aright 
to get the true meaning of words (Mt .  1 1 :  1 5) .  

There are two OT customs which focus attention 
especially on the ear. The one was the rite of con
firming a Hebrew slave in perpetual, voluntary ser
vice, by nailing his ear to his master's door (Ex. 
21 :6). The other was the putting of the blood of 
the sacrifice upon the right ear, thumb and toe of 
the priest (Lv. 8:23-24). Both probably have refer
ence to securing obedience. To 'open the ear' is 
used in Heb. as a figurative expression for revealing 
(e.g. I s. 50:5) .  

2. An ear of grain .  This would be of barley in 
the OT, of corn in the NT (Ex. 9: 3 1 ;  Mk. 4:28). 
The Heb. word 'ägfg gives rise to the name für the 
first month, the month of the Passover, at the time 
of the barley harvest ( Ex .  23: 1 5). B.O.B. 

EARNEST (Gk. arrabön, a Semitic loan-word; 
Heb. 'eräg6n; Lat . arrha, arr(h)abo). AV translation 
of a commercial term, probably brought W by 
Phoenician traders. I t  means, strictly, the first 
instalment of a gift or payment ,  put down as a 
pledge that the rest will follow later (cf the down
payment in modern hire-purchase). Paying the 
earnest makes obligatory payment of the 
remainder. 

In this sense Paul calls the gift of the Spirit an 
earnest of the Christian's inheritance (Eph. I :  14 ;  2 
Cor. 1 :22; 5 :5)-a guarantee (RSV), foretaste and 
first instalment of coming glory. 

More generally, an arrabön is any pledge or de
posit, of whatever sort, given in token that a larger 
payment will later be made; so in LXX, Gn. 38:  1 7-
1 8 , 20, rendering 'eräg6n. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Becker, NIDNTT 2, pp. 39f.; 
1. Behm, TDNT I ,  p. 475. i . l . P. 

EARTH. I .  The physical * world in which man 
lives, as opposed to the heavens, e.g. Gn. I :  I ;  Ot.  
31 :28; Ps. 68:8; On .  6 :27,  ete. (Heb. 'ere� or Aram. 
'ara') . This word is ambiguous in so far as it some
times expresses this wider meaning of 'earth' (i. e. 
so far as the Hebrews knew it) and sometimes only 
'land', a more restricted area. In the accounts of 
the Flood (Gn. 6-9) and of the division of 
speech (Gn. 1 1 : I )  each meaning has its advocates. 
This ambivalence is not peculiar to Hebrew; suf
fice it to mention the Egyptian word ta', which 
l ikewise means land (as in 'conqueror of all 
lands') and earth ('you who are upon earth', i.e. 
the Iiving). 

2, Dry land as opposed to the sea, Gn. I :  I 0, etc. 
(Heb. 'ere�; also yabbeset, 'dry land' in On. 2 : 1 0) .  
Phrases such as 'pillars of the  earth', 'foundation 
of the earth' (I Sa. 2:8; J b. 9:6; Ps. 1 02:25; Is. 48 : 1 3) 
are simply poetic expressions from early Semitic 
wh ich do not imply a doctrine of a table-like sur
face upon supports. The 'water under the earth' 
(Ex . 20:4) probably refers to subterranean springs 
and pools which, as the main source of water in 
Palestine, are referred to in poetic passages such as 
Pss. 24:2; 1 36:6; cf Gn. 8:2. 

3. The ground-surface, the soil which supports 
vegetation and so all l ife, e.g. Gn. I :  1 1 - 1 2; Ot. 26:2 
(both 'ere� and 'atjäma are so used). Soil served for 
temporary altars (Ex. 20:24); the Aramaean 
Naaman took Israelite soil on which to worship 
Israel's God (2 Ki .  5: 1 7) .  Torn c10thes and the pla
cing of earth on the head were tokens of mourning 
(2 Sa. 1 :2 ;  1 5 :32). 

4. In  passages such as Gn. 1 1 : I ; Ps. 98:9; La. 
2:  1 5, the word comes to mean, by transference, the 
inhabitants of the earth or part of it .  In the NT 
Gk. ge is variously translated, generally 'earth', 
and appears with all these four meanings. For 1 see, 
e.g. , Mt.  6: 1 0  and note the restricted use in Jn .  3 :22, 
'land of Judea'; for 2 see Acts 4:24 and cf Mk. 4: I ;  
for 3 see Mt .  25: 1 8, 25  and cf Mt.  1 0:29; for 4 see 
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Rev. 1 3 : 3  (AV 'world'). K.A .K .  

EARTHQUAKE. Earthquakes have been the alter 
ego of • Palestine consequent on its geological 
structure. In the biblical record earthquakes or 
their associated phenomena are recorded at vari
ous periods and attested in so me excavations (e.g. Y. 
Yadin, Hazor, 1 975, pp. 1 50- 1 5 1 ), at Mt Sinai on 
the giving of the law (Ex. 1 9 :  1 8), in the days of 
Sau I (I Sa. 1 4 : 1 5), Elijah (I Ki. 1 9 : 1 1 ), Uzziah 
(Am. I :  I ;  Zc. 1 4:5) and Paul and Silas (Acts 16 :26). 
An earthquake associated with crustal fissures des
troyed Korah and his companions (Nu. 1 6: 3 1 ), and 
a similar event may have been associated with 
the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (see 
Am. 4: 1 1 ) .  The earthquake at the crucifixion is 



EARTHQUAKE 

described in Mt .  27: 5 1 f. with miraculous 
manifestations. 

There are many referenees to this terrible form 
of natural calamity: Jdg. 5:4; Pss. 1 8 :7; 29:6; 97:4; 
1 1 4:4; Joel 2 :  I 0; 3 :  1 6; Am. 8:8; Na. I :5; Hab. 3:6; 
Zc. 1 4:4; Rev. 6 : 1 2; 8:5; 1 1 : 1 3 ; 1 6: 1 8 .  The earth
quake was figurative of divine judgment ( ls. 29:6; 
Ezk . 38: 1 9ff.). Earthquakes (ribu) are also attested 
in Assyr. texts (lraq 4, 1 927, pp. 1 86- 1 89). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. JEI I ,  1 95 1 ,  pp. 223-246; D. P. 
McKenzie, Nature 226, 1 970, pp. 237-243. 

J .M .H .  
D.J.W. 

EAST. A bearing indicated in the OT by the phrase 
mizra/:1-semes, 'rising of the sun' (e.g. Nu. 2 1 : 1 1 ;  
Jdg. 1 1 :  1 8), o r  more frequently by mizräfl, 'rising', 
alone (e.g Jos. 4 :  1 9), and onee (Ps. 75:6) by m6�ä', 
'going forth', alone. In the NT the same usage is 
found with anato[e, 'rising' (e.g in Mt .  2 : 1 ) . The 
rising of the luminaries gave the ancient peoples 
their standard of direction, so the term qeqem, 
' front', or some variation of the root qdm, was thus 
frequently employed to designate the E. The word 
qdm is attested from c. 2000 BC as a loan-word in 
the Egyptian 'Story of Sinuhe' and from the 1 4th 
century in the Ugaritic texts. The wisdom of the 
East (probably • Babylonia rather than Moab, I 
Ki .  4 :30; cf Mt.  2 : 1 - 1 2) was proverbial, and com-
parable to that of • Egypt. T.C .M. 

EAST, CHI LDREN OF THE (Heb. b'ne-qeqem). 
A general term applied to various peoples l iving to 
the E (and NE, Gn. 29: I) of Canaan, and used in 
association with such neighbours as the Midian
ites, Amalekites (Jdg. 6:3), Moabites, Ammonites 
(Ezk. 25: I 0) and Kedarites (Je. 49:28). Sometimes 
• nomads are indicated (Ezk. 25 :4), but the term 
could evidently also apply to the inhabitants of 
Mesopotamia (I Ki. 4:30), and the patriarch Job is 
described ( I  :3) as one of the b'ne-qeqem. (. EAST, 
• KADMONITES.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Musil, Arabia Deserta, 1 927, 
pp. 494ff.; P. K.  Hitti, History 01 the Arabs, 1 956, 
p. 43. T.C.M. 

EASTER, a word used in the Germanic languages 
to denote the festival of the vernal equinox, and 
subsequently, with the coming of Christianity, to 
denote the anniversary of the resurrection of 
Christ (which in Gk. and Romance tongues is 
denoted by pascha, 'Passover', and its derivatives). 
Tyndale, Coverdale and others give 'Easter' as a 
rendering of pascha, and one example survives in 
AV, at Acts 1 2 :4 ( 'after Easter', where RV and RSV 
have 'after the Passover'; similarly NEB). 

In  the 2nd century AD and later there was eon
siderable diversity and debate over the dating of 
the Christian Easter; the churches of Asia Minor 
for long followed the 'quartodeciman' reckoning, 
by which it was observed regularly on the 14th of 
Nisan, while those of Rome and elsewhere fol
lowed a calendar which commemorated the pas
sion year by year on a Friday and the resurrection 
on a Sunday. The latter mode prevailed. F.F.B. 

EBAL (OBAL). 1. A 'son' of • Joktan (Gn. 1 0:28; I 
Ch. 1 :22); one of the Semitic families wh ich in-
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habited S Arabia. 2. A descendant of Esau (Gn. 
36:23). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. [DB, 3 ,  p. 579 (art. 'Oba!'). 
J .D.D. 

EBAL, MOUNT. The northern, and higher, of two 
mountains whieh overshadowed Shechem, thc 
modern Nablus. It lies N of the Vale of Shechem, 
427 m above the valley and 938 m above sea-Ievel .  
The spaee between Ebal and i t s  neighbour Ger
izim, S of the vale, provides a natural amphitheatre 
with wonderful acoustic properties. At the close of 
his discourse in Dt. 5-1 1 Moses points to the two 
mountains on the W horizon beyond Gilgal and 
Moreh (Shechem) and announces that when they 
have entered the land a blessing shall be set on 
Gerizim and a curse on Ebal . 

After the laws of Dt .  1 2-26 the narrative is re
sumed, and Moses gives detailed instructions. 
First, great stones were to be set up on Mt Ebal , 
covered with cement, and the law inscribed on 
them. The practice of writing on piaster laid on 
stones, previously known from Egypt, is now at
tested in Palestine itself, in the 8th century BC wall
inscriptions from Tell Deir Alla (1. Hoftijzer, BA 
39, 1 976, p. 1 1 ; for the date, cf p. 87). After this an 
altar of unhewn stones was to be erected and sae
rifices offered (Dt.  27: 1 -8). The Samaritan Penta
teuch (· TEXTS AND VERSIONS, I .  V) reads 'Gerizim' 
for 'Ebal' in  v. 4; the textual variation seems to be 
connected in some way with the existence of a Sa
maritan temple on Mt Gerizim, but it is not certain 
which reading is the more original. Another possi
bility is that the Samaritan reading is due to thc 
uneasiness fei t  in a late period at sacrifice (vv. 6-7) 
being offered on 'the mountain of the curse' (cf 
I 1  :29). 

In a further address (Dt. 27:9-28:68) Moses or
dered six tribes to stand on Gerizim to bless obedi
ence and six on Ebal to eurse disobedienee (27:9-
1 3). Then the Levites should curse any who sin 
(27: 1 5-26). By their response of 'Amen' the peoplc 
are to condemn such praetices openly. After vic
tories in the eentre of Palestine, Joshua gathered 
the people at Shechem, where these ceremonics 
were duly performed (Jos. 8 :30-35). Remains of a 
small stone building, dated 1 240- 1 1 40 BC, contain
ing pottery and bones of cattlc, sheep and goats. 
may indicate a cult place. see NEA EHL, pp. 375-
377. 

The rituals described have been secn as cvidcncc 
for regarding Deuteronomy as a documcnt in 
treaty-form (M.  G. Kline, The Treaty 01 the Great 
King, 1 963, eh.  2 ,  esp. pp. 33-34) and for supposing 
that in early times there was a recurring festival for 
the renewal of the eovenant at Sheehem (G. von 
Rad, The Problem 01 the Hexateuch and Other 
Essays, E.T. 1 966, pp. 37-38). Whatever the merits 
of these partieular theories, Dt. 27 certainly eon
tains carly material of great importanee for the 
early history of Israelite religion. 

BIBLIOGRA PHY. G. Adam Smith, The Historieni 
Geography 01 the Holy Land", 1 93 1 ,  eh.  6 ('Thc 
View from Mt Ebal'); R. 1. Coggins, Samaritalls 
alld lews, 1 975, pp. 73, 1 5 5 .  G .T.M.  

G. I .D.  

EBED-MELECH (Heb. ei]ed-meleJs., a eommon 
name = 'servant of the king'). Eth iopian servant of 
Zedekiah who rescued Jeremiah from a dungeon 



(Je. 38:7- 1 3), and for this his life was to be spared 
at the sack of Jerusalem (Je. 39 : 1 5-1 8) .  D.J.W. 

EBENEZER (Heb. 'eeen 'ezer, 'stone of help'). 
I .  The si te of the dual defeat of I srael at the 

hands of the Philistines near Aphek in the N of 
Sharon. The sons of Eli were slain, the ark taken ( I  
Sa. 4: 1 -22), and a period of Philistine overlordship 
begun which continued until the days of national 
reinvigoration under the Monarchy. 

2, The name of the stone which Samuel erected 
between M izpah and Shen some years after this 
battle, to commemorate his victory over the Philis
tines ( I  Sa. 7: 1 2) .  The stone was probably given the 
same name as the site of I srael's earlier defeat in 
order to encourage the impression that that defeat 
had now been reversed . The exact site of the stone 
is unknown. R.J.W. 

EBER, I, The son of  Salah or Shelah (I Ch. I :  1 8-
1 9 , 25) and great-grandson of Shem who, when 
aged 34, became father of Peleg (Gn . 1 1 :  1 6) and 
later 01' other sons and daughters, one 01' whom 
was Joktan (Gn. 1 0 :2 1 , 25).  He lived 464 years ac
cording to Gn .  1 1 : 1 6-- 1 7 . Some identify hirn with 
Ebru(m), king of  * Ebla, Syria, c. 2300 BC. 

Eber (Heb. 'eeer), meaning 'one who emigrates', 
is the same as the name Hebrew (ljabiru). His sons 
lived at a time when there was a 'division' as at 
* Babel, perhaps between those who were 'Arabs' 
(probably by metathesis the same as, or a dialectal 
variant for, 'eeer) under *Joktan and those who 
lived semi-sedentary lives on irrigated land 
(Akkad. palgll) under * Peleg. The name Eber ap
pears to be used as a poetic description 01' Israel in 
Nu. 24:24. 

2. A Gadite family (I eh. 5:  1 3) .  3. Two Ben
jaminites (I eh. 8: 1 2, 22). 4. The head of a priestly 
family of Amok who returned to Jerusalem from 
Babylonia with Zerubbabel (Ne. 1 2:20). D.J.W. 

EBLA is modern Tel l  Mardikh, located 70 km S 
of Aleppo. The city-state flourished in the mid
third millennium BC. P. Matthiae has excavated it 
since 1 964, finding second millennium BC occupa
tion, as attested in texts from Mari and Alalakh. 
However, excavation of the third millennium 
palacc in 1 97 5  revealed an archive of about 8,000 
cuneiform tablets. The texts are 80'1., administrative, 
but lexical texts, letters and a few literary composi
tions also occur. 

A variety of claims have been made about the 
Ebla texts and their relationship to the Bible that 
now appear unfounded (Biggs, 1 992). We must 
treat with caution great biblical paralleIs sug
gested in earlier studies of the Ebla texts. No cer
tain idcntification exists for the names 01' biblical 
places and persons in these texts. The Ebla texts 
attest an age centuries before that of Abram and 
the patriarchs of Genesis. :rhey probably cover a 
period 01' 40 years. Scholars now reject claims that 
Ebla was the centre of a far-flung empire. They 
identify all the place names attested in the texts 
with sites in N Syria. Even the identification of 
Ebrium, king of Ebla, with the name Eber in Gn. 
1 0 :24, raises questions. Ebrium was more likely an 
official than the king, and his name may have a dif
ferent root than that of Eber (Krcbernik, 1 988, 39). 

Research suggests a language closely related to 
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that used at contemporary Mari and N Babylonia 
(Gelb, 1 992). Linked to Amorite and Old Akka
dian, these languages provide the earliest examples 
of the family of languages where Heb. finds its 
horne. Thus some linguistic structures and vocabu
lary similar to Heb. occur. For example, officials 
at Ebla use the titles malikllm and sapi{um that 
resemble Heb. melek ('king') and sope{ ('judge'). 
We also find similar customs, such as a law that 
forbids cursing both the king and the deity, found 
in a treaty at Ebla (Lambert, 1 987, 359) and in Ex. 
22:28. ParalleIs like these also occur in other W 
Semitic archives, e.g. Alalakh and Ugarit. The 
evidence from Ebla shows how the biblical patri
archs of the second millennium BC inherited a so
phisticated N Syrian culture already present for 
500 years. 

A special study shows that forms and structures 
of the many personal names at Ebla resemble 
those of ancient Israel. Thus theophoric elements 
appear in most names and many describe the deity 
(or deities) with similar attributes ( Millard, 1 988). 
Although the names refer to different people, so me 
possess similarities of elements and structure with 
those found in the genealogies of Gn. 1 - 1 1 (Hess, 
1 993). Adam, Eve, Noah, Jabal, Jubal, and Haran 
all bear similarities with names at Ebla. Especially 
interesting is Adam. It occurs as a personal name 
only at Ebla and in early second millennium BC 
Amorite sources, but not later. 

Temples and palatial buildings of the Middle 
Bronze Age show the town flourished in the age of 
the biblical Patriarchs, having architectural styles, 
defensive ramparts and gates of patterns common 
throughout Syria and Canaan. Richly furnished 
tombs contained fine pottery, ivory carving and 
gold jewellery in the same fashions as found in Ba
bylonia and S Canaan, including a gold nose-ring 
(cf Gn.  24:22, 30) (Mil lard, 1 992). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Archi, 'The Archives 01' Ebla' 
in Cllneiform Archives and Libraries, 1 986, pp. 72-
86; W. G. Lambert, 'The Treaty of Ebla' in Ebla 
1975-1985. Dieci anni di studi linguistici efilologici, 
1 987, pp. 353-364; A. R. Millard, ' Ebla Personal 
Names and Personal Names of the First Mi l len
nium Be in Syria and Palestine' in Eblaite Personal 
Names and Semitic Name-gil'ing. Papers 0/ a Sym
posium Held in Rome Jllly 15-1 7, 1985, 1 988, pp. 
1 59- 1 64; idem. 'Ebla and the Bible. What's Left ( l f  
Anything)?' in BRev 8 ,  1 992, pp. 1 9-3 1 ,  60, 62; R .  
Biggs, 'Ebla Texts' in ABD 2, 1 992, pp. 263-270; I .  
1. Gelb, 'Mari and the Kish Civilization' i n  Mari in 
Retrospect, 1 992, pp. 1 2 1 -202; R.  S. Hess, StIldies 
in the Personal Names 0/ Genesis 1-1 1 ,  1 993. 
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ECBATANA (AV ACHMETHA), mod. Hamadan. 
The former capital of the Median empire, it 
became the summer residence of the Persian kings 
after • Cyrus had founded the * Persian empire (c. 
540 BC) . Herodotus ( I . 98) and Judith I :  1-4 de
scribe the magnificence of the city. The decree of 
Cyrus (Ezr. 6:3-5), authorizing the rebuilding 01' 
the Temple under * Zerubbabel (Ezr. 1 :2 ;  3:8- 1 3), 
was filed here in the royal archives, and re-issued 
with additions by * Darius (Ezr. 6:6-1 2). 

D.J .A .C. 

ECCLESIASTES, BOOK OF. The writer calls 
hirnself qöheler. The fern. ending probably denotes 
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an office that is held, in this instance the office of a 
caller of assemblies. Hence 'Preacher' or Teacher' 
is a reasonable translation. 

I .  Outline of contents 
The theme of the book is a search for the key to the 
meaning of l ife. The Preacher examines l ife from 
all angles to see where satisfaction can be found. 
He finds that God alone holds the key, and he must 
be trusted. Meanwhile we are to take l ife day by 
day from his hand. and glorify hirn in the ordinary 
things. 

Within this general framework Ecclesiastes falls 
in to two main divisions of thought, (a) 'the futility 
of l ife', and (b) 'the answer of practical faith' .  
These run concurrently through its chapters. In  the 
outline below, those passages belonging to the first 
category are printed in roman type, and those be
longing to the second in italic. 

I :  1 -2. The theme stated. 
I : 3-1 . Nature is a c10sed system, and history a 

mere succession of events. 
I :  1 2- 1 8 .  Wisdom discourages man . 
2: 1 - 1 1 .  Pleasure leaves hirn unsatisfied. 
2: 1 2-23. Wisdom is to be rated above such 

things, but death defeats the wise and foolish alike. 
2:24-26. Take life day by day Jrom God, and 

glorify him in ordinary Ihings. 
3 : 1 - 1 5 .  Live slep by slep and remember Ihal God 

atone knolVs the IV/wie plan. 
3 :  1 6. The problem of injustice. 
3: 1 7. God lViII judge all. 
3 :  1 8-2 1 .  Man dies like the beasts. 
3 :22. God must thereJore be glorified in this life. 
4:  1 -5 .  The problems of oppression and envy. 
4 :6 .  Quietness oJ spirit is thereJore 10 be sOllgM 
4:7-8. The lonely miser. 
4:9- 12 .  The blessing oJ Jriendship. 
4: 1 3- 1 6. The fai lure of kings. 
5 : 1 -7. The nalure oJ Ihe Irue 1V0rshipper 
5 :8-9. Oppressive officialdom. 
5: I 0- 1 7; 6: 1 - 1 2 . Money brings many evils. 
5 :  1 8-20. Be content wilh whal God gives. 
7: 1 -29. Praetieal lVisdom, involving Ihe Jear oJ 

God, is a guideJor life. 
8:  1 -7. Man must sllbmil lo God's eommands eren 

Ihough Ihe JUlure is hidden. 
8 :8-9:3 .  The problem of death ,  which comes to 

good and bad alike. 
9:4- 1 0 . Si/lee dealh is IIniversal, IIse life energelie-

ally IIIhile ils powers remain. 
9: 1 1 - 1 2 .  BUI da /laI be proud oJ nalural lalenls. 
9: 1 3-1 0:20. More proverbs Jor praelieat living. 
1 1 : 1-8 .  Sinee Ihe Jlllllre eannot be known, man 

must eo-operale sensibly lVilh the nalural lall's Ihat 
are knolVlI. 

I 1  : 9- 1 2 :8 .  Remember God in YOlllh, Jor old age 
n:eakens the Jaeullies. 

1 2 :9- 1 2. Listen to lVise words. 
To summarize its contents, the book constitutes 

an exhortation to live a God-fearing Iife, realizing 
that one day account must be rendered to hirn. 

11. Authorship and date 
Although the writer says that he was king over 
I srael ( I :  1 2), and speaks as though he were Solo
mon, he nowhere says that he is Solomon. The 
style 01' the Heb. is later than Solomon's time. I f  
Solomon was the  author, the  book underwent a 
later modernization of language. Otherwise a later 
writer may have taken up a comment on life that 
had been made by Solomon, 'Vanity of vanities, all 

is vanity,' and used this as a text to show why even 
a wise and wealthy king should say such a thing. 
We cannot tell at what date the book received its 
present form, since there are no c1ear historical al
lusions in it .  About 200 BC is commonly suggested. 

1 1 1 .  Interpretation 
(See the outline of contents above.) The interpret
ation is partially bound up with the q uestion of the 
unity of the book. Those who reject the unity hold 
that there is an original nucleus by a sceptical 
writer who queried God's hand in the world. This 
was worked over by one or more writers, one at 
least trying to redress the balance on the side of 
orthodoxy (e.g. 2:26; 3 :  1 4, eIe.) ,  and another pos
sibly inserting the Epicurean passages (e.g. 2:24-
26; 3: 1 2- 1 5 , eIe . ) .  I t  would, however, be strange 
if  an orthodox writer thought i t  worth while to 
salvage wh at was fundamentally a book of 
scepticism. Moreover, why should a sceptic be 
commended as wise ( 1 2:9)? 

If the book is a uni ty, some take it as the mus
ings of the natural man. The Preacher gives up the 
problems of God and man, but holds that it is best 
to live a quiet and normal life, avoiding dangerous 
extremes (e.g. A. Bentzen, lOT, 2, p. 1 9 1 ) . The c1os
ing summary in 1 2 :  1 3- 1 4  suggests that the book is 
not primarily sceptical, and that the so-called Epi
curean passages are not intended in the Epicurean 
sense. Life is a riddie, for which the Preachcr tries 
to find the key. The meaning of l i fe is not to be 
found in the acquisition of knowledge, money. 
sensual pleasures, oppression, religious profession 
or folly. Either these things prove empty or some
thing happens against which they are helpless. Even 
God's hand at times is inscrutable. Man is so made 
that he must always try to make sense of the uni
verse, since God has set eternity in his heart; yet 
God alone knows the wh oie pattern (3 :  1 1 , Rvmg.) .  

Therefore the plan for man is to take his life each 
day from the hand of God, and enjoy it from hirn 
and for hirn. This theme should be compared with 
what Paul says about the vanity of the world in 
Rom . 8:20-25, 28. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. D. Kidner, The Message oJ 
Eeclesiasles, BST, 1 976; R .  E .  Murphy (ed .) .  
FOTL XIII: Wisdom Lileralllre, 1 983 ;  1. Crenshaw. 
Eeclesiastes, 1 987; G. Ogden, Qohelelh, 1 987; R. 
N. Whybray, Eeclesiastes, 1 989; R. Murphy. 
Eeciesiasles, 1 992. J .S .W. 

ED. It is related in Jos. 22 that when the two and a 
half tribes left Shiloh to take up their possessions 
E of Jordan, they set up 'an altar of great size' (v. 
1 0) on the banks of the river, not for sacrifice, but 
as a 'witness' (Heb. ·eif) . Fearing a schism, their 
brethren sent Phinehas and ten princes to protest 
(vv. 1 3- 1 4), but they were satisfied that, on the con
trary, it was to bear witness to their loyalty to 
Yahweh (v. 28). In v. 34 MT the word 'eq occurs 
only once, in the phrase ' it  is a witness', but its 
earlier occurrence after 'they called the altar' is 
presupposed by AV, RV ( 'Ed'l, and RSV, NEB 

('Witness'). G.T.M.  

F . F.B.  

EDEN. 1 .  The name of the Levite(s) who shared in 
Hezekiah's rcforms (2 Ch. 29: 12; 3 1 :  1 5 ). 

2. A place that traded with Tyre, associated with 
Harran and Canneh (Ezk . 27:23) .  This Eden and 
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its people are identical with the Beth-eden (House 
of Eden) of Am. 1 :5 and the 'children' of Eden of 
2 Ki. 1 9 :  1 2 ; I s. 37: 1 2-and these comprise the As
syrian province (and former kingdom) of Bit
Adini between Harran and the Euphrates at 
Carchemish. See further on °TELASSAR, 0 EDEN, 
HOUSE OF, and l i terature there cited. K .A .K .  

EDEN, GARDEN OF. The place which God made 
for Adam to live in ,  and from which Adam and 
Eve were driven after the Fall. 

I. The name 
The MT states that God plan ted a garden in Eden 
(gan-b" erjen; Gn.  2:8), wh ich indicates that the 
garden was not co-extensive with Eden, but must 
have been an enclosed area within it. Of possible 
origins of the name: a. direct from the Sumerian 
edin, 'plain ,  steppe'; b. from the Sumerian edill via 
Akkadian edinu; or c. from the Common West 
Semitic, 'dn, 'pleasure, luxury', the last, al ready 
long noted by commentators as a 'homophonous' 
root, seems most plausible, with a possible 
derived meaning of 'place with abundance of 
water' or the like. The question must remain 
open, however, since the name might go back to 
some quite unknown earlier language. From its 
situation in Eden the garden came to be called the 
'garden of Eden' (gan-'erjen; Gn. 2 :  1 5 ; 3 :23-24; 
Ezk. 36:35; loel 2 :3) ,  but it was also referred to as 
the 'garden of God' (gan-'/öhfm, Ezk . 28: 1 3 ; 3 1  :9) 
and the 'garden 01' t he Lord' (gan- YHWH, I s. 5 1  :3) .  
In  Gn. 2:8ff. the word gan, 'garden', and in Is. 
5 1 :3 'erjen itselr, is rendered paradeisos by the LXX, 
this being a loan-word from Old Persian 
(Avestan) pairidaeza, 'enclosure', wh ich came to 
mean 'park, pleasure ground', and from this 
usage came English 0 'paradise' for the garden of 
Eden. 

11. The rivers 
A river came from Eden, or the plain, and watered 
the garden, and from thence it was parted and 
became lour heads (rä'sfm, Gn. 2: 1 0). The word 
rö 's, 'head, top, beginning', is interpreted variously 
by scholars to mean either the beginning of a 
branch, as in a delta, going downstream, or the 
beginn ing or junction of a tributary, going up
stream. Either interpretation is possible, though 
thc latter is perhaps the more probable, The names 
of the rour tributaries or mouths, which were evi
dently outside the garden, are given as pfstill (Gn . 
2: 1 1 ), gfMn (2: 1 3) ,  biddeqe/ (2: 14) and p'räL (2: 14). 
(see under Y. below). 

Genesis 2:6 states that 'an 'eq went up from the 
earth, and watered the whole face 01' the ground'. 
The etymology or 'eq has been much debated, the 
main suggestions being: a. from the Sumerian id, 
'river'; b. from the Sumerian id via Akkadian id 
(though the more usual Akkadian reading of the 
ideogram is naru); c. rrom the Sumerian e-de (strict
Iy e(4)-de(2); i. e. written respectively with the 
lourth and second homonymous cunieform signs 
representing those sounds) 'high water'; and d. 
from the Sumerian e 4 der-al via Akkadian edIi, 
'nood'. 

01' these the third,  from the Sumerian e-de pos
sibly via another language such as Hurrian, is per
haps the most plausible, but the possibility of an 
origin in an unknown earlier language must leave 
the question open. The sense seems to be of some 
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form of natural irrigation. l t  seems reasonable to 
understand this as relating to the inside of the 
garden. 

1 1 1 .  The contents of the garden 
If the statement in Gn. 2: 5--6 may be taken to indi
cate wh at did subsequently take place within the 
garden, an area of arable land (Särjeh, AV 'field') to 
be tilled by Adam may be postulated. On this were 
to grow plants (Sf"fl) and herbs CeseQ), perhaps to 
be understood as shrubs and cereals  respectively. 
There were also t rees of every kind, both beautirul 
and fruit-bearing (Gn. 2:9), and two in particular 
in the middle of the garden, the tree of life, to eat 
from wh ich would make a man live for ever (Gn. 
3 :22), and the tree of knowledge of good and evil, 
from which man was specificaJly forbidden to  eat 
(Gn. 2 :  1 7 ; 3 : 3) .  Many views of the meaning of 'the 
knowledge of good and evil' in this context have 
been put forward. One of the most common 
would see it as the knowledge of right and wrong, 
but it is difficult to suppose that Adam did not 
al ready possess th is, and that, if he did not, he 
was forbidden to acquire it. Others would connect 
i t  with the worldly knowledge that comes to man 
with maturity, and wh ich can be put to either a 
good or bad use. Another view would take the 
expression 'good and evil' as an example of a fig
ure of speech whereby an antonymic pair signifies 
totality, meaning therefore 'everything' and in the 
context universal knowledge. Against this is the 
fact that Adam, having eaten 01' the tree, did not 
gain universal knowledge. Yet another view would 
see this as a quite ordinary tree, which was 
selected by God to provide an ethical test for the 
man , who 'would acquire an experiential know
ledge of good or evil according as he was stedfast 
in obedience or fell away into disobedience' 
(NBC, pp. 78f. ) .  (0 FALL, 0 TEMPTATION.) There 
were also animals in the garden, cattle (b 'hemti, 
O BEAST), and beasts of the field (Gn . 2 : 1 9-20), 
and birds. 

IV. The neighbouring territories 
Three territories are named in connection with the 
rivers. The Tigris is said to have gone 'east of As
syria' (qirjmaL 'assür, Iiterally 'in front of 'assür'; 
Gn. 2 :  1 4), an expression wh ich could also mean 
'between 'assür and the spectator'. The name 'assür 
could refer either to the state of Assyria, which 
first began to emerge in the early 2nd millennium 
BC, or the city of Assur, mod. Qal'at Sharqät on 
the W bank of the Tigris, the earliest capital of 
Assyria, wh ich was nourishing, as excavat ions have 
shown, in the early 3rd millennium BC. Since even 
at its smallest extent Assyria probably lay on both 
sides 01' the Tigris, it is probable that the city is 
meant and that the phrase correctly states that the 
Tigris ran to the E of Assur. Secondly, the river 
Gihon is described as winding through (säQaQ) 'the 
whole land of Cush' (küs, Gn. 2: 1 3). 0 Cush in the 
Bible usually signifies Ethiopia, and has commonly 
been taken in this passage (e.g.  AV) to have that 
meaning; but there was also a region to the E of 
the Tigris, from which the Kassites descended in 
the 2nd millennium, wh ich had this name, and this 
may be the meaning in this passage. Thirdly, the 
Pishon is described as winding through the wh oIe 
land of 0 Havilah (Gn. 2: 1 1 ) .  Various products of 
this place are named: gold, 0 bdellium and söham
stone (Gn. 2: 1 1 - 1 2), the latter being translated 
'onyx' in the EVV, but being of uncertain meaning. 
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Since bdellium is usually taken to indicate an aro
matic gum, a characteristic product 01' Arabia, and 
the two other biblical usages 01' the name Havilah 
also refer to parts 01' Arabia, i t  is most orten taken 
in this context to refer to some part of that 
peninsula. 

V. The location of the garden of Eden 
Theories as to the location of the garden 01' Eden 
are numerous. That most commonly held, by 
Calvin, for instance, and in more recent times by F. 
Delitzsch and others, is the view that the garden lay 
somewhere in S Mesopotamia, the Pishon and 
Gihon being either canals connecting the Tigris 
and Euphrates, tributaries joining thesc, or in one 
theory the Pishon being the body 01' water from the 
Persian Gulf to the Red Sea, compassing the Ara
bian peninsula. These theories assurne that the 
four 'heads' (AV) 01' Gn. 2 : 1 0  are tributaries which 
unite in one main stream, which then joins the Per
sian Gulf; but another group of theories takes 
'heads' to refer to branches spreading out from a 
supposed original common source, and seeks to 
locate the garden in the region of Armenia, 
where both the Tigris and Euphrates take their 
rise. The Pishon and Gihon are then identified 
with various smaller rivers of Armenia and 
Trans-Caucasia, and in some theories by exten
sion, assuming an ignorance of true geography in 
the author, with such other rivers as the [ ndus 
and even Ganges. 

The expression 'in Eden, in the east' (Gn. 2 :8) ,  
litcrally 'in Eden from in front', could mean either 
that the garden was in the E part of Eden or that 
Eden was in the E from the narrator's point of 
view, and some commentators have taken it as 'in 
Eden in old times' , but in either case, in the absence 
01' certainty as to the meaning of the other indica
tions 01' locality, this information cannot narrow it 
down further. 

[n view of the possibility that, if the Deluge was 
universal (* FLOOD), geographical features have 
been al tered, the si te of Eden remains unknown. 

VI .  Dilmun 
Among the Sumerian l iterary texts discovered 
early this century at Nippur in S Babylonia, one 
was discovered which described a pi ace called 
Dilmun, a pleasant place, in wh ich neither sickness 
nor death were known. At first it had no fresh 
water, but Enki the water-god ordered the sun-god 
to remedy this, and, this being done, various other 
events took place, in the course 01' which the god
dess Ninti (. EVE) is mentioned. [n later times the 
Babylonians adopted the name and idea of 
Dilmun and called i t  the 'land 01' the living', the 
horne of their immortals. Certain similarities be
tween this Sumerian not ion of an earthly paradise 
and the biblical Eden emerge, and some scholars 
therefore conclude that the Genesis account is de
pendent upon the Sumerian. But an equally pos
sible explanation is that both accounts refer to a 
real place, the Sumerian version having collected 
mythological accretions in the course 01' 
transmission. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Westermann, Genesis 1 - 1 1 ,  
1 984, pp. 208-2 1 9; D. T. Tsamura, The Earlh and 
Ihe Walers in Genesis 1 and 2, 1 989; W. F. Albright, 
'The Location of the Garden of Eden', AJSL 39, 
1 922, pp. 1 5-3 1 ;  E .  A.  Speiser, 'The Rivers of 
Paradise', Feslschrifl Johannes Friedrich, 1 959, pp. 
473-485; M. G. Kline, 'Because I t  Had Not 
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pp. 1 4 1 - 1 47; N. M .  Sarna, Underslanding Genesis, 
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EDEN, HOUSE OF ( Heb. ber 'eqen, Am. 1 : 5 :  
sometimes written b'ne ' eden,  2 Ki. 1 9 : 1 2 ;  I s. 37: 1 2 , 
which may be a contractiön of b'ne ber 'ecjen, 'chil
dren of the house of Eden'), and its association 
with Gozan and Harran suggests a locat ion in N 
Syria. 

It is very probably to be identified with the Ara
maean state of Bit-Adini which lay between thc 
river Balib and the Euphrates, and blocked the 
path 01' the Assyrian expansion to N Syria. Under 
these circumstances it could not last long, and its 
main city Til Barsip, modern Tell Abmar, on the E 
bank of the Euphrates, was taken by Shalmaneser 
1 1 1 ,  and in 855 BC the state became an Assyrian 
province. It is presumably to this conquest that 
both Amos and Rabshakeh referred over a century 
later (BASaR 1 29, 1 953,  p. 25). The Eden referred 
to in Ezk. 27:23 (without b€1. 'house of'), among 
the far-flung places trading with Tyre, has been 
connected, plausibly, with cuneiform Hindanu. 
original ' Iddan/Giddan on the middle Euphrates. 

T.C.M.  

EDER, EDAR ( Heb. 'eqer, 'Hock') .  I .  The place 01' 
I srael's encampment between Bethlehem and 
Hebron (Gn. 35 :2 1 ). [n Mi .  4:8 'tower of the Hock' 
(Rvmg. 'of Eder') was probably the site 01' a watch
tower erected against sheep thieves. 2. A town to 
the S 01' Judah near to thc Edomite border; per
haps mod. Khirbet el-'Adar 8 km S of Gaza (Jos. 
1 5 :2 1 ) . Y. Aharoni proposed to emend this name to 
• Arad (LOB, pp. 1 05 , 298). 3. A Levite 01' David's 
time. A member of the house 01' Merari and a son 
01' Mushi (I Ch. 23:23;  24:30). 4. A Bcnjaminite. 
and son of Beriah ( I  Ch. 8 : 1 5). R.J .W. 

EDOM, EDOMITES. 

I. Biblical 
The term Edom ( " q6m) denotes either the name of 
Esau, given in memory of the red pottagc for 
which he exchanged his birthright (Gn. 25:30; 36: I ,  
8, 1 9), or the Edomites collectively (Nu.  20: 1 8, 20-
2 1 ;  Am. 1 :6, 1 1 ; 9: 1 2 ; Mal .  1 :4), or the land occu
pied by Esau's descendants, formerly the land 01' 
Seir (Gn. 32 :3 ;  36:20-2 1 ,  30; Nu.  24: 1 8). It  
stretched from the Wadi Zered to the Gulf 01' 
Aqabah for c. 1 60 km, and extended to both sides 
of the Arabah or wilderness of Edom (2 Ki .  3 :8 ,  
20), the great depression connecting the Dead Sea 
to the Red Sea (Gn. 1 4:6; Dt. 2: I ,  1 2 ; Jos. 1 5 : I ;  Jdg. 
1 1 :  1 7- 18 ;  I Ki. 9:26, elc.). I t  is a rugged, moun
tainous area, with peaks rising to 1 ,067 m. While 
not a fertile land, there are good cultivable areas 
(Nu. 20: 1 7, 1 9). In Bible times the king's h ighway 
passed along the E plateau (Nu. 20: 1 4- 1 8) .  The 
capital, • Sela, lay on a small plateau behind 
Petra. Other important towns were Bozrah and 
Teman. 

The Edomites ( " q6m, '''q6mim) were descend
ants of Edom (Esau, Gn. 36: 1 - 1 7). M odern 
archaeology has shown that the land was occupied 
be fore Esau's time. We conclude that Esau's des
cendants migrated to that land and in time became 
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the dominant group incorporating the original 
Horites (Gn. 14 :6) and others into their nurnber. 
After c. 1 850 BC there was a break in the culture or 
Edom till just berore c. 1 300 BC and the land was 
occupied by nomads. 

Esau had already occupied Edom when Jacob 
returned rrom Harran (Gn . 32 :3 ;  36:6-8; D!. 2 :4-5; 
Jos. 24:4). Tribai chiers (AV 'dukes') emerged here 
quite early (Gn. 36: 1 5- 1 9, 40-43; I Ch. 1 :5 1 -54), 
and the Edomites had kings 'berore any king 
reigned over the [sraelites' (Gn. 36:31 -39; I Ch. 
1 43-5 1 ) . 

At the time or the Exodus, [ srael sought permis
sion to travel by the king's highway, but the request 
was rerused (Nu.  20: 1 4-2 1 ;  2 1 :4; Jdg. 1 1 : 1 7- 1 8). 
Notwithstanding this discourtesy, [srael was ror
bidden to abhor his Edomite brother (D!. 23 : 7-8). 
[n those days Balaam predicted the conquest 01' 
Edom (Nu. 24: 1 8) .  

Joshua allotted the  territory or  Judah up to the 
borders or Edom (Jos. 1 5 : I ,  2 1 ), but did not en
croach on their lands. Two centuries later King 
Saul was fighting the Edomites (I Sa. 14 :47) al
though some or them were in his service (I Sa. 
2 1 :7; 22 :9, 1 8) .  David conquered Edom and put 
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garrisons throughout the land (2 Sa. 8 : 1 3- 14 . 
Emend '''rtim in v. 1 3  to " dom because 01' a scribal 
confusion 01' resh 'r' and da/eth 'd'. Cf. I Ch .  
18 :  1 3). There was considcrable slaughter 01' the 
Edomites at this time (2 Sa. 8: 1 3), and I Ki. 1 1 : 1 5-
1 6  speaks or Joab, David's commander, remaining 
in Edom for six months 'until he had cut off every 
male in Edom'. So me must have escaped, for 
Hadad, a royal prince, fled to Egypt and later 
became a trouble to Solomon (I Ki. 1 1 : 1 4-22). 
This conquest 01' Edom enabled Solomon to build 
a port at Ezion-geber, and to exploit the copper
mines in the region, as excavat ion clearly shows ( I  
Ki .  9 :26-28). 

[n Jehoshaphat's time the Edomites joined the 
Ammonites and Moabites in a raid on Judah (2 
Ch. 20: I ), but the allies rell to fighting one another 
(vv. 22-23). Jehoshaphat endeavoured to use the 
port at Ezion-geber, but his ships were wrecked ( I  
Ki. 22:48). A t  this time Edom was ruled by a 
deputy, who acted as king ( I  Ki. 22:47). This 'king' 
acknowledged the supremacy or Judah and joined 
the Judah-[srael coalition in an attack on Mesha, 
king 01' Moab (2 Ki. 34-27). 

Under Joram (Jehorarn), Edom rebelled, but, al
though Joram dereated them in battle, he could not 
reduce them to subjection (2 Ki .  8:20-22; 2 Ch. 
2 1 :8-1 0), and Edom had a respite or some 40 
years. 

Amaziah later invaded Edom, slew 10,000 
Edomites in the Valley or Salt, captured Sela their 
capital and sent 1 0,000 more to their death by cast
ing them rrom the top or Sela (2 Ki. 1 4:7 ;  2 Ch. 
25: 1 1 -1 2). Uzziah, his successor, restored the port 
at Elath (2 Ki. 1 4:22), but under Ahaz, when Judah 
was being attacked by Pekah and Rezin, the 
Edomites invaded Judah and carried off eaptives 
(2 Ch. 28: 1 7) .  The port or Elath was lost onee 
again. (Read 'Edom' ror 'Aram' in 2 Ki. 1 6:6, as 
RSV.) Judah never again reeovered Edom. Assyr. 
inseriptions show that Edom beeame a vassal-state 
or Assyria after c. 736 BC. 

After the rall or Judah, Edom rejoiced (Ps. 
1 37:7) . The prophets roretold judgment on Edom 
ror her bitter hat red (Je. 49:7-22; La. 4 :2 1 -22; Ezk. 
25: 1 2-14; 35: 1 5 ; Joel 3 : 1 9; Am. 9 : 1 2; Ob. I Off.) .  
Some Edomites pressed into S Judah and settled to 
the S or Hebron (0 [DUMAEA). Edom proper rel l  
into Arab hands during the 5th eentury BC, and in 
the 3rd eentury BC was overrun by the Nabataeans. 
Through these eenturies yet other Edomites fled to 
Judah. Judas Maccabaeus later subdued them ( I  
Maee. 5:65), and John Hyreanus eompelled them 
to be eircumcised and ineorporated into the Jewish 
people. The Herods were or general Edomite 
stock. 

11. Archaeological 
[ r  we date the emergenee or the Edomites proper 
rrom the end or the Late Bronze Age and the be
ginning or the [ ron Age, there is a limited range or 
archaeologieal evidence throughout the centuries 
until Roman times. A rew important sites have 
been exeavated-Tawilan was occupied rrom the 
8th to the 6th eenturies BC. Tell  el-Kheleireh on the 
Gulr or Aqabah was oecupied throughout the 
period or [srael's kings, and later. Umm el-Biyära 
(behind Petra) has been investigated. A variety or 
small [ron Age rortresses on the borders 01' Edom 
is known. [mportant data are preserved on Assyr
ian reeords rrom about 733 BC to the end or the 
Assyrian empire in 6 1 2  BC. Some aspects or the 
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general culture are beginning to emerge, i'.g. sev
eral important seals and ostraca reveal names 
and deities and throw light on commercial trans
actions. The name of the dcity Qalls appears in 
personal names. But, in general, the archaeo
logical information is comparatively sparse at 
present .  

BIßLlOGRAPHY. 1 .  R .  Bartlett, Edom and the 
Edomites, 1 989; ABD 2, 1 992, pp. 287-295 (his
tory); A .  MacDonald, A BD 2, 1 992, pp. 295-30 1 
(archaeology); K. G. Hoglund, Peoples 01 the Old 
Testament World, 1 994, pp. 335-347. 

J .A .T. 

EDREI (Heb. 'eqre'i) . I .  A chief city of the 
Amorite kingdom of Og, where I srael defeated the 
Amorites in a pitched battle (Nu. 21 :33; Dt. 1 :4; 
3 :  I ;  Jos. 1 2 :4; 1 3 : 1 2 , 3 1 ) . Probably modern Der'a, 
24 km ENE of I rbid (so Eusebius); this occupies a 
key point for communications in the Bashan area, 
and has remains dating from the Early Bronze Age. 
See F. M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine, 2, 1 937, 
p. 3 1 0; R .  Hili ,  VT 1 6, 1 966, pp. 4 1 2ff. 

2, A town in Naphtali (Jos. 1 9 : 37); near Abel
beth-Maacah (list of Tuthmosis 1 1 1 ,  LOB, p, 1 62). 

J . P.U.L .  

EDUCATlON, The child has always been of 
paramount importance in Judaism, as the 
Mishnah and Talmud clearly show in several pas
sages. For that matter, Jesus certainly taught the 
value of children, in his kindly treatment of them 
as weil as in his instruction regarding them. Be
cause of this, there are a number of source-books 
for the study of education in the biblical period to 
be found in the OT, the Apocrypha and the 
Mishnah; viz. Proverbs, Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom of 
Solomon and Pirqe Aboth, quite apart from useful 
allusions in other books. On the other hand, actual 
details of schooling are few; the word 'school' 
occurs but once in AV, and then refers merely to a 
lecture-room borrowed by Paul (Acts 1 9 :9), not to 
any Jewish or Christian school. 

I .  Early links with religion 
Three events stand out in the history of Jewisb 
education. They centre on three persons, Ezra, 
Simon ben-Shetah and 10shua ben-Gamala. It was 
Ezra who established Scripture (such as it was at 
the time) as the basis for schooling; and his suc
cessors went on to make the synagogue a place of 
instruction as weil as a place of worship. Simon 
ben-Shetab enacted, about 75 BC, that elementary 
schooling should be compulsory, Joshua ben
Gamala improved existing organization, appoint
ing teachers in every province and town, a cen
tury later. But otherwise it is not easy to date 
innovations, Even the origins of the synagogue 
are obscure, though the Exile is a l ikely time for 
their rise, Schürer doubts the historicity of Simon 
ben-Shetab's enactment, though most scholars 
accept it. In any case, Simon did not institute the 
elementary school, but merely extended its use, 
Simon and Joshua in no way interfered with exist
ing trends and methods, and indeed Ezra only 
made more definite the previous linking of 
religion with everyday l ife. So it will prove better 
to divide the topic by subject rat her than date, 
since none of the three men made sweeping 
changes. 

1 1 .  The dcvclopmcnt of schools 
The place of learning was exclusively the horne in 
the earliest period, and the tutors were the parents; 
and teaching in the horne continued to play an im
portant part in the whole of the biblical period. As 
it developed, the synagogue became the place of 
instruction. Indeed, the NT and Philo support 
Schürer's view that the synagogue's purpose was 
primarily instructional, and only then devotional; 
the synagogue ministry of Jesus consisted in 'teach
ing' (cf Mt.  4:23). The young were tralned 111 enher 
the synagogue itself or an adjoining building, At a 
latcr stage the teacher sometimes taught in his own 
house, as is evidenced by the Aramaic phrase for 
'school', beL säß'ra, Iiterally 'teacher's house'. Thc 
Temple porticoes, too, proved very useful for 
rabbis, and Jesus did much of his teaching there 
(cf Mt.  26:5 5). By M ishnaic t imes, eminent rabbis 
had their own schools for higher learning. This fea
ture probably started in the time of Hillel and 
Shammai, the famed I st-century BC rabbis. An 
elementary school was called Mt has-seßer, 'house 
of the book', while a college for higher education 
was known as beL miqräf, 'house of study'. 

1 1 1 .  Teaching as a profession 
The first tutors were the parents, as we have seen, 
except in the ca se of royal children (cf 2 Ki. 1 0: I ) . 
The importance of this role is stressed here and 
there in the Pentateuch, e,g. Dt.  4:9. Even as late as 
the Talmud, it was still the parent's responsibility 
to inculcate the law, to teach a trade and to get his 
son married. After the period of Ezra, there arose 
a new profession, that of the scribe (SOßer), the 
teacher in the synagogue. The scribes were to 
change their character by NT times, however. Thc 
'wise', or 'sages', seem to have been a different 
guild from the scribes, but their exact nature and 
function are obscure. The 'sage' (hälsäm) is, of 
course, frequently mentioned in Proverbs and later 
wisdom literature. By the NT period, there were 
three grades of teacher, the (lälsäm, the sOßer and 
the (wzzän ('officer'), in descending order. Nico
demus was presumably of the highest grade, the 
'teachers of the law' ( Lk .  5 :  1 7 , where the Gk. term 
is nomodidaskalos) of the lowest. The generic term 
'teacher' (Heb. m'lammeq; Aram. säß'ra) was usu
ally applied to the lowest grade, But the honorific 
titles given to teachers (rabbi, etc.) indicate the rc
spect in which they were held . Ideally, they were 
not to be paid for teaching, but frequently a politc 
fiction gran ted them remuneration for time spent 
instead of services rendered. Ecclus. 38 :24f. con
siders manual labour beneath a teacher's dignity; 
besides, leisure is  a necessary adjunct to his task . 
But later on there were many rabbis who learnt a 
trade, Paul's views can be seen in I Cor. 9 :3ff. The 
Talmud gives stringent rulings about the qualifica
tions of teachers; it is interesting that none of them 
is academic-they are all moral, except those that 
prescribe that he must be male and married. 
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IV, The scope of education 
This was not wide in the early period. The boy 
would learn ordinary moral instruction from his 
mother, and a trade, usually agricultural, plus 
some religious and ritual knowledge, from his 
father. The interplay of religion and agricultural 
l ife would have been self-evident at every festival 
(cf Lv. 23, passim). The festivals also taught re
ligious history (cl Ex. 1 3 :8). So even at the earliest 
per iod everyday l ife and religious belief and prac-



tice were inseparable. This was the more so in the 
;ynagogue, where Scripture became the sole 
wthority for both belief and daily conduct. Life, 
indeed, was itself considered a 'discipline' ( Heb. 
'l1usär, a frequent word in Proverbs). Education, 
then, was and remained religious and ethical, with 
Pr. 1 :7 its motto. To read was essential for the study 
Df Scripture; writing was perhaps less important, 
although it was k nown as early as Jdg. 8: 1 4 .  Basic 
arithmetic was taught. Languages were not taught 
oer se, but note that, as Aramaie became the ver
nacular, study of the Heb. Scriptures became a lin
guistic exercise. 

Girls' education was wholly in their mothers' 
hands. They learn t the domestic arts, simple moral 
and ethical instruction, and they were taught to 
read in order to become acquainted with the law. 
Their education was considered important, how
ever, and they were even encouraged to Iearn a for
eign language. King Lemuel's mother apparently 
proved an able teacher to hirn (Pr. 3 1 :  I ) ; this chap
ter also shows the character of the ideal woman. 

V. Methods and aims 
Methods of instruction were largely by repetition; 
the Heb. verb säna, 'repeat ' ,  came to mean both 
'Iearn' and 'teach'. M nemonic devices such as ac
rostics were therefore employed. Scripture was the 
textbook, but that other books were not unknown 
is evidenced by Ec. 1 2 : 1 2 . The value of rebuke was 
known (Pr. 1 7 : I 0), but an emphasis on corporal 
chastisement is to be found in Proverbs and Ec
c1esiasticus. But discipline was much milder in 
Mishnaic times. 

Until comparatively late times, it was customary 
lor the pupil to sit on the ground at his teacher's 
feet ,  as did Paul at Gamaliel's (Acts 22:3). The 
bench (sapsäf) was a later invention. 

Jewish education's whole function was to make 
the Jew holy, and separate from his neighbours, 
and to transform the religious into the practical. 
Such, then, was normal Jewish education; but un
doubtedly there were schools after a Gk. pattern, 
especially in the ciosing centuries BC, and indeed 
Ecciesiasticus may have been written to combat 
deficiencies in such non-Jewish instruction. Hel
lenistic schools were found even in Palestine, but of 
course more frequently among Jewish com
munities elsewhere, notably in Alexandria. 

In the infant church child and parent were told 
how to behave towards one another (Eph. 6: 1 , 4). 
Church officers had to know how to rule their own 
children. There were no Christian schools in early 
days; for one thing, the church was too poor to 
finance them. But  the children were included in the 
church fellowship, and doubtless receivcd their 
training there as weil as in the horne. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. W. Barciay, Educational Ideals in 
the Aneient Wor/d, 1 959, chs. I ,  VI ;  E. B. Castle, 
Aneient Education and Today, 1 96 1 ,  ch. V; TDNT 
5, pp. 596-625; entries s. v. ' Education' in EI and 
ISBE; R. N. Whybray, Intellectual Tradition in tlre 
OT, 1 974. (* WISDOM; * WISDOM LtTERATURE; 
* WRITING.)  D .F.P.  

EGLON (Heb. 'egI6n). I .  A city near Lachish, in 
the S confederacy against Joshua; eventually occu
pied by Judah (Jos. 1 0:3 ;  1 5 :39). W. F. Albright's 
identification with Tell el-Hesi (BASaR 1 7, 1 925, 
p. 7) has been widely accepted (1. Simons, GTT, p. 
147; LOB, p. 2 1 9) and is not inconsistent with the 
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sequence in Jos. 10 :34; the position and strati
graphy present problems, however, and M. Noth's 
choice of Tell Eitun (20 km ESE), may be right. See 
Y. Fargo, K. O'Connell, BA 4 1 , 1 978, pp. 1 65- 1 82; 
L. Toombs, lEI 32, 1 982, pp. 67ff. , E .  Ayalon, Tel 
Aviv 1 2 , 1 985, pp. 54-62. 

2. The king of Moab who occupied territory W 
of the Jordan early in the period of the Judges, and 
was assassinated by Ehud (Jdg. 3: 1 2ff.) .  

J . P.U.L .  

EGYPT, The ancient kingdom and modern repub
lic in the NE corner of Africa and linked with W 
Asia by the Sinai isthmus. 

I .  Name 

a. Egypt 
The word 'Egypt' derives from the Gk. Aigyptos, 
Lat. Aegyptus. This term itself is probably a tran
script of the Egyp. If(wt)-k'-Pt(l:r), pronounced 
roughly Ha-ku-ptah, as is shown by the cuneiform 
transcript IfikuptalJ in the Amarna letters, c.  1 360 
BC. 'Hakuptah' is one of the names of Memphis, 
the old Egyptian capital on the W bank of the Nile 
just above Cairo (wh ich eventually replaced it). I f  
th i s  explanation is correct, then the name of the 
city must have been used pars pro toto for Egypt 
generally besides Memphis by the Greeks, rather as 
today Cairo and Egypt are both Mi�r in Arabic. 

b. Mizraim 
The regular Heb. (and common Sem.) word for 
Egypt is mi�rayim. The word first occurs in ex
ternal sources in the 1 4th century BC: as m,rm in 
the Ugaritic (N Canaanite) texts and as mi,ri in the 
Amarna letters. In the I st millennium BC, the 
Assyr.-Bab. texts refer to Mu,ur or Mu,ri; un
fortunately they use this term ambiglJously: for 
Egypt on the one hand, for a region in N SyriaJS 
Asia Minor on the other, and (very doubtfully) for 
part of N Arabia (see l i terature cited by Op
penheim in ANET, p. 279, n .  9). For the doubtful 
possibility of the N Syrian Mu,ri being intended in 
I Ki. 1 0:28, see * MIZRAIM. The term Mu�ri is 
thought to mean 'march(es)', borderlands, and so 
to be applicable to any fringe-Iand (Egyptian, 
Syrian or Arabian; cf Oppenheim, loe. eit. ). How
ever true from an Assyr. military point of view, this 
explanation is hardly adequate to account for the 
Heb./Canaanite form mi,rayimlm�rm of the 2nd 
millennium, or for its use. That mi�rayim is a dual 
form reflecting the duality of Egypt (see 11, below) 
is possible but quite uncertain. Spiegel berg, in Re
weil de Travaux 2 1 ,  1 899, pp. 39-4 1 ,  sought to 
derive m�r from Egyp. (i )mgr, '(fortification-) 
walls', referring to the guard-forts on Egypt's Asi
atic frontier from c. 2000 BC onwards, the first fea
ture of the country to be encountered by visiting 
Semites from that time. The fact that the term 
might be assimilated to Semitic m�6r, 'fortress', 
adds weight to this. However, a final and complete 
explanation of mi,rayim cannot be offered at 
present .  

1 1 ,  Natural features and geography 

a. General 
The present political unit ' Egypt' is roughly a 
square, extending from the Mediterranean coast of 
A frica in the N to the line of 22° N latitude ( 1 1 00 
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Prehistory Down to c. 31 00 BC. 

4th m i l lennium BC Three successive predynastic cultures. 
Tasian and Badarian: lirst agriculturalists. 
Naqada I: merges into 
Naqada 11: emergence 01 separate king doms 01 Upper and Lower Egypt by end 01 

this period. 

3rd mi l lennium BC Archaie Period (Prolodynaslic) :  Dynasties 1 -2. c. 31 00-2680 BC. 
Old Kingdom. or pyramid age: Dynasties 3-6. c. 2680--21 80 BC.  First great flowering 

01 Egyptian culture. 
Firsl lnlermediale Period: Dynasties 7-1 1 .  c. 21 80--2040 BC. 

2nd m i l lennium BC Middle Kingdom: Dynasties 1 1 -1 2. c. 21 34-1 786 BC. Second great age 01 Egyptian 
culture. 

Second Inlermediale Period: Dynasties 1 3-1 7. includes the Hyksos. c. 1 786-
1 540 BC. 

New Kingdom or Empire: Dynasties 1 8-20. c. 1 552-1 069 BC. Third great period in 
Egyptian civil ization. 

1 st mil lennium BC LaIe Period: Dynasties 21 -31 . c. 1 069-332 BC. Long period 01 decay interspersed 
with occasional briel periods 01 recovery. 

Hellenislic Egypl: Alexander the Great and the Ptolemies. c. 332-30 BC. 

1 st mil lennium AO Roman and Byzanline Epochs: Egypt ( Coptic) becomes part 01 Christendom. c. 30 
BC-AD 641 . 

This is lollowed by the Islamic epoch lasting to the present day. 

Chart ol/Ilinillg ehe principa/ periods in Ihe chron% gy of EgYPlfrom prehislOric limes 1//I1i! AD 641. 

km from N to S), and from the Red Sea in the E 
across to the line of 25° E longitudc in the W, with 
a total surface-area of roughly 1 ,000,250 sq. km. 
However, of this wh oie area, 96'V., is desert and 
only 4% usable land; and 99% of Egypt's popula
tion live in that 4% of viable land. 

The real Egypt is the land reached by the Nile, 
being Herodotus' oft-quoted 'gift of the Nile'. 
Egypt is in a 'temperate zone' desert-belt having a 
warm, rainless cJimate: in a ycar Alexandria has 
barely 1 9  cm of rain, Cairo 3 cm and Aswan virtu
ally nil. For Iife-giving water, Egypt depends 
wholly on the Nile. 

b. The Iwo Egypls 
Historically ancient Egypt consists of the long, 
narrow Nile valley from the first cataract at Aswan 
(not from the second, as today) to the Memphis 
/Cairo district, plus the broad, Hat triangle (hence 
its name) of the Delta from Cairo to the sea. The 
contrast of valley and delta enforce a dual nature 
upon Egypt. 

(i) Upper Egypl. Bounded on either side by cJiffs 
(limestone to the N and sandstone to the S of Esna 
some 530 km S of Cairo), the valley is never more 
than c. 1 9  km wide and sometimes narrows to a few 
hundred metres (as at Gebel Silsileh). At its annual 
inundation the • Nile deposited fresh silt upon the 
land beyond its banks each year until the Aswan 
barrages halted deposition in modern times. As far 
as the waters reach, green plants can grow; im
mediately beyond, all is desert up to the cJiffs. 

(ii) Lower Egypl. So me 20 km N of Cairo, the 
Nile divides into two main branches. The N branch 
reaches the sea at Rosetta, and the E at Damietta 
about 1 45 km away; from Cairo to the sea is rough
Iy 1 60 km. Between the two great arms of the Nile, 
and over a considerable area beyond them to the E 
and W, stretches the Hat, swampy Delta-land, en
tirely composed of river-borne alluvium and inter
sected by canals and drainage-channels. Lower 
Egypt has, from antiquity, always incJuded the 
northernmost part of the Nile valley from just S of 
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Memphis/Cairo, in addition to the Delta proper. In 
ancient times tradition held that the Nile had seven 
mouths on the Delta coast (Herodotus), but only 
three are recognized as important in ancient Egyp
tian sources. 

c. The Egypl of anliql/ily 
To the W of the Nile valley stretches the Sahara, a 
Hat, rocky desert of drifted sand, and parallel with 
the valley a series of oases-great natural depres
sions, where cult ivation and habitat ion are made 
possible by a supply of artesian water. Between the 
Nile valley and Red Sea on the E is the Arabian 
desert, a mountainous terrain with some mineral 
wealth: gold, ornamental stone, incJuding ala
baster, breccia and diorite. Across the Gulf 01' Suez 
is the rocky peninsula of Sinai .  

Egypt was thus sufficiently isolated betwcen her 
deserts to develop her own individual culture; but, 
at the same time, access from the E by cither thc 
Sinai isthmus or Red Sea and Wadi Hammamat. 
and from the N and S by way 01' the Nile was direct 
enough for her to receive (and give) external 
stimulus. 

The ancient geography of pharaonic Egypt is a 
subject 01' considerable complexi ty. The h i storie 
nomes or provinces first cJearly emerge in the Old 
Kingdom (4th Dynasty) in the 3rd millennium BC, 
but some probably originated earlier as territories 
of wh at were originally separate little communities 
in prehistory. There were reckoned 22 of these 
nomes for Upper Egypt and 20 for Lower Egypt in 
the enumeration that was traditional by Graeco
Roman times, when geographical records are 
fullest. 

1 1 1 .  People and language 

a. Peop/e 
The earliest evidences of human activity in Egypt 
are Hint tools of the Palaeol ithic age from thc Nile 
terraces. But the first real Egyptians who settJed 
as agriculturists in the Nile valley (and of whom 



physical remains survive) are those labelIed as 
Taso-Badarians, the first predynastic (prehistoric) 
culture. They appear to be 01' African origin, to
gether with the two successive prehistoric culture
phases, best called Naqada l and 1 1 ,  ending about 
3000 BC or shortly thereafter. Modern Egyptians 
are in direct descent from the people 01' ancient 
Egypt. 

b. Language 
The ancient Egyptian language is 01' mixed origin 
and has had a very long history. It is usually ca lied 
'Hamito-Semitic', and was basically a Hamitic 
tongue U e. related to the Libyco-Berber languages 
01' N A frica) swamped at an early epoch (in prehis
tory) by a Semitic language. Much Egyptian vo
cabulary is directly cognate with Semitic, and there 
are analogies in syntax. Lack 01' early written 
matter hinders proper comparison with Hamitic. 
On the affinities 01' the Egyptian language, see A. 
H. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, § ), and (in more 
detail) G. Lefebvre, Chronique d'Egypte, 1 1 , No. 
22, 1 936, pp. 266-292. 

In the history 01' the Egyptian language, five 
main stages may conveniently be distinguished in 
the written documents. Old Egyptian was an ar
chaic and terse form, used in the 3rd millennium 
BC. Middle Egyptian was perhaps the vernacular 01' 
Dynasties 9-1 1 (2200-2000 BC) and was used uni
versally for written records during the Middle 
Kingdom and early New Kingdom (to c. 1 300 BC), 
and continued in use in official texts, in a slightly 
modified form, as late as Graeco-Roman days. 
Late Egyptian was the popular speech 01' the New 
Kingdom and after ( 1 6th-8th centuries BC), but 
was al ready coming into popular use two centuries 
before this time ( 1 800-1 600). It is also the language 
of documents and New Kingdom literature and 
official texts from Dynasty 1 9  onwards. Old, 
Middle and Late Egyptian were written in hiero
glyphic and hieratic scripts (O WRtTlNG). Demotic is 
really the name 01' a script, applied to the still more 
evolved form 01' Egyptian current in documents 
dating from the 8th century BC to Roman times. 
Coptic, the last stage 01' Egyptian, and the native 
language 01' Roman-Byzantine Egypt, has several 
dialect forms and was turned into a literary 
medium by Egyptian Christians or Copts. I t  was 
written, not in Egyptian script, but in the Coptic 
alphabet, which is composed 01' the Greek alpha
bet plus seven extra characters taken over from the 
old Demotic script .  Coptic has survived as the 
purely liturgical language 01' the Coptic (Egyptian) 
Church down to modern times, its use being 
equivalent to that 01' Latin in the Roman Catholic 
Church . 

IV. History 
01' Egypt's long history only the salient features 
and those periods 01' direct relevance to biblical 
studies are discussed below. For further detail, see 
the c1assified Bibl iography at the end 01' the article. 

a, Egypt be/ore 2000 Be 
(i) Predynastic Egypl. During the three successive 
phases 01' predynastic settlement the loundations 
tor historic Egypt were laid. Communit ies grew up 
having villages, local shrines and belief in an after
l ife (evidenced by burial-customs). Late in the final 
prehistoric phase (Naqada I I )  definite contact with 
Sumerian Mesopotamia existed, and Mesopota
mian influences and ideas were so strong as to leave 
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their mark on formative Egyptian culture (cf H.  
Frankfort, Birth 0/ Civilisation in the Near East, 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 00- 1 1 1 ) .  It is at this point that hiero
glyphic writing appears, Egyptian art assumes its 
characteristic forms and monumental architecture 
begins. 

(ii) Archaie Egypt. The first pharaoh 01' all Egypt 
was apparently Narmer 01' Upper Egypt, who 
conquered the rival Delta kingdom; he was per
haps the Menes 01' later tradition, and certainly the 
founder 01' Dynasty I .  Egyptian culture advanced 
and matured rapidly during the first two Dynasties. 

(iii) Old Kingdom. In Dynasties 3-6, Egypt 
reached a peak 01' prosperity, splendour and cul
tural achievemenl .  King Djoser's step-pyramid 
and i ts attendant buildings is the first major struc
ture 01' cut stone in history (c. 2650 BC). In Dynasty 
4 the pharaoh was absolute master, not in theory 
only (as was always the case) but also in fact, as 
never occurred before or after. Next in authority to 
the divine king stood the vizier, and beneath him 
the heads 01' the various branches 01' administra
tion . At first members 01' the royal family held such 
offices. During this period material culture reached 
high levels in architecture (culminating in the 
Great Pyramid 01' Kheops, Dynasty 4), sculpture 
and painted relief, as weil as in furnishings and 
jewellery. In Dynasty 5 the power 01' the kings 
weakened economically, and the priesthood 01' the 
sun-god Re' stood behind the throne. In Dynasty 6 
the Egyptians were actively exploring and trading 
in Nubia (Iater Cush). Meanwhile the decline in the 
king's power continued. This situation reached its 
c1imax late in the 94 years' reign 01' Pepi 1 1 .  The 
l iterat ure 01' the time included several wisdom
books: those 01' Imhotep, Hardidief, (?Kairos) to 
Kagemni, and, 01' especial note, that 01' Ptah-hotep. 
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(iv) First Intermediate Period. In  the Delta. 
where the established order was overthrown, this 
was a time 01' social upheaval (revolution) and 01' 
Asiatic infiltration. New kings in Middle-Egypt 
(Dynasties 9 and 10) then took over and sought to 
restore order in the Delta. But event ually they 
quarrelIed with the princes 01' Thebes in Upper 
Egypt, and these then declared their independence 
(Dynasty 1 1 ) and eventually vanquished their 
northern rivals, reuniting Egypt under one strong 
sceptre (that 01' the Intel' and Mentuhotep kings). 
The disturbances 01' this troubled epoch shattered 
the bland self-confidence 01' Old Kingdom Egypt 
and called forth a series 01' pessimistic writings that 
are among the finest and the most remarkable in 
Egyptian literature. 

b. The Middle Kingdol/1 and Second Intermediate 
Period 
(i) Middle Kingdom. Eventually the I I  th Dynasty 
was followed by Amenemhat I, founder 01' Dyn
asty 1 2 , the strong man 01' his time. He and his 
Dynasty (c. 1 99 1  BC) were alike remarkable. Elect
ed to an unstable throne by fellow-nobles jealous 
for their local autonomy, Amenemhat I sought to 
rehabili tate the kingship by a programme 01' ma
terial relorm announced and justified in literary 
works produced as royal propagan<!a (see G. 
Posener, LitterallIre et Politique dans /'Egypte de 10 
Xli' Dynastie, 1 956). He therein proclaimed him
seIl' the (political) saviour 01' Egypt. He accord
ingly rebuilt the administration, promoted agri
cultural prosperity and secured the fron tiers, pla
cing a series 01' forts on the Asiatic border. The 
administration was no longer at I I  th-Dynasty 
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Thebes, wh ich was too rar S, but moved back to the 
strategically rar superior area or Memphis, to 
I thet-Tawy, a centre specifically built ror the pur
pose. Sesostris I I I  raided into Palestine, as rar as 
Shechem ('Sekmem'). The extent or Egyptian in
fluence in Palestinc, Phoenicia and S Syria in Dyn
asty 12 is indicated by the execration texts ( 1 9th 
century BC) wh ich record the names ror magical 
cursing or possibly-hostile Semitic princes and 
their districts, besides Nubians and Egyptians. (See 
W. F. Albright, JPOS 8, 1 928, pp. 223-256; 
BASOR 8 1 , 1 94 1 ,  pp. 1 6-2 1 and BASOR 83, 1 94 1 ,  
pp. 30-36.) 

This was the golden age or Egypt's classical lit
erature, especially short stories. This well
organized 1 2th-Dynasty Egypt, carerul or its Asi
atic rront ier, was in all probability the Egypt or 
Abraham. The charge which pharaoh gave to his 
men concerning Abraham (Gn. 1 2:20) when he left 
Egypt is exactly paralleled (in reverse) by that given 
with regard to the returning Egyptian exile Sinuhe 
(ANET, p. 2 1 ,  lines 240-250) and, pictorially, by 
the group or 37 Asiatics visiting Egypt, shown in a 
ramous tomb-scene at Beni-hasan (see, e.g. , IBA , 
fig. 25, pp. 28-29). Amün or Thebes, rused with the 
sun-god as Amen-Re', had become chier national 
god; but in Osiris resided most or the Egyptians' 
hopes or the arterIire. 

(ii) Second Intermediate Period and Hyksos. For 
barely a century after 1 786 BC, a new line or kings, 
the 1 3th Dynasty, held sway over most or Egypt, 
still ruling rrom I thet-Tawy. Their reigns were 
mostly brier so that a vizier might thus serve sev
eral kings. Deprived or settled, firm, personal royal 
control, the machinery or state inevitably began to 
run down. At this time many Semitic slaves were to 
be round in Egypt, even as rar as Thebes (* JOSEPH), 
and eventually Semitic chiers (Egyp. 'chiers or f'or
eign lands' !l/ (w-I]'swt = Hyksos) gained promin
ence in Lower Egypt and then (perhaps by a swift 
coup d'etat) took over the kingship or Egypt at 
I thet-Tawy itself (rorming the 1 5th- 1 6th 'Hyksos' 
Dynasties), where they ruled for about 1 00 years. 
They established also an E Delta capital, Avaris 
(on S 01' modern Qantir). These Semitic pharaohs 
assumed the full rank and style or traditional roy
alty. Thc Hyksos at first took over the Egyptian 
state administration as a going concern, but as 
time passed, Semitic officials were appointed to 
high office; 01' these the chancellor I:!ür  is the best
known. 

Into this background, Joseph (Gn. 37-50) fits 
perrect ly. Like so many others, he was a Semitic 
servant in the household or an important Egyp
tian. The royal court is punctiliously Egyptian in 
etiquette (Gn. 4 1 : 1 4; 43:32; *JOSEPH), yet the 
Semite Joseph is readily appointed to high office 
(as in the ca se or I:!ür, perhaps, a little later). The 
peculiar and ready blend 01' Egyptian and Semitic 
elements mirrored in the Joseph-narrative (in
dependent 01' its being a Heb. story set in Egypt) 
fits the Hyksos period perfectly. Furthermore, the 
E Delta is prominent under the Hyksos (Avaris), 
but not again in Egyptian history until Moses' day 
(i.e. the 1 9th Dynasty, or, at the earliest, the very 
end 01' the 1 8th) .  

Eventually princes at Thebes clashed with the 
Hyksos in the N; King Kamose took all Egypt 
from Apopi 1 1 1  ('Awoserre) except für Avaris in NE 
Delta, according to his  recently discovered histor
ical stele (see L. H abachi, The Second Stela 01 
Kall/ose. 1 972). F inally, Kamose's successor 

Ahmose I (founder of the 1 8th Dynasty and the 
New Kingdom) expelled the Hyksos regime and its 
immediate adherents (Egyp. as weil as Asiatic) 
rrom Egypt and worsted them in Palestine. An out
line or th is period's culture ( i l lustrated) is in W. C. 
Hayes, Scepter 01 Egypt, 2, 1 959, pp. 3-4 1 .  

c. New Kingdom-the Empire 
The next five centuries, from c. 1 552 to c. 1 069 BC, 
witnessed the pinnacle or  Egypt's political power 
and influence and the age or her greatest out ward 
grandeur and luxury, but also, by their end, the 
breakdown of the old Egyptian spirit and eventual 
dissolution or Egyptian lire and civilization which 
came about during the Late Period. 

(i) Dynasty 18. Thc first kings or this line (cxcept 
Tuthmosis I) were apparently content to expel the 
Hyksos and to rule Egypt and Nubia in the old 
1 2 th-Dynasty tradition. But  the energetic Tuthmo
sis I I I  took up the embryo policy or his grand
rather Tuthmosis I, aiming to conquer Palestine
Syria and set the national boundary as far from 
Egypt proper as possible, in order to avoid any 
repetition 01' the Hyksos dominion. The princes 01' 
the Canaanite/Amorite city-states were reduced to 
tribute-paying vassals. This structure lasted almost 
a century till late into the reign or Amenophis I I I  
(c. 1 360 Be); for this brief speil, Egypt was thc 
paramount power in the ancient Near East. 

Thebes was not sole capital at this time: Mem
phis in the N was more convenient administratively 
(especially ror Asia). Amenophis I I I  showed par
ticular predilection ror Aten, the sun-god manirest 
in the solar disc, while seeking to curb priestly am
bition and still officially honouring Amün. But his 
son Amenophis IV broke completely with Amün 
and then with almost all the old gods, proscribing 
their worship and excising their very names from 
the monuments. Amenophis I V  proclaimed the 
sole worship or Aten, changed his own name to 
Akhenaten and moved to his own ncwly-created 
capital-city in Middle Egypt (Akhet-Aten, the 
modern Tell el-Amarna). Only hc and the royal 
ramily worshipped Aten directly; ordinary men 
worshipped Aten in the person of the divine phar
aoh Akhenaten hirnself. 

Meantime, Egypt's hold on Syria-Palestine 
slackened somewhat. The petty princes there wcrc 
frce to fight each other in pursuit 01' personal am
bition, denouncing each other to the pharaoh and 
seek ing military aid rrom hirn to I'urther their own 
designs. This inrormation comes from the I'amous 
Amarna letters. At horne, Akhenaten eventually 
had to compromise with the opposing l'orces, and 
within 2 or 3 years of his death Amün 's worship, 
wcalth and renown were fully restored. 

General Haremhab now assumed control and 
began to set the affairs 01' Egypt to rights again.  At 
his death the throne passed to his colleague Para
messu, who, as Rameses I, founded Dynasty 1 9  
and reigned for I year. 

(ii) Dynasty 1 9. Roughly 1 300- 1 200 BC. Follow
ing Haremhab's internal restoration 01' Egypt. 
Sethos I (son 01' Rameses I) feIt able to reassert 
Egyptian authority in Syria. His  clash with the 
Hittites was not unsuccessl'ul and the two powers 
made a treaty. Sethos began a large building pro
gramme in the NE Delta (the first since Hyksos 
times) and had a residence there. He may have 
rounded the Delta capital so largely built by his son 
Rameses 1 1 ,  who named it after hirnself, 'Pi
Ramesse', 'House or Rameses' (the Raamses 01' 
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Ex . I :  1 1 ) .  Rameses 1 1  posed as the imperial phar
aoh par excellence, dazzling later generations to 
such an extent that nine later kings took his name 
( Rameses I I I-XI).  Besides the Delta residence, this 
king undertook extensive building throughout all 
Egypt and N ubia during his long reign of 66 years. 
In Syria he campaigned (usually against the Hit
tites) for 20 years (including the battle of Qadesh) 
unti l ,  wearied of the struggle, and with other foes 
to face, he and his Hit tite contemporary Hattusil 
1 1 1  finally signed a treaty of lasting peace between 
them. His successor Merenptah made one brief 
raid into Palestine (his capture of Gezer is attested 
by an inscription at Amada independent of the 
famous I srael Stele), apparently brushing with a 
few Israelites among others, and had to beat off a 
dangerous invasion ( that of the 'Sea Peoples') from 
Libya; his successors were ineffective. 

The first half of Dynasty 1 9  apparently wit
nessed the Israelite oppression and Exodus 
( ' CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT). The res
toration of firm order under Haremhab and the 
great impetus given to building activity in the E 
Delta by both Sethos l and Rameses 1 1 ,  with the 
consequent need of a large and economic labour
force, set the background for the Heb. oppression 
which culminated in the work on Pithom and 
Ra'amses described in Ex. 1 :8- 1 1 .  • Ra'amses was 
the great Delta-residence of the pharaoh, and 
• Pithom a township in the Wadi Tumilat. Ex . 
I :  1 2-22 gives some details of the conditions of this 
slavery, and for background to the Hebrews' brick
making, see • BRICK; • MOSES. 

As for the early l i fe of Moses, there is nothing 
either exceptional or incredible in a W Semite's 
being brought up in Egyptian court circJes, per
haps in a harim in a Delta pleasure-residence, the 
pharaohs having several such scattered harims (cf 
1. Yoyotte in G. Posener, Dictionary 01 Egyptian 
Civilization, 1 962). At least from the reign of Ram
eses 11 onwards, Asiatics were brought up in royal 
harims, with the purpose of holding office (see S. 
Sauneron and 1. Yoyotte, Revue d'Egypt% gie 7, 
1 950, pp. 67-70). The thoroughly Semitic 
Ben'Ozen from Silr-Bäsän ( 'Rock of Bashan') was 
royal cupbearer (wb '-n�w) to Merenptah (1. M .  A .  
Janssen, Chronique d'Egypte 26, No. 5 I ,  1 95 I ,  pp. 
54-57 and fig. I I ), and another Semitic cupbearer 
of his was ca lied Pen-J:la�u[riJ, ( 'he of Bazar') (cf 
Sauneron and Yoyotte, op. eil . ,  p. 68, n. 6). On a 
lower level, an Egyptian of c. I 1 70 BC scolds his 
son for joining in blood-brotherhood with Asiatics 
in the Delta (1. (:erny, JNES 1 4, 1 955, pp. 1 6 I ff.) .  
Hence the Egyptian training and upbringing 01' 
Moses in Ex. 2 is entirely credible; the onus of 
proof lies upon any who would discredit the ac
count. A further implication is that Moses would 
have an Egyptian education, one of the best avail
able in his day. See further • MOSES. For the magi
cians, • MAGtC AND SORCERY; and for the plagues, 
• PLAGUES OF EGYPT . For the flight of fugitives 
(comparable to that of M oses in Ex. 2: I 5), cf the 
flight of two runaway slaves in Papyrus Anastasi V 
(ANET, p. 259) and clauses on the extradition of 
fugitives in the treaty between Rameses 11 and the 
Hittites (ANET, pp. 200-203). For movements 01' 
peoples or large groups, see the Hittite example 
quoted in the article • EXODUS, and for the number 
of Israelites at the Exodus, • WILDERNESS OF WAN
DERING. Between Egypt and Canaan at this period 
there was constant coming and going (cf the 
frontier-reports in A NET, pp. 258-259). The age 
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of the 1 9th Dynasty was the most cosmopolitan in 
Egyptian history. More than in Dynasty 1 8 ,  
Hebrew-Canaanitic loan-words penetrated Egyp
tian language and literature by the score, and 
Egyptian officials proudly showed off their know
ledge of the Canaanite tongue (Papyrus Anastasi I ,  
see ANET, p .  477b). Semitic deities (Baal, Anath, 
Resheph, Astarte or Ashtaroth) were accepted in 
Egypt and even had temples there. Thus the He
brews could hardly fail to hear something of the 
land of Canaan, and Canaanites with their cus
toms were before their eyes, before they had even 
stirred from Egypt; the knowledge of such matters 
displayed in the Pentateuch does not imply a date 
of writing after the Israelite invasion of Canaan, as 
is so often erroneously surmised. 

(iii) Dynasty 20. In due course, a prince Setnakht 
restored order. His son Rameses 1 1 1  was Egypt's 
last great imperial pharaoh. In the first decade of 
his reign (c. I 1 90-1 1 80 BC) great folk-movements 
in the E Mediterranean basin swept away the Hit
tite empire in Asia Minor, entirely disrupted the 
traditional Canaanite-Amorite city-states of 
Syria-Palestine and threatened Egypt with inva
sion from both Libya and Palestine. These attacks 
Rameses 1 1 1  beat off in three desperate campaigns, 
and he even briefly carried Egyptian arms into Pal
estine. Since his successors Rameses IV-XI were 
for the most part ineffective personally, the ma
chinery of state became increasingly inefficient and 
corrupt, and chronic inflation upset the economy, 
causing great hardship for the common people. 
The famous robberies of the royal tombs at Thebes 
reached their peak at this time. 

d. Late-Period Egypt and lsraelite History 
From now on, Egypt's story is one of a decline, 
hai ted at intervals, but then only briefly, by occa
si on al k ings of outstanding character. But the 
memory of Egypt's past greatness lingered on far 
beyond her own borders, and served Israel and 
Judah ill when they were foolish enough to depend 
on the 'bruised reed' .  

(i) Dynasty 21 and the united monarchy. Late in 
the reign of Rameses XI the general Herihor (now 
also high priest of Amün) ruled Upper Egypt and 
the prince Nesubanebded I (Smendes) ruled Lower 
Egypt; this was styled, politically, as a 'renaissance' 
(w(un-mswt). At the death of Rameses XI (c. 1 069 
BC), Smendes at Tanis became pharaoh, the succes
si on being secured for his descendants (Dynasty 
2 1 ), while, in return, Herihor's successors at 
Thebes were confirmed in the hereditary high
priesthood of Amün, and in the rule of Upper 
Egypt under the Tanite pharaohs. So in Dynasty 
2 I ,  one half of Egypt ruled the whole only by gra
cious permission of the other half! 
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These peculiar circumstances help to explain the 
modest foreign policy of this Dynasty in Asia: a 
policy of friendship and alliance with neighbour
ing Palestinian states, military action being re
stricted to 'police' action to safeguard the fron tier 
in the SW corner of Palestine nearest the Egyptian 
border. Commercial motives would also be strong, 
as Tanis was a great port. All th is links up with 
contemporary OT references. 

When King David conquered Edom, Hadad the 
infant Edomite heir was taken to Egypt for safety. 
There he found a welcome so favou rable that, when 
he was grown up, he gained a royal wife (I Ki .  
I I :  I 8-22). A cJear example of 2 I st Dynasty for
eign policy occurs early in Solomon's reign. A 
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* pharaoh 'smote Gezer' and gave it as dowry with 
his daughter's hand in marriage-alliance with 
Solomon ( I  Ki. 9 : 1 6; cf 3 : 1 ;  7 :8 ;  9 :24;  1 \ : 1 ) . The 
combination of 'police' action in SW Palestine 
(Gezer) and alliance with the powerful Israelite 
state gave Egypt security on her Asiatic fron tier 
and doubt less brought economic gain to both 
states. At Tanis was found a damaged triumphal 
relief-scene of the pharaoh Siamün smiting a 
foreigner-apparently a Philistine, to judge by the 
Aegean-type axe in his hand . This very specific 
detail strongly suggests that it was Siamün who 
conducted a 'pol ice' action in Philistia (reaching 
Canaanite Gezer) and became S.olomon's ally. (For 
this scene, see P. Montet, L 'Egyple el la Bible, 
1 959, p. 40, fig. 5 . )  

( i i )  The Libyan Dynaslies and Ihe divided mon
archy. I .  * Shishak. When the last Tanite king died 
in 945 BC a powerful Libyan tri bai chief (? of 
Bubastis/Pi-beseth) acceded to the throne peace
fully as Sheshonq I (biblical Shishak), thereby 
founding Dynasty 22. While consolidating Egypt 
internally under his rule, Sheshonq I began a new 
and aggressive Asiatic foreign policy. He viewed 
Solomon's Israel not as an ally but as a political 
and commercial rival on his NE frontier, and there
fore worked for the break-up of the Hebrew king
dom. While Solomon lived, Sheshonq shrewdly 
took no action apart from harbouring political re
fugees, notably leroboam son of Nebat (I Ki .  
1 1  :29-40). At Solomon's death leroboam's return 
to Palestine precipitated the division of the king
dom into the two lesser realms of Rehoboam and 
Jeroboam. Soon after, in Rehoboam's 'fifth year', 
925 BC (I Ki. 1 4:25-26; 2 Ch. 1 2 :2- 1 2), and appar
ently on pretext of a bedouin border incident 
(stele-frag!l1ent, Grdseloff, Revue de /'Hisloire 
fuive en Egyple, I ,  1 947, pp. 95-97), Shishak in
vaded Palestine, subduing Israel as weil as Judah, 
as is shown by the discovery of a steie of his at 
Megiddo (e. S. Fisher, The Excavalion 0/ Arma
geddon, 1 929, p. 1 3  and fig.) .  Many biblical place
names occur in the list attached to the triumphal 
relief subsequently sculptured by Shishak on the 
temple of Amün (Karnak) in Thebes (see ANEP, 
p. 1 1 8 and fig. 349). (See also * SUKKIIM.) Shes
honq's purpose was limited and definite: to gain 
political and commercial security by subduing his 
immediate neighbour. He made no attempt to 
revive the empire of Tuthmosis or Rameses. 

2. * Zerah. It would appear from 2 Ch. 14 :9- 1 5 ;  
1 6:8, that  Sheshonq's successor Osorkon I sought 
to emulate his father's Palestinian success but was 
too lazy to go hirnself. Instead, he apparently sent 
as general Zerah the Ethiopian, who was soundly 
defeated by Asa of ludah c. 897 BC. This defeat 
spelt the end of Egypt's aggressive policy in Asia. 
However, again like Sheshonq I ,  Osorkon I main
tained relations with Byblos in Phoenicia, where 
statues of both pharaohs were found (Syria 5, 
1 924, pp. 1 45- 1 47 and plate 42; Syria 6, 1 925, pp. 
1 0 1 - 1 1 7  and plate 25). 

3 .  Egypt and Ahab's dynasty. Osorkon I 's suc
cessor, Take10th I, was apparently a nonentity who 
allowed the royal power to slip through his in
competent fingers. Thus the next king, Osorkon 1 1 ,  
inherited a n  Egypt whose unity was already men
aced : the local Libyan provincial governors were 
becoming increasingly independent, and separatist 
tendeneies appeared in Thebes. Hence, he appar
ently returned to the old 'modest' foreign poliey of 
(similarly-weak) Dynasty 2 1 ,  that of alliance with 

his Palest inian neighbours. This is hin ted at by the 
discovery, in Omri and Ahab's palaee at Samaria, 
of an alabaster vase of Osorkon 1 1 ,  sueh as the 
pharaohs included in their diplomatie presents to 
fellow-rulers (illustrated in Reisner, eIe., Han'ard 
Excavalions al Samaria, I ,  1 924, fig. on p. 247) .  
This suggests that  Omri or Ahab had links with 
Egypt as weil as Tyre (cf Ahab's marriage with 
Jezebel). Osorkon 11 also presented a statue at 
Byblos (M . Dunand, Fouilles de Byblos, I ,  pp. 1 1 5-
1 1 6 and plate 43).  
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4 .  Hoshea and 'So king of Egypt ' .  The 'modest' 
poliey revived by Osorkon 11 was doubtless eon
tinued by his ever-weaker suecessors, under whom 
Egypt progressively fell apart into its constituent 
loeal provinees with kings reigning elsewhere 
(Dynasty 23) alongside the main, parent 22nd 
Dynasty at Tanis/Zoan. Prior to a dual rule (per
haps mutually agreed) ,  the Egyptian state was 
rocked by bitter eivil wars centred on Thebes ( cf 
R. A .  Caminos, The Chronic/e 0/ Prince Osorkoll. 
1 958), and eould hardly have supported any differ
ent external poliey. 

All this indieates why Israel's last king, Hoshea, 
turned so readily for help against Assyria to * So 
king of Egypt' in 725/4 BC (2 Ki .  1 7 :4), and how 
very misplaced was his trust in an Egypt so weak 
and divided. No help eame to save Samaria from 
its fal l .  The identity of 'So' has long been obseure. 
He is probably Osorkon I V, last pharaoh of Dyn
asty 22, c. 730-7 1 5  BC. The real power in Lower 
Egypt was wielded by Tafnekht and his suceessor 
Bekenrenef ( Dynasty 24) from Sais in the W Delta: 
so powerless was Osorkon IV that in 7 1 6  BC hc 
bought off Sargon of Assyria at the borders of 
Egypt with a gift of twelve horses (H.  Tadmor. 
fCS 1 2, 1 958, pp. 77-78). 

(iii) Elhiopia-Ihe 'bruised reed'. In Nubia 
(Cush) there had meantime arisen a kingdom ruled 
by princes who were thoroughly Egyptian in eul
ture. Of these, Kashta and Piankhy laid claim to a 
proteetorate over Upper Egypt, being worshippers 
of Amün of Thebes. In one eampaign, Piankhy 
subdued Tafnekht of Lower Egypt to keep Thebes 
safe, but promptly returned to Nubia. 

However, his successor Shabaka (c. 7 1 6-702 BC) 
promptly reeonquered Egypt, eliminating Beken
renef by 7 1 5  BC. Shabaka was a friendly neutral 
towards Assyria; in 7 1 2  he extradited a fugitive at 
Sargon I I 's request, and sealings of Shabaka (pos
sibly from diplomatic doeuments) were found at 
Nineveh. Doubtless, Shabaka had enough to do 
inside Egypt without meddling abroad; but un
fortunately his suecessors in this Dynasty (the 
25th) were less wise. When * Sennaeherib 01' As
syria attaeked Hezekiah of Judah in 70 I BC the 
rash new Ethiopian pharaoh Shebitku sent his 
equally young and inexperieneed brot her 
* Tirhakah to oppose Assyria (2 Ki. 1 9 :9; Is. 37:9), 
result ing in dire defeat for Egypt. The Ethiopian 
pharaohs had no appreciation of Assyria's su
perior strength-after this set back , Tirhakah was 
defeated twiee more by Assyria (c. 67 1 and 666/5. 
as king) and Tanutamen onee-and their ineompe
tent interferenee in Palestinian affairs was disas
trous for Egypt and Palestinc alike. They were 
most eertainly the 'bruised reed' of the Assyrian 
king's jibe (2 Ki. 1 8 :2 1 ;  Is. 36:6). Exasperated by 
this stubborn meddling, Ashurbanipal in 664/3 BC 
finally saeked the aneient holy eity Thebes, pil
laging fourteen centuries of temple treasures. No 
more vivid comparison than the downfall of this 



city could the prophet Nahum find (3:8- 10) when 
proclaiming the oncoming ruin or Nineveh in its 
turn. However, Assyria could not occupy Egypt, 
and left only key garrisons. 

(iv) Egyp/. Judalr and Babyion. In a now dis
organized Egypt, the astute local prince of Sais (W 
Delta) managed with great skill to unite all Egypt 
under his sceptre. This was Psammetichus I ,  who 
thereby established the 26th (or Saite) Dynasty. He 
and his successors restored Egypt's internal unity 
and prosperity. They built up an effective army 
round a hard core of Greek mercenaries, greatly 
cnhanced trade by encouraging Greek merchants 
and rounded strong fleets on the Mediterranean 
and Red Seas. But ,  as ir in compensation for the 
lack or real, inner vitality, inspiration was sought 
in Egypt's past glories; ancient art was copied and 
archaic titles were artificially brought back into 
fashion. 

Externally, this dynasty (except for the head
strong Hophra) practised as far as possible a policy 
of the balance of powers in W Asia. Thus, Psam
metichus I did not attack Assyria but remained her 
ally against the reviving power 01' Babyion . So, too, 
Neco 11 (6 1 0-595 BC) was marching to help a re
duced Assyria (2 Ki .  23 :29) against Babyion, when 
Josiah of Judah sealed Assyria's fate by delaying 
Neco at Megiddo at the cost of his own life. Egypt 
considered herself heir to Assyria's Palestinian 
possessions, bu t her forces were signally defeated at 
Carchemish in 605 BC so that all Syria-Palestine 
fell to Babyion (Je. 46:2). Jehoiakim of ludah thus 
exchanged Egyp. for Bab. vassalage for 3 years. But 
as the Bab. chronicle-tablets reveal, Egypt and Ba
bylon c1ashed in open conflict in 60 1 BC with heavy 
losses on both sides; Nebuchadrezzar then re
mained 1 8  months in Babylonia to refit his army. 
At this point lehoiakim of Judah rebe lied (2 Ki.  
24: I f.), doubtless hoping for Egyptian aid. None 
came; Neco now wisely kept neutral. So Nebucha
drezzar was not molested in his capture of Jerusa
lern in 597 BC. Psammetichus 1 1  maintained the 
peace; his state visit to Byblos was linked rat her 
with Egypt's acknowledged commercial than other 
interests in Phoenicia. He fought only in Nubia. 
But Hophra (589-570 BC; the Apries of the 
Greeks) foolishly cast dynastie restraint aside, and 
marched to support Zedekiah in his revolt against 
Babyion (Ezk. 1 7 : 1 1 -2 1 ;  Je. 37:5),  bUl relurned in 
haste to Egypt when Nebuchadrezzar temporarily 
raised his (second) siege of Jerusalem to repulse 
him-Ieaving Jerusalem to perish at the Babyloni
an's hand in 587 BC. A fter other disasters, 
• Hophra was finally supplanted in 570 BC by 
Ahmose 1 1  (Amasis, 570-526 BC). As earlier 
prophesied by Jeremiah (46: 1 3  ff.), Nebuchadrez
zar now marched against Egypt (as referred to in a 
damaged Bab. tablet), doubtless to prevent any re
currence of interference from that direction. He 
and Ahmose must h ave reached some understand
ing, for henceforth, till both were swallowed up by 
Medo-Persia, Egypt and Babyion were allies 
against the growing menace of Media. But in 525 
BC Egypt followed her allies into Persian domin
ion, under Cambyses. On this period, see further, 
• BABYLONIA and • PERSlA .  

(v) Tlre base kingdom. At first Persian rule i n  
Egypt (Darius I )  was fair and firm; but repeated 
Egyptian rebellions brought about a harshening of 
Persian policy. The Egyptians manufactured anti
Persian propaganda that went down weil in Greece 
(cf Herodotus); they shared a common foe. Briefly, 
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during c. 400-34 1 BC, Egypt's last native pharaohs 
( Dynasties 28-30) regained a precarious independ
ence until they were overwhelmed by Persia to 
whom they remained subject ror just 9 years, unti l  
Alexander entered Egypt as 'Iiberator' in 332 BC. 
(See F. K. Kienitz, in Bibliography, al)d G. Posener, 
La Premiere Domina/ion Perse en Egyp/e, 1 936). 
Thereafter, Egypt was first a Hellenistic monarchy 
under the • Ptolemies and then fell  under the heel 
of Rome and Byzantium. From the 3rd century 
AD, Egypt was a predominantly Christian land 
with its own, eventually schismatic (Coptic) 
church. In AD 64 1 1 2  the Islamic conquest heralded 
the mediaeval and modern epochs. 

V. Literature 

a. Scope 0/ Egyp/ian Ii/era/ure 
(i) 3rd millennium sc Religious and wisdom
literature are the best-known products or the Old 
Kingdom and I st Intermediate Period. The great 
sages Imhotep, Hardidief [?Kairos] to Kagemni ,  
and Ptahhotep produced 'I nstructions' or 'Teach
ings' ( Egyp. sb 'y/, written collections of shrewd 
maxims for wise conduct of everyday life, espe
cially for young men hopeful 01' high office, so be
ginning a very long tradition in Egypt. The best
preserved is that of Ptahhotep; see Z. Zaba, Les 
Maxims de P/alrlro/ep, 1 956. For the Pyramid 
Texts and Memphite Theology, see VI, below. 

In  the I st Intermediate Period, the collapse of 
Egyptian society and the old order may be pictured 
in the Admoni/ions o/ Ipuwer, while the Dispute 0/ 
a Man Tired 0/ Life wi/Ir Iris Soul reflects the agony 
of this period in terms of a personal conflict wh ich 
brings man to the brink of suicide. The Ins/rue/ion 
/or King Merikare shows remarkable regard for 
right dealing in matters of state, while the Eloquen/ 
Peasant's nine rhetorical speeches within a narra
tive prose prologue and epilogue (cf Job) call for 
social justice. 
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(ii) Early 2nd millennium sc In the Middle 
Kingdom, stories and propaganda-works are out
standing. Finest of the narratives is the Biograplry 
0/ Sinuhe, an Egyptian who spent long years of 
exile in Palestine. The Slripwreeked Sailor is a naut
ical fantasy. Among the propaganda, the Proplrecy 
0/ Ne/er/y ('Ne/errohu' of older books) is a pseudo
prophecy to announce Amenemhat I as saviour of 
Egypt. On prediction in Egypt, see Kitchen, Tyn
dale House Bulle/in 5/6, 1 960, pp. 6-7 and refs. Two 
loyalist ' I nstructions', Sehe/epibre and A Man /0 
Iris Son, were intended to identify the good lire with 
loyalty to the throne in the minds of the ruling and 
labouring c1asses respectively. The poetry of the 
Hymns /0 Sesos/ris III apparently also expresses 
that loyalty. For administrators in training, the 
Ins/me/ion 0/ Klre/y son 0/ Duau/ or Satire 0/ /he 
Trades points out the advantages of the scribal 
profession over all other (manual) occupations by 
painting these in dark colours. For tales of magi
cians, • MAGIC AND SORCERY (Egyptian). 

(iii) La/e 2nd millennium sc During this period 
the Empire produced further stories, including de
lightful fairy-tales (e.g The Foredoomed Prinee; 
Tale 0/ /he Two Bro/hers), historical adventure 
( The Capture 0/ Joppa, a precursor of A libaba and 
/he For/y Tlrieves) and biographical reports such as 
the Misadventures 0/ Wenamiin, who was sent to 
Lebanon for cedarwood in the ill-starred days of 
Rameses XI .  Poetry excelled in three forms: Iyric, 
royal and religious. Under the first head come 
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some charming love-poems, in general style he rald
ing the tender cadences 01' the Song of Songs. The 
Empire pharaohs commemorated their victories 
with triumph-hymns, the finest being those 01' Tu
thmosis I I 1 ,  Amenophis 1 1 1 ,  Rameses I I  and Mer
enptah ( I srael Stele). Though less prominent, 
wisdom is still weil represented; beside the 
'I nstructions' 01' Ani and Amennakhte, there is a 
remarkable ode on the Immortality 01' Writing. 
For Amenemope's wisdom see b. (i) 2, below. 

(iv) J st millennium Re. Less new li terature is 
known from this epoch so far. In  Demotic the ' In
struction' 01' 'Onchsheshonqy dates to the last cen
turies BC, and the SlOries 0/ the High Priests 0/ 
Memphis (magicians) to the I st centuries AD. Most 
Coptic (Christian) literat ure is translated from Gk. 
church literature, Shenoute being the only out
standing native Christian writer. 

b. Egyptian literature and the OT 
The very incomplete survey given above will serve 
to emphasize the quantity, richness and variety of 
early Egyptian literature; besides the additional 
matter under Religion below, there is a whole body 
of historical, business and formal texts. Egypt is 
but one of the Bible lands; the neigh bouring coun
tries, to�, offer a wealth of writings (*ASSYRIA; 
* CANAAN; • HITTITES.)  The relevance of such lit
eratures is twofold: firstly, with regard to questions 
of direct contact with the Heb. writings; and sec
ondly, in so far as they provide dated, first-hand 
comparative and contemporary material for ob
jective control of OT literary forms and types of 
l iterary criticism. 

(i) Questions 0/ direet eontaet. I .  Gn. 39; Ps. 1 04. 
In  times past the incident of Potiphar's unfaithful 
wife in Gn. 39 has occasionally been stated to be 
based on a similar incident in the mythical Tale 0/ 
Two Brothers. But an unfaithful wife is the only 
common point ;  the Tale is designedly a work of 
pure fantasy (the hero is changed into a bulI, a 
persea-tree, ete.), whereas the 10seph-narrative is 
biography, touching actuality at every point. Un
fortunately, unfaithful wives are not mere myth, 
either in Egypt or e1sewhere (see an incidental 
Egyptian instance in JNES 1 4, 1 955,  p. 1 63) .  

Egyptologists today do not usually consider that 
Akhenaten's ' Hymn to Aten' inspired parts 01' Ps. 
1 04 as Breasted once thought (cf 1. H .  Breasted, 
Dawn 0/ Conseienee, 1 933, pp. 366-370). The same 
universalism and adoration of the deity as creator 
and sustainer occur in hymns to Amün both before 
and after the Aten hymn in date, which could carry 
these concepts down to the age of Heb. psalmody 
(so, e.g. ,  1. A. Wilson, Burden 0/ EgyptlClllture 0/ 
Aneient Egypt, pp. 224-229). But even this tenuous 
link-up can carry no weight, for the same univer
salism occurs just as early in W Asia (cf the ex
amples given in W. F. Albright, From Stone Age to 
Christianity, 1 957 ed., pp. 1 2- 13 ,  2 1 3-223) and is 
therefore too generally diffused to allow of its 
being made a criterion to prove direct relationship. 
The same point might be made with regard to the 
so-called penitential psalms of the Theban 
necropolis-workers of Dynasty 1 9 .  A sense of 
shortcoming or sin is not peculiar to Egypt (and is 
even, in fact, quite atypical there); and the Egyp. 
psalms should be compared with the confession 01' 
man's sinfulness made by the Hittite king, M ursil 
1 1  (ANET, p. 395b) and with the Babylonian peni
tential odes. The latter again show the wide diffu
sion of a general concept (although it may have 

different local emphases); and they cannot be used 
to establish direct relationship (cf G. R. Driver, 
The Psalmists, ed. D. C. Simpson, 1 926, pp. 1 09-
1 75, especially 1 7 1 - 1 75).  

2 .  The Wisdom of Amenemope and Proverbs. 
Impressed by the dose verbal resemblances be
tween various passages in the Egyptian 'I nstruc
tion' 01' Amenemope (c. 1 1 00 BC, see below) and 
the 'words 01' the wise' (Pr. 22: 1 7-24:22) quoted by 
Solomon (equating the 'my knowledge' 01' 22: 1 7  
with that 01' Solomon from 1 0 :  I ), many have as
sumed, following Erman, that Proverbs was debtor 
to Amenemope; only Kevin and McGlinchey ven
tured to take the opposite view. Others, with W. O. 
E.  Oesterley, Wisdom 0/ Egypt and the Old Testa
ment, 1 927, doubted the justice 01' a view at either 
extreme, considering that perhaps both Amen
emope and Proverbs had drawn upon a common 
fund 01' Ancient Oriental proverbial lore, and spe
cifically upon an older Heb. work. The alleged de
pendence 01' Proverbs upon Amel1emope is still the 
common view (e.g. P. M ontet, L 'Egypte et la Bible, 
1 959, pp. 1 1 3 , 1 27), but is undoubtedly too simple. 
By a thoroughgoing examination 01' both Amen
emope and Proverbs against the entire realm 01' 
ancient Near Eastern Wisdom, recent research has 
shown that in fact there is no adequate basis for 
assuming a special relationship either way between 
Amenemope and Proverbs. Two other points re
quire note. First, with n:gard to date, Plumley 
(DOTT, p. 1 73)  mentions a Cairo ostracon of 
Amenemope that 'can be dated with some cer
tainty to the latter half 01' the Twenty-first Dyn
asty'. Therefore the Egyp. Amenemope cannot be 
any later than 945 BC (= end of Dynasty 2 1 ) ,  and 
Egyptologists now tend to favour a date in Dynas
ties 1 8-20. In any case, there is no objective reason 
why the Hebrew Words of the Wise should not be 
as old as Solomon's reign, i.e. the 1 0th century BC. 
The second point concerns the word silsam, found 
in Pr. 22:20, wh ich Erman and others render as 
'thirty', making Proverbs imitate the 'thirty chap
ters' of Amenemope. But Pr. 22 :  1 7-24:22 contains 
not 30 but 33 admonitions, and the simplest inter
pretation 01' slswm is to take it as elliptical for 
'eLmal silS6m, ' formerly' ,  'already', and to render 
the dause simply as, 'Have I not written for thee, 
already, in/with counsels 01' knowledge?' 

(ii) Literary /lsage and OT critieism. It is singu
larly unfortunate that the conventional methods of 
OT literary criticism (see also • BIBLICAL CRITI
CISM) have been formulated and developed, over 
the last century in particular, without any but the 
most superficial reference to the actual character
istics of the con temporary literature of the Bible 
world, alongside which the Hebrew writings came 
into existence and with the literary phenomena of 
which they present very considerable external, 
formal similarities. The application of such ex
ternal and tangibly objective controls cannot fail  to 
have drastic consequences for these methods 01' Iit
erary criticism. While Egyp. texts are a specially 
fruitful source of such external control-data, Mes
opotamian, N Canaanite (Ugaritic), Hittite and 
other literatures provide valuable confirmation. 
See for preliminary survey, K. A. Kitchen, A ncient 
Orient and Old Testament, 1 966, chs. 6-7. 

VI. Religion 

a. The gods and theology 
Egyptian religion was never a unitary whole. There 
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werc always local gods up and down the land, 
among whom were Ptah, artificer-god of Mem
phis; Thoth, god of learning and the moon at 
Hermopolis; Amün 'the hidden', god of Thebes, 
who overshadowed the war-god Mentu there and 
became state god of 2nd-millennium Egypt; 
Hathor, goddess of joy at Dendera; and many 
more. Then there were the cosmic gods: first and 
foremost Re' or Atum the sun-god, whose daugh
tcr Ma'et personified Truth, Justice, Right and the 
cosmic order; then Nüt the sky-goddess and Shu, 
Geb and Nu ,  the gods of air, earth and the prim
ordial waters respectively. The nearest thing to a 
truly national religion was the cult of Osiris and 
his cycle (with his wife, I sis, and son, Horus). The 
story of Osiris had grcat human appeal :  the good 
king, murdered by his wicked brother Seth, becom
ing ruler of the realm of the dead and triumphing 
in  the person of his posthumous son and avenger 
Horus, who, with the support of his mother Isis, 
gained his father's k ingship on earth. The Egyp
tian could identify hirnself with Osiris the revivi
fied in his kingdom of the hereafter; Osiris's other 
aspect, as a god of vegetation, Iinking with the 
annual rise of the Nile and consequent rebirth of 
life, combined powerfully with his funerary aspect 
in Egyptian aspirations. 

b. Egyptian worship 
Egyptian worship was a complete contrast to 
Hebrew worship in particular, and to Semitic in  
general. The temple was isolated within i ts  own 
high-walled estate. Only the officiating priesthood 
worshipped in such temples; and i t  was only when 
the god went forth in glittering procession on great 
festivals that the populace actively shared in hon
ouring the great gods. Apart from this, they sought 
their solace in household and lesser gods. The cult 
01' the great gods followed one general pattern, the 
god being treated j ust like an earthly king. He was 
awakened from sleep each morning with a hymn, 
was washed and dressed (i. e. his image), and break
fasted (morning offering), did a morning's busi
ness, and had midday and evening meals (corres
ponding offerings) before retiring for the night. 
The contrast could hardly be greater between the 
ever-vigilant, self-sufficient God of Israel with his 
didactic sacrificial system, symbolizing the need 
and means of atonement to deal wilh human sin, 
and of peace-offerings in fellowship at tabernacle 
or Temple, and those earthly Egyp. deities of 
nature. For Egyp. temple-worship, cf. H.  W. Fair
man, BJRL 37, 1 954, pp. 1 65-203. 

c. Religious literature 
To the 3rd millennium BC belong the Pyramid 
Texts (so-called from their being inscribed in 6th
Dynasty pyramids), a large body of 'speils', appar
ently forming incredibly intricate royal funerary 
rituals, and also the Memphite Theology, wh ich 
glorifies the god Ptah as first cause, conceiving in 
the mind ('heart') and creating by the word of 
power ('tongue') (a distant herald of the logos
concept of 10hn 's Gospel ( I :  I ff.) transformed 
through Christ). At all times there are hymns and 
prayers to the gods, usually full of mythological 
allusions. In the Empire certain hymns to Amün, 
and Akhenaten's famous Aten-hymn, remarkably 
il lustrate the universalism of the day; see V. Litera
ture, b (i) I ,  above. Epics of the gods which at pres
ent remain to us exist only in excerpts. A ribald 
part of the Osiris-cycle survives in the Contendings 
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o[ Horus and Seth. The Coffin Texts of the M iddle 
K ingdom (usually painted inside coffins at that 
time) and the 'Book of the Dead' of the Empire 
and Late Period are nothing more than collections 
of magical speils to protect and benefit the de
ceased in the after-lire; special guide-books to ' in
fe rn al '  geography were i nscribed on the tomb-walls 
of Empire pharaohs. On magical literature, 
" MAGIC AND SORCERY. See ANET for translations 
from religious texts. 

d. Funerary belie[s 
The Egyptians' elaborate beliefs about the after
l ife found expression in the concrete, material 
terms of a more-glorious, other-worldly Egypt 
ruled by Osiris. Alternative hereafters included ac
companying the sun-god Re' on his daily voyage 
across the sky and through the underworld, or 
dwelling with the stars. The body was a material 
attachment for the soul; mummification was 
simply an artificial means of preserving the body 
to this end, when tombs early became too elaborate 
for the sun's rays to desiccate the body naturally, as 
it did in prehistory's shallow graves. Objects in 
tombs left for the use of the dead usually attracted 
robbers. Egyptian concern over death was not 
morbid; this cheerful ,  pragmatic, materialistic 
people simply sought to take the good things of 
this world with them, using magical means so to 
do. The tomb was the deceased's eternal physical 
dwelling. The pyramids were simply royal tombs 
whose shape was mode lied on that of the sacred 
stone of the sun-god Re' at Heliopolis (see I .  E. S. 
Edwards, The Pyramids o[ Egypt, 1 96 1 ). The 
Empire pharaohs' secret rock-hewn tombs in the 
Valley of Kings at Thebes were planned to foil the 
robbers, but failed, Iike the pyramids they replaced. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. General. Very useful is S. R. K .  
Glanville (ed.), The Legacy o[ Egypt,  1 942 (new 
edn . ,  1 965); weil i l lustrated is W. C. Hayes, Sceptre 
o[ Egypt, I ,  1 953; 2, 1 959. Likewise, G. Posener, S. 
Sauneron and 1. Yoyotte, Dictionary o[ Egyptian 
Civilization, 1 962 . .9n Egypt and Asia, W. Helck, 
Die Beziehungen Agyptens zum Vorderasien im 3. 
und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr . ,  1 962. H .  Kees, A ncient 
Egypt. a Cullllral Topography, 1 96 1 ,  is useful and 
reliable. W. Helck et al. , Lexikon der Agyptologie, 
1 -7, 1 972-92; B. 1. Kemp, Ancient Egypt. Anatomy 
o[ a Civilisation, 1 989. Full bibliography is obtain
able from: I. A. Pratt, Ancient Egypt, 1 925,  and her 
Ancient Egypt (1925-41), 1 942, for nearly every
thing pre-war; W. Federn, eight lists in Orientalia 
1 7, 1 948; 1 8 , 1 949; and 19 ,  1 950, for the years 
1 939-47; and 1. M .  A. Janssen, Annual Egyptologi
cal Bibliography, I 948ff., for 1 947 onwards. Also 
Porter-Moss, Topographical Bibliography, 7 vols. 
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Origin o[ name. Brugsch, Geographische In
schriften, I ,  1 857, p. 83; A. H .  Gardiner, Ancient 
Egyptian Onomastica, 2, 1 947, pp. 1 24" , 2 1 1 " . 

Geography. Very valuable for the physical struc
ture and geography of Egypt is 1. Ball, Contribu
tions to the Geography o[ Egypt, 1 939 .  See also 1. 
Bainbes and 1. Malek, A tlas o[ Ancient Egypt, 
1 980. The deserts find some description in A. E .  P. 
Weigall, Travels in the Upper Egyptian Deserts, 
1 909. On the early state and settlement of the Nile 
valley, W. C. Hayes, 'Most Ancient Egypt' = JNES 
22, 1 964. For ancient Egyptian geography, a mine 
of information is (Sir) Alan Gardiner's A ncient 
Egyptian Onomastica, 3 vols., 1 947, with good dis
cussions and references to literature. See also 
" EGYPT, RIVER OF, " HANES, " M EMPHIS, 
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• NAPHTUHIM, • NILE, • ON, PATHROS, · PI-BESETH, 
• RA'AMSES, • THEBES, • ZoAN, etc. 

Language. For details of, and bibliography on, 
the Egyp. language, see Sir A.  H. Gardiner, Egyp
tian GrammarJ, 1 957. For Coptic, see W. C. Till, 
Koptische Grammatik, 1 955,  and A. Mallon, 
Grammaire Copte, 1 956, for full bibl iography; in 
English, cf C. C. Walters, An Elementary Coptic 
Grammar, 1 972. . 

History. T,he standard work is E. Drioton and 1. 
Vandier, L 'Egypte (Collection 'Clio')" 1 962, with 
full discussions and bibliography. Valuable is 1. A. 
Wilson, The Burden 0/ Egypt, 1 9 5 1 ,  reprinted as a 
paperback, The Culture 0/ Ancient Egypt, 1 956. 1. 
H. Breasted's History 0/ Egypt, various dates, is 
now out of date, as is H. R. Hall's Ancient HislOry 
0/ the Near East. See also A .  H .  Gardiner, Egypt 0/ 
the Pharaohs, 1 96 1 ;  and esp. CAHJ,Vols. 1 -3 .  
I 970ft'. 

On Egyp. historical writings, see L. Bull in R. C. 
Dentan (ed.), The Idea 0/ HislOry in the Ancient 
Near East, 1 955 ,  pp. 3-34; C. de Wit, EQ 28, 1 956, 
pp. 1 58- 1 69. 

On rival Egyp. priesthoods, see H. Kees, Das 
Priestertum im Agyptischen Staat, 1 9 53, pp. 78-88 
and 62-69, also Nachträge, 1 958; see also 1. A. 
Wilson, Burden 0/ EgyptlCulture 0/ A ncient Egypt, 
eh . ix. Late Period, see K.  A.  Kitchen, The Third 
Intermediate Per iod in Egypt (1100-650 Be)l, 1 986, 
esp. Part IV. 

On Egypt under Persian domillion, see F. K. 
Kienitz, Die Politische Geschichte Agyptens, vom 7. 
bis zum 4. Jahrhundert I'or der Zeitwende, 1 953. For 
the Babylonian chronicle-tablets, see D. 1. Wise
man, Chronic/es 0/ Chaldaean Kings, 1 956. For a 
sm all but very important correction of Egyptian 
26th Dynasty dates, see R. A. Parker, Mitteilungen 
des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Kairo 
Abteilung, 1 5, 1 957, pp. 208-2 1 2 . 

For Graeco-Roman Egypt, see CAH, later vol
umes; Sir H. I .  Bell, Egypt /rom Alexander the 
Great to the Arab Conquest, 1 948, and his Cults and 
Creeds in Graeco-Roman Egypt, 1 953 and later 
edns.; W. H. Worrell, A Short Account 0/ the Copts, 
1 945. 

. 

Literature. For li terary works, cf W. K. Simpson 
(ed.), The Literature 0/ Ancient Egypt, 1 972, and 
M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 1-3 ,  
1 973-80; many historical texts in 1 .  H .  Breasted, 
Ancient Records 0/ Egypt, 5 vols., 1 9061 7. Con
siderable but abbreviated selections appear in 
ANET. Brilliant work in listing, identifying and 
restoring Egyp. literature is Poseper's Recherehes 
Litteraires, 1 -7, in the Revue d'Egyptologie 6- 1 2  
( 1 949-60). Still valuable in its field is T. E .  Peet, A 
Comparative Study 0/ the Literatures 0/ Egypt, 
Palestine and Mesopotamia, 1 93 1 .  

Religion. For Egyptian religion, a convenient 
outline in English is 1. Cerny, Ancient Egyptian 
Religion, 1 952; fuller c!etail and bibl iography in 1. 
Vandier, La Religion Egyptienne, 1 949; cf also S. 
Morenz, Egyptian Religion, 1 973; G. Hart, A Dic
tionary 0/ Egyptian Gods and Goddesses, 1 986. 

K.A.K. 

EGYPT, RIVER OF, The correct identification 01' 
' River of Egypt' is still uncertain; several distinct 
Heb. terms must be carefully distinguished. y" 6r 
mi�rayim, 'river ( = · Nile) of Egypt', refers 
exclusively to the Nile proper: its seasonal rise and 
fall being mentioned in Am. 8 :8 ,  and its upper 
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Egyptian reaches in IS.7: 1 8  (plural). The term n'har 
mi�rayim, '(flowing) river of Egypt', occurs once 
only (Gn . 1 5 : 1 8),  where by general definition the 
promised land lies between the two great rivers, 
Nile and Euphrates. These two terms (y" 6rln'har 
mi�rayim) are wholly separate from, and irrelevant 
to, the so-called 'river of Egypt' proper, the nafwl 
mi�rayim or 'torrent-wadi of Egypt'. The identifica
tion of this term, however, is bound up with that of 
Shihor, as will be evident from what now folIows. 

In the OT it is clearly seen that Shihor is a part 
of the Nile; see the parallelism of Shihor and y" 6r 
(Nile) in Is. 23 :3 ,  and Shihor as Egypt's Ni le cor
responding to Assyria's great river (Euphrates) in 
Je. 2: 1 8. Shihor is the extreme SW limit of territory 
yet to be occupied in Jos. 1 3 : 3  and from which 
Israelites could come to welcome the ark into Jeru
salem in I Ch.  1 3 :5 ,  and Jos 1 3 : 3  specifies it as cast 
of Egypt'. Hence Shihor is the lowest reaches 01' 
the easternmost of the Nile's ancient branches (the 
Pelusiac), flowing into the Mediterranean just W 
of Pelusium (Tell Farameh). This term Shihor is by 
origin Egyp. s-br, 'waters of Horus'; the Egyptian 
references agree with the biblical location in so far 
as they mention Shihor's producing salt and rushes 
for the not-distant Delta-capital Pi-Ra messe (Tanis 
or Qantir) and as the 'river' of the 1 4th Lower
Egyptian norne (province); see R. A. Caminos, 
Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, 1 9 54, pp. 74, 78 (his 
Menzalah-identification is erroneous), and espe
cially A. H. Gardiner, JEA 5, 1 9 1 8, pp. 25 1 -252. 

The real q uestion is whether 01' not the nahal 
mi�rayim, 'r iver (torrent-wadi) of Egypt' ,  is the 
same as the Shihor, easternmost branch 01' the 
Nile. 

Against the identification stands the fact that 
elsewhere in Scripture the Nile is never referred to 
as a nahal. The river of I s. 1 1 : 1 5  is often taken to be 
the Euphrates (note the Assyro-Egyp. context here, 
especially v. 1 6), and the threat to smite it into 
seven n'bälfm, wadis traversable on foot, represents 
a transformation of (not the normal description 
for) the river concerned , whether Nile 01' 
Euphrates. 

1 1' the 'wadi of Egypt' is not the Nile, the best 
alternative is the Wadi el-'Arish, which runs N out 
of Sinai to the Mediterranean 1 45 km E 01' Egypt 
proper (Suez Canal) and 80 km W of Gaza in Pal
estine. In defence of this ident ification can bc 
argued a perceptible change 01' terrain W and E 
from el-'Arish. WestwarJ to Egypt there is only 
barren desert and slight scrub; eastward there are 
meadows and arable land (A. H. Gardiner, JEA 6, 
1 920, p. 1 1 5). Hence Wadi el-' Arish would be a 
practical boundary, including the usable land and 
excluding mere desert, in the specific delimitations 
01' Nu. 34:5 and los. 1 5 :4, 47 (cf also Ezk. 47: 1 9: 
48:28). This is then simply echoed in I K i .  8 :65 (= 2 
Ch. 7:8); 2 Ki .  24 :7 and I s. 27 :  1 2 . Jos. 1 3 : 3  and I 
Ch. 1 3: 5  would then indicate the uttermost SW 
limit (Shihor) of Israelite activity (cf above). Sar
gon 11 and Esarhaddon 01' Assyria also mention 
the Wadi 01' Brook of Egypt in their texts. In 7 1 6  
BC Sargon reached the 'Brook (01' Wadi) 01' Egypt '  
(na�al mll�ur), 'opened the sealed harbour 01' 
Egypt' mingling Assyrians and Egyptians for trade 
purposes, and mentioning 'the border o{' the City 
of the Brook of Egypt', where he appointed a gov
ernor. Alarmed by the Assyr. activity, the shadow
pharaoh Osorkon IV sent a diplomatic present 01' 
' 1 2  big horses' to Sargon ( H .  Tadmor, JCS 1 2 , 
1 958, pp. 34, 78). All this fits weil with na�al mus"r 
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Egypt, sholVing the Wadi el-'Arish and the river Shihor, both possible identifications lVith the 'River 01 Egypt '. 

being Wadi el-'Arish and the 'City' there being the 
settlement EI-'Arish, Assyr. Arzl'i (Tadmor, art. 
eil., p. 78, note 1 94, with furt her bibliography on 
' River of Egypt'). 

One or two points apparently ravouring the 
�lternative view, viz. that the 'Wadi of Egypt' is 
the ShihorlPelusiac Nile-arm, must , however, not 
be overlooked. Many are inclined to cquate pre
�isely the terms of Jos. 1 3 :3 ,  Shihor, and Nu. 
34 :5 ,  Jos. 1 5 :4, 47 ( I ikewise I Ki .  8 :65 and I Ch.  
1 3 :5), nahal mi�rayim, making Wadi of Egypt 
another name of the Shihor-Nile. But this would 
make no allowance for different nuanccs in the 
Scripture texts concerned as outlined above. Fur
ther, it is true that Sargon 11 could weil have 
rcachcd the Pelusiac (easternmost) arm of the 
Nile; his 'City' there would then be Pelusium
which would most decidedly alarm Osorkon I V.  
Out the 'City' is  certainly the Arza(ni) of 
Esarhaddon's inscriptions (A NET, pp. 290-292, 
oassiln) which corresponds weil to 'Arish but not 
Pclusium (Egyp. sinw, swn). Finally, Egyptians 
and thc 1 9th Dynasty evidently regarded the 
Pclusiac area as de lacto the edge of Egypt 
proper: in Papyrus Anastasi 1 1 1 ,  I :  1 0, Ijuru (Pal
estine generally) extends 'from Sile to 'Upa 
(= Damascus)'; Sile ('The!') is modern Qantara a 
fcw km S and E of the former Pelusiac N ile-arm 
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(R .  A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, pp. 
69, 73 and refs. ) .  But this proves nothing about 
Israel's boundaries; as al ready mentioned, from 
Qantara to 'Arish is a desolate no-man's-Iand. In  
any case, 1 9th-Dynasty Egypt did assert author
ity and maintain wells ac ross the entire coast
strip, Qantara-'Arish-Gaza (see A. H. Gardiner, 
JEA 6, 1 920, pp. 99- 1 1 6, on thc mil itary road 
here). The Shihor/Nile idcnt ification of the Wadi 
01' Egypt has been advocated by H .  Bar-Deroma, 
PEQ 92, 1 960, pp. 37-56, but he takes no 
account of the contemporary Egyp. and Assyr. 
sources, the post-biblical matter cited being 
imprecise and of too late a date. The subject is 
not closed, but Wadi el- 'Arish is more likely to 
be the 'River (Wadi) of Egypt' than is the E Nile 
on present evidence. K . A . K .  

EGYPTIAN, THE, In  Acts 2 1 :38 an agitator lar 
whom the Roman officer commanding the Anto
nia fartress mistook Paul when the latter was set 
upon in the Temple precincts. According to 
Josephus (BJ 2. 26 1-263; Anl. 20. 1 69-1 72), this 
Egyptian came to Jerusalem c. AD 54, claiming to 
be a prophet, and led a great multitude to the 
Mount of Olives, promising that, at his command, 
the city walls would collapse belare them. Soldicrs 
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scnt by Felix dispersed his followers, with some 
bloodshed; the Egyptian escaped. ( * ASSASStNS.) 

F.F.B. 

EHUD (Heb. 'eMej) . A Benjaminite name (I Ch. 
7: 1 0; 8:6; Jdg. 3: 1 5) .  Ehud, the son of Gera, led the 
revoll against the Moabite occupation of E Ben
jamin (Jdg. 3); gaining a private audience of King 
Eglon, he killed hirn in his own apartments, and 
rallied the I sraelites to take advantage of the con
fusion into which the Moabites were thrown. His 
left-handedness was doubtless useful in taking 
Eglon unawares. The Heb. phrase 'deformed (lil .  
bound) in his right hand' is idiomatic; cf Jdg. 
20: 1 6 .  1 . P.U.L. 

EKRON. One of thc live principal Philistine cities, 
and a place of importance, having villages depend
ent upon it (Jos. 1 5 :45-46). Recent surveys suggest 
that it is to be identilied with Khirbet al
Muqanna', wh ich has hitherto been equated with 
• Eltekeh. Surface explorations in 1 957 showed the 
site was occupied in the Early Bronze Age but evi
dently not again until the Early l ron Age. The peak 
period, when the walled city occupied an area of 
some 40 acres, making it in fact the largest I ron 
Age settlement yet found in Palestine, was charac
terized by typical Philistine pottery. The tell has a 
projection at the NE corner wh ich perhaps repre
scnts the acropolis, and on the S slopes a double 
wall with gates and towers has been traced. In the 
allotment of territories Ekron was placed on the 
border between Judah and Dan (Jos. 1 5 : 1 1 , 45-46; 
1 9 :43), but at the death of Joshua it remained to be 
possessed. It was linally taken by Judah (Jdg. I :  1 8), 
but must havc been recaptured by thc Philistines, 
for they took the ark there when it was removed 
from Gath ( I  Sa. 5:  I 0), and it was from there that it 
was despatched to Beth-shemesh on the cow
drawn eart ( I  Sa. 6). It appears that Ekron was 
again temporarily in Israelite hands in the time of 
Samuel ( I  Sa. 7: 14), but the Philistines had retaken 
it by Saul's time ( I  Sa. 1 7: 52), and it was still held 
by them in the time of Amos ( I  :8) . In 701 BC Padi 
the rulcr of Ekron, a vassal of the Assyrians, was 
expelled by certain Ekronites and held captive by 
Hezekiah in Jcrusalem, but Scnnachcrib, in his 
campaign of thc year, retook Ekron (am-qar-ru-na) 
and rcstored Padi (ANET, pp. 287-288; DOTT, pp. 
66-67). Thc city is mentioned in the Annals of Es
arhaddon as tributary (AN ET, p. 29 1 ;  DOTT, p. 
74), but was still at that time rcgarded as a Philis
tinc city from thc ethnic point of view (Je. 25:20; 
Zp. 2:4; Zc. 9 :5 ,  7). Thc Bible is not concerned with 
the subscquent history of the city, though the 
name of the city god, • Baal-zebub (2 Ki.  1 :2-3), is 
familiar from the NT. 

BtBLIOGRAPHY. NEAEHL, pp. 1 05 1 - 1 059; Y. 
Aharoni, PEQ 90, 1 958, pp. 27-3 1 ;  Honigmann, 
Reallexikon der Assyriologie, I ,  1 932, p. 99; T. C. 
Mitchell in AOTS, pp. 405-406. T.C.M. 

ELAH ( Heb. 'eid, 'tcrebinth'). I .  A tribai prince of 
Edom (Gn.  36:4 1 ;  I Ch. 1 :52), perhaps the chief 01' 
the district of Elah, possibly the seaport of • Elath. 
2. Son of Baasha, and king of Israel for 2 years 
until he was assassinated by Zimri during a drunk
en orgy in the house 01' Arza, his stcward (I K i .  
1 6 :6- 14). 3. Father of Hoshea, thc  last king 01' 

I srael (2 Ki. 1 5 :30; 1 7 :  I ;  1 8 :  1 , 9) . 4. Second son 01 
Caleb, son of Jephunneh, Joshua's companion ( I  
Ch. 4 :  1 5) .  S. A Benjaminite who dwelt at Jerusalerr 
after the Exile ( I  Ch. 9:8) .  His name is one of thos! 
omitted in the parallcl list in Ne. 1 1 . 1 .G.G.N. 

ELAH (Heb. 'eid, 'terebinth'). A valley used by th<  
Philistines to gain acccss to Central Palestine. I ' 
was the scene of David's victory over Goliath ( I  
Sa. 1 7 :2; 2 1  :9), and is gcnerally identified with th< 
modern Wadi es-SanI. 18 km 'SW of Jerusalem. 

1 .D .D .  

ELAM, ELAMITES. The ancient name for thl 
plain of Khuzistan, watered by thc Kcrkh river 
which joins the Tigris just N of the Pcrsian Gul! 
Civil ization in this area is as old as, and c1osel) 
connected with, the cultures of lower Mesopota 
mia. A local pictographic script appeared ver� 
so on after the invention of 0 writing in Babylonia 
The Elamites cannot be certainly linked with an� 
other known race, although their language may bl 
related to the Dravidian family. The reference l< 
Elam as a son of Shem (Gn.  1 0:22) may weil reftec 
the presence of early Semitcs in this area, and then 
is archaeological cvidence in the time of Sargon 
(c. 2350 BC) and his successors of their inftucnce or 
the local culture. Rock sculptures depict typica 
Akkadian figures and bear Akkadian inscriptions 
although carved for Elamite rulers. The mountain 
ous region to the N and E was known as Ansha! 
and, from an early period, formed a part of Elam 
Sumcrian and Semitic plainsmen lookcd UPO! 
these ranges as the abode of evil spirits, and earl: 
epics describe the terrors they held for those wh< 
crossed them in search of the mineral wcalth O! 
states beyond (sec S. N. Kramer, His/ory BegilJs (/ 
Sumer, 1 958, pp. 57ff . .  230ff.). 
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Its control of the trade routes to thc I rania! 
plateau, and to the SE, made Elam thc objcct 01 
constant attacks from the plains of Mcsopotamia 
These in turn offercd great wealth to any con 
qucror. A strong Elamite dynasty, a king bein! 
succeeded by his brother, then his son, arose abou 
2000 BC and gaincd control 01' scvcral cities in Ba 
bylonia, destroying the powcr 01' the Sumeria! 
rulers 01' Ur and sack ing it (see ANET, pp. 455IT. 
480f.). To this period of Elamite suprcmacy shoul< 
• Chcdorlaomer probably be assigned (Gn. 14 : I )  
Hammurapi of BabyIon drove thc Elamitcs out ( 
1 760 BC, but the 'Amoritc' dynasty, to which ht 
belongcd, fell before Hittite and Elamitc attacks c 
1 595 BC. Invasions of Kassites coming from tht 
ccntral Zagros mountains ( 0 BABYLONlA) drove th, 
Elamites back to Susa, until a resurgencc of powc 
cnabled them to conquer and rule BabyIon for scv 
eral centuries (e. 1 300-1 1 20 BC) .  Among trophic' 
taken to Susa at this time was the famous Lawstelc O' 
Hammurapi. Elamite history is obscurc from c. 100< 
BC until the campaigns of Sargon of Assyria (e. 72 1 -
705 BC). Sennacherib and Ashurbanipal subjecte< 
the Elamitesand deported some of them to Samaria 
taking Israelites to Elam (Ezr. 4:9; Is. 1 1 :  1 1 ). 

After the collapse of • Assyria, Elam was an 
ncxed by the Indo-Europeans, who had graduall� 
gained power in Iran following their invasions e 
1 000 BC. Teispes (e. 675-640 BC), ancestor 0 1  
Cyrus, bore the title 'k ing of Anshan' and Sus, 
cvcntually became onc of the three chief citics 01 
the Medo-Persian empire. 



Elam is called upon by Isaiah to crush Babyion 
( ls. 2 1  :2) and this was carried out (cf On. 8:2). Yet 
Elam will be crushed in turn, even the famous 
archers defeated (Je. 25 :25 ;  49:34-39; cf Is. 22:6; 
Ezk. 32:24) . The crowd at Pentecost (Acts 2:9) con
tained men from as far away as Elam, presumably 
members of Jewish communities who had re
mained in exile in the semi-autonomous state of 
Elymais, though using Aramaie, the last flicker of 
Elamite independence. (*ARCHAEOLOGY, * M EDES, 
• PERSlA, * SUSA.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Hinz, The Lost World 01 
Elam, 1 972; E. Porada, Ancient Iran, 1 965. 

A.R.M.  

ELATH (ELOTH), EZION-GEBER. In the bib
lical sources there are three phases in the history 01' 
these places. First, as stations along the route of 
lhe Israelites moving from the Sinai wilderness (its 
E side) up to Qadesh-Barnea (Nu. 33:35-36; Ot .  
2:8) .  Ezion-Geber and Elalh are menlioned as lwo 
enlities. Second, Ezion-Geber appears alone in lhe 
1 0th-9th centuries BC as the port from which 
Solomon, in alliance with Hiram of Tyre, sent 
fleets out to Ophir and elsewhere ( I  Ki. 9:22; 2 Ch. 
8 :  1 7), and at which the ships of Jehoshaphal's 
planned expedition were wrecked (I Ki. 22:48; 2 
Ch. 20:36-37). Third, Elalh/Eloth reappears in the 
8th century BC, when Azariah (Uzziah) of Judah 
captured it and rebuilt i t  (2 Ki. 1 4:22), only for 
Ahaz to lose it to the Edomites up to 40 years later, 
under Aramean pressure (2 Ki .  1 6:6). The main 
site of Elath was placed at later Aila (about I km 
NE 01' Aqaba) by Robinson (Bibilica/ Researches 
in Pa/estine I ,  1 84 1 ,  24 1 ) . 

Some 4 km further W, Frank noted and Nelson 
Glueck dug an ancient site, Tel l  el-Kheleifeh, 
which both identified as Ezion-Geber. Glueck went 
further by identifying the main building within the 
fortress as a copper-smelting station, and assumed 
lhe sea had oncc been furt her N than now (cf his 
Other Side 01 the Jordan, 1 970, pp. 103-1 37), but, 
under later criticism, he modified his views some
what (BASOR 1 79 ,  1 965, pp. 1 5- 1 7), but still iden
lified as one site what the Bible gave as two. 

Recent work leads to much more radical conclu
sions. Tell el-Kheleifeh may never have been a port. 
Some 20 km to the S W, along the Sinai sidc of the 
Gulf of Aqaba, study of the little island, Jazirat 
Faraun, suggests that it would be a better location 
für Ezion-Geber. The island itself has an inner 
harbour. The strait between it is a suitably shel
lered mooring for ancient shipping and there are 
traces 01' ancient quays running out from the shore 
(cf A. Flinder, BAR 1 5/4, 1 989, pp. 30-43). This 
would provide a suitable starting-point for the en
lerprises of Solomon and (failed) Jehoshaphat. 

A re-study of the excavations of Tell Kheleifeh 
was made by G. Pratico ( ini tially BA 45, 1 982, pp. 
1 20-1 2 1 ;  BASOR 259, 1 985,  pp. 1 -32; cf BA R 
1 2/5 , 1 986, pp. 24-35; full report, G. O. Pratico, 
Ne/son G/ueck's 1 938- 1 940 Excavations a/ Tell e/
Khe/ei/eh: A Reappraisa/, 1 993). As a result, the his
tory of the si te extends only to the 8th-4th centur
ies BC, not back to the 1 0th (as Glueck had 
thought). It had two main phases: an official build
ing within a rectangular casemate-wall precinct, 
and then a fort and buildings within a larger pre
einet with offsets in the wal l .  It is eonceivable that 
this site represented lhe Elath captured and rebuilt 
by Azariah (casemate level I), then lost to the 
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Edomites and rebuilt by them (fort, levels l I -IV). 
But if the real Elath was just further E, then this 
site would have been a satellite of Elath proper, 
whoever built it .  Certainly it later belonged to the 
Edomites, witness the seal-impressions of an of
ficial Quas-anal. Phase V belonged to the Persian 
period (5th-4th centuries BC) . K .A .K .  

ELDAD (Heb. 'God has loved') .  An Israelite eider, 
associated with Medad in Nu.  1 1  :26--30; perhaps 
to be identified with Elidad (Nu. 34 :2 1 ) .  He and 
Medad failed to appear at the tabernacle of the 
congregation when summoned there with the sev
enty elders by Moses. They nevertheless shared in 
the gift of prophecy which the elders received from 
the Lord. Far from forbidding this apparently ir
regular display of divine power, Moses rejoiced 
and wished that all the Lord's people might 
become prophets. Such ecstatic behaviour was a 
significant feature of early OT • prophecy. 

J .B .Tr. 

ELDER. In most civilizations authority has been 
vested in those who by reason of age or experience 
have been thought best qualified to rule. It is not 
surprising therefore that the leaders in many an
cient communities have borne a title derived from a 
root meaning 'old age'. In this respect the Heb. 
'eider' (zäqen) stands side by side with the Homeric 
geron/es, the Spartan presbys, the Roman sena/us 
and the Arab sheikh. 

In the Pentateuch e1ders are referred to among 
the Egyptians (Gn. 50:7) and the Moabites and 
Midianites (Nu. 22:7), as weil as among the Israel
ites. In Ex. 3 : 1 6  the Israelites are represented as 
having had elders from the time of the Egyptian 
captivity, and i t  is with them that Moses is com
manded to collaborate in his bid for freedom. They 
were probably the heads of families in the first in
stance, but Ex. 24: I gives a fixed number of sev
enty. It was upon this inner circle of seventy elders 
that the Lord poured out the spirit in order that 
they should share the government of the people 
with Moses (Nu. 1 1  :25). 

After the wilderness period every city seems to 
have had its own ruling body of elders whose 
duties, according to Deuteronomic legislation, in
c1uded acting as judges in apprehending murderers 
(Dt. 1 9 : 1 2), conducting inquests (Dt.  2 1  :2) and set
tling matrimonial disputes (Dt. 22: 1 5; 25 :7). If  
theirs was a city of refuge they also heard pleas for 
asylum (Jos. 20:4; but see also Nu.  35 :24). Their 
numbers varied, Succoth having seventy-seven 
(Jdg. 8 : 1 4), and they are associated with other civil 
officials, e.g. heads of tribes (Dt. 5 :23; 29: 1 0) and 
officers and judges (Jos. 8 :33). Maybe the term 
'elders' was a general word for the ruling body and 
included some of these officials. 
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The national body of 'elders of Israel' still exer
cised considerable influencc under the Monarchy 
as the chieftains of the people, having first agitated 
for the appointment of a king ( I  Sa. 8:4f.) and 
having finally accepted David (2 Sa. 5 :3) .  Their 
position and influence were recognized by Solo
mon (I Ki .  8: 1 , 3),  Ahab (I Ki. 20:7), Jezebel (I Ki. 
2 1 :8), Jehu (2 Ki .  10 : 1 ) ,  Hezekiah (2 Ki .  1 9 :2) and 
Josiah (2 Ki .  23 :  I ). Ezekiel in captivity dealt with 
them (Ezk. 8 :  I ;  14: I ;  20: I), and they appear also in 
Ezra's time and in the Gk. period. While their au
thority was originally civil, by NT times the 'elders 
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of the people' (presbyteroi /Ou laou) shared with the 
chief priests the power of determining religious af
fairs and, if necessary, of expulsion from the 
• synagogue. See also • Sanhedrin and (for NT use) 
• Presbyter. J .B .Tr. 

ELEALEH ( Heb. 'eI'äleh, 'God is exalted'). A 
town E of Jordan always mentioned in conjunction 
with Heshbon. Conquered by Gad and Reuben 
(Nu. 32:3), rebuilt by the latter tribe (32:37), and 
later Moabite, it was the subject of prophetic warn
ings ( l s. 1 5 :4; 1 6:9; Je. 48:34). Identified with the 
modern el-'AI, 4 km N E  of Heshbon. J.D.D. 

ELEAZAR. The name (meaning 'God has 
helped') of a number of OT figures. In all but a few 
cases ( I  Sa. 7 :  I ;  2 Sa. 23 :9- 1 0  ( I  Ch. 1 1 : 1 2) ;  I Ch. 
23 :2 1 -22; 24:28; Ezr. 8 :33; 1 0:25; Ne. 1 2 :42; M t .  
I :  1 5) Eleazar the third son o f  • Aaron, whom he 
succeeded as chief priest (Nu. 20:25-28; Dt. 1 0:6), 
is meant. Even before his father's death he is repre
sen ted as having an important position in the 
priestly hierarchy (Nu. 3 :32; 4 :  1 6; 16:37-40; 1 9 :3-
4), which resulted from the punishment of his eider 
brothers Nadab and Abihu (Lv. 1 0 : 1 -2). As chief 
priest he is frequently mentioned alongside Moses 
or Joshua as a leader of the Israelites (e.g. Nu.  
26: 1 ;  los. 1 4: 1 ) . 

Most references in the OT are either in wh at 
some scholars call the 'priestly' sections of the 
Pentateuch (see below) or in the work of the 
Chronicler. In post-exilic times 'the sons of Elea
zar' formed one of the two main divisions of the 
full priesthood, 'the sons of Aaron' (I Ch. 24:4-6; 
in Ezr. 8:2 his son Phinehas appears as the ancestor 
of the group). Since Zadok was at this time 
regarded as a descendant of Eleazar ( I  Ch. 6: 1 -8, 
50-53; 24:3), it appears that the high priesthood 
was held by members of this division. Ezra was an 
important member of it (Ezr. 7:5) .  l t  is widely 
thought that the tradition about Eleazar was 
developed in priestly circles to safeguard the 
exclusive privileges of this group, who have been 
the descendants of the priests who officiated in 
Jerusalem before the Exile (cf Cody). If this were 
correct, it would affect the way in which the rele
vant texts are understood. But that Aaron did have 
a son Eleazar who followed hirn in his priestly 
office and had a son called Phinehas is firmly estab
lished on the basis of older texts (Dt. 1 0:6; Jos. 
24 :33 and (?) Jdg. 20:28). According to los. 24:33  
he  was buried a t  Gibeah in the land of Ephraim. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. !DB, 2, pp. 75-76; A. Cody, A 
History 0/ Old Testament Priesthood, 1 969, pp. 
1 7 1 - 1 74. G. I.D .  

ELECfION. The act of choice whereby God picks 
an individual or group out of a larger company for 
a purpose or destiny of his own appointment. The 
main OT word for this is the verb bä!lQr, which 
expresses the idea of deliberately selecting some
one or something after carefully considering the 
alternatives (e.g. sling-stones, I Sa. 1 7:40; a place 
of refuge, Dt. 23: 1 6; a wife, Gn.  6:2; good rather 
than evil, Is. 7: 1 5f.; l ife rather than death, Dt .  
30 :  1 9f.; the service of God rather than of idols, los. 
24:22). The word implies a decided preference for, 
sometimes positive pleasure in ,  the object chosen 
(cf,  e.g. ,  Is. I :29). In LXX and the NT the corres-

ponding verb is eklegomai. eklegö is commonly 
active in classical Gk. ,  but the biblical writcrs 
always use it in the middle voice, with reflexive 
overtones: it thus means 'choose out for oneself'. 
haireomai is used synonymously of God's choice in 
2 Thes. 2 :  1 3 , as in Dt. 26: 1 8 , LXX . The cognate ad
jectives are Heb. bäbfr and Gk. eklekros, translated 
'elect' or 'chosen';  the NT also uses the noun 
ekloge, 'election'. The Heb. verb yäcfa' ,  'know'. 
which is used of various acts of knowing Ihat, in 
idea at least, imply and express affection (e.g. rela
tions between the sexes, and the believer's acknow
ledgment of God), is used to denote God's election 
(i.e. his taking cognizance of persons in love) in 
Gn. 1 8 : 1 9  (see RV) ; Am. 3:2; Ho. 1 3 : 5 .  The Gk.  
proginöskö, 'foreknow', is similarly used in  Rom . 
8:29; 1 1 :2 to mean 'forelove' (cf also the use of 
ginöskö in I Cor. 8 :3 and Ga!. 4:9). 
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I.  Old Testament usage 
Israelite faith was founded on the belief that Israel 
was God's chosen people. His choice of her had 
been made by means of two connected and com
plementary acts. (a) He chose Abraham and his 
seed, by taking Abraham out of Ur and bringing 
hirn to the promised land of Canaan, making there 
an everlasting covenant with hirn and his descend
ants, and promising hirn that h is seed should be a 
blessing to all the earth (Gn. 1 1 : 3 1 - 1 2 :7 ;  1 5 ; 1 7; 
22: 1 5- 1 8 ;  Ne. 9:7; Is. 4 1  :8). (b) He chose Abra
ham's seed by redeeming them from slavery in 
Egypt, bringing them out of bondage under 
Moses, renewing the Abrahamic covenant with 
them in an amplified form at Sinai and setting 
them in the promised land as their national horne 
(Ex. 3 :6-1 0; Dt. 6:2 1 -23; Ps. 1 05) .  Each 01' these 
acts of choice is also described as God's call, i. e. a 
sovereign utterance of words and disposal of 
events by wh ich God summoned, in the one case. 
Abraham, and in the other, Abraham's seed, 10 
acknowledge hirn as their God and live to hirn as 
his people ( Is. 5 1  :2; Ho. 1 1 :  I ;  • CALL) . Israelite 
faith looked back to these two acts as having cre
ated the nation (cf Is. 43: I ;  Acts 1 3 :  1 7) .  

The meaning of Israel's election appears from 
the following facts: 

a. Its souree was God's free omnipotent love. 
Moses' speeches in Deuteronomy stress this. When 
he chose Israel, God 'set his love on' I srael (Dt .  
7 :7; 23:5) :  why? Not because Israel first chose hirn, 
nor because Israel deserved his favour. Israel was 
in fact the reverse of attractive, being neither nu
merous nor righteous, but feeble, small and rebell i
ous (Dt. 7:7; 9:4-6). God's love to Israel was spon
taneous and free, exercised in defiance of demerit. 
having no cause save his own good pleasure. He 
made it his delight and satisfaction to do Israel 
good (Dt. 28:63; cf 30:9) simply because he re
solved to do so. lt was true that in delivering Israel 
from Egypt he was keeping a promise made to the 
Patriarchs (Dt. 7:8), and there was a necessity 01' 
the divine character in that, for it is God's nature 
always to be faithful to his promises (cf Nu. 23: 1 9 ; 
2 Tim. 2: 1 3); but the making of this promise had 
itself been an act of free unmerited love, for the 
Patriarchs were themselves sinners (as Gn. is at 
pains to show), and God chose Abraham, the first 
recipient of the promise, out of idolatry (Jos. 
24:2f.). Here too, therefore, the cause of election 
must be sought, not in man, but in God. 

God is King in his world, and his love is omnipo
tent. Accordingly, he implemented his choice of 



I srael by means 01" a miraculous deliverancc (by 'a 
l1ighty hand', Dt. 7 :8 ,  eIe.) out of a state of help
less captivity. Ezk . 1 6: 3-6 dwei ls on Israel's pit iablc 
:ondition when God chose her; Ps. 1 35:4- 1 2  extols 
his display of sovereignty in bringing his chosen 
pcople out of bondage into the promised land. 

b. The goal 01' Israel's election was, proximatcly. 
the blessing and salvation of the people through 
God's scparating them for hirnself (Ps. 33: 1 2), and, 
ult imately, God's own glory through Isracl's show
lIlg forth his praise to the world ( l s. 43:201".; cf Pss. 
79 : 1 3;  96: I - I O), and bearing witness of the great 
things he had done ( l s. 43 : 1 0-1 2 ;  44:8). I sracl's 
!Icction involved separation. By it, God madc 
Israel a holy people, i. e. one set apart for hirnself 
:Dt .  7 :6; Lv. 20:26b). He took them as his inherit
mce (Dt .  4 :20; 32:9- 1 2) and treasure (Ex. 1 9 :5 ;  Ps. 
1 35:4), promising to protect and prosper them (Dt .  
28 : 1 - 1 4), and to dweil with them ( Lv. 26: 1 1 1: ) .  
Election made them his  people, and hirn their God, 
In  covenant together. It had in view living com
l1union between them and hirn. Their destiny, as 
his chosen people, was to enjoy his manifested 
presence in their midst and to receive the multitude 
of good gifts which he promised to shower upon 
them. Their election was thus an act of blessing 
which was the fount of all other blessings. Hence 
the prophets express the hope that God would re
itore his people and presence to Jerusalem after the 
Exile, and re-establish conditions of blessing there, 
by saying that God will again 'choose' Israel and 
Jerusalem ( l s. 1 4: I ;  Zc. I :  1 7; 2: 1 2; cf 3:2). 

c. The religious and elhieal obligalions created by 
Israel's election were far-reaching. Election, and 
the covenant relationship based on it, wh ich dis
linguished I srael from all other nations, was a 
motive to grateful praise (Ps. 147 : 1 9f. ), loyal keep
ing of God's law (Lv. 1 8 :4f.) anel resolute non
:onformity to the idolatry and wrongdoing of thc 
unelected world ( Lv. 1 8 :2f.; 20:22f. ;  Dt. 14 :  I f. ; Ezk. 
20:5-7, elc. ) .  Also, i t  gave Israel grounds for un
fal tering hope and trust in God in times of distress 
ilnd discouragement (cf I s. 4 1 :8- 1 4; 44: l f. ;  Hg. 
2:23; Ps. 1 06:4f.) .  I rreligious Israelites, however, 
were betrayed by the thought of the national elec
lion into complacently despising other nations, 
ilnd assuming that they could always rely on God 
lor protection and preferential treatment, no 
matter wh at their own lives were like (cf Mi.  3: 1 1 ; 
Je. 5: 1 2). It was this delusion, and in particular the 
idea that Jerusalem, as the city of God, was inviol
able, lhat the false prophets fostered in the days 
before lhc Exile (Je. 7 : 1 -1 5 ;  23:9f.;  Ezk. 1 3}. l n  fact, 
however, as God had made plain from the first ( Lv. 
26: 14fT. ; Dt. 28 :  1 5fT.) ,  national eleclion implied a 
itrict judgment of national sins (Am. 3:2). The 
Exile proved that God's threats had not been idle. 

d. Within the chosen people, God chose indi
I'iduals Jor specijie lasks designed to further lhe 
purpose of the national election-i. e. Israel's own 
!njoymcnt of God's blessing, and, ultimately, the 
blessing of the world. God chose Moses (Ps. 
1 06:23), Aaron (Ps 1 05:26), the priests (Dt. 1 8 :5), 
the prophets (cf Je. I :5), the kings (I Sa. 1 0:24; 2 
�a. 6:2 1 ;  I Ch .  28 :5) ,  and the Servant-Saviour 01' 
Isaiah's prophecy ('my elect', Is. 42 : 1 ;  cf 49: 1 , 5), 
Nho sufTers persecution ( l s. 50:5ff.), dies for sins 
: I s. 53) and brings the Gentiles light ( ls. 42: 1 -7; 
t9:6). God's use of Assyria and 'my servant' Neb
uchadrezzar as his scourges ( l s. 7: 1 8ff. ; 10:5ff.; Je. 
25 :9; 27 :6; 43 : 10) ,  and of Cyrus, a man ignorant of 
God, as a benefactor to the chosen people ( l s. 
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45:4), is tcrmed by H. H. Rowley 'clection without 
covcnant' ( The Biblical Doelrine oJ ElecI iOIl, 1 950, 
ch . 5), but the phrase is improper; the Bible always 
reserves the vocabulary of election lor the coven
ant people and covenant functionaries drawn from 
Israel's own ranks. 

e. The promised blessings of election were Jor
feiler! Ihrollgh IIl1belieJ (md disobedienee. The 
prophets, facing widespread hypocrisy, insisted 
that God would reject the ungodly among his 
people (Je. 6 :30; 7 :29). Isaiah loretold lhat only a 
faithful remnant would live to enjoy the golden age 
that was to lollow the inevitable judgment on I s
rael's sins ( Is. 1 0:20-22; 4 :3 ;  27:6; 37:3 I f.) . Jer
emiah and Ezekiel, living in the time 01' that judg
ment, looked for a day when God, as part of his 
work of restoration, would regenerate such of his 
people as he had spared, and ensure their covenant 
I"aithfulness lor the future by giving each of them a 
new heart (Je. 31 : 3 1  ff. ; 32:39f.; Ezk . 1 1 : 1 91'.; 
36:25fT.) .  These prophecies, with their locus on in
dividual piety, pointed to an individualizing of the 
concept of election (cf Ps. 65:4): they gave grounds 
for distinguishing between e1ection to privilege and 
election to l ife, and for conciuding that , while God 
had chosen the whole nation for the privilege of 
living under the covenant, he had chosen only 
some of them (those made faithful by regener
ation) to inherit the riches of the relationship to 
hirnself wh ich the covenant held out, while the rest 
forfeited those riches by their unbelief. The NT 
teaching about election assurnes these distinctions; 
see especially Rom. 9. 
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11. New Testament usage 
The NT announces the extension of God's 
covenant-promises to the Gentile world and the 
transference of covenant-privileges from the lineal 
seed of Abraham to a predominantly Gentile body 
(cf Mt.  2 1 :43) consisting of all who had become 
Abraham's true seed and God's true I srael through 
faith in Christ (Rom. 4:9- 1 8 ;  9:6f.; Ga!. 3 : 14ff., 29; 
6: 1 6; Eph. 2: l i fT. ;  3:6-8). The unbelieving natural 
branches were broken off from God's olive-tree 
(the elect community, sprung from the Patriarchs), 
and wild olive branches (believing Genti les) were 
ingrafted in their place (Rom. 1 1 : 1 6-24). Faithless 
Israel was rejected and judged, and the inter
national Christian church took Israel's place as 
God's chosen nation, living in the world as his 
people and worshipping and prociaiming hirn as 
their God. 

The NT presents the idea of election in the fol
lowing forms: 

a. Jesus is hailed as God's elect one by the Father 
hirnself (Lk .  9 :35,  reading eklelegmenos, an echo 
of Is. 42 : 1 ), and probably by John the Baptist (Jn. 
1 :34, if ekleklos is the right reading; see Barrett ad 
loc.). The sneer of Lk. 23:35 shows that 'the elect 
one' was used as a Messianic designation in 
Christ's day (as it is in the book of Enoch, 40:5 ;  
45:3-5, eIe.). I n  I Pet. 2:4, 6 Christ is called God's 
elect corner-stone; this echoes Is. 28: 1 6, LXX. In 
reference to Christ, the designation 'points to the 
unique and distinct ive office with which he is in
vested and to the peculiar delight which God the 
Father takes in hirn' (1. Murray in Baker's Dicliol1-
ary oJ Theology, 1 960, p. 1 79). 

b The adjective 'elect' denotes the Christian 
community in its character as the chosen people of 
God, in contrast with the rest of man kind. This 
usage simply echoes the OT. The church is 'an elect 
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race' (I Pet. 2:9, quoting Is. 43:20; cf also 2 Jn. I ,  
1 3 ), having the privileges 01' access t o  God and the 
responsibil ities of praising and proclaiming hirn, 
and faithfully guarding his truth, which Israel had 
had bcfore. As in the ca se 01' Israel, God had mag
nified his mercy by choosing poor and un
distinguished persons lor this momentous destiny 
(I Cor. I :27tf.; Jas. 2:5;  cf Dt. 7:7;  9:6); and, as 
betore, God's gracious choice and call had created 
a people-his people-which had no existence as a 
people before ( I  Pet. 2: I 0; Rom. 9:25f. ,  citing Ho. 
I :  1 0; 2 :23) .  

In  the Synoptics Christ refers to the eklektoi (pI .) 
in various eschatological contexts. They are those 
whom God accepts, and will accept, because they 
have responded to the gospel invitation and come 
to the wedding-feast stripped of self-righteousness 
and clad in the wedding-garment provided by the 
host, i. e. trusting in God's mercy (Mt.  22: 1 4) .  God 
will vindicate them (Lk.  1 8 :7) and keep them 
through coming tribulation and peril (Mk.  1 3:20, 
22), for they are the objects of his special care. 

c. eklegomai is used of Christ's choice of his 
apostles (Lk . 6 :  1 3 ; cf Acts 1 :24; 9: 1 5) and the 
church's choice of deacons (Acts 6:5) and delegates 
(Acts 1 5 : 22 ,  25) .  This is election to special service 
from among the ranks of the elect community, as in 
the OT. Christ's choosing of the Twelve for apos
tolic office involved the choosing of them out of 
the world to enjoy salvation (cf Jn. 1 5 : 1 6 , 1 9), 
except in the case of Judas (cf Jn .  1 3 : 1 8) .  

111 .  TheoIogicaI development in NT 
The complete theological development of the idea 
of election is found in Paul's Epistles (see espe
cially Rom. 8 :28- 1 1 :36; Eph. 1 :3- 14; I Thes. 1 :2-
1 0; 2 Thes. 2 : 1 3- 1 4; 2 Tim. 1 :9-1 0) .  Paul presents 
divine election as a gracious, sovereign, eternal 
choice of individual sinners to be saved and glori
fied in and through Christ. 

a. Election is a gracious choice. Election 'by 
grace' ( Rom. 1 1 :5;  cf 2 Tim. 1 :9) is an act of un
deserved favour freely shown towards members of 
a fallen race to which God owed nothing but wrath 
(Rom. I :  1 8tf.). And not only does God choose sin
ners to save (cf Rom. 4:5; 5 :6-8; Eph. 2 : 1 -9); he 
chooses to save them in a way which exalts his 
grace by magnifying their sinfulness. He shuts up 
his elect, both lew and Gentile, in a state of dis
obedience and unbel ief, so that they display their 
true character as sinners, and stand out in history 
confessed as unbel ievers, before he shows them his 
mercy ( Rom. 1 1 :30-32; the Gentiles, 9:30; 1 0:20; 
the lews, 1 0 : 1 9 , 2 1 ;  1 1 : 1 1 , 25f. ['so' in v. 26 means 
'through the coming in 01' the Gentiles']). Thus the 
outworking of election further exhibits the gra
tuitousness of grace. 

b. Election is a sovereign choice, prompted by 
God's own good pleasure alone (Eph. 1 :5, 9), and 
not by any works of man, accomplished or fore
seen ( Rom. 9: 1 1 ) ,  or any human etforts to win 
God's favour (Rom. 9: 1 5- 1 8).  Such etforts would 
in any case be vain, for however high sinners aspire 
and however fast they run, they still in reality only 
sin (Rom. 8 :7f.) .  God in sovereign freedom treats 
some sinners as they deserve, hardening (Rom. 
9: 1 8 ;  1 1 :7- 1 0, cf 1 :28; I Thes. 2 : 1 51'.) and destroy
ing them (Rom. 9:2 1 f.) ;  but he selects others to be 
'vessels of mercy', receiving 'the riches of his glory' 
( Rom. 9:23) .  This discrimination involves no in
justice, for the Creator owes mercy to none, and 
has a right to do as he pleases with his rebellious 

creatures (Rom. 9:  1 4-2 1 ) . Thc wonder is not that 
he withholds mercy from some, but that he should 
be gracious to any. God's purpose of sovereign dis
crimination between sinner and sinner appeared as 
early as his limitation 01' the Abrahamic promisc to 
Isaac's line and his setting 01' Jacob over Esau 
(Rom. 9:7- 1 3) .  It was true from the first that 'not 
all who are descended from Israel belong to I srael' 
(Rom. 9:6), and that those Israelites who actually 
enjoyed the salvation promised to the chosen 
people were only 'a remnant, chosen by grace' 
(Rom. I I  : 5 ;  9 :27-29). And it remains true, accord
ing to Paul, that it is God's sovereign election alone 
that explains why, when the gospel is preached, 
some do in fact respond to i t .  The unbelief of the 
rest requires no special explanation, for no sinner, 
left to hirnself, can helieve ( I  Cor. 2: 1 4); but the 
phenomenon of faith needs explaining. Paul's ex
planation is that God by his Spirit causes the elect 
to believe, so that when men come to a true and 
active faith in Christ it proves their election to be a 
reality ( I  Thes. I :4tf.; Tit. I :  I ;  cf Acts 1 3 :48). 

c. Election is an eternal choice. God chose us, 
says Paul, 'before the foundation of the world' 
(Eph. 1 :4; 2 Thes. 2:  1 3; 2 Tim. 1 :9). This choice was 
an act of • predestination (Eph. 1 :5, 1 1 ) ,  a part 01' 
God's eternal purpose (Eph. I :9), an exercise of 
loving foreknowledge whereby God determined to 
save those whom he foreknew (Rom. 8 :29f. ;  cf I 
Pet. 1 :2). Whereas the OT, dealing with the na
tional election to privilege, equates God's choosing 
with his calling, Paul, dealing with personal elec
ti on to salvation,  distinguishes the choice from the 
call, and speaks of God's calling (by wh ich he 
means a summons to faith wh ich etfectively evokes 
a response) as a stage in the temporal execution of 
an eternal purpose of love (Rom. 8 :30; 9 :23f.; 2 
Thes. 2: 1 3f.; 2 Tim. 1 :9). Paul stresses that election 
is eternal in order to assure his readers that it is 
immutable, and nothing that happens in time can 
shake God's resolve to save them. 

d. Election is a choice of individual sinners to be 
saved in and through Christ. Election is 'in Christ' 
(see Eph. 1 :4), the incarnate Son, whose historical 
appearing and mediation were themselves included 
in God's eternal plan ( I  Pet. 1 :20; Acts 2:23) .  Elec
tion in Christ means, first, that the goal of election 
is that God's chosen should bear Christ's image 
and share h is glory (Rom. 8 :29, cf v. 1 7 ; 2 Thes. 
2: 1 4) .  They are chosen for hol iness (wh ich means 
Christlikeness in all their conduct) in this l ife (Eph. 
1 :4), and glorification (wh ich means Christlikeness 
in all their being, cf 2 Cor. 3: 1 8; Phil . 3 :2 1 )  in the 
life to come. Election in Christ means, second, thaI 
the elect are to be redeemed from the guilt and 
stain of sin by Christ, through his atoning death 
and the gift of his Spirit (Eph. 5:25-27; 2 Thes. 
2: 1 3; cf I Pet. 1 :2). As he hirnself said, the Father 
has given hirn a certain number of persons to save. 
and he has undertaken to do everything necessary 
to bring them all to eternal glory (J n .  6 :37-45: 
1 0 : 14-16 ,  2 7-30; 1 7 :2, 6, 9tf , 24). Election in 
Christ means, third, that the means whereby the 
blessings of election are brought to the elect is 
union with Christ-his union with them represen· 
tatively, as the last Adam, and vitally, as the l ife
giver, indwelling them by his Spirit, and their union 
with hirn by fai th.  
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IV. Significance of election for the believer 
Paul finds in the believer's knowledge of h is elec
tion a threefold religious significance. 



a. It shows hirn that his salvation, first to last, is 
111 01' God, a fruit  of sovereign discriminating 
nercy. The redemption which he finds in Christ 
llone and receives by faith alone has its source, not 
In any personal qualification, but in grace alone
the grace of election. Every spiritual blessing flows 
to hirn from God's electing decree (Eph. I :3ff.). 
The knowledge of his election, therefore, should 
teach hirn to glory in God, and God only ( I  Cor. 
1 : 3 1 ) . and to give hirn the praise that is his due 
(Rom. 1 1  :36). The ultimate end of election is that 
God should be praised (Eph. 1 :6 ,  1 2, 1 4),  and the 
thought of election should drive ransomed sinners 
to incessant doxologies and thanksgivings, as it 
does Paul (Rom. 1 1  : 33f ;  Eph. I : 3ff.; I Thes. I :3ff.; 
2 Thes. 2: 1 3ff.). Wh at God has revealed about elec
ti on is to Paul a theme, not for argument, but for 
worship. 

b. It assures the believer of his eternal security, 
and removes all grounds for fear and despondency. 
If he is in grace now he is in grace for ever. Nothing 
can affect his justified status (Rom. 8 : 33f.) ;  nothing 
can cut hirn off from God's love in Christ (Rom. 
8 :35-39). He will never be safer than he is, for he is 
already as safe as he can be. This is precious know
ledge; hence the desirability of making sure that 
one's election is  a fact (cf 2 Pet. I :  ( 0) .  

e. I t  spurs the believer to  ethical endeavour. So 
far from sanctioning licence (cf Eph. 5:5f.) or pre
sumption (cf Rom. 1 1 :  1 9-22), the knowledge of 
one's election and the benefits that flow from it is 
the supreme incentive to humble, joyful, thankrul 
love, the mainspring of sanctifying gratitude (Co!. 
3 : 1 2- 1 7) 
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ELECT LADY. 2 John is addressed to 'the elect 
lady' (eklekte kyria) . This may signify an indi
vidual, either unnamed, or named Electa, or Kyria, 
or Electa Kyria. There are fairly convincing objec
tions to each of these suggestions. Further, t he ab
sence of personal allusions, the almost unvarying 
use of the plural, the contents of the letter and the 
concluding 'The children of your elect si ster greet 
you' combine to make it likely that the Epistle is 
addressed to a church. No parallel is known, but 
this seems to be the least diRlcult explanation. 

L.M.  

ELEMENTS. Gk.  stoicheia, translated 'elements' 
in 2 Pet. 3 : 1 0, 1 2 ; 'elemental spirits' in Ga!. 4 :3 ,  9; 
Co!. 2:8, 20 (AV 'rudiments'), is the neuter plural of 
the adjective stoicheios, wh ich means 'standing in a 
row', 'an element in a series'. Hence stoicheia is 
used: I .  for the letters of the alphabet when written 
out in series. From this use comes the meaning 
'first principles', 'the ABC' of any subject, as in 
Heb. 5:  1 2 . 2. It may aiso mean t he component 
parts of physical bodies. In particular, the Stoics 
used the term for the four elements: earth, water, 
air, fire. 3. There is evidence in Christian writers 
from the middle of the 2nd century AD for the 
use of stoicheia in an astronomical sense for the 
heavenly bodies (cf Justin Martyr, Apol. 2.  5 .  2). 
4. Evidence from the Orphic hymns and the 
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Hermetica, coupled with modern Gk. usage, 
shows that stoicheia later came to mean 'angels', 
'spirits' ('elemental spirits'). But it is not estab
lished that i t  was thus used as early as the I st 
century AD; alleged early instances are either of 
doubtful meaning or of doubtful date. Jewish 
writers associate spirits or angels with various 
physical objects (cf 1 Enoch 40: 1 1 -2 1 ;  Jubilees 
2:2) but do not call them stoicheia (of 2 Enoch 
1 6 :7, sometimes cited for this, we do not have the 
Gk. text). 

Critics have suggested all four senses for the 
Pauline passages. 2 agrees with the preoccupation 
with regulations about material things in Co! . 2 :2 1 ,  
and the reference to philosophy in 2 :8 .  3 agrees 
with the mention of calendar observances in Ga! .  
4: I O. 4 agrees with the reference to false gods in 
Ga! . 4:8 and to angels in Co! .  2 :  18 .  Paul seems to 
apply his remarks equally to the Jewish and Gen
tile worlds, but  this offers no criterion for his  mean
ing. The Jews paid great attention to physical 
things and astronomy in the law and believed in the 
mediation of angels (cf Ga!. 3 :  1 9; 1 :8);  the Gen
tiles concerned themselves with the elements and 
with astronomy in their philosophy and wor
shipped false gods, whom Paul identifies with 
demons (l Cor. 1 0:20). Perhaps the best interpret
ation on these lines combines senses 2 and 3 in the 
fashion of the Sibylline Orae/es (2. 206; 8. 337).  
Sense 1 ,  'the ABC of religion', accords weil  with 
the general context in Galatians, with its insistence 
that Paul's converts should not turn back to a 
system meant for the 'childhood' of religion, but 
this gives a strained sense to the genitive 'of the 
world', which must be taken to mean 'favoured by 
the world' or 'characteristic of the world'. The 
question has been in dispute since the Patristic 
period, and must be lef! open unless more evidence 
comes to light .  

In 2 Pet. 3 the mention of stoicheia between 
'heaven' and 'earth' in v. 10 strongly suggests sense 
2. Those who favour sense 4 in Paul have argued 
for it here also, pointing to the Testament 0/ Levi 
4:  I ;  1 Enoch 68:2 for references to spirits being dis
solved in fire. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Delling, TDNT 7, pp. 670-
687; P. T. O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, WBC, 
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1 982, pp. 1 29-1 34. M .H .C. 

ELHANAN. 1.  I n  2 Sa. 21 : 1 9, RV, RSV, we read that 
Elhanan the son of Jaare-oregim slew Goliath the 
Gittite. When this is compared with I Ch .  20: 5 ,  
where we read, 'Elhanan the  son  of Jair slew 
Lahmi the brot her of Goliath the Git tite', i t  i s  ap
parent from the setting and the names used that 
the two verses refer to the same event .  

One solution is to conclude that  in 2 Samuel we 
have an interesting example of how easily corrup
tion may slip into the text. Jaare is the same as Jair 
with the two final Heb. letters reversed. The word 
'ör'gim is the Heb. for 'weavers' and has slipped in 
by careless copying, duplicating the place where 
EVV translate 'weavers'. The Heb. words for 'Beth
lehemite' and 'Lahmi the brother' are so similar as 
to make i t  almost certain that one is the corruption 
of the other. We should therefore regard I Ch.  20:5 
as the original and true reading. An alternative so
lution is to conclude that in I Ch.  20:5 we have a 
harmonistic midrash, designed to get rid of the 
apparent discrepancy between 2 Sa. 2 1 : 19 and I 
Sa. 1 7: 1 2ff., where Goliath the Gittite is killed by 
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David. But Elhanan may have been David's ori
ginal name. 

2. In 2 Sa. 23 :24 and I eh. 1 1  :26 Elhanan, the 
son of Dodo, is named as one of David's mighty 
men. This is a different person. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Weingreen, From Bible 10 
Mishna, 1 976, pp. 1 6f.,  1 39. G.T.M. 

F.F.B. 

ELI. The story of Eli is told in I Sa. 1-4. He was 
'the priest' in 'the house of the Lord' at Shiloh ( I  
Sa. 1 :3 , 7, 9). This 'house' must have been the inter
tribai sanctuary, incorporating the tabernacle (Jos. 
1 8 :  I ;  Jdg. 1 8 :3 1 ), with some additional structure; 
and here was the ark (I Sa. 4:3). Eli's ancestry is 
not given, but by comparing I Ki. 2 :27 with I eh. 
24:3 we deduce that Phinehas, his son, and there
fore Eli hirnself, was a descendant of I thamar, the 
youngest son of Aaron. We have no information as 
to how the priesthood passed from the line of 
Eleazar (I eh. 6:4- 1 5);  but the Samaritan tradition 
that i t  was seized from Uzzi when a child must be 
rejected as due to racial bias. (See E. Robertson, 
The Old Testament Problem, 1 950, p. 1 76.) 

From I Sa. 1 4: 3  and 22:9ff. i t  appears that Eli's 
descendants, through Phinehas and his son 
Ahitub, continued to exercise the priesthood for a 
time at Nob. 

Because of the scandalous conduct of Eli's sons, 
ineffectively rebuked by their father, a man of God 
came to pronounce a doom upon them and their 
descendants ( I  Sa. 2 :27-36). This was confirmed 
by a revelation to the child Samuel (I Sa. 3:  1 1 - 1 4) .  
I t  was partially fulfilled in the death of Hophni and 
Phinehas ( I  Sa. 4: 1 1 ) and the ruthless murder of 
the priests in Nob ( I  Sa. 22:9-20). But Abiathar 
escaped and shared with Zadok the priesthood 
under David (2 Sa. 1 9: 1 1 ) .  But from this he was 
degraded by Solomon, in further fulfilment of the 
ancient prophecy (I Ki .  2 :26f.) .  

El i  'had judged I srael forty years' ( I  Sa. 4: 1 8), a 
testimony to the service he rendered to his people. 
But it was marred by the sinful sacrilege of his 
sons, and by his failure to eject them from their 
sacred office. G.T.M. 

ELIAB. 'God is father', a common OT name. I. A 
son of Helon, prince and representative of Zebu
lun (Nu. 1 :9; 2 :7,  ete.). 2. A Reubenite, the son of 
Pallu and father of Dathan, Abiram and Nemuel 
(Nu. 26:8-9). 3. The eldest son of Jesse and brother 
of David (I Sa. 1 6 :5ff., ete.), father of Abihail (2 
eh. 1 1 : 1 8), and called 'Elihu' in I eh. 27: 1 8 . 4. A 
Gadite warrior and companion of David ( I  eh. 
1 2 :9). 5. A levitical musician of the t ime of David 
( I  eh. 1 5 : 1 8ff.) .  6. An ancestor of Samuel ( I  eh. 
6:27), also called Eliel ( I  eh. 6 :34) and Elihu ( I  Sa. 
I :  I ) . G. W .G . 

ELIAKIM (Heb. 'el-yiiqfm, 'God establishes'?; Gk.  
Eliakeim). The name of at  least five different indi
viduals. Two were ancestors of our Lord (Mt .  I :  1 3 ; 
Lk.  3 :30); one was a priest, a contemporary of Ne
hemiah (Ne. 1 2 :4 1 ). Eliakim was also the one 
whom Pharaoh-neco made king after Josiah and 
whose name he changed to Jehoiakim (2 Ki.  23:34; 
2 eh. 36:4). 

The most prominent individual to bear this 
name was the son of Hilkiah, who was appointed 
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Seal inscribed 'belonging to Eliakim, assis[QIlI 0/ 
lehoiaehin' (1'lyqm n'r ywkn). Impressions 0/ [his 
seal have been /ol/nd on jar-handles a[ Tell beil 
Mirsim. Beth-shemesh and Ramar Rahei. Perhaps 
[his was [he seal 0/ Eliakim (6[h een[. Be), bll[ i[ 
may be 0/ earlier date. 

steward in place of the deposed Shebna (ls. 22 
20ff.) .  Since the time of Solomon (I Ki .  4:6) this 
office had existed both in the N and S kingdoms ( I  
Ki. 1 6:9; 1 8 :3; 2 Ki.  1 0:5), and was apparently even 
exercised by Jotharn after Uzziah's leprosy (2 Ki ,  
1 5 :5). When Sennacherib besieged Jerusalem Eli
akim went to talk with the Rabshakeh (2 Ki.  1 8 :  1 8 , 
26-27; I s. 36:3, 1 1 , 22), and Hezekiah then sent 
hirn to bear the news to Isaiah (2 Ki. 1 9 :2; Is. 37:2). 
An Eliakim servant of Jokin (ywkn) appears on 
seal-impressions of Hezekiah's time. E.J .Y. 

ELIASHIB. There are several people with this 
name in the OT: a descendant of David (I  eh. 
3 :24); a priest in the time of David (I eh. 24: 1 2) ;  a 
singer (Ezr. 10 :24); a son of Zattu (Ezr. 1 0:27); a 
son of Bani (Ezr. 1 0:36). The name is also found 
on seals and ostraca at * Arad. 

The most important was the high priest in the 
time of Nehemiah. He is first mentioned in Ezr. 
1 0:6 as the father of Johanan, but is not called high 
priest at this time. Josephus says that Eliashib's 
father, Joiakim, was high priest when Ezra came to 
Jerusalem in 458 BC (An/. 1 1 . 1 54). When Nehe
miah came in 445 BC Eliashib was high priest, and 
took part in the building of the city walls (Ne. 3: I ,  
20-2 1 ) .  Later he compromised, and formed a mar
riage alliance with Tobiah (Ne. 1 3 :4) and gave hirn 
a room in the Temple precincts (Ne. 1 3 :5) .  One 01' 
his grandsons married Sanballat's daughtcr (Ne. 
1 3 :28). His genealogy is given in Ne. 1 2 : 1 0- 1 1 . 

l . S.W. 

ELIEZER (Heb. " Ifezer, 'God is [my?] help'). A 
name scattered right through bibl ical history. 

I .  Eliezer the Damascene, Abraham's chief ser
vant, and his adopted heir before the birth of Ish
mael and Isaac (Gn. 1 5 :2-3). The custom whereby 
a childless couple could adopt someone from out
side as an heir is very weil attested during c. 2000-
1 500 BC; such an adoptive heir had to take second 
place to any subsequent first-born son. See also, D. 
1. Wiseman, IBA , 1 959, pp. 25-26. For these cus
toms in Ur, c. 1 800 BC, see Wiseman, lTVI 88, 
1 956, p. 1 24. For similar customs in the * Nuzi tab
lets, see Speiser, AASOR 1 0, 1 930, texts H 60, H 
67, pp. 30, 32, e[e. 

2. Second son of Moses, named Eliezer in allu
sion to Moses' escaping the sword of Pharaoh (Ex, 



1 8 :4; I Ch .  23 :  1 5) .  Eliezer had only one son, Re
habiah, but the latter had many descendants, of 
whom one (Shelomith) becamc treasurer of 
David's dedicated things ( I  Ch. 23: 1 7- 1 8; 26:25-
26). 

3. Grandson of Benjamin, and progenitor of a 
later Benjaminite clan ( I  Ch. 7:8) .  

4. One of the seven priests who sounded the 
trumpets before the ark when David brought it into 
Jcrusalem ( I  Ch. 1 5 :24). S. Eliezer son of Zichri, 
tribai ruler of Reuben under David (I Ch. 27: 1 6) .  
6. The prophet who prophesied to King Je
hoshaphat of Judah that his Heet of vessels at 
Ezion-geber would be wrecked in punishment for 
his alliance with the wicked King Ahaziah of Israel 
(2 Ch. 20:35-37). 

7. One of eleven men commissioned by Ezra to 
seek out Levites for the return to Jerusalem in 458 
BC (Ezr. 8 :  1 6ff.) .  8-10. Three men, including a 
priest and a Levite, who had taken alien wives (Ezr. 
10 :  1 8 , 23, 3 1 ) .  1 1 .  An Eliezer appears in Christ's 
earthly lineage as given by Luke (3 :29). K.A.K .  

ELiHU ( Heb . . '/iM, 'My God is he') .  I .  An 
Ephraimite, Samuel's paternal great-grandfathcr 
(I Sa, 1 : 1 ), whose name seems to occur as Eliab in 
I Ch. 6 :27 and as Eliel in I Ch. 6 :34 .  2. One of the 
captains of Manasseh, who deserted to David just 
before the battle of Ziklag ( I  Ch. 1 2 :20). 3. A Ko
rahite, member of the gatekeepers, grandson of 
Obed-edom, and son of Shemaiah ( I  Ch. 26:7). 4. 
A chief officer of Judah, brother (or near relative) 
01' David ( I  Ch. 27: 1 8) ,  perhaps identical with 
Eliab (I Sa. 1 6:6) .  S. Job's young friend, son of 
Barachei, a Buzite of the family of Ram (Jb. 32:2, 
4-6; 34: I ;  35 :  I ;  36: I ) . His appearance at the end of 
the story is somewhat of a puzzle, since he was not 
included in the list 01' friends whose debate with 
* Job forms the bulk of the book. Elihu's speeches, 
with their strong stress on divine sovereignty, serve 
both to prepare for the revelation of God (Jb. 38) 
and to promote suspensc by delaying it .  D.A.H. 

ELlJAH. The 9th-ccntury prophet of Israel. His 
name appears in thc Heb. OT as 'elryytilui and 
'�lryyti, in the Gk. OT as Eleioll, and in the NT as 
Eleias. Thc name means 'Yah is EI' or 'Yahweh is 
God'. 

Apart from the reference to Elijah in I Ki. 1 7: I 
as 'thc Tishbite, of Tishbe in Gilcad', no informa
tion about his background is availablc. Even this 
reference is obscure. The MT suggests that whilc 
Elijah resided in Gilead (millösäl!e gW'ärj) his 
birthplace was elsewhere (perhaps Tishbe of 
Naphtali). The LXX reads ek thesbön tes galaad, 
thus indicating a Tishbe 01' * Gilead. Josephus 
scems to concur (Allt. 8. 3 1 9) .  This has tradition
ally been identified with a si te about 1 3  km N 01' 
the Jabbok. 

Elijah's prophetie ministry is rccorded in I Ki. 
1 7- 1 9; 2 1 ;  2 Ki. 1 -2 .  These narratives are written 
in the pu rest classical Heb. 'of a type which can 
hardly be later than the 8th century' (w. F. AI
bright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 307). 
They could not have enjoyed an existence for long 
in oral form. They describe his ministry to thc N 
kingdom during the Omrid Dynasty (* OMRl) .  
Elijah was contemporary with Ahab and Ahaziah, 
and from the position of the translation narrative 
(2 Ki. 2) and thc answer to Jehoshaphat's question 
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in 2 Ki. 3: 1 1 , we conclude that his translation 
probably occurred about the time of the accession 
to the throne of Jehoram of Israel. The difficulty 
presented to this conclusion by 2 Ch. 2 1 :  1 2- 1 5  can 
possibly be resolved either by interpreting the 
much-controverted 2 Ki.  8 :  16 to teach a co-regency 
of Jehoshaphat and Jehoram, kings of Judah 
(* CHRONOLOGY OF THE OT) or by regarding the 
letter as a prophetie oracle written prior to his 
translation. 

The Elijah cycle presents six episodes in the Iife 
of the prophet: his prediction of drought and his 
subsequent Hight, the Mt  Carmel contest, the Hight 
to Horeb, the Naboth incident, the oracle about 
Ahaziah, and his translation. Except for the last, 
they are all basically conccrned with the clash 
between the worship of Yahweh and • Baal. The 
Baal in these stories is Baal-melqart, the official 
protective deity of Tyre. Ahab fostered this Phoe
nician variant of the nature-religion of Canaan 
after his marriage with the Tyrian princess • Jez
ebel (I Ki .  1 6:30-33), but it was Jezebel who was 
chieHy responsible for the systematic extermin
ation of Yahweh worship and the propagation of 
the Baal cult in I srael (I Ki. 1 8 :4, 1 3, 1 9 ;  1 9 : I 0, 
1 4) .  

Elijah appears i n  the first episode ( I  K i .  1 7) 
without introduction, and after the delivery of the 
oracle to Ahab announcing a drought,  he retires 
beyond Ahab's jurisdiction first to the wadi 
Cherith, E of Jordan, and then to Zarephath 
(modern Sarafend below Sidon still preserves the 
name and overlooks wh at remains of this ancient 
Mediterranean sea-port). Elijah was miraculously 
sustained in both placcs, and while at Zarephath he 
performed a miracle of healing (I Ki .  1 7 : 1 7-24). 

The second episode, 3 years later ( I  Ki. 1 8 :  I ;  cf 
Lk. 4:25; Jas. 5 :  1 7, which follow Jewish tradition), 
recounts the break in the drought following the 
overthrow of organized Baal worship on Mt 
Carmel. The drought imposed and withdrawn at 
Yahweh's word was a challenge to Baal's sover
eignty over nature. I Ki .  1 7  had depicted Elijah in 
the very stronghold of Baal-melqart sustained by 
Yahweh while the country languishes ( I  Ki .  1 7 : 1 2 ; 
cf Jos., Ant. 8. 320-4). I Ki .  1 8  brings the chal
lenge into the open, and Yahweh's supremacy is 
spectacularly demonstrated. That Baal worship in 
Israel was certainly not exterminated at Mt Carmel 
is seen from later references (e.g. 2 Ki. 1 0: 1 8-2 1 ) . 
For the presence of an altar of Yahweh on Mt  
Carmel, see ·Altar. Keil suggests that this was 
probably built by pious Yahweh-worshippers after 
the division in the kingdom. Some commentators 
omit I Ki. 1 8 :30b altogether, while others omit vv. 
3 1 -32a. 

Thc third episode (I Ki .  1 9) describing Elijah's 
Hight to Horcb to avoid Jezebcl's wrath is particu
larly significant. Horeb was the sacred mountaill 
wherc the covenant God of Moscs had made him
self known, and Elijah's return to this place repre
sents the return of a loyal but disheartened prophet 
to thc very source of the faith for which he had 
contended. The c10sing commission in I Ki. 1 9 :  1 5-
1 8  seems to havc been only partially discharged by 
Elijah. Thc accession of Hazael and Jehu to thc 
thrones of Syria and Israel respectively is recorded 
in the • Elisha cycle. 

The Naboth incident ( I  Ki. 2 1 )  i llustrates and 
vindicates thc principle embedded in the religious 
consciousness of Israel, that land owned by an I s
raelite family or clan was understood as a gift from 
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Yahwch, and that failure to recognize this and re
spect the rights of the individual and family within 
the covenant community would issue in judgment. 
Elijah emerges as a champion of the strong ethical 
demands of the Mosaic faith so significantly lack
ing in the Baal cult. 

The fifth episode in 2 Ki .  I continues to illustrate 
the Yahweh-Baal dash. Ahaziah's dependence 
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upon the life-god of Syria, Baalzebub (Baal-zebu I 
of Ras Shamra texts, cf Mt .  1 0:25 Rvmg. ;  Baal
zebub, meaning 'Lord of Flies', was probably a 
way of ridiculing the Syrian deity), evokes the 
judgment 01' God (2 Ki. 1 :6, 1 6) .  A judgment of 
fire also falls on those who endeavoured to resist 
the word of Yahweh by harming his prophet (2 Ki .  
1 :9- 1 5). The translation 01' Elijah in a whirlwind 
(s' ärä) brings to a dramatic dose his spectacular 
prophetic career. The exdamation of Elisha (2 K i .  

3 1 2  



2: 1 2) is repeated in 2 Ki.  1 3 : 14 with reference to 
Elisha hirnself. 

Two observations may be made about the im
portance of Elijah. First, he stands in the OT trad
ition of ecstatic prophecy coming through from the 
days of Samuel and he is also a forerunner of the 
8th-century rhapsodists or writing * prophets. His 
l ink with the earlier tradition is seen in that he is 
first of all a man of action and his Spirit
determined movements defy human anticipation ( I  
Ki .  1 8 :  1 2) .  In the background o f  the Elijah per
icope the prophetie schools of Samuel's day con
tinue to exist ( I  Ki .  1 8 :4, 1 3; 2 Ki .  2 :3 ,  5, 7). His 
link with the later prophets lies in his constant en
deavour to recall his people to the religion of 
Moses, both in worshipping Yahweh alone as weil 
as in prodaiming Mosaic standards of righteous
ness in the community. In both these respects he 
anticipates the more fully developed orades of 
Amos and Hosea. This advocacy of the Mosaic 
fai th  by Elijah is supported by several details which 
suggest a parallel between Elijah and Moses. EI
ijah's return to Horeb is obvious enough, but there 
is also the fact that Elijah is accompanied and suc
ceeded by Elisha as Moses was by Joshua. This 
parallel is quite striking. Not only has the death 
of Moses an air of mystery attaching to it (Dt .  
34 :6) but his successor seeured the allegiance of 
Israel by participating in the same spirit as Moses 
and demonstrated his fitness for office by a 
miraculous river crossing (Dt. 34:9; Jos. 4: 1 4) .  The 
translation narrative (2 Ki .  2) reproduces this pat
tern fairly precisely. The fact also that God 
answers Elijah by fire on two occasions ( I  Ki. 
1 8 : 38; 2 Ki .  1 : 1 0, 12) seems to look back to the 
exhibition 01' God's presence and judgment in fire 
in the Exodus narratives (e.g. Ex. 1 3 :2 1 ;  1 9 : 1 8 ; 
24: 1 7; Nu. 1 1 : I ;  1 6:35) .  Little wonder that in Jew
ish Haggadic thought Elijah was viewed as the 
counterpart to Moses. 

Second, his ministry is spoken of as being re
vived 'before the coming of the great and dreadful 
day of the Lord' (Mal.  4 :5-6). This theme is a 
popular one in the Jewish Mishnah (* TALMUD AND 
MIDRASH), and was a common topic of discussion 
during the ministry of Jesus (Mk.  8:28) .  Jesus indi
cated that the Malachi prophecy had reference to 
the ministry of * John the Baptist (Mt .  1 1 : 14 ;  
1 7 : 1 2f. ) .  Elijah reappears in person on the mount 
of transfiguration (Mk.  9:4) and he is refcrred to 
elsewhere in the NT in Lk. 4:25-26; Rom. 1 1 :2--4; 
Jas. 5 : 1 7- 1 8 . 

Three other men of the same name appear in the 
OT, the first a Benjaminite priest ( I  Ch. 8:27; Heb. 
·elfyya), and the second and third a priest and a 
layman respectively, who married foreign wives 
(Ezr. 1 0:2 1 ,  26; Heb. 'elryya). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Fohrer, E!ia', 1 968; H. H .  
Rowley, Men 01 God, 1 963; 1 .  LindbIom, Prophecy 
in Allcient Israel, 1 963; L. Bronner, The SlOries 01 
Elijah and Elisha, 1 968; M .  B. Van 't Veer, My God 
as Yahweh, 1 980; commentaries on the books of 
Kings by G. H. Jones, NCB, 1 984; B. O. Long, 
FOTL 9 1 ,  1 984; S. 1. De Vries and T. R. Hobbs, 
WBC, 1 985; D. 1. Wiseman, TOTC, 1 993. 

B.L.S. 

EUM ( Heb. 'terebinths' or 'oaks'). Second 
stopping-place of the I sraelites after their crossing 
of the Re(e)d Sea from Egypt. Beyond the wilder
ness of * Shur, E of the modern Suez canal, they 
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first encamped at Marah in the wilderness of 
Etham not far away (because named after Etham 
in E Delta), and thence reached Elim with its 
twelve spnngs and seventy palm-trees. After thls 
the Israelites went on 'and pitched by the Red Sea', 
before eventually reaching the wilderness of * Sin, 
Ex. 1 5 :27; 1 6: 1 ;  Nu. 33:9- 10 .  

By  putting the  stop a t  Elim shortly after the 
escape from Egypt and passage of its desert edge 
(Shur), and be fore a stop by the Red Sea prior to 
reaching the wilderness of Sin, the biblical refer
ences suggest that Elim is situated on the W side of 
the Sinai peninsula, facing on to the Gulf of Suez. 
Any doser location is still not certain, but a plaus
ible suggestion of long standing is Wadi Gharan
deI (or, Ghurundel), a well-known watering-place 
with tamarisks and palms, c. 60 km SSE of Suez 
along the W side of * Sinai. (* WILDERNESS OF 
W ANDERING.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Robinson, Biblical Researches 
in Palestine, I ,  1 84 1 ,  pp. 99-1 00, 1 05-1 06, and map 
at end; A.  P. Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, 1 887, pp. 
37-38; Wright and Filson, Westminster Historical 
Atlas to the Bible, 1 956, pp. 38-39 and plate Y. 

K.A .K .  

ELISHA, The 9th-century prophet of Israel. His 
name appears in the Heb. OT as " /fsä', in the Gk.  
OT as Eleisaie, in Josephus as E!issaios and in the 
NT as Elisaios. The name means 'God is salva
tion' .  His father's name was Shaphat. 

All that can be known about Elisha's back
ground is found in I Ki .  1 9: 1 6, 1 9-2 1 .  We are not 
told his age or his birthplace, but we may assurne 
that he was a native of Abel-meholah (Tell Abü 
Sifri?) in the Jordan valley and was still only young 
when Elijah sought hirn out. That he was the son 
of a family of some means also seems dear. 

His ministry, if we date it from his call, extended 
through the reigns of Ahab, Ahaziah, Jehoram, 
Jehu, Jehoahaz and Jehoash, a period of more 
than 50 years. The narratives of Elisha's ministry 
are recorded in I Ki .  1 9 ; 2 Ki.  2-9; 1 3 , and com
prise a series of some eighteen episodes. It is not 
possible to be certain of their chronological order 
throughout because of obvious breaks in the se
quence of events (e.g. , cf 2 Ki. 6:23 with 6:24; 5:27 
with 8:4-5; 1 3 : 1 3  with 1 3 : 1 4/f.) .  These episodes do 
not betray the same tension between Yahweh and 
Baal worship as those of the • Elijah cyde. It is a 
ministry conducted at the head of the prophetie 
schools wh ich consists of a display of signs and 
wonders both at a personal as weil as a national 
level. Elisha emerges as a kind 01' seer in the trad
ition of Samuel to whom peasants and kings alike 
turn for help. 

Examining these episodes in their biblical order, 
we make the following observations. ( I )  Elisha's 
call ( I  Ki .  1 9 :  1 9-2 1 )  was not so much an anointing 
(cf I Ki. 1 9 :  1 6) as an ordinat ion by investiture 
with Elijah's prophetie mantle. Until Elijah's trans
lation Elisha remained his servant (I Ki. 1 9 :2 1 ;  2 
Ki .  3 : 1 1 ) . (2) 2 Ki .  2 : 1 - 1 8  recounts Elisha's as
sumption of the role of his master. The double 
portion of the spirit upon Elisha recalls the lan
guage and thought of Dt. 2 1 :  1 7  while the wh oIe 
episode is reminiscent of the replacement of Moses 
by Joshua as leader of I srael. (3) The healing of the 
injurious waters in 2 Ki. 2 :  1 9-22 also finds a paral
lel in the events of the Exodus (Ex. 1 5 :22-25). (4) 
The incident in 2 Ki. 2 :23-25 must be understood 
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as a judgment upon the deliberate mockery of thc 
new head of the school of Yahweh's prophets. 
Same seholars incline to the view that Elisha's 
baldness was a prophetie tonsure. 

(5) The story of Elisha's part in the eampaign 01' 
the three kings against + Moab (2 Ki .  3 : 1 -27) re
cords his request for musie when reeeiving an 
oraele from Yahweh (v. 1 5) .  There is a strong sug
gestion of eestatie propheey here as in I Sa. 1 0:5-
1 3  (cf I Ch. 25 : 1 ) .  (6) 2 Ki .  4: 1-7 is parallel to 
Elijah's miracle in I Ki. 1 7 : 8- 1 6  and introduces (7) 
the longer story of Elisha's dealings with the Shu
nammite woman (2 Ki. 4 :8-37), whieh has many 
points of similarity with I Ki. 1 7 :8-24. (8) 2 Ki.  
4:38-4 1 and (9) 4:42-44 oeeur at sessions with the 
fraternity of prophets at Gilgal, probably during 
the famine referred to in 2 Ki. 8 :  I. The seeond of 
these miracles antieipates the miracle of Jesus 
wh ich is reeorded in Mk .  6:35-44. 

( 1 0) The Naaman story (2 Ki. 5: 1 -27) eannot be 
dated with aeeuraey. It must have oeeurred du ring 
one of the temporary lulls in hostilities between 
Israel and Syria. The editorial eomment in v. I 
aseribing the Syrian's vietories to Yahweh should 
be eompared with Am. 9:7.  This eosmie view of 
Yahweh is recognized by Naaman (v. 1 5), and his 
request for Israelite soil (v. 1 7) need not neeessarily 
be taken to imply that he believed Yahweh's inftu
enee to be eonfined to Israelite territory. Elisha 
makes no eomment on this, but sends Naaman on 
his way (v. 1 9) .  Sinee most Israelites saw nothing 
wrong in including other gods in their debased 
worship of Yahweh, a Syrian who did not at onee 
aeeept monotheism eould hardly bc blamed. 
(+  RIMMON). 

( 1 1 )  2 Ki. 6: 1 -7 recounts a miraculous feat of 
Elisha and incidentally casts light on the size and 
habitations of prophetic fraternities (cf 2 Ki. 4:38-
44). ( 1 2) 2 Ki.  6:8-23 and ( 1 3) 6:24-7:20 depict 
Elisha as a counsellor of kings and a deliverer of 
the nation from national disaster (cf 2 Ki. 3 :  1 -27). 
The second of these episodes is said to involve 
+ Ben-hadad of Aram and 'the king of Israel'. This 
is unfortunately obscure. ( 1 4) 2 Ki.  8 : 1 -6 clearly 
belongs be fore 5 : 1 -27. It is a continuation of the 
Shunammite story (2 Ki .  4:8-37). 

( 1 5) 2 Ki. 8 :7- 1 5, ( 1 6) 9 : 1 - 1 3 , and ( 1 7) 1 3 : 1 4- 1 9  
all depict Elisha involved i n  affairs o f  state. The 
first of these describes the ascent of + Hazael to the 
throne of Damascus (cf I Ki. 1 9 :  1 5) .  Elisha's reply 
(v. 1 0) may be understood to mean that the king 
would reeover from his sickness but would die for 
other reasons, or it may have been the prophet's 
spontaneous reply that had to be corrected by a 
vision from Yahweh (cf 2 Sa. 7: 1 - 1 7; 2 Ki .  4:26-
36). The anointing of Jehu discharged the last of 
the tasks committed to Elijah ( I  Ki. 1 9 : 1 5- 1 6) and 
precipitated the predicted overthrow of the Omrid 
Dynasty (I Ki. 2 1 :2 1 -24). This prophetic-inspired 
revolt is in contrast to the corresponding priestly 
revolt in the S that removed Athaliah from the 
throne (2 Ki. 1 1 ) .  If he lived into the reign of Je
hoash of Israel, he must have been about 80 years 
old at the time of his death. He appears as a fa
vourite of the king, who realizes his political value 
(v. 1 4) .  Sympathetic or mimetic actions ac
companying prophetic oracles are not uncommon 
in the OT. 

Although Elisha is a prophet of the 9th century 
and belongs to the prophetic tradition whieh pro
duced the 8th-century rhapsodists or writing 
prophets, he has more affinities with the ecstatie 

prophets of the I I  th century. He is very like 
Samuel, with gifts of knowledge and foresight and 
a capacity to work miracles. He figures at the head 
of the prophetic schools and is in frequent demand 
becausc of his singular gifts. Although he is spoken 
of as having a horne in Samaria (2 Ki. 6 :32), he is, 
like Samuel, constantly moving about the land and 
enjoys an easy access into royal courts and peasant 
dwellings. While his relation to + Elijah is certainly 
suggestive of the relationship between Joshua and 
Moses, the fact that Elijah's ministry is reproduced 
in John the Baptist and Elisha's direclly anticipates 
the miracle-aspect of the ministry 01' Jesus is even 
more significant .  Elisha is referred to only once in 
the NT (Lk 4:27). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Bronner, The Stories 0/ Elijah 
and Elisha, 1 968; commentaries on the books of 
Kings by G. H. Jones, NCB, 1 984; B. O. Long, 
FOTL 9 1 ,  1 984; S. J. De Vries and T. R. Hobbs, 
WBC, 1 985; D. J. Wiseman, TOTC, 1 993. 

B.L .S. 

ELISHAH. The eldest son of + Javan (Gn. 1 0 :4 = I 
Ch.  1 :7), whose name was later applied to his des
cendants, who inhabited a maritime region ( 'iyye, 
'isles' or 'coastlands') which traded purpIe to Tyre 
(Ezk. 27:7) lt is very probable that the biblical 
name " /iSa (LXX Elisa) is to be equated with Alasia 
of the extra-biblical sources. This name occurs in 
the Egyptian and cuneiform (Boghaz-Koi, Alalab, 
Ugarit) inscriptions, and it was the source of eight 
of the Amarna letters, in whieh it usually occurs in 
the form a-Ia-si-ia. These texts indicate that Alasia 
was an exporter of copper, and it is possible, 
though not universally aecepted, that it is to be 
identified with the site of Enkomi on the E coast of 
Cyprus, where excavat ions under C. F. A. Schaeffer 
have revealed an important trading-eentre of the 
Late Bronze Age. The name Alasia would also 
apply to the area under the political domination of 
the city, and rnay at times have included outposts 
on the Phoenieian coast. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Dussaud in C. F. A. Schaef
fer, Enkomi-Alasia, 1 952, pp. 1 - 1 0; AS 6, 1 956, pp. 
63-65; KB1, p. 55. T.C.M.  
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ELIZABETH ( from Heb. " mega', 'God is [my] 
oath'). The wife of Zechariah the priest, and 
mother of John the Baptist ( Lk.  I :5ff. ) .  Herself of 
priestly descent, Elizabeth is described in the AV as 
a 'cousin' (more accurately, 'kinswoman', RSV) of 
the Virgin Mary (Lk. 1 :36), to whom she addressed 
the remarkable words of Lk. 1 :42-45. J.D.D.  

ELLASAR. The city or kingdom ruled by Arioch, 
an ally of +Chedorlaomer king of Elam, who at
tacked Sodom and captured Lot, Abraham's 
nephew (Gn. 14 :  I ,  9). Identifications suggested 
depend on those proposed for the kings involved. 
These include: (I) al Assur -Ashur/Assyria (so 
Dhorme, Böhl, Dossin); (il) l länsura-in the Mari 
texts, between Harran and Carchemish (Yeivin); 
(iii) Telassar-(2 Ki. 1 9: 1 2 ; Is. 37: 1 2) in N Mesopo
tamia as a parallel to + Shinar = Singara, but the 
name is to be read Til-BaSeri; (iv) Larsa-in S Ba
bylonia. This depends on the outmoded equation 
+Amraphel = Hammurapi (of BabyIon). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Lipiilski, Studies in Aramaie 
Inscriplions and Onomaslica I ,  1 975.  D.J.W. 



ELOI, ELOI, LAMA SABACHTH ANI. Occurs in 
Mk. 1 5 : 34 and in a slightly different form in Mt .  
27:46. I l  is one 01' the Lord's sayings on the cross, 
and is a quotation from Ps. 22: I .  The form 'Eli '  
would be more l ikely to give rise to the confusion 
with Elijah, and the form in Matthew is thus more 
likely to be original. Our Lord uses the Aramaic, 
almost exactly the form of the Targum . 

The difficulty 01' accounting for this saying is the 
strongest argument for its authenticity. Inadequatc 
cxplanations are that it reflects the intensity 01' the 
Lord's human feeling, that it rcveals the disap
pointment 01' his hope that in his extremity the 
Father would usher in the new age, or that he was 
merely reciting the Psalm as an act 01' devotion.  I l  
can be  understood only in the light of the NT doc
trine 01' the atonement, according to which Christ 
identified hirnself with sinful man and endured 
separation from God (cf Phil. 2 :8;  2 Cor. 5:2 1 ) . I t  
i s  a mystery w c  cannot fathom. 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. D. H .  C. Read , 'The Cry 01' 
Derel iction' ,  Exp T 68, 1 956-7, pp. 260ff. A.G. 

ELON (Heb. 'el6n, 'eI6n). I. A Hittite of Canaan 
(Gn . 26:34; 36:2). 2. Head of a family in Zebulun 
(Gn . 46: 1 4; Nu .  26:26) ('Helon' ,  Nu .  1 :9; 2:7 elc. ). 
3. A ZebuIunite judge 01' Israel (Jdg. 1 2 : 1 1 - 1 2). 4. 
A S Danite town (1os. 1 9:43); possibly Kh. W. Alin, 
2 km E of Beth-shemesh (GTT, p. 349). Elon-beth
hanan (I Ki. 4:9) may be this Elon (Mazar, JEi 10 ,  
1 960, p .  67), or Aijalon (LOB, pp.  3 1 1  f.). The 
name, l ike * Elah, means 'terebinth' (RSV 'oak', Jos. 
1 9 :33). J .P.U.L. 

ELTEKEH, A city in Palestine allotted to the tribe 
of Dan (Jos. 1 9 :44) and later made a levitical city 
(El teke, Jos. 21 :23). Sennacherib mentions it 
(Altakü) together with Timnä among his con
quests in his annals for 70 1 1700 BC (Chicago Cylin
der 3.  6;  Taylor Cylinder 2. 82-83). Some identify it 
with Khirbet el-Muqanna' c. 40 km W 01' Jerusa
lern (so Albright) but this may be * Ekron; Tell-esh
Shalaf, 1 6  km N N E  of Ashdod, is an alternative 
(Mazar). 

BJBLlOGPHAPHY. D. D. Luckenbill, The Annals 
0/ Sennacherib, 1 924, p. 32; W. F, Albright, 
BASaR 1 5 , 1 924, p. 8 ;  B. Mazar, JEi 10 , 1 960, pp. 
72-77. T.C.M. 

ELZAPHAN (Heb. 'el$äphän, 'God has hidden'). 
I. Also called Elizaphan. A son of Uzziel, a Levite 
(Ex. 6:22) who, with his brot her * Mishael, dis
posed 01' the bodies 01' Nadab and Abihu, who had 
been killed for desecrating the altar (Lv. 1 0: 1 -5). A 
leader 01' the Kohathites in the wilderness (Nu. 
3 :30), he also was the father of a house 01' priests ( I  
Ch. 1 5 :8;  2 Ch. 29: 1 3). 

2. A son of Parosh who, representing the tribe 01' 
Zebulun, was to ass ist in the division of Canaan 
(Nu .  34:25). D.W.B. 

EMBROIDERY. The ornamentation of cloth was 
of two main types: I .  chequer work ( Ia.fbe$); 2. 
coloured embroidery (riqma). RSV (Ex. 28:39) de
scribes the former as weaving (cf AV 'embroider'), 
the latter as needlework, though the methods used 
are not specified in the Hebrew (cf NEB). Chequer 
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work decorated the high priest's tunic (Ex .  28:4) 
and, worked in gold thread, a princess's wedding 
dress (Ps. 45: 1 3). Such thread was cut from thin 
plates 01' beaten gold (Ex. 39:3). So me idea 01' the 
pattern produced is suggested by thc use of the 
same term for thc gold filigree work in which gems 
werc set (Ex. 28 :  1 1 ) . 

Coloured embroidery decorated the high priest's 
girdle (Ex .  28:39), the screens tor the tabernacle 
door (Ex. 26:36) and the gate 01' the court (Ex. 
27: 1 6) .  A distinction may be intended between this 
type 01' ornamentation and the equally intricate 
and richly coloured work of the ephod and breast
piece (Ex. 28:6, 1 5), the tabernacle curtains and 
veil (Ex. 26: I ,  3 1 ), and the garments of those who 
ministered in the sanctuary (Ex. 39: I ), since only 
the former is designated 'the work 01' the em
broiderer' (ma'ase" röqem; Ex. 26:36). 

Ils value is evident from its importance for trade 
(Ezk. 27: 1 6, 24) and as the spoils 01' war (Jdg. 
5 :30). I l  decorated not only c10thing for mcn (Ezk . 
1 6: 1 8 ; 26: 1 6) and women (Ezk. 1 6 : 1 0, 1 3 ; Ps. 
45: 1 4), but could be used for other ornamentation, 
e.g. a ship's sail (Ezk. 27:7). By an extended use the 
word is applied to the plumage of an eagle (Ezk . 
1 7:3)  and to the variegated stones prepared by 
David for the Temple ( I  Ch. 29:2). I ls  intricacy 
made it a suitable figure to describe the human 
embryo (Ps. 1 39: 1 5). 

Applique work may have been used for the col
oured pomegranates which, with golden beils, dec
orated the skirt 01' the high priest's robe (Ex. 
28:33).  (*ARTS AND CRAFTS.) G. J .E .  

EMIM. Early inhabitants 01 '  Moab, who were 
smitten in the plain 01' * Kiriathaim by Chedor
laomer in the time of Abraham (Gn. 1 4: 5). They 
were described by Moses as a great and numerous 
people, to be compared in stature to the * Anakim 
(Dt. 2:  I 0). They were evidently considered to 
belong to the peoples known as * Rephaim, but 
were called 'emfm, 'terrifying beings', by the Moa
bites who followed thcm in the area (Dt. 2 :  1 1 ). 
They are unknown outside the Bible. (* G JANT). 

T.C.M. 

EMMAUS, A village, said to be 60 furlongs ( 1 1 
km) from Jerusalem, to wh ich * Cleopas and an
other disciple were journeying when Jesus ap
peared to them after his resurrection (Lk. 24: 1 3). 
The si te cannot be certainly identified. One possi
bility is the town still known as 'Amwas, 32 km 
WNW of Jerusalem, where Judas M accabeus de
feated Gorgias in  1 66 BC (I Macc. 3:40, 57; 4:3). 
But this is at the wrong distance from Jerusalem, as 
given by Luke (unless the variant reading 01' 1 60 
furlongs found in Codex Sinaiticus and other MSS 
preserves the original text); it also demands a long, 
though by no  means impossible, walk by the 
travellers. 

Of places within about 1 1  km from Jerusalem 
two have been suggested . There was a village at EI
qubeibeh in the Ist century, and Crusaders found a 
fort here named Castellum Emmaus; unfortunately 
the name cannot be traced back to the I st century. 
Josephus (Bi 7. 2 1 7) refers to a military colony 01' 
Vespasian at Ammaous, some 6 km W 01' Jerusa
lern. This has been identified with Kaloniye ( LaI. 
colonia) or with Kh. Beit M izza (ancient Mozah); 
here again the distance is wrong, unless we suppose 
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that Luke's 60 furlongs was meant as the total 
length 01' the outward and return journeys. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Finegan, The Archaeology 01 
the New Testament, 1 969, pp. 1 77- 1 80; ZPEB, 2, 
pp. 2991'.; NEAEHL, pp. 385-389. I .H .M .  

ENCAMPMENT BY THE SEA. The place where 
the Israelites camped by the sea and made the 
crossing (Ex. 1 3 : 1 8; 1 4 :2) has been the subject 01' 
much controversy during the last 1 00 years. The 
question is inseparable from that of the location 01" 
such places as Baal-zephon, Etham, M igdol, Piha
hiroth, Sea of Reeds and Succoth.  

Two main traditions have grown up around the 
route of the Exodus out of Egypt: the 'Southern' 
theory favouring a route from the Wadi Tumilat 
region SE to the Suez area, and the 'Northern' 
theory advocating a crossing near Lake Menzaleh 
to S of Port Said . 

The S theory was foreshadowed by Joseph us 
(Ant. 2. 3 1 5), who considered the Israelites to have 
started from Latopolis (= Egyp. BabyIon, Old 
Cairo) to a Baal-zephon on the Red Sea; Pierre 
Diacre and Antonin de Plaisance had a tradition 
of the Hebrews passing Clysma near the present
day Suez. Among modems, Lepsius, Mallon, 
Bourdon (with a crossing at Clysma), Cazelles and 
Montet favoured this view. 

The N route was championed by Brugsch, iden
tifying the Sea 01' Reeds, yam-suß, with Egyp. p '
Lwl and placing it in Lake Serbonis on the Medi
terranean shore with Baal-zephon at Ras Qasrun 
there. But this hardly agrees with the biblical ac
count,  in which God forbade Israel to go by 'the 
way of the land of the Philistines' (Ex. 1 3 : 1 7- 1 8).  
Gardiner was the next to espouse the N route (JEA 
5 ,  1 9 1 8, pp. 261 -269; Recueil Champollion, 1 922, 
pp. 203-2 1 5), Iikewise O. Eissfeldt and N. Aime
Giron, the former identifying Casios and Baal
zephon on the Mediterranean shore and the latter 
equating Baal-zephon with Tahpanhes (Phoeni
cian papyrus). For Albright, see below. 

H .  Cazelles summed up the whole problem. He 
considers that later tradition from the LXX onward 
(note the LXX'S thalassa erythra, 'Red Sea') speaks 
for a S route, but that study of the names in the 
Heb. text suggests that this latter indicates a N route 
by the Mediterranean ; according to Cazelles, these 
N locations were due to an editor of J and E docu
ments who (like Manetho and Josephus) associated 
the Hebrew Exodus with the expulsion of the 
Hyksos from Egypl. However, this is speculative. 

Finally, there is an entirely different suggestion 
by W. F. Albright (BASOR 1 09, 1 948, pp. 1 5- 1 6) .  
He placed Ra'amses at Tanis in  the N, brought the 
Israelites SE past the places in the Wadi Tumilat 
(Pithom at Retabeh, Succoth at Tel l  el-Maskhutah) 
and then sharply back up N again (cf 'that they 
turn back', Ex. 1 4 :2) by the Bitter Lakes to the 
region of a Baal-zephon located at later Tahpanhes 
(Defneh); Migdol is then Tell eI-Her just S of Pelu
sium, with the Sea of Reeds (yam-suß) i n  this gen
eral area. Having thus left Egypt proper, the Israel
ites would then !lee to the SE into the Sinai pen
insula, so that Albright's route in its end-result be
comes a 'southern' one (i.e. he does not take Israel 
by the forbidden way of the Philistines). Noth's 
reserves (Festschrift O{{O Eissleldt, 1 947, pp. 1 8 1 -
1 90) are largely based o n  literary-critical consider
at ions of doubtful relevance. As will be evident, the 
route of the Exodus is still a very live issue. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Aime-Giron, Annales du Ser
vice des Antiquites de / 'Egypte 40, 1 940-- 1 ,  pp. 433-
460; Bourdon, RB 4 1 ,  1 932, pp. 370-382, 538-549; 
H. Cazelles, RB 62, 1 955 ,  pp. 32 1 -364; O. Eissfeldt, 
Bnal-Zaphon, Zeus Casios und der DurchzlIg der 
Israeliten durch das Meer, 1 932; Lepsius, 
Zeitschrift lür Aegyptische Sprac{le 2 1 ,  1 883 ,  pp. 
4 1 -53; Mallon, ' Les Hebreux en Egypie', Orienta
lia 3, 1 92 1 ;  Montet, Geographie de /'Egypte Anci
enne, I ,  1 957, pp. 2 1 8-2 1 9 , and L 'Egypte et la 
Bible, 1 959, pp. 59-63; E. Uphill ,  Pithom and 
Ramnses; J N ES 27, 1 968, pp. 29 1 -3 1 6, and 28, 
1 969, pp. 1 5-39. 

See also H. H .  Rowley, From Joseph 10 Joshua, 
1 950, for much older bibliography, and C. de Wit, 
The Date and ROllte 01 the Exodus, 1 960, for more 
specifically Egyptian aspects. M .  Bietak, Tell EI
Dab'a II, Vienna, 1 975, is invaluable for E Delta 
topography and conditions. C.D.W. 

ENDOR. Modern ' En-dur, 6 km S of M t  Tabor. 
The town was assigned to M anasseh, but was never 
wrested from Canaanite possession (Jos, 1 7 : 1 1 -
1 2) .  The medium of Endor, of whom Sau I inquired 
before his last battle ( I  Sa. 28 :7), was probably 
from this Canaanite stock, for an attempt had been 
made to do away with such practices among the 
Hebrews ( I  Sa, 28:3) ,  R.J .  w. 

EN-EGLAIM (Heb. 'en- 'eglayim, 'spring of the 
two calves'). A place mentioned once only (Ezk. 
47: I 0) as Iying on the shore of the Dead Sea. 
Though the site is unknown, the reference to • En
gedi suggests a location somewhere in the NW 
sector. This site is distinct from Eglaim ( 'eglayim, 
Is. 1 5 :8), a town in Moab. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. GTT, pp. 459-460; W. R .  
Farmer, BA 1 9, 1 956, pp. 1 9-2 1 .  T.C.M .  

EN-GANNIM (Heb. 'en-gannfm, 'spring of gar
dens'). I .  A town in Judah's inheritance in the 
Shephelah (Jos, 1 5:34); perhaps modern Beit 
Jamal, 3 km S of Beth-shemesh, 

2. A levitical city in Issachar's territory (Jos. 
1 9 :2 1 ;  2 1 :29; called Anem, I Ch. 6:73). Variously 
identified with Jenin,  Olam and Khirbet Beit Jann, 
SW of Tiberias. G.G.G. 

EN-GEDI (Heb, 'en-geqf, 'spring o f  the kid'). Im
portant oasis and fresh water spring W of the 
Dead Sea, allotted to Judah at t he conquest (Jos. 
1 5 :62). David hid there (I Sa, 23:29; 24: I ff.), its 
rugged terrain and fertility making it an ideal 
refuge. Famous for aromatic plants and perfume 
(Cl. 1 : 1 4). Excavations 1 949 and 1 96 1 -5 revealed 
several fortresses and a late synagogue. Hazazon
tamar = En-gedi (Gn . 1 4:7 ;  2 Ch. 20:2) .  See 
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NEAEHL, pp. 399-409. G.G.G.  

ENGLISH VERSIONS OF THE BIBLE. The 
main justification for an article on English (rather 
than Latin or Spanish) versions of the Bible is that, 
although English has far fewer mother-tongue 
speakers than Chinese, more Bibles are distributed 
in English than in  any other of the over 2,000 lan
guages into which at least one of its books has 
been translated, 



I. Old English versions 
The history 01' versions 01' the Bible in English has 
Its begmnmgs m the Old English (Anglo-Saxon) 
period 01' the language. The Venerable Bede has 
supplied a fascinating account (Ecc/esiaslical His
lory 4, eh. 24) 01' a heavenly gift granted to the 
herdsman Caedmon in the latter part 01' the 7th 
century AD, wh ich enabled hirn to sing in English 
verse the substance and the themes 01' the Scrip
tures. Bede does not quote any 01' Caedmon's 
poetry verbat im. Surviving Old English metrical 
treatments or paraphrases 01' biblical materials, 
whether or not they are to be connected with 
Caedmon, witness to an important means 01' dis
seminating knowledge 01' the Scriptures in that 
period. 

To Bede hirnself has been attributed the transla
tion 01' the Gospel according to John. His folIower 
Cuthbert, in a letter on the death 01' his 'father and 
master', relates that Bede completed his translation 
01' the lourth Gospel on the day 01' his death at the 
virtual moment 01' his departure. Bede's work has 
regrettably not survived. 

Aldhelm (640-709) has been credited with a 
translation 01' the Psalms and indeed 01' much if 
not all, 01' the Bible into English; but no extant'Ms 
can with certainty be said to represent his work . 
The Vespasian Psalter, the oldest surviving Latin 
text of the Psalms with a gloss or interlinear trans
lation of the individual words into Old English, 
cannot wlth any assurance be held to contain Ald
helm's work. This MS 01' the Psalter was succeeded 
by a considerable number of others with Old Eng
lish glosses. 

King Alfred the Great (849-899) introduced 
his Code 0/ Saxon Laws with an abbreviated and 
rearranged English rendering of the Ten Com
mandments and portions in  English 01' Ex. 2 1 -23 
and Acts 1 5 . William 01' Malmesbury says that 
Alfred was at work on an English translation of 
the Psalms at the time of his death. There has been 
disagreement as to whether Alfred's work is repre
sen ted by the prose rendering in English 01' the 
first 50 psalms in the Paris Psalter. His translation 
of Gregory's De cura pastolari involved, 01' course, 
translatIOn 01' the Scripture references in the text. 

/Elfric, an abbot at about the beginning 01' the 
1 1  th century, made translations or paraphrases of 
extensive parts 01' the OT text. 

Two MSS 01' the Gospels in Latin with an Old 
English gloss have survived. One 01' them is the 
famous Lindisfarne Gospels c. 700 with a gloss 
made c. 950. The other MS is the Rushworth Gos
pels, whose gloss is very much dependent on that 
01' the Lindisfarne MS in M ark, Luke and John .  

A noteworthy development in  the Old English 
penod was the competent translation of the four 
Gospels into a continuous English text a text 
which is represen ted by six extant MSS. ' 

1 1 .  Middle English versions 
The development 01' a literature in Middle English 
begins in the closing part 01' the 1 2th century. 
In about 1 300 a metrical version 01' the Psalter ap
peared; It was fol lowed by prose translations, one 
01' which was the work of Richard Rolle of  Ham
pole. Portions of the NT were also translated. The 
distinguishing achievement of the Middle English 
period, however, was the translation work associ
ated with John Wyclif (c. 1 320-84) and the move
ment he represented. An earlier Wyclifite version 
was produced c. 1 380-3. A substantial portion of 
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it was made by Nicholas of Hereford (from Gen
esis to Baruch 3 :20). Whatever may have been 
Wyclirs personal contribution to the actual work 
of translation, his zeal for the Scriptures and for 
making them accessible to the people in the Eng
hsh language must be credited with giving the 
impetus to this highly inHuential version. It was 
made from a Latin base and it clung to the original 
with some damage to English idiom and clarity, 
but It was a commendable new effort . It was soon 
followed by a translation in smoother style wh ich 
was probably made by John Purvey, a folIower of 
Wyclif, with the assistance of others. The prin
ciples and procedures fol lowed by Purvey were in 
many respects exemplary, and his revision was very 
inHuential. It was indeed finally superseded by the 
work of William Tyndale and M iles Coverdale in 
the 1 6th century, but its inHuence has been per
petuated through its successors. 

III. William Tyndale (c. 1 494-1536) 
William Tyndale was th� first to translate the NT 
directly from Greek into English. He received his 
M A  degree at Oxford in 1 5 1 5, the year before 
the appearance of Erasmus' Greek NT, the first 
printed NT in Greek actually to be published. 
Tyndale may have studied Greek at Cambridge. 
H IS zeal for makmg the Scriptures available in 
the vernacular is indicated in the story of his 
encounter with a 'Iearned man' who expressed the 
judgment that we mlght better be without the laws 
of God than without those of the Pope. To hirn 
Tyndale expressed defiance of the Pope and his 
laws and said that if  God would spare his l ife he 
would cause a ploughboy to know more of the 
Scripture than his learned adversary did. Finding 
England uncongenial to his desire to lay the NT 
plainly be fore the eyes of the people in their native 
language, he went to Hamburg and later travelled 
widely in continental Europe. He was never to 
return to the land which was to enter into his 
labours and to be enriched by his dedication. 

In  completing his translation of the NT, Tyndale 
made use of the 1 5 1 9  and 1 522 editions of Eras
mus' Greek NT. He also consulted Erasmus' Latin 
translation, Luther's German text and the Latin 
Vulgate. The printing of his NT was begun in 1 525 
m Cologne, but opposition forced hirn to Hee to 
Worms with the sheets that had been printed. 
There before long (in 1 525 or 1 526) two editions 
were completed (one quarto, the other octavo) of 
3 ,000 copies each. Virulent official opposition in 
England was so successful in destroying copies 01' 
early issues of Tyndale's NT that there are only 
minimal remains today. Revised editions appeared 
In 1 534 and 1 535 .  Tyndale's NT, despite the oppos
ItIOn to It, could not be destroyed. The first printed 
English NT, the first made from the Greek, opened 
a new period in the history of the English Bible 
and made an ineradicable contribution to the Eng
lish Bibles yet to come. The inHuence of the word
ing and structure of Tyndale's NT on the AV is 
immense; the AV is a continuing witness to the sim
plicity, freshness, vitality and felicity of his work. 
Tyndale also published translations of the Pen ta
teuch in 1 530, Jonah in 1 53 1  and selections from 
the OT (published with his edition of the NT in 
1 534). An edition of the Pentateuch with a revised 
translation of Genesis was printed in 1 534. There 
is good authority for believing that Tyndale trans
Iated much more of the OT, but before he could 
complete his translation of the Bible he suffered a 
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CHRONOlO G I CA l  TAßlE OF THE PRI NCIPAl E N G LISH VERSIONS 
O F  THE ß I ßlE 
Oate AD Version (italies = Catholic version) Translator 

ANGLO-SAXON VERSIONS 

Late 7th cent English verse (oral) Caedmon 
John's Gospel, +? Bede 
Psalms; entire Bible? Aldheim (640-709) 
Anglo-Saxon Psalter glosses 

Late 9th cent Ten Commandments Allred the Great (849-901 ) 
Ex. 21 -23 
Acts 1 5  
Scripture rets. i n  Gregory's 'Oe Cura Pastorali' 

c. 950 Anglo-Saxon gloss 01 the Lindislarne Gospels 
Anglo-Saxon gloss 01 the Rushworth Gospels 

1 1 th cent Parts 01 the OT Aelfric 
Four Gospels inta continuous English text 

MIDDLE ENGUSH VERSIONS 

c. 1300 Metrical Psalter 
Prose Psalter Richard Rolle 01 Hampole 

c. 1 380-1 383 Wyclil Bible Nicholas 01 Herelord and Wyclil (7 )  
Revision ol Wyclifs Bible John Purvey 

SIXTEENTH-CENTURY VERSIONS 

1 52516 NT William Tyndale 
1 530 Pentateuch Tyndale 
1 53 1  Jonah Tyndale 

Isaiah George Joye 
1 534 01 selections Tyndale 

NT revision 
Psalms, Lamentations, Jeremiah Joye 
Song 01 Moses at the Red Sea 
Revision (unauthorized) o f Tyndale's NT 

1 535 NT revision Tyndale 
First complete Bible in English Miles Coverdale 

1 537 The Manhew Bible John Rogers? ('Thomas Manhew') 
1 538 Parallel English-Latin NT (Vulgate) Coverdale 
1 539 Revision 01 the Manhew Bible Richard Taverner 

The Great Bible Coverdale. for Thomas Cromwell 
1 540 2nd edition 01 the Great Bible Prelace by Archbp. Cranmer 
1 545 Revised Primer ('Primer 01 Henry VIII') 
1 557 Geneva NT William Whiningham 
1 560 Geneva Bible Various lincluding Whiningham) 
1 568 The Bishops' Bible Matthew Parker and others 
1 572 Revised lolio edition 01 the Bishops' Bible 
1 582 Rheims NT Gregory Martin, William Allen and others 

SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY VERS IONS 

1 609-1 61 0 Douay DT Gregory Martin and others 
1 61 1  Authorized (King James) Version Fifty·four translators 
1 6 1 3  Revision of AV 
1 61 6-1623 Pentateuch, Song 01 Solomon, Psalms Henry Ainsworth 

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY VERSIONS 

1 7 1 8- 1 7 1 9  N T  Cornelius Nary 
1729 Greek and English NT William Mace 
1730 NT Robert Wilham 
1 745 The Primitive NT William Whiston 
1 749-1772 Two revisions of Douay 07: five revisions of Rheims NT Richard ehalloner 
1 755 Revision 01 AV John Wesley 
1 764 NT Richard Wynne 

Bible Anthony Purver 
1 768 Liberal translation 01 the NT E .  Harwood 
1 770 NT John Worsley 
1 783-1 8 1 0  Revisions 0' Rheims and Douay texts Bernard MacMahon 

NINETEENTH-CENTURY VERSIONS 

1822 Paul's Epistles Thomas Belsham (Unitarian) 
1832 Pau!'s Epistles eharles Eyre (Unitarian) 
1833 NT ROdolphus Dickinson 
1 840 NT Samuel Sharpe (Unitarian) 
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NINETEENTH-CENTURY VERSIONS- eontinued 

1 849-1860 Annotated revision of Douay-Rheims text 
1 855 Gospels 
1 858 NT 
1 862 OT & NT 
1 863 Gospels 
1 869 NT 

OT & NT 
1871 NT 
1 872 NT 
1 875 NT 
1 881 Revised Version (RV) NT 
1 882 Romans 
1 883 Paul's Episties 
1 885 RV complete Bible 
1 890 Bible 
1895 Current English NT 

lWENTIETH-CENTURY VERSIONS 

1 898-1901 The Twentieth Century NT 
1 901 American Standard Edition (al RV) 
1 903 Bible in Modern English 

NT in Modern Sspeech 
1 9 1 3  NT 
1 923 American translation of the NT 

Riverside NT 
1 924 OT 

Centenary translation of the NT 
1 927 American translation of the Ol 

1 935 Westminster Version of the Sacred Scriptures, NT 
1 937 NT 

NT 
1 941 The NT in Basic English 
1 945 Berkeley Version 01 the NT 

NT (I,a"s. from Vulgalel 
1946 Revision 01 Ameriean RV NT (RSV) 
1947-1957 NT 
1 948 The Letchworth Version (NT) in Modern English 
1 949 Bible in Basic English 

OT 
1 952 Entire RSV Bible 

Plain English NT 
1 954 NT 
1 955 Authentie NT 

Revision of Knox's OT 
1 956-1959 Expanded Translation 01 the Greek NT 
1 958 The Amplified NT 
1 959 The Berkeley Bible 
1 961 The New English Bible NT 

1 962-1 971 The Living Bible 
1 963 The NT in the Language 01 Today 

New Ameriean Standard Bible (revision olthe Ameriean RV) 
1 966 TOday's English Version (Good News lor Modern Man). NT 

Jerusalem Bible 
1 968-9 New translation, NT 
1 969 The New Berkeley (Modern Language) Bible 
1 970 The New English Bible OT 

The New Ame,iean Bible 

1 972 New International Version (NT) 
1 973 The Translator's NT 
1 976 Complete Good News Bible 
1 979 New International Version Holy Bible 

New King James Version NT 
1 982 New King James Version 
1 985 New Jerusalem Bible 
1 989 Revised English Bible 
1 990 New Revised Standard Version, international edition 
1 994 Good News Bible, second edition 
1 995 New Revised Standard Version, anglicized edition 
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martyr's death. In his OT work he used the Hebrew 
text. Among other works available to him were 
Luther's German translation, the Latin Vulgate 
and a Latin rendering by Pagninus. Like his ver
sion of the NT, Tyndale's faithful and vivid trans
lations of books of the OT has been exceedingly 
inftuential. His dying prayer was that the Lord 
would open the eyes of the king of England. 

George Joye also had a significant part in the 
development of the English Bible in Tyndale's day. 
He graduated from Cambridge in 1 5 1 3 , was later 
inftuenced by Lutheran doctrine and found it ne
cessary to seek refuge abroad c. 1 527. He may have 
published a version of the Psalter in 1 530, different 
from that which he published in 1 534. He also pub
lished English translations of Isaiah ( 1 5 3 1 ), Jer
emiah, Lamentations, and the Song of M oses at 
the Red Sea ( 1 534), and a revision 01' Tyndale's NT 
( 1 534) without Tyndale's authorization and with 
changes of which Tyndale did not approve. After 
Tyndale had issued his own revision of his NT in 
1 534, with selections from the OT, Joye published 
another edition of his NT, together with selections 
from the OT. He may aiso have published transla
tions of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes. 

IV. Miles Coverdale ( 1 488-1568) 
The first really notable name in the history 01' Eng
lish Bible translation and revision between Tyndale 
and the AV is that of Miles Coverdale, whose work 
benefited from an altered royal and ecclesiastical 
attitude. In 1 535  Coverdale published a translation 
(wh ich he had prepared on the Continent) of the 
entire Bible, the first full Bible to be printed in Eng
lish. This version was dedicated to Henry V I I I .  I t  
was made from German and Latin versions and 
with the aid of translations made by Tyndale. A 
folio edition and a quarto edition appeared in 
1 537. The quarto edition asserts on its title-page 
that it was set forth with the king's most gracious 
licence. In 1 538 Coverdale published an edition of 
the Latin Vulgate NT with an English translation 
in parallel columns. His capacity for beautiful 
rhythm and phrasing have made an enduring con
tribution to the great tradition of English Bible 
translation .  

V. The Matthew Bible 
In 1 537 there appeared a Bible whose litle-page 
asserts that it was truly and purely translated into 
English by Thomas Matthew. This Bible has often 
been regarded as thc work 01' one 01' Tyndale's fol
lowers, John Rogers, who regarded it as inexpedi
ent to issue under his own name. It  was virtually a 
compilation of Tyndale's and Covcrdale's work 
with minor alterations and some 2,000 notes. I t  
was a fact of remarkable irony that a Biblc which 
was substantially the work of Tyndale, who had 
bcen opposed by Henry V I I l and the church, could 
now bc dedicated to Henry and set forth with his 
most gracious licence' On the solicitation 01' 
Cranmer, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas 
Cromwell sccured Henry's authorization that this 
Bible would be allowed by his authority to bc 
bought and read within thc realm. 

VI. Tavcrner's Bible 
Richard Taverner (e. 1 505-75) published in 1 539 a 
revision 01' Matthew's Bible which introduced a 
number 01' improvements indicating some schol
arly compctcnce. It was not without influence on 
future versions, but has not generally been 

regarded as occupying a place in the main line of 
English versions of the Bible. 

VII.  Thc Great Bible 
In 1 539 there appeared a Bible which was to exer
ci se enormous inftuence on England and on the 
subsequent history of the English Bible. It  was 
prepared by Coverdale on the invitation of 
Thomas Cromwell, and has therefore been called 
Cromwell's Bible. Because of its large size it is 
commonly called the Great Bible. The second edi
tion of April 1 540 and later editions had a preface 
by Archbishop Cranmer, and consequently the 
version has frequently been referred to as Cran
mer's Bible. But regardless 01' its multiple designa
tions, it is really a revision of Matthew's Bible. It 
was authorized for distribution among the people 
and for the use 01' every church. Copies were ob
tained for the churches; people collected around 
them, and even disturbed church services with 
their reading and discussions. Three editions ap
peared in 1 540 and three more in 1 54 1 .  The Psalter 
of the Great Bible has been perpetuated in the 
Book 01' Common Prayer. 

VIII. The Geneva Bible 
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In the last years of Henry VI I I  no new editions 01' 
the English Bible were produced, and the official 
attitude towards the use of vernacular Scriptures 
changed. The Great Bible was not banned, as were 
Tyndale's and Coverdale's Bibles, but its use was 
limited. The new attitude was carried over into the 
field of Primers, which contained select ions from 
the Scriptures. In 1 545 a revised Primer, frequently 
referred to as the Primer of Henry V I I I ,  was pub
lished, and the use of any other was forbidden. In 
the reign of Edward VI  the c1imate again became 
favourable to the development and use of the Bible 
in English. Many editions of the older translations 
were published, but practically no new work was 
done. Sir John Cheke prepared independent 
translations of Matthew and the beginning 01' 
Mark made from the Greek in a style designed to 
be intelligible to the less cultured, and trying to 
avoid words 01' non-English origin, but his work 
was not in fact published until 1 843. 

The reign of Mary Tudor was of a quitc differ
ent character from that of Edward. Bibles wcre 
taken from churches, and many Protestants suf� 
fered martyrdom. Some fled to thc Continent. A 
group 01' such men in Geneva was responsible for 
the production 01' the Geneva Bible. First, how
ever, a Geneva NT was published in 1 557, prepared 
chiefly, it would seem, by William Whittingham. 
This NT employed the verse divisions which 
Stephanus had introduced into the fourth edition 
01' his Greek NT in f 5 5 1 .  I talics were used to dis
tinguish words introduced by the translator to c1ar
ify the meaning. Whittingham seems to have uscd 
as the foundation text for his praiseworthy revision 
a recently published edition of Tyndale's NT. 

In 1 558 Elizabeth's reign began, and the official 
attitude towards the use of the Bible and towards 
its translators changed again.  Whittingham and 
others nevertheless continued in Geneva until they 
had completed the version 01' the Biblc on which 
they had been working. This Geneva Biblc, dedi
catcd to Elizabcth, was published in f 560. It  made 
an enormous contribution to the Authorized Ver
sion, and achieved a dominant popularity in thc 
per iod 1 570- 1 620. A very scholarly work, it drcw 
upon the unique competence and assistance 01' the 



great and devoted men who were in Geneva at the 
time, and upon works in different languages which 
were available there. Thc OT section was a pains
taking revision 01' that 01' the Great Bible with 
careful attention to the Hebrew; and for the NT it 
drew upon the Whittingham 1 557 edition . Because 
01' its use 01' 'breeches' in Genesis 3 :7  (a reading 
which, however, was not new), it became known as 
the 'Breeches Bible'. Verse divisions were employed 
throughout the ent ire Bible. 

IX. The Bishops' Bible 
The Geneva Bible was more accurate than the 
Great Bible, but official endorsement was not 
transferred to it .  I nstead, the Archbishop 01' Can
terbury, Matthew Parker, promoted a revision of 
the Great Bible, with much 01' the work done by 
bishops. This revision, 01' varying merit and at 
points considerably inftuenced by the Geneva 
Bible, was published in a folio edition in 1 568. I t  
came to be known a s  the Bishops' Bible, and 
received ecclesiastical authorization . A slightly 
revised quarto edition appeared in 1 569. A folio 
edition with an extensive revision of the NT sec
tion was published in 1 572. The Prayer Book 
version 01' the Psalms and the Bishops' Bible 
Psalter were printed in this edition in parallel 
columns. In following editions, except for that 
of 1 585, only the Prayer Book Psalter was in
cJuded. The 1 572 revision had a substantial 
inftuence on the AV. 

X. The Rheims-Douay Version 
Roman Catholics, who during the reign 01' Eliza
beth I had found refuge on the Continent, in 1 582 
published in R heims a NT which they hoped 
would counteract the inftuence of Protestant trans
lations. This was the work 01' Gregory Martin, Wil
Iiam Allen and others 01' the English College in 
R heims. Their reason for addressing themselves to 
this task was not that which actuated Protestant 
translators (i.e. , a zealous desire to make the Word 
01' God generally accessible in the vernacular), for 
in their preface they held that, on the cont rary, the 
translation 01' the Bible into the 'vulgar tongues' 
was not an absolute necessity, or even necessarily 
profitable. They based their translation on a Latin 
Vulgate text, but did give attention to the Greek, as 
is evidenced by their treatment 01' the definite art
icJc. They gave some attention also to previous 
translations in English. 01' set purpose they re
tained certain Latin words and followed their basic 
text cJosely, even, at times, to the point 01' sacrifice 
01' intelligibility. They did, however, provide a 
glossary to assist the English reader, and their 
work served to broaden thc word-base on which 
the AV was constructed. The OT was not published 
unti l  1 609- 1 0  at Douai, wh ich was too late to exert 
much, if any, inftuence on the AV. In style it was 
similar to the Rheims NT. 

XI. The Authorized Version 
At the Hampton Court Conference in 1604 a pro
posal was made by Dr John Reynolds, a Puritan 
and president 01' Corpus Christi College, Oxford, 
that a new translation 01' the Bible be made. This 
proposal, although not favoured by a majority 01' 
those present, appealed to King James I, and re
sulted ultimately in the production 01' the AV. The 
king wished to have a uniform translation made by 
the finest scholars in the two English universities, a 
translation to be reviewed by the bishops and the 
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most learned men in the church, afterwards pre
sented to the Privy Council, and finally ratified by 
his authority. 

James appointed fifty-four learned men for the 
work 01' translation, and the translators were div
ided into six companies. Among other things, the 
revisers were to follow the Bishops' Bible, and were 
to modify it as slightly as the 'truth 01' the original' 
or emphasis required; they were to retain the old 
eccJesiastical terms such as 'church', and marginal 
notes were to be avoided except for certain non
controversial uses. 

Further information about the principles and 
practices wh ich were followed by the revisers 
is given in the preface, 'The Translators to the 
Reader'. The Scriptures are there acknowledged 
to be high and divine, full and perfect; and their 
translation into the vernacular is shown to be 
necessary. The revisers appreciated the excel lent 
translation work that had been done in previous 
years. They never designed to make a new transla
tion or to change a bad one into a good one, but 
their aim was 'to make a good one better, or out of 
many good ones, one principal good one, not justly 
to be excepted against'. They sought not praise, 
but the truth; their trust was in hirn who has the 
key 01' David. 
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They worked from the Hebrew text 01' the OT 
and the Greek text 01' the NT. They did not labour 
with undue haste or hesitate to revise wh at they 
had done; but brought back to the anvil that wh ich 
they had hammered. They consulted translators or 
commentators in various languages. When the text 
was not cJear, they gave alternative translations in 
the margin.  They did not bind themselves to trans
late a given Heb. or Gk. expression by the same 
English expression in all cases, but responded sen
sitively to the context. They avoided the obscurity 
01' the Douay Bible with its Latinate element .  Their 
desire was that the Bible speak Iike itself, tpat it be 
understood 'euen 01' the very vulgar'. 

When the various companies had completed 
their work, twelve representatives chosen from 
among them revised the entire translation. After 
some further modifications 01' detail the version 
was ready for publication. There is no extant 
record 01' official eccJesiastical or royal authoriza
tion, but the words 'appointed to be read in 
churches' appeared on the title-page 01' the first 
edition. The version immediately displaced the 
Bishops' Bible in the churches and in time gained a 
victory over the Geneva Bible in popular favour, 
although the latter continued in use privately for a 
lang while, especially in Scotland. The AV gathered 
to itself the virtues 01' the lang and brilliant line 01' 
English Bible translations; it united high scholar
ship with Christian devotion and piety. It came 
into being at a time of vigorous Iiterary activity, 
and its scholars had a remarkable mastery 01' the 
instrument which Providence had prepared for 
them. Their version has justifiably been ca lied 'the 
noblest monument 01' English prose'. I t  has been 
estimated that the AV is indebted to the earlier Eng
lish translations 01' the Bible for about 60'X, of  its 
text. The chief contributors were the Geneva Bible 
(about 1 9%), and Tyndale's translations, incJuding 
the Matthew Bible (about 1 8'1.,). 

XII. From the Authorized to the Revised Version 
Even in the years following its first publication, the 
AV underwent significant though unofficial revi
sion . M ore than 300 changes are found in the 1 6 1 3  
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edition .  Extensive modifications werc introduced 
in editions published in the 1 8th century. Other 
English versions continued to be made. Henry 
Ainsworth from 1 6 1 6  to 1 623 published transla
tions 01' the Pentateuch and the Song 01' Solomon, 
and his translation 01' these books and 01' the 
Psalms was published after his death. His work was 
animated by a desire for accurate rendering. Para
phrases became fairly numerous. Several signifi
cant contributions were made in the 1 8th century. 
William Mace published in 1 729 a NT in Greek 
and English in which he attcmpted to take into 
account 'the most Authentic Manuscripts' and to 
use the accepted colloquial style 01' his day. Trans
lations made in the 1 8th century by Philip Dod
dridge (Family Expositor, or, a Paraphrase and 
Version 0/ the NelV Testament ), George Campbell 
( Translation 0/ the Gospels) and lames Macknight 
(A NelV Literal Translations 0/ all the Apostolical 
Epistles) were used in a NT published in 1 8 1 8 . In  
1 745 William Whiston published his Primitil'e New 
Testament, which uses the text 01' the AV, but modi
fies it in the interest of readings found in Codex 
Bezae, Codex Claromontanus and Codex Alexan
drinus. lohn Wesley published in 1 755 a revision 
of the AV NT. 

Richard Wynne issued in 1 764 The New Testa
ment, care/lilly collated lVitlr tlre Greek, corrected, 
divided and printed according to tlre S1/bjects treated 
0/ Wynne sought to find a middie course be
tween a l i teral rendering and loose paraphrase. An
thony Purver, a member of the Society 01 '  Friends, 
worked for 30 years on the translation of the Bible 
which he published in 1 764. One of the most note
worthy of 1 8th-century efforts was that 01' E.  Har
wood, who published in 1 768 his Liberal Transla
tion 0/ the New Testament. His use of an 'elegant' ,  
literary, paraphrastic 1 8th-century style dates his 
work. 

lohn Worsley made an effort to translate the NT 
from the Greek into the ' Present Idiom 01' the Eng
lish Tongue'. He wished to remove from the text 
obsolete and hardly intelligible words, and to bring 
the translation closer to the original. His transla
tion was published posthumously in 1 770. Other 
versions which were published (or printed) in the 
late 1 8th century were those 01' Gilbert Wakefield , 
W. H .  Roberts, Thomas Haweis, William New
come, who utilized Griesbach's Greek text of 
1 774-5, Nathaniel Scarlett, assisted by certain 
other 'men of piety and l iterature' (whose transla
tion allows itself the freedom 01' arranging ma
terial in the form 01' a drama), and 'J. M. Ray' .  

The Philadelphia publisher R.  Aitken, who in 
1 782 had produced the first edition 01' the AV 
published in America, issued in 1 808 the first 
printed translation 01' the Septuagint ,  by Charles 
Thomson . 

The 1 9th century saw the appearance of transla
tions of the Epistles 01' Paul by the Unitarians 
Thomas Belsharn ( 1 822) and Charies Eyre ( 1 832), 
and 01' the entire NT by the Unitarian Samuel 
Sharpe ( 1 840) from J. J. Griesbach's Greek text. 
In 1 865 Sharpe published a revised text 01' the AV 
01' the OT. I n  1 833 the American ,  Rodolphus 
Dickinson, published with indifferent success a NT 
in which he attempted to improve on the style 01' 
the AV. Among the literal translations 01' the 1 9th 
century, mention should be made of that of Robert 
Young in 1 863. New textual information continued 
to be reflected in the English versions. 'Herman 
Heinfetter' made use 01' the Codex Vat icanus: 
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G. W. Braineld took into account the texts 01' 
Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford and 
Tregelles in his translation 01' the Gospels ( 1 863); 
Robert Ainslie used the AV in 1 869, but modified it  
in the interest 01' readings favoured by Tischen
dorf; Samuel Davidson published in 1 875 a trans
lation 01' the NT from the text of Tischendorf; and 
J. B. Rotherharn translated the NT from the text 01' 
Tregelles ( 1 872). 

Andrew Norton's new translation 01' the Gos
pels ( 1 855) and Leicester Ambrose Sawyer's trans
lation of the NT ( 1 858) were efforts to use the style 
01' their day. They have been credited with intro
ducing the succession 01' 20th-century versions in 
modern speech. Various private revisions of the AV 
were published in the 1 9th century, in both Britain 
and the United States. 

XIII.  Roman Catholic versions in the 1 8th and 1 9th 
centuries 
In the 1 8th century a number 01' Roman Catholic 
efforts were made to provide an improved English 
version .  Cornelius Nary published in 1 7 1 8  a nd 
1 7 1 9  a NT translated from the Latin Vulgate with 
attention given to the Greek and Hebrew idiom, in 
which he attempted to use intelligible, idiomatic 
English. Robert Witham also desired to make the 
text of the English NT intelligible to the con
temporary reader. His version, translated from the 
Latin Vulgate, was published in 1 730. In 1 738 
the fifth, lightly revised, edition 01' the Rheims
Douay NT appeared, more than a century after the 
fourth edition ( 1 633). Richard Challoner, who has 
been credited with some of the work on this fifth 
edition, later published two revisions 01' the Douay 
OT and five 01' the NT ( 1 749-72), providing a sim
pler, more idiomatic type 01' text which continued 
in general use among English-speaking Roman 
Catholics until at least 1 94 1 .  He was not averse to 
following the AV when he approved its readings. 
The revisions made by Bernard MacMahon 1 783-
1 8 1 0  had a considerable influence, especially in I re
land. Bishop Francis Patrick Kenrick from 1 849 to 
1 860 published a revised text 01' the Rheims- Douay 
version with annotations. 

XIV. The Revised Version 
Conviction that a revision 01' the AV had become 
necessary came to formal ecclesiastical expression 
in 1 870, and a revision of the AV was undertaken by 
the Convocation of Canterbury of the Church 01' 
England. Distinguished scholars, not all 01' whom 
were members of the Church 01' England, partici
pated in the projec!. Among the general principles 
adopted, it was agreed that as few changes as pos
sible were to be made in the text 01' the AV consistent 
with raithfulness, and that such changes as were 
introduced should be expressed in the language 01' 
the AV and its predecessors. 

The in itial meeting 01' the NT Company was held 
on 22 lune 1 870, in the lerusalem Chamber 01' 
Westminster Abbey. This opening session was pre
ceded by a communion service conducted by the 
Dean 01' Westminster in the Henry V I I  Chapel. 
Among those who were admitted to the Lord's 
table was a Unitarian member of the company. 
Strong protest was naturally aroused. From t his 
inauspicious beginning the company began more 
than 10 years 01' labour. The assistance 01' Ameri
can biblical scholars was sought; and two Ameri
can companies, one for the OT and one for the NT, 
were formed. Exclusive copyright was given to the 



University Presses 01' Oxford and Cambridge. The 
American companies agreed not to publish an edi
tion embodying their distinctive readings for 14 
years after the publication 01' the English RV. The 
University Presses promised to publish during that 
period an appendix Iisting readings prefcrred by 
the American companies wh ich had not been 
accepted by the British revisers. On 1 7  May 1 88 1  
the RV 01' the N T  was published i n  England, and 
the whole Bible on 19 May 1 885.  The textual theor
ies of Westcott and Hort were manifest in the NT; 
thc OT characteristically followed the Massoretic 
Text. and much effort was made to represent the 
original faithfully and accurately even in details. 
Where possible, unlike thc AV translators, the 
revisers attempted consistently to represent a given 
word in the original by a given English word . 
ßecause 01' its accuracy the RV has proved very 
valuable for study purposes. I ts style, however, has 
not generally been approved by those who have 
been captivated by the rhythm and the music 01' the 
AV. 

In 1 90 1  the preferences 01' the American com
panies and other preferences 01' the surviving 
members 01' the committee were embodied in  the 
text 01' an 'American Standard Edition' of the Re
vised Bible. Among the changes which were intro
duced, the substitution 01' 'Jehovah' for ' LORO' and 
'Goo' (in small capitals) was unwelcome to many. 

Xv. Since the Revised Version 
The RV did not succeed in displacing the AV in the 
affections 01' the majority 01' Bible-readers, and 
was unable to satisfy all 01' those who were per
suaded of the need for a revision. They did, how
ever, open a remarkably prolific period of Bible 
translation. Since 1 88 1  there has been an unceasing 
f10w of translations, or revisions 01' translations, of 
the NT, or the entire Bible, or of parts of the Bible. 
The Bible Society's Library in Cambridge, UK, 
listed fifteen new English translations between 
1 980 and 1 984 alone. Among them there has been 
a diversity in basic texts employed, in methods of 
translation, in language and style, and in theo
logieal viewpoin t .  The influence of the Greek text 
and 01' the prineiples of textual critieism advocated 
by Westeott and Hort has been strongly reit .  The 
view that the Greek 01' the NT was in the main the 
popular, vernacular Greek of thc I st cent ury and 
not the l iterary Greek of that time has encouraged 
translators to undertake versions in 'everyday Eng
lish'. There has been a generally suceessful effort to 
aehieve intelligibility and contemporaneity 01' ex
pression. However, in the realm 01' felicity and 
grace 01' style the accomplishment has often been 
undistinguished. 

A number 01' the versions or revisions whieh 
have appeared since the time of the English RV 
might be given brief mention . Among the pioneers 
in the translation of the Seriptures into modern 
English was Ferrar Fenton, who published a trans
lation of Romans 'direct from the original Greek 
into modern English' in 1 882 and a translation of 
the Epistles of Paul in 1 883. His NT translated 
into 'current English' appeared in 1 895 and his 
Bible in Modern English in 1 903 . The Twentietlr 
Century New Testament, the work of about twenty 
persons, was published from 1 898 to 1 90 I ,  and was 
subsequently issued in revised form. The New Tes
tament in Modern Speech, R. F. Weymouth's 
mueh-used translation from the text of his Result
ant Greek Testament, was posthumously published 
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in 1 903, with Ernest Hampden-Cook as editor. 
James Moffatt issued The Historical New Testa
ment in 1 90 1 ,  in which he attempted to arrange the 
writings 01' the NT in a eonjeetured order 01' 'Iiter
ary growth' and date of eomposition. In  1 9 1 3  his 
new translation 01' the NT appeared. Its textual 
basis was mainly von Soden's Greek text. The 
singular reading of the Sinaitie Syriac is followed 
at Mt .  I :  16 , and the reader is not assisted by any 
textual note. Moffatt's translation of the OT was 
published in 1 924. E. 1. Goodspeed's 'American' 
translation of the NT, based on the Greek text 01' 
Westeott and Hort and intended to be expressed in 
popular Ameriean idiom, appeared in 1 923, and 
the 'Ameriean' translation 01' the OT, prepared by 
A. R. Gordon, T. 1. Meek, Leroy Waterman and 1. 
M .  Powis Smith, appeared in 1 927. Attention 
should also be ealled to W. G. ßallantine's River
side New Testament ( 1 923); Helen B. Mont
gomery's Centenary Translation 0/ the Ne\\' Testa
ment ( 1 924); C. B.  Williams' translation of the 
Ncw Testament 'in the language 01' the people' 
( 1 937), a version which attempts a precise render
ing of Gk. verb forms; The New Testament in Basic 
English ( 1 94 1 )  and The Bible in Basic English 
( 1 949); Gerrit Verkuyl's Berkeley Version 0/ the 
New Testament ( 1 945), the Berkeley Version of the 
entire Bible ( 1 959), the OT section of which was 
prepared by a sizeable staff of translators, with 
Gerrit Verkuyl as editor-in-chief, and the New 
Berkeley or Modern Language Bible ( 1 969); 1. B. 
Phillips' translation of the NT ( 1 947-57; one
volume edition, 1 958), i n  vigorous and contempor
ary but not always common language; The Letch
worth Version (of the ND in Modern English, by 
T. F. Ford and R. E. Ford ( 1 948), a remarkably 
successful light revision of the AV which conserves 
much of stylistic beauty of its original; The Ne\\' 
World Translation 0/ tlre Clrristian Greek Scriptures 
( 1 950 revised 1 984), a version prepared by the Je
hovah's Witnesses; C. K. Williams' translation of 
the NT into a limited-vocabulary 'Plain English' 
( 1 952); H. 1. Schonfield's Authentie New Testament 
( 1 955);  Kenneth S. Wuest's Expanded Translation 
0/ tlre Greek New Testament ( 1 956-9); the Amplijied 
New Testament ( 1 958); W. F. Beck's New Testa
ment in the Language of Today ( 1 963); William 
Barclay's New Translation 01' the New Testament 
( 1 968-9); and The Translators New Testament 
( 1 973). 

Several Roman Catholic translations of special 
interest have appeared in this period. The NT sec
tion of The Westminster Version 0/ tlre Sacred 
Scriptures, ( 1 9 1 3-35), was translated from the 
Greek by various men working on individual 
assignments under general editors. It employs a 
sole mn or 'biblical' style with archaic forms. 1. A .  
Carey issued a revision o f  the Challoner-Rheims 
NT in 1 935.  F. A. Spencer's translation of the NT 
from the Greek was published in 1 937.  I n  1 94 1  a 
revision of the Challoner-Rheims NT appeared in  
USA, prepared under the supervision of the Con
fraternity of Christian Doctrine by a large number 
of scholars. It was not bound by the official Clem
entine text of the Latin Vulgate, but its revisers 
were free to take aceount of critical editions. They 
succeeded in commendable measure in produeing a 
version of c1ari ty, simplieity and contemporary 
style. 

Monsignor R. A. Knox published in 1 944 a trial 
edition of a translation of the NT from the Vulgate 
and a slightly modified definitive edition in 1 945, 
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which was 'authorized by the Archbishops and 
Bishops of England and Wales' . It was accorded 
an official status along with the Rheims-Douay 
version. Knox's translation 01' the OT from the 
Latin Vulgate was published in 1 949 in two vol
umes 'for private use only'. A revision appeared in 
1 955 with hierarchical authorization. The transla
tion of the NT by James A. Kleist and Joseph L. 
Lilly ( 1 954) was made from the Greek. Kleist 
translated the Gospels from the text or Bover; Lilly 
translated the rest or the NT. The Jerusalem Bible 
( 1 966) is related to the French version La Bible de 
Jemsalelll, though is not simply a translation or it .  
The New American Bible ( 1 970), sponsored by the 
Bishops' Committee or the Conrraternity or Chris
tian Doctrine, represented a major translation 
elfort. It  was based on the original languages or 
Scripture or on  wh at was held to be the oldest rorm 
or the text extant .  

Several or the most widely used and most in
fluential or recent versions remain to be men
tioned. A committee-revision or the American RV, 
authorized by the International Council or Re
ligious Education, was published in 1 946 (NT; 
2 1 97 1 ) , 1 952 (entire Bible), 1 965 (Catholic edition). 
This Revised Standard Version (RSV) was a more 
flexible, less concordant translation than the RV. I t  
made significant use 01' conjectural emendations i n  
the OT, and its translation 'expiation' in Rom 3 :25 
was criticized by evangelicals. I ts successor The 
New Rel'ised Standard Version (NRSV, 1 989) did 
much to meet such criticisms. 

Another revision or the American RV, The New 
American Standard Bible ( 1 963), prepared by evan
gelical scholars, is a close and raithrul translation 
in a clear and readable style, which is admirable ror 
study purposes. Also by evangelicals is the New 
International Version ( 1 978). lt is a completely new 
translation into contemporary English, somewhat 
rreer than is NASS. The very successrul Good News 
Bible: Today's English Version (GNS or TEV; NT 
1 966 by Robert G. Bratcher, Bible 1 976, 2nd edn. 
USA 1 992, UK 1 994), first published by the Amer
ican Bible Society and later in a British usage edi
tion, is based on rai thrulness to the semantic con
tent rather than to the grammatical structure or 
the original, and on the use or common rat her 
than literary or church language; the Contempor
ary English Version (USA 1 995,  UK NT 1 996) 
also seeks oral readability. The first but not the 
second or these principles also marks the New Eng
lish Bible (NES; NT 1 96 1 ,  Bible 1 970), in which all 
the main British non-Roman Catholic churches 
and the British Bible Societies participated, and its 
successor the Revised English Bible (RES; 1 989), in 
which British Roman Catholic churches also par
ticipated. RES addressed charges or excessive OT 
conjectural emendation in NES, and also somewhat 
lowered NES'S language level. 

The Lil'ing Bible (NT 1 962, Bible 1 97 1 )  describes 
itselr as a paraphrase, and is not based directly on 
the original texts. 

It may reasonably be claimed that there are 
enough English translations in print to satisry the 
needs, beliers and tastes or every kind or reader. Yet 
changes in the language, greater understanding or 
how language works and communication takes 
place, and new discoveries about the languages and 
the world or the Bible, mean that no translation, in 
English or any other language, is Iikely to prove 
definitive. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, History o/ the Bible 

in English" 1 985;  C. C. Buttcrworth, The Literar)' 
Linl'age 0/ Ihe King James Bible, 1 94 1 ;  D. A.  
Carson,  The King James Version Debale, 1 979; A.  
S .  Herbert, A Hislorical Calaloglle 0/ Prinled Edi
lions 0/ Ihe English Bible, 1 525- 1 96 1 ,  1 968; M .  T. 
Hills, The Englislr Bible in Aml'rica, 1 96 1 ;  G. W. H .  
Lampe (ed.), The Call/bridge Hislory o/ Ihe Bible, 
vol . 2, 1 969, pp. 362-4 1 5 ; vol . 3 , 1 970, pp. 1 4 1 - 1 74; 
S. Kubo and W. F. Specht, So Many Versiolls?2 . 
1 983i 1. P. Lewis, The Ellglish Bible /rom KJV to 
NIV-, 1 99 1 ;  W. F. M oulton, The HislOry 0/ Ihe 
English BibieI, 1 9 1 1 ;  H. Pope, English Versions 0/ 
Ihe Bible, revised and amplified by Sebastian 
Bullough, 1 952; E. H. Robertson, The Nm Trans
lations 0/ Ihe Bible, 1 959; P. M .  Simms, The Bible in 
America, 1 936; B. F. Westcott, A General View 0/ 
the Hislory 0/ Ihe Englislr Bible-', revised W. A. 
Wright, 1 927. J .H .S. 

P.E. 

EN-HADDAH. 'Sharp spring', the name or a place 
which rell to the lot or Issachar (Jos. 1 9 :2 1 ) . Sug
gested identifications have been made (see GTT, p. 
1 85), but the site has not been definitely identified. 

T.C.M.  

EN-HAKKORE (Heb. ·en-haqq6re'). The spring in 
Lehi rrom wh ich Samson rerreshed himselr arter 
slaughtering the Phil istines with the jawbone or an 
ass (Jdg. 1 5 : 1 9). None or the places mentioned in 
the story has been identified. En-hakkore could 
mean 'the spring or the partridge' (cf En-gedi, 'the 
spring or the goat '), but Jdg. 1 5  gives a coherent 
account or the origin or the name, indicating that 
it means 'the spring or hirn who called'. J . A . M .  

EN-HAZOR. The name or a place which rell to  
the  lot  or Naphtali (Jos. 1 9:37). The si te  i s  
unknown, though suggestions have been made (sec 
GTT, p. 1 98). It is distinct rrom • Hazor. 
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T.C.M.  

ENOCH. I. Son or Cain (Gn. 4 :  1 7) after whom a 
city was named. 

2. Son or Jared and rat her or Methuselah (Gn. 
5 :  I 8 ,  2 1 ). Enoch was a man or outstanding sanc
tity who enjoyed close rellowship with God (Gn 
5 :22, 24: tor the expression 'walked with God', cf 
Gn. 6:9; Mi .  6 :8 ;  Mal .  2:6). Like Elijah (2 Ki .  2:  1 1 ) , 
he was received into the presence or God without 
dying (Gn . 5 :24). 

I t  is probable that the language 01' Pss. 49: 1 5 ; 
73:24 reflects the story or Enoch . In that case the 
example or Enoch's assumption played a part in 
the origin or Jewish hope ror l ire with God beyond 
death. (In the Apocrypha, Wisdom 4: 1 0- 1 4  also 
treats Enoch as the outstanding example 01' the 
righteous man's hope or eternal lire.) 

In  the NT, Heb. 1 1  :5f. attributes Enoch's 
assumption to his raith; the expression 'pleased 
God' is the LXX translation or 'walked with God' 
(Gn. 5 :24). Jude 1 4f. quotes a prophecy attributed 
to Enoch in J Enoclr 1 :9 .  

I n  the intertestamental period Enoch became a 
popular figure: see Ecclus. 44: 1 6; 49: 1 4, 1 6  (Heb. ); 
Jllbilees 4: 1 4-26; 1 0 : 1 7; and J Enach. Probably the 
legend or Enoch was elaborated in the Babylonian 
diaspora as a counterpart to the antediluvian sages 



of Mesopotamian legend. So Enoch became the 
initiator of the art of writing and the first wise 
man, who received heavenly revelations of the 
secrets of the universe and transmitted them in 
writing to later generations. 

In  the earlier tradition his scientific wisdom is 
prominent, acquired on journeys through the 
heavens with angelic guides, and including astro
nomical, cosmographical and meteorological lore, 
as weil as the solar calendar used at Qumran . He 
was also God's prophet against the fallen angels. 
Later tradition (2nd century BC) emphasizes his 
ethical teaching and especially his apocalyptic rev
e1ations of the course of world history down to the 
last judgment.  In the Similitudes (1 Enoch 37-7 1 )  
he is identified with the Messianic Son o f  man 
(7 1 :  1 4- 1 7), and some later Jewish traditions iden
tified hirn with the nearly divine figure Metatron 
( TargI/rn 0/ Psel/do-Jonalhan, Gn . 5:24;  3 Enoch). 
Early Christian apocalyptic writings frequently 
expect his return to earth with Elijah be fore the 
End. 

I Enoch (Elhiopic Enoch) is among the most im
portant intertestamental works. The complete text 
survives only in Ethiopic, but sections are extant in 
Greek and important fragments of the original 
Aramaic are now available from Qumran. I Enoch 
comprises five books: the Book of Watchers ( 1 -
36), the Similitudes (37-7 1 ), the Astronomical 
Book (72-82), the Book of Dreams (83-90) and 
the Epistle of Enoch (9 1 - 1 05). The Qumran MSS 
incJude fragments of all these except the Simili
tudes, which are therefore now generally dated no 
earlier (han the 1 st century AD. Also from Qumran 
(here are fragments of a hitherto alm ost unknown 
Book of Giants, which was probably the original 
fifth book of the Enoch Pentateuch, for wh ich the 
Similitudes were later substituted. 

The Qumran MSS help cJarify the dates of these 
works. The oldest sections are the Astronomical 
Book and 6-1 9 : these date from no later (han the 
beginning of the 2nd century BC and may be as 
early as the 5th century. The Book of Watchers 
(incorporating 6--1 9) cannot be later than the mid-
1 st and is probably from the mid-3rd century BC. 
The Book of Dreams is from 1 65 or 1 64 BC. The 
Epistle of Enoch and Book of Giants may date 
from the end of the 2nd century BC. 

Other works under the name of Enoch are from 
the Christian era. The Similitudes (I Enoch 37-7 1 )  
(important as perhaps illustrating the background 
to the use of 'Son of man' in the Gospels) seem to 
be a Jewish work, though some argue for Christian 
origin . 3 Enoch (HebrelV Enoch) is a Jewish work of 
disputed date. 2 Enoch (Slavonic Enoch) is a late 
Christian work wh ich may incorporate Jewish 
material. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. T. M ilik, The Books 0/ Enoch: 
Aramaie Fragmenls /rom QI/rnrtin Cave 4, 1 976; 1. 
C. VanderKam, Enoch and Ihe GrolVlh 0/ an Apoca
Iyplic Tradilion, 1 984; M .  Black, The Book 0/ 
Enoch or I Enoch, 1 985 .  R .J .B .  

ENOSH, Son of Seth and father of Kenan (Gn. 
4:26; 5:6-- 1 1 ; I Ch. I :  I ;  Lk. 3:38). His life-span is 
recorded as 905 years. I n  his t ime men began to call 
upon the covenant name of Yahweh. The Heb. 
word " n6s, 'man', occurs some 42 times in OT, and 
often suggests the aspect of frailty and mortality 
(Jb. 4: 1 7) ;  the corresponding verb 'änas means 'to 
be weak' (cf "ADAM) . N.H.  

EPAPHRAS 

EN-RIMMON (Heb. 'en-rimm6n, 'spring of the 
pomegranate'). A village in Judah reoccupied after 
the Exile (Ne. 1 1  :29). Either it was formed by the 
coalescing of two separate villages Ain and 
Rimmon, or more probably, reading Jos. 1 5 :32;  
1 9 :7 ;  I Ch. 4:32 al l  as En-rimmon, i t  was always a 
single town, originally in Judah's inheritance (Jos. 
1 5 :32), but soon transferred to Simeon (Jos. 1 9:7).  
I t  has been identified with Umm er-Ramämin, 1 5  
k m  N of Beersheba. M.A .M .  

EN-ROGEL ( Heb. 'en-rögel, 'weil of the fuller'). A 
water source just outside Jerusalem, some 200 m S 
of the confluence of the Valley of Hinnom and the 
Kidron valley. It is known today as Job's weil. The 
weil marked a point on the N boundary of Judah 
(Jos. 1 5 :7) before David captured Jerusalem (2 Sa. 
5:6ff.) .  

The narrative of Adonijah's abortive attempt to 
gain the throne in  David's old age suggests the site 
had cultic associatiolls (I Ki. I :9ff.). R .J .W. 

EN-SHEMESH ( Heb. 'en-semes, 'spring of the 
sun') .  A point on the Judah-Benjamin border 4 km 
E of Jerusalem, below Olivet, and just S of the 
Jericho road, and now sometimes called the 
'Spring of the Apostles'; modern 'Ain Haud. 

J .D.D.  

ENVY, A grudging regard for the advantages seen 
to be enjoyed by others-cf Lat. invidia from in
video, 'to look cJosely at', then 'to look with mali
eious intent' (see I Sa. 1 8 :9). The Heb. qin'ti means 
originally a burning, then the colour produced in 
the face by a deep emotion, thus ardour, zeal, jeal
ousy. RSV substitutes 'jealousy' for 'envy' in lb. 5 :2;  
Pr. 27:4;  Acts 7 :9 ;  I Cor. 3:3,  eIe. But they are not 
synonymous. lealousy makes us fear to lose what 
we possess; envy creates sorrow that others have 
what we have not.  The word qin'ti is used to express 
Rachel's envy for her sister (Gn. 30: I ,  cf Gn.  
37: 1 1 ; Nu .  25: 1 1 , eIe. ). I ts evils are depicted espe
cially in the book of Proverbs: thus the quest ion in 
27:4: 'Who can stand be fore jealousy?' The NT 
zelos is usually translated in a good sense as " 'zeal' 
as weil as in a bad sense as 'envy' (ln.  2: 1 7; cf Col. 
4: 1 3  where i t  is translated 'worked hard' [AV 'great 
zeal ') ;  note also its reference to God, 2 Ki. 1 9: 3 1 ;  
Is. 9 :7;  37:32, eIe. ) .  The word phlhonos always ap
pears in a bad sense except in the difficult verse las. 
4 :5 ,  which should be translated as in Rvmg. (A 
comparable sentiment is expressed in the Qumran 
Manl/al 0/ Discipline, 4. 1 6-- 1 8 .) phlhonos is char
acteristic of the unredeemed life (Rom. 1 :29; Gal. 
5 :2 1 ;  I Tim. 6:4; Tit. 3 :3). I t  was the spirit wh ich 
crucified our Lord ( M t .  27 : 1 8 ;  Mk .  1 5 : 1 0) .  Envy, 
zelos, as inconsiderate zeal, is to be avoided by 
Christians (Rom. 1 3 : 1 3 ; 2 Cor. 1 2 :20; Jas. 3: 1 4, 1 6). 
See NIDNTT I, pp. 557f.; TDNT 2, pp. 877-882. 

H.D.McD. 

EPAPHRAS, In Col. 1 :7 ;  4: 1 2; Phm. 23, one of 
Paul's friends and associates, called by hirn his 
'fellow slave' and 'fellow prisoner'. The name is 
abbreviated from Epaphroditus, but Epaphras is 
probably not to be identified with the Epaphrodi
tus of Phil. 2:25; 4 :  1 8  (as he is by T. R. Glover, Palll 
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oJ Tarsus, 1 925, p. 1 79). We gather that Epaphras 
evangelized the cities or the Lycus valley in Phrygia 
under Paul's direction during the latter's Eph
esian ministry, and rounded the churches or 
Colossae, Hierapolis and Laodicea. Later he visit
ed Paul during his Roman captivity, and it was his 
news or conditions in the churches or the Lycus 
valley that moved Paul to write the Epistle to the 
Colossians. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. T. O'Brien, Colossians, 
Philemon, WBC, 1 982. F.F.B. 

EPAPHRODITUS, A Macedonian Christian rrom 
Philippi . There are no grounds ror identirying hirn 
with Epaphras or Co!. 1 :7; 4 :  1 2 , or Phm. 23. His 
name means 'comely' or 'charming'. Paul calls hirn 
'your messenger' (hymön apostolon, Phi ! .  2:25), 
where the word used is one more rrequently trans
Iated elsewhere as 'apostle'. This does not mean 
that Epaphroditus held any office in the Philippian 
church; he was simply a rnessenger (cf 2 Cor. 8:23) 
who brought the gift rrom the church to Paul in 
prison at Rome. He became seriously ill, possibly 
as a result or over-exerting hirnself in journeying 
rrom Philippi to Rome, or in serving Paul at Rome. 
The AY says 'he regarded not his l ire' (see Phi!. 
2 :30), but RSY more correctly 'risking his lire'. The 
word used is paraboleusamenos, 'having gambled 
with his lire', rrom paraboleuesthai 'to throw down 
a stake, to make a venture'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Agar Beet, ' Epaphroditus and 
the gift rrom Philippi', The Expositor, 3rd Series, 9, 
1 889, pp. 64ff.; C. O. Buchanan, ' Epaphroditus' 
Sickness and the Letter to the Philippians', EQ 36, 
1 964, pp. I 57ff. D.O.S. 

EPHESIANS, EPISTLE TO THE. 

I .  Outline of contents 
This letter, in its rorm less restricted by particular 
controversial or pastoral needs than any other NT 
let ter, stands as a wonderful declaration or the 
eternal purpose or God in Christ wrought out in 
his church (chs. 1 -3), and or the practical con
sequences or that purpose (4-6). 

a. God's eternal purposes Jor man in Christ, 1:1-
3.'21 

1 : 1 -2. Greeting. 
1 :3-14.  Praise ror all the spiri tual blessings that 

come to men in Christ. 
I :  1 5-23. Thanksgiving ror the readers' faith, and 

prayer ror their experience 01' the wisdom and 
power 01' God. 

2 : 1 - 1 0 .  God's purpose to raise men rrom the 
death or sin to new lire in Christ . 

2: 1 1 -22. His purpose to reconcile men not only 
to himselr, but to one another-in particular to 
bring lews and Gentiles together into the one 
people or God. 

3 : 1 - 1 3 .  The privilege or the apostle's calling to 
preach the gospel to the Gentiles. 

3 : 1 4-2 1 .  A second prayer, ror the knowledge 01' 
the love or Christ, and his indwelling rullness; and 
a doxology. 

b. Practical conseqllences, 4:1-6:24 

4: 1 - 1 6 . Exhortation to walk worthily, and to 
work to build up the one body of Christ. 

4: 1 7-32. The old lire of ignorance, lust and 
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unrighteousness must be put off, and the new life 
or holiness put on. 

5 :  1 -2 1 .  A rurther call to live in love and purity, 
as children or light, rull or praise and userulness. 

5:22-33. Instructions to wives and husbands, 
based on the analogy or the relationship between 
Christ and his church. 

6: 1 -9. Instructions to children and parents, ser
vants and masters. 

6:  I 0-20. Summons to Christian conflict in the 
armour or God and in his strength. 

6:2 1 -24. Concluding personal message. 

11 .  Destination 
Although the great majority or MSS and all the 
early YSS have the words 'at Ephesus' in I :  I ,  the 
4th-century codices Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, the 
important corrector or the cursive 424, the cursive 
1 739, the papyrus 46 (dated AD 200) omit these 
words. Tertullian probably, Origen certainly, did 
not have them. Basil said they were lacking in the 
oldest MSS known to hirn. The heretic M arcion 
called this letter 'to the Laodiceans'. This small but 
very weighty evidence is supported by the evidence 
or the contents or the letter. It  is difficult to explain 
such verses as I :  1 5 ; 3:2; 4 :2 1 ,  and the complete 
absence or personal greetings, if this were a letter 
addressed by Paul to Christians among whom he 
had laboured ror 3 years (Acts 1 9 :  1 -20 and 20:3 1 ) .  
Yet it seems t o  have been addressed t o  a specific 
circle or Christians ( I :  1 5ff.; 6:2 1 ) . The most likely 
interpretation or all the evidence is that the letter, 
ir genuinely Paul's, was sent to a group or churches 
in Asia M inor (or wh ich Ephesus was the greatest) .  
Either one copy was sent to each in turn, the place
name being inserted in reading; or there may have 
been several copies with different addresses. 

1 1 1 .  Authorship 
There is abundant early evidence (perhaps going 
back to AD 95) 01' the use 01' this letter and from the 
end or the 2nd century we read 01' its unquestioned 
acceptance as the letter 01' Paul that it claims to be 
( 1 : 1 ;  3 : 1 ) . Since the end 01' the 1 8th century, how
ever, the traditional authorship has been ques
tioned. It  is impossible here to da justice to the 
arguments for and against it. (They are set forward 
very fully, with opposite conclusions, in C. L. 
Mitton, The Epistle to the Ephesians, 1 95 1 ,  and A . 
van Roon, The Authenticity oJ Ephesians, 1 974 . )  
Very briefly the most important arguments against 
the genuineness of Ephesians are as rollows: 

I .  Ephesians is not a real letter addressed to a 
particular situation like all the others we know as 
Paul's. It is more Iyrical in style, full of participles 
and relatives, distinctive in its piling up of similar 
or related expressions. For the Pauline authorship 
it is argued that the absence of controversy ac
counts for the difference. We have here not the 
reasoned argument necessary in the other letters, 
but a 'prophetie declaration of incontrovertible, 
patent facts' (Dodd). 

2.  There are 42 words not otherwise used in the 
NT, and 44 more not used elsewhere by Pau!. This 
argument can be assessed only by comparison with 
other Epistles, and by exarnining the words thern
selves. In the view of many the nature of thc 
subject-matter sufficiently accounts lor thern. 

3 .  I t  is urged that nowhere in Paul's writings 
have we such stress on the church and so little 
eschatology. Yet satisfying reasons can be given lor 
the difference or emphasis, and in particular lor 



the great exposi tion here of the part of the church 
in the eternal purpose of God. 

4. Certain features and expressions are taken as 
indicative of a later date or another hand than that 
of the apostle, e.g. the reference to the 'holy apos
tles and prophets' (3:5; cf 2:20), the treatment of 
the Gentile question and the self-abasement of 3:8 .  
Each individual objection may be answered , 
though those who oppose the Pauline authorship 
urge the cumulative force of all the objections. 

5 .  Other arguments are based on a comparison 
of Ephesians with other NT writings. This letter 
has more in common with non-Pauline writings 
(cspecially Luke and Acts, I Peter and the Johan
nine writings) than any other letter of the Pauline 
Corpus. Sometimes the resemblances in thought 
and expression are very striking, but rarely such as 
make literary dependence probable. They witness 
rather to a large common vocabulary, and perhaps 
also to a similar formalizing of teaching and belief 
in the early church in different places. (See E.  G. 
Selwyn, The FirSI Episl/e 0/ SI Peler, 1 946, pp. 
363-466.) Most significant, however, is the exten
sive similarity in content, expression and even 
order of subject-matter between this letter and Co
lossians. It is almost universally accepted that Co
lossians is prior to Ephesians. Ephesians has the 
doctrine and exhortation of Colossians, only de
veloped further. With the exception of 6:2 1 r. and 
Co!. 4:7r., there is no evidence of direct copying, 
but in Ephesians the same expressions are often 
used with a slightly different connotation; one pas
sage in one letter resembles two in the other; one 
passage in Ephesians has a parallel in Colossians 
and also in another Pauline letter. To some these 
phenomena are the strongest arguments for the 
work of an imitator; in the view of others they 
make the apostolic authorship more sure. 

IV. Purpose 
Many scholars have opposed the Pauline author
ship without giving any positive suggestion as to 
how the letter came to be written. Others have been 
more specific. 

I .  Some have seen it as 'an attempt to sum up 
and to recommend to a later generation t he apos· 
tle's teaching' ( M .  Barth, AB, p. 57). E. 1. Good
speed, for example, sees it as written to introduce 
the collection of Paul's letters, the quin les§cnce 01' 

Paul presented by one (Onesimus, he suggests) who 
was saturated in Paul's writings and Colossians 
most 01' al! . 

2. Others have seen a historical crisis in :he Iife 
of the early church-the threat of Gnosticism, the 
threat to Christian unity, or the danger of a turn
ing aside from the great Pauline doctrines-as call
ing forth this work, written in the name of the 
great apostle. 

3. 1. C. Kirby (Ephesians: Baplism al/d Pentecosl, 
1 968) partly follows the views of others in drawing 
attention to a great deal of liturgical and didactic 
material in the Epistle, but goes furt her and gives 
reasons for thinking 01' Ephesians as the trans
formation into a letter of what basically was an 
annual covenant renewal service, held at the time 
of Pentecost, recalling to Christians the meaning 
01' their baptism. 

To many the arguments against the Pauline 
authorship appear strong. To some, one or another 
of the views of the suggested purposes seems at
tractive. Yet, as E .  F. Scott puts it, the Epistle 'is 
everywhere marked by a grandeur and originality 
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of thought which seems utterly beyond the reach 
of any mere imitator' (MNTC, p. 1 36). It is not 
easy to imagine a writer trying in Paul's name to 
present the essence of his theology and then turn
ing to Colossians and quoting exactly the words of 
4:7r. to give the impression that Ephesians was 
written at the same time as t he letter to Colossae. I t  
seems better to  return to the  Pauline authorship 
and reconstruct the situation that called forth Eph
esians as folIows. 

Paul was a prisoner in Rome c. the year AD 61  
(see • COLOSSIANS for other possibilities of the 
place of Paul's imprisonment at the time of writ
ing). Onesimus, Philemon's runaway slave, had 
come to the apostle, been brought to faith in Christ 
and, with a letter from Paul, was being sent back to 
his master 'no Ion ger as a slave, but more than a 
slave, as a beloved brot her' (Phm. 1 6). At the same 
time the apostle had heard from Epaphras of the 
difficulties being faced, especially through false 
teaching, by the Colossian church. Thus when 
Onesimus was returning to Colossae, Paul also 
sent Tychicus with a letter to that church, answer
ing their problems and giving practical instructions 
concerning Christian living to Christians whom he 
had never met or taught personally. Writing thus 
to the Colossians, the apostle's mind was filled 
with the theme of the glory of Christ and his per
fect provision for the life of men . Paul's thoughts 
turned to the other churches in the whole neigh
bourhood of Colossae, and, no longer having to 
deal with particular pastoral problems or doctrinal 
difficulties, he fulfilled his desire to express, in 
teaching and exhortation, in  praise and prayer, the 
glory of the purpose of God in Christ and the re
sponsibility of the church to make known that 
purpose by proclamation and by living in unity, 
love and purity. This letter was despatched with 
Philemon and Colossians, but sent to the various 
churehes of the Roman province of Asia, 01' whieh 
Ephesus was one and indeed the most significant. 
In all probability this is the very letter that Paul in 
Co!.  4: 16 says that the Colossian Christians should 
receive 'from Laodieea'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. Robinson, SI Paul's Episl/e 
10 Ihe Ephesians, 1 904; M arkus Barth, Ephesians, 
AB, 1 974; 1. R. W. Stott, The Message 0/ Eph
esians, BST, 1 979; C. L. M itton, Ephesians, NCB, 
1 982; F. F. Brucc, The Episl/es 10 Ihe C% ssians, 10 
Phi/emon, and 10 Ihe Ephesians, NIC, 1 984: F. 
Foulkes, The Leiter 0/ Pali/ 10 Ihe Ephesial/s, 
TNTCl, 1 989; A .  T. Lineoln, Ephesians, WBC, 
1 990; A. G. Patzia, Ephesians, C% ssians, Phi/e-
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mon, NIBC, 1 99 1 .  F.F. 

EPHESUS. The most important eity in the Roman 
province 01' Asia, on the W coast of what is now 
Asiatie Turkey. It was situated at the mouth of the 
Cayster River between the mountain range 01' 
Coressus and the sea. A magnificent road I I  m 
wide and lined with eolumns ran down through the 
city to the fine harbour, whieh served both as a 
great export centre at the end 01' the Asiatic 
caravan-route and also as a natural landing-point 
from Rome. The city, now uninhabited, has been 
undergoing excavation for many years, and is 
probably the most extensive and impressive ruined 
site of Asia Minor. The sea is now some 10 km 
away, owing to the silting process which has been at 
work for centuries. The harbour had to undergo 
extensive clearing operations at various times from 
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the 2nd eentury Be; is that, perhaps, why Paul had 
to stop at Mile(us (Aets 20: 1 5- 1 6)? The main part 
of the city, with its theatre, baths, Iibrary, agora 
and paved strects, lay between the Coressus ridge 
and the Cayster, but the temple for whieh it was 
famcd lay over 2 km to the NE. This site was ori
ginally saered to the worship of thc Anatolian fer
tility goddess, later identified with Greek Artemis 
and Latin Diana. Justinian built a ehureh to St 
John on the hili nearby (henee the later name 
Ayasoluk-a eorruption of hagios Iheologos), 
whieh was itself sueeeeded by a Seljuk mosque. 
The neighbouring settlement is now ealled Sel�uk. 

EpheslIs, olle 01 Ihe 'sel'en cll/lrches 01 Asia' (Re\'. 
1-3). 

The original Anatolian settlement was aug
mented before the 1 0th eentury Be by l onian eol
onists, and a joint eity was set up. The goddess of 
Ephesus took a Greek name, but c1early retained 
her earlier eharaeteristies, for she was repeatedly 
represented at later periods as a many-breasted 
figure. Ephesus was eonquered hy Croesus shortly 
after his aeeession in c. 560 Be, and owed some of 
its artistie glories to his munifieenec. After his rall 
in 546 it eamc under Persian rule. Croesus shifted 
the site of the arehaie eity to foeus upon the temple 
01' • Artemis: Lysimaehus, one of the sueeessors 01' 
Alexander, foreibly replanted it about the harbour 
early in the 3rd eentury Be. Ephesus later formed 
part of the kingdom of Pergamum, whieh Attalus 
1 1 1  bequeathed to Rome in 1 33 Be. It  beeame the 
greatest eommereial eity of the Roman provinee 01' 
Asia. It then oeeupied a vast area, and its popula
tion may have numbered a third of a million. It  is 
estimated that the great theatre built into Mt Pion 
in the eentre 01' the city had a eapaeity of about 
25,000. 

Ephesus also maintained its religious import
anee under Roman rule. It became a eentre 01' the 
emperor eult, and eventually possessed three 01'
fieial temples, thus qualifying thriee over for the 
proud title lIeökoros ( ' temple-warden ') 01' the em
perors, as weil as being lIeökoros 01' Artemis (Aets 
1 9 :35) .  It is remarkable that Paul had rriends 
among thc • Asiarehs (Asiarchai, Acts 1 9 : 3 1 ), who 
were officers of the 'eommune' of Asia, whose 
primary funetion was actually to foster the im
perial cu I! .  

The temple of Artemis itself had been rebuilt 
after a great fire in 356 Be, and ranked as one of 
the seven wonders of the world until its destruction 
by the Goths in AD 263. After years of patient 
seareh 1. T. Wood in 1 870 uneovered its remains 
in the marsh at the foot of Mt Ayasoluk. It  had 
been the largest building in the Greek world. It 
eontained an image of the goddess which, it was 
c1aimed, had fallen from heaven (cf Aets 1 9 :35) .  
Indeed, it may weil have been a meteorite origin
al ly. Silver eoins from many plaees show the valid
ity of the claim that the goddess of Ephesus was 
revered all over the world (Aets 1 9 :27). They bear 
the inscription Dialla Ephesia (cf Acts 1 9 :34). 

There was a large eolony 01' Jews at Ephesus, 
and they had long enjoyed a privileged position 
under Roman rule (Jos., Anl. 1 4 .  225ff.; 14 .  262ff.). 
The earliest referenee to the eoming of Christianity 
there is in c. AD 52, when Paul made a short visit and 
left Aquila and Priseilla there(Aets 1 8 :  1 8-2 1 ) . Paul's 
third missionary journey had Ephesus as its goal, 
and he stayed there for over 2 years (Aets 1 9 :8 ,  
1 0), attraeted, no doubt,  by its strategie importanee 
as a eommereial, politieal and religious eentre. 
His work was at first based on the synagogue: 
later he debated in the leeture-hall of Tyrannus, 
making of Ephesus a base for the evangelization of 
the whole province of Asia. The spread or Christi
anity, whieh rerused syneretism, began to incur the 
hostility of vested religious interests. I t  affeeted not 
only the magie eults whieh flourished there (Aets 
19 :  1 3 ff.-one kind or magie rormula was aetually 
ealled Ephesia grall7l17ala) but also the worship or 
Artemis (Aets 1 9:27), eausing damage to the trade 
in eult objeets wh ich was one souree of the prosper
ity or Ephesus. There rollowed the eelebrated riot 
deseribed in Aets 1 9 . Inseriptions show that the 
grall7l17alells C' town clerk') who gained eontrol or 
the assembly on this oeeasion was the leading eivic 
offieial, direetly responsible to the Romans tor such 
breaehes or the peaee as illieit assembly (Aets 
1 9 :40). It has been suggested that his assertion 
' there are proeonsuls' ( 1 9 :38), ir  it is not a general
izing plural, may fix the date with some preeision. 
On Nero's aeeession in AD 54, M .  Junius Silvanus. 
the proeonsul or Asia, was poisoned by his sub
ordinates Helius and Celer, who aeted as pro
consuls until the arrival or a regular sueeessor. 
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Christianity evidently spread to • Colossae and 
the other eities or the Lyeus valley at the pcriod 
or Paul's stay in Ephesus (cf Co!. 1 :6-7; 2:  I ) . I t 
was Paul's headquarters ror most of the time 01' 
the Corinthian eontroversy and eorrespondenec 
(I Cor. 1 6:8), and the experienee whieh he dc
scribes as 'fighting with wild beasts' happened there 
( I  Cor. 1 5 :32).  This seems to be a metaphorical 
allusion to something already known to the Cor
inthians, perhaps mob violence. (There was no 
amphitheatre at Ephesus, though the stadium was 
later adapted to aeeommodate beast-fighting.) G. 
S. Dunean (SI Paul's Ephesiall Millislry, 1 929) has 
maintained that Paul was imprisoned two or threc 
times at Ephcsus, and that all the eaptivity Epistles 
were written rrom there and not from Rome. E. 1. 
Goodspeed (lNT, 1 937), rollowed by c. L. Mitton 
and 1. Knox, have loeated at Ephesus the eollcction 
01' thc Pauline Corpus or letters. There arc difficul
ties in thc hypothesis or an Ephesian imprison
ment wh ich suits the ease, and although B. Reicke 
and 1. A. T. Robinson have reccntly revived the 
idea that somc or all or the eaptivity Epistlcs were 
written from Caesarea, it remains prefcrable to 



place them in Rome (see C. H. Dodd, BI RL 1 8 , 
1 934, pp. 72-92). 

After Paul's departure Timothy was left at 
Ephesus (I Tim . 1 :3). The Pastorals give a glimpse 
of the period of consolidation there. It is thought 
by many that Rom. 16 was originally addressed by 
Paul to Ephesus. 

The city was later the headquarters of the John 
who had jurisdiction over the seven leading 
churches of Asia addressed in the Apocalypse. The 
church in Ephesus is addressed first of the seven 
( Rev. 2: 1 -7), as being the most important church in 
the de facto capital, and as being the landing-place 
for a messen ger from Patmos and standing at the 
head of a circular road joining the seven cities in 
order. This church is flourishing, but is troubled 
by false teachers, and has lost its 'first love'. The 
false apostles (2:2) are most probably like the 
* N icolaitans, who seem to have advocated com
promise with the power of paganism for the 
Christian under pressure. The Ephesians were 
steadfast, but deficient in love. Ramsay character
ized Ephesus as the 'city of change'. Its problems 
were the problems of a successful church coping 
with changing circumstances: the city too had had 
a long history of shifting sites (cf 2 :5b). The 
promise of eating of the tree of Iife is here prob
ably set against the background of the sacred 
date-palm of Artemis, which figures on Ephesian 
coins. 

According to Irenaeus and Eusebius, Ephesus 
became the horne of John the apostle. A generation 
after his time Ignatius wrote of the continuing 
farne and faithfulness of the Ephesian church 
(Ephesians 8-9). The third General Council took 
place here in  AD 43 1 to condemn Nestorian Chris
tology, and sat in the double church of St Mary, 
the ruins of wh ich are still to be seen. The city 
declined, and the progressive silting of its gulf 
finally severed i t  wholly from the sea. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. E. Bean, Aegean Turkey. An 
Archaeological Guide, 1 966; E .  Akurgal, The An
cient Ruins and Civilisations of Turkey, 1 973; C. 1.  
Hemer, The Letters to the Sel'en Churches of Asia in 
Their Local Selling, 1 986; E. M .  Yamauchi, NelV 
Testament Cities in Western Asia Minor, 1 980. 

E.M.B.G. 
C.J .H.  

EPHPHATHA. The actual word addressed by 
Jesus to the deaf man ( M k .  7 :34). It is probably an 
Aramaic imperative transli terated into Greek, and 
the Evangelist adds the translation (in Greek), 'be 
opened'. The Aramaic verb used isp'Lah , ' to open' ;  
i t  i s  n o t  certain whether the simple passive (eth
peel) or intensive passive (ethpaal) was employed. 
The former form would be 'eLP'Lah, the latter 
'eLpallah. It seems that in either case the l was as
similated to the p; this is a regular feature of later 
Aramaic and its dialects (e.g. Syriac). An alterna
tive possibility is that the word is Hebrew (niphal 
con jugation). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. Emerton, ITS 24, 1 973, pp. 
1 -23. D.F.P.  

EPHRAIM. The second son of Joseph, born to 
hirn by Asenath, the daughter of Potipherah, 
before the years of famine came (Gn. 41 :50-52). 
The sick Jacob acknowledged the two sons of 
Joseph (Gn. 48:5), blessing Ephraim with his right 
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hand and Manasseh with his left (vv. 1 3- 1 4), thus 
signifying that Ephraim would becomc the greater 
people (v. 1 9) .  

I n  the order of the tribes in  the wilderness en
campment the standard of Ephraim's camp was on 
the W side (Nu. 2:  1 8) .  From the tribe of Ephraim 
Elishama was to stand with Moses (Nu.  1 : 1 0), and 
Joshua the son of Nun, one of the spies, was des
cended from Ephraim (Nu. 1 3 :8) .  He was chosen 
with Eleazar the priest to divide the land (Nu. 
34:  1 7) .  Ephraim is also included in the blessing of 
Moses. 

Under the valiant leadership of Joshua, 
Ephraim with the other tribes received its inherit
ance, which is described in Jos. 16. The territory 
may be roughly identified as folIows. Proceeding W 
from Gilgal we come to Bethel, then to lower Beth
horon, W to Gezer, then N to Lod and W towards 
the sea, N to the Qanah river and then E to Tap
puah, Janobah, Taanath-shiloh to Ataroth, then S 
to Nasrath and Gilgal. 

From the beginning the tribe of Ephraim occu
pied a position of prestige and significance. I t  
complained t o  Gideon that h e  had not called i t  to 
fight against the Midianites. His reply reveals the 
superior position of Ephraim. 'Is not the gleaning 
of the grapes of Ephraim better than the vintage 
of Abiezer?' (Jdg. 8:2) .  The men of Ephraim com
plained again in similar terms to Jephthah, and 
this led to war between the Ephraimites and the 
Gileadites. 

The prestige of Ephraim kept it from looking 
with favour upon Judah. After the death of Saul, 
Abner, Saul's captain, made Eshbaal king over the 
N tribes, including Ephraim. Because of the Philis
tine domination, however, Eshbaal's authority was 
effectively limited to Transjordan. He reigned for 2 
years, but Judah followed David (2 Sa. 2 :8ff.) .  
After Eshbaal's death the N tribes invited David to 
become their king. 

Later David learnt that Israel followed after Ab
salom. The N tribes never did desire to yield to 
David's reign, but David grew continually greater 
and stronger. Under Solomon the S kingdom 
reached the pinnacle of splendour and prosperity. 
Nevertheless, even at this time, there was dis
content in the N (I Ki .  1 1 :26ff.) .  
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Rehoboam's folly provided the necessary pre
text, and the N revolted, renouncing all claim to 
the promises made to David (I Ki. 1 2: 1 6). Never
theless, God continued to send his prophets to 
the N kingdom, and one of the characteristics of 
the Messianic kingdom is to be the healing of the 
tragic schism introduced by Jeroboam the son of 
Nebat (cf Ho. I :  1 1 ;  Is. 1 1 :  1 3). Even when exile has 
overtaken the S as weil as the N kingdom, Ephraim 
retains a special place: 'I am a father to Israel, and 
Ephraim is my first-born' (Je. 3 1 :9). E.J.Y. 

F.F.B. 

EPHRAIM (geographical). The boundaries of 
Ephraim are recorded in Jos. 1 6, and with Man
asseh in Jos. 1 7. Only some of the main topo
graphical features of these boundaries have so far 
been determined beyond dispute; most of the 
places mentioned cannot be precisely located at 
present. 

The S boundary of Ephraim is most c1early ex
pressed in Jos. 1 6: 1 -3, where, however, it is given as 
the (S) boundary of 'the children of Joseph', i. e. 
Ephraim-Manasseh. But as M anasseh was situated 
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wholly to the N and NE of Ephraim, this bound
ary is, in  practice, that of Ephraim. I l  ran (E to W) 
up from the Jordan and Jericho inland to Bethel 
(Beitin , c. 16 km N of Jerusalem), Luz (?near by) 
and Ataroth (si te uncertain), then I'ia the border of 
Lower Beth-horon to Gezer-well-known si te
and the Mediterranean sea-coast (1os. 1 6 :  1 -3). V. 5 
is difficult, but may perhaps further define part 01' 
this S boundary. 

The N boundary from a point Michmetha(t)h 
( 1 6:6) 'be fore Shechem' ( 1 7 :7) turned W; its course 
in that direction ran from Tappuah (Iocation still 
disputed) to and along the brook of Qanah (per
haps the present Wadi Qänah, which joins Wadi 
Aujah, and reaches the Mediterranean c. 6Y, km N 
of Joppa) to the sea ( 1 6:8). E from M ichmetha(t)h, 
the border turned by Taanath-shiloh (S) along the 
E of Janoah to (another) Ataroth, Naarah, and 
back to Jericho and the Jordan ( 1 6:6-7). On the N, 
Shechem apparently was within Ephraim's share, 
to judge from the levitical city-lists (1os. 2 1  :20-2 1 ;  
I Ch . 6:67). 

The region in central W Palestine that fell  to 
Ephraim is mainly relatively high hil l-country with 
better rainfall than Judaea and some good soils; 
hence some biblical references to the fruitfulness of 
the Ephraim district. The Ephraimites had direct 
but not over-easy access to the great N-S trunk 
road through the W plain. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, The Geography 0/ the 
Bible ', 1 974, pp. 1 64- 1 76; Y. Kaufmann, The Bib
lical Accormt 0/ the Conquest 0/ Palestine, 1 953, 
pp. 28-36. Also F. M. Abel,  Geographie de la Pal
estine, 1 -2, 1 933-8. With reserve, Z. Kallai, Histor
ical Geography 0/ the Bible, 1 986; N. Na'aman, 
Borders and Districts in Biblical Historiography, 
1 986. K.A .K .  

EPHRATH, EPHRATHAH, I .  The ancient name 
of • Bethlehem Judah,  which occurs in all cases but 
one (Gn. 48:7, 'eßräI) in the form 'eßräIa. Rachel 
was buried on the route there from Bethel (Gn. 
35:  1 6, 1 9; 48:7; cf I Sa. 1 0 :2); it was the horne of 
Naomi's family ( Ru .  4: 1 1 ) ,  who are described as 
Ephrathites ( 'eßräIi, Ru. 1 :2), of Ruth's descend
ant David ( I  Sa. 1 7 : 1 2; cf Ps. 1 32 :6), and of the 
Messiah, as foretold in Mi. 5 :2.  

2, The gentilic 'eßräIi is applied three times to 
Ephraimites (Jdg. 1 2:5 ;  I Sa. I :  I ; I Ki.  I I  :26). 

3, The second wife 01' Ca leb the son of Hezron 
(I Ch. 2:  1 9, 50; 4:4; cf 2:24). T.C.M. 

EPHRON, I.  Name of a 'son of Heth' (Hittite or 
Syrian), a son of Zohar from whom Abraham 
bought the cave of M achpelah as a burial-place 
for Sarah (Gn. 23:8; 25:9; 49:30). A similar type 
name (Apran) is known from ·Alalab, Syria. 2, A 
hili area between Nephtoah and • Kiriath-jearim 
which marked the border of Judah (1os. 1 5 :9; 
1 8 : 1 5 , RSV amended text). 3, A place near • Bethel 
taken by Abijah from Jeroboam I (2  Ch. 1 3 : 1 9) .  
RSV 'Ephron'; MT 'Ephrain', AV 'Ephraim'; cf 2 
Sa. 1 3 :23) to be identified with Ophrah (1os. 1 8 :23), 
Perhaps a word meaning 'province' ( VT 1 2, 1 962, 
p. 339). Generally identified as et-Taiyibeh c. 7 km 
NE of Bethel. 4, A fort between Ashtoreth
karnaim (Carmion) and Beth-shan (Scythopolis) 
captured by Judas M accabaeus (I M acc, 5:46-52; 
2 Macc. 1 2 :27-29; los., Ant. 1 2 .  346) . Possibly the 
modern et-Taiybeh SE of Galilee. D.J.W. 
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EPICUREANS, Some 01'  the philosophers whom 
Paul encountered at Athens (Acts 1 7: I 8) were of 
this school, whose best-known disciple is the 
Roman poet Lucretius. The lounder, Epicurus, was 
born in 34 1 BC on the island of Samos. His early 
studies under Nausiphanes, a disciple of Democri
tus, taught hirn to regard the world as the result 01' 
the random motion and combination 01' atomic 
particles. He Iived for a time in exile and poverty. 
Gradually he gathered round hirn a circle 01' 
friends and began to teach his distinct ive doctrines. 
In 306 he established hirnself in Athens at the 
famous 'Garden' which became the headquarters 
of the school. He died in 270 after great suffering 
from an internal complaint, but in peace of mind. 

The founder's experiences, coupled with the 
general uncertainty of Iife in the last centuries be
fore Christ, gave a special stamp to the Epicurean 
teachings. The wh oie system had a practical end 
in view, the achievement of happiness by serene 
detachment. Democritean atomism banished all 
fear of divine intervention in Iife or punishment 
after death; the gods follow to perfection the Iife 
of serene detachment and will have nothing to do 
with human existence, and death brings a final 
dispersion of our constituent atoms. 

The Epicureans found contcntment in limiting 
desire and in the joys and solaces of friendship. 
The pursuit of extravagant pleasure which gives to 
'epicure' its modern connotation was a late perver
sion of their quest for happiness. 

It is easy to see why the Epicureans found Paul's 
teaching about the resurrection strange and un
palatable. Jewish rabbis use the word apiqörös to 
mean one who denies life after death, and later as a 
synonym for 'infidel'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Usener, Epicurea, 1 887; A. 1. 
Festugiere, Epicurus and his Gods, E.T. 1 955 ;  N. W. 
de Witt ,  Epicurus and his Philosoph)', 1 954. 

M . H .C. 

EPISTLE. Gk. epistole and LaI. epistula represent 
a letter of any kind: originally simply a written 
communication between persons apart, whether 
personal and private or official. In  this sense epistles 
are a part of. the heritage of ali li terate peoples, and 
ex am pies are to be found in the OT (2 Sa. 1 1 ; I Ki .  
2 1 ;  2 Ki.  5;  1 0; 20; 2 Ch. 30; 32; Ezf. 4-5; 7 ;  Ne. 2; 6; 
Est. I ;  3;  8-9; Is. 37; 39; Je. 29) and in the Greek 
papyri from Egypt (cf all the large published collec
tions 01' papyri, passim, and especially the Zenon 
correspondence). Such a letter was described by 
Demetrius, Typoi epistolikoi (I st century BC), as a 
written conversation, while Demetrius, On Style 3. 
223ff., quotes Arternon, the ancient collector of 
Aristotle's letters, as calling it half a dialogue. 

But the earliest collections of Greek letters gen
erally regarded as genuine, in part at least, those of 
Isocrates and Plato, already show a tendency to use 
letters, or the letter-form, for larger purposes than 
mere private or official communication; so that 
among Isocrates' letters (368-338 BC) some are set 
speeches, or introductions to speeches, and Plato's 
Seventh Letter (c. 354 BC) is a refutation of popu
lar misconceptions about his philosophy and con
duct. In  both cases the letters aim at other readers 
than those addressed, and are thus a form of pub
Iication. Compare here present-day letters 'to the 
Editor of The Times', 

Despite a feeling often hin ted at, and sometimes 
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expressed, that such letters have neither the size 
nor the subject-matter of true letters, but are rat her 
'writings with "greetings" added' (Demetrius, On 
Slyle, loc. eil. ), the epistolary form continued to 
be used for philosophical, scientific and literary 
publication (e.g. Epicurus, Epislles, and the three 
literary letters of Dionysius of Halicarnassus). The 
theory and practice of letter-writing came to be 
treated by the teachers of rhetoric (e.g. Demetrius, 
On Style; idem, Typoi epistolikoO, and letter
writing in the characters of famous men formed 
part of the rhetorical school exercise of prosöpo
poeia. The growth in Hellenistic lind Roman times 
of collections of fictitious letters may be attributed 
to such exercises, and to the eagerness of the great 
Iibraries to buy additional works, especially of 
famous men. 

3 3 1  

G .  A .  Deissmann ,  confronted b y  the simplicity 
of most letters in the papyri, maintained a sharp 
distinction between 'genuine letters' as personal, 
direct, transient and un-Iiterary, and 'epistles' as 
impersonal, aimed at a reading public and per
manence, and literary. Feeling an undeniable simi
larity between certain elements in  the NT Epistles 
and the papyri, he c1assed most 01' Paul's Epistles 
and 2 and 3 John as letters, Hebrews, James, l and 
2 Peter, Jude and Revelation as epistles, and I John 
as a diatribe (LAEl, ch. 3, pp. 1 48-25 1 ) . But the 
distinction cannot be so sharply maintained, as 
there are different degrees of ' Iiterariness', sorts 
and sizes of 'public', and kinds of  publication. 

Of the Pauline letters to churches, those to the 
Corinthians, Galatians, Philippians and Thes
salonians contain most personal elements, Romans 
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fewer, and Ephesians and Colossians least 01' all .  
Galatians and Ephesians are composed on a rhet
orical plan, and all 01' them have considerable 
rhetorical elements. In the Pastoral Epistles the 
personal references are fairly numerous and rhet
orical elements comparatively few. Philemon , 
rightly regarded by Deissmann as the most per
sonal letter in the NT, and compared to British 
Museum Papyrus 4 1 7, is nevertheless very c1everly 
written and contains rhetorical elements noticeable 
especially when considered beside Isocrates, Ep. 8 ,  
and  Demetrius, Typoi epistolikoi 1 2 . Hebrews i s  the 
most artistic li terary writing in the NT, being com
posed from beginning to end on the pattern of 
proem, thesis, diegesis, apodeixis, epiloglle, laid 
down by Greek rhetoricians, and is written in 
rhythmic, periodic prose. In  James, l and 2 Peter 
and Jude there are very few personal references; all 
are l iterary, especially I Peter; and 2 Peter and Jude 
are definitely rhetorical. 2 and 3 John appear as 
private communications, while 1 John is not, as we 
have it, in letter-form at all .  Thus most of the NT 
Epistles show a greater or sm aller affinity with 
preaching; some may be classed as sent sermons, 
while in others the letter-elements are a more liter
ary form. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LAE, pp. I 46ff. ; 1. Sykutris, Episto
lographie, in RE, Supp. 5, pp. 1 85-220; Y. Weichert 
(ed . ) ,  Demetrii et Libanii quiferuntur Typoi Episto
likoi et Epistolimaioi Characteres (Teubner), 1 9 1 0; 
O. Roller, Das Formular der Paulinischen Briefe, 
1 933; M .  Dibelius, A Fresh Approach to the New 
Testament and Early Christian Literature, E. T. 
1 936, pp. I 37- 1 7 1  , 1 85-1 89, 1 94- 1 97, 205-2 1 3 , 
226-234; A. 1. Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theor-
ists, 1 988.  J .H .H.  

ERASTUS. 1 .  An assistant of Paul, who shared 
Timothy's mission to Macedonia to allow Paul to 
continue working from Ephesus (Acts 1 9 :22). The 
mission may have been directed ultimately to Cor
inth (cf I Cor. 4: 1 7), and Erastus been one of the 
'brethren' of 2 Cor. 8;  but certainty is impossible. 
Undoubtedly, however, he is the Erastus men
tioned as staying at Corinth in 2 Tim. 4:20. 

2. City-treasurer (not 'chamberlain' as AV) of 
Corinth, sending greetings in Rom. 1 6:23 (* QUAR
TUS) . A Lat. inscription found at Corinth states, 
'Erastus laid this pavement at his own expense, in 
appreciation of his appointment as aedile.' Many 
(e.g. Broneer) accept the identification with the 
Christian city treasurer. 

Some further identify l and 2: G. S. Duncan, for 
example, suggests that 2 Tim. 4 :20 indicates that 
Erastus, unlike Timothy, completed the journey to 
Corinth, where he became treasurer a year or so 
later (St Paul"s Ephesian Ministry, pp. 79ff.); but 
such a rapid rise to power is most unlikely, and the 
name is quite common. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. 1. Cadbury, JBL 50, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 
42ff.; O. Broneer, BA 1 4, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 78ff., especially 
p. 94; P N. Harrison, Paulines and Pastorals, 1 964, 
pp. 100-105 .  A.F.W. 

ERECH. An ancient city of Mesopotamia men
tioned in the Table of Nations (Gn. 1 0: 1 0) as one 
of the possessions of Nimrod in the land of 
* Shinar. Known t o  the Sumerians as Unu(g) and 
to the Akkadians as Uruk, i t  was one of the great 
cities of Sumerian times. I t  is named in the Sumer-

ian king list as the seat 01' the 2nd Dynasty after 
the Flood, one of whose kings was Gilgamesh, 
who later became one of the great heroes of Sum
erian legend. Though the city continued in occupa
tion during later periods (Gk. Orchoe), it never 
surpassed its early importance. Uruk is represented 
today by the group of mounds known to the Arabs 
as Warka, whieh lies in S Babylonia some 64 km 
NW of Ur and 6 km E of the present course of the 
* Euphrates. While the site was investigated over a 
century ago by W. K. Loftus ( Travels and Re
searches in Chaldaea and Susiana, 1 857), the prin
cipal excavations have been eonducted by a series 
of German expeditions in 1 9 1 2 , 1 928-39 anel 
1 954-60. The results are of outstanding import
ance for the early history of Mesopotamia. Pre
historie remains of the Ubaid Perioel (* SUMER) 
were followed by monumental architecture anel 
stone seulpture of the Late Prehistoric Period 
wh ich richly illustrate the material culture of Mes
opotamia at the beginning of history. I t  was in 
these levels, dating from the 4th millennium BC,  

that the earliest inseriptions so far known were 
founel. These are in the form of clay tablets, anel, 
though the signs are only pietographie, it is prob
able that the language behinel them was Sumerian. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. R.  North, 'Status of the Warka 
Exeavations', Orientalia n.s. 26, 1 957, pp. 1 85-256. 

T.C.M. 

ESARHADDON (Heb. 'esarhaddön; Assyr. Assur
a�-iddin, 'Ashur has given a brot her') was king of 
Assyria and Babylonia 68 1 -669 BC. He succeeeleel 
his father Sennaeherib who was murelereel in Tebet 
in 68 1 BC (2 Ki. 1 9 :37; I s. 37:38). His first act was 
to pursue the murderers as far as Hanigalbat (S 
Armenia) and to quash the rebellion in Nineveh, 
wh ich lasted 6 weeks. There is l i ttle support for the 
theory that Esarhaddon was the head of a pro
Babylonian faction or 'the son' mentioned in the 
Bab. Chronicle as the murderer (DOTT, pp. 70-
73). His own inscriptions tell how he had been 
made crown-prince by his father earlier in the year, 
and though he had been viceroy in BabyIon his 
attention to the religious centre was merely in keep
ing with his care for all the ancient shrines. His 
early military operations were designed to safe
guard the N frontier and trade-routes against the 
warlike Teuspa and the incursions 01' the Cim
merians (* GOMER) ,  whom he defeated. In  the S 
the Elamites, who had been defeated by his father, 
once more stirred up the tribes of S Babylonia, and 
Esarhaddon was forced to campaign against the 
'sea-Iands' where he installed Na'id-Marduk, son 
of * Merodach-baladan, as the local sheikh in 678 
BC. His clashes with Elam and the Babylonians re
sulted in the deportation of many eapt ives, some 
of whom were settled in Samaria (Ezr. 4:2). 

I n  the W Esarhaddon continued his father's 
policy. He exaeted heavy tribute from the vassal 
kings of Syria and Palestine, listing M anasseh 
(MenasT) of Judah ( Yaudl) after Ba'ali of Tyre, 
with whom he eoncluded a treaty, having failed to 
isolate and thus subdue the port. The rulers of 
Edom, Moab and Ammon were made vassals after 
a series of raids on their territory in wh ich he 
sought to counter the intluence of Tirhakah of 
Egypt, who had incited a number of the Philistine 
citics to revolt .  Esarhaddon sacked Sidon in 676 
BC, after a 3-year siege, and incorporated part of 
i ts  territory into an extended Assyrian province 



(probably including Samaria). Some of the refu
gees from the city were housed in a new town, Kär
Esarhaddon, built nearby. About this time Gaza 
and Ashkelon were counted among his vassals. 

The subordinate kingdoms in Syria and Pal
estine were called upon to provide materials for 
Esarhaddon's building operations in Assyria and 
in ßabylon, which he now sought to revive after 
earlier changes of fortune. This may explain the 
temporary detention of Manasseh in ßabylon (2 
Ch. 33 :  I I ) .  Assyrian letters referring to tribute in 
silver received from Judah, Moab and Edom may 
be assigned to this time. 

In M ay 672 BC Esarhaddon brought all the 
vassal-kings together to acknowledge his arrange
ments to ensure that the succession to the throne 
was less disturbed than his own. °Ashurbanipal 
was declared to be crown-prince or heir to Assyria 
and Samas-sum-ukin to ßabylonia. Copies of the 
treaty imposed on the Median city-chiefs on this 
occasion, found at Calah (Nimrud), show the pro
visions to which all, including Manasseh, would 
have had to assent.  They declared their loyalty to 
the Assyrian national god Ashur and their willing
ness to serve Assyria for ever. History teils how 
soon all the client kings broke their oaths. 

Having gained control of the W, Esarhaddon 
subdued Egypt, defeated Tirhakah, besieged 
Memphis and counted the land as an Assyrian de
pendency under Neco. When the victorious army 
was withdrawn, local intrigues developed into 
open revolt .  While Esarhaddon was on his way to 
deal with this in 669 BC he died at Harran, leaving 
five surviving sons and one daughter. His mother, 
the forceful wife of Sennacherib (Naqi'a-Zakutu), 
also survived hirn. 

ßIBLIOGRAPHY. O. 1. Wiseman, The Vassal
Treaties 0/ Esarhaddon, 1 958; A. K. Grayson, 
CAH 3/2, 1 99 1 , pp. 1 22- 1 4 1 .  O.J .W. 

ESAU. Esau was the eider of Isaac's twin sons 
(Gn . 25:2 1 -26). His relations with Jacob his 
brother are the subject of the wel l-known stories 
in Gn.  25 :27-34; 27: l ff. ;  32 :3- 1 2; 33 : 1 - 1 6 . Esau 
was his father's favourite son, and i t  was Isaac's 
intention to im part to hirn the blessing that was 
the eldest son's right (Gn. 27: I ff.) .  However, the 
supremacy of Jacob over his older brother, rore
shadowed before, and at the moment of, their birth 
(Gn . 25:2 1 -26), and eventually confirmed unwit
tingly by the aged Isaac (Gn. 27:22-29, 33-37), was 
finally established. 

It was from this duplicity on the part or Jacob, 
the ancestor of the I sraelites, that there stemmed 
the deep-rooted animosity that dominated Israel's 
relations with Edom, of whom Esau was the an
cestor. Instances of this antagonism between the 
Israelites and the Edomites occur in the OT (e.g. 
Nu. 20: 1 8-2 1 ;  I Ki .  1 1 :  1 4ff.; Ps. 1 37:7). 

The chier importance of the biblical references 
to Esau lies in the theological significance given to 
his rejection, in spite of the right of succession 
being his by virtue of primogeniture. The biblical 
explanation is that the Lord hated Esau and loved 
Jacob (Mal. I :2f.; Rom. 9: 1 3). Esau symbolizes 
those whom God has not elected; Jacob typifies 
those whom God has chosen. 

ßut the ground of this election was not any dif
ference in the lives and characters of Jacob and 
Esau. Jacob was chosen before he and his brot her 
were born. And even God's 'hate' and ' love' could 
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not be the ground of divine election, otherwise 
God's choice would depend on caprice or whim . 
God has exercised his sovereign will in the free ex
ercise of his e1ective grace, the moral purpose of 
wh ich he was the sole Originator. (0 ELECTION .) 

In  Heb. 1 2 : 1 6f. Esau symbolizes those who 
abandon their hope of glory for the sake of the 
things that are seen and not eternal. J .G .S.S.T. 

ESCHATOLOGY. From Gk. eschatos, 'last', the 
term refers to the 'doctrine of the last things' .  

In  contrast to cyclical conceptions of history, 
the biblical writings und erstand history as a linear 
movement towards a goal. God is driving history 
towards the ultimate fulfilment of his purposes for 
his creation. So biblical eschatology is not Iimited 
to the destiny of the individual; i t  concerns the 
consummation of the wh oie history of the world, 
towards which all God's redemptive acts in history 
are directed. 

I .  The OT perspective 
The forward-Iooking character of Israelite faith 
dates from the call of Abraham (Gn. 1 2 : 1 -3) and 
the promise of the land, but it is in  the message of 
the prophets that it becomes fully eschatological, 
looking towards a final and permanent goal of 
God's purpose in history. The prophetic term 'the 
Oay or the Lord' (with a variety or similar expres
sions such as 'on that day') refers to the coming 
event of God's decisive action in judgment and 
salvation in the historical realm. For the prophets 
it is always immediately related to their present 
historical context, and by no means necessarily 
refers to the end of history. Increasingly, however, 
there emerges the concept of a final resolution of 
history: a day of judgment beyond which God 
establishes a permanent age of salvation. A fully 
transcendent eschatology, which expects a direct 
and universal act of God, beyond the possibilities 
of ordinary history, issuing in a radically trans
formed world, is characteristic or ° apocalyptic, 
which is already to be found in several parts of the 
prophetic books. 

The prophets frequently depict the eschato
logical age of salvation which lies on the far side of 
judgment. Fundamentally it is the age in which 
God's will is to prevail .  The nations will serve the 
God of Israel and learn his will (ls. 2 :2f. = Mi. 4 :  I f.; 
Je. 3 :  1 7; Zp. 3 :9f. ;  Zc. 8 :20-23). There will be inter
national peace and justice (Is. 2:4 = Mi .  4:3) and 
peace in nature (Is. 1 1  :6; 65 :25). God's people will 
have security (Mi .  4:4; Is. 65 :2 1-23) and prosperity 
(Zc. 8: 1 2) .  The law or God will be written on their 
hearts (Je. 3 1 :3 1 -34; Ezk. 36:26f.). 
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Frequently associated with the eschatological 
age is the Oavidic king who will rule Israel (and, 
sometimes, the nations) as God's representative 
(ls. 9:6f. ;  1 1 : 1 - 1 0; Je. 23:5f. ;  Ezk. 34:23f.; 37:24f.; 
M i .  5 :2-4; ZC. 9:9f.). A principal feature or these 
prophecies is that the Messiah will rule in right
eousness. ( In  the OT itself 'Messiah' [Christ) is not 
yet used as a technical term for the eschatological 
king.} Other ' Messianic' figures in the OT hope are 
the 'one l ike a son of man' (On. 7 :  1 3), the heavenly 
representative of Israel who receives universal 
dominion, the suffering Servant ( ls. 53), and the 
eschatological prophet (ls. 6 1 :  1 -3) .  Commonly the 
eschatological act or judgment and salvation is 
accomplished by the personal coming of God 
himselr (ls. 26:2 1 ;  Zc. 1 4:5 ;  Mal. 3: 1 -5).  
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11. The NT perspective 
The distinctive character 01' NT eschatology is de
termined by the conviction that in the history 01' 
Jesus Christ God's decisive eschatological act has 
already taken place, though in such a way that the 
consummation remains still future. There is in NT 
eschatology both an 'already' 01' accomplished ful
filment and a 'not yet' 01' still outstanding promise. 
There is both a 'realized' and a 'future' aspect to 
NT eschatology, wh ich is therefore probably best 
described by the term 'inauguraled eschalology'. 

The note 01' eschatological fulfilment already 
under way means that OT eschatology has become, 
in a measure, present reality for the NT. The 'last 
days' 01' the prophets have arrived: for Christ 'was 
made manifest at the end 01' the times' (I Pet. 1 :20); 
God 'in these last days . . .  has spoken to us by a 
Son' (Heb. 1 :2); Christians are those 'upon whom 
the end 01' the ages has come' ( I  Cor. 1 0: 1 1 ); ' it is 
the last hour' ( I  Jn .  2:  1 8); cf also Acts 2: 1 7; Heb. 
6 :5 .  On the other hand, NT writers oppose the 
fantasy that fulfilment is al ready complete (2 Tim. 
2 :  1 8) .  

I t  is important to preserve the theological unity 
01' God's redemptive work, past, present and future, 
'al ready' and 'not yet'. Too orten traditional 
theology has kept these aspects apart, as the finished 
work 01' Christ on the one hand, and the 'last 
things' on the other. In  the NT perspective the 'last 
things' began with the ministry 01' Jesus. The his
torical work 01' Christ ensures, requires and points 
us forward to the future consummation 01' God's 
kingdom. The Christian hope for the future arises 
out 01' the historical work 01' Christ. The Christian 
church lives between the 'already' and the 'not yet', 
caught up in the ongoing process 01' eschatological 
fulfilment. 

Inaugurated eschatology is found al ready in 
Jesus' proclarnation 01' the kingdom 01' God . Jesus 
modifies the purely future expectation 01' Jewish 
apocalyptic by his message that the eschatological 
rule 01' God has already drawn near (Mt .  4: 1 7). Its 
power is al ready at work in Jesus' deeds 01' victory 
over the realm 01' evil (Mt .  1 2 :28r.) .  In Jesus' own 
person and mission the kingdom 01' God is present 
(Lk.  1 7 :201'.), demanding response, so that a man's 
participation in the future 01' the kingdom is de
termined by his response to Jesus in the present 
(Mt .  1 0:32r. ) .  Thus Jesus makes the kingdom a 
present reality which nevertheless remains future 
(Mk.  9: I ;  1 4:25). 

The eschatological character 01' Jesus' mission 
was confirmed by his rcsurrection. Resurrection is 
an eschatological event, belonging to the OT ex
pectation 01' man's final destiny. So the unexpected 
resurrection 01' the one man Jesus ahead 01' all 
others determined the church's conviction that the 
End had already begun. He is risen al ready as the 
'first fruits' 01' the dead ( I  Cor. 1 5 :20). On behalf 
01' his people, Jesus has al ready entered upon the 
eternal life of the eschatological age; he has pion
eered the way (Heb. 1 2 :2) so that others may 
follow. In Paul's terms, he is the 'last Adam' ( I  Cor. 
1 5 :45), the eschatological Man.  For all other men 
eschatological salvation now means sharing his 
eschatological humanity, his resurrection life. 

So for NT writers, the death and resurrection 01' 
Jesus are the absolutely decisive eschatological 
event which determines the Christian hope for the 
future: see, e.g. ,  Acts 1 7: 3 1 ;  Rom. 8 : 1 1 ;  2 Cor. 4: 1 4; 
I Thes. 4: 14 .  This accounts for the second distinct-
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ive feature 01' NT eschatology. As weil as its char
acteristic tension 01' 'already' and 'not yet', NT 
eschatology is distinctive in being wholly Chrisl
cenlred The role 01' Jesus in NT eschatology goes 
far beyond the role 01' the Messiah in OT or later 
Jewish expectation. Certainly he is the heavenly 
Son 01' man (Dn. 7), the eschatological prophet (Is. 
6 1 ;  cf Lk. 4: 1 8-2 1 ), the suffering Servant ( l s. 53), 
and even the Davidic king, though not in the way 
his contemporaries expected. But the NT's concen
tration 01' eschatological fulfilment in Jesus reftects 
not only his fulfilment 01' these particular eschato
logical roles. For NT theology, Jesus embodies 
both God's own work of eschatological salvation 
and also man's eschatological destiny. So he is, on 
the one hand, the Saviour and the Judge, the Con
queror 01' evil, the Agent 01' God's rule and the 
Mediator 01' God's eschatological presence to men: 
he is hirnself the fulfilment of the OT expectations 
of God's own eschatological coming (cf M al .  3: I 
with Lk. 1 :76; 7:27). On the other hand, he is also 
the eschatological Man:  he has achieved and de
fines in his own risen humanity the eschatological 
destiny 01' all men . So now the most adequate 
statement 01' our destiny is that we shall be like hirn 
(Rom. 8:29; I Cor. 1 5 :49; Phi! .  3 :2 1 ;  I Jn. 3 :2). For 
both these reasons the Christian hope is focused on 
the coming 01' Jcsus Christ. 

In  all the NT writings, eschatology has these two 
distinctive characteristics: it is inaugurated and 
Christ-centred. There are, however, differences of 
emphasis, especially in the balance 0 1' 'al ready' and 
'not yet'. The Fourth Gospel lays a heavy weight 01' 
emphasis both on realized eschatology and on the 
identification 01' eschatological salvation with 
Jesus hirnself (see, e.g. ,  I I  :23-26), but does not 
eliminate the future expectation (5 :28f.; 6:39, eIe ) .  

1 1 1 .  Christian lire in hope 
The Christian lives between the 'already' and the 
'not yet', between the resurrection of Christ and 
the future general resurrection at the coming 01' 
Christ. This accounts for the distinctive structure 
of Christian existence, founded on the finished 
work of Christ in the historical past and at the 
same time living in the hope 01' the future which is 
kindled and guaranteed by that past history itsel l'. 
The structure is seen, e.g. ,  in the Lord's Supper. 
where the risen Lord is present with his people in 
an act 01' 'remembrance' of his death, which is at 
the same time a symbolic anticipation of the 
eschatological banquet of the future, witnessing 
therefore to the hope of his coming. 

The time between the 'already' and the 'not yet' 
is the time 01' the Spirit and the time 01' the church. 
The Spirit is the eschatological girt promised by the 
prophets (Acts 2:  1 6- 1 8) ,  by which Christians al
ready participate in the eternal l ife 01' the age to 
come. The Spirit creates the church, the eschato
logical people 01' God, who have already been 
transferred from the dominion 01' darkncss to thc 
kingdom 01' Christ (Co!. I :  1 3). Through the Spirit 
in the church the life of the age to come is al ready 
being lived in the midst 01' the history of this pres
ent evil age (Ga!. 1 :4). Thus, in a sense, the new age 
and the old age overlap; the new humanity 01' the 
last Adam co-exists with the old humanity 01' the 
first Adam . By faith we know that the old is pass
ing and under judgment, and the future lies with 
the new reality 01' Christ. 

The process of eschatological fulfilment in the 
overlap of the ages involves the mission 01' the 



church, which fulfils the universalism of the OT 
hope. The death and resurrection of Christ are an 
eschatological event of universal significance 
which must, however, be universally realized in his
tory, through the church's world-wide proclam
ation of the gospel (Mt .  28: 1 8-20; Mk .  1 3 : 10 ;  Col. 
1 :23). 

Thc line between the new age and the old does 
not, however, run simply between the church and 
the world; it runs through the church and through 
the individual Christian life. We are always in tran
sition from the old to the new, living in  the eschato
logical tension of the 'already' and the 'not yet'. 
We are saved and yet we still await salvation. God 
has justified us, i. e. he has anticipated the verdict of 
the last judgment by declaring us acquitted 
through Christ. Yet we still 'wait for the hope of 
righteousness' (Gal. 5 :5). God has given us the 
Spirit by wh ich we share Christ's resurrection Iife. 
But the Spirit is still only the first instalment (2 
Cor. 1 :22; 5 :5 ;  Eph. I :  1 4) of the cschatological in
heritance, the down-payment which guarantees the 
full payment. The Spirit is the first fruits (Rom. 
8 :23) of the full harvest. Therefore in present 
Christian existence we still know the warfare of 
flesh and Spirit (Gal. 5: 1 3-26), the struggle within 
us between the nature we owe to the first Adam and 
the new nature we owe to the last Adam. We still 
await the redemption of our bodies at the resur
rection (Rom. 8 :23;  I Cor. 1 5 :44-50), and perfec
tion is still the goal towards wh ich we strive (Phil .  
3 : 1 0- 1 4). The tension of 'already' and 'not yet' is 
an existential rcality of Christian life. 

For the same reason the Christian life involves 
suffering. In this age Christians must share Christ's 
sufferings, so that in the age to come they may 
share his glory (Acts 1 4:22; Rom. 8: 1 7 ; 2 Cor. 4: 1 7; 
2 Thes. 1 :4f.; Heb. 1 2:2;  I Pet. 4: 1 3; 5: I 0; Rev. 
2: 1 0), i.e. 'glory' belongs to the 'not yet' of Chris
tian existence. This is both because we are still in 
this mortal body, and also because the church is 
still in the world of Satan's dominion. Its mission 
is therefore inseparable from persecution, as 
Christ's was (Jn. 1 5 : 1 8-20). 

It  is important to notice that NT eschatology is 
nevcr mere information about the future. The 
future hope is always relevant to Christian l ife in 
the present .  I t  is thereforc repeatedly madc the 
basis of exhortations to Christian l iving appropri
ate to thc Christian hope (Mt .  5 :3-10,  24f. ;  Rom. 
1 3 : 1 1 - 14 ;  1 Cor. 7 :26-3 1 ;  1 5 :58; I Thes. 5 : 1 - 1 1 ;  
Heb. 10 : 32-39; I Pet. 1 : 1 3 ; 4:7;  2 Pet .  3 : 1 4; Rcv. 
2f. ) .  Christian life is characterizcd by its orienta
tion towards the time when God's rule will finally 
prevail universally (Mt .  6:  I 0), and Christians will 
thercfore stand for that reality against all the ap
parcnt dominance of evil in this age. They will wait 
for that day in solidarity with the cager longing 01' 
the wh oie creation (Rom. 8: 1 8-25; I Cor. I :7 ;  Jude 
2 1 ), and they will suffer with patient endurance the 
contradictions of the present .  Steadfast endurance 
is thc virtue which the NT most often associates 
with Christian hope (Mt .  1 0:22; 24: 1 3 ; Rom .  8:25; 
I Thes. 1 :3 ;  2 Tim. 2 :  12; Heb. 6: 1 1  f. ;  1 0:36; Jas. 5 :7-
1 1 ; Rev. 1 :9; 1 3 :  I 0; 1 4: 1 2). Through the tribulation 
01' thc present age, Christians endure, even re
joicing (Rom. 1 2 : 1 2), in the strength of their hopc 
which. founded on the resurrection or the crucified 
Christ, assures them that thc way or the cross is the 
way to the kingdom. Christians whose hope is 
focused on the permanent values of God's coming 
kingdom will be rrccd from thc bondage of this 
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world's materialistic values (Mt .  6 :33;  I Cor. 7 :29-
3 1 ;  Phil .  3: 1 8-2 1 ;  Col. 3: 1 -4). Christians whose 
hope is that Christ will finally present them perfect 
before his Father ( I  Cor. I :8 ;  I Thes. 3: 1 3 ; Jude 24) 
will strive towards that perfection in the present 
(Phi!. 3 : 1 2- 1 5; Heb. 1 2 : 1 4; 2 Pet. 3 : 1 1 - 14 ;  I Jn .  
3 : 3 ) .  They will live vigilantly (Mt .  24:42-44; 25: 1 -
1 3 ; M k .  1 3 :33-37; Lk. 2 \ :34-36; I Thes. 5 : 1 - 1 1 ;  I 
Pet. 5 :8 ;  Rev. 1 6: 1 5), like servants who daily expect 
the return of their master (Lk. 1 2 :35-48). 

The CMistian hope is not utopian. The kingdom 
of God will not be built by human effort; i t  is 
God's own act. Nevertheless, because the kingdom 
represents the perfect realization of God's will for 
human society, it will also be the motive for Chris
tian social action in the present. The kingdom is 
anticipated now primarily in the church, the com
munity or those who acknowledge the King, but 
Christian social action for the realization of God's 
will in society at large will also be a sign of the 
coming kingdom. Those who pray for the coming 
of the kingdom (Mt .  6 : 1 0) cannot fail to act out 
that prayer so far as it is possible. They will do so, 
however, with that eschatological realism which 
recognizes that all anticipations of the kingdom in  
th i s  age will be  provision al and  imperfect, that the 
coming kingdom must never be confused with the 
social and political structures of this age (Lk.  
22:25-27; Jn .  1 8 :36), and the latter wi l l  not in
frequently embody satanic opposition to the king
dom (Rev. 1 3 : 1 7). In  this way Christians will not be 
disillusioned by human failure but continue to 
trust the promise of God. Human utopianism 
must rediscover its true goal in Christian hope, not 
vice versa. 

IV. Signs of the times 
The NT consistently represents the coming of 
Christ as imminent (Mt .  1 6:28; 24:33;  Rom. 
1 3 :  1 1  f. ; I Cor. 7:29; Jas. 5 :8f. ;  I Pet. 4:7;  Rev. I :  I ;  
22:7, 1 0, 1 2, 20). This temporal imminence is, how
ever, qualified by the expectation that certain 
events must happen 'first' (Mt .  24 : 1 4; 2 Thes. 2:2-
8), and especially by c1ear teaching that the date of 
the end cannot be known in advance (Mt .  24:36, 
42; 25:  1 3 ; Mk. 1 3 : 32f. ; Acts I :7) .  All calculation is 
ruled out, and Christians live in daily expectation 
precisely because the date cannot be known. Im
minence has less to do with dates than with the 
theological relationship of future fulfilment to the 
past history of Christ and the present situation of 
Christians. The 'already' promises, guarantees, 
demands the 'not yet', and so the coming of Christ 
exercises a continuous pressure on the present, 
motivating Christian Iife towards it .  This theo
logical relationship accounts for the characteristic 
foreshortening of perspective in Jesus' prophecy of 
the judgment of Jerusalem (Mt .  24; Mk.  1 3 ; Lk. 
2 1 )  and John's prophecy of the judgment of pagan 
Rome (Rev.); both these judgments are foreseen as 
events of the final triumph of God's kingdom, bc
cause theologically they are such, whatever the 
chronological gap between them and the end. It  is 
because God's kingdom is coming that the powers 
of this world are judged even within the history of 
this age. All such judgments anticipate the final 
judgment. 
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As the church's future, the coming of Christ 
must inspire the church's present, howcver near or 
distant in time it may be. In this sense, thereforc, 
the Christian hope in the NT is unaffected by thc 
so-ca lied 'delay of the parollsia' which some 
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scholars have conjectured as a major feature in 
early Christian theological development. The 
'delay' is explicitly reflected only in 2 Pet. 3 : 1 - 1 0  
(cf also J n .  2 1  :22f. ) :  there i t  i s  shown t o  have 
its own theological rationale in God's merciful 
forbearance (cf Rom. 2:4). 

Some exeget es think the NT provides 'signs' by 
which the church will be warned of the approach 
of the end (cf Mt.  24 :3) .  The strongest support for 
this idea comes from Jesus' parable of the fig tree, 
with its lesson (Mt .  24 :32f.;  Mk .  1 3 :28f.; lk. 2 1  :28-
3 1 ) . Yet the signs in question seem to be either thc 
fall of Jerusalem (Lk .  2 1  :5-7, 20-24), which, while 
it signals the coming of the end, provides no tem
poral indication, or characteristics of the whole of 
this age from the resurrection of Christ to the end: 
false teachers (Mt .  24:4f., 1 1 , 24f.; cf I Tim. 4: I ;  2 
Tim. 3 : 1-9; 2 Pet. 1-3; I Jn .  2: 1 8f.; 4:3);  wars (Mt .  
24:6f.; cf Rev. 6:4); natural disasters (Mt .  24:7 ;  cf 
Rev. 6 :5-8); persecution of the church (Mt .  24:9f.; 
cf Rev. 6:9- 1 1 ), and thc world-wide preaching of 
the gospel (Mt .  24: 14) .  All  these are signs by which 
the church at every period of history knows that it 
lives in the end-time, but they do not provide an 
eschatological timetable. Only the coming of 
Christ itself is unmistakably the end ( M t .  24:27-
30). 

The NT does, however, expect the time of the 
church 's witness to reach a final climax in the ap
pearance of 'Antichrist and a period of unparal
leled tribulation (Mt .  24:2 I f. ;  Rev. 3 : 1 0; 7 : 1 4) .  Paul 
certainly treats the non-appearance of Antichrist 
as an indication that the end is not yet (2 Thes. 2:3-
1 2) .  

Antichrist represents the principle of satanic 
opposition to God's rule active throughout history 
(e.g in the persecution of Jewish believers under 
Antiochus Epiphanes: On. 8:9- 1 2 . 23-25: 
1 1  : 2 1  ff. ), but especially in the last times, the age of 
the church (I Jn. 2: 1 8) .  Christ's victory over evil, 
al ready achieved in principle, is manifest in this age 
primarily in the suffering witness of the church; 
only at the end will his victory be complete in the 
elimination of the powers of evi! . Therefore in this 
age the success of the church's witness is always 
accompanied by the mounting violence of satanic 
opposition (cf Rev. 1 2) .  

Evil will reach i ts  final  crescendo in the final 
Antichrist, who is both a false Messiah or prophet, 
inspired by Satan to perform false miracles (2 Thes. 
2:9; cf Mt .  24:24; Rev. 1 3 : 1 1 - 1 5), and a persecut
ing political power blasphemously claiming divine 
honours (2 Thes. 2 :4; cf On. 8 :9- 1 2 ,  23-25; 1 1  :30-
39; Mt .  24: 1 5 ; Rev. 1 3 : 5-8). It is noteworthy thaI.  
while Paul provides a sketch of this human em
bodiment of evil (2 Thes. 2:3- 1 2), other NT refer
ences find Antichrist already present in heretical 
teachers ( I  Jn .  2:  1 8f., 22; 4:3) or in the religio
political pretensions of the persecuting Roman 
empire ( Rev. 1 3) .  The climax is ant icipated in every 
great crisis 01' the church's history. 

V. Thc coming of Christ 

Christian hope is focused on the coming of Christ, 
wh ich may be called his 'second' coming (Heb. 
9:28). Thus the OT term, 'the ' day of the Lord ' .  
which the N T  uses for t h e  event of final fulfilment 
(I Thes. 5:2; 2 Thes. 2 :2; 2 Pet. 3 : 1 0: cf 'the day of 
God', 2 Pet .  3 : 1 2 ; 'the great day 01' God the AI
mighty'. Rev. 1 6: 1 4), is characteristically 'the day 
of the Lord Jesus' (I Cor. 5 :5 ;  2 Cor. I :  14; cf I 
Cor. 1 :8 ;  Phi! .  1 :6, 1 0; 2 : 1 6) .  

The coming of Christ is  called his  parollsia 
('coming'), his apokalypsis ( 'revelation ') and his 
epiphaneia ('appearing'). The word parollsia means 
'presence' or 'arrival', and was used in Hellenistic 
Greek of the visits of gods and rulers. Christ's pa
rousia will be a personal coming of the same Jesus 
of Nazareth who ascended into heaven (Acts I :  1 1 ) :  
but  it will be a universally evident event (Mt .  
24 :27), a coming in power and glory ( Mt .  24:30), to 
destroy Antichrist and evil (2 Thes. 2 :8) ,  to gather 
his people, living and dead (Mt .  24:3 1 ;  I Cor. 
1 5 :23; I Thes. 4: 1 4- 1 7; 2 Thes. 2: 1 ) , and to judge 
the world ( M t .  25 :3 1 ;  Jas. 5 :9) .  

His coming wil l  also be an apokalypsis, an 'un
veiling' or 'disclosure' , when the power and glory 
which are now his by virtue of his exaltation and 
heavenly session (Phi!. 2:9; Eph . I :20-23; Heb. 2:9) 
will be disclosed to the world .  Christ's reign as 
Lord, now invisible to the world, will then be made 
visible by his apokalypsis. 

VI.  The * resurrection 
At the coming of Christ, the Christian dead will be 
raised ( I  Cor. 1 5 :23; I Thes. 4: 1 6) and those who 
are alive at the time will be transformed ( I  Cor. 
1 5 : 52; cf I Thes. 4: 1 7) ,  i.e. they will pass into the 
same resurrection existence without dying. 

Belief in the resurrection of the dead is found 
already in a few OT texts ( l s. 25 :8 ;  26: 1 9 ;  On.  1 2 :2) 
and is common in the intertestamental literature. 
Both Jesus ( M k .  1 2 : 1 8-27) and Paul (Acts 23:6-8) 
agreed on this point with the Pharisees against the 
Sadducees, who denied resurrection .  The Christian 
expectation of resurrection, however, is based de
cisively on the resurrection of Jesus, from which 
God is known as 'God who raises the dead' (2 Cor. 
1 :9) .  Jesus, in his resurrection, 'abolished death and 
brought life and immortality to light' (2 Tim. I :  I 0) 
He is 'the Iiving one', who died and is now alive for 
ever, who has 'the keys of death' (Rev. I :  1 8 ) .  
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Jesus' resurrection was no mere re-animation of 
a corpse. I t  was entry into eschatological life, a 
transformed existence beyond the reach of death. 
As such it was the beginning of the eschatological 
resurrection ( I  Cor. 1 5 :23). The fact of Jesus' resur
rection already guarantees the future resurrection 
01' Christians at his coming ( Rom. 8: 1 1 ; I Cor. 
6 : 1 4; 1 5 :20-23; 2 Cor. 4 : 1 4; I Thes. 4: 1 4) .  

Eschatological life, the risen life of Christ, is al
ready communicated to Christians in this agc by 
his Spirit (Jn .  5:24; Rom. 8: 1 1 ; Eph. 2 :51'. : Co!. 
2 :  1 2 ; 3 :  I ), and this too is a guarantee of their 
future resurrection (Jn .  1 1  :26; Rom. 8: 1 1 ; 2 Cor. 
1 :22; 3: 1 8 : 5:41'. ) . But thc Spirit's transformation of 
Christians into the glorious image of Christ is in
complete in this age because their bodies remain 
morta!. The future resurrection will be the comple
tion of their transformation into Christ's image. 
characterized by incorruption, glory and power ( I  
Cor. 1 5 :42-44) .  The resurrection existence is not 
'f1esh and blood' (I Cor. 1 5 :20) but a 'spiritual 
body' ( 1 5 :44), i. e. a body wholly vital ized and 
translormed by the Spirit of the risen Christ. From 
I Cor. 1 5 :35-54 it is clear that the continuity be
tween this present existence and resurrection life is 
the continuity of the personal self, independent of 
physical identity. 

[n NT thought, immortality belongs intrinsic
ally to God alone (I Tim. 6: 1 6) ,  while men by their 
descent from Adam are naturally mortal (Rom. 
5 :  1 2). Eternal life is the gift of God to men through 
the resurrection of Christ. Only in Christ and by 



means of their future resurrection will men allain 
that full eschatological l ife which is beyond the 
reach of death. Resurrection is therefore equiva
lent to man's final allainment of eschatological 
salvation . 

lt follows that the damned will not be raised in 
Ihis full sense of resurrection to eternal life. The 
resurrection of the damned is mentioned only oc
casionally in Scripture (On. 1 2 :2; Jn .  5:28f.; Acts 
24: 1 5 ; Rev. 20:5, 1 2f. ; cf Mt.  1 2 :4 1 f.), as the means 
of their condemnation at the judgmen t .  

VII. Thc state of the dead 
The Christian hope for life beyond death is not 
based on the belief that part of man survives 
death. All men, through their descent from Adam, 
are naturally morta!. Immortality is the gift of 
God, which will be allained through the resurrec
tion of the whole person.  

The Bible therefore takes death seriously. I I  is 
nOI an illusion .  l t  is the consequence of sin (Rom. 
5:  1 2; 6:23), an evil (Ot. 30: I 5,  1 9) from which men 
shrink  in terror (Ps. 55:4f.) .  lt is an enemy of God 
and man, and resurrection is therefore God's greal 
viclory over death ( I  Cor. 1 5 :54-57). Oeath is 'the 
last enemy to be destroyed' ( I  Cor. 1 5 :26), abol
ished in principle at Christ's resurrection (2 Tim. 
I :  I 0), to be finally abolished at the end (Rev. 20: 1 4; 
cf [so 25:8) .  Only because Christ's resurrection 
guarantees their future resurrection are Christians 
delivered from the fear of death (Heb. 2: 14f.)  and 
able to see it as a sleep from wh ich they will awaken 
(I Thes. 4: 1 3f.; 5: 1 0) or even a departing to be with 
Christ (Phi!. 1 :23).  

The OT pictures the state of the dead as exist
ence in Sheol, the grave or the underworld. But 
existence in Sheol is not life. lt is a land of darkness 
(.Ib. 1 0 :2 1 f. ) and silence (Ps. 1 1 5 : 1 7) ,  in which God 
is not remembered (Pss. 6 :5 ;  30:9; 88: 1 1 ;  [so 38: 1 8) .  
The dead in Sheol are cut  off from God (Ps. 88 :5) ,  
the source of life. Only occasionally does the OT 
allain a hope of real l ife beyond death, i. e. life out 
of reach of Sheol in the presence of God (Pss. 
1 6 :  I Of. ; 49: I 5;  73 :24; perhaps Jb. 1 9 :25f. ) .  Probably 
the example 01" • Enoch (Gn. 5:24; cf Elijah, 2 Ki.  
2:  1 1 )  helped stimulate this hope. A clear doctrine 
01" resurrection is I"ound only in Is. 26: 1 9; On. 1 2:2 .  

' Hades' is the  NT equivalent of Sheol (Mt .  
1 1 :23; 1 6: 1 8; Lk. 1 0: 1 5; Acts 2:27, 3 1 ;  Rov. 1 : 1 8; 
6 :8 ;  20: 1 3f.) ,  in most cases referring to death or the 
power 01" death. [n Lk. 1 6 :23 it is the place of tor
ment for the wicked after death, in accordance 
with some contemporary Jewish thinking, but it is 
doubtful whether this parabolic use of current 
ideas can be treated as teaching about the state of 
the dead. I Pet. 3 :  19 calls the dead who perished in 
the Flood 'the spirits in prison' (cf 4:6). 

The NT hope for the Christian dead is concen
trated on their participation in the resurrection ( I  
Thes. 4 :  1 3- 1 8) ,  and there i s  therefore lillle evidence 
of belief about the ' intermediate state'. Passages 
which indicate, or may indicate, that the Christian 
dead are with Christ are Lk. 23:43; Rom. 8:38f. ;  
2 Cor. 5 :8 ;  Phi ! .  I :23; cf Heb. 1 2 :23. The diffi
cult passage 2 Cor. 5 :2-8 may mean that Paul con
ceives existence between death and resurrection as 
a bodiless existence in Christ's presence. 

VIII .  The judgment 
The NT insists on the prospect of divine judgment 
as, besides death, the single unavoidable fact of a 
man's future: ' [ t  is appointed for men to die once, 
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and after that comes judgment' (Heb. 9:27). This 
fact expresses the holiness of the biblical God, 
whose moral will must prevail, and before whom 
all responsible creatures must therefore in the end 
be judged obedient or rebellious. When God's will 
finally prevails at the coming of Christ, there must 
be a separation between the finally obedient and 
the finally rebellious, so that the kingdom of God 
will include the one and exclude the other for ever. 
No such final judgment occurs within hislory, 
though there are provisional judgments in history, 
while God in his forbearance gives all men time to 
repent (Acts 1 7: 30f.; Rom. 2:4; 2 Pet. 3 :9) .  But at 
the end the truth of every man's position before 
God must come to light. 

The Judge is God (Rom. 2:6; Heb. 1 2 :23; Jas. 
4: 1 2; I Pet. I :  1 7; Rev. 20: 1 1 ) or Christ (Mt .  1 6:27; 
25 :3 1 ;  Jn. 5:22; Acts 1 0:42; 2 Tim. 4 :  1 , 8 ; I Pet. 4 :5 ;  
Rev. 22: 1 2) .  l t  is God who judges through his  
eschatological agent Christ (Jn .  5 :22, 27 ,  30;  Acts 
1 7:3 1 ;  Rom. 2 : 1 6) .  The judgment seat of God 
(Rom. 1 4 : 1 0) and the judgment seat of Christ (2 
Cor. 5 : 1 0) are therefore equivalent. (The judgment 
commilled to the saints, according to Mt .  1 9 :28; 
Lk. 22:30; I Cor. 6:2f. ;  Rev. 20:4, means their 
authority to rule with Christ in his kingdom, not 
to officiate at the last judgment.) 

The standard of judgment is God's impartial 
righteousness according to men's works (Mt .  
1 6:27; Rom. 2:6, 1 1 :  2 Tim. 4 : 14 ;  I Pet. 1 : 1 7; Rev. 
2:23; 20: 1 2 ;  22: 1 2) .  This is true even for Christians: 
'We must all appear before the judgment se at of 
Christ, so that each one may receive good or evil, 
according to what he has done in the body' (2 Cor. 
5: I 0). The judgment will be according to men's 
lights (cf Jn. 9 :4 1 ) ; according to whether they have 
the law of Moses (Rom. 2: 1 2) or the natural know
ledge of God's moral standards (Rom. 2 : 1 2- 1 6) ,  
but  by these standards no  man can be declared 
righ teous before God according to his works 
(Rom. 3: 1 9f.). There is no hope for the man who 
seeks to justify hirnself at the judgment .  

There is hope, however, for the  man who seeks 
his justification from God (Rom. 2:7) .  The gospel 
reveals that righteousness which is not required of 
men but given to men through Christ. In the death 
and resurrection of Christ, God in his merciful 
love has already made his eschatological judgment 
in favour of sinners, acquilling them for the sake 
of Christ, offering them in Christ that righteous
ness which they could never achieve. Thus the man 
who has faith in Christ is free from all condemna
tion (Jn. 5 :24; Rom. 8 :33f.) .  The final criterion of 
judgment is therefore a man's relation to Christ (cf 
Mt.  1 0:32f.). This is the meaning of the 'book of 
life' (Rev. 20: 1 2, 1 5 ; i. e. the Lamb's book of life, 
Rev. 1 3 :8) .  
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The meaning of Paul's doctrine of justification 
is that in Christ God has anticipated the verdict of 
the last judgment, and pronounced an acquillal of 
sinners who trust in Christ. Very similar is John's 
doctrine that judgment takes place already in 
men's belief or disbelief in Christ (Jn. 3: 1 7-2 1 ;  
5:24). 

The last judgment remains an eschatological 
fact, even for believers (Rom. 14 :  I 0), though they 
may face it without fear (I Jn .  4 : 1 7) .  We hope for 
acquillal in the final judgment (Ga!. 5 :5) ,  'the 
crown of righteousness' (2 Tim. 4:8), on the 
ground of the same mercy of God through wh ich 
we have already been acquilled (2 Tim. 1 : 1 6) .  But, 
even for the Christian, works are not irrelevant 



ESCHATOLOGY. 

(Mt .  7: 1 f. ,  2 1 ,  24-27; 25 : 3 1 -46; J n .  3 :2 1 ;  2 Cor. 
5: I 0; Jas. 2:  1 3), since justification does not abro
gate the need for obedience, but precisely makes it 
possible for the first time. Justification is the foun
dation, but what men build on it is exposed to 
judgment (I Cor. 3 : 1 0-1 5): 'If any man's work is 
burned up, he will suffer loss, though he hirnself 
will be saved, but only as through fire' (3: 1 5) .  

IX. * Hell 
The final destiny of the wicked is 'hell', which 
translates Gk. Gehenna, derived from the Heb. ge
hinnöm, ' the valley of Hinnom'. This originally de
noted a valley outside Jerusalem, where child sac
rifices were offered to Molech (2 Ch.  28:3;  33 :6). I t  
became a symbol o f  judgment in Je. 7 :3 1 -33; 
1 9 :6f., and in the intertestamental literature the 
term for the eschatological hell  01'  fire. 

In the NT, hell is pictured as a place of un
quenchable or eternal fire (Mk. 9:43, 48; M t. 1 8 :8;  
25:30) and the undying worm (Mk. 9:48),  a place 
of weeping and gnashing of teeth (Mt .  8: 1 2; 1 3 :42, 
50; 22: 1 3 ;  25:30), the outer darkness (Mt .  8 :  1 2 ;  
2 2 :  1 3 ; 25:30; cf 2 Pet. 2 :  1 7; Jude 1 3) and t h e  lake 
of fire and brimstone (Rev. 1 9:20; 20: 10, 1 4f.; 21 :8 ;  
cf 1 4 :  1 0) .  Revelation identifies it as ' the second 
death' (2: 1 1 ;  20: 1 4 ;  2 1  :8) .  It is the place of the 
destruction of both body and soul (Mt .  1 0:28). 

The NT pictures of hell are markedly restrained 
by comparison with Jewish apocalyptic and with 
later Christian writings. The imagery used derives 
especially from Is. 66:24 (cf Mk.  9:48) and Gn. 
1 9 :24, 28; Is .  34:9f. (cf Rev. 1 4 : 1 0f. ;  also Jude 7; 
Rev. 1 9:3) .  I t  is cJearly not intended l i terally but 
indicates the terror and finality of condemnation 
to hell, which is less metaphorically described as 
excJusion from the presence of Christ (Mt .  7:23; 
25:4 1 ;  2 Thes. 1 :9). The imagery of Rev. 14:  1 0f.; 
20: I 0 (cf 1 9:3)  should probably not be pressed to 
prove eternal torment, but the NT clearly teaches 
eternal destruction (2 Thes. 1 :9) or punishment 
(Mt .  25:46), from which there can be no release. 

Hell is the destiny of all the powers of evil: Satan 
(Rev. 20: 1 0),  the demons (Mt .  8 :29; 25:4 1 ), the 
beast and the false prophet (Rev. 1 9 :20), death and 
Hades (Rev. 20: 1 4) .  I t  is the destiny of men only 
because they have identified themselves with evil. It 
is important to notice that there is no symmetry 
about the two destinies of men : the kingdom of 
God has been prepared for the redeemed (Mt .  
25:34), but hell has  been prepared for the  devil and 
his angels (Mt .  25:4 1 )  and becomes the fate of men 
only because they have refused their true destiny 
which God offers them in Christ. The NT doctrine 
of hell, like all NT eschatology, is never mere in
formation; it is a warning given in the context of 
the gospel's call to repentance and faith in Christ. 

The NT teaching about hell cannot be recon
ciled with an absolute universalism, the doctrine 01' 
the final salvation of all men. The element of truth 
in this doctrine is that God desires the salvation of 
a l l  men ( I  Tim. 2 :4)  and gave his Son for the salva
tion of the world (Jn .  3: 1 6) .  Accordingly, the 
cosmic goal of God's eschatological action in 
Christ can be described in universalistic terms 
(Eph. I :  1 0; Col. 1 :20; Rev. 5 :  1 3). The error of 
dogmatic universalism is the same as that of a 
syrnmetrical doctrine of double predestination: 
that they abstract eschatological doctrine from its 
proper NT context in the procJarnation of the 
gospel. They rob the gospel of its eschatological 
urgency and challenge. The gospel sets before men 
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their true destiny in Christ and warns tllem in all 
seriousness of the consequence 01' missing this 
destiny. 

X. Thc millennium 
The interpretation 01' the passage Rev. 20: I - I  O. 
wh ich describes a pcriod of a thousand years 
(known as the 'millennium') in which Satan is 
bound and the saints reign with Christ before thc 
last judgment, has long been a subject of dis
agreement between Christians. 'Amillennialism' is 
the view which regards the millennium as a symbol 
of the age of the church and identifies the binding 
of Satan with Christ's work in the past (Mt. 1 2 :29). 
'Postmillennialism' regards it as a future period of 
success for the gospel in history before the coming 
of Christ. 'Premillennialism' regards i t  as a period 
between thc coming of Christ and the last judg
menl .  (The term 'chiliasm' is also used for this 
view, especially in lorms wh ich emphasize the 
materialistic aspect 01' the millennium.) 'Premillen
nialism' may be further subdivided. There is wh at 
is sometimes called 'historic premillennialism', 
which regards the millennium as a further stage in 
the achievement of Christ's kingdom, an interim 
stage between the church age and the age to come. 
(Sometimes I Cor. 1 5 :23-28 is interpreted as sup
porting this idea of three stages in the fulfilmen t of 
Christ's redemptive work.) 'Dispensationalism', on 
the other hand, teaches that the millennium is not 
a stage in God's single universal redemptive action 
in Christ, but specifically a period in which the OT 
promises to the nation of Israel will be fulfilled in 
strictly l iteral form. 

I t  should be emphasized that no  other passage 
of Scripture c1early refers to the millennium. To 
apply OT prophecies of the age of salvation specif
ically to the millennium runs counter to the general 
NT interpretation of such prophecies, wh ich find 
their fulfilment in the salvation already achieved by 
Christ and to be consummated in the age to come. 
This is also how Rev. itself intcrprets such proph
ecies in chs. 21 f. Within the structure of Rev., the 
millennium has a Iimited role, as a demonstration 
of the final victory of Christ and his saints over the 
powers of evil. The principal object of Christian 
hope is not the millennium but the new creation of 
Rev. 2 1  f. 

Some Jewish apocalyptic writings look forward 
to a preliminary kingdom 01' the Messiah on this 
earth prior to the age to come, and John has very 
probably adapted that expectation.  There are 
strong exegetical reasons for regarding the millen
nium as the consequcnce of the coming 01' Christ 
depicted in Rev. 1 9 : 1 1 -2 1 .  (See G. R. Beasley
M urray, The Book 0/ Revelalion, NCB, 1 974, pp. 
284-298.) This favours 'historic premillennialism' ,  
but  it is also possible that the image of the  millen
nium is taken too literally when i t  is understood as 
a precise period of time. Whether it is a period of 
time or a comprehensive symbol of  the significance 
of the coming of Christ, the theological meaning 
of the millennium is the same: i t  expresses the hope 
of Christ's final triumph over evil and the vindica
tion with hirn of his people who have suffered 
under the tyranny of evil in the present age. 

XI. The ncw creation 
The final goal of God's purposes for the world 
includes, negatively, the destruction of all God's 
enemies: Satan, sin and death, and the elimination 
of all forms of suffering (Rev. 20 : 1 0, 1 4- 1 5 ; 7 : 1 6f. ;  



2 1 :4; Is. 25 :8 ;  27 : 1 ;  Rom. 1 6 :20; I Cor. 1 5 :26, 54). 
Posit ively, God's rule will finally prevail entirely 
(Zc 14 :9; I Cor. 1 5 :24-28; Rev. 1 1 . 1 5 ) ,  so that in 
Christ all things will be united (Eph. I 1 0) and 
God will be all in all ( I  Cor. 1 5 :28, AV). 

With the final achievement 01' human salvation 
there will come also the liberation 01' the whole 
material creation from its share in the curse 01' sin 
(Rom. 8: 1 9-23). The Christian hope is not for re
demption from the world, but for the redemption 
01' the world. Out 01' judgment (Heb 1 2 :26; 2 Pet. 
3 :  I 0) will emerge a recreated universe (Rev. 2 1 :  I ;  cf 
Is. 65 : 1 7; 66:22; Mt .  1 9:28), 'a new heaven and a 
new earlh in which righteousness dweils' (2 Pet. 
3 :  1 3). 

The destiny of the redeemed is to be Iike Christ 
(Rom. 8 :29; I Cor. 1 5 :49; Phi! .  3 :2 1 ;  I Jn. 3 :2), to 
be with Christ (Jn. 14 :3 ;  2 Cor. 5:8; Phi!. I :23; Co! . 
3 :4; I Thes. 4: 1 7), to share his glory (Rom. 8 :  1 8, 30; 
2 Cor. 3 : 1 8; 4: 1 7 ; Co!. 3 :4; Heb. 2 : 1 0; I Pet. 5 : 1 )  
and his kingdom ( I  Tim. 2: 1 2: Rev. 2:26f.; 3 :2 1 ;  
4 :  I 0; 20:4, 6); t o  be sons o f  God in perfect fellow
ship with God (Rcv. 2 1  :3 , 7), to worship God (Rev. 
7: 1 5 ; 22: 3), to see God (Mt .  5 :8 ;  Rev. 22:4), to 
know him face to face (I Cor. 1 3 : 1 2) .  Faith, hope 
and especially love are the permanent character
islics of Christian existence wh ich abide evcn in the 
perfection of the age to come ( I  Cor. 1 3 : 1 3), while 
'righteousness and peace and joy in  the Holy 
Spirit' are similarly abiding qualities of man's 
cnjoyment of God (Rom. 1 4 : 1 7) .  

The corporate l ife of the redeemed with God is 
described in a number of pictures: the eschato
logical banquet ( Mt .  8 : 1 1 ;  Mk .  1 4 :25; Lk. 14 : 1 5-
24; 22:30) or wedding feast (Mt .  25 : 1 0; Rev. 1 9 :9), 
paradise restored (Lk. 23:43; Rev. 2:7; 22: I f.), the 
new Jerusalem (Heb. 1 2 :22; Rev. 2 1 ) . All these are 
only pictures, since 'no eye has seen, nor ear heard, 
nor the heart of man conceived, what God has 
prepared for those who love him' (I Cor. 2 :9). 
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the Millennium: Four Views, 1 977; A .  J. Mattill, 
Luke and the Last Things, 1 979; P. S, Minear, New 
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the Secolld Coming 0/ Jesus, 1 982; M. J. Harris, 
Raised Immortal, 1 983; A, van der Walle, From 
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ESDRAELON, The Greek form of the name 
* Jezree!. However, the Greek and Hebrew names 
really apply to two distinct but adjacent lowlands, 
cven though In some modern works the term Jezreel 
is loosely extended to cover both regions. The vale 
of Jezreel proper is the valley that slopes down 
from the town of Jezreel to Beth-shan overlooking 
the Jordan rifl-val ley, with Galilee to the N and 
Mt Gilboa to the S. 

Esdraelon is the triangular alluvial plain 

ESSENES 

bounded along its SW sidc by the Carmel range 
from Jokneam to Ibleam and Engannim (modern 
Jenin), along its N side by a line from Jokneam to 
the hills 01' Nazareth, and on the E by a line thence 
back down to Ibleam and Engannim. On the E, 
Jezreel guards the entry to its own val ley, whilc in 
the W the SW spur 01' hills from Galilee leaves only 
a small gap by which the river Kishon nows out 
into the plain of Acre after crossing the Esdraelon 
plai n .  At the foot 01' the NE-facing slopes of 
Carmel the imporlant towns 01' * Jokneam, * Meg
iddo, * Taanach and * Ibleam controlled the main 
passes and N-S routes through W Palestine, while 
these and Jezreel (town) also controllcd the im
portant route running E-W from the Jordan valley 
to the Mediterranean coast, the only one un
impeded by ranges of hills. Esdraelon was a 
marshy region, imp0rlant mainly for these roads; 
the vale of Jezreel was agricul turally valuable as 
weil as being strategically placed. For geographical 
background, see D. Baly, Geography 0/ the Bible, 
1 974, pp. 39, 1 44- 1 5 1 . K .A.K,  

ESHCOL. L Brother of Mamre and Aner, who 
were 'confederates' with Abraham when in 
Hebron, and joined with his company in the rescue 
of Lot (Gn, 1 4: 1 3-24). 

2, The valley where the spies sent forth by M oses 
gathered a huge cluster (Heb. 'eskaf) of grapes, typ
ical of the fruitfulness of the land (Nu. 1 3 :23-24; 
32:9; Dt. 1 :24), Traditionally thought to be located 
a few km N of Hebron (al ready Jerome, Ep. 1 08 .  
I I  = P L 22 .  886), where the vineyards are still 
famous for the quality of their grapes. 

Some scholars prefer a location S of Hebron 
(Gray; Noth), but although the texts are not ex
plicit about the direction, it does seem to be im
plied that the spies continued N from Hebron to 
the Valley of Eshcol (Nu.  1 3 :22-23). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY, G. B. Gray, Numbers, ICC, 1 903, 
pp. 1 42- 1 43; P. Thomsen, Loca Sancta, 1 907, p. 62; 
lDB, 2, p. 1 42. G .T.M. 

G .I .D.  

ESHTAOL Cestä'al, from the verb sä'al, 'to ask'), 
ESHTAOLITES. A lowland city, W of Jerusalem, 
tentatively identified with the modern Eshwa', it 
was included in the territory of both Judah (Jos. 
1 5 :33) and Dan (Jos. 1 9 :4 1 ), an anomaly wh ich is 
parlially explained by the nuidity of the border, a 
fact attributable to Amorite (Jdg, 1 :34) and then 
Philistine pressure. The Eshtaolites are numbered 
amongst the Calebites, traditionally associated 
with Judah ( I  Ch. 2:53) ,  

It  was at Eshtaol that the Danite Samson was 
first moved by the Spirit of the Lord (Jdg, 1 3 :25) 
and where he was finally buried in the tomb of his 
father (Jdg. 1 6: 3 1 ) .  From Eshtaol and neighbour
ing Zorah originated the Danite quest for a settled 
habitation (Jdg. 1 8 :2, 1 1 ). A ,E,C. 

ESSEN ES. The name given in c1assical sources to 
a major Jewish sect which existed in Judaea at least 
from the middle of the 2nd century BC until the 
Jewish revolt in AD 66-70. 

The etymology of the name (Gk. Essenoi, Es
saioi; LaI. Esselll) remains a puzzle. Of the numer
ous proposals, the three with the most to commend 
them are derivations from :  
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ESSEN ES 

1 .  Main entrance 

10  20 25 Yards " I I I I 
10  20 25 Melres 

2. Hall of the congregation (Assembly hal l )  
3 .  Potter's workshop 
4 .  Scriptorium 
5. Cisterns 

Plan 0/ the blli/dings at Khirbet Qumran. be/ieved to have been oCCllpied by an Essene commllnity. 2nd cent. 
Be-1st cent. AD 

I .  Aramaie 'asayya' 'healers'; 
2. Syriac �assayyii 'pious' [= Heb. /wsfdimIGk .  

asidaioi]; 
3. the Gk.  name for priests of Artemis (essenas). 
In  any case, there is no evidence that 'Essene' 

was a self-designation. 
Our main outside observations eome from Philo 

(Qllod omnis Problls Liber sit 75-9 1 ;  Ap% gy, pre
served by Eusebius Praep. Ev. 8 . 1 1 . 1 - 1 8), losephus 
(BJ 2. 1 1 9- 1 6 1  and Ant. 1 8 . 1 8-22; anecdotal com
ments in BJ 1 .78-80; 2 . 1 1 3 ; 2.567; 3 . 1 1 ;  5 . 1 45; Ant. 
1 3 . 1 7 1 - 1 72; 1 5 .37 1 -379; Vit. Mos. 1 0- 1 1 ), Pliny 
(NH 5 .73) and Hippolytus of Rome (Re/lltation 0/ 
All Heresies 9. 1 8-28). All of these require caution 
in interpretation (see ° PHARISEES). 

It is believed that the lews who inhabited 
Qumran, and whose views are reflected in some of 
the OSS, were Essenes because of: 

I .  similarities of the c1assieal descriptions with 
praetices and community organization expressed 
in the OSS; 

2. the agreement of Pliny's geographieal com
ments with the loeation of Qumran; 

3. the agreement of losephus' ehronologieal 
framework for the Essenes (c. 1 50 BC-AD 70) with 
the arehaeological data of Qumran, the dating of 
the manuseripts (palaeography and C- 1 4) and his
torieal referenees in the texts. Consequently, we 

have a eonsiderable body of direct textual sourees 
for the Essenes, unparalleled for any other lewish 
group of the Seeond Temple period. Nevertheless, 
one must be eautious when reading the OSS for the 
history of Essenes. Several faetors reveal a eom
plex relationship among the OSS, Qumran and the 
Essenes: more than one community is represented 
among the OSS (see ° OEAD SEA SCROLLS); the rela
tionship between Qumran and these other eom
munities is not yet c1ear; there is no solid evidenec 
that Qumran was the foeus for Essene l ife (some 
have even posited that the Qumran settlement was 
a break from the Essenes); the c1assical sourees 
indicate diversity among the Essenes (e.g. marrying 
and celibate). 

Generally i t  is safe to accept as Essene eharaeter
isties those elements in which the OSS evidenee 
reinforees and eorreets the pieture derived from the 
c1assical sourees. They lived in various eom
munities throughout Palestine, but had a large 
settlement at Qumran. An initiation regime was 
required of all potential members: aO preparatory 
period of study and examination was followed by 2 
years of training, during whieh they were aeeepted 
in stages to share in the eommon property and the 
pure foods and drink. At some point a solemn oath 
of loyalty was taken. A striet hierarehy, dominated 
by priests and elders, ordered their eommunities, 
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led by individual fiscal and spiritual ovcrseers, but 
judicial functions were carried out democractically 
by large bodies of full members. They held prop
erty in common but retained some personal discre
tion. Regularly (twice daily according to Jos.), they 
shared a common meal over which a priest had to 
pray. Their purification baths were unique in that 
access was restricted to members of the sect alone 
after a probationary year, and purification was 
required before common meals as weil as for the 
usual cases of impurity. They differed from the 
temple authorities with regard to cultic purity, and 
therefore seem to have restricted or renounced par
ticipation in sacrifices. Because of their stringent 
purity, they avoided contact with oil, isolated ex
crement away from the community, and prohibited 
spitting into the middle of a group. Sabbath regula
tions among the Essenes were especially stric!. 
Josephus's report that they prayed to the sun is 
unlikely to mean that the Essenes worshipped 
the sun, but refers rather to the practice of daily 
communal prayer at sunrise (Jos.; DSS) and sun
set (DSS). Also, Josephus's statements that they 
believed in 'fate' and the immortality of the soul, 
express to a Gk. audience the determinism and 
(probably) l ife beyond death witnessed in the DSS. 
Essenes carefully guarded certain esoteric know
ledge, including the names of angels. Wealth was 
despised as a corrupting influence. They devoted 
themselves to the study of sacred writings. Trans
gressions of M osaic laws and community rules 
were strictly punished by fines and expulsion. It is 
not certain that the majority of Essenes were celi
bate or that they completely withdrew from all 
participation in  the temple cult as is commonly 
believed. 

Even though they are not mentioned in the NT, 
study of the Essenes is important for understand
ing early Christianity because of numerous similar
ities between the two groups (e.g. organization and 
offices, common meals, common property, purifi
cation baths restricted to those who have under
gone instruction and repentance). Attempts to 
identify Essenes and early Christians have failed, 
however, and suggestions that the two groups in
habited a common quarter in Jerusalem remain 
highly speculative. 

BIßLtOGRAPHY. T. S. Beall, Josephlls ' Description 
0/ the Essenes JlllIstrated by the DSS, 1 988;  1. 1. 
Collins, 'Essenes', ABD 2, 1 992, pp. 6 1 9-626; 
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among Essenes' , BA 57, 1 994, pp. 220-234; F. 
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ESTHER. According to Es!. 2:7, Esther's lewish 
name was Hadassah ( Myrtle). The name Esther 
may be the equivalent of the Persian stara ('star'), 

ESTHER, BOOK OF 

though some find a link with the Babylonian god
dess Ishtar. 

Esther married Ahasuerus (Xerxes, 486-465 BC). 
Herodotus and Ctesias say that the wife of Xerxes 
was Amestris (who is probably Yashti), and that 
she went with Xerxes on his expedition to Greece, 
wh ich happened after the events of Es!. I .  On the 
way horne she incurred Xerxes' anger by mutilating 
the mother of one of his mistresses and nearly 
starting a revolution (Her. 9. 1 08f.) .  Small wonder 
that Xerxes remembered his original plan to 
divorce her, and now looked for a successor, which 
he found in Esther. Amestris came into power 
again as queen mother during the reign of her son, 
Artaxerxes I, and may indeed be the 'queen' of Ne. 
2:6. If we assurne that Esther died within a few 
years of the events recorded in the book that bears 
her name, there is no difficulty in harmonizing the 
two queens. 

Although Esther was a brave woman, who 
risked her l ife to save the Jews (4: 1 1 - 1 7), the Bible 
does not commend her encouragement of the lews 
to massacre their enemies in eh. 9. Here she was the 
child of her age. l .S .W. 

ESTHER, BOOK OF. This book teils how 
• Esther, a lewess, became the wife of a Persian 
king, and was able to prevent the wholesale mas
sacre of the lewish race within the Persian empire. 

I. Outline of contents 
a. I :  1 -22. Ahasuerus deposes his wife, Yashti, 

for refusing to appear at his banque!. 
b. 2: 1 - 1 8 . Esther, the cousin of Mordecai, a lew, 

is chosen in Yashti's place. 
c. 2: 1 9-23. Mordecai teils Esther of a plot to kill 

the king. 
d. 3 : 1 - 1 5 .  Mordecai refuses to bow to Haman, 

the king's favourite, who thereupon plans to mas
sacre the lews on a fixed date. 

e. 4: 1 - 1 7. Mordecai persuades Esther to inter
cede with the king. 

f 5: 1 - 1 4 .  Esther invites the king and Haman to a 
banque!. 

g. 6: 1 - 1 4. The king makes Haman honour Mor
decai publicly as a reward for revealing the plot 
against hirn. 

h. 7 : 1 - 1 0. At a second banquet Esther reveals 
Haman's plan to massacre the Jews, and Haman is 
hanged on the gallows that he had prepared for 
Mordecai. 

i. 8: 1 - 1 7 . Since the edict for the massacre cannot 
be revoked, the king sends a second edict allowing 
the lews to defend themselves. 

j. 9: 1 - 1 9 . The lews take advantage of this to kill 
their enemies. 

k. 9:20-32. The deliverance is commemorated at 
the feast of Purim. 

I. 10: 1 -3. Mordecai is put in a position of 
authority. 

11.  Authorship and date 
The book was written some time after the death of 
Ahasuerus ( I :  I ), which would be after 465 BC if 
Ahasuerus is identified with Xerxes. Some lews 
regarded Mordecai as the author, and the refer
ences in 9:20, 32 could suggest this. M uch of the 
contents may have been inserted in the annals of 
the king, as mentioned in 1 0:2 and perhaps 6: I ,  
and this would account for the omission of the 
name of God, although the reference to fasting for 
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ESTHER, BOOK OF 

Esther in 4: 16 certainly implies prayer, and the 
doctrine of providence is stated in 4: 1 4 . 

It should be noted that the Gk. versions of 
Esther contain 1 07 extra verses, which do include 
references to God by name. These are collected to
gether in the Apocrypha of our English Version, 
and are numbered as though they followed 1 0 :3 .  [n 
fact, their order in the Gk. is as folIows: 9:2- 1 2 :6; 
1 . 1 -3 : 1 3 ; 1 3 : 1 -7; 3 : 1 4-4: 1 7; 1 3 :8- 1 5 : 1 6; 5 : 1 -8 : 1 2 ; 
1 6: 1 -24; 8 : 1 3- 1 0:3;  1 0:4-1 1 : 1 .  The date given in 
1 1 : I is 1 1 4 BC, and could be the date when the Gk. 
translation or expanded version was made. 

I I I ,  Aulhcnlicily 
Although some, such as R. H. Pfeiffer, regard the 
book as entire fiction, other commentators would 
agree with the verdict of H. H. Rowley that the 
author 'seems to have had access to some good 
sources of information on things Persian, and the 
nucleus of his story may be older than his book' 
(Grow/h 0/ /he Old Tes/amen/, p. 1 55) .  The story as 
such has not been confirmed by any Persian re
cords, and it is often supposed Ihat it cannot be 
fitted into what is known of Persian history. 

King Ahasuerus is usually identified wilh Xerxes 
(486-465 BC), though a few, e. g. J. Hoschander 
and A.  T. Olmstead, have identified hirn with 
Artaxerxes " (404-359 BC). [f he is Xerxes we 
have an explanation of the strange gap between 
the third year in 1 :3 and the seventh year of 2: 1 6, 
since between 483 and 480 BC he was planning 
and carrying out his disastrous invasion of 
Greece. Herodotus (7. 1 1 4 ;  9 .  1 08f.) gives the 
name of Xerxes' wife as Amestris, but we do not 
know from secular historians whether or not he 
had more than one wife. Although, aecording to 
Herodotus (3.  84), the Persian king was sup
posed to choose his wife from one of seven noble 
families (cf Es!. I :  1 4) ,  rules of this kind could 
generally be evaded. Xerxes had no scruples about 
taking any women that he chose. 

The author is alleged to be hopelessly in error in 
2: 5-6, when he describes • Mordecai as having 
been taken captive in 597 BC. By this time he would 
have been over 1 20 .  On the principle that a transla
tion that makes sense is preferable to one that 
makes nonsense, we may refer the word 'who' in 
v. 6 to Mordecai's great-grandfather, Kish, as the 
Heb. allows us to do. 

Other supposed improbabilities are largely 
a matter of subjective opinion. Thus, would 
• Haman have attempted the massacre of all the 
Jewish race simply because one man defied hirn, 
and would the king have permitted it? And would 
Haman have fixed a date for the massacre so far 
ahead? Such criticism shows a strange ignorance 
of human nature. Massacres and wars have been 
sparked off many times through the injured pride 
of one or two individuals. Persian kings also were 
easily swayed by their favourites, and in this case 
Haman rcpresents the Jews as traitors (3:8) .  
Haman is depicted as a thoroughly superstitious 
man, and the day of the massacre was chosen 
because the casting of lots indicated that it would 
be a lucky day (3:7). The gallows 25 m high (7:9) 
would be the typically extravagant display of a 
thwarted man in power, while the f2V, million 
offered as a bribe to the king in 3:9 is hardly to be 
taken seriously; wh at the king would understand 
was that a large proportion of Jewish property 
would be put in the royal treasuries, and with 
Oriental politeness he replies that Haman may 
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keep i t  for hirnself (3: 1 1 ) :  both parties would 
understand that, so long as the king received a sub
stantial share of the spoil, he would turn a blind 
eye to whatever Haman took for hirnself. 

One strange interpretation of the book de
mands brief notice. This is the mythological origin 
postulated by Zimmern and Jensen. Esther is the 
goddess [shtar; Mordecai is M arduk; Haman is 
the Elamite deity Humman; Vashti is Mashti, an 
Elamite goddess. The story may have concerned 
a conflict between Babylonian and Elamite gods. 
It would be strange if the Jews had made use of a 
polytheistic tale, or cultic ceremony, to account for 
a Jewish festival; and even if • Purim could be 
shown to have been originally a pagan ceremony, a 
whole new story must have been written round it, 
and in this story it is unlikely that the names of 
gods and goddesses would have been retained. I t  
might still be  true that the names of  the  characters 
in the book of Esther have some connection with 
the names of gods and goddesses, since there are 
other examples of Jews being given extra names 
that probably contain the names of some god or 
goddess, e.g. Dn. 1 :7; Ezr. 1 :8 .  Moreover there is 
another Mordecai mentioned in Ezr. 2 :2 .  Esther is 
said to be a second name in Es!. 2 :7 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. B. Paton, Es/her, ICC, 1 908; 
B. W. Anderson, The Book 0/ Es/her, [ntroduction 
and Exegesis, in IB, 3, 1 95 1 ;  J. S. Wright, 'The His
toricity of the Book of Esther', in New Perspec/il'es 
on /he Old Tes/amen!, ed. J. B. Payne; C. A. M oore. 
Es/her, AB, 1 97 1 ;  J. G. Baldwin, TOTC, 1 984; C. F. 
Keil, Chronik, Esra, Nehemia und Es/her, 1 990; D. 
J. A. Clines, Ezra, Nehemiah, Es/her NCB', 1 985.  

J .S.W. 

ETAM, I. A place in the hill-country of Judah, 
rebuilt by Rehoboam (2 Ch . 1 I  :6), probably re
ferred to in I Ch. 4:3,  and in the LXX of Jos. 1 5 :59 
(A iran). The si te is usually identified with modern 
Khirbet el-l:;Iob, some 10 '/,km SSW of Jerusalem. 
2, A village in the territory of Simeon (I Ch. 4:32) .  
The site is unknown, though some seholars would 
equate the plaee with I above. 3, The eave (s" iß 
sela', 'eleft of rock') where Samson took refuge 
from the Philistines (Jdg. 1 5 :8 ,  1 1 ) .  The site is un
known, but must be in W Judah.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. KB, p.  699; F. M .  Abel, Geogra-
phie de la Pales/ine, 2, 1 938, p. 32 1 .  T.C.M.  

ETHAM, Camp of the [sraelites somewhere on 
the isthmus of Suez (Ex. 1 3 :20; Nu. 33:6-7), about 
whose preeise loeation seholars di ffer. Mül ler sug
gested a eonneetion with the name of the Egyp. 
god Atum; Naville proposed Edom; C1edat, 
Gauthier, Bourdon, Lagrange, Abel and Montet 
would connect it with the Old Egyp. word for ' Iort '  
(lJ/m), a name which was given to several places; 
but none of these suggest ions seems very likely. 
The Old Egyp. Ij/m seems rat her to designate the 
frontier-city of Sile. (* ENCAMPMENT BV THE SEA . )  

C .D.W. 

ETHAN (Heb. 'eLän, 'enduring', 'aneient ' ) .  A wisc 
man in the time of Solomon, known as 'the Ezra
hite', of the line 01" Judah, rel"erred to in I Ki. 4 :3 1 ,  
in the title 01" Ps. 89, and perhaps in I Ch. 2 :6,  if 
'Zerah' is regarded as a form of  'Ezrah'. 

Two other men ealled Ethan are mentioned 



briefly-in I Ch. 6:42 (perhaps identical with 
*Jeduthun), and I Ch. 6:44; 1 5 : 1 7 . ) .D.D.  

ETHICS, BIBLICAL. 

I .  Thc distinctive principle 
The distinctiveness of the Bible's eth ical teaching 
is weil i l lustrated by the derivation of the words 
'ethics' and 'morals' themselves. Both come from 
roots (Greek and Latin) which mean 'custom'. The 
implication is that we behave in an ethically cor
reet manner when we do what custom dictates. We 
discover the things that are usually done, and 
conclude that these are the things we ought to do. 

In sharp contrast to this approach, biblical 
cthics are Godcentred. I nstead of following major
ity opinion or conforming to customary behaviour, 
the Scriptures encourage us to start with God and 
his requirements-not with man and his habits
when we look for moral guidelines. This central, 
unifying principle is expressed in many ways in the 
Bible: 

(a) The standard 01 goodness is personal. If we 
want to discover the nature of goodness, the Bible 
directs us to the person of God hirnself. He alone 
is good (Mk.  1 0 :  1 8) ,  and it is his will that 
expresses 'what is good and acceptable and per
fect' (Rom. 1 2:2). Out in the Sinai desert, Yahweh 
promised M oses 'I will make all my goodness 
pass before you' (Ex. 33: 1 9), and the promise was 
honoured with a special revelation of the Lord's 
character ( Ex. 34:6f.). Unlike any other moral 
teacher, God is utterly consistent. What he wills, 
he iso 

(b) The sOl/rce 01 moral knolVledge is rel'elation. 
According to the Bible, knowledge of right and 
wrong is not so much an object of philosophical 
enquiry as an acceptance of divine revelation. As 
Paul puts it, knowing God's will (wh ich is equiva
lent to discovering wh at is right) comes through 
instruction in his law (Rom. 2: 1 8). So while the 
moral philosopher investigates his data in order to 
draw judicious conclusions, the biblical writers are 
content to declare God's revealed will without feel
ing the need to justify their judgments. 

(c) Moral teaching is phrased as command, not 
statement. Outwardly, the most striking difference 
between the Bible and a secular textbook on ethics 
is the way its moral teaching is communicated. To 
find reasoned-out arguments for ethical demands 
in the Bible, one has to look almost exclusively in 
the OT Wisdom literat ure (cf Pr. 5 :  I ff.). Elsewhere, 
moral judgments are laid down flat ly, not argued 
out reasonably. A philosopher who does not back 
his opinions with a well-argued case cannot expect 
people to take hirn seriously. But the biblical 
writers, inasmuch as they believed themselves to be 
conveying God's will, fei t  no need for logical 
argument to support their moral commands, 

(d) The basic ethical demand is to imitate God. As 
God sums up goodness in his own person, man's 
supreme ideal, according to the Bible. is to imitate 
hirn. This is reflected in the OT refrain 'Be holy, tor 
I am holy' (Lv. 1 1  :441'., ete. ); and in the way great 
old covenant words like besed ('steadfast love') and 
" '/Il1intih ('faithfulness') are used to describe both 
God's character and his moral requirements 01' 
man. In the NT, too, the same note is struck. 
Christians must display their heavenly Father's 
mercy, said Jesus, and evcn his moral perfeetion 
( Lk.  6:36; Mt. 5 :48). And because Jesus 'bears the 
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very stamp of his nature' (Heb. 1 :3), the call to 
imitate hirn comes with equal force (cf I Cor. 
1 1 : I ) .  We become imitators of the Father as we live 
out the Son's love (Eph. 5: I f.) .  

(e)  Religion and ethics are inseparable. All at
tempts to drive a wedge between the Bible's moral 
precepts and its religious teaching fail .  Because the 
biblical ethic is theocentric, the moral teaching of 
Scripture loses its credibility once the religious 
undergirding is removed (cf, e.g. ,  the Beatitudes, 
Mt. 5 :3ff.). Religion and ethics are related as foun
dation to building. The moral demands of the Oe
calogue, for example, are founded on the fact 01' 
God's redemptive activity (Ex. 20:2); and much 01' 
Jesus' moral teaching is presented as deduction 
from religious premises (cf Mt. 5:43ff.). The same 
principle is weil illustrated by the literary structure 
of Paul's Epistles. As weil as providing specific 
examples o f moral teaching built on religious 
foundations (e.g. I Cor. 6:  1 8ff. ; 2 Cor. 8:7ff.;  Phil .  
2:4ff.), Paul shapes his letters to follow the same 
pattern. A carefully presented theological main 
section is made the springboard for a c1ear-cut 
ethical tail-piece (cf, especially, Rom. ,  Eph., Phil .) .  
Christian ethics spring from Christi an doctrine, 
and the two are inseparable. 

11 .  The Old Testament 
(a) The covenant. The covenant God made with 
Israel through Moses (Ex. 24) had direct and far
reaching ethical significance. In particular, the 
keynote of grace, first struck in  the Lord's choice 
of covenant partner (Ot. 7 :7f.; 9 :4), sets the theme 
for the whole of the OT's moral teaching. 
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God's grace supplies the chief motive for obedi
ence to his commandments. Appeals to godly fear 
are by no means absent from the OT (cf Ex. 
22:22ff.), but far more often grace provides the 
main stimulus to good behaviour. Men, as God's 
covenant partners, are invited to respond gratefully 
to his prior acts of undeserved love; they are sum
moned to do his will in gratitude for his grace, 
rat her than submit in terror to threats of punish
ment. So slaves must be treated generously because 
God treated Hebrew slaves with generosity in 
Egypt (Ot. 1 5 : 1 2ff.) .  Businessmen are not to 
weight thcir scales unfairly, remembering that it 
was the God of justice who redeemed their ances
tors ( Lv. 19 :36). Strangers are to be trcated with 
the same kindness that the Lord of grace showed 
to his people-'for you were strangers in thc land 
of Egypt' (Lv. 1 9 :331'. ) . In a word, God's covenant 
demand is 'you shall keep my commandments and 
do them' ,  because ' I  am the Lord . .  who brought 
you out of the land of Egypt to be your God' (Lv. 
22:3 1  ff.) 

The covenant also encouraged an intense aware
ness of corporate solidarity in I srael. I ts  c ffect was 
not only to unite the individual to God, but also to 
bind all covcnant members into a single com
munity (cf the language Paul uses to dcscribe thc 
effect of the new covcnant in Eph. 2 :  1 1  ff.). The 
recurrence of 'flesh and bone' language in the Bible 
illustrates this principle vividly; first used 01' a one
to-one relat ionship in Gn. 2:23, it could be applied 
by an individual to his extended family (Jdg. 9: I 1".) ,  
by the nation declaring i ts  loyalty to i ts  leader (2 
Sa. 5 :  I ) , and even-in later days-by one Jew de
scribing his relationship to his race (Rom. 1 1 : 1 4 , 
AV). SO it was that when a man transgressed one 01' 
God's commandments, the whole community was 
implicated in his sin (Jos. 7: I ff.); and when an 
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individual fel l  on hard times, everyone fei t  the 
obligation to go to his aid. 

Hence the very strong emphasis the OT lays on 
social ethics. Corporate solidarity led straight to 
neighbour-concern. In  the one dose community 
unit, every individual was important. The poor 
had the same rights as the rich because they both 
came under the one covenant umbrella. Weaker 
members 01' society were specially protected (cf 
the specific regulations 01' Ex. 22 and 23, with their 
safeguards for the widow, the orphan, the stranger 
and the poor). 

(b) The Imv. The covenant provided the context 
for God's law-giving. Consequently, a distinctive 
feature 01' OT law was its stress on the maintenance 
01' right relationships. Its main concern was not to 
set a fence round abstract ethical ideals, but to 
cement good relationships betwec:n people, and 
between people and God. So the majority 01' its 
specific precepts are couched in the second person 
rat her than the third .  Hence, too, the strongly posi
tive and warm attitude adopted by those under the 
law towards law-keeping (cf Pss. 1 9 :7ff.; 1 1 9:33ff., 
72); and the recognition that the most serious 
consequence 01' law-breaking was not any material 
punishment but the resulting breakdown in rela
tionships (cf Ho. 1 :2). 

At the heart 01' the law lie the Ten Command
ments (Ex. 20:3ff.; Dt. 5 :7ff. ), concerned as they 
are with the most fundamental 01' relationships. 
No summary could be more inciusive. They set out 
the basic sanctities governing belief, worship and 
life-the sanctity of God's being, his worship, his 
name and his day; and the sanctity 01' marriage 
and family, life, property and truth. The context in 
which they are given is one 01' redemption (Ex. 
20:2), and their relevance is not exhausted with 
the coming 01' Christ (Mt .  5 :  1 7ff. ; Rom. 1 3 :9; Jas. 
2:  1 0r).  

As weil as being the fruit 01'  God's redemptive 
work, the Decalogue has deep roots in the creation 
ordinances 01' Gn. l and 2. These are the ordin
ances 01' procreation and managerial responsibility 
for the rest 01' creation (Gn. 1 :28); 01' the sabbath 
(Gn. 2:21'.); 01' work (Gn. 2: 1 5) and 01' marriage 
(Gn. 2:24). Together (like thc Decalogue), they 
touch upon all the main areas 01' human l ife and 
behaviour, and provide basic guidelines for those 
seeking a l ife-style that is in line with the Creator's 
ideal. 

Man's fall into sin did nothing to abrogate these 
ordinances. Their lasting relevance is upheld in the 
rest 01' Scripture (cf Gn. 3 : 1 6, 1 9; 4: 1 -2, 1 7 , 25; 
5 :  I ff.; 9 :7) .  But the Fall did materially affect the 
specific content 01' the OT law. As weil as penal 
sanctions, new provisions were necessary to deal 
with the radically different situation sin had cre
ated. Moses' permission 01' divorce (Ot.  24: I ff.) is a 
good case in point. This provision was God's con
cession to severely sin-torn marriage relationships, 
not an annulment of his creation marriage ordin
ance (Gn. 2:24; cf Mt. 1 9:3ff.). Here, as elsewhere, 
we must be careful not to confuse God's tolerance 
with his approval; just as we must always dearly 
distinguish between the biblical ethic and some 01' 
the equivocal behaviour of God's people recorded 
in the Bible. 

(c) The prophe/s. The 8th-century prophets have 
been aptly called 'the politicians 01' the covenant' .  
Social conditions had changed dramatically since 
Moses' times. Amos' contemporaries had summer
houses as weil as winter-houses. Big business 

flourished. There was financial speculation and 
money-Iending on a large scale. Alliances and cul
tural exchanges were arranged with foreign powers. 
On the face 01' it, the covenant law had little help to 
offer to those struggling with the moral dilemmas 
01' so vastly different an environment. But the pro
phets made it their business to interpret the law by 
digging down to its basic principles and applying 
these to the concrete moral problems 01' their day. 

In particular, they. echoed the law's deep concern 
for social justice. Accurately reflecting the spirit 01' 
the covenant's concern for the weak, Amos and 
Hosea flay those who seil the needy for a pair 01' 
shoes, accept bribes, use false weights and meas
ures, or generally oppress the poor (Am. 2:6; 5: 1 2 ; 
Mi .  6: 1 1 ) . With Isaiah and Hosea, they are particu
larly savage on those who try to hide their moral 
failures behind a fac.ade 01' religious observance 
( l s. I :  I Off. ; Ho. 6:6). God finds feast-days and 
hymn-singing nauseating, they thundered, while in
justice and unrighteousness flourish (Am. 5 :2 1  ff. ) 
A humble walk with hirn involves doing justice and 
loving kindness (Mi .  6:8). 

The prophets also corrected any im balance that 
may have resulted from observance 01' the coven
ant law. The covenant's stress on corporate solidar
ity, for example, may have blurred, in some minds. 
the concept 01' personal responsibili ty. So Ezekiel. 
especially, is at pains to point out that in God's 
sight every individual' is morally responsible for 
wh at he does; no-one can simply shelve the blam� 
for wrong-doing on his heredity and environment 
(Ezk. 1 8 :20ff.) .  Again, God's special covenant con
cern for Israel had fostered in some people an un
healthy, narrow brand 01' nationalism which led 
them to depise foreigners. The prophets adminis
tered the necessary corrective by insisting that 
God's moral standards are applied evenly. His love 
embraces Ethiopians as weil as Israelites (Am . 9 :7 ) .  
And Israel wi l l  not escape his judgment far s in by 
pleading her special position as the Lord's chosen 
people; in fact, says Amos, a privileged knowledgc 
01' God brings with it extra responsibilities and 
greater risk (Am. I :  1-3:2). 

The enormity 01' sin, and the vastness 01' the gulf 
between the holy God and sinful men, impressed 
the prophets deeply (cf Hab. I :  1 3 ; Is. 6:3ff ) .  With
out a special act 01' divine grace, they knew no 
bridge could be built across this gap (cf Je. 1 3 :23)  
Man's rencwal depended on the activity 01' God's 
Spirit (Ezk. 37 :  I ff. ) and on a new kind 01' covenant 
law wh ich God hirnself would write on his people's 
hearts (Je. 31 : 3 1  ff.) .  

1 1 1 .  Thc Ncw Testament 
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(a) The Gospels. Jesus showed great respect for the 
OT moral law; he came not to abolish but to fulfil it 
(Mt .  5: 1 7ff.). But he did not teach as a legislator 
hirnself. Though he phrased much 01' his moral 
teaching in imperatives (e.g. Mt.  5 :39ff.; Mk .  1 0:9). 
and taught with a law-giver's authority (cf Mt .  
7:24ff. ; Mk .  1 :22), it was not h i s  purpose to  lay 
down a comprehensive code 01' rules for moral 
living. Law prescribes or forbids specific things: 
Jesus was more concerned to set out and illustrate 
the general character 01' God's will. Law deals in 
actions; Jesus dealt far more in character and in thc 
motives that inspire action. 

Jesus' internalizing 01' the law's demands is weil 
illustrated in the Sermon on the Mount.  The law 
forbade murder and adultery. Jesus (while not, 01' 
course, condoning either) put his finger on the 



thoughts and attitudes behind the actions. The 
man who nursed a private hatred towards his 
neighbour, or mentally undressed the latter's wife 
in lust, could not (he taught) evade moral blame by 
pleading that hc had not broken the letter of thc 
law ( M t .  5 : 2 1  f., 27f.). The Beatitudcs, with which 
the Sermon begins (w. 3ff.), underline the same 
point. They comprise not a list of rules, but a set of 
congratulations directed at those whose Iives ex
emplify godly attitudes. Conversely, the sins Jesus 
condemns are mainly those of the spirit, not those 
of the ftesh. He has surprisingly little to say (e.g. ) 
about sexual misconduct. On two occasions when 
sexual sin was brought to his notice (Lk. 7:37ff.; ln .  
8 :3ff.) ,  he deliberately turned the spotlight on to 
the bad motives of the critics. He reserved his  most 
stinging rebukes for wrong attitudes of mind and 
heart-Iike moral blindness, callousness and pride 
(Mt .  7 :3 ff.; M k .  3:5; Lk. 1 8 :9ff.). 

lesus' approach to love provides a further illus
tration of the way he reinforced and developed 
OT moral teaching. Both parts of his well-known 
love-summary of the law (Mk .  1 2 :28ff.) are taken 
straight from the pages of the OT (Dt. 6:4; Lv. 
1 9 : 1 8) .  But he cut across the racial convictions 
of many of his contemporaries in his radical 
interpretation of the second of these command
ments. Too often ' love your neighbour' was taken to 
mean ' love your covenant-neighbour-and him 
only' . Through (especially) the parable of the 
Good Samaritan (Lk.  1 0:29ff.), lesus taught 
that neighbour-Iove must extend to anyone in 
need, irrespective of race, creed or culture. He 
universalized love's demands. 

In expounding neighbour-Iove, lesus identified 
grace as its distinctive feature. Other kinds of 
loving-all of them treated positively in the NT
are either a response to something attractive in the 
one loved (as with physical desire and friendship), 
or the kind of love that is Iimited to the members 
of a group (Iike family devotion). True neighbour
love, lesus taught, operates quite independently of 
any lovableness. It is evoked by need, not merit, 
and d oes not look for returns ( Lk .  6:32ff.; 1 4: 1 2ff. ). 
It has no group limits either. And in all these ways 
it mirrors the love of God (ln. 3: 1 6; 1 3 :34; Lk. 
1 5 : I I  ff.; cf Ga!. 2:20; I ln .  4:7ff.). 

When the rich young ruler responded enthusi
astically to Jesus' summary of the law, the Lord's 
rejoinder was 'You are not far from the kingdom 
of God' (Mk .  1 2 :34). So as weil as being the king
pin of God's law, love is the gateway to his king
dom, and lesus' kingdom teaching is packed with 
ethical significance. Those who enter the kingdom 
are those who submit themselves to God's rule; 
when his kingdom comes, his will is done. And 
God provides those in his kingdom with royal 
guidance and power to carry right ethical decisions 
into practice. 

It  is this availability of supernatural moral 
power that makes sense of some of lesus' other
wise impossible demands (cf Mt. 5:48). He was no 
triumphalist (repentance is associated with the 
kingdom too-Mk.  I :  1 5), but most of his moral 
imperatives were addressed to those already in the 
kingdom, with the implied assurance that all who 
submit to God's rule can share his strength to 
convert their ethical convictions into action. 

Because the kingdom is a present real ity in 
Christ, the King's guidance and power are avail
able here and now. But because there is also a sense 
in which the fullness of the kingdom's coming is 
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still imminent, there is a consistent note of urgency 
in lesus' moral teaching too. When God's rule over 
men is fully revealed there will be a judgment, and 
only a fool would ignore the warning note the 
kingdom sounds (cf Lk. 1 2 :20). Hence the gospel
call to repentance (Mt .  4 :  1 7) .  

(b)  The rest 0/ the New Testament. As is  to be 
expected, the Epistles provide c1ear paralleis with 
the moral teaching of the Gospels, even though 
they quote lesus' words surprisingly rarely (cf I 
Cor. 7 : 1 0; 9 : 1 4).  But because they were written as 
practical answers to urgent quest ions from living 
churches, the tone of their moral teaching is slight
Iy different.  From the Gospels it would seem that 
lesus taught mainly in broad general principles, 
leaving his hearers to make their own applications. 
In the Epistles, on the other hand, the applications 
are orten spelt out in very specific terms. Sexual 
sin, for example, is analysed in considerable detail 
(cf I Cor. 6:9; 2 Cor. 1 2 :2 1 ), and sins of speech 
come in for similarly detailed treatment (cf Rom. 
I :29f.; Eph. 4:29; 5:4; Co!. 3:8; las. 3 :5ff.). 

Another distinctive feature of the Epistles' eth
ical teaching is the recurrence of the so-called 
household codes (Eph. 5:22ff.; Co!. 3: 1 8f.; I Tim. 
2:8ff.;  Tit. 2 :2ff.; I Pet. 2 : 1 8ff.). These are small 
sections of teaching on right relationships, espe
cially in marriage, in the home and at work. They 
are notably conservative in tone, as are parallel sec
tions on the relationship between believers and the 
secular authorities (cf Rom. 1 3 : I ff.; Tit. 3 :  I; I Pet. 
2 :  1 3f.) .  However eagerly the early Christian com
munity looked forward to the consummation of 
God's kingdom, their keenness c1early did not lead 
them to reject the basic authority structures on 
which the l ife of society was founded. Even in the 
book of Revelation, where the veil of apocalyptic 
language covering 10hn's condemnation of the 
secular government at Rome is transparently thin, 
the saints are called to martyrdom, not revolution. 
Nevertheless, seeds of social change are to be 
found in the NT, notably in the relationships Chris
tians are encouraged to foster with one another in 
the church (cf Ga!. 3:28). 
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The theme of the kingdom is not nearly so 
prominent in the Epistles as in the Gospels, but 
there is the same emphasis on man's need for 
God's guidance and power in moral Iiving. In  
Paul's language, union with Christ (2 Cor. 5 :  1 7) 
and the indwelling Spirit (Phi! .  2: 1 3) raise the 
Christian's moral life to a new plane. Fed by God's 
Word ( Heb. 5 :  1 4), the redeemed believer is given 
sharper insight into distinctions between good and 
bad (cf Rom. 1 2 :2); and indwelt by the Spiri t ,  he 
has new power to do what he knows to be right .  

I t  is  sometimes said that in  his revolt against 
lewish legalism, and boosted by his confidence in 
the Spirit's power to inform and transform the 
Christian believer, Paul (especially) held that the 
OT moral law had become obsolete in Christ . 
There are certainly passages in the Epistles which, 
taken alone, might suggest such a view (e.g. Ga! .  
3 :23ff.; Rom. 7 :6;  1 0:4; 2 Cor. 3 :6), but it is import
ant to recognize that Paul uses the word 'Iaw' in 
different ways. Where he uses i t  as shorthand for 
'justification by law' (e.g. Rom. 1 0:4), he c1early re
gards Iiving by law as both obsolete and dangerous 
for Christians. But where he uses the word simply 
to mean the expression of God's will (e.g. Rom. 
7: 1 2), he is far more positive. He quotes the Deca
logue without embarrassment (e.g. Eph. 6:2f.), and 
writes freely about a law principle which is opera-
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tive in  the Christian l ife (Rom. 8:2; I Cor. 9 :2 1 ;  
Ga!. 6:2; cf las. 1 :25; 2 :  1 2) .  Here, as elsewhere, the 
teaching of the NT dovetails into that of the OT. 
So far as i t  contains God's basic moral demands 
the law retains its validi ty, because he alone ex
presses in his person and will all that is good and 
right. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Thielicke, Theological Ethics, 
2 vols., E.T. 1 968-69, repr. 1 978; R. C. Birch and 
L.  L. Rasmussen, The Bible and Ethics in the Chris
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ETHIOPIA. Settled by the descendants of • Cush 
(Gn. 1 0:6), biblical Ethiopia (Gk.  Aithiöps, 'burnt 
face' ,  cf le. 1 3 :23) is part of the kingdom of Nubia 
stretching from Aswan (· SEVENEH) S to the junc
tion of the Nile near modern Khartoum. Invaded 
in prehistoric times by Hamites from Arabia and 
Asia, Ethiopia was dominated by Egypt for nearly 
500 years beginning with Oynasty 1 8  (c. 1 500 BC) 
and was governed by a viceroy ( 'King's Son of 
Kush') who ruled the African empire, controlled 
the army in Africa and managed the Nubian gold 
mmes. 

Ouring the 9th century the Ethiopians, whose 
capital was Napata near the fourth cataract, en
gaged in at least one foray into Palestine, only to 
suffer defeat at Asa's hand (2 Ch. 1 4:9- 1 5). Ethio
pia's heyday began about 720 BC when Pi-ankhi 
lOok advantage of Egypt's internal strife and 
became the first conqueror of that land in a mil
lennium . For about 60 years Ethiopian rulers 
(Oynasty 25) controlled the Nile Valley. One of 
them, Tirhakah, seems to have been Hezekiah's 
ally and attempted to forestall Sennacherib's in
vasion (2 Ki.  1 9 :9; Is. 37:9; 1. Bright, History 0/ 
Israel', 1 972, pp. 296ff., discusses the chronological 
problems in this narrative). Na. 3:9 alludes to the 
glory of this period: 'Ethiopia was her (Egypt's) 
strength. '  Invasions by Esarhaddon and Ashurba
nipal reduced the Ethiopian-Egyptian kingdom to 
tributary status; the destruction of Thebes (c. 663 
BC; Na. 3 :8- 1 0) brought a total eclipse, fulfilling 
Isaiah's prophetic symbolism (20:2-6). 

Ethiopian troops fought vainly in Pharaoh 
Neco's army at Carchemish (605 BC; le. 46:2, 9). 
Cambyses' conquest of Egypt brought Ethiopia 
under Persian sway; Est . I :  I ;  8:9 name Ethiopia as 
the most remote Persian province to the SW, while 
biblical writers sometimes use her to symbolize the 
unlimited extent of God's sovereignty (Ps. 87:4; 
Ezk. 30:4ff.; Am. 9:7; Zp. 2:  1 2) .  'Beyond the rivers 
of Ethiopia' ( Is. 1 8 : I ;  Zp. 3:  I 0) may refer to N 
Abyssinia, where lewish colonists had apparently 
settled along with other Semites from S Arabia. 
The Chronicler is  cognizant of this c10se relation
ship between Ethiopia and S Arabia (2 Ch. 2 1 :  1 6) .  

In  Acts 8 :27 Ethiopia refers to the Nilotic king
dom of • Candace, who ruled at Meroe, where the 
capital had been moved during the Persian period. 
Modern Ethiopians (Abyssinians) have appropri-
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ated biblical references to Ethiopia and consider 
the • Ethiopian eunuch's conversion to be a fulfil
ment of Ps. 68:3 1 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E .  A .  W. Budge, History 0/ Ethi
opia, 1 928; E. Ullendorff, The Ethiopians, 1 960; 
idem, Ethiopia and the Bible, 1 968; 1. Wilson, The 
Burden 0/ Egypt. 1 95 1 .  D.A .H .  

ETHIOPIAN EUNUCH. A high official (dyn· 
astes), royal treasurer in the court of • Ethiopia·s 
Queen • Candace, converted under Philip's minis
try (Acts 8:26-40). I t  was not unusual in antiquity 
for • eunuchs, who were customarily harem attend
ants, to rise to positions of influence. 

Barred from active participation in the Jewish 
rites by his race and his emasculation (Ot .  23: I ) .  he 
was most probably a 'God-fcarer'. His aequaint
anee with ludaism and the OT (the quotation from 
Is. 53 seems to be from the LXX) is not eompletely 
unexpected in light of lewish settlements in Upper 
Egypt and the considerable impact made by Jewish 
life and thought on the Ethiopians. His zeal in 
studying the Scriptures, his ready reception of the 
gospel and baptism mark hirn as one of the out
standing converts in Aets, even if  his confession 
(Acts 8:37) is not supported in the better MSS. Ethi
opian tradition claims hirn as his eountry's first 
evangelist . D.A .H .  

ETHIOPIAN WOMAN. Married by Moses, 
whom Aaron and Miriam then criticized (Nu. 
1 2 : I ) .  As the last mention of Zipporah is just after 
the defeat of Amalek (Ex. 1 7) when lethro re
turned her to Moses (Ex. 1 8),  it is possible that she 
subsequently died, Moses then taking this 'Cushite 
woman' as his second wife, unless Moses then had 
two wives. 'Cushite' is usually taken as 'Ethiopian' 
(cf • CUSH , • ETHIOPIA); if so, she probably lefl 
Egypl among the I sraelites and their sympathizers. 
It is also, perhaps, possible to derive 'Cushite' from 
Kushu and Heb. Cushan, associated with Midian 
(Hab. 3 :7); if so, this woman might be of allied 
stock to lethro and Zipporah. K .A .K .  

ETHNARCH (Gk .  ethnarches, 'governor', 2 Cor. 
1 1  :32). An officer in charge of Oamascus with a 
garrison under • Aretas I V, king of Arabia Petraea 
(9 BC-AD 39), who was encouraged by the lews to 
arrest Paul after his conversion (cf Acts 9:24-25). 
Oamascus in 64 BC became part of lhe Rom. prov
ince of Syria. At this time (e. AD 33) it was tempor
arily under Aretas. 

The litle is used by losephus for subordinate 
rulers, partieularly of peoples under foreign eon
trol, e.g. the lews in Alexandria (Ant. 1 4. 1 1 7); cf 
Simon, ethnarch of Judaea under Oemetrius I I  
( 1  Macc. 14 :47). B.F.H. 

EUNICE. Timothy's mother, a woman of notable 
faith (2 Tim. 1 :5) .  She was lewish (Acts 1 6: I )  and 
pious, for Timothy's biblical instruction had begun 
early (2 Tim . 3: 1 5),  but her husband was a Gentile 
and her son uncircumcised (Aets 1 6:3) .  In  view of 
lewish intermarriage with leading Phrygian fam
ilies (Ramsay, BRD, p. 357; cf CBP, 2,  pp. 667ff.), 
such things may represent her family's social 
c1imbing, not personal declension. Some Lat. MSS 
of Acts 1 6: I, and Origen on Rom. 1 6:2 1 ,  call her a 



widow, and hyperchell in Acts 16 : 3  might support 
this. She lived at Derbe or Lystra: linguistically a 
case can be made for either (cf BC, 4, pp. I �4, 
254) .  Her name is Greek. and docs not seem 
common. 

It  is sometimes suggested that Paul refers to 
Jewish faith, but the most natural interpretation 01' 
2 Tim. 1 : 5 (and 01' Acts 1 6 :  I) is that Christian raith 
'dwelt' (aorist, perhaps alluding to the event 01' 
conversion, doubtless in Paul's first missionary 
journey) 'first' in ' Lois and herseil' (i. e. an tecedent 
to Timothy's conversion). A.F.\V. 

EUNUCH (Heb. säris) . The derivation 01' the OT 
word is uncertain, but is thought to come from an 
Assyr. term meaning, 'He who is head (to the 
king)' . (So Jensen (ZA 7, 1 892, 1 74A I ), and Zim
mern (ZDMG 53, 1 899, 1 1 6 A .2); accepted by S. R .  
Driver and L. Koehler in their lexicons; see further 
note by the latter in his Supp/emem, p. 2 1 9 . )  The 
primary meaning is 'court officer'. In Hebrew a 
secondary meaning is found, namely, a 'castrate' or 
'eunuch'. From Herodotus we learn that 'in eastern 
countries eunuchs are valued as being specially 
trustworthy in every way' (8. 1 05, tr. Selingcourt). 
Such persons were frequently employed by eastern 
rulers as officers 01' the household. Hence, in the E 
it is sometimes difficult to know which 01' the two 
meanings is intended or whether both are 
implied. Potiphar (Gn. 39: I ) ,  who was married (v. 
7), is ca lied a säris (LXX eUllouchos): the meaning 
'court officer' may be best here. In Is. 56:3 the 
meaning 'castrate' is obvious. In Ne. I :  1 1 , 'I was 
the king's cupbearer', some copies 01' the LXX 
have eUllouchos; but this is probably a slip for 
Oillochoos, as Rahlfs in Septuaginta ( I ,  p. 923) has 
seen. The 'castrate' was to be excluded from the 
assembly 01' the Lord (D!. 23: I ) .  There is no 
necessity to assurne, as Josephus seems to do 
(Am. 1 0 . 1 86), that Daniel and his companions 
were 'castrates', for they were 'without blemish' 
(see Dn. 1 :4). 

In  the NT the word ellnouchos is used, and may 
be derived from eunen echö ('to keep the bed'). Like 
its counterpart säris, it need not denote strictly a 
cast rate. In Acts 8 :27 both meanings may be in
tended; in Mt .  19: 12 the meaning 'cast rate' is 
beyond doubt. In this last passage three classes 01' 
eunuch are mentioned, namely, born eunuchs, 
man-made eunuchs and spiritual eunuchs. The last 
class includes all those who sacrificed legitimate, 
natural desires for the sake 01' the kingdom 01' 
heaven . Report in the early church had it that 
Origen, misinterpreting in a literat sense the above 
passage, mutilated hirnself. 

Judaism knew only two classes 01' eunuch: man
made (säris 'äqäm) and natural (säris hammä), thus 
the M ishnah (Zabim 2. I ) . This last term säris 
hammä or 'eunuch 01' the sun' is explained by Jas
trow, Dictionary 01 Baby/onian Ta/mud, etc., I ,  p. 
476, to mean 'a eunuch from the time 01' seeing the 
sun',  in other words, a eunuch who is born so. 
(' CHAMBERLAIN.) R.J .A.S. 

EUODIA, This RSV rendering is to be preferred to 
the AV'S 'Euodias' (Phil . 4:2), for the reference is to 
a woman rat her than a man . Paul begs her and 
Syntyche to be reconciled. Probably, as Lightfoot 
suggests, they were deaconesses at Philippi. 

1 .D.D. 

EVANGELIST 

EUPHRATES. The largest river in W Asia, and on 
this account gene rally rererred to as hannähär, 'the 
river', in the OT (e.g. Dt. 1 1  :24). I t  is sometimes 
mentioned by name, however, the Heb. form being 
p'räI (e.g. Gn.  2:  14; 1 5 :  1 8) derived from Akkadian 
purattll, wh ich represents Sumerian bllramm, and 
the NT form Euphrates (Rev. 9: 14; 1 6: 1 2). The 
Euphrates takes its source in two main affiuents in 
E Turkey, the Murad-Su, wh ich rises near Lake 
Van, and the Kara-Su, wh ich rises near Erzerum, 
and runs, joined only by the l:;Iäbur ('  HABOR) for 
2,000 km to the Persian Gulf. From low water 
in September it rises by degrees throughout the 
winter to some 3 m higher by May, and then 
declines again until September, thus enjoying a 
milder regime than the ' Tigris. In the alluvial plain 
01' Babylonia (' MESOPOTAMIA) its course has 
shifted to the W since ancient times, when most 01' 
the important cities, now some km to the E 01' it, lay 
on or near its banks. This is illustrated by the fact 
that the Sumerians wrote its name ideographically 
as 'river 01' Sippar', a city whose ruins lie today 
some 6 km to the E (' SEPHARVAIM) . I n  addition to 
the many important cities, including Babyion ,  
wh ich lay on i t s  banks in the  S plain, the city 01' 
Mari was situated on its middle course, not far 
from the junction with the l:;liibur, and the strategic 
crossing-place from N Mesopotamia to N Syria 
was commanded by the fortress city 01' 
, Carchemish. 
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EUTYCHUS ('Lucky', a common Gk. name). A 
young man from Troas who fell from an upstairs 
window-seat du ring Paul's protracted nocturnal 
address there (Acts 20:7-( 2). H. 1. Cadbury (Book 
01 A cts in History, pp. 8ff.) points out a similar 
fatal accident in  Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 3. 475. 
Luke's words suggest an increasing and eventually 
irresistible drowsiness, perhaps-since v. 8 seems 
related to the incident-induced by the numerous 
lamps rat her than in spite of them. 

The miraculous nature of the outcome has been 
questioned, Paul's words in v. 1 0  being applied to 
diagnosis, not healing. However, v. 9 shows that 
Luke was hirnself sure that Eutychus died. 'His 
life' would then be 'in hirn' from the moment of 
Paul's embrace (cf 2 Ki .  4 :34). On Paul's depart
ure next morning, Eutychus was recovered (v. 1 2 : 
according to the Western Text he joined the fare
weil party). Seen as an eyewitness account by Luke, 
the story is vivid and the broken sequence intelli
gible. The assumption that 'a current anecdote had 
come to be applied to Paul, that Luke found it in 
this form and introduced it into his narrative' 
(Dibelius) creates obscurities. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M. Ramsay, SPT, pp. 2901'.; 
M. Dibelius, Stildies in the A cts 01 the Apost/es, 
E.T. 1 956, pp. 1 7ff. A.F .W. 

EVANGELIST. The word translated in the NT 
'evangelist' is a noun from the verb ellange/izomai 
'to announce news', and usually rendered in EVV as 
'preach the gospel' .  (The NT term echoes Heb. 
m'l]asser, m'l]assereI, in Is. 40:9; 52:7.) The verb is 
very common in the NT, and is applied to God 
(Gal. 3 :8), to our Lord (Lk. 20: I ), and to ordinary 
church members (Acts 8 :4), as weil as to apostles 
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on their missionary journeys. The noun 'evangelist' 
occurs three times only in the NT. Timothy (2 Tim . 
4:5) is exhorted by Paul to do the work of an evan
gelist; that is to say, make known the facts of the 
gospel. Timothy had accompanied the apostle on 
his missionary journeys. But it  is plain from the 
injunctions in the two letters addressed to him that 
his work when the apostle wrote was very largely 
local and pastoral. That he is enjoined to do the 
work of an evangelist shows that a man who was 
an evangelist could also be a pastor and teacher. 

In Acts 2 1 :8 Philip is described as 'the evangel
ist' . Philip had been chosen as one of the Seven in 
Acts 6, and after the persecution 01' Stephen he was 
prominent in preaching the gospel in unevange
lized parts (e.g. Acts 8:5,  1 2, 35, 40). Though an 
evangelist, he was not induded among the apostles 
(Acts 8: 14). A similar distinction is made between 
Timothy and the apostles in 2 Cor. I : l and Col. 
I :  I .  I t  will  be seen, then, that though apostles were 
evangelists, not all evangelists were apostles. This 
distinction is confirmed in Eph. 4: 1 1 , where the 
office of 'evangelist' is mentioned after 'apostle' 
and 'prophet', and before 'pastor' and 'teacher'. 
From this passage i t  is plain that the gift of evan
gelist was a distinct gift within the Christian 
church; and although all Christians doubtless per
formed this sacred task, as opportunity was given 
to them, there were some who were pre-eminently 
called and endowed by the Holy Spirit for this 
work. 

Later in the history of the church the term 'evan
gelist' was used for a writer 01' one 01' the four 
Gospels. 

BIBLIOGRA PHY. L. Coenen, NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 07-
1 1 5. D.B.K.  

EVE. The first woman, wife of • Adam and mother 
of Cain, Abel and Seth (Gn . 4 : 1 -2,  25). When he 
had made Adam, God resolved to provide 'a 
helper fit for him' ( 'ezer k'negd6, Gn.  2: 1 8 , 20, l it .  
'a helper as in front of him', i.e. 'a  hel per corres
ponding to him'), so he caused him to sleep and, 
taking one of his ribs (Je/ä' ,  Gn.  2:2 1 ) ,  made (bänti, 
Gn . 2:22, a word normalJy meaning 'to build') it 
into a woman (I" issti). (. CREATION.) Adam, rec
ognizing his dose relationship, dedared that she 
should be called 'Woman Cissti), because she was 
taken out of (min; cf. I Cor. 1 1  :8, ek) Man crS)'  
(Gn.  2:23). Some scholars consider that  'is and 
'isSt'i are etymologically distinct, but  th is  need not  
be significant, since the context requires only that 
there should be formal similarity between the 
words, as indeed is the ca se with EVV 'man' and 
'wornan',  

Eve was the instrument of the serpent in causing 
Adam to eat the forbidden fruit ( . FALL), and as a 
result God condemned her to bear children in 
pain , and to be ruled over (mäsa/ b') by Adam (Gn . 
3 : 1 6). Adam then calJed her 'Eve Uwwwti, Gn.  
3:20); because she was the  mother of a l J  living 
(hay)' .  Many theories have been put forward as to 
the name hawwti. Some would see it as an archaic 
form of �;ayyti, ' I iving thing' (the LXX takes this 
view, translating it  in Gn. 3:20 by z6e, ' l ife'), others 
note a similarity with Aramaic �,iwyä', 'serpent', 
with which is connected a Phoenician (possibly 
serpent )  deity /:1wl, but as with 'is and 'issti nothing 
beyond a formal assonance appears to be required 
by the text. The name /:1awwti occurs twice only in 
the OT (Gn. 3:20; 4 :  I ) ,  the word 'woman' being 

more commonly used. In  the LXX and NT it ap
pears as Heua (Eua in some MSS), wh ich passes to 
Heva in the Vulgate, and thence to Eve in the EVV. 

A sidelight on the biblical statements about Eve 
is found in a Sumerian myth concerning the god 
Enki.  In this Enki finds himself suffering from a 
series of ailments, to deal with each of which the 
goddess Ninbursag produces a special goddess. 
Thus, when he says 'My rib (li; written with a logo
gram, one 01' whose Akkadian values was JiI/I, 
'side, rib') hurts me', she replies that she has caused 
a goddess Nin-li ( ' Lady of the rib') to be born for 
him. But Sumerian Nin-li can equally mean ' Lady 
who makes live'. It may be that this reflects in some 
way a common original narrative with the Genesis 
account. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. KB l, p. 284; G. J. Spurrell, Noles 
on Ihe Texl o/ Ihe Book 0/ Genesis l, 1 896, p. 45: 
S. N. Kramer, Enki and NinlJursag. A SUl1lerian 
Paradise Mylh (BASOR Supplementary Studies I ). 
1 945, pp. 8-9; From Ihe Tab/eIs 0/ Sumer. 1 956, pp. 
1 70-1 7 1  = Hislory Begins al Sumer, 1 958, pp. 1 95-
1 96; I .  M .  Kikawada, 'Two Notes on Eve', J BL 9 1 ,  
1 972, pp. 33-37. T.C.M. 

EVIL (Heb. ra'; Gk. kakos, poneros, phau/os) . Evil 
has a broader meaning than • sin. The Heb. word 
comes from a root meaning 'to spoil ' ,  'to break in 
pieces': being broken and so made worthless. It is 
essentially what is unpleasant, d isagreeable, offen
sive. The word binds together the evil deed and its 
consequences. In the NT kakos and poneros mean 
respectively the quality of evil in its essential char
acter, and its hurtful effects or influence. It is used 
in both physical and moral senses. While these as
pects are different, there is frequently a dose rela
tionship between them . Much physical evil is duc 
to moral evil: suffering and sin are not necessarily 
connected in individual cases, but human selfish
ness and sin explain much of the world's ills. 
Though all evil must be punished, not alJ physical 
ill is a punishment of wrongdoing (Lk. 1 3 :2, 4; J n .  
9 :3 ;  cf Job). 
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I. Physical evil 
The prophets regarded God as the ultimate Cause 
of evil, as expressed in pain, suffering or disaster. 
In his sovereignty he tolerates evil in t he universe, 
though he overrules and uses it in his administra
tion of the world. It  is used to punish individual 
and national wickedness (ls. 45:7; La. 3:38; Am. 
3:6). The world must be marked by regulation and 
order to be the scene of man's moral iife; otherwise 
there would be chaos. When men violate the basic 
laws of God they experience the repercussions of 
their actions, which may be in penal or retributive 
affiiction (Mt .  9:2; 23:35; Jn .  5: 14 ;  Acts 5:5; 1 3 :  1 1 ) .  
Divine 'vengeance' in the form of pain o r  sorrow 
does not imply evil passions in God . Pain may 
awaken an evil man to reality; ti l J  then 'he is en
dosed in illusion' (e. S. Lewis, The Problem 0/ 
Pain, p. 83). Nature's present 'vanity' (profitless
ness, Rom. 8: 1 9-23) is its mark of evil, the earth 
being under a curse (Gn. 3: 1 7- 1 8) .  Christian suf
fering, whether trouble or persecution, is divinely 
permitted for purposes of spiritual blessing (Jas. 
I :2-4; I Pet. I :7; ele. ). It is chastening, not penal; 
nor can it separate from the love of God (Rom. 
8:38-39); it prepares for glory (Rom. 8:  1 8; 2 Cor. 
4: 1 6-- 1 8 ;  Eph. 3: 1 3; Rev. 7: 1 4) .  Suffering and 
sorrow create sympathy and kindness in men, 



bringing them into rellowship with God's purpose 
to overcome evil. 

11.  Moral evil 
God is separate rrom all evil and is in no way re
sponsible ror it .  Moral evil arises from man's sinful 
inclinations (Jas. I :  1 3- 1 5) .  Israel repeatedly 'did 
evil' and suffered its consequences (Jdg. 2:  1 1 ; I Ki. 
1 1  :6, ele. ) .  Behind all history is a spiritual conflict 
with evil powers (Eph. 6: 1 0- 1 7; Rev. 1 2 :7-1 2), 'the 
evil one' being the very embodiment of wickedness 
( M t .  5:37;  6 : 1 3 ; 1 3 : 1 9, 38; Jn .  1 7 : 1 5 ; Eph. 6: 1 6; 2 
Thes. 3 :3 ;  I Jn .  2 : 1 3-14 ;  3 : 1 2; 5 : 1 8- 1 9). Satan's 
power is under divine control (cf Jb. 1 -2), and will 
finally be broken ( Heb. 2 : 1 4; Rev. 1 2 :9- 1 1 ). 

God is against evil, but its existence is orten a 
stumbling-block to belief in a God of love. It can 
only be attributed to the abuse 01' free-will on the 
part 01' created beings, angelic and human . God's 
whole saving activity is directed to deal with evil. 
In his l ire, Christ combated its manirestations of 
pain and sorrow (Mt .  8: 1 6-- 1 7) ;  but the cross is 
God's final answer to the problem 01' evil. His love 
was supremely demonstrated there (Rom. 5:8;  
8 : 32) in the identification of the Lord with the suf
rering world as the Sin-bearer. The moral change 
effected in men by the gospel is evidence of the 
reali ty of Christ's triumph over all evil powers 
(Col . 2 :  1 5; I Jn .  3 :8),  and therefore of the final 
victory of God. Evil will be eliminated from the 
universe, and the creation will share redeemed 
man's glorious destiny. Both physical and moral 
evil will be banished eternally (Rev. 2 1 :  1 -8) .  
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01 God and Ihe World, 1 897; A. M. Farrer, Love 
AlmighlY and Ills Unlimiled, 1 962; O. F. Clarke, 
God and Sujfering, 1 964; 1. Hick, Evil and Ihe God 
01 Love, 1 966; 1. W. Wen harn, The Goodness 01 
God, 1 974; TDNT 3,  pp. 469-484; 6 ,  pp. 546--566; 
NIDNTT I ,  pp. 561 -567; W. C. Kaiser, A Biblical 
Approach 10 Personal SlIjfering, 1 982; D. A .  
Carson, How Long 0 Lord?: Refieclions o n  Sujfer
ing and Evil, 1 990; E. S. Gerstenberger and W. 
Schrage, Sujfering, 1 982. G.C.D.H. 

EVI L-MERODACH. The king of - Babyion who 
released Jehoiachin of Judah from imprisonment 
in the first year of his reign (Je. 52: I ;  2 Ki . 25:27-
30). Amel-Marduk ('man of Marduk') succeeded 
his rat her Nebuchadrezzar 11 in the early days of 
October 562 BC. According to Josephus ( from 
Berossus), he ruled 'Iawlessly and wantonly' (Ap. I .  
1 46), but the only allusions to hirn extant are in 
administrative tablets. He was killed e. 7- 1 3  August 
560 BC in a plot led by his brother-in-Iaw - Nergal
sharezer (Neriglissar). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. H. Sack, Amel-Marduk: 562-
560 B. e ,  1 972. D.J .W. 

EVIL SPEAKING may be defined as slander, cal
umny, defamation or deceit .  This may be done by 
spreading false reports (Pr. 1 2 : 1 7; 1 4:5 ,  25) or by 
reporting truth maliciously, i. e. tale-bearing (Lv. 
1 9 : 1 6; Pr. 26:20). 

Evil speaking is prohibited in Ps. 34: 1 3 ; Pr. 
24:28;  Eph. 4:3 1 ;  Jas. 4: 1 1 ; I Pet .  3 : 1 0. It disquali
fies a person from God's favour (Ps. 1 5 :3) and from 
office in the church ( I  Tim. 3:8;  Tit .  2:3) .  When a 
Christian is slandered he must patiently bear it ( I  
Pet. 3:9) even as Christ did ( I  Pet. 2 :23) .  

EXCOMMUNICATION 

The ninth commandment forbids false witness 
(Ex. 20: 1 6; Dt. 5 :20; cf Ex. 23: I ). To avoid the evil 
of false accusation more than one witness was re
quired in courts of law (Nu. 35 :30; Dt.  1 7 :6; 1 9 :  1 5-
2 1 ) .  M.R.G. 

EVI L  SPIRITS. The term 'evil (ponera) spirit(s)' is 
found in but 6 passages (Matthew, Luke, Acts). 
There are 23 references to 'unclean (akalharla) 
spirits' (Gospels, Acts, Revelation), and these 
appear to be much the same. Thus in  Lk. 1 1  :24 'the 
unclean spirit' goes out 01' a man, but when he 
returns it is with 'seven other spirits more evil 
than hirnself' (v. 26). Similarly, 'unclean spirits' 
and 'demons' are interchangeable terms, for both 
are applied to the Gadarene demoniac (Lk.  8:27, 
29). 

These beings appear to have been regarded in 
more than one light .  They might cause physical 
disability (Mk .  1 :23; 7 :25) .  Indeed, on most occa
sions in the NT when they are mentioned it is in 
such cases. There appears to have been nothing 
moral involved, for the sufferer was not excluded 
from places of worship, such as the synagogue. The 
idea would appear to be that the spirit was evil (or 
unclean) in that it produced baleful effects. But the 
sufferer was not regarded as especially evil or as 
poilu ted in any way. Yet the spirit itself was not to 
be regarded in neutral fashion. Everywhere i t  was 
to be resisted and defeated. Sometimes we read of 
Jesus as doing this in person (Mk.  5:8; Lk.6: 1 8),  
sometimes of such power being delegated to his 
followers (M t .  1 0: I) or being exercised by them 
(Acts 5 :  1 6; 8 :7) .  The spirits are apparently part of 
Satan's forces, and thus are reckoned as enemies of 
God and of men. 

Sometimes it is clear that the spirits are con
cerned with moral evil. This is so in the case of the 
'unclean spirit' who goes out of a man and returns 
with others more wicked than hirnself (Mt .  1 2 :43-
45). The story indicates the impossibility of a 
man's bringing about a moral reformation by ex
pelling the demons within. There must also be the 
entry of the Spirit of God. But for our present 
purpose it is sufficient to notice that the spirits are 
evil and may bring about evil. The evil spirits 'Iike 
frogs' of Rev. 1 6: 1 3  are also thought of as working 
evil as they gather the rorces of wickedness for the 
great final battle. 
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Such passages indicate that on the biblical view 
evil is not merely impersonal. It is led by Satan, 
and, just as there are subordinate powers of good, 
the angels, so there are subordinate powers of evil, 
Their appearance is mostly concerned with the in
carnation (with a resurgence in the last days) as 
they oppose the work of Christ. See further 
- SATAN, - DEMON POSSESSION. L.M. 

EXCOMMUNICATION. Mt. 1 8 : 1 5- 1 8 ;  I Cor. 5; 
2 Cor. 2:5-1 1 ;  Tit. 3 : 10 .  The exclusion of a 
member from the church due to a serious (or ag
gravation, through stubbornness, of a less serious) 
offen ce. It is the final step in the negative side of 
normal discipline-there is also -Anathema and 
delivering over to - Satan. When educative discip
line (disciplina) fails to prevent offences, repressive 
discipline is used to remove them. The gradus ad
monitionis leading up to excommunication are pri
vate remonstrance (incumbent on all, Lv. 1 9: 1 7) ,  
then, ir  that proves ineffective, remonstrance with 
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the aid of witnesses; finally, thc offender should be 
dealt with by the church, presumably through its 
duly-elected representatives, following the Jewish 
pattern. The apostle puts this responsibility upon 
the local church ( I  Cor. 5 :4- 1 3). If the offender 
still shows no repentance he is to be excommuni
cated. ' Let him be to you as a Gentile and a tax 
collector' (Mt .  1 8 : 1 7). 

Some critics (e.g. Bultmann, T. W. Manson) 
make this 'quasi-legal' procedure a later devel
opment of the church, from rabbinic sources. But 
then it is hard to see why Paul reproved the Cor
inthians so sharply for neglecting it. And our 
Lord's condemnation of these sources would be 
fresh in their minds (Mt .  23: 1 3ff.). The opprobri
ous sense of 'Gentile and tax collector' has been 
said to show a Jewish-Christian origin, c. AD 50. 
This is, at the least, doubtfu!. Ultimately. it is a 
question of 'the historical validity of the Gospel 
record and of the origins of Christianity itself, 
and this question it is impossible to ignore' (w. 
Manson , Jesus the Messiah, 1 952, p. 26). The 
mind of the early church is the mind of the 
Lord. 

Public, notorious faults are to be rebuked pub
licly (I Tim. 5 :20; Ga!. 2: 1 1 ,  1 4). Very serious of� 
fences merit immediate excommunication (I Cor. 
5 :3). lt is also noteworthy, however, that no 
amount of excommunication will produce a per
fect church, for it has to ignore secret sins and hyp
ocrisy. Also, the oil of leniency has to be mixed 
with the vinegar of severity: 'We judge that it  per
tains unto sound doctrine . . .  to attemper our lire 
and opinion , so that we both endure dogs in the 
church, for the sake of the peace of the church, 
and, where the peace of the church is safe, give not 
what is holy unto dogs . . .  that we neither grow list
less under the name of patience, nor be cruel under 
the pretext of dil igence' (Augustine, Short Trea
tises, 1 884, p. 43). 

The aims involved are, first, to promote the glory 
of God, that his name be not blasphemed owing to 
manifest evil in the church; second, to prevent the 
evil from spreading to other members (I Cor. 5 :6); 
and third, to bring about true repentance in the 
offender. Here the ultimate aim is seen to be re
demptive (Calvin, Institutes, 4. 1 2 . 5). 

Excommunication implies that we suspend con
vivial intercourse with the offender, though not 
ceasing to pray for his recovery; and though he is 
excluded from the benefits of the sacraments, he 
will be encouraged to attend the preaching of the 
Word. R .N.C. 

EXODUS. This event marked the birth of Israel as 
a nation and-through the immediately-following 
covenant at Sinai-as a theocracy. 

I. The event ilself 
After the Hebrews' residence in the Egyptian E 
Delta for 430 years (Ex. 1 2 :40-4 1 )  culminating in 
enslavement in Egyptian state-corvee in the 1 8th 
and 1 9th Dynast ies, God commissioned Moses, 
with Aaron as his mouthpiece, to lead out the 
Hebrew slaves, tribaI descendants of Abraham, 
Isaac and Jacob, from Egypt to become a nation in 
Palestine, the land of promise (Ex. 3-4). Despite 
the hostility and temporal power of the pharaoh 
and, later, Israel's own faithlessness, this duly came 
to pass (Jos. 24). 

That a large group of subject people should go 
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out from a major state is neither impossible nor 
unparalleled in antiquity. In the late 1 5th century 
BC people of some fourteen 'lands', 'mountain
regions' and townships apparently decamped from 
their habitats within the Hittitc kingdom, and 
transferred themselves to the land of Isuwa 
(Treaty-prologue of Suppiluliuma and 'Mat
tiwaza', Weidner, Politische Dokumente aus Klein
asien, 1 923, p. 5), only later to be brought back by 
the powerful Hiftite King Suppiluliuma. However, 
Pharaoh's attempts to retain, and then to 
recapture, the Hebrews were rendered utterly futile 
by God's marshalling against him the powers of 
nature in nine plagues and a supernatural punish
ment in the tenth, and by swamping his pursuing 
chariotry in the Re(e)d Sea. The calling-out of a 
nation in this way specifically to servc a God, and 
live out a covenant directly with their God, is 
unique. The peoples who fled to Isuwa doubtless 
also considered themselves oppressed, but had no 
positive commission or divine calling to some high 
destiny. There went out with Israel a motley crowd . 
mixed in motives as in origins ('mixed multitude',  
Ex. 1 2 :38,  Heb. 'ere(zra(z, cf Eng. 'riff-raff'). This 
element preferred meat to manna (Nu. 1 1 :4, Heb. 
'''saßsuß, 'rabble'). 

Other specific aspects 01' the Exodus are more ap
propriately dealt with in other articles as rollows: 
for date of the Exodus, see • C!'IRONOLOGY OF THE 
OLD TESTAMENT. For route 01' the Exodus, see also 
on Egyptian sites • ENcAMPMENT BY THE SEA. 
• BAAL-ZEPHON, • PITHOM, • RA'AMSES, • SUCCOHI,  
• MIGDOL, ete., and on the Sinaitic journeyings. 
• WILDERNESS OF THE W ANDERING, • SINAI and in
dividual palaccs-' EUM , • REPHIDIM, etc. For the 
Egyptian background to the oppression and condi
tions attending on the Exodus, see • EGYPT ( IV) .  
• MOSES and • PLAGUES OF EGYPT. 

1 1 .  Thc Exodus in laler hislory 
Repeatedly in later generations, the prophets in ex
horting Israel to return to her God and the psalm
ists in their meditations hark back to this 
Exodus-to God's redceming grace in summon
ing a nation rrom Egyptian bondage in rulfilment 
01' promises to the Patriarchs, to serve himselr 
and exempliry his truth. For them, the great 
redemption is ever to be remembered with grati
tude and response in obedience. See such passages 
as the following: historical books. Jdg. 6 :8-9, 1 3 ; 
I Sa. 1 2 :6, 8;  I Ki. 8 :5 1 ;  2 Ch . 7:22; Ne. 9:9fT. For 
Psalms, cf Pss. 77: 1 4-20; 78 : 1 2-55; 80 8 ;  1 06:7-
1 2; 1 1 4 .  Among the prophets, see Ho. 1 1 : I ;  Je. 
7 : 2 1 -24; 1 1 : 1 -8; 34 1 3 ; Dn. 9: 1 5 . In the NT 
Christ accomplished the final 'Exodus'. the rull 
redemption (cf Heb. 1 3 :  1 3  and clsewhcrc 
generally). 

BIBUOGRA PHY.  1. 1. Bimson, Redating the 
Exodus and Conquest, 1 978 (includes archaeo
logical and other evidcnce tor a 1 5th-century BC 
date for the Exodus); D. Daube, The Exodus Pat
tern in the Bible, 1 963; R. E. Nixon, The Exodus in 
the Ne\\' Testament. 1 963; background data. K. A .  
Kitchen, ABD 2, pp. 700-708. K .A .K .  

EXODUS, BOOK OF. 

J. Outline of conlcnls 
Exodus (the latinized form 01' LXX exodos, 'a going 
out') is the second section 01' the Pentateuch. and 
deals with the fortunes of Israel subsequent to the 
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propitious times of Joseph's governorship. It re
cords the two great culminating points in Israel's 
history: the deliverance from Egypt and thc giving 
of the law. Henceforth the events of Exodus hold a 
central place in God's revelation of hirnself to his 
people, not only in the old but also in the new 
covenant, in wh ich the Passover lamb provides the 
type for our Lord's sacrifice, and the Passover 
Feast is adapted to serve as the commemoration 01' 
our redemption . 

The events leading up to and following Israel's 
f1ight rrom Egypt form the main theme 01' the 
book . The chronological setting is given only in 
general terms, consistent with thc Hebrew treat
ment of history as series of events and not as a 
sequence 01' dates. 

The book, after giving a short genealogical note 
to effect the transition from Genesis, begins with 
an account of the disquiet on the part of the Egyp
tians at the great numerical increase of the Israel
ites. To counteract what was considered to be a 
growing menace, the Israelites were first subjected 
to forced labour under Egyptian task-masters, 
probably both to meet a current need for a large 
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labour force and to keep them under strict obser
vation .  Then their labour was intensified, prob
ably to reduce their leisure, and thus their 
opportunities for mischief, to a minimum . Finally 
an attempt was made to check any furt her 
increase in the population by the extermination of 
all new-born male infants. The boys rat her than 
the girls would be chosen, as they would be 
regarded as potential instigators of revol! .  This 
final step furnishes the background of the 
account of the birth and upbringing 01' Moses, 
the second great figure in Jewish history, at the 
Egyptian court. His early I ife, encounter with 
God and rise to leadership occupy chs. 2-4. I n  
chs. 5- 1 3  are related the attempts to gain release 
for I srael, ending in thc • Plagues of Egypt and 
the institution of thc • Passover. After the cross
ing of the • Red Sea and its celebration in song 
( 1 4: 1 - 1 5 : 2 1 )  follows a journal of the march to 
Sinai ( 1 5 :22- 1 8:27). The remainder of  the book 
teils of the Covenant at Sinai ( 1 9-3 1 ), its breach 
(32-33), renewal (34) and the construction of the 
• tabernacle according to the instructions given 
(35-40). 



EXODUS, BOOK OF 

1 1 .  Authorship 
The leading critical schools see in Exodus a com
position of diverse elements, originating from 
various sources or hands, ranging over a period 
from the 8th century until the 2nd century BC (A. 
H. McNeile, Exodus, p. i i ;  • PENTATEUCH, section 
1 1 ) .  To the hypothetical documents J (passages in 
which YHWH occurs), E (Elohim), D (Deutero
nomic school), P (Priestly school) and R (various 
redactors) have been added L (Iay source, O. Eiss
feldt, The Old Testament: An lntroduction, 1 965, 
p. 1 9 1 ) , and B (Bundesbuch, book of the covenant, 
Ex. 20:22-23:33,  Eissfeldt, p. 1 9 1 ) .  According to 
Eissfeldt (p. 2 1 1 ), the order of the Rrowth of 
Exodus would seem to be: L J E  B P R RE RB RI', 
where R is the redactor who added the source de
noted by the superior letter to the corpus (pp. 
2 1 0ff.). 

In the opinion of Eissfeldt the 'pious' attitude of 
the redactors towards their material, considered 
from the Iiterary and aesthetic points of view, was 
a disadvantage, as this 'piety' prevented them from 
fashioning out of their materials a new and higher 
literary unity. This would indeed have been re
markable restraint in view of the magnitude of the 
literary reconstruction they were undertaking 
without an apparent qualm. McNeile, however, 
says bluntly: 'Since in all ages of [sraelite history 
every civil and religious institution was referred to 
M oses, every successive age found it necessary to 
manipulate the records' (op. eit., p. ix). Again, ac
cording to McNeile it was the aim of the priestly 
writers 'to systematize traditions and orten to sup
plement them, under the dominance of religious 
ideas' (op. cit., p. lxxix), and that 'the narrators 
enriched the narratives from their own imagin
ation', and 'the traditions acquired a miraculous 
element in the centuries that intervened between the 
events and the times of the several writers' (p. cxii). 

About Moses, McNeile says: 'Vague traditions 
of the founder of the national religion were orally 
handed down . .  legendary details would gather 
round his l ife' (p. cviii). He continues: ' I t  may be 
confidently asserted that Moses would not commit 
to writing a series of moral precepts'; and ' I t  is 
impossible to say of any particular detail that it 
derived from M oses hirnself' (p. cxvii). About the 
tabernacle this same author says: 'the historicity is 
unhesitatingly denicd by all who accept the main 
principles of historical and Iiterary criticism' (p. 
cxviii). The reason given for this last piece of scep
ticism is the mention of the tent of audience in 
33 :7 .  alleged to be identical with the tabernacle. I t  
is, however, c1ear that the  reference here is to  the 
practicc obtaining in the period preceding the erec
tion of the tabernacle, the purpose of wh ich was to 
be a sanctuary, symbolizing God's presence in 
their midst (25 :8). S. R .  Driver thinks that customs 
and rites 'are antedated and represented as having 
been already propounded and put in force in the 
M osiac age' (Exodus, p. lxv). 

I f  these views had any objective validity the nar
ratives in Exodus would cease to be of historieal 
value. The theories are in the nature of the case not 
amenable to proof. As Eissfeldt says: ' . .  the whole 
of Pentateuchal eritieism is a hypothesis, though 
admittedly one that rests upon very significant 
arguments' (op. eit. , p. 240). 

It  is strange that P, written from a priestly point 
of view, does so little to enhance the priesthood. It 
is Moses, the political leader, who remains the 
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great hero, while the one who allows the people to 
fall into idolatry is Aaron, the priest, whom Moses 
rebukes and reinstates. This was not the only lapse 
on the part of Aaron. [f the whole of the materials 
was arranged to give an ideal picture of the the
ocracy, as i t  was supposed to have existed in the 
Mosaic age (Driver, op. eit., p. xii), then the project, 
in the light of the described stubbornness and in
tractability of the people, singularly miscarried. 

Literary criticism in general would now hold as a 
truism that a Iiterary work contains sources, and 
would never view these as evidence of multiple 
authorship (e. g ,  cf 1. L. Lowes, The Road to 
Xanadu). I t  is now also taken to be axiomatic that 
style is dictated largely by subject-matter, not by 
idiosyncratic vocabularies. The comparison of the 
alleged composite nature of the Pentateuch with 
the writings of Arabic historians, who are simply 
marshalling their witnesses, is not applicable to thc 
literature of the ancient Semitic East (A. T. Chap
man, Introduction to the Pentatel/ch, 1 9 1 1 ) . 

The application of the dissecting criteria to docu
ments of indisputable unitary authorship shows 
them to be worthless (cf • EGYPT, V.b). The selec
tion of criteria was arbitrary, and other possible 
selections would give radically different results. A 
key passage as the justification of documentary 
fragmentation is Ex. 6 :3 ,  where, it is c1aimed, the 
introduction of the name YHWH is stated to be an 
innovation . The great stress here laid on the con
tinuity of identity with the God of the Patriarchs 
hardly indicates a new departure. There are two 
possible interpretations of this verse. 'Name' here 
can refer not to an appellation, but can stand tor 
'honour' and 'character', as it orten does in Semit
ics generally. Or the sentence could be taken as an 
elliptical interrogative: 'for did I not let my name. 
YHWH, be known to them?' At least the 'and also' 
of the next verse followed by a positive implies a 
preceding posit ive (w. 1. Martin ,  5tylistic Criteria 
and the Analysis 0/ the Pentateuch , 1 955, pp. 1 71'.: 
G. R. Driver, 'Affirmation by Exclamatory Neg
at ion', Journal 0/ the Ancielll Near East 50c. .  Co
IlIInbia Uni\'. 5, 1 973 (T. H. Gaster vol . ) ,  p. 1 09. 
Much study has been given to the traditions con
tained in Exodus, particularly by G. von Rad and 
M. Noth. All work like theirs is purely conjecturai, 
so long as it is based upon the subjective literary 
criticism described above, and doctrinaire views of 
Israeli te religious history. However, there is an ad
vance in that the traditions are regarded i n  many 
cases as much older than the literary sources. 

The Jewish view from the time of Joshua 
(8:34f.), subscribed to by our Lord, and acccpted 
by the Christian church, held that Exodus was thc 
work of M oses. From internal evidence this is also 
the impression given by the book itself. No object
ive philological evidence has been produced tor the 
rejection of this view. [ f  editing took place, one 
would expect it to be confined to such things as the 
modernization of geographical names. This done 
honestly in the interests of c1arity would be rar 
removed from inserting into documents extensive 
interpolations, and represen ting them as composi
tions of the Mosaic age. 

1 1 1 .  Thc text 
The text of Exodus is remarkably free from tran
scriptional errors. Letters on oecasion have 
dropped out. There are a few examples of dit
tography (e.g possibly of sammfm, 'spiees', in  
30:34). Haplography (writing only once that whieh 



occurs twice) appears, e.g. , in 1 9 : 1 2, where an 111 
(= 'from') has been omitted. In 1 1 : I a marginal 
note may have found its way into the text: 'when 
his sending away is final' . In 20: 1 8 , apparently 
through the omission 01' Heb. y, ' fear' has become 
'saw'. In 34: 1 9  the Heb. definite article h has become 
I. In 23:3,  through the misreading 0 1' g as IV, 'great' 
has become 'poor' (cf Lv. 1 9 : 1 5 ) .  In 1 7: 1 6  the let
tcrs k and n have apparently been confused: read 
probably: ' For he said: power is with the banner 01' 
the Lord' .  In 23:5 b seems to have replaced r, chan
ging 'help' into 'forsake'; the reading is possibly: 
'and thou shalt refrain from abandoning it, thou 
shalt surely give him your help' . One could read the 
text as it stands: 'and thou shalt refrain from aban
doning it, thou shalt surely along with him free it ' .  

The magnitude 01' the * numbers seems to some 
to present difficulties. The transmission 01' num
bers is especially exposed to error. In any consider
ation 01' the large number 01' people involved and 
the problem 01' providing for them, it  should be 
borne in mind that these were not an urbanized 
people, but men and women whose mann er 01' life 
made them weil able to fend for themselves. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A .  H. McNeile, The Book 0/ 
Exodus, WC, 1 9 1 7 ; E .  1. Young, fOT, 1 954; M .  
Noth, Exodus, 1 962; B .  P. Napier, Exodus, 1 963; D. 
W. Gooding, The Aeeounl o/ Ihe Tabernac/e, 1 959; 
U. Cassuto, Commenlary on Ihe Book 0/ Exodus, 
1 967; B. S. Childs, Exodus, 1 974 (thorough survey 
01' recent studies); R. A. Cole, Exodus, TOTC, 
1 973; 1. Finegan, LeI My People Go, 1 963; E. W. 
Nicholson, Exodus and Sinai in Hislory and Trad-
ition, 1 973. W.J.M. 

A.R.M. 

EXPIATION. This term does not oecur in AV, but 
it is found in some modern translations in place of 
'propitiation', e.g. I Jn .  4 : 1 0, RSV. Objection is 
made to 'propitiation' on the ground that it means 
the appeasement of an angry God, an idea not 
found in Scripture. Therefore expiation is substi
tuted for il. But the matter is  not so simple. Expi
ation properly has a thing as its object. We may 
expiate a crime, or a sin. Propitiation is a personal 
word . We propitiate a person rat her than a sin 
(though we should not overlook the fact that in the 
Bible 'propitiate' is occasionally I'ound with sin as 
thc object, the meaning being 'to make propiti
ation with respect to sin'). If we are to think 01' our 
relationship to God as basically personal we 
cannot afford to dispense with the concept 01' pro
pitiation. Those who advocate the use 01' expiation 
must. face questions like: Why should sin be expi
ated? What are the consequences if no expiation 
takes place? Is the hand 01' God in those con
sequences? Expiation is a valuable word only if we 
can confidently answer 'No' to the last question. 1 1' 
sin is a thing, and can be dealt with as a thing, 
biotted out, cast from us, and the like, then we may 
properly talk 01' expiation. But if sin affects man's 
relationship with God, if  the relationship with 
God is the primary thing, then it is difficult to see 
how expiation is adequate. Once we bring in the 
category of the personal we need some such term 
as propitiation. 

It  seems, then, that, despite the confident claims 
01' some, expiation is not the solution to our dif
ficulties. The ideas expressed in the words usually 
translated * 'propitiation' are not adequately safe
guarded by the use 01' the term 'expiation'. 

EZEKIEL 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Brown, NlDNTT 3, pp. 1 5 1 -
1 00 .  L .M .  

EYE. The Heb. word for eye, 'ayin, with paralleis 
in other Near Eastern languages, is used of the 
physical organ of man (Gn. 3:6) or beast (30:4 1 ) , 
of God anthropomorphically (Ps. 33: 1 8) ,  and also 
01' objects (Ezk. I :  1 8; cf Rev. 4:6). The Gk. word 
ophlhalmos has familiar derivations in English. 

In Hebrew the physical organs are construed as 
acting semi-independently and possessing also 
psychical and moral qualities. Thus the eye not 
only has sight but is proud ( Is. 5: 1 5), has pity (Dt .  
7: 1 6), sleep (Gn. 3 1  :40), delight (Ezk.  24:  1 6) ,  eIe., 
and, while Paul emphasizes the interdependence 01' 
the physical organs ( I  Cor. 1 2 : 1 6ff.), M t .  5 :29 pre
serves the Hebraic notion 01' the almost self
contained function of the organ. 

The practice 01' putting out the eyes 01' a de
feated enemy was common in the E (Jdg. 1 6:2 1 ;  2 
Ki. 25:7) .  

The phrase 'the eye 01' the Lord is on those who 
fear hirn' (Ps. 33: 1 8) is significant 01' God's watch
ful care (cf Ps. 1 :6). 

Other phrases are: 'eye for eye' ( Lv. 24:20); ' face 
to face', li terally 'eye to eye' (Nu.  1 4: 1 4) ;  'before 
their eyes', i. e. , in full view (Gn. 42:24; cf Je. 
32: 1 2); and 'between your eyes', i.e. , on the fore
head (Ex .  1 3 :9), 01' the phylactery. 

Derived usages are: ' face 01' the land' (Heb. 
'ayin) (Ex. 1 0:5), and 'gleaming' or 'sparkling' 
(Ezk. 1 :4; Pr. 23 :3 1 ) . B.O.B. 

EYE OF A NEEDLE. In Mt. 1 9 :24; Mk. 1 0:25; 
Lk. 1 8 :25 we find the statement 01' Jesus: ' I t  is 
easier for a camel to go through the eye 01' a needle 
than for a rich man to enter the kingdom 01' God . '  
This form of words, familiar in rabbinic writings, 
signifies something both very unusual and very 
difficult-e.g. in the Talmud an elephant passing 
through the eye 01' a needle is twice used 01' what is 
impossible, and a camel is portrayed as dancing in 
a very small corn measure (cf also 1. Lightfoot, 
Horae Hebraieae, 2, 1 859, pp. 2641'.). Some 
scholars interpret 'needle's eye' as a reference to a 
narrow gateway for pedestrians, but there is no his
torical evidence to support this. See F. W. Farrar, 
'The Camel and the Needle's Eye', The Exposilor 
3, 1 876, pp. 369-380. J .D .D .  
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EZEKIEL (Heb. Y'!lezqe'I, 'God strengthens'). The 
name is found in approximately its Heb. form in I 
Ch. 24: 1 6  for the head of one 01' the priestly orders. 

Ezekiel, the son 01' * Buzi, was deported to Baby
lonia, almost certainly with Jehoiachin in 597 BC (2 
Ki. 24 : 1 4- 1 7). He was settled in the village 01' Tel
abib by the river * Chebar. Five years later he re
ceived his call as prophet (Ezk. 1 :2), possibly at the 
age 01' 30 ( I :  I ), though this interpretation is denied 
by many without offering a more satisfactory one. 
He lived for at least another 22 years (29: 1 7) .  

We have little information about his  life. Though 
he possessed detailed knowledge of the Jerusalem 
Temple and its cultus, there is no evidence he had 
served in it. Even those, e.g. Cooke (lCC), who 
suggest that the bulk 01' chs. 1 -24 were pronounced 
in Jerusalem, do not suggest Temple service. His 
thought, more than that 01' any other prophet, is 
influenced by priestly symbolism. His prophecies 
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were badly received (3:25), blit we soon find hirn in 
an honoured position (8: I ;  1 4 :  I ;  20: I ). due possibly 
to his family rank; the majority hardly took his 
message very seriously (33 :30-32-AV is misleading 
in v. 30). His wife died suddenly the day Nebucha
drezzar invested Jerusalem (24: 1 -2, 1 5- 1 8); there is 
no mention or children. 

H. Klostermann, Theologische Sludien lind Kri
liken, 1 877, tried on the basis 01' such passages as 
3 :23-4:8 to show that he suffered from an organic 
nervous disease, which he called catalepsy. Though 
popular for a time, the view is today accepted by 
few. Considerable controversy exists as to how 
Ezekiel's symbolic actions are to be interpreted. 
Some, e.g. A. B. Davidson, Ezekiel (CBSC), p. xxx, 
and 1. Skinner, H DB, I, p. 8 1 7a, have held they 
took place purely in the prophet's mind. More 
usual is the conception that, though they were car
ried out, in our understanding of them we must 
allow for a metaphorical element inconsistent with 
a purely literal interpretation. See also the follow-
ing article. H.L.E. 

EZEKIEL, BOOK OF. 

I. Structure and contents 
The indications of date ( I  :2; 3: 1 6; 8 :  I ;  20: I ;  24: I ;  
26 : 1 ;  29: 1 ,  1 7; 30:20: 3 1 : 1 ;  32: 1 ,  1 7 ; 33 :2 1 ;  40: 1 )  
apart from those i n  chs. 25-32 form a coherent 
series marking major developments in Ezekiel's 
message (see previous article). It  is reasonable to 
infer that chs. 25-32 were inserted in their present 
position on analogy with Is. 1 3-27 to mark the 
division between the two main phascs of Ezekiel's 
activity; cf also the probably original position of 
the prophecies against the nations in Jeremiah (so 
LXX). In  chs. 1 -24 he is the prophet 01' inexorable 
doom, interpreting coming events to the remnant 
in exile (not to Jerusaleml) to prepare them for 
their future role. Chs. 33-39 give an outline of 
the message by which he tried to build up the 
exiles as the people 01' God. The long interval 
between 33 :2 1 and 40: I (some 1 3  years), the 
striking change in style and the fact that 
Josephus writes of Ezekiel's Iwo books (Ant. 1 0. 
79) suggest that chs. 40-48 represent a separate, 
though allied, group of prophecies beside chs. 
33-39.  

1 1 .  Authorship and date 
Ezekiel has an unquestioned place in Ben Sira's list 
at the beginning of the 2nd century BC (Ecclus. 
49:8), but there was a move in thc I st century AD to 
have the book withdrawn from public use. For this 
there were three reasons. Some feit ch. 1 6  too re
pugnant for public reading; ch. l and paralleis 
were used in dangerous theosophical speculations 
(the students of Merkabhah ['chariot'J mysticism 
thought they were the key to the mysteries of cre
ation); above all, numerous details in chs. 40-48 
were considered contradictory to the law of M oses, 
al ready considered immutable. The labours of Ha
naniah ben Hezekiah, which resolved the apparent 
discrepancies, guaranteed for Ezekiel a public pos
ition in the Pharisaic canon. 

This position was seldom challenged, and 1. 
Skinner could say in 1 898 (HDB, I ,  p. 8 1 7a), 'The 
Book of Ezekiel (save for a somewhat corrupt text) 
exists in the form in which it left the hand of its 
author. . . .  Neither the unity nor the authenticity of 
Ezekiel has been questioned by more than a very 
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small minority of scholars. Not only does it bear 
the stamp of a single mind in its phraseology, its 
imagery, and its mode of thought, but it is ar
ranged on a plan so perspicuous and so com
prehensive that the evidence 01' literary design in 
the composition becomes altogether irresistible.' 

In  spitc 01' the cogency of these arguments the 
position began to change in 1 924; attacks on the 
unity and authenticity 01' Ezekiel may be divided 
into threc groups, which tend to overlap. 

a. The dale 01 composilioll 
C. C. Torrey saw in it a pseudepigraph, written 
about 230 BC, describing the abominations 01' Ma
nasseh's reign; an editor gave it its present form not 
later than 200 BC. M. Burrows reached a similar 
date by Iinguistic evidence. L. E. Browne advocated 
a date during the time of Alexander the Great. 1. 
Smith, on the other hand, regarded Ezekiel as a N 
Israelite deported in 734 BC, who prophesied to his 
fellow exiles until he returned to Jerusalem in 69 1 
BC, where he gave the bulk of his oracles. Such 
views have won very little favour. 

b. The place 01 prophecy . 
Though Torrey's dating has had little acceptance, 
many have followed hirn in seeing the bulk of the 
book as Palestinian. It is widely believed that, 
whether or not Ezekiel was deported in  597 BC, he 
was prophesying in or near Jerusalem until its de
struction in 586 BC. Perhaps the best presentation 
of this view is by Pfeiffer, JOT, 1 948, pp. 535-543. 
The main justification for this interpretation is the 
traditional misinterpretation of Ezekiel's oracles 
before 586 BC as addressed to doomed Jerusalem. 
I ts great weakness is the very extensive rearrange
ment of the text involved, and the absence of any 
adequate motivation for the distortion of Ezekiel's 
actual activity. 

c. The unily ol lhe book 
Basing hirnself mainly on the contrast between 
Ezekiel's poetry and prose, G. Hölscher attributed 
to hirn only 1 70 verses (mostly poetry) of the total 
1 ,273, the rest coming from a levitical editor be
tween 500 and 450 BC. W. A. Irwin reached similar 
results by other methods, attributing some 250 
verses to Ezekiel. Many deny chs. 40-48 to hirn. 
Their arguments are a challenge to profounder 
exegesis, but they have failed to carry conviction 
with the majority, though editorial insert ions are 
increasingly recognized. 

It  seems fair to say that these intensive critical 
studies have largely cancelled themselves out .  They 
have led to a deeper understanding of many as
pects of the book, but have left the general position 
much as it was before 1 924. Since the work of C. G. 
Howie there has been a general swing back to a 
more conservative position. Few now deny that it is 
an Exilic production by Ezekiel hirnself. In the first 
39 chapters, G. Fohrer, mainly on subjective 
grounds, denies only just over 1 00 verses to the 
prophet, and that without impairing any major 
section of his message. About the same number or 
verses from the last 9 chapters are denied to the 
prophet but here the motivation seems to be more 
subjective. 

There has also been a general swing away from 
the idea that Ezekiel must have prophesied in Jeru
salem during the earlier part of his activi ty. The 
latest major commentary, that of W. Zimmerli, 
takes up a mainly conservative position, but does 



not attribute the composition 01' the book to Ezek
iel hirnself. 

I I L  The text 
Many hapax legomel1a and technical expressions 
and obscurity in the symbolical language have led 
scribes into rrequent error. The LXX can orten be 
used to correct the Hebrcw, but only with extreme 
care. There is an interesting comparison 01' the 
Hebrew and Greek in Cooke, Ezekiel. ICe. pp. xl
xlvi i .  

I V. The religious teaching of thc book 

To understand the book correctly wc must grasp 
that, l ike all the writings 01' the prophets, it is not a 
manual or theology; it is the word or God to a 
battered remnant in exile experiencing what the 
theologians 01' the time had considered impossible. 
1 1' Ezekiel by his symbolism seems to stress the 
transcendence 01' God, it is to make ciear that his 
omnipotence cannot be limited by the failure 01' his 
people. This leads to the most unsparing exposure 
01" Israel's history and religion in the OT ( 1 6; 20; 
23). The promise or restoration is no longer bound 
to the prior repentance 01' the people, but is an act 
01" God's grace wh ich leads to repentance (36: 1 6-
32) .  The restoration is above all to vindicate God's 
honour and not for Israel's sake. Because all is 01' 
God's grace, the relationship or the individual to 
God depends neither on his heredity nor his own 
past ( 1 8; 3 3 : 1 0-20). Many have deduced rrom 40-
48 a picture 01' Ezekiel as a narrow, priestly ritual
ist, but this comes from failure to recognize the 
essent ially eschatological character or these chap
ters. Witness to this is borne by the apparent lack 
or interest 01' the returned exiles in these chapters. 
They did not even try to enforce those points that 
lay in their power, such as confirming the priest
hood to the Zadokites (44: 1 5- 1 6), or the apparent 
duplication 01'  a Day 01' Atonement (45 : 1 8 , 20; cf 
Rvmg. for LXX correctly). I n  the symbolism or 
exact conrormity to divine plan and law we are 
shown God's people ultimately conforming per
fectly to his purposes. 

BIBLIOGRAPH'\'. G. A. Cooke, The Book 0/ Ezek
iel, ICC, 1 936; W. A. Irwin, The Problem 0/ Ezek
iel, 1 943,  'Ezekiel Research since 1 943', VT 3 ,  
1 953, p p .  54-66; C .  G .  Howie, The Date and Com
positiol1 0/ Ezekiel, 1 950; G. Fohrer and K. Gall
ing, Ezeclriel, 1 955; 1. B. Taylor, Ezekiel, TOTC, 
1 969; W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, 1 969; W. H.  Brownlee, 
Ezekiel l-19, 1 986; R. M .  Halls, Ezekiel, 1 989; 
L. C. Allen, EzekieI 20-48, 1 990; I. M .  Duguid, 
Ezekiel al1d the Leaders 0/ Israel, 1 994. H.L.E. 

EZEL. The agreed rendezvous 01' David and 
Jonathan, occurring in I Sa. 20: 19 (AV, RV, 
Rsvmg.) .  I t  is sometimes taken to mean 'depart
ure', but the Rvmg. and the RSV, following the LXX, 
read 'this mound' and 'yonder stone heap' respect
ively, and assurne corruption in the Heb. text. See 
also the mg. 01' I Sa. 20:4 1 .  G.W.G. 

EZRA.  Aceording to the record in Ezr. 7, Ezra was 
sent to Jerusalem by Artaxerxes I in 458 BC. I t  
would seem probable that he  held a position in  
Persia comparable to Secretary 01' State ror Jewish 
affairs. H is task was to enforce the uniform obser
vance of the Jewish law, and to this end he had 
authority to make appointments within the Jewish 
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state. A largc company 01' exiles came with hirn, 
and hc brought valuable gifts for the Temple from 
the king and the exiled Jews. He was asked to deal 
with thc problem 01' mixed marriages, and, arter 
fasting and prayer, he and a chosen committee 
blacklisted the guilty and indueed some at least to 
put away their pagan wives ( 1 0: 1 9). 

After this we do not hear 01' Ezra until he reads 
the law publiciy in Ne. 8. This was in 444 BC. Since 
he had been sent by the king on a temporary mis
sion, he presumably returned with his report, but 
was sent back again on a similar mission when the 
walls 01' the eity were completed. Nehemiah, in 
part 01' his memoirs in Ne. 1 2 :36ff., records that he 
hirnself led one party round the walls on the occa
sion or their dedication, while Ezra led the other. 

Largely on the strength or three passages, many 
have held that Ezra did not come to Jerusalem 
until the time 01' Artaxerxes 1 1 ,  i.e. in 398 BC, long 
after the time 01' Nehemiah. 

a. Ezr. 9:9 speaks of a city wall, whereas the wall 
was not built until Nehemiah's time. But Ezr. 4: 1 2  
shows that a wall 01' some sort was being built in 
the reign 01' Artaxerxes I, and its destruction is 
probably referred to in 4:23 and Ne. 1 :3 .  Ezra is 
rejoicing in faith at the work which has progressed 
so rar. 

b. Ezr. 1 0: I speaks or a very great congregation 
in Jerusalem, whereas Ne. 7:4 says that only a 
few people Iived in the city. But the context 01' 
Ezr. 1 0  shows that the congregation was drawn 
from all around Jerusalem, e.g. 10 :7 ,  whereas Ne. 
7 is concerned with actual dwelling-houses in the 
city. 
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c. Ezr. 10 :6  speaks or Jehohanan (or Johanan) 
the son or Eliashib as Ezra's contemporary. We 
know from Ne. 1 2 :22-23 that Johanan was the 
grandson 01' Eliashib, and from the Elephantine 
papyri that Johanan was high priest in 408 BC. But 
Johanan was a common name, and it is reasonable 
to think that Eliashib had a son named Johanan, 
and also another son, Joiada, who in  turn had a 
son, Johanan, who became high priest. Ezr. 1 0:6  
does not say that  Johanan was high priest in Ezra's 
day. 

As against the idea that the writer or Ezra and 
Nehemiah conrused Artaxerxes l and II (wh ich 
this theory 01' the priority of Nehemiah demands), 
a writer even as late as 330 BC could not have con
fused the order 01' the two men . Ir Ezra really eame 
in 398 BC, a few 01' the writer's contemporaries 
would have remembered hirn, and many would 
have been told 01' hirn by their parents; whereas 
no-one would have remembered Nehemiah. Thus 
the writer could not have put Ezra back be fore 
Nehemiah by accident, and no-one has suggested 
any reason for his doing so deliberately. (See 1. 
Stafford Wright, The Date 0/ Ezra's Comil1g to 
Jerusalem, 1 958; H. H .  Rowley, 'The Chrono
logieal Order of Ezra and Nehemiah' in The Ser
vant 0/ the Lord and Other Essays, 1 952 ,  pp. 
I 29ff.) 

It should be noted that Ezra attained a great 
reputation among the Jews in post-biblieal times. 
In  2 Esdras 14 he is said to have been inspired or 
God to re-write the law, which had been destroyed 
in the Exile, and a number or other books. See also 
the following articie. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. H.  Schaeder, Esra der Sch
reiber, 1 930; W. F. Albright, 'The Date and Per
sonality 01' the Chronicier', JBL 40, 1 92 1 ,  pp. 
1 04ff. J .S .W. 
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EZRA, BOOK OF. 

I .  Outlinc of contents 
a. 1 : 1 - 1 1 .  Cyrus permits the Jews to return from 

exile under Sheshbazzar. 537 BC. 
b. 2: 1-70. The register 01' those who returned. 
c. 3 : 1 - 1 3 .  The altar is set up and the Temple 

loundations laid. 536 BC. 
d. 4: 1-5,  24. Enemies hinder the work until the 

time 01' Darius. 
e. 4:6-23. Further opposition to the building 01' 

the city walls in the reign 01' Ahasuerus (Xerxes, 
485-465 BC) and Artaxerxes (464-424 BC), result
ing in a decree to stop the building altogether. 

f 5 :  1 -6:22. Renewal 01' the Temple building 
through the prophecies 01' Haggai and Zechariah. 
In spite 01' protests to Darius the work is com
pleted. 520-5 1 6  BC. 

g. 7 :  1 -28. Ezra is sent from Persia to enforce the 
law. 458 BC. 

h. 8: 1 -36. Ezra's journey and safe arrival. 
i. 9 : 1 - 1 0:44. Ezra and the Jews deal with the 

problem 01' mixed marriages. 
In this outline it is assumed that the author has 

collected examples 01' opposition together in 4:6-
23. There are those who think that Ahasuerus in v. 
6 is Cambyses (529-522 BC) and Artaxerxes in v. 7 
is the usurper Gaumata, or Pseudo-Smerdis, who 
reigned for a few months in 522-52 1 BC. But the 
subject-matter 01' vv. 7-23 is the walls and not the 
Temple, and it is probable that the damage referred 
to in v. 23 is that referred to in Ne. 1 :3 .  

1 1 .  Authorship and date 
See the general note under • CHRONICLES, 01' which 
it is probable that Ezra and Nehemiah formed 
part. Traditionally the author is Ezra himself, but 
some bring the date down to about 330 BC. 
Whether or not Ezra was the final compiler, chs. 7-
9 would appear to be from his hand, much 01' this 
section being in the first person singular. The ac
count in  chs. 1-6 is compiled from records, includ
ing decrees (I :2-4; 6:3- 1 2), genealogies and name 
lists (2), and leIters (4:7-22; 5 :6- 1 7) .  There are two 
sections wh ich have been preserved in Aramaic 
(4:8-6: 1 8; 7 :  I 2-26). Aramaic was the diplomatic 
language 01' the day, and was suitable for the sec
tion dealing with the coming and going 01' letters 
and decrees between Palestine and Persia. 

Dates BC Persian K i ngs 

Cyrus 
Cambyses 
Darius I Hystaspes 
Xerxes I 

Dates B C  

537 

520-51 6 

539-530 
530-522 
522-486 
486-465 
465-424 Artaxerxes I Longimanus 458 

445-433 
423-404 Darius 1 1  Nothus 
404--359 Artaxerxes 1 1  Mnemon 
359/8-338/7 Artaxerxes 111 Ochus 
338/7-336/5 Arses 
336/5-331 Darius 111 Codomanus 

Chron% gy for the book of Ezra. 

41 0 and 407 

1 1 1 .  Credibility 
The documents that are found in Ezra present no 
grcat difficulties 01' harmonization with one an
other and with what is known from secular hislory. 
We may note the following. 

a. The decree 01' Cyrus ( I ) , acknowledging Je
hovah, is in harmony with Cyrus's favourable ref
erences to Babylonian deities in contemporary re
cords. This is a public decree, written in terms that 
would appeal to the Jews. The formal decree in 
6:3-5 is filed in the records, and gives the maximum 
size 01' the Temple for which the king was prepared 
to give a grant .  

b. I t  is  pointed out that from Hg. 2:  1 8  we learn 
that the foundation 01' the Temple was laid in 520 
BC, whereas Ezr. 3: 1 0  indicates that it was laid in 
536 BC. In  actual fact so little was done in the 
intervening period that it is likely that the revival 
would begin with a fresh foundation ceremony. Re
cords show that in important buildings there was 
more than one official foundation stone. 

c. The date 01' the coming 01' Ezra is bound up 
with the book 01' Nehemiah, and is considered 
separately under the entry • EZRA, abovc. See also 
• NEHEMIAH, • SHESHBAZZAR, • ZERUBBABEL. 

IV. The book of Ezra and 1 Esdras 
Esdras is the Gk. equivalent 01' Ezra, and our 
Apocrypha contains in I Esdras a book that is very 
similar to Ezra, though with ccrtain strik ing differ
ences. It runs from 2 Ch. 35 :  I to the end 01' Ezra. 
after which it adds Ne. 8: 1 - 1 2 . I ts history is con
fused. Thus Cyrus permits the return under 
Sheshbazzar, while Darius commissions Zerubba
bel to go and build the Temple and the city; yet 
5 : 70-73 says that Zerubbabel was working in 
Judah 'as long as King Cyrus lived'. Thus, while 
i t  may be useful to compare the two versions, 
Ezra is undoubtedly the more reliable. The fam
ous story 01' the three guardsmen comes in I 
Esdras 3. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1 .  M. M yers, Ezra, Nehemiah, 
A B, 1 965; A. C. Welch, Post-Exilic Judaism, 1 935;  
L. E. Browne, Ear/y J/ldaism, 1 "920; K .  Galling. 
'The Gola-list in Ezra ii/Neh. vii' , JBL 70, 1 95 1 .  
pp. I 49ff.; F. D. Kidner, Ezra and Nehemiah. 
TOTC, 1 979; Ezra, Nehemiah, 1 985 ;  H. G. M. Wil
liamson, Ezra and Nehemiah. 1 987; M .  Roberts. 
Ezra-Nehemiah, 1 992. l .S .W. 

Events i n  Jerusalem 

First attempts to rebuild the Temple 

The Temple rebuilt 

Ezra sent to Jerusalem by Artaxerxes 
Nehemiah governor of Judah 
Leners trom Jews at Elephantine - to Johanan. H igh 
Priest in Jerusalem and Bagaos, Governor of Judah 
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FACE. The Eng. word usually translates Heb. 
päl1fm or Gk.  prosöpon. The Heb. word is used in  
many Eng.  senses-of the faces of people and 
animals, and metaphorically of the sky; it could 
refer to the front of something, or its outward ap
pearance. Then the 'face' of a person became syn
onymous with his 'presence', and the Heb. lift'ne 
(Iit. 'to the face of', and so 'to the presence of', and 
'in front of') is a very common preposition . 

The face, of course, gives visible indication of 
inward emotions, and a variety of adjectives ac
company the word in Scripture, such as 'sad', 'tear
fu\ ' ,  'ashamed' or 'pale'. The face could change 
colour, darkening or blushing. 

Modesty or reverence demanded the veiling 01' 
the face, as did Rebekah before Isaac. God's face 
might not be seen by man for fear of death (Ex. 
33 :20); in I saiah's visions, seraphim veiled the AI
mighty's face. It was a sign of humility to bow the 
face to the ground; and falling on the face be
tokened great feal'. Utter contempt, on the other 
hand, could be shown by spitting in somebody's 
face. Metaphorically, determination could be 
shown by 'setting' one's face-note the graphlc 
phrase of Is. 50:7, denoting unswerving purpose. 
Oetermined opposition was made by wtthstandlng 
someone to his face. Intimacy and understandlng 
were conveyed by the phrase 'face to face'. This 
phrase has, of course, passed into English, as has 
also 'his face fell' (Gn. 4:5) .  

The face of the dead was covered (ln. 1 1 :44), 
and so this action to Haman made it dear that he 
was doomed (Est. 7 :8). 

When a man prostrated hirnself to make a 
request, his superior would raise the supplicant's 
head as a sign that the favour would be gran ted. 
To lift someone's face thus meant primarily to 
grant a favour (cf Gn. 1 9: 2 1 ) ,  and then to make a 
favourite of (Ot.  1 0: 1 7) .  This concept is also found 
in NT Greek, in the words prosöpoleples 
('respecter of persons'; literally, 'face-taker') and 
prosöpolepsia, the abstract noun (cf Acts 1 0:34; 
Rom. 2 : 1 1 ) . 

The 'face of God', i.e. , his gracious presence, is 
an important OT theme, as, e.g. , in the 
• showbread. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. THA T, s.v .  pänfm; E. Tiedke, 
NlDNTT I ,  pp. 585-587; E. Lohse, TDNT 6, pp. 
768-780. D.F.P. 

FAIR HAVENS, modern Kaloi Limenes, a small 
bay on the S coast of Crete, a few km E of Cape 
Matala. Although protected by small islands, it is 
too open to be an ideal winter harbour (Acts 27:8), 
but it would be the last place where Paul's ship 
could stay to avoid the NW wind, as the coast 
swings N beyond Cape M atala. K.L.McK. 

FAITH. 

J.  In the Old Testament 
In the OT the word 'faith' is found twice only in AV 
(Dt .  32 :20; Hab. 2:4), but RSV has it eighteen times. 
Twelve times it is used of breaking faith (e.g. Lv. 
5: 1 5 ; Ot. 32: 5 1 )  or acting in good faith (Jdg. 
9: 1 5f.) ,  while the other six passages speak rather of 
trust. We should not, however, condude from the 
rarity of the word that faith is unimportant in  the OT for the idea, if  not the word, IS frequent. It IS 
us�ally expressed by verbs such as 'believe', 'trust' 
or 'hope', and such abound. 

We may begin with such a passage as Ps,. 26: I , 
'Vindicate me, 0 Lord, for I have walked In my 
integrity, and I have trusted in the Lord without 
wavering.' I t  is often said that the OT looks for 
men to be saved on the basis of their deeds, but this 
passage puts the matter in its right perspective. The 
Psalmist does indeed appeal to his ' integrity', but 
this does not mean that he trusts in  hirnself or his 
deeds. His trust is in God, and his 'integrity' is the 
evidence of that trust. The OT is a long book, and 
the truths about salvation are stated in various 
ways. The writers do not always make the distinc
tions that we, with the NT in our hands, might 
wish. But dose examination will reveal that in  the 
OT, as in the NT, the basic demand is for a right 
attitude to God, i. e. for faith.  Cf Ps. 37 :3ff., 'Trust 
in the Lord, and do good . . .  Take delight in the 
Lord, and he will give you the desires of your 
heart. Commit your way to the Lord; trust in hirn, 
and he will act.' Here there is no  question but that 
the Psalmist is looking for an upright Iife. But there 
is no question, either, that basically he is advocat
ing an attitude. He calls on men to put thelr trust In 
the Lord, which is only another way of telhng them 
to live by faith.  Sometimes men are urged to trust 
the Word of God (Ps. 1 1 9:42), but more usually it 
is faith in God hirnself that is sought .  'Trust in the 
Lord with all your heart; and do not rely on your 
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own insight' (Pr. 3 :5) .  . 
The latter part of this verse frowns upon trust In 

one's own powers, and this thought is frequent. 
'He who trusts in his own mind is a fool' (Pr. 
28:26). A man may not trust to his own righteous
ness (Ezk . 33 :  1 3) .  Ephraim is castigated for trust
ing 'in your chariots (Heb. 'way') and In the. multl
tude of your warriors' (Ho. 1 0: 1 3) .  Trust In Idols IS 
orten denounced (Is. 42: 1 7; Hab. 2 :  I 8). leremiah 
wams against confidence in anything human, 
'Cursed is the man who trusts in man, and makes 
ftesh his arm, and whose heart turns away from the 
Lord' (Je. 1 7:5) .  The list of things not to be .trusted 
in might be multiplied, and i t  IS the more Impres
sive alongside the even more lengthy hst of pas
sages urging trust in th Lord. It is dear that the 
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men of the OT thought of the Lord as the one 
worthy object of trust. They put not thelr trust In 
anything they did,. or that other men dld, or that 
the gods did. Thelr trust was In the Lord alone. 
Sometimes this is picturesquely expressed. Thus he 
is 'my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer� my 
God, my rock, in whom I take refuge, my s�leld, 
and the horn of my salvat ion, my stronghold (Ps. 
1 8 :2). Faith may be confidently rested in a God like 
that. 

Special mention must be made of Abraham. His 
who\e life gives evidence of a spirit of trustfulness, 
of a deep faith.  Of him it is recorded that 'he be
lieved the Lord; and he reckoned It to hlm as nght
eousness' (Gn. 1 5 :6). This text is taken up by NT 
writers, and the fundamental truth it expresses de
veloped more fully. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 

a. General use ol the word 
I n  the NT faith is exceedingly prominent. The Gk.  
noun pistis and the verb pisteuö both occur more 
than 240 times, while the adjective pislOs is found 
67 times. This stress on faith is to be seen agalnst 
the background of the saving work of God in 
Christ. Central to the NT is the thought that God 
sent his Son to be the Saviour of the world. Christ 
accomplished man's salvation by dying an atoning 
death on Calvary's cross. Faith is the attitude 
whereby a man abandons all re\iance in his own 
efforts to obtain salvation, be they deeds of piety, 
of ethical goodness or anything else. I t  is the atti
tude of complete trust in Christ, of reliance on him 
alone for all that salvation means. When the 
Philippian jailer asked, ' Men, what must I do to be 
saved?', Paul and Silas answered wlthout heslta
tion 'Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be 
saved ' (Acts 1 6:30f.) .  It is 'whoever believes in him' 
that does not perish, but has everlasting life (Jn. 
3 :  1 6) .  Faith is the one way by which men rcceive 
salvation. 

The verb pisteuö is often followed by 'that' ,  indi
cating that faith is concerned with facts, though 
there is more to it than that. James teils us that the 
devils believe 'that God is one', but this 'faith' does 
not profit them (Jas. 2: 1 9) .  pisteuö may be followed 
by the simple dative, when the meaning is that of 
giving credence to, of accepting as true, what 
someone says. Thus Jesus reminds the Jews that 
'John came . . .  in the way of righteousness, and you 
did not believe him' (Mt .  2 1  :32) .  There is no ques
tion here of faith in the sense of trust. The Jews 
simply did not believe what John said. This may be 
so also with respect to Jesus, as in J n .  8:45, 'you do 
not believe me', or thc next verse, 'if I tell the truth, 
why do you not believe meT Yet it must not be 
forgotten that there is an intellectual content to 
faith. Consequently thls constructlOn IS sometlmes 
used where saving faith is in mind, as in Jn .  5:24, 
'he who hears my word and belicves him who scnt 
me has eternal life' .  The man who really bel ieves 
Gdd will, of course, act on that belief. In other 
words, a genuine belief that what God has revealed 
is true will issue in a true faith. 

The characteristic construction for saving faith 
is that wherein the verb pisteuö is followed by the 
preposi tion eis. Literally this means to believe 
'into'. It denotes a faith which, so to speak, takes a 
man out of himself, and puts him into Christ (cf 
the NT expression frequently used of Christians, 
being 'in Christ'). This elperience may aiso be re-
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ferred to with the term 'faith-linion with Christ'. I t  
denotes not  simply a belief that carries an intel
lectual assent, but one wherein the believer c\eaves 
to his Saviour with all his heart. The man who 
believes in this sense abides in Christ and Christ in 
him (Jn.  1 5 :4). Faith is not accepting certain things 
as true, but trusting a Person, and that Person 
Christ. 

Sometimes pisteuö is followed by epi, 'upon'. 
Faith has a firm basis. We see thls constructlOn In 
Acts 9:42, where, when the raising of Tabitha was 
known, 'many believed in the Lord'. The people 
had seen what Christ could do, and they res ted 
their faith 'on' him. Sometimes faith rests on the 
Father as when Paul speaks of believing 'in him 
that r�ised from the dead Jesus our Lord' (Rom. 
4:24). 

Very characteristic of the NT is the absolute lIse 
of the verb. When Jesus stayed with the Samaritans 
many of them 'believed because of his word' (Jn .  
4:4 1 ) . There is no need to add what they bel1eved. 
or in whom they believed. Faith is so central to 
Christianity that one may �peak of 'believing' 
without the necessity for lurther c\anficatlon. 
Christi ans are simply 'believers'. This use extends 
throughout the NT, and is not confined to any. par
ticular writer. We may fairly conc\ude that falth IS 
fundamental. 

The tenses of the verb pisteuö are also instruct
ive. The aorist tense points to a single act in past 
time and indicates the determinative character of 
faith .  When a man comes to believe he commits 
himself decisively to Christ. The present tense has 
the idea of continuity. Faith is not a passlng phase. 
It is a continuing attitude. The perfect tense com
bines both ideas. It speaks of a present falth whlch 
is continuous with a past act of belief. The man 
who believes enters a permanent  state. Perhaps we 
should notice here that the noun 'faith'  sometimes 
has the artic\e 'the faith' ,  i.e. the whole body of 
Christian teaching, as when Paul speaks 01' the Co
lossians as being 'established in the faith', adding 
'just as you were taught' (Col. 2 :7) .  

b. Particular uses ol the word 
(i) I n  the Synoptic Gospels faith is often connectcd 
with healing, as when Jesus said to the woman who 
touched his garment in the crowd, 'Take heart. 
daughter; your faith has made you weil' (Mt .  9:22) .  
But these Gospels are also concerned with faith in 
a wider sense. Mark, for example, records thc 
words of the Lord Jesus, 'All things are possible to 
him who believes' (Mk .  9:23) .  Similarly, the Lord 
speaks of the great results of having 'faith as a 
grain of mustard seed' (Mt .  1 7:20; Lk. 1 7 :6) .  It I S  
c\ear that our Lord called for faith in himself per
sonally. The characteristic Christian demand for 
faith in Christ rests ul timately on Christ's own 
requirement. 

(i i) In  the Fourth Gospel faith occupies a vcry 
prominent place, the verb pisteuö being found 98 
times. Curiously the noun pistis, ' faith', is never 
employed. This is possibly duc to its use in circJes 
of a Gnostic type. There are indications that John 
had such opponents in mind, and it may be that he 
wanted to avoid using a term 01' which they were 
very fond.  Or he may have preferred the more 
dynamic mcaning conveyed by the verb. Whatever 
his reason, he uses the verb pisteuö more often 
than any other writer in the NT, three times as 
often, in fact, as the first three Gospels put 
together. His characteristic construction is that 



with the preposition eis, 'to believe into', 'to 
believe on' . The important thing is the connection 
between the believer and the Christ. Accordingly, 
John speaks again and again of believing in hirn or 
of believing 'in the name' of Christ (e.g Jn. 3: 1 8) .  
The ' name', for men of antiquity, was a way of 
summing up the whole personality. I t  stood for all 
that the man was. Believing on the name of Christ, 
then, means believing in all that he is essentially in 
hirnself. Jn .  3 :  1 8  also says, 'He who believes in hirn 
is not condemned: but he who does not believe is 
condemned already.' I t  is characteristic of Johan
nine teaching that eternal issues are decided here 
and now. Faith does not simply give men assur
ance of everlasting life at some unspecified time in 
the future. I t  gives them everlasting life here and 
now. He that believes on the Son 'has' everlasting 
life (3 :36; ef 5:24, eIe. ) .  

( i i i )  In  Acts, with i ts  story of vigorous mission
ary advance, it is not surprising that thc character
istic expression is the use of the aorist tense, to 
indicate the act of decision. Luke records many 
occasions wherein people came to put their trust in 
Christ. Other constructions are found, and both 
the continuing state and the permanent results of 
belief find mention . But decision is the character
istic thing. 

(iv) For Paul, faith is the typical Christi an atti
tude. He does not share John's antipathy to the 
noun, but uses it more than twice as often as he 
uses the verb. I t  occurs in connection with some of 
his leading ideas. Thus in Rom. I :  16 he speaks of 
thc gospel as 'the power of God for salvation to 
every one who has faith' .  It means a great deal to 
Paul that Christianity is more than a system of 
good advice. I t  not only teils men what they ought 
to do, but gives them power to do it. Again and 
again Paul contrasts mere words with power, 
always with a view to emphasizing that the power 
of the Holy Spirit of God is seen in the lives of 
Christians. This power becomes available to a man 
only when he bel ieves. There is no substitute for 
faith. 

Much of Paul's controversial writing centres 
round the dispute with the Judaizers. These men 
insisted that it was not enough for Christians to bc 
baptized. They must also bc circumcised, and, 
being thus admitted to Judaism, endeavour to keep 
the whole of the Mosaic law. They milde obcdience 
to the law a necessary pre-condition of salvation, 
at Icast in thc fullest sense of that tcrm. Paul will 
have none of this. He insists that men can do noth
ing, nothing at all, to bring about their salvation. 
All has been done by Christ, and no man can add 
anything to the perfection 01' Christ's finished 
work. So it is that Paul insists that men are justified 
'by faith' (Rom. 5: I ) . The doctrine 01' · justification 
by faith lies at the very heart 01" Paul's message. 
Whether with this terminology or not, he is always 
putting the idea forward. He vigorously combats 
any idea of the efficacy of good deeds. 'A man is 
not justified by works of thc law but through I"aith 
in Jesus Christ,' he writes to the Galatians and pro
ceeds, 'even we have believed in Christ Jesus, in 
order to be justified by fai th in Christ, and not by 
works of the law.' He adds resoundingly 'because 
by works of the law shall no one be justified' (Gal . 
2: 1 6) .  Clcarly, for Paul, faith means the abandon
ment of all reliance on one's ability to merit salva
tion . It is a trustful acceptancc of God's gift in 
Christ, a reliancc on Christ, Christ alone. for all  
that salvation means. 
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Another outstanding feature of Pauline the
ology is the very large place the apostle gives to thc 
work of the Holy Spirit. He thinks of all Chris
tians as indwelt by the Spirit (Rom. 8:9, 1 4), and he 
connects this too with faith.  Thus he writes to the 
Ephesians concerning Christ, 'you also, who 
have believed in hirn, were sealed with the prom
ised Holy Spirit, which is the guarantee of our in
heritance' (Eph. I :  1 3 f.). Sealing represented the 
mark of ownership, a metaphor readily under
stood in an age when many could not read. The 
Spirit within believers is God's mark of ownership, 
and this mark is put on men only as they believe. 
The apostle goes on to speak of the Spirit as 'the 
guarantee (Gk. arrabön) of our inheritance'. Paul 
employs here a word wh ich in the I st century 
meant a down-payment, i. e. a payment which at 
one and the same time was part of the agreed price 
and the guarantee that the remainder would be 
forthcoming. Thus when a man believes he receives 
the Holy Spirit as part of the life in the age to 
come, and as an assurance that the remainder will 
infallibly follow. (. EARNEST.) 
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(v) The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews sees 
that faith has always been a characteristic of the 
people of God. In his great portrait gallery in Heb. 
I I  he reviews the worthies of the past, showing 
how one by one they illustrate the great theme that 
'without faith it is impossible to please' God (Heb. 
I I  :6). He is particularly interested in the oppos
ition of faith to sight. Faith is 'the assurance of 
things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen' 
(Heb. 1 1 : I ). He emphasizes the point that men who 
had nothing in the way of outward evidence to 
support them nevertheless retained a firm hold on 
the promises of God. In  other words, they walked 
by faith, not by sight. 

(vi) Of the other writers in the NT we must 
notice James, for he has often been held to be in  
opposition to Paul in th i s  matter. Where Paul in
sists that a man is justified by faith and not by 
works James maintains 'that a man is justified by 
works, and not by faith alone' (Jas. 2 :24).  There is 
no  more than a verbal contradiction, however. The 
kind of 'faith' that James is opposing is not that 
warm personal trust in a living Saviour of wh ich 
Paul speaks. It  is a faith which James hirnself de
scribes: 'You believe that God is onc; you do weil. 
Even the demons believe-and shudder' (Jas. 2: 1 9) .  
He has in mind an intellectual assent to certain 
truths, an assent wh ich is not backed up by a life 
lived in accordance with those truths (Jas. 2: 1 5 f.). 
So far is James from opposing faith in the full sense 
that he everywhere presupposes it. Right at the be
ginning of his Epistle he speaks naturally of 'the 
testing of your faith' (Jas. 1 :3), and he exhorts his 
readers, 'show no partiality as you hold the faith of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of glory' (Jas. 2 :  I ) . 
He criticizes a wrong faith but assurnes that every
one will recognize the need for a right faith. More
over, by 'works' James does not mean what Paul 
means by that term. Paul thinks of obediencc to 
the commands of the law regarded as a system 
whercby a man may merit salvation. For James the 
law is 'the law of liberty' (Jas. 2: 1 2) .  His 'works' 
look uncommonly like 'the fruit of the Spirit' of 
which Paul speaks. They are warm deeds of love 
springing from a right attitude to God. They are 
the fruits of faith.  What James objects to is the 
claim that faith is there when there is no fruit to 
attest it .  

Faith is clearly one of the most important con-
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cepts in the whole NT. Everywhere it is required 
and its importance insisted upon. Faith means 
abandoning all trust in one's own resources. Faith 
means casting oneself unreservedly on the mercy 
of God . Faith means laying hold on the promises 
of God in Christ, relying entirely on the finished 
work of Christ for salvation, and on the power of 
the indwelling Holy Spirit of God for daily 
strength. Faith implies complete reliance on God 
and rull obedience to God. 
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FALL. 

I.  The biblical account 
The story of the Fall of man, given in Gn.  3, de
scribes how mankind's first parents, when tempted 
by the serpent, disobeyed God's express command 
by eating of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge 
of good and evil. The essence of all sin is displayed 
in this first sin: having been tempted to doubt 
God's word ('Did God say . . . ?'), man is led on to 
disbelieve it ( 'You will not die'), and then to dis
obey it  (they 'ate'). Sin is man's rebellion against 
the authority of God, and pride in his own sup
posed self-adequacy ('You will be like God'). The 
consequences of sin are twofold: first, awareness of 
guilt and immediate separation from God (they 
'hid themselves'), with whom hitherto there had 
been unimpaired daily fellowship; and secondly, 
the sentence of the curse, decreeing toil, sorrow 
and death for man hirnself, and in addition inevit
ably involving the whole of the created order, of 
which man is the crown. 

11. The clfcct on man 
Man henceforth is a perverted creature. In revolt
ing against the purpose of his being, which is to 
live and act entirely to the glory of his sovereign 
and beneficent Creator and to fulfil his will, he 
ceases to be truly man. His true manhood consists 
in conformity to the image of God in which he was 
created. This image 01' God is manifested in man's 
original capacity for communion with his Creator; 
in his enjoyment excJusively of wh at is good; in his 
rationality which makes it  possible for hirn alone 
01' all creat ures to hear and res pond to the Word 01' 
God; in his knowledge 01' the truth and in the free
dom which that knowJedge ensures; and in gov
ernment, as the head of God's creat ion, in obedi
ence to the mandate to have dominion over every 
living thing and to subdue the earth. 

Yet ,  rebel as he will against the image of God 
with which he has been stamped, man cannot 
efface it ,  because it is part 01' his very constitution 
as man. It  is evident, for example, in his pursuit of 
scientific knowledge, in his harnessing 01' the lorces 
of nature and in his development 01' culture, art 
and civilizat ion.  But at the same time the efforts of 
rallen man are cursed with frustration. This frus
tration is itself a proor of the perversity 01' the 
human heart . Thus history shows that the very dis
coveries and advances wh ich have promised most 
good to mankind have through misuse brought 
great evils in their train. The man who does not 

love God does not love his fellow men. He is driven 
by selfish motives. The image of Satan, the great 
hater of God and man, is superimposed upon hirn. 
The result of the Fall is  that man now knows good 
and evil. 

The psychological and ethical effects 01' the Fall 
are nowhere more graphically described than by 
Paul in Rom. I :  1 8ff. All men, however ungodly and 
unrighteous they may be, kllolV the truth about 
God and themselves; but they wickedly S1/ppress 
this truth (v. 1 8). I t is, however, an inescapable 
truth, for the fact of the 'eternal power and God
head' of the Creator is both manifested within 
them, by their very constitution as God's creatures 
made in his image, and also manifested all around 
them in the wh oie created order of the universe 
which bears eloquent testimony to its origin as 
God's handiwork (vv. 1 9f.; cf Ps. 1 9 :  I ff.) .  Basic
ally, therefore, man's state is not one of ignorance 
but of knowledge. His condemnation is that he 
loves darkness rather than l ight .  His refusal to 
glorify God as God and his ingratitude lead hirn 
into intellectual vanity and futili ty. Arrogantly pro
fessing hirnself to be wise, he in fact becomes a fool 
(Rom. 1 :2 1 f.) .  Having wilfully cut hirnself adrift 
from the Creator in whom alone the meaning of 
his existence is to be found, he must seek that 
meaning elsewhere, for his creaturely finitudc 
makes it impossible for hirn to cease from being a 
religious creature. And his search becomes ever 
more foolish and degrading. It carries h irn into the 
gross irrationality of superstition and idolatry, into 
vileness and unnatural vice, and into all those evils, 
social and international, which give rise to the hat
reds and mise ries that disfigure our world. The Fall 
has, in brief, overthrown the true dignity of man 
(Rom. I :23ff.). 
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I I I .  Thc biblical doctrine 
I t  will be seen that the scriptural doctrine 01' the 
Fall altogether contradicts the popular modern 
view 01' man as a being who, by a slow evolution
ary development ,  has succeeded in rising from the 
primeval fear and groping ignorance of a humble 
origin to proud heights of religious sensitivity and 
insight. The Bible does not portray man as risen , 
but as fallen , and in the most desperate of situ
ations. It is only against this background that 
God's saving action in Christ takes on its proper 
significance. Through the grateful appropriation 
by faith of Christ's atoning work, what was for
feited by the rall is restored to man: his truc and 
intended dignity is recovered, the purpose of lire 
recaptured, the image 01' God restored, and the 
way into the paradise 01' intimate communion with 
God reopened. 

IV. Its historical development 
In the history of the church the cJassic controversy 
concerning the nature 01' the Fall and its effects is 
that waged by Augustine at the beginning of the 
5th century against the advocates of the Pelagian 
heresy. The latter taught that Adam's si n affected 
only hirnself and not the human race as a wh oie, 
that every individual is born free from sin and eap
able in his own power of Iiving a sinless lire, and 
that there had even been persons who had suc
ceeded in doing so. The controversy and its impli
cations may be studied with profit in Augustine's 
anti-Pelagian writings. Pclagianism, with its al� 
firmation 01' the total ability of man, came to the 
lore again in the Socinianism 01' the 1 6th and 1 7th 



centuries, and continues under the guise of modern 
humanistic religion .  

A halfway position i s  taken by the Roman Cath
olic Church, wh ich teaches that what man lost 
through the Fall was a supernatural gift of original 
righteousness that did not belong properly to his 
being as man but was something extra added by 
God (donum sliperaddilUm), with the consequence 
that the Fall ieft man in his natural state as created 
(in puris natllralibus) : he has suffered a negative 
rat her than a positive evil; deprivation rat her than 
depravat ion. This teaching opens the door for the 
affirmation of the ability and indced necessity of 
unregenerate man to contribute by his works to
wards the achievement of his salvation (semi
Pelagianism, synergism), which is characteristic of 
the Roman Catholic theology of man and grace. 
For a Roman Catholic view, see H .  1. Richards, 
'The Creation and Fall', in Scripture 8, 1 956, pp. 
1 09- 1 1 5 .  

Although retaining the conccption of man a s  a 
fallen being, contemporary liberal theology denies 
the historicity of the event of the Fall .  Every man, 
it is said, is his own Adam. Similarly, certain forms 
of modern existentialist philosophy, which is essen
tially a repudiation of historical object ivism, are 
willing to make use of the term 'fallenness' to de
scribe the subjective state in which man pes
simistically finds hirnself. A floating concept, how
ever, wh ich is unrelated to historical event explains 
nothing. But the NT certainly understands the Fall 
as a definite event in human history-an event, 
moreover, of such critical consequences for the 
whole human race that it stands sidc by side with 
and explains the other great crucial event of his
tory, namely the coming of Christ to save the world 
( see Rom. 5 : 1 2ff.; I Cor. 1 5 :2 I f. ) .  Mankind, to
gether with the rest of the created order, awaits a 
third and conclusive event of history, namely the 
second advent 4tlf Christ at the end of this age, 
when the effects of the Fall will be finally abol
ished, unbelievers eternally judged, and the re
ncwed creation, the new heavens and new earth 
wherein righteousness dweils, be established in ac
cordance with almighty God's immutable pur
poses (see Acts 3 :20f.; Rom. 8: 1 9ff.; 2 Pet. 3: 1 3 ; 
Rcv. 2 1 -22). Thus by God's grace all that was lost 
in  Adam, and much more than that, is restored in 
Christ. (+ SIN.) 
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FAMI LY, HOUSEHOLD. 

I.  In the Old Testament 

There is no word in the OT which corresponds pre
cisely to modern English 'family', as consisting of 
father, mother and children. The closest approxi
mation is found in the word bayi! ('house'), which, 
from signifying the group of pcople, probably 
camc to refer to the dwelling (AV translates as 
'family' in I Ch. 1 3 : 1 4 ;  2 Ch. 35:5, 1 2 ; Ps. 68:6). In 
the Bible the term could be used not only of those 
sheltering under the same roof (Ex. 1 2 :4) but also 
of much larger groups, as tor instance the 'house 
01' Israel' ( l s. 5 :7), which included the whole 
nation. Perhaps a closer equivalent to English 
'family' is found in the phrase beI 'äll, 'father's 
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house'. The term most frequently translated 
'family' in the EVV is mispä�{j, which had more the 
meaning of 'clan' than the smaller 'family', being 
applied for instance to 600 Danites from two vil
lages (Jdg. 1 8 : 1 1 ) .  

Some idea o f  the relation o f  these two terms can 
be gained from the account in Jos. 7: 1 6- 1 8  of the 
detection of Achan after the failure to capture Ai .  
The search was first narrowed to the 'tribe' (Seilet) 
of Judah, then to the clan (mispäM, AV 'family') of 
the Zarhites, and finally to the 'household' (bayi!) 
of Zabdi. The fact that Achan was a married man 
with children of his own (7 :24), but was still count
ed as a member of the bayi! of his grandfather 
Zabdi, shows the extent of this term. Conceptually 
the members of a tribe can be pictured as a cone, 
with the founding ancestor at the apex and the 
living generation at the base. The term seile!, 
'staR" , perhaps in reference to the staR', signifying 
the authority, of the founding ancestor, applied to 
the whole tribe; mispä�{j referred to a smaller div
ision lower down in the cone; and the term bayi! 
could apply to a yet smaller division, though its 
application depended upon its context, for if 
qualified by the name of the founding ancestor it 
could refer to the whole tribe. In each case the 
terms could indicate simply the base of the rele
vant cone, i.e. the living members of the group; or 
the entire volume of the cone, i. e. the members past 
and present ,  living and dead. 
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a. Determination 0/ mates 
In the choice of mates certain close relatives both 
by blood and + marriage were excluded (Lv. 1 8 :6-
1 8; Dt. 27:20-23), but outside these prohibited de
grees marriage with kin was preferred, as is shown 
by the marriages of Isaac with Rebekah (Gn. 24:4), 
Jacob with Rachel and Leah (Gn. 28:2; 29: 1 9), and 
Manoah's wish concerning Samson (Jdg. 1 4:3 ) .  On 
the other hand, marriages with foreigners, Hittite 
(Gn. 26:34), Egyptian (Gn. 41 :45), M idianite (Ex.  
2:2 1 ), Moabite (Ru. 1 :4), Zidonian ( I  Ki .  1 6:3 1 )  
and others, did take place. A special case where the 
mate is determined is found in the levirate marriage 
law, whereby if a married man died childless his 
next brother was obliged to marry the widow, and 
raise up children to perpetuate the name of the 
deceased . 

b. Methods 0/ acquiring a wife 
In most cases the choice of a mate and subsequent 
arrangements for marriage were made by the par
ents concerned, as is shown by the fact that, 
though Samson was attracted by the Timnathite, 
he applied to his parents to make the arrange
ments. The usual method of acquiring a wife was 
by purchase, though this is not an altogether satis
factory term, since the 'bride-price' (mohar; Gn.  
34: 1 2; Ex. 22: 1 6; I Sa. 1 8 :25), though it was a 
payment made by the man to the bride's father, 
was more in the nature of a compensation to the 
family for the loss of a valued member than an 
outright cash purchase. Service could be given 
instead of payment, as with Jacob, who served 
Laban 14 years for Rachel and Leah, but this prac
tice was not common during the Monarchy. 
Unorthodox means of acquiring a wife, which did 
not always involve the parents, included capture in 
war (Dt.  2 1 : 1 0-14)  or in raids (Jdg. 2 1 ), or seduc
tion, in which case the seducer was obliged to 
marry the violated maiden (Ex. 22: 1 6; cf Gn. 
34: 1-4) .  
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c. Residence 
Israelite marriage was patriloeal: the woman lef! 
her father's house and went to live with her hus
band. In patriarehal times this would often have 
involved going to live in the same group, bayir or 
mispäha, as her husband's father and brothers, but 
in the time of the M onarehy the son on marriage 
probably left home to set up his own bayi!, as is 
suggested by the smallness of many of the private 
houses uneovered in excavat ions. Three eases are 
sometimes quoted as evidenee for matriloeal resi
dence, Jaeob, Gideon (Jdg. 8 :3 1 ;  9 : 1 -2) and 
Samson, but sueh an interpretation is not neces
sary. Jacob lived in Laban's 'house' only while he 
was working in return for his wives, and it was the 
manner rather than the fact of his departure which 
aroused Laban's ill-will (Gn. 3 1  :26-28). Gideon 
did not himself live with the woman in  question, 
and she was in any ease no more than a coneubine. 
The same is true of Samson and the Timnathite, 
whom he only visited, and did not live with. 

d. Nwnbe, 01 males 
While at the ereation monogamy seemed to have 
been intended, by the time of the patriarchal age 
polygamy (polygyny not polyandry) is found. At 
first Abraham had but one wife, Sarah, but when 
she proved barren he followed the custom of the 
time in having children by her hand maid Hagar 
(Gn. 1 6: 1 -2), and he took Keturah as a wife after 
the death of Sarah (Gn. 25: I ) . In subsequent gen
erations more wives were taken, Jacob having two 
and their two handmaids. The possession of two 
wives was evidently assumed in the M osaic legisla
tion (Dt.  2 1 :  1 5), and under the Judges and the 
Monarchy there was still less rest raint, and the 
economic factor imposed the only limit. That this 
was not God's plan is shown by the prophetie rep
resentation of Israel as the sole bride of God ( l s. 
50: I ;  54:6-7; 62:4-5; Je. 2 :2;  Ezk. 1 6; Ho. 2:4f.). In 
addition to wives and the maidservants of wives, 
those who could afford them had 0 concubines, 
and children born by these eould be accorded 
equal status with true sons, if the father was so 
minded. 

e. HLisband and wife 
In addition to the terms 'fS and 'issa, 'man' and 
'woman', which also served for 'husband' and 
'wife', the husband was the ba 'al, 'master', and 
'ärj6n, 'lord' ,  of the wife, which illustrates the legal 
and normally practical relative positions of the 
two. Vntil  her marriage a 0 woman was subject to 
her father, and after marriage to her husband, and 
to each she was a chatte!. A man could divorce his 
wife, but probably not she him; she did not inherit 
his property, which went to his sons; and she might 
have to get along with other wives. On the other 
hand, in practice there was great variation in ac
cordance with personality and strength of char
acter, and that some women came to public prom
inence is shown by the cases of Deborah (Jdg. 4-
5), Athaliah (2 Ki. 1 1 ) , Huldah (2 Ki. 22: 1 4f.) and 
Esther. The dut ies of the wife included first of all 
the bearing and care of children, and such house
hold tasks as cooking, in addition to helping the 
husband in  the fields when opportunity offered. 
Fidelity was important in both parties, and there 
was strict provision in the law for the punishment 
of adultery. The most important function of the 
wife was the bearing of children, and 0 barrenness 
was a source of shame. 

f Parenls and children 
The tour terms, 'father' Cäl;z), 'mother' Cem), 'son' 
(ben) and 'daughter' (bar), have cognates in most 
Semitic languages and were in  such frequent lIse in 
OT times that they are irreglilar in grammatieal 
intlexion .  The greatest wish of man and wife was 
for many children (Ps. 1 27:3-5), but especially for 
sons, as is clearly shown in the history of Abraham 
and his dealings with God, from whom they came. 
The eldest son occupied a special posi t ion,  and on 
his father's death he inherited a double portion and 
beeame head of the family. Sometimes, however, a 
father would show special favour to his YOllngest 
son, as did Jacob for Joseph and then Benjamin .  A 
daughter did not inherit from her father unless 
there were no sons (cf,  however, Jb. 42:  1 3- 1 5 ; sec 
also ° I NHERITANCE). 
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In ancient Mesopotamia, particularly as evi
denced in the Nuzi documents, the practice 01' 
adoption by childless people 01' someone to take 
the place of a son is weil attested ( 0 NUZI, 0 PATRI
ARCHAL AGE), and it was in keeping with this prac
tice that 0 Abraham considered making one of his 
servants his heir (Gn. 1 5 :3) .  There is, however, no 
specific legislation concerning this matter 01' 0 adop
tion in the OT. Such cases as are reported are either 
in a foreign setting (as for instance the case quoted 
above, M oses by Pharaoh's daughter (Ex.  2: 1 0) 
and Esther by Mordecai (Est. 2 :7 ,  1 5)) or else are 
not cases of full adoption, as the adoptees werc 
al ready descendants of the adopters, as in the cases 
of Jacob and Joseph's sons (Gn. 48:5, 1 2), and 
Naomi and the child of Ruth (Ru. 4: 1 6- 1 7) .  When 
they were very small all children were looked after 
by the mother, but as the boys grew older they were 
taught to share their father's work, so that in gen
eral the father governed the 0 education of the son ,  
and the mother that o f  the daughter. That t o  the 
children the mother was as worthy of honour as 
the father is shown by the fifth commandment (Ex. 
20: 1 2). 

g. Olhe, kinslolk 
The terms 'brot her' Cä(1) and 'sister' CäMr) could 
be applied not only to children of the same parents 
but to half siblings by either a different father or 
mother, and the restrictions on sexual intercourse 
between full siblings applied also to these ( Lv. 1 8 :9, 
1 1 ;  Dt .  27:22). Often 01' particular importance to 
children were their uncles and aunts, especially the 
mother's brot her to the son, and the father's si ster 
to the daughter. These are usually designated by 
the appropriate combination of terms such as 
'''Mr- 'äl;z, 'father's sister', but sometimes described 
by the words d6r}, 'uncle', and d6r}a, 'aunt' .  A 
woman would refer to her husband's father and 
mother by the special terms (Iäm (e.g. G n .  38: 1 3, 
25; I Sa. 4: 1 9, 2 1 ) and /:läm6r (e.g. RU. I : 1 4), and it 
may be that Mren (e.g. Ex. 3 :  I ;  4: 1 8) and Mrener 
(Dt. 27:23) were corresponding terms used by the 
man of his wife's mother and father, though the 
limited contexts in which these terms occur make 
this uncertain.  

h. Solidarily 01 kin 
Two main factors made for solidarity in patriarchal 
times, common blood or descent,  and eommon 
habitation and legal obligations according to cus
toms and law. Though after the settlement in the 
land the tendency for families to divide weakened 
these, they continued to be of importance 



throughout OT times. The community 01' interests 
among the members 01' the household, clan and 
tribe was also a source 01' unity within these 
groups, and under their heads. One 01' the out
growths 01' this unity was the right 01' each member 
01' a group to protection by that group, and indeed 
the obligations on the group to provide certain ser
vices. Outstanding among these was that 01' the 
gö 'el, whose obligations might extend from marry
ing the widow 01' a kinsman (Ru. 2:20: 3: 1 2 ; 4) to 
redeeming a kinsman from slavery into which he 
had sold hirnself to pay a debt (see also ° A VENGER 
OF BLOOO). 
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1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Family (Gk.  patrio) is mentioned as such only 
three times, although the related idea 01' 'house' or 
'household' (Gk. oikos, oikia) is more frequent. 
patrio ('Iineage, descent',  LSJ) signifies the histor
ical origin 01' a household, i.e. its 'patriarch' ,  rat her 
than its present  head. A family might be a tribe or 
even a nation . [n  Acts 3 :25 the promise to Abra
ham is q uoted in the form, 'in your posterity shall 
all the familics (patriot) 01' the earth be blessed' .  
The LXX has 'tribes' (phylai) in the original promise 
(Gn. 1 2 :3 )  and 'nations' (ethne) when the promise 
is recalled in Gn.  1 8 : 1 8  and 22: 1 8 . Joseph was '01' 
the house and lineage (patrio) 01' David' (Lk. 2:4), 
where the patronymic is the vital point. As this 
verse shows, 'house' (oikos) can be used in the same 
sense (cf Lk.  I :27); cf also 'the house 01' [srael' 
(Mt .  1 0:6; 1 5 :24; Acts 2:36; 7:42, etc.), 'the house 
01' Jacob' (Lk.  1 : 33) .  

The prominence 01' paternity is weil seen in  the 
third occurrence 01'  patrio, Eph. 3 :  1 4- 1 5 : ' [  bow 
my k nees be fore the F<:ther, from whom every 
family in heaven and on earth is named.' This 
means that, just as every patrio implies a pater 
( 'father'), so behind them all stands the universal 
fatherhood 01' God whence the whole scheme 01' 
ordered relationships is derived. Elsewhere we 
meet the more restricted concept 01' the father
hood 01' God in relation to the household 01' the 
faithfu!. 

The word 'household', where it is not simply a 
synonym for 'family', is a unit 01' society which 
meets us everywhere in the Roman and Hel
lenistic, as weil as the Jewish, world 01' the I st 
century. It consisted not only 01' the lord (Gk. 
kyrios), master (Gk. despotes) or paterfamilias, his 
wife, children and slaves, but also 01' various 
dependants, such as servants, employees and even 
'c1ients' (e.g. freedmen or friends) who voluntarily 
joined themselves to a household for the sake 01' 
mutual benefits (0 CAESAR'S HOUSEHOLO) . The 
Gospels abound with allusions to the household 
and its character (e.g. M t .  21 :33ff.). The house
hold was an important factor in the growth and 
stability 01' the church. Already among the Jews 
the household was the context 01' such religious 
exercises as the Passover, a weekly sacred meal, 
prayers and instruction (0 EOUCATION). Luke 
states that 'the breaking 01' the bread' took place 
in the Jerusalem church 'by households' (Acts 
2:46). This phrase, kat ' oikon, occurs in papyri in 
contrast to the phrase 'by individuals' (koto 
prosöpon-see MM). 
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In  Hellenistic cities the role 01' the household in 
the establishment 01' churches was no less import
ant. The first accession 01' Gentiles was the entire 
household 01' Cornelius at Caesarea, comprising 
household servants, a batman, kinsmen and near 
friends (Acts 1 0:7,  24). When Paul crossed to 
Europe. the church was planted at Philippi with the 
baptism 01' Lydia's household and that 01' the jailer 
(Acts 1 6 : 1 5, 3 1 -34). At Corinth 'the first converts 
in Achaia' were the household 01' Stephanas ( I  
Cor. 1 6: 1 5), which, in common, probably, with the 
households 01' Crispus the ruler 01' the synagogue 
and the hospitable Gaius (Acts 1 8 :8;  I Cor. I :  1 4-
1 6; Rom. 1 6:23),  was baptized by Paul hirnself. 
Other Christian households mentioned by name 
are those of Prisca and Aquila (at Ephesus, I Cor. 
1 6: 1 9 ;  and perhaps Rome, Rom. 1 6 :5), Onesipho
rus (at Ephesus, 2 Tim. I :  1 6; 4: 1 9),  Philemon (at 
Colossae, Phm . 1 -2), Nymphas or Nympha (at 
Laodicea, Co!. 4: 1 5) ,  Asyncritus and Philologus 
(at Rome [?], Rom. 1 6 :  1 4- 1 5) .  

[n  the  Jerusalem church households were appar
ently instructed as units (Acts 5:42), and this was 
also Paul's custom, as he reminded the Ephesian 
elders (Acts 20:20). A regular catechesis existed 
setting forth the mutual duties 01' members of a 
Christian household: wives and husbands, children 
and fathers, servants and masters. See Co! . 3: 1 8-
4: I ;  Eph. 5:22-6:9; I Pet. 2: 1 8-3:7. 

Reference is made to the church in the house 01' 
Prisca and Aquila (Rom. 1 6: 5  and I Cor. 1 6 : 1 9),  
01' Nymphas or Nympha (Co!.  4: 1 5) and 01' 
Philemon (or was it Archippus?) (Phm. 2). This 
means either that the household was regarded as a 
° church in itself, or that the church in a given 
locality met within the scope 01' one household's 
hospitality (see above, 'by households'). When 
Daius is spoken 01' as host 01' 'the whole church' 
(Rom. 1 6:23), the existence 01' other household 
churches in Corinth is perhaps implied, with the 
suggestion that on occasion, presumably for the 
Lord's Supper ( I  Cor. I I : 1 8-22), they all came 
together 'as a church'. It is, however, not 
unimportant to note that both baptism and the 
Lord's Supper in certain situations took place 
within a household, not to mention instruction of 
wife and children ( I  Cor. 1 4:35; Eph. 6:4), and 
that it was from the ranks of proved heads of 
households that overseers (bishops) as weil as 
deacons for t he church were drawn ( I  Tim. 3 :2-7, 
1 2) .  

I t  is not  surprising that the  church itself should 
be thought of as the household of God (Eph. 2: 1 9 , 
where the figure is combined with that of the 
sacred republic) or the household of faith (Ga!. 
6: I 0). The description of believers as adopted sons 
(Rom. 8: 1 5- 1 7) or as servants and stewards (I Pet. 
4: I 0) implies this figure. Paul sees hirnself as a ser
vant of Jesus Christ, a steward set to per form a 
particular ministry (Rom. I :  I ;  I Cor. 4: I ;  9: 1 7 , RV). 
In a related picture the writer to the Hebrews de
picts M oses as a fai thful head steward in God's 
household, foreshadowing Christ as the son and 
heir (cf Ga!. 3 :23-4:7) of the household of God; 
'and we are his house', says the writer, ' if  we hold 
fast our confidence and pride in our hope' ( Heb. 
3 : 1 -6). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E.  A.  Judge, The Social Pollern 
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O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, WBC, 1 982, pp. 
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FAMINE. The Bible does not always indicate the 
moral and spiritual significance 01' the famines it 
records. Those, for example, 01' Gn. 1 2 : I 0; 26: I ;  
Acts 1 1  :28, eIe., are simply stated as historical 
facts. But famines, like every other event in nature 
or history, are elsewhere integrated into the charac
teristic biblical doctrine 01' divine providence, e.g. 
Am. 4:6; Rev. 6:8. Canaanite religion deified nat
ural processes, and sought to control them by the 
practice 01' sympathetic magic, but Israel possessed 
a different key to prosperity. Yahweh, as Creator, 
possessed and controlled the ' forces' 01' nature, the 
seasons in  their order, and the material foundation 
01' man's l i fe on earth (e.g. Ps. 1 04). The exercise 01' 
this power by the holy God directly corresponds to 
the relationship existing between him and man at 
any given time. Thus, at the one end 01' the scale the 
'Messianic day', when perfect accord between God 
and his people exists, is marked by unprecedented 
fertility 01' the earth (e.g. Is. 4:2; 4 1 :  1 9; Ho. 2:2 1 -
22; Am. 9 :  1 3) .  On the other hand, the fruits 01' 
nature are withdrawn in times 01' disobedience, 
when the relat ionship 01' God and man is dis
located. Thus the curse on the soil was one 01' the 
foremost and immediate results 01' the Fall (Gn. 
3 :  1 7- 1 8), and God used famines throughout his
tory as indications 01' his displeasure, and as warn
ings to repent (e.g. I Ki. 1 7: 1 ;  1 8 : 1 7- 1 8 ; Hg. 1 :6, 9-
1 1 ; 2 :  1 6- 1 7) .  This view persists in  Revelation (e.g.  
6:5-8), where famine is a direct visitation on  
human s in .  Obedience ane prosperity (Ps. 1 : 1 -3 ;  
Pr. 3:7- 1 0; Is .  1 : 1 9) ,  disobedience and want (Lv. 
26: 1 4- 1 6) are biblical inseparables. This law is 
given classic expression in Dt.  28, and poetic illus
tration in  Je. 1 4. 

The famine (Gk. limos) wh ich severely affected 
Judaea in the principate 01' Claudius (c. AO 46-47) 
is attested in other records: thus Josephus teils how 
Queen Helena 01' Adiabene bought grain in Egypt 
and figs in Cyprus for the relief 01' hard-pressed 
Judaeans (Anl. 20. 5 1 1'.) .  This famine figures in 
Acts as the occasion for the first instance 01' inter
church aid : when it was foretold by Agabus in the 
church 01' Syrian Antioch, that church collected a 
sum 01' money for the relief 01' the Jerusalem 
church (Acts 1 1  :27-30). 

The proclamation 01' Rev. 6:6 indicates that food 
prices would be up to ten times as high as in 
normal times. 

In 2 Cor. 1 1  :27 'hunger' (limos) is due to absence 
01' food; 'without food' (nesleia) implies voluntary 
fasting. J .A .M.  

F.F.B. 

FAN (AV; RSV 'fork'; Heb. mizreh, 'fan'; Heb. zärä, 
'to scatter', 'to winnow'; Gk.  plyon, 'fan'). A long 
wooden fork used by threshers to toss grain into 
the air so that the chaff is blown away (e.g. Is. 
30:24; Je. 1 5 :7), a method still found in some 
remote areas 01' the Middle East. Thus John the 
Baptist employed an easily understood figure 01' 
speech in depicting Christ as the great Winnower 
who would separate evil from good (Mt .  3: 1 2; Lk. 
3 :  1 7) .  (0 AGRtCULTURE. ) J .O.O. 

FASTING. Fasting in the Bible generally means 
going without all food and drink for a period (e.g. 
Est. 4:  1 6) ,  and not merely refraining from certain 
foods. 

I. In the Old Testament 
The Heb. words are �lim (verb) and �6m (noun). 
The phrase 'illnä naps6 ( 'to affiict the soul') also 
refers to fasting. First, there were certain annual 
fasts. Thus the Hebrews fasted on the Day 01' 
Atonement (Lv. 1 6 :29, 3 1 ;  23:27-32; Nu. 29:7) .  
After the Exile, four other annual fasts were ob
served (Zc. 8: 1 9), all 01' them, according to the 
Talmud, marking disasters in Jewish history. Es!. 
9:3 1 can be interpreted as implying the establ ish
ment 01' yet another regular fast. 

In addition to these there were occasional fasts. 
These were sometimes individual (e.g. 2 Sa. 1 2 :22) 
and sometimes corporate (e.g. Jdg. 20:26; Joel I: 1 4) .  
Fasting gave expression to grief ( I  Sa. 3 1 :  1 3 ; 2 Sa. 
I :  1 2; 3 :35 ;  Ne. 1 :4; Est. 4:3 ;  Ps. 35: 1 3- 1 4) and peni
tence (I Sa. 7:6; I Ki. 21 :27; Ne. 9: 1 -2 ;  Dn. 9 :3-4: 
Jon. 3 :5-8). lt was a way by which men might hum
ble themselves (Ezr. 8 :2 1 ;  Ps. 69: I 0). Sometimes it 
may have been thought 01' as a self- inflicted pun
ishment (cf the phrase 'to affiict the soul'). Fasting 
was often directed towards securing the guidance 
and help 01' God (Ex. 34:28; Dt. 9:9; 2 Sa. 1 2 : 1 6--23;  
2 Ch. 20:3-4; Ezr. 8 :2 1 -23). Fasting could be vic
arious (Ezr. 1 0:6; Est. 4 :  1 5- 1 7) .  Some came to think 
that fasting would automatically gain man a hear
ing from God ( ls. 58:3-4). Against this the prophets 
declared that without right conduct fasting was in 
vain (ls. 58 :5- 1 2; Je. 1 4 : 1 1 - 1 2; ZC. 7). 

1 1 .  In the Ncw Testament 
The usual Gk.  words are neSleuö (verb), and 
nesteia and nestis (nouns). In Acts 27:2 1 ,  33 the 
words asitia and asitos ('without food') are also 
used. 
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As far as general Jewish practice is concerned, 
the Day 01' Atonement is the only annual fast re
ferred to in the NT (Acts 27:9). Some strict Phari
sees fasted every Monday and Thursday (Lk. 
1 8 : 1 2) .  Other devout Jews, l ike Anna, might fast 
orten (Lk. 2 :37). 

The only occasion when Jesus is recorded as fast
ing is at the time 01' his temptations in the wilder
ness. Then, however, he was not necessarily fast ing 
from choice. The first temptation implies that there 
was no food available in the place he had selected 
for his weeks 01' preparation for his ministry (Mt .  
4: 1 -4). Cf the 40 days' fasts 01' Moses (Ex .  34:28) 
and Elijah (I Ki. 1 9 :8). 

Jesus assumed that his hearers would fast, but 
taught them when they did so to face Godward, 
not manward (Mt .  6: 1 6-- 1 8) .  When asked why his 
disciples did not fast as did those 01' John the Bap
tist and 01' the Pharisees, Jesus did not repudiate 
fasting, but declared i t  to be inappropriate for his 
disciples 'as long as the bridegroom is with them' 
(Mt .  9 : 1 4- 1 7 ; M k .  2 : 1 8-22; Lk. 5 :33-39). Later 
they would fast Iike others. 

In Acts leaders 01' the church fast when choosing 
missionaries ( 1 3 :2-3) and elders ( 1 4 :23). Paul twice 
refers to his fasting (2 Cor. 6:5 ;  1 1  :27) . In the former 
passage voluntary fasting, by way 01' self-discipline, 
appears to be meant (nesteia); the latter passage 
mentions both involuntary 'hunger' (limos) and 
voluntary going 'without food' (nesleia). 

The weight 01' textual evidence is against the in
clusion 01' references to fasting in M t .  1 7 :2 1 ;  Mk.  
9:29; Acts 1 0:30; I Cor. 7:5 ,  though the  presence 01' 
these references in many MSS in itself indicates that 
there was a growing belief in the value 01' fasting in 
the early church. H .A.G.B.  



FEAR .  The Bible uses numerous words to denote 
fear. The most common of these (giving the 
noun forms) are Heb. yirä, 'reverence'; Heb. 
paharj, 'dread', 'fear'; Gk. phobos, 'fear', 'terror'. 
Theologically, four main categories can bc 
suggestcd . 

a. HolYlear 
This comes from the believer's apprehension of the 
living God. According to Luther, the natural man 
cannot fear God perfectly; according to Rudolf 
Otto, he is 'quite unable even to shudder (grauen) 
or feel horror in the real sense of the word' .  Holy 
fear, on the other hand, is God-given, enabling 
men to reverence God's authority, obey his com
mandments and hate and shun all form of evil (Je. 
32:40; cf Gn. 22: 1 2; Heb. 5:7) .  It is, moreover, the 
beginning (or principle) of wisdom (Ps. 1 1 1  : 1 0) ;  
the secret of uprightness (Pr. 8 :  1 3);  a feature of the 
people in whorn God delights (Ps. 1 47: 1 1 ); and the 
whole duty of man (Ec. 1 2 : 1 3) .  I t  is also one of the 
divine qualifications of the Messiah (Is. 1 1  :2-3). 

In  the OT, largely because of the law's legal 
sanctions, true religion is often regarded as syn
onymous with the fear of God (cf Je. 2: 1 9 ; Ps. 
34: 1 1 , Moffatt), and even in NT times the term 
'walking in the fear of the Lord' was used in con
nection with the early Christians. Gentile ad
herents of the synagoguc were called 'God-fearers' 
(Acts 1 0 :2,  etc.; cf Phil .  2 : 1 2) .  

In  the NT generally, however, emphasis is  laid 
on God as loving and forgiving, the One who 
through Christ gives to men the spirit of sonship 
(Rom. 8 :  1 5) ,  and enables them boldly to face up to 
life (2 Tim. 1 :6-7) and death (Heb. 2: 1 5) without 
fear. Nevertheless, a reverent fear remains; for the 
awesomeness of God has not changed, and there is 
a day of judgment to be met (2 Cor. 5 :  1 0f. ). Godly 
fear stimulates the believer to seek holiness (2 Cor. 
7: I ) , and is reflected in his attitude towards his 
fellow-Christians (Eph. 5 :2 1 ) . 

b. Slavish lear 
This is strictly a natural consequence of sin (Gn. 
3 :  1 0; Pr. 28: I ), and can come as a punishment (D!. 
28:28). I t  was feit by Felix when he heard Paul 
preach (Acts 24:25); it is feit by Christ-rejecters, for 
whom remains only 'a fearful cxpectat ion of 
judgment' (Heb. 1 0:27, RV, 3 1 ;  cf Rev. 2 1 :8) .  
Though not of itself good, this fear is often used 
by the Holy Spirit for the conversion of men (Acts 
1 6 :29ff., etc.). 

e. Fear ol men 
This can be expressed as: (i) a reverential awe and 
regard of men, as of masters and magistrates ( I  
Pet. 2 :  1 8 ; Rom. 1 3 :7); (ii) a blind dread o f  them 
and what they can do (Nu. 1 4:9; Is. 8:  1 2; Pr. 29:25); 
and (ii i) in a peculiar sense a Christian concern for 
them lest they be ruined by sin ( I  Cor. 2 :3 ;  2 Cor. 
1 1  :3; Col. 2: 1 ) .  This kind of fear, and also the slav
ish fear mentioned in (b) above, can be cast out by 
true love to God ( I  Jn .  4: 1 8) .  

d 'Fear as the object ollear 
Fear is used in another sense, as in Gn.  3 1  :42, 53, 
where God is called the ' Fear' of * Isaac-i. e. the 
God whom Isaac feared and worshipped. Their 
'fear' , the thing that terrifies them, comes upon the 
wicked (Pr. 1 :26-27; 1 0:24; cf Is. 66:4). When the 
Hebrews entered the promised land God sent his 
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fear be fore them, destroying and scattering the 
Canaanites, or so impressing them with his fear as 
to render them spiritless and unable to withstand 
the invadcrs (Ex. 23 :27-28). Fear in  this sense is 
found also in Jb. 4:6 (cf 9:34; 1 3 : 2 1 ): 'Is not your 
fear of God your confidence, and the integrity of 
your ways your hopeT 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Otto, The ldea 01 the Holy, 
1 929; 1. M urray, Prineiples 01 Conduct, 1 957, pp. 
229ff.; 1.-1. von Allmen, Voeabulary 01 the Bible, 
1 958, pp. 1 1 3- 1 1 9; R. H .  Pfeiffer, 'The Fear of 
God', lEi 5, 1 955, pp. 43-48 (a valuable survey of 
the idea of fear in the non-biblical literatures of 
the ancient Near East); W. Mundle, NIDNTT I ,  
pp. 62 1 -624; H .  Balz, G. Wanke, TDNT9, pp. 1 89-
2 1 9; W. Foerster, TDNT 7, pp. 1 68-1 96; R .  Bult-
mann ,  TDNT2, pp. 75 1 -754. J .D.D.  

FEASTS. Heb. !Jag, 'feast' (Lv. 23 :6; Dt. 1 6 : 1 6), 
m6' ''tje Yahweh, 'feasts of the Lord' (Lv. 23:2,  4; 
Nu. 1 5 :3) .  The terms are expressive of a day or 
season of religious joy. While some of these feasts 
coincide with the seasons, it does not follow that 
they have their origin in the seasonal ritual of the 
religions of the ancient Near East. These are as
sociated with the gods of the pantheon who ban
quet together or feast with men . (See C. H .  
Gordon, Ugaritie Literature, 1 949, pp. 57- 1 03; T. 
Gaster, Thespis, 1 950, pp. 6- 1 08 . )  Biblical feasts 
differ in origin, purpose and content. To the I srael
ite the seasons  were the work of the Creator for the 
benefit of man. They manifested the beneficence of 
God towards his creatures. By these feasts man not 
only acknowledged God as his Provider but rc
corded the Lord's unbounded and free favour to a 
chosen peopte whom he delivered, by personal 
intervention, in this world (Ex. 1 0:2; 1 2:8-9, 1 1 , 14 ;  
Lv. 23 :5 ;  Dt. 1 6:6, 1 2) .  The joy expressed was 
heartfelt. Religious commitment was not in
compatible with pleasure in temporal things con
ceived as gifts of God (Lv. 23 :40; Dt. 1 6: 1 4) .  The 
response of the participant was religiously ethical. 
Acknowledgment of sin and devotion to the law of 
God was involved (Ex. 1 3 :9; Zc. 8:9). The sacrifices 
offered bespoke forgiveness of sin and reconcili
ation with God (Lv. 1 7 : 1 1 ; Nu. 28:22; 29:7- 1 1 ;  2 
Ch. 30:22; Ezk. 45:  1 7, 20). To be withheld from the 
feast was considered a loss and a bar from privilege 
(Nu. 9:7) .  Not only did the Israelite appear at the 
feast as a beneficiary of the divine favour, but he 
made return to the Lord as he had been blessed 
(Dt. 1 6: I 0). Only in unauthorized feasts did un
believing Israelites eat, drink and play (Ex. 32 :6; I 
Ki.  1 2 :32-33). 
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The feasts of the OT do not follow the ancient 
Near Eastern pattern of a period of joy preceded 
by rites of mortification and purgation (T. Gaster, 
op. eit., pp. 6, 1 2) .  The Bible festival itself con
tained the element of mourning, for this is involved 
in sacrifice for sin (Lv. 23 :27; Nu. 29:7).  There is no 
sharp line of demarcation between sorrow for sin 
and the joy of the Lord. 

Prophetical displeasure with the feasts as 
observed by the Jews ( I s. I :  1 3-20) was not 
because they were in themselves on a lower plane 
of piety, but because many Israelites had 
departed from their spiritual purpose. They made 
the sum of religion consist in extern al obser
vance, which was never the divine in tent for the 
feasts from the time of their promulgation (Na. 
1 :  1 5) .  In the NT this was weil understood by our 
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Month Modern Feasts 
equivalent 

1 Nisan Mar.-Apr. 1 4-21 Passover (pesah) :  Feast 01 
Unleavened Bread (f!ag hamma��öO • 
( Ex.  1 2:3-20; Lv. 23:6; Dt. 1 6: 1 -8) 

2 Iyyar Apr.-May 

6 Pentecost: Feast 01 Weeks. Day 01 Firstlruits. 
3 Sivan May-June Feast 01 Harvest (hag sal]u'öO • 

( Ex. 23:1 6; 34:22; NU .28:26; Lv. 23:1 6) 

4 Tammuz June-July 1 7  Fast 01 Seventeenth 01 Tammuz 0 

5 Ab Ju ly-Aug. 9 Fast 01 Tishah Be-ab 0 
1 5  Fifteenth 01 Ab ( M ishnaic) 0 

6 Elul Aug.-Sep\. 

1-. 
1 Day 01 blowing trumpets (Rosh ha-shanah) • 

( Nu. 29:1 ; Lv. 23:24) 
3 Fast 01 Gedaliah 0 

1 0  Day 01 Atonement (Vom Kippur) • 
( Lv. 23:26-31 ; Ex. 30:1 0) 

7 Tishri Sept.-Oct. 1 5-21 Feast 01 Tabernacles/Booths 
(hag hassukköl) • ( Lv. 23:34; Nu .  29:1 2-38; 
Ex. 23:1 6; 34:22; Dt. 1 6: 1 3 )  

21 Hoshanah Rabba 0 
22 Shemini Azeret 0 
23 Simhat Torah 0 

8 Marchesvan Oct.-Nov. 

9 Chislev Nov.-Dec. 25-30 Festival 01 Lights (f!anukkä) 0 

1 0  Tebeth Dec.-Jan . 1 -2 Festival 01 Lights 0 
10 Fast 01 Tenth 01 Tebet 0 

1 1  Shebat Jan.-Feb. 

13 Fast 01 Esther • 
1 2  Adar Feb.-Mar. 14 Purim . ( Es\. 9) 

1 5  Shushan Purim 0 

• Biblical o Extra - biblical 

Chart showing lhe major biblical and eXlra-biblical Jewish jeasls. 

Lord and devout believers who diligently and 
spiritually observed the prescribed feasts of the 
old economy (Lk.  2:4 1 ;  22:8;  Jn .  4:45; 5:  I ;  7 :2, 
1 1 ; 1 2:20). 

The feasts to wh ich reference is made in the OT 
are as folIows: 
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I. The Feast of Unleavened Bread, Heb. �ag 
hamma��6! (Ex. 23: 1 5), or • Passover, Heb. pesa� 
(Lv. 23 :5), was established to commemorate the 
historical deliverance from Egypt (Ex. 1 0:2; 1 2 :8 ,  
1 4). I t  was one of the three annual festivals, and 
was observed on the fourteenth day of the first 



month. For 7 days unleavened bread was eaten and 
no servile work done. The first and the last day 
being 'holy convocations', sacrifices were offcred 
(Nu 28 : 1 6-25; Dt .  1 6: 1 -8). 

2. The Feast 01' Weeks, Heb. /lQg fÖQIi'6[. It is 
also called the 'feast of harvest' and 'the day of 
first fruits' (Ex. 23:  1 6; 34:22; Nu .  28:26). Latcr it 
was k nown as 0 Pen tecost because i t was celebrated 
on the fiftieth day from the sabbath beginning the 
Passover. It  was marked by a holy convocation and 
the offering 01' sacrifices. 

3. The Feast of 0 Tabernacles, Heb. hag has
sukk6L, or 'the feast of booths', is also ealled the 
'feast of ingathering', Heb. !lQg hö'ösIß (Ex. 23: 1 6 ;  
34:22; Lv. 23:34; D t .  1 6 : 1 3). l t  lasted 7 days, the 
first and last days being holy convocations. Fruit 
was gathered in and people dwelt in booths made 
01' branehes and boughs of trees ( Lv. 23 :39--43; 
Nu. 29: 1 2-38). 

4. The 0 Sabbath. This is regardcd as a feast in 
Lv. 23:2-3, and called a 'sabbath of rest'. l t  was 
marked by a solemn assembly ( ls. I :  1 3), and cessa
tion from all labour. It was also a day of joy (Is. 
58 : 1 3) .  

5. The Day of Blowing of Trumpets (Nu.  29 :  I ) . 
In Lv. 23:24 it is ealled 'a memorial of blowing of 
trumpets' and 'a sabbath' .  Sacrifices were offered 
and hard labour ceased. 

6. The Day of °Atonement (Lv. 23:26--3 1 ) . l t  
was observed on the  tenth day of the  seventh 
month, and was a day of a ' holy convocation' in 
wh ich souls were afflieted and an atonement made 
for sin. It was observed but onee in the year (Ex. 
30: 1 0). 

7. The Feast of Purim, deseribed in Est . 9. Es
tablished by Mordecai in the time of Ahasuerus to 
eommemorate the remarkable deliverance from the 
intrigues of Haman, this was a day of feasting and 
gladness. 

The extra-biblical feast of h"nukka is the celebra
tion of the recovery and c1eansing of the Jerusalem 
Temple by Judas Maccabaeus in 1 64 BC, after its 
deseeration by Antioehus Epiphanes. lt is also 
called the 'festival of lights'. See Jn .  1 0:22, where it 
is called by its Gk. name enkainia ('dedicat ion'). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. EI, 6, cols. 1 1 89-1 1 96, 1 237-
I M6. D.� 

FELIX. Brother of Claudius' favourite, the 0 freed
man Pallas, through whose influence he was ap
pointed procurator of Judaea. His name is usually 
taken to have been Antonius Felix (Tacitus, Hist. 5. 
9), but the MSS of Josephus (Ant. 20. 1 37), as of 
Suidas, read 'Claudius Felix', though this is usually 
emended out. It is suggested, however, that refer
ence in a new inscription to a procurator named 
Claudius must be to Felix, though the cognomen is 
not preserved (JEI 1 6, 1 966, pp. 259-264). This 
name would indieate that he was a freedman of 
Claudius hirnself, not, like Pa lias, of Claudius' 
mother Antonia. 

Tacitus (Anna/s 1 2 .  54) and Josephus (BI 2. 
247ff.) also disagree as to the time and eircum
stances of his arrival in Palestine: Tacitus has hirn 
in Samaria before the trial of the procurator 
Ventidius Cumanus (is the 'many years' of Aets 
24: I 0 some corroboration of this?), but in any ease 
he seems to have held the procuratorship of Judaea 
from c. AD 52. Unrest increased under his rule, for 
'with savagery and lust he exercised the powers of a 
king with the disposition of a slave' (Tacitus, Hist. 
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5. 9), and he was utterly mereiiess in erushing op
position. In  c. AD 55 he put down the followers of a 
Messianic pretender 01' Egyptian origin, but the 
man hirnself eseaped (Jos., BI 2. 261 ff.) .  When the 
riot reeorded in Acts 21 :27ff. broke out the tribune 
Claudius Lysias initially mistook Paul for this 
o Egyptian (Aets 21 :38) .  

After his arrest Paul was eonveyed to Caesarea, 
the Roman capital of Palestine, and was tried 
before Felix. Two well-attested eharacteristics of 
the governor stand out in the subsequent narrative: 
his disregard for justice and his avarice. He kept 
Paul in prison for 2 years, hoping he would be paid 
a fat bribe (Aets 24:26). Disappointed of this hope, 
he deferred judgment in a ca se where there was 
ample evidence of the prisoner's innocence (23:29), 
and upon his reeall he left Paul in prison in order 
to please the Jews (24:27) or, according to the 
Western Text, to please his wife ° Drusilla. 

He was reealled by Nero, probably in  AD 59 
(0 FESTUS), and was saved from proceedings insti
gated by the Jews only through the influence of 
Pallas. Of Felix' later history nothing is known. 

E.M.B.G. 
C.J .H .  

FESTUS. Porcius Festus succeeded 0 Felix as 
procurator of Judaea. Nothing is known of his life 
before his appointment, and he died in office after 
about 2 years. In Josephus (Ant. 20. 1 82ff. and BI 
2. 27 1 )  he makes an agreeable contrast with his 
predecessor Felix and his successor Albinus. I n  
Acts (24:27-26:32) h e  appears i n  a less favourable 
light. Though he tried Paul's case with commend
able alacrity (25:6) and was convinced of his inno
cence (26: 3 1 ), he was prepared to sacrifice Paul to 
do the Jews a pleasure (25:9). Hence the scandalous 
suggestion of retrial at Jerusalem. Paul was con
strained to appeal to Caesar in  the face of an 
arrangement which would have put hirn in the 
power of his enemies. Yet Festus was apparently 
baffled by Paul, and brought the case before Agrip
pa 11 and • Bernice. Paul's innocence emerges c1ear
Iy in the sequel, but the appeal proceeds to Rome. 
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Festus was later involved when the Jewish lead
ers brought to Nero a successful suit against 
Agrippa's violation of the privacy of the Temple 
area (Jos., An!. 20. I 89ff.). 

The date of Festus' arrival in Judaea is a major 
crux of Pauline chronology. W. M .  Ramsay in 
Pauline SIlIdies, pp. 348ff., argued that Eusebius' 
evidence, when rightly understood, points to AD 
59, and some support for this date is found in the 
sud den change of procuratorial coinage in that year, 
an event most plausibly attributed to the arrival of 
a new governor (see H.  1 .  Cadbury, Tize Book 0/ 
Acts in History, 1 955, pp. 91). E.M.B.G. 

C.J.H. 

FIELD. A word used in the EVV for several biblical 
terms. 1. Heb. sätjeh (and its poetical form sätjay) is 
the most common term (e.g. Gn. 2 :5) with the 
simple meaning of 'field', 'plain', 'open space'. 2. 
f'tjema is used six times only (e.g. Dt. 32:32) with 
much the same meaning. 3. bar (Ararn.) is used 
only in On. 2 and 4 with the same meaning. 4. bü�, 
'the outside', is frequently translated 'abroad' (e.g. 
Dt. 23 :  1 3), but twice rendered 'field' (Jb. 5: 1 0; Pr. 
8 :26). 5. be/qa, in fact, means 'portion of ground' 
but is translated 'field' in 2 Sa. 14 :30. 6. 'ere�, the 
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common word for 'earth, land' , i s  translated 'field' 
in Ezk. 29:5 (AV). 7. y'geQfm, a word which occurs 
once only in the OT, is there translated 'field' (Je. 
39 : 1 0). 8. Gk.  agros, 'field' (e.g Mt.  6:28), in LXX is 
used mainly to render sätjeh. 9. Gk. chöra usually 
refers to a large region (Acts 1 6:6), but is  twice 
rendered 'field' (Jn.  4:35; Jas. 5:4), and its diminu
tive chörion is translated 'field' in Acts I :  1 8- 1 9. 

T.C.M.  

FIG, FIG-TREE (Heb. t" ena, 'fig' ,  'fig-tree'; Heb. 
pag, 'unripe first fig', Ct. 2:  1 3  only; Gk. olynthoi, 
' unripe fig' , unspecified season, Rev. 6: 1 3  only; Gk.  
sykon, 'fig', Gk.  syke, 'fig-tree'). 

Indigenous to Asia M inor and the E Mediter
ranean region, the fig-tree (Ficus carica) makes a 
tre� up to 1 1  m high, although it often grows as a 
several-stemmed shrub in rocky pi aces. I t  was 
brought into cultivation early in Palestine, Iike the 
vine and the olive (e.g Jdg. 9 :7ff.), with which it is 
associated in God's promises of prosperity and in 
prophetic warnings (Je. 5: 1 7; Ho. 2 :  1 2 ; Joel 1 :7 ,  1 2 ; 
Hab. 3: 1 7) .  The fig is often plan ted with the vine 
(Lk. 1 3 :6), so that its branches and the vine's foli
age led to the well-known expression 'to sit down 
under one's own vi ne and fig-tree' as a symbol of 
long-continued well-being and prosperity ( I  Ki. 
4:25; Mi. 4:4; Zc. 3 : 1 0; cf 2 Ki .  1 8: 3 1 ; Is. 36: 1 6-
though so me cases may refer merely to a rural 
preference for the cultivation of fig-trees overlook
ing houses). 

The failure or destruction of these slow-growing 
trees, which demand years of patient labour (Pr. 
27:  1 8; Lk.  1 3 :7) ,  was a national calamity (Je. 5 :  1 7; 
Hab. 3: 1 7; cf Ps. 1 05 :33), while productiveness was 
a token of pe ace and of divine favour. Figs are 
frequently mentioned in conjunction with the vine, 
palm and pomegranate (e.g. Dt. 8 :8) ,  and their 
absence formed part of the I sraelites' complaint in 
Nu. 20:5 .  

Adam and Eve are said to have been clothed 
with girdles made from the fig-tree's broad leaves 
(Gn. 3 :7), and fig leaves are still sewn together in 
the E and used as wrappings for fresh fruit sent to 
the markets, where they are a valuable item of 
commerce. Lumps or cakes of dried figs (from 
Heb. d'Qela, 'pressed together') made an excellent 
food, were easy to carry and constituted an accept
able gift ( I  Sa. 25 : 1 8; I Ch. 1 2 :40). Such a mass of 
figs was prescribed by Isaiah as a poultice for 
Hezekiah's boi I (2 Ki. 20:7; Is. 38 :2 1 ). 

The complicated biology of the fig has confused 
authors who are unfamiliar with it. The primitive 
fig-tree needs to be pollinated by a fig-wasp wh ich 
creeps into the apical hole of the young fig. The 
insect has its life history inside inedible male capri
figs wh ich are borne several times a year on the 
branchlets. The edible female figs are pollinated by 
these insects, but the commonly cultivated varieties 
of fig develop the fruit without the need of insect 
pollinators. Thus the figs mentioned in Je. 8 :  1 3 ;  
Rev. 6 :  1 3  d o  not belong t o  a definite crop, while the 
bad figs could be inedible caprifigs (Je. 24:2b; 
29: 1 7) .  Edible good figs of the first crop are re
ferred to in Cl. 2: 1 3  (Heb. pag, still unripe, green); 
Is. 28:4; Je. 24:2a; Ho. 9 :  1 0; Mi .  7: I ;  Na. 3: 1 2. The 
curious incident when Jesus cursed the fig-tree (Mt .  
2 1 : 1 8-22; Mk .  1 1 : 1 2- 1 4) may be explained by the 
out-of-season leafiness of the tree weil before the 
fruits normally mature. 

The fig has inspired numerous similes, metaphors 

and proverbs (e.g Je. 24: I ff.; Mi .  7 :  I ;  Mt. 7 :  1 6; Jas. 
3: 1 2) .  In Hellenistic times figs were considered so 
important to the national economy that the Greeks 
made special laws to regulate their export. 

The sycamore tree (Gk. sykomöraia; Lat. FiclIs 
sycomorus) associated with Zacchaeus in Lk. 1 9 :4 
is often known as the mulberry-fig because it pos
sesses the habit of the mulberry. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Goor and M .  Nurock, Fruits 
0/ the Holy Land, 1 968,  pp. 54-69; F. N. H epper, 
JEEP, pp. 1 1 0- 1 14 .  J.D.D. 

F .N .H .  

FIRE. A word usually represented in the OT by 
Heb. 'es and in the NT by Gk. pyr, the term gener
ally used in the LXX for 'es. These signify the state 
of combustion , and the visible aspects of it, such 
as the flame. The production of fire by artificial 
means was a skill known to man from Stone Age 
times, but then and in later times great care was 
taken to preserve a burning fire to avoid the neccs
sity for rekindling. Abraham apparently carried a 
piece of burning fire with hirn when he went to 
offer Isaac (Gn. 22:6), and I s. 30: 14 indicates that 
this was a usual domestic practice. Probably the 
commonest methods of kindling a flame in bib
lical times were by means of the fire-drill, 
attested in the Egyptian hieroglyphic d' ( 1 8th 
Dynasty), and the striking of flint on iron pyrites, a 
practice attested from Neolithic times and there
fore assumed to be in use later. It may be that this 
latter method is referred to in 2 Macc. 1 0: 3 .  
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Fire was used in the normal course for such pur
poses as cooking (Ex. 1 2 :8 ;  Jn. 21 :9), providing 
warmth ( l s. 44: 1 6; Lk. 22:55) and refining metals 
(Ex. 32:24; Je. 6:29), but also for destroying such 
things as idols (Ex. 32:20; Dt. 7 :5 ,  25), Asherim 
(Dt. 1 2:3) ,  chariots (Jos. 1 1  :6, 9) and cities (Jos. 
6:24; Jdg. 1 8 :27), and the culprits in two cases of 
sexual breach (Lv. 20: 1 4; 2 1  :9). I t  also played an 
important part in the worship of the tabernacle 
and Temple, where the altars of incense and of 
burnt offering constantly required it .  The fire on 
the latter having been started by God (Lv. 9:24; 2 
Ch. 7: 1-3), it was kept burning continuously (Lv. 
6: 1 3) .  This fire was special, and offerings by means 
of 'strange fire' were not acceptable (Lv. 1 0 : 1 ;  Nu .  
3 :4 ;  26:6 1 ) .  The heathen practice of  making chil
dren 'pass through the fire' was occasionally prac
tised by the Israelites (2 Ki. 3 :27; 1 6: 3 ;  1 7 : 1 7, 3 1 ;  
2 1  :6; 23 : 1 0; 2 Ch.  28 :3 ;  33 :6), was included i n  the 
condemnations of the prophets (Mi. 6:7). This 
practice does not necessarily denote human • sacri
fice so much as a dedication to • Moloch or Mil
cam. It  may aiso have involved fire incantations 
similar to those practised in Mesopotamia (A/O 
23, 1 970, pp. 39-45). 

Theophanies of God were sometimes accom
panied by fire (Ex. 3 :2; 1 3 :2 1 -22; 1 9 : 1 8; Dt .  4 : 1 1 ) 
and the image of fire is used to symbolize God's 
glory (Ezk. 1 :4, 1 3) ,  protective presence (2 Ki .  
6: 1 7) ,  holiness (Dt. 4:24), righteous judgment (Zc. 
1 3 :9) and wrath against sin ( l s. 66: 1 5- 1 6). It is also 
used of the Holy Spirit (Mt .  3: 1 1 ; cf Acts 2 :3) ,  of 
prophetic inspiration (Je. 5 : 1 4 ;  20:9; 23:29) and re
ligious feeling (Ps. 39:3) .  In other contexts fire is 
used as a literary symbol of sin ( I s. 9: 1 8) ,  lust (Ho. 
7:6) and affliction (Ps. 46: 1 2) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  1 .  Forbes, Studies in A ncient 
Technology, 6, 1 958, pp. 4ff.; Le Feu dans le Proche-
Orient antique, 1 973 .  T.C.M.  



FIREPAN (Heb. ma�tti, from !Ia!ti, 'to snatch up'). 
A bowl-shaped utensil with a handle used in con
nection with the tabernacle and Temple services for 
three different purposes. 1 .  In some passages it 
refers to the snuffdish made of gold, wh ich held the 
pieces of burnt lamp-wick removed by the tongs or 
• snuffers (Ex. 25:38; 37:23; Nu. 4:9; I Ki .  7 : 50; 2 
Ki.  25: 1 5; 2 Ch. 4:22; Je. 52: 1 9, the last four of 
these references being wrongly translated 'censer' 
and 'firepan' in AV). 2. Elsewhere it refers to the 
bronzejirepan which was used to carry coals away 
from the altar of burnt offering (Ex. 27:3; Nu. 
4: 1 4, the second of these references being wrongly 
translated 'censer' in AV). 3. In other passages it is 
used of the • censer, also made of bronze, in which 
incense was burnt (Lv. 1 0: I ;  1 6: 1 2; Nu. 1 6:6, 1 7-
1 8 , 37-39, 46). l .C.W. 

FIRST-BORN. 

I. In the OId Testament 
The Heb. root bkr, found in many Semitic lan
guages, has the general meaning '(to bel early'. 
b'/sor, 'first-born' (fern. b'/sirti), is used of people 
and animals, cognate terms being employed for 
firstfruits, and the first-born son's privileges and 
responsibilities are known as his 'birthright' 
(b'/soräh) .  In  Gn. 25 :23, the eldest son is called raQ, 
a description occurring elsewhere only in 2nd
millennium cuneiform texts. 

The first-born was regarded as 'the beginning of 
(his) strength' (rni! 'oll-Gn. 49 :3 ;  Dt. 2 1 :  1 7; cf 
Ps. 78 :5 1 ;  1 05 :36) and 'the opener of the womb' 
(pe(er re�em-Ex. 1 3 :2, 1 2, 1 5; Nu. 1 8 : 1 5; etc. ), 
emphasizing both patern al and maternal lines. The 
pre-eminent status of first-born was also accorded 
to Israel (Ex. 4:22) and the Davidic line (Ps. 89:27). 

The eldest son's special position was widely rec
ognized in the ancient Near East, though it was not 
usually extended to sons of concubines or slave
girIs (cf Gn. 2 1 :9- 1 3 ;  Jdg. 1 1 : 1 -2). The ac
companying privileges were highly valued, and in 
the OT included a larger inheritance, a special pa
ternal blessing, family leadership and an honoured 
place at mealtimes (Gn. 25 :5-6; 27:35-36; 37 :2 1  ff.; 
42:37; 43:33; Dt.  2 1 :  1 5- 1 7) .  The double inherit
ance of Dt. 2 1 :  1 5- 1 7 ,  though apparenlly unknown 
to the Patriarchs (Gn. 25 :5-6), is mentioned in sev
eral Old Babylonian, M iddle Assyrian and Nuzi 
documents, and is alluded to elsewhere in the OT 
(2 Ki.  2:9; I s. 6 1  :7). 

These privileges . could normally be forfeited 
only by committing a serious offen ce (Gn. 35 :22; 
49:4; I Ch.  5 : 1 -2) or by sale (Gn. 25 :29-34), 
though paternal preference occasionally overruled 
in the matter of royal succession (I Ki. 1 -2; 2 Ch. 
1 1  :22-23; cf I Ch. 26: 1 0) .  There is also a marked 
interest, especially in Genesis, in the youngest son 
(Jacob, Ephraim, David; cf Isaac, Joseph), but 
such cases were certainly contrary to expectation 
(Gn. 48: 1 7ff.; I Sa. 1 6:6ff.). 

Where no sons existed, the eldest daughter took 
responsibility for her younger sisters (Gn. 1 9 : 30ff.) .  
I t  was an Aramaean custom (Gn. 29:26), and per
haps also an Israelite one ( I  Sa. 1 8 : 1 7-27), for the 
eldest daughter to be married first. A Ugaritic text 
mentions the transfer of birthright from the eldest 
to the youngest daughter. 

In Israelite ritual, the first-born of man and 
beast had a special place. The male first-born be-
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longed to Yahweh (Ex. 1 3:2;  22:29b-30; Nu. 3:  1 3) ,  
and this  was underlined by Israel's deliverance in 
the final plague. Children were redeemed in the 
Exodus generation by the Levites (Nu. 3 :40-4 1 ), 
and later, at a month old, by a payment 01' five 
shekels (Nu. 1 8: 1 6; cf 3:42-5 1 ). Sacrifice 01' 
human first-born is occasionally mentioned, fol
lowing Canaanite practice (2 Ki .  3:27; Ezk. 20:25-
26; Mi .  6 :7;  cf I Ki .  1 6:34), but this was a mis
interpretation of Ex. 22:29. Clean male firstlings 
were sacrificed (Nu. 1 8 : 1 7- 1 8; Dt. 1 2:6, 1 7) ,  while 
imperfect animals were eaten in the towns (Dt .  
1 5 : 2 1 -23). Male firstlings of  unclean animals were 
redeemed (Nu. 1 8 :  1 5), though an ass was redeemed 
with a lamb or had its neck broken (Ex. 1 3 :  1 3 ; 
34:20). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. I. Mendelsohn, BASOR 1 56, 
1 959, pp. 38-40; R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel', 1 965, 
pp. 4 1 -42, 442-445, 488-489; idem, Studies in OT 
Sacrifice, 1 964, pp. 70-73; 1. Henninger, in E. Gräf 
(ed.), Festschrift W Caskel, 1 968, pp. 1 62- 1 83 ;  M .  
Tsevat, TDOT2, pp. 1 2 1 - 1 27 .  M.l.S. 

11.  In the New Testament 
Jesus was the first-born (prötotokos) of his mother 
(Mt .  1 :25; Lk. 2 :7) ,  a phrase wh ich allows, but 
does not demand, that Mary had other, later chil
dren (cf Mk. 6:3; • BRETHREN OF THE LORD). As 
such, Jesus was taken to the Temple by Mary and 
Joseph to be ofTered to God (Lk.  2:22-24); since 
Luke omits mention of a price being paid to 
redeem the child, he may have intended the inci
dent to be regarded as the dedication of  the first
born to the service of God (cf I Sa. I :  1 1 ,  22, 28). 
Jesus is also the first-born of his heavenly Father. 
He is the first-born of all creation, not in the 
sense that he hirnself is a created being, but rat her 
that as God's Son he was his agent in creation 
and hence has authority over all created things 
(Co!. I :  1 5- 1 7) .  Similarly, he is the first-born in  the 
new creation by being raised first from the dead. 
and is thus Lord over the church (Co!. 1 : 1 8; Rev. 
I :5) .  He is thus the first-born in a whole family of  
children of  God who are destined to bear his 
image (Rom. 8 :29). There may be an echo of Ps. 
89:27 in Heb. 1 :6, where God's Son is the object 
of worship by the angels at his coming into the 
world (whether the incarnation, resurrection or 
second advent is meant is debatable). Final ly, 
God's people, both living and dead, can be 
described as the first-born who are enrolled in 
heaven,  since they share the privileges of the Son 
(Heb. 1 2:23). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Eissfeldt, Erstlinge und 
Zehnten im Alten Testament, 1 9 1 7; W. M ichaelis, 
TDNT 6, pp. 8 7 1 -88 1 ;  K.  H. BarteIs, NIDNTT I ,  
pp. 667-670. I .H .M.  

FISH, FISHING. 

I. Kinds of fish and sources of supply 
The general Heb. words for water-creatures are 
däg and dägti. According to the M osaic law ( Lv. 
1 1 :9- 1 2 ;  Dt. 1 4:9- 1 0) water-creatures having fins 
and scales were 'clean', but those without fins and 
scales (e.g. shellfish) were 'unclean'. The creature 
which swallowed Jonah is called 'a great fish' in 
Jon. I :  I 7 .  M t .  1 2 :40 carefully adopts the same des
ignation (Gk. ketos, 'a large sea-monster', trans
Iated and interpreted by AV, RV and RSV as 'whale'). 
According to Tobit 6:2 a large fish in the Tigris 
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river threatened to swallow Tobias. The fis herrn an 
of the parable of the drag-net (Mt. 1 3 :48) dis
carded some fish because they were too smalI, 
inedible or 'unclean'. The fish in whose mouth 
Peter found the stater (Mt .  1 7 :27) must have had a 
large mouth, l ike the fish of the Sea of Galilee 
called Chromis simonis after the apostle. In add
ition to the common Gk. word for fish, ichthys (e.g. 
Mt.  7: 1 0),  the NT uses the diminutive ich thydion , 
'small fish' (Mt .  1 5 :34; Mk.  8:7, both passages 
wh ich describe the feeding of the four thousand), 
and opsarion, small fish eaten with bread (Jn. 6: 1 1 ; 
2 1 :9). In the Sea of Galilee today at least twenty
four species of fish are found, sometimes in large 
shoals. 

The Bible mentions Egypt as a place where fish 
are plentiful (Nu. 1 1  :5), and the Sea of Galilee (Lk. 
5 :6) and Tyre (Ne. 1 3 : 1 6) are also noted as ample 
sources of supply. Fish cannot live in the salty 
waters of the Dead Sea, but Ezk. 47: 1 0  foresees 
that this lake will be stocked with fish as one of the 
blessings of the kingdom of glory. 

1 1 .  Fishermen and their methods 
The strenuous l ife of fishermen required a strong 
physique (Lk. 5 :2), and their speech was some
times rough (Mk .  14 :70f.). At least seven of 
Jesus' disciples were fishermen: Peter, Andrew, 
probably Philip, who also came from Bethsaida 
(Aram. for 'house of fishing') on the Sea of Gali
lee, James, John,  Thomas and Nathanael (Mt .  
4: 1 8 ,  2 1 ;  J n .  1 :44; 2 1 :2). Some of these were 
partners in fishing and were used to working 
together (Lk. 5 :7 ,  1 0). 

The Bible mentions fishing by • net, specifically 
the casting-net ( M t .  4: 1 8) and the large drag-net 
(Mt .  1 3 :47). 

On the Sea of Galilee the fishermen used sm all 
boats, which were propelled by oars (Jn. 6:  1 9). The 
statement that the wind was contrary ( Mt .  1 4:24) 
may indicate the use of a sail as in the present-day 
fishing-boats on this lake. (. SHIPS AND BOATS.) 
Often on the Sea of Galilee fishing was done at 
night ( Lk .  5 :5 ;  Jn .  2 1  :3).  During the day the fish
erman on the shore or wading in the water could 
throw the casting-net (Mt .  4 :  1 8). Larger nets were 
Iet down by several men from boats (Lk.  5:4). The 
fish were either emptied into the boat ( Lk. 5 :7) or 
the nets were dragged to the shore (Mt .  1 3 :48; Jn .  
2 1  :8). Then the fish were sorted, the saleable ones 
being put in baskets and the useless ones thrown 
away ( M I .  1 3 :48). The Bible does not refer to fish
ing as a recreation . 

1 1 1 .  Marketing and preparation 
I n  Jerusalem there was a Fish Gate (perhaps on the 
N side of the city), through wh ich traders brought 
their fish to seil to the populace (Zp. I :  1 0) .  From 
Ne. 1 3 : 1 6  we know that Tyrian fish merchants lived 
in the city after thc Exile. In Bible times common 
methods 01" preparing fish for eating were roasting 
(Jn.  21 :9; Tobit 6:5), and salting and drying (Tobit 
6:5, Sinaitic Text).  The fish which Tyrians sold in 
Jerusalem and the small fish wh ich were used in the 
miraculous feeding of the 5,000 and of the 4,000 
(Mt .  1 4: 1 7 ; 1 5 :36) werc probably prepared in the 
latler way. (. FOOD. ) 
IV. Fish worship 
DI.  4: 1 8  forbids making images of fish tor worship. 
The pagan fish-goddess Atargatis was worshipped 
at Ascalon and among the Nabataeans. The oxy-

rhynchus was worshipped in a norne in Egypt 
named after that fish. 

V. Figurative and symbolic uses 
Pcople sufl"ering misfortune ( Ec. 9: 1 2) or captured 
by enemies (Hab. I :  1 5) are ,;ompared to fish 
caught in a net. Fishing is used in the OT as a 
figure of God's judgment on nations or indi
viduals (e.g. Je. 1 6: 1 6; Ezk. 32:3). Jesus called dis
ci pies to become fishers of men (Mt .  4: 1 9). Thc 
kingdom of heaven is l ikened to a drag-net (MI .  
1 3 :47). 

The fish was one of the earliest symbols of 
Christian art,  because the Ictlers of Gk.  ichthys 
were taken as an acronym for Usous Christos 
Theou Hyios Söter, 'Jesus Christ, of God the Son , 
Saviour' (see F. 1. Dölger, I X0Yl:, 1 928). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Dalman, Arbeit und Sille, 6, 
1 939, pp. 343-370; G. S. Cansdale, Anima/s 0/ 
Bib/e Lands, 1 970; 1. D. M .  Derretl, 'Peter's 
Penny', in Law in the New Tesramenr, 1 970, pp. 
247-265; M. Nun, The Sea 0/ Gali/ee and irs 
Fisherman in the New Tesrament, 1 989. J .T. 

FLAGON. Heb. nelle/, Is. 22:24, a large, two
handled jar for storing wine (. Gu.ss). AV trans
lates Heb. '''HIa as 'flagon',  following the interpret
ation of Qimchi. However, Ho. 3: I (Heb. '''SfIe 
'''nallim . . .  of grapes) and Cl. 2:5 (parallel to 're
fresh me with apples', RSV) suggest a derivation 
from the root '$S, 'be firm' ,  'compress'. LXX pre
serves the meaning by translating 'cake from a pan' 
(/aganon apo reganou, 2 Sa. 6:  1 9); 'raisin cake' 
(pemmara meta sraphidön, Ho. 3:  I ) ;  'sweet cake' 
(amoriren, I Ch. 1 6:3 ;  amorais, Cl. 2:5) .  Heb. '''SfIa 
denotes, therefore, a cake of compressed, dried 
grapes, possibly used as an offering in pagan wor-
ship (Ho. 3: I ). ( ·VINE.) A.R .M.  

FLAX (Heb. piIra in Ex. 9 : 3 1  and Is .  42 :3 ;  piIreh 
elsewhere in the OT: Gk. linon in M I .  1 2 :20). Used 
chiefly in making · Iinen, flax (Linum usiratis
simum) is the oldest of the textile fibres. The plant 
grows often to a height of I m, and produces beau
tiful blue flowers. From the shiny seeds comes lin
seed oil .  

Flax was cultivated by the Egyptians beforc the 
Exodus (Ex. 9 :3 1 )  and, before the Conquest, by 
the Canaanites, who dried thc stalks on the house
tops (Jos. 2:6). Among God's judgments in 
Hosea's day was the taking away of the flax (Ho. 
2:9). 

In the single NT rel"erence ( M I .  1 2 :20), an allu
sion to flax as being slow-burning, Matlhew is 
quoting from Is. 42:3. J .D.D. 
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FLESH. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
In the OT the principal word is basar (found 269 
times), though S"er ( 1 6  times, 4 times translated 
'flesh' in RSV) also occurs. basar denotes the prin
cipal constituent of the body, human (Gn. 40: 1 9) 
or animal (Lv. 6:27). The latler use leads on to the 
thought of meat as used tor lood and to that 01' 
the flesh 01' the animal sacrifices, whether eaten or 
HOl .  From the former usage 'flesh' comes to mean 
the whole body (Pr. 14 :30), and by a natural exten
sion 01' meaning the whole man, as when the 



Psalmist says, 'my body (Heb. flesh) also dweils 
secure' (Ps. 1 6:9). This leads to the concept of the 
union of one person with another. M an and wife 
are 'one flesh' (Gn . 2 :24), and a man can say of his 
relatives, 'I am your bone and your flesh' (Jdg. 
9:2). 

Again, the notion of flesh as the whole man 
gives rise to the expression 'all flesh', wh ich de
notes the totality of human existence, sometimes 
also including the animal creation . There is some
times the sense that flesh is weak: 'in God I trust 
without a fear. What can flesh do to meT (Ps. 56:4). 
This is not the thought of moral weakness (per
haps the nearest we get to this is Ps. 78:39). It is the 
physical frailty of man that is meant. 

IJ. In  the New Testament 
In the NT the Gk. word for 'flesh' is sarx. This 
term reproduces most of the OT meaning of bäsär. 
It denotes the fleshy part of the body, as in refer
ences to eating ilesh (Rev. 1 9: 1 8 , ele. ), or to the 
whole body (Ga\ . 4 :  1 3f.). It may mean the whole 
man, 'our bodies (Iit. our flesh) had no rest . . .  fight
ing without and fear within' (2 Cor. 7 :5), or 'within 
me, that is, in my flesh' (Rom. 7: 1 8). As in the OT, 
man and wife are 'one flesh' (Mt .  1 9 :5f.), and there 
are passages referring to 'all flesh' (Jn. 1 7 :2). The 
weakness of the flesh is spoken of in connection 
with the apostles' failure to watch in Gethsemane 
(Mt .  26:4 1 ;  M k .  1 4:38). 

But the NT has also some distinctive meanings. 
Akin to the 'my bone and my flesh' passages of the 
OT (though not quite the same) are those wh ich 
refer to physical descent and the like. Thus Christ 
'was descended from David according to the flesh' 
(Rom. 1 :3). Paul can speak of ' Israel according to 
the flesh' (I Cor. 1 0 : 1 8; see Rsvmg.), and the Israel
ites as his 'kinsmen by race' (Gk. 'according to the 
flesh') (Rom. 9:3). 

'The flesh' may stand for the wh oIe of this phys
ical existencc, and there are references to being 'in 
thc flesh' (Co\. 2: I ;  RSV omits). Thcre is no blame 
attached to this, and, indeed, Christ is said more 
than once to have been 'in the flesh' (Eph. 2: 1 5 ; I 
Pet. 3: 1 8 ; I J n .  4:2, eIe.). To be ' in the flesh' is not 
incompatible with being ' in the Lord' (Phm. 1 6). 
The flesh may be defiled (Jude 8) or purified (Heb. 
9 :  1 3). The life that Paul the Christian now lived 
was 'in the flesh' (Ga\. 2:20). 

But, by definition, the flesh is thc earthly part 
01' man. It  has its 'Iusts' and its 'desires' (Eph. 
2:3) .  Ir men concentrate on these they may be said 
to 'set their minds on the things 01' the flesh' 
(Rom. 8 :5) .  And to set the mind on the flesh 'is 
death' (Rom. 8 :6). This is explained as 'enmity 
against God' (Rom. 8 :7). The man whose horizon 
is limited by the flesh is by that vcry fact opposed 
to God. He lives 'according to the flesh' (Rom. 
8 :  1 3), that flesh that 'Iusteth against the Spirit' 
(Ga\. 5 :  1 7, AV; RSV has 'the desires of the flesh are 
against the Spirit' but AV is more litera\ ) .  For a 
drcadful list of 'the works of the flcsh', see Ga\. 
5 :  1 9-2 1 .  The flesh in this sense denotes the wh oIe 
personality of man as organized in the wrong dir
ection, as directed to earthly pursuits rather than 
the service 01' God. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. Grayston in TWBR; D. E.  H .  
Whiteley, The Theology 0/ SI. Paul, 1 964; 1 .  A. T. 
Robinson, The Body, 1 952;  E. Schweizer, F. Baum
gärtel and R.  Meyer in TDNT 7, pp. 98- 1 5 1 ; H. 
Seebass, A. C. Thisclton , in NIDNTT I, pp. 67 1 -
682. L . M .  
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FLESH-HOOK (AV ; RSV ' fork'). A bronze imple
ment associated l ike others with the altar of burnt 
offering at the tabernacle (Ex. 27:3; 38 :3 ;  Nu. 4: 1 4) 
and Solomon's Temple ( I  Ch. 28 : 1 7; 2 Ch. 4 : 1 6) .  
Seen in use at Shiloh ( I  Sa.  2: 1 3- 1 4) as a three-
pronged fork. K.A .K .  

FLESHPOTS (Heb. sfr, probably a foreign loan
word; cf Arab. sfr, 'a large waterjar', and later Gk.  
siras) . A large household utensil usually made of 
metal for placing over a fire (Ex. 1 6:3 ;  Ec .  7:6, 'pot'; 
2 Ki .  4:38, 'great pot'). It is used symbolically of 
Jerusalem (Ezk. 1 1  :3, 'cauldron'), in similes for 
avarice (Mi .  3:3), and figuratively for speedy ven
geance (Ps. 58 :9). Such pots were in use in  the sanc
tuary (Ex. 27:3; 2 Ki.  25 : 1 4, eIe.) and werc prob
ably deep bronze cauldrons (so Je. I :  1 3 , RV). They 
were also used as • washbasins (Ps. 1 08:9).  Their 
shape was that adopted for the excavation of cis-
terns (2 Sa. 3 :26). (. POTTER, ·VESSELS. )  J .O.O.  

FLOOD. A deluge of water sent by God in the 
t ime of Noah to destroy al l  but a selected few from 
the earth (Gn . 6-8). The word used in the OT to 
describe this phenomenon is mabblil, probably 
derived from ybl, 'to bring', the counterpart of 
Akkadian wabäbllm, 'to bring', wh ich has the 
meaning, among others, 'to sweep away' (of water, 
wind, eIe.) and from wh ich are derived biblum, 
'devastating flood', and bllbbulum, 'flood'. A dif
ferent word, abübum, is used in the Akkadian flood 
stories. In the OT, mabMI is otherwise found only 
in Ps. 29: 1 0, also meaning 'flood' .  In the LXX, 
mabMI is translated by kalaklysmos, and this is the 
word used in NT (M I, 24:38-39; Lk . 1 7 :27; 2 Pet. 
2:5) to describe the same event. 

In the EVV various other terms are translated by 
the word 'flood', most of them referring to rivers, 
either in normal flow or in spate, wh ich was one of 
the meanings of 'flood' in AV English. Thus in OT 
nähär (e.g. Jos. 24:2), y" 6r (e.g. Je. 46:7; the form 
'ör occurs in Am. 8:8), nabal (e.g. 2 Sa. 22:5), and 
sibbölel (Ps. 69:2, 1 5 ; Jdg. 1 2 :6), and in NT pOla
InOS (e.g. M t .  7:25), all bear roughly this mcaning. 
Other words translated 'flood' are se!ep, 'an over
flowing' (e.g. Ps. 32:6), and the verb näzal, 'to flow', 
in its participial form 'flower' (e.g. Ex. 1 5 :8) in OT, 
and plemmyra. 'high water' (Lk. 6:48), in NT. 

a. The reason/or Ihe Flood 
When God saw that man was constantly planning 
and doing evil (Gn . 6:5),  hc resolved to bring a just 
destruction upon hirn (6: 1 -7). But · Noah was a 
righteous man, so he and his immediate family 
were to be spared to make a new start. 

b. The preparalion 
Gn. 6:3 and I Pet. 3 :20 indicate that through the 
longsuffering of God there would be 1 20 years' 
respite before the coming of the Flood. In this 
period God commanded Noah to build an • ark 
and gave hirn careful instructions for it. He also 
announced that he would make a covenant with 
Noah (6: 1 8 ; see g, below). 

e. The oeeupanls 0/ Ihe ark 
Eight people, Noah, his threc sons, Shem, Harn 
and Japeth, and their four wives were preserved in 
the ark (Gn . 6. 1 8; 7 :7 ,  1 3; 2 Pet. 2 :5) .  There were 
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also two members, a male and a female, of each 
division (after their kind, mfn, not necessarily 'spe
eies'; • CREATION, 1I.d) of the animal kingdom, 
including the birds, on board (6: 1 9-20; 7:8-9, 1 4-
1 5) and in addition to these there were twelve extra 
creatures, six male and six female, of each clean 
species, presumably for food and sacrifice (7:2-3; 
some commentators interpret the numbers as 
seven, rat her than fourteen altogether of each). 
Vegetable food for all these occupants was also 
stowed aboard. No mention is made of sea crea
tures, but these may have been included in 'every 
living thing of all flesh' (6: 1 9), and could have been 
accommodated outside the ark . 

d. The F100d 
When Noah and his companions had entered the 
ark God secured it  behind hirn (7 :  1 6) and loosed 
the waters. These came in the form of rain (7:4, 
1 2), and of such force that the Bible says 'the win
dows of heaven were opened' (7: 1 1 ), a very telling 
metaphor. The level of the waters was also raised 
from below, 'all the fountains of the great deep 
(t'höm) were broken up' (7 :  1 1 ) ,  but this may be a 
metaphorical statement, as is suggested by the use 
of the word t'höm, which is usually found in poetic 
passages, so it is inappropriate to seek references 
to geological phenomena in i t .  

BC Kish Ur 

e. The chron% gy 0/ the F100d 
Noah entered the ark on the 1 7th day of the 2nd 
month of his 600th year (7 : 1 1 ) ,  and the earth was 
dry on the 27th day of the 2nd month of his 60 l st 
year, so, counting 30 days to a month, the Flood 
lasted 371 days. The rain fell for 40 days (7: 1 2) and 
the waters continued to rise for another 1 1 0 
(7 :24) = 1 50; the waters then fell for 74 days 
(8:5) = 224; 40 days later the raven was sent out 
(8:6-7) = 264; 7 days later Noah sent out the dove 
(8:8, with implication of 'other 7 days' in 
8: 1 0) = 27 1 ;  he sent it out again 7 days later 
(8 :  1 0) = 278; and for the third time 7 days later 
(8 :  1 2) = 285; Noah removed the covering of the 
ark 29 days later (8 :  1 3  with 7: 1 1 ) = 3 1 4; and the 
earth was finally dry 57 days later (8 :  1 4) = 37 1 days 
altogether. 

! The extent 0/ the F/ood 
That everything (6: 1 7),  including man (6:7;  7:2 1 )  
and beast (6:7, 1 3, 1 7; 7:2 1 -22), was to be biolIed 
out by the Flood is c1early stated, but it can be 
argued that these categories are qualified by the 
statements of locality: upon the earth Cere�; 6: 1 7; 
7: 1 7, 23); under heaven (Sämayim; 6: 1 7; 7: 1 9) ;  and 
upon the ground CQtjämä; 7:4, 23). 'ere� can mean 
'land' (e.g. Gn. 1 0: I 0), sämayim can mean 'sky', or 
the visible part of heaven within the horizon (e.g. I 
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Ki. 1 8 :45), and the extent of '''qämti would be de
termined by these other two words; thus it is pos
sible that a flood of unexampled severity might 
meet these conditions without covering the cntire 
surface of the globe. The argument  that such a 
flood would make the preservation of animals un
necessary might be countered with the suggestion 
that if a whole environmental zone with its own 
individual fauna were involved, such a measure 
would be necessary. The statement that all the high 
mountains (hare) under the whole heaven were 
covered (7 :  1 9-20) and that near the end of the 
Flood they began to be seen (8 :5) is interpreted in 
this scheme as a phenomenon due to the cloud and 
mist that must have accompanied the cataclysm. 
This interpretation favours a limited Flood, but the 
text is also capable of bearing the interpretation of 
a universal Flood, and dogmatism is not reason
able, either way. The theological teaching of the 
Bible has traditionally been interpreted in the sense 
that all men except Noah and his family were 
destroyed. 

g. The end 0/ the Flood 
God remembered Noah in the ark, and caused the 
waters steadily to decrease until the ark came to 
rest on the mountains of Urartu (·ARARAT). The 
MT here, häre 'arärä!, consonantal hry',,(, is un
equivocally in the plural (-el-y) and refers, there
fore, to the mountains of Urartu (. ARARAT), a 
retrospective use of the name, but referring to the 
whole mountainous area of modern Armenia and 
not specifically to Mount Ararat. To find out 
whether it was safe to disembark Noah sent out a 
raven first, which was perhaps able to feed on car
rion, and perch on the roof of the ark (8 :7), and 
then a dove, which on the second attempt brought 
back an olive leaf, indicating perhaps that the 
waters had fallen enough for the foothills, where 
the olive trees grow, to be dry, and therefore suf
ficient food to be now available for the animals 
(8:8-1 1 ) . The third time he sent out the dove it did 
not return (8: 1 2), so he deemed it time to leave the 
ark, and this he was commanded by God to do. 
Noah then made burnt olferings of every clean 
beast and bird (see c, above), and God swore not to 
bring another flood (8 :2 1 -22; Is. 54:9), blessed 
Noah and his sons (9: I ), and confirmed it in a cov
enant (9: 1 1 ) ,  whose sign was a bow in the clouds 
(9: 1 3- 1 7). 

h. Cuneiform paralleis 
Stories of a flood have been found among the cu
neiform documents excavated in the Near East. A 
Sumerian tablet from Nippur in S Babylonia re
lates how king Ziusudra was warned that the gods 
had decreed a deluge to destroy mankind and told 
to build a great boat in which to escape. This tablet 
was written C. 1 600 BC, but the story had probably 
been known in Mesopotamia for many centuries 
before this. The fact of a devastating flood is a part 
of Sumerian historical and Iiterary tradition. An 
Akkadian story is contained in incomplete copies 
of the Atrahasis Epic made C. 1 630 BC and circu
lated widely during later centuries (it was known at 
• Ugarit). This describes a flood sent by the gods to 
destroy man after earlier attempts to control him 
had failed. The pious Atrahasis is warned by the 
creator-god Enki (or Ea) to build a boat and 
escape with his family, treasure and animals. Then 
the flood comes, lasting for 7 days, and, after a 
missing passage, Atrahasis olfers a sacrifice to the 
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gods who gather like flies around it. They regret 
their act, and reinstitute society with the rule 01' 
individual guilt and punishment. The famous Ba
bylonian Story 0/ the Flood, which forms part of 
Tablet XI of the longer Epic 0/ Gi/gamesh ( . BABY
LONIA) ,  derives largely from this work. It was a 
copy of this, which had been excavated from Nin
eveh some 20 years before, that was identified in 
the BM in 1 872 by George Smith. In this version 
the hero, named Uta-napishtim (once Atrahasis, 
line 1 87) describes to Gilgamesh how he was given 
immortality after surviving the Flood. He teils the 
same story as the Atrahasis Epic with some details 
not preserved in that account. Notable among 
them is the boat's coming to rest on Mt Ni�ir (in 
NW Persia) and the despatch in succession of a 
dove, a swallow and a raven, the occupants of the 
boat disembarking when the raven did not return. 
These cuneiform accounts show similarities with 
Gn. 6-9, a fact which is possibly to be explained by 
common reference to an actual historical event .  
The many crude elements in the cuneiform ver
sions suggest that these are the less reliable of the 
two accounts. 

i. Sources 
Many scholars consider that the narrative of the 
Flood in Gn. 6-9 is composed of two sources, J 
(Yahwist) and P (Priestly), woven together by a late 
editor, working after the return from the Exile. Ac
cording to this theory, oral traditions from early 
times were brought together, and were committed 
to writing in  the 'document' called J over a period 
of centuries, beginning in the time of the early 
monarchy. The other source (P) was the result 01' 
centuries of the traditions of the priests from the 
time of David, which were written down in the 
period from perhaps 500 BC to the time of Ezra, 
drawing, in the case of such sections as that deal
ing with the Flood, upon the Babylonian traditions 
as learnt during the Exile. Evidence for the two 
sources is found in such criteria as the use of the 
two divine names, YHWH in J and " Iöhfm in P, 
and in such observations as that Noah is bidden to 
take seven (or fourteen) of every clean creature and 
two of every unclean creature into the ark (Gn. 
7:2-3 = J), and that he is bidden to take one pair of 
every species (Gn. 6: I 9 = P; see c, above). 

These matters are susceptible of other explan
ations, however (see Bibliography), and the unity 
of the Flood account is suggested by the consistent 
statements as to the cause of the Flood (Gn. 6 :5-7, 
J, 1 1 - 1 3, P), the purpose of it (Gn. 6:7, J, 1 3 ,  1 7 , P; 
7:4, J, 2 I ,  P, 22-23, 1; 8 : 2  I ,  J), and the saving of a 
representative remnant (Gn.  6:8, J, 1 8-20, P; 7: 1 -3 ,  
7-9, J ,  1 3- 1 6a, P, 1 6b, J ;  8 : 1 6- 19 ,  P). 

I Other Flood stories 
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A large number of Flood stories, principally from 
Europe, Asia and America have been recorded. 
k. Archaeology and the Flood 
Excavations at Ur, Kish, and Farah in Mesopo
tamia have uncovered evidence of serious floods. 
The excavators of the first two sites, Sir Leonard 
Woolley and S. H. Langdon, believed these re
mains were connected with the biblical Flood. This 
is unlikely, however, since the flood levels at the 
three sites do not all date from the same period, 
and in each case they are most readily explained as 
due to a river inundation of unusual severity. 
Moreover, the earliest, that at Ur, is unlikely to 
have taken place much before 4000 BC, a date 
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which comes well on in the continuous sequence of 
prehistoric cultures in the Near East, and one at 
wh ich there is no sign of a break in other areas. I f a 
serious local f100d in the Mesopotamian plain is 
considered to be all that is implied by the biblical 
account, one or other of the f100d deposits at these 
sites may be thought to be evidence of it, but if, as 
seems probable, a far more serious event is re
corded in Genesis, the evidence from Mesopota
mia must be considered irrelevant .  

I. Geology and /he Flood 
No certain geological evidence of the biblical 
Flood is known . Many phenomena have been 
noted, however, which in the past, and particularly 
the 1 9th century, were cited as evidence of a ser
ious f1ood. The majority of these are today most 
plausibly explaincd as vestiges of the glacial action 
of the Quaternary l ee Age, or as the result of much 
earlier geological occurrences. Associated with the 
ice age, however, were certain changes, such as 
varying sea-Ievels through locking up and release 
of water in the glaciers, and depression and rising 
of land masses in concord with the increase and 
decrease in the weight of ice on them, wh ich might 
weil have produced effects in keeping with the bib
lical account. The effective end of the last glaci
at ion may be dated around 1 0,000 BC, so it may be 
that Noah and his contemporaries are to be given 
an antiquity of this magnitude (* GENEALOGY). 

No certain evidence is, however, available, and 
any scheme to place the events described in Gen
esis in their actual historical setting can be no more 
than tentative. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. General: A. Parrot, The Flood 
and Noah's Ark, 1 955; A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh 
Epic and Old Tes/amen/ Paralleis', 1 949, eh. IV. 
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rahasfs. The Babylonian Story 0/ /he Flood, 1 969; 
J. H. Tigay, The Evolu/ion 0/ /he Gilgamesh Epic, 
1 982, pp. 2 1 4-240; ANET, pp. 72-99, 1 04-1 06; 
DOTT, pp. 1 7-26. Seclion i: O. T. Allis, The Five 
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FOLLY. While folly in the OT is sometimes plain 
silliness (e.g. Pr. 1 0: 1 4; 1 4: 1 5; 1 8: 1 3) ,  i t  is usually 
culpable: a disdain for God's truth and discipline 
(Pr. 1 :7). Hence even the 'simple' or gullible man 
(perfJ is not merely 'without sense' (Pr. 7 :7ff.) but 
fatally wayward (Pr. I :32). He must make a moral 
and spiritual choice, not only a mental effort (Pr. 
9 : 1 -6, 1 3- 1 8 ; Ps. 1 9 :7). Likewise the ' fool' (known 
by various, virtually interchangeable terms, chiefly 
k'sfl, " wfl, sw,öl) is typically one who, l ike Saul, 
has 'played the fool' ( I  Sa. 26:2 1 )  and closed his 
mind to God (e.g. Ps. 94 :8ff. ;  Pr. 27:22; Je. 5 :2 1 ). 
The most hardened folly is that of the 'scoffer' (/e$, 
e.g. Pr. 1 :22; 1 4:6; 24:9) and of the aggressive un
believer called the nöqöl (I Sa. 25:25; Ps. 1 4: I ;  Is. 
32:5f.) .  

Christ's warning against branding anybody 
'fool' (möros, Mt.  5 :22) presupposes these spiritual 
and moral connotations (see Arndt for other ex-

planations). I n I Cor. 1 :25, 27 Paul takes up the 
term (möros, 'foolishness') used by unbclievers in 
their faulty evaluation of God's purposes. A man's 
folly may sometimes lie in his being unable to per
ceive the issues (e.g. Lk. I I  :40; I Cor. 1 5 :36, 
aphrön), but more l ikely in the fact that he has 
made an unworthy choice (e.g. Lk. 1 2 :20, aphrön; 
Rom. 1 :2 1 ,  asyne/os; Ga! . 3 :  1 , 3,  anoe/os; Mt.  7:26, 
möros). D.A.H.  

F .D.K. 

FOOD. Within this general term are included all  
the vegetable and anima I products used by man to 
maintain the physical l ife of his body. 

J. In the Old Testament 

a. Ear/ies/ periods 
From the beginning (Gn. 1 :29-30; 2: 1 6) all seed
bearing plants (mainly grains and vegetables, pre
sumably) and fruit-bearing trees served as food lor 
man, and natural greenstuffs as food for animals. 
The Fall brought with it the necessity for hard toil 
in food gathering and production (Gn. 3: 1 8 , 23; 
4:2-3). Food in the ark was evidently representa
tive of that in common use at the time, but no 
details of it are given (Gn. 6:2 1 ). After the Flood, 
God promised that seedtime and harvest should 
not cease while the earth endured, and all living 
things (besides vegetation) might be used for lood, 
but not their blood (Gn . 8 :22-9:4). At  the time of 
Noah's resettlement of the earth after the Flood, 
grape-growing (and, in consequence, drunkenness) 
first appears (Gn. 9:20-2 1 ) .  

b. The pa/riarchal age 
I n  Egypt, Palestine and Mesopotamia in the early 
2nd millennium BC, grain and various breads were 
a stapie diet, along with milk, butter, cheeses, 
water, wine and beer. Doubtless the semi-nomadic 
Patriarchs lived mainly on the milk-products of 
their cattle and f1ocks, but also had bread (see the 
supply given to Hagar, Gn . 2 1 : 1 4) and sometimes 
cultivated grain seasonally as did Isaac (Gn . 26: 1 2) 
and presumably Jacob (cf Gn.  37 :7), since he 
needed to buy Egyptian grain in time of famine 
(Gn. 42:2, 25f. ;  43:2; 44: 1 -2). Lentil soup (a red 
soup) was probably a common dish in the days 
when Esau traded his birthright for a meal of it 
(Gn. 25:29-34), as it certainly was later on (e.g. 2 
Sa. 1 7 :28). Honoured guests were treated to the 
fatted calf accompanied by curds and milk (Gn. 
1 8 :6-8). With Abraham's action we may compare 
the references in the N Canaanite texts from Ugarit 
which mention slaughter and preparation of 'a 
lamb from the f1ock' or 'the sleekest of . . .  fatlings' 
(ANET, pp. 1 46, 1 49, 1 5 1 ) . Although meat was not 
an everyday dish, desert-game was popular in 
patriarchal Syria-Palestine. Isaac liked his tasty 
meat from the hunt (Gn. 27:3-4), just as did the 
Egyp. Sinuhe in Palestine a little earlier (ANET, p. 
20). Presents to dignitaries might include nuts and 
honey as delicacies (Gn . 43: 1 1 ) .  The tablets from 
the 1 8th-ccntury BC palace at M ari indicate that 
large amounts of honey were provided at banquets 
for visiting royalty, and during the same period 
King Ishme-Dagan of Assyria sent pistachio-nuts 
to his brot her ruling at Mari. In Egypt, to�, honey 
was first and foremost the prerogative of royalty 
and high society, but was also occasionally enjoyed 
by their inferiors. Finally, the common meal was a 
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rccognized token of amity between thc two con
tracting parties of an agreement, e.g. Isaac and the 
Philistincs in Gn. 26:30, and Jacob and Laban in 
Gn. 3 1  : 54. No details are given of the meal to 
which Joseph treated his brothcrs in Egypt (Gn. 
43 3 1 -34) 

e. Israel in Egypl 
In Egypt, despite their hard life, the captive Israel
ites had had a variety of food that they remem
bered with nostalgia in the wilderness journeyings: 
fish in plenty, cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions, 
garlic (Nu. 1 1  : 5) .  This list corresponds quite c1ose
Iy with known ancient Egyp. foods, not least in the 
E Delta (Goshen areal in the 1 3th century BC. 
Thus, in praising the region of Ra'amses, a scribe 
extols its wealth of foods: on ions and leeks, seven 
kinds of fish in its waters, and various fruits and 
vegetables (ANET, p. 47 1 ;  better, R. A. Caminos, 
Lale-Egyplian Misce//anies, 1 954, p. 74). 

d. Food in Israel 
(i) Vegelable loods. Grain, wine and olive-oil were 
the three staple commodities (Dt. 7: 1 3 ; Ne. 5: 1 1 ;  
Ho. 2 :8). The grain was mainly barley, wheat and 
sometimes spelt, an inferior wheat; see Ex. 9:32 
(Egypt); Dt.  8:8; and Is. 28:25 (note order of 
grains). For preparation and baking of bread, see 
• BREAD; this basic food was the most appropriate 
word-picture for Christ h imself, the Bread of Life 
(cf Jn .  6:33,  35) .  

The • vine was the second great provider; not 
only of fresh grapes as a fruit (Nu. 6:3 ;  Dt.  23:24) 
but also of dried grapes as raisins ( I  Sa. 25 : 1 8 ;  
30: 1 2); o f  the sweet grape-juice, 'asis ( Is. 49:26; 
Am. 9: 1 3 ; Joel 1 :5 ;  3 :  1 8, AV, 'sweet wine', 'new 
wine'); of the half-fermen ted must or new wine 
(Jdg. 9: 1 3; Ho. 4 :  1 1 ;  Pr. 3: I 0; elc. ) ;  and of the fully 
fermen ted wine (yayin). These red juices of the 
grape were often called 'the blood of the grape' 
(Gn. 49: 1 1 ;  Dt .  32: 14) .  · Wine in its various forms 
was the general drink in ancient Palestine. Various 
wines in ancient Egypt, Palestine (cf that of 
Helbon, in Ezk. 27: 1 8  and Assyr. texts) and Asia 
M inor were celebrated in antiqui ty. Vinegar (wine 
gone acid), diluted with water, helped to refresh 
field-workers (Ru. 2: 14).  

Besides being a general word for fermen ted 
drinks, se/sör, 'strong drink', appears to hilve been 
applied specifically to beverages brewed from grain 
(i. e. beer; Herodotus, 2. 77) or dates (ibid., I .  1 93) 
or perhaps even honey. Beer was the more popular 
drink in Mesopotamia, but wine in Palestine; both 
were common in Egypt, where date-wine and other 
drinks are mentioned. For spiced wine, see (iv) 
Seasoning, below. 

The third basic commodity, olive-oil, was used 
both as food and for cooking-fal. With flour, • oil 
went into breads and cakes, or these could be 
cooked in oil (Ex. 29:2); its use was universal, cf 
the widow of Zarephath ( I  Ki .  1 7 : 1 2) .  

For vegetables, see sections b and c, above, 
Palriarchal age (Ientils) and Israel in Egypl (Nu. 
I 1  : 5); beans, p61, were also used (2 Sa.  1 7:28; Ezk . 
4:9). The word occurs also in Egypt from the 1 3th 
century BC. Besides the grapes and olives already 
mentioned, fruits included • figs proper, sometimes 
pressed into fig-cakes (cf Is. 38:2 1 for a medicinal 
use; also used medically at Ugarit, for horses), and 
also sycomore-figs, as in Egypt, that had to be 
notched to swell to edible size (wh ich was Amos's 
occupation; Am. 7: 1 4).  Pomegranates were eaten 
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and their juice drunk (Cl. 8 :2) .  The various nuts 
avai lable included almonds (Je. I :  1 1 ) and 
pistachio-nuts (see under Palriarchal age above). In 
Pr. 25: 1 1 ; Cl. 2 :3 ,  5 ;  7 :8 ;  8 : 5 ;  Joel I :  1 2 , the term 
lappLia!/ probably means 'apple', although this in
terpretation is often questioned. Outside of Egypt 
and Palestine, Bab. texts indicate a long knowledge 
of the apple (�as�Lirll) in  Mesopotamia, as weil as 
in SE Asia M inor (Purusbanda, near modern 
Topada). (See also · TREES.) 

(ii) Animal producis. These include honey, fats 
and meat. The honey 01' wild bees found in rocks, 
trees, eie. , was widely used (Dt.  32 : 1 3 ; Jdg. 14 :8 ;  I 
Sa. 1 4:25;  2 Sa. 1 7:29). The OT writers do not say 
whether the Hebrews (Iike the Egyptians) practised 
bee-keeping. • Honey was a delicacy much enjoyed 
(Ps. 1 9: 10 ;  Pr. 24: 1 3). Palestine was indeed a land 
of 'milk and honey' (Ex. 3 :8)-in the 1 5th century 
BC the Egyptian pharaoh Tuthmosis I I I  brought 
back hundreds of jars of honey from Syria
Palestine as tribute (7th and 1 4th campaigns). See 
the ecstatic description of Palestine's wealth of 
grain, wine, oil, honey, fruits and cattle by Sinuhe 
(ANET, pp. 1 9-20). 

M i lk was another staple item of diet, along with 
its products butter and cheese. For milk, cf Pr. 
27:27; Is. 7:22; Ezk. 25 :4; for butter, Pr. 30:33 ;  and 
for cheese, see Jb. 1 0: 1 0; I Sa. 1 7 :  1 8 ;  2 Sa. 1 7:29 (as 
a gift). Mi lk was often offered to the unexpected 
visitor or guest, as i t  was to Sisera in Jdg. 4 :  1 9 ;  
5 :25,  and as i t  had been centuries earlier t o  the 
Egyptian fugitive Sinuhe (ANET, p. 1 9) .  
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Meat was eaten only occasionally, except per
haps for the rich, who may have had i t  regularIy. As 
with Abraham, guests were entertained to calf, kid 
or lamb (cf Jdg. 6: 1 9ff. ; 2 Sa. 1 2 :4), and these were 
acceptable gifts alive or already dressed ( I  Sa. 
1 6:20; 25 :  1 8) .  The fatted ox in  the stall sometimes 
provided a princely repast (Pr. 1 5 : 1 7), just as in 
Egypt (picture in  N. M. Davies, Egyplian Painlings, 
1 955 ,  plate 4) or in Mesopotamia-witness the of
ficial, charged with banqueting arrangements for 
visiting royaIty, who reports on a fatted ox so heavy 
with flesh that 'when he stands up, the blood 
rush es to his feet and he cannot stand . .  . '  Eli's 
renegade sons preferred roast to boiled me at (I Sa. 
2 :  1 3-1 5), and meat boiled in a pot of water pro
vided Ezekiel with a text (24:3-5). But a kid was 
not to be boiled in its mother's milk (Ex. 23: 1 9),  
perhaps because this appears to have been associ
ated with Canaanite sacrificial practice, and hence 
would carry similar implications to the 'food 
offered to idols' of NT times. Lv. 1 1 :  1 -23, 29ff. (cf 
4 I ff.)  and Dt. 1 4:3-2 1 record the law on animals 
allowed or forbidden as food. In addition to the ox, 
sheep and goat, i t  was permissible to eat seven 
kinds of venison (Dt.  1 4:5), and all other c1oven
hoofed animals that chewed the cud. Those • an i
mals wh ich failed to fulfil both demands were 
forbidden as food and listed as 'unclean', together 
with more than a score of different kinds of birds. 
With regard to fish, eIe., only those with both fins 
and scales might be eaten. A very few specified in
sects might be consumed (the locust-family). Some 
of the creatures forbidden were simply unfit for 
human consumption; others (e.g. swine) were 
unsafe in a hot c1imate; still others may have been 
too c10sely identified with surrounding idolatry. 
For fish, see section e, above, on Israel in Egypl, 
and • FISH, FISHING. 

(iii) S% mon's pa/aeelood.-supp/ies. In I Ki. 4:7,  
22-23, 27-28, i t  is recorded that the governors of 
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E N G LI S H  LATIN SELECTED B I B LICAL 
R E F E R ENCES 

VEG ETABLES (continued) 

ONIONS Allium cepa N U . 1 1 :5 

CUCUMBER Cucumis meID Nu.  1 1 :5; 15. 1 :8 

F R U IT 

F IG Ficus carica Dt. 8:8; 15. 36:1 6; Je. 5: 1 7; 
Ho. 2 :1 2; Joel 1 :7, 1 2; 
Hab. 3:1 7; Mt. 7:1 6; 
M k. 1 1 :1 2-1 4; Lk. 1 3:6 

DATE Phoenix dactylifera 

APPLE Pyrus malus Pr. 25:1 1 ;  
Ct. 2:3, 5; 7:8: 8:5; 
Joe1 1 : 1 2  

APRICOT Prunus Armeniaca 

PEAR Pirus communis 

GUINCE  Cydonia vulgaris 

M E D LAR Mespilus germanica 

PEACH Prunus Persica 

POMEG RANATE Punica granatum Dt. 8:8; Ct. 8:2; 
Joel 1 : 1 2  

GRAPES Vitis vinifera Nu. 6:3; Dt. 23:24; 
15. 5:2; Mt. 7:1 6 

M ELON Citrullus vulgaris NU. 1 1 : 5 
---

Same oJ the principal Jood plants oJ the ancient Near East 

H E B R EW EGYPTIAN 
ARABIC 

bB$alim (H) hljw 
b8$al (A) 

qi��u'a (H) �spt 
qiHä' (A) 

teens (H) dzb 

delJa� (H) bnr 

tappüalJ? (H) tplJ 
cjph 

tappüalJ (H) 

tappüalJ? (H) 

safarial (A) 

rimmön (H) inhmn 

e�qö/ (H) fzzrt 

'8/;}a!lilJim (H) bddw-ks 
-

S U M ER IAN 

U KUS 

i� MA 

ZU. LUM.MA 

i� I:lASI:l UR 

i� HASH U R .  
KU R .RA 

i� HAS HUR.  
GIS.DÄ 

i� HASH U R .  
i� PIOS -

i� HASH U R .  
KU R.RA 

SE N N U R  

i� DAR.RU.UG 

NU.U R.MA 

i� K IN .GESTIN 
i� GESTIN 

A K K ADIAN 

SBm andah�um 
SBm amu(�)�u 

qiUü 

tittu 

suluppu 

ha�hüru 
arsappu 

armänu? 

kame��arü 

titanü 

supurgillu 

�alluru 

daffuqu 

nurmü 

ishunnatu 
ka-ränu 

I I I I 
! , I 

, 
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FOOD 

the twelve administrative provinces in I srael had 
each to supply a month's food in the year for 
Solomon's court: one day's provision being 30 kör 
of fine f1our, 60 kör of meal, 30 cattle, 1 00 sheep, 
venison and fowls, and provender for the royal 
stables. Similarly, Solomon paid Hiram I of Tyre 
for his timber and woodcutters with 20,000 kör of 
wheat per annum, and a corresponding quantity of 
oi l .  This palatial catering was typical of ancient 
Oriental courts, as is shown by Egyptian and Mes
opotamian court-accounts. The courts of Neb
uchadrezzar " of Babyion and Cyrus of Persia 
were apparently supplied by district-officials on a 
monthly basis, similar to the system in operation in 
Solomon's court; see R.  P. Dougherty, AASOR 5, 
1 925, pp. 23-3 1 ,  40-46. Presumably Solomon's 
monthly supplies were levied either from, or in 
addition to, the local taxes in kind (grain for flour, 
livestock) paid by the twelve districts. 

Not only the system but also the amount and the 
probable distribution of Solomon's court
provisions will bear some comparison with the 
consumption at other royal courts. The court
personnel of the ancient Orient may be divided 
conveniently into three classes: first, the king, the 
royal family and all the chief ministers of the 
realm; second, the main body of courtiers and 
subordinate officials attached to the 'departments' 
of the chief ministers; and third, the (probably) 
still greater number of domestic employees of 
every conceivable kind. The ancient Near Eastern 
palace was not just a royal residence but also the 
practical focus of the entire central government of 
the state. Partial statistics are available for com
parison from Egypt and Mesopotamia. In the 1 8th 
century BC royal archives from M ari and Chagar 
Bazar in NW Mesopotamia record the daily food
supply for the king and his chief officials (i. e. the 
first class); the amounts ran into hundreds of litres 
(qa) of grain, bread, pastries, honey and syrups 
each day, averaging 945 litres daily at Chagar 
Bazar for the 'royal repast' (1. Bottero, Archives 
Royales de Mari, 7, 1 957, pp. 270-273). Cf the 
great quantities of barley alone which were con
sumed in the Mari palace itself (see Birot, ibid., 9, 
1 960, pp. 264--265). Similar accounts from the 
Egyptian court of the 1 3th Dynasty (same period) 
have also survived. Directly comparable is the vast 
supply for the court of Sethos J: K. A. Kitchen, 
Ramesside Inscriplions: Translalions I, 1 993, pp. 
208ff., Noles and Commenls, 1 993, pp. I 63ff. Pre
parations for a pharaoh's arrival in the late 1 3th 
century BC included the furnishing of 9,200 loaves 
(eight varieties), 20,000 biscuits (two kinds) and vast 
quantities of other victuals (R.  A. Caminos, Lale
Egyplian Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 1 98-20 I ) . All 
these figures also apply principally to 'class I '  con
sumers (and possibly 'class 2' in the last example), 
but take no account 01' the numerous domestics 
('cl ass 3')-e.g. the 400 palace-women at Mari. 
Ration-tablets from Babyion in the 1 0th to 35th 
years (595-570 BC) of Nebuchadrezzar [ [  give de
tai[ed accounts of grain and oil for royal captives, 
including King lehoiachin of ludah and his sons, 
as weil as numerous artisans from Egypt, Philistia, 
Phoenicia, [onia, Lydia, Cilicia, Elam, Media and 
Persia. (For details, see ANET, p. 308; DOTT, pp. 
84-86; basic source is E. F. Weidner, Melanges R 
Dussaud, 2, 1 939, pp. 923-935; for useful back
ground, see W. F. Albright, BA 5, 1 942, pp. 49-55.) 

In Solomon's case, if  the kör ('measure') be 
taken as 220 litres (R. B. Y. Scott, BA 22, 1 959, p. 

3 1 ;  cf • WEIGHTS AND MEASURES), then his 30 plus 
60 kör of f10ur and meal per day would be some 
6,600 plus 1 3,200 litres respectively, totalling 
1 9 ,800 litres or 594,000 litres per monthly quota. 
Bearing in mind the comparative figures given 
above, 600 litres a day would go to Solomon, his 
family and chief ministers (cf 726 and 945 litres, 
Egypt and Chagar Bazar, above), i. e. 'dass I ' ; the 
other 6,000 litres of fine f10ur would perhaps go to 
the main body of courtiers and officials ('dass 2'). 
and the 1 3 ,200 litres of ordinary meal to the crowd 
of domestic employees ('dass 3') .  Evidence from 
Mari indicates that I iku of land (3 ,600 square 
met res) produced I lIgar of grain ( 1 ,200 litres). [f 
[sraelite crop-yields were at all similar, and if a li tre 
of grain made about a litre of wholemeal fI 0 ur, 
then it is possible to suggest that each month's 
f1our-supply to Solomon's court (594,000 l itres) 
would be roughly equivalent to the grain grown on 
495 iku or about 424 acres. This represents an area 
of land about 1 ·7 sq. km-surely no impossible 
annual burden on each of Israel's twelve adminis
trative districts. As for Hiram's 20,000 kör of 
wheat per annum, this amount by the same reckon
ing would take up the crop-yield of about 305 ikll 
or 262 acres for each month, i. e. from land about 
1 ·06 sq. km, again a reasonable kind of figure. 
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(iv) Seasoning and cooking. Cooking included 
the baking of bread and cakes (with or without 
leaven), making of sou ps and stews, and the roast
ing or boiling of meat (see above). • Salt was a 
prime necessity with a meal (Jb. 6:6). As already 
mentioned, sharing a meal marked agreement (Gn 
26:30; 3 1  :54), and the phrases 'covenant of salt' 
(Nu. 1 8 :  1 9),  or 'eating someone's salt' (Ezr. 4: 1 4), 
were idioms of the same kind (i. e. indicating 
agreement or loyalty). • Herbs for seasonings in
duded dill and cummin ( Is. 28:25, 27) and cori
ander (Ex. 1 6: 3 1 ;  Nu. 1 1  :7). Common use of these 
in antiquity is exemplified by actual finds 01' plants 
and seeds in Egyptian tombs from the 1 8th Dyn
asty onwards, and the mention of them in Egyp. 
and Bab. t.exts (cf L. Keimer, Die Garlenpjlanzen 
im Allen Agyplen, I ,  1 924, Nos. 24, 29-30, pp. 37-
38, 40-42 and refs., 1 47- 1 49). 

[n  Mycenaean Greek tablets from Crete and 
Greece, written in the ' Linear B' script and dated 
to the 1 5th- 1 3th centuries BC, occur the spices 
cummin (ku-mi-no), coriander (ko-ri-a-da-naldo
no) and sesame (sa-sa-ma) among others. These 
names (and probably some of the spices too) were 
imports from the Ncar East, via Syria-Palestinc 
and Cyprus, and so witness to the antiquity 01' the 
usc of both spices and names in thc Biblc lands. 
Details are given in M. Ventris and 1. Chadwick, 
Doclllnenls in Mycenaean Greek, 1 956, pp. 1 3 1 .  
1 35-1 36, 22 1-23 1 ;  and Chadwick, The Decipher
menl 01 Linear B, 1 958, pp. 64, 1 20. contains a 
brief treatment .  Sesame is attested at this same 
period in Syria itself, at Ugarit (Gordon, Ugarilic 
Texlbook, 3, 1 965, p. 495, No. 2496, as ssmn) .  

Honey could be used in baking (cf Ex. 1 6:3 1 ) . 
but not in sacrificc to God (Lv. 2: 1 1 ), although thc 
Egyptians offered it to their gods. Sweetencd and 
spiced wines (Ct. 8 :2) and beers are also known 
from Egyptian and Mesopotamian texts, honey or 
herbs being used for this purpose. With the rather 
doubtful 'spice the spiccry' in a cooking context in 
Ezk. 24: 1 0  (meaning spiced meat?), one might 
compare 'spiced (lit .  "sweetened") meat' in Egypt 
(iwl sl1l;1m), Gardiner, Ancient Egyplian On omas
lica, 2, 1 947, pp. 255·-256·, A. 6 1 0 . 



The AV phrase 'white of an egg' (rfr �al/ämüI, Jb. 
6:6, Rvmg. 'the juice of purslain'), used as a symbol 
of something tasteless, was perhaps the sap of 
some vegetable. D. J. Wiseman (The Alalakh Tab
lets, 1 953, p. 87), in outlining 1 8th-century BC 
ration Iists from Alalab, notes a possible connec
tion between oilim ilU , c1assed among the grains, 
and Syr. oalltimül (cf Heb. form above); cf A. R .  
Millard, Ugarit-Forschungen I ,  1 969, p. 2 1 0. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For modern sidelights cf H .  
Carey, The Art 01 Syrian Cookery, 1 960. O n  an
cient food generally, see R. J. Forbes, Studies in 
Ancient Technology, 3, 1 955, pp. 50-105 ,  and on 
honey and sugars, Forbes, op. eit., 5, 1 957, pp. 78-
88, 97f; H. A.  Hoffner, Alimenta Hethaeorum, 
1 974; Reallexikon der Assyriologie, 3, 1 957-7 1 ,  pp. 
2 1 I ff. ,  302ff., 308ff. K.A.K.  

11 .  In the New Testament 

a. Vegetableloodr 
(i) Cereals. The staple human diet in the Bible is 
bread, made either from wheat flour (Mt .  1 3 :33 ;  
Lk. 1 3 :2 1 )  or barley flour (Jn. 6:9, 1 3 ; cf Jdg.  7 : 1 3 ;  
2 K i .  4:42). The latter was the usual ingredient of 
bread for the poorer people (cf Jos., Bl 5.  427; 
and, for the relative value of wheat and barley, Rev. 
6:6). The NT witnesses to the primitive method of 
using corn by plucking the fresh ears (Lv. 23 :  1 4) 
and removing the husk by rubbing them in the 
hands (Dt. 23:25; Mt .  1 2 : 1 ;  Mk .  2:23; Lk. 6: 1 ) . 
When this was done in another person's field it was 
accounted by the rabbis as equivalent to reaping, 
and therefore forbidden on the sabbath (Mishnah, 
Shabbath 7 .  2). Other methods of dealing with the 
corn are referred to in  Mt. 3: 12 = Lk. 3 :  1 7; Lk. 
22 : 3 1 .  Special mention should be made of the 
ma��öI or cakes of unleavened pastry, which alone 
were permitted in Jewish households during the 
days of the Passover festival (Ex. 1 2 : 1 9; 1 3 :7 ,  etc. ; I 
Cor. 5 :7f.) .  

( i i )  Fruits and oil. From the garden came grapes 
(Mt .  7: 1 6) and thereby 'the fruit of the vine' (Mt .  
26:29, elC. ); and olives, although the  latter (cf 
Rom. 1 1 :  1 7ff.; Jas. 3 :  1 2) are never expressly re
corded as an article of food. The olive, however, 
provided a most useful oil which was used in the 
preparation of food, and the olive berry itself was 
preserved by a process of pickling it in brine. 
Pickled olives were eaten with bread as a relish. A 
sauce compounded of dates, figs, raisins and vin
egar and called �arösel was a feature of the Paschal 
feast (Mk.  14 :20; Jn .  1 3 :26; in the M ishnah , 
Pesaljim, 2. 8; 1 0. 3) .  

The fruit of the fig-tree is spoken of in Mt .  7: 16 
in the same context as the grape. These two fruits 
were much prized in Palestine, whereas at the ex
treme end of the social scale the fruit or pods 01" 
the carob-tree provided the frugal 'husks' which 
the prodigal would have been glad to eat in his 
plight (Lk.  1 5 : 1 6), though they werc properly 
swinc-food. 

b. Anilllal products 
(i) • Animals (popularly speaking). The Jewish 
world of NT times was one in which dietary laws 
were strictly enforced, especially in regard to the 
distinction between· clean and unclean animals 
and birds (Lv. 1 1 : 1 -23;  Dt.  1 4 :4--20; Acts 1 0:9ff. ; 
the M ishnaic tractate 'Abodah Zarah). The even
tual breakdown 01' these dietary regulations is a 
notable theme of the NT (Mk .  7: 1 8-20; Acts 
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1 5:20, 29; Rom. 1 4; I Cor. 8; 1 0 .  - IDOLS, M EATS 
OFFERED TO). See W. L.  Willis, Idol Meat in Cor
inth, SBLDS 68, 1 985.  Among the clean an im als 
which were eaten as food (provided that they had 
been slaughtered in legitimate fashion and the 
blood drained away, thereby making them kosher) 
we may note the kid (Lk. 1 5 :29), and the calf (Lk.  
1 5 :23) which had been specially fattened for a fes
tive occasion. 

(ii) • Fish. Fish were similarly c1assified as clean 
and unclean according to the rubric of Dt. 14 :9f. 
(cf Lv. 1 1  :9- 1 2); and the reader of the Gospel 
story will be familiar with the names of the Gali
lean towns wh ich were the centre of the fishing 
industry on the shores of the lake. The earliest dis
ci pies are called 'fishermen ' (M k .  I :  1 6ff. and para 1-
leis). Apart from the reference in Lk. 1 1 : 1 1  there is 
the well-known mention of fish in the miraculous 
feedings of the multitude (Mk .  6:4 1 ff. and paralleis 
and M k .  8 :7ff. and paralleis) as weil as in the meals 
which the risen Lord shared with his own fol lowers 
(Lk. 24:42-43; Jn .  2 1  :9ff.). The popularity of the 
fish-symbol in early Christianity (cf the definitive 
study of F. J. Dölger, IX0yr, 1 928) and the use of 
fish at some observances of the Eucharist in early 
Christian circles are probably derived from these 
Gospel incidents. 

(iii) Birds. Birds as i tems of food are not men
tioned in the NT, apart from the general reference 
in Acts 1 0: 1 2  and the implication of the sale of 
sparrows in M t .  1 0:29 and Lk.  1 2:6; but eggs are 
alluded to in Lk. 1 1 : 1 2 .  

(iv) Insects. Edible insects include the locust, 
which, along with wild honey, formed the diet of 
the Baptist in  the Judaean wilderness M k .  I :6). See 
R. L. Webb, lohn the Baptizer and Prophet, 1 992. 

c. Seasoning 
To increase the pleasure of eating, various condi
ments were employed. The chief of these was salt, 
which has the property of adding savour to a dish 
of food (Jb. 6:6). This fact is made the central fea
ture of some ethical instruction in the Gospels 
(Mt .  5: 1 3; M k .  9 :50; Lk. 1 4:34) and Epistles (Co!. 
4:6). Compare. for the Jewish background here, W. 
Nauck, 'Salt as a Metaphor in I nstructions for 
Discipleship',  Studia Theologica 6, 1 952, pp. 1 65-
1 78 .  'The Torah is l ike salt' is a common com
parison among the Rabbis. Mint, dill, cummin and 
rue (conflating Mt. 23:23 and Lk. 1 1  :42 wh ich adds 
'every herb': cf ExpT 1 5 , 1 903-4, p. 528) continue 
the list of spices and - herbs used for flavouring; 
and in Mt. 1 3 : 3 1  f. there is a reference to the mus
tard plant, the leaves of which were cut up and 
used to give extra flavour. The tiny mustard seed 
must be sown in the field, according to Jewish prac
tice, and not in the garden; and in Palestine the 
plant could reach a height 01' 3 m. On the various 
issues raised by the mustard seed simile, see C.-H. 
Hunzinger, TDNT 7, pp. 287-29 1 (bibl iography). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. E. Smith,  ' Meal Customs', 
ABD 4,  1 992, pp. 650-655. R . P.M. 

FOOT. Heb. regel, with paralleis in other Near 
Eastern languages, is used occasionally of objects 
(Ex. 25:26), but mainly 01" animal or human feet, 
or legs, and anthropomorphically, of God's feet. 
Derivatively it is used of the pace (Gn. 33 : 1 4) .  Gk. 
pous is used 01' the feet 01" man or beast. 
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Both in Heb. and Gk. the foot frequently indi
cates the position, destination or inclination of the 
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person (Pr. 6: 1 8; 7: i 1 ;  Acts 5:9), and then further 
in reference to guidance of, and watchful care over, 
a person, principally by God ( I  Sa. 2:9;  Ps. 66:9; 
Lk. 1 :79). 

Figuratively the word is orten used to symbolize 
defeat of an enemy, with the picture of putting 
one's foot on his neck (Jos. 1 0:24; I Cor. 1 5 :25). 

Falling at a person's feet indicates homage or 
supplication ( 1  Sa. 25:24;  2 Ki. 4 :27), sitting there 
implies discipleship or learning (Acts 22:3), and 
casting something at a person's feet indicates an 
offering (Acts 4:35).  The figure of the foot taken in 
a snare, or slipping, is used of calamity (Ps. 73:2; 
Je. 1 8 :22). 

The necessity to wash the feet, for comfort and 
cleanliness, resulted from the dusty roads, and 
foot-washing was a sign of *hospitality, generally 
performed by the meanest slave ( 1  Sa. 25 :4 1 ;  Lk. 
7:44; Jn .  1 3 :5ff. ;  cf Acts 1 3 :25).  Removing one's 
dusty sandals was a sign of respect (Ex. 3 :5) and of 
mourning ( Ezk. 24: 1 7) .  Shaking off the dust from 
one's feet was a 0 gesture of scorn, probably based 
on the idea that to take so much as dust from a 
place implied a bond (Mk .  6: 1 1 ; cf 2 Ki. 5: 1 7) .  

B.O.B. 

FOOTMAN. Heb. raglf from regel, 'foot ' .  The 
word is used of masculine persons only. Footmen 
are distinguished from children (Ex. 1 2 :37 ;  cf Nu. 
I I  :2 1 ). The word is a military term (Jdg. 20:2), and 
orten denotes soldiers in general ( I  Sa. 4 :  1 0; 1 5 :4; 2 
Sa. 1 0:6; I Ki .  20:29). I t  is used to distinguish in
fantry from chariot-fighters (2 Sa. 8 :4; 2 Ki .  1 3 : 1 7; 
Je. 1 2 :5 ;  1 Ch. 1 8 :4 ;  1 9: 1 8) .  AV uses 'footmen' in I 
Sa. 22: 1 7  as a translation for rä�rm, 0 'runners' (RSV 
'guard'), i. e. the firty men who ran before the king's 
chariot ( 1  Sa. 8 : 1 1 ;  2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 ;  I Ki. 1 :5) .  They also 
ac ted as a guard ( I  Ki .  1 4 :27-28; 2 Ki. 1 0:25; 1 1 :4 
elc.; 2 Ch. 1 2 : 1 0- 1 1 )  and as royal messen gers (2 
Ch. 30:6, 1 0).  Elijah once acted as a runner before 
Ahab ( I  Ki .  1 8 :46). The royal posts of the Persian 
empire are called 'runners' (RSV 'couriers') in Est. 
3: 1 3 , 1 5 , and retain the name even when mounted 
(Est. 8 : 1 0, 1 4). The word is used as a simile in Jb. 
9 :25.  A .  van s.  

FOOTSTOOL. The word occurs seven times in 
the OT, but on only one occasion is it used in a 
literal sense (2 Ch.  9 : 1 8), and there a different word 
(keilef) is used; on the other six occasions h"tj6m 
raglayim, 'stool of the feet', is used. The equivalent 
in the NT (hypopodion Ion podon, ' footstool of the 
feet') occurs eight times, again only once used Iit
erally (where the word is simply hypopodion, Jas. 
2:3), and apart from this reference all are quota
tions from the OT. In its metaphorical sense it has 
reference to God and applies to the ark of the cov
enant ( I  Ch. 28 :2) the Temple (wh ich contains the 
ark) (Pss. 99:5 ;  1 32:7;  La. 2:  I ); the earth ( ls. 66: I ;  
Mt .  5 : 35 ;  Acts 7:49); and the enemies of his Mes
siah King (Ps. 1 1 0: 1 ,  referred to six times in the 
ND. The footstool of Tutankhamun of Egypt is 
carved with pictures of his enemies, and other 
Egyptian kings are shown resting their feet on their 
enemies' heads. M.A.M. 

FOREHEAD (Heb. me�ah; Gk. melopon, literally 
'between the eyes'). The set of the forehead can 
indicate opposition, defiance or rebellion (Je. 3 :3 ,  

'brow' in RSV), and hardness of the forehead indi
cates the determination or power to persevere in 
that attitude ( ls. 48:4; Ezk. 3:8-9). 

The forehead, being open and fully visible, was 
the most obvious place for a badge or mark ( Ezk. 
9:4; Ex. 28:38; Rev. 7 : 3 ;  1 3 : 1 6, elc. ) .  I n  Ezekiel this 
mark was made with ink,  but in the book of  Reve
lation it is a seal, and in Exodus a plaque. Note 
also the 0 phylactery which was worn on the fore-
head (0 EYE). B.O.B. 

FOREIGNER. The rather arbitrary fluctuation in  
EVV between alien, foreigner, sojourner and stran
ger tends to obscure the fact that different groups 
of people are in view. In the classification which 
follows this inconsistency of translation should be 
kept in mind. 

a. The sIranger or alien 
A stranger is essentially one who does not belong 
to the house or community in which he finds h im
self. The word zär is from the root zür, ' to turn 
aside' or 'to depart'. Thus it can be used simply of 
an outsider (I Ki. 3: 1 8) .  lt can therefore mean one 
who usurps a position to which he has no right. 
The 'Ioose woman' in Proverbs is such an in ter-
10per. A further extension of the word makes it 
equivalent to alien or foreigner, i.e. one who does 
not belong to the nation, and so virtually equates it 
with an enemy (ls. 1 :7 ;  Je. 5 : 1 9; 5 1 :5 1 ;  Ezk. 7 :2 1 ;  
28:7, 1 0; Ob. l l ) .  

b. The foreigner 
The word noJsri can refer simply to one of another 
race; but it also acquires a religious connotation 
because of the association of other nations with 
idolatry. lt was for this reason that the Israelites 
were forbidden to intermarry with the Canaanites 
(Ot. 7: 1 -6). One of the indictments of Solomon is 
that he loved many foreign women who turned h irn 
aside from Yahweh ( I  Ki. 1 1 :  I ff.) .  The Exile in Ba
bylon was seen as a judgment on this decline, 
which was widespread in the nation .  As a result the 
return from the Exile is marked by a vigorous en
forcement of the prohibitions of mixed marriages. 
This emphasis by Ezra on national purity (Ezr. 9-
1 0) was perverted in later Judaism into the hard 
exclusiveness which in the Judaizing movement in 
the early church proved such a hindrance to the 
free access of Gen tile converts. 
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c. The sojourner 
A sojourner is one whose permanent residence is in 
another nation, in contrast with the foreigner 
whose stay is only temporary. The word thus ren
dered is ger from the root gür, 'to sojourn', though 
the alternative IMäb is sometimes used in the 
simple sense of a settIer. The I sraelites themselves 
were sojourners in Egypt (Gn. 1 5 :  1 3 ; Ex. 22:2 1 ;  
Ot.  1 0: 1 9 ;  23:7) .  Indeed, this fact was to govern 
their attitude to the sojourners in Israel. These 
might comprise a whole tribe such as the 
Gibeonites (Jos. 9) or the remnants of the Canaan
ite tribes after the Conquest. Their number was 
quite considerable, as may be seen in Solomon's 
census of them (2 Ch. 2 :  1 7) .  

The sojourner had many privileges. The Israel
ites must not oppress hirn (Ex. 22:2 1 ;  23:9;  Lv. 
1 9 :33-34). Indeed they are to go further and to 
love hirn (Ot. 1 0: 1 9) .  One reason given for the ob
servance of the sabbath is that the sojourner may 



be refreshed (Ex. 23: 1 2) .  The gleanings of the vine
yard and the harvest field are to be lert for him ( Lv. 
1 9 : 1 0; 23:22; Dt. 24: 1 9-2 1 ). He is included in the 
provision made in the cities of refuge (Nu. 3 5 :  1 5 ; 
Jos. 20:9). He is ranked with the fatherless and 
widow as being defenceless; and so God is his de
fence and will judge his oppressor (Pss. 94:6; 1 46:9; 
Je. 7:6; 22:3; Ezk. 22:7, 29; Zc. 7 : 1 0; M al .  3 :5) .  The 
chief drawback of his position is that, if he is a 
bond-servant, he is not included in the general lib
eration in the year of Jubilee (Lv. 25 :45-46). 

As far as religious life is concerned, he is bound 
by the law which forbids leaven during the Feast of 
Unleavened Bread (Ex. 1 2 : 1 9) .  He must abstain 
from work on the sabbath and on the Day of 
Atonement (Ex. 20: 1 0; Lv. 1 6:29). He shares the 
prohibitions on eating blood (Lv. 1 7: 1 0, 1 3),  im
morality (Lv. 1 8 :26), idolatry (Lv. 20:2) and blas
phemy (Lv. 24: 1 6) .  He might, however, eat unclean 
meat (Dt.  1 4:2 1 ). He is not compelled to keep the 
Passover, but if  he wishes to do so he must be cir
cumcised (Ex. 1 2 :48). He is indeed virtually on a 
level with the Israelite (Lv. 24:22), and in Ezekiel's 
vision of the Messianic age he is to share the in
heritance of Israel (Ezk. 47:22-23). 

In the NT the great feature of the gospel is that 
those who were aliens from Israel, and so were 
'strangers and sojourners' (Eph. 2: 1 2, 1 9-20), have 
been made fellow heirs in the Israel of God. Now 
Christians are the aliens in this world and must live 
as pilgrims ( I  Pet. 2: 1 1 ) .  

BIBLlOGRAPHY. EBi and DAC (s. v. 'stranger'); J. 
Pedersen, Israel, 3-4, 1 940, 272ff., 585;  H. Bieten
hard et al. , NIDNTT I ,  pp. 683-692; 2, pp. 788-
790. H.M.C. 

FORERUNNER. This word is orten used by 
Christians to describe John the Baptist, because in 
him the words of M al.  3 :  I found their fulfilment 
(Mk.  1 :2 and M t . I I  : 1 0),  and also because his 
father Zechariah prophesied that he would 'go 
be fore the face of the Lord to prepare his ways' 
(Lk.  1 :76). The actual word, however, is found only 
once in the NT, with reference to the ascended 
Christ (Heb. 6:20). It translates prodromos, a mili
tary term used of scouts sent on ahead to prepare 
the way for an advancing army. 

Usually a 'forerunner' is of less importance than 
the person or persons for whosc coming he is 
paving the way. This was true of the runners who 
preceded the chariots of kings (I Sa. 8: 1 1 ;  0 FOOT
MAN); i t  was also true of lohn the Baptist, and of 
the messengers sent by lesus to make ready his en
trance into the villages of Samaria (Lk. 9 :52). But 
in the case of Jesus himself, who entered for us 
within the veil into the holy of holies, having 
become our High Priest, the reverse is true. As the 
su preme Head of the church he has gone on ahead 
that his brethren may follow him in due course. 
Jesus made it clear to his followers that this was 
one of the main purposes of his departure to the 
Father, when he told them in the upper room that 
he was going to prepare a place for them in the 
many dwelling-places of his Father's house (ln .  
14 :2-3). I t  is true that already Christi ans have 
boldness to enter heaven through the blood of 
lesus ( Heb. 10 :  1 9), and that God has already raised 
them up with Christ and made them to sit with him 
in the heavenly pi aces (Eph. 2:6). They can through 
prayer and sacrament ascend in heart and mind to 
their Lord, and with him continually dweil .  But, 
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because lesus is their Forerunner, they have the as
surance that one day they will themselves enter 
heaven as he has done and enjoy the glory which is 
now his. Christ will receive them unto himself, that 
where he is there they may be also (ln .  1 4:3) .  'The 
Forerunner is also the Way by which, after long 
following, the whole Church will reach at last the 
Father's House.' (See H. B. Swete, The Ascended 
Christ, 1 9 1 1 .) R.V.G.T. 

FOREST. I. Heb. f:röreJ, 'thicket', 'wood, wooded 
height', occurs in a number of passages (e.g. Ezk. 
3 1  :3), though in one of them (2 Ch. 27:4) the text is 
possibly corrupt and a proper name intended. 

2. Heb. pardes, 'park', a loan-word from Persian 
pari-daeza, 'enclosure', used of a preserve or park 
containing trees (Ne. 2 :8), fruit-trees (Ct . 4: 1 3) and 
laid-out 0 gardens (Ec. 2:5) .  

3. Heb. ya'ar, 'outspread place', the most 
common word, is found thirty-five times in the OT. 
In  biblical times much of the hil l-country was 
covered with forests. Apart altogether from general 
uses of the word, the Bible mentions several of the 
woods and forests by name, e.g. ' forest of Leba
non' ( I  Ki .  7:2C). (0 Articles under such place
names.) 

BtBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, The Geography 0/ the 
Bible' , 1 974, pp. 1 05- 1 1 0. ) .0.0.  

FORGIVENESS. 

I. In the Old Testament 
In the OT the idea of forgiveness is conveyed prin
cipally by words from three roots. kpr more usually 
carries the idea of atonement, and its use in  con
nection with the sacrifices is frequent. Its use for 
'forgive' implies that atonement is made. The verb 
ns' means basically 'Iirt', 'carry', and presents us 
with a vivid picture of sin being l irted from the 
sinner and carried right away. The third root is slf:r, 
of unknown derivation, but wh ich corresponds in 
use pretty closely to our 'forgive'. The first and the 
last are used always of God's forgiveness, but nS' is 
applied to human forgiveness as weil .  

Forgiveness is not regarded as a truism, as some
thing in the nature of things. Passages which speak 
of the Lord as not pardoning certain offences 
abound (Dt. 29:20; 2 Ki.  24:4; le. 5 :7 ;  La. 3 :42). 
Where forgiveness is obtained i t  is something to be 
received with gratitude and regarded with awe and 
wonder. Sin merits punishment. Pardon is astound
ing grace. 'There is forgiveness with thee,' says the 
Psalmist, and then (perhaps surprisingly to us) he 
adds, 'that thou mayest be feared' (Ps. 1 30:4). 

Forgiveness is sometimes connected with 
atonement. slf:r is repeatedly connected with the 
sacrifices and, as we have seen, the verb from the 
root kpr has the essential meaning 'to make 
atonement'. Again, it may not be coincidence that 
ns', besides being used of the forgiveness of sin, is 
also used of bearing the penalty of sin (Nu. 
1 4:33f.; Ezk. 1 4: 1 0).  The two seem to be connected. 
This does not mean that God is a stern Being who 
will not forgive without a quid pro quo. He is a God 
of grace, and the very means of bearing sin are 
instituted by him. The sacrifices avail only because 
he has given the blood as the means of making 
atonement (Lv. 1 7: 1 1 ) .  The OT knows not hing of a 
forgiveness wrung from an unwilling God or pur
chased by a bribe. 
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Forgiveness, then, is possible only b\!cause God 
is a God 01' grace, or in the beautiful expression in 
Ne. 9: 1 7  'a God of pardons' (RSV, 'a God ready to 
forgive'). 'To the Lord our God belong mercy and 
forgiveness' (Dn. 9:9). A very instructive passage 
for the whole OT understanding 0" forgiveness is 
Ex. 34:6f. ,  'The Lord, the Lord, a God merciful 
and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in 
steadfast love and faithfulness, keeping steadfast 
love for thousands, forgiving iniquity and trans
gression and sin, but who will by no means dear 
the guilty.' Forgiveness is rooted in the nature of 
God as gracious. But his forgiveness is not indis
criminate. He will 'by no means dear the guilty'. 
On man's side there is the need for penitence if  he 
is to be forgiven. While this is not put into a formal 
demand, i t  is everywhere implied. Penitent sinners 
are forgiven. Impenitent men, who still go on in 
their wicked way, are not.  

I t  remains to be noticed that the thought of 
pardon is conveyed in  a most graphic way by other 
imagery than the use of our three basic forgiveness 
words. Thus the Psalmist teils us that, 'As far as the 
east is from the west, so far does he remove our 
transgressions from us' (Ps. 1 03 :  1 2) .  Isaiah speaks 
of God as casting all the prophet's sins behind his 
back (Is. 38 :  1 7),  and as 'blotting out' the people's 
transgressions (Is. 43:25;  cf Ps. 5 1 :  1 , 9) .  In Je. 3 1  : 34 
the Lord says, 'I will remember their sin no more,' 
and M icah speaks of hirn as casting sins 'into the 
depths of the sea' (Mi .  7 :  1 9) .  Such vivid language 
emphasizes the completeness of God's forgiveness. 
When he forgives, men's sins are dealt with thor
oughly. God sees them no more. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
In the NT there are two main verbs to consider, 
charizomai (which means 'to deal graciously with') 
and aphiemi ('to send away',  'to loose'). The noun 
aphesis, 'remission', is also found with some fre
quency. There are also two other words, apo/yö, 'to 
release', which is used in Lk.  6:37, 'forgive, and you 
will be forgiven', and paresis, 'a passing by', used in 
Rom. 3 :25 of God's passing over of sins done in 
earlier days. 

In the NT several points are made dear. One is 
that the forgiven sinner must forgive others. This is 
manifest in Lk. 6:37, cited above, in the Lord's 
Prayer, and in other pi aces. A readiness to forgive 
others is part of the indication that we have truly 
repented. Moreover, i t  is to be whole-hearted. I t  
springs from Christ's forgiveness of us, and  it i s  to  
be  Iike Christ's forgiveness: 'as the  Lord has lor
given you, so you also must forgive' (Co I. 3: I 3). 
Several times Christ insists on the same thing, as in 
his parable of the unmerciful servant (Mt .  1 8 :23-35). 

Forgiveness is not orten linked directly with the 
cross, though sometimes this is done, as in Eph. 
I :7, 'In hirn we have redemption through his blood, 
the forgiveness of our trespasses.' Similarly, from 
Mt .  26:28 we find that Christ's blood was shed 'for 
many for the forgiveness of sins'. More usual is it 
to find i t  l inked directly with Christ hirnself. God 
'in Christ forgave you' (Eph. 4:32). 'God exalted 
hirn . . .  to give repentance to Israel and forgiveness 
of sins' (Acts 5 :3 1 ) . 'Through this man forgiveness 
of sins is proclaimed to you' (Acts 1 3 :38). With 
these we should place passages wherein Jesus, 
during the days of his flesh, declared that men were 
forgiven .  Indeed, in the incident of the healing of 
the paralysed man lowered through the roof, he 
worked the miracle expressly 'that you may know 

that the Son 01' man has authority on carth to for
give sins' (Mk.  2: 1 0). But the Person of Christ is 
not to be separated from his work. Forgiveness by 
or through Jesus Christ means forgiveness arising 
from all that he is and all that he does. In  particu
lar, it is not to be understood apart from the cross, 
all the more so since his death is orten said to be a 
death 'for sin' (·ATONEMENT). In addition to the 
specific passages wh ich l ink forgiveness and the 
death 01" Christ, there is the whole thrust 01' the NT 
passages dealing with the atoning death 01' the 
Saviour. 

Forgiveness rests basically, then, on the atoning 
work of Christ. That is to say, i t  is an act of sheer 
grace. 'He is faithful and just, and will forgive our 
sins' (I Jn. I :9). On man's side repentance is in
sisted upon again and again. John thc Baptist 
preached 'a baptism of repentance for the forgive
ness of sins' (Mk .  1 :4), a theme which is taken up 
by Peter with reference to Christian baptism (Acts 
2 :38). Christ hirnself directed that 'repentance and 
forgiveness of sins should be preached in his name' 
(Lk.  24:47). Forgiveness is similarly Iinked with 
faith (Acts 1 0:43; Jas. 5: 1 5) .  Faith and repentance 
are not to be thought of as merits whereby we de
serve forgiveness. Rather they are the means 
whereby we appropriate the grace of God. 

Two difficulties must be mentioned. One is that 
of the sin against the Holy Spirit wh ich can never 
be forgiven (Mt .  1 2: 3 1 r. ;  Mk .  3 :28r.;  Lk. 1 2 : 1 0; cf I 
Jn .  5: 1 6). This sin is never defined. But in the light 
of NT teaching generally it is impossible to think 
of it as any specific act of sin. The reference is 
rather to the continuing blasphemy against the 
Spirit of God by one who consistently rejects 
God's gracio.us call. This 'is blasphemy indeed. 

The other is J n .  20:23, ' I f  you forgive the sins of 
any, they are forgiven' .  I t  is more than difficult to 
think of Christ as leaving in men's hands the de
termination of whether the sins of other men are 
to be forgiven or not.  The important points are the 
plural ('any' is plural in  the Gk . ;  it points to cat
egories, not individuals), and the perfect tense ren
dered 'are forgiven' (it means 'have been forgiven' ,  
not 'will be forgiven'). The meaning of the passage 
then seems to be that as they are inspired by the 
Holy Spirit (v. 22) the fol lowers of Jesus will be 
able to say with accuracy which categories of men 
have sins forgiven,  and which not .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. V. Taylor, Forgiveness and Rec
onci/iation, 1 94 1 ;  H .  R. Mackintosh, The Christian 
Experience 01 Forgiveness, 1 947; TDNT I ,  pp. 509-
5 1 2; 3 , pp. 300-30 1 ; 4, pp. 295-307; 9, pp. 372-402; 
H. Vorländer, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 697-703; M Hengel, 
The Atonement, 1 98 1 .  L.M. 
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FORTIFICATION AND SIEGECRAFT. 

I .  Defence in the ancient world 

a. Site and size 01 thelortress 
Throughout most of the biblical period the words 
'city' and 'fortress' (miQ�är, et al. ) were virtually 
synonyms in Palestine. Sometimes 'walled city' 
emphasizes this normal defensive aspect of a town 
in contrast to unwalled villages. The account of the 
rebuilding of Jerusalem under Nehemiah c1early 
demonstrates that walls make a city. 

Whenever possible a natural defensible site was 
chosen for the city's location, although a water
source was also essential. A steep isolated hili, such 



as Samaria, or an impregnable spur of a hili ,  such 
as Ophel, the si te of David's Jerusalem, made ex
cellent sites. Some cities, however, were selected be
cause 01' regional strategical planning, protecting 
h ighways and communications, or like Bethel be
cause of a readily available water-supply. These 
sites, and lower cities established when the popula
tion outgrew the upper city on a hil i ,  required an 
artificial system 01' defence. 

Usually the term 'fortress' implies a limited de
rence perimeter. [n Palestine the average city or 
town covered about 2-4 hectares (5- 1 0  acres) .  
Some were half that area, others greater. For ex
ample, Jerusalem of David's day and Megiddo 
occupied 4 '5-5'3  hectares ( 1 1 - 1 3  acres), whilst 
Canaanite Hazor covered some 8 1  hectares (200 
acres). The capitals of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, 
Persia and Rome were exceptional in size and dif
fered from normal cities in other features as weil 
(e. g. ,  • NINEVEH, * CALAH, • BABYLON) .  

City walls varied considerably in width, height 
and design . Solid walls averaged 3 m in width, but 
could be two to three times this at base. Casemate 
walls, a double wall system, averaged about 1 ·5 m 
each. [n height walls ranged from about 6 m to at 
least 9 m.  Usually the foundations were of stone 
and the walls proper of stone, mud-brick or brick 
above a varying number of stone courses. Defences 
could be strengthened by adding an outer wall 
within bow-shot of the main wall. 

b. The development of city defences 
Although open warfare was preferred, a defending 
army could retire to its city if necessary. Walls and 
associated fortifications were required both to 
prevent  the enemy entering and to provide a pro
tected firing-p[atform for the defenders. Walls and 
ramparts, free-standing or attached to the wall, 
bast ions, towers and a battlement or crenellated 
parapet were all used at various times. 

Excavations have revealed remains of city walls 
in Syria-Palestine from the 3rd millennium BC, 
probably developed under Mesopotamian influ
ence. A long time-gap separates these from the 
earliest known fortifications. [n pre-pottery Neo
lithic Jericho several walls of undressed stone were 
found as weil as a circular tower 1 3  m in diameter 
with an interior shaft containing 22 steps. These 
and a 9 m wide'moat cut from solid rock date to 
7000-6000 BC, over 4000 years before Abraham. 
Open villages without fortifications were succeeded 
about 3000 BC by so me fortified cities-Jericho, 
Megiddo, Gezer, Ai, ete. A variety of stone and/or 
brick walls were used, some with bastions and 
ramparts. Semi-circular and square corner towers 
have also been discovered . 

During the next period, the M iddle Bronze Age 
(Patriarchs to Joseph), some important changes 
were made to walls and gates, connected in part 
with the use of chariots and possibly the battering 
ram. About 1 700 BC when the Hyksos entered 
Egypt (* CHRONOLOGY OF THE On a massive terra 
pisee or beaten earth bank was added to t he exist
ing walls or free-standing ramparts were built .  
Sometimes a wall was erected on top of the em
bankment. Massive stone walls also occur later 
(* SHECHEM). The rampart or 'glacis'-a special 
consolidated facing on a rampart or tell slope
often surfaced with piaster or chalk as waterproof
ing, may have been introduced to counter the ar
rival of the battering ram (EAEHL, p. 1 1 3) .  I t  en
c1osed, not a camp for chariots and their warriors, 
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but extended lower cities ( *  HAZOR). The Hyksos 
were apparently responsible for this new defence 
system, although the Canaanite inhabitants still 
occupied the cities. Finally a ditch or moat often 
fron ted the rampart, the excavated material form
ing the embankment (CAH, 2, I ,  pp. 77- 1 1 6) .  

Joshua entered the land of Canaan in the Late 
Bronze Age, in the 1 3th century BC. Excavations 
have revealed little evidence of the defences of this 
era. There were few new developments and the 
M iddle Bronze defence systems continued to be 
used or were reconstructed on the same lines. This 
could account for the apparent lack of walls at 
* Jericho attributable to Joshua's time. To date no 
[sraelite fortifications are known before the diys of 
Saul and David. 

In the days of the united kingdom casemate 
walls were built at a number of cities. These consist 
of two thin parallel walls ( 1 · 5 m thick on average) 
separated by about 2 m, joined at regular intervals 
by transverse walls. The long narrow rooms 
formed within the wall could be used for living 
(Jos. 2 :  1 5) ,  storage, or filled for added strength. 
Such a wall was cheaper to build yet provided rea
sonable solidity. Casemate walls were used from c. 
1 600 BC down to the 2nd century BC. Saul's capital 
at Gibeah was a fortress, 52 m by 35 m,  with corner 
towers and casemate walls. Other walls were also 
used. At Beersheba two thin parallel walls, fol 
lowed by a solid wall 4 m thick, are attributable to 
the Davidic-Solomonic era. Solomon's cities used 
different types of fortifications, a[though a hall
mark of his fortifications, as seen at * Megiddo, 
* Hazor and * Gezer, is the use of casemate walls 
and a gate with three sets of piers and two towers. 
Throughout the rest of the OT period both solid 
and casemate walls were used, and at times an 
outer and inner wall ( *  LAcHlsH). 
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Royal fortresses, such as Gibeah of Saul, were 
built during the lron Age. A series of forts, rect
angular or irregular in shape, built in the Negeb 
between the 1 0th and 6th centuries BC mark the S 
extension of the Israelites. The citade[ of * Arad 
was an important royal border fortress. Roman 
forts were also built in the Negeb, Arabah and 
Transjordan. 

Excavations at * Jerusalem have revealed some of 
its defences throughout the ages. Kathleen Kenyon 
exposed sections of two walls weil down in the 
Kidron Valley wh ich were respectively the walls 
used down to the 7th century BC and a new wall 
built that century, destroyed by Nebuchadrezzar in 
586 BC. A wall on the E crest of Ophel weil above 
these would appear to be that built by Nehemiah, 
as he could not c1ear the debris left by the Babylo
nian destruction. On the W, 275 m from the 
Temple platform, over 40 m of wall 7 m thick built 
of large stones is probably the extension to Jerusa
lem's walls added by Hezekiah (2 Ch. 32 :5) .  

In intertestamental and NT times one or two 
solid stone walls usually surrounded a city. At  
M areshah the nearly square town wall had but
tresses and corner towers. The excellent Roman 
wall at Samaria, apparently built by Herod, en
c10sed 69 hectares ( 1 70 acres). Herod the Great 
was the most prolific builder in all Palestine's his
tory. His work at Jerusalem may be seen in  the 
massive retaining wall of the Temple platform, es
pecially in the areas excavated under B. Mazar and 
at the SE corner. Sections of Hasmonaean de
fences and the three walls of *Jerusalem in NT 
times are being discovered in current excavations. 
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At the citadel by the Jaffa gate part of the 'first 
wall', a massive Hasmonaean tower base, and the 
Phasael Tower of Herod's palace (David's Tower) 
are typical of the defence systems being recovered. 

c. The city gate 
The weakest point of a city's fortifications was the 
gate. A number of ways were developed to make 
this more secure. These included towers, angled 
approaches and inner gates with several sets of 
piers. Towers were used in the walls to protect the 
dead area at the foot of the wall, as was the 'glacis'. 
Most cities built on teils had one main gate, or one 
inner and outer gate. Large cities, such as Jerusa
lern, would have a number of gates. Up to about 
1 000 BC a number of posterns, sm all gates easily 
defended, allowed soldiers to leave or enter the city 
quickly because open battle was preferred. 

Before the need for a straight entrance for cha
riots, angled gates with two doors hampered the 
enemy's assault .  With the advent of chariots c. 
1 700 BC, towers and a complex gate with several 
piers or pilasters provided greater security. The 
towers and upper rooms enabled the defenders to 
fire down on the advancing foe. One upper room 
possibly was a special royal chamber, as reliefs in 
the Great Gate room at Medinet Habu suggest (cf 
2 Sa. 1 8 :33). I n  the patriarchal age gates had two 
sets of three piers; so did the Solomonic gates, al
though with the entrance towers and walls this cre
ated three guardrooms. Two guardroom designs 
were used both before and arter Solomon's day. At 
Dan and Tel l  en-Nasbeh an overlap in the walls 
formed a hollow square at the rear of which the 
gate was located. At en-Nasbeh a large tower on 
the right (outer wall) could handle attackers on 
three sides. Stone benches before the gate, and be
tween the outer and inner gates at Dan, where 
there is also a probable throne base and canopy, 
mark the place of judgment ( Ru.  4: 1 -2; 2 Sa. 1 9 : 8) .  
The c i ty gate was c10sed by massive wooden double 
doors. These doors were supported by posts sunk 
into the ground where they pivoted on specially 
hollowed-out stones. Discovery of these stones 
shows that only one set of doors was erected for 
each gate. When c10sed against the threshold stone 
the door was barred by a large be am held in  pos
ition by sockets in  both doorposts. Since an enemy 
would try to set fire to the doors they were orten 
covered with metal sheets. 

d. Citadels and smal11orts 
The towered gateway was a virtual fortress or cita
deI in itselr. The term 'tower' (migdäl, et al. ) may 
also mean an inner citadel, a palace or temple 
(* BAAL-BERITH in Shechem), wh ich provided an 
inner fortress for a secondary stand should the 
walls be breached. Sometimes a city was divided 
into sections for similar defensive reasons. 'Tower' 
may aIso refer to a small fortress or wh at we should 
call a blockhouse. The chain of forts in the Negeb 
and Transjordan are examples (above). 

e. The problem 01 water-supply 
Second only in  importance to the walls and gates 
of a city was its water-supply. Until the invention 
of waterproof piaster to seal cisterns, every city 
needed a spring or stream nearby. Cisterns did 
enable fortresses to withstand long sieges, as 
Masada illustrates. Cities on teils, however, needed 
access to the springs at the base of the hilI .  In the 
1 0th century and later, tunnels and sharts were dug 

from within the city, giving access to the water, 
whilst outside entrances were blocked off. Such 
sharts were used at Megiddo, Hazor, Gezer, 
Gibeon and Jerusalem (* SILOAM tunnel). These 
water-supply systems display advanced engineer
ing knowledge and skills. Defenders tried to deny 
the invader water-supplies by filling cisterns, drain
ing pools and concealing springs wherever pos
sible. Food-supplies were also vital to withstand 
sieges, so that granaries and storehouses are found 
within cities. 

1 1 .  Methods of attack 
The least costly method of taking a city was, of 
course, to persuade it to surrender without fight
ing. The Assyrian Sennacherib used this technique 
in vain against Jerusalem. Other methods were to 
capture a city by some ruse or by surprise, as David 
secured Jerusalem. Joab entered the city probably 
by its water-tunnel. Usually, however, large cities 
had to be captured by assault or by long siege. 

a. The assault 
In a direct assault the invader could try to scale the 
wall by ladders, break through the walls by digging 
with tools or the battering-ram, penetrate the gate 
by firing it or battering it open, or tunnel under the 
wall. Where ramparts, moats or the side of a tell 
made direct attack difficult, an assault ramp was 
used. Part of the moat was filled with earth or 
rubble and an inclined ramp built up to the city 
wall proper. An Assyrian ramp investigated at La
chish in  1 977 was made up entirely of large field 
stones. Assyrian reliefs from Nineveh depicting 
Sennacherib's assault on * Lachish (Is. 37 :33) show 
the ramps were surfaced with wood. Assault troops 
behind large shields and the shield-covered 
battering-rams moved up the ramps, the latter pro
tected by archers and slingers. The wooden beam 
of the ram had an iron axe-shaped head. When this 
penetrated the brick-work it was levered sideways 
to dislodge the bricks. A tower at the front of the 
ram was used by archers to fire at defenders on the 
walls. Mobile towers could also be brought against 
the walls, and catapults throwing large stones were 
used against the upper sections of the walls and the 
defenders. To prevent the escape of the besieged a 
mound or bank of earth was constructed around 
the city (Je. 6:6; Ezk. 1 7 :  1 7) .  From the walls the 
defenders would rain down arrows, javelins, stones, 
boiling water and also burning torches to set fire to 
the battering-rams. They also might make occa
sional sorties out of the city to destroy assault 
equipment and attack its protecting troops. 
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b. The siege 
The protracted process of siege was used when a 
city was too powerful for a direct assault or when 
for other reasons the invader preferred to wait .  By 
encircling the city the attackers sought to cut off its 
supplies and outside assistance, until the defenders 
were forced to surrender. An encircling mound and 
fortified camps were necessary to protect the more 
passive invading army. Sieges could last up to sev
eral years, such as the Assyrian siege of Samaria (2 
Ki . 1 7: 5) .  

c. Cap/ure and destruclion 
Arter a city was captured it was normally plun
dered and burnt. Most cities, however, were rebuilt  
and used again. The surviving defenders might be 
deported, enslaved or placed under tribute, and 



their leaders tortured, killed or taken as hostages. 
The most famous destruction of OT times was 
Nebuchadrezzar's devastation of all the Judaean 
cities, including Jerusalem, in 588-587 Be. Titus' 
destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70 was equally 
complete, although under the Romans lesser cities 
fared far better. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. Yadin, The Art 0/ War/are in 
Bib/ical Lands in the Light 0/ Archaeological Study, 
1 963; S. M .  Paul and W. G. Dever, Bib/ical Archae
ology, 1 973; NEAEHL; A. Negev, Archaeological 
Encyc/opaedia 0/ the Holy Land, 1 972. G.G .G. 

FORTUNATUS. A member of the Corinthian 
party which was a blessing to Paul at Ephesus ( I  
Cor. 1 6: 1 7f.).  Nothing else i s  certainly known of 
hirn. The name is Latin and a common one, and 
here the man is probably a slave. It has been need
lessly assumed that he and • Achaicus belonged to 
the household of • Stephanas (cf I Cor. 1 6: 1 5) or 
even of Chloe ( I  Cor. I :  1 1 ) .  It is attractive to find 
Fortunatus 'forty years on' in J Clement 65, but, 
pace Lightfoot (St Clement 0/ Rome, I ,  p. 62; 2, p. 
1 87), it is not certain that Clement's Fortunatus 
was a Corinthian. A.F.W. 

FORUM OF APPIUS. A market town and 
staging-post in Latium, a foundation of Appius 
Claudius Caecus, the builder of the Via Appia, on 
whieh the town stands. It is 63 km from Rome, a 
place 'packed with bargees and extortionate inn
keepers', if the poet Horace is to be believed. The 
town was the N terminus of the canal through the 
Pontine Marshes. This was one of the places where 
the Roman Christians met Paul (Acts 28: 1 5) ;  see 
also · TAVERNS, THE THREE. E.M.B. 

FOUNDATION. 

I. In the Old Testament 
The Heb. yäsaq and compounds mean 'to fix 
firmly, found' and is thus used both literally and 
metaphorically of all types of foundations whether 
of buildings (Jb. 4: 1 9) and objects such as altars 
(Ex. 29: 1 2) or of the earth (Ps. 24:2; Is. 24: 1 8),  the 
inhabited world (Ps. 1 8 : 1 5) and the vault of heaven 
(Am. 9:6). In this way the future Israel ( l s. 54: 1 1 ), 
Zion (Is. 1 4:32) and the righteous (Pr. 1 0:25) are 
described. 

The 'Iaying down' of foundations ( ls. 28 : 1 6), es
pecially of a temple ( I  Ki. 6:37; Ezr. 5 : 1 6) was a 
matter of religious ritual. There is, however, no 
sure archaeological evidence that human sacrifice 
(or 'threshold covenant') was involved. The loss of 
Hiel's sons ( I  Ki .  1 6:34) at the rebuilding of leri
eho is interpreted as a punishment (Jos. 6:26) 
rat her than as an offering. The choice and prepar
ation were important and sometimes the founda
tions were laid on bed-rock or pure sand. Usually 
the site was levelled by filling within a retaining 
wall of stones either to support the whole structure 
or the corners. The foundations of Solomon's 
Temple consisted of large and expensively trimmed 
blocks of stone (I Ki. 5 : 1 7; 6:37; 7: 10 ;  cf I Ch. 
22:2). I t  has been suggested that different parts of 
the foundation of the second Temple are referred 
to; that a retaining wall (Aram. 'ussa; Akkad . 
'ussu, Ezr. 5: 1 6) was first built to retain the founda
tion pi at form (temenos; Akkad. timenu), then later 
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the returnees filled this in with earth and relaid 
foundations upon i t  (Ezr. 3 :  1 0; Zc. 4:9), but there is 
no arehaeological or linguistic support for this 
theory. The foundations are often the only feature 
of ancient • architeeture remaining today. 

The 'gate of the foundation' in Jerusalem (2 Ch. 
23:5,  AV) may be the Horse-gate or 'Gate of Sur', 
while the 'rod of foundation' (müsälja, Is. 30:32, AV 
'grounded staff') is probably for 'staff of punish
ment' (RSV; reading müsar). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. S. Ellis, Foundation-Deposits 
in Ancient Mesopotamia, 1 968; G. Turner, lraq 32, 
1 970, pp. 69-7 1 .  D.J.W. 

11.  In the New Testament 
Two Gk. words are thus translated. 

I. katabole, 'a casting or laying down'. All ten 
occurrences of this word are bound up with the 
phrase 'the foundation of the world' (e.g. Mt.  
1 3 :35 ;  Lk .  1 1  :50). 

2. theme/ios, 'anything laid', appears sixteen 
times. Generally this word is found in a figurative 
sense, but i t  is used literally in speaking of the wise 
man who builds his foundation upon a rock (Lk. 
6:48). Christ is spoken of as the foundation of the 
church, i. e. ,  the true and only basis of our salva
tion ( I  Cor. 3: 1 1 ). He is the chief • Cornerstone, 
and the apostles, who are the trustees and pub
lishers of his gospel, are referred to as the founda
tion on which Christi ans are built (Eph. 2:20; cf 
Rev. 2 1 : 1 4, 1 9) .  'Foundation' is used also of one's 
ministry (Rom. 1 5 :20; I Cor. 3: I 0), and in referring 
to the security of God's seal (2 Tim. 2: 1 9) .  The first 
principles of divine truth are a foundation on 
whieh the rest depend (Heb. 6:  1 -2). 

In  a slightly different use of the word Timothy is 
instructed to urge those who are 'rich in this world' 
to lay up a good foundation (I Tim. 6: 1 9; cf Heb. 
1 1 : 1 0; Mt.  6: 1 9-20) by trusting all to God
perhaps in contrast to the Ephesian merchants 
who deposited their earthly treasures in the temple 
of 'the great goddess Artemis'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. L .  Schmidt, TDNT 3,  pp. 
63f.; H. H. Esser, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 376--378; J. 
Blunck, idem, pp. 660-662. J .D.D.  

J.B.Tr. 

FOUNTAIN. Palestine, owing to its geological 
structure, is a land of many springs, as was forecast 
to the Israelites before they settled there (Dt .  8:7) .  
As a result of this, several Heb. words were in use 
which are commonly rendered 'fountain' or 
'spring' in the EVV. 

I . 'ayin, 'spring, fountain', the commonest word 
(e.g. Gn. 1 6:7), is weil known from the fact that in 
its construct form, 'en-(EVv ' En-'), it is a common 
element in place-names. I ts Arabic cognate is famil
iar today, as in 'Ain es-Sultan, the spring by which 
the city of • lerieho stood. The word oeeurs in a 
modified form as the place-name Ainön or Aenön, 
where lohn baptized (Jn. 3:23) .  Sometimes trans
Iated • 'weil' in AV (e.g. Gn. 24: 1 3) .  

2.  ma'yän, 'plaee of springs', i s  a variant of I 
and rendered in the AV by both 'fountain' (e.g. Gn. 
7 :  1 1 ) and 'spring' (e.g. Ps. 87:7). 

3. mabbüa' ,  'spring', from näl]a', ' to flow, bubble 
up', is rendered in the EVV by both ' fountain' (e.g. 
Ec. 1 2 :6) and 'spring' (e.g. Is. 35 :7) .  

4. mäq6r. This is sometimes used in a figurative 
sense of, e.g. ,  ' l ife' (Ps. 36:9) or in a physiological 
sense (e.g. Lv. 20: 1 8) and rendered in the EVV by 
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both 'fountain' (e.g. Ps. 36:9) and  'spring' (e.g. Pr. 
25:26). 

5. m6$ö ', 'place of going forth', comes from 
YÖ$Ö', ' to go out', and is sometimes rendered 
'spring' (e.g. 2 Ki. 2:2 1 ) .  6, gal is usually 'heap' (e.g. 
Gn. 3 1  :46), but in Ct . 4: 1 2  it is translated 'spring' 
(RSV, however, reads gan, 'garden'). 7, gulla, 'basin, 
bowl', is rendered 'spring' in EVV 01' Jos. 1 5 : 19 and 
Jdg. 1 : 1 5 . 

8. '''seda, 'foundation', '(mountain-)slope', 
which occurs only in the plural, is in the AV some
times rendered 'spring' (Dt.  4:49; Jos. 1 0:40; 1 2 :8) 
and thrice treated as part of a place-name, 
Ashdoth-pisgah (Dt.  3 :  1 7; Jos. 1 2 :3;  1 3 :20). The 
other EVV give 'slopes of Pisgah'. 

9. bär, 'cistern, 'weil ' .  In Je. 6:7, where the K'lfQ 
gives bawir and the (tre bayir, the AV renders 'foun
tain' but RV and RSV give 'weil'. 10. bay, 'living' . In 
Gn.  26: 19 'Iiving waters' is rendered 'springing 
water' in the EVV. 1 1 . nebek is a word which occurs 
once only, in the plural construct njQ'l{e-yöm, in Jb. 
38 : 1 6, and rendered 'springs of the sea' in the EVV. 

In NT the principal Gk.  word for 'spring', 'foun
tain' is pege (e.g. Rev. 7 :  1 7, elC.; cf M k .  5:29; Jn .  
4:6), a word which is, in the  LXX, used chiefly for 
Heb. 'ayin. T.e.M. 

FREEDMEN (AV ' Libertines'), SYNAGOGUE 
OF THE. The Gk. of Acts 6:9 makes it difl'icult to 
determine whethcr the Liberlinoi, the members of 
a Jewish synagogue at Jerusalem, worshipped by 
themselves, or with the Cyrenians, the Alexandri
ans, the Cilicians and the Asiatics. The meaning of 
the name is equally uncertain, and this has given 
rise to a number of variants for this verse (notably 
the reading 'Libyans' for 'Libertines', wh ich ap
pears in the Armenian vss and the Syriac). Schürer 
suggests that the Libertines were Rom. freedmen 
descended from Jews who had been prisoners of 
war under Pompey (63 Be) and subsequently re
leased. Possibly only one synagogue is referred to 
here (then kai Kyrenaiön . . .  Asias is epexegetic of 
Liberlinön), wh ich was attended by Jewish freed
men or their descendants from the places men
tioned (so F. F. Bruce, The Acls 0/ Ihe Aposllei, 
1 952, p. 1 56). 5.5.5. 

FREEMAN, FREEWOMAN. Two Gk. words are 
used. I .  apeleulheros, 'one fully freed', applies to a 
man who, born a slave, has been freed. In I Cor. 
7:22a the reference is to one freed by the Lord from 
the bondage of sin (cf I Cor. 1 2 : 1 3; Col. 3 :  1 1 ; Rev. 
1 3 : 1 6, elc. ) .  2. eleulheros, ' free man',  occurs in I 
Cor. 7:2 1 ,  22b; also in Rev. 6: 1 5; eleulhera, 'free 
woman' (Gal. 4:22-23, 30) contrasts Sarah, Abra
ham's wife, with Hagar, his concubine, the Egyp. 
slave-girl. A metaphorical application of this is 
made in Gal. 4 :3 1 .  J .D.D.  

FRI END OF THE BRIDEGROOM. The Heb. 
words rea' ,  re'eh and merea' ,  though often mean
ing 'friend' in general, somctimes have the special 
meaning 01' 'friend 01' the bridegroom', 'best man' .  
The ancient versions sometimes show this special 
meaning. In the case of an abortive marriage 
Mesopotamian law forbade any marriage between 
the 'friend' and the forsaken bride. This explains 
the reaction of the Philistines and of Samson on 
the marriage of his former fiancee with his best 

man (Jdg. 1 4; 1 5 : 1 -6). Jdg. 1 4:20 should bc ren
dered '10 his best man, who had performed for hirn 
the offices of a best man' .  A metaphorical use of 
the position of the best man is to be found in Jn .  
3 :29 (cf 2 Cor. 1 1  :2). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A.  van Seims, 'The best man and 
bride-from Sumer 10 St John' ,  JNES 9, 1 950, pp. 
65-75. A.VAN 5. 

FRIEND OF THE KING. A phrase which was ap
plied to various individuals. Ahuzzath was the 
'friend' (merea') of Abimelech the king of Gerar 
(Gn. 26:26); Sau I had a 'friend' (merea') (un
named, 2 Sa. 3 :8); Hushai the Archite was David's 
'friend' (re'eh, 2 Sa. 1 5 : 37); Solomon's 'friend' 
(re'eh) was Zabud the priest ( I  Ki. 4:5);  and 
Baasha of Israel had a 'friend' (rea') (unnamed, I 
Ki .  1 6 :  1 1 ) .  rea' is the common OT word for 
'friend', and merea' and re'eh are gene rally taken 
as variant forms of it. It has been suggested, how
ever, that re'eh is to be connected with Egyp. rh 
nsw. I, which came in the M iddle Kingdom to mean 
'acquaintance of the king', or with ruhi sarri in the 
Amarna letters, which has much the same mean
ing. The title does not seem to have implied any 
specific function, though marriage arrangements 
were a special concern, but the imporlance of the 
'friend' is shown by the fact that there was never 
more than one at a time. A similar title was found 
latcr in Persian times, Themistocles, for example, 
being named a ' King's Friend' by Xerxes. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. de Vaux, Ancienl Israel, 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 1 22- 1 23 , 528; H .  Donner, ZA TW 73, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 
269ff.; T. N. D. Mettinger, Solomonic Slale 
Officials, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 63-69; A. van Seims, 'The 
origin 01' the title "the king's friend'' ' ,  JNES 1 6, 
1 957, pp. 1 1 8- 1 23 .  T.e.M. 

FRINGES. A border 01' tasseis along the edges 01' 
a garment (Dt.  22: 1 2) .  This was bound by a blue 
cord, and served to remind the wearer of God's 
commands and 01' the need to obey them (Nu. 
1 5 :38-39). Various monuments show Hebrews and 
others wearing fringed garmcnts. In  NT times 
those who delighted in an outward show 01' piety 
pul noliceably wide fringed borders on their gar-
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ments (Mt. 23:5). K.A .K .  

FRUIT, FRUITS. The AV translation 01' the  follow
ing Heb. and Gk. words, some 01' which are used 
interchangeably: Heb. 'eQ, 'budding' (Ct. 6: 1 1 ; On. 
4 : 1 2, 14 ,  2 1 ) ; Y'QLiI, 'increase' (Dt .  1 1 : 1 7; Hab. 3 : 1 7: 
Hg. I :  1 0); I 'nIiQa, 'increase' (Jdg. 9: 1 1  ; Is. 27:6; La. 
4:9); yeled, 'child' (Ex. 21 :22); lebem 'bread, lood' 
(Je. 1 1 :  1 9); nfQ, 'utterance' ( l s. 57 :  1 9 ; Mal . I :  1 2); 
ma'''l{öl, 'eating' (Ne. 9:25); 1I1'le 'ö, 'fullness' (Dt. 
22:9; also 'ripe fruits' in Ex. 22:29); p 'rf, 'fruit' ( 1 07 
times); I 'QÜ 'Ö, 'incoming' ( 1 3  times); köab, 
'strength' (Jb. 3 1  : 39). Gk.  gennema, 'produce' (Mt .  
26:29; Mk .  1 4:25;  Lk .  1 2 : 1 8; 22: 1 8 ; 2 Cor. 9: 1 0): 
karpos, 'fruit '  (64 times; akarpos, 'without fruit' ,  in 
Jude 1 2); opöra, 'ripe or full fruits' (Rev. 1 8 : 14)  . . 

a. Lileral lIse 
Mosaic law decrced that fruit-bearing trces be 
regarded as unclean for 3 years after planting, as 
the Lord's in the fourth year, and to be eaten by 
the people only in the fifth year. This preserved the 
health 01' the tree against premature plucking, gave 



God his due place, perhaps commemorated the en
trance or sin by rorbidden rruit and certainly incul
cated selr-discipline. Fruit-trees were so highly 
valued that ror many centuries therearter, even 
during the bitterest wars, special efforts were made 
to protect them (cf Dt. 20: 1 9-20). See • AGRI
CULTURE, • FIG, • Fooo, • VINE, • TREES. 

Children are sometimes spoken or as the rruit or 
the body or womb (Dt.  28:4; Ps. 1 27 :3) .  

b. Metaphorical use 
The term has inspired a large number or meta
phorical uses, involving such phrases as the rruit or 
the Spirit (Ga I .  5 :22); rruit ror God (Rom. 7 :4) and 
ror death (Rom. 7:5; cf Jas. I :  1 5); rruit or the Iips 
(i.e. speaking, Is. 57 :  1 9; Heb. 1 3 :  1 5); rruit unto 
holiness and He (Rom. 6:22); rruit or the wicked 
(Mt .  7: 1 6) and or selr-ce ntredness (Ho. 1 0: I ;  cf Zc. 
7 :5--6); rruit in season (i. e. true prosperity, Ps. 1 :3 ;  
Je. 1 7 :8); rruits or the gospel (Rom. I :  1 3 ; Col .  1 :6); 
or righteousness (Phil .  I :  1 1 ; Jas. 3: 1 8); rruits wh ich 
demonstrate repentance (Mt .  3 :8 ;  cf Am. 6: 1 2). 
The unrruitrul works or darkness are contrasted 
with the rruit or light (Eph. 5:9-1 1 ). 

'The tree or l ire with its twelve kinds or rruit' 
(Rev. 22:2) some regard as 'a sacrament or the cov
enant or works, and analogous to the bread and 
wine used by Melchizedek (Gn. 1 4: 1 8) and to the 
Christian Eucharist ( M t. 26:29) in the covenant or 
grace' (Baker's Dictionary 01 Theology, 1 960, p. 
23 1 ) .  More probably i t  is a symbol or abundant l ire 
(Jn . I O: I O) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A .  Goor and  M .  Nurock, The 
Fruits olthe Holy Land, 1 968; R. Hensel, NIDNTT 
I ,  pp. 72 1 -723 ;  F. N. Hepper, IEBP: Flowers and 
trees, Fruits and Vegetables, Ecology, 1 992. 

J .O.O.  

FUEL. * Coal was unknown to the Hebrews. 
Charcoal was used by the wealthy (Je. 36:22; Jn .  
18 :  1 8) and by smiths, while the  poor gathered their 
own sticks (I Ki. 1 7: 1 0). Ezekiel rerers to the use or 
dried • dung as a ruel (4:  1 2ff.), a practice wh ich 
obtains today among the poor. Is. 44: 1 4-- 1 6  lists 
some or the trees used as ruel ,  while shrubs (espe
cially 'broom', Ps. 1 20:4), briars and thorns (Ec. 
7:6), chaff (Mt .  3 :  1 2) and hay (Mt .  6:30) were used 
to obtain a quick, fierce, but evanescent heat. Fuel 
appears to have been common property among the 
Hebrews, and to be charged ror it was a great hard-
ship (La. 5:4). R .J.W. 

FULLNESS. The Gk. word pleröma, translated 
'fullncss', carries three possible connotations: 'that 
which is filled'; 'that which fills or fills up', i. e. 
'completes'; 'that which is brought to rul lness or 
completion'. 

The first does not seem to be relevant in the 
Scriptures, but the other two possibilities are im
portant ror the interpretation or certain crucial 
biblical texts. For the second we may ci te Ps. 24: I ,  
LXX ( =  I Cor. 1 0:26); Mt .  9 : 1 6; Mk .  6:43; 8 :20. Thc 
M atthcw rererence may have the meaning 'that 
wh ich makes something rull or complete', as it 
rerers to a patch which fills up thc hole in  a tom 
garment. 

Under thc third meaning should be placed Rom. 
1 1  :25, 'thc full number, the totality or the Gen
tiles' , and Rom. 1 5 :29, 'thc rull measure or Christ's 
blessing'. Rom. 1 3 : I 0 describes love as the pleröma 
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or the law. This has been construed as 'the sum 
total or the law's prescriptions and demands'; but 
i t  is possible that the correct meaning here is 'rul
filment'. Love, like the Lord Jesus, is the end or the 
law (Rom. 1 0:4; cf Gal. 5 :  1 4; 6:2) in that i t  brings 
the law to its rull realization and perreet comple
ti on in the sense or Mt .  5: 1 7; 26:56; M k .  I :  1 5 . This 
nuance leads on to those verses where the precise 
meaning or the word is disputed. lt is convenient to 
divide them into two groups. 

I. Col . I :  1 9  and 2:9 are best taken together. See 
1. Ernst, Pleroma und Pleroma Christi, 1 970. The 
exegesis or the use or pleröma in 2:9 is undoubtedly 
'the rullness or deity, the totality or the Godhead' 
which dweils in Christ; and this meaning may be 
decisive in settling the correct interpretation or 
1 : 1 9. In this text the choice is between taking it as a 
quasi-technical term or early gnostic speculation, 
which used the word pleröma to denote the region 
inhabited by the 'rull number' or intermediary 
beings which were thought to exist between the 
Creator God and the created world; and taking it 
in the sense 'God in his rullness', 'the entirety or 
God's attributes, his rull divinity' which was 
pleased to dweil in Christ. On the rormer view, 
Paul is combating speculative teachers at Colossae, 
who reduced Christ to a member or the celestial 
hierarchy. The apostle asserts in reply to this teach
ing that Christ is the rul lness or these intermediary 
beings. They are subsumed in hirn, ror he is the 
pteröma or them all. See R. P. Martin, Colossians 
and Philemon, NCB, 1 974, pp. 59r., 79r. 

This view, however, which assurnes that Paul and 
the Colossian heretics are using a common term, 
although supported by many scholars, among 
whom are 1. B. Lightroot, E. F. Scott, and R. Bult
mann ( Theology ol the New Testament, 2, E.T. 
1 955, pp. I 49ff.), is open to serious objection. 
Apart rrom the lack or convincing evidence ror an 
early gnostic creed in the I st century, the most ob
vious consideration which teils against this pro
posal is that stated by E.  Percy, that there is no 
trace in  I :  19 and 2:9 or a polemic against the use 
wh ich the supposed heretical teachers were making 
or the term pleröma, and in any case it is very un
likely that Paul would have borrowed so important 
a term rrom such a source. 1. A. T. Robinson's sug
gestion ( The Body, 1 952, p. 67), that the apostle 
deliberately took over ror apologetic use this word 
wh ich he round in Hellenistic circles, lacks 
plausibility. 

With C. F. D. Moule and C. Masson we may 
accept the second view and interpret pleröma in its 
OT light, where the Heb. equivalent is m'lö' ;  this 
reading sees the word as conveying the thought 
somewhat parallel to the Logos Christology or 
John, i. e. in Christ the sum-total or the divine at
tributes dweils and is revealed and communicated 
to men (Jn. I : 1 4, 1 6) .  

2, I n  Ephesians the term is taken by some com
mentators as applying to the church as weil as to 
Christ; and this would confirm the view expressed 
above that pleröma is not being used in any tech
nical 'gnostic' sense. In  Eph. 1 : 1 0  there is a mean
ing similar to that in Mt. 5 :  1 7; M k .  I :  1 5 ; Gal. 4:4 
with the thought that God's pre-ordained plan is 
now about to be consummated. 

Eph. 1 :22-23 may be taken in a number or ways, 
Iisted with admirable c1arity by R. Yates, 'A Re
examination or Eph. 1 :23' ,  ExpT 83, 1 9 7 1 -2, pp. 
146- 1 5 1 .  The real crux is whether, on the one 
hand , pleröma rerers to the church, wh ich is then to 
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be taken actively as that which completcs Christ 
who is filling all things (corresponding to Eph. 
4: 1 0: so 1. Oupont, Gnosis: la connaissance reli
gieuse dans les epftres de Saint Paul, 1 949, p. 424, n .  
I ), or, in a passive sense, a s  that which i s  filled by 
Christ: or whether, on the other hand, pleröma 
should be treated as in apposition to 'hirn' in v. 22 
and so taken to apply to the Lord hirnself as the 
One who has been designated by God the Father as 
the fullness of the Godhead who fills all in all (as in 
I Cor. 1 5 :28). This latter interpretation has the ad
vantage of harmonizing with the rest of the Epistle 
(4: 1 0) and with the teaching of pleröma in  Colos
sians noted above. See Moule for a defence of this 
view, and F. C. Synge, who also takes pleröma as a 
reference to Christ. 

Eph. 3: 1 9  requires no comment, except that it 
confirms the understanding of pleröma as a Chris
tological title. This verse is another way of express
ing the hope that 'Christ may dwell in your hearts 
by faith' (3 :  1 7);  Eph. 4: 1 2- 1 3  holds out the pro
spect of the whole body of believers coming into 
such an experience. 

Another interpretation takes more seriously the 
voice of the verb (passive or middle) in the earlier 
texts. Christ is being fulfilled or is filling hirnself: 
but by or with whom? The answer to this quest ion 
is that he is fulfilled either by the Christians who, as 
members of his Body, 'complement' the Head, and 
together form the 'whoie Christ' (so A. Robinson, 
F. W. Beare); or with W. L. Knox, L. S. Thornton 
and 1. A. T. Robinson, who propose the translation 
'that wh ich is filled by hirn who is always being 
filled (by God)', so that the meaning of the whole 
phrase is that the church is constantly receiving 
from Christ its Head the complete fullness which 
Christ receives from the Father. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. F. O. Moule, The Epistles to 
the Colossians and to Philemon, CGT, 1 957, Ap
pendix I V' idem ' ''Fulness'' and " FilI" in the New 
Testameni' ,  Srf4, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 79-86; 1. A. T. Robin
son, The Body, 1 952, p. 65, n. 3. See also 1. B. 
Lightfoot, St Paul's Epistles to the Colossians and 
to Philemon, 1 897, pp. 255, 27 1 ; 1. Ernst, Pleroma 
and Pleroma Christi, 1 970; M .  Barth, Ephesians, 
AB, 1 974; T. Brandt et al. , NIDNTT I ,  pp. 728-
744; G. Oelling, TDNT 6, pp. 283-3 1 1 ;  P. Benoit, 
Jesus and the Gospel, vol. 2,  1 974, pp. 5 1 -92; P. O. 
Overfield, 'Pleroma: A study in Content and Con-

text', NTS 25, 1 979, pp. 384-396; P. T. O'Brien, 
Colossians, Philemon, WBC 1 982; A. T. Lincoln, 
Ephesians, WBC 1 990; G. L. O. R. Yorke, The 
Church as the Body 0/ Christ in the Pauline Corpus, 
1 99 1 .  R . P.M.  

FURNACE. A word used to translate five Heb. 
terms and one Gk. 

1.  'alliin. An Aram. word which is used in On. 3 
of the furnace into which Shadrach, Meshach and 
Abednego were cast by Nebuchadrezzar. I t  was 
probably a loan-word from Akkad. utünu, 'oven', 
as used for baking bricks or smclting metals. 

2. ki/;!.fän. A word occurring four times in the 
Bible, as a simile to describe the smoke of Sodom 
and Gomorrah (Gn. 1 9:28) and of Mt Sinai (Ex. 9 :8 ,  
1 0) .  In  post-biblical Heb. it was understood to mean 
a kiln as used for firing pottery or burning lime. 

3. kur. A pot or crucible for smelting metals. The 
word always occurs in  the Bible as a metaphor or 
simile of God's punishment or tempering of man. 
Egypt was a crucible of iron (Ot.  4 :20; Je. 1 1 :4;  I 
Ki. 8 :5 1 ); God will put Israel in the crucible and 
melt it with his fury (Ezk. 22: 1 8 , 20, 22); and Israel 
is passed through the crucible of affiiction ( Is. 
48: 1 0) .  

4.  ' "W. Used only in Ps. 1 2:6  in a simile of thc 
words of God which are as silver tried in a furnace. 
The usage suggests a crucible. 
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S, tanmir. 'Portable stove' or 'oven' (0 BREAO), 
the latter probably being a preferable translation in 
Ne. 3 : 1 1 ;  1 2 :38;  Is. 3 1 :9;  and perhaps Gn. 1 5 : 1 7, 
where AV gives 'furnace' . 

6. kaminos. 'Oven, furnace', a word used in LXX 
to translate 'at tun, ki/;!.fän and kur, and in Mt .  
1 3 :42, 50 and Rev. 9:2 as  a figure of the  fires of hell 
(cf also Rev. I :  1 5) .  

Copper-refining furnaces have been excavated in  
Palestine at Beth-shemesh, Ai and Ezion-geber, the 
last Iying at the S end of the Wadi Arabah, which 
forms a funnel down wh ich powerful winds blow. 
Well-preserved fu rn aces for iron refining built 
below the level of the ground have been found at 
Tel l  Jemmeh (?Gerar). (OARTS ANO CRAFTS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. G. Barrois, Manuel d'Ar
cheologie biblique, I ,  1 939, pp. 372-373; R. 1. 
Forbes, S/Udies in Ancient Technology, 6, 1 958, pp. 
66ft'. T.C.M. 
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GAAL (Heb. ga'al). Son of Ebed; LXX(B) lobel sug
gests Heb. 'öQeq = 'servant' (cf Moore, ICC, 
Judges, p. 256, and Jdg. 9:28). Leader of a roving 
band, who came to Shechem in the reign of Abirne
lech to take advantage of disaffection in the city. 
His activity forced Abimelech to attack Shechem; 
Gaal and his men were expelled by Abimelech's 
governor, but Abimelech took vengeance on the 
city for supporting hirn (Jdg. 9:22-45). J . P . U . L .  

GABBATHA. An Aramaie word meaning 'height', 
'eminence'; the local, native word for the area. It 
must have been on a height. 

Gabbatha identifies the same location as the 
other term, 'the Pavement' (Iithoströton), but does 
not describe exactly the same thing. As Jn. 1 9 : 1 3  
specifies, it is a 'place' called either the Height or 
the Pavement. One may suppose that the Pavement 
was laid by Herod in front  of his palace in the 
Upper City (at the NW angle of the first N wall). 
This palace was the official residence of the Roman 
governors, including Pilate, as is c1ear from inci
dents described by Josephus. 

The Greek word lithoströton was adopted by the 
Romans to describe a paved area, either of mar
quetry (opus sectile) or of Ragstones. Both types of 
work are known to have been used by Herod; 
marquetry at Jericho (inlaid stones, some col
oured, set in  a pattern) and Rags at Jerusalem, not
ably for the streets and terraces outside the 
immense walls of the Temple Mount (now excav
ated by Mazar). The foundations of this palace in 
the Upper City have been excavated, but the super
structures were missing. Nor has the Pavement 
been found as yet. 

The si te for 'the Pavement' favoured by Chris
tian pilgrims at the Convent of the Sisters of Zion 
is to be rejected. I ts adherents err in c\aiming that 
Jesus was brought to trial at the Antonia fortress 
on the Temple Mount; as stated above, the palace 
in the Upper City was Pilate's headquarters. 
Moreover the location of this pavement is slightly 
wrong even for the Antonia; it is probably part of 
the public square at the E gate of Hadrian's Aelia 
Capitolina. The pools beneath it were filled in and 
had siege-engines erected on them when the 
Romans under Titus attacked the Antonia ( I st 
Revolt). At the time of Jesus they were open pools 
outside the walls of the Antonia. The pavement set 
over them, now shown as the lithoströton, had not 
been laid. J . P.K.  

GABRIEL (Heb. GaQrf'el, 'man of God' or 
'strength of God'). One of the two angels whom 
the Bible names: the other is • M ichael. He is sent 
to interpret Oaniel's vision (On. 8: 1 6) and to give 
hirn the prophecy of the 70 weeks (On. 9:2 1 ) . Some 

commentators identify the angel of On.  1 0:5ff. as 
Gabriel. 

In intertestamental Jewish literature, Gabriel is 
one of the archangeis, the 'angels of the presence' 
who stand before God's throne praising hirn and 
interceding for men (Tobit 1 2 :  1 5; Jubilees 2:2; I QH 
6: 1 3; I QSb 4; Testament 0/ Levi 3 :5 ,  7; cf Lk. I :  1 9; 
Rev. 8 :2). He is named either as one of four arch
angels, with Michael, Sariel (or Uriel) and Raphael 
(J Enoch 9: I ;  I QM 9:  1 5f. ; cf 1 Enoch 40:6; 54:6; 
Sibylline Orades 2:2 1 5  (some MSS); Numbers 
Rabbah 2: I 0), or as one of seven, with Uriel, 
Raphael, Raguel, M ichael, Sariel (or Saraqael) 
and Remiel (J Enoch 20). Gabriel's special responsi
bility is paradise (J Enoch 20:7). He destroyed the 
antediluvian giants (J Enoch 1 0:9). With the other 
archangeis, he will officiate at the last judgment (J 
Enoch 90:2 1 f.; cf 54:6; Sibylline Orades 2:2 1 4-2 1 9; 
I Thes. 4 : 1 6; Rev. 8 :2). The Targums and rabbinie 
literature often identify anonymous angels in the 
OT as Gabriel or M ichael. 

In the NT, Gabriel is sent to Zechariah to an
nounce the birth of lohn the Baptist (Lk. \ :  1 1 -20) 
and to Mary to announce the birth of Jesus (Lk.  
I :26-38). His self-description, ' I  am Gabriel, who 
stand in the presence of God' (Lk. I :  1 9) identifies 
hirn as one of the archangeis (cf Tobit 1 2 : 1 5) .  

R.J.B. 

GAD ('good fortune'). 1.  The seventh son of 
Jacob, his first by Leah's maid Zilpah (Gn. 30:  I O
l l ) .  Gad hirnself already had seven sons when 
Jacob and his family entered Egypt (Gn. 46: 1 6); 
Jacob promised Gad's descendants a troubled l ife, 
but foretold that they would hit back (Gn. 49: 1 9) .  
They recur later in Moses' blessing (Ot. 33 :20-2 1 ). 

2_ An Israelite tribe descended from Gad, and 
the territory they occupied. The tribe in M oses' 
time had seven clans (Nu.  26: 1 5- 1 8), was com
manded and represented by one Eliasaph (Nu. 
I :  1 4; 2:  1 4; 7 :42; 1 0:20), and supplied a spy for 
exploration of Canaan (Nu. 1 3: 1 5) .  When Israel 
reached the plains of Moab, Reuben, Gad and 
half-Manasseh sought permission to settle in Trans
jordan, which they desired as their share in the 
promised land, because · Gilead was so suitable for 
their considerable livestock. To this M oses agreed , 
on condition that they first help their fellow
Israelites to establish themselves in W Palestine 
(Nu. 32). The Gadites and Reubenites then hastily 
repaired cities (including Ataroth) and sheepfolds 
to safeguard their families and livestock (Nu.  
32:34-38, cf 26-27) while preparing to help their 
brethren, a promise of help duly kept (Jos. 22: 1 -8) .  
Then came the incident of the altar of witness (Jos. 
22:9-34). As tribai territory, Reuben and Gad re
ceived the Amorite kingdom of Sihon: Reuben had 
the land from • Aroer on the Arnon river, N to a 
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line running from the 10rdan's mouth E to the 
region of Heshbon (los. 1 3 : 1 5-23). N of this line, 
Gad had all S Gilead, from the 10rdan valley E as 
far as the S-to-N course of the upper labbok (the 
border with Ammon), and N generally as far as the 
E-to-W course of the lower labbok, but with two 
extensions beyond this: first, all the 10rdan valley 
on the E side of 10rdan river (formerly Sihon's) 
between the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee (or 
Chinneroth), and second, across the NE angle of 
the river labbok to include the district of * Maha
naim and a fertile tract flanking the E side of N 
Gilead N over lebel Kafkafa to strategic Ramoth
gi lead at modern Tell Ramith, 32 km NE of lerash 
(cf los. 1 3 :24-28). Heshbon was assigned as a 
levitical city out of the territory of Gad (1os. 2 1  :38-
39); hence perhaps read los. 1 3 : 1 6- 1 7  as (Reuben's) 
'border was from Aroer . . .  and all the plain by 
Medeba, [unto) Heshbon . .  . '  (emending only by 
the addition of one letter, locative-h). Dibon, eIe., 
are then cities between these limits, and Heshbon 
would be the southernmost territory of Gad. 

The Gadites doubtless shared the troubles of 
Transjordanian [srael gene rally in the judges' 
period (e.g. ldg. 1 0- 1 2). [n Saul's day the wooded 
Gileadite hills of Gad offered a place of refuge 
( I  Sa. 1 3 :7), and Gadites among others joined the 
fugitive David and supported his becoming king ( I  
Ch. 1 2 : 1 , 8-1 5, 37-38). Gadites likewise shared in, 
and were subject to, David's administration (2 Sa. 
23:36; 24:5 ;  I Ch.  26:32). On his Moabite Stone, 
roughly 840/830 BC, King Mesha mentions that the 
Gadites had long dwelt in the land of Ataroth. lust 
after this, within lehu of [srael's reign, Hazael of 
Damascus smote all  Gilead, Gad included (2 Ki .  
1 0:32-33). [n  the 8th century BC Gadite settle
ment apparently extended NE into Bashan (I Ch. 
5 :  1 I - 1 7), until Tiglath-pileser [ [ [  carried the 
Transjordanians into exile (2 Ki .  1 5 :29; I Ch. 
5:25-26). Then the Ammonites again invaded 
Gad (Je. 49: 1 -6). Gad is assigned the southern
most zone in Ezekiel's vision of the tri baI por
tions (48:27-28). Geographical background, in D. 
Baly, Geography 01 Ihe Bible ', 1 974, pp. 2 1 0ff., 
22 1 ff., 227-232. 

3. A prophet or seer, the contemporary of Saul 
and David; he advised David to leave Moab for 
ludah ( I  Sa. 22:5) .  Later, God through Gad 
offered a choice of three possible punishments to 
David after his census, and then commanded that 
David build an altar on Araunah's threshing-floor 
(2 Sa. 24: I Off.; I Ch.  2 1 ). Gad helped David and 
Nathan in organizing music for eventual use in the 
Temple (2 Ch. 29 :25), and wrote a history of 
David's reign ( I  Ch. 29:29). 

4. A pagan deity worshipped by the Canaanites 
as the god of Fortune for whom they 'prepare a 
table' ( l s. 65 :  1 1 ,  RV, Avmg.) . (* GAD, VALLEY Of.) 

K .A.K. 

GAD, VALLEY OF. The place where the census 
ordered by David was begun is given as 'Aroer, on 
the right side of the city that is in the middle of the 
valley ( Heb. na�al) of Gad' (2 Sa. 24 :5, RV) . [n Dt. 
2:36 Aroer is described as 'on the edge of the valley 
(na�al) of the Arnon'. Since the census would 
naturally begin at the S border of the Transjordan 
territory, this is probably the place intended. Vari
ous MSS of the LXX indicate corruptions in the text 
of 2 Sa. 24:5, wh ich should read ' toward Gad and 
lazer' (so RSV) . G.T.M. 
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GADARENES, GADARA. The only biblical refer
ences to the Gadarene area concern the story 01' 
the miracle of Legion and the swine. The word 
'Gadarenes' is found in so me texts or versions of 
Mt. 8 :28; Mk. 5 :  I ;  and Lk. 8:26. The probability iso 
however, that it is the original reading only in Mt .  
(Compare these vv. in  AV and modern EVV. ) Thc 
actual site 01' the miracle is in little doubt, at the 
edge of the Sea of Galilee. It  would have been in a 
sub-district of Gadara, wh ich lay 1 0  km SE of the 
Sea, ne ar the gorge of the Yarmuk (or Hieromax). 
The M ishnah claims that Gadara dates from the 
OT period. It was held variously by Ptolemies, 
Seleucids, lews and Romans between the 3rd cen
tury BC and the lewish War. It was one 01' the 
Decapolis cities. The ruins at Umm Qays now 
mark the site. (* GERASA. ) D.F.  P. 

GAIUS. A Latin praenomen, used without addi
tion several times in  the NT. 

1 .  A M acedonian involved in the Ephesian riot 
(Acts 1 9:29; * ARISTARCHUS) . 

2. A companion of Paul's to lerusalem, a 
member of the party which awaited the apostle at 
Troas (Acts 20:4f.), perhaps an official delegate of 
his church, which on the usual reading was Derbe. 
It is attractive, however, to follow the Western read
ing, 'of Douberus' (a M acedonian town), and also 
possible to attach 'of Derbe' to Timothy (in which 
case Gaius would be a Thessalonian). Either way 
he would be a M acedonian, and thus conceivably 
the same as I .  Proof is impossible: Luke may 
rat her be interposing two Galatians (Timothy 
representing Lystra) between two Thessalonians 
and two Asians. 

3. A Corinthian, baptized by Paul (I Cor. 1 : 1 4) .  
The church met in his house, and Paul stayed with 
hirn on his third Corinthian visit (Rom. 1 6:23). A 
suggestion of Ramsay's has been revived that 
Gaius was the praenomen of Titius * lustus (Acts 
1 8 :7). Origen (on Rom. 1 6) refers to a tradition 
that he became first bishop of Thessalonica. 

4. The addressee of 3 lohn:  the Eider commends 
his rectitude and hospitality (of which he asks a 
renewal), and expects to see hirn shortly. 1. Chap
man (JTS 5 ,  1 904, pp. 366ff.) would identify hirn 
with any of the preceding, especially 1 and 3, but 
his reconstruction is highly conjectural. The name 
was very common; the four references may weil 
represent four different people. A.F.W. 

GALATIA. 1 .  The ancient ethnic kingdom of Ga
latia located in the N of the great inner plateau of 
Asia M inor, including a large portion of the valley 
of the Halys river. A great population explosion in 
central Europe brought Gauls into this area during 
the 3rd century BC. Although never in the majority, 
the Gauls gained the upper hand and ruled over 
the more numerous tribes of Phrygians and 
Cappadocians. Ultimately the Gauls separated 
into three tribes, each inhabiting a separate area: 
the Trokmi settled in the E which bordered on 
Cappadocia and Pontus, with Tavium as their 
capital; the Tolistobogii inhabited the W bordering 
on Phrygia and Bithynia, with Pessinus as their 
chief town; and the Tektosages settled in the central 
area with Ancyra as their principal city. 

2. The Roman province of Galatia. [n 64 BC 
Galatia became a c1ient of the Romans and, after 
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Galatia. an ancient ethnic kingdom whicl,. as a new Roman province. also includeJi parts o[ Pontus. Phrygia. 
Lycaonia. Pisidia. Paphlagonia and Isauria. 

the death of Amyntas, its last king, was given full 
status as a Roman province (25 Be). The new prov
ince of Galatia included not only the old ethnic 
territory but also parts of Pontus, Phrygia, Lycao
nia, Pisidia, Paphlagonia and Isauria. Within the 
provincial Galatia were the towns whieh the apos
tle Paul evangelized on his first missionary journey, 
viz. Antioeh, Iconium, Lystra and Derbe (Aets 1 3-
1 4) .  The latter two eities were Roman eolonies, and 
the former two had been Romanized by the 
emperor Claudius. Large numbers of Romans, 
Greeks and lews were attraeted to these popula
tion eentres beeause of their strategie geographical 
location. 

A partieularty diflicult question arises out of 
Paul's use of the word 'Galatia' in the Epistle to 
the Galatians (I :2). Does Paul use the term in its 
geographicat sense, i.e. ,  to denote the aneient 
ethnie kingdom of Galatia, or in its political sense, 
to denote the Roman province by that name? NT 
seholars are almost evenly divided on this question 
(* CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT). 

It is c1ear from the account in Aets 1 3- 1 4  that 
Paul visited S Galatia and established ehurehes 
there. Did he ever conduct a mission in N Galatia? 
Two texts especially have been used to support 
such a ministry. The first (Acts 1 6:6) reads: 'And 
they went through the region of Phrygia and Gala
tia . . .  . '  N Galatian proponents understand 'Phry
gia' here to be the territory in wh ich Antioch and 
Iconium were located, whereas 'Galatia' refers to 
the geographical or ethnic kingdom by that name. 
Ramsay, however, takes the phrase ten Plrrygian 
kai Galatiken chöran to be a composite term de
scribing a single area-the Phrygian-Galatic 
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region. The word chöra, 'territory', was the official 
word used 10 describe Olle of the region es into 
which Roman provinces were divided. Part of the 
old kingdom of Phrygia belonged to the Roman 
province of Galatia and another part belonged to 
the province of Asia. Thus Acts 1 6:6 refers to the 
parts of Phrygia wh ich had been incorporated into 
the Roman province of Galatia. This interpret
ation is supported by the following statement in  the 
Acts account, 'having been forbidden by the Holy 
Spirit to speak the word in Asia'. The p'lan of the 
missionary party apparently was to stnke out dir
ectly in a W direction from Antioch of Pisidia, 
which would have taken them into the province of 
Asia. Instead they went N towards Bithynia, cross
ing only a part of Asia. 

The other passage is Acts 1 8 :23.  Here the order of 
the words is reversed: ' . . .  and went from place to 
place through the region of Galatia and Phrygia, 
strengthening all the disciples'. The 'region of Gal
atia' here is probably 'Gatatic Lycaonia, so called 
to distinguish it from eastern Lycaonia, which lay, 
not in the province of Galatia, but in the territory 
of King Antiochus' (F. F. Bruce, The Book o[ the 
Acts, 1 954, p. 380). 'Phrygia' then would probably 
include both Galatic and Asiatic Phrygia, since on 
this occasion there was no prohibition to prevent 
Paul preaching the word in Asia. In neither of 
these passages in Acts does there seem to be any 
good reason to suppose that Galatia means N 
Galatia. I t  is doubtful that Paul ever visited the 
ancient kingdom to the N, much less that he con
ducted an extensivemission there. (* GALATIANS, IV). 

There are three other occurrences of 'Galatia' in 
the NT. 2 Tim. 4 : 1 0  (wh ich has the variant 'Gaul') 
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and I Pet. I :  I are almost certain references to the 
Roman province, while a decision on I Cor. 1 6 :  I ,  
'the churches o f  Galatia', will depend on one's 
view of the passages discussed above. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M .  Ramsay, An Hisrorical 
Commenrary on Sr. Paul's Episrle to rhe Galarians, 
1 899, passim; SPT, pp. 89-1 5 1 ,  1 78-1 93; The 
Church in rhe Roman Empire ), 1 894, pp. 74-1 1 1 ; 
HDB; HDAC; IDB; K. Lake, BC, 5, 1 933, pp. 
23 I ff. ;  G. H. C. Macgregor, IB, 9, 1 954, pp. 2 1 3f. , 
247, 252; R. T. Stamm, IB, 1 0, 1 953,  pp. 435ff. 

W.W.w. 

GALA TlANS, EPISTLE TO THE. 

I .  Outline of contents 
Thanks, no doubt, to the sense of urgency with 
wh ich the Epistle was written, it is diftkult to trace 
a clear progression or sequence in its structure. I t  
may be  subdivided thus: 

I .  Greetings ( I :  1 -5) 
2.  This new 'gospel' is no gospel (I :6- 1 0) 
3. Autobiography and apologia ( I  : 1 1 -2: 1 4) 

a. Paul received his commission direct from 
Christ ( 1 : 1 1 - 1 7) 

b. Paul's first visit to Jerusalem after his con
version ( 1 :  1 8-24) 

c. Paul's second visit to Jerusalem (2: 1 - 1 0) 
d. Why Paul opposed Peter at Antioch (2 :  1 1 -

1 4) 
4. The gospel of grace does not encourage sin 

(2: 1 5-2 1 )  
5 .  A n  appeal to the Galatians' personal experi

ence (3 :  l ..{j) 
6. The gospel covenant with Abraham is prior 

to Moses' law (3 :7-22) 
7. Christian maturity (3:23-4 : 1 1 )  

a .  We are full-grown sons now (3 :23-29) 
b. Going back to infancy (4: 1 -7) 
c. Going back to slavery (4 :8-1 1 )  

8 .  A further personal appeal (4: 1 2-20) 
9. Christian freedom: the two Jerusalems 

(4:2 1 -5 : 1 )  
10 .  Faith,  not works (5:2-1 2) 
1 1 . Liberty, not licence (5 :  1 3-26) 
1 2 .  A call to mutual aid (6: 1 -5)  
1 3 . Sowing and reaping (6:6- 1 0) 
1 4 . Postscript in Paul's hand (6: 1 1 - 1 8) 

a. Paul takes up the pen (6: 1 1 ) 
b. False and true boasting (6: 1 2- 1 6) 
c. The true marks of a servant of Christ 

(6: 1 7) 
d. Benediction (6: 1 8) 

1 1 .  Authorship and date 
Except in such extreme and unrepresentative cir
cles as the Van M anen school (whose views re
ceived publicity in EBI) , the Pauline authorship 
of Galatians has been an axiom of NT criticism. 
Galatians has traditionally been recognized as 
one of the four 'capital epistles' of Paul (the other 
three belng Romans and l and 2 Corinthians); 
indeed, it has been regarded as a standard by wh ich 
other documents' claims to Pauline authorship 
could safely be measured. 

On the 'N Galatian' view of its destination (see 
section IV, below) the Epistle could not have been 
written be fore AD 49/50, when Paul's second mis
sionary journey began (Acts 1 6:6), and was more 
probably written after AD 52, when the third jour
ney began and Paul visited 'Galatia' a second time 

(Acts 1 8 :23), since h is reference to having preached 
to them 'at first' (Ga! . 4: 1 3)-literally 'the former 
time' (Gk. ro proleron)-implies two visits to them. 
On the 'S Galatian' view the Epistle could have 
been written earlier; the words 'so quickly' (Ga! . 
1 :6) indeed would imply a time not long after the 
first missionary journey (AD 47-8), and 'at first' 
(Ga!. 4: 1 3) could be understood in the light of the 
fact that in the course of the first journey Paul and 
Barnabas visited the S Galatian cities twice, going 
from Pisidian Antioch to Derbe and from there 
back to Pisidian Antioch (Acts 14 :2 1 ) .  

A more precise determining of the date depends 
on the interpretation of Paul's Jerusalem visits 
listed in Galatians. In arguing that at no time since 
his conversion had he an opportunity of being 
commissioned for his missionary service by the 
Jerusalem apostles, he mentions the occasions on 
which he had met them since, and teils what hap
pened then . Two Jerusalem visits are mentioned: 
one 3 years (or in the third year) after his conver
sion (Ga!. I :  1 8) and another 1 4  years after (Ga!. 
2 :  I). The first of these is certainly that mentioned 
in Acts 9:26ff. The second has gene rally been iden
tified with that of Acts 1 5 :2ff., the visit during 
which the • Council of Jerusalem took place. Bu t 
(i) if Ga!. 2: 1 - 1 0  and Acts 1 5 :2-29 purport to 
relate one and the same set of events, one at least 
of the two accounts can scarcely be acquitted of 
misrepresenting the facts; (ii) it is unsatisfactory to 
suppose that Ga!. 2 : 1 - 1 0  narrates a private inter
view wh ich Paul and Barnabas had with James, 
Peter and John in advance of the public Council; in 
that case Paul's suppression of the findings of the 
Council is inexplicable, for they were directly rele
vant to the Galatian controversy; (iii) the fact that 
the findings of the Council are not mentioned in 
Galatians can best be explained if in fact the 
Council had not yet been held when the Epistle 
was written; (iv) if  the Jerusalem visit of Ga!.  2: I is 
that of Acts 1 5 , Paul's critics would have pointed 
out immediately that he had failed to mention the 
earlier visit mentioned in Acts I I  : 30; 1 2 :25 .  (The 
view that the visit of Acts I I  :30; 1 2:25 is a dupli
cate of that recorded in  Acts 1 5  is unacceptable; 
and the high estimate of the accuracy of the narra
tive of • Acts, which underlies the present dis
cussion, can be defended by strong arguments.) 
There are weighty reasons for identifying the visit 
of Ga! . 2 :  I with that of Acts I I  : 30, and for dating 
the Epistle shortly before the Council of Jerusa
lern, c. AD 48/49. The incident of Ga!. 2:  12 is prob
ably to be correlated with Acts 1 5 : I .  
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m. Occasion of writing 
Galatians was plainly written to converts of Paul's 
who were in imminent danger of adulterating the 
gospel of Christian freedom which he had taught 
them with elements of Jewish legalism. Among 
these elements circumcision took a chief place; 
they also included the observance of the Jewish 
calendar (Ga!. 4: I 0) and possibly Jewish food-Iaws. 
The 'churches of Galatia' had evidently been visit
ed by Judaizers who cast doubt on Paul's apostolic 
status and insisted that, i n  addition to the fai th in 
Christ which he inculcated, it was necessary to be 
circumcised and to conform in other respects to 
the Jewish law in  order to attain salvation. When 
news of this reached Paul he wrote this letter in 
white-hot urgency, denouncing this teaching which 
mingled grace and law as a different  gospel from 
that wh ich he had preached to them in Christ's 



name-in fact, no gospel at all-and entreating his 
readers to stand fast in their new-found l iberty 
and not place their necks again under a yoke of 
bondage. 

IV. Destination 
The letter is addressed to 'the ehurches of Galatia' 
( I  :2) To us this is a not unambiguous designation, 
for 'Galatia' was used in two distinct senses in the 
I st century AD: it might denote ethnic Galatia in 
central Asia Minor, or the much larger Roman 
province of • Galatia. If the letter was sent to 
people in ethnic Galatia (the view of 1. B. Lightfoot 
and most of the older commentators), we must 
suppose that that is the region visited by Paul in 
Acts 1 6 :6  and 1 8 :23 (or at least in one of these 
passages). But these two passages should probably 
be interpreted otherwise. There is, in fact, little evi
denee that Paul ever visited ethnic Galatia, whereas 
there is ample evidence that he visited the S area of 
the province of Galatia and planted churches 
there. The view that this Epistle is addressed to 
ethnic Galatia is commonly called the 'N Galatian' 
theory; the 'S Galatian' theory, on the other hand, 
supposes that the Epistle was sent to the churches 
of Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra and Derbe, 
all in the S of the Roman province, and all plan ted 
by Paul and Barnabas in the course of their first 
missionary journey (Acts 1 3 : 1 4- 1 4:23). 

Against the 'S Galatian' theory it has been 
argued that it would be psychologically inept for 
Paul to address his readers as 'Galatians' (Gal. 3: I )  
i f  i n  fact they were not ethnically Galatian. But if 
they belonged to different ethnic groups (Phrygian 
and Lycaonian) what common appellation could 
he have chosen to cover them all except their 
common political denominator, 'Galatians'? (So a 
modern writer, addressing a mixed group of Eng
lish, Welsh and Scots, would probably address 
them as 'Britons' or 'British' in the political sense, 
although in its ethnic sense it would be applicable 
only to the Welsh members of the group.) 

V. Principal arguments 
I f  a logical analysis of the Epistle as a whole defies 
US, we can at least recognize the leading arguments 
which Paul uses in  defence of true gospel l iberty. 
Nine of them may be briefty stated as folIows. 

I .  The gospel wh ich Paul preached was the 
gospel which he received by direct commission 
from Christ; it came to his hearers with Christ's 
authority, not with Paul's ( I :  I I  ff.). 

2 .  Against Paul's claim to unmediated commis
sion from Christ, some argued that all valid apos
tolie authority must be mediated through Jerusa
lern, and that Paul's teaehing or practice therefore 
was invalid if it deviated from the Jerusalem 
pattern. Paul replies by describing his visits to 
Jerusalem between his conversion and the time 
of writing, showing that the Jerusalem leaders had 
no opportunity o f commissioning hirn but that, 
on the contrary, they acknowledged the apostolic 
commission (to the Gentiles) which he had already 
received from Christ ( I :  1 5-2: I 0). 

3 .  I f  acceptance with God could have been 
obtained through circumcision and the other ob
servances of the Jewish law, Christ's death was 
pointless and vain (2:2 1 ) .  

4.  Christian l ife, a s  the Galatian converts knew 
from their own experience, is a gift of the Spirit of 
God; when they received it they received at the 
same time unmistakable proofs of the Spirit's pres-
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ence and power in their midst. But if they began 
their Christian l ife on that high plane it was pre
posterous to imagine that they should continue i t  
on the lower plane of legal works (3 :2ff.). 

5 .  The Judaizers justified their insistence on 
circumcision by appealing to the example of Abra
ham: since circumcision was the seal of God's 
covenant with hirn, they argued, no uncircumcised 
person eould have a share in that covenant with all 
the blessings which went with it .  But the tTUe chil
dren of Abraham are those who are justified by 
faith in God, as Abraham was; it is they who enjoy 
the blessings promised to Abraham. God's prom
ise to Abraham was fulfilled in Christ, not in the 
law; therefore the blessings bestowed by that prom
ise are to be enjoyed not through keeping the law 
(wh ich came long after the promise and could not 
affect its terms) but through faith in Christ (3 :6-9, 
1 5-22). 

6. The law pronounces a curse on those who fail 
to keep it in  every detail; those who place their 
trust in  the law therefore put themselves in danger 
of that curse. But Christ, by his death on the cross, 
bore the divine curse in his people's place and de
livered them from the curse which the law pro
nounces; his people therefore ought not to go back 
and put themselves under the law with its attend
ant curse ( 3 : 1 0-- 1 4).  

7 .  The principle of law-keeping belongs to the 
age of spiritual immaturity; now that Christ has 
come, those who believe in  hirn have attained their 
spiritual majority as responsible sons of God. To 
accept the arguments of the Judaizers would be to 
revert to infancy (3 :23-4:7). 

8.  The law imposed a yoke of slavery; faith in 
Christ brings liberation. Those whom Christ has 
emancipated are foolish indeed if they give up their 
freedom and submit afresh to the dictation of 
those elemental powers through wh ich the law was 
mediated (4:8-1 1 ;  5 : 1 ;  3 : 1 9). 

9.  This freedom which the gospel of grace pro
claims has nothing to do with anarchy or licence; 
faith in Christ is a faith which works by love and 
thus fulfils the law of Christ (5:6; 5 :  1 3-6: I 0). 

These arguments are presented in a more sys
tematic form in the Epistle to the Romans, written 
8 or 9 years later. The basic understanding of the 
gospel which underlies all these arguments took 
shape in Paul's mind very probably quite soon 
after his conversion, although the way in which it 
finds expression in Galatians is due to the special 
situation to which Paul addresses hirnself here. But 
perhaps for that very reason Galatians has to this 
day been cherished by Christians as a great charter 
of gospel l iberty. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. H. Ropes, The Singular Prob
lem 0/ the Epistle to the Galatians, 1 929; C. H .  
Buck, Jr., 'The Date o f  Galatians', JBL 70, 1 95 1 ,  
pp. 1 1 3ff.; F. F. Bruce, 'Galatian Problems, 1 -5' ,  
BJRL 5 1 ,  1 968-9, to 55, 1 972-3; D. Guthrie, Gala
tians, NCB, 1 969; F. F. Bruce, The Epistle to tile 
Galatians, NIGTC, 1 982; R. Y. K. Fung, The Epis
tle to the Galatians, NIC, 1 988; R .  A. Cole, Gala
tians, TNTC2, 1 989; R .  N. Longenecker, Galatians, 
WBC, 1 990; G. W. Hansen, Galatians, IVPNTC, 
1 994; P. H .  Kern, Rhetoric, Scholarship and Gala
tians: Assessing an Approach (0 Paul's Epistle (diss. 
Sheffield, forthcoming). F.F.B. 

GALEED (Heb. garet}, 'witness pile'). Name given 
to the cairn erected by Jacob and Laban as a mc-
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morial to their covenant made in N Transjordan 
(Gn. 3 1 :47--48; · PILLAR). By Laban it was given 
the equivalent Aramaic name Yegar-sahadutha. 
Documents of the earlier 2nd millennium BC reveal 
a great mixture of ethnic groups in N Mesopota
mia. It is quite possible that some Aramaeans were 
included among them and that their dialect had 
been adopted by other Semitic groups. Specitic 
evidence of Aramaeans in this area at this date is 
not yet available (·ARAM). A.R .M.  

GALILEE ( Heb. gäUI, 'ring, circle', hence a 'dis
trict, region'). The regional name of part of N Pal
estine, which was the scene of Christ's boyhood 
and early ministry. The origin of the name as 
applied here is uncertain .  It occurs occasionally 
in the OT (e.g. los. 20:7;  I Ki. 9: 1 1 ), and notably 
in Is. 9 :  I .  The latter reference probably recalls 
the region's history: it originally formed part of 
the lands allocated to the twelve tribes, but, owing 
to the pressure from peoples farther north, its 
lewish population found themselves in  a kind of 
N salient, surrounded on three sides by non
lewish populations-'the nations'. Under the 
Maccabees, the Gentile influence upon the lews 
became so strong that the latter were actually 
withdrawn S for half a century. Thus Galilee had 
to be recolonized, and this fact, together with its 
diversity of population, contributed to the con-
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tempt fei t  for the Galileans by the S Jews (ln 
7 :52). 

Exact demarcation of the Galilee region is dif
ticult, except in terms of the provincial boundaries 
of the Roman empire. The name was evidently ap
plied to the N marchlands of Israel, the location of 
which varied from time to time. In the time of 
Christ, however, the province of Galilee formed a 
rectangular territory some 70 km from N to S, and 
40 km from E to W, bordered on the E by the 
10rdan and the Sea of • Galilee, and cut off from 
the Mediterranean by the S extension of Syro
Phoenicia down the coastal plain .  

Thus detined, Galilee consists essentially of an 
upland area, bordered on al l  si des save the N by 
plains-the coastlands, the plain of Esdraelon and 
the 10rdan Rift. It is, in fact, the S end of the 
mountains of Lebanon, and the land surface falls, 
in two steps, from N to S across the area. The high
er 'step' forms Upper Galilee, much of which is at 
1 ,000 m above sea-Ievel; in NT times it was a for
ested and thinly inhabited hill-country. The lower 
'step' forms Lower Galilee, 450--600 m above sea
level, but falling steeply to more than 1 80 m below 
sea-Ievel at the Sea of Galilee. 

It is to this area of Lower Galilee that most of 
the Gospel narrative refers. Wei l  watered by 
streams flowing from the N mountains, and poss
essing considerable stretches of fertile land in the 
limestone basins among its hills, it was an area of 
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dense and prosperous settlement .  I t  exported olive 
oil and cereals, and fish from the lake. 

'Outside the main stream of Israelite life in  OT 
times, Galilee came into its own in the NT' (0. 
Baly, The Geography 0/ the Bible, 1 957, p. 1 90). 
The Roman region was governed successively by 
Herod the Great (died 4 BC), Herod Antipas and 
Herod Agrippa. Cut off from Judaea-at least in 
Jewish eyes-by the territory of Samaria, Galilee 
nevertheless formed an integral part of 'the land', 
and the Galileans had, in fact, resisted the Romans 
even more doggedly than the S Jews. In the time of 
Christ the relationship between the two groups is 
weil described as having been that of 'England and 
Scotland soon after the Union' (G. A.  Smith, His
torical Geography 0/ the Holy Land25, 1 93 1 ,  p. 425). 

This, then, was the region in which Christ grew 
up-at Nazareth, in the limestone hills of Lower 
Galilee. Thanks to its position, it was traversed by 
several major routeways of the empire, and was 
therefore far from being a rural backwater. Its 
agriculture, fisheries and commerce provided hirn 
with his cultural background, and are reflected in 
his parables and teaching. I ts people provided hirn 
with his first disciples, and its dense scattering of 
settlements formed their first mission field. 

Today, Galilee and the plain of Esdraelon form 
the core area of N Israel, but its modern in habit
ants have the task of rehabilitating an area wh ich 
has lost much of the prosperity it enjoyed in NT 
days. I ts forests have been largely replaced by 
maquis, the characteristic scrub of the Mediter
ranean, and many of its towns and villages, places 
wh ich Christ kncw and visited, have disappeared 
from the map, leaving hardly a trace behind them. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A.  Smith, The Historical 
Geography 0/ the Holy Land25, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 4 1 3-436; 
O. Baly, The Geography 0/ the Bible, 1 957. 

J .H.P .  

GALILEE, SEA OF. A lake in the region o f  Gali
lee, also referred to, in the OT, as the 'sea of * Chin
nereth' (Nu. 34: 1 1 ) or Chinneroth (Jos. 1 2: 3),  and 
in the NT as the 'lake of Gennesaret' (Lk. 5: I) and 
the 'Sea of Tiberias' (Jn. 2 1 :  I ). Its modern Heb. 
name is Yam Kinneret. 

The lake is some 2 1  km long and up to I I  km 
broad, and it lies at 2 1 1 m below sea-Ievel. The 
rivcr Jordan fIows through it from N to S; its 
waters are therefore sweet-unlike those of the 
Oead Sea-and its fisheries (* FISH), so prominent 
in the NT narrative, were famous throughout the 
Roman empire and produced a fIourishing export 
trade. On the other hand, the position of the lake, 
in the depths of the Jordan Rift and surrounded by 
hills, renders it Iiable to atmospheric down
draughts and sudden storms. 

The lake is bordered by a plain of varying width; 
in general, the slopes on the E side are abrupt (Mk .  
5: 1 3), and are somewhat gentier on  the W. To the N 
and S are the river plains of the Jordan as it enters 
and leaves the lake. 

The shores of the lake were the si te of towns
Capernaum, Bethsaida, ete. -where much of 
Christ's ministry was carried out. In his time they 
formed a fIourishing, and almost continuous, belt 
of settlement around the lake, and communicated 
and traded ac ross it with each other. Today, only 
* Tiberias remains as a town--even the sites 01' 
several other former towns are uncertain
and changed patterns of commerce have robbed 
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the lake of its focal importance in the Iife of the 
region. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A.  Smith, The Historical 
Geography 0/ the Holy Land'l, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 437-463. 

J .H.P .  

GALL. The Hebrews used rM and m'röra to de
scribe a * plant and its fruit which were extremely 
bitter. Variously translated as 'hemlock' AV, 'poi
sonous weeds' RSV, NEB (Ho. 1 0:4), 'poison' (Jb. 
20: 1 6; Je. 8 :  1 4) and 'venom' (cf Ot. 32:33), it is fre
quently associated with the bitter herb wormwood 
(Artemisia) (Ot. 29: 1 8; Je. 9: 1 5; La. 3 : 1 9; Am. 
6: 1 2). Gall is referred to literally as the yellowish
brown secretion of the liver in Jb. 1 6: 1 3; 20: 14, 25 .  
As a plant it probably refers to the extract of the 
colocynth gourd fruit (Citrullus colocynthis). 

Metaphorically it denoted travail (La. 3:5) or 
any bitter experience (Acts 8:23). The anodyne 
offered to Christ during his crucifixion (Mt .  27:34; 
cf Mk. 1 5 :23) was a diluted wine containing stupe-
fying drugs. R.K.H.  

F .N.H.  
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GALLIO. Lucius Junius Annaeus (or Annaeanus) 
Gallio was the son of Seneca the rhetorician and 
brot her of Seneca the philosopher. An inscription 
at Delphi (SIG, 23, 80 1 ;  cf text and discussion by 
K. Lake, BC, 5, pp. 460ff.) makes it virtually cer
tain that he was proconsul of Achaia in AO 52-53, 
in  which office we meet hirn in Acts 1 8 : 1 2ff. A fixed 
point for Pauline chronology is thus afforded, even 
though the precise dates of office are unknown . 
His brot her Seneca writes of hirn (Ep. Mor. 1 04 .  I :  
Quaest. 4a, pref. 1 1 ) ,  as do several other ancient 
writers (e.g. Pliny, NH 2 1 .  33; Tacitus, Ann. 1 5 . 73; 
Oio Cassius, 6 1 .  35; 62. 25), with little to his dis
credit .  Luke depicts his vigorous refusal to hear a 
Jewish-sponsored prosecution of Paul, on the 
ground that no criminal charge was brought. The 
now proverbial 'Gallio ca red for none of those 
things' (Acts 1 8 : 1 7, AV) denotes less his religious 
indifference than his connivance at the subsequent 
outburst of anti-Semitism. The Western text con
veys the sense: 'Gallio pretended not to see'. Gallio 
was executed by Nero's order in AO 65. J .H .H .  

GALLOWS ( Heb. 'e$, ' tree'). Found only in the 
book of Esther (nine times). Haman had a gallows 
(Avmg. 'tree') made on wh ich to execute Mordecai, 
but the mode of the intended execution has been 
much debated. Hanging was not usual in Persia, 
where the events took place; it is suggested that the 
Heb. word means 'pole' or 'stake' (wh ich seems 
likely), and that, following Persian custom, the 
victim was to be impaled. (* CROSS.) 1 .0 .0.  

GAMALIEL ( Heb. garnilei, 'reward of God' ;  Gk.  
Gamalief). I .  Son of Pedahzur, and a 'prince of the 
children of Manasseh' chosen to help M oses in 
taking the census in the wilderness (Nu. I :  I 0; 2:20; 
7 :54, 59; 1 0:23). 

2. Son of Simon and grandson of Hillel (accord
ing to later, but doubtful, tradition), Gamaliel was 
a doctor of the law and a member of the San he
drin. Representing the liberal wing of the * Phari
sees, the school of HilIei , as opposed to that of 
Shammai, he intervened with a reasoned and 
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persuasive speech at the trial of the apostles (Acts 
5 :33--40). 

Paul acknowledged hirn as his teacher (Acts 
22:3), and he was held in such high honour that he 
was designated ' Rabban' ('our teacher'), a higher 
title than ' Rabbi' ('my teacher'). See 1. Neusner, 
The Rabbinic Traditions about the Pharisees be/are 
70, I ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 34 1 ff. 

The M ishnah (So!a 9. 1 5) says, 'Since Rabban 
Gamaliel the Eider died there has been no more 
reverence for the Law, and purity and abstinence 
died out at the same time.' As we might expect 
from this reputation among the Jews, there is no 
evidence, despite early suggestions (e.g. Clementine 
Recognitions I .  65), that he ever became a Chns-
tian. 1 .0.0. 

GAMES. 

I. In the Old Testament 

a. Physical sport 
In common with their Near Eastern neighbours, 
the life of the majority of Hebrews len little time 
or inclination for physical sport. When introduced 
by Hellenizing Jews in the time of Antiochus 
Epiphanes (I Macc. 1 : 1 0- 14; Jos., Ant. 1 5 . 268) 
and patronized by Jason, the high priest (2 Macc. 
4:7- 1 7), the Greek love of sport was considered 
irreligious. Nevertheless, there can be little doubt 
that, despite the absence of explicit references, 
running, throwing and hunting were undertaken 
on occasions when they were not a necessity. Like 
the Egyptians and Babylonians, the people of Pal
estine would have enjoyed contests at weight-Iifting 
and wrestling. Jacob's long wrestling-match may 
reflect both practised ability at the sport and the 
recognition of rules precluding holds below the 
belt (Gn. 32:24-26). The expression 'hip and thigh' 
(Jdg. 1 5 :8) may be a technical wrestling term, Iike 
English 'cross-buttock'. It has been suggested that 
the group combat at Gibeon was initiated as a 
wrestling-match (2 Sa. 2: 1 4), wrestling by grasping 
an opponent's belt being an ancient form of this 
sport. Archery could be a game of skill aiming at 
fixed marks (I Sa. 20:20; Jb. 1 6: 1 2; La. 3: 1 2), as IS 
shown on Assyrian rel iefs, as weil as a warlike art. 

b. Games 0/ chance 
Gaming-boards have been discovered at a number 
of sites, including Tell el 'Ajjul and Beth-shemesh. 
Some made of ivory (Megiddo, c. 1 350-1 1 50 BC), 
stone (Gezer, c. 1 200 BC) or wood were in 'human' 
or 'violin' shape pierced with peg-holes for a game 
of '55  Holes' commonly found in Egypt and Mes
opotamia. Draughts was played on boards of 
twenty or thirty squares made of stone, c1ay, ebony 
or ivory and sometimes hollowed at the back to 
contain the men. Unlike modern western methods 
of play in  these games, moves were made as a result 
of the throw of a dice (of which an ivory example 
of the 1 7th century BC was found at Tell Beit 
Mirsim), knuckle-bones or casting-sticks. Pyram
idal or conical game places and counters have been 
found, also 'halma' men at Lachish. 'Chinese-type' 
chess was known in Elam and Babylonia from the 
3rd millennium BC and may weil have been played 
in Palestine. Unusual board-games, like those dis
covered at * Ur, N ineveh and Tell Halaf, Syria (8th 
century), were played, though the method of play 
is at present obscure. The Hebrews, with their 

neighbours, considered that the lot (plir; * DIVIN
ATION) was a means of determining the dlvme Will, 
and in this way some board-games also had re
ligious significance. 

c. Children·s games 
The young played in the streets (Zc. 8 :5), imitating 
their elders in daily life or at marnages and funerals. 
The boys may have imitated the Egyptian team
games shown in paintings and a form of tug-of-war, 
while the girls practised juggling or ball-games, 
including catch played by teams with one mounted 
on another's back. Leather-covered balls have been 
found. Whistles, rattles, model pots, chariots and 
animals (some with wheels) have been recovered 
and betray an unchanging taste for toys by the 
youngest. I t  is unlikely that all the slings found were 
used only in the serious business of driving birds 
from the crops or guarding the flocks from straying. 
There is no evidence that the figurines or small 
statues with movable joints found at a number of 
sites were dolls. It is more l ikely that they were cult 
objects. People of all ages were amused by miming, 
skipping-ropes, whipped tops and hoops. 

d Diversion 
Feasting, songs, music, and especially dancing, 
were the commonest form of relaxation. Op
portunity was taken for this at every domestic re
joicing (Je. 3 1  :4), including merry-makmg at har·vest (Jdg. 9:27; 21 :2 1 )  as weil as at such public and 
state functions as the royal accession (I Ki. 1 :40) or 
celebration of victory (Ex. 1 5 :20; Jdg. 1 1  : 34; I Sa. 
1 8 :6). Story-telling and the art of propounding 
riddles was also a highly-esteemed practice (Jdg. 
14 : 1 2; Ezk. 1 7 :2; I Ki. 1 0: 1 ) . ( * DANCE.) 
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1 1 .  In  the New Testament 
Apart from one obscure reference to a children's 
game ( M t .  1 1 : 1 6- 1 7), and a possible allusion to a 
chariot race (Phi\ .  3 : 1 3f.), the games mentioned in 
the NT are the Greek athletic contests. Reference 
to I M acc. 1 : 1 0- 1 4; 2 M acc. 4 : 1 3- 1 4  will em
phasize the Hellenic outlook of the writers who 
found metaphor in this worthy subject. The festi
vals were religious in origin and flavour, encour
aged discipline, art, health and fair play, and were 
not without diplomatic usefulness (see Lysias, 33). 
Surviving ades of Pindar reveal the honour paid 
the victor in the Pythian, Nemean, Isthmlan and 
above all the Olympic Games. 

In the Epistles metaphors are drawn from the 
Games generally, and from the foot-race and from 
the chariot race in particular. 

In I Cor. 9:  24-27 Paul calls attention to the 
vigorous training of the athlete (a metaphor also 
used by Epictetus). The athlete is preoccupied not 
with the immediate token prize of the wreath of 
wild olive, parsley, pine or laurel, but with the later 
reward. The Christi an is Iikewise exhorted to strive 
'for the mastery', for his reward is, by contrast, an 
'incorruptible' crown (cf 2 Tim. 2 : 5 ;  4:8; I Pet. 1 :4; 
5 :4). I Cor. 9:26 depicts a boxing contest. Here the 
arms and hands were bound with studded leather, 
which inflicted grave injury, and the combatant 
therefore sought to evade rather than to parry-



hence the phrase 'beating the air'. Having begun 
with the scene of victory, Paul concludes w:ih a 
picture of failure. He sees hirnself as the hcrald call
ing others to the contest, but hirnself disqualified 
from competing. 'Preached' and 'castaway' ( I  Cor. 
9:27, AV) are unhappy renderings (see RV, RSV) . 
Mctaphors drawn from the Games would carry par
ticular weight with the readers of this Epistle, since 
the Isthmian Games were a Corinthian festival. 

In Gal. 2:2; 5 :7 ;  Phil. 2 : 1 6; Heb. 1 2: 1 -2 the refer
ence is to the foot-race, for wh ich a minimum 01' 
clothing was worn. 'Every weight' probably refers 
to weight shed in preparatory training in order to 
bring the runner to peak condition for the race. 
'The sin wh ich clings so closely' is more clearly a 
reference to clothing. The 'cloud' is a common 
metaphor for muItitudes. It suggests the runner's 
blurred vision of the spectators as his eyes are 
focused on the goal. 

The reference in Phil. 3 :  1 3- 1 4  is probably to a 
chariot race. Horse-racing with light chariots was 
weil known to the Greeks, and references go back 
to Homer and Sophocles. They were also a spec
tacular feature of the festivals. At the time Paul 
wrote, they were especially in fashion with the 
Romans, and Philippi was a Roman colony. We 
may translate these verses: ' I  do not count myself 
to have done this, but this one thing I do, forgetting 
those things wh ich are behind, and stretching out 
to those which lie before, I make for the mark, to
wards the prize of the upward calling of God in 
Jesus his Anointed.' Paul pictures hirnself in the 
chariot, bent over the curved rail against which the 
charioteer's knees were pressed, and, with the reins 
round his body, stretching out over the horses' 
backs and leaning his weight on the reins. In such 
intense preoccupation a glance at 'the things 
behind' would have been fatal. E.M.B. 

GARDEN. I t  was promised that the lives 01' God's 
redeemed people would be like a watered garden, 
ordered and fruitful ( Is. 58 : 1 1 ;  Je. 3 1 : 1 2; cf Nu.  
24:6). 

In  Egypt the Hebrews had known richly pro
ductive vegetable-gardens (01. 1 1 : 1 0; cf Nu 1 1  : 5 ;  
" FOOD). Fed from an irrigation-ditch, or from ves
sels by hand, a network of little earth channels 
criss-crossed the vegetable-beds like a chcssboard. 
In New-Kingdom Egypt, M.-F. Moens, Orienlalia 
Lovanensia Periodica 1 5 , 1 984, pp. 1 1 -53. 

In Palestine people cuItivated gardens for veget
ables ('garden 01' " herbs', I Ki. 2 1  :2; 'what is 
sown', Is. 6 1 : 1 1 ), and fruit (Am. 9 : 14 ;  Je. 29:5,  28; 
Cl. 4 :  1 6). Gardens might be associated with, or 
even part of, vineyards, olive-groves or orchards 
(Ec. 2 :5 ;  Am. 4:9; cf I Ki. 2 1  :2). Spices and choice 
plants featured in the gardens of royalty and of the 
nobility (CI. 5 : 1 ;  6:2, 1 1  (walnuts); cf 4: 1 2- 1 6  gen
erally; Ec. 2 : 5) .  These and other gardens were 
walled round (cf CI. 4: 1 2) and had to be kept 
watered, e.g from a spring or pool (CI. 4: 1 5 ; cf Ec. 
2 :5-6; contrast Is. 1 :30). They may aIso have some
times contained a summerhouse (2 Ki. 9:27). The 
'king's garden' at Jerusalem was a well-known 
landmark (2 Ki. 25 :4; Je. 39:4; 52:7; Ne. 3: 1 5);  and 
the Persian royal palace is mentioned as having a 
pleasure-garden (Esl . 1 :5 ;  7 :7-8). Similarly, Egyp
tian and Mesopotamian kings kept fine gardens; 
and a garden once occupied a large court inside the 
sumptuous palace of the kings 01' Canaanite 
Ugarit ( 1 4th-1 3th century BC). For full references 

GATH-HEPHER 

to gardens in Assyria and Babylonia, see in Ebe
ling, Meissner and Weidner, Reallexikon der As
syriologie, 3,  1 959, pp. 1 47-1 50. For 'Hanging 
Gardens' of BabyIon see 0. 1. Wiseman, Nebucha
drezzar and Babyion, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 55-60, plates 1-1 1 .  

Tombs were sometimes situated in gardens (2 
Ki. 2 1 : 1 8 , 26; Jn. 1 8 : 1 , 26; 1 9 :4 1 ;  " GETHSEMANE) . 
A less happy use 01' gardens was for pagan rites, 
perhaps l inked with the fertility cults of Canaan 
(Is. 1 :29; 65:3; 66: 1 7) .  

The Garden 01' " Eden was a symbol 01' God
created fertility (Gn. 1 3 : I 0; Is. 51 :3, eIe.). 

K.A .K.  

GATH. One of the five principal Philistine cities, 
and formerly occupied by the Anakim ("  ANAK; 
Jos. 1 1  :22). The gentilic from the name gaL was gitli 
or gillfm (Jos. 1 3 :3), and this accounts for the 'Git
tite' 01' the EVV. When the Philistines captured the 
ark and it brought ill fortune to Ashdod it was 
moved to Gath, where the people were struck with 
bubonic plague, so it was moved on to Ekron (I Sa. 
5:6- 1 0; 6: 1 7). Gath was famous as the horne of 
" Goliath (I Sa. 1 7), whom David killed. David 
later feigned madness to avoid retribution at the 
hands of Achish, king of Gath, when fleeing from 
Sau I ( I  Sa. 2 1 : 1 0- 1 5), but subsequently took ser
vice under Achish, and Iived for more than a year 
in his territory (I Sa. 27). When David's fortunes 
revived, and later during Absalom's rebellion, after 
he had added Gath to his dominions ( I  Ch. 1 8: I ), 
he had Gittite friends in his retinue (2 Sa. 6: 1 0- 1 1 ;  
1 5 : 1 9-2 1 ;  1 8:2) and a Gittite contingent among his 
mercenaries (2 Sa. 1 5 :  1 8). Another interesting Git
tite is mentioned in 2 Sa. 2 1  :20 (= I Ch. 20:6). He 
was very ta l l  and had s ix  digits on each extremity. 
Though Achish is still spoken 01' as king of Gath ( I  
Ki .  2 :39-4 1 ), the city was probably subservient to 
David, and evidently continued subject to Judah in 
the time of Rehoboam, who fortified it (2 Ch. 1 1  :8). 
I t  was captured by Hazael of Damascus in the late 
9th century (2 Ki. 1 2 :  1 7), and may have regained its 
independence by the time Uzziah broke down its 
wall when he campaigned in Philistia (2 Ch. 26:6); 
soon afterwards Amos describes it as belonging to 
the Philistines (6:2), so i t  may have been a Philis
tine enclave, in  loose vassalage, in the territory of 
Judah. Gath was besieged and conquered by Sar
gon of Assyria in the late 8th century. 
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The site has not been identified with certainty. 
Excavations at Tel l  el-'Areini some 30 km NE 01' 
Gaza failed to support its candidature. Tell esh
Sheri'ah and Tell e�-Safi are other possibilities. So 
too is the adjacent Tell en Nagila or 'Araq el
Menshiyeh, but certainty must await  further 
investigation. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. K. Vogel ,  HUCA 42, 1 97 1 ,  p. 
88; K. A. Kitchen, POTT, pp. 62ff.; NEAEHL, pp. 
4 1 8, 1 329, 1 522- 1 523; G. E. Wright, BA 29, 1 966, 
pp. 78-86; LOB, p. 250. T.C.M. 

GATH-HEPHER (Heb. gaL-ha�efter, 'winepress of 
digging'). The rendering Gittah-hepher of Jos. 
1 9 :  1 3  in the AV arose through a misunderstanding 
01' the he locale. A town on the border of Zebulun 
and Naphtali (Jos. 1 9 : 1 3), the birthplace of the 
prophet Jonah (2 Ki .  1 4:25). Identified with Khir
bet ez-Zurra' and nearby el-Meshhed, 5 km N E  of 
Nazareth. Ancient and continuous tradition indi
cated this as the birthplace and tomb of the 
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prophet. Jerome in the 4th century AD said that his 
tomb was about 3 km from Sepphoris, wh ich 
would coincide with Gath-hepher. M.A.M. 

GAZA (Heb. 'azzti, LXX Gaza). One of the five 
principal Philistine cities. Originally inhabited by 
the Avvim, driven out by the Caphtorim 
(* CAPHTOR; Dt. 2 :23), it was considered to mark 
the S limit of Canaan at the point on the coast 
where it was situated (Gn. 1 0: 1 9) .  Joshua con
qucred it (Jos. 10 :4 1 )  and found that some Ana
kim remained there (Jos. 1 1  : 2 1 -22); the city was 
lost to Israel during his lifetime (Jos. 1 3 :3). 
Judah, to whom it was allotted (Jos. 1 5:47), 
recaptured the town (Jdg. I :  1 8; though some hold 
that this refers to the same campaign as Jos. 
1 0 :4 1 ) . In the period of the Judges Samson con
sorted with a harlot of Gaza in connection with 
which a description of the city gate is given (Jdg. 
1 6: 1-3).  Israel's hold over Gaza must have been 
lost again at this period, for when the Philistines 
finally captured Samson they imprisoned hirn 
there, and it was there that he 'made sport' for 
them, and dislodged the pillars of the house, kill
ing many of them (Jdg. 1 6 :2 1 -3 1 ) . I t  has been 
pointed out that the description of Samson 'mak
ing sport' in front  of a pillared building with 
spectators on the roof is reminiscent of some of 
the features of Cretan civilization, and this is to 
be expected in view of the origins of the * Philis
tines. At the time of the Philistine capture of the 
ark, Gaza with the other cities suffered from 
bubonic plague and made an offering of an emerod 
and a mouse of gold to avert it ( I  Sa. 6: 1 7) .  

The city occupied an important position on the 
trade routes from Egypt to W Asia, and from the 
8th century i t  is frequently mentioned among 
Assyr. conquests. Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  captured it 
(lJa-az-zu-tu) in  734 BC, perhaps at the request of 
Jehoahaz of Judah, the ruler, Hanno, Heeing to 
Egypt, and Tiglath-pileser set up an image of him
self in the palace. Sargon had to repeat the action 
in 722 BC, for Hanno had returned to Gaza in sup
port of a rebellion led by Hamath. Hanno was 
taken prisoner to Assyria. The city remained faith
ful to Assyria, for Sennacherib, when he proceeded 
against Hezekiah in Jerusalem, gave some of the 
territory taken from Judah to Sillibel, king of 
Gaza, and Esarhaddon put a strain on this loyalty 
when he laid heavy tribute on hirn and twenty 
other kings of the Hittite country. In the time of 
Jeremiah the city was captured by Egypt (Je. 
47: 1 ). Gaza was taken by Alexander the Great in 
332 BC after a 5-month siege, and finally 
desolated-as prophesied by Amos ( I  :6-7), Zeph
aniah (2:4) and Zechariah (9:5)-by Alexander 
Jannaeus in  96 BC. 

The site of ancient Gaza, Tell Kharubeh 
(l:Iarube), lies in  the modern city. Small excav
ations showed that it was occupied in the Late 
Bronze and Iron Ages, and pieces of Philistine pot
tery were found. Various remains show the im
portance of the place in  Hellenistic and Roman 
times. Gabinius, the proconsul, rebuilt it in 57 BC 
on a new site to the S of the old, nearer the sea. I t  
was presumably to distinguish the  o ld  abandoned 
site from this that the angel, who wanted Philip to 
go to the old site, qualified the name Gaza with the 
phrase 'this is a desert road' (hau te estin eremos, 
Acts 8 : 26). 

At Tell el-'Aijjul, 6 km SW, Flinders Petrie found 

extensive cemeteries and a town that Hourished 
during the 2nd millennium BC. Numerous pieces of 
gold jewellery were discovered in tombs and build
ings 01' c. 1 400 BC. Nearby later burials have been 
uncovered containing so-called * Philistine c1ay
coffins. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Garstang, Joshua-Judges. 
1 93 1 ,  pp. 375f. ;  NEAEHL, pp. 49-53, 464-467. 

T.C.M. 
A.R.M.  

GEBA (Heb. geqa', 'a hi l l ' ) .  A town belonging to 
Benjamin, 1 1  km N of Jerusalem and 5 km from 
Gibeah, from which it is to be distinguished; cf Jos 
1 8 :24 and 28; Is. 1 0 :29. It was assigned to the Lev
ites under Joshua (Jos. 2 1 :  1 7; I Ch.  6:60). It was in 
the descent from here that Jonathan and his 
armour-bearer revealed themselves to the Philis
tines during their daring attack ( I  Sa. 14 :  I ff.). In 
the days of Asa, king of Judah, it was fortified, and 
then regarded as the N limit of Judah; it replaced 
the name of Dan in the saying 'from Dan to Beer
sheba' (2 Ki.  23:8) .  It remained prominent after the 
Exile (Ne. 1 1  :3 1 ;  1 2 :29). The modern town 01' Jeba 
stands on the same site. M.A.M.  
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GEBAL. I .  A Canaanite and Phoenician port 
whose ruins lie at Jebeil, 40 km N of Beirut. Its 
name, W Semitic g'qal, Akkad. gubla, Egyp. kpn, 
means 'hili, bluff'. The Gk.  name Byblos may in
volve a phonetic shift g-b, or imply that it was the 
place where Greeks first saw papyrus (Gk. byblos) 
imported from Egypt as writing material. 

Excavations, begun in 1 9 1 9  by M. Dunand, have 
revealed a city that Hourished from Neolithic 
times to the Crusades. By the mid-3rd millennium 
BC i t  was a centre for exporting cedar wood to 
Egypt, receiving Egyp. luxury goods in exchange. 
Strong stone ramparts guarded the city. Inside 
were temples, houses and tombs. At the end of 
the 3rd millennium i t  was sacked, but soon 
recovered. One temple was devoted to the city's 
patron goddess (Baalat Gebal), another was a 
memorial shrine filled with obelisks commemorat
ing the dead, originally probably plastered and 
inscribed. Dozens of jars containing bronze 
weapons, jewellery and figures of gods were buried 
around the temples as offerings. Tombs of Byblian 
kings were furnished with Egyptian and stone ves
sels of about 1 800 BC. From this time scribes at 
Byblos, trained to write in Egyptian, see m to have 
invented a simpler script, the Byblos hieroglyphic, a 
syllabary of about eighty signs known from texts 
engraved on stone slabs and copper plates. I t may 
have been here that the alphabet arose (* WRIT
ING). Certainly i t  was used here fully developed by 
about 1 000 BC, the date of the stone coffin of King 
Ahiram which bears the longest early alphabetic 
inscription. Other texts from C. 900 BC show con
tinuing links with Egypt. Byblos declined as the 
power of Tyre and Sidon grew. 

Jos. 1 3 :5  includes Gebal as part of the Promised 
Land then unconquered, and in fact Israel never 
ruled i t .  Solomon hired masons there (I Ki .  5: 1 8), 
and its ski lied shipbuilders are mentioned in Ezk. 
27:9. The Egyptian story of Wen-amun describes 
the city about 1 1 00 BC (ANET, pp. 25-29). 

2. A mountain region in Transjordan whose in
habitants allied with Israel's other neighbours 
against her (Ps. 83 :7) .  



BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  Dunand, Fouilles de Byb/os, 
1 937- : N. Jidejian, Byb/os Ihrough Ihe Ages, 1 968. 

A.R.M.  

GEBER. An I sraelite prince, the son 01' Uri,  who is 
mentioned, in what is perhaps a historical note to 
thc list 01' Solomon's administrative districts, as the 
prerect 01' the wholc 01' Transjordan ('the land 01' 
Gilcad'; I Ki .  4: 1 9) before Solomon divided it be
tween his 6th and 7th districts, over the former 01' 
which he set Ben-geber ( I  Ki .  4: 1 3), possibly 
Geber's son. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. N. D. Mettinger, S% monie 
Slale Officia/s, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 2 1 - 1 22. T.C.M. 

GEDALIAH (Heb. g'rja/yii or g'rja/yähU, 'Yahweh 
is great'). I .  Son of Ahikam, grandson 01' 
Shaphan, he was appointed chief minister and 
governor of Judah by Nebuchadrezzar I I  in 587 RC 
(2 Ki.  25:22) . With Jeremiah the prophet he was 
entrusted with the care of some royal princesses 
and those persons remaining after the Babylonian 
war (Je. 4 1 :  1 6; 43 :6). He made M izpah his resi
dence, and there he was joined by Jeremiah (40:6) 
and by many officers and men who had escaped 
from the enemy. These were gran ted asylum on 
condition that they maintained the peace (Je. 
40:7-1 2). However, Baalis, king of Ammon, plot
ted against hirn and provoked a refugee officer, 
Ishmael, to assassinate Gedaliah (2 Ki.  25:25; Je. 
4 1 : 1 -3). Fear of possible Babylonian reprisals led 
more Jews to emigrate to Egypt, despite Jeremiah's 
warning (Je. 42). The Jewish fast on the third 01' 
Tishri commemorates the death of Gedaliah (Zc. 
7 :5 ;  8: 1 9). A seal impression inscribed 'Belonging 
to Gedaliah who is over the House' found at 
Lachish almost certainly refers to this person. 

Scarab-shaped seal impression, inscribed Igdlyhw 
'sr 'I hbyt, 'be/onging 10 Gedaliah who is over Ihe 
house'. This may weil be the Gedaliah who was made 
governor 0/ Judah by the Baby/onians in 587 BC (2 I .  
25:22). Lachish. 6th cent. Be. 

2. Son of Jeduthun, instrumentalist leader of the 
levitical choir (1 Ch. 25:3, 9). 3. A priest married to 
a foreign woman in the time of Ezra (Ezr. 10 :  1 8) . 4. 
Son of Pashhur, a leading citizen of Jerusalem and 
opponent of Jeremiah (Je. 38: I ,  4-{j). 5. Grand
father of the prophet Zephaniah and grandson of 
Hezekiah (Zp. 1 : 1 ). O.J.W. 

GEDER. S Canaanite town (Jos. 1 2 : 1 3). LXX (B) 
reads asei, and other minuscules suggest 's' as 
second letter; Goshen may be the correct reading. 
Y. Aharoni, LOB, p. 23 1 ,  suggests Gerar. J.O.O. 

GELILOTH 

GEDERAH (Heb. g'rjeriih). I .  In the Shephelah, 
Jos. 1 5 :36; probably Kh. Judraya ( M .  Noth, Joslla, 
ad /oe.) on the N side 01' the Vale of Elah, opposite 
Soca. Kh. Jedireh, W 01' Latrun (L. Grollenberg), 
does not suit the context. 2. The 'Potteries' of the 
Monarchy, I Ch. 4:23 (AV 'hedges'); perhaps Tell 
ej-Judcideh N of the M areshah valley (w. F. AI
bright, J POS 5, 1 925, pp. 50ff.), where a large 
quantity of stamped jar-handles has been found. 3. 
In  Benjamin,  I Ch. 1 2:4; possibly Judeira, NE of 
Gibeon, or Kh.  Judeira, 10 km farther W. 

J .P .U.L .  

GEDEROTH (Heb. g'rjer6!). A town in the La
chish district of Judah, Jos. 1 5 :4 1 ;  2 Ch. 28: 1 8 .  The 
area of Qatra and modern Gedera, SE of Jabneel 
(F. -M.  Abel, L .  Grollenberg) is too far W and out 
of context (GTT, p. 1 47; M .  Noth, Josua!, p. 95). 

J .P .U.L.  

GEDEROTHAIM (Heb. g'rjeröraim). M ay be a 
variant of * Gederah, Jos. 1 5 : 36; the count is cor
reet without it; LXX ('its penfolds') read girjrörehiih. 

J . P.U.L. 

GEDOR (Heb. g'rj6r). I. A town in the hills of 
Judah (Jos. 1 5 :58, and perhaps I Ch. 4:4); Kh .  
Jedur, 2 km W of Beit Ummar and just off the 
central ridge; possibly the Beth-gader of I Ch. 2 : 5 1  
(GTT, p .  1 55). 2 .  In  the Negeb, near Soco and 
Zanoah. The 'entrance of Gedor' ( I  Ch. 4:39) may 
be the Nahal Hevron, though LXX has 'Gerar' 
(LOB, p. 388), while the context may indicate an 
area further SE. 3. In Benjamin, I Ch. 1 2:7;  per
haps * Gederah (3). 4. A personal Benjaminite 
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name, I Ch.  8 : 3 1  = 9:37.  J .P.U.L. 

GEHAZI. The servant of Elisha. He may be the 
unnamed 'servitor' of 2 Ki .  4:43 and the 'servant' 
of 2 Ki. 6:  1 5 , but he is specifically named on only 
three occasions. 

In 2 Ki. 4 he suggests to Elisha that the Shu
nammite should be rewarded with the promise of a 
son, and later takes Elisha's staff and lays it upon 
the dead child in the vain hope of restoring his l ife. 

In  2 Ki.  5,  after Elisha has refused to take a 
present from Naaman when his leprosy had been 
cured, Gehazi obtains gifts for hirnself under false 
pretences. As a punishment he hirnself is struck 
down with leprosy. 2 Ki. 5 :27 should be compared 
with the leprosy regulations of Lv. 1 3: 1 2- 1 3 . When 
this particular form of skin disease, whatever it 
may have been, turned the whole skin white, the 
victim was 'clean', and was not segregated. Hence 
Gehazi was able to continue as Elisha's servant .  

I n  2 Ki .  8 : 1 -{j Gehazi relates to King Jehoram 
the story of how the Shunammite's son was re
stored to life. While he is talking the woman herself 
comes in to appeal to the king for the restoration 
of her property. J.S.W. 

GELILOTH. Perhaps means 'circuit, circle' (of 
stones), cf * Gilgal. Only named in Jos. 1 8 : 1 7, as 
on the border of Judah and Benjamin, in  terms 
alm ost identical with those used of Gilgal (Jos. 
1 5 :7). As Geliloth and Gilgal have more or less the 
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same meaning, both derived from Heb. gälal, 'to 
roll', they may be variant-names for one and the 
same place. 1. Simons, GTT, p. 1 73, § 326, thinks of 
Geliloth as a small region near Jericho. Y. Aharoni, 
LOB, p. 235, sought i t  near Tal'at ed-Damm, S of 
the Wadi Qilt. K.A .K .  

GENEALOGY. 

I. In the Old Testament 

a. General 
A genealogy in the OT sense is a list of names 
indicating the ancestors or descendants of an indi
vidual or individuals, or simply a registration of 
the names of people concerned in some situation. 
The word 'genealogy' in  EVV renders Heb. ya�as, 
which occurs only in Ne. 7 :5 ,  se per hayya�lQs, 
'book of the genealogy', referring to a register of 
those who returned to Jerusalem with Sheshbaz
zar. CIearly 'genealogy' here is not used so strictly 
as in modern English where i t  is an account of 
descent from an ancestor by the enumeration of 
intermediate persons, though this  is  frequently 
what is intended. The genealogies of OT are found 
chiefly in the Pentateuch, and in Ezra-Nehemiah 
and Chronicles, and i t  is exclusively in the latter 
three books that the verbal form of y�as occurs, 
always in the intensive reflexive stern (hiLYa�esl, 
'enrol oneself by genealogy' (Ezr. 2:62; 8: I ,  3;  Ne. 
7 :5 , 64; I Ch. 4:33;  5 : 1 ,  7, 1 7; 7 :5 ,  7, 9, 40; 9: 1 ,  22; 2 
Ch.  1 2: 1 5; 3 1 : 1 6- 1 9) .  The term t6leg6L, 'gener
ations', is used in Genesis more or less in the sense 
of 'genealogical history' ( . GENERATtON). 

(i) Types 0/ genealogies. The genealogies given 
in the scriptural record range from a bare list of 
names as in I Ch. I :  I ,  through the most common 
type wh ich l inks the names by means of a stand
ard formula and inserts additional information 
under some but not all (e.g. Gn. 5 and ef v. 24), to 
the fully expanded historical account wh ich is 
based on a framework of names, as in the books 
of Kings. 

Genealogies of two forms are found in the OT. 
'Ascending' genealogies commonly have a linking 
formula, 'x the son (ben) of y' (I Ch.  6:33-43; Ezr. 
7: 1 -5); 'descending' genealogies often have 'x 
begat (yälag) y' (Gn. 5; Ru. 4: 1 8-23; RSV translates 
'became the father of') .  The descending type of 
genealogy may include much information as to the 
age and actions of the individual links, whereas the 
ascending type is more commonly used to trace the 
ancestry of an individual back to so me important 
figure of the past, when the doings of the inter
mediate figur.es do not affect the issue. 

(ii) Genealogies as sourees /or ehronology. That 
some genealogies in the Bible omit so me gener
ations is demonstrable (compare Mt .  l : l  with 1 :2-
1 7) .  For instance, the list of Aaron's descendants 
in Ezr. 7 : 1 -5 omits six names which are given in 
I Ch. 6 :3- 1 4 .  (See also • CHRONOLOGY OF THE Ow 
TESTAMENT, liLa.) This is readily understandable 
from the formulae, for the word ben could mean 
not  only son but also 'grandson' and 'descendant', 
and in like manner i t  is probable that the verb yälag 
could mean not only 'bear' in  the immediate phys
ical sense but also 'become the ancestor of' (the 
noun yeleg from this verb has the meaning of des
cendant in Is. 29:23). Factors such as the inclusion 
of the age of each member at the birth of his des
cendant and the number of years he lived after this 

(Gn. 5:6), need not militate against an interpret
ation of these genealogies as being abridgments. 
As Green and Warfield have suggested, the pur
pose of mentioning the years of age may have been 
to emphasize the mortality in spite of vigorous 
longevity of these Patriarchs, thus bearing out one 
result of the Fall. 

(iii) Aneient Near Eastern usage. Genealogies 
were a standard feature of ancient historical trad
ition. Naturally, royal family trees furnish our 
principal examples, but records of lawsuits over 
land ownership show that many other people 
maintained such knowledge. Assyrian scribes of 
the I st millennium BC listed kings of Assyria from 
remote times, with a line almost unbroken span
ning 1 ,000 years (ANETJ, pp. 564-566). The rela
tionship of one to another was noted, and the 
length of reign of each. Heading the list are the 
names of 'seventeen kings who lived in tents'; long 
considered legendary, personifications of tribes, or 
fictitious, they now seem to have an historical basis 
with the discovery at • Ebla of a treaty naming the 
first of them. From the 1 7th century BC survives a 
list of kings of Babyion, their ancestors and pre
decessors, sharing some names with the early part 
of the Assyrian King List. Earlier still is the Sum
erian King List, completed about 1 800 BC, which 
names kings of S Babylonia reaching back to the 
Flood, and before (ANET, pp. 265-266). Hittite, 
Ugaritic and Egyptian scribes have also left us king 
lists of varying lengths and purposes. 

Some of the particular characteristics of biblical 
genealogies may aiso be observed in the texts. The 
lists of names are interspersed with historical or 
personal notes, comparable with those in Gn. 4:2 1 ,  
23; 36:24; I Ch. 5:9- 10 ,  ete. The Sumerian King 
List has one Mes-kiaga-nuna, king of Ur, as son of 
Mes-ane-pada, but contemporary records suggest 
he was in fact the grandson of Mes-ane-pada, his 
father being one A-ane-pada. Either a scribe has 
omitted the father's name by error because it was 
so like the grandfather's, or 'son' is used in a wider 
sense than in English. The wider usage was 
common in Babylonian, as in all Semitic lan
guages, for 'member of a specific group', and from 
1 500 BC onwards, märu ('son') was used in the 
sense 'descendant of'. An interesting ca se is found 
in the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser I I I  which 
refers to • Jehu as 'son (mär) of Omri' when in fact 
he was not related, but simply ruled the same state. 
A remarkable Egyptian example is a brief text in 
which King Tirhakah (e. 670 BC) honours his 
'father' Sesostris I I I  (e. 1 870 BC) who lived some 
1 200 years before hirn. Similarly, King Abdul Aziz 
of Saudi Arabia was called Ibn (son of) Saud, 
though he was really the son of AbderRahman, 
and the Saud whose name he bore died in 1 724. 
The use of relationship words, of family and dyn
astie n ames, and many other factors have to be 
borne in mind when interpreting any ancient 
genealogies. 

There is thus no reason to suppose that all the 
genealogies in the Bible purport to be complete, 
since their purpose was more the establishment of 
descen t from some particular ancestor or ances
tors, a purpose unaffected by the omission of 
names, than the reckoning of exact chronologies 
(. CHRONOLOGY).  It is wrong, too, to dismiss any 
part of them as legendary, personifications of 
tribes or deities, or pure fiction in  the light of grow
ing evidence that other similar records have factual 
bases. 
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b. Old Testament genealogies 
The principal genealogical lists of the OT are: 

(i) Adam to Noah (Gn. 5; I Ch. 1 : 1 -4) .  Ten 
names, each given in the formula 'A Iived x years 
and begat (yäIOl!) B, and A Iived after he begat B y 
years and beg at sons and daughters, and all the 
days of A were z years, and he died'. The figures for 
x and y vary to some extent between the MT, the 
Samaritan Pentateuch (SP) and the LXX, though 
there is a considerable measure of agreement in the 
totals (z), as folIows: Adam, 930; Seth, 9 1 2 ; Enos, 
905; Cainan, 9 1 0; Mahalaleel, 895; Jared, 962 (MT, 
LXX), 847 (SP); Enoch, 365; Methuselah, 969 (MT, 
LXX), 720 (SP); Lamech, 777 (Mn, 635 (SP), 753 
(LXX); Noah's age at the Flood, 600. It is probable 
that this list is abridged, so that it cannot safely be 
used as a basis for • chronology. Reminiscent of 
this genealogy is the first part of the Sumerian 
King List, which names ten 'great men' who ruled 
before the Flood. The years of reign for these range 
in one recension as high as 43,200. 

(ii) The descendants of Cain (Gn. 4: 1 7-22). 
(iii) The descendants of Noah (Gn. 1 0; I Ch. 

I :  1 -23). The list of the nations who were des
cended from Shem, Harn and Japheth (. NATIONS, 
TABLE OF). 

(iv) Shem to Abraham (Gn. 1 1 : 1 0-26; I Ch. 
1 :24-27). Ten names. A genealogy couched in the 
same terms as (i) above, except that, while the Sa
maritan Pentateuch gives the total years (z), MT 
and LXX give only the figures x and y. The totals 
given by the Samaritan Pentateuch and worked out 
for MT and LXX are as folIows, the MT and Sa
maritan Pentateuch agreeing in most cases against 
the LXX. Shem, 600; Arpachshad, 438 (MT, SP), 
565 (LXX); LXX here inserts Kainan, 460, omitted in 
MT and SP; Shelah, 433 (MT, SP), 460 (LXX); 
Eber, 464 (MT), 404 (SP), 504 (LXX) ; Peleg, 239 
(MT, SP), 339 (LXX) ; Reu, 239 (MT, SP), 339 
(LXX) ; Serug, 230 (MT, SP), 330 (LXX); Nahor, 1 48 
(MT, SP), 208 (LXX); Terah, 205 (MT, LXX), 1 45 
(SP); Abraham. 

(v) The descendants of Abraham by Keturah 
(Gn. 25: 1 -4; I Ch. 1 :32-33). (·ARABIA.) 

(vi) The descendants of Nahor (Gn. 22:20-24). 
(vii) The descendants of Lot (Gn. 1 9 :37-38). 
(viii) The descendants of Ishmael (Gn. 25: 1 2- 1 8 ; 

I Ch. 1 :29-3 1 ). 
(ix) The descendants of Esau (Gn. 36; I Ch. 

1 :35-54). 
(x) The descendants of Israel (Jacob; Gn. 46), 1 -

6 b y  Leah; 7-8 b y  Bilhah; 9- 1 0  b y  Zilpah; and 1 1 -
1 2  by Rache!. 

I .  Reuben (Gn. 46:9; Ex. 6: 1 4; Nu. 26:5- 1 1 ;  I 
Ch. 5 : 1 - 1 0) .  

2.  Simeon (Gn. 46 : 1 0; Ex .  6 : 1 5 ; Nu. 26: 1 2- 1 4; I 
Ch. 4 :24-43). 

3 .  Levi (Gn. 46: 1 1 ; Ex. 6 :  1 6-26; I Ch. 6: I -53). 
This was an important genealogy, since the heredi
tary priesthood resided in this Iineage and the high 
priests were descended from Aaron, whose own 
genealogy is given in condensed form in Ex. 6: 1 6-
22. The descent of Samuel from Levi is given in I 
Ch. 6 and that of Ezra from Aaron in Ezr. 7: 1 -5 .  
See also (xi) below. 

4 .  Judah (Gn. 46: 1 2; Nu. 26: 1 9-22; I Ch.  2 :3-
4:22; 9:4). This was the lineage of David ( I  Ch. 2-
3), from whom the line of kings from Solomon to 
Josiah was descended (I Ch. 3: I 0- 1 5).  

5 .  Issachar (Gn. 46: 1 3 ; Nu. 26:23-25; I Ch. 7 :  1 -
5). 
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6. Zebulun (Gn. 46: 14; Nu. 26:26-27). 
7 .  Dan (Gn .  46:23; Nu. 26:42-43). 
8. Naphtali (Gn. 46:24; Nu. 26:48-50; I Ch. 

7 :  1 3). 
9 .  Gad (Gn . 46: 1 6; Nu. 26: 1 5- 1 8; I Ch. 5 : 1 1 -

1 7) .  
1 0. Asher (Gn .  46: 1 7; Nu. 26:44-47; I Ch. 7 :30-

40). 
1 1 . Joseph (Gn. 46:20; Nu. 26:28-37; I Ch. 7: 1 4-

27), through his two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh, 
who were accepted by Jacob as equivalent to his 
own sons (Gn. 48:5, 1 2; ·ADOPTION). 

1 2 .  Benjamin (Gn. 46:2 1 ;  Nu.  26:38-4 1 ;  I Ch. 
7 :6- 1 2 ;  8 : 1 -40; 9:7, 35-44). This was the lineage of 
Saul (I Ch. 8-9). 

In  addition to these lists, which establish genea
logical relationships, there are a number of other 
registers of individuals in one context or another, 
mentioned in connection with certain periods of 
OT history. 

(xi) Registers of Levites (see also (x) 3 above) .  
Of the time of David ( I  Ch.  1 5: 5-24), Jehoshaphat 
(2 Ch. 1 7:8), Hezekiah (2 Ch. 29: 1 2- 1 4; 3 1 : 1 2- 1 7), 
Josiah (2 Ch. 34:8- 1 3 ; 35:8-9), Zerubbabel and 
Joiakim (Ne. 1 2: 1 -24), Nehemiah (Ne. 1 0:2- 1 3) .  

(xii) Registers of the  reign of David . His recruits 
at Ziklag (I Ch. 1 2:3- 1 3, 20), his mighty men (2 Sa. 
23:8-39; I Ch.  1 1 : 1 1 -47), his officers over the 
tribes (I Ch. 27: 1 6-22) and his other administra
tive officers (I Ch. 27:25-3 1 ) . 

(xiii) Registers of families and individuals of the 
time of the return and the labours of Ezra and 
Nehemiah. Those who returned with Zerubbabel 
(Ne. 7 :7-63; Ezr. 2 :2-6 1 ), those who returned with 
Ezra (Ezr. 8 :2-1 4), the builders of the wall of Jeru
salem (Ne. 3: 1 -32), those who had foreign wives 
(Ezr. 1 0: 1 8-43), those who signed the covenant 
(Ne. \0 :  1 -27), those resident in Jerusalem (Ne. 
1 1  :4- 1 9; I Ch.  9:3-1 7) .  

1 1 .  I n  the New Testament 
There are two genealogies in the NT (Mt .  1 : 1 - 1 7 ; 
Lk. 3:23-38), both of which give the human ances
try of Jesus the Messiah (. GENEALOGY OF JESUS 
CHRIST). 

Apart from the word genesis in Mt .  I :  I ,  which is 
rendered 'genealogy' by !(SV, the EVV translate the 
term genealogia thus in I Tim. 1 :4 and Ti!. 3:9. The 
corresponding verb, genealogeö, 'to trace ancestry', 
occurs in Heb. 7:6 in reference to Me\chizedek, 
who did not count his ancestry from Levi. In the 
passages in Timothy and Titus the word 'geneal
ogies' is used in a depreciatory sense, in Timothy in 
conjunction with the word mythos, 'fable', and in 
Titus together with 'foolish questions'. It is pos
sible that in speaking of these Paul had in mind 
either the sort of mythical histories based on the 
OT which are found in Jewish apocryphal books 
such as the book of lubilees, or else the family
trees of aeons found in Gnostic literature. They 
obviously do not refer to the genealogies of the 
OT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. L.  Curtis, HDB, 2, pp. 1 2 1 -
1 37; P. W. Crannel, [SBE, 2 ,  pp. 1 1 83- 1 1 96;  
W. H .  Green, 'Primeval Chronology', Bibliotheca 
Sacra 1 890, pp. 285-303; B. B. Warfield, 'On the 
Antiquity . . .  of the Human Race', PTR 9, 1 9 1 1 ,  
pp. 1 - 1 7; E. 1. Young, WTl 1 2- 1 3 ,  1 949-5 1 ,  pp. 
1 89-1 93; W. G. Lambert, leS 1 1 , 1 957, pp. 1 - 14,  
1 1 2; A.  Malamat, lAOS 88, 1 968, pp.  1 63-73; R .  
R .  Wilson, Genealogy and History in the Biblical 
World, 1 977; M .  D. Johnson, The Purpose 0/ 
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Biblical Genealogies, 1 969. For New Testament, 
see D. Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles, 1 957, pp. 58, 
�. �.M. 

A .R .M .  

GENEALOGY OF JESUS CHRIST. Twice in the 
NT we are presented with the detailed genealogy 
of Christ. The first Evangelist introduces his 
record, in language which echoes Genesis, as 'the 
book of the genealogy of Jesus Christ, the son of 
David, the son of Abraham', and then traces the 
line of descent through forty-two generations from 
Abraham to Christ (Mt .  1 : 1 - 1 7) .  The third Evan
gelist, immediately after his account of the baptism 
of Christ, says that 'Jesus, when he began his min
istry, was about thirty years of age, being the son 
(as was supposed) of Joseph', and then goes back 
from Joseph through more than seventy gener
ations to 'Adam, the son of God' (Lk .  3:23-38). 

We need not examine the genealogy from Adam 
to Abraham, which is not given in Matthew, and 
which Luke patently derived-perhaps via I Ch. 
I :  1 -4, 24-27-from Gn. 5 : 3-32; 1 1 : I 0-26 (follow
ing LXX, since in  v. 36 he inserts Cainan between 
Arphaxad and Shelah). From Abraham to David 
the two lists are practically identical; the line from 
Judah to David is based on I Ch. 2:4- 1 5 (cf Ru . 
4 : 1 8-22). Mt .  1 :5 adds the information that the 
mother of Boaz was Rahab (presumably Rahab of 
Jericho). From David to Joseph the lists diverge, 
for Matthew traces the line through David's son 
Solomon and the successive kings of Judah as far 
as Jehoiachin (Jeconiah), whereas Luke traces it 
through Nathan, another son of David by Bath
sheba (I Ch. 3:5, where she is called Bathshua), 
and not through the royal line. In  M atthew Jehoia
chin is followed by Shealtiel and his son Zerubba
bel, and these two names appear also in Luke 
(3 :27),  but after this momentary convergence there 
is no further agreement between the lists until we 
reach Joseph. 

It  is most improbable that the names in either list 
wh ich have no OT attestation were simply invented 
by the Evange\ists or their sources. But if we take 
the lists seriously, the relation between them con
stitutes a problem. Both make Jesus a descendant 
of David; his Davidic descent was a matter of 
common repute du ring his ministry (Mk .  1 0:47f.) 
and is attested by the apostolic witness (Rom. 1 :3 ;  
s o  Heb. 7 :  1 4  assurnes that everyone knows that 
Jesus belonged to the tribe of Judah). But both 
lists trace his Davidic descent through Joseph, al
though they appear in the two Gospels which make 
it  plain that Joseph, while Jesus' father de iure, was 
not his father de facto. The Lucan genealogy ac
knowledges this by the parenthetic c1ause 'as was 
supposed' in Lk. 3 :23; similarly, the best attested 
text 01" M t .  I :  16 says that Joseph was 'the husband 
of Mary, 01" whom Jesus was born, who is called 
Christ'. Even with the Sinaitic Syr. reading of Mt .  
I :  1 6  eJoseph begat Jesus . . .  ' )  the  biological 
sense of 'begat' is excluded by the following narra
tive (vv. 1 8-25), and it is in any case probable that 
in other parts of this genealogy too 'begat' implies 
legal succession rather than actual parentage. Mat
thew's line is probably intended to trace the succes
sion to David's throne, even where it did not run 
through the direct line from father to son . 

In that ca se it might be expected that Luke, on 
the contrary, would endeavour to present the line 
of biological descent.  It has accordingly been held 

by several commentators that the Lucan genealogy 
traces Jesus' Iineage actually, though not explicitly, 
through Mary, his mother. It is possible to infer 
from Gabriel's words in Lk. 1 :32 that Mary was a 
descendant of David; although these words may be 
explained by the reference to 'Joseph, of the house 
of David' in v. 27, while Mary in v. 36 is a kins
woman of Elizabeth, said to be 'of the daughters 
of Aaron' (v. 5) .  No help should be looked for in 
the Talmudic reference (TJ Hagigah 77d) to one 
Miriam, a daughter of Eli (cf Heli, Lk. 3 :23), for 
this M iriam has no connection with the mother of 
Jesus. In any case, it is strange that, if the Lucan 
list intended to trace the genealogy through Mary, 
this was not stated expressly. More probably both 
Iists intend to trace the genealogy through Joseph. 
If Matthan, Joseph's grandfather in Mt. I :  1 5, is 
the same as Matthat, his grandfather in Lk.  3 :24. 
then 'we should need only to suppose that Jacob 
[Joseph's father in Mt . ]  died without issue, so that 
his nephew, the son of his brot her Heli [Joseph's 
father in Lk.] would become his heir' (1. G. 
Machen, The Virgin Birth of Christ, 1 932, p. 208). 
As for the propriety of tracing Jesus' I ineage 
through Joseph, 'Joseph was the heir of David, and 
the child, though born without his agency, was 
born in a real sense "to hirn' " (ibid., p. 1 87) .  A 
more complicated account, involving levirate mar
riage, was given by Julius Africanus (c. AD 230), on 
the basis of a tradition allegedly preserved in the 
holy family (Eus., EH I .  7 ) .  

If Nathan in Zc. 1 2 : 12  is David's son of that 
name, his house evidently had some special stand
ing in Israel, and there might then be more signifi
cance than meets the eye in the fact that Jesus is 
made a descendant of his in Lk. 3 :3 1 .  

The Lucan list enumerates twenty or twenty-one 
generations between David and the Babylonian 
Exile, and as many between the Exile and Jesus, 
whereas the Matthaean list enumerates only lour
teen generations for each of these per iods. But sev
eral generations are demonstrably omitted from 
the Matthaean list in the period from David to the 
Exile, and others may be omitted in the later 
period. 'Rhesa' in Lk. 3 :27 may originally have 
been not an individual name, but Aram. regli 
eprince'), the title of Zerubbabel (in which case the 
post-exilic section of the Lucan list may be derived 
from an Aramaic document). 

The main purpose of the two lists is to establish 
Jesus' claim to be the Son of David, and more gen
erally to emphasize his solidarity with mankind 
and his c10se relation with all that had gone before. 
Christ and the ncw covenant are securely linked to 
the age of the old covenant. Marcion, who wished 
to sever all the links binding Christianity to the 
OT, knew wh at he was about when he cut the ge
nealogy out of his edition of Luke. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. G. Machen, The Virgin Birth 
of Christ', 1 932, pp. I 73ff., 203ff.; M .  D. Johnson . 
The Purpose of the Biblical Genealogies. 1 988; N. 
Hillyer, NIDNTT 3, pp. 653-660. F.F .ß .  

GENERATION. A word used in the EVV to trans
late various biblical terms. 

\. Heb. töl'tjö{. A word occurring ten times in 
Genesis (2:4; 5 : 1 ;  6:9; 1 0: 1 ;  1 1 : 1 0, 27; 25: 1 2 ,  1 9 ;  
36 :  I ;  37:2) in  such a way as  to divide it into eleven 
sections, each being styled 'the generat ions of .  ' 
It also occurs in Gn. 1 0:32; 25 : 1 3 ; 36:9; Ex. 6: 1 6, 
1 9; Nu.  I many times; 3: I ;  Ru. 4: 1 8 ;  I Ch. 1 :29; 5 :7 ;  
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7:2 , 4, 9; 8 :28; 9 :9 ,  34; 26:3 1 .  In Ex. 28: 1 0  the EVV 
translate it 'birth ' .  The word is formed from yölaq, 
'to bear, beget', and this probably accounts for the 
E.T. 'generation'. From its OT usage, however, it is 
apparent that the word means 'history' or 'genea
logical history' , of a family or the like. In the LXX 
the word is often rendered by Gk. genesis (see 3, 
below), and the expression biblos geneseös Iesou 
Christou, 'book of the genealogy of Jesus Christ' 
in M t .  I :  I ,  closely reflects sefter töl'qö! 'öqöm, 
'book of the genealogy of Adam', in Gn. 5: I .  

2, Heb. dör. A word occurring frequently, which 
corresponds in  general to the word 'generation' as 
commonly understood in Eng. It can refer to a 
generation, as a period in the past ( ls. 5 1  :9) or 
future (Ex. 3: 1 5) ,  or to the men of a generation 
(Ex. 1 :6). It is the word used in Gn. 1 7:7, 9, where 
God's covenant with Abraham and his descend
ants is announced. The word is also used to refer to 
a class of men, as in 'crooked generations' (Dt .  
32:5) or 'generation of the righteous' (Ps. 1 4 :5) .  
The Aram. cognate, dör, occurs in Dn.  4:3 ,  34. 
Akkad. duru is used of a generation as grandfather 
to grandson spanning about 70 years. 

3. Gk. genesis. Used chiefly in the LXX for 
töl'qö!, and employed in the same sense in M t .  I :  I 
(see I ,  above). I n  the other NT occurrences, however, 
it is used in the sense of 'birth' (Mt .  I :  1 8 ; Lk. I :  1 4 ;  
Jas. I :23, 'his natural face', l i t .  'face of h i s  birth'; Jas. 
3 :6, 'cycle of nature', l i t .  'course of birth'). 

4. Gk. genea. Used chiefly in the LXX to translate 
dör, and l ike i t  including among its meanings much 
the same range as Eng. 'generation'. It is used of 
the people living at a given time (Mt .  1 1 :  1 6) ,  and, 
by extension, of the time itself (Lk. 1 :50). I t  is also 
evidently used to designate the components of a 
genealogy (Mt .  I :  1 7) .  

5. Gk.  gennema, 'child' and  'offspring', occur
ring in Mt .  3:7; 1 2 : 34; 23 :33 ;  Lk. 3 :7, in each case 
in the phrase 'brood of vipers', AV 'generat ion of 
vipers'. 

6. Gk. gen os, 'race' .  AV translates the phrase 
genos eklekton in I Pet. 2:9 'chosen generation', but 
RV 'elect race' or RSV 'chosen race' is to be 
preferred. 

I t  is sometimes held that a period of 40 years, 
the duration, for instance, of the wilderness wan
derings, is to be taken as a round • number indicat
ing a generation. 

BIßLlOGRAPHY. P. 1. Wiseman, Cll/es to Creation 
in Genesis, 1 977, pp. 34-45; F. Büchsel, TDNT I ,  
pp. 662-663, 672, 682-685; R.  R. Wilson, Geneal
ogy and History in the Biblical World, 1 977, pp. 
1 58- 1 59, n.  57; R. Morgenthaler, C. Brown, 
NIDNTT 2, pp. 35-39. T.C.M. 

GENESIS, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 

a. Pre-history: the creation record ( I :  1 -2 : 3) 
b. The story 0/ man (2:4- 1 1 :26) 
His creation and Fall (2:4-3 :24); his increasing 
numbers (4: 1 -6:8); the judgment of the Flood 
(6:9-9:29); the rise of nations ( 1 0: 1 - 1 1 :26). 

c. The story 0/ Abraham ( 1 1 :27-23:20) 
H is entry into the promised land ( 1 1 :27-1 4:24); the 
covenant and the promise ( 1 5 : 1 - 1 8 : 1 5) ;  Sodom 
and Gomorrah ( 1 8 : 1 6- 1 9 :38); Sarah, Isaac and 
I shmael (20: 1 -23:20). 
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d. The story o/ Isaac (24: 1 -26:35) 
His marriage with Rebekah (24: 1 -67); death of his 
father and birth of his children (25: 1 -34); the 
promise renewed at Gerar (26: 1 -35).  

e. The story 0/ Jacob (27 : 1 -36:43) 
His obtaining of the blessing by decei t  (27: 1 -46); 
his flight to Harran, and renewal of the promise at 
Bethel (28 : 1 -22); his l ife and marriages in  Harran 
(29: 1 -3 1 :  1 6);  his return to the promised land, and 
renewal of the promise at Bethel (3 1 :  1 7-35:29); 
Esau's line (36: 1 -43).  

f The story 0/ Joseph (37: 1 -50:26) 
Joseph sold into Egypt (37 :  1 -36); Judah and his 
daughter-in-Iaw (38 :  1 -30); Joseph in Egypt (39: 1 -
45:28); Joseph's father and brothers i n  Egypt 
(46: 1 -47:3 1 ); Jacob's blessing gives priority to 
Ephraim and to Judah (48: 1 -49 :28); deaths of 
Jacob and Joseph (49:29-50:26). 

The book of Genesis closes with the people of 
Israel al ready in Egypt. They were the elect family 
among ali man kind for whom God purposed to 
display the mighty acts of redemption outlined in 
Exodus. Among this people the tribe of Judah has 
already emerged as of special significance (49:9-
1 2) .  

A technical analysis may aiso b e  based on the 1 0  
occurrences o f  the phrase (or its equivalent), 
'These are the generations of . . .'. • 'Generations' 
(Heb. töl'qö{) means 'begettings' or 'genealogical 
records'. This phrase is used with reference to the 
heavens and the earth (2:4); Adam (5 :  I ); Noah 
(6:9); the sons of Noah ( 1 0: I ); Shem ( 1 1 :  1 0);  Terah 
( 1 1 :27); I shmael (25: 1 2) ;  I saac (25: 1 9);  Esau (36: I ); 
Jacob (37:2) .  
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11. Authorship 
For a discussion of the authorship of the Penta
teuch, see • PENTATEUCH . Concerning the author
ship of Genesis in particular, there is nothing in the 
book to indicate its author. There are two opin
ions, though there are variants of each: (a) Mosaic 
authorship, (b) non-Mosaic authorship. 
a. Mosaic authorship 
The education that Moses received at pharaoh's 
court would have enabled hirn to read and write 
(Ex. 24:4; Dt. 3 1  :9, elC. ), and he would obviously 
be anxious to preserve the records that had come 
down. This means that 'Moses was not so much 
the author as the editor and compiler of Genesis. 
Family records had been handed down either orally 
or in written form, and Moses brought these 
together, editing and translating where necessary. 
The creat ion story in Gn.  I may have been received 
as a direct revelation from God, since M oses cer
tainly had the experience of immediate contact 
with God (e.g. Ex. 33: 1 1 ; Dt. 34: I 0). Accordingly, 
we may legitimately look for documents or for 
orally transmitted stories in Genesis, and, if we use 
some recent terminology, we may speak of Moses 
as the one who faithfully set down what had come 
to hirn from past generations. 

If we allow for a few later 'footnotes' added by 
copyists up to the time of the Monarchy to explain 
points for contemporary readers (e.g. 1 2 :6; 1 3 :7; 
14 :  1 7, and parts of 36:9-43), there is not hing that 
need be dated after the time of Moses. While the 
proper interpretation of Ex. 6:3 does not exclude 
some use of the name Yahweh in Genesis, it would 
be perfectly understandable if  Moses sometimes 
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substituted the covenant name of his own day for 
the covenant name 'EI Shaddai (God Almighty) of 
patriarchal times, in order to remind his readers 
that this was the same God as the God of Sinai . 

For this section,  see E. 1. Young, IOT, I 949, pp. 
5 1  tf. 

b. Non-Mosaic authorship 
There is no one theory here that commands general 
acceptance. Since the days of leaD Astruc, in the 
1 8th century, scholars have looked for various 
'documents' in the Pentateuch. These for Genesis 
are 1 (wh ich uses Yahweh for the divine name), E 
(wh ich uses Elohim for the divine name) and P 
(wh ich is concerned chiefty with religious matters). 
Early forms of this theory were extremely radical 
and denied historicity to a great deal in Genesis. 
More recently it  has been argued that the 'docu
ments' grew by the collection of ancient material 
until they reached their final shape; 1 in about the 
1 0th or 9th century BC, E a little later and P in post
exilic times. Historicity is not necessarily denied in  
the  more moderate forms of this theory. 

More recently the 'documentary' theory has 
been abandoned by some who deny that formal 
documents ever existed. Scholars of this school 
speak 01' 'cycles of tradition' which grew up in 
various areas, chiefty with a religious interest, e.g. 
Ex. 1 - 1 2  is quoted as a 'cycle of tradition' that has 
the Passover event as its focal point. Some time 
later editors collected these materials and cast 
them into their present shape. For the most part 
the material was in oral form before collection.  
Again there is no necessary denial of historicity in 
this view, although so me writers do deny exact his
torici ty, but admit a 'general historicity'. This 'trad
ition history' school thinks in terms of the devel
opment of the traditions around central events 
which had significance for the religious life of 
Israel and found expression in their religious rit
uals and liturgies. 

It is not possible to say in general conclusion 
that any one school today has acceptance by all 
scholars. The exact origin of Genesis remains 
something of a mystery. 

1 11 .  The place of Genesis in the Bible 
Genesis is the Book of Beginnings, the great intro
duction to the drama of redemption . Gn. 1 - 1 1 
may be regarded as the prologue to the drama, 
whose first act begins at ch. 1 2  with the introduc
tion of Abraham. At the other end of the drama 
the book of Revelation is the epilogue. 

The prologue is cast in universal terms. God 
made all things (ch. I ). In particular, he made man, 
who became a rebel and a sinner (chs. 2-3). Sin 
became universal (ch. 4), and being rebellion 
against God is always under divine judgment, ex
emplified in the story of the Flood (chs. 6-9).  Even 
after God had demonstrated his displeasure by an 
act 01' judgment in the Flood, man returned to his 
rebellion (ch. 1 1 ) .  Yet always God gave evidences 
of grace and mercy. Adam and Eve were cast out, 
but not destroyed (ch. 3); Cain was driven out but 
'marked' by God (eh. 4); mankind was over
whelmed by the Flood but not obli terated, for a 
remnant was saved (chs. 6-9); man was scattered 
but allowed to live on (ch. I I ) .  

That i s  the prologue which paints the back
ground for the drama wh ich is about to develop. 
What was God's answer to the universal, persistent 
sin of man? As the drama proper opens in Gn .  1 2  

we meet Abraham, the first stage i n  God's answer. 
He would call out an elect people, from whom in 
due course would come the Redeemer. That people 
would proclaim the message of redemption to men 
everywhere. Genesis teils only the beginning of the 
story up to the time of loseph, giving the setting 
for God's mighty act of deliverance from Egypt, 
pattern of the greater deliverance yet to be 
achieved. 

IV. Genesis and historicity 
It is extremely dift1cult to obtain independent evi
dence as to the historicity of Genesis, since many 
of the narratives have no parallel in non-biblical 
literature. This is especially difficult for Gn. I - l i ,  
though easier for Gn. 1 2-50. I t  should always be 
remembered that much in the Bible is beyond sci
entific investigation, but notably those areas wh ich 
touch on faith and personal relations. The areas on 
which one might ask for evidence in Genesis may 
be summarized as folIows: 

a. The creation (0 CREATlON) 
b. The origin 0/ man 
The Bible asserts that God made man. It does not 
allow that there was any other source for man's 
origin. It is not possible, however, to discover from 
Genesis precisely how God did this. Scient ifically, 
the origin of man is still obscure, and neither 
archaeology nor anthropology can give a final 
answer as to the time, place or means of man's 
origin .  It is safest for the Christian to be cautious 
about the subject, to be content to assert with Gen
esis that, however it happened, God lay behind the 
process, and to be content to await further evidence 
before rushing to hasty conclusions (0 MAN) .  

c. The Flood 
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There is no final evidence here either as to the time, 
the extent or the cause. There were certainly exten
sive ftoods in the area from wh ich the Patriarchs 
came, and the ancient Sumerians had a detailed 
account of a great ftood in the ancient world. 
There are no serious reasons, however, for accept
ing the suggestion of Sir Leonard Woolley that the 
ftood at Ur, which left a deep deposit of silt re
vealed by his excavation, was in fact the result of 
the Bible ° Flood. 

d Patriarchal narratives 
It is possible today to read the patriarch al narra
tives against the background of the social, political 
and cultural state of the ancient Near East in the 
period 2000-1 500 BC. While it is not possible to 
date the events in Genesis, it is true to say that the 
Bible reftects the Iife of certain areas of Mesopo
tamia during these centuries. (0 PATRIARCHAL 
AGE.) H. H. Rowley, ' Recent Discoveries in the 
Patriarchal Age', BJRL 32, 1 949-50, pp. 76tf. (re
printed in The Servant 0/ the Lord and Other 
Essays on the Old Testament, 1 952); 1. Bright, A 
History o/lsraef, 1 972, pp. 67- 1 02. 

V. Genesis and theology 
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the pri
mary value of Genesis, as indeed of all Scripture, is 
theological. It is possible to devote a great deal of 
time and energy to all kinds of incidental details 
and to miss the great theological issues. For ex
ample, the story of the Flood speaks of sin, judg
ment, redemption, new life. To be occupied with 
details about the size of the ark, and with problems 



of feeding or of the disposal of refuse, is to be 
concerned with side-issues. While God's revelation 
was largely in historical events, and while history is 
of tremendous significance for the biblical revela
tion, it is the theological significance of events that 
is finally important. Where corroborative evidence 
of the Genesis narratives is lacking, the theological 
significance may still be discerned. 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. B. Vawter, A Path throllgh Gen
esis, 1 955; E. A. Speiser, Genesis, 1 956; G. von 
Rad, Genesis, 1 96 1 ;  D. Kidner, Genesis, TOTC, 
1 967; C. Westermann ,  Genesis, 1-1 1 ,  1 974; G. J. 
Wenharn, Genesis, 1-15, WBC, 1 987. l.S.W. 

l .A .T. 

GENTILES (Heb. gayfm; Gk. ethne (or Hellenes) 
via Vulg. gent i/es) . This was originally a general 
term for 'nations', but acquired a restricted sense 
by usage. In the OT the affinity of all nations is 
stressed in the tradition of Noah's descendants 
(Gn. 1 0) .  In God's covenant with Abraham his 
descendants are distinguished from other nations, 
but not in any narrowly exclusive sense (Gn. 1 2:2; 
1 8 :  1 8 ; 22: 1 8 ; 26:4). Israel became conscious of 
being a nation uniquely distinct from others by 
being separated to God after the Exodus (Dt. 26:5), 
and the covenant of Sinai (Ex. 1 9 :6). From then on 
this dedication dominated all her relations with 
other nations (Ex. 34: 1 0; Lv. 1 8 :24-25; Dt.  1 5 :6). 

The Israelites were constantly tempted to com
promise with the idolatry and immorality practised 
by other nations (I Ki. 14 :24), so bringing God's 
judgment on themselves (2 Ki. 1 7 :7ff.; Ezk. 5 :5ff.) .  
On their return from the Exile the danger was still 
more insidious because of the corruptness of the 
Jews who had remained in Canaan (cf Ezr. 6:2 1 ) . 
This continual struggle against contamination 
from their neighbours led to so hard and exclusive 
an attitude to other nations that by the time of 
Christ for a Jew to stigmatize his fellow as 'Gentile' 
(ethnikos, Mt. 1 8 : 1 7) was a term of scorn equal in 
opprobrium to 'tax-collector', and they earned for 
themselves from Tacitus the censure that 'they 
regard the rest of man kind with all the hatred 01' 
enemies' (Histories 5. 5) .  

Yet the Gentiles were assigned a place in proph
ecies of the kingdom, merely as the vanquished 
who would enhance the glory of Israel (ls. 60:5-6), 
or  as themselves seeking the Lord (ls. 1 1 : I 0), and 
offering worship ( Mal.  I :  1 1 ) when the Messiah 
should come to be their Light ( ls. 42:6), and to 
bring salvation to the ends of the earth ( Is. 49:6). 
In this tradition Simeon hailed Jesus (Lk. 2 :32), 
and Jesus began his ministry (Mt .  1 2 : 1 8, 2 1 ), and 
the Jews themselves could question wh ether he 
would go to the Gentiles (Jn. 7 :35). Though hesi
tant and astonished when Cornelius was converted 
(Acts 1 0:45; 1 1 : 1 8), the church quickly accepted 
the equality of Jew and Gentile before God (Rom. 
I :  1 6; Col . 3: 1 1 ), thus revealing the ful l  scope of the 
gospel and its glorious hope for all (Ga I .  2 :  1 4ff.; 
Rev. 2 1  :24; 22:2). P .A .B .  

GENTLENESS. In  Gal . 5 :23 'gentleness' (prajites) 
is part of the ninefold 'fruit of the Spirit'. In  2 Cor. 
1 0: I Paul beseeches his readers by the 'gentleness' 
(epieikeia) of Christ, coupled with his 'meekness' 
(prajites). epieikeia suggests the yielding of a judge, 
who, instead of demanding the exact penalty re
quired by strict justice, gives way to circumstances 
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which call for mercy. Thus the concession of a legal 
right may avoid the perpetration of a moral wrong 
(see R .  C. Trench, Synonyms 0/ tlre New Testament, 
pp. 1 53- 1 57). Similarly in the OT the Heb. 'änti, 'to 
be humble', and its cognate noun are used of God: 
'Thy gentleness (Rsvmg.) made me great' (2 Sa. 
22:36; Ps. 1 8 :35).  Although the word itself is rarely 
used, it expresses the typical condescension of 
the divine Judge, whose refusal to exact the full 
demands of the law lifts up those who would 
otherwise be crushed under its condemnation. The 
adjective epieikes describes one of the qualities of 
the Christlike believer. Note the other qualities 
with wh ich it is associated in I Tim. 3 :3 ;  Tit. 3 :2 ;  
Jas. 3 :  1 7; I Pet. 2 :  1 8 .  epieikeia is used in a formal 
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rhetorical sense in  Acts 24:4. l.C.C. 

GERAR (Heb. g'rär, 'circle'). An ancient city S of 
Gaza (Gn. 1 0: 1 9) in the foothilIs of the Judaean 
mountains. Both Abraham (Gn. 20-2 1 )  and Isaac 
(Gn. 26) stayed there, digging wells, and had cor
dial relations with Abimelech its king, though 
Isaac quarrelIed with hirn at one stage. The city lay 
in the 'land of the * Philistines' ( 'ere� p 'liStfm, Gn. 
2 1  :32,  34;  see also 26:  I ,  8), not necessarily an  ana
chronistic designation. In  the early 9th century BC 
i t  was the scene of a great victory by Asa of Judah 
over the invading Ethiopian army of Zerah (2 Ch. 
1 4 : 1 3- 1 4) .  

The si te  of Gerar was identified with modern 
Tell Jemmeh by W. M. Flinders Petrie, but follow
ing a survey by D. Alon, the si te of Tell Abu Hurei
ra, a mound about 18 km SE of Gaza, in  the Wadi 
ES-Sari'ah has been proposed as more likely. As no 
pre-Iron-Age remains had been found near it ,  this 
site had hitherto been believed to be a natural hil i ,  
but Alon's survey has shown that it was first 
inhabited in Chalcolithic times, and continued in 
occupation through every period of the Bronze and 
I ron Ages. The evidence of surface potsherds indi
cated that the city had a prosperous period in M id
die Bronze Age, the age of the Patriarchs. 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. Y. Aharoni, 'The Land of 
Gerar', JEJ 6, 1956, pp. 26-32; cf F. M .  Cross J r. 
and G. E. Wright, JBL 75, 1 956, pp. 2 1 2- 2 1 3 ;  W. F. 
Albright, BASOR 1 63,  1 96 1 ,  p. 48. T.C.M. 

GERASA. An important city of the classical 
period, ranking in importance with Palmyra and 
Petra. Lying in Transjordan, mid-way between the 
Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee, and some 30 km 
E of the Jordan, the site today, still preserving the 
name in the form Jaras, is one of the best preserved 
examples of a Roman provincial town in the 
Middle East. It is only indirectly mentioned in the 
Bible in the passages describing our Lord's visit to 
the E side of the Sea of Galilee, where the territory 
is described as the country of the Gerasenes (RV, 
M k .  5 : 1 ;  Lk.  8 :26, 37, AV 'Gadarenes'; in Mt .  8 :28, 
AV gives Gergesenes, RV, RSV * Gadarenes. In  all  
three passages variant MSS give Gerasenos, 
Gergesenos and Gadarenos. The town lies in a well
wate red valley with a perennial stream running 
through the middle of it, and its wealth was prob
ably derived from the cultivation of the fertile corn 
lands to the E of it. First noted in 1 806 by the 
German traveller Seetzen, it was subsequently 
visited by many Europeans. In 1 867 Charles 
Warren made many plans and photographs of the 
ruins. In 1 878 a modern village was founded at the 
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site, and the resulting destruction 01' the buildings 
led to considerable conservation, reconstruction 
and excavation under the auspices of the Depart
ment of Antiquities between the wars, a work that 
still goes on. The extent of the Roman remains 
makes research into the earlier periods difficult, but 
Gerasa probably emerged from a village to a Hel
lenistic town under the name of Antioch, some 
time after the 4th century BC, when increasing 
security made prosperity possible. I t  is first men
tioned historically in the writings of Josephus, who 
states that Theodorus of Gadara took re fuge there 
at the end of the 2nd century BC, but it was soon 
afterward taken by Alexander Jannaeus, and 
remained in Jewish hands until Pompey's conquest 
of 63 BC, when it became part 01' the province of 
Syria. The Hellenistic practice of allowing a meas
ure 01' self-government was continued by Rome, 
and Gerasa, now one of the cities of the * Decapo
lis, flourished, carrying on a lively trade with the 
Nabataeans to the S. This prosperity was such that 
in the I st century AD the city was largely rebuilt on 
a typical Roman plan with a straight main street 
flanked by columns leading to a forum. There were 
tempi es to Artemis and Zeus and two theatres and 
an enclosing wall round the wh oie. The 2nd century 
AD was, however, a period of greater prosperity, 
and the surviving remains, including a triumphal 
arch commemorating a personal visit by the 
emperor Hadrian in AD 1 29-1 30, date largely from 
that time. In the early 3rd century the city became a 
colony, but soon thereafter declined, and by the 
time of the Crusades i t  had been long deserted. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. C. McCown, The Ladder o[ 
Progress in Palestine, 1 943, pp. 309-325;  G. 
Lankester Harding, The Antiquities o[ Jordan, 
1 959, pp. 78-1 04; E. G. Kraeling, Gerasa. City o[ 
the Decapo/is, 1 938; NEAEHL, pp. 470--479. 

T.C.M . 

GERIZIM. The more southerly of the two moun
tains which overshadow the modern town of 
Nablus, 4 km NW of ancient Shechem, called Jebel 
e\-Tör in Arabic. It has been called the mount of 
blessing, because here the blessings for obedience 
were pronounced at the solemn assembly of Israel 
described in Jos. 8 : 30-35 (* EBAL, MOUNT). 

A ledge halfway to the top is popularly ca lied 
'Jotham's pulpit', from which he once addressed 
the men of Shechem (Jdg. 9:7). On the summit 
are the bare ruins of a Christian church of the 
5th century. Still earlier there stood there a tem
ple of Jupiter, to which a staircase of 300 steps 
led up, as shown on ancient coins found in 
Nablus. 

Gerizim remains the sacred mount of the Sa
maritans; for they have 'worshipped on this moun
tain' Un. 4:20) for countless generations, ascending 
i t  to keep the feasts of Passover, Pentecost and 
Tabernacles. According to Samaritan tradition, 
Gerizim is Mt M oriah (Gn. 22:2) and the place 
where God chose to place his name (Dt .  1 2:5). Ac
cordingly it was here that the Samaritan temple 
was built with Persian authorization in  the 4th cen
tury Bc-the temple which was demolished by 
John Hyrcanus when he captured Shechem and the 
surrounding area c. 1 28 BC. See further E.  Robert
son, The Old Testament Problem, 1 950, pp. 1 57-
1 7 1 ;  G. E. Wright, Shechem, 1 965, pp. 1 70-1 84; 
NEAEHL, pp. 484-492. G.T.M. 

F.F.B. 

GERSHOM, GERSHON. The form Gershorn is 
used of the fol lowing people. 

I. The eider son of Moses, born in Midian (Ex. 
2:22; 1 8 :3) .  The name (construed as 'banishment' 
or 'a stranger there') commemorated Moses' exile. 
Gershom's sons counted as Levites (I Ch. 23: 1 4-
1 5).  

2. A descendant of Phinehas the priest (Ezr. 8 :2) .  
3. Levi's son (I  Ch.  6: 1 ,  1 6- 1 7 ; elsewhere the 

allied forms, 'Gershon' and 'Gershonite', are 
used). In the wilderness the Gershonites carried the 
tabernacle, tent, coverings, hangings and cords for 
the door, court and gate; they received two wagons 
and four oxen to help in the task. They encamped 
W 01' the tabernacle. Their males, over a month 
old. numbered 7,500; those who served (age-group 
30-50) 2,630 (Nu. 3: 1 7-26; 4 :38-4 1 ;  7:7). In the 
land they obtained thirteen cities (Jos. 2 1  :6). Under 
David the Asaphites and Ladanites, both Gersh
onite families, had special singing and treasury 
duties ( I  Ch. 6:39; 23: 1 - 1 1 ;  26 :2 1 -22). Gershonites 
are mentioned at the bringing up of the ark (I Ch. 
1 5 :7), at the cleansings of the Temple under Heze
kiah and Josiah (2 Ch. 29: 1 2 ; 35 :  1 5), and as serving 
under Ezra (Ezr. 3: 1 0) and Nehemiah (Ne. 1 1 : 1 7) 

D.W.G. 

GESHEM. Mentioned in Ne. 2 : 1 9 ; 6: 1 -2 as one 01' 
the chief opponents of Nehemiah, and almost cer
tainly the Gashmu of Ne. 6:6. I n  these passages he 
is called simply 'the Arabian', but is evidently an 
influential person. Two inscriptions throw a vivid 
light on this man. One is a memorial in  ancient 
Dedan (modern el-'Ula) dated ' in the days of Jasm 
(dialect-form of Geshem) son of Shahru', testify
ing to Geshem's farne in N Arabia. The other is an 
Aramaic dedication on a silver bowl from an Ara
bian shrine in the Egyptian E Delta. It reads, 
'What Qaynu son of Geshem, king of Kedar, 
brought (as offering) to (the goddess) Han-'Hat . '  
This text of h i s  successor shows that Geshem was 
none other than king (paramount chief) of the 
tribesfolk and desert traders of biblically attested 
* Kedar in N Arabia. The Persian kings main
tained good relations with the Arabs from the time 
they invaded Egypt in 525 BC (cf. Herodotus, 3.  
4ff. , 88), which lends point to Ne. 6:6, for a com
plaint by Gashmu to the Persian king would not 
go unheard. For the silver bowl and full back
ground on Geshem, see I. Rabinowitz, JN ES 1 5 , 
1 956, pp. 2, 5-9, and pis. 6-7. Cf. also W. F. 
Albright, 'Dedan' (also in English) in the Alt 
anniversary volume, Geschichte und Altes Testa
ment, 1 953, pp. 4, 6 (Dedan inscription). 

K.A.K.  

GESHUR, GESHURITES. I .  In  the l ist  of 
David's sons in 2 Sa. 3 :3  the third is 'Absalom the 
son of Maacah the daughter of Talmai king of 
Geshur', a city in  Syria (2 Sa. 1 5 :8 ;  I Ch. 3:2), NE 
of Bashan (Jos. 1 2 :5;  1 3 : 1 1 , 1 3) .  

I t  was th is  c i ty to which Absalom fled after the 
murder of his brother Amnon (2 Sa. 1 3 :37) and to 
which David sent Joab to bring hirn back ( 1 4:23). 
The young man returned to Jerusalem, but only to 
plot rebellion against his father (2 Sa. 1 4:32; 1 5 :8) .  

2. Another group called 'Geshurites' is attested 
in Jos. 1 3 :2 and I Sa. 27:8 as resident in the Negeb, 
near the Egyptian border. F.F.B. 
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GESTURES. The Oriental is much more given to 
physical gestures than is the Westerner. As might 
be expected, then , the Bible records numerous ges
tu res. These may be roughly divided into three cat
egories: first, natural physical reactions to certain 
circumstances; second, conventional or customary 
gestures; third, deliberate symbolic actions. Ges
tures 01' the first type are involuntary, and those of 
the second often tend to become so, through long 
habit. 

Not many gestures of the first category are 
recorded; the Bible does not mention, for instance, 
shrugs and movements of the head by the story
teIler. Signs with the hands, for different purposes, 
are recorded in Mt .  1 2 :49 and Acts 1 2 : 1 7 .  The 
circumstances of the people around him also 
caused Jesus to sigh (Mk.  7:34) and to weep (Jn .  
1 1  :35) .  

A great number of conventional actions are to 
be faund in Scripture. When greeting a superior 
one would bow low, and perhaps kiss his hand. 
Friends greeting each other would grasp the 
other's chin or beard, and kiss. Lk.  7 :44-46 records 
the customary gestures of hospitality. Scorn was 
expressed by wagging the head and grimacing with 
the mouth (Ps. 22:7). In commerce, a bargain was 
sealed by 'striking' hands (Pr. 6: I -the gesture is 
lost in the RSV paraphrase). Extreme grief was ex
pressed by tearing the garments and placing dust 
upon the head. This category also includes the 
physical attitudes adopted for prayer and benedic
tion. Notice also Ex. 6:6 and Is. 65:2. 

Symbolic action was a method of prophetic in
struction; Ezekiel in particular made great use of 
it ,  and many of Jesus' actions were of a symbolic 
nature. He frequently touched those he meant to 
heal; he breathed on the disciples, as he imparted 
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the Holy Spirit (Jn. 20:22). Notice, too, Pilate's 
eloquent gest ure in Mt. 27:24 .  See also • FOOT, 
• HAND, • HEAD, etc. D.F.P.  

GETHSEMANE (from Aram. gat semen. 'an oil 
press') .  A garden (kepos, Jn. 1 8 : 1 ), E of Jerusalem 
beyond the Kidron valley and near the M ount of 
Olives (Mt .  26:30). It was a favourite retreat fre
quented by Christ and his disciples, which became 
the scene of the agony, Judas' betrayal and the 
arrest (Mk .  1 4:32-52). I t  should probably be con
trasted with Eden, as the garden where the second 
Adam prevailed over temptation.  Christ's action in 
Gethsemane ( Lk .  22:4 1 )  gave rise to the Christian 
custom of kneeling for prayer. The traditional 
Latin si te lies E of the 1ericho road-bridge over the 
Kidron, and contains olive trees said to date back 
to the 7th century AD. It measures 50 m square, and 
was enclosed with a wall by the Franciscans i n  
1 848. I t  corresponds to the position located by 
Eusebius and Jerome, but is regarded by Thomson, 
Robinson and Barclay as too small and too near 
the road. The Greeks enclosed an adjacent  site to 
the N. There is a broad area of land N E  of the 
Church of St M ary where larger, more secluded 
gardens were put at the disposal of pilgrims, and 
Thomson locates the genuine site here. The ori
ginal trees were cut down by Titus (Jos., Bi 5 . 523). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M. Thomson, The Land and 
the Book, 1 888, p. 634; G. Dalman, Sacred Sites 
and Ways, 1 935,  pp. 32 1  ff. D .H .T. 

GEZER. One of the chief cities of pre-Roman 
Palestine from at least 1 800 BC. It is strategically 
located on the road from Jerusalem to Joppa, on  
the  most N ridge of the  Shephelah overlooking the 

.{oTI ::TIT� � MT:·� 

The assau/t ol the city 01 Gezer by the army 01 Tig/ath-pi/eser Ill. A reliel 
Irom the SW pa/ace at Nimrud 744-727 Be 
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Plan 0/ the gate built by Solomon as part 0/ the /ortifications 0/ Gezer. 

A suggested reconstruction 0/ Solomon's gate at Gezer. 
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Ayyalon valley, and 1 2  km from the main highway 
between Egypt and Mesopotamia. Pharaoh 
Thutmosis I I I  captured the Canaanite city in c. 
1 468 BC. Ten el-·Amarna letters from Gezer show 
the city vacillated but finally remained loyal to 
Egypt in  the 14th century BC. At the time of the 
Hebrew conquest its Canaanite king, Horam, tried 
to help Lachish but was defeated (Jos. 1 0:33; 
1 2 : I 2). Gezer, however, was not taken by the Israel
ites (Jos. 1 6: 1 0; Jdg. 1 :29). Even so the city was 
included in Ephraim's territory as a Levitical city 
(Jos. 2 1 :2 1 ) . Soon after the conquest Pharaoh 
Merenptah claims, on his stele, to have recaptured 
it. Archaeological evidence indicates that after 
1 200 BC the Philistines controlled the city, possibly 
with Egyptian approval, which may explain 
David's battles in this region (2 Sa. 5 :25). Gezer 
became an Israelite possession when the Egyptian 
pharaoh gave it to his daughter on her marriage to 
Solomon, who rebuilt the city and its defences ( I  
Ki. 9: 1 5- 1 7) .  Excavations ( 1 964-73) have un
covered a six-chambered gate and defences. This 
area has also yielded great quantities of calcined 
stone, probably of Pharaoh Shishak's assault on 
Judah c. 925 BC ( I  Ki .  1 4:25tf.). The city was re
built and remained an Israelite city until the end of 
the Assyrian occupation c. 630 BC. There was an 
Assyrian administrative centre in the city in which 
two contracts for the sale of land by an Israelite to 
an Assyrian were discovered. Settlement continued 
under the Persians, Selucids and Maccabeans. 
Gezer (Gazara) figures frequently in the Mac
cabean struggle. Two interesting archaeological 
finds are the Gezer ·Calendar and a ten monolith 
· 'High Place' (c. 1 600 BC onwards). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. A. S. M acalister, The Excav
alions 0/ Gezer, 1 9 1 2; W. G. Dever el al. (eds.), 
Gezer 1 -8, 1 970tf.; NEAEHL, pp. 496-506. 

G.G.G. 
J .W. 

GIANT. A man of great stature. The word is used 
in EVV, sometimes following LXX, to render various 
Heb. words. I .  n 'pilim (Gn. 6:4; Nu. 1 3 :33, AV) 
following LXX gigas. RV, RSV 'Nephilim' in both 
verses. 

2. räpä', räpä, perhaps variant forms derived 
from the proper name r 'pä'fm (. REPHAIM) , and so 
rendered by RV, RSV in Dt. 2:  1 1 , 20; 3 :  1 1 , 1 3 ; Jos. 
1 2 :4; 1 3 : 1 2; 1 5 :8;  1 7: 1 5 ; 1 8 : 1 6  where AV gives 
'giant' .  In 2 Sa. 2 1 : 1 6, 1 8, 20, 22 and I Ch. 20:4, 6, 
8, wh ich speak of certain Philistines as 'sons of  the 
giant', a man of great stature may be meant (cf 2 
Sa. 2 I :  1 9-20); it may be noted here that • Goliath 
is never described as a 'giant' in the Bible, but some 
scholars hold that these verses indicate descent 
from the Rephaim. The LXX translates these terms 
with gigas in such passages as Gn. 1 4:5;  Jos. 1 2 :4; 
1 3 : 1 2; I Ch. 1 1 : 1 5 ; 1 4:9; 20:4, 6. 

3. gibb6r, 'mighty man', and frequently so trans
lated in EVV (e.g. Gn. 6:4; Jos. I :  14; I Sa. 9 :  I, eIe. ) 
but rendered 'giant' in Jb. 1 6: 1 4  (AV, RV; RSV 'war
rior'). The word corresponds very much with Eng
lish 'hero' in meaning. The LXX gives �igas for this 
term in  Gn. 6:4; 1 0: 8-9; 1 Ch. 1 : 1 0; Pss. 1 9:5 ;  
33: 1 6; 15. 3:2; 1 3 :3 ;  49:24-25; Ezk. 32: 1 2, 2 1 , 27; 
39: 1 8, 20. 

One other word is translated by gigas in the LXX, 
'anäq (. ANAK) in Dt. 1 :28, though the EVV do not 
so take it. 

No archaeological remains have been recovered 
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wh ich throw any light on this question, unless the 
presence of Neanderthal skeletons of Palaeolithic 
date in the caves of M t  Carmel are considered to 
do so (. EMIM; • ZUZIM). T.C.M. 

GIBBETHON (Heb. gibb'16n, 'mound'). A city in 
Dan (Jos. 19: 44), given to the Kohathite Levites 
(Jos. 21 :23). For some time it was in Philistine 
hands and was the scene of battles between them 
and N Israel. Here Baasha slew Nadab (I Ki .  
1 5 :27) and,  about 26 years later, Omri was ac
c1aimed king (J Ki. 1 6: I 7). Sargon of Assyria de
picted the conquest of the city on the walls of his 
palace, amongst the triumphs of his 7 I 2 BC cam
paign (see P. E.  Botta, Monumenl de Ninive, 1 849, 
2,  pI. 89). Probably modern Tell el-Melät, W of 
Gezer. G.W.G. 

GIBEAH (Heb. giQ" a. giQ'·a!). A noun meaning 
'hili', and often so used in the Bible (e.g 2 Sa. 2:25 
and probably in 2 Sa. 6:3 with RV and RSV), but also 
used as a pi ace-name. Owing to its similarity in 
form with the place-name geQa' (. GEBA), these two 
are sometimes confused (e.g Jdg. 20: 1 0). 

I .  A city in the hili country of Judah (Jos. 1 5 :57), 
possibly to be identified with modern el-Jeba' near 
Bethlehem. 

2. A city in Benjamin (Jos. 1 8 :28), evidently N of 
Jerusalem (15. 1 0:29). As a result of a crime com
mitted by the inhabitants, the city was destroyed in 
the period of the Judges (Jdg. 1 9-20; cf Ho. 9:9; 
1 0:9). I t  was famous as the birthplace of Saul ( I  
Sa. 1 0:26), giQ " a! sä'ul, 'Gibeah o f  Saul' ( I  Sa. 
I I  :4), and it served as his residence while he was 
king ( I  Sa. 1 3- 1 5), and after David was anointed in 
his place ( I  Sa. 22:6; 23 :  1 9; 26: I ) .  When David was 
king it was necessary to allow the Gibeonitcs to 
hang up the bodies of seven of Saul's descendants 
on the walls of Gibeah to make amends for his 
slaughter of them (2 Sa. 2 1  :6; LXX 'Gibeon'). 

Biblical Gibeah of Sau I is almost certainly to be 
identified with the mound of Tell el-Ful, about 5 
km N of Jerusalem. The si te was excavated by W. F. 
Albright in 1 922-3 and 1 933, with results that 
agreed with this identification. Further excavations 
were made by P. W. Lapp in 1 964, bringing some 
changes to Albright's conclusions. The situation of 
the place away from running water meant that it 
was not permanently occupied until the Iron Age, 
when rain-water cisterns came into common use in 
the hili country. The first small settlement be
longed to the 1 2th century BC, perhaps being des
troyed in the episode which Jdg. 1 9-20 relate. After 
an interval, a small fortress was erected and 
manned about 1 025-950 BC, the time of Saul . AI
bright had restored its plan as a rectangle with a 
tower at each corner, but only one tower has been 
uncovered, and Lapp's work has shown that the 
plan is uncertain .  An iron plough-tip from this 
period was found, indicating the introduction of 
iron, monopolized up to now by the Philistines. 
There are signs that the fortress was pillaged and 
then abandoned for a few years, presumably at the 
death of Saul, but the site was soon reoccupied, 
possibly as an outpost in  David's war with Ish
bosheth .  I t  must have lost its importance with 
David's conquest of the whole kingdom, however, 
and the excavations indicate that it lay deserted for 
about 2 centuries. The fortress was rebuilt with a 
watchtower, possibly by Hezekiah, and destroyed 
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soon after (cf Is. 1 0:29), to be re-fortified in the 7th 
century BC with a casemate wall (0 FORTIFICATION) .  
After a destruction attributed to Nebuchadrezzar's 
forces, there was quite an extensive village on the 
site until about 500 BC. A further period of aban
donment ensued until the spread of a new village 
across the si te in the M accabean age. Thereafter 
there was sporadic occupation until the expulsion 
of all Jews from Jerusalem, when Gibeah presum
ably fel l  under the same ban because of its proxim
ity to the city. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, AASOR 4, 1 924; 
L .  A. Sinclair, 'An Archaeological Study of 
Gibeah', AASOR 34, 1 960; P. W. Lapp, BA 28, 
1 965, pp. 2-1 0; N. W. Lapp, BASOR 223, 1 976, pp. 
25-42; NEAEHL, 2, pp. 445-448. T.C.M. 

A .R .M.  

GIBEON. At the time of the Israelite invasion of 
Canaan this was an important city inhabited by 
Hivites (Jos. 9: 1 7; LXX 0 ' Horites' is perhaps prefer
able) and apparently governed by a council of 
elders (Jos. 9: 1 1 ; cf 1 0:2). Following the fal l  of 
Jericho and Ai, the Gibeonites tricked Joshua into 
making a treaty with them as vassals. They were 
reduced to menial service and cursed when their 
deceit was discovered. The Amorite kings of the S 
hill-country attacked Gibeon for its defection to 
the Israelites, but Joshua led a force to aid his allies 
and, by means of a hailstorm and a miraculous 
extension of the daylight, routed the Amorites 
(Jos. 9-1 0; 1 1 : 1 9) .  The city was allotted to Ben
jamin and set apart for the Levites (Jos. 1 8 :25; 
2 1 :  1 7). During the struggle between David and the 
adherents of I shbosheth the two sides met at 
Gibeon. Twelve warriors from either side were 
chosen for a contest, but each killed his opposite 
number and only after a general me lee were 
David's men victorious (2 Sa. 2: 1 2- 1 7). At 'the 
great stone which is in  Gibeon' Joab killed the dila
tory Amasa (2 Sa. 20:8). This may have been 
merely a notable landmark, or it may have had 
some religious significance connected with the high 
place where the tabernacle and the altar of burnt-

offering were, and where Solomon worshipped 
after his accession ( I  Ch. 1 6:39; 2 1  :29; 2 Ch. 1 :3 ,  
1 3 ;  I Ki .  3:4-5). The 'Geba' of 2 Sa. 5 :25 should 
probably be altered to 'Gibeon' in view of I Ch. 
1 4 : 1 6; Is. 28:21 and LXX. The Gibeonites stil l  rc
tained their treaty rights in David's time, so that 
the only way of removing the guilt incurred by 
Saul's slaughter of Gibeonites was to hand over 
seven of his descendants for execution (2 Sa. 2 1 :  1 -
1 1 ). The close connection of Saul's family with 
Gibeon (I Ch. 8 :29-30; 9 :35-39) may weil have 
made his deed appear all the worse. Shishak of 
Egypt numbers Gibeon among the cities he cap
tured (ANET, p. 242; cf I Ki. 1 4:25).  The assassins 
of Gedaliah, the governor of Judah appointed by 
Nebuchadrezzar, were overtaken by the 'great 
waters' of Gibeon and the prisoners they had 
taken set free (Je. 4 1 : 1 1 - 1 4).  Gibeonites helped 
Nehemiah to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem 
(Ne. 3 :7). 

Excavations at el-Jib, some 9 km N of Jerusa
lern, between 1 956 and 1 962 have revealed remains 
of cities of the Early and M iddle II Bronze Age, 
and of the Iron Age from its beginning to the Per
si an period. There was also a large town during 
Roman times. No remains of a Late Bronze Age 
settlement, wh ich might be considered contempor
ary with Joshua, have been discovered, but burials 
of the time showed there had been life there. Some 
time in the Early Iron Age a large pit with a stair
way descending around it was dug to a depth of 
I I  m in the rock. Steps led down a tunnel a further 
12 m to a water-chamber, perhaps the 'pool' of 2 Sa. 
2 and the 'waters' of Je. 4 1 .  It seems that this pit 
was often almost full of water. Later another tunnel 
was cut leading from the city to a spring outside 
the walls. The filling of the great pit contained the 
handles of many storage jars, stamped with a royal 
o seal or inscribed with the owners' names and the 
name Gibeon. Examination of the area around the 
pit has shown that it was the si te of an extensive 
wine-making industry in the 7th century BC. Sealed 
jars of wine were stored in cool rock-cut cellars. 
The evidence suggests that the inscriptions relate to 
this site and so identify it. 

Rock 

Feeder tunnel Spring 

The water-system at Gibeon consisted 0/ a water-chamber C/it into the rock. reached by a spiral staircase. and 
all fron Age tunIlei 0/ 93 steps leading to the spring outside the city wall. Section through E side 0/ hili. 
showing Ihe slepped tunnel and spring. 
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Hand/es and mouth 01 a storage jar Irom e/-Jib, inscribed in O/d Hebrew gb'n gdr  'zrhyw, 'Gibeon-Gedor. 
Azariah '. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. B. Pritchard, Hebrew Inscrip
tions and Stamps Irom Gibeon, 1 959; idem, The 
Water System 01 Gibeon, 1 96 1 ; idem, Gibeon where 
the Sun stood still, 1 962; idem, The Bronze Age 
Cemetery at Gibeon, and Winery, Delences and 
Soundings at Gibeon, 1 964; NEAEHL, pp. 5 1 1-5 14 .  

A.R .M .  

GIDEON ( Heb. gicj" 6n, 'hewer, smiter'), the judge 
who delivered Israel from the M idianites, a 
bedouin people then dominating the central area 
of Palestine (Jdg. 6: 1 -8 :35). He was the son of 
Joash, of the clan of Abiezer, of the tribe of Man
asseh, and he was also called Jerubbaal. Some 
scholars hold that the narrative is composite, made 
up of at least two accounts (see the com
mentaries). 

Gideon was called to deliver his people while 
threshing wheat secretly for fear of M idianite dep
redations. There followed an act of defiance in 
which he destroyed his father's Baal-altar and 
Asherah, from the consequences of wh ich he was 
saved by Joash's quick-wittedness. The gesture of 
defiance seems to signify a protest against the as
similation of the worship of Yahweh with the 
Baal-cult. This act is associated with the giving to 
Gideon of the name Jerubbaal (y'rubba'af), which 
is variously interpreted as 'Baal strives', 'Baal 
rounds' or 'may Baal give increase'. Some suggest 
that this may have been Gideon's earliest name, 
reftecting the prevailing syncretism, receiving, 
however, a new significance in view of this act of 
iconoclasm (cf R. Kittel, Great Men and MOl'e
ments in Israe/, 1 929, p. 65; F. F. Bruce, NBCR, ad 
/Oc. ). In 2 Sa. 1 1 :2 1  it appears as Jerubbesheth 
(y'rubbeseO, replacing the abhorred name Baal 
with the word for 'shame'. 

The defeat of the M idianites is graphically de
scribed in Jdg. 7, when at God's command Gideon 
reduced his army from 32,000 to 300, and received 
personal reassurance during a secret reconnais
sance when he heard a M idianite warrior's dream 
of defeat. He made a sudden night attack which 
demoralized the enemy and led to a thorough rout. 
Jdg. 8 records the completion of the victory with 
the slaying of Zebah and Zalmunna, despite the 
hostility of the towns of Succoth and Penuel, for 
which Gideon exacted punishment. 

After the deliverance Gideon was asked to set up 
a hereditary monarchy, but he refused. He did, 
however, accept the golden earrings taken as spoil 
in battle, with which he made an 'ephod' (probably 
an image of Yahweh). This he set up in his own 
city. where it later became a source of apostasy. 

The dereat of M idian was decisive, and Israel 
had peace during the remaindcr 01' Gideon's lire. 
The final picture of Gideon is of a peaceful old 
age, with many wives and sons, among the latter 
being the notorious Abimelech (Jdg. 9). 
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Heb. I I  : 32 gives Gideon a place among the 
heroes of faith. He trusted in God rather than in a 
large army, gaining a victory with a handful of 
men which made it clear it was wholly of God . 
'The day of M idian' seems to have become pro
verbial for deliverance by God without the aid of 
man ( ls. 9:4). Gideon is portrayed as a humble 
man, and his refusal of the kingship establishes the 
fact that Israel's ideal government was a theocracy 
(Jdg. 8:23). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See • JUDGES. Commentaries by 
G. A. Cooke ( CBSC), 1 9 1 8 , C. F. Burney, 1 930, 
H. W. Hertzberg (Das A/te Testament Deutsch), 
1 953 .  Fleming James, Persona/ities 01 the O/d 
Testament, 1 947. J .G.G.N. 

GIFT. In  the OT a dozen words are used of gifts of 
one kind or other. The sacrifices and other offer
ings were gifts to God (Ex. 28:38;  Nu.  1 8 :  1 1 , etc.). 
The Levites were also, in a way, a gift to the Lord 
(Nu. 1 8 :6). Occasionally there is the thought of 
God's gifts to men, as health and food and wealth 
and enjoyment (Ec. 3: 1 3; 5: 1 9). Men gave gifts on 
festive occasions (Ps. 45:  1 2; Est . 9:22), or in  associ
ation with a dowry (Gn. 34: 1 2) .  Gifts might be 
tokens of royal bounty (On.  2 :6).  But there was 
little goodwill in the 'gifts' (RSV, 'tribute') the 
Moabites brought Oavid (2 Sa. 8 :2) .  Gifts might be 
the expression of shrewd policy, as when 'a man's 
gift makes room for hirn' (Pr. 1 8 : 1 6) .  Indeed, a gift 
might be offered with altogether improper motives, 
so that the word comes to mean much the same as 
'bribe'. The Israelites were commanded, 'thou 
shalt take no gift: for t he gift blindeth the wise' 
(Ex. 23:8,  AV). 

In the NT there is a marked change of emphasis. 
Some of the 9 Gk.  words for 'gift' refer to men's 
gifts to God, as anathema (Lk.  21 : 5), and especially 
d6ron ( M t .  5:23f. ;  23 : 1 8f.,  etc. ). Some refer also to 
men's gifts to one another, e.g. döron (Rev. 1 1 : I 0), 
doma ( M t .  7 :  1 1 ;  Phil. 4: 1 7). But the characteristic 
thing is the use of several words to denote entirely 
or primarily the gifts that God gives to men. dörea 
(the word expresses freeness, bounty) is found I I  
times, always of a divine gift. Sometimes this is 
salvation (Rom. 5: 1 5, 1 7) ,  or it may be undefined 
('his inexpressible gift', 2 Cor. 9 :  1 5),  or it is the 
Holy Spirit (Acts 2 :38). James reminds us that 
'Every good endowment (dosis) and every perfeet 
gift (dörema) is from above' (Jas. I :  1 7) .  A most im
portant word is charisma. This may be used of 
God's good gift of eternal life (Rom. 6:23), but its 
characteristic use is for the · 'spiritual gifts', i. e. the 
gifts wh ich the Holy Spirit imparts to certain 
people. Everyone has such a gift (I Pet. 4 :  1 0), but 
specific gifts are reserved for individuals (I Cor. 
1 2 :30), and individuals endowed with these gifts 
are themselves 'gifts' from the ascended Christ to 
the church (Eph. 4 :7ff. ) .  The important passages 
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are Rom. 1 2 :6ff.; I Cor. 1 2 :4- 1 1 , 28-30; 14 ;  Eph.  
4: 1 1  ff. Salvation is God's good gift to men, and all 
the rest arises rrom this basic truth. L.M. 

GIHON (Heb. gfMn, 'stream').  I. One or the rour 
rivers or the Garden or • Eden, wh ich has been 
identified variously with the Oxus, Araxes, Ganges, 
Nile and many other rivers. The Nile identification 
arises rrom the statement that i t  wound through 
(säIJaIJ) the land or • Cush (Gn. 2: 1 3),  which is 
identified with Ethiopia, but i t  is more probable 
that the Cush here rererred to is the area to the E or 
Mesopotamia rrom wh ich the Kassites later des
cended. Ir this is so, some river descending to Mes
opotamia rrom the E mountains, perhaps the 
Diyala or the Kerkha, is possible, though the pos
sibility or changed geographical reatures makes 
any identification uncertain .  

2. The name o r  a spring t o  the E o r  Jerusalem, 
where Solomon was anointed king (I Ki. 1 :33,  38,  
45) .  I t  was rrom this spring that Hezekiah cut a 
conduit to take the water to the pool or Siloam (2 
Ch. 32:30) inside the city walls, and it was still out
side the outer wall built by Manasseh (2 Ch. 
33 : 1 4). It is probably to be identified with modern 
'Ain Sitti Maryäm. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. On I see E.  A.  Speiser, 'The 
Rivers or Paradise', Festschrift Johannes Friedrich, 
1 959, pp. 473-485; on 2 see 1. Simons, Jerusalem in 
the Old Testament, 1 952, pp. 1 62- 1 88 .  T.C .M. 

GILBOA (Heb. gi/Ma', probably 'bubbling roun
tain', although there is some doubt about this). 
Sometimes the name is anarthrous, while ' M t  
Gilboa' also occurs. I t  was a range or mountains 
in the territory or Issachar, and so, in 2 Sa. 1 :2 1 ,  
David apostrophizes 'ye mountains o r  Gilboa'. I t  
was the scene o r  Saul's final c1ash with the Philis
tines and or his death (I Sa. 28:4; 3 1 ) .  It may 
seem surprising to find the Philistines so rar N, 
but the route rrom Philistia to Esdraelon was an 
easy one ror armies on the march. The hills are 
now called Jebel FUkü'a, but the ancient name is 
perpetuated in the village or Jelbön on the hill-
side. G.W.G. 

GI LEAD. I .  The son or Machir, son or M anasseh 
and progenitor or the Gileadite clan wh ich was a 
major part or the tribe or M anasseh (Nu. 26:29-
30; 27: 1 ;  36: I ; Jos. 1 7: 1 , 3 ;  I Ch.  2 :2 1 ,  23; 7: 1 4- 1 7). 
2. A descendant or Gad and ancestor or some later 
Gadites ( I  Ch.  5:  1 4). 3. Jephthah's rather (Jdg. 
1 1 : 1 -2). 

4. The name applied to the whole or part or the 
Transjordanian lands occupied by the tribes or 
Reuben, Gad and halr-Manasseh.  Geographically, 
Gi lead proper was the hilly, wooded country N or 
a line rrom Heshbon W to the N end or the Dead 
Sea, and extending N towards the present-day river 
and Wadi Yarmuk but flattening out into plains 
rrom c .  29 km S or Yarmuk. The N extension or 
these plains rorms the territory or Bashan. Gilead 
thus defined is divided into N and S halves by the 
E-W course or the lower Jabbok river. S or Gilead 
proper (i. e. S or the Heshbon-Dead Sea line) and 
reaching to the Arnon river, there is a rolling plat
eau suitable ror grain-growing, cattle and flocks. 
This tract, too, was sometimes included under 
'Gilead'. But the term Gilead could in its widest 

application be extended to cover all ( Israelite) 
Transjordan (cf 01. 2:36 and especially 34: I ;  Jdg. 
1 0- 1 2 ; 20: 1 ;  2 Ki. 1 5 :29). I Sa 1 3 :7  is interesting in 
that it uses 'Gad' in rererence to a particular sec
tion, and 'Gilead' or the territory in general. It is 
also used as a general term in 2 Ki .  1 0:33 ,  where 
'all the land or Gilead', i. e. (Israelite) Transjordan, 
includes 'Gilead (i. e. Gilead proper, plus the land 
to the Arnon) and Bashan'. For Gilead in  the nar
rower sense, as the wooded hill-country stretching 
to the N and S or the Jabbok, see 01. 3: I 0, where i t  
is  described as Iying between the cities 01' the plain 
or tableland S or Heshbon and Bashan in the N, 
and Jos. 1 3 :  1 1  (in context). Either halr or Gilead 
proper could be called simply 'Gilead' (rererring to 
the N, see 01. 3 :  1 5; Jos. 1 7: I ,  5-6). Where fuller 
design at ions were used, Gilead S or the Jabbok 
(wh ich rell to Gad) was sometimes called 'halr the 
hill-country or Gilead' (RV, 01. 3 : 1 2, cf 1 6; Jos. 
1 2 :2,  5;  cf 1 3 :25), a name also used or Gilead N or 
the Jabbok (Jos. 1 3 : 3 1 ). The N halr  was also known 
as 'the rest or Gilead' (01. 3: 1 3) .  In 01. 3: 12 with 
1 6, and 1 3  with 1 5, the sequence or rull and 
abbreviated terms is particularly noteworthy. The 
simultaneous use or a term or title in both wide 
and restricted senses, or in both rull and abbrevi
ated rorms, is a common phenomenon in antiquity 
and modern times alike. In most OT rererences to 
Gilead study or context usually shows the nuance 
intended. 

The balm or Gilead was proverbial (Je. 8 :22; 
46: 1 1 ; cf Gn. 37:25). The rich ·woodland covering 
its hills is cited with Lebanon and Carmel as a 
symbol or luxury (Je. 22:6; 50: 1 9; Zc. 1 0 :  1 0) .  It was 
the grazing-ground or goats (CI . 4: I ;  6:5), and also 
provided reruge ror rugitives. Among those who 
sought reruge in Gilead were Jacob when he fled 
berore Laban (Gn. 3 1  :2 1 -55), the I sraelites who 
reared the Philistines in Saul's time ( I  Sa. 1 3 :7), 
Ishbosheth (2 Sa. 2 :8-9) and David during Ab
salom's revolt (2 Sa. 1 7:22ff.). 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. O n  natural geography, ef D. 
Baly. The Geography 0/ the Bible, 1 974, pp. 2 1 9-
225. On archaeology, cf N. Glueck, Explorations 
in Eastern Palestine, 3; AASOR 1 81 1 9, 1 939, pp. 
1 5 1 - 1 53 ,  242-25 1  (extent and history), and pp. 
1 53-242, 2 5 1 ff. (archaeology). In general, M .  
Ottoson, Gilead, 1 969; speculative i s  M .  Wüst, 
Untersuchungen ZLI den siedlungsgeographischen 
Texten des Alten Testaments, I .  Ostjordanland, 1 975.  
See also • REUBEN, • GAD , • MANASSEH , • RAMOTH-
GILEAD and • M AHANAIM. K .A .K .  

GILGAL. The name can mean 'circle (01'  stones)', 
or 'rolling', rrom Heb. gälal, 'to rol l ' .  In its latter 
meaning the name Gilgal was used by God 
through Joshua to serve as a reminder to Israel or 
their deliverance rrom Egypt when they were cir
cumcised there: 'This day I have rolled away 
(gal/o!f) the reproach or Egypt rrom you' (Jos. 5:9). 

I. Gilgal to the E or Jericho, between it and the 
Jordan. The exact site or Gilgal within this area is 
still uncertain. 1. Muilenburg (BASOR 1 40, 1 955, 
pp. 1 1 -27) very tentatively suggests a si te just N or 
Khirbet el-Mefjir, about 2 km NE or OT Jericho 
(Tell es-Sultan). In  support or this approximate 10-
cation, Muilenburg adduces the combined test i
mony 01' the OT rererences and or later writers 
(Josephus, Eusebius, ete. ), and a trial excavation 
revealed Early lron Age remains there. 1. Simons 
(GTT, pp. 269-270, § 464) criticized Mui lenburg's 



view on the ground that Khirbet el-MeQir is more 
fairly N than E of Jericho; but this is not a very 
strong object ion because Khirbet el-MeQir is as 
much E as it is N (see M uilenburg's map, op. cit. , 
fig. I, p. 1 7) .  

Gilgal became Israel's base of operations after 
the crossing of Jordan (Jos. 4:  1 9),  and was the 
focus of a series of events during the conquest: 
twelve commemorative stones were set up when 
Israel pitched camp there (Jos. 4:20); the new gen
eration grown up in the wilderness were circum
cised there; the first Passover in Canaan was held 
there (Jos. 5 :9- 1 0) and the manna ceased (Jos. 
5 : 1 1 - 1 2).  From Gilgal, Joshua led forth Israel 
against Jericho (Jos. 6: 1 1 ,  1 4ff.), and conducted his 
S campaign (Jos. 1 0) after receiving the artful 
Gibeonite envoys (Jos. 9:6), and there began to 
allot tribaI territories (Jos. 1 4:6). Gilgal thus 
beeame at onee a reminder of God's past deliver
anee from Egypt, a token of present victory under 
his guidanee, and saw the promise of inheritance 
yet to be gained. On the camp at Gilgal in Joshua's 
strategy, compare Y. Kaufmann, The Biblical Ac
count 01 the Conquest 01 Palestine, 1 953, pp. 9 1 -97, 
especially 92, 95f. Kaufmann also incisively refutes 
Alt's and Noth's erroneous views about Gilgal as 
an early shrine of Benjaminite tradition (pp. 67-
69). 

In later days God's angel went up from Gilgal to 
Sochim in judgment against forgetful Israel (Jdg. 
2:  I ); thence Ehud returned to slay a Moabite king 
for Israel's deliveranee (Jdg. 3 :  1 9). Samuel used to 
visit Gilgal on circuit (I Sa. 7: 1 6) ;  there Saul's 
kingship was confirmed after the Ammonite emer
gency with joyful sacrifiees ( I  Sa. 1 1 : 1 4- 1 5 ; cf 
1 0:8).  Sut thereafter, Saul offered precipitate sacri
fiee (I Sa. 1 3 :8- 1 4), and it was at Gilgal that 
Samuel and Saul par ted for ever after Saul's dis
obedience in  the Amalekite war ( I  Sa. 1 5 : 1 2-35). 
After AbsaIom's abortive revolt, the Judaeans wel
comed David back at Gilgal (2 Sa. 1 9 : 1 5 ,  40). 
In the days of Ahab and Joram, Elijah and 
Elisha passed that way just before Elijah's transla
tion to heaven (2 Ki. 2:  I) (although some, quite 
unnecessarily it would seem, consider this plaee to 
be distinct from the historic Gilgal), and there Eli
sha sweetened the wild gourds in the cooking-pot 
of a group of prophets who feared poison (2 Ki.  
4:38). 

Sut during the 8th century BC, at least under the 
kings Uzziah to Hezekiah, Gilgal became a centre 
of formal and unspiritual worship which like 
Sethel drew condemnation from Amos (4:4; 5 :5) 
and Hosea (4 : 1 5; 9: 1 5 ; 1 2 : 1 1 ) .  The association of 
Bethel and Gilgal (reflected also in 2 Ki.  2: 1 -2) 
was strengthened by an important road that con
nected them ( Muilenburg, op. cit. , p. 1 3) .  Finally, 
Micah (6:5) reminds his people of Gilgal's first 
role in  their spiritual pilgrimage, witnessing to 
God's righteousness and saving power, 'from Shit
tim to Gilgal', i. e. across Jordan into the promised 
land . 

2. In Jos. 1 5 :7 ,  the N boundary of Judah at least 
came in view of a Gilgal that was 'opposite the 
ascent of Adummim'; in the parallel description of 
this line, as also the S boundary of Benjamin (Jos. 
1 8 :  1 7),  Geliloth is so described. But whether this 
GilgallGeliloth is the same as the famous Gilgal E 
of Jericho remains quite uneertain though just 
possible. Otherwise, it must be some other loeal 
'circle' farther W. Suggestions about this boundary 
will be found in Simons (GTT, pp. 1 39-140, § 3 1 4, 
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1 73, § 326), who, however, makes too free a use of 
emendat ion. 

3. In Dt. 1 1  :30, the phrase 'opposite Gilgal' may 
refer to the Canaanites dwel ling in the Arabah 
(Jordan rift valley), rather than to the mountains 
Ebal and Gerizim. I f  so, then this is simply the 
historie Gilgal, see I above. Compare GTT, p. 35, 
§§ 87-88. 

4. Among Joshua's defeated enemies occurs the 
king of Goyyim belonging to Gilgal (Jos. 1 2 :23) 
between the kings of Dor and Tirzah. This Gilgal 
might be the capital of a king ruling over a mixed 
population on the edge of the maritime plain 01' 
Sharon, if-as is sometimes suggested-it is to be 
placed at Jiljüliyeh, about 5 km N of Aphek or 
about 22 km N E  of the coast at  Joppa. 

5. The Beth-gilgal from which singers came to 
the dedieation of the walls of Jerusalem by Nehe
miah and Ezra is either the famous Gilgal ( I  
above) o r  else remains unidentified (Ne 1 2:29). 

K.A .K .  
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GIRDLE. I n  AV this word covers several Hebrew 
terms and body-garments. The word 'agne{ is used 
of the ceremonial sash, especially as worn by the 
high priest and his associates, made of em
broidered linen in blue, purpIe and scarlet (Ex. 
28:4, 39-40; 29:9; 39:29; Lv. 8 :7 ,  1 3 ; 1 6 :4), but 
worn also by other high dignitaries (Is. 22:2 1 ) . I n  
E x .  28:8,  27-28, etc. , the 'curious girdle' o f  AV is 
�eseQ, 'deviee', of gold, blue, purpIe, searlet, and 
fine linen, apparently an elaborately worked belt 
for the ephod (* DRESS, d). The term 'ez6r usually 
means 'waistcloth', 'Ioincloth'. A rough leather 
one characterized the prophet Elijah (2 Ki. 1 :8) 
and his NT counterpart John the Baptist (Mt. 3:4; 
Mk. 1 :6, RV). 

Jeremiah ( 1 3 : 1- 1 1 )  was bidden to use a spoilt 
linen loincloth as a symbol that spoilt Judah was 
good-for-nothing. Centuries later, Agabus bound 
hirnself with Paul's girdle in token of Paul's 
coming captivity (Acts 2 1 :  1 1 ) .  Besides picturing 
the onset of Assyrian troops with well-girt 
loincloths (Is. 5 :27; cf ANEP, fig. 236), Isaiah 
envisaged ( l I :5) righteousness and faithfulness 
as c10thing the son of David Iike a loincloth. 
Ezekiel (23: 1 5) alludes to Sabylonians arrayed 
in vermilion, waistbands and turbans(?); cf 
ANEP, fig. 454. 

�"g6r, b "g6r{j means belt, waistband or girdle 
proper. Such belts were often ornate and valuable, 
including, doubtless, those for sale in Pr. 3 1  :24 and 
belonging to fashionable women in Is. 3 :24; cf Dn. 
1 0:5;  Rev. I :  1 3; 1 5 :6. They were used by warriors to 
support a sword in its sheath (2 Sa. 20:8 ;  cf I Ki.  
2:5 and Heb. of 2 Ki .  3 :2 1 ;  cf ANEP, figs. 1 73-
1 74), and could be part of presents and rewards ( I  
Sa. 1 8 :4; 2 Sa. 1 8: 1 1 ). People at work commonly 
tucked up their c10thes into their girdle, as is done 
in the East today. 

The word mezab, 'girdle', occurs in Ps. 1 09 :  1 9 ;  it 
and 'agne! may perhaps be connected with the 
Egyp. words m4� and bnd respectively (T. O. 
Lambdin, lAOS 73, 1 953, pp. 1 46, 1 52).  K.A.K.  

GIRGASHITES. A tribe listed among the des
eendants of Canaan in Gn.  1 0: 1 6; I Ch. \ : 1 4, and 
part of the very mixed population of Canaan as 
described in the original promise to Abraham 
(Gn. 1 5 :2 1 ;  cf Ne. 9:8). In due course they were 
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overcome by Israel (Dt. 7 : 1 ;  Jos. 3 : 1 0; 24 : 1 1 ) .  In N 
Canaanite Ugarit ( l 4thl l 3th centuries BC) , the 
Girgashites are indirectly attested by two personal 
names: grgs and bn-grgs, i. e. Girgash and Ben
Girgash (references in Gordon, Ugaritie Textbook, 
3, 1 965, p. 38 1 ,  No. 6 1 9) .  The biblical and Ugaritic 
Girgash(ites) are probably different from a people 
in Asia M inor called Karkisa in Hittite annals and 
�r�s in similar Egyp. records. K.A.K.  

GIRZITES. In  AV 'Gezrites'; either form is pos
sible. Little-known semi-nomadic clans, associated 
with 0 Geshurites and 0 Amalekites in the NW of 
the 0 Negeb, and extirpated by David ( I  Sa. 27:8) 
while he governed Ziklag under the Philistine 
Achish. K.A.K.  

GLASS. Seldom mentioned in the Bible, glass was 
a rare luxury until Roman times. It was considered 
something precious l ike gold (Jb. 28:  1 7, AV 'crys
tal'; Heb. z'lsulsi{). Several passages translated 
'glass' (AV) refer to reflecting metal surfaces used as 
mirrors. Glazing was early known and used on 
beads and brickwork from e. 4000 BC, but glass 
itself is first attested in the Early Bronze Age (e. 
2600 BC) . 

By the 1 8th Egyptian Dynasty (e. 1 546- 1 3 1 6 BC) 
a glass factory at el-Amarna in Egypt imitated 
stone and pottery types and made small unguent 
vessels by casting, or by winding drawn glass rods 
round a sand core and re-heating. 

Early core-formed decorated goblets, bottles 
and bowls have been found in N Mesopotamia 
(Rimah, Nuzi), Babylonia, N Syria (AI al ab) and 
Palestine (Megiddo). Other imported and local 
praducts have been discovered at Gezer, Lachish 
(Late Iran Age), Achzib and Hazor. From the 1 3th 
century BC glazes are mentioned in contemporary 
Hittite and Assyr. texts. A reference in a Ras 
Shamra text to spsg, 'glaze', makes it probable that 
this word is found in Pr. 26:23-'like glaze crusted 
over pottery are smooth lips and an evil heart' 
(BASOR 98, 1 945, pp. 2 1 ,  24; now disputed, 
Ugarit-Forsehungen 8, 1 976, pp. 37-40). Cobalt 
and manganese were used as colouring agents, but 
early glass was not very transparent because of 
impurit ies in the basic materials. The iridescence 
common on ancient glass is due to decomposition 
and weathering. 

In the late I ron and Israelite periods Egyp. glass 
vessels, now imitating alabaster vessels (hence Gk. 
alabastron), were imported into Syria and Pales
tine. Phoenician products found at Samaria and 
elsewhere show that glass amphorae, juglets and 
aryballoi were in use. 

The Hellenistic period brought the additional 
technique which resuIted in gold glass, millefiore 
and coloured glasses found at many Palestinian 
sites. The alabastron broken open as a gift for our 
Lord was probably a long-necked glass ointment 
bottle, the so-ca lied tear-bottle (Mt .  26:7; M k .  
1 4 :3;  L k .  7:37; AV 'alabaster box'). 

By the Roman period the invention of glass
blowing methods (at Sidon?) resulted in mass
produced table services wh ich rivalled pottery and 
metal for ease and cheapness of manufacture. 
Much of this was translucent, and much like 
a highly-polished glaze. The latter may be the 
allusion in the 0 'sea of glass' (Rev. 4:6; 1 5 :2) and 
in the city and street of the New Jerusalem made 

of pure gold likened to glass (Rev. 2 1 :  1 8 , 2 1 ) . 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. B. Harden, Journal 0/ Glass 

Studies 1 2 ,  1 970, pp. 1 7-27, 35-63; 1 3 , 1 97 1 ,  pp. 
45-63; A. L .  Oppenheim et al., Glass and Glass-
making in A lleient Mesopotamia, 1 970. D.J .W. 

GLEANING (Iäqa(, 'to gather, glean'; 'älal, 'to 
roll, glean, suck', usually of grapes). Amid the re
joicing of harvest-time a kindly Israelitish law 
upheld the custom whereby the poor, orphans and 
strangers were allowed to glean grain, grapes and 
olives (Lv. 1 9 :9- 1 0; 23:22; Dt. 24: 1 9) .  0 Ruth took 
full advantage of the practice (Ru. 2:2ff.); Gideon 
used it in striking illustration of the superiority 01' 
Ephraim (Jdg. 8:2); and Jeremiah made of it a 
metaphor to express the complete annihilation 01' 
backsliding Israel (Je. 6:9; 49:9- 1 0) .  The custom of 
gleaning still persists in certain eastern countries. 
(0 AGRICULTURE) . J .D.D.  

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS. This term refers primar
ily to a liturgical hymn originating in the patristic 
church (cf SH ERK, 6, 50 I ;  ODCC) and inspired 
by the angelic hymn in Lk. 2: 14 .  As in the visions 
to Zechariah and Mary (Lk.  I :  1 3 , 30), the 
reassurance of the angel in Lk. 2:  I 0 is an intim
ation of the good news wh ich he brings. The pre
vious angelic praclamations were directed particu
larly to the persons to whom the visions came. 
The joy of this message is for all the people of 
God; the shepherds are only representative of the 
larger group who anticipate and long for the 
deliverance Messiah brings. The benediction of 
praise expresses not merely the hope for the future 
but the reality that has become actual in Mes
siah's birth: 

To God in the highest, glory' 
To his people on earth, peace! 

' Men of God's good will' is the better-attested 
reading and is parallel to 'the people' in v. 1 0 .  I t  
rerers to those upon whom God's redemptive 
mercy has been bestowed and with whom he is weil 
pleased (cf. Lk. 3 :22). The peace which the angels 
announce is not the external and transient pax 
Romana; it is the peace which heals the estrange
ment between sinrul men and a holy God (cf I s. 
9:6f.; Rom. 1 0: 1 5) .  (. BENEDICTUS. ) E.E.E. 

GLORY. 

I. In the Old Testament 
'Glory' generally represents Heb. käi]6tj, with the 
root idea of 'heaviness' and so or 'weight' or 
'worthiness'. It is used or men to describe their 
wealth, splendour or reputation (though in the last 
sense käi]6q is often rendered 'honour'). The glory 
or Israel was not her armies but Yahweh (Je. 2: 1 1 ) . 
The word could also mean the selr or soul (Gn 
49:6). 

The most important concept is that or the glory 
or Yahweh. This denotes the revelation or God's 
being, nature and presence to mankind, sometimes 
with physical phenomena. 

In the Pentateuch the glory or Yahweh went 
with his people out or Egypt and was shown in the 
cloud which led them through the wilderness (Ex. 
1 6 :7, 1 0) .  The cloud rested on M t  Sinai,  where 
M oses saw his glory (Ex. 24: 1 5- 1 8).  No man could 
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see God's face and live (Ex. 33 :20), but some vision 
01' his glory was gran ted (Ex. 34:5-8). 

The glory of Yahweh filled the tabernacle (Ex.  
40:34-35) and appeared especially at  the hour 01' 
sacrifice (Lv. 9:6, 23) .  These passages see m all to be 
connected with a 'thunderstorm-theophany', but 
t here are also passages wh ich suggest more the 
character of Yahweh which is to be made known 
throughout the earth (Nu. 1 4: 2 1 -22). 

The historical bookstel lof theTemple's becoming 
the place where the glory of Yahweh was especially 
to be located ( I  Ki. 8 : 1 1 ;  2 Ch. 7 : 1 -3). 

In the prophets there are both the quasi-physical 
conception of Yahweh's glory as seen in the visions 
01' Ezekiel (Ezk . 1 :28, ete.) and also a more spiritu
alized doctrine ( ls. 40:4-5; 60: 1-3, ete. ) .  The vision 
of Isaiah in the Temple seems to combine both 
ideas ( ls. 6: 1 -4). 

There can be found, likewise, in the psalms all 
thc imagery of the storm (Pss. 1 8 ; 29) and also the 
idea of the future display of God's character to the 
world (Pss. 57: 1 1 ; 96:3). 

11. In the New Testament 
Here the LXX is followed in translating käf;z6ij by 
doxa. In secular Greek this means 'opinion' or 
'reputation' .  The former idea disappears entirely in 
thc LXX and NT, and words akin to käf;z6rj are also 
rendered by doxa. 

In certain places in the NT doxa refers to human 
honour (Mt .  4:8; 6:29), but its chief use is to de
scribe the revelation of the character and the pres
ence of God in the Person and work of Jesus 
Christ. He is the outshining of the divine glory 
(Heb. 1 :3) .  

The glory or God was seen by the shepherds at 
the birth or Christ (Lk.  2:9,  1 4) and by his disciples 
during his incarnate l ife (Jn. 1 : 1 4) .  Particularly was 
it revealed in his semeia (Jn. 2: 1 1 ) and at his trans
figuration (Mt .  1 7: 1 -8; M k .  9:2-8; Lk. 9:28-36). 
This recalls the ascent of Moses to Sinai (Ex. 
24: 1 5) and of Elijah to Horeb (I Ki .  1 9:8) and their 
visions of the glory of God. Now Christ both sees 
and reflects the divine glory, but no tabernacle 
needs to be built because the Word of God has 
pitched his tent in the human flesh of Jesus (Jn. 
\ :  1 4) and his glory is to be more fully revealed at 
the coming exodus at Jerusalem (Lk. 9:3 1 )  and fi
nally at his parousia. 

In the Fourth Gospel i t  is the hour or dedication 
to death which is essentially the hour of glory (Jn. 
7:39; 1 2:23-28; 1 3 : 3 1 ;  1 7 :5; ef Heb. 2:9). 

The resurrection and ascension are also seen as 
manifestations or the glory of God in Christ (Lk. 
24:26; Acts 3 :  1 3 ; 7:55; Rom. 6:4; I Tim . 3 :  1 6; I Pet. 
1 :2 1 ). But above all it is to be revealed in its fullness 
at the parousia (Mk .  8 :38 ;  1 3 :26, etc. ) .  

Man,  who was made as the  image and glory of  
God ( I  Cor. I 1  : 7 )  for relationship with h irn,  has 
fallen short of his destiny (Rom. 3 :23), which has 
been fulfilled only by Christ, the second Adam 
(Heb. 2:6-9). 

The glory of God in the face or Jesus Christ is 
still to be seen and reflected by the church (2 Cor. 
4 :3-6). It is the glory of the new covenant (2 Cor. 
3:7-1 1 ), and it is especially shared both now ( 1  Pet. 
4:  1 4) and hereafter (Rom. 8 :  1 8) by those who 
suffer with Christ. The object of the church is to 
see that the world acknowledges the glory which is 
God's (Rom. 1 5 :9) and is shown in his deeds (Acts 
4:2 1 ), in his disciples (I Cor. 6:20) and above all in 
his Son, the Lord or glory (Rom. 1 6 :27). 

GNOSTICISM 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Richardson, An IntroduClion 
to the Theology 0/ the New Testament, 1 958, pp. 
64ff.; S. Aalen, NIDNTT 2, pp. 44-52; G. Kittel, 
G. von Rad, TDNT2, pp. 233-255; C. C. Newman, 
Paul's Glory-Christology: Tradition and Rhetorie, 
1 992; L. D. Hurst & N. T. Wright, The Glory 0/ 
Christ in the New Testament, 1 987.  R .E.N. 

GNOSTICISM. A term derived from Gk. gnösis, 
'knowledge' .  Until modern times it was applied ex
c1usively to a body of heretical teaching denounced 
by the church Fathers in the early Christian centur
ies. But in 20th-century scholarship it has often 
been applied more loosely to any form of religious 
belief which emphasizes any kind of dualism 
and/or the possession of secret knowledge. So, for 
example, Zoroastrianism, M andaeism, the Her
metic literat ure, the Dead Sea scrolls and even the 
NT itself have all been described as 'gnostic'. 

I .  Definition 
This is one of the most hotly debated issues today, 
and there are two main schools of thought: one, 
represented by conservative British scholars such 
as R .  McL. Wilson, which supports a 'narrow' def
inition (i.e. restricting the term to the 2nd-century 
Christian heresies); and the other, popularized 
especially by German scholars like R. Bultmann 
and K.  Rudolf, which supports a 'wide' definition 
(i.e. including other groups with a similar 
outlook). 

There are difficulties with the 'wide' definition of 
the term, for under this usage the word 'Gnosti
cism' comes to have such a broad connotation that 
i t  alm ost ceases to have any specific reference at 
all, and simply denotes the lowest common 
denominator or Hellenistic thought, in which 
dualism of one sort or another was often a prom
inent feature. 
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A t  the same time, however, there are also diffi
culties in defining more precisely what Gnosticism 
iso Some groups in  the early church (e.g Valen
tinians, Naassenes) actually called themselves 
Gnostics. But the church Fathers are far from 
unanimous in their attempts to define what was 
common even to these groups. Indeed I renaeus 
went so far as to comment that 'there are as many 
systems of redemption as there are teachers of 
these mystical doctrines' (Adv. Haer. I .  2 1 .  I ) . 

But in spite or such obstacles to comprehensive 
definition, these 2nd-century groups had enough in 
common for us to be able to form some idea of a 
basic Gnostic belief. 

The foundation-stone of this belief was a radical 
cosmological dualism, i. e. the belier that the cre
ated world was evil, and was totally separate from 
and in opposition to the world of spirit. The su
preme God dwelt in unapproachable splendour in 
this spiritual world, and had no dealings with the 
world of matter. Matter was the creation of an 
inferior being, the Demiurge. He, along with his 
aides the arehöns, kept mankind imprisoned within 
their material existence, and barred the path or in
dividual souls trying to ascend to the spirit world 
after death. Not even this possibility was open to 
everyone, however. For only those who possessed a 
divine spark (pneuma) could hope to escape rrom 
their corporeal existence. And even those possess
ing such a spark did not have an automatie escape, 
ror they needed to receive the enlightenment of 
gnösis berore they could become aware of their 
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own spiritual condition: ' . . .  i t  is not only the wash
ing that is liberty, but the knowledge of who we 
were, and what we have become, where we were or 
where we were placed, whither we hasten, from 
what we are redeemed, what birth is, and what re
birth' (Exc. Theod. 78. 2). In most of the Gnostic 
systems reported by the church Fathers, this en
lightenment is the work of a divine redeemer, who 
descends from the spiritual world in disguise and is 
often equated with the Christian Jesus. Salvation 
for the Gnostic, therefore, is to be alerted to the 
existence of his divine pneuma and then, as a result 
of this knowledge, to escape on death from the 
material world to the spiritual. 

The Gnostics themselves conceptualized all this 
in a highly mythological form, but the realities to 
which i t  corresponded were undoubtedly of a more 
existential nature. The Gnostic was trying to dis
cover his own identity, and the appreciation of this 
fact led the eminent psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung, 
for example, to base many of his observations 
about human nature on an understanding of an
cient Gnosticism. 

From the standpoint of traditional Christianity, 
Gnostic thinking is quite alien. Its mythological 
setting of redemption leads to a depreciation of 
the historical events of the life, death and resurrec
tion of Jesus. Its view of man's relationship to God 
leads to a denial of the importance of the person 
and work of Christ, while, in a Gnostic context, 
'salvation' is not understood in terms of deliver
ance from sin, but as a form of existential self
realization. 

11. Sources 
We know of the Gnostic sects from two different 
sources: 

a. The church Fathers 
The most important work here is I renaeus, Against 
Heresies, though Tertullian, Clement of Alexan
dria and Hippolytus of Rome all wrote extensively 
on the same subjects. Some of these writings are 
interdependent, and they all have a similar out
look. They were all written from the stand point of 
orthodox Catholic Christianity, to refute what the 
Fathers saw as a corruption of that 'original' apos
tolic Christianity of which they believed them
selves to be the true upholders. This means that 
they are tendentious works, rather than impartial 
accounts of Gnostic beliefs. They were also written 
on the basis of secondhand knowledge. This, of 
course, was inevitable, since gnösis by its very 
nature was esoteric and was not therefore readily 
accessible to anyone who was not an initiate. 
Nevertheless, when compared with the writings of 
the Gnostics themselves, the accounts of the 
church Fathers can be seen to be fair and reliable, 
at least in their general outlines, if not always in 
specific details. 

b. Gnoslic lexts 
These are·by far the most important sources of our 
modern knowledge of Gnosticism, for they suffer 
from none of the disadvantages of the patristic ac
counts, and give us a direct insight into the work
ings of the Gnostic mind. 

A number of  isolated Gnostic texts have been 
known for so me time, including important ones 
like the Pislis Sophia, the Books 01 JeO and the 
Apocryphon 01 John, as weil as a number of lesser 
works. But  most of our direct knowledge of Gnos-

tic writings comes from a remarkable find of 1 3  
codices discovered about 1 945 near Nag Hammadi 
in upper Egypt (* CHENOBOSKION). These were 
written in Coptic, though they are all translations 
of Gk. originals. They formed part of a library 
collected by an early Christian sec!, and were even
tually abandoned about AD 400. They comprise 
some 52 separate works. Publication of these texts 
has been a long and arduous business, and a com
pie te facsimile edition of the original text did not 
become fully available until 1 978. An Eng. transla
tion of the texts had been published the previous 
year, though some of them had been made known 
much earlier through various scholarly articles and 
monographs. Nevertheless, the real task of  i nter
preting these texts is only just beginning, and any 
assessment of them made now can only be pro
visional and tentative. 

Some of the better-known works found at Nag 
Hammadi include a number of so-called 'gospels'. 
Like the Synoptic Gospel source Q, the Gospel 01 
Tlromas is a collection of sayings of Jesus, some of 
which parallel those found in the NT Gospels. 
Others are quite different, though some of them 
may weil be genuine sayings of Jesus. But the col
lection as a whole has obviously been edited from a 
distinctively sectarian viewpoint .  The Gospel 01 
Philip, the Gospel 01 Trulh, the Coptic Gospel 01 
the Egyplians and the Gospel 01 Mary have less in 
common with the NT Gospels, and are more ex
plicitly Gnostic in character. 

The other Nag Hammadi texts include various 
collections of prayers, works with the title of Apoc
ryphon ('secret book'-of James and of John), a 
number of others with the title of Apocalypse (of 
Paul, of James, of Adam, of Peter), together with 
heterogeneous examples of Gnostic speculative lit
erature. Not all the works in this library represent 
the same type of Gnosticism. Many see m to be of 
Valentinian origin, but this does not apply to them 
all. I ndeed some are not Gnostic at all. Codex VI ,  
for example, contains a Coptic version of part of  
Plato's Republic, while two examples or early 
Christian wisdom writing are preserved in the 
Teachings 01 Silvanus (Codex VI I )  and the Sen
lences 01 Sextus (Codex XI I ) .  

An important question raised by  these texts i s  
the  nature of Gnosticism itself vis-a-vis Christian
ity. Was it really a Christian heresy, as the Fathers 
supposed-or was it a non-Christian form of 
belief wh ich in  certain circles became overlaid with 
Christian ideas? So far as the evidence has been 
assessed, the Nag Hammadi texts do seem to show 
that there were non-Christian forms of Gnosti
cism. This can be seen most c1early in a com
parison of Eugnoslos Ihe Blessed with the Sophia 
01 Jesus Chrisl. For the two are so c10sely parallel 
that i t  is obvious that they must be different ver
sions of the same text, though the former is cast in 
the form of a religio-philosophical tractate written 
by a te ach er to his pupils, whereas the latter has the 
form of a post-resurrection discourse delivered by 
the risen Christ to his disciples. Detailed study of 
these two texts has so far tended to confirm that 
Eugnostos the Blessed is the original version, which 
was subsequently Christianized as the Sophia 01 
Jesus Christ. Other texts, such as the Apocalypse 01 
Adam and the Paraphrase 01 Shem, also see m to 
represent a non-Christian form of Gnosticism. 

III. Origins 
Where did Gnosticism come from? According to 
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the church Fathers, it was a perversion of Christi
anity. But that idea is now all but universally dis
counted, for i t  does not square with the evidence. 
There is, however, no consensus on the question of 
Gnostic origins. It is easy to recognize this or that 
Gnostic idea as having affinity with the concepts of 
some other religion, but i t  is very difficult to pin 
down more precisely the actual origin of Gnostic 
thought. 

Some believe that Gnosticism was in some way 
connected with Judaism in one of its various 
forms, and it is undoubtedly true that OT ideas 
feature prominently in Gnostic speculations, 
though always in  a context that tears them from 
the fabric of authentic OT thought. Others point 
to the similarities between Gnosticism and the 
kind of dualism often found in the writings of the 
Gk. philosophers. The discovery of part of Plato's 
Republic at Nag Hammadi certainly demonstrates 
that his ideas were not uncongenial to the Gnos
tics, though at the same time it is hardly proof 
that there was some intrinsic connection between 
them. 

A different origin for Gnosticism has been 
sought in Iranian religion. Here again the evidence 
is scarcely conclusive, though it cannot be denied 
that Gnosticism is much c10ser in outlook to the 
cyclical concepts of those eastern religions which 
stern from Zoroastrianism than it is to traditional 
Christianity. 

It is impossible to pinpoint accurately the ori
gins of Gnosticism. Indeed it is unlikely that it 
had a single origin, for by nature Gnostic thinking 
was extremely syncretistic, and its adherents were 
always ready, even eager, to utilize religious ideas 
from many diverse sources to serve their own 
ends. 

IV. Issues in New Testament interpretation 
Two major issues for the student of the NT stern 
from the study of Gnosticism: 

a. Pre-Christian Gnosticism 
According to Reitzenstein (followed by Buhmann 
and many other German scholars), when Christi
anity first made its appearance in the Hellenistic 
world, its apostles found already in existence a 
comprehensive world-view that combined Greek 
and Oriental thought, and included the descent of 
a divine redeemer who saved the souls of mankind. 
This 'Gnostic' view was taken over in toto by the 
first Christians and applied to their experience of 
Jesus, so that he became the heavenly redeemer 
figure. Thus, the NT itself can be viewed as a form 
of Christianized Gnosticism. 

There are many difficuhies with the view that 
Gnosticism antedated Christianity. For one thing, 
there is no evidence for it, either in the texts known 
to Reitzenstein or in those now known to uso The 
Nag Hammadi texts have shown that there were 
non-Christian forms of Gnosticism, but that does 
not provide evidence for pre-Christian 
Gnosticism. 

The idea that the NT is a form of Gnosticism is 
in  any case unlikely, for there are serious and fun
damental differences between the outlook of the 
Gnostics and that of the NT writers. The Gnostics 
held a cyclical concept of time, and the not ion of 
history was meaningless to them . Gnostic redemp
tion could never have any meaning in this Iife, but 
only in an escape from temporal existence to the 
world of spirit. By contrast, both OT and NT em-
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phasize that time and history are important and 
both have a divine significance. God has acted in 
the course of the historical process as both Creator 
and Redeemer to provide salvation for his people. 
Whereas, for the Gnostic, God can be known only 
by an escape from history, to the Christian he can 
be supremely known because of his involvement in 
history, specifically in the life, death and resurrec
tion of Jesus Christ. And Christian salvation is 
something to be enjoyed here and now in this 
world, rat her than in some ethereal, 'spiritual' 
world. 

b. Heresy and orthodoxy 
Gnosticism is not, however, irrelevant for NT 
study. For traces of 'Gnostic' belief can be found 
in a number of NT writings, most strikingly in the 
beliefs of the Corinthian church as reftected in 
I Cor. These people c1aimed that because of 
their possession of special 'knowledge' they 
were released from the normal rules of society, 
and they c1aimed to be living an elevated, 'spirit
ual' existence even in their present material 
state. For them the resurrection was already a 
past event-past because they understood it spir
itually, as did many Gnostics. And, like other 
Gnostics, they laid considerable emphasis on the 
supposed magical properties of the Christian 
sacramen ts. 

Colossians has often been supposed to indicate 
the existence of a similar, though not identical, 
view in the church at Colossae, while the letters to 
the seven churches in Rev. 1 -3 confirm the pres
ence of similar 'Gnostic' ideas in other churches in  
the  same area of Asia M inor. The Pastoral Epistles 
go so far as to denounce explicitly 'what is false1y 
called gnösis' ( I  Tim. 6:20), and I Jn .  likewise 
seems to be written against some kind 01' 'Gnostic' 
background. 

The NT writers themselves condemn these ideas. 
Though they often use Gnostic terminology in 
doing so, they make it c1ear that they do not accept 
its Gnostic connotations. But at the same time, the 
fact that such ideas seem to have been current, per
haps even widespread, in churches in different 
parts of the Roman empire, does give some cre
dence to the hypothesis of W. Bauer, that the dif
ference between heresy and orthodoxy was not so 
neatly defined in the I st century as it later came to 
be by the anti-Gnostic Fathers of the Catholic 
Church. 
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GOAD. A long-handled, pointed instrument used 
to urge on the oxen when ploughing. Shamgar 
used one as a weapon and slew 600 Philistines 
(Jdg. 3 : 3 1 ) .  The term is employed metaphorically 
in Ec. 1 2 :  1 1  to describe the words of the wise, and 
in Acts 26: 14 where Paul is warned that for hirn to 
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resist the new heavenly directive will be as fruitless 
as for a stubborn ox to res ist the goad. J .D.D.  

GOD. God is and he may be known. These two 
affirmations form the foundation and inspiration 
of all true religion .  The first is an affirmation of 
faith,  the second of experience. Since the existence 
of God is not subject to scientific proof, it must be 
a postulate of fait h ;  and since God transcends all 
his creation, he can be known only in  his self
revelation. 

The Christian religion is distinctive in that it 
claims that God can be known as a personal God 
only in his self-revelation in the Scriptures. The 
Bible is written not to prove that God is, but to 
reveal hirn in his activities. For that reason, the bib
lical revclation of  God is, in its nature, progressive, 
reaching its fullness in Jesus Christ his Son . 

In the light of h is self-revelation in the Scrip
tures, there are several fundamental affirmations 
that can be made about God. 

I .  His 8eing 
In his being God is self-existing. While his creation 
is dependent on hirn, he is utterly independent of 
the creation. He not only has l ife, but he is l ife to 
his universe, and has the source of that life within 
hirnself. God is utterly independent of every en
vironment in wh ich he wills to make hirnself 
known. This quality of God's being probably finds 
expression in  his personal-Jiame, Yahweh, and in 
his self-affirmation: ' I  am who I am', i.e. 'I am the 
one that has being within hirnself' (Ex. 3:  1 4) .  

This perception was implied in Isaiah's vision of 
God:  'The Lord is the everlasting God, the Creator 
of the ends of the earth.  He will not grow tired or 
weary . . He gives strength to the weary, and in
creases the power of the weak' (Is. 40:28-29). He is 
the Giver, and all his creatures are receivers. Christ 
gave this mystery its clearest expression when he 
said: ' For as the Father has life in hirnself, so he 
has granted the Son also to have life in hirnself' (Jn.  
5 :26). This makes independence of life a distinctive 
quality of deity. Throughout the whole of Scripture 
God is revealed as the Fountainhead of all there is, 
animate and inanimate, the Creator and life-giver, 
who alone has life within hirnself. 

1 1 .  His nature 
In his nature God is pure spirit, which means intel
ligent energy. Christ made this disclosure about the 
God who is the object of our worship to the 
woman of Samaria: 'God is spirit, and those who 
worship hirn must worship in spirit and truth' (Jn.  
4:24) .  In  this respect we must distinguish between 
God and those of his creatures that are spiritual. 
When we say that God is pure spirit, it is to cm
phasize that he is not part spirit and part body as 
man iso He is simple spirit without form or parts, 
and for that reason he has no physical presence. 
When the Bible writers speak of God as having 
eyes, ears, hands and feet, they are ascribing to 
God powers that correspond to wh at these physical 
parts enable us humans to do. 1 1' we did not speak 
of God in physical terms in this way we could 
hardly speak of h irn at all . This, of course, does 
not imply any imperfection in God, since his life as 
Spirit is not a limited or restricted form 01' 
existence. 

When we say that God is infinite spirit, we pass 
completely out of the reach of our experience. We 
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are limited as to time and place, as to knowledge 
and power. God is essentially unlimited, and every 
element of his nature is infinite. His infinity in rela
tion to time we call his elernily, in relation to space 
his omnipresence, in relation to knowledge his om
niscience, and in relation to power his omnipolence. 
God is eternal, all-present, all-knowing and all
powerful. 

His infinity likewise means that God is lran
scendent over his universe. It emphasizes his dis
tinctness as self-existing spirit, from all his cre,,
tures. He is not shut in by what we call nature, but 
infinitely exalted above it .  Even those passages of 
Scripture which stress his local and temporal mani
festation, lay emphasis also on his exaltation and 
omnipotence as a being external to the world, its 
sovereign Creator and Judge (cf. Is. 40: 1 2- 1 7) .  

At the same time God's infinity implies his im
manence. By this we mean his all-pervading pres
ence and power within his creation (cf. Ps. 1 39). He 
does not stand apart from the world, a mere spec
tator of the work of his hands. He pervades every
thing, organic and inorganic, acting from within 
outwards, from the centre of every atom, and from 
the innermost springs of thought and l ife and feel
ing, in a continuous sequence of energizing effect .  

In  such passages as I s. 57 and Acts 17  we have an 
expression of both God's transcendence and his  
immanence. In  the first of these passages his  tran
scendence finds expression as 'the high and lofty 
One who lives for ever, whose name is holy', and 
his immanence as the one who dweils 'with hirn 
who is contrite and lowly in spirit' ( ls. 57 :  1 5 , NIV). 
In  the second passage, Paul, in addressing the men 
of Athens, affirmed of the transcendent God that 
'the God who made the world and everything in it, 
is the Lord of heaven and earth, and does not live 
in temples built by hands. And he is not served by 
human hands, as if he needed anything, because he 
hirnself gives all men l ife and brcath and every
thing else', and then affirms his immanence as the 
one who 'is not far from each one of us, for "In hirn 
we live and move and have our being'" (Acts 1 7 :24, 
28). 

1 1 1 .  His character 
God is personal. When we say this we assert that 
God is rational, self-conscious and self-determin
ing, an intelligent moral agent. As suprcme mind 
he is thc source of all rationality in the universe. 
Since God's rational creatures possess independ
ent characters, God must be in possession of a 
character that is divine in both its transcendencc 
and immanence. 

The OT reveals a God who is personal, both in  
terms of his  own self-disclosure and of his people's 
relations with hirn, and the NT clearly shows that 
Christ spoke to God in terms that were meaningful 
only in a person-to-person relationship. For that 
reason we can predicate specific mental and moral 
qualities of God, such as we do of human char
acter. Attempts have been made to classify the 
divine attributes, i.e. character qualities, under 
such headings as 'Mental and M oral', 'Communic
able and Incommunicable' or 'Related and Un
related' .  Scripture would seem to give no support 
to any of these classifications. ·God's names are to 
us the designation of his attributes, and i t  is signifi
cant that, historically, God's names were given in 
the context of his people's needs. 

It  would seem, therefore, more true to the 
biblical revelation to treat each attribute as a 



manifestation of God in the human situation that 
called it forth, compassion in the presence of mis
ery, long-suffering in the presence of ill-desert, 
grace in  the presence of guilt, mercy in the pres
ence of penitence, and so forth, suggesting that the 
attributes of God designate a relation wh ich he 
establishes with those who feel their need of hirn. 
That bears with it  the undoubted truth that God, 
in the full plenitude of his nature, is in each of his 
attributes, so that there is never more of one 
attribute than of another, never more love than 
justice, or more mercy than righteousness, but that 
God is unchanging, undiminished and wholly 
involved in all that he does. If there is one attribute 
of God that can be recognized as all
comprehensive and all-pervading, it is his *holi
ness, which must be predicated of all his attributes, 
holy love, holy compassion, holy wisdom, ete. 

IV. His will 
God is sovereign . That means that he makes his 
own plans and carries them out in his own time 
and way. His sovereignty in willing and working is 
simply an expression of his supreme intelligence, 
power and wisdom. God's will is not arbitrary, but 
acts in complete harmony with his character. It is 
the forth-putting of his power and goodness, and is 
thus the final determinant of all existence for the 
divine glory. 

There is, however, a distinction between God's 
will which prescribes wh at we shall do, and his will 
wh ich determines what he will do. So theologians 
distinguish between the decretive will of God by 
wh ich he ordains whatsoever comes to pass, and 
his preceptive will by which he enjoins upon his 
creatures the duties that belong to them. The de
cretive will of God is thus always accomplished, 
while his preceptive will is often disobeyed. 

When we conceive of the sovereign sway of the 
divine will as the ultimate ground of all that hap
pens, either actively bringing it to pass (cf Ps. 
1 35 : 5- 1 2),  or passively permitting it to come to 
pass (cf Acts 1 4 : 1 6), we need to recognize the dis
tinction between the active will of God and his 
permissive will .  The entrance of sin into the world, 
and its continued prevalence, must be attributed to 
the permissive will of God, since sin is a contradic
tion of his holiness and goodness. There is, there
fore, a realm in which God's will to act is domin
ant, and a realm in which man's liberty appears in 
exercise against God. The Bible presents both in 
operation . The note which rings through the OT is 
that struck by Nebuchadrezzar: 'He does wh at he 
pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples 
of the earth.  No one can hold back his hand or say 
to hirn: "What have you done?'" (Dn. 4:35).  In the 
NT we come across an impressive example of the 
divine will resisted by human unbelief, when Christ 
uttered his agonizing cry over Jerusalem: 'How 
often I have longed to gather your children to
gether, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, 
but you were not willing!' (Mt .  23:37). Neverthe
less, the sovereignty of God ensures that all will be 
overruled to serve his eternal purpose, and that ul
timately Christ's petition, wh ich his followers echo, 
'Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven '  (Mt .  
6: I 0; 26:39-42) shall be  answered. 

It  is true that we are not able to reconcile God's 
sovereignty and man's responsibility within a 
single logical frame. That is because we do not 
understand the full range of divine knowledge and 
comprehension of all the laws that govern human 
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conduct. The Bible teaches us that ali life is lived in 
the sustaining will of God 'in whom we live and 
move and have our being', and that as a bird is free 
in the air, and a fish in the sea, so we humans have 
our own real freedom in the will of God who cre
ated us for himself. God sustains us all in the re
sponsible freedom of being accountable to him for 
what we choose to do, and without this the deeper 
freedom of living for hirn in faith and love, and 
enjoying him as our supreme good, could not be. 

V. His essential life 
In his essential life God is a fellowship. The su
preme revelation of God given in the Scriptures is 
that God's Iife is eternally within himself a loving 
fellowship of three equal and distinct persons, 
Father, Son and Spirit, and that in his relationship 
to his moral creatures God is extending to them the 
followship that is essentially his own. This truth 
might perhaps be read into the dictum that ex
pressed God's deliberate will to create man: 'Let us 
make man in our image, after our likeness.' That 
form of words stands as an expression of the will 
of God, not only to reveal himself as a fellowship, 
but to open the divine l ife of fellowship to moral 
creatures made in his image and so fitted to enjoy 
it. While it is true that through sinning man lost his 
fitness for that holy fellowship, it is also true that 
God willed to restore it to hirn. This was the grand 
end of redemption:  here we see God in Three Per
sons acting for our restoration, in electing love that 
claimed us, in  redeeming love that emancipated us, 
and in regenerating love that recreated us for his 
fellowship (*TRINllY). It is the fitting climax of the 
biblical revelation that John affirms on the basis of 
Christ's redeeming work, Iinked with the divine 
plurality and fellowship of wh ich he had spoken 
earlier (I Jn .  1 : 3-2:2; 3 :24-4:6), 'God is love' (I Jn .  
4:8-1 0, 1 6).  
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VI. His Fatherhood 
The personal God can enter into personal relation
ships, and the closest and tenderest that the Bible 
knows is that of Father. This was Christ's most 
common designation for the One to whom he 
prayed and of whom he taught, and in theology 
the name of Father is reserved specially for the 
first Person of the Trinity. There are four types of 
relationship in wh ich the word 'Father' is applied 
to God in Scripture. 

1. There is his Creational Fatherhood. The fun
damental relationship of God to man, whom he 
made in his own image, finds its most full and fit
ting illustration in the natural relationship wh ich 
involves the gift of l ife. I t  is, more particularly, for 
man's spiritual nature that this relationship is 
claimed. In Heb. God is called 'the Father of our 
spirits' ( 1 2:9), and in Nu. 'the God of the spirits of 
all man kind' ( 1 6:22). Paul, when he preached in 
the Areopagus, used this consideration to drive 
home the irrationality of rational man worship
ping idols of wood and stone, quoting the poet 
Aratus ('For we are his otfspring') to indicate that 
man is a creature of God. The creaturehood of 
man is thus the counterpart of the general Father
hood 01' God. Without the Creator-Father there 
would be no human race, no family of mankind at 
all. 

2. There is the Theocratic Fatherhood. This is 
God's relationship to his covenant-people, Israel. 
In this, since it is a collective relationship that is 
indicated rather than a personal one, Israel, as 
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covenant-people, was the child of God (Ex. 4:22-
23), and she was challenged to recognize and re
spond to this filial relationship: ' I f  I am a father, 
where is the honour due meT (Mal .  I :6, cf 2: I 0; 
I s. 64:8). But since the covenant relationship was 
redemptive in its spiritual significance, this may be 
regarded as a foreshadowing of the NT revelation 
of the divine Fatherhood. 

3, There is Generative Fatherhood. This belongs 
exclusively to the second Person of the Trinity, des
ignated the Son of God, and the only begotten 
Son . It is, therefore, unique, and not to be applied 
to any mere creature. Christ, while on earth, spoke 
most frequently of this relationship wh ich was 
peculiarly his. God was his Father by eternal gen
eration, expressive of an essential and timeless re
lationship that transcends our comprehension. It is 
significant that Jesus, in his teaching of the Twelve, 
never used the term 'Our Father' as embracing 
hirnself and them. In the resurrection message 
through Mary he indicated two distinct relation
ships: 'My Father, and your Father' (Jn. 20: 1 7), but 
the two are so linked together that the one becomes 
the ground of the other. His Sonship, though on a 
level altogether unique, was the basis of their son
ship, by virtue of the faith-communion and Holy 
Spirit-union that bound them to hirn. 

4, There is also the Adoptive Fatherhood. This is 
the redeeming relationship that belongs to all be
lievers, and in the context of redemption it is 
viewed from two aspects: that of their standing in 
Christ, and that of the regenerating work of the 
Holy Spirit in them. This relationship to God is 
basic for all believers, as Paul reminds the Gala
tians: 'For in Christ Jesus you are all sons of God, 
through faith' (Gal . 3 :26). In  this living union with 
Christ they are adopted into the family of God, 
and they become subjects of the regenerative work 
of the Spirit that bestows upon them the nature of 
children: one is the objective aspect, the other the 
subjective. Because of their new standing (justifica
tion) and their relationship (adoption) to God the 
Father in Christ, they become partakers of the 
divine nature and are born into the family of God. 
John made this c1ear in the opening chapter of his 
gospel: 'To all who received hirn, to those who be
lieved in his name, he gave the right (authority) to 
become children of God - children born, not of 
natural descent, nor of human decision or a hus
band's will, but born of God' (Jn .  1 : 1 2 ,  1 3). And 
so they are gran ted all the privileges that belong to 
that filial relationship: 'if children, then heirs' is the 
sequence (Rom. 8: 1 7). 

I t  is c1ear that Christ's teaching on the Father
hood of God restricts the relationship to his believ
ing people. Nowhere is he reported as assuming 
this relationship to exist between God and un
believers. Not only does he not give any hint of a 
redeeming Fatherhood of God towards all men, 
but he said pointedly to his cavilling opponents: 
'You belong to your father, the devil' (Jn. 8 :44). 

While it is under this relationship of Father that 
the NT brings out the tenderest aspects of God's 
character, his love, his faithfulness and his watchful 
care, it also brings out the responsibility of our 
having to show God the reverence, the trust and the 
loving obedience that children owe to a father. 
Christ has taught us to pray not simply 'Our 
Father', but 'Our Father who art in heaven', thus 
inculcating reverence and humility. However in
timate, rich and warm-hearted his love, God re
mains God, majestic, amazing and awesome. 
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GOD, NAMES OF, In considering the various 
names, titles or descriptions of God in the OT 
there are three words of basic importance-'el. 
" Iölrfm and Yahweh (Jehovah). I t  is necessary al the 
outset to realize the meaning of these severally, 
and their relationship one to another. 

I. Basic names 

a. EI 
EI ce!), EVV 'God' or 'god', has cognate forms in 
other Semitic tongues, and means a god in the 
widest sense, true or false, or even an image treated 
as a god (Gn. 35:2). Because of this general char
acter it is frequently associated with a defining ad
jective or predicate. For example, in Dt. 5:9 we 
read, 'I the LORD ( Yahweh) your God ( " lohfm) am 
a jealous God ( 'e!)', or in Gn.  3 1 :  1 3, 'the God ( 'e!) 
of Bethel'. I n  the Ras Shamra tablets, however, EI 
is a proper noun, the name of the Canaanite 'high 
God' whose son was Ba'al. The plural of 'ei is 
" Iöhim, and when used as a plural is translated 
'gods' (but see below). These may be mere images, 
'wood and stone' (Dt. 4:28), or the imaginary 
beings wh ich they represent (Dt.  1 2:2). 

b. Elyon, EI Elyon 
'EI 'ely6n, 'the most high God' ,  was the title of 
God as worshipped by Melchizedek (see below). 
'Ely6n is found in Nu. 24: 1 6  and elsewhere. In Ps. 
7:  1 7  it is found in combination with Yahweh, and 
in Ps. 1 8 : 1 3  in parallel. See also Dn. 7:22, 25 for the 
Aram. plural 'ely6nin; elsewhere in the Aram. of 
Daniel the equivalent of Heb. 'ely6n is ' illaya (e.g  
4: 1 7; 7:25). 

c. Elohim 
Though a plural form ( " Iöhfm), Elohim can be 
treated as a singular, in wh ich case it means the one 
supreme deity, and in EVV is rendered 'God'. Like 
its English equivalent, it is, grammatically con
sidered, a common noun, and conveys the not ion 
of all that belongs to the concept of deity, in con
trast with man (Nu. 23: 1 9) and other created 
beings. It is appropriate to cosmic and world-wide 
relationships (Gn. I :  I ), because there is only one 
supreme and true God, and he is a Person; it ap
proaches the character of a proper noun, while not 
losing its abstract and conceptual qual ity. 

d. Eloah 
This word ( " Iöah) is a singular form of " Iöhim, 
and has the same meaning as 'ei. In  the OT it is 
chiefty found in poetry (e.g Dt. 32: 1 5 , 1 7; i t  is most 
frequent in Job). The corresponding Aramaic form 
is " Iah. 

e. Jehovah 
The Heb. word Yahweh is in EVV usually translated 
'the loRD' (note the capitals) and sometimes 'Je
hovah'. The latter name originated as folIows. The 
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original Heb. text was not vocalized; in time the 
'tetragrammaton' Y HWH was considered t00 
sacred to pronounce; so ' atjänäy ('my Lord') was 
substituted in reading, and the vowels 01' this word 
were combined with the consonants YHWH to 
give 'Jehovah',  a form first attested at the start 01' 
the 1 2th century AD. 

The pronunciation Yahweh is indicated by trans
literations of the name into Greek in early Chris
tian literature, in the form iaoue (Clement of Alex
andria) or iabe (Theodoret; by this time Gk. b had 
the pronunciation of v). The name is certainly con
nected with Heb. häyo, 'to be', or rat her with a 
variant and earlier form of the root, häwO. It is not, 
however, to be regarded as an imperfective aspect 
01' the verb; the Hiph'il conjugation, to which 
alone such a form could be assigned, is not forth
coming for this verb; and the imperfective of the 
Qal conjugation could not have the vowel a in the 
first syllable. Yahweh should be regarded as a 
straightforward substantive, in wh ich the root hwh 
is preceded by the preformative y. See L. Koehler 
and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti 
Libros, 1 958, pp. 368f.; also L. Koehler, Vom Heb
räischen Lexikon, 1 950, pp. 1 7f. 

Strictly speaking, Yahweh is the only 'name' of 
God . In Genesis wherever the word sem ( 'name') is 
associated with the divine being that name is 
Yahweh. When Abraham or Isaac built an altar 'he 
called on the name of Yahweh' (Gn. 1 2 :8; 1 3 :4; 
26:25). 

In  particular, Yahweh was the God of the Patri
archs, and we read of 'Yahweh the God (Elohim) 
of Abraham' and then of Isaac and finally 
'Yahweh, the God of Abraham, and the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob', concerning which 
Elohim says, 'this is my name for ever' (Ex. 3: 1 5) .  
Yahweh, therefore, in  contrast with Elohim, is a 
proper noun, the name of a Person, though that 
Person is divine. As such, i t  has its own ideological 
setting; it presents God as a Person ,  and so brings 
him into relationship with other, human, person
alities. I t  brings God near to man, and he speaks to 
the Patriarchs as one friend to another. 

A study of the word • 'name' in the OT reveals 
how much it means in Hebrew. The name is no 
mere label, but is significant of the real personality 
of him to whom it belongs. It may derive from the 
circumstances of his birth (Gn. 5:29), Of retlect his 
character (Gn. 27:36), and when a person puts his 
'name' upon a thing or another person the latter 
comes under his inHuence and protection . 

f Yahweh E/ohim 
These two words are combined in the narrative of 
Gn. 2:4-3:24, though 'Elohim' alone is used in the 
colloquy between Eve and the serpent .  I f  the nar
rative concerning Eden was related to a Sumerian 
original it could have been brought by Abraham 
from Ur, and it would thus be possible to account 
for the different use in these two chapters from 
those which precede and follow it .  

g. How E/, E/ohim and Yahweh are re/ated 
We are now in  a position to consider how these 
three words agree or differ in their use. While there 
are occasions on which any one of them could be 
used of God, they are by no means identical or 
interchangeable. In the account of Gn. 14 ,  now 
regarded by many as giving a true picture of the 
situation in the early 2nd millennium BC, we read 
how Abraham met with Melchizedek, the priest of 
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'eI 'e/y6n, 'the most high God' .  Here we have Mel
chizedek's 'name' or title for the deity he wor
shipped. It would be c1early wrong to substitute 
either 'Elohim' or 'Yahweh' for 'eI 'e/y6n (Gn. 
14 : 1 8) .  Melchizedek blesses Abraham in the name 
of 'e/ 'e/y6n, 'maker of heaven and earth', so iden
tifying 'e/ 'e/y6n as the supreme God ( 1 4: 1 9-20). 

The king of Sodom offers Abraham a gift, 
which he refuses, lifting up his hand to Yah weh , 'eI 
'e/y6n,  'maker of heaven and earth' ( 1 4:22). He 
means that he also worships the supreme God, the 
same God (for there is only one), but knows him by 
the name of 'Yahweh'. (LXX and SP omit Yahweh 
in Gn.  1 4 :22.) 

To ci te a second example, in  Gn. 27:20 Jacob 
deceives his father with the words, 'Because 
Yahweh your God (Elohim) gran ted me success. ' 
To interchange 'Yahweh' and 'Elohim' would not 
make sense. Yahweh is the name by which his 
father worships the supreme God (Elohim). 

11 ,  The reveIation to Moses 
The revelation made to M oses at the burning bush 
is one of the most striking and convincing inci
dents in the Bible story. After the opening words 
God introduces himself thus, 'I am the God 
(Elohim) of your father' (Ex. 3:6) .  This at once 
assumes that Moses would know the name of his 
father's God. When God announces his purpose 
of delivering Israel by the hand of M oses the latter 
shows reluctance and begins to make excuse. 

He inquires, ' I f  . . .  the people of Israel . . .  ask me, 
"Wh at (mah) is his name?" what shall I say to 
them?' (Ex. 3 :  1 3) .  The normal way to ask a name is  
to use the pronoun mf; to use mah invites an answer 
which goes further, and gives the meaning ('what?') 
or substance of the name. 

This helps to explain the reply, namely, 'I A M  
W H O  I A M '  Cehyeh ·aser 'ehyeh). A n d  h e  said, 
'Say this to the people of Israel, " I  AM has sent me 
to you'" (Ex. 3:  1 4). By this M oses would not think 
that God was announcing a new name, nor is it 
called a 'name'; i t  is just the inner meaning of the 
name Moses knew. We have here a play upon 
words; 'Yahweh' is interpreted by 'ehyeh. M .  Buber 
translates ' I  will be as I will be', and expounds it as 
a promise of God's power and enduring presence 
with them in the process of deliverance (Moses, pp. 
39-55). That something Ijke this is the purport of 
these words, wh ich in English sound enigmatical, is 
shown by what folIows, ' ' 'Yahweh, the God of 
your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent me to you": 
this is my name for ever' (v. 1 5) .  The full content of 
the name comes first; the name itself folIows. 

III ,  The interpretation of Exodus 6:2-3 
After Moses' return to Egypt Yahweh further in
structs him how to deal with Pharaoh and with his 
own people: ' I  am the LORD (Yahweh),' he says. 'I 
appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, as 
God Almighty Ce/ sadday), but by my name the 
loRD (Yahweh) I did not make myself known to 
them' (Ex. 6:3). 

The former revelation, to the Patriarchs, con
cerned promises belonging to a distant future; it 
supposed that they should be assured that he, 
Yahweh, was such a God Cel) as was competent 
(one possible meaning of sadday) to fulfil them. 
The revelation at the bush was greater and more 
intimate, God's power and immediate and continu
ing presence with them being all wrapped up in the 
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familiar name 01" Yahweh. Henceforth, 'I am 
Yahweh, your God' (Ex. 6:7) gives them all the 
assurance they need of his purpose, his presence 
and his power. 

For God's self-revelation to the Patriarchs as 
God Almighty ( 'ei sadday), in itiating or reaffirm
ing his covenant with them, cf Gn.  1 7 : I ;  35: 1 1 ; 
48:3-passages which, Iike Ex. 6: 1 -6, are assigned 
to the priestly narrator in the prevalent docu
mentary hypothesis. 

IV. Particular names containing EI or Jehovah 

a. 'EI 'Oläm 
At Beersheba Abraham planted a tamarisk, and 
'calIed there on the name of Yahweh', 'ei '61äm 
(Gn. 2 1 : 33). Here 'Yahweh' is the name, and the 
description folIows, 'the Everlasting God'. F. M .  
Cross has drawn attention t o  the original form of 
this name-'EI dhü-·6Iami. 'God of Eternity' (cf 
W. F. Albright in BO 1 7, 1 960, p. 242). 

b. 'EI- 'Elähe-Israel 
Jacob, reaching Shechem, bought a piece of land, 
reared an altar and called i t  'el- " Iähe- Yisrä'el (Gn. 
33 :20), 'God Ce!) is the God C'lähfm) of Israel ' .  In 
this manner he commemorates the recent en
counter with the angel at the place he had called 
Peniel (p 'nf- 'el, 'the face of God', Gn .  32:30). He 
thus accepts Israel as his name and so renders 
worship to God. 

e. lehovah-jireh 
I n  Gn.  22, when the angel of the Lord had pointed 
to a ram as a substitute for Isaac, Abraham named 
the place Yahweh yir'eh, 'the LORD provides' (vv. 8, 
1 4). 

d. lehovah-nissi 
I n  somewhat similar fashion, after the defeat of the 
Amalekites, Moses erected an altar and called it 
Yahweh nissf, 'the LORD is my banner' (Ex. 1 7 : 1 5). 
These, however, are not the names of God, but are 
commemorative of events. 

e. lehovah-shalom 
This is the name given by Gideon to the altar he 
erected in Ophrah, Yahweh säl6m, 'the LORD is 
peace' (Jdg, 6:24). 

f lehovah-Isidkenu 
This is the name by wh ich Messiah shall be known, 
Yahweh �iljqenü, 'the LORD is our righteousness' 
(Je. 23:6; 33 : 1 6), in contrast to the last king of 
Judah, who was an unworthy bearer of the name 
Zedekiah (�iljqiyähü , 'Yahweh is righteousness'). 

g. lehovah-shammah 
This is the name given to the city of Ezekiel's 
vision, Yahweh sämma, 'the LORD is there' (Ezk. 
48:35) .  

h. The LORD 0/ hosls 
Oiffering from the preceding names, Yahweh 
�'ilä'6!, ' the loRD of hosts', is a divine title. I t  
does not  occur in the  Pentateuch; i t  appears first in 
I Sa. 1 :3 as the tit le by which God was worshipped 
at Shiloh. It was used by Oavid in defying the Phil
istine ( I  Sa. 1 7:45); and Oavid again makes use of 
i t  as the c1imax to a glorious song of victory (Ps. 
24: 1 0) .  It is common in the prophets (88 times in 
Jeremiah), and is used to exhibit Yahweh as at all 

times the Saviour and Protector of his people (Ps. 
46 :7,  1 1 ). The 'hosts' may originally have been thc 
armies of Israel, as in I Sa. 1 7 :45, but at an early 
date came to comprise all the heavenly powers, 
ready to do the LORD'S command. 

i. LORD God 0/ Israel 
This title ( Yahweh " Iähe Yisrä 'e!) is found as early 
as Oeborah's song (Jdg. 5 :3), and is frequently 
used by the prophets (e.g. Is. 1 7:6 ;  Zp. 2:9). It 1'01-
lows in the series 'the God 01' Abraham, 01' Isaac, 
and 01' Jacob'. In Ps. 59:5 ('Thou, LORD God 01' 
hosts, art God of Israel') it is combined with the 
preceding title. 

j. The Holy One 0/ Israel 
This title (q 'cj6S Yisrä 'e!) is a favourite in Isaiah (29 
times- I :4, eIe.) in both the earlier and later parts 
of the book, and also in Jeremiah and the Psalms. 
Somewhat similar to this is 'the M ighty One 01' 
Israel' Cailfr Yisrö'el, Is. I :24, eIe.); also 'the Glory 
(victory) 01' Israel' (ne�a�l Yiirä'el, I Sa. 1 5 :29) 
used by Samuel. 

k. Ancienl 0/ days 
This is the description (Aram. 'alliq y6min) given 
by Oaniel, who pictures God on his throne 01' 
judgment, judging the great world-empires (On.  
7:9, 1 3 , 22). I t  alternates with the title 'most High' 
(Aram. 'illäya, 'cly6nfn, vv. 1 8 , 22, 25 , 27). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, Yahweh and fhe 
Gods 0/ Canaan, 1 968; A. Alt, 'The God 01' the 
Fathers', in Essays qn OT Hisfory and Religion, 
1 966, pp. 1 -77; F. M .  Cross, 'Yahweh and the God 
of the Patriarchs', HTR 55, 1 962, pp. 225-259; 0 
Eissfeldt, 'EI and Yahweh',  lSS I ,  1 956, pp. 25-37; 
G. T. Manley, The Book 0/ fhe Law, 1 957, pp. 37-
47; 1. A.  M otyer, The Revelafion 0/ fhe Divine 
Name, 1 959; A. Murtonen, A Philologieal and Lif
erary Treafise on fhe Divine Names 'ei, 'elöah, 
"Iöhim and Yahweh, 1 952. G.T.M. 

F .F.B . 

GODLINESS. In pagan li terat ure, godliness (Gk. 
eusebeia, eulabeia and related terms) meant show
ing proper caution, fear or reverence towards the 
gods. Such piety involved the offering 01' sacrifices 
and other cultic activities. It also meant  honouring 
the gods by respecting elders, masters, rulers, and 
all the orders 01' l ife thought to be under the pro
tection 01' the gods. When this terminology was 
used in the Bible, a different notion 01' fear or re
spect was intended. The one true God, as creator 
and redeemer, requires an active obedience to his 
revealed will and a personal devotion that sur
passes lip-service, mere trepidation ,  or bare admir
ation (e.g. Pr. 1 :7; I s. 1 1  :2; 33:6; Lk. 2:25;  Acts 1 0:2; 
22: 1 2) .  Pre-eminently, Jesus is the godly One, 
whose prayers were heard because of his 'godly 
fear' or 'reverent submission' to the Father (Heb. 
5 :7). His death and heavenly exaltation makes it 
possible for others to offer to God, through him, 
acceptable worship or service, 'with reverence and 
awe' (Heb. 1 2 :28). 

Ungodliness (Gk. asebeia) brings the wrath of 
God, because it involves suppressing the truth 
about God, worshipping created things rather than 
the Creator, and pursuing unrighteous relation
ships and behaviour (Rom. I :  1 8-25; I Tim. 1 :9-
1 1 ) .  It is a condition from wh ich we can only be 
rescued by trusting 'him who justifies the ungodly' 
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( Rom . 4 :5 ;  cf 5 :6; Tit .  2 : 1 1 - 14). Godliness is most 
frequently mentioned in the Pastoral Epistles, 
where Paul uses the terminology to counter its 
misapplication by false teachers (I Tim . 6 :3- 1 0; 
2 Tim . 3 :4-5). Positively, it is a God-honouring 
manner of  life, issuing from a true knowledge of 
God and his grace in Jesus Christ (I Tim. 3 : 1 6 ; 
4 :7- 1 0 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 1 0- 1 2 ; Tit. 1 : 1 ;  2 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  A genu
ine devotion to God transforms relationships and 
behaviour in every context. See · FEAR, • HOLINESS. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Brown (ed.), NIDNTT 2, 
1 976, pp. 90-95; P. H. Towner, 'The Goal of our 
I nstruction ' ,  JSOT, 1 989, pp. 1 47- 1 54; 1. 1. Wain
wright, 'Eusebeia: Syncretism or Conservative 
Contextualization?' EQ 65:3,  1 993, pp. 2 1 1 -224. 

D .G .P . 

GOG AND MAGOG. In Ezk. 38 :2  we are intro
duced to 'Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief 
prince (AV, Rvmg., RSV; RV 'prince of • Rosh'), of 
• Meshech and Tubai'. LXX understood Magog as a 
people, not a country. The only reasonable identifi
cation of Gog is with Gyges, king of Lydia (c. 660 
Bc)-Assyr. Gugu; Magog could be Assyr. mä(t) 
gugu, 'land of Gog'. The l inkage with peoples at 
the extremities of the then known world (Ezk. 
38 :5-6; cf Rev. 20 :8) suggests that we are to regard 
them as eschatological figures rather than as a his
torically identifiable king, ete. This is the interpret
ation in  Rev. 20:8 and rabbinic literature. The 
popular identification of Rosh with Russia, 
Meshech with M o scow and Tubal with Tobolsk in 
Siberia has nothing to commend it from the stand
point of  hermeneutics, though some of the wilder 
Russian tribes would fit into the explanation given. 

Since we need not interpret Ezk. 38-39 as earlier 
in time than Ezk . 40-48, and rabbinic tradition 
pi aces Gog after the days of the Messiah, we need 
see no contradiction between Ezekiel and Revela
tion, provided we understand the millennium 
in the sense the rabbis gave to 'the days of the 
Messiah' .  H.L.E. 

GOLAN. The N city of re fuge in  Transjordan, in 
Manasseh's territory of Bashan (Dt.  4:43), and a 
levitical city (Jos. 2 1  :27). Location uncertain, but 
may be identified with Sahm el-Jolan, 22 km E of 
Aphek (Hippos). The district of Gaulanitis was 
later named after it .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY .  LOB, p. 377. N.H. 

GOLIATH. A • giant of Gath serving in the Philis
tine army (I Sa. 1 7:4), Goliath may have descended 
from that remnant of the Rephaim which, after 
having been scattered by the Ammonites (Dt.  2:20-
2 1 ;  2 Sa. 2 1  :22), took refuge with the Philistines. 
For discussion of his origin, see G. A. Wainwright, 
'Early Philistine H istory', VT 9, 1 959, pp. 79f. His 
height is given as 'six cubits and a span', i. e. 3 ·2 m, 
if the cubit is understood as 52·5 cm ( · WEIGHTS 
ANO MEASURES) . That this, though unusual, is not 
an impossible phenomenon, is confirmed by the 
discovery in Palestine of human skeletons of simi
lar stature and of roughly the same period. 

Goliath was slain by • David at Ephes-dammim 
in a duel whose religious character is attested by I 
Sa. 1 7 :43, 45 ;  and perhaps also by the Philistines' 
flight, if this is d irectly attributed to their convic
tion that the God of Israel had overcome their god 
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(cf 2 Sa. 23:9- 1 2; I eh. 1 1 : 1 2ff.). Goliath's sword, 
wh ich had been kept in the sanctuary at Nob, was 
given by the priest Ahimelech to David when the 
laller was fleeing from Saul to the king of Gath, for 
whom the weapon was likely to be an acceptable 
present. 

Two later appearances of the name have puzzled 
scholars. Elhanan is recorded as having slain '(the 
brother of) Goliath the Gitt ite'-so AV 01' 2 Sa. 
21 : 1 9, and again (without parentheses) in I Ch. 
20:5 ,  where the victim's name is given as Lahmi .  It 
may be that • Elhanan was David's original name. 
On the other hand, some have suggested that this 
second Goliath could have been the son of David's 
adversary. For full discussion of the problem and 
possible emendation, see S. R. Driver, Notes on the 
Hebrew Text o/ the Books 0/ Samuel, 1 9 1 3; and E .  
1 .  Young, fOT, 1 949, pp. 1 8 1 f. 1 .0.0.  

GOMER (gömer, 'completion'). I .  The eldest son 
of Japheth and the father of Ashkenaz, Riphath 
and Togarmah (Gn. 1 0:2-3). In Ezk. 38 the people 
of Gomer are c10sely associated with the house of 
Togarmah in the army of Gog, and are probably to 
be identified with the ancient Gimirrai (Cim
merians), an Aryan group who conquered Urartu 
(Armenia) from their Ukrainian homeland some 
time before the 8th cent. BC, when they appear as 
enemies of Assyria. 
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2. The daughter of Diblaim and wife of  • Hosea 
(Ho. 1 :3) .  She bore Jezreel, Lo-ruhamah and Lo-
ammi (Ho. I ) .  G.W.G. 

o 
(Stack Seal 

....,._._� \i,-�'-r-"""'�-'-r----T'200 M es 
300 K s. 

The region occupied by Gomer. known also as Gimir
rai (Gimmerat), the territory o/ the 'Cimmerians'. 

GOOD. The Hebrew word is !6Q ('pleasant' ,  
'joyfuI' , 'agreeable'), signifying primarily that 
which gratifies the senses and derivatively that 
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which gives aesthetic or moral satisfaction. The 
LXX renders !öl] by agathos, the regular Greek word 
for good as a physical or moral quality, and some
times by kalos (lit. 'beautiful'; hence, in classical as 
weil as biblical Greek, 'noble', 'honourable', 'ad
mirable', 'worthy'). The NT reproduces this usage, 
employing the two adjectives interchangeably (cf, 
e.g. ,  Rom. 7: 1 2-2 1 ) .  Paul, following the LXX, uses 
the noun agathosyne for the Christian's goodness, 
with the accent especially on his beneficence (Rom. 
1 5 :  1 4; Ga!. 5 :22; Eph. 5:9; 2 Thes. I :  1 1 , RV: for the 
translation, see the commentaries). He also uses 
chrestotes ('goodness', AV, RV; 'kindness', RSV) for 
the merciful beneficence of God (Rom. 2:4; 1 1  :22). 

The common element of meaning in the many 
applications wh ich the word 'good' has in  every 
language is that of approbation, either for inherent 
value, or for beneficent effect,  or both. There is 
nothing distinctive about the various non-moral 
senses in which the Bible speaks of things as 'good' 
(e.g. 'useful', as salt, M t .  5 :  1 3 ; Lk. 1 4:34; 'of high 
quality', as gold, Gn. 2: 1 2, or cattle, Gn. 4 1 :26; 
'productive', as trees, M t .  7:  1 7, ground, Lk. 8 :8 ;  
etc.). But the biblical concept of moral and spirit
ual good is thoroughly theological, and stands in 
sharp contrast with the anthropocentric view of 
goodness developed by the Greeks and later 
thinkers in the Greek tradition. This biblical view 
may be analysed as folIows. 

a. God is good: for he is morally perfect, and 
gloriously generous. 

The acknowledgment of God as good is the 
foundation of all biblical thinking about moral 
goodness. 'Good' in Scripture is not an abstract 
quality, nor is it a secular human ideal; 'good' 
means first and foremost what God is ('he is good' , 
Ps. 1 00:5, et al. ) ,  then wh at he does, creates, com
mands and gives, and finally wh at he approves in  
the  lives of h i s  creatures. I t  is not that the  biblical 
writers assess God in terms of a prior concept of 
goodness, but rather that, contemplating the su
preme glory of God's perfections, they apply to 
hirn the ordinary word for acknowledging worth .  
By s o  doing, however, they give that word a new 
depth of meaning. They define good in terms of 
God; not vice versa. Accordingly, the biblical pos
ition is that God, and God alone, is good without 
qualification (Mk.  1 0: 1 8  and paralleis: on which 
see B. B. Warfield, The Person and Work 01 Christ, 
1 950, pp. I 49ff.); and he is the arbiter and judge, as 
he is the norm and standard, of creaturely good
ness. M an is good, and things are good, just so far 
as they conform to the will of God. Woe, then, to 
those who invert the divine scale of values, giving 
the name of good to what God calls evil, and vice 
versa ( Is. 5 :20). 

In the OT the goodness of God is frequently 
invoked as a theme of praise and an argument in 
prayer (cf 2 Ch. 30: 1 8; Ps. 86:5). His  goodness ap
pears in the good that he does (Ps. 1 1 9:68), the 
beneficent activity of his good spirit (Ne. 9:20; Ps. 
1 43 :  I 0), the many-sidedness of his cosmic generos
ity (Ps. 1 45 :9); most notably, in his kindness to the 
needy and faithfulness to his covenant (Pss. 25:8;  
73 :  I ;  La. 3 :25; Na. 1 :7). The Psalmists' reiterated 
exhortation to praise and give thanks to God, 'for 
he is good: for his steadfast love end ures for ever' 
(Pss. 1 06: 1 ;  1 07 : 1 ;  1 1 8: 1 ;  1 36: 1 ;  cf 100:4f.; also I 
Ch. 1 6:34; 2 Ch. 5: 1 3 ; 7:3), is quoted by Jeremiah 
as the characteristic motto theme of Israel's wor
ship (Je. 33 : 1 1 ) . 

b. The works 01 God are good: for they reveal his 

attributes of wisdom and power (see Ps. 1 04:24-
3 1 ), and are the objects of his own approva!. 

When creation was done, 'God saw every thing 
that he had made, and behold, it was very good' 
(Gn. 1 :3 1 ,  cf vv. 4, 1 0, 1 2, 1 8 , 2 1 , 25). The whole 
material order, as such, being God's handiwork, is 
good (I Tim. 4:4; cf Rom. 1 4 : 1 4). There is no 
room for M anichaean dualism in  the Bible. 

c. The gifts 01 God are good: for they express his 
generosity, and make for the welfare of their 
recipients. 

'Beneficial', 'advantageous', is one of the stand
ard secular meanings of 'good' as an adject ive; as 
'prosperity', 'well-being', is of 'good' as a noun. 
The Bible integrates this usage into its theology by 
teaching, not merely that all God's gifts are good, 
both in intention and in effect, but also that all 
good is in fact God's gift (Jas. I :  1 7; cf Ps. 4:6). It is 
characteristic of God to do good to the needy, as it 
was of Jesus, God's anointed (Acts 1 0:38;  M k .  
3 :4). God does good t o  a l l  men in h i s  ordinary 
providence, showering on them the blessings of 
nature (Acts 1 4: 1 7; Ps. 1 45:9; Lk. 6:35); and, as a 
perfect Father, he knows how to give good gifts to 
those who are his children through Christ (Mt .  
7: 1 1 ). God's promise to  'do  good' to h i s  people is a 
comprehensive promise of blessing (Je. 32:40, cf 
24:6f.), as the plea that God will 'do good' to them 
is a comprehensive prayer for it (Pss. 5 1 :  1 8 ; 1 25:4). 
In such passages the 'good' in  question is the 
pledged blessing of the covenant; i t  is virtually 'sal
vation' (cf Is. 52:7). 'Good' on the material level 
was the promised blessing of the old covenant 
(with 'evil', the state of blessing withdrawn, as its 
alternative: Dt.  30: 1 5), and 'good' in the realm of 
spiritual privilege, 'good' not enjoyed under the 
old covenant, is the gift of the new (Heb. 9: 1 1 ; 
10 :  I ) .  Both testaments, however, authorize God's 
faithful people to rest assured that in God's good 
time everything that is truly good for them will be 
made theirs (Pss. 84: 1 1 ; 34: I 0, cf 85: 1 2 ;  Rom. 8 :32;  
Eph. 1 :3) .  

'Good', as an adjective, is used in various in
strumental senses in connection with God's gra
cious activity of doing good to men. It is used of 
the word of God that announces blessing, of the 
hand and work of God that conveys it, of the 
course of action that leads to enjoyment of it, and 
of the days in  which that enjoyment is experienced 
(see I Ki.  8 :56; I s. 39:8;  Je. 29 : 1 0; Heb. 6:5; Ezr. 7 :9; 
8:  1 8; Phi!. I :6;  I Ki. 8 :36; Je. 6:  1 6; Ps. 73:28; I Pet. 
3 : 1 0; cf Ps. 34: 1 2) .  

Even when God withdraws the 'good' of out
ward prosperity from his people and brings upon 
them 'evil (hardship) in its place (cf Jb. 2: 1 0), 
there is still a sense in  which he is doing them good. 
' I t  is good' for a man to be thus afflicted; hereby he 
receives correction, for his own subsequent benefit 
(cf Heb. 1 2: 1 0), and is exercised and strengthened 
in faith, patience and obedience (Ps. 1 1 9 :67, 7 1 ;  cf 
La. 3 :26f.). Anything that drives a man closer to 
God is for his good, and the Christian's temporary 
distresses, under God, work for hirn an eternal 
weight of glory (2 Cor. 4: 1 7) .  Paul is therefore fully 
entitled to insist that 'in everything (afflictions in
cluded) God works for good with those who love 
hirn' (Rom. 8 :28). The Christian should regard 
every circumstance, however u ngratifying, as 
among God's good gifts to hirn, the expression of 
a beneficent purpose and, if rightly used, a sure 
means to his lasting profit. 

d The commands 01 God are good: for they 
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express the moral perfection of his character and, 
by showing us how to please hirn, mark out for us 
the path of blessing (Ps. 1 1 9: 39; Rom. 7 :  1 2 ;  1 2 :2). 

The moral ideal in the Bible is to do the will of 
God, as revealed in his law. When the rich ruler 
asked Christ wh at good thing he should do to gain 
Iife, Christ immediately directed hirn to the Deca
logue (Mt .  1 9: 1 7ff.). In a lawless and unloving 
world, Christians must resist the temptation to do 
as they are done by, and in face of evil must seek 
out and hold fast in their conduct that 'good' 
which the law prescribes ( Rom. 1 2 :9, 2 1 ;  I Thes. 
5 : 1 5 , 2 1 ). 

e. Obedience to God's commands is good: for God 
approves and accepts it ( I  Tim. 2:3), and those who 
yield it profit by it (Tit. 3 :8) .  

Unredeemed men do not and cannot obey 
God's law, for they are in bondage 'under sin' 
(Rom. 3 :9ff.; 8 :7f.) .  The evil tree (man as he is in 
Adam) must be made good before its fruit can be 
good (cl Mt. 1 2 :33-35). But those who are in 
Christ have been freed from sin's bondage precisely 
in order that they may practise the righteousness 
which the law prescribes (Rom. 6: 1 2-22). The 
characteristic NT phrase for this obligatory Chris
tian obedience is 'good works'. The performance 
of good works is to be the Christian's life's work; it 
was for this that God saved hirn (Eph. 2: I 0; Co!. 
1 : 1 0; 2 Cor. 9:8; Tit. 2: 1 4; M t .  5 : 1 4- 1 6). The Chris
tian is called to be ready for every good work that 
his circumstances admit of (2 Tim. 2:2 1 ;  Tit .  3: I ) ,  
so  that it is a damning indictment of a man's 
Christian profession when he is 'unfit for any good 
deed' (Tit. I :  1 6; cl Jas. 2: 1 4-26). Good works are 
the Christian's adornment ( I  Tim. 2: 1 0) ;  God 
takes pleasure in them, and will reward them (Eph. 
6:8). 

Good works are good from three standpoints: 
they are done (i) in accordance with a right stand
ard (the biblical law: 2 Tim. 3: 1 6f.); (ii) from a right 
motive (love and gratitude for redemption: I Thes. 
1 :3; Heb. 6: 1 0; cl Rom. 1 2 : l ff.); (iii) with a right 
aim (God's glory: I Cor. 1 0:3 1 ;  cl I Cor. 6:20; Mt .  
5 : 1 6; I Pet. 2 : 1 2) .  They take the  form of works of  
love towards God and men, since 'love is the  fulfil
ling of the law' (Rom. 1 3 :8- 1 0; cl Mt.  22:36-40). 
This does not, of course, mean that no more is 
required of a Christian than a right motive; the 
point is, rather, that the particular acts which the 
commandments prescribe are to be understood as 
so many expressions of love, so that without a 
loving heart the commandments cannot be ful
filled. It is not that a right spirit excuses lapses from 
the letter of the law, but that rectitude in the letter 
is no fulfilling of the law where an attitude of love 
is lacking. The truly good man is no less than the 
truly righteous man; for, as the truly righteous man 
observes the spirit as weil as the letter of the law 
(cl Mt.  5: 1 8-20), so the truly good man observes 
its letter as weil as its spirit. Nor is the truly good 
man any more than the truly righteous man. In  
Rom. 5 :7 ,  where Paul for a moment sets the  good 
man above the righteous man in value, he is speak
ing popularly, not theologically. The world thinks 
of righteousness as a merely negative rectitude, 
and of the kindness aod generosity that mark the 
good man as something more than righteousness; 
but bibl ical theology effectively identifies right
eousness with goodness, and goodness with right
eousness, by insisting that what the law requires is, 
in fact, love. 

Good works, then, are works of love, and the 
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nature of love is to give to the beloved . Love to 
God is expressed in the gift of personal devotion, 
however costly (cl Mary's 'good work', M k .  1 4:3-
6). Love to men is expressed by doing them 'good' ,  
laying out one's own resources t o  relieve their 
need, and seeking their welfare in every possible 
way (Ga!. 6:9f.; Eph. 4:29; cl Pss. 34: 14 ;  37:3, 27). 
The Jerusalem church's poor-relief system (Acts 
2:44f.; 4 :34ff.), and Paul's collection for the saints 
(cl 2 Cor. 7-9) illustrate this. ' Kind', 'generous' are 
among the ordinary secular meanings of 'good' as 
a description of persons (cl I Sa. 25: 1 5; I Pet. 
2:  1 8); the Bible comprehends them in the Christian 
ethic, making the love of God and Christ the 
model and standard for the kindness and generos
ity required of Christians (cl Eph. 5: I f. ; Jn .  1 3 : 1 4, 
34). 
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The believer who seeks thus to fulfil the law has 
a 'good conscience' (Acts 23 :  I ;  I Tim. 1 :5 ,  1 9; Heb. 
1 3: 1 8; I Pet. 3: 1 6, 2 1 )-not because he thinks him
self sinlessly perfect, but because he knows that his 
relationship with God is right, being founded on 
true faith and repentance. Such a Christian will 
appear to his fellows as a 'good man' (so Barnabas, 
Acts 1 1  :24). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD, S. v. agathos, kalos; E. 
Beyreuther, NIDNTT 2, pp. 98- 1 07; G. Vos in 
DAC, 2, 470f.; C. F. H.  Henry, Christian Personal 
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GOPHER WOOD (Heb. ' a$€-göper), the wood of 
which Noah's ark was constructed (Gn. 6:  1 4). 
Many commentators favour an identification with 
cypress wood, on the ground of the similarity in 
name (Gk. kyparissos). Others, noting the similar
ity with Heb. köper (* B ITUMEN) ,  suggest a resinous 
* tree. It may be that the word is connected in some 
way with Akkad. gubrulgudru, '(shepherd's) reed 
hut' ,  and such a cuneiform parallel is further sug
gested by the construct ' u$€ which might corres
pond to the determinative gis, which precedes the 
names of trees and objects of wood, and wh ich is 
read i$u or i$ in Akkadian. See The Chicago Assyr-
ian Dictionary, 5, 1 956, p. 1 1 8 .  T.C.M. 

GOSHEN, L The territory assigned to Israel and 
his descendants during their Egyp. sojourn. I ts 
exact loeation and extent remain uncertain, but it 
was certainly in Egypt (Gn. 47:6, 27), and in the E 
Nile Delta: Gn. 47:6 with 1 1  clearly equate Goshen 
with 'the land of Rameses', so named from the 
residence-city Pi-Ramesse, biblical * Ra'amses, in 
the NE Delta. The LXX'S topographical interpret
ations are of uncertain authenticity. The E Delta 
would be suitably 'near' the court (Gn. 45: 1 0) for 
Joseph serving his (probably Hyksos) pharaoh at 
* Memphis (near Cairo) or Avaris (NE Delta), cl 
also Gn. 46:28-29; l ikewise for Moses interviewing 
his pharaoh at Pi-Ramesse (Ex. 7- 1 2) .  Goshen was 
a well-favoured region suited to Hocks and herds 
(Gn. 46:34; 47: I ,  4, 6, 27; 50:8). It remained the 
habitat of the Hebrews until the Exodus, being 
therefore largely shielded from the plagues (Ex. 
8 :22; 9:26); nevertheless, contact was close with 
Egyptians living in the same general region (e.g. cf 
Ex. 1 1  :2-3; 1 2 :35-36). The name Gsmt occurring 
in certain Egyp. texts, once equated with Heb. 
Goshen through LXX Gesem, should be read Ssmt 
and is therefore irrelevant .  

2,  A district in the S of Palestine (1os. 1 0:4 1 ;  
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1 1 :  1 6), probably named after 3, a town in the hills 
of S Palestine (Jos. 1 5 : 5 1 ), possibly near Zähiriyeh, 
c. 1 9  km SW of Hebron (so Abel) or else somewhat 
farther E (GTT, 1 959, §§ 285-287, 497). ( o GEDER.) 

K.A.K.  

GOSPEL (Gk. euange/ion, 'good news'). In  c1as
sical literat ure the word designated the reward 
given for good tidings. I t  also indicated the mes
sage itself, originally the announcement of victory, 
but later applied to other messages bringing joy. 
That it is found more than 75 times in the NT 
indicates a distinctly Christian connotation. The 
gospel is the good news that God in Jesus Christ 
has fulfilled his promises to Israel, and that a way 
of salvation has been opened to all. The gospel is 
not to be set over against the OT as if God had 
changed his way of dealing with man, but is the 
fulfilment of OT promise ( M t . 1 1  :2-5). Jesus him
self saw in thc prophecies of Isaiah a description 
of his own ministry (Lk. 4 :  1 6-2 1 ). 

Mark defines the 'gospel of God' in I :  1 4  (AV, 
I"ollowing the Byzantine text, adds 'of the king
dom') as 'The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of 
God is at hand'. To believe means salvation: to 
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reject is damnation (Mk .  1 6: 1 5- 1 6) .  This same 
gospel is proclaimed by the first heraids of Chris
tianity, but now the essential message is made 
more explicit by the death and resurrection of 
Jesus the Christ. While the gospel came with Jesus 
(the Christ-event is the gospel), it was ant icipatcd 
in God's promise of blessing to Abraham (Ga! . 
3 : 8) and promised in prophetie Scripture (Rom. 
1 :2). 

The gospel not only comes in power ( I  Thes. 1 :5) 
but is the power of God (Rom. I :  16) .  I t  reveals the 
righteousness of God and leads to salvation all 
who believe (Rom. I :  1 6- 1 7). Paul regards the gos
pel as a sacred trust ( I  Tim. I :  1 1 ) .  Thus he is under 
divine compulsion to proclaim it ( I  Cor. 9 :  1 6) ,  and 
requests prayer that he may carry out his task with 
boldness (Eph. 6: 1 9), even though this involves 
opposition (I Thes. 2:2) and affiiction (2 Tim. 1 :8) 
The gospel is 'the word 01" truth' (Eph. I :  1 3 ), but it 
is hidden to unbelieving lI)en (2 Cor. 4:3-4) who 
demand supernatural verification or rational prool" 
(I Cor. 1 :2 1 -23). Even as it was by revelation that 
the full theological impact of the gospel came to 
Paul (Ga!. I :  1 1 - 1 2), so also i t  is by the response 01" 
faith that the gospel comes with saving power 
(Heb. 4:2). 



The use of 'Gospels' as a designation of the first 
four books of the NT is post-biblical (2nd cent. 
AO). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. U. Becker, NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 07-
1 1 5 ;  C. H .  Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its 
Developments, 1 936; R. H. Mounce, The Essential 
Nature 0/ New Testament Preaching, 1 960; G. 
Friedrich in TDNT 2, pp. 705-735. R.H .M.  

GOSPELS. The plural form 'Gospels' (Gk.  euan
gelia) would not  have been understood in the apos
tolic age, nor yet for two generations following; it is 
of the essence of the apostolic witness that there is 
only one true euangelion; whoever proclaims an
other, says Paul, is anathema (Gal. I :8f.) .  The four 
records wh ich t raditionally stand in the forefront  
of the NT are, properly speaking, four records of 
the one gospel-'the gospel of God . . .  concerning 
his Son' (Rom. I :  1 -3). It  was not until the middle 
of the 2nd century AO that the plural form came to 
be used; thus Justin Martyr says that the 'memoirs 
composed by the apostles' are called 'Gospels' 
(First Apology 66). Earlier writers use the singular, 
whether they are referring to a single gospel
writing or to a set of such writings (cf Didache 8.  
2;  Ignatius, Philadelphians 8. 2). The traditional 
titles of the four records imply that in them we 
have the gospel or good news about Christ accord
ing to each of the four Evangelists. And the usage 
of the singular form to denote the fourfold record 
continued for long after the earliest attested in
stance of the plural. 

I .  The oral stage 
Most of the material in our Gospels existed for a 
considerable time in an oral stage before it was 
given the written form with which we are familiar. 

a. The words 0/ Jesus 
Jesus began his Galilean ministry by 'preaching the 
gospel of God' ;  the coritent of this gospel was that 
the time appointed had arrived and the kingdom 
of God had drawn near; he urged his hearers to 
repent and believe the good news (Mk.  I :  1 4f. ; cf 
Lk. 4 :  1 8-2 1 ). His  preaching was no bolt from the 
blue; it was the fulfilment of the promise of God 
communicated in earlier days through the 
prophets. Now, at length, God had visited his 
people; this was the burden not only of Jesus' 
preaching but of his mighty works (Lk. 7: 1 6), 
which were signs that the domain of evil was 
crumbling before the onset of the kingdom of God 
(Mt .  1 2 :22-29; Lk . 1 1 : 1 4-22). The same theme 
runs through the parables of Jesus, which call his 
hearers to decision and watchfulness in view of the 
advent of the kingdom. 

In  addition to his public ministry, Jesus took 
care to give his disciples systematic instruction in a 
form that they could easily commit to memory. His 
debates with the Pharisees and other opponents, 
too, led to pronouncements which, once heard, 
would not be readily forgotten, and which in fact 
stood his disciples in good stead later on when they 
were confronted with controversial issues in which 
it was helpful to recall their Master's ruling. 

b. The apostolic tradition 
There are several references in the NT Epistles to 
the 'tradition' (Gk. paradosis) received by the apos
tles from their Lord and del ivered by them in turn 
to their converts. This tradition, in the fullest sense, 
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comprises the apostles' witness to 'all that Jesus 
began to do and teach, until the day when he was 
taken up' (Acts 1 : 1  f., cf 1 :2 1  f.) .  This witness was 
borne and perpetuated in various ways
principally in missionary preaching, in the teach
ing of converts and in Christian worship. An out
line of the basic facts of the missionary preaching 
is given by Paul in I Cor. 1 5 :3ff.-'that Christ died 
for our sins in accordance with the scriptures, that 
he was buried, that he was raised on the third day 
in accordance with the scriptures, and that he ap
peared' to a large number of eyewitnesses, some of 
whom are named, and most of whom were still 
alive when Paul was writing. Paul adds that 
whether the gospel was preached by hirnself or 
by the original apostles, the basic facts of the 
message were the same (I Cor. 1 5 : 1 1 ) .  This is 
confirmed by the evidence of the non-Pauline 
Epistles, and by the extracts from early Christian 
preaching summarized in Acts. In  the preaching 
the saving events were announced; Jesus was pro
c1aimed as Lord and Christ; men were sum
moned to repent and receive forgiveness through 
hirn. 
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Some occasional sampies of the teaching of 
converts appear in the Epistles, from wh ich i t  is 
plain that the basis of this teaching was wh at Jesus 
hirnself had taught. Thus, in giving instruction 
about marriage Paul quotes Jesus' commandment 
forbidding divorce (I Cor. 7 : 1 0), and similarly 
quotes his ruling about the maintenance of gospel 
preachers (I Cor. 9: 1 4) .  But there is evidence of 
more systematic instruction by the catechetical 
method; and as the number of converts increased, 
especially in the course of the Gentile mission, 
'schools' for the training of instructors would have 
become almost a necessity, and digests of the 
teaching of Jesus would inevitably have been 
drawn up, orally if not in writing. We may envisage 
such a life-setting for the 'sayings collection' on 
which Matthew and Luke drew, and at a later date 
the Matthaean Gospel itself has been viewed as 
taking shape in such a school; cf K. Stendahl, The 
School 0/ St Matthew', 1 968. 

In worship too the works and words of Jesus 
were bound to be recalled. In the earliest days of 
the faith those who had known Jesus could scarce
Iy avoid saying to one another, when they met in
formally or at the stated occasions of fellowship 
and worship, 'Do you remember how our Master 
. . .  ?' In particular, the Lord's Supper provided a 
regular opportunity for retel ling the story of his 
death, with the events immediately preceding and 
following it (I Cor. 1 1  :26). 

The passion narrative, indeed, being told and 
retold both in Christian worship and in missionary 
preaching (cf I Cor. 2 :2;  Gal. 3: I ), took shape as a 
connected whole at an early date-a conclusion 
wh ich is otherwise established by the form criticism 
of our existing Gospels. By the form-critical 
method an attempt is made to isolate and c1assify 
the various self-contained units which have been 
brought together in the written Gospels and to en
visage the living situations in which they originated 
and were preserved in the oral stage of transmis
sion. (. BIBLICAL CRITICISM, 1 1 1 . )  

1 1 .  The written Gospels 
The beginning of gospel writing, as we might 
expect, coincides with the end of the first Christian 
generation. As those who 'from the beginning were 
eyewitnesses and ministers of the word' (Lk. 1 :2) 
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were removed by death, the necessity of a perman
ent written record of their witness would be more 
acutely fei t  than before. It is just at this point that 
2nd-century tradition places the beginnings of 
gospel writing, and rightly so: all four of our ca
nonical Gospels are probably to be dated within 
the four decades AD 60- 1 00.  We need not suppose 
that the transmission of the apostolic witness had 
been exdusively oral before AD 60-some at least 
of the 'many' who, according to Lk. I :  I ,  had 
undertaken to draw up an orderly account of the 
evangelic events may have done so in writing before 
AD 60-but no document of an earlier date has 
survived except in so far as it has been incorpor
ated in our written Gospels. 

Several strands of tradition can be distinguished 
in the four Gospels. In this respect, as in  some 
others, John stands apart from the other Gospels 
and is best considered independently. The other 
three Gospels are inter-related to the point where 
they lend themselves excellently to 'synoptic' 
study-e.g. as when their text is arranged in three 
parallel columns, so that their coincidences and di
vergences can be conveniently examined. For this 
reason they are commonly known as the 'Synoptic 
Gospels'-a designation apparently first given to 
them by 1. 1. Griesbach in 1 774. 

a. The Synoptic Gospels 
A comparative study of Matthew, Mark and Luke 
leads to the recognition that there is a considerable 
body of material common to all three, or to two of 
the three. The substance of 606 out of the 66 1 
verses of Mark (Ieaving Mk .  1 6 :9-20 out of the 
reckoning) reappears in abridged form in Mat
thew; some 380 of the 66 1 verses of Mark reappear 
in Luke. This may be stated otherwise by saying 
that, out of the 1 ,068 verses of Matthew, about 500 
contain the substance of 606 verses of Mark, while 
out of the 1 , 1 49 verses of Luke some 380 are paral
leled in Mark. Only 3 1  verses of Mark have no 
parallel in either M atthew or Luke. Matthew and 
Luke have each up to 250 verses containing 
common material not paralleled in M ark; some
times this common material appears in M atthew 
and Luke in practically identical language, while 
sometimes the verbal divergence is considerable. 
About 300 verses of M atthew have no parallel in 
any of the other Gospels; the same is true of about 
520 verses in Luke. 

There is no short cut to a satisfactory account of 
this distribution of common and special material 
in the Synoptic Gospels. There is no apriori reason 
for holding one Gospel to be earlier and another 
later, for holding one to be a source of another and 
the latter to be dependent on the former. Nor will 
the objectivity of statistical analysis guarantee a 
solution. A solution can be attained only by the 
exercise of critical judgment after all the relevant 
data have been marshalled and the alternative pos
sibilities assessed . If unanimity has not been 
reached after a century and a half of intensive 
Synoptic study, it may be because the data are in
sufficient for the purpose, or because the field of 
inquiry has been unduly restricted. Yet certain 
findings command a much greater area of agree
ment than others. 

One of these is the priority of Mark and its use 
as a principal source by the other two Synoptic 
Evangelists. This finding, which is commonly said 
to have been placed on a stable basis by C. Lach
mann in 1 835, depends not merely on the formal 

evidence that Matthew and Mark sometimes agree 
in order against Luke; Mark and Luke more fre
quently against M atthew; but M atthew and Luke 
never against Mark (wh ich could be explained 
otherwise), but rather on the detailed comparative 
examination of the way in which common material 
is reproduced in the three Gospels, section by sec
tion. I n  the overwhelming majority of sections the 
situation can best be understood if  M ark's account 
was used as a source by one or both of the others. 
Few have ever considered Luke as a possible source 
of the other two, but the view that M ark is an 
abridgment of Matthew was held for a long time, 
largely through the inftuence of Augustine. But 
where Matthew and Mark have material in 
common Mark is fuller than Matthew, and by no 
means an abridgment; and time after time the two 
parallel accounts can be much better explained by 
supposing that Matthew condenses M ark than by 
supposing that Mark amplifies M atthew. While 
M atthew and Luke never agree in order against 
Mark, they do occasionally exhibit verbal agree
ment against hirn, but such instances mainly repre
sent grammatical or stylistic improvements of 
Mark, and are neither numerous nor significant 
enough to be offset against the general weight of 
the evidence for Mark's priority. 

The common M arcan element in the Synoptic 
tradition is the more important because of the 
dose relation between the framework of  M ark and 
the apostolic preaching. This relation does not 
depend so much on the tradition which sees in 
Peter the authority behind the Marcan narrative (a 
tradition borne out by internal evidence in certain 
sections of the narrative) as on the fact (demon
strated by C. H. Dodd) that an outline 01" the 
primitive preaching, comparable to those outlines 
which can be discerned in a few passages in the NT 
Epistles and in the re ports of speeches in Acts, 
supplies the thread on wh ich Mark has strung his 
several units of gospel material. 

The material common to Mark and one or both 
of the other Synoptic Gospels consists mainly of 
narrative. (The principal exceptions to th is are the 
parables of M k .  4 and the eschatological discourse 
of Mk .  1 3 .)  On the other hand, the non-Marcan 
material common to M atthew and Luke consists 
mainly of sayings of Jesus. One might alm ost say 
that the Marcan material relates what Jesus did; the 
non-Marcan material, what Jesus taught .  We have 
here a distinction comparable to that commonly 
made (albeit to an exaggerated degree) between 
apostolic 'preaching' (kerygma) and 'teaching' 
(didache). The non-Marcan material common to 
Matthew and Luke may conveniently, and with
out prejudice, be labelIed 'Q', in accordance with a 
custom dating from the beginning of the 20th 
century. 

This body of material, extending tb between 200 
and 250 verses, might have been derived by the one 
Evangelist from the other, or by both from a 
common source. Few, if any, can be found to sug
gest that Matthew derived it from Luke, although 
so me would find i t  easier to suppose this than to 
suppose that Luke derived it from Matthew. This 
latter supposition continues to receive widespread 
support, but it is specially vulnerable because it 
implies that Luke reduced to relative disorder the 
orderly arrangement in wh ich the 'Q' material ap
pears in Matthew, without giving any plausible 
reason why this should have been done. 

The supposition that the 'Q' material was 
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derived from a common source by Matthew and 
Luke involves fewer difficulties than any alterna
tive supposition. 

When we attempt to reconstruct this postulated 
common source we must beware of thinking that 
we can do so in anything like a complete form. Yet 
what we can reconstruct of it reminds us forcibly 
of the general pattern of the prophetical books of 
the OT. These books commonly contain an ac
count of the prophet's call, with a record of his 
oracIes set in a narrative framework, but with no 
mention of his death .  So the 'Q' material appears 
to have come from a compilation wh ich began with 
an account of Jesus' baptism by John and his wil
derness temptations; this forms the prelude to his 
ministry, and is fol lowed by groups of his sayings 
set in a minimum of narrative framework; but 
there is no trace of a passion narrative. There are 
four main groups of teaching, which may be en
titled: (i) Jesus and John the Baptist; ( i i) Jesus and 
his disciples; (i i i) Jesus and his opponents; (iv) 
Jesus and the future. 

Since our only means of reconstructing this 
source is provided by the non-Marcan material 
common to M atthew and Luke, the question 
whether M ark also made some use of i t  cannot be 
satisfactorily answered. That it is earlier than Mark 
is probable; it may weil have been used for catech
etical purposes in the Gentile mission based on 
Antioch.  The fact that some of the 'Q' material in 
Matthew and Luke is alm ost verbally identical, 
while elsewhere t here are divergences of language, 
has sometimes been explained in terms of there 
being two distinct strands of tradition in 'Q', but a 
much more probable account is that 'Q' was trans
Iated into Greek from Aramaic and that M atthew 
and Luke sometimes use the same translation and 
sometimes different ones. In  this regard it is appo
site to recall the statement of Papias (apud Eus., 
EH 3.  39) that ' M atthew compiled the logia in the 
Hebrew [Aramaic] speech, and everyone trans
Iated them as best he could'. Logia CoracIes') 
would be a specially appropriate term for the con
tents of such a compilation as we have tried to 
recognize behind the 'Q' material. 

What other sources were utilized by M atthew 
and Luke is an even more uncertain quest ion than 
the reconstruction of the 'Q' source. Matthew ap
pears to have incorporated material rrom another 
sayings-collection, parallel to 'Q' but preserved in 
Judaea rather than in Antioch-the collection 
conveniently labelIed ' M ' .  Luke has embodied a 
block of q uite distinctive material (found largely 
between chs. 9 and 1 8) which may have been de
rived from Caesarea-the material labelled ' L' .  
Whether these 'sources' had a written form before 
they were taken over by the Evangelists is doubtful. 
Luke has been pictured as amplifying his copy of 
the 'Q' source by means of the information ac
quired in Caesarea and elsewhere, thus producing 
the preliminary d raft of his Gospel sometimes 
called 'Proto-Luke', into wh ich at a later date 
blocks of M arcan material were inserted. For an 
evaluation of the 'Proto-Luke' hypothesis see D. 
Guthrie, New Testament Introduction J, 1 970, pp. 
1 75-1 83. In general, it may be agreed that Mat
thew conflates his sources while Luke combines his. 
The nativity narratives wh ich introduce Matthew 
and Luke lie outside the general scheme of Syn
optic criticism; with regard to them some depend
ence on Semitic documents cannot be excIuded. 
But it must be emphasized that, fascinating and 
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instructive as Gospel source criticism is, the Gos
pels themselves are much more important than 
their putative sources. I t  is good to consider what 
sources the Evangelists may have used; it is better 
to consider what use they made of their sources. In  
recent years it has been increasingly recognized 
that redaction criticism has as important a place in 
Gospel study as tradition criticism-the latter tra
cing the history of the traditions which in due 
course the Evangelists received, the former concen
trating on the contribution of the individual Evan
gelists in their treatment and presentation 01' the 
traditions. Each of the Synoptic Gospels is an in
dependent whole, no mere scissors-and-paste 
compilation; each has its own view of Jesus and his 
ministry, and each has its special contribution to 
make to the full-orbed picture of Jesus with which 
the NT presents uso 

b. The Fourth Gospel 
John represents a good primitive tradition which 
was preserved independently of the Synoptic lines 
of tradition, not only in the memory of the be
loved disciple but in a living Christian community, 
quite probably in the milieu from wh ich at a rather 
later date came the Odes 0/ Solomon. The large 
area of common background which John shares 
with the Qumran texts, and the links binding its 
structure to the Palest inian synagogue lectionary, 
have in recent times helped to impress upon us that 
the Johannine tradition has its roots in  Jewish Pal
estine, however much the requirements of a wider 
Hellenistic audience were borne in mind when this 
Gospel was given its literary form at the end of the 
first Christ:an century. And the fixed outline of the 
apostolic preaching can be discerned in the Fourth 
Gospel 'no less cIearly than in Mark' (e. H. Dodd, 
The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments, 
1 950, p. 69). (* JOHN, GOSPEL OF.) 

1 1 1 .  The fourfold Gospel 
At an early date after the publication of the Fourth 
Gospel the four canonical Gospels began to circu
late as a collection, and have continued to do so 
ever since. Who first gathered them together to 
form a fourfold corpus we do not know, and it is 
quite uncertain where the fourfold corpus first 
became known-daims have been made for both 
Ephesus and Rome. Catholic and Gnostic writers 
alike show not only acquaintance with the fourfold 
Gospel but recognition of its authority. The Valen
tinian Gospel 0/ Truth (c. AD 1 40- 1 50), recently 
brought to light among the Gnostic writings from 
* Chenoboskion, was not intended to supplement 
or supersede the canonical four, whose authority it 
presupposes; i t  is rather a series of meditations on 
the 'true gospel' wh ich is enshrined in the four (and 
in other NT books). Marcion stands out as an ex
ception in his repudiation of Matthew, M ark and 
John ,  and his promulgation of Luke (edited by 
hirnself) as the only authentic euangelion. The 
documents of the anti-Marcionite reaction (e.g. the 
anti-Marcionite prologues to the Gospels and, 
later, the Muratorian Canon) do not introduce the 
fourfold Gospel as something new, but reaffirm its 
authority in reply to M arcion's criticisms. 

In the half-century following AD 95 Theodor 
Zahn could find only four Gospel citations in sur
viving Christian literature which demonstrably do 
not come from the canonical four. That the 'mem
oirs of the apostles' which Justin says were read in 
church along with the writings of the prophets 
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were the tour Gospels is rendered the more prob
able by the fact that such traces of gospel material 
in his works as may come from the pseudonymous 
Gospel 01 Peler or Gospel 01 Thomas are slight 
indeed compared with traces of the canonical four. 

The situation is c1earer when we come to Justin's 
disciple Tatian, whose Gospel harmony or Diales
saron (compiled c. AD 1 70) remained for long the 
favourite ( if  not the 'authorized') edition of the 
Gospels in the Assyr. church. Apart from a small 
fragment of a Gk. edition of the Dialessaron dis
covered at Dura-Europos on the Euphrates and 
published in 1 935,  our knowledge of the work has 
until recently been indirect, being based on transla
tions (some of them secondary or tertiary) from 
the Syr. text. But in 1 957 a considerable portion of 
the Syr. original of Ephraem's commentary on the 
Dialessaroll (written about the middle of the 4th 
century) was ident ified in a parchment manuscript 
in A.  Chester Beatty's collect ion; this text was 
edited with a Latin translation by L. Leloir in 1 963 
and throws valuable light on the early history 01' 
the Dialessaron. 

Tatian began his compilation with Jn .  I :  1 -5, and 
perhaps ended it with Jn .  2 1  :25 .  It was the fourfold 
Gospel that supplied hirn with the material tor his 
harmony; such occasional intrusions of extra
canonical material as can be detected (possibly 
from the Gospel according 10 Ihe Hebrews) do not 
affect this basic fact any more than do the occa
sional modifications of the Gospel wording which 
reflect Tatian's Encratite outlook . (0 CANON OF THE 
NEW TESTAMENT.) 

The supremacy of the fourfold Gospel wh ich 
Tatian's work attests is confirmed a decade or so 
later by I renaeus. To hirn the fourfold character of 
the Gospel is one of the accepted facts of Christi
anity, as axiomatic as the four quarters of the 
world or the four winds of heaven (Adv. Haer. 3. 
1 1 . 8) .  His contemporary Clement of Alexandria is 
careful to distinguish 'the four Gospels that have 
been handed down to USO from uncanonical writ
ings on which he draws from time to time, such as 
the Gospel according 10 Ihe Egyplians (Misce/lanies 
3. 1 3) .  Tertullian does not even draw upon such 
uncanonical writings, restricting hirnself to the ca
nonical four, to wh ich he accords unique authority 
because their authors were either apostles or men 
in c10se association with apostles. ( Like other 
western Christian writers, he arranges the four so 
as to make the two 'apostolic' Gospels, M atthew 
and John,  precede Luke and Mark.) Origen (c. AD 
230) sums up the long-established catholic atti
tude when he speaks of 'the four Gospels, which 
alone are undisputed in the church of God 
beneath the whole heaven' (Commenlary on Mal
Ihew in Eus., EH 6. 25. 4). (Like I renaeus, Origen 
arranges them in the order with which we are 
familiar.) 

All four of the Gospels are anonymous in the 
sense that none of them includes its author's name. 
The first reference to M atthew and Mark as Evan
gelists is found in Papias, bi shop of Hierapolis in 
Phrygia in the first half of the 2nd century AD. His 
statement, made on  the authority of 'the eider', that 
' Mark, the interpreter of Peter, wrote down accur
ately all the words or deeds of the Lord of which 
he [Peter) made mention, but not in order . .  . ' ,  is 
certainly a reference to our second Gospel. His 
statement about M atthew's compilation of logia 
(quoted above, under 1 1) is more problematic, and 
i t  is still disputed whether it refers to our first 

Gospel, or to a collection 01' the sayings 01' Jesus 
(as has been suggested in this article), or to a 
catena of Messianic prophecies, or to something 
else. The earliest explicit references to Luke and 
John as Evangelists come in the anti-Marcionite 
Gospel prologues (wh ich to some extent at least 
draw upon Papias's lost work) and I renaeus. The 
latter sums up the account which he had received 
as folIows: ' Matthew put forth a Gospel writing 
among the Hebrews in their own speech while 
Peter and Paul were preaching the gospel in Rome 
and founding the church there. After their depart
ure, Mark, Peter's disciple and interpreter, has 
likewise delivered to us in writing the substance 01' 
Peter's preaching. Luke, the companion 01' Paul, 
set down in a book the gospel proclaimed by that 
apostle. Then John ,  the disciple 01' the Lord, who 
reclined on his bosom, in turn published his 
Gospel while he was staying in Ephesus in Asia' 
(Adv. Haer. 3. I .  I ). 

Without endorsing all that Irenaeus says, we 
may heartily agree that in the canonical Gospels we 
have the apostolic witness to the redemptive revela
tion of God in Christ preserved in a fourfold torm. 
(See articles on the four Gospels.) 
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GOVERNMENT. 

J. In the Old Testament. 
During the OT period the people of God lived 
under various types of government. The Patriarchs 
might be called semi-nomads. The father was the 
head of the family and its priest. His  jurisdiction 
extended not only over the members of the im
mediate family but also over all who were in his 
employ or subject to hirn. This type 01' government 
was similar to that of the bedouin nomads of 
Arabia. I n  the head of the family U e. of the clan) 
there resided even the power of l ife and death as 
weil as that of making various decisions (cf Jdg. 
1 1 :  1 1  ff.). 

In Egypt the descendants of Jacob were in 
bondage until they were brought forth from the 
land by M oses. Moses acted as the representative 
of God, and the people listened to hirn. At this 
time also there were officers of the people, 
although it is difficult to say just how the Israelites 
were organized in relationship to Egypt. The 
organization of Sinai was unique in that it con
sisted in the formation of the tribes into a the
ocracy (i.e. 'the rule of God'-Iheos, 'god' ;  kralOs, 
'power', 'rule'). The essence of this type of gov
ernment is set forth by divine revelation in Ex. 
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1 9 :5-6 . Primarily it was a rule 01' God over a 
nation that was to be holy and a kingdom 01' 
pricsts. 

In the wilderness there were elders 01' the people 
who assisted M oses in his tasks. The plan 01' the 
thcocracy was presented to them and they ac
cepted i l .  God was to rule and he would rule 
through the agency of a human j udge or king. This 
man should 'reign in righteousness', in that he 
should give decisions in accordance with strict just
ice and manifest in his rule the righteousness 01' 
God . The people were to be separate from the rest 
01' the world, for they were holy, belonging unto 
God hirnself. 

For a time the nation was not ready to accept the 
rull implications of the theocracy. Under Joshua it 
was necessary that they should obtain possession 
of the land that had been promised to them. For a 
time there were rulers or judges over them, but 
there was no central organization. This condition 
led them to realize that they must have a king. 
Their request for a king, however, was made in an 
untheocratic spirit, for they merely wanted to be 
like the nations round about them. For this reason 
Samuel reproached them with having rejected 
Yahweh hirnself ( I  Sa. 8 :7). 

The nation therefore needed not merely to learn 
that it must have a king but also that it must have 
the right kind of king. The first king chosen was a 
man who did not follow Yahweh, and for that rea
son was rejected. In David there was found the 
man after God's own heart. David rendered the 
decisions of a more important kind, but minor 
decisions were left to under-officers. Some of these 
officers are mentioned in the Scriptures, e.g. the 
priests, officers of thc household, thc cup-bearer, 
the officer in charge of the palace ( I  Ki.  4:6), 
scribes, recorders, counsellors, chief of the army 
and chief of the king's guard (2 Sa. 8: 1 8) .  The min
isters of the king served in the administration of 
the affairs of the state (I Ki.  4:2ff.). 

Solomon divided the kingdom into twelve dis
tricts, over each of which he placed a prefect to 
provide victuals for the king and his house (I Ki. 
4:7ff.) .  The Exile brought about an interruption of 
the theocracy, which had long before ceased to be a 
theocracy in actual fact. After the Exile the Jews 
were· subject to Persia, and Judaea was reconsti
tuted as a temple-state, with the high priest at its 
head. The Persian king was represented by a pro
vincial governor, who might occasionally be him
self a Jew (e.g. Nehemiah). This same arrangement 
continued under the Greek period, although at this 
time a council o f  elders is introduced. The Temple 
constitution was abolished by Antiochus IV in 
1 68 BC, but restored by the Hasmonaeans who, 
however, combined the high-priesthood and the 
civil and military sovereignty in their own family. 
Their secular power was terminated by the Roman 
conquest of 63 BC but (except for the special 
circumstances of the rule of Herod the Great 
and Archelaus) the high priest was recognized 
by the Romans as head of the internal Jewish 
administration. 

The central point of the theocracy was the 
Temple, wh ich symbolized the dwelling-place of 
God in the midst of his people. Thus, Jerusalem, 
the city in wh ich the Temple was located, became 
known as the holy city. The formal destruction of 
the theocracy occurred when the Temple was 
burned in AD 70. E.J .Y.  

F.F.B. 
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IJ. In the New Testament. 

I. The situation in Palestine 
The land was largely parlitioned among a number 
01' republican states (e.g. Caesarea and the cities of 
the Decapolis). This was a device used by the suc
cessivc supervisory powers, and especially the 
Romans, to hellenize the population and thus con
tain Jewish nationalism. The less tractable areas 
(e.g. Galilee) were entrusted to Herodian princes, 
while Jerusalem itself and its neighbourhood were 
under the Sanhedrin, a council drawn from the re
ligious aristocracy. The whole complex of govern
ments was supervised in the interests of Roman 
fron tier security by the Caesars, acting at different 
stages either through a Herodian dient king or 
through a personal deputy, the prefect or procur
ator. Jewish nationalism found institutional ex
pression in a series of religious sects, whose atti
tudes to the government ranged from terrorism 
(the Zealots) to detachment (the Essenes), on the 
one hand, and collaboration (the Sadducees), on 
the other. All were dedicated in their own way to 
the restoration of the kingdom. 
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a. The career 01 lesus 
Jesus was inextricably involved in this confusion of 
government. He was attacked at birth (Mt. 2:  1 6) as 
a threat to Herod's throne, and denounced in death 
as a pretender to royal power (Jn. 1 9 :2 1 ) . He was 
dogged on all sides by pressures to avow this goal. 
The devil's advances (Mt .  4:9) were mirrored in 
popular enthusiasm (Jn .  6:  1 5),  the obtuse arro
gance of the disciples (Mt .  1 6:221'.) and the fears 
of those who precipitated the arrest (J n .  1 1  :50). 
Faced with such a consensus of misconstruction, 
Jesus generally avoided the claim to kingship, but 
did not conceal it from the disciples (Lk. 22:29-
30) and in the end owned it publidy (Jn.  1 8 :36-
37). 

b. The reaching 01 lesus 
Three main asserlions about the relation of the 
kingdom of heaven to temporal government may 
be singled out. (i) The kingdom 01' Jesus is not of 
the same order as the temporal powers. It is not 
established by political action (Jn. 1 8: 36). ( i i )  Tem
poral power is not autonomous: it is enjoyed only 
by permission of God (Jn . 1 9 : 1 1 ). (iii) The tem
poral power therefore has its rights, as does God 
(Lk. 20:25) :  both must be conceded. 

c. The churell in lerusalem 
After the resurrection the disciples were again in
structed in the nature of the kingdom (Acts I ) . 
Their view of it was still narrowly political, how
ever (Acts 1 :6), and even after the ascension the 
preaching of Jesus' exaltation at God's right hand 
(e.g. Acts 2:32-36) was capable of political over
tones (Acts 5 :3 1 ), and certainly taken as politically 
provocative by the Sanhedrin (Acts 5 : 33ff.). The 
apostles defied a court order restraining their 
preaching on the grounds of their prior duty to 
God (Acts 5 :29). The prosecution of Peter and 
James (Acts 1 2 :2-3) may have been political, but 
in the cases of Stephen (Acts 6: 1 1 ) and Paul 
(Acts 21 :28) the offen ces were religious, and 
reflect the transformation of the Nazarenes into 
a regular sect 01' the Jewish religion, differenti
ated perhaps chiefly by the added sanction that 
the kingship of Jesus had lent to the law (Jas. 
2 :5 , 8). 
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2. The Hellenistic states 
All the places outside Palestine where churches 
were established were, along with Rome itself, re
publican states, either satellites of the Romans or 
actual Roman colonies. Christians might thus 
become involved either with the local administra
tion (e.g. Acts 1 6 :  1 9-2 1 ;  1 7 :6, 22) or with the super
intendent Roman governors (e.g. Acts 1 3 :7 ;  1 8 :  1 2). 
The tendency to refer difficult cases to the Roman 
authority, however, meant that the attitude of that 
government became the major concern. 

a. Supportjor the government 
The only ca se where Christians were accused of 
direct opposition to the Caesars (Acts 1 7 :7) was 
fobbed off by the authorities responsible. In all 
other known cases the charges were not political, 
and the various governments showed a reluctance 
to pursue them. Christian writers reciprocated this 
respectful laissez-jaire (Rom. 1 3 : 1 -7 ;  I Tim. 2 :2;  
Tit. 3 :  I ): the teaching of Jesus was elaborated to 
show that the 'governing authorities' (exousiai) not 
only had their authority allowed by God but that 
they were positively 'ministers of God' for the pun
ishment of evil; to oppose them was to oppose 
God. This attitude was sustained even (as hap
pened under Nero) when the courts were being 
used for fabricated charges; the legitimacy of go v
ernment was studiously defended, while its victims 
were solaced with the innocent sufferings of Christ 
(I Pet. 2:  1 1 -25). Some have held that the restrainer 
of antichrist (2  Thes. 2:6-8) is meant to be the 
Roman government. 

b. Critieism oj the government 
Even Paul had some reservations, however. The re
sponsibility for the crucifixion rests on 'the rulers 
of this age' (I Cor. 2:8). Saints must not settle their 
disputes in civil courts, because their destiny is to 
'judge the world' ( I  Cor. 6:2). Attention is repeat
edly drawn to the rule of the 'only Sovereign, the 
King of kings' ( I  Tim. 6:  1 5), and the citizenship of 
the republic that transcends all the barriers of 
earthly states (e.g. Eph 2: 1 9) .  The demonic powers 
(nrehai or exousiQ/) over whom Christ has tri
umphed (Co! . 2:  1 5) and with whom we now strug
gle (Eph. 6:  1 2) may weil be conceived of as the 
forces behind human government. This is certainly 
the theme taken up in detail in the Revelation, 
which envisages a struggle for world government 
between God and satanic powers. The allusions to 
the ruler cult (Rev. 1 3 :  1 5) seem sufficiently plain to 
identify the enemy as the Roman Caesars. We 
k!IOW from Pliny (Ep .  1 0. 96) that attempts to 
induce Christians to escape condemnation by 
making the formal offering to the ruler met with 
incorrigible obstinacy. They had presumably de
cided that they were being asked to render to 
Caesar the things that were God's. 
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I.  In the Old Testament 
Since Israel through her history was involved dir
ectly or indirectly with various civilizations, each 
of wh ich had its own distinctive constitutional sys
tem and titles for those in authority, i t  is not sur
prising to find a variety of Hebrew terms, and of 
English translations in RSV, e.g. 'governor', 'ruler'. 
'captain'. They may be c1assed as folIows. 

a. Teehnical words 
Of these Heb. pe�{j (cf Assyr. pa�atu) is the most 
frequent, meaning the ruler of a district under a 
king, e.g. an Assyrian provincial governor ( ls. 
36:9), Chaldean and Persian governors (Ezk. 23 :6, 
23; Est. 3 :  1 2; 8:9), the Persian Tattenai (Ezr. 5 :3 ;  
6 :6) ,  whose satrapy included Palestine, Phoenicia 
and Egypt; and Nehemiah and Zerubbabel as gov
ernors of Judah (Ne. 5: 1 4; Ezr. 6:7). The latter are 
also called 'Tirshatha' (Ezr. 2:63; Ne. 7:65, 70), the 
Heb. form of a Persian title (from Avestan tarshta, 
'reverenced'). 

b. General words 
Nine other Heb. terms indicate authority in  vari
ous spheres. 'allap (e.g. Zc. 9:7 ,  of governors of 
Judah), mösel (Gn. 45:26, of Joseph in Egypt) 
and sallf! (Gn.  42:6, also of Joseph) are wider 
terms; the others have more particular references: 
päqitj ('overseer', Je. 20: I ,  of a priest; cf Gn. 
41  :34,  of Egyptian officers), �6qeq (of lawgivers, 
Jdg. 5:9, 1 4), sägän ('deputy', 'Iieutenant', e.g. 
Dn. 3 :2 ,  RSV 'governors'), näH (indicating social 
rank, 2 Ch. 1 :2), sar ('governor of a city', I Ki .  
22  :26) and nägftj ('commander of a palace', 2 Ch . 
28:7). 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Fewer Gk. words are used, and these sometimes 
imprecisely, sometimes with technical accuracy. 

a. hegoumai ('lead') and its derivatives occur 
most frequently. The term hegemön is used for gov
ernors in the general sense (Mk .  1 3 :9; I Pet .  2:  1 4) 
but more often describes Roman subordinate 
rulers, such as Pilate (Mt .  27:2; 28: 1 4), Felix (Acts 
23 :26) and Festus (Acts 26:30), who were 'procur
ators' (or, in the case of Pilate, 'prefect') under the 
legate of the province Syria (the official Gk.  
equivalent was epitropOl). 

b. Other terms appear at Jn .  2 :8  (arehitriklinos, 
'steward of the feast'), 2 Cor. 1 1  : 32 (ethnarehes, 
* 'ethnarch'), Ga!. 4:2 (oikonomos, RSV 'trustees', �/ L�. 1 2 :42; 1 Cor. 4:2) and Jas. 3 :4 (euthynön, 
pilot ) . B.F.H. 

GOZAN is identified with ancient Guzana, mod
ern Tell Halaf, on the Upper Habur river. Israelites 
from Samaria were deported here in 722 BC (2 Ki .  
1 7 :6; 1 8 : 1 1 ) . Sennacherib, in his letter to Hezekiah 
(2 Ki. 1 9: 1 2 = l s. 37 : 1 2), refers to the heavy pun
ishment infticted on this Assyr. provincial capital 
when it rebelIed in 759 BC. Excavations in 1 899, 
1 9 1 1 - 1 3  and 1 927 ( M .  von Oppenheim, Tell Halaj, 
1 933) produced tablets of the 8th-7th centuries BC, 
in which W Semitic names may attest, or explain, 
the presence of the Israelite exiles (AjO Beiheft 6). 

D.J.W. 
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The locarion 0/ Gozan. 

GRACE, FAVOUR. 

I.  In  the Old Testament 

a. Vocabulary 
Grace involves such other subjects as forgiveness, 
salvation, regeneration, repentance and the love of 
God. 'There are "grace-words" which do not con
tain the word "grace'" (Moffatt); see Dt.  7:7; 9:4-
6. The OT 'grace-words' are: 

(i) �leseq, i n  RSV usually 'steadfast love', oc
casionally 'Ioyalty'. This is translated in AV as 
'mercy' ( 1 49 times), 'kindness' (38), 'Iovingkind
ness' (30) and 'goodness' ( 1 2) .  Luther translates it 
by Gnade, the German word for 'grace' .  Despite 
that, it is not quite the equivalent of grace. It is a 
two-way word, and can be used of God and man . 
Of God, it certainly implies graee. Of man, it im
plics steadfast love to another human being or to 
God . I t  is often found in  association with the word 
'covenant', and denotes the attitude of faithfulness 
which both parties to a covenant should observe. 
For God's �e5eq, see La. 3 :22; for man's, Ho. 6:6. 
Snaith suggests 'covenant love' as the nearest Eng. 
equivalent. 

(ii) ben, 'favour' (RSV). This is not a covenant 
word and not two-way. It is used of thc action of a 
superior, human or divine, to an inferior. It speaks 
of undcserved favour; in AV it is translated 'grace' 
(38) and 'favour' (26) Examples of man's ben are 
found in Gn. 33 :8 ,  1 0, 1 5; 39:4; Ru. 2:2, 10 .  God's 
�len is found in Je. 3 1 :2 (RSV 'faithfulness', AV 'Ioving
kindness'). No-one can show �en to God (as one 
can show flesetj), for no-one can do hirn a favour. 

b. The law 
(i) J n .  1 : 1 7  puts the law into sharp antithesis with 
grace. See Tit. 2: 1 1 , wh ich also states that grace 
came into the world with Christ. That does not 
mean that grace was non-existent in the OT, but 
merely that it is not in thc foreground, and that it is 
concerned chiefly with Israel. The Bible often uses 
anti thesis where we would use comparison. 

(ii) The idea of promise is developcd in  the NT 
in Gal. (3: 1 6-22) and in Hebrews. It shows that 
grace is prior to law. God dealt with the Patriarchs 
as individuals by way of promise, and with the 
nation as a whole by way of law. The law was not 
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primary, but it c1arified and emphasized the kind 
of �eseq that God expected of his covenant people. 

(iii) Grace is found, however, in the law itself. 
The election of Israel to be God's people is attrib
uted in the law to God's free choice, and not to 
Israel's righteousness (Dt.  7 :7-8; cf 8: 1 8) .  The ini
tiative in the Sinai covenant comes from God, just 
as much as did the covenant of grace with Abra
ham. Then there is the statement in Ps. 19 of the 
converting or restoring power of the law. 

c. The prophers 
Repentance is the chief point of interest in the 
prophetic writings. Typical passages are Am. 5 :  14; 
Ho. 2:7; 6:  I; 14: I; Is. I :  1 6- 1 8 ; Je. 3 :  1 , 7, 1 2- 1 4. The 
prophets are often accused of a doctrine of repent
anee which lays stress on human will power, as did 
the Pelagian heresy. But the prophets regarded re
pentanee as inward (Joel 2: 1 3) .  Ezekiel, who de
manded that the individual should make hirnself a 
new heart ( 1 8 :3 1 ), also recognized that a new heart 
can only be a gift of God's graee (36:26). With this 
agrees the 'new covenant' passage in Je. 31 : 3 1 -34. 

d. The Psalms 
The word hen is alm ost absent from the Psalms, 
though its cognates appear. �eseq is very often 
found, e.g. Pss. 5 :7;  57 :3 ('steadfast love', AV 
'mercy'); 89:33 (AV 'Iovingkindness'). In the Psalms 
also is found the increasing use of the cognate 
word bäsiq, which is found in, e.g. , Pss. 1 2 : I ;  86:2 
('godly man'); 79:2 ('saints'). The plural of this 
word (b "siqim) appears as 'Hasidaeans' in I M acc. 
2:42; 7: 1 3; 2 Macc. 1 4:6; it really meant those who 
were loyal to the covenant, the rigorous, devout, 
law-keeping party in Judaism, from whose ranks 
came the • Pharisees. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 

a. Vocabulary 
Gk. charis was the normal word used to translate 
Heb. ben. The nearest corresponding verb, chariz
esrhai, was used to denote forgiveness, human as 
weil as divine (Col. 2:  1 3; 3: 1 3; Eph . 4 :32). eleos 
represents the Heb. �eseq and has the meaning of 
'mercy'. I t  is not used very often, and occurs large
Iy in passages based on the OT, such as Rom. 9: 1 5-
1 8, 23; 1 1  :30-32. 'Grace' is preferred to 'mercy', 
because it includes the idea of the divine power 
which equips a man to live a moral Iife. 

b. The Synopric Gospels 
Quite apart from the word charis, which is never 
plaeed on the lips of Jesus, the idea of grace is very 
prominent. Jesus says that he came to seek and save 
the lost. Many of his parables teach the doctrine of 
grace. The parable of the labourers in the vineyard 
(Mt .  20: 1 - 1 6) teaches that God is answerable to 
no-one for his gifts of grace. The parable of the 
great supper (Lk. 14 : 1 6-24) shows that spiritual 
privilege does not ensure final bliss, and that the 
gospel invitation is to all .  The prodigal son was 
welcomed by his father in a way he did not deserve 
(Lk. 1 5 :20-24). Repentance is stressed as a condi
tion of salvation (Mk.  I :  1 5 ; 6: 1 2; Lk. 24:47). Faith 
also has its place (e.g. Mk. I :  1 5; Lk. 7 :50), al
though there is no theological statement on 
Pauline Iines. 

c. The wrirings 0/ Luke 
Both the Gospel and the Acts need special atten-
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tion. Luke shows flexibility in dealing with the sub
ject. Even the non-religious sense of the noun, of a 
favour done by one man to another, appears (Acts 
24:27; 25:3, 9). The OT sense of 'favour' is seen in 
Lk. 1 :30; 2 :52; Acts 2:47; 7: 1 0, 46. The dynamic 
sense of grace resulting in fearless courage and ef
fective witness is seen in Acts 4:33; I I  :23; 1 3 :43 and 
is used in the context of the universal appeal of the 
gospel. Luke also brings together, in a way that 
even Paul does not, the terms 'gospel' ('word') and 
'grace' (Lk. 4:22; Acts 14 :3 ;  20:24). 

d. The Pauline Epistles 
The word 'grace' has a prominent place in the 
opening greetings and the closing benedictions of 
the Epistles, being added to the conventional 
lewish greeting of 'peace' . The basis of Paul's doc
trine is f\;und ·in Rom. I :  1 6-3:20. Man is shown as 
a sinner, but by grace he is justified (Rom. 3:2 1 -
4:25), i.e . . God in his grace treats hirn, though 
gUilty, as If he had never sinned. 

o Faith is the human response to divine grace 
(Rom. 5:2; 1 0:9; Eph. 2:8). This faith is the gift of 
God ( Eph .  2:8); the words 'not your own doing' 
may refer to sesösmenoi ('saved'), but Paul is 
seeking to point out that the word 'faith' must 
not be thought to imply some independent action 
on the part of the believer. See also 2 Cor. 4: 1 3 ; 
Phil. '.:29. This faith, although it implies that 
there IS no salvation through the law. is not 
unethical. Faith is mo rally vital by itself. It works 
'through love' (Gal. 5:6). C. A. Anderson Scott 
(Christianity according to St Paul, 1 927, p. 1 1 1 ) 
says that from the moment that faith was active a 
transformation of ethical outlook was ideally 
there. 

The believer's position in grace is explained, not 
by anythlng In  hirnself, but by the will of God. The 
doctrine of 0 election has two functions: it checks 
human independence and self-righteousness, and 
shows that In bestowlng favour God is perfectly 
free (Eph. I :  1 -6; 2 Tim. 1 :9; Tit. 3:5). Every step in 
the process of the Christian l ife is due to grace
Gal. I :  1 5  (calI); 2 Tim. 2:25 (repentance); Eph. 
2:8-9 (faith). 

In Rom. 8:28-30 Paul surveys the divine agency 
from the call to the final glory of the redeemed. He 
does not, however, overlook man's responsibility. 
Obedlence (Rom. 1 :5; 6: 1 7) is a moral attitude, and 
cannot be made anything else. A man of hirnself 
turns to the Lord (2 Cor. 3 : 1 6) .  A. Stewart in HDB 
suggests that I Thes. 3:5 teaches that even per
severance IS doubted. The two sides are brought 
together In Rom. 9-1 0. Ch. 9 contains the strong
est . posslble statements of double predestination, 
whlle ch. 10 states that rejection by God is due to 
unbelief and disobedience. I t  must be remembered 
however, that the primary subject of these chapter� 
IS not personal salvatIOn, but the collective func
tions of those chosen by God to carry out his 
purpose. 

Rom . 6 uses the figure of baptism to teach the 
conquest of sin by grace. See also I Cor. 6: 1 1 ; 
1 2 : 1 3 ; Eph. 5:26; Col. 2: 1 2; Tit .  3 :5 .  H .  Wheeler 
Robinson ( The Christian Doctrine 0/ Man, 1 926, 
pp. 1 24- 1 25) holds that believers' baptism is not 
merely illustrative symbolism but the objective 
aspect of what is subjectively faith.  Others would 
argue that infant baptism is a means of grace, be
cause the chlld IS a symbol of human inability and 
helplessness. These views seem to contradict the 
unvarying Pauline emphasis on faith.  

e. The other NT writings 
(i) I Pet. The apostle emphasizes grace in chs. 1 -2 
by means of the usual variants of covenant elec
tion and inheritance; 3:7 has the unusual phrase 
'the grace of l ife'. Grace is also used in 5: I 0 in 
relation to the believer's future glory. 

(ii) Heb. The writer uses most of the 'grace
words'. In 2:9 the grace of God is related to the 
sufferings of Christ. The word charis is used in 
1 2:28 of human thankfulness to God. Grace is 
viewed as a calling to consecration in 1 2: 1 4- 1 5 . 
The striking phrase 'the throne of grace' in 4: 1 6  
unites the divine majesty and grace. Another fresh 
phrase is 'the Spirit of grace' ( 1 0:29). 

(iii) The lohannine writings. There is surpris
ingly little directly about grace, but God's love is 
emphasized throughout .  The idea of grace must be 
related to that of 'eternal l ife' .  Faith is prominent, 
and lohn uses a Gk.  phrase pisteuein eis (believe 
into) of real o faith in Christ's person.  The 'grace 
and truth' wh ich characterize the glory of the in
carnate Word in  ln .  I :  1 4  (cf v. 1 7) echo the 'mercy 
and truth' (beseq we" me!) of Ex. 34:6. 

We conclude with Moffatt that the religion of 
the Bible 'is a religion of grace or it is not hing . . .  
no grace, no gospel' (Grace in the New Testament, 
p. xv). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Wheeler Robinson, The 
Christian Doctrine 0/ Man, 1 926; N. H .  Snaith, The 
Distinctive Ideas 0/ the Old Testament, 1 944, pp. 
94- 1 30; 1. Moffatt, Grace in the New Testament 
1 93 1 ;  N. P. Williams, The Grace 0/ God, 1 930; C: 
Ryder Smlth, The Bible Doctrine 0/ Grace, 1 956; 
H.-H.  Esser, NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 1 5- 1 24; H. Conzel
mann,  W. Zimmerli, TDNT 9, pp. 372-402; H. D. 
McDonald, ZPEB, 2, pp. 799-804. i .H.Sr. 

GRAIN. The commonest OT Heb. words are I .  
dägän, wheat (fully-developed grain).  2 .  bar, grain 
of any kind standing in the open field (hence bar 
means also 'open country'). 3. sel;.er, grain, cereal, 
vlctuals, i. e. broken crushed grain. 

'Parched grain '  (qätr, qälti, 'roasted') were ears 
or grains of wheat (Lv. 23: 1 4; Ru . 2: 14; I Sa. 1 7 : 1 7; 
25: 1 8 ;  2 Sa. 1 7 :28) roasted over a blazing fire usu-
ally on an iron pan or flat stone. ' 

kllsseme! ( Ex .  9:32; Is. 28:25; Ezk. 4:9), rendered 
'spelt' (RSV) and 'rie', 'rye' or 'fitches' (AV), denotes 
the false spelt or einkorn wheat ( Triticul/1 mon oe
C/Im) and not true spelt ( Triticum spelta) which has 
not been recorded from Egypt of that time. 

The Gk. word kokkos ('kerner, M t .  1 3 : 3 1 ,  ete. ) 
denotes the singular form, e.g. 'a grain of mustard 
seed'. 

By 'grain' in the Bible the cereal crops barley 
and wheat are usually intended. (0 AGRICULTURE, 
o FOOD.) F . N . H .  

Barley (Heb. S" örä, Gk. krithe). An edible grain 
of the genus Hordew": The grass H. spontanelllll, 
whlch still grows wild In Palestine, gave rise to the 
primitive cultivated 'two-row' barley (H. distichon), 
and later to the 'six-row' barley (H. vliigare), which 
was the barley of biblical times and continues 
today. 

. Barley formed the major part of the staple food 
01 Palestlne (Dt. 8:8), particularly of the poorer 
classes (Ru. 2: 1 7; Ezk. 4:9; l n .  6:9). It has a shorter 
growlng season than wheat and can flourish on 
poorer soil. Barley was also used as lodder lor 
horses and cattle ( I  Ki. 4:28), and for brewing, 
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judging from evidence of Philistine drinking ves
sels. In Jdg. 7: 1 3  it apparently symbolizes a rc
formed Israel. Barley meal as a jealousy offering 
(Nu. 5 :  I 5)  seems to show that basic integrity had 
been disrupted. F.N.H.  

Chaff. I .  Heb. mö�, the most common word, de
notes worthless husks and broken straw blown 
away by the wind during the winnowing of grain 
(Jb. 2 1 : 1 8 ; Pss. 1 :4; 35 :5 ;  Is. 1 7 : 1 3; 29:5 ; 4 1 : 1 5; Ho. 
1 3 :3 ;  Zp. 2:2) .  2.  Heb. �lafaf, 'hay', 'dry grass' ( l s. 
5 :24; 33: 1 1 ) . 3. A ram. 'Llr, 'skin', 'chaff' (On. 2:35) .  
4. Gk. achyron, 'chaff' (Mt.  3 : 1 2; Lk. 3 : 1 7) .  

In some of the above references it  is appIied fig
uratively in connection with superficial or wrong 
teaching, and with the inevitable fate of wrong-
doers. J . D .D.  

Straw (Heb. tel;.en; Arab. tibn). The stalk 01' 
wheat or barley, while chaff is the wind-scattered 
husk of the threshed grain, and stubble remains 
after harvesting. Chopped straw mixed with more 
solid foodstuffs contributed to the provender of 
horses, asses and camels (Gn. 24:32; Jdg. 1 9: 1 9; I 
Ki .  4:28). In Egypt straw was and is mixed with 
c1ay to make the familiar mud bricks of the poorer 
houses. When the IsraeIite brickmakers, already 
overworked, had to collect their own straw, their 
burdens were alm ost intolerably increased (Ex. 5). 

Straw is also sti l l  used in certain kinds of hand- . 
moulded pottery, Iater burnt by fire. Such was the 
strength of  leviathan that he could bend iron like 
straw (Jb. 4 1  :27). I n  the peace of the Messianic age 
the l ion will cease to devour flesh, and eat straw ( ls. 
1 1  :7 ;  65:25). The final fate of Moab is pictured as 
straw trampled down among dung ( l s. 25 : 1 0). In 
the Bible, stubble (Heb. qaf, 'dried up') is used to 
typify worthless inflammable substances, since 
chaff and straw were often thrown on to fires to 
give instant heat ( Ex .  1 5 :7 ;  Jb. 1 3 :25; 41 :28-29; Ps. 
83 :  1 3 ; Is. 5:24; so Gk. ka/ame in I Cor. 3: 1 2) .  See 
C. F. Nims, 'Bricks without Straw', BA 1 3 ,  1 950, 
pp. 22ff. R.A .S. 

Wheat (Heb. dägän, Gk. sitos). A cereal grass 01' 
great antiquity and importance as a food of man
kind. The typical wheat of OT times in the Medi
terranean region was the 'emmer' wheat ( Triticum 
dicoccum), wh ich gave rise to the 'hard' wheat ( T  
durum) that was immensely important from Hel
lenistic times onward, thus including the NT 
period. Modern cultivated varieties are of the 
'bread' wheat ( T  vII/gare). Owing to its physical 
and chemical qualities, wheat makes more palat
able and better * bread than any other cereal. 

Wheat formed an important part of the diet of 
the Israelites (Jdg. 6: 1 1 ;  Ru . 2:23 ;  2 Sa. 4:6), and 
the wheat harvest is used as a * calendar reference 
(Gn. 30: 1 4; I Sa. 6: 1 3 ; 1 2 :  1 7). Because of its im
portance as a food, it  is a symbol of God's good
ness and provision (Pss. 8 1 :  1 6; 147:  1 4). lt was used 
as a cereal offering in the Temple (Ezr. 6:9; 7:22) 
and larms part of the sacrifice made by David on 
Ornan's threshing-floor ( I  Ch. 2 1 :23). 

Its botanical n<:lture whereby one grain gives risc 
to several new ears of wheat, while the original 
grain is used up, is taken by Christ to show that 
spiritual fruitfulness has its origin in the death 01' 
self (Jn .  1 2 :24; cf 1 Cor. 1 5 :36ff ). As symbolic 01' 
the children of God, it is contrasted with the value
less chaff (Mt .  3: I 2). Similarly, in Mt .  1 3 :24-30 the 
darnel or tares (Lo/iulll (elllu/ell/lml) in their early 
stages 01' growth appear as grass-like as wheat, but 
can easily be distinguished at harvest-time. 

GREECE 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. H. Helbaek, 'Ancient Egyptian 
wheats', Proceedings 0/ Prehistory Society 1 1 , 
1 955 ,  pp. 93-95; D. Zohary and M .  Hopf, Do
mestication 0/ P/ants in the Old World, 1 988,  pp. 
1 3-82; F. N. Hepper, IEBP, pp. 84-95. 

F.N.H.  et a/. 

GRASS (Heb. �ä�fr, defe', yereq, 'esel;.; Gk.  
cllOrtos). 

Gn. I :  1 1  records that the earth brought forth 
vegetation (Ii te rally 'grass', as AV) on the 'third day' 
of the creation narrative. In the promised land it  
provided food for cattle; i t  would be given to the 
land by God in response to the people's obedience 
(Dt. 1 1 : I 5). l t  was the portion of Nebuchadrezzar 
during his madness (On. 4: I 5 , 25). 

Green pastures are not of permanent occurrence 
in Palestine, but last only for a while after the rains, 
withering in the dry season . As a result ,  grass is a 
fitting symbol of the transitoriness of human l ife 
(e.g Ps. 1 03 : 1 5 ; Is. 40:6-7), of the brief sway of the 
rich man (Jas. 1 : 1 0-1 1 ), and is a figure of weak
ness, of perishing enemies (Is. 37:27 = 2 Ki .  1 9 :26), 
of the wicked soon to be cut down (Ps. 37:2) and of 
haters of Zion (Ps. 1 29:6). 

The multitude of blades is Iikened to a multitude 
of people (Jb. 5:25; Is. 44:4) and to a flourishing 
people (Ps. 72: 1 6), and the luxuriance of green pas
tures is l ikened to serenity in the spiritual l ife (Ps. 
23:2). In tender grass can be seen a quality of the 
just ruler (2 Sa. 23:4), and a benevolent ruler is as 
refreshing and productive of good as rain upon 
mown meadows (Ps. 72:6). 

In  contrast, a barren locality without grass can 
indicate God's wrath (Dt. 29:23). R.A .H.G. 

GREECE. Who the Greeks were is a famous crux. 
Their language is Indo-European and its earliest 
known location is in the Mycenaean states of the 
Peloponnesus (as established by the decipherment 
01' the Linear B script) in the 2nd millennium Be. 
When they emerge into history weil into the I st 
millennium they belong indifferently to either side 
of thc Aegean . 

The first flowering of the two institutions that 
became the hallmarks of Hellenism, speculative 
philosophy and republican government, appar
ently occurred on the Ionian coast of Asia M inor. 
lonia is perhaps the OT Javan ( Is. 66: 1 9). The area 
of Greek settlement was never static. The republics 
were early established throughout the Black Sea, 
Sicily and S l taly, and as far W as Marseilles and 
Spain.  After Alexander there were Greek states as 
far E as India. Under Seleucid and more especially 
Roman control the wealthy and ancient nations of 
Asia Minor and the Levant were systematically 
broken up into many hundreds of Greek republics, 
leaving only the most back ward regions under the 
indigenous royal or priestly governments. This pol
itical I'ragmentation was always characteristic 01' 
the Greeks, as was the consequent subord ination 
to foreign powers. Greece was never a political 
enti ty. 'The king of Greece' (yäwän, On. 8 :2 1 )  must 
be one 01' the * Macedonian rulers, Alexander or a 
Seleucid, who controlled the affairs of many but by 
no means all Greek states. 'Greece' (Hellas) in Acts 
20:2 must rel'er to the Roman province of * Achaia, 
which, while it contained many ancient Greek 
states, was now almost a backwater of Hellenism. 

On the other hand, the ever-increasing diffusion 
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of Greek institutions brought unification at a dif
ferent level. The whole of the E Mediterranean and 
much beyond was raised to the common norm of 
civilization that Hellenism supplied. Both the opu
lence of the states and the degree of standardiza
tion are attested by the splendid ruins that indis
criminately Iitter these parts today. The ideal of a 
free and cultivated l ife in a small autonomous 
community, once the boast of a few Aegean states, 
was now almost universally accepted. • Athens was 
still a horne of learning, but Pergamum, Antioch 
and Alexandria, and many others in the new 
world, rivalled or eclipsed her. 

The states provided not only education but bril
liant entertainment and a wider range of health 
and welfare services than most modern com
munities. It was membership in such a republic and 
use of the Greek language that marked a man as 
civilized (Acts 2 1  :37-39). Such a person might be 
called a Greek, whatever his race (Mk.  7:26); all 
others were 'barbarians' (Rom. I :  1 4) .  The term 
'Hellenists' in Acts 6:  I ;  9:29 presumably shows that 
this distinction applied even within the Jewish eth
nic community. The term 'Greek' (hellen, Acts 
1 1  :20; 1 9: 1 7; Rom. I :  1 6, eIe. ) is, however, the regu
lar NT usage for non-Jews, being virtually equiva
lent to 'Gentile'. · Greeks were frequently associ
ated with the synagogues as observers (Jn. 1 2 :20; 
Acts 1 4: I ;  1 7:4; 1 8 :4), but the exclusiveness of 
Israel as a nation was jealously preserved. I t  
was the agonizing delivery of the gospel from this 
constricting matrix that marked the birth of the 
Christian religion in its universal form. The trans
lation from Hebrew into Greek opened the gospel 
to all civilized men. It also produced the NT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  I .  Finley, The Ancienl Greeks, 
1 963; A .  Andrewes, The Greeks, 1 967; M .  Hengel, 
ludaism and Hellenism, 1 974; W. R. Biers, The 
Arehaeology 01 Greeee: An lnlroduelion, 1 980. 

E.A.J. 

GREEKS. Two words are used in the NT: Hellenes 
and Hellenislai. The term Hellenes refers to the in
habitants of Greece or their descendants (cf Acts 
1 6: I ;  Rom. I :  1 4) .  It is also used, as a virtual equiva
lent of 'Gentile', to describe those who are not of 
Jewish origin (cf Rom. 1 0: 1 2; Ga!. 3 :28). 

The term Hellenistai is a crux. I t  is confined 
to Acts 6:  I ;  9:29 (where A reads Hellenas); and 
1 1  :20 (as a variant reading, although Hellenas 
is probably to be preferred). The objection to 
the traditional interpretation of Hellenislai as 
'Gk.-speaking Jews' is that Paul, who spoke Gk. ,  
ca lied hirnself Hebraios (Phi ! .  3 :5), which in Acts 
6: I forms the contrast to Hellenislai (cf C. F. O. 
Moule, ExpT 70, 1 958-9, p. 1 00). Various alterna
tives have been offered: e.g. Jews who spoke only 
Gk. ( Moule, loe. eil. ); Gk.-speaking diaspora Jews 
living in Palestine (l. A. T. Robinson, Twelve New 
Teslamenl Sludies, 1 962, pp. 1 1 6f.); 'non
conformist' Jews influenced by Hellenism and 
noted for their opposition to the Temple (0. Cull
mann, ExpT 7 1 ,  1 959-60, pp. 8-1 2, 39-43; also 
The lohannine Circle, 1 976). 5.5.5. 

GREETING. Following modern idiom, R5V 
changes AV 'salutation' invariably to 'greeting', the 
verb 'salute' to 'greet' or some equivalent. The 
social courtesies intended have six main biblical 
forms: 

I. An epistolary message of greeting, involving 
no personal encounter. Paul occasionally uses the 
noun aspasmos, more frequently the cognate verb 
aspazomai, a customary formula in contemporary 
Gk. correspondence, as the papyri prove (see 
M M). The greeting may be in the name of the 
writer, or of some other person specified by hirn 
(cf Rom. 1 6, erc.). 

2. A formal greeting with obeisance from subject 
to monarch, invoking, with oriental exaggeration, 
eternal life for hirn (cf Ne. 2:3, eIe. , Heb.; On . 2:4, 
eIe. , Ararn.). 

3. A face-to-face greeting, formal, verbal, per
haps with hand gesture, but without physical con
tact. The Gk. descriptive terms are the same as 
Paul's (Mt .  1 0: 1 2 ;  M k .  1 2:38 ,  ele. ) .  Note the mock 
homage to Jesus in M k .  1 5 : 1 8. The uttered word 
was frequently the imperative ehaire, plural 
ehairele, 'rejoice', AV 'Haii ! '  (Mt .  27:29, eIe.). The 
infinitive ehairein is also used (cf 2 Jn .  1 1 ; I Macc. 
10: 1 8 ,  25). The commonest Heb. terms are con
nected with blessing (root bära/s, 2 Ki. 4:29, ele. ) ,  
or with the invoking of peace (Sä'al l'SäI6m, I Sa. 
1 7 :22, ele. ) .  Modern Heb. and Arab. greetings are 
based on the same vocabulary stock (cf säl6m, 
salaam). 

4. A formal cheek kiss, Heb. näsaq and cognate 
noun; Gk. philema (ef I Sa. 1 0: 1 ;  Rom. 1 6: 1 6, ele. ). 
The double-cheek kiss is still daily exchanged be
tween males in the Orient. S. The affectionate kiss, 
normally on the mouth, implying greater intimacy 
(same words, Gn. 29: 1 1 ; Ct. 1 :2). 6. The deceitful 
kiss (same words, Pr. 27:6; the kiss of Judas, Mt .  
26:48, eIe.). 

Greetings might be forbidden through urgency 
(2 Ki.  4:29; Lk.  10 :4) or to prevent association with 
error (2 Jn . I I ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Finkenrath, NIDNTT 2, pp. 
356---358;  H. Windisch, TDNT I ,  pp. 496-502. 

R.A .S. 

GRINDER (from Heb. lä�an, 'to grind'). Grinding 
in the E is usually done by women (cf Mt. 24:4 1 ) . 
In Ec. 1 2 :3  the word is used in a metaphorical sense 
to denote the teeth. For a full discussion of the 
Jewish poetic imagery employed here, see ICC, Ee-
clesiasles, pp. I 86ff. J .O .O .  

GRUDGE. Frequently found in the earliest trans
lations, this word was altered to 'murrnur' in most 
of the AV occurrences, then similarly changed in all 
but two of the RV passages. Where it is retained in 
AV several words are thus rendered, viz. Heb. nälar, 
'to keep anger' (Lv. 1 9 : 1 8 , so R5V); Heb. hin, lin: 'to 
murrnur' (Ps. 59: 1 5 , R5V 'growl'); Gk. slenazö, 'to 
groan, sigh' (Jas. 5 :9, RSV 'grumble'); Gk. gongys
mos, 'grudging' ( I  Pet. 4:9, so R5V); Gk. ek Iypes, 
'grudgingly', 'out of grief' (2 Cor. 9:7, RSV 're
luctantly'). R5V translates 'grudge' at Ot. 28:54, 56; 
M k .  6:  1 9 ,  eneehö (AV quarrei); 'grudging' at Ot.  
1 5 : 1 0, rä'a' (AV 'grieve'). J.O.O. 

GUARD. In  the OT the word translates four Heb. 
terms. I. labbä�1. The word originally signified 
royal 'slaughterers' (BDB), but later came to mean 
guardsmen or bodyguard, being used of Pharaoh's 
bodyguard (Gn . 37 :36; 39: I )  and of Nebuchadrez
zar's bodyguard (2 Ki .  25 :8- 1 0) .  ( In  Israel Aegean 
mercenaries [Cherethites and Pelethites] formed 
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David's bodyguard, while Carian troops seem to 
have had a similar appointmcnt in the time of 
Athaliah [2 Ki.  1 1  :4, 1 9] . )  2. misma'a{, from 
säma' ,  'hear', 'respond', the attitude of an obedi
ent body of subjects, was sometimes the name 
given to the bodyguard (2 Sa. 23:23 ;  cf I Sa. 
22: 1 4) .  3. mismär denotes 'guard', 'watch' or 
'guardhouse' in a camp (Lv. 24: 1 2 ; Nu. 1 5 :34), or 
'guard-post' (Ne. 7:3) . 4. rä$fm, lit . 'runners', were 
the runners of the king who acted also as the royal 
bodyguard ( I  Sa. 22: 1 7 ; cf I Ki .  1 :5; 1 4 :27). 
(*  FOOTMAN.) 

'Guard' occurs once in the AV of the NT (Acts 
28: 1 6), but the text is disputed (* CAPTAIN). The 
Temple had its own police department known as 
the Temple Guard, who were mostly Levites and 
whose task, among other things, was to keep out 
the forbidden Gentiles (cf Mt.  27:65, RSV) . The 
spekolilalör, a Latinism found in Mk. 6:27, was one 
of ten such officers attached to a legion who acted 
mostly as couriers but sometimes as executioners; 
one such was in the employ of Herod Antipas. 

R.P.G. 

GVDGODAH. One of the Israelite encampments 
in the wilderness according to Dt. 1 0:7 .  Hor
haggidgad in Nu. 33 :32-33 is probably another 
form of the same name. Its location is not known, 
although its proximity to * Bene-jaakan and * Jot
bathah suggests that it was somewhere in the 
mountains W of Wadi Arabah. The suggestion 
that the name survives in Wadi l;Iadabid, in this 
area, is unlikely from a linguistic point of view. 
Baumgartner, comparing an Arab. word, has sug
gested that it may be an animal name, 'a cricket': 
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the first element of the longer form, Hor, appears 
to mean 'cave'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. KB, pp. 1 69, 335 (bibl . ) .  
G . I .D. 

GVLF (Gk. chasma, 'chasm' (RSV) , from chainö, 
'to gape' or 'yawn').  Found only in the parable of 
Lazarus and Dives (Lk.  1 6 : 1 9-3 1 ,  AV), this word is 
sometimes connected with an ill-defined rabbinical 
belief that the souls of righteous and wicked exist 
after death in different compartments of Hades 
(see 1. M. Creed, The Gospel accordiflg 10 SI Luke, 
1 942, pp. 2 1 2-2 1 3), with no road between them, 
but so situated as to allow the inhabitants of each 
to see those of the other. There is, however, insuffi
cient evidence for this application of the word. Any 
interpretation, moreover, must take into account  
the  oriental love of imagery, for wh ich  full scope is  
provided by a subject such as  this (wh ich in various 
forms was a common feature of the writings of 
c1assical antiquity). 

The passage seems to imply also that the gulf is 
seen in this earthly life, in which the respective 
conditions of Lazarus and Dives are reversed . Ab
raham, after outlining this aspect, is made to say, 
' I n  all these things' (v. 26 Rvmg.) ' . . .  there is a great 
gulf fixe,! . '  It seems c1ear that the gulf is in char
acter as weil as in condition, otherwise the false 
impression would be given that some stigma at
taches to riches in themselves. The story reminds 
us that it is of the very essence of the gospel that 
there is between believers and unbelievers a fun
damental difference in this world and  in the  next .  
(0 LAZARUS AND DlvES, 0 ABRAHAM'S BOSOM.) 

J.D.D. 



H 
HABAKKUK, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 
The prophecy attributed to Habakkuk consists 01' 
six sections. 

a. I :  1 --4. The prophet cries to God because 01' 
the lawlessness he sees around hirn and asks how 
long i t  will go unpunished. 

b. 1 :5- 1 1 .  As if  in reply, God announces that he 
is raising up the Chaldeans and describes the 
fierceness 01' their armies and their contempt for all 
who stand in their way. 

c. I :  1 2- 1 7. But if God is holy, how can he allow 
the brutal inhumanity and idolatry of the Chal
deans, whose atrocities are worse than the evils that 
they are sent to punish? 

d. 2 :  1-5 .  The prophet waits in imagination upon 
his watchtower to see if  God will resolve his di
lemma. The answer comes in the asseveration 01' 
the principle that the pride 01' the Chaldean will be 
his down fall and the faithfulness 01' the righteous 
will be his salvation. 

e. 2:6-20. A taunt-song (mäsäl) addressed to the 
Chaldeans, consisting 01' a series 01' five woes pre
dicting dire consequences upon them for the acts 
01' inhumanity for wh ich they are responsible. 

f 3: 1 - 1 9. 1 1' this psalm 01' Habakkuk has any 
connection with the theme 01' the earlier chapters it 
describes a revelation 01' God coming in his awful 
majesty to bring judgment upon the nations and 
salvation to his people. 

1 1 .  Authorship 

So little is known 01' the prophet Habakkuk that 
anything that is  written about hirn must be con
jectural and based on internal evidence. His name 
may be connected with a Heb. root meaning 'em
brace' (/:Ibq) or with an Assyr. plant name, 
hambakuku. The Gk. form 01' his name is Hamba
koum. Th'e suggestions that he was the son 01' the 
Shunammite woman of 2 Ki. 4 :  1 6 ,  or the watch
man of Is. 21 :6, have as l ittle evidence to support 
them as the tradition associating hirn with Daniel 
in the lions' den (so Bel and the Dragon, verses 
33ff.). 

1 1 1 .  Date and background 

There has been considerable discussion among 
scholars about which if any of these sections are 
original to Habakkuk, and there is no agreement 
with regard to unity, authorship and date. The only 
dear historical reference is to the Chaldeans in 1 :6 
and so the prophecy is usually dated at the dose of 
the 7th century BC shortly after the battle of 
Carchemish (605 BC) when the Chaldeans routed 
the Egyptians under Pharaoh Neco on the fords of 
the Euphrates and marched W to subjugate King 
lehoiakim of ludah. 

The theory 01' Duhm and C. C. Torrey that 
'Chaldeans' (Heb. kasdim) should read 'Kittim' in 
the sense 01' 'Greeks' was based on the problem
atical 1 :9 (Heb. Iit. 'the eagerness of their faces is 
easlwards'). This would fit in better with Alex
ander's invasion from the W (and a 4th-century 
date) than with Nebuchadrezzar's from the N or E. 
But the text of 1 :9 is  extremely difficult; there is no 
textual evidence for the reading 'Kittim' in 1 :6; and 
the traditional dating is to be preferred . 

IV. The prophet's message 
A unity of theme may be observed throughout the 
book, though whether this is due to 'the molding 
influence of liturgical use' (lrwin) or to unity of 
authorship cannot be known . Habakkuk deals 
with the moral problem of God's raising up of the 
Chaldeans to inflict his judgment upon ludah, 
when their cruelty and barbarity are a denial of his 
righteousness. The answer given in 2:4 is that a 
man's arrogance carries within it the seed 01' his 
ruin, whereas the faithful man is assured of living 
in the light of God's favour. Clearly the full 
Pauline meaning of faith is not to be found in this 
oft-quoted scripture (cf Rom. I :  1 7 ; Ga!. 3 :  1 1 ; Heb. 
1 0:38); indeed, it is doubtful whether Pauline faith 
could have been expressed by any Heb. word. But 
the NT gives a legitimate development 01' the 
prophet's thought through the medium of the LXX 
translation, pistis. 

The Commentary on Habakkuk of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls interprets 1 :4-2:20 only in the light 01' 
the history of the Qumran sect and gives no due to 
the meaning of the prophecy. Although on 1 :6 and 
elsewhere it reads 'This means the Kittim', there is 
no suggestion that the original ' Kasdim' was in 
need of emendation. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries: S. R. Driver, A. 
B. Davidson, 1. H. Eaton, standard series. C. C. 
Torrey, 'The Prophecy of Habakkuk', in lewish 
SIlIdies in Memory 01 George A. Kohul, 1 935; W. A .  
Irwin, 'The Psalm 01' Habakkuk', lNES I ,  1 942, 
pp. 1 0-40; W. F. Albright, 'The Psalm 01' 
Habakkuk', in H. H. Rowley (ed.), Sludies in OT 
Prophecy, 1 950, pp. 1 - 1 8 ; D. W. Baker, Nahum, 
Habakkuk and Zephaniah, 1 988 .  J .B.Tr. 

HABOR. A river (the modern Ijäbiir) which car
ries the waters of several streams draining the 
Mardin area SW to the middle Euphrates. It ran 
through the Assyr. province 01' • Gozan (n'har 
gözän, 'river of Gozan') and was one of the loca
tions to wh ich the Israelites were deported by the 
Assyrians (2 Ki. 1 7:6; 1 8 : 1 1 ;  I Ch. 5:26). T.C.M. 
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HACHILAH (Heb. /:Ia/iilä, 'drought'). A hili in  the 
wilderness of ludah where David was hidden when 



the Ziphites plolled to betray hirn to Saul ( I  Sa. 
23: 1 9 ; 26: I ,  3). The si te is uncertain, but generally 
rcgarded as being near Dahret el-Kölä, between 
Ziph and • En-gedi. J .D .D. 

HADAD. The name of a Syrian deity meaning 'the 
Thunderer' (Heb. h"tjatj; Akkad. (H)ad(dj/l or 
Adad) the storm-god, also named in Ras Shamra 
texts as • Baal. A Hadad temple at Aleppo is 
known. The personal names Hadad, and their 
dialectal variant Hadar, are probably abbreviations 
of names compounded with this divine element, 
e.g. ,  • Hadadezer,' Ben-hadad, • Hadad-rimmon. 
There is as yet no evidence to support the view that 
Hadad was a specifically Edomite name, although 
it was borne by four rulers of that country. 

I .  The grandson of Abraham, being the son of 
I shmael (Gn. 25: 15 = I eh. 1 :30). The MT Hadad 
is supported by LXX readings, while the AV ' Hadar' 
follows the Syr. and other MSS. 

2. A son of Bedad who came from Avith and 
defeated the M idianites in the plain of Moab. He 
was succeeded as king of Edom by Samlah (Gn. 
36:35-36; I eh. 1 :46). 

3. A later king of Edom, named Hadar in  I eh. 
1 :50, whose native village was Pau. 

4. An Edomite of the ruling family who lived 
in the time of Solomon. He was a young child 
and fled to Paran when Joab murdered his family 
after Judah's conquest of Edom. He took re
fuge in Egypt, where he married the pharaoh's 
daughter, his son Genubath being brought up at 
the Egyptian court. When Hadad heard of the 
death of David and Joab he rcturned to Edom 
and plolled against Solomon (I Ki. 1 1 : 14-22, 
2�. . 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. A. LeMaire, ' Hadad l'Edomite 
ou Hadad \ '  Arameen', Biblische Notizen 43, 1 988, 
pp. 1 4-1 5 .  D.J.W. 

HADADEZER. This Aramaean personal name, 
meaning '(the god) • Hadad is (my) helper', was 
borne by at least two kings of the Damascus 
region.  It is sometimes written 'Hadarezer', per
haps reflecting an Aramaic dialectal variant, in 2 
Sa. 1 0: 1 6- 19; I eh. 1 8 :3-8 (AV). 

Hadadezer, son of Rehob, was king of Zobah, 
E of Hamath, whose territory at one time 
included part of the bank of the river Euphrates 
(2 Sa. 8:3). He was defeated by David and the 
gilded shields of his bodyguard taken as trophies 
to Jerusalem together with booty from the towns 
of Betah and Berothai in  his territory, despite the 
advance of reinforcements from Damascus. Fol
lowing this reversal his old enemy, Toi of Hamath, 
sent gifts to David (v. 1 0) .  However, Hadadezer 
continued to rule his territory and later supported 
the Ammonites in force in their war with David (2 
Sa. 1 0: 1 6- 19; I eh. 1 8:3-8). When the Israelites 
again defeated the Syrian forces • Rezon, a refugee 
from the court of Hadadezer, became king in 
Darnascus and plolled against Solomon ( I  Ki.  
1 1  :23). 

A Hadadezer (Assyr. Adad- 'idn), king of 
Darnascus, is named as one 01' the allies who, 
with Ahab of Israel, opposed Shalmaneser I I I  
a t  Qarqar i n  853 BC (DOTT, pp. 47-48). These 
kings are sometimes identified with • Ben-hadad 1-
1 1 .  See Or 34, 1 965, pp. 472-473 for name. 

D.J.W. 

HAGAR 

HADAD-RIMMON. The mourning in Jerusalem 
on the death of Josiah in ballle with Neco II of 
Egypt in 609 BC is compared with that 'of Hadad
rimmon in the plain of Megiddo' (Zc. 1 2: 1 1 ) .  I t  is 
commonly supposed to be the name of a place 
near Megiddo and thus to be identified with 
modern Rummaneh, S of that city. However, the 
form of the name meaning '(the god) • Hadad is 
(the god) Rimmon', and the context, may show 
that it is a composite name. Both elements mean 
'the thunderer' and are local names or epithets for 
Baal, and such a name can be compared with the 
deity Rashap-shalmon. The allusion would then be 
to the great mourning normally associated with 
this deity personifying the elements in  ceremonies 
at Megiddo, and perhaps a counterpart to that de
scribed in Jdg. 1 1  :37-40 (DOTT, p. 1 33). 

D.J.W. 

HADRACH. A place on the N boundaries of Syria 
(Zc. 9: I ) .  Mentioned in the Aram. inscription of 
Zakur of Hamath, c. 780 BC, i t  is the Hatarikka of 
Assyr. inscriptions, once the se at of a district gov
ernor, near Qinne�rin, 25 km S of Aleppo (HUCA 
1 8, 1 944, p. 449, n. 1 08). A.R.M.  

HAGAR. A Semitic, not an Egyptian, name and 
thus perhaps given to the woman by Abraham 
when he left Egypt. It may mean 'flight' or  some
thing similar, cf Arab. hegira. Hagar was an Egyp. 
bondservant in Abraham's household, hand maid 
to Sarah; Abraham probably acquired her during 
his visit to Egypt. With the passing years Abraham 
feIt keenly the lack of a son and heir, and, after the 
war of the kings (Gn. 1 4), with magnificent faith 
believed God's promise that he would indeed have 
a son (Gn. 1 5 :2-6). But as time still passed, Abra
ham and Sarah had doubts, and sought to gain an 
heir by their own unsanctioned efforts: in  accord
ance with the customary law of the period (altested 
in  tablets from Ur and Nuzi), the childless Sarah 
urged Abraham to have a son by her servant 
Hagar-so Ishmael was born, the son of a slave
wornan (Gn. 1 6). I n  conception, Hagar despised 
the barren Sarah, and fled into the desert from 
Sarah's wrath. At a weil, God commanded her to 
return to her mistress and promised her numer
ous descendants. Awed by this experience of 
God, Hagar called the weil 'the weil of hirn who 
lives and sees me' (Beer-Iahai-roi). In due course 
(Gn. 2 1 : 1 -7) the promised son, Isaac, was born, 
the gift of God's initiative and supernatural 
grace. At Isaac's weaning the half-slave Ishmael 
mocked; God then commanded Abraham 
(against the custom of the day) to expel Hagar 
and her son (Gordon, BA 3, 1940, p. 3), for the 
line of promise was in I saac, and God had 
another destiny for Ishrnael (Gn. 21 :9-14). In the 
wilderness the fugitive pair soon ran out of 
water, and Hagar sat apart from Ishmael to avoid 
witnessing his death. God then showed her a weil 
of water. Ishmael grew up in Paran (in NE Sinai) 
as a hunter with the bow, and Hagar procured 
hirn a wife from her Egyp. homeland (Gn. 2 1 :  1 5-
2 1 ) . 

Two millennia later, Paul had to rebuke his Gala
ti an converts for hankering after a deceptive 'right
eousness' gained by self-exertion in obeying the 
stipulations of the law, instead of continuing in 
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HAGAR 

Christ by faith (Gal. 3-5). He used the story 01' 
Hagar and Ishmael, Sarah and Isaac, as an alle
gory. Ishmael was the son, by earthly elfort, 01' 
Hagar the slave. Similarly, the Jews (i.e. 'the present 
Jerusalem') were 'sons' 01' the Sinai covenant (pic
tured as Hagar); their failure to keep it faultlessly 
demonstrated the power of sin and the futility of 
seeking justification by self-elfort. Isaac was the 
son of a promise received by faith, the gift of 
God's grace: Sarah typified the covenant of prom
ise and grace (cf Gn. 1 5) and all reborn spiritually 
in saving faith are numbered with Isaac. As Isaac 
was the true heir and Hagar and Ishmael were ex
pelled, so the law as a limited phase in God's plan 
of redemption was in due time supplanted by the 
covenant of faith established finally and eternally 
in Christ (Gal. 4:2 1 -5 : 1 ) . K.A.K.  

HAGGAI, BOOK OF. This little book, as we know 
from the dates it contains, records messages given 
between August and December 520 BC. Some 1 8  
years had elapsed since the return from BabyIon 
permitted by Cyrus, but work on restoring the 
Temple had long since ceased (Ezr. 4:24). Haggai's 
main task was to rouse his contemporaries to 
action once more and in this he was assisted by the 
prophet Zechariah (Ezl'. 5 : 1 ). 

I. Contents and structure 
Despite the internal evidence of chronological se
quence the order 01' the text has been questioned 
and its rearrangement suggested (cf NEB) . The bib
lical order is attested by the Seroll 0/ Ihe Twelve 
from the caves of Murabba'at, the earliest known 
Heb. MS, and follows a recognizable pattern. The 
structure is a twofold accusation, response, 
assurance: 

Accusation 
Response 
Assurance 

I :  1 - 1 1 
I :  1 2- 1 5  
2: 1 -9 

2 : 1 0- 1 7  
2 : 1 8- 1 9  
2:20-23 

Though there may weil have been editorial ar
rangement of the prophecies, the immediacy 01' the 
message and the absence of comment upon it sug
gest that little time elapsed between the prophet's 
preaching and the publication of his words. 

1 1 .  Development of theme 
The twofold presentation serves a specific purpose. 
In the first half the prophet starts with the present 
and looks back over the previous 1 8  years, whereas 
in the second half he works from the present to the 
ruture, though in each case the assurance section 
contains references to promised blessing. 

ParI I. I :  1 - 1 1 .  Catching the current mood or leth
argy Haggai intersperses accusation with diag
nostic comment on the economic situation. One 
directive (v. 8) provides a goal ror the community 
and a test of their willingness to accept correction. 

I :  1 2- 1 5. The response is unprecedented. 
Zerubbabel the prince and Joshua the priest lead 
their people into unanimous acknowledgrnent of 
Haggai's authority as God's spokesman. With the 
promise o f  God's Spirit among them they make a 
start 3 weeks later on rebuilding the Temple. 

2: 1 -9. After a further 4 weeks discouragement 
was again hindering progress. Because of their 
poverty the new building was necessarily basic, 
lacking the splendour or Solomon's Temple. 

Nevertheless it would one day be beautified with 
silver and gold contributed by the nations, and 
would then surpass even that of Solomon. 
ParI 11. 2: 1 0- 1 7 . I t  was one thing to reconstruct the 
Temple but quite another to remove the contamin
ation caused by its desecration under heathen 
armies. The mere olfering of sacrificial meat in  
their ritual could not ensure acceptance by the 
Lord. Far from being a place of c1eansing, the 
Temple-skeleton had been a defilement. Repent
ance was all-important, and of that obedience to 
the prophet was a tangible proof. God would ac
knowledge this change of heart by changing short
age into abundance. 

2: 1 8- 1 9 .  The people had responded and the 
Lord would once again give his blessing. That very 
December day, when no farmer could predict wh at 
next year's harvest would be, God promised pros
perity as a sign 01' his approval .  

2:20-23. There are echoes here 01' the imagery 
used in 2 : 1 -9 .  In 520 BC there was little in the polit
ical scene to cheer the returned exiles. The great 
powers were entrenched, but the day of their over
throw was imminent. Then the Davidic prince, 
Zerubbabel, God's chosen servant, would be the 
Lord's executive, like the signet ring which was 
used to seal royal documents (cf Je. 22:24), and 
would perform all his will. 

According to Haggai, there is a strict correl
at ion between commitment to God's cause and 
the enjoyment of his good gifts. There are prior
ities too. When these are observed and God has 
pride of place, he will see that the needs of his 
work and of his people are met. For the fulfilment 
of the promise to Zerubbabel, see Mt. I :  1 2; Lk.  
3:27. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. G. Baldwin, Haggai. Zeeha
riah. Malaehi, TOTC, 1 972; R .  L. Smith, Micah
Malaehi, WBC, 1 984; P. A. Verhoef, The Books 0/ 
Haggai and Malaehi, NIC, 1 987 .  1.G.B. 

HAGRITES. A prosperous tribe or confederation 
living E of Gilead wh ich was attacked by Israelites 
in the time of Sau I (I Ch. 5: 1 0, 1 8-22); in Ps. 83:6-
8 they are listed among the enemies of Israel. They 
are mentioned in association with Aramaean tribes 
in an inscription of Tiglath-pileser I I I  and the 
name also occurs in inscriptions in Nabataean, 
Sabaean, eIe. They are probably the Agraioi men
tioned by Strabo, Ptolemy and Pliny. The resem
blance to the name Hagar has inclined some to 
consider them as her descendants ( Ishmaelites), 
but this is improbable. R.P.G. 

HAIR. The normal Israelite custom, for both 
sexes, seems to have been to let the hair grow to 
considerable length. Absalom's luxuriant growth is 
recorded with apparent admiration (2 Sa. 1 4:26). I t  
was only the weight of i t  that forced hirn t o  have i t  
cut annually. Barbers are mentioned (Ezk. 5:  I ), but 
their function was to trim rather than to crop the 
hair. But by the NT period long hair was a 'shame' 
to a man ( I  Cor. 1 1 : 1 4), although Paul made that 
statement to a church in Greece. Women, on the 
other hand, wore the hair long and practically 
uncut in both periods. The Talmud does mention 
women's hairdressers, but the root of the word 
(m'gadd'lä) is 'to plait' rather than 'to cut'. Bald
ness was disliked, perhaps because of its possible 
connection with leprosy (cf Lv. 1 3), and evidently 
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the youths' reference to Elisha's baldness was a 
studied insult. In Egypt the head and face were 
shaved, however, and Joseph had to comply with 
the local customs (Gn. 4 1 : 1 4) .  Dark hair was ad
mired in both sexes; but grey hair was very hon
ourable, and revered accordingly (* AGE, OLD 
AGE) . Indeed, we find God hirnself portrayed as 
having grey (or white) hair (Dn. 7 :9; cf Rev. I :  1 4) .  
But  Herod the  Great apparently preferred a youth
ful appearance, for he dyed his hair when it began 
to go grey. 

The hair was treated in various ways. Samson 
had seven plaits, and women frequently braided or 
plaited their hair. Soldiers proceeding to battle let 
it hang loose, but to leave it unkempt was a sign of 
mourning; tearing it betokened fear and distress. 
The trimming of it had to be done in special ways; 
the forelock must never be cut ( Lv. 1 9 :27), since 
this was a feature of some idolatrous cults (cf Dt. 
14:  I) .  To this day orthodox Jews observe this 

custom; small boys can be seen with the wh oIe 
head cropped close, except for the ringlets hanging 
at the ears. The priests were given instructions 
about their hair by Ezekiel (44:20). The Nazirite 
had to leave his hair untrimmed so long as his vow 
lasted, and then shave it completely. This shaving 
signified purification (Lv. 1 4:8). Another special 
case was that of Samson, the secret of whose 
strength was his untrimmed hair. 

It was a sign of hospitality to anoint a guest's 
head (Lk. 7:46). The hair was frequently anointed 
on festive occasions (cf Ps. 45:7). Swearing by the 
hair (or head) was a custom which Jesus could not 
commend (Mt. 5 : 36). 

In metaphor and simile the hair was used to 
denote multitude, insignificance and fineness (Ps. 
40: 1 2; Mt.  1 0:29f.; Jdg. 20: 1 6).  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Köhler, Hebrew Man, E.T. 
1 956, pp. 26fT. D.F.P. 

HALAH. A place in Assyria to wh ich Israelites 
were deported from Samaria (2 Ki. 1 7:6; 1 8 : 1 1 ;  I 
Ch. 5:26; cf Ob. 20, RSY 'exiles in Halah' by small 
emendation). There is no doubt this was Assyr. Ha
lahhu, a town and district NE of Nineveh, giving 
its name to one of the gates of that city. Other 
proposed locations are far less likely. A .R .M. 

HALAK (Heb. ba/aq, 'smooth, bald') .  A mountain 
(lit . 'the bald mountain') in Judaea wh ich marked 
the S limit of Joshua's conquests (Jos. 1 1 :  1 7; 1 2 :7). 
I ts  locality is described as 'going up to Seir' . Prob
ably the modern Jebel Ijalaq, W of the Ascent 
of Akrabbim. l .G.G.N. 

HALLELUJAH. This is a transliteration of the 
Heb. l i turgical call ha/l'lu-yah = 'praise ye Yah', 
the shortened form of Yahweh (see * GOD , NAMES 
OF) , wh ich occurs 24 times in the Psalter. Though 
it is merely one variant of several calls to praise, 
the fact that with one exception (Ps. 1 35 :3)  it is 
always found at the beginning or end of psalms, 
and these all anonymous and so presumably 
among the later ones, suggests that it had become 
a standardized call to praise in the post-exilic 
Temple worship. 

The psalms where it is found fall into groups: ( I )  
Pss. 1 04-1 05 (at the end), 1 06 (at the beginning and 
end, the latter being part of the doxology to the 
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Fourth Book of Psalter). (2) Pss. 1 1 1 - 1 1 3  (at the 
beginning), 1 1 5- 1 1 7  (at the end), LXX is almost cer
tainly correct in placing the repetition at the end of 
Ps. 1 1 3 at the beginning of Ps. 1 1 4, thus complet
ing the series. (3) Ps. 1 35, at the beginning and end, 
but LXX correctly places the latter at the beginning 
of Ps. 1 36 .  (4) Pss. 1 46-1 50, at the beginning and 
end of each. 

From the NT ('Alleluia', Rev. 1 9 : 1 , 3--4, 6) the 
call has been taken over into Christian worship. 
M ost of the Hallelujah psalms play a special role in 
synagogue worship. Pss. 1 1 3- 1 1 8, the Egyp. Halle!, 
are sung at the feasts of * Passover, * Pentecost, 
* Tabernacles and * Dedication, at the first Pss. 
1 1 3- 1 1 4  being sung be fore the meal, Pss. 1 1 5- 1 1 8  
after the third cup (cf Mk.  1 4:26). Pss. 1 35-1 36 are 
sung on the sabbath, and the Great Hallel (Pss. 
1 46- 1 50), with Ps. 1 45, at all morning services. 

H .L .E. 

HAM. I. (Heb. bam. LXX cham; etymology un
certain). One of the sons of Noah, probably the 
second (Gn. 5 :32; 6 :  I 0; 7 :  1 3 ; 9:  1 8; I Ch. 1 :4, 8; 
though cf Gn. 9:20-24), and ancestor of many 
descendants (* NATIONS, TABLE OF). In I Ch. 4:40 
and Pss. 78 :5 1 ;  1 05 :23, 27; 1 06:22 the name is used 
to indicate one section of his descent :  Egypt (* M IZRAIM). From its biblical usage the term 'Ha
mitic' is applied by modern authors to a group of 
languages of wh ich Egyptian is one, and for preci
sion it is limited to this linguistic sense, a Hamitic 
'race' not being recognized by modern anthropo
logical classifications. In the biblical sense, how
ever, genetic descent is all that is implied, and with 
the movement and intermarriage of peoples and 
the 'changes of language wh ich took place in an
cient times common descent from Harn would not 
necessarily imply common habitat, language, or 
even race in a recognizable form. At the end of the 
Flood when Noah was drunk Harn saw hirn naked 
and informed his two brothers, who covered up 
their father. In  consequence of th is, Noah put a 
curse upon Canaan (Gn. 9:20-27). Many explan
ations of this apparent cursing of Canaan for wh at 
Harn had done have been put forward, perhaps the 
most plausible being that Canaan did something 
not recorded which was worthy of cursing and that 
the phrase 'his younger son' (b'nö haqqa{an, lit. 'his 
son/grandson, the little [one]') in v. 24 might 
refer to Canaan. This would be consistent with the 
twice-repeated statement (vv. 1 8 , 22) that Harn was 
the father of Canaan. 

2. Harn. The name of a city whose inhabitants, 
the Zuzim, were smitten by Chedorlaomer in the 
time of Abraham (Gn. 1 4:5) .  The site, though 
probably somewhere in Transjordan, is unknown . 
LXX (hama au/ois) interprets the Heb. b'ham 'in 
Harn' as bahem, 'with them'. T.C.M. 

HAMAN. The villain of the book of * Esther, who 
plots to massacre the Jews when his vanity is hurt 
by Mordecai's refusal to bow to hirn. He is eventu
ally hanged on the gallows that he has prepared for 
Mordecai. He is called an * Agagite. His name may 
be derived from the Elamite god, Hum(b)an. 

l .S.W. 

HAMATH (Heb. bama!, ' fortress, citadel'). City on 
the E bank of the Orontes, Iying on one of the 
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'Hamath ' (hmt) inscribed in Aramaic leiters on an il'ory label, prob
ably captured by Sargon 11 and taken 10 Nimrud (Calah). 
9·2 cm x 6·5 cm. 8th cent. Be. 

main trade-routes to the S from Asia M inor. Gn.  
1 0: 1 8  describes it as  Canaanite. I n  David's time, 
under King Toi (or Tou), it was friendly towards 
Israel (2 Sa. 8 :9- 1 0; I Ch. 1 8 :9- 1 0). Toi's son is 
named 10ram in 2 Sa. 8: 1 0. This is probably not a 
Yahweh name ('Yah is exalted'), but an abbrevi
ation of Hadoram as given in I Ch. 1 8 :  I O. Connec
tion of a Hamathite rebel called Ya'u-bidi by 
Sargon of Assyria with Yahweh is also unlikely (cf 
ANET, p. 285; DOTT, p. 59). Solomon controlled 
it (2 Ch. 8 :4), and i t  was conquered by leroboam 1 1  
(c. 780 BC, 2 K i .  1 4:28) and Sargon (c. 72 1 BC, cf 2 
Ki .  1 8:33f. ;  Is. 36: 1 8r. ;  37 : 1 3, 1 8r.), some of its 
inhabitants being settled by the Assyrians in 
* Samaria worshipping their deity * Ashima there 
(2 Ki .  1 7 :24ff.). Palace buildings of the 9th and 8th 
centuries BC were excavated by a Danish team, 
1 9 3 1 -8 (see E. Fugmann,  Hama, I'Architecture des 
periodes prehel/enistiques, 1 958). I nscriptions in 
Hittite hieroglyphs, cuneiforms and Aramaic were 
found. According to the Babylonian Chronicle, it 
was at Hamath that Nebuchadrezzar overtook the 
Egyptians fleeing from Carchemish in 605 oc (cf 
D. 1. Wiseman, Chronic/es 0/ Chaldaean Kings, 
1 956, p. 69). The city was known in Greek and 
Roman times as Epiphaneia; today it is Ifamäh. 
The ideal N boundary of Israel reached ' Labo 01' 
Hamath', formerly rendered 'the entering in 01' 
Hamath', e.g. Nu. 34 :8 ;  Jos. 1 3 :5 ;  Am. 6: 1 4, but 
probably modern Lebweh, NNE of Baalbek, at the 
watershed of the Beqa' valley, near one source 01' 
the Orontes, so at the head of the road N to 
Hamath, Assyrian Laba'u in the province of Supi
te (* ZOBAH). For discussion see R.  North , 
Melanges de I' Universite S. Joseph 46, 1 970- 1 ,  pp. 
7 1 - 1 03. l.G.G.N.  

A.R .M.  

HAMMURAPI. (Akkad. [Amorite] Hammu-rapi, 
'(the god) Hammu heals'). I. King of Babyion c. 
1 792- 1 750 BC, sixth in line of First Amorite Dyn
asty. 2, Name of two kings of Yamhad (Aleppo), 
the first c. 1 760 BC. 3. King of Kurda, mid-2nd 
millennium BC. 4. Common 2nd millennium BC 

personal name especially in Upper Mesopotamia. 
Formerly I was identified with * Amraphel (Gn. 
14 : 1 ). 

Hammurapi (more correct than Hammurabi) as 
'Governor of Babyion' was stated as having ten or 
fifteen kings 'going with him' as had h is con
temporary Rim-Sin of Larsa, while I bal-piel of 
Eshnunna had twenty. The same Mari letter shows 
that all these were less powerful than the ruler 01' 
Yamhad. 

Initially Hammurapi devoted himself to gaining 
control of * Babylonia and of the Euphrates 
waters. By 1 764 BC he had defeated a coalition of 
Ashur, Eshnunna and Elam and the next year 
defeated Rim-Sin and by 1 76 1  BC Zimrilim of 
* M ari. His reign was marked by a distinctive per
sonal style which sought to unify Mesopotamia 
under a single ruler. He is now adjudged a weak 
administrator. A selection of his legal judgments 
(not a 'code' of laws, e.g. omission of homicide 
laws) survives on a diorite stele found at Susa in AD 
1 902. In this he reports to the national god Mar
duk on his role as 'king of justice' towards the end 
of his reign. The 282 sections 01' the Laws 01' 
Hammurapi ( = LH) are roughly arranged to 
cover cases of theft and miscellaneous decisions 
(LH 1 -25), property (26-49), commercial law 
( 1 00- 1 26), marriage ( 1 27- 1 6 1 ), priestesses ( 1 78-
1 84), adoption ( 1 85- 1 94), assault ( 1 95-240), agri
cultural cases (24 1 -267), rates and wages (268-
277) and an appendix on slaves (278-282). Some 
of the cases and decisions are similar to earlier 
collections of laws (Ur-Nammu, Lipit-Ishtar, Esh
nunna). A few are worded similarly to OT cases, 
e.g. false witness (LH 1 , 3-4; cf Ex . 23 : 1 -3;  Dt.  
19:  1 6-20), kidnapping (LH 14 ;  cf Ex. 2 1 :  1 6. ) ,  loss 
of animals on deposit (LH 266-7; cf Ex. 22: I 0-
1 3), just as warning to the owner of goring ox (Ex. 
21 :35-36) compares with Eshnunna Law 53. Many 
01' the specific cases concerning marriage, divorce 
and sexual offences, e.g. the death penalty for both 
parties in adultery with a married woman (Dt.  
22:22;  LH 1 29), have a similar approach. In  other 
cases the offences are the same but the penalty 
differs, the Hebrew being seemingly the more con-
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sistently humane. In most ca ses the legal treatment 
differs, but precise comparison with OT is difficult 
since only the established fact (without supporting 
evidence) is given, followed by the oral Judicial 
decision. These laws therefore represent a local 
Babylonian manifestation of the attitude to law 
and order common throughout much of the 
ancient Near East. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. 1. Gadd, CAH, 2/ 1 ,  1 973, pp. 
1 76-227; O. 1. Wiseman, Vax Evangelica 8 ,  1 973, 
pp. 5-2 1 ;  W. F. Leemans, 'Hammurapi's Babyion' , 
Sumer 4 1 ,  1 985 ,  pp. 9 1 -96. D.J .W. 

HAMOR. ' (He-)ass', see below. The ruler of 
Shechem in the time of Jacob (Gn. 33: 1 9-34:3 1 ), 
from whose citizens (Ii t .  'sons', a common Sem. 
usage, cf. below) Jacob bought a plot of land (Gn. 
as cited; Jos. 24:32). Both Hamor and his son 
Shechem fell in Simeon and Levi's slaughter of the 
Shechemite menfolk and despoliation of the city in 
revenge for the humiliation of their sister • Oinah. 
In  the period o f  the judges Hamor's name was still 
attached to Shechem (Jdg. 9:28). In  the NT, in his 
dramatic speech to the council, Stephen telescopes 
Abraham's purehase of the M achpelah cave with 
Jacob's acquisition of the plot at Shechem-a real
istic mark of the rapid ftow of Stephen's im
promptu, lightning exposition of Israel's history, 
not an error by Luke (Acts 7: 1 6). 

Animal personal names such as Hamor, 'ass', 
were common in biblical lands and times. Cf. 
Meränum ('pup'), the name of a doctor in the 
Mari tablets of patriarch al date ( Bottero and 
Finet, Archives Rayales de Mari, 1 5, 1 954, p. 1 52 ,  
refs.; compare Mendenhall, BASOR 1 33,  1 954, p. 
26, n. 3). Egypt also affords many examples. 

Killing an ass was sometimes part or covenant
making ( Mendenhall, op. eil. ), but to interpret the 
phrase 'sons of Hamor' as 'members of a 
confederacy'-as suggested by Albright, Archae
ology and lhe Religion oJ lsrael, 1 953, p. 1 1 3-is 
unnecessary. 'Son' of a place or person often 
means simply a citizen of that place or member of 
that person's tribai group. Cf. the common phrase 
'children (sons) of Israel', 'daughter of Jerusalem', 
as weil as Assyr. usage. K.A .K .  

HANANEL. I n  Ne. 3: I ,  a • Jerusalcm tower, Iying 
between the Sheep and Fish Gates, at the NE 
corner of the ci ty. It is closely connected with the 
Tower of the • Hundred, and some scholars would 
cquate the two, or else make them two parts of the 
same fortress. AV speils the name 'Hananeel'; Heb. 
is (I"nan 'el, 'God is gracious'. 

The Targum of Zc. 1 4: I 0 seems to place the 
tower on the W or the city, by identifying it with 
the later Hippicus; this cannot be correct. 

D .F. P . 

HANANIAH ( Heb. 'Yahwch has been gracious'). 
A Heb. name occurring frequently in the OT and, 
under its Gk. form • Ananias, in later times also. 

I. A cult-prophet, son or Azur, whom Jeremiah 
denounced (Je. 28) for publ icly declaring in the 
Temple that in 2 years' time, in opposition to Jer
emiah's prophecy of 70 ycars (25: 1 2), the booty 
taken from Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar would 
be restored, the captives returncd and thc power of 
Babyion broken.  He confirmcd his words by the 

HAND 

symbolic action of removing from Jeremiah's neck 
the yoke worn as a symbol of Jeremiah's policy of 
submission to Babyion (27:2-3, 1 2) ,  and breaking 
it. Jeremiah's denunciation, 'Yahweh has not sent 
you' (28: 1 5), was shown to be true by the death of 
Hananiah 2 months later. 

2, Father of a prince under Jehoiakim, king 
of Judah (Je. 36: 1 2) .  3. Grandfather of Irijah, the 
officer of thc guard who arrested Jeremiah as a 
traitor (Je. 37: 1 3) .  4. One of Oaniel's companions 
in captivity, renamed Shadrach (On. 1 :6-7, 1 1 ,  1 9) .  
5 .  Son of Zerubbabel ( I  C h .  3: 1 9, 2 1 ). 6 ,  A 
Benjaminite ( I  Ch. 8:24). 7. Leader of one of the 
groups of musicians set up by Oavid for the service 
of the Temple ( I  Ch. 25:4, 23). 8. A captain in 
Uzziah's army (2 Ch. 26: 1 1 ) .  9. Commandant of 
the citadel whom Nehemiah put in charge of Jeru
salem (Ne. 7:2). 1 0. Various persons figuring in the 
lists of Ezra-Nehemiah (Ezr. 1 0:28; Ne. 3:8, 30; 
1 0:23; 1 2 : 1 2, 4 1 ). J .B.Tr. 

HAND. In comparison with the Gk. word cheir 
(wh ich is translated only by 'hand', with some 
composite words such as cheiropaielas, 'made with 
hands'), the two main Heb. words translated 'hand' 
in RSV have very wide meanings. yäg has many 
variant translations in RSV, and kap several, all of 
wh ich are related to the primary meaning, 'hollow' 
or 'pa1m', from a root meaning 'curved' or 'bent' .  
kap is also the name of one of the letters of the 
Heb. alphabet, probably descriptive of its shape, 
which is somewhat like a reversed C. 

In  common with othcr parts of the body in 
Heb. thought, the hand is described as having 
apparently almost autonomous functions (I Sa. 
24: 1 1 ) .  But the balancing of the phrases 'my 
power' and 'the might of my hand' in Ot. 8: 1 7, and 
other examples of parallelism, indicate that this is 
far from absolute autonomy, the primary reference 
being to the action of the whole individual, 
although, at the same time, attention is specifically 
focused on the relevant functioning part (cf. M t .  
5:30). 

Like the • arm, the hand (especially the right 
hand) is used as a symbol of might and power. In 
the case of 'hand', however, the figurative meaning 
has gone a step rurther than with 'arm'. See, e.g . ,  
Jos. 8:20, where yäg i s  translated 'power'. There 
are several very common phrases in which the 
hand is used as a symbol of power, e.g. ,  in or out 
or 'the hand of one's enemies' (Ps. 3 1 :  1 5 ; M k .  
14 :4 1 ) . Conversely, the dropping of t h e  hands 
symbolizes weakness or lack or resolut ion, and to 
strengthen them is to remedy that ( ls. 35:3; Jdg. 
9:24). Left-handed persons are specially noted 
(Jdg. 3: 1 5). 

Lifting the hand is symbolic of violence (I Ki. 
I I  :26) as weil as of supplication (Ex. 9:33; 1 7 : 1 1 ; 
Ps. 28:2), the • gest ure being indicative of the atti
tude or action. The word kap, indicating the open 
palm, is more frequently used in the latter sense. 

Clasping hands (Jb. 1 7 :3; AV, RSV 'give surety') 
ratified an agreement ,  as did also the placing of 
one's hand under another's • thigh (Gn. 24:9) or 
raising one's hand, as in a law court today (Gn. 
1 4:22 [RSV ' (  have sworn', l it .  ' (  have l ifted my 
hand'] Ex. 1 7 : 1 6). 

The touch or a person's hands was held to 
communicate authority, power or blessing, the 
right hand being more significant in this respect 
than the left, but both hands were often used (Gn. 
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48: 1 3- 1 4; Dt. 34:9). Notice especially the laying of 
the hands of the worshipper on the head of his 
sacrificial beast, where the communication of au
thority probably signified identity with the offering 
(Lv. 1 :4); and the NT communication of the Holy 
Spirit or performance of miracles by the laying on 
of hands (Mk.  6:5; Acts 8: 1 7- 1 9; 1 9 :  1 1 ). This is but 
another indication that in Heb. thought, and to a 
certain extent in the NT as well, there was a close 
relation between what much Gk. and modern 
thought would designate separately as 'body' and 
'spirit'. 

'Absalom's monument' (2 Sa. 1 8 : 1 8) is literally 
'Absalom's hand'. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. C. Ryder Smith, The Bible Doc
trine 01 Man, 1 95 1 ;  D. P. Wright, 'The Gesture of 
Hand Placement in the Hebrew Bible and in Hittite 
Literature', lAOS 1 06, pp. 433-436. B.O.B. 

HANDKERCHIEF (Gk. sOlIdarion, in Acts 19: 1 2; 
rendered as 'napkin' in Lk. 1 9 :20; Jn .  1 1  :44; 20:7). 
It transliterates LaI. sildarilim defined etymologic
ally (sildor, 'sweat') as a cloth for wiping perspir
ation. Catullus, however, uses the word for 'table
napkin' ( 1 2. 1 4), and Nero (Suetonius, Nero 25) 
undoubtedly used sildarilim with the meaning of 
'handkerchier. E .M .B .  

HANES. I s  often identified with Egyp. lf(lVt
nni-)-nsw, Gk.-Lat. Heracleopolis magna, modern 
Ihnasyeh el-Medineh or Ahnas, about 80 km 
upstream (i. e. S) of Cairo, and an important city in 
Middle Egypt. However, this does not really suit 
Is. 30:4, in the two parallel c1auses: 'His officials are 
at Zoan, and his envoys reach Hanes.' • Zoan is 
Tanis in the N E  Delta, the se at of the 22nd-23rd 
Dynasty pharaohs, and Lower Egypt advanced
headquarters of the Ethiopian 25th Dynasty, for 
Asiatic affairs. Hence the parallelism of the verse 
seems to demand that Hanes be closely linked with 
E Delta Tanis, not Upper Egypt Heracleopolis, far 
distant and irrelevant. 

Two solutions are possible. W. Spiegelberg, 
Aegyptologische Randglossen zlim Alten Testament, 
1 904, pp. 36-38, postulated a ' Heracleopolis 
parva' in the E Delta, arguing from Herodotus' 
mention of a province and city of Anysis there (2. 
1 66, 1 37); this would then be Egyp. lf(lVt-nni'-)nsw 
of Lower Egypt, Heb. lfanes, and Assyr. (fininsi. 
Cf Caminos, lEA 50, 1 964, p. 94. Or Hanes may 
merely be a Heb. transcription of an Egyp. �1(wt)
nsw, 'mansion of the king', as the name of the 
pharaoh's palace in Zoanffanis itself. Either 
interpretation is plausible; neither is proven.  Some 
refer the 'his' (princes, envoys) of [so 30:4 to the 
Judaean king; but the na.tural antecedent is phar
aoh in V. 3. Hence, with E. Naville, Ahnas el Med
ineh, 1 894, p. 3 ,  these are pharaoh's officials at 
Zoan and his envoys who come to treat with the 
Jewish emissaries, either at Hanes as an advance
post for Zoan (Navil le, Spiegel berg), or summoned 
to the ' Ha-nesu', the king's palace, in Zoan 
itself. K.A.K.  

HANNAH (Heb. �ranna, 'grace'). The favourite of 
the two wives of Elkanah, an Ephraimite who lived 
at Ramathaim-zophim (I Sa. I ) .  The other wife, 
Peninnah, tormented her because she had no 
family. She vowed that if she bore a son she would 

devote hirn to God as a • Nazirite. This she did, 
and named hirn • Samuel. Her song of thanksgiv
ing (1 Sa. 2: 1 - 1 0) suggests that she was a prophet
ess. It contains the first mention of the king as 
Yahweh's Messiah ('his anointed'). There are 
many echoes of it in Mary's song when Christ's 
birth was announced (Lk. 1 :46-55 ;  • M AGNIFICAT) . 
She brought Samuel a robe every year when she 
came to Shiloh to worship. She later became the 
mother of three sons and two daughters ( I  Sa. 
2 : 1 9, 2 1 ). J .W.M. 

HARA. With · Halah, · Habor and · Gozan, a 
place to which Tiglath-pileser [ ( [  removed rebelli
ous [sraelites in 734-732 BC (I Ch. 5 :26). An Assyr. 
si te of this name is not known. 2 Ki .  1 7:6; 1 8 : 1 1 ,  
however, interpret härä' a s  'cities o f  the Medes' 
and LXX 'mountains' may represent Heb. häre, 
'hill-country'. D.J.W. 

HARAN (Heb. Qar(r)an; Akkad. �arränll, 'cross
roads'; Gk. charrhan, Acts 7:4). I .  The city C. 32 
km SE of Urfa (Edessa), Turkey, on the river 
Balib, lies on the main route from Nineveh to 
Aleppo. Terah lived there with Abram (Gn. 1 1  : 3 1 ;  
cl Acts 7:2, 4) before the latter migrated to 
Canaan (Gn. 1 2 :  I). It was the horne of [ saac's 
bride • Rebekah. Jacob fled there to escape Esau 
(Gn. 29:4), married Leah and Rachel, daughters of 
Laban, and all his children (except Benjamin) were 
born there (Gn. 29 :32-30:24). 

Harran is referred to in texts from the Ur I I I  
period C .  2000 B C  as a tempIe (e. �II/. �II/) for the 
worship of • Sin the moon-god, and its occupa
tion is confirmed by archaeological evidence. Its 
strategic position made i t  a focus for Amorite 
tribes according to • Mari texts of the 2nd millen
nium BC, and later an Assyrian centre fortified by 
Adad-nirari I (c. 1 3 1 0  BC) with a tempIe embel
lished by Tiglath-pileser [ (c. 1 1 1 5 BC) . Harran 
rebelIed and was sacked in 763 BC, an event used 
by Sennacherib's officials to intimidate Jerusalem 
(2 Ki. 1 9 : 1 2  = [so 37: 1 2) .  The city was restored by 
Sargon I I ,  and the temple repaired and 
refurnished by Esarhaddon (675 BC) and by 
Ashurbanipal. After the fall of Nineveh (6 12  BC) 
Harran became the last capital of Assyria until its 
capture by the Babylonians in 609 BC. The Chal
dean Dynasty's interest in the Babylonian temples 
led to the restoration of the Sin temples at Harran 
and at Ur. At the former the mother of Nabon
idus (who lived to 1 04), and at the latter his 
daughter, were made the high priestesses. It was a 
thriving commercial city in contact with Tyre 
(Ezk. 27:23). 

The site, excavated 1 9 5 1 -3, 1 959, indicates clear
Iy an occupation be fore the Assyrian period. The 
existing ruins are mainly from the Roman city near 
which the Parthians slew Crassus (53 BC) and from 
the later occupation by Sabaean and Islamic rulers 
in Harran, then called Carrhae. In AV of Acts 7:4 
the city is named Charran. 

2, Haran is also a personal name. (a) The son of 
Terah, brot her of Abraham and Terah, father of 
Lot, Milcah and Iscah, who died at • Ur (Gn. 
1 1 :26-3 1 ); (b) A man of Judah, son of Caleb and 
his concubine Ephah (I Ch. 2:46); (c) A Levite; son 
of Shimei, of Gershon (I Ch. 23:9). 
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Harran ('Crossroads' or 'Highways') lies at a strategie point between Mesopotamia and the West. 

C. 1. Gadd, A S  8, 1 958, pp. 35-92; K. Prag, Levant 
2, 1 970, pp. 63-94. D.J.W. 

HARARITE. A designation applied to some of 
David's heroes: Shammah (.fammä') son of Agee, 
who was possibly the same as Shammah (Sammti) 
(2 Sa. 23:  1 1 , 33); 10nathan son of Shage ( I  Ch. 
1 1  :34); and A hiam son of Saear (I Ch. 1 1  :35). The 
name is unknown outside the Bible, and may be 
that of a tribe or city, or may simply mean 'moun-
tain dweIler' from har, 'mountain, hili' .  T.C.M. 

HARMON. A place (RSV, Am. 4:3) otherwise not 
mentioned in OT (AV interprets as 'the palace', from 
VSS. LXX has 'the mountains of Rimmon', possibly 
the hili of • R immon (1dg. 20:45, 47). Various 
emendations, 'naked' ( 'armo!), 'devoted to destruc
tion', have been suggested. More plausible is the 
suggestion, on the basis of Ugarilic hrmn, that this 
may be Harmel (S of • Kadesh on the Oronles). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BASaR 1 98, 1 970, p. 4 1 .  
D.J.W. 

HAROD (Heb. �arö4, ' trembling'). A copious and 
beautiful spring at the foot of M t  Gilboa, E of 
1ezreel, wh ich flows E into the Beth-shean valley. 
Here Gideon, confronting the Midianite hordes, 
reduced his army in two stages from 32,000 to 300 
(1dg. 7: 1 -8) .  Probably Saul and his army camped 
here prior to the fatal battle on Mt Gilboa ( I  Sa. 
29: 1 ;  cf 3 1 : 1 ). Two of David's 'mighty men', 
Shammah and Elika (2 Sa. 23:25; I Ch. 1 1  :27), 
came from Harod, possibly to be identified with 
the modern 'Ain 1alud. A .E.C. 

HAROSHETH. Always occurs as 'Harosheth 
of the Nations' WröSe! hagöyim). I t  is found 
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only in connection with • Sisera, a Canaanite 
commander who fought against Barak, and 
whose base it was (1dg. 4:2, 1 3, 1 6) .  The battle is 
located in NW Palestine near the river Kishon. 
Mazar has suggested thaI a region rather than a 
city is implied, but v. 1 6  would strongly suggesl 
the latter (cf Targum). Tel l  'Amr NW of Megiddo 
and Tel l  el-Harbaj SE of Haifa have been suggested 
as possible sites, but of these the former appears 
to be disqualified by soundings indicating an 
absence of habitation before the 1 0th century BC. 
The city is not mentioned in extra-biblical docu
ments, and the exact loeation remains uncertain. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, pp. 20 1 ,  203; B. M azar, 
HUCA 24, 1 952-3; pp. 80ff.; GTT, p. 288. w.o. 

HARROW. A toothed implement dragged along 
the ground to break clods of earth after ploughing. 
The verb (Heb. sä4a4) always occurs parallel to 
verbs of ploughing or breaking the soil  (1b. 39: I 0; 
Is. 28 :24; Hos. 10: 1 1 , AV 'break'). The actual form 
of the implement used is uncertain; it was drawn 
by a led ox (1b. 39: 1 0) ,  but there is no known repre
sentation of anything corresponding to a modern 
harrow in form. Heb. �äri� (2 Sa. 1 2 : 3 1 )  denotes a 
sharp or pointed implement, RSV 'picks' rather 
than AV 'harrows'. A .R .M . 

HASIDAEANS, This is a transliteration of Hasid
aioi in I Macc. 2:42; 7: 1 3; 2 Macc. 1 4:6, though 
'Hasmonaeans' may be the correct reading in the 
last ease. Rvmg. and modern literature prefer the 
underlying Heb. �asidim. This term, meaning fun
damentally 'loyal ones', is used frequently in the 
Psalms(usually 'saints' in EVV). It seems to have been 
adopted by the zealots for the law, when Hellenistic 
ideas came flooding in early in the 2nd century BC. 

Their leader seems 10 have been Ihe high priest 



HASIDAEANS 

Onias 1 I I ,  deposed by Antiochus Epiphanes. They 
would have avoided armed struggle against the 
Syrians by withdrawing into the wilderness, but the 
implacable hostility of the Hellenizers drove them 
to support the Maccabees. As soon as they werc 
gran ted a legitimate high priest they were prepared 
to return to normal Iife, but their leaders were 
murdered by Bacchides ( I  Macc. 7: 1 2- 1 8) .  They 
had liltle sympathy with the nationalistic aims of 
the Hasmonaeans. Probably al ready under Simon, 
their party split in two. The majority, now known 
as 0 Pharisees, tried to win the people to their 
views. The minority, represented by the Essenes 
and Qumran Covenanters, despaired of all but 
divine eschatological intervention and withdrew to 
a greater or lesser degree from public l ife. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Kampen, The Hasideans and 
fhe Origins 0/ Pharisaism, 1 988 .  H.L.E. 

HATRED, HATE, 

I. In the Old Testament 
Hatred between brothers (Gn. 27:4 1 ;  37:4f. ,  8; 2 Sa. 
1 3 :22) or fellow-Israelites (Ps. 55 :  1 2f. ;  Pr. 1 4 :20) is 
condemned (Lv. 1 9 :  1 7) .  01. 4:42; 1 9 :4, 6, 1 1 , and 
Jos. 20:5  distinguish between accidental and mali
cious manslaughter. Sexual love (2 Sa. 1 3 : 1 5; 01. 
22: 1 3- 1 6; 24:3; cf Jdg. 1 4: 1 6, see III ,  below) may 
turn to hatred. Personal enmity is sometimes tem
pe red with mercy (Ex. 23 :5 ;  Jb. 3 1  :29), but the 
enemies of Israel (2 Sa, 22:4 1 ;  Ps. 1 29:5;  Ezk . 23:28) 
or of the godly (Ps. 34 :2 1 ;  Pr. 29: I 0) are God's 
enemies too (Nu. 1 0:35; cf Ex, 20:5 ;  01. 5:9; 7: I 0). 
God hates both evil (Pr. 6:  1 6; Am. 6:8) and evil
doers (01. 32:4 1 ) : so therefore do the righteous 
(Pss. 1 0 1  :3; 1 39:2 1 f.; 1 1 9 :  I 04, 1 1 3). God hates idol
atry (01. 1 2:3 1 ;  1 6:22), injustice (ls. 61 :8), worship 
that is inconsistent with conduct ( ls. 1 : 1 4), and 
even sinful Israel herself (Ho. 9 :  1 5 ; cf Je. 1 2 :8). 

11. In the New Testament 
The Father (111. 1 5 :24), Jesus (111. 7:7;  1 5 :  1 8, 24f.), 
and all Christians (Mk.  1 3: 1 3 ; Lk. 6:22; Jn. 1 5 : 1 8-
20; 1 7 : 14 ;  I Jn .  3 : 1 3) are hated by the world; but 
believers must not hate either fellow-Christians ( I  
J n .  4:20) o r  enemies ( M I .  5:43f.). Hatred o f  evil 
(Heb. 1 :9 = Ps. 45:7; Rev. 2:6; cf M k .  3:5), though 
not of persons, is altributed to Chrisl. (0 WRATH .) 

III, Contrasted with love 
'Hate' as opposed to 'love' in Gn. 29:3 1 ,  33 (cf 30, 
'Ioved more'); DI. 2 1 : 1 5- 1 7 ;  MI .  6:24 = Lk. 
1 6 :  1 3 , implies the choice or preference of another 
rather than active hatred of what is not chosen or 
preferred. Cf M al .  I :2f. = Rom. 9: 1 3  of God's 
election of Israel; Lk. 1 4 :26 (cf M I .  1 0:37, 'Ioves 
. . .  more'); Jn .  1 2:25 of the overriding claims of 
discipleship. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Oenney, ExpT 2 1 ,  1 909- 1 0, 
pp. 4 I f. ;  W. Foerster, TDNT 2, pp. 8 1 1 -8 1 6; O. 
Michel, TDNT 4, pp. 683-{j94; H. Bietenhard, H .  
See bass, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 553-557. P.E. 

HAVILAH (Heb. �"wi/a, 'circle', 'district'). I. A 
land ( "ere$) in the neighbourhood of 0 Eden, 
through which meandered (säbab) the river Pishon, 
and in which was found gold, 0 bdellium and 
shoham-stone (Gn. 2 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  The location of the 
place is unknown. 
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2, An area mcntioned in the phrase 'from Havi
lah to Shur'; inhabited by the I shmaelites (Gn. 
25: 1 8) and Amalekites (I Sa. 1 5 :7) .  I t  probably lay 
therefore in the area 01' Sinai and NW Arabia. 

3, A name that occurs twice in Gn. 1 0; as a des
cendant of Harn through Cush (Gn. 1 0:7; I Ch. 
1 :9) and as a descendant of Shem through Joktan, 
Eber, Shelah and Arpachshad (Gn. 1 0:29; 1 Ch. 
I :23). These may be ent irely distinct, but as the 
names associated with them indicate a possible 
area of settlement in S Arabia and across the Bab 
el-Mandeb in Africa, it may be that the name indi
cates one strong tribe which had absorbed a 
weaker group. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. Montgomery, Arabia and 
fhe Bible, 1 934, p. 39. T.C.M. 

HAVVOTH-JAIR (Heb. (wwwöl ya'ir), 'the camps 
(tent-vi llages) of Jair', probably in the hills be
tween Mt Gilead proper and the Yarmuk, wh ich 
were dotted with settlements called '''yärim (Jdg. 
1 0:4); a unique plural of ' ir, 'town', or a diminutive 
(so Rashi, Commenfary) homonymous with 'ass 
colts'. The area may have been known earlier as 
Havvoth Harn; so NU.32:4 1 (as emended by Berg
man, JPOS 1 6, 1 936, pp. 235ff.), since 'their vil
lages' (�awlI'ölehem) has no plural antecedent; cf 
Gn. 1 4:5 .  I t  was associated with the Argob, N of 
the Yarmuk, as part of Bashan, of wh ich Og was 
the last king. Jair was credited with the conquest of 
the wh oie region (01. 3 :  1 4; I Ch. 2 :23f.), including 
the Argob, to wh ich the 'sixty cities' of Jos. 1 3 :30; I 
Ch. 2:23 refer; cf I Ki .  4: 1 3 . J .P.U.L. 

HAZAEL (Heb. �"za'el, (,"zah 'el, 'EI sees' or 
'whom God beholds'). A powerful king of Syria 
(Ararn), God's scourge to Israel during the reigns 
of Jehoram, Jehu and Jehoahaz. Elijah was com
missioned to anoint hirn as one of the three or
dained to complete the extirpation of Baal
worship that he had begun (I Ki. 1 9 :  1 5- 1 7). Later, 
Hazael, as the emissary of Ben-hadad I I  to Elisha, 
learnt that he was to be king and would become an 
oppressor of Israel, a prophecy speedily put into 
effect by his murder of Ben-hadad and assumption 
of the throne (2 Ki. 8 :7- 1 5). He fought against 
Jehoram at Ramoth-gilead (2 Ki. 8 :28-29; 9: 1 4-
1 5), and frequently defeated Jehu, devastating the 
country E of Jordan as far S as the Arnon valley (2 
Ki.  1 0:32-33). He continued his attacks in the reign 
of Jehoahaz, and Israel was preserved from com
plete destruction only by God's mercy (2 Ki. 1 3 :3,  
22f.). 2 Ki.  1 2 : 1 7- 1 8  reveals a Syrian incursion into 
SW Palestine, probably with the aim of securing 
the trade-routes. Gath was taken, and Jerusalem 
threatened, and Hazael was bought off only with a 
tribute from the Temple treasures. Syria's ascend
ancy was checked only after Hazael's death, when 
his son, Ben-hadad 1 1 1 ,  was thrice defeated by Je
hoash of Israel (2 Ki. 1 3 :24-25). As one of the 
chief Syrian oppressors of Israel, the memory of 
Hazael's might lingered, so that half a century 
later Amos recalled his name as symbolizing the 
height of Syria's power wh ich would yet feel the 
fire of God's judgment (Am. 1 :4). 

Hazael's name also occurs in Assyr. cuneiform 
inscriptions as an opponent of Shalmaneser 1 1 1  
from 84 1 BC onwards. The wording o f  one text 
shows that the Assyrians not only knew Hazael to 
be a usurper ('son of a nobody', ANET, p. 280, 



lrory plaque inscribed ' . . .  son oJ AII/ma, Jor 0111' 
lord Hazael, in the year oJ . . .  '. Perhaps part oJ a 
tribute brought to Hazael, king oJ DamasClis. From 
Arslan Tash, Syria. 9th centllry Be 

text (c), 1 4-2: 1 )  but that they also knew that his 
predecessor was the victim of foul play (Weidner, 
AJO 1 3 , 1 940, pp. 233f.). 

Hazael must have attained his throne before 84 1 
BC, as his and the I sraelite Joram's forces fought in 
842 at Ramoth-gilead; 843 BC, as suggested by 
Unger (Israel and the Arameans oJ Damascus, 
1 957, p. 75), is an early enough date. Shalmaneser 
I J I  and Hazael fought again in 837 BC. Thereafter 
for 30 years no further collision of the two king
doms is known, until Adad-nirari I J I  in c. 805-802 
BC cowed the now ageing Hazael into submission 
(ANET, pp. 2 8 1 -282; D arr, pp. 5 1 -52), referring 
to hirn as Mari, Aramaie for 'lord'. In Syna the 
earlier redoubtable Hazael had evidently become 
known as 'the lord' par excellence, and this current 
epithet was simply taken over by the Assyrian an
nalists. Hazael 'oppressed I srael all the days of Je
hoahaz' (2 Ki.  1 3 :22), who reigned c. 8 1 4/8 1 3-798 
BC, and hence, at least brieHy, outlived hirn, surviv-
ing to perhaps c. 797 or 796 BC. . 

Assyrian spoils from Hazael's Damascus Jn
c1uded ivory-work, two pieces inscribed I-mr'n 
Hz'l, 'belonging to our lord Hazael', and another 
hearing the figure of a prince, just possibly a repre
sentation of Hazael hirnself. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Bron and A. Lemaire, Real
lexikon der Assyriologie 83, 1 989, pp. 35-44; 
I. Eph'al and 1. Naveh, JE] 39, 1 989, pp. 1 92-200; 
E. Puech, RB 88,  1 98 1 ,  pp. 544-562; W. T. 
Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 1 987. See also • ARAM, 
• BEN-HADAD. J .G.G.N. 

K .A .K .  

HAZARMAVETH W�armäwe!). The third son of 
o Joktan (Gn. 1 0:26; I Ch. 1 :20), probably to be 
identified with the kingdom of l:Iac)ramaut in S 
°Arabia, written �4rmt and later �14rmwt in the 
native inscriptions. The latter form corresponds 
c10sely to the unvocalized Heb. �$rmlVt, Heb. � 
often corresponding to S Semitic 4. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Ryckmans, Les Noms propres 
slld-semitiques, I ,  1 934, p. 338; C. Brockelmann, 
Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 
semitischen Sprachen, I ,  1 908, § 46. T.C.M. 

HAZEROTH, A stopping-place on the desert 
journey of the Israelites (Nu. 1 1 :35;  33: 1 7- 1 8), 
where Miriam became a leper (Nu. 1 2 : 1 - 1 6; cf Dt. 
I :  I ) . Generally identified with 'Ayin Khodara, an 
oasis with a weil on the way from Sinai to Aqabah. 
(0 ENCAMPMENT BY THE SEA .) C .D .W . 

HAZOR (Heb. �i46r). A place-name, probably 
meaning 'settlement' or 'village' , and therefore 
used of several places in the OT, of which the most 
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important was a fortified city in the territory of 
Naphtali (Jos. 1 9:36). 

I .  In thc Old Testament 
This city lay in N Palestine, and at the conquest i t  
was the royal se at  of Jabin (calIed 'k ing of Hazor', 
melek-häs6r Jos. 1 1 : I ), who orgamzed a coahtlOn 
againsi JOshua. The I sraelites defeated this, how
ever, Jabin was killed, and Hazor was destroyed 
and burnt (Jos. 1 1 : 1 - 1 3 ; 1 2 : 1 9). Hazor was the only 
city thus burnt, perhaps because of Its former Im
portance (Jos. 1 1 :  I 0), but in spite of this d�struc
tion a later king of the same name, who thls time 
was styled 'king of Canaan' (mele/s-k'na'an, Jdg. 
4:2, 24) threatened Israel in the time of Deborah. 
Though his general, Sisera, had 900 • chariots at 
his disposal, the Israelites under Barak were able to 
defeat hirn and crush Jabin (Jdg. 4; I Sa. 1 2:9). 
Some two �enturies later Hazor was fortified, to
gether with Jerusalem, Megiddo and Gezer, by 
Solomon when he was organizing his kingdom ( I  
Ki. 9 :  1 5), but i n  the 8th century, i n  the time of 
Pekah of Israel, Tiglath-pileser I J I  of Assyna came 
and destroyed the city and carried off its remaining 
inhabitants to Assyria (2 Ki. 1 5 :29). 

11,  Excavation 
The site of Hazor was identified in 1 875  by 1. L. 
Porter with the abandoned mound of Tell el
Qedah some 8 km SW of Lake Huleh in  Galilee. 1. 
Garstang made some trial soundings in 1 928,  but 
the first major excavations were carried out from 
1955 to 1 958 and 1 968 to 1 969 by an Israeli exped
ition under Yigael Yadin. The site lies on a N E  
facing slope, and consists o f  the city tell of some 
1 00,000 sq.m extent at the S end, and adjoining 
this to the N a much larger area of about 0·6 
sq .km with an earthen rampart on the W or uphill 
side. The main tell was founded in the 3rd millen
nium, and the lower city added to i t  in  the early 
part of the 2nd millennium, probably by the 
Hyksos. Though Garstang assumed this lower city 
to be a camping enclosure for horses and chariots, 
excavation revealed that the whole of this area had 
been occupied by a built city, which at its height 
must, with the tell proper, have accommodated up 
to 40,000 souls. A further indication of the im
portance of thc city at this time is given by the 
discovery of a pottery j ug with an Akkadian 
inscription (the earliest known in Palestine) 
scratched on it. Though crudely done, the inscrip
tion has been read as lS-me-ilam, an Akkadian 
personal name, perhaps that of a Mesopotamian 
merchant. This lower city was occupied for only 
about five centuries, having been destroyed in 
the 1 3th century (Level 1 3). This destruction is 
attributed by the excavators to Joshua. Among 
the remains in this destroyed city were found a 
Canaanite temple and a small shrine. While the 
lower city lay barren, the tell was reoccupied by the 
Canaanites, and then by the I sraelites. A city gate 
and casemate wall from the time of Solomon, 
almost exactly matching those found at • Megiddo 
and 0 Gezer (cf I Ki. 9 :  1 5), were uncovered. 
Evidence from the later Israelite period included a 
pillared public building of the time of Ahab (taken 
by Garstang to be stables), and a fortress contaJn
ing a thick layer of ash, in which was a fragment of 
a wine jar bearing the name Pekah (pq�), and other 
signs of violent destruction, probably due to 
Tiglath-pileser I J I ,  who took the city in  732 BC (2 
Ki .  1 5:29). 
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I I I .  In extra-biblical texts 
Hazor is first mentioned in the Egyp. Execration 
Texts of the 1 9th century BC, as a Canaanite city 
l ikely to be a danger to the empire. I t  figures (�a-�u
ra) in the Mari archives of the first quarter of the 
2nd millennium, and in a slightly later Bab. text, as 
an important political centre on the route from 
Mesopotamia, perhaps to Egypt. I n  one tablet the 
ruler is spoken of as a 'king' (Sarrum), a title not 
usually applied to city rulers (cf Jos. 1 1 :  I ), and 
his importance is further indicated by the mention 
of ambassadors from Babyion travelling to see 
hirn. One king's name is given as Ibni-Adad, an 
Akkadian form suggesting Bab. influence, but 
there was also contact with the N and W, as is 
manifested in gifts from the king to Ugarit and 
Crete (Kap/ara). Hazor is mentioned in the Iists 
of their dominions made by the Egyp. kings 
Tuthmosis 1 1 1 ,  Amenhotep 1 1  and Seti 1 in the 
1 5th and 1 4th centuries BC. The city is later men
tioned in the Amarna letters, of the 1 4th century, 
the ruler still being spoken of as a king (Sar �a
zu-ra). Finally, from the next century, the city is 
mentioned in an Egyp. papyrus (Anastasi I) in a 
military context. Thus the texts and excavations 
amply bear out the biblical testimony to the 
importance of the site. 

I V. Other places of the same name 
I .  A place in the S of Judah (Jos. 1 5:23) whose si te is 
unknown . 2. (�ä�ör �adatta) 'New Hazor' (Jos. 1 5: 
25), a place in S Judah whose site is unknown. 3. 
Another name for Kerioth-hezron (Jos. 1 5 :25) in S 
Judah, site unknown, perhaps thesameas2.4.A place 
in Benjamin (Ne. 1 1  :33) probably modern Khirbet 
Hazzur. 5. An area occupied by semi-nomadicArabs, 
mentioned by Jeremiah (49:28, 30, 33).  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. Yadin e/ al. ,  Hazor I, 1 958, 
Hazor II, 1 960, Hazor III-IV, 1 96 1 ,  1 989; Y. 
Yadin, Hazor (Schweich Lectures, 1 970), 1 972; see 
also A. Malamat, JBL 79, 1 960, pp. 1 2- 1 9; 
NEAEHL, pp. 594-606. T.C.M. 

HEAD. The head ( Heb. rö's; Gk. kephal€) is not 
regarded as the seat of the intellect, but as the 
source of l ife (Mt .  1 4:8, 1 1 ;  Jn. 1 9: 30). Thus to lift 
up the head is to grant l ife in the sense of success 
(Jdg. 8 :28;  Ps. 27:6; Gn. 40: 1 3 , but cf the pun in v. 
1 9), or to expect it in God hirnself ( Ps. 24:7, 9; Lk. 
21 :28). To cover the head by the hand or with dust 
and ashes is to mourn the loss of l ife (2 Sa. 1 3 : 1 9; 
La. 2: I 0). Figuratively, headship denotes superior
ity of rank and authority over another (Jdg. 1 1 : 1 1 ; 
2 Sa. 22:44); though when Christ is spoken of as 
head of his body the church (Eph. 5 :23;  Co!. 2:  1 9), 
of every man (I Cor. 1 1 : 3), of the entire universe 
(hyper pan/a, Eph. 1 :22), and of every cosmic 
power (Co! . 2: 1 0),  and when man is spoken of as 
the head of the woman ( I  Cor. 1 1  : 3 ;  Eph. 5 :23;  cf 
Gn. 2 :2 1  f.), the basicmeaning of head as the source 
of all l ife and energy is rredominant. 

The church is Christ s body and he is her head 
(Eph. 4: 1 5f.): the two cannot be severed. In this 
unity of head and body, Christ the head directs the 
growth of the body to hirnself: he is not merely the 
source of being of the body (I Cor. 1 0: 1 6f.) but 
also the consummation of its l ife (Eph. 4 :  1 5f.); cf 
• CORNERSTONE. Hence to give allegiance to any 
other spiritual mediator, as was being done at Co
lossae, cuts the vital l ink between the limbs and 

Christ the head who is the source of all their being 
(Co!. 2 : 1 8f.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Foulkes, Ephesians, TNTC, 
1 963, pp. 65f., 1 24, I 55ff.; K .  M unzer and C. 
Brown, NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 56- 1 63 ;  H .  Schlier, 
TDNT 3, pp. 673-68 1 ;  D. W. Baker, Idioma/ic 
Expressions in Hebrew and Akkadian Rela/ing /0 
(he Head (diss. London, 1 976). F.H.P. 

HEALTH, DISEASE AND HEALING. 

I .  Introduction 
The biblical descriptions of health, disease, healing 
and death are limited by: 

a. The p"rpose 0/ Scrip/ure, which is theological 
rather than medica!. Only those details which are 
relevant to the over-all purpose, revealing God to 
man, are included. Thus, for example, it is suf
ficient to record that a boy was 'paralysed' and 'in 
terrible distress' (Mt. 8:6). The object was to indi
cate the severity of the illness and the gravity of the 
prognosis against which to contrast the greatness 
of the cure and the divine power of Christ. This 
illness may have been an example of poliomyelitis 
with respiratory paralysis. Like most of the dis
eases of the Bible it was unnecessary to say so even 
if that had been known. There is no evidence to 
suggest exactly what caused that boy's illness in 
medical terms (the proximal cause), although so me 
instances of disease in OT and NT do have a spir
itual explanation given (the ultimate cause), e.g 
Lk. 1 3 : 1 1 - 1 6. 

b. Con/emporary medical knowledge. Descrip
tions of disease were simple and were mostly con
fined to what could be seen (e.g ulcer, swelling, 
haemorrhage) and/or feit by an observer (fever) or 
by the patient hirnself (dysentery, paralysis). 

c. Con/emporary pllblic knowledge was even more 
restricted. Even if the medical knowledge of the 
day had been advanced, it would not have been 
understood by the readers. 

d. Patterns 0/ disease are constantly changing. 
This is particularly true of diseases of micro
biological origin. 'Plague' refers to any epidemic 
disease and is not the equivalent of the modern 
infection with Yersinia pes/iso Others may be un
changed for centuries, e.g blindness from trach
oma is still very common in the M iddle East and 
was probably even more common in biblical times. 
In addition, the terms used to describe disease have 
also been greatly altered, even in the last few hun
dred years. No longer do doctors report that their 
patients suffer from the botch, the blain or the 
emerods, mentioned in the AV. 

None the less, the biblical accounts of disease are 
based on observed facts. Sincere and honest men, 
mostly with no medical knowledge, wrote of what 
they saw as they understood best. The facts that 
they describe, therefore, can and should be treated 
as facts. Moreover, the standard of medical treat
ment (such as it was) and public hygiene (see VII ,  
below) were superior to those of contemporary ad
jacent cultures. 

11 .  Medical terms 
a. Some general (non-medical) terms IIsed /0 de
scribe disease, healing and heal/h 
(i) OT. Heb. �äla is used for 'to be sick' (nouns �'li 
and ma�ala), and also matlweh (Dt. 7 : 1 5; 28:6 1 )  
and däIJ.är (Ps. 4 1  :8) meaning ' a  matter' (i.e. evil 
matter). räpä' (to heal) is most commonly used for 
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healing, and is also used for 'physician' in Gn. 50:2 
(twice); 2 Ch. 1 6: 1 2; Jb. 1 3 :4; Je. 8:22. Other OT 
terms include �äyä (revive) and sül] (restore) . 

The words for health are infrequently used in the 
OT, and then always figuratively (e.g. Je. 30: 1 7; 
33:6; Ps. 42: 1 1 ;  Pr. 1 2 : 1 8) .  

(i/) NT. Disease is normally described by the 
Gk. nouns astheneia (weakness), malakia (mis
fortune)-used three times in Mt. only, or the 
verbs astheneö (to weaken) or kakös echein (Iit. 'to 
have badly') and once (Jas. 5: 1 5) kamnö (to be ill, 
to ail). The adjective arrhöstos ('not robust') is used 
four times (e.g. M k .  6: 1 3); mastix (a whip) is used 
not only literally but metaphorically of disease
see Plague, below. 

The commonest non-technical words for healing 
and health are iSthyö (be strong) and hygiainö (be 
healthy), while sözö and diasözö (save) are used 
both of physical and spiritual healing (see Leprosy, 
below). stereoö (set up, make strong) is used in 
Acts 3: 16, where holokleria, 'perfect health', also 
occurs, possibly indicating active rehabilitation to 
normal life as weil as to physical well-being. 

b. Some more teehnieal terms describing disease and 
healing in the New Testament 
nosos (disease), while a specific term, was used only 
of disease in general rather than of any individual 
case. Luke and the other Evangelists employ the 
word in the same way (e.g. Mt. 4:23; 8: 1 7; Lk. 4:40; 
6: 1 7; Acts 1 9: 1 2, ete.). For other yet more specific 
words, see below. 

Verbs for healing are therapeuö, iaomai and 
apokathistemi. 

The medical terminology used by Luke, as weil 
as his discreet silence about the failures of his col
leagues in treating the woman with an issue of 
blood (see Menstruation, below), indicate his med
ical training. Only Luke quotes 'Physician, heal 
yourself' (4:23). In Lk. 4:35 ripsan, 'thrown hirn 
down', is a medical term describing epileptic con
vulsions and b1aptein, 'harm', is similarly a tech
nical medical term (J. R. W. Stott, Men with a Mes
sage). I n  Lk. 24: 1 1  leros, 'idle tale', is a medical 
term used to describe the babblings of a feverish or 
insane patient (w. Barclay, Commentary on Luke). 

c. Further medical terms 
Barrenness. To be a wife without bearing children 
has always been regarded in the East, not only as a 
matter of regret, but as a reproach wh ich could 
lead to divorce. This is the cause of Sarah's despair
ing laughter (Gn. 1 8: 1 2) ,  Hannah's silent prayer ( I  
Sa. I :  1 0ff.), Rachel's passionate alternative o f  chil
dren or death (Gn. 30: 1 )  and Elizabeth's cry that 
God had taken away her reproach ( Lk.  1 :25). The 
awfulness of the coming judgment on Jerusalem is 
emphasized by the incredible statement, 'Blessed 
are the barren . .  .' (Lk.  23:29). It was believed that 
the gift of children or the withholding of them in
dicated God's blessing or curse (Ex. 23:26; Dt. 
7: 1 4), as also did the barrenness or fruitfulness of 
the land ( Ps. 1 07:33-34). 
Blindness. Heb. 'iwwer, 'closed' or 'contracted', and 
its cognate 'iwwäron, 'awwerel and sanwerim, 
'blindness'; Gk. typhlos. Blindness was common 
throughout the M iddle East in biblical times. It is 
probable that several different diseases were re
sponsible. Trachoma may have been common then, 
as it still is i n  some parts, causing blindness in in
fancy. Gonorrhoea in the mother can infect the 
eyes of children during their birth and lead to 
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blindness. Blindness was sometimes seen as a pun
ishment from God, as Dt. 28:28-29 indicates (also 
describing the pathetic groping gait of the blind 
and their propensity for being robbed). 

There is one fascinating instance of a two stage or 
double miracle of Jesus on a blind man (Mk .  8:22-
25) in the Gentile town of Bethsaida. In the first 
miracle the blind man was led by Jesus out of the 
village, saliva was applied to his eyes and he was 
enabled to 'see'. However, presumably because he 
had never remembered seeing, his mind could not 
interpret the images he saw (v. 24). ' Men' looked 
like 'trees'; this is a weil recognized phenomenon in 
those who have never seen and who have sight 
made possible by corneal grafting or cataract 
surgery-see a fascinating article by R. E. D. Clark 
on ' Men as trees walking' (FR 93), 1 963, pp. 88ff.) 
in wh ich the subject is reviewed in depth. Jesus 
therefore performed a further miracle. Again a 
simple sign, a touch, was given and then he 'saw 
everything clearly' (v. 25). I f  the man had once 
learnt to 'see' and then become blind the second 
miracle would not have been necessary (cf Mt.  
9:27-3 1 ;  1 2 :22; 20:29-34; 2 1 : 1 4) .  The sign applied 
for each miracle, an aid to faith, may have been the 
more necessary for hirn if he was a Gentile. See V, 
below. 
Boil, botch. Heb. i'�in, 'burning'; ef root in Arab., 
Ararn. ,  Eth. ,  'to be hot'. A generic term wh ich the 
OT uses to denote different kinds of localized in
flammation. For the 'boils breaking out in sores' of 
the sixth plague (Ex. 9:9) see • PLAGUES Of EGYPT. 
In Lv. 1 3 : 1 8-24 boils are mentioned in association 
with what is there termed leprosy, while the 'boils' 
(AV) or 'Ioathsome so res' (RSV) which amicted Job 
(2:7), of which various diagnoses have been made, 
may 'have been tuberculous leprosy. 'The boils of 
Egypt ' ,  which extended from head to toe (Dt. 
28:27, 35), was probably one of the cutaneous dis
eases peculiar to Egypt (cf Pliny, NH 26.5) such as 
an endemic boi I or malignant pustule. Hezekiah's 
boil (2 Ki. 20:7; I s. 38:2 1 )  was probably a carbuncle. 
Burn. Heb. $ärel]el, a 'burning' or 'scorching'. Used 
twice of a skin disorder ( Lv. 1 3 :24, 28) and once 
metaphorically (Pr. 1 6:27). It is not clear whether 
the word means a literal burn from fire or simply a 
skin d isorder producing a burning sensation. 
Childbirth. See Midwifery, below. 
Consumption. Heb. Ja�leftel, 'wasting away' .  Occurs 
in Lv. 26: 1 6; Dt. 28:22. In neither ca se is the exact 
medical meaning at all clear. It could mean tuber
culosis, cancer or a host of other diseases pro
ducing wasting. Tuberculosis existed in Egypt 
when the children of Israel were there (0. Morse et 
al., Tuberculosis in Ancient Egypt). 
Deafness. Heb. �eres 'silent', Gk. köphos, 'blunted, 
dull, dumb'. The Israelites were to be kind to the 
deaf ( Lv. 1 9: 1 4) .  Isaiah foretold that the deaf 
would be made to hear (29: 1 8 ;  35:5; 42: 1 8), a 
prophecy fulfilled by Jesus (Mt .  I I  :5 ;  M k .  7:37). 

One man whom Jesus healed was deaf and had 
'an impediment in his speech' (mogilalos, 'speaking 
with difficulty', M k .  7 :32) which was probably 
caused by his deafness (but obviously might have 
been due to a separate mechanical defect,  as AV ' the 
string', l i t .  bond, 'of his tongue was loosed' might 
suggest). It is surely significant that his hearing was 
healed first. Some authorities consider that the 
man was deaf and dumb but the Greek does not 
suggest this. It is more likely that he could make 
noises but, because he could not hear them (or 
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other people's words), they did not form normal 
speech. Zechariah was temporarily dumb and deaf 
(Lk.  1 :20, 22, 64). (·EAR.)  
Dropsy. Gk. hydröpikos, 'full of water' (Lk.  1 4:2). 
Dropsy (ascites) is strictly not a disease in itsclf but 
rather a sign of disease of the heart, kidneys or 
liver, ete. 
Dumbness. Heb. 'illem, 'durnb', 'bound', 'tied', 
dilmän, 'silent', 'älam, to be dumb, bound, tied'. 
Gk. alalos, 'speechless', aphönos, 'voiceless', and 
most commonly köphos, 'blunted', 'durnb' or 'deaf. 
This disorder occurred throughout biblical history. 
I t  can be attributed to no specific cause. Sometimes 
it was a feature of · demon-possession (e.g. Mt.  
9 :32-35; 1 2:22). Zechariah was temporarily dumb 
and deaf (Lk. 1 :20, 22, 64) through an act of God 
because of his unbelief. The deaf man of Mk. 7 :32 
was almost certainly not dumb even though he is 
called the 'deaf-mute'. 
Dysentery. The RSV rendering of Gk. dysenteria (AV 
'bloody flux'), a technical medical term used by 
Herodotus, Plato, Aristotle, et al., the infectious 
disease of which Paul healed the father of Publius 
(Acts 28 :8) .  It has been suggested that the 'incur
able disease' of the bowels with wh ich the Lord 
afflicted Jehoram was a chronic amoebic dysentery 
(2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 5, 1 8- 1 9). See also Prolapsed reetl/m, 
below. 
Emerods. (AV). See Tumours, below. 
Epilepsy. Gk. seleniazomai, 'to be moon-struck', a 
concept from which the English word 'Iunatic' is 
derived, occurs twice (Mt .  4:24; 1 7 : 1 5) ,  translated 
'lunatick' in AV, 'epileptic' in RSV. Epilepsy was 
thought to vary in its severity in cycle with the vis
ible size of the moon. The boy described in Mt .  
17 :  15  appears to have had typical grandmal epi
lepsy (cf Mk. 9 :  1 7-29; Lk. 9 :38-42) as weil as 
being • demon-possessed, a condition from wh ich 
epilepsy was distinguished (Mt .  4 :24). 
Fever. Heb. qaddabaL, 'burning heat' (Dt. 28:22); 
Gk. pyretos, 'fiery heat' (Lk. 4:38; Jn. 4:52; Acts 
28 :8 ,  ete.). A generic term which in EVV covers vari
ous ailments, all of them suggesting the presence of 
a high temperature. Luke describes (4:38) Peter's 
wife's mother as having 'a great fever', indicating 
that he recognized degrees of fever and, probably, 
that he saw the grave prognosis indicated by the 
severity of the fever which Mt. (8 : 1 4) and Mk.  
( I  :30) d id not. 
Inflammation. Heb. dalleqeL (only Dt. 28:22). Thc 
physical afflictions of consumption, fever and in
flammation, and the c1imatic ones-heat and 
drought-would have combined to form an awful 
prospect. The terms are too vague to allow specific 
interpretation. 
Issue; issue of blood. Apart from the more usual 
meanings of 'issue', the word is also used bibl ically 
in connection with disease. In Lv. 1 5 :2ff. Heb. zob 
denotes a discharge which rendered its victims ritu: 
ally unclean. In Lv. 1 2 :7; Mt .  9:20; Mk .  52:25; Lk. 
8:43f. ;  Heb. mäqor and Gk.  rhysis and haimorr/lOeö 
(the latter of wh ich is used in Lv. 1 5 :33,  LXX) refer 
to an issue of blood, translated by NEB as 'haemor
rhages'. It is possible that the woman of Lk. 8 :43, 
ete, had menorrhagia. See Menstruation, below. 
Iteh. 1 .  Heb. �leres, 'heat, sun, itch'. A skin condi
tion, probably akin to eczema, included among the 
scourges ('wh ich cannot be healed') wh ich would 
overtake the disobedient (Dt.  28:27). No data are 
available for precise identification. 

2. Heb. neLeq (Lv. 1 3 :30-37;  14 :54). A general 
term, apparently meaning an irritating skin rash, 
sometimes regarded then as a sign of 'Ieprosy'. See 
also Scab. 

Leprosy. The common OT word translated thus is 
rära'aL (Lv. 1 3- 1 4) wh ich in the LXX was rendered 
lepra, the same Greek word being used in the NT. 
Both terms were simple, non-specific, imprecise, 
'Iay' ones and lacked the precision of the modern 
word leprosy wh ich indicates an infection by 
Myeobaeterium leprae. rära'aL is primarily a word 
describing ritualistic uncleanness or defilement 
characterized by the presence of coloured patches. 
The same word was used to describe human skin 
disease (Lv. 1 3 : 1-46), discolouration of wool, lea
ther, linen (vv. 47-59), and even the walls of houses 
( 1 4:33-57), thus indicating that rära'aL cannot have 
been (but it might possibly have included) true lep
rosy. The word lepra in the NT occurs only in the 
Gospels and was used only of human disease. The 
evidence for uncleanness, on which the diagnosis 
was based, depended on the presence of depig
mented (pale) patches on the human skin or dis
coloured or dark patches on the surface of 
inanimate objects. Some of the features described 
in Lv. 1 3- 1 4  do not occur in leprosy and some sug
gest other conditions such as erysipelas adjacent to 
a boil (Lv. 1 3 :  1 8) ,  infection following a burn (v. 24), 
ringworm, or sycosis of the scalp or beard (v. 29), 
pustular dermatitis (v. 36), etc. Leprosy is such a 
slowly-changing process it could not possibly have 
recovered in the 7 days of Lv. 1 3 :4-6. I t  is signifi
cant that in Lk. 1 7 : 1 1 - 1 9, ten lepers were cleansed 
(katharizö) (v. 1 4), while only the one who was 
grateful was Cl/red (iaomai) (v. 1 5) and he was told 
his faith had (Iit .) saved hirn (sözö) (v. 1 9) which 
may refer to his spiritual state or simply mean 
'made weil' (RSV). There is no elue as to the nature 
of their 'Ieprosy'-it is possible that more than one 
diseasc process was present among them. 

Undoubted leprosy existed in India by c. 600 BC 
and in Europe by 400 BC. There is no definite evi
dence that it is referred to in the OT or that it even 
existed at the time of the Exodus, although i t  cer
tainly did in NT times. For a detailed study of the 
subject, see S. G. Brownc, Leprosy in the Bible 
(good bibliography). 

Madness, mental disorder. Several different words 
are used, all non-specific. The more important are: 

1. Heb. höle/Ii, hölelliL, 'foolishness', 'madness' 
or 'boasting' (Ec. I :  1 7; 2: 1 2; 7:25; 9 :3 ;  1 0: 1 3). 

2. Heb. siggä'on, 'madness', 'erring', madness 
inflicted as a judgment from God (Dt. 28:28; Zc. 
1 2 :4). 

3. Gk. anoia, 'mindlessness', leading to folly (2 
Tim. 3 :9) or rage (Lk. 6: 1 1 ) .  In neither case is mental 
disease implied but rather unbalanced behaviour. 

4. Gk. paraphronia, 'madness' (2 Cor. 1 1  :23; 2 
Pet. 2 : 1 6). 

5. Gk. mania (Acts 26:25). Paul said he had not 
got (Iit . )  mania after Festus had accused hirn of 
raving (mainomm) madly (cf Jn. 1 0 :20). 

The recurrent episodes of madness of • Saul and 
the single severe attack suffered by • Nebuchadrez
zar are described in some detail. Saul (I Sa. ,  
passim) was a man who was gifted but in some 
respects inadequate, e.g. he was much at thc mercy 
of other people's opinions; he was subject to 
moods of recurrent depression; and, in later l ife, he 
had the paranoid ideas and irritability charactcr
istic of depression in older patients, though homi-
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eidal tendeneies sueh as he had are uneommon. 
His suieide is probably medically unimportant and 
that of a defeated warrior rather than a depressed 
neurotie. Nebuehadrezzar, aetive and iraseible, had 
a hypomanie personality, i. e. an inherited liability 
to develop a manie-depressive psyehosis. His ill
ness (On. 4:28-37) was long-Iasting and occurred 
when he was perhaps in his fifties. Though he 
remained eonseious he was totally ineapable of 
government. There was no evidenee of organie 
disorder. There was some perversion of appetite. 
He reeovered from it eompletely (v. 36) in the end, 
and it would be deseribed today as involutional 
melaneholia. 
Menstruation. Heb. däwä or däweh, 'siek', 'men
struous' (Lv. 1 2 :2, 5; 1 5 :33; 1 8 : 1 9; 20: 1 8) .  Both RSV 
and AV translate the words rather ineonsistently, al
though AV uses sueh expressions as 'siek of her 
ftowers' (Lv. 1 5 :33) .  This normal, physiologieal fea
ture of the life of women in the reproduetive phase 
of their lives rendered them ritually unclean. 

It is probable that the woman with an issue of 
blood ( Mk .  5:25; Lk. 8:43 rhysei haimatos, 'a ftow 
of blood'; M t .  9:20 haimorrhoeä, 'to suffer from a 
ftow of blood'; the latter word was used in Greek 
medieal writings and in LXX for Lv. 1 5 :33 meaning 
'menstruous') had menorrhagia, a disease in  whieh 
the menstrual ftow is abnormally prolonged-in 
her case eontinuous for 1 2  years-and may pro
duee anaemia. 
Midwifery. While ehildbirth is a normal and 
healthy phenomenon, it  seems appropriate to in
c1ude it in this 'medieal' seetion. Midwifery was in 
the hands of women, who had probably eonsider
able experienee, perhaps little skill and training 
(Gn. 38:27-30; Ex. I :  1 5-2 1 ;  Ezk. 1 6:4--5). A birth
stool (Ex. 1 : 1 6, Heb. 'o/!nayim, lit .  'double stones', 
probably indieating its origin) of the type used in 
Egypt at the time of the Exodus is deseribed in the 
article • MIDWIFE. 
Palsy, paralysis. The Gk.  terms for a paralytie, par
alytikos (e.g Mt.  4:24; 9:2; Mk .  2:3) and to be para
Iysed, paralyomai (e.g Lk. 5: 1 8, 24; Aets 8 :7 ;  9:33) 
are similar and non-speeifie. Some types of par
alysis in biblical times were c1early non-fatal be
eause patients managed to survive for many years 
in spite of being paralysed. The eenturion's boy 
servant (Mt.  8:6) was paralysed and 'in tcrrible dis
tress'. This eould be a deseription of the frighten
ing respiratory para lysis that is a feature of some 
eases of poliomyelitis. 
Plague, pestilence. The AV rendering 01' five Heb. 
and thrce Gk. words connected with disease, death 
or destruction. None is to be intcrpreted as neees
sarily indieating infection with Yersinia pestis (thc 
modern 'plague'). 

I. Heb. de/!er, 'pestilence, plague'. Originally 
meaning 'destruction', this word is used com
prehensively for all sorts of disasters, and is often 
Iinked with the sword and famine (whieh three evils 
generally go hand in hand; ef Je. 1 4: 1 2; Ezk. 6: 1 1 ,  
ete.), and with divinc visitation. I t  describes also 
the virulent epidemie whieh, after Oavid's number
ing of the people, cut off 70,000 Israelites (2 Sa. 
24: 1 5; ef Jos., Am. 7 .  326), and is probably the 
same affiiction as destroyed 1 85,000 of • Sen
naeherib's men (2 Ki. 1 9 :35; 15. 37:36). The same 
word is found in Solomon's dcdieation prayer ( I  
K i .  8:37; 2 Ch. 6:28); i s  employed i n  a n  unusual 
sense to describe God's effect on death (Ho. 1 3 :  1 4); 
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and, translated 'murrain' , is conneeted with a dis
ease of cattle (Ex. 9:3, AV; ef Ps. 78:50, Avmg.). 

2. Heb. maggejia, 'plague, smiting' (Ex. 9 :  1 4; Zc. 
1 4: 1 2, ete.). 3. Heb. makka, 'a smiting, beating' 
(Lv. 26:2 1 ;  Je. 1 9 :8, ete.). 4. Heb. nega', 'a  touch, 
smiting'. This word, associated most often with 
leprosy (Lv. 1 3- 1 4), also denotes any great distress 
or calamity (Ps. 9 1 : 1 0, etc.), or inward corruption 
( I  Ki. 8 :38). 5. Heb. negeji, 'a stumbling, plague' 
(Ex. 1 2: 1 3 ; Jos. 22: 1 7, ete.). 6. Gk. mastix, 'a 
scourge, whip, plague' (Mk.  3 : 1 0; 5:29, 34; Lk. 
7 :2 1 ) .  This is used as a synonym for disease in gen
eral. 7. Gk. 10imos, 'a plague, pestilence' (Mt .  24:7; 
Lk. 2 1 :  1 1 ; ef Jos., BI 6. 42 1 ). In both biblical ref
erences it is coupled with famine, but RV and RSV 
follow some older MSS in omitting 'pestilence' in  
Mt .  24:7-8. 8. Gk. plege, 'a stroke, plague'. This 
word is thus translated only in Rev. (9:20; 1 1  :6, 
ete.), in conneetion with the judgment that will 
overtake the wicked. 

Prolapsed rectum. Jehoram (2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 5, 1 8- 1 9) 
was smitten 'with an incurable disease' in his 
bowels. After 2 years of this 'his bowels came out' 
and he died 'in great agony' (ta/:l"lü ';m-a plural 
noun not translated thus in any other plaee in  RSV; 
it is translated 'deadly diseases' in Je. 1 6:4, and 'dis
eases' in Ps. 1 03 :3) .  This was almost certainly 
chronic dysentery wh ich, when very severe and pro
longed, occasionally may be complicated by pro
lapse of the rectum or more of the large intestine, 
producing intussuseeption wh ich itself produees in
testinal obstruction. This eould have been the cause 
of his painful death. 

Scab, spot. Skin diseases are rife in the East, and it 
is often difficult both to identify precisely those 
mentioned in Scripture and to distinguish one from 
another. 'Scab' , for example, represents four differ
ent Heb. words. 

I .  gärä/!, Ot. 28:27 ('scurvy', AV, Lv. 2 1 :20; 
22:22; LXX psora; Vulg. seabies). I ncluded among 
the curses that should overtake the disobedient, 
this was evidently not the true scurvy, but a chronic 
disease which formed a thick crust on the head and 
sometimes spread over the whole body. It was re
garded as incurable. 

2. yallejie[, 'scabbed' (LXX leichen). One of the 
affiictions that rendered men unfit for the priest
hood (Lv. 21 :20) and animals unsuitable for sacri
fices (Lv. 22:22), it  may be another form of I ,  above. 

3, sappa(Ja[ ('spot'), Lv. 1 3 :2; 14 :56. 
4. mispa/:la[, Lv. 1 3 :6-8. A verbal form (Sippa/:l) is 

employed in 15. 3 :  1 7, 'smite with a scab'. 

Tumours (RSV), Emerods (AV). The Philistines in 
Ashdod captured the • ark and the Lord 'affiicted 
them with tumours' (Heb. 'ojiälim, 'tumours' or 
'boils'), I Sa. 5:6. The root meaning of the Heb. 
word means 'to swell, bump up', hence the name of 
Mt  Ophel at Jerusalem. The word may be a tech
nical 'medical' one. When the ark was taken to 
Gath 'tumours broke out on them', 'both young 
and old' (5:9), and many died (5 : 1 1- 1 2). After 7 
months the ark was returned to Israel with golden 
models of five tumours and five 'mice' (Heb. 
'a/sbär), an inexact word meaning 'rodent' and in
c1uding mice, rats and gerbils which were common 
in the Middle East (G. S. Cansdale, Animals 0/ 
Bible Lands). Both rats and gerbils are known vec
tors of infected fteas which transmit bubonic 
plague. The description of a plague spreading 
along lines of communication and breaking out in 
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successive communities, producing multiple boil
like swellings or tumours and an il�ness that was 
sometimes fatal and that was assoclated wlth nu
merous 'mice' ruining the crops (6:5), is consistent 
with (though not proof of) a diagnosis of bubonic 
plague. I t  is possible that the same plague caused 
the seventy deaths in Beth-shemesh 'because they 
looked into the ark of the Lord' (6: 1 9) .  The ex
planation for the number five (mice and tumours) 
models is 6: 1 6- 1 8 .  
Wen (AV) (Heb. yabbele{, Lv. 22:22; cf L XX  myrm
ekiönta). Included in a list of blemishes wh ich made 
animals an unacceptable sacrifice to the Lord. Ac
cording to Jewish tradition, the Heb. word apphes 
to 'one suffering from warts'. Rvmg. reads 'having 
sores'; RSV 'having a discharge' . 
Withered hand. Gk. xeros (Mt .  1 2 : 1 0; Lk. 6:6, 8), 
'dry', 'withered', denotes a hand in which the 
muscles are paralysed and shrunken, leaving the af
fected limb shorter and thinner than normal-a 
chronic condition in biblical times regarded as in
curable. Some identify with a late complication of 
infantile para lysis (poliomyelitis). Luke records 
that it was the man's right hand. 

IH.  The treatment of disease 

The therapeutics of the Bible are those of the time, 
and are described in general terms, e.g. Pr. 1 7:22; 
Je. 46: 1 1 . Local applications are frequently referred 
to for sores (ls. I :6; Je. 8 :22; 5 1  :8) ,  and a 'cake of 
figs' is recommended by Isaiah for Hezekiah's boil 
( Is. 38:2 1 ) . The good Samaritan used wine and oil 
as a local treatment (Lk. 1 0:34). Such treatment is 
often ineffective, however, as in the case of the 
woman with the issue of blood (Mk .  5:26), or con
ditions are apparently intrinsically incurable, as in 
the case of Mephibosheth (2 Sa. 4:4). In  Dt.  28:27 
there is a note of despair about some illnesses. It is 
not surprising that treatment is sometimes bound 
up with superstition, such as the attempt by Leah 
and Rachel to use mand rakes to increase sexual 
desire in infertility (Gn. 30: 1 4- 1 6) .  Wine is twice 
mentioned as a medicament and stimulant (Pr. 
3 1  :6; I Tim. 5 :23) .  

The word physician is rarely used, but implies 
much the same as 'doctor' in English today (Heb. 
räjjä', e.g. Ex. 1 5 :26; Je. 8 :22; Gk. iatros, Mk.  5:26; 
Lk. 8:43). Asa is condemned (2 Ch. 16: 1 2) for con
sulting 'physicians', but these may have been 
pagan, magically minded and worthless, and not 
really deserving the name of physician. The point 
of the condemnation is that he 'did not seek the 
Lord'. Job condemns his comforters as 'worthless 
physicians' (Jb. 1 3 :4). In the NT physicians are 
twice mentioned proverbially by Christ (Lk. 4:23; 
5 : 3 1 ) . They are mentioned in the incident of the 
woman who had an issue of blood (Lk. 8 :43). Luke 
is referred to by Paul as 'the beloved physician' 
(Co\. 4: 1 4) .  

The Jewish religion differed from many pagan 
ones in that there was almost no confusion be
tween the offices of priest and physician. Declar
ation of diagnosis of, and freedom from, leprosy is 
an exception (Lv. 1 3 :9- 1 7; Lk. 1 7 :  1 4) .  Prophets 
were consulted about prognosis (see, e.g. ,  I Ki. 
1 4 : 1 - 1 3 ; 2 Ki .  1 : 1-4 ;  8:9; Is. 38 : 1 ,  2 1 ) . A primitive 
form of bone-setting is mentioned in Ezk. 30:2 1 .  I t  
is remarkable that medical practice changed so 
little in its essentials over the centuries during 
wh ich the events described in the Bible occurred 

that it is possible to speak of the whole time as 
though it were a relatively clrcumscnbed penod, 
and there was scarcely any element in it  which 
could be dignified with the name of science. 

IV. Demon possession 

The singular phenomenon of " demon possession, 
rarely paralleled since apostohc limes, IS c1ea.rly 
something sui generis. It IS recorded as havmg 
occurred at the time of Christ more frequently than 
at any other time. (The account of Saul-'an evil 
spirit from the Lord troubled hirn', in I Sa. 1 6: 1 4-
1 5-is probably to be regarded as a staternen t of hIs 
mental disorder rather than as a theologlcal 
explanation of its origin.) It seems l ikely that Satan 
was particularly active at this time in an attempt to 
counter the effect of the " miracles of Christ and 
his apostles. Demon possession was real and can
not be 'explained' simply as the current mterpret
ation of purely physical or mental disorders by 
ignorant (but sincere) people. Jesus hIrnself made 
this diagnosis and accepted it when made by others. 
He was never deceived by contemporary error. 

Those who were 'demon possessed' (Gk. dai
monizomenos = 'demonized') could be used as a 
mouthpiece by the possessing spirit; they often had 
accompanying physical manifestations such as 
dumbness (Mt .  9:32), blindness (Mt .  1 2:22), epi
lepsy (Lk. 9:37-43) or mental disorder .(Mk .  5 : 1 -
20). Particularly they were able t o  recogmze the dlv
inity of Jesus and knew they were subject to his 
authority. However, demon possession is definitely 
not synonymous either with epilepsy or with mental 
disorder in general, and is c1early distinguished by 
the Synoptists and in Acts (5: 1 6) from the general 
run of disease. The disciples were commanded by 
Jesus to 'heal' (therapeuö) the sick but to 'cast out' 
(ekballö) demons and unclean spirits (Mt .  10 :  I ,  8). 
Luke (9:37-43) describes how Jesus 'rebuked' 
(epitimaO) the unclean spirit and 'healed' (iaomai) 
the boy, suggesting that the presence of the unclean 
spirit (wh ich was 'rebuked') was associated with, 
but distinct from, any medical or mental disease
probably epilepsy-which was 'healed'. 

Different degrees of involvement were recog
nized as is shown (Mt .  1 5 :22) by a girl 'severely 
possessed by a demon' (kakös daimonizetOl). 

There is no significant difference between the 
'man with an unclean spirit' (Mk .  5:2), 'the demon
iac' (daimonizomenos) (Mk.  5: 1 5- 1 6) or the man 
who had been 'possessed with demons' (v. 1 8) as 
the same man was variously described. 

The best authenticated modern cases seem to be 
those described by missionaries in China from 
about 1 850 onwards. There is no good reason to 
doubt the biblical view of it as a 'possession' by an 
evil spiritual being of the personality and body of 
the person concerned. For present-day examples, 
see D. Basham, Deliver us Jrom evil, 1 972. 

V. Mirades and heaIing 

a. Healing-its meaning 
Healing means the restoration of one to full health 
who had been ill-in body or mi nd (or both). This 
includes recovery resulting from medical treatment 
and spontaneous remission of a disease. It includes 
the improvement in a patient's outlook on his con
dition even if no physical amelioration is possible, 
and even a correction of a patient's misconception 
of the nature of his illness. In  psychological dis
orders the term is used to describe an improved 
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mental state. It is important that these different 
facets of the meaning of the word be realized, be
cause the biblical miracles of healing (apart from 
cases of demon possession) show healing in its 
primary medical sense of the restoration to normal 
in cases of organic disease. Any cases c1aimed as 
present-day miracles must show comparably out
standing cases of the healing of organic disorders. 
Changes in spiritual outlook, an improved accept
ance of an organically incurable condition, or the 
natural and spontaneous remission of disease, are 
all continually occurring, but do not partake of the 
miraculous, in the strict theological sense. There 
are, of course, natural recoveries from illness, as 
weil as miracles, recorded in the Bible, and in fact 
probably most recoveries other than the miracu
lous ones were natural, because of the almost com
pie te ineffectiveness of therapy in ancient times. 

b. Hea/ing-its Author 
God is the one who heals all our diseases (Ps. 
1 03 :3 ;  Acts 3 : 1 2- 1 6) .  Even today when medical 
and surgical skill is so developed, God is the healer, 
using men (trained or untrained) to do his work for 
hirn in the same way that he uses the governing 
authorities to maintain order and execute justice in 
the world (Rom. 1 3 :  1 -5). 

c. Healing-the use 01 means 
Even in bibl ical times, when so few treatments for 
disease existed (see 111 ,  above), men were encour
aged and expected to use the means that were 
available, both in OT times (e.g. the fig poultice for 
Hezekiah's boil, Is. 38:2 1 )  and in NT times (Paul's 
advice to Timothy, I Tim. 5 :23). True faith in God 
gladly and gratefully uses such means as are avail
able, whether medicines, blood transfusions or sur
gical operations to prevent death, as much as l ife
jackets to prevent drowning. 

d. Faith hea/ing 
Various terms are currently used to describe heal
ing that occurs without the use of means and in 
response to faith. Because all true healing comes 
from God the term 'divine healing' is not helpful to 
distinguish this especial form. 'Spiritual' healing 
suggests more the restoration of health to the spirit 
than the body and moreover may be confused with 
the work of spiritists who, in  the name of the devil, 
can produce spurious healing. Faith healing is a 
helpful term so long as the object of faith is c1ear 
(it is by no means always God). 

e. Miraeulous hea/ing 
A * miracle essentially consists of 'a striking inter
position of divine power by wh ich the operations 
of the ordinary course of nature are overruled, 
suspended or modified' (Chambers's Eneyclo
paedia, 'Miracle'). So far as miraculous healing in 
Scripture is concerned, the essential features are 
that the cure is instantaneous (the incident of M k .  
8 :22-26 being a notable exception), complete and 
permanent, and usually without the use of means 
(the saliva of Mk.  7:33; 8:23; Jn. 9:6 is an excep
tion; cf. also M k .  5:27-29; Acts 5 : 1 5 ; 1 9 : 1 2). 
Divine miracles of healing show no relapses, which 
typify spurious miracles, except, of course, when 
dead persons were raised to life who, sooner or 
later, subsequently died again (e.g. Jairus' daugh
ter, Mk. 5 :2 1 -24, 35-43; the widow of Nain's son, 
Lk. 7 :  1 1 - 1 5 ;  Lazarus in Jn. 1 1 :  1-44, ete.). 

I .  The purpose 01 miraeulolls hea/ing. Like the 
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other miracles in Scripture, they were dramatized 
signs and enacted parables intended to teach a 
double lesson. They were to allthentieate the word 
of the person who performed them (e.g. Ex. 7:9; 
Lk. 5 :20-24; Jn. 7: 1 9-22; 1 0:37-38; Acts 2:22) and 
to i//ustrate the word. Thus what happened to the 
body of the paralytic in Lk. 5 :  1 8-26 was a proof 
and picture of what happened in his soul. It is im
portant to see, thererore, that the purpose of the 
healing miracles was theological, not medical. The 
many who were healed at the beginning of the min
istry of Jesus, of the early church and of individual 
Christians (e.g. Philip, Acts 8 :5-8) gradually 
became fewer as the essential !esson was learnt. 
Many lay ill at the pool of Bethesda (.In .  5:3) but 
Jesus healed only one because one was enough to 
teach the spiritual truth. I f  Christ's purpose had 
been the healing of the sick, he would have healed 
them all. 
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Thus a miracle 01' healing today should not be 
expected simply when it is medically desirable but 
rather where the Word of God and his servant 
needs to be authenticated and illustrated, and such 
evidence is not already available in the Bible. The 
fringe of an area of new evangelization on the mis
sion field would therefore seem to be the most 
likely place for miraculous healing to occur today, 
the very place where miracles can least scientific
ally be provenl (But the church in general is now 
recovering her healing ministry as an integral part 
of the total gospel of wholeness, and such healings 
sometimes include the instantaneous as weil as the 
more usual gradual recoveries. See 1. C. Peddie, 
The Forgollen Talent, 1 96 1 ;  G. Bennett, The Heart 
01 Hea/ing, 1 97 1 ;  F. MacNutt, Hea/ing, 1 974; The 
Power to Heal, 1 977.-N.H.) 

2.  Miraculous healing in the G/d Testament. Even 
if medical means were also used, recovery in the 
OT is generally attributed to the intervention of 
God, e.g. the recovery of Moses (Ex. 4:24-26) from 
the illness associated with his disobedience over his 
son's circumcision is given an entirely spiritual sig
nificancc. The healing of M iriam's leprosy (Nu. 
1 2 : 1 - 1 5) and of Naaman, through Elisha (2 Ki .  
5:8- 1 4), appear to be miraculous. The healing of 
Jeroboam's suddenly paralysed hand (I  Ki.  1 3 :4-6) 
and the raising from the dead of the son of the 
widow of Zarephath by Elijah (I Ki. 1 7: 1 7-24) and 
of the son of the Shunammite woman by Elisha (2 
Ki.  4: 1 -37) are c1early miraculous. This boy's ill
ness has been attributed to sunstroke; but i t  could 
equally weil have been a fulminating encephalitis 
or a subarachnoid haemorrhage. (The Jews were 
conscious of the effects of the sunJsee Ps. 1 2 1 :6], 
and a case of sunstroke is reporte in the Apoc
rypha (Judith 8:2-3].) The recovery of the Israel
ites bitten by the serpents when they looked on the 
bronze serpent is miraculous also, though indi
viduals are not specified (Nu. 21 :6--9). The salva
tion of the Israelites from the later pla�ues in 
Egypt is a curious example of what mlght be 
termed a 'prophylactic miracle', i. e. for them dis
ease was miraculously prevented rather than mi
raculously healed. The recovery of Hezekiah (2 Ki. 
20: 1 - 1 1 )  was probably natural, though i t  is attrib
uted directly to God (v. 8) and is accompanied by a 
nature miracle (vv. 9-1 1 ); the illness was probably a 
severe carbuncle. 

Miraculous healing, even counting raising from 
the dead, is unusual in the OT, and the few cases 
seem to cluster about the two critical times of the 
Exodus and the ministry of Elijah and Elisha. See 
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Ex. 7: 1 0- 1 2  for nature miracles perrormed by 
M oses and Aaron. The miracles performed by the 
Egyptian sorcerers (Ex. 7: 1 1 , 22; 8:7) mimicked the 
first three miraculous signs wrought by M oses and 
Aaron (even though their second and third at
tempts only added to the sufferings 01' their 
people), but they were unable to counterfeit the 
power of God in the subsequent signs (8: 1 8) .  Thus 
the miracles wrought by M oses achieved their pur
pose (7:9) of authenticating his word of authority 
and finally led to the escape 01' the children 01' 
Israel. 

3. Miraculous healing in Ihe Gospels. Our Lord's 
miracles of healing are reported by the Synoptists 
as groups (e.g. Lk. 4:40--4 1 )  and, in greater detail 
and more specifically, as individual cases. • Demon 
possession is clearly distinguished from other 
forms of disease (e.g. Mk.  1 :32-34, where kakös 
echön is separate from daimonizomenos). People 
came to hirn in large numbers (Mt .  4:23-24) and 
were all healed (Lk. 4:40). Doubtless cases of 
mental as weil as of physical illness were included, 
and on one occasion our Lord even restored a 
severed part of the body (Lk. 22:50-5 1 ) . At the 
same time, these recorded instances can represent 
only a small fraction of those ill in the country at 
this time. 

In the combincd narrative of the four Gospels 
there are over twenty stories of the healing of indi
viduals or of sm all groups. Some were healed at a 
distance, some with a word but without physical 
contact, so me with physical contact, and some 
with both physical contact and 'means', i.e. the use 
of clay made from spit tle, wh ich was a popular 
remedy of the time for blindness (Mk.  8:23; Jn. 9:6) 
and deafness (Mk.  7:32-35). This may have been to 
aid the patient's faith, or to demonstrate that God 
does not exclude the use of means, or both. In  one 
unique instance Jesus performed two successive 
miracles on the same man-see Blindness, above. 

Luke's Gospel is the only one to give the story 01' 
the good Samaritan. I t  also includes five miracles 
of healing not recorded by the other Evangelists. 
These are the raising of the son of the widow of 
Nain (7: 1 1 - 1 6), the healing of the woman 'bowed 
together' ( 1 3 : 1 1 - 1 6), the man with dropsy (ascites) 
( 1 4: 1 --4), the ten lepers ( 1 7: 1 2- 1 9) and the healing 
of M alchus' ear (22:5 1 ) .  More details of cases are 
given and the writer uses the more technical iaomai 
for healing, rat her than the non-technical words. 

The Fourth Evangelist, unlike the Synoptists, 
never refers to healing of people in larg� numbers, 
nor to demon possession (though demons are re
ferred to, and the word daimonizomenos is used, Jn .  
1 0:2 1 ) . I n  addition to the raising of Lazarus from 
the dead, only three cases are described. These are 
the healing of the nobleman's son of a serious fe
brile condition (4:46-54), the man paralysed 38 
years (5: 1 - 1 6) ,  and the man born blind (9: 1- 14) .  
These miracles of healing in John's Gospel are not  
only mighty works (dynameis) but also signs 
(semeia). They demonstrate that Christ's miracles 
of healing have not only an individual, local, con
temporary physical significance but a general, 
eternal and spiritual meaning also. For example, in 
the case of the man born blind, the point  is made 
that individual sickness is not necessarily attribut
able to individual sin. 

4. Miraculous healing in aposlolie limes. While 
the promise of healing powers in M k .  1 6: 1 8  is 
probably to be dismissed as being no part of the 
true text, Christ had commissioned the Twelve 

(Mt.  1 0: 1 )  and the Sevcnty (Lk.  1 0:9). The Twelve 
were evidently commissioned lor lire, while the 
mission of the Seventy seems to have ended when 
they reported back (Lk. 1 0: 1 7-20). In Acts there 
are several accounts of individual miracles, which 
have much the same character as those pertormed 
by Christ. The lame man in Jerusalem (3: 1 - 1 1 )  and 
the one at Lystra ( 1 4:8-10), the paralytic (9:33-34), 
and Publius' father's dysentery ('bloody flux', AV, 

28:8) are individual cases, and there are a few re
ports 01' multiple healings, including that in 5: 1 5-
1 6  and the unique ca se of the use of clothing taken 
rrom Paul ( 1 9 : 1 1 - 1 2). Two people were raised from 
the dead (Dorcas, 9:36--4 1 ,  and Eutychus, 20:91'.) 
and demons were cast out on two occasions (5: 1 6  
and 1 6: 1 6- 1 8). The author distinguishes between 
demon possession and other illness (5: 1 6) .  

Cascs of illness among Christians in apostolic 
times are mentioned. The fact that they occur indi
cates that the apostolic commission to heal could 
not be used indiscriminately to keep themselves or 
their friends free from illness. Timothy had a gas
tric complaint ( I  Tim. 5:23). Trophimus was too ill 
to accompany Paul from Miletus (2 Tim. 4:20). 
Epaphroditus was gravely ill (Phil. 2:30), and his 
recovery is attributed to the mercy of God (Phil . 
2 :27). M ost striking of all is Paul's enigmatic 
'thorn in the flesh' (skolops le sarkl) , wh ich has 
been variously identified (most often as a chronic 
eye disease), but by few convincingly and by none 
conclusively. Its spiritual significance far exceeds 
its importance as an exercise in diagnosis. Paul 
gives three reasons (2 Cor. 1 2 :7-1 0) for it; 'to keep 
his feet on the ground' (v. 7), to enable hirn to be 
spiritually powerful (v. 9) and as a personal service 
to Christ (v. 1 0, ' for Christ's sake'). There is per
haps more resemblance between this 'thorn' and 
Jacob's shrunken sinew than has been realized 
(Gn. 32:24-32). 

The classical passage on prayer for the siek (Jas. 
5: 1 3-20) has suffered from two misinterpretations: 
that which finds in  it authority for the institution 
of anointing those who are in eXlremis, and that 
which regards it as a promise that all who are siek 
and who are prayed over in faith will recover. The 
oil may have been used as was Christ's clay or spit
tle (see above) to rein force faith, and may in some 
cases even have been medicinal. Or oil may be 
taken as a symbol of separating the sickness from 
the patient on to Christ (cf M t .  8: 1 7), after the 
pattern of kings, eIe. being "anointed to separate 
them from others for their office. For a full discus
sion, see R. Y. G. Tasker's commentary on James 
( TNTC). The important points are that thc out
look in  the passage is spiritual (i. e. the matter is 
referred to God), the distress of the individual is 
made the concern of the church, and wh at is said 
neither excludes nor condemns the use by doctors 
of the normal means of healing available at any 
particular time and place. The whole of this pas
sage is really concerned with the power of prayer. 

5. Miraeulous healing aller aposlolic limes. This 
is, strictly, outside the scope of this article, but is 
relevant in that certain texts are quoted in favour 
of there being a possibility, and more, of miracu
lous healing mediated by Christians at the present 
day (cf Jn. 1 4: 1 2, above). However, there must be 
considerable caution in equating personal com
mands by Christ to the apostles with those which 
are generally binding upon Christi ans today. Such 
views are out of keeping with the general view of 
miracles as instruments and accompaniments of 
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rcvelation. Great care must be exercised in avoiding 
the magical in a search for the miraculous. The 
ccclesiastical miracles of patristic times, often 
posthumously attributed, sometimes became 
absurd. It has also been shown that the frequently 
quoted passages in Irenaeus, Tertullian and lustin 
Martyr, which purport to show that miracles of 
healing continued weil into the 3rd century, will 
not in  fact bear that interpretation. Post-apostolic 
claims should therefore be treated with extreme 
care. But this cautious attitude should not be 
confused with modern materialistic unbelief and 
scepticism. See also I .  The pllrpose 0/ miraclIlolls 
healing, above. 

VI. The biblical outlook on disease 
The topics of suffering and disease, in the Bible, are 
c10sely bound up with the questions of the nature 
and origin of evil i tself. Suffering is a human 
experience, with diverse causes, and is one of the 
results of human sin. In the case of suffering from 
disease, the l ink is not usually obvious, though 
sometimes the illness is directly connected. From 
the account of the Fall of man in Genesis it is c1ear 
that soon afterwards man knew insecurity, fear and 
pain (Gn. 3: 1 6: 1 7) .  Here 'i��äqön (AV 'sorrow') is 
better rendered 'pain',  and then mental anguish 
(Gn . 4: 1 3). The direct connection between sin and 
suffering becomes rapidly more complex, but 
nations which obeyed God were, in general, prom
ised freedorn from disease (Ex. 1 5 :25-26; Lv. 
26: 1 4- 1 6; Dt. 7 :  1 2- 1 6  and ch. 28, especially vv. 22, 
27, 58-6 1 ). On the other hand, pestilence is one of 
the three sore judgments on the people of God (Je. 
24 : 1 0; 32:24; Ezk. 1 4:2 1 )  and on other nations, e.g. 
Philistines ( I  Sa. 5 :6) and Assyrians (2 Ki .  1 9 :35).  
There are passages such as Ps. 1 1 9:67, where the 
sinner hirnself is involved, and the case of the 
impotent man healed (Jn. 5 : 1 - 1 6), where his own 
fault is perhaps implied (v. 1 4) .  David's sin involved 
the affiictions of others (2 Sa. 24: 1 5- 1 7). On the 
wh oie, human suffering, from disease or from any 
other cause, is the effect on the individual of the 
spiritual malaise of the human society of which he 
is an  integral part. In lob I something is seen of the 
activity of Satan. This is  also apparent in Acts 
1 0:38 ,  where the sick are spoken of as 'all that were 
oppressed by the devil' and in the suggestive par
able of the wheat and tares ('An enerny has done 
this', Mt. 1 3 :28). Again, Christ hirnself spoke of 
'this woman, whom Satan bound . .  . '  (Lk.  1 3 : 1 6) .  

God does not stand by helplessly, however. Suf
fering is sometimes used punitively. This may be on 
a national scale. Or i t  may be applied to indi
viduals, as in the cases of Moses (Ex. 4:24), 
M iriam (Nu. 1 2 : 1 0), Uzziah (2 Ch. 26: 1 6-2 1 ), 
Jeroboam (2 Ch. 1 3:20), Gehazi (2 Ki.  5 :25-27), 
Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5 :5,  1 0),  Herod (Acts 
1 2 : 2 1 -23) and Elymas (Acts 1 3 : 1 1 ) .  Much more 
detail is given when suffering is used constructively 
(Heb. 1 2 :6-1 1 ), as in the case of Jacob, who, after a 
real physical injury miraculously inflicted, learnt to 
depend upon God, and matured spiritually to fulfil 
his new name of Israel (Gn. 32 :24-32). Hezekiah's 
illness demonstrated his faith in God, and is  prob
ably in this category (2 Ki. 20: 1 -7). The book of 
lob shows that the real issue is a man's relationship 
to God rather than his attitude to his own suffer
ing. It is the principal OT refutation of the view, 
put forward with great skill by lob's 'comforters', 
that there is an inevitable link between individual 
sin and individual suffering. After disposing of the 
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view, which is only partially true, that the reason 
for the existence of suffering is disciplinary, it leads 
to the sublime picture of Job both comforted, vin
dicated and blessed. I t  is important to realize that 
the biblical picture is not a mere • dualism. Rather, 
suffering is presented in the light of eternity and in 
relation to a God who is sovereign, but who is  
nevertheless forbearing in his dealings with the 
world because of his love for men (2 Pet. 3 :9). Con
scious of the sorrow and pain round about them, 
the NT writers look forward to the final consum
mation when suffering shall be no more (Rom. 
8:  1 8 ;  Rev. 2 1 :4). 

This conception is different from the Gk. notion 
of the body as something inherently evil, and the 
spirit as something inherently good. The biblical 
conception of the transience yet nobility of the 
body is best seen in 2 Cor., especially in 5 : 1 - 1 0  (cf 
also I Cor. 6: 1 5) .  I t  is an integral part of the com
plex of the individual through which the personal
ity is  expressed . 

VII. Hygiene and sanitation 
One respect in which Jewish medicine was better 
than that of contemporary peoples was the re
markable sanitary code of the Israelites in Moses' 
time (e.g. Lv. 1 5) .  A. Rendie Short gives an excel
lent short account of this ( The Bible and Modern 
Medicine, pp. 37-46). Although generally referred 
to as a code, the details are, in fact, scattered 
through the Pentateuch. The lews, as a nation, 
might not have survived their time in the wilder
ness, or the many other vicissitudes through which 
they passed, without their sanitary 'code'. It deals 
with public hygiene, water supply, sewage disposal, 
inspection and selection of food, and control of 
infectious disease. The most interesting thing 
about it is that i t  implies a knowledge which in the 
circumstances of the Exodus and the wilderness 
wanderings they could scarcely have discovered for 
themselves, e.g. the prohibition, as food, of pigs 
and of • animals which had died natural deaths, 
the burial or burning of excreta, etc., and the con
tagious nature of some diseases. Burning of ex
creta (Ex. 29: 1 4) was a particularly wise practice 
for a wandering people, smce there was no time for 
dung to do good as manure. The spread of disease 
was thus effectively prevented. The origin of the 
word 'quarantine' is the lewish use of the period of 
40 days of segregation from patients with certain 
diseases (Lv. 1 2 : 1-4) adopted by the I talians in  the 
1 4th  century because of the relative immunity of 
lews from certain plagues. I n  a number of respects 
the biblical out look on the sick, and on health in  
general, has  a bearing on modern medical practice, 
and is perhaps more up-to-date than is generally 
realized. The story of the good Samaritan (Lk. 
1 0: 30-37) presents an ideal of care which has 
always inspired the medical and para-medical pro
fessions and typifies selflessness and after-care. 
There is more than a little in the Bible about what 
might be called 'the medicine of the family', the 
ideal of marriage among the lews being a high one. 
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Talent, 1 96 1 ;  1. R. W. Stott, Men with a Message, 
1 954; M .  Sussman, 'Diseases in the Bible and the 
Talmud', in Diseases in Antiquity, ed. D. Brothwell 
and A. T. Sandison, 1 967; B. B. Warfield, Miracles: 
Yesterday and Today, 1 965 (reprint of Counterleit 
Mimcles, 1 9 1 8) ;  F. Graber, D. M üller, NIDNTT 2, 
pp. 1 63-1 72; on Paul's thorn in the flesh, see C. 
Brown, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 726f. D.T. 

HEART (Heb. leid or leldäld; Gk. kardia). The term 
is used of the centre of things (Dt. 4: 1 1 ; Jon. 2 :3 ;  
Mt .  1 2 :40); the root of the Heb. word, which is  
obscure, may mean centre. 

The references to the physical organ as such are 
few and by no means specific. The clearest is I Sa. 
25 :37 .  In 2 Sa. 1 8 : 1 4  and 2 Ki .  9 :24 the meaning 
seems to be wider, indicating the internai organs 
generally, especially since, in the former passage, 
Absalom remained alive after three darts had 
pierced his 'heart' . But this lack of accurate physio
logical definition is typical of Hebrew thought, 
particularly in  respect of the internai organs. In Ps. 
1 04: 1 5 , for instance, the 'heart' is affected by food 
and drink, and though this may not be true in a 
direct way physiologically, it certainly is true in 
experience, if  one takes the 'heart' to mean, as 
outhned below, the inner man, in a wide sense. 

The Hebrews thought in terms of subjective ex
penence rather than objective, scientific observa
tion, and thereby avoided the modern error of 
over-departmentalization.  lt was essentially the 
whole man, with all his attributes, physical, intel
lectual and psychological, of wh ich the Hebrew 
thought and spoke, and the heart was conceived of 
as the governing centre for all of these. lt is the 
heart which makes a man, or a beast, what he is, 
and governs all his actions (Pr. 4:23).  Character, 
personali ty, will, mind are modern terms which all 
refle.ct something of the meaning of 'heart' in its 
blbhcal usage. (But cf 0 BODY where mention is 
made of synecdoche.) 

H. Wheeler Robinson gives the following clas
sification of the various senses in wh ich the words 
leid and leldäld are used. 

a. Physical or figurative ('midst'; 29 times). 

b. Personality, inner l ife or character in general 
(257 times, e.g. Ex. 9 :  14; I Sa. 1 6:7 ;  Gn. 20 : 5) .  

c. Emotional states of consciousness, found in 
widest range ( 1 66 times); intoxication (I  Sa. 25 :36); 
JOY or sorrow (Jdg. 1 8 :20; I Sa. 1 :8); anxiety (I Sa. 
4 :  1 3); courage and fear (Gn. 42 :28); love (2 Sa. 14: I ) .  

d.  I ntellectual activities (204 times); attention 
(Ex. 7 :23); reflection (Dt. 7 :  1 7); memory (Dt. 4:9); 
understanding (I Ki.  3:9); technical skill (Ex. 28:3) 
(latter two = 'mind' in RSV). 

e. Volition or purpose ( 1 95 times; I Sa. 2:35), 
this being one of the most characteristic usages of 
the term in the OT. 

of "flesh" (2 Cor. 3 :3), but it is the se at 01' the will 
(e.g. M k .  3:5), of the intellect (e.g. Mk. 2:6, 8), and 
of feeling (e.g. Lk. 24:32). This means that "heart" 
comes the nearest of the NT terms to mean 
"person". '  

There is no suggestion in the Bible that the brain 
is the centre of consciousness, thought or will. l t  is 
the heart wh ich is so regarded, and, though it is 
used of emotions also, it is more frequently the 
lower organs (0 BOWELS, etc.), in so far as they are 
distinguished, that are connected with the emo
tions. As a broad general statement, it is true that 
the Bible places the psychological focus one step 
lower in the anatomy than most popular modern 
speech, which uses 'mind' for consciousness, 
thought and will, and 'heart' for emotions. 

'M ind' is perhaps the closest modern term to the 
biblical usage of 'heart' , and many passages in RSV 
are so translated (e.g. Ec. I :  1 7 ; Pr. 1 6:23). The 
'heart' is, however, a wider term, and the Bible does 
not distinguish the rational or mental processes in  
the way that Gk. philosophy does. 

C. Ryder Smith suggests that: 'The First great 
Commandment probably means "You shall love 
(agapän) the Lord your God with all your heart
that is with all your soul and with all your mind and 
with all your strength" (e.g. M k .  1 2:30, 33).' 

The heart of man does not always do that, how
ever. lt  is not wh at it should be (Gn. 6 :5 ;  Je. 1 7:9), 
and the OT reaches its highest point in the realiz
ation that a change of heart is needed (Je. 24:7 ;  
Ezk.  1 1 : 1 9) ,  and that, of course, is fulfilled in  the 
NT (Eph. 3:  1 7) .  

There are the exceptional people whose hearts 
are right with God ( I  Ki. 1 5 : 1 4 ; Ps. 37:3 1 ;  Acts 
1 3 :22), though it is obvious from what we know of 
David, the example referred to in  the last passage, 
that this is not true in an absolute sense, but that 
repentance and conversion are still necessary (2 Ki.  
23:25, of Josiah). 

The right attitude of heart begins with its being 
broken or crushed (Ps. 5 1 :  1 7), symbolic of humil
ity and penitence, and synonymous with 'a broken 
spirit' (riiaM. This brokenness is necessary because 
it is the hard or stony heart which does not submit 
to the will of God (Ezk. 1 1 : 1 9). Alternatively, it  is 
the 'fat' or 'uncircumcised' heart which fails to re
spond to Yahweh's will (Is. 6: 1 0; Ezk. 44:7). 

Yahweh knows the heart of each one and is not 
deceived by outward appearance (I Sa. 1 6: 7), but a 
worthy prayer is, nevertheless, that he should 
search and know the heart (Ps. 1 39:23), and make 
it clean (Ps. 5 1 :  I 0). A 'new heart' must be the aim 
of the wicked (Ezk. 1 8 : 3 1 ), and that will mean that 
God's law has to become no longer merely extern al 
but 'written on the heart' and make it clean (Je. 
3 1  :33). 

Thus it is that the heart, the spring of all desires, 
must be guarded (Pr. 4:23), and the teacher aims to 
win his pupil's heart to the right way (Pr. 23:26). 

lt is the pure in heart who shall see God (Mt .  
5 :8), and  it is through Christ's dwelling in  the  heart 
by faith that the saints can comprehend the love of 
God (Eph. 3 : 1 7) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A .  R.  Johnson, The Vitality 01 
the Individual in the Thought 01 Ancient Israel, 
1 949, pp. 77ff.; C. Ryder Smith, The Bible Doctrine 
01 Man, 1 95 1 ;  H. Wheeler Robinson, The Christian 
Doctrine 01 Man, 1 9 1 1 ;  F. Baumgärtei, 1. Behm, 

The NT usage is very similar, and C. Ryder TDNT 3, pp. 605-6 1 3 ; H .  Köster, TDNT 7, pp. 
Smith writes of it as folIows: ' l t  (the heart) does not 548-559; T. Sorg, NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 80- 1 84;  H . -H .  
altogether lose i t s  physical reference, for it  is made Esser, NIDNTT 2, pp. 599f. B.O.B. 
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HEAVEN. Several words are translated 'heaven', 
but the only important ones are the Heb. sämayim 
and the Gk.  ouranos. The former is plural, and the 
lalter often occurs in the plural. But, just as in 
Eng., there does not seem to be any great difference 
between 'heaven' and 'the heavens' . The term is 
used of the physical heaven, especially in the ex
pression 'heaven and earth' (Gn. 14 :  1 9 ; M t . 5: 1 8). 
Some suggest that the Bible writers thought of 
heaven in this aspect as solid, and rather like an 
inverted bowl (the 'firmament', Gn. 1 :8). The sun 
makes his daily pilgrimage ac ross i t  (Ps. 1 9 :4-6), 
and there are windows through which the rain 
might descend (Gn. 7: 1 1 ) .  Some Hebrews may weil 
have held this idea, but it must not be forgolten 
that the men of the OT were capable of vivid im
agery. It will never do to treat them as wooden 
literalists. The theological meaning of their lan
guage about heaven can be understood without re
course to such hypotheses. 

Heaven is the abode of God, and of those close
Iy associated with hirn. The Israelite is to pray, 
' Look down from thy holy habitat ion, from 
heaven' (Dt. 26: 1 5) .  God is 'the God of heaven' 
(1on. 1 :9), or 'the Lord, the God of heaven' (Ezr. 
1 :2), or the ' Father who is in heaven' (Mt .  5 :45; 
7 :2 1 ,  elc. ) .  God is not alone there, for we read of 
'the host of heaven' wh ich worships hirn (Ne. 9:6), 
and of 'the angels in heaven '  (Mk. 1 3 :32). Believers 
also may look forward to 'an inheritance . . .  kept 
in heaven' for them ( I  Pet. 1 :4). Heaven is thus the 
present abode of God and his angels, and the ul
ti mate destination of his saints on earth. 

Among many ancient peoples there was the 
thought of a multiplicity of heavens. I t  has been 
suggested that the NT bears witness to the rabbinic 
idea of seven heavens, for there are references to 
Paradise (Lk. 23:43), and to 'the third heaven' (2 
Cor. 1 2 :2; this was called Paradise on the rabbinic 
reckoning, cf 2 Cor. 1 2:3) .  Jesus also is said to have 
passed 'through the heavens' (Heb. 4: 1 4) .  These, 
however, are slender bases on which to erect such a 
structure. All the NT language is perfectly capable 
of being understood along the lines of heaven as 
the place of perfection. 

Heaven comes to be used as a reverent peri
phrasis for God. Thus when the prodigal says ' I  
have sinned against heaven' (Lk .  1 5 : 1 8, 2 1 ), he 
means 'I have sinned against God' .  So with Jn .  
3 :27 ,  'what is given hirn from heaven'. The most 
important example of this is Malthew's use of the 
expression 'the kingdom of heaven', which seems 
to be identical with 'the kingdom of God' .  

Finally, we must notice an eschatological use 01' 
the term. In both OT and NT it is recognized that 
the present physical universe is not eternal, but will 
vanish away and be replaced by 'new heavens and a 
new earth' ( ls. 65 : 1 7; 66:22; 2 Pet. 3 : 1 0- 1 3; Rev. 
2 1 :  I ) . We should understand such passages as indi
cating that the final condition of th ings will be 
such as fully expresses the will of God. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. Toon, Heaven and Hell, 1 986; 
TDNT 5, pp. 497-543; NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 84-- 1 96; 
ZPEB, 3, pp. 60--64. L.M.  

HEBER. J .  An Asherite, the son of Beriah (Gn. 
46: 1 7; Nu.  26:45; I Ch. 7 :3 1 -32; Lk. 3:35). 2. The 
husband of • Jael, known as Heber the Kenite 
(1dg. 4: 1 1 , 1 7; 5 :24), though he lived apart from the 
rest of the Kenites or nomad smiths. The context 
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suggests hirn to be a man of some importance. 3. A 
Judahite, the father of Soco ( I  Ch. 4: 1 8) . 4. A son 
of Elpaal, a Benjaminite ( I  Ch. 8: 1 7) .  J . O .O. 

HEBREWS. In  the OT 'ibr; is confined to the nar
rative of the sons of Isräel in Egypt (Gn. 39-Ex. 
1 0), the legislation concerning the manumission of 
Heb. servants (Ex. 2 1 ;  Dt.  1 5 ; cf Je. 34), the record 
of Israelite-Philistine encounter during the days of 
Samuel and Saul (I Sa. 4; 1 3- 1 4; 29), plus Gn. 
1 4: 1 3  and Jon. 1 :9 .  

The patronymic ' Hebrew', 'i/;zr;, used for Abra
ham and his descendants, can be traced to his an
cestor Aber (Gn. 1 0:2 1 ff.; 1 1 :  1 4ff.) .  Accordingly, 
this designation serves to tie the A brahamic revela
tion to the covenant promise to Shem. The Noahic 
doxology in praise of the covenantal union of 
Yahweh with the family of Shem (Gn. 9:26) is 
echoed in Gn. 14 in the doxology 01' Melchizedek 
(vv. 1 9-20) celebrating God's covenantal blessing 
on Abraham the Hebrew, i.e. of the lineage of 
Shem. That the divine favour is shown to Abraham 
the Hebrew in a conflict which finds hirn in military 
alliance with the 'sons of Canaan' against the 
forces of an Elamite 'son of Shem' (cf Gn. 
10 :  1 5ff. , 22)  is indicative that  the covenantal elec
tion of Shem announced by Noah was being more 
particularly realized through the Eberite (Hebrew) 
Semites (cf Gn. 1 1 : I 0-26). 

The broad significance of 'i/;zr; in Gn. 1 4: 1 3  
might also be plausibly assumed in the Gn.  39-
Ex. 1 0  context (cf especially Gn. 40: 1 5 ; 43:32; Ex. 
2:  1 1 ). However, the usage there is perhaps not 
uniform, since there seems to be a simple equa
tion of Hebrews and Israelites in Ex. 5 :  1 -3 (cf 
3: 1 8),  for example, though in speaking of 'the 
God of the Hebrews' Moses possibly designates 
his brethren 'Hebrews' as being the Hebrews par 
excellence. 

In  view of this broader application of 'i/;zr;, the 
appearance of non-Israelite or even non
Abrahamite 'i/;zr;m need not come unexpectedly in 
non-biblical texts of the patriarchal and Mosaic 
ages. According to a popular thcory, the ba-BI-ru, 
who figure in numerous texts of the 2nd millen
nium BC, are such 'i/;zr;m. The term ba-BI-ru is usu
ally regarded as an appellative denoting a social or 
professional group, but some find an ethnic com
ponent in  their identi ty. However, the phonetic 
equation of 'i/;zr; and ba-BI-rII is highly debatable. 
The ba-BI-ru presence in Canaan altested in the 
Amarna leiters cannot be successfully identified 
with the Hebrew conquest. 

On the basis of the interpretation of the term ba
BI-ru in Nuzi servant contracts as an appellative 
meaning 'foreign-servant', it has been contended 
that 'i/;zr; in the legislmion of Ex. 2 1 :2 and Dt. 
1 5 : 1 2, whose terms correspond closely to the stipu
lations of the ba-Bi-ru contracts, denotes not a spe
cific ethnic identity but the status of an alien and, 
therefore, that the 'e/;zed 'i/;zr; is like the Nuzi ba-BI
ru a foreign servant. But that interpretation of ba
BI-ru in the Nuzi texts seems to be inaccurate, and 
certainly the biblical legislation is concerned with 
Israelite servants. Dt.  1 5 : 1 2  identifies the Heb. ser
vant as 'your brot her' (cf v. 3; Je. 34:9, 1 4).  It is 
objected that wh at Ex. 21 allows for an 'e/;zerj 'i/;zr;, 
Lv. 25 forbids for an Israelite; but what Ex. 2 1  :2ff. 
allows is a voluntary perpetuation of an agreeable 
type of service, while Lv. 25:43-44 forbids com
pulsorily permanent, rigorous slavery. The Jubilee 
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stipulation of Lv. 25 is a supplementary privilege 
gran ted the Heb. servant, which apparently yielded 
preeedence to the servant's further right of volun
tary lifelong service (Ex. 2 1  :5-6). 

It has been maintained that the 'ibrfm in I Sa. 1 3  
and 1 4  are non-Israelite mereenaries (a role char
acteristic of the /ja-BI-ru). But in 1 3 :3-4 'the He
brews' are obviously the same as 'all Israel'. More
over, i t  is apparently the 'men of Israel' described 
in 1 3 :6 to whom the Philistines refer in 14 :  1 1 , des
ignating them 'Hebrews'. There is similar identifi
cation of the 'iQrfm in 1 3 : 1 9-20 (cf also 4:5-9). In 
1 3 :6-7 the 'iQrfm are not, as alleged, distinguished 
from the 'men of Israel'; rather, two groups of Is
raelites are described. V. 6 refers to those who had 
been excused from military service (2b) and later 
hid in the hills W of Jordan. V. 7 refers to eertain 
Israelites, here called 'Hebrews', who had been se
lected by Sau I (2a) but afterwards, deserting, 
sought refuge E of the Jordan (note the reduction 
in Saul's army: 1 3 :2, 1 1 , 1 5 ; 1 4 :2). As for 1 4:2 1 ,  
even if, following EVV, the 'iQrfm are regarded as 
having fought for the enemy, they might have been 
I sraelite traitors. The original text of v. 2 1 ,  how
ever, supports the exegesis that certain Hebrews 
after a lapse of courage resumed their former 
active hostility against the Philistines by rejoining 
Sau I .  These 'ibrfm are those mentioned in 1 3 :7a. 
Along with the men of Israel who had hidden in 
the hill-country of Ephraim ( 1 4:22; cf 1 3 :6) they 
returned to swell the ranks of Saul's unexpectedly 
triumphant army. 

The OT usage of 'iQrf is thus consistently eth
nic. Most occurrences being in discourse spoken 
by or addressed to non-Israelites, many would see 
a derogatory nuance in 'iQrf. The suggestion that 
'ibrf is an alternative for ' Israelite' in situations 
where the person is not a free citizen on free soil 
is perhaps not unsuitable to any of the OT pas
sages. But even if such a connotation were 
intended it would be neither primary nor perman
ent. In the NT, ' Hebrew' is found as an exclusivist 
term for Jews not decisively influenced by Hel
lenization (Acts 6: I ), but also as a term dis
tinguishing Jews in general from Gentiles (2 Cor. 
1 1  :22; Phil .  3 :5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  G. Kline, 'The Ija-BI-ru
Kin or Foe of Israel?', WTJ 20 , 1 957, pp. 46ff. ; F. 
F. Bruce in AOTS, pp. 3ff.; R. Mayer and T. Mc
Comiskey, NIDNTT 2,  pp. 304-323; N. Na'aman, 
'Habiru and Hebrews', JNES 45, pp. 27 1 -288. 
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HEBREWS, EPISTLE TO THE, 

I. Outline of contents 
The doctrinal theme: the superiority of Christ, 
1 : 1-10:18 
a. The Person 01 Christ, I :  1 -4: 1 3  

(i) Christ is superior to the Prophets ( I :  1 -4). The 
Prophets are here representative of OT revelation 
gene rally. 

(ii) Christ is superior to angels (I :5-2: 1 8) .  This is 
demonstrated by an appeal to various Scriptures, 
and Christ's apparent inferiority through suffering 
is then explained. 

(iii) Parenthesis (2: 1 -4). Solemn warnings are 
given to those who neglect God's revelation. 

(iv) Christ is superior to Moses (3: 1 - 1 9) .  Since 
Moses was no more than a servant, Christ's Son-

ship establishes his superiority over the great law
giver. This superiority is also seen by the fact that 
Moses, unlike Christ, could not lead his people 
into rest. 

(v) Christ is superior 10 Joshua (4: 1 - 1 3) .  AI
though Joshua led the lsraelites into their inherit
anee, a better rest, still future, remains for God's 
people. 

b. The work 01 Christ, 4: 1 4- 1 0: 1 8  
This is particularly exemplified in his office as 
Priest. 

(i) His priesthood is divinely appointed (4: 1 4-
5: I 0). In this section the sympathy of Christ as an 
essential qualification for the high-priestly office is 
emphasized. 

(ii) His priesthood is alter the order 01 Mel
chizedek (5 : 1 1-7:28). This section begins with a 
long digression consisting of rebuke, solemn warn
ing and exhortation (5: 1 1 -ti:8). Then the order of 
Melchizedek is explained. His priesthood is per
petual (7: 1 -3); it is anterior to, and therefore 
greater than, the levitical (7:4-10); it shows the 
imperfections of the levitical priesthood (7: 1 1 - 1 9) .  
Christ's priesthood is  seen to be the perfect fulfil
ment of the order of Melchizedek because i t  was 
established by oath, is unaffected by death and 
unmarred by sin (7:20-28). 

(iii) His work is IVithin the neIV covenant (8: 1 -
9 :  1 0) .  Every aspect o f  the old order has its coun
terpart in the new. There is a new sanctuary in 
which the Mediator of a new covenant has entered 
to minister. 

(iv) His IVork is centred in a perlect a/onement 
(9: 1 1 - 1 0: 1 8) .  Our High Priest offered a unique sac
rifice (himself), and because this offering was made 
'through the eternal Spirit' it is superior to the le
vitical offerings (9: 1 1 - 1 5). The necessity of 
Christ's death is demonstrated by an illustration 
from a legal testament (9: 1 6-22). His perfect sacri
fice shows up the blemishes of the levitical system 
( 1 0: 1 - 1 0) .  His ministry, unlike the Aaronic, is 
complete and effective ( 1 0: 1 1 - 1 8). 

The practical application of the doctrinal Iheme, 
10:19-1 3:25 
a. Exhortations to holdlast, 1 0: 1 9-25 

b. Parenthesis, 1 0 :26-37 
(i) A serious warning against apostasy ( 1 0:26-

3 1  ) .  
(ii) Encouragement based o n  t h e  readers' former 

experiences ( 1 0:32-37). 

c. Exampleslrom the past, 1 1 :  1 -40 
The writer appeals to the heroes of faith in order to 
inspire his readers into heroic action. 

d. Advice concerning present sufferings, 1 2 : 1 -29 
(i) Present trials to be regarded as chastisements 

( 1 2: 1 - 1 3). 
(ii) Warnings based on the story of Esau ( 1 2 : 1 4-

1 7). 
(iii) A final contrast between the old and the 

greater glory of the new ( 1 2 : 1 8-29). 

e. Christian responsibilities, 1 3 : 1 -25 
(i) Various exhortations affecting the social and 

personal life of the believer ( 1 3 : 1 -8). 
(i i)  A concluding warning to the readers to go 

forth from the camp (of Judaism) and some final 
personal references ( 1 3 :9-25). 
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1 1 .  Authorship and date 
The question of authorship was of greater import
ance In the early church than it is today, for upon it 
depended the canonicity of the Epistle. Ancient 
tradition regarding authorship consisted of vari
ous opinions. Tertullian (De Pudicitia 20) attrib
uted i t  to Barnabas, while Origen reports that 
many ancients held it to be by Paul, a view shared 
by Clement of Alexandria. The latter seems to 
have regarded i t  as written in the Heb. dialect bu t 
translated by Luke, and he appears to have re
ceived the tradition from his predecessor Pantae
nus (the blessed presbyter). Origen mentions that 
some in his day ascribed i t  to Clement of Rome 
and others to Luke, but he hirnself regarded the 
thoughts as the apostle's though not the words. His 
own conclusion regarding authorship was that 
God alone knew for certain who wrote the Epistle, 
but this reserve was not followed by the later Alex
andrians, who adhered so strongly to Pauline 
authorship that it became accepted as canonical 
not only in the E but also in the W, where earlier 
doubts concerning i t  had been strong. I t  was not, 
however, until the time of Jerome and Augustine 
that canonicity was settled in the W. The tradition 
of Pauline authorship was not again seriously chal
lenged until the time of the Reformation, when Er
asmus, Luther and Calvin all disputed it. Luther's 
idea that Apollos was the author has commended 
itself to many modern scholars, although none 
would regard i t  as any more than speculative. Gro
tius revived the early idea that Luke was the 
author, and many other suggestions have been 
offered by modern criticism. But it is significant 
that few modern scholars have attempted to sup
port the theory of Pauline authorship. It falls 
down on difference of style, as Origen noted when 
he recognized the language as 'more Greek'; on 
different modes of composition, such as the ab
sence of greetings, the manner of introducing ex
hortations, the method of argument, and the lack 
of Pauline signature; on the different historical 
situation in which the author places hirnself, for 
whereas Paul never tired of stating that he had re
ceived the gospel by revelation, this author makes 
c1ear his personal indebtedness to second-hand in
formation (2:3-4); and on the difference of back
ground c1early evident in the absence from this 
Epistle of any past spiritual crisis dominating the 
author's thought and in the absence of the familiar 
Pauline antitheses. 

Two interesting alternative suggestions are those 
of Ramsay, who suggested that Philip wrote the 
Epistle from Caesarea after contact with Paul and 
sent it to the Jerusalem church, and of Harnack, 
who made out a case for Priscilla and Aquila as 
joint-authors. But at best these are only ingenious 
guesses, and modern criticism would do weil to 
abide by Origen's caution and let the author 
remain incognito. 

Although the information available for dating 
purposes is scanty, there is enough to enable the 
most probable period to be ascertained. Since it 
was cited by Clement of Rome (c. AD 95) it must 
have been produced some while before his time. In  
all probability it was written before AD 70, as  no 
mention is made of the fall of Jerusalem and as the 
ecclesiastical situation suits an earlicr date (cf 
1 3 :7 , 1 7, where those in charge are vaguely called 
'leaders'). Yet some interval is required after the 
foundation of the church addressed to allow for 
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the 'former days' of persecution to be regarded in 
retrospect. If the persecution was that under Nero 
a date about AD 67-8 would be required, but prob
ably only general opposition is meant, in wh ich 
case a date be fore AD 64 would be possible. Some 
scholars date the Epistle c. AD 80-90 on the 
strength of the author's use of the Pauline Epistles, 
but since the date of the collection of these Epistles 
is shrouded in mystery, and since the author does 
not show the influence of them all, little import
ance can be attached to this line of evidence. 

1 1 1 .  Destination and purpose 
The opening sentences of the Epistle give no indi
cation of the location or identity of the readers, 
but the traditional title ascribes it simply 'To the 
Hebrews'. Although this was not part of the ori
ginal text, i t  cannot be entirely ignored, since i t  
may preserve genuine tradition. I f  that  is  so i t  must 
be Jewish Christians and not simply Jews who are 
intended. Yet a theory which has gained some sup
port in modern times is that the title is no more 
than an inference from the substance of the Epistle 
and that i t  was really sent to Gentiles. Support for 
this notion is c1aimed from the consistent citations 
from LXX rather than the Heb. text of the OT and 
from the supposed Hellenistic background to 
which the writer appeals. The Epistle would then 
set forth the absolute character of Christianity to 
the Gentile world, showing i t  to supersede all other 
faiths, especially the mystery cults. But there is 
not hing in the Epistle which corresponds to mys
tery religions or to unbelief in religion as a wh oie. 

Akin to this latter theory is the suggestion that 
the Epistle was an answer to a pre-Gnostic heresy 
of a type similar to that combated in Colossians. 
The passage showing Christ's superiority to angels 
(Heb. 1 :4-14)  would certainly give an effective 
answer to the tendency to angel-worship (cf Co!. 
2: 1 8) .  T. W. Manson went so far as to suggest that 
Apollos wrote this Epistle to the Colossian church 
to answer the two main tendencies of reliance on 
intermediaries (answered in chs. 1 -4) and on ritual 
practices (chs. 5- 1 0) .  Yet there are no evidences of 
pre-Gnostic tendencies in the situation underlying 
Hebrews such as c1early existed at Colossae. 

The more widely-held view is that the Epistle 
was addressed to Jewish Christians to warn them 
against apostasy to Judaism. This is based on the 
serious exhortations in chs. 6 and 1 0, which pre
suppose that there is danger of a definite falling 
away which would amount to not hing short of 
crucifying the Son of God afresh (6:6) and of 
profanation of the blood of the covenant ( 1 0:29). 
Since the author is addressing those who have once 
tasted the goodness of God (6:4-5) and who are 
therefore in danger of forsaking Christianity for 
their old faith, and since the Epistle sets forth the 
superiority of Christianity to OT ritual, i t  is nat
ural to suppose that Jewish Christians are in mind. 
The question then arises as to whether these Jewish 
Christians can be any more specifically defined, 
and various answers have been given to this in
quiry: (a) that the Epistle was designed generally 
for all Jewish Christians; (b) that it was designed 
for a small house-community of Christians who 
had the capacity to be teachers (cf 5: 1 2) but who 
were not exercising it; and (c) that the readers were 
converted Jewish priests. The first view is diflicult 
because of the personal notes in the conclusion 
( 1 3 :22-25) and the direct personal approach in 
many pi aces in the body of the Epistle. The second 
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view is for this reason preferable, since a particular 
historic situation seems to be in mind, and the 
readers were evidently a group apart from the main 
body of the church, since 5 : 1 2  could not weil apply 
to the wh oie community. Moreover, the language 
and concepts of the Epistle presuppose an edu
cated group, and this lends support to the idea of 
an intellectual clique within the local church. As to 
the location of these Jewish Christians, various 
suggestions have been made, depending partially 
on theories of authorship. Palestine and Alexan
dria have both found supporters, the former par
ticularly by those regarding Barnabas as the 
author, but Rome is more favoured, supported by 
the somewhat ambiguous allusion in 1 3 :24 ('They 
who come from I taly send you grcetings'). It is not 
without significance in this connection that the 
earliest evidence for the use of the Epistle is the 
writing of Clement of Rome. The third alternative 
men tioned above, i. e. that the readers were con
verted priests, has gained support from those who 
claim that the argument of the Epistle would be of 
great relevance to those who had just recently 
turned from Jewish ritual practices, and especially 
to those who had been connected with the Jerusa
lern Temple (Acts records that a great many of 
these people were converted through Stephen's 
ministry). It has been objected that no evidence of 
separate priestly communities exists from the 
primitive period, but nevertheless this Epistle may 
provide such evidence. There seems to be no con
c1usive reason against this theory, and i t  must 
remain an interesting conjecture. 

Yet another view, a modification 01' the last, sees 
in the Epistle a challenge to restricted Jewish 
Christians to embrace the world mission. This is 
based on certain similarities between this Epistle 
and Stephen's speech, such as the conception of 
Christianity as superseding Judaism, and the def
inite call to the people addressed to leave their pres
ent position. But the resemblances must not be 
pressed too far, since Stephen's audience did not 
consist of Jewish Christians. But nevertheless it is 
possible that the apostasy danger was the forsaking 
of the divine world mission purpose. A group of 
Jewish Christians who regarded Christianity as 
lillie more than a sect of official Judaism would 
certainly have benefited from the arguments of this 
Epistle, and it seems possible that this view will 
gain more support. 

IV. Canonicity 
The Epistle had an interesting early history, with 
the West gene rally more reluctant to accept it than 
the East. Through the inHuence of Origen the east
ern churches came to accept it, mostly on the 
strength of Pauline authorship. But although cer
tain of the early western Fathers used it (Clement 
of Rome and Tertullian), it suffered a period of 
eclipse, until the time of Jerome and Augustine by 
whom it was fully accepted, and their opinion set
tled the maller for the western churches. 

V. Background 
An understanding of the author's milieu is essen
tial for a right appreciation of his thought, and 
there has been a great deal of discussion on this 
subject. I t  may be dealt with under five headings. 

a. Old Testament 
Since the wh oie argument of the Epistle revolves 
around OT history and ritual, it goes without 

saying that the author was deeply inHuenced by 
biblical teaching. In fact, it is to be noted that the 
basis of his approach is biblical and not Judaistic. 
His reverence for the sacred text IS seen In the care 
wilh which he cites it, though always from LXX, in 
the mann er in which he introduces his citations 
(e.g. the repetitive 'he says' in  ch. I) and in the 
strictly historical approach to OT history as con
trasted with the contemporary allegorical tenden
cies. The author, weil versed as he is in  OT con
cepts, has c1early thought through the problem of 
the Christian approach to the OT, and his major 
emphasis is on the fulfilment in Christ of all that 
was adumbrated in the old order. This subject is 
further elaborated in the section on the theology of 
the Epistle, but for the present it should be noted 
that the author not only hirnself accepts the full 
authority of the Scriptures but c1early expects his 
readers to do t he same. 

b. Philonism 
At the end of the 1 9th century a strong movement 
existed wh ich assumed that the author's mind was 
so steeped in Philonic thought that it was only pos
sible to understand his Epistle against the back
ground of Philo's philosophical and allegorical 
expositions. The leading exponent of this view was 
E. Menegoz, and one of his presuppositions was 
that a gap existed between t his author's theology 
and that of Paul, and any similarities were c1utched 
at to prove his indebtedness to Philo rather than to 
Pau!. Yet some similarities cannot be denied. The 
not ion of heaven as real and earth as only a place 
of shadows and the corresponding antitheses be
tween the old covenant and the new show a similar 
tendency to Philo. Moreover, many words and 
phrases may be paralleled in the two authors, some 
of which occur nowhere else in the NT. C. Spicq 
finds the similarities reaching even to mallers of 
style, schemes of thought, and psychology, and 
concludes that the author was a converted PhiIo
nist. Yet this opinion must be received with reserve, 
for the author differs from Philo on a number of 
important issues. His biblical exegesis is more akin 
to rabbinic methods than Philonic, his understand
ing of history is not, as Philo's, allegorical, and his 
idea of Christ as High Priest is rar removed from 
Philo's abstract ideas of the Logos. A Christian 
Philonist would certainly transform his master's 
conceptions, but it is questionable whether the 
Christology of Hebrews stands in direct line of 
succession from Philo. The author may echo Phi
lonic language and ideas, but his roots are without 
doubt elsewhere. 
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c. Primitive tradition 
The question arises whether or not this Epistle is to 
be regarded as being a natural development from 
primitive Christian theology and whether it has 
any dose connections with Pauline and Johannine 
theology, or even whether i t  stands as an unrelated 
allem pt of an author to deal with the OT outside 
the main stream of development. Increasing inter
est is being shown in the early roots of the Epistle. 
The allem pt to connect it with the catechesis of 
Stephen focuses allention on this, but further fea
tures from the primitive tradition may aiso be 
mentioned by way of illustrat ion. The idea of the 
continuity between the old and new covenants, the 
interest in the earthly life of Jesus, the realization 
that his death must be interpreted, and the mixture 
of present and eschatological appeals, are all basic 



to the pnmltlve Christian tradition. The main 
themc of  th is Epistle, with its predominant interest 
in man's approach to God, could not fail to find 
roots in  the earliest preaching and teaching. The 
author introduces many new features, such as 
Christ's cnthronement and heavenly high priest
hood, but he brings in nothing alien to that primi
tive tradition . 

d Paulinism 
It was inevitable under the hypothesis of Pauline 
authorship which held the field for so long that the 
Epistle should be regarded as an aspect of Pauline 
theology, yet with the rejection 01' Pauline author
ship an unfortunate reaction set in against any 
Pauline influence. Support for this extreme pos
ition has declined; but it is undeniable that there 
are some differences from Paul which would sup
port the theory of the author's belonging to an 
independent stream of tradition, as, for instance, 
the different treatment of Christ's relation to the 
law, for there is an absence of that wrestling with 
the law which is so evident in Paul's experience. Yet 
the differences must not be stretched into con
trasts, and i t  remains possible to conceive of the 
author as having been under Pauline influence 
while at the same time acknowledging his debt to 
other influences. Thus he becomes an independent 
witness, i n  the truest sense, of early Christian re
flection upon the great themes of the gospel. 

e. lohannine thought 
Whether there are any close connections between 
the Johannine l iterature and this Epistle will clearly 
depend on the dating of each. It  has been argued 
that Hebrews stands midway between Paul and 
John in the line of theological development (as, for 
instance, by R. H .  Strachan, The Historie lesus in 
the New Testament, 1 93 1 ), but in view of the in
creasing emphasis which is being placed on the 
primitive character of  the Johannine catechesis, to 
which the evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls has lent 
some support, this notion of theological develop
ment must be modified. The main points of con
tact between Hebrews and the Johannine theology 
are the common use of antithetic parallelism, the 
similar conception of Christ's high-priestly work, 
the description of Christ as Shepherd, the allusion 
to the propitiatory work of Christ, and the atten
tion given to the perfect character of that work. 

To sum up, the author is no antiquary whose 
researches into the biblical revelation possess no 
relevance for Christians generally, whether ancien t 
or modern, but a writer who presents a vital aspect 
of Christian thought, complementary to other 
streams of primitive tradition . 

VI. Theology 
All that precedes has prepared the way for the most 
important consideration, the theological contribu
tion of the Epistle. The standpoint of the author is 
to regard Christianity as the perfect revelation of 
God. This meant that Christianity not only super
seded all other faiths, including Judaism, but that it 
could not itself be superseded . Its salvation is eter
nal (5:9), so is its redemption, inheritance and cov
enant (9: 1 2, 1 5; 1 3:20), while Christ's offering is 
described as being 'through the eternal Spirit' 
(9: 1 4).  This idea of the perfection and abiding 
character of Christianity pervades the whole Epis
tle and furnishes the key for the understanding of 
all its major themes. 
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a. Christology 
The first part of the Epistle is devoted to demon
strating Christ's superiority to all other in termedi
aries, to prophets, angels, Moses, Joshua and 
Aaron, but the opening chapter strikes the positive 
and exalted note of his divine Sonship. This Son
ship is conceived of as unique, for Christ is heir of 
all and agent 01' creat ion (I :2). He is even more 
closely related to God in 1 :3 ,  where he is described 
as the bursting forth of his glory and the express 
stamp of his nature, and these two statements 
taken together exclude the twin errors of difference 
of nature and lack of distinct personality. The pre
existence of Christ seems to be clearly in the 
author's mind. The further statement in  1 :3 that 
after effect ing purification the Son sat down on the 
right hand of the majesty on high links this open
ing Christological statement with the later theme 
of the Epistle, i. e. the processes of redemption. AI
though some have sought ,  mistakenly, to trace in
fluences of the currently held enthronement ritual 
of a king who becomes a god, the idea of Christ's 
exaltation is firmly rooted in the primitive Chris
ti an tradition and is a close corollary to the ascen
si on of Christ. When he comes to his later high 
priest theme the writer clearly intends to introduce 
his readers to an exalted Christ who no longer 
needs l iturgical means for the purgation of sins. 

The incarnation of the Son is many times men
tioned. He was made lower than the angels (2:9) in 
order to taste death for everyone, he partook of the 
same nature as man (2:  1 4), he was made like his 
brethren in every respect (2:  1 7) and is capable of 
sympathizing with our weaknesses because he was 
in all points tempted as we are (4: 1 5) .  These state
ments are a necessary prelude to the high priest 
theme, since he must be shown to be truly represen
tative (cf 5 :  I ) .  The earthly life of Jesus comes into 
focus not only in his temptations (2:  1 8; 4: 1 5) but 
also in  his agony of prayer (5 :7), in his perfect 
obedience (5:8),  in his teaching ministry (2:3) and 
in his endurance of hostility ( 1 2:3) .  

But  it is the priestly office of Christ which dom
inates the author's thought. The Aaronic order was 
good as far as it went, but its inadequacy is brought 
out strikingly in contrast to the perfect priesthood 
of Christ. This leads the author to introduce the 
mysterious • Melchizedek theme before his exposi
tions of the weakness of the levitical economy (5:6, 
1 0; 6:20-7: 1 9). There is no means of ascertaining 
whether the writer himself innovated this theme or 
received it from primitive tradition, as i t  is nowhere 
else e1aborated in the NT. But Ps. 1 1 0 in wh ich the 
theme occurs exerted a powerful influence on 
primitive Christian thought, mainly through our 
Lord's own use of it, and it is reasonable to suppose 
that this Psalm provided the author with his con
ception of a superior order of priesthood. Philo, it 
is true, had al ready identified Melchizedek with the 
Logos, but there is no need to appeal to Philo to 
account for the usage of this Epistle. Nor is i t  just 
to maintain that the Melchizedek exposition is 
entirely speculative and without any modern rele
vance, for although the method of argument in  
7: I ff. borders on the  allegorical, the author is clear 
on the fundamental Christian position that Christ 
must belong to a higher order than that of Aaron, 
and in  introducing the Melchizedek motive he jus
tifies his contention that, although Christ is not a 
Priest according to the Aaronic order, he still is a 
Priest, and not only a Priest but a King. 
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b. The work of Chrisl 

Against the background 01' the weak nesses 01' the 
Aaronic order the author brings out the positive 
superiority of Christ's atoning work, and the major 
factors involved are: (i) the finality 01' Christ's offer
ing (7:27; 9: 1 2 ,  28; 1 0: I 0); (i i) the personal char
acter of his offering in that he offered hirnself 
(9: 1 4);  (iii) the spiritual character of the offering 
(9 : 1 4) ;  and (iv) the abiding results of  his priestly 
work achieving as it did eternal redemption (9: 1 2). 
The Aaronic order, with its constantly repeated rit
ual, could offer no comparison with this. Even the 
arrangement of furniture in  the holy place and the 
ho liest place is brought into the argument (9: I ff.) in 
order to contrast this with the greater and more 
perfect sanctuary into which Christ entered once 
for all by virtue of his own blood. The c1imax of the 
soteriological argument is essentially reached at 
9: 1 4, where Christ is said to have offered hirnself 
'through the eternal Spirit ' ,  which brings into strik
ing contrast the helpless and hapless victims of the 
Aaronic ritual and the deli berate self-offering of 
our High Priest. The practical application of all 
this is found in 1 0 : 1 9, where confidence of 
approach on the basis of  Christ's high-priestly 
work is urged upon the readers, and this leads on to 
the mainly practical conclusion of the Epistle. 

c. Olher Iheological concepls 

One of the great words of the Epistle is 'faith', but 
it has a different meaning from the Pauline con
cept. For this writer there is Iittle of the dynamic 
concept of faith which accepts God's provision of 
salvation (though 1 0:22 approximates to  this and 
requires to be so understood). In the use of the 
concept in the great gallery of heroes in ch. 1 1 ,  the 
writer does not give a formal definition of faith but 
rat her gives a description of some of its active qual
ities. It is essentially practical, comprising rather an 
approach to life than a mystical appropriation. In  
various ways the  author makes c1ear the  meaning 
of Christian salvalion, which has deeply impressed 
hirn with its greatness (2:3). He makes use of Ps. 8 
to introduce the fact that it is through humiliation 
that Christ gained the right to  bring 'many sons to 
glory' (2:5-1 0); he conceives of salvation as 
deliverance from the power of the devil (2: 1 4- 1 5) 
and also depicts it as a rest into which believers 
enter as an inheritance (3: 1 -4 :  1 3) .  The processes of 
salvation are described as sanctification (hagias
mos, 1 2: 14 ;  cf 2: 1 1 ; 1 0 : 1 0, 29; 1 3 :  1 2) and perfection 
(teleiösis, 7 :  1 1 ; cf 1 1  :40; 1 2:23).  
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Hebräer, Krilisch-Exegelischer KommenIar, 1 949; 
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HEBRON (Heb. (JeiJrän, 'confederacy' :  cf its 
alternative and older name Kiriath-arba, 'tetrapo
lis'), the highest town in Palestine, 927 m above the 
level of the Mediterranean, 30 km SSW of Jerusa
lern. The statement that it 'was built seven years 
before Zoan in Egypt' (Nu. 1 3 :22) probably relates 
its foundation to the 'Era 01' Tanis' (c. 1 720 BC). 
Abraham lived in its vicinity for considerable 
periods (. MAMRE); in his days the resident popula
tion ('the people of the land') were 'sons 01' Heth'  
(. HI1TITES), from whom Abraham bought the field 
of Machpelah with its cave to be a family burying
ground (Gn. 23). There he and Sarah, Isaac and 
Rebckah, Jacob and Leah were buried (Gn. 49: 3 1 ;  
50: 1 3) .  According t o  Josephus (Anl. 2 .  1 99; 3 .  305), 
the sons of Jacob, with the exception of Joseph , 
were buried there too. The traditional site of the 
Patriarchs' sepulchre lies within the great lfaramel-
lfalil, the 'Enclosure of the Friend' Ue. Abraham; 
cf 15. 4 1  :8), with its Herodian masonry. During the 
Israelites' wilderness wandering the twelve spies 
sent out to report on the land 01' Canaan explored 
the region of Hebron; at that time it was populated 
by the 'descendants of Anak' (Nu. 1 3 :22, 28, 33) 
(NEAEHL, pp. 606-609). After Israel's entry into 
Canaan, Hoham, king of Hebron, joined the anti
Gibeonite coalition led by Adonizedek, king of 
Jerusalem, and was killed by Joshua (Jos. 1 0: 1 -27). 
Hebron itself and the surrounding territory were 
conquered from the Anakim by Caleb and given to 
hirn as a family possession (Jos. 14 : 1 2ff.; J 5 : 1 3f.; 
Jdg. I :  I 0, 20). In Hebron David was anointed king 
of Judah (2 Sa. 2:4) and 2 years later king of Israel 
also (2 Sa. 5:3); it remained his capital for 7'1, years. 
It was here too, later in his reign, that Absalom 
raised the standard of rebellion against hirn (2 Sa. 
1 5 :7ff.). It was fortified by Rehoboam (2 Ch. 
1 1  : 1 0) .  
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Hebron, burial-place of Abraham. 
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Hebron is one of the four cities named on royal 
jar-handle stamps found at • Lachish and other 
sites, which probably points to its importancc as a 
major Judaean administrative centre in the reign 01' 
Hezekiah. After the Babylonian captivity it was 
one 01' the places where returning exiles settled 
(Ne. I I  :25; Kiriath-arba = Hebron). Later it was 
occupied by the Idumaeans, from whom Judas 
Maccabaeus captured it (I Macc. 5:65). During the 
war of AD 66-70 i t  was occupied by Simon bar
Giora, but was stormed and burnt by the Romans 
(Jos., Bi 4. 529, 554). 

Under the name of el-l;Ialii it i s  one 01' the lour 
sacred cities of the M uslims. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. H. Vincent and E. 1. H .  
Mackay, Hribron, /e lfaram e/-Kha/i/, sepu/lure des 
palriarches, 2 vols., 1 923; D. Baly, Geography o/ Ihe 
Bib/e ' ,  1 974. F.F.B. 

HElFER (Heb. 'eg/ä, 12 times; Heb. parä, 'young 
cow', 6 times; Gk. dama/is, ' tamed heifer', Heb. 
9: 1 3  only). Mixed with water, the ashes of an un
blemished red heifer, burnt in its entirety 'outside 
the camp', imparted levitical purification (Nu. 1 9 ; 
Heb. 9: 1 3) .  A heifer with a broken neck cleansed 
the nearest city from the blood-guiltiness of a 
corpse slain by unknown hands (Dt. 2 1 :  1 -9). Jdg. 
1 4: 1 8; Je. 46:20; H o. 4: 1 6, elc., give interesting 
metaphorical usages. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, The Epist/e to the 
Hebrewr, NIC, 1 988 ;  C. Brown, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 
1 1 5f.; R. A.  Stewart, Rabbinic The% gy, 1 96 1 ,  
p. 1 38 .  R.A.S. 

HELAM. A city in Transjordan, probably the 
modern 'Alrna, the location of the defeat of Ha
dadezer's Syrian forces, reinforeed by Syrian 
troops from beyond the Euphrates, by David (2 Sa. 
1 0 :  1 6f.) ,  following the defeat of an Ammonite
Syrian alliance by David's captain Joab. The men
tion of the Gk. form, Eliam, eonstituting part of a 
place-name in LXX of Ezk. 47: 1 6, has led to a pro
posed alternative loeation on the border between 
Damascus and Hamath. Connection with Alema 
( I  Macc. 5:26) has also been suggested. R.A.H .G .  

HELBON (Heb. �e/bön, 'fat ' ,  'fruitful'). A town 
mentioned in Ezk. 27: 1 8  as trading wine to Tyre. 
This has been identified with the village of Khal
bun, 25 km N of Damaseus. The author of the 
Genesis Apocryphon from Qumran wrote Helbon 
for the place-name • Hobah of Gn. 1 4: 1 5 , de
scribed as 'on the left hand of' or 'north of' Da
maseus, and this gives interesting evidence for thus 
identifying an otherwise unknown site. l .B.Tr. 

HELDAI. Cf Heled. (Heb. �e/et.! means 'duration 
of life'; cf Arab. �a/ada and hu/dun. ) 

I .  In I Ch. 27: 1 5, one of David's famous soldiers 
who was appointed over 24,000 in the 1 2th month. 
He was a Netophathite, and thus from Judah, from 
the stock of Othniel (cf Jdg. I :  1 2-1 5). The 'Heled' 
of I Ch. I I  JO is doubtless the same person. He is 
called a free man (Heb. gibbör �,ayi/, v. 26), one of 
the eommanders of the army. We must probably 
read ' Heled' and not 'Heleb' in 2 Sa. 23:29, and he 
may have been the same person as the above 
mentioned. 

2. A Heldai is mentioned in Zc. 6 : 1 0  with Tobi-

HELL 

jah and Jedaiah. After they returned from the 
Exile, silver and gold was taken rrom them to make 
a crown lor Joshua, the high priest. Heldai is callcd 
Helem in v. 1 4  (Heb.); this may have been a nick-
name or may be duc to a scribal error. F.C.F. 

HELEZ. The Heb. he/e� may mean 'Ioins' or per
haps 'strength'. 

I.  One of  David's heroes. The Helez of 2 Sa. 
23:26 is probably the same as the one of I Ch. 
I I  :27 and 27:  1 0. The problem is that in 2 Sa. he is 
described as t he Paltite (Heb. pa/li, a man of beI 
pe/ei, a place in Judah) and in I Ch. as the Pelonite 
(Heb. p'/öni means 'any one'). We may have to 
change 'Pelonite' to 'Paitite' or to accept that 
Helez of 2 Sa. is not to be identified with the one of 
I Ch. I I  and 27. l n  I Ch. 27: 1 0  he is called one 'of 
the sons of Ephraim' .  I t  may be that as a descend
ant of Ephraim he was regarded as a Pelonite, 'one 
without any connection to Judah', but lived in 
Beth Pelet. 

2. The son of Azariah, a descendant of Judah ( I  
Ch. 2 :39). F.C.F. 

HELKATH. In  the border-territory of Asher (1os. 
1 9:25) and a levitical city (Jos. 21 : 3 1 ). I Ch. 6:75 
gives Hukok as a variant for Helkath. The exact 
location in the Kishon valley is disputed: a likely 
site for i t  is Tell el-Harbaj nearly 1 0  km SE of 
Haifa (A. Alt, Pa/ästinajahrbuch 25, 1 929, pp. 
38ff.), or perhaps even better, Tell el-Qasis (or 
Kussis) 8 km SSE of Tell el-Harbaj (Y. Aharoni, 
lEi 9, 1 959, pp. 1 1 9- 1 20). Helkath is probably the 
6r�t in topographieal lists of the pharaoh Tuthmo-
sis 1 1 1 ,  c. 1 460 Be. K .A .K.  

HELKATH-HAZZURIM (Heb. �e/qaI ha��urim, 
'field of flints' or 'field of (sword)-edges'). This is 
the name given to the place in Gibeon where there 
was a tournament between the champions of Joab 
and Abner, which led on to a battle (2 Sa. 2: 1 6) .  
Other meanings conjectured include 'field of plot
ters', based on the LXX meris tön epibou/ön, 'field of 
sides' and 'field of adversaries'. (Cf s. R. Driver, 
Notes on the Hebrew Text o/ the Books 0/ Samue/, 
1 9 1 3.) l .G.G.N.  

HELL. ' Hell' in the NT renders the Gk. word 
transliterated as 'Gehenna' (Mt .  5 :22, 29-30; 
1 0:28; 1 8 :9; 23 : 1 5, 33 ;  Mk. 9:43, 45, 47; Lk. 1 2:5 ;  
Jas. 3 :6) .  The name is derived from the Heb. 
ge(ben)(b'nej hinnöm, the valley of (the sonls) of) 
Hinnom, a valley near Jerusalem (Jos. 1 5 :8 ;  1 8 : 1 6) 
where children were sacrificed by fire in connection 
with pagan rites (2 Ki. 23: I 0; 2 Ch. 28:3;  33 :6; Je. 
7 :3 1 ;  32:35). I ts original derivation is  obscure, but 
Hinnom is  almost certainly the name of a person. 
In later Jewish writings Gehenna came to mean the 
place of punishment for sinners (Assumption 0/ 
Moses 1 0: 1 0; 2 Esdras 7:36). I t  was depicted as a 
place of unquenchable fire-the general idea of 
fire to express the divine judgment is found in the 
OT (Dt. 32 :22; On. 7 :  1 0) .  The rabbinic literature 
contains various opinions as to who would suffer 
eternal punishment. The ideas were widespread 
that the sufferings of some would be terminated by 
annihilation, or that the fires of Gehenna were in 
some cases purgatorial (Rosh Hashanah 1 6b-- 1 7a; 
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Baba Mezi'a 58b; Mishnah Eduyoth 2.  1 0) .  But 
those who held these doctrines also taught thc real
ity of eternal punishment for certain classes of sin
ners. Both this literat ure and the Apocryphal 
books affirm belief in an eternal retribution (cf 
Judith 1 6: 1 7; Psalms 0/ Solomon 3: 1 3) .  

The teaching of  the  NT endorses th i s  past belief. 
The fire of hell is unquenchable (Mk .  9:43), eternal 
(Mt .  1 8 :8), its punishment is  the converse of eter
nal life (Mt .  25:46). There is no suggestion that 
those who enter hell ever emerge from it. However, 
the NT leaves the door open for the belief that 
while hell as a manifestation of God's implacable 
wrath against sin is unending, the existence of 
those who suffer in it may not be. It is difficult to 
reconcile the ultimate fulfilment of the whole uni
verse in Christ (Eph. I :  I 0; Col. 1 :20) with the con
tinued existence of those who reject hirn. Some 
scholars have contended that an cternal punish
ment is one which is eternal in its effects; in any 
case eternal does not necessarily mean never
ending, but implies 'Iong duration extending to the 
writer's mental horizon' (1. A.  Beet). On the other 
hand Rev. 20: I O does indicate conscious, never
ending torment for the devil and his agents, albeit 
in a highly symbolic passage, and some would 
affirm that a similar end awaits human beings who 
ultimately refuse to repen!. In any case, nothing 
should be allowed to detract from the seriousness 
of our Lord's warnings about the terrible reality of 
God's judgment in the world to come. 

In Jas. 3 :6  Gehenna, like the bottomless pit in 
Rev. 9 : l ff. ;  1 1  :7 ,  appears to be the source of evil on 
the earth. 

NT imagery concerning eternal punishment is 
not uniform. As weil as fire it is described as dark
ness (Mt .  25 :30; 2 Pet. 2: 1 7) ,  death (Rev. 2: 1 1 ), de
struction and exclusion from the presence of the 
Lord (2 Thes. 1 :9; Mt .  7 :2 1 -23), and a debt to pay 
(Mt .  5 :25-26). 

In 2 Pet. 2:4 only, we find the verb tartaroö, 
translated in RSV 'cast into hell', and rendered by 
the Pesh. 'cast down to the lower regions'. Tartaros 
is the classical word for the place of eternal pun
ishment but is here applied to the intermediate 
sphere of punishment for fallen angels. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. Beet, The Last Things, 
1 905; S. D. F. Salmond, The Christian Doetrine 0/ 
Immortality, 1 907; 1. W. Wenharn, The Enigma 0/ 
Evi/2, 1 994; H .  Bietenhard, NIDNTT 2, pp. 
205-2 1 0; J. Jeremias, TDNT I ,  pp. 9f., 1 46- 1 49, 657f. 

D.K.1 .  

HELLENISTS. Gk. hel/enistai, people, not them
selves Greeks (hel/enes), who 'hellenized', i. e. spoke 
the Greek language (hel/enisti, Acts 2 1  :37, ete.) and 
otherwise adopted the Greek way of life (hel/enis
mos, 2 M acc. 4: I 0). 

The earIiest occurrence of the word in Greek 
literature is  in Acts 6: I ,  where i t  denotes a group of 
Jewish Christians in the primitive church of Jerusa
lern, distinguished from the 'Hebrews' (hebraioi), 
who wcre probably Aramaic-speaking. The seven 
almoners, including Stephen and Philip, appointed 
in response to the Hellenists' complaint that the 
'Hebrew' widows were being favoured over theirs 
in the distribution of charity from the common 
fund, all appear by their names to have been Hel
lenists (Acts 6:5) .  Many of the Hellenists would 
have connections with the Diaspora, whereas most 
of the Hebrews would be Palestinian Jews. The line 

of demarcation between Hebrews and Hellenists 
cannot have been hard and fast, for many Jews 
were bilingual. Paul, for example, who spoke 
Greek habitually (as might be expected in a native 
of Tarsus), nevertheless calls hirnself 'a Hebrew 
born of Hebrews' (phil. 3 :5;  cf 2 Cor. 1 1  :22). Per
haps thc determinant factor with such a person 
was wh ether the services in the synagogue which he 
attended were conducted in Greek (cf Acts 6:9) or 
in Hebrew. 

To judge from Stephen and Philip, the Hellenists 
in the Jerusalem church were more forward
looking than the Hebrews, in teaching and practice 
alike. In the persecution wh ich broke out after 
Stephen's death, it was mainly the Hellenists who 
were scattered, propagating the gospel wherever 
they went. Attempts to link these Hellenists with 
Essenes or with Samaritans have not been success
ful (apart from their antecedent improbability). 

The Hellenists of Acts 9:29 were members of one 
or more Greek-speaking synagogues in Jerusalem. 

In Acts 1 1  :20 the MSS are divided between 'Hel
lenists' (hel/enistas) and 'Greeks' (hel/enas), with 
the weight of evidence favouring the former. 
Whichever reading be preferred, the context makes 
it plain that the reference is to Gentile residents of 
Antioch, to whom Christian visitors, 'men of 
Cyprus and Cyrene', took the init iative in preach
ing the gospel, whereas their associates on first 
coming to Antioch had preached i t  'to none except 
Jews' (Acts 1 1 :  1 9) .  If they were not Greeks 
(hel/enes) by origin, they could have belonged to 
other ethnic groups in Antioch which had adopted 
Greek language and culture. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. 1. Cadbury, 'The Hellenists', 
BC 5, pp. 59ff.; H. Windisch, TDNT 2, pp. 5 1 1 1". 
(s. v. Hel/enistes); E. C. Blackman, 'The Hellenists 
of Acts vi . I ' , ExpT 48, 1 936-7, pp. 524f.;  O. 
Cullmann, 'The Significance of the Qumran Texts 
for Research into the Beginnings of Christianity', 
JBL 74, 1 955, pp. 2 1 3ff.; M. Simon, St. Stephen 
and the Hel/enists in the Primitive Chureh, 1 958; 
C. F. D. Moule, 'Once More, Who Were the 
Hellenists?', ExpT 70, 1 958-9, pp. 1 00ff.; C. S. 
Mann, ' "Hellenists" and "Hebrews" in Acts VI 
I ' , in 1. Munck, The Aets 0/ the Apostles, 1 967, pp. 
30 I ff.; I .  H. MarshalI, 'Palestinian and Hellenistic 
Christianity', NTS 1 9, 1 972-3, pp. 27 l ff. ;  M .  
Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1 974; M .  Hengel, 
'Between Jesus and Paul: The "Hellenists", the 
"Seven" and Stephcn', Between Jesus and Paul, 
1 983.  F.F .B .  

HEMAN (Heb. hemän, 'faithful ' ) .  I .  One of the 
sages whom Solomon excelled in wisdom ( I  Ki.  
4 :3 1 ). Said to be a son of • Mahol; but  I Ch.  2 :6 
calls hirn a son of Zerah, a Judahite. 

2. A Kohathite Levite, son of Joe1, one of 
David's leading singers ( I  Ch.  6 :33;  1 5: 1 7, 1 9; 
1 6:4 1 -42; 25 : 1 ,  4-6; 2 Ch. 5 : 1 2; 35 : 1 5) .  Probably 
the 'sons of Heman' in I Ch.  25:4 are really the 
titles of parts of a prayer or anthem, the singers 
receiving names from their parts (cf H .  L. Ellison 
in NBCR, 1 970, pp. 28 1 f. ;  W. R .  Smith, The Old 
Testament in the Jewish Church', p. 1 43 n . ) .  

3.  The Ezrahite named in the t i t le  of Ps .  88 .  
Probably the same as I .  J.G.G.N. 

HEN (Heb. �en, ' favour'). One of the men who 
were to receive a symbolical crown (Zc. 6 :  1 4), this 
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may be a figurative name for Josiah who had earl
ier (6: I 0) been similarly described as 'the son 01' 
Zephaniah'. J .D .D. 

HENA. A city whose god, the Assyrians boasted, 
could not save i t  (2 Ki .  1 8 : 34). l t  is identified by 
LXX with Ana on the Euphrates. Hena and Ivvah 
have been identified as Arab. star names, and con
sequently taken as the names 01' deities. This is, 
however, unlikely, as the latter is almost certainly a 
place-name identical with Avva (2 Ki. 1 7 :24, 3 1 ). 

M.A .M .  

HERALD. I .  Aram. käröz occurs only in On.  3:4 
with reference to the official who relayed Neb
uchadrezzar's commands. käröz may be derived 
from Old Persian xrausa (KB), 'caller', or is related 
to Hurrian kirezzi, 'proclamation' .  The causative 
form 01' the associated verb krz, 'made a proclarn
ation', occurs in On. 5 :29 (see A.  Shaffer, Grien/a
lia 34, 1 965, pp. 32-34). 2. Heb. m'bassere! (Is. 40:9; 
masculine. I s. 41 :27), 'bringing good news', is ren
dered in RSV as 'heraid 01' good tidings'. The verbal 
form is used elsewhere in Is. in the same sense 01' 
preaching the deliverance 01' Yahweh (Is. 52:7; 
6 1 :  I ) .  

3 .  Gk.  keryx is translated 'heraid' by  RSV i n  2 
Pet. 2:5, but 'preacher' in I Tim. 2:7; 2 Tim. I :  1 1 . 

W .O. 
A.R.M. 

HERBS AND SPICES. Here considered in the 
popular sense 01' edible culinary, or sometimes 
medicinal, plants, although strictly a herb is a 
non-woody plant with seasonal foliage and varying 
expectation 01' life in the root. This seleetion 01' 
species mentioned in the Bible is complementary 
to the articles on • plants, • trees, • eosmetics and 
individual subjects. 

In the OT dese' normally denotes grass, �ä�ir, 
'eseQ, and the less common yäräq (Ot. \ I :  1 0; I Ki. 
21 :2; Pr. 1 5 :  1 7) may mean grass, and also herbs or 
vegetables. 'örö! (2 Ki. 4:39) is talmudically ren
dered 'garden-rocket' or 'colewort' (Eruca), preei
sion perhaps exeeeding the evidence ( Yoma 1 8b). 
Is. 26: 19 may speak 01' the dew 01' light (RSV) rat her 
than the dew 01' herbs (AV) . The NT uses chor/os 
for pasturage, lachanon for herbs in the popular 
sense. 

Spices are aromatie vegetable substances, highly 
esteemed by aneient Near Eastern peoples. Spiee 
caravans pioneered the trading routes from N 
India to Sumeria, Akkad and Egypt at a very early 
period, and subsequently these routes became an 
important factor in cultural exehanges. While 
many spices were brought to Palestine from Meso
potamia and India, a number 01' those in eommon 
use were the product 01' the country itselr. In OT 
times the Palest inian spice trade was carefully pro
tected. Solomon derived considerable revenue by 
exacting tolls 01' the caravans passing through his 
realm. 

Herbs and spices such as cummin, dill, cinna
mon and mint were employed in the preparation 01' 
food (Ezk. 24 : 1 0) and the flavouring 01' wines (Ct. 
8:2). The manufacture 01' the sacred • incense ne
cessitated the use 01' frankincense, stacte, gal
banum, onycha and sweet eane (Ex. 30:34), while 
substances such as cassia, aloes and spikenard 
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were used as unguents for eosmetic purposes (Est. 
2 :  1 2; Ct. 4 :  14 ;  Mk. 14:3; Jn. 1 2 :3) .  

When bodies were being prepared for burial i t  
was customary lor spices to be placed in the grave
cIothes as a form 01' embalming. They included 
mixtures 01' myrrh and aloes (J n. 1 9 : 39), or, more 
generally, 'spices and ointments' (Lk. 23 :56). While 
they did not significantly inhibit putrefaction, they 
served as deodorants and disinfectants. 

Aloes (Heb. '''hälim in Pr. 7 :  1 7; Nu. 24:6, 'Iign 
aloes'; 'ahäl6! in Ps. 45:8;  Ct. 4: 1 4).  Probably the 
modern eaglewood (Aquilaria agallocha) found 
today in E Bengal, Malaya and parts of China. 
From it was derived a precious spice used in bib
lical times for perfuming garments and beds. The 
perplexing quest ion of the reference in Nu. 24:6 
may suggest that the tree (or one similar) grew in 
the Jordan valley, but Balaam need not have actu
ally seen the tree 01' which he spoke. 

Aloes in Jn.  1 9:39 refers to a totally different lili
aceous plant Aloe barbadense, also known as A. 
vera, wild in the Yemen and now widely natural
ized. The juice of its fleshy, sword-like leaves is 
bitter and was used for embalming. 

Balm (Heb. {rio �"ri; LXX rhe/ine). This product 
of • Gilead, a somewhat vague geographical area, 
was exported to Egypt (Gn. 37:25; 43 : 1 1 )  and to 
Tyre (Ezk. 27: 1 7) .  Celebrated for healing properties 
(Je. 46: 1 1 ) and often used for cosmetic purposes, it 
was used also to symbolize deliverance from na
tional distress (Je. 8 :22; 5 1  :8). lt was probably an 
aromatic gum or spice, but the original meaning of 
the word is not c1ear and it cannot now be iden ti
fied with any plant in Gilead, despite the claims 
made for a similarly-named substance prepared by 
the monks of Jericho from the fruit of the zaqqOm 
(Balani/es aegyptiaca). Some und erstand the �'ri of 
Gn. 37:25 to be gum mastic, a product 01' the shrub 
Pis/acia len/iscus which, common in Palestine for 
healing purposes, is used by the Arabs in flavouring 
coffee and sweets, and as a chewing-gum. Classical 
authors applied the name 'balm of Gilead' to what 
is now known as Mecca balsam or stacte (Com
miphora gileadensis), still imported into Egypt from 
Arabia. The gum (Heb. n'kö'!, 'spicery' AV) of Gn. 
37:25; 43:  1 1  could have been the exudate from the 
sterns of the small prickly shrub As/ragallls gum
mi/er. l t  grows on the arid slopes 01' I ran and 
Turkey and belongs to the pea family. 

Bitter herbs (Heb. m'r6rfm; Gk. pikrides). A salad 
composed of herbs constituted part of the Passover 
ordinance (Ex. 1 2 :8; Nu. 9: 1 1 ), and ordinarily was 
eaten after the Passover lamb had been tasted. The 
bitter herbs were not named individually, but are 
identified in the Mishna as lettuce, chicory, eryngo, 
horseradish and sow-thistle, although all these may 
not have been available in biblical times. Though 
m'rörim was used elsewhere of 'bitterness' (cf La. 
3: 1 5), the Passover herbs, being easily prepared, 
reminded the Israelites of their haste in leaving 
Egypt, not their bitter persecution there. 

Black cummin (Heb. qe�ah: 'fitches' AV, 'dill' 
RSV) . Nigella sa/iva, or nut-meg flower, is  an annual 
cIosely related to the ornamental love-in-the-mist, 
but with greenish-blue flowers and black seeds. I ts 
dry fruits were beaten with light sticks (Is .  28:27) to 
avoid damaging the aromatic, oily seeds, which 
were a favourite eondiment of the ancient Greeks 
and Romans and are still used for seasoning bread 
and as a carminative. See also Dill below. 
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Cassia (Heb. qidda, Ex. 30:24; Ezk. 27: 1 9; q'�io!, 
Ps. 45:8). These two words, identified as similar in 
the Pesh. and the Targ., have traditionally been con
sidered to refer to the bark of Cinnamomum cassia. 
But, since this is a Far Eastern tTee, it is unlikely 10 
have been the fragrant aromatic substance used in 
the anointing oil of Ex. 30:24. The word 'cassia', 
like other plant products (e.g. ebony), was probably 
applied in ancient times to one substance and the 
application later transferred to another more easily 
obtainable product having properties similar to or 
better than the original. Cassia and cinnamon were 
perfumes used at Roman funerals by which time the 
E trade routes were established and they used the 
products at present known by these names. 

Cinnamon (Heb. qinnämön; Gk. kinnamömon). 
Traditionally considered to be the product of Cin
namomum zeylanicum, a plant of the laurel family 
cultivated in Ceylon and lava, but possibly cinna
mon, like cassia, was obtained from an as yet un
certainly identified plant more readily available to 
the Israelites in Sinai. Used as one of the perfumes 
of the 'holy anointing oil' (Ex. 30:23), and for beds 
(Pr. 7: 1 7), it was highly prized in Solomon's day 
(Ct. 4: 1 4), and was listed as one of the valuable 
commodities of 'BabyIon the Great' (Rev. 1 8 : 1 3) .  

Coriander (Heb. gm}, E x .  1 6:3 1 ;  N u .  1 1 :7). In
digenous to the Mediterranean area, this small 
umbelliferous annual (Coriandrum salivum) is 
known to have been used as early as 1 550 BC for 
culinary and medicinal purposes. I ts aromatic seed, 
to which the wandering I sraelites likened · manna, 
is grey-yellow in colour, enc10sed in a spherical 
fruit 4 mm in diameter. 

Cummin (Heb. kammön; Gk. kyminon). An aro
matic seed from Cuminum cyminum, a plant in
digenous to W Asia and cultivated from the earliest 
times. Resembling the caraway in taste and appear
ance, it is used to flavour dishes, particularly during 
fasts, and is said to have medicinal properties. The 
plant is still threshed with sticks to preserve the 
small brittle seeds which would be crushed by a 
wheel ( Is. 28:27). The scribes and Pharisees, scrupu
lously paying tithes of cummin, were charged by 
lesus with neglecting weightier matters (Mt .  23:23). 

Dill (Gk. anelhon, 'anise' AV, Mt. 23:23). An 
annual umbelliferous plant (Anelhum graveolens) 
with finely divided leaves and sm all greenish yellow 
flowers. The seeds and leaves were widely used for 
culinary and medicinal purposes in antiquity. See 
Black cummin above for 'dill' of I s. 28:27. 

Henna. A cultivated shrub (Lawsonia inermis; 
Heb. köper, Ct. I :  14 ;  4: 1 3, 'camphire' AV) which 
favours warm conditions such as prevail at Ein 
Gedi where Solomon had vineyards. Its fragranl 
white blossoms were given between friends; its pul
verized leaves were made into a paste as a cosmetic 
by women in ancient times to impart a yellow dye 
to skin, especially the palms of the hands, and the 
men's beards, even the manes and tails of horses. 
Any women thus adorned who fell captive to the 
Hebrews were required to remove all traces of the 
dye (Dt.  2 1 : 1 1 - 1 2). The orange or bright yellow 
colour probably had pagan associations. 

Mint (Gk. hedyosmon, Mt.  23:23; Lk. 1 1  :42). 
Many species of the mint family (Labiatae) are fra
grant, but the most likely one to be used was a 
species of Menlha, probably the horse-mint (M. 
longifolia). I t  is a perennial about 40 cm high with 
mauve flowers in whorls. The characteristic essen-
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tial oils present in mints make the herbs a useful 
condiment. NT references, however, merely point 
out the scrupulosity of the Pharisees, who tithed 
even the commonest garden herbs. 

Myrrh (Akkad. murru; Heb. mör). The resinous 
exudate from incisions on the sterns and branches 
of a low shrubby tree, either Commiphora myrrha 
(formerly Balsamodendron myrrha) or the c10sely 
related Commiphora kalal Both species are native 
to S Arabia and adjacent parts of Africa. The gum 
oozes from the wounds as ' tears' which harden to 
form an oily yellowish-brown resin. 

Myrrh was an ingredient of the holy anointing 
oil (Ex. 30:23-33). I t  was prized for its aromatic 
qualities (Ps. 45:8; Pr. 7: 1 7; Ct. 3:6; 4: 1 4; 5:5, 1 3),  
and used in female purification rites (Est. 2 :  1 2) ,  as 
well as in cosmetic preparations. Myrrh was pre
sented to the infant lesus by the magi (Mt .  2 : 1 1 ) ; it 
formed part of an anodyne offered to hirn on Cal
vary (Mk. 1 5 :23), and was one of the spices em
ployed at his burial, together with aloes, as a form 
of embalming (1n. 1 9 :39). 

The 'myrrh' of Gn. 37:25; 43: 1 I  (Heb. lön car
ried by Ishmaelite traders to Egypt was probably a 
ladanum resin obtained from the rock roses Cistus 
laurifolius or C. creticus ( = C. villosus). They are 
rounded evergreen bushes sticky to the touch, with 
large white or pink rose-like flowers. 

Rue (Gk. peganon, Lk. 1 1  :42). A perennial herb 
up to 80 cm high, shrubby at the base, with grey
green leaves emitting a strong odour. Rula eha
lepensis grows in rocky places in Palestine, and the 
similar R graveolens is S European, having been in 
cultivation since ancient times. Rue was highly 
pTized for its medicinal values, having alleged dis
infectant and antiseptic properlies, and for flavour· 
ing food. Chrisl crilicized the Pharisees for lheir 
meliculous legalism in lilhing il while neglecting 
more important matters. 

Saffron (Heb. karköm, LXX krokos, Ct. 4: 14) .  
This expensive substance is produced from the 
flowers of Croeus sativus, a native of Greece and 
flowers 01' Crocus sativus, a native of Greece and 
Asia Minor. Only the orange styles and stigmas are 
collected, dried and packed . In antiquity saffron 
was used for dyeing and colouring foodstuffs. I t  
was also a therapeutic agent, being used as an 
emmenagogue, stimulant and antispasmodic. The 
ancient Egyplians employed a different plant, saf
flower (Carthamlls tinetorius), which yields a yellow 
dye similar to saffron for eolouring the grave
c10thes of mummies. 

Spikenard (Heb. nerd; Gk. nardos). The fragrant 
essential oil referred to as a perfume in CI. I :  1 2 ;  
4 :  1 3f. is very likely to  be  the  same as the  lardu of 
Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions, whieh was ob
tained from the camel-grass, Cymbopogon scllOe
nanthlls, common in the deserts 0 1' Arabia and N 
Afriea. 

Spikenard of the NT (Mk.  14 :3 ;  ln .  1 2 :3) was 
deseribed as 'pistie', an obscure term probably 
meaning 'genuine'. This perfume is considered to 
have been obtained from lhe essential oil in the 
roots of Nardostaehysjatamansi, a more pleasantly 
scented relative of the valerian. It is native 01' the 
Himalayas and is still used for the hair. 

Stacte (Hebb. nälöp; Gk. stakte). One of the 
ingredients of the saered ineense (Ex. 30:34). The 
Heb. name indieates 'dropping', from wh ich is 
implied its origin as an exudate in the form of d rops. 



Two plant s  are possibilities: the balm-of-Gilead 
(Commiphora gileadensis) , a native 01' S Arabia in 
spite of its name, and storax (Styrax officinale) 01' the 
Palestinian hills. The balm-of-Gilead is also known 
as opobalsam and is a much-branched bush less than 
the height of a man, with smalI, three-foliolate 
leavcs. The storax is a small tree with white flowers. 
The resin is obtained from both by making incisions 
in the branches. Another suggestion, Liquidambar 
orientalis, also known as storax, is not as likely since 
it is a tree 01' Cyprus, Rhodes and Turkey. 

Sweet cane (Heb. qäneh, Is. 43:24; Je. 6:20). 
Whole dry rhizomes 01' sweet Rag (Acorus cala
mus), a marsh plant 01' the arum ramily, were 
traded as sweet cane in ancient times ror use as a 
tonic and stimulant .  Native or temperate Asia, it 
has been introduced into a wider area. The sugar 
cane, with which sweet-cane has also been iden ti
fied, actually spread E after OT times. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See * Pu..NTS. F .N.H.  et al. 

HERESY_ The Gk .  word hairesis properly denotes 
'choice', and this is  the meaning which it always 
bears in the LXX; in c1assical authors, however, it 
can rerer to a philosophical school wh ich the indi
vidual chooses to follow. Similarly, the NT uses the 
word to denote a 'party', with the suggestion or 
selr-will or sectarian spirit; but it must be noted 
that none or the parties thus described is in a state 
or schism rrom its parent body. The Sadducees 
(Acts 5: 1 7) and the Pharisees (Acts 1 5 :5 ;  26:5) 
rorm sects within the rold or Judaism: and the 
same word is  used to describe Christianity as seen 
rrom outside (Acts 24:5, 1 4; 28:22). Josephus, how
ever, uses the same term to describe the Essenes as 
weil, who were in schism (Ant. 1 3 . 1 7 1 ;  1 8 .  1 8-22). 
When parties appear within the church they are 
called 'heresies' ( I  Cor. 1 1 :  1 9 , where Paul seems to 
imply that, though bad, they have the good result 
or making i t  c1ear who are the true Christians). 
Such divisions are regarded as a work or the flesh 
(Gal. 5 : 20), and primarily as a breach or mutual 
charity, so that the heretic, i. e. the man who stub
bornly chooses to form or rollow his own group, is 
to be rejected after two admonitions (Tit. 3 :  I 0). 

The orily NT use or 'heresy' in the sense 01' opin
ion or doctrinal error occurs in 2 Pet. 2 :  I ,  where it 
includes a denial 0 1' the Redeemer. Among incipi
ent heresies mentioned in the NT, the most prom
inent are: Gnosticism 01' a Jewish type (Co I. 2 :8-
23) and Docetism ( I  Jn. 4 :2-3 ; 2 Jn .  7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Forkman, The Limifs o[ fhe 
Religious Communify, 1 972; W. EIert, Eucharist 
and Church Fellowship in the First Four Cenfuries, 
E.T. 1 966; H .  Schlier, TDNT I ,  pp. 1 80- 1 84. 

G.S .M.W. 
R.T .ß .  

HERMAS. One 01'  a group 01' Christians greeted, 
some by name, in Rom. 1 6: 14 .  They apparen tly be
longed to a single community, pcrhaps a house
church. The name is a fairly common diminut ive 
for a number 01' compound names. Origen's sug
gestion that the author 01' The Shepherd or Hermas 
(* PATRISTIC LITERATURE) is ind icated here has 
nothing to commend it .  A . F.W. 

HERMENEUTICS. This term. I'rom Gk.  her
II/eneuö ('interpret'), is used to den OIe (a) the study 

HERMETIC LITERATURE 

and statement 01' the principles on wh ich a text
ror present purposes, the biblical text-is to be 
understood, or (b) the interpretation 01' the text in 
such a way that its message comes horne to the 
reader or hearer. In our own day this aim has been 
pursued by means 01' an existential interpretation 
01' the text .  For example, while the understanding 
01' the parables 01' Jesus is greatly aided at one level 
by an examination 01' the local and contemporary 
setting (as in 1. Jeremias, The Parables o[ Jesus, 
1 954), their relevance to readers today has been 
brought out by existential interpretation (as in G. 
Y. Jones, The Art and Truth o[ the Parables, 1 964, 
or E. Linnemann, The Parables o[ Jesus, 1 966). 
There is a place ror both levels of interpretation, 
but without the prior historical exegesis the exist
ential hermeneutic lacks any anchorage. The task 
01' existential hermeneutics has been seen as the re
establishment, for today's reader 01' (say) the par
abI es, 01' that common understanding with his 
hearers wh ich Jesus established when he first told 
them . (* INTERPRETATION, BIBLlCAL.) 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. D. Smart, The Strange Silen ce 
o[ fhe Bible in the Church, 1 970; H. G. Gadamer, 
Truth and Method, 1 975;  N. Perrin, Jesus and the 
Language o[ the Kingdom, 1 976; I .  H. Marshall 
(ed.), New Testament Interpretation, 1 977; R .  
Lundin, A .  C .  Thistleton and C .  Walhout, The 
Responsibility o[ Hermeneutics, 1 985 ;  D. A.  
Carson and 1 .  D. Woodbridge (eds.), Hermenelllics, 
Authority and Canon, 1 986. F.F.B. 

HERMES. Originally the spirit inhabiting the 
henna or cairn, set up as a guide-mark or bound
ary. Hence the doorside herms, roughly carved 
phallic stones or A thens, and the god's function as 
guide 01' living and dead, as patron 01' road-users 
(including footpads), and as Zeus' attendant and 
spokesman (Acts 1 4: 1 2) .  (The cultic association 01' 
Zeus and Hermes at Lystra is illustrated in that 
part 01' Asia Minor by the legend 01' Philemon and 
Baucis, preserved by Ovid, and by inscriptions in 
which the two deities appear together. The descrip
tion 01' Hermes as 'the chief speaker' in Acts 1 4: 1 2  
is paralleled by Iamblichus' description 01' hirn as 
'the leader 01' the utterances'.) Anthropomorphic 
myth made hirn the son 01' Zeus and Maia, 
heaven's swift messenger, patron 01' commerce, 
eloquence, literature and youth. Latinized as Mer-
curius (Mercury). E.M.B. 

F.F.B. 

HERMETIC LITERATURE. A collection or 
writings associated with the name 01' 'Hermes 
Trismegistos' ('Thrice-great Hermes'). 

I. Origin and character 

The writings represent a coalescence 01' Egyptian 
and Greek modes 01' thought, often transfused 
with mystical personal religion. Hellenistic syncre
tism identified Thoth, the Egyptian scribe of the 
gods, with the Greek Hermes, whose I'unctions 
were not dissimilar. In this way the name 01' the 
ancient and wise 'Hermes Trismegistos' became at
tached to much 01' the magical and astrological 
lore 01' the Egyptian temples, wh ich was now sea
soned with Greek science and presented in a rev
elatory form. The surviving literat ure 01' this type 
may go back to the early 2nd century BC. 
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More permanent interest attaches, however, to 
the more recognizably philosophical and religious 
treatises in Greek, of diverse but unknown author
ship, in which Hermes, Tat (really a by-form of 
Thoth, but regarded as distinct), Asclepius and 
others appear as teacher and disciples. The trea
tises are usually dated in the 2nd and 3rd centuries 
AO: some may be slightly earlier. The main extant 
items are a body of eighteen treatises (of which one 
has been artificially constructed from fragments) 
preserved in Christian manuscript tradition, and a 
long tractate dedicated to Asclepius, surviving in a 
Latin translation, and in a Coptic version in the 
Nag Hammadi library (.  CHENOBOSKION). In add
ition there are some thirty Hermetic fragments in 
the Anthology of Stobaeus, and others in other 
early writers. Three other tractates included in 
Codex 6 of the Nag Hammadi library in addition 
to the Coptic version of Asc/epius 2 1 -29 are Au
thoritative Teaching, The Discourse on the Eighth 
and Ninth, and The Prayer 0/ Thanksgiving. Asc/e
pius and The Discourse both specifically mention 
Hermes, but all contain similarities with the previ
ously known Hermetic documents. The Prayer, al
though very short, is valuable for the light it sheds 
on Hermetic cultic practices. 

Some of the tractates are in the form of epistol
ary discourses: others are Socratic dialogues. The 
most famous, the Poimandres, is a vision remin
iscent of that of Hermas (.  PATRISTIC LITERATURE). 

1 1 .  Contents 
In some ways the Poimandres may be taken as a 
typical Hermetic work. In it Poimandres (perhaps 
from the Coptic p-emi-n-re, 'knowledge of the 
[sun] god'), described as 'the Mind (Nous) of the 
Sovereignty', olfers to reveal to Hermes what he 
longs to know: 'the things that are, and to under
stand their nature, and to know God'. There fol
lows the story of the creation of the universe and 
the fall of man. The former has elements drawn 
from Gn. I ;  the latter describes how archetypal 
man, God's image, entered into a fatal embrace 
with Nature, and accordingly became a mixed 
being, both mortal and immortal. Escape from the 
dead hand of Nature is, however, possible for those 
who repent and abandon corruption, till the ascent 
of the soul is completed at death, when body, pas
sion, feeling are utterly surrendered, and man 
enters into God. 

Not all the Hermetica are as coherent, but the 
aim expressed and the outlook reflected in the 
Poimandres are generally dominant. Knowledge is 
the goal; the mortal body the curse; regeneration 
(enthusiastically described in Treatise 1 3),  the 
purification of the soul from the taint of matter, 
the summum bonum the soul's final liberation and 
absorption into God . There is a warm strain of 
devotion: the appeal to heedless humanity in the 
Po im andres and the still more impassioned cry of 
Treatise 7 are moving; and the occasional hymns 
are fervent and rapturous. 

To this mystical piety is added rat her shopsoiled 
philosophy, partly PI atonie, partly Stoic in origin, 
with a free use of cosmogonic myth. Judaic 
sources are under tribute, and there are echoes of 
the language of the LXX. Indeed, i t  is arguable that 
Jewish influences originally stimulated religion of 
this type. The various elements do not always 
cohere: there are inconsistencies and contradic
tions of thought within the corpus. The wh oie 
tendency is monotheistic, though not polemically 

so. Of ceremony or sacrament l ittle is said. 
Although there is no evidence of a Hermetic 
'church', there is  a reference in the Nag Hammadi 
tractate, On the Eighth and the Ninth, to a brother
hood consisting of Hermetic saints, and in the 
Prayer to  cultic kissing and eating of food without 
blood. 

III. The Hermetica and the Bible 
The Hermetic use of the OT, as already noted, is 
undoubted. The relationship between Hermetic re
ligion and the NT is more variously assessed. The 
Christian father Lactantius, who thought of 
'Hermes' as writing in remote antiquity, delight
edly notes h is monotheism and his address of God 
as 'Father' (Divine Institutes I .  6). M ore recent 
writers point to subtier paralleis of thought and 
language with the NT, though not all of equal sig
nificance. The Logos in Hermetic thought, for in
stance, is  both cosmic and an activity of the soul: 
but not personal .  A statement l ike 'Thou who by a 
word hast constituted all things that are' (Poimand
res 2 1 )  need have no other background than Gn. I ;  
there is  no definite article in the original. More 
striking are phrases Iike 'No one can be saved 
before rebirth' ( Treat. 1 3 . I ), 'He that loveth the 
body, the same abideth in darkness' (Poimandres 
1 9), and the 'lohannine' vocabulary of light and 
darkness, l ife and death, belief and witness. Direct 
influence by the NT on later Hermetica is not im
possible, but unproven: direct influence of the 
Hermetic l i terature on the NT would be even 
harder to substantiate. However, while our extant 
religious Hermetica are almost certainly later than 
most of the NT, they elearly derive from a well
established tradition; and those may be right who 
suggest that lohn has partly in view a public with 
this kind of education and devotion. We must re
member, however, that the Hermetica are but one 
example of contemporary piety; and the language 
of the lohannine writings can be paralleled also in 
the Judaic, and essentially biblical, dualism of 
Qumran. 
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As to content, it will be seen that the Hermetic 
paralleis are elosest with what might be ca lied the 
accidentals of the NT: with the process of redemp
tion rat her than with its essential nature and the 
means by wh ich it i s  elfected. Concerned with sin 
as ignorance or passion to be sloughed off, rather 
than as rebellion requiring reconciliation, and with 
desire set on a salvation which involved deification 
through union with God, the motive forces of the 
Hermetists maintained a pagan, not a biblical, dir
ection. And, while the ethical teaching of the 
Hermetica is  insistent and lofty, its other-worldly 
nature does not allow for the concreteness of bib
lical ethics. As C. H. Dodd says, the Hermetists 
share the second, but not the first half of the de
scription of 'pure religion' in Jas. 1 :27 .  
(. GNOSTICISM.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Best edn. by A. D. Nock and A .  
1 .  Festugiere, Corpus Hermeticum" 4 vols., 1 960 
(with French translation); cf also W. Scott, Her
metica, 4 vols., 1 924--36; A .  1. Festugiere, La 
R/?I'elation d'Hermes Trismegiste, 4 vols., 
1 944--9; C.  H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, 
1 935; For the new Hermetica see 1. Doresse, The 
Secret Books o/ the Egyptian Gnostics, E.T. 1 960, 
pp. 275ff. ;  L. S. Keizer, The Eighth Reveals the 
Ninth, 1 974; The Nag Hammadi Library in English, 
ed. 1. M .  Robinson, 1 977; W. Grese, lCSBR 28, pp. 
37-54. A.F.W. 



HERMOGENES. Mentioned with Phygelus as 
representative of Asian Christians who once rc
pudiated Paul (2 Tim . I :  1 5). The language mdl
cates Roman Asia (not,  as some suggest, an ASlan 
community in Rome), and a specific action (cf 
Rv)-perhaps breaking off relations .( through fear 
of involvement?) when Paul had a nght to expect 
their support . For the meaning of 'turned away', 
cf Mt. 5 :42: total apostasy is  not in question. The 
occasion, which is unlikely to have been very 
remote, was known to Timothy, but it is not to us 
(O ONESIPHORUS). A.F.W. 

HERMON ( Heb. I}ermön, 'sanctuary'). A moun
tain in the Anti-Lebanon Range, and easily the 
highest (2, 8 1 4  m) in the neighbourhood of Pales
tine. It is called also Mt Sirion (Heb. Sion, Dt. 
4:48), and known to the Amorites as S(h)enir (Dt. 
3:9). Note, however, that Ct. 4:8 and I Ch. 5:23 
explicitly distinguish between Herrnon and 0 Senlr 
(cf GTT, p. 4 1 ;  DOTT, p. 49). 

Regarded as a sacred place by the original in
habitants of Canaan (cf ' Baal-hermon', Jdg. 3:3;  
' Baal-gad ' ,  JOS. 1 3 :5 ,  ele. ) ,  i t  formed the N bound
ary of I srael's conquests from the Amorites (Dt. 
3:8;  Jos. 1 1 : 1 7, eIe. ). Snow usually l ies on the top all 
year round, causing plentiful dews in stark con
trast to the parched land of that region (hence 
probably the Psalmist's allusion in Ps. 1 33:3), and 
the melting ice forms a major source of the Jordan. 
Herrnon is identified with the modern Jebel es
Sheik , 'the Sheik's mountain', 48 km SW of Da
mascus (but on this point see GTT, p. 83). Its prox
imity to Caesarea Philippi has made some suggest 
Herrnon as the 'high mountain' ( Mk.  9:2, eIe.) of 
the 0 transfiguration. 

A misleading reference to 'the Hermonites' (Ps. 
42:6, AV) should probably be amended to RV 'the 
Hermons', signifying the three summits of Mt  
Hermon. J . O.O.  

HEROD. I. Herod the Great, king of the Jews 40-
4 BC, born e. 73 BC. H is father Antipater, a Jew of 
Idumaean descent, attained a position of great in
Huence in Judaea after the Roman conq uest and 
was appointed procurator of ludaea by lulius 
Caesar in 47 BC. He in turn appointed his son 
Herod military prefect of Galilee, and Herod 
showed his qualities by the vigour with wh ich he 
suppressed brigandage in t hat region; thc Roman 
governor of Syria was so impressed by his energy 
that he made hirn military prefect of Coele-Syria. 
After the assassination of Caesar and subsequent 
civil war Herod enjoyed the goodwill of Antony. 
When the Parthians invaded Syria and Palestine 
and set the Hasmonaean Antigonus on the throne 
of Judaea (40-37 BC) the Roman senate, advised by 
Antony and Octavian, gave Herod the tille 'king of 
the lews'. I t  took hirn 3 years of fighting to make 
his title effective, but when he had done so he gov
erned ludaea for 33 years as a loyal ' friend and 
ally' of Rome. 

Until 3 1  BC, despite Antony's goodwill, Herod's 
position was rendered precarious by the mach in
ations of Cleopatra, who hoped to see ludaea and 
Coele-Syria reunited to the Ptolemaic kingdom. 
This peril was removed by the battle of Actium, 
after which Herod was confirmed in his kingdom 
by Octavian (Augustus), t he new master of the 

HEROD 

Roman world. Another source of anxiety for 
Herod was the Hasmonaean family, who resented 
being displaced on the throne by one whom they 
regarded as an upstart. Although he marned Into 
this family by taking to wife Mariamne, grand
daughter of the former high priest Hyrcanus I I ,  
Herod's suspicions led hirn to get rid o f  t h e  leading 
Hasmonaean survivors one by one, including Mar
iamne herself (29 BC). 

Herod pacified the territories on his NE fron tier 
in the interests of Rome, and Augustus added them 
to his kingdom. He furthered the emperor's cul
tural policy by lavish building projects, not only In 
his own realm but in foreign cities (e.g. Athens). In 
his own realm he rebuilt Samaria and renamed it 

Sebaste after the emperor (Gk. SebaslOs = Lat. 
AugusILlS); he rebuilt Strato's Tower on the Medl
terranean coast, equipped it with a splendid artl
ficial harbour, and called it Caesarea, also in 
honour of the emperor. Other settlements and 
strongholds were founded throughout the land. In 
lerusalem he built a palace for hirnself on the W 
wall; he had already rebuilt the Antonia fortress 
(calIed after Antony) NW of the Temple area. The 
greatest of all his building enterprises was the re
construction of the Jerusalem Temple, begun early 
in 1 9  BC. 

Nothing that Herod could do, not even the ex
penditure lavished on the Temple, endeared hirn to 
his Jewish subjects. His Edomite descent was never 
forgotten; if he was a Jew by religion and rebuilt 
the Temple of the God of Israel in lerusalem, that 
did not deter hirn from erecting temples to pagan 
deities elsewhere. Above all, his wiping out of the 
Hasmonaean family could not be forgiven. 

This drastic action did not in fact put an end to 
his domestic troubles. There was friction between 
his own female relatives and his wives, and between 
the children of his respective wives. His  two sons 
by Mariamne, Alexander and Aristobulus, were 
brought up at Rome and were his designated heirs. 
Their Hasmonaean descent (through their mother) 
made them acceptable to the Jewish people. But 
their privileged position stirred the envy of their 
half-brothers, and especially of Herod's eldest son 
Antipater, who set himself to poison his father's 
mind against them. At last (7 BC) they were found 
guilty of plotting against their father, and exe
cuted. Antipater derived no advantage from their 
death, for 3 years later he too fell victim to Herod '5 
suspicions, and was executed only a few days 
before Herod's own death (4 BC). 

Herod's suspicious nature is weil illustrated by 
the story of the visit of the Magi and the slaughter 
of the infants of Bethlehem (Mt .  2); although this 
story does not appear elsewhere, any rumour of a 
rival king of the lews was bound to rouse his worst 
fears. This suspicion latterly grew to insane pro
portions, and in consequence Herod has been re
membered more for his murderous outbursts than 
for his administrative ability. 

In his will he bequeathed his kingdom to three 
of his sons-ludaea and Samaria to Archelaus 
(Mt.  2:22), Galilee and Peraea to Antipas, and his 
NE territories to Phil ip ( Lk. 3: I) .  These bequests 
were ratified by Augustus. 

2. Archelaus ( 'Herod the Ethnarch' on his 
coins). He reigned in ludaea 'in place of his father 
Herod' (Mt .  2:22) from 4 BC to AO 6, but without 
the tille of king. He was Herod's eider son by his 
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Samaritan wife Malthace, and has the worst repu
tation of all the sons of Herod. He offended Jewish 
religious susceptibilities by marrying Glaphyra, the 
widow of his half-brother Alexander. He continued 
his father's building policy, but his repressive rule 
became intolerable; a deputation 01' the Judaean 
and Samaritan aristocracy at last went to Rome to 
warn Augustus that, unless Archelaus were re
moved, there would be a full-scale revolt . Arche
laus was accordingly deposed and banished, and 3�30 315 ? , '9 , I,; ,20 2� Mole, 7yre � 
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for judgment ( Lk. 23:7ff.). Jesus is recorded as 
having once described hirn as 'that fox' (Lk.  
1 3 : 3 1  f.). He was the ablest of Herod's sons, and like 
his father was a great builder; the city of Tiberias 
on the Lake of Galilee was built by hirn (AD 22) and 
named in honour of the Emperor Tiberius. He 
married the daughter of the Nabataean king 
* Aretas I V, but divorced her in order to marry 
* Herodias, the wife of his half-brot her Herod 
Philip. According to the Synoptic Evangelists, John 
the Baptist incurred the wrath of Antipas for de
nouncing his second marriage as unlawful; 
Josephus (Anl. 1 8 .  1 1 8) says that Antipas was 
afraid that John's great public following might de
velop into a revolt. Aretas naturally resented the 
insult offered to his daughter, and seized the op
portunity a few years later to wage war against An
tipas (AD 36). The forces of Antipas were heavily 
defeated, and Josephus says that many people re
garded the defeat as divine retribution for Antipas' 
killing of John the Baptist. In AD 39 Antipas was 
denounced to the Emperor Gaius by his nephew 
Agrippa (see 4) as a plotter; he was deposed from 
his tetrarchy and ended his days in exile. 

4. 'Herod the king' (Acts 1 2 :  I ), otherwise known 
as Agrippa. He was a son of Aristobulus and 
grandson of Herod the Great. After his father's 
execution in 7 BC he was brought up in Rome, in 
close association with the imperial family. In AD 23 
he became so heavily involved in debt that he had 
to leave Rome. For a time he received sheHer and 
maintenance at Tiberias from his uncle Antipas, 
thanks to his si ster Herodias, whom Antipas had 
recently married. But he quarrelIed with Antipas 
and in AD 36 returned to Rome. There he offended 
the Emperor Tiberius and was imprisoned, but on 
Tiberius' death the following year he was released 
by the new emperor, Gaius (Caligula), from whom 
he received the title of king, with territories NE of 
Palestine as his kingdom. On Antipas' banishment 
in AD 39, Galilee and Peraea were added to Agrip
pa's kingdom. When Claudius became emperor in 
AD 41 he further augmented Agrippa's k ingdom by 
giving hirn Judaea and Samaria, so that Agrippa 
ruled over a kingdom roughly equal in extent to his 
grandfathcr's. He courted the goodwill of his 
Jewish subjects, who looked on hirn as a descend
ant of the Hasmonaeans (through his grandmother 
Mariamne) and approved of hirn accordingly. His 
attack on the apostles (Acts 1 2 :2f.) was perhaps 
more popular than i t  would have been previously, 
because of their recent fraternization with Gentiles 
(Acts 1 0 : 1 - 1 1 : 1 8) .  His sudden death, at the age of 
54 (AD 44), is recorded by Luke (Acts 1 2:20ff.) and 
Josephus (Anl. 1 9. 343ff.) in such a way that the two 
narratives supplement each other illuminatingly. 
He left one son, Agrippa (see 5), and two daugh
ters: Bernice (born AD 28), mentioned in Acts 
25: 1 3ff., and Drusilla (born AD 38), who became 
the 3rd wife of the procurator Felix (cf Acts 
24:24). 

5. Agrippa, son of Herod Agrippa (see 4), born 
in AD 27. He was adjudged too young to be made 
successor to his father's kingdom. Later, however, 
he received the title of king from Claudius, with 
territories N and NE of Palestine wh ich were in
creased by Nero in AD 56. He  changed the name of 
his capital from Caesarea Philippi to Neronias as a 
compliment to the latter emperor. From AD 48 to 
66 he had the prerogative of appointing the Jewish 
high priests. He did his best to prevent the out break 
of the Jewish war against Rome in AD 66; when his 

efforts failed he remained loyal to Rome and was 
rewarded with a further increase of his kingdom. 
He died childless about AD 1 00. He is best known 
to NT readers for his encounter with Paul (Acts 
25: 1 3-26:32), whom he charged, in bantering vein, 
with trying to make a Christian of hirn (Acts 
26:28). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Josephus, Anl. 1 4-20 passim, Bi 
1 -2 passim; A.  H.  M.  Jones, The Herods 0/ iudaea, 
1 938; S. Perowne, Life and Times 0/ Herod :he 
Greal, 1 956; idem, The Laler Herods, 1 958;  F. O. 
Busch, The Five Herods, 1 958; H. W. Hoehner, 
Herod Anlipas, 1 972; A. Schalit, König Herodes, 
1 968; D. C. Braund, CQ 33, pp. 239-242. F.F.B. 

HEROOIANS. They are mentioned as enemies of 
Jesus once in Galilee, and again at Jerusalem (Mk.  
3 :6; 1 2: 1 3; Mt .  22: 1 6) .  Their association with the 
Pharisees in the question regarding the paying of 
tribute to Caesar suggests agreement with them in 
the issue at stake, that is, nationalism versus sub
mission to a foreign yoke. This fact and the forma
tion of the word (cf Caesariani) seems to prove 
that they were a Jewish party who favoured the 
Herodian dynasty. The view that they were a re
ligious party known in rabbinical literature as 
'Boethusians', i.e. adherents of the family of 
Boethus, whose daughter Mariamne was one of 
the wives of Herod the Great and whose sons were 
raised by hirn to the high priesthood, is not now 
generally held. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Hoehner, Herod Anlipas, 
1 972, repr. 1 980; N. Hillyer, NIDNTT 3, pp. 44 1 -
443. J . W . M .  

HERODIAS (Mk. 6 :  1 7; Lk. 3 :  1 9), daughter to 
Aristobulus (son of Herod the Great by Mari
amne). She married, first, her uncle Herod Philip 
(son of Herod the Great by a second Mariamne, 
and not to be confused with *Philip the tetrarch), 
and secondly, her uncle Herod Antipas (* HEROD , 

3) . By her first husband shc had a daughter 
Salome, who married her grand-uncle Philip the 
tetrarch. The identity of Herodias' daughter in 
Mk. 6:22ff. is uncertain. When Antipas was exiled 
in AD 39 Herodias chose to accompany hirn rather 
than accept the favour which Gaius was willing to 
show to the sister of his friend Agrippa (* HEROD, 
�. F.F.B. 

HESHBON ( Heb. I;esbön, 'device'). A city of 
Moab, taken by Sihon king of the Amorites and 
made his royal city (Nu. 2 1  :26). After his defeat by 
the Israelites (2 1 :2 1 -24) it was given to Reuben 
(32:37), but later passed over to Gad, whose land 
bordered on Reuben, and was assigned by them to 
the Levites (Jos. 2 1 :39). By the time of Jsaiah and 
Jeremiah, at the height of its prosperity, Moab had 
retaken it ( I s. 1 5 :4; Je. 48:2, elc. ), but by the time of  
Alexander Jannaeus it is once more in the hands o f  
Israel (Jos., Anl. 1 3 . 397). Remains o f  old pools 
and conduits may be seen in a branch of the pres
ent Wadi Hesbän which flows by the city (cf Ct. 
7:4). 

Excavations at Tell Hesban ( 1 968-78) have 
found buildings from the I ron Age, c. 1 200 BC on
wards, but no Late Bronze Age remains that might 
be associated with Sihon. There are a few Late 
Bronze Age sites nearby, however. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. T. Geraty, Ann. Department 
0/ Antiquities 0/ Jordan 20, 1 975, pp. 47-56; 
NEAEHL, pp. 986-989. M.A .M .  

A .R .M.  

HETHLON. (Heb. J:rel/ön). A city on the ideal N 
boundary of Palestine as seen by Ezekiel, near 
Hamath and Zedad and referred to only by hirn 
(Ezk. 47: 1 5; 48: I ) . Identified with the modern 
Heitela, NE of Tripoli, Syria. 1 .D.D.  

HEZEKIAH (Heb. J:rizqiya or J:rizqiyähli, 'Yahweh 
is [my] strength'). 

1. The 1 4t h  king of Judah. Son of Ahaz who 
was 25 at the start of his reign and reigned for 29 
years (2 Ki .  1 8 :2; 2 Ch. 29: 1 ) . He was outstanding 
for his own piety (2 Ki. 1 8 :5) and also ca red for 
previous traditions and teaching (Pr. 25 :  I ). His 
importance is  reflected by the three accounts of his 
reign (2 Ki .  1 7-20; Is. 36-39; 2 Ch. 29-32). 

There are difficulties surrounding the chron
ology of Hezekiah's reign, but he appears to have 
assumed a co-regency with Ahaz C. 729 BC and 
became king c. 7 1 6  BC. Thus the fall of Samaria 
(722 BC) occurred in the 6th year of his reign (as 
co-regent; 2 Ki. 1 8: I 0), while Sennacherib invaded 
Judah (70 1 BC) in the 1 4th year of his reign (as sole 
monarch; 2 Ki .  1 8 :  1 3). The king's illness and re
covery appear to have occurred just before Sen
nacherib's invasion, when Hezekiah was promised 
an extra 1 5  years of rule (2 Ki .  20) (0 STEPS) . 

After the pagan practices introdueed du ring the 
period of Ahaz's submission to the Assyrians (cf 
I s. 2 :6ff.; 8: 1 6ff.), Hezekiah undertook a major 
reform of religious practiee in the I st year of his 
sole reign (2 Ch. 29:3ff.) .  He re-established the true 
worship of Yahweh in the purified and renovated 
Temple, reaffirmed the covenant between Yahweh 
and his people, and reinstituted the Passover on a 
grand scale (2 Ch. 30:26), even inviting Israelites 
from the N to participate (2 Ch. 30:5ff.) .  He also 
destroyed the 0 high places in the surrounding area 
(2 Ki. 1 8 :4; 2 Ch . 3 1 : 1 ) as weil as breaking up the 
bronze 0 serpent which Moses had made in the 
wilderness but wh ich had come to be regarded as 
an idol (2 Ki .  1 8 :4). 

Politically, Hezekiah was restive undcr Assyrian 
domination and he allied Judah with an anti
Assyrian revolt instigated by Egypt and led by 
*Ashdod. Judah must have listened to Isaiah's 
warnings ( l s. 20), for although Sargon 1 1  claimed 
to have subdued ia-u-di, 'Judah' (cf DOTT, p. 6 1 ; 
also N. Na'aman, BASaR 2 1 4, 1 974, p. 27), no 
evidenee of an invasion at this time is found in 
the OT. When Sargon died (705 BC) Hezekiah, 
seeing an opportunity to rebel against his son, 
Sennacherib, entertained envoys of the rebel 
Chaldean, 0 Merodach-baladan (2 Ki. 20: 1 2- 1 9 ;  Is. 
39) and reeeived promises of support from 
Egypt. He also strengthened his own defences in 
Jerusalem, including digging the 0 Siloam tunnel 
to safeguard the water-supply (2 Ki. 20:20; Is. 
22 :9tf.). 

Sennacherib's own records of his campaign in 
the W picture Hezekiah as leader of rebellion 
(ANET, pp. 287-288; DOTT, pp. 64-69). He 
claims to have taken forty-six fortified towns and 
imprisoned Hezekiah 'Iike a bird in a cage in Jeru
salem, his royal city'. He does not claim to have 
conquered the city and the OT teils of Yahweh's 
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HIERAPOLIS 

intervention by destroying the Assyrian army (2 
Ki.  1 9:32-36). 

The mention 01' * Tirhakah, king of Ethiopia, in 
2 Ki.  1 9:9, has led some to propose a second cam
paign by Sennacherib into Judah, C. 688 BC, since 
Tirhakah would have been too young in 701 BC to 
have taken part and also was not then called 
'king'. It has, however, been shown that he was 20-
2 1  at this time and that the title is in terms of the 
time of writing rat her than of the events them
selves (cf K. A.  Kitchen, The Third Intermediate 
Period in Egypt, 1 972, pp. 385-386 and nn. 823-
824). 

2. The father of a clan wh ich returned from Ba
bylonian exile with Ezra (Ezr. 2 :  1 6; Ne. 7:2 1 ), and 
among those who sealed the new covenant with 
Yahweh (Ne. 10: 1 7) .  His name is given in two 
forms, Ater being Akkadian. Ne. 1 0: 1 7  lists the 
names as separate people. D.W.B. 

HIDDEKEL. The ancient name of the river 
° Tigris used in the account of the Garden of Eden 
(Gn. 2: 1 4) and in Oaniel's description of his visions 
(On. 1 0:4) in the 3rd year of Cyrus. The name 
comes from Akkadian idiq/at, which is equivalent 
to Sumerian idigna, i. e. always flowing river. 

BtBLIOGRAPHY. O. O. Edzard et a/. , Repertoire 
Geographique des Textes Cuneiformes, I ,  1 977, pp. 
2 1 6-2 1 7 . T.C.M. 

HIEL ( Heb. J:ri'€I, 'El lives'; but cf LXX 'brother of 
God', from ·"J:rrer). A Bethelite whose SOllS were 
(accidentally?) killed during his rebuilding of Jeri
cho C. 870 BC, fulfilling Joshua's curse ( I  Ki. 1 6:34; 
cf Jos. 6:26). D.W.B. 

HIERAPOLIS. A city in the Roman province of 
Asia, in the W of what is  now Asiatic Turkey. I t  
was situated about 1 0  k m  N 01' o Laodieea, o n  the 
opposite side of the broad valley of the Lycus. The 
city was built around copious hot springs, which 
were famed for their medicinal powers. There was 
also a subterranean vent of poisonous gases (the 
Plutonium), wh ich was later filled in by the Chris
tians in about the 4th eentury AD. When the hot 
water flows over the edge of the city terrace it 
forms spectacular pools and cascades encrusted 
with lime. The resulting white cliffs give the si te its 
modern name Pamuk-kale ('cotton castle'). These 
natural features made Hierapolis ('sacred city', for 
earlier 'Hieropolis', 'city of the sanctuary') an an
cient centre of pagan cults, from which its import
anee and prosperity mainly derived. 

The church in Hierapolis was probably founded 
while Paul was living at Ephesus (Acts 1 9: I 0), per
haps by Epaphras. It is mentioned only in conjunc
tion with its close neighbours, 0 Colossae and 
o Laodicea (Co!. 4: 1 3) .  There may be a remin
iscence of its famous hot waters in Rev. 3:  1 5- 1 6, in 
contrast with the cold waters of Colossae and the 
tepid of Laodicea. 

According to Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus C. 
AD 1 90, as quoted by Eusebius (HE 3 .  3 1 ) ,  the 
apostle Philip was buried at Hierapolis, though the 
authorities show confusion between apostle and 
evangelist .  Papias and the Stoic philosopher 
Epictetus were also connected with the city. 

M .l .S.R . 
C.l .H. 



HIGH PLACE 

HIGH PLACE. The Heb. word bämä, rendered 
'high place' by AV, RSV and JB, is used over 1 00 
times in MT and in two distinct ways: of heights in 
a literal sense and of shrines. NEB renders 'heights' 
and 'hili shrine'. 

The 20 non-cultic uses are all in the plural form 
and in poetic passages. In contrast to other height 
words, the plural bämö! always carries overtones of 
dominance and contro!. Battles often took place 
on hili slopes; possession of heights therefore gave 
lordship over the land (Nu. 2 1 :28; 2 Sa. 1 : 1 9, 25).  
Thus Israel asserted that God 'rides' or 'walks' on 
the heights (Am. 4: 1 3 ;  Mi .  1 :3) or that he sets Israel 
(D!. 32: 1 3 ;  Is. 58: 1 4) or an individual (2 Sa. 22:34; 
Ps. 1 8:33;  Hab. 3: 1 9) 'upon the heights of the 
earth' .  Cylinder seals portray • Baal astride moun
tains and in the Ras Shamra texts he is called rkb 
rpt, 'rider of the clouds'. Both Akkadian and Ug
aritic had closely related words denoting heights or 
the middle region of the body (cf Jb. 9:8) .  

The association of heights with lordship may ac
count for their choice as locations of shrines. I t  has 
been suggested that, despite the warnings of Moses 
(Dt. 1 2, ete.), Israel took over the Canaanites' 
shrines after the conquest. Certainly loyal wor
shippers of God used bämö! in the early Monarchy 
period. Samuel officiated at a special sacrifice when 
Sau I was anointed before invited guests ( I  Sa. 9) 
and later Sau I went with a group of prophets 
coming down from a bämä led by lute, fife and 
drum ( I  Sa. 1 0 :5). By the time of Solomon Gibeon 
had risen to unique status and was known as 'the 
Great High Place'. The • tabernacle and the altar 
of bronze 'which Bezalel, son of Uri, son of Hur' 
had made was kept there and it was at Gibeon that 
God challenged Solomon in a dream about the 
character of his reign ( I  Ki. 3 ;  2 Ch. I ) . 

After the disruption of the kingdom in 922 BC 
the bämö! posed a new threat to the purity of I s
rael's fai th .  In the N kingdom Jeroboam built 
'houses of the high places' as part of his campaign 
to distract his subjects' attention away from Jerusa
lern ( I  Ki. 1 2) .  Thus 'he made Israel to sin' for the 
bämö!, though often nominally dedicated to God, 
clearly included many Canaanite features, such as 
images, standing stones, Asherah poles, sacred 
prostitution and other fertility rites. Bloodshed, in
stability and apostasy characterized the two cen
tu ries of the N kingdom's existence and, as the 
biblical historians saw, the bämö! were a major 
source of the moral and religious collapse (2 Ki.  
1 7 :9). In the S kingdom the situation was little 
better. bämö! revived under Rehoboam. Attempts 
to suppress them by Asa and Jehoshaphat had no 
lasting results. Hezekiah conducted a more thor
ough reformation (2 Ki. 1 8: 1 -8), but his son Man
asseh 'who did more evil than all the kings that 
were before hirn' again revived bämö!. Under 
Josiah a far-reaching purge was undertaken (2 Ki .  
23) ,  but  his successors were not of his calibre and 
the shrines were again reviving when the Babylo
nian army put an end to the Judaean kingdom. 
Little is known of the bämöt thereafter. 

Early study of the bämö! 
-
reveals the embarrass

ment feit at the use of these shrines by Israel's 
heroes. The Talmud and the rabbis sharply dis
tinguished between 'great' and 'smalI' bämö! or 
maintained that the ban was lifted periodically. 1. 
Wellhausen solved the problem by suggesting that 
the single sanctuary law was not operative until the 
time of Josiah; the book of Deuteronomy was but 

a 'pious fraud' . I t  seems more likely that Samuel, 
Saul and Solomon simply wished to claim these 
shrines for God without realizing the syncretistic 
dangers wh ich had been plain to Moses and were 
all too accurately vindicated by history. 

W. F. Albright proposed that the bämö! were ba
sically tomb-shrines, but no excavated shrine or 
unamended biblical reference has clear mortuary 
associations. P. H. Vaughan suggests that bämö! 
were round or Hat cult platforms on which worship 
was celebrated. However, although so me bämö! 
may have contained a platform, the term seems 
more naturally taken as embracing the whole cult 
area including altar, stones, houses, ete. 

A gradual development in the location of bämö! 
is discernible. Shrines on heights were typical of 
the early period (Nu. 22:4 1 ;  I Sa. 9), whereas later 
they are to be found in the towns (2 Ki. 1 7:9) or, in 
one instance, in a valley (Je. 7:3 1 ). By the end of 
the Monarchy period, the term was applied to 
many types of local shrine. Thus 2 Ki. 23 refers to 
a small gate shrine, royal cen tres to foreign gods, 
large public shrines and local rustic shrines all as 
bämöt. 

Widely publicized discoveries at Gezer and the 
'Conway High Place at Petra' have now been dis
counted as bämö!. Despite a 'wishful thinking' 
phase, archaeology has now revealed examples of 
the main types of biblical bämö!. Shrines outside 
settlements are known from Naharijah, Samaria, 
Jerusalem and 'the Great High Place at Petra'. 
bämö! in towns on heights are known from Meg
iddo and Arad. Shrines on lower ground in 
towns are known from Hazor, Dan and Jerusa
lern. Small gate shrines are known from Tirzah 
and Dan. Biblical evidence about the structures, 
cult and tendency of a shrine to change its status 
can all be illustrated from archaeological dis
coveries, so revealing a detailed picture of the 
period when I srael 'had as many gods as towns' 
(Je. 2:28). 

B,BLlOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, Supplement to 
VT4, 1 9 57, pp. 242-258; P. H. Vaughan, The mean
ing 01 'bämä' in the Old Testament, 1974; 1. T. 
Whitney, The Israe/ite bamah, unpublished thesis, 
University of Nottingham, 1 975; M. D. Fowler, 
ZA W 94, pp. 203-2 1 3 . J .T.W. 

HI LKIAH (Heb. hilqiyähli, (Iilqiyä, 'my portion is 
Yahweh'). 

1. The father of Eliakim, Hezekiah's chamber
la in (2 Ki. 1 8 : 1 8, 26, 37; I s. 22:20; 36:3, 22). 

2, The high priest in Josiah's reign. During the 
repairs on the Temple, he found the book of the 
law, and brought it to the notice of Shaphan the 
scribe. Subsequently he was a member of the king's 
deputation to Huldah the prophetess to learn 
God's will in the matter, and later he helped to put 
Josiah's reformation into effect (2 Ki. 22-23; 2 Ch. 
34; 35:8) .  

3, 4. Levites 01' the family 01' Merari ( I  Ch. 6:45; 
26: 1 1 ) . 5. One who stood with Ezra the scribe when 
he read the law of God from a wooden pulpit (Ne. 
8:4). 6, A chief 01' the priests who went up to 
Judaea with Zerubbabel (Ne. 1 2 :7. 2 1 ) . Possibly 
identical with 5. 

7. The father 01' Jeremiah the prophet, and 
member 01' the priestly family 01' Anathoth (Je. 
I :  I ). Probably a descendant 01' Abiathar, David's 
high priest who was expelIed by Solomon for 
supporting Adonijah ( I  Ki .  2 :26). Hilkiah was 
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possibly the officiating priest to the rural com
munity at Anathoth. 

8. The father of Gemariah, one of Zedekiah's 
ambassadors to Nebuchadrezzar (Je. 29:3). 

J .G.G.N. 

HILL, HILL-COUNTRY. These terms translate 
the Heb. words giliti and har. The root-meaning of 
the former is convexity; bare hills, like an inverted 
basin, are a common feature of Palestine, notably 
the area of Judah. But giiJ.'ti is often a proper name 
(Gibeah) to indicate towns built on such em i
nences, coupled with a distinguishing 'surname' 
(e.g 'of Saui', I Sa. 1 1  :4). 

The second word, har, may indicate a single 
eminence or a range of hills; this led to some con
fusion in AV, but recent EVV make it c1ear when a 
range 01' hills is meant. The mountainous back
bone 01' Palestine is so styled sometimes divided 
into the N and S parts of it, respectively called the 
hill-country 'of Ephraim' and 'of Judah'. It 
should, however, be noted that it is not always pos
sible to decide whether a single hili or a hilly region 
is meant. D.F.P .  

HINNOM, VALLEY OF. A valley to the S of Je
rusalem, also styled 'the valley of the son (or sons) 
of H innom'. It was associated in Jeremiah's time 
with the worship of Molech. Josiah defiled this 
shrine, and put an end to the sacrifices offered 
there. Later the valley seems to have been used for 
burning the corpses of criminals and animals, and 
indeed refuse of any sort. Hence the name came to 
be used as a synonym for * hell, the Hebrew phrase 
ge ('valley of') hinnöm becoming geenna in Greek, 
whence Gehenna in Latin and English. Jewish 
tradition at one time held that the mouth of hell 
was in the valley. 

The identification of the valley presents prob
lems. I t  formed part of the boundary between the 
territories of Judah and Benjamin, and lay be
tween the 'south side of the Jebusite; the same is 
Jerusalem' and Enrogel (Jos. 1 5 :7f., AV) . SO c1early 
the identification of these two localities will affect 
our identification of the Valley of Hinnom. I f  
* En-rogel was the  Virgin's Fountain, the  Valley of 
Hinnom can be equated with the K idron valley, 
which runs from the E to the SE 01' Jerusalem. But 
if it was what is now called Bir Eyyub, two possi
bilities remain :  the valley was either the Tyropoeon 
valley, running from the centre of Jerusalem to the 
SE, or the valley encirc1ing the city on the W and S, 
now ca lied the Wadi al-Rababi. Each 01' these three 
valleys, at its SE extremity, terminates near Siloam. 
M uslim tradition supports the Kidron valley iden
tification, but that is the least like1y; the great ma
jority of scholars accept the Wadi al- Rababi as the 
correct identification. D.F.P. 

HIRAM. The king of * Tyre, contemporary with 
David and Solomon; he reigned 979/8-945/4 BC 
(according to Albright, 969-936 BC) . 
a. Name 

Heb. lifrtil11 (Sa. and Ki .) ;  /ffröm ( I  Ki .  5 : 1 0, 1 8 ; 
LXX, H(e)iram); f/üram (Ch.) is a Phoenician name 
possibly equivalent to, or an abbreviation für, 
Al)iram (Nu. 26:38), meaning 'my brother is the 
exalted (god)" as l:Iiel stands für Ahiel ( I  Ki. 

HIRE, HIRELING 

1 6:34). Hiram, or Huram-(abi), was also the name 
of the chief technician from Tyre, married to a 
woman of Naphtali (I Ki .  7: 1 3f.) or Dan (2 Ch. 
2 :  1 3) sent by King Hiram to help Solomon. 

b. Relations with Judah 
Hiram was a great admirer of David ( I  Ki .  5 :  I )  and 
sent materials and craftsmen to aid the building of 
his palace at Jerusalem (2 Sa. 5: 1 1 ; I Ch. 1 4 :  I ) .  On 
Solomon's accession Hiram sent ambassadors to 
make fresh contacts which led to a trade-treaty 
whereby he supplied wood from Lebanon and 
skilIed craftsmen for the construction of the new 
Temple at Jerusalem, in return for an annual pay
ment by Solomon of wheat and fine oil ( I  Ki. 5 :2-
1 1 ) wh ich the Phoenician cities lacked. Additional 
payments of barley and wine seem to have been 
required for the maintenance of the Tyrian work
men, who inc1uded technicians acquainted with 
fabric design and dyes, sent to instruct the Israel
ites (2 Ch. 2 :3-7). 

Twenty years later, on the completion of the 
Temple, Solomon gave Hiram twenty villages in 
Galilee, presumably near Tyre, and received in ex
change 1 20 talents of gold ( I  Ki. 9 : 1 0- 1 4) .  Such 
treaties to adjust the borders between states are 
known from early Syrian agreements (e.g Alalab). 
These treaties, which were planned for the eco
nomic advantage of both parties, were sup
plemented by trading operations in wh ich Solo
mon's ocean-going * ships joined the fleet of 
H iram to import gold, silver and various kinds of 
rarities, inc1uding monkeys ( I  Ki. 1 0:22; 2 Ch. 
9 :2 1 ). The vessels sailing from Ezion-geber for 
* Ophir were accompanied by experienced pi lots 
provided by Hiram (I Ki. 9:26-28; 2 Ch. 8 : 1 7- 1 8). 
The trade expansion of * Phoenicia in Hiram's 
time inc1uded colonies in N Africa and Spain. 
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c. The reign 0/ Hiram 
Apart from the OT, Hiram's rule is chronic1ed by 
Josephus (Ant. 8 .  50-54; Contra Apionem I .  1 7f.), 
based on the historians Menander and Dius. Ac
cording to this source, Hiram (LXX Chiram, Gk. 
Heiramos. Heirömos) was the son of Abi-baal and 
reigned 34 years before dying at the age of 53. The 
building of the Temple at Jerusalem began in his 
1 1 th year, i. e. the 4th year 01' Solomon (I Ki. 6 : 1 ). 
Hiram warred against Cyprus to enforce the pay
ment 01' tribute and fürtified the island of Tyre, 
where he built tempI es to Astarte-Melqart (Iater 
Hercules) and enriched the older temples. 

Josephus, like Eupolemos and Alexander Poly
histor, recounts the letters, said to have been pre
served in the state archives at Tyre, which passed 
between Hiram and Solomon concerning the 
building 01' the Temple. Josephus states also that 
the two kings engaged in an exchange of riddles 
until Solomon was defeated by a young Tyrian 
named Abdemon. Clement 01' Alexandria and 
Tatian say that a daughter 01' Hiram was married 
to Solomon; cf I Ki. 1 1 :  1 -2 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. CAH 3/2, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 466-467; H .  
1. Katzenstein, The His/ory 0/ Tyre, 1 973. 

D.J.W. 

HIRE, HIRELING. The two main c1asses of 
* wage-earner in Israel were the foreign mercenary 
and the agricultural labourer, typifying respectively 
dereliction of duty (Je. 46:2 1 )  and stinting service 
(Jb. 7: I f.) under exploitation (Mal. 3 :5) .  Hence the 



HIRE, HIRELING 

pejoratives in Jn. 1 0: 1 2- 1 3  and Lk. 1 5 : 1 9. David 
introduced foreign mercenaries to buttress the 
newly adopted monarchy (2 Sa. 8 :  1 8) .  The agri
cultural labourer was debased by an enclosure 
movement in the 8th century ( I s. 5 :8) which dispos
sessed many freehold farmers of their patrimony 
and left them in • debt. By custom the ultimate 
discharge of debt was perpetual · slavery (2 Ki .  
4: I ) .  The law provided that an Israelite who, 
through poverty, had to seil hirnself to a fellow
Israelite should be allowed the status of an em
ployee and be manumitted in the year of Jubilee 
(Lv. 25:39-55). Other laws also protected hirn (e.g 
Lv. 1 9: 1 3; cf. Dt.  24: 1 4-1 5) .  Jacob's two contracts 
(Gn. 29) disclose a background of nomadic kin
ship and recall the great national codes of the 2nd 
millennium BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. D. M. Derrett, Law in the New 
Testament, 1 96 1 , eh . I ;  1. Jeremias, Jerusalem in the 
Time 0/ Jesus, 1 969, eh. 6; R .  de Vaux, Ancient 
Israel, 1 96 1 ,  p. 76. A.E.  w. 

HIlTITES (Heb. billim, b'ne beI). In the OT the 
Hittites are, firstly, a great nation wh ich gave its 
name to the whole region of Syria, 'from the wil
derness and this Lebanon as far as the great river, 
the river Euphrates, all the land of the Hittites to 
the Great Sea toward the going down of the sun' 
(Jos. 1 :4); and secondly, an ethnic group living in 
Canaan from patriarchal times until after the Isra
elite settlement (Gn. 1 5 :20; Dt. 7: I ;  Jdg. 3 :5), called 
li te rally 'the children of Heth' (Gn. 23:3,  etc.) after 
their eponymous ancestor Heth, a son of Canaan 
(Gn. 1 0: 1 5) .  

I .  The Hittite empire 

The Hi ttite empire was founded c. 1 800 BC by an 
Indo-European nation wh ich had settled in Asia 
Minor in city-states some two centuries before. 
They derived the name 'Hittite' from the Hatti, the 
earlier inhabitants of the area where they settled, 
whose legacy is c1early traceable in Hittite art and 
religion and in divine and royal names and titles. 
With the spread of the Hittite empire the designa
tion 'Hittites' was extended to the peoples and 
lands which it incorporated. 

An early Hittite king, Tudhaliyas I (c. 1 720 BC), 
has been identified (precariously) with 'Tidal king 
of nations' of Gn. 14: I .  About 1 600 BC Hattusilis I 
extended his rule over parts of N Syria. His succes
sor Mursilis I established a new capital at Hattusas 
(modern Bogaz-köy), E of the Halys; it is largely to 
the archives uncovered there since 1 906 that we 
owe our knowledge of Hittite history and litera
ture. Mursilis I captured Aleppo and subsequently (e. 1 560 BC) raided Babylon-an event which pre
cipitated the fall of the I st Babylonian Dynasty. 

King Telepinus (c. 1 480 BC) was the great Hittite 
legislator. There are some striking affinities be
tween the Hittite law-codes and those of the Penta
teuch, although affinities are found in matters 01' 
detail and arrangement rat her than in general 
conception. Whereas the Pentateuchal codes 
resemble the great Semitic law-codes 01' the ancient 
Near East in employing the lex talionis as a basic 
principle, the Hittite laws are dominated by the 
distinctively Indo-European principle 01' com
pensation ( Wergeld). Some analogy has also been 
discerned between Hittite treaty forms and OT 
covenant terms. Other notable points of contact 

are found in the levirate marriage and in the 
procedures for ascertaining the divine will or the 
unknown future by means of teraphim and 'öllö! 
('familiar spirits'). 

The Hittite empire reached the peak of its power 
under Suppiluliumas I (c. 1 380- 1 350 BC). I t  was in 
his province of Kizzuwatna, in SE Asia M inor, 
that iron was first smelted in the Near East on a 
scale which justifies one in speaking of the begin
ning of the l ron Age. He extended his empire over 
Upper Mesopotamia and over Syria as far S as the 
Lebanon. The Hittites thus collided with the N 
thrust of the Egyptian empire in Asia, and hos
tili ties eontinued between the two powers until 
1 284 BC, when a non-aggression paet between Hat
tusilis I I I  and Rameses 11 reeognized the Orontes 
as their eommon fron tier. 

The Hittite empire collapsed around 1 200 BC as 
the result of blows from western enemies. 

1 1 .  The Hittite kingdoms 
With the fall of the Hittite empire, 24 eity-states of 
the Tabali ('Tuba!' in the OT) became heirs to the 
Hittite horne territory N of the Taurus range. In 
Syria seven city-states whieh had belonged to the 
Hittite empire perpetuated the name 'Hittite' for 
several centuries; their rulers were called 'the kings 
of the Hittites'. Hamath on the Orontes and 
Carchemish on the Euphrates were among the 
most important of the seven. Hamath was allied 
with David (2 Sa. 8:9ff.), whose kingdom bordered 
on 'Kadesh in the land of the Hittites' (2 Sa. 24:6; 
· TAHTIM-HoDsHI) .  Solomon traded and intermar
ried with these 'kings of the Hittites' (I Ki. 1 0 :28f.; 
1 1 : I ) .  In the 9th century BC their military reputa
tion could throw the army of Damascus into panie 
(2 Ki. 7:6). But in the following century they were 
reduced one by one by the Assyrians; Hamath fell 
in 720 BC and Carchemish in 7 1 7  (cf. 2 Ki. 1 8 :34; 
1 9 : 1 3 ; I s. 1 0:9). 
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The Assyrian and Babylonian reeords of the 
period (as late as the Chaldean dynasty) regularly 
refer to the whole of Syria (including Palestine) as 
the 'Hatti-Iand'; Sargon 1 1  in 7 1 1 BC can speak of 
the people of Ashdod as 'the faithless Hatti' .  

The language of the seven Hittite kingdoms is 
known from hieroglyphie texts whieh have been 
deciphered in recent years; bilingual inseriptions in 
hieroglyphie Hittite and Phoenician, discovered at 
Karatepe in Cilicia ( 1 946-7), have helped con
siderably in their decipherment. The language of 
these texts is not identical with the official lan
guage of the earlier Hittite empire, wh ich was writ
ten in cuneiform script and identified as an Indo
European language in 1 9 1 7; it resembles rat her a 
neighbouring Indo-European language called 
Luvian. 

1 1 1 .  The Hittites of Canaan 
The Hittites 01' Canaan in patriarchal times appear 
as inhabiting the eentral ridge of Judah, espeeially 
the Hebron district. I t  has been surmised that they 
were a branch of the pre-Indo-European Hatti, or 
early migrants from some part of the H ittite 
empire; the Hittite empire itself never extended so 
far S. They may, on the other hand, have had noth
ing in common with the N Hittites but their similar 
(though not completely identical) name. In Gn. 23 
the Hittites are the resident population of Hebron 
('the people of the land') among whom Abraham 
lives as 'a stranger and a sojourner' and from 
whom he buys the field of Maehpelah, with its 



eave, as a family burying-ground. The reeord of the 
purehase is said to be 'permeated with intrieate 
subtleties of Hittite laws and eustoms, eorreetly 
eorresponding to the time of Abraham' ( M .  R .  
Lehmann, BASaR 1 29, 1 953, p. 1 8 ;  but see l'or 
another opinion G. M .  Tueker, JBL 85, 1 966, pp. 
77ff.). Esau grieved his parents by marrying two 
'Hittite women . . .  women of the land' (Gn. 27:46; 
cf. 26:34r.)-apparently in the Beersheba region. 
lerusalem, aeeording to Ezk. 1 6:3, 45, had a mixed 
Hittite and Amorite foundation. The name of 
• Araunah the Jebusite (2 Sa. 24: 1 6ff.) has been 
thought to be Hittite, and Uriah the Hittite, evi
dently a Jerusalemite, was one of Oavid's mighty 
men (2 Sa. 23:39). Ahimeleeh, one of Oavid's 
eompanions in the days of his outlawry, is ealled a 
Hittite ( I  Sa. 26:6) . 

The last reference to the Hi ttites of Canaan is in 
Solomon's reign (2 Ch. 8 :7) ;  thereafter they were 
merged in the general population of the land. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. R. Gurney, The Hittites, 2nd 
rev. edn. ,  1 98 1 ;  idem, Some Aspects of Hillite 
religion, 1 976; O. R. Gurney and 1. Garstang, The 
Geography of the Hittite Empire, 1 959; S. L1oyd, 
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schl/ng, 1 964; H .  A .  Hoffner, 'Some Contributions 
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29ff. ; idem, 'The Hittites and Hurrians' in POTT, 
pp. I 97ff. ; 1. G. MaeQueen, The Hittites and Their 
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Lehmann, The Hittites, 1 977.  F.F.B. 

HIVITE. One of the sons of Canaan (Gn. 1 0: 1 7; 
I Ch. I :  1 5); an early inhabitant of Syria and Pal
estine, named as distinet from the Canaanites, 
Jebusites, Perizzites, Girgashites and Amorites 
(Ex. 3:8; 23:28; Ot. 7:  I ), and in association with 
the • Arkites known to have dwelt in Lebanon 
(Gn. 1 0: 1 7) .  This accords with their prineipal 
loeation in the Lebanon hills (Jdg. 3 :3) and the 
Herrnon range as far as the valley leading to 
Hamath (Jos. 1 1  :3), where they still lived in  the 
time of Oavid, who lists them after Sidon and 
Tyre (2 Sa. 24:7). Hivites were conscripted as 
labourers for Solomon's building projects ( I  Ki. 
9:20; 2 Ch. 8 :7). Others were settled in Shechem, 
whose founder is described as san of Hamor, a 
Hivite, in the time of Jacob (Gn. 34:2) and near 
Gibeon (Jos. 9:7; 1 1 : 1 9) .  

Many equate the Hivites (Heb. ijiwwi; Gk. 
Heuaios) with the ' Horites (ijorri[m), assuming 
a scribal confusion between the Heb. w and r. In 
Gn. 36:20-30 Zibeon is called a Horite as opposed 
to a Hivite in v. 2 .  Similarly, the LXX of Gn. 34:2 
and Jos. 9:7 renders 'Horite' for 'Hivite', and some 
read 'Hittite' (�ittl;) for 'Hivite' in Jos. 1 1  : 3 ;  Jdg. 
3 :3 .  The derivation from Qawwä, 'tent-village', is 
uncertain, as is  the identification of the Hivites, 
otherwise unattested. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. A. Hoffner, TynB 20, 1 969, 
pp. 27-37. 0.1.W. 

HOBAB (Heb. böQäQ, 'beloved'). Nu. 1 0:29 speaks 
of ' Hobab, the son of Raguel the M idianite, 
Moses' father in law'-ambiguous wording which 
leaves unclear whether Moses' father-in-Iaw was 
Hobab or Raguel (Reuel). Jdg. 4: 1 1  (cf. Jdg. I :  1 6) 
says Hobab; Ex. 2: 1 8  says Reuel; but evidence is 
too slight to choose between the two accounts. Is-

HOLINESS 

lamic tradition identifies Hobab with Jethro, but 
others suggest an identification between Reuel and 
• lethro (Ex. 2: 1 8 ; 3 :  I ). The latter would make 
Hobab the brother-in-Iaw of Moses; but such an 
interpretation of the Heb. word (�6!en) is ques-
tionable. 1 .0.0. 

HOBAH. The name of the place to which Abra
ham pursued the four kings who had pillaged 
Sodom and Gomorrah and carried off Lot (Gn. 
1 4: 1 5). It lay 'on the left hand of, that is (to one 
facing E) to the N of Oamascus. Though modern 
sites have been suggested, the place is unknown. A 
district Ube is mentioned in the 'Amarna letters 
and identified by some with Tell el-Salihiye c .  20 
km E of Oamascus. T.C.M. 

HOLINESS 

a. Meaning 
In the OT, the main Heb. root denoting holiness or 
the holy is qds. It appears as a noun, verb and 
adjective over 850 times. In the LXX, the qds group 
is translated primarily by the hagios group, the 
usage wh ich forms the semantic background of 
hagios and cognates in the NT. Etymological stud
ies suggest for qds at least two associations, namely, 
'separation' and 'brightness' (Muilenberg, 6 1 7) but 
the result of such studies are of limited value. 
More fruitful is a consideration of the term as the 
focal point of an idea wh ich emerges by reference 
to its context and the wider semantic field. 

b. Old Testament 
The idea of the holy is at the heart of God's self
revelation and his call of Israel (Ex. 1 9 :6; Lv. 1 9 :2). 
This highlights the two dimensions of holiness. 
With respect to God, holiness is his quintessential 
nature (Hartley, 56), his very selfhood (Ex. 1 5: 1 1 ; 
Is. 6 :3 ;  Am. 4:2). With respect to humans, objects, 
places, times and miscellaneous items like war 
and the covenant (On. 1 1  :28), holiness is always 
derived and dependent upon proximity or relation
ship to the holy God. Holiness may aiso be 
predicated of lesser celestial beings (Ps. 89:5-7; Zc. 
1 4:5) but the context implies that they are holy by 
proximity to God. 

God's holiness is associated with other biblical 
and post-biblical words: power, glory, transcend
ence, uniqueness, exciusiveness, pureness, danger
ousness. Earlier studies (e.g. that by Otto) stressed 
transcendence but the fundamental bibl ical picture 
is of God as the Holy One in the midst of his 
people (Ho. 1 1  :9), a picture which emerges from 
the earliest chapters of Gn. (3:8). God's holiness 
does not make hirn unapproachable ( l s. 57: 1 5) .  On 
the contrary, he is a seeking God, whose holiness is 
expressed in his saving activity ( l s. 40-55). At the 
same time, any approach to God can only be made 
under the provisions which God has hirnself es tab
lished. The entire cultus has to do with making i t  
safe for God's people to encounter the holy God 
who dweils in their midst. Any approach to God 
made under other conditions is dangerous (Ex. 
1 9: 1 2, 2 1 , 24). 
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The holy God created a people by making his 
covenant with them (Ex. 1 9 :5, 6; 20: I ff.). The lives 
of God's people were now to reflect his own holi
ness: 'You shall be holy for I am holy' (Lv. 1 9:2). 
This key verse is at the centre of the so-called 



HOLI NESS 

Holiness Code ( Lv. 1 7-26), which shows the 
standards of holy living: in worship, in love for the 
neighbour, and in promoting justice and rooting 
out injustice. These foci are expressed in a variety 
of ethical commands which apply in cultic, sexual 
and social relationships. These mandates are to be 
followed by the forgiven people of God, not only 
for their own sake but for the sake 01' all peoples 
(Ex. 1 9 : 5-6). 

The awesomeness of God's holiness, with a cor
responding sense of personal unworthiness and the 
need for c1eanness in God's sight, is seen clearly in 
Is. 6 .  The 8th century prophets are critical of the 
abusc of the sacrificial system, arguing that God's 
means of grace must be matched by righteous 
living and inward c1eansing ( l s. I :  I 0-20; Je. 7 :  1 -
27). The prophet tradition further develops the 
priestly belief that the holiness of God demands 
justice ( l s. 5: 1 6; Je. 3 1  : 3 1 -34; Ezk. 28:22; 38:23). 
God manifests his holiness by moving humans to 
righteous living by which they model his values in 
their communal l ife and mediate a true knowledge 
of the Holy One to the nations ( I s. 42: 1 , 6). 

God abhors sin and injustice among his people; 
his holiness brings judgment upon it. The purpose 
of such judgment, however, is not destructive but 
redemptive. The supreme manifestation of God's 
holiness is  his love. When God acts to save, it is to 
vindicate his holiness before all people (Ezk. 
36:22-32). When Isaiah preaches forgiveness and 
redemption, he calls the God of mercy the Holy 
One of Israel ( l s. 1 0:20; 1 2 :6; 29: 1 9) .  Hosea in 
particular demonstrates how holiness 'finds deep
er expression in the conquering holy love rooted 
in the covenantal bond of grace' (Muilenburg, 
62 1 ). 

If corporate holy living by the people 01' God 
was the primary concern of the priestly and proph
etic traditions, the primary concern of the wisdom 
tradition was individual holy living. Particularly 
noteworthy is Ps. 24:2-3. 

Who shall ascend the hili of the Lord? 
And who shall stand in his holy place? 

He who has clean hands and a pure heart, 
who does not l ift up his soul to what is false, 
and does not swear deceitfully. 

This passage builds on the priestly view that purity 
is a prerequisite for holiness of l ife. I t  calls for 
cultic c1eanness but also shows that holiness de
mands individual integrity and single-minded de
votion to God. 

c. New Testament 
Holiness in the NT exhibits remarkable continuity 
with the OT. The Lord's Prayer (Mt .  6:2 = Lk. 
1 1  :2) hallows the name of the Father in a manner 
reminiscent of Ezekiel. The trisagion of Rev. 4:6b-
1 0  presupposes Is. 6:3 while the Song of Moses and 
the Lamb (Rev. 1 5 :4-7) reflects Ps. 99. God's call 
of a holy people ( I  Pet. 2 :9- 1 0) reflects Ex. 1 9 :2  
and Ho. 2 :23, while the command and response of 
holy l iving (I Pet .  I :  1 5) mirrors Lv. 1 1  :44; 1 9:2.  

Few passages refer to God's holiness, though the 
NT always assurnes the holiness of God the 
Falher. Likewise, the term 'holy' is not often ap
plied to Jesus, but when i t  is, i t  carries great weight .  
Luke emphasizes that  Jesus, who wi l l  be called holy 
from his birth (Lk.  1 :35), is full of the Holy Spirit 
(Lk. 3 :22;  4 :  I )  and his ministry as a whole is exer
cised in the power of the Holy Spirit ( Lk.  3:22; 4: I ,  
1 4, 1 8; Acts 3 :  14 ;  4 :27, 30). His  I ife is holy in char-
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acter ( Heb. 1 :9; 4 :  1 5 , I Pet. 2 :22). In conflict with 
evil he is recognized as the Holy One (Mk .  1 :24) . 
Peter confesses that Jesus is the Holy One 01' God 
(Jn. 6:69) while Rev. 3 : 7  gives Jesus the same 
ascription ('holy and true') as is given to God in 
Rev. 6: I O. Jesus, designaled Son of God in power 
by the Spirit 01' hol iness through the resurrection 
from the dead ( Rom. 1 :4), incarnates holiness for 
us ( I  Cor. 1 :30). 

The most frequent ascription 01' holiness to a 
divine person is to the Holy Spirit, who is the 
Spirit 01' God and of Christ ( Rom. 8 :9). All NT 
writers saw the coming of Jesus as God's Messiah 
who was to give the Spirit (Jn. 1 :33; 20:22), and 
who poured the Spirit out at Pentecost on all flesh 
(Acts 2 :  1 7tf.), as the inauguration of the new age. 
The inextricable links between Falher, Son and 
Spirit (Mt .  28: 1 9) support the later doctrine of thc 
Holy Trinity. 

The Spirit is designated the Holy Spirit to dis
tinguish hirn from other spirits ( M k .  3 :28-30) and 
to show that he shares the holiness of God (Mt .  
1 2 :28 = Lk.  1 1  :20). I n  the OT, God's holiness i s  
displayed in awesome power; in the  NT, God's 
powerful presence in the midst of his people is first 
through the words and deeds of Jesus the Messiah 
(Mt .  4:23-9:23; Jn. 5: 1 9-29; 1 4: 8- 1 1 ), then 
through the Holy Spirit (Jn.  7 :39; 14 :25-26). 

As is the case in the OT, a holy God calls a holy 
people ( I  Pet. I :  1 5- 1 6) so that they might proclaim 
his wonderful deeds ( I  Pet. 2 :9- 1 0). Holiness con
tinues to be permanently required of God's people. 
The adjective hagios is often used substantivally to 
refer to Christians in the relationship to God. 
Consecrated to h irn in obedience to his call, and 
accepted by him in the greatness of his grace, these 
persons are designated the hagioi. Through the 
sanctifying presence of the indwelling Spirit, on 
the basis of the atoning work of  Christ, people 
who believe are made holy, children of God ( Rom. 
8 :  1 4- 1 7). See · SANCTlFtCATION. They live their 
lives lhrough 'God's empowering presence' (see 
Fee) by the Spirit (Gal 5: 1 6: Rom. 8: 1 2-1 3), pro
ducing the active Christlikeness wh ich is the fruit 
of the Spirit (Gal. 5 :22). These holy people, born 
of the Spirit (Jn .  3 : 5-8), are made one through the 
Spirit ( I  Cor. 1 2 : 1 2- 1 3 ; Eph. 4 :3-4) who empowers 
them for the proclarnation of the gospel (Acts 1 :8) 
and whose gifts are always given to be used for the 
upbuilding of the community of faith ( I  Cor. 
1 2 :27). 
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HOMOSEXUALITY, The Bible says nothing spe
cifically about the homosexual condition (despite 
the rat her misleading RSV translation of I Cor. 
6:9), but its condemnations of homosexual con
duct are explicit. The scope of these strictures 
must, however, be carefully determined. Too often 
they have been used as tools of a homophobic po
lemic which has c1aimed too much. 



The exegesis of the Sodom and Gibeah stories 
(Gn. 1 9 : 1 -25;  Jdg. 1 9 : 1 3-20:48) is a good case in 
point. We must resist D. S. Bailey's widely-quoted 
claim that the sin God punishcd on these occasions 
was a breach 01' hospitality etiquctte without 
sexual overtones (it fails to explain adequately 
both the double usage of the word 'know' (yäqa') 
and thc rcason behind the substitutionary olfer of 
Lot's daughters and the Levite's concubine); but 
neither account amounts to a wholesale condem
nation of all homosexual acts. On both occasions 
the sin condemned was attempted homosexual 
rape, not a caring homosexual relationship be
tween consenting partners. 

The force of the other OT references to homo
sexuality is similarly limited by the context in 
which they are set . Historically, homosexual be
haviour was l inked with idolatrous cult prostitu
tion (I Ki. 1 4 :24; 1 5 : 1 2; 22:46). The stern warnings 
of the levitical law ( Lv. 1 8 :22; 20: 1 3) are primarily 
aimed at idolatry too; the word 'abomination' 
(tö 'ei}ii), for example, which features in both these 
references, i s  a religious term often used for idol
atrous practices. Viewed strictly within their con
text, then, these OT condemnations apply to 
homosexual activity conducted in the course of 
idolatry, but not necessarily more widely than 
that. 

In  Rom. I Paul condemns homosexual acts, les
bian as weil as male, in the same breath as idolatry 
(vv. 23-27), but his theological canvas is broader 
than that of Lv. I nstead of treating homosexual 
behaviour as an expression of idolatrous worship, 
he traces both to the bad 'exchange' fallen man has 
made in departing from his Creator's intention (vv. 
25f.). Seen from this angle, every homosexual act is 
unnatural (para physin, v. 26), not because i t  cuts 
across the individual's natural sexual orientation 
(which, of course, i t  may not) or infringes OT law 
(contra McNeill), but because it flies in the face 
of God's creation scheme for human sexual 
expression. 

Paul makes two more references to homosexual 
practice in other Epistles. Both occur in lists of 
banned activities and strike the same condemna
tory note. In I Cor. 6:9f. practising homosexuals 
are included among the unrighteous who will not 
inherit the kingdom of God (but with the redemp
tive note added, 'such were some of you'); and in I 
Tim. I :9f. they feature in a list of 'the lawless and 
disobedient' . The latter is especially important be
cause the wh oie list represents an updated version 
of the · Ten Commandments. Paul paralleis the 
7th commandment (on adultery) with a reference 
to 'immoral persons' (pornO/) and 'sodomites' (ar
senokoitO/), words which cover all sexual inter
course outside marriage, whether heterosexual or 
homosexua!. If the Decalogue is permanently 
valid, the significance of this application is height
ened still further. 

l t  has been suggested that the meaning of ar
senikoites in I Cor. 6:9 and I Tim. 1 : 1 0 may be 
restricted to that of 'male prostitute' (cf Vulg. 
masculi concubitores) . Linguistic evidence to sup
port this view is lacking, however, though the word 
itself is certainly rare in literature of the NT 
period. lt seems beyond reasonable doubt that 
Paul intended to condemn homosexual conduct 
(but not homosexual people) in the most general 
and theologically broad terms he knew. H is three 
scattered references fit together in an impressive 
way as an expression of God's will as he saw it. As 
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Creator, Law-Giver and King, the Lord's condem
nation of such behaviour was absolutely plain. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. Atkinson, Homosexuals in 
the Christian Fellowship, 1 979; E. Moberly, Homo
sexuality: A New Christian Ethic, 1 983 ;  P. Cole-
man , Gay Christians, 1 989. O . H . F. 

HONEY, HONEYCOMB (Heb. d'i}as, 'honey', 
the usual word; nöpeL. 'juice', 'dropping'; ya'ar, 
'comb'; ya'ra! had-d'i}as, 'comb of honey'; $ÜP 
d'i}as, 'a flowing of honey'; Gk. meli, 'honey'; 
melission kerion, 'honeycomb'). A favourite • food 
in biblical times (Pr. 24: 1 3; cf Ecclus. 1 1  :3), honey 
was found in hollows of the rocks (Dt. 32: 1 3; Ps. 
8 1 :  1 6); in trees ( I  Sa. 1 4:25-26, though the Heb. 
text here is obscure); in the wilderness of Judaea 
(Mt .  3:4; Mk. 1 :6); and in animal carcasses (Jdg. 
1 4: 8) .  

Honey was used in cake-making (Ex.  1 6: 3 1 ) , and 
was regarded as having medicinal properties (Pr. 
1 6:24). lt was as acceptable gift (2 Sa. 1 7 :29; I Ki .  
1 4:3);  a valuable resource (Je. 4 1 :8); and was evi
dently plentiful enough to be exported (Ezk. 27: 1 7, 
but some suggest that in this verse and in Gn. 43: 1 1  
grape or date syrup (Arab. dibs) may be intended; 
cf Jos., Bi 4. 469). l t  was forbidden as an ingredi
ent of any meal-olfering to Yahweh ( Lv. 2: 1 1 ) be
cause of its liability to fermentation (so Pliny, NH 
1 1 .  1 5),  but included in tithes and first-fruits (2  Ch. 
31 :5), wh ich incidentally suggests domesticated 
bees (·ANIMALS). In later times bee-keeping may 
have been practised by the Jews. 

Canaan is spoken of as a land 'flowing with milk 
and honey' (Ex. 3:8, etc.; cf ANET, pp. 1 9-20), for 
a discussion of wh ich see T. K. Cheyne's note (EBi, 
2 1 04). Goshen is similarly described (Nu. 1 6 : 1 3) .  

Honey as the 'chief of sweet things' has inspired 
many figurative allusions-e.g. Ps. 1 9:9-1 0; Pr. 5 :3 
(cf Ct. 4: 1 1 ) ;  Pr .  24:  1 3- 1 4  (cf Ecclus. 39:26); Ezk. 
3:2-3; Rev. 1 0:9. J.O.O.  

HOOK, I. Heb. (lä� (Ezk. 29:4; 38:4), �ä�f (Ex. 
35:22; 2 Ki .  1 9 :28; Is .  37:29; Ezk. 1 9:4, 9). A hook 
put in the nose of a tamed beast to lead i t  about, or 
of a wild one to bring it under contro!. 2. bö�fm (2 
Ch. 33:  1 1 ), nose rings. Assyr. monuments show 
this method of treating captives. NEO has 'spiked 
weapons'. 3. J'pattayim (Ezk. 40:43); possibly a 
double-pronged hook used in flaying a carcase, but 
the meaning is uncertain. Rvmg., NEO render as 
'Iedges'. 4. mazmerö!, 'pruning hooks' (15. 2:4; 
1 8:5 ;  Joel 3 :  1 0; Mi. 4:3). Small sickle-shaped knives 
employed by vinedressers, easily convertible to, 
and probably used as, a weapon of war. 5. wäw 
(Ex. 26:32, ete.) is used only in connection with the 
hangings of the · tabernacle. 6. 'agmön (Jb. 4 1 : 1 ), 
�akkii (Jb. 4 1  :2; Is. 1 9 :8; Hab. I :  1 5),  $innii and sfrö! 
dügii (Am. 4:2) and Gk.  ankistron (Mt .  1 7:27) all 
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mean 'fish hook' .  N .H.  

HOPE. Hope, it would seem, is a psychological 
necessity, if man is  to envisage the future at all. 
Even if  there are no rational grounds for it, man 
still continues to hope. Very naturally such hope, 
even when it appears to be justified, is transient 
and illusory; and i t  is remarkable how often i t  is 
qualified by poets and other writers by such epi
thets as 'faint', 'trembling', 'feeble', 'desperate', 
'phantom'. The Bible sometimes uses hope in the 
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conventional sense. The ploughman, for example, 
should plough in hope ( I  Cor. 9 :  1 0), for it is the 
hope of reward that sweetens labour. But for the 
most part the hope with wh ich the Bible is con
cerned is something very different; and in com
parison with it other hope is scarcely recognized as 
hope. The majority 01' secular thinkers in the an
cient worid did not regard hope as a virtue, but 
merely as a temporary illusion; and Paul was 
giving an accurate description 01' pagans when he 
said they had no hope (Eph. 2: 1 2; cf I Thes. 4: 1 3), 
the fundamental reason for this being that they 
were 'without God'.  

Where there is a belief in the living God, who 
acts and intervenes in human life and who can be 
trusted to implement his promises, hope in the spe
cifically biblical sense becomes possible. Such hope 
is not a matter 01' temperament, nor is it con
ditioned by prevailing circumstances or any human 
possibilities. It does not depend upon what a man 
possesses, upon wh at he may be able to do for him
seil', nor upon what any other human being may do 
for hirn. There was, for example, nothing in the 
situation in wh ich Abraham found hirnself to jus
tify his hope that Sarah would give birth to a son, 
but because he believed in God, he could 'in hope' 
believe 'against hope' ( Rom. 4 :  1 8) .  Biblical hope is 
inseparable thcreforc from faith in God. Because 
01' what God has done in the past, particularly in 
preparing for the coming of Christ, and because of 
what God has done and is now doing through 
Christ, the Christian dares to expect future bless
ings at present invisible (2 Cor. I :  1 0) .  The goodness 
01' God is for hirn never exhausted. The best is still 
to be. His hope is increased as he reflects on the 
activities of God in the Scriptures ( Rom. 1 2 :  1 2; 
1 5 :4). Christ in hirn is the hope of future glory 
(Co!. I :27). His final salvation rests on such hope 
(Rom. 8 :24); and this hore of salvation is a 
'heimet', an essential part 0 his defensive armour 
in the struggle against evil (I Thes. 5 :8) .  Hope, to 
be sure, is not a kite at the mercy 01' the changing 
winds, but 'a sure and steadfast an chor of the 
soul', penetrating deep into the invisible eternal 
worid (Heb. 6 :  1 9) .  Because 01' his faith the Chris
tian has an assurance that the things he hopes for 
are real ( Heb. 1 1 :  I ); and his hope never disappoints 
hirn ( Rom. 5 :5) .  

There are no explicit references to hope in the 
teaching of Jesus. He teaches his disciples, how
ever, not to be anxious about the future, because 
that future is in the hands of a loving Father. He 
also leads them to expect that after his resurrection 
renewed spiritual power will be available for them, 
enabling them to do even greater works than he 
did, to overcome sin and death, and to look for
ward to sharing his own eternal glory. The resur
rection of Jesus revitalized their hope. It was the 
mightiest act of God wrought in history. Before it 
'panic, despair flee away' .  Christian faith is essen
tially faith in God who raised Jesus from the dead ( I  Pet. 1 :2 1 ). This God toward.s whom the Chris
tian directs his faith is called 'the God of hope', 
who can fill the believer with joy and peace, and 
enable hirn to abound in hope ( Rom. 1 5 : 1 3). Be
cause of the resurrection, the Christian is saved 
from the miserable condition of having his hope in 
Christ limited to this worid only ( I  Cor. 1 5 : 1 9) .  
Christ Jesus is  his Hope for time and eternity ( I  
Tim. I :  I ) . His call to be Christ's disciple carries 
with i t  the hope of finally sharing his glory (Eph. 
1 :  1 8) .  H is hope is laid up  for hirn in heaven (Co!. 

1 : 5) and will be realized when his Lord is revealed 
( I  Pet. 1 : 1 3) .  

The existence of th is  hope makes it impossible 
for the Christian to be satisfied with transient joys 
( Heb. 1 3 : 1 4); it also acts as a stimulus to purity of 
life ( I  Jn. 3 :2-3) and enables hirn to suffer cheer
fully. It is noticeable how often hope is associated 
in the NT with 'patience' or 'steadfastness'. This 
virtue is vastly different from Stoic endurance, pre
cisely because it is bound up with a hope unknown 
to the Stoic (see I Thes. I :3; Rom . 5 :3-5). 

In the light 01' what has been said it is not sur
prising that hope should so often be mentioned as 
a concomitant 01' faith. The heroes of faith in 
Heb. 1 1  are also beacons of hope. What is per
haps more remarkable is the frequent association 
of hope with love as weil as with faith.  This three
fold combination of faith, hope and love is found 
in I Thes. 1 :3 ;  5 :8 ;  Ga! . 5 : 5-6; I Cor. 1 3 : 1 3 ; Heb. 
6 : 1 0- 1 2; I Pet. 1 :2 1 -22. By its connection with 
love, Christian hope is freed from all selfishness. 
The Christian does not hope for blessings for 
hirnself wh ich he does not desire others to share. 
When he loves his fellow-men he hopes that they 
will be the recipients of the good things that he 
knows God longs to give them. Paul gave evi
dence of his hope just as much as his love and his 
faith when he returned the runaway slave Ones
imus to his master Philemon. Faith, hope and 
love are thus inseparable. Hope cannot exist apart 
from faith, and love cannot be exercised without 
hope. These three are the things that abide ( I  Cor. 
1 3 : 1 3) and together they comprise the Christian 
way of life. 
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HOPHNI AND PHINEHAS, The two sons of 
• EIi, 'priests of the Lord' at Shiloh ( I  Sa. 1 : 3). 
Both names are Egyptian, meaning 'tadpole' and 
'the Nubian' respectively. They are described as 
'worthless men; they had no regard for the Lord' ( I  
Sa. 2 :  1 2) .  They abused their privileges a s  priests, 
c1aiming more than their proper share of the sacri
fices and insisting on having it when and as they 
pleased on threat of force, so that men treated the 
offerings of the Lord with contempt. Because of 
this and their licentiousness, a curse was pro
nounced against the house of Eli, first by an un
known prophet ( I  Sa. 2 :27-36) and later by Samuel 
( I  Sa. 3:  1 1 - 14) .  They died in the battle against the 
Philistines at Aphek ( I  Sa. 4 : 1 1 ) .  J .W.M. 

HOPHRA, The pharaoh l:Ia'a'ibre' Wa�ibre; Gk.  
Apries, 4th king of the 26th Dynasty, who reigned 
for 1 9  years, from 589 to 570 BC. He was an im
petuous king, over-ambitious to meddle in Pales
tinian affairs. The Heb. form Mika' is best derived 
from his personal name, (Wa)�ibre', precisely as 
with Shishak, Tirhakah and Neco. 'Pharaoh
hophra' is explicitly mentioned only in Je. 44:30, 
but several other references to 'Pharaoh' in the 
prophets concern hirn. Shortly after Hophra's ac
cession, Zedekiah requested forces from hirn, pre
sumably against Nebuchadrezzar (Ezk. 1 7: 1 1 -2 1 ) . 

Hophra duly invaded Palestine du ring Nebu-



chadrezzar's siege of Jerusalem (Je. 37:5; perhaps 
also Je. 47: I ?),  accompanied by his fleet (Herodo
tus, 2. 1 6 1 ). In 588 Ezekiel prophesied against the 
Egyptians (Ezk. 29: 1 - 1 6) and Jeremiah prophesied 
Hophra's retreat (Je. 37:7) .  The Babylonians raised 
the siege of Jerusalem (Je. 37: 1 1 ) just long enough 
to repulsc Hophra; whether a battle actually oc
curred is uncertain. After a disastrous Libyan 
campaign and a revolt which resulted in Ahmose 
becoming co-regent, Hophra was slain in conflict 
with Ahmose (cf Je. 44:30). K.A .K .  

HOR. I .  A mountain on the border of Edom 
where Aaron was buried (Nu. 20:22-29; 33:37-39; 
Ot. 32:50), possibly Moserah (Ot. 1 0:6), although 
Nu. 33:30, 39 Jistinguishes them. The place was in 
the region of Kadesh (Nu. 20:22; 33:37). More ac
curately it is 'Hor, the mountain', suggesting that it 
was a prominent feature. 

Josephus (Ant. 4. 82) thought it was near Petra, 
and tradition has identified i t  with Jebel Nebi 
Harun, a lofty peak 1 ,460 m high, to the W of 
Edom. This, however, is far from Kadesh. 

Jebel Madeira, NE of Kadesh, on the NW 
border of Edom has been suggested, for Israel 
began the detour round Edom at Mt Hor (Nu. 
21 :4), and Aaron could weil have been buried here 
'in the sight of all the congregation' (Nu. 20:22-
29). However the site should be sought on 'the way 
of A tharim' from Kadesh-barnea to the vicinity of 
Arad, because it is always mentioned on the line of 
this journey (see references above). 

2. A mountain on the N border of Israel, prob
ably one of the N summits of the Lebanese range 
in the vicinity of the coast. From Jos. 1 3 :4 the N 
border of 'the land that remains' included the 
region of Byblos and extended to Aphek on the 
Amorite border. Mt Hor was thus probably one of 
the NW peaks of the Lebanese range N of Byblos, 
such as Ras Shaqqah. J .A .T. 

HORESH. A place in the wilderness of Ziph (I Sa. 
23: 1 5- 1 9), possibly to be identified with Khirbet 
Khoreisa some 9- 1 0  km S of Hebron. AV, RV 
'wood' is grammatically possible but topographic
ally unlikely; trees could scarcely have grown in 
this region. R.P.G. 

HORITES, HORIM. The ancient inhabitants of 
Edom, defeated by Chedorlaomer (Gn. 1 4:6), said 
to be the descendants of Seir the Horite (Gn. 
36:20) and an ethnic group distinct from Rephaim. 
They were driven out by the sons of Esau (Ot .  
2 :  1 2, 22) .  Esau himself seems to have married the 
daughter of a Horite chief, Anah (Gn. 36:25). The 
Horites (Heb. �öri, Gk. chorraios) also occupied 
some places in central Palestine, including 
Shechem (Gn. 34:2) and Gilgal (Jos. 9:6-7), the 
LXX reading 'Horite' in both passages (AV; RSV, 
'Hivite'). 

The E Horites cannot be identified as Hurrians 
either archaeologically or linguistically (Semitic 
personal names in Gn. 36:20-30). Some think the 
pre-Edomites to have been cave-dwellers (�ör) and 
equate this with the Egyp. name for Palestine 
(hr = hurru) cited with Israel on the Merenptah 
stele c. 1 225 BC. 

The pre-Israelite Jebusites ruled by Abdi-hepa 
during the °Amarna period seem to be H urrians, 
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as was °Araunah (Ornan, 'rwnh, 'wrnh, 2 Sa. 24: 1 6; 
'rnn ( I  Ch. 2 1 : 1 8) ,  the Hurrian word for 'the 
king[sl)lord' (ewirne). 

Hurrian, a non-Semitic (Caucasian?) language 
was spoken by a people who formed part of the 
indigenous population of N Syria and Upper 
Mesopotamia from c. 2300 BC. From the 1 8th cen
tury they are weil attested at Mari and Alalao as 
weil as in the Hittite archives where from c. 1 500 
to 1 380 BC H urrian myths and literature are 
found. 

At this time the Hurrian kingdom of Mitanni, 
ruled by kings with Indo-Aryan names, corres
ponded with Egypt (e.g. Tusratta-Amenophis IV)  
and influenced Assyria (e.g 0 Nuzl). Hurrian per
sonal names are found throughout Syro-Palestine 
(0 ALALAH , 0 TAANACH, 0 SHECHEM) and some bib
lical names may best be considered of Hurrian 
origin: Anah, Ajah, Oishon, 0 Shamgar, Toi and 
Eliahba (0. 1. Wiseman, JTVI 72, 1 950, p. 6). 

Hori was also the personal name both of an Edo
mite (Gn. 36:22; I Ch. 1 :39) and of a Simeonite 
(Nu. 1 3 :5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. I .  1. Gelb, Hurrians and Subar
ians, 1 944; E. A. Speiser, lntroduction to Hurrian, 
1 94 1 ;  E. A. Speiser, JWH I ,  1 953, pp. 3 1 1 -327; H .  
A.  Hoffner, POTT, 1 973, pp. 22 1-226; G .  Wilhelm, 
The Hurrians, 1 989. D.J.W. 

HORMAH (Heb. �ormäh) .  An important town in 
the Negeb, formerly Canaanite Zephath (destroyed 
by Judahites and Simeonites, Jdg. I :  1 7); its king is 
listed as defeated by Joshua (Jos. 1 2: 1 4) .  The 
Israelite name 'sacred' recalled the sacrifice of the 
captured town under a national vow made after a 
previous defeat (Nu. 2 1 :  1 -3); there is no c1ear link 
wlth Nu. 14 :45, though AV follows Symmachus, 
Vulg., et al., in emending 'way of Atharim' to 'way 
of the spies' (see BDB, s. v. Atharim). 

Hormah was certainly linked with °Arad, but is 
not identical; cf Jos. 1 2: 1 4; Jdg. 1 : 1 6f. The se
quence in Jos. 1 5 :30f.; 1 9:4f. suggests that it was in 
the N of Simeon, towards Ziklag; W. F. Albright 
proposed Tell es-Sheri'ah as the only si te in this 
area with extensive Late Bronze remains (BASOR 
1 5, 1 924). A more S location, at the limit of Ca
naanite pursuit towards Kadesh, is indicated by 
Nu. 1 4:45; Ot. 1 :44. 1. Garstang suggested Tell el
Milh (Tel Malhata), 22 km E of Beersheba, but it 
now seems likely that this was Canaanite °Arad 
and that Middle Bronze fortifications S of Tel 
Masos, 6 km to the W, represent Hormah. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Talmon, IEJ 1 5 , 1 965,  p. 239; 
M. Kochavi, RB 79, 1 972, pp. 543ff.; Y. Aharoni, 
IEJ 22, 1 972, p. 243; BA 39 , 1 976, pp. 55-76; LOB, 
pp. 20 1 ,  2 1 5ff.; 1. Bimson, Redating (he Exodus, 
1 98 1 ,  pp. 190, 2 1 7f.; V. Fritz, BASOR 24 1 ,  1 98 1 , 
pp. 6 1-74 ;  NEAEHL, pp. 986-989. J .P.U.L 

HORN (Heb. qeren; Gk. keras). I .  Used literally of 
the horns of the ram (Gn. 22: 1 3; On. 8:3) ,  the go at 
(On. 8:5), and the wild ox (Heb. r" em, Ot. 33: 1 7; 
Pss. 22:2 1 ;  92: 1 0; AV 'unicorn'). It was used as a 
receptacle for oil for ceremonial anointing ( I  Sa. 
1 6: I ,  1 3 ; I Ki. 1 :39). The ram's horn (qeren 
hayyogel) was also used as a 0 musical instrument 
(Jos. 6:5; cf I Ch. 25:5). 

2. The horn-shaped protuberances on the four 
corners of the 0 altars in the tabernacle and 
Temple, an example of wh ich has been found at 
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Megiddo. The saerifieial blood was smeared on 
these (Ex. 29 : 1 2; Lv. 4:7,  1 8, elc.) and they were 
regarded as places of refuge (cf the respeetive fates 
of Adonijah and Joab, I Ki.  I : 50ff. ; 2:28ff.). 

3. Horns symbolized power, in Zedekiah's 
prophetie action (I Ki. 22: 1 1 ) and in Zechariah's 
vision (Zc. I :  1 8ff.), and often the word is meta
phorically used in poetic writings. God exalts the 
horn of the righteous and cuts off the horn of the 
wicked (Ps. 75: 1 0, elc.). He causes the horn of 
David to sprout (Ps. 1 32: 1 7; cf Ezk. 29:2 1 ). He is  
spoken of as ' the horn of my salvation' (2 Sa.  22:3; 
Ps. 1 8 :2; cf Lk. 1 :69), but this may be a metaphor 
based on the horns of the • altar as the place of 
atonement. Am. 6 : 1 3  'horns' (AV) should be read as 
a place-name, Karnaim (so RSV). 

4. In the peculiar apocalyptic usage of Dn. 7 and 
8 and Rev. 1 3  and 1 7  the horns on the creatures in 
the visons represent individual rulers of each 
world-empire. 

5. For 'ink-horn', see • WRITING. J.B.TR. 

HORONAIM. A town of Moab ( l s. 1 5 :5; Je. 48:3, 
5, 34) which lay at the foot of a plateau close to 
Zoar. The • Moabite Stone refers to it in line 32. 
Some would identify it with el-'Araq, 500 m below 
the plateau, where there are springs, gardens and 
caves. It may, however, be Oronae, taken from the 
Arabs and restored to the Nabataean king by 
Alexander Jannaeus (Jos., Anl. 1 3 . 397; 1 4. 1 8) .  

J .A.T. 

HOSANNA. The Gk. form of a Heb. term, used 
at the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem (Mt.  
2 1 :9, 1 5 ; Mk .  1 1  :9; Jn. 1 2: 1 3) .  The Heb. consists of 
the hiphil imperative höfa', 'save', followed by the 
enclitic particle of entreaty nä', sometimes trans
Iated 'pray', 'we beseech thee'. It does not occur in 
the OT except in the longer imperative form hösrä 
nä' in Ps. 1 1 8 :25, where it is followed by the words, 
also quoted at the triumphal entry, 'Blessed be he 
who enters in the name of the Lord.' Ps. 1 1 8 was 
used in connection with the Feast of Tabernacles, 
and v. 25 had special signifieance as a cue for the 
waving of the branehes (luläQ); see Mishnah, 
Sukkah 3 .  9; 4. 5. But similar expressions of 
religious enthusiasm were not restricted to the 
Feast of Tabernacles: 2 Macc. 1 0:6-7 implies that 
psalm·singing and branch·waving were part of the 
festivities at the Feast of Dedication also. We may 
reasonably assurne that the waving of palm
branches and the cries 01" Hosanna which wel
comed Jesus were a spontaneous gesture of 
religious exuberance, without any referenee to a 
particular festival and without the supplieatory 
meaning of the original phrase in Ps. 1 1 8 .  

J .B.TR. 

HOSEA, BOOK OF. This first book in the collec
tion of twelve sm all prophetie writings which con
c1ude our OT comes from the 8th century BC and, 
along with Amos, is addressed to the N kingdom 
Israel, often called by Hosea Ephraim. There is 
every indication that the prophet had his horne in 
the N and loved the land and its people. It was 
therefore all the more painful for hirn to have to 
issue rebukes and threats when appeals went un
heeded. The intensity of his emotion may be 

gauged from his vivid use of language. He packs 
metaphors and similes into allusions wh ich in his 
day were no doubt extremely telling, though their 
exaet meaning sometimes escapes the modern 
reader. Changes of subject-matter are abrupt and, 
in the absence of introductory phrases, it is by no 
means self-evident where one passage ends and 
another begins. The material appears to have been 
arranged in roughly chronological order, and to 
reeognize historical situations behind the prophet's 
words is to find an important aid to understanding. 
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I .  Oulline of contents 
1 : 1  Title 
1 :2-9 The prophet's family before 752 BC 
I :  I 0-2: I A sermon on his children's names 
2:2- 1 5 Unfaithful Israel, prosperous now but 

not for long 
2: 1 6--23 The Lord's new covenant 
3: 1 -5 The Lord's love will have i ts  way 
4: 1 -5 :7  Sweeping condemnations of pagan 

worship and its consequences 
5 :8-7: 1 6  Panic at the encroachment of Assyria 

c. 733 BC 
8: 1 - 1 4  Religious and political disintegration 
9 :  1 -9 The despised prophet warns of exile 
9: 1 0- 1 7 Their population will decline 
1 0: 1 -8 Their altars will be in ruins 
1 0:9- 1 5  They will reap as they have sown 
1 1 : 1 - 1 1 The Lord's love recoils from punish

ment 
1 1 : 1 2- 1 2: 14 A sermon on Jacob the deceiver 
1 3 :  1 - 1 6  Death is inevitable, exile is imminent c. 

724 BC 
1 4: 1 -8 The Lord's pledge to forgive those who 

return to hirn 
14:9 Concluding exhortation 

11. Historical setting 
Though Hosea prophesied in I srael the opening 
verse mentions only one king, Jeroboam 1 1 ,  who 
reigned in Israel. His successors were deemed un
worthy of mention and the period of Hosea's min
istry is marked instead by the reigns of the corre
sponding kings in Judah. The period covered by 
the prophecy is the last 30 years of the N kingdom. 
After years of prosperity, reftected in the prophecy 
of Amos but seen by hirn as a gross abuse of God
given resourees, decline set in suddenly after the 
death of Jeroboam 11 (753 BC). The highly con
fident, rollicking behaviour depicted in Hosea 4 
and 5 suggests the earlier period of the prophet's 
ministry, when politically everything seemed set 
fair and there was a booming economy. At that 
time a prophecy 01" destruction must have seemed 
incredible. 

As time went on the sequence of events should 
have reinforced the truth of the prophet's words, 
but habitual attitudes were not easily changed, 
even under threat of invasion. The armies of As
syria marched nearer and nearer to Israel during 
the reign of Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  (745-727 BC), until 
in 743 Damascus was forced to pay tribute. Before 
the death 01' Menahem 01' Israel in 742/1 this 
same king records having received tribute from 
Israel. On a later occasion each man paid the priee 
of a slave to avoid deportation (2 Ki .  1 5 : 1 9-20). 

An attempt at revolt against Assyria was made 
by Pekah of Israel (740-732 BC) in alliance with 
Syria ( l s. 7); even if Judah had joined the coalition 
the cause would still have been hopeless. Assyrian 
power was too great and in 732 Damascus fell to 



the enemy. At the same time Israel was invaded, 
her Galilean territory annexed, and many of her 
subjects taken captive (Ho. 7:8-9). It was during 
Hoshea's reign (732-723/2) that an appeal was 
made to Egypt (2 Ki .  1 7:4) in an attempt to find 
liberation from the Assyrian yoke (Ho. 9:3; l l  :5 ;  
12 :  I ). The attempt was abortive, Hoshea was taken 
captive and in 722 Samaria fell after a siege of 3 
years. 

Despite the worsening political situation there 
was no change for the better in Israel's way of life, 
nor was there any desire to listen to the word of the 
prophet .  

IH.  Israel's way of lire 
Unlike his contemporary Amos, Hosea laid much 
of the blame for Israel's collapse on the adoption 
of an alien life-style borrowed from Canaanite 
neighbours. By going after 'Baal', the prophet's 
shorthand for the pagan deity and all that he 
stood for, Israel committed herself to a system 
which affected not only worship. Every part of 
life, from work in the fields, the use of leisure and 
the presuppositions of social duties and commit
ments to political decisions and relationships, was 
bound up with i t .  The Baals were regarded as the 
source of fertility (2:5; 4 :  I 0) and of financial 
prosperity (2:8). To worship them demanded nei
ther selfdiscipline nor high moral standards. 
I nstead, orgiastic ritual at the shrines appealed to 
the sensual in human nature and militated against 
everything that the ancient covenant morality had 
stood for. 

The leaders of the nation, kings, priests and 
merchants, were the major offenders in promoting 
this way of life (5 : 1 -7). It had become the norm, 
whereas the prophet's passion for the right was re
gardcd as slightly mad (9:7). If the powerful in the 
land were to take rebuke and initiate reform, the 
prophet had an unenviable task ahead of hirn. 
There is evidence that at the first sign of Assyria's 
encroachment there was some attempt at repent
ance (6: 1 -3), but it was superficial and did not 
begin to result in a reformed society. 

Socially lawlessness and injustice reigned. Burg
lary and h ighway robbery, murder, drunkenness, 
intrigue (6:7-7:7) and all the consequent evils are 
noted by the prophet; but his concern is not merely 
to list sins and point an accusing Anger. What 
grieves hirn and drives hirn to protest is the choice 
Israel has made, rejecting the Lord, to whom Israel 
was 'betrothed', for worthless gods which, far from 
bestowing prosperity, could bring only ruin to the 
land and its people. 

IV. The involvement of the prophet 
To Hosea's mind it was no accident that his own 
personal experience had prepared hirn to under
stand the profound truth of the Lord's undying 
love for I srael, despite the fact that Israel had 
rejected hirn. The way Hosea expresses this (I :2) 
raises problems for the modern reader. Whatever 
explanation a biographer might have revealed, 
looking back Hosea could see that his experience 
was no accident .  The Lord was in it, preparing his 
servant for a ministry which he could not have 
exercised without that particular form of 
suffering. 

His wife Gomer bore three children whose 
names spoke of the Lord's judgment: 'Jezreel ' ,  the 
place where Jehu's sword ended the dynasty of 
Omri (2 Ki. 9 :23- 1 0: 1 7), 'Not pitied' and 'Not 
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my people' (I :4-9). I t  seems that subsequently 
Gomer left her husband for the promiscuous l ife 
that came most easily to her, and that eventually, 
worn and no longer attractive, she found herself 
forsaken, only to be bought back by the husband 
she had deserted. After keeping her for a while in 
seelusion he would restore her to her pI ace as his 
wife. The story is not told explicitly, for the point 
is not to intrigue us with human heart-break but 
to demonstrate the consistency of God's love. 
There are therefore differences of interpretation 
as to the prophet's action, but as regards Israel 
the Lord would provide a way back to hirnself 
after the discipline of exile, and 'Not my people' 
would again become 'Sons of the living God' 
( I :  1 0). 

To help hirn understand the situation Hosea 
drew on his knowledge of God's dealings with the 
Patriarchs, in particular with Jacob, who strove to 
get his own way, even to the extent of striving with 
God ( 1 2:2- 1 4). Yet the Lord had his way even with 
this cunning man from whom the nation was de
scended. Just as Jacob brought exile upon hirnself, 
so Ephraim was preparing his own destruction. As 
in the case of Jacob this was not the end of the 
story, so the prophet saw that exile would not be 
the last word on Israel's guilt .  
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Hosea also knew the Exodus story and medi
tated on its significance for his own time ( 1 1 :  1 -4) .  
Like a father with wayward sons, the Lord went on 
making provision for his people, though they did 
not realize the source of their health and progress. 
The Lord's love, like that of a caring parent, con
tinued despite his son's rebellion and rejection. 
Still he called Ephraim 'my people' ( 1 1 :7) . Conftict 
between the Lord 's love and his need to chastise 
and destroy tore the very heart of God ( 1 1 : 8) .  Here 
the prophet comes very elose to the NT revelation 
of God's love as seen in the cross. 

Opposition from the authorities is hin ted at in 
9:7 .  Not surprisingly, in the l ight of the treatment 
of earlier prophets ( I  Ki. 1 9:2; 22:8; Am. 7 : 1 2- 1 3), 
Hosea was regarded as an interfering fool, who 
could be passed off as a madman, to be shut away 
if necessary. He identified with and shared the 
Lord's suffering to the extent that he shared his 
love. 

V. Hosea's theology 
Whereas Amos had a message for Israel's neigh
bours as weil as for God 's people, Hosea concen
trates on the relationship between the Lord and 
Israel, bound together as they were by a covenant 
of wh ich the name Yahweh was a pledge and token 
( 1 2:9). The terms of the covenant are referred to in 
1 3 :4, where reference is made to the first com
mandment. Evidently the Ten Commandments 
were known. The name Yahweh occurs most fre
quently, and when Elohim is used it is alm ost 
always with the possessive, 'your God' or 'our 
God'. Four times Hosea uses EI, the Holy One 
( 1 1 :9, 1 2), the living God (I : 1 0), the Lord of hosts 
( 1 2:5) .  Here the emphasis is on the incomparability 
of Israel's God. 

On another level Hosea sees that Israel has 
brought trouble on her own head. The natural dis
asters and military defeats Israel had suffered re
sulted from the outworking of a providential law 
of cause and effect, though Hosea never spoke of 
this as operating in any mechanical way. It is the 
Lord hirnself who is at work in circumstances, se
cretly eating 'like a moth' ('festering sore', JB, NEB) 
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to destroy, or 'like dry rot' to cause collapse (5: 1 2). 
This law will operate till full judgment has been 
worked out. Harvests will fail (9:2), riches will 
prove useless to save (9:6), conception will not take 
place and even if it does children will be born only 
to become war fodder (9 : 1 1 - 1 4) .  Men must learn 
that the mysterious generative powers they possess 
and the reproductive Iife of plants and animals are 
not ultimately under human contro!. There is a 
built-in retribution which comes into play to check 
abuse. 

Hosea uses outrageous similes in Iikening the 
Lord to a lion, a leopard and a she-bear robbed of 
her cubs ( 1 3 :7-8). In each case the animal is doing 
no more and no less than by nature it was intended 
to do. Such was the Lord's love that he could do no 
less than roar and destroy and devour. He too had 
been robbed of the love of his people and raging 
Assyrian armies would literally tear and devour 
and carry away their prey. Thus historical events as 
weil as the world of nature were seen to be directed 
according to the Lord's will. 

Did Hosea's contemporaries regard the 
prophet's accusations as exaggerated, so that the 
punishment appeared altogether out of proportion 
to the crime? This may weil have been so, hence 
Hosea's insistence that throughout their history, 
with the possible exception of the first flush of the 
Exodus deliverance (2: 1 5; 1 1 :  I ). Israel had been 
rebellious. As soon as they encountered Baal
worship in the wilderness their true nature became 
apparent (9 : 1 0; 1 3 : 1 6) .  King-making had been 
another sign of apostasy ( 1 3 : 1 0; cl 9 : 1 5),  and the 
prophet commented on the collapse of the mon
archy as kings were murdered and replaced by 
usurpers (7 :7; 8 :4). History again proved to be 
working out the Lord's purpose, and its meaning 
could be discerned by the man in tune with God's 
word. The apostasy of Hosea's contemporaries 
was the culmination of a long history of such 
rebellion and now the time had come for the Lord 
to call a halt. Israel did not in fact know the Lord, 
though they c1aimed to know hirn (8:2). For this 
reason they misunderstood his dealings with 
them. Such estrangement could not be resolved, 
largely because no estrangement was admitted on 
I srael's side. Neither appeals nor threats made any 
impression and therefore punishment had to 
come. 

Undoubtedly Israel had set much store by public 
worship. The repentance formula (6: 1 -3) may have 
been a well-known 'general confession', and there 
was no lack of worshippers at the shrines (4: 1 3 ; 
8 :  1 1 ). Sacrifices were offered and the ritual was ob
served, but there was only the most fleeting con
sciousness of any need of forgiveness, and there
fore worship bore no fruit in changed lives (6:4-6). 
Knowledge of God would have brought horne the 
enormity of the people's need of forgiveness and 
of positive response to the Lord's stcadfast love. 
Without these there would ncver be justice and 
right dealing between men. 

In  the light of all this, wh at hope could Hosea 
hold out for his own time or for the future? He 
knew that the next stage would be exile and the 
destruction of all that Israel had held dear. Then 
access to their idols would no longer be open (2:6), 
they would not be able to hold their festivals, and 
poverty would bring horne to them their desperate 
need (2:9f.). This experience would drive them 
back to the Lord (2:7) and cause the 'wayward 
wife' to listen once more to his words of love 

(2: 1 4) .  The result would be true repentance (3:5) 
and an enduring betrothaI relationship (2: 1 9-20). 

Later in the book, when Assyria's sword was 
about to complete its work, the prophet found 
hope in meditation on the Exodus ( 1 2 : 1 3). Israel 
at that time had in no way merited deliverance, 
yet the Lord had worked through his prophet 
Moses to bring it about. They still had the same 
Lord ( 1 3:4) in whom alone was their hope ( 1 4:4). 
The anguish which the prophet saw so c1early to 
be involved in God's love was ultimately to issue 
in the incarnation and the cross. Jesus Christ 
would bear the penalty of estrangement on behalf 
of men and so open up the way back to com
munion with God. The confession of 1 4 : 1 -3 
would then become meaningful for men and 
promised blessing would become a reality ( 1 4:4-
8). After that the Lord would find his lovingkind
ness returned. 
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Wolff, Hosea, E.T. 1 974; F. I. Anderson and D. N. 
Freedman, Hosea, AB, 1 980; L. 1. Wood, Hosea, 
EBC, 1 985; D. Stuart, Hosea-Jonah, WBC, 1 987; 
T. E.  McComiskey, 'Hosea', in The Minor Prophels 
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HOSHEA (Heb. MiM). I .  The original name of 
Joshua (Nu. 1 3 :8; cl Dt. 32:44) wh ich was changed 
by Moses (N u. 1 3 : 1 6) .  

2. An official placed by David over the Ephraim
ites (I Ch. 27:20). 

3. The son of Elah; the 20th and last king of 
the N kingdom of Israel, who wrested the throne 
from Pekah by assassinating hirn (2 Ki .  1 5 :30) 
and reigned for 9 years (2 Ki. 1 7 : I ). During 
Pekah's reign (c. 733 Be) , Tiglath-pileser I I I  had 
overrun much of Israel and claims to have estab
lished Hoshea as a vassal on his throne (ANET, p. 
284). Expecting support from the pharaoh So, 
Hoshea stopped paying tribute, leading to an 
advance by Shalmaneser V (724 Be) . When 
Hoshea asked hirn for pe ace, Shalmaneser 
arrested hirn and occupied the land, finally cap
turing Samaria in 722 Be, bringing the N king
dom to an end (2 Ki.  1 7 :3-6). H oshea, whose 
death is not recorded, apparently sought to 
change the religious policies of his predecessors 
since he receives only a qualified censure of his 
reign (2 Ki. 1 7 :2). 

4. A witness to the people's covenant with 
Yahweh after the exile (Ne. 1 0 :23).  D.W.B.  

HOSPITALITY. Throughout Scripture, the re
sponsibility of caring for the traveller and those in 
need is largely taken for granted. Although ex
amples are found right through the Bible, the only 
specific commands about providing hospitality 
concern the Christian's responsibility towards his 
fellow believer. 

I. In the Old Testament 

Comparison with modern bedouin tribes, among 
whom hospitality is very highly regarded, suggests 
that the prominence of hospitality in the OT is 
partly due to I srael's nomadic origins. Abraham's 
generosity towards the three strangers (Gn. 1 8 : 1 -8) 
provides an excellent illustration of nomadic prac
tice, and was often remembered in later Jewish 
writings for its exemplary character, though settled 
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communities were no less welcoming to the stran
ger (Jdg. 1 3 : 1 5; 2 Ki. 4:8ff.) 

Hospitality in the OT was more than just a 
custom, however. It was also a demonstration of 
faithfulness to God (Jb. 3 1  :32; Is. 58:7). One might 
even entertain Yahweh (Gn. 1 8 : 1 -8) or his angels 
(Jdg. 6: 1 7-23; 1 3 : 1 5-2 1 ;  cf Heb. 1 3 :2), while God 
in his turn held a feast on the day of the Lord to 
which guests were invited (Zp. 1 :7). The divine 
provision of • cities of refuge (Nu. 35:9-34; Jos. 
20: 1 -9) and concern for the sojourner (Ex. 22:2 1 ;  
Lv. 1 9 : 1 0; Dt.  1 0 : 1 9) indicate the extent o f  OT 
hospitality. 

Failure to provide for the traveller's needs was a 
serious offence, liable to punishment by God (Dt. 
23:3-4) and man (I Sa. 25:2-38; Jdg. 8 :5- 1 7).  The 
use of pesa' ( I  Sa. 25:28), a term employed for 
transgression of covenants, indicates the import
ance attached to such obligations. The unique 
breach of hospitality by Jael (Jdg. 4: 1 1 -2 1 ;  5 :24-
27) could be commended only because of her 
unwavering loyalty to old family ties and to Yah
weh. Some invitations were better refused, how
ever, since they might result in spiritual ruin (Pr. 
9: 1 8) .  

Though hospitality was extended to al l ,  a par
ticular responsibility existed to provide for one's 
own family (Gn. 29: 1 - 1 4; Jdg. 1 9: 1 0- 1 2; Is. 58:7) 
and for God's servants (2 Sa. 1 7:27-29; I Ki. 
1 7 : 1 0ff.; 2 Ki. 4:8ff.). A future son-in-Iaw might be 
entertained as a guest, though this is known only 
as a Midianite custom (Ex. 2:20). The peace 
agreement between Heber the Kenite and Jabin of 
Hazor seems to h ave included a mutual obligation 
to provide hospitality (Jdg. 4: 1 1 -2 1 ). 

That a host was responsible for the safety and 
welfare of his guests is vividly illustrated by Lot 
and by the old man of Gibeah (Gn. 1 9:8; Jdg. 
1 9:24-25). The immorality of the communities in 
which both lived suggests that their disregard for 
their daughters was due more to the prevailing 
moral c1imate than to the requirements of the hos
pitality oath .  

A stranger would wait a t  the  city-gate for an 
offer of hospitality (Gn. 1 9 :  I ;  Jdg. 1 9: 1 5), though 
the weil also formed a suitable meeting-place (Gn. 
24: 1 4ff.; Ex. 2:20). Sometimes hospitality might be 
given in return for an earlier kindness (Ex. 2:20; 2 
Sa. 19 :32-40). Bread and water was the minimum 
provision (Dt .  23:4; I Ki. 1 7 : 1 0-1 1 ), though such 
meagre fare was often exceeded. A guest's feet were 
washed from the dust of t ravel (Gn. 1 8 :4; 1 9:2; 
24:32; Jdg. 1 9: 2 1 ), and his head sometimes anoint
ed with oil (Ps. 23:5; Am. 6:6; cf Lk. 7:46). The 
best · food might be presented (Gn. 1 8 :5; I Sa. 
25: 1 8), and meat, rarely eaten in the E, specially 
procured (Gn. 1 8 :7; Jdg. 6: 1 9; 1 3 : 1 5; cf Lk. 1 5 :23). 
Curds and milk also particularly refreshed the 
traveller (Gn. 1 8 :8; Jdg. 5:25). Animal fodder was 
supplied when required (Gn. 24: 1 4, 32; Jdg. 1 9:2 1 ), 
while Elisha even received furnished accommoda
tion (2 Ki. 4: I 0). 

11. In the New Testament 
The Gk. terms used are philoxenia (Iit. 'love of 
strangers'), cf xenizö, 'to receive as a guest', also 
synagö (Mt .  25:35ff.) and lambanö (3 Jn .  8) .  

Many aspects of OT hospitality reappear in the 
NT. The courtesies of providing water for a guest's 
feet  and oil for his head continue, though the NT 
also mentions a kiss of welcome and guests reclin
ing at a meal (Lk. 7:44ff.) .  In fact, Simon the 
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Pharisee's horne appears to have been an open 
house, judging by the way in wh ich the presence of 
the woman who anointed Jesus was unconsciously 
accepted (Lk .  7:37ff.) .  

A special responsibility towards God's servants 
is also evident ,  and Jesus' earthly ministry (Mk.  
1 :29ff.; 2 : 1 5ff.; Lk .  7:36ff. ; 1 0:38-4 1 )  and the apos
tles' missionary labours (Acts 1 0:6ff.; 1 6: 1 5; 1 7:7) 
were greatly dependent on the hospitality they 
received. The NT develops this by regarding the 
giving or refusing of hospitality to Jesus and his 
followers as an indication of one's acceptance or 
rejection of the gospel (M t .  1 0:9; Lk. 1 0:4), even 
at the final judgment (Mt .  25:34-46). These Chris
tian responsibilities, however, are no more than a 
pale reflection of divine generosity. Jesus both 
spoke of the parable of the Great Supper (Mt .  
22:2ff.; Lk .  14 :  1 6ff.) and gave the  disciples an 
example to follow (Jn .  1 3 : I ff.) .  Above all, he took 
the obligations of hospitality to the extreme by 
laying down his l ife to redeem his guests (Mk .  
1 0:45; 1 4 :22ff. ). 

The NT letters specifically command the provi
sion of hospitality for fellow believers (e.g Ga!. 
6: I 0). The existence of certain special factors in the 
I st century AD emphasized the importance of these 
instructions. Persecution led to Christians being 
scattered and driven from their hornes, and in 
many cases there was doubtless very real material 
need (Acts 8: I ;  1 1 :  1 9) .  I t inerant preachers were 
also a charge upon the church. They received 
nothing from the pagan world (3 Jn. 7), and there
fore became the responsibility of local Christians 
(Acts 9:43; 1 6: 1 5; 1 8 :3, 7), even though risks 
might be involved (Acts 1 7: 5-9). Sometimes the 
hosts would be the evangelists' own converts (3 Jn. 
5-7). False teachers, however, were to be turned 
away (2 Jn. 1 0), and letters of recommendation 
served to identify genuine cases (Rom. 1 6: I ;  2 Cor. 
3 : 1 ) . Many inns of the time were also of low 
standard, both materially and morally, and the 
Christian t raveller would often have found them 
unattractive. 

The 'pursuit' of hospitality (Rom. 1 2: 1 3) was 
obligatory for the Christian, who must ensure that 
the needs of fellow believers were properly met, 
though hospitality was to be offered to all (Rom. 
1 2: 1 3- 1 4; Ga!. 6: 1 0).  Thus Paul instructs the Co-
lossian church to receive Mark (Co!. 4: 1 0) ,  and as
sumes that Philemon will prepare a room for Paul 
when he is released from prison (Phm. 22). The 
duty of providing hospitality was also one of the 
special qualifications of a • bishop (I Tim. 3 :2; Tit .  
1 :8), and of a • widow requiring support from the 
church ( I  Tim. 5 : 1 0).  

Although hospitality was a mark of civilization 
for the Greeks, and the NT contains an excellent 
example of non-Christian generosity (Acts 28 :7), 
hospitality in the NT had a specifically Christian 
character. I t  was to be offered freely, without 
grudging (I Pet. 4:9) and in a spirit of brotherly 
love (Heb. 1 3 : I ). Such love (agape: I Pet. 4:8; cf 
Rom. 1 2 :9) is essentially outward-Iooking, issuing 
in a readiness to provide for the needs of  others, 
and could be demonstrated only because the giver 
had received a gift (charisma) from God (I Pet. 
4: 1 0-1 1 ). The care of others was therefore the dis
charge of a debt of gratitude. 

I I I .  The biblical inn 
OT references to a 'Iodging place' (mälön) are rare 
(Gn. 42:27; 43:2 1 ;  Ex. 4:24; Je. 9:2) and specific 
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locations are confined to routes Iinking Egypt and 
Palestine or Midian. Nothing is known of these 
places, though one of them was large enough to 
accommodate a sudden influx of nine travellers 
(Gn. 42:27). The LXX equivalent katalyma and the 
cognate verb katalya suggest the idea of 
unharnessing the animals, though it usually con
veyed the general sense of lodging. Bethlehem's 
inn (katalyma) may have been a fairly simple 
lodging-place. I t  was probably not a guest-room in 
a private house, as no name is given, and may have 
been the village's common responsibility. Else
where katalyma describes a room in a private resi
dence borrowed for the Passover meal (Mk.  14 : 1 4; 
Lk. 22: 1 1 ; cf Lk. 1 9 :7). The pandocheion of Lk. 
1 0 :34 i s  more developed, being open to anyone 
and providing overnight shelter, food and atten
tion for a recognized charge, while xenia is used 
both for Philemon's guest-room and the place of 
Paul's house-arrest in Rome (Phm. 22; Acts 
28:23). 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. G. Stählin, TDNT 5, pp. 1 7-25; 
A. O. Kilmer, UF 3, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 299-309; 1. H .  
Elliott, A Home /01' the Homeless, 1 98 1 ;  1 .  Koenig, 
New Testament Hospitality, 1 985; 1. 1. Glassner, 
ZA 80, 1 990, pp. 60-75. M.J .S. 

HOST, HOST OF HEAVEN. In RSV, the word 
most commonly translated 'host' is �äQä', used 
nearly 400 times. �ayil is also translated 'host' a 
number of times (but see °ARMY), while ma�"neh 
('host' in AV) is translated 'camp' or 'encampment'. 
Each of these words, with due regard to its special 
emphasis, may be used quite neutrally, for example 
of pharaoh's 'host' but equally of the 'host' of 
Israel. However, when used of the host of Israel, 
there are usually religious overtones, and there are 
two exclusively religious uses of �äQä wh ich ought 
to be noted. 

a. Host 0/ heaven 
This phrase (tQä' hassämayim) occurs about 1 5  
times, i n  most cases implying the object o f  heathen 
worship (Ot. 4: 1 9, etc.). The two meanings 'celes
ti al bodies' and 'angelic beings' are inextricably 
intertwined. The LXX translation, using kosmos, 
stratia or dynamis, does not help to resolve this. No 
doubt to the Heb. mind the distinction was super
ficiai, and the celestial bodies were thought to be 
c10sely associated with heavenly beings. In fact, the 
implied angelology of C. S. Lewis' novels (Out 0/ 
the Silent Planet, etc.) would probably have com
mended itself with some force to the biblical 
writers. The Bible certainly suggests that angels of 
different ranks have charge of individuals and of 
nations; no doubt in the light of modern cosmol
ogy this concept, if retained at all (as biblically it 
must bel, ought properly to be extended, as the 
dual sense of the phrase 'host of heaven' suggests, 
to the oversight of the elements of the physical 
universe-planets, stars and nebulae. 

b. Lord 0/ hosts ( Yahweh $'Qä'öl) 
This expression is used nearly 300 times in the OT 
and is especially common in Isaiah, leremiah, 
Zechariah and Malachi. It is a title of might and 
power, used frequently in a military or apocalyptic 
context. It is significant that the first occurrence is 
I Sa. 1 :3 in association with the sanctuary at 
Shiloh. 'Of hosts' is rendered in LXX either by 
transliteration as sabaath (cf. Rom. 9:29; las. 5:4) 
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or by use of palltokratar ('almighty'). It is thought 
by some to have arisen as a title of God associated 
with his lordship over the 'host' of Israel; but its 
usage, especially in the prophcts, clearly implies 
also a relationship to the 'host of heaven' in its 
angelic sense; and this could weil be the original 
connotation. (0 GOD, NAMES OF.) M.T.F. 

HOUR (Heb., Aram. sä'ä; Gk. hora) is used in 
Scripture in a precise sense and in a more general 
sense. 

\ .  In its more precise sense (wh ich is probably 
later than the more general sense), an hour is one
twelfth of the period of dayligh t :  'Are there not 
twelve hours in the day?' (1n. 1 1  :9). They were 
reckoned from sunrise to sunset, just as the three 
(1ewish) or four ( Roman) watches into which the 
period of darkness was divided were reckoned 
from sunset to sunrise. As sunrise and sunset 
va ried according to the time of the year, biblical 
hours cannot be translated exactly into modern 
c1ock-hours; and in any case the absence of accur
ate chronometers meant that the time of day was 
indicated in more general terms than with uso It is 
not surprising that the hours most frequently men
tioned are the third, sixth and ninth hours. All 
three are mentioned in the parable of the labourers 
in the vineyard (Mt .  20:3, 5), as is also the e1eventh 
hour (vv. 6, 9), which has become proverbial for 
the last opportunity. The two disciples of 1n .  
I : 35ff. stayed with lesus for the  remainder of the 
day after going horne with hirn, ' for it was about 
the tenth hour' (v. 39), i. e. about 4 p.m., and dark
ness would have fallen before they concluded their 
conversation with hirn. The third, sixth and ninth 
hours are mentioned in the Synoptic record of the 
crucifixion (Mk. 1 5 :25, 33f.). The difficulty of rec
onciling the 'sixth hour' of ln .  1 9 :  1 4  with the ' third 
hour' of Mk .  1 5 :25 has led some to suppose that in 
lohn the hours are counted from midnight, not 
from sunrise. The one concrete piece of evidence in 
this connection-the statement in the Martyrdom 
0/ Polycarp (2 1 )  that Polycarp was martyred 'at 
the eighth hour', where 8 a.m. is regarded by 
some as more probable than 2 p.m.-is insuffi
cient to set against the well-attested fact that 
Romans and lews alike counted their hours from 
sunrise. (The fact that the Romans reckoned their 
civil day as starting at midnight, while the lews 
reckoned theirs as starting at sunset, has nothing 
to do with the numbering of the hours.) The 'sev
enth hour' of 1n. 4:52 is I p.m.; such difficulty as 
is feit about the reference to 'yesterday' in that 
verse is not removed by interpreting the hour dif
ferently. In Rev. 8: I 'half an hour' represents Gk.  
hemiarion. 

2, More generally, 'hour' indicates a fairly well
defined point of time. 'In the same hour' (On.  5 :5 ,  
AV, RV; 'immediately', RSV) means 'while the king 
and his guests were at  the height of their sacri
legious revelry'. 'In the selfsame hour' (Mt .  8: 1 3 , 
AV) means 'at that very moment (RSV) when lesus 
assured the centurion that his plea to have his ser
vant healed was granted' .  Frequently some spe
cially critical occasion is referred to as an ' hour' 
e.g. the hour of 1esus' betrayal (Mk .  1 4 :4 1 ;  cf. Lk . 
22:53, 'your hour', i.e. 'your brief season of 
power'); the hour of his parousia, with the attend
ant resurrection and judgment ( Mt .  25: 1 3 ;  ln .  
5 :28f.). In lohn the  appointed time for lesus' pas
sion and glorification is repeatedly spoken of as his 
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NB An hour was always one-twelfth the penod 
of daylight. 
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Biblical divisions 0/ time. showing the night-watches. The hours (around the perimete;) will vary in length as 
they are calculated according to the times 0/ sunrise and sunset. 

'hour' (cf. Jn.  2:4; 7:30; 8 :20; also 1 2 :23; 1 7: 1 ) .  The 
present situation between the times is 'the last 
hour' ( I  Jn .  2:  1 8); the rise or many antichrists indi
cates that Christ is soon to appear. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M. O'Neil, Time and fhe Cal
endars, 1 975; H .-C. Hahn, NIDNTT 3, pp. 845-
850. F.F.B. 

HOUSE (Heb. bayi!; Gk. oikos, oikia). The Heb. 
and Gk. words are used with rererence to various 
kinds or buildings and also in the sense or 'house
hold, ramily'. Particularly in the NT, the 'house or 
God' is developed into an important theological 
concept. Architectural inrormation in the Bible has 
been supplemented considerably by the results or 
archaeological excavation, though a complete pic
ture or the houses people Iived in is still not avail
able ror every period. 

I.  Old Testament 

Heb. bayi!, which occurs over 2,000 times, is cog
nate with a nominal rorm occurring in many Se
mitic languages. I t  has a wide use in the OT ror all 
kinds or dwellings, rrom palaces (e.g. Je. 39:8) and 

temples (e.g. I Ki. 8:  1 3) to private houses (e.g. Ex. 
1 2:7; Dt. 6:7) and possibly even tents (GII. 33: 1 7) .  
Houses were usually constructed or solid ma
terials, stone, timber and piaster (Lv. 1 4:37, 39, 45; 
Am. 5:  1 1 ), and were orten built into the city wall 
(Jos. 2: 1 5) .  Some were or excellent quality (Dt. 
8: 1 2; Hg. I :4), such as David's cedar palace (2 Sa. 
7:2, 7 ;  cf. I Ki .  7:2; I s. 22:8) or the luxurious ivory
decorated houses or Samaria (I Ki. 22:39; Am. 
3: 1 5) .  bayi! is orten combined with other nouns to 
indicate either a specialized building or part or a 
building, e.g. winter and summer houses (Je. 36:22; 
Am. 3: 1 5), prisons (Gn. 39:20ff.; 2 Ki. 25:27), the 
Persian king's harem (Est. 2:9ff.) and above all the 
Jerusalem Temple ('house or God', I Ch. 9: 1 1 ,  1 3 , 
26; 'house or Yahweh', I Ki. 7: 1 2, 40-4 1 ). I t  is also 
used in other combinations to describe the quality 
or character or lire in a house or building, e.g. 
pleasantness, mirth (Ezk . 26: 1 2 ; Mi.  2:9; Ec. 7:4), 
mourning (Je. 1 6:5; Ec. 7:2, 4) and rebelliousness 
(Ezk.  2:5--6). By extension, bayi! can sometimes 
signiry the 'hornes' or various animals (sparrow, 
Ps. 84:3-4; stork, Ps. 1 04 :  1 7; spider's web, Jb. 8: 14 ;  
moth, Jb.  27: 1 8; wild ass, J b. 39:5-6; calr, I Sa. 6:7 ,  
1 0) ,  and is also used ror various receptacIes such as 
an altar trench ( I  Ki. 1 8 :32), perrume containers 
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Reconstruction 0/ a two-storey house with its paved central court yard andflat roof surrounded by a parapet. 
Based on houses 0/ c. 1800 Be. excavated at Ur, possibly contemporary with Abraham. 

( l s. 3:20) and holders for poles (Ex. 25 :27). 
Occasionally, it refers to the transitoriness of the 
human body (Jb. 4: 1 9; cf 2 Cor. 5 : 1 -1 0), and even 
to • Sheol (Jb. 38 :20). 

An important sense of bayi!, found in over a 
quarter of the total references, is that of 'house
hold, family', which can include those Iiving in 
tents (Nu. 1 6:32; Dt. 1 1 :6) .  The frequent phrases 
'father's house' and 'house of Israel' are both as
sociated with the biblical concept by which a 
family, tribe or nation derives its name from an 
ancestor or leader. Finally, 'house' can designate 
both persons (including slaves) and property (Gn. 
39: 1 -2; Ex. 20: 1 7; I Ki .  1 3 :8) belonging to a 
household. 

11. New Testament 
Much of the OT usage is continued in the NT. 
oikos has both literal and figurative meanings, with 
'household, family, race' in addition to 'house'. 
The rarer oikia is largely synonymous with oikos in 
the NT, though it sometimes has the specialized 
meaning 'possession', notably in the distinctive 
phrase 'devour widows' houses' (Mk.  1 2:40). 
' House' often occurs in the NT with reference to 
the Temple, both in its earthly and heavenly forms. 
For example, Jesus spoke in both senses of 'my 
Father's house' (cf Jn. 2: 1 6; 1 4:2), which was to be 
an international prayer-house (Mk.  1 1 : 1 5- 1 7; cf 
I s. 56:7; 60:7, LXX) rather than a 'house of trade' 
(Jn. 2 : 1 6; cf Zc. 1 4: 2 1 ). 

A most important development 01' the idea of 
'God's house' was its application to the church 
(e.g. Eph . 2 :  1 9-22; Heb. 3: 1 -6), whose communal 
character was emphasized in the concepts of the 
'spiritual house' ( I  Pet. 2 :5)  and God's temple ( I  
Cor. 3 :  1 6; 6 :  1 9). I n  contrast t o  the pagan temples 
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and even the stone Temple in Jerusalem, the be
lievers were 'Iiving stones' ( I  Pet. 2 :5) in a tempie 
built by Jesus, God's Son ( Heb. 3 :3 ,  6). In this 
house of God, the pillar of the truth (I Tim. 3 :  1 5), 
all believers are priests (I Pet. 2 :5 ,  9) offering con
tinual sacrifices (Heb. 1 3 : 1 5- 1 6), obedient to God, 
without fear of final judgment ( I  Pet. 4: 1 7) .  

The theme of the 'household of God' undoubt
edly owed much to the function of the house in 
early Christianity as a place of meeting and fellow
ship (e.g 2 Tim. 4 : 1 9; Phm. 2; 2 Jn. 1 0).  Whole 
households turned to the Lord (e.g Acts 1 6:34; I 
Cor. I :  1 6), and the breaking of bread (Acts 2:46), 
evangelism (Acts 5:42) and teaching (Acts 20:20) 
were conducted 'from house to house'. 

1 1 1 .  Archaeology 

a. General 
The large majority of houses in ancient Palestine 
were built in fortified cities, though there were also 
many dependent villages. Even the farmer often 
Iived in the city, although he might camp out at 
harvest-time, and threshing-floors were always 
near the city. Large cities might cover an area of 20 
acres, though most towns or vil lages probably did 
not average more than about 6 acres. Houses were 
usually packed c1ose1y together, particularly if the 
city was built on a hili, so that space was used eco
nomically. Town planning is known as early as the 
mid-3rd millennium BC, and during the Israelite 
period towns were often arranged with a central 
complex of houses encircled by a street and a wall 
with houses attached (e.g Tell beit M irsim, Tell en
Nasbeh). Larger houses were often on the W side 
of a city, to escape from smoke and dirt carried by 
the prevailing W winds. 



Ground plan 0/ a villa 0/ the early 2nd millennium 
Be in Palestine. Stairs lead to the upper ftoor and 
main Iiving-rooms /rom the eentral court yard. 

Foundations varied according to the size and 
importance of the house, though they were im
portant both because of the severe effects of heavy 
rain (cf M t .  7 :24-27) and because Palestine is an 
earthquake area. The foundations sometimes went 
down into virgin soil, or even to the bedrock in the 
case of large houses, though in many instances re
mains of earlier walls and foundations were used in 
the building of new houses. If the ground was slop
ing, foundation layers were set on level terraces. 
The foundation layer often provided a ground plan 
for the house. The laying of foundations might be 
accompanied by human sacrifice (los. 6:26; I Ki .  
1 6 :34), but there is  no widespread evidence of this 
horrific practice. 

The walls of private houses were usually built of 
rough stone and mud-brick; where stone was 
scarce, the entire house was of mud-brick on stone 
foundations. The mud-bricks were coated with 
waterproof piaster on the inner faces of the wall, 
sometimes up to only half the height of the wall, 
while Hoors were made of marly cJay, which can 
withstand hard use from bare feet .  In the ca se of 
richer houses, the Roor was sometimes paved, cven 
in the court yard. Strengthening of walls was some
times achieved by placing hewn-stone pilasters at 
the corners and at regular intervals along the walls, 
or during the Divided M onarchy by stone pilasters 
laid horizontally, particularly in the upper parts 01" 
the wall. Walls could be up to I m thick, though 
interior walls were often thInner. 

Doors were fixed in a frame of two doorposts, 
lintel, and still or threshold. The doorway was 
usually lower than a man's height, and the door 
usually opened inwards, being prcvented from 
swinging outwards by ridges on the lintel and 
threshold. The latler also served to keep out water 
and dirt. Doorposts were of wood (Ex. 2 1  :6; Dt. 
1 5 :  1 7) or stone ( I s. 6:4), and the door could be 
locked or bol ted (cf 2 Sa. 1 3 : 1 7- 1 8) .  

Windows are known from the  4 th  millennium 
BC onwards in Palestine. They were rarely on the 
ground Roor, as the open door furnished plenty of 
light during most of the year, and were usually 
placed in the wall opposite the entrance. Window-
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space was kept to a minimum to keep the 
temperature down In summer and up in winter. 
Assyrian wall-reliefs 01" the Israelite city Lachish 
show windows high in the towers of the outer wall, 
and such windows in city walls provided a means 
of escape more than once (los. 2:  1 5 ; I Sa. 1 9 :  1 2) .  
Ivory carvings from various sites portraying a 
woman's face at a balustraded window may be 
related to the lattice windows of the OT which 
were located in outside walls (Jdg. 5:28; 2 Ki. 1 :2; 
Pr. 7 :6; Ct. 2:9) .  
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Many houses had two storeys, though, since no 
building in ancient Israel has yet been preserved 
with a complete roofed ground Hoor or ceiling, the 
original height of a building is not always certain. 
Upper rooms were reached by stairs or ladders. 
These rooms provided the main living and sleeping 
accommodation (cf 2 Ki. 9: 1 3, 1 7), and guests 
could also be looked after there (I Ki. 1 7 : 1 9; 2 Ki. 
4: 1 0- 1 1 ). Roofs were constructed from beams 
covered with branches and a thick layer of mud 
piaster, though the rafters were sometimes sup
ported by a row of pillars along the middle of the 
room. Cylindrical stone rollers about 60 cm long 
were used to keep the roofs Rat and waterproof, 
though roofs needed to be replastered annually 
prior to the rainy season to seal cracks which had 
developed during the summer heat. The family 
would often sleep on the roof in summer or use i t  
to dry raisins, figs, Rax, ete., in the sun.  A parapet 
was to be built as a safety precaution according to 
Dt. 22:8 .  Vaulted roofs were certainly in use in Pal
estine by the Persian period, while the tiled roof 
also appeared before NT times. The rooftop was 
also a place of worship, either for Baal and espe
cially the host of heaven (Je. 19 :  1 3 ;  Zp. 1 :5), or for 
the true God (Acts 1 0:9). 

b. Life in the hOl/se 
The house during most 01" the biblical period was 
usually a dwelling-place, store-room, and even had 
industrial and commercial purposes. There is evi
dence of dyeing, weaving and corn-grinding in 
houses, while at lericho there is some indication 
that grain was sold from narrow booths attached 
to exterior house-walls. The farmer lived in the 
house, with everything he owned. Foods sufficient 
for the winter, todder for the animals, storage jars 
and farm tools were all kept in the house. Archae
ologists have been surprised by the amount of car
bonaceous matter found in these houses, especially 
in those destroyed by 10shua's troops. In very cold, 
wet weather and in times 01" war, the family would 
also have to share the house, or at least the court
yard, with the most valuable of the animals. Re
Iigious objects have also been found in many 
houses, such as horned altars, incense stands, bra
ziers and figurines. Many inhabitants undoubtedly 
followed local practices in contrast to the official 
worship of Yahweh. 

The I"urniture in the house varied with the wealth 
of the inhabitants. The poor could afford only kit
chen equipment and bedding. The furniture in the 
guest-room given to Elisha would be typical of 
that used in the average family (2 Ki. 4: 1 0) .  It con
sisted 01" a bed, table, chair and a lamp. The rich 
used a high bed, others a cot, while the poorest 
used a reed mat on the Roor. Plenty of bedding was 
necessary, for Palestine's winters are cold and 
damp. There would be chests to hold c10thes and 
bedding. The furniture of the wealthy was inlaid 
with ivory, and others sometimes imitated this in 
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common bone inlay. The ivory inlays in turn were 
sometimes inlaid with gold and precious stones. 
The hand-100m would also be found in many 
hornes. 

In winter, to keep the house warm, the cooking 
was often done indoors, and in the coldest weather 
a pottery or copper brazier filled with burning 
charcoal was used, though this was not very effi
cient. An oven was usually built in the court yard of 
the house. Hollow at the top, i t  could be about 60 
cm in diameter at the base and about 30 cms in 
height, and was often shaped of alternate layers of 
c1ay and potsherds. I nside the house were stone or 
c1ay storage-silos. Large jars were employed for 
keeping the winter's supplies, and there was a mill 
for grinding the grain. Flour was kept in a wide
mouthed jar, and olive oil was stored in a specially 
designed vessel. Often there was a large stone 
mortar set in the floor, where various foods could 
be prepared by grinding with a pestle. If there was 
no cistern in the house, a large jar for storing water 
was at hand, with smaller jars to carry water from 
the spring. Wide-mouthed cooking-pots for stir
ring food and narrow-mouthed on es for heating 
Iiquids have been found, along with a wide variety 
of bowls used in serving foods. The rich used gold 
and silver tableware, and copper kitchen kettles. 
Am. 6:4-6 describes the luxurious life of Israel at 
its worst. 

c. Deve/opments in architecture 
(i) Pre-Israelite period. The oldest houses in Pales
ti ne were sturdy one-room structures mainly of 
circular or rectangular design. Two-room houses 
appear c. 5000 BC at Jericho, while some Chalco
Iithic houses with artistic representations on the 
walls have been preserved. By the 3rd millennium 
BC, two-room houses, usually rectangular, were 
much commoner, though the largest known house 
of this period is at et-Tell (Ai?), being c. 1 8  m long 
and containing three equal rectangular rooms. Ap
sidal houses are also found at several sites in the 
early 3rd millennium, and may have been a native 
Canaanite type of house. 

During the resurgence of urban life in the 
M iddlc Bronze Age, the courtyard-based house 
became widespread in Palestine, though the poor 
continued to live in single-room hovels. Rooms 
were built on one or more sides of the court yard, 
though rooms on all four sides are rare in Palestine. 
A large house dating to c. 1 600 BC has been un
covered at Tell beit Mirsim (Debir?), where the 
court yard alone measured I I  x 6 m and the six 
roofed rooms on two floors covered a floor-space 
of c. 1 40 sq.  m. A more complex example of a 
century earlier from Ta'anach had good-quality 
walls I m thick, neatly-plastered floors, an internal 
staircase, and the ground floor measured c. 2 1 0  
sq. m .  

(ii) !sraelite period. Where the Israelites replaced 
Canaanite towns, the quality of housing was no
ticeably poorer, though standards improved rap
idly in the days of David and Solomon, partly 
through Phoenician influence. The most striking 
difference of all is the absence 01' Canaanite cult
objects in the period immediately following the 
Conquest. The poorest houses comprised a single 
room with a court yard, of wh ich many examples 
were found at Tell Qasile. The commonest-type 
house, however, of the pre-exilic period is wh at has 
become known gene rally as the four-room house, 
which appears to be an original Israelite concept. 

It was rectangular in design, and had a fixed ar
rangement 01' a back room, running the width of 
the building, which was joined to three parallel 
rooms stemming from it. The central 'room' was 
usually an enclosed court yard through wh ich the 
other rooms were entered, and the lateral rooms 
were often divided into two and c10sed off by pil
lars. The quality of such houses varied enor
mously, but the same basic plan was used for 
monumental and public buildings, e.g. at Hazor, 
Tell beit Mirsim. 
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(iii) Hel/enistic period. Some Hellenistic cities of 
Palestine show a definite altem pt at city planning 
on the rectangular pattern. The wealthy now added 
a bathroom to their houses. By NT times the rich 
were making a winter paradise out of Jericho, 
more luxurious than even Pompeii. It was spread 
over a wider area and had spacious gardens. The 
wealthy house 01' NT times in Palestine was similar 
to the Roman house everywhere. There was an 
outer court with its surrounding rooms, and 
behind it a second court with its adjacent rooms. In 
this latter area there was the utmost privacy. 

(iv) Roya/ pa/aces. The OT gives only a brief 
description of Solomon's palace, but the detailed 
account of the building 01' the Temple enables us 
to conjecture wh at the palace looked like, for it 
was designed by the same architects and con
structed by the same craftsmen. The masonry was 
of fine dressed stone laid in headers and 
stretchers. Fine woods, finished to show off their 
textures, were used for interior decoration. The 
excavation of the governor's palace at Megiddo 
has thrown light on Solomon's building pro
gramme. The palace 01' the Omri dynasty at 
Samaria was also built by Phoenician workmen. 
Here the king lived apart from his people in a 
citadel, built with very strong walls, and at least 
partially insulated from the poverty of much of 
his population. The beautiful ivory inlays are an 
indication 01' the luxurious style of living (cf. Am. 
6:4-6), in marked contrast to the poorer areas of 
the city. Herod's palace in Jerusalem, with its 
extensive gardens, was the last word in luxury, as 
was also his winter palace at Jericho. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. M. Paul and W. G. Dever 
(eds.), Biblica/ Archae% gy, 1 973;  L. Stager, 
BASaR 260, 1 985, pp. 1-35; G. R. H .  Wright, An
cient BI/i/ding in SOl/th Syria and Pa/estine, 2 vols., 
1 985; K.  W. Schaar, SJOT 2, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 75-98; A. 
Kempinski and R .  Reich (eds.), The Architectl/re 0/ 
Ancient Israe/, 1 992. M.l .S. 

HOZAI. The name 01' a history, translated in RSV 
as 'the Seers', quoted in 2 Ch. 33: 1 9, RV, which 
recorded certain 01' the deeds 01' King Manasseh, 
and his prayer. The translation 'the Seers' l'or 
' Hozai' l'ollows LXX, which presupposes a Heb. text 
bözim. The MT bözai means 'my seers' . 

R.A.H.G. 

HUKKOK. A town on the S border of Naphtali, 
Iisted with Aznoth-tabor (Jos. 1 9 :34). Generally 
identified with Yakuk, 8 km W 01' the suggested 
site of Capernaum. I eh. 6:75 gives it as a Levitical 
city in Asher, but this may be a mistake l'or Helkath 
as in the parallel passage, Jos. 21 :3 1 .  Y. Aharoni. 
LOB, p. 378, proposed Khirbet el-Jemeijmeh. 

J .D.D.  
A .R .M.  



HULDAH. This prophetess, wife of Shallum, 
keeper of the ward robe (either of priestly vest
ments or royal robes), lived in the second (west
ern?) quarter of Jerusalem. She was consulted (c. 
62 1 BC), on behalf of King Josiah, by Hilkiah the 
chief priest, Shaphan the scribe and others, follow
ing the discovery of 'the book of the law in the 
house of the Lord' (2 Ki. 22: 14 ;  2 Ch. 34:22). She 
accepted the book as the word of Yahweh, and 
with his authority prophesied judgment against 
Jerusalem and Judah after Josiah's death. It is 
noteworthy that, although both Jeremiah and 
Zephaniah were prophesying at this time, it is she 
who was approached on this matter of the cultus. 

M .B. 

HUMILITY. The importance of this virtue springs 
from the fact that it is found as part of the char
acter of God. In Ps. 1 1 3 :5-6 God is represented as 
being incomparably high and great, and yet he 
humbles hirnself to take note of the things wh ich 
are created, while in Ps. 1 8 :35 (cl 2 Sa. 22:36) the 
greatness of God's servant is attributed to the 
humility (gentleness) which God has displayed 
towards hirn. 

Wherever the quality is found in the OT it is 
praised (e.g Pr. 1 5 :33; 1 8 : 1 2) and God's blessing is 
frequently poured upon those who possess i t .  
Moses is vindicated because of i t  (Nu. 1 2 :3), while 
Belshazzar is reproved by Daniel (5:22) because he 
has not profi ted by the experience of Nebuchad
rezzar before hirn, which might have brought hirn 
into an attitude of humili ty. 2 Ch. in particular 
makes i t  the criterion by which the rule of succes
sive kings is to be judged. 

The term is c10sely connected in derivation with 
affliction, wh ich is sometimes brought upon men 
by their fellows, and sometimes attributed directly 
to the purpose of God, but is always calculated to 
produce humility of spirit. 

Similarly, in the NT, at Mt. 23: 1 2  and paralleis, 
the same word is  used to express the penalty for 
arrogance (abasement) and the prerequisite of pre
ferment (humility). In the first case it is a condition 
of low estate which will be brought about through 
the judgment of God. In the second it is a spirit of 
lowliness which enables God to bring the blessing 
of advancement.  Paul to�, in Phi!. 4: 1 2, uses it to 
describe his affliction, but goes on to make c1ear 
that the virtue lies in the acceptance of the experi
ence, so that a condition imposed from without 
becomes the occasion for the development 01' the 
corresponding attitude within. In the same Epistle 
(2:8) he cites as an example to be emulated the 
humility of Christ, who deliberately set aside his 
divine prerogative and progressively humbled him
self, receiving in due time the exaltation which 
must inevitably follow. 

Like all virtues, humility is capable of being 
simulated, and the danger of this is particularly 
plain in Paul's letter to the Colossians. Whatever 
may be the true rendering of the difficult passage 
in Co!. 2: 1 8 , it is c1ear that here and in 2:23 the 
reference is to a sham. In spite of all the appcar
ances of humility, these false teachers are really 
puffed up with a sense of their own importance. 
Setting their own speculative system over against 
the revelation of God, they deny the very thing 
which by their asceticism they seem to proclaim. 
Paul warns his readers against this pseudo-
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humility and goes on in 3 :  12  to  exhort them to the 
genuine thing. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Baudei, H . -H .  Esser, 
NIDNTT 2, pp. 256-264; TDNT 5, p. 939; 6, pp. 
37--40, 865-882; 8, pp. 1 -26. F.S.F. 

HUNDRED, TOWER OF THE. In Ne. 3:  I ,  a Je
rusalem tower which stood between the Sheep and 
Fish Gates, probably near the NE corner of the 
city. The Hebrew is ham-me'ti, meaning 'the 
hundred'; AV reads 'Meah', omitting the definite 
article, while RSV translates it Iiterally. The name 
may refer to its height-perhaps 100 cu bits; or to 
the number of its steps; or to the number of the 
garrison i t  housed. (. JERUSALEM.) D.F.P. 

HUNTlNG, HUNTER. The narratives of the 
patriarchal period depict the Hebrews as occupied 
chieHy with the raising of Hocks and other semi
sedentary agricultural activities. H unting was 
seldom engaged in as a pastime, and was generally 
resorted to only either at the promptings of hunger 
or when the wild • animals with wh ich Palestine 
abounded in antiquity (Ex. 23:29) threatened the 
security of the Hebrews and their Hocks (Jdg. 14 :5 ;  
I Sa. 1 7 : 34). Certain individuals, however, were re
nowned for their hunting prowess, including I sh
mael (Gn. 2 1  :20) and Esau (Gn. 25:27). 

By contrast the ancient Mesopotamians and 
Egyptians spent considerably more time in the pur
suit of game. Many Assyrian monuments and bas
reliefs depict hunting-scenes, indicating a long 
tradition of sporting activity which may weil go 
back as far as Nimrod, the mighty hunter of an
tiquity (Gn. 1 0:8) who colonized Assyria (Gn. 
1 0: 1 1 ). Whereas the Mesopotamians h unted lions 
and other ferocious beasts, the Egyptians preferred 
to catch game and predatory birds. In this pursuit 
dogs and cats frequently participated. 

The austerity of the Hebrew diet in ancient 
times was occasionally relieved by such delicacies 
as partridge (cl I Sa. 26:20), gazelle and hart meat 
(Dt. 1 2 :  1 5). The provision for Solomon's table also 
included roebuck ( I  Ki. 4:23). Such is the general 
nature of OT references to hunting that few of the 
animals are named, and virtually nothing is said of 
the methods employed or of the accoutrements of 
the hunter. At Hassuna in I raq t he camp of a 
hunter was unearthed and found to contain 
weapons, storage jars and tools dating back to c. 
5000 BC. Biblical references allude to bows and 
arrows (Gn. 27:3), clubs (Jb. 41 :29, RV), slingstones 
(I Sa. 1 7 :40), nets (Jb. 1 9 :6), the · snares of fowlers 
(Ps. 91 :3) and pits for larger animals such as bears 
(Ezk. 1 9:8). 

While hunting was not a common occupation in 
ancient Palestine, its procedures were sufficiently 
familiar to be enshrined in figurative speech (Jb. 
1 8 : 1 0; Je. 5:26). The NT employs few hunting 
metaphors (Lk. 1 1  :54; Rom. 1 1  :9; Mt .  22: 1 5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Van Seims, ISBE 2, pp. 782-
784. R.K.H.  

HUR (hür, 'child'? or • HORITE). I .  A prominent 
Israelite who with Aaron held up the arms of 
Moses at Rephidim in the battle against Amalek 
(Ex. 1 7 : I 0, 1 2), and who also helped Aaron to 
judge the people while Moses went up into M t  
Sinai (Ex. 24 : 1 4). 
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2. A descendant through Caleb and Hezron of 
Perez (I Ch. 2: 1 9-20) and grandfather of ° Bezalel 
(Ex. 3 1  :2; 35 :30; 38 :22; I Ch. 4: I ;  2 Ch. 1 :5). 3. A 
son of Ephratah and father of Caleb ( I  Ch. 2:50; 
4:4). 

4. One of the five kings of Midian who were 
killed with Balaam by the Israelites (Nu. 3 1  : 8 ;  Jos. 
1 3 : 2 1 ) .  5. The father of one of Solomon's twelve 
commissariat officers ( I  Ki .  4:8) .  The son, who 
was over the district of Mt Ephraim, is not named, 
so RSV transliterates the Heb. 'son of and names 
hirn Ben-hur. 6. The father of Rephaiah, who 
helped to rebuild the walls and was ruler over half 
of Jerusalem in Nehemiah's time (Ne. 3 :9). 

T.C.M. 

HUSHAJ. The story of H ushai the Archite (cf Jos. 
1 6 :2), his devotion to his king and his readiness to 
undertake a dangerous errand for hirn, affords a 
model for the Christian to study and to follow (2 
Sa. 1 5 :32ff.) .  H ushai's arrival at the heights E of 
Jerusalem where David hai ted, and his successful 
mission, defeated the advice of Ahithophel and 
came as an answer to David's prayer (v. 3 1 ) . In a 
list of David's officers the Chronic1er inc1udes 
H ushai as .' the king's friend' ( I  Ch. 27:33; cf 2 Sa. 
1 5 :37). Baanah, H ushai's son, appears in the list 01' 
Solomon's local officers ( I  Ki. 4:7, 1 6) .  G.T.M. 

HUSHIM. 'Those who hasten'. I. A son of Dan 
(Gn. 46:23), called Shuham in Nu. 26:42. 2. A son 
of Aher the Benjaminite ( I  Ch. 7: 1 2). 3. One of the 
two wives of Shaharaim and the mother 01' Abitub 
and Elpaal (I Ch. 8 : 8 ,  1 1 ). G.W.G. 

HUZZAB ( Heb. hU$$aQ, uncertain meaning, 
possibly from nä$aQ, 'it is decreed'). Occurring 
only in Na. 2 :7 .  LXX gives he hypostasis = Heb. 
ma$$äQ = 'standing-place'. AV, RV read as a 
proper name, but no such name is known in the 
cuneiform texts. RSV renders 'its mistress', referring 
to the Assyrian queen, but J. M. P. Smith (lCG) 
thought a reference to the goddess of Nineveh 
more likely. W. Gesenius derived it from $äQaQ and 
put it at the end of v. 6, reading 'the palace is dis
solved and made to flow away'. NEB renders 'the 
train of captives goes into exile'. J .G.G.N. 

HYMENAEUS. A pernicious teacher associated 
with • Alexander ( I  Tim. I :  1 9-20) and ° Philetus 
(2 Tim. 2: 1 7) .  Paul's delivery 01' Hymenaeus and 
Alexander to Satan recalls I Cor. 5:5; both pas
sages have been interpreted of excommunication 
(i. e. surrender to Satan's sphere) and of the inflic
tion 01' bodily punishment. These are not, 01' 
course, incompatible, but the verbal similarity with 
Jb. 2:6, LXX, and various other disciplinary trans
actions in the apostolic church (cf Acts 5:3-1 1 ;  
8 :20-24; 1 3 :9- 1 1 ;  I Cor. 1 1  :30) suggest that phys
ical effects were at least inc1uded. There are also 
paralleis in execration texts (cf LAE, p. 302). At all 
events the discipline, though drastic, was merciful 
and remedial in in tention. 

It had not, however, evoked repentance when 2 
Tim. 2: 1 7  was written. The error 01' Hymenaeus 
and others, described in c1inical terms as 'feeding 
Iike gangrene', was still much in Paul's mind. I t  
involved a 'spiritualization' of the  resurrection 

(including, doubtless, the judgment), doctrine 
always repugnant to the Greek mind: t here were 
similar misunderstandings at Corinth earlier ( I  
Cor. 1 5 : 1 2). Such ideas took various forms in 
Gnostic religion: cf the claim 01' the false teachers 
in the Acts 0/ Paul and Thecla 14  (combining two 
ideas): 'We will teach thee 01' that resurrection 
which he asserteth, that it is al ready come to pass 
in the children wh ich we have, and we rise again 
when we have come to the knowledge of the true 
God' (tr. M. R. James. Apocryphal New Testament, 
p. 275). 

The name (that of the marriage-god) is not 
noticeably frequent. A.F.W. 

HYMN. The Gk. hymnos was used by the c1assical 
writers to signify any ode or song written in praise 
of gods or heroes, and occasionally by LXX trans
Iators or praise to God, e.g. Pss. 40:3 ;  65: I ;  I s. 
42 : 10 .  In the NT the word occurs only in Eph. 5: 1 9  
and Co!. 3 :  1 6, with the verbal rorm (hymneö) in 
Mt. 26:30 and the parallel Mk .  1 4:26 (wh ich rerer 
to the singing of the second part or the HalleI, Pss. 
1 1 5- 1 1 8);  Acts 1 6:25 (of Paul and Silas singing in 
prison); and Heb. 2: 1 2  (a quotation rrom Ps. 22:22, 
LXX). It is c1ear, however, that the singing or spirit
ual songs was a reature or the lire of the apostolic 
church, as is  witnessed by I Cor. 1 4 :  1 5 ,  26; Jas. 
5 :  1 3 , the Christian canticles recorded by Luke, and 
the many doxologies round elsewhere in the NT. 
They were used as a spontaneous expression of 
Christian joy, as a means or instruction in the faith 
(Co!. 3 :  1 6), and, on the basis or synagogue prac
tice, as an integral part 01' the worship or the 
church. 
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The threefold division 01' psalms, hymns and 
spiritual songs (ödal) must not be pressed too 
c1osely, as the terms overlap, but two distinct styles 
or composition can be observed. The first rollowed 
the rorm and style 01' the OT psalm and was a 
Christian counterpart 01' the psalmodic writing ex
emplified by the I st-century BC Psalms 0/ Solomon 
or the Hymns 0/ Thanksgiving (Höqäyö!l or the 
Qumran sect. In this category may be inc1uded the 
canticles: Lk. 1 :46-55 (0 MAGNIFICAT); 1 :68-79 
(0 BENEDICTUS); 2:29-32 (0 NUNC DIMITTIS). The 
second group consists or doxologies (as Lk. 2:  14;  
I Tim. 1 : 1 7 ; 6 : 1 5- 1 6; Rev. 4 :8 , 1 1 ; 5 :9, 1 2- 1 3; 7 : 1 2, 
etc.), many or which were doubtless used in cor
porate worship. Some other passages have been 
loosely described by commentators as hymns, 
where the majesty or the subject-matter has driven 
the writer to poetical language, e.g. I Cor. 1 3 ; Rom . 
8 : 3 1 -39; Eph .  1 :3-14; Phi!. 2 :5-1 1 ;  but there is no 
certainty that they were ever set to music or recited 
liturgically. Fragments or liturgical or credal for
mulae have been detected in Eph. 5:  14; I Tim. 3 :  1 6; 
2 Tim. 2: 1 1 - 1 3 ; Tit. 3:4-7. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. P. Martin. Worship in the 
Early Church', 1 974; S. Farris, The Hymns 0/ 
Luke's ln/ancy Narratives, 1 985; M .  Hengel, in W 
Baier et al. (eds.), Weisheit Goltes, Weisheit der 
Welt, 1 987.  J .B.TR. 

HYPOCRITE. In English a hypocrite is one who 
deliberately and as a habit professes to be good 
when he is aware that he is not. But the word itself 
is a transliteration or Gk. hypokrites, which mostly 
meant play-actor. Though it was soon in ecclesi
astical Greek to take on its modern meaning, it 



seems impossible to prove that it bore this meaning 
in the I st century AD. In LXX it is twice used to 
translate Heb. /:Jönep, 'godless'. 

In the NT, hypocrite is used only in the Synoptic 
accounts of Christ's judgments on the scribes and 
Pharisees. Though 'Pharisaic' sources (Sorah 22b) 
acknowledge and condemn hypocrisy in their 
ranks, the general tenor of the NT, the I st-century 
evidences for the teaching of the Pharisees in 
Talmud and Midrash and their support by the 
mass of the people (Jos., Ant. 1 3 . 298), all make it 
hard to accept a general charge of hypocrisy 
against them. A study of the actual charges against 
them will show that only in the rarest cases can we 
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possibly interpret them as hypocrisy. We find 
blindness to their faults (Mt .  7 :5),  to God's work
ings ( Lk.  1 2 :56), to a true sense of values (Lk.  
1 3 : 1 5), an over-valuation of human tradition ( Mt .  
1 5 :7; Mk .  7:6), sheer ignorance of God's demands 
(Mt .  23: 1 4-1 5, 25, 29), and love of display (Mt .  
6:2, 5 ,  1 6) .  It  was only Christ, the  sole perfect 
reader of inward realities (Mt .  23 :27-28), who 
dared pass this judgment .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1 .  Jocz, The lewish People and 
leslls Christ, 1 949; H .  L. Ellison, 'Jesus and the 
Pharisees' in lTVI 85, 1 953; BA GD, under hy
pokrites; U. Wilckens, TDNT 8, pp. 559-570; W. 
Günther et al., NIDNTT 2, pp. 467-474. H.L.E. 



I 
IBLEAM. A Canaanite town in the N borderland 
of Manasseh, whose territory extended to (not 'in') 
Issachar (Jos. 1 7: 1 1 ; Y. Kaufmann, The Biblica/ 
Aeeounl o/ Ihe Conquesl 0/ Pa/esline, 1 953, p. 38). 
During the Israelite selllernent, its Canaanite 
inhabitants were subdued, not expelled (Jdg. 1 :27). 
The site of Ibleam is now Khirbet Bil'ameh, e .  1 6  
km S E  of Megiddo on the road from Beth-shean (2 
Ki .  9:27). I t  is probably the Bileam of I Ch. 6:70, a 
levitical city. I bleam occurs in Egyp. lists as Ybr'm. 

K.A.K. 

IBZAN (Heb. 'il].yän). Known only from Jdg. 1 2 :8-
1 0; a national judge for 7 years, following Jeph
thah; apparently a person of consequence, who 
raised a large family and arranged marriages for 
thirty sons. His  horne and burial-place was Bethle
hem, probably of Zebulun (1os. 1 9 :  1 5), 1 1  km 
WNW of Nazareth; Jewish commentators, assum-
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ing i t  was Bethlehem-judah. identified hirn with 
• Boaz. J .P .U .L. 

ICHABOD ( Heb. 'I/säl]öcj). The name given by the 
wife of Phinehas to her child, on hearing that the 
Philistines had captured the ark (I Sa. 4: 1 9-22, ef 
1 4 :3). There are several possible explanations: ( I )  
that 'I i s  in terrogative ('where i s  the gloryT); (2) 'I is 
the negative particle ('no glory', cf Josephus, Anl. 
5. 360); (3) that the name stands for 'äl]l-/säl]öcj ('my 
father is glory'). R.P.G.  

ICONIUM. A city of Asia Minor mentioned in 
Acts 1 3 : 5 1 ;  1 4: 1 ,  eIe. and 2 Tim. 3 : 1 1 as the scene 
of Paul's trials, and in Acts 1 6:2 as a place where 
Timothy was commended. Standing on the edge of 
the plateau, it was weil watered, a productive and 
wealthy region. It was originally Phrygian, its 

Ieonium in Ihe Roman provinee 0/ Ga/alia, Asia Minor. 
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name Kawania: its religion remained Phrygian into 
Roman times, the worship of a mother goddess 
with eunuch priests. After being for a time the chief 
city 01" Lycaonia, and passing through various pol
itical fortunes, i t  was at length included in the 
kingdom of Galatia and a little later in the Roman 
province of Galatia. I ts farne and prestige grew 
greatly under Roman rule: Claudius honoured it 
with the title of Claudiconium, and under Hadrian 
it became a colony in an honorary sense (since no 
I talians were settled there). In NT times, then, it 
maintained the polity of a HeIlenistic city, the jur
idical powers of the assembly being vested in the 
two magistrates annuaIly appointed. 

The passage in Acts 1 4, though brief, gives occa
sion for differing interpretations. The so-caIled 
Western Text implies two attacks on Paul, one 
open, the second more subtle, after which the apos
tles flee. Two c1asses of Jewish leaders are men
tioned, 'chief men of the synagogue' and 'rulers', a 
distinction epigraphicaIly defensible. The text of 
Codex Vaticanus and its aIlies has a more difficult 
text with only one attack of fairly long duration 
implied. Here the rulers of v. 5 may plausibly be 
identified with the magistrates of the city, as 
Ramsay suggests, but whether the Old Uncial text 
is a bad abbreviation, or the Western Text an at
tempt at correction of a text perhaps corrupt, has 
not yet been finaIly decided. 

Iconium is the scene of the weIl-known apoc
ryphal story of Paul and Thecla, contained in the 
longer Acts 0/ Paul. Apart from the scarcely 
doubtful existence of an early martyr of the name, 
there is no ascertainable historical content to be 
found in the story. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on Acts in loc. ,  
especiaIly BC, 3, pp.  1 29-1 32; 4, pp.  1 60- 1 62; 
W. M. Ramsay, Cities 0/ St Paul, 1 907, part iv. 

l.N.B. 

IDDO. The name represents seven variant speIl
ings in the Heb. and its derivat ions and meanings 
are uncertain. I .  The father of Ahinadab, one of 
Solomon's officers, I Ki. 4: 1 4  ('iddö'). 2. A Levite 
of the line of Gershon, I Ch.  6 :2 1 (MT 6:6 'idd6), 
but caIled Adaiah in 6:4 1 (MT 6: 1 6) .  3. A tribai 
chief of the E section of Manasseh, I Ch. 27 :2 1  
(yidd6). 4. A seer and prophet cited as one of the 
sources of the ChronicIer in 2 Ch. 9:29 (ye'rji but ([re' ye'rj6); 1 2 : 1 5  and 2 Ch. 1 3 :22 ( 'idd6). S. The 
grandfather ('father' in Ezra) of Zechariah the 
prophet, Zc. 1 : 1 , 7 ( ' idd6); Ezr. 5 : 1 ;  6: 1 4  ( ' idd6 '). 6. 
One of those guilty of a mixed marriage; EVV 
Jaddai (AV Jadau), Ezr. 1 0:43 (yidd6 or yadday). 7. 
Head of one of the priestly families wh ich returned 
to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel, Ne. 1 2:4 ( 'idd6') ;  
1 2 : 1 6  ( 'iddoy'). l .G.B. 

IDOLATRY. The story of OT religion could be 
told for the most part in terms of a tension be
tween a spiritual conception of God and worship, 
the haIlmark of the genuine faith of Israel, and 
various pressures, such as idolatry, which at
tempted to debase and material ize the national re
ligious consciousness and practice. We do not find, 
in the OT, an ascending from idolatry to the pure 
worship of God, but rather a people possessing a 
pure worship and a spiritual theology, constantly 
fighting, through the medium of divinely-raised 
spiritual leaders, religious seductions which, never-

IDOLATRY 

theless, often cIaimed the mass 01' the people. Idol
atry is a declension from the norm, not an earlier 
stage graduaIly and with difficulty superseded. 

If we consider the broad sweep of evidence for 
patriarchal religion we find it to be a religion of the 
altar and 01' prayer, but not of idols. There are 
certain events, aIl associated with Jacob, which 
might appear to show patriarchal idolatry. For ex
am pie, Rachel stole her father's • teraphim (Gn. 
3 1 :  1 9) .  By itself, this, of course, need prove nothing 
more than that Jacob's wife had failed to free her
self from her Mesopotamian religious environ
ment (cf Jos. 24: 1 5) .  If these objects were of legal 
as weIl as religious significance, the possessor of 
them would hold the right of succession to the 
family property (. Nuzl). This accords weIl with 
the anxiety 01' Laban, who does not appear other
wise as a religious man, to recover them, and his 
care, when he fails to find them, to excIude Jacob 
from Mesopotamia by a carefuIly-worded treaty 
(Gn. 3 1  :45ff.). Again, it is urged that Jacob's piIlars 
(Gn. 28: 1 8; 3 1 :  1 3 , 45; 35: 1 4 , 20) are the same as the 
idolatrous stones with wh ich Canaan was familiar. 
The interpretation is not inescapable. The piIlar at 
Bethel is associated with Jacob's vow (see Gn. 
3 1 :  1 3),  and could more easily belong to the cat
egory of memorial piIlars (e.g. Gn. 35 :20 ;  Jos. 
24:27; I Sa. 7: 1 2; 2 Sa. 1 8 :  1 8). FinaIly, the evidence 
of Gn. 35:4, often used to show patriarchal idol
atry, actuaIly points to the recognized incompati
bility of idols wi th the God of Bethel. Jacob must 
dispose of the unacceptable objects before he 
stands before this God. That Jacob 'hid' them is 
surely . not to be construed as indicating that he 
feared to destroy them for reasons of superstitious 
reverence. It i s  aIlowing suspicion to govern exe
gesis if we do more than assume that this was the 
simplest as weIl as the most effective way of dispos
ing of non-combustible objects. 
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The weight of evidence for the Mosaic period is  
the same. The whole narrative of the golden calf 
(Ex. 32) reveals the extent of the contrast between 
the religion which stemmed from Mt Sinai and the 
form of religion congenial to the unregenerate 
heart. These religions, we learn, are incompatible. 
The religion of Sinai is  emphaticaIly aniconic. 
Moses warned the people (Dt.  4: 1 2) that the revela
tion of God vouchsafed to them there contained 
no ' form', lest they corrupt themselves with 
images. This is the essential Mosaic position, as 
recorded in the Decalogue (Ex. 20:4; cf Ex. 
34: 1 7) .  The prohibition in Dt. 4 :  12 is in the realm 
of religion, it should be noted, not of theology. It is 
correct to speak of a 'form' of the Lord and Dt. 
4: 12 and Nu.  1 2: 8  have the word t'müna ( 'form') in 
common. But for Israel to carry this over into re
ligious practice could only involve corruption of 
truth and I ife. This is a striking testimony to the 
aniconic nature of Israel's worship. The second 
commandment was unique in the world of its day, 
and the failure of archaeology to unearth a figure 
of Yahweh (while idols abounded in every other 
religion) shows its fundamental place in Israel's re
ligion from Mosaic days. 

The historical record of Judges, Samuel and 
Kings teIls the same story of the lapse of the 
nation from the spiritual forms proper to their re
ligion. The book of Judges, at least from ch. 1 7  
onwards, deliberately sets out to picture for u s  a 
time of general lawlessness (cf 1 7:6; 1 8: I ;  1 9 :  I ;  
2 1  :25). We should not dream of seeing in the 
events of ch. 19 the norm of Israelite morality. I t  i s  
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candidly a story 01' a degraded society and we have 
as liltle reason for seeing the story 01' Micah (ldg. 
1 7- 1 8) as disl'laying a lawful but primitive stage in 
Israel's religIOn. The same comment from the 
author 01' Judges points in turn to the religious 
corruption ( 1 7 : 1 - 1 3 ; see v. 6), social unrest and 
lawlessness ( 1 8 : 1 -3 1 ;  see v. I )  and moral declension 
( 1 9 : I ff.) 01' the day. 

We are not told in what form the images 01' 
M icah were made. I t  has been suggested that, since 
they subsequently found a horne in the N Danite 
sanctuary, they were in the calf or bull form. This 
is l ikely cnough, for i t  is a most significant thing 
that when Israel turned to idolatry it was always 
necessary to borrow the outward trappings from 
the pagan environment, thus suggesting that there 
was something in the very nature 01' Yahwism 
which prevented the growth 01' indigenous idol
atrous forms. The golden calves made by Jeroboam 
( I  Ki. 1 2:28) were well-known Canaanite symbols, 
and in the same way, whenever the kings 01' Israel 
and Judah lapsed into idolatry, i t  was by means 01' 
borrowing and syncretism. H. H. Rowley (Failh 0/ 
Israel, pp. 771'.) urges that such evidcnces 01' idol
atry as ex ist after M oses are to be explained either 
by the impulse to syncretism or by the tendency for 
customs eradicated in one generation to reappear 
in (he next (cf Je. 44). We might add to these the 
tendency to corrupt the use 01' something which in 
itself was lawful :  the superstitious use 01' the ephod 
(ldg. 8 :27) and the cult 01' the serpent (2 Ki. 1 8 :4). 

The main forms 01' idolatry into which Israel fell 
were the use 01' graven and molten • images, pillars, 
the • asherah and • teraphim. The masse/sä, or 
molten image, was made by casting metal in a 
mould and shaping it with a tool (Ex. 32:4, 24). 
There is some doubt whether this figure, and the 
later calves made by Jeroboam, were intended to 
represent Yahweh, or were thought 01' as a pedestal 
over wh ich he was enthroned. The analogy 01' the 
cherubim (cf 2 Sa. 6:2) suggests the lalter, which 
also receives the support 01' archaeology (cf G. E. 
Wright, Biblical Archaeology, p. 1 48,  for an illus
tration 01' the god Hadad riding upon a bulI). The 
cherubim were, however, concealed from view and 
were at any rate 'unearthly' in appearance. They 
could not point to any unacceptable affiliation 01' 
the enthroned God with earthly parallels. The 
bulls, on the contrary, were not (as far as the narra
tive suggests) concealed from view and could not 
but point to an involvement 01' Yahweh in fertility 
religion and theology. 

The pillars and the asherah were both forbidden 
to Israel (cf Dt. 1 2:3 ;  1 6 : 2 1 -22). In Baal sanctuar
ies the pillar 01' Baal (cf 2 Ki. 1 0:27) and the pole 
01' the Asherah stood beside the altar. The pillar 
was thought 01' as a stylized representation 01' the 
presence 01' the god at the shrine. It was the object 
01' great veneration: sometimes it was hollowed in 
part so as to receive the blood 01' sacrifice, and 
sometimes, as appears from its polished surface, it 
was kissed by its devotees. The asherah was 
wooden, as we learn from its usual destruction by 
burning (Dt. 1 2:3;  2 Ki .  23:6), and probably ori
ginated from the sacred evergreen, the symbol 01' 
l i fe. The association 01' these with Canaanite fertil
ity practice sufficed to make them abominable to 
Yahweh. 

The OT polemic against idolatry, carried on 
chiefly by prophets and psalmists, recognizes the 
same two truths which Paul was later to affirm: 
that the idol was nothing, but that nevertheless 

there was a demonic spiritual force to be reckoned 
with, and that the idol therefore constituted a posi
tive spiritual menace ( l s. 44 :6-20; I Cor. 8 :4; 
1 0: 1 9-20). Thus, the idol is nothing at all: man 
made it ( l s. 2:8); its very composition and con
struction proclaims its futility ( Is. 40: 1 8-20; 41 :6-
7; 44:9-20); its helpless bulk invites derision ( Is. 
46: 1-2); it has nothing but the bare appearance 01' 
l ife (Ps. 1 1 5:4-7). The prophets derisively named 
them gillülim (Ezk . 6:4, and at least 38 other times 
in Ezekiel) or 'dung pellets' ( Koehler's Lexicon), 
and " Ii/im, 'godlets'. 

But, though entirely subject to Yahweh (e.g. Ps. 
95:3), there are spiritual forces of evil, and the 
practice 01' idolatry brings men into deadly contact 
with these 'gods' .  Isaiah, who is usually said to 
bring the ironic scorning of idols to its peak, is weil 
aware 01' this spiritual evi l .  He knows that there is 
only one God (44 :8), but even so no-one can touch 
an idol, though i t  be 'not hing' , and come away un
scathed. Man's contact with the false god infects 
hirn with a deadly spiritual blindness 01' heart and 
mind (44: 1 8) .  Though what he worships is mere 
'ashes', yet it is full 01' the poison 01' spiritual delu
sion (44:20). Those who worship idols become like 
them (Ps. 1 1 5 :8 ;  Je. 2 :5 ;  Ho. 9: 1 0) .  Because 01' the 
reality 01' evil power behind the idol, i t  is an 
• abomination (rö 'ei]ä) to Yahweh (Dt.  7:25), a de
tested thing (Siqqü$) (Dt.  29: 1 7), and it is the grav
est sin, spiritual adultery, to follow idols (Dt.  
3 1 : 1 6; Jdg. 2: 1 7; Ho. 1 : 2). Nevertheless, there is 
only one God, and the contrast between Yahweh 
and idols is to be drawn in terms 01' l ife, activity 
and government. The idol cannot predict and 
bring to pass, but Yahweh can ( l s. 4 1  :26-27; 44:7); 
the idol is a helpless piece of flotsam on the river 01' 
history, only wise after the event and helpless in the 
face 01' it ( Is. 4 1  :5-7; 46: 1 -2), but Yahweh is Lord 
and controller 01' history ( Is. 40:22-25; 4 1 :  1 -2, 25; 
43 : 1 4- 1 5, elc.). 
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The NT reinforces and amplifies the OT teach
ing. Its recognition that idols are both nonentities 
and dangerous spiritual potencies has been noted 
above. In addition, Rom. I expresses the OT view 
that idolatry is a decline from true spirituality, and 
not a stage on the way to a pure knowledge 01' 
Ood. The NT recognizes, however, that the peril or 
idolatry exists even where material idols are not 
fashioned: the association 01' idolatry with sexual 
sins in Oal. 5 :  1 9-20 ought to be linked with the 
equating of covetousness with idolatry (I Cor. 
5 :  1 1 ; Eph. 5:5; Col. 3 : 5), for by covetousness Paul 
certainly includes and stresses sexual covetousness 
(cf Eph . 4 :  1 9; 5 :3;  I Thes. 4:6, Gk. ;  I Cor. 1 0:7, 
1 4) .  John, having urged the finality and fullness 01' 
revelation in Christ, warns that any deviation is 
idolatry ( I  Jn. 5 : 1 9-2 1 ) .  The idol is whatever 
claims that loyalty which belongs to God alone ( Is. 
42:8). 

The bearing 01' the bibl ical teaching on idols on 
its monotheistic doctrine 01' God cannot be over
looked. In its recognition 01' the magnetism 01' 
idolatrous religion for Israel and also in such seem
ing recognition 01' 'other gods' as, e.g. , Ps. 95:3,  the 
OT acknowledges not the real existence 01' the 
'gods' but the real existence 01' the threat to I srael, 
the menace 01' alternative cults and claims. It thus 
constantly holds its monotheism (as indeed the NT 
also does) in the setting 01' the religion and re
ligious environment 01' the people of Ood. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Tigay, You Shall Have No 
Olher Gods Be/ore Me, 1 986; T. Jacobsen, 'The 



Graven Image', in Ancient Israelite Religion, 1 987, 
pp. 23-32. J .A.M. 

IDOLS, MEATS OFFERED TO. Among the 
questions submitted by the Corinthians for the 
apostle's ruling was the matter of 'food offered to 
idols', a phrase which represents one Gk. term, ei
dölothyta. Paul handles this subject in I Cor. 8: 1 - 1 3  
and 1 0: 1 4-33.  The background o f  the Corinthians' 
query may first be sketched. 

I .  The background 
[n the ancient system of sacrifice, wh ich was the 
centre not only of the religious life of the Graeco
Roman world in the I st century but also of the 
domestic and social l ife, only part of the sacrifice 
was presented to the god in the temple. The sacri
fice. was followed by a cultic meal, when the re
maander of the conse.crated food was eaten either 
in the precincts of the temple or at horne. Some
tlmes the remaining food was sent to the market to 
be sold ( I  Cor. 1 0:25) .  

Evidence for the practice of a meal in the temple 
is found in t�e following well-known Oxyrhynchus 
papyrus whlch Lletzmann regards as 'a striking 
parallel' to the reference in  I Cor. 1 0:27: 'Chaer
emon invites you to dinner at the table of the lord 
Serapis (the name of the deity) in the Serapeum 
tomorrow the . 1 5th at the 9th hour' (= 3 p.m.) 
(quoted and dlscussed in Chan-Hie Kim's essay 
'The Papy�us [nvitation', JBL 94, 1 975, pp. 3 9 1 ": 
402). An InVltatlon to a meal of this character 
whether in the temple or in a private house, woulrl 
be commonplace in the social l ife of the city of 
Connth, and would pose a thorny quest ion for the 
behever who was so invited. Other aspects of life in 
such a cosmopolitan centre would be affected by 
the Christian's attitude to idol-meats. Attendance 
at the public festivals, which opened with pagan 
adoration and sacrifice, would have to be con
sidered. Membership of a trade guild, and 
th�r.efore one's commercial standing, and public
sp�ntedness were also involved, as such member
shlp would entail sitting 'at table in an idol's 
temple' ( I  Cor. 8: I 0). Even daily shopping in  the 
market would present a problem to the thoughtful 
Christian in Corinth. As  much of the meat would 
be passed on from the temple-officials to the meat
dealers and by them exposed for sale, the q uestion 
arose: was �he Chnstl.an housewife at l iberty to 
purchase th.ls meat whlch, comIng from sacrificial 
am mals whlch had to be free from blemish might 
weil be the best meat in the market? Moreov�r, there 
were gratuitous banquets in the temple precincts 
whlch were a real boon to the poor. [f I Cor. 1 :26 
means that some of the Corinthian church mem
bers belonged to the poorer classes, the question of 
whether they were free or not to avail themselves of 
such meals would have been a practical issue. 

11. Different reactions 

Conviction in the church was sharply divided. One 
group, In the name of Christian liberty (6: 1 2; 1 0:23; 
cf 8 :9) and on the basis of a supposed superior 
knowledge (gnösis, 8:  1 -2), could see no harm in 
a.ccepting an invitation to a cultic meal and no pos
slble reason why food, formerly dedicated in the 
temple, should not be bought and eaten. 

The j.ustification for such an attitude of religious 
syncretlsm was, first, that the meal in the temple 
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precincts was just a social occasion. They claimed 
that it  had no religious significance at all. And, 
secondly, they appear to have stated that in  any 
case the pagan gods are nonenti ties. 'An idol has 
no real existence' and 'there is no God but one' was 
their plea of defence (8:4; cited probably from the 
Corinthians' own letter to Paul). 

On the other hand, the 'weak' group (8:9;  cf 
Rom. 1 5 : I )  viewed the situation differently. With 
abhorrence of the least suspicion of idolatry, they 
beheved that the demons behind the idols still ex
erted malign influence on the lood and 'contamin
ated' it, thus rendering it unfit for consumption by 
believers (8:7; cf Acts 1 0: 1 4). 
IH. Paul's answer 
Paul be.gins his answer to the church's inquiry by 
expressIng agreement wlth the proposition, 'There 
IS no God but .one' (8:4) .. But he immediately 
quahfies thls exphclt confesslon of his monotheism 
by reminding his readers that there are so-called 
gods and lords wh ich exert demonic influence in  
the world. He concedes the point however that 
'for us' who acknowledge one God' and one Lord 
the power of these demons has been overcome bY 
the cross, so that the Corinthians ought no longer 
to be in bondage to them (cf Col. 2: 1 5- 1 6; Gal. 
4:3, 8-9). Not all the Corinthian believers have 
found that freedom in Christ, and their case must 
be remembered and their weak conscience not out
raged by indiscreet action (8:7- 1 3).  The apostle has 
a more senous word to say on this matter, which he 
takes up after a digression in ch. 9. 

He comes to grips with the menace of idolatry in  
10 :  14ff. These verses are an exposition of the inner 
mea�Ing. of the Lord's Table in the light of com
mumo� In the body and blood of Christ ( 1 0: 1 6);  
the' umty of the church as the body of Christ 
( 1 0: 1 7);  the speil cast by demons over their wor
shippe�s at idol-feasts which led actually to a com
pact wlth the demons ( I  0:20); and the impossibility 
of a double alleglance represented by trying to 
share both the table of the Lord and the table of 
demons ( 1 0 :2 1 -22). (0 LoRO'S SUPPER.) 
. The a.postle in this section, therefore, takes a ser-
10US attitude to the implications of attendance at 
Idolatrous banquests (cf 1 0 : 1 4).  [n line with rab
binical teaching which was later codified in the 
Mishnah tractate 'Abodah Zarah ('Strange Wor
ship'), he forbids absolutely the use of food and 
drink in an idol-temple ( 1 0: 1 9-20; cf. Rev. 2:  1 4) on 
the ground no doubt that, as the rabbis said, 'as a 
dead body defiles by overshadowing, so also an idol
atrous sacnfice causes defilement by overshadow
ing', i. e. b'y having been brought under a pagan roof, 
and by thls contact becomes ritually unclean. See the 
Mlshnah In Danby's edition, p. 649, n. 3. 

But, �n regard to food which has formerly been 
offered In the temple and is afterwards made avail
able for consumption, Paul says that it is permitted 
on the basis of Ps. 24: I ( I COL I 0:25ff.). Aithough 
such food has been dedlcated In  the temple and is 
exposed fOT sale an the meat-market, it may be 
eaten by vlrtue of being God's creation ( I  Tim. 
4:4-:-5). Thls IS a dlstInct departure from the rab
bInlcal ceremonial rules (and, indeed, from the 
apostohc decree of .Acts 1 5 :28-29), and is the prac
tlcal apphcatlOn 01 the Lord's word in M k  7· 1 9  
' Thus h e  declared all loods clean ' ;  cf Acts io: i 5): 
The only qualification is that the 'Iaw of love' 
( TDNT 2, p. 379) must be observed and a Chris
tian's own freedom to eat such food must be 
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waived if the conscience of the 'weaker' believer is 
likely to be damaged and he is thereby caused to 
stumble ( 1 0:28-32), or if a Gentile is  scandalized 
by this practice ( 1 0:32).  The situation envisaged by 
these verses is a Christian's acceptance of an invi
tat ion to a meal in a private house ( 1 0:27). In such 
a circumstance the believer is free to eat the food 
set before hirn, making no inquiries as to its 'past 
history', i.e. where i t  comes from or whether i t  has 
been dedicated in an idol shrine. I f, however, a 
pagan, at the meal, draws attention to the food and 
says, 'This has been offered in sacrifice' -using the 
pagan term hierothyton-then the food must be 
refused, not because it is ' infected' or unfit for 
consumption, but because it 'places the eater in a 
false position, and confuses the conscience of 
others' ( Robertson-Plummer, I Corinthians, p. 
2 1 9), notably his heathen neighbour ( 1 0:29). This 
reading differs from the suggestion of Robertson
Plummer, where they take the speaker in v. 28 to be 
a Gentile Christian using the terminology of his 
pre-Christian days; it is better, however, to regard 
this speaker as 'one of them that believe not' in v. 
27; and then the apostle's word links up with the 
altruism of the rabbis, who taught that a devout 
lew will not countenance idolatry lest he should 
encourage his Gentile neighbour in error, for which 
he would then be responsible (Aboth 5. 1 8; 
Sanhedrin 7. 4, 1 0) .  

B IBLIOGRAPHY. A. Ehrhardt, The Framework 01 
the New Testament Stories, 1 964, pp. 275-290; C. 
K .  Barrett, NTS 1 1 , 1964-5, pp. I 38ff.; W. L. Willis, 
Idol Meat in Corinth, 1 985; G. D. Fee, The First 
Epistle to the Corinthians, NIC 1 987; H .  Hübner, 
'eidölothyon', EDNT I ,  pp. 386-388. R .P.M. 

IDUMAEA. The Gk.  form (idoumaia) of the Heb. 
" qöm refers to an area in W Palestine, rather than 
to Edom proper. At the time of the Exodus, Edom 
extended to both sides of the Arabah, and the W 
portion reached dose to Kadesh (Nu. 20: 1 6) .  
David subdued Edom, but there was continual 
contlict between • Edom and ludah. After the fall 
of lerusalem in 587 BC the Edomites took advan
tage of the calamity to migrate into the heart of S 
ludah, S of Hebron. Several prophets inveighed 
against Edom for this (le. 49:7-22; La. 4:2 1-22; 
Ezk. 25 : 1 2- 14; 35:3; Ob. I Off.) .  

Later, as various Arab groups, notably the Naba
taeans, pressed into old Edom, more migrants set
tled in ludah, and the area they occupied became 
known as Idumaea ( I  Macc. 4:29; 5 :65). ludas 
Maccabaeus had successful campaigns against 
these people, and lohn Hyrcanus subdued them c. 
1 26 BC, placed them under Antipater as governor 
and compelled them to be circumcised (1os., Ant. 
1 3 .  258). Antipater was the grandfather of • Herod 
the Great. The word Idumaea occurs in the NT 
only in Mk .  3 :8 .  J.A.T. 

IGNORANCE. As is  the case with • knowledge, 
ignorance has in Scripture a moral rat her than a 
purely intellectual connotation, except in such 
casual uses as the Pauline 'I would not have you 
ignorant, brethren . .  .' ( Rom. 1 : 1 3, AV) , which 
simply means 'I want you to know . .  .' (RSV) . 

In the books of the Law ignorance is regarded as 
a palliating feature of sinful acts. For sins done in 
ignorance (S'gägii) expiation could be made by sac
rifice (cf particularly Lv. 4-5; Nu.  1 5:22-29). This 
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idea of ignorance as an excuse is retlected in the 
NT uses of the verb agnoeö, 'to be ignorant', and 
its derivatives. Paul declares that he received mercy 
for his persecution of the church because he acted 
ignorantly in unbelief ( I  Tim. I :  1 3); and at Athens 
he teils his Gentile audience that God overlooked 
the times of ignorance (Acts 1 7 :30; cf 3: 1 7). 

Nevertheless, although ignorance partly excuses 
the sins wh ich result from it, ignorance itself is  
often culpable. I t  may be linked with hardness of 
heart (Eph. 4: 1 8 ; cf 2 Cor. 4:4) or even be deliber
ate (2 Pet. 3 :5;  cf Rom. I :  1 8ff.; 1 0:3) .  

Ignorance is used absolutely to refer to the con
dition of the Gentile world which had not received 
the revelation of God (Acts 1 7:23, 30; Eph. 4: 1 8; I 
Pet. 1 : 1 4; 2: 1 5). This usage is found in LXX; e.g. 
Wisdom 1 4:22. 

The word idiötes, translated 'ignorant' in AV of 
Acts 4 :  1 3  (RSV 'uneducated'), implies the want of 
special training rat her than of knowledge in gen
eral; cf the modern somewhat derogatory use of 
'Iayman' .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  Bultmann, TDNT I ,  pp.  689-
7 1 9; E. Schütz, NIDNTT 2, pp. 406-408. 

M.H.C. 

IJON. A town in N Naphtali taken by the Syrians 
under • Ben-hadad along with • Dan and • Abel of 
Beth-maacah (I Ki .  1 5 :20 = 2 Ch. 1 6:4). Sub
sequently captured by Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  in 733 BC 
(2 Ki. 1 5:29). Possibly the Dan-jaan of 2 Sa. 24 :6. 
Generally identified with Tell Dibbin, 30 km N of 
�� H u�h. D.W.B. 

I LLYRICUM. The name 01" the large mountain
ous region on the E of the Adriatic, extending to 
the central Balkans in the E and reaching from NE 
I taly and the Celtic tribes in the N to Macedonia in 
the S. I ts name was derived from that of one of the 
first tribes within its boundaries that the Greeks 
came across. Its inhabitants spoke dialects wh ich 
were probably the Iinguistic ancestors of modern 
Albanian. The Romans had first come into contlict 
with some of its tribes in the 3rd century BC, but it 
was not finally conquered till the I st century AD, 
when it was divided into the provinces of Pannonia 
and Dalmatia. Paul says at the time of writing the 
Epistle to the Romans ( 1 5 : 1 9) that it was the limit 
of his evangelistic activi ty. His reference to it ap
pears to be inclusive, but it is not known when, or 
from wh at direction, he had entered it (possibly 
from Macedonia when he revisited that province 
after his Ephesian ministry, Acts 20: I ) .  It was the 
first Latin-speaking province which he visited in 
the course of his apostolic ministry, and could have 
prepared hirn for his projected mission in Latin-
speaking Spain ( Rom. 1 5 :24, 28). B.F.C.A. 

IMAGE. The term denotes a material representa
tion, usually 01" a deity. Unlike the term 'idol', 
which has a pejorative overtone, 'image' is object
ively descriptive. Throughout the ancient Near 
East numerous images of various deities were to be 
I"ound in temples and other holy pI aces, such as 
open-air shrines; many private houses also con
tained a niche where the image 01" the protective 
deity 01" the household stood. Images were com
monly anthropomorphic (in human form), though 
theriomorphic images (in animal form) were also 
widely used, especially in Egypt. 
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The region 0/ II/yricum in the time 0/ Paul. 

The form of the image, especially of the therio
morphic examples, frequently represented some 
prominent characteristic of the particular deity; 
thus an image of a bull (e.g. of EI in Canaan) por
trayed the god's power and fertility. The image was 
not primarily intended as a visual representation 
of the deity, but as a dwelling-place of the spirit of 
the deity enabling the god to be physically present 
in many different places simultaneously. A wor
shipper praying before an image would not neces
sarily accept that his prayers were being offered to 
the figure of wood or meta I itself, but would prob
ably have regarded the image as a 'projection' or 
embodiment of the deity. Of course, those in Israel 
who denied any reality to the dcity represented by 
the image maintained that the worshippers of for
eign deities were paying homage to mere wood and 
stone ( . I DOLATRV). 

Images were made in various ways. A molten 
image (masselfä) was cast in a mould from copper, 
silver or gold. A graven image (pesei) was carved 
from stone or wood; wooden images could be over
laid with precious metals (cf Is. 40: 19 ,  NEB). See Is. 
41 :6-7; 44: 1 2- 1 7 .  

I .  I n  the Old Testament 
a. Images 0/ /oreign gods. Though the making and 
worshipping of images is  forbidden by Penta
teuchal law (Ex. 20:4-5) and condemned by the 
prophets (e.g. Je. 1 0: 3-5; Ho. I 1 :2), their use in 
Israel throughout pre-exilic times was common 
(Jdg. 6 :25; I Ki.  I I  :5-8; 1 6: 3 1 -33), even at times 
within the Temple itself (2 Ki. 21 :3-5, 7). 
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b. Images 0/ Yahweh. Standing stones (mauel},öL) 
erected by the Patriarchs (e.g. Gn. 28: 1 8, 22; 35: 1 4) 
were perhaps originally regarded as images (simi
larly the sacred trees; cf Gn. 21 :33), but were later 
forbidden (Asherah, Dt. 1 6:2 1 )  or re-interpreted as 
merely commemorative objects (cf Gn. 31 :45-50; 
Jos. 4:4-9). Later, images of Yahweh were 
denounced by pure Yahwists: the golden calf at Sinai 
(Ex. 32: 1 -8), the image (. EpHoD) made by Gideon 
(Jdg. 8:26-27), the golden calves at Dan and Bethel 
(I Ki. 1 2:28-30), the calf of Samaria (Ho. 8:6). 

c. Man as the image 0/ God. In a few texts in Gen
esis ( I  :26--27; 5:2; 9:6) man is said to have been 
created 'in' or 'as' the image 01' God, 'according to 
his likeness'. Though many interpreters have 
thought to locate the 'image' of God in man's 
reason, creativity, speech, or spiritual nature, it is 
more likely that it is the whole of man, rather than 
some part or aspect of hirn, that is the image of 
God. The whole man, body and soul, is the image 
of God; man is the corporeal image of the in
corporeal God. As in the ancient Near East, man 
as the image 01' God represents hirn through his 
participation in the divine breath or spirit (cf Gn. 
2:7; perhaps also the spirit 01' God is included in 
the 'us' 01' I :26; cf the reference to the spirit of 
God in 1 :2). Man's role as ruler of the earth is 
established by his creation as God's image (I  :27). 
Elsewhere in the ancient Near East i t  is usually the 
king who is said to be the image of God, but in Gn. 
I it is mankind as a whole that is God's vizier and 
representative. Significantly, man is still spoken of 
as the image of God after the Fall: the force of Gn. 
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9:6 depends on the belief that man represents God, 
so that an injury done to a man is an injury done to 
God hirnself (cf. also Jas. 3 :9). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. H. Bernhardt, GOIt und Bild, 
1 956; A .  L. Oppenheim, Aneient Mesopotamia, 
1 964, pp. 1 7 1 -227; D. Cairns, The Image of God in 
Man, 1 953; G. C. Berkouwer, Man: The Image of 
God, 1 962; D. 1. A .  Clines, TynB 1 9, 1 968, pp. 53-
1 03; 1. Barr, BJRL 5 1 ,  1 968-9, pp. 1 1 -26; 1. M .  
Miller, JBL 9 1 ,  1 972, pp. 289-304; T. N .  D. Met
tinger, ZA W 86, 1 974, pp. 403-424; 1. F. A. Sawyer, 
JTS 25, 1 974, pp. 4 1 8-426; E. M .  Curtis, Man as 
the Image of God in Genesis in the Light of Aneient 
Near Eastern Paralleis (diss.), 1 984. D.J .A.C. 

11. In the New Testament 

The NT teaching builds on the foundation laid in 
the OT. There man is descri bed (in the seminal pas
sage of Gn. I :26f.) as made to be God's representa
tive on earth and to act as God's vicegerent and 
steward of creation. The term is best thought of as 
functional, and man's destiny as man is in view 
(see, in particular, 0. 1. A. Clines' essay for details 
and exegetical support). 

The two passages of I Cor. 1 1 :7 and Jas. 3:9 re
echo this teaching, and both assert the continuance 
of man's position in the created order and as re
ftecting the divine 'glory', in spite of human sinful
ness. The emphasis in the NT, however, falls more 
on the person of Jesus Christ who is called the 
'image of God' (2 Cor. 4:4; Co!. I :  1 5 ; both are 
creed-like passages, set on a polemical back
ground, to oppose current false or inadequate no
tions). Christ's rank as the 'image' of the Father 
derives from his unique relationship as pre
existent. He is the Logos from all eternity (Jn .  I :  1 -
1 8), and so h e  i s  able t o  reftect faithfully and fully 
the glory of the invisible God . See too Heb. 1 : 1 -3 
and Phi! . 2 :6-1 1 where parallel expressions are 
used to c1arify the unique relationship of Jesus 
Christ to God. ' Image' (or its equivalent terms, 
'form' , 'stamp', 'glory') does not suggest a me re 
likeness to God or a paradigm of his person. 
Rather i t  connotes a sharing in the divine Iife and 
indeed an 'objectivization' of the essence of God, 
so that the One who is by nature invisible comes to 
visible expression in the figure of his Son (see the 
evidence in R. P. M artin, op. eit., pp. 1 1 2f.). 

He is thus the 'ultimate Adam ( I  Cor. 1 5:45) 
who stands at the head of a new humanity that 
draws its life from hirn. So Jesus Christ is both the 
unique 'Image' and the prototype of  those who 
owe their knowledge of God and life in God to hirn 
(Rom. 8 :29; I Cor. 1 5 :49; 2 Cor. 3 :  1 8; I Jn. 3:2). 

The term 'image of God' is c10sely connected 
with 'the new man' (Eph. 4:24; Co! . 3: I Of.; cf. Ga! . 
3 :28).  This is a reminder that there are important 
social aspects to what the 'image' means as it is 
reproduced in human lives, both in the fellowship 
of the church and in man's custodianship of 
nature (Heb. 2:8, referring to Ps. 8). 

There is an eschatological dimension also to be 
recognized. The fulfilment of God's plan for 
humanity-in-Christ awaits the parousia when 
Christians' mortal existence will be transformed to 
a perfect likeness to their Lord ( I  Cor. 1 5 :49; Phi ! .  
3 :20-2 1 ), and in this way the image of God in man 
will be fully restored. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 0. 1. A. Clines, TynB 1 9, 1 968, 
pp. 53-1 03 (bibliography); 1. Jervell, Imago Dei. 
Gen. I, 26/ im Spät judentum, in der Gnosis und in 
den paulinischen Briefen, 1 960; F.-w. Eltester, Eikon 

im Neuen Testament, 1 958; R .  Scroggs, The Last 
Adam, 1 966; and R .  P. Martin, Carmen Christi. 
Philippians 2:5_/12, 1 983;  idem, NIDNTT 2, pp. 
284-293; H. Kuhli, EDNT I ,  pp. 388-39 1 .  

On the dogmatic issues, see G. C. Berkouwer, 
Man: The Image of God, 1 962. R . P.M.  

IMMANUEL ( Heb. 'immämi"el, 'with us is  God'). 
The word is found twice in OT ( l s. 7 : 1 4; 8:8) ami 
once in NT (Mt .  1 :23, RSV 'Emmanuel'). It may be 
employed also in Is. 8: I O. 

To understand the significance of the word, 
which in itself means 'God with us', we must note 
the context in which i t  appears. Syria and Israel 
had desired to form a coalition with Judah in order 
to oppose the increasing power of Assyria. Judah 
had vacillated, and Syria and I srael determined to 
punish her. Upon hearing this news, Ahaz trem
bled. Isaiah was sent to hirn to inform hirn that he 
had nothing to fear. The power of his enemies was 
about played out, and they could do hirn no harm. 
I saiah even commanded hirn to ask for a sign in 
confirrnation of the divine message. This Ahaz re
fused to do. Hence, in reply to the hypocritical 
king, Isaiah announces that the Lord will give to 
the people of Judah a sign .  In vision the prophet 
beholds a virgin ('almä, i. e. an unmarried woman), 
who is with child and about to bear a son and she 
will call his name Immanue!. 

In any interpretation of this prophecy there are 
three factors which must be kept in mind. 

a. The birth of the child is to be a sign. It is true 
that in itself a sign need not be a miracle, but in this 
particular context, after the command issued to 
Ahaz to ask for a sign deep or high, one would be 
justified in expecting a sign such as the recession of 
the shadow on the sundia!. There should be some
thing unusual in the birth; a birth in the ordinary 
course of nature would not seem to meet the re
quirements of the sign. In this connection it must 
be noted that the question is made more difficult 
by the fact that there cannot be a local reference of 
the prophecy to Hezekiah, because Hezekiah had 
already been born . 
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b. The mother of the child is an unmarried 
woman. Why did Isaiah designate her by this par
ticular word 'almä? It is sometimes said that had he 
wished to teach a virgin birth there was a good 
word at his disposal, namely, b'{Lilä. But an exam
ination of the usage of the latter word in OT re
veals that it was very unsatisfactory, in that it 
would have been ambiguous. The word b'{Lilä may 
designate a virgin, but when it does the explana
tory phrase 'and a man had not known her' is often 
added (cf. Gn. 24: 1 6). The word may aiso desig
nate a betrothed virgin (cf. Dt. 22:23tf.). In this 
laller case the virgin is known as the wife ( 'iSfä) of 
the man, and he as her husband CiS). But the word 
b'{Lilä may aIso indicate a married woman (Joe! 
I : 8) .  On the basis of this laller passage a tradition 
arose among the Jews in which the word could 
c1early refer to a married woman. Had Isaiah em
ployed this word, therefore, it would not have been 
c1ear wh at type of woman he had in mind, whether 
virgin or married. Other Heb. words which were at 
his disposal would not be satisfactory. Had he 
wished to designate the mother as a young woman 
he would most likely have employed the common 
term na'''rä ('girl'). In using the word 'almä, how
ever, Isaiah employs the one word which is never 
applied (either in the Bible or in the other Near 



Eastern sources) to anyone but an unmarried 
woman. This unmarried woman might have been 
immoral, in wh ich case the birth could hardly have 
been a sign. We are left then with the conclusion 
that the mother was a good woman and yet un
married; in other words, the birth was super
natural. It i s  the presence of this word 'alma wh ich 
makes an application of the passage to some local 
birth difficult, if not impossible. 

c. We must note the force of the term Immanuel. 
A natural reading of the passage would lead us to 
expect that the presence of God is to be seen in the 
birth of the child hirnself. This interpretation, 
however, is seriously disputed, and vigorously re
jected by most modern writers on the passage. The 
presence of God is  found, rather, so we are told, in 
the deliverance of ludah from her two northern 
enemies. The infancy of the child is made the 
measure of time that would elapse until the two 
enemies are removed. Such a period of time would 
be short-a child learns the difference between 
good and evil at a tender age. Hence, within, say, 2 
years, or possibly even less, ludah would have 
not hing to fear from Syria and Israel. In this de
liverance the presence of God would be mani
fested, and as a token or pledge of this deliverance 
some mother would call her child Immanuel. 

This interpretation poses tremendous problems 
which it does not answer. What warrant would a 
mother have for naming her particular child Im
manuel? How could she know that her own child 
and no other would be a sign that in 2 years or 
so the presence of God would be manifested in 
the deliverance of ludah from Syria and Israel? 
Furthermore, how would Israel itself know that a 
particular child had been born in answer to the 
prophecy and that the birth of this particular child 
would be the promised sign? It would seem that, if 
the prophecy refers to a local birth, the child to be 
born must be someone prominent. The most prom
inent person, namely Hezekiah, is ruled out, and 
therefore we must assurne that i t  i s  a child of Isaiah 
or so me other child of Ahaz. But this is also ruled 
out by the word 'alma. Neither the wife of Ahaz 
nor the wife of I saiah could properly be designated 
an 'alma, for the obvious reason that both were 
married women. 

It seems best, then, to apply the name Immanuel 
to the Child himself. In his birth the presence of 
God is to be found. God has come to his people in 
a little Child, that very Child whom Isaiah later 
names 'Mighty God' Cel gibbör). This interpret
ation is strengthened by the fact that Isaiah is seek
ing to dissuade men from trusting the Assyrian 
king. The nation's help rests not in Assyria but in 
God. In this dark moment God is with his people. 
He is found in the birth of a Child. 

The infancy of the divine Child is a measure of 
the time that will elapse unt i l  Ahaz is freed from 
the fear of his two northern enemies ( Is. 7 : 1 5- 1 6) .  
Ahaz rejects the sign o f  Immanuel, and turns to 
the king of Assyria. That killlg and his successors 
caused ludah's downfall ,  but for the remnant there 
was given the promise of Immanuel, and in Im
manuel they would find their hope and salvation. 
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I, Meaning of the word 
Neither the noun 'incarnation' nor the adjective 
'incarnate' is biblical, but the Gk. equivalent of 
Lat. in carne (en sarki, 'in flesh') is found in some 
important NT statements about the person and 
work of Jesus Christ. Thus the hymn quoted in I 
Tim. 3: 16 speaks of 'he was manifested in the flesh' 
(so RSV, following the true text). John ascribes to 
the spirit of antichrist any denial that lesus Christ 
has 'come in the flesh' (I Jn. 4:2; 2 ln. 7). Paul says 
that Christ did his reconciling work 'in his body of 
flesh' (Co I .  I :22; cf Eph .  2: 1 5), and that by sending 
his Son 'in the l ikeness of sinful flesh' God 'con
demned sin in the flesh' (Rom. 8:3). Peter speaks of 
Christ dying for us 'in the flesh' (sarki, dative of 
reference: I Pet .  3: 1 8; 4: I ) . All these texts are en
forcing from different angles the same truth: that it 
was precisely by coming and dying 'in the flesh' 
that Christ secured our salvation. Theology calls 
his coming the incarnation, and his dying the 
atonement. 

What does • 'flesh' mean in these texts? I n  the 
Bible this word (Heb. bäSär, .f"er; Gk. sarx) has 
fundamentally a physiological meaning: 'flesh' is 
the solid stuff which, together with blood and 
bones, makes up the physical organism of a man or 
animal (cf Gn. 2:2 1 ;  Lk. 24:39; I Cor. 1 5 :50). Since 
Heb. thought associates bodily organs with psych
ical functions, we find that in the OT 'flesh' can 
cover the psychological as weil as the physical as
pects of man's personal life (cf the parallelism be
tween 'flesh' and 'heart', Ps. 73:26, and between 
'flesh' and 'soul', Ps. 63: I ) .  The word, however, 
bears more than a merely anthropological signifi
cance. The Bible sees physical flesh as a theologic
ally significant symbol-a symbol, namely, of the 
created and dependent sort of life which men and 
animals share, a sort of life which is derived from 
God and which, unlike God's own life, requires a 
physical organism to sustain it in its characteristic 
activity. Hence 'flesh' becomes a generic term for 
men, or animals, or men and animals together (cf 
Gn. 6: 1 2; 7: 1 5, 2 1  f.), viewed as creatures of God, 
whose life on earth lasts only for the comparatively 
short period during which God sUPl?lies the breath 
of life in their nostrils. ' Flesh' in thls theologically 
developed sense is thus not something that a man 
has, but something that he iso Its mark is creaturely 
weakness and frailty ( Is. 40:6), and in this respect it 
stands in contrast with 'spirit', the eternal and un
flagging energy that is of God, and is God ( l s. 31 :3; 
cf 40:6-3 1 ). 

To say, therefore, that lesus Christ came and 
died 'in the flesh' is to say that he came and died in 
the state and under the conditions of created phys
ical and psychical life: in other words, that he who 
died was man. But the NT also affirms that he who 
died eternally was, and continues to be, God. The 
formula wh ich enshrines the incarnation therefore 
is that in some sense God, without ceasing to be 
God, was made man. This is what lohn asserts in 
the prologue of his Gospel: 'the Word' (God's 
agent in creation, who 'in the beginning', before 
the creation, not only 'was with God', but himself 
'was God', ln. I :  1 -3) 'became flesh' (Jn. 1 : 1 4) .  

1 1 .  Origin o f  the belief 
Such an assertion, considered abstractly against 
the background of OT monotheism, might seem 
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blasphemous or nonsensical-as, indeed, ortho
dox Judaism has always held it to be. It appears to 
mean that the divine Maker became one 01" his 
own creatures, which is  a prima facie contradiction 
in theological terms. Whence came the conviction 
that inspired John's strange statement? How did 
the early church's belief that Jesus of Nazareth 
was God incarnate arise? On the assumption that 
i t  was not occasioned by wh at Jesus hirnself said 
and did, but grew up later, attempts have been 
made to trace its origin to Jewish speculations 
about a pre-existent superhuman Messiah, or to 
the polytheistic myths about redeemer-gods wh ich 
were characteristic of Hellenistic mystery-religions 
and Gnostic cults. Hut i t  is now widely recognized 
that these attempts have failed: partly because the 
differences between these Jewish and Gentile I"an
cies and NT Christology have invariably proved to 
be more substantial and deep-rooted than their 
surface similarities are; partly because i t  has been 
shown that a virtual claim to deity is embedded in 
the most undoubted sayings of the historical 
Jesus, as reported in the Synoptic Gospels, and 
that a virtual acceptance of this claim was funda
mental to the faith and worship of the primitive 
Palestinian church, as pictured in the first chapters 
of Acts (the substantial historicity of which is 
now rarely disputed). The only explanation that 
covers the facts  is that the impact of Jesus' own 
Iife, ministry, death and resurrection convinced his 
disciples of his personal deity even be fore he 
ascended. This, of course, is precisely the account 
of the matter which the Fourth Gospel itself gives 
(see especially Jn.  20:28ff.). In line with this, Acts 
teils us that the first Christians prayed to Jesus as 
Lord (7 : 59), even be fore Pentecost ( I  :2 1 :  the 
' Lord' who chooses apostles is surely 'the Lord 
Jesus' of v. 2 1 ,  cf v. 3); that, beginning on the day 
of Pentecost, they baptized in his name (2:38; 
8 :  1 6; 1 9 :5); that they invoked and put faith in his 
name (i.e. in hirnself: 3 : 1 6; 9 : 14 ;  22: 1 6; cf 1 6: 3 1 ); 
and that they proclaimed hirn as the One who 
gives repentance and remission of sins (5:3 1 ) .  All 
this shows that, even if the deity of Jesus was not 
at first c1early stated in words (and Acts gives no 
hint that i t  was), it was nevertheless part of the 
faith by which the first Christians Iived and 
prayed. Lex orandi lex credendi. The theological 
formulation of belief in the incarnation came 
later, but the belief itself, however incoherently 
expressed, was there in the church from the 
beginning. 

111 .  Standpoint of the New Testament writers 
It is important to note the nature and limits 01" 
the interest which motivates NT thinking about 
the incarnation, particularly that of Paul, John 
and the author of Hebrews, who deal with the 
subject comparatively fully. The NT writers 
nowhere notice, much less handle, the meta
physical questions about the mode of the incarna
tion, and the psychological quest ions about the 
incarnate state, wh ich have been so prominent in 
Christological discussion since the 4th century. 
Their interest in Christ's person is not philo
sophical and speculative, but religious and evan
gelical. They speak of Christ, not as a meta
physical problem, but as a divine Saviour; and all 
that they say about his person is prompted by 
their desire to glorify hirn through exhibiting his 
work and vindicating his centrality in the redemp
tive purpose of God. They never attempt to dis-

sect the mystery 01" his person; it is enough lor 
them to proclaim the incarnation as a fact, one of 
the sequence of mighty works whereby God has 
wrought salvation lor sinners. The only sense in 
wh ich the NT writers ever attempt to explain the 
incarnation is by showing how it fits into God's 
over-all plan lor redeeming man kind (see, e.g. , 
Rom. 8 :3 ;  Phil. 2 :6- 1 1 ;  Col. 1 : 1 3-22; Jn. 1 : 1 8 ; I 
Jn.  1 : 1 -2:2; and the main argument of Hebrews, 
1 -2; 4: 1 4-5: 1 0; 7: 1 - 1 0: 1 8) .  

The exclusiveness of this evangelical interest 
throws light on the otherwise puzzling fact that the 
NT nowhere reflects on the • virgin birth of Jesus 
as witnessing to the conjunction of deity and man
hood in his person-a line 01" thought much can
vassed by later theology. This silence need not 
mean that any of the NT writers were ignorant of 
the virgin birth, as so me have supposed. I t  is suf
ficiently explained by the fact that NT interest in 
Jesus centres elsewhere, upon his relation to the 
saving purposes of God. Proof of this is given by 
the way in which the virgin birth story is itself told 
by Matthew and Luke, the two Evangelists who 
recount it. Each lays all his stress, not on the 
unique constitution 01" the Person thus miracu
lously born, but on the fact that by this miraculous 
birth God began to fulfil his long-foretold inten
tion of visiting and redeeming his people (cf Mt .  
1 :2 I ff. ;  Lk. 1 :3 I ff. ,  68-75; 2 : 1 0f., 29-32). The only 
significance wh ich they, or any NT writers, see in 
the incarnation is directly soteriological. The Sco
tist speculation, popularized by Westcott, that the 
incarnation was primarily for the perfecting of cre
ation, and only secondarily and incidentally for the 
redeeming of sinners, finds not the least support in 
the NT. 
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The apostolic writers c1early see that both the 
deity and the manhood 01" Jesus are fundamental 
to his saving work. They see that it is just because 
Jesus is God the Son that they are to regard his 
disclosure of the Father's mind and heart as per
feet and final (cf Jn. 1 : 1 8 ;  1 4 :7- 1 0; Heb. I : I f.) ,  and 
his death as the supreme evidence of God's love for 
sinners and his will to bless believers (cf Jn.  3 : 1 6; 
Rom. 5 :5-10;  8 :32; I Jn .  4 :8-1 0). They realize that 
it is Jesus' divine Sonship that guarantees the end
less duration, sinless perfeetion and limitless effi
cacy, of his high-priestly service ( Heb. 7 :3 ,  1 6, 24-
28). They are aware that it was in virtue of his deity 
that he was able to defeat and dispossess the devil, 
the 'strong man armed' who kept sinners in a state 
of helpless thraldom ( Heb. 2 : 1 4f. ; Rev. 20: 1 f. ;  cf 
Mk. 3 :27 ;  Lk. 1 0 : 1 7f.; Jn .  1 2 :3 1 f. ;  1 6: 1 1 ). Equally, 
they see that it was necessary lor the Son of God to 
'become flesh' ,  for only so could he take his place 
as the 'second man' through whom God deals with 
the race (I Cor. 1 5 : 2 1 f. ,  47ff.; Rom. 5 : 1 5- 1 9) ;  only 
so could he mediate between God and men ( I  Tim. 
2: 5); and only so could he die for sins, for only flesh 
can die. (Indeed, the thought of 'flesh' is so bound 
up with death that the NT will not apply the term 
to Christ's manhood in its glorified and incorrupt
ible state: 'the days of his flesh' (Heb. 5 :7) means 
Christ's time on earth up to the cross.) 

We should, therefore, expect the NT to treat any 
denial that Jesus Christ was both truly divine and 
truly human as a damning heresy, destructive of 
the gospel; and so it does. The only such denial that 
i t  knows is the docetic Christology (traditionally, 
that of Cerinthus) wh ich denied the reality of 
Christ's 'flesh' ( I  Jn. 4:2f.), and hence of his phys
ical death ('blood', I Jn .  5 :6). John den ounces this 



in his first two Epistles as a deadly error inspired by 
the spirit of antichrist, a Iying denial of both the 
Father and the Son ( I  Jn. 2 :22-25; 4: 1 -6; 5 :5- 1 2; 2 
Jn .  7, 9ff. ). I t  is usually thought that the emphasis 
in 10hn's Gospel on the reality of lesus' experience 
of human frailty (his weariness, 4:6; thirst, 4:7; 
1 9 :28; tears, 1 1  :33ff. )  is intended to cut at the root 
of the same docetic error. 

IV. Elements of the New Testament doctrine 
The meaning of the NT claim that 'lesus Christ 
has come in the flesh' may be drawn out under 
three heads. 

a. The Person incarnate 
The NT uniformly defines the identity of Jesus in 
terms of his relation to the one God of OT mono
theism (cf I Cor. 8 :4 , 6 ;  I Tim. 2:5; with Is. 43: 1 01". ; 
44:6). The basic definition is that lesus is God's 
Son . This identification is rooted in lesus' own 
thought and teaching. H i s  sense of being 'the Son' 
in a unique sense that set hirn apart from the rest of 
men went back at least to his 1 3th year (Lk.  2:49), 
and was confirmed to hirn by his Father's voice 
from heaven at h is  baptism: 'Thou art my beloved 
Son' (Mk .  1 : 1 1 ;  cf Mt .  3: 1 7; Lk. 3 :22; agapetos, 
which appears in all three reports of the heavenly 
utterance, carries the implication of 'only beloved' :  
so again in the parable, Mk.  1 2 :6; cf the similar 
words from heaven at the transfiguration, Mk. 9:7; 
Mt .  1 7 :5). A t  his  trial, when asked under oath 
whether he was ' the Son of God' (a phrase wh ich 
on the high priest's lips probably signified no more 
than 'Davidic Messiah'), Mark and Luke report 
Jesus as making an affirmative reply which was in 
effect a claim to personal deity: egö eimi (so Mk .  
1 4 :62; Lk.  22:70 has :  'you say (sc. rightly) that egö 
ein/i'). egö eimi, the emphatic ' I  am', were words 
that no Jew would take on his lips, for they ex
pressed the self-identification of God (Ex. 3 : 1 4) .  
lesus, who according to Mark had used these 
words before in a similar suggestive way (Mk.  6:50; 
cf 1 3:6; and cf the long series of egö eimi sayings 
in John's Gospel: Jn .  4:26; 6:35; 8 : 1 2; 1 0:7, 1 1 ;  
1 1  :25; 1 4:6; 1 5 : I ;  1 8:5ff.), evidently wished to make 
i t  perfectly c1ear that the divine Sonship to which 
he laid claim was nothing less than personal deity. 
It was for this 'blasphemy' that he was condemned. 

Jesus' references to hirnself as 'the Son' are 
always in contexts wh ich mark hirn out as uniquely 
c10se to God and uniquely favoured by God. There 
are comparatively few in the Synoptic Gospels 
(Mt .  1 1 :27 = Lk. 1 0:22; M k .  1 3 :32 = Mt.  24:36; cf 
Mk.  1 2: 1 - 1 1 ), but many in John, both in Jesus' 
own words and in the Evangelist's commentary. 
According to John,  Jesus is God's 'only' Son 
(monogenes: I :  14 ,  1 8 ; 3: 1 6, 1 8) .  He exists eternally 
(8 :58; cf I :  I f.). He stands in an unchanging rela
tion of perfect love, union and communion, with 
the Father ( 1 : 1 8; 8 : 1 6, 29; 1 0:30; 1 6:32). As Son, he 
has no independent initiative (5: 1 9);  he lives to 
glorify his Father ( 1 7: I ,  4), by doing his Father's 
will (4:34; 5 :30; 8 :28f.) .  He came into the world 
because the Father 'sent' hirn (42 references), and 
gave hirn a task to fulfil there (4:34; 1 7 :4; cf 1 9 :30). 
He came in his Father's name, i. e. as his Father's 
representative (5:43), and, because all that he said 
and did was according to the Father's command 
(7 : 1 6ff. ; 8 :26ff.; 1 2:49f.; 1 4: 1 0), his life on earth re
vealed his Father perfectly ( l 4:7ff.). When he 
speaks of the Father as greater than hirnself ( 1 4:28; 
cf 1 0:29) he is evidently referring, not to any essen-
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tial or circumstantial inferiority, but to the fact 
that subordination to thc Father's will and initia
tive is natural and necessary to him. The Father is 
greater than he because in relation to the Father it 
is always his nature freely and joyfully to act as a 
Son. But this does not mean that he is to be sub
ordinated to the Father in men's esteem and wor
ship. Just the reverse; for the Father seeks the Son's 
glory no less than the Son seeks the Father's glory. 
The Father has committed to the Son his two great 
works 01" giving life and executing judgment, 'that 
all may honour the Son, even as they honour the 
Father' (5 :2 1  ff.). This amounts to saying that the 
Father directs all men to do as Thomas did (20:28), 
and acknowledge the Son in the same terms in 
which they ought to acknowledge the Father 
himself-namely, as 'my Lord and my God'. 

The NT contains other lines of thought, subsid
iary to that of divine Sonship, which also proclaim 
the deity of Jesus of Nazareth. We may mention 
the more important of these: (i) lohn identifies the 
eternal divine Word with God's personal Son, 
lesus Christ (ln. 1 : 1 - 1 8 ; cf I Jn. 1 : 1 -3 ;  Rev. 1 9: 1 3 ; 
• LOGos). (ii) Paul speaks of the Son as 'the image 
of God', both as incarnate (2 Cor. 4:4) and in his 
pre-incarnate state (Col. I :  1 5), and in Phil. 2 :6  says 
that prior to the incarnation lesus Christ was in the 
'form' (morphe) of God: a phrase the exact exegesis 
of which is disputed, but wh ich 1. 8. Phillips is 
almost certainly right to render: 'always . . .  God by 
nature'. Heb. 1 :3 (RV) calls the Son 'the effulgence 
of his (God's) glory, and the very image 0/ his sub
stance'. These statements, made as they are within 
a monotheistic frame of reference which excludes 
any thought of two Gods, are c1early meant to 
imply: ( I )  that the Son is personally divine, and 
ontologically one with the Father; (2) that the Son 
perfectly embodies all that is in the Father, or, putt
ing i t  negatively, that there is no aspect or constitu
ent of deity or character which the Father has and 
the Son lacks. (iii) Paul can apply an OT prophecy 
concerning the invocation of 'the Lord' (Yahweh) 
to the Lord Jesus, thus indicating that i t  finds its 
true fulfilment in hirn ( Rom. 1 0: 1 3 , quoting Joel 
2:32; cf Phil. 2: 1 0f. , echoing Is. 45:23) . Similarly, 
the writer to the Hebrews quotes Moses' exhort
ation to the angels to worship God (Dt. 32:43, 
LXX), and the psalmist's declaration: 'Thy throne, 
o God, is for ever and ever' (Ps. 45:6), as words 
spoken by the Father with reference to his Son 
(Heb. 1 :6 ,  8). This shows that both writers regard 
Jesus as divine. (iv) The regular NT habit of refer
ring to Jesus as ' Lord'-the title given to the gods 
of Hellenistic religion (cf I Cor. 8 :5), and invari
ably used in LXX to ren der the divine name-would 
seem to be an implicit ascription of deity. 

b. The natllre 0/ the incarnation 
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When the Word 'became flesh' his deity was not 
abandoned, or reduced, or contracted, nor did he 
cease to exercise the divine functions which had 
been his before. It is he, we are told, who sustains 
the creation in ordered existence, and who gives 
and upholds all l ife (Col. I :  1 7; Heb. 1 :3; Jn. 1 :4), 
and these functions were certainly not in abeyance 
during his time on earth. When he came into the 
world he 'emptied himseJr of outward glory (Phil .  
2:7; Jn .  1 7 :5), and in that sense he 'became poor' (2 
Cor. 8 :9) ,  but  this does not at all imply a curtailing 
of his divine powers, such as the so-called kenosis 
theories would suggest. The NT stresses rat her 
that the Son's deity was not reduced through the 
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incarnation. In the man Christ Jesus, says Paul, 
'dwelleth all the /ullness 0/ the Godhead bodily' 
(Co I .  2:9; cf I :  1 9) .  

The incarnation of the Son of God, then, was 
not a diminishing of deity, but an acquiring of 
manhood. I t  was not that God the Son came to 
indwell a human being, as the Spirit was later to 
do. (To assimilate incarnation to indwelling is  the 
essence of the Nestorian heresy.) It was rather that 
the Son in person began to live a fully human life. 
He did not simply clothe hirnself in a human body, 
taking the place of its soul, as Apollinaris main
tained; he took to hirnself a human soul as weil as 
a human body, i.e. he entered into the experience 
of human psychical life as weil as of human phys
ical life. His manhood was complete; he became 
'the man Christ Jesus' (I Tim. 2:5;  cf Gal. 4:4; 
Heb. 2 :  1 4, 1 7) .  And his manhood is permanent. 
Though now exalted, he 'continueth to be, God 
and man in two distinct natures, and one person, 
for ever' ( Westminster Shorter Catechism, Q. 2 1 ;  cf 
Heb. 7:24). 

c. The incarnate state 
(i) It was a state of dependence and obedience, be
cause the incarnation did not change the relation
ship between the Son and the Father. They con
tinued in unbroken fellowship, the Son saying and 
doing what the Father gave hirn to say and do, and 
not going beyond the Father's known will at any 
single moment (cf the first temptation, Mt .  4:2ff.). 
His confessed ignorance of the time of his return 
(Mk.  1 3 :32) should no doubt be explained, not as 
edifying pretence (Aquinas), nor as evidence of his 
having laid aside his divine knowledge for the pur
pose of the incarnation (the kenosis theories), but 
simply as showing that i t  was not the Father's will 
for hirn to have this knowledge in his mind at that 
time. As the Son, he did not wish or seek to know 
more than the Father wished hirn to know. 

(ii) I t  was a state of sinlessness and impeccabil
ity, because the incarnation did not change the 
nature and character of the Son. That his whole 
life was sinless is  several times asserted (2 Cor. 
5:2 1 ;  I Pet. 2:22; Heb. 4 : 1 5; cf Mt .  3 : 1 4- 1 7; Jn.  
8:46; I Jn.  2 :  I f.) .  That he was exempt from the 
entail of original s in in Adam is evident from the 
fact that he was not bound to die for s ins of his 
own (cf Heb. 7:26), and hence could die vicari
ously and representatively, the righteous taking the 
place of the unrighteous (cf 2 Cor. 5:2 1 ;  Rom. 
5 : 1 6ff. ; Gal. 3 : 1 3; I Pet. 3 : 1 8) .  That he was impec
cable, and could not sin, follows from the fact that 
he remained God the Son (cf Jn. 5 : 1 9, 30). Devi
ation from the Father's will was no more possible 
for hirn in the incarnate state than before. His deity 
was the guarantee that he would achieve in the 
flesh that sinlessness which was prerequisite if  he 
were to die as 'a lamb without blemish or spot' ( I  
Pet. 1 : 1 9) .  

(iii) I t  was a state of  temptation and moral con
flict, because the incarnation was a true entry into 
the conditions of man's moral Iife. Though, being 
God, it was not in hirn to yield to temptation, yet, 
being man, i t  was necessary for hirn to fight temp
tation in order to overcome it. Wh at his deity en
sured was not that he would not be tempted to 
stray from his Father's will, nor that he would be 
exempt from the strain and distress that repeated 
insidious temptations create in the soul, but that, 
when tempted, he would fight and win; as he did in 
the initial temptations of his Messianic ministry 

(Mt .  4: l ff.). The writer to the Hebrews stresses that 
in virtue of his firsthand experience of temptation 
and the costliness of obedience he is  able to extend 
effective sympathy and help to tempted and dis
traught Christians ( Heb. 2:  1 8 ; 4: 1 4ff. ; 5 :2, 7ff.). 
(0 JESUS CHRIST, LIFE AND TEACHING OF.) 
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INCENSE. A common feature of OT ritual, in
cense was a costly offering and a sign essentially of 
the acknowledgment of deity (cf Mal. I :  1 1 ) .  The 
word has a double application: it refers both to the 
substance used for burning and to the aromatic 
odour which is produced. Two Heb. words are thus 
rendered: ( I )  1'i26na, ' frankincense'; and (2) q'{6rel, 
the 'sweet smoke' (EVV 'incense') of Is. I :  1 3 .  
Among the Israelites only priests were allowed to 
offer incense. When the Lord gave Moses instruc
tions for Aaron, these included strict regulations 
concerning the use of incense in the holy place (Lv. 
1 6 :  1 2f.).  Incense is also used in Scripture as a 
symbol for prayer (e.g. Ps. 1 4 1  :2 ;  Rev. 8 :3f. ,  Gk.  
thymiama). 

Frankincensc (Heb. 1'i26na). This substance con
sisted of the resinous exudate of certain Boswellia 
trees, the principal species being B. /rereana, B. car
teri and B. papyri/era in NE A frica, B. sacra in 
Dhofar, S. Arabia, and B. serrata in NW India, 
where they grow in semi-dcsert mountains. They 
furnished much of the wealth acquired by traders 
who followed the old spice-routes from S Arabia to 
Gaza and Damascus ( I s. 60:6). 

The whitish-yellow aromatic resin was obtained 
by incising the bark, and, although acrid to the 
taste, frankincense was extremely odoriferous. It 
comprised one ingredient 01" the holy anointing oil 
(Ex. 30:34), and was also burnt with other sub
stances during the cereal-offering (Lv. 6: 1 5) .  
Frankincense was placed in purified form on the 
showbread in the tabernacle ( Lv. 24:7). While it 
gratified the senses (Ct. 3 :6; 4:6,  1 4), i t  was also 
symbolic of religious fervour (cf Mal. J :  1 1 ) .  The 
gift of frankincense presented to Christ by the wise 
men (Mt .  2: 1 1 ) has been interpreted as symbol
izing his priestly office. 
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See F. N. Hepper, 'Arabian and African Frank
incense', JEA 55, 1 969, pp. 66-72. 

Galbanum (Heb. �elb'na; etymology uncertain). 
A strong-smelling spice (Ex. 30:34), usually re
garded as the gum of an umbelliferous plant, 
Ferula galbanijfua, native to Persia. 

The other constituents of the sacred incense 
were stacte and onycha (0 HEROS AND SPICES). 

See also 'SACRIFICE AND OFFERING (On, IV, a; 



·COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY, V. b (wh ich includes 
bibliography). F.N.H. 

INCREASE. A noun or verb meaning multip lica
tion or growth, translating sundry Heb. and Gk. 
words. Primarily the term involved the natural re
production and germination of cattle and harvest, 
but always under God's direction and control ( Lv. 
26:4; Dt.  7: 1 3 ; Ps. 67:6) ,  as acknowledged by the 
tithe (Dt. 14 : 22; cf Pr. 3:�). Hence prosperity is a 
sign of God's favour (Dt .  6:3), adversity of his dis
pleasure (Je. 1 5 :8), and man's exacting gain from 
possessions is condemned in the same manner as 
usury ( Lv. 25:37; Ezk. 1 8 :8ff.; cf Ps. 62: 1 0) .  The 
term is used symbolically of Israel's relationship 
with God (Je. 2 :3) and of the spiritual blessings 
God imparts ( Is. 29: 1 9; 40:29), especially by the 
coming of the Messiah ( I s. 9:3, 7) .  

In the NT the term is  applied to the growth of the 
church in numbers (Acts 6:7; 1 6:5 ;  I Cor. 3:6) and in 
depth (Eph. 4 :  1 6; Col. 2: 1 9) .  It is also applied to 
individuals generally (Lk .  2:52; Jn. 3 :30; Acts 9:22), 
and specifically with regard to faith (Lk. 1 7:5;  2 Cor. 
1 0: 1 5), love (I Thes. 3: 1 2; 4: 1 0), knowledge (Col. 
I :  I 0), or ungodliness (2 Tim. 2: 1 6) .  P.A.B. 

INDIA. 

I. Early period 
Heb. höddu, from Old Persian hindu (cf Sanskrit 
sindhu), in inscriptions of Darius l and Xerxes I of 
Persia. The area so designated was that part of the 
Indus valley and plains E of the Afghan moun
tains incorporated into the Persian empire by 
Darius I ,  who made it his E boundary (Herodotus, 
3 .  94; 4. 40, 44) .  In Est. I :  I ;  8:9 the limits of the 
dominion of Ahasuerus (Xerxes I) are 'from India 
unto Ethiopia', höddfi and küs; this corresponds 
with Xerxes I 's own Old Persian inscriptions, cf 
the list of countries including 'Sind' or India 
(Hidusj and Ethiopia (Kusiya) in R .  G. Kent, Old 
Persian: Grammar, Texts, Lexicon, 1 953 ed., p. 1 5 1 , 
11. 25, 29 and § 3. But long be fore this, trade be
tween India and Mesopotamia is known as early as 
c. 2 1 00  BC (Ur  I I I  period), both in texts and by the 
presence of  I ndus Valley seals in Mcsopotamia. 
So me think that " Ophir might be Indian (S)upära. 
India was the source of the war-elephants used by 
Alexander and h is Seleucid successors in Syria, and 
in the Graeco-Roman period many exotic products 
came from I ndia, usually through S Arabia, either 
up the Red Sea or overland up the W side of Arabia. 
On routes and navigation, cf van Beek and Hou
rani, lAOS 78, 1 958 ,  pp. 1 46-147; and 80, 1 960, 
pp. 1 35-1 39.  Greek principalities maintained 
themselves for some time in parts of NW I ndia; cf 
W. W. Tarn, The Gruks in Bactria and India, 1 938.  
For Indians in Egypt in the Graeco-Roman period, 
cf Sir H.  I. Bell, Cults and Creeds in Graeco-Roman 
Egypt, 1 953 ,  p. 48; E. Bevan, History 01 Egypt 
under the Ptolemaic Dynasty, 1 927, p. 1 55; models 
from Memphis:  Petrie, Memphis I, 1 909, pp. 1 6- 1 7 ,  
plate 39. 

11 .  Later period 

Between the I st century BC and c. AD 200, India 
and the Mediterranean lands entered into closer 
commercial and cultural relations, stimulated by 
the Roman market for Eastern luxuries and facili-
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tated by the discovery of the nature of the mon
soons, with the subsequent opening of a regular 
sea-route to the Tamil towns (mod. Cranganore 
and Kottayam) and even to Madras (Sopatma) and 
beyond. Against this background we must view the 
stories of the first introduction of Christianity to 
India. The unanimous tradition of the old S I ndia 
church traces its foundation to Thomas the 
apostle. The narrative of the gnosticizing Acts 01 
(Judas) Thomas (" NEW TESTAMENT ApOCRYPHA) 
also sets Thomas' activities in India. In itself it is 
the wildest legend, but 1. N. Farquhar argued that 
it reftects accurate knowledge of I st-century India 
and postulated that Thomas worked first in the 
Punjab and later in the S (Bl RL 1 1 , 1 926; 1 2, 
1 927). There seems, however, no other early ac
count of Thomas in India clearly independent of 
these Acts (A. M ingana, Bl RL 1 1 , 1 926; 1 2 ,  1 927). 
The peripatetic Pantaenus is said to have been a 
missionary in I ndia some time before AD 1 80 ,  and 
to have found Christians there with Matthew's 
Gospel in Hebrew left by Bartholomew (Eusebius, 
EH 5. 1 0); but a loose designation of Aden or some 
other part of Arabia may be involved. That the 
Syriac S India church is very ancient is undeniable: 
the question of apostolic or subapostolic founda
tion remains open. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. H .  Warmington, Indian 
Commerce, 1 928; L. W. Browne, The Indian Chris-
tians 01 St Thomas, 1 956. K.A.K. 

INHERITANCE. 

J. In the Old Testament 

In the OT there are two basic roots for inheritance, 
·nä&al and yäras. In each ca se the emphasis was 
much more uron possession generally than upon 
the process 0 succession, though this idea is  not 
altogether absent. The words occur only rarely in 
Gn. and Ex. and are most frequent in Nu. and Dt. ,  
which look forward to the allotment of land in 
Canaan, and in Jos. which records how it was put 
into effect .  The law of inheritance was as folIows. 
Land belonged to the family rat her than to the 
individual. There was therefore a strict entail. The 
eldest son received a double portion and the others 
equal shares. If a man died leaving no sons the 
inheritance went to his daughters; if no daughters, 
to his brothers; if no brothers, to his father's 
brothers; if  no father's brothers, to the next of kin 
(Nu. 27:8-1 1 ) . If daughters inherited they had to 
marry in their own tribe (Nu. 36:6). The emphasis 
of the word yäras is on possession, for the heir 
succeeded by right and not by disposition. Wills 
were unknown in Israel before the time of Herod. 
Before the giving of the law the Patriarchs were 
free to pass over the " first-born in favour of a 
younger son. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were all 
younger sons. Joseph was preferred to Reuben ( I  
Ch. 5 : 1 -2) and Ephraim t o  Manasseh (Gn. 48:8-
20). The giving of the rights of the first-born to the 
first-born of a second and favourite wife was for
bidden in Dt. 2 1 :  1 5- 1 7 . However, in the case of the 
royal succession David was preferred to his older 
brothers ( 1  Sa. 1 6: 1 1 )  and Solomon to Adonijah ( I  
Ki. 2 :  1 5),  though the normal custom was for the 
first-born to succeed (2 Ch. 2 1 :3). 

I f  a man died childless his brother had to marry 
his widow (Gn. 38:8-9; Dt. 25:5- 10; Mt .  22:23-
25). The first son of that union was regarded as the 
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first-born of the deeeased brot her, and therefore if 
there were only one son the surviving brother 
would have no heir. It was accordingly possible for 
the brot her not to marry his brother's wife, and 
then the right went to the nearest kinsman (Ru. 
2:20; 3:9- 13 ;  4 : 1- 1 2). I n  the book of Ruth, Ruth 
plays the part of Naomi, who was past the age of 
marriage (Ru. 4: 1 7). Land could not be sold in 
perpetuity (Lv. 25 :23-24). If it was sold it could be 
redeemed by the next of kin ( Lv. 25 :25). Naboth 
knew Ahab's offer was against the law ( I  Ki. 2 1  :3) .  

The land of Canaan was regarded as the inherit
anee of Yahweh in a particular way (Ex. 1 5: 1 7; cf 
Jos. 22: 1 9 ;  Ps. 79: I ), though he was God of all the 
earth (Ps. 47:2, eIe.). I t  was for that reason that 
I srael was able to enjoy it as their inheritanee. 

The promises made to Abraham concerned a 
land as weil as descendants (Gn. 1 2:7; 1 5: 1 8-2 1 ,  
eIe.). Abraham's faith was shown i n  believing that 
he would have descendants when he was childless 
and his wife was past child-bearing age, and in be
lieving that he would have a land, though during 
his l ifetime he was a nomad with no settled posses
sion (Acts 7:5) .  The children of Israel were brought 
out of Egypt not only to escape from bondage but 
also to inherit a land ( Ex .  6:6-8). This land was 
conquered by them, but it was the gift of Yahweh 
(Jos. 2 1  :43-45). He allotted them in it an inherit
anee which was to last for ever (Gn. 1 3 : 1 5, eIe.). 

Lots were cast to discover Yahweh's disposal of 
portions to individual tribes (Jos. 1 8 :2- 1 0). Even
tually i t  was to be a remnant who returned from 
exile to inherit the land ( l s. 1 0:20-2 1 ,  eIe.). Those 
who formed that faithful remnant were to inherit 
the nations as weil (Ps. 2:8) .  

The Levites were to have no territory because 
Yahweh was their inheritance (Dt .  1 8 : 1-2). Ma
terially this meant that their portion consisted of 
the dues and firstfruits given by the people to 
Yahweh (Dt.  1 8 :3-5). Spiritually the idea was ex
tended to the wh oie of Israel (Ps. 1 6:5-{i, etc.). 
Also Israel was to be his inheritance as the people 
which belonged specially to hirn (Dt. 7:6; 32:9). 
(0 PROMISED LAND.) 
1 1 .  In the New Testament 
I n  the NT 'inheritanee' renders Gk.  kleronomos 
and its cognates, derived from kleros, meaning a 
'lot'. The inheritanee is narrowed down to the true 
I srael, Christ hirnself, who is 'the heir' (Mk.  1 2:7). 
As heir of God he enters into a possession given to 
hirn because of his relationship. He has been made 
heir of everything (Heb. 1 :2). Believers in a sense 
share the divine sonship by adoption and therefore 
also the divine heirship ( Rom. 8: 1 7) .  They follow in 
the footsteps of faithful Abraham as heirs of the 
promise ( Rom. 4: 1 3- 14) and like Isaac they are his 
children, heirs according to promise (Gal . 3:29). 
Their inheritance is something which is given by 
God's graee because of their status in his sight, 
and it is in no sense earned. 

The object of the Christian inheri tance is all that 
was symbolized by the land 01' Canaan, and more. 
Believers inherit the kingdom of God (Mt.  25:34; I 
Cor. 6:9-10;  1 5 :50; Gal . 5 :2 1 ;  Eph. 5:5 ;  Jas. 2:5). 
They inherit the earth or 'the land' (Mt. 5 :5 ;  cf Ps. 
37:29). They inherit salvation ( Heb. 1 : 1 4), a bless
ing ( I  Pet. 3:9), glory ( Rom. 8: 1 7- 1 8), and incor
ruption ( I  Cor. 1 5 : 50). These are all 'the promises' 
( Heb. 6: 1 2), not reeeived in their fulfilment by the 
believers of the OT ( Heb. 1 1 :39-40). In Hebrews 
stress is laid upon the new 'covenant' or 'testa-

ment'. It is on this that the promised inheritanee is 
based, especially as i t  required the death of the 
testator ( Heb. 9: 1 5- 1 7) .  Two men asked Jesus what 
they should do in order to inherit eternal life (Lk.  
1 0:25; 1 8 : 1 8), and Christ spoke of that as being 
part of the blessing of the new world (Mt .  1 9 :29). 
A Christian man and wife are joint heirs of the 
graee 01' l ife (I Pet. 3 :7) .  

The consummation 01 '  t he blessings promised 
will not take place until the parousia. The inherit
ance is reserved in hea,ven ( I  Pet. I :4). He who 
overcomes is to have th� inheritance of God ( Rev. 
2 1 :7). However, that does not alter the fact that 
many of the blessings of heirship may be enjoyed 
in advance. The Holy Spirit is the agent who makes 
our position as heirs real ( Rom. 8: 1 6-1 7), and he is 
given to us 'as the guarantee of our inheritanee 
until we acquire possession of it '  (Eph. 1 : 1 4) .  He 
was sent to the church after Christ's own entry into 
his inheritance at his ascension. 

In the NT we still see God's people as his in
heritance (Eph. I :  1 8), and all the blessings men
tioned above show that he hirnself is still their 
inheri tance. 

But that inheri tanee is not of right, it is by the 
free disposition of God, who is able in his sover
eign pleasure to dispossess those who see m to have 
most titi<: to it and give it to others of his choice. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. TWBR, pp. 1 1 2- 1 14 ;  1. Herr
mann, W. Foerster, TDNT 3, pp. 758-785; 1. Eich
ler, W. Mundle, NIDNTT 2, pp. 295-304; James D. 
Hester, Paul's Coneepl 01 Inherilanee, 1 968; F. 
Lyall, Tynbul 32, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 90-95 ;  D. R .  Denton, 
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EQ 54, 1 982, pp. 1 57- 1 62 .  R.E.N. 

INNER MAN. Paul uses th is phrase (ho esö an
Ihröpos, in Rom. 7:22; 2 Cor. 4: 1 6; Eph . 3: 1 6) to 
denote the Christian's true self, as seen by God and 
known (partially) in consciousness. ( For a vindica
tion of the view that Rom. 7: 1 4-26 pictures Paul 
the Christian, see A. Nygren, Romans, 1 952, pp. 
284ff.) The contrast, implicit if not explicit, is with 
ho exö anlhröpos, 'the outward man' (2 Cor. 4: 1 6), 
the same individual as seen by his fellow-men, a 
being physically alive and active, known (so far as 
he is known) through his behaviour. 

This contrast differs both from that which Paul 
drew between the new and old man (i.e. between 
man's status, condition and affinities in Christ and 
apart from Christ), and from that which Platonists 
drew between the immaterial, immortal soul (the 
real man) and his material, mortal body (his lodg
ing), or, again, between the soul's rational (higher) 
and sensual (lower) impulses. The contrast in view 
is rather that between the 'outward appearance' 
and the 'heart' drawn in I Sa. 1 6:7: 'inner man' and 
o 'heart' are, indeed, almost synonymous. This con
trast reflects two facts. First, God, the searcher of 
hearts, sees things in a man that are hidden from 
his fellows, who see only his exterior (cf I Sa. 1 6:7; 
Mt. 23:27[, and Peter's assertion that meekness 
and quietness adorn 'the hidden person of the 
heart', which God notices, if  men do not, I Pet. 
3: 3f.). Secondly, God's renewal 01' sinners in Christ 
is a hidden work (Col. 3:3f.) ,  01' which human ob
servers see only certain 01' the effects (cf Jn. 3: 8). 
The sphere 01' character, and 01' the Spirit's trans
forming work, is not the outward. but the inner 
man. The exact point 01' the contrast differs in each 
of the three texts. 

I .  In 2 Cor. 4: 1 6  it is between the outward Paul, 



the Paul whom men saw, worn down by constant 
work, ill heal th ,  anxiety, strain and persecution, 
and the Paul whom God knew and who knew God, 
the Paul who had been recreated, and was now 
indwelt, by the Spirit (2 Cor. 5 :5,  1 7), and who 
after physical dissolution would be 'further 
clothed' with a resurrection body (2 Cor. 5 : l ff.) .  
The outward Paul was going to pieces; the real 
Paul was daily renewed. 

2. In Rom. 7 :22f. the contrast is between the ' Iaw 
(active principle) of sin' in Paul's 'members', inftu
encing his outward actions, and the 'Iaw of my 
mind', Paul's heart's delight in God's law and 
heart's desire to keep it, which desire sin constantly 
frustrated. 

3. In Eph. 3 : 1 6- 1 9  the contrast is only implicit. 
The inward man, the heart, the temple in wh ich 
Christ dweils and the sphere of his strengthening 
operation, is the real, abiding self, the self that 
knows Christ's love and will be filled into God's 
fullness; but this self is hidden from men. Hence 
Paul has need to exhort his readers to show the 
world what God has wrought in them by the qual
ity of their outward conduct (Eph. 4-6). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BAGD, S. v. anthröpos; R. Bult
mann ,  Theology oJ the New Testament, I ,  p. 203. 

J .I .P. 

INSPIRATION. Noun formed from Latin and 
English translations of theopneustos in 2 Tim. 3: 1 6, 
which AV rendered: 'All Scripture is given by in
spiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for 
reproof, for correction, for instruction in right
eousness.' ' Inspired of God' in RSV is no improve
ment on AV, for theopneustos means out-breathed 
rather than in-breathed by God--<livinely ex
spired, rather than in-spired. In the last century 
Ewald and Cremer argued that the adjective bore 
an active sense, 'breathing the Spirit', and Barth 
appears to agree (he glosses i t  as meaning not only 
'given and filled and ruled by the Spirit of God', 
but also 'actively out-breathing and spreading 
abroad and making known the Spirit of God' 
(Church Dogmatics, 1. 2, E.T. 1 956, p. 504» ; but B. 
B. Warfield showed decisively in 1 900 that the sense 
of the word can only be passive. The thought is not 
of God as breathing through Scripture, or of 
Scripture as breathing out God, bul of God as 
having breathed out Scripture. Paul's words mean, 
not that Scripture is inspiring ( true though this is), 
but that Scripture is a divine product, and must be 
approached and estimated as such. 

The 'breath' or 'spiri t '  of God in the OT ( Heb. 
rüab, n'sämä) denotes the active outgoing of divine 
power, whether in creation (Ps. 33:6; Jb. 33 :4; cf 
Gn. 1 :2; 2:7), preservation (Jb. 34: 14) ,  revelation to 
and through prophets ( I s. 48: 1 6; 6 1 :  I ;  Mi. 3 :8 ;  Joel 
2 :28f.), regeneration (Ezk. 36:27), or judgment ( Is. 
30:28, 33). The NT reveals this divine 'breath' (Gk. 
pneuma) to be a Person 01' the Godhead. God's 
'breath' (i. e. the Holy Spirit) produced Scripture, 
as a means to the conveyance of spiritual under
standing. Whether we render pasa graphe as 'the 
whole Scripture' or 'every text', and whether we 
lollow RSV or RV in construing the sentence (RV has 
'Every scripture inspired of God is also profit
able . .  . ' ,  which is a possible translation), Paul's 
meaning is clear beyond all doubt. He is affirming 
that all that comes in the category of Scripture, all 
that has a place among the 'sacred writings' (hiera 
gramma/a, v. 1 5 , RV), just because it is God-
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breathed, is profitable for the guiding of both faith 
and life. 

On the basis of this Pauline text, English the
ology regularly uses the word 'inspiration' to ex
press the thought of the divine origin and quality 
of Holy Scripture. Actively, the noun denotes 
God's out-breathing operation which produced 
Scripture: passively, the inspiredness of the Scrip
tures so produced. The word is also used more gen
erally of the divine inftuence which enabled the 
human organs of revelation-prophets, psalmists, 
wise men and apostles-to speak, as weil as to 
write, the words of God . 

I. The idea oe biblical inspiration 
According to 2 Tim. 3: 1 6, what is inspired is pre
cisely the biblical writings. I nspiration is a work of 
God terminating, not in the men who were to write 
Scripture (as if, having given them an idea of wh at 
to say, God left them to themselves to find a way of 
saying it), but in the actual written product. l t  is 
Scripture-graphe, the written text-that is God
breathed. The essential idea here is that all Scrip
ture has the same character as the prophets' ser
mons had, both when preached and when written 
(cf 2 Pet. I :  1 9-2 1 ,  on the divine origin of every 
'prophecy of the scripture'; see also Je. 36; Is. 8 : 1 6-
20). That is to say, Scripture is not only man's 
word, the fruit of human thought, premeditation 
and art, but also, and equally, God's word, spoken 
through man's lips or written with man's pen. I n  
other words, Scripture has a double authorship, 
and man is only the secondary author; the primary 
author, through whose initiative, promptmg and 
enlightenment, and under whose superintendence, 
each human writer did his work, is God the Holy 
Spirit. 

Revelation to the prophets was essentially 
verbal; often it had a visionary aspect, but even 
'revelation in visions is also verbal revelation' L. 
Koehler, GId Testament Theology, E.T. 1 957, p .  
1 03). Brunner has observed that in ' the words of 
God which the Prophets proclaim as those which 
they have received directly from God, and have 
been commissioned to repeat, as they have received 
them . . .  perhaps we may find the closest analogy to 
the meaning of the theory of verbal inspiration' 
(Revelation and Reason, 1 946, p. 1 22, n. 9). Indeed 
we do; we find not merely an analogy to it, but the 
paradigm of it; and 'theory' is the wrong word to 
use, for this is just the biblical doctrine itself. Bib
lical inspiration should be defined in the same 
theological terms as prophetic inspiration: namely, 
as the whole process (manifold, no doubt, in its 
psychological forms, as prophetic inspiration was) 
whereby God moved those men whom he had 
chosen and prepared (cf Je. I :5; Ga! . I :  1 5) to write 
exactly wh at he wanted written for the communica
tion 01' saving knowledge to his people, and 
through them to the world. Biblical inspiration is 
thus verbal by its very nature; for it is of God-given 
words that the God-breathed Scriptures consist. 

Thus, inspired Scripture is written revelation, 
just as the prophets' sermons were spoken revela
tion . The biblical record of God's self-disclosure in 
redemptive history is not merely human testimony 
to revclat ion, but is itself revelation. The inspiring 
of Scripture was an integral part in the revelatory 
process, lor in Scripture God gave the church his 
saving work in history, and his own authoritative 
interpretation 01' its place in his eternal plan. 'Thus 
saith the Lord' could be prefixed to each book of 
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Scripture with no less propriety than i t  is (359 
times, according to Koehler, op. eit., p. 245) to in
dividual prophetic utterances which Scripture con
tains. I nspiration, therefore, guarantees the truth 
of all that the Bible asserts, just as the inspiration 
of the prophets guaranteed the truth of their rep
resentation of the mind of God. ('Truth' here de
notes correspondence between the words of man 
and the thoughts of God, whether in the realm of 
fact or of meaning.) As truth from God, man's 
Creator and rightful King, bibl ical instruction, like 
prophetic oracles, carries divine authority. 

1 1 .  Biblical presentation 
The idea of canonical Scripture, i. e. of a document 
or corpus of documents containing a permanent 
authoritative record of divine revelation, goes back 
to Moses' writing of God's law in the wilderness 
(Ex. 34:27f.; Dt. 3 1  :9ff., 24ff.) .  The truth of all 
statements, historical or theological, wh ich Scrip
ture makes, and their authority as words of God, 
are assumed without quest ion or discussion in 
both Testaments. The Canon grew, but the concept 
of inspiration, wh ich the idea of canonicity pre
supposes, was fully developed from the first, and is 
unchanged throughout the Bible. As there pre
sen ted, it comprises two convictions. 

I .  The words 0/ Scripture are God's own words. 
OT passages identify the Mosaic law and the words 
of the prophets, both spoken and written, with 
God's own speech (cf. I Ki. 22:8- 1 6; Ne. 8 ;  Ps. 1 1 9; 
Je. 25: 1 - 1 3; 36, ete.). NT writers view the OT as a 
whole as 'the oracles of God' ( Rom. 3 :2), prophetic 
in character (Rom. 1 6:26; cf. 1 :2; 3 : 2 1 ), written by 
men who were moved and taught by the Holy 
Spirit (2 Pet. 1 :20f.; cf. I Pet. 1 : 1 0-1 2). Christ and 
his apostles quote OT texts, not merely as what, 
e.g ,  Moses, David or Isaiah said (see Mk.  7: I 0; 
1 2 :36; 7:6; Rom. 1 0:5; 1 1 :9; 1 0:20, ete.), but also as 
what God said through these men (see Acts 4:25; 
28:25, etc.), or sometimes simply as wh at 'he' 
(God) says (e.g I Cor. 6: 1 6; Heb. 8 :5 ,  8), or what 
the Holy Spirit says (Heb. 3:7; 10: 1 5). Further
more, OT statements, not made by God in their 
contexts, are quoted as utterances of God (Mt .  
1 9:4f.; Heb. 3 :7;  Acts 1 3 :34f., citing Gn.  2:24; Ps. 
95:7; Is. 55 :2 respectively). Also, Paul refers to 
God's promise to Abraham and his threat to Phar
aoh, both spoken long before the biblical record of 
them was written, as words which Seripture spoke 
to these two men (Gal. 3 :8; Rom. 9: 1 7); which 
shows how completely he equated the statements 
of Scripture with the utterance of God. 

2. Man's part in the producing 0/ Scripture was 
merely to transmit what he had reeeived. Psycho
logically, from the stand point of form, it is c1ear 
that the human writers contributed much to the 
making of Scripture-historical research, theo
logical meditation, linguistic style, ete. Each bib
lical book is in one sense the li terary creation of its 
author. But theologically, from the stand point of 
content, the Bible regards the human writers as 
having contributed nothing, and Scripture as being 
entirely the creation of God. This conviction is 
rooted in the self-consciousness of the founders of 
biblical religion, all of whom c1aimed to utter
and, in the case of the prophets and apostles, to 
write-what were, in the most l i teral sense, the 
words of another: God hirnself. The prophets 
(among whom Moses must be numbered: Dt. 
1 8 : 1 5 ; 34: I 0) professed that they spoke the words 
of Yahweh, setting before Israel what Yahweh had 

shown thcm (Je. 1 :7; Ezk. 2:7; Am. 3 :7f.; cf. I Ki. 
22) .  Jesus of Nazareth professed that he  spoke 
words given hirn by his Father (Jn. 7: 1 6; 1 2:49f.). 
The apostles taught and issued commands in 
Christ's name (2 Thes. 3 :6) ,  so c1aiming his author
ity and sanction ( I  Cor. 1 4:37), and they main
tained that both their matter and their words had 
been taught them by God's Spirit ( I  Cor. 2 :9- 1 3 ; 
cf. Christ's promises, Jn .  14 :26; 1 5:26f.; 1 6 : l 3ff.). 
These are claims to inspiration. In the light of 
these claims, the evaluation of prophetie and apos
tolie writings as wholly God's word, in just the 
same way in wh ich the two tables of the law, 'writ
ten with the finger of God' (Ex. 24: 1 2; 3 1 : 1 8; 
32: 1 6), were wholly God's word, naturally beeame 
part of the biblieal faith. 

Christ and the apostles bore striking witness to 
the fact of inspiration by their appeal to the au
thority of the OT. In effeet, they c1aimed the Jewish 
Seriptures as the Christian Bible: a body of litera
ture bearing prophetie witness to Christ (Jn. 5 :39f.; 
Lk. 24:25ff. , 44f.; 2 Cor. 3: 1 4ff.) and deslgned by 
God speeially for the instruetion of Christian be
lievers (Rom. 1 5 :4; I Cor. 1 0: 1 1 ;  2 Tim. 3: 1 4ff.; cf. 
the exposition of Ps. 95:7- 1 1 in Heb. 3-4, and 
indeed the whole of Hebrews, in whieh every major 
point is made by appeal to OT texts). Christ in
sisted that what was written in the OT 'eannot be 
broken' (Jn. 1 0:35). He had not eome, he told the 
Jews, to annul the law or the prophets (Mt .  5: 1 7); if 
they thought he was doing that, they were mis
taken; he had eome to do the opposite-to bear 
witness to the divine authority of both by fulfilling 
them. The law stands for ever, beeause i t  i s  God's 
word (Mt .  5: 1 8; Lk. 1 6 :  1 7); the propheeies, partieu
larly those eoneerning hirnself, must be fulfilled, 
for the same reason (Mt .  26:54; Lk . 22:37; cf. Mk.  
8 :3 1 ;  Lk. 1 8 : 3 1 ). To Christ and h i s  apostles, the 
appeal to Scripture was always deeisive (cf. Mt.  
4:4, 7, 1 0; Rom. 1 2 : 1 9; I Pet. 1 : 1 6, etc.). 
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The freedom with whieh NT writers quote the 
OT (following LXX, Targums, or an ad hoc render
ing of the Hebrew, as best suits them) has been 
held to show that they did not believe in the in
spiredness of the original words. But their interest 
was not in the words, as such, but in their meaning; 
and reeent study has made it appear that these 
quotations are interpretative and expository-a 
mode of quotation weil known among the Jews. 
The writers seek to indieate the true (i.e. Christian) 
meaning and applieation of their text by the form 
in whieh they eite it. In most eases this meaning 
has evidently been reached by a striet applieation 
of c1ear-cut theologieal prineiples about the rela
tion of Christ and the ehureh to the OT. (See C. H .  
Dodd, Aecording t o  the Seriptures, 1 952; K .  Sten
dahl, Tlre Sc/lOol 0/ St Mattlrew, 1 954; R. V. G. 
Tasker, Tlre Old Testament in the New Testa
ment', 1 954; E. E. Ellis, Paul's Use 0/ the Old 
TestamentS, 1 99 1 .) 

I I I .  Theological statement 
In formulating the biblieal idea of inspiration, it is 
desirable that four negative points be made. 

I .  The idea is not of meehanieal dictation, or 
automatie writing, or any proeess wh ich involved 
the suspending of the action of the human writer's 
mind. Such concepts of inspiration are found in 
the Talmud, Philo and the Fathers, but not in the 
Bible. The divine direetion and eontrol under 
whieh the biblical authors wrote was not a physical 
or psyehological force, and it did not detraet from, 



but rather heightened, the freedom, spontaneity 
and creativeness of their writing. 

2. The fact that in inspiration God did not ob
literate the personality, style, outlook and cultural 
conditioning of his penmen does not mean that his 
control of them was imperfect, or that they inevit
ably distorted the truth they had been given tv 
convey in the process of writing i t  down. B. B. 
Warfield gently mocks the not ion that when God 
wanted Paul's letters written 'He was reduced to 
the necessity of going down to earth and painfully 
scrutinizing the men He found there, seeking anx
iously for the one who, on the whole, promised best 
for His purpose; and then violently forcing the ma
terial He wished expressed through hirn, against 
his natural bent ,  and with as little loss from his 
recalcitrant characteristics as possible. Of course, 
nothing of the sort took pi ace. lf God wished to 
give His people a series of letters like Paul's, He 
prepared a Paul to write them, and the Paul He 
brought to the task was a Paul who spontaneously 
would write just such letters' (The Inspiration and 
AUlhorily o/ Ihe Bible, 1 95 1 ,  p. 1 55) .  

3. I nspiredness is not a quality attaching to 
corruptions which intrude in the course of the 
transmission of the text, but only to the text as 
originally produced by the inspired writers. The 
acknowledgment of biblical inspiration thus makes 
more urgent the task of meticulous textual criti
cism, in order to eliminate such corruptions and 
ascertain what that original text was. 

4. The inspiredness of biblical writing is not to 
be equated with the inspiredness of great literature, 
not even when (as often) the biblical writing is in 
fact great literat ure. The biblical idea of inspiration 
relates, not to the l iterary quality of what is writ
ten, but to its character as divine revelation in 
writing. 

( *  SPIRIT, HOLY SPIRIT; * PROPHECY; * SCRIP
TURE; *AUTHORITY; * CANON OF THE OLD TESTA
MENT; * CANON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT; * I NTER
PRETATION, BIBLlCAL.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. B. Warfield, op. eit. (much of 
the relevant material is also in his Biblical Founda
tions, 1 958, chs. l and 2); A.  Kuyper, Encyc/opaedia 
0/ Sacred Theology, E.T. 1 899; 1. Orr, Revelation 
and Inspiration, 1 9 1 0; C. F. H .  Henry (ed.), Rel'ela
lion and the Bible, 1 958; K. Barth, Churelr Dogmal
ics, I ,  1 , 2 ( The Doctrine 0/ the Word 0/ God), E.T. 
1 936, 1 956; W. Sanday, Inspiration, 1 893; R .  Abba, 
The Nature and Authority 0/ the Bible, 1 958; 1. W. 
Wenharn, Christ and the Bible, 1 972; G. C. Berk
ouwer, Holy Scripture, 1 975; TDNT I ,  pp. 742-773 
(s. v. graphö), and 4, pp. 1 022- 1 09 1  (s. v. nomos). 
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INTERPRETATION, BIBLICAL. The purpose 
of biblical interpretation is to make the meaning 
and message of the biblical writings plain to their 
readers. Some principles of interpretation are 
common to the Bible and other literature, espe
cially other ancient literature; other principles of 
interpretation are bound up with the unique place 
of the Bible in the revelation of God and in the life 
of his people. 

I.  General interpretation 
Each part of the Bible must be interpreted in its 
context, and that means not only its immediate 
verbal context but the wider context of time, place 
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and human situation to wh ich it belongs. Thus 
there are a number of considerations to be kept in 
mind if the meaning of the text is to be grasped as 
fully as is desirable. 

a. Language and slyle 
The idioms and constructions of the biblical 
languages can differ quite widely from those 
with which we are familiar today, and some ac
quaintance with these is necessary for a proper 
interpretation (* LANGUAGE OF THE ApOCRYPHA; 
* LANGUAGE OF THE OT; * LANGUAGE OF THE NT). 
The literary categories represented in the Bible 
should also be noted; this will save us, for example, 
from interpreting poetry according to the canons 
of prose narration, or vice versa. Most of the liter
ary categories in the Bible are weil known from 
other literat ure, but biblical prophecy, and still 
more biblical apocalyptic, have features peculiar to 
themselves which call for special interpretative 
procedures. 

b. Hislorical background 
The biblical narrative covers the whole span of 
Near Eastern civilization until AD 1 00, a period 
of several millennia within which a succession of 
sweeping changes took place. It is therefore im
portant to relate the various phases of the biblical 
revelation to their proper historical context if we 
are to und erstand them aright; otherwise we may 
find ourselves, for example, assessing people's con
duct in the Middle Bronze Age by the ethical 
standards of the Gospels. And we can discern the 
permanent principles in a biblical document only 
when we first of all relate that document to the 
conditions of its own times; we shall then be better 
able to reapply to our times those features of its 
teaching which are valid for all time. 
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c. Geographical selling 
We should not underestimate the inftuence exer
cised by climate and terrain on a people's outlook 
and way of life, including its religion. The religious 
confticts of the OT are interwoven with the condi
tions of Palestinian geography. Baal-worship, for 
example, arose in a land where life depended on 
rain. To the Canaanites Baal was the storm-god 
who fertilized the earth, and Baal-worship was a 
magical ritual calculated to ensure regular rainfall 
and plentiful harvests. Indeed, to such an extent 
have geographical conditions entered into the bib
lical language, literal and figurative, that some ac
quaintaince with these conditions is necessary for 
an understanding of the language. This is espe
cially true of the OT, but even in the NT i t  has long 
been recognized, for instance, that the historical 
geography of Asia Minor makes an important 
contribution to the interpretation of Acts and the 
Epistles. 

d The human situation 
Even more important than questions of time, place 
and language are questions about the everyday life 
of the people whom we meet in the Bible, their 
loves and hates, their hopes and fears, their social 
relations, and so forth. To read the Bible without 
regard to this living environment is to read it in a 
vacuum and to put constructions upon it which i t  
was never in tended to bear. Thanks largely to 
archaeological discovery, we are able to reconstruct 
in fair measure the private and public conditions in 
which the people of the Bible lived, in age after 
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age; while a sympathetic reading of the text itself 
enables us in some degree to get under their skins 
and look at the world through their eyes. lt is not 
unimportant to try to envisage what it must have 
fei t  like to be a servant in Abraham's household, 
an Israelite slave in Egypt, a citizen of lericho 
when 10shua's men were marching round the eity 
or a citizen of lerusalem in face of Sennacherib's 
threats, a soldier in David's army, a captive maid 
waiting on Naaman's wife or a builder of the wall 
under Nehemiah. We may then realize that part of 
the Bible's perennial appeal is due to its concentra
tion on those features of human life that remain 
basically the same in all times and places. 

11. Special interpretation 
Biblical interpretation involves not only the inter
pretation of the several documents but their inter
pretation as part of the Bible, having regard to the 
way in which each part contributes to the purpose 
of the Bible as a whole. Since the Bible records 
God's word to man and man's response to God, 
since it contains 'all things necessary to salvation' 
and constitutes the church's 'rule of faith and life', 
we may look for such a unity throughout the 
volume that each part can be interpreted in the 
light of the whole. We may look, indeed, for some 
unifying principle of interpretation. 

In traditional lewish interpretation of the Heb. 
Scriptures this unifying principle was found in the 
Law, understood in accordance with the teaching 
of the great rabbinical schools. The Prophets and 
the Writings were treated largely as commentaries 
on the Law. In addition to the surface meaning of 
the text, the p'sa!, there was the more extended ap
plication, the d'ras, derived by the use of various 
well-defined principles of exegesis, but sometimes 
appearing far-fetched by the exegetical standards 
of today. 

In the NT and early Christian l iterature the OT 
oracles are viewed as a unity, instructing the reader 
'for salvation' and equipping hirn with all that he 
needs for the service of God (2 Tim. 3: 1 5ff.). The 
prophets, speaking in the power of the Holy Spirit, 
bear witness to Christ as the One in whom the 
promises of God find their fulfilment. The NT 
writers-whose diversity of personality, style and 
thought must be taken into account in the inter
pretation of their works-are agreed on this. In 
Heb. I :  I r. the 'many and various ways' in which 
God spoke in earlier days are contrasted with the 
perfect and final word which he has spoken in his 
Son; in the Pauline writings God's dealings with 
the world are traced through successive stages as
sociated with Adam, Abraham, Moses and Christ. 
Biblical interpretation in the NT has Christ as its 
unifying principle, but this principle is not applied 
mechanically but in such a way as to bring out the 
historical and progressive nature of the biblical 
revelation. This creative principle of interpretation 
was certainly derived by the apostolic church from 
Christ hirnself. 

In post-apostolic times biblical interpretation 
was inftuenced by a Gk. concept of inspiration 
which called for large-scale allegorization of the 
text. This inftuence was most apparent in Alexan
dria, where in the pre-Christian period it is found 
in the biblical interpretation of Philo. By allegor
ization, it was be1ieved, the mind of the inspiring 
Spirit could be ascertained; by allegorization much 
in the Bible that was intellectually or ethically un
acceptable in its literal sense could be made accept-
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able. This mcthod, developed by the Alexandrian 
Fathers and taken over from them by many of the 
Western Fathers, in fact obscured the mind of the 
Spirit and obliterated thc historieal charaeter of 
biblieal rcvclation. In contrast to the Alexandrians 
the school of Antioeh, while not rejeeting allegor
ization entirely, did more justiee to the historieal 
sense of the text. 

The distinetion between the literal sense of 
Scripture and the higher or spiritual sense was 
elaborated in mediaeval times, and three varieties 
of spiritual sense were distinguished-the allegor
ieal, whieh dedueed doctrine from the narrative; 
the moral, which drew lessons tor l ife and be
haviour; and the anagogieal, whieh derived heav
enly meanings from earthly things. Yet the early 
Middle Ages also saw good work done in the field 
of literal interpretation, notably by the 1 2th
century school of St Vietor in France. 

The Relormers laid fresh emphasis on the literal 
sense of Scripture and on the grammatico
historical method of exegesis as the way to estab
lish its literal sense. Grammatico-historical exe
gesis is fundamental, but when the foundation has 
been laid by its means theologieal exegesis and 
praetical application are also called for. Moreover, 
the use of the Bible in the life of the people of God 
throughout the centuries eontinually brings fresh 
aspects of its meaning to light, although these 
fresh aspeets have general validity only as they are 
rooted in the true and original sense. Thus, we may 
understand the Epistle to the Romans better be
cause of the part it played in the lives of Augustine, 
Luther and Wesley; but the part i t  played in their 
lives owes its significanee to the fact that these men 
had a rare grasp of what Paul really meant when he 
wrote the Epistle. 

Typologieal interpretation, revived in our own 
day, must be used ( if at all) with caution and re
straint. I t s  most acceptable form is that which dis
cerns in the biblical recital of God's acts of mercy 
and judgment a recurring rhythm, by virtue of 
wh ich earlier stages in the recital can be viewed as 
foreshadowings and illustrations of later stages (cf 
Paul's use of the wilderness experiences of Israel in 
I Cor. 1 0 : l ff.) .  

Christians have an abiding standard and pattern 
in their Lord's use of the OT, and part of the Holy 
Spirit's present work for them is to open the Scrip
tures as the risen Christ opened t hem for two dis
ci pies on the Emmaus road (Lk. 24:25ff.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. D. Smart, The Interpretation 
0/ Scripture, 1 962; Cambridge History 0/ the Bible, 
1 -3, 1 963-70; 1. Barr, Old and New in Interpret
ation, 1 966; I. H. Marshall (ed.), New Testament 
Interpretation, 1 977; G. W. Anderson (ed.), Trad
ition and Interpretation, 1 979; G. L. Bray, Biblical 
Interpretation Past and Present, 1 996. F.F.B. 

IRA (Heb. ' irä'). I. A lairite, described as 'David's 
priest' (2 Sa. 20:26), a difficult description to 
understand, as he was not of the tribe of 
Levi. However, Pesh. reads 'of lattir', which 
was a city of Levi. Alternatively, ' priest' here may 
mean a chief offieial (cf 2 Sa. 8: 1 8 , AV; I Ch. 1 8 : 1 7, 
AV). 

2. An Ithrite, one of David's mighty men (2 Sa. 
23:38). May be same as I if Pesh. reading is 
eorrect. 

3. Another of David's heroes, son of I kkesh the 
Tekoite (2 Sa. 23 :26). M.A.M. 



ISAAC ( Heb. yi�häq, 'he laughs' or 'Iaughter'). At 
the announcement of Isaac's birth Abraham 
laughed (Gn.  1 7 : 1 7), and latcr Sarah hcrself 
laughed at the thought that shc who was so old 
should bear a son (Gn. 1 8 : 1 2- 1 5) .  At Isaac's birth, 
when Abraham was 1 00 years old, Sarah declares 
that God has made her to laugh (Gn. 2 1  :6). On the 
day of I saac's weaning I shmael laughed (Gn. 
21 :9). It is diflkult to discover a preeise subjeet for 
the verb, and possibly it is best to take the lorm 
impersonally. Some seholars render 'God laughs', 
but there is l itt le warrant for this interpretation. 

The two great features of I saae's I ife eentre upon 
his birth and marriage, and the reason for this is 
that he was the seed through whom the line of 
promise was to be eontinued. Abraham had been 
sorely tested with respeet to the promise of a seed, 
and now, at an advanced age, when he was as good 
as dead, that seed came. Thus, it is seen that God is 
earrying out his purposes in fulfilment of the 
promises made to Abraham (Gn. 1 2 :  1 -3), even 
though those promises seem to man to be ineap
able of fulfilment. 

At the feast of  Isaae's weaning the sight of Ish-

ISAAC 

mael 'playing with her son Isaac' aroused Sarah's 
resentment. Hagar and her son I shmael were there
fore driven from the household (Gn. 2 1 ). God then 
put Abraham to the test, commanding hirn to slay 
his son Isaac. Abraham obeyed God and the Lord 
intervened, providing a ram lor the saerifiee. The 
promise is then renewed, that Abraham shall have 
mueh seed (Gn. 22). 

The second feature of Isaae's life whieh is of 
signifieance is his marriage. That I saac should be 
born was a miracle, and soon afterwards it seemed 
that he must die. How, then, eould he be the prom
ised seed? He lives, however, and attention is 
centred upon his marriage, lor it is to be through 
hirn that the line of promise is to be eontinued. 
Abraham is coneerned that the promised seed be 
eontinued and sends his eldest servant to take a 
wife for Isaac from his own country, Harran. Re
bekah, the daughter of Bethuel, Abraham's 
nephew, is indieated as the intended bride and will
ingly leaves her horne to aceompany the servant.  
Isaae reeeives her and brings her into his mother's 
tent. Isaac and Rebekah are married, with love de
veloping as a result of Isaac's considerate and 
courteous aetions (Gn. 24). 
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For 20 years Rebekah was barren, and so it is 
again seen that the promised seed is not to come 
mere!y through the natural means of ordinary 
fatherhood, but through God's supernatural cre
ative power. Rebekah's barrenness causes Isaac to 
entreat the Lord, and the announcement is made 
to Rebekah that two children are struggling in her 
womb (Gn. 25:22-26). These two children, repre
senting two nations, will follow mutually hostile 
courses. Isaac hirnself is to remain a sojourner in 
the land and, instead of going to Egypt in time of 
famine, remains at Gerar. At the sign of crisis he, 
Iike Abraham, seeks to protect his wife by intro
ducing her as his si ster. After quarreis with the 
herdsmen at Gerar he goes to Beersheba and fi
nally makes an agreement with Abimelech. Mutual 
antagonism appears between Isaac and Rebekah, 
occasioned by Jacob's actions. Being deeeived, 
Isaae pronounces the patern al blessing upon Jaeob 
and utters a devout prophetical wish upon Esau. 
Isaac died at the age of 1 80 years, and was buried 
by his sons, Esau and Jacob. 

In the NT his birth as the son of promise is men
tioned in Rom. 4: 1 6-2 1 ;  9 :7-9; the separation be
tween hirn and Ishmael is allegorized in Ga! . 4:22-
3 1 ;  his being offered up by his father is recalled in 
Heb. 1 1 :  1 7- 1 9; Jas. 2 : 2 1-23 (for its further influ
ence, as in Rom. 8 :32a, cf H.  1. Schoeps, Paul, 
1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 4 I ff.) ;  his being the father of Esau and 
Jacob is referred to in Rom. 9: 1 0- 1 3 ; his blessing 
of these two sons is treated in Heb. 1 1  :20 as evi-
dence of his faith.  E.J .Y. 

ISAIAH (Heb. y'sa'yiihü, 'Yahweh is salvation'), 
son of Amoz (Heb. 'iimo$, to be distinguished from 
the prophet Amos, Heb. 'iimos), Iived in Jerusalem 
(Is. 7 : 1 -3;  37:2). According to Jewish tradition, he 
was of royal blood; it has sometimes been inferred 
from the narratives and orades of his book that he 
was, at any rate, of noble descent; but there is no 
certainty about this. As appears from the super
scription to the book ( I :  I ), he prophesied under 
Uzziah (79 1 1790-740/739 BC), Jotharn (740/739-
732173 1 BC), Ahaz (735-7 1 6/ 7 1 5  BC) and Hezekiah 
(7 1 617 1 5-687/686 BC). (The regnal dates are those 
assigned by E. R. Thiele.) He was called to be a 
prophet 'in the year that king Uzziah died' (6: I ), 
i. e. In 7401739 BC; his last appearance which can be 
dated with certainty was at the time of Sen
nacherib's campaign of 70 1 BC (or e. 688 BC, if  we 
ass urne a second campaign of Sennacherib against 
Jerusalem). Tradition has it that he was sawn 
asunder in Manasseh's reign (see the late Martyr
dom 01 Isaiah, ch. 5); some see a reference to this in 
Heb. 1 1  :37, but the reference is dubious and the 
tradition appears to have no sound historical basis. 
It is quite possible that Isaiah survived into Man
asseh's reign; the absence of Manasseh's name 
from I :  I could be due to the fact that Isaiah played 
no public part after Manasseh became king. 

Isaiah was married; his wife is called 'the proph
etess' (8 :3) ,  perhaps because she too prophesied. 
Two sons are mentioned, both of whom bear sym
bolie names (8: 1 8)-Shear-jashub, ' Remnant will 
return' (7:3) and M aher-shalal-hash-baz, 'Hasten 
booty, speed spoil' (8 :  1 -4). 

Isaiah and Micah were contemporaries (cf I :  I 
with Mi .  1 : 1 ) . Isaiah's activity was preceded by 
that of Amos and Hosea (Am. I :  I ;  Ho. I :  I ). 
Amos and Hosea prophesied mainly against the 
N tribes; Isaiah and Micah concentrated their 

prophecies mainly on Judah and Jerusalem ( Is. I :  I ) .  
In the  first half of the  8th century both Israel, 

under Jeroboam 1 1  (e. 782-753 BC), and Judah, 
under Uzziah, enjoyed a time of great prosperity. 
This was due in large measure to the weakness of 
the kingdom of Aram and to Assyria's non
intervention in the W for considerable periods. 
Uzziah's reign may be described as the most pros
perous time that Judah had known since the dis
ruption of the Monarchy after Solomon's death. 
Under Uzziah and Jotham prosperity and luxury 
abounded in Judah; we have this state of affairs 
reflected in Is. 2--4. But with the accession to power 
of Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  (745-727 BC), Assyria began 
once more to im pose her yoke on the W lands. 
Pekah of Israel and Rezin of Damascus formed an 
anti-Assyrian coalition and tried to compe! Ahaz 
of Judah to join them. When Ahaz refused, they 
threatened to depose hirn and place a puppet of 
their own on his throne (734 BC). I saiah's action at 
this time is recorded in eh. 7. Ahaz committed the 
sinful folly of asking the Assyrian king for aid; the 
result was that Judah became a satellite state of 
Assyria. In 732 BC the Assyrians captured Damas
cus and annexed the tcrritory of Israel N of the 
Plain of Jezreel, leaving Hoshea to rule the re
mainder of the N kingdom as their vassa!. When 
he revolted, Shalmaneser V (727-722 BC) besieged 
Samaria, and his successor Sargon 1 1  (722-705 BC) 
captured it in his accession year. Even after that 
there were various independence movements dir
ected against Assyrian domination. On these occa
sions Isaiah, who had withdrawn for a time into a 
smaller circle after his fruitless protest against 
Ahaz's foreign policy in 734 BC (8 :  I 6ff.) , raised his 
voice again to warn Judah against participating in 
such movements, and particularly against relying 
on Egyptian aid. According to 1 4:28 the Philistines 
in the year of the death of Ahaz sent a delegation 
to Jerusalem to arrange an anti-Assyrian alliance; 
on this occasion again Isaiah uttered a warning 
note ( 1 4 :29-32). 
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Under Hezekiah there were other movements of 
this kind, notably the revolt of Ashdod, wh ich was 
crushed in 7 1 1  BC, when the Assyrians besieged 
and captured Ashdod (cf Is. 20: I ) . Judah and 
Egypt were implicated in this revolt .  I t  is quite pos
sible that Is. 1 8  should be dated about this time; an 
Ethiopian dynasty was ruling in Egypt then. After 
Sargon's death there were widespread risings 
against his successor Sennacherib (705-68 1 BC). 
Judah was one of the states which revolted, and 
this resulted in Sennacherib's expedition of 70 I BC, 
during which he overran Judah and besieged Jeru
salem. Various orades in chs. 28-3 1 may date from 
the years 705-70 1 BC, including the warnings 
against leaning on Egypt in 30 : 1 -7; 3 1 : 1 -3 .  Chs. 
36-37 record Sennacherib's threat to Jerusalem, 
Jerusalem's liberation and Isaiah's activity 
throughout lhis time of danger. Chs. 38-39, which 
probably relale to the same period, tell of Hezeki
ah's sickness and recovery, and the mission of 
• Merodach-baladan. N.H.R.  
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I. Outline of contents 
a. Prophecies relating to Isaiah 's own time, 1 : 1 -35 : 1 0  

(i) Introduction ( I :  1 -3 1 ). Condemnation o f  a 
merely external form of worship, ete. Date 
uncertain. 



(ii) Prophecies from Isaiah 's earliest period 
(for the greater part) (2 :  1 -5 :30). Prophecy of the 
coming kingdom of peace (2:2-5; cf Mi. 4 :  I ff.). 
The Day of the Lord which is to bring down every
one who is proud and exalted (2:6-22). The 
haughty women of Jerusalem ( ' Isaiah's fashion
journal') (3: 1 6-4: 1 ). The song of the vineyard 
(5 : 1 -7). 

(iii) Isaiah's inaugura/ vision (6: 1 - 1 3) .  
(iv) The present world-empire and tlre coming 

kingdom of God (7 : 1 - 1 2:6).  Chs. 7 : 1 -9:7 originate 
chiefly from the time of the Syro-Ephraimite war. 
Rebuke of Ahaz and prophecy of Immanuel (7: 1 -
25). Isaiah's temporary withdrawal from the public 
eye (8: 1 1 -22). The birth of the Messiah (9: 1 -7). 
The hand stretched out to smite Ephraim (prob
ably one of Isaiah's  earliest oracles) (9:8-1 0:4). 
Assyria brought low by the Holy One of Israel 
( 1 0:5-34). The Messiah and the kingdom of God 
( 1 1 : 1 - 1 2:6); especially here a sharp contrast is 
drawn between the violent world-empire and the 
peacefulness of the coming kingdom. Ch. 1 2  
contains a song o f  thanksgiving; i t  forms a con
c1usion to this section. 

(v) Main/y prophecies regarding foreign nations 
( 1 3 : 1 -23 : 1 8) .  Babyion ( 1 3 : 1 - 1 4:23) (incorporating 
the impressive taunt-song in 14 :4-23). Assyria 
( 1 4 :24-27). The Philistines ( 1 4:28-32). Moab 
( 1 5 :  1 - 1 6: 1 4). Aram and Ephraim ( 1 7: 1 - 1 4; prob
ably not long before ch. 7). Ethiopia and Egypt 
( 1 8 : 1 -20:6; 20, and probably 1 8, are to be dated c. 
7 1 5  BC; the date of 1 9  is uncertain). Babyion (2 1 : 1 -
1 0).  Edom (,Watchman, wh at of the night?') 
(2 1 : 1 1 f.) . Arabia ( 2 1 : 1 3- 1 7).  Jerusalem (22: 1 - 1 4). 
Shebna and Eliakim (22: 1 5-25). Phoenicia 
(23 1 - 1 8).  

(vi) The consummation: the 'Isaianic apoca/ypse' 
(24: 1 -27:  1 3) .  See below, under liLa (iv). 

(vii) Zion's sin, oppression and deliverance; 
Assyria's downfall; Egypt 's vain Ire/p (28: 1 -33 :24). 
Several of the prophecies in these chapters are to 
be dated between 705 and 70 1 BC. The parable of 
the ploughman (28:23-29). The Messianic king
dom (32 : 1 -8) .  

(viii) A twofo/d future (34: 1 -35 :  10). The judg
ment of Edom and the world (34: 1 - 1 7). Salvation 
for 'the ransomed of the Lord' (35 :  1 - 1 0).  

b. Historica/ dIOpters, 36: 1 -39:8 
Sennacherib's invasion (36:  1 -37:38). Hezekiah's 
sickness and recovery (38 :  1 -22). Mission 01' 
Merodach-baladan (39:  1 -8) .  

c. Prophecies which presuppose the Baby/onian Exi/e, 
40: 1 -55 : 1 3  
These chs. foretell Israel's l iberation from exile and 
the restoration of Zion, and in doing so they pro
claim the majesty of Yahweh. They may be divided 
as folIows: 

(i) Introduction (40: 1 -3 1 ). The substance of the 
following chs. i s  presented; it consists of four parts: 
vv. 1 -2, vv. 3-5, vv. 6- 1 1 ,  vv. 1 2-3 1 .  

(ii) Prophecies in which those concerning Cyrus 
are conspicuous (4 1 : 1 -48 :22). He is mentioned by 
name in 44:28; 45 : 1 .  C/ 4 1 : 1 - 1 6  (Cyrus' activity 
will make the nations tremble, but there is no need 
for Israel to fear), 4 1  : 2 1 -29 (Cyrus' activity will 
cause Zion to rejoice), 43 :9- 1 5  (Cyrus overthrows 
Babyion), 44:24-45: 1 3  (Cyrus' victory leads to the 
rebuilding of Zion), 46:8- 1 3  (amidst prophecies 
of Babylon's downfall), 48 : 1 2- 1 6. Cf also the 
prophecies of Babylon's downfall, especially 46: 1-
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47: 1 5 . There is a marked contrast drawn between 
the 'daughter of Babyion' (ch. 47) and the 'daugh
ter of Zion' (49: 1 4ff., etc.). Throughout these chs. 
Israel is comforted in her distress, her deliverance 
from Babyion is promised (cf 41 :8-20; 42:8-43:8;  
43: 1 6-44:5; 48, passim), Yahweh's majesty is  pro
c1aimed, and the contrast between hirn and the 
idols is emphasized (cf 42:8- 1 7; 44:6-20; 45:9-25, 
passim). In 42 : 1 -7, the first of the 'Servant Songs', 
the Servant of the Lord is introduced. 

(iii) Clrapters in which the restoration of Zion is 
prominent (49 : 1 -54: 1 7). Cf 49: 1 4-50:3; 5 1 : 1 7-
52: 1 2; 54. We hear no more of the conquests of 
Cyrus or the ruin of Babyion; there is  consequently 
less emphasis on the contrast between Yahweh and 
the idols. In 49: 1 -9a; 50:4-1 1 and 52: 1 3-53: 1 2, the 
second, third and rourth 'Servant Songs', there are 
further prophecies concerning the Servant of the 
Lord, his mission to Israel and the nations, his 
obedience and suffering, his death and vindication. 
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(iv) Exhortation tu accept lhese promises infaith 
(55: 1 - 1 3) .  

d Various prophecies, 56:  1 -66:24 
It is not easy to summarize the contents of these 
chs. The prophecies which they contain are diverse 
in nature and may even refer to different times. I n  
some places I srael appears t o  b e  i n  exile (57: 1 4; 
58: 1 2 ; 60: I Off.; 63: 1 8; 64: I Of.), in others the nation 
seems settled in Canaan (e.g. 57:3-7). Many of the 
ideas which are expressed in these chs. have 
already appeared in the preceding sections of the 
book. 

(i) Law-abiding prose/ytes and e�'en eunuchs have 
a share in God's sall'ation (56: 1 -8; see especially 
v. 7). 

(ii) Leaders and peop/e alike are rebukedfor their 
sins. partieu/ar/y for ido/atry (56:9-57: 1 3a). This 
section may refer to the reign of Manasseh. 

(iii) Comfort for the contrite (57: 1 3b-2 1 ;  see es
pecially v. 1 5); an affinity can be traced here with 
chs. 40-55 .  

(iv) Fa/se and true religion (58: 1 - 1 4).  Special 
mention is made 01' fasting and sabbath
observance. 

(v) De/iverance is conditiona/ upon repentance 
(59: 1-2 1 ) . Rebuke of sins (vv. 1 -8); complaint and 
confession of sin (vv. 9-1 5a); judgment and de
liverance (vv. 1 5b-20); Yahweh's covenant (v. 2 1 ). 

(vi) Zio/1's deliverance (60: 1 -62: 1 2; note again 
the close affinity with chs. 40-55). The glorious 
prospect 01' salvation for Zion involves blessing for 
the nations as weil (60: 1 -3). The appearance of the 
messenger of joyful news in 6 1 : I ff. (cf 40:9; 41 :27; 
52:7) becomes the programme of Jesus' ministry in 
Lk . 4 : 1 7ff. 

(vii) Yahweh's vengeance against Edom (63: 1 -6). 
(viii) Penitence and supplication. God who 

wrought such wonderful deliverances for his 
people in the past is entreated to intervene on their 
behalf again (63:7-64: 1 2) .  

( ix)  Rebe/s against God and obedient servants 
(65 : 1 -25). Idolatry rebuked (vv. 3ff., 1 1 ); new 
heavens and a new earth promised (v. 1 7) .  

(x) Ch. 66:1-24. Yahweh's repudiation of  for
bidden forms of sacrificial worship (vv. 1 -4), Zion 
glorified and sinners punished (vv. 5-24). 

11. Origin, construclion, authorship 
a. Isaiah 's /iterary activity 

We are given but little information about I saiah's 
own Iiterary activity. In 8 :  I only a short inscription 
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is involved ( 'Maher-shalal-hash-baz'); 8: 1 6  should 
be understood in a figurative sense; 30:8 may relate 
to the writing down of the brief u tterance of v. 7, 
' Rahab who sits stil l ' ,  although it i s  possible that a 
more extensive passage was to be recorded. The 
referenee to 'the book of the Lord' in 34: 1 6  implies 
that the preceding propheey of ch. 34 was written 
down. The ' I '  style in ehs. 6 and 8 teils in favour 01' 
the assumption that these ehs. were written by 
Isaiah hirnself; i t  is noteworthy, however, that eh. 7 
speaks of hirn in the third person (cf ch. 20). 

It is very l ikely, indeed, that more propheeies 
were written by Isaiah hirnself than the above
mentioned passages indicate. In favour of this eon
clusion the high standard and unity of language 
and style may be taken into eonsideration. But if 
Isaiah hirnself had had a substantial part in the 
composition of his boo�, its strueture would pre
sumably have been more straightforward than is 
now the case. 

Chs. 36-39 are essentially parallel to 2 Ki. 1 8 :  1 3-
20: 1 9 . In this eonneetion it should be borne in 
mind that, aceording to 2 Ch. 26:22; 32:32, Isaiah 
also figured as a historical writer. The question 
whether Isaiah was the author of ehs. 36-39 
cannot be answered with eertainty. 

b. Conslruclion 
The book of I saiah is deeidedly not an arbitrary 
string of disconneeted propheeies. There is a cer
tain ehronologieal arrangement .  Chs. 2-5 eonsist 
to a large extent of propheeies from Isaiah's earli
est activity. 7: 1 -9:7 originate mostly from the 
per iod of the Syro-Ephraimite war (734 Be). Chs. 
1 8-20 take us to the per iod 7 1 5-7 1 1  Be, and vari
ous prophecies of ehs. 28-37 belong to the years 
between 705 and 70 I Be. The greater part of chs. 
40-{i6 eonsists of prophecies uttered from an exilic, 
or perhaps even post-exilie, standpoint. 

There is also a certain arrangement aeeording to 
subject-matter (see I, Outline of eontents). In this 
regard an outstanding feature is the group of or
acles concerning foreign nations in ehs. 1 3-23; it 
should also be noted here that most 01' the proph
eeies in these ehapters are introdueed by the words 
'The oracle eoneerning . .  .' Chs. 40-55 also, to a 
considerable degree, form a unity. One furt her 
point :  in 39:6ff. there is clearly a transition from 
chs. 1 -39 to ehs. 40-66. 

On the other hand, ehronologieal order has cer
tainly not been followed throughout. For example, 
9:8-1 0:4 contains wh at is perhaps one of Isaiah's 
oldest propheeies; eh. 1 7  may date from the period 
shortly before 734 Be, i.e. close in time to eh. 7; 
28: 1 -6 contains an early propheey. It should also 
be noted that, while propheeies from an exilic 
stand point occur ehiefly in chs. 40ff., eh. 35 also 
presupposes the period of the Exile; and we may 
even be foreed to the conclusion that ehs. 56-66 set 
alongside one another propheeies whose respective 
stand points are pre-exilie (e.g. 56:9-57: 1 3), exilic 
(e.g. ehs. 60-{i2) and post-exilie (e.g. eh. 58). 

Again, i t  is equally plain that arrangement ac
eording to subjeet-matter has not been carried 
through with entire consisteney. As we have seen, 
ehs. 1 3-23 consist mainly of prophecies about tor
eign nations, but eh . 22 forms an exeeption, and 
elsewhere there are other propheeies against for
eign nations (for example, the oracle against As
syria in 1 0:5-34 is similar to that in 1 4:24-27). 

It should be noted, to�, that there are super
seriptions in I :  I ;  2: l and 1 3 :  I ;  and further, the ac-
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count o f  the vision i n  which Isaiah received his eall 
to be a prophet does not come until eh. 6 .  

The situation is involved-more involved, 
indeed, than might be gathered from the consider
ations wh ich have been briefly outlined above. I t  
may be  taken as  eertain that our book of Isaiah 
has been constructed on the basis of shorter collec
tions. But in the end we ean only say that the his
tory of its eomposition ean no longer be re
eonstrueted. Scholars have made various attempts 
to traee the stages of its composition, but have not 
reaehed convincing eonclusions. Thus, some have 
supposed that chs. 1 - 1 2, 1 3-23, 24-27, 28-35 ori
ginally formed separate collcctions. Admittedly 
these divisions, Iying before us in their present ar
rangement, do form more or less self-contained 
units. The song of eh. 1 2  or the promise of salva
tion in eh. 35 would form an appropriate eonclu
sion to a colleetion. But we should reckon with the 
possibility that this is due to the work of the latest 
redaetor. 

As for ehs. 40-55, they probably contain a eol
lection of originally independent prophecies: i t  is 
hardly to be assumed that they formed a unity 
from the beginning. On the other hand, in these 
chs. the same subjeets recur time and again. Their 
arrangement is by no means completely arbitrary; 
i. e. a certain chronological order can be observed 
(see I, Outline 01' contents). Many critics are of the 
opinion that these chs., in essen ce at least, come 
from one author. 

c. AUlhorship 
Many scholars nowadays deny great portions of 
the book to Isaiah-not only in thc sense that he 
did not write them down, but in the sense that their 
subject-matter does not come from hirn at all. Even 
chs. 1 -35 are believed by some to contain much 
non-Isaianic material. Some scholars go farther 
than others, but there is a wide measure of agree
ment that I saiah cannot be credited with ehs. 1 3: 1 -
1 4 :23; 2 1 ;  24-27; 34-35. I n addition, critical 
scholars are practically unanimous in the view that 
ehs. 40-66 do not come from I saiah. 

Chs. 40-55 are believed to be mainly the work of 
a prophet to whom the name Deutero-Isaiah 
('Second I saiah') has been given. It is held that his 
prophecies must be dated between the fi rst vietor
les 01' the Pcrsian king, Cyrus (e. 550 Be), and 
Cyrus' conquest 01' BabyIon, which was followed 
by his decree permitting the Jewish exiles to return 
to their own country (538 Be). Some defend the 
view that part 01' Deutero- I saiah's prophecies 
should be assigned to the period after 538 Be. Ba
bylon is mostly envisaged as this prophet's field of 
activity; others think 01' Palestine. Egypt and other 
lands. 

As tor chs. 56-66, some scholars crcdit Deutero
Isaiah with them 100, while others ascribe them to 
a separate author, called Trilo-Isaiah ('Third 
I saiah'), who is dated either e. 450 Be, in the time 
01' Malachi (e.g. by B. Duhm), or e. 520 Be, in the 
time 01' Haggai and Zechariah (e.g. by E. Sellin and 
K.  Eiliger). Others, again, take the view that the 
prophecies 01' chs. 56-66 do not all come from the 
same time; it has even been held that some come 
from the 8th century Be, some from the 2nd. 

The following considerations are relevant to the 
Deutero-Isaiah question: 

I .  The unanimous testimony 01' tradition credils 
Isaiah with the authorship 01' the whole book. Chs. 
1 -39 and 40-66 havc come down to us as a unity; 



ch. 39:6-8 may certainly be regarded as a planned 
transition rrom the first to the second part or the 
book. From Ecclus. 48:24r. i t  is plain that Jesus ben 
Sira (e. 200 BC) considered Isaiah to be the author 
or chs. 40-66 as weil as or chs. 1 -39. The Qumran 
MSS or Isaiah indicate that, at the time when they 
were copied (2nd or I st century BC), the book was 
regarded as a unity. It is true that the testimony or 
extra-biblical tradition is not decisive; and in the 
judgment or the present author it cannot be said 
that the OT itselr points unequivocally to Isaiah as 
author or the entire book. Even so, two things 
should be borne in mind. 

First, Deutero-Isaiah is taken to be one or the 
greatest prophets, ir not Ihe greatest prophet, or 
Israel; it would be surprising indeed ir every trace 
or th is great prophet had been so thoroughly er
raced rrom tradition that his very name is un
known to uso Secondly, the evidence or the NT 
naturally takes a special place in the testimony or 
tradition. The following passages rrom chs. 40-66 
are introdueed in the NT by some such words as 
'that which was spoken by the prophet Isaiah': 40:3 
(in Mt .  3 : 3) ;  42: 1 -4  (in Mt .  1 2: 1 7-2 1 ); 53 : 1  (in Jn .  
1 2 :38 and Rom. 1 0: 1 6); 53 :4  ( in  Mt.  8 :  1 7); 65 :  I r. (in 
Rom. 10 :20r.) .  To this it may be added that those 
who deny chs. 40ff. to Isaiah usually deny hirn ch. 
1 3  on similar grounds; but the superscription or 
this chapter ascribes i t  to ' Isaiah the son or Amoz'. 

2 .  The weightiest argument ror ascribing chs. 
40ff. to Deutero-Isaiah is no doubt the ract that 
these chapters have as their background the period 
or the Babylonian Exile-more precisely, the clos
ing years or the Exile, rrom 550 BC onwards. At the 
very outset it is stated that Israel 'has reeeived 
double ror all her sins' (40:2). Babyion is the op
pressing power (46-47), not Assyria, as we should 
expect in Isaiah's time. The Persian king, Cyrus 
(559-529 BC), is mentioned by name. While his 
conquest or Babyion is predicted in 43: 1 4; 48: 1 4, 
eIe., it is suggested by 4 1 : 1-7, 25, eIe., that he has 
already achieved his first successes. 

It may be said in reply that the Spirit or proph
ecy can reveal the ruture to the prophets; and it is 
true that this ract has not always been taken sur
ficiently into account by adherents or the Deutero
Isaiah theory. But even those who are prepared to 
make rull allowance ror it find themselves raeed 
with difficulties here. I t  is certainly inconceivable 
that Isaiah stood in the Temple court, comrorting 
his people in view or a calamity which was not to 
come upon them until more than a century had 
elapsed. We may indeed suppose that Isaiah com
municated these prophecies to the circle or his dis
ci pies (cf 8: 1 6)-or rat her that he did not speak 
them but only committed them to writing. Even so, 
the question arises: ir we credit Isaiah with these 
chs., must we not assurne that his inspiration took 
a very 'mechanical' rorm, bearing no relation to 
the coneepts existing in the prophet's conscious 
mind? The rollowing suggestion may help in some 
degrec to meet these objections. 

Isaiah wrote down these prophecies in Man
asseh's reign. He round it impossible to appear in 
public in those years (cf 2 Ki. 2 1 :  1 6) .  Iniquity had 
reached such a pitch that Isaiah recognized that the 
divine judgment was bound to come (cf 2 Ki.  
2 1 :  I 0- 1 5); indeed, berore his mind's eye it had al
ready come. Then the Spirit 01' prophecy showed 
hirn that this judgment in its turn would come to 
an end (see under III .  a (ii), 'Judgment and salva
tion'). It can be said rurther that the judgment 
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wh ich I saiah saw as al ready rulfilled berore his 
mind's eye was 'delayed' by Manasseh's repent
anee (2 Ch. 33: I 2ff.) and Josiah's rerormation (2 
Ki. 22-23). I t  is, besides, important to observe that, 
according to Is. 39:5-7, Isaiah knew that a deport
ation to Babyion would take plaee. 

And while it is true that these prophecies pre
suppose as their background the closing phase or 
the Babylonian Exile, and Cyrus is represented as 
having already entered upon the stage or history, 
yet in other respects the author expresses himselr 
much less concretely on conditions during the 
Exile than might have been expected rrom some
one who lived in the midst or it. 

3 .  Attention has been drawn to the differenees 
between chs. 1 -39 and 40-66 in malters or lan
guage, style and conceptions. It may indeed be said 
that in 1 -39 the language is suggestive and rull or 
illustrations, while in 40-66 it is orten more ver
bose; that in 40-66 the cosmological aspect or the 
Kingship or God is more prominent than in 1 -39; 
that while 1 -39 speak or the Messiah-King, this 
figure is displaeed in 40-66 by the suffering Servant 
or Yahweh. Yet these divergenees do not make it 
necessary to abandon belier in the unity or the 
book. For over against these divergences there are 
striking points or similarity. As examples or these 
it may be pointed out, first, that as chs. 1 -39 do not 
describe only Messiah's glory (cf 1 1 : I with 53:2), 
so chs. 40-66 do not describe only the Servant's 
suffering (cf 42: 1 -7; 53 : 1  I r.); and secondly, that 
the divine appellation 'the Holy One or Israel' 
occurs 1 2  times in chs. 1 -39, 1 3  times in chs. 40-66 
and only five times in the rest or the OT. Cf rurther 
1. H. Eaton, VT 9, 1 959, pp. 1 38-1 57 .  
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The preeeding paragraphs are intended to give 
some idea or the lines along which the discussion 
or these problems proeeeds and or the arguments 
which are addueed on either side. The conclusion 
is that it is both unnecessary and open to objection 
to deny to Isaiah any share in the composition 01' 
chs. 40-66. On the other hand, even those who 
desire to submit unconditionally to the testimony 
or Scripture may come to the conclusion that the 
book or Isaiah contains some parts wh ich are not 
or Isaianic origin. This is perhaps the situation 
already in chs. 1 -39. And especially with regard to 
chs. 40-66 there are reasons ror accepting this sug
gestion. In the opinion or the present writer it is 
acceptable to hold that chs. 40-66 contain an Isa
ianic core, upon wh ich the prophet's disciples 
(men who rei t  themselves closely bound to hirn) 
later worked in the spirit or the original author. I t  
is, however, impossible ror u s  t o  assess how much 
belongs to the Isaianic core and how much to the 
later elaborations. 

Two final remarks will close this section. 
I .  There is a prevalent trend or thought now

adays which lays great emphasis on the significance 
or oral tradition. According to this trend or 
thought, a prophet's utterances were handed down 
orally by the circle or his disciples; in this process 
they were repeatedly adapted to the changing cir
cumstanees or the time. Ir there is an element or 
truth in this view it should certainly be taken into 
account in any attempt to explain the origin or Is. 
40-66. It might lead to the conclusion that chs. 40-
66 contain an I saianic co re but that the extent or 
this co re can no longer be ascertained. 

2.  I t  should be remembered that those who deny 
to Isaiah the wh oie or chs. 40-66 rrequently 
assume that the author or authors or these chs. 
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belonged to the school of Isaiah. I t  is admitted 
that, alongside all the arguments for diversity of 
authorship, there is a close affinity between chs. 1 -
39 and 40-66. See, e.g. , what was said above about 
the appellation 'the Holy One of I srael'. 

1 1 1 .  The message of the book 
From ancient times Isaiah has been considered the 
greatest of OT prophets. H e  has been called ' the 
eagle among the prophets', ' the Evangelist of the 
Old Covenant' ,  and the like. His book is not only 
lofty in style and conception, but rich in spiritual 
meaning. 

a. Chs. 1-39 
In  endeavouring to outline the message of these 
chapters we may start with the divine appellation 
' the Holy One of Israel' (which, as we have seen, is 
characteristic of Isaiah), and with the name of one 
of his sons, Shear-jashub, ' Remnant will return'. 

That God was the Holy One was inscribed indel
ibly on I saiah's heart as a result of his inaugural 
vision (6:3). As Amos has been called the prophet 
of righteousness and Hosea the prophet of loving
kindness, so Isaiah has been called the prophet of 
holiness (cf 1 :4; 5 : 1 6, 24; 8 : 1 4; 1 0: 1 7, 20; 1 2 :6; 
1 7 :7; 29:23; 30: 1 1  f.; 3 1 :  I ;  37:23, eIe.). God is the 
Holy One; that means he is so highly exalted above 
his creatures as to be totally different from them, 
not only in his moral perfeetion (cf 6:5) but also in 
his power, his wrath, his love, his faithfulness and 
all his virtues (cf also 29: 1 6; 31 :3). Yahweh's holi
ness is the very essence of his divine being, which 
causes men to tremble before hirn as they worship 
hirn. 

This holy God has associated hirnself in a spe
cial way with Israel ( I  :2; 5: I ff. , eIe.), and in a pre
eminent degree with the house of David (8 :  1 3 ; 
1 1 : I ,  elc.). He dweils in the midst of Israel, on Mt 
Zion (8 :  1 8; I I  :9, elc.). 

The fact that God is 'the H oly One of Israel' 
involves an abiding tension in his relation to his 
people. On the one hand, he fulminates in a violent 
way against Israel's sin; on the other hand, he does 
not break his covenant with Israel. Hence the as
surance: ' Remnant will return'. This means, first: 
judgment will come, only a remnant will be left. 
But it also means: at least a remnant will be left, a 
remnant will indeed return (i. e. to its homeland). 
In his wrath God remembers mercy. It is also pos
sible to translate: ' Remnant returns to God, 
changes its mind'; its return and deliverance come 
along the path of conversion. This remnant
doctrine figures prominently in Isaiah's preaching, 
from the very first (6: 1 3). And he may have seen the 
beginnings of the remnant in the circle of his dis
ciples, among whom he withdrew hirnself from 
public l ire for a considerable time at an early stage 
in his ministry (8: 1 6- 1 8) .  

Some of the implications of the outlined teach
ing of Isaiah may now be elaborated. 

(i) God's requiremenls and Israel's sin. The Holy 
One of Israel requires his people to sanctify hirn 
(8: 1 3) by putting their trust in hirn alone, by keep
ing his commandments, by paying heed to the 
words of his prophets. Because Yahweh has en
tered into a covenant with Israel, Israel's sin is es
sentially apostasy (I :2-4; 30: 1 -9,  eIe.). Instead of 
preserving due humility in the presence of the Holy 
One of Israel, they are haughty and frivolous 
(2:6ff.; 3 : 8 ;  5: 1 5f., 1 9ff.; 22: I ff.; 28:  1 5 ; 29: 1 4ff.; 
32:9ff., elc.). I saiah repeatedly insists that sin, in 

whatever sphere it may be committed, is first and 
foremost sin against God. 

Isaiah denounces sinful  worship (although this 
is not so prominent a feature of his preaching as of 
Hosea's); he inveighs against a ritual wh ich con
fines itself to external matters ( 1 : I Off.; 29: 1 3) ,  
against the offering of sacrifices on the high places 
( I  :29), against heathen worship (2:6-8; 1 7:7f.; 
30:22; 3 1  :7 ,  eIe.; see also 8: 1 9). 

Especially during the early years of his ministry 
he also spoke out sternly against sins in the social 
real rn-oppression of the defenceless, immoderate 
luxury, drunkenness, eIe. (cf ,  e.g. ,  1 : 1 5- 1 7, 2 1 -23; 
3 : 1 4f. , 1 6ff. ; 5:7-8, I l ff. ,  1 4, 22f.; 1 0 : 1 f. ;  28:7ff.; 
32:9ff.). In this connection we may think of a pos
sible influence of Amos. 

In the political domain, I saiah's governing 
demand is trust in the H oly One of Israel (7:9ff.; 
8: 1 2f.; 1 0:20; 1 7:7 ;  28: 1 6; 30: 1 5 , eIe.). Wh at did this 
involve in practical politics? I saiah never advo
cated defencelessness, but he uttered repeated 
warnings against joining in coalitions, especially 
with Egypt ( 1 4:28-32; 1 8; 20; 30: 1 -7; 3 1 :  1 -3). This 
abstention from active participation in world
politics would, in the circumstances, also have been 
a requirement of statecraft (cf ,  e.g. , 36:5f.), but 
Isaiah's warnings should not be attributed to keen 
political vision, but to divine revelation (see also 
30: I ) .  Isaiah's warnings may sometimes have been 
heeded; we do not hear of any open conflict be
tween Assyria and Judah during the years 7 1 4-7 1 1 
Be. But often people would not listen to hirn. 
Ahaz's attitude, for example, is made quite clear in 
eh. 7 (cf 2 Ki. 1 6 :7ff.); and as for the time of Heze
kiah, see 29: 1 5; 30: l ff. ;  3 1 : l ff. ;  36:4ff. (cf 2 Ki. 
1 8 :7). 

(ii) Judgmenl and salvalion. I t  is often objected 
that the preaching of judgment and salvation in Is. 
1 -39 contains inherent contradictions. From this it 
is concluded that various parts of these chapters 
do not come from Isaiah, or else that Isaiah's views 
underwent a change; for example, a distinction is 
drawn between a pro- and an anti-Assyrian period 
in his ministry. But i t  has already been said that an 
inevitable tension is involved in the title ' the Holy 
One of Israel'. As the situation requires, th is may 
mean that he protects Israel and Jerusalem, the 
Temple city, the royal city; it may mean that he 
enters into judgment expressly against Israel and 
Jerusalem. Therefore there is no need for surprise 
if Isaiah, in his preaching of judgment and salva
tion, does not always lay the emphasis in the same 
place (cf 28 :23-29; it is rightly said that this par
able has a central place in the preaching of Isaiah). 
The persistent emphasis in his preaching is wh at 
was revealed to hirn at the outset, in his inaugural 
vision (6: 1 1 - 1 3) .  A thoroughgoing judgment is to 
come upon Judah and upon Jerusalem as weil (3: 1 -
4 :  I ;  5 :  1 -7 , 8-24; 32:9- 1 4 ,  eIe.); in this connection 
the Assyrians are mentioned (5 :26-30; 7: 1 7ff.; 8 : 5-
8, eIe.); but through and beyond this judgment, 
which is consequently sometimes portrayed as a 
purifying judgment (I :24ff.; 4:2ff. ) ,  a remnant is 
saved, and for this remnant a triumphant future 
breaks (4:2ff.; 10 :20ff. , eIe.). But this is not all that 
should be mentioned here. This thoroughgoing 
judgment on Jerusalem does not fall immediately. 
I saiah is allowed to prophesy that Pekah and 
Rezin's attack on Jerusalem will fail (7 : 1 -8:4), that 
the Assyrians will overflow Judah and cause great 
distress to Jerusalem, but will in their turn be 
struck by divine judgment and not be permitted to 
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capture Jerusalem (8 :9f.; 1 0: 5-34; 1 4 :24-32; 1 8 ; 
29 : 1 -8 ; 3 1  :4ff.; 37 :6f., 2 1 -35) .  One statement does 
not contradict another. ( I !  is to be noted too that 
before the reassuring prophecies of 37:6f., 2 1 -35, 
Sennacherib has dealt treacherously, 30: I ff. ; cf 2 
Ki .  1 8 : 1 4ff., and blasphemed the Holy One of 
Israel . )  That I saiah's prophecies on this subjt:ct are 
not inherently contradictory is also shown by their 
fulfilment. The Assyrians did cause much distress 
to Jerusalem in 70 1 BC, but were not able to capture 
it; later on a thoroughgoing judgment did fall on 
Jerusalem, at the hand of the Babylonians. Isaiah 
nowhere specifies the Assyrians as the executors of 
the thoroughgoing judgment of Jerusalem; in a 
later time he foretold that the Babylonians would 
come (39:5ff.). Finally, some prophecies, like those 
of 5: 1 4ff. , have their complete fulfilment only in 
the eschatological judgment (see below, under sub
section (iv)). 

The prophet's summons to repentance should 
also be mentioned in this connection. In a sense his 
announcement of j udgment and salvation is con
ditional; if  they harden their hearts, judgment will 
follow; if they repent, forgiveness and salvation 
will be theirs ( I :  1 6ff.; 30: 1 5ff., e[c.). But this an
nouncement is conditional only in a sense; for as 
early as Isaiah's inaugural vision it was revealed to 
hirn that Yahweh was determined to execute judg
ment on Judah; the broad masses of the people 
were sunk so deep in their sins that Isaiah's preach
ing would have no effect save to harden their hearts 
still more (6:9ff.). Equally, t here is no uncertainty 
about the coming salvation. And, just as Isaiah's 
preaching, by hardening his hearers' hearts, con
tributed to Israel's ripening for judgment, so too it 
contributed to the postponement of the judgment, 
the rescue of Jerusalem and the formation of the 
remnant on which Yahweh purposed to bestow his 
salvation. 

The salvation proclaimed by Isaiah includes the 
deliverance of Jerusalem from great distress, but 
this deliverance is not the full salvation. The prom
ised salvation in its fullest sense is based on the 
remission of sins (cf I :  1 8; 6 :5f.,  e[c.), and i t  con
sists furt her in a renewal of the heart (cf ,  e.g. , 
32: 1 5ff.), a l ife lived in accordance with God's 
commandments, a life crowned with prosperity 
and glory. In this salvation Zion would take a cen
tral place, but the other nations would participate 
in it too (cf 1 : 1 9, 26f.; 2 :2-5; 4:2-6; 33: 1 3ff.). Spe
cial mention should also be made here of the Mes
sianic prophecies, which are of paramount import
ance (cf 9 : 1 -7;  1 1 : 1 - 1 0, where there is a marked 
contrast with the Assyrian empire described in 
1 0:5ff., cf also 1 6:5 ;  28: 1 6f. ;  32: I ff.; 33: 1 7; the Im
manuel prophecy of 7: 1 4  is also Messianic, as its 
quotation in M t .  I :22f. shows, but indirectly so, as 
v. 16 indicates). In these prophecies Isaiah natur
ally employs OT terms-the Messiah is portrayed 
as king of Israel, and the idea is raised that he will 
l i  berate his people from the Assyrians (9:3; cf 
1 1 :  I ff., wit h  the preceding orade)-but by means 
of these terms he gives a glorious portrayal of the 
coming salvation, which Christians recognize as 
having been inaugurated with the first advent of 
Christ, and as coming to its complete fulfilment 
with his second advent (cf 1 1  :9, e[c.). 

(i i i) The Holy One 0/ Israel and [he na [ions. That 
Yahweh is the only true God is stated more ern
phatically in chs. 40ff. than in 1 -39, yet it is stressed 
plainly enough in the first part of the book (cf 2:8; 
30:22; 37: 1 6, e[c.). Yahweh is Lord {lf the whole 
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earth (6:3). All that happens is his doing, the execu
tion of his decree (5 :  1 2 , 1 9; 1 4:24, 26; 37:26, e[c.). 
He directs the history of Israel and of the other 
nations too. Assyria is the rod of his anger ( l 0:5ff.; 
cf 5:26; 7: 1 7ff.; 8 :7f.,  e[c.); but because of the As
syrians' pursuit of their own ambitions (I 0:7ff. ) ,  
their haughtiness, their violence, their cruelty, their 
faithlessness and their blasphemy of Yahweh, they 
too will have to undergo his judgment (8:9.; 1 0:5ff. ;  
14 :24-27; 1 8 :4-6; 29 : 1 -8; 30:27-33; 3 1 :8f.; 33 : l ff.; 
36-37, eu.). See further the prophecies concerning 
BabyIon ( 1 3- 1 4; 2 1 : 1 - 1 0), Moab ( 1 5- 1 6; cf also 
25: I Off.), Ethiopia and Egypt ( 1 8-20), Edom 
(2 1 :  1 1  f.; 34), and other nations. We should observe, 
too, that Isaiah predicts not only disaster but also 
blessing for the nations-e.g. in the great prophecy 
of 1 9 :  1 8-25, with its promise that Egypt, Assyria 
and Israel will be joint witnesses for Yahweh (cf 
1 6: I ff.; 1 8 :7; 23: 1 5- 1 8 ,  and also 2:2-5; 1 1 :  1 0, e[c.). 

(iv) Chs. 24-27. These chapters, which form an 
epilogue to chs. 1 3-23, call for a special mention, 
because of their eloquent portrayal of world 
judgment (24) and the great salvation which God 
will accomp,lish (all nations will have a share in this 
salvation: He will swallow up death for ever'; cf 
25:6ff.) and because of their reference to the resur
rection of the just (26: 1 9) .  

b. Chs. 40-55 
Jerusalem lies in ruins, Israel is in exile in Babylo
nia and the Exile has lasted a long time. The people 
of Israel are in great distress (42:22; 5 1 :  1 8ff.), 
Yahweh's anger lies heavily upon them because of 
their sins (40:2; 42:24f.; 5 1 :  1 7, e[c.); they think that 
he has forgolten them (40:27; 49: 1 4).  Some of 
them have come to regard the place of their exile as 
their homeland (55:2). But the prophet promises 
that Yahweh is about to l iberate his people, and he 
urges them to believe this promise. 

(i) The Holy One 0/ Israel (4 1 : 14 ,  1 6, 20; 43:3,  
1 4f. ;  45:  1 1 ; 47:4; 48: 1 7; 49 :7; 55 :5) is able [0 help.  In 
view of what is said above, it is not surprising that 
nowhere in the OT is it asserted so emphatically as 
in these chs. that Yahweh is the one true God, that 
he alone can help (cf 4 1 :  I ff., 21 ff.; 43: I Of.; 44:6, 8; 
45:5, 14 ,  1 8 , 2 1 f. ;  46:9, e[c.) Trust in other gods is 
vain, image-worship is sinful folly (40: 1 8ff.; 4 1 :7 ,  
29; 42:8,  1 7; 44:6-20, 25; 45:20; 46: I ff. ;  47:9ff.). He 
far transcends all his creatures; he has created all 
things (this has more stress in chs. 40-55 than in 
chs. 1 -39) and directs the course of all things (cf 
40: 1 2-26, which forms the introduction to vv. 27-
3 1 ;  4 1  :4; 43:  1 3 ; 44 :7; 48:  1 3 , e[c.). He is the eternal 
God (40:28; 4 1 :4; 43: 1 0; 44:6; 48: 1 2); he acts in 
accordance with his own good pleasure (45:9ff.), 
and his decree is certain of accomplishment (44:28; 
46: 1 0, e[c.). His word, spoken by the mouth of his 
prophets, will not return to hirn 'empty'-without 
fulfilling its mission (40:6-8; 55: 1 0f.). Even a 
world-conqueror such as Cyrus is but a tool in his 
hand for the performance of his purpose (4 1 :  I ff. , 
2 1 -29; 43:9- 1 5; 44:24-45: 1 3; 46 :8- 1 3; 48: 1 2- 1 6) .  
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(ii) The Holy One 0/ Israel is wil/ing [0 help. 
Israel has not deserved his help; she has shown 
herself unworthy of it (43:22ff., e[c.). But Israel is 
his people (40: I, e[c.; cf too, e.g. , 43: 1 5 ; 44:2), and 
his name, his reputation, is involved in Israel's de
liverance (48: 1 -1 1 ,  e[c.). His relation to Israel, to 
Zion, is compared to the marriage bond (50: I ;  
54:5ff.). H e  has chosen Israel out of all the nations 
(4 1 :8f. ;  48 : 1 0, e[c.) and Israel is his servant-a title 
which implies both a privilege (4 1 :8f., e[c.) and a 
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mission (43 : 1 0, eIe.). H is love is unchangeably set 
upon Israel, upon Zion (40: 1 1 ;  43:3f.; 46:3f. ;  
49 :  1 5tf. , eIe.), and his righteousness is the guaran
tee of her liberation (e.g. 4 1 :  1 0; 45:24). 

(iii) The Holy One 01 Israel will eerlainly help. 
The coming salvation is painted in bright colours. 
The basis of this salvation, and at the same time its 
very essence, consists in his turning away his anger, 
his remission of Israel's sin (40:2; 43:25; 44:22; 
51 : 2 1  tf. , elc.). He uses Cyrus as his instrument to 
inaugurate his salvation; Cyrus is described in 
quite remarkable terms as Yahweh's 'anointed' 
(45: 1 ) , and the man whom he 'Ioves' (48 : 1 4, elc.). 
BabyIon is overthrown by hirn (46-47; cf 43: 1 4; 
48: 1 4); Israel is set free, her exiled children are 
gathered from all the lands of their dispersion, and 
return to Canaan (43: 1 -8, 1 8-2 1 ;  48:20f.; 49:24-26; 
52: I I  f., elc.). Yahweh returns to Zion (40:9- 1 1 ;  
52:7f.), Zion i s  once again inhabited (49: 1 7-23; 
54: I tf.), rebuilt (44:28; 45: 1 3 ; 54: I I  f.), and pro
tected (54: 1 4- 1 7). 

Note especially the following points. I .  This 
work of deliverance is described as a new creation 
(41 :20; 45:8; cf 45: 1 8) .  The miracles wh ich marked 
the Exodus from Egypt are now to be repeated on 
a grander scale (43 : 1 6tf.; 48:2 1 ;  5 1 :9f., elc.). 2. The 
prophet sees the whole future as a unity. Israel's 
liberation from exile is viewed as the beginning of 
the great era of salvation, in wh ich all things will 
be made new. Here it can bc mentioned that Is
rael's homeward progress is attended by a series of 
nature-miracles (4 1 :  1 7tf.; 43: 1 8-2 1 ;  48:2 1 ;  49:9bf.; 
55: 1 2f.; cf 54: 1 3) .  3 .  It i s  repeatedly emphasized 
that the grand aim of all this is the praise and glory 
of God (4 1 :20; 43:2 1 ;  44:23; 48:9- 1 1 ,  elc.). 

The prophet bends all his energies to persuade 
the people to accept and believe this assurance of 
blessing; see especially the closing ch. 55. He tries 
to convince them by pointing to Yahweh's majesty 
in nature and history. He propounds pointed ques
tions, and challenges them to enter into debate (cf, 
e.g. ,  40:  1 2-3 1 ;  49 :  1 4tf.) .  He also challenges the 
Gentile nations and their gods: can lhese gods do 
what the God of Israel does? It is the God of Israel 
who has called Cyrus into being and raised hirn up, 
in order that he may be the instrument to set I srael 
free. The God of Israel is therefore the only One 
who can foretell the result of Cyrus' actions. As 
eertainly as Yahweh made the ' former things' come 
to pass-that is to say, as certainly as he fulfilled 
what he foretold in earlier days-so certainly will 
he bring the 'new things' to pass by the fulfilment 
of the promises which he now makes through his 
prophet (4 1 :  I tf. ,  2 1 -29; 43:9- 1 5 ; 44:6-45:25; 46:8-
1 3 ; 48: 1 2- 1 6; cf 42:9; 48: 1 - 1 1 ) .  With all this the 
prophet does not furnish proofs in the strict sense 
of the word, but he makes a strong appeal to mind, 
heart and conscience. 

All this underlines the outspoken universalism 
of these chaptcrs. Yahweh, the Creator of the uni
verse, directs world-events, including the victorious 
career of Cyrus. He rebukes the nations, particu
larly BabyIon, because of their hostility to Israel 
and also because of their idolatry (4 1 :  1 1 - 1 6; 42: 1 3, 
1 7; 46; 47). The goal to which he is directing the 
course of the world is summed up in the words, 'to 
me every knee shall bow, every tongue shall swear' 
(45:23); in this serving of Yahweh lies also the sal
vation of the nations of the earth; cf, e.g. ,  42: 1 0-
1 2; 45:6, 22-24; 5 1  :4f. 

(iv) On the 'Servant Songs' (42: 1 -7; 49: 1 -9a; 
50:4-1 1 ;  52: 1 3-53: 1 2), see • SERVANT OF THE LORD. 
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c. Clrs. 56-66 
The following features are specially noteworthy in 
these concluding chapters: 

I .  Yahweh is presented as the living God. He is 
fearful in his anger (59 : 1 6tf.; 63: 1 -6), but he bends 
down in kindness to his people, he shows them 
mercy and restores their comfort, he delights in 
Zion (57: 1 5tf.; 60: 10; 6 1 :  I tf.; 62:4f.; 63:7, 1 5 ; 65: I r .  
8, 1 9; 66:2, 1 3) .  That he i s  n o  inflexible o r  inexor
able power is movingly shown in the review of his 
dealings with Israel in earlier days (63:8tf.). 

2.  A sharp contrast is  drawn between those in 
I srael who love God and those who disobey hirn 
(e.g. 57: I ;  65: 1 3tf.; 66:5; cf 65:8). 

3 .  I t  is frequently said, but without justification. 
that in some parts at least of this section of the 
book a legalist and nationalist spirit is manifested. 
True, it is clearly laid down that it i s  necessary to 
practise righteousness if one is to share in the 
coming salvation, and occasionally the importance 
of keeping the sabbath is stressed (cf ,  e.g. ,  56: 1 -8). 
But this is not intended to inculcate a spirit 01' 
ceremonialism and legalism; on the contrary, this 
very spirit is roundly condemned (cf 58; 66: I ,  5), 
and an attitude of humility is repeatedly com
mended (cf, e.g. , 57: 1 5 ; 61 :2f.; 66:2). As to the 
glorifying of Zion (cf,  e.g. , 60:4tf.; 61 :5tf.; 66:20), 
this is no mere outburst of nationalist feeling. Zion 
is not only the capital of Judah but the dwelling
place of God; and the Gentiles who turn to hirn 
participate in his salvation (e.g. 56: 1 -8 ;  60:3) .  
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N.H.R .  

ISHBOSHETH. The name (2 Sa. 2-4) is  com
monly thought to have been Eshbaal original ly, al
tered by scribes who wrote boser ('shame') instead 
of the apparently pagan divine name • Baal. In I 
Ch. 8 :33; 9 :39 the form Eshbaal is written. Re
cently a strong ca se has been argued against this 
view, boser being understood as a divine attribute, 
'pride, strength'. Ishbosheth and Eshbaal would bc 
alternative names for one man (so, too, M ephi
bosheth and Meribbaal; see M. Tsevat, HUCA 46, 
1 975, pp. 7 1 -87). A son of Saul, the Ishvi of I Sa. 
1 4:49 (a corruption of Ishiah, i.e. Ishbaal), he was 
made king of Israel at • Mahanaim, out of reach 
of the Philistines, by Abner, h is  father's com
mander. As David's power grew, Abner began an 
intrigue with hirn but was murdered. Ishbosheth's 
supporters lost heart, and two of  his cavalry of
fieers, Rechab and Baanah, assassinated hirn 
during his midday rest (2 Sa. 2-4). The LXX ac
count of this crime is more explicit than MT (2 Sa. 
4:6, cf AV with Rvmg. or RSV), which may be 



emended to agree with the Greek. The death 01' 
Ishbosheth enabled David to gain control of all 
I srael from the house of Saul. A.R.M.  

ISHI (Heb. 'isi, 'my husband'). In  Ho. 2: 1 6  the 
name wh ich the I sraelites were to use for God, to 
supersede ' Baali' with its pagan associations. 

l .D . D .  

ISHMAEL (Heb. yismä'e'I, 'God hears'). I .  The 
son of Abraham by Hagar the Egyptian handmaid 
of Sarah. When Sarah realized that she was 
barren, she gave her handmaid to Abraham to 
conceive seed for her (Gn. 1 6:2). An example of 
this ancient custom has been discovered in the 
· Nuzi tablets (ANET, p. 220). After conceiving by 
Abraham, Hagar began to despise Sarah, who then 
drove her out of the horne with Abraham's re
luctant consent. On her way to Egypt she was met 
by the angel of Yahweh, who told her to return and 
submit to Sarah. H e  also gave her the promise of a 
multiplied seed through her son Ishmael, who 
would be 'a wild ass of a man' ( 1 6: 1 2; cf Jb. 39:5-
8). Ishmael was born when Abraham was 86, 1 1  
years after his arrival in Canaan ( 1 6: 1 5- 1 6; cf 
1 2 :4). 1 3  years later, both Ishmael and his father 
were circumcised in obedience to God's command 
( 1 7:25-26). But on that same day, God had also 
promised Abraham a son by Sarah. The fact that 
he had long since centred his hopes on Ishmael 
caused him to cry out, '0 that I shmael might live in 
thy sight!' ( 1 7: 1 8) .  God then assured hirn that Ish
mael would beget twelve princes and ultimately a 
great nation ( 1 7:20; cf 1 6 : 1 0; 25: 1 3- 1 6). When 
I shmael was about 1 6, a great ceJebration was held 
at the weaning of the child Isaac (2 1 :8). Ishmael 
gave vent to his jealousy of 'the child of the prom
ise' (Rom. 9 :7-9) by 'mocking' him. The apostle 
Paul employs the verb 'persecuted' (ediöke) to de
scribe this act (Gal. 4:29) and builds upon it an 
extended allegory of the opposition of legalistic 
religionists to those 'born according to the Spirit' 
(Ga I .  4:2 1 -3 1 ). Sarah insisted that both Ishmael 
and Hagar be expelled from the home, and Abra
ham consented only after the Lord revealed to hirn 
that 'through Isaac shall your descendants be 
named' (Gn. 2 I :  1 2) .  Hagar and her son nearly per
ished from thirst in the desert of Beersheba, until 
the angel of Yahweh pointed her to a weil of water 
in response to Ishmael's cry. He grew to be an 
archer, married an Egyptian and fathered twelve 
princes (25: I 2-1 6). Esau married one of his daugh
ters (28:9; 36:3, 1 0) .  He joined Isaac in the burial 
of their father and died at the age of 1 37 (25:9, 1 7) .  

2, A descendant of Sau I and Jonathan, and the 
son of Azel ( I  Ch. 8:38; cf 9:44). 3,  A man of 
Judah, father of the Zebadiah who was a high of
ficial under King Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 1 9: I I ). 4, The 
son of Jehohanan, and a captain of hundreds who 
took part in the conspiracy against Athaliah (2 Ch. 
23: I ). 5, A son of Pashhur the priest. H e  was one 
of those whom Ezra compelled to put away their 
foreign wives (Ezr. 1 0:22). 

6, The son of Nethaniah, of the seed royal of 
Judah, who murdered Gedaliah 2 months after the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BC. When Ge
daliah was appointed by Nebuchadrezzar to be the 
governor of Judah, many Jews gathered themselves 
to hirn at M izpah for security. Among these, how
ever, was Ishmael, who was jealous of Gedaliah 
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and permitted hirnself to be hired by Baalis the 
king of Ammon to plot the governor's death. I n  
spite o f  Johanan's warnings, Gedaliah trusted 
Ishmael and invited hirn and ten of his men to a 
banquet. They used the occasion to murder Ge
daliah and all the others in Mizpah. Two days later 
they killed a group of Jewish pilgrims and set off 
for Ammon with many hostages, incJuding 
Jeremiah and the king's daughters. They were 
pursued by Johanan and other captains and were 
overtaken at Gibeon. The hostages were rescued, 
but Ishmael and eight of his men escaped to 
Ammon (2 Ki. 25:25; Je. 40:7-4 I :  I 8). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H .  C. Leupold, Exposition 0/ 
Genesis, 1 942; C. F. Keil, Biblical Commentary on 
the Old Testament, I, The Pentateuch, 1 949; 1. 1. 
Davis, Paradise to Prison, 1 975; H. C. White, ZA W 
87, 1 975, pp. 267-306. l .C.W. 

ISLAND, ISLE (Heb. 'i, pI.  'iyyim; Gk. nesos, 
nesion). Etymologically, the Heb. term is frequently 
supposed to mean 'habitable land', through a cog
nate Arab. word, but 'coastlands' is a better trans
lation, as usually in RSV. The general OT usage is to 
denote the islands and coastlands of the Mediter
ranean. The idea of distance is also incJuded, e.g 
Is. 66: 1 9; Je. 3 I :  I O. Occasionally it appears to have 
the strict meaning, e.g 'Kittim' or 'Cyprus' (RSV) in 
Je. 2 :  I 0, 'Caphtor' in Je. 47:4 (see RSV: probably 
Crete). Isaiah's usage is interesting. In 42: I 5 it de
notes 'dry land' as opposed to water. In 40: I 5 it is 
parallel to 'nations'; in 4 I: I; 49: I to 'peoples'; and 
in 4 1 :5 to 'the ends of the earth

,
. 

NT usage is unambiguous. Several islands are 
named, e.g Cyprus (Acts 4:36; 1 3 :4; 1 5 :39), Crete 
and Cauda (Acts 27), Malta (Acts 28: I )  and 
Patmos (Rev. 1 :9). l .G.G.N. 

ISRAEL (Heb. yisrä'el, 'God strives'). I. The new 
name given to Jacob after his night of wrestling at 
Penuel: 'Your name', said his supernatural an
tagonist, 'shall no more be called Jacob, but Israel, 
for you have striven [särilä, from särä, 'strive'] 
with God and with men, and have prevailed' (Gn. 
32:28). With this account, assigned to J in the four
document hypothesis, cf Ho. 1 2:3f., ' in his man
hood he (Jacob] strove [Särä] with God. H e  
strove [wayyäsar, from t h e  same verb] with the 
angel and prevailed'. The re-naming is confirmed 
at Bethel in Gn. 35 :  10 (assigned to P), where God 
Almighty appears to Jacob and says: 'Your name is 
Jacob; no longer shall your name be called Jacob, 
but Israel shall be your name.' 'So', adds the narra
tor, 'his name was called Israel.' Thenceforward 
Israel appears throughout the OT as an occasional 
synonym for Jacob; it is used most frequently when 
the Patriarch's descendants are called 'the children 
(or people) of Israel' (Heb. b'ne yisrä'el). 

5 1 9  

2, The nation which traced its ancestry back to 
the 12 sons of Jacob, referred to variously as 
' I srael' (Gn. 34:7, etc.), 'the people of Israel' (Ex. 
1 :8, etc.), 'the (twelve) tribes of Israel' (Gn. 49: I 6, 
28,), 'the Israelites' (Gn . 32:32, etc.). The earliest 
reference to the nation of I srael in a non-Israelite 
record appears in an inscription of Merenptah, 
king of Egypt, C. 1 230 BC, ' I srael is desolate; i t  has 
no seed left' (DOTT, p. 1 39). The next non
Israelite references come in inscriptions of Shal
maneser 1 1 1  of Assyria, C. 853 BC, mentioning 
'Ahab the Israelite' (DOTT, p. 47), and of Mesha 
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Jeroboam I 931 /30-91 0/09 
Nadab 91 0/09-909/08 

Baasha 909/08-886/85 
Elah 886/85-885/84 
Zimri 885/84 
Tibni 885/84-880 ] overlapping reign 885/84-880 Omri 880-874/73 

Ahab 874/73-853 
Ahaziah 853-852 

Joram 852-841 
Jehu 84 1 -81 4/1 3 

Jehoahaz 81 4/1 3-798 
Jehoash 798-782/81 ] 

Jeroboam 11 782/81-753 overlapping reign 793/92-782/81 
Zachariah 753-752 
Shallum 752 

Menahem 752-742/41 ] 
Pekahiah 742/41 -740/39 overlapping reign 752-740/39 

Pekah 740/39-732/31 
Hoshea 732/31 -723/22 

Hasmonaean dynasty Re-dedication 01 the Temple 1 64 BC 

Herodian dynasty 

Jonathan 1 60-1 43 
Simeon 1 43-1 35 

John Hyrcanus 1 35-104 
Aristobulus 1 04-1 03 

Alexander Jannaeus 1 03-76 
Salome 76-67 

Aristobulus 11 67-63 
Hyrcanus 11 63-40 

Matthias Antigonus 40-37 
Herod (the Great) 37-4 BC 

Archelaus 4 BC-AD 6 
Herod Antipas 4 B C-AD 39 

Phil ip 4 BC-AD 34 
Herod Agrippa I AD 37-44 

Chronological (able 0/ (he rulers 0/ Israel down CO (he reign 0/ Herod Agrippa I. 
of Moab, whose victory-inscription (c. 830 BC) 
makes repeated mention of Israel, including the 
boast, ' I srael perished utterly for ever' (DOTT, pp. 
1 96f.; • MOABITE STONE. For illustrations see I BA, 
figs. 40, 48, 50-5 1 ). 

I. Israel's beginnings 
Merenptah's reference practically coincides with 
the beginning of Israel's national history, for it is 
the Exodus from Egypt, wh ich took place in his 
reign or his father's, that marks Israel's birth as a 
nation. So me generations previously their ances
tors, members of a pastoral clan, went down from 
Canaan to Egypt in time of famine and settled in 
the Wadi Tumilat. The early kings of Dynasty 1 9  
drafted them in large numbers into forced labour 
gangs for the building of fortified cities on Egypt's 
NE fron tier. In these circumstances they might 
have been completely assimilated to their fellow
serfs had not their ancestral faith been reawakened 
by Moses, who came to them in the name of the 
God of their fathers and led them out of Egypt 
amid a series of phenomena in which he taught 
them to recognize the power of that God, put forth 
for their deliverance. 

Under Moses' leadership they trekked E by 'the 
way of the wilderness of the Yam Suph' until they 
reached the place where the God of their fathers 
had previously revealed hirnself to Moses by his 
covenant-name Yahweh and commissioned hirn to 
bring them out of Egypt. There, at the foot of Mt  
Sinai, they were brought into special covenant
relationship with Yahweh. He had al ready shown 
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hirnself to be their God by rescuing them from 
bondage in Egypt; they now undertook to be his 
people. This undertaking involved their obedience 
to the 'Ten Words' in which Yahweh made his will 
known to them. They were to worship hirn alone; 
they were not to represent hirn by means of any 
image; they were to treat his name with due rever
ence; they were to reserve every seventh day for 
hirn; and in thought, word and deed they were to 
behave one towards another in a manner befitting 
the covenant which bound them together. They 
were to be a people set apart for Yahweh, and were 
therefore to have something of his righteousness, 
mercy and truth reproduced in their lives. 

This attitude we may call practical monotheism. 
Whether the gods of neighbouring peoples had 
any sort of existence or not was a question about 
which neither Moses nor his followers were likely 
to trouble their minds; their business was to ac
knowledge Yahweh as supreme and sole God. 

Moses was not only Israel's first and greatest 
legislator; in his own person he combined the func
tions of prophet, priest and king. He judged their 
lawsuits and taught them the principles of religious 
duty; he led them from Egypt to the Jordan, and 
when he died, a generation after the Exodus, he left 
behind hirn no undisciplined body of slave
labourers, such as had followed hirn out of Egypt, 
but a formidable host ready to invade Canaan as 
conquerors and settlers. 

This host, even before its settlement in Canaan, 
was organized as a confederacy of twelve tribes, 
uni ted in part by a common ancestry but even 



more so by common participation in the covenant 
with Yahweh .  The visible token of their covenant 
unity was the sacred ark, housed in a tent-shrine 
which was located in the centre of their encamp
ment when they were stationary, but which pre
ceded them on the march or in battle. They formed 
dose alliances with other nomad groups such as 
the Kenites (to whom Moses was related by mar
riage), the Kenizzites and the Jerahmeelites, who in 
due course appear to have been incorporated into 
the tribe of Judah. I t  was probably a breach of 
alliance on the part of another nomad group, the 
Amalekites, that was responsible for the bitter feud 
wh ich Israel pursued against them from generation 
to generation. Alliance with such pastoral com
munities was very different from alliance with the 
settled agricultural population of Canaan, with its 
fertility cults so inimical to pure Yahweh-worship. 
Their covenant with Yahweh strictly prohibited the 
Israelites from making common cause with the 
Canaanites. 

The principal centre of the tribes of Israel in 
their wilderness period was Kadesh-barnea, evi
dently (from its name) a sanctuary and also (from 
its alternative name En-mishpat) a place where 
causes were heard and judgment pronounced. 
When they left Kadesh-barnea some of them infil
trated N into the central Negeb, but the main body 
advanced S and E of the Dead Sea, skirting the 
territories of their Edomite, Ammonite and Moa
bite kinsfolk, who had very recently organized 
themselves as settled kingdoms. Farther N in Trans
jordan lay the Amorite kingdoms of Sihon and 
Og, which they entered as hostile invaders. The re
sisting forces of Sihon and Og were crushed, and 
their territories were occupied-these are the terri
tories later known as Reuben, Gad and E Man
asseh. Part at least of the Israelite community thus 
settled down to an agricultural way of Iife even 
before the crossing of the Jordan. 

11. The settleml!nt in Canaan 
The crossing of the Jordan was followed quickly by 
the capture and destruction of the fortress of · Jeri
cho. From Jericho they pressed into the heart of 
the land, taking one fortress after another. Egypt 
was no longer in a position to send help to her 
former Canaanite vassals; only along the W coast
al road did she now exercise some control, as far N 
as the pass of Megiddo, and even in that region the 
Philistine settlement (c. 1 1 90 BC) was soon to pres
ent a barrier to the extension of Egyptian power. 

A coalition of five military governors of Ca
naanite fortresses attempted to prevent the Israel
ites from turning S from the central hill-country, 
where Gibeon and the associated cities of the 
Hivite tetrapolis had submitted to them as subject
allies. The coalition was completely defeated in the 
pass of Beth-horon and the road to the S lay open 
to the invaders. Although the chariot-forces of 
Canaanite citadels prevented them from operating 
in more level country, they soon dominated and 
occupied the central and S highlands, and also the 
Galilean uplands, N of the Plain of Jezreel. 

The tribes wh ich settled in the N were cut off 
from their fellows in central Canaan by a chain of 
Canaanite fortifications in the Plain of Jezreel, 
stretching from the Mediterranean to the Jordan. 
Judah, in the S, was even more effectively cut off 
from the central tribes by the stronghold of Jerusa
lern, wh ich remained a Canaanite enclave for 200 
years. 
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On one notable occasion the N and central 
tribes joined forces in an uprising against the mili
tary governors of the Plain of Jezreel, who were 
steadily reducing them to serfdom. Their united 
rising was crowned with success at the battle of 
Kishon (c. 1 1 25 BC), when a sudden storm ftooded 
the watercourse and put the Canaanite chariotry 
out of action, so that the light-armed Israelites 
easily routed them. But even on this occasion, 
while the call to action went out to all the N and 
central tribes, and to those in Transjordan, Judah 
appears to have received no summons, being too 
completely cut off from the other tribes. 

On an occasion like this, when the tribes of 
Israel remembered their covenant-bond, their 
uni ted strength enabled them to resist their en
emies. But such united action was rare. The reces
sion of danger was regularly followed by a period 
of assimilation to Canaanite ways. This assimila
tion involved intermarriage and the imitation of 
Canaanite fertility rites, so that Yahweh was 
thought of rat her in terms of Baal, the fructifying 
rain-god, than as the God of their fathers who had 
redeemed them from Egypt to be his peculiar 
people. The covenant-bond was thus weakened 
and they became an easy prey to their enemies. Not 
only did Canaanite city-states try to reduce them 
to servitude; from time to time they suffered incur
sions from beyond Jordan, by their own kinsmen 
the Moabites and Ammonites, and much more dis
astrously at the hands of raiding bedouin. The 
leaders who rallied them in such periods of distress 
were the charismatic 'judges' after whom this 
whole settlement period is commonly named; these 
men not only led them forward to victory against 
their enemies but back to loyalty to Yahweh.  

The greatest and most recalcitrant menace to I s
raelite independence, however, came from the W. 
Not long after the Israelites crossed the Jordan, 
bands of sea-rovers from the Aegean islands and 
coastlands settled on the W seaboard of Canaan 
and organized themselves in the five city-states of 
Ashdod, Ashkelon, Ekron, Gaza and Gath, each 
of wh ich was governed by a seren-<>ne of the 'five 
lords of the Philistines'. These • Philistines inter
rnarried with the Canaanites and soon became Ca
naanite in language and religion, but they retained 
the political and military traditions of their home
lands. Once they had established themselves in 
their pentapolis they began to extend control over 
other parts of Canaan, including those parts occu
pied by the Israelites. Militarily the Israelites were 
no match for them. The Philistines had mastered 
the art of iron-working, and kept it as a monopoly 
in their own hands. When the I sraelites began to 
use iron implements in their agriculture the Philis
tines insisted that they must come to Philistine 
smiths to have them sharpened. This was a means 
of ensuring that the Israelites would not be able to 
forge iron implements of war with wh ich they 
might rise against their overlords. 

At last the Philistines extended their domination 
over the Plain of Jezreel as far as the Jordan. While 
their suzerainty did not menace Israelite existence, 
it did menace I sraelite national identity. The cov
enant shrine in those days was established at 
• Shiloh, in the territory of Ephraim, where the 
sacred ark was tended by a priesthood tracing its 
lineage back to Aaron, the brother of Moses. This 
priesthood took a leading part in an inter-tri bai 
revolt against the Philistines which was an utter 
failure. The ark was captured, Shiloh and the 
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sanctuary were destroyed and the central priest
hood was practically wiped out (c. 1 050 BC). All 
the visible bonds wh ich united the tribes of Israel 
had disappeared, and Israel's national identity 
seemed likely to disappear with them. 

That i t  did not disappear, but rather became 
more vigorous, was due to the character and enter
prise of • Samuel, the greatest of Israel's charis
matic leaders between Moses and David. Samuel, 
like Moses, cornbined the functions of prophet, 
priest and judge; and in his own person he pro
vided a rallying-centre for the national life. Under 
his guidance I srael returned to its covenant loyalty, 
and with the return of religious devotion came a 
resurgence of national spirit; after some years the 
Israelites were able to defeat the Philistines on the 
very battlefield where they had been so shamefully 
routed. 

As Samuel grew old, the question of the succes
sion became acu te. There arose a widespread 
demand for a king, and at last Samuel consented to 
this demand and anointed the Benjaminite • Sau I 
to reign over thern. Saul's reign began auspiciously 
with a prompt retort to a hostile show of force by 
the Ammonites, and this was followed by success
ful action against the Philistines in the central high
lands. So long as Saul accepted Samuel's direction 
in the religious sphere all went weil, but Saul's for
tunes began to decline when a breach came about 
between them. He met his death in battle against 
the Philistine at Mt Gilboa, in a bold but vain at
tempt to bring the N tribes, beyond the Plain of 
Jezreel, into the unity of Israel. The Philistine grip 
on Israel was now firmer than ever (c. 1 0 1 0  BC). 

IH. David and Solomon 
The man who enabled Israel to throw off the Phi 1-
istine yoke was • David, a member of the tribe of 
Judah, at one time a military commander under 
Saul and later a mercenary warrior with the Philis
tines. On Saul's death he was immediately ac
c1aimed as king of Judah, and 2 years later the 
tribes of Israel as a whole also invited hirn to be 
their king. In a series of brilliant military actions 
he inflicted decisive defeats on the Philistines, who 
thereafter had to live as David's vassals. The cap
ture of Jerusalem by David in thc 7th year of his 
reign provided his  kingdom with a strong and stra
tegically situated capital and also with a new re
ligious centre. The ark was brought back from exile 
and solemnly installed in a tent-shrine on Mt Zion, 
later superseded by Solomon's Temple. 

After establishing Israelite independence and 
supremacy in Canaan, David went on by conquest 
and diplomacy to build up an empire stretching 
from the Egyptian border and the Gulf of Aqaba 
to the Upper Euphrates. This empire he be
queathed to his son Solomon, who overtaxed its 
resources by a grandiose building programme and 
the maintenance of a splendid court. For the more 
efficient exploitation of his kingdom's revenue, he 
divided it into twelve new administrative districts, 
which took the place of the old tribai divisions, 
and exacted not only heavy taxes but compulsory 
labour on public works, ultimately even from his 
Israelite subjects. The burden at last became in
tolerable. Towards the end of his reign most of the 
subject nations had regained their independence, 
and after his death (c. 930 BC) the tribes of Israel 
themselves split into two kingdoms-the N king
dom 01' I srael, which renounced its allegiance to 
the throne of David, and the S Kingdom of Judah, 
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consisting of the tri baI territories of Judah and 
Benjamin, over which the descendants of David 
and Solomon continued to reign in their capital at 
Jerusalem (' JUDAH, IV) .  

IV. The kingdom of Israel 
Jeroboam, founder of the separate monarchy in 
the N, elevated the two ancient sanctuaries of Dan 
(in the far N) and Bethel (near the fron tier with 
Judah) to the status of national shrines. In both of 
these golden bull-calves provided the visible ped
estals for Yahweh's invisible throne (the function 
fulfilled by golden cherubs in the Jerusalem 
Temple). Early in his reign both Hebrew kingdoms 
were invaded by the Egyptians under Shishak, but 
the S kingdom appears to have suffered the more, 
so that later the N kingdom had no need to fear an 
attempt by the Davidic dynasty to regain control 
of its lost territories. 

A more serious threat, however, presented itself 
from the N. The Aramaean kingdom of Damas
cus, founded in Solomon's reign, began to en
croach on Israelite territory about 900 BC, and this 
was the beginning of 1 00 years of intermittent war 
which at times reduced I srael to desperate straits. 

The security of the kingdom of Israel was also 
impaired by frequent palace-revolts and dynastic 
changes. Only two dynasties-those founded by 
Omri (c. 880 BC) and Jehu (c. 84 1 Bc)-Iasted for 
more than two generations. Jeroboam's son was 
assassinated by Baasha, one of his army com
manders, in the year after he succeeded to the 
kingdom; when Baasha had reigned for 20 years 
his son too fell victim to a similar fate. A few years 
of civil war followed, from which Omri emerged as 
the victor. 

Omri founded a new capital for his kingdom at 
• Samaria. Externally he strengthened his position 
by subduing Moab, E of the Dead Sea, and enter
ing into an economic alliance with Phoenicia. His 
son Ahab married a Phoenician princess, Jezebel, 
and also brought the hostility between his king
dom and Judah to an end by means of an alliance 
wh ich lasted until the dynasty of Omri was 
overthrown. 
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The commercial benefits of the Phoenician alli
ance were great, but in the religious realm it led to 
a revival of Baal-worship, in which Jezebel played 
a leading part. The principal champion of pure 
Yahweh-worship was the prophet • Elijah, who 
also denounced the royal departure from the old 
covenant-Ioyalty in the social sphere (notably in 
the case of Naboth the Jezreelite) and proclaimed 
the impendin� doom of the dynasty of Omri .  

The war wlth Damascus continued throughout 
the reigns of Omri and his descendants, apart from 
3 years during the reign of Ahab, when the kings 
of Israel and Damascus and neigh bouring states 
formed a mili tary coalition to resist the invading 
king of Assyria, Shalmaneser I I I .  They gave hirn 
battle at Qarqar on the Orontes (853 BC), and he 
did not invade the W lands again for 12 years. His 
withdrawal was the signal for the break-up of the 
coalition and the resumption of hostilities between 
Israel and Damascus. 

The extermination of the house 01' Omri in 
Jehu's revolt (84 1 BC) was fol lowed by the suppres
sion of official Baal-worship. The revolt was sup
ported by the prophetic guilds, who had no reason 
to love the house of Omri. But it grave1y weakened 
the kingdom of I srael in face of the Aramaean 
assaults, and the first 40 years of the dynasty 01' 
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Jehu were years of continual tribulation for Israel. 
Not only were Israel's Transjordanian territories 
overrun by the enemy but her N provinces too; the 
Aramaeans invaded the Plain of Jezreel and made 
their way along the Mediterranean seaboard as far 
S as Gath. Israel had been reduced to desperate 
straits when in 803 BC the Assyrian king Adad
nirari I II i nvaded Syria, raided Damascus and irr.
posed t ribute on i t .  Damascene pressure on Israel 
was relaxed; and the Israelites were able to take 
advantage of this turn of fortune and regain many 
of the cities which the Aramaeans had taken from 
them. 

Throughout the years of tribulation there was 
one man in I srael whose morale and confidence in 
Yahweh never wavered-the prophet • Elisha. Weil 
might the king of I srael address hirn on his death
bed as 'the chariots of Israel and its horsemen' (2 
Ki .  1 3 : 1 4) .  Elisha died with a prediction of victory 
over the Aramaeans on his lips. 

The first half of the 8 th  century BC witnessed a 
return of prosperity to Israel, especially under 
Jeroboam 1 1 ,  the 4th king of Jehu's dynasty. Both 
Hebrew kingdoms were free from external molest
ation; Damascus was too weak after her rough 
handling by Assyria to renew her aggression. Jero
boam extended his kingdom's frontiers and the 
national wealth increased greatly. 

But this increase of national wealth was concen
trated in the hands of a relatively small section of 
the population-the well-to-do merchants and 
landowners, who enriched themselves at the ex
pense of the peasantry. The smallholders who had 
formerly tilled their own fields were now obliged in 
large numbers to become serfs on the growing es
tat es of their wealthy neighbours, cultivating the 
land which they had once cultivated as independ
ent owners. This increasing disparity between two 
sections of Israel's freeborn citizens called forth 
the denunciation of such prophets as Amos and 
Hosea, the more so as the rich expropriators of 
their poorer neighbours were punctilious in the 
performance of what they considered their re
ligious duties. The prophets insisted tirelessly that 
what Yahweh required from his people was not 
sacrifices of fatted beasts but righteousness and 
covenant-Ioyalty, for lack of wh ich the nation 
faced disaster greater than anything it had hitherto 
known. 

About 745 BC the dynasty of Jehu ended as it 
had begun, by assassination and revolt. In that 
year Tiglath-pileser I I I  became king of Assyria 
and inaugurated a campaign of imperial conquest 
which in less than a quarter of a century brought 
an end to the existence of the kingdom of Israel 
and to the independence of the kingdom of Judah. 
Menahem of Israel (c. 745-737 BC) paid tribute to 
Tiglath-pileser, but an anti-Assyrian policy was 
pursued by Pekah (c. 736-732 BC), who allied him
self for this purpose with Damascus. Tiglath
pileser lOok Damascus, abolished the monarchy 
and transformed the territory into an Assyrian 
province; the N and Transjordanian regions of 
Israel were detached and made into Assyrian prov
inces. The upper strata of the populations of these 
areas were deported and replaced by immigrants 
from other parts of the Assyrian empire. When 
Hoshea, the last king of Israel, withheld payment 
of tribute from Assyria at the instance of Egypt, he 
was imprisoned. Samaria, his capital, was stormed 
in 722 BC after a 3-years' siege, and became the 
seat of government of the Assyrian province of 
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Samaria. A further deportation took place
according to Assyrian records 27,290 people were 
taken captive-and foreign settlers were sen t to 
take their placc. 

V. The province of Samaria 
The deportation of Israelites from the N and Trans
jordanian territories was so thorough that these 
territories quite lost their Israelite character. In the 
province of Samaria it was different; the immi
grants in due course adopted Israelite religion
'the law of the god of the land' (2 Ki. 1 7:26ff.)
and were completely assimilated to the Israelites 
who had not been carried away; but the • Samari
tans, as the population of the province of Samaria 
were later called, came to be despised as racial and 
religious half-breeds by the people of Judah far
ther S, especially from the end of the 6th century 
BC onward. 
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King Hezekiah of Judah attempted (c. 705 BC) 
to revive the religious unity of Israel by inviting the 
people of Samaria to come to Jerusalem to wor
ship, but his attempt was rendered ineffective 
by Sennacherib's invasion of Judah (70 I BC). 
Greater success attended the action of Hezekiah's 
great-grandson Josiah, who took advantage of the 
recession of Assyrian power to extend his political 
sovereignty and religious reformation into the 
regions formerly belonging to the kingdom of 
Israel (62 1 BC). The fact that he tried to bar Phar
aoh Neco's advance at Megiddo is evidence enough 
of the expansion of his kingdom, but his death 
there (609 BC) brought an end to such hopes as 
might have been cherished of the reunion of all 
Israel under a prince of the house of David . The 
land of I srael passed under the hegemony of Egypt, 
and a few years later under that of Babylonia. 

The Babylonians appear to have perpetuated the 
Assyrian provincial organization in the W. After 
the assassmation of Gedaliah, governor of Judah 
under the Babylonians, the land of Judah with the 
exception of the Negeb (now being occupied by 
the Edomites) was added to the province of 
Samaria (c. 582 BC). No great change in this 
respect resulted from the Persian conquest (539 
BC), except that the men of Judah exiled under 
Nebuchadrezzar were allowed to return and settle 
in Jerusalem and the surrounding area, which now 
became the separate, if  tiny, province of Judaea 
under a governor appointed by the Persian king 
(. JUDAH, V). 

The Samaritans made friendly overtures to the 
restored exiles and offered to co-operate in rebuild
ing the Jerusalem Temple, but these overtures were 
not welcomed by the Judaeans, who no doubt 
feared that they would be swamped by the much 
greater numbers of the Samaritans, and also had 
serious doubts of the Samaritans' racial and re
ligious purity. In consequence, a long-standing 
breach which might have been healed at this time 
became more bitter than ever, and the Samaritans 
seized every opportunity to represen t  the Judaeans 
to the Persian authorities in an unfavourable light.  
They were unable to prevent the rebuilding of the 
Jerusalem Temple, wh ich had been authorized by 
Cyrus in 538 BC, but they had better success for a 
time in obstructing the Judaeans' attempts to for
tify Jerusalem. When, however, Artaxerxes I sent 
· Nehemiah to Judah as governor in 445 BC, with 
express directions to rebuild the walls of Jerusa
lern, the Samaritans and other neighbours of 
Judah might betray their chagrin in various ways 
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but could take no effective action in face of the 
royal edict. 

The governor of Samaria at this time was *San
ballat, who continued in office for many years. In 
408 BC he is mentioned in a letter from the Jewish 
community of Elephantine ( * PAPYRI, 1 1 .  c) in 
Egypt, who seek the good offices of Sanballat's 
sons in procuring permission from the Persian 
court for the rebuilding of their temple, which had 
been destroyed in an anti-Jewish riot 2 or 3 years 
previously. This temple had been built more than a 
century before to serve the religious needs of a 
Jewish community which the Egyptian kings of 
Dynasty 26 had settled on their S fron tier as an 
insurance against Ethiopian inroads. Before writ
ing to Sanballat's sons, the Elephantine Jews had 
tried to enlist the aid of the high priest in Jerusa
lern, but he had paid no attention to their plea; no 
doubt he disapproved of the existence of a rival 
temple to that in Jerusalem. Sanballat's sons-not 
unnatural ly, in view of the relations between Sa
maria and Jerusalem-showed greater alacrity, 
and procured the necessary permission for the re
building of the Elephantine temple. 

The fact that it was Sanballat's sons and not 
their father whom the Elephantine Jews ap
proached suggests that, while Sanballat was still 
nominally governor, his sons were discharging 
many of his duties on his behalf, probably because 
of his age. 

The Elephantine papyri which supply us with 
our information about this Jewish community in 
Egypt are particularly interesting because they 
portray a group of Jews who show no signs of 
having been influenced by the reformation of Josi
ah's days. In this they form a strong contrast to the 
Jews who returned from exile to Jerusalem and the 
surrounding territory. The latter, together with 
their brethren in Babylonia, had learnt the lesson 
of exile, and were increasingly marked by strict ad
herence to the Torah, inc\uding especially those 
features of i t  which were calculated to mark off the 
people of the law from all other communities. The 
emergence of the Jews as the people of the law in 
the most particularist sense is associated above all 
with the work of * Ezra, under whom the Penta
teuchal law became the recognized constitution of 
the Judaean temple-state, subject to the overriding 
authority of the Persian court. 

The work of Ezra (wh ich had the whole-hearted 
backing of Nehemiah as governor) meant that the 
c\eavage between the Samaritans and Judaeans was 
less l ikely than ever to be mended. Some time 
be fore 400 BC a scion of the Jerusalem high-priestly 
family, Manasseh by name, who had married a 
daughter of Sanballat, was installed by his father
in-Iaw as high priest of the ancient holy place on 
Mt Gerizim, near Shechem, where a temple was 
built by royal permission. The rival cult thus estab
lished to that of Jerusalem has survived to the 
present day-based, remarkably enough, on the 
same law-book as that recognized by the Jews. 

VI. Under the Macedonians 
The conquest of the Persian empire by Alexander 
the Great brought no constitutional changes either 
to Samaria or to Judah. These provinces were now 
administered by Graeco-Macedonian governors in 
place of the former Persian governors, and tribute 
had to be paid to the new overlord in place of the 
old one. The Jewish diaspora, which had been 
widespread under the Persian empire-Haman did 

not exaggerate when he described them to Xerxes 
as 'dispersed among the peoples in all the prov
inces of your k ingdom' (Est. 3:8)-now found new 
cent res to settle in, especially Alexandria and 
Cyrene. Hellenistic influences inevitably began to 
give evidence 01' their presence among them . These 
influences in some directions were good; we may 
think in particular of the situation among the 
Greek-speaking Jews of Alexandria which necessi
tated the translation of the Pentateuch and other 
OT writings into Greek in the 3rd and 2nd centur
ies BC, and thus made the knowledge of I srael's 
God accessible to the Gentile world ( * TEXTs AND 
VERSIONS, On. On the other hand, there was a 
tendency to imitate features of Hellenistic culturc 
which were inextricably interwoven with paganism 
and which otherwise blurred the distinction be
tween Yahweh's 'peculiar people' and their neigh
bours. How far a prominent Jewish family could go 
in unscrupulous assimilation to the unworthier as
pects of life under the Hellenistic monarchies is 
illustrated by Josephus's account of the fortunes of 
the Tobiads, who enriched themselves as tax
collectors on behalf first of the Ptolemies and then 
of the Seleucids. 

Among the dynasties which inherited Alex
ander's empire, the two which chiefly affect the his
tory of Israel are those of the Ptolemies in Egypt 
and of the Seleucids who dominated Syria and the 
lands beyond the Euphrates. From 320 to 1 98 BC 
the Ptolemies' rule extended from Egypt into Asia 
as far as the Lebanon range and the Phoenician 
coast, inc\uding Judaea and Samaria. In 1 98 BC the 
Seleucid victory at Panion, near the sources of 
Jordan, meant that Judaea and Samaria were now 
tributary to Antioch instead of Alexandria. The 
defeat which the Seleucid king Antiochus I I I  suf
fered at the hands of the Romans at Magnesia in 
1 90 BC, and the heavy indemnity which they im
posed on hirn, involved an enormous increase of 
taxation for his subjects, inc\uding the Jews. When 
his son, Antiochus I V, attempted to redress the 
situation by imposing his sovereignty over Egypt 
(in the two campaigns of 1 69 and 1 68 BC), the 
Romans forced hirn to relinquish these ambitions. 
Judaea, on the SW frontier of his kingdom, now 
became a region of strategie importance, and he 
feI t  that there was grave reason for suspecting the 
loyalty of his Jewish subjects. On the advice of 
unwise counsellors, he decided to abolish their dis
tinctive nationhood and religion, and the c\imax of 
this policy was the installation of a pagan cult
the worship of Zeus Olympios (a name meta
morphosed by the Jews into 'the abomination of 
desolation')-in the Temple at Jerusalem in De
cember 1 67 BC. The Samaritan temple on Gerizim 
was similarly diverted to the worship of Zeus 
Xenios. 
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Many pious Jews endured martyrdom at this 
time sooner than forswear their religion. Others 
took up arms against their overlord. Among the 
latter were members of the priestly family of the 
Hasmonaeans, headed by Mattathias of M odin 
and his five sons. The outstanding son, Judas M ac
cabaeus, was a born leader of men, who excelled in 
guerrilla warfare. His initial successes against the 
royal forces brought many of his fellow
countrymen under his leadership, inc\uding a large 
number of the pious people in Israel, the /:1"sitjim 
( *  HASIDAEANS) who realized that passive resistance 
was not enough in face of the present threat to 
their national and religious existence. Larger 



armies werc sent against them by the king, but they 
toD werc routed by the unexpected tactics of Judas 
and his men. 

I t  became clear to the king that his policy had 
misfircd, and Judas was invited to send ambas
sadors to Antioch to discuss conditions of peace. 
Ant iochus had military plans for the reconquest of 
seceding territories in the E part of his kingdom, 
and it was important to reach a settlement on his 
Egyptian frontier. The basic Jewish condition was, 
naturally, the complete reseission of the ban on 
Jewish religious practiee. This was conceded; the 
Jews beeame free to practise their aneestral re
ligion. The concession was followed at once by the 
purification of the Temple from the idolatrous eult 
whieh had been installed in it, and its rededication 
to the age-Iong worship of the God of I srael. The 
dedication of the Temple at the end of 1 64 BC (ever 
afterwards eommemorated in the festival of 
H anukkah; cf. Jn. 1 0:22) was probably not envis
aged in the terms of peaee, but in itself it might 
have been aecepted as aJait accomp/i. 

It speedily became c1ear, however, that Judas, 
with his brothers and followers, was not content 
with the regaining of religious liberty. Having won 
that suceess by force of arms, they eontinued their 
struggle in order to win politieal independenee. 
The dedication of the Temple was followed by the 
fortifieation of the Temple hili, over against the 
ei tadel or Akra (. JERUSALEM, IV) whieh was 
manned by a royal garrison. Judas sent armed 
bands to Galilee, Transjordan and other regions 
where there were isolated Jewish communities and 
brought them back to the safety of those parts of 
Judaea whieh were eontrolled by his forees. 

Sueh a succession of hostile acts could not be 
overlookcd by the Seleueid government, and fur
ther armies were sent against Judas. Judas fell in 
battle in the spring of 1 60 BC, and for a time the 
eause which he had led seemed lost. But events 
played into the hands of his successors. In particu
lar, the death of Antiochus IV in 1 64 BC was fol
lowed by a lengthy period of intermittent eivil war 
in the Seleucid empire, between rival c1aimants to 
the throne and their respective partisans. Jonathan, 
the brother of Judas who took his plaee as leader 
of the insurgent party, lay low until times were 
propitious, and then by diplomatie dealing won 
rapid and astounding advaneement. In 1 52 BC AI
exander Balas, who c1aimed the Seleucid throne on 
the ground that he was the son of Antiochus I V  
(the validity of  this claim i s  difficult to assess), au
thorized Jonathan to maintain his own military 
force in Judaea and reeognized hirn as high priest 
of the Jews, in return for Jonathan's promise to 
support hirn. 

Antioehus I V  had begun his intervention in 
Jcwish religious affairs, wh ich ultimately brought 
about the H asmonaean rising, by deposing and 
appointing Jewish high priests at his own discre
tion, in defiance of ancient eustom. Now a Has
monaean accepted the high-priesthood from a 
man whose title to bestow it was based on his claim 
to be son and successor to Antiochus I V. So mueh 
for the high ideals with which the struggle had 
begun! 

The pious groups who had lent their aid to the 
H asmonaeans, at  a time when it seemed that only 
by Hasmonaean might eould religious freedom be 
regained, were disposed to be content when that 
goal was attained, and grew increasingly critical of 
the Hasmonaeans' dynastie ambitions. But no 
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feature of these ambitions displeascd them more 
than the Hasmonaean assumption of the high
priesthood. Some of them refused to recognize any 
high-priesthood other than the Zadokite one as le
gitimate, and looked forward to a day when the 
sons of Zadok would once more officiate in a puri
fied Temple (. DEAD SEA SCROLLS) . One branch of 
the Zadokite family was permitted to found a 
Jewish temple at Leontopolis in Egypt and fune
tion in the high-priestly office there; but a tempie 
outside the land of Israel eould not be counten
aneed by those b"siljim who had any regard for the 
law. 

In 143 BC Jonathan was trapped and put to 
death by one of the rival c1aimants for mastery of 
the Seleucid kingdom, but he was sueceeded by his 
brot her Simon, under whom the Jews achieved 
eomplete independence from the Gentile yoke. 
This independence was gran ted in a rescript from 
the Seleucid king Demetrius 1 1  in M ay 1 42 BC, by 
which the Jews were released from the obligation 
to pay tribute. Simon followed up this diplomatie 
suceess by redueing the last vestiges of Seleucid 
ascendancy in Judaea-the fortress of Gazara 
(Gezer) and the citadel in Jerusalem. Demetrius 
had embarked on an expedition against the Parthi
ans, and eould take no action against Simon, even 
had he so wished. Simon received signal honours 
from his grateful fellow-Jews for the freedom and 
peace whieh he had seeured for them. At a meeting 
of the popular assembly of the Jews in September 
1 40 BC, i t  was deereed, in consideration of the pat
riotic aehievements of hirnself and his brothers 
before hirn, that he should be appointed ethnarch 
or governor of the nation, commander-in-chief of 
the army and hereditary high priest. This tripie au
thority he bequeathed to his descendants and 
successors. 
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Simon was assassinated at  Jericho in 1 34 BC by 
his son-in-Iaw Ptolemy, son of Abubus, who hoped 
to seize supreme power in Judaea. But Simon's 
son, John Hyrcanus, thwarted the assassin's plans 
and seeured his position as succcssor to his father. 

The Seleueid king Antiochus V I I ,  who had tried 
to reassert his authority over Judaea during 
Simon's later years, succeeded in imposing tribute 
on John Hyrcanus for the first few years of his rule. 
But the death of Antioehus VII in battle with the 
Parthians in 1 28 BC brought Seleucid overlordship 
over Judaea to a decisive end. 

VII. The Hasmonaean Dynasty 
In the 7th year of John Hyreanus, then, the in
dependent state of Judaea was firmly established, 
40 years after Antioehus IV had abolished its old 
constitution as an autonomous temple-state within 
the empire. The devotion of the b"sitjim, the mili
tary genius of Judas and the statesmanship of 
Simon, together with increasing division and 
weakness in the Seleueid government, had won for 
the Jews more (to all outward appearance) than 
they had lost at the hands of Antioehus I V.  No 
wonder, then, that the early years of independence 
under John Hyreanus were looked back to by later 
generations as a kind of golden age. 

I t  was in the time of John Hyrcanus that the 
final breach between the majority of the b'sitjim 
and the Hasmonaean family eame about. John was 
offended by their objections to his tenure of the 
high-priesthood, and broke with them. From this 
time onward they appear in history as the party of 
the • Pharisees, although it is not certain that they 
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owed that name ( Heb. p'rüSfm, 'separated ones') to 
the fact of their withdrawal from their former alli
ance with the H asmonaeans, as has frequently 
been supposed. They remained in opposition to 
the regime for 50 years. Those religious leaders 
who supported the regime and manned the na
tional council appear about the same time with the 
name • Sadducees. 

John Hyrcanus profi ted by the growing weak
ness of the Seleucid kingdom to extend his own 
power. One of his earliest actions after the estab
lishment of Jewish independence was to invade 
Samaritan territory and besiege Samaria, which 
held out for a year but was then stormed and 
destroyed. Shechem was also captured and the 
Samaritan shrine on Mt Gerizim was demolished. 
The Samaritans appealed to the Seleucid king for 
help, but the Romans warned hirn not to interfere. 
The Hasmonaeans, at an early stage in their strug
gle, had secured a treaty of alliance with the 
Romans, and this treaty was renewed by John. 

To the S of his kingdom John warred against the 
Idumaeans, conquered them and forced them to 
accept circumcision and adopt the Jewish religion. 
He reduced Greek cities in Transjordan and in
vaded Galilee. 

His work in Galilee was continued by his son 
and successor Aristobulus I ( 1 04- 1 03 BC), who 
forced the subjected Galileans to accept Judaism, 
as his father had done with the Idumaeans. 

According to Josephus, Aristobulus assumed the 
title 'king' instead of that of 'ethnarch' with wh ich 
his grandfather and (so far as we know) his father 
had been content, and wore a diadem in token of 
his royal estate. No doubt he hoped in this way to 
enjoy greater prestige among his Gentile neigh
bours, although his coins designate hirn, in lan
guage more congenial to his Jewish subjects, as 
'Judah the high priest'. 

Aristobulus died (perhaps of phthisis) after a 
year's reign and was succeeded by his brother AI
exander Jannaeus ( 1 03-76 BC), who married his 
widow Salome Alexandra. A more inappropriate 
high priest than Jannaeus could hardly be im
agined. He did go through the motions of his 
sacred office on occasions of high ceremony-and 
did so in a way that deliberately offended the sen
timents of many of his most religiously minded 
subjects (especially the Pharisees). ßut the master
ambition of his reign was military conquest. His 
pursuit of this policy brought hirn many reverses, 
but by the end of his reign he had brought under 
his control practically all the territory that had 
been I sraelite in the great days of the nation's 
history-at a ruinous cost to all that was of value 
in his people's spiritual heritage. 

Greek cities on the Mediterranean seaboard and 
in Transjordan were his special targets for attack; 
one after another he besieged and conquered them, 
showing by his ruthless vandalism how Iittle he 
cared for the true values of Hellenistic civilization. 
He modelIed his way of life on that of the cruder 
Hellenistic princelings of W Asia. Feeling against 
hirn on the part of many of his Jewish subjects 
reached such a pitch that, when he suffered a disas
trous defeat at the hands of a Nabataean force in 
Transjordan in 94 BC, they revolted against hirn 
and even enlisted the aid of the Seleucid king 
Demetrius I I I .  But other Jewish subjects of Jan
naeus, however much they disliked hirn, found the 
spectacle of a Seleucid king being called in to help 
a revolt against a member of the Hasmonaean 
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family too much for their patriotism; they volun
tee red to support the cause of their hard-pressed 
king and enabled hirn to put down the revolt and 
send the Seleucid contingents packing. The barbar
ity of the revenge wh ich Jannaeus took against the 
leaders of the revolt (who evidently included some 
outstanding Pharisees) was long remembered with 
horror. 

Jannaeus bequeathed his k ingdom to his widow, 
Salome Alexandra, who ruled it as queen regnant 
for 9 years. She bestowed the high-priesthood on 
her eIder son, Hyrcanus 1 1 .  In one important re
spect she reversed the policy of her predecessors; 
she befriended the Pharisees and paid attention to 
their counsel throughout her reign. 

Her death in 67 BC was followed by civil war 
between the supporters of the claims of her two 
sons, Hyrcanus 1 1  and Aristobulus 1 1 ,  to succeed to 
supreme power in Judaea. Aristobulus was a typ
ical Hasmonaean prince, ambitious and aggressive; 
Hyrcanus was a nonentity, but was easily manipu
lated by those who supported his claims in their 
own interests, among whom the dominating per
sonality was the Idumaean Antipater, whose father 
had been governor of Idumaea under Jannaeus. 

The civil strife between the two brothers and 
their respective partisans was halted by the 
Romans in 63 BC, in circumstances which brought 
Judaea's short-lived independence under the Has
monaeans to an end. 

VIII. The Roman supremacy 
In 66 BC the Roman senate and people sent their 
most brilliant general at that t ime, Pompey, to 
bring to a successful conclusion the war which they 
had been waging intermittently for over 20 years 
with M ithridates, king of Pontus, who had carved 
out an empire for hirnself in W Asia from the lands 
of the decadent Seleucid kingdom and neighbour
ing states. Pompey was not long in defeating M ith
ridates (who fled to Crimea and committed suicide 
there); but having done that, he found hirnself 
faced with the necessity of reorganizing the polit
ical life of W Asia. In 64 BC he annexed Syria as a 
province of Rome, and was invited by various par
ties in the Jewish state to intervene in its affairs too 
and put an end to the civil war between the sons of 
Jannaeus. 

Thanks to Antipater's shrewd appraisal of the 
situation, the party favouring Hyrcanus showed 
itself willing to co-operate with Rome, and Jerusa
lern opened its gates to Pompey in the spring of 63 
BC. The Temple, however, which was separately for
tified and was held by the partisans of Aristobulus, 
sustained a siege of 3 months before i t  was taken 
by Pompey's forces. 

Judaea now became tributary to Rome. She was 
deprived of the Greek cities which the Hasmo
naean kings had conquered and annexed, and the 
Samaritans were liberated from Jewish control. 
Hyrcanus was confirmed in the high-priesthood 
and leadership of the nation; but he had to be con
tent with the tille of 'ethnarch', for the Romans 
refused to recognize hirn as king. Antipater con
tinued to support hirn, determined to exploit this 
new turn of events to his own advantage, which ( i t  
must be conceded) coincided largely with the ad
vantage of Judaea. 

Aristobulus and his family endeavoured time 
after time to foment rebellion against Rome so as 
to secure power in Judaea for themselves. For 
many years, however, these attempts proved abort-
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ive. Successive Roman governors kept a firm grip 
on Judaea and Syria, because these provinces now 
lay on the E frontier of the Roman empire, beyond 
which was the rival empire of Parthia. The stra
tegie importance of this area may be gauged by the 
number of dominant figures in Roman history who 
play a part in the history of Judaea in these years
Pompey, who annexed it to the empire; Crassus, 
who as governor of Syria in 54-53 Be plundered 
the Jerusalem Temple and many other temples in 
Syria while collecting resources for a war against 
the Parthians, but was defeated and killed by 
them at Carrhae in 53 Be; Julius Caesar, who 
became master of the Roman world after defeating 
Pompey at Pharsalus in 48 Be; Cassius, a leader of 
Caesar's assassins, who as proconsul of Syria from 
44 Be proved financially oppressive to Judaea; 
Antony, who dominated the E provinces of the 
empire after he and Octavian had defeated Cae
sar's assassins and their followers at Philippi in 42 
Be; and then Octavian hirnself, who defeated 
Antony and Cleopatra at Actium in 3 1  Be and 
thereafter ruled the Roman worid alone as the 
emperor Augustus. Throughout the vicissitudes of 
Roman civil and extern al war Antipater and his 
family made it their settled policy to support the 
chief representative of Roman power in the E at 
any one time, whoever he might be and whichever 
party in the Roman state he might belong to. Julius 
Caesar in particular had reason to be grateful for 
Antipater's support when he was besieged in Alex
andria during the winter of 48-47 Be, and he 
conferred special privileges not only on Antipater 
hirnself but on the Jews as weil .  

This confidence which t h e  Romans learnt to 
place in Antipater's family was manifested out
standingly in 40 Be, when the Parthians invaded 
Syria and Palestine and enabled Antigonus, the last 
surviving son of Aristobulus 1 1 ,  to regain the 
Hasmonaean throne and reign as king and high 
priest of the Jews. Hyrcanus 1 1  was mutilated so as 
to be disqualified from ever becoming high priest 
again. Antipater was now dead, but an attempt was 
made to seize and liquidate his family. One son, 
Phasael, was captured and killed, but Herod, the 
ablest of Antipater's sons, escaped to Rome, where 
the senate nominated hirn king of the Jews, at the 
instance of Antony and Octavian. It was his task 
now to recover Judaea from Antigonus (who was 
left in peace by the Roman commander in Syria 
when the Parthian invaders were driven out) and to 
rule his kingdom in the interests of the Romans, as 
their 'friend and ally'. The task was not easy, and 
its successful completion in 37 Be, with the storm
ing of Jerusalem after a siege of 3 months, secured 
for Herod a bitter ill-will on the part of his new 
subjects which no effort of his could remove. An
tigonus was sent in chains to Antony, who ordered 
hirn to be executed. Herod tried to legitimate his 
position in Jewish eyes by marrying Mariamne, a 
Hasmonaean princess, but this marriage brought 
hirn more trouble, not less. 

Herod's position was precarious for the first 6 
years of his reign. Although Antony was his friend 
and patron, Cleopatra longed to incorporate 
Judaea in her kingdom, as her eariier Ptolemaic 
ancestors had done, and tried to exploit her as
cendancy over Antony to this end. The overthrow 
of Antony and Cleopatra in 3 1  Be, and Herod's 
confirrnation in his kingdom by the conqueror, 
Augustus, brought hirn some relief externally, but 
domestic peace was denied hirn both in his family 

cirde and in his relations with the Jewish people. 
Yet he governed Judaea with a firm hand, serving 
the interests of Rome even better than a Roman 
governor could have done. (For further details of 
his reign, • HEROD, 1 .) 

When Herod died in 4 Be his  kingdom was div
ided among three of his surviving sons. Archelaus 
governed Judaea and Samaria as ethnarch until AD 
6; Antipas governed Galilee and Peraea as tetrarch 
until AD 39; Philip received as a tetrarchy the terri
tory E and NE of the Sea of Galilee wh ich his 
father had pacified in the emperor's interests, and 
ruled it until his death in AD 34. (.  HEROD, 2, 3; 
• PHILlP, 2.) 

Antipas inherited a full share of his father's pol
itical acumen, and continued the thankless task of 
promoting the Roman cause in his tetrarchy and 
the surrounding regions. Archelaus, however, had 
all his father's brutality without his genius, and 
soon drove his subjects to the point where they 
petitioned the Roman emperor to remove hirn so as 
to prevent a revolt from breaking out. Archelaus 
was accordingly deposed and banished, and his 
ethnarchy was reconstituted as a Roman province 
of the third grade. In order that i ts  annual yield of 
tribute to the imperial exchequer might be as
sessed, the governor of Syria, • Quirinius, held a 
census in Judaea and Samaria. This census pro
voked the rising of • Judas the Galilean, and, while 
the rising was crushed, its ideals lived on in the 
party of the • Zealots, who maintained that the 
payment of tribute to Caesar, or to any other 
pagan ruler, was an act of treason to Israel's God. 

After the census, Judaea (as the province of 
Judaea and Samaria was caBed) received a prefect 
as governor. These prefects were appointed by the 
emperor and were subject to the general supervi
sion of the governors of Syria. The early Roman 
prefects exercised the privilege of appointing the 
high priest of Israel-a privilege wh ich, since the 
end of the Hasmonaean dynasty, had been exer
cised by Herod and Archelaus after hirn. The pre
fects sold the sacred office to the highest bidder, 
and its religious prestige was naturally very low. By 
virtue of his  office the high priest presided over the 
* Sanhedrin, which administered the internal af
fairs of the nation. 
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Of the earlier prefects the only one whose name 
is weil known is  Pontius • Pilate, whose harsh and 
stubborn character is recorded in the pages of 
Josephus and Philo-not to mention the part he 
plays in the NT narrative. His  construction 01' a 
new aqueduct to provide Jerusalem and the Temple 
with a better water-supply illustrates the material 
benefits of Roman rule; his flouting the religious 
scruples 01' the Jews by insisting on defraying the 
expense of it from the sacred Temple-fund illus
trates an aspect of Roman rule which was largely 
responsible for the revolt 01' AD 66-the insensitiv
ity of many of the governors to local feeling. 

For a short time, between the years 41 and 44, 
Judaea enjoyed a welcome relief from administra
tion by Roman prefects. Herod Agrippa I, a grand
son of Herod the Great and Mariamne, to whom 
the emperor Gaius had given Philip's former tet
rarchy as a kingdom in AD 37 (augmenting it by the 
addition of Galilee and Peraea in AD 39, after the 
deposition and banishment of Ant ipas), received 
Judaea and Samaria as further extensions 01' his 
k ingdom from the emperor Claudius in AD 4 1  
(. HEROD, 4). Because o f  h is descent from the 
Hasmonaeans (through Mariamne) he was popu-



lar with his lewish subjects. But his sudden death 
in AD 44, at the age of 54, meant that the province 
of ludaea (now incJuding Galilee as weil as Sa
maria) reverted to rule by Roman governors, now 
called procurators, since Agrippa's son, Agrippa 
the Younger (. HERoD, 5), was too young to be en
trusted with his father's royal responsibility. One 
concession was made to lewish sentiment, how
ever: the privilege of appointing the high priest, 
wh ich Agrippa had inherited from the prefects who 
preceded hirn, did not go back to the procurators 
who followed hirn, but was given first to his brother 
Herod of Chalcis, and then (after the death of that 
Herod in AD 48) to Agrippa the Younger. 

IX. End of the second commonwealth 
During the 20 years or so that followed the death 
of Herod Agrippa I, troubles multiplied in ludaea. 
The people in general found the re-imposition of 
procurators all the more irksome after their brief 
speil of government by a lewish king; and the pro
curators themselves did little to conciliate the 
sentiments of their lewish subjects. There was a 
succession of risings stirred up by pseudo
Messiahs such as • Theudas, who was killed by a 
cavalry detachment sent against hirn by the proc
urator Fadus (AD 44--46), or by Zealot leaders such 
as lames and Simon (two sons of ludas the Galil
ean), crucified by the next procurator Tiberius 
lulius Alexander (AD 46-48). The fact that Alex
an der was a renegade lew, scion of an illustrious 
lewish family of Alexandria, did nothing to in
gratiate hirn with the lews of ludaea. 

I t  was during the procuratorships of Fadus and 
Alexander that ludaea was hard hit by the famine 
of Acts l I  :28. losephus records how Helena, the 
queen-mother of Adiabene, E of the Tigris, bought 
grain in Egypt and figs in Cyprus at this time for 
the relief of the famine-stricken people of ludaea. 
The royal family of Adiabene were the most dis
tinguished lewish proselytes of the period; some of 
them actually fought on the lewish side in the war 
against Rome which broke out in AD 66. 

Under the procuratorship of • Felix disaffection 
increased in ludaea. Felix set hirnself energetically 
to rid the province of insurgent bands, and his 
severe measures against them were attended by 
temporary success, but they alienated large num
bers of the population, in whose eyes the insur
gents were not criminals but patriots. 

The closing years of Felix's procuratorship were 
attended by fierce riots between the Gentile and 
lewish inhabitants of Caesarea, arising out of a 
dispute about civic privileges. Felix sent the leaders 
of both parties to Rome to have the matter decided 
by the emperor, but was hirnself recalled and re
placed in the procuratorship by Festus (AD 59). 
The Caesarean dispute was decided in favour 01' 
the Gentiles, and lewish resentment at the deci
sion, coupled with the Gentiles' malicious exploit
ation of their victory, was one of the factors in the 
explosion of AD 66. 

• Festus was a relatively just and mild governor, 
but he died in office in AD 62, and his two succes
sors, Albinus and Florus, by their persistent of
fending of lewish national and religious sentiment, 
played into the hands of the anti-Roman extrem
ists. The last straw was Florus' sacrilegious seizure 
of 1 7  talents from the Temple t reasury. This pro
voked a riot which was put down with much 
bloodshed. The moderate elements in the nation, 
aided by the younger Agrippa, counselled re-
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straint, but the people were in no mood to listen to 
them. They cut the communications between the 
fortress of Antonia and the Temple courts, and 
the captain of the Temple, who was leader of the 
war-party in lerusalem, formally renounced the 
imperial authority by putting an end to the daily 
sacrifice for the emperor's welfare. 

Matters had now escaped Florus' control, and 
even the intervention of Cestius Gallus, governor 
of Syria, with stronger military forces than Florus 
had at his disposal, proved ineffective. Gallus had 
to withdraw, and his army suffered heavy losses on 
its retreat through the pass of Beth-horon (No
vember AD 66). 

This success, as i t  seemed to the insurgent lews, 
filled them with false optimism. The extremists' 
policy appeared to have been vindicated: Rome 
could not stand before them. The whole of Pales
tine was placed on a war footing. 

But Vespasian, who was entrusted with the putt
ing down of the revolt, set about his task method
ically. In 67 he crushed the rebellion in Galilee. 
Some of the leaders of the Galilean revolt, how
ever, escaped to lerusalem, and their arrival there 
added to the internal strife which racked the city 
during its last years and months. In the summer of 
68 Vespasian was approaching lerusalem itself 
when news came of Nero's deposition and death at 
Rome. The ensuing civil war at the heart of the 
empire nerved the defenders of lerusalem with 
fresh hope; it looked from their stand point as 
though Rome and the empire were on the verge of 
dissolution and Daniel's 5th monarchy was about 
to be established on their ruins. 
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From Caesarea, Vespasian watched the progress 
of events at Rome. On I luly, AD 69, he hirnself was 
procJaimed emperor at Alexandria by the governor 
of Egypt (the same apostate lew, Alexander, who 
had earlier been procurator of ludaea); the ex
ample of Alexandria was swiftly followed in Cae
sarea and Antioch and by the armies in most of the 
E provinces. Vespasian returned to Rome to 
occupy the imperial throne, leaving his son Titus to 
complete the suppression of the revolt in ludaea. 
By the end of AD 69 all ludaea had been subdued 
except lerusalem and three strongholds overlook
ing the Dead Sea. 

lerusalem was invested in the spring of AD 70. 
By May half the city was in the hands of the 
Romans, but the defenders refused to accept terms 
of submission. On 24 luly the fortress of Antonia 
was stormed; 12 days later the daily sacrifices 
ceased in the Temple, and on 29 August the sanc
tuary itself was set on fire and destroyed. Four 
weeks later the whole city was in Titus' hands. I t  
was razed to the ground, except for part o f  the W 
wall, with three towers of Herod's palace on that 
wall, which provided headquarters for a Roman 
garrison. The last centre of revolt to be crushed 
was the alm ost impregnable fortress of Masada, 
SW of the Dead Sea, where a Zealot force held out 
until the spring of AD 74 and then committed 
mass-suicide in preference to being captured. 

ludaea was reconstituted as a province under 
its own imperial legate, directly responsible to the 
emperor and in no way subordinate to the im
perial legate of Syria; unlike the procurators, the 
imperial legates of ludaea had legionary forces 
under their command. The former Temple tax, 
which lews throughout the world had paid for the 
maintenance of the house of God at lerusalem, 
was still exacted, but i t  was now diverted to the 
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maintenance of the temple of Jupiter on the 
Capitoline hili in Rome. 

With the disappearance of the Temple hierarchy 
and the Sanhedrin as formerly organized, the chief 
internal authority in the Jewish nation passed to a 
new Sanhedrin of rabbis, led at first by Yohanan 
ben Zakkai, a teacher of the school of Hillel. This 
religious court exercised its control through the 
synagogues and began the work of codifying the 
traditional body of oral law wh ich was in due 
course committed to writing in the M ishnah 
towards the end of the 2nd century AD. It was in 
large measure due to the action of Yohanan ben 
Zakkai and his colleagues and their successors 
that Israel's national and religious identity sur
vived the down fall of the Temple and the Second 
Jewish Commonwealth in AD 70 (· TALMUD AND 
MIDRASH.) 

See also • JUDAH; • ARCHAEOLOGY; • SACRIFICE; 
• LAW, etc. and entries on individual kings and 
places. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. de Vaux, The Early History 0/ 
Israel, 2 vols., 1 977; G. W. Ahlström, Who were the 
Israelites?, 1 986;  J. A. Soggin, A History 0/ Israel, 
1 984; J. M .  Miller and J. H .  Hayes, A History 
0/ Ancient Israel and ludah, 1 986; B. Halpern, 
The Emergence 0/ Israel in Canaan, 1 983; N. P. 
Lemche, Ancient Israel, 1 988 ;  Early Israel, 1 985.  

F.F.B. 

ISRAEL OF GOD. Paul's statement that 'not all 
who are descended from Israel belong to Israel' 
(Rom. 9 :6) is in line with the prophetic insistence 
that the true people of God, those who are worthy 
of the name of Israel, may be but a relatively 
sm all 'remnant' of fai thful souls within the nation 
of Israel. In the NT the concept of such a rem
nant appears in the preaching of John the Baptist, 
who insists that descent from Abraham is value
less in itself (Mt .  3:9 = Lk. 3 :8) .  Jesus' calling of 
disciples around hirnself to form the 'little flock' 
who were to receive the kingdom (Lk.  1 2 :32; cf 
On. 7:22, 27) marks hirn out as the founder of the 
new Israel; he explicitly designated the twelve 
apostles as judges of 'the twelve tribes of Israd' in 
the new age (Mt .  1 9:28;  Lk.  22:30). The 'little 
flock' was to be augmented by the accession of 
'other sheep' who had never belonged to the Jew
ish I"old (Jn. 10 : 1 6) .  

Whether the  expression 'the Israel of God' in  its 
one appearance in the NT (Ga I .  6 :  1 6) denotes be
lieving Jews only, or believing Jews and Gen tiles 
without distinction, is disputed; the latter is more 
probable, especially if the expression is to be con
strued in apposition to 'all who walk by this rule'. 
But that the community of believers in Jesus, ir
respective of their natural origin, is looked upon as 
the new I srael throughout the NT is dear. They are 
'the twelve tribes in the dispersion' (Jas. I :  I ), 'the 
exiles of the dispersion' (I Pet. I :  I), who are fur
ther designated, in language borrowed from OT 
descriptions of I srael, as 'a chosen race, a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, God's own people' ( I  
Pet. 2:9) .  

But the nudeus of this new Israel is Jewish 
(Rom. 1 1 : 1 8) .  And while the greater proportion of 
' Israel according to the flesh' is at present pre
vented, by a partial and temporary blindness, from 
recognizing their ancestral hope in Jesus, the time 
is coming when the veil will be removed from their 
eyes (2 Cor. 3 :  1 6) and they will be re-established by 

faith as members of the beloved community: their 
present estrangement will last only 'until the fuH 
number of the Gentiles come in,  and so all Israel 
will be saved' (Rom. I I  :25ff.) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Gillet, Communion in the 
Messiah, 1 942; M. Simon, Verus Israel, 1 948; R .  
Campbell, Israel and the New Covenant, 1 954; J. 
Munck, Paul and the Salvation 0/ Mankind, E.T. 
1 959; idem, Christ and Israel, 1 967; P. Richardson, 
Israel in the Apostolic Church, 1 970; BAI CS 6, f ... 

F.F.B. 

ISSACHAR. I. The fifth son of Jacob and Leah 
and the ninth son of Jacob (Gn . 30: 1 8; 35:23) .  
The name may derive from a compound of Heb. 
'is, 'man', and siiJ,iir, 'wages', hence 'a hircd work
er', although others suggest a less likely connec
tion with a verbal form, meaning, 'May (God) 
show mercy'. Issachar's tri bai portion fell 
between Mt Gilboa and the hills of Lower Galilee, 
at the E end of the Valley of Jezreel, but the 
boundaries cannot be drawn precisely. In some 01" 
the lists (e.g , Jdg. 1 :30) Issachar is not mentioned 
and may have been included with Zebulun (as 
Simeon was incorporated with Judah) .  Manasseh 
also seems to have expanded N into the territory 
of I ssachar. Sixteen cities and their associated vil
lages were assigned to Issachar (Jos. 1 9 :  1 7-23; cf 
1 7 : 1 0- 1 1 ) . 

The dose connection between Zebulun and Is
sachar is shown in their indusion in a common 
blessing (Ot. 33: 1 8- 1 9) .  The mountain mentioned 
is undoubtedly Tabor, where there was a common 
sanctuary. 

Issachar was involved in the campaign led by 
Oeborah, who probably came from this tribe (Jdg. 
5 :  1 5) ,  although it is not mentioned in the prose 
account (ch. 4). The battle began in Issachar's ter
ritory and completely broke the Canaanite dom in
at ion of the low-Iying areas. The minor judge, 
Tola, was a man of Issachar (Jdg. 10 :  I )  as was also 
the usurper, Baasha ( I  Ki. 1 5 :27). Issachar was one 
of the twelve administrative districts set up by 
Solomon ( I  Ki. 4 :  1 7) .  

The blessing of Jacob (Gn. 49: 1 4- 1 5) has been 
viewed as evidence that part of I ssachar was resi
dent in the land in the Amarna period, maintain
ing its position by giving a certain amount of com
pulsory labour to its Canaanite overlords. But the 
implied reproach may be merely a statement of the 
fact that Issachar's material prosperity made it 
submissive and effete. At the time of Oavid, how
ever, the tribe had gained a reputation for wisdom 
(I Ch. 1 2 :32), a fact which re-emerges in the Tal
mudic statement that the wisest members of the 
Sanhedrin came from Issachar. 
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2. The seventh son of Obed-edom, a Levitical 
gatekeeper in the Oavidic period ( I  Ch. 26:5). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, pp. 200, 2 1 2, 223, 232f; A.  
Alt ,  PlB 24, 1 928, pp.  47ff.; W. F. Albright, lAOS 
74, 1 954, pp. 222f ;  S. Yeivin, Melanges A. Robert, 
1 957, pp. 100ff. A.E .C. 

ITALY (Gk. Italia). By the middle of the I st cen
tury this name had come to have substantially its 
modern geographical meaning. 'All roads led to 
• Rome', and even be fore the time of Christ many 
Jews had resorted to I taly, especially to the me
tropolis. It was because the emperor Claudius had 
carried out a purge against the Jews that Paul met 



• Aquila and Priseilla (Aets 1 8 :2). Italy was the 
apostle's destination when after his appeal to 
Caesar he and other prisoners embarked at Caesa
�ea on wh at was to be his most famous journey 
(Aets 27: 1 , 6). In Heb. 1 3 :24 'those who eome from 
Italy' greet the addressees. J .D .D. 

ITHAMAR (Heb. 'i!ümür). The meaning 01' ihe 
name is uncertain, but may possibly be 'land of 
palms'. The youngest of Aaron and Elisheba's 
four sons (Ex. 6:23), I thamar was ordained to the 
priesthood (Ex. 28: I )  and direeted the building of 
the tabernacle (Ex .  38:2 1 ). In the apostasy of 
Nadab and Abihu he remained faithful in all but 
the matter of the sin-offering (Lv. 1 0) .  He was 
placed over the Gershonites and Merarites (Nu. 
4:28, 33). For evidence that Eli  was a deseendant 
of I thamar, see I Sa. 1 4:3 ;  22:9; I Ch. 24:3 .  A 
man ealled Daniel, one of his descendants, is 
named among the returning exiles (Ezr. 8:2). 

G.W.G. 

ITHIEL. Probably 'God is with me (eorreet ing 
Heb. pointing to ';ttief). 1 .  A Benjaminite ancestor 
of Sallu who resided in Jerusalem in Nehemiah's 
time (Ne. 1 1  :7) . 2. A man mentioned with Ueal in 
Pr. 30: I .  An altering of the word-divisions results 
in the more satisfaetory rendering: ' I  have wearied 
myself, 0 God (lü'i!i 'ef), and am eonsumed' 
(Rvmg.; NEB; EDE). D.A.H. 

ITHRA (Heb. yi!rü', 'abundanee'). Husband of 
Abigail, David's sister, and father of Amasa, one 
of David's generals. Though ealled an Israelite in 2 
Sa. 1 7:25, the marginal reading and I Ch. 2: 1 7  de
seribe hirn as an I shmaelite and give his name as 
'Jet her' (cf I Ki .  2 :5). l .D.D. 

ITHRITE. ' I thrites' was the name given to one of 
the families deseended from Kiriath-jearim (I Ch. 
2:53). Two members of David's bodyguard, I ra 
and Gareb, eame from this family (2 Sa. 23:38; I 
eh. 1 1  :40) and may have originated from the town 
of • Jattir ( I  Sa. 30:27). R.A.H.G. 

ITIAI (Heb. 'ittay, ? '(God) is with me'. I .  The 
leader of 600 men from Gath, who joined David 
shortly before Absalom's rebellion. His fidelity was 
sueh that he refused to leave the king when he ad
vised hirn to return (2 Sa. 1 5 : 1 9-22). 'Gittite' indi
eates that he was a Philistine; he was probably a 
soldier of fortune who found in David a leader 
worthy of his loyalty. With Joab and Abishai, he 
was subsequently one of David's 3 generals (2 Sa. 
1 8 :2). 

2. A Benjaminite. One of the 'thirty' of David's 
mighty men (2 Sa. 23:29; ' I thai' in I Ch. 1 1  : 3 1 ). 

l.G.G.N. 

ITURAEA (Gk. llouraia, Lk. 3: 1 ) . The name, 
mentioned in eonjunetion with - Traehonitis, 
alm ost certainly eomes from Heb. y'(llr (AV 'Jetur'), 
a son of Ishmael (Gn. 25 : 1 5- 1 6; I Ch. 1 : 3 1 ), men
tioned also as a tribe at war with the Israelites E of 
the Jordan ( I  Ch. 5 :  1 9) .  Little or nothing is  known 
of them thereafter until the time of the Jewish king 
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Aristobulus I ( 1 05- 104 BC), who is reeorded as 
having fought against the Ituraeans and taken 
from them a portion of their land (Jos., Anl. 1 3 .  
3 1 8) .  Thereafter frequent allusion i s  made t o  them 
by c1assical writers (Josephus, Strabo, Pliny, Dio 
Cassius, eIe.). Sometimes they are called Syrians, 
sometimes Arabians. 

At the time of the Roman conquest they were 
known as a wild robber tribe especially proficient 
in the use of the bow, but not assoeiated with any 
precisely defined geographical location . It was part 
of the territory ruled by Herod the Great, after 
whose death in 4 BC the kingdom was partitioned, 
and eertain lands including Traehonitis and what 
was called 'the house of Zeno (or Zenodorus) 
about Paneas' formed the tetrarchy of Philip 
(- TETRARCH) . If, as seems likely, this latter section 
was inhabited by I turaeans, it may have been 
known as Ituraea, for migratory tribes frequently 
gave their name to their new horne. Josephus, in 
defining the limits of Philip's sovereignty, does not 
specifically mention I turaea-some would say 
because it was indistinguishable from Trachonitis 
(Ant. 1 7. 1 89). 

I s  Luke's reference, then, to be understood as a 
noun or as an adjectival form? Does he intend the 
place or the people? No certainty is possible. Place
names of this region and time are notoriously elas
tic and liable to eorruption, and overlapping is 
frequently found. The most we can safely say is 
that i t  was, in W. Manson's words (Luke in 
MNTC) , 'a hilly country in the Anti-Lebanon 
range, inhabited by roving Arabs'. 

Caligula gave it to Herod Agrippa I. When the 
latter died i t  was incorporated into the province of 
Syria under procurators. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H .  M .  Jones, The Herods o[ 
iudaea, 1 938, pp. 9-1 1 , passim; E. Schurer, HiP I ,  
1 973, pp. 561-573; W. Schottroff, ZDPV 98, 1 982, 
pp. 1 25-1 52. l.D.D. 

IVA, A town conquered by the Assyrians in Isaiah's 
time, illustrating the certain defeat of Samaria (2 
Ki. 1 8 :34; 1 9: 1 3; I s. 37: 1 3) .  Probably Ava of 2 Ki. 
1 7:24. Imm ('Aya) on the Orontes and 'Ama in 
Elam are among suggested locations. D.J.W. 

D.W.B. 

IVAH. A foreign town conquered by the Assyrians 
during the time of I saiah and used as an illustra
tion of the inevitability of the defeat of Samaria (2 
Ki. 1 8 :34; 1 9: 1 3; Is. 37 : 1 3) .  Probably the Ava of 2 
Ki.  1 7 :24. The loeation is unknown. D.W.B. 

IVORY (Heb. sen, 'tooth' ,  or senhabbim (I Ki .  
1 0:22; 2 Ch. 9:2 1 )  thought by some to be 'tooth of  
elephant' ( so LXX), but  possibly meaning 'ivory 
(and) ebony' as in Ezk. 27: 1 5 ; cf Akkad. sin piri). 

Ivory was a form of wealth and a mark of lux
urious and fine goods (I Ki. 1 0: 1 8-22; Rev. 1 8 : 1 2, 
Gk. elephantinos). I t  was used for thrones and 
sometimes overlaid with gold (I Ki. 1 0: 1 8), for 
couches (Am. 6:4), and for furnishing and panel
ling rooms or palaces, hence Ahab's 'house of 
ivory' in - Samaria (I Ki. 22:39; cf Ps. 45:8) con
demned by Amos (3: 1 5) .  Its commonest use was in 
the manufacture of small objects and in composite 
models, where i t  simulated human flesh and thus 
was employed figuratively in poetry (CI. 5: 1 4; 7:4; 
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in the latter, 'tower of ivory' may, however, be a 
reference to a specific locality). 

Most ivory in use in Syria and Palestine came 
from Syrian (so-called 'Asiatic') elephants (Elephas 
maximus) which inhabited the upper Euphrates 
until hunted to extinction in the late I st millennium 
BC. Other sources were I ndia, from which tusks 
(qarnor .sen) were imported by ocean-going ships (2 
Ch. 9: 1 7, 2 1 )  to Babylonia (Ur) by Phoenicians 
who decorated their vessels with plaques of ivory 
(Ezk. 27:6), or overland from the Nilotic Sudan via 
Dedan in central Arabia (v. 1 5) .  Five tusks were 
found in the excavations at • Alalab (Syria). 

In the early 3rd millennium ivory was used for 
carving small figurines (Beersheba areal, animal 
heads (Jericho), or for silhouettes for inlay, in the 
early Mesopotamian fashion, in wooden objects 
(EI-Jisr). By the following millennium the trade 
flourished. Tusks are shown on Egyp. paintings 
and Assyr. sculpture as valued trophies of war. The 
Syro-Phoenician trade and guilds of ivory-workers 
under Egyptian influence sought to meet a growing 
export market to Assyria, making use of inlay, ap
plique, ajoure, veneer and fretwork techniques. 
Furniture, especially chairs, beds, caskets and 
round boxes (pyxides), are found, some showing 
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foreign influences in design. Remarkable caches 01' 
ivories have been recovered from Ras Shamra and 
Megiddo (c. 1 200 BC) and Nimrud (. CALAH) in 
Assyria (e. 700 BC). In the Israelite period ivories 
from Samaria and Hazor attest its use for ladies' 
hair combs, unguent vases, flasks and elaborate 
spoons supported by figures 01' maidens as weil 
as furniture. See also • PHOENICIA, • ARTS AND 
CRAFTS. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Y. and G. M. Crowfoot, Early 
lvories Irom Samaria, 1 938 ;  I .  1. Winter, 'Phoeni
cian and North Syrian I vory Carving in Historical 
Context', lraq 38, 1 976, pp. 1 -22; M. E. L. Mal
lowan and G. Hermann, lvorieslrom Nimrud, 1 -5 ,  
1 967-92. D.J.W. 

IYE-ABARIM, a stopping-place on the Exodus 
journey on the borders of Moab (Nu. 2 1 :  1 1 ; 
33 :44-45). Iye-abarim ( Heb. ' iyye hii' "l],iirfm, ruins 
of Abarim, or of the regions beyond) is abbrevi
ated in Nu. 33 :45 AV to l im .  Abel identifies it with 
the ancient si te of Mahaiy to the SE of Moab, 
Glueck places it farther W, and du Buit chooses a 
si te near the river Arnon. Its position is still debat-
ahle J .A�. 
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'AAR (Heb. ya'ar, 'forest ' )  in the OT usually 
ncans 'rorest' , but onee only it may be a proper 
lame (Ps. 1 32:6) as a poetieal abbreviation for 
• Kiriath-jearim (city 01' forests). Thc allusion in 
his psalm is to the bringing 01' the ark to Jerusa
em from Kiriath-jearim, where i t  had lain fo r 20 
/ears or more after i t  was reeovered from the Phil
stines (I Sa. 7 : 1 -2; I Ch . 1 3 :5). Some take the 
.vord here, as  elsewhere, to mean forest and refer 
it '  to the oath in the preeeding verses. M.A.M.  

JAAZANIAH (Heb. ya '''zanyah(u), 'Yahweh 
lears') .  I .  The Judaean army-commander, son 01' 
Hoshaiah, who supported Gedaliah at Mizpah (2 
Ki. 25:23; Je. 40:8). Jezaniah (Je. 40:8) may be 
the same as the brot her of Azariah (Je. 43:2, 
LXX). A seal found at Mizpah (Tell en-Nasbeh) 
lnscribed 'Ja'azaniah, servant of the king' may be 
1seribed to this man , but the name was common, 
Jceurring on ostraea from Laehish ( I )  and Arad 
)9). 

The imprint 01 an onyx scaraboid seal inscribed in 
Old Hebrew script (as described in the accompany
il/g arlic/e). c. 600 Be. 

2. Son of Jeremiah, a Rechabite leader (Je. 35:3) . 
3. Son of Shaphan, an Israelite eider, seen in a 
vision by Ezekiel (8: 1 1 ) offering ineense to idols in 
Jerusalem. 4. Son of Azur, seen by Ezekiel at the E 
gate of the Temple (Ezk. 1 1 : I ) . O.J .W. 

JABAL. A son of Adah, wife of Lamech, and an
:estor of those 'who dweil in  tents and have eallie 
[limiqneh)', or perhaps beller 'who dwell in tents 
and plaees of reeds' (m [Ioeal) + qäneh, 'reed'). See 
Gn. 4:20. J .O .O .  

JABBOK. A river ftowing W into the river Jordan, 
>Ome 32 km N 01' the Dead Sea . I t  rises near 
Amman (* RABBAH) in Jordan and in all is over 96 
km long. lt is today called the Wadi Zerqa. lt 

marked a boundary li ne between Ammonite and 
Gadite territory (Dt. 3: 1 6), onee the I sraelites had 
defeated the Amorite king Sihon S of the Jabbok 
(Nu. 2 1 :2 I ff.). l t  was also the river forded by 
Jaeob (Gn. 32:22) on the occasion of his wrestling 
with the angel and subsequent change of name. 
There may well be a play on words here: 'Jabbok' 
is in  Heb. yabböq, while '[and] wrestled' is 
[way) ye·ägeq. In the unvowelled text there is just 
an extra letter, an aleph, in the latterword. 

O.F.P .  

JABESH-GILEAD (Heb. yäges gi/'ät/). An l srael
ite town E of the Jordan wh ich kept out of the war 
against Benjamin and suffered severe reprisals 
(Jdg. 2 1 ) . Here Sau I proved his k ingship, routing 
the Ammonites who were besieging i t  (I Sa. 1 1 ). 
The citizens reseued Saul's body from the walls of 
Beth-shan after the ballJe of Gilboa (I Sa. 3 1 ;  
I Ch. I O) .  

Tell abu-Kharaz, on the N side 01' the Wadi 
Yabis where it reaches the plain, is the probable site 
(N. Glueck, BASOR 89, 9 1 ,  1 943; The River 
Jordan, 1 946, pp. 1 59-1 66). This isolated hili, 3 km 
from the Jordan and 1 5  km from Seth-shan, dQm
inates the area and was heavily fortified in l sraelite 
tim es. Earlier writers located Jabesh smaller sites 
upstream, but only Tell el-Maqlub is pre-Roman; 
this Glueck identifies with Abel-meholah. M .  
Noth (ZDPV 69, 1 953, p .  28) disputes some 01' 
Glueck's arguments, but the fact that Tell abu
Kharaz exists makes Maqlub an unlikely location 
for Jabesh. J . P.U .L.  
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JABEZ (Heb. ya'be�, 'he makes sorrowful') .  I .  A 
city, evidently in Judah, inhabited by 'the families 
01' the scribes' (I Ch. 2:55). 2. The head of a family 
of the tribe of Judah ( I  Ch. 4:9- 1 0), an 'honour
able' man whose prayer God answered. For discus
sion of a play on the Heb. words here, see C. F. 
Keil, Chronic/es, p. 88; 1. M .  Myers, J Chronic/es, 
1 965, pp. 28f. J .O .O.  

JABIN (Heb. yägfn, possibly '[God) pereeives'}. I .  
A king o f  * Hazor, leader of a n  alliance of N 
prinees defeated in ballJe by Joshua,  who after
wards slew Jabin (Jos. 1 1 : 1 - 14) . 2. Another king of 
Hazor (calIed 'king of Canaan' in Jdg.  4:2) who for 
20 years 'cruelly oppressed' the Israelites, who had 
been reduced thus to vassalage beeause of idolatry. 
Liberation came when Barak and Deborah de
feated Jabin's general * Sisera (Jdg. 4:3- 1 6), a not
able victory immortalized in the Song 01' Deborah 
(Jdg. 5) and leading to the destruction of Jabin 
(Jdg. 4:23-24), which is briefly referred to also in 
Ps. 83:9. J .O .O.  



JABNEEL 

JABNEEL (Heb. yal;n" el, 'God (EI) causes to 
build'), a name, of which a comparable form Jabni
ilu occurs in the Amarna letters, which is used of 
two places in the Bible. 

I. A city on the SW boundary of Judah (Jos. 
1 5 : I I )  and probably to be identified with Jabneh, a 
Philistine city which was captured by Uzziah (2 
Ch. 26:6). Jabneh was called Jamnia in the Gk.  and 
Rom. periods, and it was at this city that the San
hedrin was re-formed after the destruction 01' Jeru
salem in AD 70. 

2, A town of Naphtali (Jos. 1 9 :33), possibly to 
be identified with modern Khirbet Yamma (see 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 5 1 5- 1 5 1 6) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Avi-Yonah , Gazelleer 0/ 
Roman Palestine (Qedem, 5), 1 976, p. 67; S. Z. 
Leiman, The Canonization 0/ Hebrew Scripture, 
1 976, pp. 1 20- 1 24. T.C.M. 

JACHIN and BOAZ. The names of the decorated 
bronze pillars or columns which flanked the en
trance to the - Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem ( I  
Ki .  7 :2 1 ;  2 Ch. 3: 1 5- 1 7) .  When Nebuchadrezzar 
captured Jerusalem in 587 BC, they were broken up 
and taken to Babyion (2 Ki .  25 : 1 3) .  

I .  Description and construction 
Thc columns were 1 8  cubits high (c 9 m) and i 2 
cubits in circumference (c. I m diameter) and were 
topped with capitals which were 5 cubits high (c. 
2·5 m) ( I  Ki. 7 : 1 5- 1 6) .  The ChronicJer gives the 
height as 35 cubits (2 Ch. 3:  1 5) which is thought to 
indicate the combined height of  both columns al
lowing l eubit for inserting the columns into their 
bases and capitals. At the time of the destruction 
of the Temple the capitals are said to be 3 cubits 
high (2 Ki. 25: I 7) ; this reduction in height may 
have occurred when Jehoash (2 Ki .  1 2 :6ff.) or 
Josiah (2 Ki .  22:3ff.) undertook renovations in the 
Temple (cf Je. 52 :22) . This is preferable to the view 
that the earlier figure was mis-read or that there 
has been an error in the transmission of the text. 

Various attempts have been made to visualize 
the decoration as it is described ( I  Ki. 7 :  I 7-22, 4 1 -
42; Je. 52:22-23). I t  would appear that the capital 
had four opened and inverted lotus petals (Susän, 
RSV ' I i ly-work') 4 cubits in width (bä'üläm, I Ki .  
7 :  I 9, RSV ' in the vestibule', so Yeivin) and above 
this an inverted bowl (gu//ä). This bowl or pommel 
was encircJed by a network (.i'l;ä/sa) fringed with 
two rows 01' pomegranates. 

The columns and capitals were cast by Hiram, a 
craftsman from Tyre ( I  K i .  7 : 1 3- 1 4), who worked 
in the ground between Succoth and Zarethan ( I  
K i .  7:46) . Thcy were hollow (Je. 52:2 I )  and may 
have been cast with a technique similar to that used 
by Sennacherib when he had large mythical beasts 
cast in bronze (A RAB, 2, 1 927, p. 1 69; also see 
Underwood, Man 58, 1 958, p. 42), or some method 
akin to the casting of mediaeval cannon barrels 
may weil have been adopted for this immense task. 

11. Purpose 

Although it has been suggested that the columns 
supported the roof of the porch, the OT descrip
tion incJudes them with the furnishings of the 
Temple rather than with the architectural element 
and says that they were placed 'at' or 'near' (I Ki .  
7 :2 1 )  and 'before' (2 Ch. 3 : 1 7) the porch. There is 
considerable evidence for free-standing columns at 
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the entrances 01' temple sanctuarics. Bases for col
umns have been found in 1 3th-century BC temples 
at - Hazor, and Kamid el-Loz in a Phoenician 
temple at Kition and an I sraelite temple at - Arad, 
but whether these were free-standing is impossible 
to determine. The appearance of the columns can 
be gauged from cJay model shrines found in Pales
ti ne and Cyprus ( 1 3th-9th centuries BC) and from 
ivories found at Arslan Tash and N imrud. Impres
sions 01' tcmples on Greek and Roman coins from 
Cyprus and Phoenicia and descriptions made by 
Herodotus (2. 44), Strabo (3 .  4. 1 70) and Lucian 
(de dea Syria 1 5 . 27) reveal that pairs of columns 
continued to be placed at the entrances of temples 
until at least the 2nd century AD. 

While it  is cJear that the columns did not serve 
an architcctural function, any religious significancc 
that they may have had is obscurc. They may indi
cate the divine presence, as did the pillars 01' fire 
and smoke during the desert wanderings (Ex. 33:9; 
Dt. 3 1 : 1 5) .  Various stones and pillars in use from 
prehistoric times to the present seem to have a simi
lar portent. 

I I I .  Names 
The names of the columns may enshrine the 
memory 01' David's ancestry through his mother 
(Jachin occurs as a Simeonite name [Nu. 26: I 2] 
and in a priestly family [ I  Ch.  24: I ] ) and through 
the patern al line (- BOAZ). However, a more likely 
theory is that the names may be the first words of 
oracJes giving power to the Davidic dynasty: pcr
haps 'Yahweh will establish (ya/sfn) thy throne for 
ever' and ' In the strength (b" öz) of Yahweh shall 
the king rejoice' or something similar. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. B. Y. Scott, JBL 57, 1 939, pp. 
1 43ff. ; S. Yeivin, PEQ 9 1 , 1 959, pp. 6-22; J. Ouel
lette, in E. Gutmann (ed.), The Temple 0/ 50101110n, 
1 976, pp. I -20. D.J .W.  

C . J .D .  

JACOB. I t  is fitting that almost a quarter 01 '  the 
book of Genesis should be devoted to the biog
raphy of Jacob, the father of the chosen people. 
Written documents of the 2nd millennium BC havc 
provided extensive material corroborat ing thc 
background to the stories of Gn. 26-50. While this 
does not prove the existence of  the Patriarch or thc 
historicity of the narrative, it  does show that they 
are not late compositions from the time of the 
Exile with imaginative and anachronistic details. 
Rather it suggests that the stories were recorded in 
writing at an early date (- PATRIARCHAL AGE). A 
collection of stories with details apparently dis
crediting the hero is unlikely to be ccntred on a 
mythical figure. 

I. Date 
The exact limits of the lifetime of Jacob cannot 
be fixed because of a lack of explicit correlations 
between the biblical accounts and the surviving 
secular records (* CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TES
TAMENT). Evidence at present available suggests 
approximately the 1 8th century BC. Such a date 
would place his settlement in Goshen, not far 
from the Egyptian court, early in the period of 
the Hyksos domination, centred on Tanis 
(- EGYPT, *ZOAN) .  This date also aJlows * A bra
harn's l ife to be placed in the 20th and 1 9t h  cen
turies BC, as suggested by biblical and archaeo
logical evidence. 



The Great Sea 

( Mediterranean Sea ) 

G O S H E N 
I I / - , o �  

Palestine and Syria in the time 01 Jacob. 

1 1 .  Biography 
Jacob was born clutching the heel (Heb. 'eqeg) 01' his 
eider twin Esau (Gn. 25:26), so the name given to 
him was 'he clutches' or, on another plausible inter
pretation, 'he clutched' (Heb. ya'''qög). This may 
have been intentional punning on a current name 
ya' ''qög-il, 'may God protect' or 'God has pro
tected' .  Cuneiform and Egyptian documents 01' the 
period contain personal names from the same root 
( 'qb), including some 01' parallel form, in use among 
people 01' the W Semitic group (* AMORITES). 
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Jacob 'supplanted' (this is a nuance developed 
from 'to take by the heel, to overtake', Heb. root 
'qb) his brother, first obtaining the birthright 01' the 
eider son by taking advantage 01' his brother's 
hunger and then beguiling Isaac into giving to hirn 
the blessing which was by custom that 01' the first
born. The first-born son normally inherited more 
01' the paternal estate than each 01' the other chil
dren (twice as much later, cf Dt. 2 1 :  1 6) .  As weil as 
the special legacy, it seems that the chief heir was 
marked out for a social and religious position as 



Ln W 00 

Isaac m. Rebekah 

I r- I 
JACOB m. (!) Leah Esau 

( G n .  25:25) (Gn. 25:26) I (Gn .  29:32- 35; 
30: 1 7 -2 1 ) 

I 
Reuben 

I 
4 chi ldren 

(Gn . 46:8-9)  

I I 
Simeon Levi 

( G n .  46:1 1 ) 

I KoLh I 
Gershon 

6 ch i ldren 
(Gn . 46: 1 0) 

Merari 

I 
J udah 

5 chi ldren 
(Gn . 46: 1 2)  

Possible g a p  of several generations? 

I I I 
Amram Izhar Hebron Uzziel I 

Possible gap of several generations? 
I r-- --i 

Aaron Moses 

Jacob and his descendal/(s. 

I 
Issachar I 

4 chi ldren 
(Gn . 46: 1 3) 

c. Q) Bi lhah 

�' 
Zebulun D inah Dan Naphtali 

(Gn . 46 1 5) I 
3 chi ldren 

(Gn . 46: 1 4) 

1 son 
(Gn . 46:23) 

4 chi ldren 
(Gn . 46:24) 

c . G)Zilpah 
(G�2) 

Gad Asher 

I 
7 chi ldren 

(Gn . 46: 1 6)  

m. @ Rachel 
(Gn .  30:22-24; 

� � B".,mi, 

Ephraim Manasseh 
(Gn . 46:20) 

5 chi ldren 
(Gn . 46:1 7 ) 

1 0  chi ldren 
(Gn .  46:21 ) 

m. = marries 
c. = concubine 
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head of the family. The bestowal of a blessing by 
the father, and the possession of the household 
gods, probably symbolized this. These customs 
may be deduced from contemporary deeds of 
adoption and legal records as weil as from the bib
lical accounts. The brief narrative of the sale of 
Esau's birthright for a meal does not tell how the 
exchange was confirmed or whether it was re
corded officially. A document of the 1 5th century 
BC records the sale of the patrimony of a man in 
Assyria. A document from the same milieu shows 
that the oral promise of a man to his son could be 
upheld in a court of law (see ANET, p. 220). So 
I saac's blessing was irrevocable, as the text em
phasizes (Gn. 27:33f.). Thus Jacob became the 
bearer of God's promise and the inheritor of 
Canaan (cf Rom. 9 : 1 0- 1 3) .  Esau received the less 
fertile region, wh ich became known as ° Edom. 
Rebekah, the mother, obtained I saac's permission 
for Jacob to Hee from Esau's anger to her horne in 
° Paddan-aram (Gn. 28: I ff.). She used as excuse 
the need for Jacob to marry a member of the same 
clan and so avoid mixed marriages such as Esau 
had contracted with the local people. 

The central event of Jacob's l ife took place 
during his flight N. At the end of a day's journey, 
perhaps the first, he had arrived in the hill-country 
near ° Bethel, some 1 00 km from Beersheba. This is 
a reasonable distance for a fast camel to cover in 
one day. The first stage 01' the flight would obvi
ously finish as far from home as possible. There is 
no indication that Jacob had any knowledge of a 
particular sanctity attaching to the area, although 
he may have known of the site of his grandfather's 
altar (Gn. 1 2 :8) .  As he slept he was gran ted the 
vision 01' a ladder between heaven and earth and of 
the God 01' his family standing above it .  The prom
ise given to Abraham was confirmed to hirn and he 
was given a promise of divine protection. Jacob 
commemorated his dream by setting up the stone 
on which he had rested his head and pouring a 
libation of oil over it (Gn. 28 :  I I  ff.) .  Such simple 
monuments were often erected in sacred places 
(0 PILLAR). This one marked the place where, for 
Jacob, God was known to be present. 

The narrative leaps from Bethel to the district 01' 
Harran at the time of Jacob's arrival. As had 
Eliezer (Gn. 24: 1 1 ), so Jacob came first to the weil 
outside the city. Here he was met by his cousin 
Rachel and taken to Laban, his uncle, who ac
ccpted hirn as his kinsman. When a month had 
clapsed, Jacob agreed to work for his unde and, 
after 7 years, to take Rachel as his wife (Gn. 
29: I ff. ) .  The wedding was duly celebrated in the 
presence of witnesses to the oral or written mar
riage contract, legally required in Babylonia to give 
a woman the status of wife. Laban claimed a local 
custom as his excuse for actually giving his eIder 
daughter Leah to Jacob. That the eIder daughter 
should be married first is a custom not otherwise 
k nown. Jacob acq uiesced in Laban's action and a 
new agreement was made allowing Jacob to marry 
Rachel after the week (presumably 01' celebrations) 
was completed. Seven more years' service were re
quired in place 01' the money given by a man to his 
father-in-Iaw (0 M ARRIAGE). 

Eleven sons and one daughter were born to Jacob 
in Laban's house during the 20 years he stayed 
there. Leah bore four sons while Rachel remained 
barren. Her chagrin was partly overcome by giving 
her maid Bilhah 10 Jacob and adopting her two 
sons ( 0 Nuzl) .  Leah did likewise \\'ith her maid Zil-

JACOB 

pah, who also bore two sons. The knowledge that 
adoption might lead to conception by the adoptive 
mother may have prompted this (cf Sarah and 
Hagar, Gn. 1 6:2) .  Two more sons and a daughter 
were borne by Leah before Rachel bore Joseph. 
Several of the names given to Jacob's children also 
occur in contemporary texts, although there is no 
mention of the biblical characters known. 

Harran was an important trading centre as weil 
as a fertile agricultural and pastoral district. 
Laban, it may be assumed, had a town house where 
he lived during the summer harvest season, taking 
his Hocks to pasture on the hills during the winter. 
As head of what was evidently a fairly wealthy 
family, he would have had authority over his own 
household and perhaps in the city council. Jacob's 
request to be allowed to return to his home was, 
perhaps, made at the end of the 1 4  years' service 
for his two wives, and after Rachel had borne her 
first son, Joseph. His management of Laban's 
Hocks had been so successful that Laban was un
willing to let him go (Gn. 30:25ff.). An agreement 
was made whereby Jacob should continue to work 
for Laban in return for all the beasts of Laban's 
flocks and herds wh ich were of impure colour. In 
this way Jacob would build up a capital from which 
to support his family. Laban, again breaking his 
agreement, removed all the animals to wh ich Jacob 
might lay claim, but Jacob, following advice 
received in a dream, ingeniously turned his father
in-Iaw's trickery to his own advantage without 
infringing the agreement .  His prosperity aroused 
the envy of Laban's sons, who fei t  that he was rob
bing them of their lawful inheritance (Gn . 3 1 :  I ). A 
divine command overcame any reluctance Jacob 
may have had at leaving Harran without Laban's 
approval .  Rachel and Leah supported his plan, 
since, they claimed, their father had spent the 
dowry they should have received (0 M ARRIAGE). 
The flight was accomplished while Laban was away 
from home for sheep-shearing. A 2-day start en
abled Jacob and his Hocks to travel as far as Gi lead 
in N Transjordan be fore he was overtaken by 
Laban (Gn. 3 1  :22ff.). Seven days far Laban's pur
suit, covering about 400 miles, is weil within the 
reach of a riding camel. Laban complained of 
Jacob's furtive departure but his particular con
cern was for the theft of his gods (OTERAPHIM, 
° Nuzl) .  I f  possession of these images did mark the 
head of the family, then Rachel's deed was in
tended to exalt Jacob. She managed to retain them 
by a ruse. Jacob in turn reminded Laban of how 
weil he had served him, complying with all the cur
rent requirements of a good herdsman, and how ill 
he had been rewarded . A pact was made, Laban 
using his authoritative position to dictate the 
terms: his daughters were not to be maltreated, nor 
should Jacob take another wife. A pillar was erect
ed to commemorate the covenant and a cairn was 
bui lt . These also served as points of demarcation 
beyond which neither party should go; possibly a 
recognition of the extent of Jacob's territorial 
rights under the promise. Each party called upon 
God to be witness and punish whoever might break 
the covenant. A sacrifice was made and the two 
parties shared a meal as a sign of their goodwill . 
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Jacob proceeded to ° Mahanaim, where an an
gelic host met hirn, and then he sent scouts to dis
cover Esau's attitude (Gn . 32: I ff.). At his ap
proach, Jacob took care to safeguard half of his 
possessions and also sent a large gift to his brother. 
After he had asked for divinc protection, and as he 
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was about to ford the river Jabbok at • Penuel, he 
was engaged in a struggle with a stranger who 
prevailed only by dislocating Jacob's thigh. This 
incident was regarded as Jacob's redemption 
' from all evil' (Gn. 48: 1 6), the new name Israel 
showing that he was able to contend with God (cf 
Ho. 1 2 :4), his disability displaying his subordin
ation. Esau's friendly greeting did not overcome 
Jaeob's qualms. He turned down to ·Succoth 
instead of following Esau. From Sueeoth he 
moved up to a town in the territory of Shechem 
and purehased a pieee of land. The rape of Dinah 
and the vengcance taken by her brothers made the 
area hostile to him (Gn. 34: I ff.). God instructed 
him to go to Bethel, presumably outside the juris
diction of Shechem, to worship. The various 
pagan symbols brought from Paddan-aram were 
buried before the family could proceed. As before, 
Jacob erected a pillar to commemorate his com
munion with God and poured a libation. He did 
the same to mark Rachel's tomb at • Ephrath but 
without a libation (Gn. 35 : 1 -20). After Isaac's 
death (Gn. 35 :28-29) he settled in the region of 
Hebron and there Iived as he had in Harran, by 
herding and by cultivation. When the famine 
struck and he was invited to Egypt, he first sought 
assurance that it was right for hirn to go S of 
Beersheba (Gn . 46: I ff.). 

Before his death he adopted the two sons of 
Joseph and gave them a special blessing, preferring 
the younger over the eIder (Gn. 48). The blessings 
of the twelve sons are recorded in a poetie eom
position that plays upon the meanings of their 
names (Gn. 49: 1 -27). Jaeob died, over 1 30 years 
old, and was buried in the family tomb at " Machpe
lah near Hebron (Gn. 50: 1 3) .  

His descendants called themselves by his  name 
" Israel (paralleled by Jaeob in poetry). As the 
chosen people they had the privilege of striving 
with God . A . R . M .  

1 1 1 .  New Testament references 

Jaeob the son of I saae is listed in the genealogies 
(Mt .  1 :2;  Lk. 3:34). More signifieant is the reeur
ring eonjunetion, Abraham, I saae and Jaeob, 
where Jaeob stands with the other two as a type 
of the eternally blessed (Mt .  8 : 1 1 ;  Lk. 1 3 :28). All 
three Synoptists reeord Jesus' quotation of Ex. 
3:6, 'I am the God of Abraham, and the God of 
Isaae, and the God of Jaeob' (Mt .  22:32: Mk.  
1 2 :26; Lk . 20:37; also Aets 7:32). This sonorous 
rormula (taken up in the Jewish liturgy, cf the 
Eighteen Benedietions) gives emphasis and 
solemnity to the eharaeter of God as the one who 
entered into covenant relation with the Patriarchs 
of old, and who honours his promises. Peter uses 
nearly the same formula to heighten his declar
ation 01' what God has done in Christ (Acts 3: 1 3). 
Stephcn mentions Jacob several times (Acts 7: 1 2, 
1 4- 1 5 , 46). The last time he speaks of 'the God of 
Jacob', thus giving this Patriarch central import
anee in the history of religion. Paul refers to 
Jaeob twice, the first time to bring out God's pur
poses in eleetion (he chose Jaeob berore the two 
children were even born, Rom. 9: 1 1 - 1 3) ,  and the 
second time as a way of symbolizing the nation 
(Rom. 1 1  :26). Finally, this Patriarch figures in 
Hebrews as one or the heroes of faith (Heb. 1 1  :9, 
201".) 

A Jacob also oecurs as the name or the father 01' 
Joseph in the Matthean genealogy of our Lord 
(Mt .  1 : 1 5- 1 6). L . M .  

JAEL (Heb. yei'el, 'wild goat') . The wife of Heber 
the Kenite and murderess of Sisera (Jdg. 4: 1 7-2 1 ) .  
At that time the Canaanites, under the leadcrship 
of Jabin, king of Hazor, and Si sera dominated 
Israel. In a parenthetical note (Jdg. 4: 1 1 ) the pres
ence of the Kenites as far N as Zaanannim, on the 
border of Naphtali (Jos. 1 9:33), is explained; nor
mally they were assoeiated with the tribe of Judah. 
Their skills in metal-working would make them 
useful allies to the Canaanites (Jdg. 4: 1 7). 

After the Israelites, under Deborah and Barak, 
had inflieted a erushing defeat upon the Canaan
ites, the main part of the defeated army fled W. 
Sisera, however, evidently having abandoned his 
eommand, headed N, probably to seek sanetuary at 
Hazor. Jael, appreeiating his vital importanee (cf 
Jdg. 4:22), offered him hospitali ty, which, aeeord
ing to eontemporary eustom, guaranteed pro
teetion. Her treaehery was inereased by her 
attempt to convey a sense of seeurity (Jdg. 4: 1 8) .  
Since the ereetion of tents was women's work, Jael 
was able to despatch Sisera efficiently by driving a 
tent peg into his temple. To be killed by a woman 
would be eonsidered a disgrace (cf Jdg. 9 : 54) So 
Deborah's propheey, that the prineipal honour of 
slaying Si sera would be a woman's, was fulfilled 
(Jdg. 4 9).  

This vietory gave permanent relief from Ca
naanite oppression and allowed I srael control of 
the strategie Esdraelon valley. It was immortal ized 
in the Song of Deborah (Jdg. 5), reekoned to be 
eontemporary, whieh shows a barbarie exultation 
in Jael's vieious aet (Jdg. 5:24-27). But, whilst not 
approving, we must not overlook the natural 
human reaetion of these long-oppressed Israelites 
at the death of their arch-enemy. 

Various unlikely emendations have been sug
gested to remove the surprising referenee to Jael in 
Jdg. 5:6. The point made is probably that, al
though Shamgar and Jael were living when I srael 
was persecuted, neither was able to effect deliver
anee. Deborah gains full eredit for this. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. E. Cundall, Judges and Ru/il 
1 968, pp. 8 1 - 1 0 1 . A .E.C.  
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JAHAZ (Heb. yaba$). A site in the plains of Moat 
where Israel defeated Sihon, the Amorite king (Nu 
2 1  :23; Dt. 2:32; Jdg. 1 \ :20). The name oecurs in 
several forms-Jahzah, Jahaza (Jos. 1 3 : 1 8), and 
Jahazah (Jos. 21 :36; Je. 48:2 1 ) . It fell in the portioll 
of Reuben, and was assigned to the Merarite Lev
ites (Jos. 1 3 : 1 8 ; 2 1  :34, 36). The area was later losl 
to Israel, but Omri reeonquered the land as far a� 
Jahaz. The " Moabite Stone (Iines 1 8-20) state� 
that the I sraelites dwelt there while they foughl 
Mesha. Finally, Mesha drove them out and addec 
Jahaz to his domains. 

M. du Buit would plaee the site just off the cen 
tral high lands road on the right of the Wadi Wali 
Y. Aharoni has proposed Khirbet el-Medeiyine� 
on the fringe of the desert (LOB). The eity was stil 
in Moabite hands in the days of Isaiah and Jer· 
emiah ( ls. 1 5 :4; Je. 48:2 1 , 34) J . A .T. 

JAHZEIAH (Heb. yah'yei, 'Yahweh sees, re 
veals'; AV 'Jahaziah', Ezr. 1 0: 1 5) .  One of four  mer 
mentioned in eonneetion with the controversy ovel 
foreign wives. AV regards the four as supportin! 
Ezra, 'being employed about this matter'; but th( 



same Heb. phrase can be translated also as 'op
posed this' (so RSV, BDB, etc.). The context would 
see m to support the AV rendering. J .D .D. 

JAIR ( Heb. yä'ir, 'he enlightens'). I. Descendant 
of Manasseh who, during the conquest E of the 
Jordan under M oses, took several villages on the 
border of Bashan and Gilead (Nu. 32:4 1 )  and 
named them • H avvoth-jair. 2, A judge who judged 
I srael for 22 years (Jdg. 1 0:3,  5). His thirty sons 
had thirty cities in Gilead, the name Havvoth-jair 
bcing associated with them. 3. Father of Mordecai 
(Est. 2 :5) .  

4. (yä'ir, 'he arouses' .)  Father of · Elhanan ( I  
Ch. 20:5),  one o f  David's heroes; h e  i s  called Jaare-
oregim (2 Sa. 2 1 :  1 9) by a scribal error. M.A.M.  

JAIRVS, A ruler of the synagogue whose daughter 
was healed by Christ (Mk.  5 :2 1 -43; Lk. 8:4 1 -56; 
cf Mt. 9 :  1 8-26). The name may be derived from 
Heb. yö 'ir, 'Yahweh enlightens' (cf Jair, Jdg. 1 0:3) .  
He is named by Mark and Luke but not by Mat
thew. His duties included the conducting of the 
synagogue worship and the selection of those who 
were to lead the prayer, read the Scriptures, and 
preach in it. There was generally only one archisy
nagögos to each synagogue (Matthew describes 
hirn simply as archön, which here has the same 
significance). 

Jairus came to Jesus after he had crossed the sea 
of Galilee from the Decapolis and landed near Ca
pernaum. His  daughter, aged 1 2, was at the point 
of death, and he asked hirn to come and heal her. 
On the way to his horne Jesus healed the woman 
with a haemorrhage. Then the news ca me that the 
girl was dcad. Most of those present fei t  i t  un
necessary to trouble Christ any furt her, and they 
were scornful of his statement that the girl was not 
dead but asleep. When all but Peter, James, John, 
Jairus and his wife had been dismissed, Jesus took 
her by the hand and she came back to life. He 
ordered her to be fed and enjoined strict secrecy 
upon them. 

From a Iiterary point of view it is interesting to 
see how Matthew compresses the story, so much so 
as to give the impression that the child was dead 
when Jairus first approached Jesus. lt is also note
worthy that the Aramaic phrase t'li{ti qum(i) is 
retained by Mark.  R.E.N. 

JAMES (Gk. Iaköbos, Heb. ya'''qö!2, 'heeI
catcher' , 'supplanter'). 

I. The son of Zebedee, a Galilean fisherman 
who was ca lied with his brother John to be one 01' 
the twelve apostles (Mt .  4:2 1 ) .  These two along 
with Peter formed the inner core of three among 
the twelve, being present at the raising of Jairus' 
daughter ( M k .  5 :37), the transfiguration (Mk.  9:2), 
and the agony in Gethsemane (Mk. 1 4:33) to the 
exclusion of the others. James and John, whom 
Jesus nicknamed 'Boanerges, that is, sons of thun
der' (Mk. 3 :  1 7) ,  were rebuked by Jesus when they 
suggested that they should 'bid fire come down 
from heaven' to destroy a Samaritan village which 
had refused to receive the Jerusalem-bound Jesus 
(Lk.  9:54). The pair also caused envy among the 
disciples by requesting a place of honour in 
Christ's kingdom; while not promised this advan
tage, they were told they would drink the cup their 

JAMES, EPISTLE OF 

Master was to drink (Mk .  1 0:39), a prophecy 
wh ich was fulfilled for James when he was 'killed 
. . .  with the sword' by Herod Agrippa I, c.  AD 44 
(Acts 1 2 :2). 

2, The son of Alphaeus, another of the twelve 
apostles (Mt .  1 0:3 ;  Acts 1 : 1 3) .  He is  usually identi
fied with 'James the younger', the son of Mary 
(Mk .  1 5 :40). The description 'the younger' (Gk.  110 
mikros, 'the little') distinguishes hirn from the sons 
of Zebedee as either younger or smaller in stature. 

3, An otherwise unknown James who was the 
father of the apostle Judas (not Iscariot) in the 
Lucan writings (Lk. 6 : 1 6; Acts 1 : 1 3; the other 
Gospels have Thaddaeus instead of  Judas). 

4, The brother of Jesus who, along with his 
brothers Joses, Simon and Judas (Mt .  1 3 :55),  ap
parently did not accept the authority of Jesus 
before the resurrection (see Mk. 3 : 2 1  and Jn. 7:5) .  
After the risen Jesus had appeared to h irn (I Cor. 
1 5 : 7) ,  he became a leader 01' the lewish-Christian 
church at Jerusalem (Ga\. I :  1 9; 2:9; Acts 1 2 : 1 7) .  
Tradition stated that he  was appointed firs t  bishop 
of Jerusalem by the Lord hirnself (Eusebius, EH 7. 
1 9) .  He presided at the first Council of Jerusalem, 
which considered the terms of admission of Gen
tiles into the church, formulated the decree which 
was promulgated to the churches of Antioch, Syria 
and Cilicia (Acts 1 5 :  1 9-23), and remained as sole 
leader of the Jerusalem church, working to main
tain its unity with Paul and his mission when Paul 
visited Jerusalern for the last time (Acts 2 1  : 1 8ff.). A 
few years later James suffered martyrdom by ston
ing at the instigation of the high priest Ananus 
during the interregnum after the death of the 
procurator Festus in AD 61 (Josephus, Anl. 20. 9). 
Hegesippus' largely legendary tradition claims that 
James was known as 'the Jus!' because of  his 
(Jewish) piety (Eusebius, EH 2 .  23). Jerome (De 
viris iIIuslribus 2) records a fragment from the lost 
apocryphal Gospel according 10 Ihe Hebrews 
(· NEW TESTAMENT ApOCRYPHA) containing a brief 
and probably unhistorical account of the appear
ance of the risen Jesus to James. James is the trad
itional author of the canonical Epistle of James, 
where he describes hirnself as 'a servant of God 
and 01' the Lord Jesus Christ' (Jas. I :  I ) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY .  R. Bauckham, Jude and Ihe Re-
latives 01 Jesus, 1 980. P.H.D. 
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L Outline of contents 

a. Introduction 
Greeting I :  I 
Statement and restatement of themes 1 :2-27 
(Test 01' faith, speech and spirit, piety and 
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poverty) 
b. Development 

Piety and poverty 2: 1 -26 
Speech and spirit (Wisdom) 3 :  1 -4 :  1 2  
Test and result 4: 1 3-5:6 

c. Conclusion (with restatement of themes) 5 :7-20 

11, Authorship and date 
Due to uncertainty about the identity of the 
author, who describes hirnself as 'James, a servant 
of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ' ( I :  I ), this 
Epistle did not receive general acceptance in the W 
until the 4th century. Most Christians recognized 
that James the son of Zebedee was martyred tOD 
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early to have been the author, and there is no evi
dence that the early church ever allributed 
the Epistle to any other James, e.g. 'James the 
younger'. Mk .  3 : 1 8 ; 1 5 :40; Luther's amibution 
10 some unknown James was the result 01' his dog
matic devaluation of the work as 'a right strawy 
epistle', since it apparently contradicted Paul on 
the maller of justification and did not set forth 
the central doctrines of salvat ion. 

Some modern scholars, noticing the almost 
complete lack 01' references to distinctively Chris
tian doctrines, the apparently disjointed nature of 
the moral axioms in which the Epistle abounds, 
and the fact that Jesus Christ is explicitly men
tioned only twice, have rejected the idea that it was 
composed by any Christian, suggesting instead 
that an originally pre-Christian Jewish homily was 
adapted for Jewish-Christian use by the insertion 
of 'Jesus Christ' at I :  l and 2 :  I .  Other scholars, 
noticing doctrinal and church situations which 
could poin t  to a date later than the life of the 
Lord's brot her, regard the Epistle as a late Chris
tian homily written to meet the needs of the more 
settled Christian communities after early evangel
istic fervour had subsided (AD 70- 1 30). 
• The first theory, which sometimes attributes the 
work to an unknown James or pseudonymously to 
the patriarch Jacob, might account for such ex
pressions as 'Abraham our father' (2:2 1 )  and 'the 
Lord 01' hosts' (5:4), and the emphasis laid upon 
works in justification (2: 1 4-26). It could also ex
plain the phenomena that the writer speaks like a 
second Amos when he denounces the rich (5:  1 -6), 
and cites Abraham (2 : 2 1 ), Rahab (2:25), Job (5: 1 1 )  
and Elijah (5 :  1 7) as examples 01' virtue, but not 
Jesus. Yet these and similar features do not demand 
such an explanation, especially if the Epistle were 
written before the wide circulation 01' the Gospels, 
for the OT was the Bible 01' the early Christians. As 
has been pointed out, 'there is no sentence in the 
Epistle, which a Jew could have written and a 
Christian could not'. Moreover, the Christianity 01' 
the Epistle is much more extensive than it appears 
on the surface, and it is difficult to suppose that the 
imaginary Christian interpolator would have been 
capable 01' exercising such great restraint! 

The second theory, wh ich normally assumes that 
the work was pseudonymously attributed to the 
Lord's brother to give it authori ty, gains credence 
from the quality 01' Greek in the Epistle and the 
argument that 2: 1 4-26 was written to counteract 
an antinomian perversion 01' Paul's doctrine 01' 
justification by faith. But it fails to account for the 
primitive features of the Epistle (e.g. the mention 
01' elders and not bishops in 5:  1 4) and the Palestin
ian colouring (e.g. 'the early and the late rain' in 
5:7). Furthermore, were the Epistle pseud
epigraphic, it  is hard to explain why the author did 
not use a c1earer and more exalted ti tle (e.g. 'James 
the apostle' or 'James the brot her 01' the Lord'). 

The address 'to the twelve tribes in the Disper
sion' ( I :  I ), probably referring to scattered Jewish
Christian congregations (it is the reason why the 
letter is included among the general or catholic 
Epistles), the homiletic character 01' the work, its 
Jewish-Christian flavour, its concern with a com
munal ethic and communi ty solidarity, its echoes 
01' the later Jewish Wisdom literature ('wisdom', 
probably meaning the Spirit, is one of its key
words, see 1 :5; 3 :  1 7) ,  01' nonconformist Jewish the
ology (it contains striking paralleis to the · DEAD 
SEA SCROLl.s), and of the sayi ngs of Jesus which 

became cmbodied in the Sermon on th� M ount ( cl 
2: 1 3  and Mt .  5 :7 ;  3 : 1 2  and Mt .  7 : 1 6: 3 : 1 8  and Mt.  
7 :20; 5:2 and Mt .  6: 1 9; 5 : 1 2  and Mt .  5 : 34-37). and 
the note 01 '  authority with which thc author speaks 
are all consistent with the tradition that he was 
James the Lord's brot her, first 'bishop' 01' the 
church in Jerusalem. Moreover, although the Epis
tle contains some curious non-biblical li terary 
phrases (e.g. I :  1 7, 23; 3 :6), its Hebraic features 
coupled with the frequent use 01' rhetorical ques
tions, vivid similes, imaginary dialogues, telling 
aphorisms and picturesque illustrations make it 
reasonable to suppose that we are listening to the 
completely bilingual Palest inian Jewish-Christian 
James, who resided at Jerusalem, a cosmopolitan 
centre for both Jews and Christians, for some 30 
years after the resurrection 01' Jesus. The resem
blances in Greek words and phrases between thc 
Epistle and James' speech at the Council 01' Jerusa
lem (cI l : 1  and Acts 1 5 :23; 1 :27 and Acts 1 5 : 1 4; 2 :5  
and Acts 15 :  1 3; 2 :7  and Acts 1 5 : 1 7) may afTord 
possible supporting evidence. It seems logical to 
suppose that either James hirnself composed the 
work, or else a secretary or later redactor compiled 
it from James' sermons. The situation 01' the church 
in the Epistle fits an early date 01' origin for much, if 
not all, of the contents: a date before the Council 01' 
Jerusalem (AD 48/49) would best explain the data. 
including the seeming conflict with Paul in 2: 1 4-26. 

1 1 1 .  Teaching 
The Epistle concerns itself with the need for Chris
tians to resist the pressure to compromise with thc 
world, especially with respect to the use 01' wealth. 
l t  supplements and in no way contradicts thc 
teaching 01' Gai. and Rom. on the matter 01' justifi
cation. James does not use the word 'justified' in 
2 : 2 1  with reference to the occasion in the Abraham 
narrative to which Paul refers, viz. Gn.  1 5 :6, but 
with reference to Gn. 22, a declaration of justifica
tion on the occasion 01' the binding 01' Isaac, itself 
the crown of a l ife of charity and faithfulnessf/olV
ingfrom the faith 01' Gn.  1 5 :6. 

Roman Catholics have always valued the Epistle 
highly as afTording evidence for the doctrines 01' 
justification by works, auricular confession (5: 1 6).  
and extreme unction (5 : 1 4) .  On the other hand, 
Protestants-unduly influenced by Luther-have 
tended to regard it as somewhat sub-Christian. But 
Calvin pointed out that this Epistle contains noth
ing unworthy 01' an apostle 01' Christ, but on the 
contrary gives i nstruction on numerous subjects. 
all 01' which are important for Christian living, 
such as 'patience, prayer to God, the excellency 
and fruit 01' heavenly truth, humili ty, holy duties, 
the restraining of the tongue, the cultivation 01' 
peace, the repression of lusts, the contempt 01' thc 
world, and the l ike' .  Many modern evangelicals 
have begun to see the folly of underemphasizing 
the ethical implications of justification and the 
place which good works should occupy in the 
Christian l ife. As R. V. G. Tasker has said in 
TNTC, 'Whenever faith does not issue in love, and 
dogma, however orthodox, is unrelated to life; 
whenever Christians are tempted to settle down to 
a self-centred religion, and become oblivious 01' the 
social and material needs 01' others; or whenever 
they deny by their manner of l iving the creed they 
profess, and seem more anxious to be friends 01' the 
world than friends of God, then the Epistle of 
James has something to say to them which they 
reject at their perii .' 
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I n  an agc when evangelicals are again conccrned 
about social righteousness, the use 01' wealth and 
communal life. this Epistle calls for special study, 
for it draws attention to community-building vir
tues and to the destructive social force 01' im
properly used wealth .  I n  an age when the sevcrity 
01' the divine nature and the transcendence 01' God 
tend to be forgotten , the balance needs to be rc
dressed by the emphasis laid i n  this Epistle on the 
unchangeable God ( I  : 1 7) ,  the Creator ( I  : 1 8 ) ,  the 
Father (I :27; 3 :9), the Sovereign (4: 1 5), the Right
eous One ( I  :20), who must not be tested by evil 
men ( I :  1 3 ), to whom humanity must submit in  
humility (4 :7 .  1 0), the Lawgiver, the Judge, the Sa
viour and Destroyer (4: 1 1 - 1 2) .  who will brook no 
rivals (4:4--5), the Giver 01' wisdom ( I  : 5) and grace 
(4:6), who promises a crown 01' l ife to those who 
stand the test 01' faith and love him alone ( I :  1 2) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries by M .  Dibelius. 
1 975;  S. Laws, BNTC, 1 980; P. H. Davids. NIGTe, 
1 980; NIBC, 1 989; R .  P. Mart in ,  WBC, 1 988. 

P.H.D. 

JANNES AND JAMBRES. Paul speaks 01' certain 
false and mo rally dangerous teachers as resisting 
the truth as 'Jannes and Jambres' resisted Moses (2 
Tim . 3 :6-8). These names do not occur in OT, but 
extra-biblical allusions show that the Egyp. magi
cians 01' Ex. 7-8 are intended. Like them, the 
teachers played on superstitious susceptibilities 
with a plausibly presented parody 01' the truth. 

The names, 01' unknown age, occur in various 
forms. The so-called 'Zadokite Work', now known 
to belong with the Qumran l i terature, has Belial 
raising up 'Yo�aneh and his brother' against 
M oses and Aaron (7. 1 9  in  R. H. Charles, Pseud
epigrapha, 1 9 1 3 ; 5 . 1 9  in C. Rabin,  The Zadokite 
Documents', 1 958, p. 2 1 ); the Babylonian Talmud 
'Yo�ane and Mamre' (Mena!lOth 85a; cf the spell
ing 'Mambres' in most LaI . and some Gk. MSS 01' 2 
Tim. 3 :8) .  Jewish legend made mueh 01' them, even 
attributing their paternity to Bala?m. Pagan 
sources refer, not always perspicuously, to one or 
both (cf Pliny, NH 30. I .  1 1 ; Apuleius, Apology 90: 
Numenius 01' Apamea in Eusebius, Praep. Ev. 9. 8 .  
I ), reflecting the story's ceiebri ty. Origen knew a 
book on the subject (Comm. in MI. 23:37; 27:9), 
and the Gelasian Decree a Penitence 0/ Jannes anel 
Jambres, 01' whieh M .  R. James ident ified a frag
ment in a Saxon MS (JTS 2, 1 90 I ,  pp. 572fT.). It is 
improbable, however, that Paul is alluding to the 
book :  he would employ the names simply as being 
then in common use, with Ex. 7-8 alone in mind. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. HJP, 2.  3 ,  pp. 1 49fT.; SB, 3 ,  pp. 
�O� A.F.W. 

JANOAH (Heb. yän6a!1 , yäIl6�{j, 'rest') .  I. A town 
(seeNEA EHL, p. 860) of Naphtali seized byTiglath
pileser du ring Pekah's reign (2 Ki. 1 5 :29). Possibly 
modern Yanüb, NW 01' Acco (LOB, p. 379). 2. A 
town of Ephraim,SE from Sheehem, used in defining 
Ephraim's border with Manasseh (Jos. 1 6 :6-70; AV 
'Janohah'). Modern Khirbet Yänun. J .G.G.N. 

JAPHETH (Heb. yepeL). One 01' the sons 01' Noah, 
usually mentioned last 01' the three (Gn. 5:32; 6: 1 0; 
7: 1 3; 9: 1 8, 23, 27; I Ch. 1 :4), but his descendants 
are recorded first in  Gn. 1 0  (and I Ch. I : 5-7). He 
was the aneestor 01' a number 01' tribes and 

JARMUTH 

peoples, most 01' whom had names wh ich in histor
ical times are associated with the regions to the N 
and W 01' the M iddle East, especially Anatolia, 
and the Aegean (*NATIONS, TABLE OF). Japheth 
and his wife were among the eight people who es
caped the Flood, and in a later incident he and 
Shem covered the nakedness 01' their father, Noah. 
In Noah's prophetie deciaration after this episode 
he prayed that God might enlarge Japheth, and 
that he might dweil in the tents 01' Shem, and have 
Canaan as a servant (Gn . 9 :27) .  Many commenta
tors take he to refer to God rat her than Japheth, 
though either interpretation is possible. 

1 1' the latter alternative is followed the reference 
may be to the benefits 01' the gospel which, coming 
first to the descendants 01' Shem, were later ex
tended to the N peoples. In the above verse the 
word used for 'may he enlarge' is yaßt, but this is 
probably only a play on words and does not have 
anything else to do with the name Japheth (yepeL) , 
wh ich does not oceur elsewhere in the Bible or in 
the ancient inscriptions. Some have connected 
Japheth, however, with the Gk. mythological figure 
lapetos, a son 01' earth and heaven, who had many 
descendants. The name is not Gk. ,  so may be a 
form 01' the biblical name. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. Dhorme, 'Les Peuples issus 
de Japhet, d'apres le Chapitre X de la Genese', 
Syria 1 3 , 1 932, pp. 28-49; D. 1. Wiseman, Genesis 
10: Some Archaeological Considerations', JTVI 
87, 1 955,  pp. 1 4fT.; D. Neisman, 'The Two 
Genealogies 01' Japheth', in  H .  A.  HofTner (ed.), 
Orient & Occident, 1 973,  pp. 1 1 9fT. 

T.C.M. 

JAREB. The AV name or epithet 01' a king 01' As
syria who received tribute from I srael (Ho. 5 :  1 3 ; 
1 0:6). 1 1' taken as a personal name it is assumed 
that the reference is to Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  and Me
nahem's attempt to buy ofT the Assyrians in 738 BC 
(2 Ki .  1 5 : 1 9) or to the plea by Ahaz for his help 
against Rezin 01' Syria and Pekah 01' I srael (2 Ki .  
1 6:7-1 0). Sayce's suggestion that it  is Sargon 1 1 ,  
conqueror 01' Samaria in 722 BC, i s  unlikely be
cause 01' the date and circumstances. 

It is more probable, since the customary definite 
articie is here omitted, that me/eis. yäree is a title to 
be translated 'warlike (or contending) king' or, 
taking malki rae as an old form for melels. rae, the 
usual Assyr. royal title 01' 'great k ing' .  Cf Rvmg., 
Rsvmg., 'a king that contends'; Avmg., 'the k ing 
that should plead'. On either interpretation the his
torical reference would be that quoted above. 
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D.J.W. 

JARMUTH (Heb. yarmür) . I. Tel Yarmut ( Khirbet 
Yarmuk), in  a commanding position above the 
Wadi Surar 5 km S 01' Beth-shemesh. Late Bronze 
walls and pottery indicate occupation 01' 6-8 acres 
by a population 01' 1 ,500-2,000 before the I sraelite 
invasion, when Jarmuth was a leading Amorite 
city. See Jos. 1 0:3 ;  1 5 :35;  Ne. I 1  :29. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Ben-Tor, IEJ 35,  1 985,  pp. 
7 1 -73; NEAEHL, pp. 66 1 -665. 

2. A levitical town in Issachar, Jos. 21 :29, other
wise Remeth (Jos. 1 9:2 1 ;  cf LXX(B) Jos. 21 :29), 
Ramoth (I Ch. 6:73); but the Egyptians called the 
district 'the hills 01' Yarmuta'. Aharoni (LOB, p. 
28) suggests Khokav-hayyarden, the Crusader Bel-
voir, 10 km N 01' Bethshan . J . P.U.L. 
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JASHAR, BOOK OF. In Jos. 1 0 : 1 3  and 2 Sa. 1 : 1 8  
the book of yäsär ('the upright one') i s  mentioned. 
Solomon's 'words in I Ki. 8 :  1 2- 1 3 ,  according to 
LXX, who put them after 8 :53 ,  are to be found in 
'the book of the song'. As 'song', syr, c10sely re· 
sembles ysr, perhaps the same book is meant here. 
All three quotations are in poetic style. It is pos
sibIe that more quotations from ancient poetry 
came from this lost book. Some scholars identify it 
with 'the book of the wars of the Lord' (Nu. 
2 1 :  1 4). As the quotations differ in metre, style and 
general contents, and date from different times, it is 
not probable that the book was a 'national epic'; it 
was rat her a collection of songs with short histor
ical introductions, cf Arab. anthologies as, e.g. , 
l:Iamäsa. I t  must have been composed under Solo
mon's reign or later. The name yäSär is probably 
related to • Jeshurun. Printed books of Jashar are 
modern f abrications. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Mowinckel, 'Hat es ein israeli
tisches Nationalepos gegeben?', ZA W n J. 1 2, 1 935, 
pp. 1 30-1 52;  R .  K .  Harrison, fOT, 1 970, pp. 669f. 

A. vanS. 

JASHOBEAM. I. ' . . .  a Hachmonite, was chief of 
the three', I .  Ch. 1 \ : 1 1 ; 'son of Zabdiel', I Ch.  27:2. 
He is to be identified with 'Josheb-basshebeth, a 
Tah-chemonite' (2 Sa. 23:8) ,  which might be read 
'Josheb-bashebeth the Hachmonite' (ha!1Q/imöni 
for rabk'möl1f, meaning unclear). LXX lebosrhe, 
lesebada, Lucian fesbaal imply a form ' Ishbaal'. 
David's leading warrior, who slew 'three hundred' 
( I  Ch.) or 'eight hundred' (2 Sa.), which is more 
l ikely, as it gives hirn superiority over Abishai (2 Sa. 
23: 1 8) .  ( · CAPTAIN.) 

2. Another warrior, who joined David at Ziklag 
(\ Ch. 1 2 :6). A.R .M.  

JASON. I .  Paul's host at  Thessalonica (Acts 1 7 :5-
9). A rabble instigated by Jews raided his house, 
and, not finding Paul and Silas, seized Jason with 
some converts, and accused hirn before the poli
tarchs (Iocal magistrates) of harbouring seditious 
agitators. The prisoners were released on giving se
curity for good behaviour. Luke does not say 
whether this involved a promise not to shelter the 
missionaries (cf T. W. Manson, BJRL 35, 1 9 52-3, 
p. 432), or simply to keep the peace. In either case 
the effect was the hasty departure of Paul (Acts 
1 7 : I O) in circumstances which precluded an early 
return (cf I Thes. 2:  1 8) .  Jason was no doubt a Jew 
(cf Acts 1 7 :2 with 1 8 :2-4) and probably a Chris
tian (cf Acts 1 7 :7) .  

2. A Christian at Corinth, sending greetings in 
Rom. 1 6:2 1 .  ' Kinsman' here probably means 'fel
low Jew' (cf vv. 7, 1 1  and Rom. 9:3). Jason may be 
identical with 1 ;  if Sosipater is the • Sopater of Acts 
20:4, Paul may be Iinking two fellow-Macedonians. 

The name-that of the leader of the 
Argonauts-was very widespread, and Greek
speaking Jews see m to have sometimes used it in
stead of the similar-sounding, but conspicuously 
Jewish, name Jesus, i. e. Joshua (Deissmann, Bible 
Studies, p. 3 1 5n.) .  A.F.W. 

JATIIR (Heb. yallir). H urvat Yati r  (Khirbet 
Attir) on the SW escarpment of the Hil ls of 
Judah, 21 km from Hebron; assigned to the priests 

(Jos. 2 1 :  1 4). David shared the spoils of the Amale
kites with its inhabitants ( I  Sa. 30:27). J . P.U.L.  

JAVAN. One of the sons of Japheth (Gn. 1 0 :2; I Ch .  
1 : 5) and fatherof a groupof peoples, • Elishah, ·Tar
shish, • Kittim and · Dodanim (Gn. 1 0:4; I Ch. 1 : 7), 
whose associations are with the regions to the N and 
W of the M iddle East. I t  is gene rally accepted that 
this name ( Heb. yäwän) is to be identified with Gk.  
fönes, which occurs as faones, probably for fawones, 
in Homer (Iliad 1 3 .  685), and refers to the people 
who later gave their name to Ionia. The name also 
occurs in Assyr. and Achaemenian inscriptions 
(Itimanu and Yauna respectively). I saiah mentions 
the descendants of Javan (LXX Hellas) beside Tubal 
as one of the nations (göyfm) inhabiting distant 
islands and coastlands Ciyyfm, Is . 66: 1 9) .  In  the time 
of Ezekiel the descendants of Javan (LXX Hellas) 
were known as traders in men, bronze vessels and 
yarn, with Tyre (Ezk. 27: 1 3, 1 9; in v. 1 9  RSV prefers 
to read me'l1zäl, 'from Uzal', for m'llzzäl, 'that 
which is spun, yarn'). The name Javan (EVV Greece) 
is used in the prophecies of Daniel to refer to the 
kingdom of Alexander of Macedon, and in Zc. 9: 1 3  
the term (EVV Greece, LXX Hellenes) is probably used 
of the Seleucid Greeks. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. Dhorme, Syria 1 3 , 1 932, pp. 
35-36; W. Brandenstein and M .  Mayrhofer, Hand-
buch des Altpersischen, 1 964, p. 1 56. T.C.M. 

JAZER. A town of the Amorite kingdom of Sihon 
captured by Israel (Nu. 21 :32) and part of the 
pasture-Iands allotted to the tribe of Gad. It was 
later given to the Merarite families of the tribe of 
Levi. During David's reign, Jazer furnished 
'mighty men of valour' ( I  Ch. 26 : 3 1 )  and was Olle 
of the towns on the route of the census-takers (2 
Sa. 24: 5) .  The M oabites gained control of it, prob
ably a l i t tle before the fall of Samaria (Is. 1 6:8-9; 
Je. 48 :32, where 'sea of' has been considered a 
scribal error). Judas Maccabaeus captured and 
sacked the town c. 1 64 BC ( I  Macc. 5 :7-8). The site 
may be Khirbet Gazzir on the Wadi Sza'ib 
near es-Salt .  A.R .M .  

JEALOUSY. The principal OT term rendered as 
jealousy in the English Bible is qin'ti from the verb 
qänä', root meaning 'become dark red' (Nu. 5 : 1 4; 
Pr. 6:34; Ezk. 1 6:42; elc. ). The normal LXX transla
tion of qinti and its cognates is zeloö or the cognate 
parazeloö (Dt. 32 :2 1 ; cf Rom. 1 0: 1 9), and these are 
the principal terms used in the NT (Acts 7:9; Rom. 
1 1 : 1 1 ;  I Cor. 1 0:22; 1 3 :4). Both Heb. and Gk.  
words refer to an exclusive single-mindedness of 
emotion which may be morally blameworthy or 
praiseworthy depending on whether the object of 
the jealousy is the self or some cause beyond the 
self. In the former case the result is envy, or hat red 
of others (Gn. 30: I ;  Pr. 3 :3 1 ;  Ezk. 3 1  :9), which for 
the NT is the anti thesis of love and hence the 
enemy of true Christian fellowship (I Cor. 1 3 :4; 2 
Cor. 1 2 :20; Jas. 3: 1 4).  The Bible however also rep
resents the other possibility, of a 'divine jealousy' 
(2 Cor. I 1  :2), a consuming single-minded pursuit 
of a good end (I Ki. 1 9: I 0; Ex. 20:5 ;  I Cor. 1 2 : 3 1 ) . 
This positive usage is frequently associated with 
the marriage relationship where a jealousy for the 
exclusiveness of the relationship is the necessary 
condition of its permanence (Nu.  5: l l ff. ;  Ezk . 
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1 6 :38 ;  2 Cor. I I  :2). Jealousy is referred to God as 
weil as men (Ex. 20:5 ;  34: 1 4; Na. 1 :2). Difficulty is 
sometimes feit with this, due principally to the way in 
which the negative connotations 01' the term have 
come to predominate in common English usage. 
Scripture however also witnesses to a positive appli
cation 01' jeaiousy and finds in this idea a highly rele
vant term to denote God's holy zeal for the honour 01' 
his name and the good 01' his people who are bound to 
hirn in the marriage 01' the covenan t (Dt. 32: 1 6, 21 ; 2 
Ki .  1 9 :3 1 ;  Ezk. 36:5f. ;  Zc. 1 : 1 4f.; Jn.  2: 1 7) .  In this 
sense the jealousy 01' God is 01' the essence 01' his 
moral character, a major cause for worship and con
fidence on the part 01' his people and a ground for fear 
on the part 01' his enemies. B.A.M. 

JEBUSITE. The ethnic name 01' a people dwelling 
in the hills (Nu. 1 3 :29; Jos. I I  : 3) round about Jeru
salem (Jos. 1 5 :8 ; 1 8 :  1 6) .  Descended from the third 
son 01' Canaan (Gn. 1 0: 1 6; I Ch. 1 : 1 4), they are, 
however, l isted as a distinct, but minority, group 01' 
people living alongside such peoples as Amorites 
and Heth. lebus was a name given to ' Jerusalem, 
the principal city in their territory (Jdg. 1 9 :  1 0- 1 1 ;  I 
Ch. I I  :4-5; called Jebusi in Jos. 1 8 :  1 6, 28, RSV), and 
'Jebusite' described the inhabitants 01' the city (Gn. 
1 5 :2 1 ;  Ex. 3 :8). Later the term is used of the former 
inhabitants (Ezk. 1 6 :3, 45; Zc. 9:7) .  

Unless Melchizedek was ruler of Jerusalem 
(' SALEM), its earliest king named in the OT is 
Adoni-zedek (Jos. 1 0: I ), who raised his local 
Amorite allies (v. 5) to protect the city from the 
Israelites entering the area. He met his death at 
Beth-horon (vv. 1 0- 1 1 ) .  According to the ' Amarna 
tablets (e. 1 400 BC), Urusa-limmu was under Abdi
bepa, whose name, like that of a later Jebusite ruler 
'Araunah (2 Sa. 24:24) or Ornan ( I  Ch. 2 1 :  1 5), is 
non-Semite, probably Hurrian or ' Horite. Jebus 
was burnt after its capture by the men of Judah 
(Jdg. 1 :8) ,  but its original inhabitants regained con
trol at least until the attack by David (2 Sa. 5:6). The 
Jebusites were allowed to remain on the temple hili 
until their ground was bought over or the Jebusite 
minority absorbed by the Judaeans who built a new 
quarter on Zion (Jdg. 1 :2 1 ;  1 9 : 1 1 ) . D.J.W. 

JEDUTHUN (Heb. y'tjli{lin). A Levite appointed 
by David to conduct the music of the Temple along 
with Heman and Asaph ( I  Ch. 25: I ,  3, 6, elc.). He 
is also known as ' Ethan ( I  Ch. 6:44, elc. ), which 
was possibly his name before his appointment. A 
variation of the name, Jedithun (y'tji{tin), appears 
several times in the J("{i� (Ps. 39, eie.). The name 
appears in the titles 01' th ree psalms: 39, 62, 77. In 
the first of these the title is simply 'to (/') Jedut
hun', but in the other two it is ' 'al Jeduthun', 
which may mean 'according to' or 'over'; if the 
latter, Jeduthun there means the family or guild 01' 
singers ca lied after hirn. The family contintled to 
officiate after the Exile (Ne. 1 1 : 1 7). M.A.M. 

JEHOAHAZ (Heb. y'l1o 'äl1äz, 'Yahweh has 
grasped') .  

I .  A variant 01' the name 01' • Ahaziah, Jeho
ram's son, 6th king 01' Judah (c. 848-841 BC; 2 Ch. 
2 1 :  1 7; 25:23) in which the divine element comes 
first rather than last. 

2. Son of Jehu; the I I  th k ing 01' the N kingdom 01' 
Israel, who reigned for 1 7  years after his father's 

JEHOIADA 

death (c. 8 1 4-798 BC; 2 Ki .  1 3 : 1 ) . H is reign saw the 
repeated advances of Syria under • Hazael and 
• Ben-hadad 1 1 ,  recorded as a result 01' his misdeeds 
( 1 3 :2-3). These included toleration 01' pagan wor
ship (v. 6). His furces were so depleted (v. 7) that 
finally he had to call on Yahweh for aid (v. 4; cl v. 22). 

3. An inscription of ' Tiglath-pileser I I I  records 
tribute being received from ia-u-ba-zi (mä/)ia-u-da
a. 'Jehoahaz 01' Judah' (DOTT, p. 57). This is the 
full form of the abbreviated name • Ahaz, 1 3th 
king of Judah, who sent gifts to the Assyrian king 
(2 Ki. 1 6:7-8). 
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4. 4th son of Josiah ( I  Ch. 3 : 1 5) who became the 
1 8th k ing 01' Judah upon his father's death at Meg
iddo (c. 609 BC; 2 Ki. 23 :30). After reigning 3 
months, he was deported by the pharaoh Neco to 
his headquarters at R iblah in Hamath and then to 
Egypt, where he died (23 :33-34). Jeremiah called 
hirn ' Shallum (Je. 22 : 1 1 - 1 2) ,  an indication that Je
hoahaz was his throne name (cl A. M .  Honeyman, 
JBL 67, 1 948, p. 20). D.W.B. 

JEHOIACHIN (Heb. y'l1oyäliin , 'Yahweh will es
tablish'; 'Jeconiah' in I Ch. 3 : 1 6; cl Mt .  1 : 1 1 - 1 2; 
'Coniah' in Je. 22:24, 28). 

Jehoiachin was appointed king of Judah by the 
Babylonians following the revolt and death of his 
father Jehoiakim (6 December 598 BC). H is brief 
reign 01' 3 months and 10 days (2 Ch. 36:9; Jos., 
An/. 1 0 . 98) is described in 2 Ki .  24:8-6; 2 Ch. 36:9-
1 0. It was marked by evil, and the prophet Jeremiah 
foretold the end 01' both his rule and dynasty (Je. 
22:24-30). According to 10sephus (An/. 10. 99) 
Nebuchadrezzar changed his mind about the 
appointment and returned to besiege Jerusalem 
and carried off the 1 8-year-old king, with his 
mother Nehushta, his I'amily, and fellow Jews, to 
exile in Babyion. This famous historical event is 
also described in the OT and in the Bab. Chronicle. 
The city fell on 1 6  March 597, and Jehoiachin's 
young uncle Mattaniah (Zedekiah) was appointed 
to succeed hirn (2 Ki. 24: 1 7 ; Je. 37: I ) .  

I n  Babyion Jehoiachin was treated as a royal hos
tage. He is named ( Ya 'II-kin) in Bab. tab lets, dated 
between 595 and 570 BC, as receiving rations at the 
court in company with his five sons (E. F. Weidner, 
Melanges Syriens ofJer/s a M. Rene Dussalld, 2, 
1 939, pp. 923ff.; DOTT, pp. 84-86). Impressions of 
a seal, thought to belong to his steward Eliakim 
(DOTT, p. 224), were actually made a century earl
ier (see BA 53, 1 990, pp. 74-79). The Jews in Baby
lonia reckoned the years by those 01' Jehoiachin's 
captivity (Ezk . I :2). After Nebuchadrezzar's death 
his successor Am€l-Marduk ('  EVIL-MERODACH) in 
561 BC showed Jehoiachin special favour and 
removed hirn from prison to the royal palace (2 Ki .  
25:27-30; Je .  52 : 3 1 -34). Jehoiachin's eldest son 
Shealtiel, the father of Zerubbabel, was born in 598 
BC. Another son Shenazar is named in I Ch. 3: 1 8 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar 
and Babyion, 1 985, pp. 8 1 ff. D.J.W. 

JEHOIADA (Heb. y'hoyätjä' ,  'Yahweh knows') 
was a popular name in OT times. I .  The father 01' 
Benaiah (2 Sa. 8: 1 8), a valiant man from Kabzeel 
in the Negeb ( I  Ch. 1 1 :22); the son was one 01' 
David's officers. 2. The leader of the Aaronites, 
who supported David at Ziklag (I Ch. 1 2:27). 3. 
The son of Benaiah, and grandson 01' Jehoiada, 
one of  David's counsellors ( I  Ch. 27:34). 



JEHOIADA 

4. The chief priest of the Temple in Jerusalem 
during the reigns of Ahaziah, Athaliah and Joash 
was also named Jehoiada. He married Jehosha
beath, sister of King Ahaziah, and played a prom
inent part in political affairs. On the death of 
Ahaziah he frustrated the queen-mother 
Athaliah's attempt to destroy all 'the seed royal'. 
He and his wife hid their nephew, Joash, for 6 years 
in the Temple precincts, while Athaliah usurped 
the throne. Then in a coup d'etat he brought hirn 
out of hiding as the rightful ruler of Judah . A 
covenant was made for his protection, and another 
on his proc\amation as king (2 Ki. 1 1 : 1 7) .  During 
Joash's minority, Jehoiada virtually ruled on his 
behalf. He destroyed the shrines of Baal and organ
ized the Levites. He helped in the selection of 
Joash's two wives to ensure the royal succession (2 

o 
Josiah 

Ch. 24:3). After a rebuke from Joash hirnself he 
repaired the Temple (2 Ki .  1 2 :7) .  When he died at 
the age of 1 30, he was buried in the royal tomb, in 
recognition of his service to the community. 

5. A priest in Jerusalem before the Exile, du ring 
the l ifetime of Jeremiah, who was replaced by 
Zephaniah (Je. 29:26). 6. The son of Paseah who 
returned from the Exile with Nehemiah and played 
his part in the rebuilding programme (Ne. 3 :6). 

M.B. 

JEHOIAKIM (Heb. y'h6yäqim, 'Ya(h)w has estab
lished'; cf. Joakim, I Esdras I : 37-39). King of 
Judah (609-598 Be), a son of • Josiah and eider 
brot her 01' • Jehoahaz, whose place he took at the 
command of Neco Il of Egypt. H is name was 

640-609 BC or 638-608 BC 
(2 Ki. 21 :24-25 

2 Ch. 33:25-34:1)  

� ______ � __ �l� __ � ________ � 

o 6 0 0 
Johanan 

( 1  Ch. 3:15) 
JEHOIAKIM 

(Eliakim) 
609-6/7 Dec. 598 BC 

(2  Ki. 23 :34-24:6 
2 Ch. 36:4-8) 

I 
o 

JEHOIACHIN 
(Jeconiah) 

6/7 Dec. 598-15/16 Mar. 597 BC 
(2 Ki. 24:8- 16 
2 Ch. 36:9-10)  

�_---,J..� __ -.. { \ 

o 0 
Shealtiel 

(1 Ch. 3:17 
M'j"" 

o 
Zerubbabel 

( Ezr. 3 :2 
Hg. 1 :1 

Mt. 1 :12 )  

Shenazzar 
(1 Ch. 3:18) 

Zedekiah 
(Mattaniah) 
597-587 BC 
(2 Ki. 24:17 

Je. 37:1) 

Chart sholVing holV lehoahaz, lehoiachin and Jehoiakilll were related 
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JEHOAHAZ 
(Shallum) 
609 BC 

(2 Ki. 23 31 
1 Ch. 3:15 

Je. 22 :11 - 1 2 ) 



changed from Eliakim as a mark of vassalagc. The 
reign is recorded in 2 Ki. 23 :34-24:6; 2 Ch. 36:4-8, 
and as the last-named entry in the 'book of the 
Chronicle of the Kings of Judah' (2 Ki. 24:5). To 
pay t he Egyp. dues Jehoiakim imposed heavy land 
taxes (2 Ki .  23:35) .  He built costly royal buildings, 
using forced labOllr (Je. 22: 1 3- 1 7), and is described 
as an oppressive and covetous ruler. The religious 
decay during his reign is noted by the contempor
ary prophets Jeremiah and Habakkuk. Josiah's re
forms were forgotten in the reversion to idolatr:. 
and introduction of Egyp. rites (Ezk. 8 : 5- 1 7) .  Je
hoiakim shed much innocent blood (2 Ki. 24:4) 
and had the prophet Uriah murdered for opposing 
hirn (Je. 26:20-2 1 ) .  He opposed Jeremiah (36:26) 
and personally burnt the scroll from wh ich Jehudi 
read the words of the prophet to hirn (v. 22). He 
was ' unjust and wicked by nature, and was neither 
reverent toward God, nor kind to man' (Josephus, 
An/. 1 0. 83), that is, he followed in the tradition of 
Manasseh's sin (2 Ki.  24 :3). 

In Jehoiakim's fourth year (605 BC) Nebuchad
rezzar defeated the Egyptians at ' Carchemish and 
won control of Palestine as rar as the Egyp. border 
(Je. 25 :  I ;  46:2), but it was not until the following 
year that Jehoiakim, with other rulers, went before 
Nebuchadrezzar to submit to hirn as vassal (Je. 
36:9-29; Bab. Chronicle). Three years later, doubt
less encouraged by the Egyptian defeat of the Ba
bylonians in 60 I BC, but against the advice of Jer
emiah, Jehoiakim rebelIed (2 Ki .  24: I ) . Nebuchad
rezzar did not at first intervene but sent local Baby
lonian garrison troops with Syrians, Moabites and 
Ammonites to raid Judah (v. 2). At length, 3 

o 
Asa 01 Judah I 
o 

JEHORAM 

months and 10 days before Jerusalem fell to the 
Bab. besiegers Jehoiakim died, aged 36 ( i. e. 6 De
cember 598 BC). His death occurred on the way to 
captivity (2 Ch. 36:6), apparently at the instigation 
of Nebuchadrezzar, who, according to Josephus 
(An/. 1 0. 97), had his body thrown outside the city 
wall as prophesied by Jeremiah (22: 1 8f.) .  2 Ki. 24:6 
is silent as to his burial. Jehoiakim was succeeded 
by his son Jehoiachin.  

BtBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1.  Wiseman, Chronicles 01 
Chaldean Kings, 1 956, pp. 20-32, 65-75; A USS 20, 
1 982, pp. 1 03-1 09. D.J.W. 

JEHONADAB (Heb. y'h6nätjä/.2, 'Yahweh is lib
eral'). Jonadab is an alternative form of this name. 
I .  Son of Shimeah, David's brother. His cunning 
enabled his friend Amnon, David's son, to obtain 
his foul desire on Tamar, Amnon's half-sister (2 Sa. 
1 3 : 3-5). His knowledge of the death of Amnon 
would seem to indicate complicity in it, although 
he was his professed friend (2 Sa. 1 3 :30-33). 2. A 
san of Rechab, a Kenite ( I  Ch. 2 :55;  Je. 35:6). He 
prohibited his clan from engaging in agriculture, 
possessing vineyards and using their produce, and 
dwelling in settled communities (Je. 35 :6- 1 0) .  But 
this may have been codifying what was already 
general practice. He was a zealous worshipper of 
Yahweh and assisted Jehu in suppressing the wor-
ship of Baal Melqart (2 Ki .  1 0: 1 5 , 23). M.A .M .  

JEHORAM ( Heb. y'h6räm, 'Yahweh is exalted'). 
Sometimes abbreviated to Joram. I. A Levite in the 

o o 
Jehoshaphat 

c. 873·849 BC(2 Ch. 17 :1 -21:1) 

o 
Ahab 01 Israel m 

c. 873/4 ·853 BC(2 Ki. 16:29-22 :40) I' a 0 
Jezebel 

Jehoram 01 Judah m. 
c. 848·841 BC (2 Ch. 21:3-20) I 

, 

o 0 
Athaliah 

(2 Ch. 21:6) 
\ 

o 
Zibiah m. Jehoahaz (Ahaziahl Jehoshabeath 

(2 Ch. 24:11 I c. 841 BC (2 Ch.22 :111 
(2 Ch. 22 1 1  

o 
Joash 

c. 837 - 800 BC 
(2 Ch. 24:11 

Falllily rree 01 Jehoralll and Jehoshaphar. 
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Ahaziah 
c. 853-852 BC 

(1 Ki. 22 :40, 51-53) 

o 
m. Jehoiada 

Jehoram 01 Israel 
( = Joraml 

c. 852 ·841 BC 
(2 Ki. 1 : 17: 3:1·9:26) 



JEHORAM 

time of David (I Ch. 26:25). 2. A prince of 
Hamath (2 Sa. 8 :9- 1 2) .  I Ch. 1 8 :9- 1 1 suggests his 
real name was Hadoram. 3. A priest in the time of 
Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 1 7:8) .  

4. King of  (N) Israel, 852-84 1 BC; the last ruler 
of the dynasty of Omri (2 Ki. 1 -9). Jehoram was a 
son of King Ahab and Jezebel, and although he is 
said to have removed one pagan feature of Israel's 
worship, in general he followed the unorthodox 
ways of other N kings (2 Ki. 3: 1 -3) .  He had to d�al 
with the Moabites' rebellion against their position 
as vassals of Israel ( . MOABITE STONE) and won a 
spectacular, though not conclusive, victory over 
the Moabites (3 :4-27). He was later wounded in 
battle with the Syrians (8 :28-29) . Some of the 
other Elisha stories also have as their background 
the contlict between I srael and Syria, and rder to 
'the king of Israel' (5: 1-8 ;  6:8-23; 6 :24-7:20; cf 
8 :  1 -6), but we cannot be sure whether or not this 
king was Jehoram. Jehoram was killed and suc
ceeded by • Jehu when recovering from injury in his 
capital, Jezreel (9: 1 -37). It was Elisha who insti
gated this deed; he saw i t  as a beginning to God's 
final act of  judgment on Ahab and Jezebel, who 
were still alive and active for evil in Jezreel (9:7- 1 0, 
22). It was thus also the further fulfilment of EI
ijah's prophecy concerning Ahab and Jezebel 
(9:24-26, 30-36; cf I Ki. 2 1 :  1 7-29). 

5. King of Judah, 848-841 BC (2 Ki. 8 :  1 6-24; 2 
Ch. 2 1 ) . He was son of and successor to Je
hoshaphat, but reversed his father's Yahwist pol
icies. He O1arried Athaliah, who was a daughter of 
King Ahab of Israel and thus a sister of King Je
horam of Israel, and led I srael in the pagan and 
bloody ways of Ahab and JezebeI. Edom and 
Libnah both successfully threw off their vassal 
status in relation to Judah in his day, and the Phil
istines and Arabians invaded and plundered his 
kingdom. He died of illness 'and he departed with 
no one's regret' (2 Ch. 21 :20); he was succeeded by 
his son Ahaziah. J .E.G. 

JEHOSHABEATH, JEHOSHEBA. Daughter of 
Jehoram, sister or half-sister of Ahaziah. She saved 
the I i fe of Joash (2 Ki .  I 1  :2)  when Athaliah sought 
to kill all the royal seed. Her marriage to Jehoiada 
(2 Ch. 22: 1 1 ) is the only recorded instance 01' a 
union betwccn a princess of the royal house and a 
high priest. M.A.M.  

JEHOSHAPHAT (Heb. y'h6Säpär, 'Yahweh has 
judged ') .  

I .  An official clerk under David and Solomon (2 
Sa. 8 :  1 6; 20:24; I Ki .  4 :3 ;  I Ch. 1 8 :  1 5) .  2. One of 
twelve officers appointcd over Israel by Solomon ( I  
Ki .  4 : 1 7 ; cf v. 7) 

3 .  Son and successor 01' Asa as 4th king of 
Judah (c. 873-849 BC). Jehoshapnat strengthened 
Judah against aggression by fortifying and placing 
standing garrisons in N towns (2 Ch. 1 7 :2, 1 2- 1 9) .  
He also broke with previous praetiee in ente ring 
into a parity treaty with Ahab of I srael by taking 
one of  Ahab's daughtcrs, Athaliah, to marry his 
son, Jchoram (2  Ch. 1 8 : 1 ;  cf 2 1 :6; 2 Ki . 8 : 1 8) .  
This new alliance had its effeet on other peoples, 
including the Philistines and Arabs, who brought 
tribute to Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 1 7 : 1 0- 1 1 ), but the 
association with apostate Israel almost proved 
Judah's undoing after Jehoshaphat's death (2 Ki.  
1 \  : 1 -3). 

Jehoshaphat's reign is noted for i ts adherence to 
Yahweh's instructions ( I  Ki .  22:42; 2 Ch. 20:32). 
He eradicated much of the pagan worship (I Ki. 
22:43, 46) and provided itinerant teachers of 
Mosaic law (2 Ch. 1 7 : 7-9). He reorganized the 
legal system by appointingjudges in key cities, with 
an appeal court in Jerusalem (2 Ch. 1 9 :4-1 1 ) .  

4 .  Father of · Jehu, 1 0th king of  Israel ( 2  Ki.  9 :2;  
14 :20) . D.W.B.  

• 
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JEHOSHAPHAT, VALLEY OF. The name wh ich 
Joel gives to the place of the final judgment in Joel 
3 :2, 1 2 . In both of these verses 'Jehoshaphat' 
(meaning 'Yahweh has judged') is associated with 
statements that God will judge (Heb. säpar). There
fore it is probable that 'the valley of Jehoshaphat', 
like 'the valley of decision' in v. 1 4, is a term sym
bolic of the judgment, not a eurrent geographical 
name. 

The valley of Jehoshaphat has been variously 
identified. Some have thought that Joel had no def
inite plaee in mind; e.g. Targum Jonathan translates 
this name 'the plain of the decision of judgmen t', 
and Theodotion renders 'the plaee of judgment'. 
Since Joel uses the geographieal term 'valley' ,  most 
students have thought that some location was in
tended. I bn Ezra suggests the valley of Berachah S 
of Bethlehem, where Jehoshaphat's forces gathered 
after the destruction of enemies (2 Ch. 20:26), but 
Zc. 14 loeates the judgment near Jerusale01 , and 
aceording to 1 Enoch 53: I all people gather for 
judgment in a deep valley near the valley of 
Hinnom. Jewish, Christian and M uslim traditions 
identify the place of final judgment as the Kidron 
valley, between Jerusalem and the mount of Olives. 
Therefore many have been buried there, M uslims 
espeeially on the W slope and Jews especially on 
the E slope of the valley. A Graeeo-Roman tomb 
on the E slope has been ealled mistakenly the tomb 
of King Jehoshaphat. As early as the Bordeaux 
pilgrim (AD 333) and Eusebius' Onomasticon (s. I'. 
Koilas), the name Jehoshaphat was associated with 
this valley. Some object that Joel uses the word 
'emeq, 'broad valley', while the Kidron valley is 
ealled na!wl, 'ravine' (2 Sa. 1 5 :23) .  Other identifiea
tions are 'the king's dale' (2 Sa. 1 8 :  1 8), which runs 
into the Kidron valley from the NW (so c. F. Keil, 
E. G. Kraeling) and the valley of Hinnom, W and 
S of Jerusalem (so G. W. Wade), 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Robinson, Biblical Researches 
in Palestine, I ,  1 856, pp. 268-273; 1. A. Bewer in 
ICC, 1 9 1 2 , on Joel 3 (MT 4):2;  E. G. Kraeling, 
Rand McNally Bible Atlas, 1 956, p. 342. H. 

JEHU (Heb. yehLi, meaning uncertain. Possibly an 
abbreviation of y'hOhLi', 'Yahweh is he') 

I. An ambidextrous Benjaminite warrior who 
aided David at Ziklag (I Ch. 1 2 3) .  

2. A seer, son of Hanani, who foresaw the end of 
Baasha's dynasty (I Ki. 1 6: 1 -7). He also proph
esied to Jehoshaphat (2 Ch . 1 9 2) and chron icled 
his reign (20:34). 

3. Son of Jehoshaphat (2 Ki.  9:2), who reigncd 
as the 1 0th king of the N kingdom 01' Israel for 28 
years (e. 842-8 1 5  BC; 2 Ki, 1 0 :36), where he found
ed its 4th dynasty. 

Religious apostasy reaehed such an extent in 
Israel during the reigns of Ahab and Jehoram (2 
Ki. 8 :27) that a revolt was instigated by Elisha's 



appointing a prophet to anoint Jehu king (9: 1- 1 3). 
This rebellion was also supported by elements 
among the people, e.g. ,  the Rechabites ( 1 0 :  1 5- 1 6). 
Jehu, receiving the acclamation of thc army of Je
horam which he commanded, went to Jezreel, 
where the king lay wounded following a battle at 
Ramoth-gilead (8:28-29). He there killed both Je
horam and Ahaziah, king of Judah, who came out 
to meet him (9 : 2 1 -27; cf 2 Ch. 22:9). The new king 
entered Jezreel and had Jezebel put to death. He 
then eradicated all opposition by executing Ahab's 
family and followers (2 Ki. 1 0: 1 - 1 1 )  as weil as 42 
visi ting members of Ahaziah's family (vv. 1 2- 17 ;  2 
Ch. 22 :8) .  He then proceeded to stamp out worship 
of Baal by tricking the god's followers into meet
ing together and then slaughtering them, also des
troying their temple (2 Ki. 1 0: 1 8-28). 

Jehu hirnself continued in apostasy by worship
ping golden calves at Bethel and Dan (vv. 29-3 1 ) , 
lar which he was punished by the Syrians, under 
· H azael, annexing parts 01' his territory (vv. 32-
33) .  

The Black Obelisk of • Shalmancser 1 1 1  men
tions tribute paid by 'ia-u-a mar �1I-lIm-ri, ' YÖIV, 
son of · Omri' (DOTT, pp. 48-49). This is gener
ally taken to refer to an action of Jehu of Israel not 
mentioned by the OT. He, or his representative, is 
pictured bowing before the king. YÖIV might also 
be an abbreviated form of the name Jehoram (P. K.  
McCarter, BASOR 2 1 6, 1 974, pp. 5-7). In either 
case the date would be 841 BC (E. R.  Thiele, 
BASOR 222, 1 976, pp. 1 9-23). D.W.B. 

JEHUDI (Heb. y'/lIitji). Normally means 'a Jew', 
as in Zc. 8 :23 ,  but in Je. 36: 1 4, 2 1 ,  23 it is the name 
01' an officer of Jehoiakim's court, who com
manded Baruch to read the roll of Jeremiah's 
prophecies to the princes, and later hirnself read it 
to the king, until Jehoiakim personally destroyed 
it . l .G.G.N. 

JEPHTHAH. One of the later (c. 1 1 00 BC) 
Hebrew judges (Jdg. 1 1 : 1 - 1 2 :7), whose name 
yipltih is 'probably shortened from yipla!l-'i!I, 
"God opens (sc. the womb}", which is cited as a 
proper name in Sabean' (NB R, p, 267) , The son 
01' a common heathen prostitute (z6nti) and the 
then childless Gilead, Jephthah reit he had been 
illegally disinherited by the younger legitimate sons 
of Gilead. He Red to the land of · Tob. From there 
he and the renegades he gathered raided settle
ments and caravans and, like David's gang ( I  Sa. 
22:2;  27 :8-9; 30), may have protected Israelite vil
lages from marauding tribes, perhaps including the 
Ammonites. 

Thus when the Israelites in Transjordan wcre 
threatened by a full-scale invasion of the Ammon
ites, the elders of Gilead invited Jephthah to be 
their commander. He consented only when they 
promised he would continue as their head (i. e. 
judge) after fighting ceased. This pact was con
firmed with oaths taken at M izpeh (Gn. 3 1  :48-49). 
Jephthah's attempted diplomacy to dissuade the 
Ammonites failed (Jdg. 1 1 :  1 2-28). 

Given courage and ingenuity for his task by the 
Spirit of God, Jephthah passed through Gilead 
and Manasseh to raise additional troops. He then 
passed over the Jabbok to Israelite headquarters at 
Mizpeh. There, before moving against the Am
monites, he vowed a vow (neger) unto his God, a 
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common practice before battle among ancient 
peoples. Jephthah intentionally promised Yahweh 
a human sacrificc, probably intending a slave, be
cause a single animal would have been as nothing 
from a people's leader. The LXX t ranslation of 
hayy6�e', ho emporellomenos, 'whoever comes by 
the way', long aga indicated that this is the proper 
interpretation. V. 3 1  should read: 'Then whoever 
ccmcs forth . . .  shall be the Lord's, and I will olfer 
hirn up for a burnt olfering. '  Jephthah was living 
among heathen who olfered human sacrifices to 
pagan deities (cf 2 Ki. 3 :27) and in a day when the 
law of Moses was little known or practised. Jeph
thah might sincerely (although wrongly-Lv. 
1 8 : 2 1 ;  Dt. 1 2 :3 1 )  suppose 'that Jehovah would 
need to be propitiated by some olfering as costly as 
those which bled on the altars of Chemosh and 
Moloch' (F. W. Farrar). 

After subduing the Ammonites by faith ( Heb. 
1 1  : 32) Jephthah returned triumphantly to his 
headquarters house, only to meet his daughter, his 
only child, leading a victory procession (cf I Sa. 
1 8 :6; Ex. 1 5 :20). With utter grief, Jephthah feit he 
must fulfil his vow by olfering her as a burnt
olfering ( '6Iti, wh ich always was burnt). He  did not 
devote her to a life of celibacy (a view not intro
duced until Rabbi Kimchi), for there is no record 
that female attendants in tabernacle or Temple had 
to be virgins (Anna had been married, Lk.  2 :36). 

Jephthah showed hirnself as stern with his breth
ren the Ephraimites as he was with his enemies the 
Ammonites and with himself concerning his 
daughter. Olfended because they had no share in 
his victory, the Ephraimites threatened his life. 
Jephthah answered harshly and slaughtered them 
relentlessly at the Jordan (Jdg. 1 2 : 1 -6). l .R .  

JERAH, One of the sons of • Joktan (Gn. 1 0:26; I 
Ch. 1 :20), some of whom can be connected with 
tribes of S Arabia. The name (yerab) is ident ical in 
form with the Heb. for 'month' or · 'moon', and 
the word occurs in the S Arabian inscriptions (yr�) 
with this meaning, so it may be concluded that the 
descendants of Jerah had likewise settled in S 
Arabia. The site of Beth-Yerah (Khirbet Kerak) on 
the Sea of Galilee is probably unrelated. 
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JERAHMEEL (Heb. y'ra!lm" el, 'may God have 
compassion'). 1 .  The ancestor of the Jerahmeelites, 
a clan on the S frontier of Judah, 'the Negeb of the 
Jerahmeelites' ( I  Sa. 27: 1 0; cf 30:29), related to the 
Calebites (cf I Sa. 25 :3) and bordering on the 

'Jerahmeei, Ihe king's san' (lyrhm'l bn hmlk) named 
on a seal impression in c/ay dalingjrom Ihe laIe 71h 
cenl. Be He may be idenlijied wilh Ihe Jerahmeel 
who bI/rn I Jeremiah's serail (Je. 36:26). 12 mm x 10 
10 mm. 
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Kenites. Like the Calebites, they were absorbed 
into the tribe of Judah; their adoptive relationship 
to other branches of that tribe is given in I Ch. 
2 :9ff., together with the sub-divisions of the 
Jerahmeelite clan itselr. They play a very minor 
part in the OT record, but by dint of large-scale 
textual emendation T. K. Cheyne concluded that 
they occupy a position of major importance in the 
narrative-a theory which retains interest only as 
a notable aberration in the his tory of biblical 
criticism (cf EBi, s. v. 'Jerahmee\', elc.) 

2. In I Ch. 24:29 the son of one Kish, a member 
of the Merarite clan of the tribe of Levi. 3. I n  
Je. 36:26 a member of the royal family o f  Judah 
who occupied an official position at the court of 
Jehoiakim. F.F.B. 

JEREMIAH. 

I .  His background 

Jeremiah's history covered a span of 40 years
from his call in the 1 3th year of King Josiah (626 
BC) until the fall of Jerusalem in 587 BC. In those 4 
decades he prophesied under the last five kings of 
Judah-Josiah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin 
and Zedekiah. While he was preaching. important 
personalities and events were shaping history 
beyond his native Judah. It was one of the most 
fateful periods in the history of the ancient Near 
East and it affected Judah's history too. 

The Assyrian empire disintegrated and BabyIon 
and Egypt were left to struggle against each other 
for the leadership of the E .  The chronology of the 
last quarter of the 7th century BC has been greatly 
c1arified by the publication of some tablets which 
were excavated years aga but which had lain in ob
scurity in the vaults of the British M useum in 
London. In 1 956 D. J. Wiseman made these Chal
dean documents available to students of the an
cient Near East, thus making possible a re
appraisal of the chronology of the last quarter of 
the 7th century BC. Further light has also been 
shed by the discovery of ostraca (Ietters on jar 
fragments) and bullae (seals), in some cases 
naming personalities known from the book of Jer
emiah. The most interesting seal reads: 'belonging 
to Berekyahu (Baruch) son of Neriyahu (Neriah) 
the scribe'. This is probably the very Baruch who 
helped Jeremiah record his prophecies (Je. 36:4), and 
who may indeed have written the third-person ac
counts of Jeremiah's l ife. Other seals name Gema
riah, the son of Shaphan (Je. 36: 1 1 ) and 'Jerah
meeI, the son of the k ing' (Je 36:26; see P. J. King, 
leremiah: An Archaeological Companion, pp. 93-
99). For the ostraca, see He below. 

Jeremiah's l ife and times which fall within this 
all-important period are remarkably weil docu
mented, and the intimacies of his personality are 
more vividly portrayed than those of the more spec
tral M inor Prophets or even of Isaiah and Ezekiel. 

When Jeremiah was called to the prophetie offiee 
he was still 'a ehild' (na'ar, I :6), an ambiguous 
term descriptive of infancy (Ex. 2 :6) and advanced 
adolescence ( I  Sa. 30: 1 7) .  I f  the demure Jeremiah 
simply meant he was spiritually and socially imma
ture the word might indicate that he was not the 
average age of a prophet, say between 20 and 30, if 
we may argue from the rules laid down for Levites 
(Nu. 8 :24; I Ch. 23 :24). Assuming, then, that at his 
call 1eremiah was in his early 20s his boyhood was 
spent in the reigns of Manasseh and Amon. When 
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the call came to Jeremiah nearly a eentury had 
passed since the N kingdom of Israel (Samaria) 
had fallen to the Assyrians. Judah in the S, how
ever, contrived to survivc. By a miracle it  weathered 
the storm of Sennacherib's invasion as Isaiah had 
predicted. King Hezekiah initiated reforms in 
ludah's religion and morals (2 Ki .  1 8 : I ff. ) ,  but 
these had been nullified by the long apostasy of his 
son Manasseh (2 Ki. 2 1 ' 1  ff.) and the short idol
atrous reign of Amon (2 Ki. 2 1 :  1 9ff.). While Judah 
was wallowing in the slough of idolatry the Assyr
ians under Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal eon
quered Egypt. Under Psammetichus (664-6 1 0  BC) 
Egypt reasserted herself and began afresh to in
timidate ludah, who found herself vacillating be
tween now the blandishments, now the menaces 01' 
the two worlu powers, Egypt and BabyIon. In this 
atmosphere of international polit ical tension and 
national religious declension Jeremiah grew up 
into boyhood. 

Doubtless many in Judah yearned for the dawn 
that would end the night 01' 60 years' moral de
generacy. leremiah grew up in a pious priestly 
horne ( I :  I ) . His name, 'Yahweh ex alts' or 'Yahweh 
throws down', might weil symbolize both his par
ents' prayers for the disconsolate nation and their 
aspirations for young leremiah. They would com
municate to hirn their anxiety over the religious 
persecutions and apostasies of Manasseh and 
Amon, educate hirn in Israel's laws, and fill his fer
tile mind with the teachings of I saiah and other 
prophets of the previous century. 

I I .  The five reigns 

a. losiah 
When God called Jeremiah, Josiah (640-609 BC). 
who had been on the throne of Judah for 12 years, 
had al ready introduced religious reforms (2 Ch. 
34:4-7). But it  was not until  62 1 BC, the 1 8th year 
of his reign, that he init iated a systematic reforma
tion in ludah's religion and morals (2 Ki .  23) .  

The impulse to reform was generated by the 
momentous discovery in the Temple of 'the book of 
the law' by H ilkiah. leremiah had already been a 
prophet for 5 years. Probably chs. 1 -6 describe con
ditions in Judah before Josiah's main reforms in 
622-62 1 BC. The nation is incorrigibly corrupt. 
insensible to God's offer 01' pardon, and oblivious 
to the menace 01' an invincible enemy. Apart from 
1 1 :  1 -8 ,  which may contain hints of Jeremiah's 
enthusiasm for 10siah's reforms, the prophet has left 
no reference to the last 1 2  years of 10siah's reign. In 
609 BC the king was killed at Megiddo (2 Ki. 23 :29) 
in an abortive attempt to resist Pharaoh Neco (6 1 0-
594 BC) , successor to Psammetichus. Naturally Jer
emiah mourned the early death 01' Josiah (22: 1 0a) 
of whom he thought kindly (22: 1 5 r. ). 

b. lehoahaz 
Neco continued to meddle in the affairs of Judah. 
Jehoahaz (or Shallum, Je. 22: 1 1 ) succeeded 10siah 
(609 BC) but 3 months later was deposed by Neco. 
who imposed on ludah a heavy tribute (2 Ki .  
23 :3 1 -33) and appoin ted lehoiakim (or Eliakim), 
brother 01' lehoahaz, to the throne (2 Ki .  23 :34; 2 
Ch. 36:2 , 5) .  leremiah lamented lehoahaz's 
deposition and exile to Egypt (22 : 1 0- 1 2) .  

c. lehoiakim 
I n  this reign (609-597 BC) an event 01' great polit
ical significance occurred-the battle of 



Carchemish (Je. 46) in 605 BC. The Egyptians 
under Neco were crushed by the Chaldeans under 
Ncbuchadrezzar at the battle 01' Carchemish, on 
the right-hand bank of the Euphrates NW of 
Aleppo. and at Hamath. Politically this event was 
pivotal because it marked the transfercnce 01' the 
hegemony of the Middlc East to Babyion. Therc
lore Carchemish also had considcrable significance 
lor J udah. Since all routes to the Egyptian border 
were now under Nebuchadrezzar's control, it was 
inevitable that the whole Middle East should come 
undcr his rule (Je. 25: 1 5ff.). From that moment, 
therefore, the prophet advocated Judah's submis
sion to Babylonian suzerainty. In 604 BC Nebucha
drezzar sacked the city of Ashkelon, against which 
Jeremiah (47:5-7) and Zephaniah (2:4-7) prophesy 
judgment. In Je. 36:9ff. a fast in Judah is  pro
cJaimed. This undoubtedly points to an approach
ing national calamity; and indeed the date of 
Nebuchadrezzar's campaign against Ashkelon co
incides with the date of this fast in Judah. Jeremiah 
anticipates that from Ashkelon Nebuchadrezzar 
will come against Judah; hence the fast and the 
procJarnation of Jeremiah's message in Jerusalem. 
But Jeremiah's policy opposed Jehoiakim's 
domestic and foreign strategy. The king favoured 
idolatrous usages (2 Ki. 23:37), and his selfishness 
and vanity aggravated Judah's misfortunes (Je. 
22: 1 3- 1 9) .  Jehoiakim had scant respect for the 
prophet's person (26:20-23) or message (26:9). His 
vacillating policy of alliance with Egypt, then with 
Babyion, was probably due to the fact that the out
come of the fighting between Babyion and Egypt 
in the year 601 /600 BC was inconcJusive. Three 
years later he rebelIed against Babyion, but failure 
only brought hirn under the Babylonian yoke more 
completely, and this exacerbated Judah's anguish 
(2 Ki. 24: I f. ). Jeremiah rcprimanded the king, the 
prophets and the priests, and the hostility which 
this rebuke engendered is mirrored in his oracJes. 
He was persecuted ( 1 2 :6; 1 5 : 1 5- 1 8),  plolted 
against ( 1 1 :  1 8-23; 1 8 :  1 8) ,  imprisoned (20:2), de
cJared worthy of death (26: 1 0f., 24; cf vv. 20-23; 
36:26). His prophecies in written form were des
troyed (36:27) . But in these depressing circum
stances Jeremiah persisted in his ministry
interceding for Judah ( 1 1 : 1 4; 1 4: 1 1 ;  1 7 : 1 6) ,  ex
postulating with God ( 1 7 : 1 4- 1 8 ;  1 8 : 1 8-23j 20:7-
1 8), unmasking the time-serving prophets (23:9-
40), predicting the destruction of the Temple (7: 1 -
1 5) and nation (chs. 1 8 f.) ,  and lamenting the doom 
of his people (9: 1 ;  1 3 : 1 7; 1 4 : 1 7) .  Eventually Jehoi
akim's life ended violently in Jerusalem at the cJose 
of 598 BC, the 1 I  th year of his reign, as Jeremiah 
had foretold (22: 1 8 ;  cf 2 Ki. 24: I ff.). On the other 
hand, 2 Ch. 36:6f. speaks of Nebuchadrezzar's 
binding Jehoiakim in fet ters to take hirn to Baby
Ion. On. I :  I f. also speaks of Jehoiakim's exile in 
the 3rd year of his reign. 

d. lehoiachin 

Jehoiachin (or Coniah, 22:24, 28, or Jeconiah, 
24: I) succeeded Jehoiakim in 597 BC and reaped 
what his father had sown. This immature youth of 
18 reigned only 3 months (2 Ki.  24 :8). The rebel
lion of Jehoiachin 's father compelled Nebuchad
rezzar in the 7th year of his reign to besiege Jerusa
lern, and the youthful king of Judah 'went out' (2 
Ki .  24: 1 2) ,  i. e. gave hirnself up. He, along with the 
majority of Judah's aristocracy, artisans and sol
diers, was exiled to Babyion (as Je. 22: 1 8f. implies) 
and the Temple was plundered (2 Ki.  24: 1 0- 1 6). In 
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the Babylonian ChronicJe we now find for the first 
time confirrnation of this information from an 
extra-biblical contemporary source. Jeremiah had 
already predicted Jehoiachin's fate (22:24-30). 36 
years later, however, he was released by the son and 
successor of Nebuchadrezzar (2 Ki.  25 :27-30). 

e. Zedekiah 
Zedekiah, the new appointee of Nebuchadrezzar 
to the throne of Judah, was Josiah's youngest son 
(Je. 1 :3 )  and uncJe of Jehoiachin (2 Ki. 24: 1 7; 2 Ch.  
36 :  1 0) .  This OT account of Zedekiah's appoint
ment by Nebuchadrezzar to succeed Jehoiachin is 
fully verified by the Babylonian ChronicJe. His 
reign (597-587 BC) sealed Judah's doom (2 Ki .  
24: 1 9f.) .  He was weak and vacillating, and his of
ficers of state were men of humble station. Having 
superseded the exiled aristocracy, they now looked 
upon them with contempt, but Jeremiah had his 
own convictions concerning the 'bad' and the 
'good' figs (24: I ff.) .  I t  was to the latter that the 
prophet sent his famous letter (29: I ff.) .  But both in 
Babyion and Judah false prophets sought to have 
Jeremiah executed (28 : I ff.; 29:24ff.). The main 
point at issue between them was the length of the 
captivity. Jeremiah foretold an exile of 70 years, 
while the false prophets argued that it would last 
only 2 years. 

5 5 1  

Jeremiah's main conflict with Zedekiah was over 
the question of rebellion against Nebuchadrezzar. 
A revolt was planned in the 4th year of the reign in 
conspiracy with neighbouring states which the 
prophet violently opposed (chs. 27f.).  However, 
Zedekiah seems to have succeeded in allaying 
Nebuchadrezzar's suspicions by visiting Babyion 
the same year (5 1 :59). 

Finally, however, in the 7th or 8th year of his 
reign Zedekiah compromised hirnself irrevocably 
in the eyes of Nebuchadrezzar by entering into 
treasonable negotiations with Pharaoh Hophra. 
The die was cast, and the Babylonians marched 
again into Judah. As the Assyrians had done in 
Hezekiah's reign they reduced first the cities of 
Judah. Je. 34 :7 comes from a point in proceedings 
when only the S outposts of Lachish and Azekah 
still held out, a moment that has been illuminated 
by the so-called Lachish ostraca, one of wh ich 
records the lament of an officer in a remote station 
that the lights of Azekah have now gone out, 
and he looks in hope for the lights of Lachish 
(Ostracon 4; see P. 1. King, leremiah: An Archaeo
logical Companion, p. 82f.). I n  Zedekiah's 9th year 
(589) the Babylonians besieged Jerusalem for the 
second time. But before (2 1 : 1 - 1 0) and during the 
siege (34: l ff. ,  8ff.; 37:3ff. , 1 7ff. ; 38: 1 4ff.) Jeremiah 
had only one message for Zedekiah-surrender to 
the Babylonians, for Jerusalem must fall into their 
hands. Jeremiah's interpretation of the baltle of 
Carchemish 1 7  years earlier (605) was being fully 
vindicated. At one point during the siege, the 
Egyptian army's advance compelled the Babyloni
ans to withdraw, but hopes that Jeremiah was mis
taken were quickly disillusioned. His warning that 
the Babylonians would annihilate the Egyptians 
was soon fulfilled and the siege was immediately 
resumed (37: I - I  0). The perfidy of some Jews 
towards their slaves at this juncture roused Jeremi
ah's withering scorn and severest condemnation 
(34:8-22). Thanks to the cowardly vacillations of 
Zedekiah, the prophet was so rigorously mal
treated by his enemies during the siege that he 
despaired of his life. Arrested on the charge of 
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deserting to the enemy, he was thrown into a 
dungeon (37 : 1 1 - 1 6), but was later removed to a 
prison in the guard-court close to the palace 
(37: 1 7-2 1 ) . He was then accused of treason and 
thrown into a disused eistern, where he would 
have dicd but for the timely intervention of 
Ebed-melech. He was later transferred to the 
prison court (38 :  1 - 1 3), where the king secretly 
conferred with hirn (vv. 1 4-28). 

During the last stages of the siege Jeremiah, in a 
great act of faith, bought the land belonging to his 
cousin in Anathoth (32 : 1 - 1 5). At this moment too 
he proclaimed promises of restoration (32:36-44; 
3 3 : 1 -26). To this period may be assigned his great 
prophecy of a new covenant (3 1 : 3 1  ff.), ultimately 
fulfilled in Christ the Mediator of that covenant. 
Hut Judah 's cup of iniquity was now full and in 
587 judgment engulfed the doomed city of Jerusa
lern (eh . 39). Here also it is instructive to notice 
that the account of the captivity of Jerusalem in 
the Hab. Chronicle agrees in general with the OT 
account in 2 Ki.  24: 1 0- 1 7; 2 Ch.  36: 1 7 ;  Je. 52:28. 
The destruction of Jerusalem is now to be dated 
587 BC, not 586, calculating the new year from the 
spring rather than the autumn, according to the 
Babylonian calendar. 

Nebuchadrezzar treated Jeremiah kindly, and 
when he appointed Gedaliah governor of Judah 
Jeremiah joined hirn at Mizpah (40: 1 -6). The 
murder of Gedaliah soon followed (4 1 :  I ff.), and 
the remnant in M izpah resolved to flee into Egypt 
in spite of the earnest protestations of Jeremiah, 
who, along with Baruch his secretary, was com
pelled to accompany them (42: 1 -43 :7) .  The last 
scene in the aged Jeremiah's stormy ministry shows 
hirn at Tahpanhes in Egypt still unbowed. He 
prophesies the conq uest of Egypt by Nebuchad
rezzar (43 :8- 1 3) and rebukes the idolatrous wor
ship of the Jews then residing in Egypt (44: I ff.). Of 
subsequent events in his Iife or the circumstances 
of his death nothing is known . 

1 11 .  Jeremiah's personality 

Jeremiah's personality is the most sharply etched 
of any of the OT prophets. Indeed, it is no exag
geration to say that in order to understand wh at 
the OT means by the term 'prophet' it is necessary 
to study the book of Jeremiah . Jeremiah's call, his 
vocation as a bearer of the word of God, the au
thority which this communicated to him, the 
manner in wh ich the word was revealed to him, his 
clear-cut distinctions between the true prophet and 
the false, his message and the agonizing dilemmas 
in wh ich his fidelity to i t  entangled him-all are 
delineated in Jeremiah's oracles with an authority 
that is irresistible. This is because of the correlation 
between the prophet's spiritual and emotional ex
perience and his prophetie ministry. For interpret
ations 01' Jeremiah's inner Iife, especially in his so
called Confessions or prayers of lamentation, see 
Skinner and McConville (eh. 3) .  

I t  is impossible to plumb the depths of grief into 
which Jeremiah was plunged. Despairing of com
fort (8 :  1 8 , 2 1 ) , he desired to dissolve in tears for 
doomed Judah (9:  I ;  1 3 : 1 7) and abandon her to her 
self-inflicted fate (9:2). Convinced of ult imate fail
ure, he cursed the day he was born ( 1 5 : 1 0; 20: 1 4-
1 8), accused God of having wronged him (20:7a), 
complained 01' the ignominy that had befallen him 
(20:7b- 1 0), invoked imprecations upon his tor
mentors ( 1 8 : 1 8, 2 1 -23). It is in this sense that the 
emotional, highly-strung Jeremiah was a tragic 

figure. The tragedy of his life springs from the con
flicts which raged within and around hirn-his 
higher self wrestling with thc lower, courage con
flicting with cowardice, certain triumph struggling 
with apparent defeat, a determination to abandon 
his calling defeated by an inability to evade it (cf 
5: 1 4 ;  1 5 : 1 6, 1 9-2 1  with 6: 1 1 ;  20:9, 1 1 ; 23 :29) .  Hut 
these fierce internal conflicts and the ignominy in 
which his calling involved him ( 1 5 : 1 7f. ; 1 6 :2, 5, 8) 
compelled him to find in God a refuge. Thus the 
OT ideal of communion with God comes to its 
finest expression in Jeremiah . And i t  was in this 
fellowship with God that Jeremiah was able finally 
to withstand the erosive effects 01' timidity, an
guish, helplessness, hostili ty, loneliness, despair, 
misunderstanding and failure. 

IV. His message 

a. Jeremiah 's concepl 0/ God 
God is Creator and sovereign Lord who governs all 
things in heaven and earth (27:5; 28 :23f.; 5:22, 24; 
1 0: 1 2f.) .  While the gods of the nations are non
entities ( 1 0: 14 1'. ; 1 4:22), Israel's God disposes all 
things according to his will ( 1 8 :5- 10 ;  25: 1 5-38; 
27:6-8). He knows the hearts of men ( 1 7 :5- 1 0) and 
is the fountain of life to all who trust in him (2: 1 3 ; 
1 7 : 1 3). He loves his people tenderly (2:2; 3 1 :  1 -3), 
but demands their obedience and allegiance (7: 1 -
1 5). Sacrifices to pagan gods (7 :30f.; 1 9 :5) and 
oblations offered to him by a disobedient people 
(6:20; 7 :2 1 f. ; 1 4 : 1 2) are alike abominations to 
him. 

b. Jeremiah and idolalry 
From the outset the prophet was a proclaimer 01' 
judgment. The sinfulness of Judah made this in
evitable. The particular evil against which Jeremiah 
inveighed was idolatry. His many referenccs to the 
worship of heathen deities confirm that the prac
tice was widespread and diverse. Baal, Moloch and 
the queen of heaven are mentioned. Idols were 
found in the Temple (32 :34), and in the vicinity of 
Jerusalem children were sacrificed to Baal and 
Moloch (cf 7 :3 1 ;  1 9 :5;  32:35) .  Josiah had sup
pressed the idolatrous practices which his grand
father Manasseh had promoted, but the nation had 
apostatized after Josiah's death. 
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c. Jeremiah and immoralily 
Throughout the OT immorality was a concomitant 
of idolatry. This principle is powerfully exemplified 
in Jeremiah's idolatrous generation (5: 1 -9; 7 : 3-1 1 ;  
23 : 1 0- 1 4). Inescapably moral corruption followed 
the elimination of the fear of God and reverence 
for his law. Profligacy and improbity were common 
even among the priests and prophets (5 :30f.; 6: 1 3-
1 5 ; 1 4: 1 4). I nstead of arresting immorality, they 
contributed to its spread. l ronically, idolatrous and 
immoral Judah was still zealously religious' This 
explains Jeremiah's oft-reiterated contention that 
before God the moral law takes precedence over 
the ceremonial. This principle Jeremiah applies to 
Judah's reverence for the ark ( 3 :  1 6), the tablets of 
the Torah (3 1 : 3 1  f.), the covenant sign of circumci
sion (4:4; 6 : 1 0; 9:26), the Temple (7:4, 1 0f. ; 1 1 : 1 5 ; 
1 7 :3 ;  26:6, 9, 1 2; 27 :  1 6) and the sacrificial system 
(6:20; 7 : 2 1  f.; 1 1 : 1 5 ; 1 4 :  1 2). 

d Jeremiah andjudgmenl 
Naturally, then, the inevitability of judgment was 
prominent in Jeremiah's message. Judah's punish-



ment at the hands of God took many forms, such 
as drought and famine (5:24; 1 4: 1 -6) and invasion 
by a foreign power ( I :  1 3- 1 6; 4: 1 1 -22; 5:  1 5- 1 9; 6: 1 -
1 5 , elc.). And inexorably the great day o f  doom 
dawned when God's instrument for punishing 
apostate ludah appeared (25:9; 52: 1 -30). Thc his
tory of the background against which these oracles 
of judgment should be set has become much c1ear
er with the publ ication of Chronic/es oJ Chaldaean 
Kings (626-556 Bq, to which reference has al
ready been made. It describes a number of inter
national events wh ich took place in leremiah's l ife
time, and hints of these are found in his oracles 
against the foreign nations. Doubtless his oracles 
against the nations in ch. 25 were written under the 
influence of Nebuchadrezzar's first advance W (le. 
25: I ;  cl v. 9). Ch. 46 opens with a reference to the 
battle of Carchemish in 605. Then comes an oracle 
relating to Nebuchadrezzar's campaign against 
Egypt (46: 1 3-26). The Bab. Chronicle also pro
vides a factual basis for leremiah's oracles against 
Kedar and Hazor (49:28-33) and Elam (49:34-39). 
It also relates how Nebuchadrezzar in 599 made 
raids against the Arab tribes (cl 1e. 49:29, 32), 
while in 596 he campaigned against Elam. Hitherto 
this oracle has had no historical basis. See further 
lor the light shed by the Bab. Chronicle on the 
dating and authenticity of the oracles in 1eremiah 
46-5 1 in JBL 75, 1 956, pp. 2821'. 

e. Jeremiah and Ihe Jalse prophels 
1eremiah's elevated conception 01', and total com
mitment to, his call evoked within hirn an un
compromising antagonism towards the profes
sional prophets and priests, and they in turn were 
his sworn enemies. 1eremiah's major polemic with 
the priests was over their policy of making gain of 
their office and their contention that the 1erusalem 
Temple would never fall to the Babylonians (6: 1 3 ; 
1 8 : 1 8 ; 29:25-32, elc. ) .  The false prophets con
firmed the duped people of ludah in this faci le op
timism (8 : 1 0- 1 7; 1 4: 1 4- 1 8 ; 23:9-40, elc.). 

f Jeremiah 's hope 
By contrast leremiah was an uncompromising 
preacher of judgment. However, his announce
ment of judgment was s.hot through and through 
with hope. 1udah's exile in BabyIon would not last 
for evcr (25: 1 1 ;  29: i 0). Indeed, BabyIon herself 
would be overthrown (5i0f. ) .  This word of hope 
concerning 1udah's survi val of judgment was pres
ent in 1eremiah's message from thc start (3: 1 4-25; 
1 2 : 1 4- 1 7), but as the situation became more omin
ous 1eremiah's confidence shone brighter (23: 1 -8;  
30-33). And it was this  hope that gave birth to his  
great act of fai th in the darkest days (32 : 1 - 1 5) .  

g. Jeremiah and Judah 's religion 
1eremiah could therefore anticipate the destruction 
of the Temple, the fall of the Davidic dynasty, the 
cessation of the sacrificial system and the ministry 
of the priesthood with perfeet equanimity. He even 
proclaimed that the covenant sign of circumcision 
was largely meaningless without the circumcision 
of the heart (4:4; 9:26, cl 6: I 0). Confidence in 
Temple, sacrifice, priesthood, was vain unless ac
companied by a change of heart (7:4- 1 5 ,  2 1 -26). 
Even the ark of the covenant would be dispensed 
with (3 : 1 6) .  Knowledge of the law without obedi
ence to the law was valueless (2:8; 5: 1 3 , 30f.; 8 : 8) .  
leremiah therefore sees the necessity of having the 
law written not on stone but on the heart, thus 
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prompting all to spontaneous and perfect obedi
ence (3 1 : 3 1 -34; 32:40). The passing away of the 
outward symbols of the covenant signified not the 
end of the covenant but its renewal in a more 
glorious form (33: 1 4-26). 

h. Jeremiah and Ihe idealJulure 
Thus leremiah looks far beyond 1udah's return 
from exile and the resumption of Iife in Palestine 
(30: 1 7-22; 32: 1 5, 44; 33:9- 1 3) .  In the ideal future 
Samaria will have a part (3: 1 8 ; 3 1  :4-9), abundance 
will prevail (3 1 :  1 2- 1 4), lerusalem will be holy unto 
the Lord (3 1  :23, 38-40), and be named 'the Lord is 
our righteousness' (33: 1 6) .  I ts inhabitants will 
return to the Lord penitently (3:22-25; 3 1 :  1 8-20) 
and with their whole heart (24:7). God will forgive 
them (3 1 :34b), put his fear within them (32:37-40), 
establish the rule of the Messianic Prince over 
them (23:5f.) and admit the Gentile nations to a 
share of the blessing ( 1 6 :  1 9; 3: 1 7 ; 30:9). 
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V. His oracles 

The oracles in 1eremiah's book are not presented 
to the reader in chronological sequence. His minis
try was spread over five reigns, and the oracles em
anate from all periods. For example, much of chs. 
2-6 may come from 10siah's reign; chs. 26, 35-36 
are from lehoiakim's; and chs. 2 1 ,  24, 29, 37-39 
come from the time of Zedekiah. Some commenta
tors have attempted to date all the oracles (Bright, 
Holladay), but there are many uncertainties. 

Since, then, the chapters are not arranged 
chronologically, probably their subject-matter has 
determined their present order. Ch. 36 would seem 
to confirm this suggestion. When leremiah's or
aeles were first committed to writing in the 4th year 
of lehoiakim (604 BC) they covered a period of 23 
years-from the 1 3th year of 10siah (626 BC) until 
604 BC. These oraeles lehoiakim destroyed in the 
5th year of his reign, but Baruch rewrote them at 
leremiah's dictation, and 'many similar words were 
added to them' (36:32). What these additions were 
is uncertain, as are also the contents of the original 
roll wh ich lehoiakim destroyed. But c1early the 
original oracles and the additions formed the nu
e1eus of the book of 1eremiah as it has come down 
to us, although how the whole was given its final 
form can only be conjectured. But the disorderly 
arrangement of the oracles strengthens the convic
tion that they are the words 1eremiah's inspired 
lips uttered and were then put together during days 
of danger and turmoil. 

The quest ion of the order of 1eremiah's oracles 
is also bound up with the relation between the MT 
and LXX text of his book. The Gk. translation de
viates from the Heb. text i n two respects. (i) It is 
shorter than the Heb. text by approximately one
eighth (i. e. about 2,700 words). This is the more 
remarkable when it is recalled that on the whole the 
t�xt of the LXX corresponds fairly e10sely to the 
MT. The main exceptions are leremiah, lob and 
Daniel. (ii) In the LXX the oraeles against the lor
eign nations (46-5 1 )  are placed after 25: 1 3 , and 
their sequence is also altered. These divergences go 
back to Origen's time, but it is difficult to believe 
that the Heb. and Gk. texts represent two different 
recensions of the book of leremiah. Because of 
leremiah's prophetie stature and spiritual calibre, 
these two texts of his book must have existed from 
a very early date, since no text wh ich differed so 
radically from the received text as the Gk.  differs 
from the Heb. would have been able to gain a 
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roothold ir it had been produced centuries arter 
leremiah's death. 

In the debate on the superiority or one text to 
the other those who ravour the LXX version argue 
that i t  gives the oracles against the roreign nations 
a more natural context, and that some or the omis
sions (e.g. 29: 1 6-20; 33 : 1 4-26; 39:4- 1 3; 52; 28-33, 
eIe.) could not have been accidental. But the rore
going rererences to the Bab. Chronicle have shown 
how it now enables us to re-create the historical 
background against which some or these oracles 
h ave to be set, especially those against Kedar, 
Hazor, Elam and the Arabs. Those who support 
the claims or the Heb. text emphasize 'the arbitrary 
character or the renderings' (Streane), which ac
cording to Grar makes it 'altogether impossible to 
give to this new edition-ror one can scarcely call it 
a translation-any critical authority'. The impres
sion too is that the omissions are not motivated by 
scholarly interests. And the ract remains that the 
men or the 'great synagogue' who did so much in 
determining the Canon or the OT prererred the 
Heb. text to the Gk.  version. 

VI. Conclusion 

In summarizing the greatness or leremiah, several 
things should be stressed. He recognized that losi
ah's rerorms were in reality a retrograde movement 
because they threatened to undo the work or the 
prophets. Rerormation in worship without rerorm
ation or heart was useless. He also perceived that 
religion in ludah would continue even though the 
Temple and lerusalem were destroyed. In his 
ramous letter to the exiles in BabyIon (ch. 29) he 
affirmed that in a pagan land lews could still wor
ship God although denied the ministry or priest
hood and the service or sacrifice. Indeed, they 
could be c10ser to God in BabyIon than were their 
brethren in Jerusalem, who made the outward 
trappings or religion a substitute ror inward raith. 

He saw too that, since religion was essentially a 
moral and spiritual relation with God (3 1 : 3 1-34), 
its demands must also be moral and spiritual. The 
essence or the new covenant was inwardness. This 
is not the same as 'individualism'. Rather, leremi-
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ah's rejection or the 'sour grapes' proverb (Je. 
3 1  :29-30) was intended to relieve a new generation 
or the burden or inherited guilt, while affirming its 
own responsibility ror its standing berore God. The 
new covenant people or God remains the 'house or 
Israel and the house or ludah' (Je. 3 1  : 3 1 ), i. e. a 
community. 

In Christian terms this new community is to be 
understood as those who belong together in Christ. 
The new covenant is �stablisht!d by his death and 
resurrection, and by the dwelling or his Spirit 
among his people (Heb. 8 : 8- 1 3; 1 0: 1 6- 1 7) .  In the 
l ire which he gives, enabling them to live in the 
Spirit, lies the way through the old impasse or a 
covenant wh ich could not be kept (Je. 3 1  :32). 
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JERICHO. 

I .  Name 

J.G.S.S.T. 
J .G.McC. 

The original meaning or the name lericho is open 
to doubt. It i s  simplest to take Heb. y'rfM as rrom 
the same root as yärea/:l, 'moon', and to connect it 
with the early W Semitic moon-god Yarib or 
Yera/:l. Cf remarks by Albright in Arehaeology and 
the Religion 0/ Israel, 1 953 edn . ,  pp. 83,  9 1 -92, 1 97 
note 36, and in AASOR 6, 1 926, pp. 73-74. Some 
suggest nV!l, 'rragrant place' (BDB, p. 437b, arter 
Gesenius), or as 'rounded by (deity) I:Iö' (PEQ 77. 
1 945, p. 1 3),  but this is im probable. 

1 1 .  Sites 
OT lericho is generally identified with the present 
mound or Tell es-Sultan c. 1 6  km NW or the pres-



ent mouth of the Jordan at the Dead Sea, 2 km 
NW of er-Ri�a village (modern Jerieho), and 
about 27 km ENE of Jerusalem. The imposing, 
pear-shaped mound is about 400 m long from N to 
S and roughly 200 m wide at the broad N end, and 
some 20 m thiek. Herodian and NT Jerieho is rep
resented by the mounds of Tulul Abu el-'Alayiq, 2 
km W of modern er-Ri�a, and so is S of OT Jeri
eho. The mountains of Judaea rise abruptly from 
the plains of Jerieho a little distance to the W. 

III .  History 

a. Be/ore Joshua 
(i) Beginnings. The story of Jerieho is virtually a 
pn!eis 01' the whole arehaeologieal history of Pales
ti ne between e. 8000 and c. 1 200 BC. (For the spe
cial abbreviations used here, see bibliography at the 
end of this article.) Every settlement at Jerieho has 
owed its existenee to the fine perennial spring there 
and the 'oasis' wh ich it waters (D UJ, pI.  I ); in the 
OT Jerieho is sometimes ealled 'the eity of palm 
trees' (Dt.  34:3). Already c. 960017700 BC, food
gathering hunters may have had a shrine there, and 
Palest ine's earliest-known agriculturists built huts 
by the spring (AHL, pp. 4 1 -43; pI. 5A). Early in 
the 8th millennium BC (Carbon - 1 4  date), the oldest 
town 01' Jerieho was built with a stone revetment
wall that included at least one tower (with built-in 
stairway) and round houses. Subsequently, spa
eious reetangular houses beeame fashionable and 
skulls 01' venerated ancestors (?) were embodied in 
c1ay-moulded portrait heads of remarkable realism 
(DUJ, pp. 67-73 and pis. 25, 29-30, or AHL, pp. 
43-47 and pI. 7, for 'prepottery Neolithie, phase 
A'; D UJ, pp. 5 1 -67 and pis. 20-22, or AHL, pp. 
47-57, 60 and pis. 1 3ff., for 'phase B'). In  the 5th 
and 4th millennia BC later Jericho eitizens learnt to 
make pottery, but eventually abandoned the plaee 
('Pottery Neolithie A and B', 'Jerieho IX and V I I I '  
01' older books, DUJ, pp. 79-94, AHL, pp. 60-70). 
Aneient Jerieho is eurrently the primary souree 01' 
information on the earliest settled life of Palest ine; 
cf also W, ehs. 2-4 and GSJ, pp. 55-72. 

(ii) Early historical per iod. From c. 3200 BC Jeri
eho was again inhabited as a walled and towered 
town 01' the Early Bronze Age, when towns famous 
later (e.g. Megiddo) were first founded, eon
temporary with Egypt's Pyramid Age and thc 
Sumerian civilization in Mesopotamia (DUJ, pp. 
1 67- 1 85; AHL, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 34; W, eh. 5; GSJ, pp. 
75-88, cities l and 1 1 ). But c. 2300 BC Jericho pcr
ished violently at the hands 01' uncultured new
comers who eventually resettled thc si te (Albright's 
Middle Bronze Age I ;  K .  M. Kenyon's Intermedi
atc Early/Middle Bronze Age, cf DUJ, pp. 1 86-
209; AHL, pp. 1 35- 1 6 1 ). These coalesced with the 
Canaanites of the Middle Bronze Age proper (e. 
1 900- 1 6001 1 550 BC). Biblieally this was the period 
01' Abraham, Isaac and Jaeob; the remains from 
contemporary Jericho throw a vivid light on the 
daily life 01' Abraham's Canaanite/ Amorite town
dwelling neighbours. The tombs have preserved 
more than the badly-denuded town buildings. 
Splendid pottery, wooden three- and four-Iegged 
tables, stools and beds, trinket-boxes 01' bone inlay, 
basketry. plallers 01' fruit and joints 01' meat, metal 
daggers and circlets-all have been preserved by 
peculiar atmospheric conditions (DUJ, pp. 2 1 0-
232 [city], 233-255 [tombs]; AHL, pp. 1 62- 1 94; 
GSJ, pp. 9 1 - 108) .  For restoration 01' a Jcricho 
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house-interior, see D UJ, end papers. For re
eonstructions 01' the walled eity on its mound, see 
IIIustrated London News, 1 9  May 1 956, pp. 554-
555; cf AHL, p. 1 88, fig. 45. 

b. Jericho and the Old Testament 
(i) Joshua's invasion. After c. 1 600 BC Jerieho was 
violently destroyed, probably by Egypt's 1 8th 
Dynasty imperial pharaohs. After this the only 
(LaIe Bronze) occupation found at Jerieho dates 
mainly between c. 1 400 and 1 325 BC; from the 1 3th 
eentury BC, the date 01' the Israelite conquest 
(* CHRONOLOGY Of On, virtually nothing is known 
(D UJ, pp. 259-263; AHL, pp. 1 97-1 98, 209-2 1 1 ) . 
Garstang's 'Late Bronze Age' walls (GSJ, eh. 7) 
aetually date from the Early Bronze Age, over 
1 ,000 years be fore Joshua, beeause 01' the associ
ated Early Bronze remains, and they are overlaid 
by Middle Bronze material, only subsequently 
identified in Miss Kenyon's exeavations (e.g. DUJ, 
pp. 1 70- 1 7 1 , 1 76- 1 77, and especially 1 8 1 ). It is 
possible that in Joshua's day ( 1 3th century BC) 
there was a small town on the E part 01' the mound, 
later wholly eroded away. Such a possibility is not 
just a 'harmonistic' or heuristic view, but one sug
gested by the evidence 01' considerable erosion 01' 
the older settlements at Jericho. The tombs conclu
sively prove the importance 01' Middle Bronze Age 
Jericho (patriarchal period), although on the city 
mound most 01' the Middle Bronze town-and 
even much 01' the Early Bronze one be fore it-was 
eroded away between e. 1 600 and e. 1 400 BC (cf 
D UJ, pp. 1 70- 1 7 1 ,  and also 45, 93, 259-260, 262-
263) .  When so much damage was done by the 
elements in barely 200 years it is easy to see how 
much havoc natural erosion must have wrought on 
the deserted mound in the 400 years that separated 
Joshua from Jericho's refounding by Hiel the 
Bethelite (I Ki. 1 6:34) in Ahab's reign. I t  seems 
highly likely that the washed-out remains 01' the 
last Late Bronze Age city are now lost under the 
modern road and cultivated land along the E side 
01' the town mound, as the main slope 01' the 
mound is from W down to E. It remains highly 
doubtful whether excavation here (even if allowed) 
would yield much now. The narrative 01' Jos. 3-8 
within which the fall of Jericho is recounted is 
known to reflect faithfully conditions in, and top
ography 01', the area, while Joshua's generalship 
is recounted in a realistic manner. On terrain, cf J. 
Garstang, Joshua-Judges, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 1 35- 1 48 (his 
earth-tremors, providentially sent, remain a valid 
suggestion, even though his ' Late Bronze' (actually 
Early Bronze) walls do not now count as direet 
evidence for Joshua's day). On Joshua's general
ship, cf Garstang, op. cit. , pp. 1 49- 1 6 1 ,  and Y. 
Kaufmann, The Biblical A CCO/Illf 0/ the Conquest 
0/ Palestille, 1 953, pp. 9 1 -97. 
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(ii) From Joshua to Nehemiah. For centuries no 
attempt was made to rebuild the town-mound of 
Jerieho in awe of Joshua's eurse (Jos. 6:26), but the 
spring and oasis were still frequented, perhaps 
supporting a hamlet there. In  the time 01' the 
judges, Eglon king 01' Moab tcmporarily occupied 
the oasis (Jdg. 3: 1 3) and David's cnvoys tarried 
there after being outraged by Hanun 01' Ammon (2 
Sa. 1 0:5;  I Ch. 1 9 :5); the 'blockhouse' may have 
been a guard-post in this period ( 1 0th century BC: 
so Albright and Wright, cited by Tushingham, BA 
1 6, 1 953, p. 67). Then in Ahab's reign (e. 874/3-853 
BC) Hiel the Bethelite refounded Jericho proper 
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and finally rulfilled the ancient curse in the loss or 
his eldest and youngest sons ( I  Ki. 1 6: 34). This 
humble Iron Age Jericho was that or Elijah and 
Elisha (2 Ki. 2:4-5, 1 8-22), and it was in the plains 
or Jericho that the Babylonians captured Zede
kiah, last king or Judah (2 Ki .  25:5;  2 Ch. 28: 1 5 ; Je. 
39:5; 52:8) .  The remains or this Jericho (9th-6th 
centuries BC) are very rragmentary (erosion again 
to biarne), but quite definite: buildings, pottery and 
tombs; probably the Babylonians destroyed the 
place in 587 BC (see BA 1 6, 1 953, pp. 66-67; PEQ 
85, 1 953, pp. 9 1 ,  95; D UJ, pp. 263-264). After the 
Exile, a modest Jericho still existed in Persian 
times. Some 345 Jerichoans returned to Judaea 
with Zerubbabel ( Ezr. 2 :34; Ne. 7 :36), and their 
descendants in Jericho helped with repairing Jeru
salem's walls in 445 BC under Nehemiah (Ne. 3:2); 
a pottery jar-stamp (e. 4th century BC) 'belonging 
to Hagar (daughter of) Uriah' is the last memento 
or OT Jericho (Hammond, PEQ 89, 1 957,  pp. 68-
69, with pI .  1 6, corrected in BASOR 1 47, 1 957, pp. 
37-39; cf also Albright, BASOR 148,  1 957, pp. 
28-30). 

e. New Testament Iericho 
I n  NT times, the town or Jericho was sited S or the 
old mound. In that region, Herod the Great 
(40/37-4 BC) and his successors built a winter 
palace with ornamental gardens, near the ramous 
palm and balsam groves that yielded lucrative rev
enues. Fragmentary ruins that may be connected 
with these great buildings have been excavated See 
Kelso and Baramki, ' Excavations at New Testa
ment Jericho' in AASOR 29/30, 1 955, and BA 1 4, 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 33-43; Pritchard, The Excavation at 
Herodian Iericho in AASOR 32/33, 1 958, and 
BASOR 1 23, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 8- 1 7 . Herod brought water 
by aqueduct rrom the Wadi Qilt (Perowne, Life and 
Times o[ Herod the Great, 1 956, plates opposite pp. 
96-97). 

The environs or NT Jericho witnessed Christ's 
healing or blind men, ineluding Bartimacus (Mt .  
20:29; Mk .  1 0:46; Lk. 1 8 :35) .  Zacchaeus ( Lk.  1 9 : 1 )  
was not the only wealthy Jew who had his horne in 
this rashionable district. The immortal story or the 
good Samaritan is set on the narrow, bandit
inrested road rrom Jerusalem down to Jericho (Lk.  
1 0:30-37). 

IV. Bibliography 
Sir Charles Warren sank sharts at Jericho in about 
1 868 with little result. The first scientific excavation 
there ( 1 907-9) was by Sellin and Watzinger (Ieri
cho, 1 9 1 3),  but they could not date their finds 
properly. Apart rrom his crrors over 'Joshua's Jeri
cho' (see above), Garstang in 1 930-<> put the 
archaeology or the si te on a sound basis. See 1. and 
1. B. E. Garstang, The Story o[ Iericho, 1 948 (GSJ). 
Detailed preliminary reports are in Liverpoo/ 
Annals o[ Archaeology and Anthropology 1 9, 1 932, 
to 23, 1 936, and in PEQ ror the same years. Miss 
Kenyon reviewed Garstang's results in PEQ 83, 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 0.\ - 1 38 .  Further older bibliography is in 
Barrois, ManIlei d'Archeologie Bibliqlle, I ,  1 939, 
pp. 6 1 ,  63. 

Detailed preliminary reports or Miss Kenyon's 
excavat ions rrom 1 952 to 1 958 are in PEQ 84, 
1 952, to 92, 1 960; BASOR 1 27, 1 952, pp. 5-1 6; BA 
1 6, 1 953,  pp. 45-<>7, and 1 7 , 1 954, pp. 98- 1 04. For 
an instructive (and humorous) general account, see 
W = M. Wheeler, The Walls o[ Iericho, 1 956 
(paperback, 1 960). Best detailed over-all account is 

DUI =  K. M. Kenyon, Digging Up Iericho, 1 957 
(rully illustrated), supplemented ror the earliest 
periods by AHL = K. M. Kenyon, Archaeology in 
the Holy Land, 1 960. The definitive publication is 
K. M .  Kenyon and others, Iericho I -V, 1 960-83. 
General background and a summary in P. Bi
enkowski, Iericho in the Late Bronze Age, 1 986. 
For NT Jericho, see above (111.  c) and good back
ground by L. Mowry, BA 1 5 , 1 952, pp. 25-42. 
Overall bibliography, cf E. K. Vogel, Bibliography 
o[ Holy Land Sites, 1 974, pp. 42-44; survey, cf 
NEAEHL, 2, pp. 674-<>95. KAK.  

JEROBOAM (probably 'may the  peoplc increase'; 
possibly 'may he contend ror the people', i.e. 
against Rehoboam's oppressions). 

I .  First king or Israel (c. 93 1 -9 1 0 BC; I Ki .  
1 1 :26- 1 4 :20; 2 Ch. 1 0:2-1 3:20), Jeroboam, son 01' 
Nebat, seems to have been a wealthy land owner 
(gibbör flayil, I Ki. 1 1  :28), able to equip hirnself 
and others ror war, despite the ract that his mother 
was a widow. ' Solomon, building the Millo, placed 
Jeroboam, an Ephraimite, in charge or the work
rorce of the N tribes. The king's oppressive prac
tices led Jeroboam to roment a revolt, resulting in 
his exile to Egypt until Solomon's death.  Thc LXX 
contains an unreliable midrash (based partly on 
Hadad's experiences, I Ki. 1 1 :  1 4-22) which at
tempts to complete the sketchy biblical picture of 
Jeroboam's !light. His rriendship with ' Shishak 
was short-lived, for the pharaoh's subsequent inva
sion (c. 925 BC) proved costly to both Judah and 
Israel (ineluding the destruction, as archaeological 
evidence indicates, of Gezer, Taanach, Megiddo, 
Beth-shean, et al. ). Rehoboam's rash rerusal to ini
tiate a more element policy than his I'ather's 
brought the fulfilment of Ahijah's prophecy ( I  Ki . 
1 2:29ff. ) :  the kingdom was rent asunder. Benjamin 
alone remained loyal to Judah and became a 
battleground for a series of border skirmishes be
tween the two kings ( I  Ki .  1 4:30). The con!lict with 
Judah (I Ki. 1 5 :6-7; 2 Ch. 1 3 :2-20) along with re
peated pressures rrom Damascus and the Philistine 
cities, prompted Jeroboam to rortify key cities likc 
Shechem, Penuel and Tirzah, which had servcd in 
turn as his capitals (I  Ki. 1 2 :25; 1 4 : 1 7) . 
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Jeroboam incurrcd divine wrath by building, in 
Dan and Bethel, shrines that rivallcd the Jerusa
lern Temple and were staffed by a newly formed, 
non-Ievitical priesthood. The date of the Feast 01' 
TabernaeIes was changed in the process (I Ki . 
1 2 : 3 1 -32). The infamous calves were probably not 
representations or deity but pedestals on which 
the invisible Yahweh was supposed to stand (cf 
W. F. Albright ,  From the Stone Age to Christian
ity', 1 957, pp. 299-30 1 ) . They thrcatened the cov
enant raith by encouraging a syncretism or Yah
weh worship with the rertility cult of Baal and 
thus drew prophetic rebuke (e.g. the man of God, 
I Ki. 1 3 : l ff. ;  Ahijah, I Ki. 1 4 : 1 4- 1 6) .  Jeroboam's 
ascent to the throne by popular choice rat her than 
hereditary right doomed thc N kingdom to dyn
astic instability from the beginning. His royal cult 
set the pattern ror his successors, who are custom
arily evaluated as perpetuating his s ins (e.g. I Ki.  
1 6:26). 

BtBLIOGRAPHY. M. Aberbach, L. Smolar, in 
/DBS, 1 976, pp. 473-475; 1. Bright, A History o[ 
Israel', 1 972, pp. 226-235; 1. Gray, 1 and 2 Kings' ,  
1 970; EI, 9, cols. 1 37 1 - 1 374; M .  Noth, The History 
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A seal inscribed 'belonging /0 Shema, serllan/ oJ leroboam' (15m' 'bd yrbm), 
probably leroboam II (793-753 BC). The roaring !ion was used as a symbol Jor 
ludah. Leng/h 3 ·8 cm. Megiddo. 

oJ Israel', 1 960, pp. 225ff.; M .  Haran, VT 1 7, 1 967, 
pp. 266ff., 325ff. 

2. Jeroboam I I  (c. 793-753 BC) was the 4th king 
01' Jehu's dynasty and one 01' I srael's most illustri
<?us rulers (2 Ki. 1 4:23-29). Co-regent with his 
lather for a decade, Jeroboam " carried on Je
hoash's policies 01' aggressive expansion. Aided by 
Adad-nirari's campaigns (805-802 BC) which 
broke the back 01' the Aramaean kingdom and by 
the Assyr. preoccupation with Armenia, he was 
able to restore I srael's boundaries virtually to their 
Solomonic scope and thus fulfil Jonah's prophecy 
(2 Ki .  1 4 :25). 

Jeroboam's administrative skills combined with 
comparative freedom from foreign attack to bring 
unparalleled economlc prospenty. Excavations in 
* Samaria, including the discovery 01' the Samari
tan ostraca, have demonstrated the grandeur of 
Jeroboam's fortress city together with the luxury 
and false worshlp whlch vexed Amos' righteous 
soul (e.g. Am. 6 : 1 -7; 5 :26; 8 : 14) .  Extreme wealth 
and poverty (Am. 2:6-7), empty religious ritual 
(Am. 5 :2 1 -24; 7 : 1 0- 1 7) and false security (Am. 
6: 1 -8)  are among the characteristics of Jeroboam's 
len�thy reign. Amos' gloomy prophecy (7:9) was 
venfied when Shallum's successful coup against 
Zechanah (whose name shows that Jeroboam re
tained some regard for Yahweh, 2 Ki .  1 5 : 8- 1 2) 
wrote finis to Jehu's house. See J. Bright, op. eil , 
pp. 254-256; El, 9, cols. 1 374-1 375;  M .  F. Unger, 
Israel and /he Arameans oJ DamasCl/s, 1 957,  pp. 
89-95. D.A .H .  

�ERU,EL (Heb. y'ni 'el, 'founded by EI ' ;  LXX 
Jenel ) .  MentlOned by the prophet Jahaziel as the 

wilderness where Jehoshaphat would meet and 
conquer the M oabites and Ammonites (2 Ch. 
20: 1 6) .  Possibly identical with, or a part of, the 
wilderness 01' * Tekoa, the country extending from 
thc W shores 01' the Dead Sea N of En-gedi. 

J .D .D. 
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JERUSALEM. 

I. Introduction and general description 

Jerusalem is one of the world's famous cities. 
Under that name, it dates from at least the 3rd 
millennium BC; and today is considered sacred by 
the adherents 01' the three great monotheistic 
falths, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. The city is 
set high in the hills 01' Judah, about 50 km from the 
Mediterranean, and over 30 km W of the N end of 
the Dead Sea. I t  rests on a none-too-Ievel plateau 
wh ich slopes noticeably towards the SE. To the E 
lies the ridge of Olivet. Access to the city on all 
si des except the N is hampered by three deep ra
vines, wh ich join in the Siloam Valley, near the weil 
Blr Eyyub, SE of the city. The E valley is Kidron; 
the W IS now called the Wadi al-Rababi, and is 
probably to be equated with the Valley of Hinnom; 
and the third cuts the city in half before it runs S, 
and shghtly E, to meet the other two. This latter 
ravine is not mentioned or named in Scripture (al
though Maktesh, Zp. I :  1 1 , may weil have been the 
name of part of it), so it is usually referred to as the 
Tyropoeon Valley, i. e. , the Valley of the Cheese
makers, after Josephus. 

Eminences rise each side 01' the Tyropoeon 
Valley, and the city can at once be divided into W 
and E halves. I gnoring lesser heights, we may sub
dlVldc each 01' these two sections into N and S hills. 
When considering the growth and development of 
the city (see IV) it will be important to visualize 
these details. In discussing the respective heights 
and depths 01' these hills and valleys, i t  must be 
reahzed that they have changed considerably over 
the centuries. This is inevitable in any city continu
ously inhabited for centuries, and particularly 
when periodic destructions have taken place. Layer 
after layer 01' rubble and debris piles up, amount
mg here and there to more than 30 m in parts 01' 
Jerusalem. In the case 01' Jerusalem there is also the 
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factor that delibcrate attempts have been made at 
various periods to fill in valleys (especially the 
Tyropoeon) and diminish hills. 

Jerusalem's water-supply has always presented 
problems. Apart from Bir Eyyub, thc weil men
tioned above, there is only the Virgin's Spring, 
which is connected by an aqueduct with the Pool 
of Siloam. There are, and have been, other reser
voirs, of course, such as Bethesda in NT times and 
Mamilla Pool today, but they all depend on the 
rains or else on aqueducts to fill them. Bir Eyyub 
and the Virgin's Spring are in all probability the 
biblical En-rogel and Gihon respectively. Bir 
Eyyub lies SE of the ci ty, at the junction of the 
three ravines mentioned above. The Virgin's Spring 
is duc N of Bir Eyyub, E and a little S 01' the 
Temple area. Thus it is evident that only the SE 
part of Jerusalem has a reliable water-supply. (See 
A. Mazar, 'The Aqueducts of Jerusalem', in Y. 
Yadin, Jerusalem Revealed, pp. 79-84. )  

1 1 .  Name 
The meaning of the name is  not certain. The Heb. 
word is usually written y'niSälaim in the OT, but 
this is an anomalous form, since Heb. cannot have 
two consecutive vowels. The anomaly was resolved 
in later Heb. by inserting the letter 'y', thus giving 
y'rüsälayim; this form does in fact occur a few 
times in the OT, e.g. ,  Je. 26: 1 8 .  This may weil have 

o 250 yards 
6 2�dmetres 

o Present wall of Old City 

been understood to be a dual (for the ending -ayilll 
is dual), viewing the city as twofold. (Similarly, the 
Heb. name for 'Egypt', mi�rayil/'l, appears to be 
duaL) But there can be little doubt that the original 
form of the word in Heb. was y'rusälelll; this is 
evidenced by the abbreviation sälem (Eng. 'Salem') 
in Ps. 76:2, and by the Aramaic form of the name 
y'nWem, found in Ezr. 5: 1 4, ete. 

The name is pre-lsraelite, appearing in the Egyp. 
Execration Texts ( 1 9th- 1 8th century; the form ap
pears to be Rushalimum) and in later Assyrian 
documents (as Urusalim or Urisalimmu) .  The first 
part of the name is usually thought to mean 'foun
dation'; the second element, though cognate with 
the Heb. word for 'peace' , probably originally re
ferred to a Canaanite deity Shalem. Thus 'founda
tion 01' Shalem' is probably the original sense 01' 
the name; in course of time, however, the second 
element will have been associated with 'peace' 
(Heb. säl6m) in Jewish minds; cf. Heb. 7:2 .  

In NT Greek the name is transliterated in two 
different ways, Hierosolyma (as in Mt .  2: I )  and Hi
erousalem (as in Mt. 23:37). The latter is evidently 
a dose approximation to the Heb. pronunciation, 
and incidentally an additional evidence for an 'e' as 
the original final vowel in Hebrew. The former is 
deliberately Hellenized, to make a Greek-sounding 
word; the first part of the word at once recalls the 
Greek word hieros, 'holy', and probably the whole 

-Water Gate 

Jebus 
(City of David) 

Jebus. the site 0/ the City 0/ David. Jerusalem. on the SE hili. Mt Zion. 
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was understood to mean something likc 'sacred 
Salem' .  LXX has only the form Hiero/lsalelll, where
as Greek c1assical writers use J-lierosolYllla (e.g. 
PolybilIs; so too Latin, e.g. Pliny). 

Jerusalem is described in Is. 52: I as the holy city, 
and to this day it often receives this title. The Heb. 
phrase is 'fr haq-qöt;/es, literally 'the city of holi
ness'. Probably the reason for this title was that 
Jerusalem contained the Temple, the shrine where 
God dcigned to meet his people. Hence, thc word 
qöt;/d came to mean 'sanctuary' as weil as 'holi
ness'. To Judaism, then, Jerusalem was the holy 
city without a rival. It was natural for Paul and 
John, seeing that the earthly city was far from per
f"ect, to designate the place where God dweils in 
trlle holiness as 'Jerllsalem which is above' (Gal. 
4:26) and 'new Jerusalem' (Rev. 2 1  :2) .  

For other names the ci ty has borne, see IH,  in 
historical sequence. 

III .  Hislory 

Traces of prehistoric settlement at Jerusalem have 
been found, but its early history cannot be traced. 
After a bare mention in the Egyp. Execration Texts 
early in the 2nd millennium, it reappears in the 
14th-f:entury el-Amarna letters, ruled by a king 
named Abdi-Khepa. At that time it was under the 
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suzerainty of Egypt, and was probably little more 
than a mountain fortress. Possible pentateuchal 
references to it are as Salem (Gn. 1 4: 1 8) and the 
mOllntain in the 'land of Moriah' of Gn. 22:2.  Ac
cording to very ancient tradition, the latter was the 
place where later the Temple was built ,  but there is 
no possible proof of this. As for Salem, it is almost 
certainly to be identified with Jerusalem (cf Ps. 
76:2); if so, it was ruled in Abraham's day by an 
earlier king, Melchizedek, who was also 'priest of 
God Most High' ( 'ei 'elyön). 

When the Israelites entered Canaan they found 
Jerusalem in the hands of an indigenous Semitic 
tribe, the Jebusites, ruled over by a king named 
Adoni-zedek. This ruler formed an alliance of 
kings against Joshua, who soundly defeated them; 
but Joshua did not take the city, owing, doubtless, 
to its natural strength of position. It remained in 
Jebusite hands, bearing the name Jebus. Compar
ing Jdg. 1 :8 with Jdg. 1 :2 1 ,  i t  appears that Judah 
overcame the part of the city outside the fortress 
walls, and that Benjamin occupied this part, living 
peaceably alongside the Jebusites in the fortress. 

This was the situation when David became king. 
His first capital was Hebron, but he soon saw the 
value of Jerusalem, and set about its capture. This 
was not only a tactical move but also a diplomatic 

Sheep Gate 
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one, for his use of a city on the Benjamin-Judah 
border would help to diminish the jealousy be
tween the two tribes. The Jebusites feit confident of 
their safety behind the fortress walls, but David's 
men used an unexpected mode of entry, and took 
the ci tadel by surprise (2 Sa. 5 :6ff.). In this passage 
we meet a third name, 'Zion'. This was probably 
the name of the hill on which the ci tadel stood; 
Vincent, however, thinks the name originally ap
plied rat her to the fortress building than to the 
ground it occupied. 

Having taken the city, David improved the forti
fications and built hirnself a palace; he also in
stalled the ark in his new capital. Solomon carried 
the work of fortification further, but his great 
achievement was the construction 01' the Temple. 
After his death and the subsequent division of the 
kingdom, Jerusalem naturally declined somewhat, 
being now capital only of Judah. As early as the 
5th year of Solomon's successor, Rehoboam, the 
Temple and royal palace were plundered by Egyp. 
troops ( I  Ki. 1 4 :25f) .  Philistine and Arab maraud
ers again plundered the palace in Jehoram's reign. 
In Amaziah's reign a quarrel with the king of the 
N kingdom, Jehoash, resulted in part of the city 
walls being broken down, and fresh looting of 
Temple and palace. Uzziah repaired this damage to 
the fortifications, so that in the reign 01' Ahaz the 
city was able to withstand the attacks of the com-

1 Upper house of the king 
2 House of Azariah 
3 House of Benjamin and Hasshub 4 

House of Eliashib the high priest 
5 Ascent to the annoury 
6 House of the mighty men 7 

Artificial pool 
8 Sepulchres of David 

A Upper chamber of the comer 
B House of the temple servants 

and the merchants 

bined armies of Syria and Israel. Soon after this 
the N kingdom fell to the Assyrians. Hezekiah of 
Judah had good reason to fear Assyria too, but 
Jerusalem providentially escaped . In ca se of siege, 
he made a conduit to improve the city's water
supply. 

Nebuchadrezzar of Babyion captured Jerusalem 
in 597 and in 587 BC destroyed the city and Temple. 
At the end of that century the Jews, now under 
Persian rule, were allowed to return to thcir land 
and city, and they rebuilt the Temple, but the city 
walls remained in ruins until Nehemiah restored 
them in the middle of the 5th century BC. Alexan
der the Great ended the power 01' Persia at the end 
01' the 4th century, and after his death his general 
Ptolemy, founder 01' the Ptolemaic dynasty in 
Egypt, entered Jerusalem and included it in his 
realm. In 1 98 BC Palestine fell to Antiochus 1 1 ,  the 
Seleucid king 01' Syria. About 30 years later, An
tiochus IV entered Jerusalem, destroying its walls 
and plundering and desecrating the Temple; and he 
installed a Syrian garrison in the city, on the Akra. 
Judas the Maccabee led a Jewish revolt,  and in 1 65 
BC the Temple was rededicated . He and his succes
sors gradually won independence for Judaea, and 
the Hasmonaean dynasty ruled a free Jer�salem 
until the middle 01' the I st centurv BC when Rome 
intervened. Roman generals forced their way into 
the city in 63 and 54; a Parthian army plundered it 
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in 40; and 3 years after that Herod the Great had to 
fight his way into it, to take contro! . He first had to 
repair the damage crcated by these various incur
sions; then he launched a big building programme, 
crecting some notable towers. His most renowned 
work was the rebuilding of the Temple on a much 
grander scale, although this was not finished 
within his lifetime. One of his towers was Antonia, 
commanding the Temple area C i t  housed the 
Roman garrison which came to Paul's aid, Acts 
21 :34). 

The Jewish revolt against the Romans in AD 66 
could have but one conclusion; in AD 70 the Roman 
general Titus systematically forced his way into Je
rusalem, and destroyed the fortifications and the 
Temple. He left three towers standing; one of 
them, Phasael, still remains, incorporated in the 
so-called 'Tower of David'. But further disaster 
awaited the lews: another revolt in AD 1 32 led to 
the rebuilding of lerusalem (on a much smaller 
scale) as a pagan city, dedicated to lupiter Capi
tolinus, from wh ich all lews were excluded. This 
was the work of the emperor Hadrian; he called 
the newly constructed city Aelia Capitolina (the 
name even found its way into Arabic, as l Iiya). I t  
was not until the reign of Constantine (early 4th 
century) that the lews were again permitted to 
enter the city. From his reign on, the city became 
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Christian instead of pagan, and many churches 
and monasteries were built, notably the Church of 
the Holy Sepulchre. 

lerusalem has suffered many vicissitudes since 
the 2nd century, and has been captured and held at 
various times by Persian, Arab, Turkish, Crusader, 
British and Israeli troops and administrations. The 
most important building developments in the Old 
City (as opposed to the rapidly growing modern 
suburbs) were due to the early Muslims, the Cru
saders and finally the Turkish sultan Suleiman the 
Magnificent who in 1 542 rebuilt the city walls as 
they can be seen today. The Israelis give the city its 
ancient Heb. name, y'rüsälayim; the Arabs usually 
call it al-Quds (al-Sharfj), 'the (noble) Sanctuary'. 

IV. Growth and extent 

It must be stated at the outset that there is a good 
deal of uncertainty about the physical history of 
lerusalem. This is, of course, partly due to the 
periodic disasters and destructions, and to the 
layers upon layers of rubble that have piled up over 
the centuries. These factors have caused difficulty 
elsewhere, of course, but archaeologists have often 
been able to surmount them to a large extent. The 
particular problem with lerusalem is that it has 
been continuously inhabited and still is, so that ex
cavations can be made only with difficulty. 

'Pool of 
Israel' 

Tadi Gate 

Gate 
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Archaeologists here have to dig where they can, 
not where they think it might be profitable. On the 
other hand, there is an abundance of traditions, 
Christian, Jewish and Muslim; but in many cases it 
is not easy to evaluate them. So uncertainty and 
controversy remain; however, much valuable arch
aeological work has been done during the last cen
tury, and it has solved some problems. 

Scripture nowhere gives a systematic description 
of the city. The nearest approach to such a descrip
tion is  the account of the rebuilding of the walls by 
Nehemiah. But there are a great number of refer
ences giving some information. These have to be 
pieced together, and fitted in with the picture we 
get from archaeology. Our earliest description of 
the city is that of Josephus (Bi 5. 1 36- 1 4 1 ); 
Josephus is here laying a background for his ac
count of the gradual capture of the city by Titus 
and the Roman armies. This too has to be fitted 
into the picture. 

Excavations have conclusively shown that the 
earliest city was on the SE hili, an area now wholly 
outside the city walls (the S wall was retracted N in 
the 2nd century AD). It must be clearly borne in 
mind that the original Zion lay on the E ridge; the 
name was by the time of Josephus al ready errone
ously attached to the SW hilI . 

Few traces remain from the pre-Jebusite period, 
but it may be inferred that a small town grew on the 
SE ridge, within easy reach of the spring Gihon in 
the vallcy to the E. The Jebusites enlarged the city 
to a limited extent, most notably by the construc
tion of terraces E, so that their E wall lay weil down 
the slope towards the spring. This terracing and E 
wall seem to have needed frequent maintenance 
and repair till their final destruction by the Baby
lonians in the early 6th century BC, after which thc 
E wall was again retracted to the ridge. Present 
opinion is inclined to considcr the word · ' M illo' 
(e.g. 2 Sa. 5:9; I Ki.  9 :  1 5), which derives from a 
Heb. root meaning 'filI', to refer to this terracing. 

In times of peace it was common practice for 
houses to be built outside the walls, which from 
time to time necessitated new walls and fortifica
tions. David's and Solomon's city extended N, in 
particular, the Temple being built on the NE hili; 
the royal palace was probably situated in the area 
between the older city and the Temple area. 

This intermediate area is probably the 'Ophel' of 
such passages as 2 Ch. 27:3 (the name means 'swell
ing', and was used of the citadel of other cities too, 
e.g. Samaria, cf. 2 Ki. 5:24, NEß); but so me scholars 
apply the term to the whole E ridge S of the 
Temple. The Jebusite city, or perhaps more strictly 
thc central fortress of it, already bore the name 
'Zion' ( thc meaning of which is unccrtain, perhaps 
'dry area' or 'cminence') at the timc of David's 
capture, after which it was also called 'the city of 
David' ( cf. 2 Sa. 5 :6- 1 0; I Ki. 8 :  I ) .  The name 
'Zion' became, or remained. synonymous with 
Jerusalem as a whole. 

I t  was in the prosperous days of the 8th century 
BC that the city first spread to the W ridge; this new 
suburb seems to have been called the Second Quar
tcr or Mishneh (2 Ki. 22: 1 4) .  A wall iater enclosed 
it, built either in Hezekiah's reign (cf. 2 Ch. 32:5) 
or somewhat later. It is certain that this extension 
included the NW hili , but whether the SW hili was 
now occupied is as yet unresolved. Israeli archae
ologists conclude that it was, and that the Pool of 
Siloam was inside the city walls in Hezekiah's 
reign. 

When Nebuchadrezzar's troops sacked Jerusa
lern in 587 BC, they destroyed most of the buildings 
and demolished the city walls. The Temple was re
built at the end of the century, and the city had a 
sm all population onee again. In the mid-5th cen
tury the Persian authorities permitted Nehemiah 
to rebuild the city walls. No doubt he restored earl
ier walls where possible, but it is c1ear from excav
at ions that he retracted the E wall on the E side to 
the crest of the hili because the ancient terraces 
were broken beyond repair and no doubt the W 
ridge was abandoned. Persian period deposits 
occur principally on the top of the E hilI .  Nehemi
ah 's description of Jerusalem presents several 
problems. It is not clear which gates were in the city 
wall and wh ich led into the Temple. Names of 
gates changed from time to time, and there are dif
ficulties in the Heb. text. Earlier attempts to inter
pret Nehemiah's data require revision in the light 
of recent excavations. Although Nehemiah gives 
no indication of direction or changes of direction, 
it is fairly c1ear that the circuit he described in ch. 3 
began N of the city and took an anti-clockwise 
direction. 
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There is l ittle evidence that the city spread to the 
W ridge again until the 2nd century BC. After the 
Maccabaean revolt, the city began to grow once 
more. Herod the Great was responsible for a major 
building programme in the late I st century BC, and 
the city continued to develop until its destruction 
at the end of the Jewish War (AD 66-70). Our 
major literary source for this whole period is 
Josephus; but his information leaves us with a 
number of problems as yet unresolved. 

The first of these problems is the position of the 
'Akra', the Syrian fortress set up in Jerusalem in 
1 69 BC. Its purpose was plainly to keep the Temple 
courts under close surveillance, but neither 
Josephus nor I Maccabees makes it clear whether 
the garrison was located N, W or S of the Temple. 
Opinions remain divided, but the most recent ex
cavations tend to support the third of these possi
bilities. (See BASOR 1 76, 1 964, pp. 1 0f.) 

A second problem concerns the course of thc 
'Second Wall' and the 'Third Wall' mentioned by 
Josephus, who teils us that the Romans penctrated 
Jerusalem in AD 70 by progressively brcaching 
three N walls. Josephus describes the termini of thc 
th ree walls, but hc does not give information as to 
thc line followed by any of them. Excavations havc 
supplemented his information here and there, but 
many uncertainties remain. 

Thus, the remains of an ancient wall at thc 
presen t-day Damascus Gate have been identificd 
by K.  M. Kenyon as part of the Third Wall .  but by 
Israeli archaeologists as part of the Second Wall; 
and finds considerably furt her N have been linkcd 
with the Third Wall by the latter, but with a wall of 
circumvallation (erected by Titus. during thc siege 
of Jerusalem) by Kenyon. The Third Wall was 
begun by Agrippa I (AD 4 1 -44), and scarccly fin
ished by the outbreak of the Jewish War AD 66. 
so that stratigraphical methods would scarcely 
serve to distinguish Agrippa's Wall from Titus' 
Wall. 

One special point of interest concerning thc 
Second Wall, wh ich must have been built in the 2nd 
or I st century BC (Josephus does not datc its con
struction) is its relationship to the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre. I f  the church has any claim to 
marking the authentic si te of the crucifixion and 
burial of Christ. its site must have lain outside the 



city walls; but for many years it was considered 
doubtful whether the site lay inside or outside the 
line 01' the Second Wall (the Third Wall was not 
then in existence). It has now been established that 
this area lay to the N 01' the wall; the site may 
therefore be authentic. 

The city lay in ruins between AD 70 and the Bar
Kokhba revolt 60 years later. The emperor Hadri
an then rebuilt the city, naming it Aelia Capitolina; 
his city was much smaller than its predecessor, with 
the permanent retraction 01' the S wall. During the 
Christian era, the size 01' Jerusalem has been by no 
means constant. The present-day walled area ('the 
Old City') was given its definitive shape by Sulei
man the Magnificent in the 1 6th century. 

V. Theological signifieanee 

By natural mctonymy, the names 'Zion' and 'Jeru
salem' frequently stand for the body 01' citizens 
(even when far away in exile), the wh oie 01' Judah, 
the whole 01' Israel, or the entire people 01' God. 

Jerusalem plays an important theological role in 
both Testaments; in this respect too it is not readily 
distinguishable from the wider perspective 01' the 
whole land. Two motifs predominate: Jerusalem is 
at the same time the place 01' Jewish infidelity and 
disobedience, and also the place 01' God's eleetion 
and presence, protection, and glory. The process 01' 
history demonstrated the former, which inevitably 
provoked divine anger and punishment; the glories 
01' the city can only lie in the future. (See especially 
Is. 1 :2 1 ;  29: 1 -4;  Mt .  23 :37r.;  and Ps. 78:68r.; Is .  
37:35; 54: 1 1 - 1 7 . )  The contrast between the actual 
and the ideal naturally gave rise to the concept 01' a 
heavenly Jerusalem (cf Gal. 4:25r. ;  Heb. 1 2 :22; 
Rev. 2 1 ) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. On history and archaeology, see 
cspecially K. M .  Kcnyon, Digging lip lerusa/em, 
1 974, and bibliography there listed; Y. Yadin (ed .) ,  
len/sa/em Revea/ed, 1 975;  B. Mazar, The Mountain 
0/ the Lord, 1 975 ;  H .  Geva, Ancient lerusa/em Re
vea/ed, 1 994; NEAEHL 2, pp. 698-804. On eco
nomic and social conditions, see 1. Jeremias, leru
sa/em in the Time 0/ lesus, 1 969. On theology see 
TDNT 7, pp. 292-338; W. D. Davies, The Gospe/ 
and the Land, 1 974. D.F .P. 

JESHIMON ( Heb. y'Sfmön, 'waSle', 'desert' ) .  Ap
parently used as a proper noun in Nu. 21 :20; 23:28 ;  
I Sa. 23 :  1 9 , 24; 26 :  1 , 3 . G .  A. Smith ,  followed by  G. 
E. Wright and F. V. Filson, identifies the name 
simply with the Wilderness 01' Judaea, but there is 
reason to think that in the Nu. references a loca
tion NE of the Dead Sea is indicated. See GTT, pp. 
221'. R.P.G. 

JESHUA. This is a late form 01'  the name Joshua 
(the same individual is called Jeshua in Nehemiah 
and Ezra, and Joshua in Haggai and Zechariah). 
There is doubt about how many Jeshuas there are, 
but the following may perhaps be distinguished. 

I. Thc head 01' a course 01' priests ( I  Ch. 24: 1 1 , 
AV 'Jeshuah') .  2. A Levite mentioncd in I-lezekiah's 
reorganization (2 Ch. 3 1 :  1 5 ) .  3. Thc high priest 
also called Joshua (Ezr. 2:2, ete ) .  4. A man 01' 
Pahath-moab who returned I'rom the Exile with 
Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2:6). 5. A head 01' a house 01' 
priests associatcd with 'the sons 01' Jedaiah' (Ezr. 
2 :36). 6. A Levite. Jeshua son 01' Azaniah (Ne. 
1 0 :9). 7 .  One 01' thc chief 01' thc Levites. the son of 
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Kadmiel (Ne. 1 2:24; the text here may be eorrupt). 
8. The father 01' Ezer, ruler 01' M izpah (Ne. 3: 1 9) .  
9.  The son 01' Nun (Ne. 8 :  1 7) (0 JOSHUA). 

It is c1ear that the name was a common one at 
the time 01' the return from the Exile. But little is 
told us 01' the various bearers of the name, and it is 
possible that some of those in thc list ought to be 
identified with others. 

Jeshua is also the name of a place in Judah (Ne. 
1 1  :26), usually taken as identical with Shema (Jos. 
1 5 :26), and Sheba (Jos. 1 9 :2). The original form 
would be Shema, m becomes b, then w, and finally j 
is prefixed. L.M. 

JESHURUN (Heb. y'surun, 'the upright one';  LXX 
'the beloved one'). A poetie variant 01' the name 
Israel (Dt .  32:  1 5 ; 33 :5 ,  26, AV 'Jesurun'). Used of 
the chosen Servant ( l s. 44:2), the same Gk.  word 01' 
LXX is used 01' Jesus (Eph. 1 :6) and the chureh (Co I .  
3 :  1 2; I Thes. 1 :4; 2 Thes. 2 : 3 ;  Jude I ). Possibly t o  be 
interpreted ' People of the Law' (cf 0. 1. Wiseman, 
Vox Evangeliea 8, 1 973, p. 1 4) .  D.W.B. 
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JESSE (Heb. yisay). Grandson of Boaz and father 
of David . He Iived in Bethlehem and is commonly 
termed 'the Bethlehemite', but onee the 'Ephra
thite of Bethlehem-Judah' .  He was the father of 
eight sons (I Sa. 1 6: 1 0- 1 1 ), but the names of only 
seven are known ( I  Ch. 2: 1 3- 1 5) .  The eighth is 
omitted, probably as he had no issue, unless the 
Elihu 01' I Ch. 27: 1 8  is other than Eliab. 

Aneient Jewish tradition (Targ. Ruth 4:22) 1'01-
lowed by later interpreters (cf Avmg.) identifies 
Nahash (2 Sa. 1 7:25) with Jesse. Two other solu
tions are more probable. Either Abigail and 
Zeruiah were daughters 01' Jesse's wife by a former 
marriage to a Nahash (cf A. P. Stanley, lewish 
Chureh, Leet. 22) or Nahash may be a feminine 
name and taken as the mother of the daughters. 
Jesse's last appearanee is at the eave 01' Adullam, 
whenee David sent his parents for safety to Moab 
(I Sa. 22:3-4). M.A .M.  

JESUS CHRIST, LlFE AND TEACHING OF. A 
general article on the l ife and teaehing of Jesus ean 
touch only briefly on individual ineidents and 
issues. Full use should therefore be made of the 
numerous referenees (at the end of seetions and by 
asterisks in the text) to articles on speeifie points. 

I .  Sourees 

a. Non-Christian sources 
Very few early referenees to Jesus with any claim to 
be independent of Christian sources have survived. 
The only direet mention by a Roman historian is a 
bare reeord of his exeeution by order 01' Pontius 
Pilatus in Judaea in the reign 01' Tiberius (Taeitus, 
Anna/s 1 5 . 44). Other early Roman references to 
Christians da not refer to Jesus as a historical 
figure. The Jewish historian 0 Josephus has one 
brief account 01' Jesus, which is generally agreed to 
have been rewrittcn by Christians; it is likely that 
the original text referred to hirn as a reputed 
miracle-worker and teacher who attracted a con
siderable following and was exccuted by crucifixion 
under Pilate, though even this content is disputed 
(Ant. 1 8 . 64). A number 01' rather obscure passages 
in the Talmud, whose referenee to Jesus is in most 
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lesse 'slamily tree according to 1 Ch. 2:13-1 7 (see p. 563). 

eases only eonjectural, add no c1ear historical 
detail, beyond the statement that he was hanged on 
Passover Eve, after due trial, as a soreerer and one 
who 'Ied Israel astray' (Sanhedrin 43a) . Non
Christian evidence thererore substantiates the ract 
or lesus' existence, his popular rollowing, his exe
cution and the rough date (Pilate was in office in 
ludaea AD 26-36). 

b. Christian sources 
I .  Outside the NT there are numerous accounts or 
the lire and teaching or lesus in early Christi an 
writings ( .  NEW TESTAMENT A pOCRYPHA). So me 
are c1early legendary, aiming to fill the gaps in the 
narratives or the eanonieal Gospels or to heighten 
the miraeulous element. Others are apparently 
written to propagate Gnostic and other deviant 
views. While so me or these works are quite early 
(early 2nd century), most or their historically cred
ible material is c1early based on the canonical Gos
pels; only the Gospel 01 Thomas is generally treated 
seriously as possibly preserving independent au
thentie tradition, and many even or its sayings are 
influenced by Gnosticism, while many or the rest 
are paralleled in the canonical Gospels. 

2.  Thus in practice we are almost entirely re
stricted to the rour canonical Gospels ror evidence 
about lesus. The rest or the NT contributes only a 
rew isolated sayings and traditions (e.g. Acts 20:35; 
I Cor. l l  :23-25). 

The reliability or the Gospels as historical 
sources is hotly debated. Their primary purpose is 
c1early more than a mere recounting or racts, but it 
is not so c1ear that their avowedly 'propagandist' 
purpose necessarily calls in question their histor
ical aecuracy. Ir the Gospels are studied in the light 
01' eomparable l i terat ure or the period, and par
ticularly or what is known or lewish ideas or trad
ition, it appears that, while there was eonsiderable 

rreedom in the selection and wording or sayings 
and narratives, so that each writer's individual 
thought and purpose come out in the way he pres
ents his material, they were essentially concerned 
to pass on a carerully preserved tradition or the 
words and deeds or lesus. See rurther · Gospels, 
and the articles on the Gospels individually; also 
· Tradition. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, lesus and Christian 
Origins outside the New Testament!, 1 984, R. T. 
France, The Evidencelor lesus, 1 986. On b. 2: C. L. 
BIomberg, The Historical Re/iabi/ity 01 the Gospels, 
1 987; G. N. Stanton, The Gospels and lesus, 1 989. 

11. Setting 

A. Time 
lesus was born shortly berore the death 01' • Herod 
the Great in 4 BC (Mt .  2: I ,  1 3- 1 5); the exact date 
eannot be determined. His public ministry began 
when he was 'about thirty years or age' ( Lk. 3:23); 
this was some time after the beginning or lohn the 
Baptist's mission in, probably, AD 28 (Lk. 3:  I ff.). 
The length or his ministry is again impossible to 
determine exactly, but a period or roughly 3 years 
is generally agreed (based on the two springtimes 
indicated in Mark berore the final Passover, Mk .  
2:23; 6 :39, and the  three Passovers or ln.  2:  1 3 ; 6:4; 
1 2 : I ). This would suggest a date or about AD 33 ror 
the crucifixion, and ir the Gospels indicate that the 
Passover (Nisan 1 41 1 5) rell on a Friday in the year 
or the crucifixion (though this too is disputed: see 
• LoRD'S SUPPER), the astronomical data ror AD 33 
would support this date. But certainty on the pre
cise dates is impossible. (·CHRONOLOGY OF THE 
NEW TESTAMENT.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Hoehner, Chronological As
pects 01 the Life 01 Christ, 1 977; 1. P. Meir, A Mar
ginal lew I ,  1 99 1 ,  pp. 372-433.  
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b. P/ace 
Practically the whole of Jesus' public ministry took 
place within Palestine. Only a few journeys outside 
Palestine are recorded, e.g. into Phoenicia and Oe
capolis (Mk.  7:24, 3 1 ), and to Caesarea Philippi on 
the slopes of Mt Herrnon (Mk.  8 :27). Jesus first 
came to the notice of John the Baptist in the 
Jordan valley, and John's Gospel records some 
early ministry in that area and in Judaea (Jn. 1 :28-
42; 2: 1 3-4:3 ,  da ted before John's imprisonment, 
3:24; 4:  1 -3 ,  after wh ich the Galilean ministry 
began. Mk .  1 : 1 4) .  Thereafter the main scene of 
ministry was Galilee, punctuated by visits to Jeru
salem recorded by John in connection with festi
vals, until the final Passover visi t .  

c. Historica/ situation 
I .  Palestine had been under Roman rufe for some 
60 years when Jesus was born . It was indirect rule, 
through local princes, of whom * Herod the Great 
was the most famous. The division of his kingdom 
among his sons resulted in three regional rulers, of 
whom * Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee and 
Peraea, held office throughout the period of Jesus' 
ministry; he is the Herod whom we meet in the 
Gospels outside the infancy stories. Archelaus, 
who took over Judaea and Samaria, was deposed 
after 1 0  years of misrule, and here direct rule was 
imposed, in the person of a Roman prefect, re
sponsible to the governor 01' the province of Syria. 
The prefect during the period of Jesus' ministry 
was Pontius * Pilate. 

Roman rule brought real benefits to the subject 
nation, but it was not popular. A special grievance 
was the system of taxation under which the al ready 
high official taxes were swollen by the unofficial 
rake-off of the * tax-collectors (AV 'publicans') 
who thus became a feared and hated group, both 
as extortioners and as collaborators with the oc
cupying power. But the chief cause of resentment 
was the mere fact of political subjection, a position 
feit by many to be incompatible with fsraeJ's status 
as the people of God . 

2. The varying Jewislr reactions to this situation 
may be seen in the attitudes of the 'parties' which 
had by this time emerged within Judaism. The 
priestly * Sadducees, who with the lay 'elders' exer
cised the effective leadership of the Jews under 
Roman rule (* SANHEDRtN) seem 10 have bcen more 
concerned with the maintenance of the status quo 
and the proper observance of the Temple ritual 
than with any ideological resistance to Roman rule. 
The * Pharisees, though in some cases willing to 
support insurrectionary movements, busied them
selves with the law and the complex business of its 
rigorous application to everyday life. The * Essenes 
went further and opted out of all political and 
social involvement in favour of a monastic with
drawal. (The * OEAD SEA SCROLLS provide vivid 
documentation of such a separatist group at 
Qumran . )  But there was a strong and popular 
movement towards polit ical activism (* 'ZEALOT', 
the name of one such group later in the century, is 
often used loosely to denote the various groups 
who took this stance), particularly since the 
abortive revolt of Judas of Galilee, provoked 
by the * census of AD 6. Sporadic outbreaks of 
insurrectionary activity, particularly in Galilee, 
led up eventually to the devastating Jewish War 
AD 66-70. 

3. * Ga/i/ee, Jesus' home province, stood to some 
extent apart from the Jewish heartland of Judaea. 
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f ts  population, until quite recently largely Gentile, 
and geographically separated from Judaea by the 
hostile territory of Samaria, was despised by Ju
daean Jews as of questionable religious orthodoxy, 
if not still half-pagan. The pronounced N acccnt 
made a Galilean conspicuous in Jerusalem society. 
This difference of background may be a significant 
factor in Jesus' dealings with the Jewish author
ities. I t  is also relevant to his reputation with the 
Romans, to whom 'Galilean' was alm ost tanta
mount to 'revolutionary'. 

4. The /angl/ages of Palestine in the I st century 
AD are a complex problem. It seems dear that 
Ararn., Heb. and Gk. were all spoken. Aram. was 
most probably Jesus' vernacular, but a Galilean 
would almost certainly also have a working know
ledge of Gk. ,  and Heb. (in a form akin to the later 
M ishnaic) may weil have been the medium for his 
debates with the religious authorities in Jerusalem. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, New Testament His
tory, 1 982, chs. 1 -9; C. Rowland, Christian Origins, 
1 985,  pp. 25- 1 08; 1. Stambaugh and O. Balch, Tlre 
Socia/ Wor/d 01 the First Christians, 1 986; S. 
Freyne, Ga/i/ee. Jesl/s and the Gospe/s, 1 988 .  

1 1 1 .  Birth and chiIdhood 

The details of the birth of Jesus are recorded only 
in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, each Gospel 
dearly using different sources, that 01' Matthew 
concentrating more on Joseph's side 01' the story, 
while Luke shows an intimate knowledge of 
Mary's experiences (and of those of her relative 
Elizabeth, mother of John the Baptist) wh ich it is 
generally agreed could only have been derived, 
directly or indirectly, from Mary herself. It is 
therefore the more remarkable that on the crucial 
fact of the supernatural origin of Jesus' birth, 
without a human father, the two Gospels with 
their independent sources are agreed (* VIRGIN 
BIRTH). 

The circumstances of Jesus' birth and childhood 
were in striking contrast to the supernatural mode 
of his conception. He was born in the animal quar
ters of a crowded village inn, and brought up in a 
very ordinary horne in the obscure Galilean village 
of * Nazareth, which had achieved no mention in 
earlier literature. His family may have been what 
we would call 'middle dass', the 'carpenter' (actu
ally more a building contractor) being a skilIed 
craftsman, perhaps employing labour, and a re
spected figure in viIlage life (* ARTS AND CRAFfS, 
1 1 1 .  c). But the Gospel records make it dear that 
they were not affiuent (Lk. 2:24; cf Lv. 1 2 :8) ,  and 
Jesus' parables sometimes reflect experience of a 
home where comfort and money were limited (e.g. 
Lk. 1 1 :5-7; 1 5 : 8- 1 0) .  The fact that Joseph is not 
mentioned after the birth and childhood stories, 
and that Jesus was referred to in the viIlage as 
' Mary's son' (Mk. 6:3),  is often taken to mean that 
Joseph died while Jesus was young, leaving Jesus as 
the oldest son to run the family business and pro
vide for his four younger brothers and unknown 
number of sisters (Mk.  6:3) .  

In such circumstances Jesus could not aspire to a 
higher education. His fuIl knowledge of the OT 
Scriptures attests to his having received the normal 
Jewish child's education at the viIlage * synagogue
school, and the one story of his childhood pre
served in the Gospels indicates an abnormal apti
tude in matters of religious debate (Lk.  2:42-50). 
Beyond this we know nothing of his childhood, 
though his later teaching shows a mind weIl 
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stoeked with the ineidents and eharaeters of daily 
life in a eountry village. 

IV. The beginning of public ministry 

a. lohn the Baptist 
The oecasion of Jesus' emergence from obseurity 
was the mission of • John the Baptist, a Judaean 
relative of Jesus who had grown up as an aseetie in 
the Judaean desert, and whose eall for repentanee 
in the light of God's imminent judgment attraeted 
large erowds to be baptized by hirn in the Jordan. I t  
was among these followers of  John that Jesus 
found his first diseiples, with John's aetlve en
eouragement (Jn.  1 :35--42). John reeognized in 
Jesus the judge whose eoming he had predleted 
(Mt .  3: 1 1  1'. , ete . ) ,  and while the later style of Jesus' 
mission apparently eaused hirn some doubts (Mt .  
1 1  :2-3) he does not see m to have withdrawn that 
reeogni tion, even though some of his diseiples 
maintained a separate existenee throughout the 
NT period (Aets 1 8 :24f.; 1 9 : 1 -5) .  

b. The baptism 0/ lesus 
Jesus' baptism by John was the event wh ich most 
c1early inaugurated his mission. Why Jesus chose 
to submit to a baptism whose explieit signifieance 
was of repentanee with a view to the forgivencss of 
sin has been mueh debated. Christians have agreed, 
following the lead of the NT (e.g. Jn.  8:46; Heb. 
4: 1 5 ;  I Pet. 2:22), that it was not eonseiousness of 
personal sin whieh prompted hirn. More plausible 
is the suggestion that his intention was to identify 
hirnself with what John stood for, a 'vote' for the 
purified and reformed Israel wh ich John de
manded, and whose ideals were to form an im
portant element in Jesus' own preaehing. Further, 
in identifying hirnself with those who responded to 
John's call for repentance, he put hirnself in a pos
ition to be their representative. H is own enigmatic 
explanation, 'thus it is fitting for us to fulfil all 
righteousness' (Mt .  3 :  1 5),  may reflect an under
standing 01' his role in line with that of the Servant 
01' the Lord, who by his suffering on behalf of his 
people was to 'make many to be accounted right
eous' ( 15. 53 : 1 1 ) .  

Whatever Jesus' own intention, his baptism in 
fact led to a decisive revelation of his future role 
(Mk.  1 : 1 0f.) .  A visible descent of the Holy Spirit 
upon hirn marked hirn as the promised deliverer 01', 
e.g. , 15. 1 1 :2;  42: l and 6 1 :  I ,  while a voiee from 
heaven addressed hirn in terms reminiseent 01' Ps. 
2 :7  and 15. 42: I ,  the former greeting the Lord's 
anointed as his Son, and the latter introdueing the 
Servant, chosen by God to deliver his people. Thus 
several important strands in OT Messianie hope 
are woven together, and the decisive role of Jesus in 
God's redemptive purpose is marked out. 

c. The temptation 0/ lesus 
The 'temptation' (Mt .  4: 1 - 1 1 ;  Lk. 4: 1 - 1 3) ,  whieh 
followed quiekly, was essentially an exploration of 
wh at it meant to be 'Son of God', as he had just 
been prodaimed at his baptism. ' I f  you are the Son 
of God . .  . '  is the theme of the ehallenges, and a 
study of Jesus' replies to them shows that their 
focus was not primarily on the way his mission 
should be accomplished, but on his own relation
ship with God. The temptation to turn stones into 
bread was to doubt his Father's care and wisdom 
in providing this period of abstinence. The tempta
tion to leap from the Temple wall was to force his 

Father's hand to prove that he would proteet his 
Son rat her than accept his care on trust. The third 
temiJlation was to compromise the Son'� neeessar
ily absolute loyalty to his Father. Jesus thre

_
e re

plies are drawn from verses III Dt.  6-8, and reler to 
the lessons the nation Israel was intended to learn 
from its experienees in the wilderness, suggesting 
that Jesus now takes up the nation's role as son 01' 
God, and by his suceess where I srael failed provcs 
to be the true Son. 

The eneounter with Satan, concluding a long 
period of withdrawal in the desert area around thc 
Jordan valley, thus scrved to strengthen !esus
understanding 01' his unique status as Son 01 God 
wh ich was to be the key to his mission. There is no 
suggestion that these were the whole 01' the tempta
tions Jesus ever faeed (cf Heb. 4: 1 5), or cven that 
they were typieal. They were the focal point 01' a 
vital period of preparation . 

BIBLtOGRA PHY. G. H .  P. Thompson, lTS n.s. 1 1 . 
1 960, pp. 1 - 1 2 ; 1. A. T. Robinson, Twelve NelV Tes
tament Studies, 1 962, pp. 53-60; R .  T. Franee, lesus 
and the Old Testament, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 50ff. 

d. The move to Galilee 
Jesus' publie ministry now began, apparently at 
first in the Jordan valley with a foeus on baptism 
parallel to that of John (Jn .  3 :221'.; 4: I 1'. ) .  Jesus ap
peared to many as a second Baptist, and a eertain 
amount of rivalry soon arose between the two 
groups of disciples, though John refused to eoun
tenanee this (Jn. 3 :26-30). But thls style of aetlVlty 
was soon brought to an end both by Jesus' inereas
ing popularity coming to the notice of the author
ities, and espeeially by the arrest of John the Bap
tist by Antipas, partly, as the gospels reeord, due to 
his critieism of Antipas' marriage, but also, ae
cording to Josephus, on suspicion of arousing pol
itical unrest, a charge wh ich eould easily affeet the 
parallel ministry 01' Jesus. In this situation Jesus 
withdrew into his own region of Galilee, and his 
style of ministry ehanged to an itinerant preaehing 
and healing mission. We do not hear 01' hirn baptiz
ing again .  (See 1 1 .  b for the geographieal loeation 
of the ministry.) 

v. Features of Jesus' public ministry 

a. Life-style 
Despite Jesus' 'middle-c1ass' background (abovc, 
III) ,  his chosen style 01' life from this point was one 
of no finaneial security. He and his diseiples lived 
on the contributions and hospitality of those who 
supported his mission (Mt .  1 0: 8- 1 1 ;  Lk. 8 : 3 ;  
1 0:38-42). He taught them to  rely on God for all 
material needs (Mt .  6 :24-34), and demanded that 
one would-be disciple should give away all his pos
sessions (Mk .  1 0: 1 7-22). Their money was held in 
common (Jn. 1 2 :6; 1 3 :29), but it suffieed only for 
their basic needs. Poverty, for Jesus, was not a dis
aster ( Lk.  6:20f., 24f.; Mk .  10 :23-3 1 ) .  Unmarried, 
and with no settled horne (Lk.  9 :58) or material 

. ties, he was free to travel around Palestine preach
ing and healing. 
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In the early part 01' his ministry he was invited to 
speak in ·synagogues as a visiting tcaeher (Mk .  
1 :2 1 ,  39 ;  Mt .  9:35; Lk.  4: 1 6-27), bu t  later syna
gogue teaching is not mentioned (because his rad
ical teaching was unacceptable?), and Jesus is 
found teaching the crowds in the open air, and de
voting an increasing proportion 01' time to the in
struction of his dosest disciples. 



b. Diseiples 
Like other Jewish teachers, Jesus gathered a group 
01' ·d isciples. The 'crowds' came and went, listen
ing to Jesus eagerly, but not committed to follow 
hirn; the 'disciples' were those who to a greater or 
lesser degree threw in their lot with him, and ac
companied hirn on his travels. From among these 
disciples, an inner circle 01' 'the twelve' (often 
called the 'apostles', though the term 'apostle' is 
not confined to them in the NT) was selected by 
Jesus; and within the Twelve the special group 01' 
Peter, James and John were selected as Jesus' most 
intimate companions on a number 01' significant 
occasions. 

To be a disciple involved an unreserved and ex
clusive commitment to Jesus. It involved, at least 
for the inner circle, the acceptance 01' his style 01' 
lire (though not the permanent abandonment 01' 
horne and fami ly, as the case 01' Peter illustrates, 
Mk.  1 :29-3 1 ;  I Cor. 9:5),  and a readiness to suffer 
persecution and ostracism for his sake (Mt .  1 0: 1 6-
39). It is an indication 01' the authority and at
tractiveness 01' Jesus and his teaching that he could 
nonetheless call people to follow hirn and expect to 
be taken seriously. 

The majority 01' his disciples were Galileans. 01' 
the inner circle it is probable that all except • Judas 
Iscariot (if his name means 'man 01' Kerioth') were 
from Galilee. But in character and background 
they va ried from 'Thomas the pessimist to • Peter 
the extrovert, and from • Matthew the tax-collector 
(and therefore in the employment 01' the pro
Roman government) to ' Simon 'the Zealot'. To 
have held together such a group, and made them 
the foundation of the world's greatest religion, is 
no mean part 01' the achievement 01' Jesus. 

e. Soeia/ auitl/des 
One of the most persistent objections to Jesus on 
the part 01' the Jewish establishment was his habit 
of keeping doubtful company, particularly that of 
'tax-collectors and sinners', the outcasts of re
spectable society. That he even took meals with 
them was especially scandalous. But Jesus de
fended his actions as essential to his mission, wh ich 
was to those in need, whatever their social standing 
(Mk .  2 :  1 7; cf Lk. 1 5 : 1-2 and the sequel). He 
would welcome and talk with women 01'  doubtful 
morals whom others shunned (Lk. 7 :36-50; 1n .  
4:7ff. ) ,  and even found a welcome among ·Samari
tans, the traditional enemies of the Jews (Jn. 4:39-
42; Lk. 1 7 : 1 1 - 1 9) .  His story of the Good Samari
tan (Lk .  1 0:29-37) is a daring challenge to the trad
itional Jewish taboo. H is direct contacts with Gen
tiles were few but positive (Mt .  8 : 5- 1 3 ; 1 5 :22-28), 
and his teaching made i t  clear that he did not 
regard Gentiles as an inferior category, but gave 
them a place alongside Jews in God's purpose (e.g. 
Mt.  8 : 1 1 - 1 2 ;  Lk. 4:25-27). 

This unwillingness to be restricted by con
ventional social barriers is seen also in his relations 
with rich and poor. Most of his closest disciples 
seem to have been from the same social class as 
hirnself (particularly fishermen, owning boats and 
employing men, Mk .  1 :20), but his preaching met 
with a favourable response among the poor (e.g. 
Mt. 1 1  :5),  while he also had rich and influential 
followers (e.g. Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimath
aea, Jn. 1 9:38-42), and was at home in more afflu
ent company (Lk. 7 :36; 1 4 : I ff. ) .  He was apparently 
unimpressed by wealth or poverty as such: it was 
the attitude to wealth which mattered (Mk. 1 2 : 4 1 -
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44; Lk .  1 2 :  1 3-2 1 ) . He required of  h i s  followers a 
similar unconcern for artificial barriers (Lk.  1 4 :7-
14),  and sternly condemned a callous neglect of the 
less fortunate (Lk. 1 6: 1 9ff.) .  

In all this Jesus' concern was with the real needs 
01' those he met, physical and spiritual, and in 
meeting those needs he cared l i ttle if conventions 
and taboos were overridden. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Hengel, Property and Riches 
in the Early Chureh, 1 974; R .  T. France, EQ 5 1 , 
1 979, pp. 3ff. 

d. Disputes about the /aw 
Debates with the Jewish religious leaders, espe
cially the ' scribes and ' Pharisees, take up a good 
part of the Gospel narratives. Jesus lacked a formal 
scribal education (Jn. 7:  1 5) ,  but his style of teach
ing and his group of disciples cast hirn in the role 
of a ' rabbi, and he was sometimes so addressed. 
The content of his teaching at many points, how
ever, inevi tably set hirn apart from scribal ortho
doxy, and was a major factor in the hostility which 
eventually led to his death. 

Central was the issue of authority. The authority 
01' the OT ' Iaw itself was not in question, but 
rather the authority to interpret it. Scribal · trad
ition had evolved a complex and constantly grow
ing body of oral teaching on the precise applica
tion of the law to the most minute areas of every
day life, and this tradition too was regarded as au
thoritative. Points of dispute were settled by appeal 
to previous teachers. In contrast, Jesus paid !ittle 
attention to traditional rules not clearly found in 
the OT, and never quoted an authority other than 
hirnself (and, of course, the On; note his formula, 
'You have heard . . .  but I say to you . .  . '  (Mt .  
5 :2 1 1'., 27f, 3 1  f ,  ete.). 
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The issues are seen most clearly in the debate on 
defilement (Mk.  7:  1 -23), where Jesus explicitly ac
cuses the Pharisees and scribes of evading OT re
quirements on the basis of man-made rules, and 
dismisses the issue of ritual defilement as relatively 
trivial; and in the numerous c1ashes on the obser
vance of the · sabbath (e.g. Mk.  2:23-3:6; Lk. 
13 :  I 0- 1 7),  one of the most elaborately legislated 
areas in scribal tradition, where Jesus cut through 
the tangle of legislation to the original intention of 
the sabbath, and asserted his own right to deter
mine its proper observance. 

The series of six 'antitheses' in the Sermon on 
the Mount (Mt .  5 :2 1 -48) further illustrates Jesus' 
radical approach to the law, going beyond the lit
eral rule to the thought behind the act, and putting 
principles before precepts even to the extent of ap
parently setting aside the latter (Mt .  5:38f) .  This 
radical attitude to legal questions made Jesus a 
danger to the scribal establishment ,  and the popu
larity of his views made it essential to get rid 
of hirn. The conflict was apparently heated, with 
very strong language being used by both sides 
(Mk. 3 :22; Mt. 2 3 : 1 -36). It was the legalistic atti
tude 01' the scribal authorities, more than their 
actual traditions, wh ich Jesus found necessary to 
denounce. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. M oo, JSNT 20, 1 984, pp. 
3-49. 

e. Mirae/es 
Christian and non-Christian sources attest that 
Jesus was known to his contemporaries as a worker 
of • miracles. The vast majori ty 01' those recorded 
are cases of miraculous healing, and the Gospels 
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present healing, often of large number of people, 
as a regular feature of Jesus' ministry (Mk.  1 :32-
34; 3 :7- 1 2; 6 : 55f.; Lk. 7 :2 1 f. ) .  Often coupled with 
his healing miracles (though usually carefully dif
ferentiated from them, e.g. Mk.  1 :32-34; Lk.  1 3 :32) 
are his exorcisms (" DEMON POSSESSION). Both of 
these activities were expected also of his disciples 
when they went out in his name (Mk.  6 :  1 3; Mt .  
1 0 :8),  and they are integrally related with his 
preaching, as aspects 01' a total onslaught on the 
powers of evil, in their physical as weil as their 
spiritual manifestation. 

Healing and exorcism were an accepted part of 
the activity of godly men within I st-century Juda
ism, but nothing approaching the intensity of 
Jesus' healing ministry is recorded of any con
temporary figure (" HEALTH, V). The range of 
complaints he healed is very wide, from paralysis 
to Qlindness, and from leprosy to a severed ear. 
Three cases of restoring to life those who had re
cently died are also recorded. Unlike so me con
temporary exorcists, he used little or no ritual, a 
mere word of command being often the only 
means employed (Mt .  8 :8f., 1 6) .  The overwhelming 
impression was of his simple authority over phys
ical and spiritual evil, and his compassion for those 
in need. His healing ministry was not a bid for 
recognition, nor was it primarily designed to prove 
anything, but it was the automatic response or his 
compassion to human need when he met it. 

Jesus' other ('nature') miracles are compara
tively rew, but again the same pattern or an auto
matic and unselrconscious response to a pressing 
need can be seen in most or them, reeding hungry 
crowds, supplying wine in an emergency, providing 
fish after a night or fishing in vain, and calming a 
storm on the lake. That Jesus solved such problems 
by miraculous means was not so much a deli berate 
display of power as a natural result of who he was. 
Only the walking on water and the sudden wither
ing 01' the fig-tree seem to have been performed 
more to teach the nature of his person and mission 
than to meet a definite need. 

The miracles, then, are not ehe proof of Jesus' 
divine nature, though they imply it. They are an 
inevitable part of a total ministry of deliverance 
and of the conquest of evil. 

f Polieieal slanee 
The charge on which Jesus was finally condemned 
was of political sedition (Lk. 23:2) :  he had c1aimed 
to be 'king of the Jews'. While the title never occurs 
in his sayings, he did often speak about the " 'king
dom of God' as the object of his mission (see 
below, VII.  d), and such language, particularly in 
Galilee, was open to nationalistic interpretation. 
Much of his early support was probably due to 
hopes that he would lead a revolt against Rome, 
culminating in the unsuccessful attempt to force 
hirn to accept the title of 'king' (Jn. 6: 1 4f.) .  After 
this episode his support seems to have decreased, 
and more of his time was spent instructing his dis
ciples on the true nature of his mission. 

Some modern writers (especially S. G. F. Bran
don, Jeslis and Ihe Zealols, 1 967) have tried to 
show that Jesus' intentions were in fact political, 
and that the spiritual nature of his kingship is a 
later invention in the gospels to gloss over his real 
revolutionary aim. While Jesus was certainly not as 
blind to political and social problems as more piet
istic Christians have suggested, Brandon's view in
volves a wholesale rewri ting of the Gospels on very 

flimsy grounds. The Jesus 01' the Gospels was at 
pains to correct misunderstandings of the nature 
of his mission (Mk.  8 :27-38; 1 2:35-37; 14 :6 1  f.), 
avoided publicity and popular demonstrations 
until the last week of his ministry, refused to affirm 
the nationalist position when asked about the val
idity of Roman taxation (Mk.  1 2 : 1 3- 1 7) ,  and was 
declared innocent of sedition by the Roman pre
fect (Lk. 23: 1 3- 1 6) .  His declared attitude to the 
Jewish nation of his day, which he regarded as ap
proaching its final punishment ror its rejection 01' 
God's messengers in the imminent destruction 01' 
Jerusalem (Lk.  1 1 :47-5 1 ;  1 3 :25-35, elc.) ,  is quite 
incompatible with nationalist sympathies. The cir
cumstances of his ministry inevitably laid hirn 
open to political suspicion, but there is ample evi
dence that his own intentions were otherwise, even 
though some of his followers undoubtedly ex
pected hirn to adopt a nationalist role. ("  MESSIAH , 

11 .  a.) 
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g. JeslIs' alilhoriey 
The Gospels tell us that the dominant impression 
or Jesus' ministry was that of authori ty. This is 
true both of his boldly self-authenticating teaching 
(Mk .  1 :22) and of his miraculous activity (Mk 
I :27 ;  Mt .  9:8) .  I t  was his personal authority which 
impressed the Gentile centurion (Mt .  8 :8f.), which 
caused his disciples to leave their hornes and jobs 
to follow hirn, and wh ich carried all before hirn 
when he strode into the Temple court and threw 
out the traders (Mk.  1 1 : 1 5- 1 7) .  While Jesus him
self refused to state openly the source or this au
thority (Mk.  1 1  :27-33), the implication is c1ear 
that it derived from God, and his own claim to 
be Son of God carried the same implication. Arter 
his resurrection he declared openly his universal 
authority (Mt .  28: 1 8 ; cf Jn .  1 7 :2). 
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VI. The dose of the ministry 

a. The lasl week in Jerusalem 
Jesus' last visit to Jerusalem was deliberately 
undertaken with the knowledge that it would lead 
to the final confrontation with the authorities, 
culminating in his own death (Lk. 1 3 :33; 1 8 :3 1 -
33). I t  was made at " Passover time, when Jerusa
lern would be crowded with pilgrims, and when the 
themes of death and redemption were in mind . 
Certain incidents are of special importance. 

I .  The enlry. Jesus' arrival in Jerusalem was de
liberately dramatic. I nstead of arriving unnoticed 
among the thousands of other pilgrims, he staged a 
conspicuous ride into the city on a donkey, while 
his disciples and other pilgrims greeted hirn with 
shouts of " 'Hosanna' (Mk.  1 1  : 1 - 1 0) .  I t  was a vis
ible allusion to Zc. 9:9- 1 0, the prophecy or the 
king coming to Jerusalem on a donkey. Its inten
tion was c1early to make a Messianic claim, and it 
was so interpreted by the crowds, who would in
c1ude many of his former supporters from Galilee. 
The prophecy is of a king of peace, but many 
probably interpreted the gest ure in a more mili
tantly nationalistic sense. 

2. Cleansing Ihe Temple. One of Jesus' first acts 
on arrival was equally deliberately symbolic. He 
threw out from the Temple precincts the traders in 
sacrificial animals and in the special Temple coin-
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age, whose market was officially established there 
at Passover time by the priestly authorities (Mk.  
1 1 : 1 5- 1 8) .  This  action not only expressed his re
pudiation of the current religious leadership and 
their attitude to worship. It also inevitably called to 
mind passages such as Mal. 3 : 1 -4  and Zc. 1 4:2 1 ,  
and thus further reinforced his Messianic claim. ( I t  
should be  noticed, incidentally, that the  object of 
Jesus' 'violence' was not the Roman government, 
but the Jewish authorities; this was not an expres
sion of nationalistic militancy.) 

3. Debales. The week was marked by a continu
ing dialogue with the religious authorities. Several 
specific debates are recorded, covering the 
source of Jesus' authority (Mk .  I 1  :27-33), his atti
tude to Roman taxation (Mk.  1 2 : 1 3- 1 7), the ques
tion of resurrection of the dead (Mk.  1 2 : 1 8-27), 
the greatest commandment (Mk.  1 2 :28-34) and 
the status of the Messiah as 'son of Oavid' (Mk.  
1 2 :35-37). Such debates were held in public, as 
Jesus was teaching in the Temple precincts, and 
their object was to elicit from hirn either blas
phemous or politically damaging statements which 
could be used against hirn. Jesus avoided incrimin
ating answers, but none the less succeeded in im
parting some important teaching. He went further 
to make c1ear his repudiation of the current leader
ship in Israel, in his parable of the tenants in the 
vineyard (Mk .  1 2 : 1 - 1 2), and in his continuing 
polemic against the scribes and Pharisees in par
ticular (especially Mt. 23). He also predicted in 
more detail the coming destruction of Jerusalem 
and its Temple (Mk .  1 3) .  

4 .  The Lasl Slipper. This 'farewell meal' was also 
a pre-arranged (Mk .  1 4: 1 3- 1 6) and dei i berate act. 
It was in a sense a • Passover meal, though possibly 
held a day before the official celebration, in the 
knowledge that the next evening would be too late. 
(See • LoRO'S SUPPER, I. a for details of the date.) 
At the meal Jesus gave some vital last instructions 
to his c10sest disciples in view of his imminent de
parture, and also revealed that he was to be be
trayed by one of their number (though without 
apparently identifying the traitor explici tly, except 
perhaps to John, Jn.  1 3 :23-26). But the focus of 
the meal was the symbolic sharing of bread and 
wine which he gave as tokens that his coming death 
was to be for the benefit of his disciples (and 
beyond them of 'many'). This symbolic act (per
formed in the context of the Passover celebration 
of redemption) was the clearest statement Jesus 
ever made of the redemptive purpose of his death, 
and it has fittingly become, as he hirnself directed, 
the focus of worship among his followers. (See fur
ther • LORO'S SUPPER, I. b for the significance of 
the words used on this occasion.) It finally put an 
end to any doubts his disciples may have had of his 
commitment to death, as the will 01' the Father for 
hirn. 

b. Trial and dealh 
Jesus was arrested quietly at night on the slopes of 
the Mount of · Olives. Judas' action as inside in
former enabled the authorities to locate hirn 
among the thousands of pilgrims camping on the 
slopes, and Jesus hirnself refused 10 evade or resist 
arrest, accepting, after his prayer of surrender in 
· Gethsemane, that this was God's purpose. 

A series of hearings during that night and the 
following (Friday) morning make up the so-called 
· 'Trial 01' Jesus'. A first, probably quite unofficial, 
hearing before • Annas, the deposed high priest 
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(Jn. 1 8 :  1 2-23), produced no formal result. There 
followed two hearings before ·Caiaphas and the 
• Sanhedrin, one at night and the other early in the 
morning, the former probably a hastily summoned 
preliminary hearing, the latter a meeting of the full 
Sanhedrin, ratifying the findings of the first meet
ing, and passing a formal verdict that Jesus was 
guilty of blasphemy. Precisely wh at his blasphemy 
was held to be is not certain, but his acceptance of 
the Messianic title and his further allusions to Ps. 
1 1 0: I and On. 7 :  1 3  to predict his future vindication 
and power (Mk.  1 4 :6 1 1'.) were certainly the decid
ing factors. 

The sentence for blasphemy under Jewish law 
was death. But capital powers were at this period 
limited to the Roman prefect (see ·TRIAL OF 
JESUS), while blasphemy was not a charge admis
sible in Roman law. Jesus was therefore brought to 
• Pilate on a charge of sedition, based on the use of 
the title 'King of the Jews'. 

Pilate's reluctance to try, and still more to con
vict, Jesus is primarily to be explained by his dis
dain for his Jewish subjects and their religious con
cerns (see • PILATE for details of other incidents). A 
realization that the charge was an artificial one, 
and that Jesus' career had not been that of a polit
ical revolutionary, would only add to his re
luctance. But attempts to evade the issue by refer
ring the case to Herod Antipas (Lk.  23 :6-1 2), by 
offering to release Jesus in accordance with a cus
tomary Passover amnesty (Mk .  1 5 :6- 1 5) ,  by send
ing hirn for · scourging without the full capital pun
ishment (Jn. 1 9 : 1 -5), and by a simple declaration 
of Jesus' innocence (Lk.  23:22, elc.) all proved un
successful in the face of a carefully orchestrated 
expression of popular hostility to Jesus. The decid
ing factor was the insistence of the Jewish author
ities that a threat to the Roman government could 
not be ignored; the implication was that failure 
to convict Jesus would be reported to Pilate's 
superiors On. 19 :  1 2) .  Jesus was condemned to be 
crucified. 

For details of crucifixion as a method of execu
tion see ·Cross. It was the death 01' a delinquent 
slave, and also of a rebel against the imperial 
power. The public and prolonged agony was a 
deliberate deterrent to other would-be rebels. 

Jesus' crucifixion was not unusual in its method. 
Wh at was unusual was thc bearing of the victim. 
Oespite the savage cruelty of the Roman scourging 
and the soldiers' mockery, the carrying of the heavy 
crossbeam and the crucifixion itself, Jesus' 
recorded words during his crucifixion are of l'or
giveness and concern for others, and prayer to his 
Father (· SEVEN WOROS). His bearing impressed the 
Roman centurion (Mk .  1 5 :39; cf Lk. 23:47), and 
even his fellow-victim (Lk. 23 :40-42), as unique. 

Also unusual was the speed and suddenness 01' 
his death; crucified men very seldom died the same 
day, and then only after a long period of increasing 
loss of consciousness. Jesus died quickly, and ap
parently by a deli berate act of will ( Lk.  23:46; cf 
Jn .  1 9 :30). His final cry of ' I t  is accomplished' (ln 
1 9 :30) shows hirn not as the victim 01' circum
stances, but as in control of the situation, the pur
poseful actor in a drama of crucial signi ficance. 

Jesus' burial was another unusual feature, and 
indicates the support he still enjoyed in influential 
circles; crucified bodies were normally len Ull
buried. The rock-cut tomb 01' • Joseph 01' Ar
imathea was probably one 01' many in the vicinity 
(. BURIAL ANO MOURNING). 
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c. ReSlirreelion and aseension 
That Jesus' tomb was found to be empty on the 
Sunday morning following his crucifixion is as
serted in different ways by all four Gospels, and 
cannot be seriously disputed on historical grounds. 
Explanations of this fact which dispense with a 
literal · resurrection of his body are entirely specu
lative, and open to more palpable objections than 
the fact they aim to discredit .  

The Gospels and Paul (in I Cor. 1 5) together 
attest also to probably eleven separate encounters 
with the risen 1esus in the period immediately fol
lowing that Sunday morning. Their varied and 
generally quite unexpected character, and the dif
ferent groups involved (from single individuals to a 
group of more than 500), make it impossible to 
dismiss them as hallucinations, and the dlfnculty 
of fitting them all together (as with the accounts of 
finding the empty tomb) only makes it the more 
unlikely that there was any deliberate collusion in 
perpetrating a well-intentioned deception. 

On these grounds, Christians have concluded 
that Jesus rose bodily from the tomb, with a body 
whieh, while set free from some of the Iimitations 
of time and space (he could pass through c10sed 
doors, and appear and disappear suddenly), was 
solidly physical, able to break bread and to eat, and 
to be mi staken for a gardener or a fellow traveller. 

For some weeks Jesus continued to appear in 
this way to his disciples, not living or travelling 
with them, but in single encounters. Having thus 
convinced them of his victory over death, and as
sured them that they could continue to rely on his 
presence and help even when he was physically re
moved, he left them in a way which showed c1early 
that his bodily presence was no longer necessary 
(Acts 1 :9-1 1 ;  • ASCENStON) . It was for them in 
future to continue the mission which he had begun, 
and in wh ich he would always be spiritually present 
with them (Mt .  28: 1 8-20). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. N. D. Anderson, A LalVyer 
among the Theologians, 1 973, chs. 3--4; G. R .  Os
borne, The Resurreetion Narratives, 1 984; J. W. 
Wenham, Easter Enigma, 1 984. 

VII .  The tcaching of Jcsus 

The teaching of Jesus is not easily set out in sys
tematic form; it was not delivered as an ordered 
treatise, but in a wide variety 01' real-life situations 
and encounters. In an article of this nature we can 
only pick out certain key themes and emphases 01' 
his teaching, concentrating on those which were 
most dist inctive and unexpected in the environ
ment 01' I st-century Judaism. 

a. FOrlns 0/ teaching 
Formally, Jesus' teaching has much in common 
with the methods traditionally employed by Jewish 
teachers. His arguments from and about scriptural 
texts, his ethical exhortations, his rules of conduct, 
his parables and his eschatological predictions can 
all be paralleled, in terms of teaching method, in 
rabbinie or sectarian Judaism of the period. So 
also can thc rhythmic and sometimes poetic form 
in wh ich much of his teaching is cast, and which 
was an aid to memorization. I t  is in thc tone and 
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content of his teaching that its uniqueness lies. For 
instance, while • parable was a known and accepted 
teaching form, there is nothing in Jewish literat ure 
to match the vividness, the variety and the sheer 
quantity of Jesus' parables, still less the doctrinal 
and ethical emphases which they convey. 

I t  is a characteristic of Jesus' teaching that it was 
not delivered in an academic lecture-type setting. It 
arose out of personal encounters, questions from 
enquirers, debates with the religious authorities 
(usually in itiated by them), and the need to mstruct 
his disciples in the light of his own imminent suf
fering and death, and of their role in continuing his 
ministry afterwards. While Jesus did 'Iecture' to the 
crowds, often for long periods (e.g Mk. 6:34f.), 
such carefully structured discourses as we find in 
the Gospels (e.g the · SERMON ON THE MOUNT and 
the discourses in the GOSPEL OF • JOHN) bear the 
marks of a later compilation of sayings of Jesus 
rather than of verbatim transcripts of actual 
addresses. 

Particularly characteristic of Jesus' teaching are 
epigrams, striking expressions often using deliber
ate exaggeration and paradox to drive home his 
point (e.g Mk. 1 0:25; 1 2: 1 7; Lk. 9:24, 58, 60, 62). 
Illustrations are frequent and graphic. Sometimes 
he used visual aids or acted parables (e.g Mt.  1 8 :2 ;  
1n. 1 3 : 1 - 1 5) .  Jesus' leaching can never have been 
dull, and it is consequently far more memorable 
lhan more formal or stylized teaching. Above all, it 
is not merely theoretical, but life-related. 

b. Use 0/ the Old Testament 
Jesus based his teaching firmly on the OT. His re
corded words in the Gospels contain more than 40 
verbatim quotations, about 60 c1ear verbal allu
sions or other references to OT passages and weil 
over 1 00 other possible allusions, where it is hard 
to say wh ether a specific allusion is intended or 
Jesus' mind was so full of OT words and ideas that 
he inevitably expressed himself in ways reminiscent 
of the OT. 

He used the OT in every aspect of his teaching. 
He discussed its legal and ethical requirements, 
and used these as the basis for his own moral teach
ing (e.g Mt .  5 : 1 7--48; Mk.  1 0:2-9; 1 2 :28-3 1 ) . He 
used its h istorical narratives to illustrate aspects 01' 
his own teaching (e.g. Mk.  2:25f. ;  Mt .  1 2 :40--42; 
24:37-39). In debate with the religious leaders he 
normally turned to the OT as the final authority, 
and sometimes chided them over their failure to 
grasp its basic principles (e.g Mk.  7 :6- 1 3 ; 1 2 :24; 
Mt. 1 2 :3-7). But it is especially in his teaching 
about the nature of his own person and mission 
that 1esus uses the OT, and that in a variety 01' 
ways. . 

Sometimes he simply quotes c1ear OT predlc
tions as finding their fulfilment in him. Many 01' 
these are predictions of the coming • Messiah, and 
these cause no surprise to the Christian (for details 
see g, below). But many of the passages he alluded 
to in this connection make no mention of a Mes
siah, but only of God himself coming to judge and 
save (e.g Mt .  1 1  :5, alluding to Is. 35:5f. ;  Lk. 1 9 : 1 0  
to Ezk. 34: 1 6, 22; Lk. 22:20 t o  Je. 3 1  :3 1 ); these also 
Jesus sees as fulfilled in his coming. Even more re
markably, many passages wh ich are not predictive 
at all, but are simply accounts of historical per
sons, events, ete., are none the less taken up as pat
terns which are 'fulfilled' in 1esus' mission (e.g Mt.  
1 2 :40--42 referring to Jonah and Solomon; Mt .  4:4, 
7, 10 referring to Israel's wilderness experience in 
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Ot. 8 :3 ;  6: 1 6, 1 3; Mk.  1 2 :  I oe quoting Ps. 1 1 8 :22f.) .  
This last method of using the OT is  more fully 
developed in the rest of the NT (especially Heb.), 
and is generally known as · ' typology'. Numerous 
incidental allusions throughout Jesus' teaching 
show that he saw his ministry as 'fulfilling' not only 
the explicit predictions of the OT, but the wh oIe 
pattern of God's working in the history of Israel 
which it records. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. T. France, JeslIs and the O/d 
Testament, 1 97 1 ;  1. W. Wenharn, Christ and the 
Bib/e, 1 973. 

c. The time olllllji/ment 
Jesus' first recorded words in his Galilean minis
try are a concise statement of the basic presuppos
ition of all his teaching: 'The time is fulfilled, and 
the kingdom of God is at hand' (Mk .  I :  1 5) .  In 
Luke's Gospel Jesus' first public appearance fo
cuses on the claim, 'Today this scripture ( l s. 6 1 :  I f.) 
has been fulfilled in your hearing' (Lk.  4 :2 1 ) . 
Throughout his ministry this note of present ful
filment is of central importance. This was the 
arrival of the Messiah, the coming of the Oay of 
Yahweh long expected by the Jews, the fulfilment 
of all the hopes of the OT (see b, above). While he 
did not openly use the title 'Messiah' (see g, below, 
and • MEssIAH, 11 .  a), he never denied that this was 
his role, and when John the Baptist asked hirn dir
ectly, he replied with a clear affirmative (Mt. I 1  :2-
6, alluding to Is. 35:5f.; 6 1 : I ) . 

The coming of Jesus thus introduces, according 
to his own teaching, a new era. The many centuries 
of expectation now give way to fulfilment. Jesus' 
use of typology (see b above) does not simply see 
his ministry as a repetition of the previous patterns 
of God's working, but as their climax. This is now 
the final and definit ive act of God which brings in 
the promised days of salvation (and of judgment). 
1 t  is in Jesus hirnself, his teaching, and especially 
his saving ministry of suffering, death and vindica
tion, that God's dealings with men are hence
forward focused. 

A recognition of this emphasis is  vital to a grasp 
of the significance of much of Jesus' teaching. He 
is not simply reaffirming what was al ready there in 
the OT, but bringing that to which the OT pointed 
forward, and in which it finds its role fulfilled. 
From now on the OT itself can only truly be 
understood Christ% gica//y 

Thus Jesus gives no sanction to a search for the 
fulfilment of prophecy in world events unrelated to 
his ministry. He hirnself is the focus of fulfilment, 
and that fulfilment has already arrived in his 
coming. 

This emphasis is summed up in his announce
ment at the Last Supper of a 'new ·covenant' (Lk. 
22:20; I Cor. 1 1  :25). The covenant made with 
Israel at Sinai (Ex. 24, etc.) is now, as Jeremiah had 
predicted (Je. 3 1  : 3 1 -34), replaced by a new coven
ant, established by the sacrificial death 01' Jesus. A 
new era has begu n .  

d. The kingdom 01 God 
This idea 01' present fulfilment and 01' a new age 
comes out particularly in the teaching of Jesus 
about the ·k ingdom 01' God, one of his central 
themes. He used the term in a wide variety of con
texts, so that its essential meaning needs carerul 
definition. 1t means the sOl'ereignty of God, the 
situation in which God is in control, his rule or 
reign. Now while in one sense God is always in 

control, it is also a fact that man rejects his sover
eignty and rebels. The 'coming of the kingdom' 
therefore denotes the practical implementation of 
God's rule in human affairs, and i t  was this coming 
of the kingdom wh ich Jesus announced as he 
began his ministry (Mk. I :  1 5) .  Other sayings re
inforce the message that his coming already 
brought into operation the rule of God (e.g. Mt.  
1 2 : 28 ;  Lk. 1 7 :20f.) .  Thus he could already speak of 
people 'entering' or 'receiving' the kingdom (Mk.  
10 : 1 5 , 23-25; Lk.  1 2 :3 1 ;  1 6: 1 6), and assure his dis
ci pIes that 'Yours is the kingdom of God' ( Lk.  
6:20; cf Mt.  5 :3 ,  1 0) .  

At the  same time, there is an  important sense in  
which the  kingdom is still future, when it will 
'come with power' (Mk.  9 : 1 ;  cf Mt. 6 : 1 0; Lk.  
19 :  1 1 ; 22: 1 8) ;  for the acceptance of God's sover
eignty which was open to all men in Jesus' ministry, 
and which was realized in the experience of those 
who followed hirn (in that sense the kingdom 
was already present), would one day become a 
universal fact, when all men everywhere would 
recognize the rule of God. 

That future consummation is the ultimate hori
zon of Jesus' proclarnation of the kingdom, but it 
is the final completion of a process already begun 
in his earthly ministry. The new era which Jesus 
came to bring is  the era of the rule of God. As 
individuals respond to his message, that rule is 
progressively established. The 'al ready' and the 
'not yet' combine in a grand panorama of history, 
of which we have yet to see the culmination. But at 
the centre of it stands Jesus hirnself, for it is in 
response to his teaching and through faith in his 
saving work that a man can be restored to a true 
relationship with God, and so 'enter the kingdom 
of God'.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. E. Ladd, The Presence 01 the 
Future, 1 973; R. T. France, Divine GOl'ernment, 
1 990. 

e. God the Father 
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To enter the kingdom of God, then, is essentially 
to accept God's rule. And as such it involves a new 
relationship with God. So Jesus taught his follow
ers, those who through his ministry entered the 
kingdom of God, to regard God as their Father. 
This very personal image of the disciple's relation· 
ship with God occurs very frequently in the Gos
pels, and is one of the most distinctive and novel 
features of Jesus' teaching. He taught them to ad
dress God as 'Our Father who art in heaven' (Mt .  
6 :9 ;  • LORD'S PRAYER), and to  rely on h is  fatherly 
care and provision in the very practical malters 01' 
food and clothing, because 'your heavenly Father 
knows that you need them all' (Mt .  6 :25-34). Their 
Father could be relied on to protect them (Mt .  
1 0 :28-3 1 )  and to  provide them with a l l  good things 
(Mt .  7:7-1 1 ) . As sons of their Father they must try 
to be like hirn, perfect (Mt .  5:43-48). 

Jesus' teaching of the Fatherhood of God is not, 
therefore, a general statemen.t of God's benevo
lence to his creation, but a specific relationship of 
love and trust open only to those who have entered 
the kingdom. 1t is totally opposed to either a vague 
universalism or a formal religiosity. I t  is an 
exclusive and intimate relationship. 

But if Jesus' teaching on God as the Father of 
his disciples was novel, even more remarkable was 
his claim to be, in a still more exclusive sense, him
self the Son of God. He regularly addressed God 
as ' Father' or 'my Father', assuming an intimacy 



never before heard in Jewish religion. (See 1. Jer
emias, 'Abba', in The Prayers 01 Jeslls, 1 967, pp. 
1 1 -65.)  I n  the Gospel of John the overwhelming 
majority of references to God as Father (and there 
are weil over 1 00) are specifically to hirn as the 
Father of JeSllS. The exclusiveness of this relation
ship is shown by the fact that Jesus never coupled 
hirnself with even his disciples as being in the 
same sense sons of God; he never referred to God 
as 'our Father', including hirnself in the 'our'. Mt.  
1 1  :27 sums up the relationship: 'All  things have 
been delivered to me by my Father; and no one 
knows the Son except the Father, and no one 
knows the Father except the Son and any one to 
whom the Son chooses to reveal hirn.' 

Thus there are two distinct ways of being related 
to God as Father. There is the essential Father/Son 
unity which is exclusively the prerogative of Jesus; 
and there is the disciple's privilege, into wh ich 
Jesus alone can introduce hirn, of knowing and 
depending on God as his Father in heaven. There is 
no suggestion in Jesus' teaching of a more general 
Fatherhood of * God embracing all men. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, New Testament 
Theology 1 , 1 97 1 ,  pp. 56-68, 1 78-203. 

f Ethics 01 the kingdom 
Jesus' attack on legalism and his tendency to place 
personal need before conventional rules (see above, V. c, d) are reflected in the ethics he laid down for 
his disciples. There is no weakening of the moral 
demand; the standard is perfection (Mt .  5:48). The 
righteousness he requires is greater than that of the 
most scrupulous legalists (Mt. 5:20). But its great
ness consists not in a further proliferation of rules 
of conduct (in fact Jesus made no attempt to lay 
down a complete ethic for all areas of Iife), but in a 
more searching critique of motives and attitudes. 
There are still rules (the * SERMON ON THE MOUNT 
contains many of them), but Jesus' demand fo
cuses on the thought behind the act (e.g. Mt. 5 : 2 1-
28 ;  Mk. 7 : 1 4-23). Most striking in  h i s  teaching i s  
the focal place given to  love (Mk .  1 2 :28-34; cf Lk. 
6:27-35; Mt .  7 : 1 2; Jn.  1 3 :34f.; 1 5 : 1 2- 1 7 ,  etc.); and 
lest this demand should be weakened into senti
mentality, the Good Samaritan is held up as 
an example of how love works (Lk. 1 0:25fT.), and 
unselfish service is made the criterion of true 
greatness (Mk.  1 0:42-45). 

Such a practical love must inevitably have its 
efTect on social attitudes and action. Jesus did not, 
as far as the Gospels record, make specific pro
posals for the reform of society, any more than he 
engaged in political agitation (see above, V.f). But 
both his life (see above, V. a, c) and teaching tend 
to undermine a comfortable acceptance of the 
socio-economic status quo. In  particular his rec
ommendation of poverty (Lk. 6:20-25; Mk.  1 0: 1 7-
3 1 ;  Mt.  6: 1 9-24) and his call for unstinting gener
osity (Lk. 6 :34f.; 1 2 :33;  1 4: 1 2- 14; Mk .  1 0:2 1 )  pro
vide the foundation, if not the framework, for a 
quite radical social ethic. (See R. T. France, 'God 
and Mammon: the practical relevance of the teach
ing of Jesus', EQ 5 1 , 1 979, pp. 3fT.) 

Discipleship is, then, a serious and total com
mitment, wh ich may demand drastic renunciation 
not only of material possessions but of reputation 
and relationships (Mk.  1 0 :28-3 1 ;  Mt .  1 0:34-39). I t  
is not for the  dilettante (U. 9:62). I t  requires a 
complete reorientation whereby God and not man 
becomes the point of reference for a man's life and 
thought (Mt .  6 :33 ,  and the whole thrust of Mt. 6), 
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and the ruling motive is not the prospect of reward 
from man or even from God but gratitude for the 
forgiving grace of God (Mt .  1 8 :23-35; Lk. 7 :36-
47). 

It is this reorientation rather than specific ethical 
rules which marks out the ethic of Jesus as radical 
in comparison with either the legalism or the 
humanitarianism which marked the best religious 
systems of his day. 

g. The mission 01 Jeslls 
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We have seen that Jesus regarded hirnself as play
ing the central role in bringing in the kingdom of 
God. It was in his ministry that the hopes of the 
OT were to find their fulfilment. In other words, he 
was the * Messiah. 

Yet Jesus hardly ever c1aimed to be Messiah, 
using that term. The only occasion when he took 
the initiative in making this claim was outside 
Jewish territory (Jn. 4:25f.) .  When others referred 
to hirn as Messiah ('Christ') he accepted the idea, 
but was c1early anxious to avoid the title itself, and 
substituted his regular title 'Son of man' (Mk.  
8:29-33; 14 :6 1 f. ;  * MESSIAH, 1 1 .  a) .  Popular Jewish 
Messianic hope was firmly committed to a political 
and nationalistic understanding of the coming day 
of liberation, and Jesus had no such political inten
tions (see above, V. f). H is own conception of his 
mission as Messiah was such that popular Judaism 
would not have recognized it under that name, and 
so the title itself was an embarrassment. 

But if  Jesus avoided the title 'Messiah' (and with 
i t  the still more politically loaded 'Son of Oavid', 
which others used of hirn but which he never used 
of himsel!), he did refer specifically to several fig
ures of OT prediction as fulfilled in his ministry. 
Four or five such figures stand out in his teaching, 
and the selection is instructive. He was David 's 
lord, as portrayed in Ps. 1 1 0 : 1  (Mk .  1 2 :35-37; 
1 4:62); the humble and rejected shepherd/king who 
recurs several times in Zc. 9-1 3  (Mt .  2 1 : 1 - 1 1 ;  
24:30; 26:3 1 ); the sufTering Servant of the Lord in 
Isaiah 53 (Mk.  1 0:45; 1 4:24; Lk. 22:37; * SERVANT 
OF THE LORD, 1 1 .  a), with the related figure of the 
Lord's anointed in I s. 6 1 : I (Lk.  4: 1 8fT.; Mt .  1 1  :4f.) ;  
and the vindicated and enthroned 'son of man' in 
Dn. 7: 1 3f. (Mk .  8 :38 ;  1 3 :26; 1 4 :62; Mt. 1 9:28; 
25: 3 1 ;  28: 1 8) .  The emphasis, therefore, except in 
the ca se of On.  7 :  1 3f. (on which see below, 1),  is 
strongly on a role of sufTering, rejection and death, 
and a humble rat her than a commanding status. 
Even the discussion of Ps. 1 1 0: I in Mk. 1 2:35-37 is 
specifically designed to dissociate Jesus from the 
title 'Son of David' with its political implications; 
the dominant figure of OT Messianism, a king like 
David, does not otherwise appear in Jesus' selec
tion, but is superseded by the picture of sufTering 
and humiliation. 

It is for this reason, probably, that Jesus regu
larly referred to himself as the 'Son of man'. Other 
titles already had a c1early defined, and usually na
tionalistic, content, but 'Son of man' was not cur
rent as a Messianic title in mainstream Judaism 
(though On. 7: 1 3f. was widely referred to as a Mes
sianic prophecy, without use of the title as such), 
and this rather enigmatic phrase (cf Jn .  1 2 :34) en
abled Jesus to define his own conception of his 
Messianic role. (See further * M ESSIAH, 11 .  a; * JESUS 
CHRIST, TITLES OF.) 

The necessity of his sufTering and death is a con
stant theme of Jesus' teaching (especially M k .  8 :3 1 ;  
9:3 1 ;  1 0:33f.;  but also Mk.  9: 1 2; 1 0:38,  45; 1 2 :6-8; 
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14 :8 ,  2 1 -25;  Mt .  26:54; Lk. 9:3 1 ;  1 2 : 50; 1 3 :32r.; 
1 7 :25;  22:37; Jn .  1 0 : 1 1 - 1 5 ; 1 2 :23-25; etc.), and it is 
frequently stressed that this ml/st be so, because it 
is written. 

The purpose of this suffering and death is most 
c1early spelt out in so me of the references to Isaiah 
53, which speaks of the Servant's role 01' suffering 
for the sins of his people, dying on their behalf, and 
thus 'making many to be accounted righteous'; 
thus Jesus would 'give his life as a ransom for 
many' (Mk .  1 0:45), and his 'blood of the covenant' 
would be 'poured out for many for the forgiveness 
of sins' (Mt .  26:28). This is sacrificial language, 
and the goal of Jesus' death is to be the final sacri
fice wh ich would make possible the forgiveness of 
sins and the restoration of fellowship between man 
and God, thus ending man's rebellion and bringing 
in the kingdom of God. This redemptive theology 
appears seldom and allusively in Jesus' teaching, 
but its direction is unmistakable, and is sub
sequently taken up into the more developed the
ology of Paul and the other NT writers. (" ATONE
MENT; " REDEMPTION. )  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. Taylor, Jesl/s and his Sacrijice, 
1 937; 1. Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words 0/ Jesus, 
1 966; R .  T. France, Jeslls and the Old Testament, 
1 97 1 ,  ch. 4. 

h. The people 0/ God 
It is often asserted that Jesus did not intend to 
found a church. If by 'church' is understood a 
formal, hierarchical organization, this is no douSt 
true. But the conception 01' his mission outlined 
above inevitably involved the creation of a new 
community of those who through his redemptive 
sacrifice entered the kingdom of God . This com
munity, focused at first in his immediate group 
of disciples but destined to embrace all who 
responded to his teaching of whatever racial or 
social background, figures significantly in his 
teaching. 

The word 'church' (ekklesia) occurs only twice 
in the Gospels. In Mt.  1 8 :  1 7  it refers to the local 
group of followers of Jesus gathered together to 
settle disputes among its members, while in Mt .  
1 6 :  18  it foreshadows the  NT view of the  universal 
church as Jesus' continuing representative on 
earth. But other terms imply the same idea of a 
defined community: they are, e.g. ,  God's 'Iittle 
flock' ( Lk .  1 2: 32; cf Mk. 1 4 :27; Jn. 1 0: 1 6), his 
family (Mk .  3 :34f.; 1 0:29f.; Mt. 1 0:25), and the 
guests at his banquet (Mk .  2 : 1 9; Mt .  8 : l l f. ;  22: 1 -
1 4) .  

Hitherto Israel, the nation, had been the special 
people of God. Now, Jesus taught, the true people 
of God will be both wider and narrower than 
Israel: Gentiles will find a place at the banquet. 
while some Jews will not (Mt .  8: 1 1  f.; cf Mt .  22: 1 2-
1 0). John the Baptist had warned that to be Jewish 
was not in itself a guarantee of salvation (Mt .  3 :8-
1 0), and Jesus took up the same theme. In numer
ous metaphors and allusions the impression is 
given that the truc Israel is now focused in himself 
(see above, c; also IV, c) and in those who respond 
to his call to repentance. This conviction, symbol
ized in his choice of twelve disciples as his founda
tion group (see especially Mt .  1 9 :28), and ex
pressed in his establishment of a 'new covenant' 
(Lk. 22:20, etc.), explains why, while his own minis
try was deliberately limited to I srael (Mt .  1 0:5f.; 
1 5 :24), he could send out his disciples after his res
urrection to make disciples of all nations (Mt .  

28 : 1 9 ; Lk .  24:47; Acts 1 :8 ) ,  to form a peoplc 01' 
God drawn from all corners of the earth (Mk . 
1 3 :27). ( " ISRAEL OF GOD.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, Jesl/s ' Prolllise to the 
Nations, 1 958; G. B. Caird, Jesus and the Jewish 
Nation, 1 965; C. H .  Oodd, The FOl/llder 0/ Christi
allity, 1 970, ch. 5; R .  T. France, TynB 26, 1 975 ,  pp. 
53-78. 

i. The/I/ture 
Jesus looked for a future 'coming 01' the kingdom' 
(see above, d). But precisely how and when he 
expected it to come is not systematically spelt out, 
and a number of different interpretations are pos
sible. The following stages in this consummation 
seem, however, to be c1early taught. 

I .  Jesus several times predicted that after his sul� 
fering he would receive the power and dominion 01' 
the 'son 01' man' of On. 7: 1 3r. (see above, g). When 
this vindication is expected is not always c1ear, but 
in Mt .  28 : 1 8 ,  after the resurrection, he c1aimed that 
it was already accomplished. Mk .  1 4:62 also seems 
to envisage an imminent vindication, which his 
judges will themselves witness. 
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2. One future event which is c1early and repeat
edly predicted by Jesus is the destruction of Jerusa
lern and its Temple (Mk .  1 3 :2 and the following 
discourse; Lk. 2 1 :20ff.; cf also Mt .  23 :37-39; Lk . 
23 :28-3 1 ) . This is presented as the inevi table result 
of the Jewish rejection of God's final appeal (Lk.  
1 3 : 34f.; 1 9:4 1 -44; cf Mt.  22:7) ,  and it will come 
upon that generation (Mt .  23:36;  Mk .  1 3 :30). It is 
likely that so me of Jesus' sayings about the 
'coming of the Son of man' (again echoing On . 
7: 1 3f.) relate at least in part to this event rather 
than to his second coming, particularly as they too 
envisage a fulfilment within the living generation 
(Mk.  8 :38-9: I ;  Mt. 1 0 :23; Mk. 1 3 :26, 30) . This act 
of judgment would then be a further manifestation 
of his vindication. I t  is not agreed how much of the 
" Olivet Oiscourse refers to the question about the 
destruction of the Temple with which it opens and 
how much to a more ultimate future, but certainly 
the fate of Jerusalem holds a prominent place in 
Jesus' expectations for the future, and is viewed in 
relation to his own ministry. 

3 .  A further application of On. 7: 1 3f. is to the 
final judgment (Mt .  25 :3 1 -34; cf Mt .  1 9 :28). Most 
fully portrayed in Mt. 25 : 3 I ff., this 'day 01' judg
ment' is mentioned frequently in Jesus' tcaching, 
applying both to individuals and to communities 
or nations (e.g. Mt. 1 0: 1 5 , 32f. ;  1 1  :22-24; 1 2 :36, 
4 1  f.) .  In this final judgment too Jesus plays a cen
tral role. 

4. Jesus also predicted his own second coming, 
or parousia (the term occurs in the Gospels only in 
Mt .  24:3 ,  27, 37, 39), sometimes called the 'day 01' 
the Son of man' .  It will be as unmistakable and as 
universally visible as a flash of lightning (Lk .  
1 7 :24). I t  will be sudden and quite unexpected (Mt .  
24 : 37-44; Lk. 1 7:26-35), demanding constant 
readiness (Mt .  24:42-5 1 ;  25: 1 - 1 3) .  Its date cannot 
be ca\culated; indeed Jesus himself disclaimed any 
knowledge of when it would be (Mk .  1 3 : 32) .  

These four aspects of Jesus' teaching about the 
future merge into one another, so that it is not 
always possible to be sure wh ich is referred to. In 
general, while I represents a constant state of  af
fairs from the resurrection on, 2 relates to a specific 
future event expected within the generation, and 3 
and 4 are two aspects of the final consummation 
when the kingdom is fully established; but all are 



related to Jesus' continuing role as the vindicatcd 
and enthroned 'Son 01' man'. Exegctical disagree
ment over the reference 01' specific passages should 
not be allowed to obscure this over-all pattern in 
Jesus' vision or the coming 01' the kingdol11 or 
God . Such an understanding or his teaching gives 
no support to the allegation that Jesus expected the 
end 01' the world in the very near future; and it 
cnsures that his call for constant readiness is as 
binding on us today as on those who first heard 
him. (* ESCHATOLOGY.)  

GENERAL B IBLIOGRAPHY. In  addition to the 
works listed under individual sections above, the 
fol lowing more general works on the life and teach
ing 01' Jesus are of value. 

1. Jeremias, The Parables 0/ JeslIs1 , 1 963; idem, 
New Testament Theology 1: The Proclamation 0/ 
Jesus, 1 97 1 ;  C. H .  Dodd, The FOllllder 0/ Christian
ity, 1 970; G. Bornkamm, Jeslls 0/ Nazareth1, 1 973; 
G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew, 1 973; G. N. Stanton, 
Jeslls 0/ Nazareth in New Testament Preaching, 
1 974; B. F. Meyer, The Aims 0/ Jeslls, 1 979; 1. 
Riches, Jeslls and the Trans/ormation 0/ Jlldaism, 
1 980; A. E. Harvey, JeslIs and the Constraints 0/ 
History, 1 982; M .  1. Borg, Conj/ict, Ho/iness and 
Po/itics in the Teachings 0/ Jeslls, 1 984; E. P. San
ders, Jeslls and Jlldaism, 1 985;  G. R. Beasley
M urray, Jesus and the Kingdom 0/ God, 1 986; R .  
Leivestad, Jeslls in His GIVn Perspectil'e, 1 987; G. 
Theissen, The ShadolV 0/ the Ga/ilean, 1 987; 1. H. 
Charlesworth, Jeslls Within Judaism, 1 989; C. A .  
Evans, Life 0/ Jeslls Research: An Annotated 
Bib/iography, 1 989; R. T. France, Jeslls the Radical, 
1 989; D. Wenham, The Parables 0/ Jesus, 1 989; 1. 
D. Crossan, The HislOrical Jeslls: The Life 0/ a 
Mediterranean Jewish Peasant, 1 99 1 ;  1. P. Meir, A 
Marginal Jew I ,  1 99 1 ;  N. T. Wright, Who Was 
Jesus?, 1 992; G. E. Ladd, A Theology 0/ the NelV 
Testament2, 1 993, part I .  R.T.F. 

JESUS CHRIST, TITLES OF. A title is a designa
tion wh ich describes or refers to some particular 
function or status of a person and hence may indi
cate the honour wh ich is to be ascribed to him. For 
example, John was known as 'the Baptist' because 
this term described his characteristic function . 
Such a function need not be a unique one; there 
were many people who could be designated by such 
formulae as 'Z the prophet' or 'Y the king'. 

Names and titles are ciosely related. Sometimes 
what began as a name could become a title, and 
vice versa. This is weil illustrated in the case of the 
Roman emperors. Originally Caesar was the family 
name of lulius Caesar and his adopted nephew 
Octavian who became the first Roman emperor; 
after that it became a title meaning 'the Emperor' 
(Phi! .  4:22; although it is mostly used without the 
articie in the NT, e.g. Mk.  1 2 : 1 4- 1 7, it still remains 
a title). Octavian himself was given the title 'Augus
tus' by the Roman senate in 27 BC; it means 
'worthy of reverence' and was translated into Gk. 
as sebaslOs. As such it could be used of later em
perors (Acts 25:2 1 , 25), bu t to most people today it 
is the name of the first emperor, since it was the 
name by which he was known from the time of its 
presentation. 

The meaning of a title can be altered by the 
character and deeds of a particular person who 
holds it and gives it a new stamp. The functions of 
a king in the UK have been drastically altered over 
many centuries, so that the title no longer conveys 
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the same meaning as it did when it was first used. 
The simple title of 'the Leader' (der Führer) has 
been so much coloured by the particular character 
01' Adolf H itler who used it as a polit ical title in 
Germany as to render it quite unsuitable for fur
ther use in politics. 

Finally, there may be cases where a person can 
be described in such a way that it is ciear that he 
holds the status, or performs the functions, associ
ated with a particular title even though the title 
itself is not applied to him in that context. Thus we 
might say 'Z was king in all but name' of some
body who usurped a throne. 

These rat her general considerations are relevant 
to a consideration of the titles given to Jesus in the 
NT, and will help us to avoid some of the pitfalls in 
the study of this topic. 

I .  Titles used for Jesus during his lifetime 

The name JeslIs is not strictly a title for the person 
who bore it .  It is, however, a name with a meaning, 
being a Greek form of 'Joshua', i.e. 'Yahweh is 
salvation'. The NT writers were weil aware of this 
meaning (Mt. 1 :2 1 ) . The name thus indicated the 
function wh ich was ascribed to Jesus, and this later 
found expression in the title Saviollr, which was at 
first simply a description of the function of lesus 
(Acts 5 :3 1 ;  1 3:23;  Phi! .  3:20) but then became part 
of his solemn title (2 Tim. I :  I 0; Tit. 1 :4; 2 Pet. 
I :  1 1 ) .  lesus was the personal name of the Saviour, 
and while its titular significance remains present 
for informed hearers, it is probable that to many 
people it is now no more than a name (compare 
how the fact that 'John' means 'gift of God' is not 
usually in mind when the name is used). 

Jesus was a common enough name in the first 
half of the I st century AD, although it is significant 
that by the end of that century it was beginning to 
drop completely out of use: it was too sacred for 
use as a personal name by Christians, and it was 
abhorrent to lews. To distinguish lesus (Christ) 
from other bearers of the name he was known as 
JeslIs /rom Nazareth or Jesus the • Nazarene. The 
use of this phrase may have acquired some theo
logical significance in view of the similarity of the 
word 'Nazirite'. 

As a result of his characteristic activity Jesus 
was known as a Teacher, and addressed by this title 
just like any other Jewish teacher (Mk .  4:38; 9 :  1 7, 
38;  10 : 1 7; et al.). Occasionally, when there was no 
danger of confusion with other teachers, he could 
be called simply 'the Teacher' (Mk.  5:35; 1 4 :  1 4; Jn.  
1 1  :28) .  Jewish teachers were regularly addressed as 
Rabbi (I iterally, 'my great one'), a mark of respect 
which came to mean 'the revered (sc. teacher)' .  
This form of address was used by the disciples for 
Jesus (Mk.  9 :5 ;  1 1  :2 1 ;  14 :45), although it was not 
used to refer to him in the third person. In Luke 
Jesus is sometimes addressed as Master (epistates; 
Lk. 5 :5 ;  8 :24; et al.), a term wh ich suggests respect 
for Jesus by his disciples and sympathizers, and 
which perhaps was used of his relationship to 
groups of people rather than to individuals. A fur
ther respectful term was Lord (kyrie, the vocative 
form of kyrios). In the Gospels this probably rep
resents an original Aramaic rabbi or mür[ ('my 
lord') used as a respectful tille (Mk. 7:28; Mt .  8 :2,  
6, 8 ;  et a/.). Although this form of address may 
simply refer to lesus as a teacher worthy of respect 
(Lk. 6:46; Jn.  1 3 : 1 3f.), there is a case that Jesus was 
sometimes addressed in this way in his capacity as 
a person with miraculous powers (G. Vermes, Jesus 
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the lew, pp. 1 22- 1 37). The term is not used in Mt.  
and Mk.  as a means of rcferring to Jesus by a third 
person (cxcept Mt .  2 1 :3; Mk .  I 1 :3), but Luke calls 
Jesus 'the Lord' not infrequently in narrative pas
sages (Lk.  7 : 1 3 ; 1 0: 1 , 39, 4 1 ;  et al. ) .  This usage 
suggests that Luke was weil aware that the full sig
nificance of thc tille was not realized until after the 
resurrect ion, but that he wanted to show that Jesus 
acted during his l ifetime with something of the 
same authority which he possessed in full mcasure 
after thc resurrection. 

The fact that Jesus was regarded as more than an 
ordinary Jewish tcacher is expressed in the term 
Prophet (Mt .  2 1 : 1  1 , 46; Mk .  6 : 1 5 ; 8:28; Lk .  7 : 1 6, 
39; 24 : 1 9 ; Jn .  4 : 1 9; 6: 14; 7 :40; 9 : 1 7). This und er
standing of his own position was recognized and 
expressed by Jeslls (Mk.  6:4; Lk. 4:24; 1 3 : 33f.). In 
themselves neither of the titles, 'teacher' and 
'prophet', distinguished Jesus from other teachers 
and prophets of his time, whether from Jewish re
ligious leaders or from some groups of early 
church leaders (e.g. Acts 1 3 : I ), although naturally 
the early church would have c1aimed that Jesus was 
the Teacher and Prophet par exce/lence. 

It is probable, however, that in some cases the 
term The Prophet was used in a unique sense. 
Jewish thought expected the coming of Elijah, or a 
person like hirn, to usher in the End, and there was 
some speculation whether John the Baptist or Jesus 
was to be identified as this so-called eschatological 
or final prophet (cf Jn .  1 :2 I ,  25). There is some 
apparent confusion on the matter, since John 
denied that he was the prophet, while Jesus c1aimed 
that John was in fact Elijah (Mt .  1 7 : 1 2f.) .  The con
fusion would disappear if  the reference in Jn .  1 :2 I ,  
25 was to the coming of a final prophet like Moses 
(Dt. 1 8 :  I 5-1 9); Peter identified Jesus as this 
'Mosaic' prophet (Acts 3 :22-26), and this would 
leave the way c1ear for John to be regarded as a 
separate forerunner of the End, a prophet like 
Elijah. The difficulty may have arisen because 
Jewish thought did not keep the two figures quite 
separate. I t is probable that Jesus hirnself saw his 
role as that of the Mosaic prophet. He did not use 
the title in this connection, but he regarded hirnself 
as re-enacting the work of Moses and as fulfilling 
the role of the prophet who speaks in Is. 6 1 :  1-3 .  He 
used passages from Is. 29: 1 8f.;  35:5f. and 6 1 : 1  to 
describe his own work (Lk.  4 :  1 8 f. ;  7:22) in terms of 
a new creation of the paradisial conditions of  the 
Exodus period and the wilderness wanderings, i.e. 
in terms of the work of Moses. From this point of 
view the teaching of Jesus in wh ich he reinter
preted the law of Moses may aiso be significant. 

Just as Jesus saw his work in terms of the law
giver and the prophets ( Moses and Elijah/Elisha; 
cf Lk. 4:25-27), so it is probable that the Jewish 
concept of wisdom affected his thinking, although 
the actual title of Wisdom is not applied to hirn in 
the Gospels (see, however, I Cor. 1 :24, 30) . In the 
OT and the intertestamental literature we find the 
personified concept of Wisdom as the assistant of 
God at creation and (in the form of the law) as the 
guide of God's people (Pr. 8:22-36). The wise man 
par exce/lence was Solomon, and i t  is no accident 
that Jesus c1aimed that in his ministry something 
greater than Solomon was present (Mt .  1 2 :42). 
Wisdom was regarded as sending her emissaries to 
men to reveal God's ways (Pr. 9 :3-6). At times 
Jesus spoke as if  he were such an emissary (Lk. 
1 1  :49-5 1 )  or as if  he hirnself were to be identified 
with Wisdom (Lk .  1 3 :34; cf Mt.  23:34-37). 

Jewish hopes were centred on the establishment 
of God's rule or kingdom, and this hope was often 
associated with the coming of an agent of God \0 
exercise his rule. Such a person would be a king, 
anointed by God and belonging to the linc of 
David. The term Anointed One, wh ich could be 
used to describe a king, priest or prophet, came to 
be used as a technical term in the intertestamental 
period for this expected agent of God . The Heb. 
word was mäsfah, from which was dcrived the 
trans!iterated Gk. form Messias, anglicized as 
• Messiah; the corresponding Gk. word meaning 
'anointed' was Christos, from which comes the al
ternative English form Christ. Since the expected 
rulcr was expected to be a King and a San (i.e. 
descendant) 0/ David, these two terms were also 
used as titles or design at ions for hirn. 

It stands beyond all doubt that Jesus was put to 
death by the Romans on a charge of c1aiming to be 
the king of the Jews (Mk .  1 5 :26). The question is 
whether he explicitly c1aimed this office and impli
citly acted in this role. The actual term 'Mcssiah' is 
only rarely found on the lips of Jesus. In Mk.  1 2 :35 
and 1 3 : 2 1  (cf Mt.  24:5) he speaks about the Mes
siah and c1aimants to Messiahship without directly 
identifying hirnself as Messiah. in Mt .  23: I 0 and 
Mk.  9:4 1 he is represented as teaching his disciples, 
apparently with reference primarily to the situation 
in the early church. Mt .  1 6 :20 merely echoes v. 1 6. 
It follows that Jesus did not refer to hirnself as 
Messiah in his public teaching to the crowds and 
that at best he used the title rarely in speaking to 
his disciples (cf Jn. 4:25f.) .  The situation is the 
same with regard to 'Son of David'; the quest ion in 
Mk .  1 2 : 35-37 does not explicitly identify Jesus as 
the Son of David. Nor did Jesus publicly claim the 
title of ' King' (Mt. 25 :34, 40 is addressed to thc 
disciples). On the other hand, many of Jesus' ac
tions could be regarded as those of the Messiah. 
His baptism with the Spirit was regarded by both 
hirnself (Lk.  4: I 8) and the early church (Acts 4:27; 
1 0 :38) as an anointing. He proclaimed the coming 
rule of God, associated its coming with his own 
activity (Mt .  1 2:28), and acted with an authority 
that suggested that he stood in the place of God 
(Mk .  2:7) .  It is not surprising that the qucstion 
whether he was the expected king was in thc air (cf 
Jn.  4 :29; 7:25-3 1 )  and that the people would have 
made hirn king (Jn.  6: 1 5) .  At his trial he was asked 
whether he was the Messiah, and on this occasion 
he did publicly admit the fact (Mk.  14 :6 I f.; cf Jn .  
1 8 :33-38). At an earlier point Peter named h irn as 
the Messiah, and Jesus did not reject the identifica
tion (Mk.  8 :29f.); people who hoped that he would 
mercifully help them in their need addressed hirn as 
'Son of David' (Mk.  1 0:47f.). 
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The evidence shows that while Jesus implicitly 
ac ted as Messiah he was reticent on the matter and 
indeed tried to hush down suggestions that he was 
the Messiah (Mk.  8 :30). Various explanations have 
been offered for his attitude. We can dismiss the 
view that the Gospels have misrepresented the 
situation, and that Jesus was not recognized by 
hirnself or anybody else to be the Messiah; only 
after the resurrection did the church give this title 
to hirn (so w. Wrede, The Messianic Secret, E.T. 
1 97 I ;  contra: 1. D. G. Dunn, TynB 2 I ,  1 970, pp. 92-
I 1 7) .  One important element in explanation is cer
tainly that Jesus' concept of Messiahship was 
markedly different from that of many Jews who 
expected the Messiah to inaugurate a political up
heaval and Iiberate the country from the Romans; 



even if there were Jews with a more spiritual ideal 
of the Messiah's work, Jesus had to guard against 
this misrepresentation. ( I t  should go without 
saying that Jesus in no way associated hirnself with 
the advocacy of violence by the political revo
lutionaries of his day; on this subject the last word 
has been spoken by M. Hengel, Was Jesus a Revo
IUlionisl?, 1 97 1 .) Another element may be that 
Jesus did not wish to claim Messiahship until he 
had shown hirnself to be Messiah by wh at he did, 
or until people recognized the real significance of 
his ministry. In so doing he freed Messiahship from 
its this-worldly political associations and reinter
preted it in terms of the OT concept of God's 
mighty act of salvation. 

Undoubtedly, however, the Gospels give the im
pression that Jesus preferred to use another de
scription, San 0/ man (note the shift in terminology 
in M k .  8:29f.13 1 and 14 :6 1 /62). This unusual Gk. 
expression can have arisen only as a transl�on of 
an idiomatic Semitic phrase (Heb. ben 'äljäm; 
Aram. bar " nä.f(a)) which means either a particular 
member of the species 'man' (e.g. Ezk. 2: I) or 
man kind in general (e.g. Ps. 8:4). In On. 7: 1 3f. the 
phrase describes 'one like a man' (NEB) or 'what 
looked like a human being' (TEV) who comes with 
the c10uds to the Ancient of Oays and receives 
everlasting dominion over all peoples from hirn. In 
the language of Jesus' time it appears to have been 
possible to use the phrase as a modest way of refer
ring to oneself in certain situations, although opin
ions differ whether it was used to make a statement 
true of mankind in general and hence of the 
speaker in particular or to make a statement apply
ing only to the speaker. 

The phrase occurs quite often on the lips of 
Jesus, and its occurrences in the Synoptic Gospels 
have led to much debate. 

I .  On the one hand, it has been assumed that the 
significance of the phrase is derived from On. 
7 :  1 3f., in which case it refers to the future coming 
of a heavenly being described with apocalyptic 
symbolism (Mk.  1 3 :26; 1 4:62) and to the role 
played by this figure at the last judgment (Mk.  
8 :38;  Mt .  1 0:23; 1 9:28; 25:3 1 ;  Lk. 1 2 :8f.; 1 7:22-30; 
1 8 :8) .  So me scholars think that the early church 
was the first to use this concept to describe the 
future role of Jesus (so N. Perrin, A Modern Pil
grimage in New Testament Christology, 1 974); 
others argue, on the basis of Lk. 1 2 :8f., that Jesus 
looked forward to the coming of an apocalyptic 
figure olher Ihan himself who would vindicate his 
work, and that it was the early church which later 
identified Jesus hirnself with this coming figure (so 
H. E. Tödt, The San 0/ Man in lire Synoplic Trad
ilion, 1 965); others again argue that Jesus looked 
forward to his own future coming as the Son of 
man (so O. Cullmann, The Christology 0/ the New 
TeslamenI', 1 963) . 

Alongside these 'future' statements there are 
others which speak of the present authority and 
humiliation of the Son of man (Mk.  2: 1 0, 27f. ;  Lk.  
6:22; 7:34; 9:58; 1 2 : 1 0; 1 9: I 0) and prophesy his suf
fering, death and resurrection (Mk.  8 :3 1 ;  9:9, 1 2, 
3 1 ;  1 0:33f., 45; 1 4 :2 1 , 4 1 ;  cf Lk. 24:7). It is hard 
(but not impossible: see below) to see how state
ments Iike these could be made about the Son of 
man described in On. 7, and accordingly many 
scholars think that the use of Son of man in such 
sayings derives from the early church which, 
having identified Jesus as the coming Son of man, 
proceeded to use the same title with reference to his 
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earthly ministry and his passion. Other scholars 
hold that Jesus produced his own creative re
interpretation of the role of the Son of man under 
the influence of the prophecy of the suffering Ser
vant of Yahweh ( l s. 52: 1 3-53: 1 2) .  

2.  On the  other hand, various scholars take the 
use of bar " nä.f(a) as a self-designation in Aram. as 
their starting-point, and hold that Jesus used it sim
ply as a means of referring to hirnself. On this view, 
the statements in the Gospels which are non
apocalyptic in content and refer to Jesus simply as a 
man are most I ikely to be authentic. Later, the use of 
the term by Jesus led thechurch back to On. 7, and it 
proceeded to reinterpret the teaching of Jesus in 
apocalyptic terms (G. Vermes, op. cit. , pp. 1 60-- 1 9 1 ). 
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3 .  I t  is probable that scholars have been led 
astray by insisting on one basic origin for all the 
sayings and not taking the ambiguity of the term 
sufficiently seriously. Clearly i t  could be used as a 
self-designation, even although the precise circum
stances in which this was fei t  to be proper remain 
uncertain. At the same time it cannot be denied 
that the term could have a titular force. C. F. O. 
Moule rightly observes that the use of the article in 
the phrase may give the force of 'the human figure' 
(sc. the one mentioned in On. 7 :  1 3f.; 'Neglected 
Features in the Problem of "the Son of Man" ', in 
1. Gnilka (ed.), Neues Testament und Kirche, 1 974, 
pp. 4 1 3-428). The fact that this figure played a role 
in some areas of Jewish thought is shown by the 
allusions in 1 Enoch and 4 Ezra (although the 
dating of the crucial portions in 1 Enoch is no tori
ously insecure). The most probable approach, 
therefore, is still that which takes On. 7 :  1 3f. as its 
starting-point and sees there a figure, perhaps the 
leader and representative of Israel, with whom 
Jesus identifies hirnself. This figure is one possess
ing authority and destined to rule the world, but 
the way to that rule is by humili ty, suffering and 
rejection. It is not too difficult to understand Jesus 
speaking in this way, provided that he can be as
sumed to have looked forward to his own rejection 
and subsequent vindication by God. This assump
tion is wholly probable when we take account of: 
(a) Jesus' recognition of the realities of the situ
ation in which he carried on a ministry that 
brought hirn into collision with the hostile Jewish 
authorities; and (b) Jesus' acceptance of the way of 
life of the godly man described in the OT, accord
ing to which the godly can expect rejection and 
persecution and must put their trust in God to de
liver them. This pattern can be traced in certain of 
the Psalms (especially Pss. 22; 69), in the proph
ecies of the suffering Servant and in the career of 
'the saints of the Most High' in On. It is also to be 
found in the book of Wisdom (although it is 
doubtful whether this book could have influenced 
Jesus hirnself) and in the popular legends in wh ich 
the Jews glorified the fate of the Maccabean mar
tyrs. Against this considerable background it 
would be strange if Jesus had not understood his 
career in such terms. At the same time, his manner 
of speaking certainly mystified his hearers: 'Who is 
this Son of man?' (Jn .  1 2 :34). I t  was probably a 
deli berate means of concealing his own claims to 
some extent so as not to lead to false expectations. 
It laid claim to authority but an authority which 
was largely rejected by men. Thus by his use of this 
phrase Jesus laid claim to being the final represen
tative of God to men, destined to rule but rejected 
by Israel, condemned to suffer but vindicated by 
God. 
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One of the elements wh ich contributed to Jesus' 
understanding of his role as Son of man was the 
figure of the Servant 0/ Yahweh. The actual title 
was not used by Jesus, and the nearest approach to 
its use is when it occurs in a quotation from I s. 
42: 1 -4 in Mt .  1 2 : 1 8-2 1 .  Nevertheless, there is good 
evidence that Jesus saw hirnself as fulfilling the role 
of one who came to serve and give hirnself as a 
ransom for many (Mk.  1 0:45; cf 1 4:24; Is. 53 : 1 0-
1 2) and who therefore 'shared the fate of criminals' 
(Lk.  22:37, TEV; cf Is. 53: 1 2; R. T. France, TynB 1 9, 
1 968, pp. 26-52). 

If  the above titles express the role of Jesus, his 
status and relationship to God find expression in 
the title of Son 0/ God. The use of this title for 
an gels and other heavenly beings does not seem to 
be of central significance for its application to 
Jesus. More important is the way in which it was 
used in the OT to refer to the people of Israel as a 
whole and to their king in particular and to express 
the relationship wh ich they had to God in terms of 
divine care and protection on the one hand and 
human service and obedience on the other. It is 
possible that by NT times the Messiah was begin
ning to be regarded as in some special sense the 
Son of God, and the thought that godly indi
viduals were the special objects of God's fatherly 
care and concern had also developed. 

Jesus hirnself was undoubtedly conscious of a 
particular relationship to · God whom he ad
dressed in prayer by the intimate name of • Abba 
(Mk.  1 4 :36). It is against this background that we 
should understand his use of the term 'Son' to ex
press his relationship to God as his Father (Mt.  
1 1  :27;  Lk.  1 0:22). Here he claims that the same 
intimacy exists between hirnself and God as be
tween a son and his father, so that he alone is 
qualified to reveal God to men. Yet there are se
crets of the Father's purpose hidden even from the 
Son (Mk.  1 3 :32). Although the allusion may weil 
not have been c1ear to the crowds, it is Iikely that 
the reference to the owner's son in the parable of 
the vineyard (Mk .  1 2 :6) was a veiled way of point
ing to Jesus himself and to his fate. This sense of a 
unique Sonship goes beyond the general sense of a 
filial relationship to God wh ich might have been 
held by a pious Jew. I t  is furt her to be seen in the 
way in which God hirnself addresses Jesus as his 
Son in the stories of the baptism and the trans
figuration (Mk .  I :  1 1 ;  9:7), and also in the manner 
of address used by Satan and the demons (Mt. 4 :3 ,  
6; Mk .  3 :  1 1 ; 5 :7) .  The evidence shows that Jesus 
himself was extremely reticent to express his sense 
of unique personal relationship to God; neverthe
less it is c1ear that the Jewish authorities suspected 
that he was making claims of this kind (Mk.  14 :6 1 ;  
Lk. 22:70), claims which were perhaps made more 
openly on occasion than the Synoptic Gospels 
suggest (in Jn .  Jesus' self-revelation is more public, 
but this may be due to the way in wh ich John has 
deliberately brought out more c1early the full im
plications 01' Jesus' teaching for his readers). I t  is in 
this title that the fullest expression of who Jesus 
was is to be found (see I. H. Marshall, Int 2 1 ,  1 967, 
pp. 87- 1 03) 

1 1 .  Thc usc of titlcs in the earlicst pcriod of thc 
church 

A period 01' some 20 years separates the death and 
resurrection of Jesus from the earliest NT docu
ments (the earliest letters of Paul) wh ich can be 
reliably dated. By Paul's time the use of various 
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titles to refer to Jesus was weil established; he 
manifestly used an existing, fully developed ter
minology which he could take for gran ted and 
which he had no need to explain to his readers. I t  
is, however, difficult to  trace the  use of the various 
titles and the associated theological understanding 
of Jesus during this pre-literary period. We have to 
proceed by attempting to recognize occurrences of 
the titles in the NT writings which can plausibly be 
regarded as reftecting traditional usage; this is a 
subjective process and leads to hypotheses of vary
ing credibility. We can also make use of the ac
count of the early church given to us in Acts, but it 
has to be recognized that Luke wrote some years 
after the events which he described, and that there 
would be an inevitable tendency to adopt the ter
minology with which his readers were familiar. We 
may compare how a well-known public figure 
tends to be described by his later title even when his 
earliei career is being discussed; there is a tempta
tion to say 'Queen Victoria spent her earlier years 
in Kensington Palace' rather than more pedantic
ally 'Princess Victoria (who later became Queen) 
spent her earlier years . .  .'. Nevertheless, with due 
caution we can make some progress in tracing the 
early development of titles to describe Jesus. 

Some scholars have admittedly shown consider
able boldness in postulating a series of stages in the 
Christological thinking of the early church on the 
assumption that an original understanding of 
Jesus in purely Jewish terms was succeeded by an 
understanding that was increasingly affected by 
Hellenistic ways of thinking media ted to the 
church first by Diaspora Judaism and then more 
directly by the Gentile world (F. Hahn; R. H. 
Fuller). While some broad developments of this 
kind no doubt occurred, the hypothesis cannot be 
used to trace stages 01' development with any preci
sion, since it is c1ear that inftuences 01' all kinds 
affected the church from its earliest days and also 
that we have to do with the Christological thinking 
of a number of different semi-independent 
churches. There is no possibility of tracing a simple 
evolutionary li ne of development through thc 
complex thought-processes of the first 20 years or 
so of the Christian church. What we can say is that 
this period was one of unparalleled creative think
ing in the development of Christology (I . H. Mar
shall, NTS 1 9, 1 972-3, pp. 27 1 -287). 

I t  is sometimes suggested that the early church's 
interest in Jesus was originally purely functional 
rather than ontological (0. Cullmann). It was con
cerned with what Jesus did rather than who he was, 
and did not ask metaphysical quest ions about his 
status. But to put the alternatives so sharply is 
probably to separate what originally belongcd to
gether: function and status cannot be so easily sep
arated. The early church was no doubt conccrned 
with wh at Jesus had accomplished, but the very 
nature 01' wh at he had accomplished inevi tably 
raised the quest ion of his relat ionship to God from 
the very start, and this is reftected in the titles used 
to describe hirn. 

During this period most of thc ordinary 
'human' terms used to describe Jesus during his 
ministry fell out 01' use, except in so far as they 
were preserved in narrative material about his 
career. Terms such as Rabbi and Teacher were no 
longer appropriate. The term Prophet wh ich had 
represented a higher level 01' popular insight into 
the function 01' Jesus likewise dropped out 01' use; 
although the term was still applied to hirn (Acls 



3:22f.; cf 7 :37), it does not occur as an actual title 
of Jesus. What is surprising is the virtually com
plete disappearance of Son 0/ man from circula
tion. The phrase is found as a title only on the lips 
of the dying Stephen (Acts 7 :56). Elsewhere it has 
survived only in a citation from the OT (Heb. 2:6; 
quoting Ps. 8 : 5) and in a description of Jesus in 
Rev. 1 : 1 3 ; 1 4: 1 4  (cf Dn. 7: 1 3f. ) .  But the thought 
was probably still alive. One the one hand, i t  is 
possible that we have a translation of 'Son of man' 
into more intelligible Gk. as 'the Man' in one or 
two passages where Jesus is placed over against 
Adam, the first man (Rom. 5 : 1 5 ;  I Cor. 1 5 :2 1 , 47; 
cf I Tim. 2:5). On the other hand, the Gospels 
have preserved the use of the term on the lips of 
Jesus. As we observed, there are scholars who 
claim that the use 01' the term originated in the 
early church, or that at least the majority of ex
am pies of its use were developed by the early 
church on the basis of a small number of actual 
sayings of Jesus. While these suggestions are highly 
unlikely, we cannot exclude the possibility that the 
inclusion of the title in a few sayings may be due to 
the early church; this is most probably the case in 
Jn. where the teaching 01' Jesus has come down to 
us in a form where it is impossible to disentangle 
the actual words of Jesus from the Evangelist's in
terpretative commentary. But i t  is important that 
John's fuller expression of the implicit significance 
of the title takes place within the confines of a 
Gospel, and as teaching which is ascribed to Jesus 
hirnself and which ultimately rests on his own 
words (see IV, below). There is no indication that 
the early church used the title independently. Clear
Iy it was regarded as a term that was appropriate 
only on the Iips of Jesus as a self-designation, with 
the onc exception of Acts 7:56. I t  never became a 
term for use in confessional statements (with the 
possible exception of Jn.  9 :35) .  

Although the tit le of Servanl did not occur 
in the Gospels, we saw that the associated motifs 
were present in the description 01' the work 0 1' Jesus 
as service for 'the many'. This same motif re
appears in the thinking 01' the early church. It is 
most obvious in I Pet. 2:2 1 -25, where the passion 
and death of Jesus are described in language drawn 
from I s. 53;  it is not quite so c1early present in a 
number of traditional formulae in Paul which ex
press the significance 01' the death 01' Jesus (Rom. 
4:25; 8 :34; I Cor. 1 1  :23-25; 1 5 :3-5; Phil .  2:6-1 1 ;  I 
Tim. 2:6; 1. Jeremias, TDNT 5, pp. 705-7 1 2) . The 
title itself (pais) is to be found in Acts 3:  1 3, 26; 
4:27, 30 where Jesus is declared to be God's Ser
vant who was delivered up by the Jews to death, 
but raised and glorified by God to be the source 01' 
blessing for his people. 1 1' Jesus is designated here 
by a title also borne by David (Acts 4:25, pais) and 
the prophets (Rev. 1 1 : 1 8 ; 22:9, doulos), here it is 
above all the thought of Is. 42 : 1 -4;  52: 1 3f. which 
has influenced the early church. Although the title 
does not reappear until the Apostolic Fathers and 
has therefore been suspected to be a Lucan rather 
than a primitive designation for Jesus, it is more 
likely that the term was used in the Palestinian 
church and then fell out 01' use because of its am
biguity in the form pais (wh ich can mean 'child' or 
'servant') and its subordinationist colouring in the 
form doulos ('slave') .  

According to the speech attributed to Peter on 
the day of Pentecost the significance 01' the resur
rection was that God had made the Jesus whom 
the Jews crucified to be both Lord and Christ (Acts 
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2:36). This text gives the key to the development of 
the Christological t itles. The resurrection was the 
decisive event which led the followers of Jesus to a 
new evaluation of his person, and this was con
firmed for them by the gift of the Spirit coming 
from the exalted Jesus (Acts 2:33) .  Jesus' claims to 
be a 'Messianic' figure of some kind had now been 
vindicated by God in raising hirn from the dead 
and thereby attesting the truth of these claims. The 
One who died under Pilate's sarcastic placard as 
'The King of the Jews' had now been shown to be 
king in a deeper sense. The actual title 0 1' 'king' 
does not see m to have been used overmuch. It is 
true that the king replaced the 'kingdom' in the 
apostolic preaching, but the word was perhaps pol
itically dangerous (Acts 1 7:7) and use of i t  was 
restrained ( Rev. 1 7: 1 4; 1 9: 1 6) ;  note, however, that 
the title of ' Lord' which was equally dangerous 
politically was in frequent use. 'Messiah'-a word 
meaningless outside Heb.-speaking circles-was 
replaced not so much by 'king' as by 'Christ'. In 
this form the title tended to lose its original mean
ing 01' 'anointed one' (see, however, 2 Cor. 1 :2 1 )  
and t o  take on more the sense 01' 'Saviour'. I t  was 
particularly used in statements about the death and 
resurrection of Jesus (Rom. 5 :6, 8; 6:3-9; 8 :34;  
1 4:9; I Cor. 1 5 :3-5; I Pet .  3 :  1 8; W. Kramer, Christ. 
Lord. Son 0/ God, 1 966). It was as the One who 
died and rose again that Jesus was the Christ. AI
though 'Christ' tended to become more and more a 
name for Jesus, rather than a title, it continued to 
have a sense 01' dignity about it, so that i t  was 
scarcely ever used alone with the title 'Lord' (i. e. in 
the combination 'the Lord Christ'; Rom. 1 6: 1 8 ;  
Col. 3 :24) but rather i n  the form 'the Lord Jesus 
Christ'. 
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In Acts 3:201'. Jesus is represented as the One 
who is designated to appear as the Christ at the end 
01' time. Accordingly it has been claimed (espe
cially by F. Hahn) that the earliest Christology of 
the church was concerned with the future coming 
01' Jesus, and that the various titles of Son of man, 
Christ and Lord were originally used to indicate 
what his function would be at the end 01' time; only 
later (though still within this pre-literary period) 
was it realized that the One who would come as 
Christ and Lord at the end was already Christ and 
Lord by virtue 01' his resurrection and exaltation 
(and that the resurrection and exaltation con
firmed an existing status). This theory lacks sub
stantiation. Acts 3 :20f. can only mean that the One 
who has already been ordained as the Christ will 
return at the end of time. Jesus is not the Messiah
designate, but is already the Messiah. It was indeed 
only because 01' the resurrection and wh at it im
plied concerning the person 01' Jesus that the early 
church could look forward with confidence to his 
parousia as the Son of man . I t  was, accordingly, 
the death and resurrection which established the 
meaning 01' the term Christ: the Christian message 
in Paul's view was exclusively oriented to 'Christ 
crucified' ( I  Cor. 1 :23; 2 :5) .  

The other t i t le which figures in Acts 2:36 is Lord. 
By the resurrection God had demonstrated that 
Jesus was indeed the Lord, and the early church 
applied the words 01' Ps. 1 1 0: I to hirn in virtue 01' 
this event: 'The Lord said to my Lord, Sit at my 
right hand, till I make thy enemies a stool for thy 
feet' (Acts 2:34f.). This text had al ready been used 
by Jesus when he taught that the Messiah was 
David's Lord (Mk.  1 2:36) and in his reply to the 
high priest at his trial (Mk .  1 4:62). 11' Jesus was 
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now Lord, it followed that the task of the early 
church was to lead people to recognize the status 
of Jesus. New converts became members of the 
church by acknowledging Jesus as Lord: 'If you 
confess with your lips that Jesu� is Lord and be
lieve in your heart that God raised hirn from the 
dead, you will be saved' (Rom. 1 0:9; cf I Cor. 
1 2 :3) .  The great significance of this confession is 
seen in Phi! . 2: 1 1  where the c1imax of God's pur
pose is that all creation will acknowledge Jesus 
Christ as Lord. In this confession there may weil be 
a polemical note, since it places Jesus over against 
other 'lords' recognized by worshippers in the Hel
lenistic world. Certainly Jews recognized only one 
God and Lord, but pagans worshipped 'gods many 
and lords many'; over against them both Chris
tians acknowledged 'one God, the Father, . . .  and 
one Lord, Jesus Christ' ( I  Cor. 8 :6). The Roman 
emperor too was acclaimed as lord (dominus) by 
his subjects and successive emperors increasingly 
c1aimed their total allegiance; this was to lead to 
keen conflicts of conscience for Christians at a 
later stage. 

An importan t piece of evidence for the early 
Christian use of the title for Jesus is the phrase 
preserved in Aramaic in I Cor. 1 6:22: . ' Ma
rallatha'. This is a combination of two words and 
means 'Our Lord, come' or 'Our Lord has/will 
come'. Scholars debate whether it was originally a 
prayer for the parousia of Jesus as Lord (cf Rev. 
22:20) or a promise that his coming was at hand 
(cf Phi! . 4:5). The fact that the phrase was pre
served in a Gk.-speaking church in Aram. indi
cates that it was originally used in an Aram.
speaking church, i. e. it most probably arose in the 
earliest days of the church in Palestine. Evidence 
from Qumran has helped to confirm the possibility 
of this development in an Aram.-speaking en
vironment (1. A. Fitzmyer, NTS 20, 1 973-4, pp. 
386--39 1 ) .  

The final term t o  be discussed i n  this section is 
SOli 01 God. It may weil have been especially as
sociated with the preaching of Paul: it is significant 
that Acts 9:20 links the title with his preaching, 
and that it appears only once elsewhere in Acts, 
namely in a citation of Ps. 2:7 in Paul's sermon in 
Pisidian Antioch (Acts 1 3 :33) .  Here the promise, 
'Thou art my Son , today I have begotten thee', is 
applied by Paul to the resurrection which is re
garded as the begetting of Jesus to new life. The 
thought, however, is not that Jesus became God's 
Son by being raised from the dead, but rather that 
because he was his Son; God raised hirn from the 
dead (cf Wisdom 2: 1 8) .  The same thought re
appears in Rom. I : 3f. ,  generally regarded as a pre
Pauline formula, where Jesus is said to have beeri 
dec1ared to be Son 01' God with power by the res
urrection from the dead. I n I Thes. I :9f. the son
ship 01' Jesus is again connected with the resurrec
tion, and this fact is made the basis for the hope 01' 
his parousia. 

Two further elements appear to be associated 
with the title 01' 'Son' in this early period. One is 
the thought of the pre-existence of the Son; a 
number of texts speak of God sending his Son (Jn. 
3 :  1 7; Rom. 8:3; Ga!. 4 :4f. ;  I Jn. 4:9f. ,  1 4) ,  and c1ear
Iy presuppose that the Son came from being with 
the Father into the world. This line of thought is 
expressed quite explicitly without the actual use of 
the term 'Son' in the pre-Pauline hymn in Phi!. 2:6-
1 1  (R. P. Martin, Carmen Christi, 1 967). Here Jesus 
is a divine figure, existing in the image of God and 

equal with God, who exchanged his heavenly mode 
of existence for a human, earthly form of existence 
in humility. Although the hymn speaks 01' his 
'emptying himself* ' so that he exchanged the form 
of God for that of a slave, the fact that Paul re
garded Jesus as God's Son during his life and death 
indicates that he did not interpret the hymn to 
mean that Jesus surrendered his divine nature in 
order to become incarnate. Rather, 'He emptied 
Hirnself in that He took the servant's form , 
and this necessarily involved an ec1ipsing of His 
glory as the divine Image in order that He might 
come, in human flesh, as the Image of God incar
nate' ( R .  P. Martin, p. 1 94). 

The other element associated with the title of 
Son is that God gave hirn up to suffer and die 
(Rom. 4:25; 8 :32; Ga!. 2:20; cf Jn. 3 : 1 6) .  There 
may be some connection here with the OT example 
of Abraham who was prepared to give up his son, 
Isaac, to show his faith and obedience (Gn. 22: 1 2 , 
1 6) .  Nor did God withhold his only Son, but gave 
hirn up freely to take away our sins. By the use of 
the title 'Son' the greatness of the divine sacrifice is 
made all the more plain. 

I t  is not certain at what point the tradition of the 
virgin birth of Jesus began to influence the Christo
logical thinking of the church. The implication of 
both the birth stories is  that the circumstances of 
Jesus' birth were kept quiet (cf Mt. I :  1 9; Lk. 2: 1 9 , 
5 1 ), and there is very little evidence that the trad
ition influenced the church before it was given ex
pression in the Gospels. In both accounts Jesus is 
presented as the Son of God (Mt .  2 :  1 5 ; Lk. 1 :32, 
35) whose birth as the son of Mary is due to the 
influence 01' the Holy Spirit; it is as the Son 01' God 
that he is qual ified for the office and task of the 
Messiah (Lk. I :32f.). Not only so, but as the Son of 
God he can be designated Emmanuel, 'God with 
us'; his presence on earth is tantamount to that of 
God hirnself. The two accounts do not take up the 
quest ion of the relation between the Spirit
conception of Jesus and his identity with the pre
existent Son of God; their concern is exc1usively 
with the way in which the son of Mary could be 
born as the Son of God. 

I I I .  Paul's usc of ChristoIogical titles 
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In the preceding section we have seen that the es
sential stages in the development of the Christo
logical vocabulary of the church had already taken 
place before the writing 01' Paul's letters. He uses 
an existing vocabulary in them, and he can assurne 
that the terms wh ich he uses are generally familiar 
to his Christian readers. Consequently, there is 
little to be said about the use of the titles which is 
distinctive of Pau!. This may weil be because he 
hirnself was c10sely involved in the development of 
the theology of the early church and had already 
made his own contribution to the common store of 
Christological thinking before he came to write his 
letters. [n conscious opposition, therefore, to the 
scheme adopted by R. Bultmann ( Theology ol the 
New Testament, I ,  1 952, ch. 3), L. Goppelt rightly 
refuses to discuss 'The kerygma of the Hellenistic 
Church aside from Pau!' because this simply leads 
to 'unhistorical abstract ions'; while recognizing 
that there were many currents of thought in the 
early church, he prefers to discuss the theology 01' 
Paul in the light of the traditions which he received 
and the situations in which he worked ( Theologie 
des Neuen Testaments, 2, 1 976, pp. 360f.) .  

Two titles which we might have expected to find 



in Paul's letters are conspicuously absent or rare. 
Paul never uses Servant with respect to Jesus, and 
he uses the motifs associated with the title only 
when alluding to traditional material. He does, 
however, think of hirnself and his fellow workers as 
slaves of God (doulos), and just once he can speak 
of Jesus as a minister (diakonos; Rom. 1 5 :8) for the 
circumcision (i. e. for the Jews). He also sees the 
role of the Servant as being fulfilled in the mission
ary witness of the church (Rom. 1 0 : 1 6; 1 5 :2 1 ;  cf 
Acts 1 3 :47). 

The actual name Jesus, used by itself, is quite 
rare in Paul (about 1 6  occurrences), although it is 
of course common in combinations. Half of these 
occurrences are in 2 Cor. 4: 1 0- 1 4  and I Thes. 4: 14  
where Paul i s  discussing how the  death and resur
rection of Jesus are repeated in the lives of be
lievers. Otherwise he mainly uses 'Jesus' when he is 
discussing wh at other titles should be predicated of 
its bearer ( I  Cor. 1 2 :3;  cf 2 Cor. 1 1 :4; Phil . 2: 1 0) .  

For Paul Christ has become the main designa
tion by which he refers to Jesus. His message was 
the 'gospel of Christ' (e.g. Gal . 1 :7), and a study of 
the occurrences of 'Christ' produces a Pauline the
ology in miniature (see the excellent treatment by 
W. Grundmann, TDNT 9, pp. 543-5 5 1 ). He takes 
over the traditional uses of the title with respect 
especially to the death and resurrection of Jesus, 
but he also uses it in many other ways. The distinct
ively Pauline element comes out in the use of the 
phrase 'in Christ', by wh ich Christ is described as 
the determining circumstance which conditions the 
l ife of the believer (1. K. S. Reid, Our Life in Christ, 
1 963, ch. I ) . This means that the phrase does not 
refer so much to a mystical union with a heavenly 
figure but rather to the historical facts of the cruci
fixion and resurrection wh ich condition our ex ist
ence. Thusjustification takes place 'in Christ' (Gal. 
2:  1 7); the individual Christian is 'a man in Christ' 
(2 Cor. 1 2 :2), and the churches are 'in Christ' (Gal. 
1 :22, Gk. ) ;  Christian witness takes place 'in Christ' 
( I  Cor. 4 :  1 5 ; Phil .  I :  1 3 , Gk.;  2 Cor. 2 :  1 7) .  At every 
point the Christi an life is determined by the new 
situation brought about by the fact of Christ. 

Paul frequently uses the combination 'Jesus 
Christ' as a title. Sometimes the words occur in the 
reverse order 'Christ Jesus', but a satisfying ex
planation for the variations in word order has not 
been discovered: grammatical reasons n'lay con
tribute to the variation, and it has also been sug
gested that Paul wished to emphasize the human 
Jesus or the heavenly, pre-existent Christ by pla
cing one or the other first. In any case, there does 
not appear to be any difference in the use of the 
compound title from that of the simple 'Christ', 
except that the compound title was feIt to be more 
emphatic and dignified. 

Paul's usage of Lord is essentially the same as 
that of the pre-Pauline church. Here especially 
there is no need to invoke the influence of pagan 
worship of cult deities in order to account for the 
distinctive features of Pauline usage. This thesis
along with the associated claim that much of 
Paul's theology was derived from transfer of ori
ginally pagan ideas to Christiani ty-has been in
creasingly shown to be unnecessary and untenable 
(0. Cullmann, op. eit. , ch. 7). Of course Christians 
who already acknowledged Jesus as Lord had to 
define more closely wh at they meant by this title 
over against pagan worship of other lords ( I  Cor. 
8 :6), but this is quite different from saying that the 
Christian usage was derived from the pagan . 
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Since confession of Jesus as Lord was the mark 
of the Christian, and since for Christians there was 
no other Lord, it was natural for Paul to speak 
simply of 'the Lord' when he wished to refer to 
Jesus. It is true that the same title was used to refer 
to God the Father, and that this can lead to a cer
tain ambiguity as to whether God or Jesus is meant 
(this is especially the case in Acts; 1. C. O'Neill, 
SJT 8,  1 955, pp. 1 55- 1 74); generally, however, 
' Lord' is used for God by Paul alm ost exclusively 
in quotations from the OT, so that there is little risk 
of confusion . 

If the title 'Christ' had come to have the conno
tat ion of 'Saviour', that of 'Lord' primarily ex
presses the exalted position of Jesus and his rule 
over the universe and especially over believers who 
accept his Lordship. It is thus especially used when 
the responsibility of Christians to obey Jesus is 
being expressed (e.g. Rom. 1 2 :  1 1 ;  I Cor. 4:4f.) .  But 
Paul also uses it  quite freely to refer to the earthly 
Jesus (I Cor. 9:5), especially with reference to wh at 
came to be known as 'the supper of the Lord' ( I  
Cor. 1 0:2 1 ;  1 1 :23, 26f.) and also when referring to 
instructions given by the earthly Jesus ( I  Cor. 7 : 1 0, 
25; 9: 14 ;  et al.). It is not surprising that the formula 
'in Christ' is altered to 'in the Lord' when i t  occurs 
in the context of exhortations and commands 
(Eph. 6: I ;  Phil . 4:2; Col. 4: 1 7; et al.). Nevertheless, 
the use of the two titles is quite fluid, and some
times Paul uses the one where we might have ex
pected hirn to use the other. 

Compound titles including the title of Lord are 
frequent in Paul, and are evidently used in order to 
exalt the person thus designated. The early Chris
tian confession 'Jesus (Christ) is Lord' lies behind 
the development of 'the Lord Jesus (Christ)' (2 
Cor. 4:5), and Paul orten speaks of our Lord, 
thereby emphasizing both the need for personal 
commitment to Jesus and also the saving care and 
concern of Jesus for his people. This formula is 
found in the introductory salutations of Paul's let
ters where 'God our Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ' are associated together as the source of 
spiritual blessings. W. Grundmann ( TDNT 9, p. 
554) has suggested that behind this formula there 
lies the OT phrase 'the Lord God' wh ich was trans
formed in Christian worship into 'God the Father' 
and the co-ordinated ' Lord Jesus Christ', indicat
ing that the person who has Jesus as his Lord also 
has God as his Father. Whether or not this explan
ation is correct, two facts are noteworthy. The one 
is that here God the Father and Jesus are placed 
quite naturally alongside each other in a way that 
indicates an equality of status; to be sure, the sub
ordination of Jesus to the Father is always care
fully preserved ( I  Cor. 1 5 :28; Phil . 2: 1 1 ) ,  but no 
other being is ever placed alongside the Father in 
this way. The second fact is that the OT usage of 
'Lord' as a title for God has undoubtedly inftu
enced Christian usage. This is clear from Phil. 
2 :  I Of. which takes up the language of Is. 45 :22-25 
and applies what is said there about God to Jesus. 
Similarly, in Rom. 1 0:9, 1 3  a citation from Joel 2:32 
about calling on the name of the Lord (i. e. 
Yahweh) has been applied to Jesus. This usage is by 
no means peculiar to Paul (cf Jn .  1 2 :38; Heb. I :  1 0; 
I Pet. 3 : 14f.;  Jude 24f.; Rev. 1 7 : 1 4; 1 9: 1 6) .  When, 
finally, Paul refers to 'the day of the Lord', he un
doubtedly understands the Lord here to be no 
longer Yahweh but Jesus (I Cor. 1 :8; 2 Cor. I :  1 4) .  

I f  statistics were our guide, it would appear that 
Son oJ God ( 1 5  occurrences) was much less import-
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ant for Paul than Lord, which appears at least ten 
times more frequently in his writings. Nevertheless, 
as M .  Hengel ( The Son 01 God, 1 976, ch. 3) has 
shown, Paul uses this title for Jesus when he is 
summing up the content of his gospel (Rom. 1 :3-4, 
9; Gal . I :  1 5f.) ,  and tends to reserve it for important 
statements. He uses it when the question of the 
relationship between God and Jesus is particularly 
in his mind, and, as we saw earlier, took up the 
traditional statements which spoke of God sending 
his pre-existent Son into the world and giving hirn 
up to die for uso He brings out especially the fact 
that it is through the work of the Son that we can 
be adopted as God's sons (Rom. 8 :29; Gal. 4:4-6). 

A number of other expressions are used by Paul 
in this connection. Jesus is described as the • Image 
of the invisible God (Co I .  I :  1 5 ; cf 2 Cor. 4:4); he is 
the • Firstborn of all creation (Rom. 8:29; Col. 
I :  1 5- 1 8) and the Beloved (Son) of God (Eph. 1 :6). 
These, however, should be regarded more as de
scriptions of Jesus than as ti tles. The same is true 
of other phrases which describe various functions 
of Jesus, such as • Head (Eph. 1 :22) and even 
Saviollr (Eph. 5 :23;  Phil. 3:20). 

It  is a moot point whether the title God is applied 
to Jesus by Paul. The interpretation of Rom. 9:5 
(see RSV and mg.) is debatable, but the text should 
probably be understood as a doxology to the 
Christ as God (B. M. Metzger, in B. Lindars and S. 
S. Smalley (ed.), Christ and Spirit in lhe New Tes
tament, 1 973, pp. 95- 1 1 2).  Equally ambiguous is 2 
Thes. I :  1 2  (see TEV and mg.; NIV and mg.). 

By the time that we reach the Pastoral Epistles 
the rich diversity of titular usage characteristic of 
the earlier Pauline writings is beginning to disap
pear. Son 01 God is not used at all . Neither Jesus 
nor Chrisl is used independently (except in I Tim. 
5 :  1 1 ) but only in combination, usually in the order 
Christ Jesus. Lord is, however, used as an in
dependent title and also in combinations. In sev
eral cases we probably have examples of formal, 
credal statements expressed in a dignified style and 
based on traditional material ( I  Tim. I :  1 5 ; 2: 5f.; 
6: 1 3; 2 Tim . 1 :9f.; 2 :8 ;  Tit. 2 : 1 1 - 1 4; 3:6). There is 
no doubt that here Jesus is given the title of God 
(Tit. 2: 1 3), and he shares with God the title of Sa
I'iour (2 Tim. 1 : 1 0; Ti! .  1 :4 ;  2: 1 3 ; 3 :6). 

IV. The titles of Jesus in the Johannine literature 

In Jn .  the pattern of usage is similar to that in the 
other Gospels. The Gospel is concerned with the 
activities of the human person Jesus, and the com
pound form Jesus Christ is used only a couple of 
times when the total significance of Jesus is viewed 
from a post-resurrection standpoint (Jn. I :  1 7; 
1 7 : 3-the latter passage being uttered from the 
perspective of one who has 'accomplished the 
work' which the Father gave hirn to do). Although 
the term Lord is frequently used in the vocative to 
address Jesus, it is scarcely used in narrative to 
refer to Jesus (only in Jn .  4 :  I ;  6:23; 1 1  :2) until after 
the resurrection which established the new status 
of Jesus. Nevertheless, it is significant that Jesus 
hirnself describes his status as that of a 'master' 
(Jn. 1 3 :  1 3f. ,  1 6; 1 5 : 1 5 , 20) who can give commands 
to his slaves-although he regards his disciples as 
friends rather than slaves. 

One of the key questions in Jn.  is whether Jesus 
is the Messiah of both Jewish and Samaritan ex
pectation; the purpose of the Gospel is to lead to 
belief that this is the ca se (Jn. 20:3 1 ) . Despite the 
rarity of its use in the other Gospels, Jesus is con-
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fessed as Messiah in Jn. (Jn. 1 :4 1 , 4:29; 1 1  :27), but 
it is interesting that the word never appears on the 
lips of Jesus himseJf. Other quasi-titular descrip
tions of Jesus which are used in Jn. incJude the 
Coming One (Jn. 1 1 :27; 1 2 : 1 3 ;  cf Mt.  1 1 :3) ;  the 
Holy Olle 01 God (Jn. 6:69; cf Mk. 1 :24), the Sa
viour (Jn. 4:42), the Lamb 01 God (Jn. 1 :29, 36), the 
Prophel (Jn. 6 :  14 ;  7:40) and the King 01 Israel (Jn. 
1 :49; 1 2 :  1 3 ; 1 8: 33-38; 1 9:3 ,  1 4-22). Several 01' 
these are also found in the Synoptic Gospels. 

Jesus' characteristic self-designation of SOll 01 
mall also figures prominently in Jn . ,  but here there 
is a new stress on the heavenly origin of the Son 01' 
man, his descent into this world, his glorification 
on the cross and his significance as the giver of life 
(Jn. 3 : 1 3 ; 5:27; 6:27, 53, 62; 1 2 :23, 34; 1 3 : 3 1 )  which 
is absent from the Synoptic Gospels. While it is 
unnecessary to ass urne that foreign influences have 
contributed to the use of the title in Jn . , the lan
guage used is sufficiently different from that in the 
Synoptic Gospels to suggest that, although the say
ings in Jn. ult imately rest on the actual teaching 01' 
Jesus, they have been to some extent rewritten by 
the Evangelist or his sources (S. S. Smalley, NTS 
1 5 , 1 968-9, pp. 278-30 1 ). 

The most fundamental title for Jesus in Jn.  is 
undoubtedly Son 01 God. It indicates the cJoseness 
of the relationship between the Father and his pre
existent, only Son (Jn. 3: 1 6- 1 8) ;  this relationship is 
one of mutual love (Jn .  3 :35;  5 :20), and it is ex
pressed in the way in which the Son obeys the 
Father (Jn. 5: 1 9) and is entrusted by hirn with his 
functions as the judge and the bringer of life (Jn. 
5 :  1 7-30). The unique filial relationship of Jesus to 
God which we find in the Synoptic Gospels is here 
most clearly expressed (Jn. 1 1 :4 1 ;  1 2 :271'.; 1 7: I ) .  
Essentially the same ideas are conveyed b y  the title 
• Logos (or Word) which figures in the prologue to 
the Gospel. So cJosely is the Logos identified with 
God, that it is not surprising to find that Jesus is 
actually given the title of God; this is cJearly the 
case in Thomas' confession in Jn. 20:28, where it is 
the appearance of the resurrected Jesus which 
leads to recognition of his divine status, but it is 
also probable that Jesus is deseribed as 'the only 
Son, who is the same as God and is at the Father's 
side' (TEV) in Jn. I :  1 8  (the text, however, is 
uncertain). 

Finally, it should be noted that there are various 
'I am' sayings in Jn. which apply such descriptions 
as 'the Good Shepherd' and 'the true Vine' to 
Jesus. Sometimes we simply have the words 'I am 
he' (Jn. 4:26; 6:20; 8 :24, 28, 58 ;  1 3 :  1 9) .  Since these 
words echo the self-affirmation of Yahweh found 
in Is. 43 : 1 0; 48 : 1 2 ,  i t  is Iikely that we should see 
them as a veiled indication of the deity of Jesus. 

The use of titles in the Johannine Epistles is 
similar to that in the Gospel, although of course 
there is a difference between the way in which the 
earthly Jesus is described in a Gospel and that in 
which the risen Lord is described in an Epistle. I t  is 
a curious but no doubt unimportant fact that 3 Jn.  
is the only NT book which never refers to Jesus. In 
I Jn. Jesus is often the subject of statements in 
which his significance as Christ or Son 01 God is 
expressed ( I  Jn .  2 :22; 4 : 1 5 ;  5 : 1 ,  5) .  While the ques
tion raised here may be simply whether Jesus was 
indeed the Messiah of Jewish expectation, scholars 
generally agree that the issue was rather whether 
there had been a true and lasting incarnation 01' 
God in Jesus. The opponents of John appear to 
have denied that there was a true and lasting union 



between the Messiah or Son 01' God and Jesus ( I  
Jn .  4:2; 2 Jn .  7), and John hael t o  emphasizc that 
Jeslls Christ had truly come in both water and 
blood, i. e. in his baptism and his death. He there
fore uses the full title 'his Son Jesus Christ' ( I  Jn .  
1 : 3 :  3 :23;  5 :20) to indicate the  object of  Christian 
belief. Only the Son 01' Goel can be the Saviollr 01' 
the world ( I  Jn .  4: 1 4). The term Lord is absent 
from the Epistles of John. 

In  Rev. Jeslls figures prominently as a designa
tion, in the same way as in Heb. The fuller title 
Jeslls Christ is useel only as a solemn designation in 
the introduction to the book ( Rev. I :  I f., 5), but 
there are four references to (the) Christ or to his 
Christ (Rev. 20:4, 6; 1 1 : 1 5 ; 1 2: I 0), wh ich show that 
the thought of the Messiah as God's agent in the 
establishment of his rule was very much alive for 
John. This idea is further seen in the way in which 
the elivine titles of King anel Lord are used 01' both 
Goel and Jesus (Rev. 1 5 :3 ;  1 7 : 1 4; 1 9 :  1 6) .  But un
doubtedly the most elistinctive title of Jesus in Rev. 
is that of • Lamb wh ich is used 28 times here anel 
nowhere else (the Gk.  word used in Jn .  1 :29, 36; 
Acts 8 :32 ;  I Pet. I :  19 is elifferent). The Lamb com
bines the paradoxical features of being slain or 
sacrificed (Rev. 5 :6) and yet being the Lord who is 
worthy of worship (Rev. 5 :8) .  He displays his wrath 
against evil (Rev. 6: 1 6) anel leads the people 01' 
God in battle (Rev. 1 7: 1 4), and yet it is his blood 
which aets as a saerifiee for sin (Rev. 7: 14) anel 
through whieh his martyreel people emerge victori
ous ( Rev. 1 2 : 1 1 ). 

V, The titles of Jesus in thc rest of the New 
Testament 

01' the remaining books of the NT, Heb. is perhaps 
the most elistinetive in its use of t itles. Thus it re
verts to the use of the simple JeslIs to elesignate the 
One who suffered humiliation and death and yet 
has been exalted by Goel ( Heb. 2:9; 1 3 : 1 2) .  It  can 
also refer to hirn simply as the Lord (Heb. 2:3; 7: 1 4) 
or as Christ (Heb. 3:6, 1 4; et al.) .  But although the 
writer is no doubt conseious that Christ means 
'anointed' (Heb. 1 :9), he uses it more as a name 
which needs to be explained by other titles. He de
seribes Jesus as a Pioneer of salvation anel faith 
(Heb. 2 :  I 0; 1 2 :2), using a phrase whieh may have 
had a wider eurrency as a Christologieal title (Aets 
3: 1 5; 5 :3 1 ). But above all he thinks of Jesus as the 
High Priest and expounds his work in terms of this 
category drawn from the OT saerificial legislation. 
If this term is more a description than a title of 
Jesus, the term Son is the significant title which 
underlies it. It is only after he has established the 
identity of Jesus as the Son of God, exalted above 
the angels and Moses, that the writer goes on to 
demonstrate how this position qualified Jesus to be 
the high priest and mediator between God and 
man. The writer makes careful use of Pss. 2:7 (Heb. 
1 :5 ;  5 :5) and 1 1 0:4 to define the status of Jesus. He 
stresses the enormity of rejecting the salvation 
aehieved by so exalted a Saviour ( Heb. 6:6; 1 0:29) . 

Jas. is remarkable for referring only twice to the 
Lord Jesus Christ (Jas. I :  I ;  2: I ), but when he speaks 
of the coming of the Lord (Jas. 5 :7f.) he is no 
doubt thinking of Jesus. 

In I Pet. the use of Jeslls as an independent name 
is missing, and the writer prefers Jesus Christ. He 
uses Lord Jeslls Christ onee (I Pet. I :3) in a trad
itional phrase. But he refers frequently to Christ, 
and it is interesting that he does so particularly in 
the eontext of suffering and death ( I  Pet. I :  1 1 , 1 9; 
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2:2 1 ;  3 :  1 8; et al.) which we saw to be characteristic 
01' the primitive use of the title. He also speaks 01' 
confessing Christ as Lord ( I  Pet. 3: 1 5 ; cf 2:  1 3) in a 
way wh ich is again reminiscent of early usage. 

2 Pet. is characterized by the use of Lord Jeslls 
Christ. The title of Saviollr is also frequent here (2 
Pet. I :  I ,  1 1 ; 2 :20;  3:2, 1 8),  and in 2 Pet .  I :  I Jesus is 
described as 'our God and Saviour'. The usage of 
Jude is generally similar; both writers use the un
usual form despotes, 'Lord', for Jesus (2 Pet. 2 : 1 ;  
Jude 4), possibly because the background thought 
is that of the redemption of slaves; the term was 
not a popular one because it suggested arbitrary 
despotism. 

VI. Conclusion 

The teaching of the NT about the person of Jesus 
is not confined to what is expressed by the titles 
whose use has been rapidly sketched above. We 
should also need to take into account what is said 
about the character and activity of Jesus both 
during his earthly life and in his heavenly state; it is 
also important to consider the kinds of credal 
statement and literary works wh ich were created to 
express his significance. Nevertheless, the titles 
themselves sum up much of the NT teaching. 
Study 01' them enables us to see how the thinking 
of the disciples was moulded by their first contact 
with Jesus du ring his lifetime, and then elecisively 
fixed by their experience of hirn as the risen Lord, 
and finally elaborated in the course of their evan
gelism and teaching in the Jewish and Hellenistic 
world. In differing ways the titles express the su
preme worth of Jesus as the Son of God, his saving 
function as Messiah and Saviour, and his honour
able position as the Lord. The early church drew 
on a rich souree of material to explain who Jesus 
was; basically it took its material from the OT, 
which it saw as the divinely given prophecy of the 
coming of Jesus, but at the same time it did not 
shrink from using titles which would be meaning
ful in the wider world. Some titles proved less ad
equate than others, but collectively they all bear 
testimony to the fact that in Jesus God has acted 
decisively to judge and save the world, and they 
summon all to acknowledge that this Jesus is 
indeed one with God and worthy of the worship 
that is fitting for God hirnself. 
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I .H .M.  

JETHRO, Moses' father-in-Iaw · Reuel, called 
Jethro in Ex. 3: 1 ;  4: 1 8 . He brought Zipporah and 
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her sons to meet Moses at Mt Horeb, and held a 
sacrifice to Yahweh in thanksgiving for the deliver
anee of I srael. Here he also advised Moses to dele
gate the administration of justice ( Ex.  1 8) .  Moses 
persuaded lethro's son Hobab to join the Israelites. 
In Jdg. 4 :  I I 'Hobab the Kenite' is called Moses' 
hÖLen, perhaps a broad term for 'in-Iaw'; this, with 
Jdg. I :  I 6, is the only evidence for Jethro's Kenite 
descent.  The name may mean 'pre-eminence'. 

J .P.U.L. 

JEW ( Heb. y'hüqf; Aram. y'hüqai; Gk. jOlldaios; 
Lat .jlldaealls) .  Originally a member of the state of 
• Judah (2 Ki.  1 6:6; Ne. I :2; Je.  32 :  1 2) and so used 
by foreigners from the 8th century Be onwards (e.g. 
Assyr. Yalldaia, ANET, pp. 287, 30 1 ) . Non-lews 
used this term of the former inhabitants of the 
province of ludah as opposed to other nations in 
post-exilic times (Est. 9 :  1 5 ; On. 3 : 8 ;  Zc. 8 :23) or of 
proselytes to • Judaism (Est. 8: 1 7) .  'lewess' occurs 
in I Ch. 4 : 1 8; Acts 1 6 : 1 ;  24:24 and 'Jewish' in Gal. 
2 : 1 4  (Gk.); Tit. 1 : 14 .  The 'lew's language' de
scribes the local Semitic dialect spoken in ludah 
which, Iike 'lew' (Je. 34:9), becomes synonymous 
with 'Hebrew'. AV 'Jewry' (On. 5: I 3 ;  Lk. 23 :5 ;  Jn.  
7 :  I )  stands for ludah. 

In the NT, 'lews' is used of members of the 
Jewish faith or their representative leaders (espe
cially Jn.) ,  but in modern times, and especially in 
the state of Israel, this is sometimes extended to 
denote ethnic birth but not necessarily religion. Its 
precise connotation is therefore now often a matter 
of debate. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Ei, 10 ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 22-26. 
D.J .W. 

JEWELS AND PRECIOVS STONES. In biblical 
times as nowadays various forms of jewellery were 
worn and highly esteemed by both men and 
women (Ex. I 1 :2;  Is. 3: I 8-2 1 ) .  They were given as 
presents (Gn. 24:22, 53), and were an important 
item of spoil in war (2 Ch. 20:25). They were a 
form of wealth, especially before the use of coins 
(2 Ch. 21 :3) ,  and were used as a standard of value 
(lb. 28: 1 6; Pr. 3: 1 5; Rev. 2 1 :  1 1 ). Among the various 
types of jewellery used we find mention of braee
lets for the arm (Gn. 24:22, 30, 47; Ezk. 1 6: 1 1 ) ,  
ornaments for the ankles ( Is. 3 : 1 8, 20), necklaees 
(Gn. 41 :42; cf Lk. 1 5 :8,  where the ten pieees of 
silver may have been coins strung together to form 
a necklace), crowns (Zc. 9 :  1 6; here the Lord's 
people are likened to shining jewels in a crown), 
ear-rings (Gn. 24:22), nose-rings ( I s. 3 :2 1 )  and 
rings for the fingers (Gn. 41 :42; Est. 3 : 10 ;  Lk. 
1 5 :22). These might be made of gold, silver or 
other metals (Ex. 3 :22). 

A considerable number of precious and semi
precious stones were known and used in jewellery. 
I nscribed seals have been found in cornehan, chal
eedony, jasper, agate, onyx, rock crystal, haematite, 
jade, opal and amethyst (0. Oiringer, 'Seals', in 
DOTT, pp. 2 1 8-226). The stones were valued for 
their rarity, beauty and durability. The modern 
method of faeeting was not employed; instead the 
stones were rounded and polished, and often en
graved and carved. 

In general, the ancicnts were more familiar with 
semi-precious than with precious stones. Since 
many species of stone occur in a variety of colours 
and since a scientific terminology had not been de-

veloped, the identification of the various stones 
mentioned in the Bible is  not always easy, and in 
some cases we can only guess at the meaning of thc 
terms used. Etymology is not much help, since 
many of the roots simply mean 'sparkle', 'gleam' 
or the Iike. The following list is geared to the RSV 
translation. 

Agate (5'126, Ex. 28: 1 9; 39: 1 2) was probably 
modern agate, a type of translucent quartz with 
laycrs of different colours, or the very similar onyx. 
In Is. 54: I 2; Ezk. 27: 16 (kaqköcfJ, a red stone, pos
sibly carbunc\e, red jasper (NEB) or ruby (JB), may 
be meant (cf Ezk. 27: 1 6, where Symmachus has 
karchedonion, i. e. carbunc\e). For Rev. 2 1 :  1 9, RSV, 
TEV, see Cha\cedony. 

The word Alabaster (a/abas/ron, Mk.  14 :3 = Mt .  
26:7; Lk. 7:37), originally the neuter form of  thc 
adjective a/abas/ros, was used to mean an alabaster 
flask with a lang neck for storing perfume, the neck 
being broken off when the contents were used; but 
the word was also used for flasks of this shape 
of any material. Ancient alabaster was a banded 
variety of calcium carbonate produced by gradual 
deposition from solution in water, as in stalactites; 
modern alabaster is a softer stone, a variety of 
gypsum (calcium sulphate). 

Amethyst ( 'al;/ämti, Ex. 28: 1 9; 39: 1 2) was the 
well-known stone of that name, a purpIe variety of 
transparent, crystalline quartz. (NEB 'jasper' iden
tifies i t  as an Egyp. stone.) So also in Rev. 21 :20 
(ame/hys/os, so called because it was supposed to 
prevent intoxication). 

Beryl (/ar.m, Ex. 28:20; 39: 1 3; Ct. 5: 1 4; Ezk. 
1 : 1 6; 1 0:9; 28 : 1 3; On. 1 0:6) was associated with 
Spain (Tarshish), and was probably Spanish gold 
topaz, known to the ancient world as chrysolith. 
I n  Rev. 21 :20 (bery//os) ordinary green beryl is 
meant. 

Carbuncle (bäreqeL, Ex. 28: 1 7; 39: I 0; bär'qa{, 
Ezk . 28 :  1 3) was probably a green stone in view of 
the LXX translation as 'emerald' (smaragdos) in the 
Ex.  references; possibly green felspar (NEB) is 
meant. (The modern carbunc\e is a red stone.) In 
Is. 54: 1 2  ( 'eqdal;) a red stone is meant in view of 
the derivation from qä4a�l , 'to kindIe', possibly 
gamet (NEB). 
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For Carnelian (better spelt 'comelian' , the 
common form being due to confusion with Latin 
caro), see Sardius, below. 

Chalcedony (cha/kedön, Rev. 2 1 : 1 9, NEB; RSV 
'agate') is usually taken to have been a green stone, 
sinee Pliny refers to a kind of emerald and jasper 
as Chaleedonian (from Chalcedon in Asia M inor). 
(The word is used in modern writers for various 
types of translueent quartz, inc\uding agate, onyx, 
cornelian and chrysoprase.) 

Chrysolite (chryso/i/hos, Rev. 21 :20) is the an
cient term for yellow topaz (alminium fluo-silicate) 
or yellow quartz. (Note that ancient chrysolite is 
modern topaz, and viee versa.) For Ezk. I :  1 6 ;  1 0:9; 
28 : 1 3 ,  RSV, see Beryl, above. For Ex. 28: 17 NEB see 
Topaz. 

Chrysoprase (chrysoprasos, Rev. 21 :20) is in 
modern usage an apple-green form of chalcedony, 
but the identification here is uneertain. The name 
suggests a golden-tin ted variety. 

Coral (rä'moL, lb. 28 :  1 8; Ezk. 27: 1 6) may be 
either black or red coral. It is, of course, not 
strictly a precious stone, being the skeleton of in
numerable sm all marine polyps. rä'moL also occurs 
in Pr. 24:7, MT, but this is probably to be read as 
rämoL, 'high' .  The RSV translates p'nfnfm as coral 
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References in the Old Testament Uewels in the High Priest's breastplate). 

Ex. 28 :17-20 = 39 :10-13  = Ezk. 28:13 (omitting nos. 7-9)  

MT LXX RSV NEB JB GNB NIV 
1 .  'ögem sardion sardius sardin sard ruby ruby 
2 .  pi["gä topazion topaz chrysolite topaz topaz topaz 
3. bäreqel smaragdos carbuncle green felspar carbuncle gamet beryl 
4 .  nöpe!s. anthrax emerald purpie gamet emerald emerald turquoise 
5 .  sappir sappheiros sapphire lapis lazul i sapphire sapphire sapphire 
6. yäh"/om iaspis diamond jade diamond diamond emerald 
7 .  lesem ligyrion jacinth turquoise hyacinth turquoise jacinth 
8. s"PO achates agate agate ruby agate agate 
9 .  'al}lämä amethystos amethyst jasper amethyst amethyst amethyst 

1 0. tarSis chrysolithos beryl topaz beryl beryl chrysolite 
1 1 . söham beryll ion onyx carnelian beryl camelian onyx 
1 2. yas"ßeh onychion jasper green jasper jasper jasper jasper 

Other Old Testament references 

RSV NEB JB GNB NIV 
z"isoisi[ Jb. 28: 17 glass crystal glass crystal crystal 
rä 'mol Jb. 28 :1 8  coral black coral coral coral coral 

Pr. 24:7 MT 
Ezk. 2 7 :16  

gäl]is Jb. 28 :18  crystal alabaster crystal crystal jasper 
p"ninim Jb. 28: 18 pearls red coral pearls rubies rubies 

La. 4 :7  coral branching ooral coral - rubies 
Pr. 3 :1 5  et al. jewels red coral pearls jewels rubies 

kacjköcj 15. 54:1 2 agate red jasper rubies rubies rubies 
(mg.carbuncle) 

Ezk. 2 7 :16 agate red jasper rubies rubies rubies 
'eqdal} 15. 54:12 carbuncle gamet crystal - sparkling 

(mg.firestone) jewels 
qeral} Ezk. l : 22  crystal ice crystal crystal ice 

References in the New Testament Rev. 2 1 :1 9 - 20 (Gk.) 

1 .  iaspis jasper (RSV, NEB, GNB, NIV, TNT); dia mond (JB) 
2. sappheiros sapphire (RSV, GNB, NIV, TNT); lapis lazuli (NEB, JB) 
3. chalkedön agate (RSV, GNB); chalcedony (NEB, NIV, TNT); turquoise (JB) 
4. smaragdos emerald (RSV, NEB, GNB, N IV, TNT); crystal (JB) 
5. sardonyx onyx (RSV, GNB); sardonyx (NEB, NIV, TNT); agate (JB) 
6. sardion camelian (RSV, GNB, NIV) ; comelian (NEB) ;  ruby (JB); sardius (TNT) 
7. chrysolithos chrysolite (RSV, NEB, NIV. TNT); gold quartz (JB) ;  yellow quartz (GNB) 
8. beryllos beryl (RSV, NEB, GNB, NIV, TNT); malachite (JB) 
9. topazion topaz (RSV, NEB, JB, GNB, N IV, TNT) 

1 0. chrysoprasos chrysoprase (RSV. NEB, NIV, TNT); emerald (JB) ;  chalcedony (GNB) 
1 1 . hyakinthos jacinth (RSV, NIV, TNT); turquoise (NEB, GNB) ;  sapphire (JB) 
1 2 . amethystos amethyst (RSV. NEB, JB, GNB, N IV, TNT) 

Je wels, precious and semi-precious stones as translated in some versions 0/ the Bible. 
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JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES 

in La. 4:7, where so me red stone is meant (see 
Pearl, below). 

Crystal (gäQfs; Jb. 28: 1 8a) is a translucent sub
stance (cf 'elgäQfs, 'haii') but G. R. Driver thinks 
that gypsum is meant (cf NEB 'alabaster'). The 
word z'/i6/ifI ('crystal', J b. 28 :  1 7, AV) was applied in 
the ancient world not simply to rock crystal (pure 
transparent crystalline quartz) but to any hard, 
transparent, colourless substance. Glass may be 
meant (RSV) . qera� (Ezk . 1 :22) is elsewhere trans
Iated 'frost' or 'ice'. In Rev. 4:6; 2 1 : 1 1 ;  22 : 1  (krys
tal/on, krysta/lizöl, either ice or rock crystal may be 
the rendering. 

Diamond (yäh"16m, Ex. 28: 1 8 ;  39: 1 1 ; Ezk. 28: 1 3) 
is of uncertain identification. The modern dia
mond was probably unknown in OT times, the first 
certain reference to it apparently being in Manilius 
(I st century AD) . Probably a white, opaque stone is 
meant (possibly moonstone); G. R. Driver suggests 
jadeite or nephrite (cf NEB). In Je. 1 7: I (Sämir) ad
amant or emery, a form of corundum (the hardest 
substance known except for diamond), is meant 
(cf Ezk. 3:9; Zc. 7 :  1 2) .  

Emerald (nöfte/i, Ex. 28: 1 8 ; 39 :  1 1 ; also Ezk. 
27: 1 6, where various scholars consider the text 
uncertain) may have been a green stone like the 
modern emerald, but in view of the LXX translation 
(anthrax, 'a burning coal'), some authorities prefer 
the purpie almandine gamet (NEB). I n  Rev. 4 :3 
(smaragdinos) and 2 1 :  19 (smaragdos), the green 
emerald is meant. 

For Glass, see Crystal. 
For Hyacinth, see Jacinth. 
Jacinth (lesem, Ex. 28: 1 9; 39: 1 2; AV 'Iigure') is 

usually thought to have been a yellow stone; G. R. 
Driver prefers a blue stone such as turquoise 
(NEB). In the NT jacinth (hyakinthos, Rev. 21 :20) is 
a blue stone, aquamarine (the blue variety of 
beryl), sapphire or turquoise. (Modern jacinth is 
quite different . )  The name was used to indicate a 
blue colour (in classical Greek as a noun it means 
the hyacinth or bluebell), as in Rev. 9 :  1 7  (hyakin
thinos), where Rsvmg. has 'hyacinth' and RSV has 
'sapphire'. 

Jasper (yäs'fteh, Ex. 28 :20; 39: 1 3; Ezk. 28: 1 3) is a 
translucent, green stone. In Rev. 4:3; 2 1 : 1 1 , 1 8- 1 9  
(iaspis), green quartz may be meant. In 2 1 :  I I  the 
reference to crystal suggests that a transparent 
stone may be intended. 

For Lapis lazuli, see Sapphire. 
Onyx (söham, Gn. 2: 1 2; Ex. 25:7; 28:8,  20; 35 :9, 

27; 39:6, 1 3 ;  I Ch. 29:2; Jb. 28: 1 6; Ezk. 28: 1 3) has 
been identified as a green stone (cf LXX 'beryl' in 
some of these verses) or as onyx (translucent agate 
with layers of black and white). The word means 
finger-nail, the stone being so called because of its 
appearance. S. R. Driver prefers red carnelian. For 
Rev. 2 1  :20, see Sardonyx, below. 

Pearl is found in the OT in J b. 28: 1 8a (gäQis") AV, 
where RSV has 'crystal'. In the RSV 'pearl' is found 
as the translation of p'ninim in Jb. 28: 1 8b (AV, 
'rubies'). The same Heb. word occurs in Pr. 3: 1 5 ; 
8: 1 1 ; 20: 1 5; 3 1  : 10 and La. 4:7 (it is also accepted by 
some scholars as an emendation in Ps. 45 :  1 4). ln  all 
these references AV has 'rubies'; RSV has 'jewels' or 
'costly stones', except in La. 4:7, where it has 
'coral ' .  BDB prefer 'corals' (cf NEB), but E. Bur
rows (JTS 42, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 53-64) argues that the 
word properly means 'pearls' but also has the gen
eric sense of 'jewels' . Unger's Bible Dictionary 
( 1 957, p. 742) suggests that the pink pearls found in 
the Red Sea are meant, and this would solve the 
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difficulty of La. 4:7, where a reddish stone is 
indicated. 

There is no doubt that in the NT margarites 
means 'pearl'. Pearls are noted as articles of femi
nine ornament (I Tim. 2:9, where they are frowned 
upon; Rev. 1 7:4) and of merchandise (Mt .  1 3 :45f.; 
Rev. 1 8 :  1 2, 1 6) .  The gates of the New Jerusalem 
are each made of a single large pearl or possibly of 
mother-of-pearl (Rev. 2 1 :2 1 ) . The kingdom of 
heaven is like a fine pearl which a man will seek to 
obtain at the cost of all that he has (Mt .  1 3 :45f. In 
view of the context it is unlikely that this parable 
refers primarily to Christ giving his life for men, 
although in fact Christ hirnself is the supreme ex
ample of giving up all for the sake of the king
dom). On the other hand, it is as foolish to put the 
Christian message beforc men who refuse to ap
preciate it as to cast pearls before swine (Mt .  7:6; 
cf Didache 9.  5 ,  where Christ's saying is used to 
justify exclusion of the unbaptized from the Lord's 
Supper). 

Ruby is found in AV as a translation of p'ninim in 
six pi aces (see Pearl, above). RV also has 'ruby' in 
Is. 54: 1 2  and Ezk. 27: 1 6  for katjkötj (see Agate, 
above). 

Sapphire (sappir, Ex . 24: 1 0; 28: 1 8 ; 39: 1 1 ; Jb. 
28:6, 1 6; Ct .  5 : 1 4; Is. 54: 1 1 ;  La. 4:7;  Ezk. 1 :26; 1 0 : 1 ;  
28 : 1 3) was the ancient name for lapis lazuli (cf 
Rsvmg.), a deep blue stone with golden flecks of 
iron pyrit�s (cf 'dust of gold', Jb. 28:6). Lapis 
lazuli is also meant in Rev. 2 1 : 1 9  (sappheiros). The 
modern sapphire (blue corundum) was scarcely 
known to the ancien ts. For Rev. 9: 1 7 , RSV, see 
Jacinth, above. 

Sardius ( 'ötjem, Ex. 28: 1 7; 29: I 0; Ezk. 28: 1 3) was 
certainly a red stone (from 'ätjam, 'to be red'), 
probably modern sard (a form of cornelian; cf 
Ezk. 28: 1 3, RSV) , i. e. a deep brown or red form 01' 
quartz. It is also mentioned in Rev. 2 1  :20 (sardios) 
and is the sardine stone of Rev. 4 :3 (sardinos): RSV 
and NEB have carnelian/cornelian in both places. 

Sardonyx (sardonyx, Rev. 21 :20, RV, NEB; RSV 
'onyx') is in modern usage a form of agate with 
layers of brown and white; but, according to LSJ, 
in ancient usage a stone was called 'onyx' when the 
dark ground was simply streaked or spotted with 
white, and 'sardonyx' when the different colours 
were arranged in layers. 

Topaz (Pi!'tjä, Ex. 28: 1 7; 39: 1 0; Jb. 28: 1 9; Ezk. 
28 : 1 3) was a yellow stone, probably yellow rock 
crystal or ehrysolite (a pale yellow variety of peri
dot); cf Ezk. I :  1 6; 1 0:9; 28: 1 3 , NEB (tarSis"). So also 
in Rev. 22:20 (topazion). 

The fullest list of stones in the OT is given in the 
description of the high priest's breastpiece (Ex. 
28 : 1 7-20, repeated in 39: 1 0- 1 3). This containcd 
four rows of three stones, each stone engraved with 
the name 01' one 01' the twelve tribes 01' Israel. 
Later authors commenting on the OT regarded 
these twelve stones as symbolic of the months of 
the year or the signs of the zodiac (Philo, Vit. Mos. 
2. I 24ff. ; Jos., An/. 3. 1 86), but it is impossible to 
work out any correlations. Some scholars have re
arranged the order 01' the stones in the MT on the 
basis of the LXX translation, but this is a dubious 
procedure. 

An abbreviated version of the same list 01' stones 
is found in Ezk. 28: 1 3  as a description 01' the cover
ing of the king of Tyre when, according to the 
poetic imagery used here, he was in Eden , the 
garden of God. Nine of the stones are mentioned, 
the jacinth, agate and amethyst being omitted . I n  



the LXX version of this verse, however, the full list 
of twelve stones is substituted. 

A list of twelve stones is given in Rev. 2 1 :  1 9f. as 
decorations of the foundations of the New Jerusa
lern. The basis of this description is c1early Is. 
54 : 1 1 f. (cf also Tobit 1 3 : 1 6- 1 8) .  The number 
twelve is c1early significant for John, and various 
attempts have been made to ascertain whether the 
twelve stones have any special meaning. It is likely 
that the form of the vision has been influenced by 
the description of the twelve stones of the high 
priest's breastpiece; scholars have attempted to 
relate the two lists of stones more c10sely to each 
other, but in view of the difficulties of translation 
from Heb. to Gk.  and the fact that John was prob
ably not quoting verbatim from Ex., it is very 
doubtful whether we can say more than that he was 
gene rally influenced by the description in Ex. R. H .  
Charles (lCC, ad /oc. ) has taken up the  symbolism 
of the signs of the zodiac mentioned above and 
holds that the stones represent these signs arranged 
in precisely the opposite order to that in which the 
sun travels through the zodiac, thus portraying the 
truth that the New Jerusalem and Christianity bear 
no relation to those religions in which men worship 
the sun; this theory is im plausible (T. F. Glasson, 
ITS n .s. 26, 1 975, pp. 95- 1 00). It is further possible 
that the stones, like the twelve gates of the city, are 
symbolical of the tribes of Israel (A. M. Farrer, A 
Rebirth 0/ Images, 1 949, pp. 2 1 6ff.), but again it is 
impossible to work out convincing identifications 
of individual stones with individual tribes. In the 
ligh t of 2 1 :  14 there is perhaps more to be said for 
the suggestion that the stones represent the twelve 
apostles, in which case individual identifications 
are c1early not to be attempted. What is beyond 
dispute in the symbolism is that in the New Jerusa
lern we see the fulfilment of the OT prophecy of 
the perfect city of God in which the saints of the 
old and new covenants find a place. (. MINING ANO 
MITALS, • ORNAMENTS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. R. Driver, HDB', pp. 497-
500; 1. S. Harris, ALUOS 4, 1 962-3, pp. 49-83; 5 ,  
1 963-5, pp. 40-62; U. Jart, ST 24, 1 970, pp. 1 50-
1 8 1 ;  RAC, 4, pp. 505-535; C. Aldred, Iewe/s 0/ the 
Pharaohs, 1 97 1 ;  N. Hillyer, NlDNTT 3, pp. 395-
398; W. W. Reader, IBL 1 00, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 433--457; 
E. E. Platt, ABD 3, pp. 823-834. I.H.M. 

JEZANIAH (Heb. y'zanyöhü). One of the Judaean 
military commanders who joined Gedaliah at 
Mizpah (Je. 40:8) .  He was among those who 
sought counsel from Jeremiah concerning going 
down to Egypt (Je. 42: I -LXX here has 'Azariah', 
cf 43:2) .  In 2 Ki. 25:23 his name appears as 
· 'Jaazaniah'. J.C.J.W. 

J EZEBEL. I. The daughter of Ethbaal, priest
king of Tyre and Sidon. She was married to Ahab, 
to ratiry an alliance bctween Tyre and Israel, by 
which Omri, Ahab's fathcr, sought to offset the 
hostility 01' Damascus towards I srael (e. 880 BC) . 
Provision was made for her to continue to worship 
her native god Baal in Samaria, her new horne 
( I  Ki.  1 63 1 -3 3) 

She had a strong, domineering character, and 
was self-willed and forceful .  A ranatical devotec 01' 
Melqart, the Tyrian Baal, her staff numbered 450 
01' his prophets, and 400 prophets 01' the goddess 
Asherah, by the time Ahab was king ( I  Ki. 1 8 : 1 9) .  

JOAB 

She c1amoured for her god to have at least equaI 
rights with Yahweh, God of Israel. This brought 
her into eonflict with the prophet Elijah. A battle 
between Yahweh and Baal was fought on M t  
CarmeI, when Yahweh triumphed gIoriously ( I  Ki .  
1 8 : 1 7-40). Even so, th is  and the massacre of her 
prophets, instead of diminishing her zeal, aug
mented il. 

Her conception of an absolute monarchy was at 
variance with the Heb. covenant-relationship be
tween Yahweh, the king and the people. She took 
the lead in the incident of Naboth's vineyard with 
high-handed, unscrupulous action, affecting the 
whole community as weil as undermining the 
throne of Ahab. I t  resulted in the prophetic revolu
tion and the extermination of the house of Ahab. 
She had written letters and used her husband's seal 
( I  Ki. 2 1  :8), but that she had a seal of her own is 
suggested and illustrated by N. Avigad, lEI 1 4 , 
1 964, pp. 274-276. 

After Ahab's death, Jezebel continued as a 
power in I srael for 1 0  years, in her role as q ueen
mother, throughout the reign of Ahaziah, then 
during Jehoram's lifetime. When Jehoram was 
killed by Jehu she attired herself regally (2 Ki .  
9 :30), and awaited hirn. She mocked Jehu, and 
went to her fate with courage and dignity (842 BC). 

It i s  remarkable that Yahweh was honoured in 
the naming of her three children, Ahaziah, Jeho
ram and Athaliah (if indeed she was Athaliah's 
mother), but they may have been born before her 
ascendancy over Ahab became so absolute. 

2. In the letter to the church at Thyatira (Rev. 
2:20), 'that Jezebel of a woman' is the designation 
given to a seductive prophetess who encouraged 
immorality and idolatry under the c10ak of re
ligion (O N ICOLAS) . This could refer to an indi
vidual, or to a group within the church. I t  indicates 
that the name had become a byword for apostasy. 
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M .B. 

JEZREEL (Heb. Yizra 'e/, 'God sows'). I .  The 
town in Judah (1os. 1 5: 56), horne of Ahinoam, one 
of David's wives ( I  Sa. 25:43). 2. A city of Issachar 
in the Jezreel plain (0 ESORAELON), about 90 km 
N of Jerusalem, identified with Zer'in (Jos. 1 9 :  1 8) .  
The city and surroundings are associated with sev
eral notable events. The Israelites assembled by its 
spring before engaging the Philistines at Gilboa 
(I Sa. 29: I ;  3 1 ) .  I t  was part of Ishbosheth's short
lived kingdom (2 Sa. 2 :8ff.) and an administrative 
district of Solomon (I Ki. 4: 1 2) .  Recent excava
tions have revealed a fortified site from the time of 
Ahab, 300 x 1 50 m, with fortifications, including a 
moat, 36 m wide. I t  is thought to have been Ahab's 
chariot centre, and the scene of the tragedy of 
Naboth and his vineyard ( I  Ki. 2 1 ). Here Joram 
was slain by Jehu, and his body significantly cast 
into the vineyard so appropriated by Ahab (2 Ki.  
8:29; 9: 1 4-29). At Jehu's instigation Jezebel (2 Ki .  
9 :30-37) and the remnant of Ahab's household 
(2 Ki. 1 0: 1 - 1 1 )  were also slain. Parts of I sraelite 
buildings have been found (Levant 26, 1 994, pp. 
1 -50). 3, The name symbolically given to Hosea's 
eldest son (Ho. 1 :4-5) and to I srael (Ho. 2:22). 4. A 
Judahite ( I  Ch. 4:3) .  J.W. 

J .O.O. 

JOAB (Heb. y6'öl}, 'Yahweh is father'). I.  Son 01' 
Zeruiah, half-sister of David (2 Sa. 2: 1 8) .  His 



JOAB 

father's name is not recorded here, but Josephus 
(Ant. 7. 1 1 ) gives i t  as Suri, whose sepulchre was in 
Bethlehem (2 Sa. 2:32). . 

Joab is first heard of when, with his brothers 
Asahel and Abishai, he led David's army to victory 
at Helkath-hazzurim against Ishbosheth's rebel 
forces under Abner (2 Sa. 2:  1 2- 1 7) .  In fleeing, 
" Abner reluctantly killed " Asahel in self-defence 
and was hirnself later treacherously slain by Joab, 
ostensibly in blood-revenge (2 Sa. 2:23; 3 :27, 30), 
but probably also because Abner's new-found 
loyalty to David confronted Joab with a potential 
rival for the king's favour. 

David was angry with his nephew for this 
murder, greatly mourned Abner as 'a prince and 
a great man', and prophesied that God would 
punish the killer (2 Sa. 3 : 3 1 -39). Nevertheless, 
after taking the Jebusite stronghold, Joab was 
made commander-in-chief of all I srael (2 Sa. 5 :8 ;  
I Ch. I I  :6, 8), of which David was by th is  time 
king. 

Joab proved hirnself a skilful general who greatly 
helped the establishment of the monarchy, but his 
character was a strange mixture. Apart from his 
personal deeds of violence and his opportunism, 
his cruelty can be seen in the way he swiftly com
prehended and carried out David's plan to kill 
Uriah (2 Sa. I I  : 6-26). Yet he could be magnani
mous also, as when he gave David the credit after 
the capture of Rabboth-ammon (2 Sa. 1 2:26-3 1 ) .  
Perhaps most notably and surprisingly, h e  tried to 
dissuade David from numbering the people (2 Sa. 
24:2-4). 

Joab is  found in the role of peacemaker, recon
ciling David and Absalom on one occasion (2 Sa. 
1 4 :23, 3 1 -33), but later when Absalom's guilt was 
clearly seen he had a hand in his death (2 Sa. 
1 8 : 1 4-33), despite David's injunction that the 
young man's life should be spared. After this 
David superseded Joab by Amasa as commander 
(2 Sa. 1 9: 1 3) ,  but the resourceful Joab subdued 
Sheba's revolt and seized the first opportunity to 
slay the new commander, who had proved ineffi
cient (2 Sa.  20:3-23). Thereafter for a time Joab 
seems to have been restored to favour (2 Sa. 
24:2). 

In David's last days Joab's loyalty to the king 
faltered, and with Abiathar and others he sup
ported Adonijah as claimant to the throne ( I  Ki. 
I : 5-53), in defiance of David, who had resolved 
that Solomon should succeed hirn ( I  Ki. 2:28). For 
once Joab supported the wrong side, and it eventu
ally cost hirn his life ( I  Ki. 2:34), when with the 
connivance of Solomon he was slain by Benaiah 
berore the altar at Gibeon, where he had fled for 
sanctuary. 

2. Son of Seraiah ( I  Ch. 4: 1 4; cf Ne. 1 1 :35), a 
Judahite. 3. A family wh ich returned with Zer
ubbabel (Ezr. 2 :6 ;  Ne. 7: 1 1 ). Probably the 'Joab' of 
Ezr. 8:9 is  the same person. J . D . D .  

JOANNA. One of several women, healed by Jesus, 
who assisted in maintaining the Lord's itinerant 
company. Her husband, Chuza, was a responsible 
official of Herod Antipas: whether in the house
hold ('a steward of Herod's', NEB) or in govern
ment ('the chancellor', Moffatt) is uncertain (Lk. 
8 : 1 -3) .  She sought also to share in the last offices 
to the Lord's body, and became instead one of 
those who announced the resurrection to the 
Twelve (Lk .  24: I - I  0) . Luke's notes may indicate 

personal acquaintance with, and possibly in
debtedness for information to, these women. 

A.f.W. 

JOASH, JEHOASH (Heb. y6'äs, y'h6 'äS, 
'Yahweh has given'). I .  Father of " Gideon; 
member of the Abiezrite branch of the tribe of 
Manasseh living at Ophrah (Jdg. 6: 1 1-32). A Baal 
worshipper who had his own altar and " Asherah, 
which Gideon replaced by an altar to Yahweh (vv. 
25-27). He told those who would defend hirn that 
Baal could take care of hirnself (v. 3 1 ). It was pos
sibly he who renamed Gideon Jerubbaal (v. 32). 

2. An ambidextrous Benjaminite warrior who, 
although a relative of Saul, aided David in his 
revolt ( I  Ch. 1 2 : 1 -3). 

3. A 'son' of King " Ahab to whom the prophet 
Micaiah was to be taken in order to be imprisoned 
after angering Ahab by prophesying unfavourably 
( I  Ki .  22:26; 2 Ch. 1 8 :25f.). Possibly 'son of the 
king' was an official's title rat her than a kinship 
form. 

4, Son of " Ahaziah and 8th king of Judah (e. 
837-800 BC). When Athaliah annihilated the royal 
line at the death of her son Ahaziah, his aunt Je
hosheba hid hirn in the Temple for 6 years under 
the protection of her husband " Jehoiada, the high 
priest (2 Ki. 1 1 :  1 -6;  2 Ch. 22: 1 0- 1 2) .  At 7 years of 
age he was proclaimed king by Jehoiada and 
Athaliah was executed (2 Ki. I I  :7-20; 2 Ch. 23: 1 -
1 5) .  
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Joash's reign lasted 40 years (2 Ki. 1 2 : I ), al
though the 6 years of Athaliah's reign might be 
included in this number. He rebuilt the " Temple 
with the help of Jehoiada (2 Ki. 1 2 :5- 1 6 ;  2 Ch.  
24:4- 1 4) but  allowed the re-emergence of pagan 
practices upon Jehoiada's death (2 Ch.  24: 1 7- 1 8) .  
When reprimanded for this by Zechariah, son of 
Jehoiada, he killed hirn (2 Ch. 24:20-22). In order 
to forestall a Syrian invasion under " Hazael, Joash 
bribed hirn with the Temple's treasure (2 Ki .  
1 2 : 1 8- 1 9). Joash was killed in a plot by his officers 
to replace hirn (2 Ki .  1 2:2 1 -22; 2 Ch.  24:25-26). 

5. Son of " Jehoahaz; 1 2th king of Israel who 
reigned 1 6 years (e. 801 -786 BC; 2 Ki . 1 3 : 1 0) .  I srael 
was under external pressure from three sources 
during his reign. A steie of Adad-nirari I I I  from 
Rimah records hirn receiving tribute from ' I u'usu 
the Samaritan' in 796 BC (S. Page, lraq 30, 1 968, 
pp. 1 39ff.; cf A.  Malamat, BASOR 204, 1 97 1 ,  
37ff., concerning the reading of the name). The 
Aramaeans were oppressing them, but he was able 
to regain territory from them wh ich had previously 
been lost (2 Ki .  1 3 :22-25). Joash was helped in this 
by the ageing Elishah (vv. 1 4- 1 9) .  He was also chal
lenged by " Amaziah, king of Judah, whom he de
feated. He sacked Jerusalem, taking hostages to 
ensure good conduct (2 Ki .  1 4 :8- 1 4; 2 Ch. 25 : 1 7-
24). 

BIBLIOGRAPI-IY. W. H .  Shea, JeS 30, 1 978, pp. 
1 0 1 - 1 1 3 . D . W . B .  

JOB ( Heb. 'iyy6�). Apart from the book bearing 
his name and the passing references to hirn in Ezk. 
14 : 1 4, 20; Jas. 5 : 1 1 we have no reliable information 
about Job. I t  i s  impossible to show that the Jewish, 
Christian and M uslim legends about Job (the latter 
summarized in W. B. Stevenson, The Poem 0/ Job, 
1 947, ch. 6) have any firm roots in a pre-biblical 
form of the story. Apart from the tradition of the 



location of Job's horne (see below), wh ich may be 
no more than intelligent deduetion from the 
Bible, we have the impression of popular or pious 
faney. 

If we identify the Daniel (dänref) of Ezk. 1 4 : 1 4  
not with the Daniel (däniyye'/ ) o f  the Exile but 
with the person mentioned in Ugaritie inseriptions, 
we ean with some eonfidence give all three names 
in Ezk. 1 4 : 1 4  a very early date. If we do not aeeept 
this clue we have no indieation of his date. Thc 
loeation of the land of Uz, where he Iived, is un
certain. The modern tendeney is to regard it as on 
the borders of Edom, certain indications in  the 
book being regarded as Edomite; but the traditions 
placing i t  in the Hauran (Bashan) are far more 
probable. Job was a man of great wealth and high 
social position, but the book is so concerned with 
stressing his position among the Wise that i t  avoids 
precise details; we can, however, unhesitatingly 
reject the legends that make hirn a king. 

As a result of divine permission Satan robbed 
hirn of his wealth, his ten ehildren and finally his 
health. There is  no agreement on what disease he 
was smitten with, the main suggestions being ele
phantiasis, erythema and smallpox. This wide dis
agreeement is due to the symptoms being given in 
highly poetie language. His relations and fellow
townsmen interpreted his misfortunes as a divine 
punishment for gross sin and threw hirn out of the 
town, the rabble taking a particular pleasure in 
this .  His wife accepted the eommon opinion and 
urged hirn to expedite the inevitable end by cursing 
God. 

Job was vi si ted by three friends, Eliphaz, Bildad 
and Zophar, also members of the Wise, and rieh 
and affiuent, as he had been. When they saw his 
plight they shared popular opinion and could only 
sit in silence with Job on the dunghilI outside the 
city gate for the 7 days of mourning for a man as 
good as dead. Job's outburst of agony led to a 
long, vehement discussion, ending with a wordy 
intrusion by a younger man, Elihu. All this only 
revealed the bankruptey of traditional wisdom and 
theology when faced with an exceptional case Iike 
Job's. Though his friends' lack of comprehension 
drove Job alm ost to distraction, it also turned hirn 
to God and prepared hirn for the revelation of 
divine sovereignty, wh ich brought hirn peace. The 
mob was confounded by his healing, the doubling 
of his wealth, and the gift of ten children. 

H.L.E. 

JOB, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 

Ch. l and 2 (in prose) introduce us to the en
counter in heaven between God and Satan and its 
etfects on earth. Ch. 3 is Job's great 'Why?'; Elip
haz gives his views in chs. 4-5 and Job replies in 
chs. 6-7. Bildad continues in  ch. 8, Job replying in 
chs. 9- 10. The first round of the discussion is com
pleted by Zophar's contribution in ch. 1 1  and Job's 
reply in ehs. 1 2- 14 .  In the second round we hear 
Eliphaz ( 1 5), Bildad ( 1 8) and Zophar (20), with 
Job's replies in chs. 1 6- 1 7, 1 9, 2 1 .  As the text 
stands (see I 1 I ,  below), the third round is in
complete, only Eliphaz (22) and Bildad (25) speak
ing, with Job's replies in chs. 23-24, 26-27. After 
an interlude in praise of wisdom (28), Job sums up 
the debate (29-3 1 ). Elihu's intervention follows in 
chs. 32-37, and then God replies to Job in chs. 38-
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42:6. The book ends with a prose epilogue telling 
of Job's restored prosperity (42:7- 1 7) .  

1 1 .  Authorship and date 

The book is anonymous. The 'official' Talmudie 
tradition, followed by many earlier Christian 
writers, is that the book was written by Moses 
(Baba Bathra 1 4b, seq.) ,  but the continuation of 
the passage and other statements show that this is 
merely a pious pronouncement, based presumably 
<.In a feeling of fitness, and not to be taken ser
iously. The simple fact is that we have no purely 
objective evidence to guide us either in the ques
tion of authorship or of date. The evidence for a 
very early date lies mostly in the non-mention of 
any of the details of Israelite history, but this is 
sufficiently explained by the author's wish to dis
cuss the central problem outside the framework 01' 
the covenant. Other evidence, such as the mention 
of the Chaldeans as nomadic raiders ( I :  1 7) and of 
the archaic q'Sf(ti (42: 1 1 ) ,  point merely to the an
tiquity of the story and not to that of its present 
written form. Moderns have varied in their dating 
from the time of Solomon to about 250 BC, dates 
between 600 and 400 BC being most popular, 
though there is a growing tendency to favour later 
dates. A Solomonic date, accepted by Franz Del
i tzsch and E. 1. Young, is the earliest we can 
reasonably adopt. The arguments from subject, 
language and theology probably favour a somewhat 
later date, but since the book is sui generis in Heb. 
li terature, and the language is so distinctive (some 
even regard it as a translation from Aramaic, or 
consider the author lived outside Israel), while the 
theology is timeless, any dogmatism derives from 
subjectivism or preconceptions. 

III. Text  

The fact that we are dealing with some of the most 
difficult poetry in the OT, and that in the vocabu
lary we have some 1 1 0 words (W B. Stevenson, The 
Poem 0/ Job, p. 7 1 )  not found elsewhere, has made 
the scribe's task very difficult. Unfortunately the 
versions are no great help in checking the Heb. 
text. The LXX must be used with great caution. I n  
its earlier form about 1 7-25% o f  t h e  Heb. is  missing, 
probably because the translators were daunted by 
their task; the rendering is often free and peri
phrastic, and not sei dom incorrect. 

The main textual problem concerns chs. 26-27. 
As they stand they are Job's answer to Bildad's 
third speech. No objection can be raised to 
Zophar's failure to speak a third time; it is in keep
ing with his character, and would be the most 
obvious proof of Job's verbal triumph over his 
friends. Indubitably we hear Job speaking in 27:2-
6, but in its context it is virtually impossible to 
ascribe 27:7-23 to hirn. I t  is probably part of 
Zophar's third speech or possibly of  Bi ldad's. If 
that is so, no entirely satisfactory reconstruction of 
the text has been suggested and it may be that part 
of the original MS has been lost, which could easily 
happen with a brittle papyrus roll. 

IV. Integrity 

Most scholars separate the prose prologue and epi
logue from the poetry of 3 : 1 -42:6. Where this is 
interpreted as meaning that they are older than the 
poem, and that the author transformed the he art 
of the old story into magnifient verse, the t heory is 
unobjectionable and quite possibly correct. There 
are no objective proofs for the suggestion that the 
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prose was added later to the verse by another hand, 
whether it is earlier or later in composition. In the 
hands or W. B. Stevenson (op. eit. ) this theory has 
been used to im pose a non-natural interpretation 
on the book. 

Very many scholars regard certain portions as 
later insert ions. In descending order or importance 
the chier are: Elihu's speeches (32-37), the praise 
or divine wisdom (28) and certain parts or God's 
answer (39: 1 3- 1 8 ;  40: 1 5-24; 4 1 : 1 -34). In every 
case the linguistic arguments are very tenuous. The 
argument rrom their contents is liable to take the 
passages in isolation. A very reasonable derence or 
them in their actual setting can be made. 

V. As Wisdom literature 

R. H. preiffer, fOT, 1 948, pp. 683r. ,  says very weil: 
'Ir our poet ranks with the greatest writers or 
man kind, as can hardly be doubted, his creative 
genius did not or necessity rely on earlier models 
ror the general structure or his work. . We may 
regard it as one or the most original works in the 
poetry or mankind. So original in ract that i t  does 
not fit into any or the standard categories devised 
by literary criticism . . .  i t  is not exdusively Iyric . . .  
nor epic . . .  nor dramatic . . .  nor didactic nor re-
f1ective . . .  unless the poem is cut down to fit a 
particular category.' The convention that calls Job 
part or Heb. Wisdom literature and aligns it with 
Proverbs and Ecdesiastes and compares it with 
certain Egyp. and Bab. 'Wisdom' writings is justi
fied only ir  we are careful to keep Pfeiffer's warn
ing in mind. For all that, i t  is dear that Job and his 
rriends are depicted as, and speak primarily as, 
members or the Wise, and they are so addressed by 
Elihu (34:2). 

The Wise in Israel sought to understand God 
and his ways by studying the great unirormities of 
human experience by reason illuminated by 'the 
rear of the Lord'. Proverbs is a typical example or 
their understanding of l ire. Job is a f1aming protest, 
less against the basic concept or Proverbs that a 
God-rearing life brings prosperity, godlessness sur
rering and destruction, than against the idea that 
thereby the ways of God are fully grasped. Job is 
not a type; he is the exception that makes folly of 
the assumption that through normal experience 
the depths of God's wisdom and working can be 
rully grasped. 

VI. The problem of Job 

The poem is so rich in its thought, so wide in its 
sweep, that much in human experience and its mys
teries has been round mirrored there. Mostly, how
ever, i t  has been regarded as concerned with the 
problem of human suffering. Though he has over
stated his ca se, W. B. Stevenson (op. eit., pp. 34ff.) 
makes it dear that in the poem there is far less 
allusion to Job's physical sufferings than has often 
been assumed. Job is concerned less with his phys
ical pain than with his treatment by his relations, 
his fellow-townsmen, the mob and finally his 
rriends. But these are merely evidence that God has 
rorsaken hirn. In other words, Job's problem is not 
that of pain, nor even suffering in a wider sense, 
but the theological one, why God had not acted as 
all theory and his earlier experiences demanded he 
should. Being a child or his age, he had naturally 
built up his lire on the theory that God's justice 
implied the equation or goodness and prosperity. 

Taken out or their context, the words or his 
rriends and Elihu are more acceptable than many 

or the rasher utterances 01' Job. They are rejected 
by God (42 :7), not because they are untrue, but 
because they are too narrow. This is made espe
cially dear by the discussion on the rate 01' the 
wicked. With all Job's exaggeration we recognize at 
once that his rriends are in ract producing an a 
priori picture of what the rate or the wicked should 
be. They create their picture or God only by a care
rul selection or evidence. Job's agony is caused by 
the breakdown or his theological world-picture. 

This explains the apparently unsat isractory 
dimax in which God does not answer Job's ques
tions or charges, but though he prodaims the 
greatness or his all-might, not 01' his eth ical rulc, 
Job is satisfied. He realizes that his concept 01' God 
collapsed because it was too smalI; his problems 
evaporate when he realizes the greatness of God . 
The book does not set out to answer the problem 
of suffering but to prodaim a God so great that 
no answer is needed, ror it would transcend the 
finite mind if given; the same applies to the prob
lems incidentally raised. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. B. Stevenson, The Poem 01 
Job, 1 947; H .  L. Ellison, From Tragedy to Triumph, 
1 958;  E. Dhorme, The Book 01 Job, 1 967; H. H .  
Rowley, Job, NeB, 1 970; F. I .  Andersen, Job. 
TOTe; 1 976; R .  E. M urphy, The Forms 01 the Old 
Testament Literature, 1 3 , 1 98 1 ;  D. Kidner, Wisdom 
to Live By, 1 985 ;  D. 1. A .  CIines, Job 1-20, 1 989. 
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JOCHEBED (Heb. y6Js.eQeq, probably 'Yahweh is 
glory', though M. Noth [Die israelitschen Person
ennamen, 1 928, p. 1 1 1 ) thinks it may be of foreign 
origin.) The mother of M oses, Aaron and Miriam 
(Ex. 6:20; Nu. 26:59). She was a daughter of Levi, 
and married her nephew Amram. However, ac
cording to the LXX of Ex. 6:20 they were cousins, 
though S. R. Driver (eBSe, 1 9 1 8) thinks that MT 
preserves a genuine ancient tradition. l .G .G.N. 

JOEL, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 

Joel discusses rour main topics: (a) t he appalling 
devastations or successive plagues or locusts, lit
eral enough, yet symbolizing deeper meanings; (b) 
the renewed rruitrulness or the land on the repenl
ance or Israel; (c) the gifts or the Spirit; (d) final 
judgment on the nations which have wronged 
Israel, and the blessedness-to-be or the land or 
Judah. In all these, primary and eschatological 
references intertwine. 

a. The locustplague, 1 : 1 - 1 2  
For locusts i n  the OT, cf also Ex. 1 0: 1 2- 1 5  et 
passim, with Pss. 78:46; 1 05 :34;  also Pr. 30:27; Na. 
3: 1 5 , 1 7 , ete. (* ANIMALS . )  
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(i) Joel daims in customary prophetic manner 
that he has received the word of the Lord, giving 
his own name and that or his rat her, both other
wise unknown ( I :  I ) .  

(ii) The burden o f  h i s  message is prodigious-a 
locust plague in successive swarms, of rrightening 
dimensions ( 1 :2-4; cf Ex . 1 0: 1 4) .  Full etymo
logical, entomological and figurative discussion of 
v. 4 will be round in commentaries. 

(iii) The effects or the plague are vividly de
scribed ( 1 : 5- 1 2). The first to be mentioned, per
haps in derision, is the loss to the drunkard or his 



solace. The teeth of the locust host are fearsome (ef Pr. 30: 1 4, eIe. )-the very fig-bark is devoured, 
the white, sappy interior uncovered to the world. 
Temple priests should mourn with the bitterness of 
an ag cd virgin whose betrothed died in her youth 
before marriage, for the very materials of sacrifice 
are cut off (cf On. 8: 1 1 ;  1 1  : 3 1 ;  1 2 :  1 1 ; contrast Is. 
1 : 1 1 - 1 5; Mi .  6:6; eIe. ) .  The devastation in corn
field, vineyard and orchard is vividly described. 

b. The/rllils o/ repenlanee, 1 : 1 3-2 :27 
(i) The priests in sackcloth are to lament, with fast
ing and prayer, the day of God's wrath, the 'con
quest from the Conqueror', to reflect palely the 
striking Heb. assonance ( I :  1 3- 1 5 ; see Ne. 9: I ;  Est. 
4:3, 1 6; On. 9:3, eIe. , contrasted with Is. 58:4ff. ; Je. 
1 4: 1 2; ZC. 7:5 ;  ele. ) .  The OT views on sacrifice and 
fasting are not contradictory; much depended on 
circumstance and particular usage. Joel need not 
stand condemned because he is more ritualistic 
than Amos or I saiah. 

(ii) It seems reasonable to regard the next section 
( I :  1 6-20) as a prayer, despite the vivid initial de
lineation of locust ravage. V. 1 8  should read 'What 
shall we put in them?'-i. e. the flimsy barns not 
rebuilt through lack of need. The fire and flame of 
v. 19 may be heat and drought, or even the vivid 
red colouring in the locust bodies. 

(ii i) The prophet now reverts from the devasta
tion of the locusts to their initial onslaught, liken
ing it to the Oay of the Lord (2: 1 - 1 1 ). V. 2b is 
typical oriental idiom (cf Ex. 1 0: 1 4).  Vividly ac
curate is the likening of the swarm to an advancing 
fire. The fruitful earth before them becomes a black 
desolation as they pass over it (v. 3) .  First-hand 
experience is reflected also in the likening of the 
separate locusts to horsemen, and the parallel 
drawn between the noise of their advance and the 
sound of a rapidly spreading bush fire (vv. 4-5). 
People are horror-stricken before the unswerving, 
unjostling, accurate advance of myriads of myr
iads of these insects, invincible through sheer 
numbers (vv. 6-9). The real locusts could be sym
bols of the Gentiles in the valley of decision, 
before their judgment. 

(iv) In the hour of horror i t  is not too late to 
repent, with mortification of the flesh (2: 1 2- 1 4). 
Official rending of the garments may be hypo
critical; real repentance is in the heart. This may 
even make God 'repent' of his recently appropriate 
judgment, and provide sacrificial materials again. 
This is oriental symbolism, implying no 'sinful' 
deity. 

(v) A fresh call to special temple worship is given 
(2: 1 5-1 7). This embraces priests and people, with 
specific mention of suckling babes, tottering grey
beards and newly-weds, who normally enjoyed far
reaching exemptions from public duties. 1. A.  
Bewer (ICC, 1 9 1 1 )  ingeniously points the  impera
tives as perfects, without consonantal change, 
making v. 1 5 ,  not v. 1 8 , the turning-point of the 
book, and the beginning of continuous narrative. 

(vi) The devastation of the locust will be sur
passed by the plenty that the Lord will grant on 
repentance (2: 1 8-25). V. 20 means that the physical 
bodies of the locusts in Judaea will be wind-driven 
into the Oead Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, and 
this will be followed by a stench of decay ( 1 8-25). 

e. The gifls 0/ Ihe Spiril, 2 :28-32 
The outpouring of the Spirit described in this pas
sage is the apex of prophetie utterance. VV. 28-29, 
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and 32 were c1early fulfilled at Pentecost; aspects 
of vV. 30 and 3 1  were fulfilled in the passion of our 
Lord . Ecstatic prophesying might include the gift 
of tongues. The pillars of smoke might be sand 
columns raised by desert whirlwinds, or the con
flagration of doomed cities. A solar eclipse can 
make a blood-red moon. Wh at more saving name 
could be foreshadowed in v. 32 than that of Jesus? 
Everything here has a meaning-yet there is a 
deeper meaning belonging to the days when the 
last sands of human time will sink for evermore. 

d. God's enemiesjudged, 3 : 1 -2 1  
The surface meaning of this section is the predic
tion of divine vengeance on the nations which have 
scattered and persecuted the Jews. The references 
of vV. 3-8 are c1early historical. The locusts might 
foreshadow these armies of Gentiles in their brief 
hour of victory. VV. 9-1 1 are biting in their sar
casm as the prophet urges the heathen to make war 
on God. God alone will judge the assembled na
tions in the valley of decision (vv. 1 2, 14 ; · JEHOSHA
SHAT, VALLEY OF) . The full horror of vV. 1 5ff., 1 9a, 
and the full benediction of v. 1 8 , are both alike as 
yet unrealized. Earthly prophecy and eschatology 
are wedded in a chapter of rich prefiguring. The 
Christian church is the heir of the OT, and the sure 
word of prophecy, be it about Egypt or anything 
else, will come to pass in God's good time. 

n, Authorship and date 

This is superb extrovert literature, betraying a 
Judaean flavour, but intrinsically concerned with 
bigger issues than contemporary politics. This 
makes dating exceptionally difficult. Most scholars 
maintain (cf W. Nowack, 1 922; K. Marti, 1 904), 
some deny (cf Bewer, ICC) that Joel is a literary 
unity. Older conservatives dated the book in the 
8th century BC, the time of Amos and Hosea. 
Oesterley and Robinson adopt the extreme late 
dating of 200 BC, others assign between these 
limits. R. K.  Harrison (JOT, 1 970, pp. 874-882) 
discusses the issues thoroughly, but, stressing the 
book's timelessness, will not commit his dating 
beyond 'in advance of 400 BC' . Were the early 
dating to be taken as correct, certain familiar 
prophetie battle-cries would then find their first 
known u tterance in Joel. Ploughshares migh t have 
been considered the fathers of swords before the 
hope of the reverse transformation was born (Joel 
3: I 0; 15. 2:4). 

1 1 1 .  Special characteristics 

Joel was the vehicle of a divine revelation wh ich 
has a significance perhaps beyond his full under
standing. In his book the impinging of the eternal 
on the temporal, which is the hall mark of genuine 
inspiration, is undeniably in evidence. This is espe
cially true in his arresting description of locust
plague havoc, symbolic of God's wrath and puni
tive visitation of sin. Vividly portrayed also is 
God's gracious restoration of his people following 
upon repentance. There are factual prophecies 
I inked with our Lord's death, with the coming of 
the Holy Spirit, with both the horror and the hope 
of the end-times. This is one of the briefest and yet 
one of the most disturbing and heart-searching 
books of the OT. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. A. S. Kapelrud, loel Sludies, 
1 948; 1. A. Thompson, INES 1 4, 1 955,  pp. 52ff.; 
IB, 6, pp. 727-760; L. C. Allen, loel, Obadiah, 
lonah and Micah, NICOT, 1 976; O. Stuart, Hosea-
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Jonah, 1 987; D. A. H ubbard, Joel and Amos, 
TOTe, 1 989. R.A.S. 

JOGBEHAH (Heb. yögb 'hä, 'height') .  A town in 
Gilead assigned to Gad (Nu 32:35), named also in 
Gideon's pursuit of the Midianites (ldg. 8 : 1 1 ) . 1 t  is 
the modern Jubeihät, about 10 km NW of Amman 
and 1 057 m above sea-Ievel. J.D.D. 

JOHANAN (Heb y6hiiniin, 'Yahweh is gracious'). 
A number of men are so called in the OT, the most 
notable being the son of Kareah. A Jewish leader 
who supported Gedaliah on the latter's appoint
ment as governor of Judah (2 Ki. 25 :23; Je. 40:8) 
after the fall of Jerusalem, Johanan offered to kill 
I shmael, who was plotting Gedaliah's assassin
ation (Je. 40: 1 3- 1 6) .  The offer rejected and the 
warning ignored, Ishmael succeeded in his pur
pose. Johanan pursued hirn, rescued the people 
captured by hirn (Je. 4 1 :  1 1 - 1 6), and took them and 
the protesting Jeremiah to Tahpanhes in Egypt (Je. 
43 : 1 -7). 

Others possessing the same name include the 
eldest son of Josiah, king of Judah ( I  Ch. 3:  1 5) ;  a 
son of Elioenai ( I  Ch. 3:24); a grandson 01' Ahi
maaz ( I  Ch. 6:9-1 0) ;  a Benjaminite recruit of 
David at Ziklag (I Ch. 1 2 :4); a Gadite who likewise 
joined David (I Ch. 1 2 : 1 2) ;  an Ephraimite chief (2 
Ch. 28: 1 2 , where Hebrew has 'Jehohanan'); a 
returned exile in Artaxerxes' time (Ezr. 8: 1 2) ;  and a 
priest in the days of Joiakim (Ne. 1 2 :22-23). 

J.D.D. 

JOHN, THE APOSTLE. Our information about 
John comes from two sources: NT and Patristic. 

I .  New Testament evidence 

a. In the Gospels 
John was the son of Zebedee, probably the younger 
son, for except in Luke-Acts he is mentioned after 
his brother James. Luke gives the order Peter, John 
and James, probably because in the early days of 
the church John was ciosely associated with Peter 
(Lk.  8 : 5 1 ;  9:28; Acts I :  1 3) .  That John's mother's 
name was Salome is an inference from Mk. 1 6 : 1  
and M t .  27:56; for the third woman who i s  said to 
have accompanied the two Marys to the tomb is 
designated Salome by Mark, and 'the mother of 
Zebedee's children' by Matthew. Salome is usually 
regarded as the sister of Mary the mother of Jesus, 
because in Jn .  1 9:25  four women are said to have 
stood near the cross, the two Marys mentioned in 
Mark and Matthew, the mother of Jesus, and his 
mother's sister. If this identification is correct, 
John was a cousin of Jesus on his mother's side. 
His parents would appear to have been well-to-do, 
for his father, a fisherman, had 'hired servants' 
(Mk.  1 :20); and Salome was one of the women 
who 'provided for Jesus out of their means' (Lk.  
8 :3 ;  Mk.  1 5 :40). John has often been identified 
with the unnamed disciple of John the Baptist, 
who with Andrew was directed by the Baptist to 
Jesus as the Lamb of God (ln. 1 :35-37); and if 
prötos is read in J n .  1 :4 1 ,  i t  is possible that Andrew 
was the first of these two disciples to bring his 
brother Simon to Jesus, and that the unnamed dis
cip1e (lohn) subsequently brought his own brot her 
James. This is  not certain, however, as there are 
textual variants (see TNTC). After their sub-

sequent call by Jesus to 1eave their father and their 
fishing (Mk.  1 :  1 9-20), James and John were nick
named by hirn Boanerges, 'sons of thunder' (Mk .  
3:  1 7) ,  probab1y because they were high-spirited, 
impetuous Gali1eans, whose zea1 was undisciplined 
and sometimes misdirected (Lk.  9:49). This aspect 
of their character is shown by their outburst after a 
Samaritan village had refused their Master en
trance (Lk. 9 :54) . Moreover, their personal ambi
tion was, it would seem, untempered by a trlJe 
insight into the nature of his kingship; and this 
lingering trait of se1fishness, together with their 
readiness to suffer for Jesus regard1ess of se1f, is 
illustrated in the request they made to hirn (a re
quest encouraged by their mother [Mt.  20:20)) 
that they should be allowed to sit in p1aces of spe
cial privilege when Jesus entered into his ki ngdom 
(Mk.  1 0 :37). 
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On three important occasions in the earthly min
istry of Jesus, John is mentioned in company with 
his brot her James and Si mon Peter, to the exciu
sion of the other apost1es: at the raising of Jairus' 
daughter (Mk .  5:37), at the transfiguration (Mk . 
9:2) and in the garden of Gethsemane (Mk.  1 4:33) ;  
and, according to Luke, Peter and John were the 
two discip1es sent by Jesus to make preparations 
for the final Passover meal (Lk.  22:8) .  

John is not mentioned by name in the Fourth 
Gospel (though the sons of Zebedee are referred to 
in 21 :2), but he is alm ost certainly the disciple 
called 'the disciple whom Jesus loved', who lay 
ciose to the breast of Jesus at the Last Supper 
( 1 3 :23); who was entrusted with the care of his 
mother at the time of his death ( 1 9:26-27); who 
ran with Peter to the tomb on the first Easter 
morning and was the first to see the full signifi
cance of the undisturbed grave-ciothes with no 
body inside them (20:2, 8); and who was present 
when the risen Christ revea1ed hirnself to seven of 
his discip1es by the sea of Tiberias. In the account 
of that last incident in ch. 2 1 ,  support is given to 
the 1ater tradition that John Iived on to a great age 
(2 1 :23). The evidencc of Jn .  2 1  :24 for thc Johan
nine authorship of this Gospel is capab1e of differ
ent interpretations (see TNTC). 

b. In the Acts 
According to the early narratives of Acts, John, 
together with Peter, with whom he remained ciose-
1y associated, had to bear the main brunt of Jewish 
hosti1ity to the early Christian church (Acts 4: 1 3 ; 
5 :33, 40). Both men showed a bo1dness of speech 
and action which astounded the Jewish authorities, 
who regarded them as 'uneducated, common men' 
(Acts 4: 1 3) .  John, it wou1d seem, continued for 
some years to play a 1eading part in the church at 
Jerusa1em. On behalf of the other apostles he and 
Peter 1aid hands on the Samaritans who had been 
converted through the ministry of Phi1ip (Acts 
8: 1 4);  and he could be described as a reputed 
'pillar' of the Jerusalem church at the time when 
Pau1 visited the city some 14 years after his conver
si on (Gal. 2:9). We do not know when John left 
Jerusalem, nor where he went after his departure. 
Assuming that he is the seer of the book of Reve1a
tion, he was presumab1y at Ephesus when he was 
banished to Patmos 'on account of the word of 
God, and the testimony of Jesus' (Rev. 1 :9), 
though the date of this exile is uncertain. There is 
no other mention of John in the NT, though some 
think that he refers to hirnself as 'the eider' in 2 Jn .  
1 ;  3 Jn .  I .  



1 1 .  Patristic evidence 

There is a certain amount of laIe but probably un
reliable evidence, that lohn the apostle died as a 
martyr early in his career, perhaps at the time his 
brother lames was slain by Herod (Acts 1 2 :2). A 
9th-century chronicler, George Hamartolos, re
produces, as we can now see, a statement contained 
in the history of Philip of Side (e. 450), a relevant 
fragment of wh ich was discovered by de Boor in 
1 889, to the effect that Papias, bishop of Hierapo
lis in the middle of the 2nd century, in the second 
book of his Expositions asserted that both the sons 
of Zebedee met a violent death in fulfilment of the 
Lord's prediction (Mk.  1 0:39). Though some 
scholars accept this testimony as genuine, most 
regard Philip of Side as an unreliable witness to 
Papias, and are impressed by the absence from 
Eusebius of any reference to the early martyrdom 
of lohn, and also by the failure of Acts to mention 
it, if both the sons of Zebedee in fact suffered in 
the same way at approximately the same time. I t  is 
true that some support for Philip of Side's state
ment seems to be obtainable from a Syr. martyr
ology written about AD 400, in which the entry for 
27 December is 'John and lames the apostles at 
Jerusalem'; and also from a calendar of the church 
at Carthage, dated AD 50S, in which the entry for 
the same date reads 'lohn the Baptist and lames 
the apostle whom Herod killed', for it is pointed 
out by those who accept this evidence that, as the 
Baptist i s  commemorated in this calendar on 24 
lune, the probability is that the entry for 27 
December is a mistake for 'lohn the Apostle'. I t  is, 
however, very doubtful whether the Syr. martyr
ology preserves an ancient tradition independent 
of the Gk.-speaking church; nor does it follow 
that, because the two brothers were commemor
ated on the same day, they were commemorated as 
being both martyrs in death who had been slain at 
the same time. Nor again does the reference to the 
sons of Zebedee as 'drinking the cup' and 'being 
baptized with the baptism of Christ' necessarily 
imply that both were destined to come to a violent 
end. 

Against this partial and weakly attested trad
ition must be set the much stronger tradition re
flected in the statement of Polycrates, bishop of 
Ephesus (AD 1 90), that lohn 'who reclined on the 
Lord's breast', after being 'a witness and a teacher' 
(note the order of the words), 'fell asleep at Ephe
sus'. According to Irenaeus, i t  was at Ephesus that 
lohn 'gave out' the Gospel, and confuted the here
tics, refusing to remain under the same roof as 
Cerinthus, 'the enemy of truth'; at Ephesus that he 
lingered on 'till the days of Trajan', who reigned 
AD 98- 1 1 7 .  Jerome also repeats the tradition that 
John tarried at Ephesus to extreme old age, and 
records that, when lohn had to be carried to the 
Christian meetings, he used to repeat again and 
again ' Little children, love one another'. The only 
evidence that might seemingly conflict with this 
tradition of lohn the apostle's residence at Ephe
sus is negative in character. It is alleged that if, as 
the writers at the end of the 2nd century assert, 
lohn resided long at Ephesus and exercised such 
influence, it is remarkable that there should be an 
entire absence of any reference to lohn in the 
extant Christian literature wh ich emanated from 
Asia during the first half of the century, particu
larly in the letters of Ignatius and the Epistle of 
Polycarp. But, even if  the absence of allusions to 
lohn in these documents is significant, it may 
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merely be an indication that 'there was a difference 
between his reputation and influence at the begin
ning and at the close of the century' (so V. H .  Stan
ton, The Gospels as Historical Documents, I ,  p. 
236). On any score the objection, i t  would seem, is 
insufficient to overthrow the tradition wh ich later 
became so firmly established. Westcott concluded 
that 'nothing is better attested in early church his
tory than the residence and work of St John at 
Ephesus'. It is true that Westcott wrote before the 
evidence for 10hn's early martyrdom had accumu
lated, but as we have seen, that evidence is  not ad
equate enough or reliable enough to confute the 
definite statements of the man who occupied the 
see of Ephesus at the close of the century, and of 
the man who at the same period made it his pri
mary aim to investigate the traditions of the apos
tolic sees. 

(*JOHN, EPISTLES OF; *loHN, GOSPEL OF; * REVE
LATION, BOOK OF). 
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JOHN THE BAPTIST. Born (e. 7 BC) to an elderly 
couple, Zechariah a priest and his wife Elizabeth, 
he grew to manhood in the wilderness of Judaea 
(Lk. 1 :80), where he received his prophetic call, c. 
AD 27 (Lk. 3 :2). The view that his wilderness period 
was spent in association with the Qumran com
munity or a similar Essene group must be treated 
with caution; even if it could be substantiated, it 
was a new impulse which sent hirn forth 'to make 
ready for the Lord a people prepared' (Lk. I :  I 7), 
and his prophetic ministry must have involved a 
break with any Essene or similar group with which 
he may previously have been connected. After the 
Spirit of prophecy came upon hirn, he quickly 
gained widespread farne as a preacher calling for 
national repentance. Crowds flocked to hear hirn, 
and many of his hearers were baptized by hirn in 
the lordan, confessing their sins. 

His attitude to the established order in Israel was 
one of radical condemnation; 'the axe', he said, 'is 
laid to the root of the trees' (Mt .  3 : 1 0; Lk. 3 :9). He 
denounced the religious leaders of the people as a 
brood of vipers, and denied that there was any 
value in the bare fact of descent from Abraham. A 
new beginning was necessary; the time had come to 
call out from the nation as a whole a loyal remnant 
who would be ready for the imminent arrival of the 
Coming One and the juqgment which he would 
execute. lohn thought and spoke of hirnself as a 
mere preparer of the way for this Coming One, for 
whom he was unworthy, he said, to perform the 
lowliest service. Whereas John's own ministry was 
characterized by baptism with water, the Coming 
One's ministry would be a baptism with the Holy 
Spirit and fire. 

That John aimed at giving the loyal remnant a 
distinct and recognizable existence is suggested by 
the statement in 10sephus (Ant. 1 8 .  I 1 7) that John 
was 'a good man who bade the lews practise virtue, 
be just one to another, and pious toward God, and 
come together by means of baptism'; these last 
words see m to envisage the formation of a religious 
community which was entered by baptism. This is 
probably an accurate assessment of the situation. 
But when Josephus goes on to say that John 
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'taught that baptism was acceptable to God pro
vided that they underwent it not to procure remis
sion of sins bu t for the purification of the body, if  
the soul had first  been purified by righteousness', 
he differs from the NT account. The Evangelists 
say quite plainly that John preached a 'baptism of 
repentance for the remission of sins'. Josephus is 
probably transferring to John's baptism wh at he 
knew to be the significance of Essene washings; the 
Qumran Rufe 0/ the Community gives an account  
of the  significance of  such washings almost iden ti
cal with that which Josephus gives of John's bap
tism. But John's baptism, like his preaching, may 
weil represent a deli berate turning away from 
Essene beliefs and practices. 

Among those who came to John for baptism was 
Jesus, whom John apparently hailed as the Coming 
One of whom he had spoken-although later, i n  
prison, he had doubts about th i s  identification and 
had to be reassured by being told that Jesus' minis
try was marked by precisely those features which 
the prophets had foretold as characteristic of the 
age of restoration. 

John's ministry was not confined to the Jordan 
valley. The statement in John 3 :23 that he left the 
Jordan valley for a time and conducted a baptismal 
campaign (presumably of brief duration) 'at 
Aenon near Salim', where there was abundance of 
water, has implications wh ich are easily over
looked. For W. F. Albright ( The Archaeofogy 0/ 
Pafestine, 1 956, p. 247) is probably right in locating 
this place NE of Nablus, near the sources of the 
Wadi Far'ah-that is to say, in territory which was 
then Samaritan . This could explain certain features 
of Samaritan religion attested for the early Chris
tian centuries, but it also illuminates the words of 
Jesus to his disciples in John 4: 35-38, spoken with 
regard to the people in this very area, and ending 
with the statement: 'others have laboured, and 
you have entered into their labour'. The harvest 
which they reaped (Jn.  4 :39, 4 1 )  had been sown by 
John .  

After th is  period of ministry in Samaria John 
must have returned to the territory 01' Herod Anti
pas (* HEROD , 3), probably Peraea. He aroused An
tipas' suspicion as the leader of a mass movement  
which might have unforeseen results; he also in
curred his hostility, and still more that of Herod's 
second wife * Herodias, by denouncing their mar
riage as illicit. He was accordingly imprisoned in 
the Peraean fortress of * Machaerus and there, 
some months later, put to death. 

In the NT John is presented chiefly as the fore
runner 01' Christ. His imprisonment was the signal 
for the start of Jesus' Galilean ministry (Mk. 
I :  1 4f.); his baptismal activity provided a starting
point for the apostolic preaching (Acts 1 0:37; 
1 3 :241:; cf 1 :22 and Mk. I : I-4) .  I n  Jesus' estima
tion, John was the promised Elijah of Mal. 4:5f., 
who was to come and complete his ministry of 
restoration on the eve of 'the great and terrible 
day of the Lord' (Mk .  9 : 1 3 ; Mt .  1 1 : 1 4; cf Lk. 
I :  1 7) .  Jesus also regarded hirn as the last and 
greatest member 01' the prophetie succession: 'the 
law and the prophets were until John:  since then 
the good news 01' the kingdom of God is 
preached' (Lk. 1 6: 1 6) .  Therefore, while 
unsurpassed in personal stature, he was (in respect 
of privilege) less than the least in the kingdom of 
God; he stood on the threshold of the new order 
as its herald (as Moses viewed the promised land 
from Pisgah) without entering in. H is disciples 
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preserved their corpora te existence for a consider
able time after his death. 
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JOHN, EPISTLES OF. 

I. Background and circumstances of I John 

I John is headed as an Epistle, but there is nothing 
'epistolary' in  the strict sense about it (contrast 2 
and 3 John), and it is more like a tract addressed to 
a particular situation. 

It was called forth by the activities of false 
teachers who had seceded from the church (or 
churches) to which John is writing, and who were 
attempting to seduce the faithful (2: 1 8f., 26) . They 
formed an esoteric group, believing that they had 
superior knowledge to ordinary Christians (cf. 
2:20, 27; 2 Jn .  9) and showing little love to them (cf 
4:20). 

They were forerunners of the later heretics gen
erally known as 'Gnostics' (from Gk. gnösis, mean
ing 'knowledge') and c1aimed a special knowledge 
of God and of theology. On the basis of their new 
doctrine they appear to have denied that Jesus was 
the Christ (2:22), the pre-existent ( I :  I )  Son of God 
(4: 1 5; 5 :5 ,  1 0) come in the flesh (4:2; 2 J n .  7) to 
provide salvation for men (4:9f. ,  1 4) .  But the pre
eise form which this heresy took is uncertain .  It is 
generally regarded as having had some affinity 
with the views held by Cerinthus in Asia Minor at 
the end of the I st century, although it was not fully 
identical with what we know of his teaching. Ac
cording to Cerinthus, Jesus was a good man who 
was indwelt by the heavenly Christ from the time 
of his baptism until just before his crucifixion ( l rc
naeus, Adv. Haer. I .  26. I ,  in 1. Stevenson, A Ne\\' 
Eusebius, 1 957, No. 70)-a view which is appar
ently contradicted in 5:6 and in various verses 
where belief that Jesus is (not simply was) thc 
Christ, the Son of God, is emphasized (2:22; 5 :  I ,  
5) .  Such teaching was probably bound up with thc 
common gnostic distinction betwecn spirit and 
matter, according to which a real incarnation 01' 
God in man was impossible and was only apparent 
(as in Docetism) or temporary (as in 
Cerinthianism). 

The false teachers furt her c1aimed that they were 
'sinless' ( I  :8 ,  1 0) and possibly also that they did 
not need redemption through the death 01' Jesus 
Christ, while they were in fact morally indiffercnt, 
following the ways of the world (cf 2 :  1 5), ignoring 
the commandments 01' Christ (2:4), and freely 
doing what they pleased (without, however, in
dulging in gross sin). They did not realize that sin is  
a moral category, i. e. lawlessness (3:4, 7Cj, and 
consequently they feit quite consistent in c1aiming 
sinlessness while indulging in selfishness and lack 
of love. Probably we are to see here also the inftu
ence of the gnostic distinction between spirit and 
matter: since the body (matter) was evil anyhow 
and only the (divinely implanted) spirit or soul 
mattered, their bodily behaviour was irrelevant to 
their Christian belief. 



John' writes to provide an antidote to this teach
ing, and the progress of the argument in his tract is 
best understood when this is kept in mind. At
tempts to explain its difficult structure in terms of 
source criticism (R.  Bultmann; W. Nauck; 1. C. 
O'Neill) have met with little favour. 

1 1 .  Outline of contents of 1 John 

John begins by stating that his purpose is to ex
plain to his readers wh at he has heard and seen as 
regards the word of life manifested in Jesus Christ, 
so that there may be joyful fellowship between 
himsell', his readers and God ( I :  1 -4) .  

He then states the fundamental proposition, God 
is light, and on the basis of this universally accept
able truth proceeds to take up certain erroneous 
slogans of his opponents (I :6a, 8a, 1 0a; 2:4a) . In 
opposition to them he asserts that only those who 
walk in the light can have fellowship with God and 
c1eansing through the blood of Jesus. To deny that 
one is a sinner in need of c1eansing is to commit 
self-deceit ,  but sinners can be sure of forgiveness 
from a faithful God through the righteous Advo
cate, Jesus Christ. To claim a true knowledge of 
God without obeying his commandments is to be a 
liar ( I  : 5-2:6). 

Christians, then, are called to obey God's new 
commandment .  Although it is really an old one, 
yet it is now presented anew as the law of the new 
era of light wh ich has already begun to shine in the 
darkness of the old, sinful world. John feels able to 
address his readers in this way because they have 
already entered into this new era and enjoy the 
privileges of forgiveness, knowledge and power, 
and he further exhorts them not to c1ing to the 
sinful world which is doomed to pass away (2:7-
1 7) .  

One of the marks of the arrival of the new era is 
the rise of these I'alse teachers who have now left 
their temporary home in the church. Their teach
ing is a denial that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of 
God, and this really means that they are denying 
God the Father himself. They claim special know
ledge, to be sure, but John assures his readers that 
in view of their anointing by God (i. e. with the 
Spirit or perhaps with the Word 01' God) all Chris
tians have true knowledge (2: 1 8-27). 

He now counsels them to abide in Christ, the 
holy and righteous One, and to test themsclves and 
their teachers by their likeness to him. This leads to 
the thought 01' the great privilege of Christians as 
children of God, and the even greater privilege that 
at the advent of Christ they will become altogether 
like him-all of which constitutes a powerful in
centive to holy living (2:28-3:3). 

What, then, is the character 01' ch ildren of God 
in contrast with those who are the children of the 
devil? Since Christ ca me to take away sin, it I'ollows 
that God's children do not, and in fact cannot, sin, 
while the children 01' the devil neither do what is 
right nor show love. By this uncompromising 
statement, which must be considered in the light of 
1 :8 ,  John means that the Christian as a Christian 
cannot sin: he is speaking 01" the ideal character of 
the Christian, in contrast with the false teachers 
who made no attempt to emulatc this ideal (3:4-
1 0) 

In fact, Christians can expect to be hated by 
children of the devil, just as Abel was murdered by 
Cain; by contrast, the mark of the true Christian is 
love, seen not in murder but in self-sacrifice and 
practical charity (3 :  1 1 - 1 8) .  
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Through such deeds of love a man knows that he 
is a Christian, so that, even if  his conscience at 
times condemns hirn, he can still have perfeet con
fidence before his Judge, the God who knows his 
desire to love and serve hirn (cf Jn. 2 1 :  1 7); indeed, 
armed with this confidence, he can be bold in 
prayer, since he knows that he is pleasing God by 
keeping his commandment of love, and, further, he 
will receive inward assurance from the Spirit of 
God (3: 1 9-24). 
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But how can a Christian be sure that he has the 
Spirit of God? For the false teachers also claim to 
have the Spirit. John replies that correct belief 
about Jesus Christ come in the f1esh is the sure sign 
of true inspiration. The false teachers, however, are 
motivated by the spirit of antichrist (4: 1-6).  

After this digression, John returns to the theme 
of love. Love, he repeats, is the token that a man is 
born of God, for, as was shown in the sacrifice of 
Christ, God is love. (This is John's second great 
declaration about the nature of God.) Even if men 
cannot see God, they can know that he dweils in 
them if  they show love (4:7-1 2).  

John now summarizes the grounds of Christian 
assurance-possession of the Spirit, confession of 
Jesus Christ and the practice of love. These are 
signs that God dweils in us and give us confidence 
for the day of judgment, since there can be no fear 
where there is love. Yet, to avoid any antinomian or 
'spiritualistic' misunderstanding, John emphasizes 
that such love for God is inevitably accompanied 
by love for the brethren. All who truly confess 
Jesus Christ love God and their fellow-men. Nor is 
i t  difficult to keep this commandment, for by faith 
those who are born of God can overcome the 
forces arrayed against them (4: 1 3-5:4). 

This leads John back to the theme of faith. True 
Christian faith is centred on Jesus Christ, who not 
only submitted to the water of baptism but also 
shed his blood on the cross, and to whom the Spirit 
bears witness (Jn. 1 5 :26) . These three-the Spiri t, 
water and blood-are God's sure testimony to 
confirm faith in Christ. John possibly also means 
that the saving activity of the Spirit in the church 
(or the individual believer) and the sacraments of 
baptism and the Lord's supper continue this testi
mony. To disbelieve this testimony is to make God 
a liar and to reject the eternal life wh ich he has 
given to men in his Son (5 :5- 1 2). 

In conclusion, John states that his purpose has 
been to assure his readers of their salvation. Since 
they can be sure of divine response to their prayers, 
they are to win back erring brethren through 
prayer (although prayer is of no avail in the case of 
mortal sin, whatever that may bel. Finally come 
three great dec!arations-that Christians have 
power not to sin, that they belong to God, and that 
they are in Jesus Christ who is their great 
instructor-and a final admonition to avoid idol
atry (i. e. worship of pagan gods, but the meaning is 
not certain) (5 :  1 3-2 1 ) . 

1 1 1 .  Background and contcnts of 2 and 3 John 

2 and 3 John are real letters, each long enough to 
be accommodated on a standard size sheet of pa
pyrus (25 by 20 cm) and conforming to the pattern 
01' letter-writing 01' the time. (For a remarkably 
c10se parallel to the structure of 3 John, see C. K. 
Barrett, The New Testament Background: Selected 
Documents, 1 956, No. 22.) 

2 John is addressed from 'the eider' to 'the elect 
lady and her children'. This is in all likelihood a 
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symbolic manner of addressing a church (cf I Pet. 
5: 1 3), perhaps intended to baffle any hostile people 
into whose hands the letter might fall ( 1 -3). The 
occasion of the letter is similar to that of I lohn 
(cf 2 1n. 7 with I ln. 4:3); false teachers were travel
ling from church to church and denying that the 
Son of God had really been incarnate. The eider 
issues a warning against such teaching; those who 
'go on' to accept this new or higher teaching are 
abandoning their faith in God, the Father of lesus 
Christ. He cautions his friends not to extend hospi
tality to the false teachers, and he encourages them 
to follow after the truth which al ready abides in 
them and to fulfil the command of love (4- 1 1 ). 
Finally, he expresses the hope of seeing them soon 
and adds greetings from his own church ( 1 2f) .  

3 John is a private letter ( J ike Philemon) ad
dressed to the elder's friend Gaius, who was a lead
ing member in another church. He is commended 
for his attachment to the truth and for showing 
practical love to travelling preachers who de
pended on the churches for their keep ( 1 -8).  His 
attitude is  the reverse of that of Diotrephes, who 
was seeking to be the leader in his church (prob
ably a neighbouring church to that of Gaius), re
sisting the advice of lohn and perhaps withholding 
a previous letter of his from the church, refusing to 
welcome the travelling preachers and excommuni
cating those who did welcome them. It is likely that 
we see here the difficulties caused by the deveJop
ment of a settled local church leadership alongside 
the existence of apostolic overseers and travelling 
teachers, and that Diotrephes was aspiring to the 
position of 'bishop' in his own church and resented 
any interference from outside. Such difficulties 
were no doubt bound to arise as the apostles 
passed on, but i t  is e1ear that Diotrephes was not 
handling matters in a Christian manner. The eider 
warns that he will co me and deal personally with 
Diotrephes if necessary (9- 1 1 ) .  Finally, a word of 
commendation is added for Demetrius (probably 
the bearer of the letter and a travelling teacher), 
and the letter coneludes with warm greetings ( 1 2-
1 4). 

IV. External attestation of the Epistles 

I lohn was used by Papias (e. 1 40) according to 
Eusebius, and is quoted by Polycarp (e. 1 1 0- 1 20) 
and very probably by lustin (c. 1 50- 1 60). I t  was 
accepted as the work of the fourth Evangelist, 
lohn the apostle, by I renaeus (e. 1 80), the Murato
rian Canon (e. 1 80-200), and Clement of Alexan
dria (e. 200). According to Eusebius, there was 
never any questioning of its authenticity. 2 and 3 
lohn are probably listed in the M uratorian Canon 
(1. Stevenson, op. eil., No. 1 24 and note); 2 lohn is 
quoted by I renaeus, and both Epistles were prob
ably commented on by C1ement of Alexandria. 
Lack of mention and doubts about their canon
icity, reflected in Eusebius, who quotes Origen (1. 
Stevenson, op. eil., No. 289), were due to their 
slight nature. 

V. Provenance, authorship and date 

The Asian provenance of all five lohannine writ
ings is still the most likely. For the Epistles this is 
supported by the Cerinthian teaching which is op
posed and by the traditions which connect their 
author with Ephesus. 

The authorship of the Epistles and of the 10-
hannine writings presents problems which are not 
yet f ully solved. 

First, it is certain that one author is  responsible 
for the three Epistles, although this was denied by 
lerome and more recently doubted by R. Bult
mann (op. eit. , pp. I f). I lohn is anonymous, but 
we may now assert that its author was also 'the 
eider'. 

Second, i t  is reasonably certain that lohn's 
Gospel and I lohn are by the same author. This is 
disputed by C. H. Dodd (pp. xlvii-lvi; more fully in 
'The First Epistle of lohn and the Fourth Gospel', 
BJRL 2 1 ,  1 937, pp. 1 29- 1 56) and C.  K.  Barrett 
( The Gospel aeeording to St. John, 1 955,  pp. 49-52), 
but convincing proof is given by A.  E.  Brooke (pp. 
i-xix), W. F. Howard ( The Fourth Gospel in Reeent 
Criticism and Interpretation', 1 955 ,  pp. 2 8 1 -296), 
and W. G. Wilson (JTS 49, 1 948, pp. 1 47- 1 56). 
There can really be no doubt that lohn and I lohn 
represent the same mind at work in two different 
situations. lohn is a profound study of the incarna
tion of Christ addressed primarily as an apologetic 
to the outside world; I lohn is a tract called forth 
by a particular situation in the church. The differ
ences between the two can largely be explained by 
this difference of audience and purpose. Logically 
lohn precedes I lohn, but whether this was the 
order of composition is hardly possible to deter
mine; lohn is obviously the work of many years of 
meditation, and I lohn may have been written in 
that period. 

Third, the relation of Revelation (wh ich is 
ascribed to lohn the apostle by strong external evi
dence) to lohn and 1-3 lohn must be considered. 
The theory of common authorship of all five 
books is very difficult to maintain, as was secn 
quite early by Dionysius of Alexandria (1. Steven
son, op. eit. , No. 237). There are considerable theo
logical d ifferences between Revelation and the 
other lohannine writings, although there are also 
e10se similarities. Further, the Greek of Revelation 
is unlike that of any other book in the NT; despite 
suggestions that i t  was originally written in Ara
maie, and so possibly by the same person who 
wrote lohn and 1 -3 lohn in Greek, the theory 01' 
common authorship must remain doubtful. 

In view of these facts, various theories 01' 
authorship have been put forward, of wh ich threc 
deserve attention. 
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First, the tradition al theory, wh ich is supported 
by D. Guthrie (New Testament In troduetion) , at
tributes all five books to lohn the apostle. He was 
known as 'the eider' par exee//enee in Asia Minor 
on account of his age and authority (cf I Pet. 5: I 
for a similar title) . Against this theory must be 
reckoned the problems raised by Revelation and 
the uncertainty which some scholars find in the ex
ternal evidence lor the apostolic authorship 01' 
lohn's Gospel. 

A second solution, wh ich avoids the first of these 
difficulties, is that lohn's Gospel and 1 -3 lohn are 
by lohn the apostle and Revelation by another 
lohn who is otherwise unknown to uso This was 
essentially the theory of Dionysius of Alexandria, 
and is supported today by A.  Wikenhauser (New 
Testament Introduetion, E.T. 1 958,  pp. 547-553). 
On this view, some connection between the two 
lohns must be presupposed to account lor the 
theological similarities between the writings. 

A third solution, which avoids the second 01' the 
difficulties in the traditional theory, sees a e10se 
disciple of lohn the apostle as the author of lohn's 
Gospel and 1 -3 lohn and lohn hirnself as possibly 
the author of Revelat ion. (There are various forms 



)1' this theory.) On this view, it was 10hn's disciple 
",ho was known as 'the eider'. 

Support for this third solution has orten been 
;ought in a well-known passage in Papias (1. Ste
{enson, op. eil. , No. 3 1 ); Papias refers to certain 01' 
:he apostles, induding lohn, who are apparently 
:lead, as 'elders' and then to two living disciples 01' 
:he Lord, Aristion and the eider lohn. Some 
;cholars think that this eider lohn was a disciple 01' 
lohn the apostle and was the author 01' 10hn's 
:Jospel and 1 -3 lohn. But this is extremely con
ectural. I t  is not certain whether Papias is here 
:eferring to one lohn (the apostle) twice or to two 
;eparate lohns, and weighty names can be quoted 
for both interpretations. Further, Papias dearly 
ipplied the title 01' 'eider' to more than one person 
[induding lohn the apostle in any case), and it is 
not certain that he used the title in the same sense 
iS the author 01' 2 and 3 lohn. Finally, Papias does 
not state that the hypothetical 'eider lohn' was a 
:liscipie 01' lohn the apostle. We cannot, therefore, 
be certain on this theory that the eider 01' 2 and 3 
lohn was called lohn or that he was the 'eIder 
lohn' 01' Papias. 

On the whole, it still remains most plausible that 
the Gospel and the three letters are the work 01' 
lohn the apostle or 01' a dose disciple 01' his. 

The date 01' 1 -3 lohn cannot be rigidly deter
mined. The evidence from Qumran allows the pos
;ibility 01' an earlier development 01' the kind 01' 
theology found in the 10hannine l iterature than 
was formerly believed possible. The chief due, 
however, is the nature 01' the heresy attacked and 
the church situation, both 01' which suggest a date 
between the 60s and 90s 01' the I st eentury; our 
knowledge 01' the church in this period is so 
meagre that a doser dating is impossible. 
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I. Outline of contents 

l. The revelalion 01 Jesus 10 the world, I :  1 - 1 2: 50 
(i) Prologue ( I : I - 1 8) .  
( i i )  The  manifestation 01' lesus ( I :  1 9-2: 1 1 ) .  
( i i i) The new message (2: 1 2-4:54). 
(iv) lesus, the Son 01' God (5: 1 -47). 
(v) The bread 01' l ife (6: 1 -7 1 ). 
(vi) Conflict with the lews (7 :  1-8 :59). 
(vii) The light 01' the world (9: 1 -4 1 ). 
(viii) The good shepherd ( 1 0: 1 -42). 
(ix) The resurrection and the l ife ( 1 1 :  I -57). 
(x) The shadow 01' the cross ( 1 2 : 1 -36a). 
(xi) Epilogue ( 1 2 :36b-50). 

�. The revelation 01 Jesus to his diseiples, 1 3 :  1 - 1 7:26 
(i) The Last Supper ( 1 3 : 1 -30). 
(ii) The farewell discourses ( 1 3 : 3 1 - 1 6:33) .  
( i i i) lesus' prayer for his disciples ( 1 7 :  1 -26). 

c. The glorijicalion 01 Jesus, 1 8 :  1-2 1  :25 
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(i) The passion 01' lesus ( 1 8 : 1 - 1 9:42). 
(ii) The resurrection 01' lesus (20: 1-3 1 ) . 
(iii) The commission to the disciples (2 1 : 1 -25). 

1 1 .  Purpose 
A dear statement 01' the purpose 01' lohn is given 
in 111. 20:301'. (Cf W. C. van Unnik, TU 73, 1 959, 
pp. 382-4 1 1 .) lohn has made a selection out 01' a 
large number 01' available 'signs', and his purpose 
in narrating them is to bring his readers to the 
b�lief that lesus is the Christ (i. e. the Messiah) and 
the Son 01' God, and thus to bring them into an 
experience 01' eternal life. 

From this statement we can draw certain condu
sions wh ich are amply attested by the substance 01' 
the Gospel. First, it is basically an evangelistic 
document. Second, its explicit method is to present 
the work and words 01' lesus in such a way as to 
show the nature 01' his person. Third, the descrip
tion 01' this person as Messiah indicates that a 
lewish audience is probably in mind. Since, how
ever, lohn appears to be writing for an audience 
outside Palestine and in part ignorant 01' lewish 
customs, it is an attractive hypothesis that he wrote 
especially for lews 01' the Diaspora and proselytes 
in Hellenistic synagogues. (Cf 1. A. T. Robinson, 
Twelve NT Studies, 1 962, pp. 1 07-1 25.) This natur
ally does not exdude a Gentile audience from his 
purview, although the view that the Gospel was 
written primarily to convert the thoughtful Gentile 
(cf C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation ol the Fourlh 
Gospel, 1 953) is unlikely. 

This main purpose does not exdude other, sub
ordinate aims. Thus, first, lohn consciously stresses 
points which would refute the false or antagonistic 
views about Jesus held by lews in his time. There 
may aIso be an attempt to correct an over-zealous 
veneration for John the Baptist. Second, particu
larly in 1 3- 1 7 ,  lohn addresses Christians and gives 
teaching about l ife in the church. But the view that 
a principal aim 01' lohn was to correct the church's 
eschatology (so C. K.  Barrett) is not tenable, al
though this is  not to deny that the Gospel contains 
eschatological teaching. Third, it is orten alleged 
that John was written as a polemic against Gnosti
cism. This view gains some plausibility from the 
purpose 01' I lohn, but is not so self-evident as is 
sometimes supposed; nevertheless, John was no 
doubt aware 01' the danger 01' Gnosticism while he 
wrote, and his Gospel is in fact an excellent 
weapon against Gnosticism. 

1 1 1 .  Structure and theological content 

a. The Iristorical struclllre 
As a historical work, John is selective. It begins 
with the incarnation 01' the pre-existent Word 01' 
God in lesus ( 1 : 1 - 1 8) ,  and then passes straight to 
the early days 01' Jesus' ministry-his baptism by 
lohn and the call of his first disciples ( I :  1 9-5 1 ), 
and his return from the Jordan to Galilee ( 1 :43). 
But the scene 01' his work is not confined in the 
main to Galilee, as in the Synoptic narrative. Only 
a few 01' the incidents related take place there 
( \  :43-2: 1 2; 4:43-54; 6 :  1 -7:9). Onee the scene is 
Samaria (4: 1 -42), but most frequently it i s  Jerusa
lern, usually at the time 01' a lewish feast (2: 1 3 ; 5 :  I ;  
6:4; 7 :2 ;  1 0:22; 1 1 :55;  cf A .  Guilding, The Fourlh 
Gospel and Jewish Worship, 1 960). The last 01' these 
incidents is the raising 01' Lazarus, wh ich provoked 
the Jewish leaders to do away with Jesus ( 1 1 :45ff.), 
although, as in the Synoptic Gospels, their enmity 
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had been mounting for some time (e.g. 7: I ) . From 
this point the narrative follows lines familiar to us 
from the Synoptic Gospels-the anointing at 
Bethany ( 1 2: 1 - 1 1 ), the triumphal entry ( 1 2: 1 2- 1 9), 
the Last Supper ( 1 3), recorded with no reference to 
its sacramental features, the arrest ( 1 8 : 1 - 1 2), trials 
and Peter's denial ( 1 8 :  1 3- 1 9 :  1 6), the crucifixion 
and resurrection (20-2 1 ) . Yet in this section also 
there is much material not found in the Synoptic 
Gospels, especially the last discourses and prayer 
( 1 4- 1 6; 1 7), the details of the trial be fore Pilate 
( 1 8 :28- 1 9 :  1 6), and the resurrection appearances. 

There is no need to doubt that this historical 
outline corresponds broadly to the actual order of 
events, although i t  must be remembered that lohn 
has recorded only a few incidents and arranged 
them from the standpoint of his presentation of 
lesus as t he Messiah. 

b. The Iheological conlenl 
(i) lohn as revelalion. This historical outline is the 
vehicle of a theological presentation of lesus. 
lohn's purpose is to reveal the glory of lesus as the 
Son of God. As the pre-existent Son he shared the 
glory of the Father ( 1 7 :5 ,  24), and in his earthly life 
his glory was demonstrated to the world-or 
rat her to those who had eyes to see ( 1 : l 4)-in the 
series of signs which he wrought (2: 1 1 ). Yet in 
these signs lesus was seeking not his own glory but 
that of the Father (5 :4 1 ;  7 :  1 8). This revelation of 
lesus before the world is the theme of chs. 1 - 1 2, 
which concludes with a summarizing passage and a 
clear break in thought ( l 2 :36b-50). Since the world 
had largely not believed in hirn ( 1 2:37), lesus 
turned to his disciples, and in chs. 1 3- 1 7  we have a 
revelation of his glory, seen in humble service, to 
the disciples, who were themselves also called to a 
life in which God is glorified ( 1 5 :8 ;  2 1 : 1 9) .  But a 
theme wh ich had been hin ted at earlier also finds 
expression here, namely that lesus is supremely 
glorified in his passion and death. Thus the third 
section of the Gospel (chs. 1 8-2 1 )  shows us that 
the hour has come in wh ich lesus is glorified as the 
Son of God and glorifies God. 

At  the same time the Gospel may be regarded as 
a revelation of Irulh ( I :  1 4, 1 7). I n  the Gospel the 
world is characterized by error, imperfection and 
sin, because it has lost contact with God who is the 
true One (7:28); to it lesus brings the truth of God 
( 1 8 :37). He hirnself is the incarnation of truth 
( 1 4:6) and will be succeeded by the Spirit of truth 
( 1 4 : 1 7) .  He leads men to a true worship of God 
(4:23f.) and frees them from the errors of the devil 
(8 :44) through knowledge of the truth (8 :32). In 
contrast to the empty satisfactions of the world he 
brings true, real bread for the souls of men (6:32, 
55). 

(ii) Signs and wilnesses. The way in which this 
revelation is brought to men is  twofold. First, there 
are the signs or works performed by lesus, seven of 
which (excluding the resurrection) are related at 
length. They are signs not simply because they are 
evidence of a miraculous, supernatural power 
(4:48) but rather because by their character they 
show that their author is sent by God (9: 1 6) as the 
Messiah and Son of God (3:2; 6: 1 4; 7 :3 1 ); they 
thus authenticate his person to those who have eyes 
to see (2:23; 1 2:37). 

Usually these signs are the basis of a discourse 
or dialogue in which their spiritual significance is 
brought out. There is, however, wh at may be 
regarded as a further series of signs in words. 
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Seven times (6:35; 8: 1 2 ; 1 0 :7, 1 1 ; I I  :25; 1 4:6; 
1 5 : I ; to which 8:24 is perhaps to be added) Jesus 
says, ' I  am . .  .'. A number of concepts, all 01' them 
already current in religious language, are here 
taken over by lesus and used to explain who he is 
and what he has come to do. Wh at is especially 
significant is that this use of ' I  am' contains a 
veiled claim to deity. 

Second, the glory 01' lesus is attested by l\Iil
nesses. Jesus hirnself came to bear witness to the 
truth ( 1 8 :37), and witness is borne to hirn by lohn 
the Baptist, the woman 01' Samaria, the crowd who 
saw his signs ( 1 2: 1 7), the disciples ( 1 5:27), the wit
ness at the cross ( 1 9:35), and the Evangel ist h irnself 
(2 1  :24). Witness is also given by the Scriptures 
(5 :39), by the Father ( 5 :37), and by lesus' signs 
( 1 0:25). Such witness was meant to lead men to 
faith (4:39; 5 : 34) .  

( i i i)  The Person 0/ lesus. These signs and wit
nesses are thus meant to show that lesus is  the Son 
of God who offers life to men. Right at the begin
ning of the Gospel he is affirmed to be the Word 
(" loGos) of God ( 1 : 1 4, 1 7) .  Although this tech
nical term does not recur in lohn, it is plain that 
the rest of the Gospel is an exposition and justifica
tion of the doctrine that the Word became flesh. 
The use of 'Word' is singularly happy, for by it 
lohn was able to speak to lews who had already 
taken some steps towards regarding God's creative 
Word (Ps. 33:6) as in some sense a separate being 
from God (cf the figurative description of Wisdom 
in Pr. 8:22ff.), to Christians who preached the 
Word of God and virtually identified it with lesus 
(cf Co!. 4:3 with Eph . 6 :  1 9), and to educated 
pagans who saw the Word as the principle of order 
and rationality in the universe (popular Stoicism). 
But what lohn says goes far beyond anything that 
had previously been said. 

Second, lesus is the Messiah from the house of 
David awaited by the lews (7:42). In fact, the great 
question for the lews is whether lesus is the Mes
siah (7 :26ff.; 1 0:24), and the confession of the dis
ciples is that this is precisely who he is ( 1 :4 1 ;  4:29; 
I I  :27; 20:3 1 ). 

Third, he is the Son 0/ man. This term is the key 
to lesus' understanding of hirnself in the Synoptic 
Gospels, where i t  is connected with three ideas, the 
'hiddenness' of his Messiahship, the necessity of 
his suffering, and his function as judge at the pa
rousia. These ideas are latent in lohn (cf 1 2 :34; 
3 :  14; 5 :27), but the emphasis falls on the two ideas 
that the Son of man has been sent from heaven as 
the revealer of God and the Saviour of men (3: 1 3; 
9:35) and that he is glorified by being 'lifted up' to 
die ( 1 2 :23-34). 

Fourth, he is the Son 0/ God. This is probably 
lesus' most important title in lohn . Since the heart 
of the gospel is that God sent his Son as Saviour 
(3 :  1 6) ,  John's purpose is to lead the reader to 
recognize the claim of lesus ( 1 9 :7) and make the 
confession of the disciples (I :34, 49; I I  :27) that 
he is the Son of God. As Son, he reveals the Father 
( I :  1 8),  whose activities of l ife-giving and judgment 
he shares (5: 1 9-29). Through belief in hirn men 
receive salvation (3 :36) and freedom (8 :36) . 

But to say that lesus is the Son of God is, fifth. 
to ascribe fuH deity to hirn. Thus he who as the 
Word of God is hirnself God ( I :  I ), is also confessed 
by men on earth as Lord and God (20:28, which is 
the climax of the Gospel; cf also I :  1 8, Rsvmg.) .  

( iv) The work 0/ lesus. A further set of titles 
expresses what lesus came to do for men and wh at 



he ofTers them. These are summed up in 1 4 :6, 
where Jesus claims to be the way, the truth, and the 
life. The last 01' these words, life, is the favourite 
word in John for salvation. The world 01' men is in 
a state 01' death (5:241'.) and is destined (or judg
ment (3: 1 8 , 36). What Jesus olfers to men is I ife, 
defined by John as knowledge 01' God and Jesus 
Christ ( 1 7 :3) .  Jesus hirnself ean thus be ealled the 
l ife ( 1 :4; 1 1  :25; 1 4 :6), the giver 01' living wafer (i.e. 
life-bestowing water, 4: 1 4),  and Iiving bread 
(6:33f.).  To reeeive lesus by believing in hirn (3 :36; 
6:29) is to reeeive the bread 01' Iife, and to eat the 
flesh and drink the blood 01' Jesus (an expression in 
whieh many seholars see an allusion to the Lord's 
Supper) is to partake 01' eternal life (6:54). 

This same truth is presented in the pieture 01' 
lesus as the ligh/ 01' the world (8 :  1 2) ,  developed 
especially in eh. 9. The state 01' men is now re
garded as blindness (9:39-4 1 )  or darkness (3 :  1 9 ;  
1 2 :46), and Jesus is  the one who eures blindness 
and gives the light 01' life to those who walk in 
darkness. He is also depieted as the way to God 
( 1 4 : 1 -7) .  This idea is hinted at in 1 0:9, where he is 
the door 01' the sheepfold, but here another idea 
beeomes prominent-that lesus is the good shep
herd who gives his life for the sheep and gathers 
them into his sheepfold. Three vital ideas are eon
tained in this deseription . First, Jesus is the true 
fulfilment 01' the OT promise 01' a shepherd for the 
people 01' God. (Note that life and light are lewish 
deseriptions 01' the Law whieh finds its fulfilment 
in lesus.) Seeond, his death is not simply due to the 
opposition 01' his enemies, but is a saving death on 
behalf 0 1' men ( 1 0 : 1 1 ) by wh ich they are drawn to 
God ( 1 2 :32) .  Only through a saerifieial death ean 
sin be removed ( I  :29) and life be given to the world 
(6:5 1  b). Third, the pieture 01' a floek introduces the 
idea 01' the ehureh. 

(v) The new life. lesus is thus portrayed as the 
Saviour 01' the world (4:42). In his presenee men 
face the deeisive moment in wh ich they either 
accept hirn and pass from death to life (5 :24) or 
remain in darkness until the day 01' judgment 
( 1 2 :46-48) . 

Such acceptanee 01' lesus oeeurs when the 
Father d raws men to his Son (6:44). Through the 
work 01' the Spirit 01' God, whose movement is 
beyond human eomprehension, there then takes 
plaee the radieal change known as the new bir/h 
(3:  1 -2 1 )  by whieh a man beeomes a son 01' God 
( I :  1 2) .  

From the  human side th i s  change is the  produet 
01' lai/h, whieh is centred on the Son 01' God who 
was l ifted up on the cross to save the world (3 : 1 4-
1 8) .  A distinetion is drawn between two kinds 01' 
faith-intelleetual acceptanee 01' the claims 01' 
lesus ( 1 1 :42; 8 :24; I I  :27; 20:3 1 ), whieh by itself is 
not suffieient, and full self-eommittal to hirn (3 :  1 6; 
4:42; 9 : 35-38; 1 4 :  I ) . 

Such faith is c10sely related to knowledge. 
Whereas ordinary men have no real knowledge 01' 
God ( I :  1 0; 1 6:3) ,  through knowledge 01' Jesus men 
ean know the Father (8 : 1 9; 1 4:7).  The eontent 01' 
this knowledge is not stated in lohn;  there is no 
plaee here for the esoterie revelations eharaeteristie 
01' the mystery religions. Our only elue is that the 
way in whieh men know God and are known by 
hirn is analogous to the way in whieh lesus knows 
God and is  known by hirn ( 1 0: 1 41'.) . 

One thing, however, ean be said. This new rela
tionship is eharaeterized by love. Diseiples share in 
a relationship 01' mutual love with God like that 
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whieh exists between the Father and the Son (3 :35;  
1 4: 3 1 ), though it is to be noted that their  love is  
direeted towards the Son rat her than towards the 
Father ( 1 4:23: 1 5 :9: 1 7 :26; 2 1 : 1 5- 1 7 ; cf 5 :42; I ln .  
4:201'. ) .  

Other expressions are also used to express this 
eommunion 01' diseiples with Jesus. They are said 
to abide in hirn (6:56; 1 5 :4- 1 0) ,  and he abides in 
them (6:56; cf 1 4: 1 7) .  The preposition in is also 
important in deseribing the c10se relationship 01' 
mutual indwelling between God and lesus and be
tween lesus and his diseiples ( 1 4:20, 23; 1 7:2 1 ,  23, 
26). 

(vi) The people 01 God. Although the word 
'ehureh' is not found in John,  the idea is most eer
tainly present. To be a diseiple is automatieally to 
be a member 01' the f10ck whose shepherd is Jesus. 
lesus also uses the eoncept 01' the vine ( 1 5 : 1 -8). A 
new vine is to replace the old vi ne (i. e. the earthly 
people 01' Israel); Jesus hirnself is the stern, and 
from hirn life flows to the branches and enables 
them to bear fruit . 

The life 01' disciples is charaeterized by a love 
whieh follows the example 01' Jesus, who humbly 
washed his disciples' feet ( 1 3 : 1 -20, 341'.) . Such 
love is in contrast with the attitude 01' the world 
whieh ha/es and persecu/es the disciples ( 1 5 : 1 8-
1 6:4, 32f.), and its result is that the ehurch shows 
that uni/y for which lesus prays in eh. 1 7 . 

But the church is no elosed fellowship; others 
are to eome to belief through the word 01' the dis
ci pies ( 1 7:20). This is eonfirmed in eh. 2 1 ,  where 
the idea 01' mission or sending (20:2 1 )  is developed. 
The 1 53 fish are symbolic 01' the spread 01' the 
gospel to all men, and the task 01' the good shep
herd is handed on from the Master to the disciples. 

(vii) Escha/ology. lesus thus looks forward to the 
continuing life 01' the church after his glorification 
( 1 4 : 1 2) .  In anticipation 01' his seeond advent he 
promises to come to the church ( 1 4 :  1 8) in the 
person 01' the Spirit. The Spirit comes to the indi
vidual disciple (7 :37-39) and to the ehureh ( 1 4 :  1 6f. ,  
26; 1 5 :26; 1 6:7-1 1 ,  1 3- 1 5) ,  and his function is to  
take the  place 01' Jesus (as  'ano/her Counsellor') 
and glorify hirn. 
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I t  may thus be said that in lohn the future is 
'realized' in the present; Jesus comes again through 
the Spirit to his diseiples, they already partake 01' 
eternal l ife, and already the process 01' judgment is 
at work. Yet it would be wrong to conclude that in 
lohn the future activity 01' God is replaced by his 
present activity. No less than in the rest 01' the NT 
is  the future eoming 01' lesus ( 1 4:3; 21 :23) and the 
future judgment 01' all men (5 :25-29) taught. 

IV. Textual problems and source criticism 

Two passages found in the AV 01' lohn do not 
belong to the original text and have been removed 
to the margin in modern VSS. These are the Peri
cope de Adul/eria (7 :53-8: 1 1 ) ,  a genuine story 
about lesus which has been preserved outside the 
eanonieal Gospels and found its way into certain 
late MSS 01' lohn, and the explanation 01' the 
moving 01' the water (5 :3b-4), which is omitted in 
the best MSS. 

A special problem is raised by eh. 2 1 .  While E. C. 
Hoskyns held that it was an integral part 01' the 
original Gospel, the majority 01' seholars think 
that i t  was either a later addition 01' the author or 
(less probably) that  i t  was added by another hand. 
The main argument is that 20: 3 1  reads like the 
conclusion 01' a book; so me scholars also find 
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stylistie di fferences between eh. 2 1  alld chs. 1 -20, 
but in the opinion 01' e. K. Barrett these are not in 
themselves decisive. 

Some scholars (e.g. R. Bultmann) believe that 
the present order 01' the material in lohn is not that 
01' the author but has been seriously altered, per
haps by loose sheets 01' papyrus being combined in 
the wrong order. There is, however, no objective 
textual evidence for this, although the phenom
enon is not unknown in ancient literature. The dis
placements found in ch. 1 8  in eertain MSS are c\ear
Iy secondary, and Tatian (c. 1 70), who made some 
al terations in order when he was combining the 
Gospels in a single narrative, does not support 
modern reconstructions. M ost recent commenta
tors find that the Gospel makes good sense as it 
stands. 

Attempts have also been made, most COITI
prehensively by R. Bultmann, to trace the use 01' 
written sources and editorial activity in lohn. 
While the use 01' sources is probable, there is little 
unanimity regarding their extent. I t  is likely that 
the Gospel went through several stages 01' com
position, a fact which makes analysis extremely 
difficult. 

V. The background of thought 

After a period in which lohn was regarded as a 
Hellenistic book, to which the c\osest paralleIs 
were to be found in a strongly Hellenized ludaism, 
mystery religions and even Greek philosophy, there 
is at present a rediscovery 01' the essentially lewish 
background 01' the Gospel. 

Much evidence has been found 01' Aramaic tra
ditions behind the Synoptic Gospels and lohn ( M .  
Black, An Aramaie Approach to  the Gospels and 
Acts3, 1 967). An Aramaic sayings source may lie 
behind lohn-Aramaic being, 01' course, the 
mother tongue 01' lesus. The thought in lohn is 
often expressed with the parataxis and parallelism 
which are well-known features 01' Semitic writing. 
All the indications are that the linguistic back
ground 01' lohn is Aramaic, although the theory 
that it was originally written in Aramaic is 
unconvincing. 

This naturally means that the thought 01' lohn is 
Iikely to be lewish, which is in fact the ca se. AI
though there are comparatively few quotations, 
most 01' the key ideas in lohn are taken from the 
OT (e.g. word, life, light, shepherd, Spirit, bread, 
vine, love, witness) and lesus is portrayed as the 
fulfilment 01' the OT. 

ParalleIs with contemporary lewish thought, es
pecially with orthodox rabbinic ludaism, may aIso 
be found, it being only natural that lesus and his 
followers should often have agreed with the OT 
scholars 01' their time and been influenced-both 
positively and negatively-by them (cf 5 : 39; 7:42). 
Since Palestinian ludaism had been subject to Hel
lenistic influences for about two centuries, there is 
no need to look wider for Hellenistic influence 
upon lohn . The degree 01' resemblance between 
ideas found in lohn and in Philo 01' Alexandria is 
variously estimated. 

The lewish sectarian texts from Qumran also 
help to fill in the background 01' lohn, although 
their importanee for the understanding 01' the NT 
tends to be exaggerated. Attention is  usually drawn 
to the dualism 01' light and darkness and to the 
Messianic hopes found in the texts, but the roots 01' 
these ideas lie in the OT, and it is doubtful whether 
a direct influence from Qumran upon lohn re-

quires to be postulated. (See F. M. Braun, RB 62, 
1 955, pp. 5--44); 1. H. Charlesworth (ed.), lohn and 
Qumran, 1 972). 

Other possible formative influences are dis
cussed in detail by e. H. Dodd. He rightly rejects 
Mandaism, a pagan-Christian syncretism whose 
earliest literature is considerably later than lohn .  
But  he devotes considerable attention to Hel
lenistic mystery religion, especially as depicted in 
the Corpus Hermeticum (* HERMETIC LITERATuRE) , 
a series 01' tracts probably emanating from Egypt 
in the 3rd century in their present form. Btll, while 
there are interesting paralleIs 01' thought which 
demonstrate that lohn would be intelligible to 
pagans and not merely to lews, a c\ose affiliation 01' 
thought is unlikely. (Cf G. D. Kilpatrick in Studies 
in the Fourth Gospel, ed. F. L. Cross, 1 957 . )  

In the 2nd century there was a developed Chris
tian * Gnosticism, and we must certainly think 01' 
some kind 01' 'pre-Gnosticism' in the I st century, 
reflected in the polemic in Col. and I ln .  Thc 
theory that lohn was influenced by the Gnostic 
heretics whom he opposes (cf 1 1 ,  above) was pro
pounded by E.  F. Scott ( The Fourlh Gospef, 1 908, 
pp. 86- 1 03); more recently than this R .  Bultmann 
and E. Käsemann have argued that in lohn lesus is 
presented in terms 01' Gnostic myths. The view 01' 
e. H. Dodd that lohannine Christianity is entirely 
different from Gnosticism in spite 01' a common 
background (op. eil., p. 1 1 4) does much greater 
justice to facts. 

Within the early Christian world the lohannine 
literature occupies a unique place and represents 
an independently developed strand 01' thought .  
Nevertheless, i t s  teaching is that 01' the Christian 
church generally, and the differences from, say, 
Paul are more 01' form than 01' content. ( Cf A .  M .  
Hunter, The Unily 01 the New Testament, 1 943.) 

VI. External attestation 

The existenee 01' lohn's Gospel is attested in Egypt 
before AD 1 50 by the Rylands Papyrus 457, the 
earliest known fragment 01' a NT MS. 

The use 01' lohn as an authori tative Gospel 
alongside the other three is attested by the Egerton 
Papyrus 2, also dated before 1 50 (e. H. Dodd, New 
Testament Studies, 1 953, pp. 1 2-52). I t  was also 
used by Tatian in his Diatessaron, and I renaeus (e. 
1 80) speaks 01' a four-Gospel canon. lohn was cer
tainly also known and used in heretical Gnostic 
circ\es-e.g. by Ptolemaeus, a disciple 01' Valenti
nus, by the Gospel 01 Peler (e. 1 50), and (fairly cer
tainly) by the author 01' the Valentinian Gospel 01 
Truth. Knowledge 01' lohn by other writers in this 
period is difficult to attest. There are traces 01' 10-
hannine language in Ignatius (e. 1 1 5) and lustin (e. 
1 50-1 60), but i t  is questionable whether literary 
dependence is indicated. 

Traditions about the authorship 01' lohn are 
given by I renaeus, who states that lohn, the dis
ciple 01' the Lord, gave out the Gospel at Ephesus. 
This tradition is repeated by Clement 01' Alexan
dria (e. 200) and the anti-Marcionite prologue to 
lohn; the 2nd-century date 01' the latter is, however, 
suspect. The Muratorian Canon (e. 1 80-200) gives 
a legend in which lohn the apostle is the author, 
and the apostolic authorship was accepted by 
Ptolemaeus. But Papias, who had c\ose aecess to 
apostolic traditions, is silent on the matter, and 
Polycarp, who was an associate 01' lohn according 
to Irenaeus, quotes the Epistles but not the Gospel. 
Nor do the apocryphal Acls 01 lohn say anything 
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about the Gospel. At the beginning of the 3rd cen
tury there was some opposition to the apostolic 
authorship of lohn. possibly because of the use 
made of it by the Gnostics. 

VII. Authorship 
At the end of the 1 9th century the view that lohn 
the apostle wrote the Fourth Gospel was widely 
accepted on the basis of the ex ternal evidence set 
out above and the internal evidence. The latter re
ceived its c1assical formulation from B. F. Westcott 
and from 1. B. Lightfoot (Biblical Essays, 1 893, pp. 
1 - 1 98), who demonstrated that the Gospel was 
written by a lew, by a Palestinian lew, by an eye
witness of the events recorded, by an apostle, and, 
in particular, by the apostle lohn, who is referred 
to as the 'beloved disciple'. 

A number of arguments have been raised against 
this chain of reasoning. First, there is the theory 
that • lohn died as a martyr at an early age, but this 
is rightly rejected by the majority of scholars. 

Second, the alleged geographical and historical 
inaccuracy of lohn is held to militate against 
authorship by an eyewitness. The most recent 
archaeology has, however, confirmed the geo
graphical accuracy of lohn in a striking way (cf R .  
D .  Potter, TU 73, 1 959, pp. 329-337). For the his
torical problem, see below. 

Third, it is alleged that the apostle lohn was in
capable of writing such a Gospel. He was an un
learned man-a view wh ich finds its only and in
adequate basis in a questionable exegesis of Acts 
4: 1 3  and ignores such analogies as Bunyan, the 
Bedford tinker. As an apostle he could not have 
written a Gospel so different from ' the other 
three-a view wh ich does not take into account the 
special purpose of lohn and the fact that we have 
no other Gospel directly written by an apostle for 
comparison. As a Jew he could not have the mas
tery of Hellenistic thought seen in the Gospel
see, however, V, above. Finally, nobody would pre
sume to call hirnself the 'beloved disciple'-which 
is, however, no more than a subjective argument 
(those who find i t  weighty can attribute the use of 
the title to lohn's scribe). 

Fourth, the weightiest argument is the slowness 
01' the church to accept lohn's Gospel. The reliabil
ity of I renaeus has been called in question (but 
with uncertain justification), and it has been ob
served that the people who might be expected to 
know lohn and quote from it fail to do so. Against 
this must be pointed out the general weakness of 
arguments from silence (cf W. F. Howard, The 
Fourth Gospel in Recent Criticism and Interpret
ation', 1 955, p. 273) and the fact that the evidence 
for the acceptance and use of the other three Gos
pels is almost equally scanty before the per iod in 
wh ich we find all four Gospels accepted together. 
Further, we are completely ignorant of the circum
stances of publication of lohn except for the brief 
note in 2 1  :24. 

It may be taken as quite certain that we can 
safely disregard any theory wh ich denies a connec
tion between lohn the apostle and the Gospel. 
Three possibilities then arise. First, lohn may have 
composed it hirnself with the aid of an amanu
ensis. Second, a disciple of lohn may have used the 
memoirs of lohn or a lohannine tradition as the 
basis for the Gospel. A third possibility, wh ich is a 
variant 01' thc second, is that there was a lohannine 
'school', possibly to be linked with S Palestine, in 
wh ich the characteristic lohannine theology was 
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developed and whose members produced the 10-
hannine literature. It is, however, diflicult to bring 
forward decisive evidence for or against such a 
theory. (One may compare K. Stendahl's hypoth
esis of a Matthean school, the evidence for which is 
still flimsy.) 

It is difficult to decide between these theories. 
But the tradition that lohn dictated the Gospel is 
widespread (cf R. V. G. Tasker, TNTC, 1 960, pp. 
1 7-20) and bears the marks of genuineness. There 
are still good grounds for maintaining a c10se as
sociation of lohn the apostle with the actual writ
ing of the Gospel. 

(See also • lOHN, EPISTLES OF. ) 

VIII. Provenance and date 

Early tradition connects lohn the apostle with Asia 
Minor and in particular with Ephesus. A connec
tion with Asia Minor is most suitable for 1 -3 ln.  
and is demanded by Rev.; whether the author of 
the lalter be the Evangelist or an associate of his, 
this strengthens the ca se for Asia. 

The claims of other pi aces cannot, however, be 
ignored. The apparent lack of knowledge of lohn 
in Asia gives weight to the claims of Alexandria: 
here lohn was certainly used very early by the 
gnostics (cf also the papyri), the c1imate of 
thought (Hellenistic ludaism) could be regarded as 
suitable, and the general remoteness of Alexandria 
would explain the Gospel's slow circulation. There 
is, however, no tradition connecting lohn with Al
exandria. The claims of Ant ioch have also been 
pressed, but they are hardly strong. Some would 
connect the Gospel of lohn with S Palestine in 
view of its background of thought, but this only 
confirms that for part of his life the author was 
resident in Palestine. 

lohn is usually dated in the 90s. This view is 
based on the assumed dependence of lohn on the 
Synoptic Gospels (but see IX, below) and the al
leged post-Pauline character of its theology. While 
there is no need to regard lohn as dependent on 
Paulinism, i t  is difficult to avoid the impression 
that i t  is not an early writing. If it is connected with 
Ephesus it must be placed after the activity of Paul 
there; this is confirmed by the date of 1 -3 1 n. ,  
wh ich is hardly earlier than the 60s. I f  lohn is con
nected with some other place of composition, e.g 
Palestine, an earlier date is possible but remains 
unlikely. The real point of the 'Palestinian back
ground' argument is that the date no longer needs 
to be put extremely late in order to account lor the 
development of thought. (Cf 1. A.  T. Robinson, 
op. cit., pp. 94- 1 06.) 

IX. Relation to the Synoptic Gospels 

a. Knowledge 0/ the Synoptic tradition 
The accepted opinion until about 40 years aga was 
that lohn knew the Synoptic Gospels, or at least 
Mark and Luke, and that he wrote in order to cor
rect, supplement or replace them. Sharp criticism 
of this view came from P. Gardner-Smith (St. lohn 
and the Synoptic Gospels, 1 938), B. Noack (Zur 
lohanneisclren Tradition, 1 954) and C. H .  Dodd 
(Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, 1 963), 
who argued that lohn was dependent on the oral 
tradition behind the Synoptics, and wrote in
dependently of them . The c10sest contacts are be
tween lohn and Luke, especially in the passion 
narrative, but it is doubtful whether these prove lit
erary dependence; Luke may weil have had access to 
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the traditions recorded in lohn or even had person
al acquaintance with its author (cf G. W. Broom
field, lohn. Peter and the Fourth Gospel, 1 934). 

The external evidence must also be taken into 
account. Papias' information about Mark and the 
Logia came from [lohn] 'the eider', who may be 
connected with the composition 01' the Gospel of 
lohn. Clement of Alexandria wrote, 'Last of all, 
lohn, perceiving that the external facts had been 
made plain in the Gospel, being urged by his 
friends, and inspired by the Spirit, composed a 
spiritual Gospel.' We can, of course, accept this 
description 01' lohn as the spiritual Gospel without 
believing that lohn wrote out 01' a knowledge 01' the 
other Gospels, but it is diflicult to believe that he 
did not have some idea of their contents, even if he 
did not have copies 01' them before hirn as he wrote. 
The question, then, must bc regarded as still open. 

b. Comparison 0/ the narratives 
Two problems arise here. The first is whether the 
Synoptic and lohannine narratives are compatible 
with each other and can be worked into a single 
account. It is a fact that attempts can be made to fit 
the two together in a reasonably convincing 
manner and thus to shed new light on both .  (E .  
Stauffer, lesus and His Story, 1 960.) This  is pos
sible because the two accounts describe the activity 
01' lesus at different periods and in different local
ities; the old-fashioned idea that the Synoptic 
Gospels leave no room for a ministry in Jerusalem 
(other than in the passion narrative) is now quite 
discredited. It must be remembered, 01' course, that 
none 01' the Gospels pretends to give an exact 
chronological narrative, so that a detailed re
construction 01' the order 01' events is impossible. 

The second problem concerns the cases where 
historical contradictions appear to arise between 
the Gospels, including cases where it is held that 
lohn is consciously correcting data given in the 
Synoptic Gospels. Examples 01' this are the reason 
for lesus' arrest (in particular, the question why the 
raising 01' Lazarus is omitted in the Synoptic nar
rative; see a possible answer in 1. N. Sanders, NTS 
I ,  1 9 54-5, p. 34); the date 01' the c1eansing 01' the 
Temple; and the date 01' the last supper and cruci
fixion (see N. Geldenhuys, Commentary on the 
Gospel 0/ Luke, 1 950, pp. 649-670). The extent 01' 
such difficulties can be exaggerated, but it must be 
admitted that some real problems exist to which 
answers have yet to be found. In any case the sub
stance 01' the Gospel records is not affected by 
these differences. 

c. The discourses in lohn 
The teaching ascribed to lesus in lohn di ffers 
markedly in content and style from that in the 
Synoptic Gospels. Such familiar ideas as the king
dom 01' God, demons, repentance and prayer are 
missing, and new topics appear, such as truth, Iife, 
the world, abiding and witness. At the same time 
there are close and intricate connections between 
the two traditions, and common themes appear, 
e.g. Father, Son of man, faith, love and sending. 
The style and vocabulary also di ffer. There are no 
parables in lohn, and lesus often speaks in long 
discourses or dialogues wh ich are unparalleled in 
the Synoptic Gospels. 

Many scholars, therefore, believe that lohn gives 
us his own thoughts or his own meditations upon 
the words 01' lesus rat her than his ipsissima verba. 
This conclusion is strongly supported by the fact 
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that a very similar style and content is found in I 
ln.  Nevertheless, it must be carefully qualified. 
First 01' all, the Gospel of lohn contains many say
ings wh ich are similar in form and content to Syn
optic sayings (cf B. Noack, op. eil . ,  pp. 89- 1 09; C. 
H. Dodd, op. eit. , pp. 335-349) and which have 
equal right to be regarded as authentie. Second, 
there is, on the other hand, at least one famous 'bolt 
from the lohannine blue' in the Synoptic Gospels 
(Mt .  I I  :25-27) which is a standing warning against 
the facile assumption that the Synoptic lesus did 
not speak the language of the lohannine lesus. 
Third, the same traces of Aramaic speech and the 
same conformity to lewish methods 01' discussion 
are to be found in lohn as in the Synoptic Gospels. 

Thus we can say with considerable confidence 
that the sayings recorded in lohn have a firm his
torical basis in the actual words 0 1' lesus. They 
have, however, been preserved in a lohannine 
commentary from which they can be separated 
only with great difficulty. (Cf the problem 01' Ga!. 
2 :  1 4ff. ; where does Paul's speech to Peter end and 
his meditation upon it begin?) This is no radical 
conclusion. So conservative a scholar as WestcOlt 
saw, for example, the words of lohn rat her than 01' 
lesus in 3: 1 6--2 1 .  

X .  History and interpretation in John 

The purpose 01' lohn (see 1 1 ,  above) demands that, 
in broad outline at least, the contents 01' lohn be 
regarded as history; it completely fails 01' attain
ment if lohn gives us a legendary construction 
devised to substantiate the church's preaching 01' 
Jesus as the Messiah instead 01' the historical facts 
which Iie behind and authenticate that preaching. 
(See C. F. D. Moule, The Phenomenon 0/ the NT, 
1 967, pp. 1 00-1 1 4 .) 

It has al ready been suggested that many 01' the 
difficulties commonly raised against the historicity 
01' lohn are by no means so serious as they are 
often made out to be. There is in fact a growing 
tendency to recognize that lohn contains import
ant historical traditions about lesus and that an 
adequate understanding 01' his earthly life cannot 
be obtained from the Synoptic Gospels alone (cf 
T. W. Manson, BlRL 30, 1 947, pp. 3 1 2-329: A. M .  
Hunter, According to lohn, 1 968). 

On the other hand, the total impression given by 
lohn after a reading 01' the Synoptic Gospels is 
that here we have an interpretation 01' Jesus rather 
than a strictly literal account 01' his life. The teach
ing wh ich he gives is different and the picture 01' his 
person is also different, particularly as regards his 
Messianic and filial self-consciousness. Yet it 
would be unwise to over-emphasize these differ
ences. lesus is no less human in lohn than in the 
other Gospels, and even the 'Messianic secrecy' 01' 
the Synoptic Gospels is not altogether absent from 
lohn. F. F. Bruce can go so far as to say that there 
is no fundamental discrepancy between the lesus 
01' the Synoptic Gospels and 01' lohn (The Ne!>' 
Testament Doclllnents\ 1 960, pp. 60r). 

What this amounts to is that lohn does not con
tradict the other Gospels but interprets the Person 
who is depicted in them. While the other Evangel
ists have given us a photograph 01' Jesus, lohn has 
given us a portrait (W. Temple, op. eit. below, p. 
xvi). Consequently, in the light of what has been 
said, lohn can be used as a source for the life 01' 
lesus and for lohn's interpretation 01' that life, even 
if it is impossible to separate these two rigidly from 
each other. The earthly life of Jesus cannot be 



completely understood in isolation from his revela
tion 01' hirnself as the risen Lord to his church. 
Under the inspiration 01' the Spirit (cf 1 4 :26; 
1 6 :  1 4) John has brought out the meaning 01' the 
earthly life 01' Jesus; he interprets the story 01' 
Jesus, and in doing so he gives us, in the words 01' 
A. M .  Hunter, 'the true meaning 01' the earthly 
story' (Introducing New Testament Theology, 1 957, 
p. 1 29). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on the English 
text: B. F. Westcott, 1 882 and later (also on the Gk.  
text, 1 908); E. C. Hoskyns and F. N. Davey, ' 1 947; 
R .  Y. G. Tasker, TNTC, 1 960; 1. Marsh, Pelican, 
1 968; 1. N. Sanders and B. A .  Mastin, BNTC, 1 968 
reprinted 1 985; R. E. Brown, AB, 1 97 1 ;  L .  Morris, 
NIC/NLC, 1 97 1 ;  B. Lindars, NCB, 1 972; F. F. 
Bruce, 1 983; 1. A. Michaels, NIBC, 1 983; D. A .  
Carson, 1 99 1 ;  on the Greek text: 1 .  H .  Bernard, 
ICC, 1 928; C. K. Barrett, 1 955, 2 1 978; R. Schnack
enburg, 1 -3, 1 968-82 (vol. 4 only available in Ger., 
HTKNT, 1 984); R. Bultmann, 1 97 1 ;  G. R .  
Beasley-Murray, WBC, 1 987. 

W. F. Howard, The Fourth Gospel in Recent 
Criticism and Interpretation ', 1 955;  C. H .  Dodd, 
The Interpretation 0/ the Fourth Gospel, 1 953;  idem, 
Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, 1 963; 1. 
L. Martyn, History and Theology in the Fourth 
Gospel, 1 968; A .  M .  Hunter, According to lohn, 
1 968; R. T. Fortna, The Gospel 0/ Signs, 1 970; C. 
K.  Barrett, The Gospel 0/ lohn and ludaism, 1 975; 
S. S. Smalley, lohn: Evangelist and Interpreter, 
1 978; 1. A. T. Robinson, The Priority 0/ lohn, 1 985;  
G. M .  Burge, The Anointed Community, 1 987; J 
Ashton, Understanding the Fourth Gospel, 1 99 1 .  

J .H .M .  

JOKNEAM, JOKMEAM (Heb. yoqn'am, 
yoqm 'am). I. A Canaanite city (Jos 1 2:22), no. 1 1 3 
in the list 01' Tuthmosis 1 1 1 ;  modern Tel Yoqneam 
(Tell Qeimun), 1 2  km NW 01' Megiddo. 'The brook 
cast 01' ('al p 'ne, facing) Jokneam' (Jos. 1 9 :  1 1 ), 
which bounded Zebulun, was probably not the 
Kishon (GTn but a tributary (LOB). As a levitical 
city, Jokneam was in Zebulun (Jos. 2 1 :34), so the 
boundary may have run S ol' thc Kishon here. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. GTT, pp. 306, 350; LOB, pp. 
1 52, 257; M .  Noth, losl/a' (German), 1 953, p. 
1 1 5 ; 1. Drinkard, lBL 98, 1 979, pp. 2851'. ; A. Ben
Tor, JE1 33, 1 983, pp. 30-54; NEAEHL, pp. 805-
8 1 1 .  

2. A levitical city in Ephraim ( I  Ch.  6:68, per
haps Kibzaim, Jos. 2 1  :22); in the Jordan valley, I Ki .  
4. 1 2, but Noth and Gray regard this as Jokneam ( I ) . 
Perhaps Tell el-Mazar (B. Mazar, VT SI/Pp. 7, 
1 960, p. 1 98; LOB, p. 3 1 3) .  J . P.U.L. 

JOKSHAN. A son 01'  Abraham and Keturah, and 
father 01' Shcba and Dedan (Gn. 25 :2-3; I Ch.  
1 :32). Thc name is  somctimcs assumed to bc an
other form of * Joktan (Gn . 1 0:25-29; I Ch . I : 1 9-
23), but bearers of these names are kept distinct in 
thc genealogical lists. R.J .W.  

. JOKTAN. A son of Eber of the family of Shem, 
and father of Almodad, Sheleph, Hazarmaveth, 
Jcrah, Hadoram, Uzal, Diklah, Obal, Abimael, 
Shcba, Ophir, Havilah and Jobab (Gn. 1 0:25-26, 
29; I Ch. I :  1 9-20, 23), many of whom have been 
connected with tribes in S Arabia. The name is 
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unknown outside the Bible, but on the basis 01' the 
descendants a region 01' occupation in S or SW 
Arabia may be postulated. The modern tribes 01' S 
Arabia claim that the pure Arabs are descended 
from Joktan. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A.  Montgomery, Arabia and 
lhe Bible, 1 934, pp. 37-42; W. Thesiger, Arabian 
Sands, 1 960, p. 77. T.C.M. 

JONAH. Hebrew personal name, meaning 'dove' .  
The NT form 01' the  name in AV is normally Jonas, 
twice Jona. I .  A Heb. prophet 01' the reign 01' Jero
boam 1 1  01' Israel, in the 8th century BC. He came 
from Gath-hepher, a Zebulunite town, located in 
the vicinity 01' Nazareth.  His father's name was 
Amittai . He predicted the territorial expansion 
achieved by Jeroboam at the expense 01' Syria (2 
Ki. 1 4:25). This Jonah is also the hero 01' the book 
that bears his name, the fifth 01' the twelve Minor 
Prophets. The book differs considerably from the 
other OT Prophets in that it is almost entirely nar
rative and contains no long prophetie oracles. (See 
the following article.) 
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2. The father 01' Simon Peter, according to Mt .  
1 6: 1 7. Some MSS 01' Jn .  1 :42; 2 1 : 1 5ff. also call hirn 
Jonah (cf AV rendering), but the best attested read-
ing here is 'John'. D.F.P .  

JONAH, BOOK OF. 

Map showing lire area covered by lhe mission 0/ 
lonah. 

I. Outline of contents 

The book is divided into four chapters, which 
neatly divide the subject-matter. The first chapter 
relates that Jonah, bidden by God to go to Nincveh 
and protest against its wickedncss, rebe lied and 
lOok ship in the opposite direction. A storm arose, 
and the sailors eventually threw Jonah overboard, 
at his own suggestion. A great fish then swallowed 
thc prophet. Ch. 2 gives the text 01' his prayer, or 
rather psalm 01' thanksgiving, from the fish's belly. 
The fish presently disgorged Jonah on to the shore . 
Ch. 3 shows Jonah going to N ineveh, after all. His 
preaching 01' doom led the citizens to repent 01' 
their evil ways. In eh. 4 we find Jonah angry at thcir 
repentance and subscquent escape from destruc
tion; whcreupon God, by inducing Jonah's pity on 
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a plant, taught hirn that he must have compassion 
for all men. 

11. Authorship and date 
The book gives no indication who i ts author was. 
Jonah hirnself may have written it, but the book 
nowhere uses the first person (contrast, for ex
am pie, Ho. 3 :  I ); and the probability of a date later 
than the 8th century is indicated by the implication 
of Jon. 3 : 3  that Nineveh was no more (it was des
troyed in 6 1 2  BC). If Jonah was not the author, 
nobody can say who did write i t .  The date of writ
ing, then, may have been in the 8th century, but 
was more probably not earlier than the 6th century. 
The twelve Minor Prophets were known and vener
ated by the end of the 3rd century (cf Ecclus. 
40: I 0), so a 3rd-century date for the book is the 
la test it can possibly be allowed. The universalistic 
emphasis of the book is frequently considered to be 
a protest against the ultra-nationalistic spirit of the 
Jews after the time of Ezra; however, universalistic 
passages occur as early as the 8th century (cf Is. 
2 :2ff.) .  Various features of the Heb. of Jonah consti
tute the strongest argument for post-exilic date; but 
the brevity of the book permits no certainty. (See 
also D. W. B. Robinson in NBCR on this issue.) 

1 1 1 .  Interpretations 

The nature 'of the book is a very controversial 
topic. I t  has been variously explained as myth
ology, allegory, commentary (or Midrash), parable 
and history. The mythological and allegorical ap
proaches are no longer in vogue, and may safely be 
set aside. Most present-day scholars see the book 
as primarily parabolic, but partly midrashic, i. e. 
relating traditions about Jonah additional to the 
bare details of 2 Ki. 1 4. The parabolic interpret
ation views the book as a moral tale, comparable 
with Nathan's story to David (2 Sa. 1 2: I ff.) or with 
our Lord's parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk. 
I 0 :30ff.) which, of course, sought to teach the same 
lesson as the book of Jonah. The parabolic view
point is not merely an expedient to avoid believing 
in the miracle of Jonah's emerging alive from the 
fish's belly, as has sometimes been claimed. Such 
parables are frequent in Scripture; the chief argu
ment against this interpretation is the unparalleled 
length 01' the story. 

The historical interpretation is based on the ob
vious sense of the tex t, and the fact that the story is 
applied to a definite and historical figure, Jonah the 
son of Amittai (whereas the characters in the 
above-mentioned parables are anonymous). Cer
tainly Jewish tradition accepted the book as his
tory, and our Lord's references to it (Mt .  1 2 ;  Lk.  
1 1 ) probably, though not necessarily, imply that he 
did so too. The historical interpretation is ,  how
ever, challenged on several points, notably the mir
acle of the fish, the vast size attributed to Nineveh, 
the statement that its king and citizens not only 
listened to a Heb. prophet but without hesitation 
or exception repented, and lastly, the unnaturally 
fast rate of growth of the gourd. However, it may 
be that the first was a genuine miracle; in any case 
the story may have modern paralleis (see A. 1. 
Wilson). The growth of the gourd might again be 
miraculous; or, more simply, one can claim that 
10n. 4 :  10 is not intended to be strictly litera!. As for 
the size of Ni neveh (1on. 3 :3) ,  it is possible that the 
author intended a much bigger area than the city 
itself; confirrnation of this may be seen in the fact 
that he refers to a 'king of Nineveh' (3 :6), whereas 

other OT writers speak of kings of Assyria, of 
which country Nineveh was the last capital. (But 
see ° NINEVEH. ) It can also be asserted that in the 
low fortunes of Assyria prior to the accession of 
Tiglath-pileser I I I  (745 BC) the Ninevites would 
readily have listened to a prophet who forecast dis
aster unless they repented. Theirs was a poly
theistic religion, so they might weil have sought to 
avoid offending even a foreign unknown dei ty. 

It is fai r  to say that none of the objections to the 
historical interpretation is insuperable. The same 
might be said about the parabolic interpretation. 
The choice seems to rest, therefore, between these 
two. 

IV. Pur pose 

It is generally agreed that the purpose of Jonah is 
didactic; i t  ends with a challenging question (cf 
Lk. 10 :36) . It is disputed whether the intention was 
a protest against a narrow, exclusivistic ludaism; a 
challenge to missionary endeavour; or an explan
ation for the apparent non-fulfilment of earlier 
prophetic oracles against foreign nations. Without 
knowing the exact circumstances in which the 
book was issued, we cannot easily decide the ques
tion; in any case, these possibilities are not mutu
ally exclusive. The book undeniably stresses thc 
universal powers of God. over individuals and na
tions east and west, and over l ife and death; and 
also the universal mercy and love of God, towards 
disobedient Jews and cruel Gentiles alike. 
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V. Composition 

The book is widely accepted as a unity, apart from 
the psalm (2:2-9), wh ich many scholars have held 
to be an interpolation. The present trend may be 
towards its acceptance, however (cf Kaiser, lOT, p. 
1 96) . The psalm is not so inapposite as has often 
been claimed; Jonah had been rescued from a 
watery grave-even if he had yet to be released 
from the fish's belly-and the use of traditional 
language depicting death in marine metaphors is 
therefore remarkably fitting. At the same time, it is 
noteworthy that the more usual frame of reference 
of such a psalm lays the basis for the NT interpret
ation of its significance (cf Mt. 1 2 :39ff.). 
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JONATHAN (Heb y'h6nälän or y6nälän, 'Yahweh 
has given'). 

I. Son of Gershorn, descendant of Moses (AV 
'Manasseh') .  He was hired by Micah to officiate as 
priest before an idol in Ephraim, then became 
priest and progenitor of a line of priests to the 
Danites 'until the day of the captivity of the land' 
(1dg. 1 7; 1 8 : 30-3 1 ). 

2. Eldest son of King Saul by his only wife ( I  Sa. 
1 4:49-50), he was his father's heir, wh ich makes his 
loyalty and affection for David, who succeeded 
Saul, the more wonderful ( I  Sa. 20:3 1 ). Jonathan 



first appears in the biblical record as thc victor at 
Geba, a Philistine stronghold, though his father's 
strategy at that time suggests by analogy that he 
may have taken part in the relief of Jabesh-gilead 
( I  Sa. 1 1 : 1 1 ;  1 3 :2). His prowess and courage as a 
warrior recalled in David's elegy (2 Sa. I :22), are 
clearly �een in his lone attack on another Philistine 
garrison, an incident wh ich also shows hiS ability 
to inspire loyalty as weil as to offer It (I Sa. 14 :7). I t  
i s  for h i s  own loyalty t o  David, however, that h e  IS 
chiefly remembered; a loyalty made more difficult 
because i t  conflicted with his filial duty to and af
fection for Saul, his father and sovereign . As the 
king, deserted by the Spirit of God and a victim to 
increasing fears and passions, showed ever greater 
hat red to 'the man arter God's own heart' who was 
to succeed hirn, so Jonathan, in fealty to the 
brotherhood pact sworn with David arter the death 
of Goliath (I Sa. 1 8 : 1-4), was driven into defiance 
and deception of his father, even to the jeopard
izing of his own life (I Sa. 1 9 :  1 -7; 20). The parting 
scene between the two friends is most moving. I t  
does n o t  appear that Jonathan accompanied his 
father on the two expeditions against David, to En
gedi and Hachilah, and he disappears finally in the 
tragic Philistine victory at Mt  Gilboa, along with 
his father and brothers (I Sa. 3 1  :2). Girted physic
ally and morally, he is a model to those of a more 
favoured dispensation of loyalty to truth and 
friendship, as weil as of that peacemaking wh ich is 
the role of the sons of God. 

3. Others who bore this name are an uncle of 
David, a counsellor and scribe, perhaps to be iden
tified with the nephew of David who slew a giant ( I  
Ch. 27:32; 2 Sa. 2 1  :2 1 -22); a son of the high priest 
Abiathar, who was involved in the attcmpts on 
David's throne by Absalom and Adonijah, though 
not as a rebel (2 Sa. 1 5 :36; 1 7: 1 5-22; I Ki. 1 :4 1 -
49); o n e  of David's 'mighty men' ( 2  Sa. 23:32; I 
Ch. I I  : 34); a son of Kareah associated with Ge
daliah during the domination of Jerusalem by 
Nebuchadrezzar (Je. 40:8); and a scribe in whose 
house Jeremiah was imprisoned (Je. 37 :20). The 
same name occurs at the time of the restoration 
(Ezr. 8 :6; 1 0: 1 5 ; Ne. 1 2: 1 1 ,  1 4, 35). T.H.J. 

JOPPA. The ancient seaport, now part of Tel 
Aviv-Jaffa (Heb. yäj6), was the only major har
bour between Acco (Haifa) and the Egypt. border 
(see also • DOR, • CAESAREA) . I t  served Jerusa
lern 50 km away. Tuthmosis 1 1 1  captured it by 
stratagern in the 1 5th century BC, and arter the 
entry of the Israelites it marked the border of 
Dan's territory (Jos. 1 9:46). Liberated from Philis
tine control by David, i t  was used as a port to bring 
in Lebanon cedars sent by Hiram for Solomon's 
temple (2 Ch. 2 :  1 5, 1 6) and by Cyrus for the second 
temple (Ezr. 3 : 7) .  Jonah embarked here for Tarsh
ish ( I  :3). Sennacherib captured the town in 70 I BC. 
It was given to the Sidonians under Eshmunazzar 
and they occupied the port until it was colonized 
by the Gks. Under the Hasmoneans it became part 
of Judaea until destroyed by Vespasian in AD 67. 
Peter stayed in  Simon the tanner's house (Acts 
9:43) and had the vision of God embracing Jew 
and Gentile (Acts 1 0:5 ,  I I  f.) .  Excavation shows oc
cupation from the 1 7th century BC onwards. A pre
Philistine temple of the 1 3th century shows the ex
istence of a lion cult and also wooden columns on 
stone bases to support the ceiling (cf Jdg. 1 6 :25-
27).  
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JORDAN 
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JORDAN. The Jordan depression is unique among 
the features of physical geography. Formed as a 
result of a rirt valley, it is the lowest depression on 
earth. The headwaters of the river Jordan, fed by 
springs, collect into Lake H uleh, 70 m above sea
level. Ten km S at Lake Tiberias the river is al ready 
lJearly 200 m below the Mediterranean, while at 
the N end of the Dead Sea the f100r of the trench 
has dropped a further 1 77 m and thc river has 
plunged to 393 m below sea-Ievel .  Thus the name 
'Jordan' (Heb. yarden) aptly means 'the descender ' .  
The river is the largest perennial course in Pales
tine, and its distance of some 1 20 km from Lake 
Huleh to the Dead Sea is more than doubled by its 
meander. No other river has more biblical allu
sions and significance. 

I. Archaeological sites 

Archaeological sites in the Jordan valley have re
vealed it to be one of the earliest loci of urban 
settlement in the world. The Natufian transition 
from hunting to urban l ife at Jericho may be as old 
as 7000 BC. A pottery-making people arrived about 
5000 BC, and with the later pottery (Neolithic B 
culture) the first evidence occurs of links with 
other Jordan valley sites and the N Fertile Cres
cent .  Copper was introduced in the Chalcolithic 
period (4500-3200 BC) , such as at Teleilat Ghassul, 
just N of the Dead Sea. At  Ghassul, three city 
levels existed from the 4th millennium onwards, 
with evidence of irrigation farming. This Ghas
sulian culture is identified widely in Palestine, but it 
was especially prevalent in the Jordan valley, at 
Metjar, Abu Habil, J irtlik Beth-shan, En-gedi and 
Tel l  esh-Shuneh, S of the Sea of Galilee. 

At  the end of the 4th millennium at least three 
groups of peoples entered the Jordan valley from 
the N, to settle in unwalled villages in the plains of 
Esdraelon, or from the E via Jericho. This period 
K.  M. Kenyon has called proto-urban. City-states 
then began to appear in the Jordan valley, such as 
Jericho in the S, Beth-shan in the centre and Beth
yerah (Khirbet Kerak) in the N, and these traded 
with Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

About 2200 BC Amorite nomads invaded the val
ley and destroyed many of the urban centres. They 
may have been part of a vast general eruption of 
peoples that wen t on from 2300 to 1 900 BC, that is, to 
the beginning of the Middle Bronze Agc. Abraham 
may have come into the Jordan valley in  association 
with this period of nomadic unrest. This was fol
lowed by the N invasion of the Hyksos culture, when 
elaborate urban defences in depth were built at such 
towns as Jericho. Following the defeat of the Hyksos 
by the Egyptians, the great fortress towns of the Jor
dan valley, such as Beth-shan and Hazor, were 
rebuilt and equipped with Egyptian garrisons. Then 
later in  the Bronze Age, at least by 1 220 BC, the Isra
elites entered Palestine through the Jordan valley. 
There is evidence of the destruction of the cities of 
Hazor, Debir and Lachish. But the archaeological 
evidence for Joshua's capture of Jericho is obscure. 

1 1 .  Topographical features 

a. The Huleh basin 
The Jordan valley begins below Mt  Herrnon (2,8 1 4  
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m) out of whose limestone springs issue the head
waters of the Jordan. Banias, later ca lied Caesarea 
Philippi, may have been the centre of Baal-gad in 
the valley '01' Lebanon' (Jos. 1 2 :7) .  I t  was the terri
tory 01' Dan, the N limit of Israel, whose inhabit
ants controlled the vital trade route into Syria and 
were likened to a nest 01' vipers (Gn. 49: 1 7) .  
Moving down the upper valley is the Huleh area, a 
depression some 5 x 1 5  km, where ancient lava 
Hows blocked the valley, so that the Jordan plungcs 
280 m in 1 5  km of gorges. On the plateau overlook
ing the Huleh plain stands the site of Hazor, thc 
great Canaanite town. 

b. The Tiberias dislricl 
Beyond the Huleh gorges, at about 2 1 3  m below 
sea-Ievel , the Jordan enters the Sea of Gali lee, a 
harp-shaped lake, 2 1  km long, and about 1 3  km 
across. Fed by numerous thermal springs, its fresh 
waters are weil stocked with fish, the maximum 
depth of 50 km permitting vertical migrations 01' 
the fish with the seasonal temperatures. I t  was, 
therefore, probably in the hot summer season 
when the normal winter temperature of 1 30 C. lies 
37 m below the surface of the lake, that Jesus 
advised the fishermen to 'cast into the deep' ( Lk.  
5 :4). The methods of catching ·fish referred to in 
the Gospels are still practised: the single-hook line 
(Mt .  1 7:27); the circular fishing net (Mt .  4: 1 8 ; Mk .  
1 : 1 6); t he  draw-net cast ou t  by  a boat (Mt .  
1 3 :47f.); deep-sea nets (Mt .  4: 1 8 f. ;  Mk.  I :  1 9 f.); and 
deep-sea fishing undertaken with two boats (Lk 
5 :  1 0).  

A dense population c1ustered round the lake in 
our Lord's day, and it was the sophisticated city 
folk of Chorazin, Bethsaida and Capernaum that 
he condemned (Mt .  1 1  :20-24). 'There is no spot in 
the whole of Palestine where memories heap them
selves up to such an extent as in Capernaum' (G. 
Dalman). Jewish life throbbed in its synagogues 
(Mt .  1 2:9; Mk.  1 :2 1 ;  3 : 1 ;  5 :22; Lk. 4 :3 1 ;  6:6; 8 :4 1 ) .  
There lived Jairus, the chief 01' the synagogue ( M k  . 
5:22), the centurion who built a synagogue (Lk .  
7:5) and Levi the customs official (Mt .  9 :9 ;  Mk.  
2 : 1 4; Lk.  5 :27). E of Capernaum was Bethsaida 
from which Philip, Andrew and Peter came (Jn 
1 :44), and beyond that the less populous district 01' 
the Gadarenes, where the heathen reared their pigs 
(Lk .  8 :32). The lake, plains and steep rocky slopes, 
interspersed with boulders and thistle-fields, pro
vide the setting for the parable of the sower (Mk.  
4 :2-8), while in  spring the Howered carpets of  as
phodels, anemones and irises are also telling 
sermons. 
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Dominating this lake environment are the sur
rounding mountains, especially those of the NW, 
which played so vital a part in the prayer-life of 
our Lord, where he taught his disciples (Mt. 5 :  I )  
and from which he appeared as the risen Lord (Mt .  
28 :  1 6) .  The N E  corner of the  lake is supposedly the 
scene of the miracle of the feeding of the five thou
sand (Lk. 9 : 1 0- 1 7). 

c. The ' Ghor' or Jordan valley 
This runs for over 105 km between Lake Tiberias 
and the Dead Sea. The Yarmuk, entering the left 
bank of the Jordan 8 km downstream from the 
lake, doubles the volume of How, and the valley is 
progressively deepened to as much as 50 m below 
the Hoor of the trough. In this sector, three phys
ical zones are distinguishable: the broad upper ter
race of the Pliocene trough, the G hor proper; the 
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lower Quaternary terrace and the flood plain of the 
river, the Zor; and between them the deeply dis
sected slopes and bad lands of the Qattara. I t  is the 
Qattara and the Zor together, rat her than the river 
Jordan, which have created the fron tier character 
of this obstacle (Jos. 22:25). The N half of the 
Ghor is a broad, well-cultivated tract, but the 
Judaean-Gilead dome, crossing the trough, nar
rows the valley S of Gilead. Beyond it, the trough 
becomes increasingly more arid, until at the head 
of the Dead Sea there is scarcely more than 5 cm 
mean annual rainfall. The Qattara badlands, 
carved grotesquely in soft marls and c1ays, create a 
steep, desolate descent to the valley floor. The Zor, 
making its way in vivid green vegetation cover, 
stands out in sharp contrast below, hence its name 
gö'6n ('Iuxuriant growth') of Jordan (Je. 1 2 :5 ;  
49 :  1 9; 50:44; Zc. 1 1  :3 ;  cf Pss. 47 :4 ;  59:  1 2 ; Pr. 
1 6: 1 8) .  The haunt of wild animals (Je. 49: 1 9), i t  is 
partly flooded in spring (Jos. 3: 1 5) .  Thus the ques
tion can be understood, 'And if in a safe land you 
fall down, how will you do in the jungle of the 
Jordan?' (Je. 1 2 :5) .  

Between the Yarmuk in the N and the Jabbok are 
nine other perennial streams entering the left bank 
of the Jordan, and their water-supply explains why 
all the important settlements were located on the E 
side of the Ghor, towns such as Succoth, Zaphon, 
Zaretan, Jabesh-gilead and Pella. With the aid of 
irrigation, this was probably the view Lot saw 'Iike 
the garden of the Lord' (Gn. 1 3 : 1 0) .  The brook 
Cherith may weil have been a seasonal tributary of 
the Jabesh farther N, where Elijah, a native of 
Jabesh-gilead, hid hirnself from Ahab (I Ki. 1 7: 1 -
7). Between Succoth and Zarthan (identified by 
Glueck as Tell es-Saidiyeh) Solomon had his cop
per cast in earthen moulds, using local c1ay and fuel 
( I  Ki .  7:46; 2 Ch. 4: 1 7) .  I n  this section of the valley, 
there are a number of fords, though the river was 
not bridged until Roman times. Near the mouth of 
the Jabbok, both Abraham and Jacob crossed it 
(Gn. 32 :  1 0) .  Somewhere here, the Midianites 
crossed pursued by Gideon (Jdg. 7:24; 8 :4-5). 
Twice David crossed it in the rebellion of Absalom 
(2 Sa. 1 7:22-24; 19: 1 5-1 8).  But between the Jabbok 
confluence and the Dead Sea, crossings are more 
difficult, owing to the swift current. The miraculous 
crossing of the Israelites appears to have taken 
place at Adam (modern Tell Dämiyeh), 26 km N of 
Jericho (Jos. 3 :  1 - 1 7; 4 :  1 -24; Ps. 1 1 4:3 ,  5) .  

Between the Jabbok and Beth-nimrah for 26 km 
( l s. 1 5 :6) there are no streams entering the Jordan, 
and littlc settlement. Oasis towns occur near 
springs, such as Jericho W of the Jordan, and in 
the plains of Moab (Nu. 20: I )  to the E was Shit
tim, where the spies were sent (Jos. 2 : 1 -7). 
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JOSEPH. 

I. In  the Old Testament 

I. Name 

Joseph is a jussive form of the verb yösap, 'to add'; 
the name y6sep means 'may he (God) add (sons)'; 



JOSEPH 

cf Gn. 30:24. A Palestinian place-name ysp-ir (i. e. 
y-s-p- 'Ef) in Egyp. topographical lists of the 1 5th 
and 1 4th centuries BC has been compared wlth 
Heb. y6sep. But the 's'-sounds are different and the 
two names are almost certainly not related (so W. 
F. Albright, J POS 8, 1 928, p, 249). For the Egyp. 
y-s-pEI, compare biblical place-names such as [ph
tahel (Jos. 1 9: 14, 27). 

11. H istory 

a. Background 
Joseph was the eleventh son of Jacob, his first by 
Rachel (Gn. 30:24; 35 :24), and his favourite son 
(Gn. 37:3 ;  cf 33:2,  7). The story of Joseph is one of 
the most graphie and attractive in the OT: a spoilt 
boy sold into Egyp. slavery by jealous brothers, 
who makes good in adversity, and from an unjust 
imprisonment rises to the highest offices of state. 
By wise planning he averts the scourge of famme, 
thereby saving Egypt, Canaan and his own family 
from starvation. Reconciliation with his brothers 
follows and the family settles in the pastures of 
Goshen in the NE Delta. After burying Jacob in 
Canaan, Joseph commands that his bones too 
should be carried there when I srael's descendants 
eventually leave Egypt for the land of promise. The 
story as told in Genesis cannot be bettered; the 
following paragraphs will therefore merely present 
some Egyp. and related background material and 
deal with some textual points. 

b. Date 
The most likely date for Joseph is the period of the 
Hyksos pharaohs, e. 1 720- 1 550 BC ( ·CHRONOLOGY 
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT). These were Semitic rulers 
who had infiltrated from Canaan, but scrupulously 
observed Egyp. conventions. At first they took over 
the existing Egyp. bureaucratic administration, but 
later appointed naturalized Semites to high office. 
For the historical background, see • EGYPT: 
History. 

e. The 'coat 01 many colours' 
Jacob's partiality for Joseph was marked by the 
'co at of many colours' (AV, RV) or 'Iong robe with 
sleeves' (cf Rvmg., RSV). Archaeologically either 
rendering of the Heb. k'[6ne[ passfm is possible. 
For Semites in multicoloured garb, see [BA, p. 29, 
fig. 25, right, or in colour, E. W. Heaton, Everyday 
Life in old Testament Times, 1 956, dust-jacket; 
later examples in [BA, p. 35, fig. 29, or ANEP, p. 
1 7, fig. 52. These same garments, especially the last 
ci ted examples, are also often long and sleeved. In 
favour of the meaning 'varicoloured', passfm has 
been compared with Assyr. paspasu, 'brightly col
oured bird' and A rabic lasafisa, 'mosaic' (Eisler, 
Orientalistische Literaturzeitllng 1 1 , 1 908, pp. 368-
37 1 ,  and cf ibid. , 1 4 ,  1 9 1 1 ,  p. 509). The rendering 
'Iong robe with sleeves' is attained by taking pas as 
fiat of hand or foot, hence P[6ne[passfm is a 'tunic 
of (= reaching to) palms and soles' (BDB, p. 821 a) . 
On dreams, see below. 

d. Joseph sold infO Egypt 
The text records that, when Joseph was sent to visit 
his brothers pasturing the fiocks, they at first 
planned to kill hirn, but instead put hirn in a cistern 
at the suggestion of the more scrupulous Reuben, 
who secretly hoped to rescue hirn. After the 
brothers had sat down to a meal, a caravan of Ish
maelite merchants from Gilead appeared in the 

distance; so they quickly decided to rid themselves 
of Joseph by selling hirn off. When the caravan 
came near, 'they'-Joseph's brothers-sold hirn to 
the first of the travellers that they met: 'M idianite 
traders' (Gn. 37:28). When the caravan had passed 
on, Reuben returned to the pit and was distraught 
at finding Joseph gone. This directly suggests that 
Reuben had been absent from the first appearance 
of the caravan until it (and loseph) had passed on. 

Certain points require comment. Why should 
Reuben be absent? Of many possible reasons, the 
simplest is that when the foreign caravan was sight
ed, Reuben, the most conscientious of the brothers 
(and true to character), went off to mount guard 
among the sheep: passing foreigners could not be 
trusted not to filch a few choice animals. Reuben 
would have to wait till they had passed. By the time 
Reuben could safely return, loseph was sold and 
gone; they then sent his blood-stained robe to 
lacob. 

Who sold loseph into Egypt? [n Egypt the Mid
ianites (actually Medanites, see below) sold Joseph 
to Potiphar (Gn. 37:36), who bought hirn from the 
Ishmaelites (Gn. 39: 1 ). The caravan was I shmael
ite, induding under this designation Midianites or 
Medanites; the terms overlap. This interchange of 
terms is most plainly exhibited by ldg. 8 :24, which 
explicitly states that the Midianites beaten by 
Gideon 'had golden earrings, because they were 
Ishmaelites'. The spelling Medanites in the Heb. 
of Gn. 37:36 may indicate an overlap of a third 
term; compare Gn. 25:2 (= I Ch.  1 :32), where 
both Medan and Midian are sons of Abraham by 
Keturah. The use of multiple terms in a narrative 
is indicative not of disparate documents but of 
typical Near Eastern stylistic usage. For similar 
use of three terms within a few lines compare the 
Egyp. stele of Sebekkhu (e. 1 850 BC), who refers 
to the one general foe of his pharaoh's Palestinian 
campaign as Mntyw-SII, 'Asiatic bedouin'; as 
Rntw Qst, 'vile Syrians'; and as "mw, 'Asiatics'. 
There can be no question of separate documents 
behind this little stone stele, executed as a unit at 
one man's volition; such examples could be 
multiplied. 
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Who sold loseph to the caravan? 'They drew' 
(Gn. 37:28) is at first sight ambiguous, able to refer 
either to the brothers or to the Midianites. In Gn. 
45 :4-5 loseph plainly charges his brothers in pri
vate with having sold hirn into slavery (simple form 
of the verb), which would refer the 'they' of Gn. 
37:28 to his brothers, not the Midianites. This ac
cords with the syntax of Heb. and parallel litera
tures. In Egypt, a text records that when King Tu
thmosis 1 1  'fiew to heaven', i. e. died, his son Tuth
mosis I I I  ascended the throne and 'his si ster' Hat
shepsut governed the land. This lalter 'his' refers 
back, not to Tuthmosis I I 1 ,  but to Tuthmosis I I  
(Schott, Krönungstag d. Königin HatschepslII, 
1 955, p. 1 97). Note that 'Midianites' in Gn. 37:28 
has no article, and can mean either just 
'Midianites' (undefined) or else '(sorne) Midian
ites', i. e. part of the main body, there being no 
indefinite artide in Heb. Final ly, there is Gn. 
40: 1 4- 1 5 ,  where loseph teils the butler that he 'was 
stolen out of the land of the Hebrews'. Why did he 
not openly admit that he had been sold into slav
ery? The reason is perfectly plain. loseph here des
perately pleads his innocence of any offen ce, seek
ing to persuade the butler to get hirn out of prison; 
i t  would have wrecked his plea to have revealed the 
humiliating fact that he had been sold into slavery 



by his own blood brothers. With his brothers in 
private (Gn. 45) Joseph could be frank;  but the 
butler would be bound to think they had had some 
good reason to rid themselves of hirn, and Joseph's 
appeal would be in vain. Joseph therefore said 
vaguely that he was 'stolen', which was true in so 
far as his brothers had no right to seil hirn for gain. 
This is not a question of harmonization at any 
price, but of common sense and practical psych
ology. The truth is that Gn. 37; 39-40; 45 read 
plainly when put in their proper setting of exact 
exegesis, Heb. and other Near Eastern syntax and 
literary usage, and the motivated actions of 
individuals. 

e. loseph in Egypt 
Joseph was but one of many young Semites who 
became servants in Egyp. households between 
1 900 and 1 600 BC. Papyrus Brooklyn 35. 1 446, part 
of a prison-register (see below), bears on its reverse 
a list of 79 servants in an Egyp. household c. 1 740 
BC, of whom at least 45 were not Egyptians but 
'Asiatics', i.e. Semites like Joseph. Many of these 
have good NW Semitic names l inguistically related 
to those of Jacob, Issachar, Asher, Job (Ayyabum) 
and Menahem. Some were 'domestics' (�ry-pr) just 
like Joseph in Gn. 39:2 ('in the house'). See Hayes, 
A Papyrus ol the Late Middle Kingdom, 1955 ,  and 
Albright, lAOS 74, 1 954, pp. 222-233. 

There are ample scattered indications of num
bers of Asiatics in Egypt at this period, some of 
whom reached high and trusted positions under 
their masters (Posener, Syria 34, 1 957, pp. 1 45-
1 63), rat her like Joseph, who became Potiphar's 
steward (imy-r pr, a common Egyp. title). 

JOSEPH 

Potiphar's title (Sar-ha{(abbä�im) 'captain of the 
guard', i. e. of Pharaoh's bodyguard, would render 
the Egyp. sM-smsw, ' Instructqr of Retainers'. 
However, Vergote (Joseph en Egypte, 1 959, pp. 
3 1 -35) has put up a plausible case for interpreting 
his title as actually 'butler'. For the Egyp. original 
of Potiphar's name, see · POTIPHAR, · POTIPHERA . 
Both Potiphar and the 'butler' and 'baker' of Gn. 
40 are termed sörfs, usually rendered 'officer', but 
in Semitic it often means 'eunuch'. However, eu
nuchs are not prominent in Egypt, and sörfs in 
early times meant generally 'courtier, dignitary' as 
much as 'eunuch' (though this was the main mean
ing later). See lEA 47, 1 96 1 , p. 1 60. 

The incident of Potiphar's covetous wife, who 
turned the tables on Joseph by asserting the oppos
ite of the truth, is often compared with a very simi
lar incident in the Egyp. Tales 01 Two Brothers. 
However, there is no other point of contact at all 
between these two narratives: Joseph's is pure 
biography, while everything else in the Two 
Brothers is pure fantasy. For a full translation see, 
e.g ,  Erman-Blackman, Literature 01 the Ancient 
Egyptians, 1 927, pp. 1 50-1 6 1 ,  as the extracts in 
ANET, pp. 23-25, are abbreviated. M ore prosaic 
Egyp. documents reveal that Potiphar's wife was 
not unique in her sin. 

Egyp. prisons served a threefold purpose: as 
local lock-ups like modern prisons, as forced
labour reserves for state corvee and as centres for 
remanded prisoners awaiting trial (cf Joseph). 
Trials were sometimes conducted in the prisons, 
whose administration was highly organized, as the 
Papyrus Brooklyn (Hayes, op eit. ) vividly shows; 
each prisoner's record was filed under seven 

loseph was invested with high office by Pharaoh in the traditional Egyptian manner (Gn. 41:42). The 
ceremony is iIIustrated by the investiture 01 Paser as vizier 01 Sethos I. Drawing alter a carving in the tomb 0/ 
Paser. Thebes, c. 1300 Be. 
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separate headings, from initial arrest to completion 
of the sentence. The 'keeper of the prison' (Gn. 
39:2 1 -23, elc.) probably represents the Egyp. title 
s 'wly n onrl which has the same meaning. 

The 'butler' of Gn. 40 should be rendered * 'cup
bearer', Heb. masqeh being the exact equivalent of 
Egyp. wdpw, later wb', 'cup-bearer' (cf Gn. 40: 1 1 ,  
1 3) .  Bakers, too, are weil known in Egypt, but chief 
bakers apparently were not explicitly so called. 
Perhaps the Egyp. title ss wdJ:rw nsw, 'Royal Table
scribe', is the nearest equivalent. For bread-baskets 
carried on the head, see IBA, p. 33, fig. 28.  
* Dreams (Gn. 37; 40-4 1 )  were considered import
ant also in the non-biblical East. The 'magicians of 
Egypt' «(Jar(ummfm, an Egyp. word) were familiar 
figures, and special manuals were used for inter
preting dreams. For details, see under * MAGIC AND 
SORCERY, 2. 11.  

Joseph had to be properly shaved and robed in 
linen to appear at court (Gn. 4 1 : 14) .  His practical 
approach to the threat of famine impressed the 
pharaoh, who invested hirn with high office in trad
itional Egyp. manner, bestowing signet, fine Iinen 
and gold necklace. Joseph's exact rank is disputed; 
it seems most probable that he was actually vizier, 
second only to the pharaoh (so Vergote); but some 
would make hirn a minister for agriculture directly 
responsible to the king in person (Ward, JSS 5, 
1 960, pp. 1 44-1 50). The mention of chariots (Gn. 
41 :43) and horses (Go. 47: 1 7) fits the Hyksos 
period and decades immediately preceding, but not 
earlier. Remains of horses from the period just 
before the Hyksos have been excavated near Wadi 
Halfa (Faulkner, JEA 45, 1 959, pp. 1 -2). For the 
Egyp. names of Joseph and his wife, see 
*ZAPHENATH-PANEAH and *ASENATH. 

Egypt was famed for her great agricultural 
wealth ;  cf reckoning of grain, IBA , p. 32, fig. 27. 
But Egypt also suffered periodic famines; one oft
quoted biographical text reads: 'When famine 
came for many years, I gave grain to my town in 
ea;;h famine' (Vandier, La Famine dans 
/'Egyple ancienne, 1 936, p. 1 1 5) .  The Egyp
tians would not eat with the Hebrews (Gn. 43:32) 
for fear of transg�essing various ritual taboos on 
food (Montet, L 'Egyple el la Bible, 1 959, pp. 99-
1 0  I ) . It is possible that Gn. 44:5 on divination 
should be rendercd 'is it not from this (= the sil
ver cup) that my lord drinks and concerning which 
he will assuredly divine?' (cf Gn. 44: 1 5) ;  for pos
sible cup-divination, see * M AGIC AND SORCERY, 2. 
11 .  

When pharaoh invited Joseph's family to settle 
in Egypt (Gn. 45: 1 7-2 1 ;  46:5), he sent wagons and 
told them to leave all, for they would havc sul� 
ficiency in Egypt. Judging from Egyp. scenes 200 
years later, such wagons were probably large, two
wheeled ox-carts. (For an excellent picture and dis
cussion of these, see Aldred, JNES 1 5 , 1 956, pp. 
1 50- 1 53, pI. 1 7 . )  Sinuhe, a fugitive Egyptian in 
Syria c. 1 900 BC, was also told to leave all by the 
pharaoh who recalled hirn to Egypt. Different cus
toms again explain an allusion in Gn. 46:34b; by 
this means Joseph's family could be settled in se
c1uded security in Goshen. Joseph's economic 
policy in Gn. 47: 1 6- 1 9  simply made Egypt in fact 
what it always was in theory: the land became 
pharaoh's property and its inhabitants his tenants. 
The priests were exempt not from taxation but only 
from Joseph's one-fifth levy, and the temple estates 
were separately managed (Gn. 47:22, 26). Gn. 
47:2 1 merely indicates that throughout Egypt 

Joseph brought the people of each district into 
their nearest cities where the granaries were, the 
better to feed them; the unsavoury emendation in 
RSV ('he made slaves of them') is unnecessary. Gn. 
48-49 reflects purely Asiatic usage within the 
patriarchal family; such oral blessings as Jacob's 
were legally binding in W Asia in the first half of 
the 2nd millennium BC (cf Gordon, BA 3, 1 940, p. 
8) .  

f Dealh 01 Joseph 
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Both Joseph and his father were embalmed i n  the 
Egyp. manner (Gn. 50:2-3, 26), and Joseph was 
'put in a coffin in Egypt' . Coffins at this period 
were anthropoid, wooden on es with a conventional 
portrait-face at the head-end. The period of em
balming varied in length; 40 days is  one possibility 
among many. But 70 days' mourning was charac
teristic. Joseph's age at death, 1 1 0 years, is also 
significant :  this was the ideal life-span in Egyp. 
eyes, and to them would signify divine blessing 
upon hirn. 

For background, detailed discussion, and full 
spurce references, see 1. Vergote, Joseph eil 
Egyple, 1 959; on D. B. Redford, A S(udy 01 
(he Biblical Story 01 Joseph. 1 970, see K .  A .  Kit
chen, Oriens Anliquus 1 2, 1 973, pp. 233-242. 

1 1 1 .  Joseph's descendants 

The tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, descended 
from Joseph's two sons, were sometimes termed 
'(the tri be of) Joseph', or house of Joseph; 'sons 
of Joseph' is common (Nu. ;  Jos. ) .  So, Joseph is 
blessed as progenitor of the two future tribes by 
Jacob (Gn. 49:22-26; cf Gn. 48), and Moses also 
blesses 'Joseph', meaning Ephraim and Manasseh 
(Dt .  33: 1 3 , 1 6) .  Compare also Nu.  1 3 : 1 1 ;  Dt. 
27: 1 2 ;  Jdg. 1 :22-23, 35 ;  Ps. 80: 1  (poetic); and Ezk. 
47: 1 3 .  K.A .K .  

2. In the New Testament 

The husband of Mary. He is not mentioned In 
Mark and the references in Jn.  1 :45 and 6:42 are 
indirect. Aceording to Matthew, he was a descend
ant of David (Mt .  1 :20). It seems that the geneal
ogy in Lk. 3 is not that of Joseph but 01' Mary (but 
see *GENEALOGY OF JESUS CHRIST). Luke had al
ready shown that Jesus was not the son of Joseph. 
Matthew is tracing the legal relationship back to 
David and Abraham. 

Matthew and Luke both record that Jesus was 
conceived by the Holy Spirit at a time when Joseph 
was betrothed to Mary, but before he had inter
course with her ( M t. I :  I 8;  Lk. 1 :27, 35) .  Luke re
cords the revelation by an angel to Mary, Matthew 
that to Joseph. f t  seems that Matthew drew his in
formation from Joseph (possibly via James, the 
Lord's brot her) and that Luke obtained his from 
Mary. 

Joseph acted as a father towards Jesus, taking 
hirn to Jerusalem for the purification ( Lk.  2:22) 
and fleeing with hirn to Egypt to escape Herod. He 
returned to Nazareth and settled there (Mt .  2). He 
took the boy Jesus to Jerusalem each year for the 
Passover (Lk.  2:4 1 ) .  Perhaps his words in Lk . 2:49 
indicate that Jesus knew when he was 12 years old 
that he was not Joseph's son. 

ft is almost certain that Joseph was not alive 
during the ministry of Jesus. There is no direct 
mention of hirn, and it is hard to explain otherwise 
the word to John from the cross (Jn.  1 9 :26-27) and 
the reference to Mary and his brothers seeking 



Jesus (Mt .  1 2:46; Mk.  3 :3 1 ;  Lk. 8 : 1 9) .  It is natural 
to assurne that the brothers of Jesus were sub
sequent children of Joseph and Mary. 

Others mentioned in the NT who bear this name 
are three ancestors of Joseph the husband of Mary 
(or ancestors of Mary?) (Lk.  3:24, 26, 30); Joseph 
called Barsabbas, surnamed Justus, the unsuccess
ful candidate for the apostleship of Judas (Acts 
1 :23); and one of the brothers of the Lord (Mt .  
1 3 : 55). I t  was also the natal name of  · Barnabas 
(Acts 4:36). R.E.N. 

JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA. A Jew of ·Ari
mathea, 'a good and righteous man, . . .  and he 
was looking for the kingdom of God' (Lk. 23 :50-
5 1 ), 'a disciple of Jesus, but secretly, for fear of the 
Jews' (Jn. 1 9 :38) ,  and a member of the Sanhedrin 
who had not voted for Jesus' death. He was rich 
and, having asked Pilate for Jesus' body, provided 
fine linen for the burial, laying it in his own, 
unused, rock tomb (Mt .  27:57-60). (In this Mat
thew perhaps sees the fulfilment of Is. 53 :9.) In a 
legend which first appears in William of Malmes
bury he is sent by Philip from Gaul to Britain in AD 
63 and founded the first Christian settlement in 
this country, afterwards the si te of Glastonbury. 
There is no reference to this story in Gildas and 
Bede. 1. A. Robinson, in his Two Glastonbury Le
gends, 1 926, says that the passages are inter
polations. A still later legend, probably composed 
by Walter Map in 1 200, tells how Joseph brought 
the Holy Grail to England. J .W.M. 

JOSEPHVS, FLAVIVS. A Jewish historian, who 
was born AD 37/38, and died early in the 2nd cen
tury. He was the son of a priest named Matthias, 
of the order of Jehoiarib ( I  Ch. 24:7), and claimed 
kinship with the Hasmonaeans, who belonged to 
that order. After a brief period of association with 
the Essenes, and with an ascetic wilderness-dweller 
named Banus, he joined the party of the Pharisees 
at the age of 1 9. On a visit to Rome in AD 63 he 
was impressed by the power of the empire. He was 
strongly opposed to the Jewish revolt against 
Rome in AD 66, and although he was given a 
command in Galilee in which he manifested con
siderable energy and ability, he had no confidence 
in the insurgent cause. After the Roman seizure of 
the stronghold of Jotapata, which he had defended 
until further resistance was useless, he escaped 
with forty others to a cave. When this refuge in 
turn was about to be stormed the defenders 
entered into a suicide pact, and Josephus found 
hirnself one 01' the last two survivors. He per
suaded his fel low-survivor that they might as well 
surrender to the Romans, and then he contrived to 
win the favour of Vespasian, the Roman com
mander, by predicting his elevation to the imperial 
purpie. This prediction came true in AD 69. Next 
year Josephus was attached to the Roman general 
headquarters during the siege 01' Jcrusalem, acting 
as interpreter for Titus (Vcspasian's son and suc
cessor in the Palestinian command), when he 
wished to offer terms to the defenders 01' the city. 
After the fall of Jerusalem Josephus went to 
Rome, where he settled down as a client and pen
sioner 01' the emperor, whose family name, Flavius, 
he adopted. 

Not unnaturally, Josephus' behaviour during the 
war won for hirn the indelible stigma of treason in 

JOSEPHVS, FLAVIVS 

the eyes of his nation. Yet he employed the years of 
his leisure in Rome in such a way as to establish 
some claim on their gratitude. These years were 
devoted to literary activity in which he shows him
self to be a true patriot according to his lights, 
jealous for the good name of his people. His first 
work was a History 0/ the Jewish War, written first 
in Aramaic for the benefit of Jews in Mesopotamia 
and then published in a Gk. edition. The account 
of the outbreak of the war is here preceded by a 
summary of Jewish history from 1 68 BC to AD 66. 
His two books Against Apion constitute a defence 
of his people against the anti-Jewish ealumnies of 
an Alexandrian schoolmaster named Apion; in 
them, too, he endeavours to show that the Jews can 
boast a greater antiquity than the Greeks, and in 
the course of this argument he has preserved for us 
a number of valuable extracts from ancient writers 
not otherwise extant. His longest work is his Jewish 
Antiquities, in twenty books, relating the history of 
his people from earliest times (in fact, he begins his 
narrative with the creation of the world) down to 
his own day. This work was completed in AD 93. 
Finally, he wrote his Autobiography largely as a de
fence of his war record, which had been repre
sen ted in unftattering terms by another Jewish 
writer, Justus of Tiberias. It is impossible to recon
cile the account of his war activities given in his 
Autobiography with that given earlier in his History 
0/ the Jewish War. 
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For the his tory of the Jews between the reign of 
Antiochus Epiphanes ( 1 75- 1 64 BC) and the war of 
AD 66-74, and especially for the period beginning 
with the Roman occupation of 63 BC, the works of 
Josephus are of ineomparable value. He had access 
to first-rate sources, both published and un
published: the work of Nicolas of Damascus, his
toriographer to Herod the Great, supplied a de
tailed record of that monarch's career; official 
Roman records were placed at his disposal; he con
sulted the younger Agrippa (· H EROD, 5) on vari
ous details concerning the origin of the Jewish war, 
and of course could rely on his own immediate 
knowledge of many phases of it. He can indeed be 
thoroughly tendentious in his portrayal of person
alities and presentation of events, but his 'ten
dency' is so obvious that the reader can easily 
detect it and make necessary allowances for i t .  

The works of Josephus provide indispensable 
background material for the student of late inter
testamental and NT history. In them we meet many 
figures, both Jewish and Gentile, who are well 
known to us from the NT. Sometimes his writings 
supply a direct commentary on NT references, e.g. 
on the mention of Judas of Galilee in Acts 5 :37 
and 01 '  the · 'Egyptian' in Acts 2 1  :38 .  I t  is unlikely, 
however, that his works were known to any NT 
writer. Of special interest are his references to John 
the Baptist (Ant. 1 8. 1 1 6ff.) ,  to James the Lord's 
brother (Ant. 20. 200), and to our Lord (Ant. 1 8 .  
63f.)-a passage which, while i t  has been subjected 
to some Christian editing, is basically authentic. 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. The standard edition of 
Josephus' works in Greek is that by B. Niese 
( 1 887-95). The Loeb edition ( 1 926-65), in Greek 
and English, begun by H. St 1. Thackeray and 
completed by R. Marcus and L. H .  Feldman, 
comprises 10 volumes. The best-known English 
translation is that by W. Whiston ( 1 736); revisions 
by Shilleto ( 1 890) and Margoliouth ( 1 906) are 
supplanted by the Loeb edition. The Jewish War, 
translated by G. A. Williamson was revised by E.  
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M .  Smallwood, 1 98 1 .  See also H .  St 1. Thackeray, 
Josephlls. the Man and the Historian, 1 929; 1. M .  
Creed, 'The Slavonic Version of Josephus' History 
of the Jewish War', HTR 25, 1 932, pp. 277ff.; F. F. 
Bruce, Jesus and Christian Origins outside the NT, 
1 974, pp. 32-53; T. Rajak, Josephlls: The Historian 
and his Society, 1 983; L. H .  Feldman, Josephus and 
Modern Seholarship (1937-1980), 1 984; idem and 
G. Hata (eds.), Josephlls. Judaism and Christianity, 
1 987; Josephus. the Bible and History, 1 989. 

F.F.B. 

JOSHUA, 1 .  Joshua ben Nun, grandson of Eli
shama chief of Ephraim ( I  Ch. 7 :27; Nu. 1 : 1 0), 
was called by his family h6sea', 'salvation', Nu. 
1 3 :8 (AV 'Oshea'); Dt. 32:44 Heb.; this name recurs 
in the tribe of Ephraim ( I  Ch. 27:20; 2 Ki. 1 7 : I ;  
Ho. I :  I ). Moses added the divine name, and called 
hirn y'h6Sua' ,  normally rendered in Eng. 'Joshua'. 
The Gk. Jesous reflects the A ram. contraction yesu' 
(cf Ne. 3: 1 9, ete.). 

At the Exodus Joshua was a young man (Ex. 
33: 1 1 ). M oses chose hirn as personal assistant, and 
gave hirn command of a detachment from the as 
yet unorganized tribes to repel the raiding Amale
kites (Ex. 1 7) .  As the Ephraimite representative on 
the reconnaissance from Kadesh (Nu. 1 3- 1 4) he 
backed Caleb's recommendation to go ahead with 
invasion. · Caleb, the senior and leading figure, 
sometimes is mentioned alOJle in this connection; 
but i t  is unlikely that there was a version of the 
episode exduding Joshua, or that any later histor
ian denied, or was unaware, that he too escaped the 
curse on the unbelieving people. 

While Moses was alone before God at Sinai, 
Joshua kept watch; in the Tent of Meeting also he 
learnt 10 wait on the Lord; and in the years follow
ing, something of Moses' patience and meekness 
was doubtless added to his valour (Ex. 24: 1 3; 
32: 1 7; 33 :  1 1 ;  Nu.  I I  :28) .  In the plains by the 
Jordan he was formally consecrated as Moses' suc
cessor to the military leadership, co-ordinate with 
• Eleazar the priest (Nu.  27: 1 8ff.; 34: 1 7; cf Dt. 3 
and 3 1 ,  where Joshua's position is naturally em
phasized). He was then probably about 70 years 
old; Caleb was a remarkably vigorous 85 when he 
began to occupy the Judaean hills (Jos. 1 5 : 1 3- 1 5). 

Joshua occupied and consolidated the area of 
Gilgal, fought successful campaigns against Ca
naanite confederacies and directed further oper
ations as long as the united efforts of Israel were 
required. Settlement of the land depended on 
tribaI initiative; Joshua sought to encourage this by 
a formal allocation at Shiloh, where the national 
sanctuary was established. The time had come for 
hirn to dissolve his command and set an example 
by retiring to his land at Timnath-serah in Mt  
Ephraim. I t  was perhaps a t  th is time that he called 
I srael to the national covenant at Shechem (Jos. 
24). Ch. 23, his farewell, may refer to the same 
occasion; but the substance is different, and seems 
to imply a later period. Joshua died aged 1 1 0, and 
was buried near his horne at Timnath-serah. 

For • JOSHUA, BOOK OF, see the following artide, 
which also discusses some modern theories of the 
invasion of Canaan and of Joshua's role. 

2. Joshua ben Josedech was high priest of the 
restoration in 537 BC. Under hirn the altar was re
built and the Temple dedicated. Progress was hin
dered by opposition, however, until in 520 BC he 
was strengthened by the prophecies of Haggai and 
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Zechariah, induding a remarkable pattern o f  jus
tification by the grace of  God (Zc. 3). He was 
named prophetically the 'Branch' (or, 'shoo!'; 
semah, Zc. 6 : 1 2).  See 1. Stafford Wright, The Build
ing oj the Seeond Temple, 1 958,  for a review of the 
problems in Ezra and Haggai. 

3. Joshua of Beth-shemesh, owner of the field to 
which the ark was brought when the Philistines 
sent it back to Israel ( I  Sa. 6: 1 4).  J . P.U .L. 

JOSHUA. BOOK OF. The book of Joshua re
cords the invasion of Canaan by Israel and its par
tition among the tribes. I t  teils in detail how they 
crossed the Jordan and secured a bridgehead, de
scribes more briefly two campaigns which broke 
the power of the Canaanites and summarizes Is
rael's rurther mili tary progress. The account of the 
partition indudes a full description of Judahite 
territory, and notes on the Kenite settlement of 
Hebron and the difficulties experienced in N Man
asseh. After referring to the levitical settlements 
and the problem of the Transjordanian tribes, the 
book doses with an account of Joshua's spiritual 
testament, the dimax being the national covenant 
at Shechem. 

I. OutIine of contents 

a. The invasion 01 Canaan ( I :  1 - 1 1 :23) 
( i) Change 01 command ( I :  1-4 :24). Commission; 

reconnaissance; the river crossing. 
(ii) The bridgehead (5: 1 -8 :35) .  Gilgal to Ai .  
(i i i) Campaign in the south (9: I-I  0 :43) .  The 

Hivite cities; defeat of the Jerusalem confederacy; 
cities captured. 

(iv) Campaign in the north. and lurther progress 
( 1 1 : 1 -23). 

b. The settlement in Canaan ( 1 2 : 1 -24:33) 
(i) List 01 deleated enemies ( 1 2: 1 -24). 
(ii) The early settlements ( 1 3 : 1 - 1 7 : 1 8) .  Un

finished tasks; Transjordan; Caleb; the land of 
Judah; allotments for Ephraim and Manasseh. 

(iii) Later settlements ( 1 8 : 1 -2 1  :45). Shiloh con
ference; cities of refuge; levitical towns. 

(iv) The way ahead (22 : 1 -24:33) .  The Witness 
Altar; Joshua's charge; the covenant at Shechem. 

11. Composition and purpose 

In the Heb. Bible, Jos. heads the 'Former 
Prophets', which cover I sraelite history from the 
invasion 10 the Exile. In immediate and natural se
quence to Dt. ,  the book extends from Joshua's as
sumption of command to his passing and the 
death of Eleazar. Chs. 1 - 1 1 form a continuous nar
rative, though the treatment is progressively more 
summary, ending with a general evaluation of 
Joshua's achievement ( 1 1 :  1 5-23). I n  whatever 
form the author found his material, he has made of 
i t  a story of the highest dramatic q uali ty, alike in 
treatment of the subject and in narrative tech
nique. This is no mere editing of pre-existing work ; 
but much is omitted or generalized to get the broad 
picture, in due proportions, into a limited space. 

A dimax is reached at the end of ch. 1 1 ,  but the 
story is not finished. The book is about Joshua's 
work, and about the fulfilment of God's promises 
in that I srael was in possession of the land 'wh ich I 
swore to their fathers to give them' ( I  :6 ,  ef 23: 1 4; 
24: 1 3) .  For both purposes it must give an account 
of the settlement, and show the position of 
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Joshua Numbers Dt. Subject Notes 
1 :1 - 9 31 Joshua commissioned Especially Dt. 31 :6, 

7f. ,  12b, 23. 
1 :3-4 1 1 : 24 Extent of promises Slight differences in  

phrasing. 
1 : 12 -15 32 3 : 18f. Eastern tribes Phrasing echoes Dt., 

with variations. 
8 30-35 1 1 : 29 - 32 ;  Reading t"te Law at Jos. a bbreviates, but 

2 7  Shechem also mentions ark 
and foreigners. 

12 : 1-16 21 :21-35 2 :2 6 - 3 :1 7 ;  Conquests i n  Dt. 3 : 1f. = Nu. 21 :33f.; Jos. 
4 :4 5 - 49 Transjordan phrases occur in  various 

places in  Dt. 
1 3 : 6 - 7  34 :13, 1 7  'divide this land' Verbs differ. 
1 3 :8-12,  32 :33-42 2 : 36;  3 :8ff. Settlement in Distinctive description 

1 5 -31 Transjordan of Aroer in  Jos. and Dt. 
1 3 :14, 33 18 :24 1 4 : 2 7  N o  territory for Levi Cf. Dt. 18 :1f. 
14 :1 34 :1 7  Joshua a n d  Eleazar Cf. Jos. 1 9 :5 1 .  
14 :6ff. 14 :24 1 :28-36 Caleb's inheritance 
1 5 :1 -4 34 :3-5  South frontier 'Your; Jos. 1 5 :4 ;  as 

NU. 34 : 3. 
1 7 : 3 - 6  27 :1-11  Women's i nheritance 
18 :4-10 34 : 13-29 Commission for the 10 supervisors 

partition nominated in  Nu., 
21 scribes in  Jos. 

20 35 :9-2 9 1 9 :1-13 Sanctuary towns Joshua expands 
on acceptance 
procedure, but is 
otherwise brief. 

20 4:41-43 Transjordan towns 
21 3 5 : 2 - 8  Levitical towns 

23 : 3 1 : 30 'God fights for you' Cf. Ex. 14 :14. 
23 : 6 5 : 32 'turn not . .  : 

23 :8  10 :20  ete. 'cleave to him'  v .  7 'make mention' 
cf. Ex. 23 : 13 .  

23 : 13 33:55 'thorns in your side' seninim only here. 

Passages in Numbers and Deuteronomy recalled in Joshua. 

strength in wh ich Joshua lef! the nation. In this 
part there is much use of sources, some of which 
reappear elsewhere (Nu.,  Jdg., Ch.), The author 
keeps firm control of his material, editing heavily 
in places (e.g. eh. 20, and probably in most of the 
boundary lists). Joshua's 'farewell to the nation' is 
recorded in eh. 23; but from the prophetie view
point his work was really crowned by the Shechem 
Covenant, though this may have been much earlier 
(24:28;  RSV 'then', v. I ,  is intrusive). 

IH. Authorship, sourees, date 

Dt. echoes strongly in Jos., both in its purpose and 
its language. There is also much (especially in the 
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second part) of quite another stamp. I t  was there
fore natural that Pentateuchal source-analysis was 
projected into Jos., and the concept of a 'Hexa
teuch' has been promoted. The theory has been 
largely unsuccessful because (a) insecure criteria 
have bred disagreement and increasing confusion 
in the analysis; (b) the 'priestly source' ( P) is espe
cially difficult to identify, and Jos. raises in an acute 
form the disputed quest ion whether such a source 
was ever an independent narrative (see C. R .  
North, The Old Testament and Modern Study, 
1 95 1 ); (c) in its general form and concept, Jos. is 
much more one of the Former Prophets than part 
of the Law. 
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A fresh approach was made by M .  Noth, stress
ing the importance of traditions and trying to see 
how they were developed. Noth concluded that an 
author belonging to a 'deuteronomic school' had 
edited old compilations of sanctuary traditions 
and settlement records to form the 'Joshua' part of 
a complete deuteronomic history, subsequently 
retouched by P. This lead has been widely taken, 
and is accepted in the main by Gray and Soggin 
(Iatest commentaries in English). Implications for 
dating dcpend on the view taken of Dt. itself. The 
term 'deuteronomistic' becomes assimilated to 
'prophetic', and the theory fails to explain why 
there is so Iittle 'deuteronomic style' in Jdg. (cf s. 
R. Driver, LOT 9,  pp. 1 1 2, I 26ff.; C. F. Burney, 
Judges, 1 920, pp. xliff.). 

Noth emphasized the extent of aetiology (stories 
explaining namcs and monuments) in the tradi
tions, and took an extremely sceptical view of its 
value (criticized by J. Bright, Early Israel in Recent 
History Writing, 1 956) . Others have explored the 
role of religious festivals in tradition-history, but 
the reconstructions are largely speculative. 

IV. Historical evaluation 

The account of the invasion has often been criti
cized as 'unrealistic', presenting a 'total reduction' 
of Canaan in contrast to the 'more sober account' 
in Jdg. I (Gray, p. 43). This assessment misinter
prets both books. Jos. does not say that all was over 
in two campaigns ( 1 1 :  1 8) ,  and it preserves hints of 
trouble ( 1 5:63; 1 7 : 1 2- 1 8) wh ich could easily have 
been omitted; but it is primarily concerned with the 
great measure of success in the invasion, and with 
the reasons for it .  On the other hand, Jdg. I is not 
an account of the invasion; i t  highlights the begin
nings of failure, but the whole book would be 
pointless if there had not been great success. 

Many scholars have imagined an invasion by in
dependent tribes (see H. H. Rowley, Frorn Joseph 
to Joshua, 1 948). Noth went so far as to claim that 
I srael was formed in Canaan as an 'amphictyony' 
(holy alliance, on the Gk. analogy); cf Bright, op. 
cit. , pp. 83ff., for criticism; and B. D. Rathjen, 
JNES 24, 1 965,  pp. 1 00- 1 04.  Archaeological evi
den ce is still very incomplete, and its interpretation 
often uncertain, but there is enough proof of the 
destruction of Canaanite society (e.g. Hazor, Tell 
Beit Mirsim) to demand that the invasion be taken 
seriously. Theories of a piecemeal invasion must 
restrict Joshua's role to that of a local leader, or at 
most an arbitrator (Soggin, pp. 1 4- 1 8) .  The 
ground of such theories lies not so much in any 
analysis of Joshua-Judges as in the devaluation of 
Moses' work. 

The crux of the bibl ical account is that the 'Sinai 
tradition' is the authentic tap-root of I srael's faith 
and hence of her polit ical being (see Jos. 24). G. E. 
Mendenhall (BA 25, 1 962, pp. 66-87) sees it as pre
cipitating a liberation movement in Canaan, but he 
overstates the ca se. Biblical evidence of the absorp
tion of non-Israelite elements into the tribai 
system presupposes the system itself, based ultim
ately on kinship. 

V. Spiritual content 

The importance of Joshua for Christians lies chief
Iy in that it (a) shows God's faithfulness to his cov
enant (cf Dt. 7 :7;  9 :5f. ) ;  (b) records the develop
ment of his purpose for the nation; (c) gives 
reasons for a failure, already foreshadowed ( 1 7 :  1 3; 
1 8 :3), to carry out the divine plan; (d) provides 

analogies for discipleship, since the spiritual issues 
of faith, obedience and purity were c1early at stake 
in the invasion. 

Israel under Joshua showed better morale than 
their fathers, but were no less susceptible to poly
theism and nature-religion (Nu. 25; Dt. 4 : 3 ,  23) 
Determination to extirpate the Canaanites and 
their religion was therefore of prime importance 
(cf Gn. 1 5 : 1 6; Ex. 20:2-6; 23:23-33; 34: 1 0- 1 7 ; Nu.  
3 1 :  1 5ff.; Dt .  7). The I sraelites could not under
stand or give effect to a redemptive approach, 
while daily contact with Canaanite culture would 
jeopardize their own faith in a unique, all-powerful 
God, as weil as their moral standards, as the sequel 
showed. Moreover, salvation by grace could not be 
generally offered (as under the NT) before its ne
cessary judicial ground had been publicly set out in 
Christ's death; but we see a pattern of it in God's 
dealing with Rahab (cf Heb. I I  : 3 1 ). God's pur
pose at the time was not to teach Christianity, but 
to prepare the way for Christ through I srael. 

The experiences of Israel in Canaan, as in the 
deserts, were 'written for our admonition' (I Cor. 
1 0 : 1 1 ) .  The chief theme of the book is that God 
gave Israel rest, which their unbelieving fathers had 
failed to obtain (Ps. 95: 1 1 ) . In Heb. 4: 1 - 1 1 it is 
shown that this is a 'type'; the principle, which the 
Psalmist applied in his own generat ion, is equally 
valid for the Christian, while the promise is com
pletely fulfilled (v. 8) only in the rest wh ich God has 
provided for us in Christ (cf J. N. Darby, Synopsis, 
I ,  p. 328). If this is the primary application of the 
invasion story, there is also much to be learnt from 
the successes and failures, and from Joshua's 
leadership. 

VI. Text and translations 

Apart from topographical problems, the Heb. text 
contains few obscurities. The LXX maintains an 
average standard; its Heb. original does not appear 
materially different from the MT 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Text: L. Greenspoon, Textual 
Studies in Joshua, 1 983; A .  G. Auld, VT Suppl. 30, 
1 979, pp. 1 -1 4. Cornrnentaries: M. Woudstra 
(NICS) , 1 98 1 ;  T. Butler ( WBC), 1 983 ;  J. Gray, 
Joshua-Judges-Ruthl, 1 986. Historieal: S Yeivin, 
Israe!ite Conquest 01 Canaan, 1 97 1 ;  Y. Aharoni, 
BA 39, 1 976, pp. 55-76; LOB, pp. 1 9 1 -285; J. J. 
Bimson, Redating the Exodus, JSOT Suppt. 5, 
1 98 1 .  J .P .U.L.  

JOSIAH ( Heb. yö'siyyähli, 2 as yö'siyyä, 'May 
Yahweh give'). I .  The 1 7th king of Judah. As son 
of Amon and grandson of Manasseh, the 'peoplc 
of the land' enthroned hirn at the age of 8 upon the 
assassination of his father. He reigned for 31 years 
(c. 640-609 BC; 2 Ki. 21 :24-25: I ; 2 Ch. 33 :25-34: I )  

Assyria, while still Judah's overlord, was weak 
enough for the vassal to take cautious steps to
wards freedom. In 633/2 BC, Josiah, in turning 
back to Yahweh (2 eh. 34:32), was turning away 
from an imposed dependence on Assyria and its 
gods. By 629/8 BC, Ashurbanipal being aged , 
Josiah was able to free the country of Assyrian as 
weil as residual native cultic practices (2 eh. 34 :3b-
5) .  Not only was this carried out in Judah, wh ich 
Josiah must have taken from the control 01' the 
weakening Assyrians, but also extended into Israel 
(2 eh. 34:6-7). This period of religious reform and 
political emancipation also produced the great 
prophet Jeremiah a year later (Je. 1 :2). 
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In 622/ 1 BC, the 'book 01' the law' was found 
during the course 01' Temple repairs (2 Ki. 22:8- 10 ;  
2 Ch . 34:8- 1 8) .  I t  is commonly accepted that this 
scroll was, or contained, the book 01' Deuter
onomy, although this is not proven . This collection 
or ancient law, fanning the al ready burning feeling 
01' nationalism, led to further political and re
ligious reform. On the basis or this book, Josiah 
obliterated pagan worship (2 Ki. 23:4- 1 4), includ
ing the false priests (k'märfm, Akk. kumru; 2 Ki.  
23:5) and the altar at ßethel (2 Ki.  23: 1 5 ; c! I Ki. 
1 3 :2). He and the people made a new covenant 
with Yahweh (2 Ki. 23: 1-3 ;  2 Ch. 34:29-33) which 
would make this book the law of the land . He also 
celebrated the Passover in such a grand style as had 
not been seen since the days 01' Samuel (2 Ki.  
23 :2 1 -23; 2 Ch. 35: 1 - 1 9) .  

In  609 BC,  * Neco 1 1  01' Egypt went from thc 
Egyp. outpost in Megiddo to Harran in aid 01' the 
Assyrians (A. K .  Grayson, Assyrian and Babylo
nian Chronicles, 1 975, p. 96, 1 1 .  66-69), whose king 
had been driven out 01' his capital by Babylonia 
and the Medes. Seeing Egypt as a threat to his own 
kingdom, in spite 01' Neco's denial, Josiah met him 
in Esdraelon, and was severely wounded, dying in 
Jerusalem (2 Ki. 23:29-30; 2 Ch. 35 :20-24) .  

2.  An I sraelite du ring the time 01' Zechariah who 
had not been exiled to Babyion (Zc. 6: 1 0) .  

ßIBLIOGRAPHY: A.  Malamat, Journal 01 the An
cient Near Eastern Society 01 Columbia University 
5, 1 973,  pp. 1 67-1 79; John McKay, Religion in 
Judah under the Assyrians, 1 973, pp. 28-44; H .  G. 
M. Williamson, VT 32,  1 982, pp. 242-248; 37, 
1 987, pp. 9- 1 5 . D.W.B.  

JOT AND TITILE. In Mt. 5: 1 8  (AV) 'jot' is a 
transliteration 01' iöta (RSV), the name 01' the Gk.  i; 
here, however, it stands for the corresponding Heb. 
y6q, the smallest letter 01' the alphabet, the use 01' 

� , ; 
Lelt: the smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet. y 
(Heb. yog, AV 'Jot ' ). Centre and right: the letters r 
(Heb. res) and d (Heb. dälet), distinguished Irom 
each other by the addition 01 a 'tittle '  to the latter. 
Hebrew seript 01 the Ist cent. AD 
which is frequently optional. 'Tittle' is a variant 
spelling for 'title', which in older Eng. meant a 
stroke above an abridged word, and then any minor 
stroke. Here and in Lk. 16: 1 7  it represents keraia, 
meaning a horn, and refers to the minor strokes 
wh ich distinguish one letter from another, e.g. in 
Heb. beI and kap, däle{ and res. H.L.E. 

JOTBAH .  Birthplace 01' Manasseh's wife (2 Ki. 
2 1 :  1 9) .  Conquered by Tiglath-pileser I I I  (ANET, p. 
283). Called Jotapata during the Roman period 

JOY 

(Jos., BJ 2. 573). Tentatively identified with Khir
bet Jefat (W F. Albright, JBL 58, 1 939,  pp. 1 841'.) ,  
c. 20 km E 01' Sea 01' Galilee. D.W.B. 

JOTBATHAH. A stopping-placc in the I sraelites' 
wildcrness wanderings (Nu. 33 :33-34; Dt. 1 0:7) .  
Described in Dt.  as 'a land 01' brooks 01' water', it 
is identified with either 'Ain Täbah in the Arabah N 
01' Elath or perhaps more accuratcly with Tabeh, 
about 1 1  km S 01' Elath on the W shore 01' thc Gulf 
01' Aqabah (LOB, p. 1 83). w .o. 

JOTHAM (Heb. y6{äm, 'Yahweh is perfect') . I .  
The youngest 01' the 70 legitimate sons 01' Jerub
baal (Gideon), and sole survivor 01' Abimelech's 
massacre 01' the other brothers. Through the par
able 01' the trees selecting the bramble to be their 
king (an honour previously declined by the cedar, 
the olive and the vine), Jotham warned the 
Shechemites against Abimelech (Jdg. 9 :5ff.). The 
warning was ignored, and the curse that he uttered 
was fulfilled 3 years later (v. 57). 

2. Son 01' Uzziah (Mt .  1 :9), and 1 2th king 01' 
Judah . He began his reign as co-regent c. 750 BC 
when his father was found to be a leper (2 Ki. 1 5 :5) ,  
and was sole monarch c. 740-c. 732 BC (· CHRON
OLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT). A man who feared 
God, Jotham built the high gate 01' the Temple, 
fortified and extended the land 01' Judah and sub
dued the Ammonites (2 Ch. 27:3-6). 3. A son 01' 
Jahdai and descendant from Caleb ( I  Ch. 2:47). 

J .D .D.  

JOY. The biblical words are: Heb. sim�ti, verb 
sämea�, wh ich imply also its outward expression 
(c! the Arab. cognate, meaning 'to be excited'), and 
less usually gfl (verb and noun); Gk. chara (verb 
chairö), and agalliasis (frequently used in LXX, and 
corresponding to sim�ti), meaning intense joy. 

In both OT and NT joy is consistently the mark 
both individually 01' the believer and corporately 
01' the church. It i s  a quality, and not simply an 
emotion, grounded upon God hirnself and indeed 
derived from hirn ( Ps. 1 6: 1 1 ;  Phil .  4:4; Rom. 1 5 : 1 3) ,  
which characterizes the Christian's l ife on earth ( I  
Pet. 1 :8), and also anticipates eschatologically the 
joy 01' being with Christ for ever in the kingdom 01' 
heaven (c! Rev. 1 9 :7). 
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I .  I n  the Old Testament 
Joy is related to the total national and religious l ife 
01' Israel, and is particularly expressed in terms of 
noisy, tumultuous excitement at festivals, sacrifices 
and enthronements (Dt. 1 2:61'.; I Sa. 1 8 :6; I Ki .  
1 : 391'.). Spontaneous joy is  a prevailing feature 01' 
the Psalter, where it is a mark both 01' corporate 
worship (largely centred on the Temple, Pss. 42:4; 
8 1 : 1 -3) and 01' personal adoration (Pss. 1 6:81'.; 
43:4). Isaiah conceives 01' joy in other than simply 
ritual terms (c! Ps. 1 26), and he associates i t  with 
the fullness 01' God's salvation, and therefore ( in 
terms 01' a cosmic rejoicing) with the anticipation 01' 
a future state ( Is. 49: 1 3; 6 1 :  I 01'.). In later Judaism, as 
a result, joy is a characteristic 01' the last days. 

11. In the New Testament 
The Synoptic Gospels record the note 01' joy in con
nection with the proclarnation, in its varied forms, 
01' the good news of the kingdom: for example, at 
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the Saviour's birth ( Lk.  2 : 1 0), at the triumphal 
entry (Mk.  1 1  :9f.; Lk. 1 9 :37), and after the resur
rection ( M t .  28:8) .  In the Fourth Gospel i t  is Jesus 
hirnself who communicates this joy (Jn. 1 5 : 1 1 ; 
1 6:24), and it now becomes the result 01' a deep 
fellowship between the church and himse\f (cf 
1 6 :22). 

In Acts joy marks the life 01' the early church. I! 
accompanies the gift 01' the Holy Spirit to the dis
ciples (Acts 1 3 : 52), the miracles performed in the 
name 01' Christ (8:8), and the fact and report 01' the 
conversion 01' the Gentiles ( 1 5 :3); it also character
izes the eucharistic meal (2:46). 

Paul uses the term chara in three ways. First, 
progress in the faith on the part 01' the members 
01' the body 01' Christ, and particularly those he 
has led to Christ, is a cause for joy-he describes 
them, indeed, as he chara hemöin, 'our joy' ( I  
Thes. 2 :  1 9f. ; cf Phi\. 2 :2) .  Secondly, Christian joy 
may paradoxically be the outcome 01' suffering 
and even sorrow for Christ's sake (Co\. 1 :24; 2 
Cor. 6: 1 0; cf I Pet. 4: 1 3 ; Heb. 1 0: 34, etc.), since 
it is produced by the Lord and not by ourselves. 
Joy is in fact, finally, a gift 01' the Holy Spirit 
(Ga\. 5 :22), and is therefore something dynamic 
and not static. Moreover, it derives from love
God's and ours-and is therefore c10sely associ
ated with love in Paul's list 01' the fruit 01' the 
Spiri t .  But since i t  i s  a gift which may be inter
rupted by sin, every believer is called upon to 
share in the joy of Christ by a daily walk with 
hirn and a daily practice 01' rejoicing in the 
knowledge 01' hirn and his salvation ( I  Thes. 
5: 1 6; Phi\ . 3: I ;  4 :4; I Pet. 1 :8) .  

BlBLiOGRAPHY. The standard work on the sub
ject is  E.  G. Gulin, Die Freude im Neuen Testament, 
1 932 ;  see also 1. Moffatt, Grace in the New Testa
ment, 1 93 1 ,  p. 1 68, for the relation between chara 
and charis; E. Beyreuther, G. Finkenrath, 
NIDNTT 2,  pp. 352-36 1 ;  TDNT I ,  pp. 1 9-2 1 ;  2, 
pp. 772-775; 9, pp. 359-372. 5.5.5. 

JOZACHAR (Heb. y6zälsär, 'Yahweh has remem
bered'). A servant 01' Joash who took part in his 
assassination (2 Ki. 1 2 : 2 1 -22) but was sub
sequently executed by Amaziah (2 Ki. 1 4:5) .  Some 
MSS read 'Jozabad' in 2 Ki. 1 2:22, abbreviated to 
'Zabad' in 2 Ch. 24:26, by confusion with the simi
lar name 01' the other assassin, Jehozabad. 

ha - za - qi - a - Li 
Hezekiah 

kima issuri 

l ike a 
qu up - pi 

caged bird 

D.W.B. 

mat ia 

ki - nb 
within 

al sarru - ti - sLi e - sir - sLi 
h'is capital city shut up 

JUBAL. A son 01' Adah, wife 01' Lamech, and an
cestor 01' those who 'handle the harp (kinn6r) and 
pipe ( 'Ligäi])' (Gn. 4:2 1 ) .  ( * M USIC AND MUSICAL 
I NSTRUMENTS.) T .C.M.  

JUBILEES, BOOK OF. A Jewish intertestamental 
work, extant completely only in Ethiopic and part
Iy in Latin, though fragments in the original Heb. 
have now been found at Qumran. I! was probabiy 
written in the late 2nd century BC in (proto-) Essene 
circles shortly before the Qumran sect came into 
existence. It was popular at Qumran, where its spe
cial legal precepts and calendar were observed. ( I !  
is cited by  name in CD 1 6 . 1 30 

Jubilees is a midrash or legendary rewriting 01' 
Genesis and the early chapters 01' Exodus. I! gives 
the biblical history a detailed chronology, ca\cu
lated in jubilee periods 01' 49 years, each divided 
into 7 weeks 01' years, each year a solar year 01' 364 
days. The revelation at Sinai occurs in the 50th ju
bilee since the Creation. (Several texts from 
Qumran employ jubilee periods in historical and 
eschalOlogical speculation.) 

Jllbilees supplements the biblical narrative with 
legends about the Patriarchs, passages 01' eschato
logical prophecy and legal material endorsing a 
strict sectarian interpretation 01' the Law. In oppos
ition to hellenizing inftuences, the author glorifies 
the Law as distinguishing I srael from the Gentiles. 
The solar calendar has the same effect 01' setting 
Israel apart from the Gentiles, and faithful I srael 
from apostate Israel: only this calendar ensures the 
observance 01' the festivals on the correct dates. 

The Jubilees *calendar derives from 1 Enoch and 
was observed at Qumran. A day 01' the month falls 
on the same day 01' the week every year; e.g New 
Year's day always falls on a Wednesday. Some 
scholars have suggested, as a solution to the prob
lem 01' the date 01' the Last Supper, that Jesus cele
brated the Passover according to this calendar, i. e. 
on a Tuesday evening. 

BlBLiOGRAPHY. G. L. Davenport, The Eschat
ology 0/ the Book 0/ Jubilees, 1 97 1 ;  1. C. 
VanderKam, Textual and Historical StIldies il/ the 
Book 0/ Jubilees, 1 977. R .J . B .  

JUDAEA. The Gk.  and Rom. designation 01' the 
land 01' * Judah. The word is actually an adjective 

Li da - a - a 

the Judaean 

al 

the 
ur - sa 

city of 
Ii im mu 

Jerusalem 

Hezekiah 'the Judaean' (bazaqiau mät Yaudaya) named on the day prism which describes the early cam
paign 0/ Sennacherib 0/ Assyria, including the siege 0/ Jerllsalem in 701 Be 
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('Jewish') with ge ('land') or chöra ('country') 
understood. After the Roman conquest (63 BC) it 
appears both in a wider sense, denoting all Pales
tine, including Galilee and Samaria, and in the 
narrower sense, which excludes these two regions. 
Herod's kingdom of Judaea (37-4 BC) included all 
Palestine and some districts E of the Jordan. 
Archelaus' ethnarchy of Judaea (4 BC-AD 6 em
braced Judaea in the narrower sense and Samaria, 
and the same is true of the Rom. province of 
Judaea from AD 6 to 4 1 . After the death of Herod 
Agrippa I in AD 44 the Rom. province of Judaea 
included Galilee also. (0 ISRAEL.) 

The 'wilderness of Judaea' (Mt .  3: I ), associated 
with John the Baptist, is probably identical with 
the 'wilderness of Judah' (Jdg. 1 : 1 6, etc. ), i. e. the 
desert to the W of the Dead Sea. J.D.D. 

JUDAH. 

I .  The son of Jacob 

The 4th son of Jacob by Leah (Gn. 29:35) was 
called Judah (y'hiitja); the name is there explained 
as meaning 'praised', as derived from the root ydh, 
'to praise'. Gn. 49:8 contains a play on this mean
ing. The derivation is widely rejected, but no other 
suggested etymology has been generally accepted 
(for literature, see KB). Judah early took a leading 
role among his brothers, as is shown by the story of 
Joseph (Gn. 37 :26--27; 43:3- 1 0; 44: 1 6--34; 46 :28). 
Gn. 38, though throwing light on the beginnings of 
the tribe of Judah, c1early stands in its present pos
ition to contrast Judah's character with that of 
Joseph. Though Gn. 49:8- 1 2  is not strictly a prom
ise to Judah of kingship, but rat her of leadership, 
victory and tribai stabili ty, the promise of ° Shiloh 
involves kingship ultimately. The genealogies of 
Judah's descendants are found in I Ch. 2-4. 

1 1 .  Other individuals of the same name 

After the Babylonian Exile Judah became increas
ingly one of the favourite names among the Jews. 
Fivc men of this name are mentioned in the OT, 
viz. a Levite, ancestor of Kadmiel (Ezr. 3 :9), pos
sibly the father or son of Hodaviah (Ezr. 2:40); a 
Levite of the return under Zerubbabel (Ne. 1 2 :8); a 
levitical contemporary of Ezra ( Ezr. 1 0:23); a lead
ing Benjaminite under Nchemiah (Ne. 1 1  :9); a 
priest under Nehemiah (Ne. 1 2 :36). In Ne. 1 2 :34 
probably members of the tribe in general are 
meant by 'Judah' .  In the NT the name is repre
sen ted by its Hellenized form ° Judas (shortened to 
Jude in Jude I ) . 

m. The trihe of Judah 

a. From the Exodus till Saul 

Judah plays no special role in the story of the 
Exodus and of the wilderness wanderings, though 
it is to be noted that he was the leader of the van
guard (Nu. 2:9) .  There is no significant change in 
the two census figures from this period (Nu. 1 :27; 
26:22). 

Achan, a member of the tribe, was the cause 01' 
the defeat of Israel before Ai (Jos. 7). This may be 
the reason for the special task laid on Judah to lead 
an independen t  attack on the Canaanites (Jdg. 
I :  1 -2). No explanation is given, but i t  is c1ear that 
Judah's portion was allocated not by lot in Shiloh 
(Jos. 1 8 :  I - I  0) but before its conquest (Jdg. I :3); cf 
the similar treatment of Ephraim and half Man-

JUDAH 

asseh (Jos. 1 6- 1 7) .  It was bounded on the N by the 
portions of Dan and Benjamin, and ran approxi
mately E and W from the N end of the Dead Sea, S 
of Jerusalem and the Gibeonite tetrapolis to the 
Mediterranean. Its W and E frontiers were the 
Mediterranean and the Dead Sea, and it extended 
S as far as cultivation permitted (cf Jos. 1 5) .  
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Judah first overran most o f  the coastal plain, 
soon to be occupied by the Philistines (Jdg. 1 : 1 8) ,  
but evidently quickly withdrew from the struggle 
(Jdg. I :  1 9; 3 :3 ;  Jos. 1 1  :22; 1 3 :2-3). Since it was the 
best of the land apportioned to hirn that Judah 
voluntarily abandoned to Simeon (Jos. 1 9 :  1 , 9) ,  it is 
reasonable to suppose that he hoped to have 
Simeon as a buffer between hirn and the un
conquered coastal plain. 

The story of the conquest of the S in Jdg. I :  1 - 1 7  
has been very widely interpreted t o  mean that 
Judah (and other tribes) entered the land from the 
S before the invasion under Joshua (cf H. H .  
Rowley, From Joseph to  Joshua, 1 950, pp. 4f., 1 0 1  f. ,  
I I 0ff. , with literature), but  the whole trend of 
modern archaeological discovery seems to be un
favourable to the theory, which is unacceptable on 
other, general grounds. 

The failure to maintain a hold on Jerusalem 
(Jdg. 1 :8, 2 1 ), combined with the existence of the 
semi-independent Gibeonite tetrapolis (Jos. 9 ;  
2 Sa.  2 1 : 1 -2), created a psychological frontier be
tween Judah and the central tribes. Though there 
was no barrier to communications (cf Jdg. 1 9 :  I 0-
1 3) ,  Judah will increasingly have looked S to 
Hebron rather than to the sanctuary at Shiloh. 
While Judah provided the first of the judges, Oth
niel (Jdg. 3 :9- 1 1 ), and shared in the early action 
against Benjamin (Jdg. 20: 1 8),  he does not seem 
even to have been expected to join against Jabin 
and Sisera (Jdg. 5). As a result, when Judah 
became tributary to the Philistines (Jdg. 1 5 : 1 1 ) ,  he 
appears not to have appealed to the other tribes, 
nor do they see m to have been concerned. 

The fact of this division seems to have been 
generally recognized, for by Saul's time we find 
the contingent from Judah separately enumerated 
( I  Sa. 1 1  : 8 ;  1 5 :4; 1 7: 52; 1 8: 1 6) .  

b. Under David and Solomon 

After Saul's death this growing split was perpetu
ated by David's being crowned as king in Hebron 
over Judah (2 Sa. 2:4). A.  Alt is probably correct in 
maintaining (The Formation of the Israelite State 
in Palest ine', in Essays on Old Testament History 
and Religion, 1 966, pp. 2 1 6ff.) that the crowning of 
David as king over 'all Israel' (2 Sa. 5: 1 -5) made 
hirn king of a dual kingdom in wh ich Judah kept 
its separate identi ty. Certainly during Absalom's 
rebellion Judah seems to have maintained its neu
trali ty, while the N followed the rebe\. 

There is no evidence that Solomon showed any 
favouritism to Judah compared with the other 
tribes, for 'and one officer, which was in the land' 
( I  Ki. 4: 1 9, Rvmg.) will refer to Judah (RSV). 

IV. The kingdom of Judah 

a. Its relations with Israel 

I f  A. Alt's view is correct, Judah and I srael in ac
cepting different kings were acting in accordance 
with their rights as separate political entities. Apart 
from Jeroboam hirnself, the kings of I srael do not 
seem to have sought the destruction of Judah (cf 2 
Ki. 1 4 :  1 3- 1 4), and the prophets never questioned 
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the right of Israel to exist, though they foresaw the 
time when it would return to its allegiance to 
'David' .  

The  heritage of Solomon's riches seemed to give 
Judah the advantage at the disruption, despite its 
less fertile land and smaller population compared 
with the N. In spite of claims to the contrary, there 
is no evidence that Rehoboam later disregarded the 
command of Shemaiah ( I  Ki. 1 2 :22-24) and at
tacked Jeroboam. The suggestion that Shishak's 
attack on Judah ( I  Ki. 1 4 :25-26) was in support of 
his ally Jeroboam lacks positive evidence in its 
support . The resultant loss of the wealth Solomon 
had amassed, even though Israel seems to have suf
fered from Shishak's attack as weil, meant that 
Judah now stood permanently in a position of 
material inferiority compared with I srael. The evi
dence suggests that Judah needed a prosperous 
Israel for its own prosperity. 

One e ffective test of the absolute, rat her than rela
tive, prosperity of Judah was its ability to control 
Edom, or as much of it as was neccssary for the 
safeguarding of the trade-route to the Gulf of Aqa
bah . Rehoboam made no effort to maintain his 
father's precarious hold on the area. Jehoshaphat 
evidently completely subdued the country (I Ki. 
22:47), but later he had to install a vassal king (2 Ki. 
3:9). Edom regained its independence under his son 
Jehoram (2 Ki .  8 :20-22). Amaziah, about half a 
century later, reconqucred Edom (2 Ki .  1 4:7). This 
time the conquest was more effective, and not until 
the troubles of Ahaz' reign 60 years later was Edom 
finally able to free itself (2 Ki. 1 6:6). After this Judah 

643/42-64 1 /40 Amon 
640/39--609 Josiah 

Manasseh 

609 Jehoahaz 
609--597 Jehoiakim 

597 Jehoiachin 
597-587 Zedekiah 

does not seem even to  h ave attempted conquest. 
It was only a decisive victory by A bijah (or 

Abijam) that restored a measure of parity between 
the kingdoms (2 eh. 1 3) .  Asa, faced with the cap
able Baasha, could maintain it only by allying him
self with Ben-hadad, king of Damascus (I Ki. 
1 5 : 1 8-20). The dynasty of Omri, disturbed both by 
the increasing power of Damascus, and even more 
by the threat from °Assyria, made peace with 
Judah, which was later sealed by the marriage of 
Athaliah, Ahab's daughter, or perhaps sister (2 Ki. 
8 :26), with Jehoram . It is widely held that at this 
time Judah was Israel's vassal .  So far from this 
being true, the evidence suggests that Jehoshaphat 
used Israel as a buffer between hirn and Assyria. 
This is the most likely explanation why Judah does 
not figure on Shalmaneser's list of his enemies at 
the battle of Qarqar, nor for that matter on the 
'Black Obelisk'. He seems to have looked on, with 
the sole exception of the battle of Ramoth-gilead 
( I  Ki. 22: 1 -38), while I srael and Damascus tore at 
one another's vitals. Hence, by the end of his long 
reign, he feit himself strong enough to refuse Ahaz
iah's request for a joint venture to Ophir after the 
first had failed (I Ki. 22:48-49 compared with 2 
eh .  20:35-37). The relative equality between the 
kingdoms at this time is  seen in the fact that Jehu, 
though he had killed Ahaziah of Judah (2 Ki. 
9 :27), did not venture to carry his anti-Baal cam
paign into Judah, nor, on the other hand, did 
Athaliah try to avenge her son's death. 

6 1 9  

In the century between the accession of Jehu 
and the deaths of Jeroboam I I  and Uzziah the 
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fortunes of Judah seem to have kept pace with 
those of Israel both in affliction and prosperity. 
Probably the latter came more slowly to the S, even 
as the hollowness of its prosperity was revealed 
somewhat later than in Israel. 

b. Earlier loreign enemies 
Until the collapse of Israel the history of Judah is 
singularly uninftuenced by foreign threats. 
Shishak's invasion was a last stirring of Egypt's 
ancient power until the Assyr. advance forced it to 
measures of self-defence. The Philistines had been 
so weakened that we find them as aggressors only 
when Judah was weakest, viz. under Jehoram (2 
Ch. 2 1 :  1 6) and Ahaz (2 Ch. 28: 1 8) .  At the height 
of Hazael's power, when he had alm ost destroyed 
Israel, Jehoash was forced to become tributary to 
Oamascus, but this cannot have lasted long. In 
fact, the only two major threats of this period were 
from those sudden movements that the nomads 
and semi-nomads of the desert have periodically 
thrown up. Zerah 'the Cushite' (2 Ch. 1 4:9) is  more 
likely to have been an Arabian (cl Gn. 1 0:7) than 
an Ethiopian, i. e. a Sudanese. The second was from 
a sudden movement of the inhabitants of the Trans
jordan steppe-land (2 Ch. 20: I ,  1 0) .  

e. JlIdah and Assyria 
As stated above, the earlier advances of Assyria do 
not seem to have affected Judah. When Oamascus 
and Israel attacked Ahaz (2 Ki .  1 6:5), it was a last 
desperate attempt to unite the remnants of the 
West against the advance of Tiglath-pileser I I I .  
There are n o  grounds for thinking that Judah was 
threatened by the Assyrians, for until they wanted 
to challenge Egypt they would hardly alarm it by 
advancing prematurely to its desert frontier. By ac
cepting the suzerainty of Assyria Ahaz virtually 
sealed the fate of Judah . On the one hand, it re
mained a vassal until the approaching doom of 
Assyria (6 1 2  Be) could be foreseen; on the other, it 
was caught up in the intrigues stirred up by Egypt, 
for which it duly suffered. Hezekiah's revolt in 705 
Be, crushed by Sennacherib 4 years later, reduced 
Judah to a shadow of its former self, at least two
thirds of the population perishing or being carried 
away captive, and a large portion of its territory 
being lost. For details, see 1. Bright, A His/ory 01 
Israel', 1 972, pp. 282-286, 296-308; DOTT, pp. 
64-70. 

d. Revival alld downlall 
A revival of religious and nationalistic feeling 
under the young Josiah began jllst after Ashurba
nipal's death (63 1 Be), when the weakness of As
syria was already becoming manifest. The steps in 
reform indicated in 2 Ch. 34:3, 8 suggest how c1ose
Iy interwoven religion and politics had become, for 
each step was in itself also a rejection of Assyr. 
religious and therefore political control. By the 
height of the reform in 62 1 Be Josiah, though 
probably still nominally tributary to Assyria, was 
in fact independent. With or without the approval 
of his nominal overlord he took over the Assyr. 
provinces of Samaria and E Galilee (2 Ch. 34:6) 
and doubtless recovered the territory that Heze
kiah had lost as a punishment for his rebellion. 
There is no reliable evidence that the Scythian 
inroad, which did so much to give Assyria its 
mortal wound, affected or even reached Judah. 

There is no indication that Josiah offered any 
opposition to Pharaoh Psammetichus' expedition 

in aid of Assyria in 6 1 6  Be, but when Pharaoh 
Neco repeated the expedition in 609 Be Josiah evi
dently feI t  that in the new international position his 
only chance of maintaining Judah's independence 
was to fight, but in the ensuing ballle at Megiddo 
he met his death. There is no evidence for the sug
gestion that he was acting in all iance with the 
rising star of * B abylon, though the possibility 
must not be rejected. 

Egypt marked its victory by deposing Josiah's 
son Jehoahaz and replacing hirn by his brother Je
hoiakim, who had, however, to accept Babylonian 
overlordship soon after Nebuchadrezzar's victory 
at Carchemish (605 Be) (On.  I :  I ;  2 Ki .  24: I ) . I n  
60 1 B e  Nebuchadrezzar was checked by Neco in 
a battle near the Egyp. fron tier, and on his with
drawal to BabyIon Jehoiakim rebelIed . Judah was 
ravaged by Bab. troops and auxiliary levies (2 Ki.  
24:2).  Jehoiakim died an obscure death in Decem
ber 598 Be, before he could suffer the full penalty 
of rebellion, and Jehoiachin, his 1 8-year-old son ,  
surrendered Jerusalem to Nebuchadrezzar on  1 6  
March 597 Be. 

His uncle Zedekiah be ca me the last king of 
Judah, but revolted in 589 Be. By January 588 Be 
the Bab. armies were be fore the walls of Jerusalem. 
In July 587 Be the walls were breached and Zede
kiah was captured to meet a traitor's fate (2 K i .  
25 :6-7); a month later the  city was burnt down and 
the walls razed. 

e. Religion lInder /he Monarchy 
Popular religion in Judah was probably as de
graded by concepts of nature-religion as in Israel, 
bu t its relative isolation and openness to the desert 
will have made it less inftuenced by its Canaanite 
forms. Its lack of major sanctuaries-only Hebron 
and Beersheba are known to us, with Gibeon in 
Benjamin-increased the inftuence of Jerusalem 
and its Solomonic Temple. It is q uestionable 
whether any king of I srael could even have at
tempted the centralizing reforms of Hezekiah and 
Josiah. The Davidic covenant (2 Sa. 7:8-1 6), far 
more than the general atmosphere of the 'Fertile 
Crescent' , made the king the undisputed leader of 
the national religion, even though cultic functions 
were denied hirn (2 Ch. 26: 1 6-2 1 ). 

The power of the king might be used for good, 
as in the reformations, but where national policy 
seemed to demand an acceptance of Baal-worship, 
as under Jehoram, Ahaziah and Athaliah, or a rec
ognition of the Assyr. astral deities, as under Ahaz 
and Manasseh, there was no effective power that 
could resist the royal will. The royal authority in 
matters of religion will also have helped to make 
the official cult for many merely an extern al and 
official matter. 

I Exile (597-538 BC) 
Apart from an unspecified number of ordinary 
captives destined to slavery, Nebuchadrezzar de
ported the cream of the population in 597 Be (2 Ki .  
24 : 1 4; Je. 52:28-the difference in figures is doubt
less due to different categories of captives being 
envisaged). A few, including the royal family, 
became 'guests' of Nebuchadrezzar in BabyIon; 
others, e.g Ezekiel, were settled in communities in 
Babylonia, where they had apparently full freedom 
apart from the right to change their domicile; the 
skilIed artisans became part of a mobile labour 
force used by Nebuchadrezzar in his building oper
ations. The destruction of Jerusalem added to the 
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general total of captives (2 Ki. 25 :  1 1 ), and le. 52:29 
shows there was another group of designated de
portees. The murder of Gedaliah, whom Neb
uchadrezzar had made governor of ludah, led to a 
large-scale ftight to Egypt (2 Ki.  25 :25-26; le. 4 1 :  I 
-43:7). This, in turn, was followed in 582 BC by 
another, obviously punitive, deportation to Baby
lonia (Je. 52:30). 

As the result of deportation and ftight ludah 
was left, and remained, virtually empty (see w. F. 
Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine', 1 954, pp. 
1 40--142). The land S of a line between Beth-zur 
and Hebron seems to have been detached from 
Judah in 597 BC; into it the Edomites gradually 
moved. As a result, this area was lost to ludah until 
its capture by lohn Hyrcanus after 1 29 BC and the 
forcible ludaizing of its population. The remainder 
was placed under the governor of Samaria and de
liberately kept virtually empty; there is no evidence 
for the infiltration of other peoples. It may be pre
sumed that Nebuchadrezzar intended to follow the 
normal Assyr.-Bab. practice of bringing in settlers 
from other conquered areas (cf 2 Ki. 1 7:24), but 
for some reason refrained. 

V. Post-exilic Judah 

a. Restoration 
Babyion fell to Cyrus in 539 BC, and the next year 
he ordered the rebuilding of the lerusalem Temple 
(Ezr. 6:3-5); he accompanied this with permission 
for the deportees and their descendants to return 
(Ezr. 1 :2-4). The list of names, involving a total of 
some 43,000 persons, in Ezr. 2 may weil cover the 
period 538-522 BC, but there are no solid grounds 
for doubting that there was an immediate and con
siderable response to Cyrus' decree. 

Sheshbazzar, a member of the Davidic royal 
family, seems to have been Cyrus' commissioner to 
oversee the rebuilding of the Temple; he will have 
returned (or died?) after the laying of the founda
tions (Ezr. 5 : 14 ,  1 6) .  There is no evidence that 
ludah was detached politically from the district of 
Samaria until the time of Nehemiah; the title 'gov
ernor' given Sheshbazzar. is too specific a rendering 
for pe/:!ti. Zerubbabel, probably heir-apparent of 
the royal hause, does not seem to have held any 
official position, the title of pe/:!ti in Hg. I :  I ;  2:2 1 
being probably honorific -note his non
appearance in Ezr. 5 :3- 1 7 . Other lewish leaders 
bore the title pe/:!ti in the following decades, ap
pointed by the Persians. 

By the time of Ezra in the second half of the 4th 
century it had become apparent to most that polit
ical independence and the restoration of the Dav
idic monarchy were no more than a hope for the 
more distant future. Ezra transformed the lews 
from a national state into a 'church', making the 
keeping of the Torah the purpose of their exist
ence. The political insignificance of ludaea under 
the Persians and the relatively peaceful conditions 
of the country favoured the steady instruction of 
the mass of the people in the Torah. The only polit
ical upheaval of the period may have been a de
portation to Babylonia and Hyrcania, though 
many doubt it (cf los., Contra Apionem I .  1 94). 

b. The end of luda" 
The campaigns of Alexander the Great will hardly 
have a ffected ludaea, but his founding of Alexan
dria provided a centre for a western, and for the 
most part voluntary, dispersion, which soon 
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rivalled that of Babylonia and Persia in numbers 
and surpassed i t  in wealth and inftuence. The div
ision of Alexander's empire among his generals 
meant that Palestine became a debatable land be
tween Syria and Egypt. Till 1 98 BC it was normally 
in the hands of the Egyp. Ptolemies, but then it 
became part of the Syrian Seleucid empire. 

The extravagances of the rich Hellenized upper 
classes of lerusalem, in large proportion priests, 
and the unbalanced efforts of Antiochus 
Epiphanes ( 1 75-1 63 BC) to Hellenize his empire, 
which led him to forbid circumcision and Sabbath
keeping and to demand the worship of Greek 
deities, created an alliance between religious zeal 
and dormant nationalism. The lews achieved first 
religious autonomy and then political freedom 
( 1 40 BC) for the first time since losiah. By 76 BC 
their boundaries extended virtually from the tradi
tional Dan to Beersheba. For the history of this 
meteoric rise and sudden collapse, see • ISRAEL. 

When the Romans destroyed the last vestiges of 
political independence in AD 70, and especially 
after the crushing of Bar-Kokhba's revolt in AD 
1 35 ,  ludaea ceased to be a lewish land, but the 
name of ludah in its form of lew became the title 
of all dispersed through the world who clung to 
the Mosiac law, irrespective of tri bai or national 
origin. 

BIBUOGRAPHY. A rchaeological discovery has 
put all earlier treatments of the subject to a greater 
or less degree out of date. lohn Bright, A History 
of Israel·', 1 972,  gives an up-to-date and balanced 
presentation with a mention of the most important 
literature. See A .  R. Millard, 'The Meaning of the 
Name ludah', ZA W 86, 1 974, pp. 246f. For the text 
of Kings, see 1. A. Montgomery and H.  S. 
Gehman, The Books of Kings, ICC, 1 95 1 .  For 
extra-biblical texts naming ludah, see 1. B. Pritch
ard, ANEP, 1 969; and DOTT. For the post-exilic 
period, see W. O. E. Oesterley, A History of Israel, 
2, 1 932; F. F. Bruce, Israel and the Nations, 1 963. 
See " ISRAEL. H.L.E. 

JUDAISM. When one defines ludaism as 'the 
religion of the lews', i. e. their faith and their prac
tice, one must ask which historical era is in view, 
for the religion of the lews has changed through 
the centuries. The religion of the Patriarchs in the 
book of Genesis, that of the era of the Sinaitic 
Covenant and Mosaic Law, and that of the post
exilic period and the rabbinic ludaism that fol
lowed the destruction of the second Temple (of 
which the modern forms of Orthodox and Con
servative ludaism are direct descendants), are all 
different. 

Here we are concerned primarily with the 
ludaism of the Greco-Roman period, the later post
exilic period up to the end of the I st century when 
rabbinic ludaism began to consolidate itself in 
order to survive without nation and Temple. This 
therefore is the ludaism of the second Temple, the 
time of lesus and the emergence of Christianity. 
Twentieth-century study of this ludaism has rc
sulted in two momentous conclusions that will de
termine much of what is discussed below. First, it 
has become increasingly clear that even this luda
ism was very diverse. The once fashionable talk of 
'normative' ludaism in this period (e.g. as in G. F. 
Moore) has given way to the reference to ludaisms 
in the plural. Second, the all too common Chris
tian portrayal of this ludaism as a legalistic 
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religion, wherein one established righteousness 
before God on the basis of good works, is  now seen 
to be a caricature. U nderstood correctly, this Juda
ism embodies a 'covenantal nomism', i.e. a law
centredness within the covenantal framework (thus 
E. P. Sanders) that rests as squarely upon the grace 
of God as does Christianity. The implications of 
these important conc1usions will be made c1ear in 
wh at folIows. 

I. The fundamental elements of all Judaisms 

Despite its diversity, we may note constant elem
ents that serve as the sine qua non of anything that 
bears the name Judaism. The importance of these 
basic, constitutive elements can hardly be exagger
ated. In every case they derive from the scriptures 
that came to be canonized by the end of the I st 
r.entury a.s the Heb. Bible. 

a. Election and covenant 
The origin and basis of Judaism is to be found 
already in the Abrahamic Covenant (Gn. 1 2 :  1 -3).  
Abram is chosen by God - the one true God, as 
Israel's monotheism insisted - to be the recipient 
of wonderful blessings that will involve the emer
gence of a great nation and ultimately blessing for 
all the families of the earth. These covenant prom
ises that brought Abram into a special relationship 
with Yahweh required no special merit or right
eousness on his part. The election of Abraham, 
and the promises bestowed upon hirn, rest solely 
upon God's gracious initiative. Further statements 
of the Abrahamic Covenant add references to the 
gift of the land ( 1 3 : 1 4-- 1 7) and many descendants 
( 1 5 :5) who will have power over their enemies 
(22: 1 7) .  The covenant is renewed with Abraham's 
son Isaac (26:3-4) and his grandson Jacob (28: 1 3-
1 5), who in turn articulates it to Joseph (48:3-4, 
2 1 ). It is 'an everlasting covenant' ( 1 7 :7). This 
promise, confirmed and extended with new meta
phors in the covenants at Sinai (Ex. 1 9: 3-{;; Dt. 
7 :6-9) and with David (2 Sa. 7 :8- 1 6), i s  foun
dational to all Judaisms and a fixed point that 
henceforward separates Jew from non-Jew. 

b. Torall 
Of nearly cqual importance to election and coven
ant is the gift of the Torah, in the sense of the 
commandments given to Israel at Sinai through the 
mediation of Moses (Ex . 20-40; Lv. 1 -27). 
Although the Torah does not establish Israel, it is 
nevertheless her supreme calling. The Sinaitic 
statements link the covenantal promises with 
obedience to the Law. Moses is instructed to tell 
the people: 'Now therefore, if you will obey my 
voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my own 
possession among all the peoples' (Ex. 1 9:5 )  and 
similarly: ' I f  you obey the commandments of the 
Lord your God which I command you this day, by 
loving the Lord your God, by walking in his ways, 
and by keeping his commandments and his statutes 
and his ordinances, then you shall live and multi
ply, and the Lord your God will bless you in the 
land which you are entering to take possession of 
it' (Dt. 30: 1 6) .  This still docs not mean, however, 
that Israel must keep the commandments in order 
to enter into relationship with God. Her election 
remains prior to the call to obedience, yet now the 
maintenance of that elect status, and the realiz
ation of the covenant promises, are made contin
gent upon obedience to the commandments. From 
this time on Judaism in principle becomes wh at has 

been called a 'covenantal nomism', i.e. a religion 
focused on the obedience to the Law, but within 
the larger and prior framework provided by elec
tion and covenant. Judaism of necessity becomes 
nomistic, ' Iaw-centred', but within a context of 
grace (hence, not 'Iegalistic'). 

c. Temple 
The focal point of the religious praxis of the Jews 
became first the wilderness tent-shrine and then 
the Solomonic Temple. Through the several 
aspects of the tent-shrine/Temple, i.e. its structure 
(with the ark of the covenant in the holy of holies, 
and the various courts of approach), its cultus (the 
sacrificial ritual) and its mediatorial priesthood 
and regulations, the Jews learned about the holi
ness of God, the sinfulness of humanity, and the 
neces�ity of atonement fur ihe experience of for
giveness. The Temple, housing the presence of God 
in Israel's midst, furthermore became the symbolic 
centre of Israel's identity as God's people, its 
centre of authority, not only religiously but eco
nomically, nationally and politically. After the 
destruction of Solomon's Temple in 586 BC, when 
the Jews returned from the exile, it became an 
immediate priority to build a second temple (Ezr. 
1 :3 ;  3:2-3, 1 0-1 3) .  

In principle all Jews and al l  ludaisms were 
committed to the Temple. There was not, however, 
always agreement concerning the morality or the 
legitimacy of the priesthood in charge of the 
Temple. With the deposition of Onias I I I  in 1 74 BC 
the Temple fell into the control of a succession of 
high priests not of the Zadokite l ineage. The 
Qumran sect rejected not the Temple itself but 
the illegitimate reigning priesthood, and looked for 
the day when the Temple would be purged and 
Zadokite priests would once more gain contro!. 

d. Land 
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As we have seen, the land was a part of the coven
antal promises from the very beginning. The land 
became inextricably connected with the hope of 
the lews in the covenant loyalty of Yahweh. The 
future that God had promised to Israel was 
inconceivable apart from the reality of the secure 
possession of the land. Thus the land, like the 
Temple, came to have a highly symbolic signifi
cance for the lews. 

11 .  The emergence of Second Temple Judaisms 

a. The crucial significance 0/ the exile 
The Babylonian exile was a catastrophe of 
immeasurable significance for the subsequent 
shape of ludaism. The defeat of ludah and the 
destruction of the Temple represented the boldes! 
possible contradiction of Israel's election and cov
enant promises. The tension in post-exilic perspec
tives is everywhere apparent (e.g La. 5: 1 9-22; Ps. 
1 37: 1-4; Hg. 2 :3 ;  Zc. 1 : 1 2; 2 Baruch 1 0:6- 1 1 :7) .  
The dominant explanation of the tragedy, leaning 
on the rationale of such Torah passages as Dt. 
4:25-28; 30; 3 1  :27-29, focused on Israel's failure to 
obey the commandments of the Lord (see esp. La. 
1 :8 , 1 8, 22; 4:6; Ezr. 5 : 1 2; 9:6-7, 1 3 ; Ne. 9 :26-3 1 ;  
Zc. 7 :  1 2; Testament of Moses 3 :  1 3 ; Testament of 
ludah 23; Testament of Zebulun 9 ;  Testament of 
Naphtali 4 : 1 -3 ;  Psalms of Solomon 9 : 1 -3).  The 
other side of the coin was that Israel had not yet 
experienced the fulfilment of the promises given to 
her, because she had not been obedient to the Law. 



Even after the actual return from the exile many 
lews probably believed that because of the lack of 
the fulfilment of the promises, [ srael still remained 
in exile. Therefore post-exilic ludaism turned to the 
Law with a new, burning intensity. 

This has led to the commonly encountered, yet 
simplistic, contrast between the religion of the OT 
and 'ludaism' . Therefore many speak of the birth 
of ludaism in the new reading of the Law of 
Moses by Ezra the scribe (Jaw scholar) recorded in 
Ne. 8: 1 - 1 2, followed by the study of 'the words of 
the Law' in  8: 1 3- 1 8 . The balance with the covenant 
has now c1early shifted towards nomism. 

b. The allemp/ed des/ruc/ion 01 Judaism by An/io
chus IV Epiphanes 
[n 1 68- 1 67 BC an event occurred that was in many 
respects analogous to the experience of exile and 
also of  very great importance in  shaping the mind
set of the Second Temple ludaisms of the time of 
lesus. Antiochus defiled the Temple, prohibited the 
practice of Judaism, and attempted to Hellenize 
the Jews thoroughly. Although this disaster was 
effectively counteracted by the heroic deeds of the 
Maccabees, it left its indelible mark on the psyche 
of 2nd-century Judaism. The importance of main
taining the distinctives of the Law burned more 
deeply in the Jewish mind. 

c. The del'elopmen/ 01 apocalyp/ic 
Apocalyptic f10urished in the soil of post-exilic 
Judaism. It provided a way to cope with the appar
ent failure of God to fulfil the promises made to 
[srael, and thus eased the tension referred to above. 
The goal that God had in mind, the age to come, 
could not be reached by evolution within ordinary 
history. The future was indeed in God's hands, but 
the fulfilment of the promises would eome only 
through a radieal divine intervention. The time lor 
this was unehangeably fixed in the will of God and 
indieations of its nearness had been revealed (Gk. 
apokalyp/ö), so i t  was c1aimed, to eertain indi
viduals who published their views commonly 
under the pseudonyms of past heroes of the scrip
tu res. All [srael had to do was to wait patiently and 
in readiness. 

[[[ .  Sects and varying aspects of Second Temple 
Judaisms 

a. Pharisees 
Pride of plaee must go to the Pharisees, because it 
is they who served as the fountain-head of all later 
(post 70) Judaism. They are logically, if not in fact, 
the descendants of the Torah movement begun by 
Ezra and the 2nd-century BC Hasidim who, like the 
Maccabees, so valiantly resisted the Hellenization 
01' the Jews. The Pharisees' programme for the 
post-exilic situation was to adhere to the com
malldments more faithfully by spelling out their 
mcaning in great detail, thus building a fenee 
around the Torah ('Abo/li 3: 1 4) .  This they did by 
developing an oral t radition that elaborated the 
commandments. This tradition was later c1aimed 
to have been derived from Moses on Sinai ( ' Abo/h 
I :  I ), where two laws, written and oral, were sup
posedly given. The Pharisees appear in the gospels 
as areh-opponents of Jesus and are deseribed by 
hirn as those who 'sit on Moses' seat', i. e. those 
who are known for their expertise in the interpret
ation 01' the law 01' Moses (Mt .  23:2;  cl Josephus, 
Wal' 1 . 1 1 0; An/. 1 7 .4 1 ,  1 3 .297) The Pharisees' 
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quest for righteousness is approved by Jesus in 
principle and yet he severely criticises their oral 
tradition (e.g. Mk. 7:8-9; M t .  23:4, 1 3-28). The 
Pharisees focused on matters of ritual purity, call
ing for the standards of purity observed by the 
priests in  the Temple to be applied to ordinary 
households. They were most concerned with table 
fellowship including the dietary rest riet ions, 
although Sabbath observance and tithing were also 
important, as was circumeision . 

It is weil known that the Pharisees, unlike the 
Sadducees, believed in the resurrection of the dead 
as weil as in angels and demons (cl Acts 23:8 and 
the Josephus references mentioned above). They 
also differed from the Sadducees in believing in 
reward and retribution after death and that  the 
promises made to [srael would find a future fulfil
ment through the coming of a Messiah. ( Many, if 
not all, Pharisees accepted the apocalyptic perspec
tive on the future.) The Pharisees held the sover
eignty of God and human free will in unresolved 
tension. See also ·PHARISEES. 

b. Essenes 
Already known from Josephus and the Damascus 
Document (but surprisingly not mentioned in the 
ND, the Essenes have now become much more 
familiar to us, thanks to the discovery of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls. These Scrolls probably refleet a monas
tic community of Essenes living at Qumran on the 
NW shore of the Dead Sea (Essene communities 
existed elsewhere as weil) from the 2nd century BC 
to AD 70. The agenda of the Essenes was also the 
intensive quest for achieving the righteousness of 
the Torah. The most distinetive belief held by the 
Essenes, however, was that they themselves were 
the eommunity of the new covenant living in the 
last days immediately prior to the eschatological 
realization of [srael's hope. The leader of the 
eommunity, the Teacher of Righteousness, inter
preted the prophetie writings so as to show that the 
community members were what the prophets were 
talking about as they spoke of the end of the pres
en t age. See also • ESSENES. 

c. Sadducees 
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The Sadducees were a priestly group who held the 
authority 0 1' the high priesthood and thus had 
power over the Temple cultus. As aristoeratic 
opportunists who eatered to the Romans in the 
administration of Palestine, the Sadducees 
refleeted their lack of belief in the esehatologieal 
fulfilment of [srael's promises. As we have seen, 
they did not aeeept the resurreetion 01' the dead, 
nor therefore did they believe in  reward or retribu
tion after death. They appeared to want to make 
the most 01' the present status quo and they firmly 
rejected the partial determinism 01' the Pharisees, 
believing in the full freedom of the individual. 
They refused to accept the authority 01' the Phari
sees' oral law and accepted the final authority 01' 
the Pentateuch alone. There is some rabbinie evi
dence that the Sadducees disagreed with the 
Pharisees over certain purity issues. See also 
·SADDUCEES. 

d. Zealo/s 
Although possessing little if any distinetiveness as 
a Jewish sect (in most respects they agreed with the 
Pharisees; Josephus, An/. 1 8 .23), the ' fourth phil
osophy' dcscribed by Josephus deserves mention 
here. With Maccabean successes in their minds, 
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this group believed that God would honour violent 
tactics against the Romans. If the Sicarii ('dagger
men'), political assassins, are not to be identified 
with the Zealots, they at least shared a similar per
spective. Such a viewpoint obviously differed dra
matically from the Pharisees' idea of determinism 
and the apocalyptists' not ion of a fixed time for the 
realization of the promises. Yet their hope was not 
dissimilar to that of the apocalyptic perspective, 
despite the fact that they would not wait passively 
for God to act, but took political action them
selves. The ambitions of the Zealots came to a tra
gic end with the capture of M asada in AD 74, 
although the zealotic spirit surfaced for a while 
again in the Second Jewish Revolt of AD 1 32-1 35 .  
See also ·ZEALOTS. 

I V. The emergence of rabbinic Judaism 
The catastrophe of the fall of Jerusalem and the 
destruction of the Temple in AD 70 confronted 
Judaism with yet another pivotal crisis, as signifi
cant as the Babylonian exile and Antiochus' dese
cration of the Temple and persecution of Judaism, 
yet possessing a finality not contradicted by the 
Second Jewish Revolt of AD 1 32-1 35 .  Of all the 
varieties of Judaism existing in the Second Temple 
Period, only one emerged from the ashes: Pharisaic 
Judaism. As G. E. Moore put it, 'Judaism is the 
monument of the Pharisees' (Judaism 2, p. 1 93). In 
the last decades of the I st century, rabbinic Juda
ism began to consolidate itself at Yavneh under the 
leadership of Johanan ben Zakkai. In  Jacob Neu
sner's phrase, Pharisaic Judaism moved 'from pol
itics to piety'. Without abandoning the basic belief 
structure of  Judaism outlined above, rabbinic 
Judaism focused persistently on personal obedi
ence of the law as stipulated in the growing oral 
tradition. Although the rabbis undoubtedly prayed 
for the fulfilment of the promises and the realiz
at ion of Israel's ho pe (e.g in the Qaddish), in the 
rabbinic world of Torah piety, it  was as though 
time had stopped. Without the Temple and with
out a nation, the focus of piety became the indi
vidual, his table, his prayer, his study of the Torah, 
and particularly the study of the commandments. 
Through the work of the Tannaim ('repeaters') the 
oral law was maintained and furt her developed 
until it was edited and put into final form, in what 
is known as the M ishnah, by Judah the Patriarch, 
c. AD 200. Other Tannaitic materials (Baraitoth) 
were gathered into the Tosephta ('supplement') 
and their work can also be seen in the M idrashim 
(commentaries on Scripture). Further custodians 
of rabbinic tradition, the Amoraim ('speakers') 
continued work that eventually came to fruition in 
the commentaries on the M ishnah, represented by 
the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmuds. And thus 
the course and tone of Judaism was set down to its 
present manifestations. 
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JUDAS. I. The Lord's brother ( M t. 1 3 :55 = M k .  
6:3). Perhaps the author of  the Epistle o f  • Jude, 
who styles hirnself 'brother of James' (. BRETHREN 
OF THE LORD) . 

2. The son of James, and one of the Twelve (Lk .  
6: 1 6), called also Lebbaeus (Mt .  1 0:3 ,  AV) and 
Thaddaeus (Mk .  3: 1 8), who asked Jesus a question 
in the upper room (Jn. 1 4:22). Some regard hirn as 
the author of the Epistle of Jude. 

3. For Judas Iscariot, see next article. 
4. The Galilean who stirred up a rebellion 

against the Romans (Acts 5:37). Josephus says he 
was born in Gamala (Ant. 1 8 . 3), and places the 
rebellion in AD 6. ·Quirinius defeated the rebels 
and Judas was slain. 5. A Jew at whose house in 
Damascus Paul lodged (Acts 9 : 1 1 ) .  6. A prophet 
surnamed Barsabbas, who with Silas was chosen 
by the Jerusalem Christian leaders to accompany 
Paul and Barnabas to Antioch to convey the 
apostles' decision regarding circumcision (Acts 
1 5 :22-33). ) .D .D.  

JUDAS ISCARIOT. 

I .  Name and origin 
In the Synoptic lists of the Twelve whom Jesus 
called 'to be with hirn' ( M k .  3: 1 4) the name of 
Judas always appears last, and usually with some 
description which brands hirn with an infamous 
stigma (e.g. 'who betrayed hirn', Mk. 3 : 1 9; M t .  
1 0:4; L k .  6 :  1 6; cf J n .  1 8 :2, 5 ) .  We may compare the 
case of Jeroboam I ,  in the OT, who is mentioned 
with horror as the one 'who made Israel to sin'. 

The term 'Iscariot' is applied to his name, in  the 
Synoptic texts and in Jn .  1 2 :4; while in the other 
Johannine references the textual tradition shows 
considerable variation, with the name of Simon 
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being given as Judas' father (1n.6:7 1 ;  1 3 :2, 26), and 
Iscariot being further explained by the addition 
apo Karyotou (in certain readings of 6:7 1 ;  1 2:4; 
1 3 :2, 26; 1 4:22). These additional facts supplied by 
John would confirm the derivation of ' Iscariot' 
from Heb 'is q'rfyot, 'a man of Kerioth'. Kerioth is 
located in Moab, according to Je. 48:24, 4 1 ;  Am. 
2:2; but there is another possible identification, 
Kerioth-hezron (1os. 1 5 :25), which is 19 km S of 
Hebron. This geographical explanation of ' Iscari
oth' is preferable to the view which traces the word 
to sikarios, by way of an Aramaicized 'isqaryä'ä, 
'an assassin' (cf Acts 21 :38), as suggested by 
Schulthess and O. Cullmann, The State in the New 
Testament, E.T. 1 957, pp. 1 5r. But see, to the con
trary, M .  Hengel, Die Zeloten, 1 96 1 ,  p. 49. 

11. Career 

In the apostolic band Judas was treasurer (1n. 
1 3 :29), while another Johannine text speaks of 
hirn as a thief ( I 2:6), mainly, we may suppose, on 
the ground that he 'pilfered' the money which was 
entrusted to hirn. For this sense of the verb trans
Iated 'used to take' in 1 2 :6, as attested in the 
papyri, see A.  Deissmann, Bible Studies, E.T. 1 90 I ,  
p. 257. 

The c10sing scenes of the Gospel story are 
shadowed by the treachery of this 'one of the 
twelve', as he is repeatedly called (Mk .  1 4: 1 0, cf 
14 :20; ln .  6 :7 1 ;  1 2 :4). He raises the voice of criti
cism against the action of M ary, who anointed the 
Master's feet with the precious ointment (ln. 1 2 :3-
5). The comment of the Evangelist is intended to 
stress the avarice of ludas, who saw in the price of 
the ointment nothing of the beautiful deed wh ich 
lesus praised (Mk .  1 4:6) but only a means by wh ich 
the apostolic fund would be increased, and thereby 
his own pocket lined. And everi this motive was 
c10aked under a specious plea that the money 
could be given away to relieve the poor. Thus to 
covetousness there is added the trait of deceit. 
Immediately following this incident at Bethany he 
go es to the chief priests to betray the Lord (M t. 
26: 1 4- 1 6; Mk. 14 : 1 0- 1 1 ;  Lk . 22:3-6). Mark re
cords simply the fact of the treachery, adding that 
money was promised by the priests. 

M atthew supplies the detail of the amount, 
wh ich may have been a part-payment of the agreed 
sum (with an implicit aliuslOn to Zc. 1 1 : 1 2 ,  and 
possibly Ex. 2 1  :32; cf M t .  27:9). Luke gives the 
deep significance of the act when he records that 
Satan entered into the traitor and inspired his ne
farious sin (cf ln. 1 3 :2,  27). All Synoptists agree 
that ludas determined to await a favourable op
portunity when he might deliver lesus up to his 
enemies 'privately', i. e. secretly, by craft (for this 
rendering in Lk. 22:6; M k .  14 : 1 -2, see 1. leremias, 
The Eucharistie Words 0/ Jesus', E.T. 1 966, p. 72). 

That opportunity came on the evening when 
lesus gathered in the upper room for the last meal 
with the Twelve (Mk .  1 4: 1 7ff. and paralleis); and 
this fact is perpetuated in the church's eucharistic 
tradition wh ich dates from the time of St Paul 
(I Cor. 1 1  :23: 'on the night when he was betrayed'). 
The Lord, with prophetic insight, foresees the 
action of the traitor whose presence is known at 
the table. In the Marcan account ludas is not men
tioned by name, and there seems to be a general air 
of bewilderment as to the traitor's identity. The 
conversation of Mt. 26:25 with the question-and
answer dialogue is best understood as spoken in 
whispered undertones, while the 10hannine ac-
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count preserves the first-hand tradition of the 
beloved disciple's quest ion and lesus' action with 
the Paschal sop, both of wh ich may have been said 
and done in a secretive fashion . At all events, this 
is the Lord's final appeal to ludas-and the 
traitor's final refusal. (See F. C. Fensham, 'ludas' 
Hand in the Bowl and Qumran', RQ 5, 1 965, pp. 
259-26 1 ,  for ludas' rejection of lesus.) Thereafter 
Satan takes control of one who has become his 
captive; and he goes out into the night (1n. 1 3 :27-
30). 

The pre-arranged plan for lesus' arrest was car
ried through. The secret which ludas betrayed was 
evidently the meeting-place in Gethsemane later 
that night; and to our Lord at prayer there came 
the band of soldiery, led by ludas (Mk.  1 4:43). The 
sign of identification was the last touch of irony. 
'The one I shall kiss is the man' ; and with that the 
traitor's work was completed. 

The last chapters of ludas' life are beset with 
much difficulty. Of his pathetic remorse the Scrip
ture bears witness, yet the only Evangelist to record 
this is M atthew (27:3- 1 0).  To this account of his 
agony of  remorse and suicide, the account of Acts I :  1 8- 1 9  must be added; and also, to complete the 
evidence, the grotesque testimony of Papias, Frag 
3, preserved by Apollinarius of Laodicea. This 
last-named text may be conveniently consulted in 
the series Ancient Christian Writers, 6, translated 
and annotated by 1. A. Kleist, 1 957 edn . ,  p. 1 1 9 .  
Papias relates how ludas' body swelled ( th is  may 
be a possible meaning of Acts I :  1 8  for the EVV 
'falling headlong'; see Arndt, s. v. prenes), and dies 
on his own land. There have been various attempts 
at harmonization (e.g. Augustine's suggestion that 
the rope broke and ludas was killed by the fall ,  in 
the manner of Acts I: 1 8, thus conflating the Mat
thean and Acts accounts). But even more terrifying 
than the gruesome details of these accounts is the 
plain, stark verdict of Acts 1 :25 :  'this ministry and 
apostleship, from which ludas turned aside, to go 
to his own place' . The apostle had become an apos
tate; and had gone to the destiny reserved for such 
a man. 

III. Character 

This reference invites the question of the true 
character of ludas. If  'his own place' is the place he 
chose for hirnself, what motives led hirn to his 
awful destiny and fate? How can we reconcile this 
statement with those scriptures which give the im
pression that he was predetermined to fulfil the 
role of traitor, that lesus chose hirn, knowing that 
he would betray hirn, that he had stamped on hirn 
from the beginning the inexorable character of 'the 
son of perdition' (ln. 1 7: 1 2)? Psychological studies 
are indecisive and not very profitable. Love of 
money; jealousy of the other disciples; fear of the 
inevitable outcome of the M aster's ministry wh ich 
made hirn turn state's evidence in order to save 
his own skin; an enthusiastic intention to force 
Christ's hand and make hirn declare hirnself as 
Messiah-de Quincey's famous reconstruction; a 
bitter, revengeful spirit which arose when his 
worldly hopes were crushed and this disappoint
ment turned to spite and spite became hate-all 
these motives have been suggested. Three guiding 
principles ought perhaps to be stated as a pre
liminary to all such considerations. I .  We ought 
not to doubt the sincerity of the Lord's call. lesus, 
at the beginning, viewed hirn as a potential fol
lower and disciple. No other presupposition does 
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justice to the Lord's character, and his repeated 
appeals to Judas. 2. The Lord's foreknowledge of 
hirn does not imply fore-ordination that Judas 
must inexorably become the traitor. 3.  Judas was 
never really Christ's man. He fell from apostleship, 
but never (so far as we can tell) had a genuine rela
tionship to the Lord Jesus. So he remained 'the son 
of perdition' who was lost because he was never 
'saved'.  His highest title for Christ was ' Rabbi' 
(Mt .  26:25), never 'Lord'. He lives on the stage of 
Scripture as an awful warning to the uncommitted 
folIower of Jesus who is in  his company but does 
not share his spirit (cf Rom. 8:9b); he leaves the 
Gospel story 'a doomed and damned man' because 
he chose it so, and God confirmed hirn in that 
dreadful choice. 
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JUDE, EPISTLE OF. One of the * 'Catholic 
Epistles'. 

I .  Outline of contents 

The Epistle falls into five parts: 
a. Salutation (vv. 1 -2). 
b. Jude's purpose in writing (vv. 3-4). 
c. False teachers denounced and their doom 

foretold (vv. 5-1 6). 
d Exhortation to Christi ans (vv. 1 7-23). 
e. Doxology (vv. 24-25). 

11. Authorship, date and canonicity 

The author of this little tract identifies hirnself as 
'Jude, a servant of Jesus Christ and brot her of 
James'. In  the early church there was only one 
James who could be referred to in this way without 
further specification-'James the Lord's brother' 
(as he is called in Ga!. I :  1 9) .  This points to an 
identification of the author with the Judas who is 
numbered among the brothers of Jesus in Mt .  
1 3 :55 and Mk.  6 :3 ,  the  Judas whose two grand
sons, according to Hegesippus, were examined and 
dismissed by Domitian when he was informed that 
they belonged to the house of David (Eusebius, 
EH 3.  1 9-20). I ts date cannot be fixed with cer
tainty; it may be tentatively assigned to the second 
half of the I st century AD, after the fall of Jerusa
lern (v. 1 7  refers to the apostles in the past). We 
have express references to it towards the end of the 
2nd century, in the Muratorian list and elsewhere; 
but there are probable allusions to it earlier in that 
century, in the Didache and the Shepherd of 
Hermas. Although its canonicity was long dis
puted, we may be glad that it was finally estab
lished, for (as Origen says) 'while it consists of 
but a few lines, yet it is full of mighty words of 
heavenly grace' .  

1 1 1 .  Occasion and purpose 

Jude had projected another treatise, concerning 
'our common salvation', when he found hirnself 
obliged to take up a more controversial line, in vig
orous defence of the apostolic faith.  This defence 
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was made nccessary by thc alarming advanccs 
made by an incipient gnosticism in the circle 01" 
Christians to which Jude addresses himself-not in 
this case an ascetic form of teaching like that at
tacked by Paul in Colossians, but an antinomian 
form which may have appealed to Paul's teaching 
about Christian liberty, misinterpreting that liberty 
as licence and using it 'as an opportunity for the 
flesh' (cf Ga!. 5: 1 3). This is suggested by Jude's 
description of the false teachers in question as 'per
verting the grace of our God into licentiousness' as 
weil as 'denying our only Master and Lord, Jesus 
Christ' (v. 4). 

IV. Argument of the Epistle 

False teaching requires to be exposed; it is not 
enough to set the truth alongside it in the expect
alion that everyone will recognizc which is which. 
The refutation of error is an essential correlative to 
the defence of the fai th 'once for all delivered to 
the saints' (v. 3). 

The doom of these false teachers has been pro
nounced of old. God's judgment, if slow, is sure. 
and once executed it abides for ever. This appears 
from the examples of the disobedient I sraelites 
who died in the wilderness (cf I Cor. 1 0:5 ;  Heb. 
3: 1 7; this was evidently a commonplace of primi
tive Christian 'typology'), of the rebell ious angels 
of Gn. 6: 1-4,  and of the cities of the plain (cf Gn. 
1 9).  Like those prototypes, the false teachers defy 
divinely constituted authori ty, unlike the archangel 
Michael, who would not use insulting languagc 
even to the devil (vv. 8-1 0).  (Clement and Origen 
tell us that the incident of M ichael's dispute with 
the devil was related in the Assumption 01 Moses, 
but the part of this work containing the incident is 
no longer extant . )  The examples of Cain,  Balaam 
and Korah also point the lesson of doom for these 
latter-day followers of theirs (v. 1 1 ) . 

These false teachers introduce trouble and dis
grace into the church's fellowship, into its very 
love-feasts; they are shepherds who feed them
selves and not the flock ('blind mouths', in  M il
ton's phrase), clouds which blot out the sun but 
send down no refreshing rain, trees which produce 
only Dead Sea fruit (v. 1 2) .  They are ineffectual as 
roaring waves whose rage expends itself in froth 
and foam; they are stars wandering out of their 
orbits into eternal night (v. 1 3) .  The judgment 
which awaits them at the parousia was foretold by 
Enoch (vv. 1 4f. ; cf I Enoch 1 . 9). 

True believers, however, need not be alarmed at 
the activity of such people, of whose rise and fall 
the apostles had given them warning in advance. 
Let them safeguard themselves by being built up in 
faith, praying in the power of the Spirit, continuing 
steadfastly in  the fellowship of divine love, and 
looking forward to the consummation of mercy 
and l ife at the appearing of Christ (vv. 1 7-2 1 ) . 
While they must abhor and avoid all false teachers, 
they should pity and rescue those who are led 
astray by them (vv. 22-23). 

The Epistle ends with an ascription of praise to 
God as the One who is able to guard his people 
from stumbling until they stand without blemish 
'before the presence of his glory with rejoicing'. 
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JUDGES. The Heb. word (SöfteO means one who 
dispenses justice, punishing the evil-doer and vin
dicating the righteous. The corresponding word for 
'judgment' is used to describe a rule by which he 
must be guided (Ex. 2 1 :  I ) . 

I. The M osaic institution 

In the wilderness period M oses wore hirnself out 
by sitting to judge the cases brought to hirn (Ex. 
1 8 : 1 3-27, and cf Ex. 2 : 1 4) .  On Jethro's advice he 
appointed deputies to judge ordinary cases, bring
ing to hirn only the most important (see also Dt. 
1 :9- 1 8) .  

The Deuteronomic law provides for the ap
pointment of judges, and · officers to assist them 
(Dt. 1 6 :  1 8); 'in all your towns'. So the more primi
tive rule of the nomadic period is adapted to the 
future settlement .  

There is insistence .upon the need for scrupulous 
fairness, and impartial justice (Dt. I :  1 6f. ; 1 6: 1 9f. ; 
24: 1 7f. ; 25:  1 3- 1 6). Since the book of the law was in 
the charge of the priests, the more important cases 
were to be tried by a judge with priests as assessors 
(Dt. 1 7 :8-1 3). During the period of the conquest 
we find judges taking part in assemblies of the 
nation (Jos. 8 :33; 24: I ) . 
1 1 .  The per iod of the Judges 
After the death of Joshua there fol lowed the per iod 
of disorganization, tri baI discord and defeat, 
which is described in the book of Jdg. But when 
the people cried to the Lord, the author teils us, he 
'raised up judges, who saved them' (Jdg. 2: 1 6) .  
These national heroes are sometimes called 'de
liverers' (AV 'saviours') (3 :9, 1 5) ,  and of most of 
thern i t  is said that they 'judged Israel' for a stated 
period of years, Othniel being the first (3 :9) and 
Samson the last ( 1 6:3 1 ) .  

I t  i s  c1ear that this imparts a new meaning into 
the word 'judge', namely, that of a leader in battle 
and a ruler in peace. We may see in them a type of 
Christ, who came to be our Saviour, is with us as 
our Leader, and will corne to be our Judge. 

I n  I Sa. there is a transition to the time of the 
monarchy. Eli 'had judged Israel forty years' (I Sa. 
4: 1 8), and 'Samuel judged I srael all the days of his 
l ife' ,  going in circuit to Bethel and Gilgal and 
M izpeh; and appointed his sons also as judges 
(7 : 1 5-8 : 1 ) . 

Texts from · M ari (e. 1 800 BC) describe the activ
ities of leaders termed säftilum, generally similar to 
the work of Israelite 'judges'. These acted as local 
provincial 'governors' working with other neigh
bouring 'governors' under the Great King (A. 
M arzal, JNES 30, 1 97 1 ,  pp.  1 86-2 1 7) .  Their re
sponsibilities included the exercise of justice, main
tenance of order, collection of taxes and tribute, 
and provision of information and hospitality. Thus 
the Heb. söpe! should probably be better translated 
'governor' than 'judge' since the latter describes 
only part of his function. Similar officials are 
narned in the earlier tablets from · Ebla. 

1 1 1 .  Undcr the Monarcby 

Under the kings we find judges engaged in both 
judiciary and other administration. Among 
David's officers 'Chenaniah and his sons were ap
pointed to outside duties for Israel, as officers and 
judges' ( I  Ch. 26:29). 

After the disruption, Jehoshaphat displayed zeal 
for 'the book of the law of the Lord' (2 Ch. 1 7 :9), 
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appointed judges and officers city by city ( 1 9 :5),  
and charged them to deal faithfully (2 Ch.  1 9 :9f.; 
cf Dt. 1 6 : 1 9f.). 

Final ly, on the return from exile, the decree of 
Artaxerxes bade Ezra set magistrates and judges to 
administer justice and to teach the people ( Ezr. 
7:25). 

Later rulers of Phoenician cities took the title 
SÖpe!; cf the Carthaginian suffetes, mentioned by 
Roman writers (· PHOENICIA). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Richter, ZA W 77, 1 965, pp. 
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JUDGES, BOOK OF. Judges follows chrono
logically upon the Pentateuch and Joshua and 
describes the history of Israel from Joshua's death 
to the rise of Samuel. It takes its name from its 
leading characters, the s6ft'l/m (Jdg. 2:  1 6) .  These 
· 'judges', however, were more than judicial ar
biters; they were 'deliverers' (AV 'saviours') (3 :9), 
charismatically empowered by God's Holy Spirit 
for the deliverance and preservation of Israel (6:34) 
up to the establishment of the kingdom (cf the use 
of this same word for the chief magistrates of 
Carthage, and as a synonym for 'king' in ancient 
Canaanitish Ugarit, Anat 5.  40). Yahweh hirnself is 
the chief s6ftel (Jdg. 1 1  :27). 

I. Outline of contents 

a. Events/ollowing the death 0/ Joshua ( I :  1 -2:5) 
With initial obedience the tribes of Judah and 
Simeon advanced S to the conquest of Bezek, Jeru
salem (not held, 1 :2 1 ), Hebron and Debir (re
occupied since their devastation in Jos. 1 0: 36, 39), 
Hormah, and three of the Philistine cities (not 
held, Jdg. I :  I 9). The Joseph tribes l ikewise cap
tured Bethel ( I  :22-26), which had revolted (cf Jos. 
8:  1 7; 1 2:9). But then came failure: Israel ceased to 
remove the Canaanites, no more cities were taken 
(Jdg. 1 :27-36), and the tribe of Dan actually suf
fered eviction from i ts allotted territory ( I  :34). 
Such tolerance of evil necessitated the extended 
period of chastening that followed (2: 1 -5). 

b. Israefs history under thejudges (2:6-1 6:3 1 )  
(i) The writer's prophetie understanding 0/ history 
(2:6-3:6). This book teaches divine retribution: 
that God in his providence recompenses a nation in 
direct correspondence to the faithfulness of its 
people. Israel at this time suffered under constant 
temptation to adopt the fertility rites of their 
Canaanitish neighbours, along with their confes
sedly superior agricuIture. Many recognized that 
Yahweh had guided Israel in the wilderness, but 
Baal seemed better able to make the crops come 
out of the ground! Jdg. thus exhibits a repeated 
cycle of sin (Baal-worship), servitude (to foreign 
aggressors), supplication (to the merciful God, for 
relief) and salvation (through divinely raised up 
judges). 
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(ii) Six sueeessive periods 0/ oppression and the 
eareers 0/ twelve deliverer-judges (3:7- 1 6:3 1 ). 

I .  Invasions 0/ Cushan-rishathaim (3:7-1 1 ) . After 
adopting the ways of Canaan, Israel suffered for 
8 years under the depredations of Cushan
rishathaim, an invader who came from Hittite
controlled Mesopotamia (Jdg. 3:8). The cause, 
however, lay in Israel's sin (3 :7) (see below, part e). 
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But when they 'cried to Yahweh, Yahweh raised up 
a deliverer for the people of Israel, . . .  Othniel, . 
Caleb's younger brother' (3 :9). The 40 years of 
peace that followed may correspond to the parallel 
period of Hi t tite overlordship, until some years 
after the death of Suppiluliuma in 1 346 BC (CAH, 
2, 2 : 1 9). 

2 .  Oppressioll IIl1der Egloll (3: 1 2-3 1 ) .  Just prior 
to the days of international confusion coincident 
with the rise of Egypt's aggressive 1 9th Oynasty, 
' Israel again did wh at was evil . . .  ; and Yahweh 
strengthened Eglon the king of Moab against 
Israel' (3: 1 2) .  'But when (they) cried to Yahweh, 
(he) raised up for them a deliverer, Ehud, . . .  the 
Benjaminite' (3: 1 5) ,  and gran ted them 80 years of 
peace, perhaps dating from the time of the treaty 
of 1 3 1 5 , between Seti and Mursil, cf its renewel in 
1 284 by Rameses 1 1 .  Neither Egypt nor the Hitt ites 
seem to have comprehended their providential 
function, but the years in  which either succeeded in 
bringing peac.e to Palestine do see m to correspond 
to the very periods that God had ordained for 
granting 'rest' to his people (cf 1. Garstang, 
Joshlla-Jlldges, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 5 1 -66). Shamgar next 
achieved a limited success against early Philistines, 
who were better equipped than he (3:3 1 ). 

3. Deliverance by Deborah (4: 1 -5 :3 1 ). With the 
decay of the empires and the rise of local Canaani
tish oppression under Jabin II of Hazor (4:2-3), 
God raised up the fourth of the judges, the woman 
Oeborah. Her military commander, Barak, pro
ceeded to muster the N-central tribes to the Valley 
of Esdraelon for war with Jabin's troops led by 
Sisera. But, 'From heaven fought the stars, from 
their courses they fought against Sisera' (5:20): a 
divinely sent cloudburst immobilized the Canaan
itish chariotry, and Sisera was slain in flight by a 
Kenite woman. The 40 years of peace that followed 
upon Oeborah's victory may parallel the strong 
rule of Rameses I I I ,  the last great pharaoh ( 1 1 99-
1 1 68 BC). 

4. Deliverance by Gideon (6: 1 -8 :32). Next there 
appeared out of the E desert, Midianites and 
Amalekites to plunder sinful Israel (Jdg. 6 :2-6; cf 
Ru. I :  I ) . But Israel was <;Ieared of the nomadic 
raidcrs (7: 1 9-25; 8 : 1 0- 1 2; cf the peaceful back
ground 01' Ru. 2-4, some 20 years later). 

5. The rise alldlall 01 Abimelech (8:33-1 0:5). The 
turmoil that resulted from the attempt of Gideon's 
son A bimelech to make hirnself king over Israel 
(Jdg. 9) was rectified by thc sixth and seventh 
judges, Tola and Jair ( 1 0: 1 -5). 

6.  Oppression lInder Ammon and Ihe Phi/islines 
( 1 0 :6- 1 6:3 1 ) . But with the apostasy that sub
sequently arose, God gave up his land to simul
taneous oppressions by the Ammonites in the E 
and the Philistines in the W ( 1 0:7). After 1 8  years E 
Israel was freed by Jephthah, the eighth judge (ch. 
1 1 ), who was succeeded by the three minor judges. 
W I srael, however, remained subject to the rising 
power of the Philistines, despite the spectacular 
exploits of Samson, the twelfth and last judge of 
the book of Judges (chs. 1 3- 1 6). 

e. An appendix ( 1 7: 1 -2 1 : 25) 
This provides details on two events from Isracl's 
very first period of apostasy (before Othniel; cf 
the appearance of Phinehas in 20:28 and the men
tion of the events of ch. 1 8  in Jos. 1 9:47, the author 
of which seems contemporary with the conquest, 
Jos. 5 :  I ;  6:25, though see • JOSHUA, 11). The pur
pose of the appendix is to illustrate the depth 
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of Israel's sin, whereby almost every standard of 
the Oecalogue was transgressed. The section on 
M icah and the Oanites (chs. 1 7- 1 8) relates, e.g. , 
how M icah stole from his mother and then con
ver ted the proceeds into an idol for his house of 
gods ( 1 7:5).  God's Levite, meanwhile, wandered 
unsupported, until hired by M icah. But he in turn 
proved false to his employer when offered a pos
ition of leadership by the covetous, idolatrous and 
murderous Oanites ( 1 8:25). Yet this Levite was 
Jonathan, a direct descendant of Moses ( 1 8 :30). 
Nothing, admittedly, is said respecting the seventh 
commandment (on purity); but the following 
chapters ( 1 9-2 1 ,  the Benjaminite outrage) describe 
not simply civil war and the harbouring of crimi
nals but also harlotry and mari tal desertion by a 
Levite's concubine ( 1 9:2), homosexuality, rape and 
aduItery ( 1 9:22-24), and finally mass abduction 
(2 1 :23). Such were the resuIts when 'every man did 
what was fight in  his own eyes' . 

11. Authorship and date 

The book of Jdg. makes no direct statement about 
the date of its writing. The song of Oeborah (5:2-
3 1 )  does claim contemporary composition (5: I ) ,  
and i t s  authenticity i s  generally accepted. But  the 
book as a whole could not have been compiled for 
another 2 centuries. It refers to the destruction and 
captivity of Shiloh ( 1 8 :30-3 1 )  during the youth of 
Samuel (I Sa. 4; c. 1 080 BC); and the last event that 
it records is the death of Samson (Jdg. 1 6 :30-3 1 ), 
wh ich occurred a few years before Samuel's in
auguration as judge (e. 1 063). Furthermore, the re
peated explanation that 'in those days there was no 
king in Israel' ( 1 7:6; 1 8 : 1 ;  2 1 :25) suggests that the 
book was written aller the accession of Saul as 
king in 1 043 BC. Yet the popular appreciation for 
the kingship is still fresh; and the book seems to 
have been composed before the sack of Gezer in 
970 BC ( I  Ki .  9: 1 6; cf Jdg. 1 :29) or Oavid's capture 
of Jerusalem in 1 003 (2 Sa. 5 :6-7; cf Jdg. 1 :2 1 ). 

The writer of Jdg. must therefore have been a 
man who was active during the early reign of Saul 
(before 1 020 BC). He must also have been a 
prophet; for in the Heb. Bible, Jdg. takes its place 
in the prophetic division of the canon (the 'former' 
prophets: in  Josephus, Againsl Apion I .  8, the his
torical books, Jos.-Jb.), cf the sermonic tone of 
2:  I 0-1 4; 3 :7-8, elc. The most likely possibility is 
Samuel the prophet, who is indeed identified as the 
author of Jdg.-Ru. according to the Jewish 
Talmud (Baba Balhra 1 4b). But since this trad
itional account goes on to make the improbable 
assertion that Samuel also wrote 'the book which 
bears his name', we seem justified in concluding 
only that the au thor must, at least, have been one 
of Samuel's prophetic associates. 

111.  Sources of the book 

The writer of Jdg. may have relied upon oral and 
written sources that are now lost, e.g. hero
anthologies, such as 'the book of the yäfär [up
right]' (Jos. 1 0 : 1 3) .  Modern critics are accustomed 
to assert that the writer's sources consisted of 
largely independent materials (Iater perhaps a 'J' 
and 'E' document) and edited by an exilic Oeuter
onomist ('0') and post-exilic Priestly ('P') redac
tors; but this analysis runs counter to the evidence 
of the book itself and unnecessarily discredits the 
unity and authenticity of its contents. It seeks, for 
example, to equate God's call to Gideon at the 
winepress and his resulting sacrifice (Jdg. 6: 1 1 -24, 
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I 1382 - 1 374 Possible 
Mesopotamian (Jdg. 3 :8)  dates BC 

1 374 - 1 3 34 
Othniel (Jdg. 3 :11 )  

1 334 - 1 3 1 6  
Eglon, Moab (Jdg.3 :14) 

1 3 1 6 - 1 236 
Ehud (Jdg. 3 : 30) 

1 236 - 1 2 1 6  
Canaanite (Jdg. 4 :  3) 

1 2 1 6 - 1 1 7 6 
Deborah (Jdg. 5 : 31)  

1 1 76 - 1 1 69 
Midianite (Jdg. 6 :1) 

1 1 69 - 1 1 29 
Gideon (Jdg. 8 :28) 

1 1 29 - 1 1 26 
Abimelech (Jdg. 9 :  22) 

1 1 26 - 1 1 03 t-
o Oppressions Tola -Jair (Jdg. 10 :  3 )  

(no separate deliverance u nder Jair) I o Deliverance under 1 1 03 - 1 063 
Philistine (Jdg. 1 3  :1) 

1 350 BC 1 300 1 250 1 200 1 1 50 1 1 00 1 050 BC 

A chronology ol the Judges period based on the years 01 oppression and peace. (For a different interpretation 
see CHRONOLOGY OF THE OT.) 
said to be '1') with his subsequent command to 
Gideon to destroy the Baal altar and to replace it 
with one to Yahweh (6:25-32, said to be 'E'), as ir  
these were two conflicting versions or one call. Or 
again, i t  conruses Gideon's taking or the M idianite 
princes Oreb and Zeeb at the rords or the Jordan 
(7:24-25, 'E') with his final capture or the kings, 
Zeba and Zalmunna, rarther east (8: 1 0-1 1 ,  '1'), 
though it must then eliminate the words in 8 :  I 0, 
'all who were lelt or the army', as being an attempt 
by some later editor to harmonize the supposedly 
conflicting stories. (* PENTATEUCH.) 

The Heb. text or the book or Jdg. is better pre
served than that or any or the other Former 
Prophets and is gene rally rree rrom errors or 
scribal transmission. I ts  ancient LXX translation, 
however, exhibits inner-Greek variations to the 
extent that Rahlrs' edition or the LXX now presents 
on each page two divergent rorms or Gk.  text, ac
cording to codices A and B. 

IV. Historical background 

The historical background to the period or Jdg. 
concerns, locally, the presence or the Canaanites. 
Prior to the Heb. 'conquest, Moses had ordered 
their 'destruction' (Ot. 7 :2;  cf Jos. 6: 1 7), both be
cause or long-standing immorality (Ot. 9 :5 ;  cf Gn. 
9:22, 25; 1 5 : 1 6) and because or their debasing re
ligious influence upon God's people (Ot.  7:4); ror 
on countless 'high pi aces' the Canaanites wor
shipped local gods or rertil ity, Baalim, with rites 
that included sacred prostitution and even child 
sacrifice ( 1 1 :3 1 ) . Joshua had thus subdued the 
whole or Canaan (1os. 1 1 : 1 6; cf 21 :43). But its 
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native inhabitants had not yet lost their potential 
ror resistance. I ndeed, Moses himselr had antici
pated a gradual occupation or the land (Ex. 23 :28-
30; Ot. 7:22); and much still remained to be pos
sessed (1os. 1 3 : I ). On the international scene, the 
relevant racts may be outlined as rollows: ( I )  At the 
time or Joshua's death, perhaps soon after 1 400 
BC, 1 8th Oynasty Egyptian imperial control over 
Palestine had become ephemeral: Amenhotep 1 1 1  
was content t o  rule i n  decadent luxury; and his 
successor, Amenhotep IV (Akhenaten, c. 1 379-
1 362 BC; CAH, 2. 2, p. 1 038), devoted his exclusive 
attention to monotheistic religious rerorms. The 
contemporary * Amarna letters rrom the Canaanit
ish city-states contain rutile pleas ror help against 
the plundering Habiru. This designation embraces 
the bibl ical * Hebrews, though it was also used tor 
various H urrian (?) aggressors rrom the N (des
cendants or Eber, Gn. 10 :2 1 , 25;  cf M .  G. Kline, 
WTJ 1 9, May 1 957, p. 1 84; 20, November 1 957, p. 
68). For this era was marked, at the same time, by 
revived Hittite activity rrom beyond Syria. King 
Suppiluliuma (c. 1 385-1 346 BC), the greatest or the 
Hitti tes, at the first encouraged anarchy among the 
states rarther S and later achieved their practical 
domination ror himselr and his son Mursil l I .  

(2) But Egypt, under the new 1 9th Oynasty 
( 1 320-1 200 BC), in turn experienced revival. Seti I 
retook Galilee and Phoenicia in 1 3 1 8 , dereated the 
Hittites, and 3 years later concluded a treaty with 
Mursil, by wh ich Syria was assigned to Hittite con
trol and Palestine and Phoenicia to Egyptian. 
Young Rameses II ( 1 304-1 237) indeed broke the 
trcaty and invaded the Hittite territory. But after 



years of costly fighting the former division of 
power was re-established by the treaty of 1 284; and 
peace was kept until the dec\ine of the Hittite 
empire, due to thc barbarian invasions in the latter 
part of the century. 

(3) With the fall of Crete to the barbarians in 
1 200 BC the ousted Philistines, 'the remnant of the 
coastland of Caphtor' (Je. 47:4) Red E to reinforce 
their older settlements on the coast of Palestine (cf 
Gn. 2 1  :32;  Dt .  2 :23) .  Driven back from Egypt in 
about 1 1 9 1  by Rameses 1 1 1  of the 20th Dynasty, 
they proceeded to consolidate their position in 
Canaan. Before the end of the century they were 
thus able to mount the first of their great offensives 
against Israel, with which event the history of the 
book of Judges comes to a c\ose. 

V. Chronology 
The over-all chronology of Jdg. is indicated by the 
statement of Jephthah, near the conc\usion of the 
period, that Israel had by his time been occupying 
Palestinian territory for some 300 years (Jdg. 
1 1 :26; cf the similar figure drawn from I Ki. 6: I ). 
The calculation of a more precise chronology, 
however, depends upon two other facts that appear 
in the biblical record . First, since the lapse of time 
from the termination of the conquest to the com
mencemen t  of the first ( Mesopotamian) oppres
sion is not stated, one must count backward from 
the accession of Samuel, e. 1 063 BC (reckoning, 
from the probable date of 930 for the division of 
the kingdom, with 1 1 3 years for Solomon, David 
(over all I srael), and Saul and his successors [I Ki. 
1 1  :42; 2:  1 1 ; Acts 1 3 :2 1 ), plus 20 years for Samuel 
[I Sa. 7 :2;  cf HDB, I ,  p. 399). Second, since some 
of the judges overlapped each other (cf Ehud and 
Shamgar, Jdg. 3 :30-4: I ), the chronology is best 
gathered from the dated oppressions and sub
sequent deliverances. Of particular significance is 
the fact that the 40-year Philistine oppression 
( 1 3 : I )  in W. Palest ine continued uninterruptedly 
from the deaths of Tola and Jair ( 1 0:7), through 
the judgeships of Jephthah, the three minor judges, 
Eli and Samson, down to the victorious advent of 
Samuel. (See the chart on p. 64 1 . ) 

Confirrnation of 1 2 1 6  for Deborah's victory 
now arises from pottery types found in the last 
Canaanite city at Hazor, so that 'Barak is to be 
dated in the second half of the 1 3th century' 
(CAH, I ,  1 :239). 3 1 9  ye"lrs ( 1 382- 1 063) would thus 
see m to elapse betweenl thc first oppression and 
Samuel's rise, which s\uggests a conquest dating 
1 406-1 400 BC. An alte:-native date c. 1 240 would 
require greater compression of thc Judges' data. 
(' CHRONOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.) 

VI. Tcaching 

From the principles statcd in Jdg. 2:6-3:6 and the 
concrete historical examples furnished by the re
maindcr of the book, its tcaching may be summar
ized as folIows. 

a. God's II"ra/h a/ sin (2: 1 1 , 1 4). I sracl's hope for 
survival was depcndent upon their intertribai 
unity, yet such co-operative elfort arose only from 
a common dedication to their God (cf 5 :8-9. 1 6-
1 8 ) .  Loss of faith meant extinction. 

b. God's Illere)' upon repen/ance (2: 1 6) .  Even 
foreign oppression served as a medium of divinc 
grace, for I srael's edification (3: 1 -4) .  

c. Man 's /o/al depra l'i/)'. For after each dcliver
ance, 'whcnever the judge died, they turned back 
and behavcd worse than their fathers' (2:  1 9) .  Indi-
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vidualistic society had demonstrated its inherent 
inadequacy, for man on his own inevitably goes 
wrong ( 1 7 :6) . Israel needed a king, though indeed 
only such a king as should accomplish the ultimate 
will of God (cf 8:23;  9:6, 56). The author of ldg. 
was thus one of civilization's first true historians, 
not simply recording events, but then interpreting 
the facts on the basis of an explicit philosophy of 
history. As to the permanent validity of his 
deuteronomic philosophy of retribution, one must 
grant that in those early days, when revelation was 
more limited, providence operated more obviously 
than at present .  But his basic principles remain 
eternally sound: the sinning nation shall be pun
ished, the repentant shall be saved, and all man
created systems must ultimately fail .  The only valid 
hope of history lies in the coming of Christ, the 
King. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. L. Archer, Jr., A Survey 01 
Old Tes/amen/ In/roduc/ion, 1 974, pp. 274-279; 
A. E. Cundall and L. M orris, Judges-Rwh, TOTC, 
1 968; G. Fohrer, (Sellin's) JOT, 1 968, pp. 1 96-2 1 5; 
R. K. Harrison, JOT, 1 968, pp. 680-694; J. D. 
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J .B .P .  

JUDGMENT ( Heb. säpa!; Gk. krima, krisis). 

I .  Biblical teaching 
God appears in the OT very commonly in the role 
of 'ludge of all the earth' (Gn. 1 8 :25), or more 
generally as a 'God of justice' ( Mal. 2:  1 7; cf Dt. 
I :  1 7; 32:4; Pss. 9 :8;  94:2; 97:2; Is .  30: 1 8 ; 4 1 :  I ;  6 1  :8 ;  
Je. 1 2: I ;  Ezk. 7 :27;  M i .  6: I f. ;  ete. ) .  Judgment does 
not simply imply an impartial and detached weigh
ing up of good and evil but rat her the thought of 
vigorous action against evil. It is on this under
standing that the people of God are summoned to 
exercise judgment in  turn ( Is. I :  1 7; Mi. 6:8; Zc. 
8 :  1 6) .  The judgment 01' God is not impersonal, the 
operation of some undeviating principle, it is a 
strongly personal notion. It is c\osely linked to the 
thought of God's character of mercy, lovingkind
ness, righteousness, truth, etc. (Ps. 36:5f.;  Ezk. 
39:2 1 ;  Ho. 2 :  1 9) .  I t  is the working out of the mercy 
and wrath of God in history and in human l ife and 
experience. Thus the judgment of God can bring 
deliverance for the righteous (Dt .  1 0: 1 8 ; Ps. 25:9-
1 0) as weil as doom for the wicked (Ex. 6:6; Nu .  
33 :4 ;  Dt. 32:4 1 ;  I s .  4 :4 ;  Je. I :  I 0; 4: 1 2 ;  Ezk. 5:  1 0; 
23: 1 0; 28:22). Judgment is a particularly rich idea 
in the OT and a variety of other terms are used 
with this meaning (cf dill, Gn. 30:6; Jb. 36: 1 7 ; pli, I 
Sa. 2 :25;  Ps. 1 06:30; pqd, Je. 1 4 : 1 0; 5 1 :47; ykb, ls .  
I :  1 8 ;  Mi .  6:2; ri/,!, Ex. 23:21'. ; Ps. 43:  I ). As the OT 
draws towards its c\ose the thought of God's 
judgment becomes increasingly bound up with the 
eschatological expectation 01' the coming Day of 
the Lord (Joe! 2:  I f. ; Am. 5:  1 8 f.; 8:91'.; Ob. 15 and 
passim; Zp. 1 :7, 1 4f. ; Mal .  4 :  I f.). 

The NT, as we should expect, continues the OT 
stress upon judgment as belonging to the nature of 
God and as part of his essential activity ( Rom. 
I :  1 8; Heb. 1 2 :23; I Pet. I :  1 7 ; 2:23; Rev. 1 6:5f. ; ) .  As 
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in the OT, God'sjudgments are not confined to the 
future but are al ready at work in man's life in the 
present age (Jn. 8 :50; Rom. I :  1 8, 22, 24, 26, 28; 
Rev. 1 8 :8) .  Judgment is associated even now with 
Christ who exercises the Father's judgments (Mt.  
3: l l f. ;  10 :34; Jn.  3 : 1 9; 5 :30; 8 : 1 2, 1 6; 9:39). The 
light of God's word is already shining into the 
world through his self-revelation in man's moral 
experience, and supremely in the incarnate Word, 
Jesus Christ. The judgment of men is therefore al
ready in operation, for they show by their evil 
deeds that they 'love darkness rather than light' 
(Jn . 3 : 1 9) .  

The spotlight in the NT, however, falls upon the 
'judgment to come', a future and final judgment 
which will accompany the return of Christ (Mt .  
25:3 1 -46; Jn .  5 :22, 27f.; Rom. 3:5f;  I Cor. 4:3-5; 
Heb. 6: I f). This is the coming Day of judgement 
(Jn.  6:39; Rom. 2: 1 5f ;  I Cor. 1 :8;  5 :5 ;  Eph. 4:30; 
Phil. 2 : 1 6; 2 Thes. 1 : 1 0; I Pet. 2 : 1 2; 2 Pet. 3 : 1 2; I 
Jn .  4: 1 7; Jude 6; Rev. 6: 1 7; 1 6: 1 4).  Christ hirnself 
will judge (Jn .  5:22; 1 2:47f; Acts 1 0:42; 1 7 : 3 1 ;  2 
Tim. 4:8) .  All men will be judged; none will be 
absent (2 Tim. 4: I ;  Heb. 1 2:23; I Pet. 4:5) .  Even the 
angels will be passed under judgement (2 Pet 2:4; 
Jude 6) . Every aspect of  life will come into ac
count, including the 'secrets of men' (Rom. 2: 1 6), 
'the purposes of the heart' (I Cor. 4:5; cf Mk.  
4:22; Lk. 1 2 :2f), and 'every careless word' (Mt .  
1 2:36). The judgement wi l l  not  be confined to un
believers. Christians too (see 1 1 1 ,  below) will face a 
judgment (Mt .  7:22f; 25 :  1 4-30; Lk. 1 9 :  1 2-28; I 
Cor. 3 : 1 2- 1 5; 2 Cor. 5 : 1 0; Heb. 1 0:30; Jas. 3: 1 ;  I 
Pet. I :  1 7; 4: 1 7; Rev. 20: 1 2 f.).  There can be no 
avoiding this coming judgment ( Heb. 9:27); it is as 
certain as death (Rom. 2 :3; Heb. 1 0:27). Nowhere 
is this fact more c1early asserted than in the teach
ing of the parables of Jesus (Mt .  1 3:24-30, 36-43, 
47-50; 2 1 :33-4 1 ;  22: 1 - 1 4; 25: 1 - 1 3, 3 1 -46; elc. ) .  

1 1 .  The basis of judgment 
The basis of judgment will be man's response to 
the revealed will of God. I t  will therefore include 
the entire range of human experience, thoughts, 
words and deeds, and will be such as to allow ac
count to be taken of different degrees of know
ledge of God's will, and hence of different degrees 
of ability to fulfil it (Mt .  1 1  : 2 1 -24; Rom. 2: 1 2- 1 6).  
I t  will  be utterly just and completely convincing 
(Gn. 1 8 :25; Rom. 3 : 1 9) .  The judge of all the earth 
will do right and every mouth will be stopped in 
acknowledgment of the justice of his judgments 
(cf J b. 40: 1 -5 ;  42: 1 -6). Like Job we can c1ing to the 
justice of God (Jb. 1 3 : 1 3f ;  1 6: 1 8f;  1 9:23f; 23: 1 -
1 7; 3 1 :  1-40). In  face o f  the frequent injustices of 
life in the present age we can rest in the certainty 
that God knows all, that he is not mocked and that 
he has appointed a day in which he will judge the 
world in righteousness (Acts 1 7 : 3 1 ). We can trust 
hirn to act in his future work of judgment with the 
same perfection and triumph wh ich he manifests in 
the present in his works of grace and sovereignty. 

Sometimes a difficulty is alleged as far as the 
basis of judgment is concerned in that Scripture 
appears to speak with two voices at points. On the 
one hand our *justification before God is said to 
rest on faith alone apart from our good works 
(Rom. 5: I f ;  3 :28), and yet judgment is elsewhere 
declared to be on the basis of human works (Mt .  
1 6:27; 25 :3 1 -46; Rom. 2 :6 ;  I Cor. 3 :8 ;  Rev. 22 :  1 2). 
The difficulty is more apparent than real. The fol
lowing points need to be borne in mind. 
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i . Justification is an eschatological idea; i. e. it 
means that we are declared righteous before God 
at his judgment seat. It anticipates precisely the 
issue under discussion here, the final judgmen t of 
God. The man of faith who is trusting in the per
fect merit and finished work of Christ has a guar
antee of acquittal at the last day (Rom. 5: I ;  8: I ;  
I Cor. 1 :30). The meaning o f  faith i n  Christ is 
nothing less than the truth that Christ's 'good 
works', i.e. his perfect obedience in life and death, 
are imputed to us here and now and will stand to 
our account on the judgment day. In this funda
mental sense there can be no justification for 
anyone apart from 'works', i.e. the obedience of 
Christ in life and death which represents the only 
basis for human standing before God. 

ii. This relationship to the perfect character and 
works of Christ is not merely judicial. We are not 
simply declared to be righteous. Our union with 
Christ implies a real incorporation into his death 
and resurrection (Rom. 6 : l ff.; Gal. 2:20; Eph. 2:5f;  
Col. 2:20; 3 :  I f) .  Hence the character of Christ will 
inevitably be reproduced in a measure in the lives 
of his people. This is the insistence of James (cf 
2: 1 8 ff.) .  Faith without works is spurious because 
there is no such thing as a faith in Christ which 
does not incorporate us into union with hirn in his 
whole redeeming mission, including his death and 
resurrection, with all the radical implications of 
that for subsequent moral character. Putting this 
point more technically, justification which does not 
lead to sanctification is shown to have been no jus
tification at all. In the words of a Puritan writer we 
must 'prove our pedigree by daring to be holy' (w. 
Gurnall). Cf Rom. 6: l f ;  Heb. 2 : I Of;  I Jn .  3:5f. Of 
course the Christian will remain a sinner to the end 
as far as his moral practice is concerned . Indeed it 
is only 'in Christ' that he begins to see sin in its true 
proportion and discover the depth of his moral 
depravity ( I  Jn .  1 :8-2 : l f) .  Yet alongside this he is 
'being changed into his likeness from one degree of 
glory to another' (2 Cor. 3 :  1 8) .  Thus if  a person is 
truly reborn by the Spirit (Jn. 3:  I ff.) the scrutiny of 
God will  certainly uncover evidences of this in 
their 'works'. But these works are the direct fruit of 
the Christian's having been regenerated by the 
Holy Spirit .  They are in no sense a human ground 
of self-justification, but are simply elements of 
God's gift and grace towards us in Jesus Christ. 

iii. When Jesus was asked 'What must we do, to 
be doing the works of God?' he replied, 'This is the 
work of God, that you believe in  hirn whom he 
has sent' (Jn .  6:28f).  It is a mistake at this point 
to distinguish between Father and Son. God's 
supreme work and claim upon man, and his perfect 
will for his creature are expressed in Jesus Christ. 
God's will for us is therefore that we recognize and 
make response to tlie person and mission of Jesus. 
To believe in hirn is accordingly to work the works 
which God requires. 

iv. Particular difficulty has been found with re
spect to the parable in Mt .  25:3 1 -46, and recent 
interpreters have made all sorts of points on the 
basis of this parable, e.g. the idea of the so-called 
'anonymous Christian' (1. A. T. Robinson, K. 
Rahner). This expresses the notion that some 
people, including atheists who have spurned God 
and his witness to them, agnostics who aspire to sit 
on the fence with respect to God's witness to them, 
and men and women of other faiths who have 
repudiated to a greater or lesser degree Christian 
claims for Christ, because they feed the hungry, 



visit the prisoners, minister to the needy, even fight 
in wars of liberation frorn political oppression, are 
unconsciously followers of Christ and will be ac
qui tted at the end because in ministering to the 
needy in this way they have actually ministered to 
Christ. Such in terpretations, however, suffer from a 
crucial weakness; they require us to interpret one 
parable (wh ich is not a straightforward piece of 
Scripture teaching anyway since it is a parable) in a 
manner which yields conclusions at plain variance 
with many other clear sections of the Bible in gen
eral and the teaching of Jesus in particular. Con
versely, if we are able to interpret this parable in a 
manner which does not involve any basic contra
dictions but which enables it  to be integrated har
moniously into Jesus' other teaching, then clearly 
that ought to be the course to follow on any sound 
herrneneutic. This second course is entirely pos
sible if we keep before us Jesus' statement that the 
acts of mercy which are in question in the parable 
are done to his 'brethren' (25:40). Here is a reflec
tion of a truth which he states elsewhere that the 
church as the instrument of his mission to the 
world is so identified with hirn that men's response 
to the disciples of Jesus and their testimony be
comes their response to hirn (Mt .  1 0:9- 1 4, 40; 
1 2 :4S-50; I S : I S ; M k .  9:37; Jn .  20:2 I ff.) 'He who 
receives you receives me.' 'The deeds of the right
eous are not just casual acts of benevolence. They 
are acts by which the mission of Jesus and his fol
lowers was helped, and helped at some cost to the 
doers, even at some risk' (T. W. Manson, The 
Sayings 01 Jesus, 1 949, p. 25 1 ;  cf G. E. Ladd, A 
Theology 01 the New Testament, 1 974, pp. 1 1 6-
1 1 9).  All this is not to deny the fact that many non
Christians perform deeds of love and mercy, or 
even that Christians are sometimes put to shame 
by their 'good works'. These works however need 
to be evaluated biblically. They are evidences 
of God's 'common grace' operating within fallen 
society restraining evil and promoting goodness. We 
ought to give thanks for this to God, and identify 
our Christian compassion where possible with all 
such efforts for the well-being of our human neigh
bours. Such action, however, even when carried to 
the limits of self-sacrifice, cannot claim to be aton
ing or justifying. These people too are fal len sin
ners who at many points in their lives are resisting 
God's will and claim, and these too can have hope 
at the coming judgment only in the righteousness 
of Christ. There are no 'anonymous Christians'. 
'There is salvation in no one else (than Jesus 
Christ), for there is no other name under heaven 
given among men by which we must be saved' 
(Acts 4: 1 2). The basis of judgment remains our 
response to God's will as embodied in  his general 
and special revelation focused in Jesus Christ. 

There is one further view of the basis of judg
ment which requires comment .  This is the notion 
that the only basis upon which a man or woman 
may be exposed to the final judgment and con
dem nation of God is their explicit rejection of the 
gospel of Christ. In support of this, scriptures such 
as M k .  1 6: 1 5r.; Jn .  3 : I S, 36; Rom. 1 0:9- 1 2; Eph . 
4: I S; 2 Pet. 2 :3r. ;  I Jn .  4:3 are cited which represent 
unbeliel as the ground of condemnation. However, 
we note the following: (a) these passages only prove 
that faith in Christ is the one way of salvation, 
wh ich is not the same as proving that conscious 
rejection of Christ is the only ground of condem
nation.  No doubt unbelief is a great and serious 
matter and the form in wh ich sin expresses itself 
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when men spurn the one hope of their redemption, 
but it  is not the only form 01" man's revolt against 
God, and hence it  is certainly not the only possible 
ground on which man stands condemned before 
God. (b) I n  fact the Bible represents men as already 
under condemnation before the gospel is preached 
to them, and it  is precisely this prior condemnation 
which represents the need of man to which the 
gospel comes as God's gracious answer. The effect 
of the gospel is not first to create and then to 
remove man's condemnation, but to deal with the 
condemnation which al ready hangs over man's 
head (cf Rom. I : I S; 2 : 1 2; 5 : 1 6, I S; Eph. 2:4; 5 :3-6; 
Col. 3 :5f.). (c) The view that the gospel creates the 
possibility of man's condemnation as weil as of his 
deliverance cannot but have a most debilitating 
effect upon evangelistic and missionary zeal, since, 
if i t  is only by rejecting the gospel men are finally 
condemned, and i f, as statistics show, the majority 
of those who hear the gospel do not accept it, then 
on purely utilitarian grounds i t  is in the interests of 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number not 
to preach the gospel at all, and indeed to do all in 
our power t'l  stop its being preached. This ludi
crous and patently unbiblical conclusion shows 
how mistaken is the original premise. 

The germ of truth in this position is that in
creased knowledge and increased opportunity do 
imply increased responsibility. Scripture certainly 
does recognize that men are not equal as far as 
their opportunity to know God is concerned, and 
this factor will be taken into account when God 
exercises his judgment (Mt .  1 1 :20-24; Rom. 2 : 1 -
24; 2 Pet. 2:2 1 ) .  The principle o f  Lk. 1 2:4S, 'to 
whom much is given, of hirn will much be re
quired', is applicable at this point. Thus the general 
comment that those who have never heard the 
gospel will be judged by the light they have is cor
rect. H owever, we need to add that the light they 
have had has not been followed by them. Only in 
Jesus Christ is there hope of salvation (Jn. 1 4:6; 
Acts 4: 1 2; Eph. 2:  1 2) .  

Scripture witnesses to a division at  the final 
judgment between the 'righteous' and the 'wicked', 
the 'elect' and the 'non-elect', i.e. 'those whose 
names were found written in the book of  l ife' and 
those whose names were 'not found written in the 
book of l ife' (On. 1 2: 1 -3;  Mal. 3:  I S; M t .  1 3 :30, 
39-43, 49r.; 25:32r., 4 1 ,  46; Mk. 1 3:27; Jn. 5:2Sr.; 
I Cor. I : I Sr.; 2 Cor. 2: 1 5r.; Rev. 20: 1 1 - 1 5) .  The 
future existence of those who are acquitted at the 
final judgment is referred to in the Bible as 
• heaven;  that of those not acquitted as • hell. 

1 1 1 .  The judgment of Christi ans 
Scripture speaks also of a judgment of Christians. 
Christ at his coming will judge his people (Mt .  
25: 1 4-30, 3 1 -46; Lk .  1 9: 1 2-2S; I Cor. 3 : 1 2- 1 5 ; 2 
Cor. 5: I 0; I Pet. I : 1 7; Rev. 20: 1 2 f.). Christians will 
be judged by their Lord in respect of their steward
ship of the talents, gifts, opportunities and re
sponsibilities gran ted to them du ring the course of 
their lives. The reference to this judgment in  I Pet. 
I :  1 7  is  particularly significant in conveying its 
character. The divine judgment of the people of 
God will  be a fatherly judgment. I t  will  not be such 
as to place in peril the Christian's standing within 
the family of God; it will have all of a father's 
understanding and compassion; and yet it  is not 
therefore to be lightly or carelessly regarded. This 
fatherly judgment will be exercised by Christ at his 
coming. 
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IV. Human judgment 
Here as elsewhere man is called upon to imitate 
God . Just as God is a righteous judge, so men are 
called upon to judge righteously (Lk. 1 2 :57; Jn .  
7:24) in the  constant recognition that ultimately 
the judgment is God's (Ot .  I :  1 7) .  The Christian is 
expected to show discrimination and judgment in 
moral matters, and the ability to do so is a sign of 
true maturity (Lk. 1 2 :57; Jn .  7:24; Rom. 1 5 : 1 4; I 
Cor. 2: 1 5 ; 6: 1 --6; 1 0: 1 5 ; 2 Cor. 1 3 :5; Phi! .  1 :9f.; 
Co!. I :9; I Jn .  4: I ) . However, the Christian is also 
given frequent warnings against the danger of 
passing judgment on others in a way which 
attempts to anticipate the final divine judgment 
(Mt .  7: 1 ;  Lk. 6:4 1 f. ;  Jn .  8:7; Rom . 2 : 1 ;  1 4 :4; Jas. 
4 : 1 ) .  All human judgments are provision al in the 
light of the coming judgment ( I  Cor. 4:3-5). 
When the new age is fully manifest at the return 
of Christ, Christians, according to I Cor. 6:2f., 
will be called upon to exereise judgment with 
respect to the world (v. 2), and angels in partieu
lar (v. 3) .  

V. Present attitudes 
There are few points at whieh the teaehing of the 
Bible is more sharply in conflict with the assump
tions of our age than in its teaehing concerning 
God's future judgment of all men. It is corres
pondingly one of the most serious contemporary 
expressions of Christian intellectual and spiritual 
capitulation that this partieular truth should be so 
little reflected in current preaching and writing. 
The world has been permitted at this point only 
too cIearly to squeeze the church into its own 
mould (Rom. 1 2: 1 f. , Phillips). Thus a theological 
commentator can eomplain with full justiee that 
today the notion of final judgment 'figures so little 
in the theology and preaching of the Church' (T. 
Preiss, Life in Christ, 1 954, p. 79). This theological 
negleet is the more inexcusable in that this century 
has witnessed an unprecedented recovery of the 
biblieal eschatological perspective. This partieular 
aspect of esehatology, however, viz. future divine 
judgment, quite unwarrantedly, has been largely 
left on one side. 

Man today rejects out of hand the idea that he 
must one day render aeeount for his l ife and its 
deeisions. His loss of conviction eoncerning an 
after-life, combined with the erosion of the notion 
of moral responsibility on the basis of popular 
understanding of psychological and psycho
analytieal theories, has contributed to the moral 
indifference and pragmatism of our times. Moral 
issues, in so far as they matter at all, relate only to 
the present moment and to considerations of per
sonal happiness. The thought that they might 
relate to some transcendent divine dimension, or 
that all men will one day be inescapably summoned 
to aecept responsibility for these very moral de
cisions in the all-seeing presenee of their Creator, is 
anathema. Unfortunately for modern man it hap
pens to be true. Judgment is inevi table and awaits 
us all .  In face of this modern tendency to dismiss 
future judgment there is the greater and more 
urgent responsibility placed upon the Christian 
chureh tenaciously to maintain the biblical 
perspeetive. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Morris, The Biblieal Doctrine 
01 Judgment, 1 960; F. Büchsel, V. Herntrich, 
TDNT 3, pp. 92 1-954; W. Schneider, H. Beck, T. 
McComiskey, NIDNTT 2, pp. 361-37 1 ;  S. H .  
Travis, NDT, p .  358. B.A.M. 

JUDGMENT SEAT. In Greek states the assembly 
met in front of a dais (hema) from which all official 
business was conducted. Thus Herod Agrippa I 
sits on the dais (RSV 'throne') to address the repub
lies of Tyre and Sidon (Aets 1 2 : 2 1 ) . The Gk. term 
is otherwisc used in the NT lor the tribunal (Aets 
1 8 :  1 2 , ete.), the platform on whieh a Roman magis
trate sat, flanked by his eounsellors, to administer 
justice. I t  was traditionally erected in some publie 
place, as apparently in the ease of Pilate (Jn. 
19: 1 3) ,  or alternatively in an auditorium (Aets 
25:23). That it was the solemn integrity of Roman 
justice that prompted the image of the judgmcnt 
seat of God (Rom. 1 4: 1 0) or Christ (2 Cor. 5 : 1 0) 
seems likely from the fact that Paul is in eithcr ease 
addressing an audienee familiar with direct Roman 
government .  
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. E.  Weiss, RE, 6.A.2. 2428-30, 
s. v. tribunal. E.A .J .  

JULIUS. The family name of the Caesars, wh ich 
must have beeome widespread since their rise to 
power due to the custom of conferring on new cit
izens the name of the magistrate under whose aus
pices they were enfranehised. The centurion who 
escorted Paul to Rome (Aets 27: I )  presumably be
longs to this cIass of Julii ,  since no aristoeratic 
member of the house would serve in that rank .  His 
unit (the 'August an Cohort', see *ARMY) has been 
thought (by Mommsen and Ramsay) to be the 
Caesar's regular staff of couriers. The term cor
responds exaetly, however, to the eohors Augusta 
known from epigraphic evidenee. That this was an 
auxiliary (i.e. non-eitizen) force, and therefore nOI 
l ikely to supply the eseort for a Roman, is not a 
serious objection, sinee the centurion hirnself is 
manifestly a citizen. Whether enfranehised on 
promotion , or seconded to the auxilia from the 
legions, he belongs with Paul to the proud and 
growing body of new citizen families that Roman 
statesmanship ereated in the East. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. R. S. Broughton, BC, 1 .5 ,  pp. 
427-445. E .A . J .  

JUSTICE. The word 'justice' occurs 1 1 5 times in  
RSV OT, usually for mispä!, 'judgment', the rule 
that should guide *judges. In the AV, however, it 
represents mispä! only once (Jb. 36: 1 7) ;  elsewhere it 
translates �ecjeq or {cjäqä. The more frequent ren
dering of these latter nouns is 'righteousness'; but 
when mispä! and �'cjäqä appear together AV trans
lates the whole phrase as 'judgment and justice' 
(e.g 2 Sa. 8:  1 5 ; cf Gn. 1 8 : 1 9) ,  though RSV renders 
the same eombination as 'justiee and righteous
ness'. In  AV, therefore, 'justice' must be understood 
as being the same word as * 'righteousness', and 
seldom as denoting the specialized coneept of 'fair 
play', or legal equity, with whieh the term justiee is 
presently assoeiated. The expression, 'to do (sorne
one) justiee', oeeurs twice, being taken from the 
eorresponding Heb. verbal root, �äcjaq, eausative, 
wh ich means 'to decIare one right' (2 Sa. 1 5 :4; Ps. 
82:3). Similarly, the adjeetive �addrq, 'righteous', is 
over 40 times rendered by the adjeetive 'just', in 
both vss. In RSV NT, the noun 'justice' represents 
both krisis, 'judgment', and dikaiosyne, 'righteous
ness'. In  AV it does not appear; but at over 30 points 
the adjeetive dikaios, 'righteous', is likewise trans
Iated by the English term 'just' . 



This biblical concept of justice exhibits de
velopment through nine, generally chronological 
stages. 

I .  Etymologically, it appears that the root of 
�'qäqa", like that of its kindred noun yöser, 'up
rightness' ( Dt .  9:5), signifies 'straightness', in  a 
physical sense (BDB, p. 84 1 ) . 

2. But al ready in the patriarch al age {qäqa" has 
the abstract meaning of conformity, by a given 
object or action, to an accepted standard of values, 
e.g. Jacob's 'honest' living up to the terms of his 
sheep-contract with Laban (Gn. 30:33). Moses 
thus speaks of just balances, weights and measures 
(Lv. 1 9:36; Dt. 25: 1 5) and insists that Israel's 
*judges pronouncc 'just (AV; righteous, RSV) judg
ment' (Dt.  1 6: 1 8 , 20). Arguments that are actually 
questionable may seem, at first glance, to be 'just' 
(Pr. 1 8 : 1 7; RSV, 'right'); and Christian masters are 
cautioned to treat their slaves 'justly and fairly' 
(Co!. 4: I ) . Even inanimate objects may be de
scribed as �eqeq, if they measure up to the ap
propriate standards. The phrase, 'paths of �eqeq' 
(Ps. 23:3), for ex am pie, designates wal kable paths. 

3. Since life's highest standard is derived from 
the character of  deity, 'justicc', from the time of 
Moses and onwards (cf Dt. 32:4), comes to dis
tinguish that which is God's will  and those activities 
which result from it. Heavenly choirs proclaim, 
'Just and true are thy ways' (Rev. 1 5 :3). Rec
ognizing the ultimacy of the will of the Lord, Job 
therefore asks, ' How can a man be just before 
God?' (Jb. 9:2; cf 4: 1 7; 33:  1 2) .  But even though 
God stands answerable to no man, still 'to justice 
. . .  he doeth no violence' (37:23, Rvmg.) ;  for the 
actions of the God who acts in  harmony with his 
own standard are always perfect and right (Zp. 3 :5 ;  
Ps. 89 :  1 4) .  {qäqti may thus  describe Yahweh's pre
servation of both human and animal life (Ps. 36:6) 
or his dissociation from vain enterprise (ls. 45: 1 9). 
In  both of the latter verses the EVV translate 
{qäqä as 'righteousness'; but it  might with greater 
accuracy be rendered 'regularity' or 'reliability'. 

4. By a natural transition, 'justicc' then comes to 
identify that moral standard by which God meas
ures human conduct ( ls. 26:7). Men too must 'do 
justice' (Gn. 1 8 : 1 9) as they walk with deity (Gn. 
6:9; Mt.  5:48); for not the hearers, but the doers of 
the law, are 'just (AV; righteous, RSV) before God' 
(Rom. 2:  1 3). The attribute of justicc is to be an
ticipated only in the hearts of those who fear God 
(Lk. 1 8 :2), because justice in the biblical sense 
begins with holiness ( M i .  6:8; Mk.  6:20; I Thes. 
2: I 0) and with sinccre devotion (Lk. 2:25; Acts 
1 0: 22). Positively, however, the wholehearted par
ticipation of the Gadites in the divinely ordered 
conquest of Canaan is described as 'executing the 
just decrees of the Lord' (Dt. 33:2 1 ;  cf S. R .  
Driver, ICe). The need for earnest conformity to 
the moral will of God lies especially incumbent 
upon kings (2 Sa. 8: 1 5 ; Je. 22: 1 5) ,  princes (Pr. 
8: 1 5), and judges (Ec. 5:8); but every true believer 
is cxpected to 'do justicc' (Ps. 1 1 9: 1 2 1 ,  AV; Pr. 1 :3; 
cf its personification in Is. 59: 1 4). Justicc consti
tutes the opposite of sin (Ec. 7:20) and serves as a 
marked characteristic of Jesus the Messiah (15. 9:7; 
Zc. 9:9; M t .  27: 1 9; Acts 3: 1 4). In the poetry of 
the OT there do arise affirmations of self
righteousness by men like David ('Judge me ac
cording to my righ teousness, and establish the 
just', Ps. 7:8-9, AV; cf 1 8 :20-24) or Job ( ' I  am . . .  
just and blameless' Jb. 1 2 :4; cf 1 : 1 ) , that might 
appear incongruous when considered in the light 
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of their acknowledged iniquity (cf Jb. 7:2 1 ;  1 3 :26). 
The poets' aims, however, are either to exonerate 
themselves from particular crimes that enemies 
have laid to their charge (cf Ps. 7:4) or to profess a 
genuine purity of purpose and single-hearted de
votion to God (Ps. 1 7 : I ) . 'They breathe the spirit 
of simple faith and childlike trust, which throws 
itself unreservedly on God . . .  and they disclaim 
all fellowship with the wicked, from whom they 
may expect to be distinguished in the course of His 
Providence' (A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book 01 
Psalms, 1 906, I ,  p. lxxxvii). As Ezekiel described 
such a man, 'He walks in my statutes . . .  he is 
righteous (AV, just), he shall surely live, says the 
Lord God' (Ezk. 1 8 :9). 

S. In referencc to divine government, justice be
comes descriptive in  a particular way of punish
ment for moral infraction. Under the lash of 
heaven-sent plagues, Pharaoh confessed, 'The 
Lord is �addfq, and l and my people are wicked' 
(Ex.  9:27; cf Ne. 9:33); and the one thief cried to 
the other as they were crucilied, 'We indeed justly 
. .  .' (Lk. 23:4 1 ) . For God cannot remain indiffer
ent to evil (Hab. 1 : 1 3 ; cf zp. 1 : 1 2) ,  nor will the 
Almighty pervert justicc (Jb. 8:3; cf 8:4; 36: 1 7) .  
Even the pagans of Malta believed in a divine 
nemesis, so that when they saw Paul bitten by a 
viper they concluded, 'This man is a murderer . . .  
justicc has not allowed hirn to live' (Acts 28:4). 
God's punitive righteousness is as a consuming lire 
(Dt. 32:22; Heb. 1 2:29; * WRATH), and condemna
tion is just (Rom. 3:8). 

6. From the time of the judges and onward, 
however, {t}äqti comes also to describe his deeds of 
vindication for the deserving, 'the triumph of the 
Lord' (Jdg. 5 : 1 1 ) . Absalom thus promised a 
petition er he 'would give hirn justice' (2 Sa. 1 5:4; 
cf Ps. 82:3), and Solomon proclaimed that God 
'blesses the abode of the righteous (AV, just)' (Pr. 
3 :33;  cf Ps. 94: 1 5). Divine vindication became also 
the plea of Isaiah's contemporaries, 'They ask of 
me the ordinanccs of justicc' ( I s. 58:2-3, AV); for 
though God's intervention might have been de
layed (Ec. 7:  1 5 ; 8 :  1 4; cf I s. 40:27), he yet 'became 
jealous for his land, and had pity on his people' 
(Joel 2: 1 8) .  

7. Such words, however, introducc another 
aspect, in wh ich divine justicc ceases to constitute 
an expression of precise moral desert and partakes 
rather of divine pity, love and gracc. This connota
ti  on appears first in David's prayer for the for
giveness of his crimes over Bathsheba, when he 
implored, ' Deliver me from bloodguiltiness, 0 God, 
thou God of my salvation, and my tongue will sing 
aloud of thy {qäqti' (deliverance)' (Ps. 5 1 :  1 4). But 
what David sought was not vindication; for he had 
just acknowledged his heinous sin and, indeed, his 
depravity from birth (Ps. 51 :5). His petition sought 
rather for undeserved pardon; and �tqäqa" may be 
translated by simple repetition-O God of my sal
vation: my tongue shall sing of thy 'salvation'. 
�tqäqa", in other words, has become redemptive; it 
is God's fulfilling of his own graciously promised 
salvation, irrespective of the merits of men (cf 
David's same usage in Pss. 3 1 : 1 ;  1 03 : 1 7; 143 : 1 ) . 
David's counsellor Ethan thus moves, in the space 
of two verses, from a referencc to God's 'justice 
[�eqeq, according to sense 4 above] and judgment' 
(Ps. 89: 1 4, AV) to the joyful testimony, 'In thy 
�tt}äqti [promised grace] shall Israel be exalted' 
(Ps. 89: 1 6, AV; cf a similar contrast within Is. 56: I ). 
When Isaiah, therefore, speaks of 'a just [AV; 
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righteous, RSV; �addfq) God and a Saviour' (ls. 
45:2 1 ), his thought is not, 'A just God, and yet at 
the same time a Saviour', but rather, 'A $addfq 
God, and therefore a Saviour' (cf the parallelism 
of * 'righteousness' with salvation in I s. 45:8;  
46:  1 3) .  Correspondingly, we read in the NT that ' if 
we confess our sins, he is faithful and just [dikai
os = faithful to his gracious promise, not, demand
ing justice) and will forgive our sins' ( I  ln .  1 :9). 
Such concepts of non-judicial 'justice', however, 
must be limited to those passages in which this 
usage is specifically intended. In Rom. 3 ,  on the 
contrary, with its contextual emphasis upon the 
wrath of God against sin and upon the propiti
atory sacrifice of Christ for the satisfaction of the 
Father's justice, we must continue to understand 
dikaios (Rom. 3 :26) in its traditional sense: 'That 
he [God] might be just [exacting punishment, 
according to sense 5 above], and [yet at the same 
time) the justifier of hirn wh ich believeth in Jesus' 
(AV; see Sanday and Headlam, ICC; 
*lUSTIFICATION). 

8. As a condition that arises out of God's for
giving 'justice', there next appears in Scripture a 
humanly possessed �'ljäqa, wh ich is simuhaneously 
declared to have been God's own moral attribute 
ü'ljäqa in  sense 4 above), but which has now been 
imparted to those who believe on his grace. Moses 
thus describes how Abraham's faith served as a 
medium for imputed righteousness (Gn. 1 5:6), 
though one must, of course, observe that his faith 
did not constitute in itself the meritorious right
eousness but was merely 'reckoned' so. He was 
justified through faith, not because 0/ i t  (cf lohn 
M urray, Redemption, Accomplished and Applied, 
1 955,  p. 1 55). Habakkuk likewise declared, 'The 
just shall live by his faith' (Hab. 2:4, AV), though 
here too the justification derives, not from man's 
own, rugged 'faithfulness' (Rsvmg.), but from his 
humble dependence upon God's mercy (contrast 
the self-reliance of the Babylonians, which the 
same context condemns; and cf Rom. I :  1 7; Ga! . 
3 : 1 1 ) . l t  was God's prophet Isaiah, however, who 
first spoke directly of 'the heritage of the servants 
of the Lord . . .  their $'ljäqa from me' ( l s. 54: 1 7) .  
Of this 'righteousness', A. B. Oavidson accurately 
observed, ' l t  is not a Oivine attribute. l t  is a Oivine 
effect . . .  produced in the world by God' (The The
ology 0/ the Old Testament, 1 925,  p. 1 43). That is to 
say, there exists within Yahweh a righteousness 
which, by his grace, becomes the possession of the 
believer ( [s. 45 :24). Our own righteousness is to
tally inadequate ( [s. 64:6); but 'in Yahweh' we 'are 
righteous' ($äI}aq) ( l s. 45:25), having been made 
just by the imputed merit of Christ (Phi!. 3:9). A 
century later, leremiah thus speaks both of ludah 
and of God hirnself as a 'habitation of justice' (le. 
3 1  :23;  50 :7, AV), i. e. a source of justification for the 
faithful (cf Je. 23 :6; 33: 1 6, 'Yahweh our righteous
ness', Theo. Laetsch, Biblical Commentary, Jere
miah, 1 952, pp. 1 9 1 - 1 92 , 254). 

9. But even as God in his grace bestows right
eousness upon the unworthy, so the people of God 
are called upon to 'seek justice' ( l s. I :  1 7) in the 
sense of pleading for the widow and 'judging the 
cause of the poor and needy' (Je. 22: 1 6). 'lustice' 
has thus come to connote goodness (Lk. 23 :50) 
and loving consideration ( M t .  I :  1 9) .  Further, from 
the days of the Exile onward, Aram. $iljqa, 'right
eousness', becomes specialized into a designation 
for alms or charity (On.  4:27), an equivalent ex
pression for 'giving to the poor' (Ps. 1 1 2:9; cf M t .  

6:  i )  O n e  might therefore b e  led t o  conceive of bib
lical 'justice', particularly in these last three, supra
judicial senses, as involving a certain tension or 
even contradiction: e.g. $'ljäqa in its 7th, graclOus 
sense seems to forgive the very crimes that it con
demns in its 5th, punitive sense. The ultimate solu
tion, however, appears in the person and work of 
the Lord lesus Christ. The ethical example fur
nished by his sinless l ife ( Heb. 4: 1 5) constitutes the 
climax of biblical revelation on the moral will of 
God and far exceeds the perverted though seem
ingly lofty justice of the scribes and Pharisees (Mt .  
5 :20). Yet he  who commanded men to be  perfect, 
even as their heavenly Father is perfect (Mt .  5:48), 
exhibited at the same time that love wh ich has no 
equal, as he laid down his l ife for his undeserving 
friends (Jn .  1 5 : 1 3) .  Here was revealed $'ljäqa, 'just
ice', in its ethical stage 5, in  its redemptive stage 7, 
and in its imputed stage 8, all united in  one. He 
came that God might be just and yet the justifier of 
hirn that believeth in lesus (Rom. 3 :26) and that we 
might be found in hirn, who is made our righteous
ness and sanctification and redemption (I Cor. 
1 :30). 
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'Justify' ( Heb. $ä4aq; Gk. [LXX and NT), dikaioö) is 
a forensic term meaning 'acquit', 'declare right
eous', the opposite of 'condemn' (cf Dt. 25: I ;  Pr. 
1 7 : 1 5 ;  Rom. 8 :33) .  lustifying is the judge's act. 
From the litigant's stand point, therefore, 'be justi
fied' means 'get the verdict' ( l s. 43:9, 26). 

[n Scripture, God is 'the ludge of all the earth' 
(Gn. 1 8 :25), and his dealings with men are con
stantly described in forensic terms. God's Law is a 
complex of moral goals and standards by which 
his rational creatures should live. Righteousness, 
i. e. conformity with his law, is what he requires of 
his human creatures, and he shows his own right
eousness as ludge in taking vengeance, i.e. inflict
ing punitive retribution ('wrath') on those who fall 
short of it (cf Ps. 7: 1 1 , RV; [so 5: 1 6; 1 0:22; Acts 
1 7:3 1 ;  Rom. 2 :5 ;  3 :5f.). There is no hope for anyone 
if God's verdict goes against hirn. 

Because God is King, the thought of hirn as jus
tifying may have an executive as weil as a judicial 
aspect. Like the ideal royal judge in Israel, he will 
not only pass a verdict in  favour of  the accused, 
but actively implement it by showing favour to
wards hirn and publicly reinstating hirn. The verb 
'justify' may focus on either aspect of God's 
action. For instance, the justifying of [srael and the 
Servant, envisaged in [so 45:25; 50:8, is a public 



vindication through a change in their rortunes. The 
just ification or sinners that Jesus illustrates by his 
shock-ending story or the Pharisee and the pub
lican (Lk. 1 8 :9-1 4) and that Paul expounds in 
Rom. 3-5, Ga! .  2-4 and 2 Cor. 5:  1 4-2 1 is, however, 
simply the passing and sustaining or a ravourable 
verdict. Jcsus and Paul certainly believe that God 
shows favour to those whom he has acquitted, but 
they use other terms to describe this (chiefly, the 
ramily language or adoption, inheritance, and 
paternal care). 

'Justiry' is also used for ascriptions of right
eousness in non-forensic contexts. Men are said to 
justify God by confessing him just (Lk. 7:29; cf 
Rom. 3:4, quoting Ps. 5 1  :4), and themselves by 
claiming to be just (Jb. 32:2; Lk. 1 0:29; 1 6: 1 5). Je
rusalem is ironically said to bave 'justified' Sodom 
and Samaria by outdoing th'em in sin! (Ezk. 1 6: 5 1 ). 
The passive can denote being vindicated by events 
against suspicion, criticism and mistrust (Mt .  
1 1 : 1 9; Lk .  7 : 35 ;  I Tim. 3:  1 6; cf Jas. 2:2 1 ,  24f., for 
wh ich see below). 

Lexical support is wanting for the view or 
Chrysostom, Augustine and the Council of Trent  
that when Paul and James speak of present justi
fication they refer to God's work of making 
righteous by inner renewal, as weil as of counting 
righteous through remission of sins. James seems 
to mean neither, Paul only the latter. His synonyms 
for 'justify' are 'reckon righteousness', 'remit sins', 
'not reckon sin' (see Rom. 4 :5-8, Rv)-phrases ex
pressing the idea, not of inner transformation, but 
01' conrerring a legal status and cancelling a legal 
liability. Justification, to Paul, is a judgment passed 
on man, not a work wrought within man. The two 
things go together, no doubt, but they are distinct. 

11. Justification in Paul 
Out of the 39 occurrences of the verb 'justify' in 
the NT, 29 come in the Epistles or recorded words 
of Paul; so do the two occurrences of the corres
ponding noun, dikaiösis (Rom. 4:25; 5 : 1 8) .  This 
reflects the fact that Paul alone of NT writers left 
us letters (Romans and Galatians in particular) that 
make the reality of justification by grace, bringing 
rreedom rrom the dominion of sin and death, the 
focus for his exposition of salvation in and through 
Christ. 

lustification means to Paul God's act 01 remit
ting the sins 01 guilty men, and accounting them 
righteous. Ireely. by his grace, through laith in 
Christ. on the ground. not 01 their own works. bUI 
01 the representative law-keeping and redemptive 
blood-shedding 01 the Lord Jesus Christ on their 
behalf (For the parts of this definition, see Rom. 
3 :23-26; 4:5-8; 5:  1 8f.) Paul's doctrine of justifica
tion is his characteristic way or formulating the 
central gospel truth, that God forgives believing 
sinners. Theologically, it is the most highly de
veloped expression or this truth in the NT. 

In Romans, Paul introduces the gospel as dis
closing 'the righteou!iness of God' ( I :  1 7). The 
most natural of the many views canvassed is that 
this phrase expresses t he single, complex, dynamic 
idea 01' God's morally glorious and eternally 
worship-worthy display of mercy and justice in be
stowing on guilty transgressors the status or per
reet lawkeepers. Within this rrame, the phrase has 
two points of reference. I. It refers to this status, 
wh ich God through Christ rreely confers upon be
lieving sinners ('the gift of righteousness' as op
posed to condemnation and death, Rom. 5 :  1 7; cf 
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3:2 1 f. ;  9 :30; 1 0:3- 1 0; 2 Cor. 5 :2 1 ;  Phi ! .  3 :9).  It has 
been argued that the essence of this gift is covenant 
status in the new Israel that is constituted by raith
union with the risen Christ, and certainly the justi
fied are henceforth in covenant with God in just 
this way. But justification, as such, for Paul is 
pardon and acceptance, not covenant involvement, 
and the hinge-question throughout Romans is not 
who is in covenant with God, but how may sinners 
find eternal life. 2. Also, and indeed primarily, the 
phrase refers to the way in which the gospel reveals 
God as doing what is right-not only judging 
transgressors as they deserve (2:5; 3:5f.) but also 
keeping his promise to send salvation to Israel 
(3:4f.), and justifying sinners in such a way that his 
own judicial claims upon them are met (3:25f.) .  
'The righteousness of God' is thus a predomin
antly rorensic concept, denoting God's gracious 
work of bestowing upon guilty sinners a justified 
justification, acquitting them in the court of 
heaven without prejudice to his justice as their 
Judge. 
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Many scholars today find the background or 
this phrase in  a few passages from Is. 40ff. and the 
psalms in which God's 'righteousness' and 'salva
tion' appear as equivalents (ls. 45:8, cf vv. 1 9-25; 
46: 1 3; 51 : 3-6; Ps. 98:2; etc.). This may be right, but 
since Paul nowhere quotes these verses, it cannot 
be proved. It must also be remembered that the 
reason why these texts call God's vindication of his 
oppressed people his 'righteousness' is that it is 
an act of faithfulness to his covenant promise 
to them; whereas Romans deals principally 
with God's justifying of Gentiles, who previously 
were not his people and to whom he had promised 
not hing (cf 9:24f.; 1 0: 1 9f.)-quite a different situ
ation. 

E .  Käsemann and others construe God's right
eousness in Paul as a gracious exertion of power 
whereby God keeps raith with both his covenant 
people (by fulfilling his promise to save them) and 
his captive creation (by restoring his dominion 
over it). Both thoughts are Pauline, but it is doubt
rul whether (as is argued) 'righteousness' in  Rom. 
3:23-26 and 'just' in v. 26 point only to gracious 
raithrulness saving the needy and not to judicial 
retribution (cf 2:5; 3:5) saving the guilty by being 
diverted upon the One set rorth to be a · propiti
ation. The latter exegesis fits the f10w of thought 
better; the former cannot explain why 'and' ap
pears in the phrase 'just and the justifier' (AV), ror it 
finds in these words only one thought, not two. 

It has been questioned whether Paul's doctrine 
or justification by raith without works is any more 
than a controversial device, developed simply as a 
weapon against the Judaizers. But the rollowing 
racts indicate that it was more than this. 

I. The Epistle to the • Romans is evidently to be 
read as a rull-dress statement or Paul's gospel, and 
the doctrine or justification is its backbone. 

2. In three places Paul writes in personal terms 
or the convictions that had made hirn the man and 
the missionary that he was, and all three are 
couched in terms or justification (Gal . 2:  1 5-2 1 ;  
2 Cor. 5 : 1 6-2 1 ;  Phi!. 3:4-14). I n  Rom. 7:7ff. Paul 
describes his personal need or Christ in terms 01' 
the law's condemnation-a need wh ich only 
God's justirying sentence in Christ could relieve 
(cf Rom. 8: I f. ;  Ga!. 3: 1 9-4:7). Paul's personal 
religion was evidently rooted in the knowledge 
or his justification. 

3. lustification is to Paul God's rundamental act 
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or blessing, ror it both saves rrom the past and 
secures ror the ruture. On the one hand, i t  means 
pardon, and the end or hostility between God and 
ourselves (Acts 1 3 :39; Rom. 4:6f.; 5:9r.). On the 
other hand, it means acceptance and a title to all 
blessings promised to the just, a thought which 
Paul develops by linking justification with adop
tion and heirship (Ga I .  4:4ff.; Rom. 8 :  1 4ff.) .  Both 
aspects appear in Rom. 5 :  1 -2, where Paul says that 
justification brings both peace with God (because 
sins are remitted) and hope or God's glory (be
cause the sinner is accepted as righteous). This 
hope is a certainty; ror justification has an eschato
logical significance. It is the judgment or the last 
day brought into the present, a final, irreversible 
verdicL The justified person can accordingly be 
sure that nothing will ever separate hirn rrom the 
love or his God (Rom. 8 :33-39; cf 5 :9). H is glorifi
cation is certain (Rom. 8 : 30). The coming inquisi
tion berore Christ's judgment-seat (Rom. 1 4 :  I Off.; 
2 Cor. 5 :  1 0) may deprive hirn or particular rewards 
( I  Cor. 3: 1 5), but not or his justified status. 

4. Paul's doctrine or salvation has justification 
as its basic rererence-point. H is belier about justifi
cation is the source rrom which flows his view or 
Christianity as a world-religion or grace and raith, 
in wh ich Gentiles and Jews stand on an equal root
ing (Rom. I :  1 6; 3 :29ff.; Gal. 3 :8-1 4, 28f., elc). I t  is 
in terms or justification that he explains grace 
(Rom. 3 :24; 4:4f., 1 6), the saving significance or 
Christ's obedience and death ( Rom. 3 :24f.; 5 :  1 6ff.), 
the revelation or God's love at the cross (Rom. 5 :5-
9), the meaning or redemption (Rom. 3:24; Gal. 
3 :  1 3 ; Eph . 1 :7) and reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:  1 8r.), 
the covenant relationship (Gal. 3:  1 5f.), raith (Rom. 
4:23ff.; 1 0 :8ff.), union with Christ (Rom. 8 : 1 ;  Gal. 
2:  1 7, RV), adoption and the gift or the Spirit (Gal. 
4:6-8; Rom. 8: 1 0, cf v. 1 5), and Christian assur
ance (Rom. 5: 1 - 1 1 ;  8:33ff.). It is in terms or justifi
cation that Paul explains all hints, prophecies and 
instances or salvation in the OT (Rom. I :  1 7; Gal . 
3 : 1 1 , quoting H ab. 2:4; Rom. 3 :2 1 ;  4:3-8, quoting 
Gn. 1 5 :6; Ps. 32: l r. ;  Rom. 9:22- 1 0:2 1 ,  quoting Ho. 
2:23 ;  I :  I 0; Is. 8 :  1 4; Joel 2:32; Is. 65: I ,  elc. ; Rom. 
I I  :26r. ,  quoting I s. 59:20f.; Gal. 3:8, quoting Gn. 
1 2 :3; Gal. 4:2 1 ff., quoting Gn. 21 : 1 0; elc. ). 

5. Justification is the key to Paul's philosophy or 
history. He holds that God's central overarching 
purpose in his ordering or world-history since the 
Fall has been to lead sinners to justirying faith. 

God deals with mankind, Paul teils us, through 
two representative men: 'the first man Adam', and 
'the second man', who is 'the last Adam', Jesus 
Christ ( I  Cor. 1 5 :45ff.; Rom. 5 : 1 2ff.). The first 
man, by disobeying, brought condemnation and 
death upon the whole race; the second man, by his 
obedience, has become the author or justification 
and lire ror all who have raith (Rom. 5 : 1 6ff.). 

From the time or Adam's ra 11 , death reigned 
universally, though sin was not yet clearly known 
(Rom. 5 : 1 2ff.). But God took Abraham and his 
ramily into covenant, justirying Abraham through 
his raith, and promising that in Abraham's seed 
(i.e. through one or his descendants) all nations 
should be blessed (i. e. justified) (Gal. 3 :6-9, 1 6; 
Rom. 4:3, 9-22). Then through Moses God re
vealed his law to Abraham's ramily. The law was 
meant to give, not salvation, but knowledge or sin. 
By deteeting and provoking transgressions, it was 
to teaeh Israelites their need or justification, thus 
acting as a paidagögos (the household slave who 
took children to school) to lead them to Christ 

(Gal. 3 : 1 9-24; Rom. 3:20; 5 :20; 7 :5 ,  7- 1 3) .  This 
epoch or divine preparatory education lasted till 
the coming or Christ (Gal. 3 :23-25; 4: 1 -5). 

The effect or Christ's work was to abolish the 
barrier or exclusivism wh ich Israel's possession or 
the law and promise had erected between Jew and 
Gentile (Eph. 2: 1 4ff.). Through Christ, justifica
tion by raith could now be preaehed to Jew and 
Gentile without distinction, for in Christ all be
lievers were made Abraham's seed, and became 
sons or God and heirs or the covenant (Gal. 3:26-
29). Unhappily, in this situation most Jews proved 
to be legalists; they sought to establish a right
eousness or their own by works or law, and would 
not believe that faith in Christ was the God-given 
way to righteousness (Rom. 9:30- 1 0:2 1 ) . So many 
'natural branehes' had been cut off rrom the olive
tree or the historie covenant community (Rom. 
1 1 :  1 6ff.), and the church was ror the present pre
dominantly Gentile; but there was hope that an 
eleet remnant rrom rallen Israel, provoked by the 
mercy shown to undeserving Gentiles, would itselr 
come to raith and find remission or sins in the end 
(Rom. I I  :23-32). Thus both Jew and Gentile 
would be saved, not through their own works and 
effort, but through the rree grace or God justifying 
the disobedient and ungodly; and all the glory or 
salvation will  be God's alone (Rom. 1 1 :30-36). 

These considerations point to the rundamental 
plaee or justification in Paul's apprehension and 
analysis or what was always his central theme, 
namely salvation in and through Jesus Christ. 

I I I .  The ground of justification 
As stated by Paul in Romans, the doctrine or justi
fication seems to raise a problem or theodicy. Its 
background, set out in I :  1 8-3:20, is the solidarity 
of humankind in sin, and the inevitability or 
judgment. In  2:5- 1 6  Paul states his doetrine or the 
judgment day. The principle or judgment, he says, 
will be 'to every man according to his works' (v. 6, 
RSV). The standard or judgment will be God's law, 
in the highest rorm in whieh men know it (ir not 
the Mosaic law, then the law or eonscience, vv. 1 2-
1 5) .  The evidence will be 'the secrets or men' (v. 
1 6). Only law-keepers can hope to be justified (vv. 
7, 10 ,  1 2r.) .  And there are no law-keepers. None is 
righteous; all have sinned (3 :9ff.) .  So the prospect is 
or universal condemnation, ror Jew as weil as Gen
tile, for a law-breaking Jew is no more acceptable 
to God than anyone else (2: 1 7-27). All, it seems, 
are doomed. 'No human being will be justified in 
his sight by works or the law' (3 :20, echoing Ps. 
1 43:2). 

But now Paul proclaims the present justifieation 
of believing sinners (3:2 1 ff.) .  God reekons right
eousness to the unrighteous and justifies the un
godly (3:23f.; 4:5r.) .  The (deliberately?) paradoxieal 
quality or the last phrase is heightened by the 
fact that these very Greek words are used in the 
LXX or Ex. 23:7 ( ' I  will not justiry the wiekcd') 
and Is.  5:22r. ('Woe unto them which justiry 
the wieked . .  . ') .  The question arises: on what 
grounds can God just iry the ungodly without 
eompromising his own justice as the Judge? 

Paul maintains that God justifies sinners on a 
just ground: namely, that Jesus Christ, acting on 
their behalf, has satisfied lhe claims of God's law 
upon them. He was 'born under the law' (Gal. 4:4) 
in order to rulfil the precept and bear the penalty 
of the law in their stead. By his · ' blood' U e. his 
death) he put away their sins (Rom. 3:25; 5:9). By 
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his obedience to God he won for all his people the 
status of law-keepers (Rom. 5:  1 9) .  He beeame 
'obedient unto death' (Phi!. L:8);  his life of right
eousness culminated in his dying the death of the 
unrighteous, bearing the law's penal curse (Ga!. 
3 :  1 3 ; cf Is. 53 :4- 1 2). In his person on the cross, the 
sins of his people were judged and expiated. 
Through this 'one act of righteousness'-his sin
less life and death-'the free gift eame unto a11 men 
to justilication of life' (Rom. 5: 1 8, RV) . Thus be
lievers become 'the righteousness of God' in  and 
through hirn who 'knew no sin' persona11y, but was 
representatively 'made sin' (treated as a sinner, and 
judged) in their place (2 Cor. 5:2 1 ). Thus Paul 
speaks of 'Christ Jesus, whom God made . . .  our 
righteousness' (I Cor. 1 :30). This was the thought 
expressed in older Protestant theology by the 
phrase 'the imputation of Christ's righteousness'. 
The phrase is not in Paul, but its meaning iso The 
point that i t  makes is that believers are made 
righteous before God (Rom. 5: 1 9) through his 
admitting them to share Christ's status of accept
anee. [n  other words, God treats them according 
to Christ's desert. There is nothing arbitrary or 
artificial in this, for God recognizes the existence 
of a real union of covenantal solidarity between 
them and Christ. For Paul, union with Christ is 
not fietion, but fact-the basic fact, indeed, of 
Christianity; and his doctrine of justification is 
simply his first step in  analysing its meaning. So it 
is 'in Christ' (Ga!. 2: 1 7; 2 Cor. 5:2 1 )  that sinners 
are justified. God aceounts them righteous, not 
beeause he accounts them to have kept his law per
sonally (wh ich would be a false judgment), but 
beeause he aecounts them to be 'in' the One who 
kept God's law representatively (wh ich is a true 
judgment). 

So, when God justifies sinners on the ground of 
Christ's obedience and death, he acts justly. So far 
from compromising his judicial righteousness, this 
method of justification actually exhibits it .  I t  is de
signed 'to show God's righteousness, because in his 
divine forbearanee he had passed over former sins 
[i. e. in OT times); i t  was to prove at the present 
time that he hirnself is righteous and that he justi
fies hirn who has faith in  Jesus' (Rom. 3 :25f.). The 
key words are repeated for emphasis, for the point 
is crucia!. The gospel wh ich proclaims God's ap
parent violation of his justice really reveals his just
ice. By his method of justifying sinners, God (in 
another sense) justified h irnself; for by setting forth 
Christ as a propitiation for sins, in whom human 
sin was actua11y judged and punished as it de
served, he revealed the just ground on wh ich he 
was able to pardon and accept believing sinners in 
OT times (as in fact he did :  cf Ps. 1 30:3f.), no less 
than in the Christian era. 

[V. Thc mcans of justification 
Faith in Christ, says Paul, is the means whereby 
righteousness is reeeived and justification be
st owed. Sinners are justified 'by' or 'through' faith 
(Gk. pistei. dia or ek pisteös). Paul does not regard 
faith as the ground of justification. If it were, it 
would be a meritorious work, and Paul would not 
be able to term the believer, as such, 'one who does 
not work' ( Rom. 4:5); nor could he go on to say 
that salvation by faith rests on grace (v. 1 6), for 
grace absolutcly cxc1udes works (Rom. 1 1  :6). Paul 
quotes the case of Abraham, who 'believed God, 
and it was reckoned to hirn as righteousness', to 
pl"ove that a person is justified through faith with-
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out works (Rom. 4 :3ff.; Ga!. 3 :6; quoting Gn.  
1 5 :6). In Rom. 4 :5 ,  9 (cf vV. 22 ,  24) Paul refers to  
the  Genesis text as  teaching that Abraham's faith 
was 'reckoned . . .  as righteousness'. All he means, 
however, as the eontext shows, is that Abraham's 
faith-whole-hearted reliance on God's promise 
(vv. 1 8ff.}-was the oecasion and means of his 
being justified. The phrase 'reckoned eis right
eousness' could either mean 'as' (by real equiva
lence, or some arbitrary method of ealculation), or 
else 'with a view to', 'Ieading to', 'issuing in'. The 
latter alternative is c1early right. Paul is not sug
gesting that faith, viewed either as righteousness, 
actual or inchoate, or as a substitute for righteous
ness, is the ground of justifieation; Rom. 4 does not 
deal with the ground of justification at all, only 
with the means of seeuring it .  

V. Paul and James 
On the assumption that Jas. 2:  1 4-26 teaches that 
God accepts men on the double ground of faith 
and works, some have thought that James delib
erately eontradiets Paul's teaehing of justification 
by faith without works, supposing i t  to be anti
nomian (cf Rom. 3 :8). But this seems to mis
conceive James' point .  [t must be remembered that 
Paul is the only NT writer to use 'justify' as a tech
nical term for God's act of aecepting sinners when 
they believe. When James speaks of 'being justi
fied', he appears to be using the word in its more 
general sense of being ·vindieated, or proved genu
ine and right before God and men, in face of 
possible doubt as to wh ether one was all that one 
professed, or was said, to be (cf the usage in M t .  
1 1 : 1 9) .  For someone t o  b e  justified in this sense is 
for hirn to be shown a genuine believer, one who 
will demonstrate his faith by action. This justifiea
tion is, in effect, a manifesting of the justifieation 
that concerns Pau!. James quotes Gn. 1 5 :6 for the 
same purpose as Paul does-to show that i t  was 
faith that secured Abraham's aeceptance. But now, 
he argues, this statement was 'fulfi11ed' (eonfirmed, 
shown to be true, and brought to its appointed 
completion by events) 30 years latcr, when 'Abra
ham (was) justified by works, when he offered his 
son Isaac upon the altar' (v. 2 1 ). By this his faith 
was 'made perfect', i. e. brought to due expression 
in appropriate actions; thus he was shown to be a 
true believer. The case of Rahab is parallel (v. 25). 
James' point in this paragraph is simply that 
'faith', i. e. a bare orthodoxy, such as the devils have 
(v. 1 9), unaccompanied by good works, provides 
no sufficient grounds for inferring that a man is 
saved. Paul would have agreed heartily (cf I Cor. 
6:9; Eph. 5:5f. ;  Tit. I :  1 6). 
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JUSTUS. A Latin name. Lightfoot (on Col.  4: 1 1 ) 
notes its frequeney among Jews and proselytes, 
often eombined with a Jewish name (cf l and 3 
bclow, and see Deissmann, Bible Sludies, pp. 
3 1 5f.), and suggests that it was meant to denote 
obedienee and devotion to the Law. 

1 .  A name of Joseph Barsabbas, one of the two 
eonceived as the possible apostolie successor to 
Judas Iseariot (Aets 1 :23). By the eontext he was 
thus a eonsistent diseiple from John the Baptist's 
time. Papias had a story of his survival of a hea
then ordeal by poison (Eusebius, EH 3. 39. 9; cf 
Lightfoot, Aposlolic Fathers, 1 89 1 , p. 53 1 ,  for an
other authority). On the name 'Barsabbas' ('son 
of-i.e. born on-a Sabbath'?), see H. 1. Cadbury 
in Amiciliae Corolla, ed. H. G. Wood,  1 933, pp. 
48ff. If i t  is a true patronymie, Judas Barsabbas 
(Aets 1 5 :22) eould be a brother. 

2. Gentile adherent and neighbour of the syna
gogue in Corinth. When Christian preaehing split 
the synagogue, the house of Justus became Paul's 
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centre (Aets 1 8 :7). The MSS variously render his 
other name as Titus or Titius, or omit it altogether 
(accepted as the original reading by Ropes, BC, 3 ,  
p. 1 73). Following the hint of Rom. 1 6:23, Ramsay, 
and, more fully, E. 1. Goodspeed (JBL 69, 1 950, 
pp. 382ff.) identify hirn with • Gaius of Corinth, 
rendering his name 'Gaius Titius Justus'. The 
guess that he was the Titus of Paul's letters has 
nothing but its antiquity to eommend it .  

3. Alias Jesus, a valued Jewish eo-worker of Paul 
(Co I .  4: 1 1 ) . Nothing more is known of hirn. It has 
been eonjeetured that his name has aeeidently 
dropped out from Phm. 24 (cf E. Amling, ZNW 
10, 1 909, p. 26 1 ). A.F .W. 

JUTTAH (Heb. yu!ltih). A walled town on a hi l i  8 
km due S of Hebron, 5 km SW of Ziph, assigned 
to the priests (Jos. 1 5 :55 ;  2 1 : 1 6; cf I Ch. 6:59, 
where Juttah appears in  LXX as A lIa, and is re
quired to make the count); modern Yatta. In Lk.  
1 :39 some eommentators would read Juttah, in ap
position to polin, for 'Judah'; F.-M.  Abel em
phatieally disagrees (Geographie de la Palestine 2, 
1 938, p. 367). J .P .U.L. 



K 
KABZEEL. A town in S Judah; birthplace of 
Beuaia:', ben-Jehüiada (2 Sa. 23:20); resettled in 
Nchemiah's time (ca lied lekabzeel in Ne. 1 1  :25). 
Khirbet Hora, si te of an Israelite fortress 13 km E 
of Beer-sheba, is a possible identification. See 
F.-M.  Abel, Geographie de la Palestine, 2, 1 938, pp. 
89, 353; Y. Aharoni, JE] 8, 1 958, pp. 36-38. 

R .P.G. 

KADESH. I. Kadesh Barne'a. The si te has been 
identified with 'Ain Qudeis, about 80 km SW of 
Beer Sheva, but this depends on the similarity of 
the ancient and modern names. The spring pro
duces an insignificant amount of water. 'Ain Qud
ei rat, roughly 8 km NW of 'Ain Qudeis, has much 
more water and vegetation and is a more suitable 
location for Kadesh Barne'a. 

Chadarlaomer and his allies came to En M ish
pat (i.e. Kadesh) and subdued the Amalekites 
before returning to defeat the kings of the Cities of 
the (Dead Sea) Plain (Gn. 14 :5-9). In  the narrative 
of the fugitive Hagar's experience of God, the weil 
Be'er-Ie Hai-Ro'i is 'between Kadesh and Bered', 
on the way to Shur (Gn. 1 6:7 ,  1 4); Kadesh is also 
associated with the way to Shur in Gn. 20: I .  

Journeying through the Sinai wilderness, the Is
raelites stayed in the region of Kadesh on the edges 
of the wilderness of Paran and Zin more than once 
(Nu. 1 3 :26; 20: 1 ;  Dt.  1 : 1 9, 46); from here Moses 
sent his spies into Canaan. From Horeb or Sinai to 
Kadesh was 1 1  days' journey via Mt .  Seir (Dt.  1 :2). 
From the traditional Mt. Sinai to Dahab on the E 
coast of Sinai and up the coast and across to 
Kadesh (Qudeirat) is indeed 1 1  days' trave! .  At  
Kadesh, after doubting God's ability to give them 
the promised land, Israel was condemned to 
wander for 40 ycars until a new generation should 
arise (Nu. 1 4:32-35; cf Dt. 2: 1 4). After some time, 
Israel returned to Kadesh (Nu. 33:36-37), M iriam 
being buried there (Nu.  20: I ). At this time, too, for 
failing to glorify God when striking water from the 
rock (Nu.  20: 1 0- 1 3 ; 27: 1 4; Dt. 32:5 1 ), Moses was 
denied entry to the promised land; from there, too, 
he sent messengers in vain to the king of Edom, 
to grant Israel permission to pass through his 
territory (Nu. 20: 1 4-2 1 ;  Jdg. 1 1 : 1 6- 1 7). Kadesh 
Barne'a was to be the S corner of the SW boundary 
of Judah, turning W then NW to re ach the Medi
terranean along the 'Brook of Egypt' (Nu. 34:4; 
Jos. 1 5 : 3). It  was also included as a boundary-point 
by Ezekiel (47: 1 9 ; 48:28). The SE to SW limits of 
Joshua's S Canaanite campaign were marked by 
Kadesh Barne'a and Gaza respectively (Jos. 1 0:4 1 ) . 
Kedesh in Jos. 1 5 :23, in the southernmost territory 
of Judah, may either be Kadesh Barne'a or an 
otherwise unknown site. 

The site of Tel l  el-Qudeirat was first surveyed by 
Woolley and Lawrence in 1 9 1 4. The fortress they 
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identified was excavated by M .  Dothan in 1 956, 
and by Cohen in 1 976-82. Cohen ident ified three 
superimposed fortresses, but Ussishkin has shown 
that there were only two. The lower fort let was 
small and elliptical in shape, fortified by a casemate 
wall with a court yard in the centre. To the W of it 
was a small unfortified settlement. The fortlet is 
dated to the 1 0th century BC and is one of many 
such fort lets known from the Negev. Today they 
are thought to have served as focal points for local 
desert clans. The daily utensil pots were made of 
the local 'Negbite' ware, whereas the storage jars 
had been imported with their contents from Judah. 
The later and larger fortress is rectangular with 
casemate walls and eight protruding towers, one in 
each corner, and one along each side. The fortress 
was constructed on a raised platform of earth with 
a shallow moat around it .  On the inside were a 
number of buildings and a cistern. Around the 
fortress and the spring was a sm all unfortified 
settlement. The fortress is one of a number known 
from the Negev from the end of the Judaean king
dom. I ts construction was probably the initiative 
of the Assyrians, as part of their efforts to control 
the trade routes to Arabia, but following Assyria's 
collapse it came under the control of the Egyptians 
be fore finally being destroyed in 586 BC by Neb
uchadrezzar. I t  is from this final phase that a 
number of ostraca (potsherds with writing on them) 
were found. One ostracon contained three columns 
of Heb. script and hieratic numerals, and is 
thought to have been part of a student's exercise. 

2. Kadesh (on the Orontes). The si te was excav
ated by M .  Pezard and later P. Parr at Tell Nebi 
Merd and ftourished in the late Bronze Age; re
nowned for the battle when Rameses 11 defeated 
the Hittites. 

See also *KEDESH. l.W. 

KADMIEL (Heb. qaqmi'el, 'God/EI is the first/ 
ancient one'). A Levite who returned with Zerub
babel (Ezr. 2:40; Ne. 7:43; 1 2:8, 24), and was 
concerned with the commencement of the Temple 
rebuilding (Ezr. 3 :9), with the day of national 
repentance (Ne. 9:4-5) and with the sealing of 
the covenant (Ne. 1 0:9). L.  H .  Brockington (Ezra, 
Nehemiah and Esther, NeB, 1 969) suggests that 
the name appears mainly, if not entirely, limited to 
the designation of a levitical family. l.G.G.N. 

KADMONITES. A people whose name, qaqmöni, 
is identical in form with the adjective qaqmöni, 
'eastern' (e.g. Ezk. 47: 1 8), and for this reason may 
simply mean ' Easterners' and be another designa
tion for the b'ne-qedem * '(children of the) East'. 
The word occurs but once as a name however (Gn. 
1 5 : 1 9, with the article), in the list of peoples to be 
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given to Abraham's seed. It may therefore weil be 
the name of a tribe. T.C.M. 

KAIN. A town to the S of Hebron (Jos. 1 5 :57). 
Khirbet Yaqin has been suggested, but its an
tiquity is uncertain. LXX takes as one name with 
Zanoah, altering the count (* ZANOAH , 2). 

J .D.D.  

KAIWAN (Heb. kiyylin), AV CHIUN (Am. 5 :26). 
Earlier scholars thought i t  meant 'pedestal' or 
'image-stand' (see W. R. Harper, Amos, ICC, 1 9 1 0, 
pp. 1 39f.).  Vulg. has imaginem, Rvmg. 'shrine'. 
Most now believe that it represents Assyr. kaiwanll, 
a name of Ninurta, god of the planet Saturn, but 
that the M assoretes have changed the original 
vowel-pointsof kaiwan tothoseof siqqli�(= 'abomin
ation'). LXX Rhaiphan (* REPHAN, AV Remphan) 
seems to support this view. D.W.G. 

KANAH (Heb. qänäh). 1. A wadi running W from 
the watershed at the head of the Michmethath 
valley, 8 km SW of Shechem; its lower course was 
the boundary of Ephraim with Manasseh (Jos. 
1 6:8). 

2. A town in the Lebanon foothills, assigned to 
Asher (Jos. 1 9:28); probably modern Qana, 10 km 
SE of Tyre. J .P .U .L. 

KEDAR (Heb. qeqär, probably 'black', 'swarthy'). 
1 .  A son of I shmael (Gn. 25: 1 3 ; I Ch. 1 :29), fore
bear of like-named tribe. 

2. Nomadic tribesfolk of the Syro-Arabian 
desert from Palestine to Mesopotamia. In 8th cen
tury BC, known in S Babylonia ( I .  Eph'al, lAOS 
94, 1 974, p. 1 1 2), Isaiah prophesying their downfall 
( I s. 2 1 :  1 6- 1 7). They developed 'villages' ( Is. 42: 1 1 ), 
possibly simple encampments (H .  M .  Orlinsky, 
lAOS 59, 1 939, pp. 22ff.), living in black tents (Cl. 
1 :5). As keepers of large Hocks ( l s. 60:7), they 
traded over to Tyre (Ezk . 27: 2 1 ). Geographically, 
Kittim (Cyprus) W in the Mediterranean and 
Kedar E into the desert were like opposite poles 
(Je. 2:  1 0) .  Dwelling with the Kedarites was like a 
barbaric exile to one psalmist (Ps. 1 20:5). 

Alongside Arabian tribes, Nebaioth, ete., Kedar
ites c1ashed with Ashurbanipal in the 7th century 
BC ( M .  Weippert, Welt des Orients 7, 1 973-74, p. 
67). Likewise they suffered attack by Nebuchad
rezzar II of Babyion in 599 BC (ef D. 1. Wiseman, 
Chronicles 01 Chaldaean Kings, 1 956, p. 32), as an
nounced by Jeremiah (Je. 49:28). By the Persian 
period, a regular succession of kings of Kedar con
trolled a realm astride the vital land-route from 
Palestine to Egypt, regarded as its guardians by the 
Persian emperors. Such was * Geshem (Gashmu)
opponent of Nehemiah (Ne. 6: 1 -2, 6)-whose son 
Qaynu is entitled ' King of Kedar' on a silver bowl 
from a shrine in  the Egyp. E Delta. On this and 
these kings, see I. Rabinowitz, lNES 1 5 , 1 956, pp. 
1 -9, pI. 7; W. 1. Dumbrell, BASOR 203, 1 9 7 1 ,  pp. 
33-44; A. Lemaire, RB 8 1 ,  1 974, pp. 63-72. 

J .D.D. 
K .A .K .  

KEDEMOTH. Probably present-day ez-Za'ferän, 
c. 1 6  km N of the Arnon, just inside Sihon's ter-
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ritory and near the Amorites' E border. A levitical 
city (Jos. 2 1  :37; I Ch. 6:79) from the inheritance 01' 
Reuben (Jos. 1 3 : 1 8), giving its name to a nearby 
desert area (Dt.  2:26). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M.  Abel, Geographie de In 
Bible, 1 938, p. 69; LOB, p. 1 86. N.H.  

KEDESH, KEDESH IN NAPHTALI. 1 .  A former 
Canaanite royal city (Jos. 1 2 :22) which became a 
principal town in Naphtali (Jos. 1 9:37). I t  was 
sometimes designated 'of Naphtali' (Jdg. 4:6) to 
distinguish it from 2. I t  was assigned to the Levites 
(Jos. 2 1  :32) and made a city of refuge (20:7). 
Kedesh was also marked by its location in Galilee 
(Jos. 20:7; I Ch. 6 :76). 

This Kedesh may weil be the horne of Barak 
where he collected his forces from Naphtali and 
Zebulun for war against Sisera (Jdg. 4:9- 1 1 ). When 
Tiglath-pi leser I I I  of Assyria invaded N Israel in 
734-732 BC Kedesh, being on the route S from 
Hazor, was one 01' the first cities to fall to hirn (2 
Ki. 1 5 :29). It was the scene of the great battle 
rought between the Maccabees and Demetrius ( I  
Macc. 1 1  :63, 73). Kedesh i s  the modern Tell Kude
ish, NW of Lake Huleh, where soundings and sur
face finds show it to have been occupied during the 
early and late Bronze Ages. 

2. A town of Issachar given to Gershonite Lev
ites ( I  Ch.  6:72). I ts  place is taken by Kishion in the 
list of Jos. 2 1  :28.  I t  is identified with the modern 
Tell Abu Qedes, SSW of Megiddo. See NEAEHL, 
p. 860. 

3. A town in S Judah near the Edomite border 
(Jos. 1 5 :23), probably to be identified with Kadesh 
Barne'a, so * Kadesh. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Exeavations and Researehes, 
1 973 (Tell Aviv), pp. 93- 1 22 .  D.1 .W. 

KEILAH (Heb. q" Uiih) .  A town in the Shephelah 
(Jos. 1 5 :43), probably Kelti of Amarna Letters 
279-280, 290 (ANET, pp. 289, 487). In Saul's time, 
David relieved it from a Philistine attack, but 
found Saul's inHuence too strong for his safety ( I  
Sa. 23). A t  the Restoration its territory formed two 
districts (Ne. 3 : 1 7f.). Khirbet Qila, on a hili 1 0  km 
E of Beit Guvrin, commands the ascent  to Hebron 
S from Socoh, in the valley between the Shephelah 
and the hills. J .P .U .L. 

KENATH (Heb. q 'näl, 'possession'). A city in N 
Transjordan taken from the Amorites by * Nobah, 
who gave i t  his name (Nu. 32:42), and later taken 
by * Geshur and Aram ( I  Ch. 2:23). The name ap
pears in several Egyp. texts of the 2nd millennium 
(ef LOB, index). It is usually identified with the 
extensive ruins at Qanawät, some 25 km NE of 
Bozrah; but see F.- M .  Abel, Geographie de la Pales
tine, 2, p. 4 1 7, and M .  Noth, Nlimbers, p. 24 1 (ef 
PlB 37, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 80-8 1 ), who prefers a location W 
or NW of modern Amman, comparing Jdg. 8: 1 1 . 

1 .D.D.  

G . I .D . 

KENAZ. 1 .  A grandson of * Esau and an * Ed
omite chief (Gn. 36: 1 1 , 1 5, 42). Some commenta
tors consider these vV. indicate Kenaz was the 
ancestor of the * Kenizzites. 2. The brot her of 
* Caleb and father of * Othniel and * Seraiah (Jos. 



1 5 : 1 7; Jdg. 1 : 1 3 ;  3:9, 1 1 ; I Ch. 4: 1 3). 3. A grandson 
01' Ca leb ( I  Ch.  4 : 1 5). Uknaz (Avmg.) results from 
Heb. word for 'and' being read as part 01' the name 
01' Kenaz. R .A.H.G. 

KENITES. The Kenites were a M idianite tribe 
(Nu. 1 0:29; Jdg. 1 : 1 6; 4 : 1 1 ) . The name means 
'smith',  and the presence 01' copper SE 01' the Gulf 
01' Aqabah, the Kenite-M idianite region, confirms 
this interpretation. The Kenites first appear as in
habitants 01' patriarchal Canaan (Gn. 1 5 : 1 9) .  Sub
sequently Moses becomes son-in-Iaw 01' Reuel (Ex. 
2:  1 8), and invites Hobab his son to accompany the 
Israelites, coveting his nomadic skill (Nu. 10 :29). 
Kenites accompanied Judah into their inheritance 
(Jdg. I :  1 6; I Sa. 27: 1 0). They were spared by Saul 
in his Amalekite war (I Sa. 1 5 :6), and David culti
vated their friendship (I Sa. 30:29). The Rechabites 
were of Kenite stock ( I  Ch. 2:55), and were prom
inent in  post-exilic times (Ne. 3:  1 4) .  

The 'Kenite hypothesis' gives this M idianite clan 
importance in  the religion of I srael. It purports to 
answer the question: Where did Moses learn the 
name Yahweh? Rejecting pre-Mosaic knowledge 
of the name in Israel, some reply that he learnt the 
name from Jethro, the Kenite-Midianite. The later 
Yahwistic zeal of the Rechabite-Kenites cannot 
support this theory: i t  is not unknown for converts 
to be more zealous than traditional believers! Nor 
does Jethro's sacrifice (Ex. 1 8 :  1 2) bear the weight 
placed upon it, that Jethro was instructing Moses 
how Yahweh should be worshipped, for the chap
ter shows hirn as the learner, led to faith by Moses' 
testimony (v. 1 1 ). Apart, therefore, from the un
convincing observation that 'the Kenites were the 
smiths of the ancient nomad tribes, . . .  and un
doubtedly Yahweh is a fire-god' (Oesterley and 
Robinson, HisLOry 0/ Israel, I ,  p. 92), the sole sup
port of the Kenite hypothesis is that their ancestor 
Cain bore the mark of Yahweh (Gn. 4: 1 5) .  This 
hypothesis is advocated, e.g. ,  by L. Koehler, Old 
Testament Theology, p. 45; contested by M .  Buber, 
Moses, p. 94. The testimony of Genesis is that the 
name Yahweh was known to the Patriarchs, and 
indeed from the earliest times (Gn. 4: I ,  26). The 
hypothesis is a fruit of the application of docu
mentary analysis, and weil merits being called 'the 
acme of lib ral inventiveness' (u. E. Simon, A 
Theology 0/ Salvation, 1 953, p. 88). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H.  H .  Rowley, From Moses to 
Qumran, 1 963, pp. 48ff.; Joseph to Joshua, 1 950, pp. 
1 49ff.; Y. Kaufmann, The Religion 0/ Israel, 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 242ff. J .A .M.  

KENIZZITES (Heb.  q'nizzi). A leading Edomite 
family, tracing descent from Eliphaz, Esau's eldest 
son (Gn. 36: 1 1 , 1 5, 42; I Ch.  1 :36, 53). Part of 
them joined the Judahites; their contribution to Is
rael's history is indicated in I Ch. 4 :  1 3ff. Y. 1 5  is 
difficult; perhaps it read originally ' . . .  (names 
lost) ; these were the sons of Kenaz'. Caleb's Ken
izzite descent is always expressed through Jephun
neh (Nu. 32: 1 2 ,  Jos. 1 4:6, 1 4).  'Othniel, son of 
Kenaz' may simply mean 'Othniel, the Kenizzite'; 
otherwise, this Kenaz would have been Caleb's 
younger brot her, and Othniel his nephew. Caleb's 
history implies that his family was weil established 
in Judah before the Exodus (cf Nu. 1 3 :6); so it may 
have been Jephunneh's ancestors who first joined 
the tribe. 

KENOSIS 

The Kenizzites are mentioned in Gn. 1 5 : 19 with 
nine other nations as occupying the land promised 
to Abraham; this, apparently defined in terms of 
settlements made after his time, included the 
Negeb but no part of Edom proper (cf Dt. 2 :5) .  

J .P .U.L .  

KENOSIS. This Gk. term is formed from the verb 
heauton ekenösen, 'he emptied hirnself', which the 
AV of Phil. 2:7 renders 'he made hirnself of no 
reputation'. As a substantive it is used, in the tech
nical sense, of the Christological theory which sets 
out 'to show how the Second Person of the Trinity 
could so enter into human life as that there resulted 
the genuinely human experience which is described 
by the evangelists' (H .  R.  M ackintosh). In its c1as
sic form this Christology goes back no farther than 
the middle of the last century, to Thomasius of 
Erlangen in Germany. 

The essence of the original kenotic view is stated 
c1early by 1. M .  Creed. 'The Divine Logos by His 
Incarnation divested Hirnself of His divine attrib
utes of omniscience and omnipotence, so that in 
His incarnate l ife the Divine Person is revealed and 
solely revealed through a human consciousness' 
(art. 'Recent Tendencies in English Christology' in 
Mysterium Christi, ed. Bell and Deissmann, 1 930, 
p. 1 33). This Christological statement is open to 
damaging theological objections; and, on exe
getical grounds too, there is little support for it .  
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The verb kenoun means simply 'to empty'. I n  the 
literal sense it is used, for example, of Rebekah's 
emptying the water from her pitcher into the 
trough (Gn . 24:20, LXX: the verb is exekenösen). I n  
Je. 1 4:2; 1 5 :9 t h e  LXX uses the verb kenoun t o  render 
the pu'al of 'amal, which the RV translates as 'Ian
guish'; and this translation points to a meta
phorical usage which prepares the way for the in
terpretation of the Philippians text. The use of 
kenoun there in the active voice is unique in  the NT, 
and the whole phrase with the reflexive is not only 
un-Pauline but un-Greek too. This fact supports 
the suggestion that the phrase is a rendering into 
Gk. of a Sem. original, the linguistic solecism 
being explained by the literal translation from one 
language into another. Recent scholars (H. W. 
Robinson, 1. Jeremias) have found this original in  
Is .  53 : 1 2: 'He poured out his soul to death'. On this 
reading of Phil. 2 :7,  the 'kenosis' is not that of his 
incarnation but the final surrender of his life, in 
utter self-giving and sacrifice, on the cross. Even if  
th is  novel interpretation is regarded as somewhat 
forced (for a critique, see R. P. M artin, Carmen 
Christi, 1 967, ch. 7) it puts us on the right track. 
The words 'he emptied hirnself' in the Pauline con
text say nothing about the abandonment of the 
divine attributes, and to that extent the kenotic 
theory is an entire misunderstanding of the scrip
tural words. Linguistically the self-emptying is to 
be interpreted in the light of the words which im
mediately follow. I t  refers to the 'pre-incarnate re
nunciation coincident with the act of "taking the 
form of a servant'" (Y. Taylor, The Person of 
Christ in New Testament Teaching, 1 958, p. 77). His 
taking of the servant's form involved the necessary 
limitation of the glory which he laid aside that he 
might be born 'in the likeness of men'.  That glory 
of his pre-existent oneness with the Father (see Jn .  
1 7: 5 ,  24) was h is  because from al l  eternity he ex
isted 'in the form of God' (Phil. 2:6). It was con
cealed in the 'form of a servant' which he took 



KENOSIS 

when he assumed our nature and appeared in our 
likeness; and with the acceptance of our humanity 
he took also his destiny as the Servant of the Lord 
who humbled hirnself to the sacrifice of hirnself at 
Calvary. The 'kenosis' then began in his Father's 
presence with his preincarnate choice to assurne 
our nature; i t  led inevitably to the final obedience 
of the cross when he did, to the fullest extent, pour 
out his soul unto death (see Rom. 8:3; 2 Cor. 8 :9; 
Ga!. 4:4-5; Heb. 2: 1 4- 1 6; 1 0:5ff.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The fullest modern treatment of 
the kenosis doctrine, both historically and theo
logically, is that by P. Henry, art. ' Kenose' in 
DBS, Fasc. 24, 1 950, cols. 7-1 6 1 ;  D. G. Dawe, 
The Form 0/ a Servant, 1 964; T. A. Thomas, EQ 
42, 1 970, pp. 1 42- 1 5 1 .  For a modern theological 
discussion, see R. S. Anderson, Historical Tran
scendence and the Rea/ity 0/ God, 1 975 .  

R.P .M.  

KERCHIEFS (AV trans. of Heb. mispä�IÖl, only in 
plur. Ezk. 1 3 : 1 8 , 2 1 ,  RSV 'veils'). A word associated 
with the practice of divination, and found in this 
obscure passage. Some understand the word as de
noting long drapes or coverings put over the heads 
of those who consulted false prophetesses. These 
coverings for 'persons of every stature' reached 
down to the feet ,  and were connected with the 
introduction of the wearer into the magical circle. 
Others suggest that the word means a close-fitting 
cap (cf Heb. säfta/;, 'to join'), which also fulfuls the 
condition of certain forms of divination or sorcery 
that the head should be covered . See also ° AMU
LETS, ° MAGIC ANO SORCERY,II.  b; and, for full dis
cussion of the context and possible interpretations, 
G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel, ICC, 1 936, pp. I 44ff. 

J .O.O. 

KEREN-HAPPUCH (Heb. qeren happuls 'paint
horn', i.e. 'beautifier'; LXX Amaltheias keras) . The 
name given to the third and youngest daughter of 
Job after his prosperity had been restored (Jb. 
42: 1 4) .  For discussion of the name, ° COSMETICS 
ANO PERFUMERY, I II .a . 1 .0.0.  

KERIOTH. I.  A town in the extreme S of Judah, 
known also as Kerioth-hezron or Hazor, possibly 
the modern Khirbet el-Qaryatein (Jos. 1 5 :25). 2. A 
city of Moab (Je. 48:24), formerly fortified (Je. 
48:4 1 ), and possessing palaces (Am. 2:2). Probably 
EI-Qereiyat, S of Ataroth. Some writers identify i t  
with Ar, the ancient capital of Moab, because 
when Ar is listed among Moabite towns Kerioth is 
omitted ( Is. 1 5- 1 6) ,  and vice versa (Je. 48). There 
was a sanctuary there for Chemosh, to which 
Mesha dragged Arel the chief of Ataroth. (0 MOAB-
ITE STONE.) 1.A.T. 

KESITAH (Heb. q 'Sirä, probably 'that which is 
weighed', 'a fixed weight', from an Arab. word 
meaning 'to divide, fix'). A unit of unknown value, 
evidently uncoined money used by the Patriarchs. 
LXX, Onkelos and Jerome ren der as 'Iambs', early 
weights often being modelIed in animal-forms (0 WEIGHTS ANO MEASURES) . Possibly it may repre
sent the value of a sheep in silver. [t occurs only in  
Gn.  33 :  19  and Jos. 24:32 of Jacob's land-purchase 
at Shechem, and in Jb. 42: 1 1  of a congratulatory 

present.  RSV translates as 'piece of money', but NEB 
as 'sheep'. J .G.G.N. 

KETURAH (Heb. q 'rürä, 'perfumecJ one'). Abra
ham's second wife after the death of Sarah who 
bore hirn Zimran, Jokshan, Medan, M idian, 
Ishbak and Shuah, who in their turn became the 
ancestors of a number of N Arabian peoples (Gn. 
25 : 1 -4; I Ch. 1 :32-33). (OARABIA.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. M ontgomery, Arabia and 
the Bible, 1 934, pp. 42-45.  T.C.M.  

KEY (Heb. maptea/;, 'opener'; Gk. kleis, 'key'). In 
its l iteral sense the word is found only in Jdg. 3:25; 
the key was 'a Hat piece of wood furnished with 
pins corresponding to holes in a hollow bolt. The 
bolt was on the inside, shot into a socket in the 
doorpost and fastened by pins which fell into the 
holes in  the bolt from an upright piece of wood 
(the lock) attached to the inside of the door. To 
unlock the door one put one's hand in by a hole in 
the door (cf Ct. 5:4) and raised the pins in the bolt 
by means of the corresponding pins in the key' 
(F. F. Bruce in NBCR, p. 260). The more usual 
biblical sense of the word is a symbol of power and 
authority (e.g. Mt. ! 6: 1 9; Rev. I :  1 8; Is. 22:22). 

See also ° POWER OF THE KEYs. J .O .O .  

KIBROTH-HATTAAVAH (Heb. qigröl hatta'''wä, 
'graves of craving'). A camp of the Israelites a 
day's journey from the wilderness of Sinai . There 
the people, having craved Hesh to eat and been sen t 
quails by the Lord, were overtaken by plague, 
which caused many fatalities (Nu. I I  :3 1 -34; 33: 1 6; 
Dt.  9:22; cf Ps. 78:27-3 1 ) .  Some have suggested 
that the incident at Taberah (Nu. 1 1 :  1 -3) had the 
same location as that at Kibroth-hat taavah,  but 
Dt.  9:22 seems to argue against this. Grollenberg 
makes an identification with Ruweis el-Ebeirig, N E  
of M t  Sinai. 1 .0.0. 

KIDNEYS. I n  the RSV the Heb. word k'läyöl is 
translated by 'kidneys' when it refers to the phys
ical organ of sacrificial beasts, principally in Le
viticus (3:4; 4:9; 7:4, etc.). The practice was that the 
two kidneys, together with the fat and part of the 
liver, were burnt on the altar as Yahweh's portion, 
while the worshippers no doubt consumed the rest. 
The kidneys along with the blood and other in
ternal organs were held to contain the life, and the 
kidneys were regarded as a choice portion, perhaps 
because of their coating of fat; cf Dt .  32: 14, where 
the RSV translates /;eleg k'layöl, l i t .  ' fat of the kid
neys of', as 'the finest of' (the wheat). 

The same Heb. word is translated variously 
where i t  refers, generally figuratively, to the human 
organs, which were held to possess psychical func
tions. RSV renders it as 'the heart' which is 
'troubled' (Jb. 1 9:27; Ps. 73:2 1 ), and 'tried' by God 
(Je. 1 1 :20). In Pr. 23 : 1 6  RSV uses 'soul', which 're
joices'. In NT Gk. nephros (l it .  kidneys) occurs 
once, but RSV renders 'mind' (Rev. 2:23). 
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The parallelism reveals how the heart and the 
other internai organs (0 BOWELS, ° HEART) were 
held to be the centre of the personality and will, 
without c1ear distinction between them. 

The reference to the k'layöl (RSV ' heart') in
structing one (Ps. 1 6 :7) (with a parallel in the Ras 



Shamra texts, 'his inwards instruct hirn') is a fur
ther similar usage, with wh ich compare the late 
Jewish concept that one kidney prompts a man to 
do good and the other prompts hirn to do evil (TJ, 
Berakholh 6 1  a). B.O.B. 

KIDRON. The brook Kidron, the modern Wadi 
en-Nar, is a torrent-bed, wh ich begins to the N of 
Jerusalem, passes the Temple mount and the 
Mount of Olives en roule to the Dead Sea, which it 
reaches by way of the wilderness of Judaea. I ts 
modern name means 'the Fire wadi', and this bears 
witness to the fact that it is dry and sun-baked for 
most of the year. Only for short periods during the 
rainy seasons is i t  filled with water. It was also 
called 'the Valiey of • Jehoshaphat' 

On the W side of the Kidron there is a spring 
known as the Gihon ('Gusher') or 'Virgin's Foun
tain', the flow of which was artificially diverted 
under Hezekiah's orders to serve the needs of Jeru
salem and to protect its water-supply from the 
enemy. This was the latest of several tunnels and 
shafts connected with the spring. 

As its name would suggest, the water does not 
come through in a steady flow, but accumulates 
underground in a reservoir and breaks out from 
time to time. In  1 880 a Heb. inscription was found 
in wh ich information was recorded about the 
making of Hezekiah's tunnel (. SILOAM). For the 
archaeology, see K.  M. Kenyon, Digging up Jerusa
lem, 1 974, pp. 84--89, 1 5 1 - 1 59. 

David passed over the brook Kidron on his way 
out of Jerusalem during Absalom's revolt (2 Sa. 
1 5 :23). The reforming kings, such as Asa, Heze
kiah and Josiah, used the valley as a place of de
struction where heathen idols, altars, eIe. , were 
burnt or ground to powder ( I  Ki. 1 5 : 1 3 , elc. ). I t  
seems to be taken as one of the boundaries of Jeru
salem in I Ki. 2 :37 and Je. 3 1  :40. 

Some suggest a reference to the Kidron in Ezk. 
47, where the prophet sees a stream of water issu
ing from the threshold of the Temple and pursuing 
its way towards the Dead Sea, making the land 
fertile in the process. See especially G. Adam 
Smith ,  The Hislorieal rIeography 0/ Ihe Holy Land, 
1 93 1 ,  pp. 5 1  Off.; W. R. Farmer, 'The Geography of 
Ezekiel's River of Life', BA 1 9, 1 956, pp. 1 7ff. That 
Ezekiel was thinking of the filling-up of the dry 
bed of the Kidron by the healing stream of water 
seems probable, but cannot be maintained with any 
degree of certainty. G.W.G. 

KIN, KINSMAN. Israel was originally tri  bai in 
nature. The idea was never entirely lost, although 
as the centuries passed the distinctions became less 
weil marked, until today they have all but disap
peared (cf Scots' clans). Many of Israel's family 
relationships are to be understood in terms of 
tribai customs known all over the world. Kinship 
consisted basically in the possession of a common 
blood and was strongest nearest to its origin in the 
father's house, but it was not lost in the further 
reaches of family relationship. At the head of the 
family (mispä/:rä) stood the father ( 'äQ) , a word 
which expressed kinship and authority. The father 
founded a father's house (beL 'äQ), which was the 
smallest unit of  a tribe. But the strong cohesion of 
the family extended upwards from the father to the 
fathers, and downwards from the father to the sons 
and daughters. Hence the term family could mean 
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the father's house (beL 'äQ) , and also the house of 
the fathers (beL 'äQoL). Indeed, at times the wh oie 
of Israel was called a family. 

A picture of tribai relationships which is more 
or less contemporary with the patriarchs comes 
from the M iddle Bronze Age society at • M ari on 
the Euphrates. Here semi-nomadic and urban 
peoples of the same general stock lived side by side 
in a dimorphic society. The village-pastoral group 
were not marauding peoples but sheep-breeders 
who moved their encampments periodically in  
search of water and pastures, living in  tents but  
seitling at t imes. These peoples were tribally organ
ized into 'patemal houses' or 'families' (bil abim; 
cf beL 'äQ in Gn.  1 2: I ,  eIe.). Recent studies provide 
several detailed comparisons between Mari and 
the patriarchal society. The texts from Mari pro
vide literary evidence for such a comparison .  

The word brother ( 'äJ:r) also connoted various 
things. In its simplest meaning it referred to those 
who had common parents. In polygamous Israel 
there were many brothers who had only a common 
father. These too were brothers, though the 
brotherhood was not the same as that of men who 
had a common mother. Thus in Gn. 42:4 there are 
two kinds of brothers, full and half. The full 
brother was defined by the phrase 'his brother, 
Benjamin, his mother's son' (Gn. 43:29). However, 
the term extended as far as the feeling of con
sanguinity extended. Wherever there was a family 
there were brothers, for all were bearers of kinship 
(Gn. 24:4, 27, 38; Jdg. 1 4:3). At times all Israelites 
were ca lied brothers (Ex. 2 : 1 1 ;  Lv. 1 0:6; 2 Sa. 
1 9:4 1 -42). 

There were limits to the c10seness of relation
ship permilted when a man came to seek a wife. 
Abraham would seek a wife for his son I saac from 
his kindred (mispä/:ra) and from his father's house 
(beL 'äQ), not from the daughters of Canaan (Gn. 
24: 38 ,  40). She had to be someone of the same 
flesh and blood. But she could not be of such 
c10se relationship as a sister, mother, child's 
daughter, eIe. The forbidden areas are defined in 
Lv. 1 8 .  

There were significant obligations laid o n  kins
men. Among the more important we may mention 
the following. 

Since a woman, married to a man, would nor
mally have the privilege of bearing his son and heir, 
in the case of the untimely death of the husband 
without a son, the law of levirate (LaI. levir, 'hus
band's brot her') • marriage came into force, and 
progeny was raised up to the dead man who had 
died 'without a name in Israel' by his next of kin 
(D!. 25 :5- 1 0) .  There is a good illustration of this in 
the book of Ruth. 

Then in the malter of inheritance, a man's prop
erty was normally passed on to his son or sons. 
Failing these, it went to his daughters, and then in 
order to his brethren, to his father's brethren, and 
finally to his kinsman who was nearest to hirn (Nu.  
27: 1 - 1 1 ). 

Again it was obligatory on a kinsman to redeem 
the property of a fellow-kinsman who had fallen 
into the hands of creditors (Lv. 25 :25ff.). 

In  the special circumstances where a man's life 
was taken by another, since this was part of the life 
of the family, an obligation res ted on the son, or 
the brother, or the next of kin in order, to take 
vengeance (cf Gn. 9:5-6). Where kinship ends, 
there is no longer any • avenger (go'el). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. w. G. Dever, 'Palestine in the 
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Second M illennium BC: Thc Archaeological Pie
ture', in 1. H. Hayes and 1. Maxwell Miller (eds.), 
Israelite and ludaean History, pp. 70-1 20, with a 
good bibliography; D. Jacobson, The Social Back
ground 0/ the Old Testament, 1 942; L. Kohler, 
Hebrew Man, 1 956, pp. 75ff.; A. Malamat, ' Mari 
and the Bible: Some Patterns of Tribai Organiza
tion and Institutions' , lA OS 82, 1 962, pp. 143-1 50; 
idem, 'Aspects of Tribai Societies in Mari and 
Israel', in 1. R. Kupper (ed.), La civilization de 
Mari, XV' Rencontre Assyriologique Internation
ale, Paris, 1 967; 1. Pedersen, Israel I-lI, 1 926, pp. 
49, 52, 58ff., 284ff., ete. ; C. R. Taber, ' Kinship and 
Family', IDBS; F. I. Andersen, ' Israelite Kinship 
Terminology and Social Structure', Bible Transla-
tor 29, 1 969, pp. 29-39. J.A.T. 

KING, KINGSHIP. Heb. melels; Gk. basileus. Both 
words are of obscure origin; the former, common 
to all Semitic languages, is possibly connected 
either with an Arab. root meaning 'possess' or an 
Assyr. and Aram. word meaning 'counsei' . The 
latter is probably taken over from an early Aegean 
language. 

The office was common in the M iddle East from 
the earliest times, the general pattern apparently 
being of a ruler who held sway over a settled 
region, often centred on a city (Gn. 14 :  1 -2; 20: I ff.). 
His authority seems to have been hereditary (but 
cf Gn. 36: 3 1  ff.), and to have derived from the 
divine-king or god of the land (see 1. A. Soggin,  
Protestantismo 1 7, 1 962, pp. 85-89), often spoken 
of as the ancestor or father of the ruling king (e.g. 
Ras Shamra-Legend of King Keret). In Egypt 
the tendency was for the king or pharaoh to be 
regarded as identical with the god; in Assyria, 
rather as representing the god. 

In classical Greek basileus denotes the legal her
editary ruler, guiding the life of the people by his 
justice or injustice, but contrasted with the tyrant 
or usurper. The king's power is traced back to 
Zeus. Later, under Plato, we find a movement to
wards the idea of the king as 'benefactor', whose 
will is law, leading up to the idea of 'divine-king' in 
Alexander and the Caesars. 

I.  Early ideas in Israel 
In the history of Israel the early nomadic tribes 
were ruled by the clan Patriarch. During the 
Exodus from Egypt rule was exercised by Moses, 
succeeded by Joshua, in what was a virtual the
ocracy, with the non-hereditary leader.elected by 
divine call and acknowledged by the people, 
though not without some protest (Ex. 4:29ff.; Nu. 
1 6 :  I ff.) .  When Israel first settled in Palestine the 
tribes were ruled largely by village fathers (Jdg. 
I I  :5), who would call on a certain man to lead the 
militia against an enemy. Jephthah (Jdg. I I  :9) de
manded that he be made 'head' if he took the lead 
in this way, but his son did not succeed hirn. 
Gideon was asked to rule (mälals) over Israel (8:22) 
and refused, but his son Abimelech seized a tem
porary and local kingship after hirn (9:6ff.). The 
book of Judges ends on a note of social chaos (chs. 
1 9-2 1 ), and this is attributed to the lack of a king 
( 1 9 : I ;  21 :25). 

11. From Eli and Samuel 
The following period was one of improvement 
under the religio-judicial lead of Eli and Samuel. 
Eli was chief priest at the central sanctuary in 
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Shiioh ( I  Sa. 1 :3; 4: 1 3); Samuel was a non
hereditary leader (after the style of M oses and 
Joshua) who, after the destruction of Shiloh , 
j udged Israel from several places which he visited 
in circuit (7: 1 5f.). Finally, Samuel became the king
maker of Israel, though at the insistence of the 
people ( I  Sa. 8:4ff.). This seems to have been re
garded as a measure of apostasy from the the
ocracy (I Sa. 8:7). The request was probably made 
largely in view of the continual Philistine threat, 
necessitating a sustained army (8:20), and Saui's 
success as a warrior was his main qualification for 
the role as the first king of Israel. Under his reign, 
however, Samuel, while he Iived, preserved the re
ligious leadership ( I  Sa. 1 3:9ff.), and Saul never 
q uite established his position, nor his dynasty. 

1 1 1 .  Development under David 
David, however, was eminently successful, and was 
ever afterwards regarded as the ideal king. He es
tablished a dynasty that lasted for over 400 years, 
until the break-up of the state in 587 BC. The secur
ity of David's dynasty seems to have been based 
largely on what has been called the Davidic coven
ant (Ps. 1 32: l l f.). The capital city, centrally situ· 
ated between what became later the N and S states, 
was Jerusalem (2 Sa. 5 :5ff.). It may be that David 
assumed something of the role of priest-king after 
the style of the Jebusite kings, whose priesthood 
apparently dated back to the time of Abraham 
(Gn. 1 4 : 1 7ff.; Ps. 1 10), since he seems to have taken 
a lead in the cult (2 Sa. 6: 1 3ff.; cf also I Ki.  8:5) .  

The Davidic covenant may have been an exten
sion of the Mosaic covenant, particularly if  G. E. 
Mendenhall is right in suggesting that the form of 
the Mosaic covenant was analogous to Hittite 
treaty patterns. Under these a Hittite overlord 
gran ted an enduring dynasty to his vassal, if the 
vassal king was a relation, but otherwise he was 
always personally responsible for the appointment 
of a successor. The reference to the king as the son 
of God (Ps. 2:6-7) and the promise to maintain the 
dynasty in terms of the covenant (I Ki. 9:4-5) 
make the suggestion easily credible. 

The main responsibility of the king was the 
maintenance of righteousness ( l s. 1 1 :  1 -4; Je. 
33: 1 5), possibly signified by the possession of the 
testimonies or law or törä (D!. 1 7: 1 8ff.; I Sa. 1 0:25; 
I Ki .  9:4ff.; 2 Ki. 1 1 :  1 2), with the duty not only to 
act as judge (I Ki .  3:28) but to preserve justice and 
proclaim the law (2 Ki .  23:2; cf 2 Ch. 1 7 :7ff.; cf 
also Jdg. 1 7:6). 

But many of the kings were wicked themselves 
and encouraged injustice and wickedness to flour
ish, not only in the schismatic N kingdom but in 
the S too ( I  Ki. 1 4: 1 6; 2 Ki. 2 1 : 1 6) .  The reform 
under Josaiah (2 Ki. 22-23) may have been an at
tempt to revive the Mosaic precepts in connection 
with the Davidic covenant, but it was above all the 
prophetic movement which povided a check upon 
the waywardness of the kings (2 Sa. 1 2 : I ff.; I Ki. 
1 8 : 1 7- 18 ;  Je. 26: l ff.) ( · PROPHECV; see also IV. 
below). 

It  will be noticed that several so-called Mes
sianic passages have been applied above to the Da
vidic dynasty (Pss. 2; 1 1 0; 1 32; Is. 1 1 :  1 -4 ;  Je. 33 :  1 5) .  
and it is the considered view 01'  many modern 
scholars that this is their primary reference, the 
psalms referred to being, among others, probably 
coronation psalms used in the Jerusalem Temple. 
The failure of the kings to live up to the ideal. 
however, tended to cast the hope for a righteous 



ruler more and more into the future. With the fall 
of the S kingdom, and later the failure of the Dav
idic prince, Zerubbabel ( I  Ch. 3: 1 9; Hg. 2:23; Mt .  
I :  1 2) to restore the dynasty on the throne of the 
post-exilic state, the expectation crystalli�ed into 
what is technically known as the Messlanlc hope, 
though many scholars believe it began earlier. 
(* MESSIAH.) 

IV. The king's ministers 
But it should be noted that the prophets were not 
apparently appointed by the king, though the 
priests were ( I  Ki. 2 :27). Both officiated in the 
installation of a king (I :34), but the prophet 
sometimes took the greater initiative, especially 
with a change of dynasty, as in the N kingdom ( I  
Ki.  1 9 :  1 6) .  Other servants of the king were the 
commander of the army (2 Sa. 1 9: 1 3); the sec
retary (2 Sa. 8: 1 7; 2 Ki . 1 2: 1 0), and the recorder, 
plus sundry others ( I  Ki .  4:3ff.). The recorder 
(mazkfr, l i terally one who causes to remember) 
was perhaps connected with the chronicling of 
state events (cf 2 Ki.  2 1  :25), or the term may 
signify the advisory and executive position �f . a 
prime minister or grand vizier. Another posslbIl
ity is that it was a vocal office, parallel to the 
Egyp. whm. w, 'court announcer' or 'king's 
herald' .  

V. Later developments 
During the period 1 04-37 BC certain of the Mac
cabean high priests assumed the title of king, and 
some were proclaimed as the fulfilment of the 
Messianic hope, but i t  is essentially the message of 
the NT that this hope was fulfilled only in lesus 
Christ (Mt .  1 : 1 - 1 7; 2 1 :5, with which compare Zc. 
9:9 and the coronation procedure in the case of 
Solomon, I Ki. I :33; also ln .  1 :49). lesus' message 
began with the proclamation, 'The kingdom of 
God is at hand' (Mk.  I :  1 5), and announced to the 
Pharisees that the kingdom was in their midst (Lk. 
1 7 :2 1 ) . He pointed out that it was not a kingdom 
of t his world (ln. 1 8 :36), and so was not on the 
same plane as that of the Roman governor, Pilate, 
or of Herod, the Idurnaean king of ludah and 
vassal of Rome (cf MI- 2: 1 6) .  

Though the word translated 'kingdom' (basileia) 
is used in the sense cf realm or domain (Mt .  
1 2 :25), the dominanl sense is  'sovereignty' or  
'kingly rule'. The sovereignty of  God is  absolute, 
but not recognized by s'inful man, who thus merits 
destruction. The 'gospel of the kingdom of God' 
means that men are given an opportunity to receive 
the kingdom by repentance and faith (Mk.  I :  1 5) .  
This  is achieved throug:h Christ the Messiah-King, 
to whom every knee m ust bow, whether in willing 
loyalty or under judgment (Rom. 14: I 0-1 1 ;  Phil. 
2:9- 1 1 ) . 

The rule of earthly kings is limited, and Christ 
claims the first allegiaTlce (Mt .  6:33). His subjects 
are del ivered from the power of darkness (Col. 
I :  1 3), and thus are set free to live righteously 
(Rom. 14 :  1 7) .  Christ's kingdom is an everlasting 
kingdom (2 Pet. I :  1 1 ), but yet to be consummated 
( Lk .  22: 1 6; I Cor. 1 5 :24-28). (* KINGDOM OF GOD.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. M owinckel, He thaI Comelh, 
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in Israel and Ihe Ancienl Near Easl, 1 955; K. L .  
Schmidt et  a/., TDNT I ,  pp .  564-593; B .  Klappert, 
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B.O.B. 

KINGDOM OF GOD, KINGDOM OF 
HEAVEN. The kingdom of heaven or kingdom of 
God is the central theme of lesus' preaching, ac
cording to the Synoptic Gospels. While M atthew, 
who addresses hirnself to the lews, speaks for the 
most part of the 'kingdom of heaven', Mark and 
Luke speak of the 'kingdom of God', which has 
the same meaning as the 'kingdom of heaven', but 
was more intelligible to non-lews. The use of 'king
dom of heaven' in Matthew is certainly due to the 
tendency in ludaism to avoid the direct use of the 
name of God. In any case no distinction in sense is 
to be assumed between the two expressions (cf ,  
e.g. , M t .  5 : 3  with L k .  6:20). 

I. In John the Baptist 
lohn the Baptist first comes forward with the an
nouncement that the kingdom of heaven is at hand 
(Mt .  3:2) and lesus takes this message over from 
hirn (Mt .  4 : 1 7). The expression 'kingdom of 
heaven' (Heb. mal'küUämayim) originates with the 
late-lewish expectation of the future in which it 
denoted the decisive intervention of God, ardently 
expected by Israel, to restore his peoplC:s fortunes 
and liberate them from the power of thelr enemles. 
The coming of the kingdom is the great perspective 
of the future, prepared by the coming of the * Mes
siah, which paves the way for the kingdom of God . 

By the time of lesus the development of this 
eschatological hope in ludaism had taken a great 
variety of forms, in which now the national elem
ent and now the cosmic and apocalyptic element is 
prominent. This hope goes back to the proclarn
ation in OT prophecy concerning both the restor
ation of David's throne and the coming of God to 
renew the world. Aithough the OT has nothing to 
say of the eschatological kingdom of heaven in so 
many words, yet in the Psalms and prophets the 
future manifestation of God's royal sovereignty 
belongs to the most central concepts of OT faith 
and hope. Here too various elements achieve 
prominence, as may be c1early seen from a com
parison of the earlier prophets with the prophecies 
regarding universal world-sovereignty and the 
emergence of the Son of man in the book of 
* Daniel. 

When John the Baptist and, after hirn, Jesus 
hirnself proclaimed that the kingdom was at hand, 
this proclarnation involved an awakenmg cry of 
sensational and universal significance. The long
expected divine turning-point in history, the great 
restoration, however it was conceived at the time, is 
proclaimed as being at hand. I t  is therefore of all 
the greater importance to survey the content of the 
NT preaching with regard to the coming of the 
kingdom. 

In  the preaching of lohn the Baptist prominence 
is given to the announcement of divine judgment 
as a reality which is immediately at hand. The axe 
is already laid to the root of the trees. God's 
coming as King is above all else a coming to purify, 
to sift, to judge. No-one can evade it .  No privilege 
can buy exemption from it, not even the ability to 
claim Abraham as one's father. At the same time 
lohn the Baptist points to the coming One who is 
to follow hirn, whose forerunner he hirnself iso The 
coming One comes with the winnowing-fan in his 
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hand. In view of his coming the people must repent 
and submit to baptism for the washing away of 
sins, so as to escape the coming wrath and partlcl
pate in the salvation of the kingdom and the bap
tism with the Holy SPirit whlch will be poured out 
when it comes (Mt .  3 : 1 - 1 2) .  

1 1 .  In the teaching of Jesus 

a. Presenl aspecI 
Jesus' proclarnation of the kingdom follows word 
for word on John's, yet it bears a much more com
prehensive character. After John the Baptist had 
watched Jesus' appearance for a considerable time, 
he began to be in doubt whether Jesus was, after 
all, the coming One whom he had announced .(Mt .  
1 1  :2f.).  Jesus' proclarnation of the kIngdom dlffers 
in two respects from that of the Bapllst. In the first 
place, while it retains without qualification the an
nouncement of judgment and the call to repent
ance, it is the saving significance of the kingdom 
that stands in the foreground. In the second 
place-and here is the pith and core of the 
matter-he announced the kingdom not just as a 
reality wh ich was at hand, something which would 
appear in the immediate future? but a� a reahty 
which was al ready present, manlfested m his own 
person and ministry. Although the places where 
Jesus speaks explicitly of the kingdom as being 
present are not numerous (see especially M t .  1 2:28 
and paralleis), his whole preaching and ministry 
are marked by this dominant reality. In hirn the 
great future has already become )resent time�. 

This present aspect of the kIngdom manifests 
itself in all sorts of ways in the person and deeds of 
Christ. It appears palpably and visibly in the cast
ing out of demons (cf Lk. 1 1  :20) and generally in 
Jesus' miraculous power. In the healing of those 
who are demon-possessed it becomes evident that 
Jesus has invaded the house of 'the strong man', 
has bound h irn fast and so is in a position to plun
der his goods (Mt .  1 2 :29). The kingdom of heaven 
breaks into the domain of the evil one. The power 
of Satan is broken. Jesus sees hirn fali like Iightning 
from heaven .  He possesses and bestows power to 
trample on the dominion of the enemy. Nothing 
can be impossible for those who go forth into the 
world invested with Jesus' power, as witnesses of 
the ki�gdom (Lk .  1 0 : 1 8f.) .  The whole of Jesus' mi
raculous activity is the proof of the coming of the 
kingdom. What many prophets and righteous men 
desired in vain to see-the breaking in of the great 
epoch of salvation-the disciples can now see and 
hear (Mt .  1 3 : 1 6; Lk. 1 0:23). When John the Baptist 
sent his disciples to ask, 'Are you he who is to 
come, or shall we look for another?' they were 
shown the wonderful works done by Jesus, m 
which, according to the promise of prophecy, the 
kingdom was already being manifested: the blind 
were enabled to see, the lame to walk, the deaf to 
hear; lepers were being cleansed and dead p�ople 
raised to life, and the gospel was bemg proclalmed 
to the poor (Mt .  I l : 2ff. ; Lk. 7 : 1 8ff.) .  Also in the 
last of these-the proclarnation of the gospel-the 
breaking through of the kingdom is seen. Since 
salvation is announced and offered as a gift already 
available to the poor in spirit, the hungry and the 
mourners, the kingdom is theirs. So too the for
giveness of sins is proclaimed, not merely as a 
future reality to be accomplished in heaven, nor 
merely as a present possibility, but as a dispensa
tion offered today, on earth, through Jesus hirnself; 

'Son daughter, your sins are forgiven ;  for the Son 
of m�n has power on earth to forgive sins' (see M k .  
2 : 1 - 1 2, e l  passim). 

As appears c1early from this last-quoted word of 
power, all this is founded on the fact that Jesus IS 
the Christ the Son of God. The kmgdom has 
come in hi� and with hirn; he is the aUlo-basileia. 
Jesus' self-revelation as the Messiah, the Son of 
man and Servant of the Lord, constitutes both the 
mystery and the unfolding of  the whole gospel. 

It is impossible to explain these saymgs of Jesus 
about hirnself in a future sense, as some have 
wished to do, as though he referred to hirnself only 
as the future • Messiah, the Son of man who was 
to be expected on a coming day on the c10uds of 
heaven. For however much this future revelation of 
the kingdom remains an essential element in the 
content of the gospel, we cannot mistake the fact 
that in the Gospels Jesus' M essiahship is present 
here and now. Not only is he proclaimed as such 
at his baptism and on the Mount of Trans
figuration-as the beloved and elect One of God 
(plain Messianic designations)-but he IS also en
dowed with the Holy Spirit (Mt .  3: 1 6) and mvested 
with full divine authority ( M t .  21 :27); the Gospel ls 
full of his declarations of absolute authority, he is 
presented as the One sent by the Father, the One 
who has come to fulfil what the prophets foretold. 
In his coming and teaching the Scripture is fulfilled 
in the ears of those who listen to hirn (Lk. 4 :2 1 ) . 
He came not to destroy but to  fulfil (Mt .  5: 1 7ff.),  to 
announce the kingdom ( M k .  1 :38), to seek and 
to save the lost (Lk. 1 9: 1 0), to serve others, and to 
give his Iife a ransom for many (Mk .  1 0:45). The 
secret of belonging to the kingdom lies in belong
ing to hirn (Mt .  7:23; 25:4 1 ) .  In brief, the person of 
Jesus as the Messiah is the centre of all that IS 
announced in the gospel concerning the kingdom. 
The kingdom is concentrated in hirn in its present 
and future aspects alike. 
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b. Future aspecI 
There is a future aspect as weil. For although it is 
clearly stated that the kingdom is manifested here 
and now in the gospel, so also is it shown that as 
yet it is manifested in this world only In a pro
vision al manner. That is why the proclarnatIOn of 
its present activity in the words, 'The blind receive 
their sight; the dead are raised; the poor have good 
news preached to them', is followed by the warn
ing: 'Blessed is he who takes no offence at me' (Mt .  
1 1  :6 ;  Lk .  7:23). The 'offence' lies in the  hidden 
character of the kingdom in this epoch. The mir
acles are still tokens of another order of reality 
than the present one; it is not yet the time when the 
demons will be delivered to eternal darkness (Mt .  
8 :29). The gospel of the kingdom is still revealed 
only as a seed which is being sown. In the parables 
of the sower, the seed growing secretly, the tares 
among the wheat, the mustard seed, the leaven , It IS 
about this hidden aspect of the kingdom that Jesus 
instructs his disciples. The Son of man hirnself, in
vested with all power by God, the One who is to 
come on the c10uds of heaven,  is the Sower who 
sows the Word of God. He is depicted as a man 
dependent upon others: the birds, the thorns, 
human beings, can partially frustrate his work . He 
has to wait and see what will come of his seed . 
I ndeed, the hiddenness of the kingdom is deeper 
still: the King hirnself comes in the form of a slave. 
The birds of the air have nests, but the Son of man 
(On. 7: 1 3) has no place to lay his head. In order to 



receive everything, he must first of all give up 
everything. He must give his life as a ransom; as 
the suffering Servant of the Lord of Is .  53, he must 
be numbered with the transgressors. The kingdom 
has come; t he kingdom will come. But it comes by 
the way of t he cross, and before the Son of man 
exercises his authority over all the kingdoms of the 
earth (Mt .  4:8 ;  28: 1 8) he must tread the path of 
obedience to his Father in order thus to fulfil all 
righteousness ( M t .  3:  1 5). The manifestation of the 
kingdom has therefore a history in this world. It 
must be prodaimed to every creature. Like the 
wonderful seed, it must sprout and grow, no man 
knows how ( M k .  4:27). It has an inward power by 
which it makes its way through all sorts of obs
tades and advances over all; for the field in wh ich 
the seed is sown is the world (Mt .  1 3 :38). The 
gospel of the kingdom goes forth to all nations 
(Mt .  28: 1 9), for the King of the kingdom is also 
Lord of the Spirit . His resurrection brings in a new 
aeon; the preaching of the kingdom and the King 
reaches out to the ends of the earth. The decision 
has already come to pass; but the fulfilment still 
recedes into the future. What at first appears to be 
one and the same coming of the kingdom, what is 
announced as one indivisible reality, at hand and at 
dose quarters, extends itself to cover new periods 
of time and far distances. For the frontiers of this 
kingdom are not coterminous with Israel's bound
aries or history: the kingdom embraces all nations 
and fil ls  all ages until the end of the world comes. 

1 1 1 .  Kingdom and church 
The kingdom is thus related to the history of the 
church and of the world alike. A connection exists 
between kingdom and church, but they are not 
identical, even in the present age. The kingdom is 
the whole of God's redeeming activity in Christ in 
this world; the church is the assembly of those who 
belong to Jesus Christ. Perhaps one could speak in 
terms of two concentric cirdes, of which the 
church is the smaller and the kingdom the larger, 
while Christ is the centre of both. This relation of 
the church to the kingdom can be formulated in all 
kinds of ways. The church is the assembly of those 
who have accepted the gospel of the kingdom in 
faith, who participate in the salvation of the king
dom, which indudes the forgiveness of sins, adop
tion by God, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the 
possession of eternal life. They are also those in 
whose l ife the kingdom takes visible form, the light 
of the world, the salt of t he earth; those who have 
taken on themselves the yoke of the kingdom, who 
live by their King's commandments and learn from 
hirn ( M t .  l l  :28-30). The church, as the organ of 
the k ingdom, is called to confess Jesus as the 
Christ ,  to the missionary task of preaching the 
gospel in the world; she is also the community of 
those who wait for the coming of the kingdom in 
glory, the servants who have received their Lord's 
talents  in prospect of his return. The church re
ceives her wh oie constitution from the k ingdom, 
on all sides she is beset and directed by the revela
tion, the progress, the future coming of the 
kingdom of God, without at any time being thc 
kingdom herself or even being identified with it. 

Therefore the kingdom is not confined within 
the frontiers of the church. Christ's Kingship is 
supreme above all. Where it prevails and is ac
knowledged, not only is the individual human 
being set free, but the whole pattern of life is 
changed: the curse of the demons and fear of hos-
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tile powers disappears. The change which Christi
anity brings about among peoples dominated by 
nature-religions is a proof of thc comprehensive, 
all-embracing significance of the kingdom. I t  
works not only outwardly like a mustard seed but 
inwardly like leaven. It makes its way into the 
world with its redeeming power. The last book of 
the Bible, which portrays Christ's Kingship in  the 
history of the world and its advancing momentum 
right to the end, especially i l luminates the antith
esis between the triumphant Christ-King (c/, e.g ,  
Rev. 5 :  I ff.) and the power of Satan and antichrist, 
wh ich still survives on earth and contends against 
Christ and his church. However much the kingdom 
invades world-history with its blessing and deliver
ance, however much it presents itself as a saving 
power against the tyranny of gods and forces in
imical to mankind, it is only through a final and 
universal crisis that the kingdom, as a visible and 
all-conquering reign of peace and salvation, will 
bring to full fruition the new heaven and the new 
earth. 

IV_ In the rest of thc New Testament 
The expression 'kingdom of heaven' or 'king
dom of God' does not appear so frequently in the 
NT outside the Synoptic Gospels. This is, however, 
simply a matter of terminology. As the indication 
of the great revolution in  the history of salvation 
which has al ready been inaugurated by Christ's 
coming, and as the expected consummation of all 
the acts of God, it is the central theme of the wh oie 
NT revelation of God. 

V. In theological thought 
As regards the conception of the kingdom of 
heaven in theology, this has been powerfully sub
jected to all kinds of influences and viewpoints 
during the various periods and trends of theo
logical thought. In Roman Catholic theology a dis
tinctive feature is the identification of the kingdom 
of God and the church in the earthly dispensation, 
an identification which is principally due to Augus
tine's influence. Through the ecclesiastical hier
archy Christ is actualized as King of the kingdom 
of God. The area of the kingdom is coterminous 
with the frontiers of the church's power and au
thority. The kingdom of heaven is extended by the 
mission and advance of the church in the world. 
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In their resistance to the Roman Catholic hier
archy, the Reformers laid chief emphasis on the 
spiritual and invisible significance o f the kingdom 
and readily (and wrongly) invoked Lk. 1 7:20f. in 
support of this. The kingdom of heaven, that is to 
say, is a spiritual sovereignty which Christ exercises 
through the preaching of his word and the oper
ation of the Holy Spirit. While the Reformation in 
its earliest days did not lose sight of the kingdom's 
great dimensions of saving history, the kingdom of 
God, under the influence of the Enlightenment 
and pietism, came to be increasingly conceived in 
an individualistic sense; it is the sovereignty of 
grace and peace in  the hearts of men. In  later lib
eral theology this conception developed in a moral
istic direction (especially under the influence of 
Kant): the kingdom of God is the kingdom of 
peace, love and righteousness. At first, even in  piet
ism and sectarian cirdes, the expectation of the 
coming kingdom of God was maintained, without, 
however, making allowance for a positive signifi
cance of the kingdom for life in  this world. Qver 
against this more or less dualistic understanding of 
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the kingdom we must distinguish the soda I con
ception of the kingdom which lays all the stress on 
its visible and communal significance. This con
ception is distinguished in some writers by a social 
radicalism (the 'Sermon on the Mount' Christian
ity of Tolstoy and others, or the 'religious-social' 
interpretation of, e.g ,  Kutter and Ragaz in Swit
zerland), in others by the evolutionary belief in 
progress (the 'social gospel' in America). The 
coming of the kingdom consists in the forward 
march of social righteousness and communal 
development. 

In  contrast to these spiritualizing, moralistic and 
evolutionary interpretations of the kingdom, NT 
scholarship is rightly laying stress again on the ori
ginal significance of the kingdom in Jesus' 
preaching-a significance bound up with the his
tory of salvation and eschatology. While the foun
ders of this newer eschatological direction gave an 
extreme interpretation to the idea of the kingdom 
of heaven, so that there was no room left for the 
kingdom's penetration of the present world-order 
(Johannes Weiss, Albert Schweitzer, the so-ca lied 
'thoroughgoing' eschatology), more attention has 
been paid latterly to the unmistakable present sig
nificance of the kingdom, while this significancc 
has been brought within the perspective of the his
tory of salvation, the perspective of the progress of 
God's dynamic activity in history, which has the 
final consummation as its goal. 

BIBLlÜGRAPHY. The literature on the kingdom of 
God is immense. For the use of the term in the 
New Testament, see G. Dalman, The Words 0/ 
Jesus, 1 902; SBI, pp. 1 72-1 84; G. Gloege, RGG, 
pp. 9 1 6--929; K. L. Schmidt et al., TDNT I ,  pp. 
564-593; B. Klappert, NIDNTT2, pp. 372-390; for 
the newer interpretation, see among others H .  D. 
Wendland, Die Eschatologie des Reiches Gottes bei 
Jesus, 1 93 1 ;  1. Jeremias, New Testament Theology, 
I ,  1 970; C. H .  Dodd, The Parables 0/ the Kingdom, 
1 935; W. G. Kümmel, Die Eschatologie der Evange
lien, 1 936; idem, Promise and Fuljilment, 1 957; G. 
Vos, The Teaching 0/ Jesus concerning the Kingdom 
and the Church, 1 95 1 ;  1. Hering, Le royaume de 
Dieu et sa venue, 1 959; H .  Ridderbos, The Coming 
0/ the Kingdom, 1 962; G. E. Ladd, Jesus and the 
Kingdom, 1 962; H .  Flender, Die Botscha/t Jesu von 
der Herrscha/t Gottes, 1 968; 1. Gray, The Biblical 
Teaching o/ the Reign 0/ God, 1 979; B. Chilton et 
al., The Kingdom 0/ God, 1 984; H. Merklein, Jesu 
Botscha/t von der Gottesherrscha/t, 1 989; M .  de 
Jonge, Jesus' Message About the Kingdom 0/ God, 
1 99 1 ;  H .  Baarlink,  Christologische Perspectiven, 
1 992, pp. 28-88. H.R. 

KINGS, BOOKS OF. The closing part of the nar
rative wh ich begins in Genesis and focuses on the 
story of Israel from her origins in Egypt to the 
ending of her political independence by the Baby
lonians. The division of the books of Kings from 
the books of Samuel is an artificial one, as is the 
further division of Kings itself into two books, 
which was intfCIduced by the LXX. 

I .  Outline of eontents 
Kings consists of an account of the Israelite 
monarchy written from a theological perspective 
and taking the history from its high point in the 
united monarchy to its low point in the Exile. 

(a) The reign of Solomon ( I  Ki. 1 - 1 1 ) :  his acces
sion ( 1 -2), his successes (3-1 0), his failures ( 1 1 ) . 
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(b) The divided kingdom ( I  Ki. 1 2-2 Ki. 1 7) :  
Judah undcr Rehoboam, and the majority N 
tribes under Jeroboam who retain the title Israel. 
separate from each other. Israel comes under con
sidcrable pagan influence from the beginning and 
experiences many bloody coups before finally 
being exiled. Judah is less paganized, though only 
preserved because of Yahweh's faithfulness to his 
promise to David. The prophets Elijah and Elisha 
are heavily involved, especially in the story of 
Israel. 

(c) The kingdom of Judah (2 Ki. 1 8-25): despite 
the reforms of Hezekiah and Josiah, the pagan
izing policy of Manasseh finally bcars fruit in the 
fall of Judah too. But the conclusion of the books 
sounds a possible note of hope (25 :27-30) . 

1 1 .  Origin 
The last event to which Kings refers is the exiled 
king Jehoiachin's release from prison in Babyion in 
56 1 (2 Ki.  25:27), and c1early the books in their 
final form must come from after this time. There 
may be elsewhere hints of even later situations: 
notably, the dating of the building of the Temple ( I  
Ki. 6: I )  perhaps reflects a chronological scheme 
wh ich places that event midway between the 
Exodus and the rebuilding of the Temple after the 
Exile. 

The main composition of the work is to be dated 
earlier, however. This may have been in the early 
years of the Exile (P. R. Aekroyd, Exile and Res
toration, OTL, 1 968, eh. 5) .  Alternatively, it may 
have been after the release of Jehoiaehin in 56 1 (R 
K.  Harrison, lOT, 1 970, pp. 730f., following M .  
Noth). Another view dates the 'first edition' of 
Kings in the reign of Josiah (1. Gray, l and II 
Kings ', OTL, 1 970). But while much of the ma
terial in Kings dates from long before the Exile, 
and some reflects its pre-exilie perspeetive, the evi
dence für an aetual 'first edition' of Kings in the 
reign of Josiah, or for a pre-Deuteronomistic earl
ier version of the history, is scant .  

Any pre- or post-exilic work on the  books must 
have taken place in Palestine. Work during the 
exilie period itself might have taken place in Baby
Ion or Palestine (the arguments for eaeh loeation 
are diseussed by Aekroyd, pp. 65--ti8, and by E. W. 
Nicholson, Preaching to the Exiles: A Study o/ the 
Prose Tradition in the Book 0/ Jeremiah, 1 970, pp. 
1 1 7- 1 22). 

We do not know the name of the author(s) of 
Kings, though the group wh ich was responsible for 
the work is often deseribed as the 'Deuterono
mists'. This description refleets the view that Kings 
is not merely the last part of the story begun in 
Genesis; it  is more speeifieally the last part of the 
'Dcuteronomistic history' , whieh begins with the 
book of Deuteronomy. On this view, the story 
from Joshua to Kings, known in the Hebrew Bible 
as the ' Former Prophets', has been written or 
edited as a whole to show how principles declared 
in Deuteronomy worked out in Israel's history 
from the eonquest, via the period of the judges and 
the united monarehy, to the Exile. The view usually 
presupposes a belief that Deuteronomy itself was 
written in  the late pre-exilie period, though it need 
not involve this. I t  is to be noted, however, that the 
emphases of the Deuteronomie law by no means 
coincide with those of Kings. On the one side, the 
humanitarian, soeial and moral eoncerns of Deu
teronomy are not reflected in Kings. Conversely, 
while Deuteronomy stresses the eentral sanctuary 
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(though without referring explicitly to Jerusalem) 
and refers to the monarchy (though without ascrib
ing to it the theological significance it receives in 
Judah), these do not have the paramount import
anee they reeeive in Kings. 

1 1 1 .  Literary characteristics 
The formal structure of Kings is provided by a 
reign-by-reign treatment of the history. During the 
period of the divided monarchy, the accounts of N 
and S kings are allowed to interweave in order to 
preserve a broadly chronological treatment. Each 
king is summarily described and evaluated accord
ing to a fairly consistent pattern, which may be 
perceived by examining the short accounts of the 
reign of Jehoshaphat ( I  Ki. 22:4 1 -50) or Amon (2 
Ki. 2 1 :  1 9-26). Usually, however, this summary de
scription and evaluation is the framework within 
wh ich other material is enclosed, so that its open
ing and c10sing elements may be separated by sev
eral chapters (see, e.g. ,  the account of the reign 01' 
Hezekiah, 2 Ki.  1 8-20). Thus the accounts of 
Solomon, Rehoboam, Ahab, Jehoram, Jehu and 
Joash, for instance, include considerable narrative 
material centring on royal and political matters. 
Other narratives centre on prophets, especially 
Elijah, Elisha and Isaiah. Sometimes these 
prophets are involved in royal and political matters 
(revealingly, however, the Israelite king is not even 
named in 2 Ki. 5-7: he is not the real centre of 
intercst). Other narratives coneern the prophets' 
personal lives and ministries (e.g. 2 Ki. 4). The 
' Deuteronomistic' perspective of the work as a 
whole is expounded most systematically in Kings 
in an extensive theological comment which c10ses 
off the history of the N kingdom (2 Ki .  1 7) .  

Various views are held as  to the  historical value 
of Kings. Clearly i t  is no attempt to write 'object
ive' or 'critical' history of a post-Enlightenment 
kind. It is history with a message, and the events 
it relates are chosen in accordance with their rele
vanee to the message. It is thus not a political 
history, and some periods of great polit ical sig
nificance (such as the reign 01" Omri) are passed 
over relatively brieHy because they are of little 
significance in relation to the writer's concern 
with the history of Israel's relationship with 
Yahweh. 

Within the Dell teronomistic framework, how
ever, material of recognized historical value is in
c1uded. The summary frameworks refer the reader 
to 'the book of the acts of Solomon' and to the 
annals of the kings of Judah and of Israel for fur
ther information on the variolls reigns, and it 
seems Iikely that these were the sources of many of 
the bare historical facts passed on by Kings (such 
as t he name of a king's mother and the brief refer
ences to specific events). Complex chronological 
problems are raised by the dates provided for the 
kings (one basic solution for these is provided by E.  
Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers o[ the Hebrew 
Kings', 1 965; cf · CHRONOLOGY OF THE OT). 
Beyond these royal annals, it is widely accepted 
that I Ki .  1 -2 forms the original ending of an ac
count of how Solomon came to the throne, wh ich 
extends back at least to 2 Sa. 9. As for the other 
narratives incorporated into Kings, Gray (for in
stance) accepts the fundamental historical value 
both of the material more concerned with political 
and military events and that concerned with the 
prophets, though he regards the more personal 
stories abollt Elijah and Elisha in I Ki. 1 7  and 2 
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Ki. 1 -6 as folk-Ioristic, in part simply because of 
the miraculous element in them. But the precise 
nature of the author's sourees, beyond the royal 
annals to which they actually refer, is not c1ear (cf 
Gray, pp. 1 4-35).  Considerable archaeological ma
terial from the l ron Age in Israel and Judah is rele
vant to Kings (·ARCHAEOLOGY). 
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The authors' method of composition means that 
their work is not a smooth literary whole, but it 
both gives us access to the material they pass on 
from their sources in  a largely unredacted form, 
and impresses a degree of unity on the whole by 
the distinctive framework in which they set this 
material. Sometimes the source material, or the 
collected form of a section of the material, may 
fruitfully be treated by a Iiterary critical approach, 
and this is l ikely to be a subject of increasing study 
(Semeia 3, 1 975; 8, 1 977). 

The text of Kings in MT presents relative\y few 
problems. But the Qumran discoveries (combined 
with evidence from Chronicles and the LXX) have 
implications for the state of the pre-MT textual 
traditions of Kings, as of other books ( . TEXTS 
AND VERSIONS). 

IV. Emphases 
(a) We have noted that Kings begins at the high 
point of the period covered by the Deuteronomis
tic history, the united monarchy. The fact that 
this is the high point reflects the importanee 01" 
the Davidic monarchy and the Temple of Solo
mon . Yahweh's commitment to David (2 Sa. 
7: 1 1 - 1 6) is often referred to by Yahweh and by 
the narrator as the explanation for Yahweh's 
faithfulness to Judah and to David's successors ( I  
Ki.  6: 1 2; 1 1 : 1 2- 1 3 ,  36; 2 Ki.  8 : 1 9 ;  1 9:34), and 
David's loyalty to Yahweh is frequently (and 
slightly surprisingly) a standard by which later 
kings are judged (e.g. I Ki. 9:4; 2 Ki. 22:2). But 
the repercussions of one king's reign in later 
times can also be negative: the sins of Manasseh 
are ultimately the cause of the Exile (2 Ki. 24:3-
4). Thus the well-being of the people as a whole 
is tied up with the behaviour of the king (2 Ki. 
2 1 : 1 1 - 1 5) .  

The building o f  the Temple i s  the c1imax 01' 
the opening chapters of Kings. I Ki. 8 focuses the 
Kings' theology of the Temple, which is the 
dwelling-place of Yahweh's name. W. Eichrodt 
(Theology o[ the OT, 2, 1 967, pp. 23-45) sees Yah
weh's name as the most sophisticated OT form of 
'the spiritualization of the theophany'-a way of 
talking of the real revelatory presence 01" God 
without compromising his transcendence. The im
portance of the Temple makes it a crucial touch
stone for the evaluation of the kings. Jeroboam I is 
condemned for devising alternative pi aces and 
forms of worship for the N kingdom ( I  Ki. 1 2- \ 3) ,  
and his  successors are condemned for continuing 
to have recourse to these. Josiah, the antitype to 
Jeroboam, appearing near the end of the story as 
Jeroboam appears near its beginning, is com
mended for his reform of temple worship and for 
his destruction of high pi aces generally and of the 
shrine at Bethel in particular (2 Ki. 22-23) .  

(b) Kings' attitude to the  monarchy and to the 
Temple, however, shows that these are not to be 
seen as absolutes. They are subject, first 01" all, to 
the Torah. 'The Deuteronomist sees the main prob
lem of the history of Israel as Iying in the question 
of the correct correlation of Moses and David' (G. 
von Rad, Old Testament Theology, I ,  1 968, p. 339). 
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The Davidic promise can be relied on only as long 
as the Mosaic covenant demand is accepted. Thus 
the great villain of the story of ludah in Kings is 
M anasseh; the list of his acts corresponds closely 
to wh at Deuteronomy says I srael should not do (cf 
2 Ki. 2 1 :2-9 with Dt. 1 7:2-4; 1 8 :9- 1 2) .  Conversely 
in the story of its great hero 10siah, Kings em
phasizes the significance of his discovery of the 
'book of the covenant' by giving i t  first mention in 
its account of his reign (contrast the account  in 2 
Ch. 34), and the list of his acts corresponds closely 
to what Deuteronomy says Israel should do. Thus 
the requirements and the sanctions of the Torah 
(specifically of Deuteronomy) provide the prin
ciples for understanding Israel's history. When 
kings obeyed the Torah (especially its demand for 
faithful  worship at the central shrine), they gener
ally prospered . When they ignored it, they did not. 

But the spoken word of the prophet is thought 
of as succeeding and supporting the written word 
of Moses (cf the role of H uldah after the dis
covery of the lawbook in 2 Ki. 22: 1 3-20), and also 
demanding the attention of king and people. 
'What fascinated (the Deuteronomist) was, we 
might say, the functioning of the divine word in 
history' (cf I Ki. 8:24) (G. von Rad, 'The Deuter
onomistic theology of history in the books of 
Kings', in 'Studies in Deuteronomy', SBT 9, 1 96 1 ,  
p. 9 1 ). Thus Kings pictures ' a  course o f  history 
which was shaped and led to a fulfilment by a word 
of judgment and salvation continually injected 
into it' (von Rad, Old Testament Theology, I ,  p. 
344). This point is made by including lengthy stor
ies about various prophets, especially as regards 
their involvement in the nation's political life. ' I n  
the decisive political events t h e  initiative stems 
from prophets, who change the gears of his tory 
with a word of God' (ibid., p. 342). It is also made 
by criss-crossing the story with prophecies and 
their fulfilment (e.g. I Ki. I I  :29-39 and 1 2 :  1 5; I Ki. 
1 3 : 1 - 1 0  and 2 Ki. 23: 1 5- 1 8 ;  2 Ki. 20: 1 6- 1 7  and 
24: 1 3). The stress on how true prophecies were ful
filled may reflect concern with the problem of false 
prophecy during the Exile. Thus a king's attitude 
to the prophet's word forms another index of his 
attitude to God ( Hezekiah, losiah). 

(c) One of the characteristic emphases of the 
covenant as expounded in Deuteronomy is that 
God blesses those who are faithful to him but 
brings trouble to those who disobey him (Dt. 28-
30). Thus in Kings the material concerning Solo
mon's reign is arranged so that Solomon's setbacks 
are seen as consequences of his association with 
foreign women (1 Ki. 1 1 ). On the other hand, 
Kings recognizes that God's justice does not work 
out in this way in every reign. Manasseh enjoys a 
long reign, and his apostasy only brings its fruit 
decades later (2 Ki. 2 1 ;  24:3-4). 10siah is respon
sive to Yahweh's word, but dies an early and tragic 
death (2 Ki. 23:29). 

V. Message and pur pose 
The function 01' Kings' review of the history 
which led up to the Exile is to explain why the Exile 
came about and to express an admission that there 
was am pIe cause for God to judge Israel. It is a 
form of confession, or 'an act of praise at the just
ice of the judgment of God'; 'this statement with 
its apparent lack of hope for the future lays the 
only possible foundation for the future' (Ackroyd, 
p. 78, following von Rad) because it throws the 
people of God totally back on the grace of God. 
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The possibility of hope for the future is hin ted at 
in the way the theological emphases of Kings, de
scribed above, remain open to the future. Perhaps 
God's commitment to David still holds: it may be 
that the release of lehoiachin, related in the final 
paragraph of Kings, makes this hope explicit. AI
though the Temple has been pillaged and burnt, 
prayer is still possible in the Temple, or towards it 
on the part of people who are cut off from it, and 
God has undertaken to hear such prayer (see I Ki.  
8-9). Although judgment has come in accordance 
with the sanctions of the covenant, the same cov
enant allows for the possibility of repentance and 
restoration after judgment (see I Ki. 8:46-53; cf 
Dt. 30). Although the prophetie words which Israel 
ignored form a further reason for her punishment, 
the fact that those prophetie words of judgment 
have come true may encourage the hope that the 
prophetie promises of restoration (e.g those of 
leremiah) may come true, too. 

Thus the aim of Kings is in part didactic, 'to 
present the divine view of Israelite history' (R .  K .  
Harrison, p. 722). Beyond this, there are a t  least 
hints of the kerygmatic (cf E. W. Nicholson, p. 75). 
Kings does open up the possibility of there being a 
future. On the basis of this possibility it further 
seeks to be paraenetic, in that it implicitly chal
lenges the generation of the Exile to turn back to 
Yahweh in repentance, faith and commitment to 
obedience (cf I Ki. 8:46-50). For ' the judgment of 
587 did not mean the end of the people of God; 
nothing but refusal to turn would be the end' (von 
Rad, Old Testament Theology, I, p. 346). 

VI. Context and implications 
Kings is thus one of the several responses to the 
fall of ludah and the Exile. It bears comparisoll 
especially with • Lamelltatiolls (five psalms wh ich 
express the feelings and tentative hopes of people 
in ludah after the fall of lerusalem) and with the 
book of leremiah (whose material was collected 
and assembled in this same period and manifests 
many literary and theological points of contact 
with Kings; see E. W. Nicholson, op. eil.). Kings 
may aIso be studied in the light of parallel treat
ments of events it narrates as these appear in 
Chronicles, Isaiah and leremiah (see, e.g ,  B. S. 
Childs, ' I saiah and the Assyrian Crisis', SBT 2. 3, 
1 967). 

In a volume of expositions of passages from 2 
Kings, The Politics 01 God and the Po/ities 01 Man 
( 1 972, pp. 1 3-2 1 ), 1. Ellul suggests that Kings 
makes a twofold distinctive contribution to the 
Canon of Scripture. First, it pictures God's in
volvement in political life, and thus wams both 
against undervaluing the importance of politics, 
and against absolutizing this realm (since it shows 
how God brings judgment Oll politics). Secondly, it 
displays the interplay of the free determination 01' 
man (who in various political situations makes his 
decisions and puts his policies into effect) and the 
free decision of God (who nevertheless effects his 
will through or des pi te these del iberatc human 
acts). 

In reaction to an overstress in recent biblical 
study on the idea 01' God as the one who acts in 
history, the importancc of this motif in the Bible is 
in danger of being understressed. Kings is a book 
wh ich itself particularly emphasizes this motif (see 
1. E. Goldingay, . "That you may know that 
Yahweh is God" :  A study in the relationship 
between theology and historical truth in thc Old 



Testament', TynB 23, 1 972, pp. 58-93; and on the 
application of this idea today, see D. N. Freed
man, 'The biblical idea of history', Int 2 1 ,  1 967, 
pp. 32-49). God is one who works out a purpose in 
history, and his people may use the marks of his 
footsteps in past history to see what he may be 
doing in the present.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Brueggemann, 1 Kings and 2 
Kings, 1 982; G. H .  Jones, 1 and 2 Kings, NCB, 2 
vols., 1 984; R. Nelson, First and Second Kings, 
1 987; D. 1. Wiseman, 1 and 2 Kings, TOTC, 1 993.  

J.E.G. 

KING'S GARDEN. An open space in Jerusalem 
near 'the gate between the two walls' (2 Ki. 25:4; Je. 
39:4; 52 :7) and close to the Pool of * Siloam (Ne. 
3: 1 5). The 'two walls' (cf Is. 22: 1 1 ) were probably 
those below the ' Fountain Gate', SE of Ophel, 
running along the W side of the E hill of Jerusa
lern, and along the E side' of the W hill  (S. R .  
Driver, Jeremiah, 1 9 1 8, p .  239; N .  Grollenberg, 
A t/as, Maps 24B & C). J .D.D. 

KING'S HIGHWAY. The name given to the direct 
road running from the Gulf of Aqabah to Damas
cus in Syria, E of the Dead Sea and Jordan valley. 
The route was in use between the 23rd and 20th 
centuries BC, being marked along its length by 
Early Bronze Age settlements and fortresses. I t  
was, therefore, l ikely that Chedorlaomer and his 
allies approached Sodom and Gomorrah by this 
way and were pursued up it by Abraham (Gn. 1 4).  
Its further use in the 1 3th-6th centuries BC is also 
marked by datable ruins showing that the road was 
occupied at the time that the Edomites and the 
Ammonites prevented Moses and the Israelites 
from using it (Nu. 20: 1 7; 21 :22; cl Dt. 2:27). In  
Solomon's reign the  highway played an important 
part as a trade-link between Ezion-geber, Judah 
and Syria. Roman milestones show that it was in
corporated into Trajan's road built in the 2nd cen
tury AD and was used by the Nabataeans. The 
modern motorway follows part of the old track, 
which is still called Tarlq es-Sul!an. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. G lueck, Tlre Other Side 01 the 
Jordan,  1 945, pp. 1 0- 1 6; 1. A. Thompson, Are/rae
% gy and tlre O{d TesTament, 1 957, pp. 57-58; Y. 
Aharoni, LOB, pp. 54- 57. D.J.W. 

KIR. In the Heb. tcxt tne name of the place of exilc 
of the Syrians (2 Ki. 1 6:9; Am. 1 :5), and a country, 
not necessarily the same, from which Yahweh 
brought thcm (Am. 9 : 7) .  This is perhaps not their 
original horne, but a land occupied at some earlier 
stage in  their history, parallel to Israel in Egypt and 
the * Philistines in * Caphtor ( *ARAM). In Is. 22:6 
Kir is parallel to Elam. No ancient place of this 
name is known; however, as it simply means 'city', 
it nced not be specific. The LXX does not use a 
proper name in any of these passages, but trans
lates ' rrom a pit' (Am. 9 :7 ,  Gk. ek botlrrou), 'called 
as an ally' (Am. 1 :5 ,  Gk. epik/etos) and 'congrega
tion' ( l s. 22:6, Gk. synagöge), feasible translations 
01' an unpointed Heb. text. Vulg. follows the mis
taken identification with Cyrenc made by Sym
machus. Kir has been altered to read Koa' (by 
Chcyne), and said to be Gutium in the Kurdish 
hil ls (cl Ezk. 23:23;  Is. 22:5-6). The problem is not 
yet solved. A.R.M. 
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Map slrowing the route 01 tlre ancient 'King's 
Highway'. 

KIRIATHAIM. The dual form of Heb. qirya, 'city, 
town', and meaning therefore 'double city', a name 
applied to two cities in  the Bible. 

I .  A place in the territory allotted to Reuben 
(Jos. 1 3 : 1 9) wh ich had already been conquered and 
rebuilt by the Reubenites (Nu. 32:37). lt is possible 
that Shaveh Kiriathaim, wh ich is mentioned in the 
account of the invasion of Chedorlaomer in the 
time of Abraham (Gn. 1 4 :5), refers to this locality, 
as the 'plain' of Kiriathaim (Rvmg.), though saweh 



KIRIATHAIM 

is a rare word of uncertain meaning. The city was 
later in the hands of the Moabites (Je. 48:  I ,  23; 
Ezk. 25:9), and is mentioned in the 9th-century in
scription of King Mesha of Moab (qrytn, line 1 0) 
as having been rebuilt by hirn, so it cannot have 
remained under Israelite control for more than 
about 3 centuries. The site is possibly near to 
modern EI Quraiyät about 1 0  km NW of Dibon in 
Jordan, but the place has not yet been located (cf H .  
Douner and W. Röllig, Kanaanäische und ara
mäische Inschriften, 1 962-4, pp. 74-- 1 75). 

2. A levitical city in Naphtali ( I  Ch. 6:76), pos
sibly to be identified with Kartan (qartän) of Jos. 
2 1  :32. The site is unknown, though various sugges
tions have been made (see GTT, §§ 298, 337, 
357). T.C.M. 

KIRIATH-ARBA (Heb. qiryaL 'arba' ,  'city of four', 
i.e. 'tetrapolis'), an earlier name of • Hebron. Ac
cording to Jos. 1 4 :  1 5, it was 'the metropolis of the 
Anakim' (so LXX; MT makes the numeral 'arba', 
'four', into a personal name). The name Kiriath
arba occurs once in the story of Abraham (Gn. 
23:2) and a few times in the narrative of the Con
quest (Jos. 1 4: 1 5; 1 5 :54; 20:7; Jdg. 1 : 1 0) ;  thereafter 
it evidently fell into disuse. Some attempt may have 
been made to revive it in the post-exilic age (Ne. 
1 1  :25), but with the Idumaean occupation of the 
place soon afterwards the old name was com-
pletely discontinued. F.F.B. 

KIRIATH-JEARIM ( Heb. qiryaL-y" ärim, 'city of 
forests'). A chief city of the Gibeonites (Jos. 9 :  1 7), 
on the Judah-Benjamin border (Jos. 1 8 : 1 4-- 1 5; cf 
Jdg. 1 8 :  1 2) ,  assigned first to Judah (Jos. 1 5 :60), 
then, assuming an identification with 'Kiriath', to 
Benjamin (Jos. 1 8 :28). It is called also Kiriath-baal 
(Jos. 1 5 :60, suggesting that i t  was an old Canaanite 
high place), Baalah (Jos. 1 5 :9-1 0) ,  Baale-judah (2 
Sa. 6:2) and Kiriath-arim ( Ezr. 2:25). 

Here the ark was brought from Beth-shemesh 
and entrusted to the keeping of Eleazar ( I  Sa. 7:  I ) ,  
whence after 2 0  years David took i t  t o  Jerusalem ( 2  
Sa. 6:2; I Ch.  1 3 :5 ;  2 C h .  1 :4). The horne o f  Uriah 
the prophet was in Kiriath-jearim (Je. 26:20). 

Its precise location has not been determined, but 
the consensus of opinion favours Kuriet el-'Enab 
(commonly known as Abu Ghosh), a flourishing 
Iittle village 14 km W of Jerusalem on the Jaffa 
road. It is a well-wooded district (or has been in the 
past) and it meets other geographical require-
ments. 1 .0.0. 

KIRIATH-SEPHER (Heb. qiryaL-seper). The 
name used for • Debir in the story of Othniel and 
Achsah (Jos. 1 5 : 1 5ff., Jdg. 1 : l l ff.). J .P .U .L .  

KIR OF MOAB, KIR-HARESETH. A fortified 
city of S M oab, allacked but not taken by the kings 
of Israel, Judah and Edom (2 Ki. 3 :25). During the 
siege, Mesha, king of Moab, offered up his eldest 
son 'for a burnt offering upon the wall'. 

The Hebrew name (qir b"reseL) means 'the wall 
of potsherds' . The LXX rendering of Is. 1 6: 1 1  pre
supposes the Hebrew qir �1"qeseL, 'the new city'. 
Normally the town is called Kir of M oab ( ls. 1 5 : I ) .  
Some writers see i n  Je. 48:36-37 a play on words in 
which Kir Heres is parallel to 'bald' (Heb. qor�lä). 

It is suggested that the original M oabite name was 
QRl:IH,  probably the town referred to in the 
• Moabite Stone (Iines 22ff.), where Mesha estab
lished a sanctuary for Chemosh and carried out a 
building project. This would place it near Dibon. 

Most writers, however, identify i t  with Kerak, 
following the Targum rendering, Kerak of Moab. 
If that is so, the place was built on a strategic rocky 
hili 1 ,027 m above sea-Ievel, surrounded by steep 
valleys, some 1 8  km E of the Dead Sea and 24 km 
S of the Arnon River. Today a mediaeval castle 
crowns the hilI .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M. Abel, Geographie de /a 
Pa/estine, 2, 1 933 ,  pp. 4 1 8-4 1 9; Nelson Glueck, 
AASOR 1 4, 1 934, p. 65. J.A.T. 

KISH (Heb. qiS, 'bow', 'power'). 1 .  A Benjaminite, 
the son of Abiel and father of King Saul (I Sa. 9 :  I ;  
1 4 :5 1 ;  cf Acts 1 3 :2 1 ). 2. The son of Jehiel and 
Maacah ( I  Ch. 8 : 30), perhaps the uncle of I .  3. A 
Levite, grandson of Merari ( I  Ch.  23:2 1 ). 4. An
other Levite and Merarite who assisted in the 
c1eansing of the Temple in Hezekiah's time (2 Ch. 
29: 1 2) .  5. A Benjaminite, great-grandfather of 
Mordecai (Est.  2 :5) .  1.0.0. 

6. Name of the capital of a city-state c. 20 km 
SE of Babyion (mod. Tell el-Ukheimer) where, ac
cording to Sumerian tradition ( King List), the first 
dynasty after the • Flood ruled. I t  f10urished c. 
3200-3000 BC as a rival of • Erech when i t  was 
linked with the legendary Etana and with King 
Agga who opposed Gilgamesh. Documents from 
the earlier occupation and from the 2nd millen
nium are extant. I t  was excavated by the French 
( 1 9 1 4) and by a joint Oxford (Ashmolean 
M useum) and Chicago (Field M useum) expedition 
( 1 922-33). Finds include early palaces, tablets and 
a major flood-deposit level dated c. 3300 BC. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. C. Watelin, S. H. Langdon, 
Excavations at Kish, 1 925-34; P. R. S. Moorey, 
Oxjord-Chicago Excavations at Kish, 1 976. 

O.J.W. 

KISHON. The river, modern Nahr el-Muqalla', 
which, rising in the hills of N Samaria, drains the 
plain of Esdraelon and debouches il1 the bay of 
Acre, E of Mt Carmel. Though it winds about, in a 
general sense it f10ws in a NW direction parallel 
with, and to the NE of, the mountain range which 
runs from Samaria to Carmel and in the NE passes 
of wh ich lay Taanach, Megiddo and Jokneam. The 
name Kishon is not often used, the river sometimes 
being indicated by reference to one of the towns 
overlooking it. Thus it is probably first mentioned 
in Jos. 1 9 :  1 1 , where the 'brook which is east of 
Jokneam' is given as part of the boundary of Zebu
lun, though in this case it is only a small section of 
the river in the vicinity of Jokneam that is referred 
to. 

The best-known reference to the river is that 
connected with the victory of the I sraelites under 
Barak over the Syrians under Sisera (Jdg. 4-5; Ps. 
83 :9). The forces of Sisera, fully armed with cha
riots, were deployed in the plain, and the Israelites 
made their allack from the mountains SW of the 
river. The success of the Israelites was in large 
measure due to the river, which was running high, 
and must have made the surrounding plain too soft 
for Sisera's chariots, which became bogged down 
and useless. 



The river is refcrred to in the Song of Oeborah 
as 'the watcrs of Mcgiddo' (Jdg. 5: 1 9), and the fact 
that Megiddo is not otherwise rcferred to in this 
account has been taken by Albright to indicatc that 
it was at this time Iying in ruins, while Taanach was 
flourishing. Thc excavations of 0 Megiddo havc 
shown a gap in occupation about 1 1 25  BC bctween 
Levels VI I  and V I ,  and it may bc that the Israelite 
victory occurred during that period of abandon
ment, or about 1 1 25  BC. 

The river is next mentioned as the scene of thc 
slaughter by Elijah of the prophets of Baal, after 
the contest on Mt Carmel ( I  Ki. 1 8 :40). It is re
ferred to here as a brook (nnfwf), suggesting that 
the long drought preceding these events had re
duced the river to a low level. Thc rains which fol
lowed must have washed away the traces of the 
execution. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A.  Smith, The Historical 
Geography 0/ the Holy Land25, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 394-397; 
W. F. Albright, The Archaeology 0/ Palestine, 1 960, 
pp. 1 1 7- 1 1 8 ; LOB, pp. 204f. T.C.M. 

KISS. A common salutation in the E, this word 
occurs in the OT as a sign of affection between 
relatives (e.g Gn.  29: 1 1 ; 33:4), an expression of 
love (Ct. 1 :2), or lust (Pr. 7: 1 3), and perhaps as a 
token of homage ( I  Sa. 1 0: I ) . The last, kissing 
'God's anointed', possibly may be, as Ps. 2:  I 0, a 
religious or cuitic rite analogous to that found 
among idol cults: to kiss the hand (Jb. 31 :27), or 
an image ( I  Ki. 1 9 : 1 8 ; Ho. 1 3 :2), is an act of 
religious worship. In  the NT phileö is used as a 
sign of friendship or affection (e.g Judas, Mt .  
26:48), as  is the  stronger form kataphileö (e.g. Lk.  
7 :38 ;  1 5 :20; Acts 20:37). The 'holy kiss' (Rom. 
16 : 1 6; I Pet. 5 : 1 4) ,  which later entered into the 
church's liturgy, was an expression of Christian 
love and presumably was restricted to one's own 
sex (cf Apostolic Constitutions 2. 57, 1 2) .  See W. 
Günther, C. Brown, in NIDNTT 2, pp. 547-550. 

E.E.E. 

KITTIM. One of the sons of Javan (Gn . 1 0:4 = I 
Ch.  I :7; Heb. kir tim) whose descendants settled on 
the island of Cyprus where their name was given to 
the town of Kition, modern Larnaka, which is rc
ferred to in thc Phoenician inscriptions as kt or 
kty. They engaged in sea trade (Nu. 24:24), and the 
name seems to have come to apply to the whole 
island of Cyprus ( Is. 23: I ,  1 2), and then in a more 
general way to the coastlands and islands of the E 
Mediterranean Ciyye killiyyfm: Je. 2: I 0; Ezk. 
27:6). The ostraca of c. 600 BC from Arad refer to 
ktym, probably mercenaries, principally perhaps 
Greeks, from the islands and coastlands. In Oan
iel's fourlh vision, wh ich probably deals with the 
period from Cyrus to Antiochus Epiphanes, the 
latter's failure to conquer Egypt, due to the inter
vention of Rome, is probably referred to in 1 1  :30, 
where 'thc ships of Kittim' must be Rome. The 
author probably saw in Rome's intervention the 
fulfilment of Nu. 24:24, where Vulg. translates 
Kittim by ' I taly' (so also in On. 1 1  :30) and the 
Targum of Onkclos by 'Romans'. The name occurs 
in the Oead Sea Scrolls, also probably with rcfer
ence to Rome, being used, for instance, in the 
commentary on Habakkuk as an interpretation of 
the 'Chaldeans' of that prophet (Hab. 1 :6). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. Lemaire, Inscriptions 

KNOWLEDGE 

hebrai"ques, I ,  1 977, p. 1 56; Y. Yadin, The Sero 11 0/ 
the War 0/ the Sons 0/ Light Against the Sons 0/ 
Darkness, 1 962, pp. 22-26. T.C.M. 

KNEADING-TROVGH. A large shallow bowl, 
made of pottery or wood, in wh ich dough was pre
pared . Modern Arab nomads often use wooden 
bowls for this purpose. Heb. mis'ere{, Ex. 1 2:34; cf 
Ot. 28:5, 1 7  (AV 'store'). For a model, C. 700 RC, see 
ANEP, no. 1 52. (0 BREAD.) A .R.M. 

KNEE, KNEEL. The concrete imagery of the OT 
expresses weakness or fear as 'feeble knees' (Jb. 
4:4; Is. 35:3) or as 'the knees tremble', 'knock to
gether' (Na. 2: I 0; On. 5 :6) .  

The fifteen references in the NT are, with the 
exception of Heb. 1 2 : 1 2, always used in connection 
with bowing. The action may indicate a sign 01' 
respect ( M k .  I :40; cf 2 Ki. I :  1 3 ; Mk. 1 5 : 1 9) ,  or 
subjection (Rom. 1 1 :4; 1 4 : 1 1 ;  cf 1 C1ement 57: I ,  
'bending the knees of your heart'), or of religious 
adoration or worship (Lk.  5:8). In the latter sense 
kneeling is sometimes the posture of prayer (Lk.  
22:4 1 ;  I Ki .  8:54, cf 1 8:42). The universal recogni
tion of Christ's Lordship is thus signified: 'every 
knee sho"ld bow' (Phil .  2 : 1 0; cf Rom. 1 4: 1 0f. ;  I 
Cor. 1 5:25). Cf TDNT I ,  pp. 738-740; 3, pp. 594-
595; 6, pp. 758-766. E.E.E. 

KNIFE. The primitive flint knife was current until 
recent times beside metal forms in the Near East. 
In  the OT it is specified for the 0 circumcision of 
Moses' son and of Israel ( Ex.  4:25; Jos. 5 :2-3), 
perhaps for hygienic reasons, the once-used flint 
being discarded without cost. The Heb. flere'-2 used 
in these passages, and for the self-mutilation of the 
frenzied priests of Baal ( I  Ki. 1 8:28), usually de
notes a shorl sword. In Pr. 30: 14 this is parallel to 
Heb. ma'''/sele{, a knife used in eating. I t  was such a 
shorl sword that Abraham took to kill  I saac and 
the Levite used to dismember his concubine (Gn.  
22:6, 1 0; Jdg.  1 9:29). Heb. sakkin (Pr. 23:2) is to be 
connected with Aram. sakkin, Arab. sikkin, 'knife ' .  

AV and RV follow Vulg. cultri in rendering the 
unique Heb. maboläftim, 'knives' (Ezr. I :9; cf Syr. 
bläpa). RSV 'censers' is taken from I Esdras 2:9 
(Gk. thyiskal). The LXX 'of a different SOrl' (Gk. 
parellagmena) translates the Hebrew but does not 
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throw light on the meaning. A.R.M. 

KNOWLEDGE. The Gk.  ideal of knowledge was 
a contcmplation of reality in its static and abid
ing being; the Heb. was primarily concerned with 
l ife in its dynamic process, and therefore con
ceived knowledge as an entry into relationship 
with the experienced world which makcs demands 
not only on man's understanding but also on 
man's will. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
Thus it is that the OT speaks of knowing (yät;!a' )  
the loss of children ( Is. 47:8), grief ( I s. 53:3), sin 
(Je. 3:  1 3), God's hand and his might (Je. 1 6:2 1 ), his 
vengeance (Ezk. 25: 1 4) .  The intimate sexual rela
tionship is spoken of as knowing a man or a 
woman (e.g. Gn. 4: I ;  Jdg. 1 1  :39). Above all, to 
know God is not simply to be aware of his ex ist
ence; for the most part this is taken for gran ted in 



KNOWLEDGE 

Heb. writings. To know hirn is to reeognize hirn for 
what he is, the sovereign Lord who makes a 
demand on man's obedience and especially upon 
the obedience of his people I srael, with whom he 
has made a covenant. He is the God whose holi
ness and loving-kindness are 'known' in the experi
ence of nation and individual. The criterion of this 
knowledge is obedienee, and its opposite is not 
simply ignorance but rebellious, wilful turning 
away from God (cf I Sa. 2: 1 2; 3 :7; 2 Ch.  33: 1 3; Is. 
I :3; Je. 8:7; 24 :7; 31 :34). Furthermore, the acknow
ledgment of the Lord's claims involves a rejection 
of the heathen gods, knowing that they are not 
gods (cf Is. 4 1  :23). 

On God's side of the relationship between 
hirnself and man there is also knowledge. Here 
especially there can be no question of theoretical 
observation;  for man and all things are God's 
creation. It  is from this fact that God's omniscience 
springs: he knows the world and man within it 
because it is at his command that they come to be 
(Jb. 28:20ff.; Ps. 1 39). In particular, God knows 
those whom he has chosen to be his agents: his 
knowledge is spoken of in terms of election (Je. 
I :5 ;  Ho. 1 3 :5 ;  Am. 3 :2). 

11. In the New Testament 
To speak of k nowledge in these ways is natural 
in addressing a people who all formally believe that 
God exists but fail  to acknowledge his claims. In  
Hellenistic Judaism and in the  NT use of gin
öskein, eidenai, and their derivatives we find Heb. 
thought modified by the fact that the Gentiles were 
ignorant even of God's existence (0 IGNORANcE). In  
general, however, the  Heb. eoneeption is retained. 
All men ought to respond to the revelation in 
Christ which has made possible a full knowledge 
of God, no more intellectual apprehension but an 
obedience to his revealed purpose, an acceptanee 
of his revealed love, and a fellowship with hirnself 
(cf Jn. 1 7 :3 ;  Aets 2 :36; I Cor. 2:8; Phil. 3: 1 0). This 
knowledge of God is possible only beeause God in 
his love has called men to i t  (Gal. 4:9; I Cor. 1 3 : 1 2; 
2 Tim. 2: 1 9) .  The whole process of enlightenment 
and acceptance may be called coming to the know
ledge of the truth ( I  Tim. 2:4; 2 Tim. 2:25; 3:7; Tit . 
I :  I ;  cf Jn .  8 :32). 

80th Paul and John write at times in  conscious 
contrast with and opposition to the systems of al
leged esoteric knowledge purveyed by the mystery 
cults and syncretistic 'phi losophy' of their day (cf 
I Tim. 6:20; Col. 2:8) .  To these knowledge was the 
result of an initiation or illumination whieh put the 
initiate in possession of spiritual diseernment 
beyond mere reason or faith.  Against them Paul 
(particularly in  I Cor. and Col.) and all the Johan
nine writings stress that knowledge of God springs 
from committal to the historic Christ; it is not 
opposed to faith but forms its completion. We 
need no revelation other than that in Christ. 
(0 GNOSTICISM.)  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E.  Schütz, E. D. Schmitz, in 
NIDNTT 2, pp. 390--409; M. Williams, The Psych-
ology 0/ Religiolls Knowing, 1 988 .  M.H.C. 

KOA, Ezekiel (23:23) prophesies that this people, 
together with other dwellers in Mesopotamia, will 
attack Jerusalem. Koa has been identified by some 
with the people called in Assyr. texts QIIIII, who 
Iived E of the Tigris in the region of the upper 
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'Adhaim and Diyala rivers. Assyr. records often 
couple them with another tribe hostile to Assyria, 
the SIIIII, perhaps to be equated with Shoa in Ezk. 
23:23. Some (e.g. O. Procksch) find Koa in Is. 22:5,  
but only by a doubtful emendation of  the word 
usually translated 'walls'. Vulg. misinterpreted 
Koa as principes, 'princes', an interpretation which 
was followed by Luther. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Delitzsch, Wo lag das 
Paradies?, 1 88 1 ,  pp. 233-237: G. A .  Cooke in ICC, 
1 936, on Ezk. 23:23. J .T. 

KOHATH, KOHATHITES, Kohath, second son 
of Levi, was founder of one of the three great 
Levite families. His family was subdivided into the 
houses of Amram, Izhar, Hebron and Uzziel, and 
Moses and Aaron were Amramites (Ex.  6:20). In  
the  wilderness the  Kohathites carried the  taber
nacle furniture and vessels. They camped on the S 
side of the tabernacle. Their males over a month 
old numbered 8,600; those who actually served 
(age-group 30-50), 2,750 (Nu. 3:27-32; 4 :36). In 
the land the Kohathites who, being sons of Aaron, 
were priests, were allotted thirteen cities, the rest 
ten cities (Jos. 2 1  :4-5). Under David's reorganiza
tion the Kohathites held a wide variety of offices, 
including a share in the Temple singing ( I  Ch.  
6:3 1 -38; cf 9:3 1 -32; 26:23-3 1 ) .  Kohathites are 
mentioned again under Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah 
and Josiah (2 Ch. 20: 1 9; 29: 1 2; 34: 1 2), and at the 
return from the Exile (cf Ezr. 2:42 with I Ch.  9: 1 9: 
Korahites were Kohathites). See also ° KORAH. 

D.W.G.  

KORAH (Heb. qöra� = baldness?). I .  Chief (AV 
'Duke') of Edom, son of Esau (Gn. 36:5, 1 4, 1 8 ;  I 
Ch. 1 :35). 2, Chief of Edom, son of Eliphaz (Gn. 
36: 1 6). As the name is omitted from Gn.  36: 1 1  and 
I Ch.  1 :36, some think this to be a gloss. 3, A son 
of Hebron (I Ch. 2:43). 4, A grandson of Kohath 
and ancestor of a group of sacred musicians ('sons 
of Korah') who are mentioned in the titles of Ps. 
42 and 1 1  other psalms ( I  Ch. 6:22). 

5, A Levite ('Core' in Jude 1 1 , AV), a Kohathite 
of the house of Izhar, perhaps identical with 4, 
With Dathan, his brother Abiram and another 
Reubenite, On, Korah rebelIed against Moses 
and Aaron. Three grounds of revolt are stated, 
and although these have led some commentators 
to assurne composite authorship according to 
the documentary hypothesis, the narrative reads 
naturally as a harmonious unity. Nu.  1 6  reeords 
diseontent on the grounds: first, that Moses and 
Aaron have set themselves above the rest of Israel 
(vv. 3,  1 3);  secondly, that Moses has failed to bring 
Israel to the promised land (v. 1 4); and thirdly, that 
he and Aaron have arrogated the priesthood to 
themselves (vv. 7- 1 1 ). That different grievances 
should be used unitedly is not unfamiliar in both 
aneient history and modern. As the rebels prepare 
to offer incense, the wrath of God is kindled, and 
after Moses has interceded for the eongregation of 
Israel the rebels and their followers are destroyed 
by the earth opening to swallow them, and by fire. 
Cf Nu. 26:9; Dt. 1 1 :6; Ps. 1 06: 1 7. It  has been 
argued that this narrative contains two differing 
versions wh ich re fleet variant traditions of the 
struggle for religious leadership among the Levites. 

T.H.J .  



L 
LABAN (Heb. laiJan, 'white'). I .  A descendant 01' 
Abraham's brother Nahor (Gn. 22:20--23), son of 
Bethuel (Gn. 28:5), Rebekah's brother (Gn. 
24:47ff.) and uncle and father-in-Iaw of Jacob (Gn. 
27:43; 28 :2). Laban's branch of the family had re
mained in Harran, but the close ethnic affinity was 
maintained by both I saac and Jacob, who found 
their wives there. Nevertheless, notable differences 

o 
Terah 

____ --�1'---___.. { \ 

existed between the Harran and Palestinian 
groups. Laban is  described as an Aramean (Gn. 
28:5; 31 :20), he spoke Aramaie (Gn. 31 :47), prac
tised marriage customs unknown to Jacob (Gn. 
29:26) and worshipped other gods (Gn. 3 1 :  1 9ff. , cf. 
v. 53), though he did acknowledge Yahweh's activ
ity (Gn . 24:50-5 1 ). Though generous in his hospi
tality, Laban's chief characteristics were duplicity 

m � marries 

0 0 0 
Abraham Nahor m. Milcah (Gn. 22 :20) 1 {��{�--{�--�{� ��)--�\--�\�---..\ 

0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0 
Wz Buz Kemuel Chesed Hazo Pildash Jidlaph Bethuel 

'--- Gn. 22:21 ---' L' ---Gn. 22 :22 ----', (Gn. 22:22; 
.---_________________ J 24:15) 

{ I 0 0 0 0 
Ishmael Isaac m. Rebekah LABAN 

(Gn. 21�.3) (Gn. 24:67; 25 :20) (Gn. 24:28; ) 25 :20; (�--{�-----------' 
29 :16) 

0 0 0  0 
Esau Jacob m. <D Leah @ Rachel 

(Gn. 25 :25) (Gn. 25 :26) (Gn. 29:23.25; Gn. 29:28) 

Thelamily 01 Laban. 
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LABAN 

and self-interest, as demonstrated in his dealings 
with Jacob. Taking advantage of Jacob's love for 
Rachel, he made hirn work 14 years for his bride, 
though Jacob responded with his own brand of 
trickery (Gn. 29-30). When .Iacob eventually left 
with his family for Palestine, Laban, being warned 
in a dream not to harm them, made a covenant or 
treaty with Jacob (Gn. 3 1  :44-54). Laban was 
thwarted ultimately not by Jacob's cunning, but by 
God's overruling grace. Earlier, Laban rather than 
Bethuel had arranged Rebekah's marriage (Gn. 
24:50ff.), though no usurping 01" the father's 
authority need be assumed here (cf Gn. 3 1 :  1 8-28). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Daube and R. Yaron, ISS I ,  
1 956, pp. 60-62; M .  Greenberg, IBL 8 1 , 1 962, pp. 
239-248. 

2. An unknown place (Dt.  1 : 1 ) , probably in the 
plains of Moab, or perhaps to be identified with 
* Libnah, a stopping-place in the wilderness (Nu. 
33 :20-2 1 ) . M.l .S. 

LACHISH (Heb. läffis, LXX Lachis, Arab. Tell ed
Duweir). A 3 1 -acre tell in the Shephelah some 
40 km SW of Jerusalem, surrounded on three sides 
by Nahal Lachish. Excavated by Starkey ( 1 932-
38), Aharoni ( 1 966-68), Ussishkin ( 1 973-87). 

The surrounding hills are known to have been 
settled by cave-dwellers from at least the 8th mil
lennium BC, but the hili, which today consists of 
the tell, was first settled c. 3,000 BC, but little is 
known of the settlement until c. 1 750, when the 
city was fortified by a steep rampart wh ich sloped 
down to a ditch or fosse at the base of the tell. The 
city included a palace and a cult place. From now 
on the caves on the surrounding hills served as 
tombs. 

From c. 1 500 BC Lachish was an unfortified 
Canaanite city, although it is possible that the 
houses on the edge of the mound formed a defen
sive ring. A temple was in use in the previous fosse. 
Three phases were observed, containing a large 
square hall, whose ceiling was supported by four 
columns. I ts walls were lined with benches on 
which offerings were placed, and an altar of 
unhewn stones (cf Jos. 8 :3 1 )  was constructed with 
steps ascending it (cf Ex. 20:24ff.). It had at least 
two side rooms. It is from this city that letters from 
two rulers, Yabni-ilu and Zimrida (nos. 328-329) 
were found at *Amarna. In another letter (no. 288) 
from there, Abdi Heba, king of Jerusalem, accuses 
Zimrida of conspiring with the Hapiru, while a let
ter found at Tell el-Hesi says that he has made a 
treaty with another king, S ipti-Ba'alu. This city 
was destroyed c. 1 200 BC. 

The next city showed no evidence of the Philis
tines, but rather that i t  was directly under Egypt. 
The fosse temple was replaced by a temple on the 
acropol is which was Egyptian in character, with an 
entrance chamber, main hall and sanctuary. 
Japhia, king of Lachish, was a member of the 
Amorite coalition that fought Joshua at Gibeon 
(Jos. 1 0:3, 5) and was executed at Makkedah (Jos. 
1 0 :22-27) after Joshua's victory. Lachish sub
sequently fell to Joshua (Jos. 1 0: 3 1  r.) .  The city was 
destroyed in c. 1 1 30 BC, possibly by the Israelites, 
although it could also have been by the Philistines 
or another Canaanite city. 

Apart from a few possible finds on surrounding 
hills there is no evidence of Israelite settlement 
during the period of the Judges. During the United 
Monarchy there appears to have been a large forti-

fied tower surrounded by farmhouses. A small 
shrine contained a large number of religious ob
jects including an altar, a ma��ebäh, incense burners, 
and figurine fragments, indicating Canaanite re
ligion in I srael. The prophet Micah ( I :  1 3) said that 
the city was 'the beginning of sin to the daughter 
of Zion'. 

A new city was constructed during the 9th cen
tury BC, probably by Rehoboam (2 Ch. 1 1  : 5- 1 0) on 
a new plan. The city was surrounded by two walls. 
An elaborate gate complex with an inner three
chambered gate led out to a fortified podium pro
truding from the tell wh ich formed the outer gate. 
From here the road led down to the saddle con
necting the tell with the surrounding hills. From 
the gate a road led to a large administrative build
ing wh ich now incorporated the earlier tower. This 
building had a large enclosed court yard on its E 
side with storerooms and stables. The residential 
area of the city was in the S quadrant, and a water 
shaft is probably located in the NE corner. 
Amaziah took refuge at Lachish when fleeing from 
rebels in Jerusalem, who pursued and slew hirn 
there (2 Ki .  1 4: 1 9 ;  2 Ch. 25:27). In the early 8th 
century BC the city was damaged by an earthquake 
(Am. I :  I, Zc. 1 4:5), and subsequently rebuilt . 

Hezekiah rebelIed against Assyria, and in 70 I BC 
Sennacherib invaded Judah . In the process he laid 
siege to, and captured Lachish. The siege is  shown 
on relief sculpture from his palace at Nineveh (now 
in the British M useum). The excavation has iden ti
fied the siege ramp in the SW corner and found 
evidence for the battle, including sling stones, hun
dreds of arrowheads and fragments of armour. AI
though the reliefs portray the battle accurately, ex
cavations show that the Judaeans put up stiff re
sistance, in the construction of an inner ramp, with 
possibly a new city wall on top of it .  The earth to 
construct i t  was taken from the 'Great Shaft ' .  The 
city was, however, eventually razed. Mass burials 
involving some 1 ,500 individuals were found in 
several adjacent caves on the W slope and are re
lated to the Assyrian siege. The Residency, thought 
to be an Assyrian governor's residence, probably 
dates to the Persian period. 

A new, although smaller, Judaean city was built. 
By this stage it, and Azeqa, were the only fortified 
outposts from Jerusalem (Je. 34:7). It was des
troyed by the Babylonians in 586 BC. 
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Lachish was resettled by returning Israelites (Ne. 
1 1  :30) and although very little of the dwellings of 
this period have been found, two temples, notable 
for their similarity in plan to each other and with 
a much earlier example at *Arad, have come to 
light. The city was walled during the Persian and 
Hellenistic periods, after which the site was 
abandoned. 

lnscription. The earliest inscription to date from 
I srael is a dagger from c. 1 700 BC with pictographic 
signs. A few fragments were found from 1 600 and 
1 250 BC with proto-Canaanite letters, as was a 
scarab of Rameses I I I  and bowls with Egyptian 
hieratic script, probably documenting temple har
vest tax. 

Numerous inscriptions of the Judaean mon
archy have been found, but the most important are 
the seals. Many of these contain the names of offi
cials such as *Gedaliah, the royal steward (Heb. 
'who is ovcr the house'). The most important, 
however, are a group bearing the title lamelekh 
(Heb. 'belonging to the king'). These contain an 



emblem of a disk with either two or four wings, 
and the name of one of four cities - Socoh, Ziph, 
Hebron, or mmst. The excavations at Lachish have 
shown that these belonged to an administrative or
ganization instituted by Hezekiah in anticipation 
of Sennacherib's invasion. 

A total of twenty-one ostraca (inscribed pot
sherds), wh ich were written during the last few 
weeks before Nebuchadrezzar's conquest in 586 
BC, were found in the gate house. Although the 
language is biblical Heb., the cursive script has 
been almost obliterated on many of the ostraca, 
making reading impossible. The legible examples 
reveal that the collection is  the correspondence of 
a subordinate, Hoshayahu, who is in charge of an 
outpost, to his superior, Yaush, who is the com
manding officer of the garrison at Lachish. 
Hoshayahu commences the letters with the greet
ing 'May YHWH cause my lord to hear tidings of 
peace this day' before proceeding with the business, 
wh ich in most of the letters is answering the charge 
that he has read confidential letters from the king. 
[n  letter H, he replies (cf 2 Sa. 9:8), 'Who is your 
servant (but) a dog . . .  May YHWH affiict those 
who re[port] an (evil) rumour about which you are 
not informed. '  l t  has been suggested that the os
traca were stored in the gate, pending a trial, but it 
is more [ikely that the military command to which 
the letters were sent was situated in the gate 
building. 

Letter IV concludes, 'we are watching for the 
signals of Lachish, according to all the indications 
which my lord has given, for we cannot see 
Azeqah.' This recalls the situation mentioned by 
leremiah (34:7) when Azeqah, Lachish and lerusa
lern were the only fortified ludaean cities [eft. 
Azeqah is 1 1  km NE of Lachish, and the fact that 
Hoshayahu could not see its signals may indicate it 
had already fallen. 

Letters I I I  and XVI refer to 'the prophet'. His 
identity has been much debated. leremiah is one 
possibili ty. Uriah who fled to Egypt (Je. 26:20-22) 
during lehoiakim's reign is another suggestion 
which requires redating the letters. Others believe 
hirn to be an unnamed prophet. The letter testifies 
to the recognition of prophets in ancient Israel and 
their participation in affairs of state. Letter I I I  also 
mentions an expedition to Egypt by the com
mander of th army, which milY have been a last 
desperate attempt by Zedekiah to obtain Egyptian 
assistance to withstand the inevitable Babylonian 
attack. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Stern, NEAEHL, pp. 897-
9 1 1 ;  D. Ussikishkin, A BD 4, pp. 1 1 4- 1 26. J .W. 

G.J.O. 

LAHM!. A personal name found only in I Ch. 
20:5 and applied to the brot her of • Goliath the 
Gittite, who is  there stated to have been slain by 
Elhanan. There is no valid reason why this should 
not be accepted, but i t  is possible that the reading 
may be a copyist's error for 'Bethlehemite' (cf 2 
Sa. 2 1 :  1 9), the last part of which is identical to 
' Lahmi' in Hebrew. There is, however, no MS 
authority for this conjecture. G.W.G. 

LAMB OF GOD. This expression occurs twice 
only in the NT (Jn. 1 :29, 36). The word amnos is 
also found in Acts 8 :32 and I Pet. I :  1 9, arnos 
occurs in Lk.  1 0 :3,  and arnion is found once in ln .  
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2 1 :  1 5  and twenty-eight times in Revelation. The 
words 'Beho[d the Lamb of God, who takes away 
the sin of the world' (ln.  [ :29) are attributed to 
lohn the Baptist when acclaiming lesus. Many 
possible interpretations of the word 'larnb' have 
been canvassed. 

Some suggest that it refers to the lamb of the 
sin-offering, and the phrase 'who takes away the 
sin of the world' lends support to this. The fact 
that propitiatory ideas do not seem to be found 
elsewhere in the Fourth Gospel is not a sufficient 
reason for rejecting this. 

Others believe there is a reference to the paschal 
lamb. The lewish festivals have great significance in 
lohn, and ln. 1 9:36 may weil be alluding to the 
lamb of the Passover. But this would not explain 
the whole phrase, as the paschal lamb did not take 
away sins. 

Some maintain that we have here a reference to 
the suffering servant of Is. 53. The word amnos 
occurs in the LXX of Is. 53:7.  The Baptist quoted 
from I s. 40 the day before and he may have been 
meditating on those chapters. The sin-bearing 
function is c1ear in I s. 53. The suggestion that 
amnos is a mistranslation of the Aramaic ralyä' 
meaning 'servant' is ingenious, but it has not been 
proved. 

Another possib[e reference is to the horned ram 
who led the flock. The 'Iamb of God' would thus 
be the same as the 'king of Israel' . This view is  
acceptable only if  i t  is c1aimed that ho airön ten 
hamartian has no propitiatory meaning. 

lt seems [ikely that, whatever the Baptist in
tended, the Evangelist intended his readers to 
think of the lamb offered in the Temple, the pas
chal lamb, and the suffering servant. The 'Lamb of 
God' also reminds us of God's provision of a lamb 
for Abraham to sacrifice (Gn. 22:8, 1 3- 1 4) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD; J. leremias, TDNT I ,  pp. 
338-340; R. Tuente, NlDNTT 2, pp. 4 1 0-4 1 4 ;  
standard commentaries o n  lohn's Gospel; C .  H .  
Dodd, The Interpretation 0/ the Fourth Gospel, 
1 953, pp. 230-238; L. Morris, The Aposto/ic 
Preaching 0/ the Cross', 1 965,  pp. I 29ff. R.E.N. 

LAMEeH (Heb. lemeIs, possibly from an Arabic 
word meaning 'a strong young man'; so Dillmann, 
Holzinger). 1. A descendant of Cain (Gn. 4: 1 8 f.) ,  
who introduced polygamy. One of his sons was 
Tubal-cain, the first worker in metals, and 
Lamech's song in Gn.  4:23f. is sometimes thought 
to be a 'sword-Iay' glorifying the weapons of war 
invented by his son. He boasts to his wives, Adah 
and Zillah, that he has killed men, and because of 
hi� superior strength due to his weapons, he has no 
need of God's protection like Cain. lesus may be 
referring to this in Mt .  [ 8 :22, substituting forgive
ness for revenge. 

2. A descendant of Seth and father of Noah 
(Gn. 5 :25-3 1 ;  I Ch. 1 :3 ;  Lk. 3:36). From the fact 
that ' Lamech' and 'Enoch' occur in both Cainite 
(Kenite) and Sethite genealogies, and from other 
likenesses, i t  is held by many that they are variants 
of one original list according to 1 and P (e.g. G. 
von Rad, Genesis, 1 96 1 ) .  But there are differences, 
notably in the character of this Lamech, who 
voiced the pious hope that Noah would reverse the 
curse of Adam (Gn. 5 :29; cf 3 :  1 7ff.) .  J.G.G.N. 

LAMENTATIONS, BOOK OF. [n the Heb. Bible 



LAMENTATIONS, BOOK OF 

Lamentations (calIed 'eisa, the characteristic 
lament 'how!'; cf 1 : 1 ;  2: 1 ;  4: 1 )  is included among 
the five scrolls, since it is read on the ninth 01' Ab, 
the day 01' mourning over the destruction 01' the 
Temple. The EVV follow the LXX (threnoi, 'wailings' 
or 'dirges') and the Vulg. (whose sub-litle Lamen
tationes supplied the English name) in placing 
Lamentations after the book 01' Jeremiah. 

L Outline of contents and Iiterary structure 
The first four  chapters are acrostic poems, each 
containing sixty-six lines, except eh. 4, which has 
forty-four. Ch. 3 is noteworthy because each 01' the 
twenty-two Heb. letters is  used for three successive 
one-line verses. One purpose 01' an acrostic is to aid 
memorizalion. But in a collection 01' acrostics the 
alphabetic pattern would not help one remember 
which verse beginning with a given letter belongs 
in which chapter. This carefully wrought, highly 
artificial style seems to have a further purpose: 'to 
encourage completeness in the expression 01' grief, 
the con fession 01' sin and the instilling 01' hope' (N. 
K .  Gottwald, Studies in the Book 0/ Lamentations, 
1 954, p. 28). The acrostic speaks to the eye, not the 
ear, and conveys an idea not merely a feeling. 
Gottwald stresses the cathartic role 01' the acrostic: 
'to bring about a complete c1eansing 01' the con
science through a total confession 01' sin' (op. cit. , 
p. 30). Though curbing spontanei ty, the acrostic 
lends a rest raint, a gentie dignity, to what could 
have become an unfettered display 01' grief. 

The dirge-like rhythm 01' chs. 1 -4 helps to 
convey the feeling 01' grief. Characteristic 01' Heb. 
elegies (e.g. 2 Sa. 1 : 1 9ff.; Am. 5:2), this qina rhythm 
drives horne its message with short, sobbing lines. 
An important device in qina poetry is dramatie con
trast in wh ich the former state 01' the deceased or 
bereaved is described in glowing terms to sharpen 
the sense 01' tragedy (e.g. I :  I ;  4: 1 -2; cf 2 Sa. I :  1 9, 
23). 

Ch. 3, though written in qina rhythm, is an indi
vidual lament rather than a funeral dirge (cf PSS. 7; 
22; etc.), containing elements typical of th is cat
egory: a figurative description 01' suffering (3 :  1 - 1 8) 
and an affirmation that God will answer the sup
pliant's plea (3: 1 9-66), the climax 01' the book. 
Though the form is individual the intent is national; 
the author speaks for the nation. Ch. 5, neither 
acrostic nor qina, resembles c10sely in form the 
psalms 01' communal lament (e.g. Pss. 44; 80). 

IL  Authorship and date 
Though anonymous, Lamentations has been at
tributed to Jeremiah by the LXX, Vulg., and Jewish 
tradition (Targum at Je. I :  I ;  Talmud, Baba Bathra 
1 5a), probably on the basis 01' 2 Ch. 35:25. 

The evidences for and against a Jeremianic 
authorship approach a stalemate. S. R. Driver and 
E. 1. Young cite similar lines 01' evidence and reach 
differing conclusions, Young votingpro and Driver 
contra. The chief arguments for the traditional 
view are the similarity in temperament between 
Lamentations and Jeremiah, their unanimity in at
tributing Jerusalem's destruction to God's judg
ment, and certain stylistic paralleis. Against these 
one must consider the variation in alphabetic order 
01' the acrostic poems (eh. I ,  s, ', p; chs. 2-4, s, p, '), 
which may hint at multiple authorship, al leged 
conflicts in viewpoint, such as the author's appar
ent dependence on Egypt (cf 4: 1 7  with Je. 37 :5- 1 0) 
or his support 01' King Zedekiah (cf 4:20 with Je. 
24:8- 1 0), and the contrast between Jeremiah's 
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spontaneity and the stylized acrostics 01' Lamenta
tions (see S. R. Driver, LOT, pp. 462-464, for de
tails 01' the various arguments). 

Attempts to attribute the first four poems to dif� 
ferent times and authors have generally proved too 
subjective to gain wide acceptance. These chapters 
seem to be the work 01' an eye-witness 01' Jerusa
lem's calamity (c. 587 BC), who recorded his im
pressions while they were still fresh. Ch. 5 may date 
from a slightly later period when the intense an
guish 01' the catastrophe had given way to the pro
longed ache 01' captivity. No part 01' the book need 
be dated later than the return in 538 BC. 

m. Message and significance 
Lamentations is by no means barren theologically. 
Gottwald's analysis is convincing in i ts main 
thrusts if  not in all details (op. cit., pp. 47- 1 1 0). 
Finding the central theme in the tragic reversal, the 
contrast between past glory and present degrad
ation, he discusses the theology in terms 01' doom 
and hope. 

The prophets had heralded Judah' s  doom, con
vinced that a righteous God would act in his tory to 
punish his people's sin. Lamentations continues 
this prophetie emphasis by seeing in the ashes 01' 
Jerusalem the vindication 01' God's righteousness 
( I :  1 8). The city's destruction is no capricious co
incidence; it i s  the logical and inevitable result 01' 
defying God's law. Even where God is  chided (e.g. 
ch. 2) for his severity, the deep-seated sense 01' guilt 
which permeates the book is evident (2: 14; cl 1 :5 ,  
8-9, 1 8, 22; 3:40-42; 4: 1 3 , 22; 5 :7). The sense 01' 
tragedy is heightened by the recognition that it was 
avoidable. The manifold picture 01' the wrath 01' 
God (e.g. 1 : 1 2ff.; 2: 1 -9, 20-22; 3 : 1 - 1 8; 4:6, 1 1 ) 
makes Lamentations a key source for any study 01' 
this aspect 01' God's nature. 

Judah's plight is desperate but not hopeless. 
Though the aspects 01' her hope are not delineated, 
her reason for hope is  cogently stated: the faithful
ness 01' a covenant-keeping God (3: 1 9-39). It was 
one thing for the prophets to forecast a better day 
before the disaster struck; it is another thing for 
our prophet to appropriate this hope in the midst 
01' appalling circumstances. His recognition 01' the 
disciplinary role 01' suffering and its relationship to 
God's goodness (3 :25-30) is cogent testimony to 
his prophetic insight. 

Lamentations is a meeting-place of three great 
strands 01' Heb. thought: prophecy, ritual and 
wisdom. The priestly influence is evident in the li
turgical forms of the poems. The wisdom emphasis 
is stressed in the willingness to contemplate the 
mysteries 01' God's ways with men, especially in 
regard to the timeless problem 01' suffering. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Albrektson, Studies in the 
Text and Theology 0/ the Book 0/ Lamentations, 
1 963; N. Gottwald, Studies in the Book 0/ Lamen
tations, rev. edn. ,  1 962; D. Hillers, Lamentations, 
rev. edn., 1 992; I. Provan, Lamentations, 1 99 1 ;  S. P. 
Re'emi, God's People in Crisis, pp. 73- 1 34, 1 984; 
W. Reyburn, A Handbook on Lamentations, 1 992; 
C. Westermann, Lamentations: lssues and lilie/,-
pretation, 1 994. D.H. 

LAMP, LAMPSTAND, LANTERN, 

I .  Design and development 
Sm all open pottery bowls with one or more slight 
lips, wh ich can be identified as lamps (Heb. ner, 



Gk. Iyehnos, lampas), first appear in the Middle 
Bronze Age. This simple form continued in use 
throughout the I ron Age, the lip becoming more 
pronounced. The final development took pi ace in 
the Hellenistic period when the Greek style of 
lamp with inward curving rim became completely 
enclosed, a small central hole alone remaining for 
feeding the oil (cf Mt. 25:4). These lamps were 
mass-produced from moulds, one making the base, 
the other the lid. A very long spout for the wick 
characterizes Hellenistic lamps; this was shortened 
in the Roman period. Small handles were some
times added. The moulds for the lids were fre
quently impressed with floral and other patterns, 
and, in the Roman period when the lid became 
broad and concave, with pictures that appear in 
relief on the lamps. From the 3rd century AD Chris
tian symbols (cross, fishes, alpha and omega) form 
decorative motifs, while the seven-branched 
candlestick (menorah) marks Jewish lamps. The 
standard Palestinian lamp of the Gospel period 
was plain, round, with a fairly wide flanged filling 
hole, and a flared nozzle for the wick, sloping 
downwards. 

Lamps could be held in the hand, set on a shelf 
or placed on a stand (Heb. m'norä, 2 Ki. 4 :  10 ;  
Aram. nel]rastä, On.  5 :5 ;  Gk.  Iychnia, Mt.  5: 1 5 ; cf 
ANEP, no. 657, left edge). A simple wooden stand 
would serve most households, but some I ron Age 
lamps were provided with thick ba ses or separate 
hollow pedestals. Where brighter light was needed 
lamps with several spouts were employed, seven
spouted examples having been found in Palestine 
from this and earlier times, and many with provi
sion for multiple wicks are known from the Roman 
era. 

Pottery forms were copied in metal, although 
few examples survive from the OT period. In the 
tabernacle stood the elaborate golden lampstand 
(Ex. 25 :3 1  ff.). Three branches ending in flower
shaped lamp-holders protruded from either side of 
the main stern, wh ich also supported a lamp
holder. Representations on certain Maccabean 
coins, a Herodian per iod drawing on stone found 
in Jerusalem and a relief on the arch of Titus sup
plement Hebrew descriptions, and it may be as
sumed the pattern given in Exodus was followed 
c10sely throughout. Ten similar lampstands were 
made for Solomon's T mple (I Ki. 7:49). 

The single lamps described burnt coarse olive oil 
or fat, and could stay alight for 2 to 4 hours, it 
seems, with an occasional trimming of the wick 
which was made of flax or other fibre (Heb. piSlä, 
I s. 42:3; 43: 1 7) .  I t  might be allowed to die away at 
night ,  or be kept alight (I Sa. 3:3; Pr. 3 1 : 1 8). 

Out-of-doors lamps could be carried in pottery 
vessels, although no examples are known earlier 
than the Roman era. These were dome-shaped 
with a flat base, a handle at the top and an opening 
at one side for the light. Such may have been the 
'Iantern' of Jn .  1 8 :3 (Gk. phanos), or it may have 
been a more elaborate metal form. Gk. phanos can 
also mean 'torch', and that could be the sense here. 
Gideon's men had torches at an earlier date (Heb. 
lappid, Jdg. 7: 1 6). 

" . Symbolic uses 

Lamps were placed in tombs from the first, part ly, 
no doubt , to illuminate the chamber, at the same 
time very likely serving as a symbol of life. The 
expression 'h is  lamp' is so used metaphorically in 
the OT (Jb 2 1 :  1 7 ; Pr. 20:20; 24:20; cf 2 Sa. 2 1 :  1 7 ; I 
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Ki. 1 1  :36, eIe.). From its purpose the lamp became 
a symbol of joy and prosperity, and of guidance: 
see Ps. 1 1 9 :  I 05; 2 Sa. 22:29; Pr. 6:20, 23, and per
sonal names such as Neriyah, 'The Lord is my 
light'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. M. Bailey, Greek and Roman 
Pottery Lamps, 1 963; R .  H .  Smith, BA 27, 1 964, 
pp. 1 -3 1 ,  1 0 1 - 1 24; 29, 1 966, pp. 2-27. A.R .M .  

IH. Symbolic and other uses in  the New Testament 
In the NT 'larnp' occurs 7 times in AV, on each 
occasion rendering lampas. RV renders lampas as 
'torch' in Jn .  1 8 :3 (following AV) and in Rev. 8 : 1 0, 
as 'light' in Acts 20:8 (following AV) , and as 'larnp' 
in Mt. 25: I, 3-4, 7-8; Rev. 4:5 (following AV) . RV 
renders Iyehnos (AV 'light' 6 times, 'candle' 8 times) 
as 'larnp' on every occasion. 

The RV rendering must be accepted apart from 
the translating of lampas by 'larnp' in Mt .  25 and 
Rev. 4 :5 .  In the latter RSV has 'torch'. ln  the parable 
of the virgins (Mt .  25: 1 - 1 3) Rvmg. should be fol
lowed, where 'torch' is  read. The conventional 
lamp was for indoor use, and what was needed 
(and what is still sometimes used) at a wedding was 
a • torch. The rags which formed its wick needed to 
be soaked in oil. I t  seems that the foolish virgins 
had no oil at all (v. 3), and therefore when they l i t  
their torches they went out instantly (v .  8) .  The 
wise had taken oil in separate containers ready for 
use at the appropriate moment .  The difference be
tween them seems to have been not in the quantity 
of oil that they possessed but in the fact of their 
possessing or not possessing any at all .  The foolish 
could have gone and bought some had they acted 
in time. 
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Iyehnos is used frequently in a symbolic sense. I t  
i s  the lamp which must b e  put o n  a stand t o  give 
light to all in the house (Mt .  5: 1 5). John the Baptist 
was 'a burning and shining lamp' (Jn. 5:35), who 
came 'to bear witness to the light' (Jn.  1 :7). It is 
Christ who is  the light (Phös). I n  Mt. 6:22 the eye is 
ealled 'the lamp of the body' beeause i t  reeeives the 
light from outside. 

Iyehnia is rendered 'candlestiek' by AV passim 
and 'stand' by RV in the Gospels. RV translates this 
'candlestiek' in Heb. 9 :2 and also 7 times in Rev., 
but gives 'Iampstand' in mg. RSV has 'Iampstand' 
throughout. The seven ehurehes (Rev. I :  1 2- 1 3, 20; 
2:  I ,  5) and the two witnesses (Rev. 1 1  :4) are sym
bolized by lampstands, similar to those used in the 
tabernacle ( Heb. 9 :2). R.E.N. 

LANDMARK. Canaan was divided among the I s
raelite tribes, and to each family was given a plot 
of land to provide its Iivelihood. This was passed 
from father to son, or at least kept within the tribe 
(Nu. 27:  1 - 1 1 ;  36), from whieh it was, theoretieally, 
inalienable (see the story of Naboth, I Ki .  2 1 ) .  In
evitably many lost their land through debt, so that 
the situation in wh ich every man owned his own 
plot was looked upon as an ideal (Ze. 3: I 0). The 
boundaries were defined by stone pillars or cairns. 
(In Babylonia inscribed stones recorded the size of 
important estates, Bab. klldllrrll, AN EP, nos. 5 1 9-
522, eontemporary with the I sraelite settlement of 
Canaan.) To remove these was tantamount to re
moving a man's claim, and was a lawless act (Ot .  
1 9 : 1 4; 27 :  1 7 ; Pr .  22:28; 23: I 0). (For an Egyp. paral
lel, cf ANET, p. 422, eh. 6.) It was a sign of evil 
times when men dared to do so (Jb. 24:2; Ho. 5: 1 0) .  

A.R .M.  
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LANGUAGE OF THE APOCRYPHA, The so
called • 'Apoerypha' eomprise a heterogeneous 
group of books, so that to talk of its language is in 
fact to talk of the individual books and the prob
lems of language whieh they pose. They have been 
preserved for us in MSS of the LXX and so lie before 
us like that translation in Greek. Their Greek var
ies widely: e.g. an evident 'translation Greek' in 
Tobit, Judith, Ben-Sira, I Maccabees; a relatively 
idiomatie Greek in I Esdras and Wisdom of Solo
mon 1 -9, in wh ich nonetheless may be perceived 
traces of its original; the rest of Wisdom and 2 
Maecabees in a Greek uninfluenced by any other 
tongue, although these two works differ widely in 
their literary meril. In this Greek dress, then, the 
Apoerypha present instanees of a variety of popu
lar Greek works eurrent among Jewish people in 
the three eenturies immediately before Christ. The 
writings pose textual problems whieh fall within 
the general pattern of the textual eritieism of the 
LXX. 

[t has often been assumed that Hebrew is  the 
original tongue of those works in this group whieh 
are evidently based on a Semitie original. C. C. 
Torrey, however, in this as in the NT field, opened 
the pertinent question whether Aramaie is not the 
original language, at least in eertain cases. His 
knowledge of Aramaie was vast and his eontribu
tions to biblieal learning always challenging and 
stimulating, sometimes providing solutions to 
problems old and new, but not always eonvineing 
or even necessary (see the review by G. R .  Driver 
of his posthumously published work on the Apoea
Iypse: JTS n.s. 1 1 , 1 960, pp. 383-389). This must be 
borne in mind in evaluating his views on the lan
guage of the Apocrypha. 

The Hebrew origin of a number of books is not 
eontroverted even by Torrey. I Maccabees has been 
translated from Hebrew by one better aequainted 
with Greek than Hebrew: signs of its origin are to 
be seen in, for instance, 1 :28; 9:24; 1 4:28. Judith is 
plainly from Hebrew, as phrases such as apo 
prosöpou, eis prosöpon, and instrumentally used en 

show. The prologue to the Wisdom of Ben-Sira, or 
Ecclesiasticus, as it is often ealled, expressly states 
Hebrew to be the original, and a large part of this 
was diseovered in the Cairo Geniza in 1 896. The 
additions to Daniel are shown to be Hebrew in 
origin by passages such as the Prayer of Azariah 1 7  
(3 :40 in continuous Greek text) and Susanna 1 5 . 
The Greek of the Prayer of Manasses is fluent, but 
the obscurities of vv. 4 and 7, for example, appear 
to derive from imperfectly expressed Hebrew loeu
tions. Barueh displays in 4:5 evidence of a scribal 
error in the Hebrew (zilsrön read instead of zilsrii) 
translated into Greek. I Esdras is a rendering of a 
known original, part Hebrew, part Aramaic: it is 
idiomatically rendered. Finally, within this group, 
the first nine chapters of the Wisdom of Solomon 
are now widely acknowledged to be based on a 
Hebrew original; they are translated by the author 
of the rest of the book, to whose original additions 
we should perhaps also attribute 6:22-8: I .  

Tobit is generally conceded to be translated from 
some Semitic language. Pfeiffer admits that both 
Hebrew and Aramaic can be proposed but that the 
case for Aramaie is the stronger. Torrey proposed 
to find evidence for this latter hypothesis in the 
meaningless Manasses of 1 4: 1 0  (MSS B and A), an 
original participle with objective suffix m 'nasseh, 
'the one who exalted hirn', 'his benefactor'. (Frag
ments of Tobit in both Hebrew and Aramaic have 
been identified among the Qumran texts.) The 
Epistle of Jeremy admits of debate: some still 
maintain a Greek original. A crucial point is 'the 
harlots on the roof (v. 1 1 ) .  Torrey sees here evi
dence of a misrendering of 'al 'agrä, 'for their 
hire', as 'al 'iggärä. However, both readings in the 
Greek (stegousltegous) may be understood as 
'brothel', so that mistranslation seems to be an un
necessary hypothesis in this case. [n the case of 2 
Esdras (not extant in Greek) variant hypotheses 
have been advanced for both Hebrew and Aramaic 
originals. The question of the additions to Esther 
is larger than merely diseussion of language: if the 
argument of Torrey that this represents the ori
ginal form of the book be correct, then Aramaic 

Hebrew Hebrew or Aramaie Greek 

1 Maccabees Tobit 2 Maccabees 

Judith Epistle 01 Jeremy Wisdom 01 Solo mon 
(or Greek?) 9 to the end 

Wisdom 01 Ben Sira 
(Ecclesiasticus) (part 01) 1 Esdras 

Additions to Daniel; 2 Esdras 
Susanna 15  
Prayer 01 Azariah Additions to Esther 
Prayer 01 Manasses 

2 Maccabees 
Baruch (the letters in  chs. 1 

and 2 )  
(Part 01) 1 Esdras 

Wisdom 01 Solomon 
1 - 9  

Table oJ languages used Jor the original texts in the books oJ the Apocrypha. 
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may weil have been its original. But this argument 
has not been accepted by most scholars. 

Lastly, 2 Maccabees is a composition in Greek, a 
highly artificial attempt at the attainment of rhet
orical heights. The letters which are found in chs. I 
and 2 may be original, and appear to be from a 
Semitic source, perhaps in Aramaic. 

In these linguistic debates it may be weil to bear 
in mind the remarks of G. R. Driver (op. cil.) to the 
effect that in the case of one author at least both 
Hebrew and Aramaic must be considered. As the 
one was spoken increasingly during the time of the 
composition of the Apocrypha and the other was 
still a literary medium and sometimes spoken, i t  
may be that  both have left their imprint upon the 
eventual Greek form of these books: and that  th is  
fact has led to the possibility of such different ar
guments upon a single matter. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  H. Charles, The Apocrypha 
and Pseudepigrapha 0/ the Old Testament, 2 vols., 
1 9 1 3; C. C. Torrey, The Apocryphal Literature, 
1 945; R .  H .  Pfeiffer, HislOry 0/ Ne\V Testament 
Times \Vith an Introduction to the Apocrypha, 1 949; 
E. A. Speiser, fQR n .s. 1 4, 1 924, pp. 455--482; C. E. 
Purinton, 'Translation Greek in the Wisdom of 
Solomon', fBL 47, 1 928, pp. 276-304; C. C. 
Torrey, 'The Older Book of Esther', HTR 37, 1 944, 
pp. 1 --40; HfP, 3 . 1  and 3.2, passim. J.N.B. 

LANGUAGE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. 

I. Hebrew 
Hebrew belongs to the W group of the Semitic 
languages (the word Semitic is formed from the 
name of Shem, Noah's eldest son). I t  is most close
Iy related to the language of ancient Ugarit, and to 
Phoenician and Moabite. * Canaanite is known 
only from occasional words in the * Amarna letters. 
Probably i t  was the parent of Hebrew. In the OT it 
is called the 'Ianguage (Iit . "Iip") of Canaan' (15. 
1 9 :  1 8), or Judaic (2 Ki .  1 8 :26f.; cf Is. 36: I I  ff. and 
Ne. 1 3 :24). The designation 'Hebrew' first occurs 
in the Prologue to Ecclesiasticus (Ben Sira, c. 1 80 
BC). 

Characteristic of the Semitic languages is the 
triconsonantal root acting as a kind of frame for a 
series of vowel-patterns. The insertion of the 
vowel-pattern inlo t he rrame gives it its specific 
meaning. In köhen, for instance, k-h-n would be the 
consonantal frame and o-e ' would be the vowel
pattern. The force of the o-e is roughly equivalent 
to that 01" the present participle in English, thus 
kölTen, 'ministering (one)'. 

Hebrew script is a descendant of the N Semitic 
or Phoenician script (*WRITING). I t  consists of 22 
consonants (Iater s and s were distinguished, 
making 23). I t  is written from right to left. I t  con
tains various sounds not found in Indo-European 
languages; e.g. emphatic consonants Ci. " [q], and 
�) and the laryngal 'ayin ( ') .  The latter was often 
transli terated into Greek by gamma, as for instance 
in 'Gomorrah'. When Hebrew was no longer 
widely current, systems of marks were inserted 
above, below and within the consonants to show 
the correct vowels ( * TEXfS AND VERSIONS). 

This vocalization represents an important syn
chronic stage in Hebrew, and it is the product of a 
highly enlightened and reliable tradition, as is 
shown, for instance, by the care with which it 
observes the distinction that originally obtained 
between certain vowels of 'substantiva!' and 
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'adjectiva!' verbs, where modifications of the con
sonantal frame reveal their primitive forms. Therc 
are also a number of extra-alphabetical and punc
tuation or intonation signs. For biblical Hebrew 
the pronunciation most commonly adopted is the 
Sephardic (Judaeo-Spanish). 

The scribes scrupulously avoided making any 
change in the consonantal text. Where they pre
sumed that there had bcen a transcriptional error, 
or where a word was no longer in polite use, they 
placed what they considered was the righ t or pref
erable word in the margin and the vowels of this 
word were added to the word in the text (over 
which a small circle was often placed). The con
sonants in the text are referred to as K'[iQ ('the 
written'), those in the margin as the Q're' ('that 
which is to be read'). 

Hebrew possesses no .indefinite article. The def
inite article (ha-) is prefixed to the noun. I ts use 
differs in many details from that of the definite 
article in English. For example, demonstrative 
pronouns and adjectives take it when used attribu
tively with a noun determinate in its reference (e.g. 
the book, the this; the man, the fat) .  I t  is also used 
with a member of a class or with something previ
ously mentioned. 

Noulls in Hebrew distinguish gender and 
number. Gender is grammatical: inanimate as weil 
as animate things are assigned gender. The femi
nine has usually a specific termination (-a). A 
number of feminine nouns, however, have no ter
mination, but their gender is indicatcd by the 
agreement of adjectives and verbs. Hebrew also 
possesses a specific termination for the dual, large
Iy confined to members of the body occurring in 
pairs; case-endings were discarded early, but a few 
traces remain. 

There are two main c1asses of verbs: those with 
substantival cognates and those with adjectival 
cognates. Broadly speaking, the 'substantival' verb 
is dynamic, whereas the 'adjectiva!' (often called 
'stative') is static. The verb primarily indicates the 
kind of the action, and distinguishes two main as
pects: completed action (perfective) and incom
pleted (imperfective). For the perfective, the pro
nominal element is suffixed: for the imperfective i t  
is prefixed. I n  the perfective, gender is dis
tinguished in the 3rd person singular and in the 
2nd person singular and plural, and in the imper
fective also in the 3rd person plural. Hebrew has a 
num ber of verb-forms for particular categories 01" 
action, such as iterative, causative, tolerative, etc. 

Nouns are formed in many ways: by a variety of 
vowel-patterns, and with or without the addition 
of certain consonants. When consonants are used 
they are usually prefixed, m and t being the most 
common. Wide use is made of the singular as a 
collective, with the result that the feminine termin
ation is sometimes used as a kind of singulative 
ending, e.g. se'ar, 'hair', sa· ·ra (fern.), 'single hair'. 
Zero forms, that is forms in which a morphological 
element common to a class is missing, are not un
common; �ö'n (fern.),  'flocks', cf �ö'n 'öQ'40[, 'lost 
sheep', where O[ indicates the element missing. The 
noun preceding a genitive has its vowels reduced to 
the minimum and omits the definite article. The 
group is treated virtually as an inseparable com
pound. Possessive pronouns appear as suffixes to 
the noun. 

Adjectives may be used either predicatively, 
when they do not take the definite article and usu
ally precede the noun, or attributively, when they 
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S E M ITIC LANGUAGE FAMILY (aU dates are approximate) 

( N )-W SEMITIC ( N )-E S E M ITIC S SEMITIC 

'Eblaite' Old Akkadian 
2400 BC 2500-2000 BC 

Amorite Old Assyrian = Akkadian = Old Babylonian 
1 8th cent. BC 2000-1 500 BC 

Ugaritic Middle Assyrian M iddle Babylonian 
( Ras Shamra) 1 500-1000 BC 
1 4 50-1200 BC 

Early Canaanite 
(Amarna Glosses) 
1 4th cent. BC 

Canaanile Aramaie 

Hebrew 
(Classical/Biblical) 
1 200-200 BC 

PhCBnician/Punic Old Aramaie Neo- Assyrian Neo- Babylonian 
1 0lh cenl. BC- dialecls. 1 0th-7th 1 �oo BC 1 000 BC 
2nd cent. AD cent. Be 

Moabite Ancient ( Epigraphic) 
9th cent. BC S. Arabic 

Bth cent. BC-
Classical/lrn2!rial 6th cent. AD 
Aramaic. 7tl>-�r!! laIe Babylonian N .  Arabic Sabaean 
cent. Be. Includes 625 BC-I si cent. AD 51h cenl. BC- Hadramautic 
Biblical Äramalc 4th cent. AO M inaean 

Oedanite Oatabanian 
W. Aramaie E. Aramaie Safaitic 

lihyanic 
Jewish Palestinian Thamudic 
Aramaie. 1 50 BC- Hauene 
4th cent. AC 1 st cent. BC-

3rd cent. AD 
Nabataean 
1 00 BC-AD 200 

Palmvrene 
100 BC-AD 200 

Hebrew. Mishnaic Antient Ethiopic 
1 st-4th cent. AC (Ge.z) 

Syriac 3rd-I 31h 
cent. AD 

Samaritan Mandaean 
4th cent. AD 3rd cent. AD 

onwards 

Babylonian Aramaic Classical Arabic 
4th--6th cent. AD 4th cent. AO 

Christian Palestinian Neo- Syriac 
Aramaic 5th-- dialects 
8th cent. AO 

Harari 
Tigre 

Medieval Hebrew Trigrina 
Amharic 

Modern Hebrew Modern Arabic Gurage 
Dialects 

Chart showing Ihe Semilic/amily o/Ianguages including biblical Hebrew and Aramaic. 
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follow thc noun and take the definite article if the 
noun has i t .  The adjective may aIso take the def
inite article and be used independently, having the 
value of a substantive. Comparison is  rendered by 
the use 01' the preposition min, 'from', equivalent 
to the English 'more . . .  than' .  The highest degree 
of a quantity is often left unexpressed, e.g. 'the 
good' ,  namely 'the best', or the superlative is ex
pressed by a phrase consisting of a singular form 
followed by a plural, e.g. 'song of the songs', i. e. 
the greatest or best song. 

The use of the numerals shows several peculiar
it ies. One and two agree in gender with their noun, 
but three to ten disagree. This may indicate a late 
introduction of grammatical gender. 

The 'verbless' or nominal sentence in wh ich the 
predicate consists 01' a noun, a pronoun, or adjec
tive, is widely used. Usually we supply in transla
tion some part 01' the verb 'to be', e.g. 'the servant 
01' Abraham (am) 1'. I n  sentences with a finite verb 
the word-order usually follows the pattern-verb, 
subject, object . Often with the accusative the par
tic\e 'e! is used. I f  the object consists of a pronoun it 
can be appended to the accusative partic\e, or it can 
be added as an enc\itic form to the verb. An indirect 
object consisting of a preposition and a pro
nominal suffix normally comes before the subject. 
If there is an adverbial extension it usually follows 
the object. Where English might use the impersonal 
'one', e.g. in  'one says', Hebrew uses either the 2nd 
or 3rd singular masculine or the 3rd plural. 

The most distinctive feature of Hebrew style is 
its syndetic or co-ordinative character, that is, the 
prcvalence of the simple conjunction 'and', and the 
infrequent use of subordinating conjunctions. 
Compared with English, i t  might seem to be less 
abstract. Hebrew, for instance, makes extensive use 
01' terms for physical attitudes to describe psycho
logical states, or organs 01' the body are associated 
with mental attitudes. It is most difficult for anyone 
inured to I ndo-European procedure to dissociate 
his mind from the original meanings; this is par
ticularly so when a work is replete with them, as, 
for instance, in the Song of Songs. 

The imagery of Hebrew is largely drawn from 
the things and activities of everyday l ife. I t  has, 
therefore, a universal quality and lends itself with
out difficulty to translation. Hebrew makes use of 
all the common figures of speech, parables (e.g. 2 
Sa. 1 2), similes, metaphors, e.g. 'star' or 'lion' for 
hero, 'rock' for refuge, 'light' for life and for the 
divine revelation, 'darkness' for sorrow and 
Ignorance. 

Hebrew, in common with general linguistic 
usage, makes wide use of anthropomorphic ex
pressions; that is, the transference or adaptation of 
terms for parts of the human body and for human 
activities to the inanimate world and other condi
tions to which they are not strictly attributable. 
These expressions have their origin in metaphor 
and come under the heading of 'extension of 
meaning', a device essential apparently to mechan
ism of languages in general. They occur as fre
quently in other Semitic languages as in Hebrew. 
Akkadian, for instance, refers to the keel of a ship 
as the 'backbone', to which the 'ribs' are attached. 
Hebrew speaks about the 'head' of a mountain, the 
'face' of the earth, the ' \ ip' (shore) of the sea, the 
'mouth' of a cave, the 'going' of water (a verb often 
used elsewhere with the meaning of 'walking'). 
These and many other expressions had obviously 
become 'fossilized' metaphors. When such expres-
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sions are applied to the activities or attributes of 
God it would be indefensible on linguistic grounds 
to interpret them in a literat sense, or to base theor
ies of beliefs on wh at are intrinsic modes of expres
sion dictated by the very nature of linguistic 
communication . 

Elliptical expressions, by which the semantic 
content of a full phrase is vested in a single mem
ber of the group, are not uncommon, e.g. the omis
sion of 'voice' after 'to \ ift up' ( Is. 42:2). Although 
one of the earliest references to semantic change 
occurs in the OT (I Sa. 9:9), there is l itt le evidence 
of change in Hebrew in the course of the centuries. 
I t  is likely, however, that many parts have been 
revised to a standard Hebrew, perhaps that of late 
pre-exilic Jerusalem. Traces of dialects may be 
found in some books, e.g. Ruth, parts of 2 �ings. 
Later forms of the language can be traced in 
Esther, Chronic\es and other passages. I n  the 
nature 01' the case, i t  would not be easy to detect 
loan-words from cognate languages. Examples are 
helsäl, 'temple', from Akkad .  ekallu, 'palace', 
which in turn was borrowed from Sumerian e-gal, 
'great house'; 'argämän, 'purpIe', comes from 
Hit tite. 

Recovery of numerous ancient texts in cognate 
languages has brought a more precise understand
ing of some points. There is a danger that the 
excitement of new discoveries may give rise to 
il l-founded proposals that contravene in-built safe
guards of the language which preven t  ambiguity. 
Frequent appeal to Arabic in this way mars NEB 
(see 1. Barr, Comparative Philology and the Text 0/ 
the Old Testament, 1 968). The great divergences be
tween Hebrew and the other cognate languages, 
largely due to the action of semantic change, make 
i t  extremely hazardous to attempt on etymological 
grounds to assign meanings to Hebrew words of 
infrequent occurrence. 

The high l i terary style of much of the OT would 
seem to indicate the early existence of literary 
models or of a 'grand style'. The ancient Near East 
offers examples of high styles continuing in use for 
many centuries. M uch that has been written about 
divergences in Hebrew style is, in the absence of 
proper criteria, valueless. 
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While it is now c\ear that the inftuence of 
Hebrew on NT Greek is not as extensive as was 
formerly held by many scholars, nevertheless it  has 
left its mark both on vocabulary and syntax. There 
are a number of loan-words and many loan
translations, e.g. hilasterion for the covering of the 
ark which, on the Day of Atonement, was sprin
kled with blood, and an expression like 'Blessed art 
thou among (Ii t .  "in") women', where the Greek 
follows the Hebrew use of the preposition. 

The inftuence of Hebrew on European l iterature 
is incalculable, even though much of it may have 
come indirectly through the Vulgate. Among the 
many Hebrew loan-words in English are: sabbath, 
sack, Satan, shekel, jubilee, hallelujah, aloes (fra
grant resin) and myrrh. The use of 'heart' as the 
seat of the emotions and will and 01' 'soul' for 
person are probably loan-translations. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. B. Davidson, An Introductory 
Hebrew Grammar's, 1 962; G. Beer and R .  Meyer, 
Hebräische Gram., I ,  1 952; 2, 1 955; 3-4, 1 972; 
1. Weingreen, Practical Grammar /or Classical 
Hebrew, 1 959: T. O. Lambdin ,  Introduction to Bib
lical Hebrew, 1 97 1 ;  H .  Bauer and P. Leander, His
torische Gram. der Hebräischen Sprache, 1 9 1 8- 19 ;  
P. Joüon, Grammaire de /'Hebreu Biblique, 1 923; 
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F. I. Andersen, The Hebrew Verbless C/m/se in the 
Pentateuch, 1 970; idem, Tlre Sentence in Biblical 
Hebrew, 1 974; Gesenius-Buhl, Handwörterbuclr, 
1 92 1 ;  L. Koehler, W. Baumgartner, Hebräisches 
lind aramaiseIres Lexicon zum Allen Testamelll, 
I 967ff.; E. Y. Kutscher, A History ol tlre Hebrew 
Language, 1 982; B. Waltke and M .  O'Connor, An 
Introduction 10 Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 1 990; 
N. M. Waldman, Tlre Recent Sllidy 01 Hebrew, 
1 989; A. Saenz-Badillos, A History ol tlre Hebrew 
Language, 1 993; L. McFall, The Enigma 01 the 
Hebrew Verbal System, 1 982. B .D.B. 

11. Aramaie 
Aramaie, a close cognate, not a derivative, of 
Hebrew, is the language of Dn. 2:4-7:28; Ezr. 4:8-
6: 1 8;.7: 1 2-26; Je. 1 0: 1 1 ;  two words in Gn. 3 1 :47; 
and of the Targums (Aramaie translations of parts 
of the OT). In the 9th and following centuries BC, 
Aramaie and its script (taken from alphabetic He
brew/Phoenician) rapidly became the international 
medium of commerce and diplomacy. Already in 
the 9th century BC, Israel and Damascus had mer
chants in each other's capitals ( I  Ki .  20:34), and in 
70 1 BC Hezekiah's officers sought to be addressed 
in Aramaic-understood by rulers or merchants, 
but not by (Hebrew) 'men in the street' (2 Ki .  
1 8 :26). In Assyria itself from c. 730 BC under 
Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1 ,  Aramaie steadily came into of
ficial use: Aramaie dockets on cuneiform tablets, 
Aramaie annotations by high Assyrian officials 
and Assyrian sculptures showing the recording of 
tribute by scribes who write (Aramaic) with pen on 
parchment as weil as in cuneiform on clay tablets. 
(For full references, see R. A. Bowman, lNES 7, 
1 948, pp. 73-76, to which add the ostracon Iisting 
Hebrew exiles in Assyria found at Calah, 1. B. 
Segal, Iraq 1 9, 1 957, pp. 1 39-1 45 ,  and Albright, 
BASOR 1 49, 1 958, pp. 33-36.) Note here, too, the 
Aramaie letter of Adon of Ascalon to the pharaoh 
of Egypt in 604(?) BC (W. D. McHardy in DOTT, 
pp. 25 1 -255 with bibliography). Unless i t  i s  a note 
to readers that Aramaie directly folIows, the note 
in Dn. 2:4 'in Aramaic' when the Chaldeans ad
dress Nebuchadrezzar would fit in perfectly with 
Assyro-Babylonian court use of Aramaie. Besides 
examples above, Aramaie epigraphs occur on the 
very bricks used in constructing the great buildings 
of Nebuchadrezzar's Babyion and testify to the 
common use of that language there then (see R. 
Koldewey, Tlre Excavations at Babyion, 1 9 1 4, pp. 
80-8 1 ,  figs. 52-53). Aramaie ('Reichsaramäisch') 
became the official medium of communication 
throughout the polyglot Persian empire-Ezra is 
the classic biblical example. This is vividly illus
trated by Aramaie papyri from Egypt (5th century 
BC); for these see A. Cowley, Aramaie Papyri ol tlre 
Fiftlr Century BC, 1 923; H .  L. Ginsberg in ANET, 
pp. 222-223, 427-430, 49 1-492; E. G. Kraeling, 
The Brooklyn Museum Aramaie Papyri, 1 953; G. R .  
Driver and others, Aramaic Documents ol the Fifth 
Centllry BC, 1 954 and abridged and revised, 1 957. 

The script is the same as Hebrew. and Aramaie 
has approximately the same phonological charac
teristics, including the position of the stress. The 
vowel-patterns are on the whole more attenuated 
and on occasions preserve more primitive forms. 
The consonantal shift between the two languages 
lacks the consistency of a law. Heb. z = Aram. d 
(I[), Heb. S = Aram. t, Heb. $ = Aram. (, etc., but 
the change of Heb. $ to Aram . .  and q is phonetic
ally hard to explain. 

The definite article is -ä and is suffixed to its 
noun. The genitive relation can be expressed as in 
Hebrew, the noun preceding the genitive is short
ened if possible and the group is treated as in
separable. The relationship is more often expressed 
by di, originally a demonstrative pronoun,  thus 
flezwä di /elyä, 'vision of the night' .  

As in Hebrew, the noun has singular, dual and 
plural. There are two genders: masculine and femi
nine. The feminine termination is -ä. but many 
feminine nouns are without any indicat ion . Posses
sive pronouns are suffixed to the noun. 

The verb possesses two tense-aspects: perfective 
(completed action) with pronominal elements sul� 
fixed, and imperfective (incompleted action) with 
the pronominal elements prefixed. The active par
ticiple is widely used to express present or future. 
There are some eight 'verb-forms' or conjugations: 
Primary Form, with modifications for active, pas
sive and reflexive; I ntensive; and the Causative, 
designated by either a prefixed h, . or S. The verb 
'to be', hQwä, comes to be used very much like an 
auxiliary verb. 

The verbless sentence is common. In verbal sen
tences either the verb or the subject may come first, 
but the latter order set'ms more common. Word
order is less rigid than in Hebrew. 

The Aramaie of the OT is a subject of dispute. S. 
R .  Driver (LOT, pp. 502ff.) affirmed that t he Ara
maie of Daniel was a Western Aramaie dialect and 
hence late. When he wrote, the only material avail
able was too late to be relevant .  Subsequently R. D. 
Wilson, making use of earlier material that had 
come to light, was able to show that the distinction 
between E and W Aramaie did not exist in pre
Christian times. This was amply confirmed by H.  
H .  Schaeder. Schaeder also drew attention to  the 
fact that the static nature of ' Imperial Aramaie', as 
i t  has come to be called, precludes the possibility 
of dating documents in it, including Daniel and 
Ezra. He showed that the criteria adduced to 
assign to Daniel and Ezra a late date are merely the 
result of a process of orthographical modcrniza
tion going on in the 5th century BC (see F. 
Rosenthai, Aramaistische Forschung, pp. 67ff.) .  
From what we know from contemporary docu
ments of the extent of trade and diplomatie con
tacts, we are not surprised to find loan-words in the 
most unexpected places. 

Advancing knowledge based upon old and new 
discoveries shows arguments for dating the Ara
maie of the OT after the Persian period are often 
groundless. Recent evidence on one matter must 
suffice here. In early Aramaie there was a sound d 
(dh) wh ich by Persian times had become ident ical 
with ordinary 'd' in pronunciation. In the W 
(Syria) this consonant was written as 'z' (even in a 
non-Aramaic name, as Miliz for Milid(h), 
'Melitene' in Zakir's stele), and this persisted as a 
'h istoricaI' spelling in the Aramaie papyri of the 
Persian empire. But in the E, 'dh' was al ready rep
resented by the Assyrians as 'd' from the 9th cen
tury BC (Adad-idri for (H)adad-ezer). The real 
pronunciation 'd' in Persian times is betrayed by 
various hints: a remarkable Aramaie text in Egyp
tian demotic script, 5th century BC, writes 't'/ 'd' (1. 
A. Bowman lNES 3, 1 944, pp. 224-225 and n. 1 7), 
while in some of the normal Aramaie papyri there 
are cases of false archaism in writing 'z' for ori
ginal 'd' (not 'dh'), cf E.  Y. Kutscher, lAOS 74, 
1 954, p. 235 (zyn wzbb). 

OT Aramaie writes a phonetically true 'd', not a 
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W historic 'z'; this is no indicator of late date, but 
signifies one of two things. Either Daniel, Ezra, 
etc., simply put Aramaic as spoken in 6thl 5th
century Babylonia into a directly phonetic spelling, 
or else they used the historic spelling largely e1im
inated by a subsequent spelling-revision of rather 
later date. 
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K . A . K .  

LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

I. General characteristics 

a. The nature 01 'common Greek' 
The language in which the NT documents have 
been preserved is the 'common Greek' (koine), 
which was the lingua Iranca of the Near Eastern 
and Mediterranean lands in Roman times. lt had 
been established over this wide territory by the 
conquests and express cultural purpose of Alexan
der the Great, whose colonies providedloci for the 
continued use of the language. l t  exercised influ
ence in vocabulary upon Coptic, Jewish Aramaic, 
rabbinical Hebrew and Syriac, and was spoken as 
far W as the Rhone valley, colonized from the 
province of Asia. lt represents, as its morphology 
and accidence show, a mingling of the Attic, I onic 
and W Greek dialects, which in the course of 
Greek polit ical history before and after Alex
ander's conquests became fused together into a 
fully unified language with little trace of dialectal 
differentiation, so far as our records go. lt is the 
direct ancestor of Byzantine and modern Greek 
which have recently been much utilized to cast light 
on its development and normative forms. 

A number of the writers of the Roman period 
strove to attain the Attic ideal, and thus the living 
dialect is largely obscured in their works (Diony
sius of Halicarnassus, Dio Chrysostom, Lucian); 
and even those who wrote in the koine were inevit
ably infl uenced at times by their literary back
ground (Polybius, Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch, 
Josephus). 

The language of the NT, however, belongs to a 
style which is not moulded by formal literary edu
cation, but stands in a tradition of the presentation 
of technical materials and practical philosophy. 
The antecedents of this are in the scientific writings 
of Aristotle and Theophrastus, and in the medical 
writings of the Hippocratic schoo!. Contemporary 
paralleis to NT Greek are to be found in popular 
philosophical writings such as the discourses of 
Epictetus, in business and legal documents known 
to us from papyrus discoveries, and in various Hel
lenistic writers on medical and othcr technical mat
ters. This style provided a convenient medium for 
the presentation of the matters of general interest 
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which the early church desired to convey, in a lan
guage which was likely to be that which the non
Greek speaker learnt when he entered Graeco
Roman society. l t  had an intellectual tradition but 
was not the property of a sophisticated lettered 
class: it  was not the colloquial daily speech but had 
links with that, as the cultivatcd literary language 
did not . Thc language of the NT, from the sol
ecisms of the Apocalypse to the highly-wrought 
style of Luke or Hebrews, stands within this 
common tradition. lt is not a separate dialect but 
draws its peculiarities from its subject-matter, from 
the background of thc LXX and from the imprint of 
the mother tongue of most 01' its writers. 

The koine is characterized by the loss or attenu
ation of many subtleties of the c1assical period, 
and by a general weakening in force of particles, 
conjunctions and the Aktionsart of verbal conjuga
tions. The extent and particular instances of this 
tendency to simplification naturally vary even 
within the NT, and much more within the whole 
range of the linguistic monuments of the dialect. 
The dual number has totally disappeared. The 
optative mood is Iittle used and scarcely ever strict
Iy according to the canons of classical Attic. The 
distinction of perfect and aorist is sometimes not 
observed, a feature often reflected in variant read
ings. Certain particles, e.g. te, hös, and even ge, are 
used as mere otiose supplements to others. Distinc
tions between different prepositions, e.g. eis and en, 
hypo and apo, are blurred; and similarly, the use of 
the same preposition (e.g. epi) with differing cases 
of the noun. 

In vocabulary, compound verbs take the place of 
simple verbs, and thematic of non-thematic, while 
back-formations appear; in the noun there is a 
marked inclination to use diminutives without due 
implication of smallness. Similarly, the usage of 
such conjunctions as hina and me has been grcatly 
extended; and the pattern of conditional sentences 
(whether with ei or with a relative) has lost its 
c1early-defined nuances. This is not to imply that 
the language was in this form totally weakened and 
bereft of all its powers and subtleties-it remained 
a keen and precise instrument of expression-but 
without cognizance of the attenuating processes 
which were at work the expositor stands in danger 
of oversubtlety in exegesis. 

During the period of our NT writings, under 
Roman domination, the koine was exposed to the 
influence of Latin, and this has left its mark upon 
the language. However, this impression is  mainly 
upon vocabulary and is to be seen in two forms, 
transliterated words (e.g. kentyriön) and literally 
transposed phrases (e.g. to hikanon poiein = satis
lacere). An attempt has been made to argue that 
the original tongue of Mark's Gospel was Latin, as 
some Syr. colophons say, and a plausible ca se 
erected; but the thesis has not met with acceptance, 
since much of its evidence may be paralleled either 
in the papyri or in modern Greek. l t  is in fact an 
unchallenged axiom of present-day scholarship in 
this field that that wh ich is at horne in modern 
Greek is the development of a natural Hellenistic 
locution, and in its appearance in the NT cannot 
be the result of a foreign influence upon NT 
Greek. As regards the language of Mark, it should 
also be noted that Latinisms of both kinds are to 
be found in Matthew and John and even in Luke, 
while the African Latin text, c1aimed as the ori
ginal text, is in fact extant for all four Gospels, and 
not only for Mark. 
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b. Hebraisms in the New Testament 
No local dialects are observable within the koine, 
and in extant records there seems to be little local 
variation apart from pronunciation. A few 'Phry
gianisms' and 'Egyptianisms' have been isolated. 
But in the NT writings we meet the particular 
problem of Semitisms, i.e. abnormal locutions 
which reveal an underlying or otherwise inHu
encing Hebrew or Aramaic. We find that here we 
are dealing with an extremely subtle problem, in 
solving which a number of different types of inHu
ence and reHection may be discerned. Much that 
seemed curious to earlier scholars and was put 
down to Hebraism has, since the discoveries of the 
papyri, proved to be but the common Greek of the 
period. Yet certain features remain about which 
debate continues. 

Hebraisms are mainly of Septuaginta I origin. 
The Septuagint (LXX) was the Bible text chieHy 
known and used in the period of the formation of 
the NT. I t s  inHuence upon the NT writers varies. 
To trace this is again somewhat difficult, except in 
the case of explicit citation or phraseology, be
cause of different strata in the LXX itself, some 
parts of wh ich are written in idiomatic koine, 
others in good Iiterary koine, while the Pentateuch 
and some other portions, largely for reverential 
reasons, closely adhere to the Heb. text, even when 
this entails a certain wrestling of the grammatical 
usage of Greek. Heb. phrases are rendered word 
for word into Greek, e.g. pasa san:, 'all Hesh'; akro
bystia, 'uncircumcision', enöpion tou kyriou, 
'before the Lord'; pronouns are much used, follow
ing Heb. usage; various verbal features of Hebrew, 
especially the infinitive absolute, are rendered as 
Iiterally as possible into Greek, e.g. in this case by 
pleonastic participle or cognate noun in the dative 
case; various periphrastic prepositional forms are 
used in imitation of Hebrew, e.g. en mesö, dia chei
ros. I n  some cases, for instance the last named, this 
represents simply an over-use of a development al
ready observable in popular Greek of the period. 

The Greek of the NT, however, is not translated 
from Hebrew; and where (citations, etc., apart) 
Hebraism is observable, it i s  in works otherwise 
high in the scale of stylistic and Iiterary elegance in 
the NT. These are Luke, whose Septuagintalism is 
probably the result of deliberate pastiche, and He
brews, whose author is steeped in the LXX while 
hirnself being capable of a highly complex and 
subtle Greek style. In Revelation the author's 
Greek, basically koine, has been moulded by his 
Semitic mother-tongue. For instance, the verbal 
pattern of Hebrew and Aramaic has been imposed 
thoroughly upon his usage of the Greek verb, and 
Hebrew inHuence may be seen in the numerals. The 
resultant style is thoroughly Semitized but distinct 
from Septuagintal styles. 

c. The so-called 'Aramaic approach ' 
This approach is a method even more difficult to 
pursue than the tracing of Hebraism. This is due to 
many factors. First, there has been considerable 
debate over the appropriate dialect of the wide
spread Aramaic language, in which the sayings of 
lesus may be presumed to have been uttered and 
preserved. In the upshot i t  would appear that the 
Palestinian Targum, the Aramaic portions of the 
Talmud Yerushalmi, and Samaritan Aramaic 
sources are probably the safest guide, with biblical 
Aramaic and Christian Palestinian Syriac as useful 

auxiliary aids. Secondly, whereas tor Hebraisms we 
have a known translation from Hebrew to guide us, 
in the case of Aramaic there is no translated litera
ture apart from the versions of biblical books 
known to have been translated from Aramaic, and 
various pseudepigrapha presumably translated; 
and only in the first of these cases h ave we the 
originals by wh ich to control our understanding. 
Josephus' Jewish War, originally composed in Ar
amaic, has been skilfully rendered into Greek in a 
version wh ich shows little or no trace of its original 
language. Thirdly, a number of alleged signs of 
Aramaic origin (e.g. asyndeton, parataxis, an ex
tended use of hina said to be based on the Aramaic 
d') are also to be found in the koine, where sim
plicity of construction is  often found and finer 
shades of meaning are sometimes lost .  
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In view of these difficulties, one needs to proceed 
with care. The more ambitious hypotheses which 
find all the Gospels and parts 01' Acts to be transla
tions from Aramaic have failed to meet with gen
eral acceptance. More sober positions need to be 
taken up. Wc have to assess the probabilities largely 
by an 'un-Greek' preponderance of, or predilection 
for, certain locutions, or by means of patent ambi
guities directly attributable to errors of translation. 
We find, then, that, broadly speaking, sayings and 
discourse material prove to be that which displays 
the most unambiguous signs of translation out of 
Aramaic: viz. sayings, complexes of sayings, par
abi es, in the Synoptics; peculiarly lohannine dis
course material; speeches in Acts. In these sections 
a number of ambiguities have been resolved by re
course to the syntax and style of Aramaic: this is 
the most securely established conclusion of this 
method. The majority of attempts to find Hagrant 
mistranslations, however, in the cruces interpretum 
of the Greek, have not met with general agree
ment; each scholar tends to put forward h is own 
suggestions, to the detriment of others and in criti
cism of theirs. In the case of lohn not all would be 
willing to find Aramaic sources even behind the 
discourses: rather, the work of a bilingual author 
has been postulated, in which the more natural Ar
amaic has left its indelible imprint on the more 
mannered Greek. This is certainly so in the casc of 
Paul, whose rugged and vigorous koine i s  markcd 
throughout by his close acquaintance with the LXX 
and sometimes, perhaps, by his native Aramaic. 

11, Individual stylistic features 
Having thus summarizcd the general character
istics of NT Greek, we may give a brief character
ization of each individual author. Mark is written 
in the Greek of the common man; our increased 
knowledge of the papyri has done much to il
luminate his usage, though Aramaisms still 
remain, notably his impersonal use of the third 
person plural of the active verb to express a gen
eral action or thought. Matthew and Luke each 
utilize the Marcan text, but each corrects his sol
ecisms, and prunes his style, in accordance with 
principles which we may find illustrated in their 
extreme form in Phrynichus. Matthew's own style 
is less distinguished than that of Luke-he writes a 
grammatical Greek, sober but cultivated, yet with 
some marked Septuagintalisms; Luke is capable of 
achieving momentarily great heights of style in the 
Attic tradition, but lacks the power to sustain 
these; he lapses at length back to the style of his 
sources or to a very humble koine. In both Evan
gelists, of course, the Aramaic background of the 



material reveals itself again and again,  espeeially in 
sayings. The first two ehapters of Luke have led to 
some debate: il is eommon to deseribe them as a 
pastiche of the LXX, but it may be plausibly argued 
that they are translated direetly from a Heb. souree. 
Johl1's Greek ean be closely paralleled from Epiete
tus, but in the opinion of most seholars appears to 
be a koine written by one whose native thought and 
speech wcre Aramaie; there may even be passages 
translated from that language. Certain qualities of 
his style, notably the ' I  AM' type of theophanie 
declaration, are most closely to be paralleled from 
the Mandaean writings whieh have their roots in W 
Syria; this too underlines the deseription of the 
Gospel as markedly Semitie. Aets is clearly the 
work 01' Luke, whose style fluetuates here as in the 
Gospel, and in spite of his spasmodie aehieve
ments remains at the merey of his sourees. 

Paul writes a forceful Greek, with noticeable de
velopments in style between his earliest and his 
latest Epistles. Thc development in Ephesians and 
in the Pastorals is so striking as to have led to hy
potheses of pseudonymous eomposition; i t  is nat
urally patient of other explanations in the view of 
conservative scholars (. PSEUDONYMITY). Hebrews 
is written in very polished Greek of one ac
quainted with the philosophers, and with the type 
01' thought and exegesis exemplified in Philo, yet 
the LXX has affected the language and style as it has 
not in Philo's case. James and I Peter both show 
close acquaintance with classical style, although in 
the former so me very 'Jewish' Greek may aiso be 
seen . The Johannine Epistles are closely similar to 
the Gospel in language, but are more uniform and, 
even, duller in style, though the wide differences of 
Iiterary type and subject may weil be the operative 
factor in this. Jude and 2 Peter both display a 
highly tortuous and involved Greek; the latter has 
in fact with some justification been accused of At
ticizing, and has been described as the one NT 
writing which gains by translation. The Apoca
Iypse, as we have indicated, is sui generis in lan
guage and style; its vigour, power and success, 
though a tour de force, cannot be denied. 

III. Conclusion 
So NT Greek, while showing a markedly Semitic 
cast in places, remains in grammar, syntax and 
even style essent ially Greek. Semantically, how
ever, it has come to be increasingly acknowledged 
that its terminology is as strongly moulded by the 
usage of the LXX as by its origins, etymology and 
usage in Greek. This realization has led to the 
TDNT founded by Kittel, and has made a major 
contribution towards the current investigations of 
bibl ical theology; readily accessible to the English 
reader, there is also the work of C. H. Dodd in this 
field, especially in The Bible and the Greeks and 
The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel. Behind 
'righteousness' and 'justification', behind 'faith' 
and '10 believe', behind 'knowledge' and 'grace', 
stand Heb. concepts which quite transform the Gk.  
significance and which must be comprehended if 
the gospel is not to be misunderstood. The lack of 
this knowledge affects even the best of patristic 
and mediaeval exegesis, and later theologians too 
have suffered from lack of it. The realization of it 
is one of our greatest gains from modern biblical 
research: but note the criticism of 1. Barr. 

In summary, we may state that the Greek of the 
NT is known to us today as a language 'under
standed of the people', and that it was used with 
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varying degrees of stylistie attainment, but with 
one impetus and vigour, to express in these docu
ments a message which at any rate for its preachers 
was continuous with that of the OT seriptures-a 
message of a Iiving God, concerned for man's right 
relation with hirnself, providing of hirnself the 
means of reconci liation. This gospel has moulded 
the language and its meaning so that even the Iin
guistic disciplines of its analysis beeome ultimately 
parts 01' theology. 
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LAODICEA. A city of SW Phrygia, in the Roman 
province of Asia, in the W of wh at is now Asiatic 
Turkey. I t  was founded by the Seleucid Antiochus 
II in the 3rd century BC, and called after his wife 
Laodice. It lay in the fertile vaIIey of the Lycus (a 
tributary of the Maeander), close to • Hierapolis 
and • Colossae, and was distinguished by the epi
thet 'on Lycus' from several other cities of the 
name. It was at a very importan t cross-road: thc 
main road across Asia Minor ran W to the ports of 
• Miletus and • Ephesus about 1 60 km away and E 
by an easy incline on to the central plateau and 
thence towards Syria; and another road ran N to 
• Pergamum and S to the coast at • Attalia. 

Laodicea, one of the 'seven chllrches of Asia' (Rev. 
1-3). 
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This strategic position made Laodicea an ex
tremely prosperous commercial cen tre, especially 
under Roman rule. When destroyed by a disastrous 
earthquake in AD 60 (Tacitus, Ann. 1 4. 27) i t  could 
afford to dispense with aid from Nero. I t  was an 
important centre of banking and exchange (cf 
Cicero, ad Farn. 3. 5. 4, etc.). I ts distinctive prod
ucts ineluded garments of glossy black wool 
(Strabo, Geog. 1 2 . 8. 1 6  [578], and it was a med
ical centre noted for ophthalmology. The si te had 
one disadvantage: being determined by the road
system, it lacked a sufficient and permanent supply 
of good water. Water was piped to the city from 
hot springs some distance S, and probably arrived 
lukewarm. The deposits still encrusting the re
mains testify to its warmth.  The site of Laodicea 
was eventually abandoned, and the modern town 
(Denizli) grew up near the springs. 

The gospel must have reached Laodicea at an 
early date, probably while Paul was living at Ephe
sus (Acts 1 9: 1 0) ,  and perhaps through Epaphras 
(Co\. 4: 1 2- 1 3) .  Although Paul mentions the 
church there (Co\. 2: 1 ;  4: 1 3-1 6), there is no record 
that he visited i t .  It is evident that the church main
tained elose connections with the Christians in 
Hierapolis and Colossae. The 'letter from Laodi
cea' (Co\. 4: 1 6) is often thought to have been a 
copy of our Ephesians wh ich had been received in 
Laodicea. 

The last of the Letters to 'the seven churches of 
Asia' (Rev. 3: 1 4-22) was addressed to Laodicea. Its 
imagery owes relatively little to the OT, but con
tains pointed allusions to the character and cir
cumstances of the city. For all its wealth, it could 
produce neither the healing power of hot water, 
like its neighbour Hierapolis, nor the refreshing 
power of cold water to be found at Colossae, but 
merely lukewarm water, useful only as an emetic. 
The church was charged with a similar uselessness: 
i t  was self-sufficient, rather than half-hearted. Like 
the city, it thought it had 'need of nothing'. In fact 
it was spiritually poor, naked and blind, and 
needed 'gold', 'white garments' and 'eyesalve' 
more effective than its bankers, c10thiers and doc
tors could supply. Like citizens inhospitable to a 
traveller who offers them priceless goods, the 
Laodiceans had elosed their doors and left their 
real Provider outside. Christ turns in loving appeal 
to the individual (v. 20). 
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LAPPIDOTH (Heb. lappiqö[, 'torches'). The hus
band of Deborah (Jdg. 4:4). Some Jewish com
mentators, taking i t  as a description of Deborah, 
would render the Hebrew as 'a woman of lightning 
Aashes', but there is little evidence to support this 
view; other Jewish commentators (with equal lack 
of evidence) identified hirn with Barak (Jdg. 4:6), 
whose name means 'Iightning'. J .O.O. 

LASEA, presumably the same town as the Lasos 
mentioned by Pliny (NH 4. 59), has been identified 
with ruins some 8 km E of • Fair Havens. If this 
identification is correct, one of the disadvantages 
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of Fair Havens as a winter harbour would be the 
distance of the town from i t .  K . L . M,K.  

LASHA. Probably Ida', but written läsa' in the 
interests of prosody in its sole occurrence, which is 
at the end of a verse (Gn .  1 0: 1 9) .  I t  figures in the 
designation of the limits of the territory of 
Canaan in a context which suggests that one travel
Iing from the Mediterranean coast would en
counter it as the farthest inland of a group consist
ing of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboim. 
This points to a locality somewhere near the SE 
shore of the Dead Sea, but no si te of this name is 
known there. Ancient tradition equated it with the 
hot springs of Kallirrhoe, modern Zarqa Ma'in 
SW of Madaba near the E coast of the Dead Sea. 
and some modern scholars prefer  to identify it with 
layis of · Dan, but neither of these can be substan-
tiated. T.C.M. 

LASHARON (RV 'Lassharon', Avmg. 'Sharon'). A 
Canaanite royal city mentioned with Aphek as 
taken by Joshua ( 1 2: 1 8) .  LXX (B)  reads ' the king of 
Aphek in Sharon'. However, Eusebius (Onomasti
con, s. v. 'Saron') mentions a district called Sarona, 
between Mt Tabor and the Sea of Tiberias, and 
this ancient site, 10 km SW of Tiberias, may be the 
biblical Lasharon. J .O .O.  

LATIN, The word is mentioned only twice in the 
NT ( Lk .  23:38,  Rsvmg.; Jn .  1 9 :20). An I ndo-Euro
pean language, it was spoken first in Rome and the 
contiguous Latian plain by racial elements wh ich 
entered I taly, probably from the N, before 900 BC. 
Latin was confined to the Latian enelave by the 
alien Etruscan language to the N, and to the E and 
S by the allied languages, Oscan and Umbrian, 
which came with a later wave of immigrants, pos
sibly across the Adriatic. Latin expanded with 
Rome, became the second speech of the W Medi
terranean, fathered the Romance languages, and 
contributed major elements to the vocabularies of 
the Teutonic and Slavonic languages. Latin words 
appearing in the NT are: as, charta, census, centu
rio, colonia, custodia, denarius, Jorum, flagellum, 
grabbatus, legio, lenteum, libertini. lolium, praeto
rium, quadrans, macellum, membrana, modius, 
raeda, semi-cinctium, sicarius, speculalOr. sudarium, 
taberna, titulus, zizanium. E.M.B. 

LAW 

I. In the Old Testament 

Terminology 
The OT has a variety of terms for law, the com
monest of which are: töräh, 'Iaw, instruction, 
teaching'; Mq, 'statute, decree'; mispä!, 'judgment, 
legal decision'; däbär, 'word'; mi$wäh, 'com
mand(ment)'. Their number reftects the import
ance of law within the Bible. Indeed the first five 
books are called töräh, 'Iaw', by lews and the NT, 
even though they appear to be as much about his
tory as law. The specifically legal sections are 
embedded in narratives about Israel's early history, 
and this context is important for the understanding 
of biblical law. This article will therefore begin by 
describing the main groups of law within the Pen-



tateuch; next it will review the relationship of OT 
law to other collections of laws from the ancient 
Near East; then i t  will look at the relationship of 
the law to the covenant, and finally at its relation
ship (0 the narratives. 

a. The Ten Com:nandments 
The Ten Commandments or Ten Words (Oeca
logue) (Ex. 20: 1 - 1 7; Ot. 5 :6--2 1 )  are rightly re
garded as the quintessence of OT law. This is not 
merely the opinion of modern commentators, but 
is affirmed by Jesus and Paul and by the OT itself. 
They alone are said (0 have been written by 'the 
finger of God', a very emphatic statement of their 
inspiration. 

The Ten Commandments are not case or statute 
law, or ' Israel's criminal law' (so Philips). No 
human penalties are specified for breaking them, 
but dire warnings of punishment by God or prom
ises of his blessing are added to them. And the last 
commandment about coveting could never be en
forced by a human court. This shows that the 
commandments should not be c1assed as civil or 
criminal law, but as a statement of basic religious 
and ethical principles. 

These principles are illustrated and in the other 
legal collections of the Pentateuch are put into a 
form that judges could handle. Ex. 22: 1 - 1 5 shows 
how theft should be punished, and Ot. 22: 1 3-30, 
among other passages, gives directions about adul
tery and kindred offences. I ndeed the order of 
IOpics in Ot. 1 2-25 seems to be dictated by the 
order of the commandments. 

This order is not haphazard: it gives an insight 
into the religious and ethical priorities of the OT. 
Though every commandment expresses the will of 
God, and to breach them is to invite his punish
ment, the most important come first . Other collec
tions of law are put in a similar order. Flagrant 
breaches of the first six commandments are pun
ished by death. Oeath is made optional for the sev
enth, i.e. adultery. It is never invoked for ordinary 
cases of false witness or theft, and covetousness is 
not brought to court. Thus the Oecalogue makes 
love for God, his name and his day, the Israelite's 
first duty, but alm ost as important is love for par
ents, human life and marriage. Then comes truth 
and property, and finally covetousness. Other soci
eties tend to rank these malters differently. 

b. The Book 0/ the Covenant 
Ex. 20:22-23: 1 9  is often referred to as the Book or 
Code of the Covenant, a title suggested by Ex. 
24 :7 .  This was given at the same time as the Ten 
Commandments, and the context makes it plain 
that the writer of Exodus saw this collection of 
laws as an elaborat ion of the Oecalogue. Yet about 
half of them find good paralleis in non-biblical 
collections of laws, so that scholars ass urne that 
there has often been large-scale borrowing from 
Canaanite sources or a drawing on common Near
Eastern legal tradition wh ich explains these paraI
leis. Rut the differences between non-biblical 
collections and the Book of the Covenant are just 
as striking as the affinities. There has been no 
mechanical borrowing, for the laws within the 
Book have been added to or reordered to reftect 
biblical priorities. For example, oriental collections 
of law rarely contain rules about worship or other 
religious matters, but in the Book of the Covenant 
and the other collections these come first (20:22-
26) and last (23: I 0- 1 9) .  In the Mesopotamian col-
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lections, laws about slaves usually come towards 
the end, but Ex. 2 1 : 1 - 1 1 puts them near the begin
ning. This reftects the OT's insistence that slaves 
are human beings, not mere chattels, but it also 
recalls that as 20:2 puts it, 'I am the LORD . . who 
brought you out . . .  of slavery.' Israel must show 
kindness to slaves as God did to them (cf Ot. 
1 5 :  1 5) .  The primacy of human life over property is 
also reftected in these laws. 

c. Leviticus and the Holiness Code 
Source criticism splits the book of Leviticus into 
two parts: 1 - 1 6  is ascribed to the Priestly source 
and 1 7-27 to the Holiness Code, an earlier docu
ment subsequently incorporated into the Priestly 
source. The theme of holiness runs through the 
book of Leviticus. I ts motto is: 'Be holy because I ,  
the  Lord your God, am holy.' The  narrative wh ich 
encases the laws in Leviticus sets their promulga
tion in Sinai, Iike (he Book of the Covenant .  Like 
the Book of the Covenant, Leviticus shows the 
same sense of priorities. I t  begins with seven chap
ters on sacrifice, showing the acceptable way to 
worship God. After a short narrative interlude 
(chs. 8-1 0), i t  proceeds with a long section on im
pediments to worship, i. e. unclean conditions (chs. 
1 1 - 1 5), more laws on worship, before reaching its 
section on civil and criminal offen ces (chs. 1 8-25), 
with its acme 'Love your neighbour as yourself' 
( 1 9 : 1 8) .  Once again, duties towards God precede 
duties to one's neighbour. 

d. Deuteronomy 
Oeuteronomy is  Gk.  for 'second law'. This is not the 
aptest description of this book, for although chap
ters 1 2-25 contain much legal material, the genre of 
the book as a whole is different from the preceding 
collections. Oeuteronomy is a series of sermons by 
Moses about the law, urging Israel to keep the law if 
they want to prosper in the land they are about to 
eDter. M uch critical debate focuses on whether 
Moses, the implied author of Oeuteronomy, is the 
actual author, but that is not the issue here. The laws 
in Exodus and Leviticus profess to have been given 
by God to Moses, but Oeuteronomy is an extended 
reftection by Moses on the law and an attempt by 
hirn to persuade the nation of Israel to keep the 
laws, especially when they enter Canaan. 

The structure of the book owes much to the 
Near Eastern legal document form exemplified in 
treaties, law codes and kudurru stones. But as al
ready mentioned the section of Oeuteronomy that 
most c10sely corresponds to a law code, chapters 
1 2-25, appears to follow the order of the Oeca
logue in its arrangement of laws. Some of the most 
obvious points are chs. 1 2- 1 3// 1 st commandment 
'no other gods', chs. 1 5- 1 6//4th commandment 
'sabbath' = 7th year and festivals, chs. 1 7- 1 8//5th 
commandment 'parents' = authorities, chs. 1 9-2 1 // 
6th commandment 'murder', chs. 22-23117th 
commandment 'adultery', chs. 23-24//8th com
mandment 'theft, property' ch. 25//9th command
ment 'false witness'. Once again the same sense of 
values emerges here as in the Oecalogue itself. 

e. OT law and ancielll oriental paralleIs 
In discussing the Book of the Covenant we noted 
that many parts parallel laws from other Near 
Eastern texts, such as the laws of Lipit-Ishtar C. 
2 1 00 BC, the laws of Eshnunna and Hammurapi c. 
1 750 BC, the Hittite laws and the Middle Assyrian 
laws. There are also thousands of legal documents 
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dealing with marriage, wills, sale, and disputes 
spanning nearly three millennia, from Sumer to 
Egypt, which shed light on I sraelite legal practice. 
Despite the multitude of documents now avail
able, it is difficult to know how much legal prac
tice differed from place to place and in different 
periods. Though scholars tend to presuppose 
much evolutionary development, Westbrook 
argues that the ancient world was a very static 
society, with relatively little change happening 
from place to place. Certainly legal texts from very 
different times and places have contributed to elu
cidating biblical law. 

I t  is generally agreed that the extrabiblical col
lections of law are not comprehensive codes trying 
to cover every legal eventuality. Often the most 
obvious cases are not discussed, e.g ordinary 
homicide 01' arson, but unusual cases are, e.g loot
ing at a fire. This suggests we are dealing with col
lections of traditional case law, perhaps intro
ducing certain innovations or reforms. How far 
these collections were drawn up for the guidance 
of judges (they are hardly ever cited in legal cases), 
or how far they represent an academic exercise by 
learned scribes as propaganda on behalf of the 
king, is still a matter of debate. The biblical collec
tions are similar in not being comprehensive and 
in presupposing at many points the normal legal 
practices of the Near East. For example, Lv. 1 8  
does not prohibit incest with one's daughter, but 
presupposing it extends the incest boundaries con
siderably. The OT does not describe what consti
tuted a legal marriage or divorce, but by using 
extrabiblical materials, and remarks in biblical law 
about unusual cases, it is possible to reconstruct 
more typical procedures. So with the aid of Near 
Eastern texts, biblical law may be interpreted 
much more exactly. 

However, though legal practice in Israel may at 
many points have been similar to that 01' its neigh
bours, the framework 01' understanding was 
somewhat different. In Mesopotamia, the king 
was the author of the law, but Israel saw God as 
the lawgiver. This had profound consequences. 
First, i t  meant that all offences were sins. They 
did not merely affect human relationships, but 
also the relat ionship between God and people. 
Non-observance 01' the law was a breach 01' the 
covenant between God and Israel that was liable to 
provoke divine judgment. Second, if law comes 
from God, all life is related to God, therefore it is 
natural for collections 01' law to contain reference 
to religious duties as weil as social ones. We have 
al ready noted this feature in all the biblical collec
tions of law. Third, the duty 01' keeping the law fell 
on every Israelite, not just the king. So every Israel
ite was expected to know and teach the law, espe
cially to members 01' his family (cf Dt. 6: 7). 

The express purpose 01' the law was to create a 
'kingdom 01' priests and a holy nation' (Ex. 1 9 :6). 
But the prologue 01' Hammurapi's laws dweils on 
the political and economic benefits that law brings 
-just ice, peace, prosperity and good government. 
But though the OT recognizes these benefits as 
flowing from national obedience to the law (cf Dt. 
28 : 1 - 1 4), it also sees a much greater benefit in the 
law. The law itself is the divine means of creating a 
holy people. Obedience to the law renews the 
divine image in man, enabling hirn to fulfil the 
command to 'Be holy, for I am holy' and to enjoy 
the presence 01' God in the midst of his people (cf 
Lv. I I  :44-45; 1 9 :2; 20:7; 26). 

f Biblical law and the Covenant 
All the biblical collections of law are set within a 
covenant framework. The Ten Commandments 
and the Book of the Covenant form the centre
piece of the first Sinai covenant, the laws in Leviti
cus form part of the renewal of that covenant after 
the golden calf incident, and Deuteronomy renews 
the covenant some 40 years later in the plains of 
Moab. It is widely recognized that the Israelite cov
enant roughly follows the pattern of Near Eastern 
vassal treaties made between great kings and their 
underlings. In the OT setting, the Lord is the great 
king and Israel is his vassal, pledged to total loyalty. 

The covenant framework of the law has several 
implications for its understanding. First, it shows 
that the law forms part of a personal relationship 
between God and Israel: they are not anonymous 
rules imposed by an unknown authority. They are 
given by the creator God who has chosen one 
nation out of all the nations to be his treasured 
possession (Ex. 1 9 : 5) and his laws are a gift to them 
that no other people enjoy and proof of God's 
nearness to them (Dt. 4 :7-8). Second, the law was 
given to Israel after she had experienced salvation, 
after they had been brought out of Egypt, not 
before. Israel was saved by divine mercy, not by 
their own good works or efforts. The giving of the 
law was part of God's ongoing grace towards 
Israel. Third, obedience to the law would lead to 
yet greater blessings for the nation: good harvests, 
numerous children, freedom from hunger and dis
ease, victory over their enemies, and God's pres
ence in their land. But, conversely, breaking the 
laws would lead to all sorts of disasters: drought, 
hunger, disease and, ultimately, expulsion from the 
land (Lv. 26; Dt. 28). So though obedience to the 
law did not earn Israel salvation, i t  was indispens
able if they were to continue to enjoy its benefits. 

g The law in its narrative context 
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The law-giving at Sinai is not an isolated event .  As 
explained above, it was part of the covenant made 
there, and this in turn is viewed as fulfilment of the 
promises made to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (Ex. 
3 :7- 1 7; 6:2-8). God promised to make Abraham a 
great nation, give his descendants the land of 
Canaan and make an everlasting covenant with 
them (cf Gn.  1 2 : 1 -3; 1 7) .  The Sinai covenant was a 
partial fulfilment 01' these patriarchal promises. 

But the Sinai covenant does not simply hark 
back to these promises to Abraham. It reflects 
God's plan for mankind foreshadowed in Genesis 
1 -2. There God gave Adam the garden 01' Eden. 
He told hirn to 'be fruitful and multiply' and pro
vided hirn with a wife, walked with them in the 
garden, and gave them a law 'not to eat 01' the 
tree'. It  was transgression of this one law that led 
to Adam and Eve forfeiting the benefits 01' Eden. 
The story 01' the rest 01' Genesis is of God's plan
ning and working to bring to pass his original plan 
for the human race. The call 01' Abraham was a 
first step, the covenant at Sinai was another. Not 
only did the Lord come down on Sinai but he 
guided them with the pillar of fire, and eventually 
'walked' in the tabernacle as he once walked in 
Eden. Admittedly, it was only the high priest who 
could enter the divine presence, whereas in Eden 
the whole human race enjoyed such intimacy with 
God. But it was a step in the right direction. 

Simi larly, the laws given at Sinai, part icularly the 
penal laws and those formulated negat ively, e.g 
most 01' the Ten Commandments, should not be 



regarded as God's ideals for human behaviour. 
Rather they represent the Hoor below wh ich no one 
should fall-if they do, society or God must step in 
to punish . God's ideals are set out in the opening 
chapters of Genesis, where man is created in God's 
image and therefore expected to imitate hirn. In the 
exhortations and motive c1auses scattered 
throughout the collections, similar lorty goals 
emerge: 'Be holy, for I am holy', 'Love the Lord 
your God with all your heart and with all your soul 
and with all your strength.' Therefore the OT law 
fixes no ceiling on human ethical endeavour: it too 
encourages man to 'be perfect, as your heavenly 
Father is perfect' (Mt .  5:48). 
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11. In the New Testament 

a. Jewish background 

G.J.W. 

One of the most important features of OT religion 
was the law of Moses, wh ich the lews received 
when the Sinai covenant was ratified. Obedience to 
the law of Moses was not conceived as a way of 
earning God's favour but as a response to his grace 
in delivering Israel from Egypt (Ex. 20: 1 - 1 7) .  
Nonetheless, the basic storyline of the OT reveals 
that Israel failed to keep the law and forsook the 
God of Israel. Yahweh responded by sending his 
people into exile for their disobedience of the 
Torah (Lv. 26; Dt .  28; los. 23: 1 4- 1 6; 2 Ki 1 7:7-23; 
On. 9). In Paul's day the lews believed that the 
promises of a glorious, national future were not yet 
fulfilled, since they were in subjection to Rome, 
and their servility continued to be ascribed to their 
failure to obey the Torah. The keeping of the law 
of Moses, therefore, was considered to be essential 
for the deliverance of the nation and the fulfilment 
of God's promises. Most lews in Second Temple 
ludaism believed that by exercising their free will 
they had the ability to keep the law (Ecclus. 1 5 : 1 1 -
22; Psalms 01 Solomon 9:4-5; 2 Apocalypse 01 
Baruch 54: 1 5 , 19 ;  85:7; 'Aboth 3 : 1 6) .  What was 
required was commitment to carry out its 
prescriptions. 

b. The meaning ol the term 'Iaw and 'works ol lmv '  
in the NT 
Given the OT background, it is not surprising that 
the term 'Iaw' (nomos) in the NT usually refers to 
the law of Moses. In most cases the focus is on 
Sinaitic legislation, i.e. the commands and pre
scriptions of the law (e.g. Lk. 2 :22-24, 27, 39; Rom. 
2: 1 2-27; I Cor. 9:8-9). The phrase 'the law and the 
prophets' also occurs (e.g. Mt. 5: 1 7; 7:  1 2 ; 22:40; 
Lk. 1 6 : 1 6; ln. 1 :45; Acts 1 3 : 1 5 ; Rom. 3:2 1 ;  cf Lk. 
24:44), denoting the OT scriptures as a whole. 
' Law' in these cases refers to the Pentateuch, while 
'prophets' designates the rest of the OT. The term 
'Iaw' also occasionally refers to the OT as Scripture 
and yet does not denote the Pentateuch, for Paul 
cites passages from Psalms, Proverbs and I saiah 
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and labels them as 'Iaw' (cf Rom. 3 : 1 0- 1 9 ;  I Cor. 
1 4: 2 1 ) .  There are a few other instances in which the 
term 'Iaw' may not refer to the law of Moses. The 
'Iaw of Christ' (Gal. 6:2; cf I Cor. 9:2 1 )  is under
stood by most scholars to be distinct from the law 
of Moses, although some see it <!'s the fulfilment of 
the Mosaic law. It has orten been said that the word 
'Iaw' means 'principle', 'order', or 'rule' in Rom. 
3:27; 7:2 1 , 23 and 8:2, although this has been vig
orously contested in recent scholarship, with some 
insisting that the reference is to the law of Moses in 
every ca se. 

The meaning of the term 'works of law' (erga 
nomoll), which occurs eight times in Paul (Gal . 
2: 1 6  [three times]; 3:2, 5, 1 0; Rom. 3:20, 28), has 
also been the subject of considerable controversy. 
It has been suggested that the term is shorthand for 
legalism (Fuller), or that it focuses on the require
ments which separate and distinguish lews from 
Gentiles, viz. ,  circumcision, food laws, and obser
vance of days (Dunn). More likely, the term refers 
broadly to all the works or deeds required by the 
law (Westerho1m). This latter view is suggested by 
the Qumran literature (Florilegium 1 :7 ;  Miqsat 
Ma'aseh Torah) where the term 'works of the law' 
denotes all that is required by the law. Even more 
germane is the context in which the term is found 
in Romans. Paul asserts in Rom. 3:20 that no one is 
right before God by 'works of law'. This statement 
functions as a conclusion to the sustained argu
ment of Rom. I :  1 8-3: 1 8, where it i s  demonstrated 
that all people-both lews and Gentiles-have 
sinned and fallen short of God's standard. Indeed, 
the lews are indicted in Rom. 2: 1 7- 1 9  for failing to 
keep the law which they so avidly proclaim. The 
fundamental argument against the lews in Rom. 2 
is not that they are legalistic, nor that they exclude 
Gentiles. Rather, they are criticized for failing to 
observe the law wh ich they treasure and teach. 
Thus, when Paul concludes his case in Rom. 3 :20 
by saying that no one is right before God by 'works 
of law', it follows from the preceding argument ' 

that the law, as a whole, is contemplated and that 
human beings failed to keep it perfectly. It is likely 
that a similar understanding should be applied in 
Gal . 2: 1 6  and 3 :  I O. A reference to the whole law is 
suggested particularly by Gal. 3: I 0, for Paul says 
that a curse rests upon those who do not 'abide by 
all that is written in the book of the law'. The 
emphasis on 'all' (Paul uses the LXX text wh ich con
tains the word 'all', not the MT where the word is 
lacking) intimates that the whole law is in view and 
that perfect obedience is demanded. If 'works of 
law' do not justify, then what is the means by which 
the curse of the law can be removed? Gal. 3 :  1 3  
proclaims that the curse is removed through the 
cross of Christ by which he becomes a curse-bearer 
for believers. Rom. 3:2 1 -26 contains a similar 
argument: righteousness does not come via the law, 
but is available through faith by virtue of the aton
ing death of Christ wh ich turned away the Father's 
wrath and wiped away our sins. 

c. The law and human inability 
We have seen that in both the OT and Second 
Temple ludaism, Israel's failure to realize the 
promises of national glory was ascribed to dis
obedience to the Torah. Paul (Rom. I :  1 8-3:20) 
also indicts both Gentiles and lews for their failure 
to observe the law (cf Gal. 2 : 1 7- 1 8 ; 3 : 1 0; 5 :3 ;  
6: 1 3). Other NT writers concur that disobedience 
was the fundamental problem with the lews (cf 
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Mt.  3 :7- 1 0  par.; ln .  7: 1 9; Acts 7:53; 1 5 : 1 0- 1 1 ) . 
Indeed, lesus' most stinging criticism of the Phari
sees is not that they are legalistic, but that they 
themselves do not keep the law (cf Mt. 5:20; 23:3,  
23 , 25-26; Mk. 7:8, i 3; Lk .  1 1  :37-52). 

NT writers do not depart from Second Temple 
ludaism in their conception that the promises have 
not yet been realized because of human sin.  This 
would have been common ground between NT 
writers and their lewish contemporaries. NT 
writers differed in their assertion that human 
beings are unable to keep the law (see Laato's work 
below). Paul is particularly emphatic on this point. 
He says that those who are in the ftesh, i. e. un
regenerate, 'cannot' keep God's law (Rom. 8:7) .  
They are slaves to sin (Rom. 6:6, 1 7 , 1 9, 20) and 
sold under the power of sin (Rom. 7: 1 4) so that 
they are its captives (Rom. 7:23) .  Many lews be
lieved that the law could counter the 'evil impulse' 
(yeser hära ') in human beings. Paul countered that 
to be 'under law' was to be under the power of sin 
(Rom. 6: 1 4- 1 5 ; 7: 1 4 ; Gal . 3 :22) .  Those who are of 
'works of law' are 'under a curse' (Gal. 3 :  10) .  They 
are enslaved to the elements of the world (Gal . 4:3-
5), and can be freed from the tyranny of being 
'under law' only when they yield to the leading of 
the Spirit (Gal. 5 :  1 8) .  This is not to say that the law 
is evil per se (Rom. 7 :  1 2) ,  for' the 'under' phrases 
denote an era of salvation history in which the law 
was given and yet the Spirit was withheld from 
most of Israel. Thus, the law of Moses was given to 
increase sin (Rom. 5:20; 7 :7- 1 1 ;  Gal . 3 :  1 9) ,  and the 
law apart from the Spirit kills and condemns (2 
Cor. 3 :6, 9), for 'the power of sin is the law' ( I  Cor. 
1 5 :56). 

d. ls Jewish legalism criticized in the NT' 
Ever since the Reformation, scholars have und er
stood NT writers, and Paul in particular, to be op
posing lewish legalism which taught that one could 
merit right standing before God by doing the 

• works of the law. A few dissenting voices have been 
raised along the way, but the consensus basically 
held until 1 977. The year 1 977 marks a watershed 
in NT studies, for E. P. Sanders published in that 
year his massive and inftuential work Paul and Pal
estinian Judaism. Sanders contends that scholar
ship has read Paul and Second Temple ludaism 
through the lenses of the Reformation struggle be
tween Protestantism and Roman Catholicism in
stead of from a historical perspective. When the 
extant literary evidence of ludaism is examined, he 
claims, no evidence of legalism can be supported 
from the lewish texts themselves - with the excep
tion of 4 Ezra. Thus, the idea that ludaism was 
legalistic is a serious misreading of the evidence. 

Sanders has convinced many scholars of the val
idity of his ca se, and he rightly strikes a balance 
against a caricature of Second Temple ludaism. 
Nonetheless, the claim that ludaism was as free of 
legalism as he suggests is questionable. The failure 
of Second Temple ludaism to emphasize the cov
enant and the stress on the minutiae of the law are 
at least a recipe for legalism which could easily 
creep into the practice, if not the theology, of some 
lews. Neither can NT evidence that points to legal
ism among the lews be explained away. The par
able of the Pharisee and the tax collector (Lk.  
1 8 :9- 1 4) demonstrates that  the Pharisee believed 
he was righteous because of his morality and devo
tion to religious practices. H is religion had become 
a mask for self-exaltation (v. 1 4) .  The Lukan inclu-

sion of this parable can scarcely be accounted for if 
no one suffered from the problem of legalism. 

Several texts in Paul also take aim at merit theo
logy. For instance, Paul explicitly contrasts some
one who works for a wage that is owed to hirn with 
someone who receives the gift of justitication 
simply by believing (Rom. 4:4-5). This illustration 
occurs in a context in which all boasting is ex
c1uded, since righteousness is obtained by faith in
stead of works (Rom. 3:27-28; 4:2-3) . One must 
strain the text unduly not to see a crit ique of legal
ism here. Those who are convinced that they have 
done the requisite works (an illusion, of course, 
since no one keeps the law perfectly-Rom. I :  1 8-
3:20) do not need righteousness as a gift. They be
lieve they have merited righteousness as a wage 
that is deserved, since they worked to attain i t .  And 
thus they believe (vainlyl ) they have grounds for 
boasting in their achievement. Rom. 9:30- 1 0:8 
should be understood similarly. The problem with 
the lews is that they did not pursue the law with 
faith 'but as from works' (Rom. 9:32). I nstead of 
submitting themselves to God's saving righteous
ness, they tried to establish their own righteousness 
by works (Rom. 1 0:3) .  The assertion by some (e.g. 
Dunn) that Paul's criticism of the lews is limited to 
their nationalism and ethnocentrism can hardly be 
sustained here. Not a word is breathed in this con
text about circumcision, food laws, or observance 
of days. The text refers to 'works' in general-not 
even 'works of law'-and thus it would be il
legitimate to conclude that the lews are criticized 
for excluding Gentiles. The term 'works' should be 
interpreted in a broad sense, denoting their works
orientation rather than faith-orientation. Paul's 
critique of the lews was not from an outsider's 
perspective, for he had suffered from the same 
tendency (Phil. 3 :2- 1 1 ) .  He attempted to obtain 
right-standing with God on the basis of 'his own 
righteousness from the law' instead of 'the right
eousness of God on the basis of faith '  (Phil. 3:9) . 
The critique against legalism in the NT should not 
be understood as an attack against 'lews' and an 
indication of anti-Semitism. Legalism is due to 
pride, and the desire for self-exaltation, wh ich is a 
problem common to all humanity, not just the lews. 
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e. Abrogation andJuljilment oJ the law 
One of the perplexities in reading the NT is that it 
seems to say contradictory things about the law. I n  
fact, Räisänen makes this his central plank i n  his 
book on Paul's view of the law, contending that 
Paul's theology of the law is inconsistent and con
tradictory. Räisänen's solution is unsatisfactory, 
and yet the difficulty is apparent to all careful 
readers of the NT, since the various statements 
made about the law are difficult io reconcile. This 
comes to the forefront in the matter of the ab
rogation and fulfilment of the law. Some state
ments imply that the law is still in force and ful
filled in Christ, while others teach that the law has 
come to an end. The solution to this vexing prob
lem is paradoxical, for NT writers affirm that both 
are true, i. e. the law is abrogated and yet it  is also 
fulfilled. 

Matthew, for instance, emphasizes that Christ 
came to fulfil the law (5: 1 7-20; cf 5:2 1 -48).  What 
Matthew means by 'fulfil' is the subject of contro
versy, but it should be related to his christology, 
since he emphasizes that Christ fulfils OT proph
ecy (cf 1 :22; 2: 1 5 , 1 7, 23; 4: 1 4; 8: 1 7, ete ). Matthew 
hints ( 1 5 : 1 -20) that the food laws of the OT are 



no lünger binding. Mark, in the parallel text (Mk.  
7: 1-23), makes it explicit that all foods are now 
clean (Mk .  7: 1 9). It is also possible that Matthew's 
words about the Sabbath suggest some change re
garding Sabbath regulations ( 1 2 :  1 - 1 4). The fulfil
ment envisaged by Matthew, then , hints at some 
changes in the law. Food laws and perhaps the 
Sabbath laws are no longer binding in the same 
way (cf also the texts on divorce in 5 : 3 1 -32; 1 9:3-
1 2) .  Nonetheless, the moral norms of the law are 
not jettisoned, but can now become a reality with 
the coming of the kingdom (4: 1 7; 5 :  1 7-48). 

Luke also emphasizes that Jesus fulfils prophecy 
( I  :32-33, 54--55, 68-79; 4: 1 8- 1 9; 24:25-27, 44-49; 
Acts 2: 1 6-36, ete. ), and that the law is eternally 
valid ( 1 6: 1 7) .  This does not mean that there is no 
shift in terms of the law, for Acts 1 0 : 1 - 1 1 : 1 8  
communicates in unmistakable terms that food 
laws are no longer required. Moreover, at the Jeru
salem council in Acts 1 5 , circumcision is not im
posed on the Gentiles. Luke's perspective seems to 
be a salvation historical one in which the law no 
longer functions in the same way now that Messiah 
has come, the Spirit has been poured out, and the 
gospel goes to the Gentiles (cf BIomberg). The 
letter to the Hebrews depicts the covenan tal shift in 
a beautiful argument which is unfolded in chapters 
7- 1 0. The law of the old covenant is no longer bind
ing, since there has been a change of priesthood 
(Heb. 7 :  1 1 - 1 2) .  [ ndeed, the very fact that a Mel
chizedean priesthood was predicted in Ps. 1 1 0:4 
signals that the Levitical priesthood was destined 
to become obsolete. [f the Levitical priesthood has 
been superseded, the same is true of Levitical sac
rifices. Ultimately, the blood of animals cannot 
atone for sin anyway, since they are brute beasts 
and unwilling victims. OT sacrifices actually an
ticipated and pointed forward to the sacrifice of 
Christ which is the fulfilment of what they adum
brated. Thus, the author of Hebrews does not 
criticize the OT law per se. He places it in salvation 
historical perspective, arguing that it must be in
terpreted in light of the fulfilment accomplished by 
Jesus Christ. The OT itself, in promising a new 
covenant, envisaged a day when the old would be 
dissolved. 

PauJ's theology follows the same basic para
digm. The gospel of C hrist fulfils the OT scriptures 
(Rom. 1 :2; 3:2 1 ) .  And now that Christ has come, 
circumcision, food laws and observance of days are 
not mandated for the people of God (Rom. 2:26-
29; 4:9- 1 2; 1 4: 1 -23; I Cor. 7: 1 9; Gal. 4 : 1 0; 2 :3-5; 
5 :2-6; 6: 1 2- 1 3; Col. 2: 1 6-23]. The Mosaic coven
ant has come to an end upon the arrival of Christ 
(Gal. 3 :  1 5-4:7; 2 COL 3 :4-- 1 8), for the promises 
given to Abraham that all nations would be blessed 
have become a reality ( Gal. 3 :6-9, 1 4-- 1 8 , 29; Rom . 
4:9- 1 7). Circumcision, food laws and Sabbath are 
not required, because the days of separation be
tween Jews and GentiJles have ended. And yet the 
deeper reality to wh ich these laws pointed has now 
been fulfilled. Curcumcision of the heart has 
become a reality through the work of the Holy 
Spirit (Rom. 2:28-29; Phil. 3:3) and the work of 
Christ on the cross (Col. 2: 1 1 - 1 2). The purity laws 
of the OT are fulfilled in purity of life and in sep
aration from all evil (cf 2 Cor. 6: 1 4; 7:  I ;  cf Peter's 
application of Lv. 1 1 :44 in I Pet. 1 : 1 5- 1 6).  Paul 
hirnself does not enunciate how the Sabbath is ful
filled, but the author of Hebrews (Heb. 4: 1 - 1 1 )  
sees the Sabbath as coming to fruition in the Sab
bath rest which believers now enjoy, and wh ich will 
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be consummated at the day of Christ's return. The 
fulfilment of the law for Paul (cf also Jas. 2:8-1 2) 
also involves empowerment so that the moral 
norms of the law may be kept. Many scholars 
doubt that Paul operated with a distinction be
tween the moral and ceremonial law, but texts such 
as Rom. 2:25-29; 8:4; 1 3 :8- 1 0; Gal . 5 :2-6, 14 ;  I 
Cor. 7: 1 9, suggest that he operated with such a dis
tinction. Of course, Paul never conceived that the 
law could be fulfilled in one's own strength. Fulfil
ling the law was due to the work of the Holy Spirit 
wh ich enabled believers to obey God's 
commandments. 
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LAWGIVER (Heb. m'(Jöqeq; Gk. nomothetes). All 
six OT occurrences of the Heb. word are in poetry. 
[n Gn. 49: 1 0; Nu. 2 1 : 1 8 ; Ps. 60:7 (= Ps. 1 08:8) the 
rendering 'staff' or 'sceptre' makes better sense in 
context and with paralleis. Dt. 33:2 1 ;  Jdg. 5: 1 4; [so 
33:22 ascribe judicial leadership to Gad, Manasseh 
and the Lord. James (4: 1 2) rebukes censoriousness 
among his readers by reminding them that God 
alone is judge. 

The idea of lawgiver in the NT, if not the word, 
is much more widespread. [n particular, Christ is 
characterized as Lawgiver by his respect for the 
Mosaic Law (Mt .  5 : 1 7- 1 8), and by comparison 
with Moses (Mt.  1 7:3 ;  Jn. I :  1 7) .  The superiority of 
Christ is emphasized in his own pronouncements 
(Mt .  5:22ff.; 22:36-40) and elsewhere by stressing 
his status (Gal. 3: 1 9; Heb. 7: 1 1 ) ,  the scope of his 
law ( Rom. 1 0:4; 1 3 :8ff.),  and its spiritual nature 
(Rom. 7-8; Jas. 1 :25, etc.). P.A.B. 

LAWYER, The NT title nomikos was used of the 
scribes synonymously with grammateus (scribe) 
and nomodidaskalos (teacher of the law). All 
scribes were originally students of Scripture, but 
by the 2nd century BC lay scribes had begun to 
expound the minutiae of the law without direct 
reference to Scripture. Lawyers had seats in the 
Sanhedrin (Mt .  1 6:2 1 ; Lk. 22:66; Acts 4 :5). 

R .K .H . 

LAYING ON OF HANDS, Actions with the 
• hands were an important part of ancient religious 
ritual, e.g. in prayer (I Ki. 8 :54; I Tim. 2:8) and 
invocation of divine blessing (Lv. 9:22; Ecclus. 
50:20; Lk. 24:50). Jacob blessed the sons of Joseph 
by laying (Si{) his hands upon their heads (Gn. 
48:8-20), and Jesus similarly blessed children 
brought to hirn (Mk.  1 0: 1 6; Mt. 1 9 : 1 3- 1 5; cf SB, 
I ,  pp. 807f.). Jesus also touched (e.g. Mk. 1 :4 1 ;  
7 :33), or laid his hands on, the sick (Mk .  5 :23; 6:5;  
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7:32; 8:23, 25; Mt. 9: 1 8; Lk. 4:40; 5 :  1 3; 1 3 : 1 3), as 
did the apostles (Acts 9 : 1 2, 1 7; 28:8; Mk. 1 6: [ 1 8]; 
cf. I Qap Gen 20. 2 1 ,  28f. The action was symbolic 
of spiritual blessing flowing from one person to 
another (cf. Mk.  5:30). 

I .  In the Old Testament 
On the Day of Atonement Aaron placed (sämali) 
his hands on the head of the goat which was to be 
sent into the wilderness and confessed the people's 
sins over it, thus putting them upon the goat (Lv. 
1 6:2 1 ) . A similar rite accompanied the burnt, 
peace, sin and ordination offerings (e.g. Lv. 1 :4; 
3:2; 4:4; Nu. 8: 1 2). indieating the 'identification' of 
the people with their offering. (In Lv. 24: 1 4  (cf. 
Susanna 34) the people who put their hands upon 
a blasphemer were probably ' thrusting' his guilt 
upon hirn.) 

The Levites, who as priests represented the 
peop\e before God, were ordained by the people 
plaeing their hands upon them (Nu. 8 : 1 0). Moses 
ordained his successor Joshua by placing his hands 
upon hirn and thus investing hirn with some of his 
authority (Nu. 27: 1 8-23). This passage describes 
Joshua as 'a man in whom is the spirit' before his 
ordination, but Dt. 34:9 states that he was full of 
the spirit of wisdom because Moses had laid his 
hands upon hirn. The implication would appear to 
be that a worthy person, possessed of the divinc 
Spirit, received additional spiritual gifts when 
eommissioned for service by this rite. At the same 
time the rite indicated a transfer of authori ty. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
I n  the NT baptism and the reception of the Spirit 
were on occasion accompanied by thc laying on of 
hands. In Acts 8: 1 4- 19  the gift of the Spirit was 
conferred only when baptism had been followed by 
apostolic laying on of hands. I t  is unlikely that the 
laying on of hands by Ananias in Acts 9 :  1 2 , 1 7  
(where it precedes baptism) is to be understood 
simi larly. Acts 1 9 :6 l inks laying on of hands with 
baptism and the gift of the Spirit expressed in 
tongu�s and prophecy, and Heb. 6:2 refers to te ach
ing about baptisms and laying on of hands, prob
ably as instruetion given to new eonverts. Else
where, however, the gift of the Spirit was given 
without mention of laying on of hands, and once 
even before baptism (Acts 1 0:44-48), and it is un
likely that in the NT period baptism was always 
accompanicd by laying on of hands. 

Following the OT analogies and what may have 
been contemporary rabbinic practice, laying on of 
hands was also the rite of ordination for Christian 
service. After the congregation had chosen the 
seven hel pers they (or possibly the apostles) prayed 
and laid hands on them (Aets 6:5f. ;  cf. SB, 2, pp. 
647-66 1 ); similarly, the church at Antioch prayed 
and laid hands on Barnabas and Sau I for mission 
work (Acts 1 3 :3). In I Tim. 5:22 Timothy is urged 
not to be hasty in laying on of hands; this may 
refer to the ordination of elders or to the restor
ation of backsliders to fellowship with an act of 
blessing. 2 Tim. 1 :6 refers to Timothy's own recep
tion of the gift of God for the work of the ministry 
by the laying on of Paul's hands. Cf. I Tim. 4: 1 4, 
where, however, it is the 'presbytery' which laid 
hands on hirn. The simplest and best solution is 
that Paul and the local elders were associated in the 
act, but D. Daube thinks that the phrase in ques
tion means 'ordination to the rank of presbyter'. 
Such ordination, earried out under divine guidance 

(Acts 1 3 :3 ;  cf. I Tim. I :  1 8), was an out ward sign 
that God gave to the person his gifts for some task 
of ministry, and by it the chureh acknowledged the 
divine eommission and enabling and associated 
itself with the Spirit in eommissioning and author
izing the minister for his task. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. W. H. Lampe, Tlre Seal of tlre 
Spirit, 1 95 1 ,  eh. 5 ;  E. Lohse, Die Ordination im 
Spätjudentum und im Neuen Testament, 1 95 1 ;  D. 
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1 956, pp. 224ff.; 1. Newman, Semiklrah, 1 950; N. 
Adler, Taufe und Handaujlegung, 1 95 1 ;  E. Fergu
son, HTR 56, 1 963, pp. 1 2- 19 ;  JTS n .S. 26, 1 975, 
pp. 1 - 1 2; C. Maurer, TDNT 8,  pp. 1 59- 1 6 1 ;  E. 
Lohse, TDNT 9, pp. 424-434; H .-G. Schütz, 
NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 48- 1 53. I .H .M .  

LAZARUS AND D1VES. In the story, which 
occurs in Lk. 1 6: 1 9-3 1 ,  Dives ( Lat. 'rich man') is 
nowhere named. He failed to take notice of the 
plight of Lazarus, the beggar at his gate. After 
death Lazarus went to *Abraham's bosom and 
Dives to Hades. It was impossible for any contact 
to be made between them. Nor was there any point 
in Abraham's sending Lazarus to the brothcrs of 
Dives, as they had suffieient in Moses and the 
prophets to bring them to repen tance. 

The story teaches the dangers of wealth in blind
ing men to the need of their fellows and the ir
revocable decision of our eternal destiny in our Iife 
on earth. It does not suggest that poverty is a 
virtue and wealth a viee, for Abraham was a rich 
man. Dives failed to \earn the unjust steward's 
lesson (Lk.  1 6:9). The referenee to resurrection in 
1 6:3 1 applies more naturally to that of Christ than 
to that of Lazarus of Bethany. (* GULf.) 
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LAZARUS. The name Lazarus is an abbreviation 
of the name Eleazar, which was the fourth most 
common male name among Palestinian Jews in the 
period 300 BC-AD 200. So it is not surprising that 
the name Lazarus is borne by two charactcrs in the 
NT: one a character in a parable (Lk.  1 6: 1 9-3 1 ), 
the other a close friend of Jesus and brother of 
Martha and Mary of Bethany (Jn. 1 1 :  1 -44; 1 2 : 1 -2, 
9- 1 1 ). Scholars have often postulated a eonnection 
between the two, supposing either that the parable 
in Luke was one of the sources out of which John 
created the story of the raising of Lazarus, or that 
the character in the parable was named after the 
man Jesus raised from the dead. But since the 
name was extremely common, such speculation is 
redundant. The fact that resurrection is mentioned 
in connection with both characters is an artificial 
similarity. In the parable, the rich man proposes 
that Lazarus be sent back to the world of the Iiving 
to warn his brothers of the fate that awaits them 
after death. The proposal probably envisages only 
a temporary visit by Lazarus to this world, and it is 
rejected. This is quite unlike the raising of Lazarus 
of Bethany, where the purpose of the miracle is not 
that Lazarus should provide information from his 
experience of the world of the dead, but that Jesus 
should demonstrate his power to give life to the 
dead. 

The Lazarus of the parable in Lk. 16 is the only 
character in a gospel parable who has a name. The 
reason may be simply that the demands of story-



tclling required him to be named. The point of the 
narrative is that the conditions of the destitute 
beggar and the wealthy aristocrat are reversed at 
death. Therefore they cannot be called 'the poor 
man' and 'the rich man' after their deaths. The tell
ing of the story is greatly facilitated by naming thc 
poor man . Since Eleazar means 'God has helped', 
the name may have been chosen for its ap
propriateness. But the naming of Lazarus may aiso 
help to associate the parable with the many stories, 
popular in the ancient world, about people who 
died. returned to life and were able to reveal the 
fate 01' people after death. Such stories usually 
named their characters. Jesus' parable plays on the 
notion familiar from such stories, but subverts i t .  
I n  order to know that the  rich should not  live in 
luxury while the poor starve, a revelation from 
beyond the grave is not necessary because the 
scriptures are sufficient. 

The raising of Lazarus in Jn. 1 1  plays a key role 
in both the theological and the historical sequence 
of John's narrative of Jesus. It is the greatest of the 
series of 'signs' wh ich Jesus performs in the first 
half of the Gospel. John refers to the miracJes of 
Jesus as 'signs', because they are acts of divine 
power whose purpose is to signify something even 
greater than the miracJes themselves: Jesus' power 
to communicate eternal l ife. The raising of Laza
rus is the most remarkable of the miracJes. John 
emphasizes this by pointing out that Lazarus had 
been dead and buried for 4 days. According to 
popular Jewish belief, the spirit of a dead person 
did not finally desert the body until 3 days after 
death. So Lazarus is unambiguously dead. As a 
miracJe of resurrection, this is the 'sign' wh ich 
indicates most c1early that Jesus' mission is to give 
eternal life. Although Lazarus returns only to mor
tal l ife, Jesus' conversation with Martha ( I  1 :2 1 -27) 
shows that the 'sign' points to the eternal I ife Jesus 
gives to believers. 

By stressing both Jesus' love for Lazarus and his 
sisters ( 1 1 :5 ,  36) and the fact that Jesus risks his 
own life by helping them ( 1 1 :8, 1 6) ,  the narrative 
foreshadows the way Jesus is soon to sacrifice his 
own life in order to give eternal I ife to those he 
loves. The remarkable stress on Jesus' emotions 
( 1 1 :33, 35, 38) may indicate not only his participa
tion in the sorrow of the family he loves, but also 
his awareness that his act of helping them is going 
to lead to his own death. In the sequeJ to the rais
ing of Lazarus ( 1 1 :45-53), i t  becomes the event 
which determines the decision of the Jewish au
thorities to put Jesus to death. It also leads to a 
plot against the life of Lazarus himself ( 1 2 : 1 0- 1 1 ) .  
I f  Lazarus represents all those whom Jesus Ioves 
and for whom he gives his life, then there is perhaps 
the implication that followers of Jesus also risk 
their lives for him. 

Thus history and theological meaning are cJose
Iy i n tertwined in this story, as elsewhere in John.  
This need not mean that  the events are not histor
ical. Many have doubted the historicity of the mir
acJe on the grounds that the other three gospels do 
not record i t .  However, this should be put in the 
context of the contrast between John's strong 
focus on events in and around Jerusalem and the 
Synoptic Gospels' foeus on Galilee. Only one syn
optic healing miracJe (the healing of Bartimaeus in 
Jericho) occurs anywhere near Jerusalem. In this 
context, it is not surprising that the two synoptic 
resurrection miracJes (Mk.  5 :2 1-43;  Lk. 7 :  1 1 - 1 7) 
occur in Galilee, while only John records one in the 
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vicinity of Jerusalem. The synoptics are relatively 
vague about the historical causes of Jesus' execu
tion, but John offers a detailed and plausible 
account of the political considerations that led to 
Jesus' death. 

Since Lazarus is said to be one whom Jesus 
loved ( 1 1 :3,  5, 36), i t  has sometimes been proposed 
that he is the anonymous 'disciple whom Jesus 
loved' ( 1 3 :23-26; 1 9 :25-27; 20:2- 1 0; 2 1 :7 ,  20-24). 
However, John also says that Jesus loved all his 
disciples ( 1 3 : I ). If Lazarus were the 'disciple Jesus 
loved', i t  would be odd that he is named in some 
passages and anonymous in others. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  Bauckham, 'The R ich Man 
and Lazarus: The Parable and the Paralleis' , NTS 
37, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 225-246; B. Byrne, Lazarus, 1 99 1 ;  M .  
W. G .  Stibbe, lohn as Story teller, 1 992. R.J .B. 

LEAH (Heb. le'ä, 'wild cow' ?). The eider daughter 
of the Aramaean, Laban. Through his deception 
she became the wife of Jacob, because of the local 
custom prohibiting the younger daughter from 
marrying before the eider (Gn. 29 :2 1 -30). She was, 
not unnaturally, jealous of her more attractive 
sister Rachel. 

As the mother of Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, 
Issachar, Zebulun and Dinah she was accJaimed 
with Rachel as one of the builders of the house of 
Israel (Ru. 4: 1 1 ) .  Together they allied with Jacob 
against Laban, and when they went to meet Esau 
she was given a place in the middle of the 
procession. 

Her burial took place at Machpelah, in Hebron, 
presumably before Jacob's descent to Egypt (Gn. 
49:3 1 ). M .B. 
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LEAVEN (Heb. j" ör, 'Ieaven', 'Ieavened bread' in 
Dt. 1 6:4; /:täme�, 'anything Ieavened or fermented'; 
cf ma�$ä, 'without Ieaven', Lv. 1 0: 1 2; Gk. zyme, 
'Ieaven'; cf Lat. levare, 'to raise'). 

In  Heb. I ife leaven came to play an important 
part, not only in  bread-making, but also in law, 
ritual and religious teaching. I t  was made origin
ally from fine white bran kneaded with must; from 
the meal of certain plan ts such as fitch or vetch; or 
from barley mixed with water and then allowed to 
stand till i t  turned sour. As baking developed, 
leaven was produced from bread flour kneaded 
without salt and kept till i t  passed into a state of 
fermentation. 

a. In bread-making 
I n  bread-making the leaven was probably a piece 
of dough, retained from a former baking, which 
had fermen ted and turned acid. This was then 
either dissolved in water in the kneading-trough 
before the flour was added, or was 'hid' in the flour 
(Mt. 1 3 :33) and kneaded along with i t .  The · bread 
thus made was known as 'Ieavened', as distinct 
from 'unleavened' bread (Ex. 1 2: 1 5, ete.). There is 
no cJear trace of the use of other sorts of leaven,  
although i t  has often been suggested that  the Jews 
used also the lees of wine as yeast. 

b. In law and ritual 
The earliest Mosaic legislation (Ex. 23: 1 8; 34:25) 
prohibited the use of leaven during the • Passover 
and the 'feast of unleavened bread' (Gk. azymos) 
(Ex. 23 :  1 5; Mt .  26: 1 7, ete.). This was to remind the 
I sraelites of their hurried departure from Egypt, 
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when without waiting to bake leavened bread they 
carried dough and kneading-troughs with them, 
baking as they wandered (Ex. 1 2:34ff.; Ot. 1 6 :3, 
elc.), much as the bedouin still do. 

The prohibition on leaven, as that on honey ( Lv. 
2: 1 1 ), was possibly made because fermentation 
impl ied disintegration and corruption, and to the 
Hebrew anything in a decayed state suggested un
c1eanness. Rabbinical writers orten used leaven as a 
symbol of evil and of man's hereditary corruption 
(cf also Ex . 1 2 :8, 1 5-20). Plutarch echoes this an
cient view when he describes leaven as 'itself the 
offspring of corruption, and corrupting the mass 
of dough with wh ich i t  is mixed' .fermenlum is used 
in Persius (Sal. 1 . 24) for 'corruption'. 

Ooubtless for this reason i t  was excluded also 
from the offerings placed upon the altar of 
Yahweh, only cakes made from f10ur without 
leaven (ma��öI. Lv. 1 0 :  1 2) being allowed. 
(0 SHOWBREAO.) 

Two exceptions to this rule should, however, be 
noted ( Lv. 7: 1 3; cf Am. 4:5) .  ' Leavened bread' was 
an accompaniment of the thank-offering, and 
leavened loaves were used also in the wave
offering-i. e. at the Feast of Pentecost. 

c. In religiolls leaching 
The figurative uses of leaven in the NT to a large 
extent reflect the former view of it as 'corrupt and 
corrupting'. Jesus utters warnings against the 
leaven of the Pharisees, Sadducees and Herodians 
(Mt .  1 6:6; Mk .  8: 1 5) :  the Pharisees' hypocrisy 
and preoccupation with outward show (Mt .  
23: 1 4, 1 6; Lk.  1 2 : 1 ); the  Sadducees' scepticism 
and culpable ignorance (Mt .  22:23, 29); the 
Herodians' malice and political guile (Mt .  22: 1 6-
2 1 ;  Mk.  3:6). 

The two Pauline passages in which the word 
occurs support this view ( I  Cor. 5:6ff.; Ga!. 5:9), 
with the former going on to contrast 'the leaven of 
malice and evil' with ' the unleavened bread of sin
cerity and truth', remembering the new signifi
cance of the old feast : that 'Christ, our paschal 
lamb, has been sacrificed' .  

No such meaning attaches, however, to Jesus' 
brief but profoundly significant parable wh ich ( fol
lowing that of the slow-growing mustard seed) 
compares the kingdom of God with 'Ieaven which 
a woman took and hid in three measures of f1our, 
till it was all leavened' (Mt .  1 3 :33 ;  Lk.  1 3 :2 1 ), c1ear
Iy an allusion to 'the hidden, silent, mysterious, but 
all-pervading and transforming action of the 
leaven in the . . .  f1our' (JSBE, 3, p. 1 862). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. ISBE; 1. Lightfoot, Horae Heb
raicae, 1 659, 2, pp. 232-233; O. T. Allis, 'The Par
able of the Leaven', EQ 1 9, 1 947, pp. 254-273; R .  
S .  Wallace, Many Things in Parables, 1 955, pp. 22-
25; H. Windisch, TDNT 2, pp. 902-906; G. T. O. 
Angel, NIDNTT 2, pp. 46 1-463 . 1 .0.0. 

LEBANON. A mountain range in Syria. The name 
is also more loosely applied to the adjoining re
gions (Jos. 1 3 : 5), and is also that of a modern 
republic. 

I .  Name 
Heb. fQänön is derived from the root Ibn, 'white'. 
The range owes this name to two factors: the white 
limestone of the high ridge of Lebanon and espe
cially the glittering snows that cap its peaks for 6 
months of the year; cf Je. 1 8 : 1 4. Lebanon is at-

tested in ancient records from at least the 1 8th cen
tury BC onwards; see on history, below. The Assyr
ians called it Lab'an, then Labnanu; the Hittites, 
Niblani; the Egyptians, rmnn or rbrn; and the Ca
naanites themselves, e.g. at Ugarit, Lbnn just as in 
Hebrew. 

1 1 .  Topography 
The S end of the Lebanon range is a direct con
tinuation of the hills of N Galilee, and is divided 
from them only by the deep E-W gorge of the 
lower reaches of the Litani river, which enters the 
sea a few km N of Tyre. The Lebanon range is a 
ridge almost 1 60 km long, following the SW to NE 
trend of  the  Phoenician coast from behind Sidon 
N to the E-W valley of the Nahr el-Kebir river (the 
river Eleutherus of antiquity), which divides Leb
anon from the next N-S mountain range extending 
still farther N (Nuseiri or Ansariya M ts). 

This ridge is marked by a series of peaks. From S 
to N, the principal ones are Gebel R ihan, Tomat 
and Gebel Niha (from over 1 ,630 m high to nearly 
1 ,900 m) behind Sidon; Gebel Baruk, Gebel Ku
neiyiseh and Gebe! Sunnin (c. 2,200 m, 2, I 00 m 
and 2,600 m high respectively) behind Beirut; 
Qurnet es-Sauda, the highest at about 3,000 m, 
ESE of Tripoli; N is Qurnet Aruba, c. 2,230 m 
high . These high mountains and the coastal strip 
have a good rainfall, but in the 'rain-shadow' area 
Oamascus and the N half of the Biqä' plain have 
less than 25 cm a year and must depend on stream 
water. 

The W f1anks of this range sweep right down to 
the Mediterranean, leaving only a narrow coastal 
plain for the Canaanite/Phoenician cities, and 
sometimes reach the sea, roads having had to be 
cut by man round such headlands. Typical of these 
is the headland of the Nahr el-Kelb just N of 
Beirut .  The E f1anks of Lebanon descend into the 
Biqä' . This plain, or broad vale, is highest in the 
vicinity of Baalbek, and it is the 'valley (b;q'af) of 
Lebanon' of Jos. 1 1 :  1 7. It descends N with the 
Orontes and S with the Litani and headwater 
streams of the Jordan. I t  is the c1assical 0 Coele
syria ('Hollow Syria') and is bounded along its E 
side by the corresponding mountain range of Anti
Lebanon. This latter range also runs from SW to 
NE and is broken in two by the plateau from which 
the Barada river descends E to water the incredibly 
rich oasis of Oamascus. The highest peak is M t  
Herrnon (over 2,800 m) i n  the S half o f  the range. 
The structure of the whole region is c1early ex
pressed in the diagram of O. Baly, Geography of 
Ihe Bible, 1 957, p. 1 1 , fig. 3 .  For routes connecting 
the Biqä', AntiLebanon and Oamascus, see ibid., 
pp. 1 1 0- 1 1 1 .  
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Mt Herrnon in Anti-Lebanon was called Sirion 
by the Sidonians (i. e. Phoenicians), and Senir by 
the Amorites (Ot .  3:9). Both names are independ
ently attested in antiquity. Senir is mentioned as 
Sani ru by Shalmaneser I I I  of Assyria in 841 BC 
(ANET, p. 280b; DOTT, p. 48). Besides a Hittite 
mention of Sirion as Sariyana about 1 320 BC 
(ANET, p. 205a), the use of the name Sirion for 
Herrnon by the CanaaniteslPhoenicians is con
firmed by the Ugaritic texts of the 1 4thl l 3th 
centuries BC that picture Lebanon and Sirion as 
yie!ding timber for Baal's temple (ANET, p. 1 34a, 
§ vi). Herrnon is orten thought to be the 'many
peaked mountain, mountain of Bashan' in Ps. 
68 : 1 5 ; but Baly (op. eil., pp. 1 94, 220, 222) suggests 
that it could equally weil be the impressive peaks 



of the Gebel Druze. (0 BASHAN, 0 HERMON, 0 SENIR, 
o SIRION.) 

The biblical writers sometimes define the prom
ised land in general terms as extending ' from the 
wilderness and Lebanon and from the R iver . .  
Euphrates to the western sea' (Dt. 1 1  :24; Jos. 1 :4), 
i. e. within these S-N and E-W limits. For the 
Phoenician coastal cities, the Lebanon mountain 
ridge formed a natural barrier to invaders from 
inland. The Assyrian king Shamshi-Adad I 
reached Lab'an in the 1 8th century BC (ANET, p. 
274b) and the H itt ite emperor Suppiluliuma made 
it his SW boundary in the 1 4th century BC (Mt  
Niblani, ANET, p .  3 1 8b), without their disturbing 
the coastal cities to any extent. 

III. Resources 
Lebanon was above all famous for its former dense 
forest cover. The am pie November and March 
rainfall and l imestone ridges gave rise to many 
springs and streams flowing down to E and W (Ct. 
4: 1 5; Je. 1 8 : 14). The coastland, Biqä', and lower 
mountain-slopes support garden-cultivation, olive
groves, vineyards, fruit-orchards (mulberries, figs, 
apples, apricots, walnuts) and small cornfields 
(Rawlinson, Phoenieia, p. 1 7) .  Higher still rises the 
forest-cover of myrtles and conifers, culminating in 
the groves of mighty cedars, of which, alas, only 
one or two isolated groves survive (because of ex
cessive deforestation), the main one being at 
Bsharreh SE of Tripoli (picture in L. H. Grol
lenberg, Shorter A tlas 0/ the Bible, 1 959, p. 1 3) .  
The fertility and fruitfulness of the  Lebanon 
region is reflected in scriptures such as Ps. 72: 1 6; 
Ct. 4: 1 1 ; Ho. 1 4:5-7, as weil as in early inscriptions 
(Tuthmosis 1 1 1 ,  5th and 7th campaigns, 1 5th cen
tury BC, ANET, p. 239a, b). Wild beasts also lurked 
there (e.g. 2 Ki. 1 4:9; Ct .  4:8) .  

The mighty cedars were apt symbols of majesty 
and strength in biblical imagery; cf Jdg. 9: 1 5; I Ki .  
4 :33 ;  2 Ki .  14:9 (= 2 Ch .  25: 1 8); Pss. 92: 1 2 ; 1 04: 1 6; 
Ct. 5: 1 5 ; [so 35:2; 60: 1 3 .  They were also symbols of 
earthly pride subject to divine wrath; cf Ps. 29:5-6; 
Is. 2 : 1 3 ;  1 0:34; Je. 22:6; Ezk. 3 1 :3-14; ZC. 1 1 : 1 -2 .  
These forests atforded a refuge (Je. 22:23). But 
above all, Lebanon's cedars and conifers (firs, cy
presses, elc.) furnished the finest building timber in 
the ancient East, sought by the rulers of Egypt, 
Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine alike. The most 
celebrated of such deliveries of timber were those 
sent to Solomon by Hiram I of Tyre for the Temple 
at Jerusalem (I Ki. 5:6, 9, 1 4  (= 2 Ch. 2 :8, 1 6); 7:2; 
1 0 : 1 7, 2 1  (= 2 Ch.  9:20) ) .  For the price in foodstutfs 
paid by Solomon for h i s  timber, elc., see 0 FooD 
(Solomon's palace food-supplies). The firs of Leb
anon and Anti-LebantOn (Sirion) provided ships 
for Tyre (Ezk. 27:5) al!1d sacred barges for Egypt 
(ANET, pp. 25b, 27a; C. 1 090 BC), as weil as furni
ture (Ct. 3:9). Wood for the second Jerusalem 
Temple was also cut in Lebanon (Ezr. 3 :7). 

IV. History 
The history of Lebanon is essentially that of the 
Phoenician cities on i ts littoral and the story 01' the 
exploitation of its splendid timber. From S to N, 
the Canaanite/Phoenician cities of Tyre, Ahlab, 
Zarephath, Sidon, Beirut, Byblos (Gebai, modern 
Jebail) and Simyra (N of Tripoli) all had the wealth 
of the Lebanon as their hinterland besides their 
maritime trade. For their detailed histories (except 
Beirut and Simyra), see separate articles; see also 
o CANAAN and 0 PHOENICIA.  
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The Lebanon timber-trade goes back to the 
earliest times. The 4th Dynasty pharaoh Snofru 
fetched forty shiploads of cedars as early as C. 2600 
BC (ANET, p. 227a), and various of his successors 
followed suit in later centuries. Byblos in particular 
became virtually an Egyptian dependency and its 
princes thoroughly assimilated to Egyptian cul
ture, even writing their Semitic names in hiero
glyphs (cf ANET, p. 229a). In exchange for timber, 
they received handsome gold jewellery from the 
1 2th Dynasty pharaohs (c. 1 900- 1 800 BC). 

When the New Kingdom pharaohs conquered 
Syria they exacted a regular annual tribute of 
'genuine cedar of Lebanon' (ANET, p. 240b: Tuth
mosis 1 1 1 ,  C. 1 460 BC), and a relief of Sethos [ (c. 
1 300 BC) actually depicts the Syrian princes hewing 
down the timbers of Lebanon for the pharaoh 
(ANEP, p. 1 1 0, fig. 33 1 ,  or Grollenberg, Shorler 
A lias 0/ Ihe Bible, p. 1 4; cf ANET, p. 254, § c, end). 
In later days (20th Dynasty) the pharaohs had to 
pay handsomely for such timber (cf Solomon), as 
Wenamun, envoy of Rameses X[ ,  found to his cost 
(ANET, p. 27a). 

From Canaan itself in the 2nd millennium BC, 
the Ugaritic epics about Baal and Anath and 
Aqhat allude to 'Lebanon and its trees; Sirion, its 
choice cedars' providing timber for the house (i. e. 
temple) of Baal (ANET, p. 1 34a, § vi; C. H .  
Gordon, Ugarilic Lilerature, 1 949, p .  34), and fur
nishing material for a bow (ANET, p. 1 5 1 b, § vi; 
Gordon, op. eit. , p. 90). 

The Assyrians, too, exacted a tribute of timber 
from Lebanon for temple-building-so Tiglath
pileser [, C. 1 1 00 BC (ANET, p. 275a) and Esarhad
don about 675 BC (ANET, p. 29 1 b)-but also often 
drew upon the Amanus forests farther N (ANET, 
pp. 276b, 278a); cf here, 2 Ki .  1 9:23; [so 37:24 .  
Nebuchadrezzar followed their  example (ANET, p.  
307; DOTT, p. 87) .  Habakkuk (2: 1 7) refers to Ba
bylonian despoliation of Lebanon, which was also 
foreseen by [ saiah ( 1 4:8). 

BmLlOGRAPHY. P. K.  Hitt i ,  Hislory 0/ Syria wilh 
Lebanon and Palesline, 1 95 1 ;  Lebanon in His loryl , 
1 962; 1. P. Brown, The Lebanon and Phoenieia, I .  
1 969 (on ancient sources); Kamal Salibi, A HOl/se 
0/ Many Mansions, 1 989. K.A.K.  

A .K .C. 

LEB-KAMAI. An artificial word (Je. 5 1 :  I, RV), 
formed by the device known as Athbash (explained 
under 0 SHESHACH) .  The Heb. consonants I-b-q-m-y 
really represent k-s-d-y-m, i. e. kaidim, 'Chaldeans'; 
cf Rsvmg. The vowels added by the Massoretes 
give the word a quasi-meaning, 'the heart of those 
that rise up against me' (cf Rvmg.). The verse men
tions Babyion openly, so the device is here word
play rat her than cipher. NEB with some scholars 
prefers to emend the text. D.F.P .  

LEES (Heb. s'märim, 'preserves', I s. 25:6; Je. 
48: 1 1 ; Zp. I :  1 2) .  The dregs at the bottom of wine
jars. See 0 WINE AND STRONG DRINK, and an excel
lent comprehensive article under 'Shemarim' in 
Kitto, A Cyc/opaedia 0/ Biblical Lileralure. The 
expression is used only figuratively in the OT. 

J .D .D .  

LEG. I .  Heb. k'rä'ayim occurs chiefly in ritual pas
sages, e.g. Ex. 1 2 :9; 29: 1 7; Lv. 1 :9, 1 3 ; 4: 1 1 , eIe. In 
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Lv. 1 1  :2 1 it describes the bending hind-Iegs of 10-
custs permitted for food, and provides an illustra
tion of judgment in Am. 3: 1 2. 

2. regel normally means foot but is used of Go
liath's legs in I Sa. 1 7 :6. 

3. söq means the u pper leg, and is synonymous 
with 'thigh'. It is used of men in Ot. 28:35; Ps. 
1 47: 1 0; Pr. 26:7; Ct. 5 : 1 5; I s. 47:2; On. 2 :33 .  In Jdg. 
1 5 :8 it is translated 'hip'. I t  is also used with refer
ence to animals. In several ritual passages, e.g. Ex. 
29:22, 27; Lv. 7 :32-34; 8:25-26; Nu. 6:20, ete., it is 
translated 'thigh' in RSV, while in I Sa. 9:24 RSV 
translates as 'leg'. This was one of the choicest 
pieces of the animal, normally reserved for priests. 

4. söqel is incorrectly translated 'leg' in AV of Is. 
47:2 (RSV 'robe'). 

S. Gk. skelos occurs only in Jn. 1 9 : 3 1  ff., when 
the legs of those crucified with Jesus were broken 
to hasten death. l .G .G.N. 

LEGIO . Gk. legeön (from LaI. legio), used four 
times in the NT, was the main division of the 
Roman army and comprised between 4,000 and 
6,000 men. I t  was divided into ten cohorts and 
these in turn into six centuries each. Sometimes a 
small cavalry division (ala) of about 1 20 was at
tached. In the I st century AD three or four legions 
were normally on duty in Syria, but Palestine saw 
very few legionaries until the beginning of the first 
Jewish rebellion in AD 66; previously the policing 
had been done by auxiliary cohorts. The word is 
used in the NT to suggest a very great number, as 
in Mt. 26:53 (of angels) and in Mk.  5:9, 1 5; Lk. 
8:30 (of the demons possessing the Gerasene de-
moniac). R.P.G. 

LEHABIM. The third son of Mizraim (Gn. 1 0: 1 3 ; 
I Ch. I :  1 1 ). The name (Heb. I'häqim) is unknown 
apart from these references, but many scholars 
would equate it with luqim of 2 Ch. 1 2 :3, ete. 
(" LUBIM), which is generally identified as referring 
to the Libyans. In  support of this is the LXX read
ing Labieim and the fact that these people, who 
figure in the ancient Egyp. inscriptions as rblV, are 
not elsewhere mentioned in Gn. 1 0, unless lutjim (v. 
i 3) is to be read for lüqim, as some scholars hold 
(" LUD, LUDIM). The matter therefore remains un-
certain. T.C.M. 

LEHI ( Heb. l'bi, lehi, 'jawbone', Jdg. 1 5 :9, 14, 1 9; 
' Ramath-Iehi' in Jdg. 1 5 : 1 7). The place in Judah 
where Samsoll slew 1 ,000 men with the jawbone of 
an ass. The si te is unknown, but see F. F. Brllce, in 
NBCR. p. 27 1 .  l .D.D. 

LEMUEL. King of " Massa, whose mother's in
structions concerning good government and the 
dangers 01' sensuality and over-indlligence in wine 
are recorded in Pr. 3 1 :  1 -9 .  Modern scholars have 
not generally accepted the rabbinie tradition, 
which says that Lemuel and the names in Pr. 30: I 
are attributes of Solomon, an attempt to credit 
Proverbs entirely to Solomon (cf L. Ginzberg, The 
Legends 0/ the lews, 6, 1 946, p. 277). See W. 
McKane, Proverbs, 1 970, pp. 407-4 12 .  D.A.H.  

LEVI. The third son of Jacob and Leah (Gn. 

29:34). The name (Heb. lewi) is here linked with the 
root lälViI (to join), and a play upon this meaning is 
found in Nu. 1 8 :2, 4. 

The only detail of his life known to us, apart 
from those events common to all Jacob's sons, is 
his treacherous attack on Shechem in company 
with Simeon (Gn. 34:25-26). It should in fairness 
be noted that the natural meaning of Gn. 34: 1 3, 27 
is that the two brothers were acting with the con
nivance of all. The two were specially concerned 
because Oinah was their full si ster. The two lads 
could carry out the massacre with the help of their 
father's slaves. 

It has almost universally been taken for gran ted 
that Gn. 49:5-7 refers to this incident ,  but this is 
most doubtful. There is no validity in the version al 
variation in the last c1ause of v. 6 represented by 
AV, 'they digged down a wall'; the Heb. 'they 
houghed an ox' (RV) is seemingly contradicted by 
Gn. 34:28. It is better to take the tenses in v. 6 as 
'perfeets of experience' and render, ' For in their 
anger they slay men, and in their wantonness they 
hamstring oxen' (RSV). They are cursed for a I ife of 
violence and cruelty in wh ich Shechem was merely 
an early and outstanding example. Later history 
was to show that the loyalty of Levi's descendants 
to Yahweh could turn the curse to a blessing, and 
their division and scattering in Israel was as his 
representatives. None the less, the curse seems to 
have hit Levi very heavily. The total census figure in 
Nu. 3 :22, 28, 34 of males from a month upward is 
strik ingly below all the tribai figures in Nu. I of 
males from 20 years upwards. No indication is 
given how this happened. Levi seems to have had 
only three sons, Gershon, Kohath and Merari, all 
born before he went down with Jacob to Egypl. 

Modern critical scholarship has questioned the 
biblical account of the origin of the tribe of Levi in 
various ways, but most of them have by now fallen 
into disfavour. We necd mention only the con
jecture of Lagarde that the Levites were those 
Egyptians that 'joined themselves' to the Israelites 
at the Exodus, and that of Baudissin that they were 
those 'joined to', i.e. escorting, the ark-in other 
words priestly servants. Much more important is 
Hommel's linking of lewi with Imvi'a, meaning 
'priest', in Minaean N Arabian inscriptions. The 
facts and a valuable discussion will be found in G. 
B. Gray, Saerifice in the Old Testament, pp. 242-
245. He points out that the Mi naeans //light have 
borrowed the term from Israel. In fact, an over
whelming majority of scholars agree that Gn.  
49:5-7 i s  proof posit ive that Levi must have origin
ated as a secular tribe. The mention 01' Aaron as 
'the Levite' in Ex. 4: 1 4  is difficult, perhaps best 
explained as a later scribal addition. 
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For Levi the son 01' Alphaeus, one 01' the Twelve 
(Mk.  2: 1 3), see " M ATTHEW. The name also OCClIrs 
twicc in the genealogy of our Lord (Lk.  3 :24, 29). 

H.L.E .  

LEVIATHAN is a transliteration 01' a Heb. word 
which occurs in only five passages in the OT. I t  is 
generally thought to be from a root läwa, cf Arab. 
lawä, 'bend', 'twist'. I ts literal meaning would then 
be 'wreathed', i. e. 'gathering itself in folds'. Some 
scholars have suggested that it may be a foreign 
loan-word, possibly 01' Bab. origin. The context of 
its use in the OT indicates some form 01' aquatic 
monster. In Ps. 1 04:26 it is c1early of the sea and is 
generally thought to be the whale, although the 



dolphin has been suggested. I t  is used twice sym
bolically in Is .  27: I ,  referring to the empires of As
syria (the 'f1eeing' serpent is the swift-f1owing 
Tigris) and Babylonia (the 'twisting' serpent is the 
Euphrates). In Ps. 74: 14 it occurs in reference to 
Pharaoh and the Exodus in parallel with the Heb. 
lannin, 'sea or river monster'. This word occurs 
again in Ezk. 29:3-5 symbolically of Pharaoh and 
the Egyptians, where the description of its scales 
and jaws makes it clear that the crocodile is 
intended. 

Leviathan is referred to twice in Job. In 3:8 i t  is 
generally held to be the dragon which, according to 
popular ancient mythology, was supposed to cause 
eclipses by wrapping its coils around the sun . The 
Ion gest description of Leviathan occupies Jb. 4 1 :  1 -
34, and most scholars agree that here the creature 
is the crocodile (* ANIMALS) .  Some have objected 
that the crocodile would not have been described as 
unapproachable and that there is no reference in 
the OT to crocodiles in Palestine. However, the 
author probably had in mind the crocodile of the 
Nile, and the description of the creature's invinci
bility is rhetorical. The only alternative interpret
ation of any significance regards Leviathan as a 
mythical monster, perhaps to be identified with the 
Bab. mother goddess Tiamat (father Apsu) who, in 
the Creation Epic, even in battle against Marduk 
'recites charms and casts speils'. The word is cog
nate with Ugaritic Iln, the seven-headed monster 
whose description as 'the f1eeing serpent, . . .  the 
tortuous serpent' smitten by Baal is so reminiscent 
of the language of Is. 27: I .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. F. Pfeiffer, ' Lotan and Levia
than', EQ 32, 1 960, pp. 208ff.; 1. N. Oswalt, 'The 
Myth of the Dragon and OT Faith' ,  EQ 49, 1 977, 
pp. I 63ff. D.G.S. 

LEVITICUS, BOOK OF. The third book of the 
Pentateuch is referred to in Jewish usage as way
yiqro' ('and he called'), this being the word with 
which it begins in Hebrew. In the Mishnah the 
book is variously named 18ra! k8h"nim, 'priests' 
law', seßer k8hanim, 'priests' book', 18ra! haqqorb
anim, ' Iaw of the offerings'; these names refer to 
the contents of t he book. In the LXX it is called 
Leueilikon or Leuilikon (Sc. biblion), ' the Levitical 
(book)' .  The Latin Vulg. entitles it LeviliclIs (Sc. 
liber), which similarly means ' the Levitical 
(book)'; in some Latin MSS the name appears as 
Levilicwn. The Peshitta calls it 'the book of the 
priests'. 

It can be objected to the name Leviticus that the 
book has much less to do with Levites than with 
priests. But the priests in question are levitical 
priests (cf Heb. 7: I I ,  'the Levitical priesthood'). 
The name Leviticus indicates clearly enough that 
the book has 10 do with the cult; this name may 
indeed have been chosen because ' Levitical' was 
understood in Ihe sense of 'cultic' or 'r itual'. 

J. Outline of conlenls 

Le iticus consists mainly of laws. The historical 
framework in which these laws are set is I srael's 
residence at Sinai .  The book may be divided as 
folIows: 

a. Laws concerning offerings ( I :  1 -7:38).  
b .  The tabernacle service put into operation 

(8: 1 - 1 0:20) .  
c .  Laws concerning purity and impurity ( 1 1 : 1 -

1 5 : 33) 
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d. The great Day of Atonement ( 1 6: 1 -34). 
e. Various laws ( 1 7 : 1 -25:55). 
f Promises and warnings (26: 1-46). 
g. Appendix: valuation and redemption (27: 1 -

34). 
As may be seen from this outline, the contents 

consist largely of ritual law. At the same time it 
must be noted that the intention is to continue the 
narrative of Israel's experiences at Sinai . This is 
evident from the first words of the book, and from 
the repeated formula 'And the Lord said to Moses' 
( 1 : 1 ;  4: 1 ;  5 : 14 ,  el passim), with wh ich we should 
compare 'And the Lord spoke to Aaron' ( 1 0:8) and 
'And the Lord said to Moses and Aaron' ( 1 1 :  I ;  cf 
1 3 : I ,  elc.). The historical setting must not be for
gotten. As part of the complete Pentateuch, the 
book occupies its own place in the Pentateuchal 
narrative. 
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At Mt Sinai the nation of Israel is equipped for 
its task, a task stated in the words 'And you shall 
be to me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation' 
(Ex. 1 9:6). I srael had already had committed to it 
the Decalogue, the Book of the Covenant and the 
regulations with regard to the tabernacle. This 
dwelling-place for the Lord had already been set up 
in the midst of the camp (Ex. 40). It i s  possible that 
the laws concerning the offerings (Lv. 1 -7) once 
existed as a separate unit (cf 7:35-38). But they fit 
very weil into the Pentateuchal context in which 
they now appear. The history of sacrificial offer
ings, about which the book of Leviticus provides 
such important information, and in which Chris
tians ought to take a special interest because we 
know how perfectly their inmost significance was 
fulfilled by the obedience of Jesus Christ, begins as 
early in the Pentateuch as Gn. 4:3-5 . There are also 
other passages in the Pentateuch before the book 
of Leviticus in which sacrifices and offerings are 
mentioned. But in Leviticus the Lord regulates the 
whole sacrificial service and institutes a special 
form of it as a means of atonement for Israel. Lv. 
1 7: I I  states the reason for the ban upon eating 
blood ('the l ife of the f1esh is in the blood'); the ban 
has already been imposed in 3: 1 7  and 7:26f., but in 
neither of these pi aces is the reason for it explicitly 
stated. It is in the light of 1 7 : I I  that the shedding 
of blood and sprinkling with blood prescribed in 
chs. I -7 must be viewed. This is an indication of the 
unity of the book. 

Another indication of its unity is the fact that 
1 7: I I  prepares us for the transition to the regula
tions regarding impurity, which come up for de
tailed treatment in chs. 1 1 - 1 5.  Similarly, 1 0: 1 0  
looks forward to the transition to the detailed dis
tinctions between clean and unclean which we have 
in ch. 1 1 . Viewed in the light of the whole book of 
Leviticus, the laws concerning purity and impurity 
point to the necessity laid upon Israel to keep sin at 
a distance. It is sin wh ich brings about separation 
between the Lord and his people, so that they have 
to approach hirn through the mediation of sacrifice 
(chs. 1-7) and priesthood (chs. 8- 10).  Lv. 1 6: 1  fol
lows close on 1 5 : 3 1  and refers back to 1 0: l r. I n  
20:25 we have a clear allusion 1 0  t h e  law concern
ing clean and unclean animals in ch. 1 1 ;  and this 
verse provides a closer link between the com
mandments of chs. 1 8-20 and those of chs. 1 1 - 1 5 .  
This does not support the view 01' those who 
accept the existence at one time of a separate Holi
ness Code, preserved for us in chs. 1 7-26. In 2 1 : 1 -
22: 1 6  expressions like those of I I  :44f.; 1 9:2; 20:7 
are repeated with reference to the priests (e.g. 21 :8, 
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'I the Lord, who sanctify you, am holy'). Lv. 25: I 
states that the words which follow were revealed to 
Moses on Mt Sinai, just as is stated of the laws 
summarized in 7 :37f. 

In the form in which we now possess Leviticus, it 
forms a well-knit and coherent whole. The histor
ical portion is  larger than one might think at first 
sight (cf 1 0: 1 -7; 24: 1 0-23; chs. 8-1 0  and the for
mula 'And the Lord said to Moses'). 

Attention is also paid to marriage and chastity, 
the sanctification of daily l ife, and Israel's attitude 
to the commandments of her God (cf 1 8 :3-5, 30; 
1 9 : 1 -3, 1 8 , 37; 20:26; 22: 3 1 -33; 26, etc.). 

In view of the character of its contents through
out, we can call Leviticus 'the book of the holiness 
of Yahweh',  whose fundamental requirement is 
'You shall be holy to me: for I the Lord am holy' 
(20:26) 

11. Authorship and composition 
The author of Leviticus is not named in the book. 
Yahweh does indeed speak repeatedly to Moses, to 
Moses and Aaron, or to Aaron; but no command 
is given to make a written record of what he says. 
We owe the contents of the book to divine revela
tion given at Sinai in the time of Moses (cf 7:37f. ;  
26:46; 27:34); but  that does not settle the question 
of the authorship of Leviticus. Moses is not named 
as the author of any single part of the book, as he 
is named with regard to certain sections of Exodus 
(cf Ex. 1 7 : 1 4; 24:4; 34:27). It may be that a later 
writer set in order the Mosaic material of which 
Leviticus consists. It may equally weil be that 
Moses hirnself set i t  in order in the form which has 
been handed down to uso 

The question of authorship is bound up with the 
whole problem of the composition of the Penta
teuch. Leviticus is commonly assigned to P (the 
Priestly Code). The objections to this documentary 
hypothesis in general are equally valid as regards 
their application to Leviticus. The name 'Holiness 
Code', given to Lv. 1 7-26, is due to August Klos
termann, who in 1 877 wrote for the Zeitschrift für 
lutherische Theologie an article entitled 'Ezechiel 
und das Heiligkeitsgesetz' ('Ezekiel and the Law of 
Holiness'), wh ich was reprinted in his book Der 
Pentateuch: Beiträge zu seinem Verständnis und 
seiner Entstehungsgeschichte ( The Pentateuch: Con
tributions to its understanding and the history 0/ its 
composition), 1 893, pp. 368-4 1 8 . The name ' Holi
ness Code' came into wide vogue; many found it 
especially apt because of the explicit and repeated 
emphasis on holiness and sanctification in 1 9 :2; 
20:7-8, 26; 21 :6-8, 1 5 , 23; 22:9, 1 6, 32. I t  is not 
possible to debate the wh oIe question here; refer
ence should be made to the case for the separate 
existence of H,  based upon distinctive features of 
style and I�nguage, as presented, e.g. , in S. R .  
Driver, LOT, pp .  47ff. A close relationship is point
ed out between H and Ezekiel; indeed, some have 
seen in Ezekiel hirnself the author or redactor of 
H, while others take the view that Ezekiel was ac
quainted with H. But the majority opinion is that 
H is earlier than Ezekiel. 

None of the arguments for the view that Lv. 1 7-
26 should be regarded as a separate law-code seems 
to be conclusive. We must not forget that here as 
elsewhere the investigator of the OT is greatly in
fluenced by the attitude which he adopts to Holy 
Scripture as the Word of God. For example, the 
argument that Lv. 26 must be dated in the time of 
the Exile, because this exile is foretold in that chap-

ter, is far from doing justice to divine revelation. 
The absence of a special superscription at the head 
of Lv. 1 7  is best explained by the view that here the 
book of Leviticus continues quite ordinarily. 

III. Significance 
Leviticus is a book of great significance from many 
points of view. 

First of all , it provides us with a background to 
all the other books of the Bible. I f  we wish to 
understand references to sacrificial offerings and 
ceremonies of purification, or institutions such as 
the sabbatical year or the year of jubilee, it is this 
book that we must consult .  

In the second place, i t  is of interest from a gen
eral religious viewpoint .  Thanks especially to 
archaeological excavation, we can compare the in
stitutions dealt with in Leviticus with those of 
other people, e.g. the Phoenicians, Canaanites, 
Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians and H itti tes. 

In the third place, orthodox lews have to this day 
found their binding regulations-e.g. with regard 
to food-in this book. Hoffmann, a lewish exegete 
of Leviticus, points out that other confessions 
wh ich draw upon the OT chiefly select Genesis as 
the subject of their study, while lews pay special 
attention to Leviticus. 

Fourthly, Leviticus proclaims to us who are 
Christians the way in wh ich the God of I srael 
combats sin in Israel. He combats it by means of 
his institut ions of sacrifice and purification-social 
sin by means of the sabbatical year and year of 
jubilee, sexual sins by means of the laws of 
chastity-and also by means of his promises and 
warnings. And in this combating of sin the book of 
Leviticus presents to us Christ as the means of 
atonement, the means of purification, the great 
Priest, Prophet and Teacher, the King who rules us 
through his ordinances. That is the abiding signifi
cance of Leviticus. It is the book of sanctification, 
of the consecration of life (the burnt-offering 
stands in the forefront of the book), the book of 
the avoidance and atonement of sin, the combating 
and removal of sin among the people of the Lord. 
The Day of Atonement occupies a central place in 
it (Lv. 1 6); the ceremony of the two goats pre
scribed for that day reminds us that 'as far as the 
east is from the west, so far does he remove our 
transgressions from us' (Ps. 103 :  1 2) .  (* LAW.) 
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cus, 1 950; N. Micklem, Leviticus, IB, 2, 1 955; H .  
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L. G. Vink, Leviticus, 1 962; 1. L. Mays, LBC, 1 963; 
K.  Eiliger, HA T, 1 966; N. H. Snaith, NCB, 1 967; 
M. Noth, Leviticus, E.T. 1 968; W. Kornfeld, Das 
Buch Leviticus, 1 972; B. Maarsingh, Leviticus, 
1 974; A. I bänez Arana, EI Levitico, 1 975; G. 1. 
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LIBERTY. The biblical idea of liberty (freedom) 
has as its background the thought of imprison
ment or slavery. Rulers would imprison those 
whom they regarded as wrongdoers (Gn. 39:20); a 
conquered nation might be enslaved by its con
queror, or a prisoner of war by his captor, or an 
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individual might, l ike Joseph, be sold into slavery. 
When the Bible speaks of liberty, a prior bondage 
or incarceration is always implied. Liberty means 
the happy state of having been released from servi
tude for a life of enjoyment and satisfaction that 
was not possible before. The idea of liberty ap
pears in Scripture in its ordinary secular applica
tion (e.g. Ps. 1 05:20; Acts 26:32); but it  also receives 
a significant theological development. This sprang 
from Israel's realization that such freedom from 
subjugation by foreigners as she enjoyed was God's 
gift to her. In the NT liberty becomes an important 
theological concept for describing salvation . 

I. Isracl's Iiberty 
At the Exodus God set Israel free from bondage in 
Egypt, in order that henceforth the nation might 
serve him as his covenant people (Ex. 1 9:3ff.; 
20: 1 ff. ;  Lv. 25:55;  cf Is. 43:2 1 ). He brought them 
into the 'land flowing with milk and honey' (Ex. 
3:8; cf Nu. 1 4 :7ff.; Dt. 8:7ff.),  settled them there, 
and undertook to maintain them in political in
dependence and economic prosperity as long as 
they eschewed idolatry and kept his laws (Dt. 28 :  1 -
14) .  This meant that Israel's freedom would not 
depend upon her own efforts in either the military 
or the political realm, but on the quality of her 
obedience to God. Her freedom was a super
natural blessing, Yahweh's gracious gift to his own 
covenant people; unmerited and, apart from him, 
unattainable in the first instance, and now main
tained only through his continued favour. Dis
obedience, whether in the form of religious impiety 
or social injustice, would result in the loss of free
dom. God would judge his people by national dis
aster and enslavement (Dt. 28:25, 47ff.; cf Jdg. 
2 : 1 4ff. ; 3 :7ff., 1 2ff.; 4: 1 ff. ;  6: 1 ff.); he would raise up 
hostile powers against them, and would ultimately 
cause them to be deported into a land where no 
tokens of his favour could be expected (Dt.  
28:64ff.; Am. 5; 2 Ki .  1 7 :6-23; cf Ps. 1 37: 1 -4). 

The structure of the theological idea of liberty is 
here fully evident. Liberty, as the OT conceives i t ,  
means, on the one hand, deliverance from created 
forces that would keep men from serving and en
joying their Creator, and, on the other hand, the 
positive happiness of living in fellowship with God 
under his covenant in the place where he is pleased 
to manifest himself and to bless. Liberty is Jrom 
slavery to powers that oppose God Jor the fulfil
ment of his claims upon one's life. Liberty is not 
man's own achievement ,  but a free gift of grace, 
something which apart from God's action man 
does not possess at al!. I n  i ts  continuance, liberty i s  
a covenant blessing, something which God has 
promised to maintain as long as his people are 
faithfu!. Liberty does not mean independence of 
God; it is precisely in God's service that man finds 
his perfect freedom. Man can enjoy release from 
bondage to the created only through bondage to 
his Creator. Thus, the way that God sets men free 
from their captors and enemies is to make them his 
own slaves. He frees them by bringing them to him
self (Ex. 1 9:4). 

The I saianic prophecies of the release from cap
tivi ty and the restoration of Jerusalem gave added 
religious content to the idea of liberty by stressing 
that these events would herald a new and un
precedented experience of joyful and satisfying fel
lowship with Israel's gracious God ( Is. 35:3-10; 
43 : 1 4-44:5; 45 : 1 4- 1 7; 49:8-50:3; 5 1 : 1 7-52: 1 2 ; 54; 
6 1 :  1 ff., elc.; cf Ezk. 36: 1 6-36; 37: 1 5-28). 

L1BERTY 

Since all members of the liberated nation were, 
as such, God's servants (Lv. 25 :42, 55), I sraelites 
who through pressure of poverty sold themselves 
into household service were not to be treated like 
foreign slaves, as mere property, in their master's 
hereditary possession (Lv. 25 :44ff.). Every 7th year 
they were to be released (unless they had voluntar
ily chosen to make their service permanent) in 
memory of God's release of Israel from Egyptian 
bondage (Dt. 1 5 :  1 2ff.). Every 50th year, in addition 
to a release of Israelite servants, alienated land was 
also to revert to its hereditary owner (Lv. 25: 1 0) .  
Jerr.miah denounced the  people because, having 
thus 'proclaimed Iiberty' for Hebrew servants, they 
went back on it (Je. 34 :8- 1 7) .  

11.  Thc Christian's Iiberty 
The full development of the idea of liberty appears 
in the Gospels and Pauline Epistles, where the en
emies from whom God through Christ Iiberates his 
people are revealed to be s in,  Satan, the law and 
death. 

Christ's public ministry was one of liberation. 
He opened it by announcing himself as the fulfil
ment of Is. 6 1 :  1 :  ' . . .  he has anointed me . . .  to 
proclaim release to the captives' (Lk. 4: 1 6ff.) .  
Ignoring Zealot hankerings after a national liber
ation from Rome, Christ declared that he had come 
to set Israelites free from the state of slavery to sin 
and Satan in wh ich he found them (Jn. 8:34-36, 
4 1 -44). He had come, he said, to overthrow 'the 
prince of this world', the 'strong man', and to re
lease his  prisoners (Jn. 1 2 : 3 1  f.; Mk. 3 :27; Lk.  
1 0: 1 7f.) .  Exorcisms (Mk.  3 :22ff.) and healings (Lk.  
1 3 : 1 6) were part of this work of dispossession. 
Christ appealed to these (Lk .  1 1  :20; cf Mt. 1 2 :28) 
as proof positive of the coming among men of the 
• kingdom of God (i. e. the promised eschatological 
state in which men effectively receive God's for
giveness and salvation and are effectively made 
subject to his will) . 
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Paul makes much of the thought that Christ l ib
erates believers, here and now, from destructive in
fluences to which they were previously in bondage: 
from sin, the tyrannical overlord whose wages for 
services rendered is death (Rom. 6: 1 8-23); from the 
law as a system of salvation, which stirred sin up 
and gave i t  i ts  strength (Ga!. 4:2 1 ff. ;  5 : 1 ;  Rom. 
6: 1 4; 7 :5- 1 3 ; 8 :2; 1 Cor. 1 5 :56); from the demonic 
'power of darkness' (Co!. 1 :  1 3);  from polytheistic 
superstition (1 Cor. 1 0:29; Ga!. 4:8); and from the 
burden of Jewish ceremonialism (Ga!. 2 :4). To all 
this, Paul affirms, freedom from the remaining par
tial bondages to indwelling sin (Rom. 7: 1 4, 23), 
and from physical corruption and death, will in 
due course be added (Rom. 8 : 1 8-2 1 ) .  

This freedom, in all i t s  aspects, i s  t h e  gift of 
Christ, who by death bought his people out of 
bondage (1 Cor. 6:20; 7:22f.).  (There may be an 
allusion here to the legal fiction by which Greek 
deities 'bought' slaves for their manumission.) 
Present freedom from the law, sin and death is con
veyed to believers by the Spirit, who unites them to 
Christ through faith (Rom. 8 :2; 2 Cor. 3: 1 7) .  Lib
eration brings with it adoption (Ga!. 4:5); those set 
free from guilt become sons of God, and receive 
the Spirit of Christ as a Spirit of adoption, assur
ing them that they are in truth God's sons and 
heirs (Ga!. 4:6f.; Rom. 8: 1 5f.) .  

Man's  response to the divine gift of liberty (eleu
Iheria) ,  and indeed the very means of his receiving 
it ,  is a free acceplance of bondservice (douleia) 10 
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God (Rom. 6: 1 7-22), to Christ (I Cor. 7:22), to 
righteousness (Rom. 6: 1 8), and to all men for the 
sake of the gospel (I Cor. 9: 1 9-23) and of the sa
viour (2 Cor. 4:5) .  Christian liberty is neither an 
abolishing of responsibility nor a sanctioning of 
licence. The Christian is no longer 'under law' 
(Rom. 6: 1 4) for salvation, but he is not therefore 
'without law toward God' ( I  Cor. 9:2 1 ) .  The divine 
law, as interpreted and exemplified by Christ him
self, remains a standard expressing Christ's will for 
his own freed bondservants ( I  Cor. 7 :22). Chris
tians are thus 'under the law of Christ' (I Cor. 

. 9:2 1 ). The 'Iaw of Christ' (Gal . 6:2)-lames' 'Iaw 
of l iberty' (Jas. 1 :25; 2: 1 2)-is the law of love (Gal. 
5 : 1 3f.; cf Mk. 1 2 :28ff.; ln. 1 3 : 34), the principle of 
voluntary and unstinting self-sacrifice for the good 
of men ( I  Cor. 9: 1 -23; 1 0 :23-33) and the glory of 
God ( I  Cor. 1 0:3 1 ). This l ife of love is the response 
of gratitude wh ich the liberating gospel both re
quires and evokes. Christian liberty is precisely 
freedom for love and service to God and men, and 
it is therefore abused when it is made an excuse for 
unloving licence (Gal. 5: 1 3 ; cf I Pet. 2: 1 6; 2 Pet. 
2 :  1 9) ,  or irresponsible inconsiderateness (I Cor. 
8:9- 1 2) .  

Paul wrote the  Epistle to  the · G alatians to 
counter the threat to Christian liberty which 
ludaizing theology presented. The basic issue, as 
he saw it ,  was the sufficiency of Christ for salvation 
apart from works of law. The ludaizers held that 
Gentiles who had put faith in Christ still needed 
circumcision for salvation. Paul argued that if this 
were so, then by parity of reasoning they would 
need to keep the whole Mosaic law for salvation; 
but this would be seeking justification by the law, 
and such a quest would me an a falling away from 
grace and from Christ (Gal. 5 :2---4) .  The Christian, 
lew or Gentile, Paul maintained, i s  free from all 
need to perform works of law for acceptance, for as 
a believer in Christ he is fully accepted already 
(Gal. 3 :28f.), as the gift of the Spirit to hirn proves 
(Gal. 3:2f., 14 ;  4:6; 5: 1 8) .  There is no reason why a 
Gentile convert should burden hirnself with 
Mosaic ceremonies (circumcision, the festal calen
dar [Ga I .  4: 1 0] ,  etc.), which in any case belonged 
to the pre-Christian era. The redeeming work of 
Christ has freed hirn completely from the need to 
seek salvation through law (Gal. 3: 1 3 ; 4:5;  5: I ) .  H is 
task now is, first, to guard his God-given Iiberty 
against any who would tell hirn that fai th in Christ 
alone is not enough to save hirn (Gal. 5: I )  and, 
second, to put his Iiberty to the best use by letting 
the Spirit lead hirn into responsible fulfilment of 
the law of love (Gal. 5: 1 3ff.). 

Paul makes a similar point elsewhere. The Chris
tian is free from the need to work for his salvation, 
and he is bound neither by lewish ceremonialism 
nor by pagan superstition and taboos. There is a 
large realm of things indifferent in which 'all things 
are lawful for me' (I Cor. 6: 1 2; 1 0:23). In this realm 
the Christi an must use his liberty responsibly, with 
an eye to what is expedient and edifying and with a 
tender regard for the weaker brother's conscience 
(cf I Cor. 8-10; Rom. 1 4 : 1 - 1 5:7) .  

IH .  'Free will' 
The historie debate as to whether fallen men have 
'free will' has only an indirect connection with the 
biblical concept of freedom. Distinctions must be 
made to indicate the issues involved. 

I .  I f  the phrase ' free will' be taken mo rally and 
psychologically, as meaning the power of un-
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constrained, spontaneous, voiuntary, and thercfore 
responsible, choice, the Bible everywhere assurnes 
that all men, as such, possess it, unregenerate and 
regenerate alike. 

2.  If the phrase be taken metaphysical ly, as 
implying that men's future actions are indeter
minate and therefore in principle unpredictable, 
the Bible seems neither to assert nor to deny an 
indeterminacy of future action relative to the 
agent's own moral or physical constitution, but it 
does seem to imply that no future event is indetei
minate relative to God, for he foreknows and in 
so me sense fore-ordains all things. (. PROVIDENCE, 
• PREDESTINATION.) 

3. If the phrase be taken theologically, as denot
ing a natural ability on the part of unregenerate 
man to perform acts that are good without qualifi
cation in God's sight, or to respond to the gospel 
invitation, such passages as Rom. 8:5-8; Eph. 
2: 1 - 1 0; ln.  6:44 seem to indicate that no man is 
free for obedience and faith till he is freed from 
sin's dominion by prevenient grace. All his 
voluntary choices are in one way or another acts 
of serving • sin till grace breaks sin 's power and 
moves hirn to obey the gospel. ( Cf Rom. 6 : 1 7-22; 
• REGENERATION.) 
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LlBNAH (Heb. Iii]niih). I .  An important town in 
the Shephelah, taken by 10shua and assigned to the 
priests (Jos. 1 0:29f.; 1 5 :42; 2 1 :  1 3);  revolted from 
lehoram (2 Ki .  8:22); besieged by Sennacherib (2 
Ki .  1 9 :8, 35); the birthplace of Josiah's wife Ham
utal. The identification by Bliss and Macalister 
with Tell es-Safi (the Crusader Blanchegarde), on a 
limes tone outlier 7 km W of Azekah, is now widely 
contested; Sennacherib would hardly have passed 
it to attack Lachish first, and Jos. 1 5 :42 suggests a 
si te further SE. Alternatives are scarce. Tell Bornat 
(W. F. Albright, BASOR 1 5, p. 1 9) is too smalI; Tell 
ludeideh (Tel Goded), N of the Beit Guvrin basin, 
is attractive but unproved. See G. E. Wright, BA 
34, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 8 1 -85; A.  F. Rainey, Tel Aviv 7, 1 980, 
pp. 1 95, 1 98. 

2. An unidentified camping-place in the desert 
(Nu. 33:20; perhaps also Dt. I :  I ) . J .P .U .L .  

LlBNI. A son of Gershon mentioned in Ex . 6: 1 7; 
Nu. 3 : 1 8; I Ch. 6: 1 7, 20. In I Ch.  6:29 Libni is 
listed as a son of Merari. The patronymic ' Lib
nites' is mentioned in Nu. 3 :2 1 ;  26:58. Libni is 
' Ladan' in I Ch. 23:7f.; 26:2 1 .  R.A.H.G.  

LlBYA (LUBIM, AV). First occurs as Rbw (= Libu) 
in Egyp. texts of 1 3th- 1 2th centuries BC, as a hos
tile Libyan tribe (Sir A.  H. Gardiner, Ancient 
Egyptian Onomastica, I ,  1 947, pp. 1 2 1 ·- 1 22·). 
Libu as lai]fm became a Heb. term for Libya, Liby
ans, and as libys became the general Gk. term 
'Libyan' for the land and people W of Egypt. Thus 
the Heb. and Gk. terms cover other Libyans be
sides the tribe Rbw. During the 1 2th-8th centuries 
BC, Libyans entered Egypt as raiders, settlers or 
soldiers in Egypt's armies. Hence the prominence 
of Lubim in the forces of • Shishak (2 Ch. 1 2 :3); of 
• Zerah (2 Ch. 1 4:9 with 1 6:8); and among the 
troops of the Ethiopian pharaohs that failed to 



protect No-Amon (Thebes) from Assyr. devasta
tion (Na. 3:9). Lubbim, Dn . 1 1  :43, may be the 
same word. ( 0 LEHABIM; 0 PUT.) K.A .K .  

L1 E, LYING (Heb. seqer, 'falsehood', 'deception' ;  
käzäQ, 'Iie' or 'deceptive' thing'; Gk. pseudos and 
cognates). Essentially, a lie is a statement of wh at is 
known 10 be false with intent to deceive (Jdg. 
1 6 : I 0, 1 3) .  Biblical writers severely condemn ag
gravated forms of Iying, e.g those which perpetrate 
a fraud (Lv. 6:2-3) or secure wrongful condemna
tion (D! .  1 9 : 1 5),  and the testimony of false 
prophets (Je. 1 4 :  1 4) .  Lies may be expressed in 
words (Pr. 6: 1 9), a way of life (Ps 62:9), error (2 
Thes. 2 :  1 1 ), or a false form of religion ( Rom. 1 :25). 
The prophets regarded Iying as a specific expres
sion 01' the principle of evil (Ho. 1 2: I ) . Lying is 
prohibited as repugnant to the moral conscience of 
I srael (Pr. 1 9 :22), because of its anti-social effects 
(Pr. 26:28), and, above all, as incompatible with the 
divine nature (Nu. 23: 1 9).  Jesus dcclares that Satan 
is the father of lies (Jn. 8:44). All falsehood is for
bidden in the Christian community (Co I .  3:9). 

Lying is characterized in various ways, e.g 
Cain's evasive answer (Gn. 4:9), Jacob's deliberate 
falsehood (Gn. 27: 1 9), Gehazi's misrepresentation 
of his master (2 Ki. 5 :2 1 -27), and the deception 
practised by Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5 : 1 - 1 0) .  
Lying is the sin of Antichrist (I  Jn. 2:22) and all 
habitual liars forfeit eternal salvation ( Rev. 21 :27).  

I Sa. 1 6:2 does not justify the expedient I ie .  God 
merely suggested an ostensible reason for Samuel's 
visit to Bethlehem, and the prophet was under no 
obligation to divulge his real purpose. Again, I Ki .  
22:20-23 implies that  God permitted a subterfuge 
that his righteous judgment should be enacted 
upon Ahab. In such passages as Gn. 1 2 : 1 0-20 i t  is 
c1ear that deception is  not condoned nor recorded 
as an example to follow. (0 TRUTH .) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. John M urray, Principles 0/ Con
duct, 1 957, ch. 6; HDB, 3; H .  Conzeimann, TDNT 
9, pp. 594-603; U. Becker, H .-G. Link, NIDNTT 2, 
pp. 467-474. A .F. 
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I .  In  Ihe Old Testament 

a. Terms and concepts 
I .  I nherent in 'l ife' (Heb. /lGyyim) is the idea 01' 
activity. Life is 'that which moves' (Gn. 7 :2 1 f.; Ps. 
69:34; cf Acts 1 7 :28) in contrast to the relaxed, 
dormant or inert state of non-life (cf Rom. 7:8;  
Jas. 2:  1 7, 20). Running water is 'Iiving' (Gn. 26: 1 9), 
and rapid labour in childbirth indicates the 
mother's 'aliveness' (Ex; . I :  1 9) .  The word's fre
quently plural form emphasizes the intensity of the 
concep!. Life is associated with light, gladness, 
fullness, order and act ive being (Ps. 27: I ;  Jb. 
33:25ff. ;  Pr. 3: 1 6; Gn. I )  and contrasted with the 
darkness, sorrow, emptiness, chaos and silence 
wh ich are characteristic of death and inanimate 
being (Ec. 1 1  :8; Ps. 1 1 5 : 1 7) .  

2. Soul (Heb. neßes), as 'being' or 'seJr, is 
common to man and beast, living and dead ( Lv. 
2 1 :  1 1 ; J b. 1 2: 1 0; Rev. 8 :9; 1 6 :3) . But its meaningful 
state is 'Iiving soul' (neßes bayya , Gn. 2 :7) and, 
therefore, may simply mean 'life'. To die is to 
breathe out one's soul, and to revive is to have it 
return (Je. 1 5 :9; I Ki .  1 7:2 1 ;  cf Acts 20: 1 0); or, 
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seated in the blood, it is ' poured out' at death ( Lv. 
1 7 : 1 1 ; La. 2: 1 2 ;  I s. 53 :  1 2) .  While the soul may con
tinue in spilt blood ( Rev. 6:9; Gn. 4: I 0) or, corpor
ately, in one's name or descendants, ' l ife '  and 'self' 
are so c10sely parallel that to lose one's life means 
virtually to lose one's self (Pedersen, pp. 1 5 I ff.; Jb. 
2:4; Ezk. 1 8) .  

3. Similarly, spirit ( Heb. riiab) or breath 
(n 'säma), as the principle which distinguishes the 
living from the dead, often may be rendered life ( I  
Sa. 30: 1 2; J b. 27:3f. ) .  To die i s  to lose one's breath 
or spirit (Jb. 27:3; Ps. I 04:29f.; cf M t .  27:50); to 
revive is to 'have it come again' (cf Lk .  8 :55 ;  Rev. 
1 1 :  1 1 ; 1 3 : 1 5) .  

4. Life is given to man as a psychosomatic unity 
in which 'our own distinctions between physical, 
intellectual and spiritual life do not exist' (von 
Allmen, pp. 231 f. ) ;  and the OT view of man may be 
described as 'animated body' ( Robinson, p. 27). 
Thus soul may be paralleled with flesh ( Ps. 63: I ;  cf 
Mt. 6:25; Acts 2 :3 1 ), life (Jb. 33 :28) or spirit (Ps. 
77:2f.; cf Lk. I :46f.), and all terms viewed as the 
self or ' 1 ' .  I t is the 'I' wh ich lives-and which dies 
(cf Gn. 7 :2 1 ;  Ezk. 1 8 :4). 

b. Life IIntO death 
I .  What will man give for his life (Jb. 2:4; cf Mk.  
8 :37)? Man is not  only a unified being, he is a being 
threatened by death-mortal (Jb. 4 :  1 7), barred 
from the tree of l ife (Gn .  3 :24), existing Iike cut 
grass or a morning's dew (Jb. 7:9; Pss. 39:4f.; 90:5f.; 
cf I Pet. I :24; Jas. 4 : 1 4) .  Death is at work in the 
midst of Iife, and Iife, therefore, is a battle against 
the dissolution of death,  an ebb and flow, pos
sessed in greater or less degree. The tired slave rests 
and is 'ensouled' (Ex. 23 :  1 2) .  Del iverance from 
sickness or an enemy or sorrow is deliverance from 
death, and to be sick or troubled is to be in Sheol 
(Nu. 2 1  :8f. ;  Jos. 5 :8 ;  Ps. 30:2f.; cf Pss. 7 1  :20; 86: 1 3) .  
I t  i s  not that these are equated with death, but  that 
anything threatening l ife is  viewed as an invasion 
of death upon the soul. Thus, Adam and Eve 'died' 
when they disobeyed (Gn. 2 :  1 7) ;  Abimelech, incur
ring God's displeasure, is  a 'dead man' (Gn. 20:3); 
and Jonah (2:2) in the fish is  in Sheol. Standing 
under threat of death, one may be viewed from 
that perspective (cf Lk. 9:60). 
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2. Likewise long life as the gift of Wisdom or 
God ( Pr. 3 : 1 6; D!. 5 : 1 6) has implicit in it the idea 
of the good life. 'I have set before you . . .  life and 
good, death and evil' (Dt .  30: 1 5) .  ' Long live the 
king' (I Sa. 10 :24) does not mean merely length of 
life but a reign of peace, prosperity and victory. 
The death of the righteous at an old 0 age and full 
of years is a blessing in that l ife has been lived to 
the full and a progeny blessed by God carries on 
the name (Gn. 25 :8 ;  Nu. 23: 1 0) .  

3. Nevertheless, the present life is l ife unto death. 
'What man can live and never see death? Who can 
deliver his soul from the power of SheolT (Ps. 
89:48). M an is a th ing moulded of c1ay; his breath 
goes back to God, man dies and returns to dust 
(Gn. 3 : 1 9; Jb. 1 0:9; Ps. 1 44:4; Ec. 1 2:7) .  One may 
continue to 'live' in his name or progeny (Ps. 72:  1 7 ; 
Is .  66:22), and in a very real way these are viewed as 
a corporate extension of one's own soul (Pedersen, 
pp. 254ff.) .  But personal I ife ends and personal 
being belongs no more to the 'land of the living' 
(cf Ps. 52 :5 ;  Je. 1 1 :  1 9) .  To live is to speak of my 
l ife; in death a man's plans perish and he returns to 
the common earth, gathered to and sleeping with 
the fathers (Gn. 25:8; 37 :35;  Dt. 3 1 :  1 6) .  Man's end 
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is 'like water spill on the ground, wh ich cannot be 
gathered up again' (2 Sa. 1 4 : 1 4) .  

4.  Oeath is not  merely the  momentary event of 
dying; it is the death state, i.e. Sheol. Sheol is 'in the 
dust' (Jb. 1 7: 1 3ff.) and is probably best understood 
generically as 'the grave' .  As a synonym for death it 
is the common goal and final leveller of all l ife: 
man and beast, righteous and wicked, wise and 
foolish (Jb. 3 : l 3ff.; Ps. 49; Ec. 2: 1 4; 3 : 1 9) .  It is a 
state of sleep, rest, darkness, silence, without 
thought or memory (Jb. 3:  1 6f.; 1 7: 1 3ff.; Ps. 6:5; Ec. 
9 :5 ,  1 0) in which one does not praise God and from 
which one does not return (2 Sa. 1 2 :23; Jb. 7:9; Ps. 
30:9; Is. 38:  1 8) .  It is like an insatiable monster and 
its prospect, except in the most desperate straits, is 
one of foreboding (Hab. 2:5;  cf 2 Sa. 22:5f.). 

A few times Sheol is pictured as a massive grave 
in which, amid the maggots, an enfeebled ghost-life 
continues (Ezk . 3 1 -32; Is. 1 4 :4ff.) and from which 
one's 'shade' may be called up (I Sa. 28:8ff., AV). 
While the first two passages are obviously poetic 
symbolism, the medium of Endor seance reflects a 
common-though forbidden-practice. I t  is not 
representative of the general OT view, which sees 
life and death in utter opposition (contra Johnson, 
p. 89). 

Although not strictly non-being, Sheol is the end 
of meaningful existence and is 'virtual annihila
tion' (Johnson, p. 93) .  'The paths of glory lead but 
to the grave', and this conclusion to human life 
gives rise to the Preacher's refrain: 'Vanity of van
ities, all is vanity' (Ec. 1 2 :8; Ps. 89:47). To this vic
tory of death the OT does offer a hopeful answer; 
it lies not in the nature of man but in the power of 
the living God . 

e. The Iiving Cod 
I .  The common formula for an oath, 'as the Lord 
Iives' (cf Nu. 14 :2 1 , 28; I Sa. 1 4:39), stresses that 
God is the God who speaks and acts because he is 
'the living God'. This quality distinguishes Yahweh 
from all idols and attests not only his own vitality 
but his creative power and providential activity 
(Jos. 3: I 0; Je. 1 0 :  I 0; Is. 46:5ff.). He is the source and 
upholder of all Iife, the spring of living water (Je. 
1 7 : 1 3 ; Ps. 36:9f.), who gives man hreath and who, 
delivering from Sheol, leads one in the path of life 
(Gn. 2:7; Ps. 1 6 : 1 1 ; Pr. 5 :6) .  God is the God who 
makes alive and who kills (Gn. 6: 1 7; Ot.  32:39; 
Jdg. 1 3 :3, 23; I Sa. 2:6; 2 Ki .  5 :7). 

2. Such is man's dependence upon God for life 
that man's breath or spirit may be called God's 
breath and God's spirit (Jb. 27:3f. ;  33 :4; Gn. 6:3; Is. 
42:5). God gave manna in the wilderness that Israel 
might learn that even physical life is maintained by 
'everything that proceeds out of the mouth of the 
Lord' (Ot. 8 :3 ;  cf Mt. 4:4; Lk. 1 2: 1 5 , 20). God 
imparts breath and man lives (Gn. 2:7; cf Rev. 
1 1 :  1 1 ) ;  if God 'should take back his spirit to him
self, and gather to himself his breath, all flesh 
would perish together, and man would turn to 
dust' (Jb. 34: 1 4f. ;  cf Ec. 1 2 :7; Pss. 90:3 ;  1 04:29f.). 
Man's life then is loaned to him at God's good 
pleasure, and true Iife consists not in the transient, 
even though prosperous, l ife of the wicked, but in 
having God as 'my portion for ever' (Ps. 73: 1 7 , 26). 
One's life is assured if he is 'bound in the bundle of 
the Iiving in the care of the Lord' ( I  Sa. 25:29). 

3. Because life is ' I ife in relatedness to God', Iife 
and death are moral alternatives. The fate of the 
individual and nation, whether blessing and life or 
misfortune and death, hangs upon one's right-

eousness or sinfulness, ohedience or disobedience 
to Yahweh (Ot.  30: 1 5ff.; Jdg. 2 : 1 8ff.; Ezk .  1 8) .  
Universal death is viewed (when viewed a t  a l l )  as  a 
judgment upon sin; because of disobedience man 
is barred from the 'tree of life' (Gn. 3: 1 7ff.; cf Jb. 
1 4 : l ff., 1 6f.; contrast Ps. 89:47). Although not 
always apparent, righteousness tends to l ife and 
evil to death (cf Ps. 73: 1 7; Pr. 1 1 :  1 9); righteousness 
is a 'way of life', and by it one is delivered from the 
threats of Sheol (Am. 5 :4, 1 4; Pr. 6:23; Hab. 2:4). 
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4. God has no relationship to Sheol or to those 
in it. But this must not be confused with the mis
taken not ion that God has no power in Sheol. It is 
basic to the OT faith-as expressed in all strata of 
the literature-that Yahweh, the living God, reigns 
over death and/or Sheol. To heal (2 Ki. 5 :7 ,  1 4) ,  to 
raise the dead (I Ki.  1 7 :20ff. ; 2 Ki. 4: 1 6, 33ff.) ,  to 
deliver Israel from national death (Jdg. 7 :2ff. ;  Ho. 
1 3 : 1 4; Ezk. 37), to cause life to bud in a barren 
woman (Gn. 1 7: 1 5ff. ; Jdg. 1 3 :2f.; 2 Sa. I :  1 9f. ;  2:6)
all these reveal God's power over Sheol. for the 
maladies are themselves invasions of death into 
which God interjects resurrection power. 

While God's power to deliver individuals from 
Sheol is implicit throughout the OT, his purpose to 
do so comes to explicit expression in comparatively 
few passages (cf Is. 25:8; 26: 1 9; Jb. 1 9 :26; Pss. 
1 6:8-1 1 ;  49: 1 4f.; On. 1 2:2) .  When it does appear, 
however, the conviction is full-grown and seem
ingly is not an innovation (w. O. E. Oesterley, The 
lews and ludaism during the Creek Per iod, 1 94 1 ,  p. 
1 83) .  The concept is related to and perhaps an in
ference from: (i) God's expressed relationship to 
the righteous dead, and (ii) God's redemption of 
I srael understood within the framework of a 'cor
po rate personality' in which the reality of the indi
vidual is preserved in the reality of the wh oie. In a 
later day Jesus Christ, as weil as other rabbis, urged 
the former as a key to the proper understanding of 
the OT at this point (Mt .  22 : 3 1  f. ;  Lk . 20:37f. ;  cf 
SB, I ,  pp. 893ff.): (i) God says to Moses, ' I  am the 
God of Abraham.' (ii) Abraham is in Sheol. (iii) 
God is the God of the living and has no relation
ship with Sheol. (iv) Therefore, it is to be inferred 
that God will resurrect Abraham from Sheol. 

5. Resurrection-life is pictured (as in intertesta
mental Judaism) in materialistic terms. It is re
stored life in which 'life', i. e. prosperity, peace and 
fullness, is multiplied and Sheol threats are re
moved ( Is. 27; cf Rev. 2 1 -22) . I t s  realization (in Is. 
26: 1 9 ; On. 1 2 :2) belongs to the coming Messianic 
deliverance and, as creation life, i t  is solely the 
result of God's sovereign and gracious act. God, 
who by his creative word called man into being, 
again calls dust into Iife through resurrection . 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 

a. Terms and concepts 
I .  Life (Gk. bios), means 'course of l ife' or 'neces
sities of life maintenance' (Mk.  1 2 :44; I Tim. 2:2; I 
Jn.  3: 1 7) .  While zöe characteristically (and always 
in the Johannine li terature) describes resurrection
life, it also denotes 'course of life' (Lk. 1 6 :25; Phil . 
I :20; cf Lk. 1 5 : 1 3; Rom. 6:2), soul-Iife or natural 
vitality (Acts 8 :33;  1 7:25; Phil . I :20; I Tim. 4:8; cf 
Jn.  4:50), and life duration (Jas. 4: 1 4) .  Soul 
(psyche) and spirit (pneuma) continue their am
biguous role of 'self' and 'life' . As life, soul is 
simply 'being', 'natural-life' (Lk. 9:25; Mk. 8 :36). 
It may be preserved to resurrection-life (Jn. 1 2 :25), 
but at present it exists as natural vitality, lost at 



death (Mt .  2:20; Jn .  1 5 : 1 3 ; Acts 20: 1 0; I Jn .  3 : 1 6) 
or, more importantly, as Adamic Iife, life of the old 
age, life under divine judgment ( Lk .  1 2:20; cf. I 
Cor. 2: 1 4; 1 5 :44ff.; Jas. 3: 1 5) .  While spirit can 
mean, as in ancient Israel, the vitalizing principle 
of Adamic l ife (Jn. 1 9:30; Acts 7 :59), it tends to be 
associated with resurrection-life and, as such, to 
stand in contrast to soul-life, i. e. life under judg
ment (cf. Jude 1 9; Jn. 6:63; I Cor. 1 5 :45). 

2. As in the OT, man's life and being, although 
viewed from different aspects, is a psychosomatic 
unity (cf. Bultmann). The Gk.  soul-body dualism 
is incidentally reflected in the parable of Lk.  
1 6 : 1 9ff., but is not in accord with the general NT 
out look or teaching. 

b. Life under dealh 
I .  The OT view continues. (i) Life is borrowed, 
transitory, dependent upon and at the disposal of 
God (cf. M t .  4:4). Man can neither prolong his 
soul-life nor destroy i t  (Mt .  6:25ff.; Lk.  1 2 :25; Jas. 
4: 1 5); God can either forfeit it or redeem it to 
resurrection-life (Mt .  1 0:28; Lk.  1 2:20; I Cor. 
1 5 :44; I Jn .  5: 1 6; cf. Jas. 5:20). (i i) Life is ebb and 
flow: to live is to live in health (Jn. 4:50). 

2. In radical development of OT thought the 
moral quality of life as relationship to God comes 
into sharp focus. One related to God, although 
dead, may be viewed as 'living' ( Lk .  20:38). On the 
other hand, soul-life alienated from the life of God 
(Eph. 4: 1 8) is no life at all. Anyone in it-not only 
those under immediate threat of Sheol (Mk .  5:23; 
cf. Mt. 9: 1 8)-may be regarded as 'dead' (Lk.  9:60; 
Rom. 8: 1 0; I Jn. 3: 1 4; Rev. 3: I ;  cf. Lk. 1 5 :24). Even 
when called life, 'this l ife' is contrasted to real life 
( I  Cor. 1 5 : 1 9; I Tim. 6: 1 9) and has meaning only in 
conjunction with the life of the coming age (Ga!. 
2:20; Phi! . I :22; I Tim. 4:8) .  

3. The cry of John the Baptist, 'Repent', sets the 
mood of the NT (Mt. 3 :2; cf. Acts 1 1 :  1 8; 1 7:30f.). 
All life stands under imminent judgment, and deci
sion is demanded of all who would share the l ife of 
the new age. Criminals suffering ignominious exe
cution are not special sinners: 'unless you repent 
you will all likewise perish' ( Lk .  1 3:3) . Nor can 
prosperity be relied upon as a token of God's 
favour: in the midst of man's ease God speaks, 
' Fool, t his night your soul is required from you' 
( Lk. 1 2:20). While this (OT) vicw of thc judgment 
of the soul-Iife by physlcal death is present, more 
often the loclls of judgment shifts to the eschato
logical consummation-the parousia (Mt .  24:36ff.; 
25 : 3 1  ff. ) ,  the resurrection of judgment (Jn. 5:28f.), 
the second death ( Rev. 21 :8-in which God des
troys 'soul and body' in hell (Mt .  1 0:28). Soul-life 
(psyche), in contrast to resurrection-life (zöe), is 
Adamic life, Iife under judgment, wh ich without 
zöe must perish (Jn. 3 : 1 6) .  I ndeed the 'soulish' man 
is one directing his life toward the perishing old 
age, the 'soulish' body one controlled by the Sheol
power dominating the old age (I Cor. 2 :  1 4; 1 5 :44; 
Jas. 3 :  1 5 ; Jude 1 9) .  

4. The judgment of death is executed corpor
ately and representatively in Jesus Christ, the 
eschatological Adam (I Cor. 1 5 :45), who 'becomes 
sin' and voluntarily delivers his soul to Sheol as 'a 
ransom' (Mk .  1 0:45; Jn.  1 0: 1 5 ; 2 Cor. 5 :2 1 ;  cf. Mk. 
1 4 :34; I s. 53 :6 ,  1 0; Acts 8:32ff. ;  I Pet. 2:24) to give 
resurrection-Iife to the world (Jn. 6 :5 1 ). However, 
Christ's soul is not left in Sheol; in resurrection 
victory he takes his soul again (Acts 2:3 1 ;  Jn.  
1 0 : 1 7) .  And by the power of an 'indestructible life' 
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he becomes a 'life-giving spirit' who shares his vic
tory and im parts resurrection-life to whom he will 
(Heb. 7:3; I Cor. 1 5 :45; Eph. 4:8; Jn. 5 :2 1 ;  1 7:2). 
Thereby, Christ removes for ever the Sheol threat 
to man's sou!. 

5. Man's soul-life, then, need not be forfeited. If 
he loves it or seeks to preserve it ,  he will lose it ,  but 
if he loses i t  or gives i t  up for Christ, the gospel, or 
the brethren, it will be preserved, caught up in 
resurrection-life (Mk.  8 :35f.; Jn. 1 2 :25; I Jn. 3 :  1 6; 2 
Cor. 1 2 : 1 5; Phi!. 2:30; Rev. 1 2 : 1 1 ) . To believe or to 
convert a sinner is to save a soul from death (Heb. 
1 0:39; Jas. 1 :2 1 ;  5:20; I Pet. 1 :9). One who believes 
shall never taste real death (Jn. 8 :5 1 f. ; 1 1  :26; cf. Jn.  
1 0:28; Mk .  9: I ), for in Christ death is transformed 
into a temporary 'sleep in Jesus' ( I  Thes. 4: 1 4; cf. 
Mk. 5 :39; Jn.  1 1 : 1 1 ) .  Both soul-Iife and 
resurrection-life are the l ife of the self, the whole 
man. The latter does not displace the former, but 
preserves it and transforms it .  

c. Resurreclion-life 
I .  The OT ideal of the good life has in the NT an 
eschatological fulfilment as resurrection-life (zöe). 
Since it is the only true l ife, it may be called simply 
'life' (Acts 5 :20; 1 1 : 1 8; Rom. 5: 1 7; 2 Pet. I :3; I Jn.  
5 : 1 6) .  I t  is associated with l ight (Jn. 8 : 1 2), glory ( I  
Pet. 5 :  1 , 4; cf. Jas. I :  1 2), honour (Rom. 2:7), abun
dance (Jn. 1 0: 1 0) ,  immortality (2 Tim. I :  1 0) ,  resur
rection (Jn. 6:40; 1 1  :25), eternal l ife, the kingdom 
of God (Co!. I :  1 3 ; Mt .  25), holiness ( Rom. 6:22f.) ,  
joy ( I  Thes. 2 : 1 9), spirit (Jn. 6:63;  cf. I Cor. 1 5 :45), 
the imperishable (Heb. 7: 1 6; I Pet. 1 :23); and is  
contrasted with darkness (Co!. I :  1 3),  dishonour 
(Rom. 2 :7) ,  death (I Jn. 3 : 1 4) ,  mortality (2 Cor. 
5:4), destruction (Mt .  7: 1 3f. ) ,  judgment (Jn. 5 :28f.) ,  
corruption (Ga!.  6:8), wrath ( Rom. 2:7f.; Jn .  3 :36), 
eternal punishment (Mt .  25:46). To have life is to 
'abide' (Jn .  6:27). To lack it is to wither and be 
burnt as a severed branch (Mt .  7: 1 3, 1 9; Lk. 3:9; cf. 
Jn. 1 5 :6) and to be destroyed in hell (Mt .  1 0:28; 
Mk. 9:43ff.; Rev. 20: 1 4f.). 

2. As in the OT, life is properly the life of God, 
the Ever-Living One (Rom. 5 :2 1 ;  Rev. 4:9), who 
has life in himself and alone has immortality (Jn. 
5:26; I Tim. 6: 1 6) .  He  can make alive and he can 
kill ( Rom. 4: 1 7; 2 Cor. I :9; I Tim. 6: 1 3 ; Mt . 1 0:28f.; 
Jas. 4 : 1 4f.; Lk.  1 2 :20). 
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3. This life of God is  manifest in Jesus Christ. I n  
t h e  Synoptic Gospels Jesus simply assures h i s  fol
lowers of resurrection-life (Mk.  8:34ff.; 9:4 1 ff.; 
1 0:29f.; Mt .  25 :46) and evidences his power to 
bestow it: to heal is to 'save souls' (Lk .  6:9) and 
cause to 'l ive' (Mk .  5 :23). Sheol itself is robbed by 
Christ's creative word (Mk.  5 :39ff.; Lk. 7: 1 4f. ; cf. 
Jn. 1 1  :43). The Fourth Gospel and the Epistles, 
written with Christ's resurrection in more deliber
ate perspective, are more explicit and elaborate: 
Christ is  'the true God, and eternal life' ( I  Jn. 5:20; 
Jn. 1 :4; 1 4:6), the 'Author of life' (Acts 3 :  1 5),  to 
whom the Father has gran ted 'to have life in him
seJr (Jn.  5:26). He is 'the resurrection and the Iife' 
(Jn. 1 1  :25), 'the bread of l ife' (Jn .  6:35),  and his 
words are 'spirit and life' (Jn. 6:63). By his resur
rection he manifests himself Lord and Judge over 
the Iiving and the dead (Mt .  25:3 I ff. ;  Mk .  1 4 :62; 
Jn. 5:27ff. ;  Acts 1 0:42; 1 7:3 1 ;  Rom. 1 0:9f.; 1 4:9; 2 
Tim. 4: I ;  cf. I Pet. 4:5; Rev. 1 1 : 1 8) .  

In Jesus Christ's resurrection immortal life has 
been actualized on the plane of history. His resur
rection becomes the basis for all resurrection, and 
all resurrection is to be understood in terms of his 
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(cf I Cor. 1 5 ; Col. 3 :4; I Jn. 3:2). No longer does 
the hope of resurrection rest, as in the OT, merely 
upon prophetic vision or upon inferences from 
God's covenant relationships. No longer is resur
rection to be defined simply as renewed life out of 
Sheol. Resurrection-life now finds its meaning in 
the image of Jesus Christ ( Rom. 8 :29). 

4. For man, then, true life is grounded in Jesus 
Christ who 'became a l ife-giving spirit' (l Cor. 
1 5 :45; cf Jn. 6:63; 2 Cor. 3: 1 7) .  The core of the 
gospel proclarnation is that he who was dead is 
'alive for evermore' (Acts 2 : 3 1  ff.; I Cor. 1 5 :3ff.; 
Rev. 1 :5,  1 8) and by the power of an indestructible 
life gives life to the world ( Heb. 7: 1 6; Jn. 6:33). I f  
Christ has not been raised from death one must 
write over the Christian dead, finis (I Cor. 1 5 : 1 8 , 
32). But Christ is risen and has the 'keys to Sheol'; 
because Sheol could not conquer hirn, neither can 
it prevail against his church (Mt .  1 6: 1 8; Rev. I :  1 8) .  
His Life is mediated to the believer through re
pentance, faith and baptism (Acts 1 1 : 1 8; Jn .  3 :  1 6; 
I I  :25f. ;  Rom. 6:4); by it one is 'saved' ( Rom. 5: 1 0) .  
In Christ's death and resurrection God pierces rad
ically into the world of man to make hirn see the 
fatality of sin and the utter grace of the new life 
from God-an unfathomable, unexpected and 
freely-bestowed act of salvation. 

5. Resurrection-life, like Adamic soul-life, is im
parted and sustained by God's creative word. Man 
has no control over it. He may inherit, receive or 
enter it (Mk .  9:43ff.; 1 0 : 1 7, 30; Tit. 3 :7; I Pet. 3:7) .  
By evil deeds or rejection of the gospel he may 
judge hirnself unworthy of it (Acts 1 3 :46; cf Rom. 
1 : 32) or, conversely, by the Spirit he may perform 
deeds yielding eternal life (Mk .  1 0: 1 7ff.; Jn .  5 :28f.; 
Rom. 2:7; 2 Cor. 5 : 1 0; Gal. 5:22; 6:8). Such deeds 
are possible only by a relationship to Christ 
through faith ( Rom. I :  1 7; Jn. 20:3 1 )  which itself 
im parts life (Jn. 6:53f. ;  Rom. 6:23; Col. 3 :3 ;  I Jn .  
3 : 1 4; 5 : 1 3) .  God gives life to those whom he wills 
(Jn. 1 : 1 3; 5 :2 1 ), who are ordained for it, and who 
from the foundation of the world are written in the 
book of life (Acts 1 3 :48; Rom. 9: 1 1 ;  Phil. 4:3; Rev. 
1 7 :8 ;  20: 1 2ff.) .  The new life is a resurrection, a new 
birth, a sovereign and gracious act of the creator 
God (Jn.  5:24f.; Rom. 6:4; Col. 3: I ff.; Eph. 2: I ff. ; 
Jn .  I :  1 3) .  

6. I n  the  Synoptic Gospels life is always viewed 
as future and associated with the coming kingdom 
of God (Mk.  1 0 : 1 7, 23; 9:43, 47; Mt .  25:46). The 
way to it is blocked by sin and found by few; yet to 
attain l ife is the highest possible goal and worthy 
of any sacrifice (Mk.  9:42ff.; Mt .  7: 1 4; 1 3 :44ff.), for 
only in this way can one's soul be preserved (Mk.  
8 :34ff.; cf Jn .  1 2 :25). 

7. In the Johannine and Pauline litcrature this 
parousia perspective continues (Jn.  5:24, 28f. ;  6:40; 
I I  :24; 14 :3 , 6, 1 9 ; Rom. 5: I 0; 6:22; 2 Cor. 5 :4; 1 3 :4; 
Phil. 3: I Of.; cf I Cor. 1 5 :52ff.), but resurrection-life 
is also viewed as a present possession of the be
liever. One passes 'from death to life' at conversion 
( I  Jn .  3 : 1 4; cf Jn .  5:24; Eph. 2: I ff.) ,  and one may 
even speak in the past tense of having been cruci
fied, raised to life, brought into Christ's kingdom, 
glorified and made to sit in heaven (Ga I. 2:20; Eph. 
2: 5f.; Col . I :  1 3; Rom . 8 : 30). However, in Paul (and 
probably in John) this is always viewed as a cor
porate participation in Christ's death and resurrec
ti on (Rom 6:4; 8 :2;  2 Tim. I :  I ;  cf Jn .  6:33, 5 1  ff.) 
vouchsafed by the Spirit, the 'down-payment' of 
the new-age l ife (cf 2 Cor. 4: 1 2; 5 :5) .  Our life is hid 
with Christ (Col. 3:3), and to have life means 

simply to have Christ ( I  Jn. 5 :  I I  f. ) .  Individually, 
resurrection-life is now being realized in ethical rc
newal and psychological transformation (Rom. 
8 : 1 0; 1 2 : 1 ;  Gal. 5 :22f.; Col. 3 : l ff. ,  9f.; Eph. 4 : 1 8ff.); 
but the self in its mortality remains under death. 
Only in the parousia is mortality 'swallowed by life' 
and Sheol's power vanquished (l Cor. 1 5 :26, 52ff.; 
2 Cor. 5:4; cf Rev. 20: 1 3) .  At present the victory is 
actualized personally only in Jesus Christ, 'the first 
fruits of those who have fallen asleep', 'the first
born among many brethren' (I Cor. 1 5:20; Rom . 
8:29). 

8. As in ancient Israel, the problem of death 
finds its answer neither in philosophical specula
tion about immortality nor in the sub-life of Sheol, 
but in deliverance from Sheol; to be a son of God 
is to be a son of the resurrection (Lk.  20:36). And 
it is the resurrected Son of God who imparts this 
victory to his church; in Adam all die, so in Christ 
all shall be made alive (I Cor. 1 5 :22). Not Bach's 
'corne, sweet death' but John's  'corne, Lord Jesus' 
expresses the NT attitude towards death. 

Resurrection-life is bodily life-the life 01' the 
whole man (Lk. 24:39ff.; Jn. 5:28f.; I Cor. 1 5 ; Phil. 
3 :2 1 ;  Rev. 20: 1 3) .  I t  is to be with Christ (Jn. 1 4 :3; 
Col.  3 :4; I Thes. 4: 1 7) ,  to have a full vision of God 
( l  Cor. 1 3 :  1 2; 2 Cor. 5 :7; I Jn .  3 :2; Rev. 22:4), to 
enter the kingdom (Mt .  25 :34, 46), to enjoy the 
fulfilment of 'righteousness and peace and joy in 
the Holy Spirit' (Rom. 1 4 : 1 7; cf Rev. 2 1 -22) in 
wh ich all Sheol-threats are removed. 

Resurrection-life will be 'my life'. One's personal 
continuity does not rest, however, in the residual 
monad of Leibnitz nor in the escaping soul of 
Plato. It rests in God in whose mind 'all live' ( U .  
20:38) and 'who can bring the  dead to  life and can 
call to hirnself the things that do not exist as 
though they did' (Rom. 4: 1 7, Williams). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  Bultmann, The Theology of 
the New Testament, 1 955, I ,  pp. 1 9 1 -227, 324-329; 
H. C. C. Cavallin, Life after Death . . in 1 Cor. 15, 
I ,  1 974; O. Cullmann, Immortality of the SOIlI or 
Resllrrection of the Dead?, 1 958; idem, The Early 
Church, 1 956, pp. 1 65- 1 73; C. H .  Dodd, The Inter
pretation of the Fourth Gospel, 1 954, pp. 1 44-1 50, 
20 I ff.; E. E. Ellis, Paul and his Recent Interpreters I, 
1 979, pp. 35-48; idem, NTS 1 0, 1 963-64, pp. 
274--279; idem, Eschatology in Luke, 1 972; idem, in 
F. Neirynck (ed .) ,  L'Evangile de LIIC', 1989, pp. 
296-303, idem, Palliine Theology: Ministry and 
Society, 1 989, pp. 1 -25; idem, Int 44, 1 990, pp. 
1 32- 1 44; 1. de Fraine, Adam and the Family of 
Man, 1 965; R .  H .  Gundry, Söma in Biblical The
ology, 1 976; K.  Hanhart, The Intermediate State in 
the New Testament, 1 966; H.-G. Link, NIDNTT 2, 
pp. 474-484; TDNT 2, pp. 832-872; 8 ,  pp. 359-45 1 ;  
9 ,  pp. 6 1 7-656; A .  R .  Johnson, The Vitality of the 
Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel, 1 949: 1. 
Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Clliture, I ,  1 926, pp. 
99-1 8 1 , 453-496; H .  W Robinson, Corporate Per
sonality in Ancient Israel, 1 964; 1. W Rogerson, 
Anthropology and the Old Testament, 1 979. 

E.E.E. 
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LIGHT. The word is used in connection with joy, 
blessing and " I ife in contrast to sorrow, adversity 
and death (cf Gn. 1 :31'. ; Jb. 1 0 :22; 1 8 :5f.) .  At an 
early time it came to signify God's presence and 
favour (cf Ps. 27: I ;  Is. 9:2: 2 Cor. 4:6) in contrast to 
God's judgment (Am. 5: 1 8) .  From this and other 
sources arises an ethical dualism between light and 



darkness, i.e. good and evil, which is quite marked 
in the NT (cf Lk. 1 6:8; Jn. 3 : 1 9ff. ; 1 2 :36; 2 Cor. 
6: 1 4; Co!. I :  1 2f ;  I Thes. 5:5; I Pet. 2:9). Some, e.g. 
C. H. Dodd, have regarded Hellenistic paralleis to 
be significant in this regard, but the presence of 
this usage in Judaism, e.g. The War o[ lhe Sons o[ 
Light and the Sons o[ Darkness in oss, makes such 
an inferenee unnecessary and provides a more per
tinent commentary on the NT concepts. 

God's * holiness is expressed in terms of light, 
e.g. in I Tim. 6: 1 6, where he is said to dweil 'in 
unapproachable light'; cf I Jn. 1 :5, where i t  is said 
that 'God is light', and other passages in that Epis
tle where the implications of this for the believer 
are worked out. The same thought is seen in the 
typically Heb. expression 'children of light' which 
is twice used by Paul (Eph. 5 :8; cf I Thes. 5 :5 ;  Jn .  
1 2 : 36). 

In John's Gospel the term light refers not so 
much to God's holiness as to the revelation of his 
love in Christ and the penetration of that love into 
lives darkened by sin. So Christ refers to hirnself as 
'the light of the world' (Jn. 8: 1 2; 9 :5 ;  cf 1 2 :46), and 
in the Sermon on the Mount applies this term to 
his disciples (Mt. 5 : 1 4- 1 6). Similarly Paul can refer 
to 'the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ' 
and to God hirnself who 'has shone in our hearts' 
(2 Cor. 4:4-6). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BAGD; ISBE; C. H. Dodd, The 
Interpretation o[ the FOllrth Gospel, 1 954, pp. 201 -
2 1 2; D .  Flusser, 'The Dead Sea Sect and Pre
Pauline Christianity', Aspects o[ the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, ed. C. Rabin and Y. Yadin, 1 958, pp. 2 1 5-
266; H. Conzelmann, TDNT9, pp. 3 1 0-358; H.-C. 
Hahn et al., NIDNTT 2, pp. 484-496. E.E.E. 

LlGHTNING. I. Lightning which accompanies 
* thunder is a well-known phenomenon in Pales
tine, especially in the cool season, with a maximum 
in November or December. The word is sometimes 
rendered 'glitter' or 'glittering' (Dt .  32:4 1 ;  Jb. 
20:25; Ezk. 2 1 :  1 5 ; Na. 3 : 3 ;  Hab. 3: 1 1 ). Lightning is 
a figure used for brightness of countenance (Dn. 
1 0:6; Mt. 28:3) and of raiment (Lk. 24:4). In some 
passages the usage of 'fire' refers to lightning (e.g. 
Ex . 9:23; I Ki. 1 8 : 38 ;  2 Ki. 1 : 1 0, 1 2, 14 ;  I Ch. 
2 1  :26; Jb. I :  16 ;  Ps. 1 48:8) .  Lightning is poetically 
described with thunderstorms (2 Sa. 22: 1 5; Pss. 
1 8 : 1 4; 97:4; 1 35 :7 ;  Je. 1 0: 1 3; 5 1 : 1 6). 

2. Lightning is associated with theophanies as at 
Sinai (Ex. 1 9 : 1 6; 20: 1 8), in Ezekiel's vision (Ezk. 
I :  1 3-1 4) and several times in the Apocalypse ( Rev. 
4:5;  8:5;  1 1 : 1 9; 1 6: 1 8) .  It is regarded as an instru
ment 01" God's judgment (Ps. 1 44:6; Zc. 9 : 1 4; Lk. 
1 0 : 1 8). J .M .H .  

Ll LITH (Heb. liliI. I s .  34 :  1 4, Rvmg. ,  JB ;  LXX ono
ken/allros; Symm . ,  Vulg. lamia (Jerome, 'avenging 
I"ury'); AV 'screech owl' ;  Avmg. , RV 'n ight-monster'; 
RSV 'night hag'; NIV 'n ight creatures'). 

This name appears in a description of the ter
rible desolat ion 01" Edom, and presents great dif
ficulties 01" interpretation. At a time when Bab. and 
Persian influence was developing, Lilith appears 
evidcntly as a loan-word derived from the Assyr. 
I"emale demon of the night,  Lilitll. 

I t  may, however, be misleading to regard the 
creature as necessarily associated with the night :  
the darkness which some demons were said to love 
was that caused by desert storms (cf Sumerian 

LINEN 

LlL. LA, 'storm-wind'; and also a possible con
ciusion from Jerome's translation cited above) .  
Some scholars regard it as  the  equivalent of  the 
English vampire. 

Later Jewish literature speaks variously of Lilith 
as the first wife of Adam, but she flew away and 
became a demon; as a fabulous monster which 
stole and destroyed newly-born infants; and as a 
demon against which charms were used to keep i t  
from the haunts of men,  lest i t  enter and bring 
disease. 

There is, however, no real evidenee for insisting 
on a mythological interpretation of the word, and 
it is perhaps significant that most of the other crea
tures l isted in Is. 34 are real animals or birds. If the 
LXX rendering is  understood as something akin to a 
tail-Iess monkey (cf G. R .  Driver, loc. eil., p. 55), it 
seems an unlikely habitue of a desolate plaee. A 
similar objection applies also to both the tawny 
and the night owl, neither of which is a desert bird. 
Driver suggests a goat-sucker or nightjar (NEB), 
several species of which are found in waste land. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. JewE; G. R. Driver, ' Lilith', 
PEQ 9 1 ,  1 959, pp. 55-58. J .O.O. 

LIME, LIMESTONE. Chemically, l ime is  calcium 
oxide, made by heating limestone in a kiln, of 
which there must have been many in ancient Pales
tine. The Heb. Bible uses three words, Sfd, 'piaster', 
'lirne' or 'whitewash' (Dt. 27:2, 4; Is. 33: 1 2; Am. 
2: I ), gir, 'chalk' or ' l irne' (Dn. 5:5) and 'allne gir, 
'stones of lime' ( l s. 27:9, RSV 'chalkstones'). 

Limestone is abundant in Palestine. Geologically 
it was formed from the compacting together of 
shells, etc., on the sea bed, which was then thrust 
up by earth movement. Palestine was under the sea 
more than onee, at least in part. The bulk of the 
limestone visible today on both sides of the Jordan 
is from the Cretaceous period. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, The Geography o[ Pales-
tine' , 1 974, pp. 1 7ff. J .A .T. 

LlNE. The commonest OT word is qaw, qäw or 
qeweh, denoting a measuring-line such as was used 
to measure the circumference of the Temple laver 
( I  K i .  7:23) or to mark out a city, or land for build
ing ( l s. 34: 1 7; Je. 3 1 :39;  ZC. 1 : ( 6). It is used for 
measuring distances of 1 ,000 cubits from Ezekiel's 
Temple to test the water depth (Ezk. 47:3), and by 
an extension of meaning it is the plumbline used to 
check the integrity of a city or land (2 Ki.  2 1 :  1 3 ; Is. 
28: 1 7; 34: 1 1 ; La. 2:8), or the lines of instruction of 
a teacher ( l s. 28: I 0, 1 3 , where the picture is one of 
children reciting the alphabet, qäw being an alter
native way of naming the letter qöp). 

The word heIlei, 'cord' or 'rope', also refers to an 
instrument for dividing up land or an inheritance 
(Pss. 1 6 :6, AV; 78:55, AV; Am. 7: 1 7 ; ZC. 2: I ) . In 2 Sa. 
8:2 it is used of the Iines of Moabites drawn up by 
David, some destined for l ife and some for death .  

The words f1l1! ( I  Ki .  7 :  1 5), päLil (Ezk. 40:3) and 
sereq ( Is. 44: 1 3) have special uses. Rahab

,
s red cord 

is tiq\VG (Jos. 2: 1 8, 2 1 ,  AV). (* WEtGHTS ANO MEAS-
URES, * ARTS ANO CRAFrS.) J .A .T. 

LlNEN. The Heb. word ses (Egyp. ss') is rendered 
'fine linen'. The following Heb. words are rendered 
by 'Iinen':  bad, pistG, bU� and 'e!ün (cf Egyp. 'idmy, 
'yarn' in RV). The word pistG means actually the 



L1NEN 

Hax of which linen was made. As early as the 1 4th 
century BC the word pst, or plural pstrn, was used in 
Ugarit for linen (cf Virolleaud, PRU, Mission Ras 
Shamra 7, 1 1 ) .  bU$ is present only in later books (cf 
Gk. byssos). RSV, AV translate the following Gk. 
words by linen: sindön, o thonion and linon. 

Linen is made of Hax (Linurn usitatissirnum). 
After treatment the t hread of the rind gives linen 
and the seed linseed-oil. After the flax was treated 
it was spun by women and made into material (Pr. 
3 I :  I 3,  24). Flax was never extensively grown in 
Palestine in biblical times. According to Ex. 9 :3 1 ;  
Ho. 2 :5  and probably Jos. 2:6, i t  was, however, cul
tivated from early times. An extra-biblical witness 
is the Gezer calendar (c. 1 000 BC), where we read in 
the fourth line: 'His month is hoeing up of Hax' 
(Albright's translation in Pritchard, ANET'). The 
grcat cultivator and exporter of Hax was Egypt. I n  
Pr. 7 : 1 6  we read o f  Egyptian linen (cf Heb. 
h"(uqo!, 'many coloured'). Red linen was especially 
precious in ancient Egypt and was called 'royal 
linen' .  It is quite probable that linen (cf Egyp. 
words si and ·idmy as possible loan-words in 
Hebrew and Canaanite) was imported from Egypt 
by the inhabitants of Palestine from the earlicst 
times. We know from Egyp. documents that linen 
was exported from Egypt to Phoenicia (cf also 
Ezk. 27:7) and especially Byblos through many 
centuries. 

The use of linen in OT times was prescribed for 
priests (Ex. 28: 39). The coat, turban and girdle 
must be of fine linen . This is, according to Ezk. 
44: 1 7 , prescribed for the coolness of the material. 
The high priest used a woollen overcoat, but was 
draped in linen on the great Day of Atonement 
( Lv. 1 6 :4, 23). Linen the I sraelites brought along 
from Egypt was used for the ten curtains of the 
tabernacle (Ex. 26: I ), the veil (26:3 1 )  and the 
screen of the door of the tent (26:36). Samuel wore 
an ephod ( 'epoif) of linen ( I  Sa. 2: 1 8); David 
danced in front of the ark draped in a linen ephod 
(2 Sa. 6 : 1 4). It seems as if the use of linen was 
associated with special, holy persons, e.g. the man 
with the writing-case in Ezk. 9:2 and the man 
Oaniel saw in On. 1 0 :5 and 1 2:6-7. Linen and fine 
linen were rcgarded as precious gifts to the woman 
a man loved. In Ezk. 1 6 : 1 0, 1 3  the Lord speaks to 
Jerusalem as a husband to his wife and reminds her 
how he has dccked her with linen and fine lincn. It 
is obvious from Pr. 3 1  :22 that the use of linen by 
women was highly esteemed (as in 0 embroidcry). 
It was a luxury ( l s. 3 :23). The word bU$, 'Iincn', is 
used in the later books as the material for the rich 
and important people, e.g. Mordecai went to the 
Persian king drapcd with a mantle of fine linen 
(Est. 8: 1 5). Linen was commonly used for fine fur
nishings, sails and for protection of precious 
carpets. 

The word lincn is sparingly used in the NT. In 
the parable of the rich man and the beggar Laza
rus the former is described as decked out in fine 
linen (Gk. byssos) and purpie ( Lk.  1 6 : 1 9) .  The 
young man who followed Jesus to Gethsemane lost 
his linen cloth (or sheet?) in his flight from the 
scene (Mk .  14 :5 1 ). The body of Jesus was wrapped 
in linen according to Mt .  27 :59 and parallel texts. 
According to Rev. 1 9 :8, the Bride of the Lamb is 
clothed in fine linen, wh ich is the righteous deeds 
of the saints. In Rev. 1 9 : 1 4  the eschatological 
armies are described as arrayed in fine white linen. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. M. Wilson, Ancient Textiles 
Irom Egypt, 1 933;  A .  Bellinger, BASOR 1 1 8, 1 950, 

pp. 9- 1 1 ;  G. M .  Crowfoot, PEQ 83, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 5-3 1 ;  
o DEAD SEA SCROLLS. F.C.F. 

L1NUS. A Rom. Christian who greeted Timothy, 2 
Tim. 4 :2 1 ;  for his relation to others in loc., see 
o CLAUDIA . The name (a son of Apollo) is not 
common. Succession lists show a Linus, identified 
by I renaeus (Adv. Haer. 3. 3.  2) and subsequent 
writers with Timothy's friend, as first bishop of 
Rome after the apostles. On the problems of such 
lists, cf Lightfoot, Clement I, pp. 201 -345; A. 
Ehrhardt, The Apostolic Succession, 1 953 .  Writers 
dominated by later practice (e.g. Rufinus, Preface 
to Clern. Recog.) labour to reconcile the apostolic 
appointment of both Linus and 0 Clement. Linus 
made little further mark on tradition or legend. 
(Cl Liber Pontificalis, ed. Ouchesne, I ,  pp. 53, 1 2 1 ,  
for meagre notices; Tischendorf, Acta Apocrypha, 
pp. xixf., for martyrdoms of Peter and Paul.) 

A.F.W. 

L10N OF JUDAH. An abbreviated form of one of 
Christ's Messianic titles found in Rev. 5 :5 ,  ' the 
Lion of the tribe of Judah'. An obvious allusion to 
Gn. 49:9, 'Judah is  a lion's whelp', this t it le depicts 
Christ as the cu!mination of the courage, might 
and ferocity of the tribe of Judah. Like a lion 
Satan stalks the saints (I Pet. 5:8), but Christ is the 
conquering lion, worthy to open the seven seals of 
judgment. The use of the term 'lion' (OANIMALS) in 
connection with judgment may reflect passages like 
I s. 38: 1 3 ; La. 3 : 1 0; Ho. 5: 1 4; 1 3 :8, where God's 
judgment is likened to a lion's attack. Emperors of 
Ethiopia, convinced that they stemmed from 
Judah as descendants of Solomon and the Queen 
of Sheba, proudly appropriated this title 
('Conquering Lion of Judah') until the overthrow 
of Haile Selassie's regime in 1 974. D.A.H.  

L1P. Both the Heb. word iäpä, and (Iess frequently) 
the Gk. word cheilos, mean not only the human l ip 
but also the brink or shore of the sea, or the bank 
of a river (Gn. 22: 1 7; 41 :3; Heb. 1 1 : 1 2) and, in the 
case of the Heb. word, edge of a garment (Ex. 
28:26), though the primary application is to lips. 
Another Heb. word säpäm refers to the upper lip or 
moustache, usually in respect of covering it, with 
the hand or garment, as a sign of grief or shame 
( Lv. 1 3 :45). Cf the reference to covcring the face in 
2 Sa. 1 9 :4. 

In the case of the lips wc find clear examples or 
the Hebrew way of speaking whereby the organs 
seem to feel and act themselves, which is partly 
synecdoche, and partly due to the lack of physio
logical understanding of the nervous system 
(0 BODY). However, the connection of the li ps with 
the mind or heart is brought out in Pr. 1 6:23. For 
an explanation of this connotation, see 0 HEART. 

The lips not only speak (Jb. 27:4) but shout for 
joy (Ps. 7 1 :23), quiver (with fear) ( Hab. 3: 1 6), 
guard knowledge (Pr. 5 :2), offer praise (Ps. 63:3), 
plead (Jb. 1 3 :6) and possess ethical qualities or 
truthfulness or righteousness, or, conversely, sin
ning or speaking lies (Jb. 2 :  I 0; Pr. 1 2 : 1 9; 1 6: 1 3) .  
The parallelism with 0 tongue or 0 mouth is nat
ural, and these are used in much the same senses 
(Pss. 34: 1 3 ; 5 1 :  1 5) .  Just as with these words, lip can 
be extended to mean speech, words (Jb. 1 2:20) or 
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language (Gn. 1 1 :  I ;  I s. 1 9 :  1 8). B.O.B. 



L1VER. Only in the OT does this word occur. The 
Heb. käizetj is from a root meaning 'to be heavy', or 
by extension of meaning 'to be honoured'. So, it is 
the heavy organ. Of the 14 occurrences, I I  are in 
Ex. and Lv., referring to the liver of a sacrificial 
beasl. 

The 'appendage (AV 'caul') of the liver' (Ex. 
29: 1 3 , elc.), always associated with the kidneys, 
was burnt on the altar. Josephus lists the parts 
burnt on the altar (Anl. 3. 228) 'the kidneys, the 
caul, all the fat along with the lobe of the Iiver'. 

lt is, however, unlikely that the 'caul', YÖLereL, 
refers to a lobe of the liver, but probably to fat 
upon it, or possibly the pancreas. The word Iiter
ally means 'remainder' or 'appendage' (RSV), so it 
is not stated specifically that the liver itself was 
burnt on the altar, but the internal fat and the 
kidneys. 

From Ezekiel (2 1 :2 1 )  it appears that the Iiver 
was the material for a form of divination, based on 
the internal markings of the Iiver. Many artificial 
livers of c1ay have been unearthed in the Middle 
East, and were made for this purpose. A similar 
practice was known among the Etruscans, from 
whom it passed to the Romans ( LaI. haruspices = 

'liver diviners'). B.O.B. 

LO-DEBAR. Where Mephibosheth Iived be fore 
David recalled hirn (2 Sa. 9:4); E of the Jordan (cl 
2 Sa. 2:29; 1 7:27); possibly • DEBIR, 3. J .D.D.  

LOGOS. A common Gk .  word used in a quasi
technical sense as a title of Christ in the Johannine 
writings. It carries a large number of different 
meanings: its basic translation is 'word' ,  i. e. mean
ingful utterance, whence develop its many senses 
'statement ,  declaration, discourse, subject-matter, 
doctrine, affair' and, by another development, 
'reason, cause, sake, respect'. As a grammatical 
term it means a finite sentence, in logic a factual 
statement ,  definition or judgment, in rhetoric a 
correctly constructed piece of oratory. As a term 
of psychology and metaphysics i t  was used by the 
Stoa, following Herakleitos, to signify the divine 
power of function by which the universe is given 
unity, cohercnce and meaning (logos spermalikos, 
'seminal Word', which, l ike seed, gives form to un
formed matter): man is made in accordance with 
the same principle, and is hirnself said to possess 
Logos, both inwardly (logos endialhetos, reason) 
and expressed in speech (logos prophorikos). The 
term is also used as the pattern or norm of man 
whereby he lives 'according to Nature'. 

In the LXX Logos is used to translate Heb. däizär. 
The root of this signifies 'that which lies behind', 
and so when translated as 'word' it, too, means 
meaningful sound; it may aiso mean 'thing'. In ac
cordance with a common feature of Heb. psych
ology a man's däl}är i s  regarded as in some sense 
an extension of his personality and further as 
possessing a substantive existence of its own. The 
Word of God, then, is his self-revelation through 
M oses and the prophets; i t  may be used to desig
nate bOlh single visions and oracles and the wh oie 
content of the total revelation, and thus especially 
the Pentateuch. The Word possesses a like power to 
the God who speaks it (cl Is. 55: 1 1 )  and effects his 
will without hindrance. Hence the term may refer 
to the creative word of God. In the Wisdom litera-
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ture the creative power of God is referred to as his 
wisdom, and in a number of passages is spoken of 
as an hYPoslasis distinct from hirn (see especially 
Pr. 8 :22-30: Wisdom of Solomon 7 :2 1  ff.). 

Influenced both by the OT and by Hellenic 
thought, Philo made frequent use of the term 
Logos, to which he gave a highly-developed signifi
cance and a central place to his theological scheme. 
He derived the term from Stoic sources and, in 
accordance with his discovery of Gk. thought in 
the Heb. Scriptures, made use of it on the basis 01' 
such passages as Ps. 33:6 to express the means 
whereby the transcendent God may be the Creator 
of the universe and the Revealer of himself to 
Moses and the Patriarchs. On the Gk. side he 
equates the Logos with the Platonic concept of the 
World of Ideas so that i t  becomes both God's plan 
and God's power of creation . On the side of bib
lical exegesis the Logos is identified with the Angel 
of the Lord and the Name of God, and is de
scribed by a variety of terms as High Priest, Cap
tain and Steersman, Advocate (Paraclete) and Son 
of God. It is termed a second God and, on the 
other hand, described as the Ideal Man, the Pat
tern of God's earthly creation of man. In spite of 
all this terminology of personification, however, 
the term remains-inevitably, in view of Philo's 
staunch Judaism (at least, in intention)-a philo
sophical and theological term and tool. 
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A further possible determining factor in the use 
of Logos in the passages wh ich we need to review is 
the use of the term to signify the gospel message. 
The term is used absolutely (e.g. to preach the 
Word) and with a number of genitives (the Word 
of God, of Christ, of the cross, of reconciliation, 
of life, elc.) .  These show that the gospel story is 
seen in the NT as essentially a presentation of 
Jesus hirnself; he is the Word which is preached. 
But this is by no means always implicit in the 
phrase. 

Three places are found at which the use of Logos 
in a technical sense has been concerned, viz. Jn. I :  I 
and 1 4; I Jn .  1 : 1 -3; Rev. 1 9 : 1 3 . 

Jn .  I :  I is the only unambiguous case. Here we 
have a highly metaphysical prologue to the Gospel 
in which the significance of the Christ is inter
preted theologically. Divergence is found among 
scholars in the identification of the primary source 
of these verses and the chief meaning of Logos 
here. Attempts have been made to link the pro
logue primarily with the OT use of däl}är alone, or 
with the rabbinical teaching concerning the Torah . 
These fail because these concepts are not suf
ficiently differentiated from the supreme Godhead 
to stand without alteration in v. 1 4. The figure of 
Wisdom provides more paralleis but lacks identifi
cation in our sources with the Word: the teaching 
about the Primal or Heavenly Man wh ich others 
have invoked is too conjectural to command much 
confidence. Only the Philonic Logos-teaching pro
vides a c1ear theological scheme in which the Word 
possesses a like unity with God and a like distinc
ti on from hirn, and in which both creative and 
sustaining activity in the universe and revelatory 
activity towards man is ascribed to it. Further, 
the necessarily unique concept of incarnation is 
nevertheless a proper development of the identifi
cation of Philo's Logos with the Ideal Man.  
Ei ther a direct use of Phi lo or a similar background 
in intellectual circles of Hellenistic Jewry may lie 
behind this. 

In I Jn. I :  I the phrase 'Word of l ife' is unlikely 
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to bear the meaning of Logos in its technical theo
logical sense; both context and construction are 
against this. Even if this be from the same pen as 
the Gospel (wh ich so me scholars regard as doubt
ful), the letter may date from a time prior to the 
adoption of a full-grown Logos-doctrine. The 
sense of 'Christian gospel' fits this context best. 

In Rev. 1 9 :  1 3  the sense of 'gospel' may Iie behind 
the ascription of the t i tle Logos of God to the 
triumphant figure; compare 6:2, where in the view 
of some exegetes the mounted figure is the tri
umphant advancing gospel. 

We may compare also the imagery of Wisdom 
of Solomon 1 8 : 1 5- 1 6 .  But since in Revelation the 
figure is explicitly declared to be King of kings and 
Lord of lords, some more metaphysical meaning 
must be latent here. The Iiterary genre of the book 
amply explains why this meaning is not developed 
here in the same fashion as in the Fourth Gospel. 

All three places illustrate how the fullness of 
Christ consistently exhausts all preparatory im
agery and thought; and how many places need an 
exegesis which draws on many sources for full ex
position. Jesus gives fresh meaning to terminology 
which prior to hirn was expressive of lesser 
mysteries. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. Pauly-Wissowa, art. ' Logos'; A. 
Debrunner et al., TDNT 4, pp. 69-1 43;  H. Haar
beck et al., NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 078- 1 1 23; R. Mortley, 
From Word to Silence, 2 vols., 1 986. J.N.B. 

LOIS. Timothy's grandmother, presumably the 
mother of • Eunice (2 Tim. 1 :5). Paul doubtless 
alludes to her Christian faith:  had she been simply 
a godly Jewess, her devotion is less l ikely to have 
been known to hirn. The name is hard to parallel in 
the period. A.F.W. 

LORD'S DAY. The expression is found only once 
in Scripture. In Rev. I :  I 0 John discloses that the 
vision of the Apocalypse came to hirn while he was 
rapt 'in the Spirit on the Lord's day'. This is the 
first extant occurrence in Christian literature of he 
kyriake hemera. The adjectival construction sug
gests that it  was a formal designation of the 
church's worship day. As such it certainly appears 
early in the 2nd century ( Ignatius, Epistle to the 
Magnesians, I .  67). 

Little support can be adduced for the theory that 
the term referred to Easter day, except, of course, 
in the sense that each Lord's day is a paschal re
capitulation. But it must be no ted that such reput
able scholars as 1. 1. Wettstein, G. A.  Deissmann 
and F. 1. A. Hort, among others, prefer to interpret 
the verse as indicating that John was transported in 
his spiritual ecstasy to the great day of judgment 
itself (cf Rev. 6: 1 7; 1 6: 1 4) .  1. B. Lightfoot believes 
that there are 'very good, if not conclusive reasons' 
for such a view ( The Apostolic Fathers, 2, Section I ,  
Part 1 1 ,  p. 1 29) .  The majority opinion, however, 
inclines to feel with H .  B. Swete that such an inter
pretation is foreign to the immediate context and 
contrary to linguistic usage (LXX always has he 
hemera tou kyriou for the prophetic 'day of the 
Lord': kyriakos does not appear). It would seem 
reasonably safe, therefore, to conclude that as the 
actual location of John's vision is recorded in v. 9, 
so the actual occasion i s  recorded in v. 1 0. 

Even if a late date for Revelation be accepted (c. 
AD 96), it is not necessary to assurne with Harnack 
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that he kyriake hemera was not in use before the 
close of the I st century. It may even have emerged 
as soon as AD 57 when Paul wrote I Corinthians. In 
1 1  :20 he speaks of kyriakon deipnon ('the Lord's 
supper'). I t  is interesting that Pesh .  reads ' Lord's 
day' here. But it would hardly appear that the term 
was in current use, for later in the Epistle Paul has 
kata mian sabbatOll ( 1 6:2). 

Deissmann has thrown further light upon the 
title by showing that in Asia M inor and Egypt even 
before the Christian era the first day of each month 
was called Emperor's Day or Sebaste. This may 
eventually have been transferred to a day 01' the 
week, probably Thursday (dies Iovis) . ' If  these con
clusions are valid,' comments R. H. CharIes, 'we 
can understand how naturally the term " Lord's 
Day" arose; for just as the first day of each month. 
or a certain day of each week, was called " Em
peror's Day". so it would be natural for Christians 
to name the first day of each week, associated as it 
was with the Lord's resurrection and the custom of 
Christians to meet together for worship, as "Lord's 
Day". I t  may have first arisen in apocalyptic circles 
when a hostile attitude to the Empire was adopted 
by Christianity' (R .  H. CharIes, The Revelation 
0/ St. lohn, I ,  1 920, p. 23; cf Deissmann, Bible 
Studies, pp. 2 1 8ff. ) .  

'Lord' here clearly signifies Christ and not  God 
the Father. It is Christ's own day. It belongs to hirn 
because of his resurrection, when he was 'desig
nated Son of God in power' (Rom. 1 :4). McArthur 
is surely right in claiming that the title ultimately 
derives from the Lordship of Jesus Christ wh ich 
was made manifest in the resurrection on 'the first 
day of the week' (Mk.  1 6:2; see A. A.  McArthur, 
The Evolution 0/ the Christian Year, 1 953, p. 2 1 ) . 
Christian worship is essentially an anamnesis (re
membrance) of the Easter event which revealed the 
triumph of God's redemptive purpose. Hence the 
prevailing note of joy and praise. The first day was 
also appropriate, as it recalled the initial day of 
creation, when God made light, and the fact that 
the Christian Pentecost fell on Sunday. Further
more, it  may weil have been the expectation of the 
primitive Christians that our Lord's return would 
take place on his own day. 

The earliest piece of evidence relating to the 
Christian observance of the first day of the week 
lies in I Cor. 1 6 :  1 -2,  but there is no explicit refer
ence to an actual assembly. Acts 20:7 is more spe
cific and probably reflects the continued Christi an 
use of the Jewish calendar under which the Lord's 
day would begin at sunset on Saturday. Alford sees 
in the readiness of Gentiles to accept this Jewish 
reckoning 'the greatest proof of all that this day 
was thus observed' (Henry Alford, The NelV Tes
tament tor English Readers", 1 87 1 ,  p. 788). On the 
other hand, there is no trace in the NT of any 
sabbatarian controversy. The Lord's day, while ful
filling all the beneficent purposes of God in the 
institution of the Sabbath for mankind, was kept 
'not under the old written code but in the new Iife 
of the Spirit' (Rom. 7:6). 

BIBLlOGRAPHY: H. P. Porter, The Day 0/ Light: 
the Biblical and Liturgical Meaning 0/ Sunday, 
1 960; W. Rordorf, Sunday: the History 0/ the Day 
0/ Rest and Worship in the Earliest Centuries 0/ the 
Church, E.T. 1 968; R .  T. Beckwith and W. Stott, 
This is the Day, 1 978 (reply to Rordorf); D. A. 
Carson (ed.) ,  From Sabbath to Lord's Day: A Bib
lical. Historical and Theological Investigation, 
1 984. A.S.W. 



LORD'S PRAYER, THE. The prayer which our 
Lord taught his disciples as the model prayer for 
thcir regular use. In Mt.  6:9- 1 3  it is given as an 
in tegral part of the Sermon on the Mount. But in 
Lk. I I  :2-4 it is given by our Lord in different cir
cumstances. lt is probable that since he meant this 
prayer to serve as a pattern for all his disciples at all 
times, he would have repeated it on different 
occasions. 

In M t .  6 :9- 1 3  he gives it as an example which 
complies with all the requisites which he himself 
had laid down as essential for true prayer: 'Pray 
then l ike this.' he said (v. 9). He was thus continu
ing to teach his disciples holV to pray. After having 
warned them not to pray as hypocrites (v. 5) nor to 
'heap up empty phrases' as the heathen do (v. 7), he 
taught them what sort of prayer is acceptable 
be fore God. But in Lk. I I : 1 -4,  in response to the 
request 01" a disciple, he gives the prayer this time, 
not only as an ex am pIe of a prayer which complies 
with his teaching, but as a definite prayer wh ich 
must be prayed by his followers: 'When you pray, 
say . .  .' (v. 2). 

In Lk. I I  :2-4 the prayer is given in a shorter 
form than in Mt .  6:9- 1 3, as folIows: 'Father, hal
lowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Give us 
each day our daily bread; and forgive us our sins, 
for we ourselves forgive every one who is indebted 
to us; and lead us not into temptation.' 

The short form probably represents the compass 
of the prayer as Jesus originally phrased it: the 
simple address 'Father' corresponds to the form 
'Abba' which he used himself (cf Mk.  1 4:36) and 
which the early Christians followed his example in 
using (cf Rom. 8: 1 5 ; Gal. 4:6). The amplified Mat
thaean text has been adapted for Christian litur
gical use, the address 'Our Father who art in 
heaven' being taken over from synagogue usage. 
Here we shall consider the full Matthaean text. 

lt is obvious that our Lord gave the prayer ori
ginally in Aramaic. By the time Matthew and Luke 
wrote their Gospels, however, the prayer would 
naturally have been used by Christians in Greek 
also. This probably explains why Mt .  6 and Lk. I I 
have general agreement in language and both use 
the unique term epiousios (rendered 'daily') in the 
prayer. 

By the opening words of the prayer-'Our 
Father who art in heaven'-we are taught the cor
rect attitude and spirit in wh ich wc should pray to 
God. Addressing him as 'Our Father', we look up 
to him in love and fai th ,  as to the One who is near 
us in perfect love and grace. By the words 'who art 
in heaven' we give expression to our holy reverence 
for him who is the Almighty Ruler over all. The 
introductory words of the prayer also remind us of 
the fact that all Christian believers are one in hirn, 
for we are to pray to hum as 'Our Father'. The be
liever's heart being rigiltly attuned by the invoca
tion, the first petitions are those concerning the 
glory and divine purpose of our heavenly Father. 
'Hallowed be (hagias/he/ö) thy name' is a prayer 
asking God to enable us and all men to recognize 
and honour him. His name, i. e. he himself in his 
self-revelation, is to be acknowledged as holy; and 
he is to receive all the honour and glory due to the 
One who perfectly loves us, our holy and omnipo
tent Creator. (* GOD, NAMES OF.) The petition 'Thy 
kingdom come' may, for general purposes, be used 
as a supplication that the divine dominion (ba
sileia) of God will be extended 'here and now' (in 
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this present age) in the heart of individuals as weil 
as in the world as a wh oIe. Primarily, however, this 
petition has an eschatological connotation; it is a 
supplication that the kingly rule of God may be 
established 'with power' (Mk .  9: I )  at the glorious 
appearing of the Son of man. (* KINGDOM OF 
GOD.) 

The third petition, 'Thy will be done on earth as 
it is in heaven', which is absent in the authentic text 
of Lk . I I  :2, is practically an elaboration of the 
previous petition. In heaven, where the rule of God 
is gladly and unconditionally accepted by all, the 
will  of God is continuously, spontaneously and 
joyfully obeyed by all. Believers should thus pray 
that God's will shall in the same way be obeyed by 
all on earth, and especially in their own lives. This 
petition has a partial reference to the present age, 
but it opens up vistas to the time when every knee 
shall bow before the King of kings and the powers 
of darkness will be finally destroyed. God will then 
be all in  all and his will shall reign supreme (I Cor. 
1 5 :25-28). The three imperatives hagias/he/ö ('be 
hallowed'), el/ha/ö ('come') and gene/he/ö ('be 
done') are all aorist and point to the final 
consummation. 

The first three petitions having centred upon the 
glorification of God, the next three petitions are 
concerned with the physical and spiritual well
being of believers. 

Believers should thus pray expressly for the aid 
and blessing of God· regarding all aspects of life in 
this world. The petition 'Give us this day our daily 
bread' asks God as our heavenly Father to grant us 
the physical necessities of life. The word 'bread' 
here sums up all that we really need for our earthly 
existence. In view of the foregoing petitions, this is 
a supplication asking God continually to supply us 
with t he material necessities of life so that we may 
most effectively sanctify his name, labour for the 
coming of his kingdom and do his will on earth. 
Our prayer for daily sustenance is thus not meant 
to be a selfish prayer, or a prayer for material 
luxury, but a prayer in which we confess our utter 
dependence on God and look to hirn in faith and 
love to supply us with all things which we really 
need to enable us to live according to his will . 
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The Gk. word epiousios, translated 'daily', 
oceurs only in Mt. 6 :  I l and Lk. I I  :3, and (report
edly) in one papyrus document (unfortunately no 
longer extant), where the neuter plural form epiou
sia appears to have meant 'daily rations'. Although 
finality has not yet been reached regarding its cor
rect etymological derivation, and some prefer to 
translate i t  by 'for the coming day' or 'that is need
ful or sufficient', the translation 'daily' seems to be 
quite in order. The rendering 'supersubstantial 
bread' goes back to Jerome, as though the refer
ence were to Jesus as the true bread of life. 1. Jer
emias relates this petition to the eschatological 
emphasis of its predecessors as though the refer
ence were to 'eating bread in the kingdom of God' 
(cf Lk. 14: 1 5) .  But in the context, what is meant is 
the constant provision of wh at is really needed and 
adequate for us day by day in the realm of our 
physical, material existence. 

The next petition, 'And forgive us our debts, as 
we also have forgiven our debtors', is both a prayer 
and a confession. For he who prays for forgiveness 
at the same time admits that he has sinned and is 
guilty. In  Lk. I 1 :4 this petition reads: 'And forgive 
us our sins; for we ourselves forgive every one who 
is indebted to us.' The Gk.  word hamar/ias, here 
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rendered 'sins', has the primary meaning of 'miss
ing the mark' and thus 'acting wrongly' and 'break
ing the law of God'. In Mt. 6: 1 2  opheilemata 
('debts') preserves the Aramaic idiom in which the 
word for 'debt' Ulöi]ä) is also used in the sense of 
'sin'. By sinning we have incurred a moral and spir
itual debt to our Father and Creator, who has full 
authörity over our lives. I n  this petition we there
fore humbly ask hirn for a remission of our debts, 
seeing that we ourselves can never earn our 
forgiveness. 

The words 'as we also [hos kai hemeis, 'in the 
same way also as we'] have forgiven [aorist] our 
debtors' (Mt .  6: 1 2) and 'for we ourselves forgive 
[present indicative] every one who is indebted to 
us' (Lk .  1 1  :4) do not mean that we are to ask for
giveness on the grollnd of our forgiving those who 
sin against USo We can receive forgiveness through 
grace alone. But in order to pray to God for for
giveness in sincerity and without hypocrisy, we 
must be free from all spirit of hatred and revenge. 
Only when God has given us the grace truly to 
forgive those who sin against us can we utter a true 
prayer for forgiveness. This was looked upon by 
our Lord as of such importance that he reiterated 
i t  in Mt .  6: 1 4- 1 5  (cf Mt .  1 8 :23-35; Mk.  1 1  :25). 

The final petition in Lk. 1 1 :4 reads: 'And lead us 
not into temptation'. In Mt. 6: 1 3, the words 'but 
deliver us from evil' (Rsvmg. 'the evil one') follow. 
These additional words help to make the petition 
one of general application. Those who sincerely 
pray for forgiveness of sins long to be enabled not 
to sin again. Thus it is fitting that this petition fol
lows the previous one. God never tempts anyone to 
do evil (Jas. I :  1 3) ,  but he controls the circum
stances of our lives. In this prayer we humbly con
fess that we are prone to sin and thus plead with 
hirn not to allow us to be brought into situations or 
conditions which involve grave temptation to sin . 
As a further elaboration of this there follows 'but 
deliver us from the evil one', i. e. shield, protect, 
guard (rflyesthOl) us against the onslaughts of the 
devil (tOll poneroll). This final petition, although 
applicable to every day in our lives, points very 
c1early to the consummation when our Lord will 
put an end to all that is evil, and establish his eter
nal kingdom of righteousness and holiness. 

This brings us to the consideration that in the 
setting of Jesus' ministry this petition struck an 
eschatological note. The NEB rendering ('And do 
not bring us to the test') indicates this, albeit too 
cryptically. The test is that crucial test of the dis
ci pies' faith which, without divine strength, would 
prove too intense for them to resist. The form 
taken by that test was shown in the setting of 
Gethsemane (the final test also for Jesus hirnself). 
The exhortation to the disciples, 'Watch and pray 
that you may not enter into temptation' (Mk.  
1 4:38) probably means ' Keep awake, and pray not 
to fail in the test' . This suggests that the petition in 
the Lord's Prayer means, 'Grant that we may not 
fail in the test' (cf C. C. Torrey, The FOllr Gospels, 
1 933, p. 292). And today, over and above the gen
eral plea to be delivered from temptation, Chris
tians may use the petition as a prayer for grace and 
power to keep them from failing when their faith is 
challenged by a supreme test. 

In some ancient and many later MSS of Mt. 6: 1 3  
a doxology folIows. I n  the AV i t  reads, 'For thine is 
the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for 
ever. Amen . '  Although the most authoritative MSS 
do not have the doxology, it has been used in the 
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Christian church from the earliest times (cf the 
Didache and the Western Text),  and i t  is certainly a 
most suitable and worthy ending for the Lord's 
Prayer. That it does not, however, belong to the 
original text of Matthew is apparent from the fact 
that vV. 1 4  and 1 5  follow naturally after vV. 1 2  and 
1 3a .  

Someone has rightly said that the Lord's Prayer 
is Jesus' message of the kingdom of God summ ar
ized in prayer form. lt is the prayer which all Chris
tians should regularly offer to God in order to bt 
enabled to live as his children ever more completely 
until the day when his sovereignty is perfectly 
established. 

l t  should be noted that our Lord (when teaching 
his disciples this prayer) did not say, 'we must pray' 
but 'you pray'. The Lord's Prayer is the prayer 
which he taught, not one wh ich he used . He does 
not appear ever to have used the expression 'Our 
Father' in such a way as to include his disciples 
with himself (cf Jn. 20: 1 7, 'my Father and your 
Father'), nor is there any hint that he ever fei t  the 
need to ask forgiveness for himself. 

While the individual petitions in the Lord's 
Prayer are paralleled in various contexts in Jewish 
religious literat ure, nothing comparable to the 
prayer as a whole is found. The Lord's Prayer is 
unique, and unsurpassed even to this day
gathering in a few words all the essentials of true 
prayer. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, The Lord's Prayer, 
1 964 (reprinted in The Prayers 0/ Jeslls, 1 967, pp. 
82- 1 07); E. Lohmeyer, The Lord's Prayer, 1 965; T. 
W. Manson, BJRL 38, 1 955-6, pp. 99- 1 1 3 , 436-
448; B. M. Metzger, in HislOrical and Literary 
S/Udies, 1 968, pp. 64ff.; W. O. Walker, NTS 28, 
1 982, pp. 237-256; commentaries on Matthew 
and Luke. J .N.G.  

F .F .B .  

LORD'S SUPPER, THE. l t  wil l  be most conveni
ent to set out the NT evidence for the Christian 
ordinance under the headings of 'The Last 
Supper'; 'The breaking of bread'; 'The Pauline 
Eucharist'; and 'Other NT material'. 

I .  The Last Supper 

a. Was it the Passove,.? 
The precise nature of the meal which the Lord 
shared with his disciples on the night in which he 
was betrayed is one of the most warmly debated 
topics of NT history and interpretation. Various 
suggestions have been made. 

1 .  The traditional explanation is that the meal 
was the customary Passover feast, and this can 
claim the support of the Gospel records, both 
Synoptic (e.g. Mk. 14 : 1 -2 ,  1 2- 1 6) and Johannine 
(e.g. 1 3 :2 1 -30). There are features of the meal 
which students of Judaism (notably P. Billerbeck 
and G. H. Dalman) have noted as distinguishing 
features of the Paschal feast, e.g. reclining at the 
table (0 ABRAHAM'S BOSOM), the distribution of 
alms (cf Jn. 1 3 :29), and the use of the 'sop' which 
is dipped in the special �arosel sauce as a memorial 
of the bitterness of the Egyp. bondage. See the full 
details in G. H. Dalman, Jeslls-Jeshua, E.T. 1 929, 
pp. 1 06ff., and 1. Jeremias, The Eucharistie Words 
0/ Jesus, E.T. ' 1 966, pp. 4 1 ff. But the evidence is 
not so compelling as to exc!ude all other interpret
ations, although there is a tendency today, espe-



cially since the first publication of Jeremias' book 
in 1 949, to give more respectful consideration to 
the Passover view than was formerly done. The 
earlier judgment was similar to that expressed by 
Hans Lietzmann, who dismissed the Pascha I 
theory of the Supper as containing scarcely 'the 
least vestige of probability' (Mass and Lord's 
Supper, E.T. 1 953,  p. 1 73). There has been a reac
tion from this extreme negativism. 

2, The data which caused some questioning of 
the traditional view are mainly derived from the 
Fourth Gospel, which apparently dates the events 
of the Supper evening and the passion a day earlier 
than the Synoptics. According to Jn. 1 3 : I; 1 8 :28; 
1 9 : 1 4, 3 1 , 42,  the crucifixion happened a day be fore 
Nisan 1 5 , which is the Synoptic reckoning, and the 
Last Supper was, of course, eaten on the evening 
before that . Thus i t  cannot have been the regular 
paschal meal, for the Lord died at the same time as 
the lambs for that meal were being immolated in 
the Temple ritual. Thus there is an apparent im
passe, which is further complicated by the allega
tion that the Synoptic account is not consistent 
with itself; for instance, Lk. 22: 1 5  may be read as 
an unfulfilled wish . For those scholars who prefer 
to support the Johannine dating (e.g. 1. H .  Bernard 
in the ICC on lohn) and believe that the last meal 
could therefore not h ave been the Passover, the 
question arises, what type of meal, then, was it? 
They answer this question by postulating a sabbath 
Qlddüsh, i. e. , accordtng to thls Vlew, Jesus and hIS 
followers constituted a religious group which met 
on the eve of the sabbath and the Passover, and 
held a simple service in which a prayer of sanctifi
cation (Qiddüsh) over a cup of wine was said. 

3. As a modification of this suggestion Hans 
Lietzmann put forward the idea that the meal was 
an ordinary one, and the Lord and his disciples, 
who shared it, formed a religious association called 
a ba/;!üräh, similar to the groups in which the Phar
isees met .  All these ideas have met with severe criti
cism, and there is apparent deadlock in the debate; 
though it is now being reopened through the in
vestigation of the new evidence of the Qumran 
scrolls. 

4. In the light of recent researches into the influ
ence of separate calendars wh ich were used for cal
culating feast-days, it i s  now possible to consider 
again the older submissions of P. Billerbeck and 1. 
Pickl that the two strata of Gospel evidence may 
be harmonized on the assumption that both are 
understandable, with each reflecting a different 
tradition. Billerbeck and Pick I distinguished be
tween the Pharisaic date of the Passover wh ich 
Jesus used and the Sadducean dating a day earlier 
which lies behind the Fourth Gospel. This was 
dismissed by critics as lacking in supporting evi
dence, but the Dead Sea Scrolls show that there 
were divergent calendars in use in heterodox Jewry, 
and it is possible that separate traditions were, in 
fact, in vogue at the time of the passion. Mlle A .  
Jaubert has  recently reconstructed the  events on  
th i s  basis so as  to harmonize the  data of  the  Gos
pels and early Iiturgical witnesses (in her book The 
Date of the Last Supper, E.T. 1 965. See for an ac
ceptance of her thesis, E. E. Ellis, The Gospel of 
Luke', NCB, 1 974, pp. 249f. and M lle Jaubert's 
later contribution in NTS 1 4, 1 967-8, pp. 1 45- 1 64.  

Whether the date of the Supper will ever be con
c1usively determined is uncertain; but we may cer
tainly believe that, whatever the exact nature of the 
meal, there were Passover ideas in the Lord's mind 
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when he sat down with the disciples. The Jewish 
Passover, based on Ex. 1 2  and interpreted in the 
Haggätjäh for Passover and the Mishnaic tractate 
Pesabim, provides the indispensable key to an 
understanding of the meal and also the meaning of 
the Lord's Supper in the early church. This conclu
sion is reinforced by recent studies in typology 
which have shown the importance of the OT events 
in their 'typological' significance for the NT 
writers; and no complex of saving events comes 
more decisively to the foreground in the thinking 
of early Christianity than the Exodus and redemp
ti on from Egypt (cl H. Sahlin, 'The New Exodus 
of Salvation according to SI Paul', in The Root of 
the Vine, ed. A. Fridrichsen, 1 953, pp. 8 1 -95; 1. 
Danielou, Sacramentum Fllluri, 1 950, Book I V, pp. 
1 3 1  ff.). Reference may aiso be made to the import
ant contribution of T. Preiss, Life in Christ, E.T. 
1 954, p. 90, who shows the place of 'the totality of 
the events of the Exodus centring on the Passover' 
in hoth Jewish and Christian traditions. 

b. The words of institution 
We turn now to examine more c10sely the last meal 
in the upper room. Two quest ions immediately 
arise. What was the form of the words of institu
tion, spoken over the bread and wine? And wh at 
was their meaning? 

I .  The original form of the words is not easily 
discoverable because there are several sets of vari
ants, represented chiefly in the Marcan and the 
Pauline traditions respectively. Lk. 22: 1 5-20 has 
peculiarities of its own, both textual and hermen
eutical. There is a recent tendency to accept the 
longer recension of the Lucan text against the 
shorter readings of the Western MS D and certain 
Old Lat. and Syrian MSS wh ich omit verses 1 9b and 
20. The value of the Lucan pericope lies in its place 
as independent evidence of the same tradition as 
that used by Paul with the unusual order 'cup
bread' in Lk. 22: 1 7- 1 9  and I Cor. 1 0: 1 6, 2 1  (cl 
Didacbe 9); and the preservation in both accounts 
of the command to repeat the rite (Lk. 22: 1 9b; I 
Cor. 1 1  :25). The originality of the 'Ionger text' has 
been virtually established by H. Schürmann, Bib 
32, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 364-392, 522-54 1 .  Cl E. E. Ellis, 
Luke, pp. 254-256 (biblio.). 

On the issue of Marcan versus Pauline form the 
arguments on both sides are inconclusive. Some 
scholars feel that Jesus could never have suggested 
that the disciples were to drink his blood, even 
symbolically, and the Pauline version, 'This cup is 
the new covenant in my blood' (I Cor. 1 1  :25), is 
more likely to be original, especially as the Marcan 
formula is liturgically symmetrical with that about 
the bread, and is aligned to Ex. 24:8 (LXX). Against 
this i t  has been contended by A. 1. B. Higgins that 
the Marcan form is more primitive because of its 
hars� Semitisms in the Greek and the obvious de
pendence on the Servant passages in Isaiah, al
though Higgins would wish to excise some of the 
Marcan phrases. At all events, we may consider the 
following to be somewhere near the original: 'Jesus 
took a loaf, pronounced a blessing, broke it and 
said, This is my body. And he took a cup, blessed it 
and said, This cup is the new covenant in my blood 
(Paul), or, This is my blood of the covenant 
(Mark). '  Then followed the eschatological pro
nouncement, cl Mk.  1 4 :25; I Cor. 1 1  :26. On the 
'vow of abstinence', see 1. Jeremias, New Testament 
Theology, I ,  E.T. 1 97 1 ,  pp. 298f. 

2. If we begin with the eschatological utterance 
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this will be explained as the hope of the early be
lievers, instructed by the Lord, that their fellowship 
with hirn will be fulfilled in the perfected kingdom 
of God; and this sets a terminus ad quem for the 
Pauline Eucharist, for when the Lord returns in 
glory to unite his people in fellowship the me
morial table-fellowship will cease (cf M .  Oibelius, 
From Tradition to Gospel, E.T. 1 934, p. 208). 

The interpretative words over the elements have 
been variously estimated. There is no ground for a 
literal equivalence as in the doctrine of tran
substantiation. The copula 'is' i s  the exegetical sig
nificat as in Gn. 4 1  :26; On.  7: 1 7; Lk. 8: 1 1 ; Gal. 
4:24; Rev. 1 :20; and in the spoken Aramaic the 
copulative would be lacking, as in Gn. 40: 1 2; On. 
2 :36; 4:22. The figurative, non-literal connotation 
'ought never to have been disputed' ( Lietzmann) .  

The words, 'body, blood', are sometimes taken 
in the sense that Jesus is referring to his impending 
death on the cross when his body was broken (but 
cf. Jn. 1 9: 3 1 -37) and his blood shed in violent 
death. The principal objection to this symbolic 
view is that the word over the bread was not 
spoken when it was broken but when it was dis
tributed, and the wine had been poured out at an 
earlier part of the paschal meal. Also there is noth
ing unusual or unique in the fact that bread was 
broken. 'To break bread' was a common Jewish 
expression for the sharing of a meal. 

Another view takes the Gk. term söma (body) to 
denote the Aramaic gup, wh ich means not only 
'body' but 'person', as though Jesus said, 'This is 
my person, my real self'; and points to his continu
ing fellowship as risen Lord with his people as they 
repeat the table-fellowship. Jeremias, however, has 
objected to this suggestion of Oalman (op. eit., p. 
1 43)  by remarking that the true counterpart to 
'blood' is not 'body', söma, but 'ftesh', sarx, for 
which the Aramaic is bisrf, 'my ftesh'. But see E. 
Schweizer, The Lord's Supper according to the New 
Testament, E.T. 1 967, pp. 1 4- 1 7 . 

The most valuable elue to the meaning of the 
Lord's instituting words is to be found in the part 
which food and drink play in the Passover ritual. 
Following Higgins' interpretation, we may take the 
words of the institution to be the Lord's own add
ition to the order of the paschal liturgy at two vital 
points, before and after the main meal. He teils his 
disciples, by his words and prophetic symbolism, 
that the original meaning of the paschal rite has 
now been transcended, inasmuch as he is the pas
chal Lamb fulfilling the OT prefigurement ( I  Cor. 
5:7). His words and action in taking the bread and 
the cup are parables which announce a new signifi
cance. The bread becomes under his sovereign 
word the parable of his body yielded up in the ser
vice of God's redeeming purpose (cf. Heb. 1 0:5-
1 0); and his blood outpoured in death, recalling 
the sacrificial rites of the OT, is represented in the 
cup of blessing on the table. That cup is invested 
henceforward with a fresh significance as the me
morial of the new Exodus, aeeomplished at Jerusa
lern (Lk.  9 :3 1 ). 

The function of the elements is parallel, then, to 
that of the Passover dishes. At the annual feast the 
I sraelite is linked, in a realistic and dynamic way, 
with his forebears whom the Lord redeemed from 
Egypt. The bread on the table is to be regarded as 
though it were 'the bread of affiiction' which the 
Jews of old ate (Ot .  1 6:3  as interpreted in the Pass
Qver Haggärjäh); he is to aeeount hirnself as 
though he personally was set free from Egyp. tyr-
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anny in that first generation of his nation long aga 
( Mishnah, Pesal;im 1 0. 5) .  At the Lord's Table 
which is genetically related to the upper room the 
church of the new Israel is gathered as the people 
of the new covenant (Je. 3 1 :3 1  ff.) ;  is confronted 
afresh with the tokens of that once-offered sacri
fice; and relives that experience by wh ich i t  came 
out of the Egypt of sin and was ransomed to God 
by the precious death of God's paschal Victim. 
Further details of this 'dynamic' significance of the 
Lord's supper elements are given in R .  P. M artin, 
Worship in the Early Church, 1 974 ed. ,  pp. 1 1 4ff. 

11 .  The breaking of bread 
In the early church of the Acts there are scattered 
references to table-fellowship, e.g. Acts 2:42, 46 
where the phrase is 'breaking of bread' .  In Acts 
20:7 (but not 27:35, wh ich describes an ordinary, 
non-cultic meal) there is a reference to a fellowship 
meal, using the identical phrase. The fact that no 
mention of the cup is ever made in Acts leads H .  
Lietzmann (see ExpT 65, 1 953-54, pp. 333ff. for a 
elear, yet critical, statement of his theory) to the 
elaborate thesis that this Jerusalem communion in 
one kind is the earliest and most original form of 
the sacrament, though hardly deserving the name. 
It was, ex hypothesi, a fellowship meal beginning 
with the familiar Jewish custom of breaking of 
bread-a continuation, in fact, of the common 
meals of the Galilean ministry when the Lord fed 
the crowds and in which the Lord and his disciples 
formed a habüräh. The motif of the Jerusalem rite 
was not the 

-
death of Jesus, but the invisible pres

ence of the exalted Lord in their midst. The Lord's 
Supper of I Cor. 1 1  with its emphasis on the aton
ing significance of the death of Christ was Paul's 
own new contribution, received by special revela
tion from the Lord in glory. So Lietzmann 
suggests. 

But this elaboration is unnecessary. There is l ittle 
suggestion that Paul was such an innovator. As A.  
M .  Hunter remarks, ' I t  staggers belief that  he 
could have successfully foisted his innovation 
on the church at large' (Paul and His Predecessors', 
1 96 1 ,  p. 75). The non-mention of the cup may not 
be significant; the name 'breaking of bread' may be 
a quasi-technical expression for the whole meal. 
Wh at is significant about the early form of the 
Eucharist is the note of joy which sterns direct ly, 
not so much from the Galilean meals as from the 
post-resurrection appearances, many of wh ich are 
associated with a meal between the victorious Lord 
and his own (Lk.  24:30-35, 36-48; Jn.  2 1  :9ff.: Acts 
1 :4 (Rvmg.); 1 0 :4 1 ;  Rev. 3 :20). 

I I I .  Thc Pauline Eucharist 
The common meals of the Galilean ministry are 
more likely to find their fulfilment in the agape or 
love feast of the Corinthian church ( I  Cor. 1 1  :20-
34). At Corinth there were two parts of the cultic 
observance: a common meal, taken for the purpose 
of nourishment (cf Didache 1 0. I :  'after you are 
filled'), followed by a solemn rite of the Eucharist. 
(*  LOVE FEAST.) There were serious excesses within 
the Corinthian assembly, such as greediness, self
ishness, drunkenness and gluttony. Paul issued a 
grave warning, and the impression we gather is that 
it was his desire to have the two parts kept separate, 
as happened in the later church. Let the hungry eat 
at horne, and come with reverence and self
examination to the Table, is his caution ( 1 1 :22, 30-
34). 



Paul's distinctive eucharistic teaching serves to 
enhance the significance of the Supper by anchor
ing it firmly in God's redeeming purpose; so that it 
proclaims the Lord's death ( I  Cor. I I  :26) as the 
Passover ritual set forth (hence the title, Haggätjäh, 
i. e. declaration, for which the Gk. equivalent 
would bc the Pauline katangellein of I Cor. I I  :26) 
the redeeming mercy of God under the old coven
ant. He also ex pounds the inner meaning of the 
Table as a communion (koinönia) with the Lord in 
his death and risen life, signified in the bread and 
the wine ( I  Cor. 10 : 1 6) .  Therein he discovers the 
unity of the church, for as the members share 
together the one loaf they sit down as the one 
body of Christ (cf A. E. 1. Rawlinson's essay in 
Mysterium Christi, ed. Bell and Oeissmann, 1 930, 
pp. 225ff.). There are eschatological overtones 
likewise, as in the evangelic tradition, with the 
forward look to the advent in glory. Maränäthä 
in I Cor. 1 6:22 may very weil be placed in a 
eucharistic setting so that the conclusion of the 
letter ends with the invocation 'Our Lord, come!' 
and prepares the scene for the celebration of the 
meal after the letter has been read to the congre
gation (cf Lietzmann, op. cit., p. 229; 1. A. T. 
Robinson, 'The Earliest Christian Liturgical 
sequence?', JTS n.S. 4, 1 953, pp. 38-4 1 ;  but see C. 
F. O. M oule, NTS 6 ,  1 959-60, pp. 307ff.) .  See, 
too, G. Wainwright, Eucharist and Eschatology, 
1 97 1 .  Further exposition of Paul's teaching on 
the Supper is offered in R .  P. Martin, op. cit., ch. 
1 1 . 

IV. Other New Testament material 
lt is surely significant that there is little other direct 
NT witness to the sacrament apart from the refer
ences we have already given. This fact is especially 
important when it comes to an assessment of 
Paul's so-called 'sacramentalism'. The writer of I 
Cor. I :  1 6- 1 7  could never have been one who re
garded the sacraments as the last word about the 
Christian faith and practice; yet we must equally 
admit that, in C. T. Craig's words, 'Paul would not 
have understood an expression of Christian faith 
apart from a community in wh ich the Lord's 
Supper was celebrated' (quoted by A. M. Hunter, 
lnterpreting Paul's Gospel, 1 954, p. 1 05) .  Adolf 
Schlatter, we believe, gives the truest estimate in his 
observation on the apostle's sacramental theology: 
Paul 'can express the word of Jesus, not in half 
measure but completely, without mentioning the 
sacraments at all. But if they come into view he 
connects with them the entire riches of the grace of 
Christ, because he sees in them the will of Jesus, 
not partially but fully exprcssed and effective' (Die 
Briefe an die Thessaloniclrer. Philipper. Timotheus 
und Titus, 1 950, p. 262). 

What is true 01' Paul is true of the other NT 
writcrs. There may be allusions to the Lord's 
Supper in such places as Heb. 6:4; 1 3 : 1 0; and 
John's Gospel contains thc notable synagogue dis
course which many scholars relate to the eucharis
tic tradition of the later church (Jn. 6:22-59); but 
we should not overpress these references, as O. 
Cullmann seems to have done in finding numerous 
subtle references to sacramental worship in the 
Fourth Gospel (see his Early Christian Worslrip, 
1 953 ,  pp. 37ff., especially p. 1 06). 

There is the witness of 2 Pet. 2:  1 3  and Jude 12 to 
the agape meal. Apart from these somewhat exigu
ous data and meagrc details. the NT is silent about 
the ordering and observancc of eucharistic wor-
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ship in the primitive communities, mainly owing to 
the fact that wh at is gene rally received and prac
tised is not usually the subject of extended com
ment. For the development of the rite, and, it must 
be confessed, a fruitful source of heresy and con
fused doctrine, we must await the correspondence, 
epistles and liturgies of the 2nd and subsequent 
centuries, from 1 C/em. 40. 2-4; Ignatius, Smyr
naeans. 8 .  I ;  Didache 9- 1 0, 1 4  onwards. 

BtBLIOGRAPHY. This article has mentioned some 
of the main works of importance. Of special value 
is A. 1. B. Higgins, The Lord's Supper in the New 
Testament, 1 952; and for the later development, 1. 
H. Srawley, The Early History of the Liturgy, 1 947. 
Useful surveys of recent discussion of the NT evi
dence are books by E. Schweizer, The Lord's 
Supper according to the New Testament, E.T., 1 967 
(bibliography); H. Patsch, Abendmahl und histor
isch Jesus, 1 972; I. H. MarshalI, Last Supper and 
Lord's Supper, 1 980. See, for a more popular 
treatment, R. P. Martin, Worship in the Early 
Church, 1 974. R .P.M. 

LOT (Heb. IÖI, 'covering'?). The son of Haran, 
Abraham's youngest brother, and so Abraham's 
nephew. Apart from the account of his l ife in Gen
esis, his name is absent from the OT (except for 
references to his descendants in Dt. 2:9, 1 9; Ps. 
83:8), but he is mentioned by our Lord in Lk.  
1 7:28-32 and also by Peter in 2 Pet .  2 :7f. 

He accompanied Te rah , Abram and Sarai as 
they journeyed from Ur  to Harran, and went on 
with Abram and Sarai into Canaan, down into 
Egypt and then out again into Canaan (Gn. I I  :3 1 ;  
1 2:4-5; 1 3 :  I ). Flaws in his character first appear 
when he selfishly chose the well-watered Jordan 
valley (Gn. 1 3 : 8- 1 3) .  This brought hirn into the 
midst of the wicked men of Sodom, and he had to 
be rescued from the results of his folly, first by Ab
raham (Gn. 1 4: 1 1 - 1 6), and then by the two angels 
(Gn. 1 9) .  In the latter incident he revealed both his 
weakness and his inclination to compromise. His 
salvation from Sodom is expressly linked with 
God's remembrance of Abraham in Gn. 1 9 :29. 

Through his drunkenness his two daughters ob
tained children by hirn, and these became the an
cestors of the Moabites and the Ammonites (Gn. 
1 9:30-38; cf Ot. 2:9, 1 9; Ps. 83:8). 

Our Lord illustrated his teaching on the subject 
of his return from the story of Lot and his wife 
(Lk. 1 7 :28-32), thus setting his seal upon its 
historicity, and 2 Pet .  2:7f. emphatically asserts his 
righteousness. lt  is probable that Peter is here 
deliberately alluding to Abraham's prayer for the 
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I.  In the Old Testament 

a. Etymology 
Love is the translation in the EVV primarily of the 
Heb. 'älleq, wh ich is in every way as broad in its 
usage as the English word, and easily the most 
common word for every range of its meaning. 
Other Heb. words are döq and ra'ya (respectively 
of passionate love and its female object, especially 
in Ct.), yäejaq (e.g. Ps. 1 27:2), (läsaq (e.g. Ps. 91 : 1 4), 
bäqaq (only Ot. 33:3), 'ägaq (e.g. Je. 4:30, 
of paramours) and räbam (Ps. 1 8 :  I ). 
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0 
Terah (Gn. 1 1 :27)  

{ t '\ 0 0 0 0 
Abraham m. Sarah Nahor (Gn. 1 1 :29)  Haran (Gn.  1 1 :27 )  
(Gn. 1 1 :29) • � • 

m. _0 • 
• 
• 

Milcah 
(Gn. 11 :29)  

m mames 

Lot's /arnily (see p. 699). 

In  the OT love, whether human or divine, is the 
deepest possible expression of the personality and 
of the closeness of personal relations. In the non
religious sense 'ähei] is most commonly employed 
of the mutual urge of the sexes, in wh ich there is no 
restraint or sense of uncleanness (see Ct. for its 
most sublime expression). It is also used of a multi
tude of personal (Gn. 22:2; 37:3) and sub-personal 
(Pr. 1 8 :2 1 )  relations which have no connection with 
the sexual impulse. Fundamentally i t  is an inner 
force (Ot.  6:5 ,  'might') which impels to performing 
the action which gives pleasure (Pr. 20: 1 3) ,  obtain
ing the object wh ich awakens desire (Gn. 27:4), or 
in the case of persons to self-sacrifice for the good 
of the loved one ( Lv. 1 9 :  1 8, 34), and unswerving 
loyalty ( I  Sa. 20: 1 7-42). 

b. God's love/ar rnen 
(i) fts objecl .  This is primarily a collective group 
(Ot .  4:37, 'your fathers'; Pr. 8: 1 7, 'those who love 
me'; Is. 43:4, ' Israel'), though the implication is 
clear that the individual shares in the divine regard 
for the group. Only in three places is God said in so 
many words to love an individual, and in each case 
it is a king (2 Sa. 1 2:24 and Ne. 1 3 :26, Solomon; Is. 
48: 14,  ?Cyrus). Here the special relationship may 
be because Israel's king is in some sense regarded 
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Iscah 

(Gn. 1 1 :29) 

0 
o 

Daughter CD 
(Gn. 19 :15 )  

I o 

m. 0 
o 

Daughter <2l 
(Gn. 1 9 :15 )  

I Q 
Moab Ben-ammi 

(Gn.  19 :36- 37)(Gn. 19 :36-38)  

as a son of God (cl 2 Sa.  7: 14 ;  Pss. 2 :7;  89:26f.), 
while Cyrus in the Isaianic passage may be a repre
sentative figure. 

(i i) Its personal nature. Being rooted firmly in 
the personal character of God himself, it is deeper 
than that of a mother for her children ( I s. 49: 1 5; 
66: 1 3) .  This is most clear in Ho. 1 -3, where (in 
whatever order the chapters are to be read) the 
relation between the prophet and his unfaithful 
wife Gomer is illustrative of the ult imate basis of 
the divine covenant in a deeper than legal rela
tionship, in a love that is willing to suffer. God's 
love is part of his personality, and cannot be 
swayed by passion or diverted by disobedience 
(Ho. 1 1 : 1 -4,  7-9; this passage is the nearest the 
OT approach es to a declaration that God is love). 
I srael's unfaithfulness can have no effect upon it, 
for 'I have loved you with an everlasting love' (Je. 
3 1  :3). The threat to 'love them no more' (Ho. 
9: 1 5) is best interpreted as one to be their God no 
more. 

(iii) fts selectiveness. Ot.  in particular bases the 
covenant relationship between Israel and God on 
God's prior love. Unlike the gods of other nations, 
who belong to them for natural and geographic 
reasons, Yahweh took the initiative and chose 
I srael because he loved her (Ot.  4:37; 7:6ff.; 10 :  1 5 ; 
I s. 43:4). This love is spontaneous, not evoked by 
any intrinsic worth in its object, but rather creating 



that worth (Dt .  7 :7). The corollary is also true, that 
God hates those whom he does not love (Mal .  
I :2f.) .  Although in various passages, notably Jon. 
and the Servant Songs of Is., a doctrine of uni
versal love is foreshadowed, it nowhere finds con
crete expression. 

c. Love as a religious du/y 
(i) Towards God. Love for God with the whole per
sonality (Dt. 6 :5) is God's demand; though this is 
not to be understood as meaning merely a punc
tilious observance of an im personal divine law but 
rat her as summoning to a relationship of personal 
devotion created and sustained by the work of 
God in the human heart (Dt. 30:6). 

I t  consists in the simple joyful experience of 
communion with God (Je. 2:2; Pss. 1 8 : I ;  1 1 6 :  I ), 
worked out in daily obedience to his command
ments (Dt. 1 0: 1 2, 'to love hirn, to serve the Lord 
your God'; Jos. 22:5, 'to love the Lord your God 
and to walk in all his ways'). This obedience is 
more fundamental to the nature of love for God 
than any feeling. God alone will be the judge of its 
sincerity (Dt. 1 3 :3) .  

(ii) Towardsfellow men. Love is ordained by God 
to be the normal, ideal human relationship, and as 
such is  given the sanction of the divine law ( Lv. 
1 9 :  1 8), though the parallel prohibition of hat red 
with its reference to the heart ( Lv. 1 9: 1 7) shows 
c1early that this too is deeper than a merely legal 
relationship. An enemy is never commanded to be 
loved, though he is to be helped (Ex. 23 :4f.) ,  even if 
for somewhat selfish motives (Pr. 25:2 1 f.) .  

11.  In the New Testament 

a. E/ymology 
The commonest Gk. word in the NT for all forms 
of love is agape, agapaö. This is  one of the least 
frequent words in c1assical Greek, where it ex
presses, on the few occasions i t  occurs, that highest 
and noblest form of love wh ich sees something in
finitely precious in its object. I ts use in the NT de
rives not directly from c1assical Greek so much as 
from the LXX, where it occurs in 95'1., of all cases 
where EVV translate the Hebrew by 'love', and in 
every case of love from God to man, man to God 
and man to his neighbour. The dignity which the 
word possesses in the NT has been contributed by 
its use as a vehicle of the OT revelat ion . It is preg
nant with OT associations. 

phileö is the alternat ive word to agapaö. I t  is 
more naturally used of intimate affection (Jn. 1 1  :3, 
36; Rev. 3: 1 9), and of Iiking to do things wh ich are 
pleasant (Mt .  6:5) .  though there is considerable 
overlapping of usage between the two words. 
M uch exegesis of Jn. 2 1 : 1 5- 1 7  has turned on 
Peter's willingness to say philö se ( ' I  am your 
friend', 1. B. Phillips), and apparent reluctance to 
say agapö se. It is difticult to see why a writer of 
such simple Greek as John should have used the 
two words in this conte:xt unless he intended a dis
tinction to be drawn between their meanings. The 
existence of any c1ear distinction, here or else
where, is, however, seriously disputed by scholars, 
and is not noticed by ancient commentators, 
except perhaps by Ambrose (On Luke 1 0. 1 76) and 
in the Vulg., wh ich in this passage employs diligo 
and amo to translate agapaö and phileö respect
ively. (B. B. Warfield, 'The Terminology of Love in 
the New Testament', PTR 1 6 ,  1 9 1 8 ; 1. H. Bernard, 
S/ lohn, ICC, 2, 1 928, pp. 70 I ff.) 
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b. God's IOI'e 
(i) For Christ. The relatiollship between the Father 
and the Son is one of love (Jn. 3 :35;  1 5 :9; Col. 
I :  1 3) .  The word 'beloved' (agape/os), carrying with 
it a strong sense of 'only-beloved', is employed in 
the Synoptics only of the Christ, either directly 
(Mt .  1 7 :5; M k .  1 : 1 1 )  or by inference (Mt .  1 2 : 1 8 ;  
M k .  1 2 :6) (B. W. Bacon, 'Jesus' Voice from 
Heaven', AlT 9, 1 905, pp. 45 I ff. ) .  This love is re
turned and mutual (Jn .  14 :3 1 ;  cf Mt .  1 1  :27). Since 
this love is historically prior to creation (Jn. 1 7:24), 
it follows that, though known by men only as re
vealed in Jesus Christ and in redemption ( Rom. 
5:8), it is of the very nature of the Godhead ( I  Jn .  
4 :8 ,  1 6), and that  Jesus Christ, who is love incar
nate and personified ( I  Jn. 3 : 1 6) ,  is God's self
revelation. 

(ii) For men. Jesus is not recorded in the Synoptic 
Gospels as using agapaö or phileö to express God's 
love for men. Rather he revealed i t  by his countless 
acts of compassionate healing (Mk.  1 :4 1 ;  Lk. 
7 :  1 3),  his teaching about God's acceptance of the 
sinner ( Lk.  1 5 : 1 1  ff. ;  1 8 : I Off.), his grief-stricken atti
tude to human disobedience (Mt .  23:37; Lk.  
1 9 :4 1  f.) ,  and by being hirnself a friend (Philos) of 
tax-collectors and outcasts (Lk.  7:34). This saving 
activity is declared in Jn. to be a demonstration of 
the love of God, imparting an eternal reality of life 
to men (Jn .  3 :  1 6; I Jn .  4:9f.) .  The wh oie drama of 
redemption, centring as it does on the death of 
Christ, is divine love in action (Gal. 2:20; Rom. 5 :8;  
2 Cor. 5:  1 4) .  

As in the OT, God's love is selective. I ts object is 
no longer the old Israel, but the new, the church 
(Gal. 6 :  1 6; Eph. 5:25). God's love and his choosing 
are c10sely connected, not only in Paul but c1early 
too by inference in certain sayings of Jesus hirnself 
(Mt .  1 0:5f. ;  1 5 :24). Those whom God's life-giving 
love does not reach are 'children of wrath' (Jn. 
3:35f. ;  Eph . 2 :3ff.) and of 'the devil' (Jn. 8:44). 
God's intention, however, is c1early the salvation 
of the whole world (Mt .  8:5; 28: 1 9; Rom. 1 1  :25f.) ,  
which is ultimately the object of his love (Jn .  3 : 1 6; 
6:5 1 ), through the preaching of the gospel (Acts 
1 :8; 2 Cor. 5 :  1 9) .  Individuals are loved by God 
under the new covenant (Gal. 2:20), though re
sponse to his love involves fellowship in the people 
of God ( I  Pet. 2:9f., a passage generally regarded 
as having a baptismal context). 

c. Love as a religious du/y 
(i) Towards God. Man's natural state is to be God's 
enemy (Rom. 5 : 10;  Col. 1 :2 1 ) , and to hate hirn (Lk.  
1 9: 1 4; Jn .  1 5 : 1 8ff.), th is  enmity being seen for what 
it is in the crucifixion. This attitude is transformed 
into one of love by the prior action of God in 
loving man ( I  Jn. 4: 1 1 , 1 9) .  So c10sely related is 
God's love for man and man's for God that it is 
often difficult to decide whether the phrase 'the 
love of God' denotes a subjective or objective geni
tive (e.g. Jn. 5:42). 

Jesus hirnself, though he accepted and under
lined the Shema with his own authority (Mk .  
1 2:28ff.) ,  and expected men to love God and him
self when there was ample opportunity for them 
not to (Mt .  6:24; 1 0 :37f.; Lk. 1 1 :42; Jn. 3 : 1 9), pre
ferred to speak of the ideal man-God relationship 
as one of faith (Mt .  9:22; Mk .  4:40). The word love 
appears not to have sufficiently emphasized for 
hirn the humble trust which he regarded as vital in 
man's relationship to God. Accordingly, though 



LOVER, BELOVED 

love to God, worked out in service to one's fellows, 
is enjoined in the rest of the NT ( I  Cor. 2:9; Eph . 
6:24; I ln .  4:20; 5:2f. ) ,  the writers more commonly 
follow lesus' example and enjoin faith. 

(ii) Towards fellow men. As in the OT, mutual 
love is to be the ideal human relationship. lesus 
corrected contemporary lewish thought in two dir
ections. (a) He insisted that the commandment to 
love one's neighbour is not a limiting ordinance 
(Lk.  1 0 :29), as in much rabbinic exegesis of Lv. 
1 9 : 1 8 , but rat her means that the neighbour is to be 
the first object, because the nearest, of the love 
which is the characteristic of the Christian heart 
(Lk .  1 0:25-37). (b) He extended this demand for 
love to include enemies and persecutors (Mt .  5:44; 
Lk. 6:27), though none but the new people of God 
can be expected to have this attitude, for the 
demand belongs to a new time (Mt. 5:38f.), in
volves supernatural grace ('reward', Mt .  5:46; 
'credit' , Lk. 6 :32ff.; 'more', Mt .  5:47), and is ad
dressed to a group of 'hearers' (Lk. 6:27), who are 
sharply differentiated from sinners (Lk.  6:32ff.) 
and tax-collectors (Mt .  5:46f.). 

This new attitude is far from a sentimental uto
pianism, for i t  must issue in practical help to those 
who need it (Lk.  1 0:33ff.) ,  nor is it a superficial 
virtue, for it involves a fundamental response of 
the heart (1 Cor. 1 3  passim) to the prior love of 
God ( I ln .  4: 1 9), and an acceptance of the Spirit's 
work in the depths of a man's being (Gal. 5:22). 

The characteristic form of this love in the NT is 
love for the fellow Christian (ln. 1 5 : 1 2, 1 7; Gal. 
6: 1 0; I Pet. 3 :8;  4:8; I ln .  2 : 1 0; 3 : 1 4), love for the 
outsider being expressed in the evangelistic out
reach (Acts 1 :8; 1 0:45; Rom. I :  1 5f.) and in the 
patient elldurallce of persecutioll (I Pet. 2:20). The 
Christian loves his brother: (a) to imitate God's 
love (Mt .  5:43, 45; Eph. 5 :2; 1 1n.  4: 1 1 ) ;  (b) because 
he sees in hirn one for whom Christ died (Rom. 
14: 1 5 ; 1 Cor. 8: 1 1 ) ;  (c) because he sees in hirn 
Christ .himself (Mt .  25:40). The very existence of 
this mutual love, issuing as it does in the unity of 
Christian people (Eph. 4:2f.; Phil . 2: I ff.) ,  is the sign 
par excellence to the outside world of the reality of 
Christian discipleship (ln. 1 3 :35) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Barr, in L .  D. Hurst and N. T. 
Wright (eds.), The Glory of Christ in the New 
Testament, 1 987; A Soble (ed.), Eros, Agape and 
Philia, 1 990; W. Günther, e. Brown, NlDNTT 2, 
pp. 538-55 1 .  F.H.P. 

LOVE FEAST. The Christian duty to love one an
other has always been expressed in gatherings for 
fellowship. Such fellowship was realized from early 
times by participation in a common meal, and love 
feasts, agapai, are mentioned by lude (v. 1 2 ; cf 2 
Pet. 2: 1 3 , RV). Among the lews meals for fellowship 
and brotherhood were common, and similar con
vivial gatherings took place among the Gentiles. I t  
was natural, therefore, that both lewish and Gen
tile Christians should adopt such practices. The 
name agape was later given to the fellowship meal. 
It is an anachronism, however, to apply it in its 
later sense to the conditions described in Acts and 
I Corinthians. 'The breaking of bread' referred to 
in Acts 2:42, 46 may describe a common meal 
which included both Agape and Eucharist (see F. 
F. Bruce, Acts of the Apostles, 1 95 1 ) . St Paul's ac
count (in I Cor. 1 1 :  1 7-34) of the administration of 
the Eucharist shows it set in the context of a fel
lowship supper. His farewell discourse at Troas 

which continued till midnight was del ivered at a 
fellowship meal on the first day of the weck which 
included the Eucharist (Acts 20:7ff.). 

Although the common custom of fellowship 
meals among the lews may have been sufficient 
ground for the primitive Agape, some would trace 
the practice to the actual circumstances of the Last 
Supper. The sacrament was instituted at a Passover 
meal. Some scholars contend for another type 01' 
fellowship meal customary in the qiddiish alld 
bagiiräh gatherings. The early disciples probably 
reproduced the setting of the first Eucharist, pre
ceding it with such a fellowship meal. The separ
ation of the meal or Agape from the Eucharist lies 
outside the times of the NT. The theory of Lietz
mann that Eucharist and Agape can be traced to 
two different types of sacramental observance in 
the NT is generally rejected (* LORD'S SUPPER). 

For later development of Agape and Eucharist, 
see Pliny's letter to Trajan, Didache, lustin Martyr, 
Apoi. ! .  67, Tertullian, de Corona 3 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1 .  H .  Srawley, Early History of 
the Liturgy, 1 947; G. Dix, Shape of the Liturgy, 
1 944; p. F. Bradshaw, The Search for the Origins of 
Christian Worship, 1 992. R .J .C. 

LOVING-KINDNESS. One rcndering of the Heb. 
word besetj given prior to the 20th century in all 
EVV from the time of Coverdale. Most of its occur
rences are in the Pss., but it comes seven times 
elsewhere in AV, which has ten other renderings, the 
most frequent being 'mercy', 'kindness' and 'good
ness'. There have been many suggestions as to how 
it should best be translated, including 'Ieal-Iove' 
(G. Adam Smith), 'piety' (e. H .  Dodd), 'solidarity' 
(KB) and 'covenant-Iove' (N. H. Snaith). RSV fre
quently, although not consistently, renders it 'stead
fast love'. Its etymological origin is uncertain. An 
examination of the passages where it is found (e.g. 
Ps. 89, where it is rendered 'mercy' as weil as 
'Ioving kindness' in AV) reveals its close connection 
with the two ideas of covenant and faithfulness. I ts 
meaning may be summed up as 'steadfast love on 
the basis of a covenant ' .  I t  is employed both of 
God's attitude towards his people and of thcirs to 
hirn, the latter especially in Hosea. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. H. Snaith, The Distinctive 
ldeas of the Old Testament, 1 944, pp. 94-1 30; K .-1. 
Dobel, TDOT 5, pp. 44-64. G.W.G. 

LUCIFER (Lat. 'Iight-bearer'). This was the Lat. 
name for the planet Venus, the brightest object in 
the sky apart from the sun and moon, appearing 
sometimes as the evening, sometimes as the morn
ing, star. In Is. 1 4: 1 2  it is the translation of helel 
('shining one': LXX heösphoros, ' I ight-bearer'; cf 
the Arabic for Venus, zuhratun, 'the bright shining 
one'), and is applied tauntingly as a title for the 
king of Babyion, who in his glory and pomp had 
set hirnself among the gods. This name is ap
propriate, as the civilization of Babyion began in 
the grey dawn of history, and had strong astro
logical connections. Babylonians and Assyrians 
personified the morning star as Belit and JStar. 
Some have considered that the phrase 'son of the 
morning' might refer to the crescent moon; cf 
Gray in ICC, ad loc.; others (e.g. S. H .  Langdon, 
ExpT 42, 1 930-- 1 ,  pp. I 72ff.) argue for an identifi
cation with the planet lupiter. The similarity of the 
description here with that of such passages as Lk. 
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1 0 : 1 8  and Rev. 9: I (cf. 1 2 :9) has led to the 
application of the t itle to Satan. The true c1aimant 
to this title is shown in Rev. 22: 16 to be the Lord 
Jesus Christ in  his ascended glory. O.Ii.W.  

LUCI US. Gk.  Laukias, transcribing or imitating 
the Roman praenomen. Loukas (Luke) was a di
minutive. ( Cf Ramsay, BRD, pp. 370-384, for 
inscriptions.) 

I. A Cyrenian prophet and teacher of Antioch 
(Acts 1 3 :  I ) ,  probably one of its first missionaries 
(cf. Acts 1 1 : 1 9-2 1 ) . A strange African quotation 
of Acts 1 3 :  I noted by Zahn (cf [NT, 3, pp. 28f.) 
adds 'who remains to this day'. Probably this 
writer, like Ephraem Syrus in loc., identifies Lucius 
with the t raditionally Antiochene Luke. 

2. A companion of Paul in Corinth, sending 
greetings in Rom. 1 6:2 1 . He is Paul's 'kinsman', i. e. 
a Jew (cf. Rom. 9:3) .  Origen i/1 loc. mentions an 
identification with Luke. 

That either is Luke is improbable. They were 
undoubtedly Jews; Luke was alm ost certainly a 
Gentile (see Co\ . 4 : I I , 14) .  

BIBLIOGRAPIiY. H .  1 .  Cadbury, BC, 1 . 5 ,  pp. 489-
495. A.F.W. 

LUD, LUDIM. In  Gn.  1 0:22 and I Ch. I :  17 Lud is 
one of the descendants of Shem, and Josephus 
(Anl .  I .  1 44) refers to the Lydians (* LYDlA) as his 
descendants. Herodotus' account of the Lydians 
(50. 7) does not preclude a Semitic origin. In Is. 
66: 1 9  Lud is a Gentile nation characterized by the 
use of the bow (probably not true of Lydia); in 
Ezk . 27: I 0 and 30:5 they are allies of Tyre and of 
Egypt respectively, and as such Lydia (Lüdu) is 
mentioned in Neo-Babylonian annals. 

Ludim appears in Gn. 10: 1 3  and I Ch. I :  1 1  as a 
descendant of Ham, and in Je. 46:9 as a bow
bearing auxiliary of Egypl. This may be an un
known African nation, but some scholars emend 
to Lubim ( Libya), and even the singular Lud to Lub 
in some passages. K .L.McK. 

LUHITH, ASCENT OF. A place in Moab where 
the people Red from the Babylonians ( Is. 1 5 :5; Je. 
48:5) .  Eusebius places it between Areopolis and 
Zoar, but it has not yet been certainly identified. 

J .O.O.  

LUKE. Among the companions of Paul who send 
their greetings in his letter to Colossae there ap
pears 'Luke (Gk. Loukas) the beloved physician' 
(Co\. 4: 1 4); the way in which he is described sug
gests that he had given medical care to Paul, no 
doubt during the latter's imprisonmenl. In Phm. 
24, probably written at the same time, he is de
scribed as a fellow-worker of Paul, wh ich suggests 
that his help in the work of the gospel was not 
con fined to his medical skilI .  There is a third refer
ence to him in wh at appears to have been one of 
Paul's last messages: 'Luke alone is with me' (2 
Tim. 4: 1 1 ) ,  and this confirms the c10se l ink be
tween the two men. He is generally thought to have 
been a Gentile, but E. E. Ellis (pp. 5 1 -53) has 
argued that Co\ . 4: 1 l  refers to a particular group 
within the wider circle of Jewish Christians, and 
that consequently Luke may have been a Jewish 
Ch ristian of the Dispersion. 

LUKE 

Irenaeus (c. AO 1 80) is the first person to refer 
c1early to Luke and to name him as the author of 
the third Gospel and Acts. The same tradition is 
found in the Muratorian Canon and the so-ca lied 
anti-Marcionite Prologue to the Gospel of Luke. 
The last of these documents speaks of Luke as 
coming from Antioch in Syria, and as serving the 
Lord without the distractions of a wife or family 
until he died at the age of 84 in Boeotia; the earli
ness and reliability of this tradition are uncertain .  

The tradition that  Luke was the author of Lk .  
and Acts can probably be traced back to earlier in 
the 2nd century. The fact that  Marcion, a fanatical 
folIower of Paul's theology, chose Lk.  as the one 
Gospel wh ich he recognized, probably implies that 
he regarded i t  as the work of a companion of Pau\. 
Acts contains a number of passages written in the 
I st person plural wh ich describe events from the 
point of view of a companion of Paul (Acts 1 6: I 0-
1 7; 20:5-2 1 : 1 8 ; 27: 1 -28 : 1 6) .  The fact that the 
author 01' Acts made no attempt to rewrite these 
passages in the 3rd person is best explained by 
identifying him as their original author. Of the 
possible companions 01' Paul, known to us from 
his Epistles but not named in Acts, Luke stands 
out as the probable composer of Acts and hence of 
Lk. This identification is found in a variant reading 
of Acts 20: I 3 ('But I Luke, and those who were 
with me, went on board') which may go back to 
early in the 2nd century. 

The argument from the internal evidence of Acts 
is strong. I t  is confirmed by the extern al evidence 
of 2nd-century tradition cited above, and espe
cially by the fact that no other candidate for the 
authorship of  Acts was ever suggested. The claim 
that the tradition rests on a deduction from the NT 
evidence and has no independent value is pure hy
pothesis. There is more force in the objection that 
the picture of the early church in Acts, and of Paul 
in particular, are not such as might be expected 
from a companion of Paul, but this objection can 
be answered (F. F. Bruce, NBCR, pp. 968-973). 
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'The l iterary style of Lk. and Acts demonstrates 
that their author was a well-educated person with 
considerable gifts of expression. The traces of 
medical language and the interest in medical mat
ters displayed in them are consistent with author
ship by the 'beloved physician'. Luke's gifts as a 
historian have been recognized by many scholars 
who have viewed his work against its c1assical 
background and compared hirn favourably with 
the best of ancient historians. 

Luke's admiration for Paul comes out c1early in 
the course of Acts. Through his c10se contact with 
hirn and with other Christian leaders, and as a con
sequence of his visits to Jerusalem and Caesarea 
(cf. Acts 2 1 :  1 7ff.), Luke had ample opportunities 
to gain first-hand knowledge about the life of Jesus 
and the history of the earliest Christian church. He 
could rightly claim in the prologue to  his Gospel 
that he was weil qualified for his task, having care
fully and thoroughly investigated all the relevant 
facts, as they were handed down by responsible 
witnesses in the church (Lk. I :  1 -4) .  

The picture which emerges is  of a self-effacing 
man possessed of strong human sympathies who 
regarded hirnself as a servant of the Word. With 
his considerable literary, historical and theological 
gifts, he was weil fitted to recount the story of the 
beginnings of Christianity in a new way, adapted 
to the needs of the second generation in the 
church. 



LUKE 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, The Acts 0/ the 
ApostlesJ, 1 990, pp. 1 -34; C. K. Barrett, Luke the 
Historian in Recent Study, 1 96 1 ;  E. E. Ellis, The 
Gospel 0/ Luke', NCB, 1 974, pp. 2-62; E. 
Haenchen, The Acts 0/ the Apostles, 1 97 1 ;  C. 1. 
Hemer, BJRL 60, 1 977, pp. 28-5 1 .  I .H .M .  

LUKE, GOSPEL OF. 

I. Outline of contents 
a. Preface ( 1 : 1 -4).  
b. The birth and childhood of Jesus (I :5-2:52). 
c. John the Baptist and Jesus (3 : 1 -4 : 1 3). 
d. The ministry in Galilee (4: 1 4-9:50). 
e. Progress towards Jerusalem (9:5 1 -1 9 : 1 0) .  
f The ministry in Jerusalem ( 1 9 :  1 1 -2 1  :38). 
g. The passion and resurrection of Jesus (22: 1-

24:53).  

1 1 .  The sources of the Gospel 
In its general pattern Lk.  is similar to the other two 
• Synoptic Gospels. I t  shares with Mt .  an interest 
in the birth of Jesus, although the two Gospels tell 
this story from different angles. It follows the gen
eral outline of the ministry of Jesus found in Mk .  
(and also in  Mt . ) ,  but has a considerably longer 
section on the progress of Jesus from Galilee to 
Jerusalem. Whether or not Mk .  originally included 
some account of the resurrection appearances of 
Jesus, Lk. and Mt .  each contain their own indi
vidual accounts of these appearances. 

To a considerable extent the contents of Lk. are 
also shared with the other Gospels. It is generally 
agreed that one of Luke's major sources was Mk . ,  
and that like Matthew he  drew the  most part of his 
account of the ministry and deeds of Jesus from 
the earlier Gospel. Nearly all of Mk .  has been in
corporated in Lk., but i t  has been rewritten in 
Luke's more developed literary style. Luke also in
cludes a good deal of the teaching of Jesus which is 
found in Mt. (but not in Mk.), and it is generally 
assumed that the two Gospels were dependent on 
some common source (or a collection 01' sources), 
written or oral. It is much less likely that one 
Gospel was dependent on the other for this ma
terial. Although the relation between the sources 
of Jn .  and the other Gospels continues to be un
certain, i t  is clear that Lk.  and Jn. reflect some use 
of common traditions, especially in the story of 
the passion and resurrection. In addition, there is a 
good deal of information about Jesus peculiar to 
Lk. ,  much of it to be found in the account of Jesus' 
journey to Jerusalem. ln some places where Luke is 
at first sight dependent on Mk. ,  such as the ac
count of the Last Supper, it i s  highly probable that 
he had access to other traditions also. 

All this means that Luke was dependent upon a 
variety of sources of information for his Gospel 
and illustrates his own statement (Lk. I :  1 -4) that 
many other persons had made earlier attempts to 
draw up accounts of what had happened. The 
same statement suggests that Luke was acquainted 
not only with written accounts of the ministry of 
Jesus but also with persons who had been eye
witnesses of it, and that he wrote his Gospel 
after careful research into his various sources of 
information. 

I I I .  Authorship, date and place of composition 
The question of the authorship of Lk. is closely 
bound up with that of Acts. The two books are 

parts of one work, and attempts to dcny their 
common authorship have not been successful .  
The traditional ascription of both books to 
• Luke still remains the most probable view. The 
evidence is basically derived from • Acts. So far as 
the Gospel is concerned, i t  contains l i t t le concrete 
evidence for or against the traditional ascription 
of authorship. The claim that it breathes the 
atmosphere of the sub-apostolic period (i. e. the 
time after Luke's death) is too subjective to carry 
any conviction. 

What the modern discussion of authorship has 
brought out is that Luke was not a slavish imitator 
of Paul in his theological outlook. He had his own 
distinctive slant on the Christian faith .  H is Gospel, 
therefore, is in no way a Pauline reinterpretation of 
the story of Jesus, but represents his own, in
dependent assessment of the significance of Jesus, 
based on traditions handed down from the early 
church. We do not know how Paul regarded the 
earthly life of Jesus, since he makes so little men
tion of hirn in his letters, and we have, therefore, no 
way of comparing his views with those of Luke. If 
we cannot ascertain the measure of their agree
ment, we are equally unable to posit any disagree
ment between them. 

In one sense, identification of the author of the 
Gospel sheds little light on i t ,  since we know 
scarcely anything about the author additional to 
what can be gleaned from Lk. and Acts. In another 
sense, however, the knowledge of the author's 
identity is valuable because it confirms that he was 
a person weil qualified (in accordance with his own 
explicit claim) to learn the contents of the Gospel 
tradition and to reformulate them. The historical 
credentials of the Gospel are greater than if it was 
the work of some unknown figure from a later 
date. 
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We do not know when or where the Gospel was 
written. There are two serious possibilities regard
ing the date, either in the early 60s or in the later 
decades of the I st century. A decision depends on 
the date to be assigned to M k .  and on whether 
Luke was writing after the fall of Jerusalem pro
phesied by Jesus. A date befoTe AD 70 is certainly 
not to be ruled out for Mk .  In the case of Lk.  
the comparatively frequent and more precise refer
ences to the fall of Jerusalem, while based on genu
ine prophecy by Jesus, may be thought to reflect 
interest in the fulfilment of the prophecy. On the 
other hand, the lack of interest in the fall of Jeru
salem in Acts, and the way in which that book ends 
its story before the death of Paul, are strong indica
tions of a date before AD 70. I t  is possible that the 
composition of the books was largely complete 
before that date, although the date of completion 
may have been later. 

Although there is a tradition of uncertain date 
connecting the composition of the Gospel with 
Achaia, there is nothing in the writing itself to sub
stantiate this view. It is more likely that we should 
connect the Gospel with Rome (where Mk. was 
available and where Luke was present with Paul) or 
with Antioch in Syria (with which Luke is also 
connected by what is probably a more reliable trad
ition, and where the 'Q' source which he shared 
with Matthew was probably compiled). Behind the 
Gospel, however, there ultimately lie traditions 
current in Palestine. Luke's connection with the 
early church in Palestine and Syria is ultimately of 
more significance than where he adventitiously 
happened to produce his Gospel. 



IV. Purpose and character 
We are singularly fortunate in that Luke has given 
us his own statement of intention at the beginning 
of the Gospel. At the same time we can draw cer
tain conclusions from the character of the work 
itself. His concern was to present the story of Jesus 
in such a way as to bring out its significance and its 
reliability for those who believed in hirn; and he did 
this in the context of a two-part work which went 
on to tell the story of the early church so as to 
demonstrate how the message of the gospel spread, 
in accordance with prophecy and God's command, 
to the ends of the earth and brought salvation to 
those who responded to it. Luke was writing for 
people at some remove from the ministry of Jesus, 
both in geography and in time. He addresses him
self to a certain • Theophilus, whose identity re
mains quite unknown, but clearly this is no more 
than a literary dedication to a friend of the author 
and the book was intended for a wider audience. 
The dedication suggests that it was meant for 
members of the church, and its contents reinforce 
this view, but at the same time it could be used both 
as a handbook and as a tool for evangelism; its 
outward form, conforming to that of historical 
and literary works of the time, strongly suggests 
that a wider audience was in view. 

Luke wrote as a man of culture and education, 
and his work has much more of a claim to being a 
deliberate literary production than the other Gos
pels have. I t  is clear that the author was a man of 
letters, weil acquainted with the OT in Gk. and 
also with the style of contemporary literat ure, who 
was able to produce a work that would commend 
the gospel by its literary quali ty. Even if E. Renan 
intended to damn rather than to praise when he 
described Lk. as 'the most beautiful book that was 
ever written', his comment is not without some 
truth. Here literary art is employed as a servant of 
the gospel. 

At the same time, Luke writes specifically as a 
historian. The evidence for his historical interests 
and abilities is more obvious in Acts, but the 
Gospel too is meant as a historical work whose aim 
is to demonstrate the reliability of the traditions 
about Jesus. Where we an compare his story with 
its sources, Luke has � ithfully reproduced them, 
although of course he does not follow them with 
slavish l iteralness. 

Literary art and historical skill are, however, ser
vants of a conscious evangelistic and theological 
purposc. Two important groups of words take us 
to the centre of Luke's interest. The first is the verb 
'to preach the gospel' (euangelizomm), a word 
which characterizes the Christmas message (Lk. 
1 : 1 9; 2: 1 0), the preaching of John ( Lk.  3: 1 8), the 
ministry of Jesus (Lk .  4 :  1 8 , 43; 7:22; el al.) and the 
activity of the early church (Acts 5 :42; 8 :4; el al.). 
The fact that the verb, found frequently in Paul, is 
virtually absent from the other Gospels (Mt. 1 1 :5 ;  
the corresponding noun, however, is used more 
often) is an indication of its significance for Luke 
in describing the nature of the work of Jesus and 
the early church. The other keyword is 'salvation' 
(with its cognates). Particularly in the birth stories 
the thought of God bringing a Saviour to his 
people is prominent ( Lk. 1 :47, 69, 7 1 , 77; 2:  1 1 , 30); 
although the word-group is not so conspicuous 
elsewhere in Lk. and Acts, the opening emphasis 
on it gives the key to the nature of the gospel mes
sage, just as John's opening stress on the Word 
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gives the key to his Gospel. By contrast with Mark, 
Luke brings out the nature of Jesus' message of the 
kingdom of God as salvation for the lost; and 
where Matthew tends to present Jesus as the 
Teacher of true righteousness, Luke lays more 
stress on his action as Saviour; these contrasts, 
however, can be misleading if taken too far. 

Luke shows how the ministry of Jesus represents 
the fulfilment of OT prophecy (Lk.  4: 1 8-2 1 ;  
1 0:23f. ;  24:26f., 44-47). The new era of salvation 
has dawned, characterized by the preaching of the 
good news of the kingdom (Lk.  1 6: 1 6) .  Although 
the full realization of the reign of God belongs to 
the future ( Lk.  1 9: 1 1 ), nevertheless God has al
ready begun to deliver men and women from the 
power of Satan and the demons (Lk. I I  :20; 1 3 :  1 6), 
and sinners can enjoy forgiveness and fellowship 
with Jesus. In Jesus the saving power of God him
self is manifested (Lk.  7: 1 6; Acts 1 0:38).  

The One through whom God acts in this way is 
clearly a prophet, anointed with the Spirit, but for 
Luke he is more than a prophet, more even than 
the unique prophet like Moses for whom the 
people were waiting ( Lk .  24: 1 9-2 1 ;  Acts 3 :22f.) .  He 
is the anointed King who will reign in the future 
kingdom (Lk.  22:29f.; 23:42), and already he can 
be described as the 'Lord', the title which indicates 
the role of Jesus confirmed by his resurrection and 
exaltation (Acts 2:36). Behind these roles fulfilled 
by Jesus there lies his unique nature as the Son of 
God (Lk. 1 :32). 

In his presentation of the ministry of Jesus Luke 
draws particular attention to the concern of Jesus 
for outcasts; all the Gospels bear witness to this 
undoubted historical fact, but it is Luke who takes 
most delight in drawing attention to it (Lk.  14 :  1 5-
24; 1 5; 1 9 : 1 - 1 0) .  He demonstrates how Jesus was 
concerned for women (Lk. 7 :36-50; 8: 1 -3), for the 
Samaritans ( Lk.  9 : 5 1 -56; 10 :30-37; 1 7 : 1 1 - 1 9) and 
for the Gentiles ( Lk .  7 :  1 -9); yet Luke respects the 
historical fact that Jesus' ministry was almost ex
clusively to the Jews by confining hirnself to hints 
of the wider spread of the gospel in Acts ( Lk.  2:32; 
1 3 :28f.; 24:4 7). Another concern of Jesus to wh ich 
Luke draws attention is his care for the poor and 
his warnings that the rich who have lived for them
selves thereby shut themselves out of the kingdom 
of God. In the kingdom human values are sub
jected to a radical reappraisal. There is  no room for 
the self-sufficient who think that worldly wealth 
will shield them from judgment (Lk.  6:20-26; 
1 2 : 1 3-2 1 ;  1 6 :  1 9-3 1 )  or for the self-righteous who 
see no need for repentance (Lk.  1 8 :9- 1 4) .  On the 
contrary, entry to the kingdom is reserved for the 
poor, i. e. , those who know their poverty and there
fore trust in God, and the repentant who recognize 
their sin and cast themselves upon the mercy of 
God. Such repentance means whole-hearted turn
ing from sin and readiness to follow Jesus, what
ever the cost (Lk.  9:23); and that cost may involve 
renunciation of one's possessions ( Lk .  1 4:33;  1 9:8). 

The picture of Jesus in Lk. is no doubt meant as 
an example and a pattern for his disciples. This can 
be seen from a comparison of the life of Jesus in 
the Gospel with Luke's description of the church 
and its members in Acts. Thus, just as the l ife of 
Jesus was governed by the plan 01' God, partly re
vealed in OT prophecy, so the life of the church is 
at every point guided and directed by God. As 
Jesus did his work in the power of the Spirit (Lk.  
4: 1 4 ,  1 8), so the early church was filled with the 
Spirit for its task of witness (Lk. 24:49). Similarly, 
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just as Jesus was a man of prayer, drawing guid
anee and inspiration from his communion with 
God ( Lk .  3:2 1 ;  6: 1 2; 9 :  1 8 , 28f.; 22:32), so the 
church is to be continuously in prayer to God (Acts 
I :  1 4) .  

Such-in broadest outline-is the characteristic 
Lucan picture of Jesus and his teaching. It has a 
number of significant features. First, it presents the 
story of Jesus in terms of fulfilment of prophecy. 
For Luke the category of promise and fulfilment is 
of great significanee and it provides the structure 
of his historical thinking. Second, Luke strongly 
emphasizes the actual presence of salvation in the 
ministry of Jesus. The accent falls on what Jesus 
accomplished rather than on the future, although 
the future dimension is by no means lacking. 
Third, Luke links the ministry of Jesus to the rise 
of the early church and shows how the latter fol
lows on from the former. He is aware that the be
ginning of Christianity included both of the areas 
covered in the Gospel and Acts. 

The elfect of these considerations is to show that 
for Luke the story of Jesus was a part of history. 
The most important modern discussion of Luke, 
that of H. Conzelmann, argues that Luke saw the 
ministry of Jesus as the mid-point of history (pre
ceded by the history of I srael and followed by the 
period 01' the church). Conzelmann claims that this 
was a new understanding of Jesus and stood in 
contrast with earlier views. The earlier understand
ing of Jesus was as the proclaimer of the imminent 
kingdom of God. Luke wrote at a time when the 
church was beginning to enjoy a settled existence 
and the future consummation of the kingdom had 
proved to be a disappointing hope. In elfect he re
moulded Christian theology to fit it for the second 
and subsequent generations by virtually abandon
ing hope of the imminent end of the world and 
regarding the ministry of Jesus as the midpoint in 
the history of God's dealings with men rat her than 
as the immediate prelude to the end. The Christian 
summons to repent before the imminent end was 
turned into a historical account of the coming 01' 
Jesus, and the per iod of the church, during wh ich 
the Holy Spirit would lead its members in mission, 
replaced the hope of the future kingdom of God. 

Like so many first statements of a case, Conzel
mann's understanding of Luke is one-sided and 
exaggerated, but it has had the merit of demon
st rating that Luke was a careful theologian and 01' 
encouraging other scholars to olfer a more bal
anced understanding of his theology. The truth is 
rather that the message of Jesus and the early 
church was not as one-sidedly futurist as Conzel
mann suggests, and that Luke is simply drawing 
attention to the present features in that message. 
'Salvation history' was by no means an invention 
01' Luke. At the same time, Luke by no means gives 
up the hope of the coming of the end, and his work 
retains that element of tension between present 
realization and future hope which is typical of 
early Christianity. The elfect of his work, however, 
is to lead the church away from looking for apoca
Iyptic signs of the coming of the end to a concen
tration on the task of spreading the gospel. 

We have to draw a distinction between the fac
tors which moulded Lukc's work and the con
scious purposes which governed his writing. 
Among the former we must number the need to re
present the story of Jesus in a way that brought it 
up-to-date fOi the church of his day. Among the 
latter the chief was the desire to present Jesus as 

the Saviour and to show how the Spirit of God had 
constituted the church as the witness to Jesus. In 
the combination of these factors and purposes we 
can find the key to the distinctive nature of this 
Gospel in which a historical re cord has become a 
means of equipping the church for evangelism. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on the English 
text: F. W. Dankeri 1 988; E. E. Ellis, NCB2, 1 974; 
L. Morns, TNTC , 1 988; C. H. Talbert, 1 982; D. 
Gooding, 1 987; C. A. Evans, NIBC, 1 990; C. F. 
Evans, TPINTC, 1 990; on the Greek tex t :  I .  H .  
Marshall NIGTC, 1 978; 1. A .  Fitzmyer, A B, 1 98 1 -
5 ;  1 .  Nolland, WBC, 1 989-93.  Studies: H .  Conzel
mann, The Theology 0/ St Luke, 1 960; S. G. Wil
son, The Gentiles and the Gentile Mission in Luke
Acts, 1 973; C. H .  Talbert, Literary Pallerns, Theo
logical Themes and the Genre 0/ Luke-Acts, 1 974; 
E. Franklin, Christ the Lord, 1 975; 1. Drury, Trad
ition and Design in Luke's Gospel, 1 976; R .  1. Mad
dox, The Purpose 0/ Luke-Acts, 1 982; D. L .  Bock, 
Proclamation /rom Prophecy and Pallern, 1 987;  F. 
Bovon, Luke the Theologian, 1 987; I. H .  M arshalI, 
Luke: Historian and TheologianJ, 1 988; B .  E .  Beck, 
Christian Character in the Gospel 0/ Luke, 1 989; 
M. D. Goulder, Luke a New Paradigm, 1 989. 
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LUST, The Eng. word was originally a neutral 
term describing any strong desire; hence its use in 
early translations of Gn. 3: 1 6; Jn .  1 : 1 3; Nu .  1 4 :8; 
Heb. 1 0 :6. In its modern restricted sense of sexual 
passion i t  cannot adequately render many familiar 
contexts in AV. 

The Heb. nejjes expresses craving or desire in Ex. 
1 5 :9  and Ps. 78: 1 8, and carries the promise of satis
faction in Pr. 1 0:24. Gk. epithymia expresses any 
strong desire, the context or a qualifying adjective 
determining its nature, whether good or evi l .  
Hence it i s  used of the  intensely pure desire of 
Christ, Lk. 22: 1 5 , and of Paul's desire to be with 
Christ, Phil. 1 :23, and of his longing to sec his 
converts, I Thes. 2 :  1 7 . Yet in I Pet. 4:3 it stands 
among a list of Gentile vi ces, and the adjectives 
'worldly', 'evil', 'youthful' and 'deceitful' are at
tached to it in Tit. 2: 1 2 ; Col. 3 :5 ;  2 Tim .  2:22; and 
Eph. 4:22 respectively. The restricted reference to 
sexual passion is found in Eph. 2:3; I Jn .  2: 1 6; I 
Pet. 2: I I  (cf LXX and Jos., Ant.) . The strong dcsire 
of the Spirit is set over against that of thc flesh in 
Gal. 5 :  1 7 . Other cognate words are pathos, 'pas
sion' (I Thes. 4:5); orexis, 'strong desirc' ( Rom. 
1 :27), and hMone, 'plcasure' (Jas. 4:3). The word 
'Iusty' when used in Jdg. 3:29 (AV); I s. 59: 1 0  (RV): 
Ps. 73:4 (Prayer Book) carries no derogatory tone, 
and simply means able-bodied or vigorous. 

BIBLIOGRAP�IY. BAGD; HDB; B. S. Easton, Pas
toral Epistles, 1 947, pp. I 861f. ; MM; H .  Schönweiss 
et al., NIDNTT I ,  pp. 456-461 . D.H.T .  

LUZ, The ancient name of • Bethel, which was so 
named by Jacob after hc had dreamed of the 
ladder from heaven to earth after spending the 
night near to the city (Gn. 28: 1 9; 35 :6; 48:3). It was 
the si te of Jacob's sojourn near to the city, rat her 
than the city itself, that received the name Bethel 
(Jos. 1 6:2), but this site later became so important 
that the name was applied to the city as weil (Jos. 
1 8 :  1 3 ; Jdg. 1 :23). Thc city was, however, still 
known to the Canaanitc inhabitants as Luz, be
cause when the I sraelites took thc city at the time 



of thc conquest a Canaanite whom they pressed to 
show them the entrance to it in return for his l ife 
escapcd to the 'land of the Hitt i tes' and founded 
another city of that name (Jdg. 1 :24-26). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M. Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, 2 , 1 938, p. 37 1 .  T.C.M. 

LYCAONIA, a territory in S-central Asia Minor, 
so called from the Lykaones who inhabited i t ,  men
tioned by ancient writers from Xenophon (early 
4th century BC) onwards. In Pompey's settlement 
of W Asia Minor (64 BC) the W part of Lycaonia 
was added to Cilicia, the E part to Cappadocia, 
and the N part to * Galatia, which became a 
Roman province in 25 BC. E Lycaonia later became 
independent of Cappadocia and from AD 37 on
wards formed part of the client kingdom of Antio
chus, king of Commagene, and was known as Ly
caonia Antiochiana. In the NT ' Lycaonia' denotes 
that part of the territory which constituted a 
region of the province of Galatia, Lycaonia Ga
latica. Lystra and Derbe are designated 'cities of 
Lycaonia' in Acts 1 4:6, in a context which implies 
that Iconium lay on the Phrygian side of the fron
tier separating Lycaonia Galatica from Phrygia 
Galatica. W. M. Ramsay has put it on record that it  
was this geographical note that led to his 'first 
change of judgment' with regard to the historical 
value of Acts. Paul and Barnabas on their first 
'missionary journey' (AD 47-8) doubtless recog
nized that they had crossed a Iinguistic frontier 
between Iconium and Lystra, for in the latter place 
(near modern Hatunsaray) they heard the indigen
ous population speak 'in Lycaonian' (Acts 1 4 :  1 1 , 
Gk. Iykaonisti) . Lycaonian personal names have 
been identified in inscriptions hereabout, e.g. in one 
at Sedasa which records the dedication to Zeus of a 
statue of Hermes (cf. Acts 14 :  1 2) .  When, after leav
ing Lystra, Paul and Barnabas came to Derbe 
(modern Kerti Hüyük) and planted a church there, 
they turned back; had they gone farther they would 
have crossed into the kingdom of Antiochus, but it 
was no part of their plan to evangelize non-Roman 
territory. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M .  Ramsay, Historical Com
mentary on Galatians, 1 899, pp. 1 85f., 2 1 5ff.; M .  H .  
Ballancc, A S  7, 1 957, pp. 1 47ff. ; 14,  1 964, pp. 1 39f.;  
ß. Van Elderen, 'Some Archaeological Observa
tions on Paul's First M issionary Journey', in Apos
tolie History and fhe Gospel, ed. W. W. Gasque and 
R. P. Martin, 1 970, pp. 1 56-1 6 1 .  F.F.B. 

LYCIA. A sm all district on the S coast of Asia 
Minor containing the broad valley of the river 
Xanthus, mountains rising to over 3,000 m, and 
the seaports * Patara and * Myra (Acts 2 1 :  I ;  27:5) .  
Although some sculptures and inscriptions have 
been preservcd, the origin of the Lycian people is 
obscurc. They alone of t he peoples of W Asia 
Minor successfully resisted the Lydian kings, but 
they succumbed in 546 BC to the Persians. 

Freed by Greeks in t he following century, they 
were greatly influenced by Gk. civilization and 
cvcntually submitted voluntarily to Alexander. 
They adopted the Gk .  language and script, and 
were thoroughly Hellenized by the time they came 
under Roman protection in the 2nd century BC. 
Claudius in AD 43 annexed Lycia to the province of 
Pamphyl ia, but apparently Nero restored their 
freedom, for Vcspasian again reduced them to pro-

LYDIA 

vincial status (Suetonius, Vespasian 8) .  Through 
these changes the federation of Lycian cities main
tained its general political framework. 

K .L.McK. 

LYDDA. A town some 18 km SE of the coast at 
Jaffa, in the Shephelah plain . It is almost certainly 
to be identified with the OT Lod, wh ich is men
tioned in the Karnak list of Thothmes I I I .  In Isra
elite times i t  was a Benjaminite town; reoccupied 
after the Bab. Exile, i t  later fell to the authority of 
the governor of Samaria, and was not reclaimed by 
the Jews till 1 45 BC ( I  Macc. 1 1  :34). I t  was burnt 
down in Nero's reign. After the fall of Jerusalem 
(AD 70) it  became a rabbinical centre for a period. 
I t  had a bishop in the early Christian centuries. 
Since then it has borne the names Diospolis, Ludd 
and Lod again (today). D.F .P .  

LYDIA. A woman of Thyatira in Lydia, who at 
Philippi became Paul's first European convert and 
gave hirn hospitality, with Silas and Luke (Acts 
1 6: 1 4- 1 5, 40). Lydia may be an adjectival form, 
'the Lydian woman' (such ethnic names were 
common), but it  was also a personal name (e.g. 
Horace, Od. 1 . 8; 3. 9). Evidently a woman of rank 
(cf. Acts 1 7:4, 1 2) ,  she was head of a household, 
and thus either widowed or unmarried. Lydian 
purpie dye, in which she traded, was renowned (cf. 
Homer, II. 4. 1 4 1 ) .  She was a Jewish proselyte, en
gaging in prayers and ablutions at the riverside on 
the sabbath; her connection with the Jewish faith 
probably went back to the colony in Thyatira. For 
the Christian church established there, cf. Rev. 
I :  1 1 ; 2: 1 8-29. Lydia may be included in Paul's ref
erence in Phi! .  4:3, but since she is unmentioned by 
name she may have died or left the city. Her hospi
tality became traditional in the church there (cf. 
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Phi!. 1 :5; 4: I 0). B.F.H. 

LYDIA, a district in the centre of the W slope of 
Asia Minor, included the Cayster and Hermus 
valleys, the most fertile and highly cultivated 
areas of the peninsula, and between them the 
mountains of Tmolus, rising to 2,000 m. Besides 
its natural wealth its position on the main routes 
from the coast to the interior of Asia M inor gave 
its cities (including * Sardis, * Thyatira and * Phila
delphia) great commercial importance. Lydia was 
bordered by Mysia, Phrygia and Caria. Some of 
the coastal cities (including Smyrna and Ephesus) 
were sometimes reckoned as Lydian, sometimes as 
Gk. 

The origins of the Lydian race are obscure, but 
there may have been Semitic elements (* LUD). 
Croesus, the last king of Lydia, dominated the 
whole of Asia M inor before he was conquered by 
Cyrus the Persian in 546 BC. The region was sub
sequently ruled by Alexander and his successors, 
and became part of the Attalid kingdom of Per
gamum before becoming part of the Roman prov
ince of Asia in 1 33 BC. Some Lydian inscriptions 
of the 4th century BC have been discovered, but by 
the beginning of the Christian era Gk. had become 
the common language and, according to Strabo, 
Lydian was Iittle used. 

Lydia was the first state to use coined money and 
was the horne of some innovations in music. 

K .L.McK. 



LYSANIAS 

LYSANIAS, listed in Lk. 3 :  I as 'tetrarch of 
• Abilene', c. AD 27-8. So losephus (Ant. 20. 1 38) 
speaks of 'Abila, which had been the tetrarchy of 
Lysanias'. His name appears on an inscription of 
Abila, dated between AD 14 and 29, recording a 
temple dedication by a freedman of 'Lysanias the 
tetrarch' (CIG, 452 1 ) .  It is uncertain whether coins 
superscribed 'Lysanias tetrarch and high priest' 
refer to hirn or to an earlier Lysanias, 'king of the 
I turaeans' (so Dio Cassius), executed by Antony c. 
36 BC (Jos., Ant. 1 5 . 92; cf 14. 330). Two members 
of this family called Lysanias, of different gener
ations, are named in CIG, 4523. 

LYSTRA. An obscure town on the high plains of 
Lycaonia (near modern Hatunsaray), singled out 
by Augustus as the si tc of one of a number of 
Roman colonies that were intended to consolidate 
the new province of Galatia. I t s  advantages are not 
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known. Its remote position and proximity to the 
unsettled S mountains suggest defensive motives, 
as also does the considerable Latin-speaking 
settlement implied by surviving inscriptions. I f  it 
was the security of such a place that attracted Paul 
and Barnabas in their hasty retreat from Iconium 
(Acts 14 :6) they were badly let down. Superstitious 
veneration, disabused by the apostles themselves, 
was converted by agitators into drastic hostility, 
which apparently secured official support for the 
stoning that was inflicted upon Paul (v. 1 9) .  There 
is no suggestion of Roman order or justice. Nor 
does the NT even disclose that i t  was a colony. 
There was plainly a substantial non-hellenic popu
lation (v. 1 1 ) ,  as weil as the usual Grecks and lews 
(Acts 1 6 :  I ). Nevertheless, a church was established 
(Acts 1 4 :20-23) which provided in Timothy 
(unless, as is just possible, he came from the nearby 
Derbe, Acts 1 6: 1 -2) Paul's most devoted 'son' .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Levick, Roman Colonies in 
Southern Asia Minor, 1 967. E.A.J .  



M 
MAACAH, MAACHAH. I .  Maacah is used as a 
man's name ror the rollowing: the rather or Shep
hatiah, one or David's henchmen (I Ch. 27: 1 6); the 
rather or Hanun, one or David's warriors (I Ch. 
I I  :43);  the rather or " Achish, king or Gath at the 
time or David and Solomon. 

2. It is also used as a woman's name ror the 
rollowing: the concubine or Ca leb, mother or 
Sheber and Tirhanah ( I  Ch. 2:48); the wire or 
Machir, mother or Peresh (I Ch. 7: 1 6); the wire or 
Gibeon, or Jehiel, one or the ancestors or Sau I ( I  
Ch. 8:29; 9:35); the daughter or Talmai, king or 
Geshur, who married David and was the mother or 
Absalom and Tamar (2 Sa. 3 :3); the ravourite wire 
or Rehoboam and the mother or Abijah and the 
daughter or Absalom (2 Ch. 1 1  :20-22); the mother 
or Asa, the queenmother or Judah until she was 
removed because or her idolatry (2 Ch. 1 5 :  1 6) .  
(" QUEEN.) 

3. The child or Nahor, the brother or Abraham, 
and his concubine Reumah, was called Maacah, 
but there is no indication as to sex (Gn. 22:24). 

4. [ t  is also the name ror a small state to the SW 
01' Mt Hermon, on the edge or the territory or the 
half-tribe of Manasseh (Dl. 3 :  14 ;  Jos. 1 3 :8- 1 3) and 
possibly extending across the Jordan to Abel-beth
Maacah. At the time or David, its Aramaean king 
provided 1 ,000 soldiers ror the Ammonite and Ar
amaean atlempt to crush Israel. Following the 
dereat at Helam, Maacah probably became tribu
tary to David (2 Sa. 1 0) .  Maacah was later ab
sorbed into the kingdom or Damascus, which had 
been reestablished during Solomon's reign ( I  Ki .  
I I  :23-25). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Mazar, 'Geshur and Maacah', 
JBL 80, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 6ff. M.B. 

A.R.M.  

MAAREH-GEBA (Jdg. 20:33, RV; AV 'meadows or 
Gibeah'). Heb. ma'·reh means 'open, bare place', 
but LXX(A) dysmön and Vulg. occidentali urbis parte 
suggest Heb. ma··räi2, 'west', wh ich yields a betler 
sense here. (" GEBA. A .R.M. 

MACCABEES. Makkabaios was the Gk.  rorm or 
the surname or the Jewish hero Judas ben Mat
tathias (I Macc. 2:4): its application has been ex
tended to his ramily and his party. The derivation is 
quite obscure: 'the hammerer' or 'the eradicator' 
are perhaps the commonest modern interpret
ations. According to Josephus the ramily name 
seems to have been Hasmön: hence the title 'Has
monaeans' reftected in rabbinic literature. 

I. The Maccabean revolt 
Palestine was perennially a theatre ror the power 
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pülit ics or the Seleucid and Ptolemaic heirs 01' AI
exander the Great's empire. One result was the 
growth or a pro-Syrian and a pro-Egyptian party 
in Judaea, and tension between these groups was 
inextricably bound up with Jewish internal politics 
and ramily jealousies, and with a movement among 
'liberal' Jews to adopt the customs and standards 
or the Gk. world. Resulting conftict brought about 
the decisive intervention or Syria. The Seleucid 
king, Antiochus IV (Epiphanes), who was mad, 
bad and dangerous, sold the high-priesthood 10 the 
highest bidder, one Menelaus, who was quite unen
titled to it, and when, in 1 68 BC, his nominee was 
ejected, Antiochus sent his officer to sack Jerusa
lern and kill its inhabitants. 

Soon arterwards, Antiochus instituted a re
ligious persecution or unprecedented bilterness. 
Sabbath-keeping and the practice or circumcision 
were rorbidden under pain or death: pagan sacri
fices and prostitution were established in the 
Temple; and law-Ioving Jews were subjected to 
every degradation and brutality (cf Dn. I I  : 3 1 -33).  
Doubtless many succumbed, but many endured 
heroic suffering ( I  Macc. I :60ff. ; 2:29ff.; 2 Macc. 
6: 1 8ff.) ,  and Antiochus could not have estimated 
the sober resilience or the l:Iasidim (or men or the 
covenant), who 'offered (themselves) willingly ror 
the law' ( I  Macc. 2:42). More drasticaction began in 
Modein, some 30 km rrom Jerusalem, where the 
aged Maltathias angrily killed a Jew who had come 
to sacrifice on the royal altar, and the Syrian officer 
who had come to supervise, and then called on 
everyone zealous ror the Law to rollow hirn and his 
five sons, John, Simon, Judas, Eleazar and Jonathan, 
to the mountains. The Maccabean revolt had begun. 

11. Judas Maccabaeus 
The Judaean hills were suited to guerrilla warrare. 
Mattathias and his sons were joined by many 
l:Iasidim, and at first were content with terrorizing 
apostates, destroying altars and enrorcing the Law. 
Mattathias died, and his third son, Judas, proved a 
leader or Gideon's type and stature. Perhaps no 
army has ever had higher morale than the rorce 
with which he won his brilliant victories against 
numerically superior Syrian rorces. Antiochus was 
occupied in larger wars with the Parthians, and his 
regent Lysias had no option but to conclude peace 
with Judas and withdraw the abominable decrees 
in 1 65 BC. Amid great rejoicing, Judas marched to 
Jerusalem, the Temple was solemnly cleansed, and 
the worship or God restored (I Macc. 4)-an event 
commemorated by the Feast or Hanukkah, or the 
Dedication (Jn. 1 0:22). 

Maccabean success had led to rurious persecu
tion or Jewish minorities in cities or mixed popula
tion. Judas raised the cry, 'Fight today ror your 
brethren' (I Macc. 5 :32) and, with his brother 
Jonathan, carried out effective punitive expeditions 
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All the Maccabean rulers (shown in  italics) 

were also high priests except Alexandra Salome 

and Aristobulus 11. o m - marnes 
J udas ben Mattathias 

d 166 BC 
� , I \ 0 0 0 0 

John Simon Judas the Maccabee Eleazar Jonathan 
d 143 B C  d 161 BC d 135 BC d 161 BC d. 163 BC 

� I C 0 
Judas John Hyrcanus I 

d 105 BC 
{ I � 0 0 0 C 

Aristobulus I Antigonus Alexander Jannaeus m. Alexalldra Salome 
d. 7 8� 67 BC d 104 BC 

0 
Hyrcanus ll 

d 30 BC 

o 
0 

Aristobulus 11 
d 49 BC 

o 
Alexandra m. Alexander 

d 49 BC 
Antigonus d 37 BC 

__ --------__ --�d�2�9�B�C�J 
� , � 0 0 G o 0 

Aristobulus Mariamne 
d 38 BC d 29 BC 

m. Herod the 
G reat 

daughter m. Antipater 
son of Herod 

The lamily 01 the Maccabees. 

in Transjordan, while Simon dealt similarly with 
Galilee. On the death of Antiochus Epiphanes in 
1 64/3 BC Judas tried to seize the Akra, the Syrian 
fortress in Jerusalem, the symbol of Seleucid su
zerainty: he was trapped, and was on the brink of 
disaster when political upheaval in Syria caused a 
diversion, and the Syrians had to be content with a 
treaty virtually securing the status quo. 

Eventually Demetrius I (Soter) made good his 
claim to the throne, and he appointed a pro-Syrian 
high priest, Alcimus. Many l:Iasidim were prepared 
to support this man, since he was an Aaronite, but 
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his outrageous actions played into Judas' hands. 
Judas took revenge on deserters, and a large Syrian 
force had to be called in. The Syrians were defeated 
at Adasa, but, after an interval, scattered the 
Jewish army at Elasa, where Judas was killed in 
battle in 1 6 1  BC. 

111 .  Jonathan 
Jonathan, youngest of the brothers, now headed 
the M accabean party. For a long time he was re
duced to guerrilla fighting in the hills, but internal 
faction had become endemie in the Seleucid 



empire, and he was more and more left to himself 
by the Syrians. In  time he was the effective ruler of 
Judaea, and rival c1aimants to the Seleucid throne 
competed for his support. One such, Alexander 
Balas, appointed him high priest in 1 53 BC, and 
mil itary and civil governor in 1 50 .  He continued to 
exploit Seleucid weakness until treacherously mur
dered by a pretended ally in 1 43 BC. 

IV. Simon 
Simon, the last survivor of the sons of Mattathias, 
showed a resolution not inferior to that of his 
brothers. He drove a hard bargain with Oemetrius 
1I whereby the latter virtually resigned the suzer
ainty of Judaea and 'the yoke 01' the Gentiles was 
removed from Israel' ( I  Macc. 1 3 :4 1 ). The Syrians 
were ejected from the Akra, Judaea was aggrand
ized at the expense of her neighbours at several 
points, and a period of relative peace and prosper
ity began, with Simon as high priest and unchal
lenged ruler. 

V. The later Hasmonaeans 
Simon died at the hand of his son-in-Iaw in 1 35 BC. 
His son John Hyrcanus was forced into temporary 
submission to the disintegrating Seleucid empire, 
but at his death in 1 04 BC the Jewish realm was at 
its greatest extent since Solomon's time. His son 
Aristobulus ( 1 04-1 03 BC) formally c1aimed the title 
of king, and with hirn begins the sorry story of 
murder and intrigue and family jealousy which left 
the Jewish state a prey to the rising power of Rome. 
Antigonus, the last of the Hasmonaean high
priestly kings, was executed in 37 BC, and the pro
Roman • Herod the Great began a new era. Several 
later members of the house of Herod had Hasmo
naean blood by the matemal side. 

VI. The significance of the Maccabees 
According to On. 1 1  :34, the Maccabean revolt was 
to be only 'a little help' to God's people, for Oaniel 
depicts events on the huge canvas of God's ultim
ate gracious purpose. Many l:Iasidim, looking for 
God to accomplish this, probably thought military 
action had gone far enough when the proscription 
of Judaism was abrogated and the Temple c1eansed 
in 1 65 BC. At all events there are after that date 
increasing signs (jf l:Iasidim and Maccabees part
ing company. Th assumption of the high
priesthood by Jonathan, and then Simon and his 
family, who were all of  priestly but not Aaronic 
stock, must have been bitter to the l:Iasidim, and 
the latter's heirs, the Pharisees, were wholly alien
ated from the worldly and tyrannical Hasmonaean 
high-priest kings, who reached a grotesque c1imax 
in the drunken and unhinged Alexander Jannaeus 
( 1 03-76 BC) . 

It would, nevertheless, be a mistake to divide 
Maccabean aims into the achievement first of re
ligious liberty, and then of polit ical Iiberty. Judas 
and his brethren were fighting for Israel, and de
sired, in the name of the God of Israel, to take 
away the 'yoke of the Gentiles'. The easy and nat
ural process whereby the hereditary high
priesthood, wh ich comprehended unquestioned 
civil leadership, assumed into itself the revived 
monarchy, is eloquent. lohn Hyrcanus and the 
Hasmonaean kings in their campaigns c1early have 
the ideal of the Oavidic kingdom in mind, and 
there are records of some territories they con
quered being forcibly Judaized. 

In some respects, the Maccabees set the pattern 
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01' Jewish nationalism and Messianic thought for 
the NT period. Judas and his successors were in
variably on good terms with the Romans, but in 
their day Rome was not yet ready to control Pales
tine. By NT times the Jews were firmly under 'the 
yoke 01' the Gentiles' once more, this time that of 
Rome. But the memory lingered of how Israel had 
once in the name of God defied another heathen 
empire, engaged her in single combat, and won; of 
how her borders had approached those of her Oav
idic glory. 'The ministry of Jesus falls . . .  when the 
Jews of Palestine had still the memory of the Mac
cabean triumphs and no foreknowledge 01' the hor
rors of the siege under Titus' (T. W. Manson, The 
Servant-Messiah, 1 953, p. 4). 

W. R. Farmer has pointed to the preponderance 
of Maccabean names among anti-Roman agitators 
of NT times, and has associated the • Zealot party 
with Maccabean ideals, and the crowd's reaction to 
our Lord's triumphal entry with the deliberate 
recall of the triumphs of Judas and Simon. 

The once fashionable habit of dating many 
Psalms in the Maccabean period has almost 
passed. For other li terary questions, see ·Apoc
RYPHA, • OANIEL, BOOK OF, • PSEUDEPIGRAPHA, 
• ZECHARIAH. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. l and 2 Maccabees ( ·Apoc
RYPHA) ; Josephus, Ant. 1 2- 1 4; E. Schürer, HJP, I ,  
1 973, pp. 1 46--286; R .  H .  Pfeiffer, History 0/ New 
Testament Times, 1 949; E. Bickerman, The Mac
cabees, 1 947; W. R. Farmer, Maccabees, Zealots 
and Josephus, 1 956; B. Bar-Kochva, Judas Mac-
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cabaeus, 1 988. A.F.W. 

MACEDONIA. A splendid tract of land, centred 
on the plains of the gulf of Thessalonica, and run
ning up the great river valleys into the Balkan 
mountains. It was famous for tim bel' and precious 
meta!. Anciently ruled by cavalry barons under a 
hellenized royal house, its kings dominated Greek 
affairs from the 4th century BC, and after Alexan
der Macedonian dynasties ruled throughout the E 
Mediterranean until superseded by the Romans. 
The home monarchy was the first to go when in 
1 67 BC Macedonia was constituted a series of four 
federations of republics (to which structure Acts 
1 6: 1 2  may refer), thus completing its hellenization. 
They were subsequently grouped under Roman 
provincial control, and, until the consolidation of 
Moesia and Thrace as provinces in NT times, were 
heavily garrisoned against the intractable N fron
tier. The province embraced the N part of modern 
Greece from the Adriatic to the Hebrus river, and 
was crossed by the Via Egnatia, the main land 
route from I taly to the E. After 44 BC the proconsul 
sat at Thessalonica, while the assembly of the 
Greek states met at Beroea, the se at of the imperial 
cult. The province included six Roman colonies, of 
wh ich Philippi was one. There were also tribally 
organized communities. In spite of this diversity, 
the area is normally treated in the NT as a unit, 
following Roman usage. 

Paul's vision of 'a man of Macedonia' (Acts 
1 6:9) marks a distinct development in his methods 
of evangelism. At Philippi (Acts 1 6:37) for the first 
time he took advantage of his high civil station. He 
now enjoyed support in the cultivated circles to 
which he naturally belonged (Acts 1 6: 1 5 ; 1 7:4, 1 2) 
in contrast to their hostility at earlier points on his 
route (Acts 1 3 :50; 1 4:5).  He  looked back upon 
Macedonia with profound affection ( I  Thes. 1 :3 ;  
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Phil. 4: I ), and was always eager to return (Acts 
20: I ;  2 Cor. I :  1 6) .  The Macedonians were willing 
donors to his Jerusalem fund (2 Cor. 8: 1 -4), and 
several of their number were added to his regular 
retinue of assistants (Acts 1 9 :29; 20:4). It was in 
Macedonia then, it seems, that Paul finally proved 
hirnself as an independent missionary leader. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. W. 1. Gill, in BAI CS 2, pp. 
397-4 1 8; 1. Keil, CAH, 9, pp. 566-570; 1. A. O. 
Larsen, in T. Frank, An Economic Survey 01 An-
cient Rome, 5 , 1 940, pp. 436-496. E.A.J. 

MACHAERUS. A fortress E of the Dead Sea 
(modern el-Mekawar), near the S frontier of the 
region of Peraea, built by Alexander Jannaeus 
( 1 03-76 BC) , destroyed by the Roman commander 
Gabinius (57 BC) , rebuilt by Herod (37-4 BC) , who 
appreciated the hot springs at Calirrhoe not far 
away (Wadi Zerka Ma'in). Here, according to 
Josephus (Ant. 1 8 . 1 1 2 ,  1 1 9), Herod Antipas im
prisoned John the Baptist and later had hirn put to 
death; here too Antipas' first wife, the daughter of 
the Nabataean king Aretas IV, broke her journey 
on her way horne to her father's capital at Petra 
when Antipas divorced her for Herodias. When 
Peraea was added to the province of Judaea (AD 
44), Machaerus was occupied by a Roman gar
rison, which evacuated the place on the outbreak 
of war in AD 66. It was then occupied by a force of 
Jewish insurgents, but surrendered to the governor 
Lucilius Bassus in AD 7 1 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Josephus, BJ 7 .  1 63-209; S. Lof
freda, Annua/ ol the Department 01 Antiquities 01 
Jordan, 25, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 85-94. F.F.B. 

MACHIR (Heb. möJ,fr). I. A grandson of Joseph 
and son of M anasseh was named Machir (Gn. 
50:23). We later learn that he was the father of 
Gilead, ancestor of the Gileadites (Nu. 26:29). His 
children later took Gilead, dispossessing the 
Amorites (Nu. 32:39-40). Gilead is later attributed 
to Machir (Jos. 1 7: 1 -3). For other references, cf 
Dt. 3 : 1 5; Jos. 1 3 : 3 1 ;  Jdg. 5 : 1 4; I Ch. 2:2 1 -23; 7 : 1 4-
1 7 . 

2. The son of Ammiel who protected Mephib
osheth in Lo-debar (2 Sa. 9:4-5). Later Machir was 
one of those who brought provisions to David (2 
Sa. 1 7:27-29). E.J .Y. 

MACHPELAH. The name applied to the field, 
cave and surrounding land purchased by Abraham 
as a burial-place for his wife Sarah (Gn. 23). It was 
purchased from Ephron, a Hi ttite, for 400 shekels 
of silver (vv. 8-1 6). It lay E of Mamre (v. 1 7) in the 
district of Hebron. Here were later buried Abra
ham (Gn. 25:9), Isaac and Rebekah (Gn. 49: 3 1 )  
and Jacob (Gn. 50: 1 3) .  

The  Heb. (hammarye/ä) implies that the  name i s  
in some way descriptive and the  Gk. ( to  dip/oun, 
'the double') is taken to describe the form of the 
cave in Gn.  23 :  1 7  (LXX) . The reading of Shechem 
for Hebron in Acts 7: 1 6  may be due to the sum
mary nature of the record of this speech, which 
originally referred also to Joseph 's burial at 
Shechem. 

The modern site of the burial-cave (60 m by 34 
m), now incorporated in the S end of the I:Iaram 
al-Ijalil at Hebron, is much venerated by Jews, 
Christians and Muslims. It is jealously guarded by 

massive stone walls, probably of Herodian work, 
though the antiquity of the cave itself and its fur
nishings has not been verified by archaeological re
search. The 'cenotaph of Sarah' is still to be seen 
among others in the mosque above the cave (see 
Vincent, Mackay and Abel, Hebron. /e Haram a/ 
Kha/i/, 1 923).  

The antiquity of the details of Abraham's pur
chase of Machpelah (Gn. 23) had been thought to 
find support in Middle Assyr. and Hi ttite laws 
prior to 1 200 BC (BASaR 1 29, 1 953, pp. 1 5-23), 
but this claim has now been questioned (JBL 85, 
1 966, pp. 77-84). D.J .W.  

MADMANNAH (matjmannäh). A town in SW 
Judah. At one time Calibbite ( I  Ch.  2:49), it may 
have passed to Simeon and become known as 
Beth-marcaboth (cf Jos. 1 5 : 3 1  with 1 9 :5 ;  W. F. AI
bright, lPOS 4, 1 924, pp. I 59f.) .  Khirbet umm De
imneh, 6 km SW of Dhahiriyah, and Kh .  Tatrit, 
2Y, km further S, have been suggested as possible 
locations. J . P.U.L .  

MADMEN. A town of Moab against which Jer
emiah prophesied (48:2). 

Since this place is otherwise unknown, it has 
been suggested, either that the Heb. text read gm
dmm tdmm, 'also thou ( Moab) shalt be utterly si
lenced' (LXX, Syr., Vulg.), or that i t  stands for 
Dimon, a possible (but unlikely) rendering of the 
name of the capital Dil;.on. Modern Khirbet 
Dimneh may be the site. Madmen is unlikely to be 
the same as • Madmannah, wh ich lay in the Negeb 
(Jos. 1 5 :3 1 ;  I Ch. 2:49), or • Madmenah, N of Je-
rusalem ( l s. 1 0:3 1 ). D.J .W. 
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MADMENAH. A place mentioned only i n  Isaiah's 
description of the route whereby an invading army 
approached Jerusalem from the N ( Is. 1 0: 3 1 ) . 
Shu'fat, 2 km N of Mt Scopus, is the supposed site. 

A .R .M .  

MADON (Heb. möqön). A city of  N Canaan 
(Jos. 1 1 :  I ;  1 2 : 1 9 ; LXX marrön, "  as in 1 1 :7 for 
• Merom). I f  the names are identical (so LOB, pp. 
1 1 7f., 226, 23 1 f.), d is a transcription error for r. 
Mqn of Tuthmosis III list (no. 20) is not equiva
lent .  For Kh. Madjan/Qarn Hattin see • Adamah. 

J .P .U.L .  

MAGBISH. Either a town in Judah (GTT, p. 380) 
or the name of a clan. Ezr. 2:30 records that 1 56 of 
its 'sons' (or 'inhabitants') returned after the exile. 
It is inexplicably omitted from the parallel list in 
N� 7.  D.J .A�. 

MAGDALA, MAGDALENE. The name 'Magda
la' occurs only once in the NT (Mt .  1 5 :39, AV) , 
where the best MSS (followed by RSV, NEB) read 
'Magadan'. Some MSS, however, also read 'Magda
la' or 'Magadan' for · 'Dalmanutha' (otherwise 
unknown) in Mk. 8 :  1 0. The town of Magdala (or 
Tarichaea) stood on the W shore of the Sea of 
Galilee, N of Tiberias and Hammath, and S of 
Capernaum. The name derives from the Heb. 
migdä/, 'tower'. It is probable that the modern 



Khirbet Mejdel stands on the site today. Magadan 
was the loealilY on the W shore 01' the lake to 
whieh Jesus crossed after feeding the crowds, and it 
probably included the town 01' Magdala. Evidently 
Mary called Magdalene came from this town or 
area. (For 'Mary Magdalene', see · MARY, 3 . )  

s.s .s .  

MAGl .  The term is used in Herodotus ( I .  1 0 1 ,  1 32) 
01' a tribe 01' the Medes who had a priestly funetion 
in the Persian empire; in other classical writers it  is 
synonymous with priest. Complementing this, 
Daniel (I :20; 2:27; 5: 1 5) applies the word to a class 
01' 'wise men' or astrologers who interpret dreams 
and messages 01' the gods. In the NT the usage 
broadens to include all who praetise magic arts (cf 
Aets 8:9; 1 3 :6, 8). 

Both Oaniel and Herodotus may' contribute to 
the understanding 01' the Magi 01' Mt.  2 : 1 - 1 2 . 
Apparently the Magi were non-Jewish religious 
astrologers who, from astronomical observations, 
inferred the birth 01' a great Jewish king. After 
inquiring 01' Jewish authorities, they came to 
Bethlehem to do homage. Whether 'the East' from 
which they came is Arabia, Babyion or elsewhere is 
uncertain. 

The historicity 01' the visit 01' the Magi has been 
questioned on account 01' the silence 01' other 
sources concerning both the event and Herod's 
subsequent slaughter 01' the infants, and also 
because 01' what is regarded as the legendary 
character 01' parts 01' the narrative. While full 
weight must be given to the poetic descriptions in 
the story (e.g the star standing over Bethlehem), 
descriptive symbolism neither affirms nor negates 
the historicity 01' the event involved. A literalist 
approach, either to dehistoricize the story or to 
exaggerate the miraculous, is out 01' keeping with 
the Evangelist's meaning. For Matthew the Magi's 
visit represents the Messiah's relationship to the 
Gentile world and i s  also a fitting introduction to 
other prophetically signifieant events 01' Christ's 
infaney. The story is in keeping with the 'royal' 
Messianic expectations 01' the Jews and with the 
character 01' Herod. Perhaps there is some astro
nomieal eonfirmation 01' the • star in the conjune
tion 01' Jupiter and Saturn in 7 BC and in thc 
rcport 01' a later (4 BC) evaneseent star in Chinese 
rccords. But such paralleis must be applied with 
eaution. 

Later Christian traditions regard the Magi as 
kings (because 01' Ps. 72: I 0; Is. 49:7; 60:3?) and 
number them at three (because 01' the gifts) or 
twelve. In the Christian ealendar Epiphany, origin
ally assoeiated with Christ's baptism, refleets the 
importanee 01' the Magi's visit for later Christen-
dom. (·ANNUNCIATION; • MAGNIFICAT.) E.E.E. 

MAGIC AND SORCERY. 

I .  The biblical view 
Magie and sorcery attempt to influence people and 
cvents by supernatural or occult means. They may 
be associated with some form 01' • divination, 
though divination by itself is the attempt to use 
supernatural means to discover events without in
flueneing them. 

Magie is universal, and may be 'black' or 'white'. 
Blaek magie attempts to produce evil results 
through such methods as eurses, speils, destruction 
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01' models 01' one's enemy and alliance with evil 
spiri ts. It often takes the form 01' witchcraft. White 
magic tries to undo curses and speils, and to use 
occult forces for the good 01' oneself and others. 
The magieian tries to compel a god, demon or 
spirit to work for hirn; or he follows a pattern 01' 
occult practices to bend psychic forces to his will. 
There is no doubt that magic and sorcery are not 
always mere superstitions, but have a reality behind 
them. They must be resisted and overcome through 
the power 01' God in the name 01' Jesus Christ. 

I. Biblical terms 
The following root words are used in Scripture to 
denote magical practices and practitioners. 

a. In Ihe Old Teslamenl 
I .  Hp. 'Sorcerer', 'sorcery' ,  'witch-(craft)'. The 
root probably means 'to cut', and could refer to 
herbs cut for charms and speils (Ex. 22: 1 8; Dt. 
1 8 :  1 0; Is .  47:9, 1 2; Je. 27:9, elc. ). 

2. br!m. 'Magician'. This term derives from 
Egyp. bry-Ip, 'chief (Iector-priest)', the title borne 
by Egypt's most renowned magicians (Gn. 4 1 :8; 
Ex. 7:  1 1 , eIe.). 

3. !l�r. 'Enehantment', 'charmer' (Dt. 1 8: 1 1 ; I s. 
47:9, 1 2 , elc. ) .  The root has the idea 01' binding, 
probably with amulets and charms. 

4. ka.sdim. 'Chaldeans'. In On. the term is used 
racially (e.g On. 5 :30; 9 :  I )  and 01' a special class 
Iinked with magicians (On. 2:2, 4, 1 0, eIe. ) . The 
word is used in a similar sense by Herodot us ( I .  
1 8 1  f.), and may have been current earlier with this 
special meaning. See A.  R .  M illard, EQ 49, 1 977, 
pp. 69-7 1 .  

5. qsm. 'Divination', especially 01' future (Dt. 
1 8 : 1 0; Ezk. 2 1 :2 1 ) . 01' false prophets (Je. 1 4: 1 4; 
Ezk. 1 3 :6). 

6. 11. 'Secret arts'. Pharaoh's magieians (Ex. 
7:22). 

7 . . nhs. 'Enchantment' with speils (Nu. 23:23; 
24: 1 ). 

8. Ibs. 'Expert in charms' ( l s. 3:3) .  Snake charm
ing (Ps. 58:5; Ec. 1 0: 1 1 ; Je. 8: 1 7) .  

b. In Ihe New Teslament 
I .  magos (and cognates). 'Magieian', 'magic'; in 
Mt .  2, 'wise men'. Originally a Magian, a racial 
group in Media, it  came, like 'Chaldean', to have a 
technieal use (e.g Acts 8 :9, 1 1 ; 1 3 :6, 8; found only 
in Mt .  and Acts; • MAGI). 

2. pharmakos (and cognates). 'Sorcerer', 'sor
cery', 'wi tchcraft' .  The root idea is that 01' drugs, 
potions (Rev. 9:2 I ;  1 8 :23; 2 1  :8; 22: 1 5 ; elsewhere 
only in Ga!. 5:20). 

3. goes. ' Imposter' (AV 'seducer') (2 Tim. 3: 1 3), i t  
may aiso signify a spell-binding magieian. It  has 
the magieal sense in classical and hellenistie Greek. 

4. perierga. 'Magic arts', AV 'eurious arts' (Acts 
1 9 :  1 9). The adjeetive has the root idea 01' being 
cxceedingly occupied, then 01' being occupied with 
other people's business, then 01' interfering with 
others by magical arts. 

5. baskainö. In Ga! . 3: I metaphorically 01' Gala
tians bewitched into false beliefs. 

11.  The biblical judgment on magie 
The refcrenees given in the first part 01' this article 
show that magie and sorcery are always con
demned in Scripture. Magie is a rival to true re
ligion, though it ean be practised in conjunction 
with false religious ideas. True religion centres in 
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the personal experience of the one God, with an 
attempt to live a life that is conlormable to his will .  
The believer walks humbly with his God, prays to 
hirn, and is  prepared to accept the circumstances 
of life as the sphere in which to glorify hirn. Magie, 
on the other hand, deals with lower supernatural 
beings, or attempts to force issues by using psychic 
forces, irrespective of wh ether the issues are for the 
glory of God. The following practices come under 
the specific condemnation of the Bible. 

a. The wearing 01 charms 
Among the list of women's ornaments in Is. 3: 1 8-
23 the word translated 'amulets' in v. 20 is the root 
IM (I. a. 8, above); some consider that the word 
may originally have been n�s, 'serpent', in which 
case the charm would have been a serpent figure. In 
this same passage there is a reference in v. 1 8  to 
'crescents'. These are c1early moon-images, and the 
only other occurrence of the word (Sah "rönim) is in 
Jdg. 8 :2 1 ,  26, where they are worn both by camels 
and by the kings of Midian. The previous word in 
Is. 3: 1 8  CS'l]isim), translated 'headbands' (AV 
'cauls') occurs only here in Scripture, but a similar 
word in the Ras Shamra tablets apparently denotes 
sun-pendants. 

It is probable that there is a reference to charms 
in Gn. 35 :2-4, where Jacob's household put away 
their 'foreign gods' and their 'earrings'. This is the 
normal word for ear-ring, but the association with 
idols here suggests that they were charms of some 
kind. 

b. Workers 01 magic; sorcerers; wilclles 
Genesis and Exodus speak of the magicians of 
Egypt, and 2 Tim. 3 :8  names two of them as 
Jannes and Jambres. The Exodus record says that 
the Egyp. magicians copied Moses in turning their 
rods into ' serpents (7: 1 1 ), in turning water into 
blood (7:22), and in producing frogs (8 :7), but 
failed to produce the lice (8 :  1 8- 1 9), and were 
themselves incapaeitated by the boils (9: 1 1 ). The 
aeeount leaves us free to deeide whether they were 
clever conjurors or used occult methods. 

There is little direet allusion to soreerers and 
witehes in Israel. It is incorreet to speak of the 
'witch' of Endor (I Sa. 28) sinee the Bible deseribes 
her as a medium, and not as a worker of magie. I t  
i s  signifieant that Jezebel praetised sorcery ( 2  Ki.  
9:22), and Mi .  5 :  12 suggests that it was by no 
means rare in Israel. Manasseh personally encour
aged it among other evils (2 Ki. 2 1  :6). 

There is an indieation of magieal praetiees in I s. 
28: 1 5 , where people were initiated into some 
magieal paet whieh they believed would give im
munity from death. 

The most striking referenee to Heb. witeheraft is 
Ezk. 1 3 : 1 7-23. Here Heb. prophetesses were also 
praetising magie arts for the preservation and de
struetion of individuals. In this they were going 
farther than the false prophets of Mi .  3 :5 ,  who 
gave messages of good or ill to individuals aeeord
ing to whether they were prepared to pay. The de
tails of the magieal praetices here are not easy to 
follow. The armbands and veils are worn both by 
vietims ( 1 8) and witches (20-2 1 ). Witeheraft prae
tiee suggests a psyehie link between witeh and 
c1ient through interchange of material eharged 
with good or evil speils. Alternatively, the veils are 
made to size ( 1 8), and maybe the witeh made a veil 
of a size to represent one's enemy. The witeh then 
wore it for a time and impregnated it with malevo-

lent speils (cf the use of doll figures). The wrist 
bands would bring luek to the wearers. 1. G. Frazer, 
in his Folk-Lore in lhe Old Testament, suggests that 
the women professed to cateh souls and bind them 
up in cloth bands. The imprisonment would eause 
the owner of the soul to was te away. The soul 
might be represented by some objeet from the 
vietim, e.g. blood, hair or nails. 

111 .  Does the Bible countenance magie? 
We now deal with some of the passages where the 
Bible might seem to eountenanee magie and 
superstition. 

a. The use 01 mandrakes 
Down through the eenturies E women have made 
use of mandrakes to ensure eonception (cf Gn. 
30: 1 4- 1 8). Sinee modern investigations have shown 
that primitive medieines often eontain some elem
ent that is really elfeetive, it would be foolish to 
dismiss this example as magie. 

b. Jacob and tlle peeled rods 
I n  Gn. 30:37-4 1 Jacob was probably influeneed by 
primitive ideas of the elfeet of seen objeets upon 
the unborn young. But v. 40 indieates that the re
sults really came about through seleetive breeding 
(see D. M. Blair, A Doctor Looks at tlle Bible, 
1 959). 

c. Samuel and the water 
This ineident ( I  Sa. 7:6) is often thought to denote 
sympathetie magie, the solemn pouring out of 
water to induee a storm. There is, however, not the 
slightest indieation of this in the context. Water 
poured on the ground, aeeording to 2 Sa. 1 4 : 1 4, is 
a symbol of human frailty and impermanence, and 
Samuel's action may best be interpreted as a sign 
of abasement and humiliation before God. 

d. Samson's hair 
Frazer and others have produeed stories from all 
parts of the world in whieh the soul or the strength 
of someone resided in his hair, or even in some 
external objeet. The biblieal story, however (Jdg. 
1 6), shows that Samson's uneut hair denoted his 
faithfulness to the • Nazirite vow, and that the 
Spirit of God empowered hirn so long as he was 
faithful to this vow (e.g. Jdg. 1 3 :25; 14 :  1 9). Those 
who wish to argue from a natural level may note 
that the loss of strength eould be aeeounted for on 
psyehologieal grounds when Samson realized his 
guilt . There are well-reeognized ca ses of hysterieal 
blindness, para lysis, ete. 

e. Rousing up leviathan 
Job asks that the day 01' his birth should be eursed 
by those who eurse the day, who are ready to rouse 
up leviathan (Jb. 3 :8). Some find here a referenee to 
magicians who were thought to rouse up a dragon 
to swallow the sun at an eclipse. Ir this is eorreet, it 
is part of the extravagant language of Job, who 
ealls upon everyone, bogus or true, who might 
claim to bring ill-Iuek on his birthday. 

f The power 01 blessing and crming 
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The OT lays great stress o n  this. The Patriarehs 
bless their ehildren, and Isaae eannot reverse wh at 
he has promised to Jaeob (Gn. 27:33, 37). Balaam 
is called upon to eurse Israel (Nu. 22f.). Through
out the rest of the OT there are other ineidental 
referenees. It should be noted that the Bible does 



not visualize anyone's pronouncing an effective 
blessing or curse contrary to God's will. The Patri
archs believe that God is  showing them the future 
of their descendants, and their blessing is declara
tory of this. Balaam cannot effectively curse those 
whom God has blessed (Nu. 23:8,  20). The psalm
ist knows that God can turn the undeserved curse 
tnto a blessing (Ps. 1 09:28), while David's re
luctance to interfere with Shimei is based on the 
fear that God may have inspired the curse for 
something that David had done (2 Sa. 1 6 : I 0) . 

g. Miracles 
The pagan world certainly regarded 'private' mir
acles as magie (Acts 8:9- 1 1 ), but the Bible never 
treats divine miracles as superior magie, i. e. there is 
110 use of incantations, invocation of spirits or 
speils. Moses did not silence Pharaoh's magicians 
by being a better magician, but acted solely as the 
agent of God, behaving when and how God in
structed hirn. His rod was not a conjuror's magie 
wand, but the symbol of God's designation. It was 
'the rod of God' (Ex. 4:20). 

As regards exorcisms and healings, one need not 
be surprised to find linguistic resemblances be
tween the Gospel records and pagan magie, since 
the vocabulary of demonology and illness is limit
ed. But neither Christ nor the disciples are ever 
regarded as using the accompaniments of magical 
practice. For a full linguistic discussion see John 
M. H ull, Hellenistie Magie and the Synoptie Trad-
ition, 1 974. l.S.W. 

2. Egyptian and Assyro-Babylonian 

I.  Ancient magie 
Where the ordinary relationships and processes of 
life could readily be regulated through observation 
of obvious cause and effect, and by acting on an 
acquired modicum of knowledge and/or skilI, this 
sufficed. But where mystery shrouded the causes of 
effects, and when ordinary means did not suffice to 
obtain desired results, then magie was appealed to. 
Magie was the exploitation of miraculous or occult 
powers by carefully specified methods to achieve 
ends otherwise unattainable. 

Magie and religion were closely linked, in that 
whereas 'society' principally covers relationships 
between man and man, al1d 'religion' the relation
ship between deity and man kind, the powers of 
magie found application in both spheres. In general, 
cf Sources Grientales 7: Le monde du sorcier, 1 966. 

11. Egyptian magie in the Bible 
Learned in sacred writings, rituals and speils, 
trained in the 'House of Life' (temple 'schools' 
where this and other literature was composed, 
copied and taught), Egypt's greatest magicians 
were the chief lector-priests, in Egyp. brY-(lbt ("y
tp, later abbreviatcd by Moses' time ( 1 3th cent .  BC) 
to bry-tp. This very title gave the Heb. !wr!om, 'ma
gician'. This csscntially Egyp. term recurs in an 
Assyr. document (7th century BC), as ljar-!ibi, and 
as brtb in I st-century AD tales of magicians. (See A. 
H. Gardiner, JEA 24, 1 938, pp; 1 64-- 1 65; and, 
more fully, 1. Vergote, Joseph en Egypte, 1 959, pp. 
66-94, 206, with fuH references.) Thus the associ
ation of 'magicians' with 'wise men' generally in 
Gn. 4 1 :8 and Ex. 7 :  I I  reflects authentie Egyp. trad
ition; see paragraphs a and c, below. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For a good formal analysis of 
Egyptian magie, see A. H. Gardiner in ERE, 8, pp. 
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262-269. M uch material is collected, (texts and pic
tu res) in F. Lexa, La Magie dans /'Egypte Antique, 
3 vols., 1 925. 

a. Magicians and dreams 01 Joseph's pharaoh 
In, Gn. 4 1  :8, Joseph's pharaoh calls upon his magi
cians and wise men to interpret his dreams. This 
reflects the importance of dreams in ancient Egypt 
and the E; dreams and their interpretations were 
gathered into manuals, veritable handbooks of 
dream-interpretation. The original of one such MS, 
Papyrus Chester Beatty 3 ( 1 9th Dynasty, 1 3th cen
tury BC) may date back to the Middle Kingdom 
age, while the Papyri Carlsberg 1 3  and 14 of the 
2nd century AD contain further collections from 
early sources. The common pattern is, that if a man 
sees hirnself in a dream doing or experiencing 
such-and-such, it i s  good or bad, and means that 
so-and-so will befall hirn. For this wh oIe topic, see 
A.  L. Oppenheim, The Interpretation 01 Dreams in 
the Aneient Near East, 1 956; Sources Grien/ales 2: 
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Les Songes et leurs Interpretations, 1 959. 

b. Joseph and divination 
In Gn. 44:4--5, 1 5 , Joseph play-acts the learned 
Egyptian, master of the divinatory art, before his 
brothers. Two interpretations of this incident are 
possible. 

(i) Joseph had it said by his steward, according 
to the usual translations of v. 5, that he divined by 
means of his silver cup; this would imply know
ledge of cup-divination (Iecanomancy) in Hyksos
period Egypt, c. 1 700 BC. By this technique, omens 
for interpretation were obtained by observing the 
movement or configuration of drops of oil upon 
water in a cup. This technique is  of Mesopotamian 
origin, apparently al ready used by the Sumerians 
(cf B. Meissner, Babylonien und Assyrien, 2, 1 925, 
p. 284). A handbook to this technique is preserved 
on two cuneiform tablets dating from the 1 9th-
1 7th centuries BC, i.e. within Joseph's general 
period. 

In Egypt, however, cup-divination is attested 
only twice, once doubtfully. Two small statuettes of 
apparently M iddle Kingdom date (c. 1 900- 1 700 
BC) each show a figure kneeling with chin on a cup 
held in the hands, and it is just possible that these 
depict cup-divination (1. Capart, Chronique 
d'Egypte 1 9 , 1 944, p. 263). Egypt offers no further 
examplc until the technique recurs in papyri of the 
2nd century AD. But Bab. influence, including div
ination, was al ready fei t  in Palestinc in the 2nd mil
lennium BC. Bab. divinatory practice is attested at 
Hazor: in Temple II of the 1 5th century BC was 
found a clay model Iiver inscribed in cuneiform 
(see Y. Yadin, BA 22, 1 959, p. 7 with fig. 5). Hence 
on this evidence there is no difficulty whatever in 
presupposing some knowledge of other forms of 
Mesopotamian divination such as lecanomancy in 
the Palestine of Joseph's day or in the immediately 
adjacent Egyp. E Delta, then under Hyksos (Se
mitic) controL 

(ii) One may, on the other hand, render Joseph's 
steward's speech as ' I s  it not from this cup that my 
lord drinks, and concerning which he will assuredly 
divine?', i. e. to unmask the theft. On this rendering 
Joseph's cup is solely a drinking-vessel, cup
divination would not be alluded to, and the form 
of his pretended divination remains wholly un
specified. This fits weil with v. 1 5  when Joseph says 
to his brothers, ' 00 you not know that such a man 
as [ can indeed divine?', i.e. he pretends to have 
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apprchended them in their theft by divination, to 
recqver his cup. For this view, see 1. Vergote, Joseph 
en Egyple, 1 959, pp. 1 72-1 73. 

c. Moses and Ihe magicians 
I n  Ex. 7 :8- 1 3, when Aaron at Moses' commal'ld 
casts down his rod as a serpent before Pharaoh, his 
magicians and sorcerers 'did in like manner with 
their enchantments' (v. 1 1 ). For this kind of con
juring, it would appear that the Egyp. cobra (Arab. 
naja �aye) can be rendered immobile (catalepsy) if  
pressure be applied to the muscles at the nape of 
th� neck; cf L.  Keimer, HislOires de Serpenls dans 
/'Egyple aneienne el moderne (Memoires, Inslilul 
d'Egyple, 50), 1 947, pp. 1 6- 1 7 .  The serpent must 
first be charmed, then seized at the neck as shown 
on several ancient Egyptian scarab-amulets 
( Keimer, op. eil., figs. 1 4-2 1 )  and thus be temporar
ily immobilized (cf H. S. Noerdlinger, Moses and 
Egypl, 1 956, p. 26; EBr" , 6, p. 6 1 3).  Aaron's ser
pent restored to a rod manifested the wholly-other 
omnipotence of God, however. On the plagues, see 
• Plagues of Egypt. 

I I I .  Assyro-Babylonian magie 

a. Ils role 
Defensive and C/lralive magic was mainly resorted 
to to obtain deliverance from affliction-illness, 
demon possession, elc.-which may originate with 
the sufferer. The exorcist might then often employ 
rites and speils from the 'handbook' Surpu, 'Burn
ing' (i.e. in purificatory rite), listing every conceiv
able fault the sufferer might have committed . Or 
affliction may have entered from without-some 
sorcerer's evil speIl. To counter such, there was the 
companion 'handbook' of tablets, Maqlu, also 
'Burning' (of wax or wooden effigies of sorcerers). 
'As this image quivers, dissolves and melts away, 
even so may the sorcerer and sorceress quiver, dis
solve and melt away!' (E. A. W Budge, Brilish 
Museum: A Guide 10 Ihe Babylonian and Assyrian 
Anliquilies, 1 922, p. 20 1 ) .  Collections of prayers 
for release or absolution also exist. There is a full 
modern translation of Surpu in E. Reiner, Surpu, 
A Colleclion of Sumerian and Akkadian Incanta
lions, 1 958; of Maqlu in G. Meier, Die Assyrische 
Beschwörungssammlung Maqlü, 1 937. 

Prognoslic magic, i. e. divination, was based on 
the conviction that any event, good or ill, may be 
announced or accompanied by some portent ob
servable by men. Learned priests systematically 
compiled long series of omens with interpretations 

. in veritable reference-manuals. Omens were either 
observed from signs in nature or sought by specific 
techniques. 

I .  Natural portents were taken from the whole 
gamut of man's observation: haloes and eclipses of 
sun and moon, conjunctions of heavenly bodies, 
elc. (astrology); the flight of birds, actions and 
states of animals and insects; births of animals and 
humans, especially if  abnormal-all in long series 
of omen-tablets. For a sick person, omens good or 
bad would determine their survival or decease (see 
R .  Labat, Traill! Akkadien de Diagnoslics et Prog
noslics Medicaux, 2 vols., 1 95 1 ) . Is. 47:9- 1 3  criti
cizes such proceedings. 

2.  Specific techniques of divination included ob
servation of configurations of and on a sheep's 
liver (hepatoscopy, extispicy), and observation of 
patterns of oil on water (or vice versal in a cup 
(Iecanomancy). For translations of reports of the 

liver, see A.  Goetze, JCS 1 1 ,  1 957, pp. 89- 1 05. This 
most famous form of Bab. divinatory magic pene
trated among the Hittites of Asia Minor and the 
Canaanites in N Syria and Palestine alike (see 
Egyptian Magic, l I .b ,  above). Cf also Ezk. 21 :2 1 -
22. Dream-interpretation was as important as in 
Egypt. Cf also La divinalion en Mesopolamie an ci
enne (Renconlre, Slrasbourg), 1 966; A. Caquot, M .  
Leibovici, La divination, 1 -2, 1 968. 

C. Ils praclilioners 
As in Egypt, magic was practised by priestly 
scholars attached to the temples. Exorcisms were 
performed by the äSipu-priest (cf Heb. 'afSäpim, 
'enchanters', Dn. 1 :20) by virtue of the gods Ea 
and Marduk, the master-magicians. The elaborate 
apparatus of divination was the province of the 
bärü-priest; he had to be physically perfect, under
take long studies and be initiated. Those attached 
to the royal court were called upon at any time to 
interpret all manner of things. See G. Contenau, 
Everyday Life in Babyion and Assyria, 1 954, pp. 
28 1 -283, 286-295. 

BtBLIOGRAPHY. On Mesopotamian magic, see 
also briefly L. W King, ERE, 4,  1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 783-786; 
&, 1 9 1 5 , pp. 253-255. Useful notes can be found in 
E. Dhorme and R .  Dussaud, Les Religions de Ba
bylonie el d'Assyrie . . .  des Hiltiles, elc. , 1 949, pp. 
258-298. Fully detailed surveys of magic and div
ination respectively, with copious translations from 
texts, can be found in M .  Jastrow, Die Religion Ba
byloniens und Assyriens, 1 -2, 1 9 1 2 . Specific studies 
are by G. Contenau, La Magie chez les Assyriens el 
les Babyloniens, 1 940; B. Meissner, Babylonien und 
Assyrien, 2, 1 925, pp. 1 98-282. 

IV. Assyro-Babylonian magie in the Bible 

a. Balaam 
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Balaam o f  Nu. 22-24 i s  apparently a diviner 
turned prophet under divine constraint. Thus 
Balak sent emissaries to hire Balaam 'with the fees 
for divination in their hand' (Nu. 22:7; cf v. 1 8), 
and at first Balaam went 'to meet with omens', 
their nature unspecified (Nu. 24: I ) . Balak evidently 
required of Balaam evil omens wherewith to curse 
I srael. An astrological text was found at Qatna 
(Revue d'Assyriologie 44, 1 950, pp. 1 05- 1 12)  and 
bäni-diviners in 1 8th- and 1 4th-century BC texts 
from Alalab (D. 1. Wiseman, The Alalakh TableIs, 
1 953, p. 1 58 sub 'bar";'), both in N Syria. Further, 
an early 2nd millennium seal of one 'Manum the 
bani( -diviner)' turned up at Beth-shan in Jezreel in 
levels of the 1 3th century BC, Balaam's own 
period, to which his oracles can be dated l in
guistically (W F. Albright, JBL 63, 1 944, pp. 207-
233). It is therefore wholly in keeping with known 
facts that a Moabite ruler should hire a diviner 
from N Syria (Pethor by the River [EuphratesJ), 
in the land of the sons of Amaw (Nu. 22:5; cf 
Albright, BASOR 1 1 8, 1 950, pp. 1 5- 1 6, n. 1 3) .  

b. The law and magic in Canaan 
The prohibitions in the Mosaic law against the 
magic and sorcery practised by other nations (e.g 
Lv. 1 9 :26; 20:27; Dt. 1 8 : 1 0-14) were very relevant 
to conditions in contemporary Canaan. For Bab. 
influence there, see above. The N Canaanite epics 
from • UgaritiRas Shamra (tablets of the 1 4th/ 
1 3th century BC) show Danil kissing the growing 
plants and grain, invoking an oracular blessing 
upon Aqhat (ANET, p. 1 53 :  60ff.);  Pugat 's activ-



itics are much less certainly connectcd with sorcery. 
That Ex. 22: 1 8  expressly condemns sorceresses is 
also noteworthy. 

c. Danie/ 
In On. 1 :4 the procedure for educating the well
favoured Heb. youths in Bab. learning as laid down 
by Nebuchadrezzar accurately reflects that wh ich 
was usual for the ban) scholar-magicians. 

To 'dissolve doubts' (On. 5: 1 2 , 1 6, AV), i. e. to 
dissipate anxiety caused by a (yet unexplained) 
dream or omen (cf On. 4:5), was the purpose of 
interpreting or 'resolving' dreams. Then a good 
dream's benefits could be accepted and the threat 
from a bad one averted magically. On this, see A.  L. 
Oppenheim, The Interpretation 0/ Dreams in the 
Aneient Near East, pp. 2 1 8-220, 300-307. This 
emphasis on dreams is characteristic of the neo
Bab. kings, particularly Nabonidus, father of Bels
hazzar. For his dreams, see Oppenheim, op. eit., pp. 
202-206, 250, and, in part, T. Fish in DOTT, pp. 
89f. New texts of, and new dreams by, Nabonidus 
and his venerable mother come from stelae of this 
king at Harran; see C. 1. Gadd, AS 8, 1 958, pp. 35-
92 and pIs. 1 - 1 6, especially pp. 49, 57, 63; ANETl, 
pp. 560-563. Closely parallel to On.  4 is the 'Prayer 
of Nabonidus' in the Oead Sea Scrolls in which an 
exiled Jewish sage (name not preserved) is gran ted 
to the king to explain the cause of the latter's afflic
tion . E.T. in M .  Burrows, More Light on the Dead 
Sea Serolls, 1 958, p. 400; text published by 1.-T. 
Milik, RB 63, 1 956, pp. 407-4 1 5; brief comments, 
o. N. Freedman, BASOR 1 45 ,  1 957, pp. 3 1 -32. 

BlBLIOGRAPHY. 'Magic (Jewish)' in ERE; E. 
Langton, Good and Evil Spirits, 1 942; idem, 'The 
Reality of Evil Powers Further Considered', Hf 
1 32, July 1 935, pp. 605-6 1 5 ; M .  F. Unger, Biblica/ 
Demon% gy, 1 952, pp. 1 07- 1 64; A. o. Ouncan, 
The Christian, Psychotherapy and Magie, 1 969; o. 
Basham, Deliver us /rom Evi/, 1 972. K.A .K .  

MAGISTRATE. In Ezr. 7 :25 'magistrate' trans
lates the Heb. söfte!, 'judge'. In Jdg. 1 8 :7, AV 'there 
was no magistrate in the land' is a paraphrase of 
the Heb, idiom yaras 'e�er, 'to possess restraint' 
(RSV 'Iacking nothing'). On. 3 :2-3 Iists magistrates 
(Aram. tifttaye', AV 'sheriffs') among officials 
summoned by Nebuchadrezzar. 

In the NT Luke uses in his Gospel ( 1 2 :  1 1 ,  58) the 
words arche and archön ('rule' and 'ruler') to refer 
to civil authorities in general. Paul was beaten, im
prisoned and subsequently released by the magis
trates at Philippi (Acts 1 6 :20, 22, 35-36, 38). Here 
the Gk. word is strategoi, which literally means 
generals, or leaders of the host, but came to be 
used in a political context as an equivalent for Lat. 
praetores. This latter was the title found in some 
inscriptions as a popular designation for the lead
ing men of the colony, t hough their correct title 
was duoviri. Evidence for the titles of the Philip
pian magistrates is to be found in CIL, 3 . 633, 654, 
7339, 1 4206'1. (* SANHEDRIN, * POLICE.) D.H.W. 

MAGNIFICAT. Like other hymns in Lk. 1 -2, the 
prophecy of Mary (Lk. I :46-55) takes its name 
from the Lat. Vulg. Believing 'Mary' (Lk. 1 :46) to 
be the secondary reading, some commentators 
accept the less weIl-attested reading 'Elizabeth' (cf 
Creed). It may be that Luke originally wrote simply 
'she said', and that both 'Mary' and 'Elizabeth' 
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were attempts of copyists to assign the song to a 
particular person. The reading 'Mary' became 
universally accepted. Scholars are divided on the 
question of whether the contents of the hymn are 
more suitable to Mary or Elizabeth. The episode 
wh ich forms the setting is, however, transitional 
from the annunciation to the birth stories; it 
stands in cIose conjunction with the former and 
continues its Messianic theme. Most probably, 
therefore, Luke viewed it as Mary's song regarding 
Christ. 

This Iyrical poem is modelled upon OT psalms 
and has also a special affinity to the Song of 
Hannah (I Sa. 2 : 1 - 1 0) .  The sequence of the narra
tive is moulded by Luke's theme; and the hymn 
need not be regarded as Mary's spontaneous or 
exact reply. But neither should it be considered 
merely as an editorial reconstruction. Its signifi
cance for Luke lies in the fact that it is Mary's 
prophecy, i. e. that its contents sprang from her lips 
and express her mind and heart. 

As this Iyric forms a cIimax to the section, so 
also within the Magnificat itself the mood rises to a 
crescendo. I t  is divided into four strophes, describ
ing ( I )  Mary's joyous exaltation, gratitude and 
praise for her personal blessing; (2) the character 
and gracious disposition of God to all who rever
ence hirn; (3) his sovereignty and his special love 
for the lowly in the world of men; and (4) his pecu
liar mercy to Israel. The cause of Mary's song is 
that God has deigned to choose her, a peasant 
maid of low estate, to fulfil the hope of every 
Jewish maiden. For it is probable that, in Judaism, 
that which gave deepest meaning and joy to 
motherhood was the possibility that this child 
might be the Oeliverer. 

The last part of the poem is a description of 
God's Messianic deliverance and is a virtual para
phrase of OT passages. This redemption is proph
esied in terms of a national deliverance from 
human oppressors. This is a typical mode of ex
pression of pre-Christian Messianism. The NT 
does not contradict it ,  but does transfer i t  to Mes
siah's parousia in the eschatological 'age to come' 
(cf Acts I :6ff.). As is often the case in OT oracIes, 
these Messianic acts of God are viewed as though 
they were al ready accomplished: the promise of 
God has the efficacy of the act itself (cf Gn. 1 :3); 
his word is the word of power. The specific object 
of God's mercy is ' Israel his servant' (Lk. I :54f.; cf 
Acts 3: 1 3, 26; 4:27, 30). Whether there is reflected 
here the OT distinction between the whole nation 
and the righteous remnant is uncertain; the con
cept is often left in an undifferentiated whole, and 
the contrast in vv. 5 1 -53 may be only between the 
Jewish nation and the Gentile overlord. But in the 
mind of Luke-and in the mind of his first 
readers-certainly the distinctly Christian inter
pretation in such concepts as ' Israel' (cf Lk. 24:2 1 -
26; Jn. 1 2 : 1 3 ; Acts 1 :6; Rom. 9:6), 'servant', and 
'the seed' (Jn. 8:39; Gal. 3: I 6, 29) is not absent, and 
it probably enters into his understanding and in
terpretation of Mary's prophecy. (*ANNUNCI-
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ATION; * BENEDICTUS.) . 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Laurentin, 'Les Evangiles de 

I'enfance', Lumiere et Vie 23, 1 974, pp. 84- 1 05;  S. 
Farris, The Hymns 0/ Luke's In/ancy Narratives, 
1 985. E.E.E. 

MAGOR-MISSABIB (Heb. magoT missaqiq, 
'terror on every side'). A symbolic name that 
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Jeremiah gave to Pashhur son of Immer (Je. 20:3 ,  
AV; see • PASHHUR, I ). J .O.O. 

MAHANAIM (Heb. mab"nayim, 'two camps') . A 
place in Gilead where Jacob saw the angels of God 
before he reached Penuel and met Esau (Gn. 32:2). 
Appointed to be a levitical ( Merarite) city from the 
territory of Gad (Jos. 2 1  :38; I eh. 6:80), Maha
naim was on the border of Gad with Gileadite 
Manasseh (Jos. 1 3 :26, 30). lt was briefly capital of 
I shbosheth, Saul's son (2 Sa. 2 :8 ,  1 2 , 29), and later 
David's refuge from Absalom (2 Sa. 1 7 :24, 27; 
1 9 :32; I Ki.  2:8) ,  and then became the seat of a 
district-officer of Solomon's ( I  Ki .  4: 1 4) .  The loca
tion of Mahanaim is still uncertain; cf J. R. Bar
tlett in POTT, p. 252, n. 47. lt is usually pl�ed in 
the middle of N Gilead at Khirbet Mahneh, 20 km 
N of the Jabbok river, but as the boundary of Gad 
is linked with the course of the Jabbok, Mahanaim 
is probably better located somewhere on (or over
looking) the N bank of the Jabbok.  Mahanaim 
was at some distance from the Jordan, on the evi
dence of 2 Sa. 2:29, however 'Bithron' be inter
preted. If (as is  commonly taken) Bithron means 
'eIert, ravine', Abner went from Jordan up the vale 
of the Jabbok E and through its narrow part before 
reaching Mahanaim. If the RSV reading be ad
opted, then 'the wh oie forenoon' was needed in any 
case for Abner's E f1ight. Hence perhaps Maha
naim was in the Jerash area, or up to 1 0-- 1 5  km 
SSW of Jerash, overlooking the N bank of the 
river Jabbok.  See K .-D. Schunck, ZDMG 1 1 3, 
1 963, pp. 34-40. (. GAO, • GILEAO.) K.A.K.  

MAHANEH-DAN (Heb. mab"neh-qän, 'camp of 
Dan'). Where Samson experienced the stirring of 
God's Spirit (Jdg. 1 3 :25), and the first staging-post 
of the Danites in their quest for an inheritance 
(Jdg. 1 8 : 1 2) .  The geographical references given, 'be
tween Zorah and Eshtaol' and 'W of Kiriath
jearim', cannot be reconciled, and the name itself 
suggests a temporary settlement. As the Danites 
had no secure inheritance (Jdg. 1 8 : I ), probably due 
to Philistine pressure, there is no problem in two 
places bearing the same name. l t  is not surprising 
that no trace of such temporary encampments has 
survived. A.E.C. 

MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ. A symbolical 
name ('speed the spoil, hasten the prey') given to 
one of the sons of • Isaiah to signify the speedy 
removal of Syria and Israel as enemies of Judah by 
the Assyrians. This removal was to take place 
be fore the child could lisp 'my father and my 
mother' ( Is. 8:3--4). E.J.Y. 

MAHLI (Heb. mab/i, 'weak', 'sickly'). I. Eldest 
son of Merari and grandson of Levi (Ex. 6: 1 9, AV 
'Mahali'; Nu .  3 :20; I eh. 6: 1 9, 29; 23:2 1 ;  24:26, 28; 
Ezr. 8:  1 8) .  His  descendants are mentioned in Nu. 
3 : 33; 26:58.  2. The son of M ushi, another son of 
Merari ( I  eh. 6:47;  23:23; 24:30); therefore nephew 
of I ,  above. J .O.O. 

MAHOL ( Heb. mäböl, 'dance'). The father of cer
tain sages whom Solomon excelled in wisdom ( I  
K i .  4:3 1 ) . B u t  i n  I eh. 2 :6 they are said t o  b e  'sons 
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o f  Zerah' .  'Sons' may simply mean 'descendants' 
in either ca se. However, 'sons of Mahol' may be an 
appellative expression meaning 'sons of the dance' 
(cf 'daughters of music' in Ec. 1 2 :4) . Such dancing 
would then be part of the ritual of worship, as in 
Pss. 1 49:3;  1 50:4 (cf also the titles of Pss. 88-89). 

J .G .G.N. 

MAKKEDAH ( Heb. maqqeqah). A town in the 
Shephelah captured by Joshua (Jos. 1 0 :28; 1 2 : 1 6); 
in the district of Lachish ( 1 5 :4 1 ) .  Adonizedek and 
his al lies hid in a cave nearby after their defeat 
( 1 0: 1 6ff.) .  Eusebius (Onom. p. 1 26) put Makkedah 
8 Roman miles from Beit Guvrin; Khirbet el
Kheishum, NE of Azekah, seems to be too far, 
while Tell Bornat ( Kallai-Kleinmann, VT 8,  1 958, 
p. 1 55) is only 3 km from Beit Guvrin.  EI-M ughar, 
SE of Yibna, was once favoured but is unlikely. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M .  Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, 2, 1 937, p. 378; D. Dorsey, Tel Aviv 7, 
1 980, pp. 1 85- 1 93 .  J .P .U .L .  

MAKTESH. A site in Jerusalem or near by (Zp. 
1 : 1 1 ). The name means 'mortar' or 'trough'. The 
oldest suggestion is that i t  was the Kidron Valley; 
so says the Targum. But most scholars today be
lieve it to have been some part of the Tyropoeon 
Valley, within the walls of the city, where foreign 
merchants gathered; cf NEB ' Lower Town'. 

O.F.P. 

MALACHI, BOOK OF. 

J. Authorship, date and background 
The LXX takes the word not as a proper name but 
as a common noun, and renders 'my messenger', 
which is the meaning of the Heb. word. Many 
scholars follow LXX, and believe that the name of 
the author is not given. But the analogy of the 
other prophetical books which give the author's 
name would support the view that the name is here 
intended to indicate the author. This is supported 
by the Targum, which adds the phrase 'whose 
name is called Ezra the scribe'. 

From internal evidence the approximate date of 
the prophecy may be determined. Sacrifices were 
being offered in the Temple ( 1 :7- 1 0; 3:8) .  This im
plies that the Temple was standing; indeed, that it 
had been standing for some time, a fact wh ich 
would point to the 5th century BC. This is substan
tiated by the reference in 1 :8 to the peba or Persian 
govemor. Mixed marriages seem to have been 
practised (2: 1 0- 1 2) .  The phrase 'the daughter of a 
foreign god' means 'a woman of foreign religion' .  
Apparently th is  practice of marrying outside the 
covenant people was so widespread that  the earlier 
prohibitions had long since been forgotten . Nor 
was great care exhibited in the offering of the sac
rifices ( I  :7). The priests had despised the Lord in 
offering poilu ted bread. When blemished offerings 
are brought it is a sign of a lax attitude, and such 
an attitude would not weil comport with the early 
zeal displayed by the returned exiles. This appears 
to have been accompanied by a neglect in paying 
the requisite tithes (3:8- 1 0) .  The abu ses wh ich 
Malachi condemns are those which Nehemiah 
sought to correct. 

It is impossible to date the book precisely, but it 
may be that i t  was composed during Nehemiah's 



visit to Susa. At least it would seem to come from 
approximately this time. 

1 1 .  Outline of contents 
The book falls into two main parts, and its purpose 
may best be ascertained through a study of its con
tents. The first part (chs. l and 2) deals with the sin 
of Israel, and the second part (chs. 3 and 4) with 
the judgment that will befall the guilty and the 
blessedness that will come upon those who repent. 

We may analyse the book thus: 

a. The sllperscription ( I :  I )  
There is a connection between this heading and 
that found at the beginning of ch. 3. Whether or 
not Malachi is a proper name, it exemplifies the 
fact that he is a messenger of God. 

b. The Lord's love/or Israel (I :2-5) 
God declares his love for the people in that he 
chose Jacob and rejected Esau. This fact is seen in 
that Edom is devastated and refugees from Edom 
will never be able to return and rebuild, whereas 
Israel is back in the promised land. 

e. A delineation o/Israe/'s sin (I :6-2:9) 
In bold fashion the prophet now begins to de
lineate the chief and characteristic sins of the 
nation which were again bringing the wrath of 
God upon the nation's head. God is the Father of 
the people, for he has nourished and brought them 
up. A father deserves honour and love, but such 
have not been shown to God by Israel. This com
plaint is directed particularly to the priests who are 
the representatives of the people before God. 
These priests who should have set the example of 
godly fear in worship have, in fact, despised the 
name of the Lord. Unworthy worship had been 
characteristic of their predecessors in the 8th and 
7th centuries until the Exile had been brought 
upon Judah. Now, however, the Exile is past, and 
its lessons have not yet been learnt. Restored to her 
land, able to worship in the Temple, Judah yet sins 
against the Lord in the same manner as before. 

The accusation against Israel is carried on in the 
form of a dialogue. Against each charge of the 
Lord a quest ion or challenge is raised. For ex
ample, God charges that the priests have offered 
polluted food. They reply, 'How have we polluted 
it?' ( I  :7). It is thus brought out in c1ear-cut fashion 
that the priests have been bringing blemished sac
rifices. This was in direct contravention of the law, 
which required that the offerings should be perfect .  
Instead, they had brought wh at  was blind and 
lame, and in so doing had exhibited contempt for 
the Lord. 

When such sacrifices come from their hands, 
how can they expect to be accepted as individuals 
and to find favour with hirn? (I :9). It would be 
better that the gates of the Temple were c10sed en
tirely than for such offerings to be brought ( I :  I 0). 
80th the offerer and his offering are unacceptable 
tc the Lord, and the priests are despised by the 
people. 

Such sacrifices are not desired by God, for even 
among the Gentiles his name will prove itself to be 
great so that pure sacrifices are offered to hirn 
( 1 : 1 1 ) . This does not refer to the offerings which 
the heathen nations bring to their gods, but to the 
time when the true gospel will be spread 
throughout the world and the true God wor
shipped by all peoples. Israel, however, had pro-
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faned the Lord's table, and found his service bor
ing, resulting in a people who practised deception 
and were selfish. 

If there is no repentance, then a curse will come 
upon the priests. In 2 :5-7 the Lord makes c1ear the 
true duty of the priests, and thus there appears a 
great contrast between what the priest should be 
and wh at he actually was. Indeed, through his own 
poor example, he, instead of instructing others, has 
led them astray. He has been partial in instructing 
others (2:9b). 

d. Condemnation 0/ mixed marriages and divorce 
(2: 1 0- 1 7) 
Israel had a common Father: God had created the 
nation. Therefore, it should have manifested unity. 
I nstead of that, however, it had dealt t reacherously. 
It had profaned the holiness of the Lord in the 
practice of mixed marriages. Those who had thus 
acted, however, were to be cut off. Divorce was also 
common, and the Lord hates divorce. These sins 
had been glossed over and rationalized. The Lord 
declares that the people have wearied hirn with 
their words. They have ignored hirn and acted as 
though he did not exist. 

e. The coming Day 0/ the Lord (3: 1-6) 
Malachi now breaks into the exalted language of 
prophecy in declaring that the messenger of the 
Lord will truly come and prepare the day for the 
Lord whom the people seek. He  will appear as a 
refiner, to purify and purge the nation, and who 
can face the day of his coming? As a result of his  
work, the offering of Judah and Jerusalem will be 
pleasing to the Lord (3:4). Yet the coming will 
bring judgment, and this will fall upon those in the 
nation who are oppressing others. Nevertheless, 
Jacob will not be entirely wiped out, for the Lord 
does not change; he remains faithful to his prom
ises (3:6). 

f Repentance and tithing (3:7-1 2) 
The nation's apostasy is not new, but has con
tinued from of old. For one thing, i t  has shown 
itself in  withholding from God the tithes which 
had been commanded. This amounted to robbing 
God. If the nation would bring the tithes as it 
should, God would respond to its worship and 
pour upon it an overflowing blessing which would 
call forth comment from other nations. 

g. A promise 0/ deliverance /or the godly (3: 1 3-4:3) 
The nation had been saying resentful things 
against God. I t  would seem that the people con
sidered it did not pay them to serve God. But 
among them there were also those who 'feared the 
Lord', and they encouraged one another. These the 
Lord takes note of, and he will  not only spare them 
but make them his own possession. The day of 
judgment will surely come, and it will consume the 
arrogant, but to those who fear the Lord's name 
righteousness will rise like a sun, and in its wings 
there will be healing, joy and victory. 

7 1 9  

h. Conclllsion (4:4-6) 
The prophecy c10ses with an exhortation to re
member the law of M oses, and with the an
nouncement that Elijah will come before there 
appears the great and terrible Day of the Lord. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. G. Baldwin, Haggai, Zecha
riah, Malachi, TOTC, 1 972; W. C. Kaiser, Mal
achi: God's Unchanging Love, 1 984; R .  L .  Smith, 
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Micah-Maiachi. WBC, 1 984; P. A. Verhoef, The 
Books ol Haggai and Ma/achi. NIC, 1 987. E.J .Y.  

J .G.B. 

MALCAM. 1. A Benjaminite, son of Shaharaim 
by Hodesh ( I  Ch. 8:9). 

2. God of the Ammonites, possibly their chief 
deity (Am. I :  1 5 , AV, RSV 'their king'), alm ost cer
tainly to be identified with • Milcom (I Ki .  1 1  :5 ,  
33; 2 Ki .  23: 1 3) ,  and • Molech or Moloch (Lv. 
1 8 :2 1 ;  I Ki. 1 1  :7; Je. 32:35, ete. ). All these terms 
have the basic root m/k wh ich conveys the idea of 
king, kingship. Both AV and RV translate ma/käm as 
'their king' in Je. 49: I ,  3 (RSV ' Milcorn'). Cf Zp. 1 :5 
(Rsv 'Milcom'). J .A .T. 

MALACH IJAH('Yah is King'). This is a common 
OT name, sometimes translated as Malchiah. I t  
was t h e  name o f  t h e  following: 1 .  A descendant of 
Gershorn and ancestor of Asaph (I Ch. 6:40); 2. a 
priest, the father of Pashhur ( I  Ch.  9: 1 2 ;  Je. 2 1 :  I ); 
3. the head of a priestly course ( I  Ch. 24:9), per
haps the same as 2; 4, 5, 6. three Israelites who had 
taken foreign wives in post-exilic times (Ezr. 1 0:25, 
3 1 ) . In I Esdras 9:26, 32 they are called Melchias, 
Asibias and Melchias respectively; 7. 'the son of 
Rechab' , who repaired the dung gate (Ne. 3 :  1 4) ;  8.  
' the goldsmith's son', possibly the same as 4, 5, 6 or 
7, who helped to repair the wall (Ne. 3 :3 1 ). 

9. One who stood beside Ezra at the reading of 
the Law (Ne. 8:4); 10. one who sealed the covenant, 
perhaps the same as 9 (Ne. 1 0:3) ;  1 1 .  a priest who 
took part in the purification of the wall (Ne. 
1 2:42), perhaps the same as 9 and/or 10 .  

\ 2. The owner of the pit in which Jeremiah was 
imprisoned and probably a member of the royal 
family (Je. 38 :6). J .O.O. 

MALCHUS (Gk. Malchos from Heb. me/eis., 
'king'). The high priest's servant whose ear Peter 
cut off when Jesus was arrested in the Garden of 
Gethsemane (Mt .  26:5 1 ;  Mk. 1 4:47; Lk.  22:50; Jn .  
1 8 : 1 0) .  Only John mentions the man's name, thus 
confirming his dose acquaintance with the high 
priest Caiaphas and his household (cf Jn.  1 8 :  1 5) ;  
and only Luke (22:5 1 ), with his interest in medical 
matters, mentions the healing of the ear. Malchus 
is a common Arab name in Nabatean and 
Palmyrene inscriptions. J.O.O. 

MALICE. In the NT this translates Gk. kakia, 
which has the following meanings: I .  'Wickedness', 
'evil' ( I  Cor. 1 4:20; Jas. 1 :2 1 ;  I Pet. 2:  I ,  1 6; and also 
in Acts 8:22, of an individual sinful act). 'Malice' 
in 1 7th-century (AV) English had primarily this 
meaning. 2. ' I II-will', 'spitefulness'; i. e. 'malice' in 
the modern sense of the word. 3. 'Trouble', 'harm' 
(Mt .  6 :34). In  lists of sins (e.g. Rom. I :29; Co!. 3 :8; 
Tit. 3:3), sense 2 is probably to be preferred, except, 
perhaps, in I Pet. 2 : 1  and Eph . 4 :3 1 ,  where 'all 
kakia' implies 'all kinds of wickedness'. 

Malice characterizes the l ife of men under the 
wrath of God (Rom. 1 :29). I t  is not only a moral 
deficiency but destroys fellowship (W. Grund
mann,  TDNT 3, pp. 482-484). For believers it be
longs to the old l ife (Ti t .  3 :3) ;  but there is still need 
for exhortation to 'clean it out' (I Cor. 5 :7f. )  or 
'strip i t  off' (Jas. 1 :2 1 ;  Co! . 3 :8) .  Christians are to 

be 'babes in evil' (I Cor. 1 4:20), for Christian lib-
erty is not lawlessness ( I  Pet. 2:  1 6) .  P.E.  

MALTA (Gk. Melite; Acts 28:  I ,  AV 'Melita'). An 
island in the centre of the Mediterranean, 1 00 km 
S of Sicily and in area about 246 sq km (not to be 
confused with the island Mljet or Melitene off the 
Dalmatian coast; cf O. F. A. Meinardus, 'St Paul 
Shipwrecked in Dalmatia', BA 39, 1 976, pp. 1 45-
1 47.)  Here Paul's ship was driven from Crete by the 
ENE wind Euraquilo (27: 14, RSV 'the northeaster'; 
• WINO). After being shipwrecked he spent 3 
months on the island before continuing his journey 
to Rome via Syracuse, R hegium and Puteoli 
(28: 1 1 - 1 3) .  Paul performed acts of healing, and 
the party was treated with great respect. 

Malta had been occupied from the 7th century 
BC by Phoenicians. The name itself means 'refuge' 
in that language (1. R. Harris, ExpT 2 1 ,  1 909-1 0, p. 
1 8) .  Later, Sicilian Greeks also came; there are bi
lingual inscriptions of the I st century AO on the 
island. In 2 1 8  BC the island passed from Carthagin
ian to Roman control (Livy, 2 1 .  5 1 ) , later gaining 
the 'civitas'. I ts inhabitants were barbaroi (28:2, 4) 
only in the sense of not speaking Greek. Luke may 
refer to one of their gods in v. 4 as Dike (Justice). 
Publius, 'the chief man' (v. 7), probably served 
und er the propraetor of Sicily. His  title (Gk. 
prötos) is attested by inscriptions (CIG, 1 4. 60 I ;  
CIL, 1 0. 7495). 

The site of the shipwreck is thought to have been 
'St Paul's Bay', 1 3  km NW of modern Valletta (cf 
W. M .  Ramsay, SPT, pp. 3 1 4ff.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck 
01 Paul', 1 880; W. Burridge, Seeking the Site 01 Sr 
Paul's Shipwreck, 1 952; 1. D. Evans, Ma/ta, 1 959; 
C. 1. Hemer, 'Euraquilo and Melita', lTS n.S. 26, 
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1 975, pp. 1 00-1 1 1 .  B.F.H. 

MAMMON. This word occurs in the Bible only in 
Mt. 6:24 and Lk. 1 6:9, 1 1 , 1 3 , and is a transliter
ation of Aramaic mämönä. I t  means simply wealth 
or profit, but Christ sees in it an egocentric covet
ousness which claims man's heart and thereby es
tranges hirn from God (Mt.  6 :  1 9ff. ) :  when a man 
'owns' anything, in real ity it owns hirn. (Cf the 
view that mammon derives from Bab. mimma, 'any
thing at all' .) 'Unrighteous mammon' ( Lk .  1 6 :9) is 
dishonest gain (F. Hauck, TDNT 4, pp. 388-390) 
or simply gain from self-centred motives (cf Lk . 
1 2 :  1 5ff.) .  The probable meaning is that such 
money, used for others, may be transformed there
by into true riches in the coming age (Lk.  1 6: 1 2) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Brown, NIDNTT 2 ,  pp. 836-
840; 1. D. M. Derrett, Law in the New Testament, 
1 970. E.E.E. 

MAMRE (Heb. mamre·). 1 .  A place in the Hebron 
district,W from Machpelah (Gn. 23: 1 7, 1 9; 49:30; 
50: 1 3) ,  associated with Abraham (Gn. 1 3 : 1 8 ; 
1 4 : 1 3 ;  1 8 : 1 )  and Isaac (Gn. 35 :27). Abraham res
ided for considerable periods under the terebinth 
of Mamre; there he built an altar, there he learnt of 
the capture of Lot, there he received Yahweh's 
promise of a son and pleaded for Sodom, and from 
there he saw the smoke of Sodom and its 
neighbour-cities ascend. The site has been identi
fied at Ramet el-Khalil, 4 km N of Hebron. Here 
Constantine built a basilica beside an ancient tere-
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Mamre, identified with modern Rämet el-Khalil. 

binth which was pointed out in his day (as by 
Josephus 250 years earlier) as the tree beneath 
which Abraham 'entertained angels unawares' 
(Gn. 1 8:4, 8) .  There was a shrine there under the 
Monarchy, but i t  was a sacred place before Abra
ham's time in the Early Bronze Age. 

2. An Amorite chief at Mamre who with his 
brothers Eshcol and Aner joined Abraham's ex
pedition against Chedorlaomer (Gn. 1 4 :  1 3, 24). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Mader, Mambre, 1 9.57; 
NEAEHL, pp. 939-942. F.F.B. 

MAN. The Genesis account of creation accords to 
man a supreme place in the cosmos. Not only is his 
creation the final work of God, but in i t  the work 
of the other 5 days finds its fulfilment and its mean
ing. Man is to possess the earth, make i t  serve hirn, 
and to rule the other creatures (Gn . 1 :27-2:3). The 
same witness to man's dominion and centrality in 
creation is given elsewhere (Am. 4 :  1 3 ; Is. 42 :5f.;  
Pss. 8 :5 f. ;  1 04: 1 4f.),  and is suprcmely given in the 
incarnation (cf Heb. 2). 

a. Man in nature 
It is emphasized throughout the Bible that man is 
part of nature. Being dust, and made from dust 
(Gn. 2 :7), his biological and physical similarity to 
the animal creation is obvious in many aspects of 
his Iife (Gn. 1 8 :27; Jb. 1 0:8-9; Ps. 1 03 : 1 4; Ec. 3 : 1 9-
20; 1 2 :5-7). Being 'flesh' he shares in the helpless 
dependence of the dumb creation on God's mercy 
( I s. 2:22; 40:6; Pss. 1 03: 1 5 ; 1 04:27-30). Even in 
making nature serve hirn he has to serve nature, 
tend it, and bring it to fruition (Gn. 2: 1 5). He is 
subject to the same laws as the natural world, and 
can find hirnself overwhelmed in the midst of the 
grandeur of the world in which he lives (Jb. 38--42). 

Nature is not simply a neutral framework or 
background for man's life. Between nature and 
man there are deep and mysterious bonds. The 
natural world falls under the curse of corruption 
through the Fall of man (Gn. 3:  1 7- 1 8), and now 
suffers pain and death, waiting for the final re-
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demption of mankind before i t  can expect its own 
(Rom. 8: 1 9-23). Nature is regarded in the Bible as 
rejoicing in the events that lead to man's redemp
ti on (Ps. 96: 1 0- 1 3; Is. 35; 55: 1 2- 1 3) when It, too, 
shall enjoy deliverance ( Is. 1 1  :6-9; 65:25). Man, on 
his side has an instinctive sympathy wIth nature 
(Gn, 2: '1 9) and must respect its ordinances ( Lv. 
1 9: 1 9; Ot. 22:9- 1 0; Jb. 3 1 :38--40), realize his de
pendence on it ,  and toil to &ain from his natural 
environment sustenance for his IIfe and enrIchment 
for his culture (Gn. 3 : 1 7; 9 : 1 -7), 

b. Man 's destiny 
Yet man cannot find the true meaning of his life 
within this context. The animals can provide no 
'helper fit for hirn' (Gn. 2: 1 8). He has a history and 
a destiny to fulfil, unique among the rest of cre
ation. He is made 'in the image of God' (Gn. 1 :27). 
While some have suggested that this image is ex
pressed in man's dominion over the earth, or in his 
power of reasoning, or even in his physical chara�
teristics, it seems better to find It nelther In man s 
relationship with the world nor in any static im
press on man's being, but in his responsibility to
wards his Creator. In the Genesis account of cre
ation God, when he creates man, is regarded as 
taking up an attitude of deeper personal concern 
for hirn (Gn. I :26; cf 1 :3 , 6, ete), and an approach 
that involves hirnself in a c10ser relationship with 
man his creature (Gn. 2 :7) than with the rest of 
creation. God approaches man and addresses hirn 
as a 'thou' (Gn. 3:9, AV), and man is made to re
spond to God's gracious word in personal love and 
trust. Only in this response can man be what he 
truly iso God's word by which he lives (cf Mt. 4:4) 
offers hirn a relationship that lifts hirn above the 
rest of creation around hirn, and confers on hirn 
his dignity as a child of God, made in his image 
and reflecting his glory. This dignity, moreover, is 
not something he possesses as an isolated indi
vidual before God, but only as he also stands in 
responsible and loving relationship to his fellow
men. It i s  as man within his family and social rela
tionships that he truly reflects the image of God 
(Gn. 1 :27-28; 2: 1 8). 

c. Man 's SlruClure 
Various words are used to describe man in his rela
tionship to God and to his environment, and in the 
structure of his own being. These are: spirit ( Heb. 
rüa�, Gk. pneuma), soul (Heb. nepes, Gk, psychi), 
body (only in NT Gk. ,  söma), flesh ( Heb. bäsär, 
Gk. sarx). These words are used according to the 
different  aspects of man's activity or being wh ich it 
is intended to emphasize, but they must not be re
garded as describing separate or separable parts 
which go to make up what man iso The use of the 
word 'soul' may emphasize his individuality and 
vitality with emphasis on his inner life and feeling 
and personal consciousness. The use of the word 
'body' may emphasize the historical and outward 
associations that affect his life, But the soul is, and 
must be, the soul of his body, and vice versa, Man 
is also in such a relation to the Spirit of God that 
he has spirit, and yet not in such a way that he can 
be described as spirit, or that spirit can be regarded 
as a third aspect of his identity. Man as 'flesh' is 
man in his connection with the realm of nature and 
with humanity as a whole, not only in its weakness 
but also in its sinfulness and opposition to God. 

Other words are used to define the seat of cer
tain particular aspects or functions of man . In the 
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OT emotional impulses and feelings are attributed, 
really and metaphorically, to organs of the body 
such as the 0 heart (/eQ) , o liver (käQetj), 0 kidneys 
(k'läyö!) and • bowels (me'im). The 0 blood is also 
regarded as being cJosely identified with the Iife or 
nepes. It is especially the heart (/eQ) that is the seat 
of a wide range of volitional and intellectual as 
weil as emotional activities, and tends to denote 
the soul, or man viewed from his inward and 
hidden side. In the NT the same use is made of the 
Gk. word kardia (= leQ, heart). Two more words, 
nous, 'mind', and syneidesis, 'conscience', are 
brought into use, and a cJearer distinction is made 
between the 'in ward' and 'outward' man, but these 
two aspects of the one man cannot be separated, 
and the future holds not the mere 'immortality of 
the soul' but the 'resurrection of the body', which 
means the salvation and renewal of the wh oIe man 
in the fullness of his being. 

d. Man's sin 
The Fall of man (Gn. 3) involves his refusal to 
respond to God's word, and to enter the relation
ship in which he can fulfil the purpose for which he 
was created. Man seeks to find within hirnself the 
justification for his existence ( Rom. 10 :3). Instead 
of seeking to enter a true relationship with God 
and his fellow-men in which he can reflect God's 
image and glory, he seeks to find the meaning of 
his destiny merely in his relationship with the cre
ated world in the context of his immediate en
vironment ( Rom. 1 :25). The result is that his life 
has be co me characterized by bondage (Heb. 2: 1 4-
1 5), conflict with evil powers (Eph . 6: 1 2), frailty 
and frustration ( l s. 40:6; Jb. 14 :  I ), and he is so 
perverted and evil in his mind and heart (Gn. 8 :2 I ;  
Jb. 1 4:4; Ps. 5 1 :5 ;  M t .  1 2: 39; 1 5 : 1 9-20) that he 
turns the truth of God into a lie (Rom. 1 :25). 

e. Man in God's image 
Yet in spite of the Fall, man under the promise of 
Christ must still be regarded as in the image of 
God (Gn . 5: I ff.; 9: I ff.; Ps. 8;  I Cor. I I :7; Jas. 3:9), 
not because of wh at he is in hirnself, but because of 
wh at Christ is for hirn, and because of wh at he is in 
Christ . In Christ is now to be seen the true mean
ing of the covenant which God sought to make 
with man in the Word, and the destiny wh ich man 
was made to fulfil (cf Gn. 1 :27-30; 9:8- 1 7; Ps. 8; 
Eph . I :22; Heb. 2:6ff.), for the unfaithfulness of 
man does not nullify the faithfulness of God 
(Rom. 3:3) . Therefore in the sight of God, man, 
seen both in the individual (Mt .  1 8 :  I 2) and corpor
ate (Mt .  9:36; 23:37) aspects of his Iife, is of more 
value than the whole realm of nature (Mt.  1 0 :3 1 ;  
1 2 : 1 2 ; Mk.  8 :36--37), and the finding of the lost 
man is worth the most painful search and complete 
sacrifice on God's part (Lk. 1 5). 

Jesus Christ is the true image of God (Col. I :  1 5 ; 
2 Cor. 4:4) and thus the true man (Jn. 1 9 :5) . He is 
both the unique individual and the incJusive repre
sentative of the whole ra ce, and his achievement 
and victory mean freedom and life for all man kind 
(Rom. 5 : 1 2-2 1 ) . He fulfils the covenant in which 
God bestows on man his true destiny. In Christ, by 
faith, man finds hirnself being changed into the 
likeness of God (2 Cor. 3: I 8) and can hope con
fidently for full conformity to his image (Rom. 
8 :29) at the final manifestation of his glory (I Jn. 
3 :2). In 'putting on' this image by faith he must 
now 'put off the old nature' (Eph. 4:24; Col. 3: I 0), 
which seems to imply a further renunciation of the 
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idea that the image of God can be thought of as 
something inherent in the natural man, though 
even the natural man must be regarded as being 
created in the image of God (cf 2 Cor. 5: 1 6-- 1 7) . 

In the development of the doctrine of man, the 
church came under the influence of Gk. thought 
with its dualistic contrast between matter and 
spirit. Emphasis was placed on the soul with its 
'divine spark', and there was a tendency to regard 
man as a self-contained individual entity whose 
true nature could be understood by the examin
ation of the separate elements constituting his 
being. Emphasis was placed by some of the 
Fathers on the rationality, freedom and immortal
ity of the soul as being the main element in man's 
Iikeness to God, though others found the image of 
God also in his physical being. I renaeus regarded 
the image of God as a destiny which man was cre
ated to grow into. Augustine dwelt on the similarity 
between the Trinity and the threefold structure in 
man's memory, intellect and will. 

An exaggerated distinction was also suggested 
between the meanings of the two words 'image' 
and 'Iikeness' ($e1em and d'mu!) of God, in which 
man was said to be created (Gn. 1 :26), and this 
gave rise to the scholastic doctrine that the 'Iike
ness' (LaI . similitudo) of God was a supernatural 
gift given by God to man in his creation, i. e. an 
original righteousness (justitia originalis) and per
fect self-determination before God, wh ich could 
be, and indeed was, lost in the Fall. The 'image' 
(imago), on the other hand, consisted of what be
longed to man by nature, i. e. his freewill, rational 
nature and dominion over the animal world, which 
could not be lost even in the Fall .  This means that 
the Fall destroyed what was originally supernatural 
in man, but left his nature and the image of God in 
hirn wounded, and his will free. 

At the Reformation Luther denied the distinc
tion between imago and simi/itudo. The Fall radic
ally affected the imago, destroyed man's freewill (in 
the sense of arbitrium, though not of volull tas), 
and corrupted man's being in its most important 
aspects, only a tiny relic of his original image and 
relationship to God being left. Calvin, however, 
also stressed the fact that the true meaning of 
man's creation is to be found in what is given to 
hirn in Christ, and that man comes to be in God's 
image as he reflects back to hirn his glory, in grati
tude and faith. 

In later Relormed dogmatics the concepts of 
imago and simili/udo were again diffcrentia.ted 
when theologians spoke of the essential image of 
God which could not be lost, and the accidental 
but natural endowments (incJuding original right
eousness) which might be lost without the loss of 
humanity itself. In more modern times Brunner 
has attempted to use the concept of the 'formal' 
imago consisting of the present structure of man's 
being, based on law. This has not been lost in the 
Fall, and is a point of contact for the gospel. It is 
one aspect of a unified theological nature of man 
which even in its perversion reveals traces of the 
image of God. 'Materially', however, for Brunner, 
the imago has been completely lost. R .  Niebuhr has 
returned to the scholastic distinction between, on 
the one hand, the essential nature of man wh ich 
cannot be destroyed, and, on the other hand, an 
original righteousness, the virtue and perfection of 
which would represcnt the normal expression of 
that nature. 

Kar! Barth, in formulating his doctrine of man, 



has chosen a path different from that followed by 
church tradition. We cannot know real man till 
we know hirn in and through Christ, therefore we 
must discover what man is only through what we 
find Jesus Christ to be in the gospel. We must not 
take sin more seriously than grace, therefore we 
must refuse to regard man as being no longer the 
one God made hirn. Sin creates the conditions 
under wh ich God acts, but does not so change the 
structure of man's being that when we look at 
Jesus Christ in relation to men and mankind, we 
cannot see within human life analogical relation
ships which show a basic form of humanity cor
responding to and similar to the divine determin
ation of man. Though man is not by nature God's 
'covenant-partner', nevertheless in the strength of 
the hope we have in Christ human existence is an 
existence wh ich corresponds to God hirnself, and 
in this sense is in the image of God. Barth finds 
special significance in the fact that man and 
woman together are created in the image of God, 
and stresses the mutual communication and help
fulness of man to man as being of the essence of 
human nature. But  only in the incarnate Son, Jesus 
Christ, and through his election in Christ, can man 
know God and be related to God in this divine 
image. 
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MANAEN. The Gk.  form of the Heb. name Me
nahem ('comforter'). Brought up with ('foster
brot her of') Herod Antipas, Manaen's life took a 
very different turn from that of the tetrarch, and he 
is round as one of the Christian leaders at Antioch 
along with Paul and Barnabas (Acts 1 3 : I ) . He may 
havc been related to an earlier Manaen or Mena
hem, an Essene who, according to Josephus (Ant. 
1 5 . 373), was a friend of Herod thc Grcat. J .O.O. 

MANAHATH, MANA HATH ITES. I .  Son of 
Shobal, son 01' Scir the Horitc (Gn. 36:23; I Ch. 
1 :40), who was the eponymous ancestor 01' a clan 
of Mt Seir later absorbed by Edom. 

2. Thc name of a city to which ccrtain Ben
jaminites were carried captive (I Ch. 8:6), and 

MANASSEH 

which seems to have been somewhere in the vicin
ity of Bethlehem (so GTT, p. 1 55). ISBE and Grol
lenberg suggest an identification with Manocho, a 
town in the hill-country of Judah listed in Jos. 
1 5 :59, LXX, and probably to be identified with the 
modern Maliha, SW of Jerusalem. Mahanath may 
also be the 'Nohah' of Jdg. 20:43, for both names 
mean 'resting-place'. Amarna Letter 292 (ANET, 
p. 489) mentions a Manhatu in the realm of Gezer 
which is probably the same place. 

Manahathites, inhabitants of Manahath, are 
mentioned in I Ch. 2:52, 54. They were the des
cendants of Caleb. Half of them were the progeny 
of • Shobal, and the others of Salma (. SALMON). 

J.O.O. 

MANASSEH ('making to forget'). I.  Eider son of 
Joseph, born in Egypt of an Egyptian mother, 
• Asenath, daughter of • Potiphera, the priest of 
On (Gn. 41 : 5 1 ) . Israel accepted Manasseh and 
Ephraim as co-equals with Reuben and Simeon, 
but Manasseh lost the right of firstborn W1s8r) in 
favour of his younger brother Ephraim (Gn. 48:5, 
1 4) .  An interesting and early parallel i s  found in 
Ugaritic literature, Keret Legend (Tab. 1 28, 3 .  1 5), 
'The youngest of them I will make firstborn 
(abrkn). ' 

2. The tribe of Manasseh derived from seven 
families: one from Machir, and the remaining six 
from Gilead. They occupied land on both sides of 
Jordan; the E portion being gran ted by Moses, the 
W by Joshua (Jos. 22:7). After the crossing of 
Jordan and the settlement in the land, Joshua per
mitted the half-tri be of Manasseh, together with 
Reuben and Gad, to return to the conquered terri
tory of Sihon, king of Heshbon, and Og, king of 
Bashan (Nu. 32:33). The E lot of the half-tribe 
of Manasseh covered part of Gilead and all of 
Bashan (Dt. 3 : 1 3). The W half of the tribe was 
gran ted good land N of Ephraim, and S of Zebu
lun and Issachar (Jos. 1 7 : 1 - 1 2). This W part was 
divided into ten portions: five to those families 
having male descendants, and live to Manasseh's 
sixth family, i.e. the posterity 01' Hepher, all fe
males and daughters of Zelophehad (Jos. 1 7:3). W 
Manasseh included a chain of Canaanite fortresses 
and strong cities, among which were • Megiddo, 
• Taanach, • Ibleam and • Bethshan. These they 
failed to conquer but compelled their inhabitants 
eventually to pay tribute. Though the lot of Man
asseh and Ephraim, the tribe of Joseph, was large, 
they lodged a complaint with Joshua for more 
land. I n  reply he advised them to show their worth 
by clearing the unclaimed forest areas (Jos. 1 7 : 1 4-
1 8) .  Golan, a city 01' Bashan, in E Manasseh, was 
one of the six • 'cities of refuge' (Jos. 20:8 ;  2 1  :27; I 
Ch. 6:7 1 ) . 

The tribe was renowned for its valour; among its 
heroes was Gideon in the W (Jdg. 6: 1 5), and Jeph
thah in the E (Jdg. 1 1 : I ) . Some of the tribe of 
Manasseh deserted to David at Ziklag (I Ch. 
1 2: 1 9-20), and also rallied to his support at 
Hebron (v. 3 1 ) . Manassites were among those de
ported to Assyria by Tiglath-pileser (I Ch. 5: 1 8-
26). 

Difficulties havc been found in the genealogies 
of the tribe of Manasseh, given in Nu. 26:28-34; 
Jos. 1 7 : 1 -3 ;  I Ch. 2:2 1-23; 7 : 1 4- 19  (see HDB on 
'Manasseh'). But if allowance is made for a cor
rupt text in I Ch. 7 : 1 4- 1 5 ,  then harmony can be 
restored. It is probable that the words 'Huppim 
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Map showing the land al/otted to the tribe 0/ Manasseh. 

and Shuppim' are glossed into v. 1 5  rrom v. 12 ,  and 
possible that the word 'Asriel' is a dittograph. 

A comparison or the Heb. text or these verses 
with LXX, Syr. Peshitta and Vulg. indicates that 
the original text may have had the rollowing 
words: 'The son or Manasseh (Asriel) . . .  whom 
his Syrian concubine . .  bore Machir the rather 
or Gilead and Machir took a wire . . .  and his 
sister's name Maacha and the name or the . .  
Zelophehad and Zelophehad had daughters . .  . '  
Apart rrom these verses, the genealogies are 
consistent. 

3. Son or Hezekiah and Hephzibah, he began 
his reign in Jerusalem at the age or 1 2  and reigned 
55 years (2 Ki. 2 1 : 1 ;  2 Ch.  33: 1 ) ;  probably as co
regent with his rat her 696-686 BC, and as sole ruler 
686-642 BC (E. R .  Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers 
0/ the Hebrew Kings, 1 95 1 ,  pp. I 54ff. ) .  His reign 
was a time or religious retrogression, caused by 
terror 01' Assyria and a rascination ror her cults. 
This resulted in a syncretism or Baalism, a cult or 
Astarte at the 'high places', astral worship, with 
spiritism and divination. His long reign was bloody 
and reactionary, and notorious ror the introduc
tion or illegal altars into the Temple courts, and 
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'the passing or his sons through the li re' in the 
valley or the son or Hinnom . 

The name 'Manasseh, king or Judah' appears on 
the Prism or Esarhaddon (Me-na-si-i sar la-Ii-di), 
and on the Prism or Ashurbanipal (Mi-in·si-e sar 
la-li-di), among twenty-two tributaries or Assyria 
(ANET, pp. 29 1 ,  294). The Chronicler narrates 
Manasseh's deportation to Babyion, his repent
ance and release (2 Ch. 33: 1 0- 1 3) .  A parallel to 
this is the capture and the subsequent release or 
Neco I, king or Egypt, by Ashurbanipal (Rassam 
Cylinder, ANET, p. 295) .  Since a revolt against As
syria occurred in Manasseh's reign, in support or 
Shamash-shum-ukin, viceroy or Babyion, he may 
weil have been involved in it (ANET, p. 298). His 
rerormation appears to have been superlicial and 
was swept away in the reign or his son. R.J .A .S. 

MANGER. The reeding-trough ror animals in a 
stall or stable, translated 'crib' in J b. 39:9 (AV, RSV); 
Pr. 1 4:4 (AV); I s. 1 :3 (AV, RSV). Gk. phatne has an 
extended meaning or 'stall' (Lk.  1 3 :  1 5) ,  and is used 
in LXX to translate various Heb. words, ·unvä, 
'stall' (2 Ch. 32:28), refter (Hab. 3: 1 7), ·egüs (Jb. 



39:9; Pr. 1 4 :4; Is. I :3) .  In the NT it occurs in Lk.  
2:7, 1 2, 1 6; 1 3 : 1 5 . 

Mangers are known in other lands besides Pales
line. I n  Palestine the stable or stall was attached to 
Ihe owner's house and was furnished with a 
manger. The stables at • Megiddo, now dated to 
Ihe Omrid dynasty, had hollowed-out limestone 
blocks for feed boxes. Christian tradition holds 
that Jesus was born in a cave in the neighbourhood 
of Bethlehem. In that case thc manger may have 
been cut out of the rock walls. J .A.T. 

MANNA. A substance which was the Israelites' 
chief food during their 40 years' sojourn in the 
wilderness (Ex. 1 6:35). When I srael grumbled at 
the lack of food in the wilderness of Sin, God gave 
them 'bread from heaven' (Ex. 1 6:4; Ps. 78 :23-24), 
and h is provision did not cease until they crossed 
into Canaan and ate the food of that land (Jos. 
5 :  1 2), despite their grumbling (Nu. 1 1  :6; cf Ne. 
9:20). The Israelites were to collect an omer each 
for five days and double that amount on the sixth 
day to  last them over the sabbath,  as none would 
appear on that day. Usually it did not keep over
night but became maggoty and malodorous if left 
over, but the manna to be kept for sabbath use was 
preserved by being cooked or baked beforehand 
(Ex .  1 6:4-5, 1 6-30). Each morning after the dew 
had gone there was found on the ground a 'smalI, 
round thing' like hoar-frost, whitish, like 
coriander-seed and bdellium, with a honey taste; it 
could be ground and used in cooking and baking. 
The people said, 'What ( Heb. man) is it?' and called 
it manna (man). Such are the data in Ex. 1 6: 1 4- 1 5 ,  
3 1 ;  N u .  1 1  :7-9. An omerful was preserved by 
Aaron at God's command as a witness for future 
generations (Ex. 1 6:33-34; Heb. 9:4). 

Many have speculated on the precise nature of 
this manna, and several partial paralleis are 
known. To the present time in Sinai, certain insects 
produce honeydew excretions on tamarisk-twigs 
seasonally every June for some weeks. At night 
these drops fall from the trees to the ground, where 
they remain un til the heat of the sun brings forth 
the ants wh ich remove them. These drops are 
smalI, sticky, light-coloured, and sugary-sweet, 
quite strikingly like the biblical descriptions in Ex. 
16 and Nu. 1 1 . Other honeydcw-producing insects 
are known in Sinai and elsewhere, e.g. certain cica
das. However, these products do not fit the biblical 
description in all particulars. On them, see F. S. 
Bodenheimer, BA 1 0, 1 947,  pp. 1 -6; for a photo of 
tamarisk-twigs with drops, see W. Keller, The Bible 
as His/OfY, 1 956, plate between pp. 1 1 2-1 1 3 .  I n  S 
Aigeria in 1 932 and also about 70 years before, 
after unusual weather 'there were falls of a whitish, 
odourless, tasteless matter of a farinaceous kind 
wh ich covered tents and 'Vegetation each mornin§' 
(A .  Rendie Short, Modern Discovery and Ihe Bible , 
1 9 52, p. 1 52) . Also in 1 932, a white substance like 
manna one morning covered an area of ground 
640 x 1 8  m on a farm in Natal and was eaten by 
the natives (H .  S. Gehman in WDB, p. 375a). None 
of these phenomena satisfies the biblical data, and 
the provision of the manna remains ultimately in 
the realm of the miraculous, especially in its con
tinuity, quantity and 6-day periodici ty. The partial 
paralleis cited above may indicate, however, the 
kind of physical bases used by God in this 
provision. 

The manna was used by God to teach lessons for 
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spiritual instruction as weil as physical sustenance. 
Israel was told that with the failure of other food 
('suffered thee to hunger'), his provision of manna 
was 10 'make you know that man does not live by 
bread alone, but that man lives by everything that 
proceeds out of the mouth of thc Lord' (D! .  8:3, cf 
v. 1 6). God used the provision of manna on 6 days 
and not the seventh to teach I srael obedience, and 
convicted them of disobedience (Ex. 1 6: 1 9, cf vv. 
20, 25-30). Jesus Christ uses the manna, God
given 'bread from heaven', as a type of himself, the 
true bread of life, and contrasts the shadow with 
the substance: 'your fathers ate the manna in the 
wilderness, and they died' (Jn .  6:49), but he could 
say, ' I  am the bread of life . . .  which came down 
from heaven; if any one eats of this bread, he will 
live for ever' (Jn.  6 :35,  5 1 ,  and cf vv. 26-59 
passim). Eternal life was made available to man by 
the merits of Christ's death (v. 5 1 ) .  In Rev. 2: 1 7  the 
'h idden manna' represents spiritual sustenance 
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imparted by the Spirit of Christ. K.A.K.  

MANOAH. Samson's father. The name is identical 
in form with a word meaning 'resting-place, state 
or condition of rest' from the root mvh, 'to rest' 
(BDB), and with the Wädi el-Munäb, which runs 
into Wädi Sarär from Tibneh (= Timnah). 
Manoah was a Danite from Zorah ($or'ä) (Jdg. 
1 3 :2), and one name may be derived from the 
other. A connection with the Manahathites of I 
Ch. 2:54 is more dubious. These were a Calebite 
clan of Judah ( I  Ch. 2 :50ff.) ,  and may have been 
among those Judahites who lived in Zorah in post
exilic times (Ne. 1 1  :29). For a discussion of these 
coincidences, see C. F. Surney, Book 0/ ludges, 
1 920, p. 34 1 .  M anoah is best known for the angelic 
annunciation of Samson's birth .  He appears as a 
man of prayer and godly fear, and he tried to dis
suade his son from marrying outside the covenant 
people (Jdg. 1 4:3) .  He predeceased his son (Jdg. 
1 6: 3 1 ). A.G. 

MANSIONS (AV) (Gk. monai, Vulg. mansiones. 
Rvmg. 'abiding-places', RSV 'rooms'). Various 
speculations have been made about this figure of 
speech used by our Lord in Jn. 1 4:2 (e.g. B. F. 
Westcott ,  The Gospel according /0 SI lohn, 2, 1 908, 
p. 1 67). Most scholars agree that what is intended 
is that the Father will provide room and to spare in 
the cternal abode. The Gk. word elsewhere in NT 
occurs only in v. 23 of this chapter. See F. Hauck, 
TDNT 4,  pp. 579-58 1 .  J .D .D.  

MAON, MAONITES. I .  Descendants of the 
Calebite branch of the tribe of Judah. Maon was 
the son of Shammai and the father of the inhabit
ants of Seth-zur ( I  Ch. 2:45). The town Maon fea
tures in Judah in the list in Jos. 1 5 :55. In this area 
David and his men sheltered from Sau I ( I  Sa. 
23:24-25), and the churlish Nabal lived there ( I  Sa. 
25:2). The M aonites are mentioned in the official 
list of those who returned from Exile (Ezr. 2 :50, AV 
'Mehunim', RSV 'Meunim'; Ne. 7:52, 'Meunirn'). 
Khirbet-el-Ma'in, 1 4  km S of Hebron and 65 km 
W of Gaza, marks the ancient site. Traces of 
Early I ron Age I pottery and a remarkable late 
4th---6th century AD synagogue with mosaics were 
found there. It is surrounded by pasture-Iands, 
probably the 'wilderness of Maon' where David 
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sought re fuge from Saul ( I  Sa. 23 :24-25) and was 
saved by a Philistine raid ( I  Sa. 23 :27f.). 

2. A hostile people in Transjordan, linked with 
Amalek and the Zidonians as oppressors of Israel 
(Jdg. 10: 1 2); a pastoral people attacked by Heze
kiah (RSV 'Meunirn', I Ch.  4:4 1 ), and Uzziah (2 
Ch. 26:7). Their association with Arabs and Am
monites (2 Ch. 20: I) suggests Ma'än, SE of Petra, 
as their horne. J ,A,T. 

MARAH ( Heb. mära, 'bitter'). This was the first 
named camp 01' the Israelites after the Red Sea 
crossing, called Marah because only bitter water 
was found there (Ex. 1 5 :23 ;  Nu.  33 :8-9), and per
haps also by comparison with the sweet water of 
the Nile Valley to which they had been accus
tomed. On the likely assumption that the route 
from the crossing led to the mountains in the S of 
the Sinai peninsula, Marah is often identified with 
the modern Ain Hawarah, c. 75 km SSE of Suez. 
However, H. H. Rowley (From Joseph to Joshua, 
1 950, p, 1 04) and 1. Gray ( VT 4, 1 954, pp. 1 49f.) 
identify Marah with • Kadesh, a view refuted by 
GTT, p, 252, n. 2 1 8 ; B. Rothenberg and Y. Aha
roni, God's Wilderness, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 1 , 93f., 1 42ff., 
present both views. (. WILDERNESS OF THE 
WANDERING.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. S. Childs, Exodus, 1 974, pp. 
265-270. J .D.D. 

G.I .D. 

MARANATHA. An Aramaic formula used in 
transliteration without explanation at I Cor. 
1 6:22, AV. In the Didache ( 1 0. 6) it figures as part 
of the eucharistic liturgy. The phrase is probably 
to be resolved as märana La, 'our Lord, come!' 
(see G. H. Dalman, Grammatik des jüdisch
palästinisch Aramäisch, pp. 1 20, n .  2; 297, n. 2:  
also Jesus-Jeshlla, 1 929, p. 1 3 , for the resolution 
märan " La of identical meaning). The anticipation 
and longing expressed in this early Christian 
prayer may be seen reflected in I Cor. 1 1  :26 (cf 
the context in the Didache) and in Rev. 22:20. The 
occurrence of the phrase at I Cor. 1 6:22 derives 
from the idea of judgment implicit in v. 2 1 ,  wh ich 
is c10sely linked with the idea of the second com
ing (cf the Old Latin MS g and the Ethiopic ver
sion, wh ich render maranatha as 'at the coming of 
the Lord') . 

In Gk. MSS with accents and punctuation the 
phrase is often written as i f  it represented maran 
'"La, 'our Lord has come'. This seems less likely in 
view of the ideas of the Eucharist and the judg
ment with which i t  is linked in the context, unless i t  
b e  a reference to the Lord's manifestation o f  him
self through the Eucharist. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. Zahn,  [NT, 1 909, I, pp. 303-
305; K. G. Kuhn, TDNT 4, pp. 466-472; W. 
M undle, C. Brown , NIDNTT 2, pp. 895-898; C. F. 
D. Moule, 'A Reconsideration of the Context of 
Maranatha', NTS 6, 1 959-60, pp. 307ff.; BA GD. 

J .N.B. 

MARESHAH ( Heb. märe'sah). A town in the 
Shephelah (los. 1 5 :44), covering the road up the 
Wadi Zeita to Hebron; now Tell Sandahanna (Tel 
Maresha). The inhabitants c1aimed descent from 
Shelah ( I  Ch. 4:2 1 ) . Rehoboam fortified it ,  and in 
this area Zerah of Ethiopia was defeated by Asa; 
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Eliezer the prophet was born here (2 Ch. 1 1  :8;  1 4 :9; 
20:37). Later it was a Sidonian colony and an im
portant stronghold of Idumaea (I Macc. 5:66; 2 
Macc. 1 2 :35; Zeno, Cairo M useum pap. 59006; 
10sephus, Ant. 1 2 . 353; 1 4. 75) .  The Parthians dcs
troyed it in 40 BC (Ant. 1 4 .  364); in its place rose 
Eleutheropolis, now Beit Guvrin or J ibrin, I y, km 
to the N; a village to the W is now Khirbet 
Mar'ash. The name, probably derived from rö's 
(head), was perhaps not unique (Rudolph on I Ch. 
2:42).  See NEAEHL, pp. 948-957. J . P.U.L.  

MARI, mod. Tell J:lariri, i s  a site located on the 
middle Euphrates river in mod. Syria. A.  Parrot 
excavated the si te from 1 933. Since 1 979 1. Mar
gueron has continued the excavat ions. Situated 
midway up the valley, 2 km from the Euphrates, it 
forms a mid-point on the river between Babyion to 
the SE and Emar to the NW. The si te was first built 
near the end of the fourth millennium BC. I ts cen
tral importance grew throughout the third millen
nium BC. In the early second millennium BC it 
emerged as a centre of Amorite culture under the 
leadership of Yahdun-Lim and his successors. 
However, Harnrnurabi conquered the last of the 
dynasty, Zimri-Lim. The king of Babyion des
troyed the city in the mid- 1 8th century BC. The city 
never again flourished. Excavation of the si te has 
revealed a palace preserving many rooms and or
ganized around two large court yards. The rooms 
contain frescoes. Although its foundations date 
earlier, Zimri-Lim made the structure a centre of 
international renown for its magnificence. It has 
been compared with other palaces of the mid
second millennium, especially that of the Minoan 
civilization found at Knossos on Crete. 

Archaeologists have excavated more than 
20,000 tablets and fragments. Although a few 
dozen date from the 23rd ccntury and a handful 
from the following centuries, most originate in the 
final two decades of the Amorite dynasty (e. 
1 780- 1 760 BC) . Many record the administration 
of the palace. From the palace there are numerous 
letters, and a few treaties, literary and religious 
texts. The gaps in the letters and treaties, as weil as 
the mutilated state of the latter, led Durand in 
1 992 to suggest that Harnrnurabi removed these 
documents when he conquered the ci ty. Many 
thousands of personal names of the citizens of 
Mari have come to light from census lists. These 
attest to the dominance of a W Semitic popula
tion, called Amorite. The OT dates the patriarchs 
to this period. As W Semitic ancestors of Israel, 
they too would have been Amorites. Sharing a 
common cuIture, Mari practices parallel those of 
Israel. Thus the asakkum at Mari resembied 
Israel's �erem, i.e. the 'ban' imposed on Canaanite 
property and lives, as in the conquest of lericho 
(los. 6; Malamat). Both terms can refer to thc 
property of a deity. As with 10shua, at Mari a 
military commander could impose a ban on the 
spoils of war by public proclarnation. In both 
cases, violation of the ban incurred serious pen
alty. Study of the Mari texts has illuminated the 
OT in many areas, including patriarchal customs, 
prophecy and proper names. 

Texts describe the making of peace treaties 
through the slaughter of various animals (Held, 
Malamat). This resembles the covenant God 
makes with Abram in Gn. 1 5  which also involves 
the slaughter of animals. Genesis portrays the 



l i festyle 01' the patriarchs as (encJosed) nomadic 
pastoralists, who move about with their herds 
while maintaining commercial relations with cities. 
This paralleis Mari, where various nomadic tri bai 
groups (Mari gäyüm, cf Heb. goy 'people, nation') 
sought water and pasture rights for their livestock 
(Mari nawüm, 'people, livestock, camp', cf Heb. 
näweh, 'pasture, abode'; Malamat). Both urban 
and tribai groups benefited. Nomads might settle 
in order to obtain a better life. The reverse also 
occurred. Jacob grew up in a nomadic family, set
tled at Haran, and then returned to a nomadic l ife
style. NaIJälwn, 'to give or inherit property (espe
cially land)' resembles Heb. nafl" läh, ' inheritance' 
01' land given to God's people. 

The Heb. m'basser, 'bringer 01' good news' ( ls. 
40:9; 41 :27; 52:7), underlies NT 'evangelize'. At 
Mari, the mubassiru was a military messenger 
who brought good news of victory (Fisher). Heb. 
nä6i', 'prophet', resembles the Mari (and Emar) 
na-bi-i who work with diviners (bärum) and whose 
role is to invoke deities in prayer, blessing or 
inquiry. Cf Baal's prophets (I Ki. 1 8 :26-29) and 
Naaman's expectation (2 Ki. 5 :  1 1 ) which contrast 
with the Heb. nä6i' who responds to God's initia
tive (Nu. 1 1 :25-27; I Sa. 1 0; 1 9; Fleming). 
Cruder, but reminiscent 01' Ezekiel's acts and 
Amos' wordplay, a muMum prophet devours a 
raw lamb and uses the same word to announce 
that the land will be devoured . Mari attests to a 
divine council ( Ps. 82; Je. 23), to divine commis
sioning 01' a prophet ( I s. 6:8), to prophets as mes
sengers, and to critical and ethical messages 
towards the king (Gordon). 

Mari gentilics (Benjamini tes, Canaanites) and 
personal names or their elements (Adam [but 
feminine], Seth, Mahalalel, Reu, Shem, Harn, 
Milcah, Arioch, Ab[a]ram, Jacob, David) corres
pond to biblical names but refer to different name
bearers. The relationship 01' the l;Iabiru, 'socially 
disenfranchised people', to Heb. is not established. 
Mari place names and divine names do refer to 
the same biblical sites (Haran, Nahor, Serug [but a 
personal name]) and deities (Hadad, Dagan, Baal, 
EI). Hazor, a trading partner 01' Mari, is the only 
I sraeli te city mentioned. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Texts are published in the con
tinuing series, Archives royales de Mari. This se ries 
incJudes texts in photograph, hand copy, trans
literation and translation into French. The major 
journal studying the archives is MARI, Mari: An
nales de recherches interdisciplinaires; M .  Held, 
' Ph ilological Notes on the Mari Covenant Rit
uals', in Bulletin ol the American Schools ol Orien
tal Research 200, 1 970, pp. 32-40; V. H .  Matthews, 
Pastoral Nomadism in the Mari Kingdom (c. 1830-
1 760 Be), 1 978; A. Malamat, Mari and the Early 
lsraelite Experience 1 989; IEJ 45, 1995, pp. 226-
229; J-M . Durand, 'Mari (Texts)', ABD 4, 1 992, 
pp. 529-536; R. W. Fisher, 'The Mubassirü Mes
sengers at Mari', in Young, 1 992, pp. 1 1 3- 1 20; J -C. 
Margueron, 'Mari (Archaeology)', in ABD 4, 
1 992, pp. 525-529; G. D. Young (ed .),  Mari in 
Retrospecl. Fifty Years 01 Mari and Mari Studies, 
1 992; D. E. Flell!ing, 'The Etymological Origins 01' 
the Hebrew näbi': The One Who I nvokes God', 
CBQ 55, 1 993, pp. 2 1 7-224; R.  P. Gordon, ' From 
M ari to Moses: Prophecy at Mari and in Ancient 
Israel', in 01 Prophets' Visions and the Wisdom 01 
Sages. Essays in Honour 01 R. Norman Whybray on 
His Seventieth Birthday, JSOTSS 1 62, 1 993, pp. 
63-73. R.S.H. 

MARK, GOSPEL OF. 

I. Outline of contents 

a. Prologue ( I : I - 1 3) 
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The ministry of John ( I :  1 -8); baptism and tempta
tion of Jesus (I :9- 1 3). 

b. The earlier Galilean ministry ( I :  1 4-6:44) 
The kingdom 01' God in Galilee ( I :  1 4-45); the be
ginning 01' conflict (2: 1 -3 :6); conflict increases 
(3:7-35); division caused (parabies 01' the King
dom) (4: 1 -34); Jesus, by-passing the synagogue, 
communicates himself to Israel (4:35-6:44). 

c. The later Galilean ministry (6:45-9:50) 
Jesus, removing  the barriers, communicates him
seil' to Gentiles (6:45-8: I 0); the Pharisees are re
fused a sign and the disciples cannot see one when 
i t  is given ( 8 : 1 1 -26); confession and transfiguration 
(8 :27-9: I 0); the passion foretold (9: 1 1 -50). 

d. The road to Jerusalem ( 1 0: I -52) 
Debates in Peraea ( 1 0: 1 -34); the test of greatness 
( 1 0:35-45); the healing 01' Bartimaeus ( 1 0:46-52). 

e. The Jerusalem ministry ( 1 1 :  1 - 1 3:37) 
Entry into Jerusalem ( 1 1 :  1 - 14); cJeansing 01' the 
Temple ( 1 1 : 1 5- 1 9) ;  exhortation and debate ( 1 1 :20-
1 2 :44); the * Olivet discourse ( 1 3 : 1 -37). 

f Passion and resurrection ( 1 4 :  1 - 1 6:8) 
The Last Supper ( 1 4 :  1 -25); agony in Gethsemane 
( 1 4:26-42); the arrest ( 1 4 :43-52); Jesus be fore the 
Sanhedrin ( 1 4 : 53-72); Jesus before Pilate ( 1 5 : 1 -
1 5); the crucifixion ( 1 5: 1 6-4 1 ); burial and resurrec
tion ( 1 5:42- 1 6:8). 

( 1 6:9-20 form a later addition to the Gospel.) 
The scope 01' Mark's Gospel is thus identical 

with that 01' the primitive apostolic preaching, be
ginning with John the Baptist and ending with the 
resurrection (cf Acts 1 0:36-43; 1 3:24-37). Those 
scholars who maintain that Mark originally ended 
at 1 3 :37, at least in its 'first edition' (e.g. E. 
Trocme), would say that verses like 9:9 assurne the 
resurrection witness, so that the scope 01' the 
Gospel is  sti l l  the same. 

IL Authorship 
This record of our Lord's ministry, the shortest 
and simplest 01' all the Gospels, was traditionally 
compiled by John Mark of Jerusalem, who at dif
ferent times was a younger companion of Paul, 
Barnabas and Peter ( *  MARK (lOHN)) . Other 
modern guesses have incJuded Philip the 
evangelist. 

a. Evidence 01 Papias 
The earliest statement about the origin 01' this 
Gospel is that given by Papias (preserved in Euse
bius, EH 3. 39) : 'Mark, who was the interpreter 01' 
Peter, wrote down accurately all that he remem
bered, whether of sayings or doings 01' Christ, but 
not in order. For he was neither a hearer nor a 
companion 01' the Lord; but afterwards, as I have 
said, he accompanied Peter, who adapted his in
struction as necessity required, not as though he 
were making a compilation of the Lord's oracJes. 
So then Mark made no mistake when he wrote 
down thus some things as he remembered them; 
for he concentrated on this alone-not to omit 
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anything that he had heard, nor to include any 
false statement among them. '  

Papias' information (c. AD 140) is  amplified a 
generation or so later in the anti-Marcionite 
prologue to Mark and in [renaeus. The anti
Marcionite prologue, only part of which has 
survived, says that Mark 'was called "stumpy
fingered" (kolobodaktylos) because his fingers were 
short in relation to the rest of his body; he was 
Peter's interpreter, and arter Peter's departure he 
committed his Gospel to writing in the parts of 
I taly'. [renaeus (Adv. Haer. 3. I .  I ), arter referring 
to Mark as having been written 'when Peter and 
Paul were preaching the gospel in Rome and 
founding the church there', adds that 'arter their 
departure (exodos) Mark, Peter's disciple, has him
self delivered to us in writing the substance of 
Peter's preaching'. Both of these authorities there
fore suggest a date shortly arter Peter's death, 
though later Fathers claim, perhaps tendentiously 
that it was written in Peter's lifetime. ' 
b. lnfluence 01 Peter 
Mark's Gospel has sometimes been popularly 
called Peter's Gospel (to be distinguished from 
later heretical works with this or similar titles), not 
only because of the evidence of these 2nd-century 
writers but also since, even if the hand be Mark's 
the voice is Peter's voice, to judge from the natur� 
of the incidents, choice of matter, and manner of 
treatment. It is, however, only fair to say that alter
native explanations can be found for all of these 
(see Nineham and Trocme) taken individually: 
nevertheless, their cumulative evidence is strong. I t  
may thus b e  no empty tradition that this i s  the 
written record of the preaching of Peter, origin
ally delivered to Christian catechumens, whether 
at Rome, or in the Gk. East, and reduced to writ
ing either on the death of its oral source or when 
the death became imminent. This would put the 
date of the Gospel somewhere in the second half 
of the I st century, perhaps betwecn the death of 
Peter in AD 65 and the fall of Jerusalem in AD 70 
if ch. 1 3  was written be fore the fall, as seem� 
most probable (unlike the parallel passages in 
Matthew and Luke). I n  any case, to allow use by 
Matthew and Luke, it could hardly be later than 
AD 75 .  

Others have chosen to describe it as the Gospel 
for the Romans (if it  had the influence of the 
powerful Roman church behind it, then its rapid 
and apparently untversal acceptance would be im
mediately .explicable), or the Gospel for the Gen
tiles; but 10 the. first of these identifications they 
may have been IOfluenced more by thc Lat. name 
borne by Mark, in addition to his Heb. name of 
John, and by the traditional place of origin of the 
Gospel, rat her than by an examination of the con
tents of the book . Luke has more claim, in every 
way, to be regarded as the Gentile Gospel ' and 
while Peter was initially used by God for th� con� 
version of the Gentile Cornelius (Acts 1 5 :7), yet he 
was untversally recognized in the early church as 
apostle to the circumcision (Ga! . 2 :8), not apostle 
to the Gentiles, as was Pau!. Thus it  is a priori 
unlikel� that Peter's teaching forms would be in i
tlally almed at, and adapted to, Gentile audiences. 
[ n  any case, modern scholarship shows increas
IOgly the thoroughly Jewish nature of all the Gos
pels, although it is true that Mark is at pains to 
explain Jewish words and customs, as though to a 
Hellenistic Gentile public. 

I I I .  Relationship to Matthew and Luke 

For over a century, since Lachmann's day, the 
question of the li terary relationship of Mark to the 
other Gospels has attracted the attention of W 
scholars. Apart from the Gospel of John, which in 
many ways stands by itself, it is obvious that some 
c10se link exists between the other three, usually 
called the Synoptic Gospels because, taken to
gether, they present a very similar picture of the 
ministry and teaching of Christ. Source criticism is 
the science of investigation of the assumed direct 
Iiterary dependence of one Gospel upon another, 
or of both alike upon some third document ,  either 
presen t or hypothetica!. 

a. Primacy 01 Mark's Gospel 
Most subsequent Protestant scholars have held 
firmly, with Lachmann, to the primacy of Mark, 
considering it to be the earliest of the three Syn
OptlC Gospels, if not in its prescnt form, at least in 
wh at might be called an early edition, possibly con
talOlOg only chs. 1 - 1 3 .  Indeed, most modern 
scholars consider that Mark was the originator of 
the form of the gospel, a form wh ich became very 
popular later (Lk. I :  1 -3), by his combination of 
various unconnected sayings and miracles of Jesus, 
settlOg them 10 a framework of his own making. 
How far this framework is chronological, and how 
far it is theological, is disputed: and nowadays, 
some scholars hold that even this framework was 
traditional within the church . I f  this were true, 
Mark would underlie both Matthew and Luke as a 
principal source. A second presumed early written 
source was a mass of non-Marcan matter common 
to Matthew and Luke; this, when isolated, was de
�oted �y the symbol 'Q', for German Quelle, 
source . Mark and Q were thus two of the earliest 

strands in  the Gospel tradition, although Matthcw 
and Luke were acknowledged each to have their 
own peculiar material as weil, for which suitable 
alphabetical symbols were adopted. Mark, under 
this system, was considered as a product of thc 
�ears immediately preceding the fall of JCTUsalem 
10 AD 70, and the first Gospel to be written; some 
of its peculiarities were thus explained, as arising 
from its 'primitive' nature. The danger was that, if 
Matthew and Luke seemed to deviate from Mark 
they would be.considered as less reliable, as having 
controlled thelr source for some end of their own. 
But it  is more and more apparent that even Mark 
selected his material from a vastly larger store (cf 
Jn .  2 1  :25) and arranged it with a theological pur
pose (even if  it was that of the whole church) so 
that these strictures are unjustified. All the Evan
�elists stand or fall together, as far as the histor
Icity of their material is concerned. 
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b. Primacy 01 Matthew's Gospel 
Roman Catholic scholars for a long time would 
have none of this, although the situation is very 
dIfferent nowadays; for them it was an articie of 
faith to believe in the primacy of Matthew, and 
they argued their case with great ingenuity, al
though without producing much conviction out
side their own ranks. They could at least argue that 
the early church believed in  the primacy of 
Matthew-else why put Mark as the second 
Gospel? But the principle of arrangement of 
books within the various sections of the NT is still 
too little understood to make such a psychological 
argument valid. Their view, if tTUe, would make 



Mark only a secondary authority, and his words 
would tend to be t reated as less weighty than those 
of Matthew. This is most unlikely: we can see 
reasons for M atthew's 'smoothing-out' or 'toning
down' of Mark, for instanee, but no reasons at all 
for the reverse proeess taking place. The battle 
raged; mathematical symbols multiplied, and ul
timately the multiplication of assumed literary 
sourees led to fragmentation. Instead of Gospels, 
there were bundles of documents, and scholars 
were lef! in a morass of literary agnosticism. Was 
there a way out? As in contemporary OT scholar
ship, the literary hypothesis had broken down 
under its own weight. 

c. Form criticism 
Meanwhile, on the flank, a new force had arisen, 
which would in itself nullify and make meaningless 
the wh oIe battle. This was form criticism, origin
ated about 1 920 by M. Dibelius, followed closely 
by R. Bultmann.  This might be described as the 
abandonment of the study of the whole in favour 
of the study of the part, and, in origin, was purely 
a descriptive and classificatory science. The various 
incidents and sayings recorded in Mark (usually 
called 'pericopes', from the Gk. word for 'para
graph') were now examined, and classified by 
nature and content. So far, so good. This classifica
tion was made from a new angle, had the merit of 
freshness, and produeed some positive and valu
able results. But the next step was to examine the 
hypothetical circumstances and practical religious 
needs of the community that led to the preserva
tion of each saying; and to make exegesis depend
ent upon hypothetical reconstruction is dangerous. 
In the case of extreme critics, this meant that the 
story was either created or moulded by the needs 
of the infant church; less extreme scholars would 
simply say that the story was selected and told with 
these needs in view. Thus, what had begun as a 
purely neutral movement ended by passing judg
ments on the historicity of the text of Scripture. I n  
a sense, such a statement a s  the last phrase i s  mean
ingless to an adherent of this school, for docu
mentary hypotheses have been abandoned in 
favour of oral tradition, exactly as in contempor
ary OT scholarship. It is doubtful, however, 
whether there is any ultimate differenee between 
considering a particular mass of material as a writ
ten document or as a complex of oral tradition, 
especially in view of the fixity of oral tradition in 
the rabbinical world of the I st century. 

Nevertheless, this stress on form criticism and 
oral tradition has outdated rat her than solved 
much of the old discussion. Further, it has made 
the quest ion of the date of Mark's Gospel un
answerable, if  not meaningless. The scholar may 
tentatively date the compilation of the tradition in 
its present literary form, but the origins of Mark 
lie much farther back, in the oral traditions of the 
generation of the crucifixion and resurrection. 
This, of course, has its good side, in that the reader 
is confronted directly with the recollections of 
those who had themselves been eyewitnesses of the 
events (Lk. 1 :2). Much work along these lines has 
been constructive and cautious; and valuable re
sults have emerged. In  particular, it appears that 
many of the traditions used by Mark were 'church 
traditions' rather than 'individual traditions': the 
stories were already old when he used them, and 
represent the witness of a church (perhaps the 
Roman church?) to Christ. 
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d. History 0/ tradition 
A still more reeent study is the attempt to discover 
by what means the oral tradition reached its pres
ent form, by delving further into the pre-literary 
history of the text. This, by its nature, is even 
more hypothetical. We can tell wh at a particular 
Marcan saying or incident became in Matthew or 
Luke, and we can suggest tentative reasons: but 
we have at present no way of getting behind the 
text of Mark except by guesswork. Ultimately, we 
must deal with the text that we have: the only 
Christ that we know is the Christ of the Gospels. 
To say that this is the Christ of faith is true: to 
deny that this is the Christ of history is unwar
ranted assumption. 

e. Redaction criticism 
Another reeent movement coneentrates on the 
contribution of the Evangelists themselves (redac
tion criticism). In the case of Mark's Gospel, this 
leads to an examination of Mark as a theologian. 
There is no doubt that the Evangelist has been se
lective in his use of material, but caution is needed 
to avoid the impression that he has imposed on it 
his own type of theology. 

f Liturgica/ approach 
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There has been an increasing tendency (probably 
representing the spirit of the times rather than any 
new discovery) to explain not only Matthew but 
also Mark as a 'church Gospel ' ,  and to see, for 
instance, his passion narrative as written around 
the 'holy week' observance of the primitive church. 
Sometimes this goes along with the belief that even 
the order of the Gospel may be l inked with a 
primitive l iturgic calendar. This, however, while not 
objectionable, seems too sophisticated for so early, 
especially outside Jerusalem: it sometimes goes 
along with the view that Mark was written by a I st
century 'angry young man' to combat certain ec
clesiolqgical and un-missionary views in the early 
church. This again seems too modern a concept: 
young men did not act in that way in those days. 
In any case, Mark does not give the impression 
of being a brilliant individualist, but of a hum
drum church member, faithfully reproducing the 
common tradition, whether in a liturgical context 
or not.  

g. Recent discoveries 
As against this swing towards oral tradition, a 
reaction in favour of early written documents as 
sources has been helped by the discovcry in 
Egypt, during the last generation, of several early 
Gk. papyri containing portions of both canonical 
and uncanonical Gospels. By their early date, 
these have pushed back the emergence of written 
Gospels, in the modern sense of the word, to at 
least the end of the I st Christian century. These 
finds, important as they are, have been over
shadowed by the discovery in 1 947 and the follow
ing years, in caves near Qumran, in the territory 
of Jordan, of caches of manuscripts in Heb., 
Aram. and Gk. These • Dead Sea Scrolls are 
largely of pre-Christian date, apparently the 
property of a semi-monastic community of Jew
ish sectaries. The very existence of these manu
scripts proves that there is no a priori evidence 
against the existenee of I st-century Christian 
documents, Gk. or Aram., as sources of the Gos
pels, particularly collections of 'Messianic proph
ecies', or 'testimonies'. 
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h.  Aramaie infiuences 
Further, the discovery of such Sem. documents has 
raised again the issue, already live for half  a cen
tury, as to whether Gk. or Aram. was the original 
language of the sources of the Gospels, and, in this 
instance, of Mark's Gospel. I n  t he light of  form 
criticism, this may weil be a 'non-question ' :  it all 
depends on what stage of the tradition we desig
nate as 'sources' of the Gospel, since, the further 
back we go, the more l ikely they are to be in Ararn., 
particularly in Galilee. This leads to the furt her 
question, as to how far the Gk. of  Mark is  not only 
koine Gk., the lingua Jranca of the I st-century 
Roman Mediterranean (. LANGUAGE OF THE NEW 
TESTAMENT), but actually 'translation Greek' .  The 
many Semitisms in M ark would thus be due, not 
only to OT reminiscences, nor to influence by the 
'translation Greek' of  the Septuagint, the Gk. OT, 
nor even to Semitic speech-patterns persisting in 
the language of a Palestinian lew (Mark's local 
knowledge can hardly be explained otherwise) even 
if he habitually spoke Gk .  in later years at least, 
but directly to Aram. originals Iying before the 
Evangelist. I ndeed, to scholars pursuing this line, 
many difficult verses in M ark have appeared either 
as misunderstandings or mistranslations of a lost 
Aram. original, whether written or spoken. It ap
pears certain that Aram. was the mother-tongue of 
the Lord and his apostles, to judge from the fossil
Ized Aram. words and phrases that appear even in 
Gk. dress (cf Mk. 5 :4 1 ;  7 :34; 1 5 :34). While C. C. 
Torrey's theory of entirely translated Gospels has 
not generally commended itself to scholars as 
being too extreme and involving too many fo;ced 
arguments, yet few would deny the importance of 
the underlying Aram. substratum in every Gospel, 
and the value of considering Aram. vocabulary or 
IdIOm when the Gk. text presents difficulties. 
Recent and more cautious approaches in English 
have been made, especially by Matthew Black. 
There is traditional support for some such transla
tion process in the evidence of Papias, preserved in 
Eusebius; but when he says that Mark was the 
'interpreter' of Peter, he can hardly mean simply 
that Mark turned Peter's Aram. preaching into 
Gk. The Latinisms of Mark may support a Roman 
origin for the work: on the other hand, they may 
slmiJly show the vulgar Gk.  of the E part of the 
empire. In any case, they are not as significant as 
his Semitisms. 

IV. Special charactcristies 
Basical ly, Mark is the most blunt and clipped of 
the Gospels; Matthew contains much of specific
ally Jewish mterest nowhere to be found in Mark, 
and Luke has much of a 'medical' or of a 'human' 
interest not found in Mark,  as for example the 
three famous parables of Luke 1 5 . The abrupt 
ending of Mark is a problem in itself, although it is 
probably to be seen as a textual rather than a theo
logical problem. The various alternatives put for
ward by the manuscripts suggest that the original 
ended abruptly at the same pi ace, whether by acci
dent or by design: this last is hard to believe. It will 
be objected that the above is  a purely negative def
inition of Mark's nature and contents. Indeed, this 
was precisely why, in the heyday of source criti
Clsm, Mark was seen as the earliest and most 
primitive of the Gospels, and as a source for both 
the other Synoptists. But if all documentary 
sources alike disappear in a weiter of oral trad
ition, what then? The basic observation as to the 
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nature and style of Mark still holds good. Nor is 
this a purely subjective impression on the part of 
the 20th century; Papias of Hierapolis shows that 
the problem was fei t  equally keenly in the 2nd cen
tury. If Mark knew more facts about the Lord, why 
did he not recount them? Why does he omit so 
much that the other Evangelists record? Why, on 
the other hand, are his narratives commonly more 
detailed and more vivid than parallel accounts in 
the other Gospels? In addition, Mark appears on 
first sight to be constructed on a chronological 
framework of the Lord's life and thus to approach 
a 'biography' in the Hellenistic and modern sense 
of the word (although Mark hirnself warns us that 
it is a 'gospel', not a 'biography', Mk .  1 : 1 ) . But is 
Mark so constructed? and, if not, is there any dis
cernible principle of arrangement? In earlier days 
attempts were made to fit the other Gospels 
willy-nilly into Mark's assumed chronological 
framework . But this proved impossible, although 
Matthew and Luke do, broadly speaking, follow 
the same outline, and weave their own material 
into it-perhaps for the sake of convenience, or 
perhaps because the framework was al ready gener
ally known and accepted. 

Perhaps the answer is to be found in the cautious 
use of the new understanding of the nature and 
importance of oral tradition as underlying the 
present Gospel of Mark . For it is a plain fact that 
constant oral repetition leads not to diversity but 
to uniformity, especially when such repetition is  by 
unimaginative and elderly teachers, whose aim is 
not to entertain but to instruct catechumens within 
the context of the church. Stories are not ramified 
but simplified, if told with a purely didactic end in 
view; events are boiled down to their bare bones. 
Variant stories do not grow from one original in 
such a tradition; if anything, the tendency is to 
assimilate original variants, all unconsciously. 
Scholars have not always recognized this, because 
they have too often considered the earliest cus
todians of Christian tradition in the light 01' pro
fessional story-tellers, Arabic, Celtic or Scandina
vian, according to the culture-pattern the scholars 
already knew. The aged Sunday-school teacher in a 
country church might be a closer parallel, for with 
his continual practice of 'extempore prayer' he 
tends to become in such circumstances quasi
liturgical, and fixed in form. Seen in this light, 
Mark is not the most primit ive and least developed 
of the Gospels. The second Gospel is not a bare 
recital of facts, to which other writers have added 
flowery details, as imagination prompted them. 
Rather, Mark is the most developed of the Gospels 
In the sense that It IS threadbare with use, pared of 
al l  but  significant fact, the record of teaching 
forms that have stood the test 01' time. After all. 
that is exactly what Papias said. 

This does not say anything about the actual date 
of the writing of Mark in its present form; it is 
merely the empirical observation that it bears, 
more clearly than any other Gospel, the marks of 
being a virtual I st-century Teachers' Handbook, a 
summary of facts, with all save what was deemed 
significant ruthlessly pruned. By contrast, Luke 
was specifically composed de nova as a written 
document, in the face 01' other existing written 
documents (Lk. I :  1 -4), and in deli berate and 
pointed contrast to such disconnected instruction 
as Mark records. Luke, in fact, had claims to be 
regarded as a work 01' literat ure, as had Acts (Acts 
I :  I ); Mark had none. He was not, in all probability, 



a well-educated man like Luke or Paul, and this 
may weil account for some of the honest uncouth
ness of his Gospel. But his hearers were not well
educated men ei ther, and his purpose was not to 
attain to literary excellence, but to communicate 
the truth. Even Matthew and lohn bear marks of 
careful arrangement, although on varying prin
ciples; but, for such malters as Mark contains, the 
principle of arrangement seems to be largely mne
monic. Stories and sayings are linked by keywords 
or similarity of subject rat her than by strict 
chronological sequence. Where the· order of inci
dent varies, as against that given in Matthew and 
Luke, i t  is sometimes demonstrably because a dif
ferent keyword or l ink is used. 

All this would fit perfectly with the above sketch 
of the origin and nature of Mark, and when i t  is 
found to accord exactly with the earliest traditions 
about the Gospel the case becomes even stronger. 
For Papias, our oldest witness, in the extract 
quoted above, appears to be defending Mark 
against exactly t he charges which a modern scholar 
might bring against him-omission of significant 
detail and lack of chronological arrangement. The 
defence is seen to l ie in the very nature of the 
Gospel, which, says Papias, is but a permanent 
record of the teaching of Peter, thus preserved for 
posterity at a time when its primary source was 
passing away. Careful chronological order and full 
cataloguing of fact, says Papias, are not to be 
found in Peter because they were not his aim, 
wh ich was purely practical and instructional; it is 
unfair to blame any man for failure to achieve 
something foreign to his purpose. If all this be so, 
Mark is absolved, along with Peter, and the 
reasons for many other aspects of his Gospel 
become apparent at once. (* GOSPELS.) 
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MARK (JOHN). Traditional author of the second 
Gospel, apparently a lew and a native of lerusa
lern. His Heb. name was the OT yöhänän, 'Yahweh 
has shown grace' (cf 2 Ki. 25:23, ete.), shortened 
in English to the familiar 'lohn'. The reason for his 
adopted La!. name of ' Marcus' is uncertain; some
times lewish families that had been captured as 
slaves in war, and later freed, lOok, as 'freedmen', 
the name of the Roman family to which they had 
been enslaved; but this is unlikely in his ca se, the 
more so as Marcus is a praenomen, not a family 
name. It was not uncommon for I st-century lews 
to bear a Gk.  or Rom. name in addition to their 
Heb. name, ' in religion'; see Acts 1 :23 for another 
such 'surname', again La!. and not Gk. in origin. 
The same phenomenon is common among lews 
today. If his early nick name of kolobodaktylos, 
'stumpy-fingered', is a genuine tradition (see the 
anti-M arcionite prologue to Mark, dating from the 
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later 2nd century, wh ich is the earliest evidence for 
it), then it may refer either to a physical peculiarity 
on the part of the author or to some strange styl
istic features of the Gospel which have puzzled 
critics of all ages. It may, however, be only a late 
conjecture, due to the confusion of 'Marcus' with 
the La!. adjective mancus, 'maimed'. 
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Scripture gives some very clear evidence about 
his family, and there are also several conjectures of 
varying degrees of probability. His mother, named 
Mary, was related to Bamabas (Co I. 4: I 0), the 
wealthy Levite from Cyprus, who was a landowner 
(Acts 4:36) and, whatever his country of origin, 
was a resident of lerusalem in the days of the 
opening chapters of Acts. Mary herself appears to 
have been a woman of wealth and position, as weil 
as a Christian; certainly her house was large 
enough to house a number of people, boasted at 
least one maidservant and was used as a meeting
place by the apostolic church even in time of per
secution (Acts 1 2: 1 2). I t  is significant that Peter, 
released from prison, has no doubt as to where he 
will find the Christians gathered. lohn Mark's 
father is nowhere mentioned in Scripture, and, 
from the fact that the house of Acts 1 2: 1 2  is called 
Mary's, it has been inferred, probably correctly, 
that he was dead by that date, and Mary a widow. 
To lohn Mark hirnself there is no certain early ref
erence, although the young man of Mk.  1 4 : 5 1 ,  who 
saved hirnself by ignominious !light, is usually 
taken to be Mark. (Was he sleeping in a hut on the 
family property, guarding the fruit?) I t  would be 
neither safe nor customary for an author to men
tion his own name in such circumstances (cf ln .  
2 1  :24 for similar deli berate anonymity). Less likely, 
as partly dependent on the above tentative identifi
cation, is the theory that the Last Supper of Mk.  
1 4  actually took place in lohn Mark's house; the 
shadowy 'goodman of the house' of v. 14 would 
thus be lohn Mark's father, still alive then, al
though dead before the date of Acts 1 2 : 1 2. 

lohn Mark apparently remained at horne until 
brought to Antioch by Bamabas and Paul, who 
were returning from a relief mission to lerusalem 
(Acts 1 2:25). When the two departed to Cyprus on 
the first missionary journey some time later he ac
companied them, as travel ling companion and at
tendant on the two older men (Acts 1 3 :5). When, 
however, the party reached Perga, on the mainland 
of Asia M inor, lohn Mark left them, and returned 
to lerusalem (Acts 1 3 :  1 3),  while Barnabas and 
Paul continued alone. Paul apparently regarded 
this as desertion, and thus, when Barnabas sug
gested Mark as a travelling companion for the 
second journey, he refused point-blank (Acts 
1 5 :38). With both men, the attitude towards lohn 
Mark was no whim, but a point of principle (cf 
Acts 9 :27 and I I  :25 for the character of Barnabas), 
so a separation was inevitable, Barnabas taking 
Mark back to Cyprus with hirn, and Paul taking 
Silas instead. 

After that, Mark is lost to view in Acts, but ap
pears spasmodically in the Epistles. By the date of 
Col. 4: l O he is in the company of Paul the prisoner, 
presumably at Rome; Paul is apparently intending 
to send hirn on a mission to Colossae, so that he 
must have forgiven and forgotten the past. Phm. 24 
also mentions hirn among the same apostolic 
group, which includes Luke. By the time of writing 
2 Tim. 4: I I  Mark is now away with Timothy, but 
there has been no rift; presumably this means that 
Paul had sent Mark on the mission to Asia M inor 
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envisaged above, if  Timothy was indeed in 
Ephesus. 

In the Petrine correspondence there is one sig
nificant mention, in I Pet. 5:  1 3, where the wording 
shows the 'paternal' relationship existing between 
the older and younger disciples. I f, as is probable, 
'Babyion' in this verse stands for ' Rome', then the 
tradition of the Roman origins of Mark's Gospel 
may weil be true. The tradition that Mark later 
founded the ehureh of Alexandria (Eusebius, EH 
2. 1 6) lacks support. As 'Mark' was the common
est of all Roman names, some have argued that the 
biblical references eoncern more than one person. 
But, in  such eases, the Bible differentiates (e.g. Jn.  
1 4:22), so we may rejeet the objeetion. For Bibli-
ography, see • MARK, GOSPEL OF. A.C. 

MARKET, MARKET-PLACE. In  the OT this 
translates Heb. ma' "räQ, 'merehandise', in Ezk. 
27: 1 3 , 1 7, 1 9, 25. In Is. 23:3 the word is säbär, 'em
porium' (of Tyre). Both deseribe the trading centre 
of an E town. 

In the NT the word used is  agora, 'place of as
sembly', the chief place not only of trade but of 
publie resort, often ornamented with statues and 
eolonnades. Here the siek were brought (Mk .  6:56), 
ehildren played games (Mt .  1 1 : 1 6; Lk. 7:32) and 
idlers waited to hire out their services (Mt .  20:3 ;  cf 
Aets 1 7 :5, agoraioi, 'of the rabble'). In  the market
plaees greetings were exehanged, aeeording to 
soeial rank, and this the Pharisees partieularly 
loved (Mt .  23:7; Mk .  1 2 :38; Lk. 1 1  :43; 20:46), but 
they were eareful to remove any defilement (Mk.  
7:4). Here also in Gentile towns preliminary trial 
hearings were held (Aets 1 6 : 1 9; cf 1 9 :38ff.)  and 
philosophieal or religious diseussions took plaee, 
e.g. Paul in Athens (Aets 1 7: 1 7- 1 8) .  For an aneient 
deseription of this agora, cf Pausanias 1 . 2- 1 7; for 
its modern exeavation, Am. Seh. Class. Studs., The 
A thenian Agora, 1 962. B.F.H. 

MARKS, The variety of 'marks' mentioned in the 
Bible is refleeted in the number of different Heb. 
and Gk. words whieh are used to deseribe them. 

I .  The various verbal forms whieh oeeur eorres
pond to our Eng. verb 'to mark' in the sense of 'to 
eonsider' (Ps. 48: 1 3), 'pay attention to' (Ps. 37:37), 
'serutinize with fixed gaze' ( I  Sa. I :  1 2), 'observe 
c1osely' (Lk.  14 :7), ete. With the meaning of 'to 
make a mark', Isaiah refers to the earpenter who 
draws a line with peneil and eompasses (44: 1 3), 
while Jeremiah speaks of Judah's sins being indel
ibly marked like a stain on cloth whieh neither Iye 
nor soap ean eradieate (2:22). 

2, The first arresting use of 'mark' as a noun is 
found in Gn. 4: 1 5 .  Here it is a translation of Heb. 
'ÖL, whieh deseribes the mark on Cain's forehead. 
In the OT 'ÖL usually means 'sign', but it signifies 
also 'omens' ( I  Sa. 1 0:7, 9), 'symbols' (ls. 8 : 1 8), 
'miracles' (Ex. 7 :3). However, underlying many of 
these different uses is the eommon idea of 'pledge', 
as, e.g. ,  of good (Ps. 86: 1 7), of God's presenee (Ex. 
4:8f.), and of eovenant (Gn. 9 : 1 2- 1 3 , 1 7) .  Henee 
'Öl, when used with referenee to the mark on Cain's 
brow, should be understood in terms of a sign, a 
pledge or token, of the Lord's proteetion wh ich 
would shield hirn from retribution. I f  this is eor
reet, then 'Öl might signify a token of some kind of 
eovenant by wh ich God promises to proteet Cain 
(Gn . 4 : 1 5). 

3. 'Mark' in the sense of 'target' is a rendering of 
the Heb. mal1ärä' ( I  Sa. 20:20). Job eomplains that 
God has made hirn a target at whieh he shoots his 
arrows ( 1 6: 1 2; cf La 3: 1 2) .  

4.  In  Ezk. 9:4, 6 ,  the Heb. word täw is rendered 
'mark' in the sense of 'sign'. This is the mark whieh 
is placed on the forehead of the righteous, and was 
an attestation that those who bore the sign were the 
Lord's people (cf Jb. 3 1 :35, RV, where täw is ren
dered 'signature'), were distinguished from idol
aters, and were therefore exempt from judgment 
beeause of the Lord's proteetion (cf Ex. 1 2 :22f.). 
Here 'mark' might have the meaning 'seal' (cf Rev. 
7 :3 ;  14 :  I ;  22:4). 

S. Another word wh ich is rendered 'mark' 
occurs only once in the Bible: qa'"qa'. I ts etymol
ogy is obseure, but in Lv. 1 9:28 it probably refers to 
tattoo marks whieh, along with 'euttings in your 
flesh' (i.e. 'incisions' or 'Iacerations'), the Israelites 
were forbidden to make. The prohibition probably 
points to their having pagan and magical 
assoeiations. 

6. In the well-known Pauline metaphor of 'press
ing towards the mark' (skopos) in order to win the 
prize (Phil .  3 :  14, AV) 'mark' signifies the 'goal' 
(RSV). The apostle here uses the language of the 
ehariot raees to deseribe the intensity with wh ich 
he eoneentrates on winning the erown-the 
honour of being ealled by God in Christ. 

7. The next Gk. word rendered 'mark' is one that 
has entered the Eng. language without undergoing 
any alteration, stigma. Like skopos, it occurs only 
once (Gal. 6 :  1 7) .  The root means 'to priek', but 
probably Paul uses it in the sense of tattoo- or 
brand-marks with wh ich slave-owners stamped 
their slaves for identifieation purposes. Paul was 
proud of being Christ's bondslave (cf Rom. I :  I ,  
Rvmg.); for hirn no stigma attaehed to Christ's 
brand-marks with wh ich he had been branded 
(Ga I. 6: 1 7) in the course of his Christian ministry 
(2 Cor. 1 1  :23-27). 

8. The last word, charagma ( Rev. 1 3 :  1 6), is rem
iniseent of Heb. täw in Ezk . 9:4, 6, but the eireum
stanees are reversed. In Rev. 1 3 : 16 i t  is 'the mark of 
the beast', and is borne by the followers of Anti
christ, who is the embodiment of apostasy. 
Whether a literat or a moral designation, this 
'mark' may have stood for a travesty of God's 
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'seal' upon the Christians. J .G.S.S.T. 

MARRIAGE. Marriage is the state in wh ich men 
and women ean live together in sexual relationship 
with the approval of their soeial group. Adultery 
and fornication are sexual relat ionships that soei
ety does not reeognize as eonstituting marriage. 
This definition is neeessary to show that in the OT 
polygamy is not sexually immoral, sinee it eonsti
tutes a reeognized married state; though it is gen
erally shown to be inexpedient. 

I .  The status of marriage 
Marriage is regarded as normal, and there is no 
word for 'bachelor' in the OT. The reeord of the 
ereation of Eve (Gn. 2 :  1 8-24) indieates the unique 
relationship of husband and wife, and serves as a 
pieture of the relationship between God and his 
people (Je. 3 ;  Ezk. 1 6; Ho. 1 -3) and between Christ 
and his ehureh (Eph. 5 :22-33). Jeremiah's eall to 
remain unmarried (Je. 1 6:2) is a unique prophetie 
sign, but in the NT i t  is reeognized that for speeifie 



purposes celibacy can be God's call to Christians 
(MI .  1 9 : 1 0- 1 2; I Cor. 7:7-9), although marriage 
and family Me are the normal calling (Jn. 2: 1 - 1 1 ;  
Eph. 5 :22-6:4; I Tim. 3:2; 4:3; 5: 1 4) .  

Monogamy is implicit in the story of Adam and 
Eve, since God created only one wife for Adam. 
Yet polygamy is adopted from the time of Lamech 
(Gn. 4: 1 9), and is not forbidden in Scripture. I t  
would seem that God left i t  t o  man t o  discover by 
experience that his original institution of mon
ogamy was the proper relationship. It is shown that 
polygamy brings trouble, and often results in sin, 
e.g. Abraham (Gn. 2 1 ); Gideon (Jdg. 8:29-9:57); 
Oavid (2 Sa. 1 1 ;  1 3);  Solomon ( I  Ki. 1 1 :  1 -8). In 
view of oriental customs Heb. kings are warned 
against it (01. 1 7: 1 7) .  Family jealousies arise from 
it ,  as with Elkanah's two wives, one of whom is an 
adversary to the other ( I  Sa. I :6; cf Lv. 1 8 :  1 8) .  I t  is 
difficult to know how far polygamy was practised, 
but on economic grounds it is probable that it was 
found more among the well-to-do than among the 
ordinary people. Herod the Great had nine wives at 
one time (Jos. , Ant. 1 7. 1 9) .  Polygamy continues to 
the present day among Jews in M uslim countries. 

When polygamy was practised the status and re
lationship of the wives can be gathered both from 
the narratives and the law. I t  was natural that the 
husband would be drawn to one rat her than an
other. Thus Jacob, who was tricked into polygamy, 
loved Rachel more than Leah (Gn. 29). Elkanah 
preferred Hannah in spite of her childlessness ( I  
Sa. 1 : 1 -8). In 01. 2 1 : 1 5- 1 7  i t  i s  admitted that the 
husband may love one wife and hate the other. 

Since children were important to carry on the 
family name, a childless wife might allow her hus
band to have children by her slave. This was legal in 
civilized Mesopotamia (e.g. the Code of Ham
murapi, §§ 1 44-1 47), and was practised by Sarah 
and Abraham (Gn. 1 6) and Rachel and Jacob (Gn. 
30: 1 -8), though Jacob went farther and accepted 
Leah's maid also, even though Leah had already 
borne hirn children (Gn. 30:9). In these cases the 
rights of the wife are safe-guarded; i t  is she who 
gives her maid to her husband for a specific occa
sion. It is difficult to give a name to the status of 
the maid in such a relationship; she is a secondary, 
rat her than a second, wife, though, if the husband 
continued to have relations with her, she would 
have the position of concubinc. This is perhaps 
why Bilhah is called Jacob's concubine in Gn.  
35 :22, while Hagar is not c1assed with Abraham's 
concubines in Gn. 25:6. 

Wives would normally be chosen from among 
the Hebrews (e.g. Ne. 1 3 :23-28). BetrothaI and 
marriage would then follow a normal pattern (see 
below). Sometimes they were bought as Heb. slaves 
(Ex. 2 1  :7-1 1 ;  Ne. 5:5) .  It is commonly asserted that 
the master of a household had sexual rights over 
all his female slaves. No doubt there were flagrant 
examples of such promiscuity, but the Bible says 
nothing about them. It is noteworthy that Ex. 
21 :7- 1 1 and 01. 1 5 :  1 2  distinguish between an or
dinary female slave, who is to be released after 7 
years, and one who has been deliberately taken as a 
wife, or concubine, and who cannot claim her re
lease automatically. Since her rights are here estab
lished by law, the head of the house or his son must 
have gone through some ceremony, however 
simple, of which the law can take cognizance. In 
speaking of her rights this passage does not make 
them depend upon her word against the word of 
the head of the house, nor even upon her having 
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borne hirn or his son a child. I t  is difficult to say 
what her status was. No doubt it varied according 
to whether she was the first, second, or only 'wife' 
of the householder. Where she was given to the son 
of the house, she might weil have full status as his 
wife. The fact is that this law, as the context shows, 
deals with her rights as a slave and not primarily as 
a wife. 
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Wives might also be taken from among captives 
after a war, provided that they were not Palestin
ians (01. 20: 1 4- 1 8). Some writers regard these cap
tives as concubines, but the regulations of 01. 
2 1 : 1 0- 14  regard them as normal wives. 

There is no law dealing with concubines, and we 
do nc( know what rights they had. Obviously they 
had an inferior position to the wives, but their 
children could inherit at their father's discretion 
(Gn. 25:6). Judges records the rise to power of 
Abimelech, the son of Gideon's concubine (Jdg. 
8 : 3 1 -9 :57), and also teils the tragic story of the 
Levite and his concubine (Jdg. 1 9) .  The impression 
given by 1 9:2-4 is that this concubine was free to 
leave her 'husband', and that the man relied on 
persuasion to bring her horne. Oavid and Solomon 
copied oriental monarchs in taking many wives 
and concubines (2 Sa. 5:  1 3 ; I Ki. 1 1  : 3 ;  CI. 6 :8-9). 
In the last two passages it seems that the concu
bines were drawn from a lower c1ass of the 
population. 

In normal marriages the wife came to the hus
band's horne. There is, however, another form of 
marriage in Jdg. 1 4- 1 5 . This is practised among 
the Philistines, and there is no record of it among 
the Israelites. Here Samson's wife remains at her 
father's horne, and Samson visits her. It might be 
argued that Samson had intended to take her horne 
after the wedding, but went off alone in a rage after 
the trick that she had played on hirn. Yet she is still 
at her father's house in 1 5 : I ,  even though in the 
meantime she has been married to a Philistine. 

11.  Marriage customs 
The marriage customs of the Bible centre in the 
two events of betrothai and wedding. 

a. Betrothal 
In the Near East betrothaI (Talmudic 'eriisin and 
qiddiisin) is almost as binding as marriage itself. In 
the Bible the betrothed woman was sometimes 
called 'wife' and was under the same obligation of 
faithfulness (Gn. 29 :2 1 ;  01. 22:23-24; MI .  I :  1 8 , 
20), and the betrothed man was called 'husband' 
(Joel I :8;  MI. I :  1 9). The Bible does not legislate for 
broken betrothals, but the Code of Hammurapi (§§ 
1 59-1 60) stipulated that if the future husband 
broke the engagement the bride's father retained 
the bride-gift; while if the father changed his mind 
he repaid double the amount of the gift (see also 
the Law codes of Lipit-Ishtar, 29, and Eshnunna, 
25). Presumably there was some formal declar
ation, but the amount of publicity would depend 
on the bridegroom. Thus Joseph wished to dissolve 
the betrothal to Mary as quietly as possible (Mt .  
1 : 1 9) .  

God's love and faithfulness towards h i s  people 
are pictured in terms of a betrothaI in Ho. 2: 1 9-20. 
The betrothai included the following steps: 

(i) Choice 0/ a spouse. Usually the parents of 
a young man chose his wife and arranged for 
the marriage, as Hagar did for Ishmael (Gn. 2 1  :2 1 )  
and Judah for Er (Gn. 38:6). Sometimes the 
young man did the choosing, and his parents the 
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negotiating, as in the cast! 01' Shechem (Gn. 34:4, 8) 
and Samson (ldg. 1 4 :2). Rarely did a man marry 
against the wish 01' his parents, as did Esau (Gn . 
26:34-35). The girl was sometimes asked whether 
she consented, as in the case 01' Rebekah (Gn. 
24 :58).  Occasionally the girl's parents chose a 
likely man to be her husband, as did Naomi (Ru. 
3 :  1 -2) and Saul (I Sa. 1 8 :2 1 ) . 

(ii) Exchange of gifts. Three types 01' gifts are 
associated with betrothal in the Bible: I. The 
möhar, translated 'marriage present' in RSV and 
'dowry' in AV (Gn. 34: 1 2 ,  for Dinah; Ex. 22: 1 7, for 
a seduced maiden; I Sa. 1 8 :25, for Michal). The 
möhar is implied but not so named in such pas
sages as Gn.  24:53, for Rebekah; 29: 1 8, the 7 years' 
service performed by Jacob for Rachel. Moses' 
keeping 01' the sheep for his father-in-Iaw may be 
interpreted in the same way (Ex. 3:  I ). This was a 
compensation gift from the bridegroom to the 
family 01' the bride, and it sealed the covenant and 
bound the two families together. Some scholars 
have considered the möhar to be the price 01' the 
bride, but a wife was not bought like a slave. 2. The 
dowry. This was a gift to the bride or the groom 
from her father, sometimes consisting 01' servants 
(Gn. 24:59, 6 1 ,  to Rebekah; 29:24, to Leah) or land 
(Jdg. 1 : 1 5 , to Achsah; I Ki. 9 : 1 6, to Pharaoh's 
daughter, the wife 01' Solomon), or other property 
(Tobit 8 :2 1 ,  to Tobias). 3. The bridegroom's gift to 
the bride was sometimes jewellery and clothes, as 
those brought to Rebekah (Gn. 24:53). Biblical ex
am pIes 01' oral contracts are Jacob's offer 01' 7 
years' service to Laban (Gn. 29: 1 8) and Shechem's 
promise 01' gifts to the family of Dinah (Gn. 
34: 1 2) .  I n  TB a contract of betrothaI is called S'lar 
qiddiWn (Moed Katan 1 8b) or S'lar 'erüsin (Kid
dushin 9a). I n  the Near East today the contribu
tions of each family are fixed in a written engage
ment contract. 

b. Wedding ceremonies 
An important feature of many of these ceremonies 
was the public acknowledgment of the mari tal re
lationship. It is to be understood that not all of the 
fol lowing steps were taken at all weddings. 

(i) Garments of bride and groom. The bride 
sometimes wore embroidered garments (Ps. 45: 1 3-
1 4), jewels ( I s. 6 1 :  I 0), a special girdle or 'attire' (Je. 
2:32) and a veil (Gn. 24:65). Among the adorn
ments of the groom might be a garland ( I s. 6 1 : 1 0). 
Eph . 5:27; Rev. 1 9 :8 ;  2 1 :2 refer figuratively to the 
white garments of the church as the Bride of 
Christ. 

(ii) Bridesmaids and friends. Ps. 45: 14 speaks of 
bridesmaids for a royal bride, and we assurne that 
lesser brides had their bridesmaids also. Certainly 
the bridegroom had his group of companions (Jdg. 
1 4: 1 1 ). One of these corresponded to the best man 
at our weddings, and is called 'companion' in Jdg. 
14 :20; 1 5 :2, and 'the friend of the bridegroom' in 
Jn .  3:29. He may be the same as 'the steward (AV 
'governor') of the feast' in Jn .  2 :8-9. 

(iii) The procession. In the evening of the day 
fixed for the marriage the bridegroom and his 
friends went in procession to the bride's house. The 
wedding supper could be held there: sometimes 
circumstances compelled this (Gn. 29:22; Jdg. 1 4), 
but it may have been fairly common, since the par
able of the Ten Virgins in Mt. 25: 1 - 1 3  is most 
easily interpreted of the bridegroom going to the 
bride's house for the supper. One would, however, 
expect that more usually the bridegroom escorted 

the bride back to his own or his parents' horne for 
the suppcr, though the only references to this in 
Scripture are in Ps. 45:  14 1'. ; Mt.  22: 1 - 1 4  (royal 
weddings), and probably in Jn .  2:91'. 

The procession might bc accornpanied by sing
ing, music and dancing (Je. 7 :34; I Macc. 9:39), 
and by larnps if at night (Mt .  25 :7). 

(iv) The marriage feast. This was usually held at 
the house of the groom (Mt .  22: 1 - 1 0; Jn. 2:9) and 
often at night (Mt. 22: 1 3 ; 25 :6). Many relatives and 
friends attended; so the wine might weil run out 
(Jn .  2:3). A steward or friend supervised the feast 
(Jn .  2:9- 1 0) .  To refuse an invitation to the wedding 
feast was an insult (Mt .  22:7). The guests were ex
pected to wear festive cloth es (Mt. 22: 1 1 - 1 2). I n  
special circumstances the feast could b e  held in the 
bride's horne (Gn. 29:22; Tobit 8: 1 9) The glorious 
gathering of Christ and his saints in heaven is fig
uratively called 'the marriage supper of the Lamb' 
(Rev. 1 9:9). 

(v) Covering the bride. In  two cases in the OT 
(Ru. 3 :9 ;  Ezk. 1 6:8) the man covers the woman 
with his skirt, perhaps a sign that he takes her 
under his protection.  D. R .  Mace follows 1. L. 
Burckhardt (Notes on the Bedouin, 1 830, p. 264) in 
saying that in Arab weddings th is is done by one 01' 
the bridegroom's relations. 1. Eisler, in WeItenman
tel und Himmelszelt, 1 9 1 0, says that among the 
bedouin the bridegroom covers the bride with a 
special c1oak, using the words, 'From now on, 
nobody but myself shall cover thee.' The Bible ref
erences suggest that the second custorn was 
followed. 

(vi) Blessing. Parents and friends blessed the 
couple and wished thern weil (Gn.  24:60; Ru. 4: 1 1 ; 
Tobit 7 : 1 3) .  

(vii) Covenant. Another religious element was 
the covenant of faithfulness which is implied in Pr. 
2: 1 7; Ezk. 1 6:8; Mal. 2: 1 4. According to Tobit 
7: 1 4, the father of the bride drew up a written rnar
riage contract, wh ich in the Mishnah is called 
k'tübä. -

(viii) Bridechamber. A nuptial chamber was spe
cially prepared (Tobit 7: 1 6) .  The Heb. name for 
this room is J.ruppä (Ps. 1 9:5 ;  Joel 2: 1 6) ,  originally a 
canopy or tent, and the Gk. word is nymphön (Mk.  
2: 1 9). The word J.ruppä i s  still used arnong Jews 
today of the canopy under wh ich t he bride and 
bridegroom sit or stand du ring the wedding 
ceremony. 
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(ix) Consummation. The bride and groorn were 
escorted to this room, often by the parents (Gn. 
29:23; Tobit 7 : 1 6- 1 7; 8 : 1 ). Before coming together, 
for which the Heb. uses the idiom 'to know', prayer 
was offered by husband and wife (Tobit 8 :4). 

(x) Proof of virginity. A blood-stained cloth or 
chemise was exhibited as a proof of the bride's 
virginity (Dt. 22: 1 3-2 1 ) . This custom continues in 
some pI aces in the Near East. 

(xi) Festivities. The wedding festivities continued 
for a week (Gn. 29:27, Jacob and Leah) or some
times 2 weeks (Tobit 8 :20, Tobias and Sarah). 
These celebrations were marked by music (Pss. 45; 
78 :63) and by joking like Samson's riddles (ldg. 
14 : 1 2- 1 8) .  Some interpret Canticles in the light of 
a custom among Syrian peasants of calling the 
groom and bride 'king' and 'queen' during the fes
tivities after the wedding and of praising them with 
songs. 

I I I .  Forbidden degrees oe marriage 
These are listed in Lv. 1 8  in detail, and less fully in 



Lv. 20: 1 7-2 1 ; Dt. 27:20-23. They are analysed in 
detail by David Mace, Hebrew Marriage, pp. 1 52f. 
We presume that the ban held good both for a 
second wife during the first wife's lifetime and for 
any subsequent marriage after the wife's death, 
except for marriage with the wife's sister: for Lv. 
1 8 :  1 8 , in saying that the wife's sister may not be 
married during the wife's lifetime, implies that she 
may be married after the wife is dead. 

Abraham (Gn. 20: 1 2) and Jacob (Gn. 29:2 1 -30) 
married within degrees 01' relationship that were 
later forbidden. The scandal in the church at Cor
inth ( I  Cor. 5: 1 )  may have been marriage 01' a 
stepmother after the father's death, but, since the 
woman is  called 'his father's wife' (not widow), and 
the act is calledfornication, it is more likely to be a 
ca se 01' immoral relationship with the man's young 
second wife. 

IV. The levirate law 
The name is derived from Lat. levir, meaning 'hus
band's brother'. When a married man died without 
a child his brother was expected to take his wife. 
Children 01' the marriage counted as children 01' 
the first husband. This custom is found among 
other peoples besides the Hebrews. 

The custom is assumed in the story 01' Onan in 
Gn. 38:8-1 0. Onan took his brother's wife, but 
refused to have a child by her, because 'the seed 
should not be his' (v. 9), and his own children would 
not have t he primary i nheritance. This verse does 
not pass any judgment on birth control as such. 

Dt. 25 : 5- 1 0  states the law as applying to breth
ren who dweil together, but allows the brother the 
option 01' refusing. 

The book 01' Ruth shows that the custom ex
tended farther than the husband's brot her. Here an 
unnamed kinsman has the primary duty, and only 
when he refuses does Boaz marry Ruth. A further 
extension of the custom here is that it is Ruth, and 
not Naomi, who marries Boaz, presumably be
cause Naomi was too old to bear a child. The child 
is called 'a son to Naomi' (4: 1 7) .  

The levirate law did not apply if daughters had 
been born ,  and regulations for the inheritance of 
daughters are given to the daughters of Zelophe
had in Nu. 27 : 1-1 1 .  It might seem strange that vv. 
9- 1 1  seem to ignore, or even contradict, the levir
ate law. It could be argued that Ot. 25:5-1 0  had 
not yet been promulgated. On the other hand, 
when a law arises out of a specific occasion one 
must know the exact circumstances in order to 
judge what the law professes to cover. Therc 
would be no contradiotion of the levirate law if 
Zelophehad's wife had died before he did, and the 
law here confines itself to similar cases. Nu. 27:8-
I I  would operate when there were daughters only, 
or when a childless wife had predeceased her hus
band, or when the late husband's brother refused 
to take the childless widow, or when the wife 
remained childless after the brot her had married 
her. 

I n  Lv. 1 8 :  1 6; 20:2 1 a man is forbidden to marry 
his brother's wife. I n  the light of the levirate law 
this clearly means that he may not take her as his 
own wife, whether she has been divorced during 
her husband's l ifetime or has been left with or 
without children at her husband's death. John the 
Baptist rebuked Herod Antipas for marrying the 
wife of h is brother Herod Philip (Mt .  14 :3-4); 
Herod Philip was still a live. 

I n  the NT the levirate law is used by the Sad-
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ducees to pose a problem about the resurrection 
(Mt .  22:23ff.). 

V. Divorce 

a. In {he Old Testament 
In Mt .  1 9 :8 Jesus says that Moses 'allowed' divorce 
because of the hardness of the people's hearts. 
This means that Moses did not command divorce, 
but regulated an existing practice, and the form of 
the law in Dt. 24: 1 -4 is  best understood in this 
sense. AV and RV imply a command in the second 
half 01' v. I ,  but the RSV follows Keil, Delitzsch, S. 
R. Driver and LXX, in making the ' if' of the prot
asis extend to the end of v. 3, so that v. 4 contains 
the actual regulation. On any translation we gather 
from this section that divorce was practised, that a 
form of contract was given to the wife, and that she 
was then free to remarry. 

The grounds of divorce here are referred to in 
such general terms that  no precise interpretation 
can be given. The husband finds 'some unclean
ness' in his wife. The Heb. words, 'ema! däQär (Iit
erally, 'nakedness of a thing'), occur elsewhere only 
as a phrase in Dt. 23: 14. Shortly before the time of 
Christ the school of Shammai interpreted i t  of un
fai thfulness only, while the school of H illel ex
tended it to anything unpleasing to the husband. 
We must remember that Moses is not here profess
ing to state the grounds of divorce, but accepting it 
as an existing fact. 

There are two situations in which d ivorce is for
bidden: when a man has falsely accused his wife of 
pre-marital unfaithfulness (Dt. 22: 1 3-1 9); and 
when a man has had relations with a girl, and her 
father has compelled hirn to marry her (Dt.  22:28-
29; Ex. 22: 1 6-1 7) .  

On two exceptional occasions divorce was in
sisted on. These were when the returned exiles had 
married pagan wives (Ezr. 9-1 0  and probably Ne. 
1 3 : 23ff., although divorce is implied here, rather 
than stated). In Mal.  2 : 1 0- 1 6  some had put away 
their Jewish wives so as to marry pagans. 

b. In {he New Testament 
I n  comparing the words of Jesus in Mt .  5:32; 1 9:3-
1 2; Mk. 1 0:2- 1 2; Lk. 1 6: 1 8, we find that he brands 
divorce and remarriage as adultery, but does not 
say that man cannot put asunder what God has 
joined together. In both passages in Matthew for
nication (RSV 'unchastity') is given as the sole 
ground on which a man may put away his wife, 
whereas there is no such qualification in Mark and 
Luke. Fornication is commonly taken as here being 
equivalent to adultery; similarly, the conduct of the 
nation as Yahweh's wife is branded both as adul
tery (Je. 3:8; Ezk. 23:45) and as fornication (Je. 3:2-
3; Ezk. 23:43); in Ecclus. 23:23 an unfaithful wife is 
said to have committed adultery in fornication (cf 
also I Cor. 7 :2 where 'immorality' is Gk.  
'fornication'). 
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The reason for the omission of the exceptive 
clause in Mark and Luke could be that no Jew, 
Roman or Greek ever doubted that adultery con
stituted grounds for divorce, and the Evangelists 
took it for gran ted. Similarly, Paul in Rom. 7: 1 -3, 
referring to Jewish and Rom. law, ignores the pos
sibility of divorce for adultery which both these 
laws provided. 

Other theories have been held about the mean
ing of Christ's words. Some refer fornication to 
pre-marital unfaithfulness, which the husband 
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discovers after marriage. Others have suggested 
that the parties discover that they have married 
within the prohibited degrees of relationship, a 
thing which must have happened too rarely for 
it to be the subject of a special exception in Christ's 
words. Roman Catholics hold that the words sanc
tion separation, but not remarriage. It is difficult to 
exclude permission to remarry from Mt .  1 9 :9; and 
among the Jews there was no such custom as 
separation without permission to remarry. 

Some have doubted the authenticity of Mk.  
1 0 :  1 2 , since a Jewish wife could not  normally di
vorce her husband. But a wife could appeal to the 
court against her husband's treatment of her, and 
the court could compel the husband to divorce her. 
Moreover, Christ may have had Gk.  and Rom. law 
in mind, and here the wife could divorce her hus
band, as Herodias had divorced her first husband. 

There is a strong body of opinion both among 
Protestants and Roman Catholics that I Cor. 7 : 1 0-
1 6  gives another ground for divorce. Here Paul re
peats the teaching that the Lord had given when on 
earth, and then, under the guidance of the Spirit, 
gives teaching beyond what the Lord had given, 
since a new situation had arisen. When one party 
in a pagan marriage is converted to Christ he or 
she must not desert the other. But if  the other in
sists on leaving the Christian 'a brother or si ster is 
not under bondage in such cases'. This latter c1ause 
cannot simply mean that they are free to be des
erted, but must mean that they are free to be re
married. This further ground, which on the face of 
i t  is of limited application, is  known as the 'Pauline 
Privilege' . 

In the present modern tangle of marriage, di
vorce and remarriage the Christian church, in deal
ing with converts and repentant members, is often 
compelled to accept the situation as it iso A convert 
who previously has been divorced, on sufficient or 
insufficient grounds, and who has remarried, 
cannot return to the original partner, and the pres
ent marriage cannot be branded as adulterous ( I  
Cor. 6:9, 1 1 ) .  
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MARSHAL. There are two Heb. words rendered 
'marshai'. I .  säfter (Jdg. 5 : 1 4 .  'they who wield the 
marshal's staff'). The word säfter usually means 
'writer' (so AV and Syr., Targ. ;  cf LXX grammateus, 
'scribe'). 2. {iftsär (Je. 5 1 :27) or {aftser (Na. 3: 1 7). 
Probably from Akkad. {upsarru, 'tablet writer'; 
hence 'official', 'marshai'. For both these instances, 
cf I Macc. 5:42, where Gk.  grammateus means 
'marshaI'. 

The seeming proper name • Tartan ( l s. 20: I ;  2 
Ki .  1 8 : 1 7) is from the Akkad. turtanu, a title of 
high military rank wh ich may be rendered 'mar-
shal'. R.J.W. 

MARTHA. The name derives from an Aram. form 
not found in Heb., meaning 'lady' or 'mistress'. I t  
occurs only in the  NT, and is  used of  only one  per
son (Lk.  1 0:38-4 I ; Jn . I I : I ,  5, 1 9-39; 1 2 :2). Martha 
was the sister of the Mary who anointed our Lord 
shortly before his death (Mt .  26:6ff., and paralleis); 
and Lazarus, whom Jesus raised from the dead (ln .  
1 1 ) ,  was their brother. According to ln .  1 1 :  I the 
family came from Bethany. a village probably about 
4 km from Jerusalem on the road to Jericho. Luke 
seems to suggest by his placing of events that Mar
tha's house was in Galilee (Lk. 1 0:38) .  This dif
ficulty is removed, however, if we either allow the 
possibility that the Lucan incident is chronologic
ally misplaced (so HDB. 3, p. 277) or, more reason
ably, ass urne that this was one of the several jour
neys undertaken by Jesus to Jerusalem during the 
last 6 months of his earthly I ife (cf ln.  1 0:22). 

Matthew, Mark and lohn all agree that our Lord 
was anointed in Bethany, and Matthew and Mark 
specify (presuming the same occasion is referred 
to) that it took place in the house of Simon the 
leper. Since lesus was received into Martha's house 
in the Lucan record, and Martha served at the 
supper in Simon's house at Bethany during which 
Mary anointed our Lord, it has been supposed that 
Martha was the wife (or even the widow) of 
Simon. The lead she takes on both occasions sug
gests that she was the eider sister. 

In Luke's narrative ( I 0 :38ff. )  Martha is gently 
rebuked by Christ for her impatience with her 
sister, and her excessive concern for the practical 
details of the meal (v. 40). She was no less devoted 
to lesus than Mary (cf her faithful response to the 
Lord recorded at Jn. 1 1  :27), but she failed to see 
the way of receiving hirn wh ich would please hirn 
most-'one thing is needful'. Some of the oldest 
MSS read at this point, 'few things are needful, or 
only one' (so Rsvmg.). ' Few' refers presumably to 
material provision, 'one' to spiritual apprehension 

See 1. N. Sanders, 'Those whom Jesus loved', 
NTS I ,  1 954-5, pp. 29ff.; and the comment on Lk. 
1 0 :38-42 in E. E. Ellis, The Gospel 01 Luke, NCB', 
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1 974, pp. 1 6 1  f. ( . MARY, 2.) S.S.S. 

MARY. The name appears as Maria or Mariam in 
the NT. Both are Graecized forms of the Heb. 
name Miriam, wh ich appears in LXX as Mariam 
(used of the si ster of Moses), and may just possibly 
be derived from the Egyp. Marye, 'beloved' (but 
see A. H. Gardiner, lAOS 56, 1 936, pp. 1 94- 1 97). 
In the NT the name is  used to refer to the 
fol lowing: 

I .  Mary the mother of the Lord. Our informa
tion about the mother of Jesus is largely confined 
to the infancy narratives of Mt .  and Lk. There we 
learn that when the angelic announcement of the 
birth of Jesus occurred, Mary was living at Naza
reth, in Galilee, and was engaged to a carpenter 
named Joseph ( Lk.  I :26f.). Luke teils us that 
Joseph was of Davidic descen t  (ibid. ), and al
though no mention of Mary's l ineage is made i t  is 
possible that she came from the same line, particu
larly if, as seems I ikely, the • genealogy of Christ in 
Lk.  3 is to be traced through his mother. The con
ception of lesus is described as 'of the Holy Spirit' 
(Mt .  1 : 1 8 ; cf Lk. 1 :35), and his birth as taking 
place at Bethlehem towards the end of Herod the 
Great's reign (Mt .  2 :  I; Lk. 1 :5 ;  2:4). ( . VIRGIN 
BIRTH.) 



J t  is recorded in both Mt .  2:23 and Lk. 2:39 that 
after the birth the holy family lived at Nazareth .  
Matthew alone mentions the !light  into Egypt, 
where Joseph and Mary and the child Jesus took 
refuge from the jealous anger of Herod. Luke re
cords Mary's visit to her cousin Elizabeth, who 
greeted her as 'the mother of my Lord' with the 
words 'Blessed are you among women' ( 1 :42f.) .  
Luke also has Mary's song of praise ( I  :46-55, 
where a few ancient witnesses read 'Elizabeth' for 
'Mary' as the name of the speaker; • MAGNIFICAT). 
A single appealing glimpse of Christ's childhood is 
given to us by Luke (2:4 1 -5 1 ), who records the typ
ically anxious words of his mother at the discovery 
of the lost boy (v. 48), and the well-known reply, 
'Did you not know that I must be in my Father's 
house?' (v. 49). 

The remaining references to Mary in the 
Gospels are few and relatively uninformative. 
Apparently she did not accompany our Lord on 
his missionary journeys, although she was present 
with hirn at the marriage in Cana (Jn. 2:  I ff.). The 
rebuke uttered by Jesus on this occasion, '0 woman, 
what have you to do with me?' (v. 4), reveals amaze
ment rather than harshness (cf Lk. 2:49, and the 
tender use of the same word gynai, 'woman', in Jn .  
1 9 :26; see also Mk.  3 : 3 I ff.,  where the Lord places 
spiritual fidelity above family relationship; with v. 
35 cf Lk. I I  :27f.). Finally, we meet Mary at the foot 
of the cross (Jn. 1 9 :25), when she and the beloved 
disciple are entrusted by hirn to each other's care 
(vv. 26-27). The only other explicit NT reference to 
Mary is in Acts I :  1 4, where she and the disciples are 
described as 'devoting themselves to prayer'. 

The brief NT sketch of Mary and her relation
ship to our Lord leaves many gaps in the record 
which pious legend has not been slow to fill. But we 
are not able to press the Gospel records beyond 
their historical limit, and this means that we must 
be content at least to notice Mary's humility, 
obedience and obvious devotion to Jesus. And as 
she was the mother of the Son of God, we cannot 
say less about her than did her cousin Elizabeth ,  
that she is  'blessed among women'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. de Satge, Mary and the Chris
tian Gospel, 1 976; R. E. Brown (ed.), Mary, 1 977; 1. 
McHugh, The Mother 01 Jesus in the New Testa
ment, 1 975 .  

2. Mary the si ster of Martha. She appears by 
name only in Lk. and Jn.  In Lk. 1 0:38-42 it is 
recorded that after the return of the Seventy Jesus 
came into 'a village' (identified subsequently in Jn .  
1 1 :  I as Bethany, about 2 km E of the summit of 
the Mount of Olives), where • Martha, who had a 
sister called Mary, received hirn into her house. In  
the  account which follows Martha is rebuked by 
the Lord for complaining about her si ster Mary, 
who listened to his 'word' rat her than helping with 
the work. 

Jn. I 1  gives us the description of the meeting at 
Bethany between Jesus and the sisters Martha and 
Mary, on the occasion of the death of Lazarus 
their brot her. Mary is now described (v. 2) as the 
one who 'anointed the Lord with ointment, and 
wiped his feet  with her hair'; and after the raising 
of Lazarus by Jesus ( 1 1 :43f.) we are told almost 
immediately of this anointing ( 1 2 : I ff. ). 

All four Gospels contain an account of the 
anointing of Jesus by a woman (Mt .  26: 6- 1 3 ; Mk.  
1 4 : 3-9; Lk .  7 :37-50; Jn .  1 2 : 1 -8).  The difficulty is to 
decide whether these four accounts report an iden
tical occasion,  and if not whether more than one 
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woman is involved. Matthew and Mark more or 
less agree in their versions; the Lucan account dif
fers widely (particularly in placing the event in 
Galilee while John the Baptist was in prison, rather 
than in Bethany shortly before the death of 
Christ); while the Johannine account is independ
ent of all three. Only in John is the woman named, 
and there, as we have seen, she is cJearly identified 
as Mary the sister of Martha. Luke alone adds that 
the woman was 'a sinner' (7 :37); Matthew and 
Mark set the scene specifically 'in the house of 
Simon the leper'; and Matthew and Mark agree 
against Luke and John that i t  was the head and not 
the feet of Jesus that the woman anointed. 

There have been various attempts to resolve 
these differences. One is to suggest that Luke de
scribes a different occasion, but that it is the same 
woman who performs the anointing. The difficulty 
in this view (mostly held in the Latin church) is the 
earlier description 'sinner' for the saintly Mary of 
Bethany. Jt was this ascription indeed, together 
with the absence of further information, which led 
mediaeval scholars to identify the sinful woman of 
Luke's account with Mary Magdalene (for a dis
cussion of wh ich see below under 'Mary 
Magdalene'), and the Magdalene herself, by the 
further confusion just noted, with Mary of Betha
ny. Yet John could not have been unaware of the 
real identity of the two Marys, or been content to 
confuse his readers. There is really no justification 
for identifying Mary of Bethany with Mary 
Magdalene, and certainly none for associating 
either with the sinful woman of Lk. 7 .  

The  second main view is that two anointings of  
our Lord occurred during h i s  earthly ministry, one 
administered by a penitent sinner of Galilee, and 
the other by Mary of Bethany. In this case the de
scription of Mary in Jn. I I  :2, as the one who 
'anointed the Lord', has a prospective reference. 
The only difficulty in this view is the repetition of 
what is evidently regarded by Jesus as an otherwise 
unique action, the singular character of which he 
cJearly intends to underline by his commendation 
(Mt .  26: 1 3; Mk.  1 4:9). This interpretation seems 
the most satisfactory one, however, and it solves 
more problems than i t  raises. Origen suggested that 
at least three anointings took pi ace, involving 
either two or three different people. 

The action of Mary is recognized as a spon
taneous expression of devotion to Jesus, whieh in 
its eharaeter as weil as its timing anticipates his 
death and is therefore assoeiated with it .  
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3. Mary M agdalene. The name probably derives 
from the Galilean town of • Magdala. Her appear
anee prior to the passion narratives is eonfined to 
Lk . 8 :2,  where we read that among the women 
cured of possession by evil spirits who aeeom
panied the Lord and his diseiples during their 
evangelistic ministry was ' Mary ealled Magdalene, 
from whom seven demons had gone out' (cf Mk .  
1 6:9, i n  the longer ending). 

Jt is not possible, at least from the biblieal evi
denee, to limit the illness from whieh Mary was 
healed to one sphere alone, the physieal, the mental 
or the moral. This is a further reason for resisting 
any identification between Mary Magdalene and 
the 'sinful woman' of Lk. 7 (see above, under 2) . I f  
Luke had known that the Mary of eh. 8 was the 
same person as the sinner of eh. 7, would he not 
probably have made the conneetion explieit? 

Mary reappears at the erueifixion, in eompany 
with the other women who had journeyed with our 
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Lord from Galilee (see below, under 4). In the Jo
hannine aeeount of the resurreetion we have the 
deseription of the Lord's appearance to Mary 
alone. Mark's version, in the longer ending, is brief 
and not placed chronologically. Slight differences 
occur in the reports of the arrival 01' the women at 
the tomb. Mary sets out with the others (Mt .  28: I ;  
Mk .  1 6: 1 ), but apparently runs ahead of them and 
arrives first at the tomb (Jn. 20: 1 ). She then teils 
Peter and the beloved disciple what has happened 
(J n. 20:2), and is joined there by the other women 
(Lk.  24: I 0). She returns with Peter and the beloved 
diseiple to the tomb, and lingers behind weeping 
after they have gone (Jn. 20: 1 1 ) .  It is then that she 
sees two angels (v. 1 2),  and finally the risen Christ 
hirnself (v. 1 4), who addresses to her the famous 
noli /angere injunction (v. 1 7) .  Clearly Mary's rela
tiOllShip to her Lord, following his resurrection, is 
to be 01' a different kind and to continue in another 
dimension. 

4. Mary the mother of James; 'the other Mary'; 
Mary '01' • Clopas'. It is very probable that these 
three names all refer to the same person. Mary the 
mother of James and Joses is listed with Mary 
Magdalene among the women who accompanied 
our Lord to Jerusalem and were present at the cru
cifixion (Mt .  27:55f.). When Mary Magdalene and 
'the other Mary' are described immediately after
wards (v. 6 1 )  as 'sitting opposite the sepulchre' 
after the burial i t  seems likely that the same Mary, 
the mother of James, is intended. 'The other Mary' 
again appears with Mary Magdalene on the resur
rection morning (Mt .  28: I ) . 

From the other Synoptists we learn furt her de
tails. Mark refers to her ( 1 5:40) as 'Mary the 
mother of James the younger and of Joses', who 
was present at the crucifixion in the eompany of 
Mary Magdalene and Salome. In Mk.  1 5 :47 she is 
ealled Mafia he löse/os, and in 1 6: I she reappears 
(as 'Mary the mother 01' James') with Salome and 
Mary Magdalene as one who brought spices to the 
tomb on the morning 01' the resurrection to anoint 
the dead body 01' Jesus. Luke adds (24: I 0) that 
Joanna, as weil as Mary Magdalene and Mary the 
mother of James, was among the women who had 
been onlookers at the passion 01' Christ, and who 
reported the events 01' the resurrection to the 
apostles. 

John uses the descriptive term Klöpa ('01' 
C1opas') for this Mary, when he records ( 1 9:25) 
that standing by the cross of Jesus were his mother 
and his mother's sister, Mary 'the wife 01' C1opas' 
and Mary Magdalene. It appears correct to trans
late the genitive Klöpa as '(wife) of CI opas', rather 
than as '(daughter) of Clopas'. Judging, then, by 
the list given in Mk. 1 5 :40, and no ted above, it 
seems fairly dear that Mary 01' Clopas (pace 
Jerome) is the same person as Mary 01' James. He
gesippus teils us (see Eus., EH 3. 1 1 ) that • Clopas 
(AV C1eophas) was the brother 01' Joseph, the hus
band 01' the Virgin Mary. (The 'Cleopas' 01' Lk. 
24: 18 is a different name.) 

5 .  Mary the mother 01' Mark. The sole NT refer
ence to this Mary occurs in Acts 1 2 : 1 2 .  After 
Peter's escape from prison ( 1 2 :6ff.) it is to her 
house in Jerusalem, evidently a meeting-place for 
Christi ans, that he goes first. Since • Mark is de
seribed as the cousin 01' Barnabas (Co!. 4: I 0), 
Barnabas was evidently Mary's nephew. 

6. Mary greeted by St Pau!. Her name appears 
among the 24 people Iisted in Rom. 16 to whom 
Paul sent greetings (v. 6). There she is described as 

one who 'worked hard' in (or for) the church. 
Otherwise nothing is known of her. s.s.s. 

MASSA. The seventh of the twelve prinees 01' 
Ishmael according to Gn.  25: 1 4  and I Ch. 1 :30, 
who apparently settled in N Arabia. Probably this 
tribe is to be identified with the Mas'a who paid 
tribute with Tema to Tiglath-pileser 1 I I  (ANET, p. 
283) and with the Masanoi, loeated by Ptolemy (5. 
1 9 , 2) NE 01' Duma. Perhaps Mesheeh in Ps. 1 20:5 
should be emended to Massa, which more dosely 
paralleis Kedar. In Pr. 30: l and 3 1 :  I hammassö ' 
('the prophecy' in AV) should possibly be read as a 
proper name. 1 1' Agur and • Lemuel are Massaites, 
their eollections 01' proverbs are examples 01' the 
international eharacter 01' Heb. • wisdom litera
ture, wh ich on oceasion was adopted and shaped 
by the Israelites to eonform to their historic faith.  

D.A.H. 

MASSAH, According to Dt. 6: 16 and 9:22, a place 
in the wilderness where Israel put God to the test: 
Massah (from nissa, 'to test') means 'testing'. In 
Ex. 1 7 :7 the name is eoupled with Meribah (= 
'quarrel, complaint', from fit! = 'strive, complain') 
in a story from the older Pentateuchal sources 
which shows the Israelites protesting beeause 01' 
lack 01' water at • Rephidim, dose to Mt Horeb (v. 
6). The two names again appear together in Ps. 
95:8, a warning to later generations which could 
refer to this episode. 
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The name Meribah also occurs (without 
Massah) in eonjunction with • Kadesh, both in a 
boundary-list (Ezk. 47: 1 9) and as the loeation 01' a 
similar episode (mainly drawn from P), which re
sults in both Moses and Aaron being denied the 
privilege 01' entering the promised land (Nu. 20: 1 -
1 3  (cf v. 24) ;  27 : 1 4; Dt. 32:5 1 ;  Ps. 1 06 :32). 

Both narratives are aetiologieal, i. e. imply that 
the names were given as a result 01' these events 01' 
the Mosaic period. But beeause 01' the legal conno
tat ions 01' the verb fit! it has often been suggested 
that Meribah was first 01' all a place where legal 
disputes were settled (cf En-mishpat, 'weil 01' 
judgment' ,  another name for Kadesh [Gn. 1 4 :7]). 
This can only be a hypothesis, but there are other 
reasons for wondering wh ether the straightforward 
explanation 01' the names is historically correct. 

The attempt has frequently been made to separ
ate out a Massah-story and a Meribah-story in Ex. 
1 7 : 1 -7, but, although there is a Iittle unexpected 
repetition (vv. 2-3), it is not sufficient to justify 
analysis into two separate stories, deriving I'rom 
different sources. The same must be said for Nu. 
20: 1 - 1 3 . What is more Iikely is that, in both cases, 
there has been some amplification 01' the original 
account by a later author. In Ex. 1 7 : 1 -7 this amp
Iifieation may be responsible for the introduction 
01' the allusion to Meribah (and perhaps Massah 
also) in vv. 2 and 7. 

Dt. 33:8 and Ps. 8 1  :7, where these names also 
occur, can scarcely refer to the same episodes, since 
here there is no hint 01' criticism and it is God, not 
the people 01' Israel, who is doing the 'testing'. The 
theme 01' God testing Israel is one that is en
countered several times in Exodus ( 1 5:25; 1 6:4; 
20:20). It seems likely that other events, perhaps 
mentioned elsewhere in the Bible (Ex. 32?), per
haps not, were at one time connected with these 
places. To date, no fully satisfactory correlation 01' 



the various passages has been made, and it may be 
that the Iiterary and historical problems are insol
uble. For some ingenious, if speculative, sugges
tions see H .  See bass, Mose und Aaron, 1 962, pp. 
61 ff. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 8. S. Childs, Exodus, 1 974, pp. 
305-309. G.I .D. 

MASTER. The translation of five Heb. and seven 
Gk. words. I n  the OT the most common term is 
'äijön, 'lord', 'sir ' ,  found 96 times, particularly 
when the reference is to persons other than God
e.g a master of servants (Gn. 24: 14, eIe. ; TDOT I ,  
pp. 59-72). ba'al, 'owner', 'master', appears five 
times, generally denoting the master of a house 
(Jdg. 1 9 :22; cf Mt.  1 0:25, Gk. oikodespoles; TDNT 
2, p. 49; TDOT 2, pp. 1 8 1 -200). (For the Phoeni
cian god, see • BAAL.) rall, 'great', 'eIder', occurs 
four times, notably in combination with another 
word-e.g 'chief of the magicians' (Dn. 4:9; 5 : 1 1 ), 
'chief eunuch' (Dn. I :3) .  On two occasions the 
Heb. word is sar, 'prince', 'chief', 'commander' 
(Ex. I :  1 1 ; I Ch. 1 5 :27), and once i t  is 'er, 'to 
awake', 'to stir up' ( Mal . 2:  1 2), where RV and Avmg. 
render 'hirn that waketh' and RSV has 'any to wit
ness' (reading 'erj for 'er). 

In the NT the most frequent term is didaskalos 
(TDNT 2, pp. 148-1 59), 'teacher', 'instructor', 
found 47 times, all in the Gospels except for Jas. 
3: 1 .  despoles (TDNT 2, pp. 44-49) generally de
notes a master over slaves, and is used five times 
(e.g I Tim. 6: 1 -2). A word peculiar in this connec
tion to Luke's Gospel and found there six times, 
always when the disciples are addressing Jesus, is 
epislales ( TDNT 2, pp. 622-623), 'superintendent' ,  
'overseer' (e.g Lk. 5 :5). kyrios (TDNT 3, pp. 1 039-
1 095), 'lord', 'sir', is translated 'master' 1 4  times, 
orten signifying God or Christ (e.g. Mk. 1 3:35; 
Eph . 6:9). Another word translated as master is 
kalhegeles, 'a leader', 'a guide' (in the scholastic 
sense) (Mt .  23:8, 1 0). Gk. rhabbi (TDNT 6, pp. 
96 1-965), • 'Rabbi', from Heb. rabbi, 'my master', 
is used of Jesus (e.g. Jn. 4:3 1 )  in 1 2  of its 1 5  NT 
occurrences. Finally, kyberneles (TDNT 3, pp. 
1 035-1 037), 'ship-master', 'pilot', is found twice 
(Acts 27: 1 1 ; Rev. 1 8 : 1 7). 1.0.0. 

MATTHEW Matthew appears in all the lists of 
the twelve apostles (Mt .  1 0:3 ;  Mk.  3 : 1 8; Lk. 6: 1 5 ; 
Acts I :  1 3) .  In Mt .  1 0:3 he is further described as 
'the tax-collector'. In Mt .  9:9 Jesus finds hirn 'sit
ting at the tax-office' and bids hirn follow hirn. I n  
the parallel passages i n  Mark and Luke the tax
collector called from the tax-office is designated 
Levi, Mark adding that he was 'the son of AI
phaeus'. The Gospel 0/ Peler also speaks of Levi 
thc son of Alphaeus as a disciple of Jesus. Sub
sequently, Jesus is a fel low-guest with many tax
collectors and sinners. Neither Mt. 9: 1 0  nor Mk.  
2: 1 5  makes it clear at  whose house the  meal was 
held, but Lk.  5:29 states that 'Levi made hirn a 
great feast in his house' .  From the evidence it is 
usually supposed that Matthew and Levi were the 
same person. 

Thc statement of Papias that Matthew 'com
piled the oracles' (synegrapsalo la logia) in Hebrew 
was taken by the early church as evidence that 
Matthew was the author of the Gospel wh ich had 
been handed down as 'according to Matthew'. 
Most modern scholars believe that Papias was re-
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ferring to a compilation by Matthew either of the 
sayings of Jesus or of Messianic proof-texts from 
the OT. I t  may be that the subsequent embodiment 
of so me of these sayings or proof-texts in the 
Gospel was the reason why that document came to 
be styled 'according to Matthew' from the middle 
of the 2nd century. For Bibliography, • MATTHEW, 
GOSPEL OF. R. V.G.T. 

MATTHEW, GOSPEL OF. 

I. Outline of contents 
a. Events associated with the birth of Jesus the 
Messiah ( I :  1 -2:23). 

b. Jesus is baptized and tempted and begins his 
Galilean ministry (3: 1 -4:25). 

e. The ethics of the kingdom of God are 
taught by Jesus by injunctions and illustrations 
(5: 1 -7:29). 

d. Jesus demonstrates his power over disease, the 
devil and nature (8 : 1 -9:34). 

e. Jesus commissions the Twelve and sends them 
out as preachers (9:35-10:42). 

f Jesus commends John the Baptist, issues a gra
cious invitation to the heavy laden, claims to be 
Lord of the sabbath day, argues that he cannot be 
Beelzebub and explains the qualifications for 
membership in his new family ( 1 1 :  1 - 1 2: 50). 

g. Jesus gives seven parables about the kingdom 
of heaven ( 1 3 : I-52). 

h. Jesus is rejected by his fellow-townsmen of 
Nazareth ,  and John the Baptist is martyred ( 1 3 :53-
1 4: 1 2) .  

i. Further miracles are performed by Jesus, who 
is acknowledged to be the Christ by Peter. Later 
Jesus is transfigured before three disciples and pre
dicts his coming death and resurrection ( 1 4: 1 3-
1 7:27). 
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j. Jesus teaches his disciples to be humble, care
ful in conduct, and very forgiving in practice ( 1 8 :  1 -
35). 

k. Jesus travels to Jerusalem. On the way he gives 
teaching on divorce, the position of children, the 
snare of riches and the wickedness of God's people 
the Jews; he heals two blind men at Jericho ( 1 9 : 1-
20:34). 

I. After making a triumphal but humble entry 
into Jerusalem, Jesus shows his authority by 
cleansing the Temple, by cursing a fruitless fig-tree, 
and by attacking and counter-attacking the chief 
priests and Pharisees (21 : 1 -23:35). 

m. Jesus predicts the fal l  of Jerusalem and his 
own glorious second coming (24: I -5 1 ) .  

n. Jesus gives three parablcs on judgment (25: 1 -
46). 

o. Jesus is betrayed, tried, denied, mocked, cru
cified and buried (26: 1-27:66). 

p. Jesus is raised from the dead and is seen by his 
friends (28 : 1 - 1 0) .  

q.  Jesus gives his final  orders be fore returning to 
God in heaven (28 : 1 1 -20). 

I!. Characteristics :lnd authorship 

In this Gospel the incidents in the l ife of Jesus 
which constituted 'the gospel' preached by the 
apostles are combined to a greater extent with 
the ethical teaching of Jesus than elsewhere in the 
NT; and it is this feature of the book, together with 
the orderly manner in wh ich the material is pre
sented, wh ich made it from the earliest days the 
most widely read and in some respects the most 
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inHuential of the four Gospels. Modern scholars 
hesitate to accept the tradition that its author was 
the apostle * Matthew, for he seems to have been 
dependent upon a document composed by a non
apostolic writer, the Gospel of Mark, to a degree 
improbable in an original apostle. For a full dis
cussion of the quest ion of authorship see the 
writer's Introduction to the TNTC. 

111 .  The influence of Mark 
It i s  c1ear that Matthew has included almost the 
whole of Mark, though he has greatly abbreviated 
the Marcan stories of the miracles to make space 
for the large amount of non-Marcan material he 
desires to insert (* GOSPELS; * MARK, GOSPEL OF). 
Along with the stories from Mark, the Evangelist 
inserts numerous sayings of Jesus, taken, it would 
seem, from a source common to hirnself and Luke; 
and he conflates these sayings with others found 
only in his Gospel, the resultant groupings consti
tuting five blocks of teaching, chs. 5-7, 10 , 1 3, 1 8  
and 24-25, each block ending with the formula: 
'When Jesus had finished these sayings.' The 
subject-matter of the Gospel is rendered complete 
by the addition of several narratives found no
where else. These would appear for the most part 
to be elaborat ions of traditions used by Christians 
for apologetic purposes in defence against Jewish 
slanders. Evidence of style suggests that these par
ticular narratives were first put in writing by the 
Evangelist hirnself (see G. D. Kilpatrick, The Ori
gins ol lhe Gospel according 10 SI. Mallhew, 1 946). 

IV. Differences from Mark's Gospel 
The fact that this Gospel originated in a Gk.
speaking Jewish-Christian community accounts 
largely for the particular emphasis wh ich it pI aces 
upon the different elements that composed the 
primitive Christian preaching, and also for the 
manner in wh ich the teaching of Jesus is presented. 
The note of luljilmenl finds stronger emphasis here 
than in the Gospel of Mark. The author is most 
concerned to establish the truth that the earthly 
history of Jesus, in  its origin and its purpose, and 
in the actual manner of its unfolding, was the ac
tivity of God hirnself, who was therein fulfilling his 
own words spoken by the prophets. No Gospel so 
c10sely l inks together OT and NT; and no docu
ment in the NT sets forth the person of Jesus, and 
his l ife and teaching, so c1early as the fulfilment of 
'the law and the prophets'. Not only does the 
Evangelist add OT references to passages taken 
over from Mark, as, e.g. , at 27:34 and 43; but at 
various points in the narrative he introduces with 
the impressive formula 'this was to fulfil wh at was 
spoken by the prophet' some eleven special quota
tions from the OT, the cumulative effect of wh ich is 
remarkable (see 1 :23; 2 : 1 8; 2:23; 4 : 1 5f.; 8 : 1 7; 
1 2 : 1 8ff.; 1 3 :35; 2 1 :5 ,  and 27:9f.) .  Events are re
corded as happening in the way they did because 
God had willed that it should be so. They were not 
freak events isolated and unexplained. They hap
pened 'according to the scriptures', in which God's 
will had been expressed. 

V. The story of Jesus 
The record of the events in the l ife and death of 
Jesus which were of special importance and signifi
cance for the Christian gospel that we find pre
sen ted in Matthew is for the most part Mark's 
story. Our Evangelist collects in chs. 8 and 9, in 
three groups of three, many of the Marcan narra-

tives of the miracles; and in chs. 1 1  and 1 2  he com
bines from Mark and other sources stories about 
the relations of Jesus with prominent people of his 
day such as John the Baptist and the Pharisees. He 
makes no attempt to relate these incidents in 
chronological sequence. Such sequence is to be 
found only in the story of the passion, which, be
cause it lay at the centre of the Christian gospel, 
was probably told in chronological form from very 
early days. Matthew, however, renders Mark's 
story of the life of Jesus more complete by pref
acing it with a * genealogy and traditions about the 
infancy of Jesus and by following i t  with accounts 
of two of the appearances of the risen Jesus. The 
infancy narratives of Matthew do not contain an 
account of the birth of Jesus, which is mentioned 
only in passing in 2: I .  The purpose of the Evangel
ist seems to be, by the genealogy, to show that 
Jesus, though born of a virgin-mother, was never
theless legally of Abraham's seed and a son of the 
royal house of David; and, by the material con
tained in I :  1 8-25, to answer the calumny that Jesus 
was an illegitimate child of Mary, and to defend 
the action of Joseph. The subsequent story of the 
Hight into Egypt is  partly an answer to the Jewish 
cavil why, if Jesus, known as Jesus of Nazareth, 
was really born in Bethlehem, so much of his life 
was spent at Nazareth .  
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The two resurrection appearances peculiar to 
Matthew (28:9- 1 0, 1 6-20) may be an attempt to 
round off the Marcan story. Certainly, the abrupt
ness of Mark's ending is avoided by the statement 
that the women, instead of saying nothing to any
body of what they had heard and seen, at once 
obeyed the angel's command to report to the 
Lord's brethren that they were to go to Galilee 
where they would see hirn, and that, as the women 
were setting out on their errand, they met the risen 
Jesus. The momentous disclosure by the risen Jesus 
in Galilee that by his victory over death universal 
sovereignty had been given hirn, and his commis
si on to the eleven disciples to embark upon a 
world-wide evangelistic mission with the assurance 
that he would be with them to the end of time, 
provide the c1imax of the Gospel of Matthew. 

In  these infancy and post-resurrection narratives 
Matthew is making definite additions to the story 
of Jesus as it had been set forth in Mark. Where he 
expands such Marcan stories as he embodies, it is 
usually by adding material which reHects interests 
that were of concern to the Christian church at the 
time he was writing. For example, the story of 
Peter walking over the waves to Jesus ( 1 4:28-3 1 )  
and the famous Petrine passage in 1 6: 1 8- 1 9  were 
important at a time when that apostle was playing 
a leading part in the church; and the problem pre
sen ted by taxation, especially after AO 70, when, on 
the destruction of the Temple, the tax for its 
upkeep was transferred to the temple of Jupiter 
Capitolinus, would receive some elucidation from 
the narrative recorded in 1 7:24-27. Moreover, as 
time went on, and biographical curiosity tended to 
increase, greater attention seems to have been paid 
to the secondary characters in the story of Jesus. 
Thus the Matthean account of the fate of Judas 
Iscariot (27 :3-10) and the incident of Pilate's wife 
(27 : 1 9) would help to answer the puzzling ques
tions, 'Why did Judas betray his Master?' and, 
'Why did Pilate condemn Jesus?' 

In his account of the crucifixion and resurrec
tion Matthew makes four main additions to the 
Marcan narrative which at this point he is follow-



ing closely. He relates that at the moment 01' Jesus' 
death an earthquake occurred accompanied by a 
resurrection 01' the saints, who had foretold the 
coming 01' the Messiah and who now rose to salute 
his death on Calvary (27: 5 1 -53). The three further 
additions 01' Matthew to Mark's resurrection nar
rative, viz. the special guarding and sealing 01' the 
tomb (27:62-66); the failure 01' these precautions 
due partly to the semi-mortification 01' the guards 
after another earthquake and partly to the pres
ence 01' an angelic visitor who rolled the stone from 
the tomb (28:2-4); and the bribing 01' the guards to 
circulate the story, still current in the Evangelist's 
day, that the disciples 01' Jesus had come during the 
night and stolen the body (28: 1 1 - 1 5)-are all 01' an 
apologetic nature. Their purpose is to dismiss the 
possibility that the body 01' Jesus could have been 
removed from the grave except in a supernatural 
manner. In many respects the Gospel 01' Matthew 
might be called an early Christian apology. 

VI. The new_Israel 
The chief consequence 01' the l ife and death 01' 
Jesus emphasized in the Gospel 01' Matthew is the 
coming into being 01' the universal church 01' God, 
the new Israel, in which Gentiles as weil as Jews 
find a place. The Gospel opens with the prophecy 
that Jesus is Emmanuel, God with us (I :23); and i t  
closes with the promise that th is  same Jesus, now 
the risen Christ, will be with his disciples, drawn 
from all the nations, till the end 01' time. The note 
01' universality, sounded at the beginning in the 
story of the manifestation 01' Jesus to the Magi, is 
re-echoed in the command with which the Gospel 
closes to go into all the world and make disciples 
01' all nations. The Evangelist finds significance in 
the fact that the ministry 01' Jesus was exercised 
partly in 'Galilee 01' the Gentiles' (4: 1 5); and de
scribes hirn as God's servant who would 'proclaim 
justice to the Gentiles . . .  and in his name will the 
Gentiles hope' ( 1 2 : 1 8 , 2 1 ) .  The Christian church, 
universal in its membership, is, however, no new 
church. It is the old Israel transformed and 
widened because 01' Jesus' rejection by the majority 
01' the Jews. It was to ' the lost sheep 01' the house 
01' Israel' that Jesus confessed hirnself primarily to 
have been sent ( 1 5:24); and it was to the same lost 
sheep that he despatched his apostles to proclaim 
the arrival 01' the kingdom ( 1 0:6). But greater faith 
was found in a Roman centurion than in any in 
Israel (8 :  I 0); and in consequence the places at the 
Messianic banquet, unfilled by the Jew, would be 
thrown open to believers from E and W, while 'the 
sons 01' the kingdom' would remain outside (8: 1 1 -
1 2), Because the Messiahship 01' Jesus had become 
to the Jews 'a stone 01' stumbling', the kingdom 
would be taken away from them and given to a 
nation 'producing the fruits 01' i t '  (2 1 :42-43). The 
patriarchs 01' the new Israel, the apostles, would 
share in the Messiah's final victory, acting as his 
co-assessors in judgrnent, as Jesus makes clear in 
the words recorded by Matthew in 1 9:28, and as 
the Evangelist emphasizes by inserting the words 
'with you' in the Marcan saying inserted at 26:29. 

VII. Jesus as Judge 
The fourth element in the primitive preaching was 
the call to repentance in view 01' the return 01' Jesus 
as Judge 01' living and dead. This call is sounded 
loudly in Matthew. John the Baptist in this Gospel 
calls Israel to repent in the same words as Jesus 
because they stand on the threshold 01' the Mes-
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siah's ministry (3:2); and at the close 01' the teach
ing 01' Jesus we read the parable 01' the great assize, 
found only in this Gospel (25:3 1 -46). This parable 
concludes a group 01' sayings and parables con
cerned exclusively with the coming 01' the Messiah 
in judgrnent. By the time the Gospel was written, 
perhaps in the early 80s 01' the I st century, part 01' 
the divine judgment had al ready descended upon 
Israel in the fall 01' Jerusalem; and the words 01' 
2 1 :4 1  and 22:7 had indeed been fulfilled. 

Many of the parables peculiar to Mt . ,  such as 
the tares 01' the field, the unforgiving debtor, the 
guest without a wedding garment and the ten vir
gins, stress the inevitability and the serious nature 
01' the divine judgment;  and it is in them that we 
find constantly repeated the solemn phrases pecu
liar to this Gospel, 'the outer darkness', 'the close 
01' the age' and 'the weeping and gnashing 01' 
teeth'. I n  the perspective 01' this Gospel this final 
coming 01' the Christ, though absolutely certain, is 
not pictured as immediate, because, as we have 
seen, the closing pronouncement 01' the risen 
Christ implies a period 01' indefinite duration, 
during which he is present and exercises his reign in 
his church, before his final appearance as Judge. I t  
i s  probable, therefore, that i n  t h e  light 01' the teach
ing 01' the Gospel as a whole we ought to interpret 
the two very difficult sayings in 1 0:23 and 1 6:28 as 
referring to the exaltation 01' Jesus to the right 
hand 01' God after the triumph 01' his resurrection, 
when he entered upon a more extended reign in the 
hearts 01' his followers. Otherwise we are forced to 
the unsatisfactory conclusion that either they re
mained unfulfilled, and were therefore false proph
ecies, or that they are not genuine sayings 01' Jesus. 

VIII.  Ethical teaching 
The Gospel 01' Matthew is also remarkable for the 
extent to which and the manner in which the eth
ical teaching 01' Jesus is presented. To this Evangel
ist, as to Jewish Christians generally, and also to 
Paul (for the very phrase is his), there is such a 
thing as 'the law 01' Christ'. Some scholars have 
thought that the five groups 01' teaching in this 
Gospel were regarded by the author as comparable 
to the five books 01' the law. Be this as it may, it 
would seem clear that he presents Jesus as the great 
Teacher who proclaims a revised law for the new 
Israel from the mountain (5: I ), even as Moses had 
spoken the divine law given to hirn on Mt Sinai. 
The Messiah calls Israel not only to repentance but 
to good works; and the desire to do them, and the 
willingness to suffer for doing them, render the 
doers blessed (5:6, 1 0).  The righteousness 01' 
Christ's disciples must exceed that 01' the Pharisees 
(5:20). It is true that by their traditions, by their 
slavery to isolated texts and their failure to grasp 
the wider implications 01' the law, the Pharisees had 
rendered much 01' it void; but the law remained an 
integral part 01' divine revelation. It is this law 
which finds its fulfilment in Christ, who came not 
to destroy it but to supply what it lacked and to 
correct scribal misinterpretations 01' it (5: 1 7). Ac
cordingly, a large part 01' the Sermon on the 
Mount is taken up with an explanation 01' the De
calogue in which Jesus lays down the moral stand
ards by which the conduct 01' his disciples is to be 
judged. 

One 01' the major difficulties 01' this Gospel is 
that i t  presents Jesus as upholding the validity 01' 
the Mosaic law and also claiming authority so to 
'fulfil' it that sometimes he has been thought to be 
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contradicting it .  That he regarded the OT as poss
essing permanent validity as the Word of God is 
explicit in the uncompromising saying of 5: 1 7- 1 9. 
At the same time, so strongly is the binding author
ity of Christ's own utterances stressed, that in cer
tain instances the abiding nature of the old law 
seems to be denied. I n  view, however, of the cat
egorical statement about the law's validity, the 
Evangelist cannot have meant his readers to infer 
that there was any real anti thesis between the 
statements contained in it and lesus' comments 
upon them. Six times in the Sermon on the Mount 
he appears to be setting his own pronouncements 
against what had been previously spoken, and in 
each instance what had been previously spoken 
consists of, or at least includes, a quotation from 
the Mosaic law. . 

11 has, however, been weil pointed out that the 
expressions in ch. 5, 'You have heard that it was 
said' or ' 1 1  was said', do not correspond exactly to 
'11 is written', which lesus so often uses when he is 
appealing to the authority of Scripture. By them he 
is, in fact, drawing attention not only to what the 
law said but to what the people had been told by 
their teachers was its meaning. In ludaism the law 
occupied the supreme position. I n  Christianity that 
place is occupied by Christ hirnself. In the lewish
Christian Gospel of Matthew Christ remains the 
dominant authority. 1 1  is significant that it is in this 
Gospel alone that we read his gracious but imperi
ous invitation, 'Come to me, all who labour and 
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my 
yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle 
and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your 
souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light' 
( 1 1 :28-30). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries by D. Hili, NCB, 
1 972; E. Schweizer, 1 976; D. A. Carson, EBC, 
1 9 84; R .  T. France, TNTC, 1 986; W. D. Davies and 
D. C. Allison, ICC, 1 988, 1 99 1 .  See also 1. D. 
Kingsbury, Matlhew: Structure, Christology, King
dom, 1 975; R. T. France, Matlhew: Evangelist and 
Teacher, 1 989; G. N. Stanton, A Gospel/or a New 
People: Studies in Matlhew, 1 99 1 .  R.V .G.T. 

MATIHIAS. The successor of Judas Iscariot, fol
lowing the latter's defection from thc Twelve 
(Acts I :  1 5-26). The fact and manner of his elec
tion have sometimes been called in question as 
hasty and unspiritual, and supervening on the 
place intended for Paul (cf ,  e.g. , G. Campbell 
Morgan, Acts, 1 924, ad loc. ) ,  but Luke gives no 
hint of such a view: the basis of the lot-casting, 
with its OT precedent (cf I Sa. 1 4:4 1 ;  * URIM AND 
THuMMIM) , was that God had already chosen his 
apostle (v. 24), and i t  was fitting that the foun
dational apostolate should be complete at the 
outpouring of the Spirit on the church and its 
first preaching (* ApOSTLE) . That Matthias ful
filled the qualifications of vv. 2 1 -22 makes the 
statement of Eusebius (EH I .  1 2) that he was one 
of the Seventy not unlikely. 

Of his later career nothing is known. His name 
was often confounded with that of Matthew, a 
process doubtless encouraged by the Gnostic 
groups who claimed secret traditions from hirn 
(Hippolytus, Philos. 7.  8). A book of so-called tra
ditions was known to Clement of Alexandria 
(Strom. 2. 9 ;  3 .  4; cf 7. 1 7) .  Other apocryphal lit
erature was fathered upon hirn. 

The early identification of Matthias with Zac-

chaeus (Clement, Strom. 4. 6) may aiso arise from 
confusion with Matthew the tax-collcctor. Thc 
substitution 01' 'Tholomaeus' in the Old Syriac 01' 
Acts I is harder to understand . 

The name is probably a contraction 01' Mat-
tathias. A.F.W. 

MATIOCK. Heb. mah"resö in I Sa. 1 3 :20 (end), 
2 1 ,  and the similar form mah"reie[ (earlier in v. 
20) represent cutting instruments (root hrf, 'to 
plough, engrave'), i. e. probably mattocks and hoes. 
Among other terms in these verses, the second one, 
Heb. 'er. is a metal head: of an axe in 2 Ki .  6:5 and 
so perhaps of a ploughshare or more strictly a 
metal cap for a wooden plough (rather than AV'S 
'coulter'); cf Is. 2:4 = Mi.  4 :3 ;  Joel 3: I 0, feasible 
adaptations as weil as evocative. The third term in 
v. 20 (qardöm) is a pickaxe (AV 'axe'). 

In AV 'mattock' also translates Heb. ma'der in Is. 
7:25, hoe, used in the vineyard terraces (cf also I s. 
5 :6) and b'�arbö[ehem in 2 Ch.  34:6, which should 
probably be rendered 'in their ruins' with RV, RSV 
(from �orbä). 

For an iron mattock of about 1 0th century BC 
found at Tell Jemmeh in SW Palestine, see G. E .  
Wright, Biblical Archaeology, 1 957, p. 92, fig. 57 :3 .  
(* ARTS AND CRAFTS.) K.A .K .  

MEADOW. I .  Heb.  'äbü: AV 'meadow'; RV, RSV 
'reed grass'. This Heb. word is a loan-word from 
Egyp. 'q(y) and, like it ,  means 'papyrus th icket(s)'. 
The picture of cattle pasturing in the papyrus 
thickets and marshes (Gn. 4 1  :2, 1 8) is  typically 
Egyptian: cattle are shown thus in tomb-scenes, 
while texts mention bringing 'best grass from the 
papyrus marshes' for livestock. In  lb. 8: I I  göme' 
and 'öbü are parallel : 'papyrus' or 'reeds' and 'pa
pyrus thicket', which must have mud and water. In  
Ho .  1 3 : 1 5  i t  i s  possible to  render 'a�fm as  'reed 
thickets' rat her t\lan 'brothers' (cf RSV) . See 1. Ver
gote, loseph en Egypte, 1 959, pp. 59-66 (especially 
62ff.) for full references; also cf T. O. Lambdin, 
lAOS 73, 1 953, p. 1 46, for other related Egyp. and 
Ugaritic terms. 

2. In ldg. 20:33 AV renders ma'''reh-geiJ.a' as 
'meadows of Geba'. This may be the 'bare place' 
by Geba, or perhaps a Maareh-geba close by, or 
even (with LXX) to be read as ma'''raiJ.-geiJ.a', '(on) 
west of Geba' (RSV) . K .A .K .  

MEALS. 

I .  Non-biblical sources 
What is probably the oldest banquet scene in the 
world has been preserved on a lapis-Iazuli cylinder 
seal recovered from the mound at Ur in Mesopo
tamia. Now in the University of Philadelphia 
M useum, the arte fact dates from the time of 
Queen Shub-ad (c. 2600 BC) . 1 1  depicts a meal at 
which the royal guests are seated on low stools 
and are being served with beakers of wine by 
attendants who wear skirts of fteece. Musical 
entertainment is provided by a harpist, while other 
servants employ fans in an attempt to cool the 
guests in the hot Mesopotamian air. 

Similar scenes have been preserved by Bab. art
ists from subsequent periods, one of the more 
interesting of which is a large bas-relief from As
syria. King Ashurbanipal is seen eating with his 
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wife in the garden 01' thc royal palace at Nineveh. 
As the king reelines on a pillowed dining-couch he 
raises a bowl of wine to his lips. His wife is also 
shown drinking from an elegant bowl, but she is 
seated upon a small chair which has a low shelf in 
the form of a foot-rest. As in the case of the Ur 
artefact, attendants stand ready with fans to cool 
the diners and dispel annoying insects. The relief 
shows a few musical instruments placed on the 
ground beside some vines and palm trees in readi
ness for the court musicians. 

The earliest detailed menu of wh ich we have any 
record relates to a feast given by Ashurnasirpal 1 1  
at the dedication of his new palace at Nimrud. I t  
was attended by 69,574 persons and lasted for 10  
days. The details are given on  a monument set up  
in 879 BC (see [BA , fig .  43). 

11. Biblical references 

a. Pa/ace mea/s 
The type of elegance mentioned above, which was 
characteristic of Mesopotamian antiquity, was far 
surpassed by the delicacy and expertise which sur
rounded the royal meals of ancient Egypt. Paint
ings on the walls of tombs and other buildings 
have furnished remarkable evidence of the splen
dour such a celebration as the palace birthday 
banquet of pharaoh in the time of 10seph (Gn. 
40:20). On such occasions the guests, elegantly be
wigged and perfumed, were seated on couches near 
to low tables. Their food would inelude a variety of 
roast fowl, vegetables, roast beef, a wide range of 
pastries and numerous sweetmeats. Popular bever
ages ineluded heer brewed from barley, and wine. 
Representations on tomb walls show servants 
bringing in large containers of wine and handing 
the guests bent glass tubes which were then dipped 
into the jar. The guests drank until they were in
ebriated and fel l  to the f100r near their dining
couches. 

Banqueting customs in Persia in the 5th century 
BC have been preserved by the book of Esther, 
which describes no fewer than five such festive oc
casions at Susa. The first was a marathon feast last
ing 1 80 days, given by the king in honour of the 
Persian and Median princes (Est. I :3ff.). This was 
fol lowed by a 7-day banquet in the royal gardens, 
to wh ich all the palace staff were invited. The 
guests were shielded from the sunlight by awnings 
of blue, green and white, the royal Persian colours, 
while the dining-couches were inlaid with gold and 
silver. The other feasts mentioned ineluded one for 
the palace women (Est. 1 :9), the wedding feast of 
Queen Esther (2: 1 6- 1 8) ,  the wine-banquet given to 
Ahasuerus and Haman (5 :4; 7 :  1 -8) and the festival 
period known as Purim (9: 1 -32). 

By contrast the Heb. palace meals were austere 
until the days of Solomon. Guests and retainers 
were numerous even in the time of Saul, and the 
royal displeasure could be incurred by refusing an 
invitation to dine with the king (I Sa. 20:6). The 
generosity of David was shown in the provision 
made at the royal board for Mephibosheth, the 
crippled son of Jonathan (2 Sa. 9 :7) .  Solomon im i
tated the monarchs of surrounding nations in the 
elaborateness and splendour of his feasts. It has 
been suggested that Solomon would probably have 
his summer meals served in some such garden as 
that mentioned in CantieIes. In the royal court at 
Samaria Queen lezebel supported a retinue of 400 
prophets of the Asherah and 450 Baal prophets ( I  
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Ki. 1 8 :  1 9). The poverty 01' post-exilic ludaea con
trasted sharply with the fare provided by Nehe
miah the governor. He  supported 1 50 lews in add
ition to other guests, and the day's food ineluded 
six sheep, an ox, numerous fowls, fruit and wine 
(Ne. 5 : 1 7- 1 9) .  

b. Working-c/ass mea/s 
For the labouring classes in biblical times, however, 
the situation was very different. The day began 
early, and instead of eating a formal breakfast, the 
workers carried in  their girdles or in other con
tainers small loaves, goat's-milk cheese, figs, olives 
and the l ike, which they ate as they journeyed to 
work. The Egyptians apparently had their main 
meal of the day at noon (Gn. 43: 1 6), but Heb. 
workers generally contented themselves with a 
light repast and a rest period (Ru. 2: 1 4) .  Abstin
ence from this meal constituted fasting (Jdg. 20:26; 
I Sa. 1 4:24). Supper, the most important meal of 
the day, took place after the work had been done 
(Ru. 3:7). Once the food had been prepared, the 
entire family dined together along with any guests 
who might be present .  On festive occasions it was 
customary for entertainment to be provided, and 
this ineluded riddles (Jdg. 1 4 :  1 2), music ( l s. 5: 1 2) 
and dancing (Mt .  1 4:6; Lk. 1 5:25). In the patri
archal per iod the diners sat in a group on the 
ground (Gn. 1 8 :8; 37 :25), but at a later time it 
became customary for them to sit at a table (I Ki .  
1 3:20; Ps. 23 :5 ;  Ezk. 23 :4 1 )  after the Egyp. fashion, 
but perhaps in a semi-recumbent position (Est. 
7:8). 

c. Seating arrangements 
In NT times meals were often eaten on a f100r 
above that normally occupied by animals and do
mestic pets (cf Mk. 7:28). Guests invariably re
e1ined on couches, which were arranged on three 
sides of a square around a low table. Normally not 
more than three persons reelined on each couch, 
though occasionally this number was increased to 
fou r  or five. Each couch was provided with cush
ions on which the left elbow res ted and the right 
arm remained free, following the contemporary 
Graeco-Roman fashion. The guests so arranged 
themselves on the couches that each person could 
rest his head near the breast of the one who was 
reelining immediately behind hirn. He was thus re
e1ining 'in the bosom' of his neighbour (ln. 1 3 :23; 
cf Lk. 1 6:22), the e10se proximity of whom fur
nished adequate opportunity for an exchange of 
confidential communications. The place of greatest 
honour or 'highest couch' was the one immediately 
on the right of the servants as they entered the 
room to serve the meal. Conversely, the 'Iowest 
roorn' was on the left of the servants, directly op
posite to the 'highest couch' .  The three guests on 
each couch were spoken of as highest, rniddle and 
lowest, a designation which was suggested by the 
fact that a guest who reelined on another's bosorn 
always appeared to be below hirn. The most cov
eted seat (Mt .  23:6) was therefore the 'highest' 
place on the 'highest' couch. No questions of phys
ical elevation were involved in such a usage of 
'high' and 'Iow'. 
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d. The mea/ itself 
The main meal of the day was generally a relaxed, 
happy occasion. Guests always washed their hands 
before partaking of food, since i t  was customary 
for all of them to eat from a communal dish. This 
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was a large pottery container filled with meat and 
vegetables, and placed on a table in the centre of 
the couches. Only one instance is recorded in the 
OT of a blessing being pronounced before food 
was eaten ( I  Sa. 9: 1 3),  but the NT mentions several 
occasions on which Christ pronounced grace 
before a meal commenced ( Mt. 1 5 :36; Lk. 9: 1 6 ;  ln .  
6: 1 1 ) .  

While the general practice was for each guest to 
dip his hand in to the common bowl (Mt. 26:23), 
there were occasions when separate portions were 
served to each guest (Gn. 43:34; Ru. 2: 14 ;  I Sa. 
I :4-5). In the absence of knives and forks, small 
pieces of bread were held between the thumb and 
two fingers of the right hand to absorb the gravy 
from the dish (Jn.  1 3 :26). They were also used after 
the fashion of spoons to scoop up a piece of meat, 
wh ich was then conveyed to the mouth in the form 
of a sandwich. If a guest acquired a particularly 
delectable morsel by such means it was deemed an 
act of great politeness for hirn to hand it over to a 
companion (Jn. 1 3 :26). When the meal was at an 
end i t  was customary for grace to be pronounced 
once again in compliance with the injunction of 
Dt. 8: 1 0, after which the guests washed their hands 
a second time. 

It would appear from instances such as those of 
Ruth among the reapers (Ru. 2 :  1 4) ,  Elkanah and 
his two wives (I Sa. 1 :4-5), and the sons and 
daughters of lob (Jb. 1 :4) that the womenfolk 
commonly partook of their meals in company with 
the men. But since it is probable that the task of 
preparing the food and waiting upon the guests 
normally devolved upon the women of the house
hold (Lk .  10 :40), they would doubtless be forced to 
take a somewhat more irregular and brief repast. 

An ordinary family meal would not involve the 
preparation of more than one dish of food, so that 
when it had been served the member of the house
hold who had cooked the meal would have no fur
ther work to do. This thought probably underlies 
the rebuke to • Martha ( Lk.  1 0:42), when Christ 
suggested that only one dish was really necessary. 
In  OT times, when the meal had been brought in by 
the person who had prepared it ( I  Sa. 9 :23), the 
head of the household allotted the various servings 
( I  Sa. 1 :4), the size of which might weil vary with 
the preference wh ich he exercised towards indi
viduals in the assembled group (Gn. 43:34; I Sa. 
1 :5). 

e. Special meals 
Special feasts celebrating birthdays, marriages or 
the presence of honoured guests were normally 
marked by an increased degree of ceremony. Vis
itors were received by the host with a kiss (Lk. 
7 :45) and provided with a refreshing footbath (Lk. 
7:44). On certain occasions special c10thing was 
furnished (Mt .  22: 1 1 ) and the guests were decked 
out with floral wreaths ( l s. 28 :  I ) .  The head, beard, 
face and sometimes even the c10thes were anointed 
with perfumes and ointments (Ps. 23 :5 ;  Am. 6:6; 
Lk. 7 :38;  ln. 1 2:3) in celebration of an important 
festal occasion. The conduct of the banquet itself 
was under the direction of a special person known 
in NT times as the 'steward' of the feast (ln. 2 : 8),  
to whom fel l  the task of sampling the various items 
of food and drink before they were placed on the 
table. 

Guests were seated according to their respective 
rank (Gn. 43:33; I Sa. 9:22; Mk .  1 2 :39; Lk. 14 :8 ;  
ln.  1 3 :23), and were often served with individual 

portions of food (I Sa. 1 :4-5; 2 Sa. 6: 1 9 ;  I Ch. 
1 6 :3). Honoured guests were usually singled out by 
being offered either larger (Gn. 43 :34) or more de
lectable ( I  Sa. 9 :24) portions than the others who 
were present at the banquet. 

In  the days of Paul the banquet was an elaborate 
meal which was generally followed by a sym
posium or intellectual discussion. On such occa
sions the discourse would often last far into the 
night, and would treat of such subjects aii politics 
and philosophy. 

f Jesus' presence at meals 
The NT records a number of occasions on which 
lesus was a guest at an evening meal. The wedding 
feast at Cana (Jn. 2:  1 - 1 1 )  was a festal occasion for 
which formal invitations had been issued, as was 
also the case in the parable of the king who gave a 
feast when his son was married (Mt .  22:2- 1 4) .  The 
occasion on which Matthew was host at a banquet 
(Mt .  9 :  I 0) followed the more formal pattern of I st
century AD Graeco-Roman meals. lesus reclined at 
the table in company with his disciples, the tax
collectors and other invited guests. It is probable 
that the dining-room opened on to the street, with 
curtains placed near the entrance so that the guests 
would be shielded to some extent from the curious 
gaze of passers-by. The customs of the day, how
ever, permitted people to look in through the cur
tains and gossip about those present at the feast. I t  
was this practice which prompted the Pharisees to 
question the propriety of Christ's dining with pub
licans and sinners (Mt .  9: 1 1 ). 
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On another occasion in a similar dining-room 
(Lk.  7 :36-50) lesus was noticed by a passing 
woman who returned with an alabaster flask from 
wh ich she poured ointment on the feet of Christ. 
Her action was interpreted as supplying the trad
itional unguent of hospitality which the host had 
neglected to furnish in honour of his guest. I t  
would also appear that h e  had failed t o  provide a 
container of water in wh ich the guest could wash 
his feet ,  an omission which constituted a grave 
breach of courtesy in those days. The meal served 
to lesus in lericho by Zacchaeus (Lk. 1 9 :6) was 
probably of lavish proportions. More modest were 
the family gatherings in Bethany (Lk.  1 0:40; ln .  
1 2 :2), and the  interrupted meal at Emmaus ( Lk .  
24 :30-33) o n  t h e  first Easter day. Occasionally 
Christ omitted the traditional hand-washing as a 
preliminary to a meal in order to teach an import
ant spiritual principle ( Lk .  I I  :37-42). 

g. Meals onjourneys 
Persons undertakingjourneys to parts of the coun
try where hospitality was uncertain usually carried 
an earthen bottle of water (Gn. 2 1 :  1 4) and items of 
food, such as cakes of figs or raisins, bread and 
parched corno The plight of those who 'forgot to 
take bread' (Mk .  8 : 1 -9 ,  1 4) could be very serious 
under certain circumstances. 

111.  Religious significance or meals 

a. Among the Semites 
The communal aspect of a me al was carried over 
into the religious sphere by all Semitic peoples. 
Archaeological discoveries at Ras Shamra (Ugarit) 
have shown the prevalence of such meals in Ca
naanite religious l ife. Baal temples were frequently 
dedicated amidst prolonged feasting and revelry. 
At Shechem the remains of a Hyksos temple indi-



cated the presence of rooms for banquets con
sequent upon the performance of sacrificial rites. 
The Hebrews sought both divine fellowship and 
pardon by means of meals (0 PASSOVER, 0 SACRIFICE, 
• FEAsTs) at which the blood and fat were the 
divine perquisite, while the priests and people re
ceived their appointed portions (Lv. 2: 1 0; 7:6). 
Such sacrifices were common in the kingdom 
period ( I  Sa. 9 : 1 1 - 14, 25; I Ch. 29 :2 1-22; 2 Ch. 
7 :8- 10) ,  but were devoid of the licentiousness and 
debauchery which characterized Canaanite re
ligious meals. 

b. In Christianity 
The principal sacred meal of Christianity was the 
• Lord's Supper, instituted by Christ just prior to 
his crucifixion (Mk.  1 4:22-25; Mt .  26:26-29; Lk. 
22: 14-20). In  the early church the Agape, a com
munal meal denoting brotherly love among be
lievers, frequently preceded celebrations of the 
Lord's Supper. ( '  LOVE FEAST; • Fooo.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. ISBE 2, pp. 327-33 1 ;  E. W. 
Heaton, Everyday Life in Old Testament Times, 
1 956, pp. 8 I ff. ;  A. C. Bouquet, Everyday Life in 
New Testament Times, 1 954, pp. 69ff. R.K.H .  

MEAT MARKET (Gk. makel/on; LaI. macel/um) .  
Jewish law forbade dealing in such pagan markets, 
which sold the ftesh of ritually unclean animals. In  
I Cor. 1 0:25 Paul counsels h i s  readers to  avoid 
what in a later age was known as scrupulosity. On 
the meat market in Corinth see i BL 80, 1 934, pp. 
1 34-1 4 1 .  J.O.O. 

MECONAH (AV, MEKONAH). A town near 
Ziklag occupied by the Jews under Nehemiah (Ne. 
1 1  :28). Simons (GTT, p. 1 55) equates it with 
Madmannah, but Grollenberg with Machbena, 
named separately from Madmannah as a Calebite 
settlement (I Ch. 2:49). The si te is unknown. 

J .P .U.L .  

MEDAN. A son of Abraham by 0 Keturah (Gn. 
25:2; I Ch. 1 :32). The names of some of the other 
sons and descendants of Keturah, such as Midian 
and Oedan, were later known as those of N Ara
bian tribes (' ARABIA) , so it may be assumed that 
Medan likewise settled in this area, though the 
name is unknown outside the Bible. Medanites 
were associated with M idianites in the sale of 
Joseph, according to Gn. 37:36, MT. T.C.M. 

MEDEBA (Heb. merj'iJ.ä', possibly 'water 01' 
quiet'). A plain and city of Reuben (Jos. 1 3 :9, 1 6) 
N of the Amon. An old Moabite town taken from 
Moab by Sihon (Nu. 2 1  :2 1 -30), it was used by the 
Syrian allies of Ammon as a camping-si te after 
their defeat at the hand of Joab ( I  Ch. 1 9 :6- 1 5). 
Thereafter it seems to have changed hands several 
times. It is mentioned in the 0 Moabite Stone as 
having been taken by Omri, perhaps from Moab, 
and as recovered by Mesha and fortified. Re
captured from Moab by Jeroboam I I ,  it is again 
Moabite in Is. 1 5 :2. 

It figured also in the history of the intertesta
mental era ( I  Macc. 9 :36ff. as 'Medaba'; Jos., Bi 
I .  63), before being captured by Hyrcanus after 
a long siege (Jos., Ant. 1 3 . 1 1 ,  1 9) .  

MEDES, MEDIA 

The site, today called Mädabä, is 10 km S of 
Heshbon. There in 1 896, during excavation of the 
site of a church, was discovered a 6th-century AO 
mosaic map showing part of Palestine from Beth
shan to the Nile. See M. Avi-Yonah, The Madaba 
Mosaic Map, 1 954. In  addition, there are consider
able ruins, dating mainly from the Christian era, 
including a large temple and extensive cisterns. 
Tombs of I ron Age date have also been found. 
NEAEHL, pp. 992- 1 00 1 .  J .O.O. 

MEDES, MEDIA (Heb. madai; Assyr. (A)mada; 
Old Pers. Mada; Gk. MedaI). 

Media was the name for NW I ran, SW of the 
Caspian Sea and N of the Zagros Mountains, cov
ering the modern province of Azerbaijan and part 
of Persian Kurdistan. The inhabitants were called 
Medes or Medians and were Japhethites (Gn. 
1 0:2), whose Aryan lineage is confirmed by Hero
dotus (7. 62), Strabo ( 1 5 . 2. 8) and by the surviving 
traces of their language. The Medes were steppe
dwellers whose name is first mentioned by Shal
maneser I I I  who raided their plains in 836 BC to 
obtain their famous, finely bred horses. Later 
Assyr. kings followed hirn and sought to keep the E 
passes open to the traders. Adad-nirari I I I  (8 1 0-
78 1 BC) claims to have conquered 'the land of the 
Medes and Parsua (persia)'. as did Tiglath-pileser 
I I I  (743 BC) and Sargon I I  (7 1 6  BC). The latter 
transported Israelites to Media (2 Ki. 1 7 :6; 1 8 : 1 1 ) 
after he had overrun the part 01' the land ruled by 
Oayaukku (Oeioces), whom he exiled for a time to 
Hamath. 

Esarhaddon bound his Median vassals by 
treaty (Iraq 20, 1 958, pp. 1 -9 1 ), but they soon 
rebelIed and joined the Scythians (Ashguza) and 
Cimmerians against the declining power of 
Assyria after 63 1 BC. Under Phraortes there 
began the open attacks wh ich culminated in the 
fall of Nineveh (6 1 2  BC) and Harran (6 1 0  BC) to 
Kyaxares of Media and his Bab. allies. The Medes 
controlled all lands to the N of Assyria and 
c1ashed with Lydia until peace was ratified in 585 
BC. 
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In 550 BC 0 Cyrus of Anshan (' ELAM) defeated 
Astyages and brought Media under control, cap
turing the capital Ecbatana and adding 'King of 
the Medes' to his titles. Many Medes were given 
positions of responsibility and their customs and 
laws were combined with those of the Persians 
(On. 6 :8 ,  1 5) .  Media was sometimes used to denote 
Persia but more usually combined with it as a 
major part of the new confederation (On. 8:20; 
Est. I :  1 9) .  The Medes, as seen by the prophets 
I saiah ( 1 3 : 1 7) and Jeremiah (5 1 :  1 1 , 28), took part 
in the capture of Babyion (On. 5:28). The new 
ruler of Babyion, • Oarius, was called 'the Mede' 
(On. 1 1 : I ), being the son of Ahasuerus of Median 
origin (On.  9: I ). 

The Medes later rebelIed under Oarius l and [ (  
(409 BC) . The history o f  the Jews i n  Media is 
recounted in Esther (I :3, 14, 1 8- 1 9) and the 
Medians under Syrians (Seleucids) and Parthians 
are referred to in I Macc. 1 4: 1-3; Josephus, Ant. 
1 0. 232. Media was organized as the 1 1 th and 1 8th 
Satrapies. The Medes are mentioned, with the 
Parthians and Elamites, in Acts 2:9. After the Sas
sanids Media was used only as a geographical 
term. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Yamauchi, Persia and the 
Bible, 1 990. O.J.W. 



MEDIATOR 

MEDIATOR. The term occurs infrequently in the 
Scriptures (Ga!. 3: 1 9-20; I Tim. 2:5; Heb. 8 :6; 9: 1 5; 
1 2 :24; Jb. 9:33, LXX). But the idea of mediation and 
therefore of persons acting in the capacity of me
diator permeates the Bible. The function of a me
diator IS to intervene between two parties in order 
to promote relations between them which the par
ties themselves are not able to effect . The situation 
requiring the offices of a mediator is often one of 
estrangement and alienation, and the mediator 
effects reconciliation. In the sphere of human rela
tions Joab acted the part of mediator between 
David and Absalom (2 Sa. 1 4: 1 -23). Job expresses 
the need in regard to his relations to God when he 
said, 'There is no umpire (AV 'daysman') between 
us, who might lay his hand upon us both' (Jb. 
9:33). 

I.  In the Old Testament 
In the OT the prophet and the priest fulfilled, most 
characteristically, the office of mediator in the in
stitution which God established in terms of coven
ant relations with his people. The prophet was 
God's spokesman; he acted for God in the pres
ence of men (cf Dt. 1 8 :  1 8-22). The priest acted on 
behalf of men in the presence of God (Ex. 28: I ;  
Lv. 9 :7; 1 6 :6; Nu. 1 6:40; 2 Ch. 26: 1 8; Heb. 5 :  1 -4; cf 
Jb. 42:8). I n  the OT, however, Moses, of all human 
instruments, was the mediator par excel/ence (cf 
Ex. 32:30-32; Nu. 1 2:6-8; Ga!. 3: 1 9; Heb. 3:2-5). 
He was the mediator of the old covenant, because 
it was through his instrumentality that the coven
ant at Sinai was dispensed and ratified (cf Ex. 
1 9 : 3-8, 24:3-8; Acts 7:37-39). I t  i s  with Moses that 
Jesus as Mediator of the new covenant is com
pared and contrasted. 

11. Christ as media tor 
The designation ' Mediator' belongs pre-eminently 
to Christ, and even those men who executed medi
atory offices in the OT institution were thus ap
pointed only because the institution in which they 
performed these functions was the shadow of the 
archetypal realities fulfilled in Christ (cf Jn. I :  1 7; 
Heb. 7:27-28; 9:23-24; 1 0: I ) . Jesus is the Mediator 
of the new covenant (Heb. 9:  1 5 ; 1 2 :24). And it is a 
better covenant ( Heb. 8 :6) because it brings to con
summate fruition the grace which · covenant ad
ministration embodies. Christ is the 'one mediator 
between God and men' ( I  Tim. 2:5). To invest any 
other with this prerogative is to assail the unique 
honour that belongs to hirn as weil as to deny the 
express assertion of the text. 

Though the title 'Mediator' is not often used, the 
Scripture abounds in references to the mediatory 
work of Christ. 

a. Pre-incarnate mediation 
As the eternal and pre-existent Son he was Medi
ator in the creation of the heavens and the earth 
(Jn. 1 :3 , 1 0; Co!. 1 : 1 6; Heb. 1 :2). This activity in 
the economy of creation is correlative with his 
mediatorship in the economy of redemption. The 
omnipotence evidenced in the former and the 
prerogatives that belong to hirn as Creator are 
indispensable to the execution of redemption. It is 
in redemption, however, that the extensiveness of 
his mediation appears. All along the line of the 
redemptive process from its inception to the con
summation his mediacy enters. 

Election as the ultimate fount of salvation did 
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not take place apart from Christ. The elect were 
chosen in hirn before the foundation of the world 
(Eph. 1 :4) and they were predestinated to be con
formed to his image (Rom. 8:29). 

b. Mediation in salvation and redemption 
It is particularly in the once-for-all accomplish
ment of salvation and redemption that his medi
atory action is patent (cf Jn. 3: 1 7; Acts 1 5 : 1 1 ;  
20:28; Rom. 3 :24-25; 5 : 1 0- 1 1 ;  7:4; 2 Cor. 5 : 1 8 ; 
Eph . I :7; Co!. I :20; I Jn. 4 :9). The accent falls 
upon the death, blood and cross of Christ as the 
action through which redemption has been 
wrought .  In the Scriptures the death of Christ is 
always conceived of as an event in which Jesus is 
intensely active in obedience to the Father's com
mandment and in fulfilment of his commission (cf 
Jn. 1 0: 1 7- 1 8; Phi!. 2:8) . I t  is Jesus' activity as Me
diator in the shedding of his blood that accords to 
his death its saving efficacy. When salvation 
wrought is viewed as reconciliation and propiti
ation, it is here that the mediatory function is most 
c1early illustrated. Reconciliation presupposes 
alienation between God and men and consists in 
the removal of that alienation. The result is peace 
with God (cf Rom. 5 : 1 ;  Eph. 2 : 1 2- 1 7) .  Propiti
ation is directed to the wrath of God and Jesus, as 
the propitiation, makes God propitious to us (cf I 
Jn. 2:2). 

c. Continued mediation 
Christ's mediation is not confined to his finished 
work of redemption. His mediatory activity is 
never suspended. In  our participation of the fruits 
of redemption we are dependent upon his con
tinued intervention as Mediator. Our access to 
God and our introduction into the grace of God 
are through hirn; he conveys us into the Father's 
presence (Jn. 1 4:6; Rom. 5 :2; Eph. 2: 1 8). It is 
through hirn that grace reigns through righteous
ness to eternal life, and grace and peace are multi
plied to the enjoyment of the fullness of Christ (cf 
Rom. 1 :5 ;  5 :2 1 ;  2 Cor. 1 : 5; Phi! .  1 : 1 1 ). The most 
characteristic exercises of devotion on the part of 
the believer are offered through Christ. Thanksgiv
ing and prayer are not only exercised in the grace 
which Christ imparts but are also presented to 
God through Christ (cf Jn. 1 4: 1 4; Rom. 1 :8; 7:25; 
Co!. 3 :  1 7; Heb. 1 3 : 1 5). The acceptableness of the 
believer's worship and service springs from the 
virtue and efficacy of Christ's mediation, and 
nothing is a spiritual sacrifice except as rendered 
through hirn ( I  Pet. 2:5). Even the pleas presented 
to others for the discharge of their obligations 
derive their most solemn sanction from the fact 
that they are urged through Christ and in his name 
(Rom. 1 5 :30; 2 Cor. 1 0: I ; cf Rom. 1 2 : 1 ) . 

The continued mediation of Christ is specially 
exemplified in his heavenly ministry at the right 
hand of God. This ministry concerns particularly 
his priestly and kingly offices. He is a Priest for ever 
(Heb. 7:2 1 ,  24). An important aspect of this priest
Iy ministry in the heavens is intercession directed to 
the Father and drawing within its scope every need 
of the people of God. Jesus is exalted in his human 
nature, and it is out of the reservoir of fellow feel
ing forged in the trials and temptations of his hu
miliation (Heb. 2: 1 7- 1 8 ; 4 :  1 5) that he meets every 
exigency of the believer's warfare. Every grace be
stowed ftows through the channel of Christ's inter
cession ( Rom. 8 :34; Heb. 7:25; cf I Jn .  2: I )  until 
the salvation wh ich he has secured will reach its 



fruition in conformity to his image. The priestly 
ministry of Christ, however, must not be restricted 
to intercession . He is High Priest over the house of 
God (Heb. 3: l --{j), and this administration involves 
many other functions. In his kingly office he is 
exalted above all principality and power (Eph. 
1 :20-23), and he will reign to the end of bringing 
all enemies into subjection (I Cor. 1 5 :25). This is 
Christ's mediatorial dominion, and it embraces all 
authority in heaven and in earth (Mt. 28: 1 8 ; Jn. 
3:35; 5 :26-27; Acts 2:36; Phil . 2 :9-1 1 ) .  

I t  is eschatology that will finally manifest and 
vindicate Christ's mediatorship; the resurrection 
and judgment will be wrought by hirn. All the 
dead, just and unjust, will be raised by his sum
mons (ln. 5 :28-29). I t  is in hirn that the just will be 
raised to immortality and incorruption ( I  Cor. 
1 5 :22, 52-54; I Thes. 4 : 1 6), and with hirn they will 
be glorified (Rom. 8 : 1 7 ; cf Jn.  1 1 :25;  Rom. 14 :9). 
The final judgment will be executed by hirn (Mt .  
25 : 3 1 -46; ln .  5:27; Acts 1 7: 3 1 ) .  

d Conclusion 
Christ's mediatorship is thus exercised in all the 
phases of redemption from election in God's eter
nal counsel to the consummation of salvation. He 
is Mediator in humiliation and exaltation. There is, 
therefore, multiformity attaching to his mediatorial 
activity, and it cannot be defined in terms of one 
idea or function. H i s  mediatorship has as many 
facets  as his person, office and work. And as there 
is  diversity in the offices and tasks discharged and 
in the relations he sustains to men as Mediator, so 
there is also diversity in the relations he sustains to 
the Father and the Holy Spirit in the economy of 
redemption. The faith and worship of hirn require 
that we recognize this diversity. And the unique 
glory that is his as Mediator demands that we 
accord to no other even the semblance of that pre
rogative that belongs to hirn as the one Mediator 
between God and man. 
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MEEKNESS. The high place accorded to meek
ness in the list of human virtues is due to the ex
ample and teaching of Jesus Christ. Pagan writers 
paid greater respect to t he self-confident man . 
However, its roots lie in the OT. The adjective 
'änäw is usually translated 'meek' in AV but by a 
variety of words in RSV related to its basic mean
ing, 'poor and afflicted', from wh ich the spiritual 
quality of patient submission, humility, is derived, 
e.g. Pss. 22:26; 25:9; I s. 29: 1 9 . Meekness is a quality 
of the Messianic King (Zc. 9 :9) and the theme of 
Ps. 37 :  1 1 , 'the meek shall inherit the earth' (AV), is 
repeated by our Lord in the Beatitudes (Mt.  5 :5) .  
I n  meekness Moses, while maintaining strength of 
leadership, was ready to accept personal injury 

MEGIDDO 

without resentment or recrimination (Nu. 1 2: 1 -3). 
In  the NT meekness (prautes and adjective 

praus) refers to an inward attitude, whereas 
• gentleness is  exprcsscd rat her in outward action. 
It is part of the fruit of Christlike character pro
duced only by the Spirit (Gal. 5 :23,  AV). The meek 
do not resent adversity because they accept every
thing as being the effect of God's wise and loving 
purpose for them, so that they accept injuries 
from men also (as Moses above), knowing that 
these are permitted by God for their ultimate 
good (cf 2 Sa. 1 6 :  1 1 ) .  The meekness and gentle
ness of Christ was the source of Paul's own plea 
to the disloyal Corinthians (2 Cor. 1 0: I ) .  He 
enjoined meekness as the spirit in which to rebuke 
an erring brother (2 Tim. 2:25, AV), and when 
bearing with one another (Eph. 4:2). Similarly, 
Peter exhorted that the inquiring or arguing hea
then should be answered in meekness ( I  Pet. 3: 1 5 , 
AV). Supremely meekness is revealed in the char
acter of Jesus ( M t. 1 1  :29, AV; 21 :5, AV), demon
strated in superlative degree when he stood be fore 
his unjust accusers without a word of retort or 
self-justification. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Hauck, S. Schulz, TDNT 6, 
pp. 645--{j5 1 .  I.C.C. 

MEGIDDO, An important OT city which lay in 
the Carmel range some 30 km SSE of the modern 
port of Haifa. 

I. Biblical evidence 
The city of Megiddo (Heb. m'giddö) is first men
tioned among the cities which Joshua captured 
during his conquest of Palestine (Jos. 1 2:2 1 )  and 
was subsequently allotted to Manasseh in the terri
tory of Issachar (los. 1 7: 1 1 ; I Ch. 7:29). Manasseh, 
however, did not destroy the Canaanites in the city, 
but put them to menial labour (Jdg. 1 :28). A curi
ously indirect reference is made to Megiddo in the 
Song of Deborah, where • Taanach is described as 
'by the waters of Megiddo' ( 'al-me m'giddö, ldg. 
5 :  1 9), but no mention of Megiddo as a city as op
posed to the name of a watercourse is made 
(* KISHON). The next reference to the city comes 
from the time of Solomon, when it was included in 
his fifth administrative district under Baana (the 
son of Ahilud) (I Ki. 4: 1 2) and was selected, with 
Hazor and Gezer, to be one of his main fortified 
cities outside Jerusalem, in which he had accom
modation for chariots and horses ( I  Ki.  9 : 1 5- 1 9) .  
Megiddo is briefly mentioned as the place where 
Ahaziah of ludah died after being wounded in his 
flight from Jehu (2 Ki. 9:27), and it was later the 
scene of the death of Josiah when he tried to pre
vent * Neco of Egypt from going to the aid of As
syria (2 Ki. 23:29-30; 2 Ch. 35 :22, 24). The name 
occurs in the form m'giddön in Zechariah ( 1 2 : 1 1 ), 
and it is this form which is used in the NT * Arma
geddon (Rev. 1 6: 1 6), from harm'giddön, 'hili of 
Megiddo'. 

11, Extra-biblical sources 
The si te of ancient Megiddo has been identified 
with the modern deserted mound of Tell el
Mutesellim, which lies on the N side of the Carmel 
ridge and commands the most important pass 
from the coastal plain to the valley of Esdraelon. 
The tell stands nearly 21 m high, with an area on 
the summit of over 1 0  acres, and the earlier cities 
lower down in the mound were stil1 1arger than this. 
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The first excavations were carried out by a 
German expedition under G. Schumacher from 
1 903 to 1 905. A trench was cut across the top of 
the mound, and a number of buildings were found, 
but owing to the limited knowledge of pottery at 
the time little was learnt. The site was not excav
ated again until 1 925, when the Oriental Institute 
of the University of Chicago under the direction 
of J. H. Breasted selected i t  as the first major pro
ject in an ambitious scheme of excavations all over 
the Near East. The work was directed successively 
by C. S. Fisher ( 1 925-7), P. L. O. Guy ( 1 927-35), 
and G. Loud ( 1 935-9). The original intention was 
to clear the entire mound, level by level, to the 
base, and to this end an area at the foot of the 
slope was excavated at an early stage to release it 
for the subsequent dumping of earth from the tell . 
War brought the work to an end, and though the 
lay-out of the entire city in I ron Age times had 
been revealed, the earlier levels were known only in 
a relatively small area. Further excavations were 
carried out in 1 960, 1 966-7 and 1 97 1  by Y. Yadin 
to elucidate some problems, notably those by 
Yadin in the 60s. Recently Finkelstein and Us
sishkin have renewed large-scale excavations. 

Twenty main occupation levels were identified, 
dating back to Chalcolithic settlements in the early 
4th millennium (levels XX, XIX). An interesting 
feature of level XIX is  a small shrine with an altar 
in it. During the Early Bronze Age (3rd millen
nium) there was a considerable city at Megiddo 
(levels XVII I-XVI) ,  one interesting feature of 
which was a circular platform of boulders ap
proached by a ftight of steps, which was covered 
with animal bones and broken pottery. I t  may be 
that this was a bämä or • 'high place'. This plat
form continued in use in the Middle Bronze Age 
(levels XV-X; first half of the 2nd millennium), a 
period of Egyp. inftuence the start of which was 
marked by widespread rebuilding, in which the cir
cular platform became the nucleus of three 
megaron-shaped temples with • altars. A fine 
triple-piered gateway, of a type wh ich originated in 
Mesopotamia, was also found in these levels, and 
the necessity of such strong gates was shown by the 
evidence of a number of major destructions in the 
latter part of the period, culminating in a great 
devastation probably to be connected with the 
Egyp. reconquest of Palestine following the expul
sion of the Hyksos from Egypt. 

The evidences of periodical violence are less fre
quent in the Late Bronze Age (levels VI I I ,  VII) ,  
and though this was a period of Egyp. domination 
the culture of Palestine reftected the Canaanite civ
ilization of the N to a considerable extent. It was in 
this period that perhaps the most fully reported 
battle of antiquity was fought when Tuthmosis I I I  
routed a n  Asiatic coalition a t  Megiddo c .  1468 BC. 
Architectural remains of this period include a 
temple, a palace and a gate, and the N cultural 
inftuence is clearly seen in a great hoard of over 
200 objects of carved ivory wh ich was found in a 
subterranean treasury under the level VI I  palace. 
This is one of the earliest collections of a type of 
art which was weil known in I ron Age times from 
* Samaria and from as far afield as Assyria, and 
though practically no examples have yet been dis
covered in Phoenicia it is probable that many of 
them were made either in Phoenician workshops or 
by expatriate Phoenician craftsmen. That there 
were contacts with Mesopotamia at this period is 
shown by the recent discovery on the edge of the 

mound of a fragment of the Bab. Epic of Gil
gamesh wh ich can be dated by its cuneiform script 
to the 1 4th century BC. 

The final Canaanite city (VI IA) was destroyed in 
c. 1 1 50 BC and was replaced by a small short-lived 
village (VIB) .  I t  has been suggested that the Israel
ites destroyed VIIA and established the village of 
VIB. This was a period of great instability and 
both could be the result of a number of other 
forces, which is l ikely since Jdg. 1 :27-28 indicates 
that the Canaanite inhabitants of Megiddo wer<: 
not driven out in the Israelite conquest. Following 
the renewed strength of Egypt under Merenptah 
the ftourishing city of VIA was established. As weil 
as showing clear Egyptian inftuence i t  also con
tained pottery of the Philistines or one of the other 
Sea Peoples. Following the destruction of this city, 
a new town was established (VB) which was com
posed of houses along the perimeter of the si te 
forming a defensive ring. This town has been dated 
to the reign of David . This was replaced by VA
IVB which has been attributed to Solomon. I t  is in 
this town that first major public buildings appear, 
including palaces and a six-chambered gate. 
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A fragment of a stela of Pharaoh Sheshonq 
(*SHISHAK) comes from the destruction of the 
Solomonic city (probably VA-IVB). The next city 
( IV) was built by Omri or Ahab and was a very 
substantial city with palaces, a four-chambered 
gate and a solid wall. In this city a large number of 
stables were found wh ich clearly illustrate the large 
chariot force that the annals of Shalmaneser claim 
that Ahab had. 

Another discovery, probably of this period, was 
the city water-supply systems. An unbuilt zone of 
the mound was excavated by a pit 37 m deep, the 
bottom section of wh ich consisted of a shaft with 
a staircase round its side, cut into the rock at 
the base. From the foot of the shaft, the staircase 
entered a tunnel which, finally levelling off, led, 
some 50 m father on, into a cave with a spring of 
water at the far end. It appeared that this spring 
had originally given on to a slope outside the city, 
but at a later period the tunnel had been cut from 
inside the city and the cave was blocked and 
masked from the outside for strategie reasons. 

Tiglath Pileaser I I I  conquered N Israel, destroy
ing the city built by Ahab. This city was replaced 
by a new one ( 1 1 1 )  wh ich became the capital of the 
Assyrian province of Megiddo. The excavations 
uncovered a number of Assyrian palaces near the 
gate, and show that the city was built on an entirely 
new plan which was very different from any known 
in Israel. When the Egyptians took over the city 
from the Assyrians, they appear to have con
structed a very substantial fortress ( 1 1 ) .  There is 
little evidence to show that Megiddo continued to 
serve as a provincial capital in the Babylonian and 
Persian periods. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Schumacher and C. Steuer
nagel, Tell el-Mutesellim, I ,  Fundbericht, 1 908; C. 
Watzinger, 2, Die Funde, 1 929; R. S. Lamon and G. 
S. Shipton, Megiddo 1: Seasons 01 1925-34, 1 939; 
G. Loud, Megiddo II: Seasons 01 1935-1939, 1 948; 
H. G. May, Material Remains ol the Megiddo Cult, 
1 935; P. L. O. Guy and R .  M .  Engberg, Megiddo 
Tombs, 1 938 ;  G. Loud, The Megiddo 1vories, 1 939; 
W. F. Albright, AlA 53, 1 949, pp. 2 1 3-2 1 5 ; G. E. 
Wright, lAOS 70, 1 9 50, pp. 56-60; idem, BA 1 3, 
1 9 50, pp. 28-46; Y. Yadin, BA 33, 1 970, pp. 66-96; 
idem, Hazor (Schweich Lectures, 1 970), 1 972, pp. 
1 50- 1 64; A.  Goetze and S. Levy, 'Fragment of the 



Gilgamesh Epic from Megiddo', 'A tiqot, 2, 1 959, 
pp. 1 2 1 - 1 28; !DBS, 1 976, pp. 583-585; G. 1 .  Davies, 
Megiddo, 1 986, NEAEHL, pp. 1 003- 1 024. 

T.C.M. 

MELCHIZEDEK (Heb. malkieeqeq, 'Sedeq is 
(my) king' or, as in Heb. 7:2, 'king of righteous
ness'). He was the king of Salem (probably Jerusa
lern) and priest of 'God Most High' Cel 'elyän) 
who greeted Abram on his return from the rout of 
o Chedorlaomer and his allies, presented hirn with 
bread and wine, blessed hirn in the name of God 
Most High and received from hirn a tenth part of 
the booty wh ich had been taken from the enemy 
(Gn. 1 4: 1 8ff.). Abram thereupon declined the king 
of Sodom's offer to let hirn keep aB the booty 
apart from the recovered prisoners, swearing by 
God Most High that he would aBow no man to 
have the honour of making hirn rich (v. 22, where 
MT, but not Samaritan, LXX, or Pesh. ,  adds 
Yahweh before 'el 'elyän, thus emphasizing that the 
two names denote one and the same God). The 
incident is probably to be dated in the Middle 
Bronze Age (0 ABRAHAM) . Melchizedek's name 
may be compared with that of a later king of Jeru
salem, Adoni-zedek (Jos. 1 0: I ff.). 

In Ps. 1 1 0:4 a Davidic king is acclaimed by 
divine oath as 'a priest for ever after the order of 
Melchizedek'.  The background of this acclam
ation is provided by David's conquest of Jerusalem 
c. 1 000 BC, by virtue of which David and his house 
became heirs to Melchizedek's dynasty of priest
kings. The king so acclaimed was identified by 
Jesus and his contemporaries as the Davidic Mes
siah (Mk .  1 2 :35ff.). If Jesus is the Davidic Messiah, 
he must be the 'priest for ever after the order of 
Melchizedek'. This inevitable conclusion is drawn 
by the writer to the Hebrews, who develops his 
theme of our Lord's heavenly priesthood on the 
basis of Ps. 1 1 0:4, expounded in the light of Gn. 
14 : 1 8ff. , where Melchizedek appears and disap
pears suddenly, with nothing said about his birth 
or death, ancestry or descent, in a manner which 
declares his superiority to Abram and, by implica
tion, to the Aaronic priesthood descended from 
Abram. The superiority of Christ and his new 
order to the levitical order of OT times is thus es
tablished (Heb. 5 :6-1 1 ;  6:20-7:28). 

A fragmentary text from Cave 1 1  at Qumran 
( 1 1 QMelch.) envisages Melchizedek as divinely 
appointed judge in the heavenly court, expounding 
Pss. 7 :7ff.; 82: l ff. in this sense (cf A. S. van der 
Woude, 'Melchisedech als himmlische Erlöser
gestal t', OTS 14 , 1 965, pp. 354ff.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on Genesis, 
Psalms, Hebrews; F. F. Bruce, The Epistle to the 
Hebrews, NIC2, 1 990, pp. 94ff., I 33ff. ; H. H .  
Rowley, ' Melchizedek and Zadok', Festschrift für 
A. Bertholet (ed. W. Baumgartner et al. ), 1 950, pp. 
46 1 ff.; A. R .  Johnson, Sacral Kingship in Ancient 
Israel, 1 955; O. CuBmann, The Christology of the 
New Testament, 1 959, pp. 83ff.; 1. A. Fitzmyer, 
Essays on the Semitic Background of the NT, 1 97 1 ,  
pp. 22 1 -269; F. L. Horton, The Melchizedek Trad
ition, 1 976; B .  A.  Demarest, A History of Interpret
ation of Hebrews 7:1-10 from the Reformation to 
the Present, 1 976. F.F.B. 

MELZAR. The subordinate official in charge of 
Daniel and his companions, to whom Daniel ap-

MENAHEM 

pealed for a change of diet (Dn.  1 : 1 1 - 1 6).  In  AV it 
is translated as a proper name, as in Theodotion, 
Lucian, and in Syr., Vulg. and Arab. VSS. LXX gives 
'Abiesdri', and identifies hirn with the chief of the 
eunuchs in v. 3. Most scholars now regard i t  as a 
ti tle, probably a loan-word from the Assyr. 
maHäru, 'guardian' (see BDB). Probably we 
should read 'steward' (RSV), 'overseer' (Nowack), 
or 'warden' (1. A. Montgomery, Daniel, ICC, 
1 926). l .G.G.N. 

MEMPHIS (Egyp. Mn-nfr; Heb. Möp and Nöp). 
Situated on the Nile, at about 24 km from the apex 
of the Delta. I t  was a foundation of Menes (the 
White \1;aBs), the pharaoh who united Upper and 
Lower Egypt. The name Mn-nfr is short for that of 
the ternenos of the pyramid of Pepi (c. 2400 BC). I t  
was t h e  capital of Egypt during the Old Kingdom. 
It remained an important city up to the conquest 
by Alexander the Great (332 BC) . Principal gods 
were Ptah, the demiurge, Sekhmet, Nefertem and 
Sokaris. The name Hwt-k'-Pt�, 'mansion of the 
Ka of Ptah', is the origin of the name Egypt. Very 
little remains of the city of the living ( Mit
Rahina); the necropolis is better known with the 
important ruins of Djeser at Saqqara, the pyramid 
of Djedefre at Abu Rawash, the pyramids of 
Kheops, Khephren and Mykerinos at Giza, and 
those of the 5th Dynasty at Abusir. Rameses I I ,  
Merenptah and Psammetichus pursued extensive 
building in the region. The temple is described by 
Herodotus (2. 1 53), and writers of old describe the 
place where the living Apis buB was kept. During 
the New Kingdom, as a consequence of Asiatic 
immigration, we find that foreign gods, such as 
Qadesh, Astarte and Baal, were worshipped at 
Memphis. 

The city was taken by the Ethiopians (Pian
khy 730 BC), the Assyrians (Esarhaddon 67 1 ,  
Ashurbanipal 666) and the Persians (Cambyses 
525). 

From the 7th century BC, colonies of foreigners 
established themselves in the pi ace, and, after the 
destruction of Jerusalem, also Jews (Je. 44: I ) .  The 
city is  mentioned several times by the prophets 
(Ho. 9:6; Is. 1 9: 1 3 ;  Je. 2: 1 6; 46: 1 4, 1 9; Ezk. 30: 1 3 , 
1 6) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Petrie, Memphis, 1 , 2, 3, 1 909-
1 0; Kees, in RE, s. v. ; Porter and Moss, Topo-
graphical Bibliograplry, 3, 1 93 1 .  C.D.W.' 

MENAHEM, The son of Gadi, and military gov
ernor of Tirzah, became king of Israel (752-742, 
or 747-737 BC, 2 Ki. 1 5 : 1 7-22) after taking the 
throne as a usurper, having captured Samaria and 
ousted ShaBum. He had to suppress opponents 
who were aware, as were the Assyrians, that he was 
not related to the ruling House of Omri. Menahem 
is named menihimme of Samaria in a list of states 
which paid tribute to the Assyrian king Tiglath
pileser I I I  about 743 BC. The Assyrians were in
corporating neigh bouring states as vassals, and 

. made Samaria the centre of an Assyrian province. 
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The cost to Israel was her independence since she 
had to pay a tribute of 1 ,000 talents of silver, re
couped by a tax of 50 shekels a head per wealthy 
male (i.e. total of 36,000 men); that was the equiva
lent of the curTent redemption price for each male 
slave. Menahem, the last Israelite king to be suc
ceeded by his son (Pekahiah), was a primary cause 



MENAHEM 

for anti-Assyrian opposition wh ich resulted in the 
capture of Samaria in 722 BC and the exile of its 
inhabitants. 

BIBLIOGRAHY. 0. 1. Wiseman, DOTT, pp. 53-58; 
idern. 1 & 2 Kings, Ta TC, 1 993, pp. 254-255; L. D. 
Levine, Iran, 1 972, pp. 1 1 -24. D.J .W. 

MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN. The writ
ing on the wall at Belshazzar's feast (On. 5:25, RSV 
'MENE, MENE, TEKEL, and PARSIN', since the u of u
pharsin is the conjunction 'and', after which p 
becomes the spirant ph [(pl). I n  Daniel's interpret
ation (vv. 26-28) rn'ne' is derived from Aram. 
rn'nä', 'to number', indicating that the days of the 
Chaldean empire have been nurnbered and brought 
to an end; t'qel is derived from Aram. t'qal, 'to 
weigh' (cf Heb. säqal, whence 'shekel'), indicating 
that Belshazzar has been weighed in the divine 
scales and found wanting; and the plural parsin is 
replaced by the singular p 'res, which is derived 
from Aram. p'ras, 'to divide', indicating that his 
empire is to be divided between the Medes and the 
Persians (päräs, with a further play on the root prs 
(RSV, AV, NIV, 'PERES') . 

The mystery lay not in the decipherment of the 
Aram. words, but in their significance. On the sur
face they denoted a series of weights or monetary 
units, 'a mina, a mina, a shekel, and half-shekel' 
(Bab. parisu)-<Jr, if  the first word were regarded as 
imperative of the verb m'nä ', 'number a mina, a 
shekel, and half-shekel'. But there was no context 
wh ich could make these words seem relevant to the 
king or his wise men. 

Various attempts have been made by several 
scholars to relate the specified units to successive 
rulers of Babyion, e.g Nebuchadrezzar (a mina), 
Belshazzar (a shekel), Medes and Persians (divi
sions) (e. S. Clermont-Ganneau, A.  H.  Sayce); 
Evil-merodach and Neriglissar (two minas), 
Labashi-marduk (a shekel), Nabonidus and Bel
shazzar (two half-minas) (E. G. Kraeling); Neb
uchadrezzar (a mina), Evil-merodach (a shekel), 
Belshazzar (one half-mina) (H .  L. Ginsberg); Neb
uchadrezzar (a mina), Nabonidus (a shekel), Bels
hazzar (one half-mina) (0. N. Freedman, who con
c1udes from the Qumran Prayer o[ Nabonidus that 
the Daniel story originally knew these three Chal
dean kings). These attempts are fascinating but 
inconc1usive. 

. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on Daniel by 1. 
A. Montgomery, 1 927, E. W. Heaton, 1 956, A. 1ef
fery, IB, 6, 1 956; 1. G. Baldwin, Ta TC, 1 978; 1. E. 
Goldingay, 1 989; 1. 1. Collins, 1 993, ad. loc. ; A. H .  
Sayce, The Higher Criticisrn and the Verdict o[ the 

Monuments, 1 895, pp. 5301'. ;  E. G. Kraeling, JBL 
63, 1 944, pp. 1 1  ff. ; H. L. Ginsberg, Studies in 
Daniel, 1 948, pp. 24ff. ; O. Eissfeldt, 'Die 
Menetekel-Inschrift', ZA W 62, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 05ff.; D. 
N. Freedman, BASaR 145,  February 1 957, pp. 31 I'. 

F.F.B.  

MEONENIM, OAK OE The RV rendering of the 
phrase 'elon m" on 'nim in 1dg. 9 :37, which is trans
Iated 'plain of Meonenim' in AV and 'Diviners' 
Oak' in RSV. The word m" on'nim is the intensive 
participle of the verb 'änan, 'to practise soothsay
ing', used, for instance, in 2 Ki .  2 1 :6 = 2 Ch. 33:6 
(RV 'observed times') and Lv. 1 9 :26, where the 
practice is forbidden. Thc participial form, mean
ing 'soothsayer' or 'diviner' (0 DIVINATION) , occurs 
also in Dt. 1 8 :  10 ,  14 and in M i .  5 :  1 2  ( 1 3 , Heb.) but 
is treated only as a proper name by AV and RV in the 
passage in 1udges. The reference is probably to a 
tree where Canaanite or apostate Israelite sooth
sayers carried out their business. The si te is un-
known. T.C.M. 

MEPHIBOSHETH. The original form of the 
name may have been Meribba'al, perhaps ° 'Baal 
is advocate' ( 1  Ch. 8 : 34; 9:40a), or Meribba'al, 
'hero of Baal' (I Ch. 9:40b). I n  the Lucianic recen
sion of the LXX (except at 2 Sa. 2 1  : 8 )  the form is 
Memphibaal, perhaps 'one who c1eaves Baal in 
pieces' (cf Dt. 32:26). This transitional form was 
perhaps further modified by the replacement of 
ba'al with böSel, 'shame' (cf I sh bosheth, 1erub
besheth in 2 Sa. 1 I  :2 1 ,  and the LXX 'prophets of 
shame' for 'prophets of Baal' in I Ki. 1 8: 1 9 ,  25). 
See BDB; Smith, ICC, Samuel, 1 899, pp. 284-285; 
S. R. Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text o[ the 
Books o[ Samuel1, 1 9 1 3, pp. 253-255 with refer
ences. On the other hand, Mephibosheth and Mer
ibba'al may have been alternative names 
(O ISHBOSHETH). 

There were two men of this name. I .  The son 01' 
10nathan, Saul's son. When they were killed he was 
5 years old and became lame owing to an injury 
sustained in Hight with his nurse (2 Sa. 4:4). David 
spared his life, gave hirn an honourable place at 
court for 10nathan's sake, and appointed Ziba, one 
of Saul's slaves, to serve hirn (2 Sa. 9; 21 :7). Ziba's 
treachery and Mephibosheth's reconciliation with 
David at the time of Absalom's revolt are related in 
2 Sa. 1 6 : 1 -6; 1 9 :24-30. 2. Saul's son by his concu
bi ne Rizpah. He was among those executed by the 
Gibeonites to expiatc Saul's massacre (2 Sa. 2 1  :8) .  

A .G. 

'MENE, MENE, rEKEL, and PARS/N' (mn' mn' tql prs), written in the Aramaie script o[ the 6th-5th cent. Be. was 
interpreted by Daniel at Belshazzar's[east. 
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VIERAB. Saul's eider daughter ( I  Sa. 1 4 :49). She 
-vas promised to David but given instead to Adriel, 
:he Meholathite (I Sa. 1 8 : 1 7-20), an incident the 
_xx omits. Many scholars substitute Merab for 
M ichal in 2 Sa. 2 1  :8 ,  regarding it as an ancient 
;cribal error, saying that after her death her sons 
-vere hanged to atone for Saul's slaughter of the 
Gibeonites, a breaking of Israel's covenant (Jos. 9). 

M .B. 

V1ERARI ,  MERARITES. Merari, third son of 
Levi, was founder of one of three great Levite fam
il ies. His  family was subdivided into the houses of 
Mahli and M ushi .  I n  the wilderness the Merarites 
:arried the tabernacle frames (boards), bars and 
;ockets, and the court pillars, sockets, pins and 
:ords. Four wagons and eight oxen were given 
lhem to help in the task. They encamped on the N 
side of t he tabernacle. Their males over a month 
Dld numbered 6,200; those who actually served 
(age-group 30-50), 3,200 (Nu. 3:33-39; 4:42-45; 
7:8) . In the land they were assigned twelve cities 
(Jos. 2 1  :7) .  

Under David's reorganization the Merarite 
family of Ethan (Jeduthun) shared in the Temple 
singing duties, while others were porters ( I  Ch. 
6:3 1 -48; 25 :3 ;  26: 1 0- 1 9).  Merarites are mentioned 
as being present at the bringing up of the ark ( I  
Ch. 1 5  :6), and again a t  the successive cleansings of 
the Temple under Hezekiah and Josiah (2 Ch. 
29:  1 2; 34: 1 2) .  Some also are recorded as serving 
under Ezra (Ezr. 8 : 1 8- 1 9) and Nehemiah (cf Ne. 
1 1 :  1 5  with I Ch. 9: 1 4) .  O.W.G. 

MERATHAIM (Heb. m'rälayim). A term found in 
Je. 50:2 1 ,  having the dual meaning of 'double bit
terness' or 'double rebellion'. Some hold that the 
dual expresses merely intensity of rebellion against 
the Lord (cf v. 24); other scholars now suggest an 
identification of the word with Bab. när marrätu 
(Persian Gulf) = S Babylonia (so BDB; GTT), but 
this is questionable. 1 .0.0. 

MERCY, MERCIFUL. The tracing of the concept 
of mercy in the Eng. Bible is complicated by the 
fact that 'mercy', 'merciful' and 'have mercy upon' 
are translations of several different Heb. and Gk.  
roots, which are also variously rendered in other 
occurrences by other synonyms, such as 'kindness', 
'grace', 'favour' (and cognate verbs). To picture 
this concept we would require a group of overlap
ping l inguistic circles. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
I .  �esecj: the etymological origin of this root is pos
sibly ' keenness, eagerness' (Snaith). I t s  semantic 
core is  best expressed by 'd<cvotion'. Used nearly 
250 t imes, i t  is translated in AV predominantly by 
'mercy', but also by 'kindness', • 'Iovingkindness', 
'goodness' (LXX, e/eos; Luther, Gnade). I ts range of 
meaning is: 'solidarity, kindness, grace' (G. 
Lisowsky, Konkordanz, 1 958) .  It denotes devotion 
to a rovenant, and so, of God, his covenant-Iove 
(Ps. 89:28). But God's faithfulness to a graciously 
established relationship with Israel or an indi
vidual, despite human unworthiness and defection, 
readily passes over into his mercy. 'This steady, 
persistent refusal of God to wash his hands of 

MERODACH-BALADAN 

wayward Israel is the essential meaning of the Heb. 
word wh ich is translated loving-kindness' (Snaith). 
RSV renders it often by 'Ioyalty', 'deal loyally', 
chiefly by 'steadfast love'. 

2. Ilänan is translated in AV chiefly as 'have mercy 
upon', be 'gracious', 'merciful' ; and ben by 'grace' 
and 'favour' (LXX mostly charis). ' I t  is the gracious 
favour of the superior to the inferior, all un
deserved' (Snaith). 

3. rä�am may share common origin with re�em, 
meaning 'womb', and hence denote 'brotherly' or 
'motherly feeling' (BDB-cf Is. 1 3 :  1 8 ; 49: 1 5) .  AV 
'have mercy' or 'compassion', and once (Ps. 1 8 : 1 )  
'love'. The plural ra�amim i s  rendered 'tender mer
ci es' (LXX splanchna, oiktirmoi, eleos) .  It expresses 
the affective aspect of love: its compassion and 
pity. 'The personal God has a heart' (Barth). 

7 5 1  

1 1 .  I n  the New Testament 
In NT the meanings of �esecj and �en are largely 
combined in charis, • 'grace'. The specific notion 
of mercy-compassion to one in need or helpless 
distress, or in debt and without claim to favourable 
treatment-is rendered by eleos, oiktirmos and 
splanchnon (and cognate verbs). Grace is con
cerned for man, as guilty; mercy, as he is miserable 
(R .  C. Trench, Synonyms 0/ the New Testament, pp. 
I 66ff.). 

God is 'the Father of mercies' (2 Cor. I :3 ;  Ex. 
34:6; Ne. 9: 1 7; Pss. 86: 1 5 ; 1 03 :8- 1 4; JoeI 2 : 1 3; Jon. 
4:2). ' His compassion is over all that he has made' 
(Ps. 1 45:9), and i t  i s  because of his mercy that we 
are saved ( Eph. 2:4; Tit. 3 :5) .  Jesus was often 
'moved with compassion' and he bids us to be 'mer
ciful, as your Father also is  merciful' ( Lk .  6:36; 
Mt.  1 8:2 I ff.). Christi ans are to put on 'heartfelt 
compassion' (Col. 3: 1 2) .  The merciful are blessed, 
and will receive mercy (Mt .  5 :7 ;  also Jas. 2:  1 3 , on 
which see R .  V. G. Tasker, TNTC, ad loc ). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. H .  Snaith, The Distinctive 
ldeas 0/ the Old Testament, 1 944; TWBR, ( 'Lov
ingkindness', ' Mercy'); Karl Barth, Church 
Dogmatics, 2, I ,  1 957,  section 30, pp. 368ff.; 
H.-H.  Esser, NIDNTT 2, pp. 593-60 1 .  l.H. 

MERODACH. The Heb. form of the Babylonian 
divine name Marduk. By the time of ' Hammurapi 
(c. 1 750 BC), on whose stela this god may be repre
sented (IBA , fig. 24), the god Marduk (Sumerian 
amar. utu) had taken over many of the attributes of 
the god Enlil . Marduk was the primary deity of 
• Babyion and was later called by his epithet Bel 
(Ba'al), so that his defeat was synonymous with 
that of his people (Je. 50:2) as was that of the earl
ier Canaanite • Ba'al'. The Babylonian epic of cre
ation (enuma eli.f) commemorates the god's victory 
over forces of evil and his honour as 'king of the 
gods'. Merodach occurs as the divine element in 
the Heb. rendering of Babylonian names, • Evil
merodach, • Merodach-baladan and • Mordecai. 

O.l .W. 

MERODACH-BALADAN. Known from cunei
form texts as the name of Marduk-apla-iddina 1 1 ,  
t h e  king o f  Babyion who sent a n  embassy t o  Heze
kiah (ls. 39: I ) .  The Heb. writing reflects the con
sonants of the name according to the methods of 
transcription used in the 8th and 7th centuries BC 
(mrdkbldn; 2 Ki. 20: 1 2 , Berodach-baladan, has a 
phonetic variant), the vowels being added by later 



MERODACH-BALADAN 

The Babylonian god Marduk (Heb. Merodach) 
wears a royal crown and holds the rod and ring. sym
bols of authority. He is here depicted on his symbol. 
a composite creature (musrussu) whose body was a 
serpent. Drawn from a curved cylinder found at 
Babyion (see p. 751) .  

tradition. His father, not  named in cuneiform 
sources, could have been called B I-iddin, giving 
the same consonants as Baladan (bldn) when tran
scribed into Hebrew (Is. 39: 1 ) .  See TynB 22, 1 97 1 ,  
pp. 1 25- 1 26 .  

He was a ruler of the Chaldean district of Bit
Yakin, N of the Persian Gulf, who e1aimed descent 
from Eriba-Marduk king of Babyion 782-762 BC. 
When Tiglath-pileser I I I  entered Babylonia in 73 1 
BC, Merodach-baladan brought presents to hirn at 
Sapia and supported the Assyrians against a rebel
!ious sheikh Ukin-z r (lraq 1 7, 1 953, pp. 44-50). 
On the succession of Sargon in 72 1 BC Merodach
baladan entered babyion and e1aimed the throne. 
The assyrians reacted and attacked the elamite 
allies of babyion the following year. 

The outcome of the battle is obscure except in 
that Merodach-baladan remained on the throne 
until 7 1 0  BC, when Sargon, having previously neu
tralized the Elamites, entered Babyion unopposed. 
When the Assyrians moved S into Bit-Yakin, 
Merodach-baladan was retained as local ruler and 
did not openly oppose his overlord during the rest 
of his reign. 

On Sargon's death in 705 BC, however, 
Merodach-baladan began to work for his in
dependence from Assyria. It was probably at this 

time that he sent an embassy to Hezekiah, which 
was shown the resources of Judah (2 Ki. 20: 1 2- 1 9 ; 
Is. 39), with the aim of encouraging action against 
Assyria by the W. Not only did Isaiah's opposition 
to this scheme thwart Merodach-baladan's plan, 
but the Babylonians themselves forestalled hirn by 
setting up their own nominee, Marduk-zakir-sum, 
in 704 BC. He deposed the newly appointed king in 
Babyion and ruled from nearby friendly Borsippa. 
Despite the aid of Elamite troops under Imbappa 
sent by Sutur-Nabundu. Sennacherib defeated 
the rebels in battles at Kutha and Kish and entered 
Babyion, where he set Bel-ibni on the throne. Bil
Yakin alone was despoiled, and Merodach
baladan fted 10 SW Elam, where he subsequently 
died. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. Brinkman, in Studies pre
sen ted to A. L. Oppenheim, 1 964, pp. 6-53; CAH 
3/2, 1 99 1 , pp. 26-36. D.J.W. 

MEROM, WATERS OF (Heb. merom). Rendez
vous of the Hazor confederacy against Joshua, 
who surprised and routed them there (Jos. 1 1  :5, 7) 
It is not e1ear whether Merom is (a) modern 
Meiron, a village 5 km WNW of Safed (Safat), 
near springs which feed the Wadi Leirnun or W 
Meiron ( M .  Noth, Josua2, p. 67); or (b) Maroun er
Ras, 1 5  km to the N, above a valley leading to the 
H uleh basin N of Hazor (LOB, pp. 225f., propos
ing Tell el-Khirbeh, 3 km to the SSW). Whether or 
not i t  is the same as • M adon, Merom appears to 
have been an important site (Tuthmosis I I I  list no. 
85; ANET, p. 283); no such remains have been 
found at Meiron (E. Meyers, BASOR 2 1 4, 1 974, 
pp. 2f.). J . P.u.L. 

MERONOTHITE. Jehdeiah (I  Ch. 27:30) and 
Jadon (Ne. 3 :7) were Meronothites. Ne. 3:7 seem, 
to suggest that Meronoth was e10se to Gibeon and 
Mizpah, but Mizpah is a doubtful reading (GTT, 
p. 387). Grollenberg, Atlas, identifies i t  as Beitüni
yeh, NW of Gibeon, following earlier studies. 

A.R.M.  
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MEROZ (Heb. meroz) , in Jdg. 5 :23 a community 
(doubtfully identified with Khirbet Maru�, 12 km 
S of Barak's horne at Kedesh-naphtali) on which 
Deborah pronounces a curse for its failure to take 
part in the campaign against Sisera. The bitterness 
of the curse suggests that Meroz was under a 
sacred obligation to obey Barak's summons. 

F.F.B. 

MESHA. I. King of Moab, succeeding his father 
who had reigned for 30 years and worshipped 
• Chemosh ( Moabite Stone, 2-3). He rebelIed after 
Ahab's death (2 Ki. I :  I ;  3:5). Since an invasion of 
his territory by Judah, Israel and Edom failed, his 
breakaway may have occurred c .  853 BC while 
Ahab and Israel were engaging the Assyrians. The 
details of his reign on the • Moabite Stone record 
his building of towns and regulating the water
supply. His rebellion may have been an attempt to 
gain direct control of his considerable wool trade 
with Tyre (2 Ki. 3:4-5; POTT, pp. 235, 275). 

2. Caleb's first-born son (I Ch. 2:42, Rsvmg.). 
3. A Benjaminite born in Moab, son of Shaha-

raim by Hodesh (I Ch. 8 :9). D.J.W. 



MESHA. A place mentioned as the limit of the 
territory of the descendants of Joktan (Gn. 1 0:30), 
the other l imit being · Sephar. Some scholars 
would identify i t  with massii' in N Arabia 
(. MASSA), but the probable loeation of Sephar in S 
Arabia suggests a similar locality for Mesha, 
though no place of that name has been suggested 
in that region. T.C.M. 

MESHACH (Heb. mesak). The name given to 
Mishael ('who is what God is'?), one of Daniel's 
companions in eaptivity at BabyIon, by Nebuchad
rezzar's chief eunuch (Dn. 1 :7; 2:49, eIe. ) . The 
most plausible meaning of the name suggested is 
the Bab. mesiiku ('I have become weak') perhaps 
given as similar to the Heb. name. D.J.W. 

MESHECH (MT mesek; LXX Mosoch). One 01' the 
sons of Japheth (Gn. 1 0:2 = I Ch. 1 :5) here and 
elsewhere associated with Tuba\. I Ch. I :  1 7  names 
hirn as a descendant of Shem by Aram, while the 
parallel passage (Gn . 1 0:23) gives the name as 
Mash. One of these is, presumably, an error, and 
LXX Mosoeh in Gn. 1 0:23 suggests k has been lost 
there. The intermarriage implied by the presence of 
the same name among the children of Japheth and 
Shem, which such a view would involve, would not 
be impossible (. NATIONS, TABLE OF). 

The descendants of Meshech are later men
tioned as exporting slaves and copper (Ezk. 27: 1 3), 
as a warlike people threatening from the N (Ezk. 
32:26; 38 :2-3; 39: I ), and as typical of a barbarous 
society (Ps. 1 20:5) .  The dose association of the 
name with Tubal renders l ikely their identification 
with t he people often named together as Tabäl and 
Musku or Musku in the Assyr. inscriptions and Ti
barenoi and Mosehoi in Herodotus. The mus-ka-a
ia are first mentioned in the annals of Tiglath
pileser I (e. 1 1 00 BC) as mounting an army of 
20,000 men in the N, and it may be that they were 
already in the region SE of the Black Sea a century 
earlier when the Hittite texts mention one Mitas in 
that area, for this name is similar to that of the 
king of the M uski in the 8th century. They are 
mentioned in the annals of Tukulti-Ninurta 11 and 
Ashurnasirpal I I  in the 9th century and of Sargon 
in the 8th.  This king gives their ruler's name as lI1i
la-a, which some scholars suggest is to be equated 
with M idas of Phrygia, the kingdom which suc
ceeded the Hitt i tes in Asia Minor, and that the 
M uski are therefore to be equated with the Phry
gians. The name Musku is not mentioned in the 
Achaemenian inscriptions, but Herodotus names 
the Moschoi as falling within the 1 9th Satrapy of 
Darius (3. 94) and as forming a contingent in the 
army of Xerxes (7. 78). This information leads to 
the condusion that Meshech refers to a people 
perhaps speaking an Indo-European language who 
entered the Near East from the N steppe, and im
posed themselves as rulers upon the indigenous 
population of an area in E Anatolia. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Top
onyms, 1 970, pp. 252-253; R. D. Barnett, CAH1, 
1 975, pp. 4 1 7-442; 1. N. Postgate, frag 35, 1 973, pp. 
2 1 -34. T.C.M. 

MESOPOTA M IA. The Gk. Mesopotamia, 'be
tween the two rivers', is AV borrowing from LXX to 
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ren der the Heb. ' "ram nah"rayim (except in the 
title of Ps. 60). This was the fertile land E of the 
river Orontes covering the upper and middle 
Euphrates and the lands wate red by the rivers 
Habur and Tigris, i.e. modern E Syria-N I raq. I t  
indudes Harran (to which Abraham moved after 
leaving Ur in Babylonia) and its surrounding 
townships, to wh ich Eliezer was sent to find a wife 
for Isaac (Gn. 24: 1 0). Mesopotamia was the ori
ginal horne of Balaam (Dt. 23:4; • PEOR) and was 
the country ruled by Cushan-rishathaim when he 
oppressed Israel (Jdg. 3 :8- 1 0). In David's time 
Mesopotamia provided charioteers and horsemen 
to support his Ammonite opponents ( I  Ch. 1 9 :6). 
This accords with the evidence for the occupation 
of this whole area by horse-rearing Indo-Aryan 
Mitanni and Hurrians (. HORITES) in  the 2nd 
millennium. 

Greek and Roman writers after the 4th century 
BC extended the use of ' Mesopotamia' to describe 
the whole Tigris-Euphrates valley, that is, the 
modern state of I raq. Thus Stephen referred to 
Abraham's original horne of Ur in Babylonia as in 
'Mesopotamia, before he lived in Haran' (Acts 
7:2). The indusion of Mesopotamians with 
Parthians, Medes and Elamites may indicate that 
the Jews of the Diaspora in Babylonia were pres
ent in Jerusalem to hear Peter (Acts 2:9). Thus the 
NT follows the wider use of the geographical 
name which is still adopted by some modern 
scholars. 

See also • ARAM, • SYRIA, and for the history of 
the region, • ASSYRIA and • BABYLONIA. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. JNES 2 1 ,  1 962, pp. 73-92; Aram 
1 , 1 989, pp. 24-30. D.J.W. 

MESSIAH. 

I. In the Old Testament 
This word, used as the official title of the central fig
ure of expectation, is in the main a product of later 
Judaism. I ts use is, of course, validated by the NT, bu t 
the term is found only twice in the OT (Dn. 9:25-26). 

The idea of • anointing and of the anointed 
person is a well-established OT usage. One particu
lar example, which has sometimes caused difficulty 
to OT students, is in fact specially helpful in defin
ing the term. In Is. 45: I the Persian, Cyrus, is ad
dressed as 'his ( i. e. Yahweh's) anointed (m'SibQ)' .  
There are here five features which, in the light of 
the rest of Scripture, are dearly definitive of cer
tain main lines of OT Messianism. Cyrus is a man 
of God's choice ( Is. 4 1  :25), appointed to accom
plish a redemptive purpose towards God's people 
(45: 1 1 - 1 3), and a judgment on his foes (47). He is 
given dominion over the nations (45 : 1 -3); and in 
all his activities the real agent is Yahweh hirnself 
(45: 1 -7). The anointed status of Cyrus, as such, 
simply shows that there is a 'secular' (so to speak) 
usage of the terminology of Messiahship (ef the 
'anointing' of Hazael, I Ki. 1 9 :  1 5; and the descrip
tion of Nebuchadrezzar as 'my servant', I s. 25:9). 
There could be no better summary of the OT view 
of the 'anointed' person; furthermore i t  is quite 
dear that these five points are pre-eminently true 
of the Lord Jesus Christ, who saw hirnself as the 
fulfilment of the OT Messianic expectations. In  the 
light of this, the best and simplest plan for our 
study is to apply the word ' Messianic' to all those 
prophecies that place a person in the limelight as 
the figure of salvation (so Vriezen). 
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How old is the Messianic expectation? One 
major line of argument on this question (suggested 
by Mowinckel) is that the Messiah is an eschato
logical figure in the strict sense of the term: that is 
to say, not merely a figure of future hope. but em
phatically belonging to the 'last days'. Con
sequently, since all properly defined eschatological 
passages look back upon the fall of the Davidic 
monarchy as a fact of past history, the Messiah 
must belong to post-exilic times, and is not found 
as a matter of prediction in pre-exilic docu
ments. Seemingly Messianic passages belonging to 
monarchic times must be interpreted as simple 
addresses to the reigning king, and of no Messianic, 
that is, eschatological, significance. Later editing, it 
is urged, may have adapted them Messianically, 
and later Messianic writers may have drawn from 
them some of their imagery, but in themselves, and 
properly considered, they are not Messianic. 

Against this it is urged (e.g. by Knight), with 
great weight, that it is hardly credible that the 
monarchs known to us in the books of Kings 
could have been seriously addressed or though t of 
in the terms used, for example, in  the royal Psalms. 
We shall demonstrate this contention presently, 
and for the moment must be content to say that 
such passages point to a conception of Israelite 
kingship as such, and to an expectation resident in 
the kingly office itself. Even if Mowinckel has cor
rectly insisted that Messiah must be an eschato
logical figure, by no means all OT specialists would 
agree that eschatology must be post-exilic (cf, 
e.g. ,  Vriezen), but it may certainly be asked if  he has 
not defined the concept of eschatology too 
rigidly. I f, for example, he denies the description 
'eschatological' to any passage which depicts the 
survival and l ife of a remnant after the divine 
intervention, the logical consequence of this is to 
deny that the Lord Jesus Christ is an eschatological 
figure, and thereby contradict the biblical view of 
the 'last days' (e.g. Heb. I :2; I Jn .  2:  1 8) .  I t  is much 
more satisfactory to define the Messiah as a 'teleo
logical figure'. Unique in Israel was their appre
hension of purpose in Iife. They possessed this 
awareness from the beginning (cf Gn. 1 2 :  1 -3), and 
this made them alone the true historians of the 
ancient world. 

The specific attachment of this hope to a royal 
figure of the future is in no way dependent on the 
historical fall of the Monarchy, for the Davidic li ne 
was a failure from the start, and the expectation, 
even longing, for the royal Messiah need not be 
later than the time of Solomon. Our plan therefore 
will be to seek in the OT for a 'figure of salvation', 
and, by associating our search with Israelite tele
ology, rat her than with a narrowly defined eschat
ology, we will find good reasons to hold that such a 
hope was early embraced by the chosen people, 
taking its rise from the famous 'protevangelium' 01' 
Gn. 3 : 1 5 . 

a. Messiah as the antitype 01 great historical jigures 
Israel's teleological view of l ife on earth, already 
mentioned, was rooted in the knowledge of the 
unique God who revealed hirnself to them. The 
faithfulness and self-consistency 01' their God pro
vided them with a key to the future, in so far as it 
was necessary for faith to discern things to come. 
God had acted 'typically' and characteristically in 
certain great persons and events 01' the past, and, 
because God does not change, he will so act again. 
Three such persons 01' the past were specially 
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woven into the Messianic pattern: Adam, Moscs 
and David. 

I .  The Messiah and Adam. There are certain fea
tures 01' the Messianic future which are very c1early 
reminiscent 01' the Edenic state: for convenience we 
group them under the two headings 01' prosperity 
(Am. 9: 1 3; Is. 4:2; 32: 1 5 ,  20; 55: 1 3; Ps. 72: 1 6) and 
peace (the harmony 01' the world 01' living crea
tures: Is. 1 1  :6-9; and of the world 01' human rela
tions: Is. 32: 1 -8). Viewing the Fall in its effects 
purely upon this world, these were the things lost 
as God's curse took effect. When the curse is re
versed and God's Man restores all things the 
Edenic scene reappears. This is not merely wishful 
thinking, but a logical and proper extension 01' the 
doctrine 01' creation by a holy God. All the pas
sages cited above concern the Messianic King and 
the nature 01' his rule and kingdom . Here is the real 
recapitulation 01' the first man, who had 'domin
ion' over the rest 01' created things (Gn. 1 :28; 2:  1 9-
20), but fell when he al lowed his dominion to be 
usurped (cf Gn. 3 : 1 3) .  Dominion will be restored 
in the Messiah. I t  may frankly be admitted that the 
notion 01' the Messiah as a new • Adam is neither 
Icngthily nor specifically developed, 'but it  i s  not 
unlikely that we have evidence that the royal ideol
ogy was sometimes influenced by the conception 
01' the king of paradise' (Mowinckel). The NT doc
trine 01' the 'Second Adam' has a c1ear OT root in 
the passages quoted. 

2 .  The Messiah and Moses. I t  is not surprising 
that the Exodus and its leader should have so im
pressed the mind 01' Israel that the future was seen 
in this mould. As it was recorded and presented to 
succeeding generations 01' the nation, the pattern 
of the first Exodus constituted an eternal revela
tion of God (Ex. 3: 1 5) .  The conception 01' the 
second Exodus is not always in a specifically Mes
sianic setting. Sometimes the fact is stressed that 
God will do again what he did at the Exodus, only 
in a surpassing way, but without mentioning any 
man by whom God will so work as formerly he 
wrought by Moses (e.g. Ho. 2: 1 4-23; Je. 3 1 :3 1 -34; 
Ezk. 20:33-44-note 'king' (RV, RSV) in v. 33: it 
may be that Moses is called 'king' in Dt. 33: 5). 
Sometimes, however, the forecast 01' the second 
Exodus is Messianic, e.g. Is. 5 1 :9-1 1 ;  52: 1 2; Je. 
23 :5-8. Once again, it is only fair to notice that the 
matter is, at best, inferentially expressed. Howevcr, 
in the ca se 01' Moses we can take the study a stage 
farther, for we have his own prophecy recorded in 
Dt. 1 8 : 1 5-1 9 that the Lord will raise up a prophet 
'Iike me'. 

In  general, the exegesis 01' this passage has 
tended to the exclusive advocacy 01' one or other 
point 01' view: either that the Messiah is here fore
told or that the reference is simply to the providen
tial provision 01' a continuing line 01' prophets. I n  
recent work t h e  latter h a s  the support 01' the major
ity, although sometimes it has been al lowed that 
the Messianic meaning may aiso, though secondar
ily, be admitted. However, the passage itself seems 
to require both interpretations, for some features in 
it can be satisfied only by the li ne of prophets, and 
others only by the Messiah. 

Thus the context is very weighty for the former 
view. Moses insistently warning his hearers against 
Canaanite abomination stresses especially divin
atory practices for ascertaining the future. The 
warning is buttressed by this prophecy 01' the 
Mosaic Prophet. Here, says Moses, is the I sraelite 
alternative to divination; the living are not to con-



sult the dead, for the God of [srael will speak to his 
people through a man raised up for that purpose. 
This seems to be a promise of continuous revela
tion; a prediction of a far-off Messiah would not 
meet the need for guidance of which Moses is 
speaking. 

Again, vv. 2 1 -22, supplying a test for prophets, 
may be seen as anticipating the situation which 
often arose in the days of the canonical prophets, 
and wh ich caused such bitterness of soul to Jer
emiah (23 :9ff.). However, this consideration is not 
of equal weight with the foregoing, for it would not 
be at all improper that some test for the Messiah 
should be provided. A false Messiah is as Iikely as a 
false prophet and, indeed, to take the matter no 
farther, Jesus hirnself rested his claims on the co
incidence of his words and works, and his Jewish 
opponents were continually pressing for an un
equivocal Messianic sign. 

[f  we take M oses' words as prophetic of a line of 
prophets, they were, of course, amply fulfilled. 
Every true prophet was 'Iike M oses', for he existed 
to teach M oses' doctrine. Both Jeremiah (23:9ff.) 
and Ezekiel ( 1 3 : 1 -14 : 1 1 )  distinguish the true 
prophet from the false by the content of his mes
sage: the true prophet has a word to speak against 
sin, the false prophet has not. This is  simply to say 
that the theology of true • prophecy derives from 
Sinai. This truth is taught also in Deuteronomy, for 
the question of false prophecy is raised in ch. 1 3 , 
and it is precisely required that every prophet must 
be brought into comparison with the Exodus reve
lation (vv. 5, 1 0) and with the teaching of Moses (v. 
1 8) .  Moses is the normative prophet; every true 
prophet, as such, is a prophet 'Iike Moses'. 

But there is another side to the exegesis 01' this 
passage. According to Dt.  34: I 0, Moses is unique, 
and his like has not yet appeared . On any view 01' 
the date of Deuteronomy, this verse points to an 
understanding of Dt. 1 8 :  1 5ff. as Messianic: for if 
Deuteronomy is as late as some hold, or if  34: 1 0  
represents later editorial comment, then we are 
here being informed that no single prophet, nor yet 
the prophets collectively, fulfilled the prediction of 
1 8 : 1 5ff. 

Furthermore, when we come to the passage 
itself, special regard ought to be paid to the very 
precise terms of the comparison with Moses. The 
passage does not say, in a large and undefined way, 
that there will arise a prophet 'Iike Moses', but spe
cifically a prophet who, in his person and work, 
may be compared with Moses at Horeb (v. 1 6) .  
Now this comparison was not fulfilled by any 01' 
the OT prophets. Moses at Horeb was the mediator 
of the covenant; the prophets were preachers 01' 
the covenant and fore tellers of its successor. Moses 
was an originator; the prophets were propagators. 
With Moses, [ srael's religion entered a new phase; 
the prophets fought for the establishment and 
maintenance of that phase, and prepared the way 
for the next, to which they looked forward. The 
strict requirement 01' vv. 1 5- 1 6, therefore, can be 
met only by Messiah. 

How, then, are these two interpretations to be 
reconciled? We remarked above, relative to [srael's 
conti nuing need of the voice 01' God, that a far-off 
Messiah would not meet that need. In so saying, we 
spoke as if 20th-century information was at the 
disposal 01' the ancient I sraelite. This passage cer
tainly foretells the prophet-Messiah, but it says 
not hing about his being 'far off'. Only the actual 
passage of time could show that . Here, then, is the 
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reconciliation: in respect of prophets, [ srael was in  
exactly the  same situation as  in respect of kings 
(see further, below). The line of kings proceeded 
under the shadow of the promise of the coming 
great King, and each successive king was hailed in 
deliberately Messianic terms, both to remind hirn 
of his vocation to a certain type of kingship and to 
express the national longing that at last Messiah 
might have come. So too with the prophets. They 
likewise live under the shadow of the promise; they 
too have a pattern to fulfil. Each king must be, as 
best he can, like the king of the past (David) until 
the coming of the One who is able to reformulate 
the Davidic type and be the king of the future; so, 
too, each prophet must be, as best he can, like the 
prophet of the past ( Moses) until the coming of 
the One who is able to reformulate the Mosaic type 
and be the prophet, lawgiver and mediator of the 
future, new covenant. 

3. The Messiah and David. The dying Jacob is 
recorded (and there is  no good reason for doubting 
the ascription) as prophesying about the future of 
his sons. The prophecy about Judah has deservedly 
attracted great attention (Gn. 49:9- 1 0) .  Dispute 
has necessarily centred on the meaning of 'ag �i 
yäilo' Siloh. Ezk. 2 1 :27 seems to suggest the inter
pretation 'until he come, whose right it is', and this 
certainly is the most venerable approach to the 
problem. More recently the view has been taken 
that we have here an Akkadian loan-word meaning 
'his (i. e. Judah's) ruler'. At all events, tri bai rule is 
vested in Judah, and some pre-eminent Judahite 
ruler is foreseen as the consummation of the sover
eignty. [n an initial, and at the same time norma
tive, sense, this came to pass in David of Judah, 
with whom all succeeding kings, for good or il l ,  
were compared (e.g. I Ki .  1 1  :4, 6; 1 4:8; 1 5 :3,  1 1 - 14 ;  
2 Ki .  1 8 :3; 22:2). However, it is one thing to  see 
that David, as a matter of fact, was the normative 
king; it is another matter altogether to say just why 
he should be the type of the king to come. The 
prophecy of Nathan (2 Sa. 7 : 1 2- 1 6) does not pre
cisely require a single king as its fulfilment, but 
rat her predicts a stable house, k ingdom and throne 
for David. We must presume that, as from Solo
mon's later years failure and declension set in, the 
days of David glowed brighter and brighter in [ s
rael's memory, and hope crystallized into the 
'David' of the future (e.g. Ezk. 34:23). This expcct
ation is shown particularly by two groups of 
passages. 

(i) The Psalms. There are certain psalms which 
centre on the king, and they depict a very precise 
character and career. Summarizing, this king meets 
world-opposition (2: 1 -3;  1 1 0: I ), but, as a victor 
(45:3-5; 89:22-23), and by the activity 01' Yahweh 
(2:6, 8 ;  1 8 :46-50; 2 1 : 1 - 1 3 ; 1 1 0: 1 -2), he establishes 
world-rule (2:8- 1 2; 1 8 :43-45; 45: 1 7; 72:8- 1 1 ;  
89:25; 1 1 0: 5-6), based on Zion (2:6) and marked 
by a primary concern for morality (45:4, 6-7; 72:2-
3, 7 ;  1 0 1 : 1 -8).  His rule is everlasting (2 1 :4; 45:6; 
72:5); his kingdom is peaceful (72:7), prosperous 
(72: 1 6) and undeviating in reverence for Yahweh 
(72:5). Pre-eminent among men (45:2, 7), he is the 
friend 01' the poor and the enemy of the oppressor 
(72:2-4, 1 2- 1 4) .  Under hirn the righteous ftourish 
(72:7). He is remembered for ever (45: 1 7) ,  pos
sesses an everlasting name (72: 1 7) and is the object 
of unending thanks (72: 1 5) .  [n relation to Yahweh,  
he is the recipient of his everlasting blessing (45:2). 
He is the heir of David's covenant (89:28-37; 
1 32: 1 1 - 1 2) and of Melchizedek's priesthood 
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( 1 1 0:4). He belongs to Yahweh (89: 1 8) and is de
voted to hirn (2 1 : 1 ,  7; 63: 1 --8, 1 1 ) .  He is his son 
(2:7; 89:27), seated at his right hand ( 1 10 :  I ), and is 
hirnself divine (45:6). 

The Messianic pattern as deduced from Cyrus 
above is clearly here. lt is inconceivable that such 
notions were entertained in any directly personal 
way concerning the line of monarchs who followed 
David in ludah. We have here, therefore, either the 
most blatant Hattery the world has ever heard, or 
else the expression of a great ideal. Some comment 
is necessary on the ascription of divinity in Ps. 
45:6. Unquestionably there are ways in which the 
address to the king as 'God' may legitimately be 
avoided (see lohnson), but such interpretations are 
not necessary in the light of the fact so clearly 
taught elsewhere in the OT that a divine Messiah 
was t:xpected. It is no argument against this that v. 
7 of the psalm, still addressing the king, speaks of 
'God, your God'. Certainly we are intended to 
gather that there is some distinction between God 
and the king, even if  the king can be spoken of as 
'God', but this need occasion no surprise, because 
exactly the same thing occurs throughout Mes
sianic expectation, as we shall see, and also in the 
case, for example, of the • Angel of the Lord, who 
is both hirnself divine and also distinct from God. 

(ii) Isaiah 7-1 2, etc. The most sustained treat
ment of the Davidic-Messianic theme occurs in 
Isaiah 1 -37  and in particular in the self-contained 
unit, chs. 7-1 2. From 745 BC onwards, pressure to
wards the W from the awakening imperialism of 
Assyria forced all the Palestinian states to look to 
their security. Aram and I srael (Ephraim) allied 
themselves for mutual defence and sought the add
itional strength of a united Palestinian front.  
When, as i t  seems, ludah stood aloof from this 
Syro-Ephraimite alliance, pressure was exerted to 
bring the S kingdom to a better mind. I t  is un
necessary to review the course of the events (cf 2 
Ki. 1 5 :37-1 6:20; 2 Ch. 28); rather we must concen
trate on sharing Isaiah's view of the matter. It is 
clear that he saw the threat as transitory (7:7,  1 6) 
but the moment as decisive tor the future of the 
people of God. If in the face of this threat there 
should be a refusal to find security in Yahweh 
alone and a seeking of security in any sort of 
worldly pact, then in the prophet's view not just 
the current king (Ahaz) but the Davidic dynasty 
itself would be exposed as faithless; it would have 
rejected the promises and pleadings of its God in a 
decisive and final way and doom would follow. For 
this reason he identifies Ahaz with the dynasty 
(7:2, 1 3 , 1 7), calls for a policy of total reliance on 
Yahweh (7:4, 'Take care that you do nothing'), 
warns that the issue of faith will settle the fortunes 
of the dynasty and nation (7 :9), offers in Yahweh's 
name the provision of a sign of such magnitude as 
would virtually compel faith (7 :  I 0-1 1 )  and when 
this is rejected speaks of another sign, Immanuel, 
wherein the hope of the nation is seen as over
whelmed in the triumph of Assyria (7 :  1 4ff.). 

There is a logic, therefore, about 7 :  1 -25. There 
comes a moment when faith is decisively offered 
and beyond that offer lies only the doom which 
comes on unbelief. But for Isaiah this creates as 
many problems as it solves. I t  is one thing to say 
that the unbelieving Ahaz is doomed by his faith
lessness, and dooms the dynasty and nation with 
hirn. But what of the promises themselves? Does 
God go back on his word? Does the promise of a 
Davidic king itself fail simply because Ahaz faith-

lessly refuses to enter into it? Is  God's Messianic 
plan to that extent dependent on the choice of 
man? It is to this problem that I saiah addresscs 
hirnself in this sectlOn of his book and his treat
ment of it centres on the figure of Immanuel. 

Immanuel must be approached first in relation 
to what is said of his birth :  i t  is described as a 'sign' 
and as birth of an 'alma. On neither count is Isai
ah's meaning uncontroverted. 'Sign' is used in the 
OT of a present persuader (as in 7 :  1 1 ; cf Dt. 1 3 :  I )  
and o f  a future confirrnation (e.g. Ex. 3 :  1 2). I n  
which sense i s  Immanuel a 'sign'? Regarding Im
manuel's mother, the majority opinion of special
ists insists that the word 'almä means a young 
woman of marriageable age who, in this case, in 
the light of her pregnant state, must be assumed to 
be married and that if I saiah had meant virgo in
tacta he must needs use another word, b'rü1ä. The 
issue, however, is not as settled as some commenta
tors would suggest. 'From a survey of non-biblical 
evidence we may safely conclude that the word 
'almä, in so far as may be ascertained, was never 
used of a married woman,' says E. 1. Young (Stud
ies in Isaiah, 1 954, p. 1 70); and of the eight other 
occasions on which the word is used in the Bible, 
there is no reason in any case to ass urne married 
state. The sequence of Gn. 24: 14 ,  1 6, 43 is specially 
notable: Abraham's servant prays for a 'girl' (v. 1 4, 
naarä); when Rebekah comes he notes that she is 
marriageable but unmarried (v. 1 6, a b'rüla whom 
man had not known); with this knowledge at his 
disposal he summarizes the whole story for Re
bekah's family using 'almä (v. 43). I n  passing, it is 
important to ask why, if  b'rülä is virtually a tech
nical term for 'virgin', it needs to be qualified on a 
number of significant occasions, as in Gn. 24: 1 6  
(cf Lv. 2 1  :3;  ldg. I I  :39; 2 1 :  1 2) .  There is, i n  fact, 
strong ground for urging that Isaiah used 'almä 
because it is the nearest word in Hebrew which 
expresses virgo intacta and that Matthew practised 
no sleight of hand in accepting the rendering par
thenos ( I  :23). 

Secondly, Isaiah sets Immanuel in the context 01' 
the hope of Israel. Chs. 7-1 1 form an integrated 
unit of prophetic teaching in which 7: 1 -9:7 focuscs 
on the S kingdom (Judah) and 9:8-1 1 :  1 6  on the N 
(Jacob, 9:8) .  Each section passes through the same 
four sub-sections: the moment of decision (7 :  1 - 1 7 ; 
9:8-1 0:4), the judgment (7 : 1 8-8:8; 1 0:5- 1 5), thc 
remnant (8:9-22; 1 0: 1 6-34) and the glorious hope 
(9: 1 -7; 1 1 : 1 - 1 6).  As this sequencc is followed 
through, the wonder-child, Immanuel (the posses
sor, 8 :8,  and security, 8 : 1 0, of his people) becomes, 
as the focus clarifies, the royal deliverer of 9: 1 -7 
and the righteous king of 1 1 : 1 - 1 6. I n  each place he 
is a world-ruler (9:7; 1 1 :  I 0) and in each place the 
element of mystery regarding his person remains. 
In 9:6 he who sits on David's throne (v. 7) is also 
'mighty God'-and in the light of the identical 
wording referring without equivocation to Yahweh 
in 1 0:2 1 it is exegetically unworthy to refuse either 
the translation or its clear implication here-and in 
1 1 : 1 , 1 0  he who springs out of the stock of Jesse is 
also the root of Jesse. 

Thirdly, we must attempt to relate Immanuel 
and Maher-shalal-hash-baz (8: 1 -4). We noted 
above a problem whether, considered as a sign, 
Immanuel must be understood as a present per
suader or a future confirrnation. The implication 
of 7 :  1 5- 1 7  that he would be born heir to the Assyr
ian devastations of Judah might appear to settle 
the point. Yet Isaiah seems, with a certain amount 
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of emphasis and deliberation, to transfer the task 
of being an immediate sign to his own son (8: 1 --4) 
and in the rest of chs. 8-9 there is a plain contrast 
between this immediate child with a fourfold name 
of doom (8: 1 --4) and one whose birth comes 'in the 
latter time' (9: I )  and who has a fourfold name of 
glory (9:6). Did I saiah then change his mind about 
Immanuel and the date of his birth? Or how are we 
to understand this odd tension in the evidence? We 
come nearest to a solution if we ass urne that from 
the start I saiah saw I mmanuel's birth as a coming 
confirrnation of the divine rejection of Ahaz and 
the Davidic dynasty as represented by hirn: the 
great, expected king would be born in the line of 
Ahaz to inherit an empty title, a meaningless 
crown, and a subjugated people. Were Immanuel 
to have been born there and then, that would have 
been the case; when, as we know, Immanuel was 
born, it was still the case. I saiah gently eases the 
birth of Immanuel out of the present and into the 
undated future by the substitution of the birth of 
his own son and the open dating of 'the latter time' 
(9: I ) .  

b. Gther Messianicfigures 
I .  The Servanl. I saiah 40-55 is dominated by the 
Messianic portrayal of the Servant (42: 1 --4 ;  49: 1 -6;  
50:4-9; 52: 1 3-53 : 1 2) .  The Servant is Yahweh's 
anointed (42: I ) ,  exercises the royal functions of 
'judgment' (mispä(, 42: I ,  3--4) and dominion 
(53 :  1 2), displays prominently the marks of a 
prophet (49 : 1 -2; 50:4), extends a ministry to Gen
tiles (42: 1 , 4; 49:6b) and to I srael (49:5-6a), is the 
agen t in a world-wide revelation (42: I ,  3-4) and 
salvation (49:6), and, not as priest but as victim, 
voluntarily submits to a death interpreted in the 
substitutionary terms of the levitical sacrifices 
(53 :4-6, 8 , 1 0-1 2). 

The link between the first Servant Song and its 
context may be seen in the double 'behold' of 
41 :29; 42: I .  The former verse is the ciimax of I sai
ah's awareness of Gentile need; the latter is the 
introduction of one who will bring mispä( to the 
Gentiles ('The religion of Jehovah regarded as a 
system of practical ordinances', Skinner, Jsaiah, 
1 905, ad [oe. ). Both in relation to creation (40: 1 2-
3 1 )  and history (4 1 : 1 -29) t he God of I srael is the 
only God. This constitutes; the ground for a word 
of comfort to hmel (40; 1 - 1 1 ; 4 1 :8-20) but it also 
exposes the plight of the larger part of the created 
and historical world (40 : I S-20, 25; 4 1  :5-7, 2 1 -24, 
28-29). The Servant is divinely endowed (42: I )  
precisely to meet this need (42: I b, 3b--4). 

Between the first and second Servant Songs a 
significant movement of thought develops. The 
first Song does not raise the question of the iden
tity of the Servant but concentrates on his task. No 
sooner, however, has Yahweh confirmed this task 
as his will for his Servant (42:5-9) and committed 
hirnself to its accomplishment (42: 1 0- 1 7) than the 
prophet turns to an exposure of the plight of I srael 
(42: 1 8-25) . This significant passage must be deeply 
pondered by all who would understand this central 
section of t he I saianic literature: the nation of 
Israel is blind, deaf (vv. 1 8- 1 9), enslaved (v. 22), 
under judgment for sin (vv. 23-25a) and spiritually 
unperceptive (v. 25b). In the sequence of the chap
ters, we have thus been informed that the Servant 
cannot be the nation. But I saiah has not our pre
occupation with the Servant's identity and pro
ceeds (43 : 1 -44:23) to indicate in promissory fash
ion that both the political (43 : 1 -2 1 )  and spiritual 
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(43:22--44:23) needs of I srael will be met by 
Yahweh. His provision in the former category is 
Cyrus (44:24--48:22), before whom Babyion falls 
(46: 1 --47:  1 5) and by whom I s rael leaves captivity 
(48 :20-22). 

A major preoccupation in I s. 48 is the sinfulness 
of Israel (vv. I ,  4-5, 7-8, 1 8 , 22). Two things thus 
lie side by side: release from Babyion and continu
ance in sin. V. 22 is  an apt ciimax and an equally 
apt introduction to the second Song. A change of 
address (from Babyion to horne) is not a change of 
heart; the people may have come back to the land 
but they have yet to come back to Yahweh. That 
which has been promised of spiritual redemption 
(43:22-44:23) is to be fulfilled by the Servant who 
inherits the name they have forfeited (49:3; cl 48: I )  
and, without loss of the task of bringing salvation 
to the Gentiles, adds the task of bringing Jacob to 
Yahweh (49:5-6). 

The third Song in its content displays the Ser
van! as the totally obedient one, suffering for 
obedience' sake, and in its context sets the Servant 
apart from even the faithful among the people of 
God. I n  contrast to Zion, despondent (49 : 1 4-26), 
and unresponsive (50: 1 -3), the Servant responds to 
Yahweh (50:4-5) with buoyant, optimistic faith 
(50:6-9) and becomes the Exemplar of all who 
would fear Yahweh (50: 1 0) :  indeed, apart from the 
Servant, man is left to his own powers of self
illumination and under divine disapproval (50: 1 1 ) .  

The command to watch ('Behold' , 52: 1 3) is in 
effect the ciimax of a number of addresses to the 
faithful (5 1 :  I ,  4, 7) seen in their own persons or 
typified as Jerusalem/Zion (5 1 :  1 7; 52: I). Thus 
I saiah continues to distinguish the Servant from 
the remnant until he stands out in terms 'unmistak
ably individual' (H. H. Rowley, The Servant 0/ the 
Lord, 1 965, p.52), internationally triumphant 
(52: 1 3- 1 5) ,  rejected (53: 1 -3), sin-bearing (53:4-6), 
voluntarily the innocent sufferer of lawlessness, 
consigned to have 'his grave with wicked men, but 
with a rich man in his death' (53:7-9), yet living to 
dispense the fruits of his dying, the worthy recipi
ent of the divine accolade, 'I will give hirn the many 
as his portion and he will take the strong as spoil' 
(53 : 1 0- 1 2) .  And in all this, the universality of the 
Servant's redemptive work is not forgotten. The 
call goes first to the barren Zion (54: 1 - 1 7) to en ter 
peace (54: 1 0) and to inherit righteousness (54: 14 ,  
1 7), and then to the whole world to enter a free 
salvation (55: 1 -2) and to enjoy the mercies prom
ised to David (55:3). 

The delineation of the Servant is thus straight
forward and unified, but the person of the Servant 
retains its proper element of mystery: a man 
among men (53:2-3) who is also 'the arm of the 
Lord' (53 : 1 ) .  Aptly, Mowinckel brings out the 
proper emphasis: 'Who could have believed wh at 
we have heard? Who could have seen here the arm 
of Yahweh?' (53 : 1 ). For the 'arm of Yahweh' is 
none other than Yahweh hirnself (52: 1 0) acting 
again as he acted at the Exodus and the Red Sea to 
redeem and ransom ( 5 1  :9-1 1 ) . 

2. The anointed Conqueror. The third section of 
the I saianic literature completes the Messianic 
forecast. I saiah has shown in chs. 1 -37 a world
wide king but yet without indicating how the Gen
tiles will be gathered in. In his delineation of the 
Servant he has foretold a world-wide salvation, 
bringing all the redeemed under David's rule. Both 
these sections have inciuded but without emphasis 
the exacting of vengeance on Yahweh's foes (e.g. 
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9:3-5; 42: \ 3 , 1 7; 45 : 1 6, 24; 49 :24-26). This topic 
now predominates as one who, like the King ( 1 1  :2, 
4) and the Servant (42: I ;  49:2), is anointed with the 
Spirit and the Word (59 :2 1 ) ,  steps on to the scene. 

The vision of the world-wide house of prayer 
(56: 1-8) is in danger of perishing under the weight 
of self-seeking princes (56:9ff.), religious corrup
tion (57:3ff.), inability to rise to the heights of truly 
spiritual religion (58 :  I ff.) and to find the way of 
peace (59: I ff.). Under these circumstances, and in 
default of there being any other Saviour, Yahweh 
himself dons the garments of salvation (59: 1 6-20) 
bringing a Redeemer to Zion. Mysteriously, how
ever, the covenant which ensues is addressed to one 
endowed with Yahweh's Spirit and speaking Yah
weh's words (59 :2 1 ), but plainly this Zion
orientated work is world-wide for at once the uni
versal call is issued (60: I ff.). In  a manner remin
iscent of the literary method of chs. 40-55, the af
firmation that Yahweh will hasten the great vision 
to its fulfilment (60:22) merges into the testimony 
of one endowed with Yahweh's Spirit and Word to 
comfort (6 1 :  1 -2a) and avenge (v. 2b) . The work of 
comfort occupies the prophet until the end of ch. 
62 and i t  is now the endowed One who dons the 
garments of Salvation (6 1 :  1 0- 1 1 )  as formerly 
(59 : 1 6f.) did Yahweh himself. The mighty 63: 1 -6 
relates the work of redemption to its counterpart 
in vengeance wherein one working alone (as 
Yahweh was alone, 59: 1 6) treads the winepress and 
exacts a full penalty. 

I n  his person, this Messianic Conqueror hardly 
differs from the king and the Servant. He has the 
same spiritual endowment; he is a man among 
men. But two other sidelights are given. First, he is 
described as the conqueror of Edom, a task ac
complished by no other Israelite king but David 
(cf Nu. 24: 1 7- 1 9). May we not see here the iden
tity of the anointed Conqueror with the Davidic 
Messiah? Secondly, in the development of the 
theme it is he who at the last wears the garments of 
salvation and vengeance wh ich Yahweh himself 
was seen to don (59: 1 6ff.) .  Once more the prophet 
introduces the Messianic motif: the identity and 
the distinction of Yahweh and his Anointed. 

3. The Branch. Under this Messianic label there 
is a beautifully unified series of predictions. Je. 
23:5ff. and 33: 1 4ff. are virtually identical. Yahweh 
will raise a Branch ' for David' .  He is a king in 
whose days Israel will be saved. His rule is marked 
by judgment and righteousness. His name is 
'Yahweh our Righteousness'. 

The second of these passages associates the 
Branch propheey with the assertion that the priests 
shall never want a man to offer saerifiee. This might 
seem somewhat extraneous were i t  not for the sub
sequent use made by Zeehariah of the same Mes
sianic figure. In Zc. 3:8 Joshua and his fellow-priests 
are declared to be a sign of Yahweh's purpose to 
bring forth 'my servant the Branch', who will 
aecomplish the priestly work of removing the ini
quity of the land in one day. Again, in  6: 1 2ff., 
Zechariah returns to the Branch, who shall grow up 
in his place, build the Temple of Yahweh, be a priest 
upon his throne, and enjoy per feet, covenanted 
peace with Yahweh. The Branch is c1early, there
fore, the Messiah in his kingly and priestly offices. 
He is the fulfilment of Ps. 1 1 0, with its designation 
of the king as an eternal Melchizedek-priest. 

Having reached this point, i t  is now fair to refer 
to Is .  4:2-6. The Messianie reference of v. 2 is a 
matter of dispute, and is often denied, but, seeing 

that the following verses agree exactly with the use 
of the Branch in the passages already cited, the 
inferenee need not be resisted that the Messiah is 
found here too. He is the Braneh of Yahweh, and 
he is assoeiated with the priestly work of washing 
away the fiIth of the daughters 01' Zion (v. 4) and 
with the kingly reign of Yahweh in Jerusalem (vv. 
5-6). The pieture of the Branch summarizes in one 
figure what Isaiah elsewhere extended and ana
Iysed into the work of King, Servant and Con
queror. The Messianie motifs of humanity and div
in ity, and of identity and distinction in Deity, are 
present, for the Braneh 'belongs 10 David' and yet 
is 'Yahweh's'-the very imagery speaking of origin 
and nature; he is 'my servant', and yet his name is 
'Yahweh our righteousness'. 
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4. The seed 0/ the \Vornan. We have noticed 
throughout this study that the humanity 01" the 
Messiah is stressed. In partieular, i t  is often 
through the mother that the human origin is de
seribed. It is easy to over-emphasize sm all details, 
but nevertheless it should be noted that both Im
manuel ( l s. 7 : 1 4) and the Servant ( l s. 49: 1 )  are 
cases in point .  Likewise, Mi .  5 :3  speaks of 'she who 
is in travail', and very l ikely the diffieult Je. 3 1  :22 
refers to the eonception and birth of a remarkable 
child. The most notable prophecy of the seed of 
the woman, and the one from wh ich the whole 
notion may weil have arisen, is given in Gn. 3: 1 5 . I t  
has become almost a n  accepted thing t o  refuse any 
Messianic reference here, and to regard the verse as 
'a quite general statement about mankind and ser
pents, and the struggle between them' (Mow
mekel). But as a direct matter of the exegesis of 
these chs. in Genesis, i t  is unfair to isolate this verse 
from its context and to treat it aetiologieally. In 
order to see the force of the promise made in 3: 1 5 , 
we must pay heed to the part played by the serpent 
in the tragedy of the Fall. Gn. 2: 1 9  shows man's 
superiority over the animal creation. The Creator 
graeiously instructs the man as to his difference 
from the mere animals: he can impose his order 
upon them, but among them is not found any 'help 
meet for hirn'. His like is not there. 

But now, in Gn. 3, another phenomenon meets 
us: a talking animal, an animal which somehow 
has risen above its station, and presents itself as 
man's equal, able to engage hirn in intelligent con
versation, and even as his superior, able to instruct 
hirn in matters wherein he was formerly misguided, 
to give hirn what purports to be a eorrect under
standing of God's law and God's person. The ser
pent speaks as one weil able to weigh God in the 
balanees and find hirn wanting, to discern the inner 
thoughts of the Almighty and to expose his und er
hand motives! Even more, he displays open hostil
ity to God; a hatred of God's character, a readiness 
to destroy his creation-plan, a sneering mockery of 
the Most High. I t  is simply not good enough to see 
in the serpent the spirit of man's irrepressible euri
osity (Wllliams) or any such thing. The Bible 
knows only one who displays this ungodly arro
gance, this hatred of God, and it is no wonder that 
the serpent in Eden becomes 'that ancient serpent, 
who is the Devil and Satan' (Rev. 20:2). But where 
sin abounds, grace superabounds, and so i t  is that 
at the very moment when Satan seems to have 
scored a signal triumph it is declared that the seed 
of the woman will erush and destroy Satan. He will 
be hirnself bruised in the process, but will be vie
torious. The seed of the woman will reverse the 
whole calamity of the Fal l .  



5. The San oJ man. On On. 7, a passage which 
has aroused so much discussion and difference of 
opinion, i t  is only possible here, as throughout this 
article, to state one poin t of view. The essence of 
the vision is the judgment scene, wherein the An
cient of Oays disposes of the worldly and hostile 
powers-we note in passing the reappearance of 
the kingly motif of Ps. 2-and there is brought to 
hirn 'with the clouds of heaven . . .  one like a son of 
man' who receives a universal and everlasting do
minion. I t  is clear that the general reference here 
must be associated in some way with the universal 
dominion already generally observed in the Mes
sianic passages, but the question whether the 'one 
like a son of man' is the Messianic individual or is 
intended to be a personification of the people of 
God must not be thus summarily settled. It is 
urged that vv. 1 8  and 22 speak of judgment and the 
k ingdom being given to the 'saints of the Most 
High', and that therefore reason demands that the 
same recipients must be intended by the single 
figure of vv. 1 3-14.  

However, we may aiso notice that there is a 
double description of the beasts who are the en
emies of the saints. V. 17 says 'these four great 
beasts . . .  are fOUf kings' and v. 23 says the fourth 
beast 'shall be a fourth kingdom' . The figures are 
both individual (kings) and corporate (kingdoms). 
We must adopt the same preliminary reference for 
the 'one like a son of man ' .  Next, we must view the 
king-kingdom relationship in its OT context. The 
king is  prior, and the kingdom is derivative. I t  i s  
not the kingdom which fashions the king,  but  the 
reverse. As for the beast-kings, they are the per
sonal enemies of the kingdom of the saints, and 
they involve their kingdoms with them; equally the 
'one like a son of man' receives universal domin
ion, and in this is  implicated the dominion of his 
people (cf the dominion of Israel in the dominion 
of the conqueror, Is. 60, ete.). On this ground i t  is 
urged that the 'one like a son of man' is  the Mes
sianic individual. As such, he fits into the general 
pattern found throughout the whole series of ex
pectations: he is  a king, opposed by the world, but 
achieving universal dominion by the zeal of the 
Lord, i. e. from the Ancient of Oays, in Oaniel's 
imagery; he is man, by the terms of his title, and 
yet he does not originate among men but comes 
'with the clouds of heaven', a position character
istic of God (see, e.g. , Ps. 1 04:3; Na. 1 :3; Is. 1 9: I ). 
Here is the same polarity of human and divine 
which is  found almost without exception in OT 
Messianism, and which ought by now to occasion 
us no surprise. 

6. The anointed Prinee. It is something to say of 
any passage of the OT t hat it has attracted more 
interpretative enquiry and suggestion than any 
other, yet this is probably the case with On. 9:24-
27. There is, however, a m easure of appropriate
ness in attempting to urge one or two generalities 
in connection with i t  for, having begun our review 
with a secular 'anointed prince', Cyrus, it has at 
least the virtue of neatness to end i t  with the 
anointed Messiah hirnself. 

The verses themselves fall into two unequal 
parts: clearly vv. 25-27 indicate a programme to be 
worked out in history. I t  starts with a command to 
rebuild Jerusalem (v. 25), from which a period of 
62 weeks stretches until the coming of 'an anointed 
one, a prince'. V. 26 looks to what happens 'after 
the sixty-two weeks', and v. 27 brings matters to a 
'decreed end'. V. 24, however, stands apart as offer-
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ing a total statement of the purposes wh ich are 
thus to be accomplished: three are negative, to 
finish transgression, put an end to sin and to atone 
for (kipper, to pay the atonement price) iniquity; 
three are positive, to introduce everlasting right
eousness, to attest the veracity of vision and 
prophet and to anoint a most holy place (I it . ,  a 
'holiness of holinesses', elsewhere referring to the 
innermost shrine of the tabernacle, Ex . 26:33, the 
altar of burnt offering, Ex. 29:37, the tabernacle 
and all its furnishings, Ex. 30:29, the incense, Ex. 
30:36, the priestly portions of the cereal-offerings, 
sin-offering, guilt-offering, Lv. 2:3, 1 0; 6: 1 7, 25; 
7: 1 , 6, the bread of the Presence, Lv. 24:9 (Nu. 4:7), 
and every 'devoted thing' including persons, Lv. 
27:28). While there are in this statement of purpose 
a few difficulties with individual words and some 
unique expressions, the meaning of the whole 
cannot be in doubt: 'that the messianic age is  to be 
marked by the abolition and forgiveness of sin, and 
by perpetual righteousness' (S. R. Oriver, Daniel, 
1 900, p. 1 36). 

I t  is very difficult to see how any such exalted 
purpose is explicable in terms of those interpret
ations which focus the prophecy on Antiochus 
Epiphanes: 7 'weeks' elapse between Jeremiah's 
prophecy (cf On. 9:2) and the anointed prince, 
Cyrus; 62 weeks cover the history of Jerusalem to 
the high-priesthood of Onias I I I  in 1 75 BC who was 
'cut off', anointed one though he was, bein� assas
sinated and replaced by his brother. The 'prmce' of 
v. 26 is Antiochus hirnself. But where, one might 
reasonably ask, is the finishing of transgression, 
the paying of the atoning price, the bringing in of 
everlasting righteousness? 

To base the passage on the Lord Jesus Christ 
involves no greater exercise of hindsight than does 
the Antiochus-theory and, on the contrary, pro
vides a more persuasive use of individual expres
sions and a complete satisfaction of the purposes 
stated in v. 24. The per iod between the decree and 
the anointed prince is in total 69 weeks (v. 25, l i t .  as 
NASB, 'From the issuing of a decree . . .  [there will 
bel seven weeks and sixty-two weeks.') The div
ision into two may weil mark the period between 
Cyrus and Ezra-Nehemiah (a noteworthy point in 
the city's history) and between then and the 
coming of 'an anointed one, a prince'. Ouring his  
'week' the anointed one 'empowers a covenant 
with many' (v. 27) and causes sacrifice to cease
though, as we know, the meaningless, post-Calvary 
ritual slaughter of animals continued till the deso
lator brought the old Temple itself to an end. 
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It is one thing to wrest words into unnatural 
shapes to make them fit later knowledge. It is an
other altogether to refuse the aid of later light in 
trying to elucidate obscurities. That Oaniel was in
structed to expect one who would mean the end of 
sin's long reign, the eternal establishment of right
eousness, and the inauguration of true religion, 
cannot be controverted, nor can it be controverted 
even remotely, that not until Jesus, nor with any 
necessity after hirn, has such been accomplished, 
nor in any other has the whole range of OT Mes
sianism found its goal, the attestation of both 
vision and prophet. 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. H. R inggren, The Messiah in the 
OT, 1 956; A. Bentzen, King and Messiah, 1 956; S. 
Mowinckel, He that Cometh, 1 956; J. Klausner, 
The Messianie Idea in Israel, 1 956; H .  L. Ellison, 
The Centrality oJ the Messianie Idea Jor the Old 
Testament, 1 953; B. B. Warfieid, 'The Oivine 
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Messiah in the Old Testament', in Biblical and 
Theological Studies, 1 952; H .  H. Rowley, The Ser
vant 0/ the Lord, 1 952; A. R .  Johnson, Sacral King
ship in Ancient Israel, 1 955;  IDB, s. v. 'Messiah'; Y. 
Kaufmann, The Religion 0/ Israel, 1 96 1 ;  G. A. F. 
Knight, A Christian Theology 0/ the Old Testa
ment, 1 959; 1. A. Motyer, 'Context and Content in 
the I nterpretation of Is. 7: 1 4', TynB 2 1 ,  1 970; G. 1. 
Wenharn, 'B'TULAH, "A Girl of Marriageable 
Age'" VT 22, 1 972, pp. 326-347; E. 1. Young, 
Daniel's Vision 0/ the Son 0/ Man, 1 958; P. and E. 
Achterneier, The Old Testament Roots 0/ our Faith, 
1 962. J .A .M.  

1 1 .  In  the New Testament 
Christos, 'anointed', is the Gk. equivalent of Heb. 
mäSiaJ:r, Aram. m'siJ:rä' (transliterated as messias in 
Jn .  1 :4 1 ;  4 :25, in both cases glossed by christos). In  
the  vast majority of NT uses, either alone or in the 
combination Jesous Christos, it is apparently used 
as a name for Jesus without necessary reference to 
its original sense, as 'Christ' is in modern usage. 
Such uses (Iargely found in the NT letters, though 
some also in Acts and Rev. , and a few in the Gos
pels) are not discussed in this article. 

a. The Gospels 
Particularly in the Gospel of lohn ( I  :20, 25, 4 1 ;  
4:25, 29; 7 :26f., 3 1 , 4 1 f ;  9:22; 1 0:24; 1 1  :27) but also 
in the Synoptic Gospels (Mk .  8 :29; 1 4:6 1 ;  Lk. 2:  1 1 , 
26; 3: 1 5; 4 :4 1 )  chrislOs usually denotes the expected 
deliverer in a quite general sense. Such uses convey 
the impression of a widespread and eager expect
ation, without implying any specific figure or 
theme of OT hope. Sometimes, however, a nation
alistic note is present when christos is used in con
nection with lesus in the Gospels, particularly, when 
it is l inked with the title 'king of the lews' (Mt .  2:4; 
26:68; 27: 1 7, 22: Mk .  1 2:35;  1 5 :32; Lk. 23:2). While 
there were many strands to Messianic expectation in 
I st-century Palestine, same of which find an echo 
in the NT (especially the prophet like Moses 
(above, I. a. 2) expected by Jews and Samaritans: 
see Jn. 6 : 1 4; cf. Mt. 2 1 : 1 1 ;  Lk. 7: 1 6; this expect
ation is the background also to Jn. 4:25), the dom
inant popular hope was of a king like David, with 
a role of political liberation and conquest, and it 
seems c1ear that this would be the popular under
standing of christos. 

It is against this background that we must 
understand lesus' remarkable reluctance to apply 
the title christos to hirnself. The only time when he 
is recorded as doing so (apart from two passages 
where it seems to mean no more than ' I ' ,  and is 
probably an editorial addition, Mk .  9 :4 1 ;  Mt .  
23: 1 0) is with the  Samaritan woman, to whom i t  
would convey the  idea of a prophet l ike  Moses, not 
of a Jewish king (Jn. 4:25f.) .  His discussion of the 
status of the Messiah in Mark 1 2 :35-37 does not 
explicitly claim the title for hirnself, and is aimed at 
dissociating i t  from the political connotations of 
'son of David'. 

Not that he denied that he was the Messiah. His 
constant stress on the fulfilment of OT hopes in his 
ministry (* JESUS CHRIST, VII. b, c) must carry this 
implication. John the Baptist, hearing of the works 
of the christos, asked if  he was the 'coming one', 
and Jesus replied by pointing to his literal fulfil
ment of Isaiah 35:5f. and 6 1 :  I ,  the latter an un
ambiguously Messianic passage (Mt. 1 1  :2-5). He 
declared at Nazareth that the same passage was 
fulfilled 'today' (Lk.  4: 1 8ff.) .  

Yet when Peter acclaimed hirn as the christos, 
Jesus swore his disciples to secrecy, and went on to 
teach that his role was to suffer and be rejected, a 
role which Peter found quite incompatible wiIh his 
idea of Messiahship; and the title he used to teach 
this was not ehristos but 'Son of man' (Mk. 8 :29-
33). When the high priest challenged Jesus to say 
whether he was the ehristos, he replied affirma
tively (though the wording in Matthew and Luke 
suggests hesitation over the term used), but went 
on to speak of his role (as 'Son of man' not ehris
tos) as one of future vindication and authority, not 
present political power (Mk. 1 4:6 1 f  and paralleis). 

All this indicates that Jesus' conception of his 
Messianic role was so much at variance with the 
popular connotations of christos that he preferred 
to avoid the title. His mission had been launched 
by God's declaration at his baptism (Mk .  I :  1 1 ; 
* JESUS CHRIST, IV, b) whose words alluded to two 
key OT passages, the one (Ps. 2:7) marking out his 
role as Messianic king of the line of David, but the 
other ( I s. 42: I) indicating that this role was to be 
accomplished through the obedience, suffering and 
death of the * Servant of thp. Lord. This declar
at ion c1early moulded Jesus' understanding of his 
Messianic vocation, as may be seen from his care
ful selection of OT passages in explaining his mis
sion, among which Is. 53, with its explicit portrayal 
of a Servant who would suffer and die to redeem 
his people, took pride of place (* lESUS CHRIST, VII. 
g). But he did not apply to hirnself the many pre
dictions of a Davidic king (except by implication in 
Mk .  1 2:35-37, and there his intention was to play 
down this aspect of Messiahship), and avoided 
such titles as 'son of David' and 'king of Israel' 
which others used of hirn (e.g. Mk. 1 0:47f; 1 5 :2; 
Mt .  1 2:23; 2 1 :9, 1 5; Jn. 1 2 : 1 3 ; 1 8 : 33ff.) as consist
ently as he did ehristos. The openly Messianic 
demonstration of the entry to Jerusalem (Mk.  
1 1 : 1 - 1 0) was deliberately staged to call to mind 
Zechariah's prophecy of a humble king, bringer of 
pcace not war (Zc. 9:9f). But when the excited 
crowd wanted to make hirn a king of the more 
traditional nationalistic type he ran away (Jn. 
6 : 1 5) .  It was only after his death and resurrection, 
when a misunderstanding of his mission as one of 
political liberation was no longer possible, that he 
referred to his mission of suffering explicitly as 
that of the ehristos (Lk. 24:26, 46). 
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On two significant occasions, as we have seen, 
while Jesus did not reject the suggestion that he 
was the ehristos, he quickly dropped the title in 
favour of 'Son of man'. That this was his chosen 
title for hirnself is indisputable in the light of its use 
in the NT (4 1 times, not counting paralleis, in the 
Synoptic Gospels and 1 2  in lohn, all on the lips of 
Jesus; with no c1ear use as a title in the rest of the 
NT except in Acts 7 :56), and is denied by radical 
scholarship only on the basis of large-scale exci
sion of the relevant sayings as unauthentic. It is 
also c1ear that he applied this title to hirnself not 
only in his future glory (as its origin in Dn. 7: 1 3f 
would suggest), but in his earthly humiliation and 
particularly in his suffering and death. It was thus 
apparently his chosen term to convey the whole 
scope of his Messianic vocation as he conceived it, 
as distinct from the popular notion of the ehristos. 
This was because, apart from the special use of 
'Son of man' in the Similitudes 0/ Enoeh (probably 
an isolated work, and possibly later than the time 
of lesus; * PSEUDEPIGRAPHA, I), it was not in cur
rent use as a Messianic title. (For this point see R .  



T. France, Jesl/s and the O/d Testament, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 
1 87f.; Dn.  7 : 1 3f. was understood as a Messianic 
prophecy, but without turning the common Aram. 
phrase 'son of man' into a title.) Jesus could thus 
use i t  to carry his  own unique conception of Mes
siahship without importing alien ideas already in
herent in the title, as would have been the case with 
ehristos or 'son of David'. See further • JESUS 
CHRIST, TITLES OF. 

b. Aets and Epist/es 
At the centre of the earliest Christian preaching as 
recorded in Acts is the declaration that Jesus, re
jected and crucified by the Jewish leaders, is in fact 
the Messiah . This certainty is based on the resur
rection, which has finally vindicated his claim: 'Let 
all the house of Israel therefore know assuredly 
that God has made hirn both Lord and Christ, this 
Jesus whom you crucified' (Acts 2 :36). 

This assertion was so improbable in the light of 
the popular conception of Messiahship that much 
attention was given to the scriptural ground for the 
rejection, death and resurrection of the Messiah 
(e.g Acts 2 :25-36; 3 :20-26; 1 3 :27-37; 1 8 :28). I n  
this apologetic and preaching activity among Jews 
the early Christi ans apparently had no inhibitions 
about using the actual term christos, and fre
quently in Acts it occurs in this context, not as a 
name of Jesus but as a title in its original sense of 
the expected deliverer (e.g. Acts 2:3 1 ,  36; 3: 1 8, 20; 
5:42; 9:22; 1 7:3 ;  1 8 :5 ,  28). What had been during 
Jesus' ministry a misleading term was now, since 
his death and resurrect ion, no longer open to a 
political construction, and was taken up enthusi
astically by his followers in presenting his claims to 
the Jews. 

Their message was not only, or even mainly, that 
Jesus had been the Messiah while on earth, but 
that now, exalted to the right hand of God, he was 
enthroned as the Messianic King. Ps. 1 1 0: 1 ,  which 
Jesus had alluded to in this connection (Mk .  
14 :62), i s  taken up by  Peter a t  Pentecost (Acts 
2:34-36), and becomes perhaps the most quoted 
OT verse in the NT. Jesus is not a king on David's 
throne in Jerusalem, but, as David's lord, the ruler 
of an eternal and heavenly kingdom, waiting at 
God's right hand until all his enemies will be 
placed under his feet .  The Messiah whose earthly 
humiliation was in such striking contrast with the 
polit ical power of popular Messianic expectation 
now far transcends that popular hope of a merely 
national kingdom. 

The triumphant proclarnation of the first Chris
tians that despite all appearances Jesus was indeed 
the ehrislOs seems quickly ·to have given way to 
such an unchallenged assumption of this truth 
within Christian circles that Christos, either alone 
or in combination with !eSOI/S, came to be used as a 
name of Jesus, and Jesus' followers could be 
known as Christianoi (Acts 1 1  :26). Already by the 
time of the earliest letters of Paul Christos has 
ceased to be a technical term and has become a 
name. No doubt it was a name which continued to 
be full of deep meaning for a Jewish Christian, but 
it is remarkable that in the nearly 400 uses of ehris
tos i n  the letters of Paul (most of them written, of 
course, to predominantly Gentile churches) there is 
only one c1ear case of its use in its original tech
nical sense ( Rom. 9 :5 ,  significantly in a passage 
discussing the question of the Jews). The same is 
true if less strikingly, of the other NT letters, 
though I Pet. I :  1 1  uses ehrislOs of the Messiah of 
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OT prophecy, and I Jn. 2:22; 5:  I shows that the 
issue of whether Jesus was the ehristos was still a 
live one (though now in a different sense, probably, 
confronting Gnostic rather than Jewish 
opposition). 

But if the technical sense of ehristos was quickly 
eclipsed by its use as a personal name, this does not 
mean that the church lost interest in the question 
of Jesus' fulfilment of OT hopes. Paul stressed that 
the basic elements of Jesus' work were 'according 
to the scriptures' (I Cor. 1 5 :3f.). This emphasis was 
not only necessary for effective preaching to Jews, 
but was c1early of absorbing interest to the Chris
tians themselves; building on Jesus' expounding to 
them 'in all the scriptures the things concerning 
hirnself' (Lk. 24:27), they searched furt her in the 
OT for passages to throw light on his Messianic 
role. Beginning with the sermons in Acts 2, 7 and 
1 3, they continued to draw together collections of 
relevant texts (e.g Rom. 1 0:5-2 1 ;  1 5 :9- 1 2; Heb. 
1 :5- 1 3 ;  2:6- 1 3 , ete.), and to explore OT themes 
which pointed forward to the ministry of Jesus (e.g 
the recurring theme of the • 'stone', or the • Mel
chizedek priesthood of Ps. 1 1 0:4 which providcs 
such rich material for the author of Hebrews, 5 : 5-
10;  7: 1 -28). See further • QUOTATIONS. 

Hebrews in particular, while it makes very sparing 
use of the title christos, consists largely of extended 
exposition of OT themes and their fulfilment in 
Jesus, who has come to bring in the new covenant 
and to provide the true reality of which the features 
of the OT dispensation were only shadows. 

So if the term ehristos tended increasingly to be 
used simply as a name of Jesus, the fact that Jesus 
was the one through whom God was now working 
out his long-promised purpose of salvation re
mained of central importance in early Christian 
thought, as the NT writers went beyond the simple 
assertion of the fact of Jesus' Messiahship to ex
plore more and more deeply the content and the 
meaning of that saving work. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Cullmann, The Christ% gy 0/ 
the New Testament, 1 959 (esp. ch. 5); R .  H .  Fuller, 
The FOl/ndations 0/ New Testament Christ% gy, 
1 965; F. F. Bruce, This is That, 1 968; F. Hahn, The 
Til/es 0/ Jesl/s in ChrislO/ogy, 1 969; R .  N.  
Longenecker, Tlre Christ% gy 0/ Ear/y Jewish 
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METHEG-AMMAH. Apparent textual corrup
tion in 2 Sa. 8: I makes this name difficult to under
stand. No certainty seems possible, and at least 
three alternative interpretations present them
selves. 1. That it is a place-name, evidently near 
Gath in the Philistine plain (cf 'hili of Ammah', 2 
Sa. 2:24). 2. That the RV translation, 'the bridle of 
the mother city', be preferred-i. e. regarding it as a 
figurative name for Gath, a chief city of the Philis
tines (cf I Ch. 1 8 :  I ) . 3. That LXX be followed and 
the verse rendered as 'and David took the tribute 
out of the hand of the Philistines'. ) .D.D. 

METHUSELAH (Heb. m'LiiS'/a�, meaning appar
ently 'man of [the deity] Lach'). The eighth Patri
arch listed in the genealogy of Gn. 5. He was the 
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son of Enoeh and grandfather of Noah. He lived 
to the great age of 969 years according to the Heb. 
and the LXX (the Samaritan gives 720 years). 
Though they are both rendered in the LXX by 
Mathousa/a, there is no reason to assurne that 
m'rüse/al; and m'rüsö'e/ ( Methushael, Gn. 4: 1 8) 
were the same person. T.C.M. 

MEZAHAB, The grandfather of Mehetabel who 
was the wife of Hadar, king of Edom (Gn. 36:39 = 
I Ch. 1 :50). The form is that of a place- rather than 
personal-name (me zöhöQ, 'waters of gold'), but a 
man may sometimes be named after a plaee with 
whieh he is assoeiated. T.C.M. 

MICAH, MICAIAH ('who is like Yah?'). A 
common Hebrew name, variously spelt in both EVV 
and MT. Of the many men named with one of 
these forms, three are better known than the rest. I .  
Mieah o f  Moresheth the prophet. (See next art
icle.) 2. Micah of Mt  Ephraim, whose strange story 
is told in ldg. 1 7- 1 8 , presumably to explain the 
origin of the sanetuary at Dan and ineidentally 
relating the migration of the Danites to their new 
territory. 3. Micaiah the son of Imlah, a prophet in 
Israel in the days of Ahab (l Ki. 22:8-28; 2 Ch. 
1 8 :3-27). Nothing is known of hirn except for this 
single interview he had with Ahab, but we may 
infer that he had prophesied before and that Ahab 
was aware of his unfavourable messages. Probably 
he was brought out of prison to appear before 
Ahab, and there may be some truth in 10sephus' 
tradition that he was the unknown prophet of I 
Ki. 20:35-43. J.B.Tr. 

MICAH, BOOK OF ( Heb. mf/s.ä, abbreviated form 
of mf/s.öy'hü, 'who is like Yahweh?'). 

I .  Outline of contents 
a. The eoming judgment upon I srael ( I :  1 - 1 6) .  

b. Israel to be punished, then restored (2: 1 - 1 3) .  
c. Condemnation of the prinees and prophets 

(3 : 1 - 1 2).  
d The eoming glory and peaee of Jerusalem 

(4: 1 - 1 3). 
e. The sutTering and restoration of Zion (5: 1 -

1 5). 
f Prophetie and popular religion eontrasted 

(6: 1 - 1 6) .  
g. Corruption of soeiety; eoncluding statement 

of trust in God (7: 1 -20). 

11. Authorship and date 
Authorship is usually attributed to Micah of 
Moresheth ( 1 : 1 ) ,  whose horne, identified with 
• Moresheth-gath in the Shephelah or lowlands of 
Judah, was the general loeale of his prophetie ae
tivity ( I  : 1 4). A younger contemporary of I saiah, 
he uttered his sayings during the reigns of Jotharn 
(e. 742-735 BC) , Ahaz (e. 735-7 1 5  BC) and Heze
kiah of ludah (e. 7 1 5-687 BC). 

Some modern scholars have maintained that 
only Mi .  1 :2-2: 1 0  and parts of chs. 4 and 5 are the 
work of the prophet hirnself. While the last two 
chapters of the book have mueh in them that is 
akin to the work of Micah, critics have urged that 
the ditTerenee in background and style from earlier 
portions of the propheey, and the comparatively 
subordinate position which they occupy in the 
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book, require them to be assigned to a time later 
than the 8th century BC. In particular, 7 :7-20 is 
held to be definitely post-exilic. 

Other scholars have claimed that the forceful, 
descriptive style wh ich is evident in each chapter 
of the prophecy, and the consistent revelation of 
divine judgment, compassion and hope, are 
powerful arguments for the unity of authorship of 
the prophecy. Arguments from style are never par
ticularly strong at the best, since style can be 
altered so easily with a change of subjeet-matter. 
Furthermore, it is not easy to see why 7:7-20 
should be assigned to a post-exilie period, since 
there is nothing in the content which is in the 
slightest degree at variance with the language or 
theology of the 8th-century BC prophets. The clos
ing verses of the book are read each year by Jewish 
worshippers in the afternoon service on the Day of 
Atonement. 

I I I .  Background and message 
Although he lived in rural surroundings, Micah 
was familiar with the eorruptions of city life in 
Israel and Judah. His denunciations were directed 
partieularly at Jerusalem (4: 1 0), and like Amos and 
Isaiah he noted how the wealthy landowners took 
every advantage of the poor (2: I f.) .  He condemned 
the corruption rampant among the religious lead
ers of his day (2 : 1 1 )  and the gross miscarriages of 
justice perpetrated by those dedicated to the IIp
holding of the law (3 :  1 0).  The fact that all this was 
carried on in an atmosphere of false religiosity 
(3 : 1 1 )  proved for Mieah to be the crowning insul t .  

Like his  8th-century BC contemporaries Amos, 
Hosea and Isaiah, Micah stressed the essential 
righteousness and morality of the divine nature. 
He was eoncerned also to point out that these qual
ities had pressing ethical implications for the life of 
the individual and the community alike. If the 
people of I srael and Judah were to take their cov
enant obligations at all seriously the justice wh ich 
characterized the nature of God must be reflected 
in a similar state of atTairs among the people of 
God. 

Whereas Amos and Hosea had a good deal to 
say about the idolatry and immorality wh ich were 
rampant in Israel and Judah as a result of the in
fluence of pagan Canaanite religion, Micah con
fined his utterances to the problems arising from 
the soeial injustices perpetrated upon the small 
landowners, farmers and peasants. He warned 
those who wrongfully deprived others of their pos
sessions that God was devising a drastic punish
ment for them. His denunciation of the rukrs of 
Israel (3:  1 -4) and the false prophets (3 :5-8) envis
aged the ultimate destruction of Jerusalem because 
the corruption wh ich they represented had perme
ated to the very co re of national l ife. 

Micah was in general accord with Amos, Hosea 
and Isaiah in his belief that God would use a 
pagan nation to punish his own guilty people. As a 
result he foretold the depredations of Shalmaneser 
V in the N kingdom, and the ultimate destruction 
of Samaria, capital of Israel (I :6-9). He did not 
view the collapse of the N kingdom in quite the 
same broad terms as did Isaiah, however. To 
Micah it brought the threat of invasion to the very 
doors of 'this family' (2:3), making the Assyr. in
vader Sennacherib the herald of a larger doom 
(5 :5tT.). 

There is a striking resemblance between the 
prophecies of devastation proclaimed for Samaria 



( I  :6) and Jerusalem (3 :  1 2). A century after his 
death the words of Micah concerning the downfall 
of Zion were still remembered (Je. 26: 1 8f.) .  On that 
occasion the prophet Jeremiah might weil have 
been put to death for prophesying destruction for 
the Temple and the Holy City had not certain 
elders of the land recalled that Micah of More
sheth had said precisely the same thing a hundred 
years earlier. For M icah there could be no question 
as to the ultimate fate of the house of Judah. So 
pervasive and influential was the depraved religion 
of Canaan, and so widespread was the resultant 
corruption of society that not hing short of the ex
ercise of divine judgll)ent upon the S kingdom 
could avail for the ultimate salvation of the people 
of God. But before the remnant of Jacob could 
experience this saving grace it would be necessary 
for all idolatry and social corruption to be rooted 
out (5: I 0-1 5) .  

This experience would be one of tribulation and 
sorrow, during which the voice of prophecy would 
cease (3 :6--7), and the sin of the nation would 
become evident (3 :8). Consequent upon this would 
come the destruction of Jerusalem and the shame 
of captivity in the midst of other peoples (5 :7-8). 
Restoration would be marked by a new universal
istic religion in a restored Jerusalem. Under divine 
judgment swords would be beaten into plough
shares and spears into pruning-hooks (4:3), and 
the people of God would honour his name only 
(4:5). Prominent in the thought of Micah was the 
expectation of a Messiah to be born in Bethlehem 
(5:2). This personage would come forth from the 
common people, delivering them from oppression 
and injustice and restoring the remainder of the 
Israelite family to fellowship with the remnant in 
Zion. 

Micah was at pains to point out that the saving 
grace of God could not be earned (6:6-8), either by 
pretentious sacrificial offerings or by indulgence in 
elaborate ritual forms of worship. Humility, mercy 
and just ice must be an everyday experience in the 
l ife of the person who was to be well-pleasing to 
God. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. M. P. Smith, ICC, 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 5-
1 56; G. A.  Smith, The Book 0/ the Twelve Prophets, 
1 , 1 928, pp. 38 I ff.; R. K. Harrison, fOT, 1 969, pp. 
9 1 9-925; L. C. Allen, The Books 0/ foel, Obadiah, 
fonah and Micah, NIC, 1 976; T. E. McComiskey, 
ISBE 3, pp. 343-346. R.K.H .  

MICHAEL (Heb. mflfä'el, 'who is like God?'
synonymous with Micaiah and Micah). The name 
01' eleven biblical characters, only one of whom 
gets more than a passing reference. The exception 
is the * angel Michael, who in pseudepigraphic lit
erature is regarded as the patron 01', and intercessor 
for, I srael CI Enoch 20:5; 89:76). In the book of 
Daniel he is more particularly the guardian of the 
Jews from the menace of the godless power of 
Greece and Persia ( 1 2 : I ), and is styled as 'one of 
the chief princes' and as 'your prince' ( 1 0: 1 3 , 2 1 ) . 
In this capacity it is peculiarly fitting that he should 
be the archangel represented (Jude 9) as 'contend
ing with the devil . . .  about the body of Moses', 
that great leader of God's people to whom an 
angel (perhaps Michael) spoke in Mt Sinai (Acts 
7 :38). Michael further appears in Rev. 1 2 : 7  as 
waging war in heaven against the dragon. See R .  H. 
Charles, Studies in the Apocalypse, 1 9 1 3 , pp. 1 58-
1 6 1 .  J .O .O.  
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MICHAL (Heb. mflfa/) was Saul's younger daugh
ter (I Sa. 1 4:49). Instead of her sister • Merab she 
was married to David, for a dowry of a hund red 
Philistine foreskins ( I  Sa. 1 8 :20ff.) .  Her prompt 
action and resourcefulness saved hirn from Sau I ( I  
Sa. 1 9 : 1 1 - 1 7) .  During his exile she was given in 
marriage to Palti(el), son of Laish, of Gallim ( I  Sa. 
25:44). After Saul's death, when Abner wanted to 
treat with hirn, David demanded her restitution-a 
political move to strengthen his claim to the throne 
(2 Sa. 3 : 1 4-- 1 6) .  Having brought the ark to Jerusa
lern, he danced before i t  with such abandon that 
Michal despised hirn (2 Sa. 6 :  1 2ff.) .  For this reason 
she remained childless for ever (2 Sa. 6:23). Five 
sons are mentioned (2 Sa. 2 1  :8), but tradition holds 
that they were Merab's (so LXX and two Heb. MSS), 
and that Michal 'reared them'. 

On one view David married Michal at Hebron 
'to unite the tribes of Israel and the clans of Judah' 
(EBI); but the idea that she had one son, I thream, 
her name being corrupted to Eglah (2 Sa.3:5), is 
without foundation. M.B .  

MICHMASH, MICHMAS, A city of Benjamin E 
of Bethel and 1 2  km N of Jerusalem, 600 m above 
sea-Ievel, on the pass from Bethel to Jericho. [n  
Geba, just S of  th i s  pass, Jonathan made a success
ful foray against the Philistine garrison ( I  Sa. 1 3 :3), 
whereupon the Philistines gathered a large well
equipped army and occupied Michmash, causing 
the scattered flight of the Hebrews ( 1 3 :5ff.). There
after Saul's army camped at Geba (or Gibeah) 
with the Philistines on the other side of the pass 
( 1 3 :23). 

Unknown to Saul, Jonathan and his armour
bearer descended from Geba and, ascending the S 
slope, surprised the Philistines and caused confu
si on in the enemy camp (for a description of this 
feat, see S. R. Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Text 0/ 
tlle Books 0/ Samuel', 1 9 1 3, p. 1 06). Aided by 
Hebrew prisoners who had been in Philistine 
hands, by refugees from the previous defeat and by 
Saul's army, they put the Philistines to rout ( I  Sa. 
14: I ff.). 

[n  his prophetic description of the coming 
attack on Jerusalem Isaiah ( 1 0:24, 28) represents 
the taking of M ichmash by the Assyrians. After 
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MICHMASH, MICHMAS 

the Exile members of the Jewish communitv lived 
in Michmash ( Ezr. 2:27; Ne. 7 :3 1 ;  1 1  : 3 1 ), 

'
and i t  

was later the residence of Jonathan Maccabeus ( I  
Macc. 9 :73).  

I t  is the present Mukhmäs, a ruined village on 
the N ridge of the Wadi Suweinit .  J .O.O. 

MIDIANITES. They consisted of  five families, 
I inked to Abraham through M idian, son of the 
concubine Keturah. Abraham sent them away, 
with all his oiher sons by concubines, into the E 
(Gn .  25: 1-6) .  Thus the Midianites are found in
habiting desert borders in Transjordan from Moab 
down past Edom. 
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They were desert-dwellers associated with Ish
maelites and Medanites (Gn. 37 :28, 36) when 
o Joseph was sold into Egypt; for the partial over
lap of these three terms, cf Jdg. 8 :24, where the 
Midianites defeated by Gideon are said to have 
been Ishmaelites because of their use of gold ear
or nose-rings. 

Moses had a Midianite wife, Zipporah, father
in-Iaw, Jethro/Reuel (Ex. 2:2 1 ;  3: I, elc.), and 

brother-in-Iaw, Hobab (Nu. 1 0:29; Jdg. 4: 1 1 ). As a 
man of the desert, Hobab was asked by Moses to 
guide Israel in travelling through the steppe (or 
'wilderness') (Nu. 1 0:29-32). 

Later, in the plains of M oab, the chiefs of 
M idian and Moab combined in hiring Balaam to 
curse Israel (Nu. 22ff.) and their people led Israel 
into idolatry and immorality (Nu. 25), and so had 
to be vanquished (Nu. 25 :  1 6- 1 8 ; 3 1 ). The five 
princes of Midian were confederates of the 
Amorite king Sihon (Jos. 1 3 :2 1 ). In the time of th� 
judges, through Gideon and his puny band (Jdg. 6-
8; 9: 1 7), God delivered Israel from the scourge of 
camel-riding Midianites, Amalekites and other 
'children of the east', an event remembered by 
psalmist and prophet ( Ps. 83 :9; Is. 9:4; 1 0:26). This 
is at present the earliest-known reference to full
scale use of camels in warfare (W F. Albright, 
Archaeology and Ihe Religion 01 Israel, 1 953, pp. 
1 32-1 33), but by no means the first occurrence of 
domesticated camels (0 ANIMALS, Camel; and W 
G. Lambert, BASOR 1 60, 1 960, pp. 42-43, for in
direct Old Babylonian evidence). The dromedaries 
of Midian recur in Is. 60:6. In Hab. 3 :7  Midian is 
put in parallel with Cushan, an ancient term that 
probably goes back 10 Kushu menlioned in Egyp. 
texts of c. 1 800 BC (see W F. Albright, BASOR 83, 
1 94 1 ,  p .  34, n .  8 ;  cf G. Posener, Princes et Pays 
d'Asie et de Nubie, 1 940, p. 88, and B. Maisler, 
Revue d'Histoire Juive en Egypte I ,  1 947, pp. 37-
38; 0 ETHIOPIAN WOMAN. K.A .K .  

MIDWIFE (Heb. m'yal/eqel, 'one who helps to 
bear'). The midwife helped at childbirth by taking 
the new-born child, cutting its umbilical cord, 
washing the babe with water, salting and wrapping 
it (Ezk. 1 6 :4); news of the birth was then brought 
to the father (Je. 20: 1 5). 

In Hebrew tradition, midwives are first men
tioned in the time of Jacob, attending on Rachel 
(Gn. 35: 1 7) and Tamar (Gn. 38:28); in the latter 
ca se the midwife tied a red thread to mark the first 
twin born, technically the eldest. 

In Mesopotamia and Egypt and among the 
Hebrews women very often crouched in child
birth upon a pair of bricks or stones-the 'ognay
im of Ex. I :  l 6-or on a birthstool of similar pat
tern. All this can be weil illustrated from ancient 
sources. The Egyptian Papyrus Westcar, written 
in the Hyksos period (c. 1 70011 600 BC), records 
how three goddesses delivered a priest's wife of 
three sons: each took one child in her arms; they 
cut the umbilical cord, washed the children and 
put them on a cloth on a little brick bench, then 
went to announce the births 10 the waiting hus
band (M.  Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 
I ,  1 973, pp. 220-22 1 ) . This text also illustrates the 
giving 01' punning names to children at birth as in 
Genesis and elsewhere. In Egyptian the two 
bricks or stones (and also birthstools) were called 
qb 't, 'the brick(s)', or ms�nt, the latter word being 
followed in writing by the hieroglyph of a brick 
or of a pair of bricks, or of a birthstool (plan
view), etc. The Egyptian word msi, 'to give birth ' ,  
was often followed by the hieroglyph of a crouch
ing woman in the act 01' birth, and in one late 
text the figure is actually shown crouching on two 
bricks or stones. See W Spiegel berg, Aegypt% 
gische Randg/ossen zum Alten Testament, 1 904, 
pp. 1 9-25; H. Rand, IEJ 20, 1 970, pp. 209-2 1 2, 
pI. 47. K.A.K.  
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MIGDOL. The name is used of a Canaanite fort. 
Mentioned as a pI ace-name in Ex. 1 4:2; Nu.  33:7; 
Je. 44: 1 ;  46: 1 4; Ezk. 29: 1 0; 30:6. Several Migdols 
were built in the neighbourhood of the Egyptian 
border, but none of them can be accurately 10-
cated. The Migdol of the Prophets, in the N of 
Egypt (possibly at Tell eI-Her), is different from 
that in the S (P. Anastasi V), wh ich is probably the 
Migdol of Succoth (Old Egyp. Lkw). The Migdol in 
the N may be the Magdolum of Itinerarium An
tonini, 12 Roman miles from Pelusium. See 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 392-1 393. (* ENCAMPMENT BY THE 
SEA .) C.D.W. 

MIGRON. I. A place mentioned in I Sa. 1 4 :2 situ
ated on the outskirts of Saul's horne at Gibeah, 
where he remained during the first stage of the 
Philistine invasion after his election as king. I t  is 
possibly identical with 2, a locality mentioned in 
the march of the Assyr. army in I s. 1 0:28, the 
modern Tell Miryam, N of Michmash. J .D.D. 

MILCAH (Heb. mi/kil, 'counseI'). I .  The daughter 
of Haran (Abraham's brot her) and wife of Nahor 
(Gn. 1 1  :29). Her children are named in Gn. 
22:20ff. Rebekah was her granddaughter (Gn. 
24: 1 5, 24, 47). 2. One of the five daughters of 
• Zelophehad of the tribe of Manasseh. Because 
they had no brothers, they were given an inherit
ance when the land was divided (Nu. 26:33; 27: I ;  
36: 1 1 ; Jos. 1 7:3) .  J .D.D. 

MILCOM. In  this form of spelling we have a dis
tortion (or alternative form) of the name of the 
national deity of the * Ammonites. The basic root 
m/k enables an identification of the three biblical 
forms of the name (mi/köm, ma/kam, mö/els). 
Solomon is described in I Ki .  1 1 :5 as marrying an 
Ammonite princess and going 'after Milcom the 
abomination of the Ammonites'. Josiah broke 
down the high place which Solomon had erected 
for this god (2 Ki. 23: 1 3) .  

I n  some passages in the OT, however, the term 
mö/els may refer to a sacrifice as in some Phoeni
cian (Punic) inscriptions from N Africa. Certain 
OT passages may be read as saying that men 
caused children to go through fire for (or, as) a 
mö/els sacrifice. However in other passages the ref
erence is to a deity. (* MALCAM , • MOLECH.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. w. F. Albright, Archae% gy and 
the Re/igion 01 Israe/, 1 953, pp. 1 62-1 64; D. R .  Ap
Thomas in POTT, p. 27 1 ;  R.  de Vaux, Studies in 
O/d Testament Sacrifice, 1 964, pp. 52-90; A.  R .  W. 
Green, The Ro/e 01 Human Sacrifice in the Ancient 
Near East ,  1 976. J .A.T. 

MILETUS. The most S of the great Ionian (Gk.) 
citics on the W coas: of Asia Minor. It flourished 
as a commercial centre, and in the 8th, 7th and 6th 
centuries BC established many colonies in the Black 
Sea area and also had contact with Egypt. Pharaoh 
Neco dedicated an offering in a Milesian temple 
after his victory at Megiddo in 608 BC (2 Ki. 23:29; 
2 Ch.  35:20ff.) .  The M ilesians resisted the expan
sion of Lydia, and in 499 BC initiated the Ionian 
revolt against Persia, but their city was destroyed in 
494 BC. In its period of great prosperity Miletus 
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MILL, MILLSTONE 

was the horne of the first Gk. philosophers Thales, 
Anaximander and Anaximenes, and of Hecataeus 
the chronicler. I t s  woollen goods were world 
famous. 

After its Persian destruction the city had many 
vicissitudes, and when Paul called there (Acts 
20: 1 5 ;  2 Tim. 4:20) it was largely living on its past 
glories. At this t ime it was part of the Roman prov
ince of Asia, and due to the silting up of its har
bour (nowadays an inland lake) by deposits from 
the river Maeander it was declining commercially. 
An inscription in the ruins shows the place re
served in the stone theatre for Jews and 'god-
fearing' people. K.L.McK. 

MILK (Heb. ha/aQ; Gk. gala). Milk was part of the 
staple diet of the Hebrews from patriarchal times, 
and where there was abundance of milk ( l s. 7:22) it 
was possible to enjoy the added delicacy of cream 
or curdled milk ( Heb. hem'il, 'butter'). Hence the 
attraction of the land of Canaan as a land flowing 
with milk and honey (Ex. 3:8), for the rich supply 
of milk was an indication of the pasturage avail
able. ha/aQ might be the milk of cows or sheep (Dt. 
32: 1 4; Is. 7:22), goats (Pr. 27:27), or possibly in 
patriarchal times of camels also (Gn. 32: 1 5) .  It was 
contained in buckets, if Rvmg. is the correct render
ing of the hapax /egomenon in Jb. 2 1  :24, and in 
skin-bottles (Jdg. 4: 1 9) ,  from which i t  could con
veniently be poured out for the refreshment of 
strangers (Gn. 1 8 :8) or as a drink with meals (Ezk. 
25:4). It i s  frequently coupled with honey, and with 
wine (Gn. 49: 1 2; Is. 55: 1 ;  JoeI 3 : 1 8) ,  with which it 
may sometimes have been mingled as a rich deli
cacy (Ct. 5 :  I ). The phrase 'honey and milk are 
under thy tongue' (Ct. 4 :  1 1 ) refers to the sweet 
conversation of the loved one. 

l ts metaphorical use to describe the land of 
Canaan has been mentioned; Egypt was also so 
described by the embittered Israelites during the 
years of wandering (Nu. 1 6 :  1 3) .  Elsewhere it 
stands alone as a symbol of prosperity and abun
dance ( l s. 60: 1 6; Joel 3: 1 8), and it i s  therefore not 
surprising that later Judaism compared i t  with the 
Torah. Kimchi says of I s. 55: I ,  'As milk feeds and 
nourishes a child, so the law feeds and nourishes 
the soul . '  This is a similar figure to that used in the 
NT of young converts imbibing the 'pure spiritual 
milk' (I Pet. 2 :2), though Paul carries the meta
phor further and considers milk unworthy of 
mature disciples ( I  Cor. 3:2; cf Heb. 5 : 1 2f.). 

The strange Mosaic prohibition of seething a 
kid in its mother's milk ( Ex. 23: 1 9 ;  34:26; Dt. 
1 4:2 1 )  probably referred originally to a Canaanite 
ritual. On this verse, however, has been built the 
entire Jewish dietary law forbidding milk to be 
consumed at any meal at which meat is eaten, the 
c1eavage between the two foods being so great that 
among orthodox Jews separate kitchen equipment 
has to be provided for the preparation and cooking 
of milk and me at dishes. J.B.Tr. 

MILL, MILLSTONE. The oldest and most 
common method of grinding corn was to spread it 
on a flat stone slab and rub it with a round stone 
muller. Such stone querns have been found in the 
early Neolithic town at Jericho, together with stone 
* mortars (PEQ 85, 1 953, pI. 38. 2; for an Egyptian 
model, see AN EP, no. 1 49). The rotary quern came 
into general use in the I ron Age. This consisted of 
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two circular stone slabs, each about 50 cm across, 
the upper one (Heb. re/sel], 'rider') pierced through 
to revolve on a pivot fixed to the lower (cf the 
illustration of a potter's wheel). A wooden stick 
projecting from a hole near the outer edge of the 
upper stone was the handle. The grain was poured 
through the pivot-hole in the upper stone and 
crushed as this turned, so that the f10ur spilled 
from between the two stones (Heb. re�ayim) on to 
the ground. It was the woman's task to grind the 
corn (Ex. 1 1  : 5 ;  Mt .  24:4 I ), but i t  was also imposed 
upon prisoners as a menial service ( Is. 47:2; La. 
5: I 3). Larger types of rotary quern were turned by 
animals, or by prisoners (Samson, ldg. 1 6:2 I) and 
were kept in a mill-house (Mt .  24:4 1 ,  Gk.  mylön) . 

Since the Israelite depended on the hand-mill for 
his daily bread, he was forbidden to give it in 
pledge (Dt .  24:6). Cessation of the steady, constant 
sound of grinding was a sign of desolat ion and 
death (Je. 25: 1 0; Rev. 1 8 :22, a simile for the old 
man's teeth; Ec. 1 2:4). The upper stone was used 
on occasion as a missile in war (ldg. 9:53; 2 Sa. 
I I :2 1 )  and as a weight (Mt .  1 8 :6, Gk. mylos onikos, 
the largest sort of millstone, turned by an ass; Rev. 
1 8 :2 1 ). A.R .M.  

MILLO. A place-name derived from the verb 
mäle', 'to be full', 'to fill' .  It is used in ldg. 9 :6, 20 
of a place near Shechem, the 'house of Millo', per
haps a fortress; but its principal use is in connec
tion with * lerusalem, where it evidently formed 
part of the lebusite city, for it was already in ex ist
ence in the time of David (2 Sa. 5:9 = I Ch. 1 1  :8) .  
I t  was rebuilt by Solomon (I Ki.  9:  1 5 , 24; 1 1  :27; 
the 'breach' here referred to was probably a differ
ent thing) as part of his programme of strengthen
ing the kingdom, and was again strengthened some 
2 Yz centuries later when Hezekiah was preparing 
for the Assyrian invasion (2 Ch. 32:5) .  This verse is 
taken by some to indicate that Millo was another 
name for the whole city of David, but it can very 
plausibly be connected with a system of terraces, 
consisting of retaining walls with levelled filling, 
which have been discovered by Kathleen Kenyon 
on the E slope of Ophel Hili at lerusalem. These 
terraces provided space for the construction of 
buildings on the slope. 

Millo is otherwise mentioned as the place where 
10ash was murdered (2 Ki. 1 2 :20). The LXX usually 
translates Millo by the name Akra, but this was a 
Maccabean structure. For a suggestion as to the 
type of construction indicated by the term milW, 
see * ARCHITECTURE. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Simons, Jerusalem in the Old 
Testament, 1 952, pp. 1 3 1 - 1 44; K .  M .  Kenyon, Dig-
ging up Jerusalem, 1 974, pp. 1 00- 1 03. T.C.M. 

MINAEANS. The people of the kingdom of Ma',n 
which flourished in SW Arabia (in the N of modern 
Yemen) in the I st millennium BC. The name is that 
of a tribe which became dominant in a state known 
from inscriptions to have been established with 
Qarnäwu as its capital by about 400 BC. It was 
active in establishing trade links with the N, having 
colonies along the Red Sea coastal route to Pales
tine, the best known being * Dedan. Late in the I st 
century BC Ma',n was absorbed by the expansion 
of its S neighbour Saba (* SHEBA, 7) and its N col
onies lost their Minaean identity. The name does 
not occur with certainty anywhere in the Bible, 
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though some scholars would see it in ldg. 10: 1 2  
(Maonites); I Ch. 4:4 1 (AV 'habitation'); 2 Ch. 20: 1 
(altering Ammonites); 2 Ch. 26:7 (Mehunims); 
or Ezr. 2 :50 = Ne. 7:52 (Mehunim). (* MAON; 
* ARABIA.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A.  Montgomery, Arabia and 
the Bible, 1 934, pp. 60-6 1 ,  1 33- 1 38, 1 82-1 84; S. 
Moscati, Ancient Semitic Civilizations, 1 957, pp. 
1 84- 1 94. T.C.M.  

MINING AND METALS. The theatre of OT his
tory is the so-ca lied 'Fertile Crescent' (i. e. Mesopo
tamia, Syria, Palestine and the Nile Delta). The 
alluvial plains of the Tigris-Euphrates and Nile 
valleys provide but little stone. Much of Assyria's 
gypsum, indeed, comes from stone quarries near 
Mosul; and there is a worked vein of stone near 
Ur. But for the most part in those valleys c1ay 
bricks were used for building purposes in ancient 
times (Gn. 1 1 :3 ;  Ex. 1 : 1 1 - 1 4; 5:7-1 9). 

The 'Crescent' is bounded on the N and E by 
high folded mountain chains consisting of rocks of 
many types and ages. The ranges are weil mineral
ized and provide ores of gold, silver, copper, t in,  
lead and iron. On the S a complex of ancient rocks 
appears in wh ich such types as granite, diorite and 
porphyry occur. This group extends along the E 
desert between the river Nile and the Red Sea, 
across the S half of the Sinai peninsula and E into 
the Arabian plateau. In  some of these rocks occur 
gold, silver, iron, turquoise and other semi
precious stones, together with building stones of 
many kinds. 

N of Sinai and the Arabian plateau lie the 
desert, Transjordan and Palestine. These are com
posed mainly of Cretaceous rocks (limestone, 
chalk and sandstone), but N and E of the upper 
10rdan are areas of newer vo\canic basalts. 

I.  Non-metallic materials 

a. Flint 
Flint occurs abundantly in the chalk of the area 
and in gravels derived from the chalk. Flint is a 
c1ose-grained hard rock wh ich a steel blade will not 
scratch . I t  may be worked by percussion or pres
sure to produce a sharp cutting-edge. The earliest 
cutting tools available to man were made from 
flint .  Stone-Age man made arrow-heads, chiseIs, 
scrapers and knives of it, and it continued to be 
used weil into the Bronze period. Zipporah, wife 
of Moses, circumcised her son with a flint knife 
(Ex. 4:25). Flint is referred to in Scripture to 
denote hardness, inflexibility, steadfastness (Dt. 
8 :  1 5; Ps. 1 1 4:8 ;  Is. 50:7; Ezk. 3 :9) .  

b. Stone 
Away from the alluvial plains of Mesopotamia 
and Lower Egypt supplies were plentiful. In 
Egypt limestone and sandstone were at hand in 
the river cl i ffs, and granite, diorite and other 
igneous rocks are found in outcrops. In Palestine 
limestone and sands tone occur throughout the 
hili country, and basalt is found E of the upper 
lordan valley. The quarrying and erection of huge 
standing stones in Neolithic times gave experience 
for future quarrying and mining. Limestone is 
easily worked, being fairly soft, and was used for 
the excavation of cisterns and tombs, and the 
making of such things as water-pots (Je. 2: 1 3 ; Mt .  



27:60; Jn .  2:6). The term 'alabaster' as used in Mt .  
26 :7  properly refers to calcite (calcium carbonate), 
a much harder stone than English alabaster (cal
cium sulphate). 

c. Marble 
Th is is a cJose-grained crystalline limestone, usu
ally white or cream in colour. It may be pink or 
veined in red or green. The best statuary marble in 
the Near East came from Paros ( Minoa), but it 
also occurs on the W coast 01' the Gulf of Suez, in 
S Greece and in Assyria E of the river Tigris. 
'Great quantities of marble' are mentioned in I 
Ch .  29:2, and may have been polished local Iime
stone, but, considering that trade was vigorous and 
far-flung in David and Solomon's time, it may have 
been brought by sea or from the NE. 

1 1 .  Metals and mining 
The order in which the principal metals came into 
use was gold, copper (bronze) and iron. Gold is the 
first metal mentioned in Scripture (Gn. 2: 1 1 ), and 
is thereafter cJosely associated with silver, the other 
noble metal of antiquity. All the above can occur in 
the native state, and as such they were first used. 
Silver is often found alloyed with gold. After the 
period when native met als were used, mainly for 
ornament (* ARTS AND CRAFfS), copper ores were 
won from outcrops at the surface, but mining 
began at a very early date and an advanced stage of 
the working of the metal (not mining) had been 
reached at Ur more than 1 ,000 years before Abra
ham's time. According to R. 1. Forbes (Melal/urgy 
in Anliquily, 1 950, p. 297), ' i t  is certain that every 
form of mining from open-cut mining to the driv
ing of galleries into the mountainside to follow up 
the copper-bearing strata was practised in An
tiquity. But the details given on ancient mines are 
few.' 

MINING AND METALS 

Mining for turquoise and for copper probably 
began in the time of the I st Dynasty of Egypt c. 
3000 BC at Magharah and Serabit el-Khadim in W 
Sinai, and evidence for large-scale copper working 
by Egyptians in the Ramesside period ( 1 3th cen
tury BC) has been found in the Arabah at Timna. 
Shafts more than 35 m in depth have been found in 
mines in Egypt. Tunnels, ventilated by shafts, were 
driven into hillsides, pillars being left in broad ex
cavations to support the roof. 

At first stone tools were used, but later bronze 
and stone continued to be used together. Wedges 
and fire were used to split the rock, and the ore was 
separated by crushing, washing and hand-picking. 
Smelting was usually done by feeding a charge of 
finely-ground copper ores and fluxes (iron oxides, 
limestone or sea shells) mixed with charcoal 
through the open top of the furnace on to the 
charcoal fire. As the ore was reduced the copper 
globules sank to the bowl-shaped bottom of the 
furnace. The slag which formed above the copper 
was drawn off into a slag-pit while still liquid and 
the copper ingot removed as soon as it had solidi
fied . The ingot would need remelting in a crucible 
before it could be used for casting in a mould. Cru
cibles and slag-heaps are found at many old sites. 
Baskets were used for carrying the ore, and drain
age tunnels constructed to get rid of surplus water. 
Moffatt's translation of Jb. 28 : 1 - 1 1 gives a vivid 
picture of mining in ancient times. 

a. Gold 
This occurs native, usually alloyed with silver in 
varying amounts. I t  is extremely malleable and 
ductile and does not tarnish. This property made it 
a very acceptable material for ornaments, such as 
beads and rings, even to Stone-Age man. Gold was 
prescribed for use in the most important furnish
ings in the Mosaic tabernacJe (Ex. 25) and in 

Reconslruclion of a copper-smelting furnace fOl/nd al Timnah. Air is supplied by bel/ows: Ihe removal of a 
plug al/ows Ihe slag 10 fIIn off. leaving Ihe copper ore in Ihe bOl/om of Ihe furnace. This was relrieved by 
breaking open Ihefurnace. Ramesside. c. 1250 BC 
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Solomon's Temple ( I  Ki. 6). The metal was espe
cially abundant in the alluvium of the E desert of 
Egypt, and the Israelites must have removed large 
quantities of it at the Exodus. Other sources 
known to the ancient world were the W coast of 
Arabia, the mountains of Armenia and Persia, W 
Asia Minor, and the Aegean islands. Gold early 
became a valuable article of currency. 

b. Silver 
This is ranked next to gold as a noble metal, with 
which it is often Iinked in Scripture. I t  does not 
tarnish in a pure atmosphere and will take a 
mirror-Iike polish. I t  is usually extracted from the 
sulphide ore of lead (galena), but may occur native. 
Silver was so plentiful in biblical times that the ex
traction and refining processes must have been 
known from an early date. Jeremiah (6:29-30) uses 
the failure of the refining process of lead and silver 
as an illustration of the refusal of the people to 
become obedient to God. Sources of the metal are 
the same as those for lead, namely, Asia Minor, the 
islands of the Aegean, Laurion in S Greece, Arme
nia and Persia, and 3 or 4 localities occur in the E 
desert of Egypt. 

c. Lead 
This occurs in Scripture in a few Iists of metals. I t  
was used occasionally a s  tablets for inscriptions 
(Jb. 1 9:24). 

d. Copper (Bronze. Brass) 
Heb. n'�äser is translated 'copper' in Ezr. 8 :27, AV, 
but elsewhere in AV is called 'brass'. Bronze is not 
mentioned in Scripture, but i t  was in common use 
from before patriarchal times (Abraham lived in 
the Middle Bronze Age). The 'brass' of Scripture 
may therefore be any of the three, except that true 
brass, an alloy of copper and zinc, came into use 
only at a late stage. Heb. �aSmal in Ezk. 1 :4 (AV, RV 
'amber'; RSV 'gleaming bronze') may denote true 
brass. The first metal in general use was more or 
less pure copper, although the methods of produc
li on meant that some impurities were usually pres
ent, and eventually the alloy of copper and tin 
(bronze) was developed and produced deliberately. 
Some examples of brass (copper and zinc) are also 
known, but they were probably produced acci
dentally until the Romans began the production of 
brass for coimige and other uses about 20 BC. The 
ores of copper wh ich appear at the surface are 
brightly coloured green and blue carbonates, and 
were used as eye paint or to produce a blue colour 
in glaze. Accidental heating of these ores could 
have led to the production of copper. There is no 
evidence in Egypt of the common use of native 
copper, although i t  was used at an early stage in the 
Palestinian copper industry. The ores were wide
spread around the ' Fertile Crescent' in Sinai, 
Midian, E Egypt, Armenia, Syria and Persia, and 
of course in Cyprus, which takes its name from the 
meta!. The metal was used for a host of purposes. 
In addition to its use in the tabernacle and Temple, 
household articles, such as basins, ewers, idols, 
musical instruments, as weil as armour, mirrors, 
ete., were all made of i t .  

e. Tin 
Tin is  mentioned in Scripture only in lists of metals. 
It was often confused with lead in ancient times. A 
sm all percentage mixed with copper produces 
bronze. As tin often occurs in association with cop-

per, the first bronze was probably made by accident .  
The dark hcavy oxide ore, cassiterite, was taken 
mainly from stream-sands and was not mined, as 
were the other metals, until about Roman times. 

f Iron 
Rare and occasional uses of iron are known in very 
ancient times, but only in the native form, which 
has its origin in fragments of 'shooting stars' or 
meteors. This is probably the explanation of its 
early mention in Gn. 4:22, which belongs to a time 
long before the true I ron Age begins. Experiments 
with iron went on for a long time before 100ls 
could be made of it, since this depends for succcss 
on producing a metal with the properties of stee!. 
The Hittites were the first people known to have 
used iron consistently, although on a Iimited scale, 
and when their k ingdom came to an end the know
ledge spread farther. The Philistines brought the 
art to Palestine, and the Israelites found themselves 
at a disadvantage in this respect (Jdg. I :  1 9; I Sa. 
1 3 :  1 9-22). The balance was restored in the reigns 
of David and Solomon ( I  Ch. 29:7). I ron was 
abundant along with copper in the Wadi Arabah 
between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqabah. 
Iron ores were plentiful around Palestine and werc 
to be found near Mt Carmel, Mt Hermon, SW 
Midian and the E Egyptian desert, in Syria, 
Cyprus, the Pontus coast of Asia Minor and in the 
Aegean Islands. The fact that both copper and iron 
could be mined within Solomon's realm near 
Ezion-geber was a literal fulfilment of Dt. 8:9. 

Steel is  mentioned in the AV of 2 Sa. 22:35 (= Ps. 
1 8 :34); Jb. 20:24; Je. 1 5 : 1 2, but the Heb. word is 
that for copper or bronze (n'Msef) ; accordingly, RV 
renders 'brass' and RSV, more accurately, 'bronze' .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  1 .  Forbes, Metallurgy in An
tiquity, 1 950; L .  Woolley, Ur 0/ the Chaldees, 1 938; 
W. A.  Ruysch (ed.), The Holy Land. Antiquity and 
Survival, 1 1 ,  2-3, 1 957; T. Löw, Die Mineralia der 
Juden, 1 935 ;  A. Lucas (ed . 1. R .  Harris), Ancient 
Egyptian Materials and Industries, 4, 1 962; A.  
Guillaume, 'Metallurgy in the Old Testament', 
PEQ, 1 962, pp. 1 29-1 32; H. Hodges, Teehnology in 
the Aneient World, 1 970; B. Rothenberg, Timna, 
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MINISTER. The Heb. term m'särer (LXX leitour
gos) and its correlates normally refer to temple ser
vice, or else to the ministration of angels (Ps. 
1 04:4); but in a more general sense Joshua is the 
m'särer or 'minister' of Moses (Ex. 24: 1 3; Jos. I :  I ), 
and Solomon's ministers ( I  Ki .  1 0: 5) are his do
mestic servants. In the NT the characteristic word 
is diakon os, at first in a non-technical sense, and 
then in Phi!. I :  I and in the Pastorals as the title of 
a subordinate church-officer. It refers to service in 
general, temporary or permanent, either by bond 
or free; but it has the special connotation of wait
ing at table (the corresponding verb is used in this 
sense, Lk. 1 2:37; 1 7:8 ,  and Martha's trouble was 
excess of diakonia, Lk.  1 0:40). Christ appears 
among the disciples as ho diakonän, 'one who 
serves' (Lk.  22:27), and he can be described as a 
diakonos of the circumcision (Rom. 1 5 :8);  follow
ing the example of this lowly service, the greatest 
of Christians should be a minister to the rest (Mt .  
20:26; Mk .  1 0:43). 



Thus we find the apostles and their hel pers des
ignated as ministers of God (2 Cor. 6:4; I Thes. 
3:2), of Christ (2 Cor. 1 1  :23; Col. I :7; I Tim. 4:6), 
of the gospel (Eph. 3:7; Col. 1 :23), of the new cov
enant (2 Cor. 3:6), of the church (Col. 1 :25), or 
absolutely ( I  Cor. 3 :5 ;  Eph. 6:2 1 ;  Col. 4:7). But it is 
to be noted that Satan can also have his ministers 
(2 Cor. 1 1 : 1 5), and that there might be a minister 
of sin (Gal. 2 :  1 7); furt her, the secular power can be 
regarded as a minister of God ( Rom. 1 3:4). The 
Seven were appointed to serve tables (diakonein 
trapezais, Acts 6:2); it is unlikely that the word is 
here used to denote a technical office, since it is 
immediately afterwards (v. 4) contrasted with the 
apostles' diakonia of the word, and in fact Stephen 
and Philip did the work of evangelists rather than 
of deacons; moreover, poor-relief at Jerusalem 
seems to have been managed by elders, not deacons 
(Acts 1 1  :30). However, the Seven may in some 
sense have provided a prototype for the later assist
ants to the bishops, mentioned in Phil. I :  I ,  and 
characterized in I Tim. 3:8ff. as men of serious, 
honest, sober and faithful disposition. Their pri
mary work seems to have been, not that of teach
ing, but visiting from house to house and relieving 
the poor and sick; deacons were thus the chief 
agents through wh ich the church expressed its 
mutual fellowship of service. They seem also to 
have assisted at corporate worship. 

It is uncertain whether I Tim. 3: 1 1  refers to dea
cons' wives or to deaconesses; Phoebe is described 
(Rom. 1 6: I )  as a diakonos (common gender) of the 
church at Cenchrea, but this perhaps means that 
she was a hel per rather than that she held an of
fici al position; the two ministrae mentioned by 
Pliny in his letter to Trajan may have been deacon
esses, but this office was not really developed until 
the 3rd century. 

The lowliness of Christian service is emphasized 
even more strongly by the use of the word doulos 
or slave; it was the form of such a bond-servant 
that Christ assumed (Phil .  2:7), and, following his 
example, the apostles and their fellow-Iabourers 
are designated as the slaves of God or Christ 
(Rom. 1 : 1 ;  Gal . 1 : 1 0; Col. 4: 1 2; Tit. 1 : 1 ;  Jas. 1 : 1 ;  2 
Pet. 1 : 1 ). 

Another term is hyperetes, properly meaning an 
under-rower in a galley, and then anyone in a sub
ordinate position. Thi§ word is used for the (wzzän, 
a sort of verger in the Jewish synagogue, who had 
custody of the sacred books (Lk.  4:20); it also de
scribes John Mark (Acts 1 3 :5) when he acted in the 
capacity of batman to Paul and Barnabas. But 
Paul hirnself was proud to claim a similar position 
in relationship to Christ (Acts 26: 1 6; I Cor. 4: I ), 
and Luke ( I  :2) employs it as a generic term for the 
servants of the word. 

Finally, the term leitourgos is taken over by the 
NT in a Christian sense. Originally it referred to 
public servi.:e, such as might be offered by wealthy 
citizens to the State; then it acquired a distinctively 
religious connotation, as in the LXX usage. Thus 
Christ appears as a leitollrgoJ of the heavenly 
temple ( Heb. 8:2), and the angels are 'Iiturgical', 
i. e. ministering spirits (Heb. I :  1 4). The correspond
ing verb is used when prophets and teachers minis
ter to the Lord at Antioch (Acts 1 3 :2); similarly, 
Paul describes hirnself as the leirourgos of Christ 
Jesus, ministering (hierourgön) in the priestly ser
vice of the gospel of God (Rom. 1 5 : 1 6) .  But the 
NT terminology remains sufficiently fluid for the 
same word to be used of Epaphroditus as a minis-

MINISTRY 

ter to Paul's wants (Phil .  2:25), of Gentile assist
ance to Jews in material things (Rom. 1 5 :27), and 
of the civil power as the servant of God (Rom. 
1 3 :6). In the Christian understanding of • ministry, 
whether official or otherwise, the minister renders 
a lowly but loving service to God or man . 
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MINISTRY. To express the idea of professional or 
priestly ministration, the OT normally employs the 
verb sära[ and its correlates (LXX leitourgein), while 
'äQatj (Iatreuein) refers rather to the religious ser
vice of the whole congregation or of an individual. 
In the NT the characteristic term is diakonia, 
which appears only in Esther among OT books, 
but is not there used of any priestly function; and 
the change in language implies a change also in 
doctrine, since ministry in the NT sense is not the 
exclusive privilege of a priestly caste. leitourgia is 
retained to describe the work of the Jewish priest
hood (Lk .  1 :23, RSV 'service'; Heb. 9:2 1 ,  RSV 'used 
in worship'), and i t  is applied also to the more ex
cellent ministry of Christ (Heb. 8:6); further, it can 
be applied, in a metaphorical sense, to the spiritual 
service rendered by prophets and preachers of the 
gospel (Acts 1 3 :2; Rom. 1 5 : 1 6) .  But i t  remains true 
in general that the NT uses priestly language only 
in reference to the body of believers as a whole 
(Phil. 2: 1 7; I Pet. 2:9). 

I. Christ the pattern 
The pattern of Christian ministry is provided by 
the life of Christ, who came not to receive service 
but to give it (Mt .  20:28; Mk .  1 0:45); the verb used 
in these texts is diakonein, which suggests some
thing Iike waiting at table, and recalls the occasion 
when he washed the disciples' feet (Jn. 1 3 :4ff.). It is 
significant that in the first recorded instance of or
dination to the Christian ministry, the purpose 01' 
the office is stated to be that of 'serving tables' 
(Acts 6:2); and the same word is used in the same 
chapter (v. 4) to describe the service of the word 
exercised prior to this by the twelve apostles. The 
· minister of Christ, following the example of his 
Master, renders a humble but loving service to the 
needs of humanity at large, in the same spirit as 
that in which an gels (Mt .  4 :  1 1 ; Mk.  I :  1 3) and 
women (Mt .  27:55; Lk. 8 :3) had ministered to the 
Lord on earth. Such service is reckoned as being 
done to Christ in the persons of the needy (Mt .  
25 :44); it is most frequently rendered to  the  saints 
( Rom. 1 5 :25; I Cor. 1 6: 1 5; 2 Cor. 8 :4; 9 :  I; Heb. 
6: I 0); but it is a mutual service within the fellow
ship of Christ's body (I Pet. 4: I 0); and, as the min
istry of the gospel (I Pet. I :  1 2), it is in fact a minis
try of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:  1 8 )  for the world. 

The ability to perform such work is a gift of God 
(Acts 20:24; Col. 4: 1 7; I Tim. I :  1 2 ;  I Pet. 4: 1 1 ); 
already in Rom. 1 2 : 7  it is being c1assified in a list of 
other spiritual gifts; and in I Tim. 3 :8ff. the dia
conate has become a recognized church office, 
probably open to women as weil as men (cf Rom . 
1 6: I ). But even so, the term is still being used in a 
wider sense; Timothy is to fulfil his ministry by 
doing the work of an evangelist (2 Tim. 4:5); and 
this work of service has as its great object the edifi
cation of the body of Christ (Eph . 4 :  1 2) .  In the 
words of Hort, Christ Iifted 'every grade and pat
tern of service into a higher sphere . . ministration 
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thus beeame one of the primary aims of all Chris
t i  an aetions'; and the generie term is applied to all 
forms of ministry within the ehureh. 

11. Pastoral ministry 
Christ is not only the pattern of the diaeonate, but 
also, as the good Shepherd (Jn. 1 0: 1 1 ) , he is the 
great • Bishop of men's souls (I Pet. 2:25, AV). I n  a 
sense, both of these offices originate from the ex
ample of Christ hirnself, while that of the • presby
ter is a refleetion of the ministry instituted by hirn 
in the apostolate (cf I Pet. 5: I ). But i t  would be 
wrong to stress these distinetions, since the terms 
bi shop and presbyter are virtually synonymous, 
and the diaeonate embraees many forms of assist
ant ministry. Pastoral eare of the floek is an out
standing part of ministerial duty (Jn. 2 1 : 1 5- 1 7; 
Aets 20:28; I Pet. 5:2), and is closely assoeiated 
with the preaehing of the word ( I  Cor. 3 : 1 -2) as 
the bread of l ife (Jn.  6:35), or pure nourishing milk 
(I Pet. 2:2) .  The parable in Lk. 1 2:4 1 -48 implies 
that some ministry of this eharaeter is to eontinue 
in the church until Christ's return. 

1 1 1 .  Sacramental duties 
The NT has comparatively little to say on the sub
ject of saeramental duties; Paul regarded the ad
ministration of baptism as a subordinate activity, 
which he was accustomed to delegate to his assist
ants ( I  Cor. 1 : 1 7; cf Jn .  4: 1 f.; Acts 1 0:48); and 
although i t  is natural for an apostle, if  present, to 
preside at the breaking of bread (Acts 20:7), the 
celebration of the Lord's Supper is nevertheless re
garded as an activity of the entire congregation ( I  
Cor. 1 0 : 1 6f.; 1 1 :25). However, a president must 
have been needed from the first; and in the absence 
of an apostle, prophet or evangelist, this duty 
would naturally fall to one of the loeal presbyters 
or bis hops. 

IV. Spiritual gifts 
In its earliest form the Christian ministry is char
ismatic, i.e. it is a spiritual gift or supernatural en
dowment, whose exercise witnesses to the presence 
of the Holy Spirit in the chureh. Thus prophecy 
and glossolalia occur when Paul lays his hands on 
some ordinary believers after baptism (Acts 1 9 :6); 
and the words there used imply that the occurrence 
was to some extent a repetition of the Pentecostal 
experience (Acts 2). 

Three lists are provided in the Pauline Epistles 
of the various forms wh ich such ministry may take, 
and it is notable that in each list administrative 
functions are included along with others more ob
viously spiritual (.  CHURCH GOVERNMENT). In 
Rom. 1 2 :6--8 we have prophecy, • service (diako
nia), teaching, exhortation, contributing (almsgiv
ing), aiding and doing acts of mercy (?visitation of 
the sick and poor). I Cor. 1 2 :28 lists apostles, 
prophets, teachers, together with those endowed 
with power to work miracles, heal the sick, help, 
administer, or speak with tongues. The more of
ficial eatalogue in Eph. 4: I I  mentions apostles, 
prophets, evangelists, pastors-eum-teachers, who 
all labour to perfect the saints in their Christian 
service, so that the whole church grows up in or
ganic connection with her divine Head. Here, em
phasis is laid on the ministration of the word, but 
the fruit of such ministry is mutual service in love. 
The various gifts listed in these passages are func
tions or ways of serving, rat her than regular and 
stereotyped offices; one man might act in several 
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capacities, but his ability to fulfil any depended on 
the prompting of the Spirit. All Christians are in 
fact ealled to minister, in their various capacities 
(Rom. 1 5 :27; Phil. 2 :  1 7; Phm. 1 3; I Pet. 2:  1 6), and 
i t  is for this ministry that the ministers of the word 
equip them (Eph. 4: I I  f.). 

Not only the Twelve were included in the aposto
late, but also Paul, James the Lord's brot her (Gal. 
I :  1 9), who had also seen the risen Lord, Barnabas 
(Acts 14 :  14 ;  I Cor. 9 :5f.), who was Paul's fellow
evangelist, and Andronieus and Junias (Rom. 
1 6 :7). The primary qualifieation of an • 'apostle' 
was that he had been an eye-witness of Christ's 
earthly ministry, particularly of the resurrection 
(Aets 1 :2 1 -22), and his authority depended on the 
fact that he had been in some way commissioned 
by Christ either in the days of his flesh (Mt .  10 :5 ;  
28 :  1 9) or  after he was risen from the dead (Acts 
1 :24; 9: 1 5) .  Apostles and elders might meet in 
council to deeide a common policy for the church 
(Acts 1 5 :6ff.), and apostles could be sent as dele
gates from the original congregation to super
intend some new development in another locality 
(Acts 8: 1 4ff.). But the picture of an apostolic col
lege in permanent session at Jerusalem is quite un
historical, and the great work of an apostle was to 
act as a missionary for the propagation of the 
gospel, in whieh eapaeity his labours should be 
confirmed by signs of divine approval (2 Cor. 
1 2 : 1 2) .  Thus the apostolic ministry was not eon
fined by loeal ties, though a division of labour 
might be made, as for example between Peter and 
Paul (Gal. 2:7-8). 

The 'evangelist' exercised a similar ministry of 
unrestricted mission, and his work seems to have 
been identical with that of the apostle, exeept in so 
far as he lacked the special qualifieations for the 
higher funetion; Philip, one of the original Seven, 
became an evangelist (Acts 21 :8), and Timothy is 
ealled by the same title (2 Tim. 4: 5), though he is by 
implieation excluded (2 Cor. I :  I )  from the rank of 
apostle. 

Prophecy was by its very nature a gift of inter
mittent occurrence, but some individuals were so 
regularly endowed with it that they formed a spe
cial class of 'prophets'. Such men were found at 
Jerusalem (Aets I I  :27), Antioeh (Acts 1 3 :  I ), and 
Corinth (I Cor. 1 4:29); those mentioned by name 
include Judas and Silas (Aets 1 5 :32), and Agabus 
(Acts 2 1 :  I 0), together with Anna (Lk.  2:36) and 
the pretended prophetess Jezebel ( Rev. 2:20). 
Propheey provided edification, exhortation and 
comfort ( I  Cor. 1 4 :3; cf Aets 1 5 :32), and might 
therefore be described as inspired preaehing. The 
prophet could issue a speeifie direetion (Aets 1 3 : 1 -
2) or on occasion foretell the future (Aets 1 1  :28). 
Being delivered in a known tongue, his messages 
were more profitable than mere glossolalia ( I  Cor. 
1 4 :23-25). But the gift was particularly liable to the 
danger of imposture, and although it should be 
controlled only by those possessing it (I Cor. 1 4:32; 
I Thes. 5 :  1 9f.), its content must agree with the fun
damental teaching of the gospel ( I  Cor. 1 2 :  1 -3; I 
Thes. 5 :20; I Jn .  4 : 1 -3), or else the prophet must be 
dismissed as one of the false pretenders whose 
coming had been foretold by Christ (Mt .  7: 1 5). 

'Pastors and teachers' (Eph. 4: 1 1 ) are presum
ably to be identified with the local ministers insti
tuted by the apostles (Acts 1 4 :23) or their assist
ants (Tit. 1 :5)  to serve the needs of a particular 
congregation, and described indifferently as pres
byters or bishops. 'Administrators' (AV 'gov-



ernors') seems to be a generic name for those 
who administered the affairs of local congrega
tions, while 'helpers' were engaged in works of 
charity, especially in attending to the sick and 
poor. Miraculous powers of healing and speaking 
with tongues were a marked feature of the apos
tolie age, and their renewal has been claimed at 
various periods from the Montanist revival 
onwards. 

V. The origin of the ministry 
There has been much debate over the precise rela
tionship between the original and unrestricted mis
sion of apostles and evangelists, on the one hand, 
and the permanent and local ministry of pastors, 
teachers, administrators and helpers, on the other. 
The latter class appears usually to have been ap
pointed by the former; but if  Acts 6 may be taken 
as describing a typical ordination, popular election 
played a part in the choice of candidates. Rom. 1 2  
and I Cor. 1 2  might seem to imply that the church, 
as the Spirit-filled community, produces its own 
organs of ministration; on the other hand, Eph. 
4 :  1 1  asserts that the ministry is given to the church 
by Christ. It may be suggested that, while Christ is 
the source of all authority and the pattern of every 
type of service, the church as a wh oie is the recipi
ent of his divine commission. At all events, the NT 
is not concerned to indicate possible channels of 
transmission; its main preoccupation in this regard 
is to provide a doctrinal test for the orthodoxy 01' 
ministerial teaching. 
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MINNI. A people summoned by Jeremiah, with 
Ararat (Armenia) and Ashkenaz, to make war on 
Babylonia (Je. 51 :27). The Mannai, whose territory 
lay SE of Lake Urmia, are frequently named in 
texts of thc 9th-7th centuries BC. The Assyrians 
dominated them until 673 BC, when they were con
trolled by the Medes (v. 28). In the light of Jer
emiah, i t  is interesting to note that the Mannai 
were allied with the Assyrians, their former en
emies, against the Babylonians in 6 1 6  BC (Bab. 
Chronicle). They were probably present with the 
Guti and other hili-folk at the capture of Babyion 
in 539 BC. D.J .W. 

MINNITH (Heb. minnil). Mentioned in Jdg. 1 1  :33 
as the l imit of Jephthah's invasion of Ammon. 
Eusebius (Ol/om. p. 1 32) indicates that it lay at the 
head of a natural route from the Jordan to the 
uplands between Rabbath-Ammon (Amman) and 
Heshbon . The exact si te is unknown. 

Ezk. 27: 1 7  may refer to the same; but see W. 
Zimmevli, Ezekiel, 1 983, ad loc. J . P.U .L.  

MIRACLES 

MIRACLES. A number of Heb., Aram. and Gk. 
words are used in the Bible to refer to the activity 
in nature and history of the living God. They are 
variously translated in the EVV by 'miracles', 'won
ders', 'signs', 'mighty acts', 'powers'. Thus, for ex
ample, the Heb. word moßet. which is of uncertain 
etymology, is translated in RSV by 'miracle' (Ex. 
7:9; Ps. 78:43), 'wonder' (e.g. Ex. 7 :3;  Dt. 4:34) and 
'sign' (e.g. I Ki. 1 3 :3 , 5). 
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The words used by the English translators pre
serve in general, though not always in particular 
instances, the three distinctive emphases of the 
originals. These characterize God's activity as 
being: 

1 .  Distinctive, wonderful; expressed by Heb. de
rivatives of the root pI', 'be different', particularly 
the participle nißlä'ol (e.g. Ex. 1 5 :  1 1 ; Jos. 3 :5), by 
Aramaiq'mäh (On. 4:2-3; 6:27), and by Gk. leras 
(e.g. Acts 4 :30; Rom. 1 5 :  19) .  

2. Mighty, powerful; expressed by Heb. g'qürä 
(Pss. 1 06:2; 1 45:4) and Gk.  dynamis (e.g. Mt .  1 1  :20; 
I Cor. 1 2: I 0; Gal. 3 :5) .  

3.  Meaningful, significant; expressed by Heb. '01 
(e.g. Nu. 14 :  1 1 ; Ne. 9: 1 0) ,  by Aramaic 'äl (On. 4:2-
3;  6:27), and by Gk. semeion (e.g. Jn. 2 :  1 1 ;  3:2; Acts 
8:6). 

I.  Miracles and the natural order 
A great deal of confusion on the subject of mir
acles has been caused by a failure to observe that 
Scripture does not sharply distinguish between 
God's constant sovereign providence and his par
ticular acts. Belief in miracles is set in the context 
of a world-view wh ich regards the whole of cre
ation as continually dependent upon the sustaining 
activity of God and subject to his sovereign will 
(cf Col. I :  1 6-1 7). All three aspects of divine 
activity-wonder, power, significance-are present 
not only in special acts but also in the wh oIe cre
ated order (Rom. 1 :20). When the psalmist cele
brates the mighty acts of God he moves readily 
from the creation to the deliverance from Egypt 
(Ps. 1 35 :6-1 2).  In Jb. 5 :9-1 0; 9:9- 1 0  the word 
nißlä'ol refers to what we would call 'natural 
events' (cf Is. 8: 1 8; Ezk. 1 2 :6). 

Thus when the biblical writers refer to the 
mighty acts of God they cannot be supposed to 
distinguish them from 'the course of nature' by 
their peculiar causation, since they think of all 
events as caused by God's sovereign power. The 
particular acts of God highlight the distinctive 
character of God's activity, different from and su
perior to that of men and more particularly that of 
false gods, almighty in power, revealing hirn in 
nature and history. 

The discovery of, say, causal connections be
tween the different plagues of Egypt, a repetition 
of the blocking of the Jordan, or increased know
ledge of psychosomatic medicine could not of 
themselves contradict the biblical assertion that 
the deliverance from Egypt, the entry to Canaan 
and the healing works of Christ were mighty acts 
of God. 'Natural laws' are deseriptions of that 
universe in wh ich God is ever at work. It is only by 
an unwarranted philosophical twist that they are 
construed as the self-sustaining working of a 
closed system or the rigid decrees of a God who set 
the universe to work like some piece of machinery. 

I t  has been argued by some philosophers and 
theologians that the working of miracles is incon
sistent with God's nature and purpose. He is  the 
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Alpha and Omega, he knows the end from the be
ginning; he is the Creator who fashioned all things 
unhampered by any limitation imposed by pre
existent matter; he is the unchanging One. Why, 
then, should he need to 'interfere' with the working 
of the natural order? 

This objection based on the character of God 
arises from a failure to grasp the biblical under
standing of God as Iiving and personal. His 
changelessness is not that of an im personal force 
but the faithfulness of a person: his creative act 
brought into being responsible creatures with 
whom he deals, not as puppets but as other persons 
over against hirnself. Miracles are events which 
dramatically reveal this living, personal nature of 
God, active in history not as mere Oestiny but as a 
Redeemer who saves and guides his people. 

A fuller knowledge of the ways of God's work
ing may show that some supposedly unique events 
were part of a regular pattern. It can, however, 
never logically exclude the exceptional and extra
ordinary. While there is no such radical discontinu
ity between miracles and the 'natural order' as has 
been assumed by those who have most keenly feit 
the modern doubts on the subject, it is c1ear that 
Scripture speaks of many events wh ich are extra
ordinary or even unique so far as our general ex
perience of nature goes. 

11.  Miracles and revelation 
I f  it be gran ted that a priori objections to miracle 
stories are invalid, it still remains to ask what pre
cise function these extraordinary events perform in 
the total self-revelation of God in history. Ortho
dox theologians have been accustomed to regard 
them primarily as the authenticating marks of 
God's prophets and apostles and supremely of his 
Son. More recently it has been argued by liberal 
critics that the miracle stories of OT and NT are of 
the same character as the wonder-stories told of 
pagan deities and their prophets. Both these views 
fail to do justice to the integral relationship 
between the miracle stories and the whole self
revelation of God. Miracles are not simply an 
extern al authentication of the revelation but an 
essential part of it, of which the true purpose 
was and is to nourish faith in the saving interven
tion of God towards those who believe. 

a. Fa/se mimcles 
lesus consistently refused to give a • sign from 
heaven, to work useless and spectacular wonders, 
simply to guarantee his teaching. In any case the 
simple ability to work miracles would have been no 
such guarantee. There is frequent reference both in 
Scripture and elsewhere to wonder-working by 
those who were opposed to the purposes of God 
(cf Ot. 1 3 :2-3; Mt .  7:22; 24:24; 2 Thes. 2:9; Rev. 
1 3 : 1 3ff.; 1 6: 1 4; 1 9 :20). The refusal to do wonders 
for their own sake sharply marks off the biblical 
miracle stories from the general run of 
Wundergeschichten. 

It is noteworthy that the word teras, wh ich of all 
the biblical terms has most nearly the overtones of 
the English 'portent', is always used in the NT in 
conjunction with semeion to stress that only sig
ni ficant portents are meant. The only exception is 
the OT quotation in Acts 2 :  19 (but cf Acts 2:22). 

The mere portent or the false miracle is dis
tinguished from the true by the fact that the true 
miracle is congruous with the rest of the revela
tion . It harmonizes with the knowledge wh ich be-

lievers already possess concerning God, even where 
it also carries that knowledge farther and deeper. 
Thus Israel is to reject any miracle-worker who 
denies the Lord (Ot. 1 3 :2-3) and thus also we may 
rightly discern between the miracle stories of the 
canonical Gospels and the romantic tales or ludi
crous stupidities of the apocryphal writings and 
mediaeval hagiography. 

b. Miracles andlaith 
The working of miracles is directed to a deepening 
of men's understanding of God. It is God's way of 
speaking dramatically to those who have ears to 
hear. The miracle stories are intimately concerned 
with the faith of observers or participants (cf Ex. 
14 :3 1 ;  I Ki .  1 8 :39) and with the faith of those who 
will hear or read them later (1n. 20:30-3 1 ). lesus 
looked for faith as the right response to his saving 
presence and deeds; it was fai th which 'made 
whole', which made the difference between the 
mere creation of an impression and a saving com
munication of his revelation of God. 

It is important to observe that faith on the part 
of human participants is not a necessary condition 
of a miracle in the sense that God is of hirnself 
unable to act without human faith.  Mk. 6:5 is often 
quoted to support such a view, but lesus could do 
no mighty work in Nazareth, not because the 
people's unbelief limited his power-Mark teils us 
that he healed a few sick people there-but rather 
because he could not proceed with his preaching or 
with the deeds which proclaimed his gospel in 
action where men were unready to accept his good 
news and his own person. Wonder-working for the 
crowds or the sceptics was inconsistent with his 
mission: it is in this sense that he could not do i t  in 
Nazareth .  

c. Miracles and the Word 
I t  is a notable feature-in some cases the chief 
feature-of miracles that even where the matter of 
the event is such that it can be assimilated to the 
ordinary pattern of natural events (e.g some of the 
plagues of Egypt), its occurrence is predicted by 
God to or through his agent (cf los. 3 :7- 1 3 ; I Ki .  
1 3 : 1 -5) or takes place at an agent's command or 
prayer (cf Ex. 4: 1 7; Nu. 20:8; I K i .  1 8 :37-38); 
sometimes both prediction and command are re
corded (cf Ex. 1 4) .  This feature emphasizes yet 
again the connection between miracles and revela
tion, and between miracles and the divine creative 
Word. 

d. The crises 01 the sacred his tory 
Another connection between miracles and revela
tion is that they cluster about the crises of sacred 
history. The pre-eminently mighty acts of God are 
the deliverance at the Red Sea and the resurrection 
of Christ, the first the c1imax of the conflict with 
Pharaoh and the gods of Egypt (Ex. 1 2 :  1 2 ; Nu. 
33 :4), the second the c1imax of God's redeeming 
work in Christ and the conflict with all the power 
of evil. Miracles are also frequently noted in the 
time of Elijah and Elisha, when Israel seemed most 
likely to sink into complete apostasy (cf I Ki. 
1 9: 1 4); in the time of the siege of lerusalem under 
Hezekiah (2 Ki. 20: 1 1 ) ;  during the Exile (On. 
passim); and in the early days of the Christian 
mISSIOn. 

111 .  Miracles in the New Testament 
Some liberal treatments of the question of mir-
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acles draw a marked distinction between the mir
acles of the NT, particularly those of our Lord 
himself, and those of the OT. Both more radical 
and more conservative critics have pointed out that 
in principle the narratives stand or fall together. 

The contention that the NT miracles are more 
credible in the light of modern psychology or psy
chosomatic medicine leaves out of account the 
nature miracles, such as that at the wedding-feast 
in Cana and the calming of the storm, the instant
aneous cures of organic disease and malformation, 
and the raising of the dead. There is no a priori 
reason to suppose that Jesus did not make use of 
those resources of the human mi nd and spirit 
which today are employed by the psychotherapist; 
but other narratives take us into realms where psy
chotherapy makes no assertions and where the 
claims of spiritual healers find least support from 
qualified medical observers. 

There is, however, evidence for regarding the 
miracles of Christ and those done in his name as 
different from those of the OT. Where before God 
had done mighty works in his transcendent power 
and revealed them to his servants or used his ser
vants as the occasional agents of such deeds, in 
Jesus there confronts us God hirnself incarnate, 
freely active in sovereign authority in that world 
which is 'his own' .  When the apostles did similar 
works in his name they acted in the power of the 
risen Lord with whom they were in intimate con
tact, so that Acts continues the story of the same 
things which Jesus began to do and teach in his 
earthly ministry (cf Acts I :  I ). 

In stressing and direct presence and action of 
God in Christ we do not deny the continuity of his 
work with the previous course of God's dealing 
with the world. Of the list of works given by our 
Lord in answering the Baptist's inquiry (Mt .  l l  :5)  
it is the most wonderful, the healing of lepers and 
the raising of the dead, which have OT paralleis, 
notably in the ministry of Elisha. Wh at is remark
able is  the intergral relationship between the works 
and words of Jesus. The blind receive their sigh t, 
the lame walk, the deaf hear, and at the same time 
that the gospel is preached to the poor by which 
spiritual sight and hearing and a power to walk in 
God's way are given tp the spiritually needy. 

Again, the frequency of healing miracles is far 
greater in the time of Ihe NT than at any period of 
the OT. The OT records its miracles one by one 
and gives no indication that there were others un
recorded. The Gospels and the NT in general re
peatedly claim that the miracles described in detail 
were but a fraction of those wrought. 

Jesus' works are c1early marked off from others 
by their manner or mode. There is in Jesus' dealing 
with the siek and demon-possessed a note of in
herent authority. Where prophets did their works 
in the name of God or after prayer to God, Jesus 
casts out demons and heals with that same air of 
rightful power as informs his pronouncement of 
forgiveness to the sinner; indeed, he deliberately 
linked the two authorities (Mk.  2:9- 1 1 ). At the 
same time Jesus stressed that his works were done 
in constant dependence on the Father (e.g Jn.  
5:  1 9) .  The balance between inherent authority and 
humble dependence is the very mark of the perfect 
unity of deity and humanity. 

NT teaching on the virgin birth, the resurrection 
and the ascension emphasizes the newness of wh at 
God did in Christ. He was born of a woman in the 
genealogy of Abraham and Oavid, but of a virgin; 
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others had been raised from death, only to die 
again; he 'always Iives' and has ascended to the 
right hand of power. It is, moreover, true of the 
resurrection as of no other individual miracle that 
on i t  the NT rests the whole structure of faith (cf I 
Cor. 1 5 : 1 7) .  This event was unique as the decisive 
triumph over sin and death. 

The miracles of the apostles and other leaders of 
the NT church spring from the solidarity of Christ 
with his people. They are works done in his name, 
in continuation of all that Jesus began to do and 
teach, in the power of the Spirit he sent from the 
Father. There is a c10se link between these miracles 
and the work of the apostles in testifying to the 
person and work of their Lord; they are part of the 
proclarnation of the kingdom of God, not an end 
in therr.selves. 

The debate continues over the contention that 
this function of miracle was of necessity confined 
to the apostolic age. But we may at least say that 
the NT miracles were distinct from any subsequent 
ones by virtue of their immediate connection with 
the full manifestation of the incarnate Son of God, 
with a revelation then given in its fullness. They do 
not , therefore, afford grounds in themselves for ex
pecting miracles to accompany the subsequent dis
semination of the revelation of which they formed 
an integral part. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. S. Cairns, The Faith that 
Rebels, 1 927; A. Richardson, The Miracle Stories 
0/ the Gospels, 1 94 1 ;  C. S. Lewis, Miracles, A Pre
liminary Study, 1 947; E. and M .-L. Keller, Miracles 
in Dispute, 1 969; C. F. O. Moule (ed.), Miracles: 
Cambridge Studies in their Philosophy and History, 
1 965;  C. Brown, Miracles and the Critical Mind, 
1 984; That You May Believe, 1 985. M .H.C. 

MIRIAM. (For derivation, see • MARY.) l. The 
daughter of Amram and Jochebed, and the sister 
of Aaron and Moses (Nu. 26:59). It is generally 
agreed that i t  was she who watched the baby Moses 
in the bulrushes and suggested her mother as his 
nurse. The term 'the prophetess' was used to de
scribe her as she led the women in music, dancing 
and singing a paean of praise to celebrate the 
crossing of the Red Sea (Ex. 1 5 :20f.). 

Miriam and Aaron rebelIed against Moses, sup
posedly because of his marriage to the Cushite 
woman, but in reality because they were jealous of 
his position. Oivine judgment descended upon 
Miriam and she became leprous, whereupon 
Moses interceded for her and she was c1eansed, but 
she was excluded from the camp for 7 days (Nu. 
1 2) .  She died at Kadesh and was buried there (Nu. 
20: I) .  There is no record of her marriage in the 
Bible, but rabbinical tradition makes her the wife 
of Caleb and mother of Hur. 

2. In his genealogy the Chronicler Iists a Miriam 
as one of the children of Ezrah, of the tribe of 
Judah ( I  Ch. 4: 1 7). M .B. 

MIRROR. Ouring the OT period mirrors were 
made of metal, cast and highly polished (Jb. 
37: 1 8) .  Several bronze examples dating from the 
M iddle Bronze Age onwards have been found in 
Palestine. These are of a form common throughout 
the Near East; cf those used by the Israelite 
women in Ex. 38:8 (see ANEP, No. 7 1 ). The mean
ing of Heb. gilläyon in Isaiah's list of finery 
(3 :23, rendered 'tablet' in I s. 8 :  I) is uncertain; it 
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may me an mirrors (Targ., AV, RV); others suggest 
garments of gauze (LXX, RSV). Glass mirrors were 
probably introduced in the I st century AD. 
Whether of metal or gl ass, these mirrors never gave 
a perfect reftection ( I  Cor. 1 3 : 1 2). It is probable 
that in 2 Cor. 3: 1 8  (Gk. hemeis . . .  katoptrizome
noi) Paul's idea is that we see merely a reftection 
(AV); but it may be that we reftect (RV; see Arndt, 
pp. 425-426; R. V. G. Tasker, 2 Corinthians, TNTC, 
1 958, pp. 67-68). James gives a simple illustration 
from the use of a mirror (I :23). A.R.M. 

MISHAEL (Heb. misä'el, 'who is what God is'?). 
I .  A son of • Uzziel, a Levite (Ex. 6:22) who, with 
his brother • Elzaphan, carried the bodies of 
Nadab and Abihu outside the camp after they had 
been killed for desecrating the altar (Lv. 1 0: 1 -5). 2, 
A colleague of Oaniel (On. 1 :6, 1 1 , ete.; I Macc. 
2: 59) whose name was changed to Meshach by the 
Babylonians (On. 1 :7). D.W.B. 

MISREPHOTH-MAIM (Heb. misr'po{-mayim). 
A limit of pursuit from • Merom (Jos. 1 1  :8); the S 
border of Sidon (Jos. 1 3 :6). If it was the rocky 
headland of Rosh Haniqra, Khirbet el-Mushreifeh 
(at the N end of the Acre plain) preserved the 
name; the gap in Late Bronze and Early l ron occu
pation would not be relevant. However, there were 
Israelite settlements to the N, and the river Litani 
is a possible identification (LOB, p. 238). See 
NEAEHL, p. 1 288 .  J .P.U.L. 

MITHREDATH ('given by Mithra', the Persian 
god of light. Cf Gk.-Lat. 'Mithridates'). I .  The 
treasurer of Cyrus king of Persia, who in 536 BC 
restored 10 Sheshbazzar the sacred vessels confis
cated by Nebuchadrezzar from Jerusalem (Ezr. 
1 :8). 2, A Persian officer in Samaria, one of those 
who wrote in Aram. to Artaxerxes ('Longimanus') 
protesting against the rebuilding of the walls of 
Jerusalem (Ezr. 4:7) .  B.F.H. 

MITRE (AV; Heb. mi�nepe{). One of the high 
priest's holy garments. From the use of the Heb. 
verb in Is. 22: 1 8  it is thought to have been a kind of 
turban (RSV) wound round the head. It is described 
in Ex. 28:4, 36-39. On it was worn 'the plate of the 
holy crown' engraved 'Holy to the Lord' (Ex. 
39:28, 30f.). Aaron wore i t  for his anointing (Lv. 
8 :9) and on the Oay of Atonement ( Lv. 1 6:4). To 
be uncovered was a sign of mourning (Ezk. 24: 1 7) 
and uncleanness (Lv. 1 3 :45; cf 1 0:6) and was spe
cifically forbidden to the high priest ( Lv. 2 1 :  1 0-
1 2)-ef the 'bonnets' (AV) or 'caps' (Ex. 28:40; 
29:9) (migbä'o{) of inferior priests-so that Ezekiel 
(2 1  :26) prophesies of the rem oval of the mitre be
cause of the profanity of I srael, and Zechariah 
(3 :5) sees Joshua invested with i t  (�änip) as a sign 
of his c1eansing and acceptance by God. Israel's 
ultimate renewal is syrnbolized by calling her a 
royal mitre (diadem) in the hand of God ( Is. 62:3). 

P.A.B. 

MITYLENE. An ancient republic of the Aeolian 
Greeks and the principal state of the island of 
Lesbos. Its situation at the cross-roads of Europe 
and Asia frequently placed its political fortunes in 

jeopardy, until under the pax Romana il sellied 
down as an honoured subordinate, highly 
favoured by the Romans as a holiday resort. A 
capacious harbour facing the mainland of Asia 
Minor across the straits made it a natural over
night stop for Paul's vessel on the S run to Pales
tine (Acts 20: 1 4). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Herbst, RE, 1 6. 2. 1 4 1 1 .  
E.A.J .  

MIZAR, A hil i  mentioned in Ps. 42:6, in connec
lion with Mt Hermon. It may be presumed that 
Herrnon was visible from it; in which case it would 
have been in the Galilee region-note the reference 
to the Jordan. The word in Heb. (mi�'är) means 
'smallness'. Some scholars emend the text of Ps. 
42 :6 slightly, making mi{är an adjective, 'smalI', 
referring to Mt Zion. In this case the psalmist 
would be stating his preference for Zion rather 
than Hermon's great bulk. D.F.P. 

MIZPAH, MIZPEH, The basic meaning of the 
word is 'watchtower', 'place for watching'. I t  is vo
calized as mi�pä and mi�peh, and is found usually 
with the article. It is natural to look for pi aces so 
named on high vantage-points. The following may 
be distinguished: 

I. The place where • Jacob and Laban made a 
covenant and set up a cairn of stones as a witness 
(Galeed, ga/'eq in Hebrew, or y'gar säh"tjü{ä ' in 
Aramaic). God was the watcher between them 
(Gn. 3 1  :44-49). 

2, Either the same place as I or a town in 
Gilead, E of the Jordan. The article is used both in 
Gn. 3 1 :49 (hammi�pä), and in Jdg. 1 0 :  1 7; 1 1 : 1 1 , 34. 
The place features in the story of Jephthah. When 
Ammon encroached on Gilead the Israelites as
sembled at Mizpah (Jdg. 1 0 :  1 7), the horne of Jeph
thah, from wh ich he commenced his attack and to 
wh ich he returned to carry out his rash vow (Jdg. 
1 1 :  1 1 , 29, 34). I t s  identification with Ramoth
gi lead is urged by so me writers (1. D. Davis, WDB, 
p. 40 1 ) ,  but is rejected by F. M .  Abel and du Buit, 
who identify it with Jal'ud. It is possibly the same 
as Ramath-mizpeh or height of Mizpeh (Jos. 
1 3 :26). 

3, A place in Moab to wh ich David took his par
ents for safety ( I  Sa. 22:3),  possibly the modern 
Rujm el-Meshrefeh, WSW of Madaba. 4, A place 
at the foot of Mt Herrnon (Jos. 1 1  :3), referred to as 
'the land of Mizpeh' or 'the valley of Mizpeh' (v. 
8), the horne of the Hivites. Opinions differ as to its 
identification, but Qal'at e�-Subeibeh on a hili 3 
km NE of Banias has much support. 5, A town in 
the Shephelah (Iowlands) of Judah named along 
with Joktheel, Lachish and Eglon (Jos. 1 5 :38-39). 
The sites of Khirbet Säfiyeh, 4 km NE of Beit 
Jibrin, and Sufiyeh, 10 km N, are possible choices 
for this Mizpeh. 

6, A town of Benjamin (Jos. 1 8 :26), in the 
neighbourhood of Gibeon and Ramah (I Ki.  
1 5 :22). In the days of the Judges, when the Ben
jaminites of Gibeah outraged the Levite's concu
bine, the men of Israel assembled here (Jdg. 20: I ,  
3; 2 1 :  I ,  5 ,  8). Here Samuel assembled Israel for 
prayer after lhe ark had been restored to Kiriath
jearim (I Sa. 7:5-6). The Philistines attacked them, 
but were driven back (vv. 7, 1 1 ), and Samuel erect
ed a stone of remembrance near by at Ebenezer (v. 
1 2) .  Here also Saul was presented to the people as 
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thcir king ( I  Sa. 1 0: 1 7). Mizpeh was one of the 
places vi si ted by Samuel annually to judgc Israel ( I  
Sa. 7 :  1 6). 

King Asa fortified Mizpeh against Baasha of 
Israel, using materials his men lOok from Baasha's 
fort at Ramah, after Asa had asked the Syrian Ben
hadad to attack I srael (I Ki. 1 5 :22; 2 Ch. 1 6:6). 
After the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchad
rezzar in 587 BC, Gedaliah was appointed governor 
of the remainder of the people, the governor's 
residence being fixed at Mizpeh (2 Ki. 25 :23, 25). 
Thc prophet Jeremiah, relcased by Nebuzaradan, 
thc captain of the guard, joined Gedaliah at 
Mizpeh (Je. 40:6), and refugee Jews so on returned 
(Je. 40 :8,  1 0, 1 2- 1 3, 1 5), Soon after, I shmael of the 
royal seed slew Gedaliah and the garrison at the 
instigation of Baalis, king of Ammon. Two days 
later he murdered a company of pilgrims and 
threw their bodies into the great eistern Asa had 
budt. He imprisoned others and sought to carry 
them to Ammon, but was frustrated by Johanan 
(Je. 4 1 : 1 ,  3, 6, 1 0, 14 , 1 6) .  

Two references to a Mizpah in post-exilic times 
occur in Ne. 3 :  1 5 , 1 9 .  I t  i s  possible that one or both 
of these refer to Mizpah of Benjamin, though they 
may represent different places. 

Mizpah was the scene of an important assembly 
in the days when Judas Maccabaeus called the men 
of Judah together for counsel and prayer ( I  Macc. 
3:46), 'because Israel formerly had a place of 
prayer in Mizpah'. 

Two identifications are offered today-Nebi 
Samwil 7 km NW of Jerusalem, 895 m above sea
level and 1 50 m above the surrounding country, 
and Tell en-Nasbeh on the top of an isolated hili 
about 1 3  km N of Jerusalem. The evidence 
in favour of Tell en-Nasbeh is stronger than for 
Nebi Samwil, because it can be seen how the con
sonants mzph could become nzbh phonetically and 
the archaeological evidence supports the identi
fication. 

The si te itself is ancient and was occupied in the 
Early Bronze Age, to j udge from tombs in the area. 
It seems to have been deserted in the Middle and 
Late Bronze periods but was re-occupied in the 
l ron I per iod and continued during the years e. 
1 1 00-400 BC, so that i t  belongs to the period of 
Israelite settlement. In the days of the kings and 
during the Persian p riod the town was prosper
ous, as the relatively rich tombs suggest. Prosperity 
is also suggested by archi tectural remains, the mas
sive gate, a large number of cisterns and silos, some 
dye-plants, numerous spinning-whorls, loom
weights, wine and oil presses, pottery, beads of 
semi-precious stones, pins, bangles and metal jew
ellery. The city expanded beyond its walls during 
the I ron 11 period, but began to decline in the 5th 
century BC. Fragments of Gk. pottery in the later 
city suggest trade with the Aegean areas. Numer
ous epigraphic discoveries, scarabs, stamped jar 
handles bearing the letters M$H and M$P 
(i. e. Mi�pah), a cuneiform inscription bearing the 
words Jar kissati, 'king of the universe' , dating to 
the period e. 800-650 BC, and a beautiful seal bear
ing the inscription Iy'znyhw 'bd hmlk, 'belonging to 
Jaazaniah, slave of the king', all attest the import
ance of the town. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, passim; D. Diringer, 
' Mizpah', in AOTS, pp. 329-342; C. C. McCowan, 
Exeavations at Tell En-Nasbeh, 2 vols., 1 947; 1. F. 
M uilenburg, IDB 3, pp. 407-409; M .  Broshi, 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 098-1 1 02. J.A .T. 

MOAB, MOABITES 

MIZRAIM, I .  Second son of Harn and progenitor 
of Ludim, Anamim, Lehabim, Naphtuhim, Cas
luhim and Caphtorim (Gn. 1 0:6, 1 3; I Ch. 1 :8, 1 1 ) . 
See • NATIONS, T ABLE OF, and individual articles. 

2, mi$rayim is also the regular Heb. (and 
common Semitic) term for Egypt. For details on 
this name, see • EGYPT (Name). 

3, In I Ki. 1 0:28-29, it is possible to argue that 
the first mi$rayim is not Egypt but a land Mu�ur in 
SE Asia Minor, and to render (modifying RSV) 
'Solomon's import of horses was from M u�ur and 
from Que' (Cilicia), but this would require the mi$
rayim of 2 Ch.  9:28 to be taken also as M u�ur and 
not Egypt. I t is perhaps better to render mi$rayim 
as Egypt in these two passages as in all other OT 
references. See also P. Garelli, MU$ur, in DES, 5,  
fasc. 29,  1 957, cols. 1 468- 1 474; H .  Tadmor, 'Que 
and M u�ri ' ,  JEi 1 1 , 1 96 1 , pp. 1 43- 1 50. K.A.K. 

MNASON. 'An early (original) disciple'-i. e. at 
least From Pentecost-and Paul's host (Acts 
2 1 :  1 6). Like Barnabas, he was a Jewish Cypriot. 
The name is Greek, and common. 

Vulg., AV, RV, NEB und erstand the passage 'Cae
sarean disciples brought M nason' (but why should 
they bring the prospective host?); RSV, TEV translate 
'bringing us to the house of M nason' .  Neither is 
easy; probably Mnasöni has been attracted into the 
case of its relative (cf A.  T. Robertson, Gram.,  p. 
7 1 9) .  One would infer M nason's residence in Jeru
salem: a Hellenist host might not embarrass Paul's 
Gentile friends. The Western reading, valueless in 
itself, has 'reaching a vil lage, we were with 
M nason' :  perhaps a guess-the journey would re
quire a night-stop-but perhaps correctly inter
preting Luke. Mnason's house would then lie be
tween Caesarea and Jerusalem: hence the escort, 
and the reference to Jerusalem in v. 1 7 .  
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Luke's allusion may indicate Mnason provided 
source-material (cf Ramsay, ERD, p. 309n.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, The Aets 01 the 
Apostles, 1 95 1 ,  ad loe; The Pauline Circle, 1 985 .  

A.F.W. 

MOAB, MOA BITES. Moab ( Heb. mö 'ä!2) was the 
son of Lot by incestuous union with his eldest 
daughter (Gn. 1 9:37). Both the descendants and 
the land were known as Moab, and the people also 
as Moabites (mö·ö!2f). The core of Moab was the 
plateau E of the Dead Sea between the wadis 
Arnon and Zered, though for considerable periods 
Moab extended weil to the N of the Arnon. The 
average height of the plateau is 1 00 m, but i t  i s  cut 
by deep gorges. The Arnon itself divides about 2 1  
k m  from the Dead Sea and several times more far
ther E into valleys of diminishing depth, the 'val
leys of the Arnon' (Nu. 2 1 : 1 4) .  The Bible has pre
served the names of many Moabite towns (Nu. 
2 1 : 1 5, 20; 32:3; Jos. 1 3 : 1 7-20; Is .  1 5- 1 6; Je. 
48:20ff.). 

In pre-Exodus times Moab was occupied and 
had settled villages until about 1 850 BC. Lot's des
cendants found a population already there, and 
must have intermarried with them to emerge at 
length as the dominant group who gave their name 
to the whole population. The four kings from the E 
invaded Moab and overthrew the people of 
Shaveh-kiriathaim (Gn. 1 4:5) .  Either as a result of 
this campaign, or due to some cause unknown, 
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Moab and possible sites ol the 'city 01 Moab'. 

Transjordan entered on a period of non-sedentary 
occupation till just before 1 300 BC, when several of 
the Iron Age kingdoms appeared simultaneously. 
Moab, like the others, was a highly organized 
kingdom with good agricultural and pastoral pur
suits, splendid buildings, distinctive pottery, and 
strong fortifications in the shape of small fortresses 
strategically placed around her boundaries. The 
Moabites overflowed their main plateau and occu
pied areas N of the Arnon, destroying the former 
inhabitants (Dt. 2 : 1 0- 1 1 ,  1 9-2 1 ;  cf Gn. 1 4: 5) .  
These lands were shared with the closely related 
Ammonites. 

Just prior to the Exodus, these lands N of the 

Arnon were wrested from Moab by Sihon, king of 
the Amorites. When Israel sought permission to 
travel along 'the King's Highway' wh ich crossed 
the plateau, Moab refused (Jdg. 1 1 :  1 7) .  They may 
have had commercial contact (Dt. 2:28-29). Moses 
was forbidden to attack Moab despite their un
friendliness (Dt. 2:9), although Moabites were 
henceforth to be excluded from Israel (Dt. 23:3-6; 
Ne. 1 3 : 1 ). 

Balak, king of Moab, distressed by the Israelite 
successes, called for the prophet Balaam to curse 
Israel now settled across the Arnon (Nu. 22-24; 
Jos. 24:9). 

As Israel prepared to cross the Jordan, they 
camped in the 'plains of Moab' (Nu. 22: I ;  Jos. 3 :  I )  
and were seduced by Moabite and Midianite 
women to participate in idolatrous practices (Nu. 
25; Ho. 9 :  I 0). 

In the days of the Judges, Eglon, king of Moab, 
invaded I sraelite lands as far as Jericho and op
pressed I srael for 1 8  years. Ehud the Benjaminite 
assassinated hirn (Jdg. 3 :  1 2-30). Elimelech of 
Bethlehem migrated to Moab and his sons married 
Moabite women, Orpah and Ruth. Ruth later mar
ried Boaz and became the ancestress of David (Ru. 
4 :  I 8-22; Mt. 1 :5-1 6). Saul warred with the Moa
bites (I Sa. 1 4 :47) and David lodged his parents 
there while he was a fugitive ( I  Sa. 22:3-4) Later 
David subdued Moab and set apart many Moa
bites for death (2 Sa. 8:2, 1 2; I Ch. 1 8 :2, 1 1 ) . After 
Solomon's death, Moab broke free, but was sub
dued by Omri of Israel. (* MESHA, * MOABITE 
STONE.) Towards the close of Ahab's life Moab 
began to break free again. Jehoram of Israel sought 
the help of Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, and the 
king of Edom to regain Moab, but the campaign 
was abortive (2 Ki. I :  I ;  3 :4-27). Later, 
Jehoshaphat's own land was invaded by a confeder
acy of Moabites, Ammonites and Edomites, but 
confusion broke out and the allies attacked one 
another so that Judah was delivered (2 Ch. 20: 1-30). 
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In the year of Elisha's death, bands of Moabites 
raided Israel (2 Ki. 1 3 :20). DUTing the latter part 
of the 8th century BC Moab was subdued by As
syria and compelled to pay tribute ( l s. 1 5- 1 6), but 
after Assyria fell Moab was free again. Moabites 
entered Judah in the days of Jehoiakim (2 Ki .  
24:2). At the fall of Jerusalem in 587 BC some Jews 
found refuge in Moab, but returned when Ge
daliah became governor (Je. 40: I 1  ff.). Moab was 
finally subdued by Nebuchadrezzar (Jos., Ant. 1 0. 
1 8 1 )  and fell successively under the control of the 
Persians and various Arab groups. The Moabites 
ceased to have independent existence as a nation, 
though in post-exilic times they were known as a 
race ( Ezf. 9: I ;  Ne. 1 3 :  I ,  23). Alexander Jannaeus 
subdued them in the 2nd century BC (Jos., An/. 1 3 . 
374). 

In the prophets they are often mentioned and 
divine judgment pronounced on them (see Is. 1 5-
1 6; 25 : 1 0; Je. 9:26; 25:2 1 ;  27:3; Ezk. 25:8-1 1 ;  Am. 
2: 1 -3 ;  Zp. 2:8-1 1 ) .  

The archaeological story o f  Moab i s  slowly 
being unravelled. Excavation in Jordan has not 
proceeded as rapidly as it has in areas to the W of 
the Jordan, although in recent decades the pro
gramme has been increased. Important sites which 
have yielded significant results are Dibon, Aroer, 
Bab edh-Dhra and several sites in the area of the 
Lisan. 

Our knowledge of Moab in early archaeological 
periods has been greatly expanded with new in-



formation about the transition between the Chal
colitic and the Early Bronze Age and the later tran
sition between the Early and Middle Bronze Ages. 
At Bab edh-Dhra a vast cemetery of the Early 
Bronze Age has provided material from EB I to EB 
IV The excavations at Aroer have given support to 
the theory that much of Moab was unoccupied 
during the greater part of the 2nd millennium. 
This si te and the site of Dibon were typical of im
portant Iron Age walled settlements contemporary 
with the period of the kings of Israel. At Dibon 
the important • Moabite (or Mesha) Stone was 
discovered. Sedentary life in these sites declined 
from the end of the 6th century BC down to the end 
of the 4th century. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M .  Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, I ,  1 933,  pp. 278-28 1 ;  N. Glueck, The 
Other Side 0/ Jordan, 1 940, pp. 1 50ff.; idem, 
AASOR 1 4- 1 5, 1 8- 1 9; A. D. Tushingham, The 
Excavations at Dibon (Dhiban) in Moab, AASOR 
40, 1 972; A. H. van Zyl, The Moabites, 1 960; 1. R .  
Bartlett, in POTT, pp. 229-258; E .  D .  Grohman, 
IDB 3, pp. 409-4 1 9; 1. A. F. Sawyer and D. 1. A .  
Clines, Midian, Moab and Edom, JSOT Suppl. 24, 
1 983; P. Bienkowski (ed.), Early Edom and Moab, 
1 992. J .A.T.  

MOABITE STONE. A black basalt inscription 
left by • Mesha, king of • Moab, at Dhiban (bib
lical • Dibon) to commemorate his revolt against 
Israel and his subsequent rebuilding of many im
portant towns (2 Ki. 3 :4-5). 

The stone was found on 19 August 1 868, by the 
Rev. F. Klein, a German missionary working with 
the Church M issionary Society. An Arab sheikh 
named Zattam showed hirn an inscribed slab some 
1 20 cm high, 60 cm broad and 6 cm thick, rounded 
at the top and containing thirty-four lines of writ
ing. Klein copied a few words and reported his find 
to Dr Petermann the German consul, who began 
negotiations to obtain the inscription for the Berlin 
Museum. Unfortunately, C. S. C1ermont-Ganneau 
of the French Consulate sought to obtain it for the 
Paris Museum. He sent independent messengers 
to obtain a squeeze of the inscription, but a dispute 
arose and the messengers Red with the squeeze in 
several pieces. The Arabs, sensing the value of the 
stone, had forced the price up. When Turkish 
officials interfered the local Arabs kindled a fire 
under the stone and poured water over it to break 
it into fragments, which were carried away as 
charms to bless their grain. Clermont-Ganneau 
subsequently recovered several fragments, made 
fresh squeezes, and finally reconstructed the stone 
in the Louvre in Paris (see IBA , p. 54). Out of an 
estimated I ,  I 00 letters, 669 were recovered, rather 
less than two-thirds, but the original squeeze, 
though somewhat marred, preserved the greater 
part of the story. 

The inscription refers to the triumph of 'Mesha, 
ben • Chemosh, king of Moab', whose father 
reigned over Moab 30 years. He teils how he threw 
off the yoke of Israel and honoured his god 
Chemosh by building a high place at Qar�oh 
(QR I:I H) in gratitude. The account continues as 
follows-'As for Omri king of I srael, he humbled 
Moab many years [Iit . days] for Chemosh was 
angry at his land. And his son followed hirn and he 
also said "I will humble Moab". In my time he 
spoke (thus) but I have triumphed over hirn and 
over his house, while Israel hath perished for ever' 
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(Now) Omri had occupied the land of Medeba and 
(Israel) had dwelt there in his time and half the 
time of his son (Ahab), forty years; but Chemosh 
dwelt there in my time.' 

This account seems to imply that Mesha broke 
free from Israel before Ahab's death and thus ap
pears to clash with 2 Ki .  I :  I .  There need not be any 
contradiction, however, for during the last years of 
Ahab's life he was sore pressed by the Syrian wars 
and probably lost his control over Moab. From 
Mesha's angle, his freedom dated from then, but 
from Israel's viewpoint Moab could not be re
garded as free till after the abortive campaign con
ducted by Ahab's son Joram (2 Ki. 3). 
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The stone continues with an account of the 
building of Baal-meon, Qaryaten, Qar�oh, Aroer, 
Beth-bamoth, Bezer, Medeba, Beth-diblathen, 
Beth-baal-meon. Ataroth, built by the king of 
Israel for the men of Gad, was captured, its people 
slain and its chieftain Arel (or Orie!) dragged 
before Chemosh in Kerioth. Nebo was taken and 
7,000 devoted to Ashtar-Chemosh. Yahaz, built by 
the king of I srael, and his centre du ring the fight
ing, was taken and attached to Dibon. 

Mesha referred to the reservoirs and cisterns, the 
walls, gates, towers and the king's palace he con
structed in Qar�oh with Israelite slave labour. He 
also made a highway in the Arnon valley. 

The great importance of this inscription lin
guistically, religiously and historically lies in its 
close relation to the OT. The language is closely 
akin to Hebrew. Both Chemosh the god of Moab 
and Yahweh the God of Israel are mentioned, and 
we have an interesting insight into Moabite beliefs, 
akin in some ways to those of Israel. Chemosh may 
be angry with his people, forsake them, deliver 
them to their enemies and finally save them. He 
might command Mesha in words like those that 
Yahweh used for his servants. The rite of herem 
and the existence of sanctuaries in high places 
occur here as weil as in the OT. Although the 
authenticity of the stone has been disputed, there 
are no adequate grounds for this. It must be dated 
towards the end of Mesha's reign, c. 830 BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, ANET, pp. 320f.; 
BASOR 89, 1 943, p. 1 6; F. I. Andersen, 'Moabite 
Syntax', Orientalia 35, 1 966, pp. 8 1 - 1 20; A .  
Dearman (ed.), Studies in the Mesha Inscription and 
Moab, 1 989; H .  Donner and W. Röllig, Kanaa
näische and aramäische Inschriften, I, 1 962; R .  
Dussaud, Les monuments palestiniens e t  judarque, 
1 9 1 2, pp. 4-22; E. Ullendorff in DOTT; A. H. van 
Zyl, The Moabites, 1 960; 1. R. Bartlett in POTT, 
pp. 229-258; 1. C. L .  Gibson, Textbook 0/ Syrial1 
Semetic Inscriptions, 1 , 1 97 1 ,  pp. 7 1 -83. J .A .T. 

MOLADAH. A town of Simeon in the Negeb near 
Beersheba (Jos. 1 5 :26; 1 9 :2; I Ch. 4 :28) .  Occupied 
by returning ludahite exiles (Ne. 1 1  :26), i t  was later 
turned into an Idumean fortress. The site is not 
clearly identified. Tell el-Mil�, SE of Beersheba, 
has regularly been identified with Moladah, but 
this mound is now thought to be Canaanite Arad. 
The more Iikely location is Khereibet ei-Walen, E 
of Beersheba, which is possibly the Arabic equiva
lent of the Hebrew name. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, pp. 1 1 0, 298; GTT, p. 1 44 .  
w.o. 

MOLECH. The name of a deity, usually written 
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Molech (Heb. moieIs, 2 Ki. 23: 1 0; Je. 32:35), 
Melech ('king', melels, Is. 57:9), Malcham ('their 
king', Je. 49: I, 3) or once Moloch (Am. 5:26 
quoted Acts 7:43, Gk. moloch, AV). 

Molech was worshipped in the ancient Near 
East in the second millennium Be (Mari and 
Ugarit) and associated with death and the under
world. He may be attested in the element malik 

found in personal names. His cult was practised by 
the Ammonites ( I  Ki .  1 1  :7 ,  33) and probably by 
the Canaanites (Dt .  1 2:3 1 ) . It was considered the 
equivalent of Baal worship, hence the definite art
icle before the name in Lv. 1 8 :2 1 ;  20:2-5; 2 Ki .  
23 :  10 ;  Je. 22 :35 .  Weinfeld l inks it especially with 
death and the worship of the god Baal-Hadad as 
'king'. Solomon built a high place for Molech on 

The Moabite SlOne commemorates the revolt 01 Mesha, king 01 Moab, 
against Israel (see 2 Ki. 3:5fJ) and his rebl/ilding 01 several towns, e.g. 
Aroer. Medeba, Qarhoh, I/sing Israelite slave labour. Black basalt. Height 
J ·O m, breadth 0·60 m. c. 830 Be (see p. 777). 
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the Mount of Olives, probably to pie ase his foreign 
wives (I Ki .  1 1 :7). 

The type and extent of the ritual associated with 
this deity is the subject of debate. The phrase 'to 
pass (h 'br) the son/daughter through the fire to 
Molech' (2 Ki. 1 6 :3; 1 7: 1 7; 23: 1 0) could refer to a 
dedication or votive ceremony, possibly fire
walking. King Ahaz was condemned for this (2 
Ch. 28:3) as were Manasseh (2 Ki.  2 1 :6) and 
Samaria (2 Ki .  1 7: 1 7) .  Eissfeldt compared this with 
molk, a dedicatory offering found from the 6th cen
tury onwards. However, no extant Phoenician 
inscription has mlk in connection with child
sacrifice (except later Sanchuniathon). Nor is child 
sacrifice common in OT or surrounding cultures. I t  
was a rare and detested practice t o  the true Israel
ite, as shown in 2 Ki. 3:27; Ps. 1 06:37-38. This is 
also shown by the use of 'sacrifice' (zb/:l) or immol
ation (Srp) on occasions (Lv. 2 1 :9; Dt. 1 2:3 1 ;  
1 8 : I 0). The majority of scholars, however, inter
pret all references to Molech as child sacrifice and 
compare i t  with later Phoenician-Carthaginian 
(Punic) practice in N Africa where mlk denotes the 
sacrifice. Whether death by child sacrifice or dedi
cation through fire, both are abhorrent to God. 
They are associated with Topheth (2 Ki. 23: I 0; Je. 
7:3 1 -32; 1 9: 1 1 - 1 2) and the smouldering rubbish 
dumps in the Hinnom valley outside Jerusalem. 
The reforms of Josiah in Judah were marked by the 
destruction of the high places dedicated to Molech 
(2 Ki. 23: 1 0, 1 3) yet the ritual did not die out until 
after Ezekiel ( l 6:20ff.; 20:26, 3 1 ;  23:27). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Weinfeld, 'The Worship of 
Molech and the Queen of Heaven', UF 4, 1 972, 
pp. 1 33-1 54; G. C. Heider, The Cult 0/ Molek: A 
Reassessment, 1 985;  D. Edelman, 'Biblical Molek 
Reassessed', lAOS 1 07, 1 987, pp. 727-73 1 ;  1. Day, 
Molech, a God 0/ Human Sacrifice in the Old Tes
tament, 1 989; S. Brown, Late Carthaginian Child 
Sacrifice and Sacrificial Monuments in their Medi-
terranean Context, 1 99 1 .  O.J.W. 

MOLlD, A name found in the genealogy of Jer
ahmeel ( I  Ch. 2:29). Moladah may be connected, 
but evidence is lacking (GTT, pp. 48, 1 44). 

1.0.0. 

MONEY, 

I, In the Old Testament 
Berore the introduction of coinage in the late 8th 
century BC (see c, below) the medium of exchange 
in commercial transactions was a modified form of 
barter. Throughout the ancient Near East staple 
commodities, both those which were perishable, 
such as wool, barley, wheat and dates, and those 
which were non-perishable, including metals, 
timber, wine, honey and livestock, served as 'ex
changeable goods' . The texts show that from the 
earliest times periodic attempts were made to sta
bilize the values of these commodities with respect 
to each other. Thus wealth was measured by pos
session of cattle (Jb. 1 :3) and precious metals. Ab
raham was 'very rich in cattle, in silver, and in gold' 
(Gn 1 3 :2) .  

a. Metal as an exchange commodity 
Since silver (Heb. keseß) was the commonest pre
cious metal available in Palestine (as in Assyria and 
Babylonia), i t  appears as the most frequently used 
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(AV, RSV often translate keseß as 'money', e.g Gn. 
1 7 : 1 3) .  Thus in ordinary transactions the term 
silver is often omitted, as understood; Solomon 
purchased chariots at 600 (shekels weight of silver) 
and horses at 1 50 (I Ki. 1 0 :29; cf. Lv. 5: 1 5) .  His 
revenue was reckoned in silver by talents ( I  Ki.  
1 0: 1 4; • WEIGHTS ANO M EASURES), for silver was as 
common in Jerusalem as stones ( I  Ki .  1 0:27). Until 
post-exilic times the 'shekel' bears its literal mean
ing of a certain • weight rather than denoting a 
coin. 

Silver was used for the purchase of real estate, 
such as the field purchased by Jeremiah at Anath
oth for 1 7  shekels of silver (Je. 32:9), the cave at 
Machpelah bought by Abraham for 400 shekels of 
silver (Gn. 23 : 1 5-1 6), the vil lage and hili of Sa
maria by Omri for 2 talents of silver ( I  Ki. 1 6 :24), 
or the threshing-ftoor of Araunah by David for 50 
shekels (2 Sa. 24:24). Silver was also the basis of a 
dowry (Ex. 22: 1 7) or a bride purchase-price (Ho. 
3:2). 

Gold, being more rarely obtained, often figures 
after silver in the payment of tribute. Thus Heze
kiah paid Sennacherib in 701 BC 300 talents of 
silver and 30 talents of gold (2 Ki. 1 8 : 1 4) ,  while 
Menahem had bought off the Assyrians for 1 ,000 
talents of silver (2 Ki .  1 5: 1 9) .  Gold played a prom
inent part in inter-state border transactions, and 
Hiram paid 1 20 talents of gold to Solomon for the 
villages ceded to hirn (I Ki .  9: 1 0- 1 4). 

In many transactions payment in goods might 
be agreed as a supplement or substitute for pre
cious meta!. Mesha of Moab offered sheep and 
wool (2 Ki .  3:4); Sennacherib was given precious 
stones, in addition to gold and silver, by Hezekiah 
according to the Assyr. annals, and the tribute of 
• Jehu to Shalmaneser 111 included blocks of an
timony, lead, golden vessels and rare fruits. Barley 
(Ho. 3:2), spices (2 Ki. 20: 1 3) or clothing might be 
part of the agreed price or gift (2 Ki. 5:23). Copper 
(AV 'brass') was another metal in use as currency 
(Ex. 35:5;  2 Sa. 2 1 :  1 6) of less value than gold ( l s. 
60: 1 7) .  
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To control the use of metals as currency they 
had to be weighed out (Heb. sql, hence 'shekel') by 
the purchaser and checked by the vendor in the 
presence of witnesses (Gn. 23: 1 6; Je. 32:9- 1 0) .  The 
standard of weight agreed was that in force by 
local standards called the 'silver of city X' or 'the 
silver (current with) the merchant' (Gn. 23: 1 6; Bab. 
kaspllln sa tamqarim). This agreed standard is also 
implied by payment 'in full weight' (Gn. 43:2 1 ). 
Thus merchants were 'weighers of silver'. Another 
check was made on the quality of the metal by 
marking it with its place of origin. Gold of Ophir 
(I Ki. 1 0: 1 1 )  or Parvaim (2 Ch. 3 :6) was highly 
prized, while gold and silver were sometimes clas
sified as 'refined' (AV 'pure, purified'). 

b. Forms 0/ currency 
To enable metal used as currency to be transport
able i t  was kept either in the form of jewellery 
(often as arm-rings), of objects in daily use or in 
characteristic shapes. Thus Abraham gave Re
bekah a gold ring (weighing) half a shekel and 
bracelets of 1 0  shekels (Gn. 24:22). Gold was often 
carried as thin bars or wedges (Heb. 'tongue'), like 
that weighing 50 shekels found by Achan at Jericho 
(Jos. 7:2 1 )  or the 'golden wedge of Ophir' ( l s. 
1 3 : 1 2) .  Gold and silver were also held as ingots, 
vessels, dust (Jb. 28:6) or small fragments, and 
could be melted and used immediately for many 
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purposes. In these forms Joseph increased the rev
enue of Egypt (Gn. 47: 1 4) .  

On a journey the small pieces of metal were car
ried in a pouch or bag of leather or cloth ('bundles 
of money', Gn. 42:35; Pr. 7:20) wh ich, if holed, 
would easily lead to loss (Hg. 1 :6). A talent of 
silver seemed to require two bags (2 Ki. 5:23). To 
guard against loss the money bags were often 
placed inside other sacks or receptacles (Gn . 
42 :35) .  Silver was also moulded into small drops or 
beads ( I  Sa. 2:36, 'agörd) or lumps. I t  is probable 
that the half-shekel used for payment into the sanc
tuary was an unminted lump of silver (Ex. 30: 1 3 ; 2 
Ki .  1 2 :9-1 6), though normally such temple dues as 
taxes could be paid either in silver or in kind (Dt.  
26; Ne. 5 :  1 0) .  

Copper, being of less value than gold and silver, 
was transported as flat circular discs, hence the 
term kikkär ('a round', 'flat round of bread', Assyr. 
kakkäru) was used for the 'talent', the heaviest 
weight. 

c. The introduetion 0/ eoinage 
Coinage, a piece of metal struck with a seal au
thenticating its title and weight so that i t  would be 
accepted on sight, first appears in Asia Minor in 
the mid-7th century BC. Though Sennacherib (e. 
701 BC) refers to the 'minting of half-shekel pieces', 
there is no evidence that this refers to anything 
more than a bronze-casting technique, for no coins 
of this early period have been found as yet in As
syria, Syria or Palestine. The first known coins 
were struck in electrum (a natural alloy of gold 
and silver) in Lydia. Herodotus ( I .  94) attributes 
the introduction of coinage to Croesus of Lydia 
(561 -546 BC), his gold coins being called 'Croe
sides'. It would seem that coinage was introduced 
into Persia by Darius I (52 1 -486 BC), whose name 
was used to denote the thick gold coin, or darie, 
which portrays the king, half-Iength or kneeling, 
with bow and arrow; with the die-punch mark in 
reverse (see Herodotus 4 .  1 66).  This daric weighed 
1 30 gr., the silver siglos or shekel 86'1, gr. It has 
been suggested (PEQ 87, 1 955, p. 1 4 1 )  that Hg. 1 :6 
(520 BC) is the earliest biblical allusion to coined 
money. 

The daric (AV 'dram') was known to the Jews in 
exile (Ezr. 2 :69; 8 :27; Ne. 7:70-7 1 )  and the refer
ence to a daric in the time of David ( I  Ch. 29:7) 
shows that the text at this point was giving the 
equivalent term at the time of compilation of this 
history. The change to payment of workmen in 
coin instead of in kind is attested by the Persepolis 
Treasury texts (e. 450 BC), confirming a ratio of 
1 3 :  I gold to silver. The spread of coinage to Judah 
seems to have been slow, perhaps because of the 
images they bore. I t  is therefore uncertain whether 
the silver shekels of Ne. 5: 1 5; 1 0:32 were weights, 
as in the earlier period, or money in coin. 

Phoenician traders quickly took up the use of 
coins, and mints were active by the 5th-4th centur
ies BC at Aradus, Byblos, Tyre and Sidon. The 
coinage of cities in Asia Minor and Greece, and of 
the kings of Ptolemaic Egypt and Seleucid Syria 
entered Judah and circulated there alongside coins 
of Persian kings. The Persian-approved Jewish 
governors were evidently allowed to issue small 
silver coins from about 400 BC. The designs of the 
half-dozen or so found follow Athenian patterns, 
but include the word yhd, 'Judah'. One aJso bears 
the name Hezekiah, perhaps the High Priest at the 
time of Alexander the Great. 

After the independent Jewish state was estab
lished, Si mon Maccabaeus was given the right to 
strike coins (I Macc. 1 5 :6), but does not seem to 
have used it (coins once attributed to hirn have 
been shown to belong to the First and Second Re
volts, AD 67-70, 1 32-5). Alexander Jannaeus ( 1 03-
76 BC) was probably the first Jewish ruler to strike 
coins. They are small bronze pieces bearing various 
designs, his name in Greek and Hebrew, and some
times the words 'Yehonathan the high priest and 
the community of the Jews'. Following kings con
tinued to strike small bronze coins, the Roman 
overlords retaining the prerogative to strike silver 
ones. Only in the Jewish Revolts were local silver 
coins issued. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. S. G. Robinson, 'The Begin
nings of Achaemenid Coinage' in Numismatie 
Chronic/e (6th Series) 1 8 , 1 958, pp. 1 87- 1 93; Y. 
Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage, 1 983; ABD I ,  
pp. 1 076-1 089. D.J .W. 

11.  In the New Testament 
During NT times money from three different 
sources was in circulation in Palestine. There was 
the official imperial money coined on the Roman 
standard; provincial coins minted at Antioch and 
Tyre, wh ich held mainly to the old Gk. standard, 
and circulated chiefly among the inhabitants of 
Asia Minor; and the local Jewish money, coined 
perhaps at Caesarea. Certain cities and client-kings 
were also gran ted the right to strike their own 
bronze coins. With coins of so many different 
scales in circulation it is obvious that there was 
need of money-changers at Jerusalem, especially at 
feasts when Jews came from all parts to pay their 
poil-tax to the Temple treasury. On these occasions 
the money-changers moved their stalls into the 
Court of the Gentiles, whence Jesus expelled them 
(Jn. 2: 1 5; Mt. 2 1 : 1 2; Mk .  1 1 : 1 5 ; Lk. 1 9:45f.) be
cause of their avaricious practices. 
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Mt. 1 0:9 serves as a useful reminder that in those 
days, as now, money was coined in three principal 
metals, gold, silver and copper, bronze or brass. 
Bronze (Gk. ehalkos) is used as a general word for 
money in Mk .  6:8 and 1 2:4 1 ,  but as only the coins 
of smaller value, the Roman as (Gk. assarion) and 
Jewish lepton were minted in bronze, the more 
common general term for money in the NT is silver 
(Gk. argyrion; see Lk. 9:3; Acts 8 :20; ete.). The 
most common silver coins mentioned in the NT 
are the Attic tetradrachm and the Roman denarius. 
Gk.  ehrysos, gold, is most frequently used to refer 
to the metal itself, except in Mt .  1 0:9; Acts 3 :6, 
possibly also Acts 20:33; I Pet. I :  1 8 ; Jas. 5 :3 ;  Mt .  
23: 1 6f., though these instances might equally weil 
refer to gold vessels and ornaments. 

Other general terms used for money in the NT 
are the common Gk. word ehrema, meaning prop
erty or wealth, as weil as money (Acts 4:37; 8: 1 8 , 
20; 24:26); kerma, or small change (from Gk. keirö, 
'I cut up'), used in Jn.  2: 1 5 , and nearly always de
noting copper coins; and nomisma, or money 
introduced into common use by law (nomos). This 
last is found only in Mt. 22: 1 9, where the phrase 
nomisma tou kensou means the legal coin for 
paying the tax . 

a. Jewish eoins 
In 1 4 1 - 1 40 BC Antiochus VII gran ted permission 
to Simon Maccabaeus 'priest and ethnarch of the 
Jews . . .  to mint your own coinage as money for 
your country' C I  Macc. 1 5 :6), and from that time 



lewish coins were minted, mainly in bronze, as 
neighbouring cities produced an abundance of 
silver coins. Early Jewish coins heeded the second 
commandment, and so their devices adhered strict
Iy to horticultural designs and inanimate objects. 
Coins minted under the Herods show one or two 
breaches of this rule, as they displayed sometimes 
the reigning emperor's head, sometimes their own, 
on the obverse (see Wiseman, [BA, p. 86). Ouring 
the time of the First Revolt (AO 66-70) the Jews 
proudly coined their own silver for the first time, 
issuing silver shekels and quarter- and half-shekel 
pieces as weil as their own bronzes. Following this 
revolt,  the Temple treasures were seized, and so the 
Jews had no furt her supplies of metal to coin their 
own silver du ring the Second Revolt (AO 1 32-1 35). 
They therefore celebrated their independence by 
overstriking old foreign coins with Jewish dies con
taining the inscription 'deliverance of Jerusalem'. 

The only Jewish coin mentioned in the NT is the 
bronze lepton ( from Gk. leptos-'small, fine'). This 
is the widow's 'mite' (AV) of Mk. 1 2:42; Lk. 2 1  :2, 
also called a 'farthing' in Lk . 1 2 :59 (AV), where it 
stands for the smallest coin imaginable. It was 
equivalent to half the Roman quadrans, and so 
one-eighth of the assarion (see below). Such coins 
were minted locally by the procurator or tetrarch, 
and • Pilate appears to have introduced designs on 
his coins calculated to affront the Jews. 

b. Greek coins 
The basic Greek coin was the silver drachme, of 
which there were 1 00 to the mna, or mina, and 
6,000 to the talent. About 300 BC the drachm was 
the price of a sheep: an ox cost 5 drachmai 
(Oemetrius Phalereus). 

The drachme is mentioned only in Lk. 1 5 :8f., RSV 
'silver coins', AV 'pieces of silver', which the 
woman in the parable may have worn as an orna
ment. It was regarded as approximately equivalent 
to the Roman denarius (see below). 

The didrachmon or 2-drachm piece was used 
among the lews for the half-shekel required for the 
an nu al Temple tax (Mt .  1 7:24). This regulation de
rived from the atonement-money prescribed in Ex . 
30: 1 1 - 1 6, which, according to Maimonides, later 
developed into a regular annual poil-tax (see Jos., 
Ant. 1 6. 1 60). After the fall of Jerusalem and the 
destruction of th Temple this tax had to be paid 
into the Roman treasury (Jos., BI 7. 2 1 7) .  It  seems 
most likely that the coins used for this tax would be 
those of Tyre, for the Talmudic law forbade the use 
of Antiochene money for the Temple treasury, not 
for any religious reasons, but because it did not 
contain enough silver. 

The stater, tetradrachmon, or 4-drachm piece, is 
found only in Mt .  1 7 :27, where it is the coin wh ich 
would pay the Temple tax for Jesus and Peter. As it 
was a more common coin than the didrachm, it 
would appear that Jews frequently united to pay 
the Temple tax in pairs by means of the tet
radrachm. It was minted at Antioch, Caesarea in 
Cappadocia and in Tyre. Pompey fixed the rate of 
exchange of tetradrachms from Antioch and Tyre 
at 4 denarii (c. 65 BC), and Josephus refers to the 
same rate for the Tyrian tetradrachm in his day (BI 
2. 592) .  Antiochene tetradrachms were, however, 
tariffed by the imperial government at 3 denarii 
only. Most numismatists agree that this was the 
coin in which Judas received his thirty pieces of 
silver (Mt .  26: 1 5). The use of the term argyria 
hikana, 'Iarge silver-money', in Mt .  28: 1 2- 1 3  has 
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been thought by some to suggest that the coins 
with which the Sanhedrin bribed the guards of the 
tomb were the largc silver staters and not the 
smaller drachmai or denarii, though it is possible 
that the adjective here refers to quantity rather 
than size. 

The mna, translated 'pound', occurs in the par
able of Lk. 1 9 : 1 1 -27. 

The 'talent' was not a coin, but a unit of monet
ary reckoning. Its value was always high, though it 
varied with the different mctals involved and the 
different monetary standards. The Roman-Attic 
was equivalent to 240 aurei (see below). It was 
mentioned by Jesus in two parables: in Mt .  1 8 :24 
'ten thousand talents' is figurative for a very large 
sum of money, and in the parable of the talents in 
Mt .  25 :  1 5-28 it is referred to in v. 1 8  as argyrion, 
which may suggest that our Lord had the silver 
talent in mind. 

c. Roman coins 
The basic Roman coin, mentioned above, was the 
silver denarius. There were 25 denarii to the golden 
aureus, the weight of wh ich was fixed by Julius 
Caesar in 49 BC at 1 26·3 grs., though sub
sequent debasing of the coinage under Augustus 
and his successors brought the weight down to 1 1 5 
grs. by Nero's time. 

The quadrans (Gk. kodrantes) was one-quarter 
of the copper as (see below). It is referred to by 
both Horace (Satires 2 . 3. 93) and luvenal (7 . 8) as 
the smallest Roman coin: Mk .  1 2:42 states that the 
widow's 2 lepta (see a, above) were equivalent to a 
quadrans. Mt.  5:26 uses quadrans for the smallest 
coin, which must be paid to c1ear a debt in full, 
while the Lucan parallel ( 1 2: 59) has lepton, except 
in the Western Text, which agrees with Matthew. 

The copper as (Gk. assarion) was a quarter of 
the bronze sestertius and one-sixteenth of the silver 
denarius. It occurs in Mt .  1 0:29 and Lk. 1 2 :6, 
where it is translated by the AV as 'farthing' and RV, 
RSV as 'penny', the price at which two sparrows are 
sold ( Lk.  has five sparrows for 2 farthings). 

The denarius (Gk. denarion) gained its name 
(deni = ten at a time) from the fact that at first it 
was the equivalent in silver of 10 copper asses. 
From 2 1 7  BC it was worth 1 6  asses, when the 
weight of the latter coin was fixed at 28 gr. I t  was 
rendered consistently as 'penny' by the translators 
of the AV and RV (but see the note on Mt .  1 8 :28 in 
the Rvmg.), owing to the fact that British currency, 
modelIed on that of Rome, used d. for denarius as 
the abbreviation for penny. 

I t  would appear from the parable of Mt .  20: 1 - 1 6  
to have been the daily wage of a labourer, and 2 
denarii was the sum paid by the good Samaritan to 
the innkeeper (Lk.  1 0:35): that should give some 
idea of its purchasing power. In Rev. 6:6 'a quart 
of wheat for a denarius, and three quarts of bariey 
for a denarius' is an indication of famine prices 
(* WEIGHTS ANO MEAsuRES). 

From Mt .  22: 1 9; Mk.  1 2: 1 5; Lk. 20:24 we learn 
that it was the coin used to trick Jesus in the ques
tion concerning the payment of tribute-money. 
Silver denarii of the time have been discovered 
which carry the laureate head of the emperor Ti
berius on the obverse, with his mother, Livia, in the 
role of Pax, holding a branch and sceptre, on the 
reverse (see [BA, p. 87, fig. 90). 

The allreus, or denarills allreus (golden den
arius), was a gold coin introduced by lulius Caesar 
in his financial reforms of 49 BC. It finds no 
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mention in the Bible, but is referred to in Jos. , AIII. 
1 4 . 1 47: it may be the 'gold' of Mt. 1 0 :9. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. A. Jacob, Coills alld Christi
allity, 1 959; R. G. Bratcher, 'Weights, Money, 
Measures and Time', The Bible Trallslator 10 ,  No. 
4, Oct. 1 959, pp. I 65ff. ; Garnet R. Halliday, MOlley 
Talks abmil the Bible, 1 948; E. Rodgers, A Handy 
Guide 10 lewish Coins, 1 9 14; Paul Romanoff, 
lewish Symbols on Ancien! lewish Coins, 1 944; F. 
A. Banks, Coins o[ Bib/e Days, 1 955; A. Reifen
berg, Israel's History in Coins [rom the Maccabees 
to the Roman Conques(, 1 953;  D. Kanael, BA 26, 
1 965, pp. 38-62; E. W. Klenowsky, On Ancient Pal
estinian and Other Coins, 1 974; Y. Meshorer, lewish 
Coins o[ the Second Temple Period, 1 967; R .  
Gower, The New Manners and Customs o[ Bible 
Times, 1 987 .  D.H.W. 

MONEY-CHANGERS. The 'exchangers' of Mt .  
25 :27 (AV) were regular bankers (trapezitat); cf the 
saying commonly ascribed to our Lord, ' Be expert 
bankers'-i.e. trustworthy and skilIed in detecting 
counterfeits. A specialized class of money
chan gers officiated in the Temple precincts, prob
ably in the Court of the Gentiles-kollybistai (Mt .  
2 1 : 1 2; Mk .  1 1 : 1 5 ; Jn.  2 : 1 5) or kermatistai (Jn .  
2: 1 4) .  The  former title derived from a word of  Se
mitic origin denoting exchange-rate or commis
sion; the latter would, strictly speaking, relate to a 
dealer in small change. The trade arose from the 
fact that money for the Temple, including the ob
ligatory half-shekel (Ex. 30: 1 3 ; cf Mt.  1 7:24, and 
see E. Schürer, HlP, 2, 1 978) had to be in Tyrian 
standard coin, with its high level of silver purity, 
and not in the current Roman standard. A sur
charge was made ( Mishnah tractate Sheqa/im, 
passim) and the way opened for various mal
practices (add passages in HHT on Mt .  2 1 : 1 2  to 
those in SB). The Lord's cleansing of the Temple 
included the overthrow of the counters of these 
dealers at the Passover season. A.F.W. 

MOON. The creation of the moon is recorded in 
Gn. I :  1 6, where it is referred to as 'the lesser light' 
in contrast to the sun. I t  was placed in the heavens 
to rule the night, and with the other luminaries to 
be 'for signs and for seasons and for days and 
years' ( I :  1 4) .  Its appearance in regular phases in 
the night sky afforded a basis for early • calendars, 
and the word most commonly used for it (yäreaM 
is closely related to yera�l, 'month'. The same word 
occurs in Akkad. ( [w])arou), Ugaritic (yro), 
Phoen. (yr�) and other Semitic languages. Another 
word, used less often for it, i s  l'l]änii, 'white one' 
(Ct. 6: 1 0; Is. 24:23; 30:26). 

The first day of each new month was considered 
holy. Hence the association in the OT of the 
monthly 'new moon' with the weekly sabbath (e.g. 
Is. I :  1 3) .  This fresh beginning was marked by spe
cial sacrifices (Nu. 28: 1 1 - 1 5) over which the trum
pets were blown (Nu. 1 0: 1 0; Ps. 8 1 :3). Amos de
picts the merchants of his day anxiously awaiting 
the end of the new moon and of the sabbath so 
that they could resurne their fraudulent trading. I t  
seems therefore t o  have been regarded, like the 
sabbath, as a day on which normal work was not 
done. The reference may be, however, to the new 
moon of the 7th month, regarding which the law 
stated specifically that no servile work was to be 
done on i t  ( Lv. 23:24-25; Nu. 29 : 1 -6). 2 Ki. 4:23 
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suggcsts that both new moon and sabbath were re
garded as providing opportunity for consulting the 
prophets, and Ezekiel marks out the new moon as 
a special day for worship ( Ezk. 46: I ,  3). 

The moon is mentioned with the sun as a symbol 
of permanence (Ps. 72:5). It is quoted as a wonder 
of creation (Ps. 8 :3), and as marking by its be
haviour the coming of the Messiah (Mk .  1 3 :24; Lk. 
21 :25). Ps. 1 2 1 :6 suggests that it was recognized as 
capable of affecting the mind, and in the NT Gk. 
words meaning literally 'moon-struck' are used in 
Mt. 4:24 and 1 7: 1 5 . 

The moon is named as an object of idolatrous 
worship in Jb. 3 1  :26, and archaeology has shown 
that it was deified in ancient W Asia from early 
Sumerian to Islamic times. In Mesopotamia the 
Sumerian god Nanna, named • Sin by the Akkadi
ans, was worshipped in particular at Ur, where he 
was the chief god of the city, and also in the city of 
Harran in Syria, which had close religious links 
with Ur. The Ugaritic texts have shown that there a 
moon deity was worshipped under the name yrO. 
On the monuments the god is represented by the 
symbol of a crescent moon (. AMULETS). At Hazor 
in  Palestine a small Canaanite shrine of the late 
Bronze Age was discovered wh ich contained a 
basalt stela depicting two hands Iifted as if in 
prayer to a crescent moon, perhaps indicating that 
the shrine was dedicated to the moon god (see IBA , 
fig. 1 1 2) .  T.C.M .  

MORDECAI (Heb. mord'kay; mordOkay; Ezr. 2 :2). 
I. A leader of the exiles who returned with 

Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2:2; Ne. 7:7; I Esdras 5 :8). 
2. A lewish exile who had moved to the Persian 

capital • Susa, where he was employed in the 
palace. He was a Benjaminite son of lair and des
cendant of Kish, taken prisoner to Babyion by 
Nebuchadrezzar (Est. 2 :5-6). He brought up his 
orphaned cousin Hadassah (. ESTHER) and was 
rewarded, by being mentioned in the royal chron
icles, for revealing a plot against King Xerxes (Est .  
2 :7, 2 1 -23). (Mordecai has been identified by some 
with a finance officer at Susa under Xerxes.) 

He opposed the vizier Haman who plotled to 
kill all Jews ( Est. 3). When this evil deed was 
turned against Haman, Mordecai succeeded hirn in 
office, being then next in rank to the king (chs. 5-6; 
1 0) .  He used this position to encourage the lews to 
defend themselves against the massacre inspired by 
Haman. In respect for Mordecai the Persian pro
vincial officials to whom he wrote assisted in pro
tecting the lews. The celebration of this event by 
the annual feast of • Purim was later connected 
with the 'day of Mordecai' (2 Macc. 1 5 :36). 

Mordecai is probably the Heb. rendering of a 
common Bab. personal name Mardukaya. This is 
found in texts, including one c. 485 BC (A[O 1 9, 
1 959-60, pp. 79-8 1 )  and another concerning an 
official of Ushtannu, satrap of Babyion. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Yamauchi, Persia and the 
Bible, 1 990, pp. 234-236. D.J.W. 

MOREH ( Heb. moreh, ' teacher', 'diviner'). I.  The 
name of a place near Shechem mentioned in Gn. 
1 2 :6, where 'elon moreh may be translated 'the 
teacher's oak' (or 'terebinth'). Dt. 1 1  :30 makes ref
erence to the 'oak of Moreh' in the district of 
Gilgal (i.e. the Shechemite Gilgal). It i s  recorded 
that Abraham pitched his camp there on arriving 



in Canaan from Harran, and it was there that God 
revealed hirnself to Abraham, promising to give 
the land of Canaan to his desccndants ("  MAMRE). 
This tree may aiso be thc one mcntioned in Gn. 
35:4 where Jacob hid foreign gods, and a rcfcrence 
to the place also occurs in the story of Abimelech 
(Jdg. 9 :37). 

2. The hili of Moreh al the head of the N side 01' 
the valley of Jezreel ,  S of M t  Tabor, 2 km S of 
Nain, and c. 1 3  km NW of Mt Gilboa, is the 
modern Jebel Dahi; i t  features in Jdg. 7 :  I ,  where, in 
the encounter between Gideon and the M idianites, 
the Midianites encamped in the valley, by the hili 
of Moreh, to the N of Gideon's camp by the 
spring of Harod. 

3. Moreh has a quasi-technical sense in the 
Qumran phrase möreh $e4eq, commonly translated 
'teacher of righteousness' and used as a designa
tion of the first organizer of the Qumran com
munity and possibly of each succeeding leader. 
There may be an allusion to Joe! 2 :23, where möreh 
li$'4äqäh i s  rendered '(he hath given you) a teacher 
of righteousness' in Avmg., or to Ho. 10 :  1 2, where 
yöreh $e4eq is rendered '(he will) teach (you) right
eousness' in Rvmg., as though the coming of the 
Qumran teacher were greeted as a fulfilment of 
these promises. CI F. F. Bruce, The Teacher 0/ 
Righteousness in the Qumran Texts, 1 957; J. Wein
green, From Bible to Mishna, 1 976, pp. 1 001f. 

R.A.H .G . 
F.F.B. 

MORESHETH-GATH. Home-town of the 
prophet M icah (Mi. I :  I; Je. 26: 1 8) near the Philis
tine territory of Gath ( M i .  I :  1 4); probably the 
modern Tell ej-ludeieh, 32 km SW of Jerusalem 
and 10 km NE of Lachish .  Moresheth-gath (Mi .  
I :  1 4) i s  one of  twelve cities l isted by  the  prophet 
M icah, whose names are by word-play associated 
with the form of their imminent judgment through 
invasion. Lachish, so to sp'eak, will have to give a 
parting bridal-gift or dowry (cl I Ki .  9: 1 6) to Mo
resheth (mörefe!, which sOlUnds like m " öreie!, be
trothed), as that city is host to the enemy. See 
NEAEHL, pp. 837-838. N.H. 

MORIAH. In Gn. 22:2 God commanded Abra
ham to take Isaac to 'the land of Moriah' Cere$ 
hammöriyya) and there to olfer hirn as a burnt olfer
ing upon one of the mountains (har). The moun
tain chosen was 3 days' journey (22:4) from the 
land of the Philistines (2 1 :34; the region of 
" Gerar), and was visible from a distance (22:4). 

The only other mention of the name occurs in 2 
Ch.  3: I ,  where the si te of Solomon's Temple is said 
to be 'on mount Moriah (b'har hammöriyya), on 
the threshing-ftoor of Ornan the Jebusite where 
God appeared to David (3:2) .  I t  should be noted 
that no reference is made here to Abraham in con
nection with this site. It has been objected that Je
rusalem is not sufficiently distant from S Philistia 
to have required a 3 days' journey to get there, and 
that one of the characteristics of lerusalem is  that 
the Temple hili is not visible until the t raveller is 
quite elose, so that the correctness of the biblical 
identification is  called in question. The Samaritan 
tradition identifies the si te with Mt Gerizim (as 
though Moriah = Moreh; cf Gn. 1 2:6), and this is 
c1aimed to fulfil the conditions of Gn. 22:4 ad
equately. However, the distance from S Philistia to 
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Jerusalem is c. 80 km, which might weil have re
quired 3 days to traverse, and in Genesis the place 
in question is not a 'mount Moriah' but one of 
several mountains in a land 01' that name, and the 
hills on wh ich Jerusalem stands are visible at a dis
tance. There is no need to doubt therefore that Ab
raham's sacrifice took place on the si te of later 
Jerusalem, if not on the Temple hilI . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M. Abcl ,  Geographie de la 
Palestine, I ,  1 933, pp. 374-375 .  T.C.M. 

MORTAR AND PESTLE. This formed an alter
native to the stone " mii! .  While in the wilderness 
the Israelites ground the " manna either in mills or 
in a mortar (Nu. 1 1  :8; Heb. m'4ö/ia), and olive oil 
was produced in the same way ('beaten oil', Ex . 
27:20). Pr. 27:22 shows that evil cannot be removed 
from a wicked man even if he were to be crushed 
small (Heb. ma/ites, 'mortar'; " li, 'pestle'). For 
Egyptians using mortar and pestle, see ANEP, no. 
1 53, upper right, and 1 54, lower part. The mortar 
was either a hollowed stone or a deep wooden 
bowl, the pestle a stout wooden pole. A small 
hollow in the land could also be called 'mortar' 
from its form, so Jdg. 1 5: 1 9; Zp. I :  1 1 . 
(" MAKTESH.) A.R.M. 

MOSERAH, MOSEROTH. A camp-site of the 
Israelites in the wilderness (Nu. 33:30f.), where 
Aaron died (Dt. 1 0:6). The name could mean 'chas
tisement(s)', with reference to the trespass at 
Meribah (cl Nu. 20:24; Dt. 32: 5 1 ) .  The site is un
identified, but may have been elose to Mt " Hor, 
which also figures as the place of Aaron's death 
and burial. See 1. A. Thompson, Deuteronomy, 
TOTC, 1 974, p. 1 45 .  D.F.P. 

MOSES. The great leader and lawgiver through 
whom God brought the Hebrews out of Egypt, 
constituted them a nation for his service, and 
brought them within reach of the land promised to 
their forefathers. 

I.  Name 
In Ex. 2: I 0 it  is said that 'she called his name 
Möfeh: and she said, Because I drew hirn (m'Si!f
hii) out of the water'. Most interpreters identify the 
'she' as Pharaoh's daughter, and this has led many 
to assurne an Egyp. origin for the name MöSel!, 
Egyp. ms, 'child' or '(one) born' being the best pos
sibility. However, the antecedent of 'she' could as 
easily be 'the woman', i. e. Moses' own mother and 
nurse, who 'had called his name . .  . '  (so W. J. 
Martin). Ex. 2 : 1 0  elearly links the name of Mösel! 
with his being taken from the waterside (mäfä, 'to 
draw forth'). This pun would come naturally to a 
Hebrew speaker but not to an Egyptian: which fact 
would favour the view just mentioned that it  was 
Moses' own mother who first named hirn, rat her 
than Pharaoh's daughter. 
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Möseh as it stands is an active participle mean
ing 'one who draws forth', and may be an ellipsis 
for some longer phrase. In the 1 4th/ 1 3th centuries 
BC Egyp. ms, 'child' (and the related grammatical 
form in such names as Ramose, 'Re, is born') was 
pronounced approximately miise, and there is no 
philological or other reason why Moses' Egyp. 
adoptive mother should not have assimilated a 
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Semitic mäsi or Möseh to the common name-word 
Mäse Möseh in her own tongue. Compare assimi
lation's such as German Löwe to English Lowe in 
our own day. Hence Moses' name may simply be 
Semitic assimilated to Egyp. while in Egypt. The 
majority view, however, is that the daughter of 
Pharaoh called hirn Möse, 'child' (or-Iess 
sui tably-a theophoric name in -mose), which 
passed into Heb. speech as MöSeh. This view, how
ever, fails to account adequately for the Semltlc 
pun, wh ich there is no objective reason to reJect as 
unhistorical, as it is a common practice in Egypt 
and elsewhere (including the OT) long before 
Moses; such a view, moreover, runs into real phon
etic difficulties over Egyp. s appearing as s in 
Möseh but as s in Ra'amses and Phinehas in 
Hebrew, as was pointed out long aga by A.  H .  
Gardiner, lAOS 56, 1 936, pp. 1 92-1 94-a problem 
in no way solved by 1. G. Griffiths, lNES 1 2, 1 953, 
pp. 225-23 1 ,  the best statement of this view. 

1 1 .  Lire and background 

a. Anceslry 
Moses belonged to the tribe of Levi, to the clan of 
Kohath, and to the house or family of Amram (Ex. 
6 :  1 6ff.) .  That he was the distant descendant, not 
the son, of Amram by 10chebed is hinted at inas
much as his parents are not named in the detailed 
account of his infancy (Ex. 2), and is made almost 
certain by the fact that Amram and his three 
brothers had numerous descendants within a year 
of the Exodus (Nu. 3 :27f.). (* CHRONOLOGY OF THE 
OT, 1 1 1. b. ) 

, o 

b. Egyplian upbringing 
To save her baby son from the pharaonic edict or
dering the destruction of Hebrew male infants, 
Moses' mother put hirn into a l i t tle basket of pltch
caulked reeds or papyrus among the rush es by the 
stream bank and bade his sister M iriam keep 
watch. Soon a daughter of Pharaoh came with her 
maidservants to bathe in the river, found the child, 
and took pity on hirn. Miriam discreetly offered to 
find a nurse for the child (in fact, his mother), and 
so Moses' life was saved . When weaned, he was 
handed over to his adoptive 'mother', the Egyptian 
princess (Ex. 2 : 1 - 1 0) .  Of Moses' growth to adult 
maturity in Egyptian court society no detail is 
given, but a boy in his position in New Kin�dom 
period court circles could not aVOId undergOing a 
substantial basic training in that 'wisdom of the 
Egyptians' with which Stephen credits hirn (Acts 
7 :22). 

Modern knowledge of ancient Egypt yields a 
rich background for the early life of Moses in 
Egypl. The pharaohs of the New Kingdom period 
(c. 1 550-- 1 070 BC) maintained residences and 
harims not only in the great capitals of Thebes, 
Memphis and Pi-Ramesse ( Ra'amses) but also in 
other parts of Egypt. Typical is the long
established harfm in the Fayum, where the royal 
ladies supervised a hive of domestic industry (A. 
H .  Gardiner, lNES 1 2, 1 953, pp. 1 45-1 49, espe
cially p. 1 49). One such harim must have been 
Moses' first Egyptian horne. 

Anciently, children of harim-women could be 
educated by the Overseer of the harim Ca teacher 
of the children of the king', F. LI. Griffith and P. E. 

\ o * Possibly several generations here' 
m ... marries 

Jochebed Kohath (Ex. 6:18) 
(Ex.  6 :20) *A • , , \ \ • 

• 

- m.-O 0 0 0 0 • 
• 

*t Amram Izhar Hebron Uzz iel Jethro or Reuel, 
priest of Midian 

, 
(Ex. 6 :18) 

\ { 1 (Ex. 2 :18 ;  

0 0 0 0 0 OJ ,." ) 
Miriam Aaron m. El isheba MOSES m. Zipporah 6 other daughters 

(Ex. 6 :23 )  t (Ex. 2 :21)  � (Ex. 2 :16) 
( , \ \ 0 0 C 0 0 0 

Nadab Abihu Eleazar Ithamar Gershom Eliezer 
I (Ex. 6 :23)  I (Ex. 2 :22 ;  (Ex. 18:4) 

18:3)  

Thelamily 01 Moses 
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Newberry, EI Bersheh, 2, 1 894, p. 40). In due 
course princes were given a tutor, usually a high 
official at court or a retired military officer dose to 
the king (H .  Brunner, Allägyplische Erziehung, 
1 957, pp. 32-33); M oses doubtless fared similarly. 

Moreover, as a Semite in Egypt, Moses would 
have had no difficulty whatever in learning and 
using the twenty or so letters of the proto
Canaanite linear alphabet, especially if  he had 
been submitted to the much more exacting discip
line of a training in the scores of characters and 
sign-groups of the Egyptian scripts (though even 
these require only application, not genius, to learn 
thern). The fact that Egypt, not Palestine, was his 
horne would be no barrier to familiarity with this 
simple linear scrip!. The 'proto-Sinaitic' inscrip
tions of the early 1 5th century BC are certainly just 
informal dedications, work-notes and brief epi
taphs (for offerings) by Semitic captives from the 
Egyp. E Delta (or Memphis settlements) employed 
in the turquoise-mines (cf W F. Albright, BASOR 
1 1 0, 1 948, pp. 1 2- 1 3 , 22), and illustrate free use of 
that script by Semites under Egyptian rule nearly 
two centuries before Moses. Still more eloquent of 
the ready use of the linear script by Semites in 
Egypt is  an ostracon from the Valley of the Queens 
at Thebes, some 560 km S of Palestine, Sinai, or 
the Delta (1 Leibovitch, Annales du Service des An
liquiles de tEgyple 40, 1 940, p. 1 1 9, fig. 26, and pI. 
1 6, 1 9 : 50); the one word fully preserved can be rea
sonably read 'mhl, 'maid-servants' (Albright, op. 
eil. , p. 1 2, n .  33). 

c. Foreigners al Ihe Egyplian courl 
Semites and other Asiatics could be found at every 
level of Egyptian society in the New Kingdom. Be
sides thousands of prisoners brought from Canaan 
to be slaves (cf A NET, pp. 246b, 247b), foreign 
artisans, Syrian warriors in Egyptian service (e.g. 
ANEP, fig. 1 57), Asian youths as attendants, fan
bearers, elc., at court (R. A. Caminos, Lale
Egyplian Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 1 1 7 ,  200-20 1 ), 
Semites in Egypt could rise to the highest levels of 
the social pyramid. They were couriers between 
Egypt and Syria (ANET, p. 258b), charioteers who 
themselves owned servants (1 l:erny, JEA 23, 
1 937, p. 1 86), and merchants (Caminos, op. ci I .  , p.  
26: 'Aper-Ba'al); the daughter of a Syrian sea
captain Ben-'AlJi!th gO[lld marry a royal prince (w. 
Spiegel berg, Recueil de Travaux, 1 6, 1 894, p. 64). 

Under the Ramesside kings Asiatics were still 
more prominent. Thus, one of King Merenptah's 
trusted cupbearers was the Syrian Ben-'Ozen of 
$ur-Bashan ('Rock-of-Bashan'), who accom
panied the vizier in overseeing work on that phar
aoh's tomb in the Valley 9f the Kings (JEA 34, 
1 948, p. 74). Further, at  the very end of the 1 9th 
Dynasty, a Syrian very briefly took over control of 
Egypt itself: he was very [lossibly the immensely 
powerful Chancellor Bay (Cerny in Gardiner, JEA 
44, 1 958, pp. 2 1 -22). 

In New Kingdom Egypt, Canaanite and other 
Asiatic deities were accepted (Baal, Resheph, 'Ash
taroth, 'Anath, elC. ; cf ANET, pp. 249-250); and 
as weil as innumerable loan-words, Canaanite lit
erary themes were current, either borrowed or as
similated to Egyp. ones (W F. Albright, Archae
ology and Ihe Religion 01 Israel, 1 953,  pp. 1 97- 1 98 
(rape of 'Anath); T. H .  Gaster, BO 9, 1 952, pp. 82-
85, 232; and G. Posener, Melanges Isidore Levy, 
1 955,  pp. 46 1 -478 (the greed of the Sea); and refer
ence to a story of Qazardi, ANET, p. 477b). Some 
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Egyp. officials prided themselves on being able to 
speak the lip of Canaan as weil as know its geog
raphy (ANET, p. 477b), not to mention those who 
had to learn Babylonian cuneiform for diplomatic 
purposes (cf Albright, Vocalizalion 01 Ihe Egyp
lian Syllabic Orlhography, 1 934, p. 1 3 ,  n. 50, and 
JEA 23, 1 937, pp. 1 9 1 ,  1 96-202). 

d In Midian and Sinai 
Moses feI t  for his labouring brethren (cf Acts 7:24) 
and slew an Egyp. overseer whom he found beating 
a Hebrew (Ex. 2: I I  f.);  but the deed reached Phar
aoh's ears, so Moses fled E over the border to 
Midian for safety (Ex. 2: 1 5ff.). Flight over the E 
border was the escape chosen also by Sinuhe 600 
years earlier (AN ET, p. 1 9) and by runaway slaves 
later in the 1 3th century BC (ANET, p. 259b). 
Moses helped the daughters of a Midianite 
shepherd-priest Reuel/lethro to water their flocks, 
and married one of them, Zipporah, who bore hirn 
a son, Gershorn (Ex. 2: 1 6-22). 

Through the wonder of the burning bush that 
was not consumed came Moses' call from God, the 
God of ancestral Abraham, Isaac and lacob (Ex. 
3:6) and not just of his Midianite/Kenite in-Iaws, 
except in so far as they too were descendants of 
Abraham (cf Gn. 25: 1 -6) and rnay have retained 
the worship of Abraham's God. After some pro
crastination, Moses obeyed the call (Ex. 3-4). Ap
parently Moses had omitted to circumcise one of 
his sons, perhaps under Zipporah's influence. At 
any rate, under threat of Moses' death by God's 
agency, she circumcised the boy, calling her hus
band 'a bridegroom of blood' (Ex. 4:24-26) be
cause circumcision was binding on hirn and his 
people (but perhaps not on her people?). Moses 
may have gone on alone from this point, as later on 
Zipporah returns to Moses frorn lethro's care (Ex. 
1 8: 1-6). 

e. On Ihe eve 01 Ihe Exodus 
After meeting his brot her and the elders of Israel 
(Ex. 4:27-3 1 ), Moses with Aaron went before the 
pharaoh to request that he release the people to 
hold a feast to the Lord in the wilderness. But 
Pharaoh contemptuously dismissed them-there 
were already enough religious holidays and festi
vals on which no work was done, and this was just 
an excuse to be idle (Ex. 5:8, 1 7) .  

That Moses should be able to gain ready access 
to the pharaoh is not very surprising, especially if 
the pharaoh, of the Exodus was Rameses 1 1 .  P. 
Montet (L 'Egyple 1'1 la Bible, 1 959, p. 7 1 )  appo
sitely refers to Papyrus Anastasi l l l ,  wh ich de
scribes how the 'young people of (Pi-Ramesse) 
Great of Victories . . .  stand by their doors . . .  on 
the day of the entry of Wosermaetre' -Setepenre' 
(i.e. Rameses 1 1 )  . . . , every man being like his 
fellow in voicing his petitions' (i.e. to the king), cf 
ANET, p. 47 1  b. For the brickmaking of the Israel
ites and use of straw, see * Brick. The organization 
of labour into gangs of workmen under foremen 
responsible to taskmasters is at once authentic and 
natural. 

As for absence from work, Egyp. ostraca (* PAPYRI) indude journals of work that give a day
to-day record of absenteeism, names of absentees 
and reasons. One ostracon shows that the work
men of the royal tomb were idle at one period for 
30 days out of 48. One journal of absences takes 
note of several workmen, 'offering to his god' (A. 
Erman, Life in Ancienl Egypl, 1 894, pp. 1 24- 1 25), 
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and the laconic entry ws/. 'idle', is not in frequent in 
such journals. That the Hebrews should go 3 days' 
journey into the wilderness to celebrate their feast 
and not arouse Egyp. religious antagonism (Ex. 
8:26f.; 1 0:9, 25f.) is, again, thoroughly realistic, as 
is pointed out by Montet (op. eit. , pp. 99- 1 0 1  with 
references), in connection with sacred animals, es
pecially the bull-cults in the Egyp. Delta provinces 
(' CALf, GOLDEN). 

After the rebuff from Pharaoh, Moses was re
assured by God that he would fulfil his covenant to 
their descendants, bringing them from Egypt to 
Palestine (Ex. 6:2-9). I t  should be noted that Ex. 
6:3 does not deny knowledge of the name of YHWH 
to the Patriarchs, though it may possibly deny real 
knowledge of the significance of the name: see on 
this, W. J. Martin, Stylistic Criteria and the Analy
sis 01 the Pentateuch, 1 955, pp. 1 6- 1 9, and J. A.  
Motyer, The Revelation 01 the Divine Name, 1 959, 
pp. 1 1 - 1 7 . Successive • plagues demonstrated the 
God of Israel's power to Pharaoh in judgment (Ex. 
7 :  1 4- 1 2:36). On the eve of the last plague, the smit
ing of the first-born, the families of Israel had to 
kill a spotless lamb and mark the jambs and lintels 
of their house-doors with the blood, so that God 
should not destroy their first-born: 'the sacrifice of 
the Lord's passover' (Ex. 1 2 :27). It has been sug
gested by B. Couroyer (RB 62, 1 955, pp. 48 1 -496) 
that the Hebrew ps� is derived from the Egyptian 
p(' )-s�, 'the stroke, blow' (i.e. of God), but this 
meaning does not fit all the Hebrew evidence, and 
so remains doubtful. 

f From Succoth to Sinai 
On the date of the Exodus, see • Chronology of the 
OT; also J. J. Bimson, Redating the Exodus and 
Conquest, 1 978; for its route from Ra'amses and 
Succoth out of Egypt, see • Encampment by the 
Sea, • Pithom; for travels in Sinai, see • Wilderness 
of Wandering. When Israel encamped by the yam 
slip, 'sea of reeds', the pharaoh and his people im
agined that the Hebrews were trapped (Ex. 14: 1 -9). 
For the figure of over 600 chariots (Ex. 1 4:7), com
pare the figures of 730 and 1 ,092 (i. e. 60 [+1 1 032) 
Syr. chariots captured in Canaan on two cam
paigns by Amenophis 11  (ANET, pp. 246-247); on 
the role of chariots in the Egyptian army, cf. R. O. 
Faulkner, JEA 39, 1 953, p. 43. But God divided the 
waters, led his people to safety and turned the 
waters upon the Egyp. forces. Then Moses and the 
Hebrews raised their song of God's triumph (Ex. 
1 5). 

Israel encamped at the foot of Mt Sinai and 
Moses went up to commune with God and receive 
the terms of the covenant (the 'ten command
ments' of Ex. 20), which were the foundation of 
Israel's subsequent role as the people of God (he 
being their great King), and also the series of stat
utes carrying the commandments into effect (Ex. 
2 1 -23). 

After the idolatrous lapse over the golden • calf 
and the restoration of the covenant so quickly vio
lated (Ex. 32: 1 -35:3), the tabernacle, ark and fur
nishings were duly made and inaugurated for the 
worship of God (Ex. 35 :4-40:33). The techniques 
used for the portable tabernacle reflect Moses' 
Egyp. training in so far as such techniques had 
been used in Egypt for portable structures (re
ligious and otherwise) for over 1 ,000 years be fore 
his time (cf K. A. Kitchen, THB 5/6, 1 960, pp. 7-
1 3). However, the representational and didactic 
nature of the tabernacle sacrifices stands out in 

marked contrast to Egyp. ritual. The Heb. sacri
fices speak in picture-Ianguage of the offcnsiveness 
of sin in God's sight, and of the need of atonement 
for its cancellation, and were not merely a magic
ally efficacious re-enactment of daily l ife needed to 
keep the god fed and flourishing as in Egyp. ritual. 

At Sinai a census was taken, the mann er of Is
rael's camp and marching order laid down. Leviti
cal care for the tabernacle and its contents was ar
ranged (Nu. 1 -4) among other things on the eve of 
leaving Sinai (Nu. 5 : 1 - 10 : 1 0) .  The arrangement of 
the tribes by their standards in a 'hollow rectangle' 
round the tabernacle is also probably a mark of 
God's use of Moses' Egyp. training (cf. Kitchen, 
op. eit., p. 1 1 ) .  The long, silver trumpets and their 
use for civil assembly and military and religious 
purposes (Nu. 1 0: 1 - 1 0) is  illustrated by con
temporary Egyp. use of such t�umpets (cf. H .  
Hickmann, La Trompette dans /'Egypte Ancienne, 
1 946, especially pp. 46-50). Ox-wagons were regu
larly used on campaigns in Syria by the pharaohs 
from Tuthmosis I I I  (c. 1 470 BC) onwards (ANET, 
p. 204a, 'chariot'), e.g by Rameses 1 1 ,  c. 1 270 BC, at 
Qadesh (c. Kuentz, La Bataille de Qadech, 
1 928134, pI . 39, left centre). With Moses' wagons 
each drawn by a span of (two) oxen in Sinai, com
pare the ten wagons (Egyp. 'grt from Heb. 'glt, 
same word, in Nu. 7:3, 6-7) each drawn by six 
spans of oxen that carried supplies for 8 ,000 quar
rymen of Rameses IV (c. 1 1 60 BC) from the Nile 
valley into the deserts of Wadi Hammamat be
tween the Nile and the Red Sea, in very similar 
conditions to Sinai (ARE, 4, § 467). 

g. From Sinai to Jordan 
In their 2nd year out from Egypt (Nu. 1 0: 1 1 ), 
Israel left Sinai and reached Kadesh-barnea. 
Moses thence sent spies into Canaan. The land was 
a goodly one, but its inhabitants were powerful 
(Nu. 1 3 :  1 7-33). At this report, faithless Israel re
belled, but Moses pleaded with God to spare I srael 
(Nu. 1 4: 5-1 9). Therefore the Lord decreed instead 
that Israel's travels in the wilderness should last 40 
years until the rebellious generation had died and 
given place to a new one (Nu. 1 4:20-35). 

I t  is very easy to forget that, prior to this tragic 
episode, I srael was intended to have crossed from 
Ellypt-via Sinai-<lirectly to the Promised Land 
wlthin a few years; the 40 years in the wilderness 
was purely a commuted sentence (Nu. 1 4 : 1 2, 20-
30, 33) and not part of God's 'first and best' plan 
for Israel. This should be remembered when read
ing the laws in Ex. 22-23, relating to agriculture, 
vineyards, ete.; Israel at Sinai had had 4 centuries 
living in Egypt amid a pastoral and agricultural 
environment (cf. 01. 1 1 : 1 0), neither they nor their 
patriarchal lorefathers were ever true desert 
nomads (cf. Gn. 26: 1 2  and 37 :6-8), and at Sinai 
they might weil count themselves within striking 
distance of the land where these laws would find a 
speedy application. Israel had no need to settle in 
Canaan before such laws could be given, as is so 
often asserted (cf. Kitchen, op. Cil. , pp. 1 3- 1 4). 

On the twin rebellion of Korah against the 
ecclesiastical role (Nu. 1 6: 3), and Dathan and 
Abiram against the civil authority (Nu. 1 6: 1 3), 01' 
Moses and Aaron, see ' Wilderness of Wandering. 
This double revolt was followed by the threat of 
general revolt (Nu. 1 6:4 1 -50). Back at Kadesh
barnea, where Miriam died, Moses hirnself and 
Aaron sinned blasphemously casting themselves in 
God's role: 'Hear now, you rebels: shall lVe [not 
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GodJ bring forth water for you out of this rock?' 
(Nu. 20: I 0); their punishment was that neither 
should enter the Promised Land, and was one 
which Moses later fei t  very keenly (Ot. 3 :24-27). 
The Edomites (Nu. 20: 1 4-2 1 ;  also Moab, cf Jdg. 
1 1 : 1 7) refused I srael passage through their territor
ies so that Israel must go round their borders. At 
this time Aaron died and was buried in Mt Hor 
(Nu. 20:22-29). Yet again Israel rebelIed. God pun
ished them by sending serpents among them, and 
again Moses interceded for them. God com
manded hirn to set up a bronze • serpent on a pole 
(Nu. 2 1  :4-9), to which those bitten might look and 
live, through faith in the Healer. Thereafter Israel 
reached the Amorite kingdom of Sihon. Sihon 
marched-unprovoked-to attack Israel, into 
whose hand God then delivered hirn and his land; 
Og of Bashan, likewise hostile, met a similar fate 
(Nu. 2 1 :2 1 -35) .  

At  last, Israel encamped in the plains of Moab 
(Nu. 22: I ;  25 :  I ) .  A second census was carried out, 
and preparations for apportioning the Promised 
Land were begun. A punitive war was conducted 
against M idian, and the tribes of Reuben, Gad 
and half-Manasseh were allowed to take Transjor
dan as their portion on condition that they would 
help their brethren beyond Jordan after Moses' 
death. 

• Oeuteronomy gives Moses' farewell addresses 
to his people; the covenant between God and Israel 
was renewed and placed under sanctions of bless
ing and cursing in a manner calculated to be widely 
understood in the 1 4thl l 3th centuries BC (as shown 
by • covenants or treaties from the contemporary 
Hittite state archives, cf G. E. Mendenhall, BA 1 7 , 
1 954, pp. 53-60 and passim). Finally, Moses saw to 
it that I srael had her covenant-Iaw in writlen 
form, appropriately placed alongside the ark of 
the covenant (Ot. 3 1  :24), left them a song to 
enjoin on them obedience to that law (Ot. 32, 
especially vv. 44-47), and laid upon them his 
dying blessing ( Ot. 33) be fore ascending Mt  Nebo 
to view the land he was not destined to enter, and 
being laid to rest in the land of Moab (Ot. 32:48-
52; 34: 1 -8) .  

1 1 1 .  The work of Moses 

a. Leader 
As a leader of his people, Moses was not only 
equipped technically through his Egyp. upbringing 
and training (Acts 7 :22), but was also, on a much 
more fundamental level, a supreme leader by being 
a close folIower of his God by faith (Heb. 1 1  :23-
29; cf Acts 7:23-37). Israel repeatedly failed to 
havc faith in their God in all circumstances, broke 
the commandments, and rejected God's leadership 
in rebelling against Moses (sometimes Moses and 
Aaron) through whom that leadership was mani
fested (e.g. Nu. 1 4:4, 1 0 ; 1 6:4 1 f. ) .  Moses' own 
family let hirn down (Ex. 32: I ff., 2 1 ;  Nu. 1 2 : I f. ) .  
Great indeed was Moses' forbearance (Nu .  1 2:3) ;  
he was constantly interceding with God for sinning 
Israel (e.g. Nu. 1 4 : 1 3ff.; 1 6:46, elc.) and pleading 
with I srael to be faithful to their delivering God 
(e.g. Nu. 1 4 : 5-9). That he was a man of enduring 
raith in the invisible God (Heb. 1 1  :27b) and so 
jealous for God's name (cf Nu. 1 4 : 1 3 ff.) can alone 
cxplain his ach ievement (cf Phil. 4: 1 3) .  

b. Prophel and lawgil'er 
As one especially prominent in declaring and 
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teaching the will, commandments and nature of 
God, Moses was characteristically the model of all 
later true prophets until the coming of that One of 
whom he was forerunner (Ot. 1 8 : 1 8; Acts 3 :22f.), 
to whom all the prophets bear witness (Acts 1 0:43). 
He was called by God (Ex. 3: 1 -4: 1 7) not only to 
lead the people out of bondage but to make known 
God's will. Typical is Ex. 1 9:3 ,  7: God speaks to 
Moses, and he to the people. 

Moses communed with God long ( Ex.  24: 1 8) 
and often (e.g. Ex. 33:7-1 1 ), as did later prophets 
(cf Samuel's l ife of prayer, I Sa. 7 :5 ;  8:6; 1 2:23; 
1 5: 1 1 ) .  Just as the covenant was declared and re
newed (Ot.  29: I )  through Moses, so the later 
prophets in turn repeatedly reproved Israel for 
breaking the covenant and its conditions (e.g. I Ki .  
1 8 : 1 8; 2 Ki .  1 7: 1 5, 35-40; 2 Ch. 1 5 : 1 f. ,  1 2; Je. 6: 1 6, 
1 9; 8 :7f. ,  1 1 : 1 -5, 6-1 0; Ho. 6:7;  Am. 2 :4; Hg. 2:5;  
Mal. 2:4ff.), though Jeremiah (31  : 3 1 -34) could also 
look forward to a new covenant. 

The term 'code' often given to various parts of 
the Pentateuch is  misleading: Moses was not 
simply the promulgator of so me kind of ideal, 
civil 'code Napoleon' for Israel. Contemporary 
Near Eastern treaty-documents of the 1 3th cen
tury BC show that Moses was moved by God to 
express Israel's relationship to God in the form of 
a 'suzerainty' treaty or • covenant, by which a 
great king (in this case, God, the King of kings) 
bound to hirnself a vassal-people (here, Israel), the 
form in question being uniquely transmuted to the 
religious and spiritual plane. This was a kind of 
formulation that would be universally understood 
at the time. For Israel, the basic stipulations of 
their covenant were the Ten Commandments, in 
effect moral law as the expression of God's will; 
and the detailed covenant-obligations took the 
form of 'civii' statute rooted in the moral law of 
the Ten Commandments (e.g. Ex. 2 1 -23; Ot. 1 2-
26, elc.), and even of prescriptions governing the 
forms of permissible and authorized religious 
practice (e.g. Ex. 25: I ff.; 35: 1 0ff.; Lv.); Israel's life 
in every way was to be marked by righteousness 
and holiness as issuing from obedience to the cov
enant, or, in other words, fulfilling the law. 
Atlainment, however, waited upon further divine 
provision; cf Gal. 3 :23ff. (also 1 5-22, especially 
2 1 f.). 
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Because I srael's covenant was not merely a 
treaty of political obligations but regulated their 
daily life before God, its ordinances served also as 
a minimum basis of 'civii' law for the people. The 
existence of long series of laws promoted by indi
vidual heads of state from the end of the 3rd mil
lennium BC onwards makes i t  superfluous to date 
the giving of the pentateuchal laws any later than 
Moses ( 1 3th century BC). 

The number or quantity of 'civiI' laws in the 
Pentateuch is in no way excessive or exceptional 
when compared with other collections. In Ex. 2 1 -
2 3  may b e  discerned about 4 0  'paragraphs', i n  Lv. 
1 8-20 more than 20 'paragraphs', and in Ot .  1 2-26 
nearly 90 'paragraphs', of very variable length 
from a chapter or half-chapter of the present-day 
text-divisions down to one short sentence; say, 
about 1 50 'paragraphs' in these sections altogether, 
leaving aside the more obviously religious prescrip
tions. This figure compares very reasonably with 
the 282 paragraphs of Hammurapi's laws, the 1 1 5 
surviving paragraphs of the Middle Assyrian laws 
(many more being lost) or the 200 paragraphs of 
the Hittite laws. 



MOSES 

c. AUlhor 
In modern times estimates of Moses' role as an 
author have varied over the wh oie range of con
ceivable opinion between the two extremes of 
either attributing to hirn every syllable of the pres
ent Pentateuch, or denying his very existence. 

That Moses' name was attached to parts of the 
Pentateuch right from the start is c1early shown by 
the biblical text itself. Thus, at an utter minimum, 
Moses as a writer is undeniably credited with the 
following: a brief document on God's judgment 
against Amalek (Ex. 1 7 : 1 4) ;  the 'book of the cov
enant' (Ex. 24:4--8 ;  on the external paralleis, this 
must include Ex. 20 and 2 1 -23, the command
ments and attendant laws); the restoration of the 
covenant (Ex. 34:27, referring to 34: 1 0-26); an it
inerary (Nu. 33: I f. , referring to the document that 
furnished 33 :3-40); the major part of Dt. to 3 1  
(Dt.  3 1  :9- 1 3 , 24ff. , referring t o  renewal of the cov
enant and re-enforcement of its laws that precede 
ch. 3 1 ); and two poems (Dt. 32; cf 3 1 :22; and Ps. 
90 by title, which there is no objective evidence to 
doubt). Later OT and NT references to Moses in 
this connection are collected by various scholars, 
e.g. by E. J. Young, JOT, 1 949, pp. 50f. 

The ability to write historical narrative, record 
laws and compose poetry in one man is not unique. 
An Egyp. example of this kind of ability 7 centur
ies be fore Moses is probably furnished by Khety 
(or Akhtoy), son of Duauf, a writer under the 
pharaoh Amenemhat I (c. 1 99 1 - 1 962 BC), who was 
apparently educator, political propagandist and 
poet. He wrote the Salire ol lhe Trades for use in 
scribal schools, was probably commissioned to give 
literary form to the 'Teaching of Amenemhat I' a 
political pamphlet, and may have been author or a 
well-known Hymn to the Nile often copied out by 
s�ribes along with the other two works (cf Gar
dmer, Hieralic Papyri in Ihe Brilish Museum. Third 
Series, 1 935,  I ,  pp. 40, 4�-44, and Posener, Lil
leralure el Polilique dans /'Egyple de la XIle Dynas
lie, 1 956, pp. 4-7, 1 9, n .  7, 72-73). However, 
beyond the 'utter minimum' already mentioned 
above, there is no objective reason why Moses 
should not have written, or have caused to be writ
ten (at dictation-hence third person pronouns), 
conslderably more of the contents of the present 
Pentateuch, though just how much more must 
remain a matter of opinion . 

d Laler lame 
From Joshua (8 :3 1 ;  cf I Ki. 2:3; 2 Ki.  1 4:6; Ezr. 
6: 1 8 , eIe.) to NT times (Mk.  1 2 :26; Lk. 2:22; Jn .  
7:23), the name of Moses was associated with the 
OT, especially the Pentateuch; note 2 Cor. 3 :  1 5 , 
where 'Moses' stands pars pro 1010 for the OT. And 
it was Moses and Elijah, the representatives of OT 
law and prophecy, who stood with Christ on the 
Mount of Transfiguration (Mt .  1 7 :3f.) .  

BIBUOGRAPHY. O. T. Allis, God Spake by Moses, 
1 95 1 ;  G. von Rad, Moses, 1 960; H .  H .  Rowley, 
Men 01 God, 1 963, pp. 1 -36; idem, From Moses 10 
Qumran, 1 963, pp. 35-63; R.  Smend, Das Mosebild 
von Heinrich Ewald bis Marlin NOlh 1 959' H .  
Schmid. Mose. Überlielerung und 'Geschi�hle 
1 968. K.A.K. 
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MOUNT, MOUNTAIN. The topographical terms 
gil}'ä and här in Heb., and bounos and oros in Gk. ,  
are best translated by the Eng. 'hili' and 'moun
tain' respectively. The term gil}'ä, 'hili', is specific, 

referring to an elevated site, slope or ascent.  Its 
root meaning, 'bowl' or ' hump-backed', refers ac
curately to the rounded hills wh ich form the back
bone of central Palestine, carved out of the hard 
and folded arches of Cenomanian limestone. Their 
eroded form is distinct from the deep dissection of 
the soft Senonian limestones which flank the Ju
daean highlands, which are graphically described 
in AV as 'slippery places' (Dt .  32:35; Pr. 3 :23;  Je. 
23: 1 2; 3 1  :9). Specific sites of the hills and moun
tains are personified in Scripture with descriptive 
titles. Such are: head (Gn. 8 :5 ;  Ex. 1 9 :20; Dt. 34: 1 ;  
I Ki.  1 8 :42), ears (Jos. 1 9:34), shoulder (Jos. 1 5 :8;  
1 8 :  1 6),  side (I  Sa. 23:  26; 2 Sa. 1 3 :34), loins (Jos. 
1 9: 1 2), rib (2 Sa. 1 6: 1 3), back-possible derivation 
of Shechem, backed by Mt Gerizim-and thigh 
(Jdg. 1 9: I ,  1 8; 2 Ki. 1 9:23;  Is. 37:24). 

The term här, generally translated 'mountain' in 
modern VSS, is more general, used indiscriminately 
of a single mount, a mountain range, or a tract of 
mountainous terrain. In Eng. mountain and hili 
are relative terms associated with altitudinal differ
ences, but AV regards the Heb. OT terms gil}'ä and 
här as alm ost interchangeable. Similarly, in NT, 
Jesus, e.g. , is described as coming down the 'hili '  
(Lk.  9:37) which he ascended the previous day as 
the ' Mount' of Transfiguration. In the following 
passages AV would be better rendered 'mountain', 
as RSV: Gn. 7 :  1 9; Ex. 24:4; Nu.  1 4 :44-45; Dt .  1 :4 1 .  
43; 8 :7 ;  1 1 : 1 1 ; Jos. 1 5 :9; 1 8 : 1 3- 1 4; Jdg. 2:9; 1 6 :3; I 
Sa. 25:20; 26: 1 3; 2 Sa. 1 3 :34; 1 6: 1 3 ; 2 1  :9; I Ki. 1 1  :7 ;  
1 6 :24; 20:23; 22: 1 7; 2 Ki .  1 :9; 4:27; Pss. 1 8 :7; 68 :  1 5-
1 6; 80: I 0; 95:4; 97:5; 98:8;  1 04: I 0, 1 3, 1 8 , 32; 1 2 1 :  I ;  
Lk. 9:37.  On the other hand, Heb. här is correctly 
termed 'hili country' (Jos. 1 3 :6; 2 1 : 1 1 ; cf Gk. 
oreine, Lk. 1 :39, 65,  when applied to  a regional 
tract of land such as Ephraim and Judah . It is also 
used of the land of the Amorites (Dt .  1 :7,  1 9-20), 
of Naphtali (Jos. 20:7), of the Ammonites (Dt .  
2: 37) and Gilead (Dt. 3 : 1 2). 

The identification of specific sites is therefore 
not always possible, as in the cases of the high 
mountain of temptation (Lk. 4 :5), the mount of 
the Beatitudes (Mt. 5 :  I ), and the Mount of Trans
figuration (Mt .  1 7 : I ;  M k .  9:2; Lk. 9:28). Mt • Sinai 
cannot be identified if, as some have suggested, it 
was a previously active volcano (Ex. 1 9 : 1 6; Pss. 
1 04:32; 1 44:5) .  The traditional location in the Sinai 
Peninsula (Jebel M üsa) would in that ca se be im
possible geologically, as the ancient rocks of the 
district show no evidence of recent volcanicity. 
Two pleistoeene volcanic eones, perhaps active in 
historie times, oeeur on the E side of the Gulf of 
Aqabah, but some authorities cannot see how this 
fits with the route of the • Exodus described. 

The mount of assembly mentioned in Is. 1 4 : 1 3  
oeeurs in the boast of the king of Babyion, and 
may be an allusion to a probable Bab. legend relat
ing to the dwelling of the gods (cf Jb. 37:22; Ezk. 
28:  1 3f.). 

Armageddon, Hebraieized Har-magedon i n  AV 
( Rev. 1 6: 1 6), may refer to the mountain district of 
• Megiddo, i. e. Mt Gerizim, whieh overlooks the 
plain of Megiddo, the location of other apoca
Iyptie seenes (cf Zc. 1 2: 1 1 ) .  

Mountains have great significance in the geog
raphy and history of • Palestine. Consequently 
they are frequently referred to in the Scriptures. 
They provide vistas-'go up to the top of Pisgah 
and lift up your eyes' (Dt .  3 :27; cf Lk.  4:5). Their 
influenee on higher rainfall makes them a symbol 
of fertility (Dt .  33 : 1 5 ; Je. 50: 1 9; Mi .  7 : 1 4), grazing-
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places ( Ps. 50: I 0) and hunting-grounds ( I  Sa. 
26:20). They are associated with pagan sanctuaries 
( I  Ki. 1 8 :  1 7-46; Is. 1 4: 1 3 ; 65 7; Ezk. 6 :  1 3) .  Their 
inaccessibility makes them places of refuge (Jdg. 
6:2: I Sa. 14 :2 1 -22; Ps. 68: 1 5 , 22; Mt .  24 : 1 6). 

Mountains are a symbol of eternal continuance 
(Dt. 33: 1 5 ; Hab. 3:6) and stability ( Is. 54: I 0). They 
are considered as the earliest created things (Jb. 
1 5 :7; Pr. 8 :25), of ancient origin (Ps. 90:2) and ob
jects of the Creator's might (Ps. 65:6) and majesty 
(Ps. 68:  1 6) .  They are the scenes of theophanies, 
melting at Yahweh's presence (Jdg. 5 :5 ;  Ps. 97:5; Is. 
64: I; Mi. 1 :4) and shuddering at his judgments (Ps. 
1 8 :7; Mi. 6: 1 f.) .  They are called to cover the guilty 
from his face ( Ho. 1 0:8; Lk. 23:30). When God 
touches them they bring forth smoke (Pss. 1 04:32;  
1 44:5). They also rejoice at  the advent of Israel's 
redemption (Ps. 98:8; Is. 44:23; 49: 1 3; 55: 1 2), leap 
at the praise of the Lord (Ps. 1 1 4:4, 6) and are 
called to witness his dealings with his people (Mi .  
6:2). 

Mountains are also symbols of difficult paths in 
life (Je. 1 3 : 1 6) ,  obstacles (Mt .  21 : 2 1 ) ,  and other 
difficulties (Zc. 4:7), the rem oval of which is pos
sible to  those of strong faith (Mt .  1 7:20). 

J .M .H .  

MOUTH. Heb. peh with several other words oc
casionally translated mouth, and Gk. stoma. Both 
are used not only of the mouth of man or beast, or 
anthropomorphically of God, but are often trans
Iated 'edge', in the phrase 'edge of the sword' .  peh 
is used also of the mouth of a weil (Gn. 29:2), a 
sack (Gn. 42:27), or a cave (Jos. 1 0:22). 

The general usage is very close to and alm ost 
interchangeable with * lip or * tongue. The hand 
laid upon the mouth, like the lip, was a sign of 
shame (Mi .  7: 1 6). The mouth can sin (Ps. 59: 1 2) or 
utter good. The tendency to speak of the mouth as 
acting independently, by synecdoche or ignorance 
of physiology, is  not as marked as in the ca se of lip. 
This may be because the Heb. did not distinguish 
clearly between the supposed functions of the in
ternal organs, and the mouth, being partly in
ternal, was obviously connected with them (see 
* HEART and cf Pr. 1 6:23 where peh is translated in 
RSV as 'speech'). 

Frequently the mouth is said to be filled with 
words of one kind or another, or a spirit which 
causes certain words to be spoken ( I  Klo 22:22; Ps. 
40 :3). By extension the word peh came to mean 
words or commandments (Ex. 1 7 : I ) .  B.O.B. 

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 

I. Music 

It is evident from the frequent references in the OT 
that music played an important part in Heb. cul
ture. According to tradition Jubal, the son of 
Lamech, who 'was the father of all those who play 
the Iyre and pipe' (Gn. 4 :2 1 ) , was the inventor of 
music. The close relation between the pastoral and 
the musical arts is shown in that Jubal had an eider 
brother Jabal who was 'father of those who dweil 
in tents, and have cattle' (Gn. 4:20). 

At a later stage music was consecrated to the 
service of  the Temple worship, but found secular 
use also, from early times. Thus Laban reproached 
Jacob for stealing away without allowing hirn to 

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

cheer his departure 'with mirth and songs, with 
tambourine (AV tabret) and Iyre' (Gn. 3 1  :27). It 
was frequently used on occasions of rejoicing, 
when it was regularly linked with the * dance. 
There were songs of triumph after victory in battle 
(Ex. 1 5 : l ff. ;  Jdg. 5 : l ff.) .  Miriam and the women 
celebrated the downfall of Pharaoh and his horse
men 'with tim breis and dancing' (Ex. 1 5 :20ff.) ,  and 
Jehoshaphat returned victorious to Jerusalem 
'with harps (AV psalteries) and Iyres and trumpets' 
(2 Ch. 20:28). Music, singing and dancing were 
common at feasts ( Is. 5: 1 2; Am. 6:5). In particular, 
they were features of the vintage festivals ( Is. 
1 6 : 1 0) and of marriage celebrations ( I  Macc. 9:37, 
39). Kings had their singers and instrumentalists (2 
Sa. 1 9 :35; Ec. 2 :8) .  The shepherd boy also had his 
Iyre ( I  Sa. 1 6: 1 8). The young men at the gates en
joyed their music ( La. 5: 1 4) .  Even the harlot in
creased her seductive powers with song ( I s. 23: 1 6) .  
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Music was used at times of mourning as weil as 
at times of gladness. The dirge (qina) which consti
tutes the book of Lamentations and David's 
lament over Saul and Jonathan (2 Sa. I :  1 8-27) are 
notable examples. It became the custom to hire 
professional mourners to assist at funerals. These 
regularly included flautists (Mt .  9:23). According 
to Maimonides, the poorest husband was expected 
to provide at least two flautists and one mourning 
woman for the funeral of his wife (MisnayöL 4). 

As music formed an integral part of Heb. social 
Iife, so it had its place in their religious life. I Ch. 
1 5 : 1 6-24 contains a detailed account of the organ
ization by David of the levitical choir and orches
tra. Apart from this passage there are only scat
tered and indirect references to the use of music in 
religious worship, and there is little evidence on 
which to form any clear impression of the char
acter of the musical service of the Temple. 

Of the nature of the music performed by the 
Heb. musicians we have no knowledge whatever. I t  
i s  uncertain whether they had any system o f  nota
tion. No identifiable system has survived. Attempts 
have been made to interpret the accents of the Heb. 
text as a form of notation, but without success. 
These accents were a guide to recitation rather 
than music and were, in any case, of late origin. 
Although we have no evidence regarding the in
strumental music of the Temple, we can discover 
from the form of the psalms that they were in
tended to be sung antiphonally either by two 
choirs (Pss. 1 3; 20; 38), or by a choir and the con
gregation (Pss. 1 36; 1 1 8 :  1-4).  It appears that after 
the captivity the choirs were formed of an equal 
number of male and female voices ( Ezr. 2:65). But 
i t  is not clear whether each choir was of mixed 
voices or whether one was of male and the other of 
female voices. They probably chan ted rather than 
sang, although the manner of their chanting is ob
scure and was certainly very different from modern 
ecclesiastical chanting. 

From Mesopotamia comes written evidence 
(early 2nd millennium Be) on the stringing and 
tuning of harps, and musical instruments with a 
litany (6th century Be); cf D. Wulstan, O. R .  
Gurney, lraq 30, 1 968, pp. 2 1 5-233; W. G .  Lam
bert, in H. Goedicke (ed.), Near Eastern Studies 
. . .  W F Albright, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 335-353.  At Ugarit 
(from c. 1 400 Be) was found a group of cuneiform 
tablets bearing hymns in the Hurrian language, 
accompanied by a form of musical notation; cf 
A. D. Kilmer, RA 68, 1 974, pp. 69-82; ibid. (with 
D. Wulstan), pp. 1 25-1 28, with earlier references. 
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I S R A E LITE 

Selected 
B i ble references 

Stri nged i nstruments 

Harp 1 Sa. 1 0:5 

Is.  5 : 1 2 

Is.  1 4: 1 1 ;  Am. 5:23; 
6:5 

(Zither?) Pss. 33:2; 1 44:9 

Lyre G n . 4:21 

Wind i nstruments 

H orn J os. 6:4 

1 Ch.  1 5:28; 2 Ch. 
1 5: 1 4; Ps. 98:6 

Ex. 1 9: 1 3 

Trumpet N u .  1 0:2  

Ezk. 7 : 1 4 

Vertical fl ute? G n .  4 :21 ; J b. 21 : 1 2; 
30:31 ; Ps. 1 50:4 

Double p ipe (? )  1 Sa .  1 0:5; Is .  5 : 1 2; 
1 Cor. 1 4:7 

1 Ki .  1 :40 

Percuss ion i nstruments 

Tambour or I Ex. 1 5:20; Ps. 81 :2  
hand drum 

Hebrew 

neqel 

nebel 'äsör 

kinnör 

qeren hayyöqel 

söpär 

yöqel 

IJ·�ö�rä 

?täqöa' 

'ugaq 

IJälil 

I top 

AV RSV 

psaltery harp 

viol harp 

viol (s)  harp(s) 

psaltery and a n  harp o f  ten stri ngs; 
i nstrument of ten strings ten -stringed harp 

harp Iyre 

trumpets of rams' horns trum pets of rams' horns 

cornet. trumpet the horn, trumpets 

trumpet trumpet 

trum pet trumpet 

trumpet trumpet 

organ pipe 

pi pe f lute 

pipe pipe 

I t imbrei I t imbrei 

N IV 

Iyres 

Iyres 

harp(s) 

ten -stringed Iyre 

harp 

trumpets of 
rams' horns 

rams' horns, 
trumpets 

ram's horn 

trumpet 

trumpet 

flute 

fl utes 

fl utes 

I tambourine 

! 
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Selected 
Aramaic AV B i ble references 

J b. 2 1  : 1 2 timbrei 

G n .  31 :27; 1 Sa. 1 0:5 tabret 

Is. 5 : 1 2 tabret 

Cymbals 1 Ch. 1 5: 1 9 �e/�/im cymbals of brass 

2 Sa. 6:5; 2 C h .  5 :1 3; 
Ezr. 3 : 1 0;  

me�iltayim cymbals 

Ps. 1 50 :5 

Sistrum ( ? )  2 S a .  6 :5  mena'an'im cornets 

Bei ls Ex. 28:33-34 pa'8mön bei ls 
39:25-26 

ZC. 1 4:20 me�illä beils of horses 

BABYLO N IAN 

Stringed i nstru ments 

H orizontal harp? O n .  3:5, 7, etc. sabbelsä sackbut 

Vertical harp? O n .  3:5, 7, etc. pesamerin psaltery 

Lyre O n .  3 :5, 7, etc. qi[rös/ qa[rös harp 

Wind i nstruments 

H orn On. 3 :5, 7, etc. qeren cornet 

Dou ble pipe On .  3:5, 7, etc. masröqi[ä f lute 

Percussion? 

Drum? On. 3 :5, 7, etc. sümpönyä d u lcimer 

Table showing musica! instruments mentioned in the Bible, with names used in three current translations. 

RSV 

tambourine 

tambourine 

timbrei 

bronze cymbals 

cymbals 

castanets 

beils 

beils of horses 

trigon 

harp 

Iyre 

horn 

pipe 

bagpipe 

--

N IV I I 
tambourine I 
tambourine 

tambourine 

bronze cymbals 

cymbals 

sistrums 

beils 

beils of horses 

Iyre 

harp 

zither 

horn 

f lute 

pi pes 

::: c: {fJ ;:; 
>z o 
::: c: {fJ ;:; >r" 
Z � ::c c: ::: 
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MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

An aitempt has been made to reproduce the harp
tuning and hymnology in musical form on a 
gramophone record; cf A . O. Kilmer, R .  L. Crock
er, R .  R. Brown, Sounds 0/ Silence, 1 977. 

11. Musical instruments 
We have a little more knowledge of the musical 
instruments of the Bible, although there is no def
inite information regarding their form or construc
tion. Instruments have, however, been found be
longing to other ancient nations of the Middle 
East, notably the Egyptians. The etymology of the 
Heb. words helps a little, and also the ancient vss, 
�ut still our knowledge is very slight. The instru
ments mentioned in the Bible can be divided into 
the three main groups: strings, wind and 
percussion. 

a. Strings 
(i) Lyre. The kinnor, which is regularly rendered 
'harp' by AV, is the first musical instrument men
tioned in the Bible (Gn. 4 :2 1 )  and is  the only 
stringed instrument referred to in the Pentateuch. 
It is one of the instruments with which Laban the 
Syrian would have wished to send Jacob on his 
way, had he not departed so suddenly (Gn. 3 1  :27). 
This allusion suggests that the instrument may 
have been of Syrian origin. There has been differ
ence of opinion whether it was truly a harp or a 
Iyre. The balance of opinion is in favour of the Iyre, 
which word is used in RSV. That it was portable and 
therefore small is evidenced by the fact that it was 
one of the four musical instruments borne be fore 
the young prophets ( I  Sa. 1 0:5) .  Ancient Egyp. 
tomb-paintings represent foreigners, Semites from 
Shutu (Transjordan), bearing Iyres played with a 
plectrum in their hands. Nor is it dear whether the 
kinnor was played with a plectrum or by hand . In  I 
Sa. 1 6:23 ' Oavid took the Iyre and played it with 
his hand' ;  but the absence of mention of a plec
trum is no proof that the strings were plucked by 
the fingers alone. There is no certainty about the 
number of strings on the kinnor. Josephus thought 
it had ten. Another suggestion, based on the as
sociation of the instrument with Heb. I'minit 
('eighth',  LXX hyper tes ogdoes) in I Ch. 1 5 :2 1 ,  is 
that it had eight strings; but the allusion in the 
passage is far from certain. 

The kinnor was a wooden instrument, Oavid's 
being made probably of cypress (2 Sa. 6:5). Those 
which Solomon had made for the Temple were 
constructed of almug (I Ki. 1 0: 1 2), and were evi
dently very valuable. Josephus (Ant. 8. 94) records 
that their framework was fitted with electrum, i. e. 
either a mixed metal or amber. 

The word 'harp' is used also by AV in translating 
Aram. qilros (RSV 'Iyre'), wh ich occurs only among 
the instruments of Nebuchadrezzar's orchestra in 
On. 3 .  I t  is the same root from which the European 
word 'guitar' has sprung. 

(ii) Psaltery This word is derived from Gk. psal
terion, which denotes an instrument plucked with 
the fingers instead of with a plectrum. The Gk. 
verb psal/6 means to touch sharply or pluck. I t  is 
the word most often used to translate Heb. neIJ.el, 
although occasionally the rendering 'viol' is found, 
and in the Prayer Book version of the Psalms the 
word 'Iute' i s  used. In LXX neIJ.el is variously ren
dered (psalterion, psalmos, kithara, nablion, nabla, 
nable, naula and nablas). It is generally accepted 
that it was a kind of harp, as it is rendered in RSV, 
although its exact description is uncertain. It is first 

mentioned in I Sa. 1 0:5 ,  and this seems to confirm 
the opinion that it was of Phoenician origin, since 
there was little dose contact between Israel and 
Phoenicia before this date. A ttempts have been 
made to reconstruct the shape of the neIJ.el by iden
tifying i t  with a root meaning a skin-bottle, jar or 
pitcher. It has been suggested that it had a bulging 
resonant body at its lower e nd .  This identification 
of the root has even led to the supposition that the 
instrument was a form of bagpipe. Bu t  these sug
gestions are mere conjecture. 

Like the kinnor, the neIJ.el was made of cypress 
wood, and later of almug. It is clear that Oavid was 
able to play the neIJ.el as weil as the kinnor. As it is 
commonly linked in the Bible with other musical 
instruments, it is generally thought to have sup
plied the bass. 

Heb. 'äsor is frequently linked with neIJ.el. This 
word is from the root meaning 'ten', and is gener
ally thought to indicate that the instrument had ten 
strings. This interpretation is found also in LXX and 
Vulg. (psalterion decachordon and psalterium 
decem chordarum). I n  all probability the neIJ.el 'äsor 
was simply a variety of neIJ.el. 

The word 'psaltery' appears also in AV as a trans
lation of Aram. psanterin (On. 3 :5ff.), another of 
the instruments in Nebuchadrezzar's orchestra. 
The Aram. word appears to be a rendering of Gk.  
psalterion, and is translated in RSV 'harp'. 1 .  Stainer 
( The Musie 0/ the Bible, pp. 40-55) argues at some 
length that the instrument referred to is in fact the 
dulcimer. I t  is, however, impossible to say more 
with confidence than that it was a stringed 
instrument. 
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(iii) Sackbut. This word occurs in AV only in On. 
3 as a translation of Aram. sabb'kä. I t  was one of 
the instruments of Nebuchadrezzar's orchestra, 
and was therefore not a Heb. instrument. The AV 
translation is dearly wrong, as the sackbut was a 
wind instrument, being in fact a kind of bass 
trumpet with a slide rather like a modern trom
bone. The sabb'lfä is usually identified with Gk.  
sambyke, by which it is translated in On. 3, LXX. 
This has been described as either a sm all triangular 
harp of four or more strings and high pitch, or a 
large, many-stringed harp. Whichever description 
is correct, it was a stringed and not a wind instru
ment. According to Strabo ( 1 0. 47 1 )  i t  was of bar
baric origin. RSV more correctly renders 'trigon ' .  

(iv) DIlIeimer. This is the AV translation of  
Aram. srimponya, which i s  generally regarded as  a 
Gk.  loan-word. I t  occurs in the Bible only in the 
orchestra of On. 3 .  The AV rendering is incorrect, 
as it is not a stringed instrument .  It i s  now gener
ally supposed to have been a form of bagpipe (as 
rendered in RV, RSV) . The modern Italian rendering 
of the word is sampogna, a kind of bagpipe in cur
rent use in that country. Alternatively, i t  may derive 
from Gk. ty(m)panon, a kind of drum. 

b. Wind instmments 
( i) Pipe. This is Heb. I}älil, rendered 'pipe' in AV, 
'flute' in RSV. The word occurs only six times in the OT. In the NT the pipe is Gk.  aulos, used in LXX for 
the I}älil. Vulg. uses tibia. Both aulos and tibia are 
general terms covering both reed instruments, such 
as the oboe and the darinet, and instruments 
played by blowing across or through a hole, such as 
with the flute. 

The word I}älil derives from a root meaning to 
bore or pierce. The word aulos is from a root mean
ing to blow. But neither the derivation of I}älil, nor 



its rendering in LXX, gives any indication of the 
nature of the instrument. The balance of opinion 
seems to be in favour of the oboe rather than the 
flute, but there is no certainty on the matter. Just as 
today, i t  was apparently customary in ancient 
times for the player of a reed instrument to carry 
with hirn a supply of reeds in a box (Gk. 
glössokomon) . l t  was in fact a reed-box and not a 
'bag', as AV renders it, which Judas used as a 
money-box (Jn. 1 2:6; 1 3 :29). 

The pipe was used in festival processions (Is. 
30:29), at times of national rejoicing ( I  Ki. 1 :40), 
and also in mourning at funerals (Mt .  9:23). That i t  
could produce a plaintive note is evidenced by the 
allusion to i t  in Je .  48:36. 

(ii) Flute. This is the AV translation of Aram. 
masroqf[ii. l t  occurs only in On. 3 ,  and is  derived · 
from the root siiraq, an onomatopoeic word mean
ing 'to whistle' or 'hiss'. The playing of most types 
of pipe or flute is usually accompanied by a hissing 
sound. lt is therefore a reasonable supposition that 
the instrument referred to is of that class. 

(iii) Organ. This word (Heb. 'ligä!]) occurs only 
four times in the OT. In Gn. 4:2 1 it is evidently a 
generic term covering all wind instruments, just as 
the parallel word in the verse, kinnor, is the general 
term for all stringed instruments. In Jb. 30: 3 1  it 
again occurs in association with the kinnor, and in 
Jb. 2 1 :  1 2  it represents the wind section in parallel 
with members of the stringed and percussion fam
ilies. We find i t  again in Ps. 1 50:4 among numerous 
other instruments. LXX gives no guide as to the 
nature of the instrument, for it uses three different 
words. (In Gn. 4:2 1 kithara, 'guitar'; in the two 
passages in Job psa/mos, 'psaltery'; and in Ps. 1 50:4 
organon, 'organ'.) The derivation of the Heb. word 
is uncertain. Some have linked it with a root mean
ing 'to lust', 'have inordinate affection', thus allud
ing to its sensuous or appealing tones; but this is 
no more than conjecture. The instrument must be 
some form of pipe or possibly a group of pipes. 

(iv) Horn. This word (Heb. qeren) occurs fre
quently in the OT. Cognate with it are Gk. keras 
and Lat. cornu. l t  appears to have been used in 
biblical times for two purposes: as a flask for carry
ing oil and as a kind of trum pet. In this latter sense 
it occurs in only three passages. In Jos. 6 it is used 
synonymously with soßär ('trumret', see (v) below) 
in the account of the capture 0 Jericho. In I Ch. 
25:5 are listed those who were appointed by Oavid 
to play it, and in On. 3 it is one of the instruments 
of Nebuchadrezzar's orchestra. The earliest trum
pets were evidently made out of the horns of an i
mals and later imitated in meta!. 

(v) Trumpet. There is frequent mention of the 
trumpet in the Bible. In AV it is used chiefly as a 
translation of two different Heb. words, soßär and 
�la$ö�'rä. l t  is used once also for Heb. yo!]e/, wh ich 
means li terally a ram's horn. LXX renders uni
formly salpinx, which is used also in the NT. 

The soßär, a long horn with a turned-up end, 
was the national trumpet of the I sraelites. l t  was 
used on military and religious occasions to 
summon the people. The soßär is still used in 
Jewish synagogues today. 

The /:1a$Ö$'ro was a trumpet made of beaten 
silver. Moses was commanded by God to make two 
of them for summoning the congregation and for 
breaking camp. Nu.  1 0 : 1 - 1 0  contains God's in
structions to Moses regarding the occasions for the 
blowing of t he trum pet .  l t  was principally a sacred 
and not a martial instrument. 

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

(vi) Cornet. The word appears in AV as the trans
lation of three different words. In On. 3 it is used 
for qeren, elsewhere translated 'horn' (see (iv) 
above). In four passages the Heb. word is soßär, 
wh ich occurs frequently in the OT and is in all 
other instances translated 'trumpet' (see (v) above). 

In 2 Sa. 6:5 the Heb. word is m'na'an'fm, which 
occurs only in this passage. It is used in conjunc
tion with the cymbals (see c (ii) below) among 
other instruments on which Oavid and the children 
of Israel played before the Lord. The root from 
which it is derived means 'to quiver', 'vibrate', and 
it is probable that the instrument was a kind of 
rattle. LXX renders kymba/a, 'cymbals', and is 
therefore less accurate than Vulg. sistra, 'rattles' 
(Gk. seistron from seiö, 'shake', 'move to and fro'). 
RSV renders 'castanets'. Illustrations have been pre
served of ancient Egyp. rattles consisting of an 
oval hoop on a handle, to which were affixed rods 
carrying loose rings which jangled together when 
shaken. 

c. Percussion 
(i) Bel/s. Two Heb. words are rendered 'beils' in AV: 
pa 'amon, from a root meaning 'strike', occurs four 
times in Exodus, referring to the beils of gold on 
Aaron's high-priestly robes; the other word, 
m'$i//ii, is found only in Zc. 1 4:20. Avmg. follows 
LXX (chalinOl), reading 'bridles'. The Heb. word is 
from the same root as that rendered 'cymbals' in 
AV, and probably refers to the metal discs or cups 
fixed to the bridles of horses either as an ornament 
or in order to produce a jingling sound of beils. 

(ii) Cymba/s. This word comes from Gk. kymba
Ion, which occurs once in the NT ( I  Cor. 1 3 : 1 )  and 
also in LXX as a translation of Heb. m'$i/tayim and 
$e/$ '/fm. kymba/on is derived from kymbe, which 
means a bowl or hollowed plate. The two Heb. 
words are derived from the same root, an ono
matopoeic word meaning to whirr or quiver. 
m'$iltayim seems to be a later form of the word 
occurring about twelve times in the books of 
Chronicles and once each in Ezra and Nehemiah. 
The earlier form se/s'/fm is found in the Psalms and 
once in 2 Samue(. In Ps. 1 50 the word is used twice 
in one verse with different adjectives. Two kinds of 
cymbals are known to have existed in ancient 
times. One kind consisted of two shallow metal 
plates held one in each hand and struck together. 
The others were cup-Iike in shape, one being held 
stationary while the other was brought down 
sharply against it. lt has been suggested that in Ps. 
1 50 these two kinds of cymbals are alluded to, but 
this is merely conjecture. 

In all the passages where cymbals are mentioned 
they are used in religious ceremonies. Gk. kymba
Ion is used in I Sa. 1 8:6 LXX to translate Heb. säliS, 
which is from the root meaning 'three'. The Vulg. 
renders sistrum, 'rattle'. Suggestions have been 
made that i t  was a triangle or a three-stringed in
strument, but there is no certainty as to wh at is 
denoted. 

(iii) Timbre/ and tabret. These are each used 
eight times in AV, translating Heb. töß (LXX tym
panon). The instrument was a kind of tambourine 
held and struck with the hand. l t  was used as an 
accompaniment to singing and dancing (Ex. 
1 5 :20). l t  is always associated in the OT with joy 
and gladness, and is found accompanying the mer
riment of feasts (Is. 5 :  1 2) and the rejoicing of tri
umphal processions (I Sa. 1 8 :6). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. I. H. Jones, Bible Trans/ator 37, 
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1 986, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 1 6; 38, 1 987, pp. 1 29-1 45;  BA 54, 
1 99 1 ,  pp. 1 6-27; T. C. MitcheII, PEQ 1 24, 1 992, pp. 
1 24-1 43 ;  H. Hartmann, Die Musik der sumerischen 
Kultur, 1 960; T. C. Mitchell and R .  Joyce in O. 1. 
Wiseman (ed.), Notes on some Problems in the 
Book 0/ Daniel, 1 965, pp. 1 9-27; 1. Rimmer, An
cient Musical Instruments 0/ Western Asia (British 
Museum), 1 969; L. Manniche, Music and Musi-
cians in Ancient Egypt, 1 99 1 . D.G.S. 

K.A.K.  

MYRA. With its port, about 4 km away, Myra was 
one of the chief cities of Lycia, a province on the 
SW tip of  Asia Minor. There Paul and his centur
ion escort boarded an Alexandrian corn ship 
bound for Italy (Acts 27:5-6). Called Oembre by 
the Turks, Myra displays some impressive ruins, 
including a well-preserved theatre. J.D.D. 

MYSlA. The homeland of one of the pre-hellenic 
peoples of Asia Minor, never a political unit in 
classical times, and therefore never precisely de
fined. It centred on the heavily forested hili country 
on either side of the main N road from Pergamum 
to Cyzicus on the Sea of Marmora, a tract which 
stretched from the border of Phrygia W to the 
prornontory of the Troad. Troas itself, together 
with Assos and a number of other Gk. coastal 
states, and even Pergamum may be regarded as 
part of Mysia. It was the N portion of the Rom. 
province of Asia. Paul had reached its E limits on 
his way through Phrygia to Bithynia (Acts 1 6:7) 
when he was diverted through Mysia (v. 8) to 
Troas, probably following a route through the S of 
the region .  E.A.J. 

MYSTERY. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
The only OT appearance of the word is in the 
Aram. section of On. (2: 1 8- 1 9, 27-30, 47; 4:9), 
where LXX renders Aram. räz by mysterion (AV, NEB 
'secret'; RSV 'mystery'). In this context the word 
carries a specialized reference, and, as in the phrase 
'there is a God in heaven who reveals mysteries' 
(2:28), it means primarily that which is hidden and 
still needs to be made known. Yet even here the 
meaning of the term is not unrelated to its NT use 
and significance, since the mysteries of wh ich 
Oaniel speaks in this chapter are contained within 
the eternal plan of God, and also made known by 
hirn in advance to his servants ('thoughts of what 
would be hereafter', 2:29). 

Oaniel's use of räz, 'mystery', with the correla
tive p'sar, 'solution', 'interpretation',  was taken 
over by the Qumran sect, whose use of this ter
minology has provided an illuminating back
ground for understanding the NT occurrences of 
the term mysterion. 

11. In the New Testament 

a. Meaning 
The meaning of the term mysterion in classical Gk.  
i s  'anything hidden or  secret' (HDB, 3,  p .  465), and 
it was used in the plural particularly (ta mysteria) 
to refer to the sacred rites of the Gk. mystery reli
gions in wh ich only the ini tiated shared. The root 
verb is my6, which means primarily 'to close the 
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lips (or eyes)' (Lat. mutus). But whereas 'mystery' 
may mean, and in contemporary usage often does 
mean, a secret for which no answer can be found, 
this is not the connotation of the term mysUrion in 
c1assical and biblical Gk. In the NT myslerion sig
nifies a secret wh ich is being, or even has been, 
revealed, wh ich is also divine in scope, and needs to 
be made known by God to men through his Spirit. 
In this way the term comes very close to the NT 
word apokalypsis, 'revelat ion'. mysterion is a tem
porary secret, which once revealed is known and 
understood-a secret no longer; apokalypsis is a 
temporarily hidden eventuality, which simply 
awaits its revelation to make it actual and appre
hended (cf I Cor. 1 :7,  for example, where apoka
Iypsis is used, as so often,  in reference to Christ 
hirnself; and Rom. 8: 1 9, where Paul describes the 
creation as waiting with eager longing for its 
apokatastasis in the coming age of glory, wh ich is 
to be revealed (apokalyphlhenm) at the apokalypsis 
of the sons of God themselves). 

b. Usage 
(i) In the Gospels. The single oceurrence of the 
word myslerion in the Gospels is in Mk.  4 :  1 1  = Mt.  
1 3 : 1 1 (plural) = Lk. 8 : 1 0  (AV 'mystery', RSV , NEB 
'secret'). Here the term is used to refer to the king
dom of God, the knowledge of which, just because 
it is God's kingdom, is reserved for those to whom 
it is 'given'. As a result the unrevealed mystery is, 
for those 'outside' (ex6), hidden in • 'parables'. 

(ii) In the Pauline Leiters. Paul uses the word 
frequently, and indeed, apart from four occur
rences of the word in Rev. and the three just noted 
in the Synoptic Gospels, the appearance of mys
lerion in the NT is  confined to the Pauline Letters 
(2 1  times). The character of to myslerion in Paul's 
theology is fourfold. 

I .  It is eternal in its scope, in so far as it relates to 
the divine plan of salvation, the Heilsgeschichle 
itself. The 'mystery' is the good news wh ich forms 
the content of God's revelation (cf Eph. 6: 1 9); it is 
the mystery of God hirnself, the focus of which is 
in Christ (Co!. 2:2, reading 10U mysleriou 10U Iheou. 
Christou, with 1"'6, B, et al.; cf I Cor. 2: I ,  where B, 
0, and other MSS read martyrion for myslerion). As 
such it is contained within God's cverlasting coun
sels and hidden in hirn (Eph. 3:9), decrecd 'before 
the ages' ( I  Cor. 2:7) and declared as God's sophia, 
and veiled to human understanding, but awaiting 
its disclosure, throughout the ages (I Cor. 2:8; 
Rom. 1 6:25, where the adjectival participle is 
sesigemenon). 

2. I t  is historical in its announcement. This mys
tery is also the 'mystery of Christ', announced his
torically and definitively by God in Christ hirnself 
(Eph. 1 :9; 3 :3r. ,  where the mysterion is described as 
revealed to Paul kala apokalypsin; cf Co!. 4 : 3) 
when 'the time had fully come' (Ga!. 4:4). I t  is pre
cisely this mystery, centred and declared in the 
person of the Lord Jesus Christ, through whose 
death God reconciles us to hirnself (2 Cor. 5: 1 8r. ; 
cf I Cor. 2:2), that Paul was commissioned to pro
claim (Eph. 3 :8f. ;  cf I Cor. 4 : 1 ). In his letter to the 
Ephesians Paul considers particularly, against the 
background of a general and gradual movement 
towards a Christ-centred inclusiveness (see 1. A.  
Robinson, Ephesians, 1 903, pp. 238f.), the domin
ant and related notions of 'hope' and 'mystery' 
Christ is the hope of men ( I :  1 2) and of the uni
verse ( I :  I 0), and we possess as a result a hope 
which is both glorious ( I :  1 8) and real; already the 



Christian is saved, and raised with hirn (2:4-6, 
where the verbs are in the aorist). Not only so, but 
also-and this is  the particular character of the 
mysterion which Paul has been sent to preach, and 
which in Eph . he i s  chiefly concerned to outline
the new hope, and thus also the new life in Christ, 
are available for Jew and Gentile alike (3:8; cf Col. 
1 :27, where t he content of the mystery is qualified 
as 'Christ in you, the hope of glory'). 

3 .  It is spiritual in its perception. We have seen 
al ready from the Synoptic Gospels that the mys
tery of the kingdom is spiritually perceived . Paul 
retains this idea when he regards the mystery of 
Christ (the focus of which is particularly 'the Gen
tiles as fellow-heirs') as revealed to apostles and 
prophets by the Spiri t  (en pneumati, Eph. 3 :5;  cf 
also I Cor. 1 3 :2; 1 4:2). In line with this must be 
understood the term as i t  is used derivatively by 
Paul in connection with Christian marriage (Eph. 
5 :32), and the 'man of lawlessness (or sin)' (2 Thes. 
2:7). The divine significance of these 'mysteries' is 
apprehended by a conjunction of revelation and 
spiritual understanding (cf also Rev. 1 7:3-7). 

4. I t  is eschatological in its outcome. The mys
tery wh ich has been revealed in time still awaits its 
divine consummation and fulfilment in eternity. 
This is the sense in which the term must be under
stood in Rev. 1 0:7 :  the 'mystery of God' already 
announced will be corporately fulfilled without 
delay, 'in the days of the trumpet call to be sound
ed by the seventh angel'. And this is equally true in 
terms of personal salvation-the 'mystery' of 
'being changed' when the trumpet sounds, of mor
tality's being finally replaced by immortality ( I  
Cor. 1 5 : 5 1  ff.) .  Such a mystery, even when i t  i s  made 
known, overwhelms us still with the depth of noth
ing less than the wisdom and the knowledge of 
God hirnself (Co I. 2:2). 

The use of t he word 'mystery' with reference to 
the sacraments (Vulg. translates mysti!rion as sac
ramentum) is entirely post-biblical. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Hatch, Essays in Biblical 
Greek, 1 889, pp. 57-62; G. Bornkamm, TDNT 4, 
pp. 802-828; G. Finkenrath, NlDNTT 3, pp. 50 1-
506. S.s.S. 

MYTH, MYTHOLOGY. Gk. mythos, 'story'; my
thologia, 'story-telling'. In LXX the word-group ap
pears rarely, and never in books translated from 
the Hebrew Bible. In  Ecclus. 20: 1 9  an ungracious 
man is compared to 'a story told at the wrong time 
(mythos akairos)'; in Baruch 3:23 the 'story-tellers 
(mythologOl) . . .  have not learned the way to 
wisdom'. In NT mythos occurs only in the Pastoral 
Epistles and 2 Peter, and always in a disparaging 
sense. Timothy is told to discourage interest in 
'myths and endless genealogies wh ich promote 
speculations' ( I  Tim. 1 :4). There are similar refer
ences to 'godless and silly myths' (I Tim. 4:7), 
'myths' into which false teachers beguile hearers 
who have 'itching ears' (2 Tim. 4:4), and 'Jewish 
myths' to which Christians must lend no credence 
(Tit .  I :  1 4) .  A mixture 01" judaizing and gnosticizing 
speculation is perhaps implied. Such 'myths' are 
set in contrast to gospel t ruth: 'we did not follow 
c1everly devised myths when we made known to 
you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, but we were eyewitnesses' (2 Pet. I :  1 6) .  

MYTH, MYTHOLOGY 

In modern usage the word-group has a wide var
iety of meaning. 

I .  The 'myth and ritual' school. The 'myth' is  the 
story of wh ich the ritual is the dramatic enactment. 
T. H. Gaster ( Thespis, 1 950) interprets the Ugaritic 
religious texts as 'myths' of seasonal rites of 
emptying and filling which he tries to reconstruct. 
The Akitu or New Year festival of Babyion has 
been thought to be an instance of a Near Eastern 
ritual pattern in which the king played the part of 
the dying and rising god, being.regarded as his em
bodiment or as his mediatorial representative with 
the people. In this sense a historical event ,  or  series 
of historical events, could serve as the 'myth', as 
when the narrative of Ex. 1 - 1 5  is regarded as the 
mythos of the annually re-enacted Passover meal, 
or the passion narrative as the mythos of the even 
more frequently repeated Lord's Supper (cf I Cor. 
1 \ :26) 

2 .  The 'demythologizing' programme. This pro
gramme was launched in an essay by R. Bultmann 
(New Testament and Mythology, 1 94 1 )  which 
maintained that, if  the genuine 'offence' of the 
cross is to be presented effectively today, the gospel 
must be relieved ('de-mythologized') of features 
belonging to the world-view of those to whom it 
was first preached-not only the 'three-decker' 
universe but the concept of this world as being 
open to invasion by transcenden t powers. Part 
of this mythological apparatus detected in the NT 
has been thought (on inadequate grounds) to 
belong to a redeemer-myth of I ranian origin 
developed in various gnostic schools, especially in 
Mandaism. 
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3 .  'Myth ' in Theology. This is the title of an essay 
by M .  F. Wiles (BJRL 59, 1 976-7, pp. 226ff.) which 
refers to another modern usage-that implied, e.g. , 
in the title of the symposium The Myth 0/ God 
Incarnate, 1 977 (to which Wiles is a contributor), 
in wh ich a myth seems to be the pictorial and im
aginative presentation of an ontological reality 
(such as the union of the divine and human at the 
heart of the human personality). The t heological 
use of the word-group goes back to D. F. Strauss 
(Life 0/ Jesus, 1 835) but in wider parlance remains 
unacceptable because the dominant popular 
understanding of myth is  something that is  not 
simply factually untrue but positively misleading, 
like a mirage. 

Quite different and much more adequate is the 
approach of C. S. Lewis and others, according to 
whom ' Myth became Fact' when God became 
man, so that the aspirations and insights of the 
human soul wh ich formerly found mythological 
expression have been given a satisfying response in 
the historical events of the gospel, not least in the 
incarnation and redemption which it announces. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. W. Bartsch (ed.), Kerygma 
and Myth, I ,  1 953; 2, 1 962; F. F. Bruce, in C. 
Brown (ed.), History, Criticism and Faith, 1 976, pp. 
79ff.; NlDNTT 2, pp. 643-647, with bibliography; 
D. Cairns, A Gospel lVithol/t Myt", 1 960; A .  
Dundes, Sacred Narrative, Readings in the Theory 
0/ Myth, 1 984; S. H .  Hooke (ed.), Myth, Ritual and 
Kingship, 1 958; G. V. Jones, Christology and Myth 
in the NelV Testament, 1 956; C. S. Lewis, Til/ lVe 
have Faces, 1 956; W. Pannen berg, Basic Questions 
in Theology, 3, 1 972, pp. I ff.; J. W. Rogerson, Myth 
in Old Testament Interpretation, 1 974. F.F.B. 
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NAAMAH ('pleasant'). I .  A daughter of Zillah 
and sister of Tubal-cain (GN. 4 :22). 2. 'The Am
monitess', the mother of Rehoboam ( I  Ki .  
14 :2 1 ) . 3. A city in lowland Judah (Jos. 1 5 :4 1 ) ,  
probably identical t o  modern Nä'neh, 1 0  k m  S of 
Lydda. Zophar, one of Job's 'comforters', was a 
Naamathite, but it is unlikely that he originated 
from the same Naamah. G.W.G. 

NAAMAN (Heb. na' Qmän, 'pleasant') . A common 
N Syrian name during the mid-2nd millennium as 
shown by texts from • Ugarit. 

I. A dependant of Benjamin; forefather of the 
Naamite clan (Gn. 46:2 1 ;  Nu. 26:40; I Ch. 8 :4, 7). 

2. A military commander of the Syrian army 
during the reign of • Ben-hadad I (2 Ki. 5). 
Although aillicted with leprosy, he still held his 
high position (v. I ). At the suggestion of an Isra
elite prisoner of war, he took a letter from his 
king, along with gifts, to the king of Israel, prob
ably • Jehoram. He was referred to • Elisha who 
offered hirn a cure by bathing in the River Jor
dan, which Naaman indignantly refused until 
prevailed upon by his servants (vv. 8-1 4). Upon 
being cleansed, he took two mule-Ioads of earth, 
which he saw as a necessity for worshipping 
Yahweh, the one true god (vv. 1 5- 1 7) .  Although 
a Yahwist, Naaman still needed to worship at the 
temple of • Rimmon, probably because of social 
obligation. 

Jewish legend, recorded in Josephus (Anl. 8 . 4 1 4) 
but unsubstantiated, identifies Naaman as the one 
who killed ·Ahab by drawing 'his bow at a venture' 
(I Ki. 22: 34). He is also briefly mentioned in Lk.  
4 :27.  D.W.B. 

NABAL ('1001'). A wealthy inhabitant of Maon, 
SE of Hebron, of the tribe of Ca leb, who pastured 
sheep and goats on adjacent • Carmel (2). During 
his exile in the reign of Saul, David heard that 
Nabal was shearing his sheep, a traditional time of 
hospitality, and sent ten of his men with the re
quest that Nabal should provide David's force with 
hospitality on a feast-day in return for the protec
tion from brigands David had given his flocks. 

Nabal, whose aggressive • folly matched his 
name (I Sa. 25 :25), replied with insults, whereupon 
David with 400 men marched up. When Abigail, 
the beaut iful and intelligent wife of Nabal, heard 
of the messengers' visit she arranged for food and 
wine to be sent on ahead and went to meet David . 
This prevented David from committing the crime 
of blood guilt upon Nabal. 

On her return Abigail found her husband drunk. 
The following day Nabal suffered a paralytic stroke 
on hearing of his wife's action, and he died about 
10 days later (I Sa. 25). R.A.H.G. 

NABATAEANS. Nebaioth, son of Ishmael and 
brother-in-Iaw of Edom (Gn. 25: 1 3; 28:9), is pos
sibly to be considered the ancestor of the Nabatae
ans, who may aiso be the Nabaiate of inscriptions 
of Ashurbanipal of Assyria (c. 650 BC, ANET, pp. 
298-299). A difference in spelling between these 
two names (with läw) and the native nb(w (with 
(elh) precludes certain identification. Diodorus 
Siculus (c. 50 BC) brings the Nabataeans into re
corded history in his account of the end of the 
Persian empire and the career of Alexander. Quot
ing from an earlier source, he describes them as a 
nomadic Arab tri be who neither built houses nor 
tilled the soil. Their territory, the area S and E of 
the river Jordan, straddled the trade routes from 
the Orient to the Mediterranean, and their capital, 
Petra, 80 km S of the Dead Sea, formed a base 
from wh ich caravans could be attacked. Antigonus, 
who gained power in Syria after Alexander's death, 
sent two expeditions to Petra to subdue the Naba
taeans and gain control of the trade (3 1 2  BC). Both 
were unsuccessful .  It is clear that at this time Petra 
was at least a stronghold, and Gk.  potsherds of 
c. 300 BC found there suggest a permanent 
settlement .  

Contact with the settled communities of Pales
tine during the 2nd and 3rd centuries BC resulted in 
the development of Nabataean villages and towns 
and in intensive cultivation of formerly barren 
desert areas. This was aided by well-organized lines 
of fron tier posts to guard against Arab marauders 
and by the skill of Nabataean engineers in con
structing irrigation systems to conserve the scanty 
rain fall. Many of their dams and reservoirs are still 
usable. Petra is surrounded by high cl i ffs, pierced 
by narrow ravines, which form an almost impreg
nable defence. 

When a Nabataean ruler arose (the earliest 
known king is Aretas I, c. 1 70 BC, 2 Macc. 5 :8) who 
was able to safeguard the caravans, Nabataean 
merchants led trade from S Arabia and from the 
Persian Gulf to Petra, whence it was forwarded to 
the coast, particularly Gaza. I ncreased demands 
by the Rom. world for spices, silks and other luxur
ies from India and China swelled enormously the 
revenues of a power wh ich could levy tolls on all 
goods passing through its territory. The redirection 
of the trade routes across the Red Sea to Egypt 
after Augustus' failure to conquer Arabia (25 BC) 
was an important factor in the decline of Naba
taean prosperity. 
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Native records (coins and dedicatory inscrip
tions) are written in Aram. in a curiously height
ened form of the 'square' script (. WRITING). 
Papyri from the Judaean desert and ostraca from 
Pet ra exhibit a cursive form of this writing from 
which the Arab. scripts are derived. Use of Aram. 
indicates a wide assimilation to the culture of 
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neighbouring settled peoples. This is evidenced by 
Nabataean sculptures which contain reatures 
round in Syrian work and traceable in early 
[slamic ornamentation. It may be seen also in the 
acceptance or Syrian deities, Hadad and Atargatis 
(Astarte-Anat) into the Nabataean pantheon. 
These two may have been identified with Dushara 
and his consort Allat, the national deities. Many 
open-air shrines (e.g. the high place at Petra) and 
temples (e.g Khirbet et-Tannur) have bcen dis
covered on isolated h ili-tops. The gods wor
shipped were especially associated with weather 
and rerti lity. Nabataean • potters developed a dis
tinctive ware or their own unsurpassed in 
Palestine. 

Nabataean history, as reconstructed rrom inci
dental rererences by Jewish and Gk. authors, con
sists mainly or struggles to gain control or the 
Negeb in the S and or Damascus in the N. Aretas 
1 1 1  (c. 70 BC) and Aretas [V (c. 9 BC-AD 40) suc
ceeded in holding both these areas ror a rew years, 
so obtaining complete control or E-W trade. I t  
was an officer (Gk .  elhnarches) or Aretas [V who 
attempted to detain Paul in Damascus (2 Cor. 
1 1  :32). Malichus I I [  and Rabbel 1 1 ,  the last Naba
taean kings, moved the capital rrom Petra to Bos
tra, 1 1 2 km E or Galilee. This became the capital 
or the Rom. province or Arabia rollowing Trajan's 
conquests in AD 1 06. Petra enjoyed considerable 
prosperity during the 2nd century AD when many 
or the rock-cut raCades were made. The rise or 
Palmyra diverted the trade wh ich rormerly went to 
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Petra rrom the E, and that city gradually declined. 
The Nabataean people, subject to Arab raids, 
became absorbed in the surrounding population, 
although the script continued in use into the 4th 
century. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Starcky, 'The Nabataeans: A 
Historical Sketch', BA 1 8, 1 955, pp. 84- 1 06; G. L.  
Harding, The Anliqllilies 0/ Jordan, 1 959; N. 
Glueck, Deities and Dolphins, 1 966; Y. Meshorer, 
Nabalaean COins, 1 975; S. Moscati, The Semiles in 
Ancienr His/ory, 1 959, pp. 1 1 7- 1 1 9. A.R.M. 

NABOTH. This [sraelite commoner had the mis
rortune or owning a vineyard dose to the palace or 
King Ahab in Jezreel ,  who wanted to extend his 
gardens (I Ki. 2 1 ) . Though the king offered rair 
terms ror the land, Naboth exercised his right to 
keep intact his ancestral inheritance. Ahab reit ag
grieved and sulked, but Queen Jezebel, who owed 
no allegiance to [srael's ideals or kingship (Dt .  
1 7 : 1 4-20), plotted Naboth's murder. [n the king's 
name she ordered the prodamation or a rast, im
plying some calamity. This would be seen as God's 
punishment ror some crime. Naboth was accused 
by rellow members or the judiciary or cursing both 
God and the king (Ex. 22:28); ror this the sentence 
was death by stoning (cf Dt. 1 3 : 1 0) .  Elijah pro
nounced the Lord's judgment on Ahab and his 
dynasty ror the crime or murder. lezebel's punish
ment would be a gory death and no burial. 

This incident demonstrates that, in [srael at 
least, the king was subject to God's laws, and could 
not ride roughshod over the rights or his citizens 



NABOTH 

with impunity. Ahab died in battle ( I  Ki .  22:34--38) 
as did his sons (I Ki. 9:24; 1 0: 1 1 ). Jezebel dled by 
treachery in Jezreel, where she had conspired 
against Naboth (2 Ki. 9 :30-37). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. Wiseman, 1-2 Kings, TOTe, 
1 993, pp. 1 80- 1 83 .  J .G.B. 

NADAB (Heb. näejä/;}, 'generous', 'noble'). I .  
Aaron's eldest son (Nu. 3 :2). Intimately present at 
Sinai (Ex. 24: I )  and later a priest (Ex. 28: I ), he 
transgressed the law (Ex. 30:9) with his brother 
Abihu in offering 'unholy fire' to God, for which 
they both died ( Lv. 1 0: 1-7; cf Nu. 26:6 1 ). 'Unholy 
fire' may mean either fire or incense kindled else
where than at the altar ( Lv. 1 6: 1 2) or ineense 
offered at the wrong time ('such as he had not 
commanded them'). Lv. 1 0:8-9 hints at the possi
bility that drunkenness was an element in the sin. 

2. A son of Shammai, of the house of Jerah
meel, of the tri be of Judah ( I  Ch. 2:28). 3. A son of 
Gibeon, 01' the tribe of Benjamin (I Ch. 8 :30). 4. A 
king of I srael, successor to his father, Jeroboam I .  
H e  reigned c .  9 1 5-9 1 4  BC, being assassinated and 
succeeded by Baasha while besieging Gibbethon 
(I Ki. 1 4 :20; 1 5 :25-28). T.H.J .  

NAHALAL, NAHALOL (Heb. nah"loJ). A town in 
Zebulun, but held by Canaanites (Jos. 19:  1 5; 21 :35; 
Jdg. 1 :30). Probably not far from modern Nahalal, 
9 km W of Nazareth.  Si mons (GTT, p. 1 82) fa
vours Tell el-Beida to the S; Ma'lul to the NE 
('Mahalul', Talmud Megillah I .  I )  is not  old 
enough to be the actual site. Albright (AASOR 2-
3, 1 923, p. 26) suggested Tell en-Nahl near Haifa 
( cf Gn. 49: 1 3), but this is outside the tribai area. 

J .P .U .L .  

NAHALlEL (Heb. na�J"/f'el, 'valley of God') .  N of 
the Arnon (Nu.  2 1 : 1 9); now Wadi Zerka Ma'in; 
famous in Rom. times for its warm springs, which 
ftow into the Dead Sea 1 6  km from the Jordan 
(Josephus, Bi I .  657; 7. 1 85) .  J . P.U .L .  

NAHASH ( Heb. nä/.JM). I .  An Ammonite king 
who attacked Jabesh-gilead in Saul's reign (I Sa. 
1 1 - 1 2) .  His relations with David were friendly (2 
Sa. 1 0:2; I Ch. 1 9 :  I ). 2. Father of Abigail and 
Zeruiah, David's sisters (2 Sa. 1 7 :25). LXX(B) and 
Origen support this reading against other Gk. MSS 
which give 'Jesse' (Driver, Samuel), perhaps assimi
lating to I Ch. 2: 1 3- 1 6. The Chronicler may mean 
that Abigail and Zeruiah were Jesse's step
daughters; their sons appear to have been of about 
David's age. J .P .U .L .  

NAHOR. I .  Son of Serug, and grandfather of Ab
raham (Gn. I I  :22-25; I Ch. 1 :26). 

2. Son of Terah, and brother of Abraham and 
Haran. He married his nieee Milcah, Haran's 
daughter (Gn. I I  :26--27, 29). Nahor probably 
journeyed to Harran with Terah, Abram and Lot 
despite the silence of Gn. I I  : 3 1  to thls effect, for 
Harran became known as 'the city of Nahor' (Gn. 
24 : 1 0; cf 27:43). He  was the progenitor of twelve 
Aramaean tribes which are listed in Gn. 22:20-24. 
This reftects the close relationship of the Hebrews 
and the Aramaeans. A place Nahur in the vicinity 
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01' Harran is named in the Mari tablets ( 1 8th cen
tury BC) . 

The two other passages where Nahor is men
tioned need to be compared to reveal that Nahor 
was a devotee of the false god of his father Terah 
(Gn. 3 1  :53 ;  cf Jos. 24:2) .  This implies that the con
secration at Mizpah (Gn. 3 1  :43ff.) took place in the 
presence of Yahweh and Terah's god. 

See BASaR 67, 1 937,  p. 27.  R .LW. 

NAHSHON (Heb. na(J.f6n, possibly I'rom lJäbä.f, 
'serpent' ;  Gk. Naassön). Aaron's brother-in-Iaw 
(Ex. 6:23; AV gives 'Naashon'), son of Amminadab 
and prince of Judah (Nu.  1 :7;  2 :3 ;  7: 1 2, 1 7; 1 0: 1 4;. I 
Ch. 2: 1 0) .  He is mentioned as an ancestor of Davld 
in Ru. 4:20, and of our Lord in Mt .  1 :4 and Lk. 
3 :32 .  LG.G.N.  

NAH UM, BOOK OF. 

I. Authorship and da te 
Nahum was a prophet from Elkosh, possibly in 
Judah. I t  is difficult to date his prophecy precisely, 
but we may note that the capture of Thebes ( i. e. 
No-ammon) is regarded as already having taken 
place. This event occurred under Ashurbanipal in 
the years 664-663 BC. At the same time, Nineveh, 
the object of Nahum's preaching, is still standing. 
Nineveh fell in 6 1 2  BC, and so we may place the 
prophecy roughly between these two dates. More 
precise than this, however, it is impossible to be. 

11 .  Summary of contents 
Each of the three chapters is a unit in itself, and we 
may best understand the prophecy by considering 
these chapters one after another. 

a. An acroslic poem and declaralion o[ judgmenl, 
I :  1 - 1 5  
Chapter I falls into three principal sections: the 
superscription (v. I), the description of God's maj
esty (vv. 2-8), and the declaration of judgment to 
come (vv. 9- 1 5) .  The superscription describes the 
message as a massä', i. e. 'burden', a word wh ich 
often denotes a message involving threatening. 
I t  also declares that the work is a 'book of the 
vision of Nahum', i. e. a book in wh ich the vision 
received by Nahum is written down. The super
natural character of the message is thus early 
acknowledged. 

The prophet immediately plunges into a state
ment of the jealousy of God. The zeal of the 
Lord is his determination to carry out his pur
poses both in the bringing in of his own kingdom 
and in the punishment of his adversaries. It is this 
latter aspect of God's jealousy which is here 
prominent .  God is slow to anger, says the prophet 
(v. 3); nevenheless, he will take vengeanee on his 
enemies. When these terms are applied to God we 
must understand that they are used anthropo
morphically; they do not contain the sinister con
notations that adhere to them when they are used 
of men. That God is able so to carry out his pur
poses is a matter that admits of no doubt. He can 
control the forces of nature, the storm, the rivers, 
the sea, Bashan, elc. For those who trust in hirn 
he is a stronghold, but for the wicked he is 
darkness. 

The enemies of the Lord refuse to believe that he 
will smite them. Hence, God announces that in a 



time when they cxpect it not the enemy will be de
voured as stubble that is wholly dry. Yet there is 
also to be an announcement 01' salvation, and 
Judah is commanded to keep her solemn feasts and 
to perform her vows. 

b. The siege and sack 0/ Nineveh, 2: 1 - 1 3  
In 2 :  1 -6 Nahum describes the enemy who lay siege 
to Nineveh. These are the Medes who came from 
the plain of Persia and were turning their attention 
against the Assyrians of the Mesopotamian plain. 
They are described as those that dash in pieces (v. 
I ) . In attacking the city they open the sluices so 
that the waters of the river may overflow and then 
they enter the city to destroy her palace. 

Huzzab, a word which possibly designates the 
queen (cf RSV 'its mistress'), is taken away into cap
tivi ty, and her female attendants follow her. (NEB 
renders the word 'train of captives'; J. O. W. Watts 
suggests the pedestal of a temple image.) Nineveh, 
the object of attack, has become like a pool of 
water. I nto her much trade has poured and many 
goods have been brought, so that she is now filled. 
Nevertheless, men will f1ee from her, and those who 
cry 'Stand" will not be able to stay those who 
would take refuge in f1ighl. Plunder then begins in 
earnest, and the few survivors who remain behind 
look on in grief and terror as the city is despoiled. 

Nineveh had once been a Iion, a veritable den of 
Iions. She had engaged in search for prey. Now, 
however, she is herself the object of such search 
and herself becomes a prey. What has become of 
Nineveh? The answer is that the Lord of hosts is 
against her, and he has determined to act in such a 
way as to remove her strength and power from her. 

c. A descriplion o/ Ihe cilY and a camparisan wilh 
Thebes, 3 : 1 - 1 9  
Chapter 3 consists o f  a deseription o f  the wicked 
character of the city of Nineveh. She was a bloody 
city and full of cruelty. She was a warring city, and 
there were rnany that were slain. Through her 
whoredoms she sold nations and dealt in witch
crafts. Hence, the Lord had set hirnself against her 
and would expose her so that she would become a 
laughing-stock to all who looked upon her. 

Nahum then rnakes a brief comparison with 
Thebes (3:8- 1 5). Thebes, as the capital of Upper 
Egypt, had become strong, had revelled in her 
strength and acted as had Nineveh, yet her ruin 
had surely come. So also would i t  be with Nineveh. 
There could be no escape. Thus the prophet works 
up to a mighty c1imax, and announces that there is 
no healing for the bruise of Assyria, 'Your wound 
is grievous' (3 :  1 9a). 

In this small prophecy of doom we learn that the 
God of [srael, the nation whom Assyria had des
pised, is truly the God who controls the destinies 
and the actions of all nations. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. J. H. Eaton, Obadiah, Nahum, 
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, TBC, 1 96 1 ;  J. O. W. Watts, 
foel, Obadiah, fonah, Nahllln, elc., CBC, 1 975; 
R. L .  Smith, Micah-Malachi, 1 984; O. W. Baker, 
Nahum, Habakkuk and Zephaniah, TOTC, 1 988. 

E.J.Y. 

NAI L. I .  Finger-nail (Heb. eippören; Aram. (par). 
Captive wornen were commanded to shave the 
head and pare the nails (Ot. 2 1 :  1 2). Nebuchadrez
zar had 'nails like birds' c1aws' (On. 4:33; cf 7:  1 9) .  

2. A wooden tent peg (Jdg. 4:2 1 ,  Heb. yä!eq), 

NAME 

used by Jael to slay Sisera. lt was somet imes used 
for suspending objects as in Ezk. 1 5 :3 .  [saiah 
(22:25 AV; RSV 'peg') Iikened Eliakim to 'a nail in a 
sure place' on which the 'whoie weight 01' his 
father's house' might hang. Such a nail was driven 
into a wall. 

3. A metal nail or pin (yä!eq) for driving into 
wood or other material to hold objects together, or 
left projecting to suspend objects. [n the tabernacle 
the nails were of bronze (Ex. 27: 1 9; 35: 1 8 ; 38:20, 
3 1 ;  39:40; Nu. 3 :37; 4:32). Oelilah used such a nail 
(pin) to bind Samson (Jdg. 1 6: 1 4).  The word 
masmer refers to nails of iron ( I  Ch. 22:3) or of 
gold (2 Ch. 3 :9), driven into a wall (Ec. 1 2 : 1 1 ) , or 
used to sec ure idols in their place ( l s. 41 :7; Je. 1 0 :4). 
Nails have been found at many Palestinian sites 
including Tell Abu Hawam, an ancient harbour 
city near Mt  Carmel. 

4. [n NT times victims were affixed to a · cross 
by nails driven through hands and feet (Gk. he/os, 
Jn. 20:25). J .A .T. 

NA[N. Mentioned only in Lk. 7: 1 1 .  There is a 
small village still bearing this name in the Plain of 
Jezreel, a few miles S of Nazareth, at the edge of 
Little Hermon, and it is generally accepted as the 
scene of the Gospel narrative. It is certainly to be 
distinguished from the Nain of Jos., Bf 4. 5 1 1 ,  
wh ich was E of the Jordan. The name is perhaps a 
corruption of the Heb. word nä'im, 'pleasant ' ,  
which adjective weil describes the area and the 
views, if  not the village itself. A problem is raised, 
however, by the reference to the city gate (Lk.  
7: 1 2); for the village today ca lied Nain was never 
fortified, and so would never have had a gate in the 
proper sense of the word. But the word 'gate' may 
be used loosely, to indicate the place where the 
road entered between the houses of Nain. An in
genious suggestion solves the difficulty by propos
ing that the si te was Shunem (as in the similar story 
of 2 Ki. 4), an original synem becoming acci
dentally reduced to nem, and then confused with 
Nain . Shunem, in any case, is in the same general 
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area. D.F.P. 

NAIOTH. A place or quarter in Ramah where 
Samuel supervised a community of prophets and 
to which Oavid f1ed from Saul ( I  Sa. 1 9 :  1 8- 19 ,  22-
23). When Sau I sent messengers there to seek 
Oavid, each in turn 'prophesied'. Later, when Sau I 
came in person he too 'prophesied' (v. 24), giving 
rise to a proverb: ' [ s  Saul also among the 
prophets?' The Heb. word näy6! is related to 
näweh, 'pasture ground' or 'abode', and is com-
monly translated 'habitation'. J.A.T. 

NAME. The Bible is no stranger to the custom, 
now virtually normative, of giving a name simply 
because it appeals to the parents. What else is l ikely 
to lie behind calling a little girl Oeborah (meaning 
'bee', ldg. 4:4) or Esther (Heb. hQqassti, 'myrtle')? 
Even in cases where i t  olfers some high-sounding, 
moralistic or religious sentiment, i t  would run 
beyond the evidence to assurne without quest ion 
that the name was eonferred with that thought in 
mind rather than that the parents were indulging a 
preference for that rat her than any other label. One 
can, for example, weave sad fancies round a name 
like Ahikam ('my brother has risen') as indicating a 



NAME 

tragic earlier bereavement in the family which the 
subsequent birth of another son was seen to rect
ify, but Ahikam is a pleasant-sounding name and 
in default of evidence to the contrary may weil 
have been chosen for no better reason. 

Nevertheless, while we can be too high-minded 
in our approach to names and naming in the Bible, 
there is no question but that there is, throughout, a 
conceptual background which was often given full 
play in the conferring of a name and which, even if 
it seemed to have no part (or none that we know) in 
the original naming yet in later life asserted its 
claim on the person concerned. Thus, for example, 
whereas Isaiah named his two sons with deliber
ation so that they would embody certain aspects of 
the word of God to his people ( I s. 7:4; 8: 1 -4) his 
own name ('Yahweh saves'), as we should have to 
say, 'by coincidence', could not have been bette red 
as the name for this prophet above all .  The Bible's 
view of names and naming would be otfended by 
the idea of a mere coincidence or accident of par
ental choice: the link it sees between name and 
person is both too c10se and also too dynamic for 
that. 

I .  Significant naming 
The general evidence dispersed throughout the 
Bible would insist that it is no coincidence that the 
great prophet of salvation is  called by a theophoric 
name on the salvation theme. It would see the dir
ective providence of God determining beforehand 
the whole course of the life; it would probably 
more typically see the name as embodying a word 
of God wh ich would henceforth mould its recipi
ent into the man whose life would express what the 
word declared. This, at any rate, is the dynamic 
view of names and naming wh ich runs throughout 
Scripture and which ditfers so dramatically from 
our static view of a name as a ditferentiating label. 

The fol lowing seven categories cover most of the 
dynamic name-giving situations: 
a. The status-name. Of his new-follnd wife, the man 
said that she would be called 'Woman', thus ac
cording to her a co-equal (or, better, counterpart) 
status with her husband: he is ';s; she is 'isS{i. In 
general in t he Bible name-giving is an authority 
function: the imposition of the name ' Man' on the 
cOllple by their Creator (Gn. 5:2), the giving of 
animal names by the man, in his capacity as cre
ation's lord (Gn. 2: 1 9f.), the naming of children by 
parents (by the mother on 28 and by the father on 
1 8  occasions), the naming of a conqllered king (2 
Ki.  23 :34), ete. But in Gn. 2:23 the 'man' acknow
ledges his complementary equal, the one who, with 
hirn, shares the God-given dominion of the world 
(Gn. I :  28tf.). 

b. The oeeasion-name. The birth of her first-born is 
to Eve the significant moment of the fulfilling of 
the promise of a victorious seed; therefore 'along 
with Yahweh' as she said (Gn. 4: I )-he, fulfilling 
his promise, she bringing forth a child-she 
'gained possession' (verb qänä) of a child whom 
she therefore called 'Cain' (qayin) .  

e. The event-name. Sometimes names encapsulate a 
whole situation: e.g. Babel (Gn. 1 1  :9) or Peleg (Gn. 
1 0:25).  Both these namings have the same quality, 
but we can see what was afoot more c1early in the 
fully-documented case of Babel: the name was in 
etfect a word of God. Men had already discerned 
in themselves a tendency to separate or scatter 

( 1 1 :4) and they purposed by their technological 
advance (v. 3) to be their own saviours in this 
regard. The divine edict goes forth against man's 
confidence that his own cleverness can save hirn, 
and the word which imposes judicially on the 
human race the disability which it feared (v. 8) is 
succinctly built into the fabric of earthly things by 
the place-name ' Babel' ('confusion') wh ich is to be 
henceforth the evil genius of the Bible story until 
the end (cf ,  e.g. ,  Is. 1 3 : 1 ;  2 1 : 1 - 1 0; 24 : 1 0; Rev. 1 8 :2; 
ete.; * BABYLON). 

d. The circumstance-name. Isaac was named be
cause of the attendant laughter of his parents (Gn. 
1 7 : 1 7 ; 1 8 : 1 2; 2 1 :3-7); Samuel, because of the 
prayer of his mother ( I  Sa. 1 :20); Moses, because 
his princess-mother drew hirn from the water (Ex. 
2:  1 0); Ichabod, because of the loss of the ark, seen 
as significant of the withdrawal of divine favour ( I  
Sa. 4:2 1 ); Jacob, because of the position o f  the 
twins at birth (Gn. 25:26). In many of such cases 
the Bible provides the evidence to show that such 
'acciden ts' were truly sym bolic: the victory at the 
Red Sea makes Moses pre-eminently the man who 
came up out of the water; the story of Samuel is 
precisely the story of the man who knew that 
prayer is answered, and so on. In other words, 
there is a continuing link between the idea of 
giving a name and the dynamism of the ever
potent word of God etfecting that which it 
declares. 

e. The transformation- or alteration-name. Names 
were bestowed in order to show that something 
new had entered the life of the person concerned , 
one chapter was complete and a new chapter was 
opening. Though this giving of a new name is usu
ally hopeful and promissory, the category opens 
with the sad re-naming of 'issa (Gn. 2:23) as Eve 
(Gn. 3 :20), the name expressive of co-equality of 
status and complementariness of relationship he
coming the name of function; the former name ex
pressed -what her husband saw in her (and was 
glad), the latter expressed what he would use her 
for, giving her domination in return for her longing 
(Gn. 3 :  1 6). But to the same category belongs the 
re-naming of Abram as Abraham, signifying the 
beginning of the new man with new powers: the 
childless Abram (whose name 'high father' was 
only a sour joke) becoming Abraham, which, 
though i t  does not grammatically mean 'father of 
many nations', has sufficient assonance with the 
words wh ich would (at greater length) express that 
thought. Many significant names operate on just 
such a basis of assonance. Thus also on one and 
the same day Benoni became Benjamin (Gn. 
35 : 1 8),  the circumstance-name of pain and loss be
coming the status-name of 'right-hand man' .  The 
dominical bestowal of the name Peter (Jn. 1 :42) 
has the same significance, cf Mt .  1 6: 1 8; as indeed 
does the (presumably) self-chosen change from 
Sau I to Paul (Acts 1 3 :9). 

f The predictiveladmonilOry-name. Isaiah's two 
sons are pre-eminent in this cl ass. I t  is significant 
of the prophet's certainty of the word of God 
through hirn that he was willing to embody it in his 
sons who thus were, within their own time, 'the 
word become flesh', the greatest of the acted or
acles (* PROPHECY) of the OT. Cf Is. 7 :3 ;  8 : 1 -4, 1 8 .  
See also 2 K i .  24: 1 7, where the name Zedekiah em
bodies the righteousness element ($edeq, 'right-
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eousness') whieh Pharaoh thus warns the new king 
to praetise. The Lord's naming of James and John 
as 'Boanerges' was equally a warning against the 
unacceptable element of fire in their zeal (Mk.  
3:  1 7; cf Lk . 9 : 54) and once again the name proved 
itself to be an effeetive word of God. 

g. Precalive- and Iheophoric-names. A name like 
Nabal (näi]äl, 'fool') ( I  Sa. 25:25) ean only have 
been given on the basis of a mother's prayer-'Let 
hirn not grow up to be a fool'-a prayer for whieh a 
cogent background eould be provided without too 
mueh stretch of the imagination. It is likely that 
many theophorie names had this same element of 
prayer in them-or at the very least, most of those 
whieh are based on an imperfeet tense of the verb: 
thus Ezekiel ( 'May God strengthen!'); Isaiah 
('May Yah[weh] save!') . Even those wh ich in 
direet translation make an affirmation (e.g. Jehoa
haz, 'Yahweh has grasped') are most l ikely the 
produet of pious parental aspirations-not always 
realized, as the sad case of Nabal ( I  Sa. 25) may 
show, or the ease of King Ahaz whose name is 
probably an abbreviation of 'Jehoahaz': it is fully 
in accord with the story of that politically astute, 
spiritually inept king to think that he deliberately 
dropped the theophorie element in his name. 

The naming of the Lord Jesus Christ does not fit  
any single one of the foregoing eategories. In i ts  
relation to OT propheeies (Mt .  1 :23 with Is .  7: 1 4; 
Lk . 1 :3 1 -33 with Is. 9:6f.) the name Jesus is a 
status-name, declaring the reeipient to be God, 
born of a virgin and the promised king of David's 
line. It is a signifieant thing that the first person 
named in the NT reeeives (not a predietion-name 
but) a fulfilment-name: the purposes of God are 
being rounded out to eompletion. The name Jesus 
itself is a predietion-name looking forward to what 
he will hirnself do, and this is itself signifieant, for 
the predietion-names of the OT looked forward to 
wh at Yahweh would do and stood in relation to 
that aet as external heraids or pointers. But Jesus is 
hirnself the fulfilment of what his name declares. 

1 1 .  The name of God 
Any and all evidenee wh ich helps to show that on 
the human level a name is a signifieant and indeed 
potent thing, not only labelling but moulding its 
reeipient, finds its foeus in the eoneept of the 
'name of God' (0 GOD, NAMES OF) whieh lies at the 
eentre of the Bible. A 'divine name' is not, of 
course, a distinetively biblieal notion. Amongst the 
aneient Greeks, for instanee, Hesiod tried to enter 
more deeply into an understanding of the gods by 
a study of their names, an exereise whieh, mlilalis 
mlilandis, might weil be seen as eentral to biblieal 
theology. . 

There is a real sense in whieh the Bible is poised 
upon the revelation of the divine name. In the OT, 
the Patriarehs knew their God by titles (e.g. Gn. 
1 4 :22; 1 6: 1 3 ; 17 :  I ), amon;g whieh was the so far 
unexplained 'Yahweh'. The signifieanee of Moses 
and the Exodus is that at that point wh at had hith
erto been no more than a label was revealed to be 
not a title, however exalted, but a personal name. 
The revelation enshrined in the name was opened 
up and eonfirmed in the Exodus events, the re
demption of the people of God, the Passover and 
the Red Sea. In the NT the balaneing event was the 
ministry and redemptive work of Jesus: the defini
tive 'name' of God as the Holy Trinity, Father, Son 
and Holy Spirit, eoineiding with the publie eom-
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mencement of Jesus' ministry when at his baptism 
he began deliberately to be numbered with the 
transgressors (cf Mk.  1 :9-1 1 ) .  John sees the sig
nifieanee of this in his deli berate assoeiation of 
Jesus at his baptism with the Lamb of God (Jn .  
I :29ff.). This eomparison should warn against 
identifying the God of the OT ('Yahweh') with the 
NT revelation of God the Father. Yahweh is rather 
the Holy Trinity incognilo. 

In form the divine name Yahweh is either a 
simple indieative or a eausative indieative of the 
verb 'to be', meaning 'he is (alive, present, aetive)' 
or 'he brings into being', and the formula in whieh 
the name is disclosed (Ex. 3: 14, I am who I am) 
means either 'I reveal my aetive presenee as and 
when I will' or 'I bring to pass what I ehoose to 
bring to pass'. In the setting of Ex. 3-20 this refers 
both to the events of the Exodus as those in whieh 
Yahweh is aetively present (and whieh indeed he 
has deliberately brought to pass) and also to the 
preceding theologieal interpretation (Ex. 3:  1 -4 :  1 7; 
5:22-6:8) of those events vouehsafed to Moses. 
Yahweh is thus the God of revelation and history 
and in partieular reveals hirnself as the God who 
saves his people (according to eovenant promise) 
and overthrows those who oppose his word. 

Abundant though this revealed knowledge of 
God is, yet in the divine name there is a clear elem
ent of seereey. The formula I am who I am in itself 
expresses no more than that God knows his own 
nature: it is a formula of the sovereignty of God in 
the revelation of hirnself. If anything is 10 be told, 
he must tell it; he will tell only wh at he pleases. Cf 
Gn. 32:29; Jdg. 1 3 : 1 7. This is not in any way to be 
related to the eoncepts of magie. In the surround
ing pagan world to know a god's name was sup
posed to eonfer some power over that god-a 
logieal extension (as so mueh false religion is a 
logieal embroidering upon a truth) of the idea 
that 'naming' is the aet of a superior. Yahweh did 
not withhold any revelation of hirnself in fear lest 
man should gain power over hirn. Rather the revela
tion of hirnself belongs in a programme of privilege 
whieh he has designed for his people, whereby the 
somewhat 'external' relationship expressed in titles 
beeomes the highly personal relat ionship to a God 
who has given his people the liberty to eall hirn by 
name, and what is at that point held back is eon
eealed only because the moment of supreme reve
lation is yet to eome. Nevertheless what is already 
known is not a falsehood later to be set aside nor a 
partial truth ( for Ihis is my name Jor ever, Ex. 3: 1 5) 
awaiting eompletion, but one way of expressing thc 
whole truth whieh will yet aehieve greater and 
fuller expression. The 'name' of God lies at thc 
heart of progressive revelation. 

But though the name does not eonfer 'power' in 
any magical sense (cf Aets 1 9 :  1 3ff.), the knowledge 
of the name brings people into a wholly new rela
tionship with God. They are his intimates, for this 
is the signifieanee of 'knowing by name' (cf Ex . 
33: 1 2, 1 8- 1 9; Jn .  1 7 :6). The initiation of the rela
tionship thus deseribed lies on the divine side: eol
leetlvely and individually the people of God are 
'calIed by his name' (cf 2 Ch. 7: 1 4; Is. 43:7; Je. 
1 4:9; 1 5: 1 6; Am. 9: 1 2) .  Furthermore the motive 
whieh lies behind this divine outreaeh is often de
seribed as the Lord aeting 'for the sake of his 
name' (cf espeeially Ezk. 20:9, 14,  22, 44) by 
means of works through whieh he 'made ror him
self a name' (e.g. 2 Sa. 7:23; Ne. 9: 1 0). The name is 
thus a summary way of stating wh at God is in 
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hirnself (his name is all that is known to be true 
about hirn and his motives of action) and also 
what God is to others, allowing them to know his 
name (Ietting them into his truth) and sharing his 
name with them (Ietting them into his fellowship). 

There are five aspects of this basic situation 
strongly enough attested in Scripture to warrant a 
brief statement of each, even though not all are 
evenly spread through the Bible. 

a. It is a particularly Johannine emphasis to ex
press the human side of the experience of God as 
'believing in the name' (e.g Jn .  3: 1 8 ; I Jn. 3 :23), 
i. e. personal commitment to the Lord Jesus as 
thus revealed in the essence of his Person and 
work. 

b. Those who are of the people of God are 'kept' 
in his name (e.g Jn. 1 7: 1 1 ), taking up the distinct
ive OT picture of the name as a strong tower (e.g 
Pr. 1 8 : I 0) to wh ich they may run for safety, and 
also the name given as a husband's name to a wife 
whereby provision and protection are guaran teed 
(cf 'calIed by the name' above). When Christians 
are said to be ' justified in the name' (I Cor. 6 :  1 1 ) 
the implication is the same: the name, as the un
changeable nature of Jesus and as the summary of 
all that he is and has done, is the ground of secure 
possession of all the implied blessings. 

c. God's presence among his people is secured by 
'making his name dweil' among them. Cf Dt. 1 2 :5, 
1 1 , 2 1 ;  1 4 :23f. ;  1 6:2, 6; 2 Sa. 7: 1 3 ; eIe. I t  has some
times been foolishly pressed that there is a distinc
tion if not a rift between a 'name-theology' and a 
'glory-theology' in the OT, but these are two ways 
of expressing the same thing: e.g when Moses 
sought to see Yahweh's glory, he found that the 
glory had to be verbalized by means of the name 
(Ex. 33: 1 8-34:8). There is no sense in wh ich the 
Deuteronomist is replacing a crude notion of 
indwelling glory by a refined not ion of the indwell
ing name: it is rat her that the 'glory' tends to 
express the 'sense' of God's real presence, includ
ing much that is rightly unapproachable and 
inelfable; 'name' explains why this is so, verbalizes 
the numinous, for nowhere does the God of the 
Bible deal in dumb sacraments but always with 
intelligible declarations. 

d. The name 01" God is described as his 'holy 
name' more often than all other adjectival qualifi
cations taken together. It was this sense of the sac
redness of the name that finally led to the obtuse 
refusal to use 'Yahweh', leading as it has done to a 
deep loss of the sense of the divine name in EVV 
(with the notable exception of JB). The 'holiness' 
of the name, however, does not remove it from use 
but from abu se: this is the reason why the revela
tion of the divine name must never be confused 
with any thought of magical 'power with the div
ine'. Far from man being able to use the name to 
control God, it is the name which controls man, 
both in worship Godward (e.g Lv. 1 8: 2 1 )  and in 
service manward (e.g Rom. 1 :5). The 'name' is 
thus the motive of service; it is also the message 
(e.g Acts 9: 1 5) and the means of power (e.g Acts 
3: 1 6; 4: 1 2) .  

e. Throughout the Bible the name 01" God is the 
ground of prayer: e.g Ps. 25 :  1 1 ;  Jn .  1 6:23-24. 

Distinctively the NT associates baptism with the 
name, either of the Holy Trinity (Mt .  28: 1 9) or of 
the Lord Jesus (e.g Acts 2 :38): the distinction is 
that the former stresses the total reality of the 
divine nature and purpose and the totality of 
blessedness designed for the recipient, whereas the 
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latter stresses the efl"ective means of entry into 
these things through the sole mediation of Jesus. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. s. v. 'Name' in 1.-1. von Allmen, 
The Voeablilary 0/ Ihe Bible, 1 958; !DB, 1 962, and 
Supp. Vol . ,  1 976; see also, 1. Pedersen, Israel i and 
2, 1 926, pp. 245-259; 1. Barr, 'The Symbolism of 
Names in the OT', BJRL 52, 1 969-70, pp. 1 1 -29; 
L. Hartman, ' Into the Name of Jesus', NTS 20, 
1 973-4, pp. 432-440; 1. A. Motyer, The Revelatioll 
0/ the Divine Name, 1 959; R .  de Vaux, 'The Revela
tion of the Divine Name YHWH',  in 1. I .  Durharn 
and 1. R. Porter, Proc/amation and Presenee, 1 970, 
pp. 44, 48-75; G. von Rad, StIldies in Dellteronomy, 
1 953, pp. 37-44; G. T. Manley, The Book 0/ the 
vaw, 1 957, pp. 33, I 221f.; H .  Bietenhard, F. F. 
Bruce, N!DN1T 2, pp. 648-656. J .A .M.  

NAOMI (Heb. no' ·ml, 'my delight'). During the 
period of the Judges there was a famine in Bethle
hem of Judah, which caused Elimelech, a citizen of 
that place, to take his wife Naomi, and their two 
sons, Mahlon and Chilion, to Moab. There she was 
widowed, and her sons married Moabite girls, 
Orpah and • Ruth, who were widowed in their 
turn . 

Naomi decided to return to her own people 
alone, while her daughters-in-Iaw remarried, but 
Ruth insisted on accompanying her. She told them 
that her name was now Mara (Heb. märä', 'bitter') 
( Ru. I :20r.). At Bethlehem she planned a levirate 
marriage for Ruth with her near kinsman, Boaz. 
Their first child, Obed, was reckoned as hers, and 
he was the grandfather of David (Ru. 4: 1 6f.) .  

M.B. 

NAPHISH. The eleventh son of Ishmael (Gn. 
25 : 1 5 ; I Ch. 1 : 3 1 ). His deseendants have not been 
definitely identified, but may be the 'Naphish' of I 
Ch. 5: 1 9; 'the sons of Nephisim' of Ezr. 2 :50; and 
the 'Nephushesim' of Ne. 7 :52 .  J . D.D .  

NAPHTALI (Heb. naptälf, 'wrestler'). The sixth 
son of Jaeob, and the second son of Bilhah, Ra
ehel's maidservant; the younger brother of Dan, 
with whom he is usually assoeiated (Gn. 30:5-8). 
In the Blessing of Jaeob he is  deseribed as 'a hind 
let loose' which may allude to either his agility or 
his impetuosity. 

In most 01' the administrative lists the tribe 01' 
Naphtali comes last (e.g Nu. I :  1 5 , 421".; 2:29ff.; 
7 :78; 1 0:27). The Blessing 01' Moses commands 
Naphtali to 'possess the lake and the south' (Dt.  
33 :23) and lallowing the settlement i ts tribai por
tion comprised a broad strip W 01' the Sea 01' Gali
lee and the upper Jordan, including the greater 
portion 01" E and central Galilee. This territory is 
roughly delineated in Jos. 1 9 :32-39, including nine
teen fortified cities. But the N boundary is un
defined and since two of the cities mentioned, 
Beth-anath and Beth-shemesh, parts of a chain of 
Canaanite fortresses extending from the coast 
across upper Galilee, are noted in Jdg. 1 :33 as not 
completely subjugated, it is probable that it varied 
considerably in the earlier period. Naphtali in
cluded also the largest Canaanite city, Hazor, cov
ering about 80 hectares and dominating a vital 
trade route. Hazor, although destroyed by the Isra
elites under Joshua (Jos. 1 1 :  1 0f.), reasserted itself 
and, whilst never regaining its larmer prestige, it 



was not finally vanquished until weil into the 
Judges' period (Jdg. 4:2, 231'.) .  Another important 
city was Kedesh, a levitical city and one 01' the 
cities 01' re fuge (Jos. 20:7; 21 :32). 

The strong Canaanite element is reflected in Jdg. 
1 :33 ,  'Naphtali . . .  dwelt among the Canaanites'. 
This would encourage syncretism and partly ac
counts for the relative insignificance, historically, 
01' this tribe. But there were moments 01' glory. 
Barak, Deborah's partner in delivering Israel from 
Canaanite domination, was a Naphtalite (Jdg. 4:6) 
and his tribe was conspicuous in the same cam
paign (Jdg. 5 :  1 8) .  A later generation served vali
antly under Gideon (Jdg. 6 :35;  7:23), and the 
Chronicler records their support for David (I Ch. 
1 2 : 34, 40). Therearter, Naphtali, vulnerable be
cause 01' its fron tier situation, suffered from at
tacks from the N. During the reign 01' Baasha its 
territory was ravaged by Ben-hadad I 01' Syria ( I  
K i .  1 5 : 20). Approximately 1 50 years later (734 BC) 
the tribe 01' Naphtali was the first W 01' the Jordan 
to be deported (2 Ki .  1 5 :29). A probable re
construction 01' Tiglath-pileser l I I 's account 01' 
this campaign notes his annexation 01' the region, , . the wide land 01' Naphtali, in its entire extent, I 
united with Assyria'. I s. 9: I alludes to the same 
event. 

The territory 01' Naphtali included some 01' the 
most fertile areas 01' the entire land. During 
David's reign its 'chief officer' was Jeremoth (I Ch. 
27: 1 9). I t  was one 01' the districts from wh ich 
Solomon provisioned his court; at this time its gov
ernor was one 01' Solomon's sons-in-law, Ahimaaz 
(I Ki. 4: 1 5) .  Hiram, the principal architect 01' 
Solomon's Temple, was the son 01' 'a widow 01' the 
tribe 0 1' Naphtali' (I Ki. 7: 1 4) .  In Ezekiel's re
distribution 01' the tribaI allotments, Dan, Asher 
and Naphtali are assigned portions in the N, but 
the other N tribes, Issachar and Zcbulun, are in
c1uded further S (Ezk . 48 : 1 -7, 23-29). 

Jesus spent the greatest part 01' his public Iife in 
this area which, because 01' its chequered history 01' 
deportations and infusion 01' new settIers, was 
greatly despised by the Jews 01' Jerusalem, an atti
tude which partly explains why Galilee became the 
headquarters 01' the reactionary Zealots, bitterly 
opposed to Roman rule. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. A haroni, The Selliemenl 01 
Ihe Israelile Tribes ill Upper Galilee, 1 947; idem, 
LOB, pp. 20 1 r. , 2381'. A .E.C. 

NAPHTUHIM. Classed with Mizraim (Egypt), 
Gn. 1 0: 1 3 ; I Ch. I :  1 1 .  I t s  identity is uncertain, but 
Lower Egypt, specifically the Nile Delta, would be 
appropriate alongside Pathrusim (0 PATHROS) for 
Upper Egypt. Hence Brugsch and Erman emended 
the Heb. to fit Egyp. p ' I '-millv, ' Lower Egypt'. An
other Egyp. equivalent, without emendation, 
might be a n '(-Il-)lIl'(y\\l-) p' id(IIV, 'they 01' the Delta 
(Iit. marshland)" Lower Egypt(ians). Alternatively, 
naplllhim may be an Egyp. n '(-n-)/n '(y\\l-) p ' t ' 
\\1(1 '(1), 'they 01' the Oasis-Iand', i. e. the oases (and 
inhabitants) W 01' thc N ile valley. K A K .  

NARCISSUS. Paul salutes those 'who belong to 
the family 01' Narcissus' (Rom. 1 6: 1 1 ). The phrase 
suggests the slaves 01' a prominent household. The 
rich freedman Narcissus, who brought about the 
fall 01' Messalina (Tacitus, Anl/als 1 1 , passim), had 
committed suicide some little time before Rom. 

NATIONS, TABLE OF 

was written ( ibid., 1 3 . I ) ; but his slaves ( 'Narcis
siani' are mentioned in eIL, 3 ,  3973; 6, 1 5640) 
would pass to Nero and still be a recognizable 
enti ty. Though the name is also common outside 
Rome, it is tempting to see in Rom. 1 6: 1 1  a Chris-
tian group within this body. A.F.W. 

NATHAN (Heb. nä{än, 'he [i.e. God) has given'). 
01' some eleven men 01' this name in the OT the 
following at least can be iden tified as separate 
individuals: 

I. A prophet (Heb. näQf' ) involved in the story 
01' King David. He appears without introduction 
when David expresses his wish to build a tempIe (2 
Sa. 7 = I Ch. 1 7). Nathan approves at first, but 
arter speaking with God informs David that this 
task is for David's descendant, though David ap
parently arranges, at Nathan's instigation, the 
music for Temple worship (2 Ch. 29:25). When 
Adonijah plans to seize his father's throne, Nathan 
advises Bathsheba to remind David 01' his promise 
to name Solomon his successor. Supporting this 
reminder, Nathan is instructed to proclaim Solo
mon ( I  Ki. 1 : 1 1 -45). Nathan is best known for his 
fearless denunciation 01' David's double sin against 
Uriah the Hittite, and the parable in wh ich i t  was 
couched (2 Sa. 1 2) .  

2. Relative 01' two 01' David's warriors (2 Sa. 
23 :36; I Ch. 1 1  :38). 3. Son 01' David, born in Jeru
salem (2 Sa. 5 :  1 4) .  This line 01' descent is ci ted in 
Zc. 1 2 :  12 and in our Lord's genealogy in Lk. 3 :3 1 .  
Either this Nathan or the prophet i s  referred to in I 
Ki .  4 :5 .  4. A man 01' Judah ( I  Ch. 2 :36). S. One 01' 
Ezra's companions to Jerusalem (Ezr. 8 :  1 6) . 6. Son 
01' Bani, who put away his foreign wife at Ezra's 
instigation (Ezr. 1 0: 39). T.H.J .  

NATHANAEL. The name means 'gift 01' God', 
and i t  occurs only in Jn. 1 :45-5 1 ;  21 :2. He seems to 
be one 01' the Twelve and he has been variously 
identified, especially with Bartholomew. The name 
Bartholomew is a patronymic, and its bearer would 
have another name too. Bartholomew is next to 
Philip in the lists 01' the Twelve in the Synoptics 
(Mt .  10 :3 ;  Mk .  3 : 1 8; Lk. 6: 1 4) .  Some, with but Iittle 
justification, have identified Nathanael with Mat
thew, Matthias, John, Simon the Cananaean or 
Stephen. Others, with even less justification, have 
denied his real existence. 

He was from Cana in Galilee and he was 
brought by Philip to Jesus, sceptical about the pos
sibility 01' a Messiah from Nazareth. He was aston
ished that Jesus knew hirn already, having seen hirn 
under the fig tree. (This means a display 01' super
natural power, though the 'fig tree' may be sym
bolic of the study 01' the Law or of prosperity.) He 
confessed that Jesus was Son 01' God and King 01' 
Israel. This was the confession 01' an ' Israelite 
indeed, in whom is no guile', but it seems to limit 
the Messiahship to Israel. Christ promised hirn a 
greater vision, that 01' the Son 01' man as the link 
between heaven and all mankind (Jn. 1 :45-5 1 ) . He 
was one of those who saw Christ on his resurrec
tion appearance by the Sea 01' Tiberias (Jn. 21 :2). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. F. D. Moule, JTS N.S. 5 ,  
1 954, pp.  2 1 01'. R.E.N. 

NATIONS, TABLE OF. An account, recorded in 
Gn. 1 0. and with a few minor variations in I Ch.  
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NATIONS, TABLE OF 

1 : 5-23, of the descendants of Noah by his three 
sons, • Shem, • Harn and • Japhcth. 

ncalogies (I'!6/'q6t; • GENERATION) in their nations 
(b'g6yim), and from these (me'e/leh, i. e. either the 
'families' or the 'nations' making these up) the na
tions (g6yim) spread abroad on the earth ( 'ere�) 
after the Flood. While this verse forms a colophon 
to the Table as a whole, vv. 5, 20 and 3 1  form colo
phons to the subsections vv. 2-4, 6- 1 9  and 2 1 -30 
which give the descendants of Japheth, Harn and 
Shem respectively. Their general tendency is the 
same as v. 32, but they further state that their lists 
give the names 'with reference to' their families 
(misp'/:I60 and their languages (AV 'tongues', 
/'sön6!; Japheth's colophon varies with 'each with 
his own language'), and in their lands and their 
nations (g6yim). In Japheth's colophon these are 
presented in a different order, and it is further 
stated that 'from these the coastland peoples 
spread'. Many commentators consider that this 
phrase applies to the descendants of Javan alone, 
since the designation 'coastland peoples' (AV 'isles') 
is not appropriate to the other members of the 
group. It is further suggested on the basis of the 
analogous statements in vv. 20 and 31 that the 
phrase 'these are the sons of Japheth' originally 
stood be fore 'in their lands . .  . '  in v. 5, and in
advertently dropped out in transmission. This view 
is adopted in the RSV and may be correct. 

I. The Table 
The table on p. 8 1 6  represents the relationships by 
placing the names of the descendants of an indi
vidual below and to the right of the ancestor's 
name. 

11. Position in Genesis 
If Genesis is divided into sections by means of the 
recurring formula 'these are the • generations 
(Heb. t61'rj60 of . .  .', the Table of Nations falls 
within the section Gn. 1 0:2- 1 1 :9, the formula oc
curring in Gn. 1 0 : 1  and 1 1  : 1 0. Different views are 
held as to whether these formulae constitute head
ings or colophons, but it does not affect the issue in 
the present case whether the Table of the Nations, 
together with the account of the tower of Babel, be 
regarded as part of the t61' rj6! of the sons of 
Noah (if 1 0: I i s  the heading) or of Shem (if 1 1 : I 0 
is the colophon). 

111 .  Arrangement 
V. 32 summarizes the Table, stating that it gives the 
families (misp'/:I6!; • FAMILY, On of the sons or 
descendants (b'ne) of Noah, according to their ge-

Japheth Ham 

Gomer Cush 
Ashkenaz Seba 
Riphath Havilah 
Togarmah Sabtah 

Magog Raamah 
Madai Sheba 
Javan Dedan 

El ishah Sabteca 
Tarshish Nimrod 
Kittim Mizraim 
Dodanim Ludim 

Tubal Anamin 
Meshech Lehabim 
Tiras Naphtuhim 

Pathrusim 
Casluhim 

Phi listines 
Caphtorim 

Put ( Phut) 
Canaan 

Zidon 
Heth 
Jebusite 
Amorite 
Girgashite 
Hivite 
Archite 
Sinite 

Descendants of an Arvadite 
i ndividual are placed Zemorite 
below and to the right 
of the ancestor's name 

Hamathite 

Shem 

E lam 
Asshur 
Arpachshad 

Shelah 
Eber 

Peleg 
Joktan 

Almodad 
Sheleph 
Hazarmaveth 
Jerah 
Hadoram 
Uzal 
Diklah 
Obal 
Abimael 
Sheba 
Ophir 
Havilah 
Jobab 

Lud 
Aram 

Uz 
Hul  
Gether 
Mash 

The Table 0/ Nations, according to Gn. JO, showing the descendants 0/ Noah 's sons. Shem, Ham and 
Japheth. 
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Within the three lineages the names are related to 
each other, either by the formula 'these are the sons 
of (b'ne) . .  . '  or '. became the father of (AV 
'begat') (yälaq) . .  .' (0 GENEALOGY). The latter is 
not found in the list of Japheth's descendants, but 
under Harn is used of Nimrod, and the descend
ants of Mizraim and of Canaan, and under Shem 
is used of the section from Shelah to Jobab, that is, 
all the descendants of Arpachshad. One exception 
to these two formulae is found in the Philistines 
who 'carne' or 'were begotten' (yä�ä') from Cas
luhim (v. 1 4) .  The regular arrangement into three 
lists of names is modified by the insertion of other 
verses which give additional information, either in 
relating the names to each other, or in giving fur
ther information about individuals. The arrange
ment of the chapter may be summarized as folIows: 

Heading (or colophon to previous section) ( I )  
Japheth's descendants (2-4) 

Details concerning Javan (5a) 
Colophon (Sb) 

Ham's descendants (6-7, 1 3- 1 8a) 
Details concerning Nimrod (8- 1 2) and 

Canaan ( 1 8b- 1 9) 
Colophon (20) 

Shem's descendants (22-29a) 
Details concerning Shem (2 1 ) ,  and Joktan 

(29b-30) 
Colophon (3 1 )  

Colophon to whole (32) 

The order, in which Shem is given last, follows 
the usage of Genesis whereby the chosen line is 
treated after the collateral lines have been dis
cussed. The genealogy in Gn. 1 1  carries on the line 
through Peleg to Abraham. 

IV. Contents 
Many of the names in the Table have been con
nected with names of peoples or regions known in 
the ancient inscriptions, and there is sufficient 
agreement on a number of these to make possible a 
general idea of the scope of the three lists. 

a. Preliminary consideralion 
The names in the Table were probably the names 
of individuals, which came to be applied to the 
people descended from them, and in some cases to 
the territory inhabited by these people. It is im
portant to note that such names could have differ
ent meanings at different points in history, so that 
the morphological identification of a name in Gn.  
1 0  with one in the extra-biblical sources can be 
completely valid only if the two occurrences are 
exactly contemporary. The changes in significance 
of names of this kind are due largely to movements 
of peoples, in drift, infiltration, conquest or 
migration. 

There are three principal characteristics of a 
people which are sufficiently distinctive to form 
some nuance of their name. These are race or phys
ical type; language, wh ich is one constituent of cul
ture; and the geographical area in which they live 
or the political unit in which they are organized. 
Racial features cannot change, but they can 
become so mixed or dominated through intermar
riage as to be indistinguishable. Language can 
change completely, that of a subordinate group 
being replaced by that of its rulers, in many cases 
permanently. Geographical habitat can be com
pletely changed by migration. Since at times one, 
and at other times another, of these characteristics 
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is uppermost in the significance of a name, lists in 
Gn. 10 are unlikely to have been drawn up on one 
system alone. Thus, for instance, the descendants 
of Shem cannot be expected all to have spoken one 
language, or even to have lived all in one area, or 
even to have belonged to one racial type, since 
intermarriage may have obscured this. That this 
could have taken place may bt: indicated by the 
presence of apparently duplicate names in more 
than one list, Asshur (0 ASSYRtA), Sheba, Havilah 
and Lud(im) under both Shem and Harn, and 
probably Meshek (Mash in Shem's list; 
o MESHECH) under Shem and Japheth. Though 
these may indicate names that are entirely distinct, 
it is possible that they represent points where a 
strong people has absorbed a weaker. 

It is necessary to observe that names have been 
adopted from this chapter for certain specific uses 
in moJern times. Thus in language study the terms 
'Semitic' and 'Hamitic' are applied, the former to 
the group of languages including Heb., Ararn., 
Akkad., Arab., eIe., and the latter to the group of 
which (ancient) Egyp. is the chief. This is a usage 
of convenience, however, and does not mean that 
all the descendants of Shem spoke Semitic lan
guages or all those of Harn Hamitic. Thus the 
entry of Elam under Shem, and Canaan under 
Harn, is not necessarily erroneous, even though 
Elamite was a non-Semitic and Canaanite was a 
Semitic tongue. In shot' ! ,  the names in Gn. 1 0  
probably indicate now geographical, now lin
guistic, and now political entities, but not consist
ently any one alone. 

b. Japhelh 
In this list the following identifications receive gen
eral, though not universal, agreement: Gomer 
= Cimmerians; Ashkenaz = Scythians; Madai = 

Medes; Meshek ;= M uski, peoples who entered the 
ancient Near East from the N steppe. Javan = Ioni
ans, and his descendants, including Elishah = 
Alasia (in Cyprus) and Dodanim [probably a cor
ruption for Rodanim; cf I .  Ch. 1 :7, RSV) = Rhodes, 
were probably a W group of the N peoples who 
passed through Ionia to the islands and coast
lands ( 'iyye, v. 5) of the Aegean and Mediter
ranean. Thus it appears that the descendants of 
Japheth were people who in the 2nd millennium 
were found in the regions to the N and NW of the 
Near East. 

c. Ham 
Here the following identifications are accepted 
in general: Cush = Ethiopia; Sheba = Saba 
(in S Arabia); Dedan = Dedan (in N 
Arabia); Mizraim = Egypt; Ludim = Lydia (?); 
Philistines = Philistines; Caphtorim = Cretans; 
Put = Libya; Canaan = Canaan; Zidon = Sidon; 
Heth = Hittites; Amorite = Amorites; 0 Hivites = 

Hurrians; Hamathites = Hamathites. 
Under 0 Nimrod an additional note is provided 

to the effect that the beginning of his k ingdom was 
in 0 Shinar = Babylonia where he ruled in Ba
bel = Babyion, Erech= Uruk, Accad = Agade, 
and 0 Calneh (possibly to be vocalized kullänli, 'all 
of them'), the first three being important cities in S 
Mesopotamia, though the site of Agade is as yet 
unknown. From there he went to Asshur = Assyria 
(or 'Asshur went forth'; cf AV) and built Nineveh, 
Rebohoth-ir, Calah = Kalbu, and Resen. Nineveh 
and Kalbu were Assyrian royal cities, but the other 
two names are unknown. 
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According to the situation revealed in the extra
biblical inscriptions, the statements that the in
habitants of Mesopotamia (!'Iimrod) came from 
Ethiopia, and that the Philistines and Cretans 
came from Egypt might appear to be erroneous, 
but the nature and origins of all the elements in the 
early population of Mesopotamia are still obscure, 
and Egypt's early connections with Crete and the 
Aegean area show the possibility of earlier un
recorded contacts. In general, the peoples to the S 
of the Near East are indicated in this list. 

d. Shem 
I n  Shem's list a few identifications are generally 
accepted : Elam = Elam (the SE part of the Meso
potamian plain); Asshur = Assur (or Assyria); 
Hazarmaveth = l:IaQramaut (in S Arabia); Sheba 
= Saba; Lud = Lydia (?); Aram = Aramaeans. 
These names suggest that the general area settled 
by the group stretched from Syria in the N, 
through Mesopotamia to Arabia. 

V. Sources 
The study of the ancient Near East gives some idea 
of the horizons of geographical knowledge of the 
2nd millennium BC and earlier. 

a. Mesopolamia 
In the 4th millennium BC the evidence of pre
historie archaeology shows that at times a common 
culture flourished over an area stretching from the 
Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean. By about 3000 
BC contacts through trade are attested with the 
Arabian peninsula, Anatolia, I ran and India. The 
cuneiform records take up the tale in the late 3rd 
and the 2nd millennia. Early rulers had business 
relations and other contacts with Iran, the Leba
non ('Cedar Forest'), the Mediterranean ('Upper 
Sea'), the Taurus ('Silver Mountain') and Anatolia 
(Burusbatum) in the N, and in the S with Bahrain 
(Dilmun), where excavations have revealed a centre 
trading with Arabia and India. In the 1 8th century 
BC a colony of Assyr. merchants maintained them
selves in Cappadocia (Kültepe), and from about 
this period a merchant's itinerary from S Mesopo
tamia to this station is known (IeS 7, 1 953, pp. 
5 1 -72). 

Movements in the 3rd millennium on the N 
steppe resulted in the arrival in the Near East 
during the early 2nd millennium of such peoples as 
the Kassites and later the rulers of Mitanni, who 
probably brought with them a knowledge of the N 
lands. 

b. Egypl 
In pre-historic times the inhabitants of the lower 
Nile had trading contacts with the Red Sea, Nubia, 
Libya and perhaps other places in the Sahara, and 
during the early Dynasties in the 3rd millennium 
regular expeditions were made to Sinai, and to 
Byblos on the Syrian coast. In the early 2nd mil
lennium trade contacts with Cyprus, Cilicia and 
particularly Crete are attested by finds of objects at 
both ends. The Egyptians were given to listing 
names, and the Execration Texts of the 1 8th cen
tury and the lists of 'subject' cities and peoples of 
the pharaohs of the 1 5th show a geographical 
knowledge of Palestine and Syria. In the 1 4th cen
tury the archive of cuneiform tablets found at el
Amarna shows that one language (Akkadian) was 
used for d iplomacy over the whole Near East and 
that a good knowledge of other areas was possible. 

c. Lilerary crilicism 
It is believed by many scholars that the distinction 
between the b'ne and yälatj formulae in the ar
rangement of the Table betrays composite author
ship. According to this, the main framework, 
making use of the b'ne formula, is to be ascribed to 
the Priestly Code (P), and the parts introduced by 
yälad, together with other matter wh ich gives add
itional information on some names in the lists, is 
derived from the earlier less scientific Yahwistic 
document (1) which was woven into their frame
work by the more methodical Priestly writers. The 
resulting division is: P = l a, 2-7, 20, 22-23, 3 1 -32; 
J = I b, 8-19 ,  2 1 ,  24-30. This variation can be just 
as weil understood, however, as the Iicence of style, 
and in the light of the geographical knowledge of 
the 2nd millennium BC i t  is no longer necessary to 
assurne a date of composition as late as the early 
monarchy (1) and the post-exilic period ( P) 
Indeed, the absence of Persia from the list would 
be difficult to explain if the Table was largely com
piled and put into its final form by priests who 
owed their very return from exile to the tolerant 
policy of the Persians. 

VI. Scope 
Apart from those theories which would set the 
Table down as late and unreliable, there are two 
main views as to its scope. Some maintain that this 
Table names the peoples of the whole world, others 
that it mentions only those peoples of the Near 
East with whom the Israelites were likely to come 
in contact. This depends largely upon the word 
°eres in v. 32. This is taken in EVV in the sense of 
'. earth', but it is a term whose significance could 
vary from 'the whole earth' through 'the known 
world' to a limited 'country' according to the con
text. The general view wh ich can be obtained from 
the commonly accepted identifications of names in 
the Table supports the opinion that °ere� here 
means 'the known world' ;  but the fact that many 
of the names in the Table are as yet unidentified 
shows that the other view cannot be completely 
ruled out. To accept the former view does not 
imply that others besides Noah survived the flood, 
for, while the implication of Gn. 9 :  19 is that the 
earth was peopled by the descendants of Noah's 
three sons (. NOAH, d), the Table does not claim to 
name all of them. 
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VII. Authorship and date 
The facts mentioned above show that the contents 
of the Table would not necessarily have been 
beyond the knowledge of a person educated in the 
Egyp. schools of the 1 5th or 1 4th century. Those 
who argue for a post-Mosaic date do so largely on 
the basis of the fact that such peoples as the Cim
merians, Scythians, Medes and perhaps Muski do 
not appear in the written documents until the I st 
millennium and on the basis of this a date in the 
early I st millennium is postulated. These peoples 
must, however, have existed as tribes or larger 
groups before they are mentioned in the extant re
cords, and it is possible that such earlier invaders as 
the Kassites and the rulers of Mitanni, who had 
had contacts with the more N tribes, might have 
preserved a knowledge of them. It is also com
monly held that the • Philistines (v. 1 4) did not 
appear in the biblical world until the 1 2th century, 
but various considerations point to the possibility 
of earlier contacts with these people. Likewise the 



S Arabian peoples mentioned in the Table, who do 
not appear in the written records until the I st mil
lennium, must have existed as tribes before then. 

In brief, therefore, though there are some dif
ficulties in the view, it is not impossible that the 
Table of Nations could have been compiled in the 
1 3th century BC, perhaps by Moses. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, Recent Discol'er
ies in Bible Lands, 1 955,  pp. 70-72; W. Branden
stein. 'Bemerkungen zur Völkertafel der Genesis', 
Festschrift . . .  Debrunner, 1 954, pp. 57-83; G. Höls
cher, Drei Erdkarten . . . . , 1 949, ch. 5 ;  1. Simons, 
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NATURE. There are few words more dangerously 
ambiguous than 'nature ' .  It is impossible here to 
distinguish carefully all its various uses; the follow
ing analysis deals only with the words translated 
'nature', 'natural', 'naturally' in AV and RSV. It is 
significant that even these spring from four distinct 
roots, one Heb. and three Gk. 

I .  The Heb. word leaJ:r, rendered 'natural force' 
at Dt. 34:7, has the root idea of 'freshness', 'moist
ness', and so of the vigour usually associated with 
the suppleness of youth .  

2 .  The Gk. adverb gnesiös and the  noun genesis 
stern from a root indicating 'birth', 'coming into 
being'. The former, although rendered 'naturally' 
in AV, Phii .  2 :20, had lost its etymological sense in 
Hellenistic Greek and is better translated 'genu
inely' (as RSV), 'sincerely' (cf M M s. v. for the his
tory of this change in meaning). The noun genesis 
occurs in the genitive case in Jas. 1 :23; 3 :6. In the 
first ca se RSV renders the genitive by 'natural', in 
the second 'of nature'. The idea is that of the suc
cessive birth, decay and new birth characteristic of 
the world around uso A man sees in a mirror the 
face wh ich has come to be what it is through this 
process ( 1 :23): 3:6 further brings out the sense of 
continuous process with the phrase 'thc wheel' or 
'course' of the chan ging world. There is abundant 
evidence in Philo for the contrast between genesis, 
the changing scene around us, and the eternity of 
God. 

3. The word translated 'natural' in I Cor. 2:  1 4; 
1 5 :44, 46 (AV) is the Greek psychikos. This adjective 
is used in the NT to refer to that which belongs to 
psyche, not in the most general sense of 'life' , 
'soul', but as it is distinguished from pneuma. 
psyche in this sense is the Iife of sensation, emo
tion, intellect apart from all conscious contact with 
God. The natural body of I Cor. 1 5  is a body 
which answers to the needs of this lower psyche; 
similarly, the spiritual body, otherwise undefined, 
will be a body not necessarily 'composed of spirit' 
but a fit  'vehicle', as it were, for the functioning of 
the spirit. 

4. The words most frequently translated 
'nature', 'natural', are physis and physikos. The 
basic meaning of physis is 'the process of growth' 
and hence that which comes into being by such a 
process; cf Rom. 1 1  : 2 1 ,  24 for the distinction be-
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tween physis, the normal growth of a plant, and 
the results of grafting. Every order of beings has 
its own physis, Jas. 3:7 (cf RV mg.); it is even pos
sible to speak of the distinctive physis of God (2 
Pet. 1 :4), though no process of growth is conceiv
able within the divine Being i tself. 

The precise meaning of physis, physikos, is often 
determined by that with which physis is con
trasted. Thus it may be regarded as characteristic 
of brute beasts as opposed to humanity (2 Pet. 
2: 1 2 ; Jude 1 0) or to be contrasted with that which 
is commonly but falsely believed (Ga!. 4:8, 
Moffatt-'gods who are really', physei, 'no gods at 
all ' ;  cf I Cor. 8:5) .  

Of special importance are the Pauline uses of 
physis in contrast with (i) the perversions of Gen
tile society, (ii) the free grace of God in Christ and 
its consequences in man's Iife. 

The former use is found in Rom. I :26-27; sexual 
perversion is there viewed as a departure from the 
norm recognized by 'natural' man. The same idea 
is probably present in I Cor. 1 1 :  1 4 ,  though here 
physis could have a reference to its primary sense 
'the process of growth' and physiological facts 
about the length of uncut hair. 

physis as distinguished from grace gives the Jew 
a place of comparative privilege (Ga!. 2: 1 5); it 
marks hirn off from the Gentile outside t he coven
ant (Rom. 1 1  :2 1 ,  24), though it does not of itself 
save. On the other hand, the Gentile, despite his 
not having the sign of the covenant and being, ek 
physeös, uncircumcised, is sometimes able physei to 
do the works demanded by the law (Rom. 2: 1 4, 27). 
Over against all privilege or good works, however, 
stands the fact that all men are physei children of 
wrath (Eph. 2:3). Thus physis. physikos, in these 
passages refer to all that belongs to the state of the 
world, Jewish and Gentile, apart from God's 
gracious act in Christ. M.H .C. 

NAZARENE. According to Mk . ,  the designation 
Nazarenos was applied to our Lord by demons 
( 1 :24), the crowd ( 1 0 :47), a domestic ( 1 4:67), and 
the messen ger of the resurrection ( 1 6:6). It is used 
also in Lk. 4:34 (= M k .  1 :24) and Lk. 24: 1 9  (the 
Emmaus disciples). But Mt., Lk.  and Jn.  normally 
employ Nazöraios (Mt .  26:7 1 ;  Lk. 1 8 :37;  Jn .  
1 8 :5ff. ;  1 9 :  1 9; Acts 2:22; 3:6; 4 :  1 0 ;  6: 14; 22 : 8 ;  26:9) . 
Both terms are translated in AV and RSV as 'of 
Nazareth'. Nazöraios, 'Nazarene', is applied also 
to Jesus in Mt. 2:23, and occurs as a popular des
ignation of the Christian 'sect' in Acts 24:5. This is 
maintained in Jewish use (cf the oldest Palestinian 
form of the Shemoneh 'Esreh, where at about AD 
1 00 execration is pronounced on the nO$rfm) and in 
Arabic, apparently as a general designation for 
Christians (cf R. Bell, The Origin 01 Islam in its 
Christian Environment, 1 926, pp. I 47ff.). The 
Christian Fathers knew of Jewish-Christian groups 
who called themselves 'Nazarenes' (Jerome, De vir. 
i/I. 2-3, Epist. 20. 2) or 'Nazorenes' (Epiphanius, 
Haer. 29. 7, 9), and Epiphanius-never too reliable 
on such matters-mentions an aberrant Jewish 
sect, the Nasarenes (Haer. I .  1 8) .  
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In the NT the title is never applied to our Lord 
without the name 'Jesus', and to identify a man by 
his place of origin (e.g. John of Gischala) was a 
common Jewish practice. Linguistic objections 
have been raised, however, against deriving 
Nazarenos, still more Nazöraios, from 'Nazareth', 
even issuing in a suggestion that Nazareth was 
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created out of a misunderstanding of the title 
Nazorean (cf E. Nestle, ExpT 1 9, 1 907-8, pp. 
523f.). These objections have been faithfully dealt 
with by G. F. Moore, but are still sometimes raised. 

The allusion to Nazöraios as a title given to the 
Messiah in prophecy (Mt .  2:23) has been fre
quently taken as a reference to the ' Branch' (ne�er) 
of Is. 1 1 :  l and similar passages, or to the Nazirite 
(näzfr, cf Jdg. 1 3 :7) in his character as God's holy 
one (näzfr is used non-technically, and was perhaps 
interpreted Messianically, in Gn. 49:26; Dt. 33 : 1 6; 
sec H .  Smith, JTS 28, 1 926, p. 60). Another an
cient suggestion (Jerome, in loc. ) is that Mt. alludes 
to the passages which speak of the Messiah as des
pised (cf Jn .  I :46). At all events the different 
quotation formula in Mt. 2:23 from that in, e.g. ,  
Mt .  1 :22; 2 :  1 5, 1 7, suggests that a prophetic theme, 
not a spccific prediction, is in mind. 

The fact that the Mandaean Manichaean
Gnostic sect call themselves Na�orayya has at
tracted attention. Moore has sufficiently disposed 
of the 'evidence' for a pre-Christian 'Nazarene' 
cult adapted to a Jewish milieu, but M. Black ac
cepts Lidzbarski's derivation of Na�orayya from 
nä�ar, 'to guard' (sc. the tradition), and points to 
the Mandaean e1aim to preserve the rites of John 
the Baptist. Rejecting on linguistic grounds any 
connection of Nazöraios with either ne�er or näzfr, 
he suggests the suitability of 'Nazarenes' as a title 
for the followers of John, that i t  is preserved by the 
Mandaeans and perhaps Epiphanius, and became 
applied to the 'Jesus-movement' wh ich arose in the 
wake of John's. Ingenious as this is, it is perhaps 
over-subtle. It may be that word-play between 
neser or näzfr or both and the name 'Nazareth' is 
alf that is involved; and i t  is noteworthy that the 
Syriac versions, doubtless reflecting Aram. speech, 
speil Nazareth with � not z. A different parono
masia is used in the Qur'an (Sura 3. 45; 1 1 .  1 4), and 
yet another derivation has appeared in the Cheno
boskion Gospel o[ Ph ilip , Log. 47. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, JBL 65, 1 946, pp. 
397ff.; M. Black, Aramaic Approach 10 the Gospels 
and Acts3, 1 967, pp. 1 97ff.; R .  A.  Pritz, Nazarene 
Jewish Chrislianily [rom Ihe end o[ the New Testa
ment period until ils disappearance in the[ourth cen
lury, 1 988.  For the modern Mandaeans, see the 
works of Lady E. S. Drower, and especially The 
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NAZARETH. A town of Galilee where Joseph and 
Mary Iived, and the home of Jesus for about 30 
years until he was rejected (Lk .  2 :39; 4: 1 6, 28-3 1 ). 
He was therefore called Jesus of Nazareth. It is not 
mentioned in the OT, the Apocrypha, by Josephus, 
or in the Talmud. (The earliest Jewish reference to 
i t  is in a Hebrew inscription excavated at Caesarea 
in 1 962, wh ich mentions it as one of the places in 
Galilee to which members of the twenty-four 
priestly courses emigrated after the foundation of 
Aelia Capitolina in AD 1 35 . )  The reason for this 
was first geographical and later theological. 
Lower Galilee remained outside the main stream 
of Israelite l ife until NT times, when Rom. rule 
first brought security. Even then Sepphoris was 
the chief town of the area, a little to the N of 
Nazareth .  But  Nazareth lay e10se enough to sev
eral main trade-routes for easy contact with the 
outside world, while at the same time her pos
ition as a frontier-town on the S border of Zebu
lun overlooking the Esdraelon plain produced a 

certain aloofness. It was this independence of 
outlook in Lower Galilee which led to the scorn 
in which Nazareth was held by strict Jews (Jn.  
1 :46). 

Nazareth is situated in a high valley among the 
most S limestone hills of the Lebanon range; it  
runs approximately from SSW to NNE. To the S 
there is a sharp drop down to the plain of Es
draelon. The base of the valley is 370 m above sea
level. Steep hills rise up on the N and E sides, while 
on the W side they reach up to 500 m and com
mand an impressive view. Major roads from Jeru
salem and Egypt debouched into the Esdraelon 
plain in the S; caravans from Gilead crossed the 
Jordan fords and passed below; the main road 
from Ptolemais to the Decapolis and the N, along 
which the Rom. legions travelled, passed a few kms 
above Nazareth. Such a location may have given 
rise to the name, which is possibly derived from the 
Aramaic nä�'raL 'watch-tower'. Another sug
gested derivation is from the Heb. ne�er, 'shoot', 
advocated in Eusebius' Onomaslicon and by 
Jerome (Episl. 46, Ad Marcel/am). The mild e1i
mate in the valley causes wild flowers and frui t  to 
flourish. 

To judge by the rock-tombs, the early town was 
higher up the W hili than the present Nazareth .  
There are two possible water-supplics. The first, 
which is the larger, lies in the valley and has been 
called 'Mary's Weil' since AD 1 1 00, but there is no 
trace of early dwellings near by. The second is a 
very small fountain, called 'the New Weil', in an 
angle formed by a projection of the W hili; the 
Byzantine church and town lay e10ser to this. The 
steep scarp of Jebel Qafsa, overlooking the plain, is 
traditionally but erroneously called 'the Mount of 
Precipitation', since this was not the hili 'on which 
their city was built' ( Lk .  4:29). 
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NAZIRITE (Heb. näzfr, from näzar, 'to separate, 
consecrate, abstain'; cf nezer, 'a diadem', the 
'crown of God', sometimes identified with the Na
zirite's uncut hair). In  Israel the Nazirite was one 
who separated himself from others by consecration 
to Yahweh with a special vow. 

The origin of the practice is pre-Mosaic and ob
scure. Semites and other primitive peoples often 
left the hair uncut during some undertaking calling 
for divine help, and thereafter consecrated the hair 
(cf modern echoes of this among Arab tribes in A. 
Lods, Israel, 1 932, p. 305; see also Jdg. 5:2) . 

I .  Legislation in Numbers 6 
Although chronologically not the first biblical 
reference to the subject, the rules for the Nazirite 
outlined in Nu. 6 provide the fullest and most 
convenient basis for discussion. The legislation has 
three sections. 

a. Prohibitions 
(i) The Nazirite had to abstain from wine and in
toxicating drinks, vinegar and raisins. This may 
have been aimed at safeguarding the integrity and 
holiness of the Nazirite from possession by a spirit 
other than that of Yahweh (cf Pr. 20: I). Like an 
officiating priest, the Nazirite renounced wine so as 
the more worthily to approach God. R. Kittel, 
however, sees in the abstention a protest against 
Canaanite culture, and a desire to return to 



nomadic customs (Geschichte des Volkes Israel·, 2, 
1 925, p. 250). 

(ii) He must not cut his hair during the time of 
consecration (cf näzir = 'unpruned vine', Lv. 25:5,  
1 1 ) .  The hair was regarded as the se at of life, 'the 
favourite abode of spirits and magical influences', 
to be kept in its natural state until its burning 
ensured its disappearance without fear of 
profanation. 

(iii) He  must not go near a dead body, even that 
of his nearest relation, a prohibition wh ich applied 
also in the case of the high priest. 

b. Violation 
I f  the last-named rule were inadvertently broken, 
the Nazirite had to undergo closely-detailed purifi
catory rites, and to begin all over again. It is not
able, however, that the terms of the Nazirite vow 
did not preclude the carrying out of other do
mestic and social duties. 

e. Completion 
At the end of his vow the Nazirite had to olfer 
various prescribed sacrifices, and thereafter cut his 
hair and burn it on the altar. After certain ritual 
acts by the priest, the Nazirite was freed from his 
vow 

The distinctive features of the original Nazirate 
were a complete consecration to Yahweh, in wh ich 
the body, not regarded merely as something to be 
restrained, was enlisted into holy service; an exten
sion to the layman of a holiness usually associated 
only with the priest; and an individualistic char
acter in contrast to groups such as * Rechabites. 

11. Problems concerning the Nazirate 
I t  is clear from the provisions in c. above that the 
Nazirate was for a fixed term only. But against 
that, and pre-dating the above legislation (for the 
dating of which, * NUMBERS, BOOK OF), there are 
instances during the pre-exilic era of parents dedi
cating children to be Nazirites all their lives. There 
is, for example, the consecration of Samuel ( I  Sa. 
I :  1 1 ), who is not called a Nazirite in MT (but in a 
Qumran text, 4Q Sam', I Sa. 1 :22 ends with the 
words, 'a Nazirite for ever all the days of his life'). 
There is also the express Nazirate of Samson (Jdg. 
1 3), elements of whose story may date from the 1 0th 
century BC. That Samuel and Samson were Nazir
ites has been questioned (see G. B. Gray, Numbers, 
ICC, 1 903, pp. 59-60). The Samson narrative con
spicuously does not give the impression that he 
abstained from wine! It may be that the term 'Nazir
ite' was loosely applied to one devoted to Yahweh. 

Absalom, moreover, has often been regarded as 
a type of perpetual Nazirite (for the cutting of the 
hair of such, see G. B. Gray, 'The Nazirite', iTS I ,  
1 900, p. 206). Amos, in whose day Nazirites appear 
to have been numerous, clearly speaks of Nazirites 
whom the people seek to deflect from their abstin
ence (2: 1 1 - 1 2). During the whole pre-exilic period 
it is difficult to find d irect evidence of temporary 
Nazirites. 

IH. Later developments 
From the time of the Exile the Nazirate seems to 
have been for a fixed term only. Extraneous elem
ents crept in, and no longer was the motive for 
taking the vow exclusively one of penitence and 
devotion. On occasion it was practised in order to 
gain certain favours from Yahweh (cf los., Bi 2. 
3 1 3 , where Bernice undertakes a 30 days' vow), as a 
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meritorious ritual activity, or even for a bet 
(M ishnah, Nazir 5. 51f.). Wealthy lews often fi
nanced the final sacrifice; Herod Agrippa I is said 
to have done so (los., Ant. 1 9 . 293), and Paul was 
persuaded to perform this service for four mem
bers of the church of lerusalem (Acts 2 1  :231f.; cf 
1 8 : 1 8  for Paul's personal undertaking of a Nazirite 
vow). Casuistry was inevitably introduced, and a 
special tractate of the Mishnah (Nazir) fixed the 
minimum duration of the Nazirate at 30 days. 

From the references in losephus it appears that 
Nazirites were a common feature of the con
temporary scene. For the suggestion that lohn the 
Baptist and lames the Lord's brother were Nazir
ites, and for the wh oie subject, see G. B. Gray, iTS. 
art. eit. 1 .0.0 .  

NEAPOLIS ( the 'new city'). A town, mod. Kav
alla, in Macedonia which served as the port of 
Philippi, 1 6  km inland. Originally thought to have 
been called Daton, it occupied a position on a neck 
of land between two bays, which gave it a useful 
harbour on both. Paul arrived here from Troas on 
his second missionary journey (Acts 1 6: 1 1 ) ,  after 
receiving his call to Macedonia. He may have visit-
ed i t  on his third journey also. l . H . P .  

NEBAIOTH. The eldest son 01'  I shmael (Gn. 
25: 1 3; 28:9; 36:3;  I Ch.  I :29). His descendants, an 
Arabian tribe mentioned in conjunction with 
Kedar in Is. 60:7 (the two are also named together 
in Assyr. records), are possibly to be identified with 
the later * Nabataeans (see iSS 1 8 , 1 973, pp. 1 - 1 6). 

l.O.O. 

NEBAT. A name which occurs only in the phrase 
'leroboam the son of Nebat' (I Ki. 1 1 :26, ete. ) ,  
apparently to distinguish leroboam I from the  later 
son of loash. l .O.O.  

NEBO (Heb. n'i]6). I. The Bab. deity Nabu, son of 
Bel ( Marduk), and thus descriptive of the power of 
Babyion itself ( I s. 46: I ). The name occurs as part 
of such appellatives as Nebuchadrezzar and per
haps *Abednego. Nabu was considered the god of 
learning and thus of writing, astronomy and all 
science. His symbol was a wedge upon a pole, sig
nifying either the cuneiform script or a sighting 
instrument used in astronomy. He was the princi
pal deity of Borsippa ( 1 2  km SSW of Babyion), 
but a tempie Ezida ('the House of Knowledge') 
was dedicated to hirn in each of the larger cities 01' 
Babylonia and Assyria. 

2. The (abbreviated?) name of the ancestor 01' 
lews who married foreign women and thus in-
curred Ezra's displeasure (Ezr. 1 0:43). O.1.W. 

NEBO. I .  Mt Nebo, from which Moses viewed the 
Promised Land, a prominent headland of the 
Transjordan plateau range, *Abarim, with which it 
is sometimes equated (Dt. 32:49; 34: I ). Usually 
identified with lebel en Neba, some 1 6  km E of the 
N end of the Dead Sea. It commands extensive 
views from Mt Herrnon to the Dead Sea. lebel 
Osha, about 45 km furt her N, is preferred by local 
Muslim tradition and some scholars (see G. T 
Manley, The Book 01 the LalV, 1 957, pp. I 63f.), but 
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is outside the land of M oab. Thc original border 
was near Wadi Hesban (Nu. 2 1  :26ff.; the " Moabite 
Stone also implies Jebel en Neba). ("ABARIM, 
" PISGAH.) 

2. A town in Moab (Nu. 32:3, 38; Is. 1 5:2), pos
sibly Khirbet Ayn M usa or Khirbet el Mukkayet 
near Jebel en Musa. Taken by Mesha of Moab c. 
830 BC. 

3. A town in Judah (Ezr. 2 :29; Ne. 7 :33). 
G.G.G. 

NEBUCHADREZZAR, NEBUCHADNEZZAR. 
The king of Babyion (605-562 BC) frequently 
named by the prophets Jeremiah, Ezekiel and 
Oaniel, and in the history of the last days of 
Judah. His name in Heb. (n 'Qü/satjre'$$ar) transliter
ates the Bab. Nabü-kudurri-u$ur, meaning perhaps 
'Nabu has protected the succession-rights'. The al
ternative Heb. rendering (n'bü/satjne'$$ar; cf Gk. 
Nabochodonosor) is a not improper form of the 
name (ZA 65, 1 975, pp. 227-230). 

According to the Bab. Chronicle this son of the 
founder of the Chaldean dynasty, Nabopolassar, 
first commanded the Bab. army as 'crown-prince' 
in the fighting in N Assyria in 606 BC. In the fol
lowing year he defeated Neco I I  and the Egyptians 
at Carchemish and Hamath (2 Ki.  23 :29f.; 2 Ch. 
35 :20ff.; Je. 46:2) . 'At this time he conquered the 
whole of Hatti' (i.e. Syria and Palestine, so Bab. 
Chronicle; 2 Ki .  24:7; Jos., Ant. 1 0. 86). Oaniel was 
among hostages taken from Judah (On. 1 : 1 ), 
where Jehoiakim was in his 4th regnal year (Je. 
36: I ). While in the field Nebuchadrezzar heard of 
his father's death and rode across the desert to 
claim the Bab. throne, which he ascended on 6 
September 605 BC. 

In the following year, the first of his reign, Neb
uchadrezzar received tribute in Syria from the 
kings of Oamascus, Tyre and Sidon and others, 
including Jehoiakim, who was to remain his faith
ful vassal for only 3 years (2 Ki.  24: I; Je. 25: I ) . 
Ashkelon refused and was sacked . In the campaign 
of 601 BC the Babylonians were defeated by Egypt, 
whereupon Jehoiakim transferred his loyalty, des
pite the warnings of Jeremiah (27:9-1 1 ), to the vic
tors. When his army had been re-equipped Neb
uchadrezzar raided the Arab tribes of Qedar and E 
Jordan in 599/8 BC, as predicted by the same 
prophet (Je. 49:28-33), in preparation for sub
sequent reprisals on Jehoiakim and Judah (2 Ch. 
36:6). Thus in his 7th year Nebuchadrezzar 
'marched to Palestine and besieged the city of 
Judah which he captured on the second day of the 
month Adar' (= 16 March 597 BC) . He then 'seized 
its king and appointed a king of his own choice, 
having received heavy tribute wh ich he sent back to 
Babyion' (Bab. Chronicle B .M.  2 1 946). This cap
ture of Jerusalem and its king Jehoiachin (Jehoi
akim's son and successor), the choice of 
Mattaniah-Zedekiah as his successor, and the 
taking of booty and prisoners, form the subject of 
the history recorded in 2 Ki. 24: 1 0- 1 7. Nebuchad
rezzar removed the temple vessels to the temple of 
Bel-Marduk in Babyion (2 Ch. 36:7; 2 Ki.  24: 1 3; 
Ezr. 6:5) .  The Judaean captives were marched off 
about April 597, 'in the spring 01' the year' (2 Ch. 
36: I 0), which marked the beginning 01' his 8th 
regnal year (2 Ki.  24: 1 2) .  Jehoiachin and other 
Jewish captives are named in inscriptions from Ba
bylon dated in the years of this Bab. king (ANET, 
p. 308; DOTT, pp. 83-86). 
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In 596 BC Nebuchadrezzar fought with Elam (so 
also Je. 49:34), and in the next year mastered a 
rebellion in his own country. Thereafter Bab. his
torical texts are wanting, but in his 1 7th-1 9th years 
he campaigned again in the W. From his head
quarters at Riblah he directed the operations 
which led to the sack of Jerusalem in 587 BC and 
the capture of the rebel Zedekiah (Je. 39:5-6; eh. 
52). For a lime the siege was raised when Apries, 
the successor of Neco I I  of Egypt, invaded Phoe
nicia and Gaza (Je. 47: I ). In Nebuchadrezzar's 
23rd year (582) a further deportation of Judaeans 
to Babyion was ordered (Je. 52:30). About this time 
also the 1 3-year siege of 0 Tyre was undertaken 
(Ezk . 26:7). 

A fragmentary Bab. text teils of Nebuchadrez
zar's invasion of Egypt in 568/7 BC (cf Je. 43:8- 1 3) .  
Since little i s  yet known of the  last 30 years of  his 
reign, there is no corroboration of his madness 
which occurred for 7 months (or 'times') as re
corded in On. 4:23-33. With the aid 01' his wife 
Amytis, he undertook the rebuilding and embel
lishment of his capital Babyion. A religious man, 
he rebuilt the temples of Marduk and Nabu with 
many shrines in 0 Babyion and provided regular 
offerings and garments for the divine statues (cf 
the golden image of On. 3: I ) . He also restored 
temples in Sippar, Marad and Borsippa and boast
ed of his achievements, especially in the two de
fence walls. the gateway of Ishtar, the ziggurat and 
the sacred processional way through his own city, 
which he provided with new canals (On. 4:30) 
Some of his architectural works were classed 
among the seven wonders of the world. Herodotus 
calls both Nebuchadrezzar and Nabonidus (556-
539) by the name of Labynetus. Nebuchadrezzar 
died in August-September 562 BC and was suc
ceeded by his son Amel-Marduk ( 0 EVIL
MERODACH) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. 1. Wiseman, Chronic/es 01 
Cha/daean Kings, 1 956; Nebuchadrezzar and 
Baby/on, 1 985.  D.J.W. 

NECK. I .  Heb. 'örep is used 01' the neck, or back or 
the neck; it is also translated 'back', when used of 
enemies turning their back in Hight (e.g.  Ex. 23:27). 
I t  is used of similar ideas in respect or conHict (Gn. 
49:8; Jb. 1 6: 1 2), and also in the descriptive meta
phor of the hardened or stiffnecked, meaning ob
stinate or rebellious (Ot. 3 1 :27; 2 Ki .  1 7: 1 4; Is. 
48:4). 

2, Heb. gär6n is also used, meaning the front of 
the neck ( ls. 3 :  1 6; Ezk. 16: 1 1 ), or throat ( Ps. 5 :9; Je. 
2:25), and so voice ( l s. 58: 1 ,  'cry aloud', lit. 'with 
your throat') .  

3. The commonest Heb. word is sawlVä'r, used 01' 
the neck generally; bearing a yoke, symbolizing 
servitude (Gn. 27:40; Je. 30:8); wearing a necklace 
(Gn. 4 1  :42); of falling on a person's neck in em
brace (Gn. 33:4), or of the neck placed under the 
" foot of a conqueror (Jos. 1 0 :24). 

4. Gk. trache/os is used 01' embrace (Lk. 1 5 :20), 
of being under a yoke (Acts 1 5 : 1 0), or 01' wearing 
a millstone, a large Hat stone with a hole in 
the centre, to weigh the body down (Mt .  1 8 :6). 
Paul also speaks of risking the neck in respect 
of the custom of beheading ( Rom. 1 6:4). From 
erache/os comes the verb trachelizö, 'to expose Ihe 
neck or throat', used in the perfeet participle 
passive in Heb. 4 : 1 3  in the sense 01' 'Iaid bare'. 

B.O.B. 



NECO, NECHO, Egyp. Ni-k 'w, Gk. Nechao. 
Pharaoh 01' Egypt c. 61 0-595 BC, and son and sue
eessor 01' Psammetiehus I, the founder 01' the 26th 
Dynasty. In 609 BC, following his father's poliey 01' 
maintaining a balance 01' power in W Asia 
(* EGYPT. History), Neeo II marehed into Syria to 
assist Assur-uballi\ I I ,  last king 01' Assyria, 
against Babyion. But Josiah 01' Judah foreed a 
battle with Neeo at Megiddo; this delay 01' Egyp. 
help for the Assyrians sealed their fate at the eost 
01' Josiah's own life (2 Ki. 23:29; 2 Ch. 35:20-24). 
On his return S, Neeo deposed and deported Josi
ah's son Jehoahaz and appointed instead another 
son, Jehoiakim, as vassal-king in Jerusalem, whieh 
was obliged to pay tribute to Egypt (2 Ki. 23 : 3 1 -
3 5 ;  2 C h .  36: 1 -4). Egypt c1aimed Palestine a s  her 
share 01' the former Assyr. empire, but in the bat
tle 01' Carehemish, in May/June 605 BC, Nebueha
drezzar stormed that Egyp. outpost and pursued 
the remnants 01' the Egyp. forees through Syria as 
they seurried home to Egypt; Judah thus 
exehanged an Egyp. for a Bab. master (2 Ki. 24: I ,  
7) .  

Neeo wisely desisted from any further Palestin
ian adventures. But the Bab. Chronicle shows that 
in 60 1 BC Nebuehadrezzar marehed against Egypt; 
Neeo met him in open battle, and both sides suf
fered heavy losses. Nebuehadrezzar therefore had 
to spend the next year at home in Babyion to refit 
his army. This Egyp. rebuff for the Babylonians 
perhaps tempted Jehoiakim to revolt against Baby
Ion as reeorded in 2 Ki .  24: I ,  but no help eame 
from neutral Egypt .  

At home, Neeo I I  followed his father's poliey 01' 
fostering Egypt's internal unity and prosperity, 
granting trading-eoncessions to Gk. merehants to 
this end. He undertook the eutting 01' a eanal from 
the Nile to the Red Sea, eompleted by Darius the 
Persian, and sent out a Phoenieian fleet that eir
eumnavigated Afriea as reeorded by Herodotus (4. 
42), whose sceptieism 01' this aehievement is re
futed by its eause, namely, that the voyagers re
ported that the sun eventually rose on their right 
hand. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For Neeo, see Drioton and 
Vandier, L'Egypte, Coll. C1io, 1 952; H. De Meule
naere, Herodotos over de 26ste Dynastie, 1 95 1 .  For 
his eonfliets with Babyion, see D. 1. Wiseman, 
Chronic/es 0/ Cha/daean Kings (626-556 Be), 1 956. 

C.D.W. 

NEGEB, Heb. nege(z, 'the dry' ,  refers to the S lands 
01' Palestine. M iseoneeptions arise from its transla
tion as 'the South ' in both AV and RV, where some 
forty passages have deseribed it inaeeurate\y in this 
way. An indefinite region, it covers c. 1 ,200,000 
heetares (4,520 sq. mls) or nearly half the area of 
modern I srael. The N boundary may be drawn 
eonveniently S 01' the Gaza-Beersheba road, 
roughly the 20 em-mean annual isohyet, then due E 
01' Beersheba to the Dead Sea through Ras ez
Zuweira. The S boundary whieh merged tradition
ally into the highlands of the Sinai Peninsula is 
now drawn politieally S 01' t he Wadi el-Arish to the 
head 01' the Gulf 01' Aqabah at Eilat. The Wadi 
Arabah, now the politieal frontier with Jordan, is 
overlooked to the E by the Arabah esearpment, 
the traditional boundary. For the deseription 01' 
the geographieal features to the Negeb, see 
• PALESTINE. 
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Mention 01' the Negeb is almost entirely eon
fined to pre-exilie times, apart from allusions in Ze. 
7:7 and Ob. 20. Five distriets in the N Negeb are 
referred to: the Negeb 01' Judah, 01' the Jerahmeel
ites, 01' the Kenites ( I  Sa. 27: 1 0) ,  01' the Chere
thites and 01' Caleb ( I  Sa. 30: 1 4) .  These occupied 
the grazing and agrieultural lands between Beer
sheba and Bir Rikhmeh and the W slopes of the 
central highlands of Khurashe-Kurnub. This dis
triet was settled by the Amalekites (Nu. 1 3 :29), 
the ruins 01' whose fortified sites are still seen 
between Tell Arad (Nu. 2 1 : 1 ;  33:40), 32 km E 01' 
Beersheba and Tell Jemmeh or Gerar (Gn. 20: I ;  
26: I ) .  At the Exodus the spies had been awed by 
their defenees (Nu. 1 3 :  1 7-20, 27-29), whieh lasted 
until the early 6th eentury BC, when they were 
probably destroyed finally by the Babylonians (Je. 
1 3 :  1 9; 33: 1 3) .  The sites 01' the twenty-nine eities 
and their villages in the Negeb (Jos. 1 5 : 2 1 -32) are 
unknown, only Beersheba ('weil 01' seven', or 'weil 
01' oath', Gn. 2 1  :30), Arad, Khirbet Ar'areh or 
Aroer ( I  Sa. 30:28). Fein or Penon (Nu. 33 :42), 
and Tell el-Kheleifeh or Ezion-geber, having been 
identified. 

The strategie and eeonomie importanee of the 
Negeb has been signifieant .  The 'Way 01' Shur' 
erossed it from eentral Sinai NE to Judaea (Gn. 
1 6:7; 20: I ;  25 :  1 8; Ex. 1 5 :22; Nu. 33:8), a route 
followed by the Patriarehs (Gn. 24:62; 26:22), by 
Hadad the Edomite ( I  Ki. 1 1 : 1 4, 1 7, 2 1 -22), and 
probably the escape route used by Jeremiah 
(43:6- 1 2) and later by Joseph and Mary (Mt .  
2:  1 3- 1 5). The route was dietated by  the  zone of 
settled land where well-water is signifieant. henee 
the frequent references to its wells (e.g Gn. 
24:  1 5-20; Jos. 1 5 : 1 8- 1 9; Jdg.  1 : 1 4- 1 5) .  Uzziah 
reinforeed the defence 01' Jerusalem by establish
ing eultivation and defensive settlements in his 
exposed S flank 01' the N Negeb (2 Ch. 26: 1 0) .  It  
seems c1ear from the history 01' the Near East 
that the Negeb was a eonvenient vaeuum for 
resettlement whenever population pressure foreed 
out migrants from the Fertile Creseent. Also sig
nifieant was the loeation 01' eopper ores in the E 
Negeb and its trade in the Arabah. Control 01' 
this industry explains the Amalekite and Edomite 
wars of Saul ( I  Sa. 14 :471'.) and the subsequent 
vietories 01' David over the Edomites (I Ki .  
1 1 : 1 5f.). I t  also explains the ereation by Solomon 
of the port 01' Ezion-geber, and, when it was silt
ed up. the ereation 01' a new port at Elath by 
Uzziah (I Ki. 9:26; 22:48; 2 Ki.  1 4:22). The abid
ing hatred 01' the Edomites is explained by the 
struggles to eontrol this trade (cf Ezk. 25 :  12 and 
the book of Obadiah). 

Between the 4th eentury BC and the beginning of 
the 2nd eentury AD, when the Nabataeans finally 
disappeared, these Semitie people 01' S Arabian 
origin ereated a brilliant eivilization of small hy
draulie works in the Negeb. Deployed aeross the 
strategie trade routes between Arabia and the Fer
tile Creseent, they waxed rieh on the spiee and in
eense trade of Arabia, and other exotie goods from 
Somaliland and I ndia. Later, in the Christian era, 
the Negeb beeame a stronghold 01' Christianity. 
Glueek has identified some 300 early Christian 
Byzantine sites in the Negeb, dating from the 5th 
and 6th eenturies AD. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For the oeeupation 01' the Negeb 
at various arehaeologieal periods, see * ARCHAEO
LOGY; Y. Aharoni, JEi 8, 1 958, pp. 26ff.; 1 0, 1 960, 
pp. 23ff., 97ff.; N. Glueek, Rivers in the Desert, 
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1 959; idem. Deities and Dolphins ( The story 0/ the 
Nabataeans), 1 966; C. L. Woolley and T. E. Law-
rence, The Wilderness 0/ Zin, 1 936. J .M .H .  

NEHELAM. Family name or place or origin or 
Shemaiah, a ralse prophet who withstood Jeremiah 
(Je. 29:24, 3 I r. ) .  The name is otherwise unknown. 
V. 24 Avmg. renders the word as 'dreamer', thus 
implying some connection with Heb. bälam, 'to 

Petra e 

Timna 
e 
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dream'. M .  F. Unger suggests a punning allusion 
to the dreams or the ralse prophets. J .D.D. 

NEHEMIAH. Our only knowledge or Nehemiah 
comes rrom the book that bears his name. He was 
cupbearer to the Persian king, Artaxerxes I (465-
424 BC). This was a privileged position. Since there 
is no mention or his wire, it is likely that he was a 
eunuch. On receiving news or the desolate state or 
Jerusalem (probably the result or the events or Ezr. 
4:7-23), he obtained permission to go to his own 



country, and was appointed governor. In spite of 
intense opposition (* SANBALLAT, * TOBIAH), he 
and the Jews rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem in 52 
days. He and the other Jews then called on Ezra to 
read the Law, and pledged themselves to observe 
its commands. Ouring his absence in Persia, some 
of the abuses that he had put down reappeared, 
and on his return he had to carry out fresh reforms. 
His personal memoirs occupy a large part of the 
book of Nehemiah, and they reveal him as a man 
of prayer, action and devotion to duty. 

For dating his movements we have the following 
references: 

2:  I .  His appointment as governor in 445 BC. 
5 :  1 4; 1 3 :6.  His  return to Persia in 433 BC. 
1 3 :7 .  H is return to Jerusalem 'after certain days' 

(AV). 

The suggestion in 2 :6  is that his first appointment 
was short, and he may have returned to Persia for a 
brief time between 445 and 433 BC. Since his ab
sence from Jerusalem in 1 3 :6 was long enough for 
considerable abu ses to arise, and for the Levites to 
be driven out to work in the fields, we must con
c1ude that the 'certain days' were at least 1 8  
months, and possibly more. 1.S.W. 

NEHEMIAH, BOOK OF. 

I .  Outline of contents 

a. Nehemiah's mission ( I :  1 -7 :73a) 
i .  Nehemiah hears news from Jerusalem ( I :  1 - 1 1 ) .  

i i .  He  receives permission t o  visit Jerusalem 
(2: 1 -8). 

i i i .  He arrives in Jerusalem, and makes plans to 
rebuild the walls (2:9-20). 

iv. The list of wall-builders, with their allotted 
sections of wall (3:  1 -22). 

v. Opposition from the Samaritans (4: 1 -23). 
vi. Economic difficulties and Nehemiah's solu

tion (5 : 1 - 1 3) .  
v i i .  Nehemiah's behaviour as governor (5 :  1 4- 1 9). 
viii. The wall is completed, in spite of plots 

against Nehemiah (6: 1 - 1 9). 
ix .  Preparations for the re-peopling of Jerusalem 

(7 : 1 -73a). 

b. Ezra's work (continued from Ezr. 7- 1 0) (7:73b-
9:37) 
i. Ezra's reading of the law (7:73b-8 : 1 2). 

i i .  Celebration of the festival of booths (8 :  1 3- 1 8). 
i i i .  A day of repentance and its penitential psalm 

(9: 1 -37). 

c. Nehemiah's community (9:38-1 3:3 1 )  
i .  The pledge o f  reform (9:38-1 0:39) 

ii .  The population of Jerusalem and Judaea 
( 1 1 :  1 -36). 

i i i .  The c1ergy of the post-exilic community 
( 1 2 : 1 -26). 

iv. The dedication of the wall ( 1 2:27-43). 
v. An ideal community ( 1 2 :44- 1 3:3). 
vi .  Reforms during Nehemiah's second gover

norship ( 1 3:4-3 1 ) .  

1 1 .  Composition 
lt is commonly thought that the book of Nehemiah 
originally formed part of the Chronicler's work, 
which included also the books of l and 2 * Chron
icles and * Ezra. Very little, however, of the book of 
Nehemiah was especially composed by the Chron-
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icler ( 1 2:44-47 is probably one such passage), since 
he had ample source materials at his disposal. 

Chief among these were the 'memoirs' of Ne
hemiah (Ne. 1 : 1 -7 :73a; 1 1 : 1 -2; 1 2 :3 1 -43; 1 3 :4-3 1 ) , 
which may more properly be regarded as Nehemi
ah's formal record of his activities presented to 
God for his approval (note the places where Ne
hemiah appeals to God to 'remember' him: 5: 1 9 ; 
1 3 : 14 , 22, 3 1 ). This first-person narrative is unique 
in the OT as a record made by a leading Jewish 
statesman about affairs he was personally involved 
in; though Nehemiah obviously looks at matters 
from his own point of view, there can be Iittle ser
ious doubt about the authenticity of this record. I t  
has been subject t o  practically n o  editorial revi
sion, and its simple and direct style marks it off 
quite c1early from the work of the Chronicler. 
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The other main source o f  the book i s  a section 
of the Ezra narrative (Ne. 8-9) which is inserted 
within the story of Nehemiah either because the 
activity of Ezra and Nehemiah overlapped or be
cause the Chronicler has arranged his material 
thematically. The first explanation, though the 
most natural, creates the difficulty that though 
Ezra had been sent by the Persian emperor in 458 
BC to proclaim the Pentateuchal law to the Jews, it 
was not until Nehemiah's arrival in 444 BC that he 
read it publicly to the people. The second explan
ation would imply that the Chronicler regarded the 
work of Ezra and Nehemiah as an integral whole; 
he then showed in his account that the community 
that came to live within the walls of rebuilt lerusa
lem (Ne. 1 1 : 1 -2) was united in its allegiance to the 
law of M oses (Ne. 8), penitent for its disobedience 
to that law (Ne. 9), and resolved to maintain its 
fidelity to the smallest detail of the law (Ne. 1 0).  

Other sources used by the compiler of the book 
were lists of various kinds: 

a. Wall-builders (Ne. 3). This may have been in
c1uded in Nehemiah's 'memoirs'. 

b. Returned exiles (7 :6-73a). The same list, with 
minor variations, is found in Ezr. 2 .  lt was appar
ently used by Nehemiah to prove the pure lewish 
ancestry of the intended inhabitants of lerusalem. 

c. Signatories of the pledge to observe the 
Mosaic law (9:38-1 0:27), together with various 
particular interpretations of the law wh ich the 
community bound itself to obey ( 1 0:28-39). This 
pledge seems to reflect reforms undertaken by Ne
hemiah during his second governorship (Ne. 1 3) .  

d Family heads resident in Jerusalem ( 1 1  :3-1 9). 
e. Country towns with Jewish population 

( 1 1 :25-36). 
f Priests, Levites and high priests ( 1 2 : 1 -26). 

111. Message of the book 
I f, as most believe, Nehemiah formed part of the 
Chronicler's history (* CHRONICLES, BOOKS OF), its 
significance must be assessed within the context of 
the whole work. The Chronicler's purpose, broadly 
speaking, was to show that the Judaean com
munity of his own time, probably the 4th century 
BC, was the legitimate heir of the promises made by 
God to Israel and to the Oavidic dynasty. AI
though there was no longer a Oavidic king, in the 
Chronicler's view the chief function of the Oavidic 
kingship had been the establishment of the Temple 
and its worship; now that the Temple is restored, 
the worship of God can be carried on effectively by 
the community itself without the presence of a 
king. Characteristically, the Chronicler concludes 
his history proper with an almost idyllic picture of 
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pure and joyful worship in the restored Temple, i ts  
c1ergy being willingly maintained by the tithes of 
the people ( 1 2 :44-47). After his long story of 
Israel's disappointments, failures and gr im periods 
of judgment, the finale to his history must have 
brought reassurance to his own community. 
Though they were only a tiny enclave in a vast Gen
tile empire, they could at least have the satisfaction 
of knowing that they were under the immediate 
leadership of men of God's choice and that they 
were fulfill ing the purpose for which Israel had 
been created: the worship of God. Such a message 
can of course lead to self-congratulation and laxity. 
We h ave no way of knowing how the Chronicler's 
readers reacted to his encouragement, but it is 
worth while knowing that the people of God does 
not have to be always castigating itself, but is some
times entitled to rejoice in what it has achieved. 

As for the 'memoirs' of Nehemiah, which, apart 
from the lists, form the bulk of the book, their 
original purpose may weil h ave been a kind of 
report such as a civil servant might make to his 
superior, in this case God. When Nehemiah's 
'report ' was read by others, they would have seen in 
it a revealing picture of a man of spirit, haughty 
and quick-tempered, and over-suspicious, no 
doubt, but passionately concerned for the well
being of his people (chs. 1-2), quick to respond to 
the appeals of brotherhood (ch. 5) and zealous for 
the purity of Jewish worship ( 1 3  :4-9); above all, a 
leader who was the opposite of a self-made man, 
one who was always conscious of the 'good hand' 
and the 'fear' of his God upon hirn (2:8; 5: 1 5; cf 
2: 1 2, 1 8; 4:9, 1 4- 1 5, 20; 6:9). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. H. Brockington, Ezra, Nehe
miah and Esther, NCB, 1 969; P. R .  Ackroyd, l and 
II Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, TBC, 1 973; D. 
Kidner, Ezra and Nehemiah, TOTC, 1 979; H. G. 
M .  Williamson, Ezra and Nehemiah, 1 987; Ezra, 
Nehemiah, 1 985; M .  Roberts, Ezra-Nehemiah, 
1 992. D .J.A.C. 

NEHUSHTA (Heb. n'�uJtä ' ) .  The wife of Jehoi
akim and mother of Jehoiachin, a native of Jerusa
lern (2 Ki .  24:8) who was taken prisoner with her 
son when the Babylonians captured the city in 597 
BC (v. 1 2; also Jos., Ant. 1 0. 84ff.). Her name may 
allude to her complexion (cf J b. 6 : 1 2) or to bronze 
(Heb. n'�ü.M) or even to the • serpent. Heb. per
sonal names relating to colours, metals (. BARZIL
LAI) or to animals are typical of this period. 

D.J.W. 

NEIGHBOUR. I n  the OT 'neighbour' translates 
the Heb. Jiilsen, 'ämfl, qär6g and rea'. In Lv. 1 9: 1 8  
LXX has h o  plesion. I n  the NT (in which this com
mandment is quoted eight times) Luke and John 
alone use the words geitön and perioikos; elsewhere 
(and also Lk.  10 :27-36; Acts 7:27) the LXX expres
sion appears. 

The Heb. rea' is of more general application 
than English 'neighbour'. It is used, even of in
animate objects (Gn. 1 5 : 1 0), in the expression 'one 
another'; but i t  i s  also used in the sense of 'bosom 
friend' (Pr. 27: I 0), 'lover' (Ct. 5: 1 6), even 'hus
band' (Je. 3 :20). Like 'ä!nfl, rea' is almost ex
c1usively used in contexts where moral principles 
are in question (qär6g and lä/sen expressing mere 
geographical or physical proximity). Of passages 
where rea' is defined in t he context (i.e. refers to 

particular people) there are only three (I Sa. 1 5 :28; 
28 : 17; 2 Sa. 1 2: 1 1 ) which do not admit the transla
tion 'friend', and these are all susceptible of iron
ical interpretation. Thus it is either used definitely, 
in which case i t  means one who has acted--<lr sur
prisingly has not acted (Ps. 38: 1 1  )--in the ap
propriate manner, hence a 'friend'; or indefinitely 
of those towards whom appropriate behaviour is 
due. rea' is often found in parallel with 'ä�, 
'brother' , and the Bible uses this dichotomy of 
other people in a developing series of senses. Thus 
a relative is  contrasted with another within the 
clan, a fellow Hebrew with a Gentile, and finally a 
fellow Christian with an unbeliever. 

It is important to love those to whom one has a 
natural or covenanted obligation, but it is as im
portant to love those with whom one's only con
tact is through circumstances: the distinct ideas 
�ese4 and 'ahagD ('covenant' and 'elective' love
cf N. H. Snaith, Distinclive Ideas 01 the Old Tes
tament, 1 944, pp. 94-95) merge in the NT into the 
one agape required of a Christian both to those 
within and without the church. The Bible teaches 
this in the following ways: 

I .  It praises those who were exemplary neigh
bours to those whom they might have been ex
pected to hate: particularly cf Rahab's treatment 
of the spies (Jos. 2: I ); Ruth's refusal to desert her 
mother-in-Iaw, though in a sense free from obliga
tion after the death of her husband (the whole 
story is most instructive in this connection, and it 
is perhaps no accident that ' Ruth' is the abstract 
noun from the same root as rea ' ); the widow's en
tertainment of Elijah (implicity compared with the 
unclean birds (1 Ki .  1 7 :6] who fed hirn: Zarephath 
was in the territory of Sidon from which Jezebel 
came). 

2. It rebukes the proud independence of the Jew 
(cf Am. 2:6ff.; I s. I :  1 7; Jonah passim; Jb. 1 2:2). 

3. I n  the parable of the Good Samaritan an ex
plicit epitome of biblical teaching is  given which 
combines 1 and 2.  To the question, 'Who is my 
neighbour?' Jesus replies, 'Who proved neighbour 
to the man who fell among the robbers?' (Lk.  
10 :36). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. U. Falkenroth, NIDNTT I, pp. 
258f. J .B .1 .  

NEPHTOAH. Mentioned only in the expression 
'the spring of the Waters of Nephtoah' (Jos. 1 5 :9; 
1 8 : 1 5). The context shows that it was on the bor
ders of Judah and Benjamin. It is usually identified 
with Lifta, a village 4 km NW of Jerusalem. The 
linguistic equation Nephtoah = Lifta is very 
doubtful, but no other si te seems to have strong 
claims. L.M. 

NEREUS. A Christian greeted with his sister (not 
named, but conceivably Nereis) in Rom. 1 6: 1 5 . He 
is grouped with three others and 'the saints which 
are with them', perhaps because they belonged to 
the same house-church. The name (a Greek sea
god) is found in many areas, usually of freedmen 
and the lower orders (including slaves of 'Caesar's 
household'). Strangely, Paul's friend seems not to 
have been assimilated to the early Roman martyr 
commemorated in the Acts of SS. Nereus and 
Achilleus (Acta Sanctorum, 3,  Maii, pp. 4f.; cf 
Lightfoot, Clement, I ,  pp. 42ff., especially p. 5 I n .) .  

A.F.W. 
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NERGAL (Heb. Iler'gal; Sumerian U.GUR;  Bab. 
Iler( i)gal. 'Lord 01' the great city ' .  i.e. the under
world). This Bab. deity had his clllt-cemre at 
Cuthah (modern Tell Ibrahim, NE of Babyion). 
where he was worshipped with his conSOrl 
Ereshkigal, as lord 01' the lInderworld. Men rrom 
Cuthah continued to worship hirn as exiles in Sa
maria (2 Ki. 1 7 : 30), bllt, though he was thc god 01' 
hunting, they rcared the lion (his cult animal) sem 
by Yahwch (v. 26). Nergal was worshipped 
throughout Assyria and Babylonia as a deity 
having thc sinister aspects of the sun, bringing 
plague, war, !lood and havoc. He has been identi
fied with Mekal ,  the god of • Bethshan and later 
with M ars. Temples at Larsa, Isin and Assur were 
dedicated to hirn. His name is commonly found as 
the divine element in personal names, as • Nergal
sharezer (Je. 39:3 ,  1 3) .  

BIßLlOGRAPHY. E. von Weiher, De, babylonische 
Golt Nergal, 1 97 1 .  D.J .W.  

I I 

NERO 

ERGAL-SHAR EZER. Heb. equivalent of Bab. 
Nergal-sa,-u$lIr (Gk.  Ncriglissar) meaning '0 
Nergal, protect the king' . The name of a senior 
official with Nebuchadrezzar's army at Jerusalem 
in 587 BC (Je. 39 : 3 ,  1 3). It is possible that two per
sons 01' the same name are listed in v. 3 ;  ir  so, the 
first  may be the Neriglissar who was one of the 
Bab. army commandcrs, son of Bel-sum-iskun and 
married to Nebuchadrezzar's daughter. He suc
ceeded to the throne at Babyion in 560 BC. Thc 
Nergal-sharezer qllalified as • Rabmag seems to 
have held a position of lower rank. D .J . W .  

NERO. Son of a distinguished family of the old 
Roman aristocracy, the Domitii , and on his 
mother's side the great-great-grandson of Augus
tus, he was adopted by Claudius as his heir and 
duly took his place in the Caesarian succession 
in AD 54. His atrocities and feebleness finally 
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Lucius 
Domit ius  

Ahenobarbus 

m. Antonia I Antonia 11 Agrippa m.  Ju l i a  Drusus Tibe,;us 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m . . . . .  : 

h 
Agrippina I m. Germanicus Claudius ,..--------lI n 

G naeus 
Domitius 

Ahenobarbus 

m. Agrippina 11 Gaius Britannicus Octavia 
'Caligula ' 
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destroyed the credit of his house, whose long 
ascendancy he finally brought to an end with his 
suicide in the face of the revolts of AD 68. A youth 
of exquisite taste, he fascinated and scandalized his 
contemporaries with his artistic pursuits. To the 
Greeks in particular he endeared hirnself; they 
never tired of flattering his longing for prizes in 
literary festivals; and he reciprocated this whimsy 
by abolishing Rom. control over the states of Ach
aia. After his premature death his legend flourished 
in the E, and his reincarnation was fervently 
expected, and even announced. On the other hand, 
within his domestic circle and among his aristo
cratic peers, his behaviour was monstrously sinis
ter. The belief that his mother had murdered 
Claudius after marrying hirn to ensure her son's 
succession scarcely mitigated the horror when 
Nero hirnself had her done to death. Although 
there seems to have been a period of stable gov
ernment while he remained under the influence of 
the senators Burrus and Seneca, he eventually 
freed hirnself from their restraints as weil and was 
driven by his bloodthirsty suspicions to the inevit
able end. 

Nero is indirectly concerned with the NT at 
three points. 

\ .  I t  was Nero to whose superior justice Paul 
appealed against the vacillations of his deputy, 
Festus (Acts 25 : 1 0- 1 1 ), and Nero whose God
given authority he had studiously supported in 
writing to the Romans ( Rom. 1 3 : 1 -7). There is a 
horrible and tragic irony in this: 'he does not bear 
the sword in vain' (v. 4). We do not know the out
come of Paul's appeal, but the Christians of Rome 
were treated for their loyalty to one of the most 
barbaric pogroms in history. 

2. In AD 64 much of the city of Rome was des
troyed by fire. To divert the suspicion that he had 
started it for his own entertainment, Nero accused 
another party about whom the public were also 
prepared to believe the worst. Having forced a con
viction for arson against certain Christians he con
ducted mass arrests, and among other tortures 
burnt his victims alive in public (Tacitus, Ann. 1 5 . 
44). The important things about this were that 
Christians were clearly distinguished from Jews 
(Nero's wife Poppaea was pro-Jewish), and that it 
was plausible to accuse them of such crimes. AI
though Tacitus makes it clear that the charges were 
a fabrication, and that they even attracted so me 
sympathy to the Christians, he equally reveals that 
the public was profoundly suspicious of the morals 
of the Christians. Suetonius (Nero 1 6. 2), without 
mentioning the fire, lists the attack on the Chris
tians with a number of other reforms that are put 
down to Nero's credit .  What was disastrous for thc 
Christians was that Nero's action had left a legal 
precedent for translating this popular odium into 
official action. The First Epistle of Peter reflects 
this kind of situation. Christians are in the agon
izing position of being committed to honour the 
authori ties, while knowing that any moral lapse 
may lead to legal proceedings against them, and 
that they may even be prosecuted on grounds of 
their membership in the Christian society alone. 

3. In the closing years of Nero's regime his 
commanders in Palestine were drawn into the war 
that ended with the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 
70, an event that finally set the Christian churches 
free from their Zionist orientation. Nero played no 
part in the campaigns, and was apparently oblivi
ous of the issues involved: the critical year AD 67 

found hirn engrossed in literary triumphs on the 
stages of Greece. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. H. Bishop, Nero, 1 964; B. H .  
Warmington, Nero, 1 969; M .  Grant, Nero, 1 970; 
M.  T. Griffin, Nero, the End 0/ a Dynasty, 1 984. 

E.A.J .  

NEST (Heb. qell from qinnen, 'make a nest'; Gk.  
kataskenösis, 'place for roosting in ' ) .  The word is  
employed in its customary sense in Dt. 22 :6 ;  32 1 1  
(speaking of 'nestlings'); J b. 39:27; Ps. 1 04 : 1 7 ; Pr. 
27:8; Is. 1 6:2. It is found metaphorically (notably 
of a lofty fortress) in Nu. 24:2 1 ;  Je. 49: 1 6; Ob. 4; 
with reference to the secure horne of Israel in Ps. 
84:3-4; and of the Chaldeans' strong abode in 
Hab. 2:9. Job (29: 1 8) speaks of his lost horne as a 
'nest'. In Gn. 6: 1 4  'nests' (qinnim, 'rooms') is used 
to describe the subdivisions within the ark . In Mt .  
8:20; Lk .  9 : 58  Jesus contrasts h i s  homeless situ
ation with that of the * birds who have their nests 
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(Rvmg. 'Iodging-places'). J .D.D.  

NETHANIAH ( Heb. n'[anyöhü, 'Yahweh has 
given'; LXX Nathanias; cf * N ATHANAEL) . \ .  The 
father of I shmael, the murderer of Gedaliah (Je. 
40:8, 1 4- 1 5; 41 :9). In 2 Ki. 25:23 the LXX reads 
Maththanias. 2. An Asaphite, leader of the fifth 
group of the Temple choir ( I  Ch. 25:2,  1 2). 
3. Father of Jehudi (Je. 36: 1 4). 4. A Levite 
accompanying the teaching mission sent by 
Jehoshaphat to Judah (2 Ch . 1 7:8) .  D.J .W. 

NETHINIM ( Heb. n'[fnim, RSV 'temple servants' ) . 
Apart from I Ch. 9 :2 (parallel to Ne. I I  :3) these 
people are mentioned only in Ezra and Nehemiah 
(AV). They are listed among the returned exiles in 
Ezr. 2:43-58, where they are grouped with 'the 
sons of Solomon's servants'. When Ezra brings 
back a fresh party he sends to a place named 
Casiphia to obtain Levites and Nethinim (Ezr 
8: 1 7, 20). In Jerusalem they had special quarters in 
the Ophel district near the Temple (Ne. 3:26, 3 1 .  
I I  :2 1 ). This may have been where they lived when 
they were on duty, since Ezr. 2 :70; Ne. 7 :73 refer to 
cities in which they lived; it is possible, however. 
that the reference here is to the per iod before the 
rebuilding of the Temple. 

The name means 'those who are given', and Ezr. 
8 :20 says that David and the princes had givell 
them for the service of the Levites. It  has been held 
that they and the children of Solomon's servants 
were the descendants of Canaanite or foreign 
prisoners, like the Gibeonites of Jos. 9 :27.  Thc 
foreign names in Ezr. 2:43-58 would support this. 
I n I Esdras 5:29 and Josephus (Allt . 1 1 .  1 28) they 
are called 'temple slaves', hierodollloi. It has been 
supposed that Ezekiel protests against them in 
44:6-8, but it is hardly likely that the Nethinim 
would have remained uncircumcised as Ezekiel 
here says, and their inclusion in the Ezra list, and 
the position given to them in Ezra-Nehemiah 
show that the rigoristic Chronicler had no objec
tion to them. Similarly, the refercnce to the 
Canaanite in the house öf the Lord in Zc. 1 4: 2 1  is 
more likely to refer to Canaanite traders, as in Pr. 
3 1  :24. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. A. Levine, JBL 89, 1 963, pp. 
207-2 12 ;  H. G. M. Williamson, Ezra, Nehemiah, 
1 985, pp. 3 5-36. J.S.W. 



NETOPHAH ('a dropping'). A city, or group of 
villages ( I  Ch .  9: 1 6; Ne. 1 2 :28), near Bethlehem 
(Ne. 7:26). The inhabitants are called Neto
phathites in EVV. 'Netophathi' in Ne. 1 2:28, AV, 
should be ' the Netophathites' as RSV. I t  was the 
horne of some of David's mighty men (2 Sa. 23:28-
29). I t  is mentioned as a place to which returning 
exiles came ( Ezr. 2:22). That i t  was near Bethlehem 
is clear, but i t  cannot be identified conclusively 
with any modern site. G.W.G. 

NETS. Nets in the Bible are instruments of 
meshed strings for fishing or hunting, or reticulate 
designs or gratings. 

a. Nets/or fishing and hllnting 
Words from four Heb. roots are translated 'net' in 
the OT. I .  From yrs, 'take', reSel is a net to catch 
birds (Pr. I :  1 7) or water creatures (Ezk. 32:3), and 
is often used figuratively of the plots of evil men 
(e.g. Ps. 9: 1 5, laid to catch the feet), or of God's 
judgments (e.g. Ezk. 1 2 : 1 3 , cast over the prey). 2. 
�erem, 'something perforated', is a large net wh ich 
may be spread out on the shore to dry (Ezk. 26:5) 
and is used figuratively of an evil woman's heart 
(Ec. 7:26), of God's judgment of Pharaoh (Ezk. 
32:3), of predatory individuals (Mi .  7:2), and of 
the Chaldeans' military power (Hab. I :  1 5). 3. From 
the root euq, 'hunt', m'e64ti is a fish-net (Ec. 9 : 1 2),  
mäeuq and m'euqti are used of God's judgments 
(Jb. 1 9:6, surrounding the prey; Ps. 66: 1 1 ), and 
mäe6q in Pr. 1 2 : 1 2  is perhaps a snare for evil men. 
4. From the root kmr, which in Arabic means 
'overcome' or 'cover', Heb. mi1s.mörel is the net 
which Egyptian fishermen spread over the water 
( l s. 1 9 :8), mi1s.merel, AV 'drag', RSV 'seine', i s  a 
symbol of the Chaldeans' army (Hab. I :  1 5),  
mi1s.m6r is used to catch an antelope ( I s. 5 1 :20), 
and mi1s.mär is figurative of the plots of the wicked 
(Ps. 1 4 1 :  I 0). 

In the NT three Gk.  words are translated 'net'. 
5. From diktyö, 'to net', diktyon, the most common 
and general word for net. This type of net was used 
by Jesus' disciples (Mt .  4:20-2 1 ); it was let down 
(Lk. 5:4) or cast (Jn. 2 1  :6) in the water, and emp
tied into a boat (Lk. 5:7) or dragged to shore (Jn. 
21 :8). 6. From amphiballö, 'cast around', amphi
biestran, 'a casting net', also used by the disciples 
of Jesus (M t. 4: 1 8). 7. From sassö, 'filI', sagene (re
lated to English 'seine'), a drag-net to which our 
Lord compared the kingdom of heaven (Mt .  
1 3 :47). I t  required several men to  draw this large 
net to shore (Mt .  1 3 :48). 

The care of nets included washing (Lk. 5 :2), 
drying (Ezk . 47: 1 0) and mending (Mt .  4 : 2 1 ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G.  Dalman, Arbeit lind Sitte, 6, 
1 939, pp. 335-337, 343-363. 

b. Nets as designs or gratings 
Around the base of the brazen altar of burnt offer
ing of the tabernacle was grating of net design 
(reseI, Ex. 27:4-5) or net work (ma'ase;' resei, Ex. 
38:4). This grating may have had both artistic and 
practical purposes, since it would be lighter to 
carry than solid metal and allow draught for 
burning. 

The capitals of the two pillars before Solomon's 
Temple were decorated with a net design (Heb. 
s'i]ä1s.ti from a root meaning 'interweave', I Ki .  
7 :  1 7; Je. 52:22). Those who think these pillars were 
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cressets point out that open net work would give 
air for burning inside the capital, but this feature is 
not mentioned in the Bible. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. G. May, The Two Pil/ars 
be/are the Temp/e 0/ S% mon. BASOR 88, Decem-
ber 1 942, pp. 1 9-27. J .T. 

NEW TESTAMENT APOCRYPHA. The extent 
of the NT apocrypha is more difl1cult to determine 
than that of the OT. The term will here be confined 
to non-canonical works attributed to, or purport
ing to give extra-canonical information about, 
Christ or the apostles. Works written without such 
pretensions are thus excluded, even where they en
joyed quasi-canonical status in some churches for a 
time (* PATRISTIC LITERATURE); so are Christian at
tribut ions to (or Christianized versions of works 
attributed to) OT characters (* PSEUDEPIGRAPHA), 
and the interpolation or rehandling of NT texts 
with alien material (* TEXTS AND VERSIONS, NT 
section). 

A huge literature remains, preserved partly in 
Gk.  and Lat . ,  but still more in Coptic, Ethiopic, 
Syriac, Arabic, Slavonic, and even in Anglo-Saxon 
and contemporary W European languages. Some 
works that we know to have been very influential 
have been almost lost, and many of the most im
portant exist only in fragmentary state. New dis
coveries, however, often of much importance for 
early Christian history, are constantly being made. 
Complex literary problems are frequently met, for 
many of the apocryphal works lent themselves to 
re-telling, interpolation and plagiarization . 

I. Forms 
A large proportion of the apocryphal literat ure 
falls into one of the NT literary forms: Gospel, 
Acts, Epistle, Apocalypse. But this formal similar
ity is often accompanied by a huge difference in 
conception . This is particularly noticeable with the 
Gospels: we have Infancy Gospels, Passion Gos
pels, sayings documents and theological medita
tions; but (if we exclude the early fragmentary 
Gospels on which we are in any case ill-informed), 
it is hard to find works which, like the canonical 
Gospels, have any interest in the words and works 
of the incarnate Lord. Acts form a numerous and 
probably the most popular c1ass, doubtless 
through the wide and non-sectarian appeal of 
many of the stories. Epistles are not common: des
pite the fact that nearly all the works in the NT 
sometimes said to be pseudepigraphic are Epistles. 
For apocalypses, there was Jewish precedent for at
tributing them to a celebrity of the past. 

Another class of literature developed which 
took over some features of apocryphal literat ure: 
the Church Orders of Syria and Egypt. These col
lections of canons on church discipline and liturgy, 
of which the Aposto/ic Constitutiolls is the most 
popular, c1aiming to represent apostolic pract ice, 
came by convention to claim apostolic origin: and 
the most daring, the Testament 0/ ollr Lord, pur
ports 10  be a post-resurrection discourse of Christ . 
The custom was perhaps stimulated by its success 
in the 3rd-century Didascalia, and misunderstand
ing of the claim to apostolicity of the Aposto/ic 
Tradition of Hippolytus-two works which they 
plundered heavily-together with, in some cases, 
the popularity of the Clementine romance. (Cf 
Stlldia Patristica, eds. K. Aland and F. L. Cross, 2, 
1 957, pp. 83ff.) 
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11. Motives 
The creation of apocryphal literature had begun in 
apostolic times: Paul has apparently to authenti
cate his signature because of forgeries circulating 
(cf 2 Thes. 3: 1 7) .  In the 2nd century the literature 
comes into its own, and gathers momentum 
thenceforth, particularly in Egypt and Syria. I t  
continues into the  Middle Ages (where the  older 
legends were still loved), and, occasionally, 
through sentiment, parti pris or sheer eccentricity, 
in our own day. The various motives behind i t  are 
thus related to the whole trend of Christian and 
sub-Christian history; but some of the motives op
erative at the beginning are particularly important. 

a. Romance and the Iiterary impulse 
This shows itself in various forms. There is the 
desire to satisfy curiosity on matters of wh ich the 
NT says nothing. A flood of worthless Infancy 
Gospels covers the silent years from Bethlehem to 
the baptism. As the Virgin Mary becomes more 
prominent in theology and devotion, pseudo
apostolic works describe her birth, life and, even
tually, her assumption into heaven.  A reader of 
Co!. 4: 1 6  feIt it incumbent upon hirn to supply the 
apparently missing letter to the Laodiceans. It ap
pears above all in the novelistic Acts and romances 
and some of the Gospels-bizarre, fetid, but 
packed with wonders and anecdotes, and many of 
them, with all their faults, having a certain anima
tion. We best understand this movement as a 
branch of popular Christian li terat ure, and, stud
ied in this light, the earliest books reveal some of 
the issues which occupied congregations in the 2nd 
and 3rd centuries: relationships with the state, con
troversies with the lews, debates on marriage and 
celibacy: and, by their belligerent insistence on 
miracles, reveal that the real age of miracles had 
passed. The productions are crude, even vulgar; 
but their authors knew their public. For many they 
must have replaced erotic pagan popular literat ure, 
and in many ca ses, with a real desire to edify. The 
authors would doubtless be hard put to it to differ
entiate their motives from those of the 20th
century author of The Robe or The Big Fisherman. 
There is no n�ed to question the sincerity of the 
Asian presbyter who was unfrocked for publishing 
the Acts 01 Paul when he said that he did so 'for 
love of Paul', who had died 100 years before the 
presbyter wrote. This hel ps to explain how stories 
and whole books originating in heretical circles re
tained and increased their currency in orthodox 
quarters. It was heretical teachers who made the 
earliest effective use of this form 01' literat ure; and 
so successful was it that others transmitted, expur
ga ted and imitated the forms designed as vehicles 
for their propaganda. 

b. The inculcation 01 principles not, to the allthofs 
mind, sufficiently clearly enunciated in the New 
Testament books 
Naturally, even in a work 'for love of Pau!' any 
doctrinal disproportion or aberration of the 
author passed into his work; indeed part of his 
edificatory aim might weil be to inculate the aber
ration: the Asian presbyter, for instance, had an 
obsession with virginity wh ich makes his work, 
otherwise more or less orthodox, remote from 
evangelic spiri t .  But there are many works the aim 
of wh ich is deliberately sectarian: to promulgate a 
body of doctrine to supplement or supersede that 
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of the undisputed books. These were mainly the 
fruit of the two great reactionary movements of 
the 2nd century, • Gnosticism and M ontanism. 
The Montanist 'Scriptures' arose almost by acci
dent, and were not in our sense strictly apocryphal, 
for, though they claimed to preserve the living tes
timony of the Holy Spirit, they were not pseudo
nymous; they have virtually disappeared (but cf 
those collected in R .  M .  Grant, Second Century 
Christianity, pp. 95ff.). Writings from t he multi
form expressions of Gnosticism, howev�r, have 
survived in quantity. Such works as the Gospel 01 
Truth, a meditation in Gnostic terms reflecting the 
language of the undisputed Scriptures, are less 
common than works wh ich select, modify and in
terpret those Scriptures in a sectarian direction (cf 
the Nag Hammadi Gospel 01 Thomas), those which 
blatantly profess to contain secret doctrine not 
available elsewhere (cf the Apocryphon 01 lohn), 
and those which simply attribute to the Lord or the 
apostles the commonplaces of Gnostic teaching. 
And for all these purposes the apocryphal form 
became conventiona!. 

The reason is not far to seek. In t he sub
apostolic age and after, with the immense expan
sion of the church, the intensifying of the danger 
of persecution and the proliferation of false teach
ing, apostolicity became the norm of faith and 
practice: and, as the living memory of the apostles 
receded, apostolicity was increasingly centred in 
the Scriptures of our NT, over the majority of 
which there was unanimity in the church. I f, there
fore, a new form of teaching was to spread, i t  had 
to establish its apostolicity. This was commonly 
done by claiming a secret tradition from an apos
tle, or from the Lord through an apostle, either as a 
supplement to the open tradition of the Gospels or 
as a corrective. The favoured apostle varies: many 
sects had ludaic leanings, and lames the Just and, 
curiously, Salome, are frequent sources of trad
ition; Thomas, Philip, Bartholomew and Matthias 
also appear constantly. In the Gospel 01 Thomas, 
for instance, it is Thomas who shows fullest under
standing of the Lord's person (Matthew and 
Peter-perhaps as the apostles behind the church's 
first two Gospels-appear to their disadvantage). 
The still more weird Pistis Sophia envisages a sort 
of congress of the apostles and the women with the 
Lord, but indicates that Philip, Thomas and Mat
thias are to write the mysteries (Pistis Sophia, eh.  
42, Schmidt). Local factors probably contribute 
something to the choice 01' apostle-all those 
named were associated with Syria and the East, 
some 01' the most fertile soil for literat ure 01' this 
type; and speculations about Thomas as the Lord's 
twin exercised an additional fascination. The pro
cess brought about a new emphasis on the post
resurrect ion period, in which discourses 01' the 
Lord were usually set; significantly, for little is said 
01' this period in the undisputed Gospels, and it 
was a constant Gnostic feature to undervalue the 
humanity of the incarnate Lord. It is worth no
ticing that, while those syncret istic sects who 
adopted some Christian elements could get their 
revelations whence they would, Christian Gnosti
cism had to show that its knowledge was derived 
from an apostolic source. 

c. The preservation 01 tradition 
Inevitably in early days words 01' the Lord were 
handed down outside the canonical Gospels. Some 
were probably transformed out of recogn ition in 



the process, others tendentiously twisted. The cele
brated preface of Papias (Eusebius, EH 3. 39), 
showing hirn collecting oracles of the Lord for his 
Expositions, reveals how conscious orthodox 
Christians in the early 2nd century were of this 
floating material and the problems of collecting it .  
Papias, whatever his shortcomings, was conscien
tious in scrutinizing his material: yet the results 
were not always happy, and perhaps not all his 
contemporaries had his compunction. Genuine 
material may thus sometimes have been preserved 
amid undisputed rubbish. 

Similarly, memories of the lives and deaths of 
apostles would be likely to linger, and the apoc
ryphal Acts, even when dubious theologically, may 
sometimes preserve genuine traditions, or reflect 
appropriate situations. 

The desire to transmit such memories undoubt
edly played its part in the production of the apoc
ryphal literature; but it could not defeat the ten
dency to invent, elaborate, improve, or redirect. 
Any winnowing process is thus hazardous: and, as 
scholars like Origen knew, was already hazardous 
in patristic times. In consequence, the necessity of 
building squarely upon what was undisputed was 
universally recognized. 

IH. The apocryphal literature in the early church 
The presence of such various writings under apos
tolic names when apostolicity was the norm made 
it urgent to be assured which the truly apostolic 
writings were, and the early Christian scholars 
were not deficient in insight and critical acumen 
(* CANON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT) . But it is 
striking how little the generally received list of 
canonical books is affected by discussions over 
apocryphal literature. Some churches were slow in 
receiving books now regarded as canonical. Some 
gave high place to such works as 1 Clement and the 
Shepherd of Hermas. But hardly any books in, say, 
M .  R .  James' Apocryphal New Testament were ever 
in any sense 'Excluded books of the NT'. They 
were beyond consideration. The Petrine literature 
caused more heart-searching than any other (cf R .  
M .  Grant and G. Quispel, VC 6, 1 952, pp. 3 1  ff.). 
By Eusebius' time the discussion, save on 2 Peter, is 
c10sed (EH 3.  3), but there is positive evidence that 
at least the Apocalypse 0/ Peter was for a time em
ployed in some areas (see below). 

In this connection the letter of Serapion, bishop 
of Antioch, to the congnegation at Rhossus about 
AD 1 90, is of interest (cf Eusebius, EH 6. 1 2) .  The 
church had begun to use dhe Gospel 01 Peter. There 
had evidently been oppo,sition to it, but Serapion, 
satisfied of the stability of the congregation, had, 
after a cursory glance, sanctioned its public read
ing. Trouble followed. Serapion read the Gospel 
more carcfully and found not only that it was ac
cepted by churches whose tendencies were suspect, 
but that it reflected at so me points the Docetic 
heresy (denying the reality of Christ's manhood). 
He sums it up 'most is of the Saviour's true teach
ing', but some things (of which he appended a list) 
were added. He says, 'We accept Peter and the 
other apostles as Christ, but as men of experience 
wc test writings falsely ascribed to them, knowing 
that such things were not handed down to us.' 

In other words, the list of apostolic books was 
already traditional. Other books might be read, 
provided lhey were orthodox. The Gospel 01 Peter 
was not lradi tional: its use at Rhossus was the 
result of a specific requesl, and was nol un-
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opposed. At first Serapion had seen nothing to re
quire prolonged controversy: if  spurious, it was at 
least harmless. When c10ser examination revealed 
its tendencies its use in any form in church was 
forbidden. 

The course of events seems best understood if, 
following the hint of Serapion's action, we recog
nize that the acknowledgment of a book as spuri
ous did not necessarily involve complete refusal to 
allow its public reading, providing it had some de
votional value and no heretical tendeney: a sort of 
intermediate status analogous to that of the Apoe
rypha in the sixth Anglican Article. But even a her
etical book, if  i t  had other appeal, might still be 
read privately and laid under tribute. By these 
means the apocryphal literature came to have a 
lasting effect on mediaeval devotion and Christian 
art and story. 
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There is, however, nothing t o  suggest that i t  was 
an accepted part of catholic practice in the I st or 
2nd century to compile works in the name of an 
apostle, a process implied in some theories of the 
authorship of certain NT books (cf D. Guthrie, 
ExpT 67, 1 955-6, pp. 34 1 f.), and the case of the 
author of the Acts 01 Paul is one example of dras
tic action against such publication. 

Passing from any NT writings to the best NT 
apocrypha-the true creation of the early Chris
tian community-one moves into a different 
world. If 2 Peter-to take the NT writing most 
commonly assigned to the 2nd century-be an 
apocryphon, i t  i s  unique among the apocrypha. 

IV. So me representative works 
A few representatives of different apocryphal 
forms may be given. They are, generally speaking, 
some of the more important older works. Few have 
a complete text: for some we are dependent on 
quotations from early writers. 

a. Early apocryphal Gospels 
A number of fragments from early Gospels are 
quoted by 3rd- and 4th-century writers. Debate 
continues on the nature and inter-relationships of 
these Gospels. The Gospel according to the He
brews was known to Clement of Alexandria, 
Origen, Hegesippus, Eusebius, and Jerome, who 
says (though he is not always believed) that he 
translated it into Gk. and LaI. (De Viris IIIustribus 
2) from Aramaic in Heb. characters, and that it was 
used by the Nazarenes, a Jewish-Christian group. 
Most people, he says, mistakenly thought it was the 
Heb. original of  the Gospel of * Matthew men
tioned by Papias, which recalls that I renaeus knew 
of seets which used only Matthew (Adv. Haer. I .  
26. 2; 3 .  1 1 . 7). Some of the extracts we possess 
have certairily points of contact with Matthew; 
olhers reappear in other works, most recently the 
Gospel 01 Thomas. There is a strong Jewish
Christian tone, and a resurrection appearance to 
James the Just is recorded. Eusebius refers to a 
story, found both in Papias and in the Gospel 01 the 
Hebrews, of a woman accused before Jesus of 
many sins. This has been often identified with the 
story of the adulteress found in many MSS of Jn .  8.  

The Gospel probably reflects the activity of 
Syrian Jewish Christians using Matthaean ( the 
'Iocal' Gospel) and other local tradition, some of it 
doubtless valid. The Nazarenes called it 'The 
Gospel according to the Apostles' (Jerome, Contra 
Pelag. 3. 2)-a suspiciously belligerent title. (See V. 
Burch, lTS 2 1  , 920, pp. 3 1  Off. ; M. 1. Lagrange, RB 
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3 1 ,  1 922, pp. 1 6 1  ff., 32 1 ff.; and for its defence as a 
primary source, H .  1. Schonfield, According to the 
Hebrews, 1 937.) 

Epiphanius, ever a confused writer, mentions a 
mutilated version of Matthew used by the lewish
Christian sect he calls 'Ebionites'. This has been 
identified with the Hebrews Gospel, but the ex
tracts given show a different view of the nativity 
and baptism, and the work is  clearly sectarian and 
tendentious. I t  may be the same as the Gospel 0/ 
the Twelve Apostles mentioned by Origen (Lk. 
Hom. I ;  cf 1. R .  Harris, The Gospel 0/ the Twelve 
Apostles, 1 900, pp. I I  f.) .  

The  Gospel 0/ the Egyptians i s  known mainly 
through a series of quotations in the Stromateis of 
Clement of Alexandria. Some Gnostics used it 
(Hippolytus, Philosophoumena 5. 7), and it doubt
less arose in an Egyptian sect. Extant portions 
relate to a dialogue of Christ and Salome on the 
repudiation of sexual relations. A document with 
the same title is included in the Nag Hammadi li
brary, but is not related to the work known to 
Clement. I t  is an esoteric Gnostic tractate. 

The papyri have yielded a number of fragments 
of uncanonical Gospels. The most celebrated, P. 
Oxy. I .  654-655,  will be considered later under the 
Gospel 0/ Thomas. Next in interest comes the so
called Unknown Gospel (P. Egerton 2) published by 
H.  I. Bell and T. C. Skeat in 1 935, describing inci
dents after the Synoptic manner but with a lohan
nine dialogue and vocabulary. The MS, dated c. AD 
1 00, is one of the oldest known Christian Gk. MSS. 
I t  has been held by some to draw on the Fourth 
Gospel and perhaps one of the Synoptics also, and 
by others to be an early example of Christian 
popular li terat ure independent of these (cf Lk. 
I :  I ). (See H .  I. Bell and T. C. Skeat, The New 
Gospel Fragments, 1 935;  C. H .  Dodd, BJRL 20, 
1 936, pp. 56ff. = New Testament Studies, 1 953,  pp. 
1 2ff.; G. Mayeda, Das Leben-Jesu-Fragment Eger
IOn 2, 1 946; H .  I .  Bell, HTR 42, 1 949, pp. 53ff.) 

b. Passion Gospels 
The most important Gospel of wh ich we have any 
substantial part is the (mid?) 2nd-century Gospel 
0/ Peter, of wh ich a large Coptic fragment, cover
ing from the judgment to the resurrection, exists 
(The Akhmim Fragment). It has been identified 
with the 'memoirs of Peter', perhaps mentioned by 
Justin ( Trypho 1 06), but this is inappropriate. (Cf 
V. H. Stanton, JTS 2, 1 900, pp. I ff.) 

The miraculous element is heightened. The 
watch see three men come out from the tomb, two 
whose heads reach the sky and one who overpasses 
it. A cross follows them. A voice from heaven cries, 
'Hast thou preached to them that sleep?' and a 
voice from the cross says, 'Yes' (cf I Pet. 3: 1 9) .  
Pilate's share of blame is reduced, and that of 
Herod and the lews emphasized: perhaps reflecting 
both an apologetic towards the state and contro
versy with the lews. 

Serapion's judgment (see above) did not err; 
most of i t  is lurid, but not dangerous. But there are 
tell-tale phrases: ' He kept silence as one feeling no 
pain', and the rendering of the cry of dereliction, 
'My power, thou hast forsaken me', followed by the 
pregnant 'he was taken up', show that the author 
did not prop�rly value the Lord's humanity. (See L. 
Vaganay, L 'Evangile de Pierre, 1 930.) 

The Gospel 0/ Nicodemus is the name given to a 
composite work existing in various recensions in 
Gk. ,  Lat. and Coptic, of which the principal elem-

ents are 'The Acts of Pilate', supposedly an official 
report of the trial, crucifixion and burial, an ab
stract of the subsequent debates and investigations 
of the Sanhedrin, and a highly-coloured account 
of the 'Descent into Hell' . There are various ap
pendices in the different versions; one, a letter of 
Pilate to the emperor Claudius, may give the earli
est example of 'Acts of Pilate'. Apologists like 
Justin (Apol. 35. 48) appeal confidently to the trial 
records, assuming they exist. Tertullian knew stor
ies of Pilate's favourabie reports to Tiberius abol!t 
Jesus (Apo/. 5. 2 1 ) .  Such 'records' would be con
structed in time: especially when a persecuting 
government, c. AD 3 1 2, used forged and blasphem
ous reports of the trial for propaganda purposes 
(Eusebius, EH 9. 5). Our present 'Acts' may be a 
counter to these. The 'Descent into Hell' may be 
from rather later in the century, but both parts of 
the work probably draw on older material. The 
striking feature is the virtual vindication of Pilate, 
doubtless for reasons of policy. As the stories 
passed into Byzantine legend, Pilate became a 
saint, and his martyrdom is still celebrated in the 
Coptic Church. 

There is no proper critical text. See 1. Quasten, 
Patrology, I ,  pp. 1 1 5ff. for versions. 

c. In/ancy Gospels 
The Protevangelium 0/ James had a huge popular
ity; many MSS exist in many languages (though 
none in Lat.), and it has deeply influenced much 
subsequent Mariology. I t  was known to Origen, so 
must be 2nd century. I t  gives the birth and presen
tation of Mary, her espousal to Joseph (an old man 
with children) and the Lord's miraculous birth (a 
midwife attesting the virginity in partu). It is clearly 
written in the interests of certain theories about the 
perpetual virginity. The supposed author is James 
the Just, though at one point Joseph becomes the 
narrator. (See M .  Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer 5, 1 958; 
E. de Strycker, La forme plus ancienne du Pro
tevangile de Jacques, 1 96 1 .) 

The other influential infancy Gospel of an
tiquity was the Gospel 0/ Thomas, which teils some 
rat her repulsive stories of the silent years. Our ver
sion seems to have been shorn of its Gnostic 
speeches. It is distinct from the Nag Hammadi 
work of the same name (see below); it is sometimes 
difficult to know to which work patristic writers 
refer. 

d The Nag Hammadi Gospels 
In  the Nag Hammadi library there are several 
Gospels in Coptic which were not previously 
known, besides new versions of others 
(. CHENOBOSKION). 

One text opens 'The Gospel of Truth is a joy' (an 
inc ipit, not a title), and proceeds to a verbose and 
often obscure meditation on the scheme of re
demption. Gnostic terminology of the type of the 
Valentinian school is evident ,  but not in the de
veloped form we meet in I renaeus. It alludes to 
most of the NT books in a way wh ich suggests 
recognition of their authority. It has been com
monly identified with the 'Gospel of Truth' 
ascribed to Valentinus by Irenaeus, though this has 
been denied (cf H.  M.  Schenke, ThL 83, 1958, pp. 
497ff.) .  Van Unnik has attractively proposed that it 
was written be fore Valentinus' break with the 
Roman church (where he was once a candidate for 
an episcopal chair), when he was seeking to estab
lish his orthodoxy. I t  would thus be an important 
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witness to the list of authoritative books (and sub
stantially similar to our own) in Rome c. AD 1 40. 
(See G. Quispel and W. C. van Unnik in The Jung 
Codex, ed. by F. L. Cross, 1 955 ;  text by M .  Mali
nine el al., Evangelium Verilalis, 1 956 and 1 96 1 ;  
commentary by K .  Grobei, The Gospel 01 Trulh, 
1 960.) The most recent English translation is by G. 
W. MacRae in The Nag Hammadi Library, 1 977. 

The now famous Gospel 01 Thomas is a collec
tion of sayings of Jesus, numbered at about 1 1 4, 
with little obvious arrangement .  A high proportion 
resemble sayings in the Synoptic Gospels (with a 
bias towards Luke) but alm ost always with signifi
cant differences. These often take a Gnostic direc
tion , and among other Gnostic themes the OT is 
minimized and the necessity for obliterating con
sciousness of sex is stressed. lt has been identified 
with the Gospel used by the Naassene Gnostics (cf 
R. M. Grant with D. N. Freedman, The Secrel Say
ings 01 Jesus, 1 959; W. R.  Schoedel, VC 1 4, 1 960, 
pp. 225ff.), but its originally Gnostic character has 
been doubted (R. McL. Wilson, Sludies in Ihe 
Gospel 01 Thomas, 1 96 1 ), and some are prepared to 
see independent traditions of some value in il. G. 
Quispel has found the variants similar in type to 
those in the Bezan ('Western') Text  ( VC 14, 1 960, 
pp. 204ff.) as weil as in Tatian's Dialessaron and 
the Pseudo-Clementines (see below). In a more 
recent article Quispel connects the Gospel 01 
Thomas with the Encratites rather than the Gnos
tics ( VC 28, 1 974, pp. 29f.) The Oxyrhynchus Logia 
p. Oxy. I .  654-655, including the celebrated 'Raise 
the stone and thou shalt find me' , recur in a form 
which suggests that they were part of an earlier 
Gk. version of the book .  Thomas (probably 
thought of as the twin of Jesus) plays the central 
role in the tradition (see above), but James the Just 
is said to become chief of the disciples-one of 
several indications that a Jewish-Christian source 
is under tribute. 

Many problems beset this curious and inconsis
tent book, but so far i t  seems safe to place its origin 
in Syria (wh ich may explain the Semitisms of the 
language), where there was always a freer attitude 
to the Gospel text and more contamination than 
elsewhere. (See text and translation by A.  Guil
laumont el al., 1 959; H. Koester and T. O. Lamb
din in The Nag Hammadi Library in English, pp. 
1 1 7- 1 30; B. Gärtner, The Theology o/ Ihe Gospel 01 
Thomas, 1 96 1 ;  bibliography to 1 960 in 1. Leipold t 
and H. M .  Schenke, KOplisch-Gnoslische Schriflen 
aus den Papyrus-Codices von Nag-Hamadi, 1 960, 
pp. 79f.) 

The chief interest of the Gospel 01 Philip (Gnos
tic, though the sect is hard to identify) lies in its 
unusually developed sacramental doctrine, in 
wh ich there are greater mysteries in chrism and the 
'bridechamber' than in  baptism (see E. Segel berg, 
Numen 7, 1 960, pp. I 89ff.; R .  McL. Wilson, The 
Gospel 01 Philip, 1 962, provides a translation and 
commentary. Cf also The Nag Hammadi Library 
in English, pp. 1 3 1 - 1 5 1  [tr. by W. W. Isenberg). 
The language is repulsive: interest in sexual re
pudiation amounts to an obsession. 

e. The 'Leucian ' Acls 
The five major apocryphal Acts must serve as rep
resentatives of a large number. They were gathered 
into a corpus by M anicheans, who would inherit 
them from Gnostic sources. The 9th-century bib
liophile Photius found the wh oie attributed to one 
' Leucius Charinus' (Bibliolheca, 1 1 4), but it is 
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probable that Leucius was simply the fictitious 
name of the author of the Acls 01 John, the earliest 
(and most unorthodox) of the corpus. 

It belongs to about AD 1 50- 1 60 and describes 
miracles and sermons (definitely Gnostic) by John 
in Asia Minor. It reflects ascetic ideals, but has 
some pleasant anecdotes amid more disreputable 
matter. It affects also to relate John's own accounts 
of some incidents with the Lord, and his farewell 
and death. Liturgically it is of some interest, and 
includes the first known eucharist for the dead. 

The ACls 01 Paul is also early, for Tertullian 
knew people who justified female preaching and 
baptizing therefrom (De Baplismos 1 7). He says it 
was written ostensibly 'for love of Paul' by an 
Asian presbyter, who was deposed for the action. 
This must have happened before AD 1 90, probably 
nearer AD 1 60 .  The Acts reflect a time of persecu
tion. Thp.re are three main sections :  

( i )  The Acts of Paul and Thecla, an Iconian girl 
who breaks off her engagement at Paul's preach
ing, is miraculously protected from martyrdom 
(winning the interest of 'Queen Tryphaena'
° TRYPHAENA AND TRYPHOSA), and assists Paul's 
missionary travels. There may have been some his
torical nucleus even if  not a written Thecla source 
(so Ramsay, CRE, pp. 375ff.). 

(ii) Further correspondence with the Corinthian 
church. 

(iii) The martyrdom of Paul (legendary). 
The tone is intensely aseetic (cf Paul's Beati

tudes for the eelibate, eh. 5), but otherwise ortho
dox. There are many ineomplete MSS, including a 
sizeable seetion of the original Gk .  See L. Vouaux, 
Les Acles de Paul, 1 9 1 3 ; E. Peterson, VC 3, 1 949, 
pp. I 42ff. 

The ACls 01 Peler is somewhat later, but still weil 
within the 2nd century. The main MS, in Latin 
(often called the Vercelli Acts), opens with Paul's 
farewell to the Roman Christians (perhaps from 
another source). Through the machinations of 
° Simon Magus the Roman chureh falls into 
heresy, but, in response to prayer, Peter arrives, and 
defeats Simon in a series of public eneounters. 
There follows a plot against Peter initiated by 
pagans whose wives have left them as a result of his 
preaehing, Peter's flight including the Qua Vadis? 
story, and his return to crucifixion, which was head 
downwards. A Coptic fragment and allusions to a 
lost portion suggest that other stories dealt with 
questions raised in the community about suffering 
and death. Like other Aets, it sees Peter's work and 
Paul's as supplementing eaeh other: and the 
Roman ehureh is a Pauline foundation. The aseetie 
tone is as intense as ever, but otherwise the Gnostie 
element is not often obtruded; we may, however, 
have expurgated editions. The place of origin is 
disputed, but it was almost certainly Eastern. See 
L. Vouaux, Les Acles de Pierre, 1 922. It is worth 
noting that in the Nag Hammadi library the only 
two doeuments deseribed as Aets are related to 
Peter. The Coptic Acls 01 Peler has some affinity 
with the LaI. Acls 01 Peler, but the latter is more 
extreme in its ascetic emphasis. 

The ACls 01 (Judas) Thomas stand apart from 
the other Acts. They are a product of Syriac Chris
tianity, and were almost certainly written in Syriac 
in Edessa in the early 3rd cen tury. They describe 
how the apostles divided the world by lot, and 
Judas Thomas the Twin was appointed to I ndia. 
He went as a slave, but became the means of the 
conversion of King 'Gundaphar' and many other 
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notable Indians. Everywhere he preaches virginity 
and is frequently imprisoned in consequence of his 
success. Finally, he is martyred. 

The Acts have certain Gnostic features: the 
famous ' Hymn of the Soul' wh ich appears in them 
has the familiar Gnostic theme of the redemption 
of the soul from the corruption of matter-the 
king's son is sent to slay the dragon and bring back 
the pearl from the far country. There is c1early 
some relation, as yet unascertained, to the Gospel 
0/ Thomas: and the tit le of Thomas, 'Twin of the 
Messiah', is eloquent. The appeal for virginity is 
louder, shriller, than in any of the other Acts, but 
this was a characteristic of Syriac Christianity. Of 
Gnosticism in the sense of the possession of 
hidden mysteries there is little trace: the author is 
too much in earnest in preaching and recommend
ing his Gospel. 

There are complete versions in Syriac and Gk. 
The Acts seem to show some real knowledge of the 
history and topography of * India. (See A .  A. 
Bevan, The Hymn 0/ the SOIlI, 1 897; F. C. Burkitt, 
Early Christianity outside the Roman Empire, 1 899; 
A. F. 1. Klijn, VC 1 4, 1 960, pp. 1 54ff.; idem, The 
Acts 0/ Thomas, 1 962.) 

The Acts 0/ Andrew is the lalest (e. AD 260?) and, 
in our MSS, the most fragmentary of the 'Leucian' 
Acls. It is c10sely related to lhe Acts 0/ John, and its 
Gnostic character is mentioned by Eusebius (EH 3. 
25). It describes preachings among the cannibals, 
miracles, exhortations to virginity, and, perhaps 
added from another source, martyrdom in Greece. 
An abstract is given by Gregory of Tours. (See P 
M .  Peterson, Andrew, Brother 0/ Simon Peter, 
1 958; F. Dvornik, The Idea 0/ Apostolicity in By
zantium and the Legend 0/ the Apostle Andrew, 
1 958, pp. 1 8 I ff.; G. Quispel, VC 1 0, 1 956, pp. 
I 29ff.; cf D. Guthrie, 'Acts and Epistles in Apoc
ryphal Writings', in W. W. Gasque and R .  P. 
Martin (eds.), Apostolic History and the Gospel, 
1 970. 

f Apocryphal Epistles 
The most importanl are the Third Epistle to the 
Corinthians (see Acts 0/ Palll, above); the Epistle 0/ 
the Apostles, really a series of early 2nd-century 
apocalyptic visions cast in the form of an address 
in the name of all the apostles, to convey post
resurrection leaching of Christ (important as one 
of the earliesl examples of this form); the Cor
respondence 0/ Christ and Abgar, in which the king 
of Edessa invites the Lord to his state, and of 
which Eusebius affords an early translation from 
the Syriac (EH I .  1 3);  the Latin Correspondence 0/ 
Paul and Seneca (see lerome, De Viris IIIustriblls 
1 2) ,  a 3rd-century apology for Paul's diction, evi
dently intended to gain a reading of the genuine 
Epistles in polile circles; and the Epistle to the 
Laodiceans, in Lalin, a cento of Pauline language 
evoked by Col. 4: 1 6 . The Muralorian Fragment 
mentions Epistles to the Laodiceans, and to the 
Alexandrians, of Marcionite origin: of these there 
is no trace. The commonly quoted Letter 0/ Lentu
lus describing lesus and allegedly addressed to the 
Senate is mediaeval. (See H. Duensing, Epistula 
Apostolorum, 1 925; 1. de Zwaan in Amicitiae Cor
oUa edited by H .  G. Wood, 1 933 ,  pp. 344ff.; for all 
the pseudo-Pauline letters, L. Vouaux, Les Actes de 
Paul, 1 9 1 3 ,  pp. 3 1 5ff.) 

g. Apocalypses 
The Apocalypse 0/ Peter is the only strictly apoc-
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ryphal work 01' which there is positive evidence 
that it held quasi-canonical status for any length of 
time. It occurs in the Muratorian Fragment, but 
with the accompanying note that some will not 
have it read in church. Clement of Alexandria 
seems to have commented on it as if it were canon
ical in a lost work (Eusebius, EH 6. 1 4), and in the 
5th century it was read on Good Friday in some 
Palestinian churches (Sozomen, Eccles. Hist. 7. 
1 9) .  But it was never universally accepted. and its 
canonicity was not a live issue in Eusebius' day 
(EH 3 . 3) .  I ts substantial orthodoxy seems certain. 
An old stichometry gives it 300 lines: about half 01' 
this appears in the main copy of the Gospel 0/ 
Peter (see above). I t  contains visions of the trans
figured Lord, and lurid accounts of the torments 
of the damned: with perhaps a confused reference 
to future probation . (See M .  R .  lames, JTS 1 2, 
1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 36ff , 362ff., 573ff.; 32, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 270rr.) 

There were several Gnostic Apocalypses 0/ Paul, 
one known to Origen, inspired by 2 Cor. 1 2 :2ff. A 
version of one (wh ich inftuenced Dante) has sur
vived (see R. P Casey, JTS 24, 1 933, pp. I ff.). 

In the Nag Hammadi library Book V consists 01' 
four apocalypses, one of Paul, two of James and 
one of Adam. The Apocalypse 0/ Paul in this col
lection is distinct from those previously known. All 
these works are Gnostic in their teaching. Cf A. 
Böhlig and P Labib, Koptisch-gnostische Apocalyp
sen aus Codex V von Nag Hammadi, 1 963. 

h. Gt/rer apocryphal works 
The Kerygmata Petrou, or Preachings 0/ Peter, is 
known to us only in fragments, mostly preserved 
by Clement of Alexandria. Origen had to deal with 
Gnostic scholars who employed it, and challenged 
them to prove its genuineness (in ln .  1 3 : 1 7 ,  De 
Principiis Pref. 8). It has been postulated as a 
source of the original Clementine romance (see 
below). The fragments we have claim to preserve 
words of the Lord and of Peter, and at least one 
accords with the Gospel 0/ the Hebrews. 

The Clementine Homilies and the Clementine 
Recognitions are the two chief forms of a romance 
in which C1ement of Rome, seeking for ultimate 
truth, travels in the apostle Peter's footsteps and 
is eventually converted. It is probable that both 
derive from an immensely popular 2nd-century 
Christian novel, which may have used the Preach
ings 0/ Peter. The literary and theological prob
lems involved are very complex. The Homilies 
in particular command a ludaized sectarian 
form of Christianity. (See O. Cullmann, Le Prob
teme Litteraire et Historique du Roman Pseudo
Clbnentin, 1 930; H .  1. Schoeps, Theologie und 
Geschichte des Judenchristentums, 1 949; E.T. of 
Homilies and Recognitions in Ante-Nicene Chris
tian Library) 

The Apocryphon 0/ John was popular in Gnostic 
circles, and has reappeared at Nag Hammadi. The 
Saviour appears to lohn on the Mount of Olives, 
bids hirn write secret doctrine, deposit it safely and 
impart it only to those whose spirit can understand 
it and whose way of life is worthy. There is a curse 
on anyone imparting the doctrine for reward to an 
unworthy person. It is to be dated before AD 1 80, 
probably in Egypt. (See W. C. Till, Die Gnostischen 
Schriften des koptischen Papyrus Berol. 8502, 1 955;  
cf JEH 3, 1 952, pp.  l 4ff.) I n  the Nag Hammadi 
documents, an account is given of the creation, the 
Fall and the redemption of humanity. 

The Apocryphon 0/ James has also been dis-



covered at Nag Hammadi. It is an exhortation to 
seek the kingdom, cast in the form of a post
resurrection discourse to Peter and James, who 
ascend with the Lord but are unable to penetrate 
the third heaven. I ts interest lies in its early date 
(AD 1 25- 1 50?), the prominence of James (the 
Just?), who sends t he apostles to their work after 
the ascension, and, in van Unn:k's opinion, its 
rreedom from Gnostic influence. (See W C. van 
Unnik, VC 1 0, 1 956, pp. 1 49ff.) F. E. Williams in 
his introductory remarks to his translation of the 
Nag Hammadi text in The Nag Hammadi Library 
in Ellglish, p. 29, finds some evidence of Gnostic 
themes and suggests Christian Gnosticism as its 
source. 

The Pistis Sophia and the Books 0/ Jell are ob
scure and bizarre Gnostic works of the 2nd or 3rd 
century. (See C. Schmidt, Koptisch-gnostische 
Schriften" edited by W Till, 1 959; G. R .  S. Mead, 
Pistis Sophia3, 1 947, E.T.-cJ F. C. Burkitt, JTS 
23, 1 922, pp. 27 I ff.; C. A .  Baynes, A Coptic Gnostic 
Treatise, 1 933 . )  

GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. Critical editions of 
many of these works are still needed. Gk. and Lat. 
texts of the earlier Gospel discoveries are provided 
by C. Tischendorf, Evangelia Apocrypha, 1 886, to 
be supplemented by A. de Santos, Los Evangelios 
Apocrifos, 1 956 (with Spanish translations). The 
best collcction of texts of the Acts is R. A .  Lipsius 
and M. Bonnet, Acra Aposrolorum Apocrypha, 
1 89 1 - 1 903 . Some newer texts and studies are pro
vided in M .  R. James, Apocrypha Anecdota, I ,  
1 893; 2, 1 897. M .  R .  James, ANT (a splendid col
lection of English translations up to 1 924); E .  
Hennecke-W Schneemelcher (E.T. by  R .  M.  
Wilson), New Testament Apocrypha, I ,  1 963; 2, 
1 965 (indispensable for serious study). Non
canonical sayings: 1. Jeremias, Unknown Sayings 0/ 
Jesus, 1 957; 1. Finegan, Hidden Records 0/ the Life 
0/ Jesus, 1 969; F. F. Bruce, Jesus and Christian Ori
gins outside the New Testament, 1 974; C. Hendrick 
(ed.), The Historical Jesus and the Rejected Gospels, 
1 988. Church orders: 1. Cooper and A. 1. Maclean, 
The Testament 0/ our Lord, 1 902; R. H. Connolly, 
The So-Called Egyptian Church Order and its 
Derivatives, 1 9 1 7 .  A.F.W. 

NICODEMUS. The name is Gk. and means 'con
queror of the people'. He is mentioned only in thc 
Fourth Gospel, where he is described as a Pharisee 
and ruler of the Jews (i. e. a member of the San he
drin) who visited Jesus by night (Jn. 3 : 1 -2 1 ). He 
seems to have been an earnest man attracted by the 
character and teaching of Jesus but afraid to allow 
this interest to be known by his fellow Pharisees. 
He could not understand the spiritual metaphors 
used by Christ. Nicodernus fades from the scene 
and we are left with Christ's word to a Judaism 
wrapped in darkness. 

Nicodemus is mentioned again in Jn .  7 :50-52, 
where he showed more courage in protesting 
against the condemnation of  Christ without giving 
hirn a hearing. The final reference is in Jn. 1 9 :40, 
where he is said to have brough t a lavish gift of 
spices to  anoint the body of Christ. Nothing more 
is known of hirn despite a large number of legends 
(e.g in the apocryphal Gospel 0/ Nicodemus). 
His  identification with the wealthy and gen er
ous N aqdimon ben-Gorion of the Talmud is 
uncertain. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. M. Pamment, ExpT 97, 1 985,  
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pp. 7 1 -75; 1. S. King, ExpT 98, 1 986, p. 45; D. D. 
Sylva, NTS 34, 1 988, pp. 1 48- 1 5 1 .  R.E.N. 

NICOLAUS, NICOLAITANS. Nicolaus of Anti
och (Acts 6:5) is supposed to have given his name 
to a group in the early church who sought to work 
out a compromise with paganism, to enable Chris
tians to take part without embarrassment in some 
of the social and religious activities of the c1ose
knit society in which they found themselves. It is 
possible that the term Nicolaitan is a Graecized 
form of Heb. Balaam, and therefore allegorical, 
the policy of the sect being likened to that of the 
OT corrupter of Israel (Nu. 22). In that case the 
Nicolaitans are to be identified with groups at
tacked by Peter (2 Pet. 2 :  1 5), Jude ( 1 1 )  and John 
(Rev. 2:6, 1 5  and possibly 2 :20-23), for their advo
cacy within the church of pagan sexual laxity. 
References in I renaeus, C1ement and Tertullian 
suggest that the group hardened into a Gnostic 
sect. E.M.B.  

NICOPOLIS ('city of victory'). A town built  as 
the capital of Epirus by Augustus on a peninsula 
of the Ambraciot Gulf, where he had camped 
before his victory at Actium in 3 1  BC. It was a 
Rom. colony, and derived some of its importance 
from the Actian games, also established by 
Augustus. 

Although there were other towns named Nico
polis, this was the only one of sufficient standing to 
warrant Paul's spending a whole winter in it (Tit. 
3 :  1 2), and its geographical position would suit its 
selection as a rendezvous with Titus. Paul may have 
planned to use i t  as a base for evangelizing Epirus. 
There is  no ancient authority for the AV subscrip-
tion to the Epistle to Titus. K.L.McK. 

NILE. 

I.  Terminology 
The origin of Gk. Neilos and Lat. Nilus, our 'Nile', 
is uneertain. I n  the OT, with a few rare exceptions, 
the word y" 6r, 'river, stream, channel', is used 
whenever the Egyp. Nile is meant. This Heb. word 
is itself directly derived from Egyp. itrw in the 
form i'r(w) current from the 1 8th Dynasty on
wards, meaning 'Nile-river, stream, canal', i. e. the 
Nile and its various subsidiary branches and chan
nels. (A. Erman and H. Grapow, Wörterbuch der 
Aegyptischen Sprache, I ,  1 926, p. 1 46; T. O. Lamb
din, JA OS 73, 1 953,  p. 1 5 1 ) . In AV the word y" 6r is 
hidden under various common nouns, 'river, 
flood', etc. Just onee the word nähär, 'river', is used 
of the Nile as the river of Egypt in parallel with 
the Euphrates, the nähär, 'river' par excellence, the 
promised land Iying between these two broad 
limits (Gn. 1 5: 1 8) .  lla(JaI, 'wadi', is apparently 
never used of the Nile, but of the Wadi el-'Arish 
or 'river of Egypt', while the Shihor is  the seaward 
end of the E Delta branch of the Nile (. EGYPT, 
R IVER OF) .  
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11.  Course of the river 
The ultimate origin of the Nile is the streams such 
as the Kagera that flow into Lake Victoria in Tan
zania; from the latter, a river emerges N, via Lake 
Albert Nyanza and the vast Sudd swamps of the S 
Sudan, to become the White Nile. At Khartoum 
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this is joined by the Blue Nile flowing down from 
Lake Tana in the Ethiopian (Abyssinian) high
lands, and their united stream is the Nile proper. 
A fter being joined by the Atbara river some 320 
km NE of Khartoum, the Nile flows for 2,700 km 
through the Sudan and Egypt N to the Mediter
ranean without receiving any other tributary; the 
total length of the river from Lake Victoria to the 
Mediterranean is roughly 5,600 km. Between 
Khartoum and Aswan, six 'sills' of hard granite 
rocks across the river's course give rise to the six 
cataracts that impede navigation on that part of its 
course. 

Within Nubia and Upper Egypt, the Nile stream 
flows in a narrow valley which in Egypt is never 
much more than 20 km wide and often much less, 
bounded by hills or cl i ffs, beyond wh ich stretch 
rocky deserts to E and W (* EGYPT, 11) .  Some 20 
km N of Cairo, the river divides into two main 
branches that reach the sea at Rosetta in the W and 
Damietta in the E respectively; between and 
beyond these two great channels extend the flat, 
swampy lands of the Egyptian Delta. In Pharaonic 
Egypt three main branches of the Delta Nile seem 
to have been recognized ('Western river', Canopic 
branch?; 'the Great river', very roughly the present 
Damietta branch; 'the Waters of Re", or Eastern, 
Pelusiac branch, Heb. Shihor), besides various 
smaller branches, streams and canals. Gk. travel
lers and geographers reckoned from five to seven 
branches and mouths of the Nile. See A. H. Gar
diner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica, 2, 1 947, pp. 
1 53 *- 1 70*,  with map between pp. 1 3 1 *  and 1 34*,  
on this tricky question; also J. Ball, Egypt in the 
Classical Geographers, 1 942; M. Bietak, Tell EI
Dab'a, 2, 1 975 .  

1 1 1 ,  The inundation and agriculture 
The most remarkable feature of the Nile is its 
annual rise and flooding over its banks, or inunda
tion. In spring and early summer in Ethiopia and S 
Sudan the heavy rains and melting high land snows 
turn the Upper Nile-specifically the Blue Nile
into a vast torrent bringing down in its waters 
masses of fine, reddish earth in suspension which i t  
used to deposit on the lands flooded on either side 
of its banks in Egypt and Nubia. Thus, until the 
perennial irrigation-system of dams at Aswan and 
elsewhere was instituted last century, those areas 
of the Egyptian valley and Delta within re ach of 
the floods received every year a thin, new deposit 
of fresh, fertile mud. The muddy flood-waters used 
to be held within basins bounded by earthen 
banks, to be released when the level of the Nile 
waters sank again. In Egypt the Nile is lowest in 
May; its rise there begins in June, the main !lood
waters reach Egypt in July/August, reach their 
peak there in September and slowly decline again 
thereafter. But for the Nile and its inundation, 
Egypt would be as desolate as the deserts on either 
hand; wherever the N ile waters reach, vegetation 
can grow, life can exist. So sharp is the change from 
wate red land to desert that one can stand with a 
foot in each. Egypt's agriculture depended wholly 
on the inundation, whose level was checked off 
against river-Ievel gauges or Nilometers. A high 
!lood produced the splendid crops that made 
Egypt's agricultural wealth proverbial. A low Nile, 
like drought in other lands, spelt famine; too high a 
Nile that swept away irrigation-works and brought 
destruction in its wake was no better. The regular 
rhythm of Egypt's Nile was familiar to the He-
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brews (cf Is. 23 : 1 0; Am. 8:8; 9: 5), and likewise the 
dependence of Egypt's cultivators, fisherfolk and 
marshes on those waters ( ls. 1 9 : 5-8;  23:3). More 
than one prophet proclaimed judgment on Egypt 
in terms of drying up the Nile (Ezk. 30: I 2; cf 



29: 10; Zc. 1 0 : 1 1 ), as other lands might be chastised 
by lack of rain (cf " FAMINE). Jeremiah (46:7-9) 
compares the advance of Egypt's army with the 
surge of the rising Nile. On the inundation of the 
Nile, see G. Hort, ZA W 69, 1 957, pp. 88-95; 1. Ball, 
Contributions to the Geography o[ Egypt, 1 939, 
passim; D. Bonneau, La crue du Nil, 1 964. 

IV. Other aspects 
The Nile in dominating Egypt's agriculture also 
affected the form of her calendar, divided into 
three seasons (each of four 30·day months and ex
cluding 5 additional days) called 'Akhet, 'Inunda
tion'; Peret, 'Coming Forth' (i.e. of the land from 
the receding waters); and Shomu, 'Dry(?)' or 
Summer season. The waters of the N ile not only 
supported crops but formed also the marshes for 
pasture (cf Gn. 4 1 :  1 -3 ,  1 7- 1 8) and papyrus 
(" PAPYRI AND OSTRACA), and contained a wealth 
of fish caught by both line and net ( l s. 1 9:8), cf 
R.  A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, 1 954, 
pp. 74, 200 (many sorts), and q. Posener et al., 
Dictionnaire de la Civilisation Egyptienne, 1 959, 
figures on pp. 2 1 4-2 1 5 . On the plagues of a blood
red Nile, dead fish and frogs, etc., "PtAGUES OF 
EGYPT. For Na. 3:8, " THEBES. The Assyrian's 
boast of drying up Egypt's streams (2 Ki.  
1 9 :24 = Is. 37:25) may refer to moats and similar 
river-defence works. For Moses in the rushes by the 
Nile, • MOSES. The Nile was also Egypt's main ar
terial h ighway; boats could sail N by merely going 
with the stream, and could as readily sail S with the 
aid of the cool N wind from the Mediterranean. In 
the religious beliefs of the Egyptians the spirit of 
the Nile-f1ood was the god Ha'pi, bringer of fertil-
ity and abundance. K.A.K. 

NIMRIM, WATERS OF. The waters of Nimrim 
are mentioned twice ( l s. 1 5 :6; Je. 48:34). In sub
stantially identical terms the prophets tell of the 
overthrow of Moab; cries of anguish go up from 
the cities of Moab, and 'the waters of Nimrim are 
a desolation'. Both in Isaiah and (especially) in 
Jcremiah the sequence of place-names suggests a 
site in S Moab, the now-customary identification 
with Wadi en-Numeirah, 1 6  km S of the Dead Sea. 
This is to be distinguished from Nimrah (Nu. 32:3) 
or Beth-nimrah (Nu.  32 :36) about 16 km N of the 
Dead Sea. J.A.M. 

NIMROD. The name o f  the son of Cush, an early 
warrior, or hero (gibbör), who lived in Babylonia, 
where his kingdom included BabyIon, Erech and 
Akkad (Gn. 1 0:8- 1 0; I C h . I : I O). He was father or 
founder of Nineveh and Calah in Assyria (Gn. 
1 0 : 1 1 ) and was famous as a hunter (v. 9). The land 
adjacent to Assyria was later referred to as the 
'land of N imrod' ( M i .  5 :6) .  

His name is perpetuatted in several place-names, 
including Birs Nimrud, SW of BabyIon, and 
Nimrud in Assyria (" CAlAH). This, with the le
gends concerning hirn preserved in Sumerian, 
Assyr. and later literature, implies a wider basis in 
the tradition than is pro ided in Genesis. Many 
scholars therefore compare hirn with Sargon of 
Agade, C. 2300 BC, who was a great warrior and 
huntsman and ruler of Assyria. He led expeditions 
to t he Mediterranean coast and into S Anatolia 
and Persia, and the splendour of his age and 
achievements led to its being recalled as a 'golden 
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NINEVEH 

age'. Since only the throne-name of Sargon is 
known, it is possible that he bore other names. 
Others see in Nimrod exploits attributed to such 
early rulers as Naram-Sin of Agade, Tukulti
Ninurta I of Assyria (Eretz Israel 5 ,  1 958, pp. 32" -
36"); or deities as Ninurta (Nirnurda), the Bab. and 
Assyr. god of war, and the hunter, or Amarutu, 
the Sumerian name of the god Marduk. No certain 
identification is yet possible. D.J.W. 

NINEVEH. A principal city, and last capital, of 
Assyria. The ruins are marked by the mounds 
called Kuyunjik and Nabi Yunus ('Prophet Jonah') 
on the river Tigris opposite Mosul, N I raq. 

I .  Name 
The Heb. nfn'weh (Gk. Nineue; classical Ninos) 
represents the Assyr. Ninuä (Old Bab. Ninuwa), a 
rendering of the earlier Sumerian name Nina, a 
name of the goddess Ishtar written with a sign de
picting a fish inside an enclosure. Despite the com
parison with the history of Jonah, there is probably 
no connection with the Heb. nün, 'fish'. 

According to Gn. 1 0: I I  Nineveh was one of the 
N cities founded by • Nimrod or Ashur after leav
ing Babylonia. Excavation 25 m down to virgin soil 
shows that the si te was occupied from prehistoric 
times (c. 4500 BC). ' Ubaid (and Samarra) type pot
tery and pisee-buildings may indicate a S influence. 
Although first mentioned in the inscriptions of 
Gudea of Lagash who campaigned in the area C. 
2200 BC, the texts of Tukulti-Ninurta I (c. 1 230 BC) 
tell how he restored the temple of the goddess 
Ishtar of Nineveh founded by Manishtusu, son of 
Sargon, C .  2300 BC. 

By the early 2nd millennium the city was in con
tact with the Assyr. colony of Kanish in Cap
padocia, and when Assyria became independent 
under Shamshi-Adad I (c. 1 800 BC) the same 
temple of lshtar (calIed E-mash-mash) was again 
restored. Hammurapi of BabyIon (c. 1 750 BC) ad
orned the temple, but the expansion of the town 
followed the revival of Assyr. fortunes under 
Shalmaneser I (c. 1 260 BC), and by the reign of 
Tiglath-pileser I ( 1 1 1 4- 1 076 BC) it was established 
as an alternative royal residence to Assur and 
Calah. Both Ashurnasirpal 1 1  (883-859 BC) and 
Sargon 1 1  (722-705 BC) had palaces there. It was, 
therefore, likely that it was to Nineveh itself that 
the tribute of Menahem in 744 BC (2 Ki. 1 5 :20) and 
of Samaria in 722 BC ( l s. 8:4) was brought. 

Sennacherib, with the aid of his W Semitic 
queen Naqi'a-Zakutu, extensively rebuilt the city, 
its defensive walls, gates and water-supply. He built 
a canal leading 48 km from a dam on the river 
Gomel to the N, and controlled the f10w of the 
river Khasr, wh ich f10wed through the city, by the 
erection of another dam at Ajeila to the E. He also 
provided new administrative buildings and parks. 
The walls of his new palace were decorated with 
reliefs depicting his victories, including the success
ful siege of • Lachish. The tribute received from 
Hezekiah of Judah (2 Ki.  1 8 : 1 4) was sent to N in
eveh, to which " Sennacherib hirnself had returned 
after the campaign (2 Ki. 1 9:36; Is. 37:37). It is 
possible that the temple of " Nisroch, where he was 
murdered, was in Nineveh. His account of his 
attack on Hezekiah in Jerusalem is recorded on 
clay prisms used as foundation inscriptions in 
Nineveh. 

Ashurbanipal (669-c. 627 BC) again made 



NINEVEH 

Nineveh his main residence, having lived there as 
crown prince. The bas-reliefs depicting a lion hunt 
(British Museum), which were made for his palace, 
are the best examples of this form of Assyr. art. 
The fall of the great city of Nineveh, as predicted 
by the prophets Nahum and Zephaniah, occurred 
in August 6 1 2  BC. The Bab. Chronicle teils how a 
combined force of Medes, Babylonians and 
Scythians laid siege to the city, which fell as a result 
of the breaches made in the defences by the f1ood
ing rivers (Na. 2:6-8). The city was plundered by 
the Medes, and the king Sin-shar-ishkun perished 
in the f1ames, though his family escaped. The city 
was left to fall into the heap of desolate ruin which 
it is today (Na. 2 : 10; 3 :7), a pasturing-place for the 
f10cks (Zp. 2: 1 3- 1 5), which gives the citadel mound 
its modern name of Tell Kuyunjik ('mound of 
many sheep'). When Xenophon and the retreating 
Gk. army passed in 40 1 BC it was already an un
recognizable mass of debris. 

At the height of its prosperity Nineveh was en
c10sed by an inner wall of c. 1 2  km circuit within 
which, according to Felix Jones' survey of 1 834, 
more than 1 75,000 persons could have Iived. The 
population of 'this great city' of Jonah's history 
( 1 :2 ;  3:2) is given as 1 20,000, who did not know 
right from wrong. This has been compared with 
the 69,574 persons in * Calah (Nimrud) in 865 BC, 
then a city of about half the size of Nineveh. The 
'three days' journey' may not necessarily designate 
the size of Nineveh (Jon. 3 :3) whether by its cir
cumference or total administrative district. It could 
refer to a day's journey in from the suburbs (cf 
3:4), a day for business and then return. The Heb. 
translation by using nin'weh in each case could not 
differentiate between the district (Assyr. ninlla[ki]) 
and metropolis ([a�ninuä). There is no extern al 
evidence for the repentance of the people of Nin
eveh (Jon. 3:4-5), unless this is  reflected in a text 
from Guzanu (* GOZAN) of the reign of Ashur-dän 
I I I  when a total solar eclipse in 763 BC was fol
lowed by f100ding and famine. Such signs would 
be interpreted by the Assyrians as affecting the 
king who would temporarily step down from the 
throne (Jon. 3:6). Such portents, including an 
earthquake about the time of Jonah ben Amittai 
(2 Ki. 1 4 :25), could weil have made the Ninevites 
take the step commended by Jesus (Lk. 1 1  :30; Mt .  
1 2 :4 1 ). 

11. Exploration 
Following reports made by such early travellers as 
John Cartwright ( 1 7th century) and plans drawn 
by C. 1. Rich in 1 820, interest was reawakened in 
the discovery of the OT city. Excavation was at first 
undertaken by P. E. Botta ( 1 842-3), but with little 
success, and he abandoned thc site, believing 
Khorsabad ( 1 6  km to the N) to be the biblical 
Nineveh. However, the diggings 01' Layard and 
Rassam ( 1 845-54), wh ich resulted in the discovery 
of the reliefs from the palaces of Sellnacherib and 
Ashurbanipal together with many inscriptions, 
placed the identification beyond question. Follow
ing the discovery, among the 25,000 inscribed tab
lets from the libraries of Ashurbanipal and of the 
temple of Nabu (* ASSYRIA), of a Bab. account of 
the Flood ( Epic of Gilgamesh) in 1 872, thc British 
Museum reopened the excavations under G. Smith 
( 1 873-6); E. A .  W. Budge ( 1 882-9 1 ); L. W. King 
( 1 903-5) and R .  Campbell Thompson ( 1 927-32). 
The I raqi Government has continued work at the 
site ( 1 963, 1 966-74). The mound of Nabi Yunus 

covering a palace of Esarhaddon has been as yet 
little explored because it is still inhabited. 

Nineveh, with its many reliefs and inscriptions, 
has done more than any other Assyrian si te to elu
cidate the ancient history of * Assyria and * Baby
lonia, while the epics, histories, grammatical and 
scientific texts and letters have made Assyr. litera
ture better known than that of any ancient Semitic 
peoples except the Hebrews (* ARCHAEOLOGY, 
* WRITING) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  Camp bell Thompson and 
R .  W. H utchinson, A Centllry 0/ Exploration at 
Nineveh, 1 929; A. Parrot, Nineveh and the Old 
Testament, 1 955 .  The exploration of Nineveh is 
described in full by A .  H. Layard, Nineveh and its 
Remains, 1 849; G. Smith, Assyrian Discoveries, 
1 875; R .  Campbell Thompson (and others), Liver
pool Annals 0/ Archaeology and Anthropology 1 8-
20, 1 93 1 -3; lraq I -52, 1 934-90; BA 55 ,  1 992, pp. 
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227-233. O.J .W. 

NISROCH (Heb. nisrök). The deity in whose 
temple Sennacherib was murdered by his sons as 
he worshipped (2 Ki. 1 9:37; [so 37:38). The pi ace 01' 
this assassination, which is mentioned also in 
Assyr. records (DOTT, pp. 70-73), is variously 
identified with one of the major cities, Nineveh, 
Assur or Calah. Nisroch may then be a rendering 
of the name of the Assyr. national god, Ashur (cf 
LXX Esdrach, Asorach; JRAS, 1 899, p. 459). A form 
of the god Nusku (assuming an original nswk) of 
Marduk, or a connection with the eagle-shaped 
army standards has also been suggested. 

O.J .W. 

NITRE (Heb. neLer). The modern name denotes 
saltpetre (sodium or po tass i um nitrate), but thc 
biblical name refers to natron (carbonate of soda), 
which came chiefly from the 'soda lakes' of Lower 
Egypt. In Pr. 25:20 the effect of songs on a heavy 
heart is compared to the action of vinegar on nitre 
(Rvmg. 'soda')-i. e. producing strong effer
vescence. RSV follows LXX: 'it is like pouring vin
egar on a wound'. [n Je. 2:22 nitre ('Iye') is used in 
a purificatory sense: mixed with oil it formed a kind 
of * soap. (* ARTS ANO CRAFrS, 1 1 1 .  h.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. 1 .  Forbes, Studies in Ancient 
Technology, 3, 1 955 .  J .O .O .  

NOAH. The last of the ten antediluvian Patriarchs 
and hero of the * Flood. He was the son of 
Lamech, who was 1 82 (Samaritan Pentateuch , 53; 
LXX, 1 88) years old when Noah was born (Gn.  
5 :28-29; Lk.  3 :36) . 

a. Name 
The etymology of the name, nöab, is uncertain ,  
though many commentators connect it with the 
root nlV�l, 'to rest'. [n Genesis (5 :29) it is associated 
with the verb n(1I1I (translated 'comfort' in AV and 
RV; 'bring relief' in RSV), with which it is perhaps 
etymologically connected; though this is not 
necessarily required by the text .  The element nhl1l 
occurs in Amorite personal namcs and in the 
name Nabmizuli wh ich figures in a H urrian frag
ment of the Gilgamesh epic found at Bogazköy, 
the Hittite capital in Asia Minor. The LXX gives the 
name as Nöe, in which form it appears in the NT 
(AV) . 



b. Life and character 
Noah was a righteous man (On. 6:9, ,addfq), 
having the righteousness that comes of faith (Heb. 
I 1 :7, he kata pistin dikaiosyne, lit. 'the according to 
faith righteousness'), and had dose communion 
with Ood, as is indicated by the expression he 
'walked with Ood' (On. 6:9). He is also described 
as without fault among his contemporaries (On. 
6:9; AV 'perfect in his generations') who had all 
sunk to a very low moral level (On. 6: 1 -5, I 1 - 1 3 ;  
M t .  24:37-38; L k .  1 7:26-27), and t o  them he 
preached righteousness (2 Pet. 2:5), though with
out success, as subsequent events showed. Like the 
other early Patriarchs, Noah was blessed with great 
length of years. He was 500 years old when his first 
son was born (On . 5:32), 600 when the • Flood 
came (On. 7 : 1  I )  and died at the age of 950 (On . 
9:28-29). According to the most I ikely interpret
ation of On. 6:3, together with I Pet. 3 :20, when 
Noah was 480 years old Ood informed hirn that he 
was going to destroy man from the earth but would 
allow a period of grace for 1 20 years, during 
wh Ich time Noah was to build an • ark, in which 
he would save his immediate family and a repre
sentative selection of animals (On. 6: 1 3-22). I t  
was probably during this period that Noah 
preached, but there was no repentance, and the 
• Flood came and destroyed all but Noah, his 
three sons and their four wives (On. 7 :7;  I Pet. 
3:20). 

After the Flood Noah, who had probably been a 
farmer before it, plan ted a vineyard (On. 9:20; 
'And Noah, the husbandman, began and planted a 
vineyard . .  . ' ,  which is to be preferred to the EVV) 
and, becoming drunk, behaved in an unseemly way 
In hiS tent. • Harn, seeing his father naked in
formed his two brothers, who covered hirn, but it is 
probable that Canaan, Ham's son, did something 
disrespectful to his grandfather, for Noah placed a 
curse on hirn when he awoke (On. 9:20-27). 

c. God's covenant with Noah 
The covenant implied in On. 6: I 8 might be inter
preted as salvation for Noah conditional upon his �U1ldmg and entenng the ark, wh ich obligations he 
fulfilled (v. 22). On the other hand, it may be that 
this passage simply makes reference to the coven
ant which Ood made with Noah arter the Flood 
and which he sealed by conferring a new signifi: 
cance on the rainbow (On. 9:9- 1 7 ; cf 15. 54:9). The 
main features of this covenant were that it  was en
tirely insti tuted by Ood, that it was universal in 
scope, applying not only to Noah and his seed arter 
hirn but to every living creature, that it was un
conditional, and that it was everlasting. In it Ood 
undertook from his own free lovingkindness never 
again to destroy all flesh with a flood. 

d. Descendants 
Noah had three sons, • Shem, • Harn and • Japheth 
(On. 5 :32; 9: I 8- 1 9 ; 1 0 :  I ), who were born before the 
Flood, and accompanied h irn in the ark . We are 
told that after the Flood, I"rom them 'was the whole 
earth (

,
ere,) overspread' ,  or 'the whole (population 

of) t he earth dispersed' (On. 9: I 9). Their descend
ants later spread out over a wide area, and an ac
count is given of some of them in the Table of the 
• Nations in On.  10 .  

e. Cuneiform para/lels 
In the • flood accounts which have been preserved 

NOD 

in Akkadian the name of the hero is Utanapishtim, 
whlch corresponds to the name Ziusuddu in a 
Sumerian account of the early 2nd millennium BC, 
which probably lies behind the Akkadian versions. 
Though in the principal version of the Sumerian 
king list only eight rulers are named before the 
Flood, of whom Ziusuddu is not one, other texts 
list tell rulers, the tenth being Ziusuddu, who is 
credited with a reign of 36,000 years. The same is 
found in a late account in Ok .  by the Babylonian 
pnest Berossos, whose flood hero Xisouthros is the 
tenth of his pre-flood rulers. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Murray, The Covenant 01 
Grace, 1 954, pp. 1 2- 1 6; E. A .  Speiser, Mesopota
mian Origins, 1 930, pp. 1 60- 1 6 1 ;  H. B. Huffmon, 
Amorite Personal Names in the Mari Texts, 1 965, 
pp. 237-239; E. Laroche, Les noms des Hittites, 
1 966, p. 1 25 ;  T. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, 
1 939, pp. 76-77 and n. 34; F. F. Bruce, NIDNTT 2, 
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pp. 68 1 �83. T.C.M.  

NOB. A locality mentioned in three passages of 
the OT, al l  of which may refer to the same place. 

In I Sa. 22: 1 9  it is referred to as a city of priests; 
presumably Yahweh's priests had fled there with 
the ephod arter the capture of the ark and the de
struction of Shiloh ( I  Sa. 4 :  1 1 ). David visited Nob 
arter he had escaped from Saul when Ahimelech 
was priest there and ate holy bread ( I  Sa. 2 1  :6). 
When Saul heard that the priest of Nob had as
sisted the fugitive David he raided the shrine and 
had Ahimelech, along with eighty-five other 
pnests, put to death (I Sa. 22:9, I 1 , 1 8- 1 9). 

Isaiah prophesied that the Assyrian invaders 
would reach Nob, between Anathoth, 4 km NE of 
Jerusalem, and the. capital ( 1 5. 10 :32), and the city 
15 also. mentlOned m Ne. 1 1  :32 as a village wh ich 
was remhablled arter the return from exile. 

The latter two references indicate a locality near 
Jerusalem, probably the modern Räs Umm et-Tala 
on the E slopes of Mt Scopus, NE of Jerusalem 
(Orollenberg, Atlas 01 the Bible, 1 956). S. R. Driver 
(Notes on the Hebrew Text 01 the Books 01 
Samuel', 1 9 1 3 , p. 1 72) suggests perhaps a spot on 
the Räs el-Meshärif, under 2 km N of Jerusalem a 
ridge from the brow of which (8 1 8  m) the pilgrim 
along the N road still catches his first view of the 
holy city (790 m). R.A.H.G.  

NOBAH (Heb. nÖQaM. I .  An Amorite locality set
tled and renamed by Nobah (see 2) and his clan 
(Nu. 32:42). If the Amorite name Kenath indicates 
modern Kanawat (Eusebius' Kanarha), 96 km E of 
lake Tiberias, this can hardly. be the Nobah of Jdg. 
8 :  1 1 , whlch must be In Mt  Ollead. 

2. A Manassite leader (Nu. 32:42). J .P.U .L .  

NOD. A land E 01", or in I"ront 01", Eden (qiqmaI
'eqen, On. 4: 1 6), to which Cain was banished by 
Ood after he had murdered Abe!. The name (nöd) 
is the same in form as the infinitive of the verb IlIJd (mvdJ.. ' to move to and fro, wander' , the participle 
of whlch 15 used m On.  4 : 1 4  when Cain bemoans 
the fact that he will become a 'vagabond' (RSV 
'wanderer') .  The name is unknown outside the 
Bible, but its form and the context suggest that it 
was a regIOn where a nomadic existence was neces
sary, such as is today found in several parts of the 
Middle East. T.C.M. 
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NODAB. A tribe which, among others, is men
tioned in I Ch. 5: 1 9  as having been conquered by 
Reuben, Gad and half-Manasseh, and about 
whom nothing more is definitely known. (. HAGAR-
ITES.) J.D.D. 

NOMADS. A human group wh ich changes its area 
of residence seasonally within a larger domain 
wh ich is its horne territory. 

I. In the Bible 
The word 'nomad' does not occur in EVV of the 
Bible, the nomadic groups being called by other 
names. 

The first was • Cain, who was banished from his 
kindred to be a wanderer (Gn. 4). A number of 
nomadic groups are mentioned in the Table of the 
Nations in Gn.  10 (.  NATIONS, T ABLE OF). Among 
the descendants of • Japheth are • Gomer (Cim
merians), Madai (. MEDES), Meshek (perhaps 
Phrygians) and • Ashkenaz (Scythians), all peoples 
who probably came originally from the N steppe. 
Heth, among the children of Harn, may be the · Hit
t ites of Asia Minor, though it is perhaps more 
probable that the reference is to the later Neo
Hittite states of N Syria. Among the descendants 
of Shem are listed • Aram (Aramaeans), and a 
number of Arabian tribes, some of them still no
madic in historical times, who stemmed from the 
Arabian peninsula. 

The patriarch al period was largely a time of 
nomadism for God's chosen remnant. I t  is un
certain whether Abraham was actually Iiving a 
sedentary Iife within the city of Ur when he was 
called by God. He is later called 'the Hebrew' (Gn. 
14: 1 3),  and this may indicate that he was one of the 
Habiru (.  HEBREWS) living outside the city in per
haps a dient status. In such a situation he could 
still be a man of substance, as he undoubtedly was. 
How long he and his fathers had been at Ur is not 
stated, but when he left he began a nomadic life 
which was continued by Isaac and Jacob for two 
long generations, before the children of Israel set
tled to the sedentary l ire of Egypt (cf Heb. 1 1 :9). 
This was not the regular seasonal movement of 
nomads within a set territory, but a wandering 
from place to place; and, though Abraham had 
camels (e.g. Gn. 24; for the view of some scholars 
that patriarchal camels are anachronistic, see 
• CAMEL), his herds were largely of sheep and 
goats, and induded asses (Gn. 22:3), so that some 
would dass hirn as a semi-nomad or an 'ass
nomad'. Such a Iife would fit in weil with the times 
as illuminated by the • Mari archives. Terah and 
his sons Nahor and Haran by remaining at Harran 
established affiliations with another nomadic 
group, the Aramaeans, as is shown by the reference 
to a 'wandering Aramaean' as the ancestor of the 
Israelites (Dt. 26:5). 

After experiencing the luxuries of a sedentary 
life in Egypt, even though oppressed, the Israelites 
at the Exodus were reluctant to return to the rig
ours of wandering. The 40 years in the wilderness 
was a unique episode, for without the miraculous 
supply of food provided by God the numbers of 
the people would have been far too great to be 
supported by the natural resources of the area. 

After the settlement in the Promised Land the 
true nomadic life ceased for the Israelites, but vari
ous reminiscences of it survive in the OT. For in-

stance, in many cases a man's house is referred to 
as his 'tent' (e.g. Jdg. 20:8; I Sa. 1 3 :2;  2 Sa. 20: I ;  I 
Ki. 1 2: 1 6) .  To express the idea of rising early the 
verb sä/sam (in the Hiph'i1 stern), which properly 
means 'to load the backs (of beasts)" is used (e.g. 
Jdg. 1 9:9; I Sa. 1 7 :20). Certain metaphors used in 
poetry suggest a nomadic background: in Jb. 4:2 1 
(RSV) the plucking up of a tent-cord signifies death; 
in Je. 10 :20 the breaking of tent-cords indicates 
desolation, and conversely, a sound tent speaks of 
sccurity ( I s. 33:20); in Is. 54:2 a prosperous people 
is signified by an enlarged tent space. 

The Israelites came in contact with various no
madic groups after they had settled in the land. 
The Aramaeans had by the I st millennium largely 
settled in the city states of Syria, so that the no
madic threat came mostly from the E and S, where 
the b'ne qe4em, 'the Children of the East" (cf 
Ezk. 25:4) and such associated peoples as the 
• Midianites, • Amalekites, • Moabites, • Edomites, 
• Ammonites and • Kedarites would always take 
advantage of weakness in the settled territories. 
Solomon's commercial expansion in the 1 0th cen
tury brought contacts with • Arabia and the 
caravan traders of that area. In the 9th century 
Jehoshaphat was able to exact tribute from the 
Arabs (2 Ch. 1 7 : 1 1 ), but the family of Jehoram 
were carried off by this people in a raid (2 Ch. 
2 1 :  1 6- 1 7) .  Throughout the Monarchy, the Arabs 
are mentioned in various capacities (e.g. Is. 1 3 :20; 
2 1 :  1 3 ; Je. 3:2; 25:23-24; Ezk. 27:2 1 ) . 

After the return from the Exile the nomadic 
traders who were settling on the E fringes of Syria
Palestine are exemplified by • Geshem the Arab, 
who tried to hinder the rebuilding of Jerusalem 
(Ne. 2: 19 ;  6 :6).  These people were followed in NT 
times by the • Nabataeans. 
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With the moral corruption wh ich accompanied 
the settlement in the land, the prophets used the 
ideal of the nomadic l ife as a figure of spiritual 
health. They condemned the luxuries of city life 
(Am. 3: 1 5 ; 6:8) and spoke of a return to the sim
plicity of the early days of I srael in the wilderness 
(Ho. 2 : 1 4- 1 5 ; 1 2 :9). It  is probable that this call to 
the desert was put into practice from time to time, 
as is evidenced by the Qumran Community 
(. DEAD SEA SCROLLS) in the intertestamental 
period, and by John the Baptist, and Jesus Christ 
and his disciples in NT times. Though this was not 
nomadism in the strict sense, it was a manifestation 
of that value of nomadism which has always been 
held forth as an aim for God's people; to be pil
grims in this world, and to avoid the laying up of 
treasure upon earth. ( . RECHABITES; • KENITES.) 

1 1 .  Way of life 
A nomadic group depends for its livelihood upon 
herds of animals such as the horse, camel, sheep, 
goat or ox, and the pasturing needs of the herds 
determine the movements of the community. This 
way of lire is required by the terrain inhabited, 
which usually consists mainly of an area of steppe 
or plain wh ich provides temporary pasture in the 
wet or cool season, and either oases or uplands to 
which a retreat is made in the dry season. Under 
normal conditions a nomadic tribe will have a rec
ognized horne territory, visiting different parts 
regularly in a seasonal cyde. Thus each tribe or, in 
more barren areas, smaller group visits annually its 
recognized tract of pasture, and returns annually 
to the same oasis or upland territory. Mobile dwell
ings are provided by tents of skins, feit or wool, 



and all equipment is strictly limited. There are 
variations from area to area. Some groups, mainly 
camel herders, abandon the plain for an oasis or 
upland only when compelled by drought; others, 
particularly shepherds, have semi-permanent 
dwellings at the oasis, even planting and raising 
crops, and go out on the plain only when the ani
mals' needs for pasture compel it. Peoples of this 
latter type are sometimes called semi-nomads. 

Such an economy is finely adjusted, and the nat
ural increase of population disturbs the balance. I n  
consequence, a growing group may encroach o n  a 
neighbour's traditional territory, and the weaker 
group be displaced, perhaps setting up a chain 
etrect which may cause the fringe groups to look 
abroad. Sedentary farming communities fall an 
easy prey to the overspilling nomads who may set 
themselves as a military aristocracy over the less
vigorous population. A few generations, however, 
usually suffice for the interlopers to be absorbed by 
the dominant though less-aggressive culture of the 
settled peoples. 

The most advantageous situation for a nomadic 
group is in a mixed country where city-states and 
their surrounding tilled territory are interspersed 
by less-intensively settled areas where the nomad 
can make his encampments and exploit the vulner
able settlements. This may be done either by 
mobile raids or by taking service either as mercen
ary troops or as labourers. 

Certain values arise from the demands of the 
nomadic life. The mutual dependence of the mem
bers of a tribe, together with the consciousness 
of common descent, lead to great solidarity 
(0 FAMILV) and to such concomitant practices as 
blood revenge (0 AVENGER OF BLOOD) for murder 
or manslaughter. The need for mobility results in 
the reduct ion of property to that wh ich is movable, 
wealth being accumuiated in livestock. The rigours 
of l ife lead also to hospitality to the traveller and to 
chivalry, sometimes of a kind strange to the seden
tary farmer. 

111.  The ancient Near East 
There were two main areas supporting nomadic 
populations in ancient times, from which the more 
settled regions of the Near East suffered the influx 
of marauders. These were the peninsula of Arabia 
and the steppe of S Russia. Access from Arabia 
was easier than from the N, since the latter area lay 
across a mountain barrier, and for the nomads of 
N Arabia some of the oases visited seasonally lay 
on the very margins of the settled areas of Pales
tine and Syria. 

a. The southern nomads 

It is probable that Arabia was the immediate home
land 01" the Semites (Semitic speakers), and since 
from the earliest historical times in Mesopotamia 
the Semitic Akkadians formed part of the popula
tion ,  a continual influx of nomads from the Ara
bian peninsula may be inferred. Knowledge of the 
arrival of nomads from Arabia is very much con
ditioned by the surviving evidence. Written records 
are meagre from Palestine, intermittent from Syria, 
but more extensive from Mesopotamia. In Meso
potamia, however, the fullest records come from 
periods of political strength, when encroaching 
nomads could be most effectively resisted, and 
indeed, according to the records, the best-attested 
route of overt entry to Mesopotamia was from the 
N, though a peaceful infiltration into Babylonia 
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from the W may be assumed. The early part of the 
2nd millennium BC, following the fall of the 3rd 
Dynasty of Ur, was a period of weakness in Baby
lonia, and of consequent nomadic invasions from 
the N, the invaders, particularly the o 'Amorites', 
finally establishing themselves as ruling dynasties 
in the cities of Babylonia. During the time of the 
greatest of these dynasties, the I st of Babyion, the 
diplomatic archives discovered at the city 01" 0 Mari 
on t he Middle Euphrates give a glimpse of the 
situation in N Mesopotamia-Syria, where the city
states were interspersed by territory occupied by 
nomadic groups. One group known as the Hanae
ans (lfami) provided the king of Mari with mer
cenary troops, and, though they lived in encamp
ments, some of them were beginning to settle in 
permanent dwellings. A more troublesome group 
were the Yaminites (sometimes read Bini-Yamin; 
the writing is more likely to have been read märü 
yamfn; 0 BENJAMIN, TUR [pl]-ya-mi-in), who 
spread through the steppe area between the Ijabur 
river and the Euphrates and farther W, particularly 
in the vicinity of Harran, being frequently men
tioned as raiding settlements and even attacking 
towns. The Sutaeans (Sutu) l ikewise raided farther 
S, particularly on the trade routes connecting the 
Euphrates with Syria. Another group of people, 
the Habiru (0 HEBREWS), who are mentioned in the 
second half of the 2nd millennium in documents 
from Nuzi, Alalab, Hattusas, Ugarit, el-Amarna 
and in native Egyp. documents, are al ready men
tioned earlier ( 1 8th century BC) in the Mari letters 
and in documents of the same general period from 
Alalab, Cappadocia and S Mesopotamia. These 
people see m to have been nomads or semi-nomads 
who are found now as raiders, now as settlers in the 
towns, serving sometimes as mercenary troops, and 
sometimes as labourers or even slaves. 

These are the principal nomadic groups men
tioned in the Mari archives from this period, but 
they were no doubt typical of peoples at other 
periods who menaced the isolated city-states, par
ticularly of N Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine. 
Some were probably more in the nature of travel
ling craftsmen than raiders, and such a group is 
depicted on a 1 9th-century BC wall painting at Beni 
Hasan in Egypt (see IBA , fig. 25). 

In the succeeding centuries another nomadic 
group which spread through Syria-Palestine and 
into 0 Egypt was the Hyksos, and again mainly 
during the 2nd millennium yet another body 01" 
nomads, the 0 Aramaeans, and a related group, the 
Ablamu, began to come into prominence. During 
the centuries around the turn of the 2nd to the I st 
millennium, these people and their congeners 
flooded W Asia, putting a halt to the growing do
minion of Assyria, and founding many city-states 
in the area of Syria and N Mesopotamia. 

These groups of nomads are the principal on es 
known from the written documents, who probably 
came ultimately from the Arabian peninsula. More 
directly from the peninsula were groups of Arabs 
(0 ARABIA), who are mentioned in the Assyr. in
scriptions and depicted in the bas-reliefs as riding 
camels and living in tents. Later in the I st millen
nium such posts as Petra and Palmyra were settled 
by Arab tribes who were able to profit from the 
caravan traffic. 

b. The northern nomads 
Access to the Near East was more difficult for the 
N nomads who inhabited the S Russian steppe; the 
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principal route or entry was between the Caspian 
and the Black Seas and into Asia Minor and Iran. 
Signs or the inftux or the N nomads are found 
already in the middle or the 3rd millennium at the 
' Royal Tombs' or Alaca Hüyük in central Asia 
Minor, where a warrior aristocracy had imposed 
itselr on the peasant population. These were pre
decessors or the Indo-European-speaking Hittites 
who established an empire in Asia Minor in the 
2nd millennium. It is c1ear that, like the Hittites, 
many 01' the invaders rrom the N were Indo
European-speaking. In the 2nd millennium the 
Kassites in Babylonia and the rulers 01' Mitanni in 
N Mesopotamia betray, in their names and certain 
elements or vocabulary, their Indo-European ori
gins. These people were among the first to intro
duce the * horse and * chariot to W Asia, and it is 
probable that this was a combination developed on 
the steppe. In the late 2nd millennium the Phry
gians in Asia Minor repeated the pattern or a 
dominating warrior aristocracy, and later the 
Cimmerians are encountered as warlike raiders. In 
the I st millennium the Medes and Persians came to 
prominence in Iran, the latter finally rounding an 
empire wh ich dominated the entire Near East. In 
the Assyr. inscriptions the earlier groups or the 
raiding warriors are known as Ummanmanda 
(* ASSYRIA) . 
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NOSE, NOSTRILS (Heb. 'ap, 'nose' or 'nostriI'). 
The organ or breathing, used also or the race, per
haps by synecdoche, especially in the expression 
'race to the ground' in worship or homage. The 
Hebrews apparently thought no rurther into the 
respiratory process, and no word ror lung occurs in 
the Bible. The presence or breath in the nostrils 
was connected with * I ire (Gn. 2 :7 ;  Jb. 27:3), and 
the temporary nature thereor (/s. 2 :22). The word 
also denotes the nose as the organ or smelling (Ps. 
1 1 5 :6; Am. 4: I 0). When breath was emitted visibly 
(calIed 'smoke', Ps. 1 8 :8) it was connected with the 
expression or inner emotion, principally anger. By 
metonymy the word 'ap often comes to mean 
'anger' (Gn. 27:45; Jb. 4:9), and is used figuratively 
thus in the OT rar more rrequently than in the lit
eral sense. I t  is apparent rrom cognate languages 
(e.g. Akkad. appu, 'race') that the physical designa
tion is the original. The word is not round in the 
NT. B�.B. 

NUMBER, 

I.  General usa ge 
Israel shared with most or her Mediterranean and 
Near Eastern neighbours, e.g. Assyria, Egypt, 
Greece, Rome and Phoenicia, the decimal system 
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or counting. The numbers recorded in the Heb. 
text or the OT are written in words, as in the main 
are the figures in the Gk. text or the NT. Numbers 
are also written in word rorm on the Moabitc 
Stone and the Siloam Inscription. 

In Heb. the number one is an adjective. A series 
or nouns denote the numbers 2 to 1 0. Combin
at ions or these numbers with 10 give 1 1  to 1 9 . 
After 20 the tens are rormed in a pattern similar to 
that used in Eng., i. e. 3, 30. A separate word de
notes 1 00; 200 is the dual rorm or this, and from 
300 to 900 there is again a pattern similar to that 
found in the Eng. numeral system. The highest 
number expressed by one word is 20,000, the dual 
form or 1 0,000. 

Aram. papyri rrom Egypt rrom the 6th to the 4th 
centuries BC, Aramaic endorsements on cuneirorm 
tablets rrom Mesopotamia and Heb. ostraca and 
weights provide evidence or an early system or 
numerical notation within the OT period. Vertical 
strokes were used ror digits and horizontal strokes 
ror tens, written one above the other ror multiples 
or ten, often with a down ward strake on the right. 
A stylized mem represented 1 00 with vertical 
strakes ror additional hundreds. An abbreviation 
or the word 'a thousand' was used to indicate this 
figure. I t  i s  considered that the Heb. material shows 
that a sign resembling a Gk. lambda represented 5 
and a sign similar to an early gimel stood ror 4. See 
Y. Yadin, Scrip la Hierosolymilana, 8, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 9-
25. (* WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.) 

H. L.  Allrick (BASOR 1 36, 1 954, pp. 2 1 -27) 
proposes that originally the I ists in Ne. 7 and Ezr. 2 
were written in the early Heb.-Aram. numeral no
tation, and he suggests that an explanation or cer
tain ditrerences between the lists may be round in 
this ract .  See A.  R.  Millard, TynB 1 1 , 1 962, pp. 6-
7, ror evidence or Heb. numerical signs. 

The idea or using letters or the alphabet ror 
numerals originated rrom Gk.  inftuence or at least 
during the period or Gk. inftuence, and, as rar as 
is known, first appeared on Maccabean coins. See 
however G. R. Driver, TexlIls I ,  1 960, pp. 1 26f.; 4, 
1 964, p. 83, ror indication or earlier origin .  The 
first nine letters were used ror the figures I to 9, 
the tens rrom 10 to 90 were represented by the 
next nine and the hundreds rrom 1 00 to 400 by 
the remaining rour letters. The number 1 5 ,  how
ever, was denoted by a combination or leIh (9) 
and waw (6), as the two letters yod ( 1 0) and Ire (5) 
were the consonants or Yah, a rorm or the sacred 
name Yahweh. Further numbers were denoted by 
a combination or letters. There are ordinal num
bers in biblical Heb. rrom I to 1 0, after which the 
cardinal numbers are used. There are also words 
ror rractions rrom a halr to a fifth.  Numbers in 
biblical Gk. rollow the pattern used in Hellenistic 
Gk.  

An indication or the mathematical concept or 
infinity may be round in the statement in Rev. 7:9 
where the redeemed are 'a great multitude, which 
no man could number'. In a concrete image this 
concept is expressed in the OT as, e.g. ,  Gn. 1 3 : 1 6. 
Cf also Gn. 1 5 :5 .  

The elementary processes or arithmetic are  re
corded in the OT, e.g. addition, Nu.  I :  1 7tr. and Nu. 
1 :45; subtraction, Lv. 27: 1 8; multiplication, Lv. 
25:8 .  

In certain passages it i s  evident that numbers are 
being used in an approximate sense. The numbers 
'2', '2 or 3', '3  or 4', '4 or 5' are sometimes used 
with the meaning or 'a rew', e.g. I Ki. 1 7 : 1 2, where 



the widow of Zarephath says, 'I am gathering a 
couplc of sticks', and also Lv. 26:8 'five of you 
shall chase a hundrcd' .  Similar usagcs are found in 
2 Ki .  6: I 0; Is. 1 7 :6; for 'three or four', sec Am. I :3ff. 
and Pr. 30:  1 5ff. From the NT wc may quote thc use 
of round numbers by Paul in I Cor. 1 4 : 1 9 . 'Never
theless in thc church I would rather speak five 
words with my mind, in order to instruct others, 
than tcn thousand words in a tongue.' Cf. also Mt .  
1 8 :22. 

It would seem that ' 1 0' was used as the equiva
lent of 'quite a number of times', and we may in
stance Jacob's words in Gn. 3 1  :7,  where it is re
corded that Laban changed his wages ' 1 0  times'; cf. 
also N u .  1 4 :22 . That Saul, David and Solomon are 
recorded as having reigned for 40 years, and the 
recurring statement in the book of Judges that the 
land had rest 40 years (Jdg. 3: 1 1 ;  5 :3 1 ;  8:28) seem 
to indicate that 40 was used to stand for a gener
ation, or quite a considerable number, or length of 
time. 1 00, e.g. Ec. 6 :3 ,  would equal a large number, 
and 1 ,000, 1 0,000 (Dt .  32:30; Lv. 26:8), and 40,000 
(Jdg. 5 :8)  provide instances of round numbers 
wh ich indicate an indefinitely large number. In the 
ca se of large numbers for the strength of armies, 
e.g. 2 Ch .  1 4:9, these are in all probability approxi
mate estimates, as also seems to be the case with 
the number of David's census (2 Sa. 24:9; cf. I Ch. 
2 1  :5) ,  and perhaps the 7,000 sheep sacrificed in Je
rusalem (2 Ch. 1 5 : 1 1 ) .  

1 1 .  Large numbers i n  the Old Testament 
The large num bers recorded in certain parts of the 
OT have occasioned considerable difficulties. These 
are concerned chiefly with the chronology of the 
early periods of OT history, where the problem is 
furt her complicated by the presence of differing 
figures in the various texts and versions, with the 
numbers of the Israeiites at the time of the Exodus, 
and the numbers of warriors in various armies, 
and especially of the numbers of the slain of 
enemy forces. With regard to the first problem one 
may instance that the Heb. text gives 1 ,656 years as 
the time between the creation and the Flood, the 
LXX 2,262 years and the Samaritan 1 ,307. Or for 
the age of Methuselah the Heb. text gives 969 years 
and the Samaritan 720. (* GENEALOGY; * CHRON
OWGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.) A similar problem 
exists in the NT regarding the number of persons 
on board the ship on which Paul travelled to Rome. 
Some MSS give 276 and others 76 (Acts 27:37). 
Again the number of the beast (Rev. 1 3 : 1 8) is given 
variously as 666 and 6 1 6 . 

An indication that numbers might suffer textual 
corruption in transmission is provided by differing 
numbers in parallel texts, e.g. the age of Jehoiachin 
at the beginning of his reign is given as 1 8  in 2 Ki. 
24 :8 and 8 in 2 Ch. 36:9. 

Archaeological discoveries have contributed 
considerable background information to the age of 
the Exodus and the conquest of Palestine, and the 
contemporary population. Given that the Israelites 
were less in number than the Canaanites, as may be 
inferred from Ex. 23:29 and Dt. 7:7, 1 7, 22, the 
census numbers of Nu. l and 26 which imply a 
population of 2-3 million require investigation. 

Divergent interpretations of the figures have 
been proposed, from acceptance at face value, e.g. 
NBC, 1 953, p. 1 65 ,  to 1. Bright, A His/ory 01 
Israel', 1 972, p. 1 30: 'these lists . . represent a later 
period of Israel's history'. Attempts have been 
made to retranslate the figures and so reduce them. 

NUMBER 

The Heb. word 'elep, 'a thousand', can be t rans
Iated 'family', 'tent group', or 'clan': e.g. Jdg. 6: 1 5 , 
'my clan ( 'alpr) is the weakest in Manasseh'. The 
following may aIso be consulted: F. Petrie, Egyp/ 
and Israel, 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 42ff.; G. E. Mendenhall, 'The 
Census Lists of Numbers l and 26', JBL 77, 1 958, 
pp. 52ff.; C. S. Jarvis, Yes/erday and Today in Sinai, 
1 936; R. E. D. Clark, 'The Large Numbers of the 
OT', JTV/ 87, 1 955 ,  pp. 82ff. 

1. W. Wenharn ( TynB 1 8 , 1 967, pp. 1 9-53), fol
lowing R .  E. D. C1ark's repointing of 'elep 'thou
sand' to 'allup, translated 'officer' or 'trained war
rior', and interpreting me'öl 'hundreds' as 'contin
gents'·, suggests that the individual large numbers 
consist of a coalescence of these two terms in a 
specific ratio. The number of fighting men would 
then be reduced to 1 8 ,000 and, allowing for Levites 
and those too old to fight, an estimated male popu
lation would total 36,000, consistent with the 
figure for first-born males (22,273) in Nu. 3:43. 
This figure, doubled to include women, gives a cal
culated I sraelite population 01' 72,000. 

Revocalization of 'elep to 'allup 'officer', 'cap
tain', provides a possible solution to the enormous 
numbers of fallen in battle, recorded in thousands, 
and is consistent with practice in ancient battles 
where mighty men did most of the fighting, e.g. 
David and Goliath. 

111.  Significant numbers 
Numbers are also used with a symbolical or theo
logical significance. 

One is used to convey the concept of the unity 
and uniqueness of God, e.g. Dt. 6:4, 'The Lord our 
God is  one Lord'. The human race sterns from one 
(Acts 1 7 :26). The entry of sin into the world is 
through one man (Rom. 5: 1 2) .  The gift of grace is 
by one man, Jesus Christ (Rom. 5: 1 5) .  His sacrifice 
in death is a once-for-all offering (Heb. 7:27), and 
he is the first-born from the dead (Co\. I :  1 8) ,  the 
firstfruits of the dead ( I  Cor. 1 5 :20). 'One' also 
expresses the unity between Christ and the Father 
(Jn. 1 0:30), the union between believers and the 
Godhead, and the unity wh ich exists among Chris
tians (Jn. 1 7:2 1 ;  Ga\ . 3 :28). 'One' further expresses 
singleness of purpose (Lk. 1 0 :42). The concept of 
union is also found in the saying of Jesus concern
ing marriage, 'and the two shall become one' (Mt .  
1 9:6). 

Two can be a figure both of unity and of div
ision. Man and woman form the basic family unit 
(Gn. 1 :27; 2:20, 24). Animals associate in pairs and 
enter the ark in twos (Gn. 7:9). Two people often 
work together in companionship, e.g. Joshua's 
spies (Jos. 2: I ), and the Twelve and Seventy dis
ci pIes were sent out in pairs (Mk.  6 :7; Lk. 1 0: 1 ) . In 
addition, at Sinai there were two stone tablets, and 
animals were orten offered for sacrifice in pairs. By 
contrast two is used with separating force in I Ki .  
1 8 :2 1 ,  as  it is also implied in the  two 'ways' of Mt .  
7: 1 3- 1 4. 

Three. It is natural to associate the number 3 
with the Trinity of Persons in the Godhead, and 
the following references among others may be in
stanced: Mt. 28: 1 9; Jn. 1 4:26; 1 5 :26; 2 Cor. 1 3 : 1 4; I 
Pet. 1 :2, where this teaching is implied. The 
number 3 is also associated with certain of God's 
mighty acts. At Mt Sinai the Lord was to come 
down to give his Law on 'the third day' (Ex. 1 9 :  1 1 ). 
In Hosea's prophecy the Lord would raise up his 
people 'on the third day' ,  probably meaning a 
short time (Ho. 6:2). There is a similar usage of 
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'three' in Lk. 1 3 :32, where 'third day' is 'poetieal 
for the moment when something is finished, com
pleted, and perfected' (N. Geldenhuys, Commen
tory on the Gospel 01 Luke, 1 950, p. 384, n. 4). 
Jonah was delivered (Jon. I :  1 7; Mt. 1 2 :40), and 
God raised Christ from the dead, on the third day 
( I  Cor. 1 5 :4). There were three disciples admitted 
to special terms of intimacy with Christ (Mk.  9:2;  
Mt .  26:37) ,  and at Calvary there were three crosses. 
Paul emphasizes three Christi an virtues ( I  Cor. 
1 3 : 1 3) .  A further instance of three being used in 
connection with periods of time is the choice 
offered to Oavid of 3 days' pestilence, 3 months' 
defeat or 3 years' famine (I Ch. 2 1 :  1 2). The de
ployment of Gideon's army furnishes an examplc 
of division into three (Jdg. 7 :  1 6), and the fraction, 
a third, i s  employed in Rev. 8 :7- 1 2 . 

Four, the number of the si des of a square, is one 
of symbols of completion in the Bible. The divine 
name Yahweh has 4 letters in Heb. ( YHWH). There 
were 4 rivers flowing out of the garden of Eden 
(Gn. 2: 1 0) and there are 4 corners of the earth 
(Rev. 7 :  I ;  20:8), from whence blow the 4 winds (Je. 
49 :36; Ezk. 37 :9; On. 7 :2) .  In his vision of the glory 
of God, Ezekiel saw 4 living creatures (ch. I ), and 
with these we may eompare the 4 Iiving creatures 
of Rev. 4:6 .  

The history of the world from the t ime of the 
Babylonian empire is spanned by 4 kingdoms (On. 
2; 7). Four is a prominent number in prophetie 
symbolism and apocalyptic literature, as the fol
lowing additional references show: 4 smiths and 4 
horns (Zc. I :  1 8-2 1 ) , 4 chariots (Ze. 6: 1 -8), 4 horns 
of the altar (Rev. 9 :  1 3) ,  4 angels of destruction 
(Rev. 9: 1 4) .  In addition, there are 4 Gospels, and at 
the time when the gospel was extended to the Gen
tiles Peter saw in a vision a sheet let down by its 4 
corners. 

Five and ten, and their multiples, occur fre
quently on account of the decimal system used in 
Palestine. In the OT 1 0  Patriarchs are mentioned 
before the Flood. The Egyptians were visited with 
10 plagues and there were Ten Commandments. 
The fraction one-tenth formed the tithe (Gn. 
14 :20; 28:22; Lv. 27:30; 2 Ch.  3 1 :5 ;  Mal. 3 : 1 0) .  In 
the parable of Lk. 1 5 :8 the woman possessed 1 0  
coins, and i n  the parable of the pounds mention is 
made of 1 0  pounds, 10 servants and 10 cities (Lk.  
1 9 : 1 1 -27). Of the 1 0  virgins, 5 were wise and 5 
foolish (Mt .  25 :2). 5 sparrows were sold for 2 far
things (Lk. 1 2 :6); Oives had 5 brothers (Lk.  1 6:28); 
the woman by the weil had had 5 husbands (Jn. 
4: 1 8), and at the feeding of the 5,000 the lad had 5 
loaves. There are 1 0  powers wh ich cannot separate 
the believer from the love of God (Rom. 8 :38f.) 
and 10 sins whieh exclude from the kingdom 01' 
God ( I  Cor. 6 :  I 0). The number 1 0, therefore, also 
signifies completeness; 10 elders form a company 
(Ru. 4 :2) .  

Si.>:. I n  the creation narrative God ereated man 
and woman on the 6th day (Gn. 1 :27). 6 days were 
allotted to man for labour (Ex. 20:9; 23 :  1 2; 3 1 :  1 5; 
cf. Lk.  1 3 : 1 4) .  A Heb. servant had to serve for 6 
years before he was freed. The number 6 is there
fore c10sely associated wi th man. 

Seven has an eminent place among sacred num
bers in the Scriptures, and is associated with com
pletion, fulfilment and perfection. In the creation 
narrative God rested from his work on the 7th day, 
and sanctified i t .  This gave a pattern to the Jewish 
sabbath on which man was to refrain from work 
(Ex. 20: 1 0), to the sabbatie year (Lv. 25 :2-6), and 

also to the year of jubilee, which followed 7 times 7 
years ( Lv. 25:8) .  The Feast of Unleavened Bread 
and the Feast of Tabernacles lasted 7 days (Ex. 
1 2 : 1 5 , 1 9; Nu. 29: 1 2). The Oay of Atonement was 
in the 7th month (Lv. 1 6:29), and 7 occurs fre
quently in connection with OT ritual, e.g. the 
sprinkling of bullock's blood 7 times ( Lv. 4:6) and 
the burnt-offering of 7 lambs (Nu. 28: 1 1 ); the 
c1eansed leper was sprinkled 7 times (Lv. 1 4:7), and 
Naaman had to dip 7 times in Jordan (2 Ki. 5 : 1 0). 
I n  the tabernacle the candlestick had 7 branches 
(Ex. 25:32). 

Other references to be noted are: the mother of 7 
sons (Je. 1 5 :9; 2 Macc. 7: I ff.); 7 women for one 
man ( l s. 4: I ) ;  a loving daughter-in-Iaw preferable 
to 7 sons (Ru. 4: 1 5). The Sadducees proposed a 
case of levirate marriage with 7 brothers (M t .  
22:25). The priests eneompassed Jericho 7 times 
(Jos. 6:4). Elijah's servant looked for rain 7 times ( I  
K i .  1 8 :43). The psalmist praised God 7 times a day 
(Ps. 1 1 9 : 1 64), and Gn. 29: 1 8; 4 1 :29, 54 and On . 
4:23 mention 7 years (times). The early church had 
7 deaeons (Acts 6:3) and John addresses 7 churches 
in the book of Revelation, where there is mentioll 
of 7 golden candlesticks ( I :  1 2) and 7 stars ( I :  1 6). 
At the miraculous feeding of 4 ,000 from 7 loaves 
and a few fishes (Mk.  8: 1 -9), the 7 basketsful col
lected afterwards may indicate that Jesus can sat
isfy completely. The complete possession 01' Mary 
Magdalene is effected by 7 demons (Lk. 8:2), while 
the dragon of Rev. 1 2 :3  and the beast of Rev. 1 3 : I ;  
1 7 :7 have 7 heads. 

Eight. I Pet. 3 : 20 records that 8 people were 
saved in the ark of Noah. Circumcision of a Jewish 
boy took place on the 8th day (Gn. 1 7: 1 2 ;  Phil .  
3 :5) .  I n  Ezekiel's vision of the new Temple the 
priests make their offering on the 8th day (43 :27). 

Ten. See Five. 
Twelve. The Heb. year was divided into 1 2  

months, the day into 1 2  hours (1n .  1 1  :9). I srael 
had 1 2  sons (Gn. 35 :22-27; 42: 1 3 , 32) and there 
were 12 tribes of Israel, the people of God (Gn 
49:28). Christ chose 1 2  apostles (M t .  1 0: I ff.). 
Twelve is therefore linked with the eleetive pur
poses of God. 

Forty is assoeiated with almost eaeh new devel
opment in the history of God's mighty acts, espe
cially of salvation, e.g. the Flood, redemption from 
Egypt, Elijah and the prophetic era, the advent of 
Christ and the birth of the church. Thc lollowing 
periods of 40 days may be listed: the dowllpour of 
rain during the Flood (Gn . 7: 1 7); the dcspateh of 
the raven (Gn. 8:6); Moses' fasts on the mount (Ex 
24: 1 8 ; 34 :28; Ot. 9:9); the spies' exploration of thc 
land 01' Canaan (Nu. 1 3 :25); Moses' praycr for 
Israel (Ot.  9 :25); Goliath's defiance ( I  Sa. 1 7 : 1 6); 
Elijah's journey to Horeb ( I  K i .  1 9 :8); Ezekiel's 
Iying on his right side (Ezk . 4:6) ;  Jonah's warnillg 
to Nineveh (Jon. 3 :4); Christ's stay in the wilder
ness prior to his temptation (Mt .  4:2), his appcar
ances after his resurreetion (Acts 1 :3) .  

For 40 years, the general designation of a gener
ation, the following may bc quoted: the main divi
sions of Moses' Iife (Acts 7:23, 30. 36; Ot. 3 1  :2) :  
I srael's wandering in the wilderness (Ex. 1 6: 35 ;  
Nu. 14 :33 ;  Jos. 5 :6; Ps. 95:  1 0); the  recurring pattern 
of servitude and deliverance in the era 01' thc 
judges (e.g. Jdg. 3 : 1 1 ;  1 3 : 1 ); the reigns of Sau! .  
Oavid and Solomon (Aets 1 3 :2 1 ;  2 Sa.  5:4: I Ki .  
1 1  :42) ;  the desolation of Egypt ( Ezk. 29: 1 1 ). 
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Seventy is often connected with God's adminis
tration 01' the world. After the Flood the world was 



repopulated through 70 descendants of Noah (Gn. 
1 0); 70 persons went down to Egypt (Gn. 46:27); 
70 elders wcre appointed to help Moses administer 
Israel in the wilderness (Nu. 1 1 :  1 6); the people of 
Judah spent 70 years of exile in BabyIon (Je. 25 :  1 1 ;  
29: 1 0); 70 weeks, 'sevens', were decreed by God as 
the period in which Messianic redemption was to 
be accomplished (Dn. 9:24); Jesus sent forth the 
Seventy (Lk. 1 0: I ) ; he enjoined forgiveness 'until 
seventy times seven' (Mt. 1 8 :22). 

666 (or 6/6 ) is the number 01' the beast in Rev. 
1 3 :  1 8 . Many interpretations of this number have 
been proposed, and by gemalria, in which figures 
are given the value of corresponding letters, the 
number 666 has been identified with the numerical 
values of the names of a variety of personalities 
from Caligula and Nero Caesar onwards, and with 
such concepts as the chaos monster. 

For a full discussion, and of 'thousand', see 
commentaries on the book of Revelation, espe
cially NBeR; H. B. Swete, The Apoealypse 0/ SI. 
lohn, 1 906, pp. 1 75- 1 76; 1.-J von Allmen, art. 
'Number' in Voeabulary 0/ Ihe Bible, 1 958; D. R .  
Hillers, BASOR 1 70, 1 963, p .  65. 

Rev. 7 :4; 14: I records the number 144,000 'wh ich 
were sealed' .  I t  is the number 1 2, the number of 
election, squared, and multiplied by 1 ,000, an in
definitely large number, and symbolizes the full 
number of saints of both covenants who are pre
served by God. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. D. Schmitz, el al., NIDNTT 
2, pp. 683-704; W. Roth, NI/merieal Sayings i/1 Ihe 
OT, 1 965. R.A.H.G.  

NUMBERS, BOOK OF. The synagogue named 
this book after its first word or after one of the first 
words (way'ljabber, 'and he spoke'; or b'miljbar, 'in 
the desert'). The Gk. translators called it arilhmoi, 
'numbers'. Where the four other parts of the Pen
tateuch are concerned, the Gk. names are com
monly used; in this fifth part, in some count ries the 
Gk. has been translated into the native language: 
'Numbers', eIe.; in other countries thc Lat. transla
tion of the Gk. name is used: NI/meri. The title is 
given because the book's first few chapters (and ch. 
26) contain many numbers, especially census
numbers. 

I. Outline of contents 
a. The numbering of the Israelites. The marshal
ling 01' the tribes ( I :  1 -4:49). 

b. The law regarding jealousy, legislation for the 
Nazirites and other laws (5: 1 -6 :27) . 

e. The offerings for the consecration 01' the tab
ernacIe (7: 1 -89). 

d Thc candlestick. The consecration 01' the Lev
ites; thcir time 01' service (8 :  1 -26) 

e. The second Passover; the cIoud; the two silver 
trumpets (9: 1 - 1 0: 1 0). 

I The departure from Sinai ( 1 0: 1 1 -36). 
g. Taberah. The quails. The 70 elders ( 1 1 : 1 -35). 
h. Miriam and Aaron against Moses ( 1 2:  1 - 1 6). 
i. The twelve spies ( 1 3 : 1 - 1 4:45). 
j. Miscellaneous commandments regarding, 

inler a/ia, mcat and drink offerings, offerings where 
a person has sinncd through ignorance, and com
mandments about sabbath-breaking ( 1 5 : 1 -4 1 ) . 

k. Korah, Dathan and Abiram. The blossoming 
rod 01' Aaron ( 1 6 : 1 - 1 7 : 1 3). 

I. The position 01' the priests and Levites ( 1 8 : 1 -
32). 

NUMBERS, BOOK OF 

m. The water of separation for purification of 
sins ( 1 9 : 1 -22). 

n. The death of Miriam. Meribah (20: 1 - 1 3) .  
o.  Edom refuses to give Israel passage. Death of 

Aaron (20: 1 4-29). 
p. The struggle at Hormah. The serpent of 

bronze. To the plains of Moab. The fight against 
Sihon and Og (2 1  : 1 -35).  

q. Balaam (22: 1 -24:25). 
r. Baal-peor (25 : 1 - 1 8) .  
s. The second numbering 01' the I sraelites (26: 1 -

65). 
I. The right of inheritance of daughters. The 

successor of Moses (27: 1 -23). 
u. Commandments regarding offerings. Vows of 

the women (28: 1 -30: 1 6) .  v. Vengeance taken against the Midianites (3 1 :  1 -
54). 

IV. The allotment of the land on the E side of 
Jordan (32: 1 -42). 

x. The places where Israel camped during their 
journeys through the desert (33: 1 -49). 

y. Directions concerning the conquest of 
Canaan. The borders of Canaan. Regulations con
cerning the division of the land. The cities of the 
Levites. Cities of refuge (33 :50-35:34). 

z. The marriage of daughters having an inherit
ance (36: 1 - 1 3) .  

1 1 .  Authorship and date 
Many scholars today consider that the tradition 
according to which Moses is the author of the 
entire book must be seriously questioned. They 
draw attention to the following considerations. 
Only for ch. 33 is a literary activity of Moses men
tioned (v. 2, ef 5:23; I I  :26); this is not mentioned 
for any other part of Nu . ;  for the contrary case, 
see e.g. Dt. 3 1  :9. Various data point to a later time 
than that of M oses, or at least to another author 
than Moses; ef 1 2 :3 ;  1 5 :22f. (Moses in the third 
person); 1 5 :32; 2 1 :  14 (perhaps the 'book of the 
wars of the Lord' originates from the post-Mosaic 
time); 32:34ff. Nevertheless, the book repeat
edly states that the regulations and the laws have 
been given through the agency of Moses (and 
Aaron), I :  I ,  eIe.; it is also cIear that the laws and 
regulations give the impression that they were 
enacted during the wanderings through the desert 
(5: 1 7; 1 5 : 32ff., eIe.). For that matter it is possible 
that the laws have gone through a process of 
growth :  afterwards there may have been alterations 
made in them, e.g. for the purpose of adapting 
them to altered circumstances. Sometimes there 
are definite marks of these processes; thus there 
are differences between Nu. 1 5 :22-3 1 and Lv. 4: I f; 
in addition, we note the fact that Nu. 1 5 :221'. 
speaks about Moses in the third person, and it 
is not unlikely that Nu. 1 5 :22-3 1 is a later version 
of Lv. 4. 

We shall have to ass urne that the laws substan
tially originate from the Mosaic time. We can also 
assurne that the noting down of both the laws and 
the stories was already begun during the Mosaic 
time. The time when the book received its final 
form is unknown to uso In the opinion 01' the pres
ent writer, it is a plausible view that the major 
points were al ready recorded in writing, e.g. in the 
early days 01' the Monarchy. I t  is significant that 
there are no posl-Mosaica pointing unmistakably 
to a time much later than that of Moses. 

Since the critical activity of Wellhausen and 
others, many schoIars 'have adopted the view that 
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Nu. belongs for the greater part to the so-called 
Priestly Code, which is said to have its origin in the 
post-exilic age. At present, however, scholars are 
inclined, more than Weil hausen was, to accept the 
view that Nu.  contains material dating from old, 
even very remote, times, admitting that in Nu. 
5: l l ff. and ch. 1 9, ancient rites are described, and 
that other material points to a similar conclusion. 
Many scholars are willing to accept that the cult, as 
it is described in Nu. ,  was in use, so far as concerns 
the main points, in pre-exilic Jerusalem. See also 
the articles on • PENTATEUCH, • MOSES, • WtLDER
NESS OF THE W ANDERING, eIe. , and articles under 
particular subjects such as • BALAAM, • CITIES OF 
REFUGE, eIe. 

IH.  Further summary or contents 
1 .  The division of the Pentateuch into five books is 
not original. Thus, even though it is not without 
meaning that with Nu. I :  I a new book begins (in 
which the first four chapters form the preparation 
for the departure from Sinai), this book neverthe
less forms a unity with the preceding books. In the 
same way i t  may be said that Dt. is the continu
ation of Nu. ,  but the separation bctween Nu. and 
Dt. is more fundamental than the separation of Lv. 
and Nu.  

2. The history narrated in Nu. covers 38 years
the period between the 2nd year and the 40th year 
after the Exodus (see the definitions of the time in 
1 : 1 ;  7: 1 ;  9: 1 , 1 5; 1 0: 1 1 ;  33 :38 ;  cf Ex. 40:2; Dt. 1 :3) .  

In the first part Israel is sti l l  staying near Mt 
Sinai (Ex. 1 9: I tei ls of their arrival at Sinai). Nu. 
1 0 : 1 1 - 1 2 : 1 6  deals with the departure from Sinai 
and the journey to Kadesh (cf 1 3 :26); in the 2nd 
year after the Exodus Israel had already arrived at 
Kadesh (cf Dt. 2 :  1 4) .  Because I srael put faith in 
the defeatist words of the spies, there ensued a pro
longed wandering in the desert (chs. 1 3- 1 4). Little 
is known to us of the fortunes of I srael during the 
38 years of their wanderings ( 1 5 : 1 -20: 1 3) .  We 
should reckon with the possibility that Kadesh was 
for a long time a sort of centre for Israel, while 
various groups of Israelites were wandering about 
the Sinai Peninsula. After these 38 years Israel 
leaves Kadesh for Canaan, marches round Edom, 
comes into the plains of Moab, and defeats Sihon 
and Og (20: 1 4-2 1 :35). The last part of the book 
describes the actions of Balaam, Israel's idol
worship of Baal-peor and thc punishment of the 
Midianites. 

3. Besides dealing with history, this book con
tains all kinds of regulations and laws. The relation 
between laws and history and between one law and 
another is often not very c1ear to uso Nevertheless, 
the author will, at least in many cases, have in
tended a connection. The simplest solution is to 
suppose that there is a chronological connection. 
Sometimes there is also a material connection; see, 
e.g. ,  how weil 5: 1 -4 and ch. 1 8  correspond with 
wh at precedes, and 1 0: 1 - 1 0  with wh at folIows; 
after a survey of the journey through the desert has 
been given (33 :  1 -49), the narrative continues 
(33 :50-35:34) with regulations concerning the 
conquest of Canaan and laws for when they are 
dwelling in it .  Finally, we should bear in mind that 
the construction of many OT books raises similar 
questions to those we have referred to here 
(. PSALMS, • PROVERBS, • ISAIAH, eIe.). 

Many laws (but not all of them) concern ritual 
matters. The Israelites did not distinguish between 
cultic, moral, juridical and social laws in the same 

way as we usually do. All the laws and regulations 
have as their object that Israel should be prepared 
to live in Canaan in the sight of the Lord, as an 
independent and well-conducted nation. 

4. In Nu. Moses is again the dominant figure, 
depicted in all his greatness and weakness, and 
guiding the people in every respect. Through his 
mediation the Lord gives Israel a variety of laws 
and regulations, speaking to his servant 'mouth to 
mouth' ( 1 2 :6--8). Over and over again M oses acts 
as intercessor for the people ( 1 1 :2 ;  1 2: 1 3 ; 1 4 : 1 3ff.; 
1 6 :22; 2 1  :7). He was 'very meek, more than all men 
that were on the face of the earth' ( 1 2 : 3 ;  cf 14 :5 ;  
1 6 :4ff.), yet  he had his share of human failings. 
Contrary to the Lord's order he strikes the rock 
(20: 1 0f. ), and on occasion he makes tempera
mental complaints ( 1 1 : I Off. ; cf 1 6 : 1 5) .  Next to 
Moses in prominence is Aaron ( 1 :3,  1 7 , 44; 2 : 1 ,  
eIe., especially chs. 1 2; 1 6-- 1 7). 

IV. The message or the book 
In Nu. ,  as in the case of the wh oie Bible, the al
mighty and faithful God of the covenant reveals 
hirnself; it is this revelation that joins the different 
parts of Nu. into a unity. In the regulations and 
laws he imposes, God shows his care of his people. 
Israel frequently revolts against hirn. As a result 
the anger of the Lord is kindled: he does not allow 
the sin to go unpunished ( 1 1 : 1 -3, 33f. ;  1 2 : I Off.; 1 4, 
eIe.); Moses and Aaron are not allowed to enter 
Canaan (20: 1 2f.) .  But the Lord does not repudiate 
his people; he remains faithful to his covenant. He 
guides I srael through the desert, so that the land 
promised to their fathers is reached. This is pre
vented neither by Israel's unfaithfulness nor by the 
power of the nations that turn against I srael. 
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Special attention should be paid to certain as
pects of the revelation of God in Numbers. 

1. The Lord is, indeed, unchangeable in his 
faithfulness (cf 23 :  1 9), but this does not imply that 
he is an unmovable being (see especially the touch
ing story in 1 4 : l l ff.). In this connection we should 
note the strong anthropomorphisms (see, e.g. .  
1 0:35f. ;  1 5 :3 ,  ' a  pleasing odour t o  t h e  Lord'; 28:2, 
'my food', eIe.); expressions which, while we must 
not take them in a strictly literal sense, show at the 
same time how deeply the Lord is involved in the 
doings of Israel. 

2. God's holiness is specially emphasized. The 
stories do this (see, e.g. . 20: 1 2f.), and so also, in a 
different way, do the laws and regulations: when a 
man approaches God he has to fulfil all kinds of 
prescribed rules, he has to be free from every un
c1eanness (cf also I :50ff., eIe.). 

3. Very detailed prescriptions are given in this 
book: God exercises his sovereign dominion over 
everything, even over the smallest details. 

4. As soon as the children of Israel have arrived 
at the borders of the promised country they yield 
to the temptation to serve the gods of the new 
land. But the Lord is not only the Lord 01' the 
desert: he engages a heathen fortune-teller (22-24), 
and punishes Israel for their idol-worship (25), to
gether with those who had seduced his people (3 1 ) . 

In what is said above, the Christological char
acter of this book has already been mainly indi
cated. In Nu. ,  as elsewhere, God reveals hirnself as 
the faithful God of the covenant. In other words, 
he reveals hirnself in the face of Christ . In add
ition, there is much in this book which has a typo
logical meaning: in persons (especially Moses and 
Aaron), in occurrences, and in laws, the coming 



Christ casts his shadow before him (cl Jn.  3: 14 ;  I 
Cor. 1 0: l ff. ;  Heb. 3:7ff. ;  9 : 1 3; ere.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See various JOTs and the 
commentaries-e.g. G. B. Gray, NlIIl1bers, JCC, 
1 903 ( 1 955); L. E. Binns, The Book 0/ Numbers, 
WC, 1 927; S. Fish, The Book 0/ Nlllnbers', 1 950, in 
The Soncino Books 0/ rhe Bib/e; 1. Marsh, Numbers, 
JB, 2, 1 953;  W. H .  Gispen, Her boek Numeri, I ,  
1 959; 2 ,  1 964, in Commenraar op her Oude Testa
menr; N. H. Snaith, Lel'iricus and Numbers, NCB, 
1 967; M, Noth, Numbers, OTL, 1 968; p, 1. Budd, 
Numbers, WBC, 1 984, N.J- I .R .  

NUNC DIMIITIS. The prophecies accompanying 
Christ's advent occur not (as with John the Bap
tist) at circumcision but at the rites of purification 
a month later. According to an ancient custom 
babies were brought to an old doctor or rabbi in 
the Temple for a blessing, Perhaps in this setting 
Simeon, taking the Lord Jesus, uttered his mine 
dimirris (U. 2:29-35). Simeon is characterized as 
receiving a 'spirit which was holy', which in Jewish 
tradition is equated with the 'spirit of prophecy'. 
According to the rabbis the Spirit departed from 
Israel after the prophet Malachi, and his return 
was indicative of the Messianic age (cf SB, in /oe. ). 
In the case of Simeon three specific 'acts of the 
Spirit' occur: ( I )  he receives by divine revelation 
assurance that he shall see the Lord's Messiah; (2) 
under the influence of the Spirit (cf Rev. I :  1 0) he is 
led to encounter and recognize Jesus as Messiah 
(cf I Sa. 1 6:6ff, ) ;  ( 3 )  he utters a prayer and predic
tion which, in Luke's context, is c1early to be re
garded as prophetic. 

Nune Dimirris is divided into two parts, the first 
a prayer to God (I iturgically, this alone came to be 
designated the 'Nunc Dimittis') and the second a 
prophecy spoken to Mary. Their mood and theme 
stand in stark contrast to each other. The prayer is 
joyful, expressing the Messianic hope of Judaism 
in its most exalted tone: in Messiah the Gentiles 
will receive the truth of God and thus, in him, I s
rael's glory as God's instrument of revelation and 
redemption will be fully manifest (cf I s. 49:6; Acts 
I : 8 ;  Rom. 1 5 : 8ff. ) .  But, in the second section, as if 
to counter balance the impression of the prayer, 
praise gives way to warning. The Messiah shall 
cause division and shall be rejected by many (cf 
Rom. 9:33) .  

I n  Simeon's prophecy to Mary the concept of a 
suffering Messiah appears. Israel's destiny is glori
ous, but it is one of conflict. As a sign or pointer to 
the redemption of I srael Jesus shall be attacked 
and rejected (cf Lk. 1 1  :30), for the kind of re
demption he represents will not be wclcomed by 
all. Although this will bring anguish to Mary, 
through it men will be brought to decision and thus 
their real selves, their hidden selves, be uncovered. 
(0 BENEDICTUS. ) E.E.E. 

NURSE. 'Nurse' in the EVV may mean a wet-nurse, 
translating Heb. meneqel, u.sed of Deborah (Gn. 
24 : 59), of M oses' mother (Ex . 2:7), and of the 
nurse of the infant Joash (2 Ki .  1 1  :2 ;  2 Ch. 22 :  I I ). 
Suckling is usually continued in the Near East for 2 
years, and the nurse often remains with the family 
as a trusted servant, as in the case of Deborah (Gn. 
35 :8 ) .  The same word is used in a figurative sense 
of queens who will care for God's people in the 
glorious future ( I s. 49:23) .  Paul compares his care 
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for believers to that of a nurse (Gk. rrophos) for her 
own children (I Thes. 2 :7) .  

I n  the more general sense of one who cares for 
children, 'nursc' translates Heb. 'ömeneL; for ex
ample, Naomi (Ru. 4 :  I 6) and the governess of 5-
year-old Mephibosheth (2 Sa. 4:4) are so de
scribed. The masculine form of this Heb. word, 
'ömen, translated 'nursing father' AV, 'nurse' RSV, is 
used figuratively of Moses' care for the I sraelites 
(Nu I I :  1 2) and of kings who will serve the people 
of God ( I s. 49:23) .  Cf Acts 1 3 : I 8,  Rvmg. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Granquist, Birrh and Chi/d
hood among rhe Arabs, 1 947, pp. 1 07- 1 1 7, 246-252; 
RAC, I ,  pp. 383-385. J .T. 

NUZI. The excavations at Nuzi (Yorghan Tepe) 
and adjacent mounds near Kirkuk, Iraq, were car
ried out ry E. Chiera and others between 1 925 and 
1 93 I through the co-operation of the American 
Schools of Oriental Research, the Iraq Museum 
and the Semitic M useum, Harvard. The earliest 
level of occupation was dated to the Ubaid period, 
while the latest traces came from Roman times. 
The two main periods of occupation were in the 
3rd millennium BC when the site was known as 
Gasur, and in the 1 5th- 1 4th centuries BC when the 
town was under Hurrian influence and known as 
Nuzi. In the palace and private hornes more than 
4,000 c1ay tablets were found, written in a loeal 
Hurrian dialeet of Akkadian. These included sev
eral archives, among which those of Tehiptilla (e. 
1 ,000 tablets), prince Shilwateshub and a success
ful business woman, Tulpunnaya, are the best 
known. The texts cover approximately five gener
ations, thus providing a detailed picture of life in 
an ancient Mesopotamian community in a com
paratively short period. 

The tablets from Nuzi contain mainly private 
contracts and public records. Apart from lists of 
various kinds of goods and equipment, a wide 
range of topics is covered, including land, prices, 
family law, women, law and order, and slaves. Of 
particular importance are documents reJating to 
various kinds of adoption, wills, marriage, law
suits, antichretic security and exchange of persons, 
goods and land. Until comparatively reeently sev
eral of the Nuzi text types were scarcely repre
sented elsewhere, but excavation at Tell al-Fikhar 
(Kurruhanni), e. 30 km SW of Nuzi, has revealed 
similar material of comparable date, though it re
mains largely unpublished. 

By contrast, the political history and religious 
life is poorly understood. Nuzi appears to have 
been situated within the Hurrian kingdom of Mi
tanni, though the extant texts make little reference 
to this or to the rising power 01' Assyria. Literature, 
including myths, epics, wisdom texts and seholarly 
documents, is also sparsely represented. 

The Nuzi texts contain a significant number of 
points of contact with the OT, notably with the 
patriarchal narratives. These links between the cus
toms and social conditions of the people of Nuzi 
and the biblical Patriarchs have led some scholars 
to argue for a similar I 5th-century date for Abra
ham and his descendants, though there is evidence 
that many of these customs had already been ob
served for centuries. More recently attempts have 
been made to reduce considerably any connection 
between Nuzi and the Patriarchs (Thompson, van 
Seters). The examples listed below, however, indi
cate the existence of several significant paralleis, 
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and some of the customs concerned are also found 
elsewhere in Mesopotamia. Nuzi practice, in fact, 
followed mainly a Mesopotamian rat her than a 
Hurrian pattern. 

A large group of documents deals with inherit
ance. Throughout the ancient Near East an eldest 
son received a larger inheritance share than his 
brothers, though the exact proportion varied. The 
double share, which is most prominent at Nuzi and 
which also appears in other 2nd-millennium cunei
form texts, is c10sely paralleled in Dt. 2 1 :  1 7, 
though the Patriarchs see m to have followed a dif
ferent practice (Gn. 25 :5-6). The most frequent de
scription of the eldest son at Nuzi (rab';, 'eldest'), 
also found at Ugarit, Alalab and in Middle Assyr
ian texts, occurs in Hebrew (raQ) in Gn. 25:23 in
stead of the usual b'kör. 

lt remains uncerta1n whether or not one's birth
right could be exchanged at Nuzi, as in the case of 
Jacob and Esau (Gn. 25:29-34). Although several 
examples are known where at least part of an in
heritance changed hands between brothers, in no 
instance can an eldest son be definitely identified in 
such transactions. In any case similar examples of 
the transfer of an inheritance occur in Assyria and 
Babylonia and are not confined to Nuzi. 

However, any heir could be disinherited. Such 
drastic action was permitled only for offen ces 
against the family and the references to 'disrespect' 
and 'disobedience' towards parents provides a 
useful background to Reuben's demotion (Gn. 
35 :22; 49:3-4), though again similar ex am pies can 
be found elsewhere. 

The suggestion has been made that possession 
of the household gods in Nuzi formed an effective 
entitlement to an inheritance and that Rachel's 
theft of Laban's images, perhaps on Jacob's behalf, 
could be similarly explained (Gn. 3 1 :  1 9ff.). It is 
more probable, however, that the family deities 
could only be bequeathed by the father, normally 
to the first-born son, and that their theft did not 
improve an heir's claim. 

Adoption also occupies an important pi ace in the 
Nuzi texts. A man without an heir could adopt an 
outsider who would carry out certain responsi
bilities towards his adoptive parents, though of 
course similar customs are known from other 
Mesopotamian texts. The duties included the pro
vision of food and c1othing, particularly in old age, 
and ensuring proper burial and mourning rites, 
while in return the adoptee received an inheritance. 
It is quite possible that Abram adopted Eliezer in 
this manner prior to I saac's birth (Gn. 1 5 :2-4), es
pecially since at Nuzi a son born subsequently usu
ally gained a larger inheritance share than any 
adoptee and that the adoption of slaves is oc
casionally mentioned. The process of adoption at 
Nuzi was also extended to become a fiction where
by property, apparently legally inalienable, could 
be sold. Tehiptilla, for example, was 'adopted' in 
this way some 1 50 times! 

Apart from adoption, the Nuzi texts mention 
three further solutions for a childless marriage. The 
husband could remarry or take a concubine or the 
wife could present her own slave-girl to her hus
band. The latter custom, wh ich afforded the barren 
wife some protection, paralleis that of Sarah, 
Rachel and Leah (Gn. 1 6 : 1 -4; 30: 1 - 1 3), and 
though only one example occurs at Nuzi (HSS 5 .  
67), others are known from Babylonia and 
Assyria. A son born to a slave-girl in this way 
would normally have to be adopted or legitim-

ated by the father according to Mesopotamian 
custom, though the Nuzi text is not specific on 
this point .  HSS 5. 67 does indicate, however, that 
the wife maintained authority over her slave-girl's 
children and there are indications that Sarah, 
Rachel and Leah took responsibility tor their 
slave-girls' offspring right from the naming 01' the 
children. 

Although the Nuzi texts do not refer to a pater
nal blessing such as in Gn. 27:29, 33; 48: I ff., they 
do occasionally contain oral statements which 
were c1early regarded as having legal validity. One 
of these was made by a father to his son while the 
former lay ill in bed (cf I saac). In both Nuzi and 
Genesis such oral statements were supported by 
legal or customary safeguards, and symbolic ac
tions involving the hands were frequently used. 

Women are often mentioned in the Nuzi docu
ments. The right of daughters to inherit property is 
atlested, usually in the absence of sons, as in Baby
lonian contracts (cf Nu. 27:8).  Sometimes a mar
riage contract included a c1ause prohibiting the 
husband from marrying a second wife, a safeguard 
sought for Rachel by Laban (Gn. 3 1  :50). Not every 
bride was so fortunate, however. A girl could be 
acquired by a man for optional marriage to him
self or to his son (cf Ex. 2 1 :7- 1 1 ) ,  while the com
plaint of Laban's daughters that their father had 
held back their dowry (Gn. 3 1 :  1 5) is paralleled by 
an identical phrase (kaspa akälu) in five Nuzi texts. 

Several Nuzi references to business transactions 
have some relevance to the OT. Land was some
times apportioned by lot (Nu. 26:55f.; Jos. 1 8 :2- 1 0) 
and there was a periodic 'release' from debt (Dt. 
1 5) .  Sale of land was sometimes confirmed by the 
seiler lifting his foot and placing the buyer's on the 
soil, while shoes functioned as legal symbols in 
some transactions (cf Ru. 4:7-8; I Sa. 1 2 :3 ,  LXX; 
Am. 2:6; 8 :6). I Sa. 1 :24 has been reinterpreted in 
the light 01' Nuzi evidence to read 'a bullock, three 
years old' .  

Finally, the Nuzi references to 'apiru (habiru), 
indicating various persons, many apparently for
eigners who had accepted voluntary servitude, re
calls the phrase 'Hebrew slave' and the derogatory 
use of 'Hebrews' by Egyptians and Philistines 
when referring to Israelites (Gn. 39: 1 4; Ex. I :  1 5 ; 
2 1 : 1 -6; I Sa. 1 4:2 1 ) . 
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NYMPHA, NYMPHAS, Owner of a house in 
Laodicea (or possibly somewhere else near Colos
sae) in which a church met (Co! .  4: 1 5). Though 
many MSS read 'his house', as AV, most of the best 
read either 'her house' (cf RSV, NEO) or 'their 
house' (cf RV). The name is in the accusative and, 
unaccented, could represent a masculine Nymphas 
(pet-form for Nymphodorus?) or a feminine 
Nympha (cf 1. H. Moulton, Grammar, I ,  p. 48, for 



alleviation 01' thc cause 01' Lightroot's reserve). On 
eithcr rcndering the reading 'their house' is so hard 
to explain that it  may weil be correct. Perhaps it 
rcrcrs back to ' thc brcthren which are in Laodicea' 
( Ligh troot proposes a Colossian ramily there, or, 
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alternat ively, that autölI stands for 'Nymphas and 
his friends'). 

Nympha(s), I ike • Philemon and • Archippus, 
displays Paul's friendships (made in Epheslls?) in 
an area he had not visited (cf Co!. 2: I ) .  A .F.W. 



o 
OATHS. In ancient Israel: I .  Oaths were attributed 
to God (Num. 1 4:2 1 )  in relation to his covenant 
with I srael (D!. 31 :7f.), his promises (Gn. 22: 1 6- 1 8 ; 
26:3), his judgments (Am. 4:2) and his word (Ezk. 
20:3; 33: 1 1 ). 2. It followed that oaths ensured a 
norm of morality (Gn. 34: 1-7 ;  Je. 29:20-23). Oaths 
in God's name were sacrosanct (Dt. 10 :20), main
taining family honour and tri bai loyalty. To ratify 
one's oath by invoking Yahweh's name, while 
knowingly perjuring oneself, was to profane the 
name ( Lv. 1 9 : 1 2; Ex.  20:7). 3. In  ancient Israel the 
absence of jurisprudence made the oath obligatory 
in administering justice at the town gate. 

Of the two Heb. words translated oath, I'ba'ti 
and 'älti, the second is stronger, meaning a curse (Is. 
1 4:24). The first more commonly conveys the 
weaker sense of solemn promise. When one re
inforccd his oath by invoking Yahweh to witness it ,  
the swearer placed hirnself under a curse if  proved 
to 'have sworn deceitfully'. Prof. de Vaux re
constructs the various contexts in which this ju
dicial oath applied (e.g. Ex. 22 : 1- 1 1 ;  Dt .  2 : 1 -8). 
Nu. 5 : 2 1  describes how the judicial oath became an 
imprecatory or adjuratory oath. 

Oaths applied when making eovenants (Gn. 
26:28), promises (Gn. 24:2-4), deeisions ( I  Sa. 
25 :22), when emphasizing the veracity of state
ments (Jdg. 8: 1 9; I Sa. 20:3), the certainty of 
prophetic predietions ( I  Ki. 1 7 : I ), guaranteeing 
against perjury (Jdg. 1 1 :  I 0; Je. 42:5), reinforcing a 
command (Gn. 24:4 1 ), in legal proceedings ( I  Ki .  
8 :3 1 ;  2 Ch. 6 :22f.) and concerning property (Lv. 
5 :  I ff.; 6: I ff.). Perjury outraged the prophets (Ezk. 
1 7 : 1 3- 19 ;  Je. 5 :2 ;  6:2; Ho. 4:2; Ze. 5 :23f.; Mal. 
3 :5) .  

God swore by hirnself: to confirm his covenant 
with Abraham (Gn. 22: 1 6- 1 8; Ps. 1 05:9f. ;  Lk. 
I : 73), his promise to David relative to Christ's res
urrection (Ps. 89:3f.;  1 32 :  1 1  f. ; Acts 2 :29-32) and 
Christ's unehangeable high priesthood (Ps. 1 1 0:4; 
Heb. 7 :  1 7-28). 

Christ prohibited oaths absolutely (Mt .  5 :34). 
The reasoning behind this was: the old covenant 
was ending (Mk .  I :  14f.; Mt .  5:33); Jesus is 'the 
truth' (Jn. 14 :6); the Christian is in ' hirn that is 
true' ( I  Jn .  5 :20); therefore an unambiguous 'yes' 
or 'no' suffiees (Mt .  5 :37;  Jas. 5: 1 2) .  Jesus con
demned seribal easuistry (Mt .  23: 1 6-22) but im
plied the value of oaths (Mt .  26:63f.). Christians 
follow his example ( Lk .  22:70; 23:3), remembering 
Peter's bitter experience (Mk .  1 4:72; Mt .  26:70, 72, 
74). 

The Apostle Paul condemns 'perjured persons' 
( I  Tim. I :  1 0), but calls God to witness to his 
blameless life (I Thes. 2 :5 ;  2 Cor. I :23), his sincer
ity (Ga I. 1 :20) and his affeetion for fellow-believers 
(2 Cor. 1 1  : 1 1 ;  Phil . I :8; Rom. 1 :9). 
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OBADIAH (,öQaqyäha, 'öQaqyti). A Heb. name 
meaning 'servant of Yahweh' or 'worshipper of 
Yahweh'. At least twelve men in the OT bear this 
name. 

I. The steward, or major-domo, in charge of the 
palace of King Ahab of I srael ( I  Ki. 1 8 : 3- 1 6). 
From his youth he was a devout worshipper of 
Yahweh. When Jezebel was persecuting the 
prophets of Yahweh, Obadiah hid 100 of them in 
two caves. During a drought while Obadiah was 
seeking grass for the royal horses and mules, Elijah 
met hirn and persuaded hirn to arrange a meeting 
with Ahab, which led to the contest between Elijah 
and the prophets of Baal .  The TB (Sanhedrin 39b) 
mistakenly identifies hirn with the prophet Oba
diah. An aneient Hebrew seal reading 'To Obadiah 
servant of the King' may have belonged to this 
man . 

2. A descendant of David ( I  Ch .  3 :2 1 ) . 3. A ehief 
of Issachar (I Ch. 7:3). 4. A descendant of Saul ( I  
Ch. 8 :38; 9:44). 5 .  A Levite ( I  Ch. 9 :  1 6), identical 
with Abda (Ne. 1 1 : 1 7) and probably with Obadiah, 
a gate-keeper of the Temple (Ne. 1 2 :25). 6. A 
Gadite captain who joined David at Ziklag ( I  Ch. 
1 2:9). 
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7. A Zebulonite in the time of David ( I  Ch. 
27: 1 9) .  8. One of the princes sent out by King 
Jehoshaphat to teach the law in the eities of Judah 
(2 Ch. 1 7 :7). 9. A Levite overseer of the repair of 
the Temple in the time of Josiah (2 Ch. 34: 1 2) .  
10. An Israelite leader who returned from Babylo
nia to lerusalem with Ezra (Ezr. 8:9). 1 1 . A priest 
who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Ne. 
1 0:5). 

1 2. A prophet, presumably of Judah (Ob. I ) . The 
Bible gives nothing directly about his life. Though 
some loeate hirn before the Exile, it is more Iikely 
that he lived in the 5th century BC (see below, • OBA
DIAH, BOOK OF) . If the latter view is eorreet it is 
ehronologically impossible to identify hirn with 
Ahab's steward, as does the TB (Sanhedrin 39b), or 
with Ahaziah's captain (2 Ki. I :  1 3- 1 5) as Pseudo
Epiphanius does in The Lives 0/ the Prophets. The 
talmudic tradition that he was a proselyte of Ed
omite origin is improbable in view of his strong 
denunciation of Edom. J .T. 

OBADIAH, BOOK OF. The fourth of the Minor 
Prophets in the Heb. Bible and the fifth in the order 
of the LXX. For a note on the author, see the previ
ous article ( 1 2) .  



I. Outline of contents 

a. Thejudgment 0/ Edom (vv. 1 - 1 4) .  
( i ) Title (v. I a) .  
(ii) Warning of Edom's doom (vv. I b-4). 
(iii) Completeness of Edom's destruction (vv. 5-

9). 
(iv) Reasons for Edom's judgment (vv. 1 0- 14). 

b. Universal judgment (vv. 1 5- 1 6). 

c. Restoration 0/ Jsrael (vv. 1 7-2 1 ) . 

1 1 .  Historical background 

a. Be/ore the Exile 
Jewish tradition in the Talmud (Sanhedrin 39b) 
placed Obadiah in the reign of Ahab in the 9th 
century BC, and the order of the Minor Prophets in 
the Heb. Bible includes Obadiah among the pre
exilic prophets. Some scholars have suggested that 
the background for the wh oie 01' Obadiah is the 
attack of the Arabians and Philistines on Judah in 
the reign of Jehoram mentioned in 2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 6- 1 7  
(so Keil), o r  the Edomite attack o n  Judah in the 
reign of Ahaz described in 2 Ch. 28: 1 7  (so J. D. 
Davis). Many think that only the older oracle 
against Edom, which Obadiah embodies in vv. 1 -6,  
8-9, has a pre-exilic background. Arab raids on 
Palestine, and presumably on Edom, are recorded 
in the 9th century BC (2 Ch. 2 1 :  1 6-- 1 7) and in the 
7th century BC (Assyr. Annals). 

b. A/ter 587 BC 
Most scholars consider that the calamity to Jerusa
lern described in Ob. 1 1 - 1 4  is its capture by the 
Chaldeans in 587 BC. This is the only capture of 
Jerusalem in wh ich it is recorded that Edomites 
participated (Ps. 1 37:7; I Esdras 4:45). The refer
ences to the sufferings caused by the fall of Jerusa
lern are so vivid that G. A. Smith would place 
Obadiah soon afterwards during the exilic period. 
Many, however, feel that the latter part of Obadiah 
reftects a post-exilic background. Y. 7 states that 
the Edomites have been driven out of their old 
land (cf Mal. I :3-4). After the fall  of Jerusalem 
Edomites under Arab pressure began moving into 
the Negeb (I Esdras 4:50), which came to be ca lied 
Idumaea, and by the late 6th century BC Arabs had 
largely pushed them out of the arca of Petra, once 
the Edomite capital. Vv. 8- 1 0  announce the future 
wiping out of the Edomites as a nation, and this 
prophecy must have been made be fore the fullil
ment which took place in the Maccabean period 
(Jos., Allt. 1 3 .  257). The territory occupied by the 
Jews according to vv. 1 9-20 is the area around Je
rusalem, as in the days of Nehemiah (Ne. 1 1  :25-
36). Thus the latest c1ear indication 01' date in the 
prophecy is in the mid-5th century BC, about the 
time of Malachi. 

I I I .  Paralleis in other prophecies 
Other prophetie denunciations 01' Edom include: 
I s. 34:5-1 7; 63: 1-6; Je. 49 :7-22; La. 4:2 1 -22; Ezk. 
26: 1 2- 14; JoeI 3 : 1 9; Am. 1 : 1 1 - 1 2 . 

The many identical phrases in Ob. 1-9 and Je. 
49:7-22 suggest some li terary relat ionship between 
the two passages. The different order 01' the 
phrases in the two prophecies makes it probable 
that they are both quoting some earlier divine 
oracle against Edom. Since some 01' the additional 
material in Jcremiah is characteristic 01' that 
prophet. and since the order is more natural 10 
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Obadiah, it is likely that the latter is c10ser in form 
to the original prophecy. Some scholars, however, 
hold that either Jeremiah (so Keil) or Obadiah (so 
Hitzig) made use of the other. 

Several phrases are found in both Obadiah and 
Joel: Ob. 10 = Joel 3 :  1 9 ;  Ob. 1 1  = JoeI 3:3;  Ob. 1 5  = 
Joel I :  1 5; 2: I ;  3 :4, 7, 14 ;  Ob. 1 8  = Joel 3 :8. In 2:32 
Joel indicates by the words 'as the Lord has said' 
that he is quoting, probably from Ob. 1 7 . Therefore 
Obadiah preceded Joel and doubtless inftuenced 
hirn in some of the other phrases common to the 
two prophcts. 

IV. Style 
Obadiah, the shortest book of the OT, is marked 
by vigorous poetic language. The prevailing poetic 
metre is the pentameter (3 + 2), but other metres 
are used for variety (e.g 3 + 3 and 3 + 3 + 3). 
Much of the prophecy consists of God's own 
words to personilied Edom (vv. 2- 1 5), and this fea
ture gives a direct and personal quality to the 
book. Vividness is enhanced by the use of the 
prophetie perfeet tense (v. 2) to describe a judg
ment yet to be fullilled, and by the use of prohibi
tions (vv. 1 2- 1 4) forbidding atrocities which had 
actually been perpetrated. Various striking com
parisons and metaphors are used: the mountain 
fastness of Edom is  like an eagle's eyrie (v. 4); the 
plunderers of Edom are compared to night thieves 
and gleaners of grapes (v. 5); the judgment of the 
nations is a bitter drink wh ich they must swallow 
(v. 1 6); the avenging Israelites are called a lire, and 
the Edomites are called stubble (v. 1 8) .  Edom's 
crimes are listed in c1imactic order (vv. 1 0- 14) .  The 
completeness of Israel's restoration is expressed by 
the specilication of its expansion in the four car
dinal directions (vv. 1 9-20). Sin and doom in vv. 
1 - 1 6  are sharply contrasted with hope and victory 
in vv. 1 7-2 1 .  Obadiah proceeds from the particular 
to the general, from the judgment 01' Edom to the 
universal judgment, from the restoration 01' Israel 
to the establishment of the kingdom of God . 

V. Literary analyses 
Some hold that Obadiah was the original author 
of the whole prophecy (so Keil). Most scholars be
lieve that he adapted an older oracle in vv. 1 -6, 8-
9. Some have found various other fragments, but 
the uniform historical background supports the 
literary unity of the remainder of the prophecy. 

VI. Leading messages 
I .  Divine inspiration. Four times (vv. 1 , 4, 8, 1 8) the 
prophet claims a divine origin tor his words. 

2. Diville judgment. The main message 01' this 
prophecy is God's moral judgment 01' nations. 
Edom is judged because of inhumanity to Israel, 
who also has been punished. Ultimately all nations 
will be judged in the Day of the Lord. 

3.  The divine kingdom. The final goal, according 
to Obadiah, is that 'the kingdom shall be the 
Lord's' (cf Rev. 1 1 : 1 5). His hope for the restor
ation of his own people rises above mere national
ism, for in their victory he sees the establishment 01' 
the kingdom 01' God (v. 2 1 ). That kingdom will be 
characterized by 'deliverance' and 'holiness' (v. 
1 7), ideas which are amplified in the NT. 
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OBED (Heb. 'öqerj, 'servant'). 1. The son or Ruth 
and Boaz (Ru .  4 :  1 7),  and grandrather or David 
(Ru. 4 :2 1  r. ; I Ch.  2: 1 2; Mt .  1 :5 ;  Lk.  3 :32). Obed's 
birth brought comrort to Naomi's old age. 2. A 
Jerahmeelitc ( I  Ch. 2 :37f.). 3. One 01' David's 
mighty men ( I  Ch. I I  :47). 4. A son 01' Shemaiah 
and grandson 01' Obed-edom, 01' the Korahite fam
ily (I Ch. 26:7). 5. The father 01' Azariah, a captain 
who served under Jehoiada (2 Ch. 23: I ) .  J .D.D. 

OBED-EDOM (Heb. 'öqerj " rjöm, 'servant 01' 
[god?] Edom'). 1. A Philistine or Gath living in 
the neighbourhood 01' Jerusalem. Before taking it 
to Jerusalem David left the ark in his house for 3 
months after the death 01' Uzzah, during wh ich 
time its presence brought blessing to the household 
(2 Sa. 6 : I Off. = I Ch. 1 3 : 1 3f. ;  1 5:25). 

2. The ancestor 01' a family or doorkeepers ( I  
Ch. 1 5 : 1 8ff. ; 1 6:38; 26:4ff.; 2 Ch. 25:24). 3 .  A 
family 01' singers in pre-exilic times ( I  Ch. 1 5 :2 1 ;  
1 6 :5). J.D.D. 

OBEDIENCE. The Heb. verb translated 'obey' in 
EVV is fiima' b', l i t .  'hearken to'. The verb used in 
LXX and the NT is hypakollö (noun, hypakoe; adjec
tive, hypekoos), a compound or akollö, which also 
means 'hear'. hypakollö means l i terally 'hear 
under' . The NT also uses eisakouö ( I  Cor. 14 :2 1 ), 
l i t .  'hear inlo', peilhomai, and pei/harcheö (Tit. 3: I ) .  
The two latter words express respectively the ideas 
01' yielding to persuasion and submitting to au
thority. The idea 01' obedience wh ich this vocabu
lary suggests is 01' a hearing that takes place under 
the authority or influence 01' the speaker, and that 
leads inlO compliance with his requests. 

For obedience to be due to a person, he mus!: (a) 
have a right to command, and (b) be able to make 
known his requirements. Man's duty to obey his 
Maker thus presupposes: (a) God's Lordship, and 
(b) his revelation. The OT habitually describes 
obedience to God as obeying (hearing) either his 
voice (accentuating (b» or his commandmen/s (as
suming (b), and accentuating (a» . Disobedience it 
describes as not hearing God's voice when he 
speaks (Ps. 8 1 :  1 1 ;  Je. 7 :24-28). 

According to Scripture, God demands that his 
revelation be taken as a rule for man's whole life. 
Thus obedience to God is a concept broad enough 
to include the wh oie 01' biblical religion and moral
ity. The Bible is insistent that isolated external acts 
01' homage to God cannot make up for a lack 01' 
consistent obedience in heart and conduct (I Sa. 
1 5 :22; cf Je. 7 :22f.) .  

The d isobedience 01'  Adam, the first representa
tive man, and the perfect obedience 01' the second, 
Jesus Christ, are decisive factors in the destiny 01' 
everyone. Adam's lapse from obedience plunged 

mankind into guilt, condemnation and death 
(Rom. 5: 1 9; I Cor. 1 5 :22). Christ's unfailing obedi
ence 'unto death' (Phi! .  2:8; cf Heb. 5 :8 ;  10 : 5- 1 0) 
won righteousness (acceptance with God) and life 
(fellowship with God) for all who believe on hirn 
(Rom. 5 : 1 5- 1 9) .  

In  God's promulgation 01' the old covenant the 
emphasis was on obedience as his requirement if 
his people were to enjoy his favour ( Ex.  1 9 :5, eIe ). 
In  his promise 01' the new covenant, however, the 
emphasis was on obedience as his gift to them, in 
order that they might enjoy his favour (Je. 31 :33; 
32 :40; cf Ezk. 36:26f.; 37:23-26). 

Faith in the gospel, and in Jesus Christ, is obedi
ence (Acts 6:7; Rom. 6 :  1 7; Heb. 5 :9; I Pet. 1 :22), 
for God commands i t  (cf Jn. 6:29; I Jn .  3 :23). Un
belief is disobedience ( Rom. 1 0: 1 6; 2 Thes. I :8; I 
Pet. 2:8; 3: I ;  4: 1 7) .  A l ife 01' obedience to God is 
the fruit 01' faith (cf wh at is said or Abraham, Gn.  
22: 1 8 ; Heb. 1 1  :8, 1 7ff.; Jas. 2 :2 1  ff.). 

Christian obedience means imitating God in 
holiness (I Pet. l :  1 5f.)  and Christ in humility and 
love (Jn. 1 3 : 1 41'. , 341'.; Phi! .  2 : 5ff.; Eph . 4 :32-5 :2). I t  
springs from gratitude for grace received (Rom 
1 2 :  I f.), not from the desire to gain merit and to 
justify oneself in God's sight. Indeed, law-keeping 
from the latter motive is not obedience to God, but 
its opposite (Rom. 9:3 1 - 1 0:3). 

Obedience to divinely-established authority in 
the family (Eph. 5:22; 6 :  I ff.; cf 2 Tim. 3 :2), in the 
church (Phi! .  2 :  1 2 ; Heb. 1 3 : 1 7), and in the state 
(Mt .  22:2 1 ;  Rom. 1 3 : l ff. ;  I Pet. 2 : 1 3ff.; Tit .  3: 1 ), is 
part 01' the Christian's obedience to God. When 
claims clash, however, he must be ready to dis
obey men in order not to disobey God (cf Acts 
5 :29). 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. W. Mundle, NIDNTT 2, pp. 
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ODED. 1 .  Father 01' Azariah the prophet (2 Ch. 
15:  I) in the reign 01' Asa. V. 8 has either included a 
marginal gloss or omitted 'Azariah the son 01" . 
2. A prophet 01' Samaria (2 Ch.  28:9- 1 5) who met 
the victorious army or the N kingdom returning 
with a number 01' enslaved captives rrom Judah. 
and remonstrated with them to return the slaves. 
His pleadings, joined by those 01' some Samaritan 
leaders, were successru!. M.A.M.  

OFFICERS. A term used 01' various subordinate 
officials whether civil, judicial or military. The 
status 01' these officers as assisting and recording 
on behalf 01' thei r superiors originally may imply 
the ability to write (Heb. sö/er; cf Akkad. sa/tim 
'to write'). The Egyptians used 'officers' to record 
the work 01' Hebrew slaves there (Ex. 5 :6, 14), a 
practicc attested in Egyp. records. Moses de
veloped this in his employment 01' such officers as 
clerks to assist hirn and • judges by recording legal 
decisions (Nu. 1 1 : 1 6) and this became the later 
custom (Dt .  1 6: 1 8 ; I Ch.  23:4; 2 Ch. 1 9:8; cf 
Josephus, Anl. 4. 2 1 4; EQ 28, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 149- 1 57). 
These men had responsibil it ies also relating to call
up for war-service (Dt. 20:5; Jos. I :  I 0) and as mili
tary aides (Jos. 3 :2). Their duties related them to 
the local governors and elders (Jos. 8 :33; 23:2; 
24: I ) . By the time 01' the Monarchy these were nu
merous ( 1 ,700) both in the Temple and civilian 
administration as weil as in royal service (I Ch. 
26:29; 27: I) and as such were c1early distinguished 



in the time of Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. 1 9: 1 1 ; 26: 1 1 ;  
34: 1 3) .  

Officers were sometimes 'princes' (sarim; Ezr. 
7:28) with military duties (2 Ch. 32:3; Ne. 2 :9) or 
were designated 'third man' or officer-in-charge of 
a • chariot crew (Ex. 1 4:7; 1 5 :4, sls; cf Assyr. salslI; 
1. Y. Kinnier Wilson, The Nimrud Wine Lists, 
1 972). 'Officer' is also sometimes used to translate 
'chief' (röS, räi]) as in Est. I :8; Je. 4 1 :  I ;  Ezk. 23: 1 5  
or even 'eunuch' (saris; 2 Ki .  24: 1 2) .  

An officer was an appointee (pqd) set to oversee 
all work on behalf of the king, whether in one 
region (Jdg. 9 :28; Is. 60: 1 7) or in a specific sphere 
( Ezk. 2 :3) .  The term is also used of subordinates 
within the Temple organization (2 Ch. 2 1 : 1 1 ;  Je. 
20: I )  including those on guard duties (2 Ki. 1 1 :  1 8). 
Sometimes the use of the Heb. term nsb stresses 
that the official owed his appointment to the king 
(I Ki.  4:5; 22:47; 2 Ch. 8 : 1 0) .  

In  the NT an officer may denote the 'prison 
guard' (Lk.  1 2 :58; cf Mt .  5 :25), the deputies 
(hyphetes, lit. 'under oarsmen') who acted for the 
chief priests and Sanhedrin as bailiffs (Jn .  7:32, 
45-46; cf v. 36; cf Acts 5:22, 26). Such officials 
served in Herod's court (Mk.  6:2 1 )  and Paul con
sidered hirnself in similar relationship to God ( I  
Cor. 4: 1 ) . D.J.W. 

OG (Heb. 'bg) .  An Amorite king of Bashan, 01' 
the giant race of Rephaim at the time of the Con
quest 01' Palestine (Nu. 21 :33; Jos. 1 3 :  1 2) .  His 
kingdom was a powerful one, having sixty cities 
'fortified with high walls, gates and bars' ( Dt .  3:4-
5), extending from Mt  Herrnon to the Jabbok. 
These included two royal cities, Ashtaroth and 
Edrei, at the latter of which the Israelites defeated 
and slew hirn. His territory was given to the half 
tribe 01' Manasseh (Dt. 3 :  1 3), which remained E of 
the Jordan. His defeat was one of the signal victor
ies of Israel (cf Jos. 9: I 0; Ne. 9:22; Pss. 1 35 :  1 1 ; 
1 36:20). 

His bed ( 'erd) was renowned as made of black 
basalt .  Some have conjectured that it was in reality 
a sarcophagus, although the word nowhere else 
bears this meaning; but many such sarcophagi have 
been found in the region. It appears to have fallen 
into the hands of the Ammonites and was kept in 
Rabbah (Dt. 3: 1 1 ). M.A.M.  

OlL 

OHOLIAB (AV AHOLlAB), a Danite, son of 
Ahisamach, specially gifted by God and appointed 
to assist • Bezalel in the design and construction 
of the tabernacle, its furniture and furnishings, and 
in teaching other craftsmen (Ex. 3 1  :6; 35 :34-35). 

D.W.G. 

OHOLIBAMAH, OHOLAH, OHOLIBAH. 
Oholibamah was an Edomite name used for both 
men and women. It was the name of • Esau's 
second wife, a Canaanite woman, daughter of 
Anah and mother of Jeush, Jalam and Korah (Gn. 
36: 1 -28). There was also an Edomite chief of this 
name (Gn. 36:4 1 ;  I Ch.  1 :52) wh ich means 'tent 01' 
the high place'. I n  Gn. 36:34 and I Ch. 1 :52 the 
name appears alongside Timnah and it is interest
ing to note that a tent shrine has been discovered at 
Timnah in the Negeb, the region of ancient Edom. 
The shrine is dated to the Midianite period and is a 
parallel to the desert • tabernacle. The name sug
gests that some early • 'high places' may have been 
lents (cf Ezk. 1 6 : 1 6) .  

Oholah and Oholibah (AV Aholah and Aholibah) 
are allegorical names given to the N and S kingdoms 
in Ezk. 23. Both names mean 'tent worshipper' and 
were inspired by the term Oholibamah. They imply 
criticism of Israel's unfaithfulness to God. The two 
kingdoms are portrayed as sisters married to Yah
weh but who have persisted in adultery by their 
entanglements with other nations. Oholibah is 
warned against following her sister's example and 
judgment is predicted. The sexuality of the imagery 
(cf Ezk. 1 6; Ho. 1 -3; Am. 5: 1 -2) is particularly 
appropriate as many of the neighbouring nations' 
religions involved fertility rites. J.T.W. 

OlL. Unless cosmetic ointments (Ru.  3:3; 2 Sa. 
14 :2 ;  Ps. 1 04: 1 5) or oil of myrrh (Est. 2 : 1 2) 
are indicated, all other biblical references to oil 
are to the expressed product of the • olive fruit .  
The abundance of olive-trees (Olea ellropaea) in 
ancient Palestine enabled a ftourishing trade in 
oil to be carried on with Tyre and Egypt. Solomon 
supplied large quant ities of oil to Hiram as 
part-payment for the construction of the Temple 
( I  Ki .  5 : 1 1 ; Ezk. 27: 1 7), while Egypt imported 
substantial quant ities of Palest inian oil (cf Ho. 

Reconstruction 0/ the MidiQ/lite tent-shrine discol'ered at Till7l1ah. This was probably sill7ilar ill concept to 
,he Hebrew rabemacle alld /lIrnishes archaeological el'idel1ce /or Oholibamah, 'tem 0/ the high place'. Mid
i 2 th cent. Be 
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1 2 : I ), because the Egyp. climate is not conducive 
to successful cultivation. 

As an important element of religious observ
ances, oil was prominent among the firstfruit offer
ings (Ex. 22:29) and was also an object of t ithing 
(Dt. 1 2 : 1 7). The meal-offerings were frequently 
mixed with oil (Lv. 8 :26; Nu. 7 :  1 9), while the sanc
tuary lamp (Ex. 25 :6) was replenished from a 
supply of freshly processed oil (Lv. 24:2). Oil was 
employed ceremonially at the consecration of 
priests (Ex. 29:2), at the purification of lepers (Lv. 
14 :  1 0-1 8), during the daily sacrifice (Ex. 29:40), 
and at the completion of the Nazirite's vow (Nu. 
6 :  1 5). But certain ceremonies were devoid of oil, 
such as the jealousy-offering (Nu. 5 :  1 5) and the 
sin-offering (Lv. 5: 1 1 ). 

Olive oil was widely employed in the preparation 
of food, replacing butter in cooking (I Ki. 1 7: 1 2-
1 6). An equally popular usage in the domestic 
sphere was that of a fuel for the smali lamps found 
in abundance from an early period in Palestine. 
Both portable and other types of lamps generally 
had an indentation in the brim into which the wick 
of flax ( Is. 42:3) or hemp was put . When the lamp 
was filled with olive oil the wick maintained a 
steady flame until the supply of fuel was depleted. 
When such lamps were being carried about it was 
customary in NT times for the bearer to attach a 
small container of olive oil to one finger by means 
of a string. Then if the lamp needed to be re
plenished at any time an adequate supply of oil 
was readily available (cf Mt.  25 : 1 - 1 3).  

Apart from the use of oil at the consecration of 
the priests (Ex. 29:2), i t  was an important ritual 
element in the ceremonial recognition of the kingly 
office (I Sa. 1 0: 1 ;  I Ki. 1 :39). 

As a medicine olive oil was used both internally 
and externally. Its soothing protective qualities 
made it a valuable remedy for gastric disorders, 
while its properties as a mild laxative were also 
recognized in antiqui ty. Externally it formed a 
popular unguent application for bruises and 
wounds (Is. 1 :6; Mk .  6 :  1 3 ; Lk. 1 0:34). 

In OT times olive oil was produced cither by 
means of a pestle and mortar (Ex. 27:20) or by 
grinding the olives in a stone press. Excavations at 
Taanach, Megiddo and Jerusalem have uncovered 
presses hewn out of the solid rock.  A large stone 
roller manipulated by two people crushed the 
olives to a pulp, which was then either trodden out 
(Dt. 33 :24) or subjected to further pressing. After 
impurities had been removed the oil was ready for 
use. The Garden of Gethsemane (ga{-semen, 'oil 
press') received its name from the stone presses set 
up to extract oil from the berries gathered on the 
Mount or Olives. 

Oil was commonly used for anointing the body 
after a bath (Ru. 3 :3 ;  2 Sa. 1 2 :20), or as part of 
some restive occasion (cf Ps. 23 :5). In ancient 
Egypt a servant generally anointed the head of 
each guest as he took his place at the feast. The 
anointing of the siek (Jas. 5 : 1 4) in NT times had 
become a quasi-sacramental rite. Josephus records 
as a peculiarity of the Essenes that they did not 
anoint themselves with oil, since they considered it 
'defiling' (Bf 2.  1 23). 

The presence of oil symbolized gladness (Is. 
61 :3) while its absence indicated sorrow or humili
ation (Joe! I :  I 0). Similarly oil was used as an image 
of comfort, spiritual nourishment, or prosperity 
(Dt.  33 :24; Jb. 29:6; Ps. 45:7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. N. and A. L. Moldenke, 

Plants o/ the Bible, 1 952, pp. 97f., I 58ff.; 1. F. Ross, 
IDB 3, pp. 592-593; 1. A. Balchin,  ISBE 3, pp. 
585-586. R . K . H .  

OINTMENT (Heb. mirqa�a{, semen; Gk. myron). 
Unguent preparations of various kinds were 
widely used throughout the whole of the ancient 
Near East. Their primary use was cosmetic in 
nature, and they probably originated in Egypt. 
Toilet boxes, of which alabaster ointment con
tainers formed a part, have been recovered in con
siderable numbers from Palestinian sites. 

The Egyptians apparently found that the appli
cation of unguents was soothing and refreshing. It 
was their custom at feasts to place small cones of 
perfumed ointment upon the foreheads of guests. 
Rodily hcat gradually melted the ointment, which 
trickled down the face on to the clothing, pro
ducing a pleasant perfume. This practice was ad
opted by the Semites (Ps. 1 33 : 2), and continued 
into NT times (Mt .  6: 1 7 ; Lk.  7:46) . 

Other ancient peoples followed the Egyptians in 
using ointments to reduce chafing and irritation 
caused by the heat. In localities where water was 
frequently at a premium, aromatic unguents were 
employed to mask the odour of perspiration. At 
other times they were used along with cosmetics in 
personal toilet procedures. Ointments were com
pounded either by apothecaries (2 eh. 1 6 :  1 4), per
fumers (Ex. 30:35), priests or by private individuals, 
using a wide variety of aromatic substances. 

The holy anointing oil (Ex. 30:23-25) prescribed 
for use in tabernacle rituals was required to be 
compounded according to the art of the perfumer. 
It consisted of olive oil, myrrh, cinnamon, calamus 
and cassia, the solid ingredients probably being 
pulverized and boiled in the olive oil  (cf Jb. 41 :3 1 ) . 
The manufacture of this preparation by unauthor
ized persons was strictly prohibited (Ex. 30:37-38). 
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According to Pliny, unguents were preserved 
most successfully in alabaster containers. Under 
such conditions they improved with age, and 
became very valuable after a number of years. 
Thus the alabaster flask of ointment mentioned in 
the Gospels (Mt .  26:7; Mk .  14 :3 ;  Lk. 7 :37) was a 
very costly one containing spikenard (Nardo
stachys jatamanst). This herb, related to valerian, 
was imported from N India and used widely by 
Hebrews and Romans alike in the anointing of the 
dead. The qual ifying adjective pistike in Mk. 14 :3  
and Jn .  1 2 :3  may perhaps mean either 'liquid' or 
'genuine'. 

Ointments were employed in a quasi
sacramental sense when new kings were con
secrated for their office. Thus Samuel anointed 
Saul ( I  Sa. 1 0: 1 ) , Elijah anointed Jehu (2 Ki .  9:3), 
and Jehoiada anointed Joash (2 Ki .  1 1 :  1 2). Pales
tinian shepherds compounded an ointment of 
olive oil which they rubbed on to the bruised faces 
of sheep (cf Ps. 23:5) .  In NT times the sick were 
often anointed during a religious rite (Jas. 5 : 1 4) .  
Unguents perfumed with myrrh were used to 
anoint the dead (Lk.  23:56; Mk.  1 4:8). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. N. and A.  L. Moldenke, 
Plants o/ the Bible, 1 952, pp. 148f. ;  R. K.  Harrison, 
Healing Herbs o/ the Bible, 1 966, pp. 49-54. 

R . K . H .  

OLIVE (Heb. zayi{; Gk. elaia). One of the most 
valuable • trees of the ancient Hebrews, the olive 



is first mentioned in Gn. 8: 1 1 , when the dove 
returned to the ark with an ol ive branch. When 
the Israelites took possession of Canaan it was a 
conspicuous feature of the Rora (cf Ot. 6: 1 1 ) . At 
a later time the ol ive was esteemed with the vi ne 
as a profitable source of revenue ( I  Sa. 8 :  14; 2 Ki .  
5 26). 

Although the botanical name 01' the olive is Olea 
europaea, the tree is thought to be a native of W 
Asia, being introduced subsequently into the Med
iterranean region.  Oriental peoples regarded the 
olive as a symbol of beauty, strength, divine bless
ing and prosperity. In harmony with the Noahic 
tradition, the olive and the dove have been vener
ated ever since as symbols of friendship and of 
peace (cf Ps. 52:8) .  

In many parts of Palestine the olive, of which 
there are many varieties in the Near East, is still 
very often the only tree of any size in the immedi
ate locality. The cult ivated olive grows to about 6 m 
in height, with a contorted trunk and numerous 
branches. The tree develops slowly, but often at
tains an age of several centuries if left undisturbed. 
If cut down, new shoots spring up from the root, 
so that as many as five new trunks could thus come 
into being. M oribund olives usually sprout in this 
manner also (cf Ps. 1 28:3). Olive groves were chief
Iy valued for their potential • oil resources, al
though they were also highly esteemed as a shelter 
from the burning sun and as a place where one 
could meditate (Lk.  22 :39). 

In  antiquity ol ive-trees were distributed pro
fusely across Palestine. The groves on the edge 01' 
the Phoenician plain were particularly impressive, 
as were those in the plain of Esdraelon and the 
valley of Shechem. Bethlehem, Hebron, Gilead, 
Lachish and Bashan were all renowned in Bible 
times for their wealth of olive groves. 

The berries borne by the olive ripened in the 
early autumn, and were harvested towards the end 
of November. The primitive and rather injurious 
method of gathering the olive berries described in 
Ot. 24:20, whereby the trees were either shaken or 
beaten with poles, is still widely employed. In 
antiquity a few berries were left on the tree or on 
the ground beneath it for the benefit of the poor. 
The olive harvest was normally transported to the 
presses in baskets on the backs of donkeys. The 
oil was usually extracted from the berries by pla
cing them in a shallow rock cistern and crushing 
them with a large upright mil lstone. Occasionally 
the berries were pounded by the feet of the har
vesters (Ot. 33 :24; Mi .  6 :  1 5) ,  but this was a rather 
inefficient procedure. After being allowed to stand 
for a time the oil separated itself from foreign 
matter, and was then stored in jars or rock 
cisterns. 

The cherubim of the Solomonie Temple were 
fashioned from olive wood ( I  Ki .  6:23), and since 
they were some 4·5 m high with the same wing
spread, it  has been conjectured that they were 
composed of several piece:s of wood joined to
gether. While olive-wood is, still used in Palest ine 
for fine cabinet-work, the slnort gnarled trunks do 
not provide very lengthy pieces of timber. After it  
has been seasoned for a number of years the rich 
amber-grained wood can be polished to a high 
gloss. 

So prolific a tree as the olive was naturally 
turned to a wide variety of usages. It was deemed 
worthy of being called the king of the trees (Jdg. 
9:8), and at coronations its oil was employed as an 

OLIVES, MOUNT OF 

emblem 01' sovereignty. Olive boughs were used to 
construct booths du ring the Feast 01' Tabernacles 
(Ne. 8: 1 5) .  Fresh or pickled olives eaten with bread 
formed an important part 01' ancient Palestin ian 
diet. The oil constituted the base 01' many unguent 
preparations, and was also used as a dressing for 
the hair. In addition it did duty as a fuel (Mt .  25 :3), 
a medicine (Lk.  10 :34; Jas. 5 : 14) and a food (2 Ch.  
2 : 1 0) .  

The ol ive-tree enjoyed wide symbolic usage 
among the Hebrews. The virility and fruitfulness 
of the tree suggested the ideal righteous man (Ps. 
52:8; Ho. 1 4 :6), whose offspring was described as 
'ol ive branches' (Ps. 1 28:3). An allusion to the fa
cility with which the olive sometimes sheds its blos
soms is found in Jb. 1 5 :33, where Eliphaz states 
that the wicked will 'cast off his blossom, like the 
olive-tree.' In Zc. 4:3 the two olive-trees were em
blems of fruitfulness, indicating the abundance 
with which God had provided for human needs. 

The olive mentioned in Is. 4 1 : 1 9  (Heb. 'e� sämen; 
AV 'oil-tree') has been equated with the botanically 
unrelated Elaeagnlls anglIstifolia, wh ich yields an 
inferior oil; but the context favours the true olive. 

The fruit of the olive in its wild state is small and 
worthless. To become prolific the olive must be 
grafted, a process by which good stock is made to 
grow upon the wild shrub. Paul uses this fact as a 
powerful allegory (Rom. 1 1 : 1 7) in showing how the 
Gentiles are under obligation to the true I srael, in
dicating that it  is contrary to nature for the wild 
olive slip to be grafted on to good stock. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M. Ramsay, Pal/line and 
Other StIldies, 1 906, pp. 2 1 9ff.; H .  N. and A .  L .  
Moldenke, Plants 0/ the Bible, 1 952, pp. 1 57- 1 60; 
F. N. Hepper, JEBP, pp. 1 03- 1 09; A. Goor and M .  
Nurock, The Fruits 0/ the Hol)' Land, 1 968, pp. 89-
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1 20. R.K.H. 
F .N.H. 

OLIVES, MOUNT OF. Olivet, or the M ount of 
Olives, is a sm all range of four summits, the high
est being 830 m, which overlooks Jerusalem and 
the Temple Mount from the E ac ross the Kidron 
Valley and the Pool of Siloam. Thickly wooded in 
Jesus' day, rich in the olives which occasioned its 
name, the mount was denuded of trees in the time 
of Titus. All the ground is holy, for Christ un
questionably walked there, though particularized 
si tes, with their commemorative churches, may be 
questioned. From the traditional place of Jesus' 
baptism, on Jordan's bank, rar below sea level, 
Olivet's distant summit 1 ,200 m higher, a tradi
tional si te of the ascension, is c1early visible, for 
Palestine is a small iand of long perspectives. 

The OT references to Olivet at 2 Sa. 1 5 :30; Ne. 
8: 1 5; Ezk. I I  :23 are slight. I Ki. 1 1 : 7  and 2 Ki .  
23: 13  refer to Solomon's idolatry, the  erection 01' 
high pi aces to Chemosh and Molech, which prob
ably caused one summit to be dubbed the Mount 
of Offence. In the eschatological future the Lord 
will part the Mount in two as he stands on it (Zc. 
1 4:4). 

Jews resident in Jerusalem used to announce the 
new moon to their compatriots in Babylonia by a 
chain of beacons starting on Olivet, each signalling 
the lighting of the next. But since Samaritans lit 
false Rares, eventually human messengers had to 
replace the old beacons. G. H. Dalman considers 
the M ishnaic claim that this beacon service 
stretched as far afield as Mesopotamia perfectly 
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feasible (Sacred Sires and Ways, 1 935 ,  p. 263, n. 7). 
The Mount has cJose connections with the red 
heifer (* CLEAN AND UNCLEAN) and its ashes 01' 
purification (Nu. 1 9 ;  Parah 3. 6-7, 1 1 ), as with 
other ceremonies of levit ical Judaism. According 
to one legend, the dove sent forth from the ark by 
Noah plucked her leaf from Olivet (Gn. 8:  1 1 ;  M id
rash Genesis Rabba 33. 6). Some believed that the 
faithful Jewish dead must be resurrected in [srael, 
that those who died abroad would eventually be 
rolled back through underground cavities 
(Keruborh I I I  a), emerging at the sundered Mount 
of Olives (H. Loewe and C. G. Montefiore, A Rab
binic Anrhology, 1 938, pp. 660ff.) .  When the Sheki
nah, or radiance 01' God's presence, departed from 
the Temple through sin, it was said to linger for 
3 V, years on Olivet, vainly awaiting repent
ance (Lamenrarions Rabba, Proem 25; cf Ezk. 
1 0: 1 8) .  Thc name 'Mountain of Three Lights' 
comes from the glow 01' the flaming Temple altar 
reflected on the hi l lside by night, the first beams 01' 
sunrise gilding the summit, and the oil from the 
olives which fed the Temple lamps. 

Near the Church of All Nations, at the base 01' 
Olivet, are some venerable olive-trees, not demon
strably 2,000 years old . This is the area 01' Gethse
mane, and the precise spot 01' the Agony, though 
undetermined, is cJose by. Half-way up the hili is 
the Church of Dominus Flevit. But why should 
our Lord weep there, half-way down? HDB co
gently argues that he really approached Jerusalem 
by Bethany, round the S shoulder 01' Olivet, weep
ing when the city suddenly burst into view. A suc
cession of churches of the ascension have lang 
crowned the reputed summit 01' our Lord's as
sumption, and his supposed footprints are care
fully preserved there as a tangible fulfilment of Zc. 
1 4 :4. Yet Luke's Gospel favours the Bethany area 
as the real scene of the Ascension. The visitor to 
Palestine learns the futility 01' pondering insol-
ubles. R .A.S. 

OLIVET DISCOURSE. Sometimes known as the 
Synoptic Apocalypse, this is the last major dis
course 01' Jesus recorded by Matthew, Mark and 
Luke (Mt .  24:3-25:46; Mk. 1 3 :3-37; Lk. 2 1 : 5-36), 
and is the longest and most important section 01' 
teaching about the future in the Synoptics. The 
core is similar in each Gospel, but Matthew has thc 
fullest form, adding at the end some parables and 
other teaching about the comingjudgment. (Refer
ences in this articJe will be to Mark's version, 
unless otherwise stated .) 

I.  Structure 
The discourse is introduced by the disciples asking 
about (a) when Jesus' prediction of the destruction 
of the Temple will be fulfilled; (b) 'when these 
things are all to be accomplished' (v. 4). The word
ing in Matthew and the subsequent context in 
Mark suggest that 'all these things' incJude the end 
01' the age and Jesus' second coming. 

Jesus replies: I .  00 not be misled by the appear
ance of false Christs, wars, earthquakes and farn
ines: these are the beginning of sufferings, not an 
indication of the end (vv. 5-8). 2. Be ready to 
end ure bitter persecution as you witness to me (vv. 
9-1 3) .  3. There will be a period of great distress 
when the 'desolating sacrilege' is set up (vv. 1 4-20). 
4. 00 not be mi sied by the activities of false 
Christs (vv. 2 1 -23). 5. In those days after the 
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distress the heavenly bodies will be shakcn, and 
you will see the Son 01' man coming in power and 
gathering his elect (vv. 24-27). 6. 'These things' 
are signs 01' the Lord's nearness and will happen in 
this generation (vv. 28-3 1 ) . 7 .  'That day and hour' 
are unknown; so keep awake (vv. 32-37). 

I I .  Problems of interpretation 
The following are some 01' the most important 
points 01' interpretation on which therc is dispute. 

a. PartiClilar exegerical problems 
I .  The phrase 'desolating sacrilege' (v. 1 4),  one 01' 
the many OT allusions in the discourse, echoes On. 
1 1 :3 1 ;  1 2 : 1  I .  [n  Daniel the primary refcrence is to 
the setting up 01' a pagan altar in the Jerusalem 
Temple in 1 68 BC by *Antiochus Epiphanes; but 
the intended meaning in the Synoptic Apocalypse 
is difficult to determine. The injunction 'let the 
reader understand' (probably to be taken as ad
dressed to the reader 01' the Gospel, or possibly to 
the reader of Daniel) suggests that the phrase is 
deliberately cryptic. Some modern scholars associ
ate it with the abortive attempt 01' the Roman ern
peror Gaius to have his statue set up in the Temple 
in AD 40. They argue that the prophecy derives 
from that time (so not from Jesus), and that it was 
unfulfilled . Others take the phrase to refer to the 
still future appearance of the * Antichrist in the last 
day, pointing to the similar description of the 'Iaw
less one' in 2 Thes. 2. Others again see the fulfil
ment of the prophecy in the events leading up to 
the fall  of Jerusalem in AD 70, a view apparently 
supported by Luke's slightly different version in 
21 :20. This last view seems the simplest, though it 
is possible to maintain that the prophecy has a 
double reference, both to the period 01' the Roman 
attack on Jerusalem in AD 66-70 and to the last 
days. 

2. The reference in vv. 24-27 to the disturbances 
in the heavens and to the coming of the Son 01' 
man has been taken in at least two different ways. 
Some scholars argue that it is figurative language 
taken from the OT with a historical reference to 
the fall of Jerusalem: the coming of the Son of 
man is a coming in victory, not his return to earth, 
and the gathering of the elect by God's 'messen
gers' is the missionary outreach of the church. The 
more usual view is that the verses refer to thc 
second coming, and this is supported by other 
similarly worded passages in the NT which un
doubtedly refer to the parousia (e.g Mt.  1 3 :4 I ff. ; 
I Thes. 4: 1 4ff.) . 

3. The assertion 'this generation will not pass 
away before all these things take place' (v. 30) 
raises particularly difficult questions. Does it 
mean that the coming 01' the Son 01' man and 
everything else described in the discourse will take 
place within the l ifetime 01' Jesus' contemporaries? 
11' so-and if the coming referred to is the seond 
coming (see point 2 above)-then this is evidently 
a mistaken prediction. Some scholars accept it as 
such and maintain that the error was a reflection 
01' Jesus' humanity. Many others have been 
unhappy about this view and have looked for 
alternative explanations. Some argue that the say
ing was not Jesus' at all but the teaching of the 
early church; this explanation probably creates as 
many difficulties as it solves. Others suggest that 
the word genea does not here mean 'generation' 
(so RSV and other versions) but 'race' or 'kind of 
people'. These proposed alternatives do not fit 



weil into the eontext .  A more satisfaetory explan
ation based on the text is that ' these things' in v. 
29 are the signs of the end, not the end i tself; so 
'all these things' in v. 30 may aiso be taken as a 
referenee 10 the signs 01' the end. This view ean 
claim support from v. 32; ahhough this verse may 
simply be saying that Jesus is ignorant 01' the pre
eise moment in 'this generation' when the Son of 
man will return, i t  may aiso be taken as a general 
disavowal of knowledge 01' the timing 01' 'that 
day' (= the last day in biblical terminology).Thus 
Jesus does know that the signs will take plaee 
within a generation, but he does not know when 
the end itself will come. 

Even on this view the strong impression is still 
that the coming is near. Perhaps the best explan
ation of this strong sense 01' imminenee, whieh 
pervades the whole NT, is to say that i t  is a theo
logieal awareness 01' the faet that, onee Jesus has 
eome, the parousia is near in God's plan , rather 
than a particular chronologieal convietion . The 
end began in Jesus, and ever afterwards we live in 
eager antieipation 01' the consummation. 

b. More general quest ions 
I. Many seholars have doubts about aseribing 
some or all 01' the diseourse to Jesus. Many have 
feit, e.g. , that the apoealyptic teaching in the dis
course is unlike Jesus' teaching elsewhere in the 
Gospels. T. Colani's famous Little Apocalypse 
Theory, propounded in 1 864 and taken up with 
modification by many since, was that vv. 5-3 1 were 
a Jewish-Christian apocalyptic tract incorporated 
into the Gospel by t he Evangelist. This theory was 
founded on a mistaken view 01' Jesus as one who 
taught eternal ethical truths and not an eschato
logical gospel .  But although scholars today reject 
Colani's view 01' Jesus, some still argue that the 
teaching on signs contradicts Jesus' teaching else
where on the unexpectedness 01' the parousia (e.g. 
Lk. 1 7 :20ff.). This view fails to take seriously the 
fact that in biblical apocalyptic teaching about 
suddenness and signs is regularly found together. 
Other objections to regarding the teaching as de
riving from Jesus, e.g. that the OT quotations are 
based on the LXX and not on the Hebrew text, are 
equally indecisive. 

2. There are imponant literary critical questions 
about the discourse. The differcnccs bctween the 
Gospels force the critic to  try to explain the rela
tionship between the accounts; many scholars 
argue that two or more 01' the Evangelists had in
dependent accounts 01' this discourse, and not 
simply that Matthew and Luke used Mark. Many 
also believe that one or more 01' the Evangeiists has 
included in his version material that originally 
belonged in a different context ;  thus Matthew 
is thought to have imported 'Q' matcrial into 
his account. 

3. More imponant than the simply literary ques
t ions are questions about the theological teaching 
01' the discourse in the t hree Gospels. One debated 
question is whether the prime intention is to give 
apocalyptic teaching about t he signs 01' the end, or 
to exhort hearers and readers. The probability is 
that both purposes are present: Jesus taught his 
disciples that the rule (or • kingdom) 01' God had 
come with his ministry, but that it would be fully 
established in the future. Here he does give infor
mation about what will occur berore the end, but 
his purpose is not so that anyone may draw up a 
t imetable or ruture cvents but to prepare people 
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practically lor the future; thus the note 01' exhort
ation is very strong. Jesus' disciples are (a) not to 
get excited by false teachers and rumours belore 
the end; (b) to endure hardship until the end; (c) to 
be awake tor the return of Christ. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. R.  Beasley-Murray, Jesus 
and the Future, 1 954; commentaries on Mark by 
C. E .  B. Cranfield, 1 959, and W. Lane, NIe, 1 974; 
D. Ford, The Abomination 01 Desolation in Biblical 
Eschatology, 1 979; D. Wenharn, The Rediscovery 01 
Jesus ' Eschatological Discourse, 1 984; T. 1. Ged
dert, Watchwords: Mark 13 in Biblical Eschatology, 
1 989. D.W. 

OLYMPAS. An otherwise unknown but influential 
Christian greeted by Paul in Rom. 1 6: 1 5 . As the 
name, probably an abbreviation 01' Olympiodorus, 
was common throughout t he empire, its presence 
in this verse throws no light on the problem 01' the 
destination 01' Rom. 1 6. R.Y.G.T. 

OMRI (Heb. ·omri) . I. An officer from I ssachar 
during David's reign ( I  Ch. 27: 1 8) .  2. Sixth king or 
the N kingdom 01' Israel and rounder or a new 
dynasty after the death 01' • Elah. During the 
period 01' anarchy following the death 01' 
• Baashah, the army, besieging Gibbethon, pro
claimed their leader Omri as king upon hearing 01' 
the coup by Zimri (e. 885 BC; I Ki. 1 6 : 1 5- 1 7). He 
thereupon marched to the capital, • Tirzah, and 
besieged the town until Zimri committed suicide (v. 
1 8) .  Tibni, another claimant to the throne, resisted 
Omri for 4 years but was finally dereated. Omri 
then reigned ror 7 years, rrom the 3 1  st to the 38th 
year or • Asa (vv. 23,  29), a total or 12 years (v. 23). 

Aram, which under • Ben-hadad I had been 
strong enough to annex part or Israel during Baa
sha's reign, still threatened Omri (cf I Ki. 20:34). 
He allied himselr with Ethbaal, king or Sidon, by 
taking his daughter • Jezebel for • Ahab, his son 
( 1 6: 3 1 ), thus averting some 01' the danger. He was 
strong enough to make Moab his vassal, as re
corded by Mesha in the • Moabite stone ( 1 1  :4-5) 
(ANET, p. 320; DOTT, p. 1 96; cf 2 Ki .  3:4). 

Omri is also remembered for his building activ
ities. The most important 01' these was the new [s
raelite capital at • Samaria on a site purchased 
from Shemer, its previous owner (I Ki. 1 6 :24). The 
city had an excellent strategic position, and served 
as capital until the fall or Israel in 722 BC. Archaeo
logical excavations at Megiddo and Hazor have 
also revealed buildings attributed to hirn. 

Details 01' Omri's reign are sparse, but Assyrian 
sourees show that until the reign or • Sargon " ,  
Israel was also known a s  mätlbft lfumri, 'the landl 
house or Omri' (ANET, pp. 28 1 -285). Because he 
condoned pagan worship he was remembered as a 
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bad king ( I  Ki. 1 6 :25-26). D.W.B.  

ON, I .  A vcnerable city, Egyp. 'Iwnw ('city 01' the 
pillar'), Gk. Heliopolis, now represented by scat
tered or buried remains at Tell l;Ii�n and Ma\ari
yeh, 16 km N E  01' Cairo. From antiquity it was the 
great centre 01' Egyp. sun-worship, where the solar 
deities Re' and Atum were especially honoured, 
and the horne or one 01' Egypt's several theological 
'systems'. The pharaohs embellished the temple 01' 
Re' with many obelisks-tall, tapering, monolithic 
shafts or square or rectangular section, each 
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The dynasty 01 Omri. king 01 Israel (c. 885-874 BC) (see p. 847). 

ending at the top in a pyramidally shaped point; 
such a 'pyramidion' represented the benben or 
sacred stone of Re', as first to catch the rays of the 
rising sun. Each pharaoh from the 5th Dynasty 
onward (25th century BC) was styled 'son of Re' " 
and the priestly corporations of On/Heliopolis 
were equalled in  wealth only by that of the god 
Ptah of Memphis and exceeded only by that of the 
god Amün of Thebes, during c. 1 600- 1 1 00 BC. 

The prominence of On is reflected in Gn. 4 1 :45, 
50; 46:20, where Joseph as Pharaoh's new chief 
minister is married to Asenath, daughter of 
• Potiphera, 'priest of On'. This title might mean 
that Potiphera was high priest there. His name, 
very fittingly, is compounded with that of the sun
god Re'. Cf A. Rowe, PEQ 94, 1 962, pp. 1 33-142. 

On next recurs in Heb. history under the ap
propriate pseudonym Beth-shemesh, 'House of 
the Sun', when Jeremiah (43 : 1 3) threatens that 
Nebuchadrezzar will smash 'the pillars of Beth
shemesh', i. e. the obelisks of On/Heliopolis. 
Whether Isaiah's 'city of the sun' ( 1 9: 1 8) is On is 
less dear. Aven (Heb. 'awen) of Ezk. 30: 1 7  is a 
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variant pointing of 'on, 'On', perhaps as a pun on 
'awen, 'trouble, wickedness', in Ezekiel's judgment 
on Egypt's cities. 

2. On, son of Peleth ,  a Reubenite chief, rebelIed 
with Korah against Moses in the wilderness (Nu. 
1 6 : 1 ). K .A .K .  

ONAN (Heb 'önän, 'vigorous'). The second son of  
Judah (Gn .  38:4; 46 :  1 2; Nu. 26 :  1 9; I Ch 2 :3 ) .  On 
the death of his eider brother Er, Onan was com
manded by Judah to contract a levirate marriage 
with Tamar, Er's widow. Onan, unwilling to follow 
this traditional practice, took steps to avoid a full 
consummation of the union, thus displeasing the 
Lord, who slew him (Gn. 38 :8- 1 0). Judah evidently 
attached some blame for his sons' deaths to Tamar 
herself (v. 1 1 ). For levirate marriage see • M AR-
RIAGE, IV. J .D.D.  

ONESIMUS, A runaway slave belonging to 
Philemon, an influential Christian at Colossae. He 



made the acquaintance of Paul, while the latter 
was a prisoner, either at Rome or Ephesus (accord
ing to the view which is taken of the provenance of 
Colossians). He was converted by the apostle 
(Phm. 1 0), and became a trustworthy and dear 
brother (Co\ . 4:9) .  His name, which means 'useful', 
was a common name for slaves, though not con
fined to them; and he Iived up to it by making 
hirnself so helpful to Paul that the latter would 
have l iked to have kept hirn to look after hirn as, 
Pauls feels, Philemon would have wished (Phm. 
1 3) .  But the apostle feit constrained to do nothing 
without Philemon's willing consent; so he returned 
the slave to his former owner, with a covering 
note-the canonical • Philemon. In this the apostle 
plays on the slave's name by describing hirn 
as 'once so l ittle use to you, but now useful in
deed, both to you and me'; and hints, tactfully but 
clearly, that he expects Philemon to take Onesimus 
'back for good, no longer as a slave, but as more 
than a slave-as a dear brot her, very dear indeed to 
me and how much dearer to you, both as man and 
as Christian' ( Phm. 1 5- 1 6, NEB) . Nevertheless, Paul 
admits that sending hirn back is like being deprived 
of a part of hirnself (Phm. 1 2) .  

The mention of Onesimus is  one of the links 
which bind together Colossians and Philemon, and 
shows that they were sent from the same place at 
the same time. Some scholars believe that the On es
imus known to Ignatius and described by hirn in 
his Epistle to the Ephesians as 'a man of inexpress
ible love and your bishop' was none other than the 
runaway slave. This hypo thesis, though not impos
sible, would seem improbable on chronological 
considerations. It is urged in its support that it 
supplies a reason why Philemon was preserved as a 
canonical book .  On the other hand, its close con
nection with Colossians, and its importance for the 
light it throws on the Christian treatment of slaves, 
would seem to provide adequate reasons for its 
canonicity. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Onesimus' later career has been 
made the subject of an elaborate theory by E. 1. 
Goodspeed, INT, 1 937, pp. 1 09- 1 24, and 1. Knox, 
Philemon among the Leiters 01 Paul' ,  1 959. For a 
criticism (with bibliography), see R. P. Martin, 
Colossians and Philemon. NCB2, 1 982, introduc
tion. See also R. P. Martin, Ephesialls. Colossians 
and Philemon, Interpretation, 1 992; S. S. Bartchy, 
ABD 5, pp. 305-3 1 0. R. V.G.T.  

R .P .M . 

ONESIPHORUS. In the Second Epistle to Tim
othy, written by Paul to Timothy at Ephesus, the 
apostle sends greetings to the household of 
Onesiphorus (4: 1 9), and prays that the Lord's 
mercy may rest upon it ,  and that Onesiphorus 
hirnself may find mercy from the Lord on the 
great day of judgment. This true Christian friend 
had often brought relief to the apostle in his 
troubles, and had taken pains to search out and 
find hirn in Rome, where Paul was now in prison. 
His conduct in this respect , Paul notices, stood 
out in marked contrast to other Asian Christians 
who had deserted Paul in his hour of need. Like 
Onesimus, Onesiphorus had lived up to his name, 
which means 'profit-bringer'. The apostle 
reminds Timothy that he knew better than Paul 
hirnself about the many services rendered by 
Onesiphorus to the Christians who lived at Ephe
sus ( I : I 6-1 8). 
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BtBLIOGRAPHY. E. E.  Ellis, NTS 1 7, 1 970-7 1 ,  pp. 
437-452, 'Paul and his Co-Workers'; and for the 
view that Onesiphorus played a significant role re
garding the collection in Galatia, and that the set
ting of 2 Tim. 1 : 1 6- 1 8  is Pisidian Antioch, not 
Rome, see F. 1. Badcock, The Pauline Epistles, 
1 937, especially pp. 1 50-1 58 .  

Problems to do with Paul's remembrance of 
Onesiphorus, who may or may not have been de
ceased when 2 Tim. I :  1 8  was written, are con
sidered by D. Guthrie (TNTC, 1 957) and 1. N. D. 
Kelly (Harper-Black, 1 963) ad loc. R. V.G.T.  

R . P.M.  

ONO. A town first mentioned in the l ists of 
Thothmes I I I  ( 1 490-1 436 BC) . The Benjaminites 
rebuilt i t  after the conquest of Canaan ( I  Ch. 8 : 1 2) 
and reoccupied it after the Exile (Ne. 1 1  : 3 1 -35). 
Identified with Kafr 'Ana, i t  lay near Lydda. The 
area was called the Plain of Ono (Ne. 6:2). 

D.F.P.  

ONYCHA. Pungent component of holy incense 
made by Moses at God's command, by burning 
claw-shaped valves closing shell apertures of cer
tain molluscs-Heb. 5'�ele!, Ex. 30:34 only. This is 
the Gk.  accusative of onyx, meaning talon, claw, 
anything so shaped, the precious stone. The ac
cusative form, misunderstood as nominative in 
Vulg., passed into EVV usage, thus conveniently dis
tinguishing the specialized meaning in Ex. 30:34. 

R.A.S. 

OPHIR (Heb. 'ößir, Gn. 1 0:29; 'ößir, I Ki .  1 0: 1 1 ) . 
I .  The name of the son of Yoqtän in the genealogy 
of Shem (Gn. 1 0:29 = I Ch. 1 :23). This tribe is 
known from pre-islamic inscriptions (G. Ryckmans, 
Les noms propres sud-semitiques, 1 934, pp. 298, 
339f.). Their area lies between Saba in the Yemen 
and l:Iawilah (l:Iawlän) as described in Gn. 1 0:29. 
Islamic tradition equates Yoqtän with Qa\:ltän, a 
son of fshmael and 'father of all Arabs'. 

2. The country from which fine gold was im
ported to Judah (2 Ch. 8: 1 8 ; Jb. 22:24; 28: 1 6; Ps. 
45:9; Is. 1 3 : 1 2),  sometimes in large quantities ( I  
Ch. 29:4), and with valuable almug(sandal?)-wood 
( I  Ki. 1 0: 1 1 ), silver, ivories, apes and peacocks ( I  
Ki. 10:22), and precious stones ( 2  Ch. 9 :  I 0). I t  was 
reached by Solomon's fleet from Ezion-geber on 
the Gulf of Aqabah ( I  Ki .  9:28) employing 'ships 
of Tarshish', which might be • ships normally used 
for carrying ore ( I  Ki. 22:48). These voyages took 
'three years', that is perhaps one entire year and 
parts of two others. The trade was sufficiently weil 
known for Ophir to be synonymous with the fine 
gold wh ich was its principal product (Jb. 22:24). I n  
Is. 1 3 :  1 2  Ophir i s  paralleled with 'öqir, ' I  will make 
precious' (HUCA 1 2- 1 3 ,  1 937-8, p. 6 1 ) . A con
firmation of this trade is found in an ostracon, 
found at Tell Qasileh NE of Tel Aviv in 1 946, in
scribed zhb 'Pr Ibyt !lrn 5=, 'gold from Ophir for 
Beth Horon 30 shekels' (lNES 1 0, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 265-
267). 

Various theories have been put forward for the 
site of Ophir. 

a. S Arabia (as in I above). R. North links 
(S)öpha(i)r(a) ( = Ophir) with Parvaim (= Farwa) 
in Yemen as the source of Sheba gold (cf Ps. 72: 1 5 ;  
Is. 60:6). 
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b. SE Arabia: Oman. These are not far from 
Ezion-geber, and it is necessary to ass urne both that 
the 3-year voyage included laying up during the hot 
summer and that some commodities (e.g. apes) not 
commonly found in S Arabia were brought to 
Ophir as an entrepöt from more distant pi aces. 

c. E African coast: Somalia, i. e. the Egyp. Punt, 
a source of the frankincense and myrrh and those 
items described as from Ophir (W F. Albright, 
Arehaeology and the Religion 01 Israel, 1 953, pp. 
1 33- 1 35, 2 1 2; van Beek, JA OS 78, 1 958, p. 146). 

d. (S)upära, 75 km N of Bombay, I ndia. Josephus 
(Ant. 8. 1 64), LXX and Vulg. (Jb. 28: 1 6) interpreted 
Ophir as India. In favour of this interpretation 
are the facts that all the commodities named are 
familiar in ancient I ndia, and i t  is known that 
from the 2nd millennium BC there was a Iively sea
trade between the Persian Gulf and I ndia. 

e. Other, more doubtful, suggestions include 
Apir, Baluchistan (possibly ancient Meluhha, cf 
BSOAS 36, 1 973, pp. 5 54-587) and Zimbabwe, 
S Rhodesia. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Y. Christides, RB 77, 1 970, pp. 
240-247; R. North, Fourth World Congress 01 
Jewish Studies, Papers, I ,  1 967, pp. 1 97-202. 

D.J.W. 

OPHRAH. (Heb. ·opräh). I. A town in Benjamin 
(Jos. 1 8 :23;  I Sa. 1 3 : 1 7, called Ephron (Q're' 
'epraim); 2 Ch.  1 3 : 1 9);  modern et-Tayibeh, on a 
commanding height 9 km N 01' Michmash. Arabs 
orten substituted tayibeh ('fortunate') where a 
place-name 'olra persisted in the Middle Ages, as it 
suggested black magic (Abei, JPOS 1 7, 1 937, p. 
38). It is doubtful whether 'opräh developed into 
Ephraim (= Heb. 'epraim) of Jn. 1 1  :54; see K.-D. 
Schunck, VT 1 1 ,  1 9 6 1 ,  pp. 1 88-200, and 1. Heller, 
VT 1 2, 1 962, pp. 339ff. 

2. Ophrah of Abiezer in Manasseh, Gideon's 
horne, where his altar of Jehovah-shalom (Jdg. 
6 :24, AV) was shown in later times. Possible sites 
are: (a) Fer'ata, W 01' Mt Gerizim (Conder), near 
Shechem but rather remote from the area 01' con
flict, and probably • Pirathon 01' Jdg. 1 2 :  1 5 ; (b) et
Tayibeh, half-way between Beth-shan and Tabor 
(Abei), but weil inside Issachar, and perhaps the 
Hapharaim 01' Jos. 19 :  1 9; (e) Afula in the Jezreel 
plain (LOB, p. 263). Tell el-Far'a, 10 km NE 01' 
Shechem, is now known to be • Tirzah. 

3, A town or family in Judah (I Ch. 4: 1 4) .  
J .P.U.L. 

ORACLE. The translation 'oracle' occurs 17 times 
in the AV of the OT. Sixteen times it is the consist
ent mistranslation of the Heb. d'flir, used exclus
ively 01' the inner shrine of Solomon's • Temple. 
The faulty derivation from dibber, 'speak', rather 
than from däbar in the sense 01' 'to be behind' sterns 
from the translations 01' Aquila and Symmachus 
(who used chrematisterion, 'oracle') and the 
Vulgate (orael/Il/m). That in heathen temples the 
chambers where the gods delivered their utterances 
(the oracular shrine 01' Apollo at Delphi was the 
most famous 01' these) were designated 'oracles' 
undoubtedly influenced the change as weil. 

In 2 Sa. 1 6:23 'oracle' translates the Heb. däbär 
and refers simply to the word or ulleranee 01' God 
without any specific indication 01' how this would 
be elicited; although some have here inferred a ref
erence to the · Urim and Thummim ( I  Sa. 28:6). In 
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the Rvmg. 'oracle' is sometimes used in place 01' 
'burden' in the title 01' certain prophecies as a 
translation 01' the Heb. massä'. 

In the NT 'oracles' translates the Gk.  logia, 
meaning divine utterances and generally referring 
to the entire OT or some specific part 01' it. In Acts 
7:38 the reference is either to the Decalogue or to 
the entire content 01' the M osaic law. These oracles 
are said to be 'Iiving', zönta, that is, 'enduring' or 
'abiding'. In Rom. 3 :2  the reference is to all the 
written utterances 01' God through the OT writers, 
but with special regard to the divine promises 
made to Israel. The 'oracles of God' in Heb. 5 :  1 2, 
AV ('word', RSV) represent the body 01' Christian 
doctrine as it relates both to its OT foundation and 
to God's final utterance through his Son (Heb. 
I :  I ). I Pet. 4 :  1 1  teaches that the NT preacher must 
speak as one who speaks the oracles 01' God, treat
ing his words as carefully as if they were inspired 
Scripture. 

The theological significance 01' the oracle is em
phasized by B. B. Warfield who concludes that ta 
logia, as employed in the NT, are 'divinely authori
tative communications before which men stand in 
awe and to wh ich they bow in humility' (The In
spiration and Authority 01 the Bible, 1 948, p. 403). 

R.H.M.  

ORCHARD, Weil known in various Bible lands 
throughout antiquity, these were plantations of 
fruit trees, specifically including pomegranates (Ec. 
2 :5 ,  AV and Ct. 4 :  1 3  where 'orchard' renders Heb. 
pardes) .  The pardes of Ne. 2:8 furnished timber, 
and so is there rendered • 'forest' .  K.A .K .  

ORDINATION. Considering the role played by 
the ministry throughout the history 01' the church, 
references to ordination are surprisingly few in the 
NT. Indeed, the word 'ordination' does not occur, 
and the verb 'to ordain' in the technical sense does 
not occur either. A number of verbs are translated 
'ordain' in AV, but these all have meanings Iike 
'appoint' .  For example, eheirotoneö is used 01' the 
institution of elders in certain Galatian churches 
(Acts 14 :23), but before we think 01' this as de
noting 'ordination' in our sense 01' the term we 
must note its use in passages such as 2 Cor. 8: 1 9 , 
where it refers to the brother who was 'appointed 
by the churches to travel with uS . ' 

The Twelve were chosen by Christ to be very 
near to hirnself and to be sent forth to minister 
(Mk. 3: 14). But there is no word of any ceremony 
of ordination. Mark says that Jesus 'made (poieö)' 
twelve, and Luke that he 'chose (eklegö)' Ihem 
(Mk.  3:  14; Lk. 6 :  1 3). This was a very solemn occa
sion ( Luke teils us that Jesus prayed all night 
before making his select ion). But there is no 'ordin
ation' mentioned. John speaks 01' the risen Lord 
as breathing on the ten, saying, ' Receive the Holy 
Spirit' (Jn. 20:22); but it is diflicult to see an ordi
nation in this. It is probably significant that when 
Matthias took the place 01' Judas there is again no 
mention 01' any ordination. Lots were cast, and 
when the choice 01' Matthias was known he was 
simply 'enrolled' or 'numbered' with the others 
(Acts 1 :26). Similarly, prophets and others are 
called directly by God, though some at least are 
said to be 'for the work 01' ministry' (Eph. 4: 1 2 ;  the 
word 'ministry' here is, of course, used 01' service in 
a wide sense). 



Luke teils us of the appointment of the Seven 
(Acts 6), and this is often understood as the institu
tion of the diaconate. This may indeed be the case, 
but it is far from certain. Some think that the pres
byterate is meant, and others deny that there is 
ordination to any ecclesiastical office. They think 
that Luke is describing nothing more than a tem
porary measure to meet a difficult situation. If the 
traditional view is accepted, then the essential 
thing about ordination is the laying on of hands 
with prayer. But in view of the uncertainties, and 
the wide use in antiquity of the laying on of hands, 
it is not possible to build much on this passage. 
Nor are we any beller off when we read of elders as 
being appointed in the Galatian churches (Acts 
1 4 :23), for, while we may be tolerably sure that they 
were ordained in some way, nothing at all is told us 
of how this was done or what was expected of il .  

Our most important information comes from 
the Pastoral Epistles. Paul counsels Timothy, '00 
not neglect the gift you have, wh ich was given you 
by prophetic u llerance when the council of elders 
laid their hands upon you' ( l  Tim. 4: 1 4) .  This pas
sage yields us three items of information about 
Timothy's ordination. First, it meant the giving to 
hirn of a charisma, the spiritual ° gift needed for 
the work of ministering. Secondly, this came to 
hirn 'by (dia) prophecy' .  Thirdly, it came with 
(meta) the laying on of hands by the elders. The 
essential thing about ordination is the divine gifl. 
Nothing can compensate for its lack. But there is 
also an outward act, the laying on of hands. l t  is 
possible that Paul refers to the same rite when he 
speaks of his own laying on of hands on Timothy 
(2 Tim . 1 :6), though it should not be overlooked 
that some other rite may be in mind, perhaps 
something more akin to Anglican confirrnation 
than to ordination. We might be able to make a 
beller judgment if we knew when this took place, 
whether at the beginning of Paul's association with 
Timothy, or not long before the writing of the 
leller. If with most commentators we take this to 
refer to ordination, the meaning will be that Paul 
joined with the elders in the * Iaying on of hands, 
which in any case would be antecedently likely. lt is 
probable that we have another reference to the 
same ordination in the words about 'the prophetic 
ullerances wh ich pointcd to you' ( I  Tim. I :  1 8) .  

Ordination i s  always a solemn affair, and i t  may be 
that the words '00 not be hasty in the laying on 01' 
hands' ( I  Tim. 5 :22) emphasize this. ßut in vicw 01' 
the context it is perhaps more likely that they refer to 
the reception of penitents back into fellowship. 

All this makes for a somewhat meagre harvest, 
which is all the more disappointing, since the Pas
torals show us how important the ° ministry was, 
especially the offices of presbyter and deacon. 
Titus, tor example, is bidden 'appoint (kathistemi) 
elders in every town' (Til. 1 :5), and much allention 
is paid to the qualifications for ministers. I t  is pos
sible to suggest that the Christians lOok over the 
ordination 01' elders from the similar Jewish insti
tution, but this does not get us far. All that we 
can say tor certain is that the imponant thing tor 
ministering is the divine gift, and that the essential 
rite in the earliest time appears to have been that of 
the laying on 01' hands with prayer. (0 SPIRITUAL 
GIFrs.) L .M.  

OREB (Heb. ·öre!]. 'raven') I .  A Midianite prince 
in the army routed by Gideon. 2. The rock of Oreb. 
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named after this prince, and remembered for the 
great defeat of Midian (Jdg. 7:25; Is. 1 0:26). The 
Ephraimites cut off the enemy's retreat at the 
Jordan fords, presumably opposite Jezreel; Beth
barah might be a ford CÖQar, 'cross') some 20 km 
S of the Sea of Galilee. J . P.U.L.  

ORNAMENTS. From Palaeolithic times orna
ment has been used by man to adorn the objects 
which surround hirn in his daily life. When the in
tention is right, the ski 11 of the craftsman is a thing 
pleasing to God, and indeed for the building of the 
tabernacle Bezalel was filled with the spirit (rüaM 
of God (Ex. 3 1 :  1 -5),  as were those who were to 
make the garments for the high priest (Ex. 28:3) .  

Archaeological discoveries have shown that in 
biblical times the carving of wood and ivory was 
done with great skilI; weaving and embroidery 
reached a high standard; and the techniques in
volved in fine metalwork were weil understood 
(0 ARTS AND CRAITS). Three main divisions of 
ornamented objects may be distinguished. 

I. Personal 
There is no evidence for the practice of ornamental 
tallooing in the ancient Near East, but clothing 
was often elaborately decorated, and jewellery was 
widely used. Though few examples of textiles have 
been recovered outside Egypt, the Assyrian and 
Persian sculptured reliefs and mural paintings at 
Mari on the Euphrates give, sometimes in great 
detail, representations of garments with fine em
broidery. The Egyp. tomb-paintings l ikewise depict 
clothing in detail, and in one tomb at Beni-hasan a 
group of Asiatic nomads with brightly-coloured 
costumes (see IBA, fig. 25) gives an idea of the son 
01' ornamental clothing perhaps worn by the Patri
archs (0 DRESS). 

Many examples of jewellery (0 JEWELS AND 
PRECIOUS STONES) have been found in excavations, 
perhaps the most outstanding being those from 
the 'Royal Tombs' at ° Ur. 

Various terms referring to objects of personal 
adornment are translated 'ornament', but their 
precise significance is in many cases uncertain. 
Among these are the following: I .  (1 "1; (Pr. 25: 1 2) ,  
perhaps from a Semitic root (11Ir, ' to  adorn'; a l l  EVV 
translate 'ornament'. The word also occurs in Cl. 
7 :  I where EVV translate it 'jeweI'. 2. Iiwyä (Pr. 1 :9 ;  
4 :9 ;  l i l .  'twisted thing'); RV renders 'chaplet' and 
RSV 'garland'. 3. ' ''q; (Ex. 33 :4-6; 2 Sa. 1 :24; Is. 
49: 1 8 ; Je. 2:32; 4:30; Ezk. 7:20; 1 6:7 ,  1 1 ; 23 :40), 
derived from 'öqä, 'to ornament', 'to deck oneself' ;  
all EVV translate 'ornament' .  4. pt 'er ( l s. 6 1 : 1 0), 
from pö'ar in the Pi'el, meaning 'to beautify'; RV 
and RSV translate 'garland' .  5. s" öqö (Is. 3:20), 01' 
unknown etymology. l t  probably signifies an 
'armlet' (so RSV); RV givcs 'ankle chain' .  6. 'e/s.es ( ls. 
3: 1 8), perhaps connected with Arab. 'iköSII, 'to 
hobble (a camel)" from 'akasa, 'to reverse, tie 
backwards', whence RV, RSV 'anklet' .  The root 
occurs as a verb in Is. 3 : 1 6, where it is translated 
'making a tinkl ing'. 

Though on an occasion such as a wedding the 
pulling on of ornaments and jewels by the panici
pants is treated as right and proper (ls. 6 1 : 1 0),  the 
immoderate use of personal ornament is roundly 
condemned ( ls. 3: 1 8-23; I Tim. 2:9). Is. 3 provides 
a catalogue of different kinds 01' ornaments which 
are translated variously in EVV. Some 01' these are 
hapax legomena, and lillle can be added to the RSV 
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interpretation. The 'bracelet' (Sera) of v. 19 is sup
ported by the probable Akkad .  cognate semeru 
(sewerl/) with this meaning. Likewise in v. 2 1 ,  'ring' 
((abba'al, RSV 'signet ring') is supported by Akkad. 
!imbl/ 'u, !imbütl/, 'seal ring' (. SEAL) .  AV renderings 
which have been radically altered in the later ver
sions are v. 20 'earring' (Ia�a5; RV, RSV • 'amulet'), v. 
22 'wimple' (mi!pa�al; RV 'shawl', RSV 'cloak') and 
'crisping pin' (�äri!; RV 'satchel', RSV 'handbag'). 

Among other articles of personal adornment 
were: I. �ä�, usually a hook or ring for holding a 
man (2 Ki .  1 9:28) or animal (Ezk. 29:4) captive, 
but in Ex. 35 :22 an ornament (AV 'bracelet', RV, RSV 
'brooch'); 2. saharön, probably a crescent-shaped 
object wh ich was used on camels (Jdg. 8 :2 1 ;  AV 
'ornament', RV 'crescent') and humans (Jdg. 8:26; 
I s. 3 :  1 8 , AV 'round tire Iike the moon', RV 'cres
cent'); and many different kinds of chain orna
ments, including 3. rä12it}, probably a twisted circlet 
for the neck (Gn. 4 1 :42; Ezk . 1 6 : 1 1 ); 4. 'anäq, a 
more elaborate form made of plai ted wire which 
might have pendants attached (Jdg. 8 :26; Pr. 1 :9; 
Cl.  4:9); 5. 5ars'ra, probably a more flexible chain 
of the link type (Ex. 28: 14, 22; 39: 1 5 ; I Ki. 7 :  1 7; 2 
Ch. 3 :5 ,  1 6); 6. härüz, a necklace of beads strung 
on a thread (Cl. I :  I 0; RV 'string of jewels'). An
other type of ornament, mentioned in I Macc. 
10 :89; 1 1  :58; 14 :44, is the 'buckle' (Gk. porpe. 
'buckle pin', 'buckle brooch'). 

A special case of personal ornament is found in 
the garments of the high priest (.  DRESS). The linen 
coat was of an ornamental weave (Ex. 28:39, RV, 
RSV), the ephod and the girdle were decorative (Ex. 
28:6, 8) and round the hem of the robe of the 
ephod were alternate beils and pomegranates (Ex. 
28 : 3 1 -35).  In addition to these the breastplate (see 
• BREASTPIECE OF THE HIGH PRIEST) contained 
ornamental elements. 

The ancient Hebrews, like their neighbours, 
probably wore • amulets and personal • seals for 
ornamentation. 

[n Ex. 1 3 : 16 and Dl. 6:8; 1 1 : 18 the word 'front
lets' ((ö!äpöO may refer to some ornament of the 
head. A connection with Akkad .  (a(äpl/, 'to en
circle', has been suggested, but this remains 
uncertain .  

11. Movable objects 
From very early times painted or incised decor
ation was used on • pOllery, and though in his
torical times the abundance of other possessions 
resulted in absence 01" decoration, certain wares 
such as Mycenaean and that called 'Philistine' are 
easily distinguishable and provide useful criteria 
for dating to the archaeologisl. • Archaeology has 
shown that 100ls and weapons had, on occasion, 
appropriate decorations, but the class of small 
object which often called forth the most elaborate 
and delicate ornamentation was that of cosmetic 
equipmenl. Boxes, jars for unguents, palelIes for 
mixing pigments and mirror handles of elaborately 
carved bone and ivory have been excavated in 
Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia and Egypl. Furni
ture, especially in royal palaces, was sometimes 
richly ornamented with carved ivory panels (cf 
I Ki.  1 0: 1 8; 2 Ch. 9 : 1 7; Am. 6:4 and ' IVORV). That 
ornamental carpets were used is shown by stone 
paving slabs carved in replica of carpets from the 
Assyrian royal palaces. Elaborately ornamented 
horse harnesses are portrayed on the Assyrian 
palace reliefs and camel harness was also evidently 
decorated (Jdg. 8 :2 1 , 26). 

The · tabernacle and its contents were orna
mented, under the skill of • Bezalel, with cunning 
workmanship. This was also a pagan practice, as is 
shown by discoveries of temple furniture from 
Megiddo, Beth-shan and other sites, where incense 
and offering stands are decorated with birds, ani
mals, serpents (symbol of fertility) and human fig
ures. These were the common trappings of the 
pagan cults of the Israelites' neighbours, and often 
the most elaborate ornament was reserved for the 
casket of the deceased. Elaborately carved stone 
sarcophagi are known from Phoenicia and Egypt, 
and the discoveries in the 'Royal Tombs' at • Ur 
and in the tomb of Tutankhamün show the wealth 
of ornamental riches that accompanied the dead to 
the grave. 
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111 .  Architectura[ 
Buildings in antiquity, particularly palaces, were 
decorated both inside and oul. The inside walls of 
important rooms in the palaces of the Assyrian 
kings at Nineveh and Khorsabad were adorned by 
carved bas-reliefs and the doorways guarded by 
great composite beasts (IBA, fig. 44). These reliefs 
were probably partially coloured in antiquity, 
being in fact glorified murals, ex am pIes of which 
from the Assyrian period were discovered at Til 
Barsip. In the early 2nd-millennium palace at Mari 
remains of several mural paintings were recovered 
suggesting that such decoration has not been dis
covered more often only on account of its perish
able nature. 

[n Egypt, while the best-known mural paintings 
are found in rock-cut tombs, palaces with murals 
have been excavated at Malkata (Amenophis I I I )  
and el-Amarna (Amenophis I V). The great 
temples at Karnak and Luxor were decorated with 
carved and painted murals and hieroglyphic in 
scriptions, the  hieroglyphs forming ornamental 
elements. • [vory was probably used not only for 
the decoration of furniture but also for application 
to suitable parts of important rooms, as is sug
gested by caches of carved ivories found at 
Nimrud, Arslan Tash, Megiddo and Samaria (cf 
I Ki.  22:39; Ps. 45:8; Am. 3: 1 5) .  

Outside decoration, while in earlier periods it 
might consist of revetted walls, or in Assyria 
guardian beasts at gateways, reached a sumptuous 
level in Nebuchadrezzar's BabyIon, where excav
ation has revealed great fa"ades 01" coloured 
glazed bricks with animals and rose lies at 
intervals. 

The Persians in the latter part of the I st millen
nium BC recruited craftsmen from all over the 
Middle East to build and decorate the great cere
monial city of Persepolis, even employing men 
from as far afield as the Aegean. Aegean influences 
had al ready been fei t  in the 2nd millennium 
(Alala�, Ugarit), and it is probable that the term 
kaptör in Ex. 25 :3 1-36; 37:  1 7-22 (AV 'knop') and 
Am. 9: I ;  Zp. 2: 14 (AV 'Iintel') refers to some dec
orative architectural feature, perhaps a column 
capital, derived from Crete or the Aegean 
(' CAPHTOR). 

There is reason to believe that under the Mon
archy the kings and the wealthy would have fol
lowed the customs of the surrounding peoples, 
particularly the Phoenicians, in the decoration of 
their palaces and houses. 

BIBLIOGRAPHV. No one work covers the whole 
subjecl. Relevant material is to be found inciden
tally in C. Singer, E. Holmyard and A. Hall, A 



History 0/ Technology, I ,  1 954, especially pp. 4 1 3-
447, 623-703, and passim in H. Frankrort, The Art 
and Architecture 0/ the Ancient Orient, 1 954; W. S. 
Smith, The Art and Architecture 0/ Ancient Egypt, 
1 958; and for Palestine, A. G. Barrois, Manuel d'Ar
cheologie Biblique, 1 -2, 1 939-53; Y. Shiloh, PEQ 
1 09, 1 977, pp. 39-42 ('Proto-Aeolic' capital); K. R .  
Maxwell-Hyslop, Western Asiatic Jewellery, 1 97 1 .  

T.C.M.  

ORPAH. A Moabitess, the daughter-in-Iaw of 
Naomi, and Ruth's sister-in-Iaw (Ru.  I :4) .  After 
their husbands died they came from Moab to 
Judah, but Orpah, fOllowing Naomi's advice, re
mained, to return to her former horne and the wor
ship of Chemosh (Ru. I :  1 5; I Ki .  1 1  :33). Even so, 
Naomi commended her to Yahweh's protection.  

M.B.  

ORPHAN. FATHERLESS (Heb. yäLöm; Gk. or
phanos). The care of the fatherless was from 
earliest times a concern of the (sraelites, as of the 
surrounding nations. The Covenant Code (Ex. 
22:22), and the Deuteronomic Code particularly, 
were most solicitous for the welfare of such (D!. 
1 6: 1 1 , 1 4; 24: 1 7),  protecting their rights of inherit
ance and enabling them to share in the great 
annual feasts and to have a portion of the tithe 
crops (D!. 26: 1 2) .  I t is specifically stated, moreover, 
that God works on their behalf (D!. 1 0: 1 8) ,  and 
that condemnation awaits those who oppress them 
(D!.  27: 1 9 ;  cf Mal. 3 :5). 

Though many orphans would be aided by kind
red and friends (Jb. 29: 1 2; 3 1 :  1 7),  there was a gen
eral failure to fulfil the provisions of the Codes, 
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OTHNIEL 

testified by the accusations and laments found in 
the prophets, in the Psalms, and in the book of Job. 
' In  you,' says Ezekiel (22:7), speaking of Jerusa
lern, 'the fatherless and the widow are wronged' .  
Justice, it is averred, is withheld from orphans; 
their plight is pitiable, for they are robbed and 
killed (Jb. 24:3 , 9; Ps. 94:6; Is. 1 :23; 1 0 :2; Je. 5 :28), 
making even more vivid the Psalmist's words 
against the wicked: 'May his children be father
less . .  . I '  ( 1 09:9). 

God, however, is specially concerned for the 
fatherless (Pss. 1 0: 1 8 ; 68:5; 1 46:9; Ho. 1 4 :3; cf Jn .  
14 :  1 8), especially when they look in vain to men for 
help (cf Ps. 27: 1 0) .  

The only NT occurrence of the word makes an 
integral part of true religion the visiting of 'orph
ans and widows in their affiiction . .  .' (Jas. 1 :27). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Pridmore, NIDNTT 2 ,  pp. 
737f.; H. Seesemann, TDNT 5, pp. 487f. J .D .D.  

OTHN1EL (Heb. ·OLnte/). I .  A • Kenizzite, 
brother (or perhaps nephew) of Caleb ben Jep
hunneh (Jdg. I :  1 3 ; cf Jos. 1 5 : 1 7);  if 'son of Kenaz' 
is a patronymic, he and Caleb may have been 
brothers or half-brothers. Distinguishing hirnself 
in the sack of · Kiriath-sepher, he married Achsah, 
Caleb's daughter. Later he saw the beginnings 01' 
apostasy and the domination by • Cushan
rishathaim, against whom he led a successful 
revolt, becoming the first of the • judges. Jdg. 3: I 0 
indicates that he was a charismatic leader, who re
stored order and authority ('judged' means this as 
weil as deliverance; cf I Sa. 7: 1 5 ; 8:20). 

2. A • Netophathite, whose descendant Heldai 
was one of David's officers (I Ch. 27: 1 5) .  

J . P.U.L.  
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PADDAN, PADDAN-ARAM. The 'field' or 'plain' 
of Aram (RSV • 'Mesopotamia') is the name given 
in the area around Harran in Upper Mesopotamia, 
N of the junction of the rivers Ijabur and Euphra
tes in Gn. 25:20; 28:2; 3 1 :  1 8 , elc., and is identical 
with Aram-naharaim, 'Aram of the rivers', of Gn. 
24: 1 0; Ot. 23:4; Jdg. 3:8. Abraham dweil in this 
area be fore emigrating to Canaan. He sent his ser
vant there to obtain a bride for Isaac, and thither 
Jacob fled from Esau. For a suggested identifica
tion of Paddan-aram, near Harran, see AS 2, 1 952, 
p. 40; POTT, pp. 1 34f.,  1 40. R .A .H.G. 

Mari . $. Damascus 

cI),,,,,,,m 

The localion 0/ Paddan-aram. 

Ur 

PAHATH-MOAB (lit. 'Governor of Moab'). Per
haps an ancestor had been a governor of Moab 
when Moab was subject to Israel. The name of a 
Jewish clan consisting of two families, Jeshua and 
Joab, 2,8 1 2  of whom returned to Judah with 
Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2:6. Ne. 7: I I  gives the figure 
2,8 1 8) and 20 I with Ezra (Ezr. 8:4). Of this clan 
certain members are listed in Ezr. 1 0 :30 as having 
married foreign women. Ne. 1 0: 14 records that 
Pahath-moab among princes, priests and Levites 
set his seal to the covenant made on the return of 
the exiles to Jerusalem. R.A.H.G. 

PALACE. The word designates a large residential 
building or group of buildings wh ich accom
modate a ruler and his administration. Ouring the 
Israelite Monarchy, the administrative centre was 
called 'armon, AV 'palace', RSV 'citade1, palace, 
stronghold or castle'. A large portion of the na
tion's wealth was safeguarded in the ci tadel. Its 
capture was therefore the aim of a conquest and so 
substantial fortifications were constructed around 
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the ci tadel so that the king and the loyal remnants 
01' his army would be able to resist capture even 
when the remainder of the capital city had fallen. 
When predicting the overthrow of nations, the 
prophets specifically refer to the ci tadels of • Baby
Ion ( l s. 25 :2), • Jerusalem ( ls. 32: 1 4; Je. 6:5; 9:2 1 ;  
1 7 :27; Am. 2:5), Oamascus (Je. 49:27; Am. 1 :4) and 
Edom (ls. 34: 1 4; Am. I :  1 2) .  Amos also speaks 
about the destruction of the citadels of Gaza ( I  :7), 
Tyre ( 1 : 1 0) ,  Rabbah ( 1 : 1 4) ,  M oab (2:2) and 
• Samaria (3: 1 1 ). 

One of the most complete citadels in Syrial 
Palestine was excavated at Zinjirli (ancient Sam'al) 
used between c. 900 and 600 BC. Here three palaces 
and many storehouses were surrounded by walls 
and towers and the complex could be entered only 
after passing through two gates. In Palestine, only 
meagre remains of the citadel at " Samaria have 
been found. A similar but sm aller ci tadel was built 
by King " lehoiakim at Ramat Ral)el and is most 
probably referred to by Jeremiah (22: 1 3- 14). As at 
Samaria, the ci tadel was fortified with a casemate 
wall constructed with rectangular masonry and 
within the wall was a large court yard, a storehouse 
and a palace. 

Excavation has revealed that at the time of 
Solomon both " Hazor and • Megiddo had ad
ministrative buildings enclosed within citadel 
areas. Solomon chose a similar system at Jerusalem 
where the ci tadel embraced the " Temple, the king's 
palace (I Ki. 3 : 1 ), the 'House of the Forest of Leb
anon' (I Ki. 7:2-5), halls and porches (7:6-7), a 
palace for Pharaoh's daughter (7:8; 9:24) and 
courts (7: 1 2) .  One of the large buildings at Meg
iddo for wh ich Solomon was probably responsible 
has been reconstructed as a bil-biläni (" PORCH), a 
style of palace which seems to have been adopted 
in the Hall of Pillars and the Hall of the Throne at 
lerusalem (I Ki. 7:6-7). The 'House of the Forest 
of Lebanon' was a hypostyle hall of 1 00 x 50 
cubits. I ts  purpose was, at least in part, to display 
the kingdom's wealth ( I  Ki. 10: 1 7), but whether it 
was a banqueting-hall, as would be suggested by 
some of its contents ( 1 0:2 1 ), a magazine ( Is. 22:8) 
or an entrance-hall is not clear. The royal residence 
(beL hammele/i) would have been a number of 
storeys high, providing sufficient accommodation 
for the king, his wives and family and their ad
visers and servan ts. 

Allhough the term 'great house' (Heb. he/iäl) 
normally refers to a tempie, it is also used of a 
palace (so Akkad. ekallu) when it is the principal 
building in a city. The palace of " Ahab at Jezreel 
( I  Ki. 2 1 : 1 ), the Assyrian king's palace at Nineveh 
(Na. 2:6) and the palaces at " Babylon (2 Ki. 20: 1 8; 
On. 4:4, 29, elc.) and Susa (Ezr. 4: 14)  are described 
in this way. The palaces of Assyria, Babyion and 
Persia accommodated the administration for large 
empires and also considerable quantities of tribute. 



In addition to offices and magazines, tempi es were 
included in the palace complex, thus enabling the 
king to fulfil his religious duties to ensure the 
favour of the gods. Senior officials each possessed 
their own residences and other parts of the palace 
housed schools (On.  1 :4) for the princes, future 
civil servants and priests. The wealth 01' the king 
was suitably displayed to visitors and so public 
court yards and the state rooms were richly decor
ated and lavishly furnished. Sometimes gardens of 
exotic plants were grown within the palace area 
(Est. 7:7-8). 

After the Exile palaces are sometimes referred 
to as fortresses (Aram. birä); palaces at Jerusalem 
( I  Ch. 29: I ,  1 9; Ne. 2:8; 7:2), Susa (On. 8:2; Ne. 
I :  I ,  Est. 1 :2, 5,  eIe.) and Ecbatana (Ezr. 6:2) are so 
described. Oaniel ( 1 1 :45) mentions the residence 
of the king of the N as 'appeqen (AV 'palace', RSV 
'palatial tents') which is similar to the Old Persian 
word (apadäna) meaning columned hall und may 
in this case indicate large tents with many supports. 

The palace (aufe) of the high priest (Mt .  26:3; 
Jn. 1 8 : 1 5) was probably a large hellenistic residence 
built around colonnaded court yards. Jesus speaks 
about the need to guard such a palace wh ich con
tains wealth (Lk.  1 I : 2 1 ) .  * Herod the Great built 
palaces at Jerusalem, * Machaerus, * Jericho, the 
Herodium near Bethlehem, and Masada. In Jeru
salem he built a strongly fortified palace with three 
towers, named H ippicus, Phasael and Mariamne, 
by the corner gate. This building forms the founda
tions of the present-day Citadel. There were two 
palaces at Masada and both have been excavated 
and partially restored. The N palace is amazingly 
positioned on the clilf face of the flat-topped 
mountain which was fortified by Herod. 

Palaces or citadels often represent the fortunes 
of a nation in the OT. The palace of the faithful 
nation possesses peace (Ps. 1 22:7), while that of a 
sinful nation is destroyed (Je. 1 7 :27; Am. 2:5) and 
becomes deserted ( ls. 34: 1 3- 1 4) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Ussishkin, BA 36,  1 973, pp. 
78-105; G. Turner, Jraq 32, 1 970, pp. 1 77-2 1 3; 
W. G. Oever, JEI 35, 1 985, pp. 2 1 7-230. C.J.D. 

PALESTINE. The term 'Palestine', originally ap
plied to the territory of Israel's foes, the Philistines, 
was first used by Herodotus as a designation of S 
Syria. In the form of Palaeslina, it was also used by 
the Romans. The older term 'Canaan' has a similar 
history. In the el-* Amarna letters ( 1 4th century 
BC) Canaan was limited to the coastal plains, then 
with the Canaanite conquests of the interior it was 
applied to all the lands W of the Jordan valley. The 
terms 'land of Israel' ( I  Sa. 1 3 : 1 9) and 'the land of 
promise' (Heb. 1 1 :9) are associated with the Israel
ites in the same area, the latter usually connected 
with the area from Oan to Beersheba, N of the 
Negeb. The Israelite settlement of two-and-a-half 
tribes E of the Jordan seems to have resulted from 
unforeseen circumstances an d the hold on that side 
of the valley appears to have been generally precar
ious. After the division of the kingdom, the name 
Israel was usually given to the N realm. In the 
M iddle Ages, the term 'the Holy Land' was often 
adopted (cf Zc. 2: 1 2) .  

I.  The position and highways of PaIestine 
The mediaeval perspective of Jerusalem as the 
centre of the earth is not so absurd as might be 
thought, for on the tiny Syrian corridor that unites 
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the world island of Europe, Asia and Africa, the 
five seas of the Mediterranean, Black Sea, Cas
pian, Red Sea and the Persian Gulf narrow the 
greatest land mass of our planet into a single isth
mus. All the important continental routes must go 
across this corridor, and the great sea-routes of an
tiquity between the Indies and the Mediterranean 
must in turn be linked by land communications 
across the Sinai Peninsula. The high mountain 
chains which run E from Asia Minor to Kurdistan 
and the deserts to the S and E further help to con
centrate the routeways of 'the Fertile Crescent' ,  
which, sickle-shaped, runs from Palestine and S 
Syria to the alluvial valley basins of the Tigris 
and Euphrates. It is, of course, 'fertile' only in 
comparison with the surrounding desert and 
mountainous terrain, since most of it is either 
Mediterranean scrub or steppe. At either end of 
the Fertile Crescent a great locus of civilization 
developed in the lower basin of Mesopotamia and 
the lower Nile valley respectively, whose fortunes 
dominated the history of the Near East for 
alm ost two millennia. 

Three great trade routes have always traversed 
Palestine. The great Trun k  Road, perhaps de
scribed in Is. 9: I as 'the way of the sea', runs along 
the low coast from Egypt to the Vale of Esdraelon .  
Then it is diverted inland by the Syrian mountains 
to skirt the W side of the Lake of Galilee, then 
through the Syrian Gate and central depression to 
Oamascus, where it joins the desert caravan trails 
across to Mesopotamia. Two other routes are of 
great antiquity although of lesser importance. The 
* King's Highway follows the edge of the Trans
jordan plateau from the Gulf of Aqabah towards 
Oamascus. It marks a zone of increased rainfall 
and was followed in part by the Israelites during 
the Exodus (Nu. 2 1 -22), and all the towns enumer
ated in Nu. 2 1 ;  27-30 l ie along it. The watershed of 
central Palestine is followed by another route, the 
shortest between Sinai and Canaan. In the N 
* Negeb it l inks an important series of wells, keep
ing W of the forbidding, barren depressions of the 
E Negeb that are still difficult to traverse. I t  l inks 
al l  the important historic centres from Kadesh
barnea and Beersheba to Hebron, Jerusalem, 
Shechem and Megiddo. Heavily travelled from the 
Abramic (Middle Bronze I) period onwards, it was 
also made famous by the journey of Joshua and his 
fellow-spies. All these routes emphasized the N-S 
alignment of Palestine, wh ich benefited from their 
fertilizing contacts of trade and culture. But Israel 
was rarely able to control these highways without 
upsetting the strategic interests of the great powers 
that dominated their terminals. Even in Solomon's 
day the coastal highway was too tightly controlled 
'by the sea-powers to warrant interference there 
(I Ki .  9: 1 1 ;  1 0:22; Ezk. 27: 1 7), while Edom was for 
long Israel's deadly enemy because it dominated 
the routes from the Gulf of Aqabah where Israel 
obtained its copper (Ob. 3). 

A number of minor transverse routes have 
joined these parallel highways. Of these the most 
important have been: ( I )  Gaza-Beersheba-Petra; 
(2) Ashkelon-Gath-Helvan; (3) 10ppa-Bethel
lericho (cf Jos. 1 0:6- 14) and 10ppa-Shechem
Adam-Gilead (Jos. 3 : 1 6); (4) Vale of Esdraelon
Megiddo-Gilead. Exposed to coastal sedimenta
tion from the Nile, the coast of Palestine as far as 
Carmel has been unfavourable for port develop
ment, so the chief towns have been route centres at 
important road junctions, either in the strategic 
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plain of Esdraelon or along the hilly dorsal of 
Judaea and Samaria. The sea was an unfamiliar 
medium of communication to the Hebrews (cf Ps. 
1 07), while the desert was also feared as 'a land 
of trouble and anguish' (15. 30:6; cf Dt. 8 :  1 5) .  
Perched precariously between them, the  Hebrew 
highlanders sought a protracted aloofness from 
both environments and their peoples. Thus au ton
omy of spirit became a major characteristic of the 
Israelites, despite their nodal position at the hub of 
the ancient world's trade routes. 

1 1 .  The geological structure and relief 
For some 675 km from the borders of Egypt to 
Asia Minor, the Levant consists of five major 
zones: ( I )  the li ttoral; (2) the W mountain chain 
(the Judaean-Galilean high lands, Lebanon and 
Ansariya mountains); (3) the rift valleys (Arabah, 
Jordan valley, Biqa' and Ghör); (4) the E moun
tains (highlands of Transjordan, Herrnon and 
Anti-Iebanon); and (5) the deserts of Negeb, 
Arabia and Syria. But the contrasts between the N 
and S sections of these zones explain the individu
ality of Palestine. N of Acre, the mountains rise 
abruptly from the sea, limiting the narrow coastal 
plains to discontinuous stretches but providing the 
famous harbours of Sidon, Tyre, Beirut, Tripoli 
and Ras Shamra. The limited hinterlands of each 
unit have encouraged independent maritime city
states where 'the families of the Canaanites spread 
abroad' (Gn. 1 0: 1 8) .  S of M t  Carmel, however, the 
coast opens into a broad continuous plain, har
bourless except for artificial ports erected by the 
Philistines and later sea-peoples. 

A second contrast is to be found in the Rift 
Valley sectors. I n  Syria the Biqa' depression is a 
broad, fertile plain between the lofty ranges of 
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, with wide access to 
other rolling plains, and studded with historic 
centres such as Kadesh, Horns and Hamath. To the 
S, the depression blocked by recent basaltic lavas 
narrows into deep gorges be fore opening into the 
swamp of Lake H uleh, making N-S communica
tion difficult. These features have tended to isolate 
Palestine from the N territory. 

The rocks of Palestine are notably limestone, 
volcanics and recent deposits such as marls, gravels 
and sands. The Rift Valley represents an ancient 
planetary lineament that is traceable as far as the E 
African Lakes. Broadly speaking, it has operated 
like a hinge, so that the areas to the W of it have 
been mostly under the sea, whereas the Arabian 
block has been generally continental. Thus, W of 
the Rift the rocks are predominantly limestone laid 
down specially during the Cretaceous and Eocene 
eras. Some of these are hard and dolomitic 
(Cenomanian and Eocene), explaining the steep 
headland of Mt Carmel, the twin mountains of 
Ebal and Gerizim above Shechem, and generally 
all the rugged, higher relief of the Judaean
Galilean dorsal. But the Senonian is a soft chalk, 
easily eroded into gaps and valleys that breach the 
high lands, notably at Megiddo, the valley of Aij
alon and the moat of Beth-shemesh which separ
ates the Eocene foothilIs of the Shephelah from the 
Judaean plateau. These limestones have been up
worked along the central dorsal and gently folded 
in a series of arches wh ich become more compli
cated farther N in Samaria and Galilee. They 
occur, however, horizontal in Transjordan, resting 
upon the continental block beneath them. The an
cient block is exposed in the SE in the high c1iffs of 

the Wadi Arabah and in the Sinai Peninsula. Over
lapping them are the so-called Nubian sandstones, 
whose desert origin prolonged over vast geological 
periods explains the red colour from which Edom 
probably derives its name ('the red'). In the NE, 
recent basaltic lavas cap the limestones in the 
broad, undulating plateaux in the land of Bashan, 
and extending into the Jordan trough around the 
Lake of Galilee. These weather into the rich soils 
which attracted to the Galilean shores a high 
density of population from early times. 

Palestine suffers from crustal instability. Vol
canic eruptions have continued into historic times, 
notably in the cases of Harrat en-Nar, SE of the 
Gulf of Aqabah, which were active as late as the 
8th and 1 3th centuries AD. It is tempting to equate 
the descriptions of Ex. 1 9 :  1 8  and Ps. 68:8 with vol
canic manifestations, but the traditional site of 
Sinai is in an area of ancient, crystalline rocks 
where no recent volcanic action has occurred . The 
fate of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gn. 14 : 10 ;  1 9:23-· 
28) is a memory of some kind of volcanic phenom
ena, associated probably with the intrusion of sul
phurous gas and liquid asphalt. There are also the 
biblical records of earthquakes (Gn. 1 9 :25; I Sa. 
14 : 1 5 ;  Am. 1 : 1 )  and geological faulting (Nu.  
1 6: 3 1 -35). All these are associated with the Great 
Rift Valley of the Jordan and Dead Sea, or with 
the se ries of transverse faults that form the Vale of 
Esdraelon and divide Samaria and Galilee into a 
complicated series of high land blocks and depres
sions ftoored with sediments. 

Under the semi-arid conditions, badland relief is 
typical, especially around the E and S rims of the 
Judaean highlands and the W edge of the Trans
jordan plateau. Within the deep Jordan valley, soft 
marls deposited by a lake more extensive than the 
present Dead Sea have been dissected to form the 
Ghör in the middle of the trough, Iying at more 
than 365 m below sea-Ievel . The seasonal wadis 
that drain into the Arabah trough have also deeply 
dissected their slopes. Thus the AV references to the 
'slippery places' are a characteristic feature of 
many parts of the Negeb and the Jordan (Dt.  
32:35;  Pr. 3 :23;  Je.  23 :  1 2; 31  :9). M uch of the Negeb 
is a rock waste of hammadas, and direct reference 
to the wind-borne loessial deposits is made (Ex. 
1 0:20-23; Dt.  28 :24; Na. 1 : 3). 

III. The climate and vegetation 
I n  the Levant three c1imatic zones may be dis
tinguished: a Mediterranean, a steppe and a desert 
zone, each with its distinct type of vegetation. 
Along the coast as far S as Gaza, the Mediter
ranean zone has mild winters (53'6°F, 1 2°C, mean 
monthly average for January at Gaza) compared 
with the severer conditions of the interior hills 
(Jerusalem 44'6°F, 7°C, in January). But summers 
are everywhere hot (Gaza 78'8°F, 26°C, in July, 
Jerusalem 73-4°F, 23°C). The prolonged snow 
cover of the high Lebanon mountains (Je. 1 8 :  14) is 
exceptional, though snow is not infrequent in the 
Hauran. Elsewhere i t  is a rare phenomenon (2 Sa. 
23:20). Less than one-fifteenth part of the annual 
rain fall occurs in the summer months from June to 
October; nearly all of it is concentrated in winter to 
reach a maximum in mid-winter. The total amount 
varies from about 35-40 cm on the coast to about 
75 cm on Mt Carmel and the Judaean, Galilean 
and Transjordan mountains. In the Beersheba area 
to the S, and in parts of the Jordan valley and of 
the Transjordan plateau the c1imate is steppe, with 
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only 20-30 cm of rain, though temperature condi
tions are comparable to those of the Judaean hills. 
The deep trough of the Jordan has sub-tropical 
conditions with stifling summer heat; at Jericho 
mean daily maxima remain above 1 00°F (38°C) 
from June to Septe!1lb<'r. with frequent records of 
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1 1 0- 1 20°F (43-49°C). The winter, however, has en
joyable conditions of 65""{)8°F ( 1 8-20°C) (January 
mean daily maximum). In the Negeb, the S part of 
the Jordan valley, and the country E and S of the 
Transjordan steppe the climate is desert, with less 
than 20 cm of rain a year. 

There is no archaeological evidence that climate 
has changed since biblical times. Near the Gulf 
of Aqabah, a number of recently excavated Roman 
gutters still fit the springs for which they were 
constructed, and wherever the Byzantine wells of 
the Negeb have been kept clean and in constan t 
use, the water still rises to the ancient levels. Thus 
the biblical narrative gives a convincing picture of 
the present climate. Distinction is made between 
the hot and cold seasons (Gn. 8:22; Am. 3: 1 5), and 
the inception of the autumn rains is clearly 
described (Dt. 1 1 :  14 ;  Ho. 6:3; Joe! 2 :23).  Vari
ability in the amount and distribution of rainfall is 
common (Am. 4:7), and the incidence of prolonged 
drought is recorded on a number of occasions ( I  
K i .  1 7:7; Je. 1 7:8; Joel l : 1 0- 1 2 , 1 7-20). 

Because of the contrasts of relief, from 1 ,020 m 
above sea-Ievel near Hebron, to 390 m below sea
level at the Dead Sea, the flora of Palestine is very 
rich (about 3,000 vascular * plants) for such a small 
area. A large proportion of them are annuals. Few 
districts have ever had dense forests (* TREES), 
though remnants have been preserved in Mts * Her
mon and * Lebanon with their cedars, firs, oaks and 
pines, and in the biblical Golan (Jaulan), where for
ests of pi ne and oak still exist. Lebanon has always 
been noted for its cedars. The Israelites had their 
share in deforestation of the Mediterranean wood
land that once covered the central dorsal (Jos. 1 7: 1 8), 
and today there are no traces of the woodlands that 
once existed at Bethel (2 Ki. 2 :24), Ephraim (Jos. 
1 7: 1 5) and Gilead near the Jordan valley. 

Oak forests long existed in Sharon, whose name 
means forest, but biblical prophecy states that 
three forested regions were to be turned into sheep 
pastures, the coastal Sharon, N Gilead and SE 
Galilee (see Is. 65 :  1 0) .  The development of pastor
alism must be blamed for much of this forest 
clearance in Palestine (cf 2 Ki .  3 :4). But under 
Mediterranean conditions 'the pastures of the 
wilderness' are seasonally short-lived, so Rabbi 
Akiba (e. AD 1 00) observed shrewdly that 'those 
who rear small cattle and cut down good trees . 
will see no sign of blessing'. Deterioration of the 
woodland scrub had gone so far in Palestine 
be fore the establishment of the modern state of 
Israel in AD 1 948 that most of the uncultivated 
land was a dreary expanse of batha, low scrub 
with open, rock outcrops. Towards the steppe and 
the desert, the colour of the landscape is governed 
more by the rocks than the plant cover, with only a 
few shrubby elements, such as wormwood, broom, 
saltwort and tufts of xerophytic grasses. Only 
along the banks of the Jordan is there a dense and 
wide gallery forest of various willows, poplar, 
tamarisk, oleander, ete. 

But many of the Palest inian hill lands, eroded 
of their productive terra vessa soils, have been the 
graveyard of former civilizations, especially with 
the decay of terrace-cultivation. One estimate is 
that since Roman times 2,000-4,000 million cubic 
met res of soil have been worked off the E side of 
the Judaean hills, sufficient to make 4,000-8,000 
sq. km of good farmland. This threat of soil ero
sion is possibly alluded to in J b. 14 :  1 8- 1 9, and 
the easy spread of fire during the summer 



drought is described (Ps. 83: 1 3- 1 4). These fea
tures of Mediterranean instability are recognized 
in the need for balance and restraint, in a land 
wh ich lies so precariously between the desert and 
the sown (Ex. 23:29-30; Pr. 24:30-34). (. DEW, 
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IV. Water-supply and agriculture 
I t  is not by chance that the names of over seventy 
ancient sites in Palestine contain the word 'ain, 
'spring', and another sixty such sites the word bir, 
'weil'. Apart from the Jordan, a few of its tribu
taries and four or five small coastal streams that 
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are fed from springs, all the remaining rivers of 
Palestine are seasonal. Snow-fed streams account 
for their maximum volume in May-lune (los. 
3: 1 5), but the majority dry up in the hot summer ( I  
Ki .  1 7 :7; lb. 24 :  1 9; 10el l :20), notably in the  Negeb 
(Ps. 1 26:4). With the autumn rains the sudden 
spate is graphically described (1dg. 5 :2 1 ;  Mt .  7:27). 
Thus 'the fountain of living waters' was the ideal 
of the I sraeli te settler. The invention of a mortar 
which could be used in the construction of rain
collecting • cisterns (e. 1 300 BC) may weil have been 
a decisive factor in the rapid colonization of the 
highlands of ludaea by the Israelite settlers. • Wells 
dug for watering the stock are early alluded to (Gn. 
26, eIe.) and irrigation was weil known (Gn. 1 3 : I 0). 
Reservoirs too for the needs of the urban popula
tion are frequently mentioned (Ct. 7:4), some fed 
through imposing rock-cut tunnels (2 Ki .  20:20). 
The need for water often pointed a moral lesson to 
the I sraelites (Dt. 8:7- 1 0; 1 1 : 1 0- 1 7; I Ki. 1 8 ;  le. 
2:  1 3 ; 1 4 :22). 

Before the rise of the Monarchy at least, the 
agricultural population of central Palestine con
sisted of small land-owners, and the typical pro
duce of the land is described in the presents given 
by Abigail to David ( I  Sa. 25 : 1 8) .  The importance 
in ludaea of the barley crop rather than wheat be
cause of its low rainfall, and the farne of Carmel 
for its vines and Ephraim and Galilee for olives, 
have been justified since biblical times. But 
droughts tend to introduce debt and servitude, so 
that despite the ideological democracy envisaged in 
the jubilee year (Lv. 25), crownlands, large estates 
and forced labour already appear in the time of 
Saul (I Sa. 8: 1 6; 22:7; 25 :2) .  In Transjordan and 
the Negeb it seems that the pastoral l ife has been 
traditionally supplemented by settled agricultural 
practices wherever wells and oases permitted. But 
the deeline of agriculture has been constantly 
threatened by over-grazing by sheep and goats, 
apart from the more catastrophic incursions from 
the desert. 

V. The settlements 
A major problem in the historical geography of 
Palestine has been the identification of place
names. There are approximately 622 place-names 
W of 10rdan recorded in the Bible. The lists of 
Tuthmosis 1 1 1 ,  Sethos I, Rameses 11 and • Shishak 
I at Karnak throw some light on Palestinian 
topography. The Onomaslieon of Eusebius and 
lerome is another valuable source. The work of 
R. Reland ( 1 7 1 4) paved the way for the modern 
topographical work of Edward Robinson when he 
visited Palestine in 1 838. He identified 1 77 place
names, few of which have been subsequently 
changed. In 1 865 the Palestine Exploration Fund 
was established, and by 1 927 about 434 pI ace
names had been located; Conder in particular 
added 1 47 new names. A number of these are still 
disputed, and modern scholarship continues to 
debate a few of them. 

The startling discoveries of Kathleen Kenyon at 
• lericho show that there has been a semblance of 
urban l ife there since 6000-8000 BC with an 8-acre 
site occupied by some 3 ,000 inhabitants (. ARCHAE
OLOGV). I ndeed, the 10rdan valley seems to have 
been from early times an area of dense settlement. 
N. Glueck notes some seventy sites there, many 
founded over 5,000 years ago, and over thirty-five 
of them still inhabited by Israelite times. It was 
only later that this valley wh ich Lot found so 

attractive (Gn. 1 3 : 1 0) became more desolate, prob
ably with the advent of malaria. It has been sug
gested that some of the Teil s  were artificial mounds 
built deliberately above the swampy ground, 
though added to by subsequent settlement. But 
everywhere water-supply has been the decisive 
factor of settlement. Fortified towns and castles 
were built at important perennial springs such as 
lericho, Beth-shan and Aphek (famous from the 
wars of the I sraelites with the Philistines). Indeed, 
it is a corollary that sites with abundant springs 
have usually had the most continuous settlement 
from remote times. 

Along the coastal plain S of Carmel settlement 
has been relatively dense since antiquity, favoured 
by the ease with which wells could be dug through 
the sandy soils to the lenticular beds of elay that 
hold suspended water-tables. But farther N in the 
Vale of Sharon and Upper Galilee, where the 
water-supply is abundant, relatively dense wood
land made human occupancy difficult until more 
recent centuries. In the basins of lower Galilee and 
Samaria population has for long been dense, scat
tered in numerous villages, but S of lerusalem vil
lage sites become fewer and more nueleated, until 
around Beersheba settlement has been limited to 
strategie fortified well-sites. In Transjordan the 
edge of the plateau is marked by a number of fort
resses such as Petra, Bozrah (Buseira) and Tophel 
(Tafileh). Beyond them to the E is the narrow 
stretch of agricultural land with its scattered 
villages along which ran the King's Highway. 
Within these patterns of settlement dictated largely 
by water conditions, the strategie and most im
portant towns have grown up at cross-roads where 
the proximity of some defile enabled the transverse 
roads to link with the main N-S highways. Such 
were in biblical times Beersheba, Hebron, lerusa
lern, Bethel, Shechem, Samaria, Megiddo, Beth
shan and Hazor. Hence the psalmist could exelaim: 
'He led them by a straight way, till they reached a 
city to dweil in' (Ps. 1 07:7). 

VI. The regions of Palestine 
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The geograph er can create as many regions as 
there are problems worth studying, so it is absurd 
to suggest that the delimitation of areas within 
Palestine has a permanent validity. But certain 
regional units have appeared again and again in 
the history of Palestine, and should be recog
nized. The broad divisions already noted are dis
tinct: the coastal plains, the central hili lands, the 
R ift Valley, the plateaux of Transjordan and the 
desert. 

The coastal plains stretch for a distance of about 
200 km from the borders of Lebanon to Gaza, 
interrupted by Mt Carmel in the N. To the N of it, 
the plain of Asher runs for 40 km to the ancient 
Ladder of Tyre, where the Galilean hills crowd 
elose to the coast. I t  played no part in the l ife of 
Israel, but to the SE of it the valley of lezreel and 
plain of Esdraelon have been of major signifi
cance. Stretching for 50 km into the interior and 
some 20 km at its widest, this formed the main 
road from Egypt to Damascus and the N. Along it 
were situated the strategie centres of Megiddo, lez
reel and Beth-shan, famous in many of Israel's 
wars (1dg. 5; 7: I ;  I Sa. 29: I ;  3 1 :  1 2) and the apoca
Iyptic site of the future (Rev. 1 6: 1 6).  S of Carmel, 
which shelters the small plain of Dor, is the plain 
of Sharon with its five great Philistine strongholds 
of Ekron, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gath and Gaza, 
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merging E into the hili lands of the Shephelah, a 
buffer between Israel and Philistia. These hills were 
once heavily wooded with sycamores ( I  Ki. 1 0:27; 
2 Ch. I :  1 5; 9:27) and crossed transversely by 
narrow valleys wh ich witnessed the early struggles 
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of Israel from the times of the Judges to David, 
notably Aijalon (Jos. 10 : 1 0-- 1 5 ; I Sa. 1 4:3 1 ); Sorek 
(Jdg. 1 6), and Elah (I Sa. 1 7 : 1 -2). 

The Central Hills run some 300 km from N 
Galilee to Sinai, made up of interlocking hills 
and plateaux. In  the S, Judah has gently undulat
ing folds except in the E, where the deeply dis
sected chalky relief of the Wilderness of ludah, 
or Jeshimon, descends steeply to the Rift Valley. 
This Judaean plateau runs N into the hill country 
of Ephraim with its easy transverse passages, but 
to the N the hills of Samaria decrease gently 
from the Judaean heights of over 1 ,000 m to an 
average of just over 300 m in the central basin, in 
which are situated the biblical sites of Gibeah, 
Shalem, Shechem and Sychar. Above it tower the 
heights of Ebal (945 m) and Gerizim (890 m). 
Together with other fertile basins, Samaria was 
exposed to outside influences, and its faith early 
corrupte.l. N of the plain of Esdraelon lies Gali
lee, divided into S or lower Galilee, wh ich has a 
similar landscape to the lands of Samaria, and N 
or upper Galilee, where the mountains reach over 
900 m. A number of basins, notably Nazareth, 
provide easy passage and rich cultivation between 
the coast and the Lake area, densely settled in 
our Lord's day. 

Slicing across Palestine for over 1 00 km, the 
Jordan follows the great Rift Valley. Its N sector is 
occupied also by the lakes H uleh and Galilee, sur
rounded by high mountains, notably Hermon, the 
source of the Jordan (D!. 3:9; 4:48). Below the 
basin of Huleh, the Jordan has cut through the 
basaltic dam that once blocked the depression in a 
gorge to enter the lake Tiberias or Sea of Galilee 
200 m below sea-Ievel . Beyond it the river Yarmuk 
adds its waters to the Jordan and the valley grad
ually widens S towards the Dead Sea trough. S of 
the cl i ffs of 'Ain Khaneizer commences the 
Arabah, stretching 1 60 km to the Gulf of Aqabah, 
a desert domina ted by the great wall of the Trans
jordan tableland. W stretches the desolate hilly 
relief of the central Negeb and its steppe plains, 
towards Beersheba. E over the edge of the Trans
jordan plateaux extend a series of regions weil 
known in Bible times: the tableland of Bashan 
dominated E by the great volcanic caves of Jebel 
Druze; Gilead situated in a huge oval dome 55 km 
by 40 km wide and famed for its forests (Je. 22:6; 
Zc. 10: 1 0); the level steppes of Ammon and 
Moab; and S of the Zered valley (D!. 2: 1 3; Is. 
1 5:7) the faulted and tilted block of Edom with its 
impregnable strongholds. Beyond to the E and the 
S are the deserts, tablelands of rock and sand, 
blasted by the hot winds. See also • JORDAN, 
• NEGEB, • SHARON, • ZIN . For archaeology of Pal
estine, see • ARCHAEOLOGY and individual sites, for 
history, see • CANAAN, • ISRAEL, • JUDAH, • PHILIS
TINES, ete. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F.-M. Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, 1 937 (2 vols. ) ;  D. Baly, The Geography 01 
the Bible2, 1 974; G. Dalman, Sacred Sites and 
Ways, 1 935; M. du Buit, Geographie de la Terre 
Sainte, 1 958; N. Glueck, The River Jordan, 1 946; 
W. 1. Phythian-Adams, 'The Land and the People' 
in A Companion to the Bible (ed. T. W. Manson), 
1 944, pp. 1 33- 1 56; A. Reifenberg, The Struggle 
between the Desert and the Sown in the Levant, 
1 956; G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography ol the 
Holy Land2S, 1 93 1 ;  National A tlas 01 Israel (in 
Hebrew), in course of publication since 1 958 .  

J.M.H. 



PALTITE, THE 

PALTITE, THE. The name given to the in habit
ants of Beth-pelet, situated in the Judaean Negeb 
(Jos. 1 5 :27; Ne. 1 1  :26) . Helez, one of David's 30 
heroes, was a native of this town (2 Sa. 23:26). In 
I Ch. 1 1  :27 and 27: l O he is called ' the • Pelonite'. 

R.A.H.G.  

PAMPHYLIA. A coastal region 01"  S Asia Minor 
on the great bay of the Mare Lycium, Iying be
tween • Lycia and • Cilicia. It is mentioned in Acts 
1 3 : 1 3 ; 1 4:24 and 1 5 :38 in connection with Paul's 
first journey, a visit which Ramsay believed was 
cut short through illness and the enervating c1i
mate (SPT, pp. 89ff.). According to tradition, the 
area was colonized by Amphilochus and Calchas 
(or Mopsus, his rival and successor) after the 
Trojan War. Linguistic evidence confirms a mixed 
settlement. The chief towns were Attaleia, Paul's 
probable landing-place, founded by Attalus II of 
Pergamum after 1 89 BC with Athenian colonists; 
Aspendus, a Persian naval base which c1aimed 
Argive foundation; Side, founded by Aeolian col
onists; and • Perga. The region was under Persian 
rule until Alexander, after which, apart from brief 
occupations by Ptolemy l and Ptolemy 1 1 1 ,  it 
passed to the possession of the Seleucids of Syria. 
After the defeat of Antiochus 1 1 1 ,  C. Manlius took 
the region over for Rome and the main cities were 
associated in alliance. The Attalids at this time 
( 1 89 BC) received the coastal strip, where they 
founded Attaleia. Many readjustments followed. 
From 1 02 BC Pamphylia was a part of the province 
of Cilicia, but about 44 BC was included in Asia. In 
36 BC Antony made the territory over to his ally 
Amyntas, king of Galatia. Thanks to his timely 
desertion to Octavian before Actium, Amyntas 
retained possession until his death in battle against 
a high land tribe in 25 BC. From this date until AD 
43 Pamphylia was part of the province of Galatia. 
In that year Claudius formed the province of 
Lycia-Pamphylia. There were later reorganizations 
under Galba and Vespasian. The church founded 
at Perga is the only one mentioned in the I st cen
tury, but there were at least twelve foundations at 
the time of Diocletian's persecution in AD 304. 

BJBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. M. Jones, Cities o/ tlre 
Eastern Roman Provinces 2, 1 97 1 , pp. I 23ff. 

E.M.B. 

PANNAG. A Heb. word, found only in Ezk. 27: 1 7, 
denoting some type of merchandise, presumably 
edible. AV and RV transliterated, since the meaning 
was unknown. Scholars and EVV have often 
emended the Heb., either to dönag, 'wax' (JB) or to 
paggag, 'early figs' (RSV) ; but recent evidence from 
Hittite and Akkad. texts supports MT. 'Meal' 
(NEB), or some baked product, seems to be meant. 

D.F.P. 

PAPHOS. The name of two settlements in SW 
Cyprus in NT times, distinguished by scholars as 
Old and New Paphos. The former was a Phoeni
cian foundation of great antiquity Iying slightly 
inland from the coast. New Paphos grew up, after 
the Romans annexed the island in 58 BC, as the 
centre of Rom. rule, and it was here that Paul met 
the proconsul Sergius (Acts 1 3 :6-7, 1 2) on his first 
missionary joumey. Here, too, he had his en-

counter with Elymas the sorcerer (Acts 1 3 : 6-· 1 1 ) .  
Old Paphos was the site of a famous shrine, prob
ably of Phoenician or Syrian origin, but later de-
voted to the worship of Aphrodite. J .H .P .  

PAPYRI AND OSTRACA. 

I.  Egyptian 

a. Papyrus 
(i) Name. The term papyrus applies to a large 
aquatic plant 01" the sedge family, to the writing 
material prepared from its pith, and to individual 
manuscripts made from this material. The origin 
of Gk. papyros (from which come 'papyrus', 
'paper') is still uncertain. Some think that it derives 
from an assumed papüro in Coptic (last stage of 
the ancient Egyptian language), which would mean 
'belonging to the king', reflecting the fact that pro
duction of papyrus was a royal monopoly in the 
Graeco-Roman epoch. 

(ii) Tlre plant and its uses. In antiquity, the 
• plant Cyperus papyrus L. grew throughout Egypt, 
especially in the Delta, in marshes and lakes; but 
the plant is not now found in the wild state N of 
the Sudan, although i t  still grows in the marshes of 
Lake H uleh in Palestine and is found in Sicily. 
From roots in the mud, the great sterns, triangular 
in section, grew to heights of 3 to 6 m, ending in 
large, open, bell-shaped flowers. (See H .  Frankfort, 
Birtlr 0/ Civilization in tlre Near East, 1 95 1 ,  pI. 2, 
and for a representation in antiquity, W. Stevenson 
Smith, Art and Arclritecture 0/ Ancient Egypt, 
1 958, plate 1 29A.) The graceful form of the papy
rus was a favourite motif in Egyp. art and archi
tecture. Heb. göme' (AV 'bulrushes', 'rush' ,  'rushes') 
appears to signify the papyrus-plant .  The biblical 
references to it tally weil with the known nature 
and uses of papyrus. I t  indeed grew in the mire (Jb. 
8 :  1 1 ) and fittingly symbolized luxuriant, swampy 
growth by contrast with the desert sands ( l s. 35 :7). 
The little basket or 'ark' in wh ich the infant Moses 
was placed was of papyrus (Ex. 2:3);  and in Egypt 
and Ethiopia papyrus vessels and skiffs were to 
be seen on the Nile and its marshes ( l s. 1 8 :2) as 
ancient pictures show (see, e.g. M. M urray, The 
Splendour that was Egypt, 1 949, p. 83, pI. 1 9). Be
sides the manufacture of reed boats and baskets, 
papyrus was used for making ropes, sandals and 
some c1othing, and its roots were even used as food 
for the poor. 
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(iii) Papyrus 'paper'. To make this, the plant
sterns were stripped of their outer rinds, cut up 
into lengths of about 40-45 cm, and the fresh, 
pithy inner stern was cut into thin strips. These 
were laid out side by side, overlapping each other, 
on a hard wooden surface; more strips were simi
larly laid across these at right-angles; and the two 
layers were then welded into a whole simply by 
hard beating, e.g with mallets. Trimmed and 
smoothed, the result was a sheet of whitish paper 
that was durable but yellowed with age. The side 
showing horizontal fibres was usually wrilten on 
first (except for letters) and is called the recto; the 
'back' with the vertical fibres is termed the verso. 
These sheets were pasted end to end, with slight 
overlaps, to form a papyrus roll. The standard 
length was twenty sheets, but this could be short
ened by cutting or lengthened by pasting on more, 
as need arose. The longest known papyrus is the 
great Papyrus Harris I, c. 1 1 60 BC, in the British 



Museum; it is some 40 m long. The height of a 
papyrus varied according to the use to wh ich it was 
to be pu!: the larger sizes (maximum, 47 cm; usu
ally 35·5 cm and 42 cm in Dynasties 1 8  and 1 9-20) 
for official and business papers and accounts (with 
long columns of figures); and the sm aller on es 
(about 18 cm and 21 cm, but orten less) for li terary 
compositions. 

(iv) The use 0/ papyrus. This was governed by 
definite conventions. As Egyp. script usually runs 
from right to lert, the scribes always began at the 
right-hand end of a papyrus and wrote to the 
left-at first in vertical lines (usual until c. 1 800 
BC), therearter in horizontal lines of modest length, 
grouped in successive 'columns' or 'pages' . For 
scripts used, punctuation, writing equipment, 
manuscripts, eIe. , see * WRITING; * TElITS AND 
VERSIONS. 

Papyrus was used from the beginning of Egyp. 
history (c. 3000 BC) down into the early Islamic 
period (7th century AD and later). The oldest 
(blank) rolls are of Dynasty I ,  the first written 
ones are of Dynasty 5 ,  c. 2500 BC. Large quan
tities were made and used in Egypt in the 2nd and 
I st millennia BC for every kind of written record; 
but papyrus was not cheap, and the backs and 
blank spaces of old rolls were orten used up, or 
an old text washed off to make room for a new 
one. 

Before the end of the 2nd millennium BC, papy
rus was being exported extensively to Syria
Palestine and doubtless beyond. About 1 075 BC 
Zakarbaal, the prince of Phoen. Byblos, quoted 
timber-prices to the Egyp. envoy Wenamun from 
the rolls of accounts kept by his predecessors, and 
in Wenamun's part-payment for timber were 
included '500 (rolls of) finished papyrus' (ANET, 
pp. 27a, 28a). For the use of papyrus for Heb. 
and Ararn., and in NT times, see separate sections 
below. On all aspects of papyrus as a writing
medium in Egypt, see 1. (:erny, Paper and Books in 
Ancienl Egypl, 1 952.  For pictures of funerary and 
administrative papyri respectively, see IBA , pp. 36-
37, figs. 30-3 1 .  

b. OSlraca 
The plural of oSlrakon, a Gk. word originally 
meaning 'oyster-shell', but applied by the Greeks 
to the potsherds on wh ich they recorded their votes 
(hence English 'ostracize'). In Egypt this term is 
applied to slips of limes tone or potsherds bearing 
ink-written inscriptions and drawings. Although 
such ostraca are known from most periods in 
Egyp. history and from various sites, the vast ma
jority are of New Kingdom date (c. 1 550-1 070 BC) 
and come from Thebes in Upper Egypt, specific
ally from the Valleys of the Tombs of the Kings 
and the Queens and the vil lage for the workers at 
these tombs (modern Deir el-Medineh). Most 
Egyp. ostraca are written in the cursive hieratic 
script; those in the more formal, pictorial h iero
glyphic script are much rarer. The ostraca with 
drawings are orten delightful, sketched by artists in 
their spare time. The inscribed ostraca fall into two 
c1asses: l i terary and non-literary. The former con
tain portions of Egyp. l iterary works (stories, 
poems, wisdom, hymns, eIe.), written out as school 
exercises, test of memory, or for pleasure; these 
ostraca orten preserve l iterary works (or parts of 
them) still unknown from any other source. M uch 
more varied are the non-literary ostraca. These 
were the Egyptians' equivalent of memo-pads, jot-
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ters and scrap paper, and reflect every conceivable 
aspect of daily l ife: rosters of workmen with note 
of absentees, reports on work done (cf Ex. 5 : 1 8-
1 9), distribution of food-allowances and oil, 
innumerable accounts of bricks, straw, vegetables, 
vessels, eIe., lawsuits, marriage-contracts, bills of 
sale and demand-notes for debts, many letters 
and memoranda, and much else besides. The 
total of this material gives a vivid insight into 
Egyp. daily life during and after the time of 
Israel's sojourn and exod us and can provide use
ful background for the Exodus narratives. 
(* LACHISH, * SAMARIA . )  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. On scope and ill}portance of  
ostraca, see 1 .  (:erny, Chronique d'Egyple, 6fNo. 
12 ,  1 93 1 ,  pp. 2 1 2-224, and S. Sauneron, Calalogue 
des Oslraca Hieraliques Non Lilleraires de Deir el 
Medineh, 1 959, Introduction, pp. vi-xviii, who 
gives ample reference to other publications. I n  
English, see W. C .  Hayes, The ScepIer 0/ Egypl, 2 ,  
1 959, pp. 1 76- 1 78, 390-394, 432. For pictures of 
typical ostraca, see Hayes, op. eil. , p. 1 77, fig. 98.  

1 1 ,  Hebrew, Aramaie and Greek 

a. Hebrew papyri 

K.A.K.  

The oldest known Heb. papyrus (Mur 1 7) was dis
covered at Wadi Murabba'at by the Dead Sea in 
1 952. M ur 1 7  is a palimpsest written in palaeo
Hebrew script and dates from the late 8th or early 
7th century BC. The original letter, of which a few 
words may still be read, was erased and a list of 
personal names superimposed. Most of the scrolls 
found at Qumran are of parchment but there are a 
few papyri worthy of mention. Cave 4 yielded 
papyrus fragments of The Rule o/ Ihe Communily 
and The Thanksgiving Hymns. Hundreds of 
papyrus pieces were found in Cave 6, among them 
fragments of the biblical books of Kings and 
Daniel written in a semi-cursive script. Before the 
Qumran discoveries the Nash Papyrus, containing 
parts of  Dt. 5 and 6, had occupied a unique posi
tion as the oldest biblical Heb. MS extant; i t  is pos
sibly to be dated as early as the 2nd century BC. 
Wadi M urabba'at has also produced assorted Heb. 
papyri from the time of the Bar Kokhba rebellion 
(AD 1 32-1 35). The most noteworthy finds were a 
couple of letters written by Bar Kokhba hirnself 
and containing his real name-Simeon Ben 
Kosebah. 
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b. Hebrew oslraca 
Ostraca, being cheap and of limited use, tended to 
have only information of secondary importance 
inscribed on them. Nevertheless, ostraca bearing 
Heb. inscriptions have shed valuable light on the 
language and l iterat ure of the OT. The Samaria 
ostraca, discovered in the main du ring the Harvard 
excavations of 1 908- 10, are among the most im
portant. They date from the time of the lehu dyn
asty, possibly from the reign of lehoahaz at the end 
of the 9th century. Discovered in a royal store
house, they record information concerning the 
payment of oil and wine; i t  is possible that they 
refer to the produce from crown property in the 
vicinity of Samaria. In each case the regnal year is 
given and, though not uniformly, they contain 
many personal and place-names, the former in
c1uding compounds of Yahweh, EI and Baal. See 
LOB, pp. 3 1 5-327. Many ostraca inscribed in Ara
maie, and some in Hebrew, have been discovered at 
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Arad. The Hebrew-inscribed date from the late 7th 
century BC and concern supplies of wine, Rour and 
bread wh ich an official had to provide for travel
lers (troops?). Some sm aller ostraca found in the 
temple ruins record names of priestly families, 
among them the Korahites (bny qr/:!). The Yavneh
Yam ostraca are dated to the same era. Special 
interest attaches to one of this collection which 
preserves an agricultural worker's plea for the 
return of his c10ak which had been removed by an 
overseer who wrongly accused hirn of laziness (cf 
Ex. 22 :26-27). Of roughly similar date is the Ophel 
ostracon found in Jerusalem in the 1 923-5 excav
at ions. It contains a list of names and provenances 
in palaeo-Hebrew script. Probably best known of 
all are the Lachish ostraca, twenty-one of which 
were discovered on the si te of the ancient city 
(mod. Tell ed-Duweir) in 1 935 and 1 938. These 
have a particular merit in that many of them can be 
dated with certainty to the year 587 BC. They are 
mostly letters and the name of Yaosh, military 
governor of Lachish, occurs as that of the ad
dressee in some of them. The letters reRect the des
perate situation in Judah as the Babylonians took 
city after city; there are some points of contact 
with the book of Jeremiah. Features of interest in
c1ude the free use of the tetragrammaton and a 
reference to a prophet acting as postman. Some 
Heb.-inscribed sherds have also been discovered at 
Qumran, Wadi M urabba'at and Masada (where 
one with the name Ben Yair inscribed on it has 
aroused particular interest because of its probable 
connection with the Zealot leader Eleazar Ben 
Yair). 

c. Aramaic papyri 
Possibly the earliest extant papyrus written in Ara
maie is that which was found in 1 942 at Saqqarah 
in Egypt. It represents part of a letter from a king 
Adon to the pharaoh and would seem to have 
been written from somewhere on the Philistine or 
Phoenician coast. Thus the use of Aramaie in 
international diplomacy be fore the Persian era is 
iIIustrated, for the letter cannot have been written 
after the time of Nebuchadrezzar (d. 562 BC) . But 
by far the most significant corpus of Aram. papyri 
is that which comes from the island of Elephantine 
in Egypt. Here and at Memphis and Hermopolis a 
large number of papyri written by Jews in the late 
6th and 5th centuries BC have been preserved. 
Legal documents and private letters are weil repre
sen ted, and there is also a fragment of the oldest 
known version of t he Sayings 0/ Ahikar. The type 
of Aramaie is, as we should expect, rather like that 
in the biblical Ezra. These Jewish colonists had 
their own temple (despite Dt. 1 2: 5-7) and went so 
far as to compound the name of the God of Israel 
with Canaanite divine names (e.g. Anath-Yahu, 
Anath-Bethel). Representing the 4th century are 
the papyri from Wadi Daliyeh, 1 9  km NW of Jeri
cho. These were discovered in a cave and it is sur
mised that they were hidden there by refugees from 
Samaria where they were actually written. They 
are legal and administrative documents which were 
drawn up c. 375-365 BC; they may have been aban
doned by people who had Red before Alexander 
the Great. So me Aram. papyri are included in the 
finds at Qumran (e.g. one containing OT geneal
ogies, from Cave 4) and at Wadi M urabba'at 
(e.g. deeds of sale). Some Nabataean fragments 
have also been recovered in the vicinity of Wadi 
Murabba'at. 

d Aramaic ostraca 
An early example is the letter on a potsherd found 
at Asshur and probably written in the 7th century 
BC. Aram. ostraca at Elephantine ( vid sup. ) are 
mainly tax receipts. Fragments from the Persian 
period found at Tell al-Khalayfa evidently served 
as receipts for wine. Scores of Aram. sherds are 
among the finds at Arad. A few have turned up at 
Qumran and Wadi M urabba'at but they are of 
little significance. A fragment of a letter(?) at Wadi 
M urabba'at is dated to the early I st century BC. 

e. Greek Old Testament papyri 
A considerable number are extant, though invari
ably they are in fragmentary condition. Perhaps 
the oldest is the John Rylands Pap. Gk.  458 con
taining parts of Dt. 23-28 and dating from the 2nd 
century BC. Pap. Fouad 266 is almost as old and 
preserves fragments of Gn .  7 and 38 and Dt. 1 7-
33.  The Chester Beatty Gk. OT papyri include 
parts of various OT books and range in date from 
the 2nd to the 4th centuries AD. From the 3rd cen
tury AD comes the Freer Gk.  MS V, a papyrus codex 
of the M inor Prophets. Qumran Cave 4 has yielded 
fragments of Lv. 2-5, while in Cave 7 fragments 
containing Ex. 28:4---7 and the Epistle 0/ Jeremiah 
43-44 have been found. The Qumran finds may be 
given approx. dates in the I st century BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY (for Heb., Aram. and Gk. OT 
material): A .  Cowley, Aramaic Papyri 0/ the Fifth 
Century BC, 1 923; E. G. Kraeling, The Brooklyn 
Museum Aramaic Papyri, 1 953;  Darr, pp. 204-
208, 2 1 2-2 1 7, 2 5 1 -269; P. Benoit et al., Discoveries 
in the Judaean Desert, 2, 1 96 1 ;  F. F. Bruce, The 
Books and the ParchmentsJ, 1 963; S. Jellicoe, The 
Septuagint and Modern Study, 1 968; B. Porten, 
Archives /rom Elephantine, 1 968; K. Aland, Reper
torium der Griechischen Christlichen Papyri: I. 
Biblische Papyri, 1 976; A. Lemaire, Inscriptions 
Illfbratiques J. Les ostraca, 1 977. R.P.G. 

III. New Testament 

a. Introduction 
The discovery of the Gk.  papyri in Egypt during 
the last century has had important results for NT 
studies. In the initial finds biblical papyri were 
rare, but with the commencement  of systematic 
excavations by Grenfell and Hunt in 1 896 large 
quantities of papyri came to light, including either 
portions of the NT books themselves or docu
ments of the early centuries which helped our 
understanding of them. The most fruitful sites 
were in the Fayyüm and to the S, particularly at 
Oxyrhynchus, Hermopolis, Tebtynis, Aphrodi
topolis and Panopolis. 
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It had long been assumed by many scholars that 
NT Greek was sui generis, 'a language of the Holy 
Ghost', but there were some, such as Masson, 
Lightfoot and Farrar, who anticipated the fact 
soon to be proved, that the NT writers used the 
common tongue of the Gk.  world in the Ist  cen
tury AD, approximating more often to the spoken 
than to the literary form of koine Greek. Thanks to 
the papyri, we now have i l lustrations of the con
temporary 'secular' use of the vast majority of NT 
words. It is still true, in  a restricted sense, that the 
language is sui generis, because of the frequent 
substratum of Hebrew and Aramaie. 'The tension 
between the Jewish heritage and the Greek world 
vitally affects the language of the New Testament' 
(Hoskyns and Davey, The Riddle 0/ the New Tes-



tament, 1 93 1 ,  p. 20). Another tendency corrected 
by the study of the papyri was the inclination of 
scholars to judge the NT by Attic standards of 
grammar and syntax, and also of Iiterary taste. I t  
was now made doubly c1ear that the  koine of the 
first Christian centuries was in a comparatively 
rapid state of evolution, which culminated in Byz
antine and finally in modern Greek, and must there
fore be evaluated in the light of this. It would be 
wrong to claim too much for these advances, but 
they have provided an indispensable aid to the study 
of the NT text, language and l i terature, and thus 
for its theological interpretation. In his Schweich 
Lecture of 1 946 (published in 1 953 as The Text 0/ 
the Epist!es) G. Zuntz makes a plea for the active 
conjunction of these two fields of study. 'The theo
logian who studies the New Testament must 
assurne the quality also of the philologist' (p. 3) .  
Perhaps the finest work exemplifying this is TDNT. 

The original documents of the NT were all writ
ten on papyrus rolls (apart from one or two of the 
shortest Epistles, which may have been written on 
individual sheets of papyrus), and it may here be 
mentioned that the transmission of the text played 
an important part in the development of new tech
niques. In the rest of the Roman world papyrus 
codices did not begin to replace rolls until the 3rd 
century AD, but from Egypt we have evidence that 
the Christian communities developed the codex 
form considerably earlier. Ten Bible fragments 
have been found dated to the 2nd and early 3rd 
centuries, and of 1 1 1  fragments of the 3rd and 4th 
only twelve were in the form of papyrus rolls. The 
text of Romans would have required a roll of 4 m,  
Mark  6 m, Acts about 1 0 m (cf 2 Tim. 4: 1 3  refer
ring to rolls and the parchment wrappings wh ich 
protected them). But as the need arose for copies 
of the Gospels and Epistles in larger bulk, the use 
of codices naturally developed, i.e. leaves of pa
pyrus folded and arranged in quires, much as in 
modern books. A single codex could now contain 
the four Gospels and Acts, or the wh oie of Paul's 
Epistles. 

b. List 0/ the most notab!e papyri 
The latest tabulation, edited by K. Aland ( 1 976), 
contains more than 241 entries, of which 68 are 
Iisted in the critical editions of the NT text. Many 
are comparatively smalI, but the importance of the 
more substantial texts is great. 

p I  (3rd or 4th cent.) contains Mt .  1 : 1 -9, 1 2-20; 
p4 (4th cent.) Lk. 1 :74-80; 6: 1 -4; p5 (3rd cent.) Jn .  
1 :23-3 1 , 33-4 1 and 20: 1 1 - 1 7, 1 9-25; it comprises 
the two leaves of a single quire, and illustrates the 
family from wh ich the Codices Sinaiticus and Vati
canus later derived. pS (4th cent.) contains Acts 
4:3 1 -37; 5 :2-9; 6: 1 -6, 8-1 5 ; pI J  (3rd cent . ,  written 
on the back of an Epitome of Livy) Heb. 2 :  1 4-5 :5 ;  
1 0: 8-22; 1 0:29- 1 1 : 1 3; 1 1 :28- 1 2 : 1 7 ; p20 (3rd cent.) 
Jas. 2 : 1 9-3 :9; p22 (3rd cent.) Jn. 1 5 :25- 1 6:2, 2 1 -32; 
p27 (3rd cent .)  Rom. 8 :  1 2-22, 24-27, 33-9:3 ;  9 :5-9; 
pJ7 (3rd cent.) contains Mt. 26: 1 9-52; pJ8 (4th 
cent . )  Acts 1 8 :27-1 9:6; 1 9 : 1 2- 1 6. 

Of the Chester Beatty Papyri �p45. 4 •. 47.) , Nos. I 
and 2 are of particular interest. P 5 (early 3rd cent.) 
contains portions of 30 leaves out of a codex 01' 
220 including the Gospels and Acts; it has parts 01' 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John ( 1 7  leaves) and Acts 
( 1 3  leaves). p40 (also early 3rd cent.) contains 86 
leaves, found over a period in three groups, and has 
Romans, Hebrews, I ,  2 Corinthians, Galatians, 
Ephesians, Phil ippians, Colossians, I ,  2 Thes-
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salonians, except for small gaps. It is notable that 
the concluding doxology of Romans here occurs at 
the end of ch. 1 5 .  p47 (3rd cent., 10 leaves) has Rev. 
9: 1 0- 1 7 :2; p48 (3rd cent., similar to pJS) has Acts 
23: 1 1 - 1 6, 24-29. p52 (the famous 'John Rylands' 
fragment, 9 cm by 6 cm) was identified by C. H .  
Roberts in 1 935 a s  Jn .  1 8:3 1 -33, 37-38 and belong
ing to the early 2nd cent. pM (2nd cent.) contains 
portions of Mt .  26; p" (c. AD 200), the 'Bodmer 
papyrus 1 1 ' ,  has 1 08 leaves in 5 quires, each 16 cm 
by 1 4 cm, and contains Jn . I : I - 1 4:26. 

The textual relation of these and many lesser 
papyri to the most important vellum codices and 
early versions of the NT has been the subject of 
c10se study. 

c. Effect on the textua! study 0/ the New Testament 
To describe this, a brief sketch of the history of the 
Gk. text up to the papyrus discoveries is necessary. 
The AV of 1 6 1 1 was based on the Gk. NT edition 
prepared by Stephanus (Robert Etienne) in 1 550, 
the 'Textus Receptus', which itself drew largely on 
the edition of Erasmus published in 1 5 1 6. Stepha
nus had made use of only fifteen MSS, all of them of 
late date, and representing the Byzantine or East
ern tradition of the text. The event which stimu
lated a serious search for all available MSS was the 
appearance in England in 1 627 of the Codex Alex
andrinus, a vellum codex of the 5th century AD. 
But it was not until the discovery of Codex Sinaiti
cus and the appearance of Tischendorf's edition of 
Vaticanus, in 1 859 and 1 867 respectively, that any 
great advance in textual study was possible. This 
came just as scholars began to realize the potential 
wealth of Egypt in papyri. Westcott and Hort pub
lished a revised Gk. text in 1 88 1 ,  which was used 
extensively in the Eng. RV of that year. These 
scholars postulated four main families of texts, 
Syrian, Neutral, Alexandrian and Western, and 
themselves gave most weight to the Neutral family, 
consisting of the Codices Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, 
the Coptic Versions and kindred MSS. 

NT papyri have played a prominent part in the 
extension and modification of their results. Fur
ther study convinced scholars that Westcott and 
Hort's groups had been distinguished too sharply 
from each other; and B. H. Streeter, using the 
minuscule groups of MSS isolated by Ferrar and 
Abbott, and by K. Lake, together with the Koride
thi MS (9th cent.) demonstrated the c10se relation 
these all bore to Origen's text of the NT, and pos
tulated at any rate for the Gospel of Mark the 'Cae
sarean' family (Origen having spent his latter years 
at Caesarea). The text of the Gospels in the Freer 
MSS (the 'Washington Gospels') and the Chester 
Beatty papyri further showed that the 'Caesarean' 
family of texts probably originated in Egypt, and 
went from Alexandria to Caesarea with Origen. 
The Chester Beatty group, especially p'o, have been 
of immense value. They prove that the codex was 
early in use for collections of the Gospels and 
Pauline Epistles, the circulation of which greatly 
assisted towards the formation of the canon of the 
NT. Their firm dating to the 3rd century AD means 
that we now possess a line of textual evidence 
going beyond the great vellum codices of the 4th 
and 5th centuries, upon wh ich scholars had de
pended so heavily, and earlier than the NT collec
tions wh ich Eusebius was ordered to produce for 
use in the churches, following the Edict of Milan in 
AD 3 1 3 . Further valuable help has been provided 
by the Bodmer papyri, especially pOo, a late 2nd-
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century codex of lohn. Still earlier fragments, in 
particular the 'lohn Rylands' fragment of lohn's 
Gospel, take us into the first half of the 2nd cen
tury, i.e. to within a single generation of the last 
writings of the NT, the lohannine Corpus. 

The general picture of the transmission of the 
text which emerges is that of many groups or 
families arising, as copies were made for public 
and private use, sometimes by trained scribes, but 
more often by untrained Christians. The need for 
a standard text had not yet arisen, and loeal at
tempts at the collation of different texts were never 
very widely used. We must also assurne that in the 
persecutions, e.g that of Decius in AD 250, many 
copies of the NT perished. The papyri have helped 
to reveal the complexity of this early stage of 
transmission; if  we are still far from fulfilling 
Bentley's aim to make the text so undoubtedly 
true 'ut e manibus apostolorum vix purior et sin
cerior evaseri t' ('that i t  could scarcely have come 
from the hands of the apostles themselves in a form 
purer or more free from corruption'), at least the 
story is one of  continuous advance. (* TElITS AND 
VERSIONS (NT).) 

d EJfect on the study 0/ New Testament languageand 
literature 
As noted above, the Gk. of the NT has affinities 
with both the literary and the non-literary forms of 
the koine, principally the latter, which is now 
known so fully from papyrus documents of every 
type from Graeco-Roman Egypt-Imperial re
scripts, judicial proceedings, tax and census papers, 
marriage contracts, birth, death and divorce 
notices, private letters, business accounts, and a 
host of others. There are without doubt many 
Semitisms in the NT, all the writers except one 
being lewish, but their estimated number has been 
greatly reduced by the discovery of parallel expres
sions in the papyri. 'Even Mark's Semitisms are 
hardly ever barbarous Greek, though his extremely 
vernacular language makes us think so, until we 
read the less edueated papyri' (Howard). An ex
ample is the expression blepein apo at Mk .  8: 1 5 . 
Many new word formations of NT Greek have 
been paralleled, e.g. substantives ending in-mos, 
-ma, -sis, -ia; adjectives ending in -ios, new com

pound adjectives and adverbs, new words with the 
privative a- prefix; foreign words, technical words 
used of the Roman army and administration. 
Problems of orthography have been settled, e.g. 
genema (Mt .  26:29), tameion (Lk. 1 2 :3), sphyris 
(Mt .  1 5 :37); and of morphology, e.g gegonan 
(Rom. 1 6:7), elthatö (Mt .  10 : 1 3), elthan (Mk.  3:8); 
and of syntax, e.g the consecutive use of hina 
c1auses (as in ln .  1 7 :3), the interchangeability of eis 
and en (as in ln .  I :  1 8; Mt .  1 8: 1 9) .  

NT vocabulary was abundantly illustrated . In
stead of the numerous voces biblicae of the older 
scholars, it became possible to show, as did Deiss
mann and Bauer, that only about I per cent of the 
vocabulary, about fifty words, was in fact peculiar 
to it. A better sense could be given to words Iike 
helikia (e.g Lk. 2 :52 = 'age'), meris (Acts 1 6: 1 2  = 
'district'), anastatoö (lit .  'drive out of hearth and 
horne', used metaphorically in Acts 1 7:6 and Gal . 
5: 1 2), hypostasis (Heb. 1 1 : I = 'title-deeds', RSV 'as
surance'), parollsia (passim; = visit of royalty or 
other notable person), arrhabön (e.g Eph. 
1 :  1 4  = 'deposit paid', RSV 'guarantee'), leitourgia 
(2 Cor. 9: 1 2; of both private and public service). 
The common terms adelphoi and presbyteroi were 

frequently illustrated, from social and religious 
fraternities and from village and temple officials. 

At the time the NT was written a revised Atti
cism was popular, an essentially artificial move
ment which affected to recognize only 5th-century 
Attic Greek as the norm. But there were notable 
secular writers, such as Plutarch, Strabo, Diodorus 
Siculus and Epictetus, who shunned Atticism, and 
the NT itself represents a revolt against i t  by its use 
of the vernacular tongue. 'Koine is not, as i t  were, 
pure gold accidentally contaminated, but some
thing more like a new and serviceable alloy' 
(Moule). The LXX had al ready set a precedent for 
such a use of popular Greek, and the writers, all of 
whom might have written in Aramaic, wrote in 
Greek from deli berate choice. The Iiterary stand
ard of their work of course varies enormously. 
2 Peter most nearly approaches a fully literary 
level, and Luke and the author of Hebrews are also 
conscious stylists. But Luke and Paul, though ob
viously eapable of speaking and writing Greek in 
its c1assieal form (cf the prefaces to Luke and Acts, 
and Acts 1 7 :22ff.) did not hesitate to use highly 
colloquial forms. The extreme ease is the Revela
tion, written in laboured and sometimes barbarous 
Greek, which c1early reflects the influence of 
Semitic terms and modes of thought. But i t  still 
remains true that 'the Greek in which the author 
expresses hirnself was more like the Greek of the 
Egyptian papyri' (A. Robinson). (* LANGUAGE OF 
THE NEW TESTAMENT.) 

e. Ostraca 
We have noted already that ostraca or 'potsherds' 
were used extensively in antiquity as the cheapest 
possible writing material. Their seeming insignifi
cance (cf Is. 45:9) caused them to be neglected as 
being of any value for the study of koine Greek. As 
we might expect, among the large numbers found 
in Egypt, covering a period of nearly 1 ,000 years, 
the vast majority are documents, or fragments of 
them, belonging to the l ife of the lower c1asses. A 
few have been found bearing short literary texts, no 
doubt for use in schools, and we have ostraca with 
short passages of the NT inscribed on them (verses 
from Mk.  9 and Lk. 22) and one of the 6th century 
AD with a hymn to Mary influenced by Lk. I .  But 
more comprise brief letters, contracts, and, abovc 
all, tax receipts. Many languages are used, in
c1uding Greek, Latin, Aramaic, Coptic and Old 
Egyptian. 

Occasionally a NT expression is illuminated. 
Several ostraca give details of receipts dated to the 
day callcd Sebaste, meaning 'Emperor's Day', and 
perhaps parallel to the use by Christians of kyriake 
as 'the * Lord's day'. The title Kyrios, 'Lord', ap
pears on ostraca referring to the emperors Nero 
and Vespasian (cf Jude 4). Receipts from Thebes 
dated to the I st century have thrown light on the 
NT use of logeia (e.g. I Cor. 1 6 : 1 -2 = 'collections') 
and also on the verb apechö signifying the receipt 
of a payment (cf Mt.  6 :2  = 'they have received 
their reward in full'). The common phrase eis {O 
onoma ('in the name') is shown by ostraca to have 
been a regular legal formula, of the authority 
under which something is done. Ostraca thus sup
plement, on a comparatively minor scale, the evi
dence of the papyri as to NT language and idiom . 

f Apocryphal and non-canonical papyri 
These deserve men tion because of t he assistance 
they have given to the understanding 01' the form 
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and content of NT writings. Most notable are the 
Logia or Sayings of Jesus. The first of these 
(found at Oxyrhynchus in 1 896 and 1 897) was the 
leaf of a codex dated to the 3rd century, contain
ing sayings some of which were familiar, others of 
a more mystical type; the second, of the late 2nd 
century, had the sayings written on the back of a 
roll about land surveys. A third contained frag
ments of a non-canonical Gospel, and another of 
this type was d iscovered in 1 934; it comprises 
fragments of three leaves of a codex, assigned to 
c. AD 1 50, and narrates four incidents from 
Christ's life, similar to those in the Gospels. Then, 
among thirteen papyrus rolls found near Nag 
Hammadi in 1 946 was the Gospel of Thomas, an 
important collection of Sayings in which Gnostic 
influence mingles with the Synoptic, Johannine 
and other traditions, evidently a Coptic version of 
the work of which the Oxyrhynchus Logia are 
fragments. 

Several apocryphal works have been recovcred 
in whole or in part. The Chester Beatty collection 
ineludes fourteen leaves of the Book of Enoch, 
from a 4th-century codex, and part of a homily 
by Melito of Sardis on the passion. One papyrus 
leaf of Gnostic origin has come to light (early 
3rd century), out of the Gospel of Mary. At 
Akhmim fragments were found of the Gospel and 
Apocalypse of Peler (probably written in the 2nd 
century). The former has Docetic tendencies, and 
the latter is much inferior to the Revelation of 
John. In the Amherst collection is the major por
tion of the Ascension of Isaiah, and in the Ham
burg State Library are eleven leaves of the Acls 
of Paul, a late 2nd-century 'religious romance' .  
Finally, the Oxyrhynchus papyri have provided 
some of the Gk.  text of the well-known Shepherd 
of Hermas. This work later appears in full in the 
Codex Sinaiticus. (* CANON OF THE NEW 
TESTAMENT.) 
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I. ParabIes and allegories 
'Parable' is ultimately derived from Gk. parabole, 
literally 'putting things side by side'. Etymologic
ally it is thus e10se to 'allegory', which by deriv
ation means 'saying things in a different way'. Both 
parables and allegories have usually been regarded 
as forms of teaching which present the listener 
with interesting il lustrations from which can be 
drawn moral and religious truths; 'parable' is the 
somewhat protracted simile or short descriptive 
story, usually designed to inculcate a single truth or 
answer a single question, while 'allegory' denotes 
the more elaborate tale in which all or most of the 
details have their counterparts in the application. 
Since 'truth embodied in a tale shall enter in at 
lowly doors', the value of this method of instruc
tion is obvious. 

The line between parables and allegories is obvi
ously a fluid one, and both forms are found in the 
Gospels. There is, however, a more basic difference 
than that of amount of detail present. While the 
developed allegory is essentially i l lustrative, so that 
one might almost say that the details of the story 
have been derived from the application, many of 
the parables of Jesus are not merely illustrations of 
general principles; rather they embody messages 
which cannot be conveyed in any other way. The 
parables are the appropriate form of communica
tion for bringing to men the message of the king
dom, since their function is to jolt them into seeing 
things in a new way. They are means of enlighten
ment and persuasion, intended to bring the hearers 
to the point of decision.  Jesus, as it were, stands 
where his hearers stand, and uses imagery familiar to 
them to bring new and unfamiliar insights to them. 
Just as a lover finds hirnself restricted by the lan
guage of prose and must resort to poetry to express 
his feelings, so Jesus expresses the message of the 
kingdom in the appropriate forms of language. 

1 1 .  The interpretation of the parables 
In the NT the actual word 'parable' is used with the 
same broad variety of meaning as Heb. mäsäl to 
refer to almost any kind of non-literal utterance. 
What we should normally call a * proverb can be 
termed a parable (Lk.  4:23, Gk. ;  RSV has 'pro
verb'). The 'parable' in Mt.  1 5: 1 5  has almost the 
nature of a conundrum. The simple i l lustration, 
that leaves on a tree are signs of the approach of 
SHmmer, is a 'parable' (Mk.  1 3 :28). The more elab
orate comparison between children at play and the 
reaction of Jesus' contemporaries to John the Bap
tist and hirnself is usually spoken of as 'the parable 
of the children's game' (Lk. 7 :3 1 f.). On the other 
hand, the parables of the sower and the tares are 
both given detailed allegorical interpretations (Mt .  
1 3: 1 8-23, 36-43), and the  parables of the  drag-net 
(Mt .  1 3 :47-50), the wicked husbandmen (Mk.  
1 2: 1 - 1 2), the  marriage feast (Mt .  22: 1 - 1 4) and the 
great supper (Lk. 14: 1 6-24) obviously contain de
tails with allegorical significance. 

Christian preachers in all ages have striven, for 
homiletic purposes, to express their message afresh 
for their own audiences. This is obviously an en
tirely legitimate procedure; it is justified by the 
nature of the parables themselves as art-forms and 
it is already to be seen in the NT itself (cl perhaps 
Paul's use of the 'sower' motif in Col. 1 :6). Un
fortunately a tendency developed to allegorize 
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small details in the parables so as to teach truths 
not in the least obvious in the stories themselves, 
and irrelevant to the context in which they are 
found. As a result, the inevitable critical reaction 
set in. Scholars, such as A. Jüicher, asserted that 
the parables were intended to illustrate one truth 
only; and they regarded the allegorical interpret
ations of the parables of the sower and the tares as 
early examples of the dangerous process of allegor
ization wh ich had done so much harm in the Chris
ti an church. But i t  i s  in reality impossible to draw a 
clear-cut distinction between parable and allegory 
in the stories told by Jesus; some of his stories were 
clearly intended to illustrate several lessons, as in 
the parable of the prodigal son, where stress is laid 
on the joy which God as Father has in forgiving his 
children, the nature of repentance, and the sin of 
jealousy and self-righteousness (Lk.  1 5 : 1 1 -32). 

It was the mistake of Jül icher to reduce the mes
sages of the parables to moral platitudes. More 
recent scholars have rightly recognized that they 
formed part of Jesus' proclarnation of the king
dom of God. In an effort to define more precisely 
their meaning, 1. leremias and other scholars have 
insisted that the parables must be understood in 
their original historical settings within the ministry 
and teaching of lesus. In some cases, according to 
leremias, the parables have been re-worded by 
those who transmitted them in the early church in 
order to bring out their abiding significance for 
fresh generations of hearers; in order to hear them 
again in their pristine freshness as they fell from 
the lips of lesus we must attempt to remove any 
secondary elements which they have acquired and 
free the original, comparatively simple lessons 
taught by lesus from the more elaborate meanings 
added by early Christian teachers. While some 
valuable light can be shed on the parables in this 
way, such analysis of primary and secondary elem
ents tends to be subjective. It is certainly the case 
that the Evangelists did not always know the occa
sion on which particular parable was first spoken 
or the persons to whom it was originally addressed. 
In the case 01' the parables of the good Samaritan 
(Lk.  1 0:25), the two debtors (Lk.  7:4 1 ), the child
ren's game (Lk.  7 :3 1  f.)  and the pounds (Lk. 1 9 :  1 1 ) ,  
t he  context is  given and provides a clue to  the  in
terpretation. Often, however, it would seem that 
the stories of lesus were remembered long after the 
circumstances that gave rise to them were forgot
ten; and the Evangelists have fitted them into their 
narratives in suitable pI aces, sometimes suggesting 
the original motive for their utterance (Lk. 1 8:9). 
On occasion collections of parables, detached from 
their original contexts, were made (Mt .  1 3) .  

Recent scholars have claimed that the parables 
constitute an art-form whose interpretation is not 
entirely dependent on a reconstruction of their 
original content and form; as parables, the stories 
told by lesus are capable of showing fresh facets of 
meaning. It is clear, however, that exposition of the 
parables for today must be based on as caref ul an 
understanding of what lesus meant by the parables 
as is possible; otherwise we fall back into the error 
of regarding them as illustrations of general truths. 

The study of the parables with the aid of in
sights from modern linguistics and semantics has 
shown that they are not simply ways of conveying 
information in an attractive form. They have a var
iety of logical forms and functions. Very often their 
aim is to jolt the audience into seeing things from a 
new point of view and to be the actual means of 

bringing them into a new situation. The parables 
were meant to force people to decide about their 
attitude to Jesus and his message and thus to bring 
them into a new relationship with hirn. They have 
been described (by E. Fuchs) as ' Ianguage-evcnts' :  
i. e. they are the form which the kingdom of God 
takes in the sphere of language. Through the par
ables the kingly rule of God comes to men with its 
promises, judgments, demands and gifts. 

It is on these points that interpretation of the 
parables must concentrate. We should not expect 
to find the whole of the gospel in any given par
able: ' I t  is, for ex am pIe, misleading to say that the 
parable of the prodigal son contains "the gospel 
within the Gospels" and to deduce from i t  that no 
doctrine of atonement is vital to Christianity; or to 
suppose from the story of the good Samaritan that 
practical service to our fellow men is the be-all 
and end-all of Christianity' (R .  V. G. Tasker, The 
Nature and Purpose 01 the Gospels, 1 957, pp. 
57f.). Nor should we attempt to bring ethical and 
economic considerations to bear upon the inter
pretation of the parables when these are in fact 
irrelevant. The parable of the unjust steward (Lk. 
1 6: 1 -9) teaches that men must prepare themselves 
for the future; but the morality of the steward 
(if he was in fact acting immorally-see 1. D. M .  
Derrett, cited below) has n o  bearing o n  this lesson. 
It is futile to suggest that the parable of the labour
ers in the vineyard (Mt .  20: 1 -1 6) is meant to throw 
light on the problem of wages; it illustrates the 
goodness of God, who deals with men generously 
and not strictly in accordance with their merits. 

111. Characteristics of the parabIes 
lesus took the illustrations for his parables some
times from nature, as in the various parables about 
seeds and their growth (Mt .  1 3:24--30; M k .  4:  1 -9, 
26-29, 30-32); sometimes from familiar customs 
and incidents of everyday l ife, as in the parables of 
the leaven (Mt .  1 3:33), the lost sheep and the lost 
coin (Lk.  1 5 :3- 1 0), the importunate man (Lk.  
1 1 : 5-8) and the ten virgins (Mt . 25 : 1- 1 3); some
times from recent events ( Lk .  1 9 : 1 4); and some
times from what might be regarded as occasional 
happenings or not improbable contingencies, as in 
the parables of the unjust judge ( Lk .  1 8 :2-8), the 
unjust steward (Lk. 1 6 : 1 -9) and the prodigal son 
(Lk. 1 5 : 1 1 -32). The style varies from the brief 
simile or metaphor (Mk.  2:2 1 f. ; 3:23) to the de
scription of a typical event or a full-scale short 
story of a particular happening. 

Sometimes the lesson of a parable is quite obvi
ous from the story itself, as in the story of the rich 
fool, where the rich man dies at the very moment 
when he has completed his preparations to retire in 
security and comfort (Lk.  1 2: 1 6-2 1 ), but even here 
the story is 'capped' with the dictum: 'So is  he who 
lays up treasure for himself, and is  not rich toward 
God'. On other occasions the point is elicited by 
means of a question, e.g. 'Now which of them will 
love hirn more?' (Lk. 7:42). A parable itself may be 
told in the form of a quest ion which invites the 
hearer to think how he would act, and then to 
make the application (Lk. I I  :5-8; 1 4:28-32). lesus 
may draw out the point hirnself, either at the con
clusion of a story (e.g. Mt.  1 8 :23) or in response 
to a subsequent request for elucidation (e.g. Mt.  
1 5 : 1 5) .  But  more often the  story is told without 
additions, and the hearers are left to draw their 
own deductions from it .  Thus in Mk. 12: 12 i t  is 
clear that the religious leaders knew that lesus had 
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spoken the parable of the wicked h usbandmen 
against them. 

IV. The kingdom of God 
Many of the parables of Jesus are specifically re
lated to the • kingdom of God (e.g Mk.  4:26, 30), 
and in general the parables are related to its nature, 
its coming, its value, its growth, the sacrifices it 
calls for, and so on. Very naturally the interpret
ation of the parables is dependent on the view of 
the kingdom held by individual interpreters, and 
vice versa. Theologians of the ' thoroughgoing' 
school of eschatology, such as A. Schweitzer, who 
believed that Jesus envisaged the coming of the 
kingdom of God as a supernatural event which 
would take place suddenly and catastrophically in 
the near future, found here the due to the meaning 
of the parables of the kingdom. They referred to 
the imminent crisis prophesied by Jesus. Even 
parables which implied growth or progress were 
regarded in this way. It was, for example, in the 
suddenness of the rising of leaven, not in its slow 
working, that the meaning of the parable was to be 
found (Mt.  1 3 : 33). Theologians of the school of 
'realised' eschatology, such as C. H. Dodd, who 
argued that the kingdom had fully arrived in the 
ministry of Jesus, interpreted the parables in  terms 
of fulfilment. The harvest prepared for in past ages 
had already come; the mustard seed planted long 
aga had now become a tree (Mk.  4:26-32). 

Both of these interpretations are one-sided and 
fail to do justice to the undoubted elements of 
future hope (Mk .  1 3:28-37) and present fulfilment 
(Mt. 9:37f.; Jn. 4 :35) in the teaching of Jesus. While 
Jesus regarded the k ingdom or kingship of God as 
present indeed in his own words and actions, he 
also anticipated a period, the length of which he 
did not know (Mk.  1 3 :32), during wh ich that king
ship would be a reality in the society of his follow
ers who would constitute his world-wide church, 
and he predicted that the k ingdom would not come 
in its fullness unti l  he hirnself came as the Son of 
man in glory. The contrast between the apparent 
lack of response with which his teaching was at 
first received and the final outcome of it is sug
gested in the parables recorded in Mk.  4. Many of 
the parables are concerned with the grace shown 
by God through Jesus in the present time and indi
cate that the new age has dawned. Othcrs are con
cerned with how men are to live in the light of the 
k ingdom until its final consummation: they are to 
be persistent in prayer, to forgive others, to serve 
their neighbours, to use the gifts God has given 
them, to be free from covetousncss, to remain alert, 
to be faithful stewards, and to remember that their 
final judgment is  being determined by their present 
conduct. 

V. The purpose of the parables 
Some have found Mk.  4 : 1 0- 1 2  very difficult to 
understand, for i t  seems to suggest that Jesus' pur
pose in the parables was not to enlighten the un
enlightened, but that the unbeliever might become 
hardened in his unbelief. It is possible, however, 
that what seems to be a dause of purpose in Mk .  
4: 1 2  is in fact a dause of consequence (so Mt .  
1 3 : 1 3) .  The parables of Jesus may have the effect of  
hardening the u nbeliever, just as  Isaiah prophesied 
with regard to the effects of preaching the Word of 
God. The truth is that Jesus' parables are unique. 
The parables of other teachers can to some extent 
be separated from the teachers themselves, but 
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Jesus and his parables are inseparable. To fail to 
und erstand hirn is to fail  to understand his par
ables. ' For those outside everything is in parables' 
(Mk.  4: 1 1 ); the whole of Jesus' ministry, not merely 
the parables, remains on the level of earthly stories 
and portents devoid of any deeper significance. 
Here 'parables' has virtually come to mean 'rid
dies'. It is, thereforc, possible for men to dedine the 
invitation to understanding and commitment 
found in the parables, and in them Isaiah's proph
ecy (Is. 6:9f.) is fulfilled (cf Jn. 1 2 :40 where the 
same prophecy is cited with reference to the dis
belief of the Jews in the face of Jesus' mighty 
works). 

VI. Parables in Johnts Gospel 
In Jn .  1 0:6 the word paroimia (a variant translation 
of mäSäl, usually rendered 'proverb', e.g. Pr. I :  I )  is 
used to describe the allegory of the true and false 
shepherds. In Jn .  1 6:25 the same word is doser to 
its OT s';nse of a difficult saying which needs fur
ther explanation. The Gospel of John is apparently 
lacking in parables of the kind found in the other 
Gospels, but C. H. Dodd and A. M.  H unter have 
drawn attention to a number of brief parables 
which lie almost hidden in this Gospel (Jn. 3 :8 ,  29; 
4:35-38; 5 : 1 9f. ;  8:35; 10 : 1 -5; 1 1 :9f. ; 1 2 :24, 35f.;  
1 6: 2 1 ). Nor should we overlook the many 'figura
tive' descriptions which Jesus uses of hirnself in  
th i s  Gospel, e.g. 'the good shepherd', 'the true 
vine', 'the door', 'the light of the world', and 'the 
way, and the truth, and the life'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Hauck, TDNT 5,  pp. 744-76 1 ;  
C. H .  Dodd, The Parables ol the Kingdom2, 1 96 1 ;  1. 
Jeremias, The Parables 01 lesus2, 1 963; G. V. Jones, 
The Art and Truth ol the Parables, 1 964; 1. D. M .  
Derrett,  Law in the New Testament, 1 970; D .  O. 
Via, Jr., The Parables: Their Literary and E"isten
tial Dimension, 1 967; 1. D. Crossan, In Parables: 
The Challenge ol the Historical lesus, 1 973; 1. R .  
M ichaels, Servant and Son, 1 98 1 ;  R. H .  Stein, An 
Introduction to the Parables 01 lesus, 1 98 1 ;  H .  
Hendrickx, The Parables 01 Jesus, 1 986; D. 
Wenharn, The Parables 01 lesus, 1 989; C. L.  
BIomberg, Interpreting the Parables, 1 990. On par
ables in Jn .  see C. H .  Dodd, Historical Tradition in 
the Fourth Gospel, 1 963; A. M .  Hunter, According 
to lohn, 1 968. On hermeneutics and the parables, 
see A. C. Thiselton, SlT 23, 1 970, pp. 437-468. 

R.V.G.T. 
I .H.M. 

PARADISE. Paradise is a loan-word from ancient 
Iranian (pairidaeza-) and means a garden with a 
wall. The Gk. word paradeisos is used for the first 
time by Xenophon for the gardens of the Persian 
k ings. LXX translates gan 'erlen of Gn. 2 :8  by 
paradeisos. 
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a. In the Old Testament 
The word paradise (Heb. pardes) appears in Ne. 
2 :8 ;  Ec. 2 :5 ;  Ct. 4: 1 3 .  RSV renders it by 'king's 
forest' in  Ne., 'park' in Ec. and 'orchard' in Ct. The 
actual word is thus nowhere used in the OT in an 
eschatological sense, which meaning developed in 
the later Jewish world. The following trends can be 
discerned. The word paradise (Aram. pardesä') 
was used to give expression to the meaning of pri
meval times (German Urzeit) and then expanded 
to include fantastic speculations on the glory and 
bliss of those times. This was connected with the 
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expectations of a wonderful Messianic time in the 
future. This coming age of glory would be identical 
with the garden of Eden of ancient t imes. The Jews 
believed also that paradise was present in their own 
time, but concealed. This concealed paradise was 
the place to wh ich the souls of the Patriarchs, the 
chosen and the righteous people, were taken. The 
ancient, future and present paradise were regarded 
as being identical. 

b. In the New Testament 
The word paradise (Gk. paradeisos) occurs in only 
three instances in  the NT (Lk. 23:43; 2 Cor. 1 2 :3; 
Rev. 2:7). The context shows that the predominat
ing sense is that of the later development of the 
word. In Lk. 23:43 the word 'paradise' is used by 
Jesus for the place where souls go immediately 
after death, cf the concealed paradise in later 
Jewish thought .  The same idea is also present in 
the parable of the rich man and Lazarus (Lk. 
1 6: 1 9-3 1 ). 

In 2 Cor. 1 2 :2-4 Paul wrote in the third person 
of his experience of being caught up into paradise 
where he heard unspeakable words (Gk. arrheta 
rhemata). I n  this case paradise is the 'third 
* heaven' with its glory, perhaps the same as in Lk.  
23. The only place where paradise is used in an 
eschatological sense is in  Rev. 2:7. The promise is 
made by Christ that he will give paradise as a gift 
to the one who overcomes. The present paradise 
will come in its full glory with the final consum
mation. The idea of a garden of God in the world 
to come is strongly emphasized in the last chapters 
of Revelation. The symbols of the tree of l ife, 
of I ife-giving water, and of the twelve kinds of fruit 
are all witnesses to the glory of the coming para-
dise (Rev. 22). F.C.F. 

PARAN. A wilderness situated in the E central 
region of the Sinai peninsula, NE from the tradi
tional Sinai and SSE of Kadesh, with the Arabah 
and the Gulf of Aqabah as its E border. It was to 
this wilderness that Hagar and Ishmael went after 
their expulsion from Abraham's household (Gn. 
2 1 :2 1 )  It was crossed by the Israelites following 
their Exodus from Egypt (Nu. 1 0: 1 2; 1 2 :  1 6), and 
from here Moses despatched men to spy out the 
land of Canaan (Nu. 1 3 :3, 26). The wilderness was 
also traversed by Hadad the Edomite on his Hight 
to Egypt ( 1  Ki. 1 1 : 1 8) .  

I Sa. 25: I records that  David went to the wilder
ness of Paran on the death of the prophet Samuel, 
but in this instance we may read with the Greek 
'wilderness of Maon'. 

EI-paran, mentioned in Gn. 1 4:6 as on the 
border of the wilderness, may have been an ancient 
name for Elath. Mt Paran of the Song of Moses 
(Dt. 33:2) and of Hab. 3:3 was possibly a promin
ent peak in the mountain range on the W shore of 
the Gulf of Aqabah. (* ZIN.) R.A.H.G. 

PARBAR. A room or partly-roofed gateway or 
court yard building to W of the Temple where 
gate keepers were stationed ( l  Ch. 26: 1 8) ,  perhaps 
used for disposal of sacrificial waste. It may cor
respond with the 'building' seen by Ezekiel (4 1 :  1 2) 
and with the word in 2 Ki .  23: 1 1  wh ich has been 
associated with Pers. parwär ('having light'; LXX 
pharoureim) .  The location of Nathan-melek's 
house is given as 'in parwärim'. RV 'precincts', AV 
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'suburbs', follow Targ. and M ishnah, for the city 
suburbs contained 'summer' or veranda-houses. 

The precise meaning of the non-Heb. word is 
uncertain. I t  has been associated with an Aram.
Lydian parbar which describes an open anteroom 
of a tomb at Sardis. The suggested emendation to 
p'rätfim ('who was over the mules') and any l ink 
with Iranian/rabada remain unsupported. 
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D.J.W. 

PARTHIANS. Parthia, a district SE of the Cas
pi an Sea, was part of the Persian empire con
quered by Alexander the Great. In  the middle of 
the 3rd century BC Arsaces led the Parthians in 
revolt against their Seleucid (Macedonian) rulers, 
and his successors eventually extended their empire 
from the Euphrates to the I ndus. Their exclusive 
use of cavalry-bowmen made them a formidable 
enemy, as the Romans discovered to their cost. In  
the  I st century AD the  Parthians changed their cap
ital from Ecbatana to Ctesiphon and sought to 
revive the Iranian elements of their civilization at 
the expense of the Greek. 

The Parthians were governed by a land-owning 
aristocracy, and controlled the lucrative trade with 
the Far East. Their own religion was Iranian Maz-



daism, but they were generally tolerant of other 
pcoples' religions. 

Parthia was onc of the districts in which the de
ported Israelites had been settled, and according to 
Josephus their descendants continued to speak an 
Aram. dialect and to worship the true God, send
ing tribute to the Temple at Jcnlsalem. Con
sequently the Parthians in Jerusalem on the Day of 
Pentecost (Acts 2 :9) may have been only Israelites 
from that district ('Ianguage' in v. 8 could equally 
weil be 'dialect'), but there may have been Parthian 
proselytes with them. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. C. Debevoise, Parthia, 1 938; 
M. A.  R .  Colledge, The Parthians. 1 967. 

(K .L .MCK . 

PARVAIM. The place wh ich produced the gold 
used for ornamenting Solomon's Temple (2 Ch. 
3:6). The location is obscure. Some suggest Farwa 
in Yemen. Gesenius, identifying it with Sanskrit 
parvam, understands it to be a general term for the 
E regions. ( *  OPHIR.) ] .0.0. 

PASHHUR. This name is probably of Egyptian 
origin: Heb. pas-I;ur from Egyp. pO s(ri n) Ifr, 'the 
son (ot) (the god) Horus'; cf. S. Ahituv, lEi 20, 
1 970, pp. 95-96. 

I. Pashhur son of Immer. A priest, the chief 
officer of the house of the Lord, in the reign of 
Zedekiah or earlier, who put Jeremiah in the stocks 
and whose fate Jeremiah prophesied as exile in 
Babyion (Je. 20: 1 --6). 

2. Pashhur son of Malchijah. Sent by King 
Zedekiah to inquire of Jeremiah (Je. 2 I :  I ), he was 
among those who incarcerated the prophet in the 
slimy pit-dungeon of the king's son Malchijah (the 
father of this Pashhur?) (Je. 38 : 1 - 1 3) .  He is pos
sibly identical with the head of a priestly family of 
which some members were exiled to Babylonia. 
Some later members of this family returned to Je
rusalem with Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2:38 = Ne. 7 :4 1 ) ,  six 
of them having to put away foreign wives there 
(Ezr. 1 0:22). Others volunteered for the fuller re
occupation of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Ne. 
I I :  I 2; probably the same Adaiah as in I Ch. 9: I 2). 

3. Pashhur father of Gedaliah. His son Geda
liah was among those who imprisoncd Jcremiah in 
Malchijah's dungeon (Je. 38 : 1- 1 3); see 2 above. 
This Pashhur may possibly be identical with ) or 2 
above. 

4. Pashhur, a priest, was among those who set 
their seal to the covenant under Nehemiah which 
followed Ezra's reading of the law (Ne. 1 0:3). 

K.A.K. 

PASSION. I. In Acts 1 :3 'passion' translates 
pathein and refers to Christ's suffering and death. 
This use of the term is still c rrent. EIsewhere the 
same word is translated 'suffer' (e.g. Lk. 1 7:25;  
24 : 26; Acts 1 7: 3 ;  Heb. 1 3 : I 2, ete.). 

2.  In Acts 14 :  I 5 and Jas. 5 :  I 7 AV uses 'passion' to 
translate homoiopathes. RSV 'of like nature' gives 
the sense of the Greek. 

3. In its bad sense 'passion' translates pathos in 
Rom. 1 :26; Col. 3 :5 ;  I Thes. 4:5 (in the NT this 
word always has the meaning 'evil desire'), and 
pathemata in Rom. 7:5 and Gal. 5 :24 (a word 
which usually has the sense of 'sufferings'). RSV 
also uses it 1 5  times to translate epithymia, 'desire' 
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(usually in the plural) in the bad sense of that 
word. (* LUST.) P.E. 

PASSOVER. The Passover of Ex. 1 2  concerns ( I )  
the original historic event o f  Israel's deliverance 
from Egyp. bondage; (2) thc later recurrent insti
tutional commemoration of that event (Mishnah 
Pesa(lim 9:5) .  C10sely conjoined, though separate, 
are (3) the prohibition of * leaven,  symbolizing the 
haste of  that unforgettable night of exodus, and (4) 
the later dedication of the * first-born, with statu
tory offerings, commemorating those first-born 
divinely spared in the blood-sprinkled houses. 
Moses quite possibly adapted more ancient cere
monials, Unleavened Bread being an agricultural 
festival, Passover nomadic and pastoral (EBr, 
1 974, Makropaedia, vol. 10 ,  pp. 2 I 9f.) .  Passover 
may have had original links with circumcision, 
demonism, fertility cult or the first-born oblation 
(cf H. H. Rowley, Worship in Aneient lsrael, 1 967, 
pp. 47ff.). Until AO 70, Passover was celebrated in 
Jerusalem, in any house within the city bounds, 
and in small companies; the lamb was ritually 
slaughtered in the Temple precincts. When Temple 
and Palestinian nation were both destroyed by war, 
Passover inevitably became a domestic ceremony. 

The * Samaritans still meticulously observe their 
ancient N Israelite Passover ritual annually on Mt 
* Gerizim, in c10se conformity to the Pentateuch, 
keeping Passover and Unleavened Bread entirely 
separate entities. Unlike the lews, they still employ 
a lamb. The slopes of Gerizim are now used, as the 
summit is ritually defiled by a M uslim cemctery 
(EBr, M ikropaedia, vol. 4, p. 494). They buttress 
their claims by the variant reading 'Gerizim' in 
place of 'Ebal' in Dt.  27 :4, also by referring Dt .  
1 2 :5 ,  14 ;  16 :  16  to Gerizim, not Zion. There was for 
some time a rival Samaritan temple on Gerizim (cf 
R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, E.T. 1 96 I ,  pp. 342f.), 
though its precise dates of functioning are dis
puted (cf also lohn Macdonald, The Theology 0/ 
the Samaritans, 1 964, passim). 

I. In the Old Testament 
Ex. 1 2 , the natural starting-point of study, suggests 
the following principal considerations. 

I .  Passover (Heb. pesab) comes from a verb 
meaning 'to pass over', in the sense of 'to spare' 
(Ex. 1 2 :  1 3 , 27, etc.). This affords excellent sense; 
there is no need to jettison the time-honoured view 
that God literally passed over the blood-sprinkled 
Israelite houses, whilst smiting the Egyptian ones. 
The term is used both for the ordinance and for the 
sacrificial victim. BDB note another verb with the 
same radicals, meaning 'to limp', which has sug
gested alternative theories (cf T. H. Gaster, Pass
over: Its History and Traditions, 1 949, pp. 23-25); 
but KB modify this conclusion. 

2. Abib, later called Nisan, the month of the 
ripening ears and of the first Passover, was made in 
honour the first month of the Jewish year 
(Ex. 1 2:2 ;  Dt. 1 6 : 1 ;  cf Lv. 23:5; Nu. 9 : 1 -5; 28: 1 6). 

3 .  Was the Paschal victim customarily a lamb, as 
popularJy conceived? In  Dt. 1 6:2  the choice of 
animal is unquestionably wider; in Ex. 1 2  it de
pends on exegesis. The Heb. word seh (v. 3) is re
stricted by BDB to the sheep and goat categories, 
irrespective of age; KB restrict it further to lamb or 
kid. There is some controversy as to the meaning 
of the phrase ben-sänä (v. 5), l it .  'son of a year'. 
Some take this to signify a yearling, 1 2-24 months 
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in age, i. e. a full-grown animal (cf Gesenius
Kautzsch-Cowley, Hebrew Grammar, section 1 28 
v; G. B. Gray, Sacrifiee in the OT, 1 925, pp. 345-
3 5 1 ) . But the traditional exegesis, which takes 1 2  
months as the upper, not the lower, age-limit, is by 
no means disproved. Talmudic evidence seems to 
limit the legitimacy of the Passover victim to the 
sheep and goat families, following Exodus rather 
than Deuteronomy (cf Menabotlr 7:6, with 
Gemara). The choice of lamb or kid, lamb or goat, 
is several times asserted (Pesabim 8:2; 55b; 66a), 
yet the over-all evidence does suggest a certain 
preference for the lamb (Shabbath 23: I ;  Kelim 1 9 :2; 
Pesabim 69b; ete.). One ruling excludes a female 
animal, or a male which has passed the age of 2 
years-which would lend tacit support to the year
ling interpretation (Pesabim 9:7). Yet a contradict
ory passage declares categorically that a Passover 
offering is valid from the eighth day of its life 
(Parall 1 :4). I f  the universal use of a lamb can
not be certainly demonstrated from Scripture or 
Talmud, i t  is at least clear that this acquired strong 
consuetudinary sanction. lt is of interest and sig
nificance that the Samaritans, following age-old 
precedents, sacrifice a lamb on the slopes of Mt  
Gerizim to th i s  very day. 

4. On the Passover night in Egypt, the lintels 
and side-posts of all Israelite doors were smeared 
(apotropaically, some suggest) with the victim's 
blood. This was carried in a basin, Heb. saft, v. 22 
(wh ich could also, with slight change of exegesis, 
mean 'threshold'), applied therefrom with hyssop, 
the foliage of the marjoram plant, a common 
emblem of purity. See further N. H. Snaith, The 
lewish New Year Festival, 1 947, pp. 2 1 ff. 

5. The phrase 'between the two evenings' in Ex. 
1 2 :6 (also Ex. 1 6: 1 2; Lv. 23:5; Nu. 9:3, 5, 1 1 ) has 
been accorded two variant interpretations, accord
ing to variant community practice-either between 
3 p.m. and sunset, as the Pharisees maintained and 
practised (cf Pesabim 6 1 a; Josephus, Bl 6 . 423); or, 
as the Samaritans and others argued, between 
sunset and dark. The earlier time, as Edersheim 
points out, allows more leeway for the slaughtering 
of the innumerable lambs, and is probably to be 
preferred. 

6. Ex. 1 2 :43-49 excludes Gentiles from partici
pating in the Passover, but not of course proselytes, 
who were expected, even obliged, to conform fully. 

The whole drama and inner meaning of Ex. 1 2  is 
concentrated into seventeen pregnant Gk. words in 
Heb. 1 1 :28 .  

The Passover of Dt .  16 differs in important 
minor respects from that of Ex. 1 2. The blood em
phasis has disappeared; an essentially domestic 
ceremony has become a more formal sacrifice at a 
central sanctuary with a wider choice of victim; v. 
7 stipulates boiling, not roasting, the animal; Pass
over and Unleavened Bread, here termed the bread 
of affiiction, are integrated more thoroughly than 
in Exodus. This is  development, event changing to 
institution, not contradiction; moreover it 
approximates better to the NT evidence concerning 
Passover. I t  is not necessary to assurne a great time
gap between the passages; the changed circum
stances could have heen prophetically foreseen in 
the wilderness period. It i s  further recorded that a 
second Passover, celebrated a month later, was insti
tuted for the benefit of those who had been leviti
cally unclean at the time of the first (Nu. 9 :  1 - 1 4) .  

Passover was celebrated in the plains of Jericho 
during the Conquest (1os. 5: 1 0f.) .  In the observ-

an ces of Hezekiah (2 Ch .  30: 1 -27) and Josiah (2 
Ch. 35: 1 - 1 9), the proper place is considered to be 
the Jerusalem Temple. Hezekiah's ceremony takes 
advantage of the legitimate second Passover men
tioned above, because the people are not gathered 
in Jerusalem, and the priests are not in a state of 
levitical purity, at the earlier date. The brief refer
ence of Ezekiel (45 :2 1 -24) deals with Passover in 
the ideal Temple of his  conceiving. The three 
points of interest are the fuller participation of the 
secular leader, the fact of a sin-offering, and the 
complete change-over from family celebration to 
public ceremony. The victims specified include 
bullocks, rams and kids. The prescriptions of 
Deuteronomy are considerably extended, though 
not in any new thought-pattern. 

Jewish usage in the last days of the Herodian 
Temple is  reflected in the Mishnah tractate 
Pesabim. The people gathered in the outer Temple 
court in companies to slaughter the Passover vic
tims. The priests stood in two rows; in one row 
each man had a golden, in the other each man a 
silver, basin. The basin which caught the blood of 
the expiring victim was passed from hand to hand 
in continuous exchange to the end of the line, 
where the last priest tossed the blood in ritual 
manner on the altar. All this was done to the sing
ing of the Hallel (Pss. 1 1 3- 1 1 8) .  The celebrating 
companies were generally family units, but other 
common ties were possible, such as that which 
bound our Lord to his disciples. 

11. In the New Testament 
In NT times, all Israelite males were expected to 
appear in Jerusalem thrice annually, for the Feasts 
of Passover, of Weeks or Pentecost and of Taber
nacles. Even Dispersion Jews sometimes con
formed; the temporary population of the Holy 
City (cf the Pentecost gathering of Acts 2) could 
swell to almost 3,000,000 according to Josephus 
(Bl 6. 425)-a figure reduced to the more realistlc 
1 80,000 by 1. Jeremias (lerusalem in the Time o[ 
lesus, 1 969, pp. 83f.). After candlelight search for 
the forbidden leaven, and other careful prepara
tions (cf Mk.  14 : 1 2- 1 6  and paralleIs), the Paschal 
supper proper was taken reclining. lt included the 
symbolic elements of roasted lamb, unleavened 
bread, bitter herbs, some minor condiments and 
four cups of wine at specified points. The stipu
lated ritual hand-washings were carefully ob
served . The table (more probably the floor) was 
cleared before the second cup of wine, the story of 
the Egyp. Passover and Exodus recounted in a dia
logue between father and son (or some sui table 
substitutes). The dishes of food were then brought 
back, part of the Hallel was sung, the second cup 
of wine followed. Then came the breaking of 
bread. I n  the Last Supper, it was probably at this 
point that Judas received the sop, and departed 
into the night to betray his Master (Jn. 1 3 :30). On 
that fateful night, i t  may be assumed that the insti
tution of the Lord's Supper or Eucharist was as
sociated with the third cup of wine. The singing of 
the Hallel was completed with the fourth cup
doubtless the hymn of Mt .  26:30. It is assumed 
here that the Last Supper did coincide with the 
statutory Passover, despite the denials of certain 
expositors. A. Plummer, e.g. (Luke. ICC, 1 896, pp. 
49 1 f.), postulates an ante-dated Passover, 20 hours 
before the lambs were slaughtered, maintaining 
that at the proper time Jesus was dying or dead. 
Others suggest a Passover Qiddush, or ritual puri-
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fication meal in antlclpation 1. N. Geldenhuys 
argues at length that the Last Supper was itself the 
Passover, that it was held on the 1 4th of Nisan, the 
day before the crucifixion, that there is no contra
diction whatever between Synoptics and Fourth 
Gospel, when the relevant passages are correctly 
expounded. The Passion, he says, is to be dated on 
or about 6 April, AD 30. Variant views will be 
found in other standard commen taries. 

The symbolism, 'Christ our Passover', ' Lamb of 
God', is familiar from NT usage. We have seen that 
the traditional lamb, if not provable in all in
stances, has widespread precedent. It i s  laid down 
in Ex. 1 2:46 and Nu .  9: 1 2  that no bone of the 
Passover victim is  to be broken . This small detail is 
typologically fulfilled when it is reverently applied 
to the crucified One (Jn. 1 9:36). 

After the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 
AD 70, any possibility of slaughtering a victim in 
ritual manner utterly ceased, and the Jewish Pass
over reverted to the family festival it had been in 
the earliest days-the wheel had turned full circle. 
Whilst church and synagogue eventually went their 
separate ways, the habit of celebrating Passover 
would continue for some time among certain 
Christians, particularly those of Jewish or pros
elyte background. But the Lord's Supper came to 
replace the Jewish ordinance, just as baptism came 
to replace circumcision. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See l it .  cited in article; also 1. 
Jeremias, TDNT5, pp. 896-904; SB, 4. 1 ,  pp. 4 1 -76; 
B. Schaller, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 632-635; R. A. Stewart, 
'The Jewish Festivals', EQ 43, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 49- 1 6 1 ;  
G. B .  Gray, Sacrifice in the OT, 1 925, pp. 337-397; 
A. Edersheim, The Temple: fts Ministry and Ser
vices as they were in the Time 0/ Jesus Christ; 1. B. 
Segal, The Hebrew Passover /rom Earliest Times to 
A.D. 70, 1 963; B. Bokser, BRev, 1 987, pp. 24-33; A. 
Guilding, The Fourth Gospel and JeIVish Worship, 
1 960; 1. Jeremias, Jerusalem in the Time 0/ Jesus, 
1 969. R.A.S. 

PASTORAL EPISTLES. The three Epistles, l and 
2 Timothy and Titus, were first called the Pastoral 
Epistles in the 1 8th century, and the name has 
become generally used to denote them as a group. 
The title is only partially an accurate description of 
their contents, for they are not strictly pastoral in 
the sense of giving instruction on the care of souls. 

D.G. 

PATARA. A seaport of SW 0 Lycia, in the Xanthus 
valley. Besides local trade it was important as being 
a suitable starting-point for a sea passage direct to 
Phoenicia (0 SHIPS AND BOATS). According to the 
commonly accepted Alexandrian text of Acts 2 1 :  I ,  
Paul trans-shipped at Patara on his way to Jerusa
lem. The Western Text, possibly influenced by Acts 
27:5-6, adds 'and 0 Myra', which would imply that 
he coasted farther E before trans-shipment .  There 
is reason to believe that the prevailing winds made 
Patara the most suitable starting-point tor the 
crossing, and Myra the regular terminal for the 
return journey. 

Patara was also celebrated for its oracle of 
Apollo. K.L.McK. 

PATHROS, PATHRUSIM. C1assed under 
M izraim (Egypt), Gn. 1 0: 14 ;  I Ch. I :  1 2 . Pathros is 
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Egyp. p' t '-rs(y), 'the Southland', i. e. Upper Egypt, 
the long Nile valley extending N-S between Cairo 
and Aswan; the name is attested in Assyr. inscrip
tions as Paturisi. Thus, the terms M izraim for 
Egypt, especially Lower Egypt, Pathros for Upper 
Egypt and 0 Cush for 'Ethiopia' (N Sudan) occur 
in this significantly geographical order both in a 
prophecy of Isaiah ( 1 1 :  1 1 ) and in a subsequent in
scription of Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, who 
also boasts himself 'king of M u�ur, Paturisi and 
Cush'. Jeremiah similarly identifies Pathros with 
Egypt (Je. 44: 1 5) and specifically Upper Egypt as 
distinct from the cities (and land) of Lower Egypt 
(Je. 44: I ). Pathros also appears as Upper Egypt 
and as the homeland of the Egyp. people in Ezk. 
29: 1 4; 30: 1 4. K.A.K. 

PATIENCE, Biblical patience is a God-exercised, 
or God-given, restraint in face of opposition or 
oppression. I t  is not passivity. The initiative lies 
with God's love, or the Christian's, in meeting 
wrong in this way. In the OT, the concept is de
noted by Heb. 'örel" meaning 'Iong'. God is said to 
be 'Iong' or 'slow' to anger, 'erel, 'appayim (see Ex. 
34:6; Nu.  1 4 : 1 8 ;  Ne. 9: 1 7; Pss. 86: 1 5; 1 03 :8; 1 45 :8 ;  
Joel 2 :  1 3; Jon. 4:2). This idea is exactly represented 
in the Gk.  makrothymia, often translated in AV as 
'Iongsuffering', and defined by Trench as 'a long 
holding out of the mind' before it gives room to 
anger. 

Such patience is characteristic of God's dealings 
with sinful men, who are fully deserving of his 
wrath ( I s. 48:9; Ho. 1 1  :8). His  protecting mark on 
the murderer Cain (Gn. 4: 1 5), his providential 
rainbow sign to a world that had forfeited its 
existence (Gn. 9: 1 1 - 1 7; cf I Pet. 3:20), his many 
restorations of disobedient Israel (Ho. 1 1  :8-9), his 
sparing of Nineveh (Jonah), his repeated pleadings 
with Jerusalem (Mk.  1 2 : 1 - I I ; Lk. 1 3 : 1 -9, 34; Rom. 
9:22), his deferment of Christ's second coming (2 
Pet. 3 :9)-these are all expressions of his patience. 
Christians are to show a like character (Mt .  1 8 :26, 
29; I Cor. 1 3 :4; Ga\. 5:22; Eph . 4:2; I Thes. 5 : 1 4) .  
In Proverbs the practical value of patience is  
stressed; it avoids strife, and promotes the wise 
ordering of human affairs especially where pro
vocation is involved. 

The patience of God is a 'purposeful concession 
of space and time' (Barth). It is opportunity given 
for repentance (Rom. 2:4; 9:22; 2 Pet. 3:9). God's 
forbearance has been a 'truce with the sinner' 
(Trench, on anoche, Rom. 2:4; 3 :25), awaiting the 
final revelation and redemption in Christ (Acts 
1 7:30). Prayer may prolong the opportunity for 
repentance (Gn. 1 8 :22ff.; Ex. 32:30; I Jn .  5 : 1 6). 

The Christian's patience in respect of persons 
(makrothymia) must be matched by an equal pa
tience in respect of things (hypomonl), that is, in 
face of the affiictions and trials of the present age 
(Rom. 5:3; I Cor. 1 3 :7; Jas. 1 :3 ;  5 :7- 1 1 ;  Rev. 1 3 : 1 0) .  
God is the God who gives such Christlike patience 
(Rom. 1 5:5; 2 Thes. 3:5), and Jesus is the great 
Exemplar of it (Heb. 1 2 : 1 -3). He who thus endures 
to the end, by his patience will gain his soul (Mk.  
1 3 : 1 3; Lk. 2 1 : 1 9; Rev. 3 : 1 0). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. C. Trench, Synonyms 0/ the 
NeIV Testament ', 1 880, pp. 1 95ff. ;  Karl Barth, 
Church Dogmatics, 2 .  I ,  1 957, sect. 30, pp. 406ff. : 
'The Patience and Wisdom of God'; U. Falken
roth, C. Brown, W. Mundle, in NIDNTT 2, pp. 
764-776. J.H. 



PATMOS 

PATMOS. An island of the Dodecanese, Iying 
some 55 km off the SW coast of Asia Minor, at 37° 
20' N, 26° 34' E. To this island the apostle John was 
banished from Ephesus, evidently for some months 
about the year AD 95, and here he wrote his Revela
tion (Rev. 1 :9). The island is about 1 2  km long, 
with a breadth of up to 7 km, and it has been 
suggested that the scenery of its rugged volcanic 
hills and surrounding seas find their reftection in 
the imagery of the Apocalypse. See Pliny, Nat. 
Hist. 4. 69. The island now belongs to Greece. 

l .H.P .  

PATRIARCHAL AGE. 

I. The biblical picture 
The patriarchal age covering the li fe-spans of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is described in Gn. 1 2-
50, although chs. 39-50 are concerned more with 
Joseph. It i s  extremely diftkult to give a date for the 
patriarchal period and scholars hold widely differ
ing views within a range of about 1 900 BC to 1 500 
BC. Biblical data is insufficient to settle the matter 
and we are forced to propose tentative dates by 
comparing data within the patriarchal stories in 
Gn. with extra-biblical data from the first part of 
the 2nd millennium BC. There is a further difficulty 
in drawing a general picture of the patriarchal 

age because Gn. concentrates on only a few indi
viduals. The total group which made up the 
kinspeople of this narrowly defined family was 
probably quite extensive, all of them having origin
ated in lands to the NE of Palestine. Further, the 
biblical writers must have selected their own 
material from a wide range of traditions wh ich 
were available to them in order to stress important 
religious and theological points. Hence, if  we 
restrict ourselves to the biblical narratives alone 
there are severe limitations for the historian. 

The Patriarchs are depicted in Gn. as moving 
across a wide canvas from Mesopotamia to Egypt. 
Among the towns referred to in the biblical narra
tives which modern archaeology has shown to have 
been occupied from early in the 2nd millennium 
are Ur  (Gn. 1 1 :28, 3 1 ;  1 5 :7), Harran (Gn. 1 1 :3 1 -
32; 1 2:4-5; 27:43; 28: 1 0; 29:4), Shechem (Gn. 1 2 :6; 
33: 1 8), Salem (Jerusalem, Gn. 1 4: 1 8),  Gerar (Gn. 
20: I ;  26: 1 , 6, etc. ), Dothan (Gn. 37: 1 7),  and prob
ably Hebron (Gn. 1 3 : 1 8; 23:2, 1 9; 35 :27) and 
Bethel (Gn. 1 2:8) .  The • Ebla documents (c. 2300 
BC) attest the existence of Sodom, Gomorrah, 
Admah, Zeboiim, Bela (Gn. 1 4:2) at an early date. 
Significant towns not referred to in the Bible wh ich 
were ftourishing in the patriarchal era were Meg
iddo, H azor, Lachish, Gezer and Jericho. The 
Mesopotamian town of Ur at this period was not 
the city of great political importance that i t  had 
been at the end of the 3rd millennium BC, although 

'Asiatic' sotdiers 0/ the 'patriarchat age' depicted on an Egyptian tomb-painting at Beni Hasan. Sesostris I. 
c. 1 950 BC 
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it retained a considerable inHuence in religion and 
literature. The town of • Mari on the Euphrates 
also Hourished in this period and, although not 
mentioned in the Bible, has produced some 
20,000 tablets which throw considerable light on 
the age. 

In some passages in Gn. lists or towns are given, 
e.g. Ashteroth-karnaim, Harn and Shaveh
kiriathaim, towns along the road traversed by the 
invading kings of the E (Gn. 1 4:5); the 'cities or the 
valley' (Gn. 1 3 : 1 2; 1 9:25, 29); the towns which 
Jacob passed through on his way back to Bethel 
(Gn. 35 :5), and towns in Egypt (Gn. 4 1 :35, 48; 
47:21 mg.). It is c1ear that from Mesopotamia to 
Egypt there were centres of settlement, either open 
villages or walled towns, both small and large. I n  
Palestine proper most o f  t h e  towns were t o  be 
round in the lowlands or along the highways. 

Outside the settled areas the semi-nomads 
moved about with their Hocks rorming one part of 
a dimorphie society in which urban dwellers and 
semi-nomadic pastoralists lived side by side. The 
latter group frequently camped in the vicinity of 
the towns (Gn. 1 2 :6-9; 1 3 : 1 2- 1 8 ;  33: 1 8-20; 35 : 1 6-
2 1 ;  37: 1 2-1 7), occasionally practised agriculture 
(Gn. 26: 1 2f.), were able to engage in social and 
economic exchange with townspeople (Gn. 2 1  :25-
34; 23: 1 -20; 26: 1 7-33; 33 : 1 8-20) and even dwelt in 
towns as 'resident aliens' for various periods or 
time (Gn. 1 2 : 1 0; 1 5: 1 3; 1 7:8;  20: 1 ;  2 1 :23, 34; 26:3; 
28 :4; 32:4; 35:27; 36:7; 37: I ;  47:4-5). Thus when 
Lot and Abraham separated, Lot took up resi
dence in the town of Sodom and pitched his tent 
' toward Sodom' and 'was sitting in the gate'. The 
two figures or Jacob and Esau present contrasting 
yet complementary ways of l ire (Gn . 25:27-34) and 
Jacob and his sons at Shechem settled for a time 
and entered into the society or the town-dwellers 
(Gn. 33: I 8-34 :3 1 ). 

We gain glimpses or the semi-nomadic lire of 
shepherds living in tents, moving with their Hocks, 
sometimes over considerable distances, seeking 
pasture-Iands and wells and sometimes c1ashing 
with other people (Gn. 1 3 :5-1 1 ;  1 8 : 1 -8; 2 1 :25-3 1 ;  
24:62-67; 26: 1 -33; 29-3 1 ;  33 :  1 2-1 7; 36:6-8). The 
valued possessions or the Patriarchs were sheep, 
asses, oxen, Hocks and herds, and even • camels 
(Gn. 1 2 : 1 6; 1 3 :5, 7; 20: 1 4; 2 1 :27-30; 30:29; 3 1 : 1 -
1 0, 38; 32: 1 3- 1 6; 34:28; 46:32; 47: 1 6- 1 8) .  The 
term • 'cattle' (b'hemii) in some passages is a 
comprehensive one for small beasts, although the 
Patriarchs did have cattle in one sense or the 
word, 'oxen', bäqär (Gn. 1 2 : 1 6; 20: 1 4; 2 1 :27; 
34:28). 

* Travel seems to have been common. Abraham 
moved from Ur in Mesopotamia to Egypt in the 
course or his life; Jacob travelled rrom Palestine to 
Harran and back (Gn. 28; 35) and later to Egypt. 
Probably there were well-trodden trade-routes used 
by merchants, a group 01' whom took Joseph to 
Egypt (Gn. 37:28-36). 

The patriarchal narratives make references to 
contemporary rulers, the pharaoh 01' Egypt ( 1 2: 1 5 , 
1 7, 20), certain 'kings' ( Heb. me/eis) from the E, 
Amraphel 01' Shinar, Arioch 01' Ellasar, Chedor
laomer or Elam and Tidal king or the Goiim 
( 1 4 :  I ), petty rulers 01' the Sodom and Gomorrah 
region ( 1 4:2), • Melchizedek king 01' Salem ( 1 4 :  1 8), 
Abimelech king 01' Gerar (20:2; 26: I ,  eIe.), certain 
'chiefs' 01' Edom (Heb.  'a/hiß) and later kings 01' 
Edom (Gn . 36: 1 9, 3 1 ) , 'chiefs' 01' the Horites (Gn. 
36:29) and the chiefs 01' Esau (Gn. 36:40-43). 
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None 01' these personalities can be identified in 
any historical records to date. Some of them 
must have been very insignificant rulers indeed 
and the semi-nomadic patriarchal families paid 
attention to them only as they were required for 
reasons of pasture or watering places. In some 
cases they entered into a covenant with them 
(Gn. 1 4: 1 3 ; 2 1  :27; 26:281'.) ,  but for the most part 
they moved about rreely in the dimorphic society 
of the day. 

The daily life 01' the Patriarchs was governed by 
a variety 01' customs 01' long standing and wide
spread usage. The Patriarchs and their kinspeople 
were tribally organized into inter-related social 
units comprising extended families or clans (Gn. 
1 2: 1 -5; 24: 1 -9; 28: 1 -5). The system was patri
archal. We read 01' the 'patern al house' (ber 'äQ) in 
Gn. 1 2: I; 24:38-40, or simply the 'house 01' the 
patriarch' (Gn. 24:2; 3 1 :  1 4, 43; 36:6; 46:26-27, 3 1 ;  
47: 1 2; 50:8). I n  such a society the father, a s  head 01' 
the family, had wide powers. Normally the eldest 
son succeeded hirn as heir to his position and his  
property. I n  the absence of a natural heir  a slave 
might become heir (Gn. 1 5 :2f.) or the son of a 
slave-girl who had become a subsidiary wife (Gn . 
1 6: I ff.). In the latter case if a son was born he was 
regarded as the son 01' the true wife who had pre
sented the slave-girl to her husband. The arrange
ment arose out 01' the wife's consent and not when 
the husband took a secondary wife of his own 
accord. The marriages 01' Abraham with Hagar 
(Gn. 1 6: 1-4) and Keturah (Gn. 25: 1 --6) provide 
examples of these two types 01' union (cf Gn. 30:3 ,  
9). Problems arose if the true wife gave birth to a 
son after the birth 01' a son to the secondary wife. 
In patriarchal society the true son seems to have 
become heir (Gn. 1 5 :4; 1 7: 1 9) ,  although Gn. 2 1 : 1 0 
suggests that this may not have been automatie. 
Sarah had to insist that Ishmael should not be heir 
along with her own son Isaac. 

Marriage was a complex affair. In the society 01' 
the times the rich and the powerful could take 
more than one wife but mostly marriage was mon
ogamous. In practice, however, a husband could 
take a concubine or secondary wife relatively easily 
either through his own initiative or, if  the couple 
could not produce the desired heir, the wife might 
provide a slave-girl. In patriarchal society Jacob 
and Esau had more than one wife 01' equal status 
(Gn. 26:34f.; 29). Abraham remarried after Sarah's 
death (Gn. 25: I f.) and Nahor had children by a 
concubine (Gn. 22:20ff.) .  

I t  would see m that there was a prererence for 
endogamous marriage, that is, within the family, 
e.g. Abraham and Sarah, Nahor and Milcah (Gn. 
1 1  :27-30), Jacob and Rachel, Jacob and Leah, 
Isaac and Rebekah, Esau and Ishmael's daughter. 

It is c1ear also that some of the patriarchal cus
toms were forbidden in later Mosaic law, e.g. mar
riage to two sisters (cf Lv. 1 8: 1 8),  and marriage to 
one's half-sister (Gn. 20: 1 2; cf Lv. 1 8 :9, 1 1 ;  Ot. 
27:22). 

In the case 01' Jacob we learn that he was re
quired to render service to his prospective father
in-Iaw in return for his wife (Gn. 29: 1 8f.,  27f.). We 
have no means 01' knowing whether this practice 
was common or not. It may have been an Ara
maean custom or have been confined to an area in 
N Mesopotamia. Probably the practice was more 
widespread than our evidence allows us to say. 

In at least one case further marriage was lor
bidden to a man (Gn. 3 1  :50). 
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The patriarchal blessing was important and once 
given could not be revoked (Gn. 27; 48-49). In Gn. 
27 the eldest son surrendered the birthright and the 
younger son received the blessing (vv. 22-29). I t  
would have been normal, however, for the eldest 
son to receive the blessing, though not automatic. 

We shall discuss below possible comparisons 
with other ancient Near Eastern documents. There 
are certain paralIeIs between the patriarchal cus
toms and contemporary practices, but there are 
also a number of features not paralleled elsewhere 
which seem to be specific to the patriarchal cus
toms portrayed in the Gn. records. 

In matters of religion few details are given. It i s  
c1ear that  the Patriarchs knew the need for a per
sonal faith in God who guided them through l ife 
and who encouraged them with his promises (Gn. 
1 2 : 1 -3; 1 5 :4f.; 1 7; 28 : 1 1 -22, elc. ) .  In the matter of 
guidance God was not restricted to a particular 
place but was active in Ur, Harran, Canaan or 
Egypt (cf Gn. 35:3) .  Once God's will became 
known to the Patriarchs the only course was to 
believe and obey (Gn. 22). Prayer and the offering 
of sacrifices were part of the regular worship of the 
Patriarchs (Gn. 1 2:8; 1 3 :4, 1 8; 26:25; 35: 1 ,  3, 7). 
Circumcision was a religious rite to mark those 
who were in the covenant family. An intense 
awareness of God's activity among them caused 
the Patriarchs to name places and children accord
ing to some evidence of God's dealings with them 
(Gn. 1 6: 1 1 , 14 ,  all the names of lacob's children in 
Gn. 29: 3 1  ff.; cf Gn. 32:30; 35: 1 5 , eIe. ). Each Patri
arch seems to have had his own special name for 
God, which suggests a sense of special personal 
relationship, the ' Fear' , or as W. F. Albright sug
gested, the ' Kinsman' (pahaif) of Isaac (Gn . 3 1  :42, 
53) the 'Mighty One' e"ti;') of lacob (Gn. 49:24). 
This sense of personal relationship, the knowledge 
of God's promises and the awareness that obedi
ence to the will of God is of the essence of true 
faith, may be said to form the heart of patriarchal 
religion. 

Two features of patriarchal society should be 
stressed, namely the concepts of covenant and 
election. Either directly (Gn. 1 5: 1 8; 27:7, 1 0-1 1 ,  
1 3 , 1 9) o r  indirectly, God's covenant with Abra
ham, Isaac and lacob is deeply significant in 
patriarchal religion. In the covenant God bound 
hirnself to Abraham and his descendants and 
bound them to hirnself in a most solemn engage
ment which involved the divine promise to, and the 
divine election of, Abraham and his descendants 
(Gn. 1 2 : 1 -3; 1 3 : 1 4- 1 7; 1 5 : 1 8-2 1 ;  1 7 :5-8, eIe.). 
Through Abraham and his descendants God 
would reach out to all mankind (Gn. 1 2 :3; 1 8 : 1 8 ; 
22: 1 7- 1 8 ;  26:4; 28: 1 4) .  And it was specifically 
through this elect family that God would act in this 
way (Gn. 1 7: 1 8- 1 9; 2 1 : 1 2) .  The twin concepts of 
covenant and election are powerful motifs in the 
Gn. picture of patriarchal religion. 

11. Modern discovery and the patriarchaI age 
The precise date of the patriarch al age is difficult to 
determine, but there are strong reasons for placing 
i t  in the Middle Bronze Age, c. 1 850- 1 570 Bc (·AB
RAHAM). This is based on the assumption that 
archaeological and epigraphic knowledge can give 
us contemporary information. This view is widely 
held today, although some writers like T. L. 
Thompson and 1. van Seters assign the patriarchal 
traditions in their entirety to the Iron Age on the 
assumption that they are late Iiterary inventions. 

For such writers archaeology cannot reconstruct a 
'historical' background for the contents of the 
patriarchal age, since by their definition there 
IS none. We shall return to the point below. The 
following outline will give an idea of the more im
portant of the discoveries of recent years. It should 
be recognized that the great collections of ancient 
documents recovered represent only a tiny propor
tion of all that was written in ancient times, and 
are largely accidental survivors. 

a. Peoples 
There is a variety of peoples mentioned in the 
patriarchal narratives-Egyptians, Amorites, 
Elamites, Canaanites, Horites, Edomites, Hittites. 
Gn. 14 appears to refer to four specific groups. It is 
not possible to identify all the groups mentioned. 
Thus the Horites may not be the same as the Hur
rians. I ndeed they are connected with Edom and S 
Palestine in Gn. 36:20r. Nor need the Hittites of 
Gn. 23 be the Hittites of Anatolia. They are rather 
a group of indigenous people related to Canaan
ites (Gn. 1 0: 1 5) .  It is true that in the early part of 
the 2nd millennium there were considerable 
movements of peoples in the ancient Near East 
and one might expect to find all kinds of people in 
Canaan. To that extent the patriarchal narratives 
reflect the circumstances of the period in a general 
way. 

Two groups of people may be of particular 
interest, the Hapiru and the Binyaminites of Mari. 
The Hapiru were widely known both geographic
ally and over a long period of time. Abraham is 
called a Hebrew in Gn. 1 4: \ 3 . This may mean that 
he was recognizable as being like one of the ubiqui
tous Hapiru people. The Binyaminites were semi
nomadic elements in the dimorphie society in the 
region of Mari and there is much to be gained by 
studying what may be known about this group 
from the Mari documents. There are numerous 
paralleis on the sociological level with patriarchal 
society. 
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b. Cilies 
Excavation has shown that in the first part of the 
2nd millennium BC the ancient Near East was heir 
to an ancient civilization and that several 01' the 
towns in the patriarchal records were al ready in 
existence (see I ,  above). Details of the l ife lived in 
these towns may be learnt from the ruins of the 
houses, the pottery and art work, the tools and 
weapons, and in some cases from the written re
cords left behind in the ruins. The town of Harran 
(Gn. 1 1  : 3 1 -32), for ex am pie, is known on c1ay tab
lets found in • Mari. The • Ebla tablets refer to a 
number of towns in Canaan wh ich were within the 
ambit of its trading interest. The important Egyp. 
records known as the Execration Texts, dating to 
the 1 9th century BC, refer to several which were in 
existence in Canaan at the time, including lerusa
lern (Gn. 1 4: 1 8) .  Certainly it could be c1aimed that 
a number of the towns of the patriarchal narra
tives were in existence in the early part of the 2nd 
millennium. In Canaan itself the great Middle 
Bronze Age cities like Megiddo, Hazor, Lachish, 
Gezer, lericho and Shechem, among others, had 
al ready been established. Outside Canaan were 
great towns like Mari on the Euphrates, whose 
written records are of considerable significance in 
depicting the society of the region. Despite this 
wealth of material we are no nearer to determining 
the exact date of the Patriarchs, since these cities 



were in existence over many centuries. Probably all 
we can claim with certainty is that the patriarchal 
stories could not refer to a period earlier than 
when the cities referred to came into existence. 

c. Personal names 
The numerous names in the patriarchal records 
enable a comparison with name systems which are 
known from the tablet records. Numerous com
parisons can be made. Thus the name Abram is 
known in a number of variant forms, such as A-ba
am-ra-am, A -ba-am-ra-ma, A-ba-ra-ma, on a var
iety of texts in W Semitic areas over a long period 
of time, so that the name is  of Iittle use for specific 
dating. Names like Ya'qub-ilu (Jacob-el) occur 
both early and late in the 2nd millennium. Some of 
the names of the twelve tribes such as Simeon, 
Ashur, Benjamin, may aiso be attested. The names 
Ishmael and I srael consist of a verbal element plus 
the name for deity, EI. Other names like I saac are 
probably hypocoristic (a special or pet name) 
formed from verbal elements only, e.g. Isaac 
(yi��äq), 'he laughs', 'mocks', 'plays' or 'fondies' 
(Gn. 1 7: 1 7; 1 8 : 1 2; 2 1 :6). Extensive studies of W 
Semitic names, Amorite names, Mari names, eIe., 
have been undertaken and it may be c1aimed that 
the patriarchal name system has many paralleis, 
certainly in the early part of the 2nd millennium, 
but also over a longer period, so that while we 
gain valuable insight into the patriarchal name 
system as such, we are not assisted in dating the 
Patriarchs. 

d. Travel, Irade and eommeree 
There was a good deal of • trade and • travel all 
over the Near East at this time. C1ay tablets from 
Cappadocia indicate that as early as 2000 BC there 
was trade in copper and wool between Asia Minor 
and Assyria. Other records tell of movements of 
armies and the transport of booty, eIe., all over the 
Near East. Great routes crossed from Mesopota
mia to Asia Minor and Palestine, and others down 
into Egypt. That a great road traversed Trans
jordan (the • King's Highway, Nu. 20: 1 7) is c1ear 
from the line of ancient towns strung out along the 
route not far from the modern highway. Pictures 
from Beni-hasan in Egypt dating to about 1 900 BC 
depict travelling nomads, possibly metal-workers, 
from the general area of Palestine. From these we 
gain a good idea of the dress and the possessions 
of these people in Abraham's time. Their main 
beasts of burden seem to have been asses and don
keys. Finally, the • Ebla tablets of c. 2300 BC intro
duce us to the vast trading area over which the 
Ebla merchants ranged and point to wide activities 
in travel, trade and commerce weil be fore the 
period we are proposing for the patriarchal age. 

e. The euSloms 0/ Ihe age 
These have come to light from the tens of thou
sands of c1ay tablets which represent the docu
ments of everyday I ife, legal, commercial, religious 
and private. There are in addition some important 
lists of laws, such as the Laws of Hammurapi 
(about 1 750 BC), the Code of the town of Eshnunna 
( 1 9th or 1 8th century BC), and the fragmentary 
Sumerian Codes of the kings of Lipit-Ishtar and 
Ur-nammu (2 1 st- 1 9th centuries BC). Of the 
private and personal documents, those of • Nuzi 
( 1 5th and 1 4th centuries BC), · Mari ( 1 8th century 
BC), Ras Shamra (. Ugarit, 1 4th century BC) and 
• Alalab ( 1 7th and 1 5th centuries BC) should be 
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mentioned. These combine to give a picture of the 
life in N Mesopotamia in the period 2000-1 500 BC 
and form a body of information against which we 
can study the patriarchal customs. Clearly docu
ments from the 1 5th and 1 4th centuries take us 
beyond what we are proposing as the patriarchal 
age, so that they have to be used with some cau
tion. Customs change in the course of time, but 
they often reflect earlier practices and it would not 
be impossible to find helpful c1ues to life in the 
1 8th century BC by reading documents from the 
1 5th century BC. In general, however, documents 
from the same age are the most reliable source of 
data. 

Shortly after the discovery of the Nuzi docu
ments in the years 1 925 to 1 93 1  scholars proposed 
many paralleis between the customs at Nuzi and 
the patriarchal customs. With the discovery of an 
increasing number of documents from other sites 
and from earlier centuries the Nuzi texts can now 
be seen to be not quite so relevant to the patri
archal narratives as was once thought. Paralleis in 
the areas of adoption, marriage, inheritance, wife
sister marriages, sistership adoption, the 'dying 
words' of a patriarch, the performance of a period 
of service before a man could claim a wife, the 
giving of a slave-girl as a marriage gift and several 
other customs, were all sought for and found in 
Nuzi. Writers like C. H. Gordon and E. A. Speiser 
were strong proponents of the view that the Nuzi 
documents provided a kind of quarry for patri
archal paralleis. I t has now become c1ear that of 
the 4,000 cuneiform tablets from Nuzi no more 
than a dozen have been quoted. A concomitant of 
this view is that the patriarchal age was sought in 
the 1 4th century BC on the basis of links with the 
customs portrayed in the Ugarit, the el-Amarna 
and the Nuzi documents. 
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In  fact, with a growing volume of tablet evidence 
paralleis are more easily discovered in earlier ma
terial. Thus the most suitable example of adoption 
is found on an old Babylonian letter from Larsa 
where i t  is stated that a childless man could adopt 
his own slave, an aspect of adoption not found at 
Nuzi. The adoption of the son of the wife's slave
giri is found in only one Nuzi text. I t  was more 
common for the husband to marry a second wife 
or take his own slave-girl as a concubine. But most 
of the practices concerning secondary wives are 
known in texts from other ancient Near Eastern 
sites. The dying words of a patriarch are not paral
leled in Nuzi and the wife-sister marriage pro
posed by E. A.  Speiser lacks any real foundation 
either in Nuzi or in Gn. 1 2-50. It would seem that 
no special relationship exists between the Nuzi 
tablets and the patriarchal narratives. Yet such a 
search for paralleis is not without value. One senses 
in a general way that the customs of the patriarchal 
narratives belong to a society not unlike the one we 
know from the tab let records of the early part of 
the 2nd millennium BC. However, many of the cus
toms were current for several centuries and are not 
sufficiently precise for chronological purposes, 
though they may be useful for sociological pur
poses. One of the most fruitful lines of investiga
tion is a study of nomadism and sedentarization in 
the ancient Near Eastern dimorphic societies such 
as that at Mari. If such a study is  combined with a 
continued search for paralleis in customs we may 
be able to gain a better idea both of patriarchal 
society and of the period of the patriarchal age. I t  
i s  also important t o  realize that there may not b e  a 
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specific parallel in extra-bibl ical material to a par
ticular patriarchal custom, since it was peculiar to 
the patriarchal group. 

111. The historical value of the patriarchal records 
I t  may be c1aimed that in general a notable change 
has come over scholarship since the days of 1. 
Wellhausen at the end of the 1 9th century. His view 
was that we can attain to no historical knowledge 
of the Patriarchs from the biblical records, but that 
these are rather a reftection of the times of those 
men who wrote the stories in a much later day. The 
view is not quite forgotten and has been brought 
forward again by Thomas L. Thompson ( 1 974) 
and 1. van Seters ( 1 975). Van Seters has raised 
questions about the degree to which oral tradition 
lies behind the stories in Gn. and is inclined to 
minimize its inftuence. He argues that i t  is impos
sible to identify specifically the personal names, 
places, peoples and customs of the patriarchal nar
ratives. He can find no specific place for the Patri
archs in world events and holds that archaeology 
contributes very l ittle, if anything, in elucidating 
their background. He also makes much of the so
called anachronisms like camels and Philistines. 
Hence he calls into question the whole scholarly 
search for paralleis with the 2nd millennium and 
suggests instead that the traditions were largely 
moulded by and for the social and religious com
munity of a later date, including the period of the 
Exile. This later literary activity must take priority 
in discussing the Gn. records. The themes of the 
divine promise to Abraham and the covenant were 
used by writers to support the dynastic ideology 
of the Monarchy, but they were late inventions. 
Thompson follows a somewhat similar line, al
though there are differences in detail between his 
approach and that of van Seters. There have been 
severe criticisms of these two writers. Other 
modern writers who have questioned the historical 
value of the patriarchal records are A. Alt and M .  
Noth, although both appear t o  admit that there 
may weil be important elements of tradition whieh 
are of historical value, carried over from earlier 
times. 

It may be agreed that a generation of scholars in 
recent years has made some excessive claims about 
several aspects of the patriarchal narratives. But 
it is an over-reaction to deny to these narratives 
any historical value. Even if  we recognize them as 
literary-theological documents woven together 
from the traditions which were handed down from 
past centuries, there is no good reason to deny that 
they contain a good deal of archaic and historical 
material. The very strength of the theological ideas 
of promise and covenant required that the Patri
archs were more than mere literary inventions. 

Many historical issues remain unsolved. Exact 
dating is impossible and precise definition of the 
patriarchal society and its customs in terms of a 
related contemporary society is not possible at 
present .  But most present-day scholars show a dis
position to treat the patriarchal records with far 
more respect from the point of view of their histor
ical value than did some earlier scholars. The 
wisest course to follow at present is to await further 
evidence from all the sources. More research 
should enable the scholars to synthesize more ac
curately the biblical and the non-biblical material. 
In the meantime great theological doctrines like 
covenant,  election, faith, obedience, promise, 
remain unobscured. Such doctrines have been the 

foundation of Israel's faith over the centuries and 
have also played a significant role in the faith of 
Christians. Few writers would disagree with this 
latter statement, whatever their view about the 
historicity of the Gn. narratives. 
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PATRISTIC LITERATURE. The importance for 
many branches of NT study of the extra-canonical 
early Christian l iterat ure, both the fragments from 
unorthodox writings and · NT Apocrypha, on the 
one hand, and the patristic writings (i. e. the non
apocryphal and non-sectarian ancient Christi an 
writings), on the other, is widely recognized. For 
the history of the • Canon of the NT and the estab
lishment of its text (· TEXTS AND VERSIONS, IV) the 
patristic allusions and quotations from biblical 
books are obviously indispensable. In exegesis, 
also, the Gk. Fathers in partlcular have to be taken 
into account and what writers such as I renaeus, 
Clement of Alexandria and, above all, Origen say 
about unwritten traditions demands attention. 
But, in a wider aspect, the 2nd-century Gk. and 
Lat.-speaking church, with all its differences in 
ethos from the apostolic age, is  the outcome of the 
Jerusalem Pentecost assembly, and any illumin
ation of the path between them is  Iikely to cast its 
light backwards as weil as forwards. 

Unfortunately, at present a very ill-lit tunnel 
extends from the later apostolic age to the great 
apologists of the middle and later 2nd century. I t  is 
a period of intensified persecution and pernicious 
propaganda (as predicted in 2 Tim. 3 and else
where); the church is  widely spread through and (in 
the E) beyond the Roman empire; Israel has been 
repudiated in AD 70, and with it any effective pri
macy of the Jerus.alem church has ended. The 
name 'Apostolic Fathers', originally meant to des
ignate men in contact with, or appointed by, the 
apostles, has long been given to writings associated 
with this period; but lists of the Apostolic Fathers 
vary considerably. To three-Clement of Rome, 
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Ignatius, Polycarp-this title is regularly applied, 
though only for Polycarp is there unmistakable 
evidence of direct contact with the apostles. All 
these early writings are practical, not scholarly or 
speculative. If one senses the immediate drop from 
the NT, the contrast of their directness with the 
tortuous intellectualism 01', say, the Gospel 0/ 
Trl/lh, their contemporary, or with the fetid at
mosphere of the apocrypha is also marked. 

The works Iisted below represent some earlier 
patristic writings. 

I. Clement of Rome 
A long Gk.  letter addressed from the church 01' 
God sojourning in Rome to that in Corinth has 
come down under the name of Clement (I Clem
enl). There is no ground for identifying hirn with 
the Clement of Phil . 4:3, or with Flavius Clemens, 
Domitian's cousin. He is doubtless the person who 
appears third in Roman episcopal succession lists, 
but the term 'bishop of Rome' in the usual sense 
would be an anachronism, for in the letter 'bishop' 
is equivalent to 'presbyter'. 

The occasion is a disturbance in the church at 
Corinth in which legitimately appointed presby
ters have been ejected. Clement, on behalf of his 
church, appeals for pe ace and order, and asks them 
to remember the analogy of the ordered worship 
of old Israel and the apostolic principle of ap
pointing a continuance of reputable men . 

The date is almost certainly about the time of 
Domitian's persecution, AD 95-96, i. e. within the 
NT period. 

The so-ca lied second Epistle of Clement (2 
Clement) is a homily of unknown (though 2nd
century) date and authorship. Cf K. P. Donfried, 
The Selling 0/ Seeond Clemenl in Early Chrislian
ilY, 1 974. 

11.  Ignatius 
Ignatius, bishop of Antioch, was on his way to 
martyrdom in Rome in Trajan's reign (AD 98- 1 1 7 , 
probably late in that period) when he wrote seven 
letters which were gathered into a corpus: to the 
Asian churches at Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralles, 
Philadelphia and Smyrna, to his friend Polycarp, 
bi shop of Smyrna, and to the Roman church, 
asking them not to intervene to prevent his 
martyrdom. 

Ignatius approaches nearer than any other 2nd
century writer to sublimity as he speaks of the 
mysteries of incarnation and salvation . But he 
writes hurriedly and often obscurely: and he is 
consumed with the desire for martyrdom and ob
sessed with the necessity for close adhesion to 
the bishop. Some have taken this to imply that 
government by a single bishop, as distinct from 
presbyters, was still fairly new in Asia. Ignatius 
mentions no bishop when writing to Rome. 

The letters were heavily interpolated and others 
added by forgers, usually dated in the 4th-century 
(but see 1. W. Hannah, JBL 79, 1 960, pp. 22 I tf.) .  
On the setting see V. Corwin, SI. Ignalius and 
Chrislianily in Anlioeh, 1 960. 

111. Polycarp 
Polycarp was one of the most revered figures of 
Christian antiquity. He was bishop of Smyrna 
when Ignatius wrote: at a great age he was 
martyred. The date of his martyrdom, of which 
a moving early account survives, is disputed: AD 
1 55/6 and AD 1 68 are canvassed (see w. Telfer, JTS 
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n.s. 3, 1 952, pp. 79tf.). He had known the apostles, 
and John in particular, and he taught I renaeus 
( l renaeus, Adv. Haer. 3. 3. 4; Eusebius, EH 5. 
20). He thus links the apostolic age and the late 
2nd-century church. A letter to the Philippians 
survives, earnest and gracious. Ch. 1 3  is written 
without news of Ignatius' fate. P. N. Harrison 
(Polyearp 's Two Epislles 10 Ihe Philippians, 1 936) 
argues that it is a separate early letter, and that chs. 
1 - 1 2  were written c. AD 1 35-7 and conflated with i t .  

IV. The Didache 
The Didache is a problematical work, consisting of 
teaching (wh ich appears in other works) on the 
ways of life and of death, a brief church order, 
dealing with baptism, fasting, prayer, eucharist, 
ministers and prophets, and closing with an apoca
Iypse. l t  has many peculiar features, according 
exactly neither with church order in the NT nor 
with what we know of the 2nd-century church. I t  
has been argued that i t  is a genuine early work (e.g. 
1. P. Audet, La Didaehe, 1 958, dates it AD 60), that 
i t  i s  a late-2nd-century reconstruction, or that it 
represents a church out of the main stream. I t  
seems t o  b e  Syrian. 

V. Papias 
Papias was bishop of Hierapolis in the early 2nd 
century and devoted much care to a live volume 
'Exposition of the Oracles of the Lord', which sur
vives only in tantalizing fragments in I renaeus and 
Eusebius. I ts date is  uncertain :  nothing later than 
AD 1 30 is likely. At all events he was in contact with 
hearers of the apostles (. MARK, GOSPEL OF; 
· MAlTHEW) . 

VI. Barnabas 
The Epislle 0/ Barnabas is probably Alexandrine, 
from the early 2nd century. It is strongly anti
Jewish in tone, and marked by forced allegorical 
exegesis. It includes a form of the 'Two Ways'. The 
work is  anonymous; its attribution to Barnabas (if 
the apostle is meant) is  doubtless an early guess. 
lt may, however, have led to its being read for a 
time in some churches (cf Eusebius, EH 3. 25). See 
further P. Prigent, L 'Epitre de Barnabe 1-16, 1 962. 

VII. Hermas 
The Shepherd of Hermas is a symbolic work in
tended to rouse a lax church and call to repentance 
Christi ans who had sinned: making clear
obviously a disputed point-that post-baptismal 
sin was not necessarily unforgivable. lt is divided, 
rat her artilicially, into Visions, Tractates and 
Mandates. 

Critical and historical problems abound. The 
M uratorian Fragment says i t  was written recently, 
by the brother of bishop Pius of Rome (c. AD 1 40), 
but there are some marks of earlier date, and, in
ferior work as i t  seems now, it had a period of 
reception as Scripture in some churches. It appears 
in Codex Sinaiticus of the NT. See H. Chadwick, 
JTS n.s. 8, 1 957, pp. 274tf. Cf also 1. Reiling, 
Hermas and Christian Prophecy, 1 973, for a study 
of the eleventh Mandate. 
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PAUL. 

I .  Lire 

a. Background 
From Paul's birth until his appearance in lerusa
lern as a persecutor 01' Christi ans there is little 
information concerning his life. Although 01' the 
tribe 01' Benjamin and a zealous member 01' the 
Pharisee party (Rom. 1 1 : I ;  Phil. 3:5; Acts 23:6), he 
was born in Tarsus a Roman citizen (Acts 1 6:37; 
21 :39; 22:25ff.). lerome cites a tradition that Paul's 
forbears were from Galilee. It is not certain 
whether they migrated to Tarsus for commercial 
reasons or were settled there as colonists by a 
Syrian ruler. That they were citizens suggests that 
they had resided there for some time. 

Sir William Ramsay and others have shown that 
Tarsus truly was 'no mean city'. It was a centre 01' 
learning, and scholars generally have assumed that 
Paul became acquainted with various Gk. phil
osophies and religious cults during his youth there. 
Van Unnik has challenged this assumption. He 
argues that the relevant texts (Acts 22:3; 26:41'.) 
place Paul in lerusalem as a very small child; Acts 
22:3 is to be read in sequence: (i) born in Tarsus; 
(ii) brought up at my mother's knee (analelhram
menos) in this city; (iii) educated at the feet 01' 
Rabban • Gamaliel the eIder. As a 'young man' 
(Acts 7:58; Gal . I :  1 31'. ; I Cor. 1 5 :9) Paul was given 
official authority to direct the persecution 01' 
Christians and as a member 01' a synagogue or 
Sanhedrin council 'cast my vote against them' 
(Acts 26: 1 0) .  In the light 01' Paul's education and 
early prominence we may presume that his family 
was 01' some means and 01' prominent status; his 
nephew's access to the lerusalem leaders accords 
with this impression (Acts 23 : 1 6, 20). 

01' Paul's personal appearance the canonical 
account suggests only that it was not impressive 
(I Cor. 2 : 31'. ; 2 Cor. 1 0 :  I 0). A more vivid picture, 
which Deissmann (p. 58) and Ramsay (CRE, pp. 
3 1 1'. ) incline to credit, occurs in the apocryphal 
ACls 01 Paul and Thecla: 'And he saw Paul coming, 
a man little 01' stature, thin-haired upon the head, 
crooked in the legs, 01' good state 01' body, with 
eyebrows joining, and nose somewhat hooked, full 
01' grace: for sometimes he appeared like a man, 
and sometimes he had the face 01' an angel.' 

b. Conversion and early minislry 
While there is no evidence that Paul was ac
quainted with lesus during his earthly ministry 
(2 Cor. 5: 1 6  means only to 'regard from a human 
point 01' view'), his Christi an kinsmen (cf Rom. 
1 6:7) and his experience 01' the martyrdom 01' 
Stephen (Acts 8 : 1 )  must have made an impact 
upon hirn. The glorified lesus' question in Acts 
26: 14 implies as much. The result 01' Paul's en
counter with the risen Christ gives ample assurance 
that i t  was an experience 01' a healthy mind; and it 

can be adequately interpreted, as indeed Luke does 
interpret it, only as a miraculous act, which trans
formed Christ's enemy into his apostle. The three 
accounts in Acts (chs. 9, 22, 26) attest not only the 
significance 01' Paul's conversion for Luke's theme 
(cf CBQ 1 5 , 1 953, pp. 3 1 5-338), but also, as 1. 
Dupont and M. E. Thrall have suggested in the 
Bruce Feslschrifl, its essential importance for 
Paul's Christology and his interpretation 01' his 
ministry to the Gentiles. Cf Kim, Origin, pp. 
1 35-1 38, 1 70ff. , 338. 

Apart from an interval in the Transjordan 
desert, Paul spent the 3 years following his baptism 
preaching in Damascus (Gal. 1 : 1 7; Acts 9 : 1 9ff.) .  
Under pressure from the lews he Red to lerusalem, 
where Barnabas ventured to introduce hirn to lead
ers 01' the understandably sllspicious Christians. 
His ministry in lerusalem lasted scarcely 2 weeks, 
for again certain Hellenistic lews sought to kill 
hirn. To avoid them, Paul returned to the city 01' his 
birth, spending there a 'silent period' 01' some 1 0  
years. N o  doubt i t  i s  silent only t o  uso Barnabas, 
hearing 01' his work and remembering their first 
meeting, requested Paul to come to Antioch to 
help in a Rourishing Gentilt: mission (Gal. I :  1 7ff.; 
Acts 9:26ff. ;  I I  :20ff.) .  These newly named 'Chris
tians' soon began their own missionary work. 
After a year 01' notable blessing Paul and Barnabas 
were sent on a 'famine visit' to help stricken col
leagues in ludaea. 

c. Mission 10 Galalia-Ihe Council 01 Jerusalem
mission 10 Greece 
Upon their return from lerusalem-about AD 46-
Paul and Barnabas, commissioned by the church in 
Antioch, embarked on an evangelistic tour. It took 
them across the island 01' Cyprus and through 
'S Galatia' (Acts 1 3- 1 4). Their strategy, which 
became a pattern for the Pauline missions, was to 
preach first in the synagogue. Some lews and Gen
tile 'Godfearers' accepted the message and became 
the nucleus for a local assembly. When the mass 01' 
lews rejected the gospel, sometimes with violence, 
the focus 01' the preaching shifted to the Gentiles 
(cf Acts 1 3 :461'.) .  Despite these perils and the de
fection at Perga 01' their helper, lohn Mark , the 
mission succeeded in establishing a Christi an wit
ness in Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, Derbe 
and possibly Perga. 
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Meanwhile the inRux 01' Gentiles into the church 
raised serious quest ions concerning their relations 
to lewish laws and customs. A number 01' lewish 
Christians were insisting that Gentiles must be cir
cumcised and observe the Mosaic law if they were 
to be received 'at par' in the Christian community. 
Upon his return to Antioch (c. AD 49), Paul, seeing 
in this ludaizing movement a threat to the very 
nature 01' the gospel, expressed his opposition in 
no uncertain terms. First, he rebuked Peter pub
licly (Gal. 2: 1 4) ,  after the latter, to avoid a breach 
with certain ludaizers, had separated hirnself from 
Gentile Christians. Secondly, hearing that the 
ludaizing heresy was infecting his recently estab
lished churches, Paul wrote a stinging letter 01' 
warning to the Galatians in which the Pauline 
credo, 'Salvation by grace through faith', was 
forcefully presented. 

These events in Antioch gave rise to the first 
great theological crisis in the ch urch. To resolve the 
problems which it raised, the church in Antioch 
sent Paul and Barnabas to confer with the 'apostles 
and elders' in lerusalem (c. AD 50, Acts 1 5) .  The 



ensuing council gave the judgment that Gentiles 
should havc 'no greater burden ' than to abstain 
from food offered to idols, blood-meat, meat from 
strangled animals and unchastity (or incest mar
riage). The effect of this decision was to sustain 
Paul's contention that Gentiles were under no ob
ligation to keep the Mosaic law. The restrictions 
mentioned seem to have been principally for loeal 
application (cf I Cor. 8) and as an aid to Jewish
Gentile relations. 

Beeause of d ifferences with Barnabas (over 
taking John Mark with them again) Paul took a 
new companion, Silas, on his 2nd missionary tour 
(Acts 1 5:40- 1 8:22). From Antioch they travelled 
overland to the churches of 'S Galatia' and at 
Lystra added young Timothy to the party. Forbid
den by the Holy Spirit to evangelize W, they jour
neyed N through 'N Galatia', where some converts 
may have been made (cf Acts 1 6:6; 1 8 :23). At 
Troas Paul in a vision saw a 'man of Macedonia' 
beekoning to hirn. Thus his evangelization of 
Greece began. In Macedonia missions were estab
Iished in Philippi, Thessalonica and Beroea; in 
Achaia, or S G reece, Athens and Corinth were 
visited. In the latter city Paul remained almost 2 
years founding a Christi an fellowship that was to 
be the source of both joy and trial in the future. 
Through his co-workers (Luke the physician joined 
the party in Troas) and by correspondence (the 
Epistles to the Thessalonians) he kept in touch also 
with the struggling young churches in Macedonia. 
The Holy Spirit now moved Paul to turn his eyes 
once more upon the earlier forbidden province of 
Asia. Oeparting from Corinth, he stopped briefty 
at Ephesus, the commercial metropolis of Asia, 
and lert as an advance party his Corinthian col
leagues Priscilla and Aquila. In a quick trip back 
to Antioch-via Jerusalem-Paul completed his 
' second missionary journey' and, arter a final 
sojourn in Antioch, prepared to move his base 
of operation W to Ephesus. 

d. The Aegean ministry 
In many ways the Aegean period (c. AD 53-58; Acts 
1 8 :23-20:38) was the most important of Paul's life. 
The province of Asia, so important for the later 
chureh, was evangelized; and the Christian out
posts in Greece secured. Ouring these years he 
wrote the Corinthian letters, Rom. and perhaps 
one or more of the Prison Epistles (Eph., Phil . ,  
Col . ,  Phm.), wh ich in the providence of God were 
to eonstitute a holy and authoritative Scripture for 
all generations. For the apostle this was a time of 
triumph and defeat, of gospel proclarnation and 
threatening heresies, of joy and frustration, of ae
tivity and prison meditation. The risen Christ used 
all these things to mould Paul into his image and to 
speak through Paul his word to the chureh. 

From Antioch Paul travelled overland through 
the familiar Galatian region to Ephesus. There he 
met certain 'disciples', including Apollos, who had 
known John the Baptist and, presumably, Jesus 
(Acts 1 8 :24ff.). On this foundation the church 
grew, and God performed such extraordinary 
miracles that certain Jewish exorcists began, with
out success, to use the name of 'Jesus whom Paul 
preaches'. Opposition from devotees of the city's 
patron goddess, Artemis (Oiana), was soon 
aroused; and Oemetrius, a prosperous idol-maker, 
succeeded (from motives other than piety) in incit
ing the people to riot. Paul doubtless had made a 
number of short trips from Ephesus; he took this 
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occasion, so  me 3 years arter his  arrival, to  make a 
final visit to the churches in the Aegean area. 
Through Troas he eame to M acedonia, where he 
wrote 2 Cor. and, arter a time, travelled S to Cor
inth. There he spent the winter and wrote a letter 
to the 'Romans' before retracing his  steps to Mile
tus, a port near Ephesus. Arter a touching farewell 
Paul, 'bound in the Spirit' and under threatening 
c1ouds, sailed towards Jerusalem and almost cer
tain arrest. This did not deter hirn, for Asia had 
been conquered and he had visions of Rome. 

e. The Caesarean and Roman imprisonment-Paul's 
death 
Paul disembarked at Caesarea and, with a collec
tion for the poor, arrived at Jerusalem at Pentecost 
(Acts 2 1  :23f.; cf I Cor. 1 6:3f. ;  2 Cor. 9; Rom. 
1 5 :25ff.). Although he was careful to observe the 
Temple rituals, Jewish pilgrims from Ephesus, re
membering 'the apostle to the Gentiles', accused 
hirn of violating the Temple and incited the crowds 
to riot. He was placed under arrest but was permit
ted to address the crowd and later the Sanhedrin. 

To prevent his being Iynched, Paul was removed 
to Caesarea, where • FeJix, the Roman governor, 
imprisoned hirn for 2 years (c. AD 58-60, Acts 23-
26). At that time Festus, Felix's suecessor, indi
eated that he might give Paul to the Jews for trial. 
Knowing the outcome of such a 'trial', Paul, as a 
Roman citizen, appealed to Caesar. After a moving 
interview before the governor and his guests, King 
Agrippa and Bernice, he was sent under guard to 
Rome. Thus, under circumstances hardly antici
pated, the risen Christ fulfilled the apostle's dream 
and his own word to Paul: 'You must bear witness 
also at Rome' (Aets 23: 1 1 ). Paul had a stormy sea
voyage and, arter being wrecked, spent the winter 
on Malta (e. AD 6 1 ). He  reached Rome in the 
spring and spent the next 2 years under house
arrest 'teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ quite 
openly' (Acts 28:3 1 ). Here the story of Acts ends, 
and the rest of Paul's l ife must be pieced together 
from other sources. (A helpful survey of the apos
tolie age, and Paul's place in it, is F. F. Bruce, New 
Testament History, 1 969.) 

Most probably Paul was released in AD 63 and 
visited Spain and the Aegean area before his re
arrest and death at the hands 01' Nero (e. AD 67). 
J Clement (5. 5-7; ?AD 95), the Muratorian Canon 
(c. AD 1 70), and the apocryphal (Vercelli) Acts 0/ 
Peter ( 1 . 3; c. AD 200) witness to a journey to Spain; 
and the Pastoral Epistles appear to involve a post
Acts ministry in the East. To the end Paul fought 
the good fight, finished the course and kept the 
faith. His crown awaits hirn (cf 2 Tim. 4:7f.). 

1 1 .  Chronology 

a. General reeonstruction 
The book of Acts, augmented with data from the 
Epistles and from Jewish and secular sources, con
tinues to serve as the chronological framework of 
most scholars. I ts essential compatibility with the 
sequence of Paul's mission, detectable (in part) in 
his letters, is evident (cf T. H. Campbell, JBL 74, 
1 955, pp. 80-87). However, its sketchiness and 
chron010gical vagueness, even in those periods 
treated, is increasingly conceded; and there is  a 
growing willingness to interpolate (e.g. an Eph
esian imprisonment) into the framework from 
other data or reeonstructions. Fixed dates with 
secular history are not numerous. The most certain 
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is the proconsulship of Gallio (cf Acts 1 8: 1 2), 
which may be fixed in AD 5 1 -2 (Deissmann) or AD 
52-3 (Jackson and Lake; cf K .  Haacker, BZ 1 6, 
1 972 pp. 252-255). I f  in Acts 1 8: 1 2  Gallio had 
only 'recently assumed office (Deissmann), Paul's 
sojourn in Corinth may be dated between the end 
of AD 50 and the autumn AD 52. This accords with 
the 'recent' expulsion of Priscilla and Aquila from 
Rome (Acts 1 8 :2), which may be dated c. AD 50 
(Ramsay, SPT, p. 254). The accession of Festus 
(Acts 24:27) is often placed in AD 59 or 60. But the 
lack of any c1ear evidence leaves the matter un
certain (cf C. E. B. Cranfield, Romans, ICC, 1 975, 
pp. 1 4f. ;  Robinson, pp. 43-46). 

Besides the three dates above, the mention of 
King Aretas of Nabatea (2 Cor. 1 1  :32), the famine 
in Judaea (Acts 1 1  :28) and Paul's trip to Spain and 
martyrdom in Rome under Nero (Rom. 1 5:28; 
1 C/ement 5; Eus., EH 2 .  25-3. I) provide some 
less specific chronological data as folIows. First, 
Damascus coins showing Roman occupation are 
present until AD 33, but from AD 34 to 62 they are 
lacking; this places a terminus a qllo for Paul's con
version at AD 3 1  (i.e. AD 34 minus 3; cf Ga!. I :  1 8; 
ICC on 2 Cor. 1 1  :32). (But the Nabateans appar
ently took control at the accession of Caligula in 
AD 37; cf A. H. M. Jones, The Cities 0/ the Eastern 
Roman Provinces 2, 1 97 1 . ) Secondly, Josephus (Ant. 
20. 1 0  I )  notes a severe famine c. AD 44-48, prob
ably to be located in AD 46. Thirdly, from tradition 
Paul's death may be dated with some probability in 
the latter years of Nero, c. AD 67. 

b. The relation 0/ Acts and Ga/arians 
The only fully satisfying chronology is one in 
which there is a consensus of Acts, the Epistles and 
extra-biblical sources. One continuing problem for 
such a synthesis has been the relation between Acts 
and Galatians. The identification of Paul's visit to 
Jerusalem in Ga! . I :  1 8  with Acts 9 :261f. is seldom 
questioned: the second visit in Ga!. 2: I If. poses the 
basic problem. Three views are current: Ga!. 2 
equals Acts 1 5 , or Acts 1 1 : 27-30, or Acts 1 1  and 
1 5 .  In the past the first view has commanded the 
largest advocacy (cf E. de W. Burton, The Epist/e 
to the Ga/atians, 1 92 1 ,  pp. 1 1 51f.), and it continues 
to attract some commentators (cf H. Schlier, An 
die Ga/ater, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 661f.; H. Ridderbos, Ga/a
tians, 1 953,  pp. 34f.) .  The following objections, 
among others, have combined to undermine it : 
Ga!. 2 pictures a second visit and a private meeting 
without reference to any document; Acts 1 5  is a 
third visi t involving a public council and culminat
ing in an official decree. Many scholars regard it as 
incredible that Ga! . would, in a highly relevant 
context, omit mention of the Apostolic Council 
and decree. 

The second view, often associated with the S Ga
latian theory, revives an interpretation of Calvin 
and removes a number of these object ions. Acts 1 1  
is a second visit, by revelation, and concerned with 
the poor (cf Ga! . 2 :  1 -2, 1 0); the Apostolic Council 
in Acts 1 5  occurs after the writing of Ga!. and, 
therefore, is not germane to the problem. Ad
vanced in modern times by Ramsay (SPT, pp. 
541f.) and recently advocated by Bruce (BJRL 5 1 ,  
1 968-9, pp. 3051f.; 54, 1 97 1 -2, pp. 266f.), i t  i s  prob
ably the prevailing view among British scholars (cf 
C. s. C. Williams, The Acts 0/ the Apost/es, 1 957, 
pp. 221f.). 

Dissatisfied with both alternatives, most Contin
ental writers (e.g. Goguel, Jeremias), followed by 
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a number in Britain and America (e.g.  K. Lake, 
A. D. Nock), regard Acts 1 1  and Acts 1 5  as dupli
cate accounts of Ga!. 2, wh ich Luke, using both 
sources, failed to merge (cf Haenchen, pp. 64f., 
377). Against Ramsay, Lake urges that if the 
Judaizing problem is settled in Acts 1 1  (= Ga!. 2), 
Acts 1 5  is superfluous. Ga!. 2:9, however, pictures 
not a settlement but only a private, tacit approval 
of Paul's gospel and is incidental to the purpose of 
the visit which, as Lake admits, is the 'care of the 
poor' (BC, 5, pp. 20 I f.) .  Haenchen (p. 377) rejects 
Ramsay's 'crucial' application of Ga!. 2 :  I 0 to the 
famine visit .  He  may be correct in identifying the 
'poor' with the Gentile mission (Ga!. 2:9), but it 
scarcely has the vital significance which he attrib
utes to it. Ramsay's reconstruction, even with 
some exegetical gnats, remains the more probable 
alternative. Basically the view identifying Acts 1 1  
and Acts 1 5  arises from the traditional equation of 
Ga!. 2 and Acts 1 5 , and also from an excessively 
negative estimate of Luke's acquaintance with and 
interpretation of the primary sources. Since Ga!. 
2 = Acts 1 1  provides 'a perfectly c1ear historical 
development' (w. L. Knox, The Acts 0/ the Apos
t/es, 1 948, p. 49), the other is unnecessarily com
plex. Other views of the problem are expressed by 
T. W. Manson (B! RL 24, 1 940, pp. 58-80), who 
iden ti fies Ga!. 2 with a visit prior to Acts 1 1 , and 
M .  Dibelius (SIlIdies in Acts, 1 956, p. 1 00), whose 
excessive tendenz criticism denies to both Acts 1 1  
and Acts 1 5  any claim to historicity. 

c. A new reconstrllction 
Convinced that the Acts framework is unreliable, 
John Knox ( Chapters in a Life 0/ Pall/, 1 950, pp. 
74-88) olfers an imaginative chronological re
construction from the evidence of the letters. A 1 4-
year 'silent period' (AD 33-47) is impossible; there
fore, the apostle's missionary activities and some 
letters are largely to be placed between his first (AD 
38; Ga! . I :  1 8) and second (AD 5 1 ;  Ga!. 2 = Acts 1 5) 
visits to Jerusalem. The final tour ends with his 
'collection visit' and arrest (AD 5 1 -3; Rom. 1 5 :25; 
I Cor. 1 6:3f.) .  Why a silent period (which means 
simply that it yields no extant letters and did not fit 
Luke's theme) is so impossible is not readily appar
ent; and the traditional equation of Acts 1 5  and 
Ga!. 2 also is open to question. Knox's fertile mi nd 
has found here more admirers than followers, 
for 'it is difficult to exchange tradition with im
agination (as we find it in Acts) for imagination 
(however reasonable) without tradition' (Davies, 
TCERK, p. 854). Nevertheless, further attempts 
have been made to reconstruct the Pauline mission 
solely from the letters. Cf Kümmel, INT, pp. 
253f.; G. Lüdemann, Pall/us der Heidenaposte/, 
1 979. 

I II.  History of criticism 

a. Ear/y deve/opments 
In a brilliant historical survey Albert Schweitzer 
(Pall/ and his Interpreters; cf also Feine, Pall/us, pp. 
1 1 -206; Ridderbos, Pau/, 1 976, pp. 1 3-43) traces 
the development of critical studies in Germany 1"01-
lowing the Reformation. For the orthodox, Scrip
ture sometimes was little more than a mine of 
credal proof texts; exegesis became the servant of 
dogma. The 1 8th century witnessed a reaction by 
pietists and rationalists, who, each for his own 
purpose, sought to distinguish exegesis from credal 
conclusions. Philological exegesis and the inter-



pretation 01' Scripture by Scripture became norma
tive for scientific interpretation. 

This development perhaps finds its most im
portant expression in 1. S. Semler, who, with 1. O. 
Michaelis, pioneered the development 01' literary
historical criticism. His 'Prolegomena' to theo
logical hermeneutics, 'Paraphrases' 01' Rom. and 
Cor., and other writings emphasize that the NT is 
a temporally conditioned document in wh ich the 
purely cultural references are to be distinguished 
and/or eliminated. Philology exists to serve histor
ical criticism. Our copies 01' Paul's letters have 
a 'church liturgy' format and we must, then, face 
the possibility that they originally had a different 
form. Specifically, Semler suggests that Rom. 1 5  
and 1 6; 2 Cor. 9; 1 2 : 1 4- 1 3 : 1 4  were separate docu
ments, later incorporated into the larger Epistles. 
Foreshadowing the conclusions 01' F. C. Baur, 
Semler contrasts Paul's non-Jewish ideas with the 
Jewish-Christian party whom the apostle opposed; 
the General Epistles reflect an effort to mediate in 
this conflict. On questions 01' authorship a trend 
appeared in J. E .  C.  Schmidt ( 1 805), who, on Iiter
ary grounds, doubted the authenticity 01' I Tim. 
and 2 Thes. Schleiermacher ( 1 807), Eichhorn 
( 1 8 1 2) ,  and Oe Wette ( 1 826) brought 2 Tim., Tit .  
and Eph. under question. 

b. The Tübingen School 
In 1 9th-century Germany exegesis was fully trans
formed from the 'servant 01' dogma' to the 'servant 
01' scientific philosophy' (cf Kümmel, Problems, 
pp. 1 30-1 43; S. Neill, The Interpretation 0/ the New 
Testament. 1861-1961, 1 964, pp. 1 0-28). Most sig
nificant in this regard for Pauline studies was F. C. 
Baur 01' Tübingen. He was not content merely to 
test the authenticity 01' ancient documents, a popu
lar practice since the Renaissance. His was a 'posi
tive criticism' which sought to find the documents' 
true historical setting and meaning. In Symbolik 
und Mythologie, the book wh ich brought about his 
faculty appointment, he revealed the set 01' his 
mind and 01' his future work with the declaration 
that 'without philosophy history seems to me for 
ever dead and mute' ( I .  xi). I n  this matter Baur 
found in Hegelian dialectic-which viewed all his
torical movement as a series 01' theses (advance), 
antitheses (reaction) and syntheses (= a new 
thesis)-an appropriate key to interpret the history 
01' the apostolic age (cf Ellis, Prophecy' , pp. 86-89; 
Haenchen, pp. 1 5-24). He had argued earlier 
( 1 83 1 )  that I Cor. I :  1 2  depicted a conflict between 
Pauline-Gentile and Petrine-Jewish Christianity. 
He later saw in Acts and the smaller Pauline Epis
tles and in the 'Gnostic' opponents 01' 'the so
called Pastoral letters' ( 1 835) a more developed 
stage 01' the conflict in which, in the fight against 
Gnosticism, the original Paulinc 'thesis' and 
Petrine 'antithesis' were finally resolved by the late 
2nd century into an early Catholic 'synthesis'. In  
this 'tendency criticism' all NT writings which 
'tended' towards compromise betwcen Paul and 
thc original apostles were viewed as latcr attempts 
to read back a subsequent unity into the apostolic 
period. After Baur's thoroughgoing scything only 
five NT documents remained uncontested wit
nesses from the apostolic period. Apart from Rcv. 
all were Paul's: Rom ., Cor. and Ga!. The thcn 
current literary analysis 01' Paul's letters favoured 
Baur's reconstruction and, in turn, the latter 
accentuated and confirmed the suspicions 01' 
the more extremc literary critics. The Tübingen 
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school rapidly became t h e  dominant factor in 
NT criticism. 

Using Baur's logic and sparked by Bruno 
Bauer's commentary on Acts ( 1 850), an ultra
radicai school questioned the genuineness 01' all 
Pauline l iterature. First, Acts knows no Pauline 
letters, and its simple picture 01' the apostle may be 
more primitive than the letters; disagreements even 
within Rom. and Ga!. suggest several hands and a 
later time. Secondly, if Pauline thought (Paulinism) 
is the Hellenization 01' Christianity, as Baur 
thought, is i t  possible that this was accomplished 
so quickly and by one man? Could anti-Jewish feel
ing or Paul's high Christology have developed in 
a Palestinian-based church so soon after Jesus' 
death? No; the conflict itself is  the c1imax 01' a long 
development, and Paulinism is to be identified 
with a 2nd-century Gnostic party who used the 
apostle's 'Ietters' as an authoritative vehicle for 
their own ideas. Why letters? Because apostolic 
letters already had a position 01' authority. Why 
Paul? This is impossible to say. 

For all their logic the radicals succeeded only in 
convincing themselves. The citation 01' Paul in 
1 element (?AD 95) and Ignatius (AD 1 1 0), and the 
neglect 01' Paulinism and lack 01'  any anti-Jewish 
conflict in the post-apostolic li terat ure were fatal to 
their argument .  The omission in Acts 01' Pauline 
literary activity was a (not very strong) argument 
from silence. The net result 01' the 'ultra-Tübingen 
school' was to undermine Tübingen itself. For, 
within their common assumption that Paul was the 
Hellenizer 01' Christianity and that Hegel supplied 
the key to history, the radicals had the better 
argument .  
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Baur's views came under attack from the con
servatives (e.g. 1. C. K. von Hofmann) and the 
followers 01' Schleiermacher (e.g. Ewald); perhaps 
the cruellest and most telling blow was from A .  
Ritschl, a former disciple. Both R itschl and von 
Hofmann rejected the alleged hostility between 
Paul and the original disciples. The latter's em
phasis upon the unity 01' apostolic teaching was in 
the next century to find renewed expression in the 
writings 01' P. Feine and A. Schlatter and in the 
kerygmatic theology 01' C. H. Oodd. A moderating 
literary criticism, even among Baur's disciples (e.g. 
Pfleiderer), revised the estimate 01' genuine Pauline 
Epistles sharply upward. Apart from the Pastorals, 
the majority excluded only 2 Thes. and Eph . ,  and 
their acceptance (e.g. by Harnack, Jülicher) was no 
longer a mark 01' conservatism. 

With its Iiterary and philosophical presupposi
tions undermined, the influence 01' Tübingen 
waned. Nevertheless, by tying literary analysis to 
an imaginative philosophical synthesis Baur, 
whom Godet ca lied Semler redivivus, dominated 
NT criticism (as Semler never did) for half a cen
tury. Again, although his own exegesis proved to 
have a philosophical bias unacceptable to later 
historians (and to all committed to a theist ic inter
pretation 01' history), Baur brought into promin
ence an inductive historical approach to earliest 
Christianity and freed research from a tradition 
wh ich came to much 01' the data with its conclu
sions already assumed. For this, all students can 
appreciate his labours. Finally, because Baur's re
construction placed in bold relief the problems 
facing historians 01' the apostolic age, he largely 
set the course 01' future studies. Wh at was the 
relationship between Paul and Jesus? What was 
the influence 01' Jewish and Hellenistic thought in 
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the apostolic church? What are the proper philo
sophical presuppositions for a study of Christian 
origins? The Tübingen school died, and there is no 
apparent sign of an early resurrection. ( I ts airing in 
S. G. F. Brandon's The Fall 0/ Jerusalem and Ihe 
Chrislian Church, 1 95 1 ,  does not appear to have 
imparted l ife.) But the forces which gave it birth 
continued fecund and, for a corpse, Tübingen 
retained a remarkable familiarity with the follow
ing generations. 

c. Brilish conlribulions in Ihe 191h century 
British (and American) scholars interacted with 
the Tübingen reconstruction; but, with one or two 
exceptions (e.g. S. Davidson), they did not find i t  
persuasive. Likewise, the Pauline Corpus (minus 
Heb.) continued to find acceptance. In America 
some rejected the Pastorals (e.g. B. W Bacon, A. C. 
McGiffert); Britain, following 1. B. Lightfoot (Bib
lical Essays, 1 904, pp. 397-4 1 0), generally accepted 
them in a post-Acts setting. Nevertheless, with 
characteristic caution, B ritish scholars influenced 
future criticism more than is generally realized by 
solid historical exegesis (e.g. Lightfoot, Ramsay) 
and by relating Paul to contemporary lewish 
thought (e.g. F. W. Farrar, H. St 1. Thackeray). 
W M. Ramsay's espousal of the Lucan authorship 
of Acts after thoroughgoing archaeological and 
historical research was particularly influential for 
the critical reconstruction of Paul's life (cf SPT, 
pp. 20ff. ; W. K. Hobart's conclusions regarding 
The Medical Language 0/ SI Luke, 1 882, also 
remain, with qualifications, a valid contribution in 
this areal. With the advocacy of the German 
scholars Harnack and Deissmann this conclusion 
has been strengthened, although some recent stu
dents, as Haenchen, have argued anew against the 
tradition. 

d. Trends in Ihe 20lh cenlury 
Literary criticism in the present century has fo
cused upon: (i) a continuing effort towards a gen
eral historical reconsruction (cf IV, below); (ii) the 
publication of the Pauline corpus; (iii) the proven
ance and date of the Prison Epistles; (iv) author
ship; and (v) other questions concerning individual 
Epistles. 

(i) Hislorical reconslrUClions. In spite of the 
demise of the Tübingen school its h istorical re
construction, and some of its li terary foibles, have 
continued to be assumed in much contemporary 
critical study. lohannes Munck (pp. 70-77) has 
rightly objected that when the literary conjectures 
failed, the dependent historical conjectures ought 
to have been revised ( ' I t  was not enough merely to 
transfer the problem from the two centuries to the 
three decades'; p. 70). Munck hirnself proposes 
such a revision. ( I )  The lerusalem church, i. e. the 
original disciples, even as Paul, had no interest in 
excluding or 'ludaizing' Gentiles. (2) It was Paul's 
conviction, and his sole difference with the lerusa
lern church, that Gentiles must firsl be won. Thus, 
as Ihe apostle to the Gentiles (Ga!. 2 :7) he rest rains 
antichrist (2 Thes. 2:7), by evangelism brings in 
(representatively) the 'fullness of the Gentiles' 
(Rom. 1 1 :25; 1 5 : 1 9) and, as a decisive eschato
logical act, initiates Israel's redemption by making 
her jealous (Rom. 1 1 : 1 1 ) in taking the 'Gentile' 
collection to lerusalem (Acts 20:4; I Cor. 1 6:3). 
Israel's 'No' issues in Paul's arrest and death, but 
Paul dies, as did lesus, knowing God will yet save 
'all Israel' in the fullness of time. In interpreting 
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Paul's ministry within the framework of his initial 
call and of his eschatology, M unck gives due heed 
to critical emphases; on balance, his work marks a 
constructive advance. 

Like F. C. Baur and W. Schmithals, E. E. Ellis 
(Prophecy' , pp. 69ff., 78f., 1 04- 1 28) also interprets 
Paul's mission in terms of his conflict with op
ponents: ( I )  Because the Hebraists (= 'the cir
cumcision party', Acts 1 1 :2f.; Ga!. 2: 1 2) and the 
Hellenists of Acts 6: I had respectively a striet and 
a loose attitude towards the ritual law, they pur
sued somewhat separate missions in the Diaspora. 
(2) There a faction of the Hebraists, the ludaizers, 
sought to impose circumcision on Gentile be
lievers. After the Council of lerusalem they appar
ently subordinated their judaizing interests to a 
boastful triumphalism, licentious tendencies and a 
claim to mediate divine gnösis through visions of 
angels. (3) Seeking to maintain the unity of the 
church, Paul counselled with Hebraist leaders 
(Ga!. 2), worked with Hebraist colleagues (Co!. 
4: 1 1 ) and took offerings to the Hebraist church of 
lerusalem. (4) Against the opponents and their 
sympathizers he emphasized justification apart 
from works together with judgment according to 
one's works (Ga!. ,  Rom.,  Pastorals), the cruciform 
model of Christian ministry (Cor., Phi!.), the 
Christocentric character of divine gnösis and of all 
the charisms (Cor., Co!.) and, at length, a church 
order that would protect the congregations from 
the false teachers (Pastorals). 

(ii) The Pauline corpus. E. 1. Goodspeed, depart
ing from Harnack and earlier authorities, drew 
fresh attention to the formation of the Pauline 
corpus. He conjectured that about AD 90 an ad
mirer of Paul in Ephesus published the apostle's 
letters (excepting the Pastorals) and wrote Eph . 
hirnself as an ' Introduction'. 1. Knox (Philemon 
among Ihe Leiters 0/ Paul, 1 959, pp. 98ff.) took the 
hypo thesis a step further and identified that 
admirer with Onesimus the slave, and later bishop 
of Ephesus. While receiving considerable accept
ance (cf C. L. Mitton, The Formalion 0/ Ihe 
Pauline Corpus 0/ Leiters, 1 955), the theory has 
been unpersuasive to many. ( I )  The text demands 
some addressee, and the primitive omission of such 
points to a circular letter, hardly suitable for a cor
pus introduction. (2) Eph . never introduces or ends 
the Pauline corpus in any ancient MS. (3) It is very 
doubtful that the content of Eph. can be properly 
described as a non-Pauline summation of Pauline 
thought. (4) G. Zuntz (pp. 1 4ff., 276-279), while 
recognizing the possibility of an earlier pre-corpus 
collection in Ephesus, finds that the textual and 
other evidence points to c. AD 1 00 and to 'the 
scholarly Alexandrian methods of editorship'. C. 
F. D. Moule suggests that Luke may be the col
lector of Paul's letters (BJRL 47, 1 964-5, pp. 
45 1 f.). 

(iii) The provenance and dale 0/ Ihe Prison Epis
lies. The provenance of Paul's prison letters (Eph., 
Phi! . ,  Co!., Phm.), traditionally assigned to Rome, 
has been a matter of increasing interest since G. S. 
Duncan, following Lisco and Deissmann, located 
them in SI Paul's Ephesian Minislry ( 1 929). AI
though Acts mentions no Ephesian imprisonment, 
Paul's letters imply i t  (e.g. I Cor. 1 5 :32; 2 Cor. 1 :8 ;  
6 :5;  1 1  :23); also the setting, journeys and person
ages of the prison letters fit Ephesus better than 
distant Rome (cf Phm. 22; Phi! .  2:24 with Rom. 
1 5 :24ff.; NTS 3, 1 956-7, pp. 2 1 1 -2 1 8). 1. Knox 
(Philemon, p. 33), Michaelis (pp. 205ff., 220), and 
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as to Phil . ,  Bruce (Acts' , English text, p. 34 1 )  and 
T. W. Manson (BJ RL 22, 1 939, pp. I 82ff.) are sym
pathetic to Duncan. C. H .  Dodd (Studies, pp. 85-
1 08) and Percy (pp. 473f.) object. ( I )  The tradition 
apart from Marcion's Prologue is unanimous for 
Rome, and such probably (though not certainly) is 
the meaning of Phil . 4:22. (2) Such references as 
I Cor. 1 5 :32 are to be taken metaphorically. (3) The 
'developed theology' of the captivity Epistles sug
gests the later Roman date. On balance, the Eph
esian provenance is inviting and, at least in the ca se 
of Phil . ,  may prove to be a permanent advance. 
However, a Caesarean provenance is advocated by 
Reicke (in the Bruce Festschrift) and by 1. A. T. 
Robinson (Redating the New Testament, 1 976, pp. 
60f. ) .  

(iv) The authorship of Paul's letters has been re
garded traditionally as the individual enterprise of 
the apostle. On this assumption it is thought that 
the 'authentic' letters can be identified in terms of 
vocabulary, style, idiom and subject-matter and, 
on the same basis, that they can be divided into 
Pauline and 'interpolated' sections (cf Schweitzer, 
Interpreters, pp. 1 4 1 - 1 50; Schmithals, Gnosticism, 
pp. 302-325; 1. C. O'Neill, Galatians, 1 972; 
Romans, 1 975). 

However, the effort to determine authorship on 
the basis of literary criteria has now been brought 
into question by several factors. ( I )  As Otto Roller 
showed, the role 01 the amanuensis in ancient letter
writing included an influence on the vocabulary 
and style of the letter. The hand of such secretaries 
is c1early present in the Pauline letters-even in the 
brief note to Philemon ( Rom. 1 6:22; Gal. 6: 1 1 ;  2 
Thes. 3: 1 7; Phm. 1 9).  (2) The role 01 the co-senders 
of some letters is not entirely c1ear but, as H .  
Conzelmann (NTS 1 2 ,  1 965-6, p .  234n . ;  cf Roller, 
pp. 1 53-1 87) has observed, it probably involved 
some influence on their composition. (3) Paul 
worked within a circle of prophets and teachers (cf 
Acts 1 3: 1 ;  Rom. 1 6:2 1 f. ; Col. 4 : 1 0- 1 4), and the 
work of these colleagues is sometimes incorpor
ated into his letters (cf Ellis, Prophecy' , pp. 25f., 
2 1 3) .  I t  i s  reflected in the many pre-Iormed pieces 
that are used by the apostle - hymns (e.g Phil. 
2 :5- 1 1 ;  I Tim. 3 :  1 6), expositions (e.g I Cor. 2:6-
1 6 ;  2 Cor. 6: 1 4-7: 1 )  and creeds (e.g Rom. 1 :3f. ; 
I Cor. 1 5 :3-7)-a phenomenon widely recognized 
today, and shows that even the undisputed Pauline 
letters are not a literary unity. 

Paul is the author of the letters under his name 
in the sense that they were written under his super
vision and in part by his hand or dictation, and 
they were sent out under his authority. But they are 
not, as a whole, solely his de novo compositions. 
Consequently, the literary criteria traditionally 
used to determine Pauline authorship can be given 
little weight in their present form, for they were 
devised under mistaken assumptions about the 
Pauline mission praxis and about the process by 
which the letters were composed. (v) Individual Epistles. Critical emphases within 
the individual leiters have shifted, except in the 
case of Eph. and the Pastorals, from authorship to 
other matters. (See separate articles on the various 
Epistles.) Many British and American scholars 
favour an early date for Galatians (c. AD 49 from 
Antioch) and a S Galatia destination, i. e. to the 
ChllTches founded on Paul's first mission tour. On 
the Continent, N Galatia, i. e. the ethnic region 
(Acts 1 6:6;  1 8 :23), and a post-Acts 1 5  chronology 
remain popular. The order of 1 and 2 Thes-
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salonians i s  reversed by  T. W. Manson. Differences 
of style and subject-matter caused Harnack to 
suppose that 2 Thes. was written to the Jewish 
Christians but, more likely, it was directed to Paul's 
Thessalonian co-workers (Ellis, Prophecy', pp. 
1 9ff.). Munck (pp. 36ff.; contrast NIC), follow
ing Cullmann, identifies the restraining power in 
2 Thes. 2 :6f. with Paul hirnself. 

The Corinthians correspondence includes, in add
ition to the canonical Epistles, a letter prior to I 
Cor. (5:9) and a 'painful letter' (cf 2 Cor. 2:4; 7:8) 
which are identified by some scholars with 2 Cor. 
6: 1 4-7 : 1  and 2 Cor. 1 0- 1 3  respectively. C. K. Bar
rett (Second . . .  Corinthians, 1 973) and R. V. G. 
Tasker ( TNTC) argue for the unity of our second 
Epistle. A more plausible case for the combination 
of two letters occurs in Romans, where the con
c1uding doxology occurs after 1 4 :23 and 1 5 :33 in a 
number of MSS, and the addressees in Rom. 1 :7, 1 5  
are missing in a few. Of several explanations the 
one given by T. W. Manson (pp. 225-24 1 ), among 
others, is quite attractive: Rom. 1 - 1 5  was a circular 
letter to which ch. 1 6, an introduction of Phoebe to 
the Ephesians, was attached in the Ephesus copy. 
Nevertheless, the traditional view continues to find 
wide support (e.g C. E. B. Cranfield, ICC, 1 975;  
K. P. Donfried, The Romans Debate, 1 977). 

A 'circular letter' appears to be indicated in the 
case of Ephesians by: ( I )  the currency of the prac
tice in the I st century (cf Zuntz, p. 228), and (2) 
the necessity for, and yet manuscript omission of, 
an addressee. Such a view would militate against 
Goodspeed's corpus introduction theory, but it 
would leave open Sanders' view (cf F. L. Cross, 
below) that Ephesians is not an Epistle but Paul's 
'spiritual testament'. It might also explain the title 
'to the Laodiceans', which, according to Tertul
lian, Marcion gave the letter (cf Col. 4: 1 6) .  E .  
Percy, M .  Barth and A.  van Roon have given the 
most recent arguments for Pauline authorship; C. 
L. Mitton in Epistle to the Ephesians ( 1 95 1 )  argues 
against it. A more popular 'pro and con' is found 
in F. L. Cross's symposium, Studies in Ephesians 
( 1 956). 'Which is more likely,' asks H .  1. Cadbury 
(NTS 5, 1 958-9, p. 1 0 1 ), 'that an imitator of Paul 
in the I st century composed a writing 90 or 95'Y., in 
accordance with Paul's style or that Paul hirnself 
wrote a letter diverging 5 or 1 0':.'0 from his usual 
style?' With the increased tendency to allow for 
variation in Pauline literary and theological ex
pression and a different perception of the nature of 
authorship (above) the arguments against genu
ineness become less convincing; they are weakened 
even further by the Dead Sea Scrolls paralleis (cf 
Murphy-O'Connor, pp. 1 1 5- 1 3 1 ,  1 59-1 78). 

Outside Germany most students consider the 
1 9th-century 'non-Pauline' verdicts valid only for 
the Pastorals. ( In recent years Pauline authorship 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews has been seriously 
argued only by the Roman Catholic scholar Wil
liam Leonard.) Anglo-American opinion (and also 
Schmithals, Gnostics) has tended to agree with 
P. N. Harrison's 'fragment hypothesis' i. e. Pauline 
fragments supplemented and edited; most Conti
nentals who reject the Pastorals favour, with 
Kümmel (lNT, a later Paulinist author. The case 
for genuineness has found suppport in Roller's 'sec
retary hypo thesis' , i. e. that stylistic variations stern 
from Paul's amanuensis, whom some suggest to be 
Luke (e.g. C. F. D. Moule, BJRL 47, 1 965, pp. 430-
452); the tradition al view has been argued anew by 
Spicq and M ichaelis. The growing dissatisfaction 
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with Harrison's hypothesis expressed, e.g. ,  in  
Guthrie (TNTC), Kelly and Metzger (ExpT 70, 
1 958-9, pp. 91 ff.) may represent a general re
appraisal of the prevailing view (cf EQ 32, pp. 
1 5 1 - 1 6 1 ) .  But see M. Dibelius and H. Conzel
mann, The Pastoral Epistles, 1 972. See also • Tim
othy and Titus, Epistles to (IV). 

IV. Pauline thought 

a. Background 
The Reformation emphasis upon righteousness or 
justification by faith (Rom. I :  1 7) continued in the 
following centuries to be the controlling factor in 
the interpretation of Paul's doctrine. With the rise 
of literary criticism the absence of this motir 
became sufficient reason to suspect or even reject a 
'Pauline' letter; and in the incipient development 
of Paulinism, i. e. the system of Pauline thought, 
'righteousness' was regarded as the key to the 
apostle's mind. (In the following sketch compare 
especially Schweitzer, Interpreters.) 

(i) Paul's doctrine 01 redemption. L. Usteri ( 1 824) 
and A.  F. Daehne ( 1 835) sought to explain the 
whole of Pauline thought in terms of the imputed 
righteousness of Romans (e.g. 3 :2 1  ff.). In contrast, 
the rationalist H .  E.  G. Paulus, starting from texts 
stressing the 'new creation' and sanctification (e.g. 
2 Cor. 5: 1 7; Rom. 8 :29), insisted that Pauline 
righteousness was an ethical, moral concept; faith 
in Jesus meant ultimately the faith of Jesus. These 
two ideas and their relationship had a continuing 
significance through the 1 9th century. F. C. Baur, within the framework of Hegelian 
idealism, sought at first ( 1 845) to explain Paul in 
terms of the Spirit given through union with Christ 
by faith. Later, however, Baur reverted to the 
Reformation pattern, a compartmentalized presen
tation of the various Pauline doctrines without 
any attempt to view them from a unified concept. 
This loei approach was followed by succeeding 
writers who gave minute descriptions of Pauline 
doctrine, innocently supposing 'that in the des
cription they possessed at the same time an ex
planation' (Schweitzer, Interpreters, p. 36). 

Nevertheless, some writers pressed towards the 
discovery of a unifying concept for Pauline 
thought. R. A. Lipsius ( 1 853) had recognized two 
views of redemption in Paul, the juridical (justifi
cation) and the ethical ('new creation'). Hermann 
Luedemann, in his book The Anthropology ol the 
Apostle Paul ( 1 872), concluded that the two views 
of redemption actually rested on two views of the 
nature of man. In Paul's earlier 'Jewish' view (Gal.; 
Rom. 1 -4) redemption was a juridical verdict of 
acquittal; for the mature Paul (Rom. 5-8) it was an 
ethical-physical transformation from 'Ilesh' to 
'spirit' through communion with the Holy Spirit. 
The source of the first idea was Christ's death; the 
second, his resurrection. On the other hand, Rich
ard Kabisch concluded that Pauline redemption 
essentially meant deliverance from coming judg
ment, and its significance, therefore, was to be 
found in the eschatology of the apostle. The Chris
tian must walk in newness of l ife to show that he 
actually shared Christ's resurrection. 'Spiritual' 
l ife and death in the modern religious sense are 
unknown to Paul; both concepts are, e.g. in Rom. 
6, always physical; and the new life is a mystical 
union with Christ. Thus, future deliverance from 
satanic powers is anticipated by the possession of 
the Holy Spirit, who manifests the new age in the 

present and inseminates our corporal being with a 
super-earthly substance. 

For both Luedemann and Kabisch : ( I )  Paul's 
doctrine of redemption emanates from one fun
damental concept. (2) It is a physical redemption 
to be understood in terms of Pauline anthropol
ogy. (3) To be redeemed means to share Christ's 
death and resurrection, which involves union with 
Christ and the abolition of the 'flesh'. (4) Although 
future, this redemption is  mediated in the present 
by the Holy Spirit. 

But questions remained. In what sense can 
Christ's death and resurrection be repeated in the 
believer? In what sense can the Christian be 'a new 
creation' and yet outwardly appear unchanged? 
Albert Schweitzer, building upon the interpret
ations of Luedemann and Kabisch, sought an 
answer in the following synthesis. ( I )  Paul, as did 
Jesus, interpreted Jesus' death and resurrection to 
be eschatological, i. e. an end of the world event, 
bringing the kingdom of God and the resurrection 
life to all the elect. (2) But the world did not end, 
and believers did not in fact enter into resurrection 
life; in time the temporal separation between 
Christ's resurrection and the (anticipated) resur
rection of believers became the chief problem for 
Paul's teaching. (3) To answer it Paul posits a 
'physical mysticism': through the sacraments the 
Holy Spirit mediates in the present time Christ's 
resurrection to the 'last generation' believers. (4) 
This present union with Christ in the Spirit ensures 
to the believer a share in the 'Messianic resurrec
tion' at the parousia. 

(ii) Pauline eschatology. Thus, Schweitzer set the 
stage for 20th-century discussions of Pauline 
eschatology. It was his great merit that he sought 
to understand Paul's thought in terms of one fun
damental concept, that he recognized the central 
importance of eschatology and (Jewish) anthro
pology in the apostle's doctrine of redemption, 
and that he recognized the Holy Spirit and the en 
Christö union as the realization of the new age in 
the present. But Schweitzer's interpretation of 
Paul's eschatology as a makeshift expedient (and 
as a sacramental mysticism) is questionable, to say 
the least. For, as N. Q. Hamilton's critique has 
pointed out ( The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in 
Paul, 1 957, pp. 50ff.), the exalted Christ, not the 
'delay' in the parousia, determines Paul's eschat
ology. Also, if Paul's thought patterns are Jewish 
(as Schweitzer rightly recognized), sacramental 
mysticism is a rather awkward explanation of the 
realism of the 'new creation' in Christ. 

(iii) Paul's thought pallerns. In addition to 
eschatology as the key to Paulinism, a closely 
related quest ion important for the future also had 
its rise in the 1 9th century. Are Paul's thought 
patterns Jewish or Hellenistic? Kabisch and 
Schweitzer insisted that Pauline thought was Jewish 
to the core. Others, following F. C. Baur's reconstruc
tion of Paul as the 'Hellenizer of Christianity', in
terpreted Pauline anthropology and eschatology 
from the stand point of a modified Platonic dual
ism. The anti thesis between 'Ilesh' and 'spirit' in 
Rom. 6-8 was an ethical dualism, and 'dying' and 
'rising' a spiritual transformation. This has its 
roots in an anthropological dualism; thus, in the 
future, redemption involves the deliverance of the 
'soul' from its house of clay. But Paul also speaks 
of the resurrection of the whole man from death ( I  
Thes. 4 ;  I Cor. 1 5) .  Otto Pileiderer (Paulinism, 
1 877, I, p. 264) concluded that Paul held Jewish 
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and Gk.  views simultaneously, 'side by side, with
out any thought of their essential inconsistency'. 
In interpreting Pauline eschatology elsewhere (cf 
Schweitzer, Interpreters, p. 70) he posits a devel
opment from I Thes. 4 through I Cor. 1 5  to 2 Cor. 
5.  The first is simply Jewish resurrection eschat
ology; in 2 Cor. 5 the believer goes to the heavenly 
realms at death. 

b. The origin 0/ Palll's religion: Hellenism 
20th-century studies of Pauline thought have de
voted themselves primarily to three questions. 
What is  the relation between Paul and Jesus? Wh at 
are the sources for Pauline thought? What is the 
role of eschatology in the mind 01' Paul? 

(i) Paul's relation to Jeslls. The distinction raised 
a half century earlier between 'juridical' (Rom. 1 -
4) and 'ethical' ( Rom. 5-8) righteousness had 
borne much fruit, and the latter came to be re
garded as the more central and decisive Pauline 
concept. A .  Deissmann (pp. 1 48ff.) viewed 'in 
Christ' as an intimate spiritual communion with 
Christ, a Christ mysticism; more often the 'mysti
cism' was interpreted as a sacramental reality 
based upon Jewish eschatology (Schweitzer) or the 
pagan mysteries (1. Weiss, Earliest Christianity, 
1 959 ( 1 937), 2, pp. 463f.). Somewhat later 1. S. 
Stewart (A Man in Christ, 1 935, pp. 1 50ff.) re
ftected this trend in British scholarship, regarding 
union with Christ as the central element in Paul's 
thought. This emphasis had important con
sequences for the course of Pauline studies in the 
20th century. 

The contrast between the 'liberal Jesus' and 
Paul's indwelling and yet transcendent Christ 
called forth at the turn of the century a spate of 
books on the relationship of Jesus and Paul (cf P. 
Feine, Paulus, pp. I 58ff.). W. Wrede's inftuential 
Paullis ( 1 905) put the matter in the starkest terms: 
Paul was not truly a disciple of Jesus; he was actu
ally the second founder of Christianity. The indi
vidual piety and future salvation of the Rabbi 
Jesus had been transformed by the theologian Paul 
into a present redemption through the death and 
resurrection of a christ-god. Paul's ideas could 
not, of course, be accepted at face value. To do so 
would, as Weinel (St Paul, 1 906, p. 1 1 ) remarked, 
'stifte the claims of reason for the sake of Christi
anity, for reason is ever-repeating . . .  that the 
modern conception of the world is the right one'. 
Nevertheless, the historian's task remained. If 
Paul's doctrines did not arise from and build upon 
Jesus' mind, wh at was their origin? 

(ii) Sources 0/ Pauline thought. F. C. Baur sought 
to explain the mind of Paul in the context of 
church controversy: Paul was the champion of 
Gentile freedom. For Schweitzer the origin of 
Paul's thought was his peculiar eschatological 
problem forged in the mental cauldron of late 
Judaism. However, the rising 'History of Religion' 
(Religionsgeschichte) school found no evidence to 
ground Paul's sacramental mysticism in Judaism. 
While recognizing the eschatological problem, it 
built upon Baur's 'Gentile' Paul and developed still 
another elaborate reconstruction of the apostolic 
age. Represented most notably by R. Reitzenstein 
and W. Bousset, i t  interpreted Paulinism in the 
framework of Oriental-Hellenistic mystery reli
gions. The Mysteries spoke, as did Paul, of a 
dying-rising god, of 'Lord', of sacramental re
demption, of 'mysteries', gnösis and 'spirit'. As a 
boy in Tarsus and later as a missionary the apostle 
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came under the  inftuence of  these ideas, and they 
exerted a prolound inftuence on his theology. 
Schweitzer (Interpreters, pp. 1 79-236), H .  A. A .  
Kennedy, G .  Wagner and 1 .  G .  Machen (pp. 255-
290) subjected this reconstruction to a thorough 
critique, pointing out that, in ignoring the OT
Judaism background of the paralleIs (which 
Kennedy showed to be quite plausible) and the late 
date of its sources, the theory reftected a weakness 
in method. (Cf also R. E. Brown, The Semitic 
Background 0/ the Term 'Mystery' . . .  , 1 968). The 
principal contribution of the History of Religion 
school was to raise the important question of 
Paul's theological relation to the Gentile religious 
world. The 'mystery religion' reconstruction did 
not win general approval, but in a more recent 
gnostic dress its general outlines continue to be 
strongly advocated. 

The mystery religion paralleIs paled; neverthe
less, the conviction remained strong that Paul's 
thought was substantially inftucnced by the Greek 
world of ideas. R .  Bultmann ( 1 9 1 0) had shown the 
affinity of Paul's literary style with the Stoic dia
tribe. Others regarded Paul's doctrine of the 'cor
porate body' (cf W. L. Knox, Gentiles, pp. 1 60ff.), 
his natural theology in Rom. I (cf Acts 1 7) and his 
concept of conscience (E. Norden, Agnostos 
Theos, 1 9 1 3) as rooted in Stoicism. The in
adequacy of these conclusions was pointed out, 
respectively, by E. Best (pp. 83ff.), B. Gaertner (pp. 
1 33-1 69) and C. A .  Pierce (pp. 1 6ff.). Gaertner 
argues that Paul's 'natural theology' is thoroughly 
OT -Jewish; however, Pierce (pp. 22ff., 57ff.) con
c1udes that the NT adopts in the case of 'con
science' a general usage of popular Gk. thought. 

To determine the relationship of Paul to pagan 
religious thought, the area currently receiving 
most attention is  Gnosticism. This religious
philosophical movement stressed a metaphysical 
dualism, deliverance from 'matter' through a 
divine gift and power of gnösis, i.e. a special know
ledge of God, and mediating angels to assist one to 
salvation. Long aga 1. B. Lightfoot (Colossians and 
Philemon, 1 886, pp. 7 1 - 1 1 1 ) detected elements of 
Gnosticism in the Colossian heresy. Early in the 
20th century Bousset and 1. Weiss (op. eit., 2,  pp. 
650f.) urged that aspects of Paul's own thought lay 
in this direction. R .  Bultmann and his  pupil W. 
Schmithals became the chief representatives and 
developers of Bousset's reconstruction today. 
From existentialist considerations Bultmann again 
made 'justification' a central Pauline motif, al
though i t  was far from a return to Baur or to the 
Reformers; for the same reasons Paul's anthropol
ogy was given a thorough exposition ( Theology I ,  
pp. 1 90-227). But the real c1ue to Bultmann's 
understanding of Paulinism is his grounding of 
Pauline thought in a syncretistic Judaism and 
Christianity. From this background Paul obtained 
a number of concepts, e.g. sacramental redemption 
and ethical dualism, which were Gnostic or gnosti
cized in some degree ( Theology I ,  pp. 63ff., I 24ff., 
1 5 1 - 1 88). While Paul opposed the Gnostics, e.g. at 
Colossae, in the process he modified not only his 
terminology but also his concepts, particularly his 
Christology (Messiah Jesus becomes a heavenly 
Lord; cf Bousset) and cosmogony (the demon
controlled world is redeemed by a heavenly man; 
cf W. L. Knox, Gentiles, pp. 220ff.; but see G. B. 
Caird, Principalities and Powers, 1 956; W. Foerster, 
TDNT 2, pp. 566-574). 

Schweitzer (Interpreters, p. 23 1 )  predicted that a 
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'Hellenized' Paulinism was a half-way house which 
must carry its conclusions even to the genesis of 
Christian ity. His prediction was more than fulfilled 
by the discovery in 1 947 of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
with their ethical dualism and emphasis on 'know
ledge'. The Scrolls were an embarrassment for 
Bultmann's reconstruction, for 'pre-Gnostic' was 
about the closest identification most scholars cared 
to make for them. Also, there is liule reason to 
believe that Paul reflects, e.g. , 'an earlier Gnostic 
doctrine about the descent of a redeerner, espe
cially since there is no evidence that such a doctrine 
existed' (R .  M. Grant, Gnosticism, p. 69; cf pp. 39-
69; R. McL. Wilson, pp. 27f., 57f.). Almost all else 
Bultmann chose to refer to Gnostic influences 
likewise suffered from the same chronological stric
tures. Grant, looking back to Schweitzer, interprets 
Gnosticism as arising from a failure of the apoca
Iyptic hope; unlike Schweitzer, Grant views Paul as 
a man whose spiritual world lies somewhere be
tween Jewish apocalyptic and the fully developed 
Gnosticism of the 2nd century (p. 1 58). Grant sees 
the laUer tendency in Paul's interpretation of 
Christ's resurrection as a realized (eschatological) 
victory over the cosmic powers. More cautiously 
R. McL. Wilson, in a valuable assessment ( The 
Gnostic Problem, 1 958, pp. 75-80, 1 08,  26 1 ), 
concludes that Paul adopts a contemporary cos
mogony and terminology only to oppose Gnosti
cism and to interpret Jesus' authority over the 
(Gnostic) 'powers'; the apostle rejects the gnosti
cizing interpretation. However, 1. Dupon� ( Gnosis: 
La Connaissance Religieuse dans les Epitres de 
Saint Paul2, 1 960) and Ellis (Prophecy1 , pp. 45-62) 
argue that Pauline gnösis is strictly OT -Jewish. 

All the 'Greek' reconstructions of Paul have 
their root in Baur's interpretation of Paul as 
the exponent of Gentile Christianity. When W. 
Wrede and others recognized the redemptive
eschatological character of Pauline thought, the 
apostle was set in opposition not only to Jewish 
Christianity but to the 'liberal' Jesus hirnself. But, 
as Schweitzer had shown, the 'liberal' Jesus was 
not the Jesus of the Gospels. Buhmann ( Theology 
I ,  pp. 23,  30ff.) accepted Schweitzer's 'apocalyptic' 
Jesus but insisted that God's demand for man's 
decision, not the apocalyptic window-dressing, 
was the essence of Jesus' eschatology. The suffer
ing, resurrected and returning Son of man was a 
'mythologized' picture of the later 'Hellenized' 
Christology. The mind of Paul remained far dis
tant from the mind of the earthly Jesus or of his 
earliest disciples. One's estimate of Paulinism is 
closely tied, therefore, to one's estimate of the 
Gospels' picture of Jesus. 

A number of mediating scholars, taking their 
cue from B. Weiss, see 'development' as the key to 
Paul's thought. In view of fading parousia hopes 
Paul's anthropology and eschatology move to
wards a Platonic dualism (Dodd) and his cos
mogony towards Gnosticism ( R .  M .  Grant). 

In its present religionsgeschichtliche format the 
interpretation of Paul in terms of pagan religious 
ideas is subject to a number of criticisms. There is a 
tendency to convert paralleis into influences and 
influences into sources. Some of its 'sources' for 
Pauline thought come from a period considerably 
later than the apostle's lifetime. (Buhmann's Paul 
may have more than a casual relation to the Gnos
tic 'Paul' of the ultra-Tübingen schooL) Also, its 
historical inquiry has sometimes been comprom
ised by an inadequate world-view. For example, 

Bultmann, like Weinei, views the natural world as a 
'self-subsistent unity immune from the interference 
of supernatural powers' (Kerygma and Myth, ed. 
H .  W. Bartsch, 1 953, p. 7; cf pp. 5-8, 2 1 6, 222). 

Perhaps the most basic questions are t hese: Is 
Paulinism best understood as an amalgam, gath
ered here and there, or as the expansion and appli
cation of a central tradition rooted in the mind of 
Jesus Christ and the earliest church? Is Paul's mind 
most adequately explained within a religious syn
cretism or within the context of apocalyptic 
Judaism and the primitive church? Does the 
'gnosticizing' of Christian thought begin in 
Paul and pre-Pauline Christianity (Buhmann) 
or in Paul's opponents and wayward converts; 
and does it arise from a failure of the primitive 
eschatology in Paul (Grant) or from a misunder
standing of i t  (and of Paul) in his churches? 
Cf Ellis, Prophecy' , pp. 45-62, 1 0 1 - 1 1 5 . 

c. The origin 01 Paul's religion: Judaism 
(i) Paul's link with the earliest church. Both Ritschl 
and von Hofmann had argued, contra Baur, for the 
unity of Paul's teaching with that of the earliest 
-church. A. Resch, in the 'Jesus or Paul' debate, 
upheld this view. His thorough investigation of Der 
Paulinismus und die Logia Jesu ( 1 904) concluded 
that the words of Jesus were a primary source of 
Pauline thought. But could not rather Paul be the 
source of the Synoptic Jesus? The research of 
several writers (e.g. Dungan; F. F. Bruce, BJRL 
56, 1 973-4, pp. 3 1 7-335) has substantiated the 
priority argued by Resch. 
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e. H. Dodd (Preaching, p. 56) established that a 
kerygma, i.e. a gospel-co re proclarnation, under
lay both the Gospels and Paul, 'a tradition coeval 
with the Church itself'. The same writer (Accord
ing to the Scriptures, 1 952, pp. 1 08ff.), building 
upon Rendei Harris' Testimonies ( 1 9 1 6, 1 920), 
found a 'substructure of NT theology' to which 
Paul was indebted and whose origin pointed tu 
Christ hirnself. E. E. Ellis, examining the hermen
eutical principles of Paul's Use ol the Old Testa
ment' (pp. 97f., 1 07- 1 1 2; idem, Prophecy' , passim), 
suggested that some common (pre-Pauline) exe
getical tradition originated with 'prophets' of the 
earliest church. E. Lohmeyer (Kyrios Jesus, 1 928) 
interprets PhiL 2:5ff. as a primitive Christian hymn 
probably arising in Aram. circles (cf L. Cerfaux, 
pp. 283ff.; R. P. Martin, Carmen Christ;2, 1 983;  
E. G. Selwyn, First Epistle 01 St Peter, 1 946, pp. 
365-369, 458-466). Similarly, the pre-Pauline 
character of the Primitive Christian Catechism 
( 1 940) was demonstrated by P. Carrington. 

O. Cullmann ('Tradition', pp. 69-99), K. H .  
Rengstorf ( TDNT I ,  pp. 4 1 3-443), H .  Riesenfeld 
( The Gospel Tradition, 1 969, pp. 1 -29) and B. 
Gerhardsson point to a rationale for this under
standing of Christian origins. The NT concept of 
apostle has a similar origin to that of the rabbinic 
sälia�, an authorized agent equivalent to the 
sender hirnself. The apostles witnessed to a trad
ition or paradosis, given to them by Christ. 'But 
since everything has not been revealed to each in
dividual apostle, each one must first pass on his 
testimony to another (GaL I :  1 8 ; I Cor. 1 5: 1 1 ), and 
only the entire paradosis, to which all the apostles 
contribute, constitutes the paradosis of Christ' 
(Cullmann, 'Tradition', p. 73). Thus, as an 'apostle' 
Paul's message is  defined in terms of what he has 
received: his catechesis, kerygma, and the wider 
'tradition' should be, and critical study finds them 



to be, rooted in the earliest church and ultimately 
in the teaching of Jesus. This teaching of Jesus 
seems to have included not merely moral instruc
tion or apocalyptic warning, but also biblical ex
position (Ellis, Prophecy' , pp. 240-253) and a 
creative, theological synthesis which envisaged a 
post-resurrection ministry by his disciples (cf 1. 
Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to the Nations, 1 958). I f  
these writers are correct, the dichotomy between 
Paul and the primitive Jewish church, which has 
been urged from Baur to Buitmann, is an assump
t i  on which must be abandoned. 

(ii) Paul's background. To und erstand a writer it 
would seem to be proper to give priority to that 
milieu to which he appeals and to which he pre
sumably belongs. In interpreting Pauline concepts 
it is not the catt:gories of a 2nd-century Gnosticism 
(however easily they may be 'read back') but the 
categories of I st-century rabbiniclapocalyptic 
Judaism which demand first claim upon the critical 
historian's mind. 

The nature of I st-century Judaism is complex, 
and it is easy to overdraw or wrongly define the 
contrast between the 'syncretistic' and 'orthodox', 
terms not to be equated with 'Hellen ist' and 'Heb
raist' or with 'diaspora' and 'Palestinian' (cf Acts 
6 :  I; Ellis, Prophecy, pp. 1 06f., 1 25f. ,  2451f.; Davies, 
pp. 1 -8).  Nevertheless, considerable research re
lates the thought of Paul, the Pharisee and 
'Hebrew of the Hebrews' (Phi!. 3:5), with Palestin
ian rabbinism and apocalypticism rat her than with 
a syncretistic Judaism. Van Unnik has raised at 
least the probability that Paul's early youth was 
passed not in Tarsus but in Jerusalem. Certainly 
Paul used the Septuagint, but this translation has 
now been found among the DSS. He preached 
among the diaspora, and he may have been ac
quainted with the syncretistic Judaism exemplified 
by Philo. But with the doubtful exception of the 
Wisdom of Solomon, his relationship to the dias
pora literature is not direct and probably retlects 
only traditions which both had in common. His 
more significant relationships l ie in another direc
tion. W. D. Davies and others have shown that 
Qumran and Rabbinic Judaism form the back
ground 01' many Pauline concepts formerly labe lied 
'Hellenistic'. Likewise, the literary form 01' Paul's 
biblical exposition agrees with rabbinic models. 
The Dead Sea Scrolls have confirmed in remark
able fashion the Jewishness 01' Pauline and NT 
backgrounds. ( Cf Bruce, Qumran Texts, pp. 66-77; 
Flusser; M .  Black, The Scrolls and Christian Ori
gins, 1 96 1 ;  Ellis, Prophecy' , pp. 35 , 571f., 2 1 3-220; 
Murphy-O'Connor.) 

(iil) Specijic Pauline concepts. Passing to specific 
Pauline concepts, anthropology and the nature 01' 
the 'in Christ' relationship have had a central im
portance since the days 01' F. C. Baur. I t is widely 
recognized today that Paul views man in an OT
Jewish framework and not in the Platonic dualism 
01' the Hellenistic world (cf " LI FE; Buitmann, The
ology I ,  pp. 2091'.; Cullmann , Immortality, pp. 28-
39; 1. A. T. Robinson, The Body, 1 952). The cor
porate 'body 01' Christ' also is best understood not 
in terms 01' a Gnostic mythology (Käsemann) nor 
a Stoic metaphor (w. L. Knox) but as the OT
Jewish concept 01' corporate solidarity. Davies 
(Judaism, pp. 531f.) has related Paul's thought here 
to the rabbinic speculations on the body 01' Adam. 
R. P. Shedd's Man in Community ( 1 958) correctly 
finds Paul's ultimate rationale in the realism 01' 
Semitic thought patterns, as they are applied to 
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Messiah and h i s  people (cf 1. A .  T. Robinson, The 
Body, 1 953, pp. 561f.; Kümmel, Man; 1. deFraine, 
Adam and the Family 0/ Man, 1 965, pp. 245-270; 
Ellis, Prophecy', pp. 1 701f.). R. Gundry (pp. 228-
24 1 )  falls short of this realism in viewing the con
cept metaphorically. D. R .  G. Owen, in Body and 
SOIlI ( 1 956), olfers an illuminating comparison 01' 
biblical anthropology with the modern scientific 
view 01' man. The study 01' D. Cox (Jung and St 
Paul, 1 959) seeks to define in other areas the rele
vance 01' Paul for current faith and practice. 

Whether Paul's eschatology is rooted in Jewish 
or Greek concepts is a matter 01' continuing debate. 
The importance 01' this question for Paulinism 
requires that some detailed attention now be given 
to i t .  

d The eschatological essence 0/ Pauline thought 
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C. A.  A. Scott's well-written Christianity accord
ing to Saint Paul ( 1 927), over against Albert 
Schweitzer's eschatological interpretation, identi
fies salvation as the fundamental concept 01' 
Paulinism. But what is the factor determining the 
character 01' Paul's 'already but not yet' redemp
tion theology? Not grasping Schweitzer's real 
question, Scott did not really pose an alternative: 
he found a motif to describe Paul, not a key to 
explain hirn. (Cf also Christological approach es, 
e.g. L. Cerfaux, Christ in the Theology 0/ St Paul, 
1 959.) Schweitzer may not have stated the prob
lem, or the solution, satisfactorily; but his identifi
cation 01' the key concept remains valid. 

(i) The views 0/ Schweitzer and Dodd. Until re
cently discussion of NT eschatology has revolved 
about the views of Schweitzer and C. H .  Dodd. 
(For Bultmann, eschatology has nothing to do 
with the future or with history; it is the realm 01' 
existential living. Like F. C. Baur, Buitmann uses 
NT language to c10the an imposing philosophy 
01' religion; exegesis becomes the servant 01' ex
istentialism. Cf Hamilton, pp. 4 1 -90, for a lucid 
summation and critique 01' the eschatology 01' 
Schweitzer, Dodd and Bultmann.) Schweitzer 
argued that Paul's 'en Christä' concept arose from 
the failure 01' the kingdom 01' God, i. e. the end 01' 
the world, to arrive at Christ's death and resurrec
tion. Against Schweitzer, Dodd contended that in 
Christ's death the 'age to come' did arrive; eschat
ology was 'realized' as much as it ever would be in 
history. The believer al ready participates in the 
kingdom (e.g. Co!. I :  1 3), and at death he fully 
enters the eternal, i. e. eschatological, realm. 
Eschatology, therefore, does not refer to an endof
the-world event; in Platonic fashion it is to be 
understood 'spatially' rat her than temporally, 
eternity over against time. How, then, is Paul's 
anticipation of a future parousia to be accounted 
for? Believing it to be a hangover from apocalyptic 
Judaism (and quite alien to the central message 01' 
Jesus), Dodd goes back to Ptleiderer for an answer: 
in I Thes. 4 Paul has a strictly Jewish eschatology 
but in I Cor. 1 5  modifies it with the concept 01' a 
'spiritual' body; 2 Cor. 5, which then places the 
believer in heaven at death, expresses the view 01' 
the mature (and 'Greek') Pau!. 1. A. T. Robinson's 
Jeslis and His Coming ( 1 958, pp. 1 601f.) is essen
tially an elaboration 01' Dodd's thesis. 

1 1  is Dodd's great merit that he saw, as 
Schweitzer did not, the essential meaning for NT 
thought (and for the relevance 01' the gospel in the 
present world) 01' the 'realized' aspect 01' the 
kingdom 01' God. But in adopting an unbiblical 
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Platonic view of time Dodd failed to do justice to 
the futurist and temporal character of eschatolo
gical redemption. Also, his development of Pauline 
eschatology involved an un-Pauline anthropo
logical dualism and, in part, reflected a misunder
standing of the texts. Both Schweitzer and Dodd 
made admirable attempts to achieve a comprehen
sive interpretation of NT eschatology. Although 
'futurist or realized' has now been recognized as an 
improper either/or, the contributions of Schweitzer 
and Dodd remain fundamental landmarks in the 
progress of the research. 

The important monographs of W. G. Kümmel 
(Promise and Fuljilment, 1 957, pp. 1 4 1 - 1 55; and 
NTS 5, 1 958-9, pp. 1 1 3-1 26) argued convincingly 
that both 'present' and 'future' eschatology are 
equally and permanently rooted in the teaching of 
Jesus and of Paul. Oscar Cullmann's most signifi
cant publications, Christ and Time ( 1 9 5 1 )  and Sal
vation in History ( 1 967), contrasted the Platonic 
idea of redemption, i. e. to escape the time 'circle' at 
death, with the biblical concept that redemption is 
tied to resurrection in future 'linear' time, i.e. at the 
parousia. These works, plus a proper appreciation 
of Paul's OT -Jewish anthropology and of the 
Semitic concept of corporate solidarity, form 
a proper foundation for understanding Paul's 
eschatology-and thus his total doctrine of 
redemption. 

(ii) The pre-eminence of a theology of redemp
tion. H istorical research since the Reformation has 
recognized that Pauline theology is above all a the
ology of redemption . The 1 9th century witnessed a 
growing emphasis upon the present 'union with 
Christ' (rather than imputed righteousness) as the 
central aspect of this redemption. Since Albert 
Schweitzer two eschatological foci, Christ's death 
and resurrection and the parousia, have been 
recognized as the key to the meaning of 'union 
with Christ'. 

Jesus Christ in his death and resurrection de
feated for all time the 'powers' of the old aeon
sin, death and the demonic 'rulers of this darkness' 
(Eph. 6 :  1 2; Col . 2:  1 5). Now Christians were cruci
fied, resurrected, glorified and placed at God's 
right hand with Christ (Gal. 2:20; Eph . 2:5f. ). ' I n  
Christ' Christians have entered the resurrection 
age; the solidarity with the first Adam in sin and 
death has been replaced by the solidarity with the 
eschatological Adam in righteousness and im
mortal life. (* LIFE.) 

This corporate redemption in and with Jesus 
Christ, this 'new age' reality, wh ich the believer 
enters at conversion (cf Rom. 6), finds an indi
vidual actualization in the present and the future 
(cf Ellis, NTS 6, I 959-{50, pp. 2 1 1 -2 1 6). In the 
present life it means a transformation through the 
indwelling Spirit, the firstfruits of the new resur
rection life (Rom. 8:23; 2 Cor. 5 : 5), of one's ethic 
(Col. 2 :20; 3 :  I ,  9f., 1 2) and of one's total world 
view (Rom. 1 2: I tf.). However, in the midst of 
moral-psychological renewal the Christian re
mains, in his mortali ty, under the death claims of 
the old age. But this too is to be understood no 
longer in terms of 'in Adam', but as a part of the 
'in Christ' reality; for 'the sutferings of Christ 
abound to us' (2 Cor. I :5; cf Phil. 3 :  1 0; Col. 1 :24), 
and the Christian dead have fallen asleep 'in Jesus' 
(I Thes. 4 :  1 4; cf Phil. 2 :  1 7; 2 Tim. 4:6). The indi
vidual actualization of Christ's sutferings is, of 
course, in no way a self-redemption process; rat her, 
it means to be identified with Christ 'in the likeness 
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of his death' (Rom. 6:5). The 'Iikeness 01" his resur
rection' awaits its actualization at the parousia, 
when the individual Christian, raised to immortal 
l ife, shall be 'conformed to the image of his Son, 
that he might be the first born among many 
brethren' (Rom. 8 :29; cf I Cor. 1 5 :53tf.). 

Thus, Pauline redemption is  not a 'spiritual' de
liverance culminating in the escape of the 'soul' at 
death (Dodd); i t  i s  a physical redemption culminat
ing in the deliverance of the whole man at the 
parousia (Cullmann). It is to be understood not in 
terms of a Platonic dualism but in the framework 
of an OT -Jewish view of man as a unified being 
and as one who lives not only as an individual but 
in 'corporate solidarities'. The future that has 
become present in the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
is a future wh ich the Christian realizes now only 
corporately, as the 'body of Christ' . However, at 
the parousia faith shall become sight, 'away' shall 
become 'at horne', and the solidarities of the new 
age shall become individually actualized in all their 
glory, both in man and in the whole created order 
(Rom. 8: 1 9-2 1 ) .  This is the living hope of Paul's 
heart; it is also the meaning of his theology. 
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PAULUS, SERGIUS, more correctly PAULLUS, 
was the proconsul (Gk. anthypatos) of • Cyprus in 
AD 47/8 when the apostle Paul visited that island 
(Acts 1 3 :7) .  His name suggests that he was a 
member of an old Roman senatorial family: if he 
was the L. Sergius Paullus mentioned in CIL, 6.  
3 1 545, he was one of the Curators of the Banks of 
thc Tiber under Claudius. Another inscription 
(lGRR, 3. 930; cf EGT, 2, 1 900, p. 286) found in 
Cyprus refers to the proconsul Palllos, while an in
scription discovered at Pisidian Ant ioch in honour 
01' a L. Sergius Paullus, propraetor 01' Galatia in 
AD 72-4, is possibly a commemoration of his son. 

B. van Elderen (in W. W. Gasque and R. P. 
Martin (eds.), Apostolic History and the Gospel, 
1 970, pp. 1 5 1 - 1 56) considers that the inscription 
IGRR, 3 .  935 is more likely to refer to this pro
consu! .  Commentators disagree over the reality of 
Paullus' profession 01' Christian raith. D.H.W. 

PAVIllON (Heb. söls, sllkkä) .  A covcred place, 
ten t, booth or shel ter, where a person or beast may 
hide or be sheltered. The same word is translated in 
AV as den (Ps. 1 0:9), tabernacle (Ps. 76:2), cover! 
(Je. 25:38),  booth (Jon. 4:5) and lodge (15. 1 :8), and 
thus represents something used by beasts, wor
shippers, travellers and soldiers. It  is translated 
only six times in the AV as pavilion. In I Ki. 20: 1 2 , 
1 6  it refers to the army tents in which Ben-hadad 
and his soldiers were resting and drin king when 
they were campaigning against Ahab. Such tents 
are illustrated on the sculpturcd reliefs of thc 
Assyr. kings Shalmanescr 1 1 1  and Sennacherib 
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(BM). The other uses of the word are meta
phorical. It represents the place of divine protec
tion in the day of trouble (Pss. 27:5; 3 1  :20), or the 
place where God is hidden with dark waters and 
thick clouds for his pavilion (Ps. 1 8 : 1 1 ; 2 Sa. 22: 1 2) .  

RSV translates a diflicult phrase in Jb .  36:29 as 
'the thunderings of his pavilion' (sukkä, AV 'taber
nacle'). NEB takes i t  differently: as the sky is some
times described as God's tent, clouds, viewed from 
the earth, might appear as carpeting on the tent 
floor. 

The term is also used for the bough shelters 
erected at the Feast of Booths (Tabernacles) com
memorating the shelters in which Israel dwelt in 
the wilderness. In Ps. 1 9:5  the reference is to the 
canopy (RSV 'tent') under which a bridegroom 
stands with his bride on their wedding day. 

For Egyp. data, cf K .  A. Kitchen, THB 5-6, 
1 960, pp. 7- 1 1 .  J .A.T. 

PEACE. Basically the OT word for pe ace, sälöm, 
means 'completeness', 'soundness', 'well-being'. 
(See BDB. ) It is used when one asks of or prays for 
the welfare of another (Gn. 43:27; Ex. 4: 1 8 ; Jdg. 
1 9:20), when one is in harmony or concord with 
another (Jos. 9 : 1 5 ; I Ki. 5 : 1 2), when one seeks the 
good of a city or country (Ps. 1 22:6; Je. 29:7). I t  
may mean material prosperity (Ps. 73 :3) o r  physical 
safety (Ps. 4:8). But also it may mean spiritual well
being. Such peace is the associate of righteousness 
and truth, but not of wickedness (Ps. 85: 1 0; Is. 
48: 1 8 ,  22; 57: 1 9-2 1 ). 

Because of the world's chaos through man's sin, 
and because peace comes only as God's gift, the 
Messianic hope was of an age of peace (ls. 2 :2-4; 
1 1 : 1 -9; Hg. 2:7-9), or of the advent of the Prince 
of peace (15. 9:6f.; cf Je. 33 :  1 5f.; Ezk. 34:23ff.; Mi .  
5 : 5 ;  ZC. 9:9f.). The NT shows the  fulfilment of  this 
hope. I n  Christ pe ace has co me (Lk.  1 :79; 2 :  14, 
29f.). By hirn i t  is bestowed (Mk. 5 :34; Lk.  7:50; Jn. 
20: 1 9, 2 1 ,  26), and his disciples are its messen gers 
(Lk. 1 0 :5f.; Acts 1 0:36). 

In classical Greek eirene had a primarily nega
tive force; but by way of the LXX, the word in the 
NT has the full content of the OT sälam, and 
nearly always carries a spiritual connotation. The 
breadth of its meaning is especially apparent from 
its linking with such keywords as grace (Rom. 1 :7, 
etc. ), life (Rom. 8:6), righteousness (Rom. 1 4: 1 7), 
and from its use in benedictions such as I Thes. 
5:23 and Heb. 1 3 :20f. (cf 2 Pet. 3 :  1 4) .  

For sinful man there must first be  peace with 
God, the removal of sin's enmity through the sac
rifice of Christ (Rom. 5: I ;  Co!. 1 :20). Then inward 
peace can follow (Phi!. 4:7), unhindered by the 
world's strife (Jn. 1 4 :27; 1 6:33). Peace between 
man and man is part of the purpose for which 
Christ died (Eph. 2) and of the Spirit's work (Ga!. 
5 :22); but man must also be active to promote it 
(Eph. 4:3;  Heb. 1 2 : 1 4), not merely as the elimin
ation of discord, but as the harmony and true 
functioning of the body of Christ (Rom. 1 4: 1 9; I 
Cor. 1 4: 33). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Foerster, G. von Rad, TDNT 
2, pp. 400-420; D. Gillett, Them I ,  1 976, pp. 80ff.; 
H. Beck, C. Brown, NlDNTT 2, pp. 776--783.  

F.F .  

PEDAIAH ( 'Yahweh has redecmed'). I .  Father of 
Joe\, ruler (under David) of Manasseh, W of the 
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Jordan ( I  Ch. 27:20). 2. Grandfather of King 
Jehoiakim (2 Ki. 23 :36). 3. Third son of King 
Jehoiachin (I Ch. 3 : 1 8) .  According to I Ch. 3 : 1 9, 
he was called the father of Zerubbabel, who else
where is named as the son of Shealtiel, brother of 
Pedaiah. 4. A son of Parosh, who helped to repair 
the wall of Jerusalem (Ne. 3 :25). 5. One who stood 
on Ezra's left when he read the law to the people 
(Ne. 8:4); perhaps identical with 4 above. 6. A 
Levite appointed by Nehemiah to assist in distrib
uting the tithes (Ne. 1 3 :  1 3) . 7. A Benjaminite (Ne. 
I I  :7) . J .O.O. 

PEKAH (Heb. peqaJ:!, 'opening'). Pekah, the son of 
Remaliah, was the 'third man' ( Heb. säliSä) in 
Pekahiah's war chariot. With the help of Gilea
dites he murdered Pekahiah, successor of Mena
hem, at Samaria (2 Ki. 1 5 :2 1 ff.). He then seized the 
throne and reigned as king of Israel from c. 737 to 
732 BC. His accession was in the 52nd year of 
Uzziah of Judah (v. 27), and in his 2nd year 
Jotharn succeeded Uzziah (v. 32). 

This Hebrew inscriptionlrom alragment 01 a store
iar Irom Hazor reads 'For Peqah. Semader', prob
ably a reference to Pekah, king 01 Israel. and to a 
type oloil. Stratum V A. 740--732 BC 

Pekah adopted an anti-Assyrian policy and 
allied hirnself to * Rezin of Syria. Together they 
brought pressure on Jotharn of Judah, probably to 
join them (v. 37). Isaiah, however, advised hirn and 
his successor Ahaz to be neutral. Pekah moved in 
force against Jerusalem, which was unsuccessfully 
besieged (2 Ki .  1 6:5;  Is. 7: I ) .  His Syrian allies took 
Elath, while Pekah fought the Judaeans, slaying 
many and taking many prisoners from the Jericho 
district back to Samaria (2 Ch.  28:7-8). These were 
later released on the intcrcession of the prophet 
Oded (vv. 8-1 5). 

Faced with this invasion Ahaz appealed for help 
to Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  of Assyria, who was cam
paigning in Syria. In 732 BC the Assyrians captured 
Damascus and invaded N I srael. A list of the 
pI aces invaded, as far S as Galilee, is given in 2 Ki .  
1 5 :25-29 and is partly paralleled by Tiglath
pileser's own Annals. Excavation at Hazor con
firms the Assyrian destruction there at this time. A 
wine-jar inscribed Ipq!l, 'belonging to Pekah', was 
found among the objects from the period of 
Pekah's occupation. 

Following the swift Assyrian invasion of more 
than half of Israel, Hoshea, son of Elah, conspired 
against Pekah, whom he slew. Since Tiglath-pileser 
claims in his Annals to have replaced Pekah 
(Paqa�a) by Hoshea ( 'AllSi), it is clear that this act 
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was approved, if  not instigated, by thc Assyrians. 
Pekah's reign was considered to have followed the 
evil tradition of Jeroboam (2 Ki. 1 5 :28). 

O .J . w .  

PEKAHIAH (Heb. p'qaJ:!yä, 'Yahweh has opened 
[his eyesJ'). Son of * Menahem, king of I srael, 
whom he succeeded c. 742/1 BC (2 Ki .  1 5  :23-26; 
* CHRONOLOGY OF THE On. His assassination in 
the 2nd year of his reign suggests that he continued 
his father's policy of submission to Assyria. The 
revolutionaries, led by * Pekah son of Remaliah, 
may have been in league with * Rezin, king of 
Damascus, for they came from Gilead, adjacent to 
his territory. The king was killed while in the 
keep (Heb. 'armon) of the palace at * Samaria. 
The words 'with *Argob and Arieh' (2 Ki .  
1 5 :25) seem to have been transposed from v.  29. 

A.R .M .  

PEKOD. A small *Aramaean tribe E of the lower 
Tigris. Akkadian sources re cord the temporary 
subjugation of Puqüdll under * Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  
(747-727 BC) , * Sargon 1 1  (722-705 BC) and * Sen
nacherib (705-68 1 BC) . Mentioned in Jeremiah's 
oracle against BabyIon (50:2 I ), Pekod is also 
among other Mesopotamian peoples who, though 
formerly lovers of Israel, will rise against Jerusa
lern (Ezk. 23:23). Eponymous for a city and irriga
tion system mentioned in TB (Be�ah 29a, 
Kethuboth 27b, Ifullin I 27a). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Top
onyms, 1 970, pp. 280-28 1 ;  M .  Dietrich, Die 
Aramäer Südbabyloniens, 1 970. o. W.B.  

PELATIAH (Heb. p'la!yäh(u), 'Yahweh delivers'; 
Gk. Phaltias, Phalettia). I .  A witness to the cov
enant in Ne. 1 0:22. This may weil be the same 
man as the grandson of Zerubbabel, a descend
ant of Solomon (I Ch. 3 :2 1 ). 2. A Simeonite 
captain who occupied ex-Amalekite territory 
(I Ch. 4:42). 3. A leader whom Ezekiel pictured as 
devising mischicf and giving wicked counsel in 
Jerusalem. He fell dead while Ezekiel prophesied 
(Ezk. 1 1 :  1 - 1 3). 

Names composed with element pi! are attestcd 
from the Amorite period and were common at 
Ugarit (*  RAS SHAMRA) in the 1 3th century BC as 
weil as in later Aramaic (e.g. F. Grändahl, Person 
- namen der Texte aus Ugarit, 1 967, p. 1 73). 

D.J.W. 

PELEG (Heb. peleg, 'water-course, division'). The 
son of Eber, brother of Yoqtan ( *  JOKTAN) , and 
grandson of Shem (Gn .  1 0 :25). In his time the 
earth was 'divided', the word used (nipl'gä) being a 
play on, or explanation of, his name. This is com
monly held to refer to the splitting up of the 
world's population into various geographical and 
linguistic groups (Gn. 1 1 : 1 -9). It may equally weil 
mark the development by the semi-nomad sons of 
* Ebel of cultivation, using artificial irrigation 
canals (Assyr. plagu); peleg is used in this sense in 
Is. 30:25, 32:2; J b. 29:6; 38 :25. Alternatively it may 
be a reference to division of territory by borders 
(Akk. pulukku; feS 1 8 , 1 964, p. 69; paläku, 'to 
divide at borders'). Peleg was father of Reu (Gn. 
1 1 : 1 9) .  O.J.W. 



PELONITE. The name given to two of Oavid's 
mighty men, Helez and Ahijah ( I  Ch. I I  :27, 36; 
27: I 0). The former is described as the • Paltite in 
the parallel text, 2 Sa. 23:26, and the Syriac has this 
reading in I Ch.  1 1 :27. In view of 2 Sa. 23:34 some 
commentators prefer to emend I Ch. I I  :36b to 
'Eliam the son of Ahithophel the Gilonite'. 

R . A . H .G. 

PENTATEUCH. The first five books of the OT 
(Gn. ,  Ex. ,  Lv., Nu. ,  Ot.) constitute the first and 
most important section of the threefold Jewish 
• Canon. Usually called by the Jews seper hattörö, 
'the book of the law', or hattörö, 'the law' (see KB, 
p. 403, for suggested derivations of the word, 
which seems to mean basically 'teaching' or 'in
struction'), the Pentateuch (Gk. pentatel/chos, 
'five-volumed [sc. book]') is also known as the 
'five-fifths of the law'. For the past century or so, 
many higher critics, following the lead of Alexan
der Geddes (c. 1 800), have tended to disregard the 
traditional five-book division in favour of a Hexa
teuch comprising the Pentateuch and Joshua (cf 1. 
Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs, 
1 876-7). On the other hand, I .  Engnell has sug
gested the word 'Tetrateuch' to separate Oeuter
onomy from the first four books (Gamla Testamen
tet, I ,  1 945). The critical presuppositions wh ich 
underiie these suggestions are evaluated below. 

The antiquity of the fivefold division is attested 
by the Samaritan Pentateuch and the LXX, which 
gave the books their traditional names; the Jews 
identify them by the first word or phrase. The divi
sions between the books were determined both by 
topical and practical considerations: papyrus 
scrolls could contain only about one-fifth of the 
törö. Jewish tradition prescribes that a section of 
the Law be read weekly in the synagogue. Three 
years were required for the completion of the Pen
tateuch in Palestine; the modern lectionary, in 
wh ich the Pentateuch is read through in one year, is 
derived from that used in Babylonia. I t  may weil be 
that a psalm was read along with the traditional 
reading from the prophetie writings (haplörö). The 
five books of the Psalter are probably patterned 
after the Pentateuch (cf N. H.  Snaith, Hymns 0/ 
the Temple, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 8-20). 

References to the Pentateuch in the OT are large
Iy restricted to the writings of the Chronicler, who 
uses several designations: the law (Ezr. 1 0:3; Ne. 
8 :2, 7, 1 4; 1 0:34, 36; 1 2:44; 1 3 :3;  2 Ch. 1 4 :4; 3 1 :2 1 ;  
33 :8); the book o f  the law (Ne. 8 :3) ;  the book of 
the law of Moses (Ne. 8: I ); the book of Moses (Ne. 
1 3 : I ;  2 Ch. 25 :4; 35: 1 2); the law of the Lord (Ezr. 
7: 1 0; I Ch. 1 6:40; 2 Ch. 3 1 :3; 35:26); the law of 
God (Ne. 1 0:28-29); the book of the law of God 
(Ne. 8 : 1 8); the book of the law of the Lord (2 Ch. 
1 7 :9; 34: 1 4); the book of the law of the Lord their 
God (Ne. 9:3); the law of Moses the servant of 
God (On. 9: 1 1 ; cf Mal. 4:4). One cannot say for 
certain whether references to the law in the histor
ical writings refer to the Pentateuch as a whole or 
to parts of the Mosaic legislation, e.g. the law (Jos. 
8 :34); the book of the law (Jos. 1 :8; 8 :34; 2 Ki.  
22:8); the book of the law of Moses (Jos. 8 :3 1 ;  
23 :6; 2 Ki.  1 4:6); the book o f  the law o f  God (Jos. 
24:26). 

The NT uses similar designations: the book of 
the law (Gal. 3 : 1 0); the book of Moses (Mk.  
1 2 :26); the law (Mt .  1 2 :5;  Lk .  1 6 : 1 6; Jn.  7 :  1 9); the 
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law of Moses (Lk. 2:22; Jn. 7:23); the law 01' the 
Lord (Lk. 2 :23-24). The descriptions of the Penta
teuch in both Testaments serve to emphasize its 
divine and human authorship, its binding author
ity as the law, and its inscripturated form in the 
book. 

I.  Contents 
The Pentateuch narrates God's dealings with the 
worid, and especially the family of Abraham, from 
creation to the death of Moses. There are six main 
divisions. First, the origin of the worid and of the 
nations (Gn. 1 - 1 1 ) . This section describes the · cre
ation, the Fall of man, the beginnings of civiliza
tion, the Flood, the Table of the Nations and the 
tower of Babel. Secondly, the patriarchal period 
(Gn. 1 2-50) depicts the call of Abraham, the initi
ation of the Abrahamic covenant, the lives of 
Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, and the settling of the 
covenant-clan in Egypt. Thirdly, Moses and the 
Exodus from Egypt (Ex. 1 - 1 8) .  Fourthly, legisla
tion at Sinai (Ex. 1 9 : I -Nu. 1 0 : 1 0), wh ich includes 
the giving of the law, the building of the taber
nade, the establishment of the levitical system and 
the final preparations for the journey from Sinai to 
Canaan. Fifthly, the wilderness wanderings (Nu. 
10:  1 1 -36: 1 3) .  This section describes the departure 
from Sinai, the acceptance of the majority report 
of the spies, God's consequent judgment, the en
counter with Balaam, the appointment of Joshua 
as Moses' successor and the apportionment of the 
land to the twelve tribes. Sixthly, the final speeches 
of Moses (Ot.  1 -34) recapitulate the Exodus 
events, repeat and expand the Sinaitic command
ments, clarify the issues involved in obedience and 
disobedience, and bless the tribes, who are poised 
to enter Canaan. This section ends with the cryptic 
description of Moses' death and burial. 

11.  Authorship and unity 
For centuries both Judaism and Christianity ac
cepted without question the biblical tradition that 
Moses wrote the Pentateuch. Ben-Sira (Ecclus. 
24:23), Philo (Life 0/ Moses 3. 39), Josephus (Ant. 
4. 326), the Mishnah (Pirqe Aböth I .  I ), and the 
Talmud (Baba Bathra 1 4b) are unanimous in their 
acceptance of the Mosaic authorship. The only 
debate centred in the account of Moses' death in 
Ot. 34:5ff. Philo and Josephus affirm that Moses 
described his own death, while the Talmud (loc. 
cit. ) credits Joshua with eight verses of the törö, 
presumably the last eight .  

a.  Pentateuchal criticism be/ore AD 1 700 
The tradition expressed in 2 Esdras 14 :2 1 -22, that 
the scrolls of the Pentateuch, burned in Nebuchad
rezzar's siege of Jerusalem, were rewritten by Ezra, 
was apparently accepted by a number of the early 
church Fathers, e.g. I renaeus, Tertullian, Clement 
of Alexandria, Jerome. They did not, however, 
reject the Mosaic authorship of the original law. 
The first recorded instance of such a rejection is 
the statement of John of Oamascus concerning the 
Nasaraeans, a sect of Jewish Christians (cf PG 94. 
688-689). The Clementine Homilies teach that dia
bolical interpolations were made in the Pentateuch 
to try to put Adam, Noah and the Patriarchs in a 
bad light. Any passage out of harmony with the 
Ebionite assumptions of the author was suspected 
in this early attempt at higher criticism. Among the 
stumbling-blocks to the faith wh ich Anastasius the 
Sinaite, patriarch of Antioch (7th century AD), 
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attempted to remove were questions dealing with 
the Mosaie authorship or, and alleged discrepan
eies in, Genesis (cf PG 89. 284-285). 

Ouring the mediaeval era, Jewish and Muslim 
scholars began to point out supposed contradic
tions and anachronisms in the Pentateuch. For in
stanee, Ibn Ezra (d. I 1 67), rollowing a suggestion 
or Rabbi Isaac ben Jasos (d . 1 057) that Gn .  36 was 
written not earlier than Jehoshaphat's reign be
cause or the mention or Hadad (cf Gn. 36:35; I 
Ki. I I :  1 4) ,  maintained that such passages as Gn. 
1 2:6; 22: 1 4; Ot. I :  I ;  3 :  I I were interpolations. 

The Rerormer A. B. Carlstadt ( 1 480- 1 54 1 ) ,  ob
serving no change in the Iiterary style or Oeuter
onomy berore and after Moses' death, denied that 
Moses wrote the Pentateuch. A Belgian Roman 
Catholic, Andreas Masius, produced a commen
tary on Joshua ( 1 574) in which he credited Ezra 
with certain pentateuch al interpolations. Similar 
positions were maintained by two Jesuit scholars, 
Jacques Bonrn'!re and Benedict Pereira. Two 
ramous philosophers helped to pave the way ror 
modern higher critics by voicing in their widely 
circulated writings some or the contemporary 
eriticisms or the unity or the law: Thomas Hobbes 
(Leviathan, 1 65 I )  credited Moses with everything 
attributed to hirn in the Pentateuch, but suggested 
that other parts were written more about Moses 
than by hirn; Benedict Spinoza ( Tractatus 
Theologico-politicus, 1 670) carried the observa
tions or Ibn Ezra rarther by noting doublets and 
alleged contradictions, and conduding that Ezra, 
who himselr wrote Oeuteronomy, compiled the 
Pentateuch rrom a number or documents (some 
Mosaic). I 7th-century criticism or the Pentateuch 
was dimaxed in the works or the Roman Catholic 
Richard Simon and the Arminian Jean LeClerc in 
1 685 .  LeClerc replied to Simon's view that the Pen
tateuch was a compilation based on many docu
ments, both or divine and human origin, by assert
ing that the author must have Iived in Babylonia 
between 722 BC and Ezra's time. 

b. Pentateuchal criticismjrom AD 1 700 to 1 900 
(i) The quest ion oj Mosaic authorship. Oespite the 
questions raised by Catholics, Protestants and Jews 
in the period discussed above, the vast multitude or 
scholars and laymen dung firmly to belier in the 
Mosaic authorship. A milestone in pentateuch al 
crit icism was reached in 1 753, when the French 
physician Jean Astruc published his theory that 
Moses had composed Genesis rrom two main an
cient memoires and a number or shorter docu
ments. The due to the identification or the two 
memoires was the use or the divine names: one em
ployed Elolrim; the other, Yahweh. Astruc main
tained the Mosaic authorship or Genesis, but pos
ited his theory or multiple sourees to account ror 
some or the repetitions and al leged discrepancies 
wh ich critics had noted. 1. G. Eichhorn (Einleitung, 
1 780-83) expanded Astruc's views into what is 
called 'the early documentary theory'. Abandon
ing the Mosaic authorship, he credited the final 
editing or the Elohistic and Yahwistic documents 
or Genesis and Ex. 1 -2 to an unknown redactor. 
K. O. l Igen (Die Urkunden des Jerusalemischen 
Tempelarchivs in ihrer Urgestalt, 1 798) earried the 
documentary theory a step farther when he dis
covered in Gn. 1 7  independent sources traceable to 
three authors, two or whom use Elohim and the 
other Yahweh. 

A Scottish Roman Catholic priest, Alexander 

Geddes, pursued Astruc's identification or several 
memoires and developed (between 1 792 and 1 800) 
thejragmentary theory which holds that the Penta
teuch was composed by an unknown redactor rrom 
a number or rragments which had originated in 
two different cirdes-one Elohistic, the other 
Yahwistic. Two German scholars embraced and 
expanded the rragmentary theory: 1. S. Vater 
(Commentar über den Pentateuch, 3 vols., 1 802-5) 
tried to trace the growth or the Pentateuch rrom 
over thirty fragments; W. M .  L .  Oe Wette (Beiträge 
zur Einleitung in das Alte Testament, 1 807) stressed 
the comparatively laIe nature or much of the legal 
material and, significantly for later research, iden
tified Josiah's book of the law as Oeuteronomy (in 
this identification he had been anticipated by 
Jerome 1 ,400 years earlier). 
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Oe Wette's emphasis on one basic documcnt 
augmented by numerous fragments was developed 
by H .  Ewald, who in 1 83 I suggested that the chief 
document was the Elohistic source which carried 
the narrative from the creation into the book of 
Joshua and was supplemented by the account of 
the Yahwist, who was also the final redactor. 
Though Ewald later retreated from this 'sup
plementary theory', it survived in the writings of F. 
Bleck (de libri Geneseos origine, 1 836) and F. Tuch 
(Genesis, 1 838). 

The 'new documentary theory' was rathered by 
H .  HupfeId (Die Quellen der Genesis und die Art 
ihrer Zusammensetzung, 1 853), who, l ike l igen, 
found three separate sources in Genesis-the ori
ginal Elohist (E ' ), the later Elohist (E2), and the 
Yahwist (1). A year later, when E.  Riehm published 
his Die Gesetzgebung Mosis im Lande Moab in 
1 854, which purported to demonstrate the in
dependent character of Oeuteronomy, the four 
major documents had been isolated and dated in 
the order E \ E2, J, O. 

K.  H. Graf (in 1 866) developed the suggestion 
of E.  G. Reuss, 1. F. L. George and W. Vatke and 
affirmed that E ' (calIed P for Priestly Code by 
modern scholars), rat her than being the earliest of 
the documents, was the latest. The debate then 
centred in the question as to whether E2(E)J OP(E') 
or JEOP was the proper chronological order. A.  
Kuenen's work, The Religion oj lsrael ( 1 869-70), 
assured the triumph of the latter order and set the 
stage for the appearance of the star actor in 
the drama of pentateuchal criticism, Julius 
Wellhausen. 

(ii) Wellhausen's views. Wellhausen's important 
publications from 1 876 to 1 884 gave the docu
mentary theory its most cogent and popular set
ting. Stated simply, this theory holds that J (e. 850 
BC} and E (c. 750 BC) were combined by a redactor 
(R ") about 650 BC. When 0 (the Oeuteronomic 
laws, c. 62 1 )  was added by RI) (e. 550) and P 
(e. 500-450) by RP C. 400 BC, the Pentateuch was 
basically completc. In Wellhausen's presentation 
more was involved than mere documentary analy
sis. He linked his critical studies to an evolutionary 
approach to IsraeJ's history which minimized the 
historicity of the patriarchal period and tended to 
detract from Moses' prominence. The religion of 
Israel advanced from the simple sacrifices on 
family altars in the days of the settlement to the 
intricately legalistic structure of Leviticus (P), 
which stemmed from Ezra's era (* PRIESTS AND 
LEVITES). Similarly, IsraeJ's concept of God 
evolved from the animism and polytheism of the 
patriarchal days, through the henotheism or 



Moses' time and the ethical monotheism 01' the 8th
century prophets to the sovereign Lord 01' 1 5. 401T. 

So fundamental for later scholarship were Well
hausen's ideas that his influence in biblical studies 
has frequently been Iikened to Oarwin's in the nat
ural sciences. Largely through the writings 01' W. 
Robertson Smith and S. R. Driver, Wellhausen's 
documentary analysis gained a widespread accept
ance throughout the English-speaking world. The 
following summary (somewhat oversimplified) out
lines the basic characteristics 01' the pentateuchal 
documents according to the Wellhausenian schanI. 

The Yahwist's narratil'e (1) is said to date from 
early in the Monarchy (e. 950-850 BC). Allusions to 
territorial expansion (Gn. 1 5 : 1 8 ;  27 :40) and the as
cendancy 01' Judah (Gn. 49 :8- 1 2) allegedly point 
to a Solomonic date. The J document teils the story 
01' God's dealings with man from the creation 01' 
the universe to Israel's entry 01' Canaan. The com
bination 01' majesty and simplicity found in J 
marks it as an outstanding example 01' epic l itera
ture worthy 01' comparison with Homer's //iad. 
Originating in Judah, the Yahwist document has 
so me distinctive literary traits in addition to the 
preference for the name Yahweh: sipllii, 'maid
servant', is preferred to 'ämii (E); Sinai is used in
stead 01' Horeb (E); popular etymologies occur 
frequently, e.g. Gn.  3:20; 1 1  :9; 25 :30; 32:27. 

Intensely nationalistic, the J narrative records in 
detail the exploits 01'  the patriarchal families, even 
those that are not particularly praiseworthy. Theo
logically J is noted for its anthropopathisms and 
anthropomorphisms. God in quasi-human form 
walks and talks with men, although his transcend
ence is never doubted. The transparent biographies 
01' the Patriarchs, deftly and simply narrated, are 
an outstanding feature of 1. 

The Elohist 's narrative (E) is usually dated about 
a century after J, i.e. 850-750 BC. A N (Ephraim
itic) origin for E has been suggested on the basis of 
the omission of the stories of Abraham and Lot, 
wh ich centre in Hebron and the Cities 01' the Plain, 
and the special emphasis given to Bethel and 
Shechem (Gn. 28: 1 7; 3 1 :  1 3; 33: 1 9-20). Joseph, the 
ancestor of the N tribes Ephraim and Manasseh, 
plays a prominent role. More fragmentary than J, 
E nevertheless has its own stylistic peculiarities: 
'the River' is the Euphrates; repetition is used in 
direct address (cf Gn. 22: 1 1 :  Ex. 3:4); 'Her!! ilm J '  
(hinnen/) i s  used in replies t o  the Oeity. 

Though less noteworthy as a l iterary com
position than J, the E document is noted for its 
moralistic and religious emphases. Sensitive to the 
sins 01' the Patriarchs, E attempts to rationalize 
them, while the anthropomorphisms 01' J are re
placed by divine revelations through dreams and 
angelic mediation. An outstanding contribution 01' 
E is the story 01' God's testing 01' Abraham in the 
command to sacrifice Isaac (Gn. 22: 1 - 1 4). With 
powerful simplicity the picture 01' conflict between 
love of family and obedience to God is painted, 
and with prophetie force the lesson concerning the 
inwardness 01' true sacrifice is conveyed. 

The Deuteronomist document (0), in Penta
teuchal studies, corresponds roughly with the book 
01' • Deuteronomy. Essential to the documentary 
hypo thesis is the view that Josiah's book 01' the law 
(2 Ki. 2 2:3-23:25) was part, at least, 01' Ot. The 
correspondences between 0 and the terms of Jo
siah's reformation are noteworthy: the worship is 
centralized at Jerusalem (2 Ki. 23 :41T.; Ot. 1 2 : 1 -7); 
acts 01' false worship are specifically forbidden (2 
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Ki. 23:4-1 1 ,  24; Ot. 1 6:2 1 , 22; 1 7:3; 1 8 : 1 0, 1 1 ). 0 
lays great stress on God's love for Israel and her 
obligation to respond, a philosophy 01' history 
which speils out the terms of God's blessing and 
judgment, and the necessity for a vigorous sense of 
social justice under the terms of the covenant. A 
collection of sermons rat her than narratives, 0 is a 
collection 01' legal and hortatory materials com
piled during the exigencies 01' Manasseh's reign 
and combined with JE after the time 01' Josiah. 

The Priestly document (P) draws together laws 
and customs from various periods 01' Israel's his
tory and codifies them in such a way as to organize 
the legal structure of post-exilic Judaism. P con
tains some narratives, but is more concerned with 
genealogies and the patriarchal origins of ritual or 
legal practices. Formal divisions such as the ten 
'generations' of • Genesis and the covenants with 
Adam, Noah, Abraham and Moses are generally 
credited to P. The complexity of the legal and 
ritual structure of P is usually interpreted as a sign 
of a post-exilic date, especially when P (e.g. Ex. 25-
3 1 ;  35-40; Lv.; the laws in Nu.) is compared with 
the simple ritualism 01' Jdg. and I Sa. As a literary 
document P cannot be compared with the earlier 
sources, because the penchant for laborious details 
(e.g. the genealogies and detailed descriptions 01' 
the tabernade) tends to discourage literary creativ
ity. The concern of the priestly movement for the 
holiness and transcendence 01' God reveals itself in 
P, where the entire legislation is viewed as a means 
of grace whereby God bridges the gap between 
hirnself and Israel. 
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c. Pentateuchal criticism alter AD 1900 

Oocumentary analysis did not stop with Wellhau
sen's researches. Rudolf Smend, expanding a sug
gestion made in 1 883 by Karl Budde, attempted to 
divide the Yahwistic document into J ' and J2 
throughout the Hexateuch (Die Erzählung des 
Hexateuch aul ihre �uellen untersucht, 1 9 1 2) .  What 
Smend had called J , Otto Eissfeldt identified as a 
Lay-source (L), because it contrasts directly with 
the Priestly document and emphasizes the no
madic ideal in opposition to the Canaanite mode 
of life. Julian Morgenstern's • Kenite document 
(K), purportedly dealing with Moses' biography 
and the relations between Israel and the Kenites 
(HUCA 4, 1 927, pp. 1 - 1 38), R.  H. Pfeiffer's S 
(South or Seir) document in Genesis, correspond
ing somewhat to Eissfeldt's L (ZA W  48, 1 930, pp. 
66-73), and Gerhard von Rad's division of the 
priestly document into pA and pB (Die Priester
schrift im Hexateuch, 1 934) are further refinements 
01' a documentary criticism wh ich had reached its 
extreme in the detailed dissections 01' P in B. 
Baentsch's work on Leviticus ( 1 900), where seven 
main sources of P are further modified by the dis
covery 01' one or more redactors. This atomizing 
tendency is represented in the works 01' C. A .  
Simpson (notably The Early Traditions 01 Israel: a 
Critical Analysis ol the Pre-Deuleronomic Narra
tive 01 the Hexateuch, 1 948) . 

d. Reactions 10 the Gral-Wellhausen theory 
Conservatives, convinced that their view 01' inspir
ation and the whole structure of theology built on 
it were at stake, joined battle almost immediately 
with pentateuchal critics. In the van of this 
reaction were E. W. Hengstenberg (Dissertations on 
the Genuineness 01 the Pentateuch, 1 847) and 
C. F. Keil. After the appearance of Wellhausen's 
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monumental synthesis the battle was continued by 
W. H. Green ( The Higher Criticism 0/ tlre Pellta
teuch, 1 895) and James Orr ( The Problem 0/ the 
Old Testamellt, 1 906), whose careful scrutiny of the 
documentary analyses found them wanting in 
terms of both l iterary evidence and theologieal 
presuppositions. The pattern set by these scholars 
was continued in the researches of R. D. Wilson (A 
Seiell tific Illvestigatioll 0/ the Old Testament, 1 926, 
reprinted 1 959), G. Ch. Aalders (A Short Introduc
tion to the Pentateuch, 1 949), O. T. Allis ( The Five 
Books 0/ Moses, 1 943) and E. 1. Young (lOT, 1 949). 

(i) The use 0/ the divine names. Conservative at
tacks on the Wellhausenian theory have generally 
taken shape along the following l ines. The use of 
the divine names as a criterion for separating 
documents has been questioned at four  points: ( I )  
The evidence of textual criticism, especially from 
the Pentateuch of the LXX, suggests that there was 
less uniformity and more variety in early manu
scripts of the Pentateuch than in the MT, wh ich 
has traditionally been used as the basis of docu
mentary analysis (although 1. Skinner's The Divine 
Names in Genesis, 1 9 1 4, has weakened the force of 
this argument). 

(2) R. D. Wilson's study of the divine names in 
the Qur'an (PTR 1 7, 1 9 1 9 , pp. 64<Wi50) brought to 
light the fact that certain suras of the Qur'an 
prefer Allah (4; 9; 24; 33; 48, etc.), while others 
prefer Rab ( 1 8 ;  23; 25-26; 34, etc. ) ,  just as certain 
sections of Genesis use Elohim (e.g. Gn. I :  1 -2:3; 
6:9-22; 1 7:2ff., 20, etc.) and others Yahweh (e.g. 
Gn. 4; 7 : 1 -5;  1 1 : 1 -9; 1 5 ; 1 8 : 1 - 1 9:28, etc. ), al
though there is no support among scholars for a 
documentary approach to Qur'anic studies based 
on the divine names. 

(3) The use of Yahweh Elohim (Gn. 2:4-3:24; cf 
also Ex. 9 :30) presents a special problem for the 
Wellhausen theory, since i t  involves a combining of 
the names wh ich are supposed to be clues to separ
ate documents; the LXX contains many more in
stances of this combination (e.g. Gn. 4:6, 9; 5 :29; 
6:3, 5), while there is am pIe evidence of compound 
names for deities in Ugaritic, Egyp. and Gk. litera
ture (cf C. H .  Gordon in Christianity Today, 23 
Nov. 1 959). 

(4) I t  is likely that the interchange of Yahweh 
and Elohim in the Pentateuch reflects an attempt 
on the part of the author to stress the ideas associ
ated with each name (cf I. Engnell, Gamla Testa
mentet, I ,  1 945, pp. I 94ff.).  These and similar prob
lems pertaining to the divine names have long since 
caused documentary critics to minimize wh at was 
once the starting-poin t of the whole process of 
documentary analysis. 

(ii) Diction and style. Differences in diction and 
style, an important link in the chain of evidence for 
the Wellhausen theory, have been called into ques
tion by a number of conservatives. Stress has been 
laid on the fact that the pentateuchal stories are 
too fragmentary to give an adequate sampling of 
an author's vocabulary and that insufficient atten
tion has sometimes been given to the fact that dif
ferent types of literature call for differing vocabu
laries. Words supposedly peculiar to one document 
are sometimes credited to a redactor when they 
occur in another source. This use of a redactor 
when the facts call in quest ion critieal theories 
seems a somewhat too convenient method of deal
ing with difficulties. As for matters of style, con
servatives and others have frequently pointed out 
the subjectivity in such judgments and the very 

great difficulty involved in subjecting such opin
ions to scientifk examination . What seems to be a 
graphic, vibrant narrative to one critic may seem 
dull or turgid to another. W. 1. Martin has high
lighted some of the difficulties encountered by 
l iterary critics in his Stylistic Criteria and the 
Analysis 0/ the Pentateuch, 1 955, although caution 
is imperative in the use of analogies from western 
literary criticism for the study of oriental l iterature. 

(iii) Double narratives. The occurrence of double 
narratives (sometimes ealled doublets) has been 
considered key evidence for a diversity of sources. 
Aalders (op. eit . ,  pp. 43-53) and Allis (op. eit . ,  pp. 
94- 1 1 0, 1 1 8- 1 23) have examined a number of 
these repetitions (e.g. Gn. I :  1 -2:4a; 2:4b-25; 6: 1 -8, 
9-1 3 ; 1 2: 1 0-20; 20; 26:6-1 1 )  and have sought to 
show that their presence in the text need not be 
interpreted as evidence for multiplicity of  sources. 
On the contrary, repetition within Heb. prose may 
be connected with the characteristically Heb. (and 
indeed Semitic) use of repetition for emphasis. 
Ideas are underscored in Heb. literat ure not by the 
logical connection with other ideas but by a cre
ative kind of repetition which seeks to influence 
the reader's will. (Cf 1. M uilenburg, 'A Study in 
Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition and Style' in VT 
Supp I ,  1 953,  pp. 97-1 1 1 ; 1. Pedersen, Israel, 1 -2, 
1 926, p. 1 23 .)  Liturgieal use may aIso help to ac
count for repetition in both narrative and legisla
tive portions of the Pentateuch. 
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So far as Gn.  is concerned, a conservative con
tribution was made by P. 1. Wiseman in New Dis
coveries in Babylonia about Genesis, 1 936; rev. ed. ,  
Clues to Creation in Genesis, 1 977. He suggested 
that the töleqöt passages (those beginning or 
ending with some such phrase as 'These are the 
generations . .  .') mark the various sources avail
able to M oses for compiling earlier narratives. This 
approach was popularized by 1. Stafford Wright in 
How Moses Compiled Genesis: A Suggestion, 1 946. 
For replies to the Wellhausenian theory of the de
velopment of the levitical system, see • Priests and 
Levites. 

Conservatives have been quick to draw upon the 
conclusions of non-conservatives when these con
clusions tcnded to question the validity of the 
documentary hypothesis. The sustained attack on 
the theories of Wellhausenians by B. D. Eerdmans 
is a case in point. Though denying the Mosaic 
authorship of the Pentateuch, Eerdmans staunchly 
defended the basic authenticity of the patriarchal 
narratives and affirmed his confidence in the an
tiquity of the ritual institutions of P. Further, T. 
Oestreicher and A .  C. Welch endeavoured to tumble 
the documentary theory by removing the keystone 
-the identification of D with Josiah's book of the 
law. E.  Robertson (The Old Testament Problem, 
1 950) regards Dt. as having been compiled under 
Samuel's influence as a law-book for 'all Israel', as 
having fallen into disuse when the disruption of 
the nation made its application impossible, and as 
having been opportunely rediscovered in Josiah 's 
reign at a time when it was possible to t reat 'all 
Israel' as a religious unit once more. The Deca
logue and the Book of the Covenant ,  with wh ich 
the Hebrews entered Canaan, were preserved in the 
early days of the settlement at various loeal sanc
tuaries, where they gathered around themselves 
bodies of divergent though related laws and tradi
tions; the beginnings of national reunion in Samu
el's day necessitated the compilation, on the basis 
of this material, of a law-book for the central ad-



ministration. R. Brinker, a pupil of E. Robertson, 
el abo ra ted certain aspects of this theory in The In
fiuence 01 Sanctuaries in Early Israel, 1 946. Using 
linguistic and stylistic criteria, U. Cassuto (La 
Questione della Genesi, 1 934) argued for the unity 
of Gn., while F. Oornseiff (ZA W 52-53, 1 934-5) 
defended the literary unity of the wh oie Penta
teuch; cf his Antike und Alter Orient, 1 956. 

From another angle A.  R .  Johnson warns us 
against what 'seems to be a real danger in OT study 
as a whole of misinterpreting what may be differ
ent but contemporary strata in terms of corre
sponding stages of thought, which can be arranged 
chronologically so as to fit into an over-simplified 
evolutionary scheme or similar theory of progres
sive revelation' (The Vitality ol the Individual in the 
Thought 01 Ancient Israel, 1 949, p. 3). 

(iv) Form criticism. While not abandoning the 
documentary hypothesis, the pioneer form critics, 
H. Gunkel and H. Gressmann, laid stress both on 
the li terary qualities and on the lengthy process of 
oral tradition wh ich had shaped the various narra
tives into aesthetic masterpieces. This welcome 
relief from the coldly analytical approach of the 
documentary critics, who in their detailed dissec
tion of the Pentateuch tended to neglect the power 
and beauty of the stories, paved the way for the 
researches of a group of Scandinavian scholars 
who have discarded the documentary approach in 
favour of an emphasis on oral tradition. Following 
the lead of 1. Pedersen who in 1 93 1  formally re
jected the documentary theory (ZA W 49, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 
1 6 1 - 1 8 1 ), I .  Engnell (Gamla Testamentet, I ,  1 945) 
affirmed that, far from being the result of the com
pilation of written documents, the Pentateuch is a 
combination of reliable oral traditions collected 
and shaped in two main tradition ist cireles: a 'P
eirele' responsible for the Tetrateuch and a '0-
cirele' wh ich formulated Ot. ,  Jos., Jdg., Sa. and Ki. 
The actual writing of the books is relegated to 
exilic or post-exilic times. Key factors in the devel
opment of this traditio-historical school are the 
advanced knowledge of Heb. psychology and the 
growing understanding' of ancient oriental l i tera
ture. According to Engnell, the devotees of the 
Wellhausenian approach tend to interpret the OT 
in terms of European literary methods and western 
logic. See Eduard Nielsen, Oral Tradition, 1 954, for 
a concise presentation of the views of the Scandi
navian School. 

As H. Gunkel's preoccupation with the various 
literary units (identifiable by Iiterary lorm within 
the Pentateuch) represented a kind of return to the 
Iragmentary approach of Geddes, Vater and Oe 
Wette, so P. Volz (and to some extent W. Rudolph) 
called for a revival of a supplementary hypothesis 
by minimizing the importance of the Elohist, who 
is at the most, in Volz's view, a later editor of the 
great author of Gn., the Yahwist. In somewhat 
similar fashion G. von Rad ( The Problem ol the 
Hexateuch and Other Essays, E.T. 1 966) has 
stressed the dominant role played by the Yahwist 
as both collector and author of the pentateuchal 
materials which lOok shape over a lengthy period 
of time and have a rieh history of tradition behind 
them. The generally aeeepted dates for the doeu
ments are highly tentative, aceording to von Rad, 
and represent the final stages in eompiling the 
materials. 

The theological application of von Rad's theor
ies of the Pentateuch is to be found in his Old Tes
tament Theology, I ,  E .T. 1 962. His theory that the 
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Pentateuch developed around Israelite creeds like 
Ot. 26:5ff. has recently been turned around with 
the suggestion that the creeds are not the source of 
the pentateuchal narrative but its summary (1. A .  
Soggin, JOT, E.T. 1 976, p. 93). 

M .  Noth (The Laws in the Pentateuch, and Other 
Essays, E.T. 1 966) has approximated some of the 
results of the Uppsala school of Engnell et al. 
without abandoning a documentary approach . 
Rather, he has paid elose attention to the history of 
the oral traditions which lie behind the documents, 
while maintaining an approach to J, E and P which 
is quite conventional. Perhaps his divergence from 
the Wellhausenian tradition is best seen in his re
fusal to recognize a 'Hexateuch' and his removal of 
most of Ot. from the province of pentateuchal 
criticism. 

In general, contemporary scholars are paying 
more attention to the forms of narrative, l iturgical, 
contractual or legislative material than they are to 
the alleged sources of the documentary hypothesis, 
as recent introductions to the OT indicate. Cf O. 
Kaiser, JOT, E.T. 1 975, who lists the following 
chapter titles: Literary Types of Israelite Narrative, 
Literary Types of Israelite Law, The Growth of the 
Pentateuchal Narrative at the Pre-Literary Stage; 
also 1. A. Soggin, op. cit. The precise relationship 
of form criticism to the more traditional source 
criticism is still under debate. Wh at is elear is that 
much more attention must be paid to redaetion 
critieism, the study of the import and thrust of the 
five individual books and the Pentateuch as a 
wh oie, whatever their process of eomposition may 
have been. 

(v) The evidence 01 archaeology The march of 
modern archaeology has contributed to the re
evaluation of the doeumentary hypothesis. The 
basic reliability of the historical narratives has 
been confirmed time and again ,  especially in the 
patriarchal period. (See H. H. Rowley, 'Recent 
Oiscovery and the Patriarchal Age' in The Sen'ant 
ol the Lord2, 1 965.) The evolutionary reconstruc
tion of Israel's history and religion has been ques
tioned more than onee by outstanding archaeolo
gist� such as W. F. Albright (e.g From the Stone 
Age to Christianity, 1 957, pp. 88ff., 282) and C. H .  
Gordon (e.g Ugaritic Literature, 1 949, pp. 5-7; 
'Higher Critics and Forbidden Fruit', Christianity 
Today, 23 Nov. 1 959). A drastic re-appraisal of 
the documentary hypothesis from the standpoint 
of Israel's religion is found in the researches of 
Yehezkel Kaufmann, who affirms the antiquity of 
P and its priority to O. Furthermore, he separates 
Gn. from the rest of the Pentateuch, maintaining 
that it is 'a stratum in itself whose material is on 
the whole most ancient' ( The Religion 01 Israel, 
1 960, p. 208). 

e. The position today 
The insights gained from these criticisms of the 
Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis, together with the 
continuing researches 01' its exponents, have re
sulted in considerable modification of the old 
theory. The simple evolutionary views of Israel's 
history and religion have been cast aside. The basic 
authenticity of the patriarchal stories is recognized 
by many scholars, since the light of archaeology 
has illuminated the setting of these stories. The 
Egyp. milieu of the Joseph cyele and the Exodus 
account has been established by archaeological, 
Iiterary and linguistic considerations (cf A. S. 
Yahuda, The Language ol the Pentateuch in i1s Re-
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lation to Egyptian, 1 93 1 ;  C. H. Gordon, The World 
o/ the Old Testament, 1 958, p. \ 39). The role of 
• Moses as the great lawgiver and the dominant 
figure in Israel's religion has been reaffirmed. 

Though not discarded, the documentary theory 
has been modified by contemporary scholars. The 
development of each document is exceedingly 
complex and is generally considered to represent a 
whole 'school' rat her than a single author. The 
growth of the various documents is not consecu
tive but parallel, since there are ancient elements 
found in each, as the use of pentateuchal elements 
by the prophets indicates (cf Aalders, op. cit., pp. 
1 1 1 - 1 38). Minute dissections of verses and posi
tive assignment of their parts to diverse sources 
have generally been abandoned. These modifica
tions in the documentary hypo thesis should be 
viewed by conservatives as a medical chart, not as 
an obituary. The Wellhausenian theory is still very 
much alive and remains a constant challenge to 
conservative scholarship, wh ich has sometimes 
been content to take comfort in the reactions 
against the documentary hypothesis without pro
ducing a thorough introduction to the Pentateuch, 
which states positively the evidence for the basic 
unity of the law while taking into full consider
ation the indications of diversity on which the 
documentary theory is based. Our increased knowl
edge of M iddle Eastern literature-thanks to dis
coveries in • M ari, • Nuzi, • Ugarit, Hatti, • Sumer 
and • Egypt-should be of measurable help in this 
task. S ince the texts from • Ebla (Tell Mardikh) 
seem to be contemporary with the earlier chapters 
of biblical history, they are likely to illummate 
both the l i terature of the Pentateuch and its cul
tural background. 

Aalders' studies have broken fresh ground and 
point the way for further advance. Of particular 
interest are his recognition of post-Mosaic and 
non-Mosaic elements in the Pentateuch (e.g. Gn. 
1 4: 1 4; 36:3 1 ;  Ex. 1 1 : 3 ;  1 6:35 ;  Nu. 1 2 :3 ;  2 1 : 1 4- 1 5 ; 
32:34ff.; Dt .  2 : 1 2; 34: 1 - 1 2) and his awareness of 
the fact that neither Testament ascribes the entire 
work to Moses, although both attribute substantial 
parts of it to hirn. The great legal codes, for in
stance, are credited specifically to Moses (e.g. Ex. 
20:2-23:33;  34: 1 1 -26; Dt. 5-26; cf Dt. 31 :9, 24), as 
is (he Israelites' itinerary mentioned in Nu. 33 :2 .  
As far as the Gn. stories are concerned, Moses may 
or may not have been the one who compiled them 
from their written and oral forms. The evidences of 
post-Mosaic editing of the Pentateuch are found in 
the references ci ted above, and especially in the 
mention of such ancient documents as 'the Book 
of the Wars of the Lord' (Nu. 2 1 :  1 4). It is diflicult 
to date the final redaction of the Pentateuch. Aal
ders' suggestion that it took place some time within 
the reigns of Sau I and David is credible, although 
some further allowance should probably be made 
for the modernizing of vocabulary and style. 

111.  The religious message of the Pentateuch 
' The Pentateuch must be dejined as a docl/ment 
which gives Israel its understanding, its aetiology 0/ 
life. Here, through narrative, poetry, prophecy, law, 
God's will concerning Israel's task in the world is 
revealed' (A. Bentzen, /OT2, 1 952 ,  2, p. 77). A 
record of revelation and response, the Pentateuch 
testifies to the saving acts of God who is sovereign 
Lord of history and nature. The central act of God 
in the Pentateuch (and indeed the OT) is the 
• Exodus from Egypt. Here God broke in upon the 
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consciousness of the Israelites and revealed him
self as the redeeming God. Insights gained from 
this revelation enabled them under M oses' leader
ship to re-evaluate the traditions of their ancestors 
and see in them the budding of God's dealings 
which had bloomed so brilliantly in the liberation 
from Egypt. 

Having powerfully and openly proved hirnself as 
Lord in the Exodus, God led the Israelites into the 
realization that he was the Creator and Sustainer 
of the universe as weil as the Ruler of history. The 
order is important: a knowledgi: of the Redeemer 
led to a knowledge of the Creator; an und erstand
ing of the God of grace prompted an understand
ing of the God of natrlre. The display of control 
over nature apparent in the plagues, the crossing of 
the sea, and the sustenance in the wilderness may 
weil have influenced the Israelites to view God as 
Lord of nature as weil as of history. 

God's grace is revealed not only in his deliver
ance and guidance, but in the giving of the law and 
the initiation of the covenant. Israel's pledge of 
obedience, her oath of loyalty to God and his will 
is her response; but even her response is a gift of 
God's grace, for it is he who, though free from 
obligation, has fixed the terms of the covenant and 
provided the sacrificial system as a means of span
ning the gap between hirnself and his people. 
God's grace demands a total recognition of his 
Lordship, a complete obedience to his will in  every 
sphere of l ife. This demand is gracious because it 
involves what is good for Israel, what will help her 
to realize her true potential, and wh at she could 
not discover without divine revelation. 

Whatever the origin of the Pentateuch, it stands 
now as a document possessing a rich inner unity. I t  
is the  record of God's revelation in history and his 
Lordship over history. It testifies both to Israel's 
response and to her failure to respond. It witnesses 
to God's hol iness, which separates hirn from men, 
and his gracious love, which binds hirn to them on 
his terms. (* GENESIS, • EXODUS, • LEVITICUS, 
• NUMBERS, • DEUTERONOMY. ) 
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PENTECOST, FEAST OE In Lv. 23: 1 6  LXX reads 
pentekonta hemeras for the Heb. !l"missilll YOIII, 
'fifty days', referring to the number 01' days from 
the offering of the barJey sheaf at the beginning 01' 



the Passover. On the 50th day was the Feast of 
Pentecost. Since the time elapsed was 7 weeks, i t  
was called J:rag fäQu'ö!, ' feast of weeks' (Ex.  34:22; 
Dt. 1 6: I 0). It marks the completion of the barley 
harvest, which began when the sickle was first put 
to the grain (Dt. 1 6:9), and when the sheaf was 
waved 'the morrow after the sabbath' (Lv. 23 :  1 1 ) .  I t  
i s  also called J:rag haqqä�ir, ' feast of harvest', and 
yöm habbikkurim, 'day of the first fruits' (Ex. 
23:  1 6; Nu.  28 :26). The feast is not limited to the 
times of the Pentateuch, but its observance is indi
cated in the days of Solomon (2 Ch. 8: 1 3), as the 
second of  the three annual festivals (cf Dt. 1 6: 1 6) .  

The feast was proclaimed as a 'holy convocation' 
on which no servile work was to be done, and at 
which every male Israelite was required to appear 
at the sanctuary (Lv. 23 :2 1 ). Two baked loaves of 
new, fine, leavened Hour were brought out of the 
dwellings and waved by the priest before the Lord, 
together with the offerings of animal sacrifice for 
sin-and peace-offerings ( Lv. 23 :  1 7-20). As a day of 
joy (Dt. 1 6: 1 6) it is evident that on it the devout 
Israelite expressed gratitude for the blessings of the 
grain harvest and experienced heartfelt fear of the 
Lord (Je. 5 : 24). But it was the thanksgiving and fear 
of a redeemed people, for the service was not with
out sin-and peace-offerings, and was, moreover, a 
reminder of their deliverance from Egypt (Dt. 
16: 1 2) as God's covenant people ( Lv. 23:22). The 
ground of acceptance of the offering presupposes 
the rem oval of sin and reconciliation with God. 

In the intertestamental period and later, Pente
cost was regarded as the anniversary of the law
giving at Sinai (Jubilees I :  I with 6: 1 7; TB, PesaJ:rim 
68b; M idrash, TanJ:ruma 26c). The Sadducees cele
brated it on the 50th day (inclusive reckoning) from 
the first Sunday after Passover (taking the 'sab
bath' of Lv. 23: 1 5  to be the weekly sabbath); their 
reckoning regulated the public observance so long 
as the Temple stood, and the church is therefore 
justified in commemorating the first Christian Pen
tecost on a Sunday (Whit Sunday). The Pharisees, 
however, interpreted the 'sabbath' of Lv. 23 :  1 5  as 
the Festival of Unleavened Bread (cf Lv. 23:7), 
and their reckoning became normative in Judaism 
after AD 70, so that in the Jewish calendar Pente
cost now falls on various days of the week . 

In t he NT there are three references to Pente
cost: ( I )  Acts 2: I (Gk. len hemerall les penlekosles). 
On this day, after the resurrection and ascension of 
Christ (c. AD 30), the disciples were gathered in a 
house in Jerusalem, and were visi ted with signs 
from heaven .  The Holy Spirit descended upon 
them, and new life, power and blessing was evi
dent, which Peter explained was in fulfilment of 
the prophecy of Joel. (2) Acts 20: 1 6. Paul was de
termined not to spend time in Asia and made 
speed to be in Jerusalem by the day of Pentecost 
(AD 5 7). (3) I Cor. 1 6:8. Paul purposed to stay at 
Ephesus until Pentecos t (AD 54 or 55), because an 
effectual door was opened to hirn for his ministry. 
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PENVEL. 'The face of God' was the name that 
lacob gave to the place where he crossed the 
labbok on his way back to meet Esau. It is possible 
that i t  had been called Penuel be fore, perhaps after 
a pecul iarly shaped rock, and that Jacob endorsed 
the name as a result of his experience with the 
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angel. The blessing which he sought (Gn. 32 :26) 
materialized in Esau's conciliatory attitude (cf 
33: 10 :  'Truly to see your face is like seeing the face 
of God'). 

That Penuel was the site of an important pass is 
shown by the fact that a tower was built there, 
which Gideon destroyed after defeating the Mid
ianites (Jdg. 8:8ff.), and Jeroboam rebuilt the city 
there, presumably to defend the invader's route 
from the E to his new capital at Shechem. The 
exact si te is unknown, but S. Merrill, Easl 0/ 
Jordan, 1 88 1 ,  pp. 390-392, makes a good case for 
the ancient rums 6 km E of Succoth on two hills 
called Tulul ed-Dahab. 1 .B.l .  

PEOPLE. 1.  Heb. I" öm, occasionally sing. ,  more 
frequently plur. /"ummim, may mean: (t) a race or 
ethnic aggregate (Gn. 25 :23,  sing. and plur.); (ir) 
the sum total of the populace subject to a ruler, the 
same concept from a different viewpoint (Pr. 1 4:28, 
sing.); (iir) the totality or a large section of an 
ethnic community considered as the vehicle of 
judgment and feeling (Pr. 1 1  :26, sing.); (iv) ex
ceptionally, the Jewish people (Is. 5 1 :4, sing.); ( v) 
frequently, in the plur., the non-lewish nations (e.g 
Is. 55 :4). 

2. Heb. göy, 'nation', 'people', came by associ
ation rather than etymology to mean specifically 
the Gentiles; or, when applied to Israelites, to 
imply backsliding and religious unfaithfulness 
(Jdg. 2 :20; Is. I :4; eIe. )  The term is used in a vivid 
metaphor for a swarm of locusts in Joel I :6. LXX 
regularly uses elhnos for göy, yet NT sometimes 
uses elhnos for Israel, showing that these acquired 
associations cannot be pressed too rigidly. 
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3. With triHing exceptions (cf Gn. 26: 1 1 ,  'Philis
tines'; Ex. 9 : 1 5, 'Egyptians') Heb. 'am, 'people', 
came to be applied fairly exclusively to Israel as 
the chosen race, but this meaning is acquired, not 
intrinsic. The LXX equivalent is laos. Further excep
tions to Israelite reference are the metaphorical 
descriptions of ants and conies in community (Pr. 
30:25f.). The unusual negative of Dt. 32: 2 1 ,  dir
ectly attached to the noun, denies to a Hesh-and
blood people those spiritual characteristics which 
would justify their title (cf ' Loammi', Ho. 1 :9, AV). 
The biblical phrase 'am hä'äre. means in the earlier 
books the common people of the land, as distinct 
from the rulers and aristocracy. In the Ezra
Nehemiah period, the phrase sharpened to focus 
those Palestinians whose Judaism was mixed or 
suspect, with whom scrupulous lews could not 
intermarry; cf Ezr. 9 :  1 -2 ,  elc. In the rabbinic lit
erature the term-now used in the sing. of an indi
vidual, in the plur. ('amme hä'äre$) of a c1ass
came to mean specifically all those who failed to 
observe the wh oie traditional law in all its details. 
A c1ear premonition of the rabbinic contempt for 
such persons is seen in ln .  7:49. 

4. The common NT equivalent to 'am is laos or 
demos, as opposed to ochlos, which means merely a 
crowd. R.A.S. 

PEOR. I. A mountain somewhere to the N of the 
Dead Sea and opposite lericho, described as look
ing towards the desert, but its location is not cer
tainly identified. It was the last place from wh ich 
Balaam blessed Israel (Nu. 23:28). See 1. A .  
laussen-R. Savignac, Mission en Arabie, 1 909, pp. 
2, 650C 
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2. The name of a deity, more fully Baal-peor, to 
which the Israelites were attracted (Nu. 25:3) and 
for the worship of which they were severely pun
ished. Their punishment left a vivid impression 
and was recalled as a warning and example (Nu. 
3 1 : 1 6; Dt. 4:3;  Jos. 22: 1 7). M.A.M. 

PERAEA. A district in Transjordan, correspond
ing roughly to the • Gilead of the OT. It is never 
mentioned by name in the NT-that is left to 
Josephus-but is the district referred to several 
times (e.g. Mt.  1 9: 1 )  as the land 'beyond Jordan'. 
The name Peraea came into use after the Exile, to 
denote an area E of the Jordan c. 1 6  km wide, 
stretching from the river Arnon in the S to some 
point between the Jabbok and the Yarmuk in the 
N. It comprised essentially the edge of the 1 ,000 m 
scarp overlooking the Jordan, with its towns, and 
was thus a high land region, with adequate (750 
mm (30 in.)) per annum) rainfall and tree cover in 
its hlgher parts. At intermediate elevations there 
were olives and vines, and cultivation tailed off E 
through the wheatfields and then the steppe pas
tures of lower lands. I t  was evidently an attractive 
region in OT times, for after seeing it and adjacent 
areas the tribes of Gad and Reuben (Nu.  32: 1 -5) 
lost interest in crossing Jordan with their cattle. 

In the time of Christ Peraea was occupied by 
Jews and ruled by Herod Antipas, and by Jews it 
was regarded as possessing equality of status with 
Judaea and Galilee. As i t  adjoined both of these 
across the Jordan, it was possible by traversing its 
length to follow an all-Jewish route from Galilee to 
Judaea, thus by-passing the territory of the Sa-
maritans. l .H.P. 

PERDITION (Gk. apö/eia, 'Ioss', 'destruction'). A 
word employed in the NT, in the sense of 'destruc
tion' and with special reference to the fate of the 
wicked and their Jass of eternal l ife (Rev. 1 7:8, I I ) .  
(. HELL, • ESCHATOLOGY.) 

In addition, the phrase 'son of perdition' occurs, 
a form of speech in which the Jews often expressed 
a man's destiny (e.g. 'sons of light', 'children of 
disobedience'; cf Mt .  23 :  I 5; Lk. 1 0:6). It is applied 
to Judas Iscariot (Jn. 1 7 : 1 2) in a vivid sense which 
the Eng. does not fully convey as meaning li terally 
' not one perished but the son of perishing'. The 
term is used also by Paul to describe the 'man of 
lawlessness' (2 Thes. 2 :3), for which see • Anti
christ. The phrase 'sons of perdition' is found in 
Jubi/ees 1 0:3 ,  with reference to those who perished 
in the Flood. 

The Gk. word stands in direct antithesis to full 
and complete blessedness (söteria). l.O.O. 

PEREZ, PEREZITES. Perez (Heb. pere$), one of 
the sons .of Judah by Tamar his daughter-in-Iaw ( I  
Ch. 2:4; 4 :  I ) ,  was s o  named because though his 
twin Zarah put out his hand first, Perez was the 
first delivered, and i t  was said that he had 'made a 
breach' (RSV) or 'broken forth' (AV) (pära$; Gn.  
38:29). He was the father of Hezron and Hamul 
(Gn. 46: 1 2 ;  Nu .  26:2 1 ;  I Ch. 2:5),  whose descend
ants were called Perezites (par$i; Nu. 26:20; AV 
'Pharzites'; see also Ne. I 1 :4, 6). Through hirn and 
Hezron passed the genealogy of the Messiah ( I  
Ch. 9:4; Ru. 4 :  I 8 ;  M t .  1 :3 ;  Lk. 3:33; cf Ru. 4 :  1 2) .  
The name occurs in LXX and NT as Phares, and 

this name is taken over unchanged in to the AV NT. 
In the OT the AV gives 'Pharez' in all occurrences 
except I Ch. 27:3, and Ne. I I :4-6. I n  the later EVV 
the form Perez is used throughout. I t  may be 
compared with the Assyr. personal name Par�i 
found in documents of the 8th century BC. See K .  
Tallqvist, Assyrian Persona/ Narnes, 1 9 14, p .  1 80. 

T.C.M. 

PERFECTION. The biblical idea of perfection is 
of a state of ideal wholeness or completion, in 
which any disabilities, shortcomings or defects that 
may have existed berore have been eliminated or 
left behind. 

In the OT, two Heb. roots express this idea: s/rn 
and trnrn. (For the literal sense of the adjective 
sä/ern, see Dt. 25 :  1 5, RSV 'fulI' , AV 'perfect' ;  27:6, 
'whoie'; for that of tämirn, see Lv. 3:9; 23:  1 5.) In 
the NT the usual adjective ( 1 9  times) is te/eios 
(noun te/eiotes, Co!. 3 : 1 4; Heb. 6: 1 ), which ex
presses the thought of having reached the ap
propriate or appointed te/os ('end' in the sense of 
'goal', 'purpose'). The corresponding verb, te/eioö 
( 1 6  times in this sense), means to bring into such a 
condition. In secular Greek te/eios means also: (i) 
adult, full-grown, as opposed to immature and in
fltntile, and (ii), in  connection with mystery-cults, 
fully initiated. The former sense shines through in 
I Cor. 1 4:20; Eph. 4: I 3; Heb. 5: I 4; cf 6: I ;  the latter 
in I Cor. 2:6 and perhaps Phi!. 3 :  I 5 ;  Co!. 1 :28. Two 
adjecti"es of similar meaning are: (i) artios (2 Tim. 
3: 1 7; AV 'perfect', RSV 'complete'), denoting ability 
and readiness to meet all demands made upon one, 
and (ii) h% kleros (Jas. 1 :4, with te/eios; I Thes. 
5:23, RV 'entire', RSV 'sound'), for wh ich Arndt 
gives 'whoie, complete, undamaged, intact, blame
less'. The NT also uses (7 times) the verb katartizö, 
translated 'perfect' in AV, meaning 'put in order', 
or 'bring to a fit  state', by training, or supplying 
some lack, or correcting some fault .  
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Perfection is a relative term, meaning simply the 
attainment of a due end, or the enjoyment of an 
ideal state. What that end and state is varies in 
different cases. The Bible speaks of perfection in 
three distinct connections. 

I. The perfection of God 
Scripture speaks of God (Mt .  5:48), his 'work' (Dt .  
32:4), his 'way' (2 Sa. 22:31 = Ps. 1 8 :30), and his 
'Iaw' (Ps. 1 9:7 ;  Jas. 1 :25) as perfeet. I n  each context 
some feature of his manifested moral glory is in 
view, and the thought is that what God says and 
does is wholly free from faults and worthy of all 
praise. In Mt. 5:48, Christ holds up the ideal con
duct of the heavenly Father (particularly, in the 
context, his kindness to those who oppose hirn) as 
a pattern wh ich his children must imitate. 

11. The perfection of Christ 
The writer to the Hebrews speaks of the incarnate 
Son 01' God as having been made 'perfect through 
sufferings' (Heb. 2: 1 0).  The reference here is not to 
any personal probat ion of Jesus as man, but to his 
being fitted by his experience of the power of 
temptation and the costliness of obedience for the 
high-priestly ministry to which God had called hirn 
(Heb. 5 :7- 1 0; cf 7:28, RV) . As high priest, having 
'offered for all time a single sacrifice for sins' (Heb. 
1 0: 1 2) , he became 'the source of eternal salvation 
to all who obey hirn' (Heb. 5:9), securing for them 
by his intercession constant access to God (Heb. 



7:25; 1 0 : 1 9fT.) and giving them the constant sym
pathy and help that they need in their constant 
temptations (Heb. 4: 1 4fT.). It  was his own firsthand 
experience of temptation that fitted hirn to fulfil 
this latter ministry (Heb. 2: 1 71'. ; 5 :2, 7fT.). 

III. The perfeetion of man 
This is spoken of with reference (c) to God's cov
enant relationship with man and (b) to his work of 
gracc in man. 

a. God's cOI'enant relationship lVith man 
The Bible speaks of man's perlection in the coven
ant with God This is the perl"ection which the OT 
demands of God's people (Gn. 1 7 : I ;  Dt. 1 8: 1 3) 
and ascribes to individual saints (Noah, Gn.  6:9; 
Asa, I Ki. 1 5: 1 4; Job, Jb. I :  1 ) : loyal, sincere, wh ole
hearted obedience to the known will of their gra
cious God. It is faith at work, maintaining a right 
relationship with God by reverent worship and 
service. This perfeetion is essentially a matter of 
the heart (I Ki .  8 :6 1 ; 2 Ki. 20 :3 ;  I Ch. 29:9); out
ward conformity to God's commands is not 
enough if  the heart is not perfeet (2 Ch. 25 :2) .  Per
I"ection is regularly linked with uprightness, as its 
natural outward expression (Jb. I :  I ,  8; 2:3; Ps. 
37:37; Pr. 2 :2 1 ) . In Mt .  1 9 : 2 1  teleios, as weil as 
expressing the negative thought, 'Iacking not hing' , 
would seem to carry the positive meaning, 'sin
cerely and truly in covenant with God'. 

The Bible also speaks of God's perlecting 01 his 
covenant relation with man. This is the perfecting of 
men through Christ with which the writer to the 
Hebrews deals. 'The perfecting of men refers to 
their covenant condition . . . .  To perfeet . . .  is to 
put the People into the true covenant relation of 
worshippers of the Lord, to bring them into His 
full fellowship' (A. B. Davidson, Hebrews, p. 208). 
God did this by replacing the old covenant, priest
hood, tabernacle and sacrifices by something 
better. The 'old covenant' in Hebrews means the 
Mosaic system for establishing living fellowship 
between God and his people; but, says the writer, it 
could never 'perfeet' them in this relationship, for it 
could not give full assurance of the remission of all 
sins (Heb. 7: 1 1 , 18; 9:9; 1 0 : 1 -4).  Under the new 
covenant, however, on the ground of Christ's 
single sacrifice of himself, believers receive God's 
assurance that he will remember their sins no more 
( 1 0 : 1 1 - 1 8) .  Thus they are 'perfected for ever' (v. 
1 4).  This perfeetion of fellowship with God is 
something that OT saints did not know on earth 
( 1 1 :40)-though, through Christ, they enjoy it 
now, in the heavenly Jerusalem ( 1 2 :23f.). 

b. God's work 01 grace in man 
The Bible speaks of God's perlecting 01 his people 
in the image 01 Christ. God means those who 
through faith enjoy fellowship with hirn to grow 
from spiritual infancy to a maturity (perfeetion) in 
which t hey will lack nothing of the full stature of 
Christ, in whose likeness they are being renewed 
(Co!. 3: 1 0). They are to grow till they are, in this 
sense, complete (cf 1 Pet. 2 :2; Heb. 5 :  1 4; 6: 1 ;  Ga!. 
3 :  1 4; Eph. 4: 1 3; Co!. 4: 1 2). This thought has both a 
corporate and an individual aspect: the church 
corporately is to become 'a perfeet man' (Eph. 
4: 1 3 ; cf 2 :  1 5; Ga!. 3:28), and the individual Chris
tian will ' be perfeet' (Phi!. 3 :  1 2). In  either case the 
conception is Christological and eschatologica! .  
The realm of perfeetion i s  'in Christ' (Co!. 1 :28), 
and perfeetion of fellowship with Christ, and like-
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ness to Christ, is a divine gift that will not be en
joyed til l  the day of his coming, the church's com
pleting, and the Christian's resurrection (cf Eph. 
4: 1 2- 1 6; Phi!. 3 : 1 0- 1 4; Co!. 3:4; 1 Jn. 3 :2). Mean
while, however, mature and vigorous Christi ans 
may be said to have attained a relative per feet ion in 
the realms 01" spiritual insight (Phi!. 3 :  1 5 , cf v. 1 2),  
tcmpered Christian character (Jas. 1 :4) and con
fident love towards God and men (1 Jn. 4: 1 2, 1 7f.). 

The B ible nowhere relates the idea 01" perfeetion 
directly to law, nor equates it directly with sinless
ness. Absolute sinlessness is a goal wh ich Chris
tians must seek (cf Mt. 5:48; 2 Cor. 7 :  I ;  Rom. 6: 1 9 )  
but which they do no t  as  yet find (Jas. 3 :2 ;  1 Jn .  
I :8-2 :2). No doubt when the  Christian is perfected 
in glory he will be sin less, but to equate the biblical 
idea of perfeet ion with sinlessness and then to 
argue that, because the Bible calls some men per
feet, therefore sinlessness on earth must be a prac
tical possibility, would be to darken counse!. The 
present perfeetion which, according to Scripture, 
some Christians attain is a matter, not of sinless
ness, but of strang faith, joyful patience, and over
f10wing love. (. SANCTlFICATION. ) 
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PERGA. An ancient city 01 '  unknown foundation 
in • Pamphylia; weil sited in an extensive valley, 
wate red by the Cestrus. I t  was the religious capital 
of Pamphylia, like Ephesus, a 'cathedral city' 01' 
Artemis, whose temple stood on a nearby hil ! .  Like 
most cities on that pirate-ridden coast, Perga 
stands a little inland, and was served by a river
harbour. Attaleia, founded in the 2nd century BC, 
later served as Perga's port, but also absorbed her 
prosperity. Some ruins remain giving a pleasant 
Impression of the ancient Perga, but Attaleia sur
vives as an active port, the modern Adalia, one of 
the beauty-spots of Anatolia, so completely did 
Attalus' foundation overwhelm the more ancient 
towns. E.M.B. 

PERGAMUM. A city of the Roman province of 
Asia, in the W of what is now Asiatic Turkey. It 
occupied a commanding position near the seaward 
end of the broad valley of thc Caicus, and was 
probably the site of a settlement from a very early 
date. It became important only after 282 BC, when 
Philetaerus revolted against Lysimachus of Thrace 
and made it the capital of what became the Attalid 
kingdom, wh ich in 1 33 BC was bequeathed by At
talus I I I  to the Romans, who formed the pravince 
of • Asia fiOm it. The first temple of the impeiial 
cult was built in Pergamum (c. 29 BC) in honour of 
Rome and Augustus. The city thus boas ted a re
ligious primacy in the province, though • Ephesus 
became its main commercial centre. 

Pergamum is listed third of the 'seven churches 
of Asia' (Rev. I :  1 1 ) :  the order suits its position in 
geographical sequence. This was the place 'where 
Satan's throne is' (Rev. 2 :  1 3). The phrase has been 
referred to the complex of pagan cults, of Zeus, 
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Pergamum, one ol the 'seven churches 01 Asia' (Rev. 
1-3). 

Athena Dionysus and Asclepius, established by 
the Att�lid kings, that of Asclepius Soter (the 'sa
viour', 'healer') being of special importance. These 
cults are illustrative of the religious history of Per
gamum, but the main allusion is probably to em
peror worship. This was where the worshlp of the 
divine emperor had been made the touchstone of 
civic loyalty under Domitian. It marked a crisis for 
the church in Asia. Antipas (v. 1 3) is probably clted 
as a representative (perhaps the first) of those who 
were brought to judgment and execution here for 
their faith .  

This letter is the primary source for the • Nico
laitans who are emphatically equated with 
Balaa� , and seem to be a party wh ich advocated 
compromise under pagan pressures. . 

Here Christ possesses the real and ultlmate au
thority, symbolized by the 'sharp two-edged sword' 
(v. 1 2), in the place where the Roman proconsul 
exercised the 'power of the sword' in judgment .  
The church is blamed for tolerating a party whose 
teaching would subvert it into idolatry and im
morality like that of Balaam. But the 'con<jueror' 
receives a pledge 01" Christ's inward relallonshlp 
with hirn. The meaning of the 'white stone' (v. 1 7) 
is uncertain:  it is properly a 'pebble' or tessera 
(tablet; Gk.  psephos). These had many uses, more 
than one of which may be apposite here. They rep
resented acquittal, or served as a token or ticket of 
many kinds. The written name here is of the IndI
vidual, and marks Christ's individual acceptance 
of the believer. 

A small town (Bergama) still stands on the plain 
below the acropolis of the ancient city. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. 1. Hemer, The Leiters to the 
Seven Churches 01 Asia in Their Local Setting, 
1 986; E. M .  Yamauchi, New Testament Cities in 
Western Asia Minor, 1 980. M.l.S.R. 
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PERIZZITES, These are mentioned: ( I )  among 
the occupants of Canaan generally (Gn. 1 5 :20; Ex. 
3 :8;  Dt. 7: 1 ;  20: 1 7; los. 3 : 1 0; 9 : 1 ;  ldg. 3 :5 ;  I KI. 

9:20; 2 Ch. 8:7; Ezr. 9 :  I ;  Ne. 9:8); (2) with thc 
Jebusites, elC. , in the hills (Jos. I I  :3); (3) wlth the 
Canaanites near Bethe! (Gn. 1 3 :7), near Shechem 
(Gn. 34:30), and in the Judaean hills (Jdg. I :4f.); 
(4) with the Rephaim (Jos. 1 7 : 1 5) .  They were ap
parently hill-dwellers; thls SUltS the interpretatIOn 
of 'Perizzites', favoured by most commentators, as 
'villagers' ( I"rom Heb. p'räzä, 'hamleq . The fact 
that Gn. 1 0: 1 5ff. does not name Penzzltes among 
Canaan's 'sons' supports this possibility. See 
POTT, p. 1 0 1 .  J . P.U.L. 

PERSECUTION. As encountered by Christians, 
this was nothing new. It was part of their Jewish 
heritage. The association of witness and suffenng, 
begun as early as the second part of Isaiah, was 
crystallized in the Seleucld struggle. A theory of 
martyrdom rewarded by personal immortality 
grew up till it dominated the outlook of the Jews 
towards the Roman government (4 Macc. 1 7 :8ff.). 
The possibility of death for Torah became ac
cepted as a demand of Judaism. Thus the Jews 
were not averse to martyrdom; desplte officlal 
Roman toleration of their religion, their coheslve
ness, non-co-operat ion and uncanny financial suc
cess won them widespread hat red and spasmodlc 
persecution, especially outside Palestine: pogroms 
were common in Alexandna. Thls legacy was 
taken over by the Christians. Their willingness t� 
face suffering was intensified by the example .01 
Jesus and by the association of persecullon wlth 
the longed-for end of the age (Mk .  1 3 :7- 1 3) . Even 
so we must ask what aroused such anlmoslty 
to�ards them among both the Jews and the 
Romans. 

a. Oppositionlrom the lews 
This gradually grew in intensity. The preachin� of 
a crucified Messiah whose death was pubhcly 
blamed on the Jewish leaders was highly provoca
tive. Even so, the people were favourable (Acts 
2:46f.; 5 :  14) and the Pharisees moderate (Acts 
5:34ff.; 23 :6ff.), while opposition arose, naturally 
enough, among the Sadducees (A�ts 4: I ,  6; 5: 1 7). 
Stephen's preaching of the transltonness of the 
law (Acts 6: 1 4) turned public opinion and brought 
about the first persecution in Jerusalem and else
where, e.g. Damascus. In AD 44 James was executed 
by Herod Agrippa, and throughout the Acts the 
Jews appear as Paul's most vehement enemles. Thls 
attitude could only have been made worse by the 
Apostolic Council wh ich repudiated the need for 
circumcision, and it culminated in the excommunl
cation of Christians at Jamnia, c. AD 80. 

b. Oppositionlrom the Romans 
Rome's attitude underwent a marked change. At 
first, as we see in Acts, she gave Christians toler
ation and even encouragement .  Thls soon gave way 
to fierce opposi tion. I n  Rome (Tacitus, Ann. 1 5 . 44) 
such was their unpopularity by AD 64 that Nero 
could make them scapegoats for the fire. In Bi
thynia (Pliny, Ep. 10. 96-97) by c. AD 1 1 2 perslst
ence in Christianity was a capital offence, though 
Trajan would not allow anonymous delation and 
he deprecated 'witch hunting'. Three explanallons 
of this changed attitude are suggested: 

(i) That Christians were. pr<?secuted only for spe
cific offences, such as cannlbahsm, Incendlansm, In
cest, magic, il l icit assembly and majestas (in their 
case, refusal to sacrifice to the numen of the em-
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peror). There is, indeed, evidence that they were 
accused on all these counts, but I Pet. 2: 1 2; 4: 1 4-
1 7 ; Pliny, Ep. 1 0. 97; and Suetonius, Nero 1 6, al l  
make clear that at an early date the nomen ipsum 01' 
Christian, irrespective of the eohaeren/ia fiagi/ia 
associated with it in the popular mind, was 
punishable. 

(ii) That there was a general law throughout the 
empire, the ins/itutum Neronianum, wh ich pro
scribed Christianity. Tertullian makes this claim, 
and says that this was the only one of Nero's ae/a 
not rescinded later (Ad. Na/. 50. 7, see also Apo/. 
5), and the evidence of Suetonius, I Pet. and Rev. is 
patient of this interpretation. However, Christian
ity was probably not important enough to evoke 
such a general law, and if there was one it is hard to 
explain Pliny's ignorance of it ,  Trajan's failure to 
mention it, the property rights enjoyed by the 
church prior to the Decian persecution, and the 
remarkable lack of uniformity in its execution. 

(iii) That persecution was at the discretion of the 
governor, who acted only in response to private 
accusation: there was no public prosecutor in 
Roman society. Whatever the formal charge, it is 
clear that by Pliny's time active membership of an 
organization believed to be criminal, and therefore, 
like the Bacchanals and the Druids, banned be
cause in all three cult and see/era appeared indis
tinguishable, constituted an actionable offence, 
and contumacia, persistent refusal to recant, met 
with death. The competence of proconsuls and city 
prefects in crimina ex/ra ordinem has been shown in 
recent years to have been very great. If  a governor 
wished to take action against Christians he had the 
Neronian precedent to guide hirn and his coercive 
imperium to support hirn. Alternatively, it lay 
within his discretion, like Gallio (Acts 1 8 : 1 4- 1 6), 
to refuse jurisdiction. If in doubt he could refer to 
the emperor, whose rescript would be binding on 
hirn as long as he remained in the province, though 
not necessarily upon his successors. 

It is because the governors enjoyed such discre
tion that Tertullian addressed his Apology not to 
the emperor but to the governor: for it was in his 
hands that the remedy lay. This accounts for the 
spasmodic nature of persecution until the days of 
Decius. It depended so much on the policy of the 
governor and whether the extent of the unpopular
ity of Christians in the provincc was such as to 
drive private individuals to prosecute them. There 
is no satisfactory evidence (despite Orosius, 7. 7) 
for believing that there was any general action 
against Christians throughout the empire under 
Nero, though the sect seems to have become i//ici/a 
in Rome itself (Suetonius, Nero 1 6). The actual 
evidence for a Domitianic persecution of the 
church is precarious despite the invective heaped 
on that emperor by the Fathers. A broad general
ization in Dio (67. 1 4), concerning the death of 
Flavius Clemens, who was possibly, and Acilius 
Glabrio, who was probably, a Christian, and the 
banishment of Domitilla, is about all that can be 
summoned. But it is quite possible that Domitian, 
who minutely inspected and vigorously exacted the 
lewish revenue (Suetonius, Domit. 1 2),  discovered 
uncircumcised Christians sheltering under the re
Iigious privileges of the lews and instituted against 
them a general persecution of which we have vivid 
traces in the Apocalypse, if  this is to be dated 
under Domitian rat her than Nero. 

Persecution was therefore restricted by three fac
tors: (i) that the Roman governors were reluctant 
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to admit charges concerning private religious opin
ions (supers/i/iones) and tried to confine their at
tention to real offences; (ii) that accusations had to 
be made personally and publicly-and to bring a 
capital charge was both dangerous and difficult; 
(iii) that in each province only one man, the gov
ernor, could pass the death sentence. 

These three factors combined to protect the ma
jority of Christians long enough for the church to 
become firmly established throughout the empire. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. H. C. Frend, Mar/yrdom and 
Perseeu/ion in /he Early Chureh, 1 965; T. W. 
Manson, BJRL 39, 1 956-7, pp. 463ff.; H .  B. Mat
tingley, JTS n.s. 9, 1 958, pp. 26ff.; F. W. Clayton, 
CQ 4 1 ,  1 947, pp. 83ff.; A. N. Sherwin-White, JTS 
n .s. 3, 1 952, pp. I 99ff. ; E. M .  Smallwood, C/assiea/ 
Phi/% gy 5 1 ,  1 956, pp. 5-1 1 ;  G. Ebel, R .  Schippers, 
NIDNIT 2, pp. 805-809; A. Oepke, TDNT 2,  pp. 
229f. ;  H. Schlier, TDNT 3, pp. 1 39- 1 48 ;  R. 1. Lane 
Fox, Pagans and Chris/ians, 1 986. E.M.B.G. 

PERSEVERANCE. The strictly biblical, as dis
tinct from the later theological, significance of this 
term is indicated by the context of its sole occur
rence in AV as a rendering of proskar/eresis in Eph. 
6: 1 8. The implication of steadfastness, patience, 
persistence is confirmed by the use of the verb 
proskartereö, to attend constantly, continue un
swervingly, adhere firmly, hold fast to (MM, p. 
548). I t  is used in Mk.  3 :9 to describe a skiff quietly 
waiting to carry lesus from the surging crowd, and 
in Acts 1 0:7 of the soldiers in Cornelius' body
guard who were in uninterrupted attendance upon 
hirn. In its spiritual application i t  always has to do 
with continuance in the Christian way, particularly 
in relation to prayer (cf Acts I :  1 4; 2:42, 46; 6:4; 
8: 1 3; Rom. 1 2 :  1 2; 1 3 :6; Co!. 4:2). RSV translates 
hypomone as 'perseverance' in Heb. 1 2 : I .  
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No doctrinal undertones attach to the term in 
the NT. It relates simply to the continual and 
patient dependence of the Christian upon Christ. 
Dur Lord's parable of the importunate widow is 
the most relevant commentary (cf Lk. 1 8: 1 -8). 
Christian perseverance is only a quality in the be
liever because initially it is a gift of God. It is by his 
power that those who trust in hirn are 'guarded 
through faith for a salvation ready to be revealed in 
the last time' ( I  Pet. 1 :5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. I .  H .  MarshalI, Kep/ by /he 
Power 0/ God, 1 969; W. M undle, NIDNIT 2, pp. 
767f A�.W. 

PERSlA, PERSIANS. The I ndo-European Per
si ans, nomadic pastoralists from S Russia, prob
ably entered the Iranian plateau late in the 2nd 
millennium BC. In 836 BC Shalmaneser I I I  of As
syria received tribute from rulers of a Parsua near 
Lake Urmia. His successor found the land of Par
suash in the S where several tribes finally settled. 
This area, E of the Persian Gulf, is still called Far
sistan. Persepolis and Parsagarda were the chief 
towns. Heb. päras, 'Persia', refers to this land. 

I.  Persian and Jewish history 

The early traditions of the Persian people are re
corded in the sacred book, the Zend-Avesta. The 
earliest recorded kings ruled from Anshan, NW of 
Susa. The Achaemenes who was claimed as foun
der of the dynasty by later kings probably reigned 
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Cyrus 11, the G reat 
( = 'Oarius the Mede'?) 

559 - 530 BC 
(2 Ch. 36:22 - 23; Ezr. 1 :1 - 4, 7 - 8; 

5 :13 - 17 ;  6 :3;  15. 44 :28; 45 :1;  
On. 1 :21 ;  5 :30; 6 :28;  10:1) 

Oarius I, the Great 
522 - 486 BC 

(Ezr. 4 :5 ;  5 :6 - 7 ; 6 :1 ;  
Hg. 1 :1 ;  Zc. 1 :1 )  

Persian rufers 01 the Archaemenid dynasty, with sefected bibficaf relerences. 

c. 680 BC. His  grandson, Cyrus I ,  opposed Ashur
banipal of Assyria, but later submitted. Cyrus 1 1 ,  
grandson of  Cyrus I ,  rebe lied against his Median 
suzerain, Astyages, killing hirn and taking over his 
capital, • Ecbatana, in 550 BC. Thereafter Median 
language and customs had strong inftuence on the 
Persians. This success was followed by the subjuga
tion of Anatolia and the conquest of Croesus of 

Lydia (547 BC). Cyrus then turned E to extend his 
realm into NW India. By 540 BC he was sufficiently 
strong to attack Babylonia. After several battles he 
entered Babyion in triumph on 29 October 539 BC, 
1 7  days after the city had fallen to his army (Dn. 
5 :30f.; • CVRUS). The king soon returned to Susa, 
but his son Cambyses remained in Babyion to rep
resent hirn in religious ceremonies. The whole 
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empire was divided into large regions ruled by • sat
raps, chosen from Persian or Median nobles but 
with native officers under them (cf On. 6). Various 
statues of gods which had been collected into Ba
bylon by the last native king, Nabonidus (perhaps 
reftected in Is. 46: I f.), were returned to their own 
shrines. As there was no image of Yahweh to 
return to lerusalem, Cyrus gave to back the lews 
the precious vessels looted from the Temple by 
Nebuchadrezzar (Ezr. I :7ff.; cf Darr, pp. 92-94). 
More important, he gave royal authorization for 
the rebuilding of the Temple to any lew who 
wished to return to ludah (Ezr. I :  1 -4). One Shesh
bazzar was appointed governor (Ezr. 5 :  1 4). He was 
evidently a special officer responsible to the king. 
The governor of the province of 'Across the River' 
(the country W of the Euphrates) was c1early 
unaware of Cyrus' edict when in 520 BC he 
attempted to delay the work. His letter went to his 
superior, the satrap who had charge of BabyIon 
and the W. No record was found among the arch
ives kept at BabyIon, but a memorandum was 
found at Ecbatana, where Cyrus had resided dur
ing his first regnal year. Darius I (522-486 BC) 
confirmed the decree and ordered his officials to 
help the lews. 

Darius and his successor Xerxes I (486-465 BC) 
expended considerable energy in an attempt to 
conquer the Greeks of the Peloponnese, almost the 
only area remaining outside the Persian empire in 
the known world, for Cambyses " (530-522 BC) 
had annexed Egypt in 525 BC. The defeat at Mara
thon (490 BC) by a small Gk. army was the only 
rebuff suffered by Darius. His reorganization of 
the satrapies, his system of military commanders, 
and his introduction of coinage, legal and postal 
systems lasted as long as the empire. These facil i
t ies coupled with the considerable degree of au
tonomy allowed to subject peoples contributed 
greatly to the stability of the empire and allowed 
such a small community as ludah to survive, 
lewish officers acting as governors (P�lh) there. 

Under Artaxerxes 1 . (465-424 BC) lewish affairs 
had official representation at court. • Ezra, i t  
seems, was 'Seeretary of State for lewish Affairs' 
(Ezr. 7 :  1 2) .  He was accredited as special envoy to 
reorganize the Temple services at lerusalem (458 
BC) . The eager Jews were led on by the encourage
ment they received to exceed the terms 01' Ezra's 
commission and rebuild the city wall. This was re
ported to the king by the governor of Samaria, 
who evidently had some responsibility for ludah. 
The royal reply ( Ezr. 4: 1 7-23) ordered the cessa
tion of the work, for search of the records had 
shown that the city had revolted against earlier 
kings. Artaxerxes was faced with rebel lion in Egypt 
(c. 460-454 BC), so he could not allow the construc
tion of a fortress so near to that country. However, 
the royal cupbearer was a lew, • Nehemiah, who 
was able to reverse t he effects of this decree by 
having hirnself appointed • governor of ludah 
(Heb. tirsä!ä ', a Persian word, Ne. 8 :9) with per
mission to rebuild the walls (445 BC) . No record 
remains of relations between tht;.Persian rulers and 
the lews after this period. When the Persian empire 
was in the power of Alexander (33 1 BC) the lews 
simply transferred their allegiance from one mon
arch to another. 

1 1 .  Persian culture 
The Indo-European Persian language was written 
in a cuneiform script composed of 51 simple syl-
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labic signs (. WRITING) but this was restricted to 
imperial monuments almost exclusively. The im
perial chancery used • Aramaic language and char
acters for official communications (e.g. the letters 
in Ezra, cf DOTT, pp. 256-269). Translations were 
made into loeal tongues (cf Est. 3: 1 2; 8 :9). 

The luxury of the Persian court as described in 
the book of • Esther is attested by objects found at 
several sites. A number of stone bas-reliefs depict 
the king and his courtiers and the tribute of the 
vanquished. Portraits of the different racial groups 
are especially fine examples of Persian stone carv
ing. The Oxus t reasure (now mostly in the British 
M useum) and other chance finds show the skill of 
goldsmiths and jewellers. Solid gold and silver 
bowls and vases illustrate the wealth of the kings. 
Gk. inftuences may be seen in some Persian works 
and Gk. craftsmen appear among lists of palace 
dependants. 

111. Persian religion 
The early Persians revered gods of nature, fertility 
and the heavens. The tribe of the Magi were nearly 
exclusively the priests. Some time after 1 000 BC Zo
roaster proclaimed a religion of lofty moral ideals 
based on the principle '00 good, hate evil'. For 
hirn there was one god, Ahura-mazda, the Good, 
represented by purifying fire and water. Opposed 
to the good was a dark power of Evil .  This creed 
was adopted by Darius I, but soon became lost 
among the more ancient cults. Zoroaster's doc
trines survived and were spread abroad. Their in
ftuence has been traced in the writings of early 
ludaism (· DEAD SEA SCROLLS) and, by some 
scholars, in the NT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. T. Olmstead, History 01 the 
Persian Empire, 1 948; R. N. Frye, The Heritage 01 
Persia 2, 1 975; E. Porada, Ancient Iran, 1 965; M .  
Boyce, A His/ory 01 Zoroastrianism, I ,  1 975; E.  M .  
Yamauchi, Persia and the Bible, 1 990. A.R .M.  

PETER. 

I. Early background 
Peter's original name was apparently the Heb. 
Simeon (Acts 1 5 : 1 4; 2 Pet. I :  I ): perhaps, like many 
lews, he adopted also 'Sirnon', usual in the NT, as 
a Gk. name of similar sound. His father's name 
was lonah (Mt .  1 6: 1 7); he hirnself was married 
(Mk.  1 :30), and in his missionary days his wife ac
companied hirn (I Cor. 9 :5) .  The Fourth Gospel 
gives • Beth-saida, just inside Gaulanitis, and a 
largely Gk. city, as his place 01' origin (Jn. 1 :44), 
but he had also a horne in Capernaum in Galilee 
(Mk.  1 :2 1  ff.) .  Both places were at the lakeside, 
where he worked as a fisherman, and in both there 
would be abundant contact with Gentiles. (His 
brother's name ;s Gk.) Simon spoke Aramaic with 
a strong N-country accent (Mk. 1 4:70), and main
tained the piety and outlook of his people (cf Acts 
10 :  1 4), though not trained in the law (Acts 4: 1 3 ; 
Iiteracy is not in question). It is likely that he was 
affected by lohn the Baptist's movement (cf Acts 
I :22): his brother Andrew was a disciple of lohn 
(Jn .  I :39f.). 

II. Call 
The Fourth Gospel describes a period of Christ's 
activity before the commencement of the Galilean 
ministry, and !o this may be referred Peter's first 
introduction to hirn, by Andrew's agency (Jn. 
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1 :4 1 ). This makes the response to the subsequent 
call by the lakeside (Mk .  I :  1 6f.) more intelligible. 
The call to the intimate band of the Twelve fol
lowed (Mk.  3 : 1 6ff.). 

It was as a disciple that Simon received his new 
title, the Aramaic Kepha ('Cephas'), 'rock' or 
'stone' (I Cor. I :  1 2; 1 5 :5; Ga!. 2 :9), usually appear
ing in NT in the Gk. form Petros. According to Jn .  
1 :42, Jesus conferred th is  title (not  known as  a per
sonal name previously) at their first encounter. 
John's usual designation is 'Sirnon Peter'. Mark 
calls hirn Simon up to 3: 1 6, and Peter almost in
variably thereafter. There is nothing in any case to 
suggest that the solemn words of Mt. 1 6 :  1 8  repre
sen ted the first bestowal of the name. 

1 1 1 .  Peter in the ministry of Jesus 
Peter was one 01' the first disciples called; he always 
stands first in the lists of disciples; he was also one 
of the three who formed an inner circle round the 
Master (Mk.  5 :37; 9:2; 1 4:33; cf 1 3 :3). His impul
sive devotion is frequently portrayed (cf Mt .  1 4:28; 
Mk. 1 4:29; Lk. 5 :8;  Jn. 2 1 :7), and he acts as 
spokesman of the Twelve (Mt. 1 5 : 1 5; 1 8:2 1 ;  Mk .  
1 :36f.; 8:29; 9 : 5 ;  1 0:28; 1 1 :2 1 ;  1 4:29ff.; Lk .  5 :5 ;  
1 2 :4 1 ). At the crisis near Caesarea Philippi he is the 
representative of  the whole band: for the question 
is directed to them all (Mk .  8:27, 29), and all are 
included in the look that accompanies the sub
sequent reprimand (8:33). 

On any satisfactory interpretation of Mk.  9: I 
the transfiguration is intimately related to the apos
tolic confession which precedes it. The experience 
made a lasting impression on Peter: I Pet. 5: I ;  2 
Pet. I :  1 6ff. are most naturally interpreted of the 
transfiguration, and, for what they are worth, the 
Apoca!ypse and Acts 0/ Peter (0 NEW TESTAMENT 
ApOCRYPHA) show that their authors associated 
the preaching of this subject with Peter. 

In a measure, the disastrous boast 01' Mk.  
1 4 :29ff. is also representative of the  disciples; and, 
as Peter's protestations of loyalty are the loudest, 
so his rejection of the Lord is the most explicit 
(Mk.  1 4:66ff.) .  He is, however, specially marked 
out by the message 01' the resurrection (Mk.  1 6:7), 
and personally receives a visitation of the risen 
Lord (Lk. 24:34; I Cor. 1 5 :5) .  

IV. The commission of Peter 
Mt. 1 6: 1 8ff. is one of the most discussed passages 
of the NT. Rejection 01' the genuineness 01' the 
saying is arbitrary, and gene rally based on dog
matic assumptions (sometimes the assumption that 
Jesus never meant to found the church). Others 
have argued that the saying is genuine but dis
placed . Stauffer would see it as a resurrection 
commission, like Jn .  2 1 :  1 5; Cullmann would set it 
in a passion context, like Lk. 22 :3 1  f. Such re
constructions hardly do justice to the distinctive
ness of Mt .  1 6: 1 8ff. I t  is a benediction and a prom
ise: the other passages are commands. We need not 
undervalue Mark's vivid account 01' the Caesarea 
Philippi incident, which concentrates attention on 
the disciples' failure to understand the nature 01' 
the Messiahship they have just confessed, to ac
knowledge that the 'rock' saying belongs to the oc
casion 01' the confession. 

There is still no  unanimity in interpreting the 
passage. The suggestion that 'rock' is simply a 
misunderstanding of a vocative 'Peter' in the 
underlying Aramaic (SB, I ,  p. 732) is too facile: 
the passage has obviously something to do with 

the significance of Peter's name, wh ich various 
Gospel sources show as having been solemnly 
bestowed by Jesus. From early times two main 
interpretations have been held, with many variants. 

I .  That the rock is substantially what Peter has 
said: either Peter's faith or the confession 01' the 
Messiahship of Jesus. This is a very early interpret
ation (cf Origen, in !oc., 'Rock means every dis
ciple of Christ'). It has the great merit 01' taking 
seriously the Matthean context, and emphasizing, 
as Mk. 8 does in a different way, the immense sig
nificance 01' the Caesarea Philippi confession.  In 
historical perspective we should probably see the 
rock as, not simply faith in Christ, but the apos
tolic confession of Christ, spoken of elsewhere as 
the foundation of the church (cf Eph . 2 :20). The 
'rock' saying touches the core of the apostolic 
function, and Peter, first among the ° apostles, has 
a name which proclaims it. That his own fai th and 
understanding are as yet anything but exemplary is 
irrelevant: the church is to be built on the confes
sion of the apostles. 

2. That the rock is Peter hirnself. This is found 
almost as early as the other, for Tertullian and the 
bishop, whether Roman or Carthaginian, against 
whom he thundered in De Pudicitia, assurne this, 
though with different inferences. I ts strength lies in 
the fact that Mt .  1 6: 1 9  is in the singular, and must 
be addressed directly to Peter even if, like Origen, 
we go on to say that to have Peter's faith and vir
tues is to have Peter's keys. Comparison might also 
be made with the Midrash on Is. 5 1 : 1 .  When God 
looked on Abraham who was to appear, he said, 
'Behold, I have found a rock on wh ich I can build 
and base the world. Therefore he called Abraham a 
rock' (SB, I ,  p. 733). 

Many Protestant interpreters, including notably 
Cullmann, take the latter view; but i t  is perhaps 
significant that he cuts the saying from the Mat
thean setting. To read it where Matthew places it is 
surer than to t reat i t  as an isolated logion. 
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I t  must be stressed, however, that the exegesis 01' 
this point has nothing to do with the claims for the 
primacy of the Roman Church or its bishop with 
wh ich it has through historical circumstances 
become involved. Even if  it could be shown that 
Roman bishops are in any meaningful sense thc 
successors of Peter (wh ich i t  cannot), the passage 
does not allow for the transfer 01' its provisions to 
any successors whatever. It refers to the foundation 
of the church, wh ich cannot be repeated. 

Thc words that follow about the keys 01' thc 
kingdom should be contrasted with Mt. 23 :  1 3 .  Thc 
Pharisees, for all their missionary propaganda, 
shut up the kingdom: Peter, recognizing the Son 
who is over thc house and who holds thc keys (cf 
Rev. I :  1 8; 3:7; 2 1 :25), finds them delivered to hirn 
(cf Is. 22:22) to open the kingdom. (0 POWER OF THE 
KEYS.) The 'binding and loosing', a phrase for 
which there are illuminating rabbinie paralleis, is 
here addressed to Peter, but elsewhere is assigned to 
all the apostles (cf Mt.  1 8 : 1 8). 'The apostle would, 
in the coming Kingdom, be like a great scribe or 
Rabbi, who woulg deliver decisions on the basis, 
not of the Jewish law, but 01' the teaching 01' Jesus 
which "fulfilled" it' (A. H. McNcile, in !oc.). 

But that here and elsewhere a primacy among 
the apostles is ascribed to Peter is not in doubt. Lk. 
22 :3 1  ff. shows the strategie position 01' Peter as 
seen by both the Lord and the devil and, in fuH 
knowledge of the approaching desertion, marks 
out his future pastoral function. The risen Lord 



reinforces this commission (Jn. 2 1 :  1 5ff.), and it is 
the Fourth Gospel, wh ich demonstrates the pecu
liar relationship of the apostle John to Christ, that 
records it .  

V. Peter in the apostolic church 
The Acts shows thc commission in exercise. Before 
Pentecost it is Peter who takes the lead in the 
comrnunity (Acts I :  1 5ff.); afterwards, he is the 
principal preacher (2: 1 4ff.; 3 : 1 2ff.) the spokesman 
before the Jewish authorities (4:8ff.), the president 
in the administration of discipline (5 :3ff.). Though 
the church as a whole made a deep impression on 
the community, it was to Peter in particular that 
supernatural powers were attributed (5: 1 5). In Sa
maria, the church's first mission field, the same 
leadership is exercised (8: 1 4ff.) .  

Significantly also, he is the first apostle to be 
associated with the Gentile mission, and that by 
unmistakably providential means ( I O: l ff. ;  cf 
1 5 :7tf.). This immediately brings criticism upon 
hirn ( 1 1 :2ff.); and not for the last time. Ga!. 2: 1 1  ff. 
gives us a glimpse of Peter at Antioch, the first 
church with a significant ex-pagan element, shar
ing table-fellowship with the Gentile converts, and 
then meeting a barrage of Jewish-Christian oppo
sition, in the face of wh ich he withdraws. This de
fection was roundly denounced by Paul; but there 
is no hint of any theological difference between 
them, and Paul's complain t  is rather the in
compatibility of Peter's practice with his t heory. 
The old theory (revived by S. G. F. Brandon, The 
Fall 0/ Jerusalem and the Christian Church, 1 95 1 ), 
of persistent rivalry between Paul and Peter, has 
Iittle basis in the documents. 

Despite this lapse, the Gentile mission had no 
truer friend than Peter. Paul's gospel and his had 
the same content, though a somewhat different ex
pression: the Petrine speeches in Acts, Mark's 
Gospel and I Peter have the same theology of the 
cross, rooted in the concept of Christ as the suffer
ing Servant. He was ready with the right hand of 
fellowship, recognizing his mission to Jews and 
Paul's to Gentiles as part of the same ministry 
(Ga!. 2 :7ff.); and at the Jerusalem Council is re
corded as the first to urge the full acceptance of the 
Gentiles on faith alone (Acts 1 5 :7ff.). 

Peter's career after the death of Stephen is hard 
to trace. The references to hirn in Joppa, Caesarea 
and elsewhere suggest that he undertook mission
ary work in Palestine (James no doubt now 
assuming leadership in Jerusalem). He was 
imprisoned in Jerusalem, and on his miraculous 
escape he left for 'another place' (Acts 1 2 : 1 7). 
Atternpts to identify this place are fruitless. We 
know that he went to Antioch (Ga!. 2:  1 1  ff.); he 
may have gone to Corinth, though probably not 
for long ( I  Cor. 1 : 1 2). He is c10sely associated 
with Christians in N Asia Minor ( I  Pet. I :  I ), and 
possibly the prohibition on Paul's entry into 
Bithynia (Acts 1 6:7) was due to the fact that Peter 
was at work there. 

Peter's residence in Rome has been disputed, but 
on insufficient grounds. I Peter was almost cer
tainly written from there ( I  Pet. 5 :  1 3; * PETER, 
FIRST EPISTLE OF). That book shows signs 01' being 
written just before or during the Neronian persecu
tion, and I Clement 5 implies that, like Paul, he 
died in this outburst. Doubts cast on the interpret
ation of 1 Clement (cf M. Smith, NTS 9, 1 960, pp. 
86ff.) have l i ttle foundation. On the other hand, 
Cullmann's suggestion, based on the context in 1 
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Clement and Paul's h ints  in Philippians of tensions 
in the church in Rome, that Peter, perhaps at Paul's 
request, came specifically to heal the breach, and 
that bitterness among Christians led to the death 
of both, is worth serious consideration. The story 
in the Acts 0/ Peter of his martyrdom by cruci
fixion (cf Jn. 2 1 : 1 8ff.) head downwards cannot be 
accepted as reliable, but this work (0 NEW TESTA
MENT ApOCRYPHA) may preserve some valid tradi
tions. Certainly these Acts, like other 2nd-century 
witnesses, emphasize the co-operation of the apos
tles in Rome. 

Excavations in Rome have revealed an early 
cultus of Peter under St Peter's (cf Eusebius, EH 
2. 25): i t  is not safe to claim more for them. 
(* PETER, FIRST and SECOND EPISTLES OF. )  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Cullmann, Peter: Disciple
Apostle-Martyr2, 1 962; JEH 7, 1 956, pp. 238f. 
(on excavations); 1. Toynbee and 1. Ward Perkins, 
The Shrine 0/ St. Peter and the Vatican Excava
tions, 1956; H. Chadwick, JTS n.s. 8, 1 957, pp. 
3 1  ff.; O. Karrer, Peter and the Church, 1 963; R. E .  
Brown, K .  P. Donfried, 1 .  Reumann (eds.), Peter in 
the New Testament, 1 973; C. P. Thiede, Simon Peter, 
1 986; K. B. Quast, Peter and the Beloved Disciple, 
1 989; P. Perkins, Peter, 1 994; BAICS 6, f.c. 
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PETER, FIRST EPISTLE OF. The letter is sent in 
the name of the apostle, to whose status and ex
perience there is a modest allusion in 5 :  I .  A certain 
function is ascribed to Silvanus (5: 1 2}-almost cer
tainly the ° Silas of Acts. The address is the widest 
in the NT ( I :  I ); to the Christians of five provinces 
(of which Bithynia and Pontus were for adminis
trative purposes merged). 

I.  Outline of contents 
a. Address and greetillg ( I :  1-2)  
Trinitarian in form and concerned with the work 
of salvation. 

b. Thanksgiving (I :3-12) 
In  form a berakhah, or blessing of God, for the 
privileges of salvation (contrast Paul's thanksgiv
mgs), making reference to present suffering. 

c. The imp/ications 0/ salvation ( I :  1 3-2: I 0) 
God's purpose for his people: the nature of 
redemption and the call of the redeemed to fear 
God and love one another: the privileges of 
belonging to the people of God. The section 
includes the call to 'put off' the characteristics 01' 
the old l ife. 

d. Christian relationships (2 : 1 1-3: 1 2) 
The appeal to good behaviour among the Gentiles: 
careful subjection to lawfully constituted author
ity; the duties of slaves, under good and bad mas
ters, with the example of Christ; the duties for 
wives and husbands; the cal! to unity; love, gentle
ness and humility, swelling into Ps. 34. 

e. SlIjJering and the will 0/ God (3: 1 3-22) 
Preparedness to suffer injustice: Christ's suffering 
and its triumphant consequences. 

! Holy /iving (4: 1- 1 1 )  
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Includes a call to watch: culminates in a bene
diction. 
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g. Thefiery trial (4: 1 2- 1 9) 
A sudden resumption of the theme of imminent 
suffering: its inherent blessing: the glory of suffer
ing for the Name: the commg Judgment. 

h. Address to e/ders (5: 1 -4) 

i. General address and benediction (5 :5- 1 1 )  
I ncluding a renewal o f  the call to vigilanee and to 
resistanee to the evil one. 

j. Personalia and greetings (5: 1 2- 1 4) 

11.  ExternaI attestation 
The use of I Peter in the primitive church is at least 
as weil attested as most other Epistles. Eusebius 
says that 'the ancient elders' made free use of it 
(EH 3 .  3); some have found echoes of it in Clement 
of Rome (c. AD 96), and rather more 10  Ignatlus, 
Hermas and Barnabas, belonging to different parts 
of the world, but all to the early 2nd century. 
Beyond question is its use by Polycarp (who may 
have been baptized as early as AD 69) and Papias, 
also of the sub-apostolic generation ( Eusebius, EH 
3 .  39). I t  is reflected in the Gospel 0/ Truth, which 
seems to use the books regarded as authoritative in 
Rome c. AD 1 40 (· NEW TESTAMENT ApOCRYPHA). 
From the second half of the eentury onwards it 
seems universally known and read, at least in the 
Gk.-speaking church. There are fewer signs of it in 
Lat. writers. I t  is not mentioned-possibly by acci
dent (cf T. Zahn,  Geschichte des Neutestament
lichen Kanons, 2. I ,  1 890, pp. 1 05ff., 1 42}-in the 
M uratorian Fragment .  By Eusebius' time, no ques
tion was raised about its authenticity, though other 
writings bearing Peter's name had long caused 
discussion (EH 3. 3). 

Obviously the Epistle had considerable influence 
on the thought and expression of early Christians, 
and nothing suggests that it was ever attributed to 
anyone but Peter. Some who have on other grounds 
questioned its authenticity have been driven by its 
evident early attest at ion to the desperate conclu
sion that it must have circulated anonymously. 

A date about AD 1 00-1 1 1  has often been urged 
for the passages about persecution . But this is ten
able only if the traditional authorship is denied, 
and in any ca se is a dubious understanding of 
these passages (see section V, below). I t  is also 
worth remembering that Polycarp and Papias, both 
Asians, were, the one certainly, the other almost 
certainly, mature men at that time. 

111 .  Place of writing 
The letter conveys greetings from the church in 
'Babyion' (5: 1 3) .  Mesopotamian Babyion is un
likely: it is too much of a coincidence that Mark 
and Silvanus, old colleagues of Paul, should be 
there too. Still less can be said for Babyion on the 
Nile, a military depot. I t  is far more likely that, as 
in Rev. 1 4:8; 1 7 :5 ,  etc., Babyion stands for Rome. 
The OT had compared it as a symbol of godless 
prosperity (cf Is. 1 4); theories that it is a general 
allegory for 'the world' or a cryptogram for secur
ity purposes are needless. There are grounds for 
believing Peter worked in Rome, and the presence 
of Mark and Silvanus would be explained. 

IV. Style and language 
The Gk.  of the Epistle is good and rhythmic, the style 
not pretentious but with a certain delicacy. Simple 
rhetorical devices are effectively used, but there are 

also some grammatical features best explaincd by 
Semitic influence. The quotations from and allu
sions to the OT alm ost invariably follow the LXX 10 
a way which suggests thorough familiarity with it . 

Some of these facts, reinforced by an exaggera
tion of the classical character of the Gk. ,  have 
seemed at onee to overthrow any claim to author
ship by an Aramaic-speaking Galil�an. A .number 
of assumptions here, however, requlre test lOg. Gk.  
was widely understood and spoken, and was a vItal 
cultural force, throughout I st-eentury Palestine, 
and especially Galilee. Peter's own brother has a 
Gk. name, and Petcr would doubtless be q uite at 
horne in the language. Further, the LXX was the 
'Authorized Version' of most early Christians, and 
everyone connected with the Gentile mission 
would be familiar with it, and especIally wlth the 
key passages most frequently in use. 

These factors however, would not themselves 
justify an easy �ssumption that Peter could write 
Gk. prose of the type of I Peter. But we must here 
ask, in what sense is the letter 'by' Silvanus (5 :  1 2)? 
Were he simply the messenger, one would expect 
the expression 'sent by' (cf Acts 1 5 :27). Con
temporary literature attests that in the ancient 
world secretaries were often entrusted with con
siderable powers (cf 1. A. Eschlimann, RB 53,  
1 946, pp. I 85ff.). Probably, therefore, I Pet. 5 : 1 2  
indicates, and the diction and style eVldenee, the 
assistanee of Silvanus in drafting the letter. 

Silvanus, we learn from Acts, was a lew, a 
Roman citizen, acceptable for the delicate task of 
explaining the resolutions of the lerusalem Coun
cil (Acts 1 5 :22ff.) and a devoted worker in the Gen
ti le mission. He had been associated with Paul in 
the sending of l and 2 Thes. (I Thes. I :  I ;  2 Thes. 
I :  I ) .  Selwyn has pointed to verbal paralleis and 
connections of thought between those Epistles and 
I Peter (pp. 369ff., 439ff.) which, after due weight 
h.as been given to the criticisms of B. Rigaux (Les 
Epfitres aux Thessaloniciens, 1 956, pp. 1 05ff.) and 
others, will repay careful study. An interesting light 
may bc cast, for instance, on I Pet. 3:7 and I Thes. 
4:3-5 if the one is read in the light of the other. 

Those who deny the Petrine authorship usually 
write off the reference to Silvanus as part of the 
pseudepigraphic machinery. I f, however, the hy
pothesis of a secretary introduces factors beyond 
proof it is also true that this method was used 10 
antiquity, and must be allowed for. 

V. The historicaI background 
The principal data come from the referenees to 
persecution ( 1 :6f.; 3 : 1 3- 1 7; 4: 1 2- 1 9 ;  5:9). In the 
first two passages trials exist, unjust suffering is a 
possibility; in the second two a fierce ordeal is im
minent: so much so that some have even urged that 
4: 1 2ff. comes from a later period. The vocabulary, 
however, is very similar: in each case peirasmos, 
'trial', is used ( 1 :6 and 4: 1 2);  persecution is a 
ground of rejoicing ( I  :6; 4: 1 3) ;  the same beatitude 
is applied (3: 1 4; 4: 1 4); the glory of suffering for 
doing good, or as a Christian, is proclaimed (3: 1 7; 
4: 1 6); the undeserved suffering of Christians is 
linked with the will of God (3 : 1 7; 4: 1 9); obedience 
to the civil power in things lawful and honest is 
enjoined (2: 1 3ff. ;  4: 1 5) ,  and the example of 
Christ's sufferings is set forth ( I :  1 1 ; 3 :  1 8 ; 4: 1 3). 
The readers are also told that their fiery trial 
should be no surprise (4: 1 2): and suffering they al
ready know (cf I :6ff.). All this suggests that if  the 
peril in 4: 1 2ff. is new, it is in degree, not kind. 
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The antithesis in 4: 1 2ff. between suffering for 
wrong committed and suffering for the name of 
Christ has attracted comparison with a letter from 
Pliny, appointed governor of Bithynia-Pontus in 
AD 1 1 01 1 1 1  to the usually liberal-minded emperor 
Trajan (Pliny, Ep. 1 0. 96). 

Pliny, faced with vast numbers of Christians in 
his province, asks whether age, sex or recantation is 
to be allowed for in prescribing punishment: and, 
furt her, if the name of Christian (nomen ipsum) is 
sufficient reason for punishment, or only the 
crimes (putatively) congruent therewith (ffagitia 
cohaerentia). 

His own line of conduct had been to inquire 
whether people were Christians and to give them 
free pardon if  they sacrificed to the emperor's 
genius; and, if they refused, to execute them for 
contumacy (contumacia). Some of those who sac
rificed said they had ceased to be Christians 20 
years back; but neither from them nor from two 
Christian girls (* DEACONESS), whom he tortured, 
could he find anything very reprehensible save a 
rather disgusting superstition. His vigorous action 
was having effect, and disused heathen rites were 
recommencing. 

Trajan's reply (Ep. 1 0. 97) generally approves 
these actions but lays down that Christians are not 
to be sought out: if  they are regularly accused and 
fail to recant they must suffer. 

Pliny also says that Christians took an oath of 
abstention from crime (cf. I Pet. 4: 1 5) .  And this all 
takes place in part of the area to which I Peter is 
addressed . 

There is no evidence of widespread state
sponsored persecution in the provinces before this 
date: the savage pogroms of Nero and Domitian 
were directed at Roman Christians. Accordingly, 
many have seen in I Peter a tract designed for Pliny's 
time (cf., e.g. .  1. Knox, JBL 72, 1 953, pp. I 87ff.). 

To this thesis there are four strong objections. 
1 .'The name' is used in I Peter in a primitive 

Christian, not a juristic Roman, sense. The 'name' 
of Jesus was immensely significant for Christi ans 
of the apostolic age, and in particular the accounts 
which we have of Peter's Jerusalem preaching (cf. 
Mk.  9:37, 4 1 ;  1 3 : 1 3; Lk. 2 1 : 1 2; Acts 2 :2 1 , 38; 3:6, 
16; 4: 1 2, 1 7f,  30; 5 :28). Even in Jerusalem days 
persecution was for 'the name' (Acts 5 :4 1 ;  9: 1 6; cf. 
9:4f). The background of 'the name' in I Pet. 4 
surely lies in these passages. 

2. When Pliny talks of jlagitia cohaerentia he is 
doubtless thinking of the common slander that 
Christians were guilty of cannibalism, incest and 
other horrors in their rites-he is looking for evi
dence. But the warnings in I Pet. 4: 1 5f have no 
such undertones: and 'a mischief-maker' does not 
denote a criminal offence at all. 

3 .  The language of I Peter does not necessarily 
indicate legislative action. It is implied in 2: 14 ;  
3 :  1 5ff. that, in  the ordinary administration of jus
t ice, Christi ans would have nothing to fear: though 
the same passages make dear that they might on 
occasions be subjected to flagrant injustice. In 
3 :  1 5ff. the danger seems to be primarily from ill
disposed neighbours; in 4: 14 reproach is specific
ally mentioned; and the readers' sufferings are the 
same as other Christians know elsewhere (5 :9). 
Jewish jealousy, private spite, enraged commercial 
interests, mob violence and ill-judged actions by 
local magistrates could have dire effects (Acts 
passim; 2 Cor. I I  :22ff.; I Thes. 2: 1 4f;  2 Tim. 3: I I  f; 
Heb. 1 2:4ff.) .  
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4. Pliny's jurisdiction extended over Bithynia
Pontus only: nothing suggests an enforcement of 
his policy in the other areas to which I Peter is 
addressed . 

Pliny's action must have had its roots weil in the 
past (cf. Ramsay, CRE, pp. 245ff.). Though not 
sure of the technicalities, he takes for gran ted that 
Christians must be punished for something: and 
even he does not execute for the nomen ipsum but 
for contumacia. Nor does Trajan give hirn a 
straight answer: it is still not clear whether Christi
anity is a crime or not. The law, kept deliberately 
vague, puts Christians at the mercy of gossips. 

There is no need, however, to look to Vespa
sian's or Domitian's time: nothing in the /anguage 
of I Peter requires a date later than the 60s. I f  a 
note of particular urgency appears at 4: 1 2ff. the 
outbreak of the Neronian persecution would 
afford am pie justification for this. 

It seems certain that * Peter suffered in Rome 
under Nero, and 'Babyion' (5: 1 3) alm ost certainly 
indicates that city. The E provinces tended to copy 
imperial actions on their own initiative. Rev. 2-3 
suggests that this happened in Domitian's persecu
tion in the 90s. From Rome, in the first rumblings 
of Nero's anti-Christian movement that became 
literally a fiery trial, Peter would have reason to 
predict an intensification of the suffering of his 
brethren in the East. 

A suitable date for I Peter would thus be just 
before the outbreak of Nero's persecution: AD 63 
or early 64; perhaps after Paul had died and left his 
colleagues Silvanus and Mark. 

VI. The author's background 
A rewarding study can be made of the connection 
between I Peter and the other parts of the NT with 
which Peter is associated: Mark's Gospel and the 
early speeches in Acts. I t  is not simply a matter of 
verbal links between I Pet. 2:20ff. and Mark's pas
sion narrative (cf. Selwyn, p. 30). Mark, the Petrine 
speeches and I Peter all set forth Christ in  terms of 
the suffering Servant of Isaiah 53; 1 Peter and M k .  
both expound the Lord's death a s  a ransom (cf. 
Mk. 1 0:45 with I Pet. I :  1 8) .  Other NT writings, of 
course, are indebted to Is. 53,  but it is remarkable 
that these three have this prophetic passage so 
deeply impressed that it may be regarded as their 
central thought about Christ. I Pet. 2, like Is. 53, 
describes both the Servant's conduct and suffer
in�s and the significance of them. M uch has been 
sald of the call to the imitation of Christ in I Peter; 
but there is far more than a description of the pas
sion and an appeal to imitation: the thought moves 
on to what is for ever inimitable, the redemption 
which only his suffering could effect. 
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The Petrine speeches in Acts share with I Peter 
the same sense of prophetic fulfilment (Acts 
2: 1 6ff.; 3: 1 8; I Pet. 1 :  I Off. , 20), the insistence on the 
cross as the foreordained action of God (Acts 2 :23;  
I Pet. 1 :20), the same connection of the resurrec
tion and exaltation (Acts 2 :32ff.; I Pet. 1 :2 1 ); the 
call to repentance and faith-baptism (Acts 2:38, 40; 
I Pet. 3:20ff.); the certainty of Christ's judgrnent of 
the living and dead (Acts 1 0:42; I Pet. 4:5); joyous 
recognition of the Gentile mission and its blessings 
(Acts 1 0:9ff.; 1 1 : 1 7; 1 5 :7ff.; I Pet. 1 : 1 , 4- 1 2; 2 : 3-
1 0) ,  expressed from a Jewish standpoint.  It would 
take a Jew of Peter's views to speak of Gentile 
Christians as 'elect . . .  sojourners of the Disper
sion' ( I : I ,  RV), and to describe them as entering 
Israel (2:9f.-note the modification of Hosea: the 
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readers had ne ver been God's people before). A 
Jew, too, could describe their background as 'what 
the Gentiles l ike to do' (4:3). 

Again, in both I Peter and the Petrine speeches 
we are, as we have seen, in an atmosphere where 
the 'name' of Jesus means much (sce V, above). 
Even details may be significant: the use of the 
oracle about the stone (Acts 4: I Off. ; I Pet. 2 :7) and 
the use of xylon, properly 'wood', for the cross 
(Acts 5 :30; 1 0:39; I Pet. 2:24). 

I Peter contains an unusual number of apparent 
reminiscences of the Lord's words: generally not as 
formal quotations, but woven into the framework 
of the discourse (e.g I Pet. I :  1 6  = Mt .  5:48; 
1 : 1 7 = Mt .  22: 1 6; 1 : 1 8 = Mk.  1 0:45; 1 :22 = Jn .  
1 5 : 1 2; 2 : 1 9  = Lk.  6 :32  and Mt .  5:39; 3 :9  = Mt .  
5 ·39· 3 · 1 4 = Mt 5 · ! O· 4· I I = Mt 5 · 1 6· 4· 1 3 = Mt 
5 : ! Off ;

· 
4: 1 8  ,,; ·Mt. 24:22; 5

·
:3 :: M t .

· 
20:25r. ; 

5 :7  = Mt .  6:25ff.), and other passages take on a 
richer meaning if Peter were in fact the author. 
These connections are not exclusively from the 
Marcan tradition: but I Peter and Mk. alike dis
play the theme of the suffering and the glory. 

Some have sought the author's background in 
the Asian mystery cults (see R .  Perdelwitz, Die 
Mysterienreligionen und das Problem des J Petrus
brie/es, 1 9 1 1 ,  and cf Beare) and found the letter 
too colourless in its treatment of the Lord's l ife for 
the work of one of the Twelve. The proponents of 
the mystery religion theory have, however, not 
made their case in a maller where dating is notori
ously uncertain; and the paralleIs with the Galilean 
Gospel tradition are far more impressive. Eloquent 
is the judgment of Cullmann, who, while not dis
cussing the authorship of I Peter, can be assured 
that it was wrillen with knowledge of Peter's domi
nant theological themes (Peter, p. 68). 

VII. I Peter and the rest of the New Testament 
The theology of I Peter is essentially Pauline. This 
is not, as some think, an argument against authen
ticity: there is reason to hold that • Peter stood 
c10se to Paul in theology and none to think that he 
was an original theologian. Silvanus, too, had long 
worked with Pau!. Moreover, though the agree
ment is c1ose, the setting and expression of the 
theology in terms of the Servant is quite independ
ent of Pau!. I t  is worth remarking that K. Lake, 
drawn to a late date by the persecution passages, 
could say, 'The simplicity of the theology is 
marked, and affords an argument for an early date' 
(EBrl l ,  2 1 ,  p. 296) and that F. L. Cross can point to 
'that remarkable co-presence of the end as future 
and yet as already here from wh ich second century 
writings depart' (pp. 42[). 

More remarkable are the literary resemblances 
between I Peter and other NT writings, especially 
Rom. ,  Eph . ,  Heb. and Jas. Not all can be fortui
tous: for instance, the unusual divergence from the 
LXX in the q uotation in I Pet. 2 :4-8 appears also in 
Rom. 9:32f. Problems of priority in l iterary rela
tionships are always difficult and can rarely com
mand certainty. C. L. Mitton claims to have proved 
the dependence of I Pet. on Eph. (JTS n .s. I ,  1 950, 
pp. 67ff.)-the significance of  this, if ascertained, 
will depend on the date given to Eph. Beare claims, 
with less demonstration, that the author of I Peter 
must have had access to the published Pauline 
Corpus ( The First Epistle 0/ Peter), p. 2 1 9). 

A fruitful development in recent literary criti
cism has been the attention given to the common 
patterns of Christian teaching which appear in di-
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verse N T  writings (see P. Carrington, The Primitive 
Christian Catechism, 1 946). A pattern of instruc
tion for converts has been recovered, associated by 
many scholars, perhaps too catcgorically, with 
baptism. Jas. and I Peter, as weil as Eph. and Co!., 
reflect this pattern, which had among its 
components: 

I .  The call to put away sins and desires of the 
old pagan life ( I  Pet. 2:  I ,  1 1 ) . 

2. The call to Christian humility, subjection and 
the subordination 01" self-interest-addressed to 
particular c1asses of society ( I  Pet. 2 : 1 1-3:9-these 
are parentheses). 

3.  The call to watch and pray: twice in I Petcr ( I  
Pet. 4 :7; 5:8). 

4. The call to resist the devil (I Pet. 5 :8f.) .  
Many of the strongest resemblances between I 

Peter and other Epistles occur in just thesc sec
tions, and it seems probable that the explanation 
lies in the common forms of catechetical training, 
not in direct literary dependence. 

Selwyn has gone further and seen other common 
patterns reflected in I Peter, more especially a body 
of teaching on persecution wh ich declared i t  to be 
a ground of rejoicing, a test of character, a neces
sary visitation and a sign of the imminence of 
divine judgment and vindication: and wh ich was 
anchored in the words of the Lord. Selwyn finds 
this same pattern in l and 2 Thes., also associated 
with Silvanus. In common with other writers, he 
sees various hymns and l iturgical fragments (e.g. I 
Pet. 2 :6- 1 0; 3 : 1 8-22; and use of Ps. 34 in 3 : 1 0r.) .  

VIII. The nature and purpose of 1 Peter 
I Peter has long been treated as a sermon cast into 
epistolary form, dealing with baptism. This was 
given a new form by H .  Preisker in 1 95 1 ,  who saw 
in the section 1 :3-4: 1 1  indications of a rite in pro
gress and references to baptismal practice, and de
c1ared the work to be a baptismal liturgy with the 
rubrics omitted. Preisker's hypothesis was marred 
by stylistic hypercriticism, but this feature has been 
removed by F. L. Cross, who urges, with a wealth 
of illustration from patristic sources and especially 
from the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, that I 
Peter is the president's part for an Easter baptismal 
eucharist: 1 :3-1 2 is the president's opening solcmn 
prayer; I :  1 3-21 his formal charge to the candi
dates. The baptism takes place at this point, and 
1 :22-25 gives the welcome to the newly baptized: 
passing to a discourse on the fundamentals of sac
ramental Iife (2: 1 - 1 0), an address on Christian 
duties (2: 1 1 -4:6), and c10sing with admonitions 
and a doxology (4:7- 1 1 ). It is a weakness of the 
theory that no explanation is given of 4: 1 2ff. 

This thesis rests on a vast amount of detailed 
study wh ich cannot be discussed here. Many of the 
details have been called in question. (See the exam
ination by T. C. G. Thornton, JTS n.s. 1 2, 1 96 1 ,  
pp. 1 4ff.) .  A few general points, however, suggest 
the need for reserve. 

First, baptism is far less prominent in the Epistle 
than the discussions of recent years suggest. There 
is only one explicit reference to i t ,  and that is a 
parenthesis (3 : 2 1 ). Other allusions to baptism 
which some find are highly dubious: the 'born 
anew' (I :3; cf 1 :23) is already realized, and its 
result enjoyed: it cannot refer to an event to take 
place after 1 :2 1 .  Its corresponding member in the 
catechetical form in Jas. I :  18 makes i t  clear that the 
begetting relates to the gospel, not baptism, and 
this is confirmed by 1 :23, where the 'word of God' 



is defined as the enduring gospel preached to thc 
readers. The repeated 'now' need not relate to a rite 
in progress; it is due rather to an exultant sense or 
the last times: and the 'now' in 3:21 in the context 
01' baptism surely only points to a contrast with the 
ancient Flood. 

Second, many or the allusions can be readily 
understood without the theory. The emphasis on 
Exodus typology is valuable, but this typology is 
not restricted to baptism. Van Unnik, ror example, 
points to a rabbinic saying that proselytes entered 
Israel in the same way as Israel entered the coven
ant and inrers that I Peter stresses the transition 
that the readers have made. They know God's elec
tion and covenant sprinkling (I :2ff. ) ;  they are now 
Israel ( I :  1 8f.); those who had never been God's 
people have become that people (2: 1 0); thc work 01' 
Christ is to bring us (prosagein) to God: and pros
agein represents a technical term ror becoming a 
proselyte. 

On a reading like this, while conversion and the 
radical break with the old l ire are much to the rore, 
baptism in itselr is not. The question or authorship 
is not, or course, directly affected by the rormal 
nature 01' the work. Peter might preach a sermon 
and send it as a letter (though it is very hard to see 
a motive ror converting a liturgical text into a 
letter). But I Peter as we have it is a letter, and on 
the sound critical principle or making sense or 
what we have, we must so read it .  (0 DESCENT INTO 
H ADES ; 0 PERSECUTION.) 
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I. OutIine of contents 

After the salutation ( I :  1 -2) the author speaks or 
the reliability of the Christian faith, attested as it is 
by growing personal experience ( I  :3- 1 1 ), the tes
timony of eyewitnesses ( I :  1 2- 18) and inspired an
cient prophecy ( 1 : 1 9-2 1 ) . Mention of true proph
ecy leads hirn on to condemn false prophecy (2: 1-
3: 1 0). Current false teachers are the successors of 
the OT ralse prophets, and will incur the same 
judgment (2: 1 -9). Their depravity is shown by 
throwing off God's restraints in unbridled licence 
(2: 1 0-18), which brings not liberty but bondage 
(2:  1 9-22). Therefore judgment awaits them, des
pite their scepticism about the parousia. They 
should recall that a catastrophic end of the world 
had been foretold (3: 1 --4),  and the certainty of this 
prophecy is substantiated by the Flood (3: 5-7). 
The second coming is delayed because of the long-
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suffering or a God who is outside time (3:8-9), but, 
though delayed, it is none the less certain (3: 1 0) .  It 
is the duty of the faithful not to be led away by the 
libertinism and scepticism of the false tcachers, but 
to live an upright l ife in anticipation or Christ's 
return (3: I I--end). 

11. Occasion 
The recipients are not defined, though their having 
'a faith of equal standing witll ours' ( I :  I )  and their 
having escaped 'the corruption that is in the world' 
( 1 :4) suggests a predominantly Gentile audience. 
The writer has had a long and intimate acquaint
ance with them ( I :  1 2- 1 3; 3 :  I) and writes to warn 
them against a ralse teaching both antinomian in 
practice and radical in belief. The immorality 
(2: 1 2ff. ), insubordination to church leaders (2: 1 0) ,  
scepticism (3 :3) ,  twisting of Scripture (they ex
ploited in particular, no doubt, the Pauline doc
trine of justification, 3 : 1 6), and greed of these false 
teachers (2:3, 1 5) evoke his most stringent de
nunciation. He writes to warn the church members 
of their moral and intellectual danger, to assure 
them of the basis for their belier, to explain their 
main problem-the parousia-and to encourage 
holy living and growth in grace. Ir the author was 
Peter the date would be around the mid-60s (he is 
anticipating death,  1 : 1 4) .  If not, the letter may 
have been written in the late I st or early 2nd cen
tury. No mention is made of its provenance or des
tination: it may weil have been written, like I Peter, 
from Rome to Asia Minor. 
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111.  Authorship and date 
The authorship of this Epistle is hotly contested on 
both external and internal grounds. 

a. The external evidence 
This is inconclusive. While no book in the Canon is 
so poorly attested in the Fathers, no book excluded 
from the Canon can claim comparable support. 
Origen, early in the 3rd century, is the first to ci te it 
by name; he records the doubts wh ich surrounded 
it, but hirnself accepts it . So does Jerome, while 
Eusebius is uncertain. After its inclusion in the 
Festal Letter of Athanasius in AD 367 and its ratifi
cation by the Council or Carthage in AD 397, its 
position in the Canon was unquestioned until the 
Reformation, when Luther accepted it, Erasmus 
rejected it and Calvin was dubious. Though not 
quoted by name until Origen, it was used much 
earlier; Clement of Alexandria had it in his Bible; 
Valentinus in the Gospel 01 Truth, Aristides in his 
Apology (AD 1 29) and Clement or Rome (e. A D  95) 
appear to allude to i t .  More probable still is its use 
by the author of the Apocalypse 01 Peter, whose 
existence is attested by the end or the 2nd century 
AD. For this reason many of the scholars who on 
other grounds reject the Epistle nevertheless regard 
its extern al attestation as sufficient. 

b. The internal evidence 
Many scholars are inclined to adjudge it a pseud
epigraph, on the following grounds: 

(i) Its relationship with Jude. There is an undeni
able l iterary relationship between the two letters; 
which way it lies has not been fully established, 
although the majority today think 2 Peter bor
rowed from Jude. This, it is argued, would in itself 
rule out the possibility of apostolic authorship. No 
such conclusion is warranted. I f, as is certain, Paul 
borrowed from a variety of sources, and if, as is 
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possible, I Peter borrowed from James, it would 
not be surprising to find the same thing in 2 Peter. 
On the other hand, both 2 Peter and Jude may have 
incorporated a common document denouncing 
false tcaching, just as Matthew and Luke appear to 
have drawn from 'Q' their common sayings
material. In neither case need the priority of Jude 
affect the authenticity of 2 Peter, whereas if Jude 
drew from 2 Peter (as Bigg and Zahn maintain), 
the apostolic authorship of the Epistle could 
hardly be denied. 

(ii) fIS relarionship with 1 Peter. The marked dif
ference of diction and style between the two letters 
led to the doubts of the early church about 2 Peter. 
Jerome thought that Peter used two different 
amanuenses (a possibility enhanced by the re
searches of E. G. Selwyn into the probable influ
ence of Silvanus on I Peter), and this suggestion 
must be taken seriously, for despite the wide differ
ences no book in the NT is so like 2 Peter as I 
Peter. They have been shown (by A. E. Simms, The 
Expositor, 5th series, 8 ,  1 898, pp. 460ff.) to have as 
close an affinity on a purely linguistic basis as I 
Timothy and Titus, where unity of authorship is 
universally admitted. 

Modern writers concentrate less on the linguistic 
than on the doctrinal differences between the Epis
tles, and they are very different in this respect. The 
subject-matter of I Peter is hope, of 2 Peter knowl
edge. I Peter is written to Christians facing per
secution, and therefore stresses the great events of 
the life of Christ for emulation and comfort; 2 
Peter is written to Christians facing false doctrine 
and practice and therefore stresses the great hope 
of the return of Christ for warning and challenge. 
The best safeguard against the false teaching is full 
knowledge (gnösis, epignösis) of Christ, and it is 
this, accordingly, which is stressed in 2 Peter. The 
teaching of both letters is condit ioned by the pas
toral needs which evoked them. The differences 
can, in fact, easily be exaggerated; both letters 
draw attention to the warnings of the Flood, the 
small number saved, the longsuffering of God. 
Both emphasize prophecy, the inspiration of the 
OT, the solidarity of the old and the new I srael, 
and the value of eyewitness testimony. Both em
phasize the primitive eschatological tension de
rived from the Christian's dual membership of this 
age and the age to come, with its consequences in 
holy living, in sharp contrast with the 2nd-century 
ncglect of this doctrine. In short, the divergence of 
doctrinal emphasis in the two letters is great, but 
not impossible. 

(iii) fts anachronisms. I .  Such concepts as 'par
takers of the divine nature' (I :4), escaping 'the cor
ruption that is in the world' ( I  :4), and the repeated 
emphasis on knowledge and eyewitness (epoptai, 
1 :  1 6, is a favourite word of the mystery-religions) 
suggest to some scholars a 2nd-century origin for 
the letter. There is no need to postulate so late a 
date, since the discovery of the Carian I nscription 
of AD 22 and parallel passages in Philo and 
Josephus show that this was the common cultural 
language of the day in the I st century. 

2. The destruction of the world by fire (3:7) was 
a common topic in the 2nd century, and may thus 
be an indication of a late date for 2 Peter. On the 
other hand, there is some reason to believe that the 
distinctly Christian belief in the destruction of the 
world by fire (as seen in Barnabas and Justin) may 
ultimately derive from this Epistle (see 1. Chaine, 
RB 46, 1 937, pp. 207ff.). 

3. The phrase 'since the fathers fell asleep' (3 :4) 
is held to favour a late date when the first Christian 
generation had almost disappeared . Even if these 
words did apply to the Christian 'fathers', it would 
not necessitate a late date. As early as I Thes. 4: 1 5-
1 7  or I Cor. 1 5 :6, the state of those who had died 
before the parousia was a burning topic that had to 
be faced. However, here the context suggests that 
'the fathers' refers to the OT fathers ('from the be
ginning of creation') as elsewhere in the NT (e.g. 
Heb. 1 : 1 ;  Rom. 9:5) .  

4. The inclusion of Paul's letters among the 
'other scriptures' favours the hypothesis of a late 
date, and suggests the formation of the Pauline 
Corpus of letters. If this is the case, to make Peter 
call Paul a 'beloved brot her' was a stroke of genius 
in the lalsarius unparalleled in the 2nd century, 
when divergencies between Peter and Paul were 
constantly exacerbated. No mention is made here 
of a corpus of letters, and the only real difficulty 
lies in one apostle's regarding the letters of another 
as Scripture. In  view, however, of the apostolic as
sertion that the same Holy Spirit who inspired the 
OT writings was active in their own (I Cor. 2 :  1 3), 
and the claims of Paul to have the mind of Christ 
(I Cor. 2:  1 6) and to lay down rules for all the 
churches (I Cor. 7: 1 7) which are equated with the 
commandment of Christ (I Cor. 1 4:37) and rejec
tion of which will bring rejection by God ( I  Cor. 
1 4:38), this possibility cannot be excluded. 
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IV. Conclusion 
The evidence does not suffice to justify a dogmatic 
answer one way or the other to the question of 
authorship. There is nothing that forbids us to en
tertain the possibility of Petrine authorship, 
though many regard it as unlikely in view of the 
cumulative effect of the difficulties outlined above. 
However, no alternat ive solution is free from dif
ficulty. The doctrine of the letter and the character 
of the false teaching do not readily fit  into the 2nd
cent ury scene. 2 Peter as a pseudepigraph has no 
satisfactory raison d'etre; it adds nothing 10 our 
knowledge of Peter, has no unorthodox tendency, 
is no roman ce, makes no reference to burning 2nd
century problems, such as chiliasm, gnosticism or 
church leadership; in fact, i t  bears no resemblances 
to the undoubted pseudepigrapha of the Petrine 
circ1e. At all events, it is certain that the early 
church which deposed the author of the ACIs 01 
Paul for forgery (Tertullian, de Baptismo 1 7) and 
forbade the use of the Gospel 01 Peter because it 
was Petrine neither in authorship nor doctrine 
(Eus., EH 6. 1 2) thoroughly investigated 2 Peter's 
claims to authenticity. I t  passed the test before that 
same Council of Carthage which excluded from 
the Canon Barnabas and Clement 01 Rome, which 
had long been read in the churches. I t  cannot be 
shown that they were right; but it has still to be 
shown that they were wrong. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Among those who reject the 
Petrine authorship are E. A. Abbolt, The Exposi
tor 2, 3, 1 882, pp. 49ff., I 39ff., 204ff. ; F. H. Chase, 
HDB, 3, 1 900, pp. 796ff.; 1. B. Mayor, The Epistle 
01 Jude and the Second Epistle 01 Peter, 1 907; 1. 
Moffalt ,  fNT\ 1 9 1 8 , pp. 358ff.; E. Käsemann, 
ZTK 49, 1 952, pp. 272ff.; C. E. B. Cranfield,. f and 
1I Peter and Jude, TBC, 1 960; C. Spicq, Les Epitres 
de Saint Pierre, 1 966; 1. N. D. Kelly, The Epistles 01 
Peler and 01 Jude, BNTC, 1 969; K .  H .  Schelkle, 
Die Pelrusbriele und der Judasbriep, 1 976; R. 1. 
Bauckham, Jude, 1I Peler, 1 983.  Those who accept 
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St. Jude, ICC, 1 902; T. Zahn, INT, 2, 1 909, pp. 
I 94ff.; E. I .  Robson, Studies in 2 Peter, 1 9 1 5 ;  1. 
Chaine, Les EpUres Catholiques, 1 939; E. M .  B. 
Green, 2 Peter Reconsidered, 1 96 1 ;  idem, The Sec
ond Epistle General 0/ Peter and the General Epistle 
0/ Jude2, TNTC, 1 987.  See also R. V. G. Tasker, 
The Old Testament in the New Testamenr, 1 954, p. 
1 29. E.M.B.G. 

PETHOR. A city of N Mesopotamia, S of 
Carchemish, mentioned in Nu. 22:5 as by the river 
Ue. the Euphrates) and in Dt. 23 :4 as in Mesopo
tamia, it was the horne of Balaam. Thither Balak 
sent messengers 1.0 call hirn to curse Israel. Pethor 
in 'Amaw is the Pitru of Assyr. texts (cf ANET, p. 
278), described as on the river Sägür (modern 
Säjür), near its j unction with the Euphrates. On 
'Amaw, see Albright, BASOR 1 1 8, 1 950, pp. 1 5-
1 6, n. 1 3 , and for 'the eastern mountains (or hills)' 
note that in a 1 5th-century BC Egyp. text, chariot
wood from 'Amaw is said to come from 'god's land 
(= the E) in the hill-country of Naharen'-i. e. hills 
overlooking 'Amaw on the Säjür river ftowing into 
the Euphrates on its W bank; this W extension of 
(Aram-) Naharaim is attested by both Heb. and 
Egyp. references. R.A.H.G. 

PHARAOH. 

I .  The term 
The common title in Scripture for the kings of 
Egypt. It derives from Egyp. pr- ", 'great house'. 
This term was by origin simply a name for the royal 
palace and the Egyp. court, and is so used in the 
Old and Middle Kingdoms in the 3rd and first half 
of the 2nd millennium BC. But in the mid- 1 8th 
Dynasty (e. 1 450 BC) the term ca me to be applied 
to the person of the king hirnself, as a synonym for 
'His Majesty'. The first examples of this usage ap
parently date from the reigns of Tuthmosis I I I(?) 
and I V, then under Amenophis IV/Akhenaten. 
From the 1 9th Dynasty onward, the simple term 
'pharaoh' is constantly used in documents, just as 
it is particularly in Gn. and Ex. From the 22nd 
Dynasty onward (945 BC), the term 'pharaoh' 
could also be coupled with the king's name: thus, 
'Pharaoh Sheshonq' occurs on a steIe then, just 
like the slightly later OT references to Pharaoh 
Neco and Pharaoh Hophra. See Sir A. H. Gar
diner, EgYP!ian GrammarJ, 1 957, p. 75; 1. Vergote, 
Joseph en Egypte, 1 959, pp. 45-48, and the refer
ences cited. 

11. Specific pharaohs 
I. A contemporary of Abraham (Gn. 1 2 :  1 5-20). 
As Abraham lived c. 1 900 BC, his pharaoh was 
most likely one of the several kings Amenemhat 
and Sesostris of the 1 2th Dynasty (c. 1 99 1 -1 778 BC). 
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2. A contemporary of • Joseph (Gn. 37-50). 
Joseph lived c. 1 700 BC; his pharaoh therefore 
would most likely be one of the Hyksos kings of 
the 1 5th Dynasty. 

3. The pharaoh(s) of the oppression. The 
number of individual rulers covered by the terms 
'king of Egypt' and 'pharaoh' in Ex. 1 -2 is a 
matter of interpretation-<>ne, or two. I n  any case, 
he/they would directly precede the pharaoh of the 
Exodus. 

4. The pharaoh of the Exodus (Ex. 5- 1 2) .  If the 
Exodus occurred in the first half of the 1 3th cen
tury BC, as seems likeliest on the evidence available, 
the pharaoh of the Exodus and last oppressor 
would be Rameses 1 1 .  

5 .  The father o f  Bithiah, wife o f  Mered o f  the 
tri be of Judah (I Ch. 4: 1 8) .  The date of Bithiah 
and so of her royal father is uncertain, and there
fore he has not yet been identified. 

6. The pharaoh who received the young prince 
Hadad of Edom as a refugee from David and 
Joab's devastation of the Edomites ( I  Ki. I I  : 1 8-
22), and married hirn off to his sister-in-Iaw. The 
pharaoh in question would be late in the 2 1 st 
Dynasty, i.e. Amenemope or Siamün. The obscur
ities of 2 1  st Dynasty chronology forbid any doser 
dating. 

7. The pharaoh who reduced Gezer and be
stowed it as dowry on that daughter of his whom 
he gave in marriage to Solomon ( I  Ki. 9:  1 6; cf also 
3: I ;  7 :8 ;  9 :24; 1 1 :  I ). Shishak's raid into Palestine in 
925 BC, the 5th year of Rehoboam, was not later 
than his own 2 1  st year, and he acceded c. 945 BC. 
Solomon died in 93 1 130 BC after a 40-year reign 
which began c. 970 BC; hence Shishak acceded in 
Solomon's 25th year. Therefore Solomon's Egyp. 
contemporaries for his first 25 years of reign would 
be the last two kings of the 21 st Dynasty, Siamün 
and Psusennes 1 1 .  Of these two, Siamün is perhaps 
the pharaoh who took Gezer and bestowed i t  with 
his daughter upon Solomon; a triumphal scene of 
his from Tanis (Zoan) may provide evidence for 
warlike activity of Siamün in Philistia. On this 
period of Egypto-Israelite relations, cf K. A.  Kit
ehen, Third Intermediate Period in Egypt, 1 972, pp. 
273 ff. , 280ff. 

8. * Shishak, who is Sheshonq I ,  founder of the 
22nd (Libyan) Dynasty. 9. * So, contemporary of 
Hoshea. 1 0. * Tirhakah, of the 25th (Ethiopian) 
Dynasty. 1 1 . * Neco, second king of the 26th Dyn
asty, is the pharaoh of Je. 25: 1 9 . 1 2. * Hophra, 
fourth king of the 26th Dynasty, is apparently the 
pharaoh of Je. 37:5, 7, 1 1 ; Ezk. 1 7: 1 7; 29:2-3; and 
possibly of Je. 47: I .  • Zerah was almost certainly 
not a pharaoh. 

111. Other references 
These are found mainly in the prophets. Is. 1 9 :  I I  is 
part of a passage reftecting disruption in Egypt .  
Such internal fragmentation first became chronic 
early in Isaiah's time, in the late 22nd-24th 

Pr 'nh wd' snb nb 
This address on a 14th-century Be letter reads: 'Pharaoh, life, prosperity, health, the Maste� ' 
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Dynasties (c. 750-7 1 5  BC), and continued under 
the overlordship of the Ethiopian kings of the 25th 
Dynasty (c. 7 1 5-664 BC). Pride in  the long and 
exalted continuity of pharaonic tradition in acc
ordance with v. 1 1  was reflected in the deli berate 
archaisms fostered by the 25th and 26th Dynasty 
kings, who sought thus to recall the glories of 
earlier epochs. The deceptive outward repute of 
the Ethiopian kings and their actual inability to 
help I srael against Assyria's armies are epitomized 
in Is. 30:2-3. Shebitku ('Shabataka') was on the 
throne in 70 1 BC when the Assyrian Rabshakeh 
dismissed pharaoh as a 'broken reed' (ls. 36:6 = 2 
Ki. 1 8 : 2 1 ). For 'Pharaoh's house in Tahpanhes' 
(Je. 43:9), • TAHPANHES. 

Both Jeremiah (46:25-26) and Ezekiel (30:2 1 -
25; 3 1  :2, 1 8 ;  32 : 3 1 -32) from 587 BC onward proph
esied that Egypt would be worsted by • Nebuchad
rezzar " of Babyion. In 568 BC Nebuchadrezzar 
did actually war against Egypt, as indicated by a 
fragmentary Babylonian text, though the extent 01' 
his success against Ahmose " (Amasis) is still un
known because of the lack of relevant documents. 
Lastly, Cl. 1 :9 merely reflects the great farne of the 
chariot-horses of the pharaohs of the New King
dom (c. 1 550-1 070 BC) and later. (' EGVPT, H is
tory; • CHRONOLOGY OF THE ÜLD TESTAMENT.)  

K .A .K .  

PHARISEES. 

I.  History 
Reconstructing any Jewish sects (including 'Sad
ducees, 'Essenes, 'Zealots, 'Samaritans, and 
probably many others) is very difficult. Apart from 
the Jewish historian, Josephus, all the sources we 
have are 'travellers' tales' (e.g. Pliny, NH 5.73) and 
passing references, with the later rabbinic traditions 
which are of questionable value and strongly influ
enced by the destruction 01' the ·Temple. All 
authors are biased, and most modern reconstruc
tions use these sources far too uncritical ly. 

While not presuming his readers to be familiar 
with the Pharisees, Josephus says nothing about 
aspects we would find most significant: their ori
gins, doctrines, self-understanding and social 
structures. 

His discussion 01' Jewish sects is part of his over
all purpose to explain the down fall of God's 
chosen people. He therefore focuses on divine 
providence, predestination and free will. Josephus' 
Pharisees appear to occupy a mediating position 
between the rigid predestinarianism of the 'Es
senes and the human freedom asserted by the 
·Sadducees. He regards them as an attractive, 
popular and powerful faction, ascetic in l ifestyle, 
concerned to present themselves as rigorists for the 
Torah. They have a body 01' additional interpret
ations and traditions, and religious practises are 
perlormed according to their interpretation (see 
especially Anl. 1 8 : 1 2-1 7). But he sees their major 
role as political, c1aiming they effectively con
trolled the state from Alexandra Salome (76-67 
BCE) to Herod. Yet his narratives of this period 
hardly mention them, and certainly fail to demon
strate their political power. Hence many scholars 
see Josephus' claims as exaggerated, if not mere 
propaganda. 

Rabbinic traditions say nothing about politics: 
the concerns are exclusively religious. We cannot 
assurne the terms 'Pharisees' . 'sages' or 'rabbis' 

refer to the group we know as Pharisees. The ma
jority of the earliest traditions focus on purity 
laws; particularly washing, eating, tithing and fes
tival Sabbath observance. Neusner therefore sug
gested that the Pharisees saw themselves, t hough 
laymen, as the 'kingdom of priests' of Ex. 1 9:6, 
observing the legislation relevant to a priest on 
Temple duty. (Similar motivation and concerns, 
interestingly, appear in the 'Dead Sea Scrolls.) In 
the NT, too, cultic purity seems to be a major Phari
saic concern. 

11. Relationship to other groups 
All four gospels link 'scribes and Pharisees (Mt .  
5:20; 1 2 :38; 1 5 : 1 ;  23 ;  Mk .  2 : 1 6; 7: 1 ;  Lk. 5:2 1 ,  30; 
6:7; 7:30; 1 1  :53; 1 5 :2; Jn. 8:3; cf Acts 23.9) .  This 
only indicates that some scribes were Pharisees, 
and likely from their learning to take leading roles 
within the movement. 

Matthew alone links Pharisees with 'Saddu
cees (3:7; 1 6: I ,  6, 1 1 , 1 2) .  They might thus repre
sent the leaders of the people, but generally the 
evangelists see various combinations 01' chief 
priests, elders and scribes in that role. Perhaps 
these two were seen as most doctrinally distinctive 
from other strands of Judaism. The opposition be
tween them is important to Josephus and the 
rabbis; cf also Acts 23:6-10. 

Matthew once l inks Pharisees with the chief 
priests (2 1 :45), and in John this combination is the 
moving force behind the formal opposition to 
Jesus (7:32, 45; 1 1  :47, 57; 1 8 :3). This might support 
Josephus' claims that they wielded political power. 
Although Matthew appears to intend two separate 
groups, Josephus notes that some priests were 
themselves Pharisees. 

I I I .  Teaching 
The problems discussed above make it hard to be 
certain wh at was dist inctively Pharisaic. Josephus' 
statements about the Pharisees being 'accurate 
interpreters of the Law' (e.g. BJ 2 . 1 62) must be 
tempered by his other comments attributing such 
accuracy to all Jewish sects, especially the priest
hood. That they were conservative on some parts 
01' the Law and liberal on others, adding also their 
own traditions, is neither surprising nor unique to 
their group. Any claim to be the definit ive 
exponents 01' the Law would, however, give a cut
ting edge to Jesus' fierce denunciations. 

The only point on wh ich all sources agree is the 
Pharisees' belief in an afterlife. Josephus appears 
to contrast their position with Essene dualism: un
righteous souls are punished while the righteous 
pass into 'other bodies' (BJ 2 . 1 63), perhaps at a 
general resurrection . 

I V. I nfluencc 
Thc traditional image of the all-powerful legalistic 
Pharisee is manifestly incorrect. Claims that they 
controlled cultic practice are incredible and con
tradicted by the evidence. However, our sources do 
suggest a disproportionate influence on society. 
There is, though, no reason to supposc that they 
exercised any direct influencc in the synagogucs or 
other parts 01' cvcryday Jewish l ife. Josephus, the 
rabbinic materials and thc Gospel 01' John would 
also suggest their influence was limited to thc cn
virons of Jerusalem, though Mark and Luke locatc 
Pharisees in Galilee (see Lk. 5: 1 7) .  

An important factor in asscssing their influence 
is the impression given by the synoptic writers that 



it was the Pharisees who took it upon themselves 
to vet Jesus' credentials and to seek to destroy his 
subversive new teaching. Hence they are portrayed 
as natural authorities in the community of faith, or 
at least in that part of most interest to the early 
Christi an community. This coheres with both 
Josephus' report of their claims to 'accuracy' in  
interpretation, and with what we know of the  early 
life of the erstwhile Pharisee, Paul (Gal. I :  1 3- 14; 
Phil .  3 .5f.) .  In Luke, in particular, they appear to 
regard Jesus as an equal, even while suffering his 
biting criticisms. In Acts they appear as a voice of 
moderation in the *Sanhedrin. But in general 'the 
Pharisees' quickly became a stereotype for the op
ponents of Jesus. 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. See the items listed under SAO
OUCEES; 1. Neusner, The Rabbinic Traditions about 
Ihe Pharisees be/ore 70, 3 vols., 1 97 1 ;  idem. 
'Josephus' Pharisees: A Complete Repertoire', in 
L. H .  Feldman & G. Hata (eds), losephus, ludaism, 
and Christianity, 1 987, pp. 274-292 ;  S. Van 
Tilborg, The lewish Leaders in Malthew, 1 972; 1. 
Lightstone, 'Sadducees versus Pharisees: The Tan
naitic Sources' , i n  Neusner (ed.), Christianity, 
ludaism and other Greco-Roman Cults: Studies /or 
Morlon Smith at 60, 3, 1 975, pp. 206-2 1 7. ;  M .  1. 
Cook, Mark's Treatment 0/ the lewish leaders, 
1 978; E. Rivkin, The Hidden Revolution: An His
lorical Reconstruction 0/ the Pharisees, 1 978; R .  L. 
Brawley, Luke-Acts and the lews, 1 987; 1. T. San
ders, The lews in Luke-Acts, 1 987; 1. T. Carroll, 
' Luke's Portrayal of the Pharisees', CBQ 50, 1 988, 
pp. 604-62 1 ;  D. B. Gowler, Host, Guest, Enemy and 
Friend: Portraits 0/ the Pharisees in Luke and Acts, 
1 99 1 ;  S. Mason, Flavius Josephus on the Pharisees: 
A Composition-Critical Stlldy, 1 99 1 ;  idem, 'Chief 
Priests, Sadducees, Pharisees and Sanhedrin in 
Acts' in R.  1. Bauckham (ed.), The Book 0/ Acts in 
its Palestinian Setting, 1 995 .  O.R.  de  L.  

PHARPAR ('swift') .  One of the two 'rivers of 
Damascus' of which Naaman boasted (2 Ki. 5 :  1 2) .  
64 km long, i t  is one  of the  tributaries of the 
• A bana or Barada, ftows E from Herrnon a little 
S of Damascus, and is now called the 
'Awaj ' .  l .O.O.  

PHILADELPHIA, A city in the Rom. province of 
Asia, in the W of wh at is now Asiatic Turkey. It  
was perhaps founded by Eumenes, king of Perga
mum, in the 2nd century BC, and certainly named 
after his brot her Attalus, whose loyalty had earned 
hirn the name Philadelphus. It was situated near 
the upper end of a broad valley leading down 
through Sardis to the sea near Smyrna; and it lay at 
thc threshold of a very fertile tract of plateau 
country, from which much of its commercial pros
perity derived. The area was subject to frequent 
earthquakes. A severe one in AO 17 destroyed the 
city; and as the shocks continued intermittently the 
people took to living outside the city (Strabo, 
Geography 1 2 .8 . 1 8  (579);  1 3 .4. 1 0  (628) ) .  After an 
imperial bounty had helped it to recover, the city 
voluntarily assumed the new name of Neocaes
area. Later, under Vespasian, it  took another im
perial name, Flavia. The city was remarkable lor 
the number of its temples and religious festivals. 
The site is now occupied by the town of Ala�ehir. 

Thc letter to 'the angel of the church in Phila
delphia' (Rev. 3:7- 1 3) probably alludes to some of 

PHILEMON 

Philadelphia, one 0/ the 'seven churches 0/ Asia' 
(Rev. 1-3). 

the circumstances of the city. As Philadelphus was 
renowned for his loyalty to his brother, so the 
church, the true Philadelphia, inherits and fulfils 
his character by its steadfast loyalty to Christ (vv. 
8, 10) .  As the city stands by the 'open door' of a 
region from which its wealth derives, so the church 
is given an 'open door' of opportunity to cxploit 
(v. 8 ;  cf 2 Cor. 2 :  1 2) .  The symbols of the 'crown' 
and the 'temple' (vv. 1 1 - 1 2) point to a contrast 
with the games and religious festivals of the city. 
In contrast with the impermanence of life in a city 
prone to earthquakes, those who 'overcome' are 
promised the ult imate stability of being built into 
the temple of God. As at Smyrna, this church had 
met rejection from the Jews in the city (v. 9), but 
the conqueror shall enjoy final acceptance by the 
Lord whose name he had confessed (v. 8), signified 
again by the conferring on him of the divine 
names (v. 1 2) ,  wh ich recall the new names taken by 
the city from the divine emperors. Ignatius later 
visited the city on his way from Antioch to mar
tyrdom in Rome, and sent a letter to the church 
there. 
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BIBLtOGRAPHY. C. 1. Hemer, The Leiters 10 the 
Seven Churches 0/ Asia in their Local Setting, 1 986; 
E. M. Yamauchi, New Testament Cities in Western 
Asia Minor, 1 980. M.J .S.R. 
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PHILEMON. The owner of the slave * Onesimus 
and alm ost certainly a resident of Colossae 
(* PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO, for other views). Though 
Paul had not himself visited Colossae (Col .  2:  I ) , 
Philemon was apparently converted through hirn 
(Phm . 1 9) and had been a colleague (the normal 
meaning of 'fellow-worker', Phm. I ,  Rsv)-both,  
perhaps, in Ephesus, the provincial capital (cf Acts 
1 9: 3 1 ). The argument of 1. Knox (who applies 
Phm. 1 9  to Archippus), that Paul would regard the 
work of any of his associates as his own, is hardly 
borne out by Col . I :7f., which he cites, nor is Phm. 
5 ('hear of your love') incompatible with past ac
quaintance. A.F.W.  



PHILEMON, E�ISTLE TO 

PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO. 

I. Outline of contents 
a. Address and greeting (vv. 1-3). 
b. Thanksgiving: introducing themes, to be de

veloped later, of love, fellowship (koinönia; cf 
koinönos, 'partner' in v. 1 7) and refreshment (cf v. 
20) (vv. 4-7). 

c. The request for Onesimus (vv. 8-2 1 ). 
d. A request for hospitality (v. 22). 
e. Greetings from Paul's friends (vv. 23-24) . . 
f Blessing (v. 25). 

11. Significance 
The earliest extant lists of the Pauline Corpus 
(Marcion's 'canon' and the M uratorian Fragment) 
contain Philemon, even though they omit the 
Pastoral Epistles. In the 4th century complaints 
appear not so much against its authenticity as of 
its alleged triviality (cf Jerome, Preface to Philem
on): most generations, however, have better valued 
the grace, tact, affection and delicacy of feeling 
which mark this little letter. Tertullian remarked 
that it was the only Epistle wh ich Marcion left un
contaminated by 'editing' (Adv. Mare. 5, 2 1 ), and 
its authenticity has never been responsibly ques
tioned. In recent years it has become a bastion of 
the theory of the Pauline Corpus associated with 
E. 1. Goodspeed and John Knox (*  PAUL, 111. d. ii); 
gratitude for the fresh interest they have stimulated 
in Philemon, and the adoption of some of their 
suggestions, does not, however, demand accept
ance of this highly dubious reconstruction. 

111. Form 
The personal and informal nature 01' Philemon (cf 
Deissmann, LAE, pp. 234f., and * EPISTLE) may 
distract attention from its extremely careful com
position and observance of li terary forms (cf 
Knox, pp. 18f. ) .  It should also be noted that a 
house-church is in mind as weil as the people 
named in the address (v. 2). Goodspeed and Knox 
over-emphasize the part the church is expected to 
play in swaying the slave-owner to 'do the Chris
tian thing' (Goodspeed, p. 1 1 8): the second person 
singular is used throughout, even for the greetings: 
the only exceptions are in vv. 22 (the hoped-for 
visit) and 2 5  (the benediction). This affords a con
trast with Ignatius' letter to Polycarp, which is ad
dressed to an individual but with frequent passages 
in the second person plural which show that the 
church is being harangued. Philemon is addressed 
to the slave-owner, with his family and church pre
sumably linked with hirn after the manner of Rom . 
1 6 :5 ;  Col. 4: 1 5 . Comparison has often been invited 
with Pliny's letter (Ep. 9. 2 1 )  on behalf of an errant 
but repentant freedman. 

IV. Pur pose and occasion 
The core of the Epistle is an appeal by Paul on 
behalf of one Onesimus, a slave from Colossae 
(Co I. 4:9) whose conduct had contrasted with his 
name ( 'useful'-a pun is involved in Phm . 1 0- 1 1 ). 
It seems that Onesimus had robbed his master ( 1 8) 
and run away ( l 5-not quite explicit). By some 
means unstated-perhaps his fellow-townsman 
Epaphras (Co I .  4 :  1 2) was instrumental-he was 
brought into contact with the imprisoned Paul and 
radically converted. Not only so, but strong affec
tion developed between Paul and his new 'son', in 
whom the veteran saw rich potential. 
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Under contemporary law, alm ost limitless ven
geance could be wreaked on Onesimus by his 
owner: Graeco-Roman society was never free 
from the phobia of a servile war, and even an 
otherwise good master might think it his duty to 
society to make an example of the runaway. 
Frightful penalties also awaited those who har
boured runaways (cf P. Oxy. 1 422). I t  is at this 
point that Paul interposes with his brother (7, 20), 
not commanding, but begging (8-9) that his 
owner will receive Onesimus as he would Paul 
hirnself ( 1 7), and solemnly undertaking all the 
slave's debts ( 1 8- 1 9) .  

But probably Paul is  asking more than mercy. 
Knox points out that parakaleö fol lowed by per i 
(as in v. 1 0) usually means in late Gk.  'to ask for' 
rather than 'on behalf of' .  Paul highly valued 
Onesimus; his departure caused hirn great sorrow; 
and but for the necessity of obtaining his owner's 
permission would have liked to keep hirn with hirn 
( 1 1 - 1 4).  The fullness of Paul's request would be 
that Onesimus might be released to Paul for Chris
tian service. He would thenceforth stand in an un
speakably closer and more permanent relationship 
than the old domestic one ( 1 5- 1 6) .  In  any case, to 
Paul's ministry this correspondent owes his own 
conversion ( 1 9).  

Paul is in prison (9-1 0): the occasion is the same 
as that indicated in Colossians, for Onesimus is to 
accompany Tychicus, the bearer of that Icttcr (Col. 
4:9). Paul's party in Phm. 23f. is the same as that in 
Col. 4: 1 0-14, with the exception of Jesus Justus 
(unless this is a scribal omission; cf E.  Amling, 
ZNW 1 0, 1 909- 1 0, p. 26 1 ). The place of im
prisonment will be decided mainly on grounds ex
ternal to the letter: the real alternatives are Rome, 
in the first imprisonment (c. AD 62) or Ephesus 
about AD 55 (* PAUL; * CHRONOLOGY OF THE NEW 
TESTAMENT). Either city might have attracted Ones
imus. Ephesus was near horne, but large enough to 
be lost in; Rome was a haven for displaced persons 
of every kind. In either case there is some expect
ation of release and a journey to Philemon's area 
in the foreseeable future. 

There are other links with Colossians. Col. 
3 :22ff. (cf Eph. 6:5-9) could hardly have been writ
ten without Onesimus, and the possible effect on 
his career, in mind. Knox and Goodspecd have, 
however, little reason to associate the charge to Ar
chippus and the 'Epistle from Laodicea' (Col . 
4: 1 6-1 7) with the Onesimus ca se. Knox hirnself 
has disposed of Goodspeed's suggestion that 
Onesimus' owner Iived at Laodicea (pp. 40ff.), but 
his own suggestion that Philemon reccived the 
letter first as the (Laodicean) superintendent of the 
Lycus churches and that Archippus in Colossae 
was the slave-owner and principal addressee, fares 
no better. It requires an unnatural reading of the 
address, and a heavy burden on a few words (e.g 
' fellow worker' and 'fellow soldier' in  vv. l and 2). 
Whether the epistle of Col. 4: 16 was * Ephesians or 
some unknown letter is uncertain, but nothing 
suggests that it was Philemon. (* ApPHIA; * ARCHIP
PUS; * ONESIMUS; • PHILEMON.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries (with Colossians) 
on the Gk. text by C. F. D. Moule, 1 957; P. T. 
O'Brien, WBC, 1 982; commentaries on the Eng. 
text by 1. Knox, IB, 1 955; R. P. Martin, NCB, 1 974; 
N. T. Wright, TNTC, 1 986. See also 1. Knox, 
Philemon among the Epistles of Paul2, 1 959; F. F. 
Bruce, BJRL 48, 1 965, pp. 8 1 -97; S. C. Winter, 
NTS 33, 1 987, pp. 1 - 1 5 .  A.F.W. 



PHI LETUS. A teacher representative of those 
undermining the Christian doctrine of the resur-
rection (2 Tim . 2: 1 7) .  (0 HYMENAEUS.) 1 .0.0. 

PHILIP (Gk. philippos, 'horse-Iover'). There are 4 
characters of this name known to the NT writers. 

1. A son of Herod the Great and Mariamne, the 
daughter of Simon the high priest. For a time he 
was next in succession to Antipater (Jos., Anl. 1 7 . 
53), but this arrangement was revoked by later 
wills, and he Iived as a private citizen. A. H. M .  
Jones ( The Herods 01 Iudaea, 1 938, p. 1 76n.) 
claims that his name was Herod, not Phil ip. (Jos., 
Anl. 1 8 . 1 37, calls hirn Herod, but so many mem
bers of the 0 Herod family bore this name that an 
additional name was almost obligatory.) His wife 
o Herodias, the mother of Salome, left hirn in order 
to live with Herod Antipas, his half-brother (Mt .  
14 :3; Mk.  6: 1 7; Lk. 3 : 1 9) .  

2.  A son of Herod the Great by his fifth wife, 
Cleopatra of Jerusalem; Jos., Anl. 1 7. 2 1  states that 
he was brought up at Rome. By Augustus' settle
ment of Herod's will Philip was gran ted the tet
rarchy of Gaulanitis, Trachonitis, Auranitis, Ba
tanaea (Jos.), and I turaea (Lk. 3 :  I ) . He ruled for 37 
years until his death in  the winter of AO 33/ 34, and 
differed from his kinsfolk in  the moderation and 
justice of his rule (Jos., AIlI. 1 8 . 1 06). At his death 
the territory was incorporated into the province of 
Syria until AO 37, when the emperor Gaius Ca
ligula gran ted it to Agrippa (the Herod of Acts 
1 2 : I ,  1 9-23), son of Aristobulus and grandson of 
Herod and Mariamne. Philip rebui l t  Panias 
(modern Banyas) as Caesarea Philippi (Mt .  1 6: 1 3 ; 
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Mk.  8:27) and Beth-saida Julias (Jos., AIlI. 1 8 . 28; 
BI 2.  1 68), both names reflecting his pro-Roman 
sympathies. He was the first Jewish prince to im
press the heads of Roman emperors on his coms. 
He married Salome, the daughter of 0 Herodlas, 
and had no children (Jos., An/. 1 8 .  1 37). 

3. Philip the apostle was called to follow Jesus 
on the day following the call of Andrew and 
Simon, and was instrumental in bringing Natha
nael to follow hirn (Jn. I :43-46). His horne was 
o Beth-saida (Jn. 1 :44): this was the Beth-saida of 
Galilee (Jn. 1 2 :2 1 ) , the horne town of Andrew and 
Simon, and is thought to have been a fishing
village on the W shore of the lake. In the hsts of 
the apostles in Mt. 1 0:3 ;  Mk. 3 : 1 4; Lk. 6: 1 4  he IS 
placed fifth in order, with Bartholomew sixlh: Acts 
I :  1 3  places hirn fifth, but puts Thomas in the sixth 
place. The only other references to hirn in Ihe NT 
tell of his inability 10 suggest to Jesus how to 
supply the food for the 5,000 (Jn. 6:5), his bringing 
the Greeks 10 Jesus (J n .  1 2:2 1 f.) ,  and his request of 
Jesus to see Ihe Father (Jn. 1 4:8). Papias 2 .  4 refers 
to hirn as one of thepresbYleroi (see furlher below). 

4. Philip was one of Ihe 'Seven' who were chosen 
as officials (Ihe first 0 'deacons') of the church at 
Jerusalem (Acts 6:5). On the persecution of the 
church following the martyrdom of Stephen he 
took the gospel to Samaria, where his ministry was 
much blessed (Acts 8:5-1 3), and subsequently he 
was sent S to the Jerusalem-Gaza road to lead the 
Ethiopian eunuch to Christ (Acts 8:26--38). After 
this incident he was 'Spirited' away to Azotus, the 
Philistine Ashdod, and from there conducted an 
it inerant ministry until he reached the port of Cae
sarea (Acts 8:39-40), where he appears to have set
tled (Acts 2 1  :8). He was known as 'the evangelist ' ,  

o o 0 0 o 
IM
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Antipater HEROD-PHILIP m. Herodias Archelaus Herod Antipas m. CD d. of Aretas PHILIP 
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Two 01 Ihe members 01 Herod'slamily, according 10 Ihe NT. were named Philip. Simplijiedlami/y Iree. 
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presumably to elistinguish hirn from the apostle (3, 
above), anel hael four elaughters who were prophet
esses (Acts 21 :9). Luke is here at great pains to 
distinguish the evangelist from the apostle. Euse
bius twice (EH 3. 3 1 ;  5. 24) quotes Polycrates as 
referring to Philip, 'one of the twelve apostles', and 
his two aged virgin daughters as being buried at 
Hierapolis, while another daughter was buried at 
Ephesus. Perhaps this last was the one mentioned 
in 3. 30 (quoting Clement of Alexandria, who may 
use the plural here loosely) as having been given in 
marriage. Papias is also cited (EH 3. 39) as stating 
that 'the apostle Philip' and his daughters lived at 
Hierapolis and the daughters supplied hirn with 
information. A quotation from the Dialogue 0/ 
Gaius and Proclus in Eus., EH 3 .  3 1  that the tomb 
of Philip and his four prophesying daughters may 
be seen at Hierapolis, fol lowed by a reference to 
Acts 2 1  :8-9, shows that the historian had confused 
the apostle and the evangelist. It would see m most 
likely that both the apostle and the evangelist had 
daughters, which would lead to their confusion. 
Lightfoot (Colossians, pp. 45ff.) is probably right in 
maintaining that i t  was the apostle who died in 
Hierapolis. 

The papyrus finds at Nag Hammadi (0 CHENO
BOSKION) have revealed an apocryphal Gospel ac
cording 10 Philip: see R. McL. Wilson, The Gospel 
0/ Philip, 1 962. D.H.W. 

PHILIPPI. In the course of his apostolic travels 
Paul received in a vision an invitation from a man 
of Macedonia who implored, 'Come over to Mac
edonia, and help us' (Acts 1 6 :9). Interpreting this 
plea as a summons from God, Paul and his party 
sailed for Neapolis, the port of Philippi, 1 3  km S of 
the city and the terminus of the Egnatian Way, a 
military road which joined Rome and the East as a 
much valued line of communication. 

The arrival at Philippi is marked in Acts 1 6 : 12 by 
a description of the city: 'the leading city of Mac
edonia and a Roman colony'. The stages by which 
the city attained the rank of this noble description 
may be traced. 

The town derives its name from Philip of Mac
edon, who took i t  from the Thasians about 360 BC. 
He enlarged the settlement, and fortified it to 
defend his fron tiers against the Thasians. At this 
time the gold-mining industry was developed, and 
gold coins were struck in the name of Philip and 
became commonly recognized. After the battle of 
Pydna in 1 68 BC it was annexed by the Romans; 
and when Macedonia was divided into four parts 
for administrative purposes Philippi was included 
in the first of the four districts. This fact supports a 
proposal of pröles in place of the TR's pröle in 
Acts 1 6: 1 2 ,  suggested by F. Field and accepted by 
F. Blass, who explained it by this reference to the 
division of Macedonia into four districts by Aemil
ius Paullus in 1 67 BC (Livy, 45.  1 7- 1 8, 29); cf 
commentaries on Acts by H .  Conzelmann and E. 
Haenchen, ad loe. On this emended reading the 
verse runs: 'a city of the first division of Macedo
nia'. If the text is not changed, Philippi's claim to 
be 'chief city of the district' can be accepted only 
in a general sense, as A.  N. Sherwin-White ob
serves (Roman Sociely and Roman Law in Ihe New 
Testament, 1 963, pp. 93ff.). The comment possibly 
reflects Luke's special interest in the city, which 
may have been his birth-place. 

In 42 BC the famous battle of Philippi was 
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fought with Antony and Octavian ranged against 
Brutus and Cassius. After this date the town was 
enlarged, probably by the coming of colonists; the 
title Colonia lulia is attested at this time. This 
prominence was enhanced further when, after the 
battle of Actium in 3 1  BC, in which Octavian de
feated the forces of Antony and Cleopatra, the 
town ' received a settlement of I talian colonists 
who had favoured Antony and had been obliged to 
surrender their land to the veterans of Octavian' 
(Lake and Cadbury, p. 1 87). Octavian gave the 
town its notable title, Col(onia) lul(ia) Aug(lIsla) 
Philip(pensis), wh ich has appeared on coins. Of all 
the privileges which this title conferred, the posses
sion of the ' ltalic right' (ius llalicum) was the most 
valuable. It meant that the colonists enjoyed the 
same rights and privileges as if their land were part 
of Italian soil. 

The civic pride of the Philippians (who are given 
the equivalent 01' their Latin name Philippenses in 
Paul's letter, 4: 1 5) is a feature of the Acts narrat ive, 
and reappears in allusions the apostle makes in the 
Epistle. See Acts 1 6:2 1 ;  cf 1 6:37. Official names 
are used (duoviri in  1 6:20, 22, and 'Iictors' in 
1 6:35). The Gk. word translated 'uncondemned' in 
1 6:37 probably reflects the Latin re incognila or in
dicla causa, i. e. 'without examination'. In the letter 
to the Philippian church two passages, 1 :27 and 
3:20, speak of 'citizenship', a term wh ich would 
have special appeal to the readers; and the virtues 
listed in 4:8 are those wh ich the Roman mind 
would particularly appreciate. 

After the apostle's first visit with his preaching, 
imprisonment and release, his further contact with 
the city is inferred from references in Acts 20: 1 , 6; I 
Tim. 1 :3 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Historical details are supplied in 
BC, I ,  4, 1 933, ad loc. ; R .  P. Martin, Philippians, 
NCB, 1 976, Introduction, section I ,  which de
scribes the religious milieu of the city at the time of 
Paul's arrival there; while for archaeological in
formation the work of P. Collart, Philippes, ville de 
Mact!doine, 2 vols., containing plates and text, 
1 937, may be mentioned, along with H .  L. Hen-
drix, ABD 5 ,  pp. 3 1 3-3 1 7 . R . P . M .  

PHILIPPIANS, EPISTLE TO THE. The church 
at 0 Philippi was brought into being during the 
apostle's second missionary journey, recorded in 
Acts 1 6: 1 2-40. Paul's letter to this Christian com
munity has always been looked upon as a most 
personal and tender communication, although 
there is a noticeable change at the introduction to 
ch. 3 .  

I.  Outline o r  contents 
a. Address and greeting ( I : I -2).  
b. Paul's thanksgiving and confidence ( I  :3-7). 
c. An apostolic prayer (I :8-1 1 ). 
d Paul's great ambition and joy ( I :  1 2-26). 
e. Exhortation and example ( I  :27-2: 1 8) .  
f Future plans (2: 1 9-30). 
g. The great digression (3: 1 -2 1 ) . 
h. Encouragements, appreciations and greetings 

(4: 1 -23). 

11.  Date and provenance 

From the record of Paul's l ife in the Acts of the 
Apostles we know of only three imprisonments 
( 1 6:23-40; 2 1  :32-23:30; 28:30), during one of 



which this letter was written ( Phil .  1 :7, 1 3- 14, 1 6) .  
f t  obviously cannot have been written du ring the 
first; and it seems at first sight that the choice is a 
simple one between his captivity at Caesarea and 
the 2 years' detention at Rome. 

a. The Caesarean hypolhesis 
This view goes back to 1 799, when it was pro
pounded by H. E. G. Paulus. Rather surprising 
support came later from E. Lohmeyer in the Meyer 
commentary, and there have been several suggest
ive studies (see Martin, Philippians, NCB, 1 976, pp. 
45-48) in support 01' this setting 01' the letter. The 
suggestion of the letter's composition during the 
imprisonment at Caesarea contains some diftlcul
ties, wh ich may be enumerated as folIows: 

I .  The custody of Acts 23:35 does not suggest 
the imminent martyrdom which Lohmeyer takes 
as the controlling theme of the entire letter (cf his 
analysis 01' the letter in these terms, pp. 5f.). 

2 .  The size and type of the Christian community 
at the place of his captivity do not tally with wh at 
we know of the church at Caesarea ( 1 : 1 4ff.), as 
Moffatt indicates (An IntroduClion to the Literalure 
oJ the New Testament, 1 9 1 8 ,  p. 1 69). 

3 .  The apostle's outlook at the time of Acts 
23-24 was bound up with a visit to Rome, but 
of this desire there is no hint in Philippians; rather 
he looks forward to a return visit to Philippi 
(2 :24ff.) .  

b. The Roman hypothesis 
The alternative proposal is that the letter was writ
ten and despatched during the apostle's Roman 
captivity; and this remains the traditional view, 
with many adherents. It has considerable evidence 
in its favour: 

I .  The allusions to the praetorium ( I :  1 3) and to 
'Caesar's household' (4:22) correspond to the his
torical detail of the Roman detention, whatever 
the precise meaning of the terms may be. 

2. The gravity of the charge and of the impend
ing verdict ( I  :20ff.; 2: 1 7; 3 :  1 1 ) suggests that Paul is 
on trial for his l ife in the highest judicial court, 
from wh ich there can be no appeal. It is submitted 
that this piece of evidence shows that it cannot 
have been a provincial court whose judgment Paul 
awaits, for even if the verdict there were unfavour
able, he would still have a 'trump card' (in C. H.  
Dodd's phrase) to play which would quash this 
local sentence and transfer his case to Rome. That 
he does not appear to have recourse to this is pre
sumptive evidence that he has in fact so appealed, 
and that the appeal has brought hirn to the im
perial city. 

3. The church at Rome would correspond, in 
size and influence, to the references in I :  1 2ff., 
wh ich point to a Christian fellowship of consider
able importance. 

4. The length of the imprisonment is sufficient, 
according to the proponents of this view, to allow 
for the journeys mentioned or implied by the letter. 
But this is a matter of debate. 

5 .  There is indirect witness to the Roman prov
enance of the Epistle in the Marcionite prologue to 
the letter, which says, 'The apostle praises them 
from Rome in prison by Epaphroditus.' 

There are, however, certain difficulties about this 
time-honoured view which have made scholars 
hesitate before accepting it. A. Deissmann was ap
parently the first to formulate these doubts, wh ich 
we may state thus: 
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I . Deissmann drew attention to the fact that 
journeys to and from the place of captivity imply 
that the place cannot have been far from Philippi. 
It was argued that on the Roman hypothesis it is 
difficult to fi t  ' those enormous journeys', as he 
called them, into the 2 years mentioned as the dur
ation of the Roman imprisonmenl. 

2 .  Moreover, the situation reflected in the letter, 
with its foreboding of imminent martyrdom, 
hardly corresponds with the comparative freedom 
and relaxed atmosphere of Acts 28:30-3 1 .  If the 
letter came out of that detention it is dearly neces
sary to postulate an unfavourable development in 
the apostle's relations with the authorities which 
led to a change for the worse in his conditions and 
prospects. 

3. A telling criticism of the traditional theory is 
the witness of 2 :24, which expresses the hope that, 
if  the apostle is set free, he intends to revisit the 
Philippians, and also to take up his missionary and 
pastoral work in their midst once again. This is an 
important datum from the internal evidence of the 
letter itself, for we know from Rom. 1 5 :23-24, 28 
that at that time he considered his missionary work 
in the E as completed, and was setting his face to 
the W, notably to Spain. I f  the letter emanates 
from Rome (i.e. if it is later than the writing of 
Rom. 1 5) i t  is necessary to believe that a new situ
ation had arisen which led hirn to revise his plans. 
This possibility, indeed, is not unthinkable, as we 
know from his movements at Corinth; but i t  does 
show that the Roman view is not entirely free from 
weaknesses. 

c. The Ephesian hypo thesis 
I n  place of the Roman dating it is proposed to 
place the letter in a putative Ephesian captivity. 
The evidence for this imprisonment is inferential 
and therefore lacking in complete cogency; but the 
scholars who support it find that the locating of 
the letter in this period of Paul's l ife eases the dif
ficulties which the Roman theory encounters. For 
example, the intended re-visit to Philippi is then 
fulfilled in Acts 20: 1--6, with Timothy's movements 
also tallying with the record of Acts. W. Michaelis, 
who has consistently championed the Ephesian 
origin, shows persuasively how, on this view, the 
movements mentioned both in Acts and in Philip
pians dovetail like the pieces of a jig-saw puzzle. 
The shorter distance between Philippi and Ephesus 
makes the journeys more within the bounds of 
likelihood, while there is inscriptional evidence 
that satisfies the requirement of I :  1 3  and 4:22. 
Ephesus was the centre of the imperial administra
tion in Asia, and there would be a praetorium there. 

The main difficulties which stand in the way of 
accepting this novel theory are: 

I .  Its speculative character. The Ephesian im
prisonment cannot be proved from a direct source, 
although there is much indirect attestation of i t ,  
especially in l and 2 Cor. 

2. The absence of any mention of a matter 
which (so i t  is argued) must have filled the apostle's 
mind at the time of this suggested dating, viz. the 
collection for the churches in Judaea. 

3 .  Perhaps the strongest counter-objection is the 
failure to explain why i t  was that, if Paul were in 
jeopardy at Ephesus, he did not use his right as a 
Roman citizen and extricate hirnself by an appeal 
to the emperor to be tried in Rome. Of this possi
bility there is no mention in the letter. 

Our condusion, then, must be a disappointing 
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one to those who expect a firm answer. The evi
dence, we feel,  is finely balanced, and a final deci
sion is not possible. The Roman dating may still be 
accepted with caution and one or two lingering 
doubts. The Ephesian hypothesis would have to be 
sufficiently strong to reverse the judgment of cen
turies, and this it fails to do, although it has many 
points in its favour; and were it more securely an
chored in direct evidence it would command wider 
support. The tide of critical opinion is, however, 
running in favour of a dating in the Ephesian 
period (see Martin, op. eit., pp. 36-57). (* PAUL.) 

III. The unity of the letter 
In the textual history the letter is known only as a 
complete whole; but there are many suggestions 
which contest its unity, mainly on the ground of an 
abrupt change in tone, style and content at the be
ginning of ch. 3. Explanations of this sudden 
change are given under the headings of ' In ter
polation' and ' Interruption'. 

a. Interpolation 
On this view the reason for the abrupt change at 
3: I b is that this verse introduces an interpolated 
fragment from another Pauline letter wh ich has 
somehow become interwoven into the canonical 
Epistle. There is little agreement as to where the 
interpolation ends, whether 4:3 (so K. Lake), 4: I 
(A. H .  McNeile-C. S. C. Williams, F. W. Beare), or 
3: 1 9  (1. H .  M ichael). Beare envisages the letter as a 
composite document made up of three elements: a 
letter of thanks, acknowledging the Philippians' 
gift by Epaphroditus (4: I 0-20); an interpolated 
fragment which denounces the false teaching of 
the lewish missionaries and the antinomianism of 
Gentile Christians (3:2-4: I ), and may be directed 
to some church other than Philippi, as 1. H .  
Michael earlier proposed; and the framework o f  
the Epistle ( 1 : 1 -3 : 1 ;  4:2-9, 2 1 -23), regarded as 
being the last of Paul's extant letters and, in a 
sense, his farewcll message to thc church militant 
on earth. This analysis has several variations (see 
Martin, op. cil., pp. 1 4--2 1 for details), but in the 
main the partition into three fragments is widely 
held. For a convincing defence of the letter's unity, 
see R . lewett, NovT 1 2, 1 970, pp. 40-53. 

b. Interruption 
The sudden change in style and outlook may more 
plausibly be accounted for by the interruption 01' 
the apostle as he dictated his letter, as Lightfoot 
suggested. See also E. Stange, 'Diktierpausen in 
den Paulusbriefen', in ZNW 1 8 , 1 9 1 7- 1 8, pp. 1 1 5f. 

On this interpretation, 3 : l a  is the intended con
clusion of the letter. Paul is disturbed by stirring 
news which has just reached hirn, and quickly turns 
aside to dictate a vehement warning. 'The same 
things' is a prospective term, looking forward to 
the serious admonitions to watchfulness against 
the ludaizers wh ich are to follow. See V. P. Furnish, 
NTS 1 0, 1 963-4, pp. 80-88. 

The integrity of the letter is, therefore, to be ac
cepted, with a possible reservation only in the case 
of 2:5-1 1 ,  which some regard as a pre-Pauline or 
post-Pauline composition, while F. W. Beare 
breaks new ground with the submission that this 
section owes its origin to an unknown Gentile 
writer who came under Pauline influence during 
the apostle's l ifetime. Paul accepts his writing with 
his imprimatur by induding i t  in his Epistle. There 
is a full discussion of the authorship and proven-

anee 01' the Christological hymn in 2:5-1 1 in the 
writer's monograph; see below. 

IV. The occasion and purpose of the letter 
The most obvious reason why the letter came to be 
written is to be found in Paul's situation as a pris
oner, and his desire· to commend his colleagues 
Timothy and Epaphroditus to the church. Paul 
writes as though he wanted to prepare the way for 
the coming of these men, and particularly to 
disarm any criticism which might be raised against 
Epaphroditus (cf 2:23ff.). 

There is also the note of appreciation for the 
Philippians' gift , to which he alludes in several 
pI aces ( 1 :5 ;  4: 1 0, 14ff.). This gift had evidently 
come through Epaphroditus, and Paul gratefully 
acknowledges both the gift and the presence of 
their messenger (2:25). 

Epaphroditus had, i t  is clear, also brought news 
of the outbreak of various troubles at Philippi, es
pecially the disturbing news of disunity within the 
ranks of the church members. This is clear from 
2:2-4, 14 ;  4:2, where the disputants are named, and 
perhaps 1 :27.  Paul gently reproaches them for this, 
and recalls them to agreement in the Lord. 

Another source of confusion in the fel lowship 
seems to have been the existence and influence of a 
'perfectionist' group within the church. There are 
grounds-known by inference from Paul's 
counter-arguments-for believing that the Philip
pians' confidence in being 'perfect' was based on a 
gnosticized eschatology that eliminated the future 
hope of the Christians and transferred it to a pres
ent experienee. Paul's response in ch. 3 is directed 
to a rebuttal of this. (For details, see Martin, op. 
eit. , pp. 22-34.) 

The Christian cause at Philippi seems to have 
been the object of persecution and attack from 
the outside world. There is definite allusion to the 
church's 'enemies' ( 1 :28), and a description of the 
type of society in which the church was called upon 
to live and bear witness to Christ is given (2: 1 5) .  
Hence the oft-repeated call to stand fast ( 1  :27; 4: I ) .  
We may detect in a ministry of encouragement a 
further reason for the letter, although Lohmeyer's 
interpretation of the entire Epistlc as a ' tract for 
martyrs' is somewhat extreme. 

V. Thc valuc of the letter 
Two outstanding features of the letter may be men
tioned. First, the Philippian letter will always 
remain as a tribute to the apostle's attitude to his 
sufferings. By the grace of God he is able to rejoice 
under the most trying circumstanees of his captiv
ity and impending fate. His constant call to re
joicing (the word 'joy' and its cognate forms is 
found 1 6  times) is a distinguishing characteristic, 
as Bengel noted in his famous phrase: 'summa epis
tolae; gal/deo, gaudete'. And the secret of that joy is 
fellowship with the Lord who is the centre of his 
life, whatever the future may hold ( 1  : 20--2 1 ). 

Secondly, no introduction to the letter would be 
complete without a referenee to the great passage 
in 2 : 5- 1 1 .  Here we find the loeus classieus of Paul's 
doctrine of the person of Christ and the nature 
and scope of Christian salvation, and for that 
reason the Philippian Epistle will ever remain in 
the forefront of Pauline studies so long as the great 
apostle's writings continue to engage the attention 
of Christian students. 
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PHILISTINES, PHILISTlA. 

I. Name 
In the OT the name Philistine is written p'listi, 
usually with the artide, and more commonly in its 
plural form p'liSrim (rarely p'liStiyyim) generally 
without the artide. The territory which they in
habited was known as 'the land of the Philistines' 
( 'ere� p 'liStim) or Philistia (p'lesel). The modern 
name 'Palestine' is derived from this through 
Assyr. Palastu, Gk. Palaestine and Lat. Palaestina. 
In the Septuagint the word is variously rendered 
Phylistieim (mainly in the Pentateuch, Joshua and 
Judges). Hellenas ( l s. 9: 1 2  [ 1 1 ,  Heb.)), and allo
phylos, -oi, 'stranger, foreigner' (but not in the Pen
tateuch or Joshua). It is probable that the name is 
to be identified with prst in the Egyp. texts (the 
sounds l and r are not separately represented in the 
hieroglyphic script) and palastu in the Assyr. cunei
form inscriptions. 

11. 1 n the Bible 

a. Origin o[ the Philistines 
According to the * Table of Nations (Gn. 10 : 14 ;  I 
Ch.  I :  1 2) ,  the Philistines derived from Casluhim, 
the son of Mizraim (Egypt) the son of Harn (Gn. 
1 0: 14; I Ch. 1 : 1 2) .  When they later appeared and 
confronted the Israelites they came from * Caphtor 
(Am. 9:7). 

b. In the time o[ the Patriardls 
Abraham and Isaac had dealings with a Philistine, 
Abimelech, the king of Oerar, and his general Phi
chol (Gn. 20-2 1 ;  26). In the time of the Monarchy 
the Philistines were almost proverbially aggressive, 
but Abimelech was a reasonable man. He had ad
opted many of the customs of the country, had a 
Semitic name, and engaged with Isaac in a 
covenant. 

C. At the time o[ the Exodus and the Judges 
When the Israelites left Eg)Ypt the Philistines were 
extensively settled along thle coastal strip between 
Egypt and Gaza, and they were obliged to detour 
inland to avoid 'the way oC the land of the Philis
tines' (Ex. 1 3 : 1 7). The adjac:ent section of the Med
iterranean was in fact refenred to as the sea of the 
Philistines (Ex. 23:3 1 ) .  The IPhilistines probably did 
not settle in the area until after the time of the 
exodus, so in these references the name is pre
sumably used retrospectively. It is presumably the 
Phil istines in this area who are referred to as 
Caphtorim in Dt. 2 :23 .  

The Israelites did not encounter the Philistines 
in Canaan during the Conquest, but by the time 
Joshua was an old man they were established in the 
five cities of Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Ekron and 
Gath (Jos. 1 3 :2-3). From this time for many gener
ations these people were used by God to chastise 
the Israelites (Jdg. 3:2-3). Shamgar ben Anath re
pulsed them temporarily (Jdg. 3:3 1 ), but they con
stantly pressed inland from the coast plain, and the 
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Israelites even adopted their gods (Jdg. 10 :6-7). 
The great Israelite hero of the period of the Judges 
was Samson (Jdg. 1 3- 1 6) .  In his time there were 
social links between Philistines and Israelites, for 
he married a Philistine wife, and later had relations 
with Delilah, who, if not a Philistine herself, was in 
dose contact with them. The hill-country was not 
under Philistine control, and Samson took refuge 
there after his raids. When he was finally taken by 
them he was bound with bronze fetters ( 1 6:2 1 )  and 
forced to make sport for them while they watched 
from inside and on the roof of a pillared building 
( 1 6:25-27). 

d. In the reigns o[ Saul and David 
Continuing Philistine pressure was probably one 
reason Israel feit the need for a strong military 
leader. The Philistines captured the Ark and des
troyed Shiloh (I Sa. 4), and had control of Es
draelon, the coastal plain, the Negeb and much of 
the hill-country. By restricting the distribution of 
iron, they prevented the Israelites from having 
new-style weapons (I Sa. 1 3 : 1 9-22). It was prob
ably largely due to the continuing pressure of the 
Philistines that the need for a strong military leader 
was feit in Israel. The ark was captured by the Phil
istines in a disastrous battle at Aphek and the 
shrine at Shiloh was destroyed (I Sa. 4), and at this 
time they probably controlled Esdraelon, the coast 
plain, the Negeb, and much of the hill-country. 
They also controlled the distribution of iron, and 
thus prevented the I sraelites from having useful 
weapons ( I  Sa. 1 3 : 1 9-22). Sau I was anointed king 
by Samuel, and after a victory over the Philistines 
at Michmash, drove them from the hill-country ( I  
Sa. 1 4).  His erratic rule, however, al lowed the Phil
istines to continue to assert themselves, as when 
they challenged Israel at Ephes-dammim, and 
David killed Goliath ( I  Sa. 1 7- 1 8) .  Saul turned 
against David, who became an outlaw and finally a 
feudatory vassal of Achish king of Gath (I Sa. 27). 
He was not called upon to fight against Israel at the 
battle of Mt  Gilboa when Sau I and his sons were 
killed, and when he took over the kingship of 
Israel he must have remained on peaceful terms 
with Gath at least, and in fact maintained a per
sonal Philistine bodyguard throughout his reign 
(* CHERETHITES). A final conHict had to come, 
however. David drove the Philistines out of the 
hill-country and struck a heavy blow in Philistia 
itself (2 Sa. 5 :25), putting an end to the power of 
the Philistines as a serious menace. 

e. During the divided Monarchy 
The Philistines continued to cause trouble 
throughout the Monarchy. With the weakening of 
the kingdom at the death of David the Philistine 
cities (except for Gath, 2 Ch. I I  :8) were independ
ent and there was fighting on the frontier (I Ki .  
1 5 :27; 1 6: 1 5) .  Jehoshaphat received tribute from 
some 01' the Philistines (2 Ch. 1 7 : 1 1 ) ,  but under 
Jehoram the border town of Libnah was lost to 
Israel (2 Ki. 8 :22). They were still aggressive in the 
time of Ahaz ( ls. 9 :8-1 2), and the last time they are 
mentioned in the Bible is in the prophecy of 
Zechariah, after the return from the Exile. 

111. Philistia 
The area which took its name from the Philistines 
was that of the nudeus of their settlement. This 
centred on the five main Philistine cities of Gaza, 
Ashkelon, Ashdod, Ekron and Gath, and largely 
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comprised the coastal strip S of Carmel, extending 
inland to the foot of the ludaean hills. There is still 
uncertainty concerning the identification of the 
sites of some of the five principal cities of the Phil
istines (see under separate city names). Other cities 
particularly associated with the Philistines in the 
Bible are " Bethshean and "Gerar. 

IV. In the inscriptions 
The Philistines are first mentioned by name (prsI) 
in the annals of Rameses I I I  for his 5th ( 1 1 85 BC) 
and subsequent years, inscribed in his temple to 
Ammon at Medinet Habu near Thebes. This de
scribes his campaign against an invasion of Liby
ans and various other peoples generally known as 
the 'Sea Peoples' , of whom the prsl were one. 
Other members of the 'Sea Peoples' had al ready 
been mentioned in the inscriptions of Merenptah, 
Rameses 11 and in the 14th-century Amarna Let
ters (Lukku, S'zerdanu, Danuna). The carved re
liefs in the temple at Medinet Habu show the Sea 
Peoples arriving with their families and chattels by 
wagon and ship, and the prsl and another group 
c10sely associated with them, the [kr (Tjekker), are 
depicted wearing head·dresses 01' feathers rising 
vertically from a horizontal band. However, not all 
prsl are depicted in this way; one at Medinet Habu 
is shown wcaring a beard and tight-fitting cap. A 
head wearing a similar head·dress is one of the 
pictographic signs on a c1ay disk found at Phaistos 
in Crete, and usually dated to the 1 7th century BC. 

The Assyr. inscriptions mention Philistia as an 
area often in revolt. The first occurrence is in an 
inscription of Adad-nirari I I I (8 1 0-782 BC), where 
Philistia is mentioned among other tribute-paying 
states, including Israel. Philistia is subsequently 
named by Tiglath-pileser I I I ,  Sargon and Sen
nacherib, usually as a defeated rebel area. Philis· 
tines are later listed in an archive of cuneiform 
documents of the time of the exile found at Baby
Ion as expatriates receiving rat ions. 

In a group of cuneiform documents of the time 
of the Exile found at Babyion, the issue of rations 
to expatriates is recorded. Among these are men
tioned men from Philistia. 

V. Archaeology 

a. POllery 
A type of pottery has been found in a number 01' 
sitcs centring on Philistia and from levels of the 
late 2nd millennium BC. Since this was thc area and 
period of the Philistines, this pottery is usually at
tributed to them. This type of pottery is found at 
Ekron and Ashdod after wh at seems to have been a 
sequence from about 1 200 BC, of locally made pot
tery decorated in a style derived from the Aegean 
and known in Cyprus (c1assified as Mycenaean 
I I I .c. I .b) first with simple, then with elaborate 
decoration, the latter perhaps being the prototype 
in the early 1 2th century of distinctively Philistine 
pottery, Excavations at other sites (e.g Tell Batash, 
Tell Mor and Tell Qasile) suggest a gradual expan
sion during the 1 2th and 1 1  th centuries BC. 

I t  is c1ear also that there were Philistine enclaves 
at a number 01' other sites, notably Tell Beit 
Mirsim, Gezer, Beth-shemesh and Deir el-Balah. 

b. Clay coffins 

C1ay coffins, each with a face moulded in relief at 
the head end, have been discovered at " Bethshean, 
Tell el-Far'a, Lachish and in Transjordan, which 
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are probably to be connected with similar coffins 
found in Egypt, notably at Tel l  el-Yehudiyeh in the 
Delta. The date and distribution of these suggest 
that they may be attributed to the Philistines, a 
view supported by the fact that some of the faces 
are surmounted by a row of vertical strokes, per
haps indicating the feathered head·dress. 

c. Weapons 
The Egyp. reliefs show the prsl, with the Tjekker 
and Serdanu, armed with lances, round shields, 
long broadswords and triangular daggers. They ar
rived in Palestine at the period of transition from 
the Bronze to Iron Age, so that the biblical state
ments that they bound Samson with fetters of 
bronze but, by the time of Saul ,  controlled the iron 
industry of the area are quite consistent. 

VI. Culture 
The Philistines, while retaining a few cultural fea
tures bespeaking their foreign origin, were largely 
assimilated to the Canaanite culture that sur
rounded them. 

a. Governmenl 
The five Philistine cities were each ruled by a seren 
(1os. 1 3 :3 ;  ldg. 3 :3;  1 6:5 ,  8, 1 8 ,  27,  30; I Sa. 5:8, 1 1 ; 
6:4, 1 2, 1 6, 1 8; 7 :7; 29:2, 6-7; I Ch. 1 2 : 1 9) .  The 
term is probably cognate with Luwian (Hiero
glyphic Hittite) lanvana, 'judge' or the l ike, and 
pre-Hellenic (probably Indo-European) Gk .  luran
nos, 'absolute ruler'. The precise meaning of seren 
is uncertain, but 'ruler' (RSV) is a reasonable 
rendering. 

b. Language 
No Philistine inscriptions have been recovered, and 
the language is largely unknown. Claims that sem i
pictographic inscriptions on c1ay tablets from Deir 
'Alla are Philistine are unsubstantiated. The My
cenaean associations of the Philistines, together 
with the probable Indo-European affiliations 01' 
seren (above), as weil as the word köba'l qöba', 
'heimet' (first of Goliath), probably cognate with 
Hittite kupahi, 'heimet, hat', and probably 'argäz, 
'box', perhaps cognate with Hi ttite ark-, 'to put, 
shut in' and Gk.  arkeö, 'to keep off, defend', to
gether with personal names (below), suggest the 
possibility that the Philistinc language was Indo
Europcan. This can be no more than a hypothesis, 
however. The name, Achish ( 'älsis) is probably the 
same as 'H, which is listed as a kflYw ("  CAPHTOR) 
name in an Egyp. inscription 01' about the 1 8th 
Dynasty and Goliath (golyal) is perhaps linked by 
its -yal termination with Luwian (Hieroglyphic 
Hittite) and Lydian names ending respectively in 
-wal/os and -ualles. Aside from these few words, it 
is c1ear that once they had settled in Palestine, the 
Philistines adopted the Semitic tongue of the 
peoples they dispossessed. 

c. Religion 
Knowledge 01' the Philistine religion depends 
greatly upon the Bible. The three gods mentioned, 
" Dagon, " Ashtoreth and • Baalzebub, were all 
Near Eastern, and it is perhaps to be assumed that 
they identified their own gods with those they 
found in Palestine, and accommodated their own 
religion to that already there. Three successive 
temples were found at Tell Qasile (strata XI I-X), 
which have similarities with temples found in the 
Aegean and Cyprus. A circular hearth, uncovered 



in a public building near the temple, belongs to a 
type k nown in cult contexts at Mycenae, Pylos and 
other sites in the Aegean , while a similar 'hearth 
sanctuary' was found at Ekron. At the latter site 
also, wheels from a bronze laver stand (Heb. 
m'könäh; AV 'base') were part 01' the cult 
equipmcnt. 

VII. Origin and role 
The cumulative evidence leaves little doubt that the 
Philistines came immediately, though probably not 
ultimately, from the Aegean . Some scholars would 
equate the name with that 01' the Pelasgoi, the pre
Greek inhabitants 01' the Aegean, a view which is 
weighted by the occurrence 01' the name twice in 
Gk. l i terature, spelt with a t rather than a g. This 
view is still debated, and even granting it, the das
sical references to the Pelasgoi are too inconsistent 
to be helpful. 

It seems that the Philistines were one 01' the Sea 
Peoples who, in the later 2nd millennium, moved 
out 01' the Aegean, probably as a result 01' other 
folk movements, and migrated by land and sea, 
some via Crete and Cyprus, to the Near East, 
where they forced a foothold, first as mercenary 
troops 01' the pharaohs, the Hittite kings and the 
Canaanite rulers, and finally as settlers who were 
absorbed in the basic population. Though they re
tained their name for many centuries, the biblical 
Philistines, the Tjekker who occupied an adjacent 
coastal region, and doubtless others 01' the Sea 
Peoples, became for all practical purposes 
Canaanites. 

VIII .  Philistines in the patriarchal narratives 
Since the Philistines are not named in extra
biblical inscriptions until the 1 2th century BC, and 
the archaeological remains associated with them 
do not appear before this time, many commenta
tors reject references to them in the patriarchal 
period as anachronistic. Two considerations must 
be entertained, however. There is evidence 01' a 
major expansion 01' Aegean trade in the Middle 
Minoan II period (c. 1 900- 1 700 BC; · CRETE) and 
objects 01' Aegean manufacture or inHuence have 
been found from this period at Ras Shamra in 
Syria, Hazor and perhaps Megiddo in Palestine, 
and Töd, Harageh, Lahun and Abydos in Egypt. It 
is likely that a large part 01' this Irade consisted in 
perishable goods such as textiles. A new type 01' 
spiral design which appears in Egypt and Asia 
(Mari) at this time may support this. Further evi
dence 01' contacts is afforded by a tablet from Mari 
( 1 8th century) recording the sending 01' gifts by the 
king 01' Hazor to Kaptara ( . CAPHTOR). Secondly, 
ethnic names in antiquity were not used with par
ticular precision.  The members 01' a mixed group 
such as the Sea Peoples were unlikely to be care
fully distinguished by name, so that the absence 01' 
one name from the inscriptions may simply mean 
that the particular group was not sufficiently prom
inent to find special mention . The Sea Peoples, and 
their predecessors who traded with the Near East, 
arrived in waves, the Luka being known already in 
the 14th century (Amarna Letters), and dominant 
in a 1 2th-century wave were the Philistines, who 
consequently figured in the records. In this context 
the term 'Philistine' could have been applied retro
spectively to early Aegean migrants, rather as 
today reference is made to 'American Indians'. 
There is no reason why small groups 01' Philistines 
could not have been among the early Aegean 
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traders, not prominent enough to be noticed by the 
larger states. 
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PHILO. Among the many bearers 01' the name 
Philo in antiquity, the most important for the stu
dent 01' the Bible is Philo 01' Alexandria, a member 
01' a rich and influential Jewish family in that city 
in the I st century. His brother Alexander was one 
01' the richest men 01' his day, while his nephew 
Tiberius Alexander became in due time Procurator 
01' Judaea and Prefect 01' Egypt, having apostatized 
from the Jewish faith. 

Little is known 01' the life 01' Philo hirnself; nei
ther his birth nor his death may be dated, the one 
sure date in his career being his membership in the 
embassy to Gaius (Caligula) in AD 39. From this it 
is evident that he was quite old at that time, and 
conjecturally we may place his dates as approxi
mately 20 BC to AD 45. From his writings i t  may be 
deduced that, as a leader 01' the Jewish community, 
he spent much 01' his l ife in the duties 01' public 
service. His natural bent, however, was to the life 
01' contemplation and the pursuit 01' philosophy, in 
which, as he asserts, he spent his youth (Concerning 
the Special Laws, 3. I ), perhaps in such a com
munity as the Therapeutae, described by hirn in 
Concerning the Contemplative Life. Although he 
was obliged to leave this to take up his duties, he 
found opportunity to produce a body 01' writings 
on philosophical and theological topics. 

His early work was on philosophical themes, in 
which he shows little originality, but  provides valu
able source material for the study 01' a l ittle-known 
period 01' Hellenistic philosophy. His main work, 
however, was the production 01' expositions 01' the 
Pentateuch; he was motivated by the desire to 
demonstrate that the philosophical and religious 
quests 01' the Gentile world 01' the day found their 
true goal in the God 01' Abraham. Three large 
works remain, none 01' them complete nor in exact 
order, their several sections having been transmit
ted often as separate treatises in the MS tradition: 
The Allegory 0/ the Laws (a commentary on Gen
esis); Questions and Answers on Genesis and Exodus 
(a shorter work 01' the same kind); and The Ex
position 0/ the Laws (a review 01' the history in the 
Pentateuch). By means 01' allegorical exegesis he is 
able to extract moral and mystical teaching from 
all parts of these books. His method of allegory is 
derived from that already applied to the Homeric 
books by philosophers. I t  may be analysed as: (i) 
'cosmological' ('physiological' in his own termin
ology) in wh ich allegory concerning the nature 
(physis) of things is perceived (e.g. the high priest 
and his vestments seen as the Logos and the uni
verse, Life 0/ Moses, 2.  1 1 7ff.), and (ii) 'ethical', in 
wh ich reference to human psychology and moral 
struggle is seen (e.g. etymological interpretations 
of such figures as Isaac (= joy)). The basis of both 
the cosmology and psychology is the Stoic system, 
although i t  is evident that Pythagorean and Platon
ist are also laid under contribution in some details, 
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a feature which probably reflects thc eclccticism of 
the period. 

Philo's greatest contribution to thought, accord
ing to recent students, is his use of philosophy in 
this way to provide a rationale of religion; he is in 
fact the 'first theologian', and philosophy is signifi
cant to hirn primarily as the handmaid of theology. 
Thc motivation of his work may be seen not simply 
in his missionary zeal. common to many lews of 
that era, but also in the mystical experienccs of the 
reality of his God of which he writes movingly in 
several places (e.g. Special LalVs, loc. eil.). Central 
to his understanding both of the universe and 01' 
religious experience is the concept of the Logos, a 
term of Stoic origin which, in Philo, Iinked with 
such a concept as the Platonic World of I deas, signi
fies the mode whereby the transcendcnt God creates 
and sustains the world, and further. reveals hirnseil' 
to his creatures. Moses is expounded as a type of the 
Logos by whom men are led to knowledge of God; 
the Patriarchs as instances of those who have freed 
themselves from the bondage of material things and 
are united with the divine Wisdom. 

The definitive edition of the Gk. text of Philo is 
the six volumes by L. Cohn and P. Wendland, 
published 1 896- 1 9 1 4, with a seventh volume of 
Indexes ( 1 926-30) by H. Leisegang. A number 01' 
works, extant only in Armenian, were edited by the 
Mechitarist J. B. Aucherian in 1 822 and 1 826; the 
version dates from the 5th century. There is also an 
Old Lat. version of Philo, of some value for the 
construction of his text. The most recent transla
tion of Philo's extant works, both Gk. and Arme
nian , is that in the Loeb Classical Library by F. H.  
Coison, G .  H .  Whittaker and R .  Marcus ( 10  vols. 
plus 2 supplementary vols., 1 929-62). 

As the best preserved and most extensive of Hel
lenistic Jewish writ ings, Philo's works are of value 
in illuminating the thought world of the NT. Cer
tain of his OT citations bear upon the problem of 
the origin of the LXX (see P. Katz, Philo 's Bible, 
1 950). Two writings at least of the NT may not be 
adequately understood without reference to his 
thought and method. The Epistle to the Hebrews 
in its treatment of the tabernade and the figure of 
Melchizedek shows dose affinity to his allegory, 
while its doctrine of the Son is related in several 
particulars to his Logos-teaching. The Gospel of 
John bears no resemblance to Philonic allegory (as 
has sometimes been asserted), but in the cosmol
ogy explicit in the Prologue and elsewhere implicit 
there is evidently dose kinship to the Philonic alle
gory. This need not imply that these writers were 
directly dependent on Philo. A plausible explan
ation might be that they come from a like back
ground of thought .  Both possibilities have been 
pursued and demand still further investigation. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H.  Leisegang, 'Philo' in RE; 
E. R .  Goodenough, An lntroduction 10 Philo Ju
daeus, 1 939; By Light. Light, 1 935; S. Sandmel, 
Philo 0/ Alexandria, 1 979; R. Williamson, Philo 
and the Epistle to the HebrelVs, 1 970; J. Cazeaux, 
La trame et la chaine . . .  dans . . .  des traites de Phiion 
( 1 983, 1 989); R .  Radice and D. T. Runia, Philo 0/ 
Alexandria: an Annotated Bibliography 1937-1986, 
1 988. J .N . B .  

PHINEHAS. A name of Egyp. origin, P'-n�Jsy, 
'the Nubian'; popular in Egypt during the New 
Kingdom ( 1 6th to 1 2th centuries BC). It is borne in 
the OT by three individuals. 
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I. Son of Eleazar, and grandson of Aaron (Ex. 
6:25; I Ch. 6:4,  50; Ezr. 7 :5), with priestly descend
ants (Ezr. 8:2) .  He slew an I sraelite and the (pagan) 
Midianite woman he had taken, after Israel 
became involved in paganism at Shittim (Nu. 25 ;  
Ps. 1 06:30), and shared in the subsequent war 
against Midian (Nu. 3 1  :6). Under Joshua, Phine
has helped settle the dispute with the Transjorda
nian tribes over their memorial altar (Jos. 22:9ff.). 
After burying his father in his own hili (Jos. 24 :33) 
Phinehas was officiating priest early in the Judges' 
period (Jdg. 20:28; perhaps I Ch. 9:20). 

2. Younger of the high priest Eli's two disreput
able sons, late in the Judges' period (I Sa. 1 :3 ;  cf. 
2: 1 2- 1 7, 34). He was slain in thc battle of Aphek 
when the Philistines captured the ark (I Sa. 4). A 
grandson of this Phinehas was a priest in Saul's 
reign (I Sa. 1 4:3) .  

3. Thc father 01' a priest Eleazar in Ezra's time 
(Ezr. 8:33). K .A .K .  

PHOEBE (AV 'Phebe'). Lady Bountiful  of  
Cenchreae (E port of Corinth, where hospitality 
would be important); * 'deaconess' (AV 'servant') 
of the church and 'patroness' (AV 'succourer') of 
many, induding Paul (Rom. 1 6: 1 -2; the terms are 
probably semi-technical). She apparently carried 
Paul's letter, and he asks worthy hospitality for her. 
E. J. Goodspeed (HTR 44, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 55ff. )  holds 
that Rom. 16 is a separate letter to Ephesus to 
secure her a reception with those named. But 
would such oblique personal references be 
necessary? 

The name (meaning 'radiant') is a surname of 
Artemis. A striking epitaph to 'The second 
Phoebe', a later deaconess, is cited in MM (s. v. 
koimaomat). See further M .  D. G ibson, ExpT 23, 
1 9 1 1 - 1 2, p. 28 1 .  A.F.W. 

PHOENICIA, PHOENICIANS. The territory on 
the E Mediterranean coast covering c. 240 km be
tween the rivers Litani and Arvad (mod. Lebanon
S Latakia) and its inhabitants. 

Phoenicia (AV Phenice) as such is namcd only in 
thc NT as the place of refuge for Christians f1eeing 
from persecution following the death of Stephen 
(Acts 1 1 : 1 9) ;  through this land Paul and Silas 
journeyed on their way from Samaria to Antioch 
(Acts 1 5 :3) .  Later Paul landed on the Phoenician 
coast near Tyre on his way to Jerusalem (Acts 
2 1 :2-3). In the time of Christ Phoenicia was re
ferred to as 'the sea-coast and district of Tyre and 
Sidon' (Mt .  1 5 :2 1 ;  Lk. 6: 1 7), and the inhabitants, 
induding Greeks, were considered 'Syro
Phoenicians' (Mk.  7 :26). 

In  OT times the territory occupied by the Phoe
nicians was called by the Hebrews 'Canaan' ( Is. 
23: 1 1 ), 'Canaanite' (i.e. 'merchant') being probably 
the name applied by the inhabitants to themselves 
(Gn. 1 0 : 1 5) .  It was, however, the common practice 
in all periods to refer to Phoenicia by the name of 
its principal cities (* TYRE, * SIDON), since there 
was little political cohesion between them except 
for periods such as the reign of Hiram I. Other 
major settlements were Arvad, Simyra, Gebal/Byb
los, Be(i)rut and Zarephath (* ZAREPTA).  

I .  History 
The origin of the sea-faring Phoenicians is ob
scure, though according to Herodotus ( I .  I ;  7 .  89) 



they arrived overland from the Persian Gulf area, 
via the Red Sea, and first founded Sidon. The 
earliest archaeological evidence of their presence 
may co me from the 'proto-Phoenician' finds at 
Byblos (ancient Gubla or Gebal, Ezk . 27:9, 
modern Gebail) dated c. 3000 BC. This important 
site has been excavated since 1 924 by the French 
under Montet and Dunand. Byblian ships are 
depicted on Egyp. reliefs 01' the time 01' Sahure in 
the 5th Dynasty (c. 2500 BC) and there can be no 
doubt that by the 1 8th century there was an exten
sive trade in timber and artistic commodities 
between Phoenicia and Egypt (. SHIPS). The Phoe
nicians by this time had settled in their first colonies 
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along the coast at Joppa, Dor (Jdg. I :27-3 I ) , Acre 
and Ugarit (Ras Shamra). They chose easily defens
ible natural harbours and gradually dominated the 
local population as at Ras Shamra (level IV). 

For some centuries Phoenicia was under the 
economic and quasi-military control of the Egyp
tian 1 8th and 1 9th Dynasties, and Arvad was 
among the places cJaimed to have been captured by 
Tuthmosis 1 1 1  (c. 1 485 BC). Nevertheless, the letters 
written by Rib-Addi 01' Byblos and Abi-milki 01' 
Tyre to Amenophis 1 1 1  at Amarna in Egypt show 
that, by c. 1400 BC, $umur and Berut had disaf
fected and with Sidon, wh ich appears to have 
maintained its independence, were blockading 
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Phoenician cities (. AMARNA). When the 'sea
peoples' invaded the coast c. 1 200 BC, Byblos, 
Arvad and Ugarit were destroyed and the Sidoni
ans fled to Tyre, wh ich now became the principal 
port, or, as I saiah claims, the 'daughter 01" Sidon' 
(23: 1 2) .  

By the time of David, Tyre was ruled by Hiram I 
son of Abi-Baal and his reign began a golden age. 
Phoenicia was allied commercially with David (2 
Sa. 5: 1 1 ; I Ki .  5: I )  and Hiram by treaty supplied 
Solomon with wood, stone and craftsmen for the 
construction of the Temple and palace ( I  Ki. 5:  1-
1 2 ; 2 Ch .  2 :3- 1 6), and ships and navigators to  
assist the  Judaean fleet and to develop the  port of  
Ezion-geber as a base for long voyages ( I  Ki . 9:27). 
This aid resulted in territorial advantages, for Tyre 
was given twenty villages on her border in part 
payment (vv. 1 0-14). Phoenicia, herself long influ
enced by Egyp. art, motifs and methods, was now 
in a position to influence Heb. thought .  Hiram was 
a conqueror and builder of several temples at Tyre, 
and a successful administrator who settled colonial 
revolts (W. F. Albright, in the Leland Voll/me, 1 942, 
pp. 43f.) .  lt was probably due to his initiative that 
by the 9th century Phoenician colonies were 
founded in Sardinia (Nova, Tharros), Cyprus 
( Kition) and Karatepe (N Taurus). Utica had been 
settled in the 1 2th century and Carthage, Sicily 
(Motya) and Tunisia by the 8th.  

Hiram's successor, a high priest named Ethbaal, 
furthered the all iance with I srael by the marriage 
of his daughter Jezebel to Ahab ( I  Ki. 1 6: 3 1 ), with 
the consequence that the worship of the Phoeni
cian Baals was increased (I Ki. 1 8 : 1 9). Elijah fled 
for a while to Zarephath, wh ich was part of the 
coast controlled by Sidon, and therefore at this 
time independent of Tyre (I Ki .  1 7:9). 

The Assyrian advances brought pressure on the 
Phoenician cities. Ashurnasirpal 1 1  (884-859 BC) 
counted among the tribute he received from Tyre, 
Sidon, Gebal and Arvad garments and dyed cloth, 
precious metals and carved ivory and wood. This 
tribute was renewed when Shalmaneser 1 1 1  be
sieged Damascus and marched to the Mediter
ranean coast at the Dog river in 841 BC. The act of 
submission to hirn and the gifts sent by Tyre and 
Sidon are pictured on the bronze gates set up in the 
Assyr. temple at Balawat (see ANEP, pp. 356-357). 
Adad-nirari I I I  claimed Tyre and Sidon among his 
vassals in 803 BC (DOTT, p. 5 1 ) . Hirammu of Tyre, 
Sibitti-Bi'i l i  of Gubla (Byblos) sent tribute to 
Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  du ring his siege of Arpad (c. 74 1 
BC) about the same time as Menahem of Israel 
submitted to hirn. 

A few years later the Assyrian sent his rab saqe
official ( .  RABCHAKEH) to collect taxes from Me
tenna of Tyre. Letters addressed 10 lhe Assyr. king 
show lhal Tyre and Sidon were under direcl super
vision of an Assyr. official, who forwarded the 
taxes, mostly paid in limber and goods, direct to 
Calah (lraq 1 7, 1 955,  pp. 1 26-1 54). [n 734 BC 
Tiglalh-pileser caplured the fortress of Kashpuna, 
which guarded the approaches to Tyre and Sidon, 
who were now allied in defence. 

Sargon continued to raid the Phoenician coast
lands, and Sennacherib (c. 701 BC) captured Usse 
near Tyre and carried Phoenician prisoners off to 
Nineveh to build his new palace (as shown on re
liefs) and to Opis to build the fleet planned to 
pursue the rebel • Merodach-baladan across the 
Persian Gulf. Nevertheless, the larger cities dung 
to their independence until Esarhaddon sacked 

Sidon and settled the survivors from it in a new 
town called 'Walled City of Esarhaddon' and in 1 5  
adjacent villages. Other towns wcre placed under 
Ba'ali 01" Tyre, who was bound by treaty 10 Es
arhaddon. This named Arvad, Acre, Dor, Gebal 
and Mt Lebanon and regulated trade and ship
ping. However, Ba'ali, incited by Tirhakah of 
Egypt, revolted. Tyre was besieged and Phoenicia 
subordinated to a province. The rulers 01" the cities, 
including Milki-asapa of Gebal, and Matan-Ba'al 
of Arvad, were made to 'bear the corvee baskeI', 
that is, to act as labourers at the foundation of 
Esarhaddon's new palace at Calah, as Manasseh 
did in Babyion (2 Ch. 33: 1 1 ) . 

Ashurbanipal continued the war against Phoe
nicia, containing Ba'ali by an attack in 665 BC 
prior to his advance on Egypt. He took Ba'ali's 
daughters as concubines and also received a heavy 
tribute. On the death of Ba'ali Azi-Ba'al was made 
king and Yakinlu appointed to rule Arvad. 

With the decline of Assyria t he cities regained 
their independence and traded with new ports 
opened in Egypt. Their Punic kinsfolk founded 
colonies in Algeria, Spain and Morocco in the 7th-
5th centuries and by a naval victory over the Etrus
cans in 535 BC finally closed the W Mediterranean 
to the Phoenician traders. 

Nebuchadrezzar 1 1  of Babyion in his advance 
towards Egypt besieged Tyre for 13 years c. 585-
573 BC (Ezk. 26: 1 -29: I ff.), but, though I thobaal 
was carried off prisoner to Babyion, the city re
tained a measure of aulonomy, which it held 
throughout the Neo-Babylonian and Persian rule, 
trading with Egypt (Zp. I :  1 1 ) and supplying fish 
and other commodities to Jerusalem (Ne. 1 3 : 1 6) 
and in return probably receiving wood and home
spun textiles (Pr. 31 :24; • ARTS AND CRAFfS). 

Alexander the Greal captured the island city of 
Tyre by means of an artificially constructed cause
way. The slaughter and destruction was heavy, but 
the city recovered and, like Sidon,  was prosperous 
in Hellenislic and Roman times ( e.g. M t .  1 5 :2 1 ) . 
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1 1 .  Religion 
The idolatrous religion of Phoenicia was con
demned by Elijah (I Ki. 1 8- 1 9) and later Heb. 
prophets ( Is. 65: 1 1 ) .  The early period, seen in the 
Ras Shamra texts, reveals a polytheistic and nat
ural mythology centred on Baal, also called Melek, 
'king', the sun-god Saps, and Reshep (M ikkal) an 
underworld deity. Fertility cults honoured 'Anat 
(Astarte, Ashtart) and the popular blend of Se
mitic and Egyp. ideas resulted in the cult of Adonis 
and · Tammuz, in which the former was identified 
with Osiris. Other deities included Eshmun, the 
god of healing (Gk. Asklepios), and Melqart. 

111. Art 
The syncretistic tendencies of Phoenician religions 
are to be seen in the art which combines Semitic, 
Egyp. and Hurrian elements. This is due to the 
geographical location and the interchange of ma
terials and influence which followed trade. The 
Phoenicians were primarily sea-traders and artists. 
They exported silk, linen and wool, dyed, woven 
and embroidered locally, hence the name Phoeni
cia may be derived from Gk. phoinikoi, 'red-purple 
folk' (the Akkadian kinahhilkina'ain, i.e. Canaan) 
(. ARTS And CRAFfS; POTT, p. 34) and from their 
unbounded supplies in the hinterland of the Leba
non shipped wood and its products. The craftsmen 
worked stone (e.g. Ahiram sarcophagus c. 900 BC; 



BASaR 1 34, 1 954, p. 9; Syria 1 1 , 1 930, pp. 1 80ff.), 
• ivory, and • glass, and though the Hebrews did 
not themselves allow images or the portrayal of the 
human figure (* ART), Phoenician silver and 
bronze coins are found inland in numbers from the 
4th century BC onwards. The requirements of their 
trade led to the development of • writing (the so
called Phoenician, Byblian and Ugaritic alpha
bets), the abaeus for counting, and * papyrus 
books. It i s  much to be regretted that the Phoeni
ci an literature, including the mythology of Sanc
huniathon of Byblos and the history of Menander 
of Tyre, has survived only in a few quotations in 
later authors, for it was probably through their l i t
erature that much of the learning of the East 
reached Greece. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. B. Harden, The Phoenicians, 
1 962; S. M oscati, The World 0/ the Phoenieians, 
1 968; D. R .  Ap-Thomas in POTT, pp. 259-286; 
Studia Phoenieia. D.J .W. 

PHOENIX. 1 .  A mythical bird, anciently thought 
to be born directly from its parent's corpse. So me 
early Christians (Tertullian, De Resurr. 1 3 . 6; cf 1 
C/ement 25), seeing an analogy of resurrection, 
warranted i t  by Ps. 92: 12 (LXX 9 1 :  1 3), but phoinix 
there c1early means 'palm-tree'. Phoenix-and-palm 
was frequent in Christiar. art. 

2. The harbour (AV 'Phenice') the nautical ex
perts, despite Paul's entreaties, made for in winter 
(Acts 27: 1 2) .  Data given by Strabo, Ptolemy and 
other writers seem to indicate the Cape Mouros 
area, where modern Loutro is the only safe har
bour in S Crete (James Smith, Voyage and Ship
wreck 0/ St. Pal/I·, 1 880, p. 90n.). But Luke (AV) 
says Phoenix 'Iieth toward the south-west and 
north-west (sc. 'winds')', i. e. faces W, while Loutro 
faces E. A narrow peninsula separates it from a W
facing bay, but one offering little shelter. Smith, 
urging the danger of W winter gales, suggested 
that Luke meant the direction towards wh ich the 
winds blew, i.e. looking NE and SE (cf RV, RSV); 
but this is unsubstantiated unless we assurne some 
lost nautical idiom. Ramsay thought that Luke 
might have excusably misunderstood Paul's ac
count of the discussion, but left open the possibil
ity of a change in coastline (cf HDB). Ogilvie's 
recent examination strongly suggests th is occurred. 
The W bay was once better protected, and earth
quake disturbance has apparently covered an inlet 
facing NW in c1assical times. A SW-facing inlet 
remains, and the disused W bay is still called 
Phinika. Ogilvie also found that locally the winter 
winds are N and E:  in  Acts 27 it was an ENE wind 
(* EURAQUILO) which caused the disaster. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. B. Lightfoot on 1 element 25; 
1. Smith, op. eit. , pp. 87ff., 25 I ff. ;  R.  M.  Ogilvie, 
ITS n .s. 9 ,  1 958, pp. 308ff. A.F.W. 

PHRYGIA. A tract of land centred on the W 
watershed of the great Anatolian plateau, and 
reaching N into the valley of the upper Sangarius, 
SW down the valley of the Maeander, and SE 
across the plateau, perhaps as far as Jconium. The 
Phrygians formed the (Iegendary?) kingdom of 
M idas. They fell under direct Hellenic influence 
during the era of the Attalid kings of Pergamum, 
and in 1 1 6 BC most of Phrygia was incorporated by 
the Romans into their province of Asia. The E ex
tremity (Phrygia Galatica) was included in the new 
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province of Galatia in 25 BC. The Romans were 
deeply impressed by the ecstatic Phrygian cult of 
Cybele, and the national fanaticism apparently lies 
behind the defiant tombstones, presumably Mon
tanist, of the 2nd century AD, wh ich represent the 
earliest extant public manifesto of Christianity. 
There is no evidence of any indigenous Christian 
church in NT times, however. Such churches as fall 
technically within Phrygia (Laodicea, H ierapolis, 
Colossae, Pisidian Antioch and probably Jconium) 
were established in Gk. communities. It was most 
probably Jewish members of these G k .  states who 
visited Jerusalem (Acts 2: I 0). If Col . 2 :  I ,  as is just 
possible, is not taken to exclude a visit by Paul, 
it would be natural to assurne that i t  is the first 
three of these cities, on the upper M aeander, that 
are referred to in Acts 1 6 :6; 1 8 :23 .  Fai ling that, we 
may resort to the view that 'the region of Phrygia 
and * Galatia' is a composite technical term for 
Phrygia Galatica and refers in particular to the 
churches at Iconium and Pisidian Antioch. Other
wise we cannot identify the disciples Paul left in 
'Phrygia'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Strabo, 1 2 ; 1. FrieJrich, RE, 20, 
I ,  pp. 78 1 -89 1 ;  W. M. Ramsay, eities and Bishop
ries 0/ Phrygia, 1 895-7; A .  H .  M .  Jones, eWes 0/ 
the Eastern Roman Provinees, 1937 ;  D.  M agie, 
Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 2 vols., 1 9 50; W. M .  
Calder, AS 5 ,  1 955,  pp. 25-38.  E.A.J. 

PHYLACTERIES. The name is a transliteration 
of Gk. phylakterion, meaning 'a means of protec
tion' or * 'amulet'. Though some Jews have re
garded them superstitiously, this attitude has 
always been marginal, so the Gk .  name probably 
derives from heathen misinterpretation. The Jew 
speaks of t 'ßillä (I it .  'prayer'), pI. t 'ßillin . They 
represent the interpretation by the pious of Ex. 
1 3 :9, 1 6; Dt.  6:8;  1 1 : 1 8 . Their present form became 
standardized by the early years of the 2nd century 
AD and consists of two hollow cubes made of the 
skin of clean animals. They vary between 1 ·25 cm 
and 4 cm a side. That for the head is divided into 
four  equal compartments; that for the hand has no 
divisions. In them are placed the fou r  passages Ex. 
1 3 : 1 - 1 0; 1 3 : 1 1- 16; Dt .  6:4-9; 1 1 : 1 3-2 1 written by 
hand on parchment (on four pieces for the head, 
on one for the hand). The phylacteries are attached 
to Ieather straps by which they are fastened to the 
left hand and the centre of the forehead by the men 
before morning prayers, whether in the horne or 
the synagogue, except on the sabbath and high fes
tivals. They are put on after the praying shawl 
(ralli!.) , that for the hand coming first . Both they 
and the straps are always coloured black. The 
phylactery for the head can be recognized by a 
three-and four-armed sin on its right and left sides. 
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In the * Qumran discoveries portions of phyl
acteries have been found, which show they were 
not absolutely standardized before the destruction 
of the Temple. The main difference, however, was 
the inclusion of the Ten Commandments on the 
parchment in them. Their exclusion l ater, just like 
their exclusion from the daily services, was a reac
tion against the Jewish Christi ans. 

Though Christian exegesis has always under
stood the above-mentioned passages as meta
phorical, our increasing knowledge of the ancient 
Near East would not rule out their possible l i teral 
intent (or for that matter of Dt .  6:9;  1 1  :20, which 
the Jew fulfils by enclosing a parchment containing 
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Dt. 6:4-9; 1 1 :  1 3-21 in a box called a m'züzä and 
affixing i t  to his door-post). All available evidence 
suggests, however, that they were a late innovation 
brought in by the �asi4im (* HASIDAEANS), being 
intended as a counter blast to increasing Hellenistic 
influence. There is no mention of them in the OT, 
and they seem always to have been unknown to the 
Samaritans. LXX c1early takes the passages on 
which the custom is based as metaphorica!. The 
Leller 0/ Aristeas mentions apparently only that 
for the arm and Philo that for the head. 

Both the somewhat later Talmudic acknow
ledgment that they were not worn by the common 
people ("am hä- 'äre�) and the failure of pagan 
writers to mention them indicate that in the time of 
Christ they were still worn only by a minority of 
the people. We may be sure that all Pharisees wore 
them, not merely during morning prayer but 
throughout the hours of daylight. Their later re
striction to the time of prayer was due to their 
providing an all too easy mark of recognition 01' 
the lew in times of persecution. We have no reason 
for thinking that they were worn either by Christ or 
his disciples. Even the condemnation in Mt .  23:5 
suggests the temptation to the ultra-pious of stress
ing their adherence to a custom that was only 
slowly winning its way. Their use became universal 
before the end of the 2nd century AD. 

The orthodox lew interprets their use in a highly 
spiritual way. This is shown by the meditation to be 
used while putting them on, wh ich is given early in 
the morning service in any standard lewish Prayer 
Book . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Articles in iewE, Ei, 1 97 1 ;  Y. 
Yadin, Tefillin/rom Qumran, 1 969. H.L.E. 

PI-BESETH, Bubastis (Egyp. Pr-B'sll, 'mansion 
of the goddess Ubastet'), today Tel l  Basta, is situ
ated on the Nile (Tanitic branch) SE of Zagazig. 
It is mentioned in Ezk. 30: 1 7  with the more 
important city of Heliopolis (On or Aven). Of thc 
main temple described by Herodotus (2. 1 38), lit
tle remains. Ubastet was a Iioness or cat-goddess. 
Bubastis existed already in the time of Kheops 
and Khephren (4th Dynasty, c. 2600 BC) and Pepi 
I (6th Dynasty, c. 2400 BC) . There are a few 
remains of the 1 8th Dynasty ( 1 4th century BC) . 
The town was important under the Ramesside 
kings ( 1 9th Dynasty, 1 3th century BC) and gavc its 
name to the 22nd Dynasty-that of Shishak, c. 
945 Bc-for whom it served as a residence like 
Tanis or Qantir. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Naville, Bubastis, 1 89 1 ,  and 
The Festival Hall 0/ Osorkon ll, 1 892; Labib Ha-
bachi, Tell Basta, 1 957. C.D.W. 

PIETY. AV used this word in I Tim. 5 :4, of dutiful 
care for a widowed mother or grandmother (cf the 
Lat. pietas, and the Eng. 'filial piety'). The verb is 
eusebeö, the regular Hellenistic word for per form
ing acts of religious worship (so in Acts 1 7 :23), 
wh ich indicates that, to Paul, care for these 
widowed relatives was part of a Christian's re
ligious duty. This is understandable in the light 
both of the fifth commandment and of the fact 
that hereby the Christian relieves the church of re
sponsibility for supporting the widows concerned. 

The corresponding noun, eusebeia, usually 
translated * 'godliness' in EVV, appears 14 times in 
the Pastorals and 2 Peter (elsewhere only in Acts 
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3: 1 2, where RSV renders 'piety') as a comprehensive 
term for the practice of Christian personal re
ligion, the worship and service of God and the 
rendering of reverent obedience to his laws. In the 
plural the wOid denotes specific acts of piety (2 
Pet. 3: 1 1 ) .  Christian eusebeia springs from the 
divine gift of an inner principle of l ife and power 
(2 Pet. 1 :3 ;  2 Tim. 3:5) ,  which in its turn is be
stowed with and through the sinner's believing re
sponse to the prior gift of saving truth ( I  Tim. 
3 :  1 6: the 'mystery'-revealed secret-from which 
'godliness' springs is the gospel message of the in
carnate and reigning Christ). It is characteristic of 
gospel truth that it is 'according to godliness' ( I  
Tim. 6:3; Tit. 1 : 1 ) ,  i. e. godliness i s  the natural and 
necessary outcome of receiving it, so that ungodli
ness in those who profess it is presumptive evidence 
that they have not truly and heartily received it at 
all (cf 2 Tim. 3 :2-8; Tit .  1 : 1 6; 2 Pet. 2 : 1 9-22).  All 
al legedly evangelical teaching should be tested by 
asking whether it makes for godliness-i. e. 
whether it enforces God's demands adequately, 
and whether it exhibits correctly the gift of renewal 
in Christ from which alone godliness can spring (2 
Tim. 3 :5-8). 

The Bible views the piety that it inculcates from 
several complementary standpoints. The OT calls 
it 'the * fear of God', or 'the Lord' (over 30 times), 
thus showing that true piety is rooted in an attitude 
of reverence, submission and obedience towards 
God. The NT calls it 'obeying the gospel' or 'the 
truth' (Rom. 1 0: 1 6; Ga!. 5 :7; 2 Thes. I :8; I Pet. 
I :22; cf Rom. 6: 1 6) ,  thus characterizing piety as a 
response to revelation. From another standpoint, 
as the maintaining of a state of separation from 
the world and consecratedness to God, the NT 
calls it simply * 'holiness' (hagiasmos, hagiösyne: 
see I Thes. 4:3; Heb. 1 2 :  14;  2 Cor. 7: I ;  I Thes. 3: 1 3 ; 
etc.). Christ taught that the 'work of God', the 
single comprehensive divine requirement in wh ich 
all the individual 'works of God' are embraced, is 
faith in hirnself (Jn. 6:28f.) ;  and Christian piety 
means simply Iiving by this faith, and Iiving it out.  
Accordingly, lohn characterizes the piety that 
God commands and accepts by singling out the 
two features that are most essential to it, and most 
distinctive of it-faith in Christ, and love to Chris
tians (I ln. 3 :22-24). 

A full analysis of NT piety would include the 
practical expression of faith in a life of repentance, 
resisting temptation and mortifying sin; in habits 
of prayer, thanksgiving and reverent observance 01' 
the Lord's Supper; in thc cultivation of hope, love, 
generosity, joy, self-control, patient cndurance and 
contentment; in the quest for honesty, uprightness 
and the good of others in all human relations; in 
respect for divinely constituted authority in 
church, State, family and household. All these atti
tudes and practices are commanded by God, and 
glorify hirn. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BAGD; MM; Richard Baxter, A 
Christian Directory (Practical Works), 1 830, 1-5 ;  
1 838, I ); W. M undle, W. Günther, NIDNTT 2, pp. 
90-95; W. Foerster, TDNT 7, pp. 1 75- 1 85 .  

J . I .P .  

PIHAHIROTH. An unidentified place on the 
border of Egypt (Ex. 1 4:2, 9; Nu. 33 :7-8). 01' 
Egyptian equivalents proposed, the likelicst is 
either Pi-lfrt, 'House of the goddess lfrr' (BASOR 
1 09, 1 948, p. 1 6) or rohr, a canal near Ra'amses 



(cf Caminos, Late-Egyptian Misee/lanies, 1 954, p. 
74, two mentions). c.o.w. 

K . A . K .  

PILATE. Pontius Pilatus was a Roman 01' the 
equestrian, or upper middle-class, order: his prae
nomen is not known, but his nomen, Pontius, sug
gests that he was 01' Samnite extraction and his 
eognomen, Pilatus, may have been handed down by 
military forbears. Little is known 01' his career 
before AO 26, but in that year (see P. L. Hedley in 
iTS 35, 1 934, pp. 56-58) the emperor Tiberius ap
pointed hirn to be the fifth prae/eetus (hegemön, 
Mt. 27 :2 ,  ete.; the same tille is used of Felix in Acts 
23 and Festus in Acts 26) of Judaea. Evidence of 
this title was discovered in 1 96 1  on an inscription 
at Caesarea, and E.  1. Vardaman (iBL 88, 1 962, p. 
70) suggests that this title was used in Pilate's earlier 
years, being replaced by proeurator (the title used by 
Tacitus and Josephus) later. In accordance with a 
recent reversal in the policy 01' the Senate (in AO 

2 1 -Tacitus, Annals 3. 33-34) Pilate took his wife 
with hirn (Mt .  27 :  1 9) .  As procurator he had full 
control in the province, being in charge of the army 
01' occupation ( I  ala-e. 1 20 men-of cavalry, and 
4 or 5 cohorts-c. 2,500-5,000 men-of infantry), 
wh ich was stationed at Caesarea, with a detach
ment on garrison duty at Jerusalem in the fortress 
01' Antonia. The procurator had full powers of l ife 
and death, and could reverse capital sentences 
passed by the Sanhedrin, wh ich had to be submitted 
to hirn for ratification .  He also appointed the high 
priests and controlled the Temple and its funds: the 
very vestments of the high priest were in his custody 
and were released only for festivals, when the proc
urator took up residence in Jerusalem and brought 
additional troops to patrol the city. 

Even pagan historians mention Pilate only in 
connection with his authorization 01' the death 01' 
Jesus (Tacitus, Annals 1 5 . 44): his only appearance 
on the stage 01' history is as procurator of Judaea. 

Josephus relates (Ant. 1 8 . 55;  Bi 2. 1 69) that Pi
late's first action on taking up his appointment was 
to antagonize the Jews by setting up the Roman 
standards, bearing images 01' the emperor, at Jeru
salem: previous procurators had avoided using 
such standards in the holy city. Because of the de
termined resistancc of  their leaders in spite of 
threats 01' death, he yielded to their wishes after 6 
days and removed the images back to Caesarea. 
Philo (De Legatione ad Gaium 299ff.) teils how 
Pilate dcdicated a set 01' golden shields in his own 
residence at Jerusalem. These bore no image, only 
an inscription with the names 01' the procurator 
and the emperor, but representations were made to 
Tiberius, who sensibly ordered them to be set up in 
the temple 01' Roma et Augustus at Caesarea (cf P. 
L .  Maier, 'The Episode 01' the Golden Roman 
Shields at Jerusalem', HTR 62, 1969, pp. 1 09ff.). 

Josephus (Ant. 1 8 . 60; Bi 2. 1 75) and Eusebius 
(EH 2.  7) allege a further grievance 01' the Jews 
against Pilate, in that he used money from the 
Temple treasury to build an aqueduct to convey 
water to the city from a spring some 40 km away. 
Tens 01' thousands 01' Jews demonstrated against 
this project when Pilate came up to Jerusalem, pre
sumably at the time 01' a festival, and he in return 
sent his troops in disguise against them, so that a 
large number were slain. It is generally considered 
that this riot was caused by the Galileans men
tioned in Lk. 1 3 : 1 -2 (whose blood Pilate had 
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mingled with their sacrifices), and C. Noldius (De 
Vita et Gestis Herodum, 1 660, 249) claimed that 
Herod's enmity against Pilate (Lk. 23: 1 2) arose 
from the fact that Pilate had slain some 01' Herod's 
subjects. This explains Pilate's subsequent care 
(Lk. 23 :6-7) to send Jesus to be tried before Herod. 
It is not known whether the tower at Siloam which 
collapsed (Lk. 1 3 :4) was part 01' this aqueduct. 

Pilate finally over-reached hirnself by the slaugh
ter 01' a number 01' Samaritans who had assembled 
at Mt Gerizim in response to the call 01' a deceiver 
who had promised to show them that M oses had 
hidden the sacred vessels there. In spite 01' the ob
vious falsehood 01' this claim (Moses had never 
crossed Jordan: some consider that there is a text
ual error, Möjiseös for Oseös, and Josephus is refer
ring to the Samaritan tradition that Uzzi the high 
priest (I Ch. 6:6) had hidden the ark and other 
sacred vessels in Mt Gerizim), a great multitude 
came armed to the mountain,  and Pilate sur
rounded and routed them, capturing many and 
executing their ringleaders. A Samaritan delega
tion went with a protest to Vitellius, who was then 
governor of Syria, and he ordered Pilate to answer 
this accusation 01' the Jews be fore the emperor, or
dering Marcellus to Judaea in Pilate's place (Jos., 
Ant. 1 8 . 85-89). Pilate was on his journey to Rome 
when Tiberius died (AO 37). (Cf E. M. Smallwood, 
'The Date 01' the Dismissal 01' Pontius Pilate from 
Judaea', iiS 5, 1 954, p. 1 2ff.) We know nothing 01' 
the outcome 01' the trial, but Eusebius (EH 2. 7) 
preserves a report 01' otherwise unknown Gk. an
nalists that Pilate was forced to commit suicide 
during the reign 01' Gaius (AO 37-4 1 ) .  

The above incidents are all related by Josephus 
or Philo. E. Stauffer (Christ and the Caesars, E.T. 
1 955,  pp. 1 1 9f.) draws attention to a further in
stance 01' provocation 01' the Jews by Pilate. Ac
cording to G. F. Hili (Cataloglle 0/ the Greek Coins 
0/ Palestine, 1 9 1 4) ,  the procurators minted sm all 
copper coins to meet local needs in Palestine. 
Normally these bore symbolic designs 01' natural 
features, such as trees and ears 01' corn, in defer
ence to the second commandment. In AO 29-3 1 
Pilate issued coins bearing imperial religious in
signia, the litu/ls, or augur's staff, and the patera, 
or pagan libation bowl. Such issues ceased after AO 

3 1 ,  and the British Museum has a coin of Pilate on 
which his successor Felix appears to have over
stamped the staff with a palmbranch, though Y. 
Meshorer (iewish Coins 0/ the Second Temple 
Period, 1967) states that Felix also produced coins 
with symbols of a provocative nature, such as 
Roman weapons, which underlined the Roman 
subjugation of Judaea. 

Philo can find no good thing to say of Pilate: in 
De Legatione ad Gaiwn 30 1 he describes hirn as 'by 
nature rigid and stubbornly harsh' and '01' spiteful 
disposition and an exceeding wrathful man', and 
speaks 01' 'the bribes, the acts 01' pride, the acts 01' 
violence, the outrages, the cases 01' spiteful treat
ment, the constant murders without trial, the 
ceaseless and most grievolls hrutality' 01' which the 
Jews might accuse hirn. The verdict 01' the NT is 
that he was a weak man, ready to serve expediency 
rat her than principle, whose authorization 01' the 
judicial murder 01' the Saviour was due less to a 
desire to please the Jewish authorities than to fear 
of imperial displeasure if Tiberius heard 01' further 
unrest in Judaea. This is made abundantly evident 
by his mockery of the Jews in the wording of 
the superscription (Jn. 1 9 :  1 9-22). It is most un-
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fortunate that we do not know anything of his 
record apart from his government of the lews, to
wards whom he would appear to have shown little 
understanding and even less liking. 

For an interesting discussion of the significance 
of the indusion of 'suffered under Pontius Pilate' 
in Christian creeds see S. Liberty, JTS 45, 1 944, pp. 
38-56. 

There are a number of Acta Pilati in existence: 
none of which is considered to be genuine. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. L .  Maier, Pontius Pilate, 1 968; 
B. Reicke, The New Testament Era, 1 969. 

D.H.W. 

PILGRIMAGE. Sojourners in foreign lands may 
return horne; sojourners in the flesh, with a fore
shortened view of heavenly things, may enter the 
eternal realm by the portal of death. By established 
metaphor, the mortal li fe-span is called a pilgrim
age, which simply means a sojourning. B iblical 
terminology is a little flexible. 

The common Heb. phrase 'ere� m'gi/rim means 
l iterally 'land of sojournings' (the latter term is 
grammatically rather than numerically plural, and 
should be singular in idomatic English). In the typ
ical passages Gn. 1 7 :8; 28:4; 36:7; 37: I ;  Ex. 6:4, LXX 
generally uses the verb paroikeö or a cognate; AV 
has 'land wherein thou art a stranger', or some 
variant; RV and RSV have, correctly if rather wood
enly, 'land of sojournings', but the singular would 
be preferable. Cf Ezk. 20:38; also Ps. 55 :  1 5 ; lb. 
1 8 :  1 9, where a cognate Heb. term means 'dwell
ings' or 'habitat ions', the singular being again 
preferable in English. The AV and RV text per
ceptively render the same word twice as 'pilgrim
age' in Gn. 47:9-this may be upheld against 
Rvmg. and RSV, because the meaning here is life's 
total span and experience. The LXX underlines this 
by using zM, ' l ife' . There is a dose parallel in Ps. 
1 1 9 :54, where 'the house of my pilgrimage' means 
simply 'my mortal body throughout its earthly 
existence' . 

There are two technical terms for a resident 
alien-usually a Gentile dweller in Palestine-ger, 
from the same Heb. root as m'gi/rim, and tosäQ. 
The first word usually implies a longer, the second 
a shorter, association, so that the difference is chief
Iy one of intensity. The coupling of the two lays a 
heavy emphasis on transitoriness. The second then 
follows dimactically. The LXX translates the first 
term by paroikos, the second in its happier mo
ments by parepidemos. The four words may be 
found li terally used in Gn. 22:4, MT and LXX. The 
metaphorical usages, stressing the brevity 01' l ire, 
are Ps. 39: 1 2 ; I Ch.  29: 1 5 . The LXX spoils the sense 
in the second passage by substituting katoikollntes 
for parepidemoi, for the change 01' word would 
suggest settled dwelling, whereas the entire em
phasis is the reverse. In both contexts 'pilgrim(s)' 
would afford a good translation. 

The 'weary pilgrimage' 01' the oft-sung para
phrase has a similar ring about it, though strictly 
speaking it is a mistranslation. Jacob in his vow 
(Gn. 28:20) actually uses the word dere/f, 'road' 
or 'way'. Metaphorically, this signifies manner 01' 
life, human or animal--even the behaviour 01' 
inan imate but propelled objects. (Pr. 30: 19 aptly 
illustrates all three pictorial usages.) Jacob's refer
ence is personal, practical, specific and con
temporary. The 'weary pilgrimage', generalized 
in reference, is not strict translation, but good 

poetic licence, true to the spirit of the original 
prayer. 

paroikos and parepidemos or their cognates are 
used in the NT independently (I Pet. I :  I ,  1 7) and 
in OT quotation (Heb. 1 1 :  1 3 ; I Pet. 2: 1 1 ). By NT 
times it is probably true to say that the paroikos not 
only resided longer in a place than the parepid
emos, but also that he was more fully incorporated 
into the civic life and fiscal obligations of his ad
opted community. The eklektoi parepidemoi of I 
Pet. I :  I are more than 'elect sojourners'. Their pol
itical status is strong metaphor for the fact that 
they are God's pilgrims, persons now in time and 
flesh, yet chosen for eternal life through Christ 
Jesus, therefore fundamentally different from the 
worldling. The paroikia of I Pet. I :  1 7  reverts by 
stylistic variation to the ger emphasis, but still 
means essentially 'pilgrimage'. The * 'strangers 
and pilgrims' of Heb. 1 1 : 1 3  AV, 'strangers and 
exiles' RSV, translates the Greek beaut ifully. There 
is a verbal echo of Ps. 39: 1 2  and I Ch. 29: 1 5 , with 
perhaps a sidelong glance at Gn. 47:9. The phrase 
is more telling in view of the writer's 'idealist 
epistemology'-the Temple and all earthly th ings 
are but copies and shadows of heavenly things; the 
real world is the unseen one. Cf I Pet. 2: 1 1 . 

The concept of pilgrimage as a journey of re
ligious volition or obligation to a sacred spot, such 
as Abraham's visit to Mt Moriah, is known from 
remote antiquity, though the Bible lacks a tech
nical term for it. Any place held in veneration was 
liable to attract pilgrims, as even the earliest OT 
records show. Journeys to the statutory feasts at 
Jerusalem, where the Temple enjoyed exdusive 
prestige, were weil established by NT times (cf 
notably Lk. 2 :41 ff.) .  Each of them was a 
'pilgrimage-festival' (Heb. bag; cf Arabic I]ajj) .  
Before the Arab-Israeli partition of Jerusalem in 
1 948, and since the Six Days' War of 1 967, Jews 
have regularly prayed at the Western Wall (for
merly the Wailing Wall), which is all that remains 
of the Herodian Temple. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. Wiseman, The Word of God 
for Abraham and To-day, 1 959; D. 1. Estes, From 
Patriarch to Pilgrim, diss. Cambridge, 1 988; W 
Grundmann, TDNT 2, pp. 64f. ; O. Michel, TDNT 
5, pp. 1 53-1 55; R. Meyer, K. L. and M .  A.  
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Schmidt, TDNT 5, pp. 84 1 -853. R .A.S. 

PILLAR. 

a. Structllral 
Pillars of wood, stone or mud-brick were used 
from the earliest times to support the roofs 01' large 
rooms or to provide monumental decoration (as at 
Erech in S Mesopotamia; H. Frankfort, Art and 
Architecture of the Ancient Orient, 1 954, pI. 2). 
From the latter part of the 2nd millennium on
wards rectangular stone pillars or wooden posts on 
stone bases were used in larger Palestinian houses 
for carrying upper storeys or baiconies on one or 
all sides of the central court yard (* HOUSE) . The 
evidence of Philistine sites suggests that the pillars 
held by Samson were of wood, set on stone bases 
(Jdg. 1 6:23-30; cf R. A. S. Macalister, Bible Side
lights from the Mound of Gezer, 1 906, pp. 1 35-
1 38) 

From the early M onarchy have survived several 
examples of official storehouses with rows of pil
lars (cf the seven pillars of Wisdom's house, Pr. 
9: I ) .  At Megiddo these pillars also served as 



hitching-posts (see ANEP, nos. 74 1-742, and for 
official buildings, Z. Herzog in Y. Aharoni, Beer
Sheba, I ,  1 973, pp. 23-30). Of finer quality are the 
carved capitals, imitating the top of a palm-tree 
(ca lied proto-Aeolic or lonic), found at several 
si tes. While the majority were made for rectangular 
attached pillars (e.g. those from the palace at Sa
maria, cf W. F. Albright, Archaeology 0/ Palestine, 
1 960, p. 1 27, fig. 35), a few belonged to free
standing columns. Solomon's Temple may have 
been enhanced with similar capitals, Heb. timora, I 
Ki .  6:29ff.; 7:36; cf Ezk. 40:22ff.; 4 1 : 1 8ff.; 2 Ch. 
3 :5 ;  see Y. Shiloh, PEQ 109,  1 977, pp. 39-52. This 
simple design was elaborated, producing finally the 
complicated capitals at the Persian palaces of 
Persepolis and Susa (Est . I :6, see R.  Ghirshman, 
Iran, 1 954, pI .  1 7b). Simple cylindrical pillars of 
this period have been found at Lachish (PEQ 69, 
1 937, p. 239) and possibly Bethel (BASOR 1 37, 
1 955, fig. 3) .  

During the Hellenistic and Roman periods pil
lars were widely employed as decorative features, 
e.g. l ining the main streets of towns, as at Jerash 
(G. L. Harding, Antiquities 0/ Jordan, 1 959, pI. 1 0) .  
The entrance to Solomon's Temple was flanked by 
two gigantic bronze pillars of uncertain signifi
cance ( I  Ki. 7: 1 5-22; see • JACHIN AND BOAZ) . I t  
was apparen tly b y  one o f  these that the king stood 
on ceremon ial occasions (2 Ki. 1 1 :  14 ;  23:3;  2 Ch. 
23 :  1 3; cf the coronation of Abimelech, Jdg. 9:6, 
RV) . 

'Pillar' is also used to describe: Lot's wife 
smothered by salt (Gn. 1 9 :26); the smoke and fire 
which protected the camp of Israel (Ex. 1 3 : 2 1 ) ;  a 
palm-like column of smoke spreading at the top 
(Ct. 3 :6;  Joel 2:30, Heb. tfmära; cf timora, above). 
The supporting function is used figuratively of: (i) 
the pillars of heaven and earth over which God 
alone has power ( I  Sa. 2 :8; Jb. 9:6; 26: 1 1 ;  Ps. 75:3); 
(ii) the legs of the beloved and the feet of an angel 
(Ct. 5 : 1 5; Rev. 1 0 : 1 ) ; (iii) the church as upholding 
the truth (I Tim. 3: 1 5) ;  (iv) the position of James, 
Cephas and John in the church of Jerusalem (Ga I .  
2 :9) .  

b. Monumental 
Stones set up on end are found throughout the an
cient world, often associated with a shrine or 
temple (e.g. an early Neolithic shrinc at Jericho 
contained a niche in wh ich was a stone cylinder, see 
PEQ 84, 1 952, p. 72, pI .  X I X. I )  or standing alone 
(the Celtic menhir). A consideration of all the OT 
passages in which such a pillar (Heb. maeeeilii, 
something erected) is mentioned shows that the 
basic significance was that of a memorial. Rachel's 
grave was thus marked (Gn. 35 :20), and Absalom, 
being childless, set up a pillar, to which he gave his 
own name, as his own memorial (2 Sa. 1 8 :  1 8) .  The 
name conferred on the stone identified it with the 
bearer of that * name (* WORD). Important events 
were l ikewise commemorated. Jacob set up the 
stone he had used as a pillow, clearly a small slab, 
after the first theophany at Bethel and another 
stone after the second theophany. Libations were 
poured on both of these, marking them out from 
other stones. By naming the stones 'House of God' 
(Heb. be{ef), Jacob recorded their significance to 
hirn (Gn. 28: 1 8-22; 35: 1 3-1 5). The covenants be
tween Jacob and Laban and between Yahweh and 
Israel were also visibly indicated in this way (Gn. 
31 :45-54; Ex .  24:4; Jos. 24:26-27). So too were the 
crossing of the Jordan (1os. 4: 1 -9) and the victory 
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over the Philistines at M izpah ( I  Sa. 7 : 1 2, named 
'stone of help', Heb. 'eilen hä'ezer). This is the 
import of the victorious Christian who will be a 
pillar in the temple of God, bearing the names of 
God, the new Jerusalem and the Son of man's new 
name (Rev. 3 :  1 2) .  

In  Canaanite religion the  pillar had so  far 
become identified with deity (particularly male 
deity) as to be an object of veneration. It was there
fore forbidden to the Israelites, who were to des
troy all they found (Ex. 23 :24; Dt. 1 6:22; cf I ASHE
RAH) . Of the many standing stones found in and 
around Palestine (e.g. at Gezer, Lejjun,  Byblos, Ras 
Shamra) the best examples are those at Hazor. An 
upright stone, with the top broken off, was found 
standing by the entrance to an important building 
in the Canaanite citadel, an offering before it (BA 
22, 1 959, p. 14 ,  fig. 1 2) .  In the lower city lay a small 
shrine containing a row of several slabs about 45 
cm high and many more stacked in a side room 
(BA 1 9 , 1 956, p. 1 0, fig. 7). These may weil be an
cestral monuments destroyed by the Israelites (cf 
ANEP, nos. 630, 635). The practice continued in 
neighbouring countries and Isaiah foretold that 
the Egyptians would set up a pillar to Yahweh on 
their bord er when they turned to hirn (Is. 1 9 :  1 9) .  
See C. F. Graesser, 'Standing Stones in Ancient 
Palestine', BA 35, 1 972, pp. 34-63. A.R.M.  

PINNACLE (Gk. pterygion, 'a l i t t le wing'; Vulg. 
pinnaculum; NEB 'highest ledge'). A part of the 
buildings of the Temple (Mt. 4:5; Lk.  4:9) men
tioned in connection with the temptation of Jesus. 
Its precise location is uncertain, but two relevant 
factors should be noted. (i) Despite the AV'S use of 
the indefinite article, we should follow other EVV in 
reading 'the pinnacle of the temple' (i. e. suggesting 
that there was only one). (ii) The context calls for a 
position from which there was both a fearful drop 
and an impressive view of the surrounding coun
tryside. These latter conditions are met if  we locate 
the pinnacle in the SE corner of the Temple area, 
overlooking the Kidron Valley (cf Jos., Ant. 1 5 .  
4 1 0f.) .  Different opinions have, however, been ex-
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pressed. See, e.g. ,  HHT, 4, pp. 85-86. 1 .0.0. 

PIRATHON. Fer'ata, 9 km WSW of Shechem, 
horne of the Ephraimite judge Abdon ben Hillel 
(Jdg. 1 2: 1 3 , 1 5) and of David's captain Benaiah (2 
Sa. 23:30; I Ch. 1 1 :3 1 ;  27: 1 4) ;  probably not the 
Pharathon in Benjamin (I Macc. 9 :50) as Moore 
suggested (ICC, Jdg. 1 2 :  1 3); Sellem in LXX (A) is 
a corruption of 'HilIeI' rather than a pointer to 
Shaalim or *Shalisha; cf 1. Soggin, Judges, 1 987, p. 
224. The district was known as the Amalekite hills 
(MT and LXX B; LXX A, 'hili of Anak'); cf Jdg. 
5: 1 4, though here also LXX A ('in the valley') dis-
agrees. 1 .P .U.L.  

PISGAH, ASHDOTH-PISGAH. Always ac
companied by the definite article, Pisgah is associ
ated with the ascent and either 'top' (head) or 
'slope' (Ashdoth). From these facts i t  may be 
deduced that Pisgah is a common noun denoting a 
ridge crowning a mountain or hili .  'The Pisgah' 
would then be one or more of the ridges common 
on the Transjordan plateau. 'The slopes of Pisgah' 
(Ashdoth-pisgah) may refer to the entire edge of 
the Moabite plateau E of the Dead Sea (Dt. 3: 1 7 ,  



PISGAH, ASHDOTH-PISGAH 

AV; 4:49; Jos. 1 2 :3;  1 3 :20). These references relate to 
the territorial borders of the Amorites and later of 
the Reubenites. 

Apart from the general plateau, Pisgah refers to 
a specific ridge or peak associated with Mt • Nebo. 
Nu. 2 1  :20, a location on the route of the Israelites, 
and Nu .  23: 1 4, one peak from wh ich Balaam tried 
to curse God's people, are both elose to the wilder
ness N and E of the Oead Sea (' JESHIMON), so also 
probably refer to the same ridge. 

It was from 'the top of Pisgah, Mt Nebo' that 
Moses viewed the promised land be fore his death 
(Ot. 3 :27; 34: I ). This plateau headland is probably 
to be identified with Ras es Siyaghah, the second 
and slightly lower N ridge of M t  Nebo. As this 
ridge protrudes further W, it provides a wider and 
less obstructed view over the land, and so is more 
likely to be the place of Moses' vision. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. T. Manley, EQ 2 1 , 1 943, pp. 
8 1 -92. G.G.G. 

PISIDIA. A highland area in Asia Minor bounded 
by Lycaonia to the E and N, Pamphylia to the S, 
and the province of Asia to the N and W. The 
district lay at the W end of the Taurus range, and 
was the horne of lawless mountain tribes who 
dcfied the efforts of the Persians and their Hel
lenistic successors to subdue them. The Seleucids 
founded Antioch (called 'the Pisidian' to dis
tinguish it rather from the Phrygian Antioch on the 
Maeander than from the Seleucid capital of Syria) 
in order to control the Pisidian highlanders, and 
Amyntas with like aim founded a colony there 
about 25 BC, and linked the city with similar 
strong-points by a system of military roads. Paul's 
'perils of robbers . . .  perils in the wilderness' (2 
Cor. I I  :26) may have reference to this area, and it 
is a fai r  guess that, even in his day, the tradition of 
predatory independence was not yet dead among 
the mountaineers. Pisidia was part of the kingdom 
of Galatia assigned by Antony to Amyntas in 36 
BC, and it was in warfare against the Pisidian hill 
tribes that Amyntas perished in 25 BC. Sulpicius 
Quirinius finally imposed some sort of order, and 
incorporated the region in the province of Galatia. 
The Roman Peace brought prosperity to the dis
trict and in the 2nd century several prosperous 
towns sprang up together with at least six strong 
churches. E.M.B. 

PIT. Basically a deep hole, either natural or art i
ficial, in the ground. 

I .  Heb. bOr, 'a deep hole', used to describe the 
place where Joseph was cast by his brethren (Gn . 
37:20, 22, 24, ete.), a place to hide ( I  Sa. 1 3 :6), a 
place where lions lurked (2 Sa. 23:20; I Ch. 1 1 :22), 
a place where prisoners were shut up ( ls. 24:22; Zc. 
9: 1 1 ;  cf Je. 38 :6), and where the rebel Ishmael cast 
the bodies of the men of Shechem, Shiloh and Sa
maria (Je. 41 :7, 9). 

The laws of Ex. 21 :33-34 were directed to Israel
ites who opened up holes and left them uncovered 
(cf Ec. 1 0:8,  where the word is gammä�). 

Metaphorically the word is used to describe the 
underworld, the place of departed spirits (Pss. 
28: 1 ;  30:3; 88 :4, 6; 1 43 :7; Pr. 1 : 1 2; Is. 1 4: 1 5, 1 9; 
38: 1 8 ;  Ezk. 26:20; 3 1 :  1 4, 1 6; 32: 1 8, 24, eIe.). A 
second metaphorical use describes the place from 
which God brings up his saints (Ps. 40:2; Is. 5 1 :  I ) .  

2 .  Heb. b" er, a weil. The vale o f  Siddim was full 
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of slime (bitumen) pits (Gn. 1 4 : 1 0) .  Uscd meta
phorically, it is the pit of destruction ( Pss. 55 :23; 
69: 1 5) .  A harlot is described in Pr. 23:27 as a 
narrow pit. 

3. Heb. gee or geee', a place where water is col
lected (ls. 30: 1 4; Je. 1 4:3). 4. Heb. pa�a{, 'a hole for 
trapping animals' (2 Sa. 1 7:9; 1 8 : 1 7; Is. 24: 1 7- 1 8; 
Je. 48:43-44). 5. Heb. s" ö/, Sheol, the underworld 
(Nu. 1 6:30, 33; Jb. 1 7 : 1 6) .  The same Heb. word is 
translated elsewhere in other ways. (' HELL. ) 

6. Three words from the Heb. root s\V�: (i) .flihii, 
'a pit in the desert' (Je. 2:6), a place where Jeremiah 
was trapped by wicked men (Je. 1 8 :20, 22), and the 
mouth of a strange woman (Pr. 22: 1 4) .  (ii) saha{, a 
trap in the ground for wild animals (Ps. 35 :7 ;  Ezk. 
1 9 :4, 8), or, more usually, the underworld (Jb. 
33: 1 8, 24, 28, 30; Pss. 9 : 1 5; 30:9; 94: 1 3 ; I s. 38 : 1 7 ; 
5 1 :  14 ;  Ezk. 28:8). (iii) sf�ti, a trap (Pss. 57:6; 1 1 9 :85;  
Je. 1 8:22). 

7. Two words from the Heb. root shh. s'hut, the 
pit which the wicked prepare for the righ teo

·
us� into 

which they fall themselves (Pr. 28 : 1 0) ,  and S 'hi{, 
the lot of Zedekiah in 587 BC when he was taken in 
the pits of the enemy ( La. 4 :20) . 

8. In the NT the pit into which an ass falls is 
bothynos in Mt .  1 2 :  I I  and phrear in Lk.  1 4 :5 .  The 
bottomless pit of Rev. 9: 1 -2 is also phrear. 
(*ABYSS.) 

Some idea of pits is to be obtained from arch
aeological discoveries. Quite regularly the cistcrn 
which served as a pit had a neck about the width of 
a man about I m in depth, and then opened out 
into a large bulbous cavity of varying size. Broken 
pottery and other remains in these pits are useful 
aids to dating the period when they were in use. 
(' POOL, • ARCHAEOLOGY.) The use of pits for 
trapping animals and men is also attested in extra-
biblical texts. J . A . T  

PITHOM (Old Egyp. Pr-fitm, 'man s i  on of the god 
Atum'). A city 01' Egypt where the Israelites were 
affiicted with heavy building burdens (Ex. I :  1 1 ) . 
Most accept that it was situated in Wadi Tumilat, 
at Tell el-Maskhuta or Tell er-Retaba. Not far 
away from this place was the migdol of Tjeku, 
wh ich may be the biblical Succoth (Ex. 1 2 :37; 
1 3 :20; Nu. 33 :5-6). In Papyrus Anastasi, V, 1 9 . 5-
20. 6 we read that the chief of the archers went to 
Tjeku to prevent slaves from running away, but he 
came too late. Somebody had seen them crossing 
the N wall of the migdol of Seti-Merenptah . A 
second report, in Papyr. Anas., V, 1 8 .  6- 1 9 . I ,  
refers to Libyan mercenaries who tried to flee and 
were taken back to Tjeku. A third mention, in 
Papyr. Anas., VI ,  5 .  I ,  emanates from a civil ser
vant who had finished passing Shasu-nomads from 
Edom, S of the Oead Sea, into Egypt, at the fort of 
Tjeku, towards the marshes of Pithom of Merenp
tah of Tjeku. (' ENCAMPMENT BY THE SEA.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Naville, The Store-City 01 
Pithom, 1 903; Montet, Geographie de /'Egypte 
ancienne, I ,  1 957, pp. 2 1 4-2 1 9. C.D.W. 

PLAGUES OF EGYPT. In commissioning M oses 
to lead Israel out of Egypt, God had warned hirn 
that this would come about only through God's 
supreme power overcoming all the might of Phar
aoh, whereby Egypt would be smitten with won
ders or signs from God (cf Ex. 3 : 1 9-20). After the 
sign of the rod that became a serpent and swal-



lowed up those or the Egyptian magicians, which 
lert Pharaoh unmoved, God's power was demon
strated to hirn and his people in a series or ten 
judgments. They were so applied as to portray 
elearly thc reality and power or Israel's God, and 
thus by contrast the impotence 01' Egypt's gods. 
The first nine or these plagues bear a direct relation 
to natural phenomena in the Nile valley, but the 
tenth, the death or the first-born, belongs wholly to 
the realm or the supernatural. 

These first nine plagues demonstrate the divine 
vi ne use or the created order to achieve his ends, 
and recent studies te nd to confirm both the reality 
or what is described in Ex. 7- 1 2  and the powers 01' 
accurate, first-hand observation or the narrator 01' 
this part or Exodus. The element or miraele in 
these plagues is usually bound up with their inten
sity. timing and duration. By rar the most painstak
ing study or the plague phenomena is that by G. 
Hort in ZA W 69, 1 957, pp. 84- 103, and ZA W 70, 
1 958, pp. 48-59. While her treatment or the first 
nine seems excellent, her attempt to explain the 
tenth as 'firstrruits' instead or first-born is de
cidedly artificial and unlikely. 

Hort has pointed out that the first nine plagues 
form a logical and connected sequence, beginning 
with an abnormally high Nile-inundation occur
ring in the usual months or July and August and 
the series or plagues ending about March (Heb. 
Abib). In Egypt too high an inundation or the Nile 
was just as disaslrous as too low a flood. 

The first p/ague (Ex. 7:  1 4-25) 
Moses was commanded to stretch his rod over the 
Nile waters, that they should be 'turned to blood'; 
the fish in the river would die, the river stink, and 
its water be unpalatable; no immediate ending or 
these conditions is recorded . This would corres
pond with the conditions brought about by an un
usually high Nile. The higher the Nile-flood, the 
more earth it carries in suspension, especially 01' 
the finely-divided 'red earth' rrom the basins or the 
Blue Nile and Atbara. And the more earth carried, 
the redder became the Nile waters. Such an exces
sive inundation could rurther bring down with it 
microcosms known as jlagellates and associated 
bacteria: besides heightening the blood-red colour 
or the water, these would creatc conditions so un
ravourable ror the fish that they would die in large 
numbers as recorded. Their decomposition would 
roul the water and cause a stench. The rise or the 
Nile begins in July/August, reaches its maximum 
about September, and then ralls again; this plague 
would thererore affect Egypt rrom July/August to 
October/November. 

The second p/ague (Ex. 8: 1 - 1 5) 
Seven days later (7:25) Egypt was afflicted by 
swarms or rrogs which, in accordance with God's 
promise, died en masse the rollowing day and 
quickly decayed. That the rrogs should swarm out 
or the river in August was most unusual. The nu
merous decomposing fish washed along the banks 
and backwaters or the Nile would pollute and 
inrect the river-shore haunts or the rrogs and the 
rrogs themselves, which then came ashore in num
bers, heading ror the shelter or houses and fields. 
The sudden death and malodorous and rapid pu
treraction or the rrogs would indicate internal an
thrax (rrom Bacillus anthracis) as the inrection and 
cause. 
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The third p/ague (Ex. 8: 1 6- 1 9) 
Hort suggests that this was an abnormal plague or 
mosquitoes (AV 'lice', RSV 'gnats'), whose al ready 
high rate 01' reproduction would be further en
couraged by the specially-ravourable breeding
conditions provided by an unusually high Nile. 

The fourth p/ague (Ex. 8:20-32) 
The particular 'fly' in question here was probably 
Stomoxys ca/citrans. See below on the sixth plague, 
ror which this insect is the likeliest agent. 

Thefifth p/ague (Ex. 9 : 1 -7) 
A 'very severe plague' upon all the Egyptians' 
callie actually in the fields (not all livestock). A 
callie pest that affected only the animals out in the 
fields might indicate that they had contracted an
thrax rrom the inrection carried into t heir fields by 
the rrogs. Ir the I sraelites' cattle were in their stalls 
they would not have been affected. 

The sixth p/ague (Ex. 9 :8- 1 2) 
The • boils 'breaking out in sores' were probably 
skin anthrax passed on by the bites or the carrier
fly Stomoxys ca/ci trans, which breeds in decaying 
vegetation and would have become a carrier or 
the disease rrom the inrected haunts or the rrogs 
and cattle. The boils may have affected particu
larly the hands and reet (Ex. 9: 1 1 : the magicians 
could not stand berore Moses; cf Dt. 28:27, 35), 
which would be a rurther elue in  ravour or the 
proposed identifications or the disease and its 
carrier, wh ich would strike by about December/ 
January. 

The sel'enth p/ague (Ex. 9: 1 3-35) 
Heavy hail with thunder, Iightning and rain. This 
ruined the barley and flax, but not the wheat and 
spelt, wh ich were not yet grown up. This would fit 
early February. The concentration at this season or 
this sudden plague in Upper Egypt, but not in 
Goshen nearer the Mediterranean seaboard, fits 
the elimatic phenomena or these areas. 

The eighth p/ague (Ex. 1 0: 1 -20) 
The heavy precipitation in Ethiopia and the Sudan 
which led to the extraordinarily high Nile would 
also provide ravourable conditions ror a dense 
plague or locusts by about March. These, rollow
ing the usual route, would in due course be blown 
into N Egypt by the E wind; the 'west wind', ruab
yäm, is literally 'sea-wind'; i. e. really a N (or NW) 
wind, and this would blow the locusts right up the 
Nile valley. Hort would then emend ' Red Sea' (yäm 
stip) to 'South' (yämin), but this is not strictly 
necessary. 

The ninth p/ague (Ex. 1 0:2 1 -29) 
The 'thick darkness' wh ich could be reit .  This was 
a khamsin dust-storm, but no ordinary one. The 
heavy inundation had brought down and deposited 
masses or 'red earth', now dried out as a fine dust 
over the land. The effect or this when whirled up 
by a khamsin wind would be to make the air extra
ordinarily thick and dark, blotting out the light or 
the sun . The 'three days' or Ex. 1 0:23 is the known 
length or a khamsin. The intensity or the khamsin 
may suggest that it was early in the season, and 
would thus come in March. Ir the Israelites were 
dwelling in the region or Wadi Tumilat, they would 
miss the worst effects or this plague. 
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The lenlh plague (Ex. 1 1 : 1 - 1 2 :36) 
So far God had demonstrated his full control over 
the natural creation. He had caused his scrvant 
Moses to announce the successive plagues and 
brought them to pass in invincible sequence and 
growing severity when the pharaoh ever more per
sistently refused to acknowledge Israel's God in 
face 01' the c1earest credentials 01' his authority and 
power. In this final plague came the most explicit 
sign 01' God's precise and full control: the death 01' 
the first-born only. Nor did it come without ad
equate warning (Ex. 4:23); the pharaoh had had 
every opportunity to acknowledge God and obey 
his behest, and so had to take the consequences 01' 
refusal. 

Dlher aspecIs 
I n  later days Joshua reminded Israel in Canaan 01' 
their mighty deliverance from Egypt through the 
plagues (Jos. 24 :5) .  The Philistines also knew 01' 
them and feared their Author (I Sa. 4:8). Later 
still, the psalmist sang 01' these awe-inspiring 
events (Ps. 78 :43-5 1 ) . 

In Ex. 1 2 :  1 2  God speaks 01' executingjudgments 
against all the gods 01' Egypt. In some measure he 
had already done so in the plagues, as Egypt's 
gods were much bound up with the forces 01' 
nature. Ha'pi ,  the Nile-god 01' inundation, had 
brought not prosperity but ruin; the frogs, symbol 
01' Heqit, a goddess 01' fruitfulness, had brought 
only disease and wast ing; the hail, rain and storm 
were the heraids 01' awesome events (as in the 
Pyramid Texts); and the light 01' the sun-god Re' 
was blotted out, to mention but a few 01' the 
deities affected. 

The account 01' the plagues is emphatically a lit
erary unity: i t  is only the 10lal details 01' the wh oie 
and unitary narrative that correspond so strikingly 
with observable physical phenomena. The mere 
fragments of plagues that would feature in sup
posed documentary sources (J, E, P, eIe.) and the 
schematic uniformity 01' features postulated for 
these correspond to no known phenomena. Arbi
trary adaptation 01' such partial and stylized ac
counts into a new and conflated narrative that 
somehow then happens to correspond exactly to 
observable phenomena long past and in a distant 
land is surely beyond serious belief (so Hort). The 
plainer explanation and the unity of the narrative 
is to be preferred to a theory wh ich involves un-
attested phenomena. K.A .K. 

PLAIN, CITIES OF THE. The cities 01' the plain 
were, chiefly, Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboiim 
and Bela or Zoar (Gn. 1 4 :2). It  has been held that 
these were located N 01' the Dead Sea, where the 
Jordan Yalley broadens into the 'Circlc' or 'Plain' 
01' the Jordan (cf Dt. 34:3), the evidence being 
'that Abraham and Lot looked upon the ci ti es 
from near Bethel (Gn. 1 3 :  I 0) , that Circ/e 0/ Jordan 
is not applicable to the S 01' the Dead Sea, that the 
presence of  five cities there is impossible and that 
the expedition of the Four Kings (Gn. 1 4:7), as it 
swept N from Kadesh-barnea, attacked Hazazon
tamar, probably Engedi, be/ore it reached the Yale 
01' Siddim and encountered the king 01' Sodom and 
his allies' (G. A. Smith,  Hislorieal Geography o/ Ihe 
Holy Land'l, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 505f. ) .  

On the  other  hand the  view that the  cities Iie 
buried beneath the shallow waters 01' the S tip 01' 

the Dead Sea (G. E. Wright, Weslminsler Hislor
ieal Alias, 1 945, pp. 26, 65-66; idem, Biblieal 
Arehaeology, 1 957, p. 50) can be maintained . First, 
Gn. 1 3 : 1 0  says that Lot saw, not thc cities 01' the 
p1ain, but the 'Circle' 01' Jordan. He was attracted 
not by urban facilities but by good pasturagc. Scc
ondly, refusa1 to give the name 'Circle 0 1' Jordan' 
to, and denial 01' the possibility 01' five cities at, the 
S 01' the Dead Sea depends on present-day con
figuration, and disregards any alterations made by 
the overthrow. Thirdly, there is the identification 01' 
Hazazon-tamar with En-gedi. This depends on 2 
Ch. 20:2, where the advancing Moabites and Am
monites are said to be 'in Hazazon-tamar ( that is, 
En-gedi)' .  The qualifying phrase ought not to be 
taken in this case as identifying the two places (as, 
e.g. ,  in Gn. 1 4:3) ,  unless we make the absurd as
sumption that after the time 01' Jehoshaphat the 
name En-gedi replaced Hazazon-tamar, thus ne
cessitating an explanation 01' the archaism. The 
qualification ' that is, En-gedi' must, therefore, state 
more precisely where the enemy was in the general 
district designated by the first place-name. This 
suits the usage in Gn. 1 4 :7  where, in a chapter full 
of parenthetic explanations 01' archaic place
names, Hazazon-tamar is left unexplained. We 
may therefore picture the cities 01' the plain as si ted 
in the now-f1ooded area which once formed the S 
extension 01' the Circle 01' the Jordan. 

As Lot saw it, the Circle was supremely attract
ive from every material viewpoint (Gn. 1 3 : I 0), but 
it was to become desolate. The efficient cause 01' 
this destruction 01' the cities was probably an 
earthquake, with an accompanying release and 
explosion of gaseous deposits. Biblically and 
fundamentally it was God's judgment, remembered 
again and again throughout the Bible (Dt .  29 :23; 
Is. I :9;  Je. 49: 1 8 ; La. 4:6; Am. 4: 1 1 ; Lk.  1 7 :29; 2 
Pet. 2 :6); and Sodom became synonymous with 
brazen sin ( l s. 3:9; La. 4:6; Jude 7). Whereas Ezk. 
1 6 :49-51  Iists the sins of Sodom as pride, prosper
ous complacency and 'abominations', Gn .  1 9 :4-5 
concentrates on sexual perversion, particularly 
homosexuality. Lot's vicious offer 01' his daughters 
(v. 8) indicates the life and demoralizing influence 
of Sodom. The report that a cuneiform tablet from 
* Ebla Iists the five cities rests on a 
misidentification. 
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The story 01' Sodom does not merely warn, but 
provides a theologically documented account 01' 
divine judgment implemented by 'natural' disaster. 
The history is faith's guarantee that the Judge 01' 
all the earth does right (Gn. 1 8 :25). Being person
ally persuaded 01' its justice and necessity (Gn. 
1 8 :20-2 1 ), God acts; but in wrath he remembers 
mercy, and in judgment discrimination (Gn.  1 9 : 
1 6, 29). (Cf *ARCHAEOLOGY for bibliography.) 

J .A .M .  

PLANTS. Any attempt to pronounce upon the 
nature and identity 01' the various biblical plants 
must avoid a number 01' pitfalls. One of these is the 
tacit assumption that they are identical with those 
designated by the same names in different  parts of 
the world today. Another is the assumption that 
plants found in Palestine today were also native to 
that area in biblical times. In  addition, different 
versions 01' Scripture frequently reflect wrong iden
tifications and there is confusion 01' botanical no
menclature and the Iike by the translators. This is 
partly due to the fact that for the original writers 



present-day standards of accuracy in botanical 
malters were not pressing considerations, and, in 
addition, their terminology was by no means as 
comprehensive as that of the modern botanisL The 
AV, made at a time when Iiltle was known of the 
natural history of the Holy Land and before scien
tilie cJassilieation had begun, eontributed materi
ally to the degree of eonfusion al ready existing re
garding the identilieation of plants. The RSV and 
other modern versions eorrect obvious crrors, but 
there remain differences of opinion as to the iden
tity of some plant names, incJuding that of · trees. 

The following represent some wild biblical 
plants and those not incJuded in single or compos
ite entries. 

Broom (Heb. rölem and variants; AV 'juniper'). A 
eommon Palestinian shrub (Relama raetam) of 
sandy plaees, 2-4 m high , with numerous white pea 
flowers in the spring. Elijah in despair sat under 
one ( I  Ki. 1 9 :4-5). Its roots produee exeellent 
charcoal whieh was used for incendiary arrows (Ps. 
1 20:4) and for warmth (Jb. 30:4), although some 
authors consider the lalter verse refers to the para
sitie plant Cynomorium coccinellm, which grows 
upon broom roots and may be edible (cf AV). 

Castor-oil. The eorrect rendering of the Heb. 
qiqäyön (Jon. 4 :6) has been disputed by many 
scholars. Pli ny and Herodotus assumed it to be the 
castor-oil plant (Ricinlls commlillis, the kroton of 
the Greeks) and they are followed by many versions 
(Rsvmg.) .  It is a rapidly-growing shrub whieh could 
have afforded shade to Jonah and is said to wither 
even after only slight handling, as Jonah's did. 
Others, starting from LXX (Gk. kolokyntha, but not 
the ground-trailing colocynth) suggest the bottle
gourd (Cucurbita lagenaria, Arab. qar'ah, AV 
'gourd') which is more adequate botanically, since 
the biblical context requires a vine rat her than a 
small tree like the castor-oil. The reference may 
therefore be to such a 'Iodge' as sheltered watchers 
over cucumbers (see Is. 1 :8), and which would also 
be subjeet to rapid withering, although there may 
not be a satisfactory natural explanation to an event 
that was clearly under the control of the Lord. 

Crocus" In Is. 35: I the Heb. 1;·i]as4�elel means bulb, 
hence the RSV rendering 'crocus' (although strictly 
a corm). There are many species 01' crOCIIS in Pales
tine flowering during the winter. The LXX rendered 
it as krinon ('lily'), AV 'rose', and NEB 'asphodel ' ,  
which has root tubers. The polyanthus narcissus 
(Narcissus tazella) would be an even better sugges
tion since it is a truly bulbous planL Crocus may 
also be intended in the reference to the 'rose of 
Sharon', CL 2: I .  See Rose, below. 

Hyssop (Heb. "ezöi]; Gk. hyssöpos). Several distinct 
species of plant are evidently referred to by this 
name in the Bible, but there is considerable discus
sion as to their identity. It is certain, however, that 
the prest:nt-day herb known as hyssop (Hyssopus 
officinalis) was not one of them, since it is native to 
S Europe. 

In the OT 'hyssop' was used in the Passover rites 
(Ex.  1 2 :22) for the purilication of lepers (Lv. 1 4:4, 
6), for plague ( Lv. 1 4:49-52) and at the red heifer 
sacrilice (Nu . 1 9:2-{i; cf Heb. 9: 1 9) .  The purifying 
qualities of 'hyssop' are referred to in Ps. 5 1 :7 .  This 
plant is generally considered to be the Syrian mar
joram (Origanum syriacum) wh ich is a fragrant 
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grey-Ieaved wiry-stemmed perennial herb, 20-30 
cm high, with white flowers in small heads, growing 
in dry rocky places. A different plant is considered 
to be mentioned in I Ki. 4:33, probably the caper 
(Capparis spinosa) which is commonly seen in walls 
of old buildings: it has very prickly woody sterns 
and !arge whitish flowers. 

In the NT the 'hyssop' employed at the cruci
lixion Un .  1 9:29, where NEB reads hyssö, 'on a jav
elin') was probably a reed or stick, but the reed-like 
eereal durra (Sorghum vulgare) has been con
sidered the most likely suggest ion. 

Lily (Heb. iMän, and variants; Gk. krinon). As 
with the 'rose' of the Bible there has been con
siderable speeulation as to the botanical identity of 
the 'Iily'. In common usage the word may be ap
plied to several decorative plants. Most of the ref
erences in CL are thought to be to the hyacinth 
(Hyacinthlls orientalis), a bulbous plant with blue 
flowers, although the lily-Iike lips of CL 5: 1 3  may 
alludc to the scarlet tulip (Tulipa sharonensis) or 
red poppy anemone (Anemone coronaria), myrrh 
resin also mentioned, being red. Although the 
white madonna lily (Lilium candidum) is wild in 
Palestine, it inhabits rocky places and i t  is unlikely 
to be the plant referred to in CL 6:2-3, as has been 
suggested. The 'lily' of Ho. 1 4 :5 is by implication 
of a moist habitat likely to be the yellow flag (Iris 
pseudacorus), the 'fleur de lis' of the French. 

The referenees to 'Iily-work' on the columns of 
Solomon's Temple in I Ki. 7:  1 9, 22, 26 and 2 Ch.  
4 :5 are probably to carved representations of the 
water-Iily. The Egyptian lotus (the blue flowered 
Nymphaea caerulea and white N lotus) exercised a 
wide influence over ancient Near Eastern art, as 
evidenced by t he presence of the lotus motif in 
many Egyptian and Palestinian archaeological 
objets d"art. 

The 'lilies 01' the lield' (MI .  6:28; Lk" 1 2 :27) 
eould refer to any of the spectacular and beautiful 
flowers of the Palestinian countryside. Many have 
been suggested, including the poppy anemone 
Anemone coronaria and the white daisy Anthemis 
palaestina or the crown marguerite Chrysanth
emum coronarium. 
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Mallow (Heb. mal/aal; , AV 'mallows', Jb. 30:4). The 
term implies 'saltiness', whether referring to the 
taste of the plant or to its habitaL The most likely 
species is the shrubby orache (Atriplex halimus), of 
salty places by the Dead Sea or Mediterranean. 
The mallow (Malva rOllindifolia) may be used like 
spinach, but i t  is not salty to the taste and i t  is a 
common weed of waste but not saline pI aces. 

Mandrake ( Heb. dacjä "im; Mandragora officin
arum). A perennial herb of the nightshade tamily 
with a rosette of large leaves, mauve flowers du ring 
the winter and fragrant round yellow fruits in the 
spring (CL 7 :  1 3) .  It is reputed to have emetic, purga
tive and narcotic qualities. The forked, torso-like 
shape of the tap-root gave rist: to many supersti
tions. Aphrodisiac properties have been ascribed to 
i t  since an early period, which explains the argu
ment between Rachel and Leah (Gn. 30: 14) .  I t  
grows i n  fields and rough ground in Palestine and 
the Mediterranean region. 

Mildew (Heb. yeräqön, 'paleness', 'greenness'; cf 
LXX ikteros, 'jaundice'). A common species of fun
gus (Puccinia graminis) which, in moist conditions, 
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attacks the crops in Palestine. In biblical times it 
was regarded as God's punishment on the dis
obedient (Dt .  28:22; Am. 4:9; Hg. 2 :  1 7), and 
Solomon prayed for deliverance from it ( I  Ki. 8 :37; 
2 Ch. 6:28). The Bible always mentions mildew in 
conjunction with the opposite conditions, 'blight' 
or 'blasting' ( Heb. siddäp6n, lit . 'scorching'), a dry
ing up of plants by the hot sirocco or �amsin wind 
from the S. 

Mustard. Much controversy surrounds the identifi
cation of the plant (Gk. sinapl) whose seed was 
used by Christ as an illustration of something 
which develops rapidly from sm all beginnings, 
such as the kingdom of heaven (Mt .  1 3 :3 1 ;  Mk.  
4:3 1 ;  Lk.  1 3 : 1 9) ,  or  the  faith of an individual (Mt .  
1 7:20; Lk .  1 7 :6). Some scholars consider that the 
black mustard (Brassiea nigra) is indicated, since in 
NT times its seeds were cultivated for their oil as 
weil as for culinary purposes. I t  can grow to a 
height of 5 m, although it is usually much smaller. 
One interpretation sees the 'mustard' as a mon
strous plant foretelling the worldly expression of 
Christendom, with evil, as exemplified by the birds, 
in its branches. 

Myrtle (Heb. h "qas; Myrtus eommllnis). A shrub of 
Palestinian hillsides, usually 2-3 m high, with fra
grant evergreen leaves and scented white f10wers 
used as perfumes. Scriptural references envisage 
the myrtle as symbolizing divine generosity. Isaiah 
foresaw the myrtle as replacing the brier in the wil
derness ( Is. 4 1 :  1 9; 55: 1 3) .  Zechariah in a vision 
symbolizing peace saw a grove of myrtle trees (Zc. 
1 :8- 1 1 ) ,  while in Ne. 8 : 1 5  the Jews brought myrtle 
branches from Olivet to construct shelters at the 
Feast of Booths (Tabernacles) of Lv. 23 :40; Dt. 
1 6: 1 6. The name Hadassah (Esther) was derived 
from the Heb. term. 

Nettles. There is some uncertainty about the pre
cise plants referred to in the above translation 01' 
the two Heb. words. I .  �ärül, perhaps from the ob
solete root !läral, 'to be sharp', 'to sting'. Found in 
Jb. 30:7 (LXX 'wild brushwood'); Pr. 24:3 1 ;  Zp. 2:9; 
Rvmg. in each case renders 'wild vetches' and NEB 
as 'scrub' or 'weeds'. 2. qimm6s ( ls. 34: 1 3 ; Ho. 9:6). 
Probably the true nettle, of which the most 
common Palestine species is Urtiea pillilifera, 
wh ich occurs in waste places. (See also Thistles, 
below.) 

Nuts. Two Heb. words are thus translated. I .  " g6z 
(Arab. gawz), in Ct. 6: 1 1  only, probably referring to 
the walnut (lliglans regia), an introduction from 
Persia. 2, bo(nim (Gn. 43: 1 1  only) is usually con
sidered to be the pistachio nut (Pistaehia vera) , the 
fruits of which must have been imported from fur
ther E where it grew be fore it was cult ivated in the 
E Mediterranean area. However, the native tere
binths (P. atlantiea and P. terebinthlls var. palaes
tina) also yield edible nuts of a small size. Some 
Jewish authors identify this Heb. word with the 
carob. (See Pods.) 

Pods (Gk. keratia). A sweet dry fruit eaten by ani
mals and by the poor. The prodigal son in his 
hunger would gladly have done so ( Lk.  1 5 : 1 6, AV 
'husks'). I t  is the seed-pod of the carob tree (Cera
tonia siliqlla), common in the Mediterranean 
region, where it is also called the locust bean and St 
John's bread from a tradition that they were the 
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'Iocusts' which John the Baptist ate, although these 
are more Iikely to have been the actual locust insect 
(. ANtMALS). 

Reed. I .  Heb. 'ä/:Ili (Jb. 8: 1 1 , AV 'f1ag'; Gn. 4 1  :2, 1 8 , 
AV 'meadow'). This is a general word for water
loving plants found in swamps and by river
banks-hence Bildad's rhetorical question ('Can 
the reed grow without water?'). 

2. Heb. süp, 'reed' (Ex. 2 :3 ,  5; Is. 1 9:6). Evidently 
specifically applied to the moisture-Ioving cat-tail 
or reed-mace (Typha angllslata) still common 
around the Nile and its canals. The Red Sea (yam 
stip) is Iiterally the 'sea of Reeds' (cf Egyp. P '-lw/). 

3, Heb. qäneh; Gk. kalamos. Tall grasses grow
ing in wet places (marshes, river-banks, eIe.), often 
the haunts of large aquatic animals (cf Jb. 40:2 1 ;  
Is. 1 9:6-7; 35:7). The Heb. and Gk. words are both 
quite general terms, although some think that the 
Arllndo donax of Palestine and Egypt, growing to 3 
m high or more, and the sm aller common reed 
(Phragmites commllnis) are the plant usually in
tended. Israel under God's judgment is l ike a reed 
shaken in the water ( I  Ki .  1 4: 1 5); and in Christ's 
words, wind-blown reeds and richly dressed court
iers will not be found in a dry wilderness (M t. 
1 1  :7-8; Lk. 7:24). If undue weight be rested on a 
reed-stalk it will break irregularly, and the snags 
will pierce the hand. Just so did Egypt fail I srael in 
the days of Isaiah ( [s. 36:6; 2 Ki .  1 8 :2 1 ), Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel (Ezk. 29:6-7). The 'bruised reed' could 
be symbolic of the weak whom the Messiah would 
not break off ( ls. 42:3; Mt .  1 2 :20). 

Before the crucifixion, the soldiers gave Christ a 
reed as a mock sceptre, and then struck hirn with it 
(Mt .  27:29-30; Mk.  1 5 : 1 9) .  On the cross he was 
offered a spongeful of vinegar on the end of a reed 
(Mt .  27:48; Mk .  1 5 :36; or 'hyssop', Jn.  1 9 29). A 
reed could serve as a measuring-rod, and gave its 
name to a measure of 6 cubits (Ezk. 40:3-8; 4 1 :8 
(the 6 cubits); 42: 1 6- 19 ;  Rev. 1 1 : 1 ;  2 1 : 1 5- 1 6), as 
did the same term qanll in Mesopotamia. 
(.  WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.) 

Rose. The true rose, e.g. Rosa phoenieia, is uncom
mon in Palestine and the 'rose of Sharon' (Ct.  2: 1 )  
is unlikely to be this plant. Anemone, Cistus, Nar
eissus, Tll/ipa and Crocus have been mentioned as 
possi bi I i t ies. 

[n the Apocrypha the ' rose' 01" Ecclus 1 :8 
bloomed in spring and may be either a tulip, nar
cissus or crocuS. In Ecclus 24: 14 and 39 : 1 3  the ref
erences are probably to oleander (NeriwII oleander) 
wh ich is a tall, pink-f1owered shrub with poisonous 
leaves that inhabits rocky streams. The 'roses' 01' 2 
Esdras 2: 19 and 'rosebuds' of Wisdom 2:8 have 
been variously regarded as species 01" rock-rose 
(CiStIlS), rose (Rosa) or oleander. 

Rush. The word rush should apply to species of" 
luncus, but the term is loosely applied to other 
water-Ioving plants (except marsh grasses, which 
are reeds), such as reed-mace also called cat-lail 
(Typha), and sedges such as papyrus (Cyperus pa
pyrlls) and corresponds to the Heb. 'agmön and 
göme'. The former is a general word, 'rushes' , 
'reed' .  For her unfaithfulness to God, I srael is 
stripped even of such ordinary basic raw materials 
as 'palm branch and reed' ( [ s. 9: 1 4), while these, for 
all their utility, will not avail Egypt in her troubles 
(ls. 1 9 :  1 5) .  Rushes could be woven into rope, or 
used as fuel (Jb. 41 :2, 20). The head bowed in out-



ward penitence is like the bent-over tip of the rush 
( l s. 58:5); here the papyrus plant is probably in
tended since it does not snap off but IS easlly bent 
by the wind and hangs down. 

The term game' may signify the papyrus-plant (for 
which see • PAPYRI AND OSTRACA, I ) ,  or else reeds 
generally; either meaning suits the biblical refer
ences to game', wh ich is depicted groWIng In the 
marsh (Jb. 8 :  1 1 ), symbolizing swampy growth (Is. 
35:7), used for papyrus skiffs in Egypt and Ethio
pia (Is. 1 8 :2) and M oses' basket of bulrushes (Ex. 
2:3). Heb. game' is probably the same as Egyp. gmy 
and kmy, 'reeds', 'rushes', attested from the 1 3th 
century BC onwards, and kam in Coptic. (See R. A. 
Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 
1 67- 1 68, 4 1 2; cf W. Spiegelberg, Koptische Ety
mologien, 1 920, pp. 4-6; T. O. Lambdin, lAOS 73, 
1 953, p .  1 49.) 

Shrub (Heb. 'arär, Je. 1 7 :6). The Heb. word, ren
dered 'shrub' in RSV (AV 'heath'), is considered by 
Jewish scholars to be the Phoenician juniper (luni
perus phoenicea). The tamarisk (Tamarix sp.) has 
also been suggested. A similar word ' are/er in Je. 
48:6 appears as 'wild ass' in RSV and 'heath' in AV. 

Thistles, Thorns. Botanists have difficulty identify
ing the th istles, thorns, briers, bramble and other 
prickly plants mentioned in Scripture, owing to the 
fact that over twenty different words are employed 
to describe such plants, of which there are many in 
the dry Palestinian countryside. These prickly 
• weeds fall into genera such as Centaurea, Ononis, 
Silybum, Notobasis and Poterium. In many In
stances the Heb. and Gk. words for them are as 
imprecise as Eng. ones. 

In general, thorns expressed the concept of fruit
lessness or vexatious endeavour (Gn. 3: 1 8 ; Nu. 
33:55; Jos. 23: 1 3) .  They were evidence of divine 
judgment on the ungodly (Na. I :  I 0), or of sheer 
misfortune (Ezk. 2:6). If allowed to grow un
check cd in orchards or vineyards they made ser
ious inroads on the productivity of the trees and 
vines (Pr. 24 :3 1 ;  Is. 5 :6; Je. 1 2 : 1 3) ,  but when kept in 
control and arranged in the form of hedges they 
servcd as effective barriers to wild animals (Ho. 
2:6; Mt. 21 :33) .  Thorns were popular quick
burning fuel in OT times, as among the modern 
bedouin Arabs (Ps. 58:9; Is. 9 : 1 8; 1 0: 1 7). The de
structive nature of thistles and thorns was ex
pressed graphically in the Gospel parables (Mt .  
1 3 :7; Mk.  4 :7 ;  Lk .  8 :7 ) ,  as was their essential fruit
lessness (Mt .  7 :  1 6) .  Thistles are herbaceous plants, 
whereas thorns are woody. In the parable of the 
sower (Mt .  1 3 :7 ,  etc.) the 'thorns' among which the 
grain fell were likely to have been the milk thistle 
(Silybul/1 marianum) whlch Infests field margllls 
and grows rapidly. 

Some of the biblical references to 'thorns' are to 
the holy bramble (Rubus sanguineus). Those of Pr. 
1 5 : 19 and Ho. 2:6 may be the latter, while 'thorns 
of the wilderness' (Jdg. 8:7) may be an acacia, or 
Ziziphus lotus, and the 'briers' boxthorn (LyciuIII 
sp.), which is the 'bramble' of Jotham's parable 
(Jdg. 9: 1 4) .  The crown of • thorns (Mt .  27:29; Mk.  
1 5 : 1 7 ; Jn .  1 9 :5) plaited for Jesus before his cruci
fixion would have been made of so me locally avail
able material. Although the 'Christ thorn' shrub 
(Paliurus spina-christi), which has long thorny 
branches, is not now found around Jerusalem, it is 
known to have grown near there in ancient times. 
However, some authors consider that the small 
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spiny burnet (Poterium spinosum) or tree Ziziphus 
spina-christi was used; others have. suggested the 
thorns of the Phoenix dactylifera, In mock Imita
tion of the radiate crown (cf H .  St 1. Hart, lTS n.S. 
3, 1 952, pp. 66ff.) .  (See also NettIes, above.) 

TumbIeweed. Heb. galgal is rendered in EVV 'wheel', 
'rolling thing', 'thistle down' and 'whirling dust' 
( ls. 1 7 : 1 3 ; Ps. 83: 1 3 , RSV 'tumble weed'). I t  implies 
one of the wind-distributed fruiting bodies of cer
tain plants growing in open dry habitats. Such Pal
estinian plants are Grunde/ia tournefortii and 
Cachrys goniocarpa, as weil as the halry grains of 
some grasses that collect as rolling balls. Anas
tatica hierochuntica is not one of these, as has often 
been suggested, since it remains firmly anchored by 
its root even when dead. 
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Vi ne of Sodom. A variety of opinion exists regard
ing the nature of the allusions in the Song of 
Moses (Dt. 32:32). There is a distinct possibility 
that the expression may be figurative, describing 
the bitterness of Israel's enemies. If a real plant, 
one which conceals a powdery substance under
neath an attractive rind is indicated. Solanum 
sodomeum, or Calotropic procera, with feathery 
seeds in an intlated fruit, has been suggested. More 
probably the phrase arose from association with 
the colocynth, a wild • gourd, Citrullus colocynthis, 
which trails on sandy ground near the Dead Sea 
and has bitter, light-weight fruits. 

Weeds. Usually applied to wild plants of cultivated 
and waste ground. In the Bible represented as a 
scourge of useless, troublesome plants as indeed 
they were to the farmer. RSV renders several words 
as 'weeds', especially Gk.  zizania, Arab. zUlVän, 
wh ich AV calls 'tares' , and is probably more cor
rectly considered (as in NEB) to be the darnel grass 
(Lolium temulenlllm). In the leafy stage this grass 
resembles wheat, but if the biblical counsel be fol
lowed and both are allowed to grow together till 
harvest (Mt. 1 3 :30) the small ear is clearly dis
tinguished, and usually to women and children 
falls the tedious manual task of separation. If the 
wheat grain is contaminated with the bitter darnel 
grains subsequent poisoning causes illness and 
vomiting. Sowing darnel in a field for purposes of 
revenge (cf Mt. 1 3 :251'.) was a crime under Roman 
legislation. The necessity for a law on the subject 
suggests that the action was not infrequent. 

NEB renders other words as 'weeds' wh ich appear 
in RSV as • nettles or • thorns. 

The cockle (Agrostemma githago) was a curse of 
English wheat fields at the time the AV was being 
translated, but there is no evidence that it occurred 
in Palestine. Later translations are probably correct 
in rendering the Heb. bo'Sa, referred to by Job while 
defending his integrity ( 3 1  :38-40), by some general 
term such as 'stinking weeds', Avmg. ;  'noisome 
weeds', Rvmg. ;  'foul weeds', RSV; 'weeds', NEB. Evi
dently this weed was prickly and it has been identi
fied with the oyster thistle (ScolYl/1us maculatus) 
and the rest-harrow (Ononis ontiquorum). 

Wild vine, wild gourds (Heb. paqqu'ar, 
'bursters'). Mentioned in 2 Ki .  4:39 these gourds 
were the colocynth (Citrullus colocynthis). Like 
small melons in appearance, the fruits are a violent 
purge which may be dangerous. The colocynth tralls 
along the ground in sandy pi aces by the Dead Sea. 

Wormwood ( Heb. la'''na, Gk. apsillthos). Many 
species of wormwood grow in Palestine, but the 
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biblical references are either to Artemisia herba
alba or A. judaiea. All species have a strong, bitter 
taste, leading to the use of the plant as a symbol of 
bitterness, sorrow and calamity (Pr. 5:4; La. 3 :  1 5, 
1 9; Am. 5 :7; 6: 1 2  (AV 'hemlock')) .  Moses used it to 
show the perils of secret idolatry (Ot. 29: 1 8, RSV 
'bitter roo!'), as did Jeremiah in warning of the 
punishment awaiting disobedient I srael (Je. 9: 1 5 ; 
23 : 1 5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Feinbrun-Oothan and A.  
Oanin, Analytieal Flora 0/ Eretz-Israel. 1 99 1  
(Heb.); A.  Goor and M .  Nurock, Fruits 0/ the 
Holy Land, 1 968; F. N. Hepper, IEBP; I Löw, Die 
Flora der Juden, 1 -4,  1 924-34; H. N. and A. L. 
Moldencke, Plants 0/ the Bible, 1 952; U. Pi tm an et 
al. , Pietorial Flora 0/ Israel, 1 983 (Heb.); O. 
Zohary and M. Hopf, Domestication 0/ Plants in 
the Old World, 1 988; M .  Zohary, Plant-life 0/ Pal
estine, 1 962; idem, Plants 0/ the Bible, 1 982; idem 
and N. Feinbrun-Oothan, Flora Palaestina, 1 -4 ,  
1 966-86. F.N.H. et al. 

PLASTER. 1 .  The inner, and sometimes outer, 
walls of buildings were covered with a piaster 
commonly made of c1ay (Lv. 1 4:42-43; Heb. (aab, 
'to coat, overlay'; Arab. (ä�a). Such piaster is 
attested from prehistoric times (* JERICHO) . A bet
ter piaster was made by heating crushed limes tone 
or gypsum (Heb. sill, 'to boii') . This enabled rough 
stones or brickwork to be covered with a fine sur
face which could be painted or inscribed, as was 
done on the altar at Ebal (Ot.  27:2, 4). (An 
example has been found at Oeir 'Alla in the Jor
dan Valley.) It was llsed for basins, eisterns and 
walls. A glazed surface on brickwork was 
obtained by firing in a kiln ( Is. 27:9; Heb. gir). 
Such a 'plaister' (AV) was broken by the handwrit
ing on the palace wall in Babyion (On. 5 :5; Aram. 
girä). (* GlAss.) 

2. The 'plaister' used to eure Hezekiah (Is. 38:2 1 ,  
AV; Heb. märah) was a poultice made of crushed 
figs. A similar medical term is used in the Ras 
Shamra texts and Egyp. Ebers Papyrus. D.J.W. 

PLOVGHMAN. In the OT there are three Heb. 
expressions wh ich are rendered 'ploughman'. 

I .  'ikkär. The cognate Akkadian ideogram de
scribes the 'ikkär as 'man of the plough'. The exact 
social position and function of the 'ikkär is un
certain, but the code of Hammurapi suggests that 
he was a h i red agricultural foreman. The OT con
trasts the shepherd with the 'ikkär ( Is. 6 1  :5) .  

2. yögeQ (2 Ki. 25: 1 2 ; Je. 52: 1 6) .  Consideration 
of the related Heb. gül.2 and Arab. gäba, 'to bore', 
' hollow out', may suggest that the yögeQ was a 
spade labourer. 

3. 'is ' ''ejämä means literally 'man of soil', but a 
comparison of Gn. 9:20 and Zc. 1 3 :5 shows that it 
refers indifferently to an arable or cattle rarmer. 

LXX and NT employ geörgos, ' rarmer, tenant 
farmer' , throllghout. God is pictured as the hus
bandman of the tme vi ne On. 1 5 :  I )  and 01' the 
church (I Cor. 3 :9). R.J. w. 

POETRY . 

I. In the Old Testament 
Although poetry occurs very rrequently in the OT, 
the division between prose and poetry in ancient 

Heb. is not precise. No single Iiterary trait occurs 
only in what we call poetry to the exclusion of 
prose. Nonetheless, certain literary devices in 
poetry allow us to identify poems with a high level 
of confidence. These traits may be discussed under 
four headings: terseness, parallelism, imagery, and 
secondary Iiterary devices. 

Ancient Heb. poetry is terse. The lines are short, 
usually containing only three or f'our Heb. words. 
Economy of expression is further achieved by a 
relative lack of conjunctions. The result is some
thing noticed by even casual readers of English 
Bibles: wider margins. 

The poems of the Bible are comprised of cola, 
which are grouped into I ines, which in turn are 
grouped into stanzas. Prose narrative, on the 
other hand, is built with sentences which are 
grouped into paragraphs. The typical poetic li ne is 
a bicolon: i. e. , two cola which are united by paral
lelism into a single line. An example is Psalm 
78 : 1  : 

Oh my people, hear my teaching: 
listen to the words of my mouth. 

Parallelism is a major element in biblical poetry 
and was named by Bishop Robert Lowth (Leetures 
on the Sacred Poetry 0/ the Hebrews) in 1 753. 
Lowth borrowed the term from mathematics and 
thus implied symmetry, i. e. the first colon (A) and 
the second (B) are equal. Hence the popular under
standing that a parallel line 'says the same thing 
twice'. 

The above example best illustrates what Lowth 
called 'synonymous parallelism'. He also described 
'antithetical parallelism' in which the same truth is 
seen from two different perspectives: 

The tongue of the wise commends knowledge, 
but the mouth of the fool gushes folly. 
(Pr. 1 5 :2) 

A third category, into which all anomalous cases 
fell, he called 'synthetic parallelism': 
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' I  have installed my King 
on Zion, my holy hili.' (Ps. 2 :6) 

More recently Jamcs Kugel, Robert Alter and 
Adele Berlin have redefined parallelism in a subtle 
but far-reaching manner. Rather than continuing 
Lowth's approach, which saw the A and B cola as 
essentially restatements of the same proposition, 
they observe that the second colon always specifies, 
and carries forward the thought expressed in the 
first colon. In Kugel's formulation 'A,  what's more 
B'. Berlin applied this formula to grammatical 
parallelism. An illustration 01' parallelism is Psalm 
1 3 1 : 1  : 

My heart is not proud, 0 Lord, 
my eyes are not haughty; 

I do not concern myself with great matters . 

As we read these three cola, we take them as a 
unit because of their similarity of content and 
intent. In all three the psalmist distances hirnseil' 
rrom pride. But there is also progress as we move 
from A to B to C. In A, the psalmist denies pride in 
his heart, the very co re 01' his pcrsonality. In B, he 
denies pride in his demeanor. In C, he denies pride 
in his actions. 

Besides terseness and parallelism, biblical poetry 
contains intense imagery. Imagery stimulates the 
imagination by embodying multiple meanings in a 
concise form. An image not only triggers a train of 



thinking about a subject but also evokes an emo
tional response. 

Imagery is orten the result of comparison, the 
two most common types being metaphor and 
simile. Simile, on one level, is not even figurative 
language; it is eapable of being understood on a 
li teral level .  A simile is a comparison between two 
things and is marked by the use of 'Iike' or 'as' .  
Song of Songs 4: I b is a c1ear example: 

Your hair is like a f10ck of goats 
descending from Mount Gilcad. 

Metaphor presents a stronger conneetion between 
the two objects of eomparison and is truly figura
tive language, as in Song. 4: I a :  

Your eyes behind your veil are doves. 

A well-known examplc comes from the first line of 
Psalm 23: 

The Lord is my shepherd. 
I shall not be in want. 

What does it mcan to eompare the Lord to a shep
herd? To read the image in eontext, we would im
mediately suggest that the poem speaks of God's 
protection, his guidanee, and his eare. We would 
stop short, however, if we did not remember that 
the shepherd image was a well-used royal image in 
the aneient Near East. Reading the text sympa
thetically, we would experienee assurance and feel 
eomfort even in the midst of danger. 

Terseness, parallelism and imagery are the three 
main primary traits of biblieal poetry. The aerostie 
form is a striking example of a seeondary poetie 
deviee. These deviees are secondary beeause they 
oeeur only occasionally. 

An acrostie is a poem in whieh the first letters 
of sueeessive lines form a reeognizable pattern. 
The ex am pies found in the OT all follow the 
order of the Heb. alphabet. The two most famous 
are perhaps the so-ealled Giant Psalm ( 1 1 9), 
which is broken up into eight-verse stanzas by the 
acrostic, and the book of Lamentations. One of 
the more interesting aerostie patterns is found in 
the first chaptcr of Nahum. The aerostic covers 
only half the alphabet and even skips an oeea
sional letter. Other acrostics in Heb. occur as Pss. 
9, 1 0, 25, 34, 37, 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2, 1 45; Pr. 3 1 : 1 0-3 1 ;  La. 
1 -4 .  

The purpose of acrostic form may only bc 
guesscd . It may help in the process of memoriza
tion. It may aiso communieate a sense of whole
ness. As Watson points out, 'By using every lettcr 
of thc alphabet the poet was trying to ensurc that 
his treatment of a particular topic was complete' 
(Watson 1 98) .  

A neglected secondary convention of Heb. 
poetry is the usc of stanzas and strophes. Most 
studies of biblical poetry have concentrated on the 
level of the parallel line. Little has been done to 
dcscribc rhetorical patterns that eneompass the 
wh oie poem. 

There is no doubt that most poems are unified 
wholes, but the relationship betwcen the parts is 
almost always described in terms of eontent. For 
instancc, grief psalms share a similar structure, e.g. 
Psalm 69: invocation and initial plea to God for 
help (v. I a); complaints (vv. I b-4, 7-1 2, 1 9-2 1 ); 
confession of sin (vv. 5-6); further pleas tor help 
(vv. 1 3- 1 8); imprecation (vv. 22-28); hymn of 
praise (vv. 30-36) . 

Each of these sections is composed of at least 
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one and usually more than one parallel line. Are 
these broader groupings stanzas and/or strophes? 
Watson ( 1 60-200) argues that they are, as long as 
these terms are understood in the broad sense as 
'units within the poem'. 

Biblical poems then, may have a structure (in 
content and in style) that goes beyond the indi
vidual line and encompasses the wh oie poem. 

The quest ion of the existenee of meter in bib
lical poetry bas been widely discussed since the 
church fathers. In recent years a consensus has 
grown that either the meter of biblieal poetry is 
undetectable or else, as seems more l ikely, i t  is non
existent. 

Old Testament poetic types 
Four principal types of poems can be discerned in 
the OT: Iyrie, epie, prophetie and dramatic. These 
four types often overlap. 

The psalms are c1ear examples of biblieal Iyric, 
as is the Song of Songs, as both are pt!rsonal ex
pressions of deeply-held emotions. Indeed, the 
psalms explore the whole emotional speetrum, 
from the brightest joy to the darkest anger and 
grief, just as the love poems in the Song of Songs 
portray the ful l  range of romantic sentiments. 

Historical poems differ from Iyric in that they 
reeall past events, in particular the great aets of 
God. Tbey are usually expressions of thanks to 
God for these events. Exodus 15 is a prime ex
ample, as it recalls in loving detail the miraculous 
dehverance of Israel from the Egyptians at the Red 
Sea. 

The poetry of the prophets has a Iyrical and a 
historical dimension. But the prophets use poetry 
with a more intense appeal to the wills of their 
hearers. They seek to persuade and to eonvict, and 
to achieve this they use the heightened language of 
poetry. 

Conc/lision 
The extensive occurrence of poetry throughout the 
OT and its continued use in the NT remind us that 
the Bible is not simply an informative book. The 
biblical authors stimulate our imaginations as they 
fill our minds with images that give us an adequate, 
but partial, glimpse of the nature of God and of 
his relationship with his creatures. 
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11. In the New Testament 

a. Psalms 

T.L. 

Three, perhaps four, typieal Heb. hymns are pre
served in Luke's Gospel: the • Magnijicat (Lk.  
1 :46-55), the • Benedictus (Lk.  1 :68-79), the 
• Nlinc Dimillis (Lk.  2 :29-32) and the Gloria 
( Lk.  2 :  1 4) .  All of these passages are in the style 
and spirit of OT psalms, majestic in language, and 
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constructed on the pattern of verbal parallelism 
proper to Heb. poetry. 
b. Hymns 
Early Christian hymns may have been poems of 
mixed tradition (Eph. 5:  1 9), reftectmg both the 
form of the Heb. psalm and that of the Gk. Iyric. It 
has been suggested that numerous passages in the 
NT are direct and indirect quotations from thls 
corpus of sacred poetry: e.g. Eph. 5:  14 and I Tim. 
3 :  1 6, where the Hebraic structure IS especlally 
striking. Perhaps Col. 1 : 1 3-20 and 2 Cor. 5: 1 4-1 8 
are of the same order. 
c. Poetie /anguage 
This may be discussed under three heads:. .  . 

(i) I t  is impossible decisively to dlstIngUish 
between wh at may have been dlrect quotatIOn of 
rhythmical and poetic utterance, and exalted prose 
couched in poetic language. In the warm, emotl�e 
style of Heb. writing it is always difticult to dls
tinguish sharply poetry from prose, and m passages 
of deep emotion the NT often adopts such a style. 
Consider brief ascriptions of praise such as Jude 
24-25, and Rev. 5: 1 2- 14; rhythmic constructions 
such as Jn .  1 4:27; Rom. 1 1 :2, 33 and I Cor. 1 5 :54-
57; or parallelisms strong in their antitheses such 
as Jn. 3 :20-2 1 ,  or Rom. 2:6- 1 0; and parallehsm of 
chiastic form and pattern such as Phil. 3 :3-10,  and 
Jn. 10 :  1 4- 1 5 . All these passages, and many others, 
reveal the inftuence of the poetry of the OT on the 
language of the NT, both in form and colouring. 
Less in debt to Heb. speech, but still of the nature 
of poetry, are such lofty passages as Rom. 1 2; I 
Cor. 1 3  and Phil . 2 .  

( i i)  Tropes and figures are part of the language 
and tradition of poetry, and have found some men
tion under e (i), above. Paronomasia and alliter
ation may, however, be separately considered. In 
several passages the Greek of the NT reveals an 
artificial assonance, accompanied sometimes by 
alliteration: e.g. Lk. 2 1 :  1 1  (/oimoi, /imOl); Rom. 
1 :29 (phthonou, phonou); Acts 1 7 :25 (zöen, pnoen); 
Heb. 5 : 8  (emathen, epathen); Rom. 1 2:3  (hyperph
ronein, phronein, söphronein). Mt.  1 6: 1 8  (Petros, 
petra) and Phm. 10 and 20 (Onesimus, onaimen) 
involve puns. Acts 8 :30 (ginöskeis, anaginöskeis) 1 5  
probably accidental. . 

(iii) Mt .  24 and the parallel Synoptlc passages, 
together with the whole of the Apocalypse, are 
couched in the traditional language of Heb. apoca
Iyptic poetry or prophecy, a type. of literat ure 
found in Daniel, Ezeklel and Zechanah. It IS based 
on imagery of an allusive nature, and is sometimes 
designed for private interpretation. It is not unhke 
certain forms of modern poetry, first brought mto 
fashion by G. M. Hopkins, and practised with 
some skill by T. S. Eliot . It follows that the 'poetic' 
interpretation is one legitimate approach to the 
Apocalypse, and certainly a rewarding one. It may 
also be remarked that some of the imagery of the 
book may lack interpretation because of the loss of 
the key to the allusion, once doubtless possessed. 
d. Quotation . 
The NT is uncommonly full of quotatIon from the 
poetic literature of the OT. Parts of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews are composed alm ost entirely of such 
references. So are parts of the Epistle to the 
Romans. More elusive and less frequent are some 
direct quotations from Gk. literature. Acts 1 7:28, 
'for we are indeed his offspring' , is the former half 
of an hexameter by Aratus of Soli in Cilicia (3 1 5-
240 BC). The same phrase occurs in a surviving 
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fragment of Cleanthes, who was the head 01' the 
Stoic school from 263 to 232 BC. There IS some 
evidence that the passage cOlltains a more remotc 
quotation from Epimenides, the half-Iegendary 
Cretan poet from whom Paul .quotes a complete 
hexameter at Tit. I :  1 2 . Then, m I Cor. 1 5 :33 an 
iambic trimeter of Menander (342-29 1 BC), the 
Athenian comic poet, is quoted ('evil communica: 
tions corrupt good manners'). Again, the Greek 01  
Jas. I :  17  contains a pure hexameter. So do Acts 
27:34b (omitting the conjunction gar, ' for'), Heb. 
1 2 : 1 3  (reading the aorist imperative). and there IS 
an iambic measure at Acts 23:5 .  It IS Impossible to 
say whether quotation is involved in these cases. 
Metrical writing can be accidental, e.g. 'Husbands 
love your wives and be not bitter against them.' 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. F. Burney, The Poetry % ur 
Lord, 1 925; 1. T. Sanders, The NelV Testament 
Christ% giea/ Hymns, 1 97 1 .  E .M .B. 

POISON. In Israelite thinking poison came either 
from plants, water or food, or from adders, vipe!"s, 
serpents, ete. The commonest Heb. word for 
poison, �Iemä, basically means heat, and may 
derive from the burnmg sensatIOn whlch followed 
the taking of poison or from the sting 01' a reptile. 

There were poisonous 0 plants m Palestme hke 
hemlock ( Ho. 10 :4), and the poisonous gourd (2 
Ki .  4 :39), and, although the word is not used, the 
waters of Marah (Ex. 1 5 :23) and Jericho (2 Ki.  
2:  1 9) were ciearly regarded as poisonous (2 Ki.  
2 :2 1 ) .  (0 GALL, 0 WORMWOOD.)  

Several passages refer to the poison of reptiles, 
serpents (Dt. 32:24; Ps. 58 :4), dragons (Dt .  32:33) 
and adders (Ps. 1 40:3) .  Zophar, in the story of Job, 
told how the wicked would suck the poison (rö 'S )  
o f  asps (Jb. 20: 1 6) .  

Metaphorically, the Almighty i s  said t o  send 
forth his arrows wh ich give forth poison to dlstress 
one's spirit (Jb. 6:4). Again, the poison of the 
wicked is as the poison of serpents (Ps. 58 :4), and 
the poison of adders is under their lips (Ps. 1 40:3) 
With this latter verse compare Rom. 3 :  1 3  (Gk. ios). 
Jas. 3 :8  describes the tongue as full of poison (ios). 

LA. "\". 

POLICE. A Roman magistrate was attended by a 
staff of lictors (the number depending on his rank)  
who carried bundles of rods (hence Gk.  rhabdou
ehoi, 'rod-bearers', Acts 1 6:35) and axes symbol
izing his capital powers. There being no regular 
police force, these lictors (AV 'serjeants') carned 
out police duties as weil as escortmg the magis
trate. They occur at Philippi because it was a 
Roman colony. E.A.L 

PONTUS. The coastal strip of N Asia Minor, 
reaching from Bithynia in the W into the high lands 
of Armenia to the E. The region was polit ically a 
complex of Greek republics, temple estates and 
Iranian baronies in the interior. One of these 
houses established a kingdom whose greatest ruler, 
Mithridates, temporarily ejected the Romans from 
Asia Minor early in the I st century BC. After his 
defeat the western part of Pontus was administered 
with Bithynia as a Roman province, the E part 
being left under a Greek dynasty. The Jews from 
Pontus (Acts 2:9; 1 8 :2) presumab1y came from the 
Greek coastal states. We know nothing of the 



origin of Christianity there, but it was reprcsented 
by the time of I Pet. I :  I .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Keil, CAH, 1 1 ,  pp. 575ff.; D. 
Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, 2 vols .. 1 950. 

E.A.J .  

POOL. During the summer, water wh ich had col
lected in pools du ring the winter and spring 
formed an important source 01" supply. The ability 
to collect and keep water in artificial pools enabled 
the Israelites to settle uninhabited parts of Pales
tine (* OSTERN). Artificial pools were dug inside 
walled cities (the * MOABITE STONE records one) 
often fed through a tunnel leading from a spring 
outside, ensuring a supply in time 01" siege. Ex
amples have been found at Gezer, * Hazor, Meg
iddo, Gibeon (cf 2 Sa. 2:  1 3) and elsewhere (see 1. 
B. Pritchard, 'The Water System at Gibeon', BA 
19 ,  1 956, pp. 65-75). ' Hezekiah's tunnel' and the 
pool of * Siloam in Jerusalem are perhaps the best
known examples (Jn. 9:7, 1 1 ; Ne. 3: 1 5) .  Lack of 
evidence precludes the certain location of the other 
pools named in Jerusalem (the lower and old pools, 
Is. 22:9, 1 1 ; the king's pool and the artificial pool, 
Ne. 2:  1 4; 3 :  1 6; see also * SAMARIA, * BETHESDA.) 

A.R.M. 

PORCH. Heb. 'üläm, 'eläm (cf Assyr. el/amu, 
'front') i s  used of the vestibule of Solomon's 
Temple ( I  Ki. 6:3) and of the gateways of Ezekiel's 
Temple ( Ezk. 40). Solomon's palace included a 
porch of pillars with a porch in front and another 
porch for the judgment throne (I Ki. 7 :6-7). These 
buildings may weil be derived from the Syrian bit 
hiläni, a suite of rooms, consisting of a portico 
entered by a !light of steps and leading to an audi
ence chamber, various other rooms and a stairway 
to an upper !loor or roof. The unique Heb. mis
d'ron (Jdg. 3:23, from root sdr, 'to set in order, 
arrange') is perhaps a portico of this nature in an 
upper storey, the word describing the row of pillars 
(see H. Frankfort, Art and the Architecture 0/ the 
Ancient Orient, 1 954, pp. 1 67- 1 75, and the re
construction in Sir Leonard Woolley's A Forgotten 
Kingdom, 1 953, p. 1 1 3 ) .  Five porchcs (Gk. stoa) 
surrounded the pool of Bethesda to give shelter 
(Jn. 5 :2). Peter denied his Lord in lhe enlrance to 
the court yard of the high priest's house (Mt .  26:7 1 ,  
pylön; Mk.  1 4:68, proaulion). Solomon's Porch was 
a covered walk 30 cubits wide with two rows of 
pillars 25 cubits high along the E side of the Court 
of the Gentiles in Herod's Temple (J n. 1 0:23; Acts 
3:  1 1 ; 5 :  1 2 ; Jos., Ant. 1 5 . 380-425). (* TEMPLE.) 

A.R.M. 

POTIPHAR. A high officer of Pharaoh, to whom 
the M idianites sold Joseph (Gn. 37:36; 39: I ), and 
in whose household Joseph became chief steward 
(Gn. 39). His  name is Egyptian, of the type P'-dji
X, X being a deity. The simplest, but not wholly 
satisfactory, explanation of Potiphar is that it is an 
abbreviated variant of • Potiphera with loss of 
final ·ayin. Two high officials at court with the 
same or similar names is not without parallel in 
Egyp. history. K.A.K. 

POTIPHERA (Potipherah, AV). The 'priest of 
On', whose daughter, Asenath, Joseph received in 
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marriage from Pharaoh (Gn. 4 1  :45, 50; 46:20). He 
was possibly high priest of thc sun-god Re' in * On 
(Gk. Heliopolis). Potiphera (Heb. po(ijiera') is uni
versally admitted to be Egyp. P'-di-P'R ' ,  'he 
whom P'Re' ( = sun-god) has given ' ,  on pattern P'
di-X, X being a deity. Thc exact form P '-di-P'R' is 
inscriptionally attested only late (e. 1 000-300 BC), 
but is merely a full Late-Egyptian form of this 
name-type which is known from the Empire 
period, especially the 1 9th Dynasty ( 1 3th century 
BC), the age of Moses. PotipherafP'-di-P'R' may 
be simply a modernization in Moses' time of the 
older form Didi-R', with the same meaning, of a 
name-pattern (Didi-X) which is particularly 
common in the Middle Kingdom and Hyksos 
periods, i. e. the patriarchal and Joseph's age (c. 
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2 1 00- 1 600 BC). K .A .K .  

POTTER, POTTERY. A reasonable explanation 
of the introduction of pottery is that a clay-lined 
basket was accidentally burnt, baking the lining 
and rendering it usable (see S. Cole, The Neolithic 
Revolution, 1 959, p. 4 1 ) . Pottery first appears in 
Neolithic times in the Near East. Unti l  the inven
tion of the potter's. * wheel late in the 4th millen
nium BC, all pots were built up by hand, by the 
same methods wh ich continue to be used for 
making large vessels in Palestine (G. M .  Crowfoot, 
'Pots Ancient and Modern', PEQ 64, 1 932, pp. 
1 79-1 8 7).  Examples of the professional potter's 
workshop discovered in Palestine (e.g. at Lachish 
(PEQ 70, 1 938, p. 249, pI. XXV) and K hirbet 
Qumran (RB 63, 1 956, p. 543, pI. XI)  show that 
the potter sat on the edge of a small pit in which 
stood the wheels (Heb. 'ol]nayim), usually two 
stones, one pivoted upon the other, which he 
turned with his feet .  Pebbles, shells, bone imple
ments and broken shards were used to smooth and 
burnish the surface, to shape and to decorate. The 
power of the potter (Heb. YO$er; Gk.  kerameus) 
over the clay (Heb. �ömer; Gk. pelos) is used as a 
simile in Je. 1 8 : 1 - 1 2  and by Paul (Rom. 9:2 1 ) .  See 
R. H .  Johnston, BA 37, 1 974, pp. 86- 1 06.  

I .  Ancient pottery 
Simply because it is common, but fragile, pottery 
in large quantities lies strewn on every ancient tell 
(cf J b. 2 :8) .  Careful observation of the strati
graphical relationship of fragments found on one 
site enables a distinction to be made between the 
earliest pieces and the latest (usually those found at 
the bottom and the top of the mound respectively). 
Comparison with similar shards from other sites 
shows the contemporaneity or otherwise of the 
various levels (* ARCHAEOLOGY). Records of pot
tery finds from several sites in Palcstine have en
abled a sequence of forms to be drawn up which 
can be dated by other evidence. As a result, it is 
now possible to date pottery found on one site
and thus the site-by comparison with recognized 
dated forms. It is dangerous, however, to give a 
date more precisely than approximately 50 years 
either way solely on the evidence of pottery. Plot
ting the distribution of pottery types over a wide 
area can reveal trade routes and cultural 
boundaries. 

The following brief description of some features 
of pottery found in Palestine shou1d be read in 
conjunction with the chart. The superior figures 
refer to the numbers of the various objects in
cluded in it .  
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Archaeological Neolithic and 

Period Chalcolithic 

LARGE VESSELS 
approximately 
� of actual size 
except 62 (�) .  
17 and 39 (M. 
and 52 W 

lUGS AND 
P ITCHERS  
approximately 
i cf actual si ze 
except 63 m 
28 and 29 (�)  

JARS AND POTS 
approximately 
j of actual size 
except 9. 10 and 
19 (�) 

FLASKS 
approximately 
i of actual size 

JUGLETS 
approximately 
i of actual size 

CUPS 
approxlmately 
i of actual size 

BOWLS AND  
PLATES 
approximately 
A o� actual size 
except 6. 35. 
36. 48. 49 
SO and 70 m 

LAMPS 
approximately 
i cf Jctual s i zc 

3 

6 

Early Bronze Age Hiddle Bronze Age 

0 /3 

1 5  

Late Bronze Age 

� v.: 
31  

Charl showing Ihe developmenl 01 pOllery in Paleslinelrom Neolilhic 10 Roman limes. For a discussion ollhe 
objecls in Ihis chart. 
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I ron Age 

o 
f( 

D 0 
6 "  

0, 

Persian Period 

40 

9 � �· �OIJ M � 11 43 \ 
44 55 
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Hellenistic Period Roman Period 

Ö" 
6 1  

63 

64 

specialleatures see article POTTER, POTTERY, where relerence is made by means 01 superior figures 01 some oj 
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Neolithic pots are of simple but diverse form, 
with burnishing and incised or painted decoration, 
perhaps imitating basket and leatherwork. The 
ware is mostly coarse, tempered with chopped 
straw. Some contact with Syria and Mesopotamia 
is suggested by the painted decoration of the next 
period (Chalcolithic). Definite rim-forms and 
ledge-handled jars now occur. Unique to it are 
cornet cups" and barrel-like vessels with a loop 
handle either end and a neck in the middle which 
are probably churns, imitating skin originals'. Use 
of kaolin in the Negeb seems to have given vessels 
made there a distinctive colour ('Cream Ware'). 

The Early Bronze Age may be divided into three 
phases on the basis of pottery types. Globular jars 
with criss-cross lines of reddish paint covering the 
whole body are typical of the earliest phase in S 
Palestine, while broad strokes of thick and thin 
paint appear in the N'. A grey-burnished ware may 
have imitated stone vessels14. Another typical form 
is the spouted jar ('teapot'). Ledge-handled jars, 
common at this time, were exported to Egypt. Sev
eral pieces of Early Bronze II ware have been 
found in Egyp. tombs of the I st Dynasty. Espe
cially noticeable are single-handled pitchers8 and 
red-burnished dishes. Migrations from Anatolia 
via Syria brought a distinctive red-or black
burnished pottery with plastic decoration (Khirbet 
Kerak ware, Early Bronze 1 1 1 '°, 'I). This was used 
alongside local styles which are also found in Egyp. 
tombs of the Pyramid Age. 

The different civilization of the Middle Bronze 
Age is apparent in the new pottery forms. Jars with 
short, narrow necks, and broad, flat bases are typ
ical of the first phase, as are spouted pots" and 
combed decoration'J. It may be that these forms 
were associated with the spread of the Amorites. 
Certainly the very fine pottery of the second phase 
can be l inked with the movements which culmin
ated in t he Hyksos. General use 01' the wheel and 
careful burnishing produced wares that rivalled, 
but did not oust, expensive vessels of metal and 
stone. Jars and pitchers have small round or point
ed bases17," . The lamp first came into use at this 
period'" Juglets 01' black ware with incised decor
ation filled with white paste found widely on sites 
01' this period may be associated with the Hyksos". 

11. Laler styles 
Towards the end of the Middle Bronze Age and 
during the first part of Late Bronze I, jugs and 
bowls with red and black geometric designs and 
animals appear'8. This ware was exported to 
Cyprus and possibly to Cilicia. Myeenaean pot
teryJO (F. H .  Stubbings, Mycenaean Pottery /rom 
the Lel'ant, 1 9 5 1 )  was imported in large quantities 
in the seeond phase together with Cypriot wares 
(the metallic 'base-ring' and 'milk-bowl' types)lJ,n 
The 'pilgrim flask' is an innovation of this phaseJ ' .  
The break in eulture between the Bronze and [ ron 
Ages (. ARCHAEOLOGY) is c1early reeognizable in 
the pottery. From the coastal plain, known to have 
been occupied by the Philistines, eome large two
handled bowls and beer-jugs of cream ware, dec
orated with red and black geometrie designs and 
stylized birdsJ" " .  This is a local imitation of the 
later forms of Mycenaean wares. Pottery from the 
high lands is, in some cases, a degenerate continu
ation of Late Bronze Age styles, but new forms 01' 
eoarse ware and erude shape also appear. Heavy 
storage jars with short 'eollar rims' and handles are 
reckoned typical of the Settlement period. 
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During the Monarchy there is a greater regular
ity of form and gradual improvement in ware. A 
tendency to angular shapes may be noticed" . 
Many dishes were burnished while turning on the 
wheel, but the finest are very thin and deeorated 
with bands of red slip ('Samaria ware')48. Large 
storage jarsJ9 were orten stamped on the handles 
with a royal seal bearing the name of one of four 
towns, possibly factories (Hebron, Ziph, Soeoh 
and one unidentified, mmst, cf I Ch. 4:23;  DOTT, 
p. 2 1 9) .  The mining communities of the Negeb 
used crude, hand-made pots. 

Persian and Hellenistie pottery shows develop
ment of some forms (e.g. the amphora I') under 
Greek influence. Athenian black-and red-figured 
wares were imported. Narrow, elongated flasks 
were orten placed in tombs at this time. A ribbed 
appearance is common on coarse pottery 01' the 
Roman period",'l; most of the finer wares in use 
were imported (e.g. I talian and Gallic terra sigil
lata). The Nabataean centres in Transjordan pro
duced very delicate buff dishes with floral designs 
in red. Glazed ware ( faience) was imported from 
Egypt in the Bronze Age but was never very 
common. 

IH ,  Hebrew names 
I t  is not possible to identify the Heb. names for 
pottery vessels with certainty; these suggestions 
follow 1. L. Kelso, Ceramic Vocabulary 0/ the Old 
Testament, BASOR Supplementary Studies 5-6, 
1 948 (cf PEQ 7 1 ,  1 939, pp. 76-90). Heb. 'aggän, a 
large bowl (. CuP); 'ästils, a large, spouted oil-jar (2 
Ki. 4:2); baqbiiq, the distinctive narrow-necked jug 
of the l ron I I  period (I Ki. 14 :3 ;  Je. 1 9 : 1 ,  1 0);  
gai2ia', Je. 35:5 ,  evidently a ewer, cf • Cup; dlicj, a 
spherical cooking-pot ( I  Sa. 2: 1 4; J b. 41 :20) 
(. BAsKET); kaq, pitcher, probably both the large 
handled jar and the crock-Iike, hole-mouth jar 
(Gn. 24: 1 4ff.; Jdg. 7 : 1 6ff.);  kös ( · Cup); kiyyör, a 
bowl of pottery (Zc. 1 2:6) or metal (Ex. 30: 1 8; I 
Ki .  7:20; I Sa. 2: 1 4; on 2 Ch. 6: 1 3 , see W. F. AI
bright, Archaeology and the Religioll 0/ Israel, 
1 956); kirayim, c1ay rings on which round-based 
jars stood ( Lv. 1 1  :35); mah"i2a1[, a pottery or 
metal disc or griddle on which pancakes were 
baked ( Lv. 2:5; Ezk. 4:3) ;  marbeseL, a cooking-pot 
(Lv. 2 :7; 7:9); masreL, a cooking-pot or handled 
pan (2 Sa. 1 3 :9); miS'ereL, kneading-trough; lIei2el, 
large wine jar ( ls. 30: 14 ;  Je. 48: 1 2; La. 4:2) ( · BOT
TLE); sir, any large cooking-pot (2 Ki.  4:38; Jb. 
4 1 :3 1 )  (· FLESHPOTS); cf · WASHBASIN; saß, a 
bowl (. CuP); seßel, a large, valuable bowl (Jdg. 
5 :25; 6:38); pals, juglet (.  Box); pänir, a pot with a 
handle for heating Iiquids (Jdg. 6: 1 9); $ 'IÖ!liL, a 
deep handle-Iess bowl (2 Ki.  2:20; 2 1 :  1 3 ); $clmiq, a 
shallow bowl serving as a lid (Nu.  1 9: 1 5 ) ;  
$appa(wL, a flask or juglet ( I  Sa. 26 :  1 1  ff. ; I Ki .  
1 7 : 1 2ff.; 1 9:6); qalla(wL, a cooking-pot ( I  Sa .  2 : 1 4 ; 
Mi.  3 :3); Gk. modios, a vessei holding c. 9 litres 
(Mt .  5: 1 5); lIipter, a wash-basin, defined as foot
wash-basin in papyrus Bodmer I I  (Jn .  1 3 :5); pot
erion (. CuP); tryblion, a fairly large bowl (M t. 
26:23); phiale, a broad dish for holding unguents 
( Rev. 5:8).  
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the Holy Land, 1 960; W. F. Albright, Archaeology 
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Lapp, Palestinian Ceramic Chronology, 200 B.C.-
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POVERTY. 

I. In the Old Testament 
The impression is sometimes given that God pros
pered the righteous with material possessions (Ps. 
1 1 2 :  1 -3). While it is true that the benefits of indus
try and thrift to individuals and to the nation are 
c\early seen, and that God promises to bless those 
who keep his commandments (Dt. 28: 1 - 1 4) ,  there 
were numbers of poor people in Israel at every 
stage of the nation's history. Their poverty might 
have been caused through natural disasters leading 
to bad harvests, through enemy invasion, through 
oppression by powerful neighbours or through ex
tortionate usury. There was an obligation on the 
wealthier members of the community to support 
their poorer brethren (Dt. 1 5 : 1 - 1 1 ) .  Those who 
were most Iikely to suffer poverty were the father
less and the widows and the landless aliens (ger/m). 
They were often the victims of oppression (Je. 7:6; 
Am. 2:6-7a), but Yahweh was their vindicator (Dt.  
1 0: 1 7- 1 9 ;  Ps. 68:5-6). The law commanded that 
provision should be made for them (Dt. 24: 1 9-22), 
and with them were numbered the Levites (Dt.  
1 4 :28-29) because they had no holding of land. A 
man could seil hirnself into slavery, but if he were a 
Hebrew he had to be treated differently from a for
eigner (Lv. 25:39-46). 

It was a problem to some of the psalmists to 
understand how in so many cases wealth had come 
into the wrong hands. On purely material grounds 
it might seem vain to serve Yahweh (Ps. 73 : 1 2- 1 4), 
but in the end the wicked would come to destruc
tion while the righteous enjoyed the richest 
possession-the knowledge of Yahweh hirnself 
(Ps. 73: 1 6-28). But so often were the rich oppres
sors that ' the poor' became almost a synonym for 
'the pious' (Ps. 14 :5-6). 

11.  In  the New Testament 

There were heavy taxes of various kinds imposed 
on the lews in NT times. Probably many were in 
severe economic straits, while others made con
siderable profits from collaborating with the 
Romans. The worldly-minded Sadducees were 
generally wealthy, as were the tax-collectors. 

lesus was the SOll Or poor parents (Lk .  2:24), but 
there is no reason to suppose he lived in abject 
poverty. As the eldest son, he would probably have 
inherited something from loseph, and it appears 
that he used to pay the Temple tax (Mt .  1 7 :24). 
Some of his disciples were reasonably well-to-do 
(Mk .  1 :20) and he had some fairly wealthy friends 
(ln. 1 2 :3) .  He and the Twelve, however, shared a 
common purse (Jn.  1 2 :6) .  They were content to go 
without the comforts of horne life (Lk. 9:58), and 
yet found occasion for giving to the poor (ln. 
1 3 :29). 

[n the teaching of lesus material possessions are 
not regarded as evil, but as dangerous. The poor 
are often shown to be happier than the rich, be
cause it is easier for them to have an attitude of 
dependence upon God . It was to them that he 
came to preach the gospel (Lk.  4 :  1 8 ; 7:22). It  is 
they who are the first to be blessed and to be as
sured of the possession of the kingdom of God 
(Lk . 6:20), if their poverty is the acknowledgment 
of spiritual bankruptcy (Mt. 5:3). A poor person's 
offering may be of much greater value than a rich 
man's (Mk .  1 2 :4 1 -44). The poor must be shown 
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hospitality (Lk. 1 4 : 1 2- 1 4), and given alms (Lk. 
1 8 :22), though charity was to be secondary to wor
ship (Jn. 1 2: 1 -8) . 

The early church made an experiment in the 
communal holding of wealth (Acts 2:4 1 -42; 4 :32). 
This led at first to the elimination of  poverty (Acts 
4:34-35), but it has often been held that it was re
sponsible for the later economic collapse of the 
church at lerusalem. M uch of the ministry of Paul 
was concerned with raising money in the Gentile 
churches to assist the poor Christians in lerusalem 
(Rom. 1 5 :25-29; Ga\ . 2:  I 0). These churches were 
also taught to provide for their own poor members 
(Rom. 1 2: 1 3 , elc.). James is especially vehement 
against those who allowed distinctions of wealth in 
the Christian community (Jas. 2:  1 -7) .  The poor 
were called by God and their salvation brought 
glory to hirn (I Cor. 1 :26-3 1 ). The material wealth 
of the church of Laodicea was in sad contrast with 
her spiritual poverty (Rev. 3:  1 7) .  

The most systematic exposition about poverty 
and wealth in the Epistles is found in 2 Cor. 8-9, 
where Paul sets the idea of Christian charity in the 
context of the gifts of God and especially that of 
his Son who, 'though he was rich, yet for your sake 
he became poor, so that by his poverty you might 
become rich'. In the light of that, running the risk 
of material poverty will lead to spiritual blessing, 
just as the apostles were poor but made many rich 
(2 Cor. 6: 1 0).  (* ALMS; * ORPHAN.) 
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POWER. 

I. In the Old Testament 

Various Heb. words are rendered 'power', the prin
cipal ones being �ayil, köa(l and ·öz. True power, 
the ability to exercise authority effectively, belongs 
to God alone (Ps. 62: 1 1 ) .  The power of God is 
shown in the creation (Ps. 1 48:5) and the sustaining 
of the world (Ps. 65:5-8). Some of his authority is 
delegated to mankind (Gn. 1 :26-28; Pss. 8 :5-8; 
1 1 5 : 1 6) ,  but God actively intervenes on many oc
casions, showing his power in miraculous deeds of 
deliverance. It was 'with mighty hand and out
stretched arm' that he brought his people out of 
Egypt (Ex. 1 5 :6; Dt. 5 :  1 5 , elc.), and he demon
strated his power in giving them the promised land 
(Ps. 1 1 1  :6). 

11.  In  the New Testament 
'Power' in EVV represents chiefty Gk .  dynamis and 
exousia. exollsia means derived or conferred 'au
thority', the warrant or right to do something (Mt .  
2 1  :23-27); from this i t  comes to denote concretely 
the bearer of authority on earth ( Rom. 1 3 :  1 -3), or 
in the spirit world (Co\. I :  1 6) .  dynamis is ability (2 
Cor. 8:3) or strength (Eph. 3 :  1 6) ,  or it may mean a 
powerful act (Acts 2:22) or a powerful spirit (Rom. 
8:38). Christ had all authority given hirn by his 
Father (Mt .  28: 1 8) and he used it to forgive sins 
(Mt .  9 :6) and to cast out evil spirits (Mt .  1 0: I ) . He 
gave authority to his disciples to become sons of 
God (Jn. I :  1 2) and to share in his work (Mk .  3 :  1 5) .  

lesus came to h i s  ministry in the power (dyna
mis) of the Spirit (Lk.  4: 14),  and his power was 
operative in healing mirac\es (Lk.  5:  1 7) and he did 
many mighty works (Mt .  1 1  :20). This was evidence 
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of the power of the kingdom of God as a prelude 
to the new Exodus (U. 1 I  :20; cf Ex. 8: 1 9) .  But the 
kingdom had not yet come in its full power. That 
would happen at Pentecost (U. 24:49; Acts 1 :8; 
?Mk.  9 :  I)  and there would be the consummation at 
the parousia (Mt .  24:30, ete.). 

In the Acts we see the power of the Spirit opera
tive in the Iife of the church (4:7 ,  33; 6:8; cf 1 0:38). 
Paul looks back to the resurrection as the chief 
evidence of God's power ( Rom. 1 :4; Eph. I :  1 9-20; 
Phi! .  3: I 0) and sees the gospel as the means by 
which that power comes to work in men's lives 
(Rom. 1 : 1 6; I Cor. 1 : 1 8) .  (*AUTHORllY.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. B. Caird, Princ ipalities and 
Powers, 1 956; A. Richardson, An Introduelion to 
the Theology 01 the New Testament, 1 958, pp. 62ff.; 
Cyril H. Powell ,  The Biblieal Coneept 01 Power, 
1 963; O. Betz in NIDNTT 2,  pp. 60 1 -6 1 1 ;  1. P. M .  
Walsh, The Mighty Irom their Thrones, 1 987; W. 
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POWER OF THE KEYS. This is the phrase used 
to describe the authority given by our Lord to his 
disciples as described in Mt. 1 6 : 1 9; 1 8 : 1 8 ; Jn. 
20:22-23.  It is a power which may be said to oper
ate in two ways. First, by preaching the gospel the 
kingdom of God is opened to believers and shut to 
the impenitent, and secondly, by discipline, serious 
offenders are excluded from the church until they 
repent, whereupon they are readmitted. In either 
case, forgiveness is mediated through the church, 
acting in the Spirit and through the Word. 

'Since it is the doctrine of the gospel that opens 
heaven to us, it is beautifully expressed by the 
metaphorical appellation of "keys". '  'Binding and 
loosing are simply nothing other than the preach
ing and application of the gospel' ( Luther). That 
keys and doctrine are so connected is seen from the 
fact that the delivery of a key was part of a scribe's 
ordination (Mt .  1 3 :52; Lk. 1 1  :52). Through the 
preaching of the gospel so me men are reconciled to 
God by faith, others are more firmly bound by un
belief. The church, acting as Christ's representative 
(Lk.  1 0: 1 6), pronounces absolution to the penitent .  
This is a real transaction only in so far as the 
church is filled with the Spirit of God, so that then 
it gives the actual judgment of God hirnself. 
* Binding and loosing mean not merely the au
thoritative announccment of the conditions of en
trance into the kingdom; a stronger sense is 
necessary-determining which individuals have 
accepted the conditions. 

This power was given in a special sense to Peter, 
for he, at Pentecost, opened the door of faith to the 
Jews, and later to the Gentiles and Samaritans. But 
it was given to all the apostles (Jn. 20:23) and to 
men of Iike faith and spirit ever since. 

In the further exercise 01' the power of the keys, 
in ecclesiastical discipline, the thought is 01' 
administrative authority ( l s. 22:22) with regard to 
the requirements of the household of faith. The 
use of censures, excommunication and absolution 
is committed to the church in every age, to be used 
under the guidance of the Spiri t .  'Whoever, after 
committing a crime, humbly confesses his fault 
and entreats the church to forgive hirn, is absolved 
not only by men, but by God hirnself; and, on the 
other hand, whoever treats with ridicule the 
reproofs and threatenings of the church, if  he is 
condemned by her, the decision which men have 

given will be ratified in heaven' (Calvin on I Cor. 
5) .  

Since the Reformers i t  has been accepted that 
'the power of the keys' represented this duplex 
ministerium, a real power of spiritual binding and 
loosing. But this judicial sense has been sharply 
challenged in favour of a legislative sense whereby 
'Ioose' means 'permitted', and 'bind' means 'for
bidden' .  This is in agreement with rabbinic usage: 
the school of Shammai was said to bind when 
it declared that there was only one ground for 
divorce; the school of Hillel loosed when it allowed 
more laxity in this and other quest ions. For this 
use, see also Mt. 23:4; Rom. 7:2; I Cor. 7:27, 39. So 
Peter, in T. W. Manson's words, is to be 'God's 
vicegerent . . .  The authority of Peter is an author
ity to declare what is right and wrong for the Chris
tian community. His decisions will be confirmed by 
God' (The Sayings 01 Jesus, 1 954, p. 205). But note 
that this special rabbinical application of the words 
was based on the juristic character of the rabbinic 
literature, and that it was originally used of the full 
power of the judge (cf TDNT 3, p. 75 1 ) . Even 
granting a late origin for Mt .  1 8 :  1 8 ,  we are left with 
the question as to why a context of church disci
pline should early seem suitable for the words 
'bind' and 'Ioose'. A. H. McNeile questions the 
authenticity of this passage altogether, but 1. Jer
emias has argued ingeniously for its trustworthi
ness (TDNT 3, pp. 752f.). 

In any case, i t  is hardly right to make Peter, as 
this view does, a scribe in the kingdom of God . 
'The apostle would, in the coming kingdom, be like 
a great scribe or Rabbi, who would deliver de
cisions on the basis . . .  of the teaching of Jesus' 
(A. H. McNeile). But there is a great difference 
between the pronouncements of the apostles on 
ethical matters and the encyclopaedic casuistry 01' 
the scribes. Mt .  23 :8 made it impossible for Peter to 
aspire to such a function . The principle of Chris
tian ethics is to look after the big things (mercy, 
love, truth) and the little things will then look after 
themselves; not detailed prescribed legislation, but 
the guidance of the Spirit. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Calvin's Commentaries on the 
Matthaean passages and on I Cor. 5 present a fair 
representation of the views of all the Reformers. In 
addition to the modern writers cited, R. N. Flew 
discusses these questions in Jeslis and His Chureh, 
1 938, pp. 1 3 1 f. See also DCG (s. v. 'Absolution '); 
ERE (s. v. ' Oiscipline'); Calvin, Institutes, 4. 1 2; 1. 
Jeremias, TDNT 3, pp. 744-753; D. Müller, C. 
Brown, NIDNTT 2, pp. 73 1 -733. R.N .C. 

PRAETORIUM. Originally the tent of the com
mander, or praetor, and, in consequence, the army 
headquarters ( Livy, 7. 1 2; Caesar, Bel/um Civile I .  
76). By extension the word came t o  mean the resi
dence 01' a provincial governor (Mt .  27:27; Mk.  
1 5 : 1 6; Jn.  1 8 :28, 33; 1 9:9; Acts 23 :35) .  If  Paul was 
writing from Rome, Phi!. I :  1 3  may refer to the em
peror's residence on the Palatine. The word seems 
not to have been used for the permanent camp of 
the praetorian guards by the Porta Viminalis. It  
does, however, sometimes mean the forces 01' the 
praetorian guards (CIL, 5. 2837; 8. 939 1 ), and, 
whether the letter was written at Ephesus or Rome, 
this gives good sense to Paul's phrase. Detach
ments 01' praetoriani were sent to the provinces, 
and in Rome they would have charge 01' prisoners 
in imperial custody. E.M .B. 
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PRAISE. In the OT the words for praise mainly 
used are hälal, the root meaning of which is 
connected with making a noise; yätjii, which was 
originally associated with the bodily actions and 
gest ures wh ich accompany praising; and zämar, 
which is associated with the playing or singing of 
music. In the NT eucharistein (lit. 'to give thanks') 
is the favourite word, implying on the part of the 
person who praises the attitude of one more intim
ate with the person praised than in the more formal 
eulogein, ' to bless'. 

The whole of the Bible is punctuated with out
bursts of praise. They rise spontaneously from the 
'basic mood' of joy which marks the l ife of the 
people of God. God takes pleasure and delight in 
his works of creation (Gn. I ;  Ps. 1 04:3 1 ;  Pr. 8 : 30-
3 1 ), and all creation, including the angels, ex
presses its joy in praise (Jb. 38:4-7; Rev. 4:6- 1 1 ). 
Man also was created to rejoice in God's works 
(Ps. 90: 1 4- 1 6) and fulfils this purpose by accepting 
God's gifts (Ec. 8: 1 5 ; 9:7; 1 1  :9; Phi! .  4:4, 8 ;  cf. also 
W Eichrodt, Man in the Old Testament, 1 95 1 ,  p. 
35) 

The coming of the kingdom of God into the 
midst of this world is marked by the restoration of 
joy and praise to the people of God and the whole 
creation ( Is. 9 :2; Ps. 96: 1 1 - 1 3 ; Rev. 5:9- 1 4; Lk.  
2: 1 3- 1 4), a foretaste of wh ich is already given in 
the ritual and worship of the Temple where praise 
arises from sheer joy in the redeeming presence of 
God (Dt .  27:7; Nu. 1 0 : 1 0; Lv. 23:40). The praise 
of God is rendered on earth for the works both of 
creation and redemption (Pss. 24; 1 36), this being 
an echo on earth of the praise of heaven ( Rev. 4: 1 1 ; 
5:9- 1 0).  Praise, therefore, is a mark of the people 
of God ( I  Pet. 2:9; Eph . 1 :3-14; Phi! .  I :  1 1 ). It is the 
mark of the heathen that they refuse to render it 
(Rom. 1 :2 1 ;  Rev. 1 6:9). The act of praising implies 
the closest fellowship with the One who is being 
praised. 'Therefore praise not merely expresses but 
completes the enjoyment; it is its appointed con
summation . . . .  In commanding us to glorify Hirn, 
God is inviting us to enjoy Hirn' (c. S. Lewis, Re
ffecriol1s on fhe Psalms, 1 958, p. 95). . 

Yet praise to God is frequently commanded 
from men as a duty and is obviously not meant to 
depend on mood or feeling or circumstances (cf. 
Jb. 1 :2 1 ) . To 'rejoice before the Lord' is part of the 
ordered ritual of the common life of his people 
(Dt .  1 2 :7 ;  1 6 : 1 1 - 1 2), in which men encourage and 
exhort one another to praise. Though there are 
psalms which express the praise 01' the individual, 
it was always fei t  that praise could best be rendered 
within the congregation (Pss. 22:25; 34:3 ;  35 :  1 8) ,  
where praise not only gives honour and pleasure to 
God ( Ps. 50:23) but also bears testimony to God's 
people ( Ps. 5 1 :  1 2- 1 5) .  

Elaborate arrangements were made tor the  con
duct 01' praise in the Temple by the Levites. The 
Psalms were used in the liturgy and in sacred pro
cessions with 'glad shouts and songs' (Ps. 42:4) . 
The singing was probably antiphonal, involving 
two choirs, or soloist and choir. Dancing, from 
earliest times a means of expressing praise (Ex. 
1 5 :20; 2 Sa. 6 :  1 4), was also used in the Temple to 
th is end (Pss. 1 49:3; 1 50:4). Ps. 1 50 gives a list of 
musical instruments used in the praise. ( *  Muslc 
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.) 

The early Christians continued to express their 
gladness by attending worship in the Temple (Lk .  
24 :53 ;  Acts 3 :  I ) . But their experience of new life in  
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Christ was bound to express itself in new forms of 
praise (Mk .  2:22). Joy was the dominant mood of 
the Christian life, and though the formal worship 
and praise which i t  inspired is not explicitly de
scribed or prescribed, this was because it was so 
much taken for gran ted. As those who experienced 
and witnessed the healing and cleansing power of 
Jesus broke out spontaneously into praise (Lk.  
1 8 :43; Mk .  2 : 1 2) ,  so also in the apostolic church 
there are frequent examples of such spontaneous 
outbursts, as men began to see and understand the 
power and goodness of God in Christ (Acts 2:46; 
3 :8 ;  1 1 : 1 8; 1 6:25; Eph. 1 : 1 - 1 4) .  

The Psalms were undoubtedly used to express 
the praise of the early church (Co!. 3 : 1 6; cf. M t .  
26:30). There were also new Christi a n  hymns (cf. 
Rev. 5 :8-14) ,  referred to in Co! . 3 : 1 6; I Cor. 1 4:26. 
We have examples of such inspiration to new forms 
of praise in the * Magnificat, * Benedictus and 
* Nunc Dimittis (Lk.  1 :46--55, 68-79; 2:29-32). 
Elsewhere in the text of the NT there are examples 
of the formal praise of the early church. It seems 
likely from its Iiterary form and content that Phi! .  
2:6-1 1 was composed and used as a hymn of 
praise to Christ. Probably there are echoes of, or 
quotations from, early hymns in such passages as 
Eph. 5: 1 4  and I Tim. 3: 1 6. The doxologies in the 
book of Revelation (cf. Rev. 1 :4-7; 5 :9- 1 4; 1 5 :3-4) 
must have been used in public worship to express 
the praise of the congregation (cf. A. B. Macdon
ald, Chrisfian Worship in fhe Primitive Church, 
1 934). 

The close connection between praise and sacri
fice should be noted. In the sacrificial ritual of the 
OT a place was found for the sacrifice of thanks
giving as weil as of expiation (cf. Lv. 7: 1 1 -2 1 ). 
Gratitude was to be the fundamental motive 
behind the bringing of the first-fruits to the altar 
(Dt. 26: 1 - 1 1 ). In the sincere offering of praise 
itself there is a sacrifice wh ich pleases God ( Heb. 
1 3 : 1 5 ; Ho. 1 4:2; Ps. 1 1 9: 1 08) .  In the priestly self
offering of Jesus this aspect of thanksgiving finds 
its place (Mk .  14 :22-23, 26; Jn. 1 7: 1 -2; Mt. 1 1  :25-
26). The Iife of the Christian should, correspond
ingly, be a self-offering of gratitude (Rom. 1 2 : I )  in 
fulfilment of his royal priesthood ( Rev. I :5--ti; I 
Pet. 2:9),  and the fact that such a sacrificial self
offering can be made in a real way in the midst of 
suffering, links suffering and praise together in the 
Christian life (Phi! .  2 :  1 7) .  Thanksgiving sanctifies 
not only suffering but all aspects of the Iife of the 
Christian (I Tim. 4:4-5; I Cor. 10 :30-3 1 ;  I Thes. 
5:  1 6-- 1 8) .  Whatever else be the burden of prayer, it 
must include praise (Phi! .  4:6). 
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PRAYER. 

l .  Introduction 
In the Bible prayer is worship that includes all the 
attitudes of the human spirit in its approach to 
God. The Christian worships God when he adores, 
confesses, praises and supplicates hirn in prayer. 
This highest activity of wh ich the human spirit is 
capable may aiso be thought of as communion 
with God, so long as due emphasis is laid upon 
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divine initiative. A man prays because God has al
ready touched his spirit. Prayer in the Bible is not a 
'natural response' (see Jn .  4:24). 'That wh ich is 
born of the ftesh is ftesh.' Consequently, the Lord 
does not 'hear' every prayer ( ls. I :  1 5 ; 29: 1 3) .  The 
biblical doctrine of prayer emphasizes the char
acter of God, the necessity of a man's being in 
saving or covenant relation with hirn, and his enter
ing fully into all the privileges and obligations of 
that relation with God. 

11. In the Old Testament 
Köhler (Old Testament Theology, 1 957, p. 25 1 ,  n. 
1 53)  finds 'about eighty-five original prayers in the 
OT. In addition there are about sixty whole psalms 
and fourteen parts of psalms which may be called 
prayers.' 

a. The patriarchal period 
In the patriarchal period prayer is calling upon the 
name of the Lord (Gn. 4:26; 1 2:8; 21 :33); i. e. the 
sacred name is used in invocation or appeal. There 
is, consequently, an unmistakable directness and 
familiarity in prayer (Gn. 1 5 :2ff.; 1 8 :23ff.; 24: 1 2-
1 4, 26f. ) .  Prayer is also closely connected with sac
rifice (Gn. 1 3 :4; 26:25; 28:20-22), although this as
sociation appears in later periods too. This offering 
of prayer in a context of sacrifice suggests a union 
of man's will with God's will, an abandonment 
and submission of the self to God. This is espe
cially so in Jacob's conjoining prayer with a vow to 
the Lord. The vow, itself a prayer, promises service 
and faithfulness if the blessing sought is granted 
(Gn. 28:20ff.) .  

b. The pre-exilic period 
I .  In this period one of the main emphases in 
prayer is intercession; although this was also a 
factor in patriarchal times (Gn. 1 8 :22ff.). Interces
sion was especially prominent in the prayers of 
Moses (Ex. 32 : 1 1 - 1 3 , 3 I f. ;  33 : 1 2- 1 6; 34:9; Nu. 
1 l : l 1 - 1 5 ; 1 4: 1 3- 1 9; 2 1 :7 ;  Ot .  9 : 1 8-2 1 ;  1 0: 1 0) .  Ot. 
30 is also largely a prayer of intercession, as are 
also the prayers of Aaron (Nu.  6:22-27), Samuel ( I  
Sa. 7 : 5- 1 3 ; 1 2 : 1 9, 23), Solomon ( I  Ki. 8:22-53), 
and Hezekiah (2 Ki. 1 9: 1 4- 1 9). Thc inference 
seems to be that intercession was confined to out
standing personalities who, by virtue of their pos
ition assigned to them by God as prophets, priests 
and kings, had peculiar power in prayer as medi
ators between God and men. But the Lord always 
remained free to execute his will; hence we hear of 
unsuccessful intercession (Gn. 1 8 : 1 7ff. ; Ex. 32:30-
35).  In Am. 7: 1 -6 'the Lord repented' concerning a 
certain course of action in answer to the prophet's 
intercession, and in the next verses (7:7-8 :2) Israel 
is to be led away captive after all. Jeremiah is even 
forbidden to intercede with God (Je. 7: 1 6; 1 1 : 1 4; 
1 4 :  1 1 ) .  On the other hand, success attended the 
intercession of Lot (Gn. 1 9: 1 7-23), Abraham (Gn. 
20: 1 7) ,  Moses (Ex. 9:27-33; Nu. 1 2 :9ff.), and Job 
(Jb. 42:8, 1 0).  It is the strongly personal relation 
with God in wh ich those mediators stood that 
underlies these intercessory prayers. 

2. It is surprising that among all the legal en
actments of the Pentateuch there is nothing about 
prayer apart from Ot. 26: 1 - 1 5 . Even here it is for
mulae for worship rather than prayer that are being 
emphasized. In vv. 5- 1 1  there is thanksgiving, and 
in vv. 1 3- 14  there is a profession of past obedience, 
but only in v. 1 5  is there supplication. However, we 
are probably right in assuming that sacrifice would 
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often be offered with prayer (Ps. 55: 1 4), and whcre 
it was not it might be reproved (Ps. 50:7- 1 5). On 
the other hand, the almost total absence of prayer 
in those parts of the Pentateuch where sacrificc is 
regulated suggests that sacrifice without prayer was 
fairly common. 

3.  Prayer must have been indispensable in the 
ministry of the prophets. Thc very reception of the 
revelatory Word from God involved the prophet in 
a prayerful relation with Yahweh. Indeed, i t  might 
weil have been that prayer was essential to the 
prophet's rcceiving the Word ( I s. 6:5ff. ;  37 :  1 -4; Je. 
1 1  :20-23; 1 2 :  1 -6; 42: I ff.). The prophetic vision 
came to Oaniel while he was at prayer (On.  9 :20ff.) .  
On occasion the Lord kept the prophet waiting for 
a considerable time in prayer (Hab. 2: 1 -3) .  We 
know from .Ieremiah's writings that while prayer 
was the essential condition of, and reality in,  the 
prophet's experience and ministry, it was orten a 
tempestuous exercise of the spirit ( 1 8 :  1 9-23 ;  20:7-
1 8),  as weil as a sweet fellowship with God ( I  :4ff.; 
4 : 1 0; 1 0:23-25; 1 2 : 1 -4; 1 4:7-9, 1 9-22; 1 5 : 1 5- 1 8; 
1 6 : 1 9; 1 7 : 1 2ff.). 

4. In the Psalms there is a blending of pattern 
and spontaneity in prayer. Alongside the more 
formal 'sanctuary' prayers (e.g 24:7-1 0; 1 00;  1 50) 
there are personal prayers for pardon (5 1 ) , com
munion (63), protection (57), healing (6), vindica
tion ( 1 09) and prayers that are full of praise ( 1 03). 
Sacrifice and prayer also blend in the psalms (54:6; 
66: 1 3ff.). 

c. The exilic period 
Ouring the Exile the important factor in religion 
for the Jews was the emergence of the synagogue. 
The Jerusalem Temple was in ruins, and altar rites 
and sacrifices could not be performed in unclean 
BabyIon. A Jew was now no longer onc who had 
been born into the community, and was residing in 
it, but rat her one who chose to be a Jew. The centrc 
of the religious community was the synagogue, and 
among the accepted religious obligations such as 
circumcision, fasting and sabbath observance, 
prayer was important. This was inevitable because 
each little community in exile now depended upon 
the synagogue service where the Word was read 
and expounded, and prayers were offered. And 
after the return to Jerusalem, just as the Temple 
was not allowed to displace the synagogue, nor the 
priest the scribe, nor sacrifice the living Word, so 
ritual did not displace prayer. Both in Temple and 
synagogue, in priestly ritual and scribal exposition, 
the devout worshipper now sought the face of 
Yahweh, his personal presence ( Pss. 1 00:2; 63: I ff.), 
and rcceived his blessing in terms of the light of his 
countenance shining upon hirn ( Ps. 80:3 ,  7, 1 9) .  

d. The post-exilic period 
After the Exile there was undoubtedly a frame
work of devotion, but within it freedom was sc
cured for the individual. This is exemplified in Ezra 
and Nehemiah, who, while insisting upon cult and 
law, and upon ritual and sacrifice and, therefore, 
upon the social aspects of worship, yet emphasized 
also the spiritual factor in devotion (Ezr. 7:27; 
8 :22f.; Ne. 2:4; 4:4, 9). Their prayers are also in
structive (Ezr. 9 :6- 1 5; Ne. 1 :5-1 1 ;  9:5-38; cf also 
On. 9:4- 1 9) .  We may aIso note here that concern
ing posture in prayer there were no fixed rules (Ps. 
28 :2 ;  I Sa. I :26; I Ki. 8 :54; Ezr. 9 :5;  I Ki. 1 8 :42; 
La. 3:4 1 ;  On. 9:3 and v . 20 where we should read 
'towards' instead of 'for'). So also in the matter of 



hours lor prayer: prayer was effectivc at any time, 
as weil as at the stated hours (Ps. 55: 1 7; On. 6: I 0). 
In the post-exilic period, then, we find a blending 
01' orderliness of Temple ritual, the simplicity of 
the synagogue meeting, and the spontaneity 01' 
personal devotion. 

Prayer being what it is, it would be manifestly 
impossible to systematize it completely. Within thc 
OT there are certainly patterns for prayer but no 
binding regulations governing either its contents or 
its ritual. Mechanical prayer, prayer hemmed in by 
coercive prescriptions, did not come until towards 
the dose of the intertestamental period, as the 
Gospels make dear. Then, alas, both through 
Temple sacrifice in Jerusalem, and in the diaspora 
through the praise, prayer and exposition of the 
synagogue service, and through circumcision, sab
bath observance, tithes, fasting and supererogatory 
deeds, worshippers in both Temple and synagogue 
sought to merit acceptance with God. 

III. In the New Testament 
There are certain dearly-defined areas where the 
NT teaching on prayer is set forth, but the 
fountain-head from which all i ts  instruction in 
prayer flows is Christ's own doctrine and practice. 

a. The Gospels 
I .  As to Jesus' doctrine of praycr, this is set out 
principally in certain of his parables. In  the parable 
of the friend who borrowed three loaves at mid
night (Lk. I 1  :5-8) the Lord inculcates importunity 
in prayer; and the ground on wh ich the confidence 
in importunate prayer is built is the Father's gener
osity (Mt .  7 :7-1 1 ) .  The parable of the unjust judge 
(Lk.  1 8 : 1 -8)  calls for tenacity in prayer, wh ich in
cludes persistence as weil as continui ty. God's 
delays in answering prayer are due not to indiffer
ence but to love that desires to develop and deepen 
faith which is finally vindicated. In the parable of 
the tax collector and the Pharisee (Lk. 1 8 : 1 0- 1 4) 
Christ insists on humility and penitence in prayer, 
and warns against a sense of self-superiority. Self
humiliation in prayer means acceptance with God, 
self-exaltation in prayer hides God's face. Christ 
calls for charity in prayer in the parable of the 
unjust servant (Mt. 1 8:2 1 -35). It  is prayer offered 
by a forgiving spirit that God answers. Simplicity 
in prayer is taughl ill Mt. 6:5f.; 23: 1 4; Mk.  1 2 :38-
40; Lk. 20:47. Prayer must be purged of all pre
tencc. It should spring from simplicity of heart and 
motive, and express itself in simplicity .of speech 
and petition. The Lord also urged intensity in 
prayer (cf Mk. 1 3 :33;  1 4 :38; Mt. 26:4 1 ) .  Here 
watchfulness and faith combine in sleepless vigil
ance. Again, in Mt. 1 8 : 1 9f. unity in prayer is em
phasized. If a group of Christians who have the 
mind of Christ pray in the Holy Spirit their prayers 
will be effectual. But prayer must also be expectant 
(Mk .  1 I  :24). Prayer that is an experiment achieves 
little; prayer wh ich is the sphere where faith oper
ates in surrender to God's will achieves much (Mk.  
9 :23) .  

2.  On objectives in prayer Jesus had singularly 
Iittle to say. Ooubtless he was content to let the 
H oly Spirit prompt his disciples in prayer. What 
aims he referred to in prayer are to be found in Mk.  
9 :28f.; M t .  5 :44; 6: 1 1 ,  1 3 ; 9 :36ff.; Lk.  1 1 : 1 3 . 

3. As to method in prayer, the Lord had two 
important things to teach. First, prayer is now to 
be offered to hirn, as i t  was offered to hirn when he 
was on earth (e.g  Mt. 8 :2; 9: 1 8) .  As he insisted on 
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faith then (Mk. 9:23), and tested sincerity (Mt .  
9:27-3 1 ), and uncovered ignorance (Mt .  20:20-22) 
and sinful presumption (Mt .  1 4 :27-3 1 ) ,  in those 
who petitioned hirn, so hc does today in the experi
ence of those who offer prayer to hirn. Secondly, 
prayer is now also to be offered in the name 01' 
Christ (Jn. 1 4 :  1 3 ; 1 5 : 1 6; 1 6:23f.) ,  through whom we 
have access to the Father. To pray in the name of 
Christ is to pray as Christ hirnself prayed, and to 
pray to thc Father as the Son has made hirn known 
to us: and for Jesus the truc focus in prayer was the 
Father's will. Here is the basic characteristic of 
Christian prayer: a new access to the Father which 
Christ sec ures for the Christian, and prayer in 
harmony with the Father's will because offered in 
Christ's name. 

4. As to the Lord's practice of prayer, it is weil 
known that he prayed in secret (Lk. 5: 1 5f.; 6 :  1 2) ;  in 
times of spiritual conflict (Jn. 1 2 :20-28;  Lk. 22:39-
46); and on the cross (Mt .  27:46; Lk. 23:46). In his 
prayers he offered thanksgiving (Lk. 1 0:2 1 ;  Jn .  
6: 1 1 ; 1 1 :4 1 ;  Mt .  26:27), sought guidance (Lk .  
6 :  1 2ff.), interceded (Jn .  1 7 :6- 1 9, 20-26; Lk .  22:3 1-
34; Mk .  10 :  1 6; Lk.  23:34) and communed with thc 
Father (Lk. 9:28ff. ) .  The burden of his high
priestly prayer in Jn. 1 7  is the unity of the church. 

5 .  Since the • Lord's Prayer is treated more fully 
elsewhere, it will suffice to point out that after the 
invocation (Mt. 6:9b) there follow six petitions (9c-
1 3b), of which the first three have reference to 
God's name, kingdom and will, and the last three 
to man's need of bread, forgiveness and victory: 
the Prayer then doses with a doxology ( 1 3c) which 
contains a threefold bedaration concerning God's 
kingdom, power and glory. I t  is 'Iike this' that 
Christi ans are bidden to pray. 

b. The Acts 01 the Apostles 
The Acts is an excellent link between the Gospels 
and the Epistles, because in Acts the apostolic 
church puts into effect our Lord's teaching on 
prayer. The church was born in the atmosphere of 
prayer (I :4) . In  answer to prayer the Spirit was 
poured out upon her (I :4; 2:4). Prayer continued to 
be the church's native air (2:42; 6:4, 6). There re
mained in the church's thinking a close connection 
between prayer and the Spirit's presence and 
power (4 :3 1 ) .  In times of crisis the church had re
course to prayer (4:23ff.; 1 2 :5 ,  1 2) .  Throughout the 
Acts the church leaders emerge as men of prayer 
(9:40; 1 0:9; 1 6:25; 28 :8) who urge the Christians to 
pray with them (20:28, 36; 2 1 :5) .  
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c. The POl/fine Epistles 
I t  is significant that immediately after Christ re
vealed hirnself to Paul on thc Oamascus road it is 
said of Paul, 'Behold, he is praying' (Acts 9: 1 1 ) .  
Probably for the first t ime Paul discovered wh at 
praycr really was, so profound was the change in 
his heart which conversion had effected. From that 
moment he was a man of prayer. In prayer the 
Lord spoke to hirn (Acts 22: 1 7f.). Prayer was 
thanksgiving, intercession, the realization of 
God's presence (cf I Thes. 1 :2f.; Eph. I :  1 6ff.) .  He 
found that the Holy Spirit assisted hirn in prayer as 
he sought to know and do God's will (Rom. 8: 14 ,  
26). I n  his experience there was a dose connection 
between prayer and the Christian's intelligence 
(I Cor. 1 4 : 1 4- 1 9) .  Prayer was absolutely essential 
for the Christian ( Rom. 1 2 : 1 2) .  The Christian's 
armour (Eph. 6: 1 3- 1 7) induded prayer which 
Paul describes as 'all prayer', to be offered at 'all 
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seasons', with 'all perseverance', for 'all saints' 
(v. 1 8). And Paul practised wh at he preached 
(Rom. 1 :9; Eph. I :  1 6; I Thes. 1 :2); hcnce his insist
ence upon prayer when writing to his fellow
believcrs (Phi ! .  4:6; Co! . 4:2). 

In his Epistles Paul is constantly breaking out 
into prayer, and it is instructivc to glance at some 
of his prayers because of their content. 

I .  In  Rom. 1 :8- 1 2  he po urs out his heart to God 
in thanksgiving (v. 8), insists upon serving Christ 
with his spirit (v. 9a). intercedes for his friends in 
Rome (v. 9b), expresses his desire to impart to them 
a spiritual gift (vv. 1 0f. ), and declares that he too is 
depending upon them for spiritual uplift (v. 1 2). 

2 .  In Eph. I :  1 5- 1 9  Paul again thanks God for 
his converts (vv. 1 5f.) ,  and prays that they may re
ceive the Spirit through whom comes knowledge 
of God and illumination of heart (vv. 1 7- 1 8a), in 
order that they may know the ho pe of God's call
ing, the wealth of God's inheritance, and the 
greatness of God's power which had been demon
strated in Christ's resurrection (vv. 1 8b- 1 9) .  

3 .  Again, in Eph.  3 : 1 4- 1 8  the apostle pleads 
with the Father (vv. 1 4f.) for his fellow-Christians 
that they might be increasingly conscious of God's 
power (v. 1 6), to the end that Christ might indwell 
them, and that they might be rooted in love (v. 1 7) ,  
that each together, being perfected, might be filled 
with the fullness 01' God (vv. 1 8f.). Both of these 
'Ephesian' prayers are weil summed up in Paul's 
threefold desire that Christi ans should receive 
knowledge and power issuing in the love of Christ, 
through which as individuals and a group they 
should achieve perfection. ' 

4. I n  Co!. I :9ff. Paul again prays that the be
lievers should know God's will through spiritual 
wisdom and understanding (v. 9), that practice 
might agree with profession (v. 1 0), that they might 
have power for their practice (v. 1 1 ), and be thank
ful for their immense privilege and position in the 
Lord Jesus (vv. 1 2f.). 

But perhaps Paul's greatest contribution to our 
understanding of Christi an prayer is in establish
ing its connection with the Holy Spirit. Prayer is in 
fact a gift of the Spirit (I Cor. 1 4: 1 4- 1 6). The be
liever prays 'in the Spirit' (Eph. 6: 1 8; Jude 20); 
hence prayer is a co-operation between God and 
the believer in that it is presented to the Father, in 
the name of the Son, through the inspiration of the 
indwelling Holy Spirit. 

d. Hebrews. lames and 1 lohn 
The Epistle to the Hebrews makes a significant 
contribution to an understanding of Christian 
prayer. 4: 1 4- 16  shows why prayer is possible: it is 
possible because we have a great High Priest who is 
both human and divine, because he is now in the 
heavenly place and because of what he is now 
doing there. When we pray it is to receive mercy 
and find grace. The reference to the Lord's prayer 
l ife in 5 :7- 1 0  really teaches what prayer is: Christ's 
'prayers' and 'supplications' were 'offered up' to 
God, and in this spiritual service he 'Iearned 
obedience' and therefore 'was heard'. In 10: 1 9-25 
the emphasis is upon corporate prayer, and the 
demands and motives which i t  involves. The place 
of prayer is described in 6: 1 9. 

The Epistle of James has three significant pas
sages on prayer. Prayer in perplexity is dealt with in 
1 :5-8; correct motives in prayer are underlined in 
4: 1 -3; and the significance of prayer in time of 
sickness is made c1ear in 5 :  1 3- 1 8 . 

In his first Epistle, lohn points the way to bold
ness and efficacy in prayer (3 :2 1 f.), while in 5 : 1 4- 1 6  
h e  establishes the relation between prayer and the 
will of God, and shows that efficacy in prayer is 
especially relevant to intercession,  but that situ
ations do arise where prayer is powerless. 

IV. Conclusion 
The heart of the biblical doctrine of prayer is weil 
expressed by B. F. Westcott :  'True prayer-the 
prayer that must be answered-is the personal 
recognition and acceptance of the divine will (Jn. 
1 4:7; cf. Mk. 1 1  :24).  It  follows that the hearing of 
prayer which teaches obedience is not so much the 
granting of a specific petition, wh ich is assumed by 
the petitioner to be the way to the end desired, but 
the assurance that what is gran ted does most 
effectively lead to the end. Thus we are taught that 
Christ learned that every detail of His l ife and pas
sion contributed to the accomplishment of the 
work which He came to fulfil, and so He was most 
perfectly "heard". In this sense He was "heard for 
his godly fear" . '  
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PREACHING. In the NT, preaching is 'the public 
proclarnation of Christianity to the non-Christian 
world' (e. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and 
its Development, 1 944, p. 7). It is not religious dis
course to a c10sed group of initiates, but open and 
public proclarnation of God's redemptive activity 
in and through lesus Christ. The current popular 
understanding of preaching as biblical exposition 
and exhortation has tended to obscure its basic 
meaning. 

I.  The biblical terms 
The choice of verbs in the Gk.  NT for the activity 
of preaching points us back to its original mean
ing. The most characteristic (occurring over 60 
times) is keryssö, 'to proclaim as a herald'. In  the 
ancient world the herald was a figure of consider
able importance (cf. G. Friedrich, TDNT 3, pp. 
697-7 1 4) .  A man of integrity and character, he was 
employed by the king or State to make all public 
proclarnations. Preaching is heralding; the mes
sage proclaimed is the glad tidings of salvation. 
While keryssö teils us something about the activity 
of preaching, euangelizomai, 'to bring good news' 
(from the primitive eus, 'good', and the verb ang
ellö, 'to announce'), a common verb, used over 50 
times in the NT, emphasizes the quality of the mes
sage itself. It is worthy of note that the RSV has not 
fol lowed the AV in those places where i t  translates 
the verbs diangellö, laleö, katangellö and dialego
mai by 'to preach'. This helps to bring into sharper 
focus the basic meaning of preaching. 

I t  is not unusual to distinguish between preach
ing and teaching-between kerygma (public proc
lamation) and didache (ethical instruction). An 
appeal is made to such verses as Matthew's sum
mary of Jesus' Galilean ministry, 'He went about 
all Galilee, teaching . . .  preaching . . .  and healing' 



(Mt. 4:23), and Paul's words in Rom. 1 2:6-8 and I 
Cor. 1 2 :28 on the gifts of the Spirit. While the two 
aClivities ideally conceived are distinct, both are 
based upon the same foundation. The kerygma 
proclaims what God has done: the didache teaches 
the implications of this for Christian conduct. 

While we have defined preaching within narrow 
limits in order to emphasize its essential NT mean
ing, this is not to suggest that it is without prece
dent in the OT. Certainly lhe Heb. prophets as they 
proclaimed the message of God under divine im
pulse were forerunners of the apostolic herald. 
Jonah was told to 'preach' (LXX keryssö; Heb. 
q[mi', 'to call out'), and even Noah is designated a 
'preacher (keryx) of righteousness' (2 Pet. 2 :5) .  
The LXX uses keryssö more than 30 times, both in 
the secular sense of official proclamation for the 
king and the more religious sense of prophetic 
utterance (cf Joel I :  1 4; Zc. 9:9; Is. 6 1 : I ) .  

n. New Testament features 
Perhaps the most prominent feature in NT preach
ing is the sense of divine compulsion. In Mk .  1 :38 
it is reported that Jesus did not return to those who 
sought his healing power but pressed on to other 
towns in order that he might preach there also-'for 
that is why I came out' . Peter and John reply to the 
restrictions of the Sanhedrin with the declaration, 
'We cannot but speak the things which we have 
seen and heard' (Acts 4:20). 'Woe to me if I do not 
preach the gospel' ,  cries the apostle Paul ( I  Cor. 
9: 1 6). This sense of compulsion is the sine qua non 
of true preaching. Preaching is not the relaxed re
cital of morally neutral truths: it is God himself 
breaking in and confronting man with a demand 
for decision.  This sort of preaching meets with op
position. In 2 Cor. 1 1  :23-28 Paul lists his sufferings 
for the sake of the gospel. 

Another feature of apostolic preaching was its 
transparency of message and motive. Since preach
ing calls for faith,  i t  is vitally important that its 
issues not be obscured with eloquent wisdom and 
lofty words (I Cor. I :  1 7; 2 :  1 -4). Paul refused to 
practise cunning or to tamper with God's Word, 
but sought to commend himself to every man's 
conscience by the open statement of the truth (2 
Cor. 4:2). The radical u pheaval within the heart 
and consciousness of m<\n which is the new birth 
does not carne lIbOtit by the persuasive inHuence of 
rhetoric but by the straig!1tforward presentation of 
the gospel in all its simplicity and power. 

111 .  The essential nature of preaching 
I n  the Gospels Jesus is characteristically portrayed 
as One who came 'heralding the kingdom of God'. 
In Lk. 4: 1 6-2 1 lesus in terprets his ministry as the 
fulfilment of I saiah's prophecy of a coming 
Servant-Messiah through whom the kingdom of 
God would at last be realized. This kingdom is best 
understood as God's 'kingly rule' or 'sovereign 
action'. Only secondarily does it refer to a realm or 
people within that realm. That God's eternal sov
ereignty was now invading the realm of evil powers 
and winning the decisive victory was the basic con
tent of lesus' kerygma. 

When we move from the Synoptics into the rest 
of the NT we note a significant change in termin
ology. I nstead of  the 'kingdom of God' we find 
'Christ' as the content of the preached message. 
This is variously expressed as 'Christ crucified' ( I  
Cor. I :23), 'Christ . . .  raised' ( I  Cor. 1 5 : 1 2),  'the 
Son of God, Jesus Christ' (2 Cor. I :  1 9),  or 'Christ 
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Jesus as Lord' (2 Cor. 4:5) .  This change of em
phasis is accounted for by the fact that Christ is the 
kingdom. The Jews anticipated the universal estab
lishment of the sovereign reign of God, viz. his 
kingdom: the death and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ was the decisive act of God whereby his 
eternal sovereignty was realized in human history. 
With the advance of redemptive history the apos
tolic church could proclaim the kingdom in the 
more c1ear-cut terms of decision concerning the 
King. To preach Christ is to preach the kingdom. 

One of the most important advances of NT 
scholarship in recent years has been C. H. Dodd's 
crystallization of the primitive kerygma. Following 
his approach (comparing the early speeches in Acts 
with the pre-Pauline credal fragments in Paul's 
Epistles) but interpreting the data with a slightly 
different emphasis, we find that the apostolic mes
sage was 'a proclamation of the death, resurrection 
and exaltation of lesus that led to an evaluation of 
His person as both Lord and Christ, confronted 
man with the necessity of repentance, and prom
ised the forgiveness of sins' (R .  H. Mounce, The 
Essential Nature 0/ New Testament Preaching, 
1 960, p. 84). 

True preaching is best understood in terms of its 
relation to the wider theme of revelation. Revela
ti on is essentially God's self-disclosure appre
hended by the response of faith.  Since Calvary is 
God's supreme self-revelation, the problem is, 
How can God reveal himself in the present 
through an act of the past? The answer is, through 
preaching-for preaching is the timeless link be
tween God's redemptive act and man's apprehen
sion of it. It is the medium through which God 
contemporizes his historic self-disclosure in Christ 
and offers man the opportunity to respond in 
fai th .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. I n  addition to the books men
tioned above, cf C. K. Barrett, Biblical Problems 
and Biblical Preaching, 1 964; E. P. Clowney, 
Preaching and Biblical Theology, 1 96 1 ;  H. H .  
Farmer, The Servant 0/ the Word, 1 950; P. T. For
syth ,  Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind, 
1 949; 1. Knox, The Integrity 0/ Preaching, 1 957;  
1 .  S. Stewart, HeraIds 0/ God, 1 946; 1. R. W. Stott, 
The Preacher's Portrait, 1 96 1 .  R.H.M.  
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I. Biblical vocabulary 
The English 'predestinate' comes from Lat. 
praedestino, which the Vulgate uses to translate the 
Gk. prohorizö. RSV renders prohorizö as 'pre
destine' in Acts 4:28; Rom. 8 :29-30; and 'destine' 
in Eph. 1 :5 , 1 2; though as 'decree' in I Cor. 2:7.  RV 
has 'foreordain' in all six pi aces. 

prohorizö, which the NT uses only with God as 
subject, expresses the thought of appointing a 
situation for a person, or a person for a situation, 
in advance (pro-). The NT uses other pro
compounds in a similar sense: ( I )  protassö, 'ar
range beforehand' (Acts 1 7 :26); (2) protithemai, 
'propose' (Eph. 1 :9 ;  of a human proposal, Rom. 
I :  1 3 ; cf use of the cognate noun prothesis, 'pur
pose', 'plan', Rom. 8 :28;  9: 1 1 ; Eph . 1 : 1 1 ;  3: 1 1 ; 2 
Tim. 1 :9); (3) prohetoimazö, 'prepare beforehand' 
(Rom. 9:23; Eph. 2 : 1 0); (4) procheirizö, 'appoint 
beforehand' (Acts 3:20; 22 : 1 4) ;  (5) procheiroloneö, 
'choose beforehand' (Acts 10:4 1 ). problepö, 
'foresee', carries the thought of God's effective 
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pre-ordaining in Ga!. 3 :8 ;  Heb. 1 1  :40; as the con
text shows. So does proginöskö, ' foreknow' (Rom. 
8 :29; 1 1  :2; I Pet. 1 :20), and its cognate noun 
prognösis (I Pet. 1 :2 ;  Acts 2 :23). The same sense is 
sometimes conveyed by the uncompounded verbs 
tassö (Acts 1 3 :48; 22 :  I 0) and horizö (Lk. 22:22; 
Acts 2 :23), the former implying a precise setting in 
order, the latter an exact marking out. This varied 
vocabulary well suggests the different facets of the 
idea expressed. 

The NT formulates the thought of divine fore
ordination in another way, by telling us that what 
motivates and determines God's actions in his 
world, and among them the fortunes and destiny 
which he brings upon men, is his own will (nouns, 
boule, Acts 2:23; 4:28; Eph . I :  1 1 ; Heb. 6: 1 7; 
bou/ema, Rom. 9: 1 9 ;  thelema, Eph . 1 :5, 9, 1 1 ;  thel
esis, Heb. 2:4; verbs, boulomai, Heb. 6: 1 7; Jas. I :  1 8; 
2 Pet. 3:9; thelö, Rom. 9: 1 8 , 22; Co! . 1 :27), or his 
'good pleasure' (noun, eudokia, Eph. 1 :5, 9; Mt.  
1 1 :26; verb, eudokeö, Lk. 1 2:32; I Cor. 1 :2 1 ;  Ga!. 
I :  1 5; Co!. 1 :  1 9) ,  i.e. his own deli berate, prior re
solve. This is not, indeed, the only sense in which 
the NT speaks of the will of God. The Bible con
ceives of God's purpose for men as expressed both 
by his revealed commands to them and by his or
dering of their circumstances. His 'will' in Scrip
ture thus covers both his law and his plan; hence 
some of the above terms are also used with refer
ence to particular divine demands (e.g. boule, Lk . 
7 :30; thelema, I Thes. 4:3; 5: 1 8) .  But in the texts 
referred to above it is God's plan of events that is 
in view, and it is this that predestination concerns. 

The OT lacks words for expressing the idea of 
predestination in an abstract and generalized form, 
but i t  often speaks of God purposing, ordaining or 
determining particular things, in contexts which 
call attention to the absolute priority and in
dependence of his purposing in relation to the ex
istence or occurrence of the thing purposed (cf Ps. 
1 39 : 1 6; Is. 1 4 :24-27; 1 9: 1 7 ; 46: 1 0f.; Je. 49:20; On. 
4:24f.). 

The usage of the NT word-group is in favour of 
the traditional practice of defining predestination 
in terms of God's purpose regarding the circum
stances and destinies of men. The wider aspects of 
his cosmic plan and government are most conveni
en tly su bsumed under the general head of • provi
dence. To grasp the meaning of predestination as 
Scripture presents it, however, it must be set in its 
place in God's plan as a whole. 

11. Biblical presentation 

a. In the Old Testamen! 
The OT presents God the Creator as personal, 
powerful and purposeful, and assures us that as his 
power is unlimited, so his purposes are certain of 
fulfilment (Ps. 33 : 1 0f.; Is. 1 4:27; 43 : 1 3; Jb. 9: 1 2; 
23 :  1 3 ; On. 4:35). He is Lord of every situation, 
ordering and directing everything towards the end 
for which he made it (Pr. 1 6:4), and determining 
every event, great or smalI, from the thoughts of 
kings (Pr. 2 1 :  I )  and the premeditated words and 
deeds of all men (Pr. 1 6: I ,  9) to the seemingly 
random fall of a lot (Pr. 1 6:33). Nothing that God 
sets before hirnself is too hard for hirn (Gn. 1 8 : 1 4; 
Je. 32 :  1 7); the idea that the organized opposition 
of man could in any way thwart hirn is simply 
absurd (Ps. 2 :  1 -4). [saiah's prophecy expands the 
thought of God's plan as the decisive factor in his
tory more fully than does any other OT book. 
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[ saiah stresses that God's purposes are everlasting, 
that Yahweh planned present and future happen
ings 'Iong ago', ' from the beginning' (cf [so 22 :  1 1 ; 
37:26; 44:6-8; 46: 1 0f.), and that, just because it is 
he, and no-one else, who orders all events ( l s. 44:7), 
nothing can prevent the occurrence of the events 
that he has predicted ( l s. 1 4 :24-27; 44:24-45 :25 ;  cf 
I Ki. 22: 1 7-38; Ps. 33: I Of.; Pr. 1 9 : 2 1 ;  2 1 :30). Yah
weh's ability to predict the seemingly incredible 
things that are going to happen proves his control 
of history, whereas the inability of the idols to 
foretell these things shows that they do not control 
it ( [ s. 44:6-8; 45:2 1 ;  48: 1 2- 1 4). 

Sometimes Yahweh is pictured as reacting to de
veloping situations in a way that might seem to 
imply that he had not anticipated them (e.g. when 
he repents, and reverses his prior action, Gn.  6:5; 
Je. 1 8 :8 ,  1 0; 26:3, 1 3; Joel 2 : 1 3 ;  Jon. 4:2) .  But in 
their biblical context i t  is clear that the purpose 
and point of these anthropomorphisms is simply 
to emphasize that [srael's God is really personal, 
and not to throw doubt on whether he really fore
ordains and controls human affairs. 

That Yahweh governs human history teleologic
al ly, to bring about his own predestined purpose 
for human welfare, is made c1ear in the Bible story 
as early as the protevangel ium (Gn. 3: 1 5) and the 
promise to Abraham (Gn. 1 2:3). The theme de
velops through the wilderness promises of prosper
ity and protection in Canaan (cf Ot. 28 :  1 - 1 4), and 
the prophetic pictures of the Messianic glory 
wh ich would succeed God's work of judgment ( l s. 
9: I ff.; 1 1 :  I ff.; Je. 23 : 5ff.; Ezk. 34:20ff.; 37: 2 1  ff.; Ho. 
3:4f., etc.); and it reaches its c1imax in Oaniel's 
vision of God overruling the rise and fall of pagan 
world-empires in order to set up the rule of the Son 
of man (On. 7; cf 2:3 1 -45). A giobai eschatology 
of this order could not be seriously put forward 
save on the presupposition that God is the absolute 
Lord of history, foreseeing and foreordaining its 
whole course. 

It is in terms of this view of God's relation to 
human history that the OT describes God's choice 
of [srael to be his covenant people, the object and 
instrument of his saving work. This choice was 
unmerited (Ot. 7:6f.; Ezk. 1 6: I ff. ) and wholly gra
cious. It was purposejul; Israel was appointed a 
destiny, to be blessed and so to become a blessing 
to other nations (cf Ps. 67; [so 2 :2-4; 1 1  :9f. ;  60; Zc. 
8:20ff.; 1 4: 1 6ff.) .  [t was, however, for the time being 
exclusive; the selection of [srael meant the deliber
ate passing-by of the rest of the nations (Ot .  7:6; 
Ps. 1 47 :  1 9f.; Am. 3 :2; cf Rom. 9:4; Eph. 2: 1 1  f.). 
For more than a millennium God left them outside 
the covenant, objects only of his judgrnent for their 
national crimes (Am. 1 :3-2 :3) and for their malice 
against the chosen people (cf [so 1 3- 1 9, etc.). 

b. In the New Testament 
The NT writers take for gran ted the OT faith that 
God is the sovereign Lord or events, and rules 
history for the fulfilling of his purposes. Their 
uniform insistence that Christ's ministry and the 
Christian dispensation represented the fulfilrnent 
of biblical prophecies, given centuries before (Mt .  
1 :22; 2 :  1 5, 23 ;  4 :  1 4; 8 :  1 7 ;  1 2 : 1 7ff. ; Jn .  1 2:38ff.; 
1 9 :24, 28, 36; Acts 2 :  1 7ff.; 3 :22ff.; 4:25ff.; 8 :30ff.; 
1 0 :43; 1 3 :27ff.; 1 5 : 1 5 ff.; Ga! . 3:8; Heb. 5 :6; 8 :8ff.; I 
Pet. 1 : I Off., etc.), and that God's ultirnate aim in 
inspiring the Heb. Scriptures was to instruct Chris
tian believers (Rom. 1 5 :4; I Cor. 1 0: 1 1 ;  2 Tim. 
3:  1 5ff.), is proof enough of this. (Both convictions, 



be it noted, derive from our Lord hirnself: cf. Lk. 
1 8 :3 1 ff. ; 24:25ff., 44ff.; Jn .  5:39.) A new develop
ment, however, is that the idea of election, now 
applied, not to national Israel, but to Christian be
lievers, is consistently individualized (cf. Ps. 65:4) 
and given a pre-temporal reference. The OT assimi
lates election to God's historical 'calling' (cf. Ne. 
9:7), but the NT distinguishes the two things sharp
Iy, by representing election as God's act of pre
dest inating sinners to salvation in Christ 'before 
the foundation of the world' (Eph. 1 :4; cf. Mt.  
25:34; 2 Tim. I :9 ) ;  an act correlative to h is  fore
knowing Christ 'before the foundation of the 
world' (I Pet. 1 :20). The uniform NT conception is 
that all saving grace given to men in time (know
ledge of the gospel, understanding of it and power 
to respond to it, preservation and final glory) flows 
from divine election in eternity. 

Luke's language in the narrative of Acts bears 
striking witness to his belief, not merely that Christ 
was foreordained to die, rise and reign (Acts 2:23, 
30f.; 3 : 20; 4 :27f.), but that salvation is the fruit of 
prevenient grace (2:47; 1 1 : 1 8 , 2 1 -23; 1 4:27; 1 5 :7ff. ; 
1 6: 1 4; 1 8 :27) given in accordance with divine fore
ordination ( 1 3:48; 1 8 : 1 0).  

In John's Gospel Christ says that he has been 
sent to save a number of particular individuals 
whom his Father has 'given' hirn (Jn. 6:37ff.; 1 7:2 ,  
6, 9 ,  24;  1 8 :9). These are his 'sheep', his 'own' 
( 1 0 : 1 4ff., 26ff.; 1 3 : 1 ). I t  was for them specifically 
that he prayed ( 1 7:20). He undertakes to 'draw' 
them to hirnself by his Spirit ( 1 2:32; cf. 6:44; 1 0: 1 6, 
27; 1 6:8ff.); to give them eternal l ife, in fellowship 
with hirnself and the Father ( 1 0:28; cf. 5 :2 1 ;  6:40; 
1 7 :2; Mt .  1 1 :27); to keep them, losing none (6:39; 
10 :28f.; cf. 1 7 : 1 1 , 1 5 ; 1 8:9); to bring them to his 
glory ( 1 4:2f. ;  cf. 1 7:24), and to raise their bodies at 
the last day (6 :39f.; cf. 5:28f.). The principle that 
those who enjoy salvation do so by reason of 
divine predestination is here made explicit. 

The fullest elucidation of this principle is found 
in the writings of Pau!. From all eternity, Paul de
clares, God has had a plan (prothesis) to save a 
church, though in earlier times it was not fully 
made known (Eph . 3 :3-1 1 ). The aim of the plan is 
that men should be made God's adopted sons and 
be renewed in the image of Christ (Rom. 8:29), and 
that the church, the company of those so renewed, 
should grow to the fullness of Christ (Eph. 4: 1 3). 
Believers may rejoice in the certainty that as part 
of his plan God predestinated them personally to 
share in this destiny (Rom. 8 :28ff.; Eph. I :3ff.; 2 
Thes. 2: 1 3 ; 2 Tim. I :9; cf. I Pet. I :  I f.). The choice 
was wholly of grace (2 Tim. 1 :9), having no regard 
to desert-being made, inde\Cd, in defiance of fore
seen il l-desert (cf. Jn .  1 5 : 1 9 ;  Eph . 2 : l ff. ). Because 
God is sovereign, his predestinating choice guaran
tees salvation. From i t  flows an effectual 'calling', 
which elicits the response of faith which it com
mands (Rom. 8 :28ff.; cf. 9 :23f. ;  I Cor. I :26ff.; Eph . 
I :  1 3 ; 2 Thes. 2: 1 4); justification (Rom. 8 :30); sanc
tification ( I  Thes. 2 : 1 3); and glorification (Rom. 
8 :30, where the past tense implies certainty of ac
complishment; 2 Thes. 2: 1 4). Paul gives this teach
ing to Christians, persons who were themselves 
'calIed', in order to assure them of their present 
security and final salvation, and to make them real
ize the extent of their debt to God's mercy. The 
'elect' to whom, and of whom, he speaks in each 
Epistle are hirnself and/or the believers to whom he 
addresses it ('you', 'us'). 

I t  has been argued that God's foreknowledge is 
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not foreordination, and that personal • election in 
the NT is grounded upon God's foresight that the 
persons chosen will res pond to the gospel of them
selves. The difficulties in this view see m to be: ( I )  
this asserts i n  effect election according t o  works 
and desert, whereas Scripture asserts election to be 
of grace (Rom. 9: 1 1 ; 2 Tim. 1 :9), and grace ex
cludes all regard to what a man does for hirnself 
(Rom. 4:4; I I  :6; Eph. 2 :8f. ;  Tit. 3 :5); (2) if  election 
is unto faith (2 Thes. 2 :  1 3) and good works (Eph. 
2 :  I 0, AV) i t  cannot rest upon foresight of these 
things; (3) on this view, Paul ought to be pointing, 
not to God's election, but to the Christian's own 
faith,  as the ground of his assurance of final salva
tion; (4) Scripture does appear to equate fore
knowledge with foreordination (cf. Acts 2 :23). 
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III. Election and reprobation 
• ' Reprobate' appears first in Je. 6:30 (cf. 15. 1 :22), 
in a metaphor taken from metal refining. The 
thought is of something that, by reason of its cor
ru pt condition, does not pass God's test, and 
which he therefore rejects. The metaphor reappears 
in the NT. It is used of the Gentile world (Rom. 
1 :28) and of professing Christians (I Cor. 9:27; 2 
Cor. 1 3 :5f. ;  cf. 2 Tim. 3 :8;  Tit .  I :  1 6) .  Christian 
theology since Augustine has, however, spoken of 
reprobation, not as God's rejection of particular 
sinners in history, but as that wh ich (it is held) lies 
behind it-God's resolve, from all eternity, to pass 
them by, and not to give them his saving grace (cf. 
I Pet. 2 :8 ;  Jude 4). I t  has thus become common to 
define predestination as consisting of election and 
reprobation together. 

It is disputed whether reprobation ought to be 
thus included in God's eternal prothesis. Some jus
tify the inclusion by appeal to Rom. 9 :  1 7f. , 2 1  f.; 
I I  :7f. It seems hard to deny, in face of 9:22, that the 
hardening and non-salvation of some, which in vv. 
1 9-2 1 Paul proved to be within God's right, is 
actually part of his predestinating purpose; though 
i t  should be noticed that Paul is concerned to stress, 
not God's implacability towards the reprobate, but 
his long restraint of his wrath against persons who 
have become ripe for destruction (cf. 2 :4). But to 
determine the exact scope of these verses in their 
context is not easy; see the commentaries. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD; B. B. Warfield, 'Predestin
ation', and 1. Denney, 'Reprobation', in HDB; 
Calvin, Institutes, 3. 2 1 -24; idem, Concerning the 
Eternal Predestination o[ God, E.T. by 1. K. S. Reid, 
1 960; E. Jacob, Theology o[ the Old Testament, 
E.T. 1 958 ,  pp. 1 83-207; G. C. Berkouwer, Divine 
EIertion, 1 960; commentaries on Rom. 9- 1 1 ,  esp. 
W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam, ICC, 1 902; P. 
Jacobs, H .  Krienke, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 692-697. 

J . I . P. 

PREPARATION. The Gk. word paraskeue is 
found in the NT with a twofold connotation. In its 
meaning of a definite day of preparation, it is used 
of the day preceding the weekly sabbath and the 
day which prepares for the annual Jewish Passover 
festival (cf. Jos., An/. 1 6. 1 63), see Mt .  27:62; M k .  
1 5 :42; Lk. 23 :54; and especially J n .  1 9 ,  which men
tions both types of preparation day. The reference 
in Jn .  1 9 : 1 4  is to 'ere� ha-pesa(J, i.e. the eve of the 
Passover (cf Pesahim 10. I in the Mishnah). In Jn .  
1 9 :3 1 , 42 there is no accompanying genit ive, so the 
word must mean 'ere� sabbäI, i.e. the day before 
the sabbath (as clearly in Mk .  1 5:42). This would 
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be the 24 hours from 6 p.m. Thursday to 6 p.m. 
Friday. The second meaning is extended, in later 
Christian literature, to designate the sixth day of 
the week, i. e. Friday (cf Martyrdom 0/ Polyearp 7. 
I ;  Didaehe, 8.  I ); and this is the sense of paraskeue 
in modern Greek. 

For the controverted meaning of the phrase in 
Jn. 1 9: 14, see 1. Jeremias, The Eucharistie Words 0/ 
Jesus, E.T.' 1 966, pp. 80-82 (biblio.). R.P .M .  

PRESBYTER, PRESBYTERY. These terms, in 
EVV usually rendered 'eider', 'eldership', ete., are 
derived from the Gk. words presbyteros, presbyter
ion (as is also the contracted Eng. term 'priest'). 
The Heb. equivalent of presbyteros is zäqen, and 
the Aram. equivalent is $ib, and all three words 
have the basic meaning 'old(er) man', in which 
sense zäqen is used in Gn.  25 :8 ;  I Ki .  1 2 :8; Ps. 
1 48 :  1 2; Pr. 1 7 :6; Je. 3 1 : 1 3 , ete., and presbyteros in 
Acts 2: 1 7; I Tim. 5: I .  This suggests that originally 
elders were men of advancing years; and that such 
still tended to be the case in NT times is indicated 
by I Pet. 5: I ,  5; Mishnah Aboth 5. 2 1 .  presbyteroi 
can also mean 'men of old time', as in Mk.  7 :3 ,  5; 
Heb. I I  :2 ,  and perhaps Rev. 4:4, 1 0, ete., where the 
twenty-four elders may symbolize the authors 01' 
the books of the OT, which the Jews reckon as 
twenty-four in number (* CANON OF THE On. 

Throughout the Bible, seniority entitles people 
to respect (Lv. 1 9:32;  I Tim. 5 : 1 )  and * age is 
thought 01' as bringing experience and therefore 
wisdom ( I  Ki. 1 2 :6-1 5 ;  Pr. 4 : 1 ;  5 : 1 ) . Consequently, 
the leading men of I srael, right through its OT his
tory, are the elders of the nation (Ex. 3: 1 6, 1 8; Lv. 
4: 1 5 ; Jdg. 2 1 : 1 6; I Sa. 4:3; 2 Sa. 3 : 1 7; I Ki .  8 : 1 ,  3; 2 
Ki .  23 :  I ;  I Ch. I I  :3 ;  Ezr. 5 :5 , 9; Je. 26: 1 7 ; Ezk. 8: I ,  
ete.). Seventy o f  them are chosen to share the 
burden of ruling with Moses (Nu. 1 1 : 1 6-30), and 
the elders later do something similar for the king. 
Along with the priests, they are entrusted with the 
written Law, and charged to read i t  to the people 
(Dt .  3 1  :9-1 3). When the people settle in the prom
ised land, and are dispersed throughout its cities, 
the elders of the cities act as judges there (Dt. 
1 9 : 1 2 ; 2 1 : 1 9f. ; 22 : 1 5- 1 8 ; Jos. 20:4; Ru. 4:2, 4, 9, 1 1 ; 
I Ki. 2 1 :8 , 1 1 ; 2 Ki. 1 0: 1 , 5), thus continuing the 
practice of having lay judges for lesser quest ions, 
which began in the wilderness (Ex. 1 8 : 1 3-26; Dt. 
1 :9- 1 8). The appeal judges at Jerusalem, however, 
are partly lay, partly priestly (Dt. 1 7 :8- 1 3 ;  2 Ch. 
1 9 :8- 1 1 ). 

The lay judges of Ex. 1 8  and Dt. I are selected 
for their wisdom, piety and integrity. Similarly, the 
choice made among the elders in Nu. I I  probably 
reflects a recognition that age does not bring 
wisdom invariably. Indeed, a wise youth is better 
than a foolish old king (Ec. 4: 1 3). This recognition 
continues in the intertestamental literature. 
Wisdom befits the aged, and elders ought to be 
wise (Ecclus. 6:34; 8 :8f. ;  25 :3f.) ,  but even the young 
are honoured if wise (Wisdom 8 : 1 0) and are treat
ed as elders (Susanna 45, 50). Judges are men spe
cially selected from among the elders (Susanna 5f., 
4 1 ) . The elders said to have been chosen from each 
tribe to translate the Pentateuch into Greek are 
marked not so much by age (Letter 0/ Aristeas 1 22 ,  
3 1 8) as by virtuous l ife and by knowledge and 
understanding 01' the Mosaic Law (32, 1 2 1 f. , 32 1 ) .  
In conformity with Dt .  3 1 ,  they include both 
laymen and priests ( 1 84, 3 1 0), but now with a large 
lay majority. 

At Jerusalem also, t he ancient l ink between 
elders and priests con tinues (La. I :  1 9 ;  4: 1 6; I 
Macc. 7 :33 ;  1 1 :23) and is prominent in the NT 
(Mt .  2 1 :23; 26: 3 , 47; 27 : 1 ,  3, 1 2, 20; 28 : 1 1 f. ;  Acts 
4:23; 23: 1 4; 25 :  1 5). Out 01' it has now grown the 
Sanhedrin, wh ich is the ruling council 01' the 
nation and its supreme court of justice, presided 
over by the high priest. The elders and chief priests 
are included among its seventy-one members (Mt .  
27: I ;  Mk .  8 :3 1 ;  14 :53;  1 5 : I ;  Lk. 22:66; Acts 4 :5 ,  8 ,  
23;  22 :5) ,  along with 'scribes' and 'rulers', terms 
which probably have very similar meanings to the 
other two. The elders also appear as rulers in the 
intertestamental literat ure, at Jerusalem and else
where (Judith 8: I 01'. ; I M acc. 1 2 :35). 
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For their duty 01' judging the people according 
to God's law, the priests and elders need a know
ledge of God's law, and this is why the priests are 
given the further duty of teaching it (Lv. 1 0 : 1 0f.; 
Dt. 33: I 0; Mal .  2:6f.). In I st-century Alexandria 
we still find the priests as weil as the elders per
forming this duty, by expounding the Scriptures to 
the people in the synagogue on the sabbath (Philo, 
Hypothetiea 7.  1 3),  but in Palestine the task of 
teaching seems to have passed over almost entirely 
to the elders, who are called by this name in Lk. 
7 :3 ,  in a Jerusalem synagogue inscription from 
before AD 70, and in t he rabbinical literature, but in 
the NT are usually called 'scribes' (Scripture
experts), 'teachers 01' the law', 'Iawyers' or '.rabbis' . 
They teach on occasion in the Temple ( Lk .  2:46) 
but have their great centre 01' influence in the syna
gogue (Mt .  23:6; Mk. 1 :2 1  f.; Lk. 5 : 1 7; 6:6f. ; 7 :3-5) 
In the rabbinical literature, their primary duty is 
still to be judges, and this is why we read in the NT 
01' excommunications from the synagogue (Jn .  
9:22; 1 2 :42; 1 6:2) ,  and 01' punishments being in
flicted in the synagogue (Mt .  23 :34; Mk. 1 3 :9; Acts 
22: 1 9 ;  26: 1 1 ). The synagogue also has one or more 
'synagogue-rulers', responsible for keeping order 
there (Lk. 1 3 : 1 4) and for choosing who should 
preach (Acts 1 3 :  1 5), read the lessons or lead the 
prayers; and an 'attcndant' ( Lk.  4:20) . The non
biblical evidence suggests that these are local ap
pointments attached to the synagogue building. 
The eider, on the other hand, is ordained by his 
teacher and thus has a wider scope for his ministry, 
though he usually settles and earns his living by a 
trade. He in turn ordains his own pupils, orten with 
the co-operation of two other elders, and usually 
by the laying on 01' hands and thus a succession 01' 
teachers and judges, and a tradition 01' teaching 
and legal interpretation, is established and con
tinued. Then, in the 2nd century AD, the right to 
ordain or authorize ordinations is concentrated in 
the national patriarch. Cf esp. Tose/ta Sanhedrin 
I .  I ;  Jerllsalem Sanhedrin I .  2-4. 

1t is against this background that the Christi an 
eldership is established, and the Jewish-Christian 
institution 01' eldership helps to unify the diver
sities 01' NT ministry, more than is orten realized. 
Christ is the one great teacher or rabbi (Mt .  23 :8) .  
His disciples call themselves elders ( I  Pet .  5 :  I ;  2 Jn .  
I ;  3 Jn .  I ) . They pass on the teaching they have 
received and commit it to others, who are to 
commit it to others again (I Cor. I 1  :23 ;  1 5 : I ,  3; 2 
Thes. 2: 1 5 ; 3:6; 2 Tim. 2 :2). Those to whorn it is 
committed are l ikewise called elders (Acts 14 :23;  
Tit .  1 :5) .  They are apparently appointed by the 
laying on 01' hands (Acts 6:6; cf 1 1  :30; I Tim. 4 :  1 4; 
5 :22; 2 Tim. 1 :6). They must be ready to earn their 
own living i f  necessary (Acts 20: 1 7 , 33-35). They 



have the tasks of teaching ( I  Tim. 5: 1 7; Tit .  1 :5,  9) 
and of acting as judges (Acts 1 5 :2, 6, 22-29; 1 6:4). 
It is an open question whether a parallel is to be 
seen between the Jerusalem council or appeal 
court, consisting of apostles and elders, presided 
over by James the Lord's brother, and the Sanhe
drin , consisting of chief priests and elders, pre
sided over by the high priest. In addition to the 
tasks of teaching and judging, the task of ruling is 
re-emphasized in the Christian eldership, and 
given a pastoral rat her than a political character 
(Acts 20: 1 7, 28; I Tim. 5: 1 7; Jas. 5: 1 4; I Pet. 5 : 1 --4; 
cf Mt .  9:36-38; Eph .  4: 1 1 ); hence the elder's other 
title of * bishop, and hence the disappearance of 
the separate office of 'synagogue-ruler' in Chris
tianity, his task being partly absorbed by the eider, 
and partly, no doubt, by the owner of the house
church. The 'attendant', on the other hand, sur
vives as the Christian deacon, though his office is 
still loeal to the extent that deacons appear in the 
NT only occasionally. 

The Christian eldership is thus primarily an 
office of teaching, of adjudicating questions of 
right and wrong, and of providing pastoral over
sight .  Though elders are specially ordained, their 
office is not a priestly or a ceremonial one. The 
sacraments are under the supervision of the or
dained ministry, but are not their personal preroga
tive. When the office of bishop becomes separated 
from that of eider in the 2nd century, the tasks of 
teaching, pastoral oversight and supervision of the 
sacraments are shared between the two offices; the 
task of acting as j udge, in matters of excommuni
cation and reconciliation, adheres primarily to the 
bishop; so too, for a time, does the assistance of 
the deacon; and so does the duty of ordination, the 
practice of having two others to co-operate in 
the bishop's own ordination, and the concept of 
a succession of teachers, each committing to his 
successor, through instruction and ordination, the 
message with which he has hirnself been entrusted. 
Elders, however, continue to have certain judicial 
duties, in the repelling of impenitent offenders 
from the Lord's table, and certain ordaining duties, 
in assisting with the ordination of other elders. 
(* CHURCH GOVERNMENT, * MINISTRY.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Newman, Semikhah (Ordin
ation), 1 950; E. FergusQn,  JTS n.s. 26, 1 975,  pp. 
1 - 1 2 .  R .T.ß. 

PRESS, WINEFATo A rectangular cavity hol lowed 
out of rock or constructed artificially within which 
grapes were trampled underfoot, and from which 
the resultant juice drained into a lower receptacle. 
The term is applied to the whole apparatus. Its 
fullness was a sign of prosperi ty, while its empti
ness represented famine. 

It is used metaphorically in Is. 63:3 and in Joel 
3: 1 3 , where the ful l  press and overflowing vats in
dicate the greatness of the th reatened carnage. I t  
serves a s  a striking simile in La. I :  1 5, and i n  Rev. 
1 4 :  1 8 -20 forms part of the apocalyptic language 
following on the predicted fall of Babyion.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  Noth, The Old Testament 
World, 1 966. F.S.F. 

PRIDEo The emphasis placed on pride, and its 
converse humility, is a distinctive feature 01' biblical 
religion, unparalleled in other religious or ethical 
systems. Rebellious pride, which refuses to depend 
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on God and be subject to hirn, but attributes to self 
the honour due to hirn, figures as the very root and 
essence of sin. 

We may say with Aquinas that pride was first 
revealed when Lucifer attempted to set his throne 
on high in proud independence of God (ls. 1 4: 1 2-
14) .  The fallen devil (Lk. 1 0: 1 8) instilled the crav
ing to be as gods into Adam and Eve (Gn. 3:5) ,  
with the result that man's entire nature was in
fected with pride through the Fall (cf Rom. 1 :2 1 -
23). The 'condemnation o f  the devil' i s  associated 
with pride in I Tim. 3:6 (cf 'the snare of the devil' 
in I Tim. 3:7; 2 Tim. 2:26); pride was his undoing 
and remains the prime means by which he brings 
about the undoing of men and women. Hence we 
find a sustained condemnation of human arro
gance throughout the OT, especially in the Psalms 
and Wisdom Literature. In Pr. 8 : 1 3  both geOä, 'ar
rogance', and gaOawä, ' insoience', are hateful to the 
divine wisdom: their manifestation in the form of 
national pride in Moab (ls. 1 6 :6), Judah (Je. 1 3 :9) 
and I srael (Ho. 5 :5) are especially denounced by 
the prophets. The notorious 'pride which goes 
before a fall' is called göOon, 'swelling excellence', in 
Pr. 1 6: 1 8 , and is rejected in favour of the lowly 
spirit. 'Haughtiness', göIJah, appears as a root 
cause of atheism in Ps. 1 0:4. I t  is the downfall of 
Nebuchadrezzar in On. 4:30, 37. A milder word, 
zöqon, 'presumption', is applied to Oavid's youth
ful enthusiasm in I Sa. 1 7:28, but in Ob. 3 even this 
is regarded as a deceitful evil. Further warnings 
against pride occur in the later Wisdom Literature, 
e.g. Ecclus. 1 0:6-26. 
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Greek teaching during the four last centuries BC 
was at variance with Judaism in regarding pride 
as a virtue and humility as despicable. Aristotle's 
'great-souled man' had a profound regard for his 
own excellence; to underestimate i t  would have 
stamped hirn as mean-spirited. Similarly, the Stoic 
sage asserted his own moral independence and 
equality with Zeus. Insolence (hybris), however, is a 
deep source of moral evil in the Greek tragedy (cf, 
e.g. , the Antigolle of Sophocles). 

The Christian ethic consciously rejected Greek 
thought in favour of the OT outlook. Humility was 
accorded su preme excellence when Christ pro
nounced hirnself 'gentle and lowly in heart' (Mt .  
1 1  :29). Conversely, pride (hyperephania) was 
placed on a list of defiling vices proceeding from 
the evil heart of man (Mk.  7:22). In the Magnificat 
(Lk. 1 :5 1  f. ) God is said to scatter the proud and 
exalt the meek. In both Jas. 4:6 and I Pet. 5:5, Pr. 
3 :34 is quoted to emphasize the contrast between 
the meek (tapeinois), whom God favours, and the 
proud (hyperephanois), whom God resists. Paul 
couples the insolent (hybristas) and the boastful 
(alazonas) with the proud sinners in his sketch of 
depraved pagan society in Rom. I :30; cf 2 Tim. 
3 :2 .  Arrogant display or ostentation (alazoneia) are 
disparaged in Jas. 4: 1 6  and I Jn .  2 : 1 6. Love, in I 
Cor. 1 3 :4, is stated to be free from both the arro
gance and the self-conceit wh ich mar the heretical 
teachers of I Tim. 6:4. 

Paul saw pride ('boasting' in knowledge of the 
law and in workslrighteousness) as the character
istic spirit of Judaism and a direct cause of Jewish 
unbelief. He insisted that the gospel is designed to 
exclude boasting (Rom. 3:27) by teaching men that 
they are sinners, that self-righteousness is therefore 
out of the question, and that they must look to 
Christ for their righteousness and take it as a free 
gift by faith in hirn. Salvation is 'not because of 
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works, lest any man should boast'; it is all of gracc. 
No man, therefore, not even Abraham, may glory 
in the achievement of his own salvation (see Eph. 
2:9; I Cor. 1 :26--3 1 ;  Rom. 4: 1 -2). The gospel mes
sag� of righteousness through Christ sounds the 
death-knell of self-righteousness in religion; that is 
why it was a stumbling-block to the proud Jews 
(Rom. 9 :30- 1 0:4). 

This NT emphasis made a deep impact on early 
and mediaeval ethics. Augustine, Aquinas and 
Dante all characterized pride as the ul timate sin, 
while M ilton and Goethe dramatized it. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. ERE; BAGD; MM; R. Niebuhr, 
The Nature and Destiny 01 Man, 1 944-5, eh. 7; E. 
Güting, C. Brown, NIDNTT 3, pp. 27-32; G. Ber-
tram, TDNT 8, pp. 295-307, 525-529. D. H.T. 

PRIESTS AND LEVITES. The relationship be
tween the priests, who are the descendants of 
Aaron, and the Levites, the other members of 
Levi's tribe, is one of the thorny problems of OT 
religion. Any treatment of the Levites must deal 
with the biblical evidence, Julius Wellhausen's re
construction of it and the numerous ways in which 
contemporary scholars have reacted to his evo
lutionary approach. 

I.  The biblical data 

a. The Pentateuch 
The Levites come into prominence in the Penta
teuch in connection with Moses and Aaron (Ex. 
2 :  1 - 1 0; 4 :  14;  6: 1 6--27). After Aaron led the people 
into apostasy with the golden calf (Ex. 32:25ff.), 
the sons of Levi avenged the Lord's honour by 
punishing many of the miscreants. This display of 
fidelity to God may partially account for the signal 
responsibilities given the tribe in the pentateuchal 
legislation. 

The role of the Levites as ministers in the taber
nacle, clearly detailed in Numbers, is anticipated in 
Ex. 38:2 1 ,  where they co-operate in the construc
tion of the tabernacle under the supervision of 
Aaron's son, I thamar. In the laws preparatory to 
the wilderness march, Levi was separated by God 
from the other tribes and placed in charge of the 
dismantling, carrying and erecting of the taber
nacle (Nu. 1 :47-54). The sons of Levi camped 
around the tabernacle and apparently served as 
buffers to protect their fellow-tribes from God's 
wrath, which threatened them if they unwittingly 
came in contact with the holy tent or its furnish
ings (Nu. 1 :5 1 , 53;  2 : 1 7) .  

Forbidden to serve as priests, a privilege re
served, on penalty of death, for Aaron's sons (Nu. 
3:  1 0), the Levites were dedicated to an auxiliary 
ministry for the priests, especially in regard to the 
manual labour of caring for the tabernacle (Nu. 
3 : 5ff.). In addition, they performed an important 
service for the other tribes by substituting for each 
family's first-born, to whom God was entitled in 
view of the fact that he spared Israel's first-born at 
the Passover in Egypt (cf Ex. 1 3 :2ff., 1 3) .  As repre
sentatives of the tribes' first-born (Nu. 3 :40ff.) the 
Levites were part of 'the far-reaching principle of 
representation' by which the concept of a people 
utterly dependent upon and totally surrendered to 
God was put across (cf H. W. Robinson, Inspir
ation and Revelation in the Old Testament, 1 953,  pp. 
2 1 9-22 1 ) .  

Each of the three families o f  Levi had specific 
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duties. The sons 01' Kohath (numbering 2,750 in the 
age-group from 30 to 50 according to Nu. 4:36) 
were in charge of carrying the furniture after it had 
been carefully covered by the priests, who alone 
could touch it (Nu. 3 :29-32 ;  4: I ff.). The Ko
hathites were supervised by Aaron's son, Eleazar. 
The sons of Gershon (2,630; Nu. 4:40) cared for the 
coverings, screens and hangings under the supervi
sion of Aaron's son Ithamar (Nu. 3 :2 1 -26; 4 : 2 1  ff.). 
Merari's sons (3,200; Nu. 4:44) had the task of 
carrying and erecting the frame of the tabernacle 
and its court (Nu. 3 :35-37; 4:29ff.) .  

The representative function of the Levites is 
symbolized in the rituals of cleansing and dedica
tion (Nu. 8 :5ff.) .  For instance, both the fact that 
the Israelites (probably through their tri bai lead-
ers) laid hands on the Levites (8: I 0), acknowledg
ing them as substitutes (cf Lv. 4:24, etc.), and the 
fact that the priests offered the Levites as a wave
offering (probably by leading them to and then 
from the altar) from the people (8: 1 1 ), suggest 
that the Levites were given by the I sraelites to 
serve Aaron's sons in their stead. This is made 
explicit in 8 : 1 6ff., where Levi's sons are ca lied 
n'Iünim, 'gifts'. 

Their service began at 25 years of age and con-
tinued until the 50th year, when the Levite went 
into a kind of semi-retirement with Iimited duties 
(Nu. 8 :24-26). There may have been a 5-year ap
prenticeship, because apparently the full responsi-
bility of carrying the tabernacle and its furnishings 
fell on the shoulders of the men from 30 years to 50 
(Nu. 4:3ff.). When David established a permanent 
site for the ark, the age was lowered to 20 years 
because there was no longer a need for mature 
Levites as porters ( I  Ch. 23 :24ff.). 

The levitical responsibility of representing the 
people carried with it certain privileges. Although 
they had no inheritance in the land (i. e. no portion 
of it was appointed for their exclusive use: Nu.  
1 8 :23-24; Dt. 1 2: 1 2ff.), the  Levites were supported 
by the tithes of the people, while the priests re
ceived the parts of the offering� not consumed by 
sacrifice, the firstlings of Hock and herd, and a tithe 
of the levitical tithes (Nu. 1 8 :8ff., 2 I ff. ;  cf Dt. 
1 8 : 1 -4). Occasionally both priests and Levites 
shared in the spoils of battle (e.g. Nu. 3 1  :25ff.) .  In  
addition, the  Levites had permission to reside in 
forty-eight cities set aside for their use (Nu. 35 :  I ff.; 
Jos. 2 1 :  I ff. ) .  Surrounding each city an area of 
pasture-Iand was marked off for Ihem. Six of the 
cit ies, three on each side of the Jordan, served as 
• cities of refuge. 

The transition from the wilderness marches to 
settled l ife in Canaan (anticipated in Nu.  35 in the 
establishing of levitical cities) brought with it both 
an increased concern for the welfare of the Levites 
and an expansion of their duties in order to cope 
with the needs of the decentralized pattern of l ife. 
In Deuteronomy great stress is laid on the Israel
ites' responsibilities towards the sons of Levi, who 
were to share in the rejoicing of the tribes ( 1 2 : 1 2), 
in their t ithes and certain offerings ( 1 2 : 1 8- 1 9; 
14 :28-29), and in their chief festivals, especially 
Weeks and Tabernacles ( 1 6: 1 1 - 14). The Levites 
dispersed throughout the land were to share equal
Iy both the ministry and the offerings with their 
brethren who resided at the central shrine ( 1 8 :6--8) .  

Whereas Numbers characteristically calls the 
priests the sons 01 Aaron (e.g. 1 0:8), Deuteronomy 
frequently uses the expression 'the Levitical priests' 
(e.g. 1 8: I ) .  Though so me scholars (see below) have 



held that no distinction is made bctween priest and 
Levite in Deuteronomy, the fact that different por
tions are ascribed to priests in Dt. 1 8 :3ff. and to 
Levites in 1 8 :6ff. suggests that the distinction is 
maintained. The phrase 'the Levitical priests' (e.g. 
Dt. 1 7:9 ,  1 8; 1 8 : I ;  24:8; 27:9; cf Jos. 3 :3 ;  8:33) 
secms to mean 'the pricsts of the tribe of Levi'. To 
them the Deuteronomic code assigns numerous 
dutics in addition to the care of the sanctuary: they 
serve as judges in C:lses involving difficult decisions 
( 1 7:8-9), regulate the control of lepers (24:8), 
guard the book of the law ( 1 7 : 1 8) and assist Moses 
in the ceremony of covenant renewal (27:9). 

Within the family of Kohath the office of high 
priest (Heb. hakkähen, 'the priest' (Ex. 31 : 1 0, eie ) ; 
hakkähen hammäsfab, 'the anointed priest' ( Lv. 
4:3, eie. ) ; hakkähen hagg[l(jäl, 'the high priest' ( Lv. 
2 1 :  I 0, eie .))  was exercised by the eldest representa
tive of Eleazar's family, unless the sanctions of Lv. 
2 1 :  1 6-23 were applicable. He was consecrated in 
the same manner as the other priests and shared in 
their routine duties. He alone wore the special 
vestments (Ex. 28; 0 BREASTPIECE OF THE HIGH 
PRIEST, 0 M ITRE, • DRESS) and interpreted the or
ades (0 URIM AND THUMMIM). On the Day of 
o Atonement he represented the chosen people 
before Yahweh, sprinkling the blood of the sacri
ficial goat on the mercy-seat (0 SACRIFICE AND 
OFFERING). 

b. The Former Prophets 
The priests play a more prominent role than the 
Levites in the book of Joshua, especially in the 
story of the crossing 01' Jordan and the conquest of 
Jericho. Sometimes called 'the priests the Levites' 
(e.g. Jos. 3 :3 ;  8 :33) and more often simply 'the 
priests' (e.g. Jos. 3:6ff.; 4:9ff.), they had the crucial 
task 01' bearing the ark of the Lord. The taber
nacle, however, carried by the Levites is not men
tioned (with the possible exception of 6:24) until it 
was pitched at Shiloh ( 1 8 : 1 ;  1 9 : 5 1 )  after the con
quest of Canaan. Apparently the carrying of the 
ark was entrusted to the priests rather than the 
Kohathites (cf Nu. 4: 1 5) because of the supreme 
importance of these journeys: God, whose pres
ence the ark symbolized, was marching forth con
quering and to conquer. The Levites came into the 
forefront only when the time for dividing the land 
was at hand (cf Jö§. l OfT. ). The distinction be
tween priests and Levites is c1early maintained: the 
Levites remind Eleazar, the priest, and Joshua of 
Moses' command concerning levitical cities (Jos. 
2 1 :  1 -3); the Kohathi tes are divided into two 
groups-those who have descended from Aaron 
(i. e. the priests) and the rest (Jos. 2 1  :4-5). 

The general laxness of worship during the days 
between the conquest of Canaan and the estab
lishment of the Monarchy is iIIustrated in the two 
levitical stories in Judges. Micah's Levite (Jdg. 1 7-
18 )  is said to hail from Bethlehem and to be a 
member of the family of Judah ( 1 7:7). How was he 
both Levite and Judahite? The answer hangs on 
whether the Levite is to be identified with 0 Jonath
an, the son of Gershorn ( 1 8:30). If they are identi
cal (as seems likely), then the Levite's relationship 
to Judah must be geographical, not genealogical, 
in spite of the phrase 'family of Judah' ( 1 7:7). I f  
the  two men are not  identical, then the  Levite may 
be an example of the possibility that men of other 
tribes could, in this period, join themselves to the 
priestly tribe. This may have been the case with 
o Samuel, an Ephraimite (cf I Sa. I :  I; I Ch. 6:28). 

PRI ESTS AND LEVITES 

Therc is some evidence that the term Levile may 
have been a functional title meaning 'one pledged 
by vow' as weil as a tri bai designation (cf W. F. 
Albright, Arehaeology and Ihe Religion o[ Israel" 
1 953,  pp. 1 09, 204ff.); however, T. 1. Meek (Hebre", 
Origins 3, 1 960, pp. 1 2 I ff.) maintains that the Lev
ites were originally a secular tribe who assumed a 
priestly function not only in I srael but perhaps in 
Arabia as wei l .  The macabre story 01' the Levite 
and his concubine (Jdg. 1 9) is further testimony to 
the itinerations of the Levites and to the general 
laxness of the era. Lack 01' central authority cur
tailed the control which the central sanctuary at 
Shiloh should have enjoyed (Jdg. 1 8 : 3 1 )  and al
lowed numerous shrines to exist which paid little 
heed to the Mosaic regulations. 

Levites appear only rarely in the rest of the 
Former Prophets, usually in connection with their 
role in carrying the ark (I Sa. 6: 1 5; 2 Sa. 1 5 :24; I 
Ki. 8:4). When 0 Jeroboam I set up rival shrines at 
Dan and Bethel, he staffed them with non-Ievitical 
priests, probably in order to sever relationships 
with the Jerusalem Temple as completely as pos
sible ( I  Ki. 1 2: 3 1 ;  cf 2 Ch. 1 1 : 1 3- 14; 1 3:9- 1 0) .  
Royal control of the centre of worship in both king
doms was an important feature of the Monarchy. 

e The Chronicles 
The priestly perspective of the writer of the books 
of 0 Chronicles tends to accentuate the role of the 
Levites and fills in numerous details of their minis
try which the authors of Kings have omitted. I n  
the genealogies o f  I Ch. 6 ,  which also describe the 
role of Aaron's sons (6:49-53) and the distribution 
of levitical cities (6:54-8 1 ), special attention is fo
cused on the levitical singers, Heman, Asaph, 
Ethan and their sons, who were put in charge of 
the Temple music by David (6:3 1 ff.; cf I Ch .  
1 5 : 1 6ff.) .  The list of Levites in I Ch. 9 bristles with 
problems. The similarities between it and Ne. 1 1  
have led some (e.g. ASV,  RSV) to treat it as the roll of 
Levites who returned to Jerusalem from the captiv
ity (cf I Ch. 9: I ). Others (e.g. C. F. Keil) view it as 
a list of early inhabitants of Jerusalem. Both the 
carefully organized assignments of duty and the 
numbers of Levites involved (cf the 2 1 2  gatekeep
ers of I Ch. 9:22 with the 93 of I Ch. 26:8- 1 1 )  
suggest a period subsequent to that of David. The 
dose co-operation between Levites and sons of 
priests (cf I Ch. 9:28ff.) and the fact that Levites 
cared for some of the holy vessels and helped to 
prepare the showbread may indicate that the rigid 
division of duties suggested in Nu. 4 and 18 broke 
down during the Monarchy, perhaps because the 
sons of Aaron were not numerous enough (the 
1 ,760 in I Ch. 9: 13 probably refers to the number 
of kinsmen, not to the number of heads of houses) 
to cope with the demands of their office. Therefore, 
in addition to their regular tasks as singers and 
musicians, gatekeepers, porters, eie., the Levites 
had to help in the actual preparation of the sacri
fices, as weil as in the care of the courts and 
chambers, the c1eansing of the holy things and the 
preparation of the showbread, the cereal offering, 
the unleavened bread, the baked offering, eie. 
(23: 1 4).  
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David's orders in I Ch. 23 illustrate the two 
dominant factors which produced substantial 
changes in the levitical offices: the permanent loca
tion of the ark in Jerusalem, which automatically 
made obsolete all the regulations concerning the 
Levites' function as porters; and the centralization 
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01' responsibility tor the official religion (as ror all 
other affairs of l ife) in the king. The Heb. view of 
corporate personality saw the king as the great 
father of the nation whose essential character was 
derived rrom him. As David brought the central 
shrine to Jerusalem (I Ch. 1 3 :2ff.) and established 
the patterns of its function (I Ch. 1 5 : l ff. ;  23 : l ff.) in 
accordance with the principles of the Mosaic legis
lation, so Solomon built, dedicated and supervised 
the Temple and its cult according to his father's 
plan (I Ch. 28: I 1 - 1 3, 2 1 ;  2 Ch. 5-8, note especially 
8: 1 5 :  'And they did not turn aside from what the 
king had commanded the priests and Levites . .  . ') . 

Similarly, Jehoshaphat commissioned princes, 
Levites and priests to teach the law throughout 
Judah (2 Ch. 1 7 :7ff.) and appointed certain Lev
ites, priests and ramily heads as judges in Jerusalem 
(2 Ch. 1 9 :8ff.) under the supervision of the chief 
priest. Joash (2 Ch. 24: 5ff.), Hezekiah (2 Ch. 
29:3ff.)  and Josiah (2 Ch. 35 :2ff.) supervised the 
priests and Levites and re-established them in their 
functions according to the Davidic pattern. 

The relationship between the levitical office and 
the prophetic is a moot question. Were some Lev
ites cult-prophets? No firm answer is possible, but 
there is some evidence that Levites sometimes exer
cised prophetic activity: Jahaziel, a Levite of the 
sons of Asaph, prophesied Jehoshaphat's victory 
over the Moabite-Ammonite coalition (2 Ch. 
20: 14ff.) and Jeduthun, the Levite, is called the 
king's seer (2 Ch.  35 :  1 5) .  

d. The LaI/er Prophets 
Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel touch brieRy upon 
the role of the Levites after the Exile. Is. 66: 2 1  
speaks of God's gathering of dispersed I sraelites 
(or perhaps converted heathen) to serve hirn as 
priests and Levites. Jeremiah (33: 1 7ff.) envisages a 
covenant with the levitical priests (or perhaps 
priests and Levites; cf Syr. and Vulg.) which is as 
binding as God's covenant with David's family (cf 
2 Sa. 7). Ezekiel torces a sharp c1eavage between 
the levitical priests, whom he calls the sons of 
Zadok (e.g. 40:46; 43: 1 9), and the Levites. The 
former are deemed to have remained faithful to 
God (44: 1 5 ; 48: 1 1 ), while the latter went astray 
after idols and therefore could not approach the 
altar or handle the most sacred things (44 : 1 0-14). 
Actually Ezekiel's suggestion seems to be a return 
to the careful distinction between priest and Levite 
found in Numbers from the somewhat more lax 
view wh ich prevailed du ring the Monarchy. 

e. The post-exilic writings 
Under Joshua and Zerubbabel 34 1 Levites re
turned (Ezr. 2 :36ff.) with the 4,289 members of 
priestly families, and the 392 Temple servants 
(n'{inim, i. e. 'given', 'appointed', who were appar
ently descendants of prisoners of war pressed into 
Temple service; cf Jos. 9:23, 27; Ezr. 8:20). The 
difference between the large number of priests and 
the comparatively small number of Levites may be 
due to the fact that many Levites took on priestly 
status du ring the Exile. The other Levites respon
sible for menial tasks in the Temple seem to have 
been reluctant to return (Ezr. 8: 1 5-20). The Levites 
played a prominent part at the laying of the foun
dation (Ezr. 3 :8ff.) and at the dedication of the 
Temple (Ezr. 6: 1 6ff.). Ezra, after recruiting Levites 
for his party (Ezr. 8: 1 5ff.), instituted a reform to 
ban foreign marriages in wh ich even priests and 
Levites had become involved (Ezr. 9:  I ff.; 10 :5ff.). 
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Similarly in Nehemiah, the Levites and priests 
cngaged in their full range of duties. After repair
ing a section of the wall (Ne. 3:  1 7), the Levites 
were busily occupied with instruction in t he law 
(Ne. 8 :7-9) and participation in the religious lire of 
the nation (Ne. 1 1  :3ff.; 1 2: 27ff.) .  They were to re
ceive tithes from the people and in turn to give a 
tithe of the tithes to Aaron's sons (Ne. I O:37ff.; 
1 2 :47). The need for a central authority to enforce 
the levitical regulations was shown by the deterior
ation of the cult during Nehemiah's absence from 
Jerusalem: Tobiah, the Ammonite, was allowed to 
occupy the room in the Temple which should have 
served as a storeroom tor the levitical tithes (Ne. 
1 3 :4ff.); deprived of their support, the Levites had 
forsaken the Temple and Red to their fields in order 
to sustain themselves (Ne. 1 3 : I Off.) .  

I !  may have been du r ing this period that  the 
priests put personal gain above their covenanted 
responsibility to te ach the law and accepted cor
rupt sacrifices (Mal. I :6ff.; 2:4ff.). For Malachi, the 
purification of the sons of Levi was one of God's 
central eschatological missions (3: 1 -4). 

The high priesthood remained in the family of 
Eleazar until the time of * Eli, a descendant of 
I thamar. The conspiracy of • Abiathar led Solo
mon to depose hirn ( I  Ki. 2 :26f.). The office thus 
returned to the house 01' Eleazar in * Zadok and 
remained in that family until political intrigues 
resulted in the deposition of Onias I \ I  by the 
Seleucid king Antiochus Epiphanes (c. 1 74 BC). 
Thereafter it became the patronage of the ruling 
power. 

1 1 .  Wellhausen's reconstruction 
The development of the documentary hypothesis 
with its emphasis on the post-exilic date tor the 
completion of the priestly code (* PENTATEUCH) 
brought with it a drastic re-evaluation of the de
velopment of Israel's religion. The c1assical form 
of this re-evaluation was stated by Julius Well
hausen ( 1 844- 1 9 1 8) in his Prolegomena to the His
tory oJ lsrael ( 1 878; E .T. 1 885). 

The crux of the relationship between priest and 
Levite for Wellhausen was Ezekiel's banning of 
Levites from priestly duties (44:6- 1 6). From Ezek
iel's statement Wellhausen drew two inferences: the 
separation of the holy from the profane was not 
part of the temple procedure, as the use of heathen 
temple servants (see abovc) indicates; Ezekiel rc
duced the Levites, who had hitherto performed 
priestly functions, to the status of temple-slaves. 
The sons of Zadok were exempt from Ezekiel's in
dictment because they served at the central sanctu
ary in Jerusalem and, unlike the Levites, had not 
defiled themselves by service at the high places 
throughout the land. When the sons of Zadok ob
jected to relinquishing their exclusive control, 
Ezekiel devised 'moral' grounds for maintaining 
their exclusiveness, although actually the distinc
tion between priests and Levites was accidental not 
moral (the priests happened to be at Jerusalem, the 
Levites at the high places). Wellhausen concluded 
that the priestly law of Numbers did not exist in 
Ezekiel's time. 

Since the Aaronic priesthood is stressed only in 
the priestly code, it was viewed by Weil hausen as a 
fiction in order to give the priesthood an anchor in 
the Mosaic period. The genealogies in Chronicles 
are artificial attempts to link the sons of Zadok 
with Aaron and Eleazar. 

Central in Wellhausen's reconstruction was the 



striking contrast between the 'elaborate ma
chinery' 01' the wilderness cult and the decentral
ization 01' the period 01' the Judges, when worship 
played apparently only a minor role according to 
Jdg. 3- 1 6 .  The latter period he took to be the au
thentic time 01' origin 01' Israelite worship, which 
began simply as various family heads offered their 
own sacrifices, and developed as certain families 
(e.g. Eli's at Shiloh) gained prominence at special 
sanctuaries. A startling example 01' the contrast be
tween t he complexity 01' the wilderness religion 
and the simplicity during the settlement was the 
fact that Samuel, an Ephraimite, sIe pt nightly 
beside the ark (I Sa. 3 :3) in the place where, ac
cording to Lv. 1 6, only the high priest could enter 
annual ly. 

When Solomon built the permanent shrine for 
the ark, the prominence 01' the Jerusalem priests 
(under Zadok, whom David had appointed) was 
assured. Like Judah, like Israel: Jeroboam's shrines 
were royal shrines and the priests were directly re
sponsible to hirn (Am. 7 : I Off. ). In Judah the pro
cess 01' centralization reached its acme when Jos
iah's reform abolished the high places, reduced 
their priests to subsidiary status in the central sanc
tuary and set the stage for Ezekiel's crucial 
declaration. 

Against this evolutionary schematization, Well
hausen set the various strata 01' the Pentateuch and 
found a remarkable degree 01' correspondence. I n  
the laws 01' J (Ex. 20-23; 34) the priesthood i s  not 
mentioned, while the other parts 01' J mark Aaron 
(Ex. 4: 1 4 ; 32: I ff.) and Moses (Ex. 33:7-1 I )  as 
founders 01' the clergy. The mention of other 
priests (e.g. Ex . 1 9:22; 32:29) was disregarded by 
Wellhausen, who considered these passages as in
terpolations. It was in D (Dt. 1 6: I 8-I 8 :22) that he 
saw the beginning 01' the use 01' the name Levites 
for the priests. The hereditary character 01' the 
priesthood began not with Aaron (who, according 
to Wellhausen, 'was not originally present in J, but 
owed his introduction to the redactor who com
bined J and E') but during the Monarchy with the 
sons 01' Zadok. Recognizing the basic authenticity 
01' the inclusion 01' Levi in the tribaI blessings 01' 
Gn. 49, Wellhausen believed that this tribe 'suc
cumbed at an early date' and that the supposed tie 
between the official use 01' the term Lel'ite and the 
tribe 01' Levi waS artiftclal . 

The priestly code (P) not only strengthened the 
hand 01' the clergy but introduced the basic divi
sion into the ranks 01' the cIe-rgy-the separation 01' 
priests (Aaron's sons) from Levites (the rest 01' the 
tribe). Therefore, while the Deuteronomist spoke 
01' levitical priests ( i. e. the priests the Levites) the 
priestly writers, especially the Chronicler, spoke 01' 
priests and Levites. 

Another priestly innovation was the figure 01' the 
high priest, who loomed larger in Exodus, Leviti
cus and Numbers than anywhere else in the pre
exilic writings. Whereas in the historical books the 
king dominated the cult, in the priestly code i t  was 
the high priest, whose regal status, according to 
Wellhausen, could only reHect a period when the 
civil government of Judah was in the hands 01' for
eigners and Israel was not so much a people as a 
church-the post-exilic period. 

One need only consult such representative works 
as Max Loehr's A History 01 Religion in the Old 
Testament, 1 936, e.g. pp. 1 36-1 37; W. O. E .  Oester
ley and T. H. Robinson's Hebrew Religion, 1 930, 
e.g. p. 255;  and R. H .  Pfeiffer's fOT, 1 948, e.g. pp. 
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556-557, to see the stubbornness with which Well
hausen's reconstruction has persisted. 

III. Some reactions to Wellhausen's recolistructioll 
Among the conservatives who have set out to tum
ble Wel lhausen's structure, three names are note
worthy: James Orr (The Problem 01 the Old Testa
ment, 1 906), O. T. Allis ( The Five Books 01 Moses', 
1 949, pp. 1 85- 1 96), G. Ch. Aalders (A Short Intro
duction to the Pentateuch, 1 949, pp. 66-7 1 ) .  

Basic t o  Wellhausen's reconstruction is the as
sumption that the Levites who were invited in Dt. 
1 8 :6-7 to serve at the central shrine were the priests 
who had been disfranchised by the abolition of 
their high places during Josiah's reform. But solid 
evidence for this assumption is lacking. In fact, 2 
Ki. 23 :9 affirms the opposite: the priests of the 
high places did not come up to the altar 01' the 
Lord in Jerusalem. The critical view that priests 
and Levites are not clearly distinguished in Deu
teronomy has been discussed above, where i t  was 
seen that a clear distinction was made between 
them in regard to the people's responsibility to
wards them (Dt. 1 8:3-5, 6-8). Nor can the view 
that the phrase 'the priests the Levites' (Dt. 1 7:9, 
1 8 ; 1 8 : I ;  24:8; 27:9),  not found elsewhere in the 
Pentateuch, argues for the identity 0 1'  the two of
fices in Deuteronomy be maintained. The phrase 
serves merely to l ink the priests with their tribe. 
Confirrnation for this seems to be found in 2 Ch . 
23:  I 8 and 30:27, where the 'Levitical priests' are 
distinguished from other Levites (30:25), gatekeep
ers, etc. (23: 1 9) .  

Attention has frequently been directed by Well
hausen and others to the apparent discrepancy be
tween the law 01' • tithes in Nu .  1 8: 2 1  ff. (cf Lv. 
27 :30ff.), which earmarks the tithes for the Levites, 
and the counterpart in Dt. 1 4:22ff. ,  which allows 
Israelites to eat of the tithes in a sacrificial meal 
while enjoining them to share i t  with the Levites. 
Judaism has traditionally reconciled these passages 
by calling the tithe 01' Deuteronomy 'a second 
tithe', e.g. in the Talmudic tractate Ma'aier Sheni. 
This explanation may not be so acceptable as 
James Orr's (op. cit. , pp. 1 88-1 89): the laws of 
Deuteronomy, he held, apply to a time when the 
tithe-Iaws (and those relating to levitical cities) 
could not be fully enforced, since the conquest was 
not complete and there was no central agency to 
enforce them. In other words, Nu.  1 8: 2 1  ff. deals 
with Israel's ideal while Dt. 1 4:22ff. is an interim 
programme for the conquest and settlement. 

Pivotal in Wellhausen's reconstruction is his in
terpretation 01' Ezekiel's denunciation 01' the Lev
ites (44:4ff.), in which he finds the origin of the 
cleavage between priests (the sons of  Zadok) and 
Levites (priests who had previously engaged in 
idolatry at the high places). But James Orr (op. eit. , 
pp. 3 1 5-3 1 9 ,  520) calls attention to the deplorable 
condition 01' the priesthood just prior to Ezekiel's 
time and points out that Ezekiel did not establish 
the law but rather re-established it by depriving 
Levites of privileges not rightly theirs, which they 
had usurped during the Monarchy and by demot
ing idolatrous priests to the al ready well
established lower rank 01' Levite. Furthermore, the 
ideal context of Ezekiel's pronouncement suggests 
that the degradation in view may never have been 
carried out, at least not literally. The tone 01' Ezek
ie! stands in contradiction to that of the priestly 
code in that the latter knows nothing of priestly 
degradation but stresses divine appointment. I n  
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addition, the priests in P are not Zadok's sons but 
Aaron 's sons. 

The office of high priest has been largely rele
gated to the post-exilic period by the Wellhause
nian school. Though the title itself occurs only in 2 
Ki. 1 2: I 0; 22:4, 8; 23 :4 in pre-exilic writings (usu
ally considered by documentary critics to be post
exilic interpolations), the existence of the office 
seems to be indicated by the title 'the priest' (e.g. 
Ahimelech. I Sa. 2 1  :2 ;  lehoiada, 2 Ki. 1 1 : 9- 1 0, 1 5; 
Urijah, 2 Ki. 1 6: I Off.) and by the fact that a priest
hood of any size at all involves an administrative 
chief, even if  the king is the head of the cult .  (Cf J. 
Pedersen, Israel, 3-4, p. 1 89.)  

In The Religion 01 Israel, 1 960, Yehezkel 
Kaufmann examines a number of Wellhausen's 
key conclusions and finds them wanting. The high 
priest, for instance, far from being a royal figure 
reflecting the post-exilic religious leaders, faithfully 
mirrors the conditions of the military camp which 
is subject to the authority of Moses, not Aaron (op. 
eit. , pp. 1 84-1 87).  

Kaufmann turns his attention to 'the one pillar 
of Wellhausen's structure that has not been shaken 
by later criticism'-the reconstruction of the rela
tionship between priests and Levites. Noting the 
absence of evidence for the demotion of the rural 
priests, he then calls attention to a basic weakness 
in the documentary view: 'Nothing can make 
plausible a theory that the very priests who de
moted their colleagues saw fit to endow them with 
the amplest c1erical due, a theory the more im
probable when the great number of priests and 
paucity of Levites at the Restoration (4,289 priests, 
Ezr. 2 :36ff.; 34 1 Levites plus 392 temple servants, 
Ezr. 2:43ff.) is borne in mind' (p. 1 94). 

Why did the priests preserve the story of the 
Levites' faithfulness during Aaron's defection (Ex. 
32 :26-29), while glossing over the idolatry, which, 
for Wellhausen, was responsible for their degra
dation, and according the Levites the honour of 
divine appointment rather than punishment? After 
affirming that the Levites are c1early a distinct c1ass 
in the Exile, Kaufmann points out that they could 
not have developed as a distinct c1ass in the brief 
period between 10siah's reform (to say not hing of 
Ezekiel's denunciation) and the return, and that on 
foreign soi l .  

Kaufmann's own reconstruction may not prove 
entirely satisfactory. He denies a hereditary con
nection between the sons of Aaron and the Levites, 
since he deerns the Aaronids to be 'the ancient, 
pagan priesthood of Israel' (p. 1 97), and thus re
jects the firm biblical tradition connecting Moses, 
Aaron and the Levites (cf Ex. 4: 1 4) .  In the golden 
calf incident the old secular tribe of Levi rallied 
with Moses against Aaron, but was forced to yield 
the privilege of altar service to the Aaronids (p. 
1 98), while they themselves had to be content as 
hierodules. This raises the question as to how, apart 
from a connection with Moses, the Aaronids sur
vived the catastrophe of the golden calf and con
tinued as priests. Kaufmann's opinion that the 
Deuteronomic legislation was compiled during the 
latter part of the Monarchy and thus is consider
ably later than the priestly writings may be more of 
a return to an old critical position (i. e. that of Th . 
Noeldeke and others) than a fresh thrust at 
Wellhausen. 

Rejecting the linear view of institutional evolu
tion wh ich was a main plank in Wellhausen's plat
form, W. F. Albright notes that Israel would be 
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unique among her neighbours had she not enjoyed 
during the period of the ludges and afterwards a 
high priest, usually called (in accordance with 
Semitic practice) the priest (Archaeology and the 
Religion 01 Israefl, 1 953,  pp. 1 07-1 08). Thc lack of 
emphasis on the high-priestly office during the 
Monarchy represents a decline, while, after the 
Monarchy's collapse, the priesthood again rose to 
a position of prestige. Albright accepts the histor
icity of Aaron and finds no reason for not con
sidering Zadok an Aaronid. Concluding that the 
Levite had first a functional (see above) and then a 
tri bai significance, Albright points out that Levites 
may sometimes have been promoted to priests and 
that 'we are not justified either in throwing over
board the standard Israelite tradition regarding 
priests and Levites, or in considering these classes 
as hard and fast genealogical groups' (op. eit. , p. 
1 1 0). 

The assumption that the tabernacle in the wil
derness was the idealization of the Temple and had 
no historical existence, so basic to Wellhausen's 
reconstruction, has now largely been abandoned 
(although cf R. H. Pfeiffer's Religion in the Old 
Testament, 1 96 1 , pp. 77-78). Both arks and port
able tent-shrines are attested among Israel's neigh
bours, as archaeology has revealed. Far from being 
figments of a later period, these, as lohn Bright 
notes, are 'heritages of Israel's primitive desert 
faith' (A History 01 Israel, 1 960, pp. 1 46- 1 47). 

Obviously the last word has not been said on this 
puzzling problem of the relationship between 
priests and Levites. The data from the per iod of 
the conquest and settlement are meagre. It is haz
ardous to assurne that the pentateuchal legislation, 
representing the ideal as it often does, was ever 
carried out l iterally. Even such stalwart kings as 
David, lehoshaphat, Hezekiah and 10siah were not 
able to ensure complete conformity to the Mosaic 
pattern. But it is even more tenuous to hold that 
because laws were not enforced they did not exist. 
The combination of argumentation from silence, 
straight-line evolutionary reconstruction, and a 
resort to textual emendations and literary excisions 
when passages prove troublesome, has resulted 
more than once in interpretations of biblical his
tory wh ich have proved to be too facile to stand 
permanently in the face of the complexities of 
biblical data and Semitic culture. Wellhausen's 
ingenious reconstruction of the history of the 
Levites may prove to be a case in point .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. In addition to works ci ted abovc, 
R. Brinker, The Influenee 01 Sanetuaries in Early 
Israel, 1 946, pp. 65ff.; R.  de Vaux, Ancient Israel. 
Its Life and Instillltions, E.T. 1 96 1 ;  A .  Cody, A His
tory ol the Old Testament Priesthood, 1 969; M .  
Haran e t  al. , 'Priests and Priesthood', Ei, 1 3 , 1 970; 
H.-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel, E.T. 1 966. 

IV. Priesthood in the New Testament 

a. Continuity witl! the Old Testament 
With the single exception of the priest 01' Zeus, 
who wrongly seeks to venerate Paul and Barnabas 
in Lystra (Acts 14: 1 3),  references to priest and high 
priest in the Gospels and Acts assurne an historical 
and religious continuity with the OT: no explan
ation is needed of the priest's function in the story 
of the good Samaritan (Lk. 1 0:3 1 )  or of the duties 
of the 'priest named Zechariah', father of lohn the 
Baptist (Lk. 1 : 5); lesus recognized the lawful func
tion of the priests in declaring lepers clean (Mt .  



8:4: Mk .  1 :44; Lk. 5 : 1 4; 1 7: 14 ;  see Lv. 1 4:3). Jesus 
also pitted the freer practice of so me OT priests 
against the legalism of his opponents (Mt.  1 2:4--5). 
He had no basic quarrel with the prescribed func
tions of the Temple and priesthood. 

b. Conflict with Judaism 
The lion's share of  references to priests, especially 
high priests (or chief priests as RSV usually has 
them) are found, !:owever, in contexts of conflict. 
Matthew depicts the high priests as actively in
volved in the gospel events from beginning (Mt .  
2:4) to end (Mt .  28: 1 1 ) .  Their opposition mounts 
as the claims and mission of Jesus become clear, 
e.g. in his challenge to the Sabbath legislation (Mt .  
1 2 : 1-7; Mk.  2 :23-27; Lk .  6: 1-5) and in h is  parables 
that censured the religious leaders (Mt .  2 1 :45-46). 
This conflict to the death was anticipated immedi
ately after Peter's confession at Caesarea Philippi 
(Mt. 1 6:2 1 ;  Mk. 8 :3 1 ;  Lk. 9 :22), was intensified at 
the Palm Sunday reception and the subsequent 
Temple cleansing (Mt .  2 1 :  1 5 , 23, 45-46; Mk .  I I  :27; 
Lk. 1 9 :47-48; 20: 1 ), and reached its bitter climax 
in the arrest and trial (Mt .  26-27). The Fourth 
Gospel also bears witness to the conflict (Jn. 7:32, 
45; I I  :47, where Pharisees are the partners in 
crime; 1 2 :  I 0, where the hostility focuses on Laza
rus; 1 8 :  1 9, 22, 24, 35, where Caiaphas' role in 
Jesus' trial is stressed; cf 1 9 :  1 5). 

The chief priests (archiereus) rarely acted alone 
in their desire to crush Jesus' influence. Depending 
on the issue and circumstances, they were joined by 
other officials of  the Sanhedrin (archontes, Lk. 
23:  1 3; 24:20), by scribes (grammateis, Mt.  2:4; 
20: 1 8; 2 1 :  1 5), by scribes and elders (grammateis, 
presbyteroi, Mt. 1 6: 2 1 ;  27 :4 1 ;  Mk.  8 :3 1 ;  1 1 :27; 
14 :43, 53; Lk. 9 :22), by elders (Mt. 21 :23; 26:3). 
The singular 'high priest' usually refers to the 
president of the Sanhedrin (e.g. Caiaphas, Mt .  
26:57; Jn .  1 8 : 1 3 ; Annas, Lk. 3 :2;  Jn .  1 8 :24; Acts 
4:6; Ananias, Acts 23:2; 24: I ). The plural 'chief 
priests' describes members of the high-priestly 
families who serve in the Sanhedrin; ruling and 
former high priests together with members of the 
prominent priestly families (Acts 4:6). 1. Jeremias 
has argued that 'chief priests' include Temple of
ficers like treasurer and captain of police (Jerusa
lem in the Time 0/ Jesus, ET. 1 969, pp. 1 60ff.) .  

The death and resurrection of Jcsus did not 
quell the conflict, as Acts amply documents. The 
apostolic witness to the resurrection drew the Sad
ducees into the struggle alongsidc the chief priests 
and other Temple officials (Acts 4: I ;  5: 1 7). Priestly 
involvement in the story of Saul of Tarsus is note
worthy. The proposed persecution of Christians in 
Damascus apparently had the official sanction of 
the high priest (Acts 9: 1 -2, 1 4); the 'itinerant 
Jewish exorcists' who sougli1t to dupl icate Paul's 
miracles in Ephesus were de,scribed as 'seven sons 
of a Jewish high priest named Sceva' (Acts 1 9 : 1 3-
1 4); like his Master, Paul stood trial before a high 
priest, Ananias, who also pressed charges against 
hirn before the Roman governors Fel ix and Festus 
(Acts 24: I ff.; 25: 1 -3). Alrnost nothing in the apos
tle's life il lustrates so clearly the radical change 
wrought by his convcrsion than the dramatic re
versal in his relationships to the priestly establish
ment: the beginning of his story found hirn riding 
with the hounds; the end, running with the foxes. 

c. Consl/mmation in Christ 
At root this conflict sprang from the Christian 
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conviction and the Jewish suspicion that Jesus' life, 
death, resurrection and ascension spelt the eclipse 
if not the destruction of the old priestly structures. 
Jesus' own teaching had placed hirn at the heart of 
a new sacerdotal structure: 'something greater 
than the temple is here' (Mt .  1 2 :6); 'destroy this 
temple, and in three days 1 will raise i t  up' (Jn. 
2 :  1 9); 'for the Son of man also came not to be 
served but to serve, and to give his l ife as a ransom 
for many' (Mk.  1 0:45). 

Of the NT writers, i t  is the author of Hebrews 
who picks up these threads and weaves them into a 
many-coloured fabric. In its passion to prove that 
the Christian faith is superior to, indeed has re
placed, the OT patterns of worship, Hebrews 
presses persistently its claim that Jesus has been 
appointed by God (5 :5- 1 0) to be the new, the true 
high priest who can finally deal with human sin. 
His priesthood, surpassing Aaron's (7 : 1 1 )  and 
reaching back to Melchizedek's (7: 1 5- 1 7), con
tains the perfection missing in the older sacrificial 
system (7: 1 8) :  I .  It is based on God's own oath 
(7:20-22); 2. It is permanent because it is centred in 
the eternal Christ (7:23-25); 3 .  It partakes of the 
perfection of Christ who had no need to be purged 
of sin, as did the sons of Aaron (7:26-28); 4. I t  
continues in the heavens where God hirnself has 
erected the true sanctuary of which Moses' tent 
was but 'a copy and shadow' (8: 1 -7); 5 .  It is the 
fulfilment of God's promise of a new covenant 
(8:8-1 3); 6. Its sacrifice needs no repeating but was 
rendered 'once for all' (7 :27; 9: 1 2);  7. I ts  offering 
was not 'the blood of bulls and goats', unable to 
take away sins, but 'the body of Jesus Christ', 
through which believers are sanctified ( 1 0:4, 1 0); 8. 
Its result is full and regular access to God for all 
Christians not just a priestly order ( 1 0: 1 1 -22); 9. 
Its promises and hopes are assured by the faithful
ness of God and the assurance of Christ's second 
coming (9:28; 1 0:23); 1 0. Its full forgiveness pro
vides the highest motivation for our works of love 
and righteousness ( 1 0 :  1 9-25); 1 1 . Its effectiveness 
in the lives of God's people is guaranteed by 
Christ's constant intercession (7:25) .  Though Paul 
did not choose to make Christ's priesthood a dom
inant theme in his writings (probably because h is 
ministry was largely to Gentiles, for whom a knowl
edge of their freedom from law and their new place 
in God's purpose was the pre-eminent need), we 
can be grateful that the rich insights 01' Hebrews 
are among God's gifts in the canon of Scripture. 
See G E. Ladd, A Theology o/ the New Testament, 
1 974, pp. 578-584. 

d Commission o/ the chI/reh 
As Christ's body and as his new Israel (cf Ex. 
1 9:6), the church is anointed to a priesthood in the 
world-a mediatorial service that declares the wil l  
01'  God to human kind and bears human needs 
before God's throne in prayer. Two related duties 
of this priesthood are mentioned by Peter: I .  'to 
offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through 
Jesus Christ' (I Pet. 2 :5),  i. e. to worship God and 
do his loving will; 2 .  to 'declare the wonderful 
deeds 01' hirn who called you out of darkness into 
his marvellous light ' ,  i. e. to bear witness to his 
saving work in the world (I Pet. 2:9). 

Peter's 'royal priesthood' is echoed and ampli
fied in Rev. where the beloved and forgiven church 
is ca lied 'a kingdom, priests to his God and Father' 
(Rev. 1 :6; cf 5 : 1 0; 20:6). This royal role not only 
entails obedience to Christ 'the ruler 01' kings on 
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earth' (Rev. 1 :5) but also participation in his rule 
over others: 'and they shall reign on earth' (Rev. 
5: 1 0; cf 20:6). Here the circle of conflict has 
taken a full turn: the people of Christ, afflicted 
by a priesthood that opposed their Master, will 
share in his victory as trlumphant high priest and 
demonstrate his loving sovereignty in a hostile 
world. 

The church's priesthood in the NT is corporate: 
no individual minister or leader is called 'priest'. 
The post-apostolic writings, however, move quick
Iy in that direction: Clement (AD 95-96) descrlbes 
Christian ministry in terms of high priest, prlests 
and Levites (I Clem. 40-44); the Didaehe ( 1 3 :3) 
likens prophets to high priests. Tertullian (On Bap
lism 1 7) and Hippolytus (Re/ulalion 0/ All Her
esies, preface) seemed to have pioneered the use of 
the titles 'priest' and 'high priest' for Christian 
ministers (e. AD 200). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. W. Manson, Minislry and 
Prieslhood: Christ's and Ours, 1 958; R. de Vaux, 
Aneienl lsrae/, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 27 1-5 1 7; bibliography, pp. 
537-552; H .  Seebas, NIDNTT 2, pp. 232-236; 1. 
Baehr, NIDNTT 3, pp. 32-44. D.A.H. 

PRINCE. A variety of Heb. words are translated 
'prince', but are not always so rendered. ' Ruler', 
'leader', 'captain', eIe., are also used. The fre
quency of the use of the word is an effect (still 
discernible in RSV) of the AV translators' so render
ing, though not with entire consistency, the LXX 
arehön, which itself rcpresents no less than 20 Heb. 
words, the most important being the word for 
'head' rö's 

The' Heb. words fall into two categories. First, 
loan-words from other languages, usually referring 
to foreign dignitaries. For example, :csaQ- rapavan, 
'satrap', and/ralama, ' foremost', are Persian words 
transliterated in On. 3 :2, eIe. (Aram. 'a�aSdarpan), 
1 :3 (Heb. plur. parl'mim). The • satrapies of the 
Persian empire were originally coextensive with 
the conquered kingdoms. But Oarius reduced 
the number to twenty (Herodotus 3. 89-94). The 
power of the satrap was checked by certain officials 
responsible directly to the Great King, but other
wise approximated to that of a vassal king. 

Secondly, words of indigenous origin represent
ing the following salient ideas: ( I )  sar, 'exercising 
dominion', whether as supreme or subordinate to 
an overlord; (2) nägid, 'being in front', especially of 
military leader; (3) näH', 'being exalted'; (4) näejif2, 
'a volunteer', perhaps signifying a contrast with 
those whom a king might compel to fight on his 
behalf; (5) qä�in, 'a judge'. . 

Ezekiel often uses näH' 01' the Mcssiah: It cor
responds with his conception of the true Oavid 
(Ezk. 37:24-25). [n Oaniel, sar and nägid are used 
of hirn, corresponding to the military imagery with 
which thc cosmic struggle is depicted. sar IS also 
used 01' the guardian angels 01' countries, and par
ticularly of Michael (On. 1 0: 1 3 , 2 1 ) . 

[n the NT arehön is used 01' Satan, 'ruler 01' 
this world', and in the plural, of the Roman and 
Jewish authorities ('rulers'). It is oncc used 01' 
Christ (Rev. 1 :5), 'ruler 01' the kings 01' the earth', 
but elsewhere where 'prince' is used in AV. The LXX 
archegos (Ior Heb. näSt and qä�in) is used 01' 
Christ (cf Acts 5 :3 1 ), gathering from its Greek 
connections the additional idea 01' 'author' (Acts 
3:  1 5) and 'pioneer' (Heb. 2: I 0; 1 2:2). 

1 .B.J. 

PRISON. 

I.  In the Old Testament 
The first mention of a prison in Scripture is that 01' 
• Joseph in Egypt (Gn. 39:20-23). For this the 
Hebrew text uses a special term b€I-söhar; söhar IS 
usually compared wit h  other Semitic words lor 
'round' or 'enclosure', and Joseph's prison is there
fore commonly considered to be, or be in, a fort
ress. The comparison of Heb. söhar with Egyp. 
['rw, 'Sil€' (mod. Qantara), is false, l\s thls word IS 
really TI (1. Vergote, Joseph en Egyple, 1 959, 
pp. 25--28). However, there is an Egyp. word (rl, 
occurring as early as c. 1 900 BC as well as later, 
wh ich means 'enclosed building', 'store', '(ship's) 
cabin', and this might just conceivably be con
nected with söhar. Egyp. prisons served as forced
labour compounds, as 'lock-ups' and as places 01' 
remand for people like Joseph awaiting trial. The 
butler and baker were put in mismär, detention, 
virtually house-arrest ,  in  Joseph's prison (Gn. 
40:2-3) unti l  their case was decided. Joseph's 
brothers were likewise detained for 3 days (Gn. 
42: 1 7, 1 9) .  After capture by the Philistines, Samson 
was kept in prison, the 'house 01' the prisoners' 
(Jdg. 1 6:2 1 ,  25; l i t .  'those bound'); a very slmllar 
term is used in Ec. 4: 1 4 .  

[ n  Judah the guardrooms 01' the palace guards 
served as a temporary prison for Jeremiah (32:2, 8, 
1 2; 33: I ;  37:2 1 ;  38:28; cf also Ne. 3 :25 ;  1 2 :39). 
Both there and in a private residence, a cistern 
could be used as a dungeon, which would often be 
very unpleasant (Je. 37: 1 6, 20; 38:6, 1 3) and dark 
( [s. 42:7), a symbol of bondage from which the 
Lord's servant should deliver his people (Acts 
26: 1 5- 1 8 ;  Lk. 1 :79). Nor was Jeremiah the only 
prophet imprisoned for his faithfulness in declar
ing God's message: Asa 01' Judah put Hanam the 
seer into the stocks (2 Ch. 16 :  I 0), and Ahab had 
Micaiah put in prison on rations 01' bread and 
water (I Ki. 22:27; 2 Ch. 1 8 : 26). Oefeated kings 
were sometimes imprisoned by their conquerors: 
so Hoshea 01' [srael by the Assyrians (2 Ki. 1 7 :4), 
Jehoiachin 01' Judah by Nebuchadrezzar (cf Je. 
24: I ,  5; O. 1. Wiseman, Chronic/es 0/ Cha/daean 
Kings, pp. 33-35, 73), and Zedekiah 01' Judah like
wise (Je. 52: 1 1 ) . At Babyion Jehoiachin was but 
one of many noble captives and artisans dctained 
under 'house-arrest' at the royal palace and en
virons. Ration-tablets for hirn, his five sons and 
many other foreigners werc found at Babyion 
(ANET, 308b; DOTT, pp. 84-86; E. F. Weidner, 
Me/anges R. Dussaud, 2, 1 939, pp. 923-935; AI
bright, BA 5 ,  1 942, pp. 49-55). Eventually EVII
merodach gran ted hirn a greater measure 01' free
dom (2 Ki. 25 :27, 29; Je. 52:3 1 ,  33). Ezekiel ( 1 9:9) 
pictures Jehoiachin being brought to Ba

.
bylon in a 

cage; for a much earlier Egyp. plcturc 01 a Semltlc 
prit:1ce as a prisoner in a cage, see P. Montet, 
L 'Egyple el /a Bib/e, 1 959, p. 73, fig. 1 2 .  

K .A . K .  

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Four Greek words are translated by 'prison' in thc 
EVV. John the Baptist was imprisoned in a desm
ölerion, a 'place 01' bonds'. This was at Herod's fort
ress at Machaerus in Peraea, E 01' thc Oead Sea 
(Jos., Anl. 1 8 . 1 1 9), where two dungeons have been 
discovered, one still showing traces 01' fetters. 
phy/ake, a 'place 01' guarding' , is the most general 
and frequently used term. It suggests a place where 
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the prisoners were dosely watched. The chief 
priests imprisoned the apostles (Acts 5: 1 9) in what 
is also called a leresis demosia, a 'public place of 
watching' (cf Acts 4:3) .  

When Herod put Peter in prison, probably in the 
fortress of Antonia, where Paul was later lodged 
(Acts 2 1 :34; 23 :30) and referred to here as an 
oikema, 'house', the apostle was guarded continu
ally by four soldiers, two chained to hirn and two 
outside the door (Acts 1 2: 3--{i). Beyond this there 
would appear to have been another guard and then 
the iron outer gate (Acts 1 2: I 0). At Philippi Paul 
was in custody in the town jail, under the charge of 
a keeper, where there was an inner, perhaps under
ground, chamber containing stocks (Acts 1 6 :24). 
These would h ave several holes, allowing the legs to 
be forced wide apart to ensure greater security and 
greater pain. In Caesarea Paul was imprisoned 
(Acts 23:35) in Herod's castle, but when a prisoner 
at Rome he was allowed to stay in his own lodging, 
with a soldier always chained to hirn (Acts 28: 1 6, 
30). D.H.W. 

PROCONSUL (Gk. anlhypalos, AV 'deputy'). In 
the Roman empire as organized by Augustus this 
was the ti tle of  governors of provinces which were 
administered by the Senate because they did not 
require a standing army. Proconsuls mentioned in 
the NT are L.  Sergius 0 Paullus, proconsul of 
Cyprus when Paul and Barnabas visited that island 
e. AD 47 (Acts 1 3 :7), and L.  Junius 0 Gallio, whose 
proconsulship of Achaia (AD 5 1 -2) overlapped 
Paul's 1 8-month stay in Corinth (Acts 1 8 : 1 2) .  In  
Acts 1 9 :38 'proconsuls' may be  a generalizing 
plural; the proconsul of Asia had recently been as
sassinated (October AD 54) and his successor had 
not yet arrived. F.F.B. 

PROCURATOR. In  Roman imperial administra
tion the word indicated the financial officer of a 
province, but was also used as the title of the gov
ernor of a Roman province of the third dass, such 
as Judaea (Gk. epitropos; but in the NT the procu
rator of Judaea is regularly described as the 'gov
ernor', Gk .  hegemön). °Judaea was governed by 
imperial procurators or prefects from AD 6 to 4 1  
and from 44 t o  66. Three are mcntioncd i n  the NT: 
Pontius 0 Pilate, AD 26-36 (Mt .  27:2, ete. ), Anto
nius 0 Fel ix, 52-59 (Acts 23:24fT.) and Porcius 
• Festus, 59-62 (Acts 24:2ifT.) .  The procurators 
were gene rally drawn frotT!1 the equestrian order 
(Felix, a freedman, was an exception). They had 
auxiliary troops at their disposal and were gener
ally responsible for military and financial adminis
tration, but were subject to the superior authority 
of the imperial legate (propraetor) of Syria. Their 
se at of government was Caesarea. From the Pilate 
inscription found at Caesarea in 1 96 1 ,  where he is 
called 'prefect' of Judaea, it has been inferred that 
before AD 4 1  the governors of Judaea were of
ficially called 'prefects', but Tacitus gives Pilate the 
title 'procurator' (Ann. 1 5 . 44). F.F.B. 

PROMISE. There is in the Heb. OT no special 
term for the concept or act of promising. Where 
our English translations say that someone prom
ised something, the Hebrew simply states that 
someone said or spoke Cämar, dä/;!ar) some word 
with future reference. In the NT the technical term, 

PROMISED LAND 

epangelia, appears--chiefly in Acts, Galatians, 
Romans and Hebrews. 

A promise is a word that goes forth into unfilled 
time. I t  reaches ahead of its speaker and its recipi
ent, to mark an appointment between them in the 
future. A promise may be an assurance of continu
ing or future action on behalf of someone: ' I  will 
be with you', 'They that mourn shall be com
forted', ' I f  we confess our sins, God will forgive us 
our sins.' It may be a solemn agreement of lasting, 
mutual (if unequal) relationship: as in the coven
ants. It may be the announcement of a future event: 
'When you have brought the people from Egypt, 
you will serve God on this mountain . '  The study of 
biblical promises must therefore take in far more 
than the actual occurrences of the word in the EVV. 

(See also 0 WORD, 0 PROPHECY, 0 COVENANT and 
° OATHS.) An oath often accompanied the word of 
promise (Ex. 6:8; Dt. 9 :5 ;  Heb. 6: 1 3fT.). 

That what he has spoken with his mouth he can 
and will perform with his hand is the biblical sign 
manual of God, for his word does not return void. 
Unlike men and heathen gods, he knows and 
commands the future ( I  Ki. 8 :  1 5 , 24; Is. 4 1 :4, 26; 
43: 1 2, 1 9, eIe. ; Rom. 4:2 1 ;  cf Pascal, Pensees, 693). 
Through the historical books, a pattern of divine 
promise and historical fulfilment is t raced (G. von 
Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, 1 953,  pp. 74fT.) ,  ex
pressive of this truth. 

The point of convergenee of the OT promises 
(to Abraham, Moses, David and the Fathers 
through the prophets) is Jesus Christ. All the prom
ises of God are eonfirmed in hirn, and through hirn 
affirmed by the church in the 'Amen' of its worship 
(2 Cor. 1 :20). The OT quotations and allusions in 
the Gospel narratives indicate this fulfilment. The 
Magnificat and the Benedictus rejoice that God 
has kept his word. The promised Word has beeome 
flesh. The new eovenant has been inaugurated
upon the 'better promises' prophesied by Jeremiah 
(Je. 3 1 ;  Heb. 8:6- 1 3) .  Jesus is its guarantee (Heb. 
7 :22), and the Holy Spirit of promise its first in
stalment (Eph. I :  1 3- 1 4). 
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Awaiting the promise of Christ's eoming again 
and of the new heavens and a new earth (2 Pet. 3:4, 
9, 1 3), the church sets forth on her missionary task 
with the assurance of his presence (Mt .  28:20) and 
with the news that 'the promise of the Father'-the 
Holy Spirit (after Joel 2 :28)-is given to Jew and 
pagan in Jesus Christ, fulfilling the promise to Ab
raham of universal blessing through his posterity. 
The promise is correlated to faith and open to all 
who, by imitating Abraham's faith,  beeome 'chiI
dren of the promise' (Gal. 3 ;  Rom. 4; 9). (0 ESCHAT
OLOGY, 0 SCRIPTURE.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, Jesus'  Promise to the 
Nations, E.T. 1 958; W. G. Kümmel, Promise and 
Fuljilment, E.T ' 1 96 1 ;  F. F. Bruee (ed.), Promise 
and Fuljilment: Essays presented to S. H. Hooke, 
1 963; 1. Mollmann, Theology o[ Hope, E.T. 1 967; 1. 
Bright, Covenant and Promise, 1 977; T. E. Me
Comiskey, The Covenants o[ Promise, 1 985;  1. 
Sehniewind and G. Friedrich, epangellö, etc. , 
TDNT 2, pp. 576-586; E. HofTmann, NIDNTT 3, 
pp. 68-74. l .H.  

PROMISED LAND. 'The land of promise' (Heb. 
1 1  :9) refers to Canaan before the Israelites entered 
it under Joshua. By his covenant with Abraham, 
God promised to make hirn 'into a great nation', to 
be a 'blessing to all the peoples on earth' and have 



PROMISED LAND 

an inheritance of land (Gn. 1 2 : 1 -2; cf 1 2 :7; 1 3 : 1 5 ; 
24:7). The patriarchs lived in the land as 'so
journers' (Gn. 1 7 :8 ;  24:4, ete. ) but the promise was 
often repeated (Gn. 26:3-4; 1 3 ; 35 :  1 2 ;  48:4; 50:24) 
and provided sustaining hope for the Israelites 
after the Exodus (Ex. 3 :8 ,  1 7; Nu. 1 0:29, erc. ). The 
promise became reality under Joshua and reached 
greatest fulfilment under David and Solomon (2 
Sa. 3 : 1 0; I Ki .  4 :2 1 ;  8:65; cf Ezk. 47: 1 5-20). The 
Assyrian and Babylonian invasions led to exile in a 
'strange land' (Ps. 1 37:4), yet prophets predicted a 
'restoration' (ls. 27: 1 2- 13 ;  43 : 1 9-2 1 ;  60: 1 8; Je. 
1 6 : 1 5 ; 23:8; 30-33; Ezk .  36-37; 47-48; Zp. 3 : 1 0) 
which partially occurred under Zerubbabel, Ezra 
and Nehemiah. 

The land 'flowing with milk and honey' (Nu. 
1 3 :27; Dt. 6:3) was Yahweh's gracious gift, yet it  
sti l l  had to be conquered (Dt .  1 :25;  5 :3 1 ;  9:6; 
1 1 :  1 7). Yahweh remained its owner (Lv. 25 :23) and 
received the first fruits of the land (Dt. 26:9-1 5) so 
ownership was not transferred (see Lv. 25 :8- 1 0, 
1 3- 1 6) .  Israel would possess the land 'forever' but 
the gift was conditional (Dt. 28:63-64; Jos. 23: 1 3 , 
1 5 ;  I Ki. 9:7; 2 Ki. 1 7:23;  Je. 1 2 :  1 0- 1 2) .  

The NT says little about the land, despite many 
references to the divine promises being fulfilled in 
Jesus (e.g. 2 Cor. I :20; cf Rom. 1 5 :8). Some argue 
that the land is not a NT concern (it is mentioned 
but passed over in Acts 7 :3-7; 1 3 :  1 7- 1 9), but it is 
more likely that 'the land' is now reinterpreted in 
the light of Christ. The promise of 'the land' is 
now seen as an advanced metaphor for the world 
(Rom. 4: 1 3). It is also understood eschatalogically 
as a symbol of the heavenly 'rest' (Heb. 4:9). 
Abraham was looking towards a 'better country 
a heavenly one' ( 1 1 :  1 6) .  Gentile believers who pre
viously had been 'far away' were now 'brought 
near as fellow-citizens' (Eph. 2: 1 2- 1 3 ,  1 9) .  So the 
NT discourages interest in the literal land, as it 
does in the Temple and the city of Jerusalem (e.g. 
Ga!. 4:25-26; Heb. 8: 1 3 ; 1 2 :22; Rev. 3: 1 2; 1 1  :9; 
2 1 :2 - 22 :5). This has implications regarding mod
ern Zionism which denies that the promises of the 
land were fulfilled in Christ (cf also Lk. 2 1  :24; 
Rom. 1 1  :26). 

Yet we must be wary of over-spiritualizing. In a 
society with keen ecological concern and often 
marked by a sense of alienation, the promise of a 
'land' for God's people is a continual reminder of 
the divine concern, both for the earth and for those 
who feel rootless. Still more, the socio-political 
background of the 'land' (such that 'land' should 
be understood as a Hebraic 'concretization' stand
ing for political, social and economic relationships) 
alerts us to the OT's concern that God's holiness 
be exemplified and practised in society ('in the 
land'). Some of the NT references to the 'earth' (a 
normal translation of ge: see e.g. Matt. 5 :5)  need to 
be seen against this specific Hebraic concern with 
'the land' .  Thus Wright argues that, whilst em
phasizing the typological and 'universalizing' 
understanding of the 'land' in the NT, we must 
also understand the 'land' as a paradigm which 
gives us important principles for society. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. B rueggemann, The Land, 
1 977; C. Chapman, Whose Promised Land?' ,  1 989; 
W. D. Davies, The Gospel and the Land, 1 974; T. 
Donaidson, Jesus on the Mountain, 1 985; R.  T. 
France, 'Old Testament Prophecy and the Future 
of Israel', TB 26, 1 975, pp. 53-78; J Jeremias, 
Jesus' Promise to the Nations, E.T. 1 956; L. Lam
bert, The Uniqueness 01 Israel, 1 979; G. von Rad, 
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'Promised Land and Yahweh's Land in the Hexa
teuch', in Problems 01 the Hexateuch and Other 
Essays, E.T. 1 966, pp. 79-93; P. W. L. Walker (ed.), 
Jerusalem Past & Present in the Purposes 01 God, 
1 994; c. 1. H .  Wright, Livil1g as the People 01 God. 
1 983; God's People in God's Land, 1 990. 

P . W . L . W .  

PROPHECY, PROPHETS, 

L The prophetie office 

a. The normative prophet 
The first person whom the Bible calls a prophet 
(Heb. nägi) was Abraham (Gn. 20:7;  cf Ps. 
105 :  1 5), but OT prophecy received its normative 
form in the life and person of Moses, who consti
tuted a standard of comparison for all future 
prophets (Dt. 1 8 : 1 5- 19 ;  34 : 1 0; • MESSIAH) . Every 
feature which characterized the true prophet of 
Yahweh in the dassical tradition of OT prophecy 
was first found in Moses. 

He received a specific and personal call from 
God. The initiative in making a prophet rests with 
God (Ex. 3 : 1 -4 : 1 7; cf Is. 6; Je. 1 :4- 1 9; Ezk. 1-3; 
Ho. 1 :2; Am. 7: 1 4- 1 5 ;  Jon . 1 : 1 ), and it is only the 
false prophet who darcs to take the oflice upon 
hirnself (Je. 1 4: 1 4; 23:2 1 ). The primary object and 
effect of the call was an introduction into God's 
presence, as the passages noted above show. This 
was the 'secret' or 'counseJ' of the Lord ( I  Ki. 
22: 19; Je. 23 :22; Am. 3:7). The prophet stood 
before men, as a man who had been made to stand 
before God (I Ki. 1 7 : I ;  1 8 : 1 5). 

Again, the prophetic awareness of history 
stemmed from Moses. When Isaiah makes his tre
mendous polemic against idolatry, one of his most 
potent contentions, that Yahweh alone is the 
Author of prophecy and that the idols are at best 
wise after the event (e.g. 45:20-22), sterns directly 
from Moses and the Exodus. Yahweh sent Moses 
into Egypt possessed of the dues necessary to in
terpret the great events which were to fo II ow. His
tory became revelation because there was added to 
the historical situation a man prcpared bcforehand 
to say what it meant. Moses was not left to struggle 
for the meaning of events as or after they hap
pened; he was forewarned of events and of their 
significance by the verbal communications of God. 
So it was with all the prophets. Alone of thc na
tions of antiquity, Israel had a true awareness of 
history. They owed it to the prophets, and, under 
the Lord of history, the prophets owed it to Moses. 

Likewise they owed to hirn their ethical and 
social concern. Even before his call Moses con
cerned hirnself with the social welfare of his people 
(Ex. 2: 1 1  ff.; cf v. 1 7), and afterwards, as the proph
etic lawgiver, he outlined the most humane and 
philanthropic code of the ancient world, con
cerned for the helpless (Dt.  24: 1 9-22, etc. ) and the 
enemy of the oppressor (e.g. Lv. 1 9 :9ff.). 

Many of the prophets were found confronting 
their kings and playing an active, statesman's part 
in national affairs. This was a function of the 
prophet wh ich found its prototype in Moses, who 
legislated for the nation, and was even called 'king' 
(Dt. 33 :5). It is interesting that the first two kings 
of Israel were also prophets, but this union of of
fices did not continue, and the Mosaic-theocratic 
rule was prolonged by the association of the 
anointed king and the anointed prophet. 



We also see in Moses that combination 01' proc
lamation and prediction which is found in all the 
prophets. This will concern us in greater detail 
presently, as a feature of prophecy at large. We will 
pause only to show that Moses established the 
norm here also, namely, that in the interests 01' 
speaking to the present situation the prophet often 
undertakes to enlarge upon events yet to come. It is 
this interlocking of proclarnation and prediction 
wh ich distinguishes the truc prophet from the mere 
prognosticator. Even when Moses uttered his great 
prophecy of the coming Prophet (Dt. 1 8 :  1 5ff.) he 
was dealing with the very pressing problems of the 
relation of the people of God to the practices and 
allurements of pagan cults. 

Two other features characteristic of the prophets 
who were to succeed hirn are found in Moses. 
Many of the prophets used symbols in the delivery 
of their message (e.g. Je. 1 9 : I ff.; Ezk. 4: I ff.). Moses 
used the uplifted hand (Ex. 1 7 :8ff.) and the 
uplifted serpent (Nu. 2 1  :8), not to mention the 
highly symbolic cultus wh ich he mediated to the 
nation. And finally, the intercessory aspect of the 
prophetie task was also displayed in hirn. He was 
'for the people to Godward' (Ex. 1 8: 1 9 ,  AV; Nu. 
27:5) and on at least one notable occasion l iterally 
stood in the breach as a man of prayer (Ex. 
32:30ff. ; Dt. 9: 1 8ff. ; cf I Ki. 1 3 :6; 2 Ki. 1 9:4; Je. 
7: 1 6; 1 1  : 1 4). 

b. The tit/es 01 the prophets 
Two general descriptions appear to have been used 
for prophets: the first, 'man of God', describes how 
they appeared to their fellow-men. This title was 
first used 01' Moses (Dt. 33: I )  and continued in use 
till the end of the Monarchy (e.g. I Sa. 2:27; 9:6; I 
Ki. 1 3 : I ,  etc. ) .  That it was intended to express the 
difference 01' character between the prophet and 
other men is made perfectly c1ear by the Shunam
mite: ' I  perceive that this is a holy man of God . .  ' 
(2 Ki .  4:9). The other general title was 'his, your or 
my servant'. It does not appear that any ever ad
dressed the prophet as 'servant of God', but God 
often described the prophets as 'my servants' and 
consequently the other pronouns, 'his' and 'your', 
were also used (e.g. 2 Ki. 1 7: 1 3, 23;  2 1 :  1 0; 24:2; Ezr. 
9:  1 1 ; Je. 7:25) .  Here the other relat ionship of the 
prophet, that towards God, is expressed, and this 
also was first a title of Moses (e.g. Jos. 1 : 1 -2). 

There are three Hebrew words used of the 
prophet: nägi', rö'eh and I;özeh. The first of these is 
always translated 'prophet'; the second, wh ich is, in 
form, an active participle of the verb 'to see', is 
translated 'seer'; the third, also an active participle 
of another verb 'to see', is unfortunately without 
dist inctive English equivalent and is translated 
either 'prophet' (e.g. Is. 30: 1 0) or 'seer' (e.g. I Ch. 
29:29). 

The derivation of nägi' has been the subject of 
long debate. The word can be traced to an Akka
dian root, and the choice is between the prophet as 
one who is called, or one who calls, i.e. to men in 
the name of God. Either of these will admirably 
suit the nature of the prophet as found in the OT. 
The possibility that the prophet is one who calls to 
God, in prayer, has not been canvassed, but that 
too, and apparently from the start (Gn. 20:7), was 
a mark of a prophetie man. 

Equally extensive discussion has centred on the 
relation of the three words nägi', rö'eh and I;özeh 
to each other. Verses such as 1 Ch. 29:29, .which 
appear to use the words with great discrimination 
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(Gad is described in the Heb. as Ilözeh). suggest 
that we ought to find a preeise shade of meaning in 
each word. This, however, is not borne out by an 
examination 01' OT usage as a whole. Thc usc 01' 
the words falls into two periods, marked out by I 
Sa. 9:9: first, there was the period when nägr and 
rö'eh meant something different, the early period; 
then came the period, in which the author 01' I Sa. 
9:9 lived, when näl2i' had taken on the force 01' a 
synonym 01' rö'eh, with or without losing its own 
earlier meaning. The sourcc document for the early 
period is I Sa. 9-10,  and it certainly seems that we 
can decide the force of the two words as far as 
those chapters are coneerned: the näl2i' is a 
member 01' a group, given to corporate and infec
tious ecstasy (I Sa. 1 0:5-6, 1 0- 1 3; 1 9:20-24), 
whereas the rö'eh is solitary, and altogether a more 
important and impressive person. Out of a total 01' 
ten occurrences of the title, it is used six times of 
Samuel ( I  Sa. 9: 1 I ,  1 8- 1 9 ; I Ch. 9:22; 26:28; 
29:29). He, therefore, demonstrates the rö'eh par 
excellence. 

However, when we move to the later period indi
cated in I Sa. 9:9 it is impossible to be so preeise. 
While it is noticeable that throughout Chronicles 
the !;özeh is always (except in 2 Ch. 29:30) men
tioned in association with the king, the attractive 
suggestion that he was employed as a resident 
c1airvoyant is not in accordance with the evidence. 
Even in Chronicles he often acts preeisely as a 
nägi ' would have done (e.g. 2 Ch. 1 9:2 ;  33: 1 8),  and 
the task most frequently attributed to hirn was that 
01' court historian -a task equally found in the 
näl2" and the rö'eh (2 Ch. 9:29; 1 2: 1 5 ; cf 1 Ch.  
29:29). 

In  general OT usage every shade of meaning in 
the verb �Iäzä can be paralleled in the verb rä'ä: 
both are used in connection with divination (Zc. 
1 0:2; Ezk. 2 1  : 2 1 ), a connection which they share 
also with the näg" (Mi .  3: 1 1 ) ;  both are used for the 
perception of the meaning of events (Ps. 46:8; Is. 
5: 1 2), and of the assessment of character (Ps. 1 1  :4, 
7; I Sa. 1 6: I ) ;  both are used of the vision of God 
(Ps. 27:4; Is. 6:5), and of prophetie activity (Is. I :  I ;  
Ezk. 1 3:3); both are used o f  seeing vengeance car
ried out (Pss. 58: 1 0; 54:7). In Is. 29: 1 0  näg" and 
I;özeh are parallel; in  I s. 30: 10, rö'eh and !;özeh are 
parallel; in  Am. 7 :  1 2ff. Amaziah addresses Amos 
as I;özeh, urging hirn to prophesy (nibbä' )  in Judah, 
and Amos replies that he is not a näg"; in Ezk. 1 3 :9 
the reverse procedure is found: the noun nägi ' is 
the subject of the verb �läzä. These references 
could be prolonged extensively, and we conclude 
that the words are synonymous. 

c. Foretelling andlorthtelling 
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Too often in studies of the phenomenon of proph
ecy lip-service has been paid to the uniqueness of 
this movement in Israel, and at the same time it has 
been brought under judgment and eriticism as 
though i t  were not unique, and as though the evi
denee could be explained on purely rationalistic 
grounds. We have only one mine of information 
about the OT prophet, however, and that is the OT 
itself, which must therefore be treated as a primary 
souree document .  

The prophet was first a man of the word of God. 
Even when he seemed to undertake other fune
tions, such as the elaborate 'miming' of Ezekiel, it 
was subordinated to the interests of bringing the 
word of God to his fellow men. This word was not, 
so to speak, a mere passive opinion, as though 
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God were anxious simply that men should be 
aware how he saw matters before they decided tor 
themselves. It was rather the prophets' conviction 
that the proclarnation of God's word radically 
changed the whole situation. For example, Is. 28-
29 shows us a picture of a people struggling for a 
satisfactory solution to a pressing problem of po
litical expediency, and, in the process, rejccting 
God's word; chs. 30 onwards reveal the situation 
which then transpires: the problem is no longer one 
of politicat balance of power as between Judah, 
Assyria and Egypt, but one of spiritual relation
ship between Judah, Assyria and Egypt, on thc one 
hand, and the word of God, on the other. The 
word is an active ingredient added to the situation, 
which is  henceforth impelled forward in terms of 
the word spoken (ls. 40:8;  55: 1 1 ; see, e.g. , • CURSE). 

Clearly, however, the prophets spoke to their 
situation primarily by means of warnings and en
couragements concerning the future. Almost every 
prophet first appears as a foreteller, e.g. Am. 1 :2 .  
There are three grounds of th is  practice of foretell
ing: in the first place, i t  is clearly necessary, if 
people are to exercise due moral responsibility in 
the present, that they should be aware of the 
future. This at once lifts OT prediction out of the 
realm of mere prognostication and carnal curios
ity. Calls to repentance (e.g. Is. 30:6--9) and calls to 
practical holiness (e.g. Is. 2 :5)  are equally based on 
a word concerning the future; the vision of wrath 
to come is made the basis of a present seeking of 
the mercy of God; the vision of bliss to come calls 
to a walking in the light now. 

Secondly, prediction arises from the fact that the 
prophets speak in the name of the holy Ruler of 
history. We have al ready mentioned that the 
prophets' call was primarily to a knowledge of 
God. Out of this knowledge sprang the awareness 
of what he would do, as he guided history accord
ing to the unchangeable principles of his holy 
nature. This is to say, that, as prophets, they pos
sessed all the basic information, for by Moses and 
the Exodus God had declared his name for ever 
(Ex. 3: 1 5). They were ' in the know' (Am. 3:7). 

Thirdly, prediction seems to belong to the very 
idea of the prophetic office. We may see this in Dt. 
1 8 :9ff. :  Israel, entering the land of Canaan, is not 
only warned about the abominations of the Ca
naanite cults, such as infant sacrifice, but also 
about Canaanite religious practitioners, such as 
diviners. Certainly these men were concerned with 
what we call 'fortune-telling'; they offered to probe 
the future by one means or another. For Israel, 
instead of all these, there will be a prophet whom 
the Lord will raise up from among their brethren. 
This prophet, speaking in the name of the Lord, is 
to be judged by the accuracy of his forecasts (v. 
22)-a clear proof that Israel expected prophetic 
prediction, and that it belonged to the notion of 
prophecy. 

We may note here the extraordinarily detailed 
telepathic and clairvoyant gifts of the prophets. 
Elisha had the reputation of knowing what was 
said in secret afar off (2 Ki. 6: 1 2) and gave evi
dence that it was not an inaccurate assessment of 
his powers. Ezekiel is justly famed for his detailed 
knowledge of Jerusalem at the time of his resi
dence in BabyIon (Ezk. 8-1 1 ). While it would be 
unrealistic to rule out direct communication be
tween Ezekiel and Jerusalem, it is equally needless 
to try to evade this part of the biblical testimony. 
The prophets were men of remarkable psychic 

powers. It is, for example, unnecessary to question 
foreknowledge of personal names, such as is ex
emplified in I Ki. 1 3 :2 ;  Is. 44:28 (cf Acts 9 :  1 2). 
Since there is no textual uncertainty at these 
points, the question is simply one of whether we 
accept the OT evidence as to wh at constitutes OT 
prophecy or not. The occurrence of such detailed 
prediction is perfectly 'at horne' in the general pic
ture of prophecy as the Bible reveals it. We should 
remember that it is illegitimate to pose the problem 
in terms of our knowledge of the lapse of time 
between prediction and fulfilment:  'How could the 
prophet know the name of someone not born till 
hundreds of years after his time?' There is nothing 
about 'hundreds of years' in the passages men
tioned. This is our contribution to the question, 
because we know of the time-Iapse. The real ques
tion is much simpler in statement: 'From wh at we 
know of the OT prophet, is there anything against 
his toreknowledge of personal names?' In the light 
of the OT, the negative reply may justly be made. 

11. Prophetie inspiration and methods 

Q. Modes 0/ inspiralion 
How did the prophet receive the message which he 
was commissioned to convey to his fellows? The 
answer given in the vast majority of cases is per
fectly clear and yet tantalizingly vague: 'The word 
of the Lord came . . .  ', literally, the verb being the 
verb 'to be', 'the word of the Lord became actively 
present to . .  .'. It is a statement of a direct, per
sonal awareness. This is the basic experience of the 
prophet. It is stated for the first time in Ex. 7: 1 -2 
(cf 4: 1 5-1 6). God is the author 01' the words which 
he conveys to the prophet, and through hirn to the 
people. It is this same experience which Jeremiah 
had when the Lord's hand touched his mouth (Je. 
1 :9), and this passage teils us as much as we are 
permitted to know: that in the context of personal 
fellowship wh ich God has brought about the 
prophet receives a donation of words. Jeremiah 
later expressed this experience as 'standing in the 
counsel of the Lord' (23:22), whereby he was then 
able to make the people hear God's words. This, 
however, adds not hing in the way of psychological 
explanation. 
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Dreams and visions also had their placc in the 
inspiration of the prophet. I t  is sometimes urged 
that Je. 23:28 tcaches the invalidity of dreams as a 
method of ascertaining the word of the Lord. 
However, in the light of Nu. 1 2 :6-7 and I Sa. 28:6, 
1 5 , wh ich teach the validity 01' the dream, we see 
that Je. 23:28 is to be understood as 'a mere dream' 
or 'a dream of his own fancy'. Indeed, Jeremiah 
hirnself appears to have enjoyed the word of God 
through a dream ( 3 1  :26). The experience of visions 
is best exemplified in the prophet Zechariah, but, 
like dreams, it adds nothing to our knowledge-or 
rat her our ignorance-of the mechanics of inspir
ation. Exactly the same may be said of the ca ses 
where the word is perceived through a symbol (Je. 
1 8 ; Am. 7:7ff.; 8 : 1 -3). Inspiration is a miracle; we 
do not know in what way God makes the mind of a 
man aware of his word. 

This raises the question of the activity 01' the 
Spirit of God in prophetic inspiration. There are 
18 passages which associate prophetic inspiration 
with the activity of the Spirit: in Nu. 24:2 the refer
ence is to Balaam; Nu. 1 1 :29;  I Sa. 1 0:6, 1 0; 1 9 :20, 
23 deal with thc prophetic ecstasy; the plain as
sumption that prophecy arises from the Spirit of 



God is found in I Ki .  22:24; Joel 2:28-29; Ho. 9:7;  
Ne. 9 :30; Zc. 7: 1 2; a direct claim to the inspiration 
01' the Spirit is made in Mi. 3 :8 ;  the Spirit's inspir
ation 01' thc prophetic word is c1aimed by I Ch. 
1 2 : 1 8 ; 2 Ch .  1 5 : 1 ;  20: 14;  24:20; Ne. 9:20; and Ezk. 
I 1 : 5 .  I t  is c1ear that this evidence is not evenly 
spread through the OT, and in particular that the 
pre-exilic prophets are sparsely represented. 
Indeed, Jeremiah does not mention the Spirit 01' 
God in any context whatever. This has been taken 
as showing a distinction between the 'man 01' the 
word' and the 'man 01' the Spirit' (see L.  Koehler, 
O/d Testament The% gy, 1 957; E. Jacob, The% gy 
0/ the O/d Testament, 1 958; T. C. Vriezen, An Out
line 0/ O/d Testament The% gy, 1 958), suggest ing 
that the early prophets were anxious to dissociate 
themselves from the group inspiration 01' the so
called spirit-possessed men. This is not a necessary, 
nor even a probable, conclusion. For one thing, a 
straightforward identification 01' the earlier group
ecstatics with the later false prophets is not pos
sible; and, for another, as E. Jacob points out, 'the 
word presupposes the spirit, the creative breath 01' 
I ife, and for the prophets there was such evidence 
01' this that they thought it  unnecessary to state it 
explicitly' . 

b. Modes 0/ communication 
The prophets came be fore their contemporaries as 
men wi th a word to say. The spoken oracle is the 
form in which the word 01' God is expressed. Each 
prophet stamped the marks 01' his own personality 
and experience on this word: the oracles 01' Amos 
and Jeremiah are as unlike as are the personalities 
01' the two prophets. There is, therefore, a double 
awareness in the books 01' the prophets: on the one 
hand, these words are the words which God gave to 
the prophet. God took this man to be his mouth
piece; they are the words 01' God. On the other 
hand, these words are the words 01' a certain man, 
spoken at a certain time, under certain circum
stances. It is customary among modern writers 
(e.g. H. H .  Rowley, The Servant 0/ the Lord, 1 952,  
p .  1 26) to draw the conclusion that the word thus 
became to an extent imperfect and fallible, because 
it was the word 01' imperfect and fallible men. We 
ought to be c1ear that such a conclusion must rest 
on grounds other than the testimony of the 
prophets themselves in  so far as we have it in the 
books. This is not the place to discuss the relation 
between the words of inspired men and the words 
01' the God who inspired them (· INSPIRATlON), but 
it is the place to say that the books 01' the prophets 
may be searched without discovering any trace 01' 
suggestion that the prophets thought the word 
through them was in any way less than the word 01' 
God. We shall note presently that most of the 
prophets seemed totally unaware of the existence 
of voices other than, or contradictory to, their 
own . They possessed an overwhelming certainty 
concerning their words, such as is proper either to 
lunatics or to men who have stood in the counsel 
of God and received there what they are to say on 
earth. 

Sometimes the prophets couched their oracles in 
the form of  parable or allegory (e.g. Is. 5 :  1 -7; 2 Sa. 
1 2 : 1 -7;  and especially Ezk. 16 and 23), but the 
most dramatic presentation of their message was 
by means of the 'acted oracle'. 11' we start by think
ing of the acted oracle as a 'visual aid' we wil l  
undoubtedly end with the wrong conception of its 
nature and function. Of course, it  was a visual aid, 
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but, in association with the Heb. not ion of the effi
cacy of the word, it served to make the discharge 
of the word into the contemporary situation rather 
more powerful .  This is best seen in the interview 
between King Joash and the dying Elisha (2 Ki .  
1 3 : 1 4ff.). I n  v .  17  the arrow of the Lord's victory is 
shot against Syria. The prophet has introduced the 
king in to a sphere of symbolic action. He now in
quires how far the king has faith to embrace that 
word of promise: the king smites three times, and 
that is  the extent to which the effective word of 
God will achieve accomplishment and not return 
void. Here we see very vividly the exact relation in 
which the symbol stood to the word, and in which 
both stood to the course of events. The word em
bodied in the symbol is  exceedingly effective; i t  
cannot fail to come to pass; i t  will accomplish 
exactly wh at the symbol declared. Thus, Isaiah 
walked naked and barefoot ( Is. 20), Jeremiah 
smashed a potter's vessel in the place of potsherds 
(Je. 1 9), Ahijah tore his new co at into twelve pieces 
and gave Jeroboam ten ( I  Ki. 1 1  :29ff.), Ezekiel be
sieged a model city (Ezk. 4: 1-3), dug through the 
house wall ( 1 2: I ff.), did not mourn for his dead 
wife (24: 1 5ff.). We need to distinguish sharply be
tween the acted oracle of thl! Israelite prophet and 
the sympathetic magic of the Canaanite cults. Es
sentially the latter is  a movement from man to 
God: the performance of a certain action by man 
is an attempt to coerce Baal, or whatever god was 
in mind,  to function correspondingly. The acted 
oracle was a movement from God to man: the 
word of God, the activity on which God had al
ready decided, was thus declared and promoted on 
earth .  In this, as in  every other aspect of biblical 
religion, the initiative rests solely with God. 

c. The books 0/ the prophets 
The question of the formation of the • Canon does 
not concern us here, but we cannot evade the ques
ti  on of the compilation of the writings of each 
prophet. It ought to be taken for gran ted that each 
of the prophetic books contains only a selection of 
the u tterances of that prophet, but who did the 
selecting, editing and arranging? For example, the 
Judaean references in the book of Hosea are prob
ably correctly seen as editorial work after the fall 
of Samaria, when the prophet's oracles were car
ried S. But who was the editor? Or, again, the series . 
of questions and answers in Malachi are c1early a 
deliberate arrangement to convey a total message. 
Who arranged them? Or, on a larger scale, the 
book of Isaiah is manifestly a well-edited book; we 
have only to think of the way in which the series of 
six 'woes' (chs. 28-37) fall into two groups of three 
within which the first three respectively are exactly 
matched by the second three, or of the way chs. 38-
39 have been taken out of chronological order so 
that they may become a historical preface to chs. 
40--55 .  But who was the careful editor? 
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If we consult the books themselves we find three 
hints as to their written composition. First, that 
the prophets themselves wrote at least some of 
their oracles (e.g. Is. 30:8; Je. 29: I ff. ; cf 2 Ch. 2 1 :  1 2 ; 
Je. 29:25; cf the use of the first person in Ho. 3: 1 -
5); secondly, that in the case of Jeremiah, a t  least, a 
lengthy statement of his prophecies so far was 
made out with the help of a secretary (Je. 36), and 
that the command is both given and received with
out any sign that it  was at all out of the way; and 
thirdly, that the prophets are sometimes associated 
with a group which was, presumably, the recipient 
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Name of Approximate Contemporary rulers of Historical 
prophet dates setting 

of ministry 
Judah Israel Babylon/Persia 

Joel c. ?810- 750 BC Joash (=Jehoash), 2 Ki. 11 :1 - 1 5 :7 
Amaziah, Uzziah 

(=Azariah) 
Amos c. 760 BC Uzziah (=Azariah)  Jeroboam 1 1  2 Ki. 14:23; 1 5 :7 

Jonah c. 760 BC Jeroboam 11 2 Ki. 14:23 - 29 

Hosea 760- 722 BC Jeroboam 11, 2 Ki . 14 :23 - 18 :37  
Zechariah, 
Shallum, 
Menahem, 
Pekahiah, 
Pekah, Hoshea 

Micah 742 - 687 BC Jotham, Ahaz, 2 Ki . 15 :32 - 20:21; 
Hezekiah 2 Ch. 2 7 :1 - 32 :33;  

IS. 7 :1 - 8 :22; 
Je. 26:1 7 - 19  

Isaiah 740- 700 BC Uzziah (=Azariahl. 2 Ki. 15 :1 - 20:21; 
Jotham, 2 Ch. 26:1 - 32 :33 
Ahaz, Hezekiah 

Nahum somewhere Josiah 2 Ki. 22:1 - 23 :30; 
between 2 Ch. 34:1 - 36 :1; 
664 and 612 BC Zp. 2 :1 3 - 15 

Zephaniah c. 640 BC Josiah 2 Ki. 22:1 - 23 :34; 
onwards 2 Ch . 34 : 1- 36 :4 

Jeremiah 626 - 587 BC Josiah, Jehoahaz, 2 Ki. 22 :1 - 25 :30; 
Jehoiakim, 2 Ch. 34:1 - 36:21 
Jehoiachin, 
Zedekiah 

Habakkuk c. 605 BC Jehoiakim 2 Ki . 23:31 - 24:7 

Daniel 605 - 535 BC Jehoiakim, Nebuchadrezzar, 2 Ki . 24:1 - 25 :30; 
Jehoiachin, Belshazzar, 2 Ch. 36:5 - 23 
Zedekiah Darius, Cyrus 

Ezekiel 593 - 570 BC Nebuchadrezzar 2 Ki. 24:8 - 25:26;  
2 Ch . 36 :9 - 21 

Obadiah c. ?587 BC Nebuchadrezzar 2 Ki. 25; 
onwards 2 Ch. 36:11 - 21 

Haggai 520 BC Darius Ezr. 5 :1 - 6 :22 

Zechariah c. 520 BC Darius onwards Ezr. 5 :1 - 6 :22 
onwards 

Malachi c. 433 BC Artaxerxes I Ne. 13 

The approximate dates 01 the ministries 01 the OT prophets (see also CHRONOLOGY OF THE OT). 
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of the teaching of the master-prophet ,  and may 
have been the repository of his orades. Such a 
group is mentioned as 'my disciples' in Is. 8: 1 6 . 
These slender pieces of evidence suggest that the 
prophet hirnself was behind the recording of his 
words, whether by personal act, or by dictation, or 
by teaching. I t  could easily have been that the or
ades of Isaiah took their present form as a manual 
of instruction for the prophet's disciples. 

The name 'sons of the prophets' is used of these 
groups of disciples. It is actually found in the times 
of Elijah and Elisha, though Am. 7: 1 4  shows that 
it survived as a technical term long after. We would 
gather from 2 Ki .  2 :3 ,  5 that there were known 
groups of men settled here and there in the land 
under the general superintendence of the 'author
ized' prophet. Elijah, in his effort to spare Elisha 
the strain of parting, appears to make a customary 
journey. Elisha in his turn had the management of 
the prophetic groups (2 Ki. 4:38; 6 :  I ff.), and 
availed hirnself of their services (2 Ki. 9 :  I ). Clearly 
the members of these groups were men of proph
etic gift (2 Ki. 2 :3 ,  5), but whether they joined the 
group by divine call or attached themselves to the 
prophet, attracted by his teaching, or were called 
by hirn, we are not in a position to say. 

There is no need to see in Am. 7: 1 4  a slur on the 
prophetic groups, as though Amos were indig
nantly distinguishing hirnself from them. Amos 
could hardly be denying prophetic status to him
self, seeing he is about to assert that the Lord 
commanded hirn to 'prophesy' (Heb. hinnä�e', to 
perform the part of a nä�i', 7: 1 5) .  We may there
fore take the words either as an indignant rhet
orical question: 'Am I not a prophet, and a 
prophet's son? I ndeed, I was a herdsman . . .  and 
the Lord took me', or, preferably, ' I  am no prophet 
. . .  I am a herdsman, . . .  and the Lord took me.' 
Amos is making no sinister accusation against the 
sons of the prophets as necessarily professional 
time-servers, but is alleging the authority of a spir
itual call as against the accusation of lack of of
ficial status and authorization. 

Very l ikely, at any rate, i t  is to such men, grouped 
round the great prophets, that we owe the safe
guarding and transmission of their orades, while 
at the same time it is going far beyond any infor
mation we possess regarding the groups of the 
'sons of the prophels', Iheir cont i lluance and their 
work, to ascribe to them wholesale modifications, 
adaptations and additions to the inherited work 01' 
the 'master' prophet, as is becoming increasingly 
fashionable in specialist study. 

III .  True and false prophets 
When Micaiah the son of Imlah and Zedekiah the 
son or Chenaanah confronted eaeh other before 
King Ahab, the one warning of defeat and the 
other promising victory, and both appealing to the 
authority 01' the Lord ( I  Ki. 22), how could they 
have been distinguished, the true from the false? 
When Jeremiah faced Hananiah, the former 
bowing under a yoke symbolizing servitude and 
the latter breaking the yoke symbolizillg liberation 
(Je. 28), how eould they have been distinguished? 
Or, a more extreme ease, when the 'old prophet in 
Bethe!' brought baek the 'man of God' out of 
Judah with a Iying message, and then rounded 
upon hirn with t he true word of God (I Ki. 1 3 : 1 8-
22), was it possible to tell when he spoke with truth 
and when he spoke with deceit? The question or 
the diserimination of prophets is by no means aea-
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demic but thoroughly practical and of the highest 
spiritual importance. 

Certain external characteristics of a general 
kind have been alleged as distinguishing the true 
from the false. I t  has been urged that the prophetic 
ecstasy was the mark of the false prophet. We have 
already noted that group-ecstasy was the common 
mark of the nä�i' in the time of Samuel (I Sa. 9-
1 0; ele. ) .  This ecstasy was apparently spontaneous, 
or it could be induced, notably by music (I Sa. 
10 :5 ;  2 Ki. 3 : 1 5) and by the ritual dance (I Ki. 
1 8 : 28). The ecstatic person apparently became very 
forgetful and quite insensible to pain (I Sa. 1 9:24; I 
Ki .  1 8 :28). I t  is easy, and indeed almost inevitable, 
that we should look with suspicion on a phenom
enon such as this: i t  is so alien to our taste, and i t  is 
known as a feature of Baalism, and of Canaan in 
general. But these are not sufficient grounds for a 
plain identification between ecstatic and false. For 
one thing, there is no indication that the ecstasy 
was in any way frowned upon either by the people 
at large or by the best of their religious leaders. 
Samuel foretold with apparent approbation that 
Sau I would join the ecstatic prophets and that this 
would signify his becoming a new man (I Sa. 1 0:6). 
Also, the emissary of Elisha is called by Jehu's 
fellow captains 'this mad fellow' (2 Ki. 9 :  1 1 ), prob
ably indicating that the ecstasy was still a feature of 
the prophetic group. Furthermore, Isaiah's Temple 
experience was certainly an ecstasy, and Ezekiel 
was without doubt an ecstatic. 
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Another suggested identification of false proph
ecy is professionalism: they were the paid servants 
of some king or other and it was to their interest to 
say what would please the king. But, again, this 
will hardly serve as a criterion. Samuel was dearly 
a professional prophet but was not a false prophet; 
Nathan was very likely a court official of David, 
but yet professionalism was by no means equiva
lent to sycophancy. Even Amos may have been 
professional, but Amaziah urges upon hirn that the 
living is better in Judah for a prophet l ike hirn (Am. 
7: I Off.). Like the ecstatics, the court prophets are 
found in groups (I Ki. 22), and no doubt their pro
fessional status could have been a corrupting influ
ence, but to say that it was so is to run beyond the 
evidence. Jeremiah made no such accusation 
against Pashhur (Je. 20), though it would have been 
greatly to his advantage to have had a ready-made 
proof of his adversary's error. 

There are three notable discussions 01' the whole 
question of false prophecy in the OT. The first is in 
Dt. 13 and 1 8 . Dealing with the latter chapter first, 
it states a negative test: what does not come to pass 
was not spoken by the Lord. The wording here 
ought to be strictly observed; it is not a simple 
statement that fulfilment is the hall-mark of genu
incness, for, as 1 3 : I ff. indicates, a sign may be given 
and come to pass and yet the prophet be false. In
evitably, fulfilmcnt was looked for as proof of 
genuine. godly utterance: Moses complained when 
wh at was spoken 'in the name' failed to have the 
desired effect (Ex. 5:23); Jeremiah saw in the visit 
of Hanamel a proof that the word was from the 
Lord (Je. 32:8). But Deuteronomy states only the 
negative, because that alone is safe and correct. 
Wh at the Lord says will always find fulfilment, but 
sometimes the word of the false is fulfil led also, as 
a test for God's people. 

Thus, we turn to Dt. 1 3 , and the answer to the 
problem 01' discerning the false prophet: the test is 
a theologieal one. the revelat ion of God at the 
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Exodus. The essen ce of the false prophet is that he 
calls the people 'after other gods, which you have 
not known' (v. 2), thus teaching 'rebellion against 
the Lord your God, who brought you out of the 
land of Egypt' (vv. 5, 1 0) .  Here we see the final 
feature of Moses, the normative prophet: he also 
fixed the theological norm by which all subsequent 
teaching could be judged. A prophet might alle�e 
that he spoke in the name of Yahweh, but if he dld 
not acknowledge the authority of Moses and sub
scribe to the doctrines of the Exodus he was a false 
prophet. 

This is substantially the answer, also, of Jere
miah. This sensitive prophet could not carry off 
the contest with the robust assurance wh ich 
seemed so natural to Isaiah and Amos. The ques
ti on of personal cer.tain ty was one wh ich he could 
not evade, and yet he could not answer it except by 
the tautologous 'certainty is certainty'. We find 
hirn in the heat of the struggle in 23 :9ff. It is c1ear 
from a reading of these verses that Jeremiah can 
find no extern al tests of the prophet: there is here 
no allegation of ecstasy or professionalism. Nor 
does he find the essen ce of the false prophet to 
consist in  the acquisition of his oracles by dreams: 
that is, there is no test based upon prophetic tech
nique. This, rat her, is what Jeremiah alleges: the 
false prophet is a man of immoral l ife (vv. 1 0- 14) 
and he places no barrier to immorality in others (v. 
1 7); whereas the true prophet seeks to stern the tide 
of sin and to call people to holiness (v. 22). Again, 
the message of the false prophet is one of peace, 
without regard to the moral and spiritual condi
tions wh ich are basic to peace (v. 1 7);  whereas the 
true prophet has a message of judgment upon sin 
(v. 29). 

We might interject here that Jeremiah ought not 
to be understood to say that the true prophet 
cannot have a message of peace. This is one of the 
most damaging notions that has ever en tered the 
study of the prophets. There is a time when pe ace is 
the message of God; but it will always be in 
Exodus terms, that peace can come only when 
holiness is satisfied concerning sin. And this is 
exactly what Jeremiah is urging: the voice of the 
true prophet is always the voice of the law of God, 
once for all declared through Moses. Thus Jere
miah is bold to say that the false prophets are men 
of borrowed testimony, feigned authority and self
appointed ministry (vv. 30-32), whereas the true 
prophet has stood in the counsel of Yahweh and 
heard his voice, and has been sent by hirn (vv. 1 8, 
2 1 -22, 28, 32). Jeremiah's final position is in fact 
that 'certainty is certainty', but he is rescued from 
tautology by the positive revelation of God. He 
knows he is right because his experience is the 
Mosaic experience of standing before God (cf Nu. 
1 2 :6-8; Dt .  34: I 0), and his message accords, as that 
01' the false prophets does not, with the 'Exodus 
Quadrilateral' of Holiness (obedience), Peace, Sin, 
Judgment .  

The answer 01' Ezekiel is  substantially that  01' 
Jeremiah, and is found in· Ezk. 1 2:2 1 - 1 4: 1 1 .  Ezek
iel teils us that there are prophets who are guided 
by their own wisdom and have no word from 
Yahweh ( 1 3:2-3). Thus they make people trust in 
lies and leave them without resource in the day of 
trial ( 1 3 :4-7). The mark 01' these prophets is their 
message: it is one of peace and shallow optimism 
( 1 3 : I 0- 1 6), and it is devoid of moral content, 
grieving the righteous and encouraging the wicked 
(v. 22). By contrast, there is a prophet who insists 

on piercing to the core of the matter, answering 
folk not according to their ostensible queries but 
according to their sinful hearts ( 1 4:4-5), for the 
word of Yahweh is always a word against sin ( 1 4:7-
8). We see again that the true prophet is the Mosaic 
prophet. It is not just that in a vague sense he has a 
direct experience of God, but that he has been 
commissioned by the God of the Exodus to reiter
ate once again to Israel the moral requirements of 
the covenant .  

IV. The prophets in the religion of Israel 

a. Cu/tie prophels 
Prophecy in a cultic setting is found in 2 Ch.  20: 1 4 . 
In a time of national anxiety King Jehoshaphat 
has led his people in public prayer in the court of 
the Lord's house. Immediately upon the conclu
sion of the prayer, a Levite, inspired by the Spirit 
of God, brings a word from the Lord promising 
victory. Here, then, is a Levite, that is, a cultic 
official, with a prophetic capacity. A further indi
cation of the same happening may occur in some 
psalms (e.g. 60; 75;  82; eIe.). In all these psalms 
there is a section in which a first person singular 
voice speaks: this is the oracular response, the 
prophet associated with the cult, brin'ging the 
contemporary utteranee of God to his people. 
The suggestion made is that the guilds of levitieal 
singers in the post-exilie period are the survival 
of groups of eultie prophets attaehed to the vari
ous sanctuaries in pre-exilic times. At every sanc
tuary, working alongside the priests, who had 
charge of the sacrificial aspect of the worship, 
there were prophets who declared the word of 
God publicly for the nation or privately for indi
vidual guidance. 
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The evidence for this praetiee, known, of course, 
in Canaanite circles, is largely inferential: we first 
meet a prophetie guild at the high place at Gibeah 
( I  Sa. 1 0:5); Samuel the prophet was an official at 
Shiloh ( I  Sa. 3 : 1 9),  and presided at a eultic meal at 
Ramah ( I  Sa. 9: 1 2ff.); the prophet Gad com
manded David to erect the altar in Araunah's 
threshing-floor (2 Sa. 24: 1 1 , 1 8), and revealed 
God's will concerning the guilds of temple singers 
(2 Ch. 29:25); the prophet Nathan was consulted 
about the building of the Temple (2 Sa. 7: I ff.); 
Elijah staged a cultie scene at an aneient shrine ( I  
Ki. 1 8 :30ff.); i t  was customary to visit the prophet 
on cultic occasions (2 Ki. 4:23); there are numerous 
references in wh ich prophet and priest are coupled 
together in a way suggest ing professional associ
ation (2 Ki. 23:2; Is. 28:7; Je. 2:26; 8: I 0; 1 3 : 1 3, eIe. ) ;  
there were prophetic quarters within the Temple 
(Je. 35:4). 

I t  is difficult to see how any theory could be 
stable when it rests on such slight foundation. For 
example, the apparently strong connection estab
lished between prophet and Temple by the alloca
tion 01' quarters, in Je. 35 :4, is utterly negatived 
by the fact that the same verse speaks of cham
bers allocated to the princes. Again, the fact that 
prophets and guilds are found at cultic centres 
need mean nothing more than that they too were 
religious peoplel Amos was found at the sanctu
ary of Bethel (7: 1 3), but this does not prove that 
he was paid to be there. David's consultation of 
his prophets teils us more about David's good 
sense than about his prophets' cultic associations. 
The theory of the cultic prophet remains a 
theory. 



b. The prophels and Ihe cu/tus 
Even if the theory of the cultic prophet could be 
proved, it would still leave unsettled the relation of 
the canonical, or writing, prophet to the cultus. 
Their view of  the cultus is somewhat of a crux of 
interpretation, and centres round six brief passages 
which are supposed by some to contain an outright 
condemnation of all cultic worship and a denial 
that it was ever the will of God (Am. 5 : 2 1-25;  Ho. 
6:6; Is. I :  1 1 - 1 5; 43 :22-24; Mi. 6:6-8; Je. 7 : 2 1-23). 

We may remark at once on the small number of 
verses involved. If the prophets were so opposed to 
the cultus, as some commentators have urged, i t  is 
extraordinary that their opposition was so rarely 
voiced, and then in such a manner as to leave it 
open to doubt whether they intended to condemn 
the cultus as such or the cultus as then abused. 
Furthermore, in other parts of their writings some 
of these prophets do not seem to take such a strong 
line about ceremonial and sacrifice. Isaiah, in his 
inaugural vision, certainly met with God and with 
peace of heart in a cultic setting. Are we to believe 
that he thought the cultus was worth nothing? Or 
again ,  Jeremiah, in eh. 7 ,  the chapter from which 
the proof-text is drawn, does not condemn people 
for offering cultic worship (vv. 9-1 0) because 
Yahweh has forbidden it but because they couple it 
with moral indifference and iniquity; in v. 1 1  the 
Temple is 'this house, wh ich is called by my name' 
and in v. 1 2, Shiloh is 'my place', which was des
troyed, not to manifest divine rejection of the 
cultus but because of the iniquity of the worship
pers. This all suggests, what detailed study of the 
verses will also indicate, that the anger of the 
prophets is directed against the cultus abused. 

The heart of the exegetical problem in Am. 
5 :2 1 -2 5  is in the last verse: 'Did you bring to me 
sacrifices and offerings the forty years in the wil
derness . . .  ?' In order to support the theory that 
Amos is  a root-and-branch opponent of sacrifice, 
we must see hirn confidently expecting the answer 
'No' to this question. But this is exactly what he 
could not have done. On any view of the origin 01' 
the Pentateuch, the traditions current in Amos' 
day would have spoken of sacrifice in the time of 
Moses, and of the Patriarchs before hirn. Vv. 2 1 -23 
tell  of God's spurning of their current cultic prac
tice. Y. 24 teils Us whät is ll1issing: a moral cancern, 
a holy life. Y. 25 is intended to enforce the truth 
that these th ings are not an 'either/or' but are the 
inseparable si des of religion according to the will 
of God. I t  should be stressed that the form of the 
question in the Hebrew does not suggest, let alone 
require, a negative answer, and if we translate v. 25 
so as  to bring out the emphasis of the prophet, we 
read: 'Was i t  sacrifices and offerings you brought 
to me in the wilderness forty years . . .  ?' If they 
trace their religion back to its root in revelation, 
wh at  do they find but a divine requirement of sac
rifice in the context of a l ife obedient to the law of 
God? Because of their failure to follow this pattern 
(vv. 26f.) they will go in to captivity. Mere opus op
eralUm ritual is not worship of the God of the 
Bible. 

According to Pr. 8 :  1 0, we are to 'Take my in
struction instead of si lver, and knowledge rather 
than choice gold . '  Clearly this is a statement 01' 
priorities, not an exclusion of one thing in favour 
of t he other. The importance of this verse is that its 
Hebrew is exactly parallel in construction to that 
of Ho. 6:6. In the light therefore of Hosea's failure 
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to maintain an attitude of rejection towards the 
cultus throughout the rest of his prophecy, we may 
hold that he intends here a statement of priorities 
such as was given classical expression by Samuel: 
'To obey is better than sacrifice' (I Sa. 1 5 :22). 

The difficulty with the passage in Is. I is that it 
proves a great deal too much if it is taken simply 
as outright condemnation. Certainly vv. 1 1 - 1 2  
appear t o  be a very strong attack o n  sacrifice, but 
no stronger than the attack upon the sabbath in v. 
1 3, and upon prayer in v. 1 5. It cannot be that the 
prophet is utterly repudiating the sabbath and 
prayer. It must be that the final clause of v. 1 5 , 
while referring directly to the earlier part of the 
verse, refers also to all the preceding condemna
tions. The prophet is simply urging that no re
ligious activity avails in the context of a blatantly 
sinful Iife. This interpretation is proved to be cor
rect by the initial verbs of v. 1 6, the first of which is 
constantly used throughout the levitical code for 
ceremonial purification, a very unlikely verb for 
the prophet to use if he considered all such things 
contrary to God's will; the second verb applies to 
moral purgation. The prophet's message is thus the 
Bible's message: the message of the joint require
ment of the moral and ceremonial law. 

We notice next Mi .  6:6-8. We have a somewhat 
analogous situation in the words of our Lord to 
the rich young ruler (Mk.  1 0: 1 7ff.). By his exclusive 
reply in terms of the moral law does he intend to 
deny the divine authority of the ceremonial law of 
atoning sacrifice? In view of his constant regard for 
the Mosaic legislation (e.g. Mt.  8:4), not to men
tion his authentication of the terms of OT sacrifice 
by his teaching concerning his own death (Mk .  
1 4:24), this is an  unlikely interpretation of the 
words. Or again, we might ask if  Lv. 1 8: 5 ,  present
ing the moral law aS 'a way of Iife, intends to invali
date the ceremonial law. Likewise, in the case of 
Micah, we must not understand hirn to reject 
whatever he does not specifically approve. 

We have al ready noted certain background facts 
relative to the study of Je. 7 : 2 1-23.  If Jeremiah, in 
the immediate context, seems, at the least, not to 
condemn sacrifice as per se unacceptable, may we 
so interpret 7:22? The difficulty is that, on the face 
of it, the words see m to require us to do so. How
ever, closer examination of the Hebrew suggests 
that the difficulty belongs more to the English 
translation than to the original. The preposition 
which the English gives as 'concerning'-the vital 
word in the whole verse-is the Hebrew 'al-dibre, 
wh ich can only mean 'concerning' by a weakenlng 
of its real significance 'because of' or 'for the sake 
of' (cf Gn. 20: 1 1 ;  43: 1 8; Ps. 7, title; Je. 1 4 :  I ;  eIe.). 
According to this, the verse says that Yahweh did 
not address Israel either 'because of' sacrifices: 
that is to say, the performance of sacrifice is not a 
means whereby pressure may be applied to God; 
nor did he address them 'for the sake of' sacrifices, 
for the living God stands in no need of anything 
man can supply. The nation has missed the divine 
priority by its concentration on the mere operation 
of a cult, for the cult is not a thing which exists on 
its own but rather for the sake of the spiritual 
needs of a people committed to obedience to the 
moral law of God. 

We may allude finally to I s. 43:22ff., which is, in 
many ways, the most difficult verse of all .  The em
phasis in v. 22 requires the translation, 'Not me 
have you called . .  . '  On the supposition that this 
sets the tone of address throughout the verses, we 
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are c1early within the same circle or possibilities: 
either, there is an indignant repudiation of the 
whole idea of divine authorization of sacrifice: 
'whoever you may think you appeal to in your 
cultus, it is not to me, for I did not burden you with 
offerings'; or the accusation is that they abused the 
divine intention: 'in all your cultic labour you have 
not really called upon me, for it was never my plan 
that the cultus should turn you into slave-Iabour of 
ritual'. These alternat ives of interpretation are so 
c1ear in the text that we may simply ask whether 
there are any other evidences whereby we might 
decide between them. The general consent of 
Scripture points to the second suggestion. Since 
there is no need to interpret the other crucial verses 
as an outright denial of sacrifice, we ought to reject 
that meaning here also. Moreover, within Isaiah, 
we have to reckon with 44:28, c1early approving the 
rebuilding of the Temple: for Isaiah to repudiate 
sacrifice and yet rejoice in the Temple would in
volve a complete contradiction in terms. There is 
also the inescapably sacrificial language of Is. 53 .  

c. The unity oj Israel's religion 
The religion of Israel began, as to its normative 
form, with the prophet-priest Moses, and it con
tinued as a religion jointly of prophet and priest. 
This is declared in the covenant ceremony in Ex. 
24:4-8. Yahweh has redeemed his people according 
to promise and they have acquiesced in the law he 
has imposed upon them as his redeemed people. 
Moses expressed the relationship symbolically: 
twelve pillars grouped round an altar (24:4). Here 
is the visual expression of the fulfilment of the cov
enant promise: 'I will take you for my people, and I 
will be your God' (Ex. 6:7). Notably, God is repre
sen ted as an altar, for the holy God-the primary 
revelation of God to Moses ·( Ex .  3:5)--can dweil 
among sinners only by virtue of the atoning blood. 
Hence, the first thing Moses does with the blood is 
to sprinkle it upon the altar. As at the Passover, the 
initial movement of the blood is towards God in 
propitiation (Ex. 1 2 : 1 3). 

The ceremony proceeds with the people's self
dedication to obedience to the law, and then the 
blood is sprinkled upon them. It is thus declared 
that while the people are brought to God by means 
of the blood of propitiation, the people themselves 
need the blood also in the context of their obliga
tion to keep God's holy law. This, then, is the unity 
of prophet and priest: the former calls continually 
to obedience; the latter reminds constantly of the 
efficacy of the blood. I f we drive them asunder the 
former becomes a moralist and the latter a ritual
ist; if we keep them together, as the religion of 
Israel does, and as the Bible does, we see the wh oIe 
wonder of the God whom prophet and priest
and apostle too-proclaimed : a just God, and a 
Saviour, who will never relax his demand that his 
people walk in the light and be holy as he is holy, 
and who sets alongside that inflexible demand the 
blood which clean ses from all sin. 
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v. Prophecy in the New Testament 

a. Continuity with the Old Testament 
Prophecy and the prophets form the greatest line 
of continuity between the OT and NT. This is evi
dent from the attitude of Christ and the apostles to 
OT prophecy, from the continuance of the phe
nomenon of prophecy both up to and after the 
ministry of Jesus, from the prophetic character of 
his own ministry, from the placing of the inspir
ation of NT apostles and prophets alongside that 
of OT prophets, and from the general outpouring 
of the Holy Spirit-the spirit of prophecy-upon 
the church, leading to a continuing acceptance of 
prophets and prophesying in NT churches. 

The OT prophetic line did not end with Malachi, 
but with John the Baptist, as our Lord expressly 
declares (Mt.  1 1 : 1 3) .  Prophetic utterances of 
John's father Zechariah, and of Anna, Simeon and 
Mary at the beginning of Luke's Gospel all bear 
witness to the continuance of prophetic inspiration 
(Lk. 1 :46-55, 67-79; 2:26-38). The customary div
ision into two 'Testaments' unfortunately obscures 
this marvellous unity of God's programme of reve
lation, but the li ne is continuous rrom Moses to 
John-and indeed beyond hirn, as we shall see. 

Furthermore the NT stands in a relation of ful
filment to the actual message of the OT prophets. 
Time and again this is the burden of the NT: wh at 
God said of old he has now brought to pass (e.g. 
Mt.  1 :22; 1 3 : 1 7; 26:56; Lk. 1 :70; 1 8 :3 1 ;  Acts 3 :2 1 ;  
1 0:43, etc. ) .  They all bore witness ultimately to 
Christ and his saving work (Lk. 24:25 ,  27 ,  44; Jn .  
1 :45; 5 :39; 1 1 :5 1 ) .  He came not  to abolish the  law 
and the prophets but to fulfil them (Mt .  5: 1 7), and 
indeed based his understanding of his own mission 
and destiny principally upon their predictions. 

The importance of this feature of the NT in 
authentication of the OT can scarcely be over
emphasized. Though a persecuted minority (Mt .  
5 :  1 2; 23:29-37; Lk. 6:23, etc.), the OT prophets are 
no mere idle speculative dreamers, but the most 
important voice coming to us from the ancient 
past, confirmed as proclaimers of eternal truth by 
the fulfilment of their greatest words in the greatest 
event of all time, the person and work of Jesus 
Christ. He hirnself points us back to them and 
their message as a permanent revelation of God, 
sufficient to lead to repentance and therefore to 
render culpable those who fail to listen to them 
(Lk. 1 6:29-3 1 ). They are authorized teachers of 
the Christian church, men whose words are still to 
be heeded as the word of God (cf 2 Pet. I :  1 9-2 1 ) . 



b. The greatest prophet and more 
One 01' his eommonest assessments 01' the person 
01' Jesus 01' N azareth by his eontemporaries in Pal
cstine was that he was a prophet from God, or a 
teaeher from God, or both (Mt .  1 4 :5; 2 1 : 1 1 ,  46; 
Lk. 7: 1 6; Jn .  3 :2; 4: 1 9; 6: 1 4; 7:40; 9 : 1 7, etc. ) .  Their 
basic eoneept 01' a prophet was c1early based upon 
the OT prophetie ministry, and included declaring 
God's word, having supernormal knowledge, and 
evideneing the power 01' God (cf Jn .  3:2; 4: 1 9  in 
loc.; Mt .  26:68; Lk. 7 :39). 

Jesus accepted this title among others, and used 
it 01' hirnself (Mt .  1 3 :57; Lk. 1 3 :33), as weil as ae
eept ing the title 01' teaeher (Jn .  1 3 : 1 3) ,  and even 01' 
seribe by implieation (Mt.  1 3 : 5 1 -52). The apostles 
eame to realize that the ultimate fulfilment 01' 
Moses' propheey (Dt. 1 8 : 1 5ff.) 01' the prophet like 
hirn whom God would raise up was found in Christ 
hirnself (Aets 3 :22-26; 7:37; " MESSIAH). Only, in 
the ease 01' Jesus we do not merely have a prophet, 
but the Son to whom the Spirit is not given by 
measure, in whose teaehing ministry therefore the 
ministry 01' prophet and teaeher are perfeetly eom
bined, and with whom the aeme 01' prophetie reve
lation is reaehed (Mt .  2 1 :33-43; Lk. 4: 1 4- 1 5 ; Jn .  
3:34). However, more than the  greatest prophet, we 
see in 1esus the one who sent the prophets (Mt .  
23:34, 37) ,  and one who not  merely speaks the 
words 01' God, but is hirnself the Word made f1esh 
(1n. 1 : 1 - 1 4; Rev. 1 9: 1 3 ; " LoGos). 

e. The Spirit 0/ prophecy and the Christian church 
Christ promised his diseiples that after his aseen
sion he would send them his Holy Spirit who 
would empower them to bear witness to hirn in the 
world, and would bear witness with them ( Lk.  
24:48-49; 1n .  1 4:26; 1 5 :26-27; Aets 1 :8) .  That this 
includes prophetie inspiration is clear from Mt .  
1 0 :  1 9-20; 1n .  1 6: 1 2- 1 5 , ete. The apostles and those 
who preaehed the gospel at the first did so in the 
power 01' the same ' Holy Spirit sent from heaven' 
who inspired the predietions 01' the OT prophets as 
they looked forward to the eoming sufferings and 
glory 01' Christ (I Pet. I :  1 0- 1 2) .  Hence it is no sur
prise that when the H oly Spirit is poured out at 
Penteeost, the immediate result includes manifest
ations in speech (Aets 2: 1 - 1 2), and Peter's explan
ation cites 10el 2:28-32, where a major result 01' the 
effusion 01' the S�iFit Oll all flesh is lhat ' lhey shall 
prophesy', including not only prophetie words but 
also visions and dreams (Aets 2: 1 8) .  Every Chris
tian is potentially a prophet (thus realizing Moses' 
wish expressed in Nu. 1 1  :29), for the Spirit given 
generally to the ehurch for its testimony to Jesus is 
the Spirit of prophecy (I Cor. 1 4:3 1 ;  Rev. 1 9 : 1 0). 
Therefore Paul teils the Corinthian Christians, 
' Earnestly desire the spiritual gifts, especially that 
you may prophesy' (I Cor. 14: I ) .  

When Christians i nitially received the  power of  
the Holy Spiri t ,  the  commonest manifestations re
sulting at the time seem to have been speaking in 
another language (of praise and prayer) and 
prophesying (Aets 2:4, 1 7- 1 8 ; 1 0:44-46; 1 9 :6; I 
Cor. 1 :5-7). I t  is not clear whether those who so 
spoke under the inspiration of the Spirit retained 
this faculty in all eases, or whether it was simply an 
initial confirmatory evidence of their reception of 
the Spirit ,  as in the case of the seventy elders, the 
nearest OT parallel in  Nu.  1 1  :25, where they 
prophesied only when the Spirit came upon them 
initially, 'but they did so no more'. 

1esus pred ieted that people would prophesy in 
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his name (Mt .  7 :22; though attention should be 
paid to his warning against reliance on th is or any 
other work for one's spiritual standing), so proph
eey is repeatedly mentioned as one 01' the gifts 01' 
the Holy Spirit with wh ich Christ equips his mem
bers to funetion as his body in each place (Rom. 
1 2 :4-7; I Cor. 1 2 : 1 0- 1 3 ; I Thes. 5 : 1 9-20; I Pet. 
4: I 0-1 1 ;  Rev. passim) .  This gift is differentiated 
both from tongues and interpretation and also 
from teaching. I t  differs rrom the former in being 
Spirit-inspired speech from God to man, whereas 
tongues and interpretations are addressed from 
man to God (Aets 2: 1 1 ;  1 0:46; I Cor. 1 4:2-3); it 
differs from the latter (as in the On in being an 
utterance (frequently in the Lord's name) immedi
ately inspired by direct revelation from the Holy 
Spirit, whereas teaehing is mediated through patient 
study and exposition of truth already revealed. 
(Prophecy under the Spirit's inspiration will also 
often partly take the form, as in the OT, of a 
reiteration 01' truths already revealed in Scripture.) 

The fullest guidance on the use of this gift in a 
church is given by Paul in I Cor. 1 4, along with 
instruetion on the use of 'tongues'. From this and 
other references the following pieture emerges. The 
exereise of this gift is in principle open to any 
Christian, under the sovereIgn distribution of the 
Spirit of Christ, including to women on occasion 
(vv. 5, 3 1 ;  1 1  :5; 1 2 :  1 1 ;  cf Acts 2 1  :9), although 
whether such feminine ministry was generally wel
comed in the churches of the time is doubtful in 
view of I Cor. 1 4 :33-36. Prophetie utterances are 
an intelligible word of revelation from God to the 
hearts and minds of those present ,  'for their up
building and encouragement and consolation' (vv. 
3-5, 26, 30-3 1 ) .  The reaetion of the unbeliever to 
this prophetie ministry (vv. 24-25) shows that it 
could proclaim the whole message, of sin and 
judgrnent, as weil as of graee and salvation. 
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'The spirits of prophets are subject to prophets' 
(v. 32), so that prophecy is neither to be abused by 
people succumbing to any supposedly uncontrol
lable ecstatic frenzy, nor to be exercised without the 
check of other members of the body, notably the 
elders and prophets weighing or discerning the ae
curacy and reliability of utteranees purporting to 
issue from the Holy Spirit (vv. 29-33). It was 
doubtless just such abuses wh ich led the apostle to 
write to another young ehureh, '00 not queneh the 
Spirit, do not despise prophesying, but test every
thing; hold fast what is good' (I Thes. 5:  1 9-2 1 )-a 
similar balance to that shown by hirn towards 
tongues in I Cor. 14 :39-40. 

Testing or weighing prophetie utterances is all 
the more necessary in view of the warnings of the 
NT (following the On against false prophets and 
false propheey, by whieh Satan seeks to lead the 
unwary astray (Mt.  7: 1 5 ; 24: 1 1 , 24; 2 Pet. 2: I ;  I 1n .  
4: I tr.), and an example of whieh appears in Bar-
1esus at Paphos (Aets 1 3 : 5ff.). In the latter case 
oecult sources are speeified, although in other 
eases selfish human desires are blamed; but in 
either case the devil's anti-Christi an cause is being 
served, as the symbolie figure of the false prophet 
serving the dragon in Rev. 1 3 : 1 1  and 1 9:20 makes 
plain .  False prophets will on occasion work mir
acles (Mk. 1 3 :22), but as in the OT (Dt. 1 3 : 1 -5) 
are not to be given undiseerning eredence merely 
on that account. The testing of any prophetie 
utterance will be in aecordanee with our Lord's 
waming, 'You will know them by their fruits' (Mt .  
7 :20 in loe. ), and will include these eriteria: i .  their 
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conrormity to the teachings 01' Scripture, or Christ 
and 01' his apostles in both content and character 
(similar to OT, Dt .  1 8; but notice that a test or any 
man c1aiming spirituality or prophetic gifts is that 
'he should acknowledge that what I am writing to 
you is a command or the Lord', I Cor. 14 :37-38; I 
Jn .  4:6); ii. their over-all tendency and result or 
fruits (e.g. , do they gloriry Christ and ediry the 
church, as per Jn .  1 6: 1 4  and I Cor. 1 4:3ff.?); iii. the 
consensus or the recognized prophets, and pre
sumably elders and teachers, in that place weighing 
or discerning wh at is said (I Cor. 1 4 :29, 32); iv. the 
consistency or this utterance with other prophetic 
utterances in the body or Christ in that place (vv. 
30-3 1 ); and \'. the reverent conression or Jesus as 
the incarnate Lord by the Spirit speaking through 
the prophet (I Cor. 1 2:2-3; I Jn .  4 : 1 -3). In com
mon with other spiritual gifts, Paul stresses that 
this gift is unprofitable and jarring in its exercise 
unless it proceeds rrom a loving heart and is minis
tered in a loving way in the church (I Cor. 1 2: 3 1 -
1 3 :3). 

Besides the possibility or any believer exercising 
this gift on occasions, there were also in the NT 
church those particularIy recognized and set apart 
as 'prophets' ror a more regular ministry or this 
nature. They are mentioned next after apostles in I 
Cor. 1 2 :28-29 and Eph . 4: 1 1 , and they appear 
alongside teacher� there and in the church at Syrian 
Antioch (Acts 1 3: I ). Probably the best known in 
Acts is Agabus ( 1 1 :28;  2 1 : 1 0-1 1 ), but others are 
also named ( 1 5 : 32), and the whole or the book or 
Revelation is an extended prophecy revealed to 
John ( 1 :3;  1 0: 1 1 ;  22:7, 1 0, 1 8- 1 9). The ministry or 
prophets appears to have opera ted along with that 
or elders when Timothy was set apart ror his minis
try as an evangelist (I Tim. 1 : 1 8; 4 : 1 4).  

d The eharaeter and form of New Testament 
propheey 
All the evidence rrom the examples 01' prophetic 
ministry in the NT shows that i t  was entireIy or a 
piece with OT prophecy in its character and rorm. 
The ministries or John the Baptist, Agabus and the 
John who wrote the Apocalypse alike comprise the 
c1assic unity or  prediction and proclamation, or 
roretelling and rorth-telling, and the same is true or 
Zechariah, Simeon and others. Similarly they 
combined prediction or wrath to come or trouble 
in store and or coming grace (Lk. 3 :7 ,  1 6ff.; Jn.  
1 :29ff.; Acts 1 1 :28; Rev. 1 9-2 1 ). Equally we find 
prophecy and revelation by vision and occasionally 
by dream, as weil as by the word or the Lord (Lk. 
3 :2;  Rev. 1 : 1  0 ,  1 2, ete. ; Acts 1 0 :9- 1 6; Mt .  1 :20). The 
use or parable and symbol are weil attested, includ
ing the acted oracJe (Acts 2 1 :  1 1 ) .  It should be 
noted that in the last-named instance, Agabus' 
word was accepted by Paul as descriptively accur
ate, but not personally directive (vv. 1 2- 1 4), al
though it agreed with the words he had received in 
other cities (Acts 20 :23). However, both here and 
in I Tim. 4: 1 4  and Acts 1 3:9ff. we see the power or 
the prophetic word still rully able to effect and 
convey that or which it speaks (cf also Rev. 1 1  :6). 

e. Propheey in the apostolie and later ages 
I t  has often been assumed or argued that there can 
be no prophecy or prophets in the NT sense or the 
word in the church today, or in any other post
apostolic age, and many of those who use the term 
'prophecy' to describe any current ministry have 
often diluted its meaning as equivalent to relevant 

preaching. But while evangelistic proclarnation or 
a teaching ministry may on occasion approximate 
to prophecy, they are not the same. The biblical 
arguments ror denying the possibility or prophets 
today (as summarized by 1. R. W. Stott, in Baptism 
and Fullness, 1 975, pp. 1 00- 1 02) are tworold: first, 
besides being mentioned immediately after apos
tles in E;ph. 4: 1 1  and I Cor. 1 2:28,  the two are 
bracketed together as constituting the roundation 
or the NT church in Eph. 2 :20 and 3 : 5 ;  and sec
ondly, the rormation or a completed or closed 
canon or the NT precludes the possibility or any 
rresh revelation 01' divine truth ( Heb. I :  1-2). 
Others have sometimes sought to identify this 
completion or the NT canon with the time when 
prophecy will pass away according to I Cor. 1 3 :8ff.; 
but this does violence to the context, which clearIy 
shows that these girts will pass away 'when the per
reet comes', wh ich is defined as when we 'see face 
to race' (i.e. beyond this l ire and age altogether). 
Nor will the Ephesian texts bear the weight thus 
placed on them, since the association or  prophets 
with the rounding or the church does not auto
matically rule out their ministry in its continuance. 
(There are other reasons ror asserting the unique
ness or the original apostolate, which do not apply 
equally to prophets.) Some would maintain that 
the prophets rererred to are OT prophets, but this 
is very doubtrul .  The argument appears to rest in 
ract upon an equation or prophecy with 'rresh 
revelation', that is, some material addition to 
God's saving revelation or himselr to mankind as a 
whole in Christ. But there does not seem to be any 
solid ground ror making such an inevitable equa
tion in either the OT or NT. All may agree that 
there is no new revelation to be expected 
concerning God in Christ, the way or salvation, 
the principles or the Christian l ire, ete. But there 
appears to be no good reason why the living God, 
who both speaks and acts (in contrast to the dead 
idols), cannot use the gift or prophecy to give 
particular local guidance to a church, nation or 
individual, or to warn or encourage by way or pre
diction as weil as by rem inders, in rull accord with 
the written word or Scripture, by which all such 
utterances must be tested. Certainly the NT does 
not see it as the job or the prophet to be a doctrinal 
innovator, but to deliver the word the Spirit gives 
him in line with the truth once ror all delivered to 
the saints (Jude 3), to challenge and encourage our 
raith.  
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Always in the NT the prophets or both Testa
ments are regarded as the pioneers or raith,  who 
stand in the rront line in every age and reap the rull 
blast or the wind or persecution stirred up in the 
world by the devil against the people or God, 
whether through Jewish or Gentile opposition (Mt .  
23 :37; Lk. 1 1  :47-50; Acts 7 : 52; I Thes. 2 :  1 5 ; Rev. 
1 1  : 3-8; 1 6:6; 1 8 :20, 24). Sometimes they are brack
eted with our Lord, sometimes with the apostles 
and sometimes with the saints, but the treatment 
they receive as God's spokesmen is typical or what 
all his servants and children who are raithrul in 
their testimony may expect in a ralien world, to
gether with their victory, resurrection and inherit
ance beyond i t  by God's grace (Mt. 5 : 1 0- 1 2; Heb. 
1 1 :39-1 2 :2) .  For 'the testimony or Jesus is the 
spirit or prophecy', and all his people are called to 
bear that testimony raithrully in various ways by 
the power or the same Spirit. 
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PROPHETESS (Heb. n'!if'ii; Gk. prophetis). 
Throughout both Testaments 'prophetess' is used 
in as wide a sense of women as 'prophet' is of men. 

Prophetesses specifically named are Miriam, 
sister of Moses, who led a choral dance in celebra
tion of I srael's deliverance from Egypt (Ex. 1 5 :20); 
Deborah, wife of Lappidoth, 'a mother in Israel' 
(Jdg. 5 :7), who was consulted as an inter-tri bai 
judge (Jdg. 4:4); Huldah, wife of the keeper of the 
royal wardrobe, who deciared the divine will to 
Josiah after the discovery of the law-book (2 Ki .  
22: 1 4); Noadiah, who joined other prophets in at
tempting to intimidate Nehemiah (Ne. 6: 1 4); and 
Anna, who praised God in the Temple at the ap
pearance of the infant Jesus (Lk. 2 :36ff.) .  

Isaiah's wife is called 'the prophetess' ( Is. 8 :3),  
perhaps because she was a prophet's wife. Philip's 
4 unnamed daughters prophesied in Caesarea 
(Acts 2 1  :9). In the early church, as Paul's Corin
thian correspondence indicates, the gift of • proph
ecy was exercised by various Christians irrespective 
of sex (cf I Cor. I 1  :4f.). This was in accordance 
with the prediction of Joel 2 :28 ('your sons and 
your daughters shall prophesy'), fulfilled on the 
day of Pentecost (Acts 2: 1 6ff.). 

There were false prophetesses as well as false 
prophets in I srael (cf Ezk. 1 3 : 1 7) .  In the NT un
enviable notoriety is attained by 'the woman Jeze
bel, who calls herself a prophelcss' (Rev. 2:20). 

M .B . 

PROPITIATION. Propitiation properly signifies 
the removal of wrath by the offering of a gift. In  
the  OT i t  i s  expressed by  the  verb kipper (. ATONE
MENT). In the NT the hilaskomai word group is the 
important one. In modern times the wh oie idea of 
propitiation has been strongly criticized as savour
ing of unworthy ideas of God. Many suggest that 
the term 'propitiation' should be abandoned in 
favour of • expiation, and th is is done, for example, 
in RSV. 

The objection to propitiation arises largely from 
an objection to the whole idea of the wrath of 
God, which many exponents of this view relegate 
to the status of an archaism. They feel that modern 
men cannot hold such an idea. But the men of the 
OT had no such inhibitions. For them 'God is 
angry with the wicked every day' (Ps. 7: 1 1 ,  AV). 
They had no doubt that sin inevitably arouses the 
strongest reaction from God. God is not to be ac
cused of moral ftabbiness. He is vigorously op-
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posed to evil in every shape and form. While he 
may be 'slow to anger' (Ne. 9 :  1 7 ,  ete. ), his anger is 
yet certain in the face of sin. We may even read 
'The Lord is slow to anger, and abounding in 
steadfast love, forgiving iniquity and transgression, 
but he will by no means ciear the guilty' (Nu. 
14: 1 8) .  Even in a passage dealing with the longsuf
fering of God his refusal to condone guilt finds 
mention. The thought that God is slow to anger is 
to men of the OT far from being a truism. It is 
something wonderful and surprising. I t  is awe
inspiring and totally unexpected. 

But if they were sure of the wrath of God 
against all sin, they were equally sure that this 
wrath might be put away, usually by the offering of 
the appropriate sacrifice. This was ultimately due, 
not to any efficacy in the sacrifice, but to God him
self. God says, ' I  have given it for you upon the 
altar to make atonement for your souls' ( Lv. 
1 7: 1 1 ). Pardon is not something wrung from an 
unwilling deity. It is the gracious gift of a God who 
is eager to forgive. So the psalmist can say, 'He, 
being compassionate, forgave their iniquity, and 
did not destroy them; he restrained his anger often, 
and did not stir up all his wrath' (Ps. 78:38). The 
averting of the wrath of God is not something 
which men bring about. It is due to none less than 
God hirnself, who 'turned his anger away' (AV). 

In the NT there are several passages where the 
expression 'the wrath of God' occurs, but the rele
vant evidence is not limited to these alone. Every
where in the NT there is the thought that God is 
vigorously opposed to evil. The sinner is in no 
good case. He has put hirnself in the wrong with 
God. He can look for nothing other than the sever
ity of the divine judgment. Whether we choose to 
call this 'the wrath of God' or not, it is there. And, 
while wrath is a term to which some objections 
may legitimately be raised, it is the biblical term 
and no satisfactory substitute has been suggested. 

We see the force of the NT idea of propitiation 
from the occurrence of the term in Rom. 3 : 24f. We 
are 'justified freely by his grace through the re
demption that is in Christ Jesus: whom God hath 
set forth to be a propitiation through faith in his 
blood' (AV) . The force of Paul's argument up to 
this point is that all, Jew and Gentile alike, are 
under the condemnation of God. 'The wrath of 
God is revealed from heaven against all ungodli
ness and wickedness of men' (Rom. I :  1 8) .  Paul 
shows first that the Gentile world stands under 
God's condemnation and then that the Jewish 
world is in the same plight. I t  is against this back
ground that he sees the work of Christ. Christ did 
not save men from nothing at all. He delivered 
them from a very real peril. The sentence of judg
ment had been passed against them. The wrath of 
God hung over them. Paul has strongly em
phasized the wrath of God throughout these open
ing chapters, and therefore Christ's saving work 
must inciude deliverance from this wrath. This de
liverance is described by the word 'propitiation'. 
There is nothing else to express this thought in the 
critical passage Rom. 3 :2 I ff. ,  which sets out the 
way in wh ich God has dealt with this aspect of 
man's plight. hilasterion must be held here to sig
n ify something very like 'propitiation'. (See further 
NTS 2, I 955-{j, pp. 33-43.) 
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I n  I Jn. 2:2 Jesus is described as 'the propitiation 
for our sins'. In the previous verse he is our 'advo
cate with the Father'. I f  we need an advocate with 
God, then our position is indeed a dangerous one. 
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We are in dire peril. All this helps us to see that 
'propitiation' is to be taken here in its usual sense. 
lesus' activity for men is described as turning away 
the divine wrath. 

But the Bible view of propitiation does not 
depend on this or that specific passage. I t  is a re
flection of the general import of its teaching. 'Pro
pitiation' is a reminder that God is implacably op
posed to everything that is evil, that his opposition 
may properly be described as 'wrath', and that this 
wrath is put away only by the atoning work of 
Christ. 
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PROSELYTE. A proselyte was a Gentile who, 
through conversion, committed himself/herself to 
the practice of the lewish law, exclusive devotion 
to Yahweh and integration into the lewish 
community. 

The Heb. term ger first meant a resident alien, 
not necessarily with religious affiliations - indeed 
the same word is used for lews on foreign soil (Gn. 
1 5 : 1 3 ;  Ex. 23 :9). Within the OT canon, or possibly 
later, it came to designate full proselytes. The LXX 

renders ger by proselytos seventy-seven times, with 
other terms being used occasionally. There is both 
in Heb. and in Gk. an advance in significance of 
meaning with t hese terms, although we cannot 
always define precisely where one phase shades 
into another. 

Several OT passages show a warmth of welcome 
to proselytes. Note the will ingness in Ex. 1 2 :48 to 
receive foreigners into religious fellowship on con
dition of circumcision. The prayer of I Ki. 8:4 1 -
43, and the glowing potential universalism of Is. 
2 :2-4; 1 9: 1 8-25 ;  49:6; 56:3-8; le. 3: 1 7; Zp. 2 :  1 1 ; 3 :9  
are striking. The short book of Ruth is the story of 
a particular woman proselyte whose memory later 
ludaism greatly honoured. Political and geo
graphical circumstances doubt less kept the number 
of proselytes relatively small in OT times. Such 
persons would normally be aliens, resident in Pal
estine, voluntarily accepting circumcision, and 
with i t  the wh oie of the law. 

We have evidence for a number of proselytes in 
the Graeco-Roman period wh ich shows that 
lewish morality and monotheism appealed to a 
number of Gentiles who accordingly became con
verts. Their existence is clear in literary works of 
the period and in a number of inscriptions. Not
able examples are the members of the royal family 
from Adiabene (see losephus, Al 20. 1 7-95) and 
Nicolaus the proselyte from Antioch (Acts 6 :5 ;  see 
also Acts 2: 1 0; 1 3 :43 ; Tobit 1 :8; ludith 1 4: I 0). 
losephus also writes of forced conversion to luda
ism in the Hasmonaean period (see Al 1 3 .257-258, 
3 1 9). 

Another group of Gentiles, who have been 
called 'Godfearers', were attracted to ludaism and 
worshipped in the synagogue without becoming 
converts. A recently discovered inscription from 
Aphrodisias in Asia Minor, probably from the 
early 3rd century AD, gives the names of seventy
one lews bu t also lists fifty-four people, none of 
whom have distinctly lewish names, who are de
scribed as 'Godfearers' (theosebis) . This is clear 
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evidence that the lews in Aphrodisias at this time 
used the term 'Godfearers' as a semi-technical 
term for a group of Gentiles who revered the 
lewish God, adopted some lewish customs and 
were connected with the lewish community in 
so me definite way, but had not become proselytes. 
We have further evidence for Godfearers in other 
areas in Asia Minor and elsewhere. Although only 
one of these in scri pt ions (from Panticapaeum) is to 
be dated in the I st century AD, texts in losephus, 
luvenal and Acts also suggest that there were God
fearers in some synagogues in this earlier period, 
although at this stage no one term seems to have 
been used to describe them, and Godfearers prob
ably varied in their degree of adherence to luda
ism. According to Acts, a number of these God
fearers (ca lied phobollmenoi or sebomenoi tön 
theön) became Christians (Acts 1 0: 1 -2 ;  1 7 :4). 

In  the rabbinic literature, the term ger un
questionably means a full proselyte. According to 
the rabbis, proselytes were instructed and then 
underwent circumcision and baptism, fol lowed by 
offering a sacrifice in the temple while this was pos
sible. The elements of conversion in the I st century 
are debated. Although the duties and rights of 
proselytes were in some respects more limited than 
those of born lews, in essentials proselytes were 
probably regarded by the rabbis as of equal status 
with born lews and many rabbinic texts evince a 
positive attitude towards proselytes. However, some 
rabbis viewed proselytes unfavourably. In deprecat
ing the admission of proselytes to ludaism, the 
Babylonian Talmud likens them to a sore on the 
skin of Israel (b. Yebamoth 1 09b) and one rabbi 
argued that proselytes delayed the coming of the 
Messiah, and so were presumably, therefore, not to 
be actively sought (b. Niddah 1 3b). 

Many scholars have held the view that lews had 
an active proselytizing mission in the I st century 
AD. However, it has recently been argued that lews 
in this period did not engage in an active mission to 
convert outsiders. Although lews welcomed non
lews, who elected to join them and their religion, 
lews in this period did not undertake a mission to 
win converts whenever the opportunity offered 
itself. The initiative for conversion seems to have 
generally come from the would-be Gentile convert. 
The proselytizing impulse within the early church 
was therefore something which arose within Chris
tianity itself, and was not something taken over 
from the ludaism of the I st century. However, by 
the 3rd century AD, some lews do seem to have 
regarded winning proselytes as a religious duty. 

There has been much controversy about the 
meaning of the words of lesus given in Mt .  23: 1 5 . 
I t  seem likely that here lesus attacked Pharisees for 
their eagerness to try and persuade other lews to 
become Pharisees. 'To make a proselyte' in t his 
verse therefore probably involves persuading 
someone to become a Pharisee, and shows that the 
term 'proselyte' was still in the process of becom
ing a technical term for converted Gentile at this 
time. Alternatively, the verse may refer to Pharisees 
seeking to convert Godfearers into full proselytes, 
who then came under the law as the Pharisees 
understood it .  
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R.A.S. 

PROSTITUTION. The OT speaks of both 
eommon prosti tutes, zäno{, and saered prostitutes 
of both sexes, q 'ejeso{ and q 'ejesim, who were vo
taries of ferti l ity eults. The NT term for a prosti
tute is porne (cf the word 'pornography'). 

Tamar is deseribed as both a harlot (Gn. 38: 1 5) 
and a cult prostitute (Gn. 38:2 1 ,  Rsvmg.). The two 
Heb. words are used as paralleis in Ho. 4: 1 4 .  Rahab 
the harlot (Jos. 2) hid the two spies in her horne at 
Jericho. She was acclaimed for her faith (Heb. 
I I  :3 1 ;  Jas. 2 :25)  and became an ancestress of Christ 
(Mt. 1 :5) .  The two mothers who claimed the same 
baby before Solomon were prostitutes ( I  Ki. 3 : 1 6) .  

In the NT period prostitutes were arnong those 
who repented at the preaching of John the Baptist 
(Mt.  2 1 :3 1 -32). 

In Dt. 23 : 1 7- 1 8  the conternptuous phrase 'dog' 
evidently refers to a male cult prostitute. In Reho
boam's time the presence of such male prostitutes 
became widespread ( I  Ki. 1 4:24). Asa, Jehosha
phat and Josiah attempted to root out this abom
ination (I Ki .  1 5: 1 2; 22:46; 2 Ki. 23 :7). 

Other passages which may contain possible allu
sions to sacred prostitution include Nu. 25 :  1-3;  I 
Sa. 2 :22; Je. 1 3 :27; Ezk. 1 6; 23 :37-4 1 ;  Am. 2 :7-8; 2 
Macc. 6:4. 

Numerous nude female figurines found 
throughout the Near East depict the goddesses 
who were venerated in sacred prostitution. Their 
votaries believed that they could stimulate the fer
tility of their crops by sympathetic magic when 
they engaged in intercourse. 

We may assurne that the worship of the major 
Canaanite goddesses -Ashera, Astarte, Anath
involved sacred prostitution, though there are no 
explicit texts which can prove this. In the Ugaritic 
texts of temple personnel we find the qdsm, who 
were probably male cult prostitutes. Explicit refer
ences to sacred prostitution in Syria and Phoenicia 
are found in the late texts (Jf Lucian's De Dea Syria 
(2nd century 1\0). The ptostitution of women in 
the service of  Venu§ ät Meliopolis (Baalbck) is at
tested as late as the 4th century AD. 

There is good reason to believe that Phoenician 
influence was responsible for the importation of 
cultic prostitution as part of the Greek worship of 
Aphrodite by way of Cyprus and Cythera (cf 
Homer's Odyssey 8. 288, 362). 

Aphrodite was the goddess of Corinth and the 
patroness of prostitutes. Strabo 8. 6. 20 asserted 
that her temple on the Acrocorinthus had more 
than 1 ,000 hierodoules. When Paul warned the 
congregation at Corinth against immorality ( I  
Cor. 6 :  1 5- 1 6), h e  was no doubt warning them in 
part against these cult prostitutes. 

Prostitution is condemned as defiling our bodies 
which are the temples of the Holy Spirit (I Cor. 
6: 1 8-20). Those who do not repent of such prac
tices will be excluded from heaven (Rev. 2 1  :8 ;  
22: 1 5) .  

The Scriptures often use the imagery of harlotry 
to depict the evil of idolatry and apostasy (Is. 57 :3-
5;  Je. 2 :23-25 ;  Rev. 1 7: I ff.). Hosea was com
manded to marry Gomer the harlot to illustrate 
Israel's infidelity (Ho. 1 :2). 

PROVERBS, BOOK OF 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Yamauchi, in H. Hoffner 
(ed.), Orient and Occident, 1 973, pp. 2 1 3-222; 1. 
Oswalt, ZPEB, 4, pp. 9 1 0--9 1 2; E. Fisher, Biblical 
Theology Bulletin 6, 1 976, pp. 225-236; P. E. Dion, 
CBQ 43, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 4 1 -48; K. van der Toorn, JBL 
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PROVERB. I n  RSV the word 'proverb' has a wider 
range of meanings than in normal English usage, 
due especially to the many meanings of masal 
(probably related to mSl, ' to be like', ' to be com
pared with', although some relate it to msl, 'to 
rule'; hence a word spoken by a ruler). In add
ition to denoting 'a pithy saying, especially one 
condensing the wisdom of experience' (cf I Sa. 
1 0: 1 2; 24: 1 3; I Ki. 4 :32; Pr. 1 : 1 , 6; 1 0: 1 ;  2 5: 1 ;  Ec. 
1 2:9; Ezk. 1 2:22-23; 1 6:44; 1 8 :2-3), 'proverb' may 
also serve as a synonym for 'byword' (e.g. Dt. 
28:37; I Ki.  9:7; 2 Ch. 7:20; Ps. 69: 1 1 ; Je. 24:9; 
Ezk. 1 4:8) .  The point seems to be that the sufferer 
becomes an object-Iesson from which others may 
learn appropriate lessons. Similarly, 'proverb' may 
mean 'taunt-song' as in Is. 1 4:4ff., where the dis
astrous effects of the king of Babylon's pre
sumptuous pride are paraded. In Hab. 2 :6  (AV) 
'proverb' translates �ieja, 'riddle', 'perplexing 
question'. 

Two words are rendered 'proverb' in the NT: pa
rabote (Lk. 4:23) and paroimia (Jn . 1 6:25, 29,  AV; 2 
Pet. 2 :22). In the Johannine passages paroimia ap
parently denotes a 'dark saying' or 'figure of 
speech in which . . .  lofty ideas are concealed' 
(Arndt). The didactic role of proverbs in both 
Testaments should not be underestimated. Along 
with • parables, proverbs played a major part in the 
teaehing ministry of Christ (e.g. Mt .  6 :2 1 ;  Lk. 4:23; 
Jn .  1 2:24). (. WISDOM LITERATURE.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. A.  Hubbard, ISBE), 1 986, pp. 
1 0 1 2- 1 0 1 5 ; W. McKane, Proverbs, 1 970, pp. 1 0-33; 
R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs, Ecc/esiastes, AB, 1 965,  pp. 
3-9; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, 1 972, pp. 24-
34. D.A.H.  

PROVERBS, BOOK OF. The Heb. t i t le misle, 
'proverbs of' ,  is an abbreviation of  miSte s'lomoh, 
'the proverbs of Solomon' ( I :  I ) .  The English name 
is derived from the Vulg. Liber Proverbiorum. A 
collection of collections, Proverbs is a guidebook 
for sueeessful living. Without overtly stressing the 
great prophetie themes (e.g. the eovenant), the 
proverbs show how Israel's distinetive faith af
fee ted her common life. 

I. Outline or contents 

a. The importance 0/ wisdom ( I :  1 -9 :  1 8) 
Following an introduetory statement 01' purpose 
( I :  1 -6), the writer instruets his son or pupil 
eoneerning the worth and nature of wisdom. In 
contrast to the proverbs of 1 0 : l ff. ,  eaeh idea is 
discussed at some length in a didactic poem. These 
poetic essays are a highly polished development of 
the masal (. PROVERB, • WISDOM LITERATURE). 

The author's aim is to paint the strongest pos
sible contrast between the results 01' seeking 
wisdom and living a l ife of folly. He sets the stage 
for the several hund red specific proverbs wh ich 
follow. Certain temptations 100m large in the sage's 
mind: crimes of violence ( 1 : 10-- 1 9; 4: 1 4- 1 9); the 
binding of oneselr by a rash pledge (6: 1 -5) ;  sloth 
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(6:6- 1 1 ) ;  duplicity (6: 1 2- 1 5) ;  and especially sexual 
impurity (2: 1 6- 19 ;  5 : 3-20; 6:23-35; 7 :4--27; 9: 1 3-
1 8) .  To the one who avoids these snares, · Wisdom 
offers happiness, long life, wealth and honour 
(3 : 1 3- 1 8) .  The deeply religious nature of this sec
tion (e.g. 1 :7 ;  3 :5-1 2), its sensitive moral tone and 
its hortatory, didactic style are reminiscent of 
Deuteronomy. 

Apparently the writer of these chapters is an
onymous, since I :  1 -6 probably refers to the entire 
book and 1 0: I introduces a collection of proverbs 
which purport to be Solomonic. This section is 
customarily dated among the latest in the collec
tion. Though its final editing may be relatively late 
(e. 600 BC), much of the material may be consider
ably earlier. W. F. Albright has drawn attention to 
the number of paralleIs in thought and structure 
between this section, especially chs. 8-9, and Ugar
itic or Phoenician literature ( Wisdom in Israel, pp. 
7-9). He also suggests that 'it is entirely possible 
that aphorisms and even longer sections go back 
into the Bronze Age in substantially their present 
form' (p. 5). For the personification of Wisdom in 
8 :22ff., see • WISDOM. 

b. The proverbs 0/ Solomon ( l O : I-22: 1 6) 
This sect ion is probably the oldest in the book, and 
there is a growing tendency among scholars to 
accept the accuracy of the tradition reftected in I 
Ki. 4 :29ff.; Pr. I :  I ;  1 0 :  I ;  25: I honouring • Solomon 
as the sage par exeellenee. His contacts with the 
court of Egypt, the far-reaching network of his 
empire and the combination of wealth and respite 
from war enabled hirn to devote hirnself to cultural 
pursuits on a scale denied his successors. 

About 375 proverbs occur in this collection. 
Their structure is largely antithetie in  chs. 1 0- 1 5 
and synthetie or synonymolls in chs. 1 6-22. Most of 
the proverbs are unrelated; no system of grouping 
is discernible. 

Though a religious note is by no means absent 
(ef 1 5 :3 ,  8-9, 1 1 ; 1 6: 1 -9, ete. ) ,  the bulk of the 
proverbs contain no specific reference to Israel's 
faith but are based on practical observations of 
everyday l ife. The extremely practical nature of the 
instruction wh ich stresses the profits of wisdom 
has drawn the criticism of those who hold that 
pure religion should be disinterested. But how 
would a practical sage to whom God had not yet 
revealed the mystery of life after death make the 
issues c1ear without pointing out the blessings of 
the wise and the pitfalls of the fool? 

e. The 1V0rds o/ the lVise (22: 1 7-24:22) 
The title is obscured in MT and EVV, being in
corporated in 22: 1 7 . However, the obvious title 
'These also are sayings of the wise' (24:23) suggests 
that 22: 1 7-24:22 should be considered a separate 
collection. These maxims are more closely related 
and sustained in theme than those of the previous 
section . The topics are manifold: regard for the 
poor (22:22, 27), respect for the king (23 : 1 -3; 
24:2 1-22), discipline of children (23 : 1 3- 14), tem
perance (23: 1 9-2 1 ,  29-35), honour of parents 
(23:22-25), chastity (23:26-28), ete. Religious em
phasis, though not dominant, is not lacking (e.g. 
22: 1 9, 23;  24: 1 8, 2 1 ) . 

A formal relationship between the Egyp. prov
erbs of Amenemope and 22:  1 7-23: I I  is widely 
recognized. The debate centres in the question, 
Wh ich inftuenced wh ich? W. Baumgartner (The 
Old Testament and Modern Study, ed. by H. H .  

Rowley, 1 95 1 ,  p .  2 1 2) notes that 'the . . .  theory that 
Amenemope is the original . . .  has now been gen
erally accepted'. This view, however, has now been 
challenged from within Egyptology itself, by E[ua]. 
Drioton, who has put up weighty reasons for a 
view that the Egyp. Amenemope is, in fact , merely 
a translation (sometimes too l iteral) from a Heb. 
original into Egyp. ; this Heb. original would then 
be the 'words of the wise' from wh ich Proverbs 
independently drew. See E[ua]. Drioton, Melanges 
Andre Robert, 1 957, pp. 254--280, and Sacra 
Pagina, I ,  1 959, pp. 229-24 1 .  Against this, how
ever, see R. 1. Williams, JEA 47, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 00-1 06. 
The passage has been so rcfined by [srael's faith 
that, whatever its origin, it belongs to the OT 
revelation. 

d. Additional sayings o/ the wise (24:23-34) 
This brief collection exhibits the same irregularity 
of form as the one above. There are brief proverbs 
(e.g. v. 26) and extended maxims (e.g. vv. 30-34; ef 
6:6- 1 1 ). The religious element is not prominent, 
but there is a keen sense of social responsibility 
(e.g. vv. 28-29). These two collections are appar
ently not Solomonic but are part of the legacy of 
[srael's sages, who created or collected and pol
ished a vast body of wisdom sayings (ef Ec. 1 2 :9-
1 1 ) .  

e. Additional proverbs 0/ Solomon (25: 1 -29:27) 
[ n  content this section is not unlike 10 :  1 -22 :  16 (e.g. 
25 :24 = 2 1 :9; 26: 1 3  = 22: 1 3 ; 26: 1 5  = 1 9 :24, ele. ). 
However, the proverbs here are less uniform in 
length; antithetic parallelism, the backbone of the 
earlier section, is less common, although chs. 28-
29 contain numerous examples; comparison, rare 
in 1 0: l ff. ,  occurs frequently (e.g. 25:3, 1 1 - 1 4, 1 8-
20, ele. ) .  

The statement in 25: I has inftuenced the Tal
mudic opinion (Baba Balhra 1 5a) that Hezekiah 
and his company wrote the Proverbs. The role of 
Hezekiah's men in the editing of the book is not 
c1ear, but there is no reason to quest ion the accur
acy of 25 :  I ,  which relates to the sayings in chs. 
25-29. Hezekiah's interest in Israel's li terature is 
attested in 2 eh. 29:25-30, where he restores the 
Davidic order of worship, including the singing of 
the psalms of David and Asaph. A. Bentzen sug
gests that these proverbs were preserved orally until 
Hezekiah's time, when they were transcribed (JOT. 
2, p. 1 73). S. R. Driver (An Inlrodlletion 10 Ihe 
Literatllre o/ the Old Testament, p. 40 1 )  lists those 
proverbs which reHect a restiveness concerning the 
Monarchy (28:2, 1 2, 1 5f., 28; 29:2, 4, 1 6). [n the 
selection of these proverbs, is there a reHection of 
the turbulence of the 8th century BC? 

f The words 0/ Agur (30: 1-33) 
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Agur, his father Jakeh, I thiel and Ucal (30: I) defy 
identification. See · ITHIEL for an adjustment in the 
word divisions wh ich eliminates the last two names 
completely. Oracle (30: I ,  Rsvmg.) should probably 
be read as a proper name • Massa. 

The first few verses are difficult to interpret, but 
seem to be agnostic in tone. This agnosticism is 
answered (5-6) with a statement about the un
changeable word 01' God. Following a brief but 
moving prayer (7-9), the chapter concludes with a 
series of extended proverbs describing some com
mendable or culpable quality. [n many of these the 
number /ollr is prominent. Several exhibit the x, 
x + I pattern weil attested in the OT (e.g. Am. 1-



2; Mi. 5 :5)  and common in Ugaritic (cf C. H .  
Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook, 1 947, pp. 34, 20 1 ) .  

g. The words 0/ • Lemuel ( 3 1  : 1 -9) 
This king of • Massa is unknown. His mother's 
advice includes warnings against sexual excess and 
drunkenness and encouragement to judge even the 
poor with rectitude. The influence of Aramaic on 
this section is noteworthy (e.g. bar, 'son'; m'lälfin, 
'kings'). 

h. In praise 0/ a virtuous wife (3 1 :  I 0-3 1 )  
This well-wrought acrostic poem has n o  title, but is 
so different from the preceding section that i t  must 
be considered separately. Its stylized form suggests 
that it should be viewed among the latest sections 
of the book. The description of an industrious, 
conscien tious and pious woman is a fitting conclu
sion to a book which discusses the practical out
workings of a God-directed life. 

1 1 .  Date 
Proverbs could not have been completed before 
Hezekiah's time (e. 7 1 5-{j86 BC) . However, the ac
rostic poem (3 1 :  1 0-3 1 )  and the sayings of the Mas
saites (30: 1-33; 3 1 : 1 -9) may weil have been added 
in the exilic or post-exilic period. A reasonable date 
for the final editing is the 5th century BC. The indi
vidual proverbs date in most cases from weil before 
the Exile. W. F. Albright notes (op. eil. , p. 6) that 
the contents of Proverbs must, on literary grounds, 
be dated before the Aramaic sayings of Ahiqar 
(7th century BC). 

1 1 1 .  Proverbs and the New Testament 
Proverbs has lef! its stamp on the NT by several 
quotations (e.g. 3:7a = Rom. 1 2 : 1 6; 3 : 1 1 - 1 2  = Heb. 
1 2 :5-6; 3 :34 = Jas. 4:6 and I Pet. 5 : 5b; 4 :26 = Heb. 
1 2 : 1 3a; 1 0: 1 2  = Jas. 5 :20 and I Pet. 4:8; 25:2 1 -
2 2  = Rom. 1 2 :20; 26: 1 1  = 2 Pet. 2:22) and allusions 
(e.g. 2:4 and Co! . 2:3; 3 : 1 -4  and Lk. 2:52; 1 2 :7  and 
Mt. 7 :24-27). As Christ fulfilled the Law and the 
Prophets (Mt .  5: 1 7), so he fulfilled the wisdom 
writings by revealing the fullness of God's wisdom 
(Mt .  1 2 :42; I Cor. 1 :24, 30; Co!. 2 :3). If Proverbs is 
an extended commentary on the law of love, then it 
helps to pave the way for the One in whom true 
love became incarnate. See C. T. Fritsch, 'The 
Gospel in the Book of Proverbs', Theology Today 
7, 1 950, pp. 1 69- 1 83 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. AIden, Proverbs, 1 983; O. A .  
H ubbard, Proverbs, 1 989; O .  Kidner, Proverbs, 
TOTC, 1 964; W. McKame, Proverbs: A New 
Approach, 1 970; R. Murp>hy, Wisdoll1 Lileralure, 
FOTL 1 3 , 1 98 1 ;  R. Bl. Y. Scott, Proverbs. 
Ecclesiasles, 1 965 ; R .  C .  Van Leeuwen, Contexl 
and Meaning in Proverbs 25-27, 1 988; R. N. Why-
bray, The Book 0/ Proverbs, 1 972. D.A.H.  

PROVIDENCE. No single word in biblical 
Hebrew or Greek expresses the idea of God's 
providence. pronoia is used for God's purposive 
foresight  by Plato, Stoic wri ters, Philo, who wrote a 
book On Providence (Peri pronoias) ,  Josephus, and 
the authors of Wisdom (cf 14:3;  1 7:2) and 3, 4 
Macc.; but in the NT pronoia occurs only twice 
(Acts 24:2; Rom. 1 3 : 14), both times denoting, not 
God's care and forethought, but man's. The cog
nate verb pronoeö, to�, is used only of man (Rom. 
1 2 : 1 7 ; 2 Cor. 8 :2 1 ;  I Tim. 5:8). 

Providence is normally defined in Christian the-
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ology as the unceasing activity of the Creator 
whereby, in overflowing bounty and goodwill (Ps. 
145 :9 cf Mt.  5:45-48), he upholds his creatures in 
ordered existence (Acts 1 7:28; Co!. I :  1 7 ;  Heb. 1 :3), 
guides and governs all events, circumstances and 
free acts of angels and men (cf Ps. 1 07; Jb. I :  1 2; 
2 :6; Gn. 45:5-8), and directs everything to its ap
pointed goal, for his own glory (cf Eph. 1 :9-1 2) .  
This view of God's relation to the world must be 
distinguished from: (a) panlheism, which absorbs 
the world in to God; (b) deism, which cuts it off 
from hirn; (c) dua/ism, which divides control of it 
between God and another power; (d) indelermin
ism, which holds that it is under no control at all; 
(e) delerminism, which posits a control of a kind 
that destroys man's moral responsibility; (j) the 
doctrine of chance, wh ich denies the controlling 
power to be rational; and (g) the doctrine of /ale, 
which denies it to be benevolent. 

Providence is presented in Scripture as a func
tion of divine sovereignty. God is King over all, 
doing just what he wills (Pss. 1 03: 1 9; 1 35 :6; On. 
4:35; cf Eph .  I :  1 1 ) .  This conviction, robustly held, 
pervades the whole Bible. The main strands in i t  
may be analysed as folIows. 

a. Providence and Ihe nalural order 
God rules all natural forces (Ps. 147:8f.), all wild 
animals (Jb. 38-4 1 ), and all happenings in the 
world, great and smalI, from thunderstorms (Jb. 
37; Ps. 29) and plagues (Ex.7:3-1 1 :  1 0; 1 2 :29ff.; Joel 
2 :25) to the death of a sparrow (Mt.  1 0:29) or the 
fall of a lot (Pr. 1 6: 33). Physical Iife, in men and 
animals, is his to give and to take away (Gn. 2: 1 7; I 
Sa. 1 :27; 2 Sa. 1 2: 1 9; Jb. 1 :2 1 ;  Pss. 1 02:23; 1 04:29-
30; 1 27:3; Ezk. 24: 1 6ff.; On. 5:23, elc.); so are 
health and sickness (Ot. 7: 1 5; 28:27, 60), prosper
ity and adversity ('evil', Am. 3:6; cf Is. 45 :7), elc. 

Since the regularity of the natural order is 
thought of as depending directly upon the divine 
will (cf Gn. 8 :22), the Bible finds no difficulty in 
the idea of an occasional miraculous irregularity; 
God does what he wills in his world, and nothing is 
too hard for hirn (cf Gn. 1 8 : 1 4). 

God's providential government of the created 
order proclaims his wisdom, power, glory and 
goodness (Pss. 8 : 1 ,  RV; 1 9: 1 -{j; Acts 1 4: 1 7; Rom. 
I :  1 9f.). The man who in face of this revelation does 
not acknowledge God is without excuse (Rom. 
1 :20). 
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The Bible presents God's constant fulfilling of 
his kindly purposes in nature both as matter for 
praise in itself (cf PSS. 104; 147) and as a guarantee 
that he is lord of human history, and will fulfil 
his gracious promises in that realm also (cf Je. 
3 1  :35ff. ;  33: 1 9-26). 

b. Providence and wor/d history 
Since the Fall, God has been executing a plan of 
redemption. This plan pivots upon Christ's first 
coming and culminates in his return. I ts goal is the 
creation of a world-wide church in wh ich Jew and 
non-Jew share God's grace on equal terms (Eph. 
3 :3-1 1 ), and through this the reintegration of the 
disordered cosmos ( Rom. 8 :  1 9ff.), under the rule 
of Christ at his second coming (Eph . I :9- 12 ;  Phi!. 
2 :9ff.; Co!. I :20; I Cor. 1 5 :24ff.). Through Christ's 
present reign and future triumph, the OT proph
ecies of God's Messianic kingdom (cf Is. 1 1 : 1 -9; 
On. 2:44; 7: 1 3-27) are fulfilled. The unifying theme 
of the Bible is God's exercise of his kingship in 
setting up this k ingdom. No foe can thwart hirn; he 
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laughs at opposition to his plan (Ps. 2:4), and uses 
it to his own ends (cf Acts 4:25-28, quoting Ps. 
2: I f.). The c1imax of history will be the overthrow 
of those who fight against God and his kingdom, 
as the book of Revelation shows (Rev. 1 9, etc. ). 

d Providence and human freedom 

Paul analyses the steps in God's plan in terms of 
the Jew-Gentile and law-grace relationships in 
Gal. 3 ;  Rom. 9-1 1 ;  cf Eph. 2 : 1 2-3: 1 1 .  

c. Providence and personal circumstances 
God told Israel as a nation that he would prosper 
them while they were faithful  but bring disaster on 
them if they sinned (Lv. 26: 1 4ff. ; Dt. 28:  1 5ff.). The 
attempt to understand the fortunes of individual 
Israelites in the light of this principle raised prob
lems. Why does God allow the wicked to pros per, 
even when they are victimizing the just? And why is 
disaster so often the lot of the godly? 

The first quest ion is always answered by affirm
ing that the wicked prosper only for a moment; 
God will soon visit them and take vengeance (Pss. 
37 passim; 50: 1 6-2 1 ;  73: 1 7ff.), though for the pres
ent he may forbear, in order to give them further 
opportuni ty for repentance (Rom. 2Af.; 2 Pet. 3 :9 ;  
Rev. 2 :2 1 ) . The NT iden ti fies the day of God's vis
itation with the final judgment (cf Rom. 2 :3ff. ;  
1 2: 1 9; Jas. 5:  1 -8). 

The second question is tackled in several ways. It 
is asserted: (i) that the righteous will be vindicated 
when the day of visitation for the wicked comes 
(Ps. 37; Mal .  3: 1 3-4:3); (ii) that meanwhile suffer
ing is valuable as a God-given discipline (Pr. 3: 1 1  f.; 
Ps. 1 1 9:67, 7 1 ); (iii) that suffering, faithfully borne, 
even if not understood, glorifies God and leads to 
blessing in the end (Jb. 1 -2; 42); (iv) that com
munion with God is the supreme good, and to 
those who enjoy it outward impoverishments are 
of no ultimate importance (Ps. 73: 1 4, 23ff.; Hab. 
3 :  1 7f.). 

In the NT the fact that believers suffer ill
treatment and adverse circumstances is no longer a 
problem, since it is recognized that fellowship in 
Christ's sufferings is fundamental to the Christian 
vocation (cf Mt .  1 0:24f.; Jn .  1 5 : 1 8ff.; 1 6 :33; Acts 
9 : 1 6; 1 4:22; Phil. 3 : I Off.; I Pet. 4: 1 2- 1 9) .  This rec
ognition ,  in conjunction with the OT principles 
mentioned above, completely disposed of the 'prob
lem of suffering' for the first Christians. Knowing 
something of their glorious hope ( I  Pet. I :3ff.), 
and of the strengthening and sustaining power of 
Christ (2 Cor. I :3ff.; 1 2 :9f.), they could contentedly 
face all situations (Phil . 4 :  1 1 ) and rejoice in all 
troubles ( Rom. 8 :35ff.), confident that through ad
versity their loving Father was disciplining them in 
sanctity (Heb. 1 2:5-1 1 ) , developing their Christian 
character (Jas. I :2ff. ;  I Pet. 5 :  I 0; cf Rom. 5:2ff.), 
proving the reality of their faith (I Pet. 1 :7), and so 
ripening them for glory ( I  Pet. 4: 1 3) .  In all things 
God works for the spiritual welfare of his people 
(Rom. 8 :28); and he supplies them with whatever 
material th ings they need throughout their earthly 
pilgrimage (Mt .  6:25-33; Phil. 4: 1 9) .  

Belief in providence determines many of the 
basic attitudes of biblical piety. The knowledge 
that God determines their circumstances teaches 
the fai thful  to wait on hirn in humility and patience 
for vindication and deliverance (Pss. 37; 40: 1 3ff.; 
Jas. 5 :7ff.; I Pet. 5 :6f.). It forbids them to grow 
desponden t or despairing ( Pss. 42-43), and brings 
them courage and hope when harassed (Pss. 60; 
62). It inspires all prayers for help, and praise for 
every good thing that is enjoyed. 
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God rules the hearts and actions of all men (cf Pr. 
2 1 :  I ;  Ezr. 6:22), often for purposes of his OWIl 
which they do not suspect (cf Gn. 45 :5-8; 50:20; 
Is. 1 0 :5ff.; 44:28-45:4; Jn .  1 1  :49ff.; Acts 1 3 :27ff.). 
God's control is absolute in the sense that men do 
only that wh ich he has ordained that they should 
do; yet they are truly free agents, in the sense that 
their decisions are their own, and they are mo rally 
responsible for them (cf Dt. 30: 1 5ff.) .  A distinc
tion, however, must be drawn between God's al
lowing (or 'giving up') sinners to practise the evil 
that they have preferred (Ps. 8 1 :  1 2f.; Acts 1 4: 1 6; 
Rom. 1 :24-28), and his gracious work of prompt
ing his people to will and do what he commands 
(Phil. 2: 1 3); for in the former case, according to the 
biblical rule of judgment, the blame for the evil 
done belongs entirely to the sinner (cf Lk. 22:22; 
Acts 2:23; 3 :  1 3-1 9), whereas in the latter ca se the 
praise for the good done must be given to God (cf 
I Cor. 1 5 : 1 0) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD; A. E. Garvie, in HDB: A. 
H .  Strong, Systematic Theology ", 1 949, pp.  4 1 9-
443; L. Berkhof, Systematic Theology" 1 949, pp. 
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Church Dogmatics, 3. iii, E.T. 1 960, pp. 3-288; 
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PROVINCE. Originally the word denoted a sphere 
of duty or administration. The praetor urbanus, 
e.g. ,  held an urbana provincia, and this was defined 
as the administration of justice within the city 
(Livy, 6. 42; 3 1 .  6). Tacitus speaks of the suppres
sion of a slave revolt at Brundisium in AD 24 by 
a quaestor 'whose province was the hill-country 
pastures', ca lies (Annals 4. 27). The reading is 
confirmed by Suetonius (lul. 1 9),  who spcaks of 
'provinces' covering the supervision of 'woods and 
pasture-Iands'. The reference shows that, long 
after the term developed territorial and 
geographical significance, it retained its ancient 
meaning. The intermediate use is seen in the em
ployment of the term of a military command. 'To 
Sicinius,' says Livy, 'the Voisci were assigned as his 
province, to Aquilius the Hernici' (2. 40). That is, 
the task of pacification in these two I talian tri bai 
areas was allotted respectively to these two consuls. 
I t  was an easy step from, e.g. , Spain as a military 
command to Spain as a conquered territory and 
defined area of administrat ion . In this later, com
moner and wider sense of the word, there were no 
provinces until Rome extended her conquests 
beyond the Italian peninsula. Sicily was the first 
country to be made thus into 'a Roman province' 
(Cicero, In Verr. 2 . 2) .  This was in 24 1 BC. Sardinia 
followed in 235 BC. In 1 2 1  BC Rome annexed a 
piece of territory in S Gaul between the Alps and 
the Cevennes to secure communications with 
Spain, and this area, Gallia Narbonensis, became 
known as 'the Province' above aB others, and its 
inhabitants provinciales. (Hence Provence today.) 
Similarly the rest of the provinces were acquired 
piecemeal, the list being c10sed by the annexation 
of Britain by Claudius and Dacia by Trajan. 

The earliest provinces were administered by ma
gistrates elected for the purpose. E.g.,  two ad-



ditional praetors were elected from 227 BC (or 
Sicily and Sardinia, and two more 20 years later, to 
govern the two Spanish provinces. The scheme was 
then discontinued for over a century, Macedonia 
( 1 48 BCl. Achaea and Mrica ( 1 46 BC) and Asia 
( 1 33 BC), e.g ,  being ruled by • magistrates already 
in office, their imperillm being extended for the 
purpose. The term * proconsul signified a consul 
whose imperium was thus 'prorogucd' after his year 
of office, for the purpose of a provincial governor
ship. A proconsulship could, however, be held 
without preceding tenure of the consulship. This 
was the case with Pompey in 77, 66 and 65 BC. 

Under the principate the provinces were divided 
into senatorial and imperial. The former were gov
erned by ex-consuls and ex-praetors with the title 
of * proconsul, normally in yearly tenure; the latter 
were administered by legates of the emperor (legati 
Augusti pro praetore), men of senatorial rank or 
selected equestrian officials. Tenure of office was at 
the emperor's pleasure. Imperial provinces were 
usually those involving legionary garrisons. Trans
ference from one list to another was not uncom
mon. Tacitus mentions the transfer of Achaea and 
Macedonia from the senate to the emperor in AD 
1 5  (leuari proconsulari imperio tradique Caesari 
. . .  ) (Ann. I .  76). Cyprus is a similar example. An
nexed in 57 BC, it was incorporated in Cilicia in 55 
BC and made an imperial province in 27 BC. In 22 
BC Augustus transferred it and Gallia Narbonensis 
to the senate in exchange for Dalmatia. Hence 
there was a proconsul in command, as Luke, with 
his usual accuracy, indicates (Acts 1 3 :7). (* ROMAN 
EM PIRE.) 
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PSALMS, BOOK OF. 

I. The import3nce of the Psalter 
It would be difficult to overestimate the signifi
cance, for Jew and Gentile, of the book of Psalms. 
Here are mirrored the ideals of religious piety and 
communion with God, of sorrow for sin and the 
search for perfeetion, of walk ing in darkness, un
afraid, by the lamp of  faith;  of obedience to the 
law of God, delight in the worship of God, fellow
ship with the friends of God, reverence for the 
Word of God; of humility under the chastening 
rod, trust when evil triumphs and wickedness 
prospers, serenity in the midst of storm. 

The Hebrew poets were inspired to take these 
spiritual insights and experiences and make them 
the themes of their songs. But it should be remem
bered that 'the Psalms are poems, and poems in
tended to be sung, not doctrinal treatises, nor even 
sermons' (c. S. Lewis, Reßections on the Psalms, 
1 958, p. 2)-hence the Hebrew title of the Psalms, 
t 'hillim, 'songs of praise'-also that they were 
giving expression to the religion of Israel to wh ich 
the psalmists were heirs, not merely to their per
sonal religious experiences. So the Psalms belong 
to all believers, Jew and Gentile. 

11. The formation of the Psalter 

It has been customary to describe the book of 
Psalms as 'the hymn-book of the second Temple', 
and such it undoubtedly was. The title is mislead-
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ing, however, if it is interpreted to mean that all the 
psalms were written in the exilic or post-exi l ic 
periods. It is important to notice that this type of 
literature is not only confined to the Psalter in the 
OT but is found in many different periods in 
Hebrew history. It is found among the Hebrews as 
early as the Exodus period (Ex. 1 5) ,  and another 
example comes from a time subsequent to, but 
relatively elose to, the invasion of  Canaan under 
Joshua (Jdg. 5). Hannah's psalm ( I  Sa. 2: I- I  0) 
comes at the elose of the Judges period. 

The pre-exilie prophetie literat ure also contains 
examples of psalm composition (cf,  e.g ,  H o. 6: 1 -
3 ;  Is. 2 :2-4; 38: 1 0-20; Je. 14 :7-9; Hab. 3 : l ff. ,  ete ). 
And from the post-exilic period come such pas
sages as Ezr. 9 : 5- 1 5  and Ne. 9 :6-39, which 
are strongly reminiscent of many of the psalms. 
Clearly, then, the Psalter is not an isolated I iterary 
phenomenon. I ndeed, the same type of * poetry is 
found among the Babylonians and the citizens of 
Ugarit as the Ras Shamra tablets testify. The OT 
Psalter is a collection of poems wh ich are typical 
of a Iiterary form which the Hebrews, in common 
with other cultures, used from at least the Exodus 
right up until the post-exilic or second Temple 
period. And, of course, if one reckons with the 
non-canonical psalms it is elear that this l iterary 
form persisted among the Jews unti l  quite a long 
way into the Christian era. 

a. Authorship 
No fewer than 73 psalms are attributed to David. 
Other authors named in the titles are Asaph (50; 
73-83), the sons of Korah (42-49, 84-85, 87-88), 
Solomon (72; 1 27), and Heman (88), Ethan (89), 
both Ezrahites, and Moses (90), who have one 
psalm each attributed to them. Davidic authorship 
of many of the psalms has often been denied, prin
cipally on the ground that David the psalmist of 
popular belief bears no resemblance to David the 
warrior of the books of Samuel and Kings. I t  can 
also be argued that the ascription I'tjäwüj ('of 
David') need not be a note of authorship, but only 
a rubic appointing certain psalms to be used in a 
royal ritual for the 'David' (the Davidic king) of 
the time. We do know, however, that David was a 
musician ( I  Sa. 1 6: 1 4ff.) and a poet (2 Sa. 1 : 1 7ff.; 
3 :33f.) .  The attempts of some scholars to disprove 
the Davidic authorship assigned to 2 Sa. 22 :  I ff. ;  
23: 1 -7,  and to excise the words 'Iike David' from 
Am. 6:5 (where the tradition of  David and his 
music and songs is referred to 300 years after his 
death) have the air of special pleading. Moreover 
the NT not only accepts but bases arguments 
upon Davidic authorship of this material. On this, 
see also section IV, below. 

This hymn-book of the second Temple contains 
very ancient material. This is not at all  surprising 
when it is recalled that the Ras Shamra tablets 
show that, when Israel invaded Canaan, the type 
of poetry represented in the Psalms was already a 
long-established tradition among the inhabitants 
of Ugarit. The Song of Moses, then, in Ex . 1 5 , and 
the Song of Deborah (Jdg. 5), were neither isolated 
nor unprecedented examples of Semitic poetry. 
The M osaic and Solomonic authorships referred to 
in the titles of three psalms suggest that the ancient 
religion of the tabernacle and the first Temple 
would require its sacred music. Religion in the days 
of Amos (5 :2 1 -23) and Isaiah (30:29), during the 
Exile (Ps. 1 37: I ff.) and the period following the 
return, and also the building of the second Temple, 
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would also require its solemn chants. But it is the 
prominence of  the king in the Psalter (see section 
IV) wh ich has done most to convince recent 
scholars that the dassical period of psalm com
position was the Monarchy, i. e. from David to the 
beginning of the Exile. 

b. Organization 
The OT Psalter as we now have it consists 01' five 
books. This division goes back to the LXX version, 
which was begun as early as the 3rd century BC. 
Every section is easily recognizable because a dox
ology closes each book. These doxologies are short 
except the one that ends Book V; there an entire 
psalm is given over to the closing doxology. The 
five divisions of the Psalter are as folIows: Book I ,  
Pss. 1-4 1 ;  Book 1 1 ,  Pss. 42-72; Book 1 1 1 ,  Pss. 73-
89; Book I V, Pss. 90-1 06; Book V, Pss. 107-1 50. 
Many have seen in this fivefold division an attempt 
to imitate the division of the Torah into five books, 
the Pentateuch. (See N. H. Snaith, Hymns 0/ the 
Temple, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 8-20, where the significance of 
this is discussed.) 

Various features suggest that there were separate 
collections of psalms in use be fore the final com
pilation. E.g. certain psalms, in wh oie or in part 
(notably Pss. 1 4  and 53; Ps. 40: 1 3- 1 7  and Ps. 70; 
Pss. 57:7- 1 1 plus 60:6- 1 3  to make Ps. 1 08), occur 
in more than one part of the Psalter. Further, a 
large group (42-83) speaks predominantly of 
'God' rather than 'the LoRD', whereas other blocks 
( 1-4 1 ;  84-89; 90-1 50) have the opposite prefer
ence, even in psalms attributed to some of the 
authors of the former group (42-83). Again, Ps. 
72:20 evidently marks the dose of a particular set 
of Davidic psalms, but not of David's whole 
output, as the rest of the Psalter demonstrates. 

It seems likely, as various scholars have sug
gested, that the penultimate stage in compiling the 
Psalter was the gathering of groups of psalms into 
three main psalters, perhaps used at different 
centres or periods, as folIows: a. the Davidic Pss. 3-
41 or 2-4 1 ,  wh ich prefer the divine name Yahweh 
(the LoRD); b. the Korahite, Asar,hite and Davidic 
Pss. 42-83 (the ' Elohistic psalter ), where the term 
" Iäh/m (God) prt:dominates (to which group was 
added an appendix, 84-89, in which 'Yahweh' pre
vails); c. a collection of mostly anonymous psalms, 
90- 1 50 (with 'Yahweh' again), containing certain 
clusters marked by particular themes or uses (e.g. 
God's kingship, 93-1 00; the 'Egyptian Halle!', 
1 1 3- 1 1 8, traditionally associated with the Pass
over; the Songs of Ascents, 1 20-1 34; the closing 
Hallelujah psalms, 146-1 50). Finally, on this view, 
to match the books of Moses the three collections 
were further divided to make five, and Ps. I (or I 
and 2) placed at the beginning to introduce the 
whole. 

111.  Technical terms in the Psalter 
The title of the book in Hebrew is t 'hillim, 'Songs 
of Praise', or 'Praises'. In English the title Psalter 
comes from LXX A Psalterion, while The Psalms 
comes from LXX B Psalmoi or the Vulg. Liber 
Psalmorum. In addition to the title given to the 
book, the majority of individual psalms have sep
arate headings. Since, however, many of the tech
nical terms in the titles and elsewhere were already 
obscure to the Jewish translators of the LXX (3rd to 
2nd centuries BC), any comments must be tentative. 

I .  Technical designations 0/ psalms. The most 
frequent term is mizmör, 'a psalm', a word which 

suggests the use 01' an instrumental accompani
ment. 'A song' (Sir) is a more general term, not 
confined to worship. In  the Psalter i t  is often 
coupled with mizmör (e.g. 48, title), and there are 
i 5 consecutive 'Songs of Ascents' ( 1 20-1 34), 
probably pilgrim songs or else processional songs 
for the festivals. Thirteen psalms have the heading 
maski/, which would sec m to mean 'making wise or 
skilful'. The psalms in question (32; 42; 44-45 ;  52-
55 ;  74; 78; 88-89; 142) reflect extremely chastening 
experiences-with one striking exception (45). The 
title may, however, refer not to the content or con
text of the psalm but to its l i terary style. We have to 
confess ignorance. Six psalms are called militäm, 
wh ich LXX interprets as 'an inscription', and AV mg. 
(hardly less improbably) as 'a golden psalm' (from 
ke!em, 'gold'). Mowinckel, however, draws atten
tion to Akkad. kataml/, to cover, and infers a 
psalm for atonement ,  since he classifies all these 
psalms ( 1 6; 5Cr-60) as laments. But the 'cover' 
which they seek is not atonement but defence, and 
the most Iikely meaning is 'a plea for protection'; 
almost, in our terms, 'an SOS'. Other titles are 'a 
prayer' ( 1 7; 86; 90; 1 02; 142), 'a praise' or 'dox
ology' ( 1 45) and 'a shiggaion' (Siggäyön, Ps. 7; cf 
Hab. 3:  I ,  plur.). This last term is not c1ear to us; it 
has been linked with sgh, to wander or reel, and 
(Mowinckel) with Akkad . segl/, to howl or lament. 
But both Ps. 7 and Hab. 3 ,  while they face desper
ate situations, react to them with notable faith and 
hope. 
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2. MI/sical directions. Many directions wh ich 
appear to be of this kind occur in conjunction with 
the heading lam'na��eah4, 'to (or 'of') the choir
master' (cf RSV of Pss. 4ff., etc.), which may indi
cate a special collection of psalms (there are 55, 
scattered through all five books) more elaborately 
performed than the rest. But that is a guess, and 
various other meanings have been suggested for 
this Heb. term derived from a root meaning to 
excel, endure or shine: e.g. LXX has 'to the end'; 
Mowinckel, 'to dispose Yahweh to mercy' (making 
his face shine)-to mention only two. 

• Musical instruments prescribed in the titles in
clude n'ginö! (strings) and n'bi/ö! ('Hutes', RSV), 
and the pitch of instruments or voices may perhaps 
be indicated by ' " Iümöl (Ps. 46), 'trebles'(?)-Iit .  
'girls'-and s 'minil (Pss. 6 and 1 2), 'an octave 
below'(?)-lit .  'eighth'-on the admittedly enig
matic basis of I Ch. 1 5 :20f. 

Some terms, usually coupled with the prepo
sition 'al (RSV 'according to'), have been inter
preted as either liturgical directions (see 3 ,  below) 
or tune-names. The chief examples are a. Gittith 
(gilti!, 8; 8 1 ;  84), a word derived from Gath or 
from the wine or olive press; b. Muth-Iabben ( 'al
mÜl labben, 9), 'death of the son' (but revocalized as 
' "lümöl lä/;1in, as L. Delekat suggests, it could per
haps be construed as 'trebles for c1arity'); c. 'The 
Hind of the Dawn' ( 'ayyele! ha-sabar, 22); but LXX 
has 'the help at dawn' (cf " yälüli, 'my help', in v. 
1 9  (20, Heb.), as B. D. Eerdmans points out). See, 
however, 3, below. d. 'Lilies' (sösannim, 45; 69; 80), 
' Lily of testimony or covenant' (.fri.fan 'egül, 60); 
but instead of 'lilies', LXX has ' those who make 
changes' (sessänim?). e. 'The Dove on Far-off 
Terebinths', or, 'The Silent Dove of Far-off Places' 
(yönal 'elem r'böqim, 56): is this, however, a con
cluding note to Ps. 55, in view of 55 :6f. (7f. ,  Heb.)? 
On a cultic interpretation, see 3 ,  below. f 'Do Not 
Destroy' ( 'al-tasbel, 57 - 59; 75) is a phrase from 
the vineyards in Is. 65:8, and conceivably the name 



of a vintage-song and its tune. But the same words 
occur more significantly in Dt. 9:26, which may 
underlie both I s. 65:8b and this title. g. ' Mahalath' 
(mab"laL, 53; 88) appears to be derived from /:Ilh, 
either 'be il l '  or 'propitiate'. It could be 'a catch
word in a song, giving the name to a tune' (BDB), 
and the additional word I"annör in the title of Ps. 
88 could mean either 'to sing 

-
antiphonally' (cf 

Vulg.) or 'to afflict or humble'. But see the next 
paragraph, against the notion of tune-names. 

3. Lirurgical direcrions. The preposi tion 'al (RSV 
'according to'), which introduces most of the 
terms in the above paragraph, means basically 'on'. 
Mowinckel therefore relates the above titles, a. to 
g. ,  to cultic acts, 'over' which the psalms would be 
sung. So, e.g. ,  e. would refer to a ritual such as that 
of Lv. 1 4: 5-7, where one bird was sacrificed and 
one released to fty away, and g. would indicate a 
ritual for the sick. Likewise 'al-y'quLun (62; 77; cf 
39) would refer not to the singer leduthun (2 Ch. 
5:  1 2) but to an act of confession over which the 
psalms were to  be sung. Mowinckel's suggestions 
are speculative; but so, admittedly, are most others. 
Perhaps his most dubious example is the title of Ps. 
22, taken to refer to the sacrifice of a hart, a non
sacrificial animal (Dt. 1 2 :  1 5, erc. ) .  

Selah (selä) occurs 71  times, and is still obscure 
to uso Since it often seems to mark a division in a 
psalm, it may be an instruction to the worshippers 
to 'lift up' (sll) their voices or instruments in a re
frain or interlude. 

Higgaion (higgäyön, 9: 1 6  [ 1 7, Heb.] ) .  like Selah, 
evidently calls for music. I t  is a term in Ps. 92:3 (4, 
Heb.) for the sound of a stringed instrument. 

IV. The Iiturgical approach to the Psalter 
A landmark in the modern study of the Psalter was 
the work of H .  Gunkel in the early decades of this 
century. To hirn i t  was all-important to start by 
distinguishing the different classes (Garrllngen) of 
psalms by attending to a. the worship-situations 
from which they had sprung ('some definite divine 
service', rat her than some event in the history of 
the nation or the writer); b. the thoughts and 
moods which different psalms were found to have 
in common; and c. the recurrent features of style, 
form and imagery which served these various ends. 
He found the fol lowing main types: Hymns of 
Praise, Personal Thanksgivings, Communal Lam
ents and Personal Laments. In addition there were 
smaller categories such as Entrance Liturgies, 
Blessings and Cursings, Wisdom Psalms, Royal 
Psalms; and t here were also mixed types. His  clas
sification has been widely adopted, and his insist
ence on the importance of such an approach 
seldom questioned. 

While Gunkel regarded most of the canonical 
psalms as l i terary descendants of Israel's original 
psalmody, S. Mowinckel saw them as products of 
the living cultus. He set himself to reconstruct the 
rites and festivals of Israel from the clues which he 
confidently detected there, independently of any 
confirrnation from the Pentateuch. His early psalm 
studies, in the 1 920s, made much of a postulated 
festival of Yahweh's accession as King, supposedly 
celebrated at the New Year somewhat after the 
fashion of the Babylonian akiru festival, leaving its 
traces in about 40 of the psalms and in the devel
opment of OT eschatology. This lead was quickly 
followed, sometimes to excess, by other scholars, 
notably the so-called Myth and Ritual School of 
British and Scandinavian scholars in the 1 930s, 
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who drew heavily upon comparative religion to 
construct in detail a cultic drama of divine combat 
and nuptials and the fixing of destinies, which ac
counted for many of the cries of anguish or tri
umph in the Psalter and most of its allusions to 
seas and springs, enemies and monsters, defeat and 
victory, and the attributes and activities of the 
king. 

Not all scholars, however, who acknowledge a 
debt to Mowinckel have agreed in detail with hirn 
or (still iess) with those who carried his methods to 
extremes. Mowinckel hirnself makes less of the Ac
cession motif in his later writings than in his early 
studies, and other scholars who emphasize the in
ftuence of the new year festival on the Psalter 
would see its main aspect as covenant-renewal (A. 
Weiser) or the reaffirming of God's choice of Zion 
and the house of David (H.  1. Kraus). But the 
legacy of Gunkel and M owinckel remains, in  the 
preoccupation of most commentators with the 
task of assigning each psalm to its proper class, 
and in the viewing of alm ost all the material as 
ecclesiastical. 

This is distinct from the view, with wh ich there 
can be no quarrel, that the psalms were collected 
and used for worship, and in many cases written 
expressly for such use. Instead, i t  assurnes that even 
those psalms which profess to h ave sprung from 
episodes in the Iife of David (e.g. the bulk of Pss. 
5 1-60), or which are attested as his writings by the 
NT (e.g. Pss. 1 6; 69; 1 09- 1 1 0), arose on the con
trary out of the cult-drama or were anonymously 
composed as set pieces for worship situations that 
might arise for the individual, the Davidic king or 
the congregation. Thus Ps. 5 1 ,  despite the intro
ductory statement which is part of the Hebrew 
text, is allegedly not David's prayer after his sin 
with Bathsheba, and Ps. 1 1 0, despite our Lord's 
account of it, is not allowed to be the work of (as 
he hirnself put it in M k .  1 2: 36) 'David hirnself, in
spired by the Holy Spirit'. Within this dominant 
school of thought, however, there are varicties of 
opinion as to the right classification of individual 
psalms, and there is more confidence in saying who 
did not write the psalms than in deciding who did. 

The attempt to place the psalms within their set
ting, we suggest, should be governed by the evi
dence in each separate case. This will include the 
internal characteristics to which Gunkel and his 
successors have drawn attention, but i t  will be con
trolled by the statements, where there are such, in 
the titles and other scriptures. It will also bear in 
mind the fact that a psalmist could speak (as Peter 
pointed out in Acts 2:30f.) as 'a prophet', aware of 
God's promises and foreseeing wh at was far 
beyond his own horizon. 

V. The theology of the Psalter 
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I .  The marrow of the religious l ife of the psalmists 
was undoubtedly their knowledge o[ God. They 
never tire of singing his majesty in creation. In all 
his works in the heavens, the earth and the sea he 
has made hirnself known as the all-powerful, the 
all-knowing, the everywhere-present God. He is 
also the God of all history who guides everything 
towards the final goal which he has purposed to 
fulfil .  But this Ruler of the world, this King of 
kings, is also Lawgiver and ludge, the Vindicator 
of all who are oppressed and their Saviour. He is 
therefore merciful and faithful, just and righteous, 
the Holy One whom men and angels adore. But the 
God of the psalmists is also, and uniquely, the God 
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01' Israel. The God who revealed hirnself to Abra
ham, Isaac and Jacob, who throu�h Moses de
livered Israel from Egypt, entered IOto covenant 
with them and gave them the promised land, is the 
God 01' Israel still, the Lord and Defender 01' the 
chosen people. 

With such a high conception 01' God it is not 
surprising that the psalmists found their chief de
light and privilege in prayer to God. There is a 
directness, a spontaneity and an immediacy in the 
prayers 01' the psalmists that convince us 01' the 
reality 01' prayer for them. They believe in his provi
dence, trust in his presence, rejoice in his right
eousness, rest in his faithfulness, confide in his 
nearness. In their prayers they praise, petition and 
commune with their God, and find refuge from 
sickness, want ,  pestilence and slander, and humble 
themselves under his mighty hand. In the progres
sive Iife 01' the community their behaviour is 
marked by fidelity to God, revercnt obedience to 
the law, kindness to the oppressed and joy in the 
worship 01' God's people. 

2. Set against such a background 01' faith and 
obedience Ihe impreealory psafms (see especially 
35 : 1 -8; 59; 69; 1 09) may be fei t  to constitute a 
moral difficulty. Similar prayers for vengeance 
are found in Jeremiah 1 1 : 1 8ff.; 1 5 : 1 5ff.; 1 8 : 1 9ff.; 
20: I I  ff. The underlying idea in these passages in 
the Psalter, where curses and revengeful punish
ments are invoked upon the enemy, is expressed in 
1 39:2 1 1'. , 'Do I not hate them that hate thee, 0 
Lord? . . .  I count them my enemies.' That is to say, 
the psalmists are motivated by zeal for the Holy 
One 01' Israel who must exercise retribution in the 
present moral order in the world. Behind the im
precations is a recognition 01' a divine moral go v
ernance in the world, a belief that right and wrong 
are meaningful for God, and that therefore judg
ment must operate in the moral world order as 
weil as grace. It was natural, then, for men living 
under the dispensation 01' the law to pray for the 
destruction 01' God's enemies through judgment, 
although Christi ans now living in the dispensation 
01' grace pray for all men that they may be saved, 
while still believing in the reality 01' a here-and
now judgment as weil as judgment that is a future 
event. 

I t  should be remembered too that while the 
psalmists were aware 01' the tensions between 
righteousness and unrighteousness, between the 
people 01' God and the enemies 01' God, they had 
as yet no conception 01' judgment in an eschato
logical sense, nor had they any doctrine 01' a future 
state in wh ich the ungodly would be punished and 
the godly rewarded. Therefore if righteousness is 
to be vindicated it has to be vindicated now, if 
wickedness is to be punished it has to be punished 
now. For when the righteous man prayed for the 
destruction 01' wickedness he did not distinguish in 
his mind between the ungodly and his ungodliness. 
The destruction 01' the one without the other was 
unthinkable to the pious Hebrew. It was even dif
ficull if not impossible for some psalmists to dis
tinguish between the ungodly man and his family. 
All that belonged to the wicked man was involved 
with hirn in his wickedness. The Christian therefore 
must have these things in mind when he reads these 
imprecatory psalms. He must not empty them 01' 
all significance. They are at least a powerful re
minder 01' the reality 01' judgment in this moral 
world, and they testify to a burning zeal for the 
cause 01' righteousness which f1amed in the hearts 
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01' some 01' the psalmists, and to their refusal to 
condone sin. 

3 .  Has the Psalter a theology 01' afulure fife? The 
answer here is, No. There is a hope but no assured 
belief concerning the future. There is no eerlain 
reference to resurrection in the Psalter. Flashes 01' 
revelation or insight concerning the future life 
there may be, but there is no doctrine, no such art
icle 01' religious faith. The germ 01' such a hope 
may be found in Pss. 1 6- 1 7; 49; 73, but simply a 
hope it remains. Nowhere does a psalmist attain to 
an assured belief in resurrection .  

4 .  The Messianie psafms. One 01' t h e  most im
portant factors in the national survival 01' I srad 
has been the Messianic hope. This hope centres on 
the return 01' the age 01' David whose reign in the 
past marked the golden age in Israel's history; and 
it is against this background that the Messianic 
hope in the Psalter should be viewed. The picture 
01' the Messiah that emerges from the Psalter is a 
twofold one. 

First, since Messiah is to be a scion 01' thc Dav
idic dynasty, he is to be the King 01' the Messianie 
age. The Psalter envisages a divine Messianie King 
against whom nations will rebel in vain (Ps. 2).  The 
Messianic age is depicted in Ps. 72, while in Ps. 2 
the kingdom is described as a universal kingdom 
which belongs to God but over which Messiah 
rules in association with the Lord. In Ps. 1 1 0 Mes
siah is King, Priest and Vietor who sits in glory at 
God's right hand. Ps. 45 speaks 01' eternal domin
ion, while Ps. 72 emphasizes the universality of 
Messiah's rule. 

But secondly, the Psalter also prepares men's 
minds for a suffering Messiah. Is. 53 has its coun
terpart in the Psalter. The anointed Son 01' 
Yahweh, the Priest-King whose throne will stand 
for ever and whose reign 01' peace and righ teous
ness will cause all nations to be blessed in hirn, is to 
submit hirnself to dreadful suffering (Pss. 22; 69, 
eIe.). However, not lIntil Christ interpreted the 
Psalter to the apostles were these and similar 
psalms considered to be Messianic (Lk.  24:27-46). 
Only as the Lord enlightened the disciples' minds 
did the church understand the meaning 01' these 
passages in the Psalter and make it the hymn-book 
and the prayer-book 01' the church. 

VI. Thc Christian and the Psalter 
Apart from the inherent religious and devotional 
qualities 01' the psalms two factors have compelled 
thc Christian church to make the Psalter her 
prayer-book. 

I .  There is the fact that the Psalter occllpied 
such a large place in the life and teaching 01' our 
Lord. It was the prayer-book which he would use 
in the synagogue service, and his hymn-book in thc 
Temple festival. He used it in  his teaching, met 
temptation with it, sang the Hailei from it after the 
Last Supper, quoted it from the cross and died 
with it on his lips. 

2 .  Moreover, from earliest times the Psalter has 
been both the hymn-book and the prayer-book 01' 
the Christian church. Some 01' her great hymns 01' 
praise are modelIed on the psalms (Lk.  I :46ff., 
68ff.; 2 :29ff.). The Psalter was the inspiration 01' 
the apostles in persecution (Acts 4:251'.) ,  it was em
bedded in their message (Acts 2 :25ff.; 1 3 :33), it was 
used to set forth their profoundest beliefs concern
ing thc Lord (Heb. 1 :6, 10-1 3 ; 2 :6-8; 5 :6; 1 0: 5-7). 
In  all ages the church has found in the Psalter 'a 
Bible in miniature' (Luther), or 'the Bible within 



the Bible' .  And while this 'Bible in miniature' 
originated in the Jewish church, and is intimately 
related to the OT, yet, because it is illuminated 
by the light that breaks from the Gospels, the 
Christian church claims i t  and uses it too in all her 
access to God whom she evermore worships and 
adores. 
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PSEUDEPIGRAPHA. The term is used to de
scribe those Jewish writings which were excluded 
from the OT Canon and wh ich find no place in the 
Apocrypha. For the purpose of this article the 
term will also exclude the sectarian documents 01' 
the Qumran library ( . DEAD SEA SCROLLS) . Unlike 
the Apocrypha, which were included in the Greek 
Scriptures, these pseudepigrapha never ap
proached canonical status. They nevertheless 
played an important role during the intertestamen
tal period and are valuable for the light they shed 
on the Jewish background of the NT. While not 
all the writings included in this group are pseud
epigraphic in the strict sense of writings pub
lished under assumed n ames (. PSEUDONMITY), 
the majority of them are and the name is there
fore generally appropriate. It will be convenient to 
divide them roughly between Palestinian and 
Jewish-Hellenistic groups, as their place of origin 
strongly affected their form and purpose. Because 
of a dominant thread which runs through the 
majority of these writings they have aptly been 
described as the li terat ure of the apocalyptic 
movement. 

I .  The Palestinian group 
The Palestinian group contains three different lit
erary types, poetry, legend and apocalypsc, the 
Psalms 0/ Sololl1on almost certainly belongs to the 
second half of the I st century BC and is an examplc 
of the ant i-Sadducean polemic of thc Pharisees at 
that period. In the majority 01' these 1 8  psalms, 
which are modelIed on the Davidic Psalms, there is 
no reference to the M essiah (Ps Sol. 1 7  is the main 
exception), but much about the Messianic king
dom. The overthrow of the Hasmonaean dynasty 
by the Roman Pompey is regarded as a divine act, 
although Pompey hirnself is condemned for his 
profanation of the Temple. Therc were other psalm 
collections during the intertestamental period, an 
example of which is the Psalllls o/loshlla found in 
the Qumran library. 

There were many books which were legendary 
expansions of biblical his tory, based mainly on the 
law, although including some legends about the 
prophets. Among the earliest of these is the Testa
ments 0/ the TlVelve Patriarchs, based on Gn.  49 . 
Each of Jacob's sons gives his instructions to his 
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descendants and much of this teaching is of  a high 
moral order. They are represented as reviewing 
their own failings to serve as a warning to others, 
but two of the Patriarchs, Joseph and Issachar, are 
able to commend their own virtues. The original 
work was a Pharisaic production written towards 
the end of the 2nd century BC, but this was later 
expanded by additions. The library at Qumran 
contained certain parts of an earlier recension of 
the Testaments of Levi and Naphtali, in  A ramaic 
and Hebrew, but does not appear to have possessed 
the wh oie. This new evidence has confirmed 
CharIes' opinion that the Testaments contained 
some late Jewish and Christian additions. Some 
have supposed that the final editing was completed 
by a Christian, c. AD 200. There are in these writ
ings some similarities to the teachings of Jesus, as, 
for example, exhortations to humility, brotherly 
love and almsgiving. These parts represent some 
of the best moral injunctions of pre-Christian 
Judaism. 

Another book based on Genesis is the Book 0/ 
lubilees, so styled from its system of dating. The 
author advocated a 364-day year in order to assist 
the Jews to keep the feasts on the proper day. This 
is typical of his legalistic approach. The whole 
book, in fact, purports to be a revelation to Moses 
on Mt Sinai and is c1early intended to uphold the 
eternal validity of the law. The Pharisaic author 
was intent on combating the encroachments of 
Hellenism during the latter part of the 2nd century 
BC. In  the course of the revelations there are many 
legendary accretions to the biblical history, as for 
example the attribution to Satan and not to God 
of the suggestion that Abraham should sacrifice 
Isaac ( 1 7 : 1 6; 1 8 :9, 1 2) .  The author insisted on the 
strict observance of Jewish rites. particularly cir
cumcision and sabbath observance ( 1 5 :33f. ;  2 :25-
3 1 ;  50:6- 1 3).  The book was weil known at Qumran 
and possesses many points of contact with the 
Damascus Document. 

In a similar vein to the Testaments 0/ the TlVelve 
Patriarchs is the Testament 0/ lob, in which Job 
delivers to the children of his second wife a parting 
address. He is represented as reviewing his past life, 
and the book concludes with an account of the 
special ability gran ted to his three daughters to 
sing heavenly songs while his soul is transported by 
chariot to heaven. The book appears to have been 
the work of an author belonging to one of the 
stricter Jewish sects (possibly the (wsidim) and may 
be dated possibly about 1 00 BC. 

Several legendary works of a similar character, 
but which at least in their extant texts appear to 
have been subjected to Christian inftuence, must be 
included among this group of writings. The Life 0/ 
Adam and Eve, wh ich exists only in a Latin text, 
although it runs parallel in parts to the Apocalypse 
0/ Moses (in Greek), is an imaginative reconstruc
tion of the history subsequent to the Fal l ,  and in 
the course of it Adam has a vision in which he sees 
a picture of the developments of Jewish history to 
post-exilic times. It can confidently be dated before 
AD 70, since it supposes that Herod's Temple is still 
standing (29:6f.). 

The Martyrdom o/ lsaiah is a partly Jewish and 
partly Christian book, extant only in Ethiopic. I t  
teils how Isaiah came to be  'sawn asunder' (cf 
Heb. 1 1  :37) with a wood saw ( 1 -5). A Vision 0/ 
lsaiah, which has been interpolated into the ori
ginal work, is c1early a Christian addition because 
it records the devil's indignation over Isaiah's fore-
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telling of rcdemption through Christ and mentions 
Christian history up to the time of the Neronian 
persecutions (3: 1 3-4: 1 8). The part of the book 
known as the Aseension o/ lsaiah is also Jewish
Christian, for Isaiah is not only told by God of the 
coming of Jesus but witnesses the birth, death and 
resurrection of the Coming One. It is thought that 
the Jewish part may date from the 2nd century BC, 
but no trace of it has so far been found at Qumran. 

In addition to these there was some pre
Christian pseudo-Jeremianic and pseudo-Danielic 
l iterature wh ich has only recently come to light 
from the Qumran library and which has not been 
sufficiently investigated at the time of writing for 
an account of it to be included in this survey. But a 
previously extant work known as the Paralipomena 
0/ Jeremiah the Prophet, which shows marked 
Christian influences, may weil look back to some 
earlier Jeremianic cycle. I t  is aimed particularly 
against mixed marriages. 

By far the most important group of Jewish 
pseudepigrapha is the apocalypses, among which 
the Book 0/ Enoeh takes pride of place. It is a com
posite work, of which the various parts were com
posed at different times during the last two centur
ies BC. The oldest sections belong to the Mac
cabean period, according to Rowley and Torrey, 
although Charles had earlier maintained a pre
Maccabean date. There are five main divisions in 
the book as it now exists. The first describes a 
vision given to Enoch of future judgment, espe
cially of the fallen angels. The second, known as 
The Similitudes 0/ Enoeh, consists of three parables 
dealing mainly with the theme of judgment upon 
thc world, but with assurances to the righteous 
through the Messianic hope. The third is an astro
nomical book. The fourth consists 01' two visions, 
one about the flood and the other recounting the 
history of the world down to the Messianic age. 
The fifth is a miscellaneous collection of exhorta
tions and other material, of which the most not
able is an Apocalypse 0/ Weeks which divides 
world-history into 10 weeks, the last 3 being apoca
Iyptic. This book is of great importance for studies 
in the intertestamental period and furnishes valu
able data for pre-Christian Jewish theology. It is 
also of interest in being cited in the NT Epistle of 
Jude. The Apocalypse 0/ Weeks has been thought 
to be connected with the Qumran sect, but because 
there is no trace of the Similillldes at Qumran it is 
possible that this part should be dated in the Chris
tian era (cf 1. C. Hindley). 

There was another book which circulated under 
the name of Enoch, commonly known as the Book 
o/ the Secrets 0/ Enoeh or 2 Enoeh. It is also some
times described as the Slavonie Enoeh because it is 
extant only in some Slavonic MSS. Unlike J Enoeh it 
comes from a Hellenistic background and parts of 
the work are bel ieved to belong to the Christian 
period. Since it was cited in the later parts of the 
Testaments o/ the Twelve Patriarehs, at least a sec
tion of 2 Enoeh must have preceded those parts. 
The whole is generally dated during the I st century 
AD. It consists of an account of Enoch's journey 
through the seven heavens, together with certain 
revelations given to Enoch about creation and the 
history of mankind and includes Enoch's admoni
tions to his children. Much of the ethical instruc
tion is noble in character and is reminiscent 01' the 
type 01' teaching in Ecclesiasticus. 

The Assumption 0/ Moses may have consisted 01' 
two distinct works known as the Testament, and 
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Assumption. 0/ Moses respectively (according to 
Charles, but Pfeiffer is reserved about this). In any 
case no MS is extant wh ich gives the dispute over 
the body of Moses, wh ich formed the basis of the 
Assl/mption (it is alluded to in the Epistle of Jude), 
but in the Testament Moses gives to Joshua an 
apocalyptic review of Israel's history from the oc
cupation of Canaan until the end of time. There is 
a marked absence of any Messianic hope in the 
book. Because of close paralleis with the Qumran 
War Scroll and the Damascus Document, it  has 
recently been concluded that the author was prob
ably an Essene. 

Another work belonging to the Christian period 
is the Apocalypse 0/ Ezra (or 2 tor 4] Esdras). In  
this book various visions are ascribed to Ezra in 
Babyion wh ich deal with the problem 01' Israel's 
sufferings and bring the issue down to the author's 
own day Ue. to the period after AD 70 when the 
problem became acute). The sense 01' hopelessness 
pervading the account is finally relieved only by the 
vague belief in a coming golden age. The book is a 
sincere but unsuccessful attempt to solve a pressing 
problem. It is gene rally dated towards the end of 
the I st century AD. 

About the same time appeared the Apoealypse 
0/ Barl/eh (or Syriae Barueh), which has many 
similarities 01' thought with the last-mentioned 
book. I t  is in fact regarded by some scholars as an 
imitation 01' the more brilliant 2 Esdras. Through 
the pessimism resulting from the overthrow 01' the 
city 01' Jerusalem there is faint hope until the Mes
sianic reign of peace begins. The present is un
relieved despair, typified by very dark waters, but 
the coming 01' Messiah, represented by lightning, 
brings consolation .  

1 1 .  The Jewish-Hellenistic group 
Among the more notable Jewish-Hellenistic 
pseudepigrapha are propaganda works (the Letter 
0/ Aristeas and parts 01' the Sibyl/ine Orades), 
legendary history (3 Maecabees), phi losophy (4 
Maeeabees) and apocalyptic (part 01' the Slavollie 
Enoeh already mentioned and part 01' the Greek 
Barueh; • ApOCRYPHA) . 

The Letter 0/ Aristeas purports to come from 
the time 01' the production 01' the LXX said to have 
been proposed by Ptolemy I I ,  Philadelphus, 01' 
Egypt (285-245 BC) . The narrative itself is legend
ary and was written in fact by a Jew (e. 1 00 BC) who 
wished to commend the Jewish law and religion to 
his Hellenistic contemporaries. It is an apology for 
Judaism against its Gentile detractors. 

About 1 40 BC an Alexandrian Jew produced 
some Sibyl/ine Orades in imitation 01' the ancient 
Greek oracles attributed to the Sibyl, a pagan 
prophetess held in high regard not only by con
temporary Greeks but also among many Jews and 
even Christians at a later period. Numerous ad
ditions were subsequently made to these oracles. 
01' the twelve extant books the majority appear to 
be Christian in origin, but books 3-5 are generally 
regarded as Jewish. These are specifically devoted 
to propaganda and consist particularly 01' judg
ments on Gentile nations. In book 3 occurs a 
review 01' Israelitish history from Solomon's time 
down to Antiochus Epiphanes and his successors, 
but the Jews are to benefit by the coming Messiah. 
There is a special appeal to Greece to cease its 
pagan worship, and this strong apologetic purpose 
is further seen in the claim that the Sibyl is in real
ity a descendant 01' Noah. 



3 Maeeabees, l ike 2 Maeeabees, is a legendary 
embellishment designed for the glorification 01' 
the lews in Egypt under Ptolemy Physcon. 4 
Maeeabees is a philosophical homily in wh ich a 
Hellenistic lewish author, of a definitely legalistic 
persuasion, discourses on the main theme of the 
control of t he passions by reason, and in this he 
betrays his Stoic leanings. But his real admiration 
is nevertheless for the Mosaic law, and he seeks 
unsuccessfully to achieve a synthesis between the 
two. 

As a wh oie this pseudepigraphic literature 
throws interesting light on the preparation period 
for the gospel. It belongs to times when prophetic 
declarations had ceased and when there was an in
creasing reverence for the law. They were times of 
perplexity, and apocalyptic emerged to attempt to 
reconcile the prophetic promises with the disas
trous course of current history and to project the 
fulfilment of these promises into an age yet to 
come. These books had wide circulation among the 
lews, and many of  the NT writers may have known 
them. 

The l iterary device used seems strange to 
modern ideas, but the great preponderance of 
pseudonymous ascriptions in these books is evi
dence of its contemporary effectiveness. It may 
have been adopted by reason both of security and 
of the need to ensure the maximum authority for 
the writings (* PSEUDONYMllY). 

There are many theological differences and de
velopments in this l i terature as compared with the 
earlier prophetical period. The future age differs 
essentially from the presenl .  It has a supernatural 
origin and will displace the present age, which is 
conceived of as under the domination of evil influ
ences. This doctrine of the two ages is character
istic 0 1' the intertestamental period and finds some 
echoes in NT thoughl. It is significant that owing 
to this apocalyptic approach to future history the 
Messianic hope was not as dominant during this 
period as it had been earlier. The c1earest picture is 
in the Book 0/ Enoeh, whe;re the Messianic concep
tion has become more tral1lscendental, parallel with 
the increasing transcendel1ltal ism of the conception 
01' God . The Son 01' man 3ts a heavenly pre-existent 
Being is conceived as sh3tring with God in judg
menl. Another striking feiature of this literature is 
the receding intercSI in pUte nationalism and in the 
development of individualism, on the one hand, 
and universalism, on the other. But perhaps the 
greatest service rendered by the literature was its 
antidote to the increasing Icgalism of ludaism, 
particularly among the Pharisees, in spite 01' the 
fact that th is legalism is not entirely lacking 
from many of these books. (0  ApOCALYPTIC; 
°A pOCRYPHA.) 
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PSEUDONYMITY. Pseudonymity is the practice 
of attributing literary works to assumed names, a 
device widely used in the ancient world. Numerous 
examples are known from the G raeco-Roman 
world, but in studying the Christian attitude to
wards such a device the lewish pseudepigrapha are 
very much more significant (* PSEUDEPIGRAPHA, I) .  
The former were not, as the latter were, expressions 
of a religious approach, and because of the wide 
differences in content between secular and re
ligious writings the lewish writings naturally form 
a c10ser parallel with the numerous Christian 
pseudepigrapha circulating during the first 3 cen
turies AD. 

There is no doubt that these writings enjoyed 
considerable popularity, and for this reason 
demand some explanation of their character and 
method. It is diflicult for modern minds accus
tomed to the l iterary condemnation of plagiarism 
(the use of another's material) to appreciate this 
ancient practice of using another's name. But it is 
orten assumed that the ancient approach was es
sentially different from the modern and implied 
nothing reprehensible. Undoubtedly many of the 
authors who resorted to this practice were men of 
sincerity, and herein lies the problem. Are there any 
ascertainable principles which throw any light on 
the apparent contradiction? 

I. The Greek approach 
There are many causes wh ich are thought to ac
count for the abundance of pseudonymous writ
ings among the Greeks. There was a tendency to 
ascribe anonymous works to some well-known 
author of works of the same kind, for instance, 
epics to Homer or Virgil. Many writings by 
scholars were attributed to their masters, from 
whom they had tearnt their wisdom, as, for ex
ample, among the followers of Plato. Moreover, 
rhetorical exercises were frequently attributed to 
famous persons (cf the forgery known as the Epis
t/e 0/ Pha/aris). A more deli berate type of forgery 
prevalent in the Greek world was the practice of 
publishing MSS under the names of popular 
authors as a method of selling them. A later 
motive was the desire to produce documents in 
support 01' certain doctrines by attributing them to 
some ancient and honoured teacher (e.g. among 
the Neopythagoreans, and in a Christian context 
the Clementine l iterature and the works allributed 
to Dionysius the Areopagite). 

1 1 .  The Jewish approach 
This seems to have inherited l ittle directly from 
Greek practices, since the majority of the pseud
onymous writings were the products of Palestinian 
ludaism. The widespread Greek secular usage may 
have had some small impact, although the LeI/er 
0/ Aristeas and the S/avonie Enoeh are almost 
the only c1ear instances of the practice even among 
the Hellenistic lews (* PSEUDEPIGRAPHA, 1 1 ) .  The 
main causes for pseudonymity must c1early be 
sought elsewhere. Undoubtedly the most significant 
factor was the rigidity of the law and the cessation 
of prophecy. An authoritative message for the 
contemporary lews of the 2 centuries be fore 
Christ could be established, it was thought, only 
by attributing such a message to so me hero of 
the past whose authority was unquestioned. This 
accounts for the prominence of the patriarchal 
names among the pseudepigrapha. I ndeed, all 
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the assumed authors except Aristeas are 
mentioned either in the Law or the Prophets. This 
illustrates c1early the fundamental difference 
between Greek and Jewish pseudonymous prac
ticc. The latter possessed what the former lacked, 
an authoritative body of writings which formed 
the basis of their religious beliefs, and their pseud
onymous productions were therefore extensions 
of canonical material (the nearest Greek parallel 
is the Sibylline Orades). It is this phenomenon 
which raises problems for Jewish pseudonymity 
which were alm ost entirely absent from the Greek 
world. The Jewish authors were religious men, and 
it is not easy to see how they could resort to a 
Iiterary method which to us seems morally ques
tionable. There are a number of possible 
explanations. 

The false ascription may have been occasioned 
by the use of materials traditionally handed down 
in association with some famous name. Some 
scholars, for instance, have virtually maintained 
this viewpoint when suggesting that Jude cites not 
the Book 0/ Enoch but an earlier oral ascription 
believed to have been a true saying of Enoch which 
was later incorporated into the pseudonymous 
book (cf Jude 1 4) .  But unfortunately data for veri
fying this procedure are practically non-existent. 
Another suggestion arises from the nature of 
apocalyptic. This mode of thought frequently 
made use of symbolic figures of speech, which 
the readers were c1early not expected to take lit
erally, and t he same tacit assumption may have 
been made over the pseudonym. Sometimes Ihe 
device may have been used in self-defence when 
the author was not anxious to parade his identity 
for fear of arousing the suspicions of the tyran
nical occupying power. In this case the readers 
would readily appreciate the reason for the 
pseudonym and would absolve the writer from 
any moral censure. Yet in few cases is this 
explanation c1early applicable. I t  is possible that 
the Jews paid Iittle attention to literary property 
and were far more concerned with contents than 
authorship, and if  this were generally so it might 
explain the readiness with wh ich the writings 
circulated. 

111. The Christian approach 
There is no dou bt that the prevalence of pseud
onymous early Christian writings owed more to 
Jewish than to Greek influences. By the 2nd cen
tury AD a canon of Christian writings had come 
into existence which, although lacking formal co
dification (except in the case of Marcion), was 
nevertheless real and authoritative. There were 
pseudonymous counterparts to all 4 types of NT 
Iiterature-Gospels, Acts, Epistles and Apoca
lypses. The majority of these sprang from heretical 
sources, and in these cases the use of the pseud
onymous device is transparent.  Esoteric doctrines 
outside the theology of orthodoxy sought support 
by the theory that secret teachings had been 
handed down to the initiates of a particular sect 
but had been hidden from others. The production 
of pseudonymous apostolic writings was thus 
made easy. S ince the interval separating the as
sumed author from the real author was not as great 
as in the majority of Jewish writings of this char
acter, it did not stretch the credulity of the readers 
too much to be told that some new writing was in 
fact an apostolic production, assuming that they 
were ignorant of its true source. 
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In spite of the fact that pseudonymity was a 
widespread practice, it must not be assumed that it 
would have been regarded as a harmless Iiterary 
device among the orthodox Christians. What ex
ternal evidence there is suggests rather that the 
church took a firm stand against the practice (e.g 
the Muratorian Canon, Serapion, Tertull ian). Ter
tullian in fact records the unfrocking of the Asian 
presbyter who confessed to writing the Acts 0/ Pali I 
out of his love for Paul, which does not suggest it 
was an acknowledged practice to produce such Iit
erature. For this reason the assumption by some 
scholars that certain NT books are really pseud
onymous raises an acute psychological and moral 
problem, which few of the supporters of these 
hypotheses are willing to admit. There is a pre
sumption against NT canonical pseudepigrapha 
which can be nullified only by overwhelming and 
conclusive evidence to the contrary, and even here 
each case must be judged entirely on its own 
merits. 

On the question of pseudonymilY in OT l i tera
ture, see • DANIEL, BOOK OF; • DEUTERONOMV; 
• ECCLESIASTES; • PENTATEUCH . 

BIBLIOGRAPHV. R. H .  Charles, Religious Devel
opment between the Old and New Testaments, 1 9 1 4; 
D. Guthrie, 'Epistolary Pseudepigraphy', New Tes
tament Introduction, 1 970, pp. 67 1 -684; 1. Moffatt, 
An Introduction to tlre Literature 0/ the New Testa
ment ', 1 9 1 2, pp. 40ff.; H. 1. Rose, 'Pseudcpigraphic 
Literature', Oxford Classical Dictionary, 1 949; R. 
D. Shaw, The Pauline Epistles', 1 9 1 3 , pp. 477ff.; A. 
Sint, Pseudonymität im Altertum: ihre Formen und 
Gründe, 1 960; and especially F. Torm, Die Psycholo
gie der Pseudonymität im Hinblick au/ die Literatllr 
des Urchristentums, 1 932 .  D.G.  

PTOLEMAIS. 

I.  In the OId Testament 
The name given in the late 3rd or early 2nd century 
ßC by Ptolemy I or II of Egypt to the seaport of 
Accho, on the N point of the Bay of Acre (named 
from Accho), about 13 km N of Carmel headland 
which faces it across the bay. Accho was the only 
natural harbour on the coast S of Phoenicia in OT 
times, and various routes connected it with Galilee 
and its lake, the Jordan valley and beyond. The 
only reference to Accho in the OT is in Jdg. 1 :3 1 ,  
where it is assigned to Asher, but the tribe failed to 
capture it, and it probably remained Phoenician 
throughout the OT period. Some would emend 
Ummah in Jos. 1 9 :30 to read Accho (e.g GTT, p. 
1 39), though this is but a conjecture. 

Accho is more frequently mentioned in non
biblical texts. A prince of Accho (Egyp. 'ky) is ap
parently al ready mentioned in the Egyp. Execra
tion Texts of the 1 8th century BC (G. Posener, 
Princes et Pays d'Asie et de NlIbie, 1 940, p. 87, E49; 
ANET, p. 329, n. 9). Accho later appears in topo
graphical lists of the 1 5th and 1 3th centuries BC, in 
the Amarna tablets of the 1 4th cenl ury BC (e.g 
ANET, pp. 484-485, 487), and in an Egyp. satirical 
letter of c. 1 240 BC (ANET, p. 477b). I n  later days 
Sennacherib of Assyria mentions Accho as pari of 
the realm of Tyre and Sidon on his PaleSlin ian 
campaign of 70 1 BC (ANET, p. 287b), and Ashur
banipal attacked it in  the 7th century BC (ANET, p. 
300b). On the relation of Accho to Asher and Gali
lee inland, see D. Baly, Geography 0/ the Bible ' ,  
1 974, pp. 1 2 1 - 1 24. K.A . K .  



11.  In the New Testament 
During the intertestamental period the name 
Aecho was ehanged to Ptolemais, presumably in 
honour of Ptolemy Philadelphus (285-246 BC) , 
Under this name it played an important role in the 
lews' struggle for freedom under the Maeeabees 
(cf I Macc, 5: 1 5 ; 1 2:45-48), but is only onee no
tieed in the NT (Acts 2 1  :7), Paul, sailing from Tyre 
to Caesarea towards the end of his missionary 
journey, put in at Ptolemais, and while his ship lay 
at anchor in the harbour he spent a day with the 
Christians of the place, This was probably not the 
only time he passed through the city, since he came 
along the Phoenician coast several times. 

In Paul's day Ptolemais was a colonia, the em
peror Claudius having settled a group of veterans 
there. After the Roman period it assumed its 
original name 'Akka and has maintained i t  to 
the present day. During the Crusades Ptolemais 
rose to importance under the Gallicized name Acre 
or St lean d' Acre. Today it is overshadowed by 
the prominence of the city of Haifa, which lies 
directly across the bay. (See N EA EHL, pp. 1 6-3 1 . ) 

W.W.w. 

PTOLEMY. The name borne by the 14 kings 01' 
the purely Macedonian Greek dynasty that ruled 
Egypt c. 323 to 30 BC. 

I. The early Ptolemies 
After the death of Alexander the Great at Babyion 
in 323 BC one of his marshals, Ptolemy son 01' 
Lagus, had himself appointed as satrap of Egypt, 
recognizing the nominal reigns of Alexander's 
half-brother Philip Arrhidaeus and infant son AI
exander the younger, as did the great conqueror's 
other marshals in Babyion, Syria, Asia Minor and 
Greece. But in 3 1 0  BC the boy Alexander had 
been murdered, and each marshai tried unsuccess
fully to take the whole empire from his rivals, so 
that it was carved up between them. Ptolemy 
therefore took the title king of Egypt in 304 BC, 
reigning till 285.  Under him, his son Ptolemy 1 1  
Philadelphus (285-246 BC), and his grandson 
Ptolemy 1 1 1  Euergetes I (246-222 BC), Egypt 
became once more a power in the Near East, no 
Ion ger as a pharaonic but as a Hellenistic mon
archy. Ptolemy IV Philopatar (222-204 Be) was a 
dissolute ruIer, echoes of whose Syrian wars occur 
in 3 Macc. 1 : 1 -5 .  

Like the PtoIemaic kings themselves, all their 
chief ministers, all the upper ranks of the vast, cen
tralized bureaucracy now instituted to govern 
Egypt, the main armed forces, the official language 
of administration-all were Greek. Egypt was the 
king's personal estate and run on strictly business 
lines to extract the maximum profit for the crown. 
* Alexandria was the capital, famous for its build
ings, institutions ( 'Museum', Library, Serapeum, 
ele. ),  and its exports of grain,  papyrus, perfumes, 
gl ass, eIe. There was early a large community of 
Greck-speaking lews in Alexandria; in the 3rd cen
tury BC the Iaw was rendered into Greek for their 
use, and the rest of the OT followed, and thus 
was born the Septuagin t  version (* TEXTS AND 
VERSIONS). 

The Ptolemies endeavoured to retain the loyalty 
01' the native population of Egypt by gifts 01' 
money, lands and new temple buildings to the 
great, traditional Egyptian priesthoods. Large new 
temples arose (e.g. at Edfu, Dendera, Kom Ombo) 
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in the old pharaonic style, but the 'pharaohs' 
sculptured on their walls bear in hieroglyphs the 
names of the Ptolemies. 

The long hieroglyphic texts in these temples were 
written in a specially intricate way by the national
istic priests so that no foreigners should penetrate 
their secret traditions; they contain a vast deposit 
of information on Egyptian religion and myth
ology, much 01' it handed down from,  and valuable 
for the study of, pharaonic Egypt. 

At first, Palestine-including the lewish 
community-and * CoeIe-Syria formed part of the 
Ptolemaic kingdom along with Cyprus and 
Cyrenaica. But after a series of battles in 202- 1 98 
BC Antiochus 1 1 1  of Syria finally drove the forces 
of young Ptolemy V Epiphanes (204-1 80 BC) out 
of Syria-Palestine; this area, with its lewish 
inhabitants, thus passed under Syrian (Seleucid) 
rule. 

The Rosetta Stone is a decree of Ptolemy V, c. 
1 96 BC, inscribed in both Egyptian (hieroglyphs 
and demotic) and Greek; its diseovery in 1 799 
provided the key for the deeipherment of the 
Egyptian hieroglyphs and the founding of modern 
Egyptology (* WRITING). 

11. The later Ptolemies 
The change from an Egyptian to a Syrian overlord 
was to have drastic eonsequenees for the lews some 
30 years later, under *Antioehus IV. Down to this 
period, some of the c1ashes between the kingdoms 
of Egypt and Syria (of the 'South' and 'North') are 
foreshadowed in Dn. 1 1  :4ff. (* DANIEL, BOOK OF). 
Under Ptolemy VI Philometor ( 1 80- 1 45 BC) dyn
astie strife first divided the royal family; his ruth
less brother Ptolemy VII Euergetes 1 1  was for a 
time joint king and eventually sueceeded him. 
Ptolemy VI favoured the lews in Egypt and permit
ted the son of the dispossessed high priest, Onias 
1 1 1  of lerusalem, to establish a rival temple in 
Egypt at Leontopolis, about 1 6Y2 km N of 
Heliopolis. Ptolemy Vl 's  activities in Syria are 
mentioned in I Macc. 1 0 : 5 1 -57; 1 1 : 1 - 1 8; those of 
Ptolemy VII ( 1 45- 1 1 6  BC) in I Macc. I :  1 8  and 
1 5: 1 6  (links with Rome). Other, non-royal, Ptolem
ies who are named in the Apocrypha are a general 
of Antiochus IV Epiphanes (I Macc. 3 :38;  2 Macc. 
4:45; 6:8; 8:8; and perhaps 1 0: 1 2) and a son-in-Iaw 
of Simon Maceabaeus who murdered Simon and 
two brothers-in-Iaw at Dok near lericho in 1 35 BC 
(I M acc. 1 6: 1 I  ff.). 
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Under the later Ptolemies the Egyptian state 
steadily declined. Native revolts were more fre
quent; the kings and their ruthless queens (Cleo
patras and Berenices) were dissolute (family mur
ders being cammon), while the power of Rome 
grew apace. Last of the line were the brilliant but 
unscrupulous Cleopatra VII and her son by Julius 
Caesar, Ptolemy XIV Caesarion.  She eaptivated 
both Caesar and Antony, but made no impression 
on Octavian (Augustus), and so committed suicide 
to avoid the humiliation of appearing in a Roman 
triumphal procession. So Egypt passcd under the 
heel of Rome in 30 BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Bevan, A Hislory 01 Egypl 
under Ihe Plolemaic Dynasly, 1 927; see also CAH, 
7, 1 928; and for the religious background, Sir H .  I .  
Bel l ,  Culls and Creeds in Graeco-Roman Egypl, 
1 953 .  For the numbering and reigns of the Ptolem
ies, cf T. C. Skeat, The Reigns 01 Ihe Plolemies, 
1 954; also A. E. Samuel, Plolemaic Chronology, 
1 962. K.A .K .  
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I 

Ptolemy I Soter 
(304-["' "I 

Ptolemy II Phi ladelphus 
(285-246 BC) I I 

Ptolemy I I I  Euergetes I 
( 246-222 BC) 

Berenice m.  Antiochus 1 1  

, I 
Ptolemy IV Philopater m.  

(222-204 BC) 

I Arsinoe 1 1 1  

Ptolemy V Epiphanes m .  Cleopatra I 
(204-1 80 BC) I I-----I� 

Ptolemy IV Phi lometor m. Cleopatra 1 1  m. Ptolemy VI I 
( 1 80-1 45 BC) Euergetes I I  

I 
Cleopatra 1 1 1  

m .  Ptolemy V I I  
I 

Ptolemy Eupator 
( 1 53--1 50 BC) 

( 1 45-1 1 6  BC) 

I 
Ptolemy Neos 

Philopater 
( 1 45 BC) 

I 
Cleopatra Thea 

m. CD Alexander 
Balas 

m. (%) Demetrius I I  
(Syria) I I m. Q) Antiochus V I I  

Ptolemy VI I I  Soter I I  Ptolemy I X  Alexander I 
( Lathyrus) ( 1 07-88 BC) 

( 1 1 6-jO BC) I I / L--___ , 
Ptolemy XI Neos Dionysos m. Cleopatra VI  Ptolemy X 

(Auletes) (80-51 BC) I Alexander 1 1  (80 BC) 

I I I 
Archelaus m. Berenice IV Cleopatra V I I  Thea Ptolemy X I I  

Phi lopater (5 1 -30 BC) (51 -47 BC) 

I 
Ptolemy XIV Caesarion 

(36-30 BC) 

SimplifiedJamily tree oJ the Ptolemies, the Hellenistic rulers oJ Egypt. 
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I 
Ptolemy X I I I  
(47-44 BC) 



PUBLIUS. Poplios is the Greek version of the 
Latin name, probably praenomen, of the 'chief 
man of the island' of Malta in Acts 28:7 .  The tille 
'chief man' appears to bc correct local usage (JG, 
14 . 60 1 ;  CIL, 1 0. 7495), and may refer either to a 
native officer or to the chief Roman official. [n the 
latter ca se the use of praenomen alone may perhaps 
be explained as the familiar usage of the local 
inhabitants. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. M. Ramsay, SPT, p. 343; BC, 
4, in loc. ; BAGD. J .H .H .  

PUDENS. A Roman Christian who joined • Clau
dia and others in greeting Timothy (2 Tim. 4 :2 1 ). 
Martial (4. 1 3) salutes Aulus Pudens and his bride 
Claudia, and another Pudens ('modest') and Clau
dia are linked in an inscription (CIL, 6. 1 5066): but 
identification with Timothy's friends is improb
able. Tradition called Pudens a senator, locating his 
house-church at the church of S Pudentiana (cf 
Liber Ponlificalis, ed. Duchesne, I ,  pp. I 32f.); for 
excavations, cf R. Lanciani, Pagan and Chrislian 
Rome, 1 895, pp. I I Off. A .F.W. 

PURIM. A Jewish festival celebrated during the 
1 3- 1 5th days of the month Adar. On this occasion 
the book of Esther is read, and traditionally the 
congregation in the synagogue shouts and boos 
whenever the name of Haman is mentioned. The 
book of Esther gives the origin of the festival. [ n  
t h e  reign of Ahasuerus, probably Xerxes (486--465 
BC) but possibly Artaxerxes 11 (404-359 BC), 
• Haman, the vizier, determined to massacre all the 
Jews. Since he was a superstitious man, he cast lots 
to find an auspicious day. The word plir, wh ich in 
Est . 3:7; 9 :24, 26, is said to me an 'lot', is not a 
Hebrew word, but is almost certainly the Assyrian 
puru, which means a pebb[e, or sm all stone, which 
would be used for casting lots. 

The earliest reference to the festival outside the 
OT is 2 Macc. 1 5:36, where a decree is made in 1 6 1  
BC t o  celebrate annually the defeat o f  Nicanor by 
Judas M accabaeus on 'the thirteenth day of the 
twelfth month, which is called Adar in the Syrian 
language-the day before Mordecai's day'. [f 2 
Maccabees is dated somewhere in the middle of 
the I st century BC, this shows that by 50 BC Purim 
was celebrated on the 14th of Adar. The parallel 
passage in I Macc. 7:49 speaks of the institution 
of wh at was later called N icanor's Day on the 1 3th 
of Adar, but makes no reference to Purim on the 
1 4th .  No conc\usions can be drawn from this 
silence. 

losephus, at the end of the I st century AD, says 
that Nicanor's Day was kept on Adar 1 3  (Anl. 
1 2 . 4 1 2) and Purim on Adar 14 and 1 5  (Anl. 1 1 .  
295). Curiously enough, losephus does not use 
the term Purim, but says that the lews call the 2 
days phroureas (other readings are phrouraias, 
phroureous, phrouraios). This Gk. word seems to 
be based on the verb phroureö, meaning 'guard', 
'protect ' .  

Nicanor's Day was not observed after the 7th 
century AD, but Adar 1 3  was gradually made part 
of Purim. As opposed to Adar 14 and 1 5, which 
were days of celebration, Adar 1 3  was a day of 
fasting. 

Suggestions (e.g. 1. C. Rylaarsdam, IB, 3, pp. 
968f.) that the festival is a lewish adaptation of a 

PUT, PHUT 

myth of a struggle between Babylonian or Persian 
deities have little to commend them. It is unlikely 
that for a supremely national celebration the lews 
would have adapted a drama of pagan polytheism. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. H. Greenstone, Jewish Feasls 
and Fasls, 1 946; W. Hallo, BA 46, 1 983, pp. 1 9-29. 

J .s .w. 

PURITY. The original bibl ical significance was 
ceremonial. It was to be obtained by certain ablu
tions and purifications which were enjoined upon 
the worshipper in the performance of his religious 
duties. Purifications were common to many other 
religions, but there they were merely ceremonial 
and had no ethical significance. [n the case of 
[srael most of the ceremonial purifications had 
both sanitary and ethical significance. Though Gn. 
35 :2  and Ex. 19:  [ 4  indicated that the general idea 
did not originate with the Mosaic law, it is c\ear 
that only with the giving of the ceremonial law 
under Moses were these regulations codified and 
detailed. [n the teaching of the prophets the sig
nificance largely passed from the merely cere
monial to the ethical. [ n  the NT the teaching of 
Christ and the descent of the Spirit lifted the mean
ing of purity into the moral and spiritual sphere. 

[ n  the general sense common to the NT, and to 
the devotional [iterature of the OT, purity indicates 
a state of heart where there is complete devotion to 
God. As unadulterated water is said to be pure, 
and gold without alloy is pure gold, so the pure 
heart is the undivided heart where there is no con
flict of loyalties, no c\eavage of interests, no mix
ture of motives, no hypocrisy and no insecurity. I t  
i s  whole-heartedness God-wards. This i s  probably 
the sense in wh ich our Lord used it in the Beati
tudes (Mt .  5 :8). The reward of the undivided heart 
is the vision of God. No vision of God can come 
to the heart that is unc\ean because it is out of 
harmony with the nature and character of God. [ n  
the further teaching o f  Christ (see M k .  7 :  [ 4--28) he 
transfers the state of defilement, and so of purity, 
entirely from the outer to the inner man . Purity in 
this sense may be said to be a state of heart re
served completely for God and freed from all 
worldly distractions. 
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[n the  specia[ized sense purity came to mean 
freedom from sensual pollution, particularly in the 
sexual l ife, though the NT does not teach that 
sexual activity is polluting in itself and, indeed, 
makes it c\ear that rightly ordered sexual behaviour 
is not (cf Heb. 1 3 :4). Nevertheless, the NT teaches 
the sanctity of the body as the temple of the Holy 
Spirit (cf I Cor. 6: 1 9f.) and inculcates the duty of 
se[f-restraint and self-denial even to the extent of 
personal loss. Purity is thus the spirit of renun
ciation and of the obedience wh ich brings every 
thought and feeling and action into subjection to 
Christ. It begins within and extends outwards to 
the entire life, c\eansing all the centres of living and 
controlling all the movements of body and spirit. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H.  Baltensweiler el al. , NIDNTT 
3, pp. 1 00-- 1 08; F. Hauck, TDNT I ,  pp. 1 22f.; R .  
M eyer, F. Hauck, TDNT 3, pp. 4 1 3-43 1 .  

R.A .F. 

PUT, PHUT. I. Third son of Harn (Gn. [ 0:6; I Ch. 
1 :8). 2. Warriors alongside • Lubim, Egyptians and 
Ethiopians unable to save No-Amon (Thebes) 
from Assyria (Na. 3:9) .  Elsewhere the word is 
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found only in Je. 46:9; Ezk. 30:5 (as Egyp. allies), in  
Ezk.  38:5 (in Gog's armies; AV 'Libya[ns)') and in 
Ezk. 27:  I 0 (warriors of Tyre). Put is certainly Afri
can, but its location is disputed. Claiming that 
Lubim (Libyans) and Put are distinct in Na. 3:9, 
some wish to equate Put with Pw(n)t ( E  Sudan?) of 
Egyp. texts. But Old Persian putiya and Bab. pu!a 
(= Heb. pli!) become T' Tml}w, 'Libya', in Egyp. 
thus making Put Libya (G. Posener, La Premiere 
Domination Perse eil E[uaJgypte, 1 936, pp. 1 86-
1 87). Lubim and Put in Na. 3:9 are like Lubim and 
• Sukkiim in 2 Ch. 1 2:3 .  Also, Tyre would employ 
Libyan rat her than Somali auxiliaries. pli! may 
derive from Egyp. pt}ty, 'foreign bowman', or simi
lar; T. C. MitchelI, Proceedings. Seminar Jor Ara-
bian Studies 22, 1 992, pp. 69-80. K.A .K .  

PUTEOLl. Mod.  Pozzuoli, near Naples, a Samian 
colony from Cumae founded in the 6th century BC. 
Puteoli probably fell into Roman hands with 
Capua in 338 BC, and rapidly became an important 
arsenal and trading port. Livy mentions a garrison 
of 6,000 during the Hannibalian invasion (24. 1 3),  
and the embarkation of large reinforcements for 
Spain (26. 1 7) .  Rome's E traflie, notably the Egyp. 
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grain, passed through Puteoli. Seneca describes the 
arrival of the Alexandrian co rn-fleet (Ep. 77), and 
Paul arrived on an Alexandrian freighter (Acts 
28: 1 3) .  The recently discovered chapel in Hercu
laneum probably marks the horne of some who 
met Paul at nearby Puteoli. The Via Domitiana 
linked Puteoli with the Via Appia. E.M.B. 

PYTHON. This is the Greek name given to the 
mythological serpent or dragon which lived at 
Pytho beneath Mt Parnassus, and guarded the 
Delphic oracle. Apollo slew it, but the name was 
then applied to anyone who prophesied under the 
inspiration of Apollo. Such persons generally 
spoke with the mouth closed, utlering words quite 
beyond their own control, and so were also known 
as engastrimythoi or ventriloquists (Plutarch, De 
DeJectu Oraculorum, 9, p. 4 1 4E). 

Acts 1 6: 16 records how Paul met and sub
sequently exorcized a young woman with such a 
spirit of • divination at Philippi: it is significant 
that Luke uses a word with pagan connections, 
manteuomene, not elsewhere employed in the NT, 
to describe her oracular speech, obviously inspired 
by a demonic power. D . H .  w.  



Q 
QUARRY. 1 .  Heb. s'l]ärim, a place from which 
stone is dug. In los. 7: 5 'Shebarim' is better under
stood as 'quarries' (so Rvmg.) in describing the 
place to which the Israelites Red after their abortive 
attack on Ai. Stone was quarried through the cen
turies in Palestine. Good limestone lies close to the 
surface in most places and is broken out of its bed 
by cracking the stone along lines of cleavage. The 
so-ca lied stables of Solomon in lerusalem near to 
the Temple area are almost certainly ancient quar
ries. (0 MINING . )  

2 .  The word p'silim refers to a carved stone, and 
should be so translated in ldg. 3: 1 9, 26 (as in Ot. 
7 :5 ;  Ps. 78 :58;  Is .  10 : 1 0; Mi. 5 : 1 3), rather than AV 
'quarries'. J .A .T. 

QUARTUS. The Latin name, meaning 'fourth', of 
a Christian at Corinth whose greetings Paul con
veys (Rom. 1 6:23).  He is called 'the brother'. This 
may mean either 'brot her 01' Erastus', mentioned 
with hirn (several Corinthian Christians have Latin 
names); or 'our brother', i.e. our 'fellow-Christian', 
the title balancing the appellations of the others in 
vv. 2 1 -23; or 'your brother', i.e. 'fellow-Roman 
Christian' (cf I Cor. I :  I ;  0 SOSTHENES). If  Tertius 
and he were not separated by two other names, one 
might conjecture that they were third and fourth 
sons in the same family. Later, menologies allo
cated hirn to the Seventy (Acta Sanctorum, Nov. I ,  
p. 585). A.F.W. 

QUEEN (Heb. malkil, Gk. basilissa). The word 
'queen' is not widely used in the Bible. I t  is used to 
describe women from countries outside Palestine 
who were reigning monarchs in their own right. 
Examples of this are the queen of 0 Sheba (I Ki. 
1 0: 1 ;  cf Mt. 1 2:42; Lk. 1 1 :3 1 ), and ° Candace, 
queen of 0 Ethiopia (Acts 8 :27). 

In this same sense the word is used once in Isra
elite history with reference to Athaliah, who 
usurped the throne of ludah and reigned for 6 
years (2 Ki .  1 1  :3) .  I n  post-biblical lewish history 
Salome Alexandra, widow 01' Alexander lannaeus, 
succeeded her husband as queen regnant for 9 
years (76-67 BC). 

As consort the wife of the reigning monarch did 
not as a rule concern herself with affairs of state. 
Among the most notcworthy cxceptions to this are 
Bathsheba (I Ki .  1 : 1 5-3 1 )  and lezebel (I Ki. 2 1 ) . 
The most irnportant wornan in the royal house
hold, in Israel and ludah as in neighbouring lands, 
was the queen-mother. She was pre-eminent 
among the ladies of the court, and sat at the mon
arch's right hand (Bathsheba, I Ki. 2: 1 9), crowned 
(Nehushta, le. 1 3 : 1 8) .  In the history of ludah the 
queen-mothers were always named. A king might 
have many wives, but he had only one mother, and 

he was under obligation to honour her (Ex. 20: 1 2) .  
That her position was more than an honorary one 
is evident from the record of Maacah, who was 
queen-mother not only during the reign of her son 
Abijam but also during the reign of her grandson 
Asa, until the latter deposed her for idolatry (I Ki .  
1 5 :2, 1 0, 1 3 ; 2 Ch. 1 5: 1 6) .  The Chaldean queen of 
On. 5 :  I 0 was probably the queen-mother; the same 
may be true of the Persian queen of Ne. 2:6. 
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M .B. 

QUEEN OF HEAVEN. Cakes, possibly in the 
shape of figurines or crescent moons, were made 
for the m'lelse! of the heavens by the inhabitants of 
lerusalem (le. 7: 1 8) and incense burnt as to a deity 
(Je. 44: 1 7- 1 9, 25). The unusual word is rendered as 
'queen' (malkall, and may be Phoen . ,  a title of As
tarte, Assyr. Ishtar. I t  may refer to 0 Ashtaroth or 
to the Canaanite Anat (so Egyp. 1 9th century 
o BETHSHEAN); cf the female personal name 
(Ham)mälelse! ( I  Ch. 7: 1 8) .  Alternatively, this may 
be a rare writing of m'le'lse!, 'heavenly handiwork' 
(i. e. stars), also denoting an idolatrous practice. 

D.J.W. 

QUICKSANDS. (Gk. syrtis, 'a sandbank', RSV 
'Syrtis', Acts 27: 1 7). The ship in which Paul was 
travelling found it necessary to take precautions 
against being driven on to the Greater Syrtis, 
quick sands W of Cyrene on the N African coast. 
Now called the Gulf of Sidra, its treacherous sands 
and waters were greatly feared by sailors. 

J . D.D.  

QUIRINIUS ( Lk .  2:2, RV, RSV, NEB; AV 'Cyrenius' 
corresponds closely to Gk. Kyrenios). Publius 
Sulpicius Quirinius was consul at Rome in 1 2  BC, 
and not long afterwards conducted a campaign 
against the unruly Homanadensians of central 
Asia Minor. In 3 BC he becarne proconsul of Asia; 
in AD 3-4 he was adviser to the imperial heir
apparent,  Gaius Caesar, du ring the latter's Arme
nian expedition; from AD 6 to 9 he was imperial 
legate (Iegatus pro praetore) of Syria-Cilicia. This 
appears to have concluded his public career; there
after he lived at Rome, where he died in AD 2 1 .  At 
the beginning of his governorship of Syria-Cilicia 
he organized the census in ludaea when that terri
tory became a Roman province on the deposition 
of Archelaus (0 HERoD , 2). This census, recorded 
by 10sephus (Ant. 1 8 . 1 -3, 26), is that referred to in 
Acts 5:37. From the Lapis Venetus (CIL, 3. 6687) 
we gather that it was not only in ludaea that a 
census was held undcr Quirinius' auspices; this in
scription records the career of an officer who 
served under Quirinius during his legateship of 
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Syria-Cilicia and held a census on his behalf in the 
Syrian city of  Apamea. The * census of Lk. 2 :  I ff., 
however, must be at least 9 years earlier. 

The statement in Lk. 2 :2  about this earlier 
census has for the most part been understood in 
two alternative ways: 'This was the first registration 
of its kind; i t  took pI ace when Quirinius was gov
ernor of Syria' (NEB), or 'This was the first registra
ti on carried out while Quirinius was governor of 
Syria' (NEBmg.). The possibility that Quirinius may 
have been governor of Syria on an earlier occasion 
(* CHRONOLOGY Of THE Nn has found confirrn
ation in the eyes of a number of scholars (espe
cially W. M .  Ramsay) from the testimony of the 
Lapis Tiburtinus (CIL, 1 4. 361 3). This inscription, 
recording the career of a distinguished Roman 
officer, is unfortunately mutilated, so that the 
officer's name is missing, but from the details that 
survive he could very weil be Quirinius. It contains 
a statement that when he became imperial legate of 
Syria he entered upon that office 'for the second 
time' ( La!. iterum). The question is: did he become 
imperial legate of Syria for the second time, or did 
he simply receive an imperial legateship for the 
second time, having governed another province in 
that capacity on the earlier occasion? 

The wording is ambiguous. Ramsay held that he 
was appointed an additional legate of Syria be
tween 1 0  and 7 BC, for the purpose of conducting 
the Homanadensian war, while the civil adminis
tration of the province was in the hands of other 
governors, including Sentius Saturninus (8-6 BC), 
und er whom, according to Tertullian (Adv. Mare. 
4. 1 9), the census of Lk. 2 :  I ff. was held. A strong 
case, however, has been made out (especially by R .  
Syme) for t h e  view that Quirinius's earlier legate
ship was not over Syria but over Galatia, where the 
Homanadensians would have been on his door
step. I t  has been suggested that 'Saturninus', which 
Tertullian appears to have read in his copy of Lk. 
2:2,  was the original reading rat her than 'Quirin
ius' (so B. S. Easton, The Gospel according to SI 
Luke, 1 926, p. 20; 1. W. Jack, 'The Census of Quir
inius', ExpT 40, 1 928-9, pp. 496ff.); another pos
sibility is that the verse should be rendered: 'This 
enrolment was earlier than that held when Quirin
ius was governor of Syria' (so M.  1. Lagrange, RB 
n.s. 8, 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 60ff.; F. M. Heichelheim in T. 
Frank (ed .), An Economic Hislory 01 Ancienl 
Rome, 4, 1 938, pp. 1 60ff.; N. Turner, Grammatical 
lnsighls into Ihe NT, 1 965, pp. 23f.). 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. W. M. Ramsay, Was Chrisl Born 
in Belhlehem?, 1 905; L. R. Taylor, 'Quirinius and 
the Census of Judaea', American Journal 01 Phil
ology 54, 1 933,  pp. 1 20ff. ; R .  Syme, 'Galatia and 
Pamphylia under Augustus', Klio 27, 1 934, pp. 
I 22ff.; and other literature listed in TCERK, I .  
1 955, p. 222 (s. v. 'Census'). F.F.B. 

QUMRAN, the name of a wadi near the NW shore 
of the Dead Sea, but also applied to ruins on its N 
bank and, more generally, to caves in the surround
ing c1iffs. 

R. de Vaux excavated the ruins in 1 95 1  and 
1 953-6 in the hope of throwing light on the origin 
of some scrolls which had recently been discovered 
in a nearby cave. During the period of excavation 
ten further scroll-bearing caves were found. Cer
amic remains, and the proximity of the caves to the 
settlement, indicate that the *Dead Sea Scrolls 
belonged to the group (probably *ESSENES) which 
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inhabited the site from the latter half of the 2nd 
century BC to AD 68. 

De Vaux proposed that sometime in the latter 
half of the 2nd century BC (period I a), a small 
community of Essenes resettled a modest Israelite 
stronghold from the 8th century BC. Extensive 
building in the following period ( I  b), beginning in 
the reign of Alexander Jannaeus ( 1 03-76 BC) or 
perhaps lohn Hyrcanus I ( 1 3 5- 1 04 BC), attests a 
greatly enlarged population. A layer of ash betrays 
a destruction no earlier than the reign of Antig
onus Mattathias (40-37 BC; see * MACCABEES, 
V). De Vaux interpreted several cracks in cisterns 
and walls as testimony to the earthquake of 3 1  BC 
which he believed caused the fire. Accumulated 
sediment in the decantation basin and beyond be
trays a period of abandonment, which de Vaux be
lieved lasted until near the turn of the era because 
of the scarcity of Herodian coins in the ruins. Ap
parently the same group resettled the site (period 
2), as suggested by the similarity in pottery types 
and burials of animal bones under pottery sherds 
in both periods I b and 2. The end of period 2 is 
again marked by a black powdery destruction 
layer. Roman arrowheads and lewish coins from 
the second and third years of  the Jewish Revolt 
(but none from the fourth) suggest that Jewish 
(Essene) occupation of Khirbet Qumran came to a 
violent end in AD 68/69. 

De Vaux suggested that Essenes lived in nearby 
caves and/or temporary shelters and that the build
ings at Qumran were for public functions. They 
farmed and worked on the Buqeia plain above the 
c1iffs and at Ain Feshka, an agricultural and indus
trial installation 3 km to the S. On the evidence of 
1 ,200 graves in a cemetery to the E, he estimated a 
population of approximately 200. He believed 
most of them were celibate men, because skeletons 
of women and children seemed to be confined to 
two small 'secondary' cemeteries, with only one ex
ception in the 'main cemetery' set apart by orienta
tion and type. 

Other theories, interpreting the remains at 
Qumran as a Hasmonean fortress, a villa or a trad
ing post, have not proved to be more plausible. 
Nevertheless, a number of serious questions have 
been raised about various details in de Vaux's re
construction. All the dates which he assigned can 
be questioned, in particular his early date for the 
beginning of period I ,  his association of the de
struction layer with the earthquake of 3 1  BC, the 
long abandonment and the Roman destruction in 
AD 68. Newer data indicates substantial com
mercial trade at Qumran and reveals his interpret
ation of numismatic and ceramic evidence to bc 
problematic. There is no justification for dis
tinguishing a 'main cemetery' from 'secondary 
cemeteries', and the remains of women and chil
dren need to be more adequately explained. Des
pite these problems, the main lines of the proposed 
history of the site have enjoyed the acceptance of 
most scholars. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. M .  Broshi, 'The Archaeology 01' 
Qumran-a Reconsideration', in  D. Dimant and U. 
Rappaport (eds.), The Dead Sea Serolls: Forly 
Years ol Research, 1 992, pp. 1 03-1 1 5 ; A. D. Crown 
and L. Cansdale, 'Qumran: Was It an Essene 
Settlement?', BAR 20, 1 994, pp. 24-35,  73-78; P. R .  
Davies, Qumran, 1 982; R.  d e  Vaux, Archaeology 
and Ihe Dead Sea Serolls, 1 973 (rev. ed .); 1.-B. 
Humbert, 'L'espace sacre a Qumran. Propositions 
pour I'archeologie', RB 1 0 1 ,  1 994, pp. 1 6 1 -2 1 4; 



1.-8. H umbert and A .  Chambon (eds.), Fouilles de 
Khirbet Qumriin et de Ai"n Feschkha I, 1 994; 1. 
M urphy-O'Connor, 'Qumran, Khirbet', in A BD 5 ,  
1 992, pp. 590-594; M .  O.  Wise, et al (eds.), 
Methods ol lnvestigation ol the Dead Sea Scrolls 
and the Khirbet Qumran Site, 1 994; NEAEHL, pp. 
1 235- 1 24 1 .  D.K.F. 

QUOTATIONS (IN THE NEW TESTAMENT). 
There are so me 2 50 express citations of OT in NT. 
I f  indirect or partial quotations and allusions are 
added, the total exceeds 1 ,000. The book of Rev., 
e.g. ,  has no quotations, but is virtually interlaced 
with allusions to OT texts. The importance of the 
OT, wh ich is indicated by this usage, is further de
fined by the introductory formulas: to say 'the 
Scripture says' is equivalent to saying 'God says' 
(e.g. Mt .  1 9:4); 'that it might be fulfilled' (e.g. Mt .  
2 :  1 5) points to  the  essential connection between 
the message of God in the old covenant and in the 
new (cf Ellis, Prophecy, pp. 1 48ff., 1 65-1 69; idem, 
Paul' , pp. 22-25). 

Some citations are taken from an OT Targum 
(Rom. 1 2 :  1 9) or from the Heb. text itself (Rom. 
I I  :35 ;  I Cor. 3 :  1 9) .  However, as one would expect 
in a Gk .  document written for Gk. readers, the 
large majority of quotations are derived from the 
LXX, but with varying degrees of exactness. (AI
though textually dated, Turpie's manual is stil l 
helpful for c1assification and comparison of the 
Gk.  and Heb. texts.) The inaccuracies which occur 
show the lack of concern (more than memory 
lapse) of the biblical writers for verbal exactness: i t  
is the meaning rat  her than the words in themselves 
that are important .  

In a considerable number of cases variant ren
derings are deliberately chosen, ad hoc or from 
other known versions, in order to bring out the 
'fulfilment' as seen by the NT writer (e.g. I Cor. 
1 5 :54r.) .  In this process, known from its use at 
Qumran as midrash pesher, the commentary is 
mcrged into the quotation to give it a present-time, 
eschatological application. K. Stendahl has shown 
the affinity of this hermeneutical method in Mt .  
with the  practices of the Qumran community; i t  i s  
also present elsewhere in the  NT (see Ellis, Proph
ecy') .  Interpretative renderings may not have ori
ginated with the NT writer himsclf Rendei Harris 
suggested that behind some NT quotations lay a 
pre-canonical 'testimony book', a collection of se
lected, combined (e.g. M k .  I :2r.), and interpreted 
OT passages, worked out in the early Christian 
community for apologetic purposes. While C. H .  
Dodd has suggested s o  m e  modifications t o  this 
theory, the presence of testimonia in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls shows that the practice was not unknown 
and substantiates, in some measure, Harris's con
jecture. It also appears probable that some of these 
paraphrases originated in the teachings of primi
tive Christian prophets (Ellis, Paul' , pp. 1 07-1 1 2; 
idem. Prophecy' , pp. 1 30- 1 38, 1 82- 1 87, 224-229). 
Thus the problem of textual variation points 
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beyond itself to  the larger question of interpret
ation and application of OT by NT. 

orten OT passages are applied quite at  variance 
with the original historical meaning. Hosea's refer
ence to the Exodus of Israel is 'fulfilled' in the baby 
Jesus' return from Egypt (Mt .  2: 1 5) .  A number of 
passages having historical reference to Israel are 
referred by the NT to the church (e.g. Rom. 8:36; 
Eph . 4:8). A passage referring to Solomon, king of 
Israel, is applied both to Jesus Christ (Heb. 1 :5) 
and to the church (2 Cor. 6: 1 8) .  The rationale for 
this usage seems to lie ( I )  in a typological cor
respondence between OT Heilsgeschichte and the 
'new age' fulfilment in Jesus Christ; (2) in the 
Semitic idea of corporate solidarity in which the 
king of Israel and Israel, Christ (Israel's true king) 
and the 'body of Christ', stand in realistic relation
ship to one another; and (3) in the conviction that 
the church is the true Israel and, therefore, the heir 
to the promises and the object of the proph
ecies. While the subject-matter of NT quotations 
covers virtually all doctrinal issues, the emphasis 
throughout is on the Messiah and Messianic
age fulfilments. Sometimes the application of the 
quotations is dependent upon the wider context of 
the OT (e.g. Acts 8:29r.); such 'pointer' quotations 
also may have been designed to call the reader's 
attention to a wider theme or topic (Dodd, p. 
1 26). 

A number of  quotations occur in expository pat
terns similar, in varying degree, to those found in 
Philo (cf Borgen), Qumran and the rabbinic l i tera
ture (cf Ellis, Prophecy' , pp. 1 47-236). One such 
pattern opens with an OT quotation (or summary) 
followed by commentary, sometimes induding a 
parable and/or supporting citations, and ends with 
a final quotation (Mt. 2 1 :33-46; I Cor. 1 : 1 8-3 1 ;  
Ga! . 4:2 1 -5 : 1 ;  Heb. 1 0: 5-39; 2 Pet. 3 : 5- 1 3 ;  cf Acts 
1 3: 1 7-4 1 ) .  It may be that some testimonia repre
sent excerpts from such expositions. Quotations 
other than from the OT also appear. Eph. 5 :  1 4  (cf 
I Cor. 1 5:45b; I Tim. 5 : 1 8b) may be an excerpt 
from an early Christian hymn or orade; Jude 1 4  is 
taken from the pseudepigraphica1 book of Enoch; 
and Acts 1 7:28 is a quotation from a pagan writer. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. L. Archer, Old Testament 
Quotations in the New Testament, 1 983;  P. Borgen, 
Bread Irom Heaven, 1 965; C. H. Dodd, According 
to fhe Scriptures, 1 953; E. E. ElIis, Paul's Use ol the 
Old Testament' , I 957CS, 1 99 1 ); Prophecy and Her
meneutic' , 1 978 (4, 1 993); The Old Testament in 
Early Christianity, 1 99 1 ;  R. T. France, Jesus and 
the Old Testament, 1 97 1 ;  L. Goppelt, TYPOSl, 
1 969 (E.T. 1 982); 1. R. Harris, Testimonies, 1 9 1 6, 
1 920; W. C. Kaiser, Jr., The Uses ol the Old Testa
ment in (he New, 1 985; C. A. Kimball, Jesus' Ex
position 01 the Old Testament in Luke's Gospel, 
1 994; R. L. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the 
Apostolic Period, 1 975 ;  D. 1. Moo, The Old Testa
ment in the Gospel Passion Narratives, 1 983; K .  
Stendahl, The School 01 St  Mallhew', 1 969; D. M .  
Turpie, The Old Testament in the New, 1 868. 

E.E.E. 
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RAAMAH (Heb. ra'mä, ra'mä, 'trembling'). A 
'son' of Cush (Gn. 1 0:7; I Ch. 1 :9). The tribe of 
Raamah has not been identified, but inscriptions 
found in Sheba suggest a loeation N of Marib in 
Yemen. With Sheba, Raamah sold spices, precious 
stones and gold to Tyre {Ezk. 27:22). A .R .M. 

RA'AMSES, RAMESES ( Egyp. Pr-R'mssw, Pi
Ramesse, 'Domain of Ramesses'). A city of Egypt 
mentioned with Pithom, where the Hebrews were 
afflicted with heavy burdens (Ex. I :  1 1 ; 1 2:37; Nu. 
33:3) .  This was the famous E-Delta residence of 
Rameses 1 1  (e .  1 290- 1 224 BC). The kings of the 
1 8th Dynasty did no building here. Scholars once 
located Pi-Ramesse at Pelusium, then at Tanis 
(* ZoAN), following Montet's excavations there. 
But all the Ramesside stonework at Tanis is re-used 
material from elsewhere. Remains of a palace, a 
glaze-factory and of houses of princes and high 
officials (with trace of a tempie) at and near 
Qantir, 30 km S of Tanis, almost certainly mark 
the real site of Ra'amses/ Pi-Ramesse. The Exodus 
began from Ra'amses (Ex. 1 2:37) (* ENCAMPMENT 
BY THE SEA). Centuries be fore, Jacob had seltled in 
the district (Gn.47: 1 1 ). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. Gardiner, JEA 5, 1 9 1 8, pp. 
1 27-1 38, 1 79-200, 242-27 1 ;  P. Montet, RB 39, 
1 930, pp. 5-28; L. Habachi, ASAE 52, 1 954, pp. 
443-562; 1. van Seters, The Hyksos, 1 966, pp. 1 27-
1 5 1 ;  M .  Bietak, Tel el-Dab'a, 2, 1 975,  especially pp. 
1 79-22 1 , pl. 44f. C.D.W. 

K.A .K .  

RABBAH. 1 .  A town with associated villages in the 
hili country of Judah (Jos. 1 5 :60), possibly Rubute 
of the Amarna leiters and Tuthmosis I I I ,  wh ich lay 
in the region of Gezer. 

2.The capital of Ammon, now Amman, capital 
of Jordan, 35 km E of the river Jordan. Its full 
name occurs in Dt. 3: 1 1 ; 2 Sa. 1 2 :26; 1 7:27; Je. 
49 :2; Ezk. 2 1 :20 as 'Rabbah of the Ammonites' 
(rabbal b 'ne ammön), and is shortened to Rabbah 
(rabba) in 2 Sa. 1 1 :  1 1 ; 1 2:27; Je. 49 :3,  eIe. The 
name evidently means 'Main-town' (LXX has akra, 
'citadel', at Dt. 3 : 1 1 ) .  The iron coffin of Og, king 
of Bashan, rested there (Dt. 3: 1 1 ; AV 'iron 
bedstead'). 

Ammonite power grew simultaneously with Is
raelite, so that David faced a rival in Hanun, son of 
Nahash. After defeating Hanun's Aramaean allies 
and the Ammonite army, David and Joab were able 
to overrun Ammon, Joab besieging Rabbah,  but 
leaving David the honour of taking the citadel. 
The inhabitan ts were put to forced labour (2 Sa. 
1 0; 1 2 :26-3 1 ;  I Ch. 20:3). After Solomon's death, 
Ammon reasserted her independence and troubled 
Israel. The prophets spoke against Rabbah as rep-
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resenting the people of Ammon (Je. 49:2-3; Ezk. 
2 1  :20; 25 :5;  Am. I :  1 4). 

Rabbah, rebuilt and renamed Philadelphia by 
Ptolemy Philadelphus (285-246 BC) , became one 
of the cities of the Deeapolis and an important 
trading centre. 

Considerable archaeological remains exist in the 
vicinity of Amman today. At the airport a building 
of the 1 3th century BC (Late Bronze Age) has becn 
unearthed. I t  was used as a depository for cre
mated human remains, many of them of young 
children, perhaps sacrificed to * Molech. On the 
citadel itself are extensive ruins of the mediaeval, 
Byzantine, Roman and Hellenistic cities, and 
among them sculptures and inscriptions of the 8th 
and 7th centuries BC have been found. Traces of 
Middle Bronze and Iron Age fortifications have 
been discovered. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. L. Harding, Anliquilies 0/ 
Jordan, 1 967, pp. 6 1-70; 1. B. Hennessy, PEQ 98, 
1 966, pp. 1 55-1 62; C. M.  Bennelt, Levanl lO, 1 978, 
pp. 1 -9; NEAEHL, pp. 1 243- 1 252. J .A.T. 

A.R.M. 

RABBI, RABBONI. Heb. ral] meant 'great' ,  and 
came to be used for a person in a respected pos
ition; rabbi, 'my great one', was used as a reveren
tial form of address. By the end of the 2nd century 
BC the word ral] was used for a teacher, and rabbi as 
the respectful address, 'my teacher' .  Later the 
suffix lost its possessive significance, and the word 
'rabbi' came to be used as the t i tle of the author
ized teachers of the Law; in modern Judaism it is 
used for those who are ordained to this work. By 
NT times the word had not come to be restricted to 
the official usage. It was certainly a title of honour, 
applied once to John the Baptist and twelve times 
to our Lord. In Mt .  23:7f., in contrast to the 
scribes' delight in being called 'rabbi', the disciples 
are told not to be so called-'for you have one 
teacher', Jesus said to them, 'and you are all breth
ren'. The Heb. word is transliterated into Gk. as 
rhabbi or rhabbei and in this passage quoted, and 
also in J n .  1 :38 and 20: 16 ,  it is made clear that the 
Heb. word was equivalent in meaning to the Gk. 
didaskalos. 

'Rabboni' (rhabbount) is a heightened form of 
'rabbi' used to address our Lord in Mk.  1 0 : 5 1  and 
Jn . 20: 1 6. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. H. Dalman, The Words 0/ 
Jeslls, 1 902, pp. 33 1 -340; E .  Lohse, on rhabbi, 
rhabbouni, TDNT 6, pp. 96 1 -965; H .  L. Ellison, 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 1 5f. F.F. 

RABMAG. The official position of the Bab. 
* Nergal-sharezer at the sack of Jerusalem in 587 BC 
(Je. 39:3, 1 3) .  I t  is the heb. form of rabu emga, 'noble 
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and wise', a royal t itle c1aimed by Neriglissar, and of 
rab maQhu, 'chief of the maMu (administrative, 
not religious) officials'. It is probably, however, the 
Heb. form of rab mu(n)gi, the title of an Assyr. and 
Bab. military official, sometimes sent as envoy to 
foreign kings. The precise meaning is unknown . 

D.J.W. 

RABSARIS. The title, 'chief official', of the fol
lowing: I. One of the three Assyrians sent by Sen
nacherib to parley with Hezekiah at Jerusalem (2 
Ki .  1 8 : 1 7; cf Is. 36:3, where it is omitted). 2. The 
Bab. Nabushazban who removed Jeremiah from 
prison and handed hirn over to Gedaliah (Je. 
39: 1 3) .  3. * Sarsechim, one of three Babylonians 
who sat as judges in the gate of Jerusalem after its 
capture in 587 BC (Je. 39:3). 
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The office of 'chief of the court eunuchs' (Bab. 
rab sa resl) was held by a high-ranking palace 
dignitary (cf On. 1 :7) .  It is cornmon in Assyr. 
texts and is attested in an Aram. docket from 
Nineveh (rbsrs, B.M.  8 1 -2-4, 1 47). On this official 
see 1. V. Kinnier Wilson, The Nimrud Wine LisIS, 
1 972, pp. 47f. An Assyr. eponym, whose usual 
title of saknu of the land of Marqasu, is glossed 
in an Aram. contract as rbsrs, i. e. rab sa resi (lAOS 
87, 1 967, p. 523). 

D.J.W. 

RABSHAKEH. The title of the Assyr. official who, 
with the • Tartan and • Rabsaris, was sent by Sen
nacherib, king of Assyria, from Lachish to 
demand the surrender of Jerusalem by Hezekiah (2 
Ki . 1 8: 1 7, 1 9 , 26-28, 37; 1 9 :4-8; ls. 36:2, 4, 1 1 - l 3, 
22; 37:4, 8). He acted as spokesman for the delega
tion, addressing the citizens in the Judaean dialect. 
Hezekiah's representatives asked hirn to speak in 
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Aram. to avoid disclosing his mission. He refused 
and, at the failure of his task, returned to Lachish. 

The office (ra�säqe) ran ked below that of the army 
commander (* TARTAN) , after whom it is listed. The 
Assyr. rab ('chief')säqewasonce thought to be 'chief 
cupbearer' (Heb. masqeh), but is now known to be 
connected with saqu, 'to be high' .  The Assyr. rab säqe 
is listed among the senior officials who governed 
provinces (cf * RABSARIS) . D.J.W. 

RACA. This is probably an Aram. word reqä" or 
reqa, wh ich means 'scoundrel' or 'fool ' .  Since the 
discovery in a papyrus of Gk. rhachas (of which 
rhacha may be a vocative) used in a bad sense (An
tiochon ton rhachan), some scholars have suggested 
that the word is Gk.  Raca is, however, to be derived 
from Aram. and Heb. Heb. reqim is used in the OT 
for good-for-nothings. I n  Jdg. 1 1 :3 the 'worthless 
fellows' who associated themselves with Jephthah 
are called reqim; in 2 Sa. 6:20 Michal despised 
David because he uncovered hirnself as one of the 
reqim (RSV 'vulgar fellows'). The word is also used 
in Zadokite Documents ( 1 0 : 1 8),  where it is com
bined with nä�äl (cf Mt .  5 :22, Gk. möre for Heb. 
nä�äf) as an adjective to 'word' .  Raca is abun
dantly used in rabbinical literat ure (cf SB, I ,  pp. 
278-279) in the sense of 'fool'. 

The word raca is present in Mt.  5 :22 in the 
Sermon on the Mount. Jesus gave a new spirit to 
the well-known law of homicide. It is not actually a 
question of killing, but also of disposition. People 
are not allowed to call their brother names in their 
resentment. In  spirit this is as great a transgression 
as real murder. F.C.F. 

RACHEL (Heb. räbel, 'ewe'; LXX Rachef). An Ar
amaean woman, known primarily as the second 
and favourite wife of Jacob, her first cousin. The 
daughter of Laban, and mother of Jacob's two 
youngest sons, Joseph and Benjamin, Rachel was 
endowed with great beauty (Gn. 29: 1 7). Jacob ap
parently fell in love with her at first sight, and his 
affection remained undiminished until the day of 
her death. She was also capable of devious be
haviour, however (Gn. 3 1 :  1 9, 34-35), and lacked 
the single-minded devotion to God which Jacob 
had learnt through his experiences at Bethel and 
Peniel. She probably did not put away her pagan 
gods until shortly before she died. Rachel was the 
ancestress of three tribes, Benjamin, Ephraim and 
Manasseh, and she and her sister Leah were hon
oured by later generations as those 'who together 
built up the house of Israel' (Ru. 4: 1 1 ). 

(a) Marriage (Gn. 29:6-30). Jacob had been sent 
by Isaac and Rebekah to find a wife among his 
mother's relatives in Paddan-aram (28: 1 -2; * FAM
ILV) . He met Rachel in the region of Harran as she 
was shepherding her father's ftocks, and he at once 
helped her to water the animals by rolling the stone 
from the weli's mouth. Laban welcomed hirn into 
his household where he lived for 20 years. Jacob's 
love for Rachel is one of the Bible's outstanding 
examples of human love-7 years 'seemed to hirn 
but a few days because of the love he had for her' 
(29:20). As a result of Laban's trickery in making 
Leah Jacob's first wife, presumbably accomplished 
by the veiling of the bride, Jacob served another 7 
years for Rache!, but his love did not waver. 

Some details of Rachel's marriage can be paral
leled outside the OT. Serving for a wife in lieu of 

payment is known from a 1 5th century BC docu
ment from * Nuzi (JEN 66 1 ) ,  though the circum
stances were very different. Laban's gift of the 
slave-girl Bilhah as part of Rachel's dowry was 
practice also known at Nuzi, though more cx
am pies are known in earlier Old Babylonian texts. 
By contrast, the custom to which Laban appealed 
of marrying the eider daughter before the younger 
is so far unique - it was either a local Aramaean 
practice, or perhaps invented by Laban, though 
one cannot be certain. The suggestion that Jacob's 
marriages to Leah and Rachel involved his adop
tion by Laban on the basis of Nuzi custom, is 
belter explained in other ways (* ADOPTION, 
* NuZI). 

(b) Children (29:3 1 ;  30: 1 -8, 1 4- 1 5, 22-24). 
Rachel's early years of marriage were barren, and, 
inspired by envy of Leah's fertili ty, she gave her 
slave-girl Bilhah to Jacob to bear children for her. 
Infertility was a well-known problem in the ancient 
Near East, and the husband would often take a sec
ond wife or a concubine because of i t .  Sometimes, 
however, the wife provided her husband with her 
own slave-girl to protect her own posi t ion, as with 
Rachel, Leah, Sarah, and extrabiblical ex am pies 
from * Alalab, * Nuzi, * Babyion (Laws of Ham
murapi) and elsewhere. The slave-girl gained in sta
tus as a secondary wife (Bilhah is designated 'issa, 
'wife', 30:4; cf Nuzi ana aSSuti, 'as a wife', HSS 5 .  
67), and the resultant offspring could become heirs 
if adopted or legitimated by the husband and wife. 
The Nuzi textjust mentioned also indicates that the 
chief wife could exercise authority over such chil
dren, Thus Bilhah's two boys Dan and Naphtali 
were reckoned to Rachel (Iit . ' I  may be built up 
through her'-30:3), and by naming them Rachel 
signified her authority over them. Subsequently 
Rachel bore Joseph, Jacob's favourite son, though 
whether Reuben's mandrakes, plants with sup
posed aphrodisiac quali ties, had any effect is not 
c1ear (30: 1 4- 1 5). The birth of Rachcl's second son 
Benjamin brought about her death (35: 1 8-1 9). 
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(c) Return to Palestine (30:25-26; 31 :4-55).  I nftu
enced by the hostility of Rachel's brothers, and a 
revelation from God, Jacob decided to return 
horne after Jost:ph was born. Rachel and Leah 
readily concurred, since Laban had used up the 
money set aside for their dowry (3 1 :  1 5-an iden ti
cal p'hrase, kaspa akälu 'to consume the money', 
was used several times at Nuzi in very similar cir
cumstances). Without any inheritance from their 
father, the girls were regarded by hirn as 'foreign
ers'. It is frequently suggested that Rachel's theft 
of her father's household gods or * teraphim 
( t 'räßim) was an altem pt to regain an inheritance 
for herself and Jacob, but the fact that they were 
stolen rules out this interpretation. Perhaps Rachel 
sought for protection on the long journey, or 
simply wanted to deprive her father of his valued 
possessions. Jacob, however, who was unaware of 
his wife's action, regarded the offence as worthy of 
death, though the threat was never carried out. 
Rachel continued as Jacob's favourite wife after 
the incident (33:2, 7), and the t 'räßim were prob
ably among the images later disposed of because 
their existence was a hindrance to the worship of 
God (35:2-4). On the same journey, Laban and 
Jacob agreed a covenant by wh ich Jacob undertook 
not to maltreat his wives nor to marry any other. 
Both these conditions are found in marriage con
tracts from various periods in the ancient Near East. 

(d) Death (35: 1 6-20). Rachel died between 
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Bethel and Bethlehem when her second son Ben
jamin was born. Jaeob's eontinuing love for her is 
evidcneed by the memorial pillar (ma$$Eqä) he set 
up over her grave, and its location was still known 
in Saul's day, when it was described as being on the 
border of Benjamin at Sel�ab (. ZELZAH, I Sa. 
1 0:2). The site is unknown today, though Je. 3 1 :  1 5  
(cf Mt .  2 :  1 8) suggests i t  may have been near 
Ramah, c. 8 km N of Jerusalem. However, Ra
ehel's memory was also preserved at Bethlehem in 
the time of Ruth (Ru. 4 :  1 1 ), probably because i t  
was near her burial-place. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  1. Seiman, TynB 27, 1 976, pp. 
1 1 4- 1 36; 1. Z.  Abrams, JBQ 1 8 , 1 989-90, pp. 2 1 3-
22 1 .  M .J .S. 

RAHAB (Heb. räl,läq, possibly connected with 
root r(lb, 'broad'). A harlot who lived in a house 
whieh formed part of the town wall of Late 
Bronze Age Jericho. Joshua's two spies lodged 
with her. When they were pursued she hid them 
under drying stalks of flax on the roof. The pur
suers were sent off on a false trail and then Rahab 
made terms with her lodgers. She knew that Jeri
cho must fall to the servants of Yahweh and so she 
asked for proteetion for herself and her family. 
The spies escaped from a window, with her help. 
When Jerieho was destroyed the family was saved 
and Rahab joined up with the Israelites (Jos. 2:6-
1 7 , 22-25).  

I n  the NT the writer to the Hebrews includes her 
among ancient examples of faith in God (Heb. 
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1 1  : 3 1 ), and she is quoted as one who was justified 
by her works in Jas. 2 :25 .  She is alm ost certainly to 
be identified with Rahab (AV 'Rachab'), the wife of 
Salmon and mother of Boaz, ancestor of David, 
who is included in our Lord's genealogy in Mt .  1 :5 .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M .  Newrnan in 1. T. Butler (ed.), 
Understanding the Word, 1 985,  pp. 1 67-1 8 1 .  

M .B. 

RAHAB (Heb. rahaq, l it .  'pride', 'arrogance'), the 
female monster of chaos (cf Bab. Tiamat), c10sely 
assoeiated with • Leviathan. The eurbing of the 
forees of chaos (pre-eminently the unruly seal at 
the creation is poetieally described in terms of 
God's smiting Rahab (cf J b. 26: 1 2, and more gen
erally Jb. 9: 1 3 ; 38:8- 1 1 ). But this imagery in the 
OT is usually transferred from the creation story 
to the narrative of the redemption of Israel from 
Egypt, when God again showed his mastery over 
the sea and other forces opposed to his will; it is 
the Exodus that is indieated by references to the 
smiting of Rahab in Ps. 89: I 0; I s. 5 1 :9 (cf Ps. 
74: 1 2ff., where the sense is the same, although 
Rahab is not expressly mentioned). From this 
usage Rahab comes to be employed quite generally 
as a poetic synonym for Egypt, as in Ps. 87:4 
('Among those who know me I mention Rahab 
and Babyion') and Is. 30:7 ('Rahab who sits still'); 
and her dragon-assoeiate beeomes a figure of 
Pharaoh (cf Ezk. 29:3) .  F.F.B. 

RAIN. The importanee and charaeter of rainfall is 
emphasized in the OT by the use of  several words. 



RAIN 

The general term is mä!är, combined sometimes 
with geIem, a violent downpour (I Ki. 1 8 :4 1 ;  Ezr. 
1 0:9, 1 3), to suggest torrential rains (Zc. 1 0: 1 ;  Jb. 
37:6); zerem, a rainstorm (15. 25 :4; 28:2; 32:2; Hab. 
3: 1 0; Jb. 24:8), is sometimes accompanied by hail 
(15. 28:2; 30:30). In  contrast are the r'biQim, 
'showers' (Dt.  32:2; Ps. 65 : 1 0; Je. 3:3; 1 4:22; Mi .  
5 :7), and r'sisim, a 'rain-mist' (Ct .  5 :2). Seasonal 
rainfall, yöreh and möreh, 'former rains', and 
ma/qM, 'the latter rains', are a reference to the onset 
and termination of the rainy season (D!. 1 1 : 14; Jb. 
29:23; Ho. 6:3; Joel 2 :23; Zc. 1 0: I f. ; Jas. 5:7). 

Frequently the term mä!är indicates that this 
source of blessing to man comes from God him
self, from the heavens. The Baalim were early as
sociated with the springs, wells and streams, but 
Yahweh was the rain-giver (Je. 1 4:22), for can 'any 
among the false gods of the nations bring 
rain?' This challenge was vindicated by Elijah 
before the priests of Baal ( I  Ki. 1 8 : 1 7--40). Heaven 
is thus invoked for rainfall (Ps. 72:6), and its bless
ings are compared with the mechanical devices 01" 
the Egyp. shadu/ for lifting river water from the 
Nile (Dt.  1 1 : 1 1 ) .  Heb. Ie!ep, 'torrential rain', 
'flood-water' (Ps. 32: 6; Pr. 27:4; On. 9:26; I I  :22; Na. 
1 : 3), is used in the plural in Jb. 38:25 to denote 
irrigation channels (normally pe/eg, as in Pss. 1 :3; 
1 1 9 :  1 36; Pr. 5 :  1 6; 2 1 :  I ;  15.  30:25; 32:2; La. 3:48), as 
though a heavy downpour were likened to a chan
nel of water poured from the reservoir of heaven 
(cf 'the pe/eg of God', Ps. 65:9; also Gn. 7: 1 1 , 
where the ' ·rubM! or 'sluices' 01" the sky are 
opened). Gentle rain or rain-mist ((0/) is associated 
with beneficent gifts (Dt. 33:  1 3). It is the first 01' 
blessings promised to Jacob's land (Gn. 27:28) and 
to Israel (Dt.  28: 1 2). The descent of rain is l ikened 
to the blessings of the kingdom (Ps. 72:6-7). In 
contrast, the presence of clouds and wind without 
rain is likened to a man who 'boasts of a gift he 
does not give' (Pr. 25: 1 4) .  (* DEw.) 

The rainfall of Palestine is so closely identified 
with the cool season that the Arab. Iitä' refers to 
both winter and rain. There is the same signifi
cance in Ct. 2 :  1 1 , 'For, 10, the winter is past, the 
rain is over and gone.' Equally the summer season 
is suggestive of the hot, dry period, e.g. 'My 
strength was dried up as by the heat of summer' 
(Ps. 32:4). During the preliminary period of mid
Sept. to mid-Oct. the moist sea air encountering 
the very hot dry air from the land surface causes 
thunderstorms and the irregular distribution of 
rainfall. This is vividly described in Am. 4 :7, ' I  
would send rain upon one  city, and send no rain 
upon another city: one field would be rained upon, 
and the field on which it did not rain withered . '  
The onset of the effective rains usually begins in 
mid- or late Oct., but  may be delayed unt i l  even Jan. 
These 'former rains', so earnestly longed for, cause 
a fal l  in temperature so that convectional currents 
are eliminated and the damp atmosphere produces 
a brilliance in the sky, described by Elihu: 'And 
now men cannot look on the light when it is bright 
in the skies, when the wind has passed and cleared 
them' (Jb. 37:2 1 ). The cool, rainy season is the pas
toral setting to the joys described by the psalmist 
(Ps. 65 : 1 2- 1 3).  Between April and early May, the 
'Iatter rains' describe the last showers at the close 
of the rainy season (Am . 4:7). 

Modern scholars agree that no climatic change 
has occurred within historie times. See 1. W. Gre
gory, 'The Habitable Globe: Palestine and the Sta
bility of Climate in Modern Times', Geog. lourn. 

76, 1 947, pp. 487ff.; W. C. Lowdermilk ,  Pa/estine, 
Land 0/ Promise, 1 944, pp. 82ff.; A. Reifenberg, 
The Strugg/e between the Desert and the Sown, 
1 956, pp. 20-24; N. Shalem, 'La Stabilite du CIimat 
en Palestine', Proc. Desert Research, UN ESCO, 
1 953, pp. 1 53-1 75. This does not mean that there 
have not been minor fluctuations in climate, but 
they have not been great enough to influence civil
izations materially. Prolonged droughts such as 
those recorded in I Ki. 1 7 :7; Je. 1 7:8; Joel I :  1 0- 1 2, 
1 7-20, indicate their disastrous effects, especially 
when there is no dew to compensate the lack 
of rainfall (2 Sa. 1 :2 1 ;  I Ki. 1 7 : 1 ;  Hag. 1 : 1 0) .  
(* CLOUD; * DEW; * PALESTINE.) J . M . H .  

RAINBOW. There is  no special word for rainbow 
in Heb. The ordinary word ror war-bow (Heb. 
qeSe!) is used. The NT word is iris. In  Gn.  9: 1 3 , 1 5, 
God's war-bow, qeIe!, is said to be put in the 
clouds as the sign of his covenant with Noah, and 
was his pledge that never again would he destroy 
all flesh by a flood. 

The meaning seems to be that wh at was ordinar
ily an instrument of war, and a symbol of ven
geance, became a symbol of peace and mercy by 
virtue of its now being set in the clouds. Against the 
black storm clouds God's war-bow is transformed 
into a rainbow by the sunlight of his mercy and 
grace. God is at pe ace with his covenant people. 

So also in Ezk. 1 :28 the rainbow of mercy ap
pears around the throne of divine glory and judg
ment. In Rev. 4:3; 1 0 :  I, John has a vision similar to 
Ezekiel's. J . G .S.S.T. 

RAMAH. The Heb. name rama, I"rom the rool 
r!im, 'to be high', was used of several places, all 01' 
them on elevated sites. 

I .  Ramah of Benjamin, near Bethel, in the area of 
Gibeon and Beeroth (Jos. 1 8 :25), was a resting-place 
on the road N. Here the Levite and his concubine 
planned to stay (Jdg. 1 9 :  1 3). Deborah the prophet
ess lived close by (Jdg. 4:5). When Asa of Judah and 
Baasha of Israel were at war, Baasha built a fort here, 
but when the Syrians attacked Israel Asa destroyed 
it and built Geba and Mizpah with the materials ( I  
Ki. 1 5 : 1 7, 2 1 -22; 2 C h .  1 6: 1 , 5-6). 

Here Nebuzaradan gathered the exiles after the 
fall 01" Jerusalem and released Jeremiah (Je. 40: I ) .  
The town was reoccupied after the  return from Ba
bylon (Ezr. 2 :26; Ne. 1 1 :33). 

Ramah features in the messages of some 01" the 
prophets (Ho. 5 :8; 15. 1 0:29; Je. 3 1 :  1 5). It  is prob
ably to be identified with Er-Ram 8 km N 01" Jeru
salem, or Ramat Rahel (Beth Haccherem), near 
the traditional tomb of Rachel (Je. 3 1 :  1 5 ; I Sa. Mt .  
2 :  1 8; Jos., Ant. 8. 303). 

2. The birthplace and subsequent horne of 
Samuel, also called Ramathaim-zophim ( I  Sa. 
I :  1 9; 2 :  1 1 ), from wh ich he went on circuit annually 
(I Sa. 7: 1 7) .  Here Saul first met hirn (I Sa. 9:6, 1 0), 
and here the elders of Israel came to demand a king 
( I  Sa. 8:4ff.). After his dispute with Saul Samuel 
came here (I Sa. 1 5 :34ff.). David found refuge in 
Ramah and later fled to Nob ( I  Sa. 1 9 :  1 8; 20: I ) .  

There are four sites proposed for Ramah today: 
Ramallah, 1 3  km N of Jerusalem; Beit Rama, 1 9  
km NW of Bethel; Er-Ram, the Ramah 01" Ben
jamin; and Nebi Samwil. There still remains some 
uncertainty. 

The word is also used as the name for 3. a town on 
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the boundary of Asher (Jos. 1 9 :29); 4. a walled town 
of Naphtali (Jos. 1 9 :36); 5. a town of Simeon (Jos. 
1 9 :8; I Sa. 30:27); and 6. an abbreviation for 
Ramoth-gilead (cf 2 Ki .  8:28-29 and 2 Ch.  22:5-6). 

See F. M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine, 2, 
1 933, p. 427; D. Baly, Geography of the Bible " 
1 974. J .A.T. 

RAMOTH-GILEAD. A walled city in the territory 
of Gad, E of the Jordan, which featured frequently 
in [srae['s wars with Syria. I t  was one of the • cities 
of refuge (Dt.  4:43; Jos. 20:8) and was assigned to 
the Merarite Levites (Jos. 2 1  :38; I Ch. 6:80). It has 
been identified with M izpeh, Mizpeh of Gilead 
(Jdg. 1 1  :29) and Ramath-mizpeh ('height of 
Mizpeh', Jos. 1 3 :26). Modern equivalents sug
gested are H u�n-'Ajlun and Remtheh, but the sug
gestion of Nelson Glueck (BASOR 92, 1 943) that 
it is Tell-Rämith has strong claims. 

I t  was probably the horne of Jephthah (Jdg. 
1 1  :34). Ben-geber, one of Solomon's twelve admin
istrators, lived here ( I  Ki. 4: 1 3) .  According to 
Josephus (Ant. 8. 399), the city was taken by Omri 

0 
Te rah A l \ 

0 0 
Abraham Nahor 

REBEKAH, REBECCA 

from Ben-hadad I .  The town changed hands be
tween Israel and the Syrians sevcral times. Even 
after Ahab had defeated the Syrians ( I  Ki. 20), it 
remained in their hands and Ahab enlisted the he\p 
of Jehoshaphat of Judah to retake it ( I  Ki. 22:3-4). 
He was wounded and died (I Ki. 22: 1 -40; 2 Ch. 
1 8) .  His son Joram took up the attack but was 
l ikewise wounded (2 Ki .  8 :28ff.). During his ab
sence from the camp at Ramoth-gilead, Jehu the 
army captain was anointed at Elisha's instigation 
(2 Ki. 9: I f. ;  2 Ch. 22:7). Jehu later murdered all the 
seed royal, but Josephus says that the city was 
taken before Jehu departed (Ant. 9. 1 05). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Glueck, ' Ramoth Gilead', 
BASOR 92, 1 943, pp. I Off.; F. M. Abel, Geographie 
de la Palestine, 2, 1 933,  pp. 430-43 1 ;  H. Tadmor, 
JEI 1 2, 1 962, pp. 1 1 4-1 22; W. A. Lasor, J SBE 4, 
pp. 40-4 1 ;  NEAEHL, pp. 1 29 1 - 1 293. J .A.T. 

REBEKAH, REBECCA (Heb. rillqä, cf Arab. 'a 
looped cord for tying young animals' from rabaqa, 
'to tie fast ' ;  Gk. rhebekka). The wife of Isaac, 
daughter of Bethuel, Abraham's nephew (Gn. 
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22:23). The account of the choice of Rebekah as 
Isaac's wife (Gn. 24) strongly emphasizes the guid
ance and overruling providence of God. Abraham 
sent his chief steward, not named but probably 
Eliezer, to his home-country to seek a wife for his 
son. After prayer, the steward was led directly to 
Rebekah. Bethuel and her brother, Laban, having 
heard all the circumstances, agreed to the marriage. 

She was barren for the first 20 years of her mar
riage. Isaac entreated God, and she bore twin sons, 
Esau and Jacob, receiving from Yahweh before the 
birth an oracle in wh ich their divergent destinies 
were foretold (Gn. 25 :20-26). The beginning of 
tragedy is foreshadowed in Gn. 25 :28,  where we 
read of the favouritism of Isaac and Rebekah for 
different sons, which made inevitable the destruc
tion of family unity. 

Reminiscent of Abraham and Sarah was the in
cident during Isaac's sojourn in Gerar, when he 
deceived Abimelech and the Philistines by pretend
ing that Rebekah was his sister (Gn. 26: 1 - 1 1 ;  cf 
Gn. 20). Both Isaac and Rebekah were grieved at 
Esau's marriages to women of an alien race, the 
Hittites (Gn. 26:34f.) .  

In the deed of treachery whereby Jacob sup
plan ted Esau in obtaining the blessing from his 
aged father, Rebekah took the initiative and 
planned the deception (Gn. 27:5-1 7). When this 
was successful, fearing that Esau would kill Jacob, 
she sent hirn away to his uncle Laban in Paddan
aram, justifying the action to Isaac by suggesting 
that Jacob ought to seek a wife of their own people 
(Gn. 27:42-28:5). 

The only remaining episodes recorded concern
ing Rebekah are the death of her nurse, Deborah 
(Gn. 35 :8), and her burial with I saac in the family 
grave in the cave at Machpelah (Gn. 49:3 1 ) .  

In  t h e  NT, the sole reference t o  Rebekah i s  i n  
Rom. 9: 1 0, where RSV follows the Vulg. spelling 
'Rebecca' (NEB 'Rebekah'). Paul refers to the oracle 
she received before the birth of Esau and Jacob as 
illustrating God's election of grace. 

Rebekah was a woman of strong will and ambi
tion, devoted at first to her husband, but later 
transferring some at least of that dcvotion to her 
younger son, with disastrous results for the family 
unity, though the sequel shows that in the over
ruling of God even this was enl isted to the further
ance of the divine purpose. (See the family tree on 
p. IOO I . ) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. von Rad, Genesis, 1 96 1 ;  W. 
Vischer, The Witness 0/ the Old Testament to 
Christ, 1 949, pp. 145- 1 5 1 . J .G .G .N . 

RECHABITES. With their 500-year-old Kenite 
ancestry (I Ch. 2 :55 ;  Jdg. 4 :  1 7-22) and their fore
father Jonadab (2 Ki. 1 0: 1 5-27) who, 200 years 
earlier, had commanded their distinctive l ifestyle, 
the Rechabites continued to stand for the 'old 
ways': a nomadic, 'desert' society wh ich they 
doubtless saw as original, uncorrupted Yahwism. 
Jeremiah, in 608 BC, did not, however, endorse the 
way they applied their theology but their fidelity in 
maintaining it (Je. 35) .  In the passage two ideas are 
pre-eminent: 'command', ten times (six as verb, 
four as noun); 'hearinglobeying' (NI V 'obey', l i t . ,  
'to hear') ten times (nine times, 'to hear', once, in V. 
1 5, 'to incline the ear'). This is the heart of the 
matter: the Rechabites obeyed the human word of 
their lorefather. Why do the people of God disobey 

the divine word of their God? Jeremiah placed the 
incident between the promise-breakers of 34: 1 8  
and the imperishable divine word o f  ch .  3 6  t o  en
force the message. The distinctive reality of the 
people of God is to obey the Word of God. The 
Rechabites wanted to change society by a separat
ist stance; Jeremiah called for change in society by 
a return to obedience. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Pedersen, Israel 3-4, 1 953, S. V. 
' Rechabites'; F. D. Kidner, The Message 0/ Jer
emiah, BST, 1 987; 1. Guest, Jeremiah, 1 988; M .  H .  
Pope, Interpreters Bible. J .A.M. 

RECONCILIATION. There are four important 
NT passages which treat of the work of Christ 
under the figure of reconciliation, namely, Rom. 
5: 10f. ;  2 Cor. 5 :  1 8ff.; Eph. 2: I l ff. ;  Co\. I :  1 9ff. The 
important Gk. words are the noun katallage and 
the verbs katallassö and apokatallassö. Reconcili
ation properly applies not to good relations in gen
eral but to the doing away of an enmity, the bridg
ing over of a quarre\. It implies that the parties 
being reconciled were formerly hostile to one an
other. The Bible teils us bluntly that sinners are 
'enemies' of God (Rom. 5 : 1 0; Co\. 1 :2 1 ;  Jas. 4:4). 
We should not minimize the seriousness of these 
and similar passages. An enemy is not someone 
who comes a little short of being a friend. He is in 
the other camp. He is altogether opposed. The NT 
pictures God in vigorous opposition to everything 
that is evi\. 

Now the way to overcome enmity is to take away 
the cause of the quarre!. We may apologize for the 
hasty word, we may pay the money that is due, we 
may make what reparation or restitution is ap
propriate. But in every case the way to reconcili
ation lies through an effective grappling with the 
root cause of the enmity. Christ died to put away 
our sin .  In this way he dealt with the enmily be
tween man and God. He put it out of the way. He 
made the way wide open for men to come back to 
God. I t  is this wh ich is described by the term 
'reconciliation' . 

It is interesting to notice that no NT passage 
speaks of Christ as reconciling God to man. 
Always the stress is on man's being reconciled. 
This in the nature of the case is very important. l t  
i s  man's sin which has caused the enmity. It is 
man's sin that has had to bc dealt wilh. Man may 
very weil be called on in the words 01' 2 Cor. 5 :20 to 
be 'reconciled to God'. Some students go on from 
this .to suggest that Christ's reconciling activities 
are concerned only with man. But it is diflicult to 
harmonize this with the general NT position. That 
which set up the barrier was the demand 01' God's 
hol iness for uprightness in man. Man, left to him
self, is content to let bygones be bygones. He is not 
particularly worried by his sin .  Certainly he reels 
no hostility to God on account of his sin. The bar
rier arises because God demands holiness in man. 
Therefore when the process of reconciliation has 
been effected it is impossible to say it is completely 
man-ward, and not God-ward in any sense. There 
must be a change from God's side if all that is 
involved in such expressions as ' the wrath of God' 
is no longer exercised towards man. 

This does not mean a change in God's love. The 
Bible is very clear that God's love to man never 
va ries no matter what man may do. Indeed, the 
whole atoning work of Christ sterns from God's 
great love. It was 'while we were yet sinners' that 
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'Christ died for us' (Rom. 5 :8). This truth must be 
zealously guarded. But at the same time we must 
not allow ourselves to slip into the position of 
maintaining that reconciliation is a purely subject
ive process. Reconciliation in some sense was ef
fected outside man before anything happened 
within man. Paul can speak of Christ 'through 
whom we have now received our reconciliation' 
(Rom. 5 :  1 1 ) .  A reconciliation that can be 'received' 
must be proffered (and thus in some sense accom
plished) be fore men received it. In other words, we 
must think of reconciliation as having effects both 
God-ward and man-ward. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Morris, The Apostolie Preaeh
ing 0/ the Cros�, 1 965; R. P. Martin, Reeoncili
ation, 1 980; P. Stuhlmacher, Reeonciliation, Law 
and Righteousness, 1 986; H .-G. Link, et al. , 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 145-1 76; F. Büchsel, TDNT I ,  pp. 
254-258. L.M. 

REDEEMER, REDEMPTION. Redemption 
means deliverance from some evil by payment of a 
price. I t  is more than simple deliverance. Thus 
prisoners of  war might be released on payment of 
a price which was called a 'ransom' (Gk. Iytron). 
The word-group based on Iytron was formed spe
cifically to convey this idea of release on payment 
of ransom. In this circle of ideas Christ's death 
may be regarded as 'a ransom for many' (Mk.  
10 :45). 

Again, slaves might be released by a process of 
ransom. In  the fictitious purchase by a god the 
slave would pay the price of his freedom into the 
temple treasury. Then he would go through the 
solemn formality of being sold to the god 'for free
dom'. Technically he was still the slave of the god, 
and some pious obligations might accordingly be 
laid upon hirn. But as rar as men were concerned 
he was thenceforth free. Alternatively, the slave 
might simply pay his master the price. The charac
teristic thing about either form of release is the 
payment of the ransom price (Iytron). 'Redemp
tion' is the name given to the process. 

Among the Hebrews we may discern a different 
situation, weil iIIustrated in Ex. 21 :28-30. If a 
man had a dangerous ox he must keep it under 
restraint. If i t  got out and go red someone so that 
he died the law was plain, 'the ox shall be stoned, 
and its owner also shall be put to death'. But this 
is not a case of wilful murder. There is no malice 
aforethought. Thus, i t  is provided that a ransom 
(Heb. köper) might be 'Iaid on hirn'. He could 
pay a sum of money and thus redeem his for
feited life. 

Other usages of redemption in antiquity provide 
for the redemption of property, ete., but the three 
we have noticed are the most important. Common 
to them all is the idea of freedom secured by pay
ment of a price. Outside the Bible the usage is 
practically unvarying. A few metaphorical pas
sages occur, but these serve only 10 make c1ear the 
basic meaning of the word. The payment of a 
price for del iverance is the basic and characteristic 
thing. 

I t  is this wh ich makes the concept so useful for 
the early Christians. Jesus had taught them that 
'everyone who commits sin is a slave to sin' On.  
8 :34) .  In  l ine with this, Paul can think of hirnself as 
'carnal, sold under s in '  ( Rom. 7 :  14), sold as under 
a cruel slave-master. He reminds the Romans that 
in earlier days they had been 'slaves of sin' (Rom. 
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6: 1 7) .  From another point of view men were under 
sentence of death on account of their sin. 'For the 
wages of sin is death' ( Rom. 6:23). Sinners are 
slaves. Sinners are doomed to death. Either way the 
ancient world would have regarded the situation as 
crying out for redemption. Failing redemption, the 
slavery would continue, the sentence of death be 
carried out. The cross of Christ is seen against this 
background. I t  is the price paid to release the 
slaves, to let the condemned go free. 

What gives the metaphor force is the constant 
presence of the price-paying idea. But i t  is precisely 
this that is disputed by some who think that re
dem pt ion is no more than another way of saying 
'deliverance'. The big reason for thinking this is 
that there are some OT passages where Yahweh is 
said to have redeemed his people (Ex. 6:6; Ps. 
77: 1 4f., etc.), and it is unthinkable that he should 
pay a price to anyone. But too much is being de
duced. The metaphor has not been robbed of its 
point (cf the saying 'he sold his l ife dearly'). Some
times in the OT Yahweh is thought of as being so 
powerful that all the might of the nations is but a 
puny thing before hirn. But redemption is not used 
in such passages. Where redemption occurs there is 
the thought of effort . Yahweh redeems 'with a 
stretched out arm'. He makes known his strength. 
Because he loves his people he redeems them at 
cost to hirnself. His effort is regarded as the 'price' .  
This is the whole point of using the redemption 
terminology. 

The characteristic NT word for redemption is 
apolytrösis, a comparatively rare word elsewhere. I t 
is found ten times in the NT but apparently there 
are only eight occurrences in all the rest of Gk.  
l i terature. This may express the conviction of the 
early Christians that the  redemption wrought in 
Christ was unique. I t  does not mean, as some have 
thought, that they understand redemption simply 
as 'deliverance'. For that they use such a word as 
rhyomai, 'rescue'. apolytrösis means deliverance on 
payment of a price, and that price is the atoning 
death of the Saviour. When we read of 'redemp
tion through his blood' (Eph. 1 :7), the blood of 
Christ is c1early being regarded as the price of re
derilption. I t  is not otherwise with Rom. 3 :24f., 
'Being justified freely by his grace through the re
dem pt ion that is in Christ Jesus: whom God hath 
set forth to be a propitiation through faith in his 
blood' (AV). Here Paul is using three metaphors, 
those of the law court, and of the sacrifices, and 
of manumission. Our concern is with the last. 
Paul envisages a process of freeing, but by the 
payment of a price, the blood of Christ. Redemp
tion is l inked with Christ's death also in Heb. 9: 1 5 .  
Sometimes, again, we have the mention o f  price, 
but not redemption, as in references to being 
'bought with a price' (I Cor. 6: 1 9f.;  7:22f.). The 
basic idea is the same. Christ bought men at the 
price of his blood. In Ga!. 3 : 1 3  the price of 
redemption is given thus: 'having become a curse 
for us'. Christ redeemed us by taking our place, by 
bearing our curse. This points us to the definitely 
substitutionary idea in redemption, an idea wh ich 
sometimes receives stress, as in Mk. 1 0:45 Ca ran
som for many'). 

Redemption not only looks back to Calvary, but 
forward to the freedom in which the redeemed 
stand. 'You were bought with a price,' Paul can say, 
'so glorify God in your body' ( I  Cor. 6:20). Pre
cisely because they have been redeemed at such a 
cost believers must be God's men. They must show 
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in  their lives that they are no longer caught up in 
the bondage from which they have been released 
and are exhorted to 'stand fast therefore in the lib
erty wherewith Christ hath made us free' (Gal. 5: I ,  
AV). 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. LAE, pp. 3 1 8ff.; L. Morris, The 
Apostolic Preaching 01 the Cross\ 1 965, eh. I ;  
A .  1. Hultgren, Christ and His Benefits, 1 987; O. 
Procksch, F. Büchsel, in  TDNT 4,  pp. 328-356; C. 
Brown et al. , in  NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 77-223. L.M. 

RED SEA. In  modern geography, the sea that div
ides NE Africa from Arabia and extends some 
1 ,900 km from the straits of Bab el-Mandeb near 
Aden N to the S tip of the Sinai peninsula. For 
nearly another 300 km, the Gulfs of Suez and 
Aqabah continue the sea N on the W and E sides 
of the Sinai peninsula respectively. I n  classical an
tiquity the name Red Sea (erythra thalassa) in
cluded also the Arabian and I ndian Seas to the 
NW coast of India. In the OT the term yam süji, 
'sea of reeds' (and/or 'weed'), is used to cover: (a) 
the Bitter Lakes region in the Egyptian Delta N of 
Suez along the line of the present Suez Canal; and 
(b) the Gulfs of Suez and Aqabah and possibly the 
Red Sea proper beyond these. 

I. The Bitter Lakes region 
I n  general terms, the Israelites were led from Egypt 
on the way of the wilderness and the yam süji (Ex. 
1 3 : 1 8) .  Ex. 1 4  and 15 are more specific: on leaving 
Succoth (Tell el-Maskhuta) and Etham, Israel were 
to turn back and camp before Pihahiroth, between 
Migdol and the 'sea', be fore Baal-zephon (Ex. 
14 : 1 -2 , 9; cf · ENCAMPMENT BY THE SEA). It was 
this 'sea', near all these places, that God drove 
back and divided by a 'strong east wind' for Israel 
to cross dryshod, and then brought back upon the 
pursuing Egyptians (Ex. 1 4 :  1 6, 2 1 -3 1 ;  1 5 : 1 , 4, 1 9, 
2 1 ). From the 'sea of reeds', yam sliji, Israel went 
into the wilderness of Shur (Ex. 1 5 :22; Nu. 33:8) 
and then on towards Sinai.  Various points suggest 
that this famous crossing, the Exodus in the 
narrow sense, took pi ace in the Bitter Lakes region, 
roughly between Qantara (48 km S of Port Said) 
and just N of Suez. First, geographically, the wil
derness of Shur, which Israel entered directly from 
crossing the yam süji (Ex. 1 5 :22), is opposite this 
very area (. SHUR). Secondly, geophysically, the 
reedy waters of the Bitter Lakes and Lake Men
zaleh can be affected by strong E winds precisely 
in the way described in Ex. 14 :2 1  and experienced 
on a small scale by Aly Shafei Bey in 1 945-6. (Bul
letin de la Societe Royale de Geographie d'Egyple 
2 1 ,  August 1 946, pp. 23 I ff.; cf also JTVI 28,  
1 894-5, pp. 267-280). Thirdly, philologically, the 
Heb. word süji is gene rally admitted to be a loan
word from Egyp. {wfty), 'papyrus', and p '-{w/, a 
location, 'the papyrus-marshes' par excellence in 
the N E  part of the Delta between Tanis (Zoan), 
Qantir and the present line of the Suez Canal N 
of Ismailia, on the former Pelusiac arm of the 
Nile. For details and references, see A. H. Gar
diner, Ancienl Egyplian Onomastica, 2, 1 947, pp. 
201 ·-202·; R. A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscel
lanies, 1 954, p. 79; Erman and Grapow, Wörler
buch d Aegypt. Sprache, 5 ,  1 93 1 ,  p. 359:  6-10.  Ps. 
78: 1 2, 43, puts the great events preceding the 
Exodus in the 'field of Zoan', i. e. in  the N E  
Delta. There i s  n o  sulficient factual basis for tak
ing süji to mean 'end'; more l ikely i t  is derived 

from the Egyptian {w/, despite F. Balto, JBL 1 02, 
1 983, pp. 27-35, and BAR 1 0/4, 1 984, pp. 57-62; 
cf survey, 1. R. H uddlestun, ABD 5, 1 992, pp. 
633-642. 

11. The Gulfs of Suez and Aqabah 
Turning S from Shur via Etham, Marah and Elim, 
the Israelites pitched by the yam süji and then went 
on to Sin and Dophkah (Nu. 33: I 0- 1 1 ) .  This 
would appear to refer to the Gulf of Suez. 
Whether Ex. 1 0: 1 9  during the plagues refers to the 
Lakes region, the Gulf of Suez or the Red Sea 
proper is not certain; see • Plagues of Egypt 
(eighth plague) and G. Hort, ZA W 70, 1 958, pp. 
5 1 -52. The yam süji of Ex. 23 : 3 1  is ambiguous, but 
perhaps it is the Gulf of Aqabah. 

Various references clearly show that the term 
yam süji applied to the Gulf of Aqabah. After their 
first halt at Kadesh-barnea (*  KADESH), the Israel
ites were ordered into the wilderness by the way to 
the yam süji (Nu. 1 4:25; Dt. 1 :40; 2 :  I ), i.e. by the 
Arabah towards the Gulf of Aqabah as suggested 
by the physical circumstances in wh ich the earth 
swallowed Korah and his company (* WILDERNESS 
OF WANDERING; G. Hort, Auslratian Bibtical 
Review 7, 1 959, pp. 1 9-26). After a second sojourn 
at Kadesh, Israel went by the way of the yam süji to 
go round Edom (Nu. 2 1  :4; Jdg. 1 1 : 1 6), again with 
reference to the Gulf of Aqabah. Solomon's sea
port of Ezion-geber or • Elath on this gulf is 
placed on the yam süji by I Ki .  9:26; Teman in 
Edom is associated with it (Je. 49:2 1 ). 

The use of the term yam süji to refer to a wider 
area than the reedy lakes or the N arms of the Red 
Sea is not unparalleled. About 1 470 BC, for 
example, Egyp. texts of a single epoch can use the 
name Wadj-wer, 'Great Green (Sea)', of both the 
Mediterranean and Red Seas (Erman-Grapow, op. 
cil. , I ,  p. 269: 1 3- 1 4, references), and Ta-neler, 
'God's Land', of both Punt (E Sudan?) in particu
lar and E lands generally (ibid. , 5, p. 225:  1-4 ,  
references). K.A.K .  

REFINER, REFINING. The Heb. root �rp ex
presses the melting, testing, and refining of metals, 
especially precious metals such as gold and silver. 
This same terminology was also used of God test
ing men and of God's tried and tested word. A 
less-common term for refining or purifying was 
zqq. In the ancient world crude metal was custom
arily remelted to remove impurities and to make 
metal castings (tools, weapons, images, elc.). The 
meta I was heated in pottery crucibles (Pr. 1 7 :3; 
27:2 1 )  in ovens or hearths, bellows often being 
used to provide a draught to create greater heat. 

The Heb. term �öreji for refiner, metal-worker, is 
often rendered as goldsmith in EVV. In the days of 
the Judges Micah's mother had a silver image cast 
(Jdg. 1 7:4), while much later Isaiah (40: 1 9; 4 1  :7 ;  
46:6) and Jeremiah ( 1 0:8-9; 5 1 :  1 7) graphically de
scribe the futile manufacture of metal and metal
plated idols. David provided refined gold and silver 
for the future Temple at Jerusalem ( I  Ch. 28: 1 8; 
29:4); various metal-smiths shared in the repair of 
Jerusalem's walls under Nehemiah (Ne. 3 :8,  3 1 -
32). 

God, l ike a master-refiner seeking the pure 
metal, is often said to try or test (�rp) men's hearts. 
Cf Jdg. 7:4 (Gideon's men); Pss. 1 7:3b; 26:2b; 
66: 1 0; 1 05 : 1 9 ; I s. 48: 1 0; Je. 9:7; Zc. 1 3 :9; Mal.  3 :2-
3. See also the graphic pictures in Ps. 1 2 :6 and Pr. 
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30:5 01' God's Word . For the latter concept, cf also 
2 Sa. 22 :3 1 (= Ps. 1 8 :30); Ps. 1 1 9 :  140. Pure metal 
was used for casting (cf Pr. 25:4). God sought to 
purify his people from sin as the removal of dross 
and alloy ( Is. 1 :25), but in simile even a fire heated 
with the bellows was sometimes not enough to do 
this (Je. 6:29-30). Trials are sometimes used to 
refine men, and the wise refine (purify) themselves 
(On. 1 1 :35 ;  1 2 : 1 0).  Wine is once so referred to ( ls. 
25 :6). (* ARTS AND CRAFTS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For Egyp. scenes of such metal
working, actual moulds and crucibles, see ANEP, 
p. 40, figs. 1 33-1 36; Singer, Holmyard and Hall, A 
History 01 Technology, I ,  1 954, p. 578, fig. 383 (use 
of bellows). In general, see ibid. , pp. 577-584; R. 1. 
Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, 6, 1 958, pp. 
70-73, 8 1 -85; 8, 1 964, pp. I 33ff., 1 70ff., 239ff.; 9, 
1 964, pp. 67ff.; A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Ma-
terials and lndustries, 1 962, ch. 1 1 .  K.A.K.  

REGENERATION. The Gk. noun palingenesia 
occurs only twice i n  the NT (Mt.  1 9 :28, RSV 'new 
world', AV 'regeneration'; Tit. 3 :5 ,  'regeneration'). 
In the Mt. passage i t  is used eschatologically to 
refer to the restoration of  all things, reminding us 
that the renewal of the individual is part of a wider 
and cosmic renewa! .  In Tit. the word is used with 
an individual reference. 

Elsewhere various words are used to express 
the change which the Holy Spirit effects. gennaö 
(with anöthen, Jn .  3 :3 ,  7), meaning 'to beget' or 
'give birth to' ,  is used in Jn. I: 1 3; 3:3-8; I Jn .  
2 :29 ;  3 :9 ;  4:7;  5 :  I ,  4, 1 8 . I n  I Pet. 1 :3, 23 the  word 
anagennaö-'to beget again' or 'to bring again to 
birth'-is found. These words are used to 
describe the initial act of renewa!.  The words 
anakainösis (Rom. 1 2:2 ;  Tit .  3:5) with the verb 
anakainoö (2 Cor. 4: 1 6; Co!. 3: I 0) denote a mak
ing anew or renewing. The references will indicate 
that the use of these two words is not limited to 
the initial renewal but extends to the resultant 
process. We may note with reference to the result 
of the new birth such terms as kaine ktisis, 'a new 
creation' (2 Cor. 5: 1 7; Ga!. 6: 1 5), and kainos 
antlrröpos, 'a new man' (Eph. 2: 1 5; 4:24). Twice we 
have the term synzöopoieö, 'to make alive with' 
(Eph. 2:5; Co!. 2 :  1 3) ,  which hints at a change, not 
only as dramatic as birth, but as dramatic as res
urrection. apokyeö (Jas. I :  1 8) denotes to bear or 
bring forth. 

Surveying these terms, we notice that they all 
indicate a drastic and dramatic change wh ich may 
be l ikened to birth, rebirth, re-creation or even 
resurrection. Several of the terms in their context 
indicate that this change has permanent and 
far-reaching effects in its subject. 

I. Old Testament presentation 
The idea of regeneration is more prominent in the 
NT than in the OT. Many OT passages have the 
concept of national renewal. This thought is pres
ent in the statements concerning the new covenant 
and the law being written in the heart or the giving 
of a new heart (Je. 24:7; 3 1  : 3 1  f.; 32:38f.; Ezk. 1 1 : 1 9 ;  
36:25-27, and  the  'valley of dry bones' passage, 
37 : 1 - 1 4) .  

Although i t  is the n ation that  is  in view in these 
scriptures, a nation can be renewed only when the 
individuals within it are changed. Thus, in the very 
idea of national renewal we find the concept of 
'new hearts' being given to individuals. Other pas-
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sages deal more directly with the individual (cf Is. 
57: 1 5). We notice especially Ps. 5 1 ,  where Oavid's 
prayer is expressed in v. 1 0. Considering the serious 
view of sin and its effects expressed in this Psalm, it 
is hardly surprising to find more than a hint of the 
need for individual renewal. 

1 1 .  New Testament presentation 
This doctrine must be considered in the context 01' 
man in sin (Jn. 3:6; Eph. 2: 1 -3 ,  5). The effects of 
sin on human nature are considered to be so ser
ious that, without the new birth, the sinner cannot 
see, let alone enter into, the kingdom of  God (Jn. 
3:3, 5 ;  cf I Cor. 2:6-1 6). 

The initiative in regeneration is ascribed to God 
(Jn. I :  1 3);  i t  is from above (Jn. 3 :3 ,  7) and of the 
Spirit (Jn. 3 :5,  8). The same idea occurs in Eph. 
2:4-5; I Jn. 2:29; 4:7; etc. This divine act is decisive 
and once for all. Aorists are used in Jn .  1 : 1 3 ; 3 :3,  5 ,  
7.  The use of perfects indicates that th i s  single, ini
tial act carries with i t  far-reaching effects, as in I 
Jn.  2 :29; 3 :9; 4:7; 5: I ,  4, 1 8 . The abiding results 
given in these passages are doing righteousness, 
not committing sin, loving one another, believing 
that Jesus is the Christ, and overcoming the world. 
These results indicate that in spiritual matters man 
is not altogether passive. He is passive in the new 
birth;  God acts on hirn. But the result of such an 
act is far-reaching activity; he actively repents, be
lieves in Christ, and henceforth walks in newness 
of l ife. 

Jn .  3 :8 serves to warn us that there is much in 
this subject that is inscrutable. Yet we must inquire 
what actually happens to the individual in the new 
birth. I t  would be safe to say that there is no  
change in the  personality i tself; the  person is the 
same. But now he is differently controlled. Before 
the new birth sin controlled the man and made hirn 
a rebel against God; now the Spirit controls hirn 
and directs hirn towards God. The regenerate man 
walks after the Spirit, lives in the Spirit, is led by 
the Spirit, and is commanded to be filled with the 
Spirit (Rom. 8:4, 9, 1 4; Eph. 5 : 1 8) .  He is not per
fect; he has to grow and progress ( I  Pet. 2 :2) ,  but in 
every department of his personality he is directed 
towards God. 

We may define regeneration as a drastic act on 
fallen human nature by the Holy Spirit, leading to 
a change in the person's whole outlook. He can 
now be described as a new man who seeks, finds 
and follows God in Christ. 

111. The means of regeneration 
In I Pet. 3 :2 1  baptism is c10sely connected with 
entry into a state of salvation, and in Tit .  3:5 we 
have the reference to the washing of regeneration. 
I Pet. 1 :23  and Jas. I :  18 mention the Word of God 
as a means of new birth. Many, from such scrip
tures, contend that these are the necessary channels 
by which regeneration comes to uso With I Cor. 
2 :7- 1 6  in mind, we must quest ion whether the 
Word of God is a means of regeneration in this 
way. Here we are c1early taught that the natural 
man is in such a state that he cannot receive the 
things of the Spirit of God. A divine intervention 
which makes the natural man receptive to God's 
Word must be antecedent to hearing the Word in a 
saving manner. When this has occurred the Word 
of God brings the new Iife into expression. I t  is 
c1ear that the new birth of I Pet. 1 :23 ;  Jas. I :  1 8  is 
conceived more comprehensively than in John .  
John distinguishes between regeneration and the 
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faith which results from it (e.g. Jn .  1 : 1 2- 1 3 ; I Jn .  
5 :  I ); Peter and  James, by  including the reference to 
the Word as the means, show that they have in 
mind the whole process whereby God brings men 
to conscious faith in Christ. 

We can also think of the issue in terms of con
ception and birth . The Holy Spirit plants or begets 
new life by a direct action on the soul. It is sub
sequently brought to the birth (apokyeö, Jas. I :  1 8) 
by the word. gennaö ( I Pet. 1 :23) can have the 
meaning of birth as weil as begetting. 

There are further biblical objections to the idea 
that baptism itself conveys regenerating grace. To 
look at baptism in this ex opere operato manner 
is contrary to other scriptures, especially the 
prophetie protest against the abuse of priestly 
rites, and Paul's strictures on Jewish views con
cerning circumcision (cl Rom . 2:28f.; 4:9- 1 2). 
We actually have incidents of conversion without 
baptism (Acts 1 0:44-48; 1 6: 1 4- 1 5). The latter 
ease is especially interesting, for the opening of 
Lydia's heart is specifically mentioned before 
baptism. I f  it be argued that things are different 
concerning Christians of subsequent generations, 
Paul's attitude to similar views with regard to 
circumcision ought to settle the issue. Regenerat
ing grace comes direct by the Spirit to lost sin
ners. The Word of God brings it into expression 
in faith and repentance. * Baptism bears witness 
to the spiritual union with Christ in death and 
resurrection through wh ich new · Iife is conveyed, 
but does not convey it automatieally where 
• faith is not present. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. Arts. ' Regeneration' by 1. V. Bar
tlet (HDB), 1. Denney (DCG), A. Ringwald et al. , 
NlDNTT I ,  pp. 1 76- 1 88; R. D. Knudsen (ZPEB); 
H. Burkhardt (NDn, 'New Birth' by W. L. Kynes 
(DJG). Appropriate sections of most systematic 
theologies; B. Citron, The New Birth, 1 95 1 ;  1. Mur
ray, Redemption Accomplished and Applied, 1 955,  
pp. 1 1 9-:- 1 29 .  M.R.G. 

REHOB (Heb. r'böfl., 'open place, market-place 
[of town or village]' ,  a name occuring in the Bible 
as a personal and as a place-name). 

I .  The most N city observed by Joshua's spies in 
Canaan (Nu. \ 3 :2 1 ). I t  was an Aramaean centre 
which supplied the Ammonites with troops in the 
time of  David (2 Sa. 1 0:6-8). The name is written 
'Beth-rehob' in 2 Sa. 1 0:6 and in Jdg. 1 8:28, which 
latter passage suggests that it was situated near the 
source of the Jordan, though the precise loeation is 
unknown. 

2. A city in Canaan which fell to the lot of Asher 
(Jos. 1 9 :28, 30) and was declared a levitical city 
(Jos. 2 1  : 3 1 ;  I Ch. 6:75), though it was among the 
cities not taken at the time of the Conquest (Jdg. 
1 :3 1 ). Identifieation with Tell Bir el-Gharbi (Tel 
Bira), SE of Acco, is proposed; see NEAEHL, pp. 
262-263. 

3. The father of Hadadezer, the king of Zobah in 
the time of David (2 Sa. 8:3, 1 2) .  Compare Rububi, 
the name of the father of Ba'sa, the Ammonite ally 
of A hab at the battle of Qarqar in 854 BC (Shal
maneser I J I ,  Kurb Stele 2. 95). 

4. One of  the Levites who sealed the covenant in 
the time of Nehemiah (Ne. 1 0: 1 1 ). 

(. REHOBOTH; • REHOBOTH-IR.) 
BIBLlOGRAPHY. w. F. Albright, BASaR 83, 

1 94 1 ,  p. 33; H. Tadmor, Scripta Hierosolymitana 8, 
1 96 1 ,  p. 245. T.C.M. 

REHOBOAM (Heb. r '(1afl. ·öm,' expansion 01' the 
people'). The son of * Solomon and Naamah who, 
upon his father's death, became the last king of a 
united Israel and the first of the S kingdom of 
Judah. 

The chronology of Rehoboam's reign is dis
puted. Assuming a 1 7-year reign (I Ki. 1 4 :2 1 ;  2 
Ch. 1 2: 1 3) the dating would be c. 9 3 1 -9 1 3  BC 
(*  CHRONOLOGY OF THE OT), but some have trun
cated the reign to c. 922-9 1 5  BC (w. F. Albright, 
BASaR 1 00, 1 945, pp. 1 6-22). 

The oppressive measures needed by Solomon to 
ensure the funds for his public and royal expend
itures led to a confrontation between Rehoboam 
and the N kingdom. His arrogance led him to 
accept ill-considered advice to increase this 
burden, wh ich Israel would not accept. When Re
hoboam sent his corvee-officer to the N, he was 
stoned, and * Jeroboam was made king over the 
ten tribes of I srael ( I  Ki. 1 2: 1 -20; 2 Ch. 1 0) .  When 
Rehoboam mustered troops to quell the revolt, 
Shemaiah, a prophet, forestalled him ( I  Ki. 1 2: 2 1 -
24). 

Judah built fortified towns (2 Ch. 1 1 : 5- 1 2), 
probably against incursions by the Philistines (cl 
I Ki. 1 5 :27; 1 6 : 1 5) and Egypt. Rehoboam was also 
in conRict with Israel ( 1 4 :30), from which the 
priests and Levites had Red, in reaction to the 
pagan practices there (2 Ch. 1 1 : 1 3- 1 7) .  The Egyp. 
king, * Shishak (Shoshenq), came against Pales
tine c. 926 BC and plundered it from end to end 
(LOB, pp. 283-290; fully studied by K.  A. Kit
ehen, The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt, 
1 972, pp. 432-447), pillaging Jerusalem ( I  Ki. 
1 4:25-27). 

Pagan cultic practices appeared in Judah ( I  Ki .  
14 :22-24), possibly inRuenced by the presence of 
foreign women in important positions, such as the 
king's mother, Naamah (I Ki.  14 :2 1 , 3 1 ) ,  and his 
favourite wife, Maacah ( 1 5: 1 3 ; cl w. F. Albright, 
Archaeology and the Religion 0/ Israel, 1 968, pp. 
I 52f.). When Shemaiah the prophet pointed out 
that the invasion by Egypt was divine punishment 
for this apostasy, Rehoboam repented (2 Ch. 1 2 : 5-
8, 1 2) .  

When he died, Rehoboam was buried in Jerusa
lem, 'with his fathers' ( I  Ki. 1 4:3 1 ;  2 Ch. 1 2: 1 6). 
His name is mentioned in the genealogy of Jesus 
(Mt. 1 :7). D.W.B. 

REHOBOTH (Heb. r'böfl.öt, 'broad places, room'; 
LXX eurychöria). I. A weil dug by Isaac near Gerar 
(Gn . 26:22), so named beeause no quarrel ensued 
with the herdsmen of Gerar. 2. A city 'by the rivt:r' 
(Gn . 36:37), probably beside the Wadi el-Hesä, 
which divides Moab from Edom. 'The River' is nor
mally the Euphrates (see RSV), but the context here 
forbids it. J .W.C. 

REHOBOTH-IR (Heb. r'böfl.ö! 'Ir). One of four 
cities built by As(s)hur (RSV • NIMROD) in Assyria 
(Gn. 1 0 : 1 1 - 1 2). Of these Nineveh and Calah are 
weil known, but no Assyr. equivalent is known 
for this place. Since the large and ancient city of 
Assur (80 km S of Nineveh) would be expected 
in the context, some consider this name an inter
pretation from the Sumo AS. UR (AS = Assyr. 
rebätu; UR = Assyr. ölu; Heb. 'Ir). A suburb of 
Nineveh (rebit Ninua) is mentioned in Assyr. 
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texts (Esarhaddon), and this may have been 
founded at the same time. The phrase 'open
places of the city' may here be a description of 
Nineveh itself The LXX read as a proper 
name(Rhoöböth). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Dossin, Le Museon 47, 1 934, 
pp. 108ff.; 1. M .  Sasson, RB 90, 1 983, pp. 94-96. 

D.l.W. 

REHUMo A name borne by several men in post
exilic times, including Rehum the 'commander' 
(RSV), or 'h igh commissioner' (NEB), who joined in 
writing t he letter of complaint in Ezr. 4 :8 .  His title 
b ,oel ( 'oem means 'lord of judgment' (or 'report'), 
and may refer either to administration or to com
munication (A. H. Sayce suggested 'postmaster'). 

l.S.W. 

REI. Occurs in I Ki. 1 :8 only. EVV render i t  as a 
personal name, thus Iinking Rei with the group of 
Solomon's supporters. 1. Taylor (HDB, ad loc. ) 
suggests that he was an officer of the myal guard. 
Josephus (Ant. 7.  346) translates 'the friend of 
David' instead of 'and Rei, and the mighty men 
which belonged to David', but this indicates that 
he was probably following a shorter Heb. text, and 
the longer form is difficult to account for if it is not 
original. S uggested conjectural emendations and 
identification with other persons of the Davidic 
period are unconvincing. G.W.G. 

RELIGIONo The word 'religion' came into Eng. 
from the Vulg., where religio is in a 1 3th-century 
paraphrase of  Jas. I :26f In Acts 26:5 it denotes 
Judaism (cf Gal. I :  1 3f). Here and in the Apoc
rypha, threskeia refers to the outward expression 
of belief, not the content, as when we contrast the 
Christian religion with Buddhism. RSV uses the 
word, however, in  something approaching this 
sense in I Tim. 3:  1 6, to translate Gk. eusebeia (AV 
'godliness'), and in 2 Tim. 3 :5 ,  where again our 
instinct would be to use the word 'Christianity'. 
Because of the association of threskeia with Juda
ism, James's use is probably ironical. The things 
which he calls the elements of 'tJrreskeia that is 
pure and undefiled' would not in the view of his 
opponents, who restricted i t  to ritual, have counted 
as threskeia at all . 

Hesitance today in using the word 'religion' 
either of the content of the Christian faith or of its 
expression in worship and service, is due to the 
conviction that Christianity is not simply one 
among many religions, but differs from all others 
in that its content is divinely revealed and its out
ward expression by believers is not an attempt to 
secure salvation but a thank-offering for it. 

l.B.! .  

REPENTANCE. In the OT two words are regu
larly translated 'repen!' or some near equivalent
näl;am ('be sorry, change one's mind') and sül] (in 
the sense, 'turn back, return'). 

näl;am is used infrequently of man (Ex. 1 3 : 1 7; 
Jb. 42 :6; Je. 8 :6; 3 1 :  1 9),  but regularly of God, 
where i t  is often said that God 'repents of evil' 
proposed or initiated. This vigorous speech arises 
out of Israel's understanding of God's attitude to 
men in terms of personal relationship. The lan-

REPENTANCE 

guage of course did not imply anything fickle or 
arbitrary on God's side, but simply that the rela
tion was a changirig one. In particular, when man 
removes hirnself by his self-will from God's direc
tion and care he finds that the God-willed con
sequence of his evil is more evil (Gn. 6:6f. ;  I Sa. 
1 5 : 1 1 , 35; 2 Sa. 24: 1 6; Je. 1 8 : 1 0).  But whoever re
pents, even at the eleventh hour, whoever turns 
(again) to God, finds a God of mercy and love, not 
of judgment (Je. 1 8 :8; 26:3, 1 3 , 19; Jon. 3:9f; the 
importance of the intercessor who is willing to 
stand before God on behalf of his people is em
phasized in Ex. 32:  1 2-14 and Am. 7:3, 6). So even 
though God's firmness of judgment against • sin is 
in no doubt (Nu. 23 : 1 9 ;  I Sa. 1 5 :29; Ps. 1 1 0:4; Je. 
4:28; Ezk. 24: 14; Zc. 8 :  1 4), he has shown hirnself 
more often as a gracious God, faithful to his 
people even when they are faith less-a God, in 
other words, 'who repents of evil' ( Ex. 32: 1 4; Dt. 
32 :36; Jdg. 2 : 1 8; I Ch. 2 1 : 1 5; Pss. 1 06:45; 1 35 : 1 4; 
Je. 42: 1 0; JoeI 2 : 1 3f.; Jon .  4:2) . 

The call for repentance on the part of man is a 
call for hirn to return (Sül]) to his creaturely (and 
covenant) dependence on God . Such calls are par
ticularly frequent in the pre-exilic prophets. Am. 
4:6- 1 1 makes it c1ear that the evi l  that God 
intends as a consequence of Israel's sin is not 
malicious or vindictive, but rather is intended to 
bring Israel to repentance. He who commits evil 
finds further evil willed by God. B ut he who 
repents of his evil finds a God who repents of his 
evi l .  One of the most eloquent pleas for repent
ance comes in Ho. 6: 1 -3 and 14: 1 -2-a plea alter
nating with hope and despair (3:5; 5:4; 7 :  1 0) ,  with 
1 1 :  I- l i particularly poignant. Equally moving are 
the hopes of I saiah expressed in the name of his 
son ,  Shearjashub ('a remnant shall return' ,  7 :3 ;  
see also 10 :2 1  f. ; 30 :  1 5 ;  cf 1 9:22) and the pleadings 
of Jeremiah (3 : 1-4:4; 8 :4-7; 14 : 1 -22; 1 5 : 1 5-2 1 ), 
both mingled with foreboding and despair ( I s. 
6: I 0; 9: 1 3 ;  Je. 1 3 :23). 

Other powerful expressions are Dt.  30: 1 - 1 0; I 
Ki .  8 :33-40, 46-53; 2 Ch. 7 : 1 4 ; I s. 5 5 :6-7; Ezk. 
1 8 :2 1-24, 30-32; 33: 1 1 - 1 6; Joel 2 : 1 2- 14 .  See also 
particularly I Sa. 7:3; 2 Ki .  1 7 : 1 3 ; 2 Ch. 1 5 :4; 30:6-
9; Ne. 1 :9;  Ps. 78:34; Ezk. 14 :6; On. 9 : 3 ;  ZC. l :3f ;  
Mal .  3 :7 .  The c1assic example of national repent
ance was that led by Josiah (2 Ki. 22-23; 2 Ch. 34-
35). 

In  the NT the words translated 'repent' are 
metanoeö and metamelomai. I n  Gk.  they usually 
mean 'to change one's mind', and so also 'to 
regret, fee I remorse' (i. e. over the view previously 
held). This note of remorse is present in the par
able of the tax collector ( Lk .  1 8 :  1 3) ,  probably in 
Mt. 2 1 :29, 32; 27:3 and Lk. 1 7:4 ('I  am sorry'), and 
most explicitly in 2 Cor. 7 :8- 1 0. But the NT usage 
is much more inftuenced by the OT sül]; that is, 
repentance not just as a feeling sorry, or changing 
one's mind, but as a turning round, a complete 
alteration of the basic motivation and direction of 
one's life. This is why the best translation for meta
noeö is often 'to convert' ,  that is, 'to turn round' 
(. CONVERSION). It also helps to explain why John 
the Baptist demanded • baptism as an expression 
of this repentance, not just for obvious 'sinners', 
but for 'righteous' Jews as well-baptism as a 
decisive act of turning from the old way of l ife and 
a throwing oneself on the mercy of the Coming 
One (Mt. 3:2, 1 1 ; Mk. 1 :4; Lk. 3:3, 8; Acts 1 3 :24; 
1 9 :4). 

Jesus' call for repentance receives l i ttle explicit 
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REPENTANCE 

mention in Mk .  ( 1 : 1 5; cf 6 : 1 2) and Mt. (4: 1 7; 
1 1 :20f.; 1 2 :4 1 ), but is emphasized by Lk. (5:32; 
1 0: 1 3 ; 1 1 : 32; 1 3 :3 ,  5 ;  1 5 :7 ,  1 0; 1 6:30; 1 7:3f.; cf 
24:47). Other sayings and incidents in all three 
Gospels, however, express very c1early the char
acter of the repentance which Jesus' whole minis
try demanded. I ts  radical nature, as a complete 
turning round and return, is emphasized by the 
parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk. 1 5 : 1 1 -24). l ts un
conditional character appears from the parable of 
the Pharisee and tax collector-repentance means 
acknowledging that one has no possible claim 
upon God, and submitting oneself without excuse 
or attempted justification to God's mercy (Lk. 
1 8 :  1 3) .  The 'turn round' in previous values and 
l i  fe-style is highlighted by the encounter with the 
rich young man (Mk. 1 0: 1 7-22) and Zacchaeus 
(Lk. 1 9 :8). Above all, Mt .  1 8 : 3  makes it c1ear that 
to convert is to become like a child, that is, to ac
knowledge one's immaturity before God, one's in
ability to live l ife apart from God, to accept one's 
total dependence on God. 

The call for repentance (and promise of forgive
ness) features regularly in Luke's record of the 
preaching of the first Christians (Acts 2 :38;  3 :  1 9; 
8 :22; 1 7:30; 20:2 1 ;  26:20). Here metanoeö is com
plemented by epistrephö ('to turn round, return'
Acts 3: 1 9; 9 :35;  1 1 :2 1 ;  1 4: 1 5; 1 5 : 1 9; 26: 1 8, 20; 
28:27), where metanoeö means more a turning 
away (from sin) and epistrephö a turning to (God) 
(see particularly Acts 3: 1 9; 26:20), though each by 
itself can embrace both senses (as in Acts 1 1 :  1 8; I 
Thes. 1 :9). 

. 

It is c1ear from Acts 5 :3 1 and 1 1 : 1 8  that no dif
ficulty was feit in describing repentance both as 
God's gift and as man's responsibility. At the same 
time Is. 6 :9- 1 0  is cited several times as an explan
ation of men's failure to convert (Mt .  1 3 :  1 4f. ; Mk .  
4: 1 2; Jn . 1 2:40; Acts 28:26f.). 

The writer to the Hebrews also indicates the im
portance of initial repentance (6: I ) ,  but whereas he 
questions the possibility of a second repentance 
(6:4-{); 1 2: 1 7),  others are even more emphatic in 
their belief that Christians can and need to repent 
(2 Cor. 7:9f. ;  1 2 : 2 1 ;  Jas. 5 : 1 9f.; I Jn .  1 :5-2:2; Rev. 
2 :5 ,  1 6, 2 1  f. ; 3 :3 ,  1 9) .  

There are only a few other references to repent
ance in the NT (Rom. 2:4; 2 Tim. 2 :25; 2 Pet. 3 :9; 
Rev. 9 :20f.; 1 6:9, 1 1 ) .  We should not assurne that 
talk of repentance and • forgiveness invariably 
featured in the earliest preaching. In particular 
Paul rarely uses either concept, and they do not 
occur at all in the Gospel and Epistles of John, 
whereas both strongly emphasize that the Chris
tian l ife starts from the positive commitment of 
• faith. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Bertram, epistrephö, TDNT 
7,  pp. 722-729; G. Bornkamm, Jesus 0/ Nazareth, 
1 960, pp. 82-84; 1. P. Healey and A.  B. Luter, ABD 
5, pp. 67 1 -674; 1. Jeremias, New Testament The
ology, I :  The Proclamation 0/ Jesus, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 52-
1 58; O. Michel, metamelomai, TDNT 4, pp. 626-
629; E. Würthein and 1. Behm, metanoeö, TDNT 
4, pp. 975-1 008; F. Laubach, 1. Goetzmann, 
NIDNTT I ,  pp. 353-359; D. Guthrie, New Testa
ment Theology, 1 98 1 ,  pp. 5 74-60 I passim. 

J.D.G.D. 

REPHAIM (Heb. r 'pli 'fm). Onc of the pre
I sraelite peoples of Palestine mentioned, together 
with the Zuzlm and Emim, in the time of Abraham 

as having been defeated by Chedorlaomer (Gn. 
1 4 :5). They are also Iisted among the inhabitants 
of the land God promised to Abraham's seed (Gn. 
1 5 :20). At the time of the conquest the Rephaim 
seem to have inhabited a wide area, but were 
known by different local names. In Moab the M o
abites, who succeeded them there, called them 
• Emim (Dt. 2: 1 1 ), and Iikewise in Ammon, where 
they preceded the Ammonites; they were known as 
• Zamzummim (Dt. 2 :20-2 1 ) .  

They were a formidable people, being compared 
in stature with the Anakim (. ANAK) (Dt .  2 :2 1 ), 
and LXX renders the name by gigas, 'giant' in Gn. 
14:5; Jos. 1 2 :4; 1 3: 1 2 ,  and I Ch. 1 1  : 1 5; 1 4 :9 ;  20:4, a 
rendering adopted by AV in Dt. 2: 1 1 , 20; 3: 1 1 , 1 3 ; 
Jos. 1 2 :4; 1 3 : 1 2; 1 5:8 ;  1 7 : 1 5 ; 1 8 : 1 6; I Ch. 20:4. (LXX 
translates i t  Titanes in 2 Sa. 5: 1 8 , 22.) 

It may be that the forms rlipli' and rlipii (2 Sa. 
2 1 :  1 6, 1 8 , 20, 22; I Ch. 20:6, 8), which are rendered 
'giant' in EVV (LXX gigas in 2 Sa. 2 1  :22; I Ch. 20:6), 
are variant forms of the name r'pli'im, but the con
text of these occurrences, in connection with a 
Philistine, is perhaps better suited by the meaning 
• 'giant'. The name is unknown in an ethnic sense 
outside the Bible. 

In Ps. 88: 1 1  (v. 1 0, RSV); Pr. 2 : 1 8 ;  9: 1 8; 2 1 : 1 6; Jb. 
26:5; Is. 1 4:9; 26: 1 4, 1 9 ,  the word r'pli'im occurs in 
the sense of 'ghosts of the dead', and i t  is sug
gested by some that the name Rephaim was ap
plied by the Israelites to the early inhabitants of 
the land as persons long since dead. The word 
occurs in Ugaritic (rpu'm), perhaps referring 
to a c1ass of minor gods or a sacred guild, though 
the meaning is uncertain ,  and in Phoenician tomb 
inscriptions (rp 'm) in the sense of 'ghost ' .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Gray, 'The Rephaim', PEQ 8 1 ,  
1 949, pp. 1 27-1 39, and 84, 1 952,  pp. 39-4 1 :  H .  W. 
F. Saggs, FT 90, 1 958,  pp. 1 70-1 72 .  

T.C.M. 

REPHAN (AV REMPHAN). The name of a god 
identified or connected with the planet Saturn, 
quoted in Acts 7:43 from the LXX of Am. 5 :26. The 
LXX reading, Rhaiphan (cod. B, A; Rhemphan 239), 
is thought by some to be a mistaken transliteration 
of the MT reading, kiyyün (RSV • KAIWAN, AV 
Chiun), by others to be a deli berate substitution of 
Repa, a name of Seb, the Egyp. god of the planet 
Saturn. D.W.G. 

REPHIDIM. The last stopping-place of the Israel
ites on the Exodus from Egypt, before they reached 
Mt Sinai (Ex. 1 7: 1 ;  1 9:2 ;  Nu. 33 : 1 4- 1 5). Here the 
Israelites under Joshua fought against Amalek, 
and the successful outcome of the battle depended 
on Moses' holding up his hands, which he did with 
the support of Aaron and Hur (Ex. 1 7:8- 1 6). After 
the battle, Jethro, Moses' father-in-Iaw, persuaded 
Moses to give up judging the people entirely by 
hirnself, and to appoint deputies for this purpose 
(Ex. 1 8). The si te of Rephidim is uncertain, the 
usual suggestion being the Wadi Refayid in SW 
Sinai. 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. B. Rothenberg, God's Wilder-
ness, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 43,  1 68 .  T.C. M .  

REPROBATE. I t  i s  convenient t o  retain the AV 
term as a heading under wh ich to include words 
used in RSV (unfit, refuse, dross, disqualified) to 
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translate Heb. and Gk. equivalents which present 
the idea of divine investigation leading to rejection 
because of an ineradicable sin. OT prophets com
pare the sin of Israel to impurity in meta I (Is. 1 :22; 
Je. 6:30; Ezk. 22 : 1 9-20). In Je. 6:30, 'Refuse silver 
they are called, for the Lord has rejected them', the 
Heb. verb mä'as is rendered 'reprobate' in AV 
(Avmg. , RSV, RV 'refuse'), i. e. 'tested and rejected by 
Yahweh because of ineradicable sin'. In Is. 1 :22 
LXX renders Heb. sigim by the adjective adokimos, 
which occurs eight times in the NT with the mean
ing 'rejected after a searching test'. 

In Rom. 1 :28, the Gk. puns dokimazein with ado
künos. and may be rendered 'since they did not see 
fit to retain God in their mind he handed them over 
to an unfit mind', where 'unfit' (AV 'reprobate', 
Avmg. 'a mind void of judgment') means 'unfit to 
pass judgment',  in the active or passive sense, 
because of wickedness, ete. (vv. 29-30). 

In I Cor. 9 :27 Paul concludes 'an exhortation to 
self-denial and exertion' (Hodge), given in athletic 
metaphors, by attributing his personal bodily dis
cipline to fear of disqualification, 'lest I . . .  be dis
qualified (adokimos)'. But from what? Salvation or 
ministerial reward? The context favours reward (cf 
3: 1 0- 1 5) and stresses the need of ceaseless vigil
ance against sin (cf 1 0: 1 2) .  The remaining occur
rences of adokimos are in 2 Cor. 1 3 : 5-7, where the 
test proposed is 'whether you are holding to your 
faith', and the context implies that faith has empir
ical proofs, lacking which the Corinthians are fail
ures, and even Paul hirnself would be a failure, 
since he would be unable to demonstrate his apos
tolic authority; in 2 Tim. 3:8 and in Tit .  I :  1 6, where 
adokimos means 'proved to be mo rally worthless'; 
and in Heb. 6:8, where 'barren' (adokimos) soil il
lust rates the situation of hardened backsl iders. 
None of these occurrences necessarily implies ju
dicial abandonment to • perdition, yet all are 
consonant with such a doctrine: in each ca se the 
rejection follows demonstrable faults; in some 
God, in others man, makes the test. The human 
verdict anticipates the divine. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Oenney in HDB; E. K.  Simp
son, Words Worth Weighing in the Greek New Tes
tament, 1 946, p. 1 7; H. Haarbeck, NIDNTT 3, pp. 
808-8 1 0; R. E. Oavies, ZPEB 5, p. 66. M.R.W.F. 

RESEN (Gk. Dasen). The city located between 
Nineveh and Calah founded by • Nimrod or Ashur 
(so AV) and with them part of a great populated 
area (Gn. 10: 1 2) .  res-eni ('fountain-head') desig
natcd a number of pI aces in Assyria. The sites 01' 
this name on the Ijabur and Khosr Rivers (NE 01' 
Nineveh) do not, however, easily fit the geo
graphical situation given in Gn.  1 0. The proposed 
equation with Selamiyeh (3 km N of Calah) is 
based on the false identification 01' this place with 
Larissa (Xenophon, Anabasis 3.  4), now known to 
be the Gk. name for Calah itself. A possible site for 
Resen is the early ruins 01' Hamam Ali with its 
adjacent sulphur springs on the right bank of the 
river Tigris about 1 3  km S of Nineveh. 

D.J.W. 

REST. The non-theological sense 01' 'rest' is prom
inent in the Bible. E.g. the Lord rests from activity 
(Gn. 2 :2f.); the sabbath is to be a day 01' rest (Ex. 
3 1 :  1 5) ;  the land 01' promise was to have rest every 
7th year (Lv. 25 :4f.); and the Temple was the 

RESTORATION 

Lord's resting-place among his people (Ps. 1 32 :8 ,  
14).  

In its theological sense 'rest' is even more prom
inent in the Bible. Israel was promised rest by the 
Lord in the land of Canaan (Ot. 3 :20), and to this 
rest the exiles would return from BabyIon (Je. 
46:27). Rest and felicity were to be Oavid's great 
gifts to Israel ( I  Ch. 22:7- 1 0) .  Alas, this great ideal 
01' rest remained unfulfilled in Israel's experience 
(Heb. 3 :7-4: 1 0) because 01' unbelief and disobedi
ence (Ps. 95:8-1 1 ). 

However, although rest in the OT remains in the 
sphere 01' promise, in the NT there is fulfilment. 
Christians, by faith in Christ, have entered into rest 
(Heb. 1 2 :22-24). He is their peace. To all who come 
to hirn he gives rest, rest that is relief, release and 
satisfaction to the soul (Mt .  1 1  :28-30). 

But 'rest' in Scripture has also an eschatological 
content. 'There remains a sabbath rest' for the 
Christian as for Israel (Heb. 4:9). The celestial city 
and the heavenly country (Heb. 1 1 :  10 ,  1 6) are still 
in the future. Today there is the task (I Cor. 3 :9), 
the good fight of faith (Eph. 6: 1 0-20), the pilgrim
age (Heb. 1 1 :  1 3- 1 6). And even the rest to which 
death is the prelude ( Rev. 1 4: 1 3) is not fullness of 
rest (Rev. 6:9-1 1 ) .  But those who have entered into 
the rest 01' faith, by casting anchor within the veil 
where Christ has gone, know that the final state of 
rest is secure. J.G.S.S.T. 

RESTORATION. The Gk. noun apokatastasis is 
found only in Acts 3 :2 1 ,  whilc the corresponding 
verb is used three times in the sense 01' a final 
restoration. 

The idea goes back to the great prophets 01' the 
OT. They foresaw the Exile, but they also proph
esied that God would restore his people to their 
own land (Je. 27:22; On. 9:25, ete.). When this 
took place conditions in Judah were far from 
ideal, and thus men looked and longed for a fur
ther restoration, a restoration 01' prosperity and 
bl iss. 

In time this came to be associated with the Mes
siah. The Jews as a whole understood this restor
ation in terms of material prosperity, but Jesus saw 
it in the work 01' John the Baptist, who fulfilled the 
prophecy 01' Mal. 4:5 (Mt .  1 7 : 1 1 ; Mk. 9: 1 2) .  Here, 
as elsewhere, he reinterpreted the Messianic cat
egory which had become distorted among the Jews. 

In the full sense the restoration is yet future. 
Though they had Jesus' interpretation 01' the 
prophecy 01' Malachi, the disciples could ask on 
the eve 01' the ascension, 'Lord, will you at this 
time restore the kingdom to I srael?' (Acts 1 :6). 
Jesus' answer discourages them from speculation 
about matters wh ich do not concern them, but it 
does not deny that there will be a restoration. The 
fullest reference comes in Acts 3: 1 91f. Here Petcr 
looks for 'times 01' refreshing' wh ich he associates 
with the return 01' the Lord Jesus Christ (v. 20), 
who is in heaven 'until the time tor establishing (i. e. 
restoration) all that God spoke . .  . ' .  From one 
point 01' view the restoration awaits the return 01' 
the Lord, and Peter sees this as a subject 01' proph
ecy from the very first. I t  is legitimate to infer that 
the restoration points to some such state as that 01' 
pre-fallen man, though there is no biblical passage 
which says this in so many words. Some have 
reasoned from the expression 'time for establishing 
all that God spoke' to the thought 01' universal 
salvation. This is more than the expression will 
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bear. That question must be determined by the 
teaching of Scripture as a whole. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H .-G. Link, NIDNTT3, pp. 1 46-
I�. L.M. 

RESURRECfION. The most startling character
istic of the first Christian preaching is its emphasis 
on the resurrection. The first preachers were sure 
that Christ had risen, and sure, in consequence, 
that believers would in due course rise also. This 
set them off from all the other teachers of the an
cient world. There are resurrect ions elsewhere, but 
none of them is like that of Christ. They are mostly 
mythological tales connected with the change of 
the season and the annual miracle of spring. The 
Gospels tell of an individual who truly died but 
overcame death by rising again. And if it is true 
that Christ's resurrection bears no resemblance to 
anything in paganism it is also true that the atti
tude of believers to their own resurrection, the 
corollary of their Lord's, is radically different from 
anything in the heathen world. Nothing is more 
characteristic of even the best thought of the day 
than its hopelessness in the face of death. Clearly 
the resurrection is of the very first importance for 
the Christian faith. 

The Christian idea of resurrection is to be dis
tinguished from both Greek and lewish ideas. The 
Greeks thought of the body as a hindrance to true 
l ife and they looked for the time when the soul 
would be free from its shackles. They conceived of 
l ife after death in terms of the immortality of the 
soul, but they firmly rejected all ideas of resurrec
tion (cf the mockery of Paul's preaching in Acts 
1 7 :32). The lews were firmly persuaded of the 
values 01' the body, and thought these would not be 
lost. They thus looked for the body to be raised. 
But they thought it would be exactly the same body 
(Apoealypse o[ Barl/eh 1 :2). The Christians 
thought of the body as being raised, but also trans
formed so as to be a suitable vehicle for the very 
different l ife of the age to come (I Cor. 1 5 :42ff.). 
The Christian idea is thus distinctive. 

I.  Resurrection in the Old Testament 
There is little about resurrection in the OT. That is 
not to say that it is not there. It iso But it is not 
prominent .  The men of the OT were very practical 
men, concentrating on the task 01' Iiving out the 
present Iife in the service of God, and they had 
little time to spare for speculation about the next . 
Moreover, it must not be forgotten that they Iived 
on the other side of Christ's resurrection, and it is 
this which gives the doctrine its basis. Sometimes 
they used the idea of resurrection to express the 
national hope of the re-birth of the nation (e.g. 
Ezk. 37). The plainest statement on the resurrec
tion of the individual is undoubtedly that in On. 
1 2 :2, 'many of those who sleep in the dust of the 
earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and 
some to shame and everlasting contempt'. This 
c1early envisages a resurrection both of the right
eous and of the wicked , and it sees also eternal 
consequences 01' men's actions. There are other 
passages which look for resurrection, chiefly some 
in the Psalms (e.g. Pss. 1 6: I 01'. ;  49 : 1 41'.) .  The precise 
meaning of lob's great affirmation (Jb. 1 9:25-27) 
is disputed, but it is difficult to think that there is 
no thought of resurrection here. Sometimes the 
prophets also give utterance to this thought (e.g. Is. 
26: 1 9). But on the whole the OT says little about it. 

This may, perhaps, be due to the fact that some 
doctrine of resurrection was found among such 
peoples as the Egyptians and Babylonians. At a 
time when syncretism was a grave danger this 
would have discouraged the Hebrews from taking 
too great an interest in it . 

Ouring the per iod between the two Testaments, 
when that danger was not so pressing, the idea is 
more prominent. No uniformity was reached, and 
even in NT times the Sadducees still denied that 
there was a resurrection . But by then most lews 
accepted some idea of resurrection. Usually they 
thought that these same bodies would be brought 
back to life just as they were. 

1 1 .  The resurrection of Christ 
On three occasions Christ brought back people 
from the dead (the daughter 01' lairus, the son 01' 
the widow 01' Nain, and Lazarus). These, however, 
are not to be thought of as resurrection so much as 
resusci tat ion . There is no indication that any 01' 
these people did other than come back to the Iife 
that they had left. And Paul teils us explicitly that 
Christ is 'the first fruits of those who have fallen 
asleep' ( I  Cor. 1 5 :20). But these miracles show us 
Christ as the master of death. This comes out 
again in the fact that he prophesied that he would 
rise 3 days after he was crucified (Mk .  8 :3 1 ;  9 :3 1 ;  
10 :34, eIe.). This point is important. I t  shows 
Christ as supremely the master 01' the situation. 
And it also means that the resurrection is of the 
very first importance, for the veracity 01' our Lord 
is involved. 

The Gospels tell us that lesus was crucified, that 
he died and that on the third day the tomb in which 
he had been placed was found to be empty. Angels 
told certain women that he had risen from the 
dead. Over a period of some weeks lesus appeared 
to his followers from time to time. Paul lists some 
01' these appearances but he does not explicitly 
mention the empty tomb and some scholars ac
cordingly suggest that it was absent from the earl i
est tradition. But i t  may be fairly countered that 
Paul implies that the tomb was empty. Wh at else 
does he mean by saying that lesus 'was buried, that 
he was raiscd on the third day . .  . '  (I Cor. 1 5 :4)? 
The express mention 01' burial is pointless if he 
does not have the empty tomb in mind. And it is 
referred to in all four Gospels. I t  must be accepted 
as part 01' the authentic Christian tradition. Some 
have suggested that the disciples went to the wrong 
tomb, where a young man in white said, 'He is not 
here', meaning 'He is in another tomb'. But in the 
first place this is pure speculation, and in the 
second it raises all sorts 01' questions. It is impos
sible to hold that the right tomb was completely 
forgotten by all, friend and foe alike. When the first 
preaching laid such stress on the resurrection we 
can be sure that the authorities would have spared 
no effort in the attempt to find the body. 

But if the tomb was empty it would scem that 
there are only three possibilities: that friends took 
the body away, that foes took the body away, or 
that lesus rose. The first hypothesis is more than 
difficult to maintain. All our evidence goes to show 
that there was no thought of resurrection in the 
minds 01' the disciples, and that they were men 
without hope on the evening 01' the first Good 
Friday. They were dispirited, beaten men, hiding 
away for fear 01' the lews. Moreover, Matthew teils 
us that a guard was set over the tomb, so that they 
could not have stolen the body even had they 
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wanted to do so. But the crowning improbability is 
that they would have suffered for preaching the 
resurrection as Acts teils us they did. Some were 
imprisoned, and James was executed. Men do not 
suffer such penalties for upholding what they know 
to be a lie. l t  must also be borne in mind that when 
the Christian sect was troublesome enough for the 
authorities to persecute i t ,  the chief priests would 
have been very ready to have paid for information 
as to the stealing of the body, and the case of Judas 
is sufficient to show that a traitor could be found in 
the ranks. All in all, it is impossible to hold that 
Christians stole away the body of Christ. 

It  is just as difficult to maintain that his foes 
removed the body. Why should they? There seems 
no conceivable motive. To have done so would have 
been to start the very rumours of a resurrection 
that the evidence shows they were so anxious to 
prevent.  M oreover, the guard over the tomb would 
have been just as big an obstacle to them as to the 
friends of the Lord. But the absolutely decisive ob
jection is their failure to produce the body when 
the first preaching began. Peter and his allies put 
great emphasis on the resurrection of their Lord. 
Clearly it had gripped their imagination. In this 
situation, had their enemies produced the body of 
Jesus, the Christian church must have dissolved in 
a gale of laughter. The silence of the Jews is just as 
significant as the speech of the Christians. The 
failure of the enemies of Jesus to produce the body 
is conclusive evidence that they could not do so. 

Since it seems impossible to hold either that 
friends or foes removed the body, and since the 
tomb was empty, i t  seems that we are shut up to the 
hypothesis of  the resurrection. This is confirmed 
also by the resurrection appearances. Altogether 
there are ten different appearances recorded in our 
five accounts (the four Gospels and I Cor. 1 5). 
These accounts are not easy to harmonize (though 
this is not impossible, as is often asserted; the at
tempt made in the Scofield Reference Bible, for ex
ample, may or may not be the right one, but it 
certainly shows that harmonization is possible). 
The difficulties show only that the accounts are in
dependent. There is no stereotyped repetition of 
an official story. And there is impressive agreement 
on the main facts. There is great variety in the wit
nesses. Sometimes one or t\Vo saw the Lord, some
times a larger number, fiS t he eleven apostlcs, once 
as many as 500 disciples. M en as weil as women are 
inc\uded in the number. M ostly the appearances 
were to believers, but possibly that to James was to 
one who had not believed up till that point .  Spe
cially important is Pau!. He was not credulous, but 
an educated man who was bitterly hostile to the 
Christians. And he is emphatic that he saw Jesus 
after he had risen from the dead. Indeed, so sure 
was he of this that he based the wh oie of the rest 01' 
his l ife on the certainty. Canon Kennett puts this 
poin t  trenchantly. He speaks 01' Paul as having 
been converted within 5 years of the crucifixion 
and says, 'within a very few years of the time of the 
crucifixion of Jesus, the evidence for the resurrec
tion of Jesus was in the mind of at least one man 
of education absolutely irrefutable' (Interpreter 5 ,  
1 908-9, p.  267). 

We should not overlook the transformation of 
the disciples in all this. As noted before, they were 
beaten and dispirited men at the crucifixion, but 
they were ready to go to prison and even to die for 
the sake of Jesus shortly afterwards. Why the 
change? Men do not run such risks unless they are 

RESURRECfION 

very sure of themselves. The disciples were com
pletely convinced. We should perhaps add that 
their certainty is reflected in their worship. They 
were Jews, and Jews have a tenacity in clinging to 
their religious customs. Yet these men observed the 
Lord's day, a weekly memorial of the resurrection, 
instead of the sabbath.  On that Lord's day they 
celebrated the holy communion, which was not a 
commemoration of a dead Christ, but a thankful 
remembrance of the blessings conveyed by a living 
and triumphant Lord. Their other sacrament, bap
tism, was a reminder that believers were buried 
with Christ and raised with hirn (Co!. 2 : 1 2) .  The 
resurrection gave significance to all that they did. 

Sometimes i t  is said that Christ did not really 
die, but swooned. Then in the coolness of the tomb 
he revived. This raises all sorts of questions. How 
did he get out of the tomb? What happened to 
hirn? Why do we hear no more? When did he die? 
Questions multiply and the answers do not appear. 
Some have thought the disciples to have been the 
victims of hallucination. But the resurrection ap
pearances cannot be so explained. Hallucinations 
come to those who are in some sense looking for 
them, and there is no evidence of this among the 
disciples. Once started they tend to continue, 
whereas these stop abruptly. Hallucinations are in
dividual affairs, whereas in this case we have as 
many as 500 people at once seeing the Lord. There 
seems no point in exchanging a miracle on the 
physical level for one on the psychological level, 
which is what this view demands. 

But many scholars today deny outright the pos
sibility of a physical resurrection.  They may lay i t  
down that  ' the bones of Jesus rest in the soil of 
Palestine'. They may say that Jesus rose into the 
kerygma; the disciples came to see that he had sur
vived through death and that they could thus 
preach that he was alive. Or they may locate the 
change in the disciples. These men had known 
Jesus to live in tTUe freedom and now they entered 
that experience for themselves. This meant that 
they came to see that Jesus was not dead but a 
living influence. There are two big difficulties in the 
way of all such views. The first is that this is not 
what the sources say. As plain as words can do i t  
they say that Jesus died, was buried, and rose to life 
again. The second is the moral difficulty. There is 
no quest ion but that the disciples believed that 
Jesus had risen. I t  was this that gave them their 
drive and it was this that formed the theme of their 
preaching. I f  Jesus was in fact dead then God has 
built the church on a delusion, an unthinkable 
conclusion. Moreover, such views ignore the empty 
tomb. This is a stubborn fact. Perhaps it is worth 
adding that these views are quite modern (though 
occasionally there have been forerunners, cf 2 
Tim. 2: 1 7f.). They form no part of historic Christi
anity, and if they are correct nearly all Christi ans 
have at all times been in serious error concerning a 
cardinal doctrine of the faith.  

III.  The resurrection of believers 
Not only did Jesus rise, but one day all men too 
will rise. Jesus refuted the scepticism of the Sad
ducees on this point with an interesting argument 
from Scripture (Mt .  22:3 1 -32). The general NT 
position is that the resurrection of Christ carries 
with it the resurrection of believers. Jesus said, ' I  
am the  resurrection and the life; he who believes in 
me, though he die, yet shall he live' (Jn .  I I  :25). 
Several times he spoke of raising believers up at the 
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last day (ln .  6 :39-40, 44, 54). The Sadducees were 
grieved because the apostles were 'proclaiming in 
lesus the resurrection from the dead' (Acts 4:2). 
Paul teils us that 'as by a man came death, by a 
man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as 
in Adam all die, so also in Christ shall all be made 
alive' ( I  Cor. 1 5 : 2 1  f. ; cf I Thes. 4: 1 4) .  Likewise 
Peter says, 'we have been born anew to a living 
hope through the resurrection of lesus Christ from 
the dead' ( I  Pet. 1 :3). I t  is plain enough that the 
NT writers did not think of Christ's resurrection 
as an isolated phenomenon. I t  was a great divine 
act, and one fraught with consequences for men. 
Because God raised Christ he set his seal on the 
atoning work wrought out on the cross. He demon
strated his divine power in the face of sin and 
death, and at the same time his will to save men. 
Thus, the resurrection of believers follows immedi
ately from that of their Saviour. So characteristic 
of them is resurrection that lesus could speak of 
them as 'sons of God, being sons of the resurrec- "

tion' (Lk. 20:36). 
This does not mean that all who rise rise to bless

ing. lesus speaks of 'the resurrection of life' but 
also of 'the resurrection of judgment' (ln .  5 :29). 
The plain NT teaching is that all will rise, but that 
those who have rejected Christ will find the resur
rection a serious matter indeed. For believers the 
fact that their resurrection is connected with that 
of the Lord transforms the situation. In the light 
of his atoning work for them they face resurrection 
with calmness and joy. 

Of the nature of the resurrection body Scripture 
says Iittle. Paul can speak of it as 'a spiritual body' 
(I Cor. 1 5 :44), wh ich appears to mean a body 
which meets the needs of the spirit. He expressly 
differentiates it from the 'physical body' which we 
now have, and we infer that a 'body' answering to 
the needs of the spirit is in some respect different 
from that wh ich we now know. The spiritual body 
has the qualities of incorruptibility, glory, and 
power ( I  Cor. 1 5 :42f.). Our Lord has taught us that 
there will be no marriage after the resurrection, 
and thus no sexual function (Mk.  1 2: 25). 

Perhaps we can gain some help by thinking of 
the resurrection body of Christ, for lohn teils us 
that 'we shall be like hirn' (I ln. 3:2), and Paul that 
'our lowly body' is to be 'Iike his glorious body' 
(Phil .  3 :2 1 ). Our Lord's risen body appears to have 
been in some sense like the natural body and in 
some sense different. Thus on some occasions he 
was recognized immediately (Mt.  28:9; ln .  20: 1 9f.), 
but on others he was not (notably the walk to 
Emmaus, Lk. 24 : 1 6; cf ln. 2 1 ) . He appeared sud
denly in the midst of the disciples, who were 
gathered with the doors shut (Jn. 20: 1 9), while con
trariwise he disappeared from the sight of the two 
at Emmaus ( Lk. 24: 3 1 ). He spoke of having 'flesh 
and bones' (Lk. 24:39). On occasion he ate food 
(Lk. 24:4 1 -43), though we cannot hold that phys
ical food is a necessity for l ife beyond death (cf I 
Cor. 6: 1 3) .  I t  would seem that the risen Lord could 
conform to the limitations of this physical life or 
not as he chose, and this may indicate that when we 
rise we shall have a similar power. 

IV. Doctrinal implications of the resurrection 
The Christological significance of the resurrection 
is considerable. The fact that lesus prophesied that 
he would rise from the dead on the third day has 
important implications for his Person. One who 
could do this is greater than the sons of men . Paul 

c1early regards the resurrection of Christ as or car
dinal importance. ' I f  Christ has not been raised,' 
he says, 'then our preaching is in vain,  and your 
faith is in vain . . . .  Ir Christ has not been raised, 
your faith is futile and you are still in your sins' ( I  
Cor. 1 5 :  1 4, 1 7) .  The point i s  that Christianity i s  a 
gospel, it is good news about how God sent his Son 
to be our Saviour. But if Christ did not really rise, 
then we have no assurance that our salvation has 
been accomplished. The reality of the resurrection 
of Christ is thus of deep significance. The resurrec
tion of believers is also importanl. Paul's view is 
that if the dead do not rise we may as weil adopt 
the motto 'Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we 
die' ( I  Cor. 1 5 :32). Believers are not men for whom 
this Iife is all. Their hope lies elsewhere ( I  Cor. 
1 5 :  1 9) .  This gives them perspective and makes for 
depth in Iiving. 

The resurrection of Christ is connected with our 
salvation, as when Paul says that 'lesus our Lord 
was put to death for our trespasses and raised 
for our justification' (Rom. 4:25; cf 8:33f. ) .  There 
is no need here to go into the precise significance of 
the two uses of 'for'. That is a task for the com
mentaries. We content ourselves with noting that 
the resurrection of Christ is connected with the 
central act whereby we are saved. Salvation is not 
something that takes place apart from the 
resurrect ion. 

Nor does it stop there. Paul speaks of his desire 
to know Christ 'and the power of his resurrection' 
(Phi!. 3 : 1 0), and he exhorts the Colossians, 'If then 
you have been raised with Christ, seek the th ings 
that are above . .  . ' (Col. 3: I ). He has already re
minded them that they were buried with Christ in 
baptism, and in the same sacrament were raised 
with hirn (Col. 2: 1 2). In other words, the apostle 
sees the same power that brought Christ back from 
the dead as operative within those who are 
Christ's. The resurrection is ongoing. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Vos in PTR 27, 1 929, pp. 1 -35, 
1 9 3-226; K. Barth ,  The Resurrection 0/ the Dead, 
E.T. 1 933; A. M .  Ramsey, The Resllrrection 0/ 
Christ, 1 946; N. Clark, Interpreting the Resurrec
tion, 1 967; W. Marxsen, The Reslirrection 0/ Jeslis 
0/ Nazareth, 1 970; L. Coenen, C. Brown in 
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mortal, 1 983; P. Perkins, Resurrection, 1 984; P 
Carnley, The Structllre 0/ Resllrrection Belief, 
1 987; From Grave to Glory. 1 990; G. Lüdemann, 
The Resurrection 0/ Jeslls. 1 994. L .M .  

REUßEN (MT r" ül]en; LXX ROllben; Pesh. ROllbil; 
los. ROllbeios; Arab. Ra 'übin; LaI. Rubin). I ,  The 
first-born of lacob by Leah (Gn. 29:32), whose 
choice of name is connected with the phrase, 'the 
Lord has looked upon my aJfliction' (Heb. ra'Q . 
b " onyi). That this meaning was attached to the 
name is c1ear from the other names in this section: 
'Sirneon (Heard) . . .  the Lord has heard' , ' Levi 
(Attached) . . .  my husband . . .  will be attached' ,  
'ludah (Praise) I will praise the Lord', ' Dan 
(Judge) . . .  God hasjlldged me', ete. Attempts have 
been made to give the desired meaning, 'He has 
looked upon my affliction', to the Heb. consonants 
for 'Reuben', which in our present text appears to 
mean, 'Behold a son'. Possibly the vocalization of 
the name is at fault .  

Reuben had some admirable quali ties in his 
character; unfortunately, they were offset by his in
cestuous act with Bilhah, his father's concubine 
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Jacob m. Leah c .  B i lhah c. Zi lpah m.  Rachel 

I 
R E U B E N Simeon 

(Gn.  29:32; 30: 1 4-1 6; 
37

ro

) 

\ I 
Levi 

I 
J udah I�'�h" Z'bL," O l!,h J I . i--Ll � . 

Hanoch 
( Nu .  26: 5-6) 

I 
Pal lu  

Eliab 

I 
Hezron 

~ Nemuel Dathan Ablram 
( N u .  26:9) 

Thelamily and descendants 01 Rellben 

(Gn. 35:22) . It was Reuben who advised his 
brothers not to kill Joseph, and returned to the pit 
to release him (Gn. 37:2 1 ,  29). Latcr he accused 
them of bringing caIamity upon themselves, when 
they were held in the Egyp. court as suspected spies 
(Gn. 42:22). Again, i t  was Reuben who otfered his 
own two sons as sulficient guarantee for the safety 
of Benjamin (Gn. 42:37). 

In the blessing of the sons of Jacob, Reuben is 
recognized legally as the first-born, although in 
actual fact the double-portion which went with the 
birthright (Dt. 2 1 :  1 7) was symbolically bequeathed 
to Joseph, through his two sons, Ephraim and Ma
nasseh. H owever, after a eulogy of Reuben, no 
doubt sincerely meant, there is added a significant 
and prophetic utterance by the Patriarch: 'Un
stable as water, you shall not have pre-eminence 
. .  . '  (Gn. 49:4). This legal recognition as first-born 
is u pheld in I eh. 5 :  I ,  where we are told that the 
birthright belonged to Joseph de lacto but not de 
jure, for 'he [Joseph) is not to be enrolled in the 
genealogy according to  the birthright' (cf Gesen
ius, Heb. Gram. ,I, p. 349, § 1 1 4k). So it is that in 
Gn.  46:8; Ex. 6: 1 4; Nu. 26:5, Reuben retains his 
status as first-born. Reuben had four sons be fore 
the descent into Egypt. 

Dan Naphta l i  Gad Asher Joseph Benjamin 

I 
Carmi 

Joel 

Shemaiah etc. 
(1 Ch. 5:3-7 ) 

m. = marries 
c. = concubine 

• . •  = possible l ine 
of descent 

2. The tribe of Reuben was involved in the rebel
lion in the wilderness (Nu. 1 6: 1 ) .  The tribe was 
l inked with Gad and occupied territory E of 
Jordan. In the N i t  was contiguous with Gad, in 
the S i t  was bounded by the Arnon. The tribe's 
pursuits would be mainly pastoral, but those to 
the W of Jordan were mamly agricultural. This 
may have led to a separation of interests, for 
Reuben took no part in repelling the attack of Sis
era (Jdg. 5: 1 5f.). In the time of Saul they united 
with Gad and Manasseh in an attack on the 
Hagarites, apparently a nomad people (I eh. 5 : \0 ,  
1 9f.). 

Though there is mention of Gad on the Moabite 
Stone, there is none of Reuben, and thus it appears 
that at that time, c. 830 BC, they had lost their im
portance as warriors. However, they were never 
forgotten by their brethren; a place is reserved for 
the tribe of Reuben in Ezekiel's reconstructed 
Israel (Ezk. 48:7, 3 1 ), and they are numbered 
among the 1 44,000, sealed out of every tribe of the 
children of Israel, in the Apocalypse of John ( Rev. 
7:5) .  R.J.A.S. 

REUEL (Heb. r" ,}'el, Gk. raguel; the name ap
pears to mean 'friend of God'). 

1 .  A son of Esau (Gn. 36:4, 1 0, 1 7; I eh. 1 :35). 2. 
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A Midianite priest, also called • Jethro, who re
ceived M oses when he Red from Egypt, and gave 
hirn his daughter Zipporah (Ex. 2: 1 8; Nu .  1 0:29). 
3. Father of Eliasaph of  Gad, a commander under 
Moses (Nu. 1 : 14 ;  2 : 1 4; 7:42, 47; 1 0:20). 4. A Ben
jaminite chief living at Jerusalem under Solomon 
(I Ch. 9:8). J .P .U.L.  

REVELATION. 

the prophets (Am. 3 :7). Christ told his disciples 'all 
that I have hcard from my Father' (J n .  1 5 :  1 5), and 
promised them the Holy Spirit to complete his 
work of instructing them (Jn. 1 6: 1 2ff.). God rc
vealed to Paul the 'mystery' of his eternal purpose 
in Christ (Eph. I :9ff.; 3 :3- 1 1 ). Christ revealed to 
John 'what must soon take place' (Rev. I :  I ) .  From 
this stand point, as God's own precise disclosure of 
his saving purpose and work, Paul calls the gospel 
'the truth', in contrast with error and falsehood (2 
Thes. 2 : 1 1 - 1 3 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 1 8; elc. ) .  Hence the use of 

I.  The idea of revelation the phrase 'revealed truth' in Christian theology to 
The Eng. word 'reveal', from Lat. revelo, is the denote what God has told men about hirnself. 
regular rendering of the Heb. gälä and the Gk. 2 . 0n the other hand, when God sends men his 
apokalyplö (noun, apokalypsis), wh ich corresponds word, he also confronts them with hirnself. The 
to gälä in the LXX and NT. gälä, apokalYPlö and Bible does not think of revelation as a mere broad-
revelo all express the same idea-that of unveiling casting of information, divinely guaranteed, but as 
something hidden, so that it may be seen and God's personal coming to individuals to make 
known for what it iso Accordingly, when the Bible hirnself known to them (cf Gn. 35:7;  Ex. 6:3; Nu .  
speaks of revelation, the  thought intended is of 1 2 :6--8; Ga!. 1 : 1 5f.). This is the lesson to be learnt 
God the Creator actively disclosing to men his from the theophanies of the OT (cf Ex. 3:2ff.; 
power and glory, his nature and character, his will, 1 9 :  1 1 -20; Ezk. I; elc. ), and from the part played by 
ways and plans -in short, himself-in order that the enigmatic 'angel (messenger) of Yahweh', who 
men may know hirn. The revelation vocabulary in is so evidently a manifestation of Yahweh hirnself 
both Testaments is a wide one, covering the ideas (cf Gn. 1 6: 1 0; Ex. 3 :2ff. ; Jdg. 1 3 :9-23): the lesson, 
of making obscure things clear, bringing hidden namely, that God is not only the author and sub-
things to light ,  showing signs, speaking words and ject of his messages to men but he is also his own 
causing the persons addressed to see, hear, per- messen ger. When a man meets God's word, how-
ceive, understand and know. None of the OT ever casual and accidental the meeting may see m to 
words is a specifically theological term-each one be, God meets that man, addressing the word to 
has its profane usage-but in the NT apokalYPlö hirn personally and calling for a personal response 
and apokalypsis are used only in theological con- to hirnself as its Author. 
texts, and the ordinary profane use of them does Speaking generally, the older Protestant theo-
not appear, even where one might have expected it logians analysed revelation in terms entirely of 
(cf 2 Cor. 3: 1 3ff.); which suggests that for the NT God's communicating truths about hirnself. They 
writers both terms possessed quasi-technical status. knew, of course, that God ordered biblical history 

Other NT words expressing the idea of revela- and that he now enlightens men to accept the bib-
tion are phaneroö, 'manifest, make clear'; lical message, but they dealt with the former under 
epiphainö, 'show forth' (noun, epiphaineia, 'man i- the heading of providence and the latter under the 
festat!on'); deiknuö, 'show'; exegeomai, 'unfold, heading of illumination, and did not formally 
explam, by narratlOn', cf Jn. 1 : 1 8 ;  chremalizö, ' in- relate their concept of revelation to either. The 
struct, admonish, warn' (used in secular Gk. of focal centre of thelr doctrine of revelation was the 
divine oracles, cf Arndt, MM, s. v. ; noun, chrema- Bible; they viewed Holy Scripture as revealed truth 
lismos, 'answer of God', Rom. 1 1 :4). in  writing, and revelation as the divine activity that 

From the stand point of  its contents, divine reve- led to its production. They correlated revelation 
lation is both indicative and imperative, and in with inspiration, defining the former as God's 
each respect normative. God's disclosures are communication to the biblical writers of otherwise 
always made in the context of a demand for trust inaccessible truth about himself, and the latter as 
in, and obedience to, wh at is revealed-a response, his enabling them to write it all down truly, accord-
that IS, whlch IS wholly determined and controlled ing to his will. (This formulation evidently has its 
by the contents of the revelation itsel[ In other roots in the book of Oaniel: cf On. 2: 1 9, 22, 28ff., 
words, God's revelation comes to man, not as in- 47; 7: 1 ;  1 0: 1 ;  1 2 :4.) 
formation without obligation, but as a mandatory Many modern theologians, reacting against this 
rule of faith and conduct. Man's l ife must be gov- view under pressure of a supposed need to aban-
erned, not by private whims and fancies, nor by don the not ion of Scripture as revealed truth, 
guesses as to divine things unrevealed, but by speak of revelation wholly in terms of God's 
reverent belief of as much as God has told hirn, directing biblical history and making individuals 
�eading .lo conscientious compliance with as many aware of his presence, activity and claims. The 
Imperatives as the revelatlOn proves to contain (Ot. focal centre of the doctrine of revelation is thus 
29:29). shifted to the redemptive history which the Bible 

Revelation has two focal points: ( I )  God's pur- records. With this commonly goes the assertion 
poses; (2) God's person. that there is, properly speaking, no such thing as 

1 .0n the one hand, God teils men about communicated truth ('propositional revelation') 
hi.mself-who he is, what he has done, is doing and from God; revelation is essentially non-verbal in 
Will do, and what he requires them to do. Thus he character. But this is to say in effect that the bib-
took Noah, Abraham and Moses into his con- lical idea of God speaking (the commonest and 
fidence, telling them wh at he had planned and what most fundamental revelatory act which Scripture 
their part in his plan was to be (Gn. 6: 1 3-2 1 ;  ascribes t o  hi.m) is o.nly a misleading metaphor; 
1 2 : 1 �. ;  1 5 : 1 3-2 1 ;  1 7: 1 5-2 1 ;  1 8: 1 7ff.; Ex. 3 : 7-22). whlch seems Implauslble. On these grounds, i t  is 
Agam, he declared to Israel the laws and promises further held that the Bible is not, properly speak-
of his covenant (Ex. 20-23, elc.; Ot .  4: 1 3f. ;  28, elc.; ing, revelation, but a human response to revela-
Pss. 78:5ff.; 1 47: 1 9) .  He disclosed his purposes to tion. This, however, seems unbiblical, since the NT 
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uniformly quotes OT statements-prophetic, 
poetic, legal, historical, factual and admonitory
as authoritative u tterances of God (cf Mt.  1 9 :4f. ; 
Acts 4:25f.;  Heb. 1 :5ff.; 3:7ff.; elc. ) .  The biblical 
view is that God reveals hirnself by both deeds and 
words: first by ordering redemptive history, then by 
inspiring a written explanatory record of that his
tory to make later generations 'wise unto salvation' 
(cf 2 Tim. 1: 1 5ff.; I Cor. 1 0: 1 1 ;  Rom. 1 5 :4), and 
finally by enlightening men in every age to discern 
the significance and acknowledge the authority of 
the revelation thus given and recorded (cf Mt. 
1 6 : 1 7; 2 Cor. 4:6) .  Thus, the positive emphases in  
the two sets of ideas contrasted above are comple
mentary rather than contradictory; both must be 
combined in order to cover the full range of the 
biblical concept of revelation. 
11. The necessity of revelation 
The Bible assurnes throughout that God must first 
disclose hirnself before men can know hirn. The 
Aristotelian idea of an inactive God whom man 
can discover by following out an argument is quite 
unbiblical. A revelatory initiative is needed, first, 
because God is transcendent. He is so far from man 
in his mode of being that man cannot see hirn (Jn. 
I :  1 8 ; I Tim .  6: 1 6; cf Ex. 33:20), nor find hirn out 
by searching (cf Jb. 1 1  :7; 23 :3-9), nor read his 
thoughts by shrewd guesswork (Is. 55:8f.) .  Even if 
man had not sinned, therefore, he could not have 
known God without revelation. I n  fact, we read of 
God speaking to unfallen Adam in Eden (Gn. 
2 :  1 6). Now, however, there is a second reason why 
man's knowledge of God must depend on God's 
revelatory initiative. Man is sin[ul. His powers of 
perception in  the realm of divine things have been 
so dulled by Satan (2 Cor. 4:4) and sin (cf I Cor. 
2: 1 4) ,  and his mind is so prepossessed by his own 
fancied 'wisdom', which runs contrary to the true 
knowledge of God (Rom. \ :2 I ff.; I Cor. 1 :2 1 ), that 
it  is beyond his natural powers to apprehend God, 
however presented to hirn. In  fact, according to 
Paul, God presents hirnself constantly to every 
man through his works of creation and providence 
(Rom. 1 : 1 9ff. ; Acts 14 : 1 7; cf Ps. 1 9: 1 ff.), and the 
spontaneous operations of natural conscience 
(Rom. 2: 1 2- 1 5; cf 1 :32); yet he is not recognized or 
known. The pressure of this continual self
disclosure on God's part produces idolatry, as the 
fallen mind in  its perversity seeks to quench the 
light by turning it  mto darkness (Rom. I :23ff.; cf 
Jn .  1 :5), but It  does not lead to knowledge of God 
or t.o jlodliness of l ife. God's 'general revelation: 
(as tt  IS usually called) of his eternity, power and 
glory (Rom. I :20; cf Ps. 1 9 :  I ), his kindness to men 
(Acts 1 4: 1 7), his moral law (Rom. 2:  1 2ff.), his 
demand for worship and obedience (Rom. 1 :2 1 )  
and hIs wrath against sin (Rom. 1 : 1 8, 32), thus 
serve only to render men 'without excuse' for their 
'ungodliness and wickedness' (Rom. I :  1 8-20). 

Thls shows that fallen man's need of revelation 
go es beyond Adam's in two respects. First, he 
needs a revelation of God as a redeemer and re
storer, one who shows mercy to sinners. God's 
revelation through creation and conscience speaks 
of law and judgment (Rom. 2 : 1 4f.; 1 :32), but not of 
forgiveness. Second, supposing that God grants 
such a revelation (the Bible is one long proclarn
atIOn that he does), fallen man still needs spiritual 
enhghtenment before he can grasp it; otherwise he 
WIll pervert it ,  as he has perverted natural revela
tion .  The Jews had a revelation of mercy in the OT, 
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which pointed them to Christ, but on most of their 
hearts there was a veil which kept them from 
understanding it (2 Cor. 3 :  1 4ff.), and so they fell 
victim to a legalistic misconception of it  ( Rom. 
9:3 1- 1 0:4). Even Paul, who calls attention to these 
facts, had hirnself known the Christian gospel 
before his conversion-and tried to stamp it out; 
not tlll It pleased God . . .  to reveal his Son in 
me'-in, by inward enlightenment - did Paul rec
ognize it as the word of God. The need of divine 
enlightening to reveal to individuals the reality, au
thority and meaning of revelation objectively 
glven, and to conform their lives to it, is occasion
ally indicated in the OT (Ps. 1 1 9 : 1 2, 27, etc.; Je. 
3 1  :33f.); in the NT it is stressed most by Paul and in  
the recorded teaching of Christ (Mt .  1 1  :25 ;  1 3 : 1 1 -
1 7; Jn .  3 :3ff.; 6:44f., 63ff.; 8 :43-47; 1 0:26ff.; cf 
1 2:37ff.). 

111. The content of revelation 

a. Old Testament 
The foundation and framework of Israel's re
ligious outlook was the covenant which God an
nounced between hirnself and Abraham's seed 
(Gn. 1 7: I ff.). A · covenant is a defined relationship 
of promise and obligation binding two parties to
gether. This covenant was a royal imposition 
whereby God pledged hirnself to Abraham's clan 
as their God, thus authorizing them to i nvoke hirn 
as our God and my God. 

The fact that God made known his name 
(Yahweh) to Israel (Ex. 3: 1 1 - 1 5 ; 6:2ff.; on the exe
gesis, cf 1. A. Motyer, The Revelation o[ the Divine 
Name, 1 960) was a witness to this relationship. The 
'name' stands for all that a person is, and for God 
to tell the Israelites his name was a sign that such 
as he was, in  all his power and glory, he was pledg
ing hims.elf t� thel!1 for their welfare. The goal of 
hIS relattonshlp wlth Israel was the perfecting of 
the relationship itself: that is, that God should bless 
Abraham's seed with the ful lness of his gifts, and 
that Abraham's seed should perfectly bless God by 
a perfect worship and obedience. Hence God con
tinued to reveal hirnself to the covenant com
munity �y his words of law and promise, and by his 
redemptlve deeds as Lord of history for the real
izing of this covenant eschatology. 

God made the royal character of his covenant 
more eXl'licit at Sinai, where, having dramatically 
shown hIS saving power in the Exodus from Egypt, 
he was formally acknowledged as I srael's Sover
eign (Ex. 1 9: 3-8; Ot. 33:4f.), and through the 
mouth of Moses, the archetypal prophet (cf Ot. 
1 8 : 1 5), promulgated the laws of the covenant 
making it  c1ear that enjoyment of covenant bless: 
ing was conditional upon obedience to them (Ex. 
1 9: 5 ;  cf Lv. 26:3ff.; Ot. 28). These laws were com
mitted to writin\l' the Oecalogue in the first in
stance by God hIrnself (Ex. 24: 1 2; 3 1 : 1 8; 32:  1 5f.), 
the whole code eventually by Moses, as, i n  effect 
God's amanuensis (Ex. 34:27f.; Ot. 3 1  :9ff. ,  24ff.; cl 
Ex. 24:7). It IS noteworthy that God through Hosea 
later spoke of the entire work of writing the law as 
hIS own work, though tradition was u nanimous 
that Moses did it  (Ho. 8 : 1 2) ;  here are some of the 
roots of the idea of biblical • inspiration. The law, 
once written, .was .regarded as a definitive and per
manently vahd dIsclosure of God's will for his 
people's l ife, and the priests were made perman
ently responsible for teaching it  (Ot. 3 \ :9ff.; cf Ne. 
8:  I ff.; Hg. 2:  1 1  f. ;  Mal. 2:7f.). 
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God forbade Israelites t o  practise sorcery and 
divination for day-to-day guidance, as the Canaan
ites did (Dt. 1 8 :9ff.); they were to seek guidance 
from hirn only ( Is. 8: 1 9). He promised them a suc
cession of prophets, men in  whose mouths he 
would put his own words (Dt.  1 8 :  1 8 ;  cf Je. 1 :9; 
5: 1 4; Ezk. 2:7-3 : 1 1 ; Nu. 22:35, 38; 23:5), to give his 
people such periodic direction as they needed (Dt. 
1 8 : 1 5ff.) .  Prophets in  Israel fulfilled a vital minis
try. The great prophets, at Yahweh's bidding, spoke 
God's words and interpreted his mind to kings and 
to the nation; they expounded and applied his law, 
pleading for repentance and threatening judgment 
in his name, and they declared what he would do, 
both in  judgment and also in fulfilling the covenant 
eschatology by bringing in his kingdom after the 
judgment was over. And prophets may aIso have 
had a place in the cult as seers, men who could give 
answers from God to individuals who asked par
ticular questions about guidance and the future (cf 
I Sa. 9:6ff. ; 28:6-20; I Ki.  22:5ff. ; see A. R. John
son, The Cultic Prophet in Ancient Israel, 1 944). A 
further means of guidance in pre-exilic Israel was 
the sacred lot, • Urim and Thummim, manipulated 
by the priests (Dt .  33:8ff.; cf I Sa. 1 4:36-42; 28:6). 
Divine guidance for life of a more general sort was 
supplied also by the maxims of the 'wise men', 
whose wisdom was held to be from God (cf Pr. 
1 :20; 8) .  

In  addition to these arrangements for verbal cr 
quasi-verbal communication from God, Israel 
knew certain theophanic and experimental mani
festations which betokened the nearness of God: 
the · 'glory' (cf Ex. 1 6: 1 0; 40:34; Nu. 1 6: 1 9; I Ki. 
8: 1 0f.;  Ezk. I ,  etc.); the thunderstorm (Pss. 1 8 :6-
1 5 ; 29); the sight of his 'face' and the joyful aware
ness of his 'presence' to which faithful worshippers 
aspired (Pss. 1 1 :7 ;  1 6: 1 1 ;  1 7: 1 5; 5 1 : l l f.) .  

The chief emphases in the OT revelation of God 
are upon: (a) God's uniqueness, as the Maker and 
Ruler of all things; (b) his • holiness, i. e. the con
junction of awesome characteristics wh ich set hirn 
apart from men-majesty and greatness and 
strength, on the one hand, and purity and love of 
righteousness and hatred of wrongdoing, on the 
other; (c) his covenant faithfulness and patience 
and mercy, and his loyalty to his own gracious 
purposes towards the covenant people. 
b. New Testament 
In the NT Christ and the apostles are organs of 
new revelation, corresponding to Moses and the 
prophets in  the OT. The fulfilment of OT covenant 
eschatology is found in  the kingdom of Christ and 
the Christian hope of glory. The one God of the 
OT is revealed as Triune, by the coming first of 
Christ and then of the Spirit, and the disclosing of 
the divine redemptive purpose as one in which all 
three Persons of the Godhead work together (cf 
Eph. I :3- 1 4; Rom. 8). Two events which will bring 
God's plan of human history to its climax are 
spoken of as acts of revelation still to come (the 
appearing of antichrist, 2 Thes. 2:3, 6, 8 ,  and of 
Christ, I Cor. 1 :7; 2 Thes. 1 :7- 10; I Pet. 1 :7, 1 3). 
The NT claims that the revelation of the OT has 
been augmented along two chief lines. 

(i) The revelation 01 God in Christ. The NT pro
claims that 'God . . .  in these last days . . .  has 
spoken to us by a Son' (Heb. 1 : 1  f.) .  This is God's 
crowning and final revelation, his last word to 
man. By his words and works, and by the over-all 
character of his l ife and ministry, Jesus Christ per-

fectly revealed God (Jn. 1 : 1 8; 14 :7-1 1 ). His per
sonal life was a perfect revelation of the character 
of God; for the Son is the image of God (2 Cor. 
4:4; Co!. I :  1 5; Heb. I :3), his logos ('word', regarded 
as expressing his mind, Jn .  I :  I ff.), in whom, as in
carnate, all the divine fullness dwelt (Co!. I :  1 9; 
2:9). Equally, his Messianic work revealed perfectly 
the saving purposes of God; for Christ is the 
wisdom of God ( I  Cor. 1 :24), through whom, as 
Mediator ( I  Tim. 2:5), all God's saving purposes 
are worked out and all the wisdom that man needs 
for his salvation may be found (Co!. 2:3; I Cor. 
1 :30; 2:6f.). The revelation of the Father by the 
Son, whom the Jews condemned as an impostor 
and blasphemer for declaring his Sonship, is a 
major theme of John's Gospe!. 

(ii) The revelation 01 God's plan through Christ. 
Paul declares that the 'mystery' (secret) of God's 
'good pleasure' for the saving of the church and 
the restoring of the cosmos through Christ is now 
revealed, after having been kept hidden up to the 
time of the incarnation (Rom. 1 6:25f. ;  I Cor. 2:7-
1 0; Eph. I :9ff. ; 3:3-1 1 ;  Co!. I :  1 9ff.). He shows how 
this revelation abolishes the old wall of partition 
between Jew and Gentile (Rom. 3:29ff. ; 9-1 1 ;  Ga!. 
2 : 1 5-3:29; Eph. 2 : 1 1 -3 :6); similarly, the writer to 
the Hebrews shows how it abolishes the old priestly 
and sacrificial Jewish cultus (Heb. 7-1 0) .  

IV, The nature of revelation 
It is clear from the foregoing that the Bible con
ceives of revelation as primarily and funda
mentally verbal communication-God's törä 
('teaching, instruction, law'), or d'qärim ('words'), 
in  the OT, and his logos or rhema, 'word, utter
ance', in the NT. The thought of God as revealed 
in his actions is secondary, and depends for its val
idity on the presupposition of verbal revelation. 
For men can 'know that he is Yahweh' from seeing 
his works in history only if he speaks to make it 
clear that they are his works, and to explain wh at 
they mean. Equally, men could never have guessed 
or deduced who and what Jesus of Nazareth was, 
apart from God's statements about hirn in the OT, 
and Jesus' own self-testimony (cf Jn.  5:37-39; 
8: \ 3-1 8). (· I NSPIRATION, · PROPHECY.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Arndt; A. Oepke, TDNT 3, pp. 
563-592; C. F. D. Moule, !DB, 4, pp. 54-58; B. B. 
Warfield, The Inspiration and Authority 01 the 
Bible, 1 95 1 ;  H. H. Rowley, The Faith 01 Israel, 
1 956; L. Köhler, Old Testament Theology, E.T. 
1 953; H .  W. Robinson, Inspiration and Revelation 
in the Old Testament, 1 946; E. F. Scot!, Revelation 
in the New Testament, 1 935; 1. Orr, Revelation and 
Inspiration, 1 9 1 0; B. Ramm, Special Revelation and 
the Word 01 God, 1 96 1 ;  G. C. Berkouwer, General 
Revelation, 1 955. J . I . P. 

REVELATION, BOOK OF. The last book of the 
Bible is, for most Christians, one of the least read 
and most difficult. A few passages from it are well 
known and well loved (e.g. 7:9-1 7); but for the 
most part modern readers find the book unintelli
gible. This is largely because it  abounds in symbol
ism of a type that we do not use and to wh ich we 
no longer possess the key. Yet this kind of imagery 
was readily comprehensible to the men of the day. 
Indeed, this partly accounts for our difficulties. 
The author could assurne that his readers would 
detect his allusions, and therefore he feit no need to 
make explanations. 
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Revelation is dassed with the literat ure known 
as • apoealyptie. It  is the only book of this type in 
the NT, though there are apoealyptie passages in 
other books (e.g Mt.  24), and the OT visions of 
Daniel belong to the same dass. Charaeteristie of 
apocalyptie is the thought that God is sovereign, 
and that ultimately he will intervene in eata
strophie fashion to bring to pass his good and per
feet will. He is opposed by powerful and varied 
forees of evil, and these are usually referred to 
symbolieally as beasts, horns, ete. There are vi
sions; angels speak; there is the dash of mighty 
forces; and ultimately the persecuted saints are 
vindicated. Much of this is conventional (whieh is 
why the first readers of Revelation would have 
understood it quite easily), but in the hands of 
many enthusiasts it led to turgid and grotesque 
phantasies. Biblical apocalyptic is much more 
restrained. 

Another difference between Revelation and the 
usual run 01' apocalyptic is that the author's name 
is given, whereas apocalypses were usually pseud
onymous. The writers took names from the great 
ones 01' the past and ascribed their works to them. 
For our present purpose it is important to notice 
that in this book the Holy Spirit has made use 01' a 
recognized Iiterary form, but that the book is not 
simply a conventional apocalypse. I t  has features 
01' its own, and is a genuine prophecy. as the first 
three verses indicate. 
I. Outline of contents 

The book begins with a vision of the risen Lord, 
who gives messages to seven churches, those in 
Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, 
Philadelphia and Laodicea, a group of cities in the 
Roman province of Asia ( I :  1 -3:22). The messages 
rebuke these churches where they have failed and 

encourage them on the path of Christian service. 
Then come visions of God and of the Lamb (4: 1-
5 :  1 4), after which we  read of the 7 seals. As each 
seal is opened there is a vision reeorded (6:  1- 17; 
8: I ). This leads on to the 7 trumpets, with a vision 
recorded after each trum pet is sounded (8 :2-9:2 1 ;  
1 1 : 1 5- 1 9) .  Between the 6th and 7th seals there is an 
interlude (7: 1 -1 7), and another between the 6th 

, and 7th trumpets ( 1 0 : 1 - 1 1 : 1 4) .  John then reeords 
various wonders in heaven, a woman bringing 
forth a man ehild, and opposed by Satan ( 1 2: 1 - 1 7), 
beasts opposing themselves to God ( 1 3 : 1 - 1 8), the 
Lamb on Mount Zion and his followers ( 1 4 :  1 -20). 
Next the 7 last plagues are recounted. lohn sees 7 
angels with bowls, and as each pours out his bowl 
upon the earth one of the plagues follows ( 1 5 :  1 -
1 6:2 1 ). Further judgments are then denounced on 
the scarlet woman and on BabyIon ( 1 7: 1- 1 9:2 1 ), 
and the book condudes with visions of the millen
nium, of the new heavens and the new earth (20: 1 -
22:2 1 ). 

It is uncertain how much of the book d uplicates 
other seetions. The recurrence 01' the number 7 
makes it fairly dear that some, at least, of the series 
are described in more than one way. What is cer
ta'n is that the book envisages terrific opposition to 
God and the people of God, but that in the end 
God will triumph over every evil thing. 

11.  Authorship and date 
The author teils us that his name was lohn ,  and he 
describes himself as God's 'servant' ( Rev. I :  I ), as 
one of the 'prophets' (Rev. 22:9) and as 'your 
brot her' (Rev. I :9). Tradition has affirmed this 
lohn to be identical with lohn the apostle, and fur
ther. that he was the author of the Fourth Gospel 
and of the three 10hannine Epistles. The view that 
the author was lohn the apostle goes back to lustin 
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Martyr (c. AD 1 40), and is supported by Irenaeus 
and many others. The principal objection is the 
style of Revelation. The Greek is in  many respects 
unlike that of the other lohannine writings. It is so 
unusual and sometimes shows such scant rcspect 
for the rules of Gk. grammar that it is feit that it 
cannot come from the same pen as do the Gospel 
and the Epistles. (CharIes speaks of it  as 'unlike 
any Greek that was ever penned by mortal man'.) 
The question is too intricate to be discussed fully 
here. Suffice to say that, whereas most scholars 
today deny the apostolic authorship, there are 
some who find it best to think of all five lohannine 
writings as from one author, and that author the 
apostle lohn (e.g. E. Stauffer). 

without finding much place for predictive proph
ecy, and at the same time to see in  Revelation a 
much-needed assertion of the truth of God's 
moral government of the world. Such a view roots 
the book in the circumstances of the writer's own 
day, which is surely right. But it  overlooks the fact 
that the book calls itself a 'prophecy' ( Rev. 1 :3), 
and that some at any rate of its predictions refer to 
what is still future (e.g. chs. 2 1 -22). 
b. The hislOricisl view 
This regards the book as setting forth in one grand 
sweep a panoramic view of history from the I st 
century to the second coming of Christ. The 
writer's own day is mentioned, and so is the final 
time, but there is no indication of a break any
where. Therefore, upholders of such views reason, 
the book must be held to give a continuous story 
of the whole period. Such views were held by most 
of the Reformers, who identified papal Rome with 
the beast. But the difficulties see m insuperable, and 
it is significant that, while stoutly maintaining that 
all history is here set forth, historicists have not 
been able to agree among themselves as to the pre
cise episodes in history which the various visions 
symbolize. In  1 ,900 years at least the main outlines 
should have emerged with c1arity. It is also difficult 
to see why the outline of history should confine 
itself to W Europe, especially since in  earlier days 
at least much of the expansion of Christianity was 
in E lands. 

The book was obviously written at a time when 
the church was undergoing persecution and dif
ficulty. During the possible time for the com
position of the book the two most important 
periods when this was so were during the reigns of 
Nero and of Domitian. The principal argument for 
the former date is Rev. 1 7:9f., 'This calls for a mind 
with wisdom: the seven heads are seven mountains 
on wh ich the woman is seated; they are also seven 
kings, five of whom have fallen, one is, the other 
has not yet come.' If this refers to the emperors of 
Rome, then Nero was the fifth, and the writing 
would date from shortly after his reign. This is 
strengthened by the prophecy that 'the beast that 
was and is not, it is an eighth but it belongs to the 
seven' (Rev. 1 7 : 1 1 ). This appears to refer to the 
'Nero redivivus' myth, the idea that Nero, though 
dead, would appear once more on this earth. Sup- c. The futurist view 
port is adduced from Rev. 1 3 : 1 8 ,  which gives 'the This maintains that from ch . 4 onwards Revelation 
number of the beast' as 666. Numbers were written deals with events at the end-time. The book is not 
in the I st century, not with our convenient nota- concerned with the prophet's own day, nor with 
tion, but with letters of the alphabet. Each letter later historical events, but with those happenings 
had a numerical value. By taking the numerical that will take place in connection with the second 
values of the letters making up 'Nero Caesar' in coming of the Lord. This view takes seriously the 
Hebrew we get 666. But it is difficult to see why it predictive element in the book (Rev. I :  19; 4 :  I ). 
should be in Hebrew (when the book is in Greek), And it has in its favour the fact that Revelation 
and anyway to get the desired result a variant spell- undeniably leads up to the final establishment of 
ing has to be adopted. • the rule of God, so that some of the book must 

The later date is attested by a number of ancient refer to the last days. The principal objection is 
authors, such as Irenaeus and Eusebius, who state that this view tends to remove the book entirely 
categorically that the book was written in the time from its historical setting. It is not easy to see wh at 
of Domitian. This is supported by certain indica- meaning it would have had for its first readers if 
tions of a general type within the book, though not this is the way it is to be understood. 
by specific allusions to identifiable events. Thus thc 
book speaks of certain groups of Christians as d. The idealist or the poetic view 
complacent and declining in spirituali ty. In Nero's This insists that the main thrust of the book is 
reign the church was still very young and vigorous. concerned with inspiring persecuted and suffering 
By the time of Domitian there is much more possi- Christians to endure to the end. To bring about 
bility of development and of degeneration. Most this aim the writer has employed symbolic lan-
scholars today are agreed that the later date is to be guage, not meaning it to be taken for anything 
preferred . other than a series of imaginative descriptions of 

the triumph of God. Such views can be linked with 
IH. Interpretation other views, and are often found, tor example, in 
How are we to understand all this? Four chief ways combination with preterist ideas. The difficulty is 
of looking at the book have emerged in the Chris- that the seer does claim to be prophesying of later 
tian church. days. 
a. The preterist view 
This takes the book to describe past events. It sees 
all the visions as arising out of conditions in the 
Roman empire of the I st century AD. The seer was 
appalled at the possibilities for evil inherent in the 
Roman empire and he used symbolic imagery to 
protest against it, and to record his conviction that 
God would intervene to bring about what pleased 
hirn. In general, liberal scholars endorse this point 
of view. It  enables them to understand the book 

None of the views has proved completely satisfy
ing, and it is probable that a true view would com
bine elements from more than one of them. The 
outstanding merit of preterist views is that they 
give the book meaning for the men of the day in 
which it was written, and, whatever else we may say 
of the book, this insight must be retained. Histori
eist views similarly see the book as giving light on 
the church throughout its history, and this cannot 
be surrendered. Futurist views take with the great
est seriousness the language of the book about the 
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end-time. The book does emphasize the ultimate 
triumph of God and the events associated with it. 
Nor can the idealist view be abandoned, for the 
book does bring be fore us a stirring challenge to 
live for God in days when the opposition is fierce. 
Moreover, the Christian must always welcome the 
assurance that God's triumph is sure. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries by R. H. CharIes, 
ICC, A. Farrer, 1 964; G. E. Ladd, 1 972i G. R .  
Beasley-Murray, 1 974; 1 .  M .  Ford, NCB , 1 98 1 ;  
R .  H .  Mounce, NIC, 1 977; L. Morris, TNTCl, 
1 987; M .  Wilcock, BST, 1 99 1 ;  C. Rowland, 1 993. 
See also N. B. Stonehouse, The Apocalypse in the 
Ancient Church, 1 929; M. C. Tenney, Interpreting 
Revelation, 1 957; D. T. Niles, As Seeing the Invis
ible, 1 962; A .  Y. Collins, Crisis and Catharsis 1 984; 
C. 1. Hemer, The Leiters to the Sel'en Churches of 
Asia, 1 986;  L. I .  Thompson, The Book of Revela-
tion, 1 990. L.M. 

REWARD. Thirteen Heb. roots, of which sä/fär 
and sö/:ra4 are the chief, lie behind OT expressions 
01' 'reward'. In Gk.  the verb apodidömi and noun 
mist/70S are used. All convey the meaning of pay
ment, hire or wages, and there are instances of 
'reward' as pay for honest work done (I Tim. 5:  1 8) 
and dishonest gain, i.e. bribe (Mi .  3 : 1 1 ) .  

I .  Any reward depends for i t s  significance upon 
the character of its bestower, and God's rewards, 
with wh ich the biblical writers are chiefly con
cerned, both as blessings and as punishments, are 
manifestations of his justice, i. e. of himself (e.g. Ps. 
58:  1 1 )  and inseparable from the covenant (Dt.  
7: 1 0) to wh ich his commands are annexed. Thus 
the second commandment relates the penalty of 
disobedience to the jealousy of God, and the 
re ward of obedience to his mercy (Ex. 20:5). Dt. 28 
explains Israel's well-being in terms of submission 
to the covenant, a theme developed by the later 
prophets (e.g. Is. 65:6-7; 66:6). That obedience to 
God will bring visible temporal rewards is rightly 
expected throughout the Bible, but two false con
c1usions were also drawn from such teaching as Dt. 
28, namely (i) that righteousness is automatically 
rewarded materially, and (ii) that suITering is a cer
tain sign of sin (Job; Pss. 37; 73, all reflect the ten
sion creatcd by these false deductions, and Ec. 8 :  1 4  
marks a n  extreme cynicism). Yct it must b e  noted 
that in the OT God himself and his salvation are 
already known to be the supreme reward (Is. 
62: 10- 12 ;  Ps. 63:3), rather than his gifts. 

2. Jesus promised rewards to his disciples (Mk.  
9 :4 1 ;  1 0:29; Mt .  5 : 3- 1 2), so coupled with self
denial and suITering for the gospel's sake as to pre
vent  a mercenary attitude. He slew the Pharisaic 
not ion of meritorious service (Lk. 1 7: I 0) and dis
couraged desire for human reward (Mt .  6: I ), since 
the Father is the disciple's best reward . Jesus shows 
that reward is inseparable from hirnself and from 
God, and the apostles laboured to establish the 
complete dependence of man's obedience and 
faith upon mercy and grace (Rom. 4:4; 6:23). 
Work, and therefore reward, is certainly looked for, 
but simply as an index of living faith (Jas. 2 : 1 4- 1 6; 
J n .  6 :28), not as a basis 01' claim upon God. The 
reward of salvation in Christ begins in time (2 Cor. 
5 :5) and its fulfilment is looked for after 
• judgment (final rewards and punishments) when 
the covenant people enter into full enjoyment of 
the vision of God which is their enduring reward 
(Rev. 2 1  : 3). 

RHODA 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BAGD; K. E. Kirk, The Vision of 
God (abridged ed.), 1 934, pp. 69-76; P. C. Böttger 
et al. , NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 34-1 45; W. White Jr, ZPEB 
5, p. 99; T. B. Dozeman, ISBE 4, pp. 1 79-1 80. 

M .R.W.f. 

REZEPH. A town destroyed by the Assyrians and 
named in a letter to Hezekiah sent by Sennacherib 
as a warning to Jerusalem of the fate of those cities 
who resisted their demands for surrender (2 Ki .  
1 9: 1 2  = I s .  37: 1 2) .  The details of any revolt or  sack 
of Assyr. Ra�appa are not known, though Assyr. 
texts mention the town and name several gov
ernors in the years 839-673 BC. This important 
caravan-centre on the route from the Euphrates to 
Hamath was identified by Ptolemy (5 .  1 6; Gk.  
Rhesapha) and is the modern Resäfa, about 200 km 
ENE of Hama, Syria. O.J.W. 

REZIN. The king of • Damascus who, in alliance 
with • Pekah of Samaria, threatened • Ahaz of 
Judah (2 Ki .  1 5:37; 1 6:5). Their aim was probably 
to form an anti-Assyrian front, but in fact they 
drove Ahaz into alliance with Assyria, despite Isai
ah's advice that Rezin was not to be feared ( ls. 7 :  I ,  
8 ;  8:6). · Tiglath-pileser I I I  listed Rezin as tributary 
about 738 BC, but captured Damascus and killed 
hirn in 732 BC (2 Ki. 1 6:9). See W. Pitard, Ancient 
Damascus, 1 987, pp. 1 79-1 87. A.R.M.  

REZON. The son of Eliadah, who fled with a 
band of followers when David attacked Hadadezer 
of Zobah ( I  Ki.  1 1  :23-24). He occupied Damascus 
and became its ruler, opposing Israel during the 
reign of Solomon in alliance with Hadad of Edom 
(v. 25). He later 'reigned over Syria', and is thus 
thought to have outlived the united Hebrew mon
archy and to be identified with Hezion, 'father of 
Tab-Rimmon and grandfather of • Benhadad I, 
the king of • Damascus, with whom Asa of Judah 
made an alliance (I Ki.  1 5: 1 8). If  this is correct, 
Rezon was the founder of the dynasty of • Aram 
who opposed Israel. Rezon (and Rezin) may be a 
title meaning 'prince' (cf Pr. 1 4:28). Cf M .  F. 
Unger, Israel and the Aramaeans of Damascus, 
1 980; W. T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 1 987. 

O.J.W. 

RHEGIUM. The modern Reggio di Calabria, a 
port-city on the Italian shore of the Strait of 
Messina, in S Italy. An old Gk. colony, Rhegium 
owed its importance under the Roman empire to 
its position in relation to the navigation of the 
Strait and the Italian W coast. With the whirlpool 
of Charybdis and the rock of Scylla endangering 
navigation through the Strait, it was important to 
attempt the passage only with the most favourable 
sailing wind, and shipping moving N would wait at 
Rhegium for a S wind. This was done by the 
master of the ship which was taking Paul to Rome 
(Acts 28: 1 3). J .H .P. 

RHODA (Gk. rhode, 'rose'). A slave-girl in the 
house of John Mark's mother who announced 
Peter's arrival (Acts 1 2: 1 31T.) after the angel had 
released hirn from prison. See BRD, pp. 209ff. 

J .O.O.  
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RHODES 

RHODES. The large island extending towards 
Crete rrom the SW extremity or Asia Minor, and 
thus Iying across the main sea route between the 
Aegean and the Phoenician ports. It was par
titioned among three Gk. states, or Dorian stock, 
early rederated and sharing a common capital at 
the NE point or the island. It was this city, also 
called Rhodes, that Paul touched at on his last 
journey to Palestine (Acts 2 1 :  I ) .  Arter Alexander's 
conquests, and the establishment or the Macedo
nian kingdoms and many Hellenized states 
throughout the E periphery or the Mediterranean, 
Rhodes grew to be the leading Gk. republic, out
stripping those or the old homeland. This was not 
only because she was now the natural clearing
house ror the greatly increased E-W traffie, but 
because her position gave her an effective diplo
matic leverage against the pressures or the rival 
kingdoms who disputed the hegemony or the 
strategic Aegean islands. As the champion or the 
old autonomy principle, she took the lead in call
ing ror Roman intervention to protect it. Rhodes 
rell rrom ravour with the Romans, however, who 
deliberately advanced Delos to destroy her ascend
ancy. By Paul's time her importance was gone, 
except as a resort or mellow distinction in learning 
and leis ure. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Rostovtzeff, CAH, 8, pp. 
61 9-642. E.A.J. 

RIBLAH, R IBLATH. I. A place in  the district or 
Hamath, on the river Orontes in Syria, on the right 
bank or which are ruins near a modern village, 
Ribleh, 56 km NE or Baalbek and S or Hama. The 
site is easily derended and commands the main 
route rrom Egypt to the Euphrates as weil as the 
neighbouring rorests and valleys, rrom wh ich 
ample supplies or rood or ruel are obtained. For 
such reasons Riblah was chosen by Neco " as the 
Egyp. headquarters, rollowing his dereat or Josiah 
at Megiddo and the sack or Qadesh in 609 BC. 
Here he deposed Jehoahaz, imposed tribute on 
Judah and appointed Jehoiakim its king (2 Ki.  
23 :3 1 -35). When Nebuchadrezzar " dereated the 
Egyptians at Carchemish and Hamath in 605 BC he 
likewise chose Riblah as his military base ror the 
subjugation or Palestine. From it he directed oper
ations against Jerusalem in 589-587 BC, and here 
was brought the rebel Zedekiah to be blinded arter 
watching the death or his sons (2 Ki. 25:6, 20-2 1 ;  
Je. 39:5-7; 52:9-27). The AV Diblath (RV 'Diblah') 
or Ezk. 6: 14 may be the same place (see RSV), since 
an otherwise unknown situation is unlikely in the 
context. 

2. Riblath at the NE corner or the ideal bound
ary or Israel (Nu. 34: 1 1 ) might be the same place 
as I ,  though the border is generally considered to 
lie rarther S (cf Ezk. 47: 1 5- 1 8). The suggestion 
commonly adopted, that this is to be read 'to 
Harbel' (LXX), modern Harmel in the Beqa', helps 
little in evaluating the border, since this place lies 
only 1 3  km SW or Riblah I itselr. D.J.W. 

RIGHTEOUSNESS (Heb. �e4eq, �'4äqä; Gk.  LXX 
and NT, dikaiosyn€). The Heb. �e4eq probably de
rives rrom an Arab. root meaning 'straightness', 
leading to the notion or an action wh ich conrorms 
to a norm. There is, however, a considerable rich
ness in the biblical understanding or this term and 

it is difficult to render either the Heb. or Gk. words 
concerned by a simple Eng. equivalent .  One basic 
ingredient in the OT idea or righteousness is rela
tionship, both between God and man (Ps. 50:6; Je. 
9:24) and between man and man (Dt. 24: 1 3: Je. 
22:3). 

Rererred to relations between men, righteous 
action is action wh ich conrorms to the require
ments or the relationship and in a more general 
sense prornotes the well-being and peace or the 
community (I Sa. 24: 17 ;  Pr. 14 :34). It  is thererore 
linked in a rorensic sense with • justice though even 
then the idea is less that or conrormity to some 
rormal legal norm as the strongly ethical not ion or 
action which is to be legally upheld because it  is 
productive or communal well-being (D!. I :  1 6; Am. 
5:7). In  the prophetic period righteousness comes 
to include the idea or helping the poor and needy 
(Dn. 4:27; Am. 5:  1 2, 24), and hence almsgiving 
(Mt .  6: 1 f). 

When we move rrom relations between men to 
those between God and men (though this distinc
tion is arguably somewhat rormal since the thought 
or God was probably never completely absent 
whenever the Hebrew used the word �e4eq) right
eousness implies a correct relationship to the will 
or God wh ich was particularly expressed and in
terpreted by Israel's covenant with God . R ight
eous action is hence action wh ich flows out or 
God's gracious election or Israel and accords with 
the law or the covenant (Dt.  6:25; Ezk. 1 8 :5-9). 
God himselr is righteous (2 Ch. 1 2 :6; Ps. 7:9), and 
hence may be relied upon to act in accordance with 
the terms or his relationship with Israel. God is 
thererore a righteous judge who acts ror his people 
(Ps. 9:4; Je. I I  :20), and upon whose righteousness 
his people depend ror deliverance and vindication 
(Ps. 3 1 :  I ;  Je. 1 1 :20). 

Thus emerges the conflation or the notions or 
righteousness and salvation. God is 'a righleous 
God and (thererore) a Saviour' (ls. 45:2 1 ;  cf Ps. 
36:6; Is. 6 1 :  1 0) .  For the OT God is Creator and 
thererore he is the ground and guarantor or the 
moral order. His righteousness is hence intimately 
related to other more general moral attributes such 
as his holiness. The Creator, however, is also the 
Redeemer, and his righteousness is interpreted by 
his redemptive activity. Further, Israel's experience 
or God's righteous dcliverance in  the past led her 
to an expectation or a ruture act or salvation. The 
coming Messianic ruler is seen as the special re
cipient and instrument or the divine righteousness 
(Ps. 72: I r.; Is. I I  :3-5; 32: 1 -20; Je. 23:5) .  The 
'Righteous One' was a Messianic title (ls. 53 :  1 1 ; cf 
Acts 3: 14 ;  7:52; 22 : 1 4). 

The NT uses righteousness in the sense or con
rormity to the demands and obligations or the will 
or God, the so-called 'righteousness or the law' 
(Gal. 3 : 2 1 ;  Phil. 3:6, 9; cf Tit. 3 :5) .  Human attain
ment or righteousness is at points relatively posi
tively viewed (Lk. 1 :6; 2:25; Mt. 5 :20), but in the 
end this attainment in all men ralls rar short or a 
true conrormity to the divine will (Rom. 3:9-20; 
Lk. 1 8:9- 1 4; Jn. 8 :7) .  In  contrast to this human 
unrighteousness stands the righteousness or God 
(Rom. I :  1 7) wh ich in consistency with OT under
standing conveys the thought or God's active suc
cour or man in  the miracle or his grace. 

This righteousness is proclaimed by Jesus as a 
girt to those who are gran ted the kingdom or God 
(Mt .  5:6). By raith in Jesus Christ and his work or 
atonement man, unrighteous sinner though he is, 
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receives God's righteousness, i. e. he is given a true 
relationship with God which involves the forgive
ness of all sin and a new moral standing with God 
in union with Christ 'the R ighteous One' (Rom . 
3:2 I -3 I ;  4: 1-25; 10:3;  I Cor. 1 :30; 2 Cor. 5 :2 I ;  Phi!. 
3:9). By dealing with all the consequences of man's 
sin and unrighteousness (both Godward and man
ward) in the cross, God at once maintains the moral 
order in which alone he can have fellowship with 
man and in  grace C:c:livers the needy (Rom. 3 :26). 

The gift of God's righteousness involves entry 
into the new realm of divine salvation, the gift of 
eternal life under the reign of God (Rom. 6: 1 2-23; 
2 Cor. 6:7, 1 4; Phi!. 1 : 1  I ;  Eph. 4:24). Hence the 
extrinsic righteousness imputed through the cross 
finds inevitable expression in the intrinsic right
eousness of a life wh ich in a new way conforms to 
the will of God, even though the ultimate realiz
ation of this conformity must await the consum
mation of the kingdom ( I  Jn .  3:2; Phi! . 3 : 1 2- 1 4; I 
Cor. 1 3 : 1 2f.; 2 Pet. 3 : 1 1 - 1 3). (* JUSTIFICATION. )  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G.  Schrenk ,  in TDNT2, pp. 1 92-
2 1 0; N. Snaith, Distinctive !deas 01 the Old Testa
ment, 1 944; 1. Denney, The Death 01 Christ, re
printed 1 95 I ;  A. Nygren, Commentary on Romans, 
E.T. 1 952; H .  Seebass, C. Brown, in NlDNTT 3 ,  
pp. 352-377; A.  H .  Leitch, ZPEB 5 ,  pp. 1 04- 1 1 8 ;  
C .  E .  B .  Cranfield, Romans, ICC, 2 vols., 1 979. 

B.A.M.  

RIMMON. I .  'Thunderer', a title of the storm-god 
Hadad (cl * HADAD-RIMMON) worshipped in Da
mascus. Grateful for his eure from leprosy by 
Elisha, the Syrian army commander Naaman re
quested two mule-Ioads of earth from Israe!. He 
proposed to erect an altar on this  soil in Rimmon's 
temple so that he might worship Israel's God on 
his own ground (2 Ki .  5 :  I 7-1 8). The temple was 
probably on the si te in Damascus occupied by the 
Roman temple of Zeus, whose emblem, like Rim
mon's, was a thunderbolt. The famous Umayyad 
mosque now stands there. See 1. C. Greenfield, lEi 
26, 1 976, pp. 1 95-1 98. 

2. A Benjaminite from Beeroth, father 01" 
Baanah and Rechab, who assassinated Ishbosheth 
(2 Sa. 4:2,  9). This personal name, Iike the similar 
place-names, if not an abbreviation of a form in
duding the divine element Rimmon, is probably to 
be derived from the Heb. rimmon, 'pomegranate' .  
See following article. D.J.W. 

RIMMON ( Heb. rimmon, 'pomegranate'). I. En 
(Ain)-Rimmon was a place in the Negeb near 
Edom assigned to Simeon (Jos. 1 9:7; I Ch. 4:32) 
but incorporated into the Beersheba district (Jos. 
1 5 :32). Zechariah envisaged it as the S part of the 
high plateau seen from Jerusalem ( 1 4 : 1 0).  It was 
settled by returning exiles (Ne. I 1 :29), and usually 
identified with Khirbet er·Ramamim c. 16 km 
NNE of Beersheba. Some identify this with the 
Rimmon-perez between Hazcroth and Moseroth 
where the I sraelites encamped (Nu. 33: I 9-20). 

2. A village in Zebulun (Jos. 1 9 :  I 3), possibly 
mod. Rummaneh 10 km NNE of Nazareth (the 
Crusader Romaneh). AV ' Remmon·methoar' is to 
be translated 'Rimmon as it  bends towards . .  :, as 
in RSV. A Levitical city ( I  Ch. 6:77), Dimnah (Jos. 
21 : 35), read by some vss as Remmon, may be the 
site; it  was captured by the Assyrians en route to 
Jerusalem (so Is. 10 :27, RSV). 

ROCK 

3. A rocky diff with caves near Gibeah, to 
wh ich the Benjaminites escaped (Jdg. 20:45-47); 
perhaps modern Rammon, 8 km E of Bethe!. 

D.J.W. 

RIVER. Hebrew has a good many different words 
often rendered 'river', although this is not always 
an accurate translation of the original term. 

The Heb. word naIJal is common, meaning a 
wadi or torrent-valley; in summer a dry river-bed 
or ravine, but a raging torrent in the rainy season. 
The Jabbok was such a wadi (Dt. 2:37), as were all 
the streams mentioned in the Elijah stories. Be
cause these river-beds could suddenly become 
raging torrents, they often symbolize the pride of 
nations (15. 66: I 2), the strength of the invader (Je. 
47:2), and the power of the foe (Ps. 1 24:4). In his 
vision it was a na�lal that Ezekiel saw issuing from 
the Temple (47:5- 1 2) .  

The second term, nähär, is the regular word for 
'river' in Heb. It is used of particular rivers: e.g the 
rivers of Eden (Gn. 2 : 10 ,  1 3- 1 4) ,  the Euphrates 
(Dt.  1 :7), and the rivers of Ethiopia ( l s. 1 8 :  I ), Da
mascus (2 Ki. 5 : 1 2), etc. In Ex. 7: 1 9; Ps. 1 37 : 1 ,  the 
word should almost certainly be rendered 'canals'. 
The waters from the rock struck by Moses formed 
a nähär (Ps. 1 05:4 I ) .  

The word used most frequently o f  the Nile i s  
y" or. The term is also found in Coptic, and was 
probably an Egyp. loan-word (BDB): see, e.g ,  Gn. 
4 I :  I ;  Ex. 1 :22. I t  is used by Jeremiah (46:7f.) as a 
similitude of Egyp. invasion. 

Other Heb. terms for 'river' are peleg, irrigating 
canals ( Pss. 1 :3 ;  65:9); 'äplq, channel or river-bed 
(Ps. 42: I ;  Is. 8 :7; and yugäl or 'ugäl, a stream or 
watercourse ( 1 5. 30:25; Dn. 8:2-3, 6). In the NT the 
word for 'river' is potamos. I t  is used of the 
Euphrates ( Rev. 1 6: I 2) and the Jordan ( M k .  1 :5); 
of the river issuing from God's throne ( Rev. 22: I f.) ;  
and of the Holy Spirit under the figure of living 
water (ln. 7:38f.). J .G.S.S.T. 

RIZPAH (Heb. riepa, 'a hot stone', 'a live coal'). 1 .  
Feminine form of reeep, 'a live coal (from the 
altar)' ( l s. 6:6); 'a cake baked on heated stones' ( I  
Ki. 1 9:6). 

2. A town in N Mesopotamia (2 Ki. 1 9: I 2). Sen
nacherib, king of Assyria, spoke of its gods, as weil 
as the gods of other nations, as being powerless to 
resist hirn (2 Ki. 1 9: I 2;  15. 37: I 2). Israel too was 
unable to resist the Assyrians. 

3. A daughter of a certain Aiah, a concubine 
(pllegef) of Sau I (2 Sa. 3 :7; 2 I :8, 1 0, I I ) .  On Saul's 
death, Abner took Rizpah himself (2 Sa. 3 :7-1 I ). 

Rizpah gave two sons to Saul, Mephibosheth 
and Armoni (2 Sa. 2 1 :8). When, in  later years, 
King David learnt that the Gibeonites required the 
death of seven of Saul's sons as an atonement for 
the bloody deeds of Saul among them, he sur
rendered the two sons of Rizpah along with the 
sons of Michal (2 Sa. 2 I :  I ff.).  All were hanged and 
left unburied, and the grief-stricken Rizpah 
watched over the bodies for several months. This 
devotion led David to undertake the proper burial 
of the bon es of Jonathan and Saul along with 
those of the men who had been hanged. J .A .T. 

ROCK. In the OT rock (Heb. sela'; eur) symbolizes 
the security and defence of a steep and inaccessible 
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reruge (cf I s. 32:2; 33: 1 6). Similarly, it is used 01' an 
immovable foundation (cf Ps. 40:2): to remove 'the 
rock' is equivalent to shaking the world (cf Jb. 
1 8 :4). In  an interplay of these symbols it is not 
surprising to find God spoken of as a rock who 
gives security and safety to his people (cf 2 Sa. 
22:32). In Is. 8 :  14 �ar is used of the Messianic stone 
rejected by the Jewish 'temple builders'. Together 
with Ps. 1 1 8 :22 and I s. 28: 16 it becomes important 
ror NT typology: Jesus Christ, the rejeeted 'rock of 
offence', becomes the • cornerstone of God's true 
Temple, the Christian ekklesia (Rom. 9:33;  I Pet. 
2:6ff.; cf Ellis, Paul, pp. 88ff.). In Paul the typology 
is extended to the identification of Christ with the 
rock whose nourishing water followed the Israel
ites in the wilderness (I Cor. 1 0: l ff. ;  cf Ellis, 
Prophecy, pp. 209-2 1 2) .  The relation (and prob
able identification) of • Peter with the rock in Mt .  
1 6 : 1 8  is the subject of continuing discussion (cf 
Cullmann, pp. 1 55-2 1 2).  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 'Cornerstone', Baker's Diction
ary 01 Theology, 1 959; O. Cullmann, Peter: Dis
ciple, Apostle, Martyr I 1 953; E. E. Ellis, Paul's Use 
ol the Old Testament , 1 99 1 ;  idem. , Prophecy and 
Hermeneutic', 1 993; O. Cullmann, in TDNT 6, pp. 
95-1 1 2; W. M undle et al. , in NIDNTT 3, pp. 38 1 -
394. E.E.E. 

ROD (STAFF). A word with a variety of mean
ings. I .  A stern, branch (Gn. 30:37; Je. I :  1 1 ) .  2. A 
support earried by travellers (Gn. 32 : 10; Mk .  6:8), 
shepherds (Ex. 4:2; Ps. 23:4, 'staff'), old men (Zc. 
8:4; Heb. 1 1  :2 1 )  and men of rank (Gn. 38:  1 8);  fig
urative in 2 Ki .  1 8 :2 1 ;  Is. 3 : 1 ;  Ezk. 29:6. Passing 
under a rod or staff was a shepherd's way of eount
ing his sheep (Lv. 27:32; cf Ezk. 20:37). 3. An in
strument of punishment (Pr. passim; I Cor. 4:2 1 ). 
4. A club carried by soldiers ( I  Sa. 1 4:27; 2 Sa. 
23 : 2 1 )  and shepherds ( I  Sa. 1 7:40; cf Ps. 23 :4, 
where rod and staff respectively are used figura
tively of divine protection and guidance; cf Mi. 
7:  1 4). 5. A symbol of authority, both human (Jdg. 
5: 1 4),  e.g a sceptre (Gn. 49: 1 0; Je. 48 : 1 7), and 
divine, like Moses' rod ( Ex .  4:20) and Aaron's 
which confirmed the levitical priesthood (Nu. 1 7; 
Heb. 9:4). 6. A pole upon whieh ring-shaped loaves 
were hung. Breaking it is figurative of famine (Lv. 
26:26; Ps. 105 : 1 6 ;  Ezk. 4: 1 6; 5 : 1 6; 14: 1 3) .  Alter
natively it  may be simply a symbol for bread as a 
staple means of supporting life. 7. A magician's or 
diviner's wand (Ex. 7: 1 2 ;  Ho. 4 :  1 2). 8. A threshing
stick ( l s. 28:27). 9. A measuring stick (Rev. 1 1 : I ;  
2 1 : 1 5f. ; cf Ezk. 40:3). 

In  Ezk. 7: 1 0  probably MT hammaueh, 'rod' 
(Rsvmg.), has been rightly revocalized as harnm
u{{eh, 'injustice'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BAGD; BDB. L.C.A. 

ROMAN EMPIRE. The term in its modern usage 
is neither biblical nor even c1assical, and does not 
do justice to the delicacy and complexity of 
Roman methods of controlling the peoples of the 
Mediterranean. The word imperium signified pri
marily the sovereign authority entrusted by the 
Roman people to its eleeted magistrates by special 
act (the lex curiata). The imperium was always 
complete, embracing every form of exeeutive 
power, religious, military, judicial, legislative and 
electoral. Its exercise was eonfined by the eollegial
ity of the magistracies, and also by the eustomary 

or legal restriction of its operation 10 a particular 
provincia, or sphere of duty. With the extension of 
Rom. interests abroad, the province became more 
and more often a geographical one, until the sys
tematic use of the magisterial imperium for control
ling an 'empire' made possible the use of the term 
to deseribe a geographical and administrative 
entity. In NT times, however, the system was still 
far from being as complete or rigid as this implies. 
I. The nature of Roman imperialism 
The ereation of a Rom. • province, generally speak
ing, neither suspended existing governments nor 
added to the Rom . state. The 'governor' (there was 
no such generic term, the appropriate magisterial 
title being used) worked in association with friend
Iy powers in the area to preserve Rome's military 
security, and if  there was no actual warfare his 
work was mainly diplomatie. He was more like the 
regional commander of one of the modern treaty 
organizations wh ich serve the interests of a major 
power than the colonial governor with his monar
chical authority. The solidarity of the 'empire' was 
a product of the sheer preponderance of Roman 
might rather than of direct centralized adminis
tration. I t  embraced many hundreds of satellite 
states, each l inked bilaterally with Rome, and each 
enjoying its individually negotiated rights and 
privileges. While the Romans obviously had it in 
their power to cut their way clean through the wcb 
of pacts and traditions, this suited neither their 
inclination nor their interest, and we find them 
even struggling to persuade dispirited allies to 
enjoy their subordinate liberties. At the same time 
there was going on a process of piecemeal assimi
lation through individual and eommunity grants 
of Rom. citizenship which bought out the loyalty 
of loeal notabilities in favour of the patronal 
power. 
n. Growth of the provincial system 
The art of diplomatic imperialism as explained 
above was developed du ring Rome's early dealings 
with her neighbours in I taly. I ts genius has been 
variously located in the principles of the fetial 
priesthood, which enforced a strict respect for 
boundaries and allowed no other grounds for war, 
in the generous reeiprocity of early Rom. treaties, 
and in the Rom. ideals of patronage, whieh re
quired striet loyalty from friends and elients in 
return for protect ion. For whatever reason, Rome 
soon acquired the leadership of the league of Latin 
cities, and then over several centuries, under the 
impact of the sporadic Gallic and German inva
sions, and the struggles with overseas powers such 
as the Carthaginians and certain of the Hellenistic 
monarchs, built up treaty relations with all of the 
Italian states S of the Po valley. Yet it was not until 
89 BC that these peoples were offered Rom. ci tizen
ship and thus became municipalities of the repub
lic. Meanwhile a similar process was taking place 
throughout the Mediterranean. At the end of the 
first Punic War Sicily was made a province (24 1 
BC), and the Carthaginian threat led to further 
such steps in  Sardinia and Corsica (23 1 BC), Hither 
and Further Spain ( 1 97 BC), and finally to the cre
ation of a provinee of Africa itself after the de
struction of Carthage in 1 46 BC. By contrast the 
Romans at first hesitated to impose themselves on 
the Hellenistic states of the E, until after the re
peated failure of free negotiation provinces were 
created for Macedonia ( 1 48 BC) and Achaia ( 1 46 
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BC). In spite or a certain amount or violence, such 
as the destruction or both Carthagc and Corinth in 
146 BC, the advantages or the Rom . provincial 
system soon became recognized abroad, as is made 
dear by the passing or three states to Rome by 
thcir rulers' bequest, leading to the provinces 01' 
Asia ( 1 33 BC), Bithynia and Cyrene (74 BC). The 
Romans had been busy tidying up on their own 
account, and the threat to communications caused 
by piracy had by this time led to the creation or 
provinces ror Narbonese Gaul, l IIyricum and 
Cilicia. 

The careerism or Rom . generals now began to 
play a prominent part. Pompey added Pontus to 
Bithynia and created the major new province or 
Syria as a result 01' his Mithridatic command or 66 
BC, and in the next decade Caesar opened up the 
whole or Gaul, leaving the Romans established on 
the Rhine rrom the Alps to the North Sea. The last 
or the great Hellenistic states, Egypt, became a 
province after Augustus' dereat or Antony and 
C1eopatra in 3 1  BC. From this time onwards the 
policy was one or consolidation rat her than expan
sion. Augustus pushed the rrontier up to the 
Danube, creating the provinces or Raetia, Nori
cum, Pannonia and Moesia. In  the next generation 
local dynasties were succeeded by Rom. governors 
in a number or areas. Galatia (25 BC) was rollowed 
by Cappadocia, Judaea, Britain, Mauretania and 
Thrace (AD 46). 

The NT thus stands at t he point where the series 
or provinces has been completed and the whole 
Mediterranean has ror the first time been provided 
with a unirorm supervisory authority. At the same 
time the pre-existing governments still f10urished 
in  many ca ses, though with little prospect or ruture 
progress. The process or direct incorporation into 
the Rom. republic went ahead until Caracalla in 
AD 2 I2 extended citizensill ip to all rree residents or 
the Mediterranean. From this time onwards the 
provinces are imperial territories in the modern 
sense. 
1 1 1 .  The administration of the provinces 
Until the I st century BC thJe provinces had rallen to 
the Rom. magistrates eith.er for their year or office 
itselr or ror the immediatc;ly subsequent year, when 
they continued to exerci�e the imperium as pro
magistrate. For ali lhe hifgh sense or responsibility 
or the Rom. aristocrat, arud his lire-Iong training in 
poli tics and law, it was inevitable that his province 
was governed with a single eye to his next step in 
the capita!. The first stal1ding court at Rome was 
established ror the trial of provincial governors ror 
extortion. So long as the competition ror office re
mained unrestrained, the creation or 3-, 5- and 1 0-
year commands only worsened the position. They 
became the basis ror outright attempts at military 
usurpation. The satellite states were left in a hope
less plight. They had been accustomed to protect 
their interests against capricious governors by 
seeking the patronage of powerrul houses in the 
senate, and justice was done in the long run. Now 
during the 20 years or civil war that followed the 
crossing or the Rubicon (49 BC) they were com
pelled to take sides and risk their wealth and lib
erty in an unpredictable conflict. Three times the 
great resources or the East were mustered ror an 
invasion or I taly itselr, but in each case the in
vasion was abortive. It then rell to the victor, 
Augustus, during 45 years or unchallenged power 
to restore the damage. He first accepted a province 
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ror himselr embracing most or the regions where a 
major garrison was still needed, notably Gaul, 
Spain, Syria and Egypt. This grant was renewed 
pcriodically until the end or his lire, and the 
custom was maintained in ravour or his successors. 
Regional commanders were appointed by his dele
gation, and thus a proressional dass or adminis
trators was established, and consistent long-term 
planning was possible ror the first time. 

The remaining provinces were still allotted to 
those en�aged in the regular magisterial career, but 
the posslbilities or using the position improperly 
were ruled out by the overwhelming strength of the 
Caesars, and inexperience tended to defer to them 
in any case, so that the Caesarian standard of ad
ministration was widely maintained. 

Ir  it  ca me to the worst a maladministered prov
ince could be transrerred to the Caesarian allot
ment, as happened in  the case or Bithynia in 
Pliny's day. 

Three or the main responsibilities or the gov
ernors are weil illustrated in the NT. The first was 
military security and public order. Fear or Rom. 
intervention on this ground led to the betrayal or 
Jesus (Jn .  1 1  :48-50), and Paul was arrested by the 
Romans on the assumption that he was an agitator 
(Acts 21 : 3 1 -38). The governments at Thessalonica 
(Acts 1 7:6--9) and at Ephesus (Acts 1 9:40) demon
strate the paralysis that had crept in through fear 
of intervention. On the other hand, among the 
Phoenician states (Acts 1 2 :20) and at Lystra (Acts 
1 4: 19) there are violent proceedings with no sign of 
Rom. contro!. The second major concern was with 
the revenues. The Caesars straightened out the tax
ation system and placed it  on an equitable census 
basis (Lk. 2:  I ) .  Jesus (Lk. 20:22-25) and Paul 
(Rom. 1 3:6--7) both derended Rom. rights in this 
matter. The third and most onerous or their duties 
was jurisdiction. Both by rererence rrom the loeal 
authorities (Acts 1 9 :38) and by appeal against 
them (Acts 25:9-1 0) litigation was concentrated 
around the Rom. tribunals. Long delays ensued as 
the cost and complexity or procedure mounted up. 
Hard-pressed governors struggled to force the 
onus back on to local shoulders (Lk. 23:7; Acts 
1 8: 1 5) .  Christians, however, rreely joined in the 
chorus or praise ror Rom. justice (Acts 24: I 0; 
Rom. 1 3:4). 
IV. The Roman empire in New Testament thought 
While the intricate relations or governors, dynasts 
and republics are everywhere apparent in  the NT 
and familiar to its writers, the truly imperial at
mosphere or the Caesarian ascendancy pervades it 
all. Caesar's decree summons Joseph to Bethlehem 
(Lk. 2:4). He is the antithesis or God in Jesus' 
dictum (Lk. 20:25). His distant envy seals Jesus' 
death warrant (Jn. 1 9: 1 2). Caesar commands the 
perjured loyalty or the Jews (Jn. 1 9: 1 5) ,  the spuri
ous allegiance of the Greeks (Acts 1 7:7), the fond 
confidence of the apostle (Acts 25: 1 1 ) .  He is the 
'emperor' to whom Christian obedience is due ( I  
Pet. 2 :  1 3). Yet his very exaltation was fatal to 
Christian loyalty. There was more than a grain or 
truth in  the repeated insinuation (ln .  1 9: 1 2; Acts 
1 7:7; 25:8). In the last resort the Christians will 
dery hirn. I t  was the hands or 'Iawless' men that 
crucified lesus (Acts 2:23).  The vaunted justice is 
to be spumed by the saints (I Cor. 6: 1 ) .  When 
Caesar retaliated (Rev. 1 7 :6) the blasphemy or his 
claims revealed his doom at the hand of the Lord 
or lords and King or kings (Rev. 1 7: 1 4) .  
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Thus, while Rom. imperial peace opened the way 
for the gospel, Rom. imperial arrogance ftung 
down a mortal challenge. 
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ROMANS, EPISTLE TO THE. 

I.  Outline of contents 

Q. Introduction ( I :  1 - 1 5) 
The apostle gives a long greeting followed by his 
reasons for his desire to visit the Roman church. 
b. Doctrinal exposition ( I :  1 6-8 :39) 
The major theme is the righteousness of God. 

(i) Both Gentiles and Jews are equally guilty in 
face of God's righteousness ( I :  1 8-3:20). This is in 
spite of the many privileges of the Jews. 

(ii) God has nevertheless dealt with this situ
ation . He has provided a propitiatory sacrifice in 
Christ (3 :2 1 -26). Since the benefits of this are 
appropriated by faith, the way is open for both 
Jews and Gentiles (3 :27-3 1 ) .  The example of 
Abraham shows justification to be by faith and 
not works (4: 1 -25).  Many blessings attend the 
believer's justification (5: 1 - 1 1 ) .  As sin is universal 
through Adam, so life comes through Christ 
(5 : 1 2-2 1 ) .  

(iii) Righteousness must have a n  application to 
life. This is achieved through union with Christ, 
for as the believer has died with hirn so he now 
lives in hirn (6: 1 - 1 4) .  This new life involves a new 
type of service, for the believcr, although freed 
from the law, has become a slave of God (6: 1 5-
7 :6).  Law is no help towards sanctification, since 
it produces inner conftict (7:7-25). But life in the 
Spirit brings victory to the believer, for sin is 
robbed of its power and a new status of sonship 
replaces the bondage of sin (8: 1 - 1 7). The believer 
has great hope for the future, which is shared 
even by the material creation (8: 1 8-25). Thc pres
ent life is strengthened by the Spirit's intercession 
and by the security provided by God's love (8:26-
39). 
c. The problem o[ Israel (9: I - l i :36) 
The theme of God's righteousness is now treated 
historically in answer to its apparent conftict with 
the rejection of Israel. 

(i) God's actions are sovereign and just. No crea
ture has the right to question the Creator's de
cisions (9: 1 -29). 

(ii) Israel's rejection is not arbitrary but due to 
their own fault, for they have had ample opportun
ity to repent (9:30- 1 0: 2 1 ). 

(iii) Nevertheless Israel may hope for restor
ation. God has always preserved a remnant ( 1 1 :  1 -
6). Israel's own fail ing has led t o  the indusion o f  
the Gentiles ( 1 1 : 7- 1 2). The Gentiles will be the 
means of Israel's restoration (the olive-tree ana
logy) ( 1 1 :  1 3-24). The final state of Israel is in the 
hands of God in whom is inscrutable wisdom 
( l i :25-36). 

d. Practical exhortations ( 1 2: 1 - 1 5 : 1 3) 
(i) Duties resulting from dedicated lives of a per

sonal and general character ( 1 2 : 1 -2 1 ) .  
(ii) Duties affecting society a s  a wh oie, such as 

the duty of civic obedience, neighbourliness and 
sober conduct ( 1 3 : 1 -14) .  

(iii) The need for toleration among Christians. 
This is worked out in relation to the special prob
lem of foods ( 1 4: 1 - 1 5 : 1 3) .  
e. Conclusion ( 1 5 :  1 4-1 6:27) 

(i) The writer states his motive in  writing ( 1 5 : 1 4-
2 1  ). 

(ii) His future plans are then mentioned ( 1 5:22-
29). 

(iii) He asks for prayer support for his Jerusalem 
visit ( 1 5 :30-33). 

(iv) Many Christians are greeted by name ( 1 6: 1 -
1 6) .  

(v)  Warnings are given about false teachers 
( 1 6: 1 7- 1 9). 

(vi) Further personal greetings, a benediction 
and doxology dose the Epistle ( 1 6:20-27). 
11. The Christian church at Rome 
In the world of Paul's day the name of Rome 
meant much and was not without its strong fascin
ation for the apostle hirnself, since he expresses a 
strong desire to preach the gospel there. As a mis
sionary strategist he recognized the immense im
portance of the Christian church at the centre of 
the empire, and this may well have inftuenced the 
form of the Epistle wh ich he addressed to it. Of the 
origin of this important church we know little, and 
it is perhaps useless to conjecture. It may have been 
founded by converts from the day of Pentecost 
who returned to their Roman hornes rejoicing in 
their new-found faith, but, although some Romans 
are mentioned in Acts 2, there is no indication 
whether any of these were converted to Christian
ity on that day. But travel between Rome and her 
provinces was relatively easy in those days, and 
many Christians must have been among the travel
lers along the imperial highways. All that is cer
tainly known is that by the time Paul writes to 
them the church was not only established but of 
considerable proportions. If the expulsion of Jews 
from Rome under the emperor Claudius had any
thing to do with the Christian church, as seems 
most probable from the reference to 'Chrestus' in 
the report of Suetonius, it is evident that it was of 
sufficient dimensions for such drastic action to be 
taken. And certainly under the Neronian persecu
tions not many years after this Epistle was written 
the Christians numbered a considerable multitude. 

The question of Peter's connection with Rome 
cannot be answered with any conciseness, although 
any daims that Peter was founder of the church 
there may at once be dismissed. The apostle was 
still in Jerusalem at the time of the edict of Clau
dius, and the church must have been started many 
years before this. Moreover, Paul makes no men
tion of Peter in  this Epistle, which would be hard 
to explain if Peter were in fact the head of the 
church at Rome at this time, as well as being dir
ectly opposed to his statement in 1 5 :20. Neverthe
less, tradition strongly supports the view that Peter 
and Paul both suffered martyrdom in Rome, since 
so early a witness as Clement of Rome attests to 
this. 

There has been some discussion regarding the 
composition of the Roman church, but it would 
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seem most probable that it consisted of both Gen
tiles and Jews, with the former in the majority. 
Such a composition is to be expected in a cosmo
politan city with a strong Jewish colony, and is 
supported by an analysis of the Epistle itself. I n  
some parts o f  his argument Paul seems t o  be ad
dressing Jews, as, for instance, when he appeals to 
Abraham as 'our father' (4: I) and his direct ad
dress to a Jewish questioner in eh. 2; in other parts 
he turns his thou;;ht exclusively towards Gentiles 
(cf I : 5ff.; 1 1 : 1 3 , 28-3 1 ). It  is an interesting �ues
tion from what source the Christian tradition 
within this church had heen mainly derived, but 
there is little indication that it had been derived 
from the narrower Jewish-Christian stream and it 
is most natural to suppose that these Christi ans 
maintained an outlook similar to that of Paul him
self. There is no evidence of the tension of the 
Jewish-Gentile controversy so apparent in  the Ga
latian Epistle. 
111. Date and place of writing 
Such indications as are given in this Epistle about 
Paul's present location all point to the period of 
his stay in Greece at the close of his third mission
ary journey (Acts 20:2). H is face is now definitely 
turned towards the W, for he plans not only soon 
to visit Rome but to proceed with further mission
ary work in  Spain (Rom. 1 5 :24, 28). His E travels 
are therefore at an end, and this would weil fit his 
situation in Acts 20. Moreover, he is there on his 
way to Jerusalem, and in Rom. 1 5:25 he says that 
his present plans are to go to Jerusalem with the 
contributions which many churches have made for 
the support of poverty-stricken Christians there. 
No doubt can exist, therefore, that the apostle 
writes this letter just before the final part of his 
third journey. 

In confirmation of this conclusion there are cer
tain indications in ch. 16 which point to Corinth as 
the place of despatch, although not all scholars are 
prepared to appeal to this chapter in support, since 
some believe it was sent to Ephesus and not Rome 
(see below). But leaving this aside, it is significant 
that • Phoebe is commended, and she was a dea
coness of the church at Cenchrea, one of the two 
ports of Corinth. There is also a passing reference 
to a certain • Gaius who was Paul's host at the time 
of writing, and it is possible that he is the Christian 
mentioned in I Cor. I :  1 4. Possibly the • Erastus 
referred to in Rom. 1 6:23 is the Erastus mentioned 
in 2 Tim . 4:20 as being left at Corinth, but this is by 
no means certain. More significant is the mention 
of Timothy and Sopater (Sosipater) (Rom. 1 6:2 1 ), 
both of whom accompanied Paul on his visit to 
Jerusalem (Acts 20:4). 

The Epistle may therefore be dated with relative 
accuracy, although the problems of NT • chron
ology in general and Paul-ine chronology in par
ticular forbid any absolute dating. Some time be
tween AD 57 and 59 would fit all the known data. 
IV. The purpose of the Epistle 
Certain immediate circumstances suggest them
selves as the occasion wh ich prompted the produc
tion of this Epistle. Paul's intention to do furt her 
missionary work in Spain caused hirn to appeal to 
the Christians at Rome to support hirn in this ven
ture (cf Rom. 1 5:24). As he contemplates his visit 
to the Roman church he realizes that he may have a 
spiritual gift to impart to them and that he as weil 
as they may be mutually encouraged ( I :  1 1 - 1 2).  

ROMANS, EPISTLE TO THE 

The apostle may have heard of some practical 
difficulties wh ich the Christi ans were experiencing, 
and he intends to correct in  the ethical part of his 
letter (especially in  ch. 1 4) any wrong emphases. 
There is an allusion to false teachers in 1 6: 1 7- 1 9, 
where the Christians are told to avoid them, but 
this cannot be considered as part of the primary 
purpose of the letter, since it  is appended almost as 
an afterthought. Clearly an anti-heretical purpose 
does not dominate the Epistle. 

But the incidental purposes so far considered do 
not account for the theological form of the main 
part of the letter. Wh at prompted the apostle to 
give such a prolonged theological exposition? He 
scarcely needed to have done this in order (on his 
approaching visit) to encourage interest in  his 
western missionary plans. He must obviously have 
had some other dominating purpose. The first 
eleven chapters after the introductory portion 
( I : 1 - 1 5) read more like a treatise than a letter, and 
it  is important to consider the reason for this. 

The view that Paul wished to deposit with the 
Roman church a full statement of his doctrinal 
position has much to commend it. Here are en
shrined for posterity some of the noblest concepts 
of Christianity which have rightly been accorded 
an honoured place in Christian theology. But  a 
clear distinction must be made between the basic 
use that Christians have made of this Epistle and 
the purpose for which Paul originally intended it. 
I t  cannot be maintained that he envisaged laying 
the foundations of Pauline theology in this way. 
Moreover, there are seme aspects of this theology 
which find no part in the argument of this Epistle, 
such as eschatology and the doctrine of the church. 
I t  is not possible, therefore, to regard this Epistle as 
a full statement of Paul's doctrine. Nevertheless, it 
provides a well-reasoned presentation of some of 
his most dominant concepts, and it may weil be 
that it was Paul's intention to in  form the Roman 
church of these so that when he visited them the 
Christians would be intelligently acquainted with 
his teaching. 

It is most probable that the apostle is deeply 
conscious that he has now reached the turning
point of his missionary career and his mi nd dweils 
upon some of the major concepts which have 
formed part of his continuing teaching work. I n  
this case the inclusion of his matured reflections in  
a letter addressed to Rome may have been no more 
than an accident of circumstances in  that at the 
time his face was turned Romeward. But it seems 
better to attach some importance to Paul's own 
esteem for the strategic importance of this church 
and to suppose that consciousness of this played 
some part in the character of his letter. 

A more precise problem relating to the dogmatic 
purpose of the letter is the relative importance of 
the section dealing with the Jews' position (chs. 9-
1 1 ) .  Some of the earlier critical scholars (i. e. of the 
Tübingen school) regarded this portion as the 
kernet of the letter, in which ca se the purpose was 
supposed to be an endeavour to reconcile opposing 
Jewish and Gentile elements. But this theory is now 
wholly discounted. It is more in harmony with the 
facts to maintain that this section naturally follows 
on the earlier, more theological, debate. The prob
lem in these chapters is the difficulty of reconciling 
the righteousness of God, the theme of the earlier 
chapters, with the apparent non-fulfilment of the 
ancient promises in the rejection of Israel. This 
theme must have been a burning one for all Jewish 
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Christians, and would have been relevant in an 
address to any church with a group of such 
Christians. 
V. The integrity of the Epistle 
Few scholars have had the temerity to quest ion the 
authenticity of this Epistle, and the arguments of 
those who have done so are now recognized as 
wholly unfounded and subjective. But there are 
many scholars who question the concluding chap
ter, not on grounds disputing Pauline authorship 
but on the grounds that it  does not belong to this 
Epistle. This opinion is based on several consider
ations: the large number of personal greetings 
which are supposed to be improbable to a church 
which Paul had never visited; the fact that three 
people, Aquila, Priscilla and Epaenetus, had con
nections with Asia rat her than Rome (although the 
first two originally came from Rome); the com
mendation of Phoebe, which is considered less ap
propriate when addressed to a church where Paul 
was unknown; the unexpectedness of the allusions 
to the false teachings in vv. 1 7- 1 9; and the suit
ability of 1 5 :33 as an ending to the Epistle. But 
these considerations are not conclusive and can be 
otherwise explained. It was not Paul's practice to 
single out individuals in  churches where he was 
known, and in view of travel facilities it is not sur
prising that he knew many at Rome or that some 
last heard of in Asia were then at Rome. Since Paul 
was well enough known at Rome to write them an 
Epistle, the commendation of Phoebe presents 
no difficulty, while the warnings regarding false 
teachers may have been abruptly introduced either 
because Paul's notice had just been drawn to them 
or else because he purposely left the matter to the 
end so as not to emphasize it disproportionately. 
The ending 1 5:33 may be possible as an ending, but 
is unparalleled in  Paul's other Epistles. On the in
ternal evidence from the Epistle there would seem 
to be insufficient grounds lor regarding the chapter 
as originally detached and as sent to a quite differ
ent destination, either Ephesus or anywhere else. 

Something must be said about the textual evi
dence for the ending of this Epistle, although this 
is not the place for a full discussion. It  is sufficient 
to mention that there are different streams of text
ual evidence for the position of the benediction 
and the doxology, and some variations in the refer
ence to Rome in 1 :7, 1 5 .  There are even some indi
cations that in some quarters the Epistle circulated 
without its two concluding chapters. This seems to 
have been particularly associated with Marcion. I t  
is by  no  means easy to  find a theory which ac
counts for all the variations in the textual evidence, 
and many different hypotheses have been pro
posed, some regarding chs. 1 - 1 4  as original, some 
1 - 1 5, and others 1 - 1 6. It is probable that the 
Epistle is original as it now stands, but that Mar
cion shortened it. In  that ca se his text would have 
been responsible for the various textual traditions. 
VI. The leading themes of the Epistle 

a. The righteollsness 0/ God 
At the commencement of the doctrinal part of the 
Epistle Paul introduces the theme of God's right
eousness, which he claims is now revealed to the 
believer ( I :  1 7) .  To understand the development of 
Paul's argument as a whole it is necessary to con
sider in what ways he uses the concept of • right
eousness (dikaiosyne). Sanday and Headlam, in 

their excellent article on the righteousness of God 
(A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the 
Epistle to the Romans, 1 895, pp. 34-39), point out 
four different aspects of the manifestation of 
divine righteousness in this Epistle. The first is fi
delity; for the promises of God must be fulfilled to 
accord with the divine nature (3:3-4). The second 
is wrath, a particular aspect of righteousness in its 
abhorrence of all sin, and not as is sometimes sup
posed a quality opposed to righteousness (cf 
I :  1 7f.; 2:5).  Righteousness and wrath are, in fact, 
indivisible, and it  is a false exegesis which can treat 
of God's righteousness without allowing for the 
operation of God's wrath. The third is the mani
festation of righteousness in the death of Christ, 
of wh ich the c1assic statement  is found in  3 :25f. 
More will be said of this later, but for the present 
purpose it is necessary to note that in so me way 
God's gift of Christ as a propitiatory sacrifice 
manifests his righteousness. It is not considered 
arbitrary or capricious, but is pre-eminently right 
and just. Only so could it  reveal righteousness. The 
fourth aspect is the linking of righteousness with 
faith. It may be said to be characteristic of Pauline 
theology that the righteousness of God wh ich has 
been manifested can also be appropriated by faith. 
God's righteousness is therefore considered as 
being active as well as passive, and in its active role 
it declares as righteous those who by nature are at 
enmity with God (see 5:  1 0). This is thc meaning of 
justification; not that men are actually made right
eous but that they are accounted as righteous. The 
whole Epistle is in real ity an exposition of this 
theme, and it has become basic not only to Pauline 
theology but to the subsequent Reformed theology 
which draws so much from it.  
b. The goodness 0/ God 
I n  case anyone should think that Paul's conception 
of God was mainly inRuenced by God's righteous
ness irrespective of his other attributes, it  is well to 
be reminded that in this Epistle Paul has much to 
say about the loving character of God. The mere 
fact that God's righteousness is conceived of as 
active in man's salvation points to a motive of love 
linked with holiness. But Paul specifically draws at
tention to God's kindness and forbearance and pa
tience (2:4). He points out that the supreme mani
festation of God's love is in the amazing fact that 
Christ died for us while we were still sinners (5 :8). 
And the classic statement of the enduring quality 
of that love is found in 8 :35ff., where Paul can 
think of nothing, either circumstantial or spiritual, 
which could possibly separate us from God's love. 

When dealing with the problem of the rejection 
of Israel, Paul makes much of God's mercy and 
Ratly refuses to acknowledge the possibility of his 
injustice (9: 1 5). He quotes approvingly the state
ment of Isaiah that all day long God had stretched 
out his hands to the disobedient people of Israel 
( 1 0:21 ) .  Even when the apostle is obliged to speak 
of the severity of God, he at once reminds his 
readers of God's kindness to those who continue 
to abide in him .( 1 1  :22). It is the great prerogative 
of God to have mercy ( l i :32). Even in the practical 
part of the Epistle, Paul frequently thinks of the 
gracious character of God. His will is good, ac
ceptable and perfect ( 1 2 :2) .  He receives both the 
weak and the strong, and this is cited as a reason 
why the one should not judge the other. He is 
called the God of steadfastness and encourage
ment (res hypomones kai tes parakleseös, 1 5 :5), and 
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this forms the basis of an exhortation to develop 
similar qualities in ourselves. Similarly, because 
God is a God of hope ( 1 5 : 1 3) ,  Christi ans by the 
power of the Spirit are to abound in hope. 
Throughout the Epistle, in fact, Paul's thought is 
dominated by his conception of God. But one 
other aspect demands a brief comment on its 
own. 
c. The sovereignty o[ God 
It is mainly in chs. 9-1 1 that God's sovereignty 
comes into focus. Here Paul is discussing the des
tiny of Israel and its relationship to the destiny of 
the Gentiles. The theme at once raises the problem 
of the justice of God, and Paul sets out his view of 
God's choice. He illustrates his point by reference 
to both patriarchal and Mosaic times. To any who 
still dispute the sovereign choice of God through 
Israel's past history, he uses the illustration of the 
potter and the clay (9: 1 9ff.) and shows that the 
power of God is always mixed with mercy. His sov
ereign purposes are seen not only in the inclusion 
of the Gentiles, but also in  the promise of Israel's 
restoration. Throughout this discussion Paul is at 
pains to affirm the sovereignty of God even if it 
leads to problems. It is the conviction that God's 
ways must be right which leads the apostle to the 
majestic doxology in 1 1 :33-36. 
d. The grace o[ God 
No account can be given of God's grace until full 
appreciation has been made of man's sin, and this 
is weil i l lustrated in this Epistle. The first three 
chapters are designed to show man's failure to 
attain to God's righteousness. Not only does Paul 
give a startling inventory of Gentile sins (ch. I )  but 
he points out Israel's culpability in spite of their 
privileges. As his argument develops, Paul lays 
stress on the sinful nature of man under the ter
minology of flesh (sarx), by which he means moral 
rat her than physical sinfulness. When speaking of 
Christ Paul is careful to differentiate his flesh, 
which was only in  the l ikeness of sinful flesh, and 
man's flesh. It is clear that Christ had to become 
man to redeem man, for that is basic to Paul's doc
trine of the two • Adams (5 :  1 2ff.) .  In his descrip
tion of his own struggles with sin (ch. 7) Paul has 
an acute sense of the power of sin. It  is alm ost a 
personal enemy which does its ulmosl to destroy 
the soul. It takes advantage of the flesh. It brings 
all the members into bondage to its principles, 
wh ich Paul calls the law of sin (7:23). It reduces 
man to the utmost wretchedness, from which only 
God through Christ can deliver. 

This leads to a consideration of the saving activ
ity of God in Christ. There has been much discus
si on over the significance of the word hilasterion 
(propitiatory) in 3 :25, and this is not the place to 
discuss its meaning. But it  is important to remem
ber that the most significant aspect of Paul's 
statement is that God took the initiative. This is in 
line with Paul's whole approach to the processes of 
redemption in this Epistle. The work of Christ on 
the cross is seen as an objective sacrifice provided 
by God on the basis of which sins may be remitted. 

Paul deals in ch. 6 with the operation of God's 
grace and shows that the superabundance of that 
grace must never be regarded as an occasion to 
commit greater sin. This is impossible because of 
the believer's dose union with Christ, a doctrine 
which has an impoI:"tant place in Paul's thought. 
The il lustration of baptism is used to show the 

ROME 

character of the transformation which has been ef
fected. Sin no longer has dominion because we are 
now under grace (6: 1 4) .  Nevertheless, grace has 
made us slaves of God, so that a new obligation 
has replaced the old (6:20f.). 
e. The law o[ God 
That the apostle had a high regard for the Jewish 
law is made clear by his statement that the com
mandment is holy, just and good (7: 1 2) .  He also 
recognizes the useful function of the law in 
mamfesting the character of sin (7:7). Yet he is 
convinced by bitter experience that the law is 
completely ineffective as a means of salvation, not 
because of any inherent deficiencies in  the law, for 
man's better self delights in the law (7:22), but 
because of man's own deficiencies. 

Yet as he considers the law of God, the apostle 
at once perceives that for the Christian this com
prises more than the mere letter of the Mosaic law. 
It involves wh at he calls the law of the Spirit (8:2), 
and his doctrine of the Holy Spirit, especially in his 
work of sanctification (in ch. 8), ought not to be 
divorced from its close connection with the law of 
God. Under the new covenant the commandments 
were to be written on the heart, and this is effected 
only through the indwelling Spirit. He introduces a 
new way of looking at God's requirements, for 
these become the laws of a Father under an entirely 
new relationship. 

The Spirit of God is set over against the flesh 
(8:4f.), gives l ife in place of death (8: 1 1 ), bears wit
ness to the Christian's sonship ( 8 : 1 4f.) and inter
cedes for them in accordance with God's will 
(8:26f.). Christian life is, therefore, not a matter of 
submission to a legal code, but a life controlled by 
the Spirit on the basis of a new law wh ich involves 
such qualities as righteousness, peace, joy, hope 
and love (cf 5 :3f.; 1 2: 1 1 ;  14 : 1 7; 1 5 : 1 3, 30). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries by H. C. G. 
M oule, EB, 1 893; 1. Denney, EGT, 1 900; W. San
day and A. C. Headlam, ICC, 1 902; C. H. Dodd, 
MNT, 1 932; K. Barth, E.T. 1 933; C. K. Barrett, 
BNTC, 1 957; F. 1. Leenhardt, 1 957.i 1. Murray, 
NIC, 1 960, 1 965; O. Michel, KEJI..,2, 1 963; D. 
Guthrie, New Testament lntroduction, 1 970, pp. 
393ff.; M. Black, NCB, 1 973; C. E. B. Cranfield, 
ICC, 2 vols., 1 975; 1 979; 1. G. D. Dunn,  WBC, 2 
vols., 1 988; F. F. Bruce, TNTC2, 1 985; 1. A. Fitz
myer, AB, 1 993; 1. Stott, BST, 1 994. See also T. W. 
Manson, BJ RL 3 1 ,  1 947-8, pp. 224ff. D.G. 

ROME. Founded traditionally in 753 BC on its 
seven hil ls (the bluffs formed where th� Latin plain 
falls away into the Tiber bed at the first easy cross
ing up from the mouth), Rome, as the excavations 
have shown, was in  origin a meeting-place and a 
melting-pot, rather than the horne of a pre-existing 
people. The process of accretion, stimulated at an 
early stage by the strategic requirements of the 
Etruscan states to the N and S, acquired its own 
momentum, and by a l iberal policy of enfranchise
ment unique in antiquity Rome attracted to herself 
men and ideas from all over the Mediterranean, 
until nearly 1 ,000 years from her beginning she had 
incorporated every other civilized community from 
Britain to Arabia. Rome was cosmopolitan and 
all the world was Roman. Yet this very compre
hensiveness destroyed the uniqueness of the city, 
and the strategic centrality that had d ictated her 
growth was lost with the opening up of the Danube 
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and the R hine, leaving Rome in the Middle Ages 
little more than a provincial city of I taly. 

In NT times Rome was in the full flush of her 
growth. M ulti-storey tenement blocks housed a 
proletariat of over a million, drawn from every 
quarter. The aristocracy, becoming just as inter
national through the domestic favours of the Cae
sars, lavished the profits of three continents on 
suburban villas and country estates. The Caesars 
themselves had furnished the heart of the city with 
an array of public buildings perhaps never 
equalled in any capital. The same concentration of 
wealth provided the overcrowded masses with gen
erous economic subsidies and entertainment .  I t  
also attracted literary and artistic talent from for
eign parts. As the se at of the senate and of the 
Caesarian administration Rome maintained dip
lomatie contact with every other state in the Medi
terranean, and the traflie in foodstuffs and luxury 
goods fortified the links. 
I.  Rome in New Testament thought 
The Acts of the Apostles has often been supposed 
to be an apostolic odyssey set between Jerusalem 
and Rome as the symbols of Jew and Gentile. The 
opposite pole to Jerusalem is, however, given as the 
'end of the earth' (Acts 1 :8), and, while the narra
tive certainly concludes at Rome, no great em
phasis is laid on that. Attention is concentrated on 
the legal struggle between Paul and his Jewish op
ponents, and the journey to Rome serves as the 
resolution of this, culminating in Paul's denunci
ation of the lews there and the unhindered preach
ing to the Gentiles. The theme of the book seems 
to be the release of the gospel from its Jewish 
matrix, and Rome provides a clear-cut terminal 
point in this process. 

In Revelation, however, Rome acquires a posi
tively sinister significance. 'The great city, which 
has dominion over the kings of the earth' (Rev. 
1 7: 1 8), seated upon seven mountains (v. 9), and 
upon 'the waters' which are 'peoples and multi
tudes and nations and tongues' (v. 1 5), is un
mistakably the imperial capital. The seer, writing in 
Asia Minor, the greatest centre of luxury trade in 
antiquity, discloses the feelings of those who suf
fered through the consortium with Rome. He scorns 
the famous compromise with 'the kings of the earth' 
who 'were wanton with her' (Rev. 1 8 :9), and cata
logues the sumptuous traffic (vv. 1 2- 1 3) of the 'mer
chants of the earth' who have 'grown rich with the 
wealth of her wantonness' (v. 3). He stigmatizes the 
artistic brilliance of the city (v. 22). How widespread 
such hatred was we do not know. In this case the 
reason is plain. Rome has already drunk the 'blood 
of the martyrs of Jesus' (Rev. 1 7:6). 
II. The origin of Christianity at Rome 
So far as the NT goes, it is not clear how the circle 
of Christians was established in Rome, nor even 
whether they constituted a church in the regular 
way. There is no unequivocal reference to any meet
ing or activity of the church as such, let alone to 
bishops or sacraments. The church of Rome 
simply fails to appear in  our documents. Let it be 
said at once that this need not mean that it  was not 
yet formed. It may merely be the case that it was 
not intimately connected with Paul, with whom 
most of our information is concerned. 

Paul's first known link with Rome was when he 
met ·Aquila and Priscilla at Corinth (Acts 1 8:2). 
They had left the city as a result of Claudius' ex-

pulsion of the Jews. Since it is not stated that they 
were already Christians, the question must be left 
open. Suetonius says (Claudius, 25) that the trouble 
in Rome was caused by a certain Chrestus. Since 
this could be a variant of Christus, it has often 
been argued that Christianity had already reached 
Rome. Suetonius, however, knew about Christian
ity, and, even if he did make a mistake, agitation 
over Christus could be caused by any Jewish Mes
sianic movement, and not necessarily by Christian
ity alone. There is no hint in the Epistle to the 
Romans that there had been any conflict between 
Jews and Christi ans at Rome, and when Paul him
self reached Rome the Jewish leaders professed 
personal ignorance of the sect (Acts 28:22) .  This 
not only makes it  unlikely that there had been a 
clash, but sharpens the q uestion of the nature of 
the Christian organization at Rome, since we know 
that by this stage there was a considerable com
munity there. 

Some few years after meeting Aquila and Pris
cilla, Paul decided that he 'must also see Rome' 
(Acts 1 9:2 1 ). When he wrote the Epistle shortly 
afterwards his plan was to visit his friends in the 
city on the way to Spain (Rom. 1 5 :24). A consider
able circle of these is named (eh. 1 6), they had been 
there 'many years' (Rom. 1 5 :23), and were weil 
known in Christian circles abroad (Rom. 1 :8). 
Paul's reference to his not building 'on another 
man's foundation' (Rom. 1 5 :20) does not necessar
ily refer to the situation in Rome; it  need only mean 
that this was the reason why his work abroad had 
been so lengthy ( Rom. 1 5 :22-23); indeed, the au
thority he assurnes in the Epistle leaves l i ttle room 
for an alternative leader. The most natural assump
tion, on the internal evidence, is that Paul is writing 
to a group of persons who have collected in  Rome 
over the years after having had some contact with 
hirn in the various churches of his foundation. A 
number of them are described as his 'kinsmen', 
others have worked with hirn in the past. He intro
duces a new arrival to them (Rom. 1 6: I ). Although 
some bear Roman names, we must assurne that 
they are recently enfranchised foreigners, or at 
least that the majority of them are not Romans, 
since Paul's references to the government allude to 
its capital and taxation powers over non-Romans 
in particular (Rom. 1 3:4, 7). Although some are 
Jews, the group seems to have a life of its own apart 
from the Jewish community (eh. 1 2). The reference 
in at least five cases to household units (Rom. 1 6 :5,  
1 0-1 1 ,  1 4- 1 5) suggests that this may have been the 
basis of their association. 

When Paul finally reached Rome several years 
later, he had been met on the way by 'the brethren' 
(Acts 28: 1 5). They do not appear again, however, 
either in connection with Paul's dealings with the 
Jewish authorities or, so far as the brief notice 
goes, du ring his 2 years' imprisonment.  The seven 
letters that are supposed to belong to this period 
do sometimes contain greetings from 'the breth
ren', though they are mainly concerned with per
sonal messages. The reference to rival preachers 
(Phil. I :  1 5) is the nearest we come to any positive 
NT evidence for a non-Pauline contribution to 
Roman Christianity. On the other hand, the as
sumption of a church organized independently of 
Paul might explain the amorphous character of 
Roman Christianity in his writmgs. 
111 .  Was Peter ever in Rome? 
I n  the late 2nd century AD the tradition appears 
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that Peter had worked in Rome and died there as a 
martyr, and in the 4th century the claim that he 
was first bishop of the Roman church appears. 
These traditions were never disputed in antiquity 
and are not inconsistent with NT evidence. On the 
other hand, nothing in the NT positively supports 
them. Most students assume that 'Babyion' (I Pet. 
5 :  1 3) is a cryptic designation for Rome, but, al
though there are paralleis for this in apocalyptic 
literature, i t  is diflkult to see what the need tor 
secrecy was in  a letter, nor who was likely to be 
deceived in this ca se when the meaning was sup
posed to be plain to so wide a circle of readers. 
The so-called First Epist!e 01 Clement, written 
when the memory of the apostles was still pre
served by living members of the church at Rome, 
refers to both Peter and Paul in terms wh ich imply 
that they both died martyrs' deaths there. The tan
talizing fact that this is not positively asserted may, 
of course, simply mean that it was taken for grant
ed. From about a century later comes the informa
tion that there were 'trophies' of Peter on the Vati
can hili and of Paul on the road to Ostia. On the 
assumption that these were tombs, the two 
churches bearing the apostolic names were erected 
over them at later times. The Vatican excavations 
have revealed a monument which could weil be the 
2nd-century 'trophy' of Peter. It is associated with 
a burial-ground that was used in the late I st 
century. 

We still lack any positive trace of Peter in Rome, 
however. The excavations strengthen the literary 
tradition, of course, and in default of further evi
dence we must allow the distinct possibility that 
Peter died in Rome. That he founded the church 
there and ruled it for any length of time has much 
feebier support in tradition, and faces the almost 
insuperable obstacle of the silence of Paul's 
Epistles. 

The tradition of the m artyrdom of the apostles 
is supplied with a lurid occasion by the massacre of 
AD 64 (* NERO). The account by Tacitus (Anna!s 1 5 . 
44) and the shorter notice by Suetonius (Nero 1 6) 
supply us with several slLTprising points about the 
Christian community at Rome. Its numbers are 
described as very large. I t:s connection with Jesus is 
c1early understood, and y'et i t  is distinguished from 
Judaism. ! t  is an object of' popular fear and disgust 
for reasons whlch are nöt explained, apart from a 
reference to 'hatred of the human race'. Thus 
Nero's mad atrocities merely highlight the revul
si on with which the Christians were received in the 
metropolis of the world. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See under * ROMAN EMPIRE. 
G. Alfoldy,The Socia! History 01 Rome, 1 988; 
1. P. V. D. Balsdon, Life and LeislIre in Ancient 
Rome, 1 974. E.A.J. 

ROSH. I. In the RV this word occurs in the title of 
Gog who is described as 'prince of Rosh' (Ezk. 
38 :2-3; 39: I ) . AV, Rvmg. and RSV interpret as a title 
itself, 'chief', 'prince'. However, the name of a N  
people or country such as Meshech and Tubal is 
more probable. Gesenius suggested Russia, but this 
name is not attested in  the area, and a very distant 
people named thus early is unl ikely in the context. 
Most follow Delitzsch in identifying Rosh with 
Assyr. Rasu on the NW border of Elam (i. e. in 
Media). 

2. The name of the seventh son of Benjamin 
(Gn.  46: 2 1 ) . LXX makes hirn son of Bela, grand-

RUTH 

son of Benjamin; but cf lists in Nu.  26:38f. ;  I Ch. 
8 : 1 -5 . D.J.W. 

RUFUS ('red'). A name of !talic rat her than Latin 
origin, found twice in  the NT ( M k .  1 5 :2 1 ;  Rom . 
1 6: 1 3), probably referring to the same man. In Mk .  
1 5 : 2 1  Simon of  Cyrene is identified for the  benefit 
of a later generation as the father of Alexander 
and Rufus, brothers who were presumably known 
in Rome when Mark's Gospel was published there. 
The Roman Rufus who is greeted by Paul (on the 
assumption that Rom. 16 was sent to Rome) can 
hardly have been a different man. Paul describes 
hirn as a choice Christian. His mother had shown 
herself a mother to Paul (perhaps in Antioch, if we 
may further identify Simon of Cyrene with Simeon 
of Acts 1 3 : I ). F.F.B. 

RUHAMAH (Heb. ru�{ima, 'pitied'). A symbolic 
name of Israel (Ho. 2:  I ,  AV; cf Rom. 9 :25-26; 
I Pet. 2 :  1 0) used to indicate the return of God's 
mercy. A play on words is involved, for the second 
child of Gomer, wife of * Hosea, was called 
Lo-ruhamah ('unpitied'), denoting a time when 
God had turned his back on Israel because of her 
apostasy. J .D.D.  

RUMAH. Mentioned in 2 Ki .  23 :36 only. 
Josephus, in a parallel account, calls it 'Abouma', 
and probably means 'Arumah', a place mentioned 
in Jdg. 9:41 , in the vicinity of Shechem. But the 
name Rumah is quite possible; the name and si te 
are probably preserved in  Khirbet al-Rumah, some 
35 km inland from Mt Carmel. D.F.P. 

RUNNER. Urgent messages were sent i n  antiquity 
by a swift runner ( Heb. r{i�), often a member of the 
royal bodyguard or 'out-runners' (2 Sa. 1 5: I ). So 
the late term 'runner' or royal messenger (Je. 5 1  : 3 1 )  
was used for those who carried letters between 
cities (2 Ch. 30:6, 1 0) ,  usually on fast horses (Es!. 
8 : 1 0, 1 4).  Thus the term 'post' (AV) was synony
mous with speed (Jb. 9:25). Throughout the Per
sian empire, as in earlier Babylonian times, regular 
posts were established between provincial capitals 
(G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents 01 the Fifth 
Century BC, 1 956, pp. 1 0- 1 2).  D.J.W. 

RUTH (Heb. rUl, perhaps contracted from r" lil, 
'female companion'). Ruth is the heroine of the 
book which bears her name (see next article). She 
was a Moabitess who lived in the time of the 
Judges. 

In her own land Ruth had married M ahlon (Ru. 
4: I 0), the eider son of Elimelech and Naomi, Isra
e1ites from Bethlehem-judah who came to Moab 
during a famine. Naomi was widowed and then her 
two sons died without heirs. She determined to 
return to her native country, whereupon Ruth an
nounced that she intended to accompany her, ad
opting both her nation and her God. Only by death 
would they be separated (Ru. I :  1 7) .  

During the  barley harvest in Bethlehem Ruth 
went to glean in  the fields of Boaz, a wealthy rela
tive of Elimelech. Boaz noticed her and gave her 
his protection in acknowledgment of her loyalty to 
Naomi. She was invited to eat with the reapers, and 
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RUTH 

was favoured throughout the bartey harvest and 
the wheat harvest. 

When all was harvested and the threshing had 
begun, acting on Naomi's instructions Ruth went 
to the threshing-floor at night and c1aimed Boaz's 
protection by appealing to his chivalry. He sent her 
back horne as soon as it was light, with a present of 
six measures of barley, and the undertaking that, if 
her near kinsman was not prepared to marry her 
under the levirate marriage law, he would act as her 
kinsman-redeemer (cf Lv. 25:25, 47-49). 

With ten elders of the city as witnesses, he ap
pealed to Naomi's kinsman to redeem a plot of 
land which had belonged to Elimelech, and which 
was a sacred trust that must not pass out of the 
family (cf Lv. 25:23). To this he added the obliga
tion of levirate marriage to Ruth (Ru. 4:5).  The 
kinsman could not afford this and renounced his 
right in favour of Boaz. 

Ruth was married to Boaz, and their first child 
Obed was given to Naomi to continue the names 
of Elimelech, Mahlon and Chilion. He was the 
grandfather of David ( I  Ch. 2:  1 2 ;  Mt. 1 :5). 

M.B. 

o 0 

RUTH, BOOK OF. In the Heb. Bible Ruth is one 
of the five Megilloth or 'rolls', included in  the 'Writ
ings', the third division of the Canon . lt is read 
annually by the lews at the Feast of Weeks. In the 
LXX, Vulg., and most modern versions it  comes 
immediately after ludges; losephus (Contra Api
onem I .  8) apparently reckons it to be an appen
dix to ludges and does not count it separately in 
enumerating the total number 01" books in the 
Canon. 

For the plot of the book, see • RUTH. 
I.  Outline of contents 
a. Naomi, widowed and bereft of her sons, returns 
from Moab to her native Bethlehem with her Mo
abi te daughter-in-Iaw Ruth ( I :  1 -22). 

b. Ruth gleans in  the field of Naomi's wealthy 
kinsman Boaz (2: 1 -23). 

c. Ruth appeals to Boaz to perform the part of a 
kinsman-redeemer (3 : 1 - 1 8). 

d Ruth is married to Boaz and gives birth to 
Obed (4: 1 - 1 7) .  

e. Genealogy from Perez to David (4 :  1 8-22). 

o 
Elimelech m. Naomi Salmon 

(1 :2)  A (4 :21) 

r \ I 

o 0 0 0 0 
Chi l ion m. Orpah 

(1 : 2) 

m.= marries 
All biblical references are 
to the book of Ruth. 

The lami/y 01 Ruth. 

RUTH m. CD Mahlon m. ® Boaz 
(1 : 22; 4 :10) (1 : 2) 1 (2 : 1 ; 4 :13) 
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o 
Obed 
(4 : 21)  

I 

o 
Jesse 
(4 :22) 

I 

o 
David 
(4 :22) 



11 .  Authorship, date and purpose 

The book of Ruth is fraught with difficulties for 
the critic, because, l ike Job, it contains no clue to 
its authorship. Tradition alone ascribes this idyllic 
pastoral to the last of the Judges, the prophet
priest Samuel. 

The setting is that of the period of the Judges 
( Ru.  I :  I ), but its writing belongs to a later date. 
This is indicated when the author explains former 
customs (Ru. 4: 1 - 1 2). A very wide range of dating 
is offered for its actual composition, ranging from 
early pre-exilic times to a late post-exilic date. 

The classical style and language do point to an 
early date, as does the attitude to foreign mar
riages, for under the Deuteronomic law a Moabite 
could not enter the congregation (Dt. 23:3).  The 
late dating is based on the antiquarian interest dis
played in the book, and on its supposed connec
tion with the reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah. One 
school of thought sees evidence of both early and 
late work in the book, supposing that the geneal
ogy 01" David (Ru. 4: 1 8-22) and the explanations 
of early customs belong to a much later date than 
the book itselr. 

RVTH, BOOK OF 

Many suggestions as to the purpose of the 
book have been put forward, among them the fol
lowing. I t  was intended to supply a family tree for 
the greatest of the kings of Hebrew history, 
David, because this was omitted from the books 
of Samuel. It  was a political pamphlet, an anti
separatist tract, written to counteract the strin
gency of Ezra and Nehemiah on the subject of 
mixed marriages. It was a humanitarian plea on 
behalf of the childless widow so that the next of 
kin would assume responsibility for her. It was 
designed to depict an overruling providence. I t  
was to  presen t a case for racial tolerance. Perhaps 
there was no ulterior motive at all, but it  was a 
tale that had to be told. It certainly presents a 
most pleasing contrast with the narratives at the 
end of Judges, which belong to the same general 
period (Jdg. 1 7-2 1 ). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. H. Rowley, 'The Marriage of 
Ruth', HTR 40, 1 947, pp. 77ff.; E .  Robertson, 'The 
Plot of the Book of Ruth', BJRL 32, 1 949-50, 
pp. 207ff.; A. E. Cundall and L. Morris, Judges 
and Ruth, TOTe, 1 968; R .  E .  Murphy, FOTL 
1 3, 1 98 1 ;  M.  D. Gow, The Book 0/ Ruth, 1 992. 

M .B. 
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SABBATH ( Heb. sabbäl, from the root säQal, 'to 
cease', 'to desist'). In  the Bible the principle is laid 
down that one day in 7 is to be observed as a day 
holy to God. From the reason given for keeping the 
sabbath day in the Ten Commandments we learn 
that the example for the sabbath rest had been set 
by God hirnself in the creation . The sabbath there
fore is a creation ordinance (Ex. 20:8- 1 1 ) .  

I n  the account o f  creation the actual word 'sah
bath' is not found, but the root from which the 
word is derived does occur (Gn. 2:2). The work of 
creation had occupied 6 days; on the 7th God 
rested (Iit .  'ceased') from his labour. Thus there 
appears the distinction between the 6 days 01' 
labour and the one day of rest. This is true, even if 
the 6 days of labour be construed as periods of 
time longer than 24 hours. The language is anthro
pomorphic, for God is not a weary workman in 
need of rest. Nevertheless, the pattern is here set 
for man to fol low. Ex. 20: 1 1  states that God 
'rested' (Heb. wayyänaM on the 7th day, and Ex. 
3 1 :  17 says that he ceased from his work and 'was 
refreshed' (wayyinnäpaS). The language is pur
posely strong so that man may learn the necessity 
of regarding the sabbath as a day on wh ich he him
self is to rest from his daily labours. 

It has been held in contradistinction to what has 
been stated above that the institution of the sah
bath derived from Babylonia. I t  is true that the 
Babylonian word sabbalurn is related to the corres
ponding Hebrew word, but the force of the words 
is quite different. For one thing the Babylonians had 
a 5-day week.  Examination of contract tablets 
reveals that the days designated sabbalwn were not 
days of cessation from labour. Contracts from Mari 
(Tel el-Hariri) show that work was performed, 
sometimesover a period of several days, without any 
interruption every 7th day. The Bible clearly attrib
utes the origin of the sabbath to the divine example. 

The fourth commandment enjoins observance 
of the sabbath. I n  Genesis there is no mention of 
the sabbath apart from the creation account. There 
is, however, mention of periods of 7 days (cf Gn. 
7 :4 ,  10; 8 :  1 0, 12 ;  29:27ff.). We may aIso note in the 
narrative in lob that the seven sons celebrated a 
feast each on his day, and this was followed by the 
prayers and sacrifices of lob for the benefit 01' his 
children (lb. 1 :4-5). This was not a single round, 
but was regularly practised. It may be that here is 
an intimation of worship on the I st day of the 
cycle. At least the principle that one day in 7 is holy 
to the Lord appears to be recognized here. 

I n  Ex. 1 6: 2 1 -30 explicit mention is made 01' the 
sabbath in connection with the giving of manna. 
The sabbath is here represented as a gift of God (v. 
29), to be for the rest and benefit of the people (v. 
30). It was not necessary to work on the sabbath 
(i.e. to gather manna), for a double portion had 
been provided on the 6th day. 

The sabbath was therefore known to I srael, and 
the injunction to remember it was one that would 
be understood. In the Decalogue it is made clear 
that the sabbath belongs to the Lord. I t  is therefore 
primarily his day, and the basic reason 101' observ
mg it is that it is a day which belongs to hirn. I t  is a 
day that he has blessed and that he has set apart for 
observance. This is not contradicted by the Deca
logue given in Dt. 5 : 1 2ff. In this latte I' passage the 
people are commanded to keep the sabbath in the 
manner in which the Lord has al ready commanded 
them (the rererence is to Ex. 20:8- 1 1 ), and the fact 
that the sabbath belongs to the Lord is again stated 
(v. 14) .  An additional reason, however, is given for 
the observance 01' the command. This reason is 
merely additional; it does not contlict with those 
al ready given. Israel is commanded to observe the 
sabbath day, in order 'that your manservant and 
your maidservant may rest as weil as you'. Here is a 
humanitarian emphasis; but here also is emphasis 
upon the fact that the sabbath was made for man . 
I srael had been a slave in Egypt and had been 
delivered; so I srael must show the mercy of the 
sabbath towards those in her own midst who were 
slaves. 

Throughout the remainder 01' the Pentateuch 
the sabbath legislation is lound. It is interesting to 
note that there is a rererence to the sabbath in each 
of the foul' last books 01' the Pentateuch. Genesis 
presents the divine rest ; the remaining books em
phasize the sabbatical legislation. This shows the 
importance 01' the institution. Sabbath legislation, 
it may be said, is integral and essential to the basic 
law of the OT and the Pentateuch (cf Ex. 3 1 :  1 3-
1 6; 34:2 1 ;  35:2ff.; Lv. 1 9:3 , 30; 23:3,  38). 

In  this connection the significance of the sabbat
ical legislation appears in the severe punishment 
that is meted out upon a sabbath-breaker. A man 
had been gathering sticks upon the sabbath day. 
For this act a special revelation rrom God decreed 
that he should be put to death (cf J Weingreen, 
Frorn Bible 10 Mishna, 1 976, pp. 83ff.) This man 
had denied the basic principle of the sabbath, 
namely, that the day belonged to the Lord, and 
therefore was to be observed only as the Lord had 
commanded (cf Nu. 1 5 :32-36). 

Upon the Pentateuchal legislation the prophets 
build; their utterances are in accordance with what 
had been revealed in the Pentateuch. The 'sah
baths' are ol'ten li nked together with the 'new 
moons' (2 Ki.  4:23; Am. 8 :5 ;  Ho. 2: 1 1 ; Is. I :  1 3 ; 
Ezk. 46 :3) .  When prophets like Hosea (2:  1 1 ) pro
nounced divine judgment on new moons, sabbaths 
and other appointed reasts, they were not con
demning the sabbath as such; they were condemn
ing a misuse of the sabbath and of the other 
Mosaic institutions. 

On the other hand, the prophets do point out the 
blessings that will iollow rrom a proper observance 
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of the sabbath. There were those who polluted the 
sabbath and did evil on that day (Is. 56:2-4), and it 
was necessary to turn from such things. In a c1assic 
passage ( Is. 58: 1 3) I saiah sets forth the blessings 
that will come from a true observance of the day. I t  
is not  a day in which man is to do what pleases 
hirn, but rather onc on wh ich he is to do the will of 
God. God, not man, must determine how the sab
bath is to be observed. Recognizing that the day is 
holy to the Lord will bring the true enjoyment of 
the promises. 

During the Persian period emphasis was again 
laid upon observance of the sabbath day. The pre
exilic ban on cngaging in commercial transactions 
on the sabbath (Am. 8 :5) or carrying burdens on 
that day (Je. 1 7 :2 1  f.) was reinforced by Nehemiah 
(Ne. 1 0:3 1 ;  1 3 : 1 5-22). During the period between 
the Testaments, however, a change gradually crept 
in with respect to the understanding of the purpose 
of the sabbath.  In the synagogues the law was stud
ied on the sabbath .  Gradually oral tradition made 
its growth among the Jews, and attention was paid 
to the minutiae of observance. Two tractates of the 
Mishnah, Shabbath and 'Erubin, are devoted to a 
consideration of how the sabbath was to be ob
served in detail. It was against this burdening of 
the commands of God with human tradition that 
our Lord inveighed. His remarks were not directed 
against the institution of the sabbath as such and 
not against the OT teaching. But he did oppose the 
Pharisees who had made the Word of God of none 
effect with their tradition. Christ identified hirnself 
as the Lord of the sabbath (Mk.  2:28). In so speak
ing, he was not depreciating the importance and 
significance of the sabbath nor in any way contra
vening the OT legislation. He was simply pointing 
out the true significance of the sabbath with re
spect to man and indicating his right to speak, in
asmuch as he hirnself was the Lord of the sabbath. 

As Lord of the sabbath, Jesus went to the syna
gogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom (Lk. 
4 :  1 6). His observance of the sabbath was in accord 
with the OT prescription to regard the day as holy 
to the Lord. 

In his disagreement with the Pharisees (Mt .  
1 2 : 1 - 1 4; Mk.  2 :23-28; Lk.  6: 1 - 1 1 )  our Lord point
ed out to the Jews their complete misunderstand
ing of the OT commands. They had sought to 
make the observance of the sabbath more rigorous 
than God had commanded. It was not wrong to 
eat on the sabbath, even if the food must be ob
tained by plucking corn from the cars. Nor was it 
wrong to do good on the sabbath day. To heal was 
a work of mercy, and the Lord of the sabbath is 
merciful (cf also Jn. 5 :  1 - 1 8; Lk. 1 3 : 1 0- 1 7; 14: 1 -6). 

On the first day of the week the Lord rose from 
the dead, and therefore it early and increasingly 
became the day above all others-'the • Lord's 
day' (Rev. I :  1 0)-on which Christians met for wor
ship (cf Acts 20:7; also Didaehe 14 .  I ;  Justin, First 
Apology 67. 3). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Rordorff, Sunday, 1968; F. N. 
Lee, The Covenantal Sabbath, 1 972; A.  Lamaire, 
RB 80, 1 973, pp. 1 6 1 - 1 85; R. T. Beckwith and W. 
Stott, This is the Day, 1 978; W. Stott, NIDNTT 3 ,  
pp .  405-4 1 5 ; D .  A .  Carson (ed.), From Sabbath to 
Lord's Day, 1 982; S. Bacchiocchi, The Sabbath in 
the New Testament, 1 985; G. Robinson, The Origin 
and Del'elopment o/ the Old Testament Sabbath, 
1 988; E. Fisher (ed.), The lewish Roots 0/ Christian 
Liturgy, Part 3, 1 990, pp. 1 1 9- 1 57. E.J .Y. 

F.F.B.  

SACKCLOTH 

SABBATICAL YEAR. This term refers to the pro
vision made concerning the land .  Lv. 25:2 has 
w'säQ'täh ä'äre� sabbat, 'the land shall keep a sab
bath' .  It is also called 'sabbath of solemn rest' and 
'year of solemn rest' ( Lv. 25:4-5). After 6 years of 
sowing, pruning and gathering, the land lay fallow 
for one year. The unattended growth of the field 
was for the poor to glean and what remained was 
for the beasts (Ex. 23: 1 1 ;  Dt. 1 5 :2- 1 8) .  To quiet 
fears of privation the Israelites were assured by the 
Lord that the 6th year would provide enough for 3 
years (Lv. 25:201". ) . From the time of its institution 
this year of rest was observed in Israel (Ne. 1 0:3 1 ;  
I Macc. 6:49, 53; cf Jos., Ant. 1 2 . 378; 14 .  206). 
Lv. 26:34-43; 2 Ch. 36:2 1 ;  Je. 34: 1 4-22 refer to 
God's anger concerning the violation of this 
ordinance. 

The culmination of the sabbatical years was 
reached each 50th year. This was a jubilee (Heb. 
YOQet, 'rarn', thence 'trumpet' ( ram's horn) by 
wh ich the year was heralded). The sanctions of the 
sabbatical year were enforced. In addition, prop
erty reverted to its original owners, debts were re
mitted, and Hebrews who had been enslaved for 
debt were released. I t was a time of thanksgiving 
and an occasion for the exercise of faith that God 
would provide food (Lv. 25:8,  ete.). 

The significance of rest for the land every 7th 
year does not lie merely in principles of soil chem
istry. Neither does it  follow the Canaanite pattern 
of a 7-year cycle without a harvest followed by 7 
years of plenty. I n  the text the land lies fallow for 
one year. (See C. H. Gordon, Ugaritie Literature, 
1 949, pp. 5f.) The underlying reason for this ar
rangement lies in the disclosure that the 7th year of 
rest is a sabbath of rest both for the land and for 
the Lord (Lv. 25:2, 4). There is evident here a rela
tion to the • sabbath institution wh ich is grounded 
in God's crealive activity. In accord with this dis
c10sure other elements may be observed, namely, 
that man is not the sole owner of the soil and he 
does not hold property in perpetuity but possesses 
it in lrusl under God (Lv. 25:23). The I sraelite was 
also to remember he possessed nothing by inherent 
right, for he was a slave in Egypt ( Dt .  1 5: 1 5) .  Gen-
erosily is motivated by gratitude. D.F. 

SABTA, SABTAH. The third son of Cush (Gn. 
10:7, saQtä; I Ch . 1 :9 .  saQtä') whose name also ap
plicd to his desccndanls. From lhe fact that among 
the olhcr descendanls of • Cush there are names 
later associated with S Arabia, it is probable that 
Sabla refers 10 a lribe in this area. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. A. Montgomery, Arabia and 
the Bible, 1934, p. 42. T.C.M. 

SABTECA. The fiflh son of Cush (Gn. 10:7 = I 
Ch. 1 :9) whose name also referred 10 his descend
anIS. Thc olher descendants of Cush incluöe 
names laler associaled wilh S Arabian tribes, indi
cating lhal lhe descendants of Sabteca probably 
later livcd in this area. The name is otherwise un-
known. T.C.M.  

SACKCLOTH. A coarse c101h (Heb. saq, Gk. 
sakkos, from wh ich the Eng. word is derived), usu
ally made 01' goats' hair (Siphra 53b) and black in 
colour (Rev. 6: 1 2). Thc same Heb. word sometimes 
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SACKCLOTH 

means 'sack' (e.g. Gn. 42:27), which was evidently 
made of this material. 

Sackcloth was worn as a sign of mourning for 
the dead (Gn. 37:34; 2 Sa. 3:3 1 ;  10el 1 :8 ;  ludith 
8:5), or of mourning for personal or national dis
aster (Jb. 1 6: 1 5 ; La. 2 :  I 0; Est. 4: I ;  I Macc. 2 :  1 4) ,  or 
of penitence for sins ( 1  Ki. 2 1 :27; Ne. 9: 1 ;  10n .  3 :5 ;  
Mt .  I I  : 2 1 ), or of special prayer for deliverance (2 
Ki .  1 9 : 1 -2; On. 9:3; ludith 4 : 1 0; Baruch 4:20; I 
Macc. 3:47). 

The form of the symbolic sackcloth was often a 
band or kilt tied around the waist ( I  Ki. 20:3 1 -32; 
Is. 3 :24; 20:2; 2 Macc. 1 0:25). I t  was usually worn 
next to the skin (2 Ki.  6:30; l b. 1 6: 1 5; 2 Macc. 
3 : 1 9), and was sometimes kept on all night ( I  Ki. 
21 :27; 10el I :  1 3) .  In  one case it  replaces a robe, 
presumably over other clothes (Jon. 3 :6). Some
times the sackcloth was spread out to lie on (2 Sa. 
2 1 :  10 ;  Is. 58:5), or spread out before the altar or on 
the altar (Judith 4 :  1 1 ) .  

Palestinian shepherds wore sackcloth because it 
was cheap and durable (TB, Shabbath 64a). 
Prophets sometimes wore it  as a symbol of the re
pentance which they preached ( Is. 20:2; Rev. I I  :3) .  
According to 10n. 3 :8  and ludith 4 :  I 0 even animals 
were clothed in sackcloth as a sign of national 
supplication. Wearing sackcloth for mourning and 
penitence was practised not only in Israel but also 
in Oamascus ( I  Ki. 20: 3 1 ), Moab ( l s. 1 5: 3), 
Ammon (Je. 49:3), Tyre (Ezk. 27:3 1 )  and Nineveh 
(Jon. 3 :5). 

Clothing with sackcloth is used figuratively of 
the darkening of the heavenly bodies in  Is. 50:3. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. G. Oalman, Arbeit und Sille, 5, 
1 939, pp. 18,  1 65 ,  1 76, 202; H .  F. Lutz, Textiles and 
Costumes among the Peoples of the Ancient Near 
East, 1 923, pp. 25-26, 1 76-1 77; P. Heinisch, 'Oie 
Trauergebräuche bei den Israeliten', Biblische Zeit-
fragen 1 3 , 1 93 1 , 7-8, pp. 1 6- 1 7. J .T. 

SACRAMENTS. The word 'sacrament' ( Lat. sac
ramentU/n) in its technical theological sense, when 
used to describe certain rites of the Christian faith, 
belongs to the period of the elaboration of doc
trine much later than the NT. The Vulgate in some 
places thus renders Gk. mysterion ( Eph.  5 :32; Col. 
I :27; I Tim. 3: 1 6; Rev. 1 :20; 1 7:7), which was, how
ever, more commonly rendered mysterium (0 Mvs
TERV). In  early ecclesiastical usage sacramenlllm 
was used in a wide sense of any ritual observance 
or sacred thing. 

In  everyday usage the word had been applied in 
two ways: ( I )  as a pledge or seeurity deposited in 
publie keeping by the parties in a lawsuit and lor
feited to a saered purpose; (2) as the oath taken by 
a Roman soldier to the emperor, and thenee to any 
oath. These ideas later combined to produee the 
concept of a saered rite whieh was a pledge or 
token, the reeeipt of whieh involved an oath of 
loyalty, and this led in time to the limitation of the 
word 'saerament' to the two major rites of divine 
institution, Baptism and the Lord's Supper. The 
wider use continued for many centuries. H ugo of 
St Vietor ( 1 2th century) can speak of as many as 
thirty saeraments, but Peter Lombard in the same 
period estimated seven as the number. The latter 
estimation is offieially accepted by the Roman 
Chureh. 

The eommon definition of a saerament aeeepted 
by the Reformed and Roman Churehes is that of 
an outward and visible sign, ordained by Christ, 

setting torth and ptedging an inward and spiritual 
blessing. The definition owes mueh to the teaching 
and language of Augustine, who wrote of the vis
ible form wh ich bore some likeness to the thing 
invisible. When to this 'element', or visible form, 
the word of Christ's institution was added, a sae
rament was made, so that the saerament eould be 
spoken of as 'the visible word' (see Augustine, 
Tracts on the Gospel of lohn 80; Epistles 98; Contra 
Faustum 1 9 . 1 6; Sermons 272). 

Does the NT teaeh the obligation of sacra
mental rites on all Christians? What spiritual 
benefit is there in their reception, and how i s  it 
eonveyed? 

The obligation to continue sacramental rites de
pends on: ( I )  their institution by Christ; (2) his 
express command tor their eontinuance; (3) their 
essential use as symbols of divine aets integral to 
the gospel revelation. There are only two rites ob
ligatory in these ways on all Christians. There is no 
seriptural warrant tor giving the other so-called 
sacramental rites (i. e. Confirrnation, Orders, 
Matrimony, Penanee, Extreme Unetion) the same 
status as 0 Baptism and the 0 Lord's Supper, whieh 
from the beginning are together assoeiated with the 
proclamation of the gospel and the l ife of the 
chureh (Aets 2 :41 -42; cf I Cor. 1 0 : 1 -4). They are 
linked with cireumcision and the Passover, the ob
ligatory rites of the OT (Co I .  2:  1 1 ; I Cor. 5:7; 
I 1  :26). The Christian life is assoeiated in its begin
ning and in its continuanee with saeramental ob
servanee (Acts 2:38; I Cor. 1 1  :26). Some of the 
deepest lessons of holiness and perfeetion are im
plicit in what Scripture says regarding the Chris
tian's sacramentat obligations (Rom. 6: 1 -3;  I Cor. 
1 2 : 1 3 ; Eph. 4:5) .  References to the saeraments may 
underlie many passages where there is no explicit 
mention of them (e.g. ln. 3 ;  6; 1 9 :34; Heb. 1 0:22). 
The risen Lord's great eommission to the diseiples 
to go to all nations with the gospel specifically 
commands the administration of Baptism and 
c1early implies observanee of the Lord's Supper 
(Mt .  28: 1 9-20). Christ promises to be with his ser
vants until the end of time. The work to whieh he 
has called them. including the observance of the 
sacraments, will not be eompleted before then . 
Paul also has no doubt that the Lord's Supper is to 
be continued, as a showing torth of the death of 
Christ, till he comes again (I Cor. 1 1  :26). It  is true 
that Matthew and Mark do not record the com
mand 'this do in  remembrance of me', but the evi
dencc of the practice of the early church (Acts 
2:42; 20:7; I Cor. 10: 1 6; 1 1  :26) more than compen
sates tor this. 

The efficaey of the sacramcnts depends on the 
institution and command of Christ. The elements 
in themselves havc no power; it is their faithful use 
that matters. For throllgh them men are brought 
into communion with Christ in his death and res
urrection ( Rom . 6:3;  I Cor. 1 0: 1 6). Forgiveness 
(Acts 2 :38), c1eansing (Aets 22: 1 6; cf Eph. 5:26) 
and spiritual qllickening (Co!. 2:  1 2) are associated 
with baptism. Participation in the body and blood 
of Christ is rcalized through Holy Communion ( I  
Cor. 1 0 :  1 6; 1 1  :27). Baptism and the cup are linked 
together in the teaching of our Lord when he 
speaks of his death, and in the mind of the ehurch 
when it rcmembers its solemn obligations (Mk .  
10 :38-39; I Cor. 10 : 1-5) .  

The sacramcnts are covenant rites: 'This cup is  
the new covenant' (Lk.  22:20: I Cor. 1 1  :25) .  We are 
baptized 'into the name' (Mt.  28: 19 ,  RV). The new 
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covenant was initiated by the sacrifice of the death 
of Christ (cf Ex. 24:8; Je. 3 1 :3 1-32). Its blessings 
are conveyed by God through his word and prom
ise in the gospel and its sacraments. There is c1ear 
evidence that many in apostolic days received bless
ing through the administration of the sacraments 
accompanied by the preaching of the word (Acts 
2:38ff.). It was the gospel word or promise ac
companying administration which gave meaning 
and efficacy to the rite. Those who had received 
only John's baptism were baptized again 'in the 
name of the Lord Jesus' (Acts 1 9: 1 -7). l t  is appar
ent also that some received the sacraments without 
spiritual benefit (Acts 8 : 1 2, 2 1 ;  I Cor. 1 1 :27; 1 0:5-
1 2) .  In the case of Cornelius and his household 
(Acts 1 0:44-48) we have an example of some who 
received the gifts which baptism seals, before they 
received the sacrament. Nevertheless, they still re
ceived the sacrament as bestowing benefit and as 
an obligation. 

In the NT there is no conflict suggested between 
the use of sacraments and spirituality. When they 
are rightly received the sacraments do convey bless
ings to the believer. But these blessings are not 
confined to the use of the sacraments, nor when 
they are conveyed through the sacraments does 
their bestowal conflict in any way with the strong, 
scriptural emphasis on faith and godliness. The 
sacramcnts, when administered in accordance with 
the principles laid down in Scripture, recall us con
tinually to the great ground of our salvation, 
Christ in  his death and resurrection, and remind us 
of the obligations we have to walk worthily of the 
calling wherewith we are called. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Jeremias, The Eucharistie 
Words 0/ Jesus, 1 955; W. F. Flemington, The New 
Testament Doctrine 0/ Baptism, 1 957; A. M .  
Stibbs, Sacrament, Sacrifice and Eucharist, 1 96 1 ;  
G. R .  Beasley-M urray, Baptism in the New Testa
ment, 1 962; 1. 1. Packer (ed.), Eucharistie Sacrifice, 
1 962; D. Cairns, In Remembrance 0/ Me, 1 967; C. 
K. Barret!, Church, Ministry and Sacraments in the 
New Testament, 1 985.  R.J .C. 

SACRIFICE AND OFFERING. 

I. In the Old Testament 

a. Terms 
The OT has no general word for 'sacrifice', except 
the rather sparsely used qorbän, 'that wh ich is 
brought near' (qrb), which is practically confined 
to the levitical l iterat ure. (AV renders this term 
'Corban' in the single NT reference of Mk.  7:  1 1 .) 
';ssih may aIso serve this purpose in the laws, but it 
is debated whether it should not be limited to 'fire
offerings' ( 'eS) (but cf Lv. 24:9). The other fre
quently used words describe particular kinds of 
sacrifice, and are derived either from the mode of 
sacrifice, as zeQa� (sacrifice), 'that which is slain' 
(zäQa!1), and 'ö1ä (burnt-offering), 'that which go es 
up', or from its purpose, as 'ä.fäm (guilt-offering), 
'for guilt' ( 'ä.fäm) , and �a!!ä'l (sin-offering), 'for 
sin' (�a!!ä'll. These may be distinguished in part by 
the disposal of the victim, whether wholly burnt 
( 'ö1ä, Lv. I ), or eaten by priests and worshippers 
together (zeQa�, Lv. 3), or eaten by the priests 
alone (�a!!ä'l and 'äsäm, Lv. 4-5). For the distinc
tion of 'Mi and zeQa�, see Dt. 1 2 :27 (cf Je. 7:2 1 ,  
where the prophet ironically suggests an obliter
ation of the distinction). 
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Also included under qorbän were the non-blood 
offerings 'offering, oblation', the cereal-offering 
(minM, Lv. 2), the firstfruits (re'sil, bikkürim), the 
sheaf 01" 16 Nisan, the dough of the Feast of 
Weeks, and the tithes. 
b. Tlreories 0/ the beginnings 
Sacrifice was not confined to Israel among the na
tions of antiquity (cf Jdg. 1 6 :23; I Sa. 6:4; 2 Ki .  
3 :27; 5:  1 7) ,  and many paralleIs from surrounding 
nations have been adduced in explanation of Isra
elite sacrifice. W. R. Smith ('Sacrifice', EBr', 2 1 ,  
1 886, pp. 1 32-1 38; The Religion 0/ the Semites, 
1 889) constructed, from the pre-Islamic nomadic 
Arabs, a hypothetical 'Semite', to whom the sacri
ficial meal was the earliest form, and the com
munion of the worshippers and the deity the con
trolling idea. The Pan-Babylonian movement ( H .  
Winckler, A .  Jeremias, from c. 1 900 onwards) 
looked to the higher civilization of Mesopotamia, 
and to the developed ritual of propitiatory sacrifice 
practised there. 

R. Dussaud preferred a Canaanite background, 
and found paralleIs first in the Carthaginian sacri
ficial tariffs (Le sacrifice en Israel et chez les 
Pheniciens, 1 9 1 4; Les origines cananeennes du sac
rifice israelite, 1 92 1 ), and later in the Ras Shamra 
texts (Les decollvertes de Ras Shamra et fAncien 
Testament, 1 937). Here the materials of ancient 
Ugarit (c. 1 400 BC) indicated a developed ritual of 
sacrifices bearing names similar to those of the OT. 
The srp was a burnt-offering, the db�, a slain
offering for a meal, the slm, possibly a propitiatory 
sacrifice, and the 'alm, the equivalent of the Heb. 
'äsäm. (These were not Dussaud's identifications.) 
The myth and ritual school (S. H. Hooke, The Ori
gins 0/ Early Semilic Ritual, 1 938; 1 .  Engnell, Stud
ies in Divine Kingship in the Ancient Near East, 
1 943) stressed this sedentary background and laid 
weight on the substitutionary role of the suffering 
king in the cult. 

This was not convincing to A. Alt, who had earl
ier c1aimed (Der Goll der Väter, 1 929, now in 
Essays on OT History alld Religion, 1 966, pp. 1 -77) 
that the real antecedents of Israelite faith were to 
be sought rather among the nomad Patriarchs, 
who had practised a form of religion centring in  
the god of the head of the clan (the 'God of Abra
ham', the 'God of I saac', the 'God of Jacob'). Y. 
Maag ('Der H irte I sraels', Schweizerische Theolo
giscIre Umschall 28, 1 958, pp. 2-28) took this fur
ther by noticing the dominance of the shepherd 
metaphor in the descriptions of this God, and 
from a background 01" the migrant shepherd cul
tures of the Asiatic steppes, suggested that their 
sacrifice was the fellowship meal in wh ich the god 
took over the responsibility of the shed blood, 
which would otllerwise have exacted vengeance (cf 
A. E. Jensen, ' Uber das Töten als kulturgeschich
tliche Erscheinung', Paideuma 4, 1 950, pp. 23-38; 
H. Baumann, 'Nyama, die Rachemacht', ibid., pp. 
1 9 1 -230). lsraelite religion, as it appears in the OT, 
is a syncretism in which the nomadic zeQa� sacri
fice exists alongside of gift sacrifices of the 'olä 
type, which come in from the sedentary Canaanite 
side (Y. Maag, VT 6, 1 956, pp. 1 0-1 8). 

Such a view finds place for both the sedentary 
and nomadic aspects, but becomes subjective when 
applied to particular OT narratives. The OT de
picts early Israel less as nomadic than as a people 
in process of sedentarization. The Patriarchs al
ready have the larger bovines and engage in  some 
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Animals to be offered Bu l locks Rams Lambs Goats 

OCCAS I O N S  FOR O F F E R I NGS 

Da i ly  ( morning & evening) 2 

Additional offerings 2 
on the Sabbath 

New Moons 2 1 7 1 

ANN UAL F ESTIVALS 

U nleavened Bread 
(dai ly offering) 2 1 7 1 

Total for 7 days 1 4  7 49 7 

Weeks ( Fi rstfruits) 2 1 7 1 

1 st day of 7th month 1 1 7 1 

Day of Atonement 1 1 7 1 

Tabernacles Day 1 1 3  2 1 4  1 
1---

Day 2 1 2  2 1 4  1 

Day 3 1 1  2 1 4  1 

Day 4 1 0  2 1 4  1 

Day 5 9 2 1 4  1 

Day 6 8 2 1 4  1 

Day 7 7 2 1 4  1 

Day 8 1 1 7 1 

Total for 8 days 71 1 5 1 05 8 

Numbers of animals to be offered at the publ ic sacrifices, dai ly, weekly and at festivals. 
The two lambs on the Sabbath are additional to the usual dai ly 2. . 
The total for seven days refers to the seven days of the Festival of Unleavened Bread (/.e. 

2 bul locks per day for 7 days = 1 4) .  . 
Simi larly, the total for eight days refers to the eight days of the Feast of Tabernaeies (/.e. 1 goat 
per day for 8 days = 8 goats) .  

Chart 0/ the occasions laid down for public sacrifice and ojJerings (Nu. 28-29). 

agriculture, and it may weil be that a closer parallel 
to Hebrew sacrifice may be found among a tribe 
such as the African Nuer, whose sacrifice, as de
scribed by E. Evans-Pritchard (Nuer Religion, 
1 956) involved the offering of an ox in substitution 
for sin. The Wellhausen school, which traced an 
evolution from a joyous sacrificial meal in the earl
ier time to sin-offerings and guilt-offerings only in 
the post-exilic period (1. Wellhausen, Prolegomena 
10 the Hislory of Israel, 1 885; W. R .  Smith, op. Cil. ), 
regarded the connection of sacrifice with sin as the 
latest element. But this is no longer probable (cf 
the writer's Penilence and Sacrifice in Early Israel, 
1 963), as the following historical sketch will show. 

c. The development in Ihe history 
I .  Palriarchal. I t  is significant that the first sacri
fices mentioned in Gn. were not z'Qärim meals, but 
the gift-offerings of Cain and Abel (minrii, Gn.  
4:3-4), and the burnt-offering of Noah ( 'ölii, Gn. 
8:20; we have here the first reference to an altar). 
Patriarchal altars are often described (e.g Gn.  
1 2 :6-8), but unfortunately details as  to the  type of  
sacrifice are lacking. Maag thinks of the  uQar 
communion meal, but T. C. Vriezen (An Outfine 0/ 
Old Teslament Theology, 1 958, p. 26) thinks the 
'ölii more typical. Gn. 22 gives some support to the 
latter position .  Isaac knows that Abraham is in the 
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habit of offering 'öla and that a lamb is the likely 
victim (v. 7). Sacrificial meals do, however. seal 
covenants (Gn.  3 1  :54, first use 01' ze/;!ab) , but not all 
covenants are 01' this type. Gn.  1 5 :9- 1 1 is best 
understood as a purificatory ritual like that 01' the 
Hittite text translated by O. Masson (RHR 1 37 ,  
1 950, pp. 5-25; cf O. R. Gurney, Tlre Hillites, 
1 952, p. 1 5 1 ) .  

A s  t o  the motives o f  saerifice i n  this period, 
honouring of God and thanksgiving for his good-. 
ness were prominent, but more solemn thoughts 
cannot be ruled out. Noah's offering is to be seen, 
not simply as a thank-offering for deliverance, but 
as an expiation or atonement. When Jacob goes to 
Egypt (Gn. 46:  I ) ,  he pauses to seek God's will, and 
offers sacrifices (u/;!aM, which were possibly expi
atory (cf I. Rost, VTSupp 7, 1 960, p. 354; ZDPV 
66, 1 943,  pp. 205-2 1 6) .  In Egypt Israel is called to 
a solemn sacrifice in the wilderness (Ex. 5 :3 ,  
ze/;!aM, which required animal victims (Ex.  1 0:25-
26) and was distinguished from any offered by the 
Egyptians (Ex. 8 :26). 

2 .  Tribai. The establishment 01' Israel as a tribai 
organization, which Noth thinks of as coming into 
being only on the soil of Palestine in the time of 
the Judges (cf The His/ory 0/ Israel, 1 958), is taken 
back by strong biblical tradition to the time 01' 
M oses. Chief among tribai occasions were the 
three festivals, at which sacrifice was to be offered: 
'none shall appear before me empty-handed' (Ex. 
23: 1 5) .  The saerifices we know best were those of 
the * Passover and the * covenant. The Passover 
combined the elements of sacrifice as an apo
tropaic and sacrifice as a communion meal. Secure 
in the knowledge that the blood had been shed to 
ward off evil, the members of each family could sit 
down to joyful fellowship (Ex. 1 2; los. 5:5- 1 2) .  
Similar elements probably entered into the coven
ant sacrifice and its renewals (Ex. 24: 1 -8;  Ot. 
27: I ff.; los. 8 :30ff.; 24; cf Ps. 50:5). The blood
sprinkling purified the covenant and the eating of 
the meal marked its consummation. 

In addition, many other sacrifices both national 
and local were offered. Typical of national sacri
fices were those in times of disaster or war (J dg. 
20:26; 2 1 :4 ;  1 Sa. 7 :9), when penitence seems to 
have been the main note (cf ldg. 2:  1 -5). Oedica
tions and new beginnings were marked by sacrifice 
(ldg. 6:28; Ex. 32:6; I Sa. 6: 1 4; 1 1 : 1 5 ; 2 Sa. 6: 1 7) ,  
as were individual occasions of celebration ( I  Sa. 
1 :3 ) ,  intercession (Nu. 23: I ff.), and perhaps hospi
tality (Ex. 1 8 :  1 2) .  

3 .  Monarchie. The building of the Temple by 
Solomon provided opportunity for initiatory ( I  Ki. 
8:62ff.) and regular sacrifices ( I  Ki. 9 :25), but as 
the sources are books of 'kings' they speak rather 
of royal participation (cf 2 Ki .  1 6: 1 0ff.) than of 
that of the people. That the everyday cult was in 
progress, however, is attested by such a verse as 2 
K i .  1 2 : 1 6, and by the frequent mention of sacri
fice in the prophets and psa.lms. The many favour
able references in the latter show that the con
dem nations of the former are not to be laken in 
an absolute sense, as if prophet and priest were 
opposed. The prophets object less to the cult 
itself than to the magic-working ideas borrowed 
fro m  the fertility cults (Am. 4:4-5; Is. I :  1 1 - 1 6), 
and to such i nnovations as idolatry and child sac
rifice introduced by apostatizing rulers (Je. 1 9:4; 
Ezk .  1 6 :2 1 ) .  

A n  Isaiah can receive his call i n  the Temple (ls. 
6), and a leremiah or an Ezekiel can find a plaee 
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tor a purified cult in the future (Je. 1 7 :26; Ezk .  40-
48). This is also the predominant feeling of the 
psalmists, who constantly speak of their sacrifices 
01' thanksgiving in payment 01' their vows (e.g. Ps. 
66: 1 3- 1 5). Expressions of pellitence and the joy of 
torgiveness are also present (Pss. 32; 5 1 )  and, al
though sacrifice is not orten mentioned in these 
contexts, it is probably to be assumed from the fact 
that torgiveness is experienced in the Temple (Ps. 
65: 1 -5). While there is no need to make all such 
references post-exilic, the prophets' complaint that 
penitence did not orten enough accompany sacri
fice in the late kingdom period should also be 
borne in mind. 

4. Post-exilic. The disaster 01' the Exile is usually 
seen as resulting in a deeper sense of sin, and no 
doubt this is true (cf 2 Ki. 1 7:7ff.; Ne. 9), but not in 
the sense of Wellhausen that only then could the 
expiatory note of Lv. 1 -7 and Lv. 1 6  have entered 
Israelite religion. References to sacrifice in the non
levitical writings before and after the Exile, al
though usually too fragmentary to decide the issue; 
give little support to such an evolution. 10y, as weil 
as penitence, continues to eharaeterize sacrifice 
(Ezr. 6:  1 6- 1 8; Ne. 8 :9ff.). Temple and cult are 
valued (Hg. 1 -2; 10el 2 : 1 4, and especially Chron
icles), but only as they are the vehicles of sincere 
worship (Mal. I :6ff.; 3 :3ff.). Apocalyptic and 
Wisdom literature take the cult for gran ted (On. 
9 :2 1 ,  27; Ec. 5:4; 9 :2) and also continue the proph
etie moral emphasis (Ec. 5 :  I ;  Pr. 1 5:8) .  
d. The regulations 0/ the laws 
Laws for sacrifice are scattered through all the 
codes (Ex. 20:24ff.; 34:25ff.; Lv. 1 7; 1 9:5ff.; Nu. 1 5 ; 
Ot. 1 2, etc. ), but the sacrificial 'torah' par excel
lence is Lv. 1 -7. Chs. 1 -5 deal in turn with the 
burnt-offering ( 'öla), cereal-offering (mit0a), 
peace-offering (ze/;!aM, sin-offering (f:ra!(ä'{) and 
guilt-offering ( 'äSäm) , while ehs. 6-7 give add
itional regulations for all five-6:8- 1 3  (burnt); 
6: 1 4- 1 8  (cereal); 6:24-30 (sin); 7 :  1 - 1 0  (guilt); 
7 :  I I  ff. (peace). From these and other references the 
following synthetic account is compiled. 

I .  The materials. The sacrificial victim had to be 
taken from the clean animals and birds (Gn. 8 :20), 
and eould be bullock, goat, sheep, dove or pigeon 
(cf Gn. 1 5 :9), but not camel or ass (Ex. 1 3: 1 3) 
(* CLEAN AND UNCLEAN). These provisions are not 
to be traced to the idea of sacrifice as 'food for the 
gods' ( viz. that the gods ate what man ate)-as 
might be suggested by Lv. 3 : 1 1 ;  2 1 :6; Ezk. 44:7-
for fish (Lv. I I  :9) and wild animals (Dt. 1 2:22) 
could be eaten but not sacrificed. The principle 
seems rat her to have been that of property (cf 2 Sa. 
24:24), the wild animals being regarded as in some 
sense al ready God's (Ps. 50:9ff.; cf Is. 40: 1 6) ,  while 
the domestic animals had become man's by his la
bours (Gn. 22: 1 3  is only apparently an exception), 
and were in a kind of 'biotic rapport' with him. 
This was even more clearly the case with the non
blood offerings, whieh had been produced by 'the 
sweat of his brow' (cereals, flour, oil, wine, e/c. ), 
and were also staple articles of the kitchen . Prop
erty unlawfully acquired was not acceptable (Ot. 
23 :  1 8). 

The prineiple of 'the best for God' was observed 
throughout-as to sex, males being preferred to 
females (Lv. 1 :3;  but cf Lv. 3: I ;  Gn.  1 5 :9; I Sa. 
6: 1 4; 1 6:2); as to age, maturity being especially 
valuable (I Sa. 1 :24); as to physical perfection, 
'without blemish' being constantly emphasized 
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(Lv. 1 :3 ;  3 : 1 ;  Ot. 1 5 :2 1 ; 1 7 : 1 ;  22: 1 7-25; cf Mal. 
I :6ff., but note the exception for free-will offerings 
Lv. 22:23); and in some cases as to colour, red 
being chosen (Nu. 1 9:2), perhaps as representing 
blood ( cf prehistoric cave paintings of animals). 
The difference between Israel and her neighbours 
is c1early seen in  the rejection of the extension of 
this principle to what might be thought its logical 
c1imax in the human first-born. The child sacrifice, 
which was present in the late kingdom (2 Ki.  2 1  :6), 
and the human sacrifices occasionally reported of 
earlier times (Jdg. 1 1  :29ff.), were from outside in
fluences, and were condemned by prophet (Je. 
7 :3 1 ff.), precept (Lv. 20:4) and example (Gn. 22). 
Ex. 22:29b is c1early to be interpreted by Ex. 34: 1 9-
20 and Ex.  1 3 :  1 2- 1 6. The principle of substitution 
is present, not only in this replacing of the human 
first-born by an animal victim but in the provision 
given to the poor to offer the cheaper doves for a 
sin-offering ( Lv. 5 :7) and, if even this was too 
much, a cereal-offering ( Lv. 5: 1 1 ) .  The words 'such 
-as he can afford' (Lv. 14 :22, etc. )  are very signifi
cant here. 

Libations of oil (Gn . 28: 1 8),  wine (Gn. 35: 1 4) 
and water (?I  Sa. 7:6) seem to have had a place in 
the cult, but only the wine-offerings are referred to 
in the basic laws (Nu. 28:7, etc. ) .  The prohibition 
of leaven and honey (with some exceptions), and 
possibly also of milk, is probably to be put down to 
their liability to putrefaction. For the opposite 
reason salt was probably added to the sacrifices, 
because of its well-known preservative qualities 
(mentioned only in  Lv. 2 : 1 3  and Ezk. 43:24, but cf 
M k .  9:49). * I ncense (l'gönä, q'{öre{) played a con
siderable role, both as an independent offering (Ex. 
30:7, cf the instructions for its making in vv. 34-
38) and as an accompaniment of the cereal
offering (Lv. 2). Many scholars, doubting its early 
use on the ground that it was neither edible nor 
home-grown property (Je. 6:20), think q'{örel in 
the historical books describes the burning of the 
fat (q{r) rather than incense, but this is not certain. 
(See N. H. Snaith, IB, 3,  1 954, p. 40, and 1. A. 
Montgomery, ICC, Kings, 1 952, p. 1 04, also VT 
1 0, 1 960, pp. 1 1 3- 1 29.) 

2 .  The occasiolls. The regulations cover both na
tional and individual offerings, and daily and festi
val occasions. The first public sacrifices with good 
attestation are the seasonal ones, the Feast of Un
leavened Bread, Firstfruits or Weeks and Ingather
ing or * Tabernacles (Ex. 23 : 1 4- 1 7; 34: 1 8-23; Ot. 
1 6) .  With the first the * Passover was early con
nected (Jos. 5: 1 0-- 1 2), and with the last, in all prob
ability, covenant renewal ceremonies (cf Ex. 24; 
Ot. 3 1 :  1 0ff.; Jos. 24) and possibly new year and 
atoning rites (cf Lv. 23:27ff.) (*  PENTECOST.) A full 
tariff of sacrifices for these, and for additional ob
servances, monthly (new moon), weekly (sabbath) 
and daily (morning and evening), is found in Nu.  
28-29, and may be set out  in  tabular form (see the 
chart on p. 1 046). 

The date of the beginning of the twice-daily 
burnt-offering is controverted, and certainty is dif
ficult to arrive at, because of the ambiguous nature 
of min�ä for both cereal- and burnt-offerings. (See 
the chart on p. 1 050.) 'ölä and min�ä are also re
ferred to without time notes in I Sa. 3: 14 ;  Je. 14 :  1 2; 
and Ps. 20:3 ,  and continual 'ölöl and min�öl in Ezr. 
3 :3ff. and Ne. 1 0:33. 

Sacrifices of a more private nature were the 
Passover, for which the unit was the family (Ex. 1 2; 
cf 1 Sa. 20:6, but this was a new moon, not a full 

moon), and individual sacritices, such as those in 
fulfilment 01' a vow (I Sa. 1 :3,  cf v. 2 1 ;  2 Sa. 
1 5 :7ff.), or in confirrnation 01' a treaty (Gn. 31 :54), 
veneration 01' God (Jdg. 1 3 : 1 9), personal dedica
tion ( I  Ki. 3 :4), consecration (I Sa. 1 6:3) or expi
ation (2 Sa. 24: 1 7ff. ). Whether the extending of 
hospitality to a guest was always regarded as a sac
rificial occasion is not clear (Gn. 1 8; Nu.  22:40; I 
Sa. 28:24 may not have involved altar rites, but cf I 
Sa. 9). Additional occasions mentioned in the laws 
are the cleansing of the leper (Lv. 1 4), purification 
after child-birth (Lv. 1 2),  the consecration of a 
priest (Lv. 8-9) or a Levite (Nu. 8), and the release 
01' a Nazirite from his vows (Nu. 6). Less frequent 
sacrifices were those 01' sanctuary dedication (2 Sa. 
6:  1 3 ; I Ki. 8 :5ff.; Ezk . 43: 1 8ff.; Ezr. 3 :2ff.), royal 
coronations ( I  Sa. 1 1 :  1 5; I Ki. 1 :9), and days of 
national penitence (Jdg. 20:26; I Sa. 7) or prepar
ation for battle ( I  Sa. 1 3 :8ff.; Ps. 20). 

Among seasonal offerings brought annually in 
recognition of God's share in productivity were 
firstlings and firstfruits (Ex. 1 3; 23: 1 9; Ot. 1 5: 1 9ff.; 
1 8 :4; 26; Nu. 1 8; cf Gn. 4:3-4; I Sa. 1 0:3 ;  2 Ki. 
4:42), * tithes, and the offerings of the first sheaf 
(Lv. 23:9ff.) and the first dough (Nu. 1 5 : 1 8-2 1 ;  
Ezk. 44:30; cf Lv. 23:  1 5ff.). Their purpose was 
probably not to consecrate the rest of the crop, but 
to deconsecrate it. All was God's until the first por
tion had been offered and accepted in lieu of the 
whole. Only then was the restriction on the human 
use of the remainder removed (Lv. 23: 1 4, cf 1 9:23-
25). Even the portion brought was usually pre
sen ted only in token at the altar, and afterwards 
taken away for the use of the priests or for a sacri
ficial meal. This was also the final fate of the 
weekly * showbread. 

3. The ritual. The major altar sacrifices of Lv. 1 -
5 are described i n  a framework o f  a stereotyped 
ritual comprising six acts, of wh ich three belong to 
the worshipper and three to the priest. They may 
be illustrated from the 'ölä and the zega� (cf R .  
Rendtorff, Die Gesetze in der Priesterschrift, 1 954). 
(See the chart on p. 105 1 .) The provisions for the 
sin-offering, several times repeated for various 
classes ( Lv. 4 :  1 - 1 2, 1 3-2 1 ,  22-26, 27-3 1 ) ,  follow 
the same scheme, except in minor details. The 
burnt-offering of a bird (Lv. I :  1 4- 1 7) and the 
cereal-offering (Lv. 2) of necessity present greater 
variations, but are not entirely dissimilar. A similar 
formula for the guilt-offering is not given (cf, how
ever, 7: 1 -7), but it may be understood as coming 
under the law of the sin-offering (Lv. 7:7). 

(i) The worshipper brings near (hiqrfg) his offer
ing (also /regt, 'äsäh). The place of the sacrifice is 
the tabernacle forecourt on the N side of the altar 
(for burnt-, sin- and guilt-offerings, but not for the 
more numerous peace-offerings), although in earl
ier times it may have been the door of the taber
nacle ( Lv. 1 7 :4), or local sanctuary ( I  Sa. 2 : 1 2ff.), 
or a rough altar of stone or earth (Ex. 20:24ff.) or 
a rock ( I  Sa. 6: 1 4) or pillar (Gn. 28: 1 8). Killing on 
the altar, although implied by Gn. 22:9 and Ex. 
20:24 ( Ps. 1 1 8:27 is corrupt), is not normal in the 
cult. 

(ii) He lays (sämals) his hands, or in  the biblical 
period more probably one hand (cf Nu. 27: 1 8), 
upon the victim, and possibly confesses his sin. 
This latter is mentioned, however, only in connec
tion with the scapegoat, where the blood was not 
shed (Lv. 1 6:2 1 )  and with some sin-offerings (Lv. 
5 : 5) and guil t-offerings (Nu.  5:7) (cf,  however, Ot. 
26:3;  Jos. 7: 1 9-20), so that the s'mflsä cannot cer-
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tainly be c1aimed as a transferring of sin .  On the 
other hand, it  seems inadequate to regard it simply 
as an identification by the owner of his property, 
for such an identification is not made with the non
blood sacrifices, where it would have been equally 
appropriate. Representation, if not transference, 
seems to be c1early involved (cf the use of the same 
word for the commissioning of Joshua (Nu. 27: 1 8 )  
and the Levites (Nu .  8 : 1 0) and the stoning of  a 
blasphemer ( L':. 24: 1 3f.)). See P. Volz, ZA W 2 1 ,  
1 90 1 ,  pp. 93-1 00, and for a n  opposite view 1. C. 
Matthes, ibid. 23, 1 903, pp. 97- 1 19 .  

(iii) The slaughtering (.fäbaf) is performed by the 
worshipper, except for the national offerings ( Lv. 
1 6 : 1 1 ;  2 Ch.  29:24). In the non-Ievitical literature 
the verb zäQab is used, but this may have referred 
to the subsequent cutting up of the sacrifice, and 
the laying of the parts on the altar (mizbeab, not 
misbaf) (so K. Galling, Der Altar, 1 925, pp. 56ff.) .  
For this, however, ntb is normally used ( I  Ki. 1 8 :23; 
Lv. 1 :6), and zäQab describes rat her the z'Qäbim 
sacrifices, except for a few passages (Ex. 20:24; I 
Ki.  3:4;  cf 2 Ki .  1 0: 1 8ff.) where it occurs with 'öI6!. 
These are perhaps to be put down to a loose use of 
the verb, wh ich in the cognate languages can even 
be used of vegetable offerings, and in the Piel in 
Heb. seems to be used quite generally for the whole 
round of the (usually apostate) cult. It is not cer
tain, then, that every use of zeQa�l was sacrificial, 
or that meat could be eaten only on occasions of 
sacrifice, although this was often the case in an
tiquity (cf the problem of the idol-meat at Cor
inth) (see N. H .  Snaith, VT 25, 1 975, pp. 242-246). 

(iv) The manipulation (zäraq) of the blood is in 
the hands of the priest, who collects it  in a basin 
and dashes it  against the NE and SW corners of 
the altar in  such a way that all four sides are spat
tered. This takes place with the animal burnt
offerings (Lv. I ), peace-offerings ( Lv. 3) and guilt
offerings (Lv. 7:2), but not with the burnt-offering 
of birds ( Lv. I :  1 5) ,  where the quantity of blood 
was insufficient, and so was drained out on the side 
of the altar. The sin-offering ( Lv. 4) uses a different 
set of verbs, hiwi ('sprinkle') or nä!an ('put') ac
cording to whether the offering is of primary or 
secondary rank (see below). The remainder of the 
blood is then poured out (.fäjjaJ,) at the base of 
the altar. The blood rite is referred to in the histor
ical books only in  2 Ki: 1 6: 1 5  (but cf I Sa. 14 :3 1 -
3 5 ;  Ex. 24:6-8), (See Th. C .  Vriezen, OTS 7 ,  1 950, 
pp. 20 1-235; D. 1. McCarthy, JBL 88, 1 969, pp. 
1 66-1 76; 92, 1 973, pp. 205-2 1 0; N. H. Snaith, 
ExpT 82, 1 970-7 1 ,  pp. 23f.) 

(v) Some burning (hiq{ir) took place with all  the 
sacrifices. Not only the blood but also the fat be
longed to God, and this was first burnt (Gn. 4:4; I 
Sa. 2: 1 6) .  This was not the fat in general, but specif
ically the fat of the kidneys, Iiver and intestines. 
From the peace-, sin- and guilt-offerings only this 
was burnt, from the cereal-offerings a portion 
called the 'azkära was separated off and burnt, but 
the burnt-offering was wholly burnt except for the 
skin, which became the perquisite of the priests 
( Lv. 7:8). A different k ind of burning (Särajj) away 
from the altar was the fate of the primary rank sin
offerings. In this burning the skin was also 
included. 

(vi) The remaining portions of the sacrifice were 
eaten ( 'äJ,al) in a sacrificial meal, either by the 
priests and worshippers together (peace-offering), 
or by the priests and their families, or by the priests 
alone. Priestly food was c1assified as either holy or 
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most holy. The former included the peace-offerings 
( Lv. 10 : 14;  22: I Off.) and firstfruits and ti thes (Nu .  
1 8 : 1 3) ,  and could be  eaten by the  priest's family in  
any clean place, but the  latter included the  sin
offerings ( Lv. 6:26), guilt-offerings ( Lv. 7:6), cereal
offerings ( Lv. 6: 1 6), and showbread ( Lv. 24:9), and 
could be eaten only by the priests themselves, and 
within the Temple precincts. The people's sacri
ficial meal from the peace-offering was the popular 
accompaniment of local worship in early times ( I  
Sa. I ;  9), but with the centralization o f  the cult in 
Jerusalem (cf Dt. 1 2) tended to recede before the 
formal aspects of worship. As late as Ezk . 46: 2 1 -
24, however, provision continued t o  b e  made for i t .  

4 .  The kinds. (i) '61a. The burnt-offering seems to 
have a better claim to be regarded as the typical 
Hebrew sacrifice than the zeQa�l favoured by the 
Weil hausen school . I t  is present from the beginning 
(?Gn.  4; 8:20; 22:2; Ex . 1 0:25; 1 8 : 1 2; ldg. 6:26; 
1 3 : 1 6), early became a regular rite (I Ki. 9:25; cf I 
Ki .  1 0:5), was never omitted on great occasions ( I  
Ki.  3:4; Jos. 8 :3 1 ), and retained its dominant role to 
the latest times (Ezk. 43: 1 8 ; Ezr. 3:2-4) (see R .  
Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im 
alten Israel, 1 967). Whatever may be said for Rob
ertson Smith's view of a primary peace-offering, 
from which the burnt-offering later developed, as 
far as the OT is concerned it is from the 'OIä that 
the minhä, 'öSäm, hattä't and even s'lämim seem 
to have arisen. The käifl referred to five times ( I  Sa. 
7:9; Ps. 5 1 :  1 9; Dt. 33 :  I 0; cf Dt. 1 3: 16 and Lv. 6 :22-
23) is also another name for the 'OIa, although ap
parently differing somewhat in the Carthage and 
Marseilles tariffs. 

While there is truth in Rost's view that the inci
dence of the '61a is confined to Greece and the 
region 'bordered by the Taurus in the N, the Medi
terranean in the W and the desert in  the E and S' 
( 'Erwägungen zum israelitischen Brandopfer', Von 
Ugarit nach Qumran (Eissfeldt Festschrift), 1 958,  
pp.  1 77-1 83), it  does not follow that its origins in  
Israel are in human sacrifice (2 Ki .  3:27) or rites of 
aversion of the Greek kind. I ts undoubted gift 
character is apparent from the sublimation of the 
elements into a form in which they can be trans
ported to God (Jdg. 6:2 1 ;  1 3 :20; cf Dt. 33: 1 0) ,  but 
this does not say anything about the purpose of the 
gift, which may have been of homage and thanks
giving, or to expiate sin. The latter note is present 
in Jb. 1 :5; 42:8 and many early passages, and is 
given as the reason for the sacrifice in  Lv. 1 :4 (cf 
the Ugaritic Text 9:7, where the burnt-offering 
(.frp) is connected to forgiveness of soul (sl6 npI)). 
When the sin-offering came to take precedence as 
the first 01' the series of sacrifices ( Mlshnah, Zeba
him 1 0. 2) it tended to take over this function, but 
this was not originally the case (cf. Nu. 28-29, and 
cf Nu.  6:  14 with 6: 1 1 ) .  

(ii) minha ('meal-offering', AV 'meat-offering', 
RSV 'cereal-offering'). I t  is somewhat confusing 
that this term is used in  three different ways in the 
OT: 34 times it simply means 'present' or 'tribute' 
(cf Jdg. 3 :  1 5 ; I Ki. 4:2 1-the root i s  probably 
mänah, 'to give', cf the peculiar form of the plural 
in the MT of Ps. 20:3), 97 times in the levitical 
l iterature it  is the cereal-offering (e.g in Lv. 2), and 
an indeterminate number of the remaining in
stances also have this meaning (e.g. Is. 43 :23 ;  
66:20), but  in  the others it refers to sacrifice gener
ally ( I  Sa. 2 :29; 26: 1 9, and probably in Malachi), 
and to animal sacrifice in particular (I Sa. 2 :  1 2- 1 7; 
Gn.  4 :3-4; but see N. H .  Snaith, VT 7, 1 957, pp. 
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3 1 4-3 16) .  S. R. Driver rightly defines rnin�lä as lIot 
merely expressing the neutral idea of gift, but as 
denoting 'a present made to secure or retain good
will' (HDB, 3, 1 900, p. 587; cf Gn. 33: 1 0) ,  and this 
propitiatory sense is to the fore also in such sacri
ficial references as I Sa. 3: 1 0- 1 4; 26: 1 9. 

In these references the rnin/.lä is an independent 
sacrifice, whereas in  the laws it  is the accompani
ment of burnt-offerings and peace-offerings (Nu .  
1 5 : 1 - 1 6), except in  Nu. 5 : 1 5 , 25 ;  Lv. 5 : 1 1 - 1 3 ; 6: 1 9-
23. According to Lv. 2, it is to consist of either 
Hour (2: 1 -3), baked cakes (2:4- 1 0) or raw grain 
(2: 1 4- 1 6) ,  together with oil and frankincense 
U'bonä). With this 'rnin/.lä of the forecourt' may be 
compared what 1. H. Kurtz called the 'rnin/.lä of the 
holy place'-the altar of incense, the showbread 
on the table and the oil in the lamp (The Sacrificial 
Worship of the Old Testarnent, 1 865). Other in
gredients might be salt (Lv. 2: 1 3) and wine (Lv. 
23: 1 3). None of these offerings was eaten by the 
worshippers (but ? Lv. 7: 1 1 - 1 8).  They went to the 
priests, but only after a 'memorial portion' (Lv. 
2 :2) had been bumt on the altar. This RSV transla
tion implies a derivation of 'azkärä from zäl,ar, 
but G. R .  Driver has suggested the meaning 
'token', a part for the wh oie (iSS 1 , 1 956, pp. 97-
1 05), and this would be yet another instance of the 
principle of substitution in the sacrifices. 

(iii) zeba/.l and I'lärn/rn. Again there is a variety 
of usage, in which zeba/.l and I'lärn/rn are some
times interchangeable (Lv. 7: 1 1 -2 1 ;  2 Ki .  1 6: 1 3, 
1 5), sometimes distinguished (1os. 22:27; f Ex. 
24:5; I Sa. 1 1 :  1 5), sometimes independent (2 Sa. 
6:  1 7- 1 8 ;  Ex. 32:6), and sometimes combined into a 
compound expression zeba/.l I'lärn/rn or zW�le 
I'lärn/m (so usually in the levitical law). It is doubt
ful if all these uses are to be understood as refer
ring simply to the zeba/.l sacrificial meal. I'läm/rn, 
when used alone, was possibly not a meal at all (cf,  
however, 2 Sa.  6:  1 9), but  a solemn expiatory offer
ing akin to the 'olä (so R. Rendtorff, Studien zur 

Geschichte des Opfers), and in conjullction with 
other sacrifices may still have retained this mean
ing. A Ilrn of a propitiatory kind seems to have 
been known at Ugarit (0. M .  L. Urie, 'Sacrifice 
among the West Semites', PEQ 8 1 ,  1 949, pp. 75-
77) and is reHected in such passages as Jdg. 20:26; I 
Sa. 1 3 :9; 2 Sa. 24:25. I t  is in no way inconsistent 
that a joyous meal followed, if the joy was the joy 
of forgiveness, for the zeba/.l covenant meal also 
usually marked a reconciliation after estrangemen t 
(Gn. 3 1  :54; cf s. I .  Curtiss, 'The Semitic Sacrifice 
of Reconciliation', The Expositor, 6th series, 6, 
1 902, pp. 454-462). 

Either of the proposed derivat ions of selern
from Iälorn, 'peace', so 'to make peace' (cf G. 
Fohrer, 'to make complete' so 'concluding offer
ing'; TDNT7, pp. 1 022-1 023) or from Iillem, 'com
pensate', so 'to pay off, expiate' (cf B. A. Levine, 'a 
tribute, a present, a gift of greeting', In the Pres
ence of the Lord, I 974)-would be in keeping and 
preferable to the reduction of the peace-offering to 
what were in fact only segments 'vow-offering' or 
'thank-offering'. These two, together with the 
freewill-offering, made up three classes within the 
peace-offering proper, and the regulations govern
ing them (Lv. 7: I I  ff.) are a supplement to those of 
Lv. 3.  All three were thank-offerings, but the vow
offering, which discharged an earlier promise at the 
time of its accomplishment, was no longer op
tional, while the others were. Possibly it was for 
this reason that the vow reverted to the stricter 
regulation of a victim without blemish (Lv. 22: 1 9; 
cf Mal. I :  1 4, where it is added that it should be a 
male), while this requirement was relaxed for the 
freewill-offering (Lv. 22:23). Lv. 7 also adds the 
rules for the sacrificial meal, which had been miss
ing in Lv. 3-viz. that the thank-offering was to be 
eaten the same day, and the vow and freewill
offering not later than the next. The priests' por
tions are defined (Lv. 7:32ff.) as the 'wave' breast 
and the 'heave' shoulder (thigh). G. R. Driver (op. 

Offerings Morning Evening 

'öla minl}a 'öla minha 
(burnt- (cereal- (burnt- (cereal -

Bible references offering) offering) offering) offering) 

Ex. 29: 38-42 D D D D 
Nu. 28:  3-8 D D D D 
1 Ki. 1 8 : 29 D 
2 Ki. 3: 20 D 
2 Ki. 1 6 : 1 5  D D 
Ezk. 46 : 1 3 - 1 4  D D 

The main references to the twice-daily offerings. the '61ft and the mini)ft. 
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Order of acts 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Hebrew lerms hiqriP sama!s sa/:la{ zaraq hiq{ir 'a!sal 

'ölä (burnl-offering) 
Levilicus 1: 1 - 17  

Bull  Lv. 1 :  3 LV. l : 4 Lv. 1: 5a Lv. 1 :  5b Lv. 1 :  9b -

Sheep or goal Lv. 1: lOb - Lv. 1 :  lla Lv. 1 : 11b Lv. 1 :  13b -

zepa/:l (peace-offering) 
Levilicus 3: 1 - 17  

Bull Lv. 3: lb Lv. 3 :  2a Lv. 3: 2a Lv. 3: 2b Lv. 3: 5 -

Lamb Lv. 3 :  6b Lv. 3 :  8a Lv. 3: 8a Lv. 3: 8b Lv. 3 : 11 -

Goal Lv. 3: 12b Lv. 3: 13a Lv. 3 :  13a Lv. 3 :  13b Lv. 3 :  16 -

The ritual procedures laid down Jor sacrifices or burnt- and peace-offerings (L v. J and 3). 

eit.) suggests some such meaning as 'contribution' appears a formula of the Chronicler in  Ezr. 6:  1 7; 
for the terms 'wave' (t'nüjjä) and 'heave' (t'rümä), 8:35; 2 Ch. 29:2 1 ff.). 
and this seems better than the older suggestion 01' Equally obscure is the relation between the two 
horizontal and vertical motions at the altar, which offerings (e.g. they are used synonymously in Lv. 
are scarcely appropriate when rams, he-goats and 5:6). All that can certainly be said is that sins 
Levites are the objects of the actions (Nu. 8: 1 1 ) .  against the neighbour are more prominent in the 
(See W. B. Stevenson, ' Hebrew 'Olah and Zebach 'ä.fäm and those against God in the raUä'!. The 
Sacrifices',  Festschrift AIJred Bertholet, 1 950, pp. 'ä.fäm therefore requires a monetary compensation 
488-497; cf 1. M ilgrom, 'The Alleged Wave- in addition to the sacrifice. The value of the misap-
Offering in Israel and in the Ancient Near East', propriation plus a fifth is to be repaid to the 
JE] 22, 1 972, pp. 33-38.) wronged neighbour (Lv. 6:5) or, if he or his repre-

(iv) 'äsäm and ra!!ä'!- The names of these offer- sentative is not available, to the priest (Nu.  5:8). The 
ings, guilt-offering (trespass-offering) and sin- sacrificial victim in the guilt-offering, usually a ram, 
offering, are the names of the offences for which also became the priest's, and after the regular blood 
they are to atone, 'äsäm ('guilt') and !Ja!!ä'! ('sin'). and I"at ritual could be eaten by the priests as 'most 
In  a cultic context these terms refer, not so much to holy' ( Lv. 7: 1 -7). The same provision applies ( Lv. 
moral offences, as to those which are ceremoni- 6:24-29) to the sin-offerings 01" the ruler (Lv. 4:22-
ally defiling, although the moral aspect is by no 26) and the common man (Lv. 4:27-3 1 ), but in these 
means ruled out. Of the former kind are the sin- ca ses the blood is put on the horns of the altar. 
offerings of the leper (Lv. 14; cf Mk.  1 :44) and The sin-oHerings of the high priest ( Lv. 4: 1 - 1 2) 
the mother after childbirth (Lv. 1 2; cf Lk. 2 :24), and the wh oie community (Lv. 4: 1 3-2 1 )  follow a 
and of the latter, those of deception and misap- still more solemn ritual, in which the blood is 
propriation in Lv. 6: 1 -7, and passion in Lv. sprinkled (hizzä, not zäraq) before the veil of the 
1 9 :20-22. These examples can have been but little sanctuary, and the bodies 01" the victims are not 
more than random specimens to i1lustrate the eaten but burnt (Särajj, not hiq!ir) outside the camp 
laws, and should not be regarded as giving a I"u ll (Lv. 6:30; cf Heb. 1 3 : 1 1 ). I n addition to these four 
account  of sacrifice for sin in these laws, much c1asses provisions are made tor substitute offerings 
less in the cult as a whole. In the history, tor from the poor (Lv. 5 :7- 1 3). Chs. 4 and 5 thus con-
example, these sacrifices scarcely figure at all. tain a graduated scale of victims: bull (high priest 
They are not mentioned in Deuteronomy (cf Dt. and congregat ion, but cf Nu. 1 5 :24; Lv. 9 :  1 5 ; 
1 2), and are probably not to be understood in 1 6: 5), he-goat (ruler), she-goat or lamb (common 
Ho. 4 :8 .  But  this is to be put down less to their man), turtle-doves or pigeons (poor), flour (very 
post-exilic origin as Wellhausen argued-tor they poor). The lollowing principles may be remarked: 
are weil known to Ezekiel (cf 40:39; 42: 1 3) and everyone must bring some sin-offering, no-one 
may be hinted at in Ps. 40:6; 2 Ki .  1 2 : 1 6; I Sa. 6:3 may eat of his own sin-offering, and the more pro-
(unless these are only monetary)-than to their pitiatory the rite the nearer the blood must come to 
individual nature (this might explain the silence God. On the Day of Atonement the veil itself was 
concerning the 'ä.fäm, wh ich was not a festival penetrated and the blood sprinkled on the ark . 
sacrifice), and the fragmentary character of the (See D. Schötz, Schuld- und SiindopJer im Alten Tes-
records. They are equally silent for the post-exilic tarnent, 1 930; L. Morris, "Asham', EQ 30, 1 958,  
period ( 'äsäm is mentioned, doubtl"ully, only in pp. 1 96-2 1 0; 1 .  Milgrom, VT 2 1 ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 237-
Ezr. 1 0 :  1 9  and ra!!ä'! in  Ne. 1 0:33 and wh at 239; D. Kellerman, TDOT I ,  pp. 429-437.) 
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5. The meaning. The ort-stated purpose of the 
sacrifices in  Lv. is 'to atone' (kipper, Lv. 1 :4,  etc.). 
This verb may be explained in  one of three ways: 
'to cover', from the Arab. kafara; 'to wipe away',  
from the Akkad. kuppuru; 'to ransom by a substi
tute', from the Heb. noun köper. Although the 
second is favoured by most modern writers, it is the 
third which seems most in  keeping with the theory 
of sacrifice given in Lv. 1 7 :  1 1 , AV, 'the life of the 
flesh is in the blood . . .  it is the blood that maketh 
an atonement for the soul' (but cf RSV and 1. Mil
grom, JBL 90, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 49- 1 56), and with the 
principle at work in many of the practices en
countered above: the choice of otfering material in 
'biotic rapport'; their designation by the laying on 
of the hand; the burning of a token such as the fat 
or the 'azkärä; the otfering of a first portion and 
the redemption of the first-born (cf S. H. Hooke, 
'The Theory and Practice of Substitution', VT 2, 
1 952, pp. 1 -1 7, and for an opposite view A.  Metz
inger's artic1es, Bib 2 1 ,  1 940). To these might be 
added the ritual of the heifer in Dt. 2 1  and the 
scapegoat in  Lv. 1 6, which, although not blood sac
rifices, reflect ideas which must afortiori have been 
true of blood sacrifices. It was in this light that Lv. 
1 6  was understood in the Jewish tradition (e.g. 
Mishnah, Yoma 6. 4, 'bear our sins and be gone'). 

Such passages are a warning against confining 
the atonement to a single act, as if it were the death 
alone, or the presentation of the blood, or the dis
posal of the victim, which atoned. The death was 
important-the live go at is only half of the ritual in 
Lv. 1 6  (cf v. 15 with 1 4 :4-7; 5 :7-1 1 ) .  The blood 
manipulation was also important-in 2 Ch. 29:24 it 
seems to make atonement subsequent to the kiJling. 
The final disposal of the victim by fire or eating or 
to Azazel also had its place-in Lv. 1 0: 1 6-20 the 
priestly eating of the sin-otfering is more than just 
dec1aratory. The view that the death of the victim 
was only to release the life that was in the blood, 
and that the atonement consisted only of the latter, 
is as one-sided as that which sees the death as a 
quantitative penal satisfaction. To the latter view it 
has been objected that the sins for wh ich sacrifice 
was otfered were not those meriting death, that sin
otferings did not always require death (cf Lv. 5 :  1 1 -
1 3) ,  and that the kiJling could not have been central 
or it would have been in the hands of the priest, not 
the layman. These objections teJl only against 
extreme forms of the substitution theory, nOI 
against the principle of substitution itself. 

The real advantage of the substitution theory is 
that it  retains the categories of personal relation
ships, where other views tend to descend to sub
personal dynamistic categories, in which the blood 
itself is thought of as etfecting mystic union or 
revitalizing in a semi-magical way (cf the theories 
of H. Hubert and M. MaU55, Sacrifice: Its Nature 
and Fllnction, 1 964; A. Loisy, RHLR n .s. I ,  1 9 1 0, 
pp. 1-30, and Essai historiqlle sllr le sacrifice, 1 920; 
S. G. Gayford, Sacrifice and Priesthood, 1 924; A. 
Bertholet, JBL 49, 1 930, pp. 2 1 8-233, and Der 
Sinn des kultischen Opfers, 1 942; E. O. James, The 
Origins of Sacrifice, 1 933). 

A weightier objection to the substitution theory 
is that wh ich finds difficulty in the description 01' 
the sin-otfering after the sacrifice as 'most holy', 
and as fit for priestly food. If a transfer of sin had 
taken place, would it not be unc1ean and fit only for 
destructive burning (Särap)? This was in fact the 
case with the primary rank sin-otferings. In the 
other cases the priestly eating is perhaps to be simi-

larly interpreted, as if the power of superior 'holi
ness' in the priests through their anointing ab
sorbed the unc1eanness of the otfering (cf Lv. 
1 0: 1 6-20 and the articJe 'Sin-Eating', ERE, 1 1 , 
1 920, pp. 572-576 (Hartland». That we are dealing 
here with categories of 'holiness', wh ich are not 
ours, is evident from the instruction to break the 
earthen vessels in wh ich the sin-otfering has been 
boiled (Lv. 6:28; cf · CLEAN AND UNCLEAN). AI
ternatively, the death of the victim could be und er
stood as neutralizing the infection of sin, so that 
the fat and blood could come unimpeded to the 
altar as an otfering to God. 

Whether other views of sacrifice such as 
'homage' and 'communion' are possible alongside 
that outlined here, as favoured by most scholars 
(A. Wendel, Das Opfer in der alt israelitischen Re
ligion, 1 927; W. O. E. Oesterley, Sacrifices in An
cient Israel, 1 937; H. H .  Rowley, The Meaning of 
Sacrifice, 1 950), or whether certain types of sacri
fice express one of these aspects more than another 
(e.g. burnt-otfering, homage, and peace-otfering, 
communion) is best left an open question. But in 
the laws at least the burnt-otfering, the cereal
otfering and even the peace-otfering (but only 
rarely; cf Ex. 29:33; Ezk. 45:  1 5), as weJl as the sin
and guilt-otferings, are said to atone. And wh at is 
true of th� laws seems to be true also of the history. 

The question as to whether the otfering was both 
an expiation (i. e. of sins) and a propitiation (i. e. of 
wrath) or only an expiation is also difficult to 
answer. kipper undoubtedly means propitiation in 
some instances (Nu. 1 6:4 1 -50; Ex. 32:30), and this 
is supported by the use of the expression reab 
nf(löab, 'sweet-smeJling savour', throughout the 
laws (cf also Gn. 8 :2 1 ,  and LXX of Dt. 33: I 0). reab 
nfböa(l may, however, have a weakened sense (G. B. 
Gray, Sacrifice in the Old Testament, 1 925, pp. 77-
8 1 ,  points out that it is used where we should 
hardly expect it, with cereal and zeiJ.ab otferings, 
but not where we do expect it with sin- and guilt
otferings), and this is even more evidently the case 
with kipper when it is used in connection with such 
material things as Ihe tabernacle furniture (Ex. 
29:37; Ezk. 43 :20; 45: 1 9), and must be rendered 
simply 'clean se' . 

Of importance to the discussion here is the rec
ognition that God himself gave the ritual to sinful 
man (Lv. 17 :  1 1 , 'the blood . . .  I have given it  for 
you upon the altar to make atonement for your 
souls'). The sacrifices are to be seen as operating 
within the sphere 01' the covenant and covenanting 
grace. They were not 'man's expedient for his own 
redemption' as L. Köhler (Old Testament The
ology, 1 957) suggests, but were 'the fruit of grace, 
not its root' (A. C. Knudson, The Religiolls Teach
ing of the Old Testament, 1 9 1 8 , p. 295). The ques
tion as to whether within this context propitiation 
has a place is similar to the NT one, and wiJl 
depend on the view taken of sin, and law and the 
nature of God (·ATONEMENT; also L. Morris, The 
Apostolic Preaching of the Cross, 1 955). 

It  remains to be said that within the OT itself 
there is much to suggest that its system was not a 
final one. No sacrifices availed, tor example, for 
brcach of covenant (cf Ex. 32:30tf.)-it is in this 
light that the prophetic rejection of sacrifice is to 
be understood-or tor sins 01' a 'high hand' that 
put man outside the covenant (Nu. 1 5 :30), though 
perhaps idolatry and apostasy would be iJlustra
tions here. While not accepting the view, on the one 
hand. that the efficacy of sacrifice was limited to 
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inadvertent sins, which were no real sins at all, or, 
on the other, that prophets and pious psalmists saw 
no value in sacrifice whatsoever, it remains true 
that the cult was liable to abuse, when the inward 
tie between worshipper and means of worship was 
loosed, and prophetic religion became necessary to 
emphasize the priority of a personal relation to 
God. It is no accident, however, that when priestly 
and prophetic religion meet in the figure of the 
Servant of the Lord in Is. 53 the highest point of 
OT religion is reached, as all that is valuable in cult 
is taken up into a person, who both makes a sacri
fici al atonement (hizzli, 'larnb', 'guilt-offering') and 
calls for the love and personal allegiance of the 
human heart. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Articles. in ABD, EB, EJ. ERE, 
HDB, lDB, ISBE, ZPEB; JSOT 56 (Kiuchi), 9 1  
(Gorman), 1 06 (Jenson); F. O. Kidner, Sacrijice in 
ehe OT, 1 952; H .  Ringgren, Sacrijice in ehe Bible, 
1 962; R .  H .  Elliott, R&E 59, 1 962, pp. 9-26; R. J. 
Thompson, Penieence and Sacrijice in Early Israel, 
1 963; N. Snaith, VT 7, 1 957, pp. 308-3 1 7; 1 5 , 1 965, 
pp. 75-80; R. de Vaux, Scudies in OT Sacrijice, 
1 965; B. A. Levine, In ehe Presence o[ ehe Lord, 
1 974; F. M .  Young, Sacrijice and ehe Deaeh o[ 
Chrise, 1 975; J. W. Rogerson, in M .  F. C. Bourdil
Ion and M. Fortes (eds.), Sacrijice, 1 980, pp. 45-60; 
R. O. Hecht, RSR, 1 982, pp. 253-259. R.J.T. 

11, In the New Testament 
The Greek words used are ehysia, döron, prosphora 
and their cognates, and anapherö, translated 'sacri
fice, girt, offering, offer' ( chysia in Mk.  1 2:33 prob
ably means 'meal-offering'); holokaueöma, 'whoie 
burnt offering'; ehymiama, 'incense'; spendö, 'pour 
out as a drink-offering'. All were adopted, with the 
other terms given below, from LXX. 

a. Old Teseamene sacrijices in ehe New 
The OT sacrifices (see I ,  above) were still being 
offered during practically the whole period of the 
composition of the NT, and it is not surprising, 
therefore, that even their li teral significance comes 
in for some illuminating comment. Important 
maxims are to be found in Mt. 5 :23-24; 1 2 :3-5 
and paralleis, 1 7:24-27; 23: 1 6-20; I Cor. 9 : 1 3- 14 .  
It  is noteworthy that our  Lord has sacrifice offered 
for hirn or offers it himself at his presentation in 
the Temple, at his last Passovcr, and prcsumably 
on those other occasions when he went up to Jeru
salem for the feasts. The practice of the apostles in 
Acts removes all ground from the opinion that 
arter the sacrifice of Christ the worship of the 
Jewish Temple is to be regarded as an abomination 
to God. We find them frequenting the Temple, and 
Paul hirnself goes up to Jerusalem lor Pentecost, 
and on that occasion offers the sacrifices (wh ich 
included sin-offerings) for the interruption of vows 
(Acts 2 1 ;  cf Nu. 6: 1 0- 1 2) .  However, in principle 
these sacrifices were now unnecessary, for the old 
covenant was now indeed 'old' and 'ready to vanish 
away' (Heb. 8: 1 3),  so that when the Romans des
troyed the Temple even the non-Christian Jews 
ceased to offer the sacrifices. 

The Epistle to the Heb rews contains the fullest 
treatment of the OT sacrifices. The teaching of this 
writer has its positive side ( 1 1 :4), but his great con
cern is to point out their inadequacy except as 
types. The fact that they cannot gain lor men en
trance into the Holy of holies proves that they 
cannot free the conscience from guilt, but are 
simply carnal ordinances, imposed until a time of 
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reformation (9:6- 1 0). Their inadequacy to atone is 
shown also by the fact that mere animals are 
offered ( 1 0:4), and by the very fact of their repeti
tion ( 1 0 : 1 -2). They are not so much remedies for 
sin as reminders of it ( 1 0:3).  
b. 'Spiritual sacrijices ' 
'Spiritual sacrifices' ( I  Pet. 2 :5 ;  cf ln.  4:23-24; 
Rom. 1 2 :  I ;  Phil. 3 :3) are the NT substitute for 
carnal ordinances, and appear frequently (Rom. 
1 2 : 1 ;  1 5 : 1 6- 1 7; Phi!. 2 : 1 7; 4 : 1 8 ; 2 Tim. 4:6; Heb. 
1 3 : 1 5- 1 6; Rev. 5 :8; 6:9; 8 :3-4). Even in  the OT, 
however, the psalmists and prophets sometimes use 
the language of sacrifice metaphorically (e.g. Pss. 
50: 1 3- 1 4; 5 1 : 1 6- 1 7; Is. 66:20), and the usage is 
continued in the intertestamental literature 
(Ecclus. 35: 1-3; Testament o[ Levi 3.  6; Manual o[ 
Discip/ine 8-9; Philo, De Somniis 2. 1 83). The at
tempt of F. C. N. Hicks ( The Fulness o[ Sacrijice J, 
1 946) to refer such passages to literal sacrifices 
must be reckoned on the whole a failure. The sacri
fices mentioned in these passages are not always 
immaterial, and sometimes involve death: the sense 
in wh ich they are 'spiritual' is that they belong 
properly to the age of the Holy Spirit (ln. 4:23-24; 
Rom. 1 5 : 1 6) .  But sometimes they are immaterial, 
and they never have a prescribed ritual. It appears, 
in fact, that every act of the Spirit-fiIled man can 
be reckoned as a spiritual sacrifice, and the sense in  
which it is a sacrifice is that it is devoted to God 
and is acceptable to God. It does not, of course, 
atone. The antitype of atoning sacrifice is to be 
sought not here but in the sacrifice of Christ, with
out wh ich spiritual sacrifices would not be accept
able (Heb. 1 3 :  1 5; I Pet. 2 :5) .  
c. The sacrijice o[ Chrise 
The sacrifice of Christ is one of the chief themes of 
the NT. His saving work is sometimes spoken of in  
ethical, sometimes in penal, but  orten also in  sacri
ficial terms. He is spoken of as the slain lamb of 
God, whose precious blood takes away the sin of 
the world (ln. 1 :29, 36; I Pet. I :  1 8- 1 9; Rev. 5 :6- 1 0; 
1 3 :8)-a lamb being an animal used in various sac
rifices. More specifically, he is spoken of as the true 
Passover lamb (pascha, I Cor. 5 :6-8), as a sin
offering (peri hamareias, Rom. 8:3, cf. LXX Lv. 5 :6-
7, 1 1 ;  9:2-3; Ps. 40:6, ecc.), and in Heb. 9-1 0  as the 
fulfilment of the covenant sacrifices of Ex. 24, the 
red heifer of Nu, 1 9, and the Oay of Atonement 
offerings. The NT constantly identifies our Lord 
with the suffering Servant of Is. 52-53, who is a 
guilt-offering (ls. 53-1 0), and with the Messiah 
(Christ) of On. 9,  who is to atone for iniquity (v. 
24). The NT uses the terms 'propitiate' and 
'ransom' (* PROPITIATION, * REDEEMER) of Christ in 
a sacrificial sense, and the idea of being deansed 
by his blood ( I  ln .  I :7; Heb. passim) is sacrificial 
(* ATONEMENT, 111. b; * SANCTIFICATION) . 

The doctrine is most fully worked out in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews. The writer stresses the im
portance, in Christ's sacrifice, of his death (2:9, 14; 
9: 1 5- 1 7, 22, 25-28; 1 3 : 1 2 , 20), and the fact that his 
sacrifice is over ( 1 :3; 7:27; 9 : 1 2, 25-28; 1 0: 1 0, 1 2-
14, 1 8), but his other statements have led some 
Anglo-Catholics (e.g S. C. Gayford, Sacrijice and 
Priesehood, 1 924) and the Presbyterian W. Milligan 
( The Ascension and Heal'enly Priesehood o[ our 
Lord, 1 892) to suppose, on the contrary, that the 
death is not the important element in Christ's sac
rifice, and that his sacrifice goes on for ever. It is 
quite true that the Epistle confines Christ's priest-
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hood and sanctuary to heaven (8:  1-5; 9 :  1 1 , 24), but 
it  emphatically does not confine his sacrifice there. 
I t  states indeed that he offered there (8:3), but 
'offer' is a word used equally of the donor who 
brings and k ills a sacrifice outside the sanctuary 
and of the priest who presents it, either there on 
the altar or within. The reference here is doubtless 
to the sprinkling or 'offering' of blood in the Holy 
of holies on the Day of Atonement by the high 
priest (9:7, 2 1 -26), a typical action fulfilled by 
Christ. All that was costly in  the sacrifice-the part 
of the donor and the victim-took place at the 
cross: there remained only the priestly part-the 
presentation to God by an acceptable mediator
and this Christ performed by entering into his 
Father's presence at the ascension, since when his 
sprinkled blood has remained there ( 1 2 :24). There 
is no call to think of any literal presentation of 
hirnself or of his blood at the ascension: it is 
enough that he entered as the Priest of the sacrifice 
slain once for all at the cross, was immediately wel
comed, and sat down in glory. His everlasting 
priestly intercession in  heaven (7:24f.; cf Ps. 99:6; 
Joel 2: 1 7) is not some further activity, but is all part 
of his 'now appearing in the presence of God on 
our behalf' (9:24). On the basis of his finished 
work on the cross, and with his sufferings now all 
past, his simple appearance in God's presence on 
our behalf is both continual intercession for us and 
continual • 'expiation' or • 'propitiation' for our 
sins (2 : 1 0, 1 7f. ;  note present tense in the Gk.) .  See 
also • PRIESTS AND LEVITES. 

It is a mistake to view Christ's sacrifice as being 
any more a literal sacrifice than the spiritual sacri
fices are. 80th transcend their OT types, and nei
ther is ritual. The contention of Owen and others 
that Christ's sacrifice was a real sacrifice was dir
ected against the Socinian view that Christ's death 
does not fulfil what the OT sacrifices set out to do, 
and failed to do-the view wh ich denied that 
Christ's death makes propitiation. But apart from 
the slaying (and this is not performed, as in OT 
ritual, by the donor), everything in his sacrifice is 
spiritualized. For the body of an animal we have 
the body of God's Son (Heb. 10 :5, 1 0).  For spot
lessness, we have sinlessness (Heb. 9: 14 ;  I Pet. 
I :  1 9) .  For a sweet smell, we have true acceptable
ness (Eph. 5:2) .  For the sprinkling of our bodies 
with blood, we have forgiveness (Heb. 9: 1 3- 1 4, 1 9-
22). For symbolical atonement, we havc real 
atonement ( Heb. 1 0: 1 - 1 0) .  
d. Sacrifice and the Lord's Supper 
Sacrifice and the • Lord's Supper are indissolubly 
connected-not indeed in the way that Romanists, 
Non-jurors and Tractarians have wished to con
nect them, by making the eucharist an act of obla
tion, but as complementary to each other. To give 
'do' and 'remembrance' (Lk.  22 :  1 9; I Cor. 1 1  :24-
25) a technical sacrificial sense is merely an after
thought of those who have already accepted the 
eucharistic sacrifice on non-scriptural grounds. 
The same is true of the attempt to exclude a future 
meaning from the participles 'given' and 'shed' 
(Mt.  26:28; M k .  14 :24; Lk. 2 2 : 1 9-20). And to cor
relate the eucharist with the eternal sacrifice of 
Christ in heaven is impossible if the eternal sacri
fice is disproved. 8ut to regard the eucharist as a 
feast upon Christ's sacrifice is demanded by the 
argument of I Cor. 1 0: 1 4-22, in which it is made to 
correspond with Jewish and Gentile sacrificial 
me als; by the allusion to Ex. 24:8 in Mt .  26:28 and 

Mk.  14 :24; and by the traditional interpretation of 
Heb. 1 3 : I O. Since the sacrifice of Christ is in so 
many points to be spiritualized, the language 
about the feast on his sacrifice is doubtless to be 
spiritual ized also, but it is not to be bereft of its 
meaning. The meaning of the sacrificial meal was 
not so much the appropriation 01' atonement as the 
fellowship with God which it effected, and this was 
betokened by a feast with God upon the victim. 
Whether in enjoying this fellowship with God we 
also truly partake of Christ or of his body and 
blood is the central point 01' controversy about the 
sacrament. But since Jn. 6 teaches that those who 
believe on Christ when they see hirn or hear his 
words do feed on hirn, on his body and blood, 
through the Spirit, there does not see m to be any 
reason for doubting that what happens through his 
words also happens through the tokens of bread 
and wine which he instituted. though in an equally 
spiritual manner. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on the Epistle to 
the Hebrews; B. B. Warfield, The Person and Work 
of Christ, 1 950, pp. 39 1 -426; N. Dimock, The Doc
trine of the Death of Christ, 1 903; A. Cave, Tlre 
Scriptllral Doctrine of Sacrifice and A tonement, 
1 890; G. Yos, Tlre Teaching of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews (ed. 1. G. Yos), 1 956; T. S. L. Yogan,  The 
True Doctrine of the Eucharist, 1 87 1 ;  H .-G. Link et 
al. , NIDNTT 3, pp. 4 1 5-438; F. M .  Young, The 
Use of Sacrificial ldeas in Greek Christian Writers, 
1 979. R.T.B. 

SADDUCEES, On the various problems in  re
constructing the nature of Jewish groups in the I st 
century see ·PHARISEES. 

No materials survive from the Sadducees them
selves. Our only sources are the NT itself, Josephus 
(Bf 2.  1 1 9, 1 64- 1 66; Ant. 1 3 . 1 7 1 - 1 73, 293-298; 
1 8 . 1 1 ,  1 6- 1 7 ; 20. 1 99; Vit. 1 0-1 1 )  and scattered 
rabbinic texts of varying value. These are all to a 
greater or lesser extent hostile. It is therefore im
possible to derive a balanced view of this group. 
Their name has been derived from eaddiq ('right
eous') and from the name Zadok (either the high 
priest or another). They have been seen as a pri
marily religious group (of priestly conservatives); 
as the Judaean aristocracy (again through a sup
posed link with the priesthood), and as a political 
party. They have becn identified by some scholars 
(and by so me 01' the later rabbinic traditions) with 
the Boethusians, an equally obscure group whose 
major difference with the Pharisees appears to have 
been over the ·calendar. 

None 01' our sources actually link the Sadducees 
with the priesthood, stating only that certain 
priests were also Sadducees. I Macc. 2: I derives the 
Hasmonean priesthood not from Zadok (as one 
might expect on the conventional understanding 
of Sadducee origins) but from one Joarib. When 
the polemic is stripped from the rabbinic materials, 
all that remains is that the Pharisees and Sadducees 
had differing understandings of certain laws, par
ticularly purity laws, and the arterlife. They first 
appear as an entity in Josephus' narrative of John 
Hyrcanus (Ant. 1 3 .  293-299), as a political group 
subordinate to the Pharisees, until the Sadducee, 
Jonathan, persuades the ruler to support their 
cause - a move wh ich Josephus regards as ex
tremely unpopular. Apart from Ananus the high 
priest, who is incidentally identified as a Sadducee 
(Ant. 20. 1 99), they otherwise feature very little in 
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Josephus' narrative of polit ical events. We are 
therefore left q uite uncertain about their origins, 
social status and raison d'etre. 

In his descriptions of the three philosophies, 
Josephus contrasts the Sadducees with the Phari
sees and *Essenes as denying divine action in the 
world, affirming human freedom, and believing 
that the soul perishes along with the body. He also 
notes that they have the support of the rich and 
accept only the written laws in contrast to the 
Pharisaic traditions. 

The only issue on which all our sources agree is 
that the Sadducees rejected beliefs in the afterlife, 
resurrection and a post-mortem judgment. How
ever, even here one must be cautious. Josephus sees 
no incongruity in people switching allegiance be
tween Pharisees and Sadducees (John Hyrcanus, 
Ant. 293-299, and hirnself, Vita 2), wh ich suggests 
that he did not see such beliefs as central or burn
ing issues. 

In the gospels, they appear only once in Mark 
and Luke (Mk.  1 2: 1 8 ; Lk. 20:27; Mt. 22:23), with 
their question about the resurrection. Matthew, 
however, adds them to two other narratives (as
suming Marcan priority), at 3 :7  and 1 6: 1 -1 2, 
simply as part of the Jewish religious scene. 

In Acts their concerns are again primarily over 
the quest ion of resurrection (4:2; 23:6-8). They are 
said to be the party of the high priest (5 :  1 7) ,  and 
we are also informed that they were represented in 
the *Sanhedrin (23:6). 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. G. W. E.  Nickelsburg, Resurrec
tion, Immortality and Eternal Life in Intertestamen
tal Judaism, 1 972; 1. LeMoyne, Les Sadduceens, 
1 972; G. G. Porton, ' Diversity in Postbiblical Juda
ism', in R. A.  Kraft and G. W. E. Nickelsburg (ed.), 
Early Judaism and its Modern Interpreters, 1 986, 
pp. 57-80; S. 1. D. Cohen, 'The Political and Social 
History of the Jews in Greco-Roman Antiquity: 
The State of the Question', in R.  A.  Kraft and 
G. W. E. Nickelsburg (ed.), Early Judaism and 
its Modern Interpreters, 1 986, pp. 33-56; A. 1. 
Saldarini, Pharisees, Scribes and Sadducees in Pal
estinian Society, 1 988; G. Baumbach, 'The Sad
ducees in Josephus', in L. H. Feldman and G. Hata 
(ed.), Josephus, the Bible, and History, 1 989, pp. 
1 73-195;  1. C. VanderKam, 'The People of the 
Dead Sea Serolls: Essenes or Saddueees?' Bible 
Review 7, 1 99 1 ,  pp. 42-47; L. L. Grabbe, Judaism 
from Cyrus to Hadrian, 2, 1 992, pp. 463ff.; S. 
M ason, Josephus and the New Testament, 1 992. 

D.R. de L. 

SAKKUTH, SIKKUTH, SICCUTH. MT sikküI is 
translated 'tabernacle' (as though it were equiva
lent to sukkaI) in Am. 5 :26, Av-a verse whieh 
refers to Israel's adoption of Assyrian gods. In this 
verse the unvocalized consonants are skkt mlkkm, 
whieh are better translated, 'Sakkuth your king', 
than by AV and LXX, 'the tabernacle of your 
M oloch'. The eonsonants skkt were vocalized to 
read sikküI, 'tabernacle', probably by using the 
vowels of siqqü�, 'an abominable thing'. H owever, 
the verse makes good sense if we read Sakkuth 
instead of 'tabernacle'. Sakkuth was the name of 
the god of war, and of sun and light, Adar-malek 
or Saturn (cf 2 Ki. 1 7: 3 1 ,  Adrammelech), other
wise known as Ninurta (SAG. KUD· Kaimanu or 
Kaiwanu are alternative names for the planet. 
H ence Am. 5 :26 should be translated, as in  RSV, 
'You shall take up Sakkuth your king, and Kaiwan 
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your star-god, your images, which you made for 
yourselves . .' (Others, however, Iike NEB, regard 
this astral interpretation as improbable, and follow 
LXX in seeing in Sikkuth a referenee to tent-shrines, 
while translating Kaiwan as 'pedestal(s)'-an in
terpretation attested as early as the Zadokite Work 
of the I st eentury BC.) (*  REMPHAN.) J .A .T. 

SALAMIS. A town on the E eoast of the central 
plain of * Cyprus, not to be confused with the 
famous island off the co ast of Attica. It rivalled in 
importance Paphos, the Roman capital of the 
whole island, and eventually superseded it .  The 
harbour which made Salamis a great eommereial 
centre is now completely silted up. I n  the I st cen
tury AD the Jewish community there was large 
enough to have more than one synagogue (Acts 
1 3 :5). Destroyed by earthquakes, the town was re
built in the 4th century AD as Constantia. Its ruins 
are 5 km from Famagusta. K.L.MCK. 

SALECAH, SALCAH. A place in  the extreme E 
of * Bashan (Dt. 3: 1 0; Jos. 1 2: 5 ;  1 3 : 1 1 ) .  Though 
Bashan fell  to the lot of Manasseh, the area oceu
pied by Gad included Salecah ( I  Ch. 5: 1 1 ) .  I t  
probably was within the area conquered by David, 
but after Solomon's time it lay outside I sraelite ler
ritory. The site is possibly the modern Salbad (Na
bataean �/�d) on a S spur of the Hauran, though 
this identifieation is not universally accepted. See 
LOB, p. 383. T.C.M. 

SALEM. The place where Melchizedek ruled (Gn. 
1 4: 1 8; H eb. 7: I ,  8) near the valley of  Shaveh (Gn. 
14 :  17;  explained as 'the King's Valley'). I t  is men
tioned in parallel with Zion (Ps. 76:2). Following 
Jos. (Ant. I .  1 80), it  is usually identified with the 
ancient site of *Jerusalem, the city of Salem, Uru
sa/em, uru-salimmu of the euneiform and Egyptian 
inseriptions. This would suit the route probably 
taken by Abraham on his return from Damascus 
to Hebron when he encountered Melchizedek. 
Those who ass urne his return down the Jordan 
valley look for a more E location such as * Salim. 
The Samaritans link Salem with * Shalem, a city of 
Shechem (Gn. 33: 1 8, AV), E of Nablus, but this 
may be due to their ancient rivalry with Judah, 
where a 'Valley of Salem' is known as late as Mac
cabean times (Judith 4:4). In Je. 4 1 :5 the LXX (B) 
reads Salem for Shiloh. 

The name sälem (Gk. Salem) means 'safe, at 
peace', though Jerusalem has been interpreted as 
'Salem founded' implying a divine name Salem. 
For the early occurrence of this name form, cf 
si/lem (Gn. 46:24; Nu.  26:49). D.J .W. 

SAUM. An apparent\y well-known place (Gk. 
Saleim) near Aenon on the river Jordan where 
John baptized (Jn. 3:23). Of the many identifica
tions proposed, the Salim (Salumias) or Tell Abu 
Sus about 1 2  km S of Beisan (* Bethshan
Scythopolis) is the most likely. The ruins of Tell 
Ridgha or Tell Sheikh Selim, as it  is also called 
after the local shrine, lie near several springs which 
might have been called Aenon (Arab. 'ain, 
'spring'). This site would be under the control of 
Scythopolis. Salim is mentioned by Eusebius, and 
marked on the 6th century AD Medaba map. The 
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Salim E of  Nablus with wh ich the Samaritans 
identify the * Salem of Gn .  1 4: 1 8  lies in the heart 
of Samaria. The land of Salim (RSV 'Shaalim') is a 
region in hilly Ephraim, possibly between Aijalon 
and Ramah ( I  Sa. 9:4). Cf W. F. Albright, The 
Arclraeology 0/ Palestine, 1 960, p. 247; idem, in The 
Background 0/ the New Testament and its Eschat
ology (ed. W. D. Davies and D. Daube), 1 956, p. 
1 59 .  (* SHAALBIM .) D.J.W. 

SALMON, SALMA. I .  or Judah's line (Mt. 1 :4-
5; Lk.  3 : 32) .  The son of Nahshon, and father 01' 
Boaz the husband of Ruth and the great
grandfather of David the son 01' Jesse (Ru. 4:20; I 
Ch. 2: 1 1 ). According to Mt .  1 :5 he married Rahab 
(of Jericho). 2. Also of Judah's line. A son 01' 
Caleb (not to be confused with Ca leb, son 01' Jep
hunneh), and father of the Bethlehemites, Ne
tophathites and other groups associated with the 
Kenites ( I  Ch. 2 : 5 1 -54). C.H.D. 

SALMONE. A prornontory at the extreme E end 
of Crete, now known as Cape Sidero. On his way to 
Rome Paul's ship was prevented by a NW wind 
from proceeding from off Cnidus along the N 
coast of Crete, and, tacking past Salmone, shel
tered in the lee of the island (Acts 27:7) .  

K.L.MCK. 

SALOME (Heb. sälam, 'peace', with Gk. suffix). I .  
According t o  M k .  1 5 :40 and 1 6: I ,  o f  three women 
who saw the crucifixion and went to the tomb on 
Easter morning two were called Mary and one 
Salome. M t .  27:56 names two women called Mary, 
and the mother of the sons of Zebedee, who is 
probably to be identified with Salome. Jn .  1 9:25 
refers to two women ca lied Mary, plus the mother 
of Jesus and his mother's sister, who stood near the 
cross. If his mother's si ster is identified with 
Salome, then James and John,  the sons of Zebedee, 
would be cousins of Jesus. It is equally possible, 
however, that John has made a different selection 
of names out of the 'many other women' who, ac
cording to M k .  1 5 :4 1 ,  were present at the 
crucifixion.  

2. The daughter of Herodias, by her first hus
band Herod Philip (Josephus, Ant. 1 8 . I 36f.). 
Though not named in the Gospel accounts, she is 
usually identified with the girl who danced be fore 
Herod ( M k .  6:22; M t .  1 4 :6). She married her 
father's half-brother Philip the tetrarch. 

D.R.H. 

SALT. Whereas the Phoenicians obtained quan
tities of salt from the Mediterranean by evapor
ation in salt-pans, the Hebrews had access to an 
unlimited supply on the shores of the Dead Sea 
(Zp. 2 :9) and in the hili of Salt (Jebel Usdum), a 
1 5-square-mile (4,000 hectares) elevation at the SW 
corner of the Dead Sea. This area was traditionally 
associated with the fate of Lot's wife (Gn. 1 9 :26). 

Such salt was of the rock or fossil variety, and, 
because of impurities and the occurrence of chem
ical changes, the outer layer was generally lacking 
in flavour. The reference in  Mt. 5:  1 3  is to this lat
ter, much of which was discarded as worthless. 
Salt was valued as a preservative and for season
ing food ( M t .  5: 1 3; Mk .  9:50; Co!. 4:6). It was 

orten used among Oriental peoples for ratifying 
agreements, so that salt became the symbol of 
fidelity and constancy. In the Ievitical ce real
offerings (Lv. 2:  1 3) salt was used as a preservative 
to typify the eternal nature 01' the 'covenant of 
salt' existing between God and I srael (Nu.  1 8 : 1 9; 2 
Ch. 1 3 :5) .  

The effect of salt on vegetation was to render the 
land infertile (Dt. 29:23). Thus the 'parched places 
01' the wilderness' (Je. 1 7 :6) were synonymous with 
a barren salt land (Jb. 39:6). Abimelech followed 
an ancient custom in sowing ruined Shechem with 
salt (Jdg. 9:45) as a token 01' perpetual desolation. 
Elisha used salt to sweeten the brackish waters of 
the Jerieho spring (2 Ki. 2:  1 9-22). New-born in
fants were normally rubbed with salt prior to 
swaddling (Ezk. 1 6:4). Under A ntioehus 
Epiphanes Syria imposed a tax upon salt, wh ich 
was paid to Rome. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. P. Deatriek and F. C. Fen
sham, BA 25, 1 962, pp. 4 1 -49; L. G. Hevv, [SBE 4, 
pp. 286-287. R.K.H .  

SALT, CITY OF (Heb. 'ir hammelaM. In  Jos. 1 5 :62 
one of the fron tier posts 01' the tri baI territory of 
Judah 'in the wilderness', S 01' M iddin, Seeacah 
and Nibshan (now identifiable, on the basis of ex
eavations, with the Buqei'a l ron Age I l  settlements 
at Khirbet Abü Tabaq, Khirbet es-Sam rah and 
Khirbet el-Maqäri), and N 01' Engedi. I ts identifi
eation with Khirbet Qumran, first suggested by M .  
Noth (Josua, 1 938, p. 72; ZDPV 7 1 ,  1 955 ,  pp. 
1 1 1  ff.), has been eonfirmed by the diseovery of an 
I ron Age Il fortress beneath the * Qumran eom
munity settlement (cf F. M. Cross Jr., J. T. Milik, 
BASOR 142, 1 956, pp. 5ff.; R .  de Vaux, Archae
ology and the Dead Sea Serolls, 1 973, pp. 9 1  ff. 

F.F.B. 

SALT, VALLEY OF. Saline enerustations in 
steppe and desert lands are eommon .  Some are of 
ciimatie origin; in other eases the ciimate has pre
served geologieal salinity in the rocks. It is not pos
sible to identify one topographie loeation from the 
biblieal referenees. David and his Iieutenant 
Abishai had memorable vietories over the 
Edomites in the Valley 01' Salt (2 Sa. 8: 1 3 ; I Ch. 
1 8 : 1 2) .  Later Amaziah had a similar vietory (2 Ki. 
14 :7; 2 Ch. 25 : 1 1 ) .  Traditionally the si te has been 
aceepted as the plain SSW of the Dead Sea, oppos
ite the oasis of the Zered delta, where a plain 1 0-1 3 
km long is overlooked by the salt range of Jebel 
Usdum, 8 km long and 200 m high. This plain 
passes impereeptibly into the glistening lowland of 
the Sebkha to the SE, a soft, impassable waste of 
salt marsh, where an army eould weil be routed in  
eonfusion. But ,  equally weil, the s i  te eould be Wadi 
el-Milh (salt), E of Beersheba, also overlooked by 
a rocky hili, Tel el-Milh. All that the more precise 
reference of 2 Ch. 25: 1 1  suggests is that the plain 
was overlooked by a rocky hili, somewhere be
tween Judah and Edom, presumably in the 
Arabah. J .M.H .  

SALVATION (Heb. yeia'; Gk. söteria). 

I. In the Old Testament 
The principal Heb. term translated 'salvation' is 
yesa' and its cognates. Its basic meaning is 'bring 
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into a spacious environment' (cf Pss. 1 8 :36; 66: 1 2), 
but it  carries from the beginning the metaphorical 
sense of 'freedom from limitation' and the means 
to that; i. e. deliverance from factors which con
strain and confine. It can be referred to deliverance 
from d isease ( ls. 38:20; cf v. 9), from trouble (Je. 
30:7) or enemies (2 Sa. 3: 1 8; Ps. 44:7). In the vast 
majority of references God is the author of salva
tion. Thus God saves his Hock (Ezk. 34:22); he 
rescues his people (Ho. 1 :7) and he alone can save 
them (Ho. 1 3 : 1 0- 14);  there is no other saviour 
besides hirn ( l s. 43: 1 1 ) .  He saved the fathers from 
Egypt ( Ps. 1 06 :7- 1 0) and their sons from Babyion 
(Je. 30: I 0). He is the refuge and saviour 01' his 
people (2 Sa. 22:3).  He saves the poor and needy 
when they have no other hel per (Ps. 34:6; Jb. 
5:  1 5) .  The word of M oses, 'stand firm, and see 
the salvation of the Lord' (Ex. 1 4: 1 3) ,  is 01' the 
essence of the OT idea. Thus to know God at all 
is to k now hirn as a saving God (Ho. 1 3 :4) so that 
the words 'God' and 'Saviour' are virtually identi
cal terms in the OT. The great normative instance 
of God's saving deliverance was the exodus (Ex. 
1 2:40- 1 4:3 1 ) .  The redemption from Egyptian 
bondage through the intervention of God at the 
Red Sea was determinative of all Israel's sub
sequent reHection on God's nature and activity. 
The exodus was the mould into wh ich all the sub
sequent interpretation of the drama of Israel's 
history was poured. It was sung in worship (Ps. 
66: 1 -7), retold in  story (Dt. 6:20-24), re-enacted 
in ritual (Ex. 1 3 :3-1 6). Thus the not ion of salva
tion emerged from the exodus indelibly stamped 
with the dimension of God's mighty acts of 
deliverance in  history. 

This profoundly significant element laid the 
basis in turn for a further major OT contribution 
to the idea of salvation,  viz. eschatology. Israel's 
experience of God as saviour in the past projected 
her faith forward in anticipation of his full and 
final salvation in  the future. Precisely because 
Yahweh has shown hirnself to be the Lord of all, 
creator and ruler of the whole earth, and because 
he is a righteous and faithful God, he will one day 
effect his total victory over his foes and save his 
people from all their iIIs ( l s. 43: 1 1 -2 1 ;  Dt. 9:4-6; 
Ezk. 36:22-23). In  the earlier per iod this hope of 
salvation centres more upon immediate historie 
intervention for the vindication of Israel (cf Gn.  
49; Dt .  33; Nu. 23f.). In  the prophetie period i t  
finds expression in terms of a 'Day of Yahweh' in 
wh ich judgment  would combine with deliverance 
( ls. 24: 19f.; 25:6-8; Joel 2 : 1 f. ,  28-32; Am. 5 : 1 8f.; 
9 :  1 1  f.) .  The experience of the Exile gave concrete 
imagery and a concrete setting for the expression 
of this hope as a new e:xodus ( [s. 43: 1 4- 1 6; 
48:20f.; 5 1 :9f.; cf Je. 3 1 :3 1 -34; Ezk. 37:2 1 -28; Zc. 
8 :7- 1 3); but the disappointitlg and limited results 
of the restoration projected the hope forward 
again and transmuted it into what has been 
termed the transcendental-eschatological ( Is. 
64: I f. ; 65: 1 7f.;  66:22), the hope of the 'oläm 
habba', the new world at the end of the present 
age in which God's sovereign rule and righteous 
character would be manifested among all the 
nations. 

Reference should also be made to other related 
terms wh ich the LXX renders by soteria; in particu
lar the root g'l, 'to redeern', to recover property 
which had fallen into alien hands, to 'purehase 
back', often by payment .  The person effecting this 
redemption, or salvation, is the gö'el, the 
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'kinsman-redeemer' (cf Lv. 25:26, 32; Ru. 4:4, 6). 
God is the great gö 'el of Israel (Ex. 6:6; Ps. 77: 1 4f.). 
This usage is synonymous with yesa' in the latter 
part of [saiah ( ls. 4 1 : 1 4; 44:6; 47:4). They appear 
as parallel terms in Is. 43: 1 -2; 60: 1 6; 63:9 (cf 
TDNT7, pp. 977-978). 

Finally we note that the saving activity of God 
in the OT is expanded and deepened in  terms of a 
particular instrument of this salvation, the 
Messiah-Servant. Salvation implies an agent, or 
saviour, though not necessarily one other than 
Yahweh hirnself. In general while Yahweh may 
employ particular human agents, or saviours, at 
particular historical junctures (Gn.  45:7; Jdg. 
3:9 , 1 5 ;  2 Ki. 1 3 :5 ;  Ne. 9:27), he alone is the saviour 
of his people ( ls. 43: 1 1 ; 45:2 1 ;  Ho. 1 3 :4). This gen
eral assertion however requires qualification in the 
context of the development of the hope of salva
tion in the OT where in the Servant Songs we en
counter a personal embodiment of Yahweh's 
moral salvation, even though the Servant is never 
directly referred to as saviour. Corporate imagery 
is c1early present here but the personification of the 
Servant's ministry is c1ear in the text, and in the 
light of NT fulfilment needs no further defence. I n  
the song, [so 49: 1 -6, h e  i s  to b e  the instrument of 
God's universal salvation (v. 6;  cf too v. 8).  The 
final song, 52: 1 3-53: 1 2, does not contain the term 
bu t the idea of salvation is everywhere present in 
terms 01' a deliverance from sin and its con
sequences. Thus the OT leads us finally to the 
understanding that God delivers his people 
through his saviour-Messiah. 
11. In the New Testament 
In the NT we begin with the general observation 
that the 'religious' usage of a moral/spiritual de
liverance becomes almost wholly dominant as far 
as the idea of salvation is concerned. Non-religious 
usage is virtually confined to saving from acute 
danger to l ife (Acts 27:20, 3 1 ;  Mk .  1 5 :30; Heb. 5:7). 
a. The Synoptic Gospels 
The word salvation is mentioned by Jesus only 
once ( Lk .  1 9:9), where it  may refer either to hirnself 
as the embodiment of salvation imparting pardon 
to Zacchaeus, or to that wh ich is evidenced by the 
transformed conduct of the publican. Our Lord, 
however, used 'save' and kindred terms to indicate 
first what he came to do (by implication, Mk.  3:4; 
and by direct statement, Lk. 4: 1 8; Mt .  18:  1 1 ; Lk.  
9:56; Mt.  20:28), and secondly, wh at  is demanded 
01' man (Mk.  8:35; Lk. 7 :50; 8: 1 2 ;  1 3 :24; Mt.  
1 0:22). Lk. 1 8 :26, and context, shows that salva
tion calls for a contrite heart, childlike, receptive 
helplessness, and the renunciation of all for 
Christ-{;onditions it is impossible for man un
aided to fulfil. 

The testimony of others to our Lord's saving 
activity is both indirect ( M k .  1 5 : 3 1 )  and direct (Mt .  
8: 1 7) .  There is also the witness of his own name 
(Mt .  1 :2 1 , 23). All these varied usages suggest that 
salvation was present in  the person and ministry of 
Christ and especially in his death. 
b. The Fourth Gospel 
This double truth is underlined in the Fourth 
Gospel, in which each chapter suggests different 
aspects of salvation.  Thus in  I :  1 2 f. men are born as 
sons of God by trusting in Christ; in 2:5 the situ
ation is remedied by doing 'whatever he teils you'; 
in  3:5 new birth from the Spirit is essential for 
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entering the kingdom, but 3: 1 4, 1 7  make it  clear 
that this new l ife is not possible apart from trust in 
the death of Christ, without which men are 
already under condemnation (3: 1 8); in 4:22 salva
tion is of the lews-by revelation historically 
channelled through God's people-and is a gift 
inwardly transforming and equipping men for 
worship. 

In 5: 14 the one made whole must sin no more 
lest a worse thing come; in 5:39 the Scriptures test
ify of l ife (=salvation) in the Son, to whom life and 
judgment are committed; in 5:24 believers have al
ready passed from death to life; in 6:35 Jesus de
clares hirnself the bread of life, to whom alone men 
should go (6:68) for the quickening words of eter
nal life; in 7 :39 water is the symbol of the saving 
l ife of the Spirit who was to come after Jesus had 
been glorified. 

In 8 :  12 the Evangelist shows the safety of the 
guidance of light and in  vv. 32, 36 the liberty 
through truth in  the Son; in 9:25, 37, 39 salvation is 
spiritual sight; in 1 0: I 0 entrance into the safety and 
abundant life of the fold and of the Father is 
through Christ; in  I I  :25f. resurrection-life belongs 
to the believer; in  I I  :50 (cf 1 8 :  14) the saving pur
pose of his death is unwittingly described; in  1 2:32 
Christ, l ifted u p  in  death, draws men to hirn; in 
1 3 :  10 his initial washing signifies salvation ('clean 
all over'); in  1 4:6  he is the true and living way to the 
Father's abode; in  1 5 : 5  abiding in hirn, the Vine, is 
the secret of life's resources; in 1 6:7- 1 5  for his sake 
the Spirit will deal with the obstacles to salvation 
and prepare for its realization; in 1 7:2-3, 1 2  he 
keeps safely those who have knowledge of the true 
God and of hirnself; in  1 9:30 salvation is accom
plished; in 20: 2 1 -23 the words of peace and 
pardon accompany his gift of the Spirit; in 2 1 :  1 5-
1 8  his healing love reinstils love in his folIower and 
reinstates hirn for service. 
c. The Acts 
Acts traces the proclarnation (cf 1 6: 1 7) of salva
tion in its impact first upon the crowds wh ich are 
exhorted to be saved 'from this crooked gener
ation' (2:40) by repentance (itself a gift and part 
of salvation, 1 1 :  1 8), remission of sins, and receiv
ing the Holy Spirit; then upon a sick individual, 
ignorant of his true need, who is healed by the 
name of lesus, the only name whereby we must be 
saved; and thirdly, upon the household of hirn 
who asked 'What must I do to be saved?' 
( l 6:30ff.). 
d. The Pauline Epist/es 
Paul claims that the Scriptures 'are able to instruct 
you for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus' (2 
Tim. 3 :  1 5ff.) and provide the ingredients essential 
for the enjoyment of a full-orbed salvation. En
larging and applying the OT concept of the right
eousness of God, which itself had adumbrations 
of the saving righteousness of the NT, Paul shows 
how there is no salvation by means of the law, since 
it could only indicate the presence and excite the 
reactionary activity of sin and stop men's mouths 
in their guilt before God (Rom. 3: 1 9; Gal. 2: 1 6). 
Salvation is provided as the free gift of the right
eous God acting in grace towards the undeserving 
sinner who, by the gift of faith, trusts in the right
eousness of Christ who has redeemed hirn by his 
death and justified hirn by his resurrection. God, 
for Christ's sake, justifies the unmeriting sinner (i.e. 
reckons to hirn the perfect righteousness of Christ 

and regards hirn as if he had not sinned), forgives 
his sin, reconciles hirn to hirnself in and through 
Christ 'making pe ace by the blood of his cross' (2 
Cor. 5 :  1 8 ; Rom. 5:  1 1 ; Col. 1 :20), adopts hirn into 
his family (Ga I .  4: 5f.; Eph. I :  \ 3 ; 2 Cor. 1 :22), 
giving hirn the seal, earnest, and firstfruits of his 
Spirit in his heart, and so making hirn a new cre
ation. By the same Spirit the subsequent resources 
of salvation enable hirn to walk in newness of life, 
mortifying the deeds of the body increasingly 
(Rom. 8: 1 3) until ultimately he is con formed to 
Christ (Rom. 8:29) and his salvation is consum
mated in glory (Phil. 3 :2 1 ) .  
e. The Epistle to  the Hebrews 
The 'great' salvation of the Epistle to the Hebrews 
transcends the OT foreshadowings of salvation. 
The NT salvation is described in  the language of 
sacrifice; the oft-repeated offerings of the OT ritual 
that dealt mainly with unwitting sins and provided 
only a superficial salvation are replaced by the one 
sacrifice of Christ, hirnself both saving Priest and 
Offering (Heb. 9:26; 10 :  1 2) .  The outpouring of his 
l ife-blood in death effects atonement, so that 
henceforth man with a cleansed conscience can 
enter the presence of God in terms of the new cov
enant ratified by God through his Mediator (Heb. 
9: 1 5 ; 1 2:24). Hebrews, wh ich lays such stress on 
Christ's dealing with sin by his suffering and death 
to provide eternal salvation, anticipates his second 
appearing, not then to deal with sin, but to con
summate his people's salvation and, presumably, 
their attendant glory (9:28). 
f The Epistle 0/ farnes 
James te ach es that salvation is not by 'faith' only 
but also by 'works' (2:24). His concern is to disillu
sion anyone who relies for his salvation on a me re 
intellectual acknowledgment of the existence of 
God without a change in heart resulting in works 
of righteousness. He does not discount true faith, 
but urges that its presence be shown by a conduct 
that in turn indicates the saving energies of true 
religion at work through the ingrafted Word of 
God. He is as concerned as any to bring back the 
sinner from the error of his way and save his soul 
from death (5 :20). 
g. l and 2 Peter 
I Peter strikes a similar note to Hebrews about the 
costly salvation ( I :  1 9) which was searched for and 
foretold by the prophets but is now a present real
ity to those who, like straying sheep, have returned 
to the Shepherd of their souls (2:24f.) .  Its future 
aspect is known by those who 'are guarded . . .  for 
a salvation ready to be revealed' ( I  Pet. 1 :5). 

In  2 Peter salvation involves escaping the cor
ruption that is in the world through lust by being 
partakers of the divine nature ( I  :4). In the context 
of sin the believer yearns for the new heavens and 
the new earth wherein dweils righteousness, but 
recognizes that the postponement of the parousia 
is due to the longsuffering of his Lord, which is 
itself an aspect of salvation (3: 1 3 , 1 5) .  
h. 1. 2 and 3 lohn 
For I John the sacrificial language of Hebrews is 
congenial. Christ is our salvation by being the pro
pitiation for our sins, as the outcome of God's 
love. It  is God in his love in Christ's outpoured life
blood who covers our sins and clean ses USo As in 
the Fourth Gospel, salvation is conceived in terms 
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01' being born 01' God, knowing God, possessing 
eternal life in Christ, living in the light and truth 01' 
God, dwelling in God and knowing his dwelling in 
us through love by his Spirit (3:9; 4:6, 1 3 ; 5: 1 1 ). 3 
John has a significant prayer for general prosperity 
and bodily health (natural well-being) to accom
pany prosperity 01' soul (v. 2). 
i . The Epistle 0/ Jude 
Jude 3 ,  in referring to the 'common salvation',  has 
in mind something akin to the 'common faith' of 
Tit. 1 :4 ,  and allies it to the 'faith' (cf Eph . 4:5) for 
which believers are to contend. This salvation 
comprises the saving truths, privi leges, demands 
and experiences common to the variety of his 
readers. I n  vv. 22f. he would urgently present this 
salvation to various groups in doubt, danger and 
degradation. 
j. The Revelation 
Revelation reiterates the theme (01" I Jn.)  01" salva
tion as liberation or c1eansing from sin by virtue 01" 
the blood 01' Christ and its constitution of believers 
as royal priests ( I  : 5f.) .  In a manner reminiscent of 
the psalmist, the seer, in adoration, ascribes salva
tion in its comprehensiveness to God (7: 1 0). The 
c10sing chapters 01' the book depict salvation in 
terms 01' the leaves 01' the tree of life which are lor 
the healing 01' the nations, to which tree, as to the 
city 01' salvation, admission is given only to those 
whose names are written in the book of life. 
111.  Relation 10 olher views of salvation 

a. The Essenes 
Considerable attention has been given in the years 
since the discovery 01' the • Dead Sea Scrolls ( 1 947 
onwards) to this monastic movement within Juda
ism, and various attempts made to evaluate its con
tribution to NT origins. As far as the doctrine 01' 
salvation is concerned the Qumran Essenes shared 
the biblical sense 01' man's inherent sinfulness 
apart from God, and one notable passage ( I  QS 1 1 .  
9f.; cf also the Hymn 0/ Thanksgiving) approaches 
very near to the NT doctrine of salvation as acquit
tal by the action 01' God's righteousness, salvation 
through utter reliance upon the grace and mercy of 
God. This however is not altogether surprising 
bearing in mind the debt 01' the Qumran covcnant
ers to the psalter and the great OT prophets. It 
would be wrong to overstress the points 01" cor
respondence; at other points the parallel with NT 
teaching is much more tenuous. The universalism 
01' the Christian gospel is totally lacking; salvation 
is certainly not for the common mass 01" sinners. 
The Qumran understanding of the Suffering Ser
vant 01' Is. 53 is disputed, but the prophecy appears 
to have been seen as fulfilled in the inner council 
(söq) 01' the community. Nor can one entirely evade 
the simple fact that there is not one unambiguous 
reference to the Essenes in the entire NT. 
b. Gnosticism 
The precise dating 01' gnostic teaching is disputed, 
and the attempt to demonstrate a Christian de
pendence upon gnostic ideas is today a distinctly 
uncertain enterprise. There is however evidence in 
the NT (cf l and 2 Cor.; Col . ;  l and 2 Tim; Ti! . ;  I 
Jn . ;  Rev.) that the early church had to distinguish 
its salvation teaching from views which were em
bodied in  later gnostic doctrines. In csscnce the 
gnostic c1aimed salvation by an immediate know-
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ledge of God. This knowledge was intellectual as 
against moral, and esoteric in its being confined to 
the elite circJe 01' initiates. Gnosticism also taught a 
dualism of soul and body, only the former being 
significant for salvation; and a hierarchy 01' spirit
ual and angelic intermediaries between God and 
man. Salvation was the escape from the domin
ation 01" alien astrological forces and human pas
sions by coming to 'know' in response to a 'caII' 
from the divine world expressed in  the so-called 
'gnostic-redeemer myth', the story 01' the heavenly 
man who came down from the world 01' celestial 
light to 'save' 'fallen' men by the impartation of 
this secret knowledge. 

As has already been implied, the attempt to 
locate such a view in the pre-Christian period and 
hence to see it as Iying behind NT notions of salva
tion falls a long way short of demonstration. The 
evidence is far more compatible with the view that 
in the syncretistic religious atmosphere 01' the time 
certain latent gnostic tendencies were in the 2nd 
and 3rd centuries wedded to Christian salvation 
motifs to produce the doctrines of the gnostic sects 
which we have outlined above and of which we 
hear from writers such as Irenaeus in the post NT 
period. Against incipient forms of such notions of 
salvation the biblical writers stress the universal 
scope of God's offer of salvation, its essentially 
moral nature, the true humanity and the true deity 
of the mediator, and the focus 01' salvation in  the 
historic acts 01' God in the birth, l ife, death and 
resurrection 01' Jesus Christ (cf NT sections cited 
above). 
c. The mystery religions 
Another point at which the NT writers had to dis
tinguish their doctrine 01' salvation from CUTTent 
ideas was in relation to the mystery cults. This I st
century phenomenon was a combination 01' Hel
lenistic and oriental elements which had their 
origin in ancient fertility rites. They c1aimed to 
offer 'salvation' from fate, and a l ife beyond the 
grave free from the unsatisfactory and oppressive 
conditions 01' the present. Salvation was attained 
by the meticulous performance 01' certain cultic 
rituals. Language similar to the NT occurs at 
points. The initiates could be referred to as 'born 
again to eternal life'. Cult deities such as Dionysius 
attained the title 'Lord and Saviour'. Links with 
Christian theology have been alleged , particularly 
at the sacramental level, since sacred lustrations 
and the idea 01' uniting with the gods in a solemn 
meal were known. At even a cursory examination, 
however, the diffcrences from the early Christian 
message and the li l"e of the early Christian com
munities are stark and obvious. Salvation in the 
mysteries was essentially non-moral. The 'saved' 
worshipper was not expected to be a better man 
than his pagan neighbour, nor in most cases was 
hc. The rational element was minimal; there were 
no great saving acts, and so no great common theo
logical affirmations. 

The alleged paralleis to the Christian (Pauline) 
baptismal and eucharistic teaching have also been 
shown to be almost certainly without foundation; 
the evidence rat her pointing to the apostle's debt to 
biblical salvation-history centred in God's mighty 
deed of redemption in Jesus Christ. 
d. The imperial ClIlt 
The age-Iong mirage of salvation through political 
power and organization was reflected in the I st 
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century in  the imperial cult. The myth of a God
King who was the saviour and benefactor of his 
people appears widely in various forms in the an
cient world particularly in the orient. I n  Rome the 
impetus for the official cult sterns from the career 
of Augustus who after Actium in 3 1  BC established 
the Pax Romana, the golden age of peace after 
decades of bloodshed. He was commonly ad
dressed as säter, 'Saviour of the world', and 
through his relationship to Julius Caesar, 'the Son 
of God'. Even in Augustus' case however some 
caution needs to be exercised since it has been 
shown that the title säter was certainly not con
fined to the emperor, nor was the title always in
vested with the full oriental implications. The suc
cessive emperors of the I st century showed varying 
degree of enthusiasm for the claims made on their 
behalf in the official cult. Caligula, Nero and 
Domitian certainly took their divine status ser
iously and this may account to some extent for 
some of the appearances of the title referred to 
Jesus Christ and the Father in the NT (cf I Tim. 
1 : 1 ; 4 : 1 0; Tit. 1 :3; 3:4; I Jn.  4: 14; Jude 25; Rev. 
7: 1 0; 1 2: 1 0; 1 9 : 1 ) . 

e. Summary 
I n  general, while there are c1ear paralleis in lan
guage, the case for the dependence of Christian 
salvation teaching upon any or all of these con
temporary movements has certainly not been 
made. In attempting to communicate the gospel to 
their contemporaries the NT preachers and writers 
certainly were not unprepared to translate the mes
sage, including its salvation language, into I st
century thought-patterns, but the true origin and 
justification of their salvation language lies outside 
that world, in the salvation-history tradition of the 
OT as focused and fulfilled in the person and mis
sion of Jesus Christ. 
IV. Biblical salvation: Summary 
I .  Salvation is historical. The OT view of salvat ion 
as effected through historic, divine intervention is 
fully honoured in the NT. As against Gnosticism, 
man is not saved by wisdom; as against Judaism, 
man is not saved by moral and religious merit; as 
against the Hellenistic mystery cults, man is not 
saved by a technique of religious practice; as 
against Rome, salvation is not to be equated with 
political order or liberty. Man is saved by God's 
action in history in the person of Jesus Christ 
(Rom. 4:25; 5 : 1 0; 2 Cor. 4 : 1 0f.; Phil. 2:6f.; I Tim. 
1 : 1 5; I Jn .  4:9- 1 0, 14) .  While the birth, life and 
ministry of Jesus are not unimportant, the stress 
falls upon his death and resurrection ( I  Cor. 
1 5 :5f.) ;  we are saved by the blood of his cross (Acts 
20:28; Rom. 3 :25; 5 :9;  Eph. 1 :7; Col. I :20; Heb. 
9 : 1 2; 1 2:24; 1 3 : 1 2; I Jn .  1 :7; Rev. 1 :5;  5 :9). As this 
message is proclaimed and men hear and come to 
respond in fai th God's salvation is brought to them 
(Rom. 1 0:8, 14f.; I Cor. 1 : 1 8-25; 1 5 : 1 1 ;  I Thes. 
I :4f.). 

2. Salvation is moral and spiritual. Salvation re
lates to a deliverance from sin and its consequences 
and hence from guilt ( Rom. 5: I ;  Heb. 1 0:22), from 
the law and its curse (Ga I .  3 :  1 3 ; Col. 2: 14), from 
death ( I  Pet. I :3-5; I Cor. 1 5 : 5 1 -56), from judg
ment (Rom. 5:9; Heb. 9:28), also from fear (Heb. 
2 : 1 5; 2 Tim. 1 :7 , 9f.) and bondage (Tit. 2: 1 1 -3 :  6; 
Gal. 5: I 1".). It  is important to indicate the negative 
implications of this, i. e. what Christian salvation 
does not include. Salvation does not imply material 

prosperity or worldly success (Acts 3 :6; 2 Cor. 
6: 10), nor does it promise physical health and well
being. One must be careful not to overstate this 
particular negative, as c1early remarkable healings 
did and do take place and 'healing' is a gift of the 
Spirit to the church (Acts 3:9; 9:34; 20:9f.; I Cor. 
1 2:28). But healing is not invariable, and hence is in 
no sense a 'right' of the saved man ( I  Tim. 5 :23; 2 
Tim. 4:20; Phil .  2:25f.; 2 Cor. 1 2:7-9). Further, sal
vation does not include deliverance from physical 
hardship and danger ( I  Cor. 4:9- 1 3 ; 2 Cor. 1 1  :23-
28), nor even, perhaps, seemingly tragic events 
(Mt .  5:45?). It does not mean being absolved from 
social injustice and ill-treatment ( I  Cor. 7:20--24; I 
Pet. 2: 1 8-25). 

3. Salvation is eschatological. There is a danger 
of stating the meaning of salvation too negatively. 
Here we recall the recognition above of the paucity 
of references to salvation from the lips of Jesus. 
His central category was the kingdom of God, the 
manifestation of God's sovereign rule. In Rev. 
1 2 :  I 0 however salvation and the kingdom are vir
tually equated. For the author of the Apocalypse 
as for Jesus salvation is equivalent to l ife under the 
reign of God, or, as in the witness of the Fourth 
Gospel, eternal life. Salvation therefore gathers up 
all the contents of the gospel. I t  includes deliver
ance from sin and all its consequences, and posi
tively, the bestowal of all spiritual blessings in 
Christ (Eph. 1 :3), the gift of the Holy Spirit and 
the life of blessedness in the future age. This future 
perspective is crucial (Rom. 8:24; 1 3 : 1 1 ; I Cor. 5 :5 ;  
Phi l .  3:20; Heb. I :  1 4 ; 9:28;  I Pet. 1 :5, 9) .  All that is  
known of salvation now is but a preliminary and 
foretaste of the fullness of salvation which awaits 
the fullness of the kingdom at the parousia of the 
Lord. 

(·ATONEMENT; • ELECTION; • FORGIVENESS; *Jus
TtFtCATION; • SANCTIFtCATtON; • StN; • GRACE; 
• RECONCIUATION.) 

BtBUOGRAPHY. W. Foerster, G. Fohrer, in TDNT 
7, pp. 965-1003; M. Green, The Meaning of Salva
tion, 1 965; G. Wagner, Pauline Baptism and the 
Pagan Mysteries, E.T. 1 967; M. Black (ed.) ,  The 
Serolls and Christianity, 1 969; E. Yamauchi, Pre
Christian Gn ost icism , 1 973; 1. R. W. Stott, Chris
tian Mission in the Modern World, 1 975, ch . 5; Let 
the Earth Hear His Voiee, 1 975; NIDNTT 3, s. v. 
'Reconciliation', 'Redemption'; D. F. We 11 s, The 
Seareh for Salvation, 1 978; H. D. McDonald, Sal-
vation, 1 982. G.W. 

B.A.M. 

SAMARIA. The name of the N I sraelite capital 
and of the territory surrounding it .  

I .  History 

After reigning 6 years at Tirzah, Omri built a new 
capital for the N kingdom on a hili 1 1  km NW of 
Shechem commanding the main trade routes 
through the Esdraelon plain. He purchased the si te 
for two talents of silver and named it after its 
owner Shemer (I Ki .  1 6:24). The place is otherwise 
unknown unless it is to be identified with Shamir, 
the horne of Tola (Jdg. 1 0: 1 ;  F. M. Abel, Geogra
phie de la Palestine, 2, p. 444). The hili, wh ich is c. 
1 00 m high and commands a view over the plain, 
was irnpregnable except by siege (2 Ki. 6:24), and 
the name (.fäm'rön) may be connected with the 
Heb. 'watch-post' .  
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Omri allowed the Syrians or Damascus to set up 
bazaars (AV 'streets') in his new city ( I  Ki.  20:34). 
For 6 years he worked on the construction 01' Sa
maria, and this was continued by Ahab, who built 
a house decorated or panelled wi th ivory (I Ki.  
22:39) . I n  a tempie for Baal or Sidon (Melqart), 
the deity whose worship Jezebel encouraged 
( I  Ki. 1 8 :22), Ahab set up a pillar ( 'asera) near 
the altar wh ich Jehoram later removed (2 Ki. 3 :2). 
Other shrines and buildings used by the idolatrous 
priests must have been in use rrom this time until 
the rerorm undertaken by Jehu (2 Ki.  1 0: 1 9) .  Sa
maria itselr was long considered by the prophets a 
centre of idolatry ( Is. 8 :4; 9:9; Je. 23 :  1 3 ; Ezk. 23:4; 
Ho. 7 :  I ;  Mi. 1 :6). 

Ben-hadad 1 1  or Syria besieged Samaria, at first 
unsuccessrully (I Ki. 20: 1 -2 1 ), but later the Syrians 
reduced it to dire ramine (2 Ki. 6:25). It  was re
l ieved only by the panic and sudden withdrawal of 
the besiegers, which was discovered and reported 
by the lepers (2 K i .  7). Ahab was buried in the city, 
as were a number or Israelite kings who made it 
their residence ( l  Ki. 22: 37; 2 Ki.  1 3 :9, 1 3; 1 4: 1 6).  
His descendants were slain there (2 Ki .  1 0: I ), in
c1uding Ahaziah, who hid in vain in the crowded 
city (2 Ch.  22:9). Samaria was again besieged in the 
time or Elisha and miraculously delivered (2 Ki .  
6:8ff.). 

* Menahem preserved the city from attack by 
paying tribute to * Tiglath-pileser 1 1 1  (2 Ki.  1 5 : 1 7-
20). His  son * Pekah, however, drew the Assyrian 
army back again by his attack on Judah, then a 
vassal-ally of Assyria. The city, called Samerina or 
Bit-Qumri ( 'House of Omri') in the Assyrian 
Annals, was besieged by Shalmaneser V of Assyria 
in 725-722 Be. 2 Ki. records that he captured the 
city, agreei ng with the Babylonian Chronicle, but 
evidently his death intervened before it was finally 
secured for Assyria. The citizens, incited by lau
bi'di or Hamath, refused to pay the tax imposed on 
them, and in  the following year (72 1 Be) Sargon 1 1 ,  
the new king o r  Assyria, initiated a scheme o r  mass 
deportation for the wh oie area. According to his 
annals, Sargon carried off 27,270 or 27,290 cap
tives, and the effect was to terminate the existence 
or the N kingdom of Israel as a homogeneous and 
independent state. The exiles were despatched to 
places in Syria, Assyria and Babylonia and 
replaced by colonists rrom other disturbed parts 
of the Assyrian empire (2 Ki. 1 7 :24). The resultant 
failure to cultivate the outlying districts led to an 
increase in the incursions or lions (v. 25). Some 
Israelites, called * Samaritans (v. 29), still 
inhabited part or the city and continued to wor
ship at Jerusalem (Je. 4 1 :5) .  The town, according 
to a cuneiform inscription (HES, 247) and to 
other records, was under an Assyrian governor 
and both Esarhaddon (Ezr. 4:2) and Ashurbanipal 
(Ezr. 4 :9- 1 0) brought in additional peoples rrom 
Babylonia and Elam. The contention between 
Samaria and Judah, 01' earlier origin, gradually 
increased in  intensity, though Samaria itself 
declined in importance. 

The discovery or papyri from Samaria in a cave 
of the Wadi ed-Däliyeh 14 km N 01' Jericho 
seems to confirm the reports of ancient historians 
that Samaria was initially favourable to Alexan
der who captured the city in 3 3 1  Be. However, 
while Alexander was in Egypt they murdered his 
prefect over Syria. On his return, Alexander des
troyed Samaria, massacred the city's leaders in 
the cave to wh ich they had Red and resettled the 

SAMARIA 

area with Macedonians. Information contained in 
the papyri enables a list or Samaritan governors 
to be constructed, beginning with Sanballat I c. 
445 Be. 

Samaria was besieged by John Hyrcanus, and 
the surrounding countryside was devastated c. 
1 1 1 - 1 07 Be. Pompey and Gabinius began to re
build (Jos., Ant. 1 4 . 75), but it was left to Herod 10 
embellish the city, wh ich he renamed Se baste (Au
gusta) in  honour of his emperor. In  it  he housed 
6,000 veterans, including Greeks. On his death, 
Samaria became part or the territory or Archelaus 
and later a Roman colony under Septimus Severus. 
Despite the mutual antagonism between Judah 
and Samaria, Jesus Christ took the shorter route 
through Samaria to Galilee (Lk.  1 7 : 1 1 ), resting at 
Sychar near Shechem, a Samaritan city (Jn. 4:4). 
Philip preached in Samaria, but perhaps the dis
trict rat her than the city is intended, since the der
inite article is absent in Acts 8 :5 .  
1 1 .  Archaeology 
The si te was occupied in the Early Bronze Age, 
then deserted until the lron Age. Sixteen levels of 
occupation were recognized by the Harvard ( 1 908-
1 0) and, later, joint Harvard-Hebrew U niversity
British School 01' Archaeology in Jerusalem exped
itions ( 1 9 3 1 -5). Further excavations were made by 
the Department or Antiquities of Jordan in 1 965 
and the British School of Archaeology in Jerusa
lern in 1 968. The site is diR'icult to work because of 
the dense and continuous habitation, with con
stant rebuilding. or the periods of occupation un
earthed, seven have been assigned to the Israelites: 
Levels 1- 1 1  = Omri-Ahab (28 years). The inner 
( 1 '5 m thick) and outer (6 m thick) fortification 
wall, completed by the latter king, enclosed the 
summit. A main gateway seems to have had a col
umned entrance court. The palace, which was later 
adapted by Jeroboam 1 1 , had a wide court in  which 
lay a reservoir or pool ( 1 0  by 5m), probably the one 
in which Ahab's bloodstained chariot was washed 
down (I Ki. 22:38). In an adjacent storeroom more 
than 200 plaques or rragments 01' ivories were dis
covered. These show Phoenician and pseudo
Egyptian styles and inRuences and may weil have 
been inlays for furniture in Ahab's ivory house ( I  
K i .  22:39) (* !VORV). Sixty-five ostraca, inscribed in  
Old Hebrew, noted the capacity and original 
owners of the wine-jars, with the date or their con
tents (DOTT, pp. 204-208; • WRITING). These are 
probably to be assigned to the reign of Jeroboam 
1 1 .  

Level I I I  marks the period 01' Jehu with adapta
tions or earlier buildings. Then, after an interval, 
come levels IV-VI ,  the Israelite period covering 
Jeroboam and the 8th century Be. The city was 
repaired in the last decades before its fall to the 
Assyrians in 722 Be, wh ich is marked by the de
struction level VI I .  

The remains 01' the Hellenistic buildings are weil 
preserved, with a round tower standing nineteen 
courses 01' stone high, a rortrcss, the city wall (near 
the West Gate), coins, stamped jar-handles and 
Greek pottery remaining. 

The Roman city or Herod is notable for the great 
temple dedicated to Augustus, built over the Israel
ite palaces. Other remains include the enclosure 
wall, and West Gate, with three round towers, a 
820-m long colonnaded street bordered by porticos 
and shops, the temple or Isis rededicated to Kore, a 
basilica (68 by 32 m), divided into three naves by 
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Corinthian columns, a forum, a stadium and an 
aqueduct. Many of the visible ruins are probably 
to be dated to later restorers, especially Septimus 
Severus (AO 1 93-2 1 1 ). 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. A. Parrot, Samaria, 1 958; 1. W. 
Crowfoot, K. Kenyon, eIe. , Samaria, I ,  The Bui/d
ings al Samaria, 1 943; 2, Early Ivories at Samaria, 
1 938; 3, The Objecls /rom Samaria, 1 957; 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 300-1 3 1 0; A. Mazar, Archaeology 
and Ihe Land 0/ Ihe Bible, 1 990, pp. 406-4 1 0; R .  E. 
Tappy, The Archaeology o/Israelite Samaria, 1 992. 

O.J.W. 

SAMARITANS. In  EVV of the OT, Samaritans are 
mentioned only in 2 Ki .  1 7:29, a passage which 
describes the syncretistic religion of those peoples 
whom the king of Assyria transported to the N 
kingdom of Israel to replace the exiled native 
population after the fal l  of Samaria (722/721 BC). 

Several reasons argue strongly against the iden
tification, favoured by Josephus and many others 
sinee, of this group with the Samaritans as they are 
more widely known from the NT (Mt .  1 0:5;  Lk. 
9 :52; 1 0:33; 1 7: 1 6; Jn .  4:9, 39-40; 8:48; Acts 8:25), 
some of whose deseendants survive to the present 
day in two small communities at Nablus and 
Holon: (I) the word used (haHömrönim) scems 
merely to mean 'inhabitants of (the city or prov
inee of) Samaria (sömr6n)', and this fits the context 
of 2 Ki. 1 7  best; (il) there is no evidence that the 
later Samaritans inhabited Samaria. The earliest 
eertain references to them, by contrast, all point 
clearly to their residenee at Shechem (Ecclus. 
50:26; 2 Macc. 5 :22f.; 6:2; cf Jn.  4:5f., 20), whilst 
one of Josephus' sources refers to them as 
'Shechemites' (cf Anl. I ! .  340-347; 1 2 .  10);  (iii) 
nothing whatever that is known of later Samaritan 
religion and practiee suggests the pagan influence 
of 2 Ki. 1 7  or Ezr. 4. 

The origins of the Samaritans of the NT as a 
distinctive group should probably not be sought 
before the start of the Hellenistic period (end 01' 
the 4th eentury BC), when Shechem was rebuilt 
after a long period of desolation. The enemies of 
the Jewish community in the earlier Persian period 
mentioned in Ezr. and Ne. would then be some 01' 
the inhabitants of the N provinee whose oppos
ition to the rebuilding of Jerusalem was mainly 
stirred by political motives. That some adhered to 
the Israelite faith (Ezr. 4:2) is not surprising, since 
the OT itself acknowledges that not all the in
habitants of the old N kingdom were exiled in 72 1 
BC (2 Ch. 30) and some of the newcomers could 
weil have assimilated to those who remained. 

It is not known precisely what factors led to the 
resettlement of Shechem and the consequent crys
tallization of the Samaritan community. An at
tractive suggestion is that following the complete 
Hellenization of Samaria after the conquests 01' 
Alexander the Great, a group of religious purists 
(possibly joined by some priests whose marriage to 
women of the N made their continued residence in 
Jerusalem impracticable) decided to make a fresh 
start where they could practise their religion un
molested. The find of over 200 skeletons (together 
with papyri which originated in Samaria) in a 
remote cave in Wadi ed-Däliyeh, about 14 km N of 
Jericho, suggests that other ref ugees may not have 
been so fortunate. 

Be that as it  may, onee the community had taken 
on a distinctive identity, and a tempie had been 

built on Mt Gerizim (both Josephus, Ant. 1 1 . 
32 1 ff. , for all the other difficulties of his narrative 
at this point, and archaeological remains, if cor
rectly identified, agrce on a date in the Hellenistic 
period), it was incvitable that attitudes between the 
Jews 01' Jerusalem and the Samaritans should have 
begun to harden. Whilst it may be misleading to 
speak of a particular schism, it is clear that Ben
Sira (c. 1 80 BC) regarded the Samaritans as a quite 
separate group (Ecclus. 50:26), and this would have 
been accentuated by their capitulation in the 
period 01' the Maccabean revolt, when their temple 
was dedicated to Zeus Xenios. Perhaps, however, 
the breach was made final when, c. 1 28 BC, John 
Hyrcanus extended the Hasmonaean dominance 
01' the area by capturing Shechem and destroying 
the Gerizim temple. 

This by no means marked the end of the friction, 
however. From the scanty sources available, we 
learn that between AD 6 and 9 some Samaritans 
scattered bones in thc Jerusalem Temple during a 
certain Passover. In AO 52 Samaritans massacred a 
group of Galilean pilgrims at En-gannim, though 
in the consequent dispute before Claudius, wh ich 
followed a Jewish reprisal raid, the decision was 
given in favour 01' the Jews. Furthermore, the Sa
maritans suffered at the hands 01' the Roman 
rulers: in AO 36 a Samaritan fanatic assembled a 
crowd on Mt Gerizim, promising to reveal the 
sacred vessels thought to have been hidden there by 
Moses, and many of them were massacred by 
Pilate. A year after the start of the Jewish War (AO 
66-70), a group of Samaritans switched allegiance 
to join the revolt, only to be slaughtered on Mt 
Gerizim by Vcttulenus Cerealis. 

Since the main theological writings of the Sa
maritans (e.g. Mell/ar Marqah, the Samaritan lit
urgy known as the De/ter, and a number of Chron
icles) comc from only the 4th century AO, and often 
much later, it is almost impossible to reconstruct in 
detail their beliefs in the NT period. For this 
reason, attempts to find a dislinclively Samaritan 
background to (e.g. ) Jn . ,  Acts 7 or Heb. should be 
treated with the grcatest caution. 

Only the five books 01' the Pentateuch in  their 
Samaritan recension (2nd century BC) were re
garded as canonical, and this is reflected in their 
creed, whose elements must date back to early 
times: belief in one God, in Moses the prophet, in 
the law, in Mt Gerizim as the place appointed by 
God for sacrifice (wh ich is made the tenth com
mandment in the SP), in the day of judgment and 
recompense, and in the return of Moses as Taheb 
(the 'restorer' or 'returning one'). 

The attitude of the Jewish Mishnah and Talmud 
towards the Samaritans, as of Josephus, is am
biguous. This may reflect a favourable attitude 
which recognized an essential affinity of both race 
and religion with the Samaritans, but wh ich was 
subsequently heavily overlaid with later polemic, 
encouraged by the developing antagonism and 
based on 2 Ki. 1 7  and Ezr. 4. 

ft is thus noteworthy that the NT is almost con
sistently ravourable towards them (see refs. above), 
and that the Samaritans are portrayed as respond
ing enthusiastically both to Jesus hirnself and to 
the preaching 01' the early Christian church. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. Still ofvalue is: 1. A. Montgomery, 
The Samarilans, 1907, repr. 1 968. More reeent 
studies include: 1. Macdonald, The Theology o/ Ihe 
Samarilans, 1 964; 1. D. Purvis, The Samarilan Pen
tateuch and the Origin o/ Ihe Samarilan Sect, 1 968; 
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1 .  Coggins, Samaritans and lews, 1 975; K.  Haacker, 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 449-467; 1. Isser, The Dositheans, 
1 976; R. Pummer, JSS 2 1 ,  1 976, pp. 39-6 1 , and 22, 
1 977, pp. 27-47; A. D. Crown, A Bibliography 0/ 
the Samaritans, 1 984; 1. D. Purvis, 'The Samaritans 
and Judaism', in  R. A.  Kraft and G. W. E. Nick
elsburg (eds.), Ear/y ludaism and irs Modern Il1ter
preters, 1 986, pp. 8 1 -98; A. D. Crown (ed.), The 
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SAMGAR-NEBO (Heb. samgar-n'eö; Gk. many 
variants, e.g Samagoth, Eissamagath). Je. 39:3 lists 
officers of Nebuchadrezzar who sat in the middle 
gate of Jerusalem after its capture in 587 BC: 
'Nergal-sharezer, Samgar-nebo, Sarsechim the 
Rabsaris, Nergal-sharezer the Rabmag'. Since a list 
of Nebuchadrezzar's courtiers indudes a Nergal
shar-u�ur with the title Sinmagir (ANET, p. 308), it 
i s  thought that the text is confused and should read 
'Nergal-sharezer the Simmagir'. The following 
Nebo would then belong with • Sarsechim as the 
name of the • Rabsaris, perhaps corrupted from 
Nebushazban as in .�. 1 3 . All this remains con-
jecture. A . R . M .  

SAMOS. One of the larger islands in the Aegean 
Sea, off the coast of Asia Minor SW 01' Ephesus. 
An l onian settlement, it  had been an important 
maritime state. Under the Romans it was part 01' 
the province of Asia until Augustus made it a free 
state in 1 7  BC. On his way back to Judaea from his 
third missionary journey Paul sailed between 
Samos and the mainland (Acts 20: 1 5). 

K . L.McK. 

SAMOTHRACE (modern Samothraki). A small 
mountainous island in the N of the Aegean off the 
coast of Thrace, with a town 01' the same name on 
the N side. One 01' its peaks rises above 1 ,700 m, 
forming a conspicuous landmark. Sailing NW 
from Troas on his way to Neapolis, Paul must have 
had a favourable wind to reach Samothrace in one 
day and Neapolis in  one more (Acts 1 6: 1 1 ; cf 
20:6). 

Samothrace was renowned as a ccntrc of the 
mystery cult of the Kabeiroi, ancient fcrtility de
ities who were supposed to protcct those in danger, 
especially at sea. K . L . McK. 

SAMSON. Greater attention is given to Samson 
than to any other 01' Israel's judges belc)fc Samucl 
(Jdg. 1 3- 1 6).  His name, simsö" (Jdg. 1 3 :24), de
rives from Heb. semes, 'sun', which has led some 
scholars to suggest a connection with a sun
mythology, Samson's exploits being equated with 
the 'twelve labours' of Gilgamesh or Hercules. The 
proximity of Beth-shemesh to Samson's birth
place, Zorah, the fact that one 01' his feats 01' 
strength took place 'at the time 01' whcat harvest' 
(Jdg. 1 5 :  I ), i. e. approaching mid-summer, and his 
death between the pillars of a Philistine temple, 
possibly symbolic of sunset ,  are used in support 01' 
this  view. But the essential historicity 01' thc bib
lical record can hardly be doubted. Samson's birth 
and death are carefully documented and there is a 
dose connection with an actual historical situ
ation.  Names like Samson are found in Ugaritic 
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texts 01' the 1 4th and 1 5th centuries BC and most 
likely a common Canaanite name like this was 
widely used by I srael also. 

I. Historical background 

The Samson narratives provide an invaluable 
background to the earlier part 01' the Philistine op
pression. The Philistines settled on the coastal 
plain c. 1 200 BC, a generation after the Conquest, 
and once established they attempted to expand 
into the I sraelite hill-country. Shamgar's exploit 
probably gave temporary relief (Jdg. 3 : 3 1 ) ,  but a 
combination of Philistine and Amorite pressure 
(Jdg. 1 :34) forced part of Samson's tribe, the Dan
ites, to migrate N (Jdg. 1 8) .  The Danite remnant 
which remained, with Judah, bore increasingly the 
brunt of Philistine pressure. At this stage Philistine 
rule was not onerous, Judah accepting it  without 
demur (Jdg. 1 5 :  1 1 ). It was established by infiltra
tion rat her than by force, and promised obvious 
economic advantages to the subject peoples. The 
insidious nature of this domination was a major 
threat to Israel's continued independence. Sam
son's activities were significant in this light. No
where had he armed support from his compatriots 
but his one-man campaign highlighted the danger 
and brought the conflict into the open. Even so, 
Israel eventually overcame the Philistines only with 
the greatest difficulty. Samson may be dated in the 
period of open Philistine aggression, c. 1 070 BC, 
contemporary with Jephthah, who dealt with the 
Ammonite menace (cf Jdg. 1 0:7) and c. 20 years 
belc)fe Israel's double defeat at Aphek ( I  Sa. 4: l 
I !  ) .  

11 .  Personal history 

a. Samson was the son of Manoah, whose wife, 
like Sarah, Hannah and Elizabeth, was barren. His 
birth, lik1: those 01' Isaac and John the Baptist, was 
announced by an angel (Jdg. 1 3 :3). He was to be a 
• Nazirite (Heb. l1äzir, 'separated' or 'consecrated') 
from birth. Usually the Nazirite vow was voluntar
ily taken lor a limited period (Nu. 6: 1 -2 1 ). Of the 
stipulations required by the Nazirite vow, Samson 
took only one seriously, that concerning his hair. 
He was orten in contact with corpses (e.g 1 4: 8f.) 
and it is unlikely that he abstained from strong 
drink. 

Samson's parents lived at Zorah, on the border 
between Dan and Judah, in the Shephelah c. 22 km 
W 01' Jerusalem. 

b. Salllsoll 's/irsr /ol'e ( 1 4: 1 - 1 5:8). Seeing a Philis
ti ne woman in Timnah, 6 km SW of Zorah, he 
demanded that his unwilling parents arrange a 
marriage. Understandably they were aggrieved that 
he should scck a wife outside the covenant
community. At the wcdding feast he used a riddie 
to test the thirty young men, who appear more as 
protection against Samson than as guests ( 1 4 :  1 1 ). 
They put pressure upon Samson's bride to extract 
thc answer, whcreupon an enraged Samson slew 
thiny Philistincs at i\shkelon to pay his debt and 
then dcpancd ( 1 4 : 1 3- 1 9). To escape disgrace his 
bride was given to his 'best man' ( 1 4:20). The type 
01' marriage indicated did not involve permanent 
cohabitation, but when Samson arrived back in the 
early summer with thc prcsent customary in such a 
relationship ( 1 5 : I )  he was refused entrance. He 
took his rcvenge by catching 300 'foxes', probably 
jackals, which unlikc laxes are not solitary and are 
more easily caught, tying fire-brands to their tails 
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and releasing them ( 1 5:2-5). At harvcst-time the 
loss would be considerable. The Philistines, in their 
turn, took an equally vicious revenge upon the 
Timnite and his family ( 1 5:6). [n  a further escal
ation of violence Samson retaliated by slaughter
ing the ofTending Philistines ( 1 5 :71".). 

c. The attemp/ /0 cap/ure Samson a/ Lehi ( 1 5:9-
20). Seeking refuge at the rock of Etam, Samson 
was taken into custody by 3,000 men of Judah, 
resentful that he had disturbed their peaceful situ
ation under the Philistines ( 1 5 :9-1 3).  His abnormal 
strength enabled hirn to break free and attack the 
surprised Philistines with a jawbone of an ass, a 
formidable weapon in the hands of a determined 
man ( 1 5 : 1 4- 1 7) .  Sarnson was weakened with thirst 
after this spectacular success and God provided 
miraculously for his need ( 1 5 :  1 8f.). V. 20, with its 
formal statement of Samson's judgeship, probably 
marked the end of one account of his l il"e. 

d. His down/all and dea/h ( 1 6: 1 -3 1 ) . Samson's 
uncontrolled sexual urge, involving foreign prosti
tutes, eventually proved his undoing. A warning of 
his vulnerability in such circumstances was given at 
Gaza, but his unique strength enabled hirn to 
escape ( 1 6: 1 -3).  Gaza, the southernmost of the five 
Philistine cities, was 60 km from Hebron, but the 
narrative may indicate that Samson lifted the city
gates to a hili in the general direction of Hebron. 

After this Samson became infatuated with Deli
lah, whose horne in the valley of Sorek lay just 
below Zorah ( 1 6:4). She collaborated with the Phil
istines and with heartless tenacity extracted from 
Samson the secret of his strength ( 1 6:5-20). 
Blinded and humil iated, 'eyeless in Gaza', he was 
paraded as the butt at a festival ( 1 6: 2 1 -27). For 
the first time a religious act on Samson's part is 
noted, and in answer to his prayer, coupled with 
the fact that the Philistines had carelessly allowed 
his hair to grow again, Samson was able to demol
ish a probably over-stressed temple, killing both 
hirnself and more Philistines than he had slain 
during his I ife ( 1 6:28-3 1 ) .  As the Philistines 
formed a ruling elass superimposed upon native 
population, the efTect of this decimation would be 
considerable. 

e. Moral problems raised by /lre Samson narra
/ives. Most of the judges had moral and religious 
shortcomings, but these are greatly accentuated in 
the case of Samson, whose sensuality, irrcsponsi
bility and lack of true religious concern are appar
ent. Yet he is ineluded in the catalogue 01" heroes 01" 
faith (Heb. I I  :32). Especially perplexing is the rela
tionship of his enduement with the Spirit 01" God 
to his character. A elue to the significance 01" chs. 
1 3- 1 6  is the absence of the religiously motivated 
comment which abounds elsewhere in the book 01" 
Judges, as though the editor deerns I"urther com
ment unnecessary, the narratives themselves testi
fying openly to the prevailing low standards. We 
should distinguish between the level 01" appreci
ation of the average contemporary I sraelite, who 
would thoroughly approve of the hated Philistines' 
discomfiture, and that 01" the godly men who finally 
collected [srael's traditions; they would be weIl 
aware of Samson's blemishes. Nor must we read 
back the c1ear NT connection between Spirit
endowment and holiness-a charismatic anointing 
in the OT period did not necessarily produce purity 
of life. God could still make use 01" a person apart 
from the quality 01" his l ife. Amongst his unlikely 
instruments were Balaam (Nu. 22-24), Nebuchad
rezzar (Je. 25:9; 27:6; 43: I 0) and Cyrus ( ls. 44:28; 

45: 1-4). We may question his use of an agent like 
Samson, and be embarrassed by the details, but 
God is sovereign, and he used Samson, in the 
'Dark Ages' 01" the Judges' period, to fulfil a lone 
but vital role. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Gray, Joshua. Judges and Ru/h. 
CB, 1 967, pp. 342-362; A. E. Cundall and L. 
Morris, Judges and Ru/h. TOTC, 1 968, pp. 1 53-
1 8 1 ;  F. F. Bruce, 'Judges', NBCR, 1 970, pp. 269-
272; R. G. Boling, Judges, AB, 1 975, pp. 2 1 7-253; 
1. C. Moyer, 'Samson', ZPEB, 5, pp. 249-252; 1. A. 
Soggin, Judges. OTL, 1 98 1 ,  pp .  225-259. 

A.E.C.  

SAMUEL (Heb s'mü 'el, '(?)name of God').  I. A 
Simeonite leader (Nu.  34:20), in NEB; most EVY 
have • Shemuel. 2. Grandson 01" [ssachar ( I  Ch. 
7:2), in NEB; most EYY have * Shemuel. 3. The 
prophet, contemporary with Saul and David, 
whose career is related in I Sa., and who has given 
his name to the two books of Samuel. Acts 3:24 
views hirn as the first of the prophets, Acts 1 3 :20 as 
the last of the judges. 
I.  Career 
Samuel was born into an Ephraimite family of 
Ramah (though of levitical stock, according to I 
Ch. 6:331'. ) .  His parents were Elkanah and 
Hannah; the latter had previously been barren, 
and she dedicated Samuel before his birth as a * Na
zirite. After his weaning, therefore, he was brought 
up in the Shiloh temple by Eli (I Sa . I ) . While still 
a boy, he experienced the prophetic call, and in due 
course 'was established as a prophet of the Lord' ( I  
Sa. 3) .  

A major Philistine victory was accompanied by 
the capture of the ark of the covenant, the death of 
Eli and the transl"er of the priesthood from 
* Shiloh ( I  Sa. 4); Samuel's movements are not re
corded . He subsequently mustered the [sraelite 
troops at Mizpah and won a victory over the Phil
istines (*  EßENEZER). He now I"ulfilled the role of 
judge in Israel, with a circuit in Bethel, Gilgal, 
Mizpah and Ramah ( I  Sa. 7). 

In  his old age. his Icadership was challenged by 
the tribaI clders who c1amoured for a king. Samuel 
at first resisted this pressure but received divine 
guidance to agrec to it (I Sa. 8). He then met * Sau I 
and was told by God to anoint hirn; and in a com
plex 01" evcnts Samucl presided over the institution 
01" the Israelitc monarehy, though not without issu
ing stern warnings to king and people alike ( I  
Sa.9- 1 2) 

Bel"ore long. a breach occurred between Samuel 
and Saul, when the latter took it upon hirnself to 
ofTer sacrifiec bc l"ore battle ( I  Sa. 1 3) .  This breach 
beeame absolutc when Saul later broke a solemn 
oath in sparing the life of the Amalekite king 
Agag. Samuel h imsell" killed Agag, and then re
tired to Ramah. He explieitly rejected Saul, and 
never had any I"u rthcr dealings with hirn ( I  Sa. 1 5). 
His final act was to anoint David. privately, to be 
next king 01" I srad ( I  Sa. 1 6). He died in Ramah 
and was buried Ihere (I Sa. 25:  I ) . Even afterwards 
a desperate Saul tried to aseertain God's will 
through him ( I  Sa. 28 )  
[ I .  Critical evaluation 
Recent eritical asscssments 01" Samucl tend to be 
negative. Thc min imal view would see hirn as a 
mere loeal sccr. quitc unknown to Saul, on the 
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Israel and Judah at the time 0/ SamIlei, 

basis of I Sa, 9:6, 1 8 , Few scholars, however, would 
deny that he not only superintended the institution 
of the Monarchy but also later broke with Saul and 
repudiated hirn, Saul's subsequent insecurity 
strongly supports the biblical picture 01' Samuel as 
a man of power and influence, 

The chief arguments against historicity are (i) 
the 'Iegendary' character of some 01' the stories 
(e,g. the infancy narrative), (ii) the fact that Samuel 
is depicted in such a diversity 01' roles (prophet, 

\ 

judge, war-leader, national leader and perhaps 
priest), and (iii) the problem 01' aligning these vari
ous roles with the supposed literary sources or un
written traditions underlying I Sa, In the absence 
of extra-biblical data about Samuel, the first of 
these arguments admits 01' no objective criteria. 
The third problem, moreover, olfers no secure 
basis for judgment in view of the fact that there is 
so l itt le certainty about the sources utilized in 
the • books 01' Samuel. The second problem is 
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therefore the main issue. Two points may be made 
about the roles Samuel is said to have filled. First, 
while it  may be admitted that different literary 
strata may have emphasized or highlighted differ
ent roles, it is nevertheless true that the latter were 
not so disparate as might appear: the book 01' 
ludges shows that the offices 01' war-leader, 
national leader and judge (in the judicial sense) 
could be combined in ancient Israel; and there is 
evidence from inside and outside Israel that 
• prophecy at times embraced sacrificial roles, and 
that prophets at times appointed and repudiated 
kings. Secondly, Samuel lived in a period 01' crisis 
and transition, and in the absence 01' any other 
figurehead, the Israelite tribes may weil have 
looked to hirn to fill an exceptional role. Basically, 
he combines the offices 01' judge and prophet; 
Deborah offers a minor analogy (cf Jdg. 4:4) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. L. McKenzie, 'The Four Sam
uels', Biblical Research 7, 1 962, pp. 3- 1 8 ; B. C. 
Birch, The Rise 0/ the Israelite Monarchy, 1 976. 
See also standard histories 01' Israel and standard 
commentaries. D.F.P. 

SAMUEL, BOOKS OF. The two books 01' Samuel 
were originally one; not until the 1 5th century were 
they ever divided in the Heb. Bible. The division 
into two books goes back to the LXX. The English 
title 'Samuel' is the same as the Heb.; the LXX 
linked the foUf books 01' Samuel and • Kings to
gether as 1 -4  ' Reigns' (or ' Kingdoms'), while the 
Vulg. calls them 1 -4 ' Kings' (cf the titles of these 
books in AV). In the Heb. Bible Samuel stands third 
in the 'Former Prophets', i.e. the four-volume his
tory 10shua-ludges-Samuel-Kings. Many modern 
scholars consider that these four were from thc be
ginning a single, connected history (styled 'the 
Deuteronomic History'). It is at least true that 
Samuel provides the transition from the era of the 
judges to the period 01' the Monarchy, and that the 
divisions between the books see m to be arbitrary at 
some points. 

The title 'Samuel' is not altogether appropriate; 
the prophet Samuel is only the first 01' the three 
major figures whose lives are recorded in these 
books; the other two are Saul and David. Samuel's 
death is recorded in I Sa. 25: I ;  he cannot then have 
been the author, in spite 01' the tradition in TB 
(Baba Bathra 1 4b). 'The Chronicles 01' Samuel the 
seer' ( I  Ch. 29:29) may be a source document 01' 
the books 01' Samuel; the books 01' Samuel them
selves cannot be meant. 
I.  Outline of contents 
The books 01' Samuel span a period 01' roughly a 
century, c. 1 050-950 Be. There are six sect ions: 
a. Samue/'s early years (I Sa. I :  1 -7: 14) 

(i) Samuel and Eli ( I :  1 -3 :2 1 )  
(ii) War with the Philistines (4: 1 -7: 14) 

b. Samuel and Saul (7:  1 5-1 5 :35) 
(i) Saul becomes king (7:  1 5- 1 2:25) 
(ii) War with the Philistines ( 1 3 : 1 - 1 4:52) 
(iii) The defeat 01' Amalek ( 1 5 : 1 -35) 

c. Saul and David ( 1 6: 1 -3 1 :  1 3) 
(i) David reaches the royal court ( 1 6:  1 - 1 7:58) 
(ii) David and 10nathan ( 1 8 : 1 -20:42) 
(iii) David as a fugitive (2 1 :  1 -26:25) 
(iv) David in  Philistine territory (27: 1 -30:3 1 )  

(v) Defeat and death 01' Saul and Jonathan 
( 3 1  : 1 - 1 3) 
d. The early years 0/ David·s reign (2 Sa. I :  1 -8 :  1 8) 

(i) David's reaction to the news of Saul's death 
( 1 : 1 -27) 

(ii) David and Ish-bosheth (2: 1 -4 : 1 2) 
(iii) David defeats the Philistines (5 :  1 -25) 
(iv) David, the ark and the house 01' God (6: 1 -

7:29) 
(v) Further victories (8:  1 - 1 8) 

e. King DGl'id and his collrt (9: 1 -20:26) 
(i) David and Mephiboshcth (9: 1 - 1 3) 
(ii) Warfare with Ammon and its consequences 

( 1 0: 1 - 1 2 :2 1 )  
(iii) David and his eldest sons ( 1 3 : 1 - 1 8 :33) 
(iv) David's return and Sheba's revolt ( 1 9: 1 -

20:26) 
f Appendix (21 : 1 -24:25) 

(i) Famine and warfare (21 : 1-22) 
(ii) Two psalms 01' David (22: 1 -23:7) 
(iii) His mighty men (23:8-39) 
(iv) Census and plague (24: 1 -25) 

11. Sources and composition 
There can bc no doubt at all that the writer of the 
books 01' Samuel made use of some earlier docu
ments, though it is impossible to know how many. 
No single individual lived right through the eras 01' 
Samuel, Saul and David; and statements incorpor
ating the phrase 'to this day' (e.g. I Sa. 27:6) sug
gest a further lapse of time before the author's own 
date. Attempts have therefore been made to isolate 
the sources from which the author took his ma
terial; and a number 01' quite different schemes 
have resulted. 

Some scholars (notably K. Budde and O. Eiss
feldt) have argued that documentary strata under
Iying the • Pentateuch are also visible in Samuel. 
Few contemporary scholars would agree. The 
present trend is to consider Samuel an amalgam 01' 
individual narratives, brought together by stages 
(see, e.g. ,  Weiser, Fohrer). The chief interest centres 
in the attempt to isolate the earlier units or docu
ments. A. R. S. Kennedy long aga proposed ( CB, 
1 904) that fivc basic documents had been util ized 
by the author of Samuel: a history 01' Samuel's 
early years, a history 01' the ark of the covenant, a 
history of thc Monarchy favourable to it, a history 
01' the Monarchy hostile to it and a court history 
01' David. British scholarship has tended to follow 
this hypothesis (e.g. Anderson, Rowley); the 
strongest ca se can be made for the second and fifth 
of Kennedy's documents. There is wide agreement 
that a history 01' the ark underlies I Sa. 4: 1 -7: I ,  
and many scholars have also agreed that 2 Sa. 9-
20, with I Ki. I r. ,  constitute a distinct unit (usually 
known as 'The Succession Narrative'), though 
some recent studies have challenged this view 
(Delekat, Würthwein). The Succession Narrative is 
usually considered to have been composed by, or at 
least to derive from, an eyewitness. Absent from 
this section are 'doublets', a feature characteristic 
of the rest 01' Samuel; many scholars have stressed 
the significance 01' such 'dupl icate narratives' in ar
guing für a variety of (conflicting) sources. This 
argument has been over-pressed (see D. F. Payne, 
' Duplicate Accounts', in NBCR, pp. 284f.), but on 
the other hand it may be admitted that such doub
lets tend to suggest separate sources: historicity is, 
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or should be, a different issue from source criti
cism. Thus I Sa. 1 6: 1 4-23 teils how Saul first met 
David as a musician; I Sa. 1 7 :55-58 may weil 
derive from a separate source, in which the chal
lenge from Goliath provided the circumstances for 
David's first coming to the attention of the king. If 
so, the compiler of the book has drawn on both 
earlier sources, and made his own c1ear decision as 
to wh ich was the earlier event; the 'duplication' 
denies the historicity of neither story. 

Both the number and the nature of the sources 
of Samuel remain unclear and disputed, then. The 
author himself undoubtedly made his own contri
bution, as references to his own day ( I  Sa. 27:6) 
and explanatory remarks (I Sa. 9:9) make clear. By 
general consent, however, his activity was very dis
creet; apart from such minor touches, it  is only in I 
Sa. 7, 1 2  and 2 Sa. 7 that his hand is generally 
thought to be clearly visible. lt is noteworthy that 
the c1ear editorial structures and formulae of 
• Judges and • Kings are absent from Samuel; this 
fact, among others, argues for a distinct origin for 
Samuel and militates against the hypothesis of a 
unified Deuteronomic history, Joshua-Kings. l t  
may be, nevertheless, that a final redaction, of 
limited extent, took pI ace when Samuel and Kings 
were brought together, in  the exilic period or soon 
afterwards. 
111. Purpose 
In covering the era of the transition from a loose 
tri baI constitution under the judges to a monarchy, 
the books of Samuel necessarily offer a view on the 
value of the monarchy; but different passages give 
rather differing impressions. I Sa. 8 offers a biting 
critique of kingship, and in  I Sa. 1 2: 1 9  the people 
acknowledge that they had done evil in  seeking a 
king; but in I Sa. 1 0:24-27; 1 1 : 1 4f. a positive view 
is taken. Recent  studies have found a similar ten
sion within the Succession Narrative, some pas
sages being favourable to David and Solomon, 
while others are distinctly critical of them. These 
differing viewpoints have often been used as a cri
terion, as regards sources and historicity; but as 
Brigh t and others have argued, the tension is cer
tainly an original one, on any credible historical 
reconstruction, and the value of the criteria is du
bious. In  any case, since he incorporated material 
tending in both directions, it is unlikely that the 
final author was either pro-monarchic or anti
monarchic. Rather his attitude was typically 
prophetic, seeing the monarchy as a constitution 
which had been ordained by God, but taking a 
detached and objective view of each individual 
monarch. 1. A. Soggin is right to emphasize that 
the primary interests of the author are election and 
rejection. 

lt is important not to overlook the biographical 
motive. There was a genuine interest in the careers 
and achievements of leading Israelites. It was the 
biblical writers' conviction that God had involved 
himself in history, and that he governed its whole 
course, which gave the historical books of the OT 
their theological quality and conten!. Theo
logically-coloured history is none the less history. 
IV. Text 
There are numerous problems in the Heb. text 
(Mn of Samuel, and commentaries and transla
tions often turn to the LXX (especially LXXB and 
LXXL) for help. The LXX MSS not only elucidate 
many verses where the Heb. is obscure or problem-

SANCTIFICATION, SANCTIFY 

atic but also offer variant readings where the Heb. 
makes good sense. The most notable variation is in 
I Sa. 1 7f., where LXXR is much shorter than MT 
( 1 7 :  1 2-3 1 and 1 7:55- 1 8 :5 are entirely absent). (See 
D. F. Payne, NBCR, p. 3 1 8 .) Two other sources 01" 
evidence are parallel passages in  Chronicles, and 
fragrnentary copies of Samuel found at Qumran. 
The Qumranic material tends to support LXX 
where it differs from MT, and recent EVV, espe
cially NEB, have made considerable use of its evi
dence. lt is widely held that the evidence suggests 
not so much that the Heb. text of Samuel was 
poorly preserved as that there existed different re
censions of the book. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. A .  Carlson, David, the 
Chosen King, 1 964; R .  N. Whybray, The Succe�sion 
Narrative, 1 968; G. Wallis, Geschichte und Uber
lieferung, 1 968, pp. 45-{i6. Commentaries by H. W. 
Hertzberg, OTL, E.T. 1 960; 1. Mauchline, NCB, 
1 97 1 ;  H. 1. Stoebe, KAT, 1 973; P. K. McCarter, A B, 
1 980-84; R. P. Gordon, 1 986; R. W. Klein (on I 
Sa.), WBC, 1 986; 1. Baldwin, Ta TC, 1 988; A. A.  
Anderson (on 2 Sa.), WBC, 1 989. See also stand-
ard introductions to the OT. D.F.P. 

SANBALLAT. The name is Babylonian, Sinuballi(, 
i.e. 'Sin (the moon-god) has given life'. In Ne. 2:  1 0, 
1 9; 1 3 :28 he is called the Horonite, probably denot
ing that he came from Beth-horon, about 30 km 
NW of Jerusalem (cf Jos. 1 0: 1 0, elc. ) .  He was one 
of the chief opponents of Nehemiah. The Ele
phantine Papyri show that in 407 BC he was gov
crnor of Samaria. If when Nehemiah came in 445 
BC he was either governor or hoping to be gov
ernor, he doubtless wanted to have control of 
Judaea also. The Elephantine Papyri speak of his 
two sons, Delaiah and Shelemiah, and these names 
may show that Sanballat was a worshipper of 
Yahweh. This means that he was descended either 
from an Israelite family which had not gone into 
captivity in  721 BC or from one of the peoples 
whom the Assyrian kings had imported into Pales
tine. In either case his religion was probably syn
cretistic (2 Ki. 1 7:33), though he put Yahweh first, 
and so won sympathy even from the high priest's 
family, into which his daughter married (Ne. 
1 3 :28). Josephus (Anl. 1 1 . 302) makes Sanballat re
sponsible for the building of the Samaritan temple, 
wh ich he dates under Darius I I I  (336-33 1 BC) . I f  
the story is true, Josephus has  confused the date; 
unless he is referring to a second governor with the 
same name. (There was at least one further Sanbal
Iat, if not two, among the governors of Samaria 
under the Persian empire.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. H. Rowley, 'Sanballat and the 
Samaritan Temple', BJRL 38, I 955-{i, pp. I 66ff. F. 
M .  Cross, 'Discovery of Samaria Papyri', BA 26, 
1 963, pp. I I Off.; H. G. M .  Williamson, TynB 39, 
1 988, pp. 59-82. J .S .W. 

SANCTIFICATION, SANCTIFY 

a. Meaning 
Sanctification is one of several possible English 
translations of qdS, hagios and their cognates. See 
·HOLINESS for usage. Context alone determines 
whether the translation should be holy, holiness, 
holy one, saints, consecrate, consecration, sanctify 
or sanctification. Even in individual passages 
translators do not always agree. I ts broad meaning 
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is the process by wh ich an entity is brought into 
relationship with or attains the likeness of the 
holy. 
b. Old Testament 
In the OT, the primary use of the qds word group, 
in the sense of consecration or sanctification, has 
to do with the way in  which the holiness necessary 
for earthly people or things to relate to the holy 
God could be received. The primary means of 
sanctification in the OT was through the cultic 
system. 

The whole cultic system centred on the way the 
earthly realm relates to the divine. Crucial to this 
relationship was the consecration of the pure but 
profane person or thing to God through the means 
provided by God. Recent studies have shown that 
the priestly theology of holiness structured all Is
raelite society in terms of earthly relations to the 
divine. This is seen in the holiness word group: holy 
- profane and clean - unclean ( Lv. 10: 1 0).  Both 
pairs have gradations between them, with varying 
levels of sanctity and cleanness. 'The sense of the 
distinction, however, is less a gradation of the 
holiness which derives from God than a gradation 
of human dealings with the Holy One' (Seebass, 
227). 

Consecration does not rest upon intrinsic holi
ness: ' it requires a special act of God to make a 
thing or person holy' (Jenson, 48). The sacrificial 
system was God's gracious means to enable his 
people to move from uncleanness or defilement to 
cleanness as the basis upon which to approach the 
holy God. Holiness and purity are not synonym
ous, however; purity is a presupposition for ap
proaching the holy 'because antipathy between 
holiness and impurity was absolute' (Jenson, 53). 
Hence, in  the priestly tradition, there is a great deal 
of emphasis on purity and separation. Sanctifica
tion occurs as a consequence of movement to
wards the Holy One, not as the basis for holiness. 

Earlier studies sought to contrast priestly ritual
istic notions of holiness and sanctification with the 
ethical standards of the prophets. But that dichot
omy does justice to neither. The highest ethical 
standards, centred in  wholehearted love of God 
and neighbour (Dt. 6:4; Lv. 1 9: 1 8b), are embedded 
in the priestly cultus: 'Consecrate yourselves there
fore, and be holy; for I am the Lord your God. 
Keep my statutes, and do them; I am the Lord who 
sanctify you' (Lv. 20:7). The prophets demanded 
worship wh ich issued in concrete expression of 
covenantal standards in societal and personal 
ethics. They saw clearly that the expenence of 
God's holiness would necessarily result in the 
transformation of the person (ls. 6:5-7) and soci
ety (Am. 4:4f.; 5 :2 1-24; Mi .  6:6-8). In short, 'for 
Israel to be and remain the people of God, it  must 
be holy, not merely in the ritual sense but also in 
the ethical sense' (M uller, 322). 
C. New Testament 
Fundamental to all NT theology is the shift in 
eschatological perspective brought about by the 
coming of Jesus Messiah, and the coming of the 
Holy Spirit. God has come amongst his people to 
reconcile them to hirnself and the future has al
ready been set in motion, although the end has 
only just begun. Sanctification cannot be under
stood outside this framework. 

The terminology of sanctification is rare in the 
gospels. In John, sanctification concerns relation-

ship with the tri une God on the one hand and mis
sion on the other. Jesus is the one sanctified by the 
Father and sent into the world ( 1 0:36). If the dis
ciples are to continue that mission, they too must 
be sanctificd, i. e. brought into that intimate fellow
ship enjoyed by Father and Son (20:20-23). Jesus 
prays that the Father would sanctify the diseiples in 
the truth ( 1 7 : 1 7) .  In order that they may be filled 
with God's being and power, Jesus sanetifies him
self ( 1 7: 1 9) through his death, then sends the dis
eiples into the world just as the Father had seni 
hirn (20:2 1 -22), imparting to them the Holy Spirit. 

The presence of the Holy Spirit is the key to 
Paul's view of sanctification. Paul holds that sanc
tification is based on the historical reality of the 
atoning death of Christ wh ich is brought to experi
ential reality by the Spirit (Gal. 3 :2-5; I Cor. 6:  1 1 ; 
Eph. 1 : 1 3- 1 4; Tit. 3 :4-7). It partakes fully of the 
esehatological tension of salvation: 'al ready' I'not 
yet'. 

Paul's main emphasis is ethical rat her than 
cultic. He echoes Jesus' own summation of God's 
ethical requirements for the new people as given in 
the great commandments (Gal. 5 :  14 ;  Rom. \ 3 :8-
1 0) and models them before his converts ( I  Thes. 
2: 1 0; 3:  1 2) .  He urges them to continue to work out 
these principles of wholehearted devotion to God 
and love of neighbour in the context of everyday 
existence (I Thes. 4:9-1 0). In I Thes. 3 : 1 0- 1 3  and 
5:23, Paul prays that his readers will be established 
in  holiness and that God will sanctify them wholly. 
They are ever to be what they are now, i. e. a people 
called to be holy. 

But these are also wish-prayers which means 
that the 'not yet' is equally important here. Paul 
has the Parousia, which perhaps he expected before 
his death (I Thes. 4: 1 7; 5:6), firmly in his view. He 
prays that these Christians will be found blameless 
(note, not faultless) in holiness on that soon-to
arrive day, with lives that re fleet their antieipation 
of it.  

The ethieal thrust of sanctification continues in 
Rom. 6, where Paul uses the term hagiasmos twice. 
In 6: 1 9, he urges his readers to yield their members 
to righteousness for sanctification, clearly focusing 
on the ethical living expected of those who have 
been freed from the dominion of sin. Since in and 
with Christ they have died to the lordship of sin 
(6:6), they are now to live lives wh ich reflect their 
new relationship to God as sharers in  Christ's risen 
life (6: \ 3- 1 4).  In no sense, however, is Paul stating 
that holiness is aehieved by personal striving (see 
Wynkoop, 326). 

Paul uses the terms 'righteousness' and 'sanctifi
cation' here in a way whieh shows their insepar
ability. Paul eould not coneeive of a person 
brought into a right relationship with God whose 
life would not issue in sanctifieation (6:22), i. e. in a 
life of holiness. Debate about whether Paul has in 
mind a state or a process of sanctification is beside 
the point. Paul intends both. 

That Paul can speak of both aspeets of sanctifi
cation is confirmed in 2 Cor. 7:  I .  Here, in language 
reminiscent of the OT eultic context of purity and 
holiness, he urges his alienated readers to 'clean se 
[y)ourselves from every defilement of body and 
spirit, and make holiness perfect.' His Christian 
readers are to purge themselves in  every part, in
wardly and outwardly (see Ps. 24:2-3, 'clean hands 
and pure heart'), and live out the implications of 
their grace-given relationship to the holy God. 

Were it  not for the indwelling presence of the 
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Spirit, all or this might seem to be mere wishrul 
thinking. But Paul considers the sanctified l ire to 
be possible because or the indwelling presence or 
God's empowering Spirit (2 Thes. 2 : 1 3) .  I ndeed, he 
says, anyone who rejects this way or living, rejects 
God who gives his Holy Spirit to you ( I  Thes. 4:8). 
I t  is the presence or the Spirit which enables the 
believer to live a l ire which is not aeeording to the 
ftesh (Gal. 5 :  1 6, 24; Rom. 8:5) although lire is still 
lived in the ftesh (Gal. 2 :20; Rom. 8: 1 1 ,  23). To be 
sure, the Spirit has not brought the rulness or the 
end but only its beginning, so the Spirit's presence 
does not conrer final perrection in the present age 
but rather leads to growing maturity in Christ, 
whereby Christians are ripened ror their final trans
rormation. 'We are both already and not yet' (Fee, 
p. 826). 

The writer or the Epistle to the Hebrews is in 
conscious dialogue with Judaism. For this writer, 
sanctification is the work or Christ, the eternal 
high priest (5 :8-10; 7:23-25) and the sanctifier 
(2: 1 1 ;  1 3 : 1 2) who, as the enthroned Lord, now 
exercises all the prerogatives or God (ch. I ) .  The 
means or sanctification is through the death or 
Christ, who through the shedding or his blood, 
established the new and better covenant relation
ship between God and humans ( 1 0: 10, 1 4) .  This 
new sacrifice is efficacious because, in  contrast to 
sacrifices under the old covenant which could pur
iry the ftesh and restore a defiled Israelite to the 
community (Nu. 1 9 :9), the blood or Christ is able 
to deal with the inner condition or sin rul  people 
(9 : 1 3r.;  1 0:22). 

The heart or the matter in Hebrews, thererore, is 
the new covenant relationship promised in  the OT 
(Je. 31 :3 1-34; Ezk. 36:25-27). The verb hagiadzein 
is used 'with rererence to the establishment or New 
Covenant relations between God and man' (D. 
FPeterson, Hebrews and Perfeelion, SNTSMS 47, 
1 982, p. 72). The notion or the perrecting or 
believers (7: 1 1 ,  1 9; 1 0 : 1 4) ,  relates primarily to their 
covenan tal acceptance by God (Peterson, p. 1 36). 

Hebrews is the most explicit or the epistles on 
the present reality and enjoyment or the sanctified 
lire. A crucial verse in  this regard is Heb. 1 0 :  1 4  
w h  ich emphasizes the single offering ror sanctifica
tion made by Christ on the one hand and the 
experiential realization or the new relationship 
between God and humanity on the other. The new 
covenant relationship has already been established 
in Christ's death and exaltation; Christi ans are 
consciously to embrace in their ongoing experi
ence what has already been accomplished ror them. 
'The terminology or perrection is used by our 
writer here to stress the realized aspect or Chris
tian salvation' (Peterson, p. 1 53). 

But Hebrews also applies the 'already'l'not yet' 
tension to sanctification. For while it is the present 
experience or believers, it  is neither static nor final 
( 1 2: 10, 1 4, 22-24). This relationship is the earnest 
or that ultimate goal or sanctification which 'is to 
share Christ's glory (2: 1 0) ,  to enter God's rest 
(4: l l ff.), to see the Lord ( 1 2 : 1 4), and to inhabit the 
heavenly Jerusalem ( 1 2 :22; 1 3 : 1 4) '  (Peterson, p. 
1 29). 

In so me ways, I Pet. provides a summary or the 
NT view or sanctification: it has to do with God's 
choice ( 1 :2; 2:9), the work or the Spirit in applying 
the benefits or Christ's sacrificial death and resur
rection (I :2-3), and lives lived in obedience to 
God's call to holiness (I : 1 4- 1 5; 2 :5) and love (I :22; 
4:8). Sanctification, in  sum, is essentially a re-

SAND 

lational reality, completed in Christ's death on the 
cross, experienced through the indwelling Holy 
Spirit and brought to its final goal when we see 
God (Heb. 1 2: 14 ;  I Jn .  3 :2-3). 
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SANCfUARY, The Heb. words miqdäS, and its 
correlative qörjes, define a place set apart ror the 
worship or God or gods. Whereas the Bible uses 
these words almost entirely or the place where 
Yahweh was worshipped, a study or cognate lan
guages such as Canaanite shows that the same 
terms were used ror the worship or the earlier in
habitants or Palestine. Excavation has revealed a 
wide variety or sanctuaries extending back to the 
4th millennium BC. The most complete range or 
these at present known was excavated at Megiddo. 
A considerable variety or cult images and tools is 
now available ror study. 

Israel's earliest sanctuary was the movable tent 
known as the * tabernacle where the ark containing 
the tables or the covenant was housed (Ex. 25:8, 
eIe. ) .  Detailed descriptions or the various parts or 
this structure occur in Ex. 25-3 1 and 36--40, and 
the elaborate ritual associated with it is detailed in 
Leviticus. 

With the settlement or Israel in the land, David 
planned, and Solomon completed, a permanent 
place or worship (I Ch. 22: 1 9; 28: 10,  elc.) .  

Apostasy during the days or the kings brought 
roreign cult-practices into the Temple. Ezekiel and 
Zephaniah reproached God's people ror defiling 
his sanctuary (Ezk. 5:  1 1 ; 23 :39; 28: 1 8 ,  eIe.; Zp. 
3:4). 

I srael's early sanctuaries were set up in the 
places where God appeared to his people or 
'caused his name to dweil'. Finally Jerusalem 
became the official centre or worship. (* HIGH 
PLACE; * TEMPLE.) 

In NT the 'sanctuary' (Gk. naos) is the holy 
house, the dwelling-place or God, whether literal 
(e.g. Mk.  1 4:58; 1 5 :38; Jn .  2:  1 9) or figurative (e.g I 
Cor. 3: I M. ;  6: 1 9), as distinct rrom 'temple' (hieron), 
the whole sacred enclosure (e.g. Mk.  1 1 : 1 1 , 1 5; Lk. 
2 :27, 46; Jn .  2:  1 4) .  J.A.T. 

SAND (Heb. �öl; Gk.  ammos). The Heb. word de
rives rrom the verb �(jl ('to whirl, dance'), doubt
less a rererence to the ease with which the light 
particles or silex, mica, reIspar, eIe., are l irted and 
whirled by the wind. Sand is round extensively 
along the Mediterranean shores or S Palestine and 
Egypt, and in desert regions, thus providing a strik
ing symbol or countless multitude (e.g. Gn. 22: 1 7; 
Is. 1 0:22; Rev. 20:8). It is used also to convey an 
idea or weight (Jb. 6:3), longevity (Jb. 29: 1 8) and 
instability (Mt .  7:26). A somewhat obscure allu
sion (Dt. 33: 1 9) speaks or 'the hidden treasures or 
the sand'; perhaps a source or prosperity would be 
round in the seas (fishing, maritime commerce) and 
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on the shores (shellfish; dye, from shellfish; gl ass, 
from sand; cf Jos., BJ 2. 1 90; Pliny, NH 5. 1 7; 36. 
65). The promise probably applies only to Zebulun, 
the tribe associated with the sea in the last words 
of Jacob (Gn. 49: 1 3-1 5). J .O .O. 

SANHEDRIN, the transcription used in  the 
Talmud for Gk. synedrion (from which Heb. sanhe
drin is a loan-word). Both before and at the time of 
Christ, it was the name of the highest tribunal of 
the Jews which met in Jerusalem and also for vari
ous lesser tribunals. In EYY the term is often trans
Iated 'council ' .  There are paralleIs in dassical writ
ings to similar courts in Greece and Rome. 
Josephus used the word for the council that gov
erned the five districts into which the Roman Gab
inius, proconsul of Syria 57-55 BC, divided Judaea 
(Anl. 14 . 90; BJ 1 . 1 70). Josephus first uses it of the 
Jews when referring to the summoning of the 
young Herod before it  for alleged misdemeanours 
(Anl. 14 .  1 63- 1 84). In the NT the term refers either 
to the supreme Jewish court (Mt .  26:59; Mk .  1 4:55;  
Lk. 22:66; Jn .  1 1 :47; Acts 4: 1 5; 5:2 I ff. ;  6: 1 2ff.; 
22:30; 23: I ff.; 24:20) or simply to any court of just
ice (Mt:  5:22). In a few cases other words are sub
stituted for synedrion, e.g. presbylerion, 'body of 
elders' (Lk. 22:66; Acts 22:5), and gerousia, 'senate' 
(Acts 5 : 2 1 ) .  
I .  History 
The history of the Sanhedrin is not dear at all 
points. Traditionally it  originated with the seventy 
elders who assisted Moses (Nu.  1 1 : 1 6-24). Ezra is 
supposed to have reorganized this body after the 
Exile. The Persians gave authority to the Jews in 
local affairs (Ezr. 7:25-26; 1 0 : 1 4),  and it  is possible 
that the elders of Ezr. 5 :5 , 9; 6:7, 1 4; 1 0:8, and the 
rulers of Ne. 2: 1 6; 4: 14, 1 9; 5 :7; 7:5, made up a 
body which resembled the later Sanhedrin. Later, 
the Greeks permitted a body known as the gerousia 
('senate') which was made up of elders and repre
sented the nation (Jos., Anl. 1 2. 1 42; I Macc. 1 2 :3,  
6; 1 4 :20). In  the days of the Seleucids this gerousia 
had dealings with such rulers as Antiochus the 
Great in 208 BC and with Antiochus V (Jos., Anl. 
1 2 . 1 28), and was then apparently composed of 
elders drawn from the aristocracy (I Macc. 1 2:6; 2 
Macc. I :  I 0; 4:44; 1 1  :27). In the days of the Mac
cabean revolt it  was this council that united with 
Jonathan, the high priest and leader of the people, 
to make an alliance with Sparta ( I  Macc. 1 2 :5ff.), 
and it was they who advised hirn about building 
fortresses in Judaea ( I  Macc. 1 2 :35; cf 1 3 :36; 
1 4 :20, 28, 47). I t  would appear that the high priest 
presided over this body. 

Under the Romans, except for a short period 
under Gabinius, this body had wide powers. The 
term used for the district councils was sub
sequently adopted for the more powerful geroLisia 
at Jerusalem, and by the dose of the I st century BC 
this council was known as the synedrion, though 
other terms such as geroLisia and boule ('council') 
were also used at times. It was Julius Caesar who 
reversed the plan of Gabinius and extended the 
power of the Sanhedrin once again over all Judaea, 
although during the reign of • Herod (37-4 BC) its 
powers were severely curtailed. Under the procur
ators (AO 6-66) the powers of the Sanhedrin were 
extensive, the internal government of the country 
being in its hands (Jos., An!. 20. 200), and it was 
recognized even among the diaspora (Acts 9:2; 

22:5; 26: 1 2) in some ways. From the days of Arche
laus, son of • Herod the Great, its direct powers 
were, however, limited to Judaea, since it had 
no power over Jesus while he was in Galilee. In 
Judaea there were, of course, the local authorities 
who tried cases locally but reported certain cases 
to the central authority. The councils (synedria) 
of Mt .  5:22; 10 : 1 7; M k .  1 3 :9, and the boulai of 
Jos., An!. 4. 2 1 4, elc. were local courts of at least 
seven elders, and in large towns up to twenty-three 
elders. 

After AO 70 the Sanhedrin was abolished and 
replaced by the Beth Din (Court of Judgment) 
wh ich is said to have met at Jabneh (AO 68-80), 
Usah (80-1 1 6), Shafran ( 1 40-1 63), Sepphoris 
( 1 63-1 93) and Tiberias ( 1 93-220). Though re
garded in the Talmud as continuous with the San
hedrin, it  was essentially different, being composed 
of scribes whose decisions had only moral and re
ligious authority. 
11. Constitution and composition 
The constitution of the Sanhedrin was modified 
during the years. Originally composed basically 
of the predominantly Sadducean priestly aris
tocracy, its membership changed from the days of 
Queen Alexandra (76-67 BC) when • Pharisees 
were induded, as weil as • scribes. The method of 
appointment is not dear, but the aristocratic ori
gin of the body suggests direct appointment of 
members of ancient families, to which were added 
secular rulers. Under Herod, who favoured the 
Pharisees and desired to restrict the • Sadd ucees 
and the influence of the old nobility, the Sad
ducean element became less prominent, and the 
Pharisaic element, wh ich had been growing in 
strength since the days of Queen Alexandra, 
became more influential. In  NT times the Great 
Sanhedrin in Jerusalem comprised the high priests 
(i.e. the acting high priest and those who had 
been high priest), members of the privileged fam
ilies from which the high priests were taken, the 
elders (tri baI and family heads of the people and 
the priesthood), and the scribes, i.e. the legal 
experts. The whole comprised both Sadducees 
and Pharisees (Mt .  26:3, 57, 59; M k .  1 4 :53;  1 5 : 1 ;  
Lk. 22:66; Acts 4 :  I ,  5ff.; 5 :  1 7, 2 1 ,  34; 22:30; 23 :6). 
The members were councillors (boule/lies, Mk.  
1 5 :43; Lk .  23: 50), as, for example, Joseph of 
Arimathaea. 

According to Josephus and the NT, the high 
priest at the time was president (Jos., An!. 4. 224; 
20. 224ff.; Mt. 26:57; Acts 5: 1 7ff.; 7:  I ;  9: I ff.; 22:5; 
24: 1 ) .  Thus, Caiaphas was president at the trial of 
Jesus, and Ananias at the trial of Paul (Acts 23:2). 
It  would seem that in earlier times the high priest 
had supreme authority, but this was curbed 
somewhat later. The appointment was no longer 
hereditary, but political, and ex-high priests with 
their dose associates (such as the captain of the 
Temple) were the 'rulers' (Jn. 7:26; Acts 4:5-8, 
eIe.). 

1 11 .  Extent of jurisdiction 
The jurisdiction was wide at the time of Christ. I t  
exercised not only civil jurisdiction according to 
Jewish law but also criminal jurisdiction in some 
degree. It had administrative authority and could 
order arrests by its own officers of justice (Mt .  
26:47; Mk.  14 :43; Acts 4: I ff.; 5 :  1 7ff.; 9:2).  I t  was 
empowered to judge cases wh ich did not involve 
capital punishment (Acts 4-5). Capital cases re-
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quired the confirrnation of the Roman procurator 
(Jn.  1 8 : 3 1 ), though the procurator's judgment was 
normally in accordance with the demands of the 
Sanhedrin, wh ich in Jewish law had the power of 
life and death (Jos., Anc. 14 .  1 68; Mt .  26:66). In the 
special case where a Gen tile passed the barrier 
which divided the inner court of the Temple from 
that of the Gentiles the Sanhedrin was granted the 
power of death by Roman administrators (Acts 
21 :28ff.); and this concession may have extended to 
other offences against the Temple by deed or, as 
with Stephen (Acts 6: 1 3f.) ,  by word. The only case 
of capital sentence in connection with the San he
drin in the NT is that of our Lord, hut the execu
tion was carried out hy the j udgment of the Roman 
governor. The case of Stephen has some features 
of an illegal mob act. 

A study of the NT will give a cross-section of the 
kinds 01' matters that came before the Sanhedrin. 
Thus, Jesus was charged with blasphemy (Mt .  
26:57ff.; Jn .  1 9 :7), Peter and John were charged 
with teaching the people false doctrine (Acts 4), 
Paul with transgressing the Mosaic law (Acts 22-
24). These, of course, were religious matters. But at 
times the collection of revenue was the responsibil
ity of the Sanhedrin, as in the time of Florus (Jos., 
BJ 2. 406). There was, however, always a theor
etical check on the powers 01' the Sanhedrin, for 
the Romans reserved the right to interfere in any 
area whatever, if necessary independently of the 
Jewish court. Paul's arrest in  Acts 23 is a case in 
point. I t  is probably best to regard the Sanhedrin 
as having two main areas of responsibility, polit
ical (administrative and judicial) and religious. It  is 
not always clear how these two were carried out, 
and some writers have even suggested two different 
bodies, each known as the Sanhedrin. This is prob
ably not necessary, but is suggested because 01' our 
lack of clear knowledge of procedures. 
IV. Procedure 
There were correct times and places for meeting, 
according to the tradition preserved in the Mishna
ic tractate Sanhedrin. Local courts met on the 2nd 
and 5th days of the week,  and the Sanhedrin in 
Jerusalem at definite (though unknown to us) 
times. They did not meet on festival days and on 
sabbaths. 

There were proper procedures. The Sanhedrin 
sat in a semicircle and had two clerks of court, one 
to record votes of acquittal and the other votes of 
condemnation. Disciples attended the courts and 
sat in front.  Prisoners attended dressed in humble 
fashion . In  capital cases the arguments for acquit
tal were presented, then those for conviction . 1 1' 
one spoke for acquittal he could not reverse his 
opinion, but if he spoke ror condemnation he 
could later change his vote. Students could speak 
in favour of acquittal but not for condemnation . 
Acquittal might be declared on the day of the trial, 
but condemnation must wait till the day following. 
In  voting, members stood, beginning with the 
youngest . For acquittal a simple majority sufficed, 
ror condemnation a two-thirds majority was re
quired. Ir 1 2  of the 23 judges necessary for a 
quorum voted for acquittal, and 1 1  for conviction, 
the prisoner was discharged. Ir  12 voted ror convic
tion, and 1 1  against, the number of judges had to 
be increased by 2, and this was repeated up to a 
total of 7 1 ,  or until an acquittal was achieved. The 
benefit 01' the doubt was allowed to persons where 
the case was as doubtful as this. Indeed, always, the 

SARAH, SARAI 

benefit lay with the accused (Mishnah, Sanhedrin 
5 . 5) .  

In  this regard, the legality of the trial of Jesus 
has been discussed by many writers, and it  is fairly 
clear that there are elements about it which point in 
the direction of a miscarriage of justice. 
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SAPPHIRA (Gk. sappheira, transliteration of 
Aram. sappira, fern. sing. , 'beautiful'). In Acts 
5: 1 ff. wife of 0 Ananias, a member of the primitive 
Jerusalem church. The name, in Greek and Ara
maic, was found on an ossuary in Jerusalem in 
1 923, but 1. Klausner's theory (Frorn Jesus Co Paul, 
1 944, pp. 289f. )  that the Sapphira or Acts is in-
tended requires confirrnation. F.F.B. 

SARAH, SARAI (Heb. sära, 'princess'). The prin·  
cipal wife of Abram, and also his  half-sister on his 
father Terah's side (Gn. 20: 1 2). She went with hirn 
from Ur of the Chaldees, through Harran, to the 
land of Canaan. Famine caused them to turn aside 
to Egypt, and, as Abram feared that her outstand
ing beauty might endanger his life, Sarai posed as 
his si ster. Pharaoh was attracted by her and took 
her into his harem. Then he suspected the truth, 
and husbandand wife were sent away (Gn . 1 2) .  

She posed as Abraham's sister on a second occa
sion, at the court of Abimelech, king of Gerar, in 
accordance with her husband's instructions: 'This 
is the kindness you must do me; at every place to 
which we come, say of me, He is my brother' (Gn. 
20: 1 3)-words which suggest a settled policy. This 
incident further increased Abraham's wealth, for 
gifts were given hirn as compensation to an injured 
husband (Gn. 20: 1 4).  

Her barrenness was a continual reproach to 
Sarai, and she gave her handmaiden, the Egyptian 
o Hagar, to her husband as his concubine. Hagar's 
pregnancy aroused her jealousy, and she ill-treated 
her to such an extent that Hagar ran away for a 
time. On her return Ishmael was born (Gn. 1 6). 

At the age of 90, Sarai's name was changed 10 
Sarah, and her husband's from Abram to Abra
ham. Yahweh blessed her and said she would bear 
a son, and become the 'mother of nations' 
(Gn . 1 7). 

When Abraham was gran ted a theophany, Sarah 
was asked to make cakes for the divine visitors. She 
overheard the prophecy about her son, and 
laughed; then, arraid, she denied her derision in 
face of the words, 'Is anything too hard for the 
Lord?' (Gn. 1 8 : 14). On the birth of Isaac, Sarah's 
reproach was removed . She was so incensed by 
Ishmael's scorn at the feast to celebrate Isaac's 
weaning that she asked for Hagar and her son to be 
cast out (Gn. 2 1 ) . 

Aged 1 27, she died in 0 Kiriath-arba and was 
buried in the cave of the field 01' Machpelah (Gn. 
23:  I ff.) (0 HEBRON) . 

Sarah is named in Is. 5 1 :  2 as an example 01' trust 
in Yahweh. In the NT Paul mentions both Abra-
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The lamily 01 Sarah. 

harn and Sarah among those whose faith was 
counted for righteousness (Rom. 4: 1 9), and he 
writes of Sarah as the mother 01' the children of 
promise (Rom. 9:9). The writer of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews inc\udes Sarah in the list of the faith
ful ( 1 1 :  1 1 ) .  She is named also as an example of a 
wife's proper regard for her husband ( I  Pet. 3:6). 

M.B.  

SARDIS. A city in the Roman province 01' Asia,  in 
the W 01 '  wh at is now Asiatic Turkey. I t  was the 
capital 01' the ancient k ingdom of Lydia, the great
est 01' the foreign powers encountered by the 
Greeks during their early colonization 01' Asia 
Minor. I ts early prosperity, especially under Croe
sus, became a byword for wealth; its riches are said 
to have derived in part from the gold won from the 
Pactolus, a stream which f10wed through the city. 
The original city was an almost impregnable 
fortress-citadel, towering above the broad valley 01' 
the Hermus, and nearly surrounded by precipitous 
c\iffs 01' treacherously loose rock .  I ts position as 
the centrc or Lydian supremacy undcr Croesus was 
cnded abruptly when the Persian king Cyrus be
sicged the city and took the citadel (546 BC), ap
parently by scaling the c\iffs and entering by a 
weakly defended point under cover 01' darkness. 
The same tactics again Icd to the fall 01' the city in 
2 1 4  BC. when it was captured by Antiochus the 

Great. Though it lay on an important trade route 
down the Hermus valley, it never regained under 
Roman rule the spectacular prominence it had had 
in earlier centuries. In AD 26 its claim for the 
honour 01' building an imperial temple was rejected 
in favour 01' its rival Smyrna. There is now only a 
small village (Sart) near the si te 01' the ancient city. 

The letter to 'the angel 01' the church in Sardis' 
(Rev. 3: 1 -6) suggests that the early Christian com
munity there was imbued with the same spirit as 
the city, resting on its past reputation and without 
any present achievement, and failing, as the city 
had twice failed, to learn from its past and be vigil
ant. The symbol 01' 'white garments' was rich in 
meaning in a city noted tor its luxury c\othing 
trade: the faithful few who are vigilant shall be ar
rayed to share in the triumphal coming 01' their 
Lord. 

Important current excavations have brought 
much to light, inc\uding a superb late synagogue. 
Sardis had evidently been for centuries a principal 
centre 01' the Jewish Diaspora, and was probably 
the Sepharad of Ob. 20. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. M. A. Hanfmann ,  regular re
ports in BASOR; C. 1. Hemer, BI/ried History 1 1 , 
1 975, pp. 1 1 9- 1 35; E. M .  Yamauchi, New Testa
ment Cities in Western Asia Minor, 1 980; C. 1. 
Hemer, The Lellers to the Sel'en Chllrches 01 Asia in 
Their Local Selling, 1 986. E.M.B.G.  

C.J .H.  
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Sardis, one 0/ Ihe 'seven churches 0/ Asia' (Rev. 1-3). 

SARG ON. Sargon ( Heb. sargön; LXX Arna; Assyr. 
sargen, ([the god] has established the king[ship]') 
ruled Assyria 722-705 BC. His reign is known in 
much detail from inscriptions at his palace at 
Khorsabad built in  7 1 7-707 BC, and from histor
ical texts and letters found at Nineveh and 
Nimrud. Although he is named only once in the 
OT (ls. 20: I ), his campaigns in Syro-Palestine are 
of importance in understanding the historical 
background of the prophecies of Isaiah. 

Sargon c1aimed the capture of Samaria, wh ich 
had been besieged by his predecessor Shalmaneser 
V for 3 years (2  Ki. 1 7:5-6) until his death on 20 
December 722 BC or 1 8  January 72 1 BC. It is prob
able that Sargon completed this operation and 
hurried back to Assyria to claim the throne. AI
though he bore the same royal name as the heroic 
Sargon I of Agade (e. 2350 BC; ·ACCAD; 
• NIMROD), there is evidence that he was the legal 
successor to the throne and not a usurper. 

During the first months of his reign he faced a 
major domestic crisis wh ich was settled only by the 
grant 01' privileges to the citizens of Assur. In the 
spring of 720 BC he moved S against the Chaldean 
Marduk-apla-iddina 11 (. MERODACH-BALADAN) , 
who had seized the Babylonian throne. An indeci
sive battle at Der arrested the advance of the sup
porting Elamites and Arabian tribes, but disturb
ances in the W rendered i t  expedient for Sargon to 
leave Marduk-apla-iddina as king in BabyIon 
(72 1 -7 1 0  BC). 

In  the W, Yaubi'di 01' Hamath led Damascus, 
Arpad, Simirra, Samaria, and possibly Hatarikka, 
in an anti-Assyrian coalition. Late in 720 BC Sar
gon marched to defeat these allies in a battle near 
Qarqar, N Syria, and, reducing the partieipating 
cities onee more to vassalage, he moved to destroy 
Raphia and thus cut off the rebel Hanun of Gaza 
from an Egyptian force, under its commander, 
which was defeated. This interpretation follows 
thc identification of • So or Sib'e (2 Ki. 1 7 :4) as a 
Hebrcw rendering of the term for leader (re'e) 
and not as the proper name of an unidentified 
Egyptian king (iNES 1 9 , 1 960, pp. 49-53) or of a 

SARSECHIM 

king of Sais (s'w = So; BASaR 1 7 1 ,  1 963, pp. 64-
67). 

During these operations Isaiah warned Judah of 
the inadvisability of participating, or of trusting, 
in  Egyptian help, illustrating his message by the 
fate of Carchemish, Hamath, Arpad, Samaria and 
Damascus ( ls. 1 0:9). On his return from the Egyp
tian border Sargon deported a large part of the 
population of Samaria, which he began to rebuild 
as the capital of a new Assyrian province of Sa
maria. The process of repopulating the city with 
foreigners took several years and appears to have 
continued in the reign of Esarhaddon (Ezr. 4:2).  

I n  7 1 6  BC Sargon sent his army commander 
(turlan; the • 'tartan') to war against the Arabs in 
Sinai. This led to the reception of tribute from 
the pharaoh Shilkanni (Osorkon I V) of Egypt 
and from Samsi, queen of the Arabs. Despite 
these Assyrian successes, the people of Ashdod 
displaced their Assyrian-nominated ruler, 
Ahimetu, by a usurper Iadna (or lamani) who 
initiated yet another Syro-Palestinian league 
against Assyria, doubtless relying on Egyptian 
help. In 7 1 2  BC the same lurlan was sent to con
quer Ashdod ( Is. 20: 1 ), which was reduced to the 
status of an Assyrian province. Since Azaqa 
('  Azeqah or Tell es-Zakariye) on the Judaean 
border near Lachish surrendered in this eam
paign, it  will be seen how narrowly independent 
Judah escaped a further invasion. Iamani lied to 
Nubia for refuge, only to be extradited to Nin
eveh by the ruler Shabaka. 

On other fronts Sargon fought many battles, de
feating the Mannaeans and Rusas of Urarlu in 
7 1 9-7 1 4  BC, and incorporating the defeated 
Carchemish as a provincial centre. In 7 1 0  and 707 
BC, following raids into Media to neutralize the hili 
tribes, Sargon once more advanced against 
Merodaeh-baladan, who lied to Elam. Sargon's 
latter years were spent in suppressing rebell ions in  
Kummukh and Tabal (where he was killed in 
action). He was succeeded by his son Sennaeherib 
on 12 Ab, 705 BC. That he was 'not buried in  his 
house' was later attributed to his sin in adopting a 
pro-Babylonian poliey following his 'taking the 
hands of the god Bel (Marduk)' as king there in 
709 BC. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Parpola, The Correspondence 
0/ Sargon II, 1 987; H .  W. F. Saggs, in lraq 1 7, 1 955, 
pp. 1 46-- 1 49;  37, 1 975, pp. 1 1 -20; D. 1. Wiseman, 
DOTT, pp. 58--<i3; ANET, pp. 284--287; CAH 3/2, 
1 99 1 ,  pp. 86--96. D.J.W. 

SARID, A town on the S boundary of Zebulun 
(Jos. 1 9 :  I 0, 1 2) .  Some ancient MSS of LXX read 
Sedoud, and this has given rise to the common 
identification with Tell Shadud, 8 km SE of Naza
reth (LOB, p. 1 06). The weight of textual evidence, 
however, favours the MT Sarid of unknown loea-
tion . w.o. 

SARSECHIM. The name of a Babylonian official 
present in Jerusalem after the eapture of the city in 
587 BC (Je. 39:3). The name is as yet unidentified. I t  
has been proposed to  identify hirn with Nebushaz
ban the • Rabsaris (Je. 39: 1 3) .  This would require 
taking Nebo from the preceding • Samgar-nebo to 
read Nebo-sar-sechim as a corruption of Nabü
sezibanni (n'(zö-sazibön?). Or sar-s'kim could be a 
title, 'chief of the . .  .' D.J.W. 
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SATAN 

SATAN. The name of the prince of evil, Heb. 
sä!än, Gk. Satanas, means basically 'adversary' 
(the word is so rendered, e.g. , in Nu. 22:22). In the 
first two chapters of Job we read of 'the Satan' as 
presenting hirnself be fore God among 'the sons of 
God'. It  is sometimes said that in such passages 
Satan is not thought of as especially evil, but as 
simply one among the heavenly hosts. Admilledly 
we have not yet the fully developed doctrine, but 
the activities of 'the Satan' are certainly inimical to 
Job. The OT references to Satan are few, but he is 
consistently engaged in  activities against the best 
interests of men. He moves David to number the 
people ( I  Ch. 2 1 :  I ). He stands at the right hand of 
Joshua the high priest 'to accuse hirn' , thus draw
ing down the Lord's rebuke (Zc. 3: I f.).  The psalm
ist thinks it a calamity to have Satan stand at one's 
right hand (Ps. 1 09:6, AV, but cf RV 'an adversary', 
RSV 'an accuser'). John teils us that 'the devil 
sinned from the beginning' ( I  Jn .  3 :8) ,  and the OT 
references to hirn bear this out. 

Most of our information, however, comes from 
the NT, where the supremely evil being is referred 
to as Satan or as 'the devil' (ho diabolos) indiffer
ently, with Beelzebub (or Beelzeboul, or Beeze
boul) also employed on occasion (Mt.  1 0:25;  1 2 :24, 
27). Other expressions, such as 'the ruler of this 
world' (Jn. 1 4:30) or 'the prince of the power of the 
air' (Eph. 2 :2),  also occur. He is always depicted as 
hostile to God, and as working to overthrow the 
purposes of God. Mallhew and Luke tell us that at 
the beginning of his ministry Jesus had a severe 
time of testing when Satan tempted hirn to go 
about his work in the wrong spirit (Mt.  4; Lk. 4; see 
also Mk.  I :  1 3) .  When this period was completed 
the devil lef! hirn 'until an opportune time', which 
implies that the contest was later resumed. This is 
dear also from the statement that he 'in every re
spect has been tempted as we are' (Heb. 4: 1 5). This 
conftict is not incidental. The express purpose of 
the coming of Jesus into the world was 'to destroy 
the works of the devil' ( I  Jn .  3 :8; cf Heb. 2: 14).  
Everywhere the NT sees a great conftict between 
the forces of God and of good, on the one hand, 
and those of evil led by Satan, on the other. This is 
not the conception of one writer or another, but is 
common ground. 

There is no doubting the severity 01' the conftict. 
Peter stresses the ferocious opposition by saying 
that the devil 'prowls around like a roaring lion, 
seeking some one to devour' (I Pet. 5:8). Paul 
thinks rather of the cunning employed by the evil 
one. 'Satan disguises hirnself as an angel of light' 
(2 Cor. 1 1 :  14), so that it  is small wonder if  his min
ions appear in an allractive guise. The Ephesians 
are exhorted to put on 'the wh oIe armour of God, 
that you may be able to stand against the wiles of 
the devil' (Eph. 6: 1 1 ) ,  and there are references to 
'the snare of the devil' (I Tim. 3:7; 2 Tim. 2 :26). 
The effect of such passages is to emphasize that 
Christians (and even archangels, Jude 9) are en
gaged in a conftict that is both relentlessly and 
cunningly waged. They are not in a position to 
retire from the conftict. Nor can they simply 
assurne that evil will always be obviously evil. 
There is need for the exercise of discrimination as 
weil as stout-heartedness. But determined oppos
ition will always succeed. Peter urges his readers to 
resist the devil 'firm in your faith' ( I  Pet. 5:9),  and 
James says, ' Resist the devil and he will ftee from 
you' (Jas. 4:7).  Pau! exhorts 'give no opportunity to 

the devil' (Eph. 4:27), and the implication 01' pull
ing on the whole armour of God is that thereby the 
believer will be able to resist anything the evil one 
does (Eph. 6:  1 1 ,  1 3) .  Paul puts his trust in the 
faithfulness of God. 'God is faithful, and he will 
not let you be tempted beyond your strength, but 
with the temptation will also provide the way 01' 
escape' ( I  Cor. 1 0: 1 3) .  He is weil aware of the re
sourcefulness of Satan, and that he is always seek
ing to 'gain the advantage over us'. But he can add 
'we are not ignorant of his designs' (or, as F. 1. Rae 
translates, ' I  am up to his tricks') (2 Cor. 2: 1 1 ) . 

Satan is continually opposed to the gospel, as we 
see throughout the Lord's ministry. He worked 
through Jesus' followers, as when Peter rejected the 
thought of the cross and was met with the rebuke 
'Get behind me, Satan' (Mt .  1 6:23). Satan had fur
ther designs on Peter, but the Lord prayed for hirn 
(Lk .  22 : 3 1  f.) .  He worked also in the enernies 01' 
Jesus, for Jesus could speak of those who opposed 
hirn as being 'of your father the devil' (Jn .  8 :44). 
All this comes to a dimax in the passion. The work 
of Judas is ascribed to the activity of the evil one. 
Satan 'entered into' Judas (Lk .  22:3;  Jn .  1 3 :27). He 
'put it into the heart of Judas I scariot, Simon's 
son, to betray hirn' (Jn. 1 3 :2). With the cross in 
prospect Jesus can say 'the ruler of this world is 
coming' (Jn. 14 :30). 

Satan continues to tempt men ( I  Cor. 7 :5) .  We 
read of hirn at work in  a professed believer, Ana
nias ('why has Satan filled your heart . . .  ?', Acts 
5:3) ,  and in an avowed opponent of the Christian 
way, Elymas ('You son of thedevil', Acts 1 3 : 1 0) .  The 
general principle is given in  I Jn .  3 :8 ,  ' He who com
mits sin is of the devil'. Men may so give thernselves 
over to Satan that they in effect belong to hirn. They 
become his 'children' (I Jn .  3: I 0). Thus we read of 'a 
synagogue of Satan' (Rev. 2:9; 3:9), and of men who 
dweil 'where Satan's throne is' (Rev. 2: 1 3) .  Satan 
hinders the work of missionaries ( I  Thes. 2: 1 8). He 
takes away the good seed sown in the hearts of men 
(Mk.  4: 1 5) .  He sows 'the sons of the evil one' in the 
field that is the world (Mt .  1 3 :38f.). His activity may 
produce physical effects (Lk. 1 3 : 1 6). Always he is 
pictured as resourceful and active. 

But the NT is sure of his limitations and defeat. 
His power is derivative (Lk. 4:6). He can exercise 
his activity only within the limits that God lays 
down (Jb. I :  1 2 ; 2:6; I Cor. 1 0: 1 3 ; Rev. 20:2, 7). He 
may even be used to set forward the cause of right 
(I Cor. 5 :5;  cf 2 Cor. 1 2 :7). Jesus saw a prelirninary 
victory in the mission of the Seventy (Lk.  1 0: 1 8). 
Our Lord thought of 'eternal fire' as 'prepared for 
the devil and his angels' (Mt .  25:4 1 ), and John sees 
this come to pass (Rev. 20: I 0). We have already 
noticed that the conftict with Satan comes to a 
head in the passion. There Jesus speaks of hirn as 
'cast out' (Jn. 1 2:3 1 ), and as 'judged' (Jn. 1 6 : 1 1 ). 
The victory is explicitly alluded to in Heb. 2: 14; I 
Jn .  3 :8 .  The work of preachers is to turn men 'frorn 
the power of Satan unto God' (Acts 26: 1 8) .  Paul 
can say confidently, 'the God of peace will soon 
crush Satan under your feet' (Rom. 1 6:20). 

The witness of the NT then is clear. Satan is a 
malignant reality, always hostile to God and to 
God's people. But he has already been defeated in 
Christ's life and death and resurrection, and this 
defeat will become obvious and complete in the 
end of the age. (. ANTICHRIST; • EVIL SPIRITS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. O. E. Oesterley in DCG; E. 
Langton, Essentials 0/ Demonology, 1 949; W. Rob
inson, The Devil and God, 1 945; H .  Bietenhard, C. 
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Brown, in NIDNTT 3, pp. 468-473; E. Ferguson, 
Demonology 0/ Ihe Early Chrislian World, 1 985; P. 
L. Oay, An Adversary in Heaven, 1 988. L.M. 

SATRAP (Heb. 'U(wsdarpän; Aram. 'n�asadrpän; 
Akkad. a�sad(a)rapannu; from Old Persian 
�salapävan, 'protector of the kingdom', originally 
° Median khshalhrapä). Provincial governor under 
the Persians (Ezr. 8:36; Est. 3: 1 2 ;  On. 3 :2 ;  6: I ,  eIe.). 
The provincial system in the ancient Near East had 
been in use since the 3rd millennium BC (e.g at ° Ur 
and under °Assyria and ° Babylonia). The system 
was adopted by the Persians. Possibly under 
° Oarius I the empire was divided into twenty sat
rapies, each comprising smaller units (Herodotus 
3. 89-95). Syro-Palestine was part of the satrapy 
'Beyond the River' (Ne. 3:7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. M. Cook, The Persian Empire, 
1 983. D.W.B. 

SATYR (Sä'ir, 'hairy one', 'he-goat'). The Heb. 
plural CS" irim) is rendered 'satyrs' in Lv. 1 7:7 and 2 
Ch. 1 1 : 1 5  (AV 'devils', RV 'he-goats'). A similar 
meaning may be intended in  2 Ki. 23:8 if  Heb. 
s" ärim ('gates'), which seems meaningless in the 
context, be regarded as a slip for s " irim. The pre
ci se nature of these 'hairy ones' is obscure. They 
may have been he-goats in the ordinary sense, or 
gods having the appearance of goats. Sacrifices 
were made to them in high places, with special 
priests performing the ritual. 

From goat to demon in Semitic belief was an 
easy transition (cf 0 SCAPEGOAT) . Satyrs, appar
ently demonic creatures, danced on the ruins of 
Babyion (Is. 1 3 :2 1 ), and figured also in the picture 
of the desolat ion of Edom (ls. 34: 14) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Oesterley and Robinson, Hebrew 
Religion, 1 930, pp. 1 3, 64ff.; EBi (s. v. 'satyr'). 

J.D.D.  

SAUL (Heb. sä'Uf, 'asked' ,  i. e. of God). I. King of 
ancient Edom, from Rehoboth (Gn. 36:37). 2. A 
son of Simeon (Gn. 46: 1 0; Ex. 6: 1 5 ;  Nu. 26: 1 3). 

3. First king of Israel, son of Kish, of the tribe 
of Benjamin. The story of Sau I occupies most of I 
Sa. (chs. 9-3 1 )  and depicts one of the most pathetic 
of all God's chosen servants. 

Head and shoulders above his brethren, a man 
whose personal courage matched his physique, king
Iy to his friends and generous to his foes, Saul was the 
man chosen by God to institute the monarchy, to 
represent within hirnself the royal rule of Yahweh 
over his people. Yet three times over he was decJared 
to have disqualified hirnself from the task to which 
he had been appointed, and even in that appoint
ment there was a hint of the character of the man 
whom God, in  his sovereignty, chose to be king. 

Under the pressure of the Philistine suzerainty, 
the Israelites came to think that only a visible 
warrior-Ieader could bring about their deliverance. 
Rejecting the spiritual leadership of Yahweh, me
diated through the prophetic ministry of Samuel, 
they demanded a king ( I  Sa. 8). After warning 
them of the evils of such government-a warning 
wh ich they did not heed-Samuel was instructed 
by God to grant the people's wish, and was guided 
to choose Saul, whom he anointed secretly in  the 
land of Zuph (I Sa. 1 0: 1 ), confirming the ap
pointment later by a public ceremony at Mizpeh 

SAUL 

( 1 0: 1 7-25). Almost immediately Sau I had the op
portunity of showing his mettle. Nahash the Am
monite besieged Jabesh-gilead and offered cruel 
terms of surrender to its inhabitants, who sent for 
help to Saul, who was on the .other- side of the 
lordan. Sau I summoned the people by means of an 
object-Iesson typical of his race and age, and with 
the army thus raised won a great victory ( 1 1 :  1 - 1 1 ) .  
It  i s  a n  evidence o f  his finer instincts that h e  re
fused at this time to acquiesce in the desire of his 
followers to punish those who had been unwilling 
to pay hirn homage ( 1 0:27; 1 1 : 1 2- 1 3). 

Following this, a religious ceremony at Gilgal 
confirmed the appointment of Saul as king, wh ich 
had obviously received divine approval in the 
defeat of the Ammonites. With a parting exhort
at ion to the people to be assiduous in their obedi
ence to God, which was accompanied by a miracu
lous sign, Samuel left the new king to the govern
ment of his nation. On three occasions only, one of 
them posthumously, was the old prophet to emerge 
from the background. Each time it was to remon
strate with Saul for disobeying the terms of his 
appointment, terms involving utter obedience to 
the slightest command of God. The first occasion 
was when Saul, through impatience, arrogated to 
hirnself the priestly office, offering sacrifice at 
Gilgal ( 1 3:7- 10) .  For this sacrilege his rejection 
from kingship was prophesied by Samuel, and Saul 
received the first hint that there was al ready, in  the 
mind of God, the 'man after his heart' whom the 
Lord had selected to replace hirn. 

The second occasion was when Saul's disobedi
ence brought forth the prophet's well-known 
dictum that 'to obey is better than sacrifice, and to 
hearken than the fat of rams' ( 1 5:22). Again Saul's 
rejection from rule over Israel is decJared and sym
bolically shown, and Samuel severs all contact with 
the fallen monarch. It is from the grave that 
Samuel emerges to rebuke Sau I for the third and 
last time, and, whatever problems are raised by the 
story of the medium of Endor (ch. 28), it is cJear 
that God permitted this supernatural interview 
with the unhappy king in order to fill Saul's cup of 
iniquity and to foretell his imminent doom. 

For the long conflict between Saul and David, 
see ° OAVID, which deals with other aspects of 
Saul's character. It is significant that when the 
public anointing of Oavid was made in Bethlehem, 
Samuel rejected Eliab, Oavid's most manly 
brother, and was warned against assuming that 
natural and spiritual power necessarily went to
gether ( 1 6:7). 

Sau I is an object-Iesson in  the essential differ
ence between the carnal and the spiritual man, as 
his NT namesake was to distinguish the two ( I  
Cor. 3 ,  eIe.). Living i n  a day when the Holy Spirit 
came upon men for a special time and purpose, 
rather than indwelling the children of God per
manently, Saul was peculiarly susceptible to 
moodiness and uncertainty within hirnself (0 HEALTH). Yet his disobedience is presented by 
the authors of I Sa. and I Ch. as inexcusable, for 
he had access to the Word of God, as it was then 
ministered to hirn through Samuel. 

His downfall was the more tragic because he was 
a public and representative figure among the 
people of God. 

4. The Jewish name of the apostle 0 Paul (Acts 
1 3 :9). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. C. Gregory, 'The Life and 
Character of SauI', ExpT 1 9, 1 907-8, pp. 5 1 0-5 1 3; 
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SAUL 

c . = concubine 
m.= marries o 

Abiel 
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I (1 Sa. 14 : 50 - 51; but 
1 Ch. 8 : 33 and 9 :39 state 

that 'Ner was the father 
of Kish') 
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0 0 0 0 
SAUL m. Ahinoam c. Rizpah Abner 

(1 Sa. 9 : 1-2 etc.) J l� _______ 
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Jonathan Ishvi Malchishua Merab Michal Eshbaal Abinadab Armon! Mephlbosheth 
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A. C. Welch, Kings and Prophets 0/ Israel, 1 952, 
pp. 63-79; E. Robertson, The Old Testament Prob
lem, 1 946, pp. 1 05-1 36; 1. Bright, A History 0/ 
Israel), 1 98 1 .  T.H.J . 

SAVOUR. With one exception (JoeI 2:20) the word 
is used in AV of a sweet or acceptable smell. It is 
characteristic of sacrifice; and in this connection it  
is used pointedly of the effect of the Christian's life 
on his fellows (2 Cor. 2: 1 5- 1 6; RSV 'aroma', 'fra
grance'). In Eph. 5:2 it is used of the sacrifice of 
Christ (RSV 'fragrant offering'). 

Two other references, referring to a loss of 
savour (Mt .  5: 1 3 ; Lk. 1 4:34), connect this with in
sipidity or foolishness. 

Common to all is the implicit association of 
cost, or distinctiveness, or strength with savour. 
Something is missing from God's people or the 
worship of God when there is no 'savour'. 

In  Mt. 1 6:23; M k .  8:33, AV 'savour' renders Gk .  
phronein, ' to  set the  mind on '  (RSV 'be on  the side 
of'). C.H.D. 

SCAPEGOAT. The word Azazel (Heb. ' "zä'zel) 
occurs only in the description of the Day of 

Atonement (Lv. 1 6:8, 10 (twice), 26). There are 
four possible interpretations. I .  The word denotes 
the 'scapegoat' and is to be explained as 'the goat 
( ' ez) that goes away (from 'äzal) 

, 
. 2. It is used as an 

infinitive, 'in order to remove'; cf Arab. 'azala, 'to 
remove' 3. It  means a desolate region (cf Lv. 1 6:22) 
or 'precipice' (G. R. Driver; cf NEB). 4. It  is the 
name of a demon haunting that region, derived 
from 'äzaz 'to be strong' and 'ei 'God'. 

Most scholars prefer the last possibility, as in v. 8 
the name appears in parallelism to the name of the 
Lord. As a fallen angel Azazel is often mentioned 
in  Enoch (6:6 onwards), but probably the author 
got his conception from Lv. 1 6 .  The meaning of 
the ritual must be that sin in a symbolical way was 
removed from human society and brought to the 
region of death (cf M i .  7: 1 9) .  It is not implied that 
a sacrifice was presented to the demon (cf Lv. 
1 7:7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. R .  Driver, ISS I, 1 956, pp. 
97f.; D. P. Wright, The Disposal o/ Impurity, 1 987. 

A. va" S. 

SCEPTRE. A staff or rod (Heb. seqe!) carried by 
kings and high officials. It was also used as a 
weapon (ls. 30:3 1 ), as a symbol of the exercise of 
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justice and law (Ps. 45:6) or to indicate political 
and military oppression ( ls. 14 :5 ;  Am. 1 :5;  Zc. 
1 0: 1 1 ) . Judah was God's sceptre (Nu. 24: 1 7; Pss. 
60:7; 1 08 :8 ;  Ezk. 2 1 : 1 3).  Rulers of Egypt (Zc. 
1 0: 1 1 ) ,  Syria (Am. 1 :5), Ashkelon (Am. 1 :8), Baby
Ion ( Is. 1 4 :5), Persia (Es!. 4 :  1 1 ) and Israel (Ezk. 
19: 14) held a sceptre. The handle was of wood 
(Ezk. 1 9 : 1 1 - 1 4), metal (Ps. 2:9;  Rev. 2:29) or gold 
(Es! 4: I ) . 

Decorated sceptres are found in excavations 
(Royal Graves, Ur, Tel Dan) or depicted on palace 
reliefs and paintings (e.g. Darius I relief from 
Persepolis; cf Gn. 49: 1 0) .  A tiny ivory pomegran
ate, perhaps found in Jerusalem, seems to have 
decorated a ceremonial staff. It is inscribed in old 
Heb. script 'Belonging to the te[mple of the LorJd? 
holy for the priests' (lby[1 yhw Jh qdS /khnm) and 
was made abou t 700 BC. (A. Lemaire, RB 88, 1 98 1 ,  
pp. 236-239; BAR 10 ,  1 984, pp. 24-29; cf BAR 1 8, 
1 992, pp. 42-45). O.J.W. 

SCEVA. Actual or putative father of a group of 
seven magical practioners who, endeavouring to 
imitate Paul in Ephesus, used a speIl with the name 
of Jesus for exorcism, were repudiated by the 
demon and set upon by the demoniac: an incident 
wh ich deeply impressed Jew and Gentile alike 
(Acts 1 9 :  1 3ff.). The story was doubtless valued as a 
demonstration that the 'name' was no magical 
formula with automatic effec!.  

Sceva is described as a 'Jewish high priest'. 
Though this could denote a member of the senior 
priestly families, it is probably here a self-adopted 
title for advertisement-rather as a modern con
juror styles hirnself ' Professor'. 'The Sons of the 
High Priest Sceva' may have been the collective 
designation for this 'firm' of itinerant mounte
banks (cf v. 1 3);  a Jewish high priest would, in the 
eyes of superstitious pagans, be an impressive 
source of esoteric k nowledge. B. A. Mastin, how
ever, argues that, as befitted priests, they were genu
ine, if unsuccessful, exorcists. 

The MSS show many variants in detail. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. Lake and H. 1. Cadbury, Be, 

1 . 4, pp. 24 1 -243; B. A .  Mastin, JTS n.s. 27, 1 976, 
pp. 405-4 1 2. A.f.W. 

SCHOOL. 

I.  In the Old Testament 

From the earliest times in the ancient Near East 
schools were used for regular instruction in  reading 
and writing. Among the Hebrews M oses, trained 
in Egypt (Acts 7:22), was commanded to teach the 
people the law (Dt. 4 : 1 0) and statutes (Lv. 1 0: 1 1 ) .  
This was done by repetition and example (Dt. 
1 1 : 1 9),  public reading (Dt.  3 1 : 1 0- 1 3), and the use 
of specially composed songs (v. 1 9) .  Parents were 
responsible for their children's education (Gn. 
1 8 : 1 9; Dt .  6:7) .  

With the establishment of loeal sanctuaries and 
the Temple, young men were doubtless taught by 
the prophets ( I  Sa. 1 0: 1 1 - 1 3; 2 Ki .  4 : 1 ) ,  and 
among other instruction reading and writing was 
given (Jdg. 8 :  1 4; I s. 1 0: 1 9).  The alphabet was learn
ed by repetition ( l s. 28: 10, 'precept upon precept 
. .  .' being literally .� after �, q after q . .  . '), but 
most subjects were imparted orally by question 
and answer (Mal.  2: 1 2 ,  AV 'master and scholar', lit .  

SCOURGING, SCOURGE 

'he who rouses and he who answers', may, however, 
refer to watchmen). 

The pu pils (limmuqim, AV 'disciples') were 
taught by the prophets ( ls. 8: 1 6; 50:4; 54: 1 3),  as 
were kings (e.g 2 Sa. 1 2 : 1 -7). There are no direct 
references in the OT to special school buildings, 
but the introduction c. 75 BC in Judah by Simon 
ben-She!al) of compulsory elementary education 
for boys aged 6-1 6  indicates the prior existence of 
such schools from the time of the second Temple. I 
Ch. 25:8 refers to scholars (la/mit}) at the time of 
the first Temple. 

• Edueation played a significant part in the cu 1-
tural influence of Mesopotamia from the 3rd mil
lennium, and its school texts and curriculum 
appear to have been copied in Anatolia, Syria 
(.  UGARIT, • MARI) and Palestine itself (.  MEG-

1000). For Mesopotamian edueation and the part 
played by the scribe, see S. N. Kramer, The Sumer
ians, 1 963, pp. 229-248; and for the Egyptian, R .  
1. Williams, JAOS 92, 1 972, pp. 2 1 4-222. 

O.J.W. 
11. In the New Testament 
There is no trace in the NT of schools for Hebrew 
children. I t  seems that the horne was the place of 
elementary instruction. The synagogue was the 
centre of religious instruction with teaching in the 
hands of the scribes (Mt.  7:29; Lk. 4 : 1 6-32; Acts 
1 9:9). The word 'school' occurs in only one NT 
context (Acts 1 9:9, AV; RSV, 'halI'). There is nothing 
to indieate whether 'the school of Tyrannus' was 
devoted to elementary teaching (6-1 4  years) or to 
the advanced subjects of the Greek curriculum, 
philosophy, literature and rhetoric ( 14-1 8  years). A 
'Western' addition to Acts 1 9:9 runs: 'from the fifth 
to the tenth hour'. Tyrannus' accommodation was 
available for hire from 1 1  a.m. onwards. Instruc
tion began at dawn simuItaneously with the obliga
tions of Paul's own ealling (Acts 1 8 :3). He used the 
afternoon for teaching in the hired school-house. 
(. EOUCATION.) E.M.B . 

SCHOOLMASTER. AV thus renders the Greek 
paidagögos in Gal. 3 :24-25 (RSV 'custodian'; RV 
reads 'tutor', as also in  I Cor. 4 : 1 5).  There is no 
satisfactory rendering, for the word has passed into 
a derivative of quite dissimilar meaning, and the 
office it  signified passed with the social conditions 
which devised it. The Greek and Roman peda
gogue was a trusted male attendant, commonly a 
slave, who had the general supervision of the boy 
and saw hirn safely to and from school. This is the 
point of Paul's metaphor. E.M.B. 

SCOURGING, SCOURGE. The Eng. translation 
of several Heb. and Gk. words. I. Heb. biqqörel, 
translated in Lv. 1 9:20, AV as 'she shall be 
scourged'; or (Avmg.), 'there shall be a scourging'. 
The Heb. term, however, expresses the idea of  in
vestigation, conveyed by RSV, 'an inquiry shall be 
held'. 

2. Heb. SÖ! (Jb. 5 : 2 1 ;  Is. 1 0:26, etc. ), sö!e! (Jos. 
23 : 1 3), 'a scourge', but generally used in a meta
phorical sense. 

3. Gk. masligoö (Mt .  1 0: 1 7; Jn .  1 9 : 1 ,  elc. ), 
maslizö (Acts 22:25), 'to whip', 'to scourge'; phrag
elloö, derived from Lat. flagello (Mt .  27:26; M k .  
1 5: 1 5) .  The scourging i n  M t .  27:26; M k .  1 5: 1 5, was 
a preliminary stage in the execution of the sentence 
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SCOURGING, SCOURGE 

Roman scourges, barbed with lumps 0/ lead and 
pieces 0/ bone. 

to ° crucifixion; that proposed in Lk. 23 :  1 6, 22 
(paideuö) and carried out in Jn .  1 9 :  I preceded the 
death-sentence and may have been intended as a 
milder penalty. J .O.O.  

F.F.B. 

SCRIBE. In  ancient Israel, following the spread of 
the alphabet, the scribes' monopoly of writing was 
broken, but theirs remained an important profes
sion. The words for 'scribe' in Heb. (söper, from 
säßar, 'to count, tell'; Pi'el, 'to recount'), Canaan
ite (spr) and Akkad. (sapäru, 'to send', 'write') 
cover the main duties of this highly skilIed trade. 
Many scribes were employed by the public as sec
retaries to transcribe necessary legal contracts (Je. 
32: 1 2), write letters, or keep accounts or records, 
usually from dictation (Je. 36:26). Others, known 
as 'the king's scribes' (2 Ch. 24: 1 1 ) ,  were employed 
in public administration and were attached to the 
royal household, where the Chief Scribe acted as 
'Secretary of State' and ranked before the 
Chronicler (mazkir), who kept the state records (2 
Sa. 8: 1 6; I Ki .  4:3). As a high official the Chief 
Scribe was one of the royal advisers (I Ch. 27:32). 
Thus Shebna the scribe, who later rose to be 'over 
the household' (i.e. Prime Minister), was sent by 
Hezekiah with the Prime M inister and elders to 
parley with the Assyrians besieging Jerusalem (2 
Ki.  1 8 : 1 8; 1 9 :2; Is. 36:3). Some scribes were espe
cially employed for military duties, which included 
the compilation of a list of those called out for war 
(Jdg. 5:  1 4) or of the booty won, their senior official 
being designated 'principal scribe of the host' (2 
Ki. 25: 1 9; Je. 52:25). Although other scribes were 
allotted to tasks in the Temple involving the collec
tion of revenues (2 Ki .  1 2 :  1 0), the scribal profes
sion was, until the Exile, separate from the priest
hood, who had their own literate officials. Senior 
scribes had their own rooms in the palace (Je. 
36: 1 2-2 1 )  or Temple (Je. 36: 1 0).  

Shaphan the scribe was given the newly dis
covered scroll of the law to read before the king (2 
Ki. 22:8), but it  was only in the post-exilic period 
that the scribes assumed the role of copyists, pre
servers and interpreters of the law (Ezr. 7:6). ° Ezra 

was both priest and scribe (7: 1 1 ) and may weil have 
acted as adviser on Jewish affairs to the Babylo
nian court, in the same way as did the special ist 
scfibes of Assyria and Babylonia. By the 2nd cen
tury BC the majority of scribes were priests ( I  
Macc. 7: 1 2) and were the prototypes of the re
ligious ° scribes of the NT day. 

The scribe, as a person of education and means, 
was able to wear fine garments with a pen-case or 
'inkhorn' hanging from his girdle (Ezk. 9:2). His 
equipment included reed-pens (Je. 8:8); a small 
knife for erasures and cutting papyrus (Je. 36:23), 
and, in some cases, styli for ° writing in  the cunei
form scrip!. The profession was often followed by 
whole families ( I  Ch. 2 :55), and several sons are 
named as following their fathers in office. ( OEOUCA
nON; ° WRITlNG.) 

O.J.W. 

SCRIBES (Heb. söß'rim; Gk. grammateis, nomikoi 
(lawyers) and nomodidaskaloi (teachers of the 
law» . Scribes were experts in the study of the law 
of Moses ( Torah). At first this occupation be
longed to the priests. Ezra was priest and scribe 
(Ne. 8:9); the offices were not necessarily separate. 
The chief activity of the scribe was undistracted 
study (Ecclus. 38:24). The rise of the scribes may 
be dated after the Babylonian Exile. I Ch. 2 :55 
would suggest that the scribes were banded to
gether into families and guilds. They were probably 
not a distinct political party in the time of Ben-Sira 
(beginning of the 2nd century BC), but became one 
by the repressive measures of Antiochus 
Epiphanes. Scribes were found in  Rome in the later 
imperial period, and in Babylonia in the 5th and 
6th centuries AO. Not until about AO 70 are there 
detailed facts concerning individual scribes. They 
were mainly influential in Judaea up to AO 70, but 
they were to be found in Gali lee (Lk.  5 :  1 7) and 
among the Dispersion. 

The scribes were the originators of the syna
gogue service. Some of them sat as members 01' the 
Sanhedrin (Mt .  1 6:2 1 ;  26:3). After AO 70 the im
portance of the scribes was enhanced. They pre
served in written form the oral law and faithf ully 
handed down the Heb. Scriptures. They expected 
of their pupils a reverence beyond that given to 
parents (Aboth 4. 1 2). 

The function of the scribes was threefold. 
I. They preserved the law. They were the profes

sional students of the law and its defenders, espe
cially in the Hellenistic period, when the priest
hood had becomc corrupt. They transmitted un
written legal decisions which had come into exist
ence in their efforts to apply the Mosaic law to 
daily l ife. They claimed this oral law was more im
portant than the written law (Mk.  7:5ff.). By their 
efforts religion was liable to be reduced to heartless 
formalism. 

2, They gathered around them many pupils to 
instruct them in the law. The pupils were expected 
to retain the material taught and to transmit it 
without variation. They lectured in the Temple 
(Lk. 2:46; Jn. 1 8 :20). Their teaching was supposed 
to be free of charge (so Rabbi Zadok, Hil lel and 
others), but they were probably paid (Mt .  1 0: 1 0; I 
Cor. 9:3- 1 8, for Paul's statement of his right), and 
even took advantage of their honoured status (Mk . . 1 2:40; Lk. 20:47). 

3, They were referred to as 'Iawyers' and 
'teachers of the law', because they were entrusted 
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with the administration of the law as judges in the 
Sanhedrin (cf Mt.  22:35; Mk. 14 :43, 53; Lk. 22:66; 
Acts 4:5; Jos., Ant. 1 8 . 1 6f.) .  ' Lawyer' and 'scribe' 
are synonymous, and thus the two words are never 
joined in the NT. For their services in the San he
drin they were not paid. They were therefore ob
Iiged to earn their Iiving by other means if they had 
no private wealth. 

The OT Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha are 
sources for the origin of the scribal party. The 
books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, Chronicles and 
Esther also indicate something of the beginnings 
of the movement, whereas Josephus and the NT 
speak of this group in  a more advanced stage of 
development. There is no mention of the scribes in 
the Fourth Gospel. They belonged mainly to the 
party of the Pharisees, but as a body were distinct 
from them. On the matter of the resurrection they 
sided with Paul against the Sadducees (Acts 23:9). 
They c1ashed with Christ, for he taught with au
thority (Mt. 7:28-29), and he condemned external 
formalism which they fostered. They persecuted 
Peter and John (Acts 4:5),  and had a part in 
Stephen's martyrdom (Acts 6: 1 2) .  However, al
though the majority opposed Christ (M t. 2 1 :  1 5) ,  
some believed ( M  t.  8 :  1 9) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G.  F. Moore, Judaism, I ,  1 927, 
pp. 37-47; G. H. Box in  EBr, 1 948 edn . ;  1. D. 
Prince in  EBi; D. Eaton in  HDB; E. Schürer, HJP, 
2, 1 978; W. Robertson Smith, The Old Testament in 
the Jewish Chureh, 1 892, pp. 42-72 (with bibI i
ography on p. 42); A .  FinkeI, The Pharisees and the 
Teaeher 0/ Nazareth2, 1 974; 1. W. Bowker, Jesus and 
the Pharisees, 1 973; N. Hil lyer, NIDNTT 3, pp. 
477-482; 1. Jeremias, TDNT I ,  pp. 740--742; idem, 
Jerusalem in the Time 0/ Jesus, 1 969, ch. 1 0; EJ 
(s. v. 'Scribes'). C.L.F. 

SCRIPTURE, SCRIPTURES. 

I .  Vocabulary 
Two Gk. words are translated 'Scripture(s)' in EVV. 
gramma, originally 'an alphabetical character', is 
used in NT for 'document' (Lk. 1 6:6; Acts 28:2 1 ) ,  
in  a special sense by  Paul for the law (Rom. 2 :27, 
29; 7:6; 2 Cor. 3 :6) and in  the plural for the 'writ
ings' of Moses (Jn. 5:47); for 'Iearning', sacred or 
profane (Jn. 7: 1 5; Acts 26:24), and only once in the 
phrase ta hiera grammata, 'the holy scriptures' (2 
Tim. 3 :  1 5). graphe, on the other hand, which in 
secular Gk. meant simply 'a writing' (though 
sometimes an authoritative writing in particular), 
is in the NT appropriated to 'the Scriptures' in a 
technical sense some 50 times, in most cases un
mistakably the OT. Associated with graphe is the 
formula gegraptai, ' it is written'h occurring some 60 
times in the NT, and found in Greek usage for legal 
pronouncements (cf A. Deissmann, Bible SIlIdies', 
1 909, pp. 1 1 2ff.). Analogous forms occur in the 
Mishnah, but the rabbis more often used formulae 
like '11 is said . .  . ' .  The term 'the Scripture' (ha
kÖltiQ) is also employed. (See B. M. Metzger, JBL 
70, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 297ff., for quotation formulae in rab
binic and NT documents.) 
1 1 .  Significance 
gegraptai meant ' 1 1  stands written in the Scrip
tu res' , and all Christians or Hellenistic Jews recog
nized that these comprised (Lk.  24:44) 'the law, . . .  
the prophets, and . . .  the psalms' (i. e. the K'IuQim, 
or Writings; • CANON OF THE OLD TESTAMENT). 

SCYTHIANS 

Though the AV, RSV translation of 2 Tim. 3:  1 6  
('every [all] scripture is inspired . .  . ') i s  probably 
preferable to that of RV, NEB, no contemporary 
would doubt the extent of 'every inspired scrip
ture'. 11 was wh at Christians called the OT, in  
wh ich the gospel was rooted, of which Christ was 
the fulfilment, which was through faith in Christ 
able to lead a man to salvation, and was used in the 
primitive church for all the purposes outlined in 2 
Tim. 3 : 1 5- 1 7. 

The question arises, however, at what date and in 
wh at sense Christians began to use the term 'Scrip
tures' for Christian writings. 11 has sometimes been 
suggested that 'according to the scriptures' in I 
Cor. 1 5 :3f. refers to Christian testimony books or 
early Gospels, since no OT passage specifies the 
resurrection on the third day. This is unacceptable: 
Paul means the OT, as the groundwork of Chris
ti  an preaching (. GOSPEL) , and probably relates 
simply the fact of resurrection, not its occurrence 
on the third day, to prophecy (cf B. M .  Metzger, 
JTS n.s. 8, 1 957, pp. 1 1 8ff.). Still less acceptable is 
Selwyn's suggestion that the anarthrous en graphei 
in I Pet. 2:6 means 'in writing' (e.g. in a hymn), for 
the passage quoted is from the OT. Nevertheless, 
there were undoubtedly collections of Iluthorita
tive sayings of the Lord in  the apostolic church (cf 
O. Cullmann, SJT 3, 1 950, pp. 1 80ff.; • TRAD
ITION), and I Tim. 5: 1 8  seems to represent a quota
tion from such a collection, l inked with an OT cit
ation, the two together being described as 'scrip
ture'. Again, Paul in  I Cor. 2:9 cites by gegraptai a 
passage which, unless it is an extremely free render
ing of Is. 64:4; is unidentifiable. It occurs in various 
forms elsewhere in early literature, however, and 
now as Logion 17 of the Gospel 0/ Thomas (* NEW 
TESTAMENT A pOCRYPHA) . It is perhaps worth 
considering whether Paul is quoting a saying 
of the Lord not recorded in our Gospels (as 
in Acts 20:35) and citing it as he would 
'scripture'. 

If indeed the tradition of the Lord's words was 
so early called 'Scripture' it  would be an easy step 
so to describe apostolic letters read in church; and, 
despite many dogmatic statements to the contrary, 
there would be no reason why this should not have 
occurred in apostolic times, as 2 Pet. 3: 1 6, as usu
ally translated, represents: though perhaps we 
should translate 'they wrest the Scriptures as weil' 
(cf C. Bigg, St. Peter and St. Jude', ICC, 1 901 , in 
loe.). 

We have, however, reached a dark place in NT 
history, though one where we may hope for future 
light. (* BIBLE; • CANON; " I NSPIRATION.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. H. Dodd, Aeeording to the 
Scriptures, 1 952; E. E. Ellis, Pau['s Use 0/ the Old 
Testament, 1 957; 1. Barton, Reading the Old Testa
ment, 1 984; H .  G. Reventlow, The Authority 0/ the 
Bible and the Rise 0/ the Modern World, 1 985 .  

A.F.W. 

SCYTHIANS. Though sometimes used of highly 
skilIed semi-nomadic horsemen migrating from the 
Russian steppes, Scythian denotes a group of 
tribes who lived N and E of the Black Sea. They 
had invaded E Anatolia (Uraf\u) and NW Iran 
(Media) by the 8th century BC, driving the Cim
merians ("GOMER) before them. Their progress was 
checked by the Assyrians under Sargon I I  (722-
705 BC) and they were defeated in 676 by Esarhad
don. According to Herodotus ( 1 . 1 1 6 ,  4 . 1 )  they 
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SCYTHIANS 

dominated the Near. East for 28 years (653-625 
BC). At one time they were allied with the Assyr
ians to relieve Nineveh in 630 but later sided with 
the Babylonians, perhaps as part of the Umman
manda hordes, to conquer that same city in 6 1 2  BC. 
A raid against Egypt was bought off in the reign of 
Psammetichus I (664--6 1 0) .  Later they were 
involved with Cyrus in the capture of Babyion. 
Some descendants or mercenaries settled at Beth 
Shean, called Scythopolis (Jdg. 1 :27, LXX). By the 
I st century BC they still controlled trade N of the 
Black Sea and were known to the Greeks as ruth
less warriors with a reputation for savagery, 
reflected in 2 Macc. 4:47, 3 Macc. 7 :5, 4 Macc, 1 0:7 
and known to Paul in Col. 3:  1 1 . 

The Scythians, known as Ashkenaz (Gn. 1 0:2; I 
Ch. I :6; Je. 5 1  :27) and by the Assyrians as Ishkuza 
have left no writings of their own. However, arch
aeological finds indicate a highly cultured people 
(Karmir Blur, the Ziwiye Treasure and widespread 
distinctive three-bladed barbed arrows). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Yamauchi, Foes Irom the 
Northern Frontier, 1 982, pp. 63-85; BA 46, 1 983, 
pp. 90-99. D.J.W. 

SEA (Heb. yäm; Gk. thalassa and pelagos: this 
latter term, meaning 'open sea', occurs only once, 
Acts 27:5). 

The predominating sea in the OT is, of course, 
the Mediterranean. I ndeed, the word yäm also 
means 'west', 'westward', i. e. 'seaward',  from the 
geographical position of the Mediterranean with 
reference to Palestine. The Mediterranean is 
termed 'the Great Sea' (Jos. 1 :4), 'the western sea' 
(Ot. 1 1  :24), and 'the sea of the Philistines' (Ex. 
23 : 3 1 ) . 

Other seas mentioned in the OT are the Red Sea, 
lit. 'sea of reeds' (Ex . 1 3 : 1 8) ;  the Oead Sea, lit .  'sea 
of salt' (Gn. 1 4 :3); the Sea of Galilee, lit .  'sea of 
kinnere{ (Nu. 34: 1 1 ) .  The word yäm was also used 
of a particularly broad river, such as the Euphrates 
(Je. 5 1 :35f.) and the Nile (Na. 3:8). It is used with 
reference to the great basin in the Temple court ( I  
Ki. 7:23). 

As one would expect, the NT thalassa is used 
with reference to the same seas as are mentioned in 
the OT. 

The Hebrews betrayed little interest in,  or en
thusiasm for, the sea. Probably their fear of the 
ocean stemmed from the ancient Semitic belief 
that the deep personified the power that fought 
against the deity. But for Israel the Lord was its 
Creator (Gn. I :9f.), and therefore its Controller 
(Ps. 1 04:7-9; Acts 4:24). He compels it  to contrib
ute to man's good (Gn. 49 :25; Ot. 33: 1 3) and to 
utter his praise (Ps. 1 48:7). In the figurative lan
guage of Isaiah ( 1 7: 1 2) and leremiah (6:23) the sea 
is completely under God's command. Many of the 
manifestations of the Lord's miraculous power 
were against the sea (Ex. 14-1 5 ;  Ps. 77: 1 6; 10n. 1 -
2). S o  also Christ's walking o n  the sea and stilling 
the storm (Mt. 14 :25-33; cf G. Bornkamm, 'The 
Stilling of the Storm in Matthew', in G. 
Bornkamm, G. Barth and H. 1. Held, Tradition and 
Interpretation in Malthew, 1 963, pp. 52ff.). God's 
final triumph will witness the disappearance of the 
sea in the world to come ( Rev. 2 1 :  I ) .  J .G .S.S.T. 

SEA OF GLASS. Twice lohn saw in heaven 'as it 
were a sea of glass' (hös thalassa hyaline) ,  'before 

the throne' of God 'like crystal' ( Rev. 4:6) and later 
'mingled with fire' (Rev. 1 5 :2). The picture of a sea 
in heaven may be traced through the apocalyptic 
literature (e.g. Testament 01 Levi 2:7;  2 Enoch 3:3) 
back to 'the waters which were above the firma
ment' of Gn.  1 :7; Pss. 1 04:3;  1 48 :4.  The likeness to 
crystal stands in contrast with the semi-opacity of 
most ancient • glass and speaks of the holy purity 
of heaven; the mingling with fire suggests the wrath 
of God (cf Gn. 7:  1 1 ;  1 Enoch 54:7-8). Beside or on 
the sea stand the victors over the beast: their song 
( Rev. 1 5 :3) recalls that of the Israelites beside the 
Red Sea (Ex. 1 5 : I ff.) .  M .H.C. 

SEAL, SEALING. 

I. In the Old Testament 
In the Near East, from which many thousands of 
individual seals have been recovered, engraved 
seals were common in ancient times, the Hebrews 
using a general term wh ich did not specify the form 
of the seal itself (böläm; Egyp. htm). The varied 
uses of such seals were much the same as in 
modern times. 
a. Uses 
(i) As a mark of authenticity and authority. Thus 
pharaoh handed a seal to Joseph his deputy (Gn. 
41 :42) and Ahasuerus sealed royal edicts (Est. 3:  I 0; 
8:8-1 0). The action describes the passing of the 
master's word to his disciples (Is. 8: 1 6) and 
Yahweh granting authority to Zerubbabel (Hg. 
2:23; cf Je. 22:24). For a non-biblical example of 
delegated seals on a covenant, see Iraq 2 1 ,  1 958. 

(ii) To witness a document. The seal was im
pressed on the c1ay or wax (· WRITING). Thus, his 
friends witnessed leremiah's deed of purehase (Je. 
32: 1 1 - 1 4) and Nehemiah and his contemporaries 
attested the covenant (Ne. 9:38; 1 0: I )  and Oaniel a 
prophecy (On. 9:24). 

(iii) To secure by affixing a seal. Thus, a c1ay 
document within its envelope or other receptacle, 
or a scroll tied by a cord to which was attached a 
lump of c1ay bearing a seal impression, could be 
examined and read only when the seal had been 
broken by an authorized person (cf Rev. 5: I f. ). A 
sealed prophecy (On. 1 2 :9) or book ( ls. 29: 1 1 ) was 
thus a symbol for something as yet unrevealed. 

To prevent unauthorized entry doors would be 
sealed by a cord or c1ay, with the sealing stretched 
across the gap between the door and its lock. This 
was done to the lions' den at Babyion (On. 6: 1 7; 
Bel and the Oragon 14) and to tombs (Herodotus, 
2.  1 2 1 ;  cf Mt. 27:66). A crocodile's c1ose-knit 
scales were likened to a sealed item (Jb. 4 1 :  1 5). 

Metaphorically the seal stood for what is se
curely held, as are the sins of man be fore God (01.  
32:34; lb. 14 :  1 7), who alone has the authority to 
open and to seal (Jb. 33 :  1 6) .  He sets his seal as a 
token of completion (Ezk. 28: 1 2). The metaphor in 
Cl.  4: 1 2  is probably of chastity. 
b. Form 

With the invention of writing in the 4th millen
nium BC seals were used in large numbers. The 
cylinder-seal was the most common and was rolled 
on c1ay, though stamp seals are also found in con
temporary use. In Palestine, under both Mesopo
tamian (orten through Syrian and Phoenician) and 
Egyptian influences, cylinder-seals and scarabs 
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were in use in the Canaanite period. The latter pre
dominated for use on wax or c1ay lumps appended 
to papyrus. With the Monarchy, stamp seals, 
'button', conoid or searaboid prevail. 

The seal was pierced so that it  could be worn on 
a cord round the neck (Gn. 38: 1 8; Je. 22:24; Ct. 
8 :6) or on a pin,  traces of which sometimes remain, 
for attaehment to the dress. The scaraboid seals or 
seal stones were set in a ring to be worn on the 
hand or arm (Est. 3: 1 2) .  
c. Materials 
Poor persons could purchase roughly engraved 
seals made of loeal terracotta, bitumen, limestone, 
frit or wood. The majority of seals, however, were 
specially engraved by a skilled seal-cutter who used 
copper gravers, a cutting wheel, and sometimes a 
sm all bow-drill, perhaps the 'pen of iron; with a 
point of diamond' (Je. 1 7 : I ;  * ARTS AND CRAITS), 
to work the hard semi-preeious stones (* ART). In  
Palestine, as elsewhere, carnelian, chalcedony, 
agate, jasper, rock crystal and haematite were im
ported and frequently used. Imported Egyptian 
scarabs were of glazed steatite and, jater, glazed 
eom posi t ion. 

Engraved stones (Ex. 28:  1 1 -23;  39:8) were used 
as insets in the high priest's breast ornament. The 
fine stones and workmanship led to these seal 
stones or signet-rings (Heb. (abba'aL; Akkad. 
(imbu'u) being used as ornaments (ls. 3 :2 1 ), votive 
offerings, or for sacred purposes (Ex. 35:22; Nu. 
31  :50),  like the group of seals in  the Canaanite 
shrine at Hazor, or as * amulets. The Heb. (abba'aL 
is used also of rings in general (Ex. 25:  1 2) .  
d. Designs 
Before the Monarchy cylinder-seals followed the 
Phoenieian or Syrian style, showing patterns, well
filled designs, rows of men or designs characteristic 
of the different fashions prevailing at various 
periods in Mesopotamia. The later Palestinian 
seals, usually oval, bear representations of lions 
(see JBA, fig. 52), winged human-headed lions or 
sphinxes (cherubim), griffins or the winged uraeus
snake. Egyptian motifs, with the lotus flower, the 
ankh-symbol of l ife or the Horus-child, frequently 
occur. Seenes of worship, seated deities and an i
mals and birds seem to show that this art did not 
offend Hebrew religious feeling. After the 7th cen
tury BC, however, the majority of seals bear only a 
two-line inseription. 
e. Jnscriptions 
More than 200 Hebrew seals have been recovered, 
inscribed with their owners' names. The name may 
stand alone, or be followed by the father's name or 
by a title. Several belonged to royal retainers, de
seribed as 'servant of the king'. The finest of them 
is the jasper seal 'Of Shema, servant of Jeroboam' 
(i. e. Jeroboam 11) ,  found in excavations at Meg
iddo. Another shows a cock, with an inscription 
reading 'Of Jaazaniah , servant of the king', and 
may indicate as owner the Jaazaniah of 2 Ki. 
25:23, or a contemporary of the same name (Je. 
35 :3 ;  40:8; cf. Ezk. 1 1  : 1 ). The seals were impressed 
into lumps of c1ay, and so me of these have been 
recovered, carrying on the back the marks of the 
papyrus documents they once secured. One such 
seal ing, termed bulla, had been stamped by the seal 
'Of Gedaliah who is over the household'. It was 
found at Lachish, and may have belonged to the 
governor of Judah (2 Ki .  25 :22-25; for the title cf. 
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2 Ki. 1 8 :  1 8, and • SHEBNA). One impression is par
ticularly important beeause its date is certain .  The 
seal was inscribed 'Of Jehozerah, son of Hi lkiah, 
servant of Hezekiah' (JE] 24, 1 974, pp. 27-29), 
Hezekiah being the king of Judah, and Hilkiah his 
steward's father (2 Ki .  1 8 : 1 8, etc.). Several men are 
entitled 'son of the king', although it is not c1ear 
whether these were members of the royal family or 
of the larger palace community. Also uncertain is 
the identity of the master on the seal inscribed 'Of 
Eliakim, retainer (na'ar) of Yawkin'. Yawkin may 
have been • Jehoiachin, king of Judah, but the 
masters on other seals so inscribed were not all 
k ings. Some seals certainly belonged to women, e.g. 
the seal of one Hannah (bnh; PEQ 1 08, 1 976, pp. 
59� 1 ), or 'Of Abigail, wife of Asaiah'. 

The value of these seals lies in the range of 
Hebrew personal names they reveal, not all known 
from the OT (e.g. Gamariah, Halasiah). The titles 
they reveal widen our knowledge of the adminis
tration. The large number of seals, many bearing 
no design apart from the names, implies a wide
spread ability to read in  the relatively sm all state of 
Judah, whence most of the seals come. 

Important historical information is supplied by 
a collection of c1ay sealings and some stamps on 
jar-handles, apparently carrying the names of 
three post-exilic governors of Judah (Elnathan, 
Yehoezer, Ahzai) each styled peba, to be placed 
after Zerubbabel, and be fore Ezra. These names 
are otherwise unknown. (See N. Avigad, Bullae and 
Seals/rom a Post-E;dfic ]udaean Archive, 1 976.) 
f Stampedjar-handles 
Excavations in Palestine have produced about 
1 ,000 jar-handles bearing seal impressions. Some 
appear to be royal pottery marks (cf. I Ch. 4:23) 
giving the place of manufacture. The impressions 
are usually of four-winged searabeus or a flying 
sero 11 with 'Of the king' (lammelelf) above, and 
(below) a place, e.g. Hebron, Ziph, Socoh and 
mmst. Others bear personal names (perhaps of 
the potter), e.g. Shebnaiah, Azariah, Yopiah. Such 
stamped jar-handles have been found in quantity 
at Megiddo, Lachish and Gibeon. A group of  fis
eal stamp impressions inscribed in Aramaic yhd 
(Judah) dated 400-200 BC are of special interest 
(. MONEV; BASOR 1 47, Oct. 1 957, pp. 37-39; 
1 48, Dec. 1 957, pp. 28-30; JE] 7, 1 957, pp. 1 46-
1 53). 

BIBLIOGRAPHV. ( I )  Palestinian seals: A .  Rowe, 
Catalogue 0/ Egyptian Scarabs in the Palestine 
Archaeological Museum, 1 936; B. Parker, 'Cylinder 
Seals of Palestine', Jraq 1 1 ,  1 949; 1. Nougayrol, Cy
findres sceaux et empreintes . . .  trouves en Palestine 
au caurs des/auilles regulieres, 1 939; A. Reifenberg, 
Ancient Hebrew Seals, 1 950; D. Diringer, in 
DOrr, pp. 2 1 8-226. (2) For other Near Eastern 
seals: H. Frankfort, Cyfinder Seals, 1939; D. 1. 
Wiseman, Cyfinder Seals 0/ Western Asia, 1 958. 

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
a. Literal use 

D.J.W. 
A.R .M.  

The verb sphragizö (noun sphragis) is occasionally 
used in the NT in a literal sense, e.g. of  the sealing 
of the tomb of Christ after his burial (Mt.  27:66 cf 
Ev. Petr. 8:33), the sealing of Satan in  the abyss 
(Rev. 20:3) and the sealing of the apocalyptic roll 
against unauthorized scrutiny (Rev. 5: 1 -8 :  I ,  
passim). The practice of 'sealing' mentioned in  this 
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latter context would have been as familiar to Jews 
as to Romans (cf Rev. 22: I 0, where the logoi are 
not 'sealed' because 'the time is at hand', and they 
are to be imminently used; contrast On. 1 2 :4, 9). 
b. Figurative use 
(i) I n  Rom. 1 5 :28 Paul refers to his intention of 
delivering a contribution (koinönia) of the Gentiles 
to the saints in Jerusalem, and so of having 'sealed' 
(sphragisamenos) their offering. This may possibly 
imply a guarantee of his honesty ('under my own 
seal', NEB), but it will in any case denote Paul's 
approval of the Gentile action (so Theodore of 
Mopsuestia; cf Jn. 3 : 33, where esphragisen is used 
of man's 'approval' of the truth of God, and Jn .  
6:27, where precisely the  same form of the  verb i s  
used with reference to  God's attestation of  the 
Christ). 

(ii) An unusual use of the word sphragis, wh ich 
carries still the sense of 'authentication', occurs in 
I Cor. 9:2, when Paul describes his converts in the 
church at Corinth as the 'seal' affixed by Christ to 
his work; the vindication, indeed, of his apostolate. 

(iii) In the discussion of Abraham's exemplary 
faith in Rom. 4, Paul mentions the semeion of cir
cumcision as the confirming 'seal' (v. 1 1 ; NEB 'halI
mark') of a righteousness which existed, by faith, 
before the rite itself was instituted. This use of the 
term 'seal' compares with that in the Apocalypse 
(Rev. 7:2-8; 9:4), where the servants of God are 
described as being 'sealed' with 'the seal of the 
living God' (7:2f.; cf Ezk. 9:4; Rev. 14 :  I ), as a safe
guard as weil as a mark of possession, A. G. 
Hebert suggests (TWBR, p. 222) that these pas
sages 'readily fall into a baptismal context'. 
111. Sealing by the Spirit 
One important NT image associates sphragis with 
pneuma. The Pauline characterization of the Chris
tian inheritance in  Eph. I ,  for example, proceeds 
against a background filled with Christian hope. In  
v .  1 3 , accordingly, the Ephesian Christians are de
scribed as 'sealed with the promised Holy Spirit'; 
they have received in  time, that is to say, an earnest 
of what they will become in eternity. Once more 
this use of 'sealing' includes the concept of 'posses
sion' (cf 2 Tim. 2:  1 9; Ga!. 6: 1 7) .  Similarly, men
tion of the Holy Spirit in Eph. 4:30, during a piece 
of practical exhortation to Christ-like behaviour, is 
followed by the qualifying phrase, 'in whom (en h6) 
you were sealed for the day of redemption'; while 
in 2 Cor. 1 :2 1  f. believers are described as 'anointed' 
by God, who has 'put his seal' upon them, and 
given them the Holy Spirit as an eternal guarantee. 
We have to consider the nature of this 'seal', as weil 
as the moment and results of the 'sealing'. 

a. The nature o[ the seal. Considerable discus
si on has taken place on this point. R. E. O. White, 
for example ( The Bib/ical Doctrine o[ Initiation, 
1 960, p. 203 and n .), takes the aorists of sphragizö 
in Eph. I :  1 3 ; 4:30; 2 Cor. 1 :22 to refer to the gift of 
the Spirit, acting as a 'divine seal upon baptism'. 
He discovers in support of this suggestion a 'regu
lar' NT use of the aorist tense in connection with 
the reception of the Spirit by the believer in bap
tism. W. F. Flemington, on the other hand ( The 
New Testament Doctrine o[ Baptism, 1 953, pp. 
66f.), proposes baptism itself as the seal, and re
lates this to the word sphragis used in connection 
with the Jewish rite of circumcision. (So also O. 
Cullmann, Baptism in the New Testament, 1950, p. 
46.) 

Clcarly the Heb. background to the theology of 
baptism, and to the notion of 'seal' itself, cannot 
be discounted; and Gregory Oix has indicated the 
extent to which the early Fathers were i ndebted to 
their Jewish antecedents in this respect ( Th 5 1 ,  
1 948, pp. 7- 1 2).  A t  the same time, as Dix points 
out, it  is not necessarily the NT wh ich justifies any 
later connection made between 'baptism' and 
'seal'; even the Didache does not call water baptism 
a 'sealing', or connect the sacrament in  any way 
with the gift of the Holy Spirit. 

b. The moment o[ sea/ing. These considerations 
will suggest the doubt that also exists about the 
precise moment of the believer's 'sealing'. If we are 
right to associate the gift of the Holy Spirit with 
baptism (wh ich is a frequent but not altogether 
regular pattern in the NT, cf Acts 8 :36ff.; 1 0:44), 
we may consider that this 'sealing' by the Spirit 
takes place at baptism, or more precisely, perhaps, 
at the moment of commitment that finds its focus 
and expression in the sacrament of baptism. So, 
e.g. .  G. W. H. Lampe ( The Seal o[ the Spirit, 1 9 5 1 )  
has carefully examined the origin and meaning of 
the cognate NT terms sphragis and chrisma, as
sociated with the 'chrism' of Christ hirnself in 
whom the Spirit of God was actively present, and 
shown that (in Pauline language) incorporation 
into the body of Christ is effected by baptism 
(rather than by any equivalent of 'confirrnation', 
incidentally), and 'sealed' by the gift of the Holy 
Spirit (pp. 6, 6 1  f. ; for a summary of the arguments 
involved, and their proponents, see further White, 
op. cit. , pp. 352ff.). 

c. The results o[ sea/ing. I t has become c1ear from 
I st-century papyri that the language of 'sealing' 
came to acquire in the E the extended and import
ant meaning, particularly in legal circles, of giving 
validity to documents, guaranteeing the genuine
ness of articles and so on. (The possible paralleis 
that exist between sphragizö and initiation into Gk.  
mystery cults are less likely to  be  significant . )  I t  i s  
easy as a result to  see how the  word sphragis and its 
cognates fit naturally into NT contexts wh ich pre
suppose the theology of the covenant, and denote, 
in  terms of the gift of the Holy Spirit, authentica
tion as weil as ownership. We have al ready dis
covered these to be aspects of the meaning of the 
term in other NT passages. 

The occurrence of similar ideas in other contexts 
may be noticed in this connection. The 'mark' of 
initiation administered by John the Baptist, e.g. ,  
was an entirely eschatological rite (Lk. 3 :3ff.; note 
the reaction of the people to John's identity in v. 
1 5); and in line with normative Jewish apocalyptic 
his baptism signified an 'earmarking' for salvation 
in view of coming judgment comparable to certain 
parts of the Psalms o[ Solomon (e.g.  1 5 :6f. ,  8; cf 2 
Esdras 6:5), and of the NT itself (2 Tim. 2: 1 9; and 
cf the thought of 'sealing for security' already no
ticed in  Rev. 7:2ff., ete. ; see White, op. cit. , p. 88). 

I n  the NT uses of the term 'seal' we have con
sidered, the ideas of ownership, authentication and 
security predominate. The three Pauline passages 
reviewed (Eph. I :  1 3; 4:30; 2 Cor. 1 :22) together in
dicate that the arrabön of the Holy Spirit given to 
the believer, incorporated en Christö by baptism 
through faith, is a 'token and pledge of final re
demption' (Lampe, op. cit., p. 6 1 ) .  In this way the 
gift of the Spirit is equivalent to 'putting on' 
Christ, sharing his chrisma, and becoming mem
bers of his body, the true Israel of God ( ibid.; cf I 
Cor. 1 2: 1 3) .  The gift of the Holy Spirit, in fact, 
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confirms the covenant in which believers are 
'sealed' as God's own. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Thc standard English work on 
this subject (NT) is G. W. H. Lampe, The Seal of 
the Spirit, 1 9 5 1  (esp. Part I ). For the history of the 
idea see also G. Dix, Th 5 1 , 1 948, pp. 7-1 2 .  For a 
fulkr discussion 01' the relevant texts see the major 
works on baptism in the NT, notably O. Cullmann, 
Baptism in the New Testament, 1950; W. F. Flem
ington, The New Testament Doctrine of Baptism, 
1 953: P. -Ch. Marcei, The Biblical Doctrine of 
Infant Baptism, 1 953; R .  E. O. White, The Biblical 
Doctrine of Initiation, 1 960; R. Schnacken burg, 
Baptism in the Thought of St. Paul, 1 964; 1. D. G. 
Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit, 1 970; R. Schip-
pers, NIDNTT 3, pp. 497-50 I .  5.5.5. 

SEBA_ 1 _  Son of Cush, classed under Ham (Gn. 
1 0:7 ;  1 Ch. 1 :9). 2_ Land and people in  S Arabia, 
apparently closely rclated to the land and people of 
• Sheba; in  fact s'qä' (Seba) and s'qä' (Sheba) are 
commonly held to be simply the Old Arab. and 
Heb. forms of the one name of a people, i. e. the 
well-known kingdom of Sheba. In a psalm (72 : 1 0) 
dedicated to Solomon, he is promised gifts from 
'the kings of Sheba and (or: "yea") Seba'. In  Isai
ah's prophecies, Israel's ransom would take the 
wealth of Egypt, Ethiopia (Cush) and Se ba (ls. 
43:3),  and the tall Sabaeans were to acknowledge 
Israel's God ( Is. 45 : 1 4), first fulfilled in the wide 
spread of Judaism and first impact of Christianity 
there during the first 5 centuries AD. The close as
sociation of SebaJSheba with Africa (Egypt and 
Cush) may just possibly reflect connections across 
the Red Sea between S Arabia and Africa from the 
1 0th century BC onwards; for slender indications of 
this, see W. F. Albright, BASOR 1 28, 1 952, p. 45 
with nn. 26-27 .  Strabo ( 1 6 . 4. 8-1 0) names a town 
Sabai and harbour Saba on the W or Red Sea coast 
of Arabia. K.A.K.  

SECACAH (Heb. s'lsälsäh). A settlement in NE 
Judah (Jos. 1 5 : 6 1 ); probably Khirbet es-Sam rah, 
the largest (68 m by 40 m) of three fortified sites in 
el-Buqei 'a, controlling irrigation works which 
made it  possible to settle in this area; first occupied 
in the 9th century BC, doubtless to secure the fron
tier. See L. E. Stager, BASOR 22 1 ,  1 976, pp. 1 45-
1 58; NEAEHL, pp. 267-269. J .P.U.L. 

SECU (RSV), SECHU (AV). The Heb. name, per
haps meaning 'outlook', of a place near Ramah, 
wh ich Saul visited when seeking David and Samuel 
(I Sa. 1 9:22). A possible but uncertain identifica
tion is Khirbet Shuweikeh, 5 km N of el-Ram (bib
lical Ramah). Some MSS of LXX read the unknown 
town Sephi, which represents, according to some 
scholars, Heb. s'pi, 'bare hili' ;  and the Pesh. simi
larly renders süpä, 'the end'; but other Gk. MSS and 
the Vulg. support the Massoretic Hebrew. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. M .  Abel, Geographie de la 
Palestine, 2, 1 938, p. 453; C. R. Conder and H .  H .  
Kitchener, The Survey of Western Palestine, 3, 
1 883,  p. 52. J .T. 

SECUNDUS. A Thessalonian Christian ac
companying Paul (Acts 20:4), probably as a dele
gate, with A ristarchus, of his church, to bring the 
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collection for Jerusalem (cf I Cor. 1 6 :  I ff.). Agree
ment on the precise significance of Acts 20:4 is in
complete, but Secundus seems included among 
those who awaited Paul at Troas. Zahn (INT, I ,  
1 909, p. 2 1 3) conjectured that Secundus was an
other name of the Macedonian Gaius (mentioned 
with Aristarchus in  Acts 1 9 :29), distinguishcd here 
from his companion • Gaius of Derbe. 

The name is Latin. and attcsted in Thessalonian 
inscriptions. A.F.W. 

SEED, The fertilized and mature ovule of a flower
ing plant wh ich enables the species to perpetuate 
itself. Seed-bearing plants are of great antiquity 
(Gn. L I  I ). 

The progeny of the species Homo sapiens was 
also regarded as 'seed' (Gn. 3: 1 5 ; 1 3 : 1 5) .  Thus the 
seed of Abraham constituted Isaac and his des
cendants (Gn. 2 1 : 1 2; 28: 1 4). The relationship be
tween God and his people provided a perpetual 
establishment for the seed of Israel (Ps. 89:4), who 
would be ruled over by a descendant of the house 
of David (Acts 2:30), interpreted by the early 
Christians in terms of Christ the Messiah (2 Tim. 
2 :8) .  

The idea of the seed as the unit of reproduction 
of plant life found expression in several of Christ's 
parables. The spiritual significance of the seed 
varied with the differing circumstances under 
which the parables were narrated. In that of the 
seeds and the sower (Mt. 1 3 :3-23; Lk. 8 :5- 1 5), the 
seed was interpreted in Matthew as the 'word of 
the kingdom', while in  Mark (4:3-20) and Luke it 
was the 'word of God'. In  the parable of the seed 
and the tares (Mt.  1 3 :24-30), the 'good seed' repre
sen ted the children of the kingdom, while in the 
parable of the mustard seed (Mt. 1 3 : 3 1 -32; M k .  
4 :30--32) t h e  seed represented the kingdom of 
heaven. In Mk .  4 :26-29 the mystery surrounding 
the development of the divine kingdom was 
likened to that connected with the germination and 
growth of a seed. 

The Pauline doctrine of the resurrection body ( I  
Cor. 1 5 :35ff.) reflected the thought o f  Christ con
cerning the necessity of wheat-grains dying before 
they could produce abundantly (Jn. 1 2:24). The 
resurrection body of the believer will be signifi
cantly different in kind and degree from that laid to 
rest in the grave, bearing a relationship to it similar 
to that existing between an acorn and the mature 
oak. R .K.H. 

SEIR, I,  The word se'ir defines a mountain (Gn. 
1 4:6; Ezk . 35: 1 5), a land (Gn. 32:3; 36:2 1 ;  Nu. 
24: 1 8) and a people (Ezk. 25:8) in  the general area 
of old Edom. Esau went to live there (Gn. 32:3), 
and his descendants overcame the original inhabit
ants, the Horites (Gn. 1 4 :6; 36:20; Dt. 2: 1 2; Jos. 
24:4). The Simeonites later destroyed some 
Amalekites who took refuge there ( I  Ch. 4:42-43). 

2, A landmark on the boundary of Judah (Jos. 
1 5 : 1 0). J .A.T. 

SELA. Etymologically the Heb. word (has-)sela' 
means '(the) rock' or 'cliff' and may be used of any 
rocky place. The name occurs several times in the 
Bible. 

I. A fortress city of Moab, conquered by 
Amaziah king of Judah and renamed Joktheel (2 
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Ki. 14 :7; 2 Ch. 25: 1 2). Obadiah, in condemning 
Edom, refers to those who dwelt in the clerts 01' the 
rock (Sela, Ob. 3). Is. 42:  1 1  may refer to the same 
place. For centuries the site has been identified 
with a rocky outcrop behind Petra, an identifica
tion wh ich goes back to the LXX, Josephus and 
Eusebius. The massive rocky plateau Umm el
Biyara towers 300 m above the level 01' Petra (the 
Gk. translation 01' Sela), and 1 , 1 30 m above sea 
level. It was investigated by Nelson Glueck in 1 933 
and W. H. Morton in 1 955. C. M .  Bennett un
covered parts 01'  I ron Age stone houses there in 
1 960-65, built in the 7th century BC. The site was 
taken by the • Nabataeans c. 300 BC and they con
verted the great valley to the N, some 1 ,370 m long 
and 225-450 m across, quite enc10sed by mountain 
walls, into the amazing rock-cut city 01' Petra-the 
'rose-red city half as old as time'. 

More recently it has been c1aimed that another 
lron Age site, es-Sela', 4 km NW 01' Bozra (Bu
seira) suits the biblical and post-biblical evidence 
bett er. This si te was overlooked because of the im
pressive and continuous support for Petra. (See A. 
F. Rainey, !DBS, p. 1 00 . )  

2.  An unidentified site, on the border 01' the 
Amorites in the time 01' the Judges (Jdg. 1 :36), ap
parently within Judah . 3. Isaiah, referring to the 
coming judgment 01' M oab, spoke 01' fugitive Mo
abites sending tribute to Judah from distant Sela 
(ls. 1 6: 1 ) .  The si te is unidentified. 

BtBLiOGRAPHY. On Umm el-Biyara, see P. C. 
Hammond, ISBE 4, pp. 383-384; W. H. Morton, 
BA 1 9, 1 956, pp. 261'.; RB 7 1 ,  1 964, pp. 250-253; C. 
M. Bennett, RB 73, 1 966, pp. 372-403. On the 
identity 01' Sela, see 1. Starcky, DBS, 1 966, cols. 
886-900; NEAEHL, pp. 1 488-1 490. J . A .T. 

SELAH. An isolated word occurring 71 times i n  
the Psalms and three times in Habakkuk (3:3,  9 ,  
1 3; 'the minor Psalter'). Since all 01' these, except 
Pss. 41 and 8 1 ,  name the kind 01' melody or psalm
ody in the title, it  is generally agreed that Selah 
must be a musical or liturgical sign, though its pre
cise import is not known. The following are the 
main suggestions: 

I. A term in • music or a musical direction to the 
singers and/or orchestra to 'Iirt up', i.e. to sing or 
play forle or crescendo. Thus LXX has diapsalma in 
each instance, perhaps a musical rat her than a 
doxological interlude. 

2. A liturgical mark (sälai, 'to lirt up'; cf Akkad .  
su/lll, 'prayer'), perhaps to  lirt up the  voice or  the 
hands in prayer. I t  may have come into use, possibly 
in the exilic period, in  connection with psalms used 
in public worship to denote those places at which 
the priest should pronounce a benediction. Some 
take it to mean 'to lirt up' the eyes, for the purpose 
01' repeating the verse, thus the equivalent 01' 'da 
capa'. Others would derive it from an Aramaic root 
si, 'to bow', and so interpret it as directing the wor
shipper at this point to prostrate himself. 

3. The Targ. Aquila and Vulg. render Selah by 
phrases implying an ejaculation 'for ever', and 
make it  a cry 01' worship Iike 'Amen' and 'Halle
lujah' (Ps. 46:3) at the c10se 01' the liturgy or at 
specified points within it  (Ps. 3 :2, 4, ele. ). 

D.J.W. 

SELEUCIA. I. The former port of Antioch in 
Syria (I Macc. 1 1  :8) which lay 8 km N of the 

Th Greal Sea 

(Me(/. erranean Sea) 
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Seleucia lVas a seaporl near Ihe mOl/th of Ihe 
R. Orontes in Syria. 

mouth of the Orontes river and 25 km away from 
Antioch. Seleucia (Selel/keia) was founded by Se
leucus Nicator in 30 1 BC, 1 1  years arter he had 
established the Seleucid kingdom. The city lay at 
the foot of Mt Rhosus, to the N, and was itself in 
the NE corner of a beautiful fertile plain still noted 
for its beauty. I t  was fortified on the S and W and 
surrounded by walls, but, although regarded as 
impregnable, it was taken by the Ptolemy Euer
getes (I Macc. 1 1 :8) in the Ptolemaic-Seleucid 
wars and remained in the hands of the Ptolemies 
till 2 1 9  BC, when Antiochus the Great recaptured 
it.  He greatly beautified it, and, although it was lost 
again for a short time to Ptolemy Philometor in 
1 46 BC, Seleucia was soon retaken .  The Romans 
under Pompey made it  a free city in 64 BC, and 
from then on it flourished until it began to decay 
fairly early in the Christian era. It is known in the 
Bible only in  Acts 1 3 :4, as the port of embark
at ion of Paul and Barnabas arter they had been 
commissioned by the church in  Antioch. From 
Seleucia they set sail for Cyprus on their first 
missionary journey. It is probably the port 
inferred in Acts 14 :26; 1 5 :30, 39, though it is not 
named. 

Seleucia today is an extensive ruin, subject to 
archaeological investigation by a number of exped
itions since 1 937. The city area can be traced, and 
evidence of buildings, gates, walls, the amphi
theatre, the inner harbour and the great water con
duit built by Constantius in AD 338 in solid rock to 
carry off the mountain torrent from the city are all 
to be seen. The channel which connected the inner 
harbour to the sea has long been silted up. 

2. A city in Gaulanitis SE of Lake Huleh cap
tured by Alexander Yannai during his campaign in 
Transjordan in the I st century AD. Josephus re
cords that Agrippa I I  persuaded the people of the 
strongly fortified town to surrender to the Romans. 

3. A city on the Tigris S of Baghdad founded by 
Seleucus I (3 1 2-280 BC) and occupied by Greeks 
and Syrians. lt became a horne for Jews in the I st 
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century of the Christian era. Animosity against 
them led to the slaughter of 50,000; the survivors 
Red to Nisibis and other towns. This site has been 
partially excavated by the Italians. l.A .T. 

SELEUCUS. One of Alexander's lesser generals, 
who took control of the far E satrapies after his 
death and became a leading advocate of partition. 
After the battle of Ipsus in 301 BC he founded the 
port of * Seleucia (in Pieria) (Acts 1 3 :4) to serve his 
new W capital of Antioch, and the Seleucid do
mains were later extended over most of Asia 
Minor. The dynasty, many of whose kings bore the 
names of Seleucus or Antiochus, ruled from Syria 
for c. 250 years, until suspended by the Romans. 
The vast and heterogeneous population called for a 
policy of active hellenization if their power was to 
be established. This and the fact that Palestine was 
the disputed fron tier with the Ptolemies of Egypt 
caused trouble for the lews. The Maccabaean 
revolt, with its legacy of petty kingdoms and prin
cipalities, and the religious sects of lesus' time, was 
the result of the Seleucid attempt to sec ure 
Palestine. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. R. Bevan, The House 0/ Se
leucus, 1 902; V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization 
and the lews, 1 959. E.A.l. 

SELF-CONTROL (AV 'temperance') translates the 
Gk. enkrateia, wh ich occurs in three NT verses. 
The corresponding adjective enkrates and verb 
enkrateuomai are used both positively and nega
tively. Another word translated 'temperate', 
nephalios, sometimes carries a restricted reference 
to drin king, such as is often read into the modern 
word 'temperance'. 

The verb enkrateuomai is first used in the LXX in 
Gn. 43:3 1 to describe loseph's control of his af
fectionate impulses towards his brothers. It refers 
also to the false self-restraint of Saul in I Sa. 1 3 : 1 2, 
and of Haman in Est. 5 : 1 0. According to losephus, 
the Essenes exercised 'invariable sobriety' (Bl 2 .  
1 33), and some of them rejected marriage as in
compatible with continence. The Greeks held tem
perance to be a cardinal virtue. 

A very significant use of enkrateia is found in 
Acts 24:25. Since an adulteress sat beside Felix 
while Paul discussed self-control, its bearing on 
unchastity is easily apparent, and the verse com
pares naturally with I Cor. 7:9. This restricted ref
erence to chastity often features in later literature. 
The Encratites enjoined complete abstinence from 
marriage; and some Christian dergy today may 
not marry. This distorted interpretation is called 
demonic in I Tim. 4:2-3, and the qualification 
'self-controlled' (enkrates) is applied to the married 
bishop in Tit. 1 :8 (cf I Pet. 3:2). 

The association of enkrateia with righteousness 
in Acts 24:25 is parallel to other contexts where it is 
listed in catalogues of graces. In  Ga!. 5:22-23 it is 
the last of nine virtues, and seems to be opposed to 
drunkenness and carousing in the corresponding 
list of vices. In 2 Pet. 1 :6 it forms a midway stage in 
a d istinct moral progress of the believer, which 
commences in faith and culminates in love. (The 
form of the passage recalls expositions of Stoic 
moral prokope.) The related words nephalios and 
söphrön (sober-minded) appear in a list of virtues 
demanded of older Christian men in Tit. 2:2, 1 2 . 

The precise reference of nephalios, 'temperate', 

SENNACHERIB 

is to drunkenness, and the word is actually op
posed to 'drunkard' in I Tim. 3:2-3. It can broad
en out, however, to indude other forms of self
control, as in Tit. 2:2 and I Tim. 3 : 1 1 . This ex
tended application should be recollected when 
rendering the verb nephö, which in RSV is translated 
'to be sober', but wh ich usually means 'to be vigil
ant' in contexts like I Thes. 5:6 and I Pet. I: 1 3 ; 4:7; 
5 :8. I n  I Cor. 9:25 the widest possible reference is 
given to enkrateuomai when the Christian athlete is 
said to exercise self-control in all  things. 

In the NT self-control is essentially a 'fruit of the 
Spirit' (Ga!. 5 :22-23). A deli berate antithesis be
tween spiritual life and carnal drunkenness is 
introduced into several passages describing proph
etic inspiration (e.g. Acts 2: 1 5- 1 7  and Eph. 5: 1 8) .  
Believers who 'drink of the Spirit' ( I  Cor. 1 2: 1 3) 
are thought by the world to be 'drunk'; and indeed 
so they are, not with wine, but with zeal for the 
Christian warfare. This passion to be good soldiers 
of Christ expresses itself not in excess but in sober 
discipline; it is the true imitation of a M aster, 
whose life, as Bernard says, was the 'mirror of 
temperance'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. L. Ottley in ERE (s. v. 'Tem
perance'); BA GD; H .  Rashdall, Theory 0/ Good 
and Evil, 1 907; H .  Baltensweiler, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 
494-497. O.H.T. 

SENAAH. In the list of exiles who returned with 
Zerubbabel there are 3,630 (Ezr. 2:35) or 3,930 (Ne. 
7:38) belonging to the town of Senaah. In Ne. 3:3 
the name of the town occurs again with the definite 
artide. Since in both passages lericho is mentioned 
in dose proximity, Senaah may have been near 
lericho. l.S.W. 

SENATE, SENATOR. 1. The AV translation in Ps. 
1 05:22 (Heb. z 'qenfm; LXX presbyterO/), where RSV 
has * 'elders'. 2. Gk. gerousia, 'assembly of elders', 
Acts 5 :2 1  (* SANHEORIN) . l .O.O. 

SENEH ('pointed rock') and BOZEZ ('slippery'?) 
were two rocks between wh ich lonathan and his 
armour-bearer entered the garrison of the Philis
tines (I Sa. 1 4 :4ff.). (* MICHMASH.) No precise 
identification of the location of these two rocky 
crags has been made, but see GTT, p. 3 1 7. 

l.O.O. 

SENIR. According to Dt. 3:9, the Amorite name 
for Mt Herrnon (S'nfr; AV Shenir); but in Ct. 4:8 
and I Ch. 5:23, apparently one of the peaks in the 
ridge, the name bemg loosely applied to the wh oie. 
Manasseh expanded N to Senir (I Ch. 5:23), and 
the slopes supplied fir (* TREES) for Tyrian ships, 
Lebanon yielding cedars (Ezk. 27:5). Shalmaneser 
I I I  names Senir (sa-ni-ru) as a stronghold of 
Hazael (ANET, p. 280). A .R .M .  

SENNACHERIB. Sennacherib (Heb. san�€rfb 
[but possibly pronounced snhrfb as in Aram. 
papyri; lSS 2 1 ,  1 976, p. 9); Assyr. Sin-alJbe-eriba, 
'Sin [moon-god) has increased the brothers') ruled 
Assyria 705�8 1 BC. When his father, whom he had 
served as governor of the N fron tier, was assassin
ated, Sennacherib first marched to Babylonia, 
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where Marduk-apla-iddina 11 (0 MERODACH
BAlADAN) was in revol!. He had ousted a local 
nominee Marduk-zakir-sum in 703 BC and was 
rallying support against Assyria. It  was probably 
about this time that Merodach-baladan sent 
envoys to Hezekiah of Judah (2 Ki .  20: 1 2- 1 9; Is. 
39). Late in  702 BC Sennacherib defeated the Chal
dean and his Elamite and Arab allies in battles at 
Cutha and Kish . He was then welcomed in Baby
Ion, where he set Bel-ibni on the throne. The Assyr
ians ravaged Bit-Yakin and returned to Nineveh 
with many prisoners, Merodach-baladan hirnself 
having escaped to Elam. 

Sennacherib had little difficulty in controlling 
his N fron tier, an area weil known to hirn while 
crown prince. After a series of raids against the hili 
peoples in the E he moved against the W, where an 
anti-Assyrian coalition, backed by Egypt, was 
gaining power. The leader, Hezekiah of Judah, had 
seized Padi, the pro-Assyrian ruler of Ekron (2 Ki .  
1 8 :8), strengthened the fortifications and improved 
the water supplies at Jerusalem by building the 
° Siloam tunnel (2 Ki. 20:20), and called for help 
from Egypt ( ls. 30: 1 -4). 

Sennacherib's third campaign in Hezekiah's 
1 4th year (70 1 BC) was directed against this coali
tion. He first marched down the Phoenician coast, 
capturing Great and Little Sidon, Zarephath, Ma
halliba (OAHlAB), Ushu, Akzib and Acco, but not 
attempting to lay siege to Tyre. He replaced Luli 
(Elulaeus), king of Sidon, who Hed and died in 
exile, by Ethba'al (Tuba'al). The kings of Sidon, 
Arvad, Byblos, Beth-ammon, Moab and Edom 
submitted, but Ashkelon refused and, with its 
neighbouring towns, including Beth-Dagon and 
Joppa, was despoiled. Sennacherib claims to have 
marched to Eltekeh, where he defeated an Egyp
tian army. He then slew the nobles of Ekron for 
handing over Padi to Hezekiah, and sent detach
ments to destroy forty-six walled towns and many 
villages in Judah, from wh ich he took 200, 1 50 
people and much spoil. He hirnself took part in the 
siege and capture of ° Lachish, and is depicted on 
his palace reliefs reviewing the spoil. From here he 
sent officers to demand the surrender of Jerusalem 
(2 Ch. 32:9). 

Sennacherib's own account of this campaign 
claims tribute from Hezekiah (Annals) and de
scribes how he besieged 'Hezekiah the Jew . . . I 
shut hirn up like a caged bird within his royal cap
ital, Jerusalem. I put watch-posts closely round the 
city and turned back to his fate anyone who came 
out of the city gate' (Taylor Prism, BM).  Hezekiah 
paid the Assyrians tribute (2 Ki. 1 8 : 1 3- 1 6; Is. 
36: I f. ) wh ich was later sent to Nineveh (Taylor 
Prism, dated 69 1 BC) and freed Padi,  to whom 
so me of the former Judaean territories were now 
given .  

Sennacherib's account makes no mention of any 
conclusion of the siege (cf 2 Ki. 1 9 :32-34) or of 
the defeat of the Assyrian army by the hand of the 
Lord, perhaps by a plague (v. 35) described by 
Herodotus (2. 1 4 1 )  as 'a multitude of field mice 
wh ich by night devoured all the quivers and bows 
of the enemy, and all the straps by which they held 
their shields . . .  next morning they commenced 
their fight and great numbers fell as they had no 
arms with which to defend themselves'. 

The majority of scholars hold that the mention 
of the approach of the Egyptian forces under 
° Tirhakah (2 Ki. 1 9:9; Is. 37:9) is an anachronism 
(but see K.  A. Kitchen, Third Intermediate Period 

in Egypt, 1 972). Moreover, they consider 2 Ki .  
1 9:37 implies that the death of Sennacherib oc
curred soon after his return to Nineveh. They 
therefore postulate a second, and unsuccessful, As
syrian campaign against Jerusalem, perhaps fol
lowing the attack on the Arabs 689-686 BC. Nei
ther the extant Assyrian annals nor Babylonian 
chronicles mention such a campaign, and vv. 36f. 
do not necessarily state the length of time between 
Sennacherib's return from Palestine and his death 
in 68 1 BC, and this must have been some years Oll 
any interpretation. Thus the theory of a single 
campaign in 70 1 BC can still reasonably be held. 

In  700 BC the Assyrians once more marched to 
Babylonia, where Bel-ibni had rebelIed. Sen
nacherib placed his own son, Assur-nadin-sum, on 
the throne, and he held sway until captured by the 
Elamites. In  the series of campaigns which 101-
lowed, Sennacherib fought the Elamites, and in 
694 mounted a naval expedition across the Persian 
Gulf directed against those who had harboured 
Merodach-baladan. Erech was captured and, fi
nally, Babyion sacked in 689 BC. On other frontiers 
Sennacherib invaded Cilicia and captured Tarsus, 
as weil as raiding the Arabs S and E of Damascus. 

At horne Sennacherib was aided by his energetic 
W Semitic wife, Naqi'a-Zakutu, in the reconstruc
tion of Nineveh, where he built a 'palace without a 
rival', an armoury, new city walls and gates. By 
providing a new source of water-supply from the 
river Gomel (Bavian), led by an aqueduct (Jerwan) 
down to a dam (Ajeila) E of the metropolis, he was 
able to irrigate parks and large tracts of land as 
weil as to improve the natural defences of Nineveh 
formed by the rivers Tigris and Khosr. 

He also built extensively at Assur and Kakzi and 
introduced many technological advances. 

Sennacherib was assassinated by his sons while 
worshipping in the temple of Nisroch (2 Ki. 1 9:37). 
The Hight of the sons, possibly °Adrammelech and 
° Sharezer, may be reHected in an account of the 
disturbances following his death in December 681  
BC given by his younger son Esarhaddon, who had 
been elected crown prince in 687 BC, and now suc
ceeded to the throne (v. 37). There is little support 
for the theory that Esarhaddon was the unnamed 
'son' mentioned as assassin by the Babylonian 
Chronicle, or that the death took place in Babyion. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. D. Luckenbill, The Annals 0/ 
Sennacherib, 1 924; D. 1. Wiscman in DOTT, pp. 
64-73. D . J . \V .  

SEPHAR. The name of a 'mountain 01' the east' 
(har haq-qeqem),  mentioned in the Table of • Na
tions in defining the boundary 01' the tcrritory of 
the sons 01' Joktan (Gn. 1 0:30). Judging from the 
names 01' other sons 01' Joktan, a mountain or 
prornontory in S Arabia seems likely, and thc 
coastal town of Zafär in the E Hadramaut has been 
suggested. In view, however, of the lack 01' precision 
in the Bible statement, and the discrepancy in the 
sibilants, there can be no certainty. 

See 1. A. Montgomery, Arabia and the Bible. 
1 934, p. 4 1 . T.C.M. 

SEPHARAD. The place in which captives from Je
rusalem were exiled (Ob. 20). The loeation is as yet 
unidentified. Of many eonjectures, the most plaus
ible identifies the plaee as Sardis, eapital of Lydia 
in Asia Minor. Known in Persian times as Sfard, it 
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is written in Aramaie with the same consonants as 
in Obadiah. It may be the Saparda named in the 
Assyrian Annals of Sargon and Esarhaddon as a 
country allied to the Medes. The Targum of 
Jonathan interpreted it as Spain, hence the term 
Sephardim for Spanish Jews. A loeation in Anato
lia is favoured by the Vulgate (in Bosphoro). See 
JNES 22, 1 963, pp. 1 28-1 32. D.J.W. 

SEPHARVAIM. A city captured by the Assyrians 
(2 Ki. 1 7:24, 3 1 ;  1 8 :34; 1 9: 1 3; Is. 36: 1 9; 37: 1 3) .  The 
context implies that it lies in Syria or adjacent terri
tory and this is supported by the name of its deities 
(* ADRAMMELECH; * ANAMMELECH) .  The place is un
identified, though Halt:vy's suggestion that i t  is the 
same as the later Sibraim near Damascus (Ezk. 
47 : 1 6) is possible. It cannot be the same as the 
Sab/mara'in of the Babylonian Chronicle, as this 
is Samaria. The usual interpretation of Sephar
vaim as the twin cities of Sippar (of Samas and 
Anunitum) in Babylonia is unsupportable (though 
Sippar-amnanim is mentioned in texts), as Sippar 
had no independent king (cf 2 Ki. 1 9 : 1 3) .  

D .J .W. 

SEPULCHRE OF THE KINGS, SEPULCHRE 
OF DAVID. The Bible indicates that the kings of 
Israel were buried in a special area near Jerusalem. 
Expressions like 'tornbs of the kings of Israel' (2 
Ch. 28:27), 'sepulchres of David' (Ne. 3:  1 6),  
'tornbs of the sons of David' (2 Ch. 32:33),  refer 
specifically to the royal tombs of the Judacan kings 
of David's line in the city of David. These tombs 
were close to the King's Garden and the pool of 
Shelah (I Ki. 2 : 1 0; 2 Ch. 2 1 :20; Ne. 3: 1 5- 1 6). Thus 
when Nehemiah was building the wall of Jerusa
lern one of his parties worked 'over against the 
sepulchres of David', not far from the 'pool of 
Shelah (Shiloah)' (Ne. 3 :  1 5- 1 6) .  

Most of the kings from David to Hezekiah were 
buried in the city of David, though some kings had 
their own private sepulchres, e.g. Asa (2 Ch. 1 6: 1 4), 
and possibly Hezekiah (2 Ch.  32:33), Manasseh (2 
Ki. 2 1 :  1 8), Amon (2 Ki. 21 :26) and Josiah (2 Ki. 
23 :30; 2 Ch. 35 :24). Several kings died outside the 
bounds of Palestine: Jehoahaz in Egypt, Jehoia
chin and Zedekiah in Babyion. Possibly Jehoiakim 
was not buried at all (Je. 22: 1 9),  and Jehoram, 
Joash, Uzziah and Ahaz were not admitted to the 
royal sepulchre (2 Ch. 2 1  :20; 24:25; 26:23; 28:27). 

The location of the tombs in the city of David 
was still referred to after the Exile. Josephus re
PQrted that they were plundered by the Hasmon
ean king John Hyrcanus and also by Herod (Ant. 
1 3 . 249; 1 6. 1 79). 

In the NT the sepulchre of David was still re
membered (Acts 2:29) and Josephus (BJ, 5. 147) 
spoke of the third wall passing by the sepulchred 
caverns of the kings. An inscribed tablet found by 
E. Sukenik states that the bones of King Uzziah 
had been removed to the top of the Mount of 
Olives. 

The exact site of the tombs of the kings is not 
known today. Monuments in the Kedron Valley are 
late, both architecture and epigraphy pointing to 
the time of Herod the Great. 

The term 'City of David' in the vicinity of which 
these tombs lay does not denote the entire city of 
Jerusalem but merely the ci tadel of the stronghold 
of Zion. Evidence points to the spur which juts S 

SERAPHIM 

between the Tyropoean and Kedron valleys, later 
known as Ophel. as the location of the City of 
David. It overlooks the gardens and pools of 
Siloam. I n  this general area long horizontal tun
nels have been found in the rock and these may 
have been the burial-place of the kings of David's 
line. But the site was desecrated and destroyed, 
possibly at the time of the Bar-Kokhba revolt (AD 
1 35), and thereafter the exact location forgotten. 

Various other sites have been proposed over the 
centuries. A popular tradition reaching back for 
1 ,000 years places the tomb of David on the W hili 
at the place now called M t  Zion. The tradition was 
accepted by Jewish, M uslim and Christi an tradi
tions, and Benjamin of Tudela (c. AD 1 1 73) re
ported the miraculous discovery of David's Tomb 
on M t  Zion during the repair of a church on the 
site. Pilgrimages are still made to the site, but there 
is little to commend its authenticity. 

The so-ealled Tombs of the Kings of Judah 
some distance to the N of the modern wall mark 
the tomb of Helen, queen of Adiabene, a district in 
Upper Mesopotamia referred to by Josephus (Ant. 
20. 1 7, 35). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Krauss, 'The Sepulchres of 
the Davidic Dynasty', PEQ 1 947, pp. 1 02- 1 1 2 ;  S. 
Yeivin, 'The Sepulchres of the Kings of the House 
of David', JNES 7, 1 948, pp. 30-45. J .A .T. 

SERAIAH (Heb. s'räyä, s'räyähü, 'Yahweh has 
prevailed'). I. David's scribe (2 Sa. 8 : 1 7, RSV 'sec
retary'), called also 'Sheva' (2 Sa. 20:25), 'Shisha' 
(I Ki. 4:3), and * 'Shavsha' ( I  Ch. 1 8: 1 6). 

2. Son of Azariah and a chief priest in the time 
of Zedekiah. He was put to death by the king of 
Babyion at Riblah (2 Ki. 25: 1 8 =  Je. 52:24). 3. A 
son of Tanhumeth the Netophathite, and a captain 
who was among those whom Gedaliah, governor 
of Judaea, advised to submit to the Chaldeans (2 
Ki. 25:23 = Je. 40:8). 4. A son of Kenaz (I Ch. 4 :  1 3-
1 4) .  S. A Simeonite, son of Asiel ( I  Ch. 4:35). 6. A 
priest who returned with Zerubbabel to Jerusalem 
(Ezr. 2 :2; Ne. 1 2 : 1 ,  1 2). 7. One who sealed the cov
enant (Ne. 1 0:2), perhaps the same as 6 above. 8. A 
priest, son of Hilkiah (Ne. 1 1 : 1 1 ) and 'ruler of the 
house of God' in post-exilic Jerusalem. 9. One of 
the officers of King Jehoiakim, ordered by hirn to 
arrest Baruch and Jeremiah (Je. 36:26). 1 0. A 
prince of Judah who accompanied King Zedekiah 
to Babyion in the 4th year of his reign. Seraiah 
carried Jeremiah 's prophecy against Babyion (Je. 
5 1  :59, 6 1 ) .  Some would associate hirn with 3 above. 

J.O.O. 

SERAPHIM. The only mention of these celestial 
beings in Scripture is in the early vision of I saiah 
( l s. 6). The seraphim (incorrectly rendered in Av as 
'seraphirns') were associated with * cherubim and 
ophanim in the task of guarding the divine throne. 
The heavenly beings seen by Isaiah were human in 
form, but had six wings, a pair to shield their faces, 
another to conceal their feet and a third tor Hight. 
These seraphim were stationed above the throne of 
God, and appear to have led in divine worship. One 
chanted a refrain which I saiah recorded: 'Holy, 
holy, holy is the Lord of hosts; the whole earth is 
full of his glory.' 

So vigorous was this act 01' worship that the 
thresholds of the divine Temple shook, and the 
holy place was filled with smoke. The prophet lay 
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in self-abasement before God and confessed his 
iniquity. Then one of the seraphim flew to him with 
a burning coal taken from the altar, and in  an act 
of purification announced to Isaiah that his sin 
had been forgiven and his guilt removed. 

It  would appear that for Isaiah the seraphim 
were angelic beings responsible for certain func
tions of guardianship and worship. However, they 
appear to have been distinct moral creatures, not 
just projections of the imagination or personifica
tions of animals. Their moral qualities were em
ployed exclusively in the service of God, and their 
position was such that they were privileged to exer
eise an atoning ministry while at the same time ex
tolling the ethical and moral character of God. 

The origin and meaning of the Heb. term are 
uncertain .  The särap of Nu. 2 1  :6; Dt. 8: 1 5  was a 
venomous serpent wh ich bit the Israelites in the 
desert, while Is. 14:29; 30:6 referred to a reptile 
popular in folklore (see D. J. Wiseman, TynB 23, 
1 972, pp. 1 08-1 1 0). If the noun be derived from 
Heb. särap 'to burn up', the seraphim may be 
agents of purification by fire, as Is. 6. indicates. A 
meaning 'bright, shining ones' cannot be taken 
from särap. 

A sculpture found at Tell Halaf (* GOZAN) de
picts a creature with a human body, two wings at 
the shoulders and four below the waist (ANEP, no. 
655). It is dated about 800 BC. For other ancient 
representations, see * CHERUBIM .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H .  S .  Nash in  SHERK (5. v. 
'angel'); J. de Savignac, VT 22, 1 972, pp. 320-325; 
S. Steck, BZ 1 6, 1 972, pp. 1 88-206; G. V. Smith, 
ISBE 4, p. 4 1 0. R.K.H.  

A .R .M .  

SERMON ON THE MOUNT. The Sermon on 
the Mount is the title commonly given to the teach
ings of Jesus recorded in Mt.  5-7. Whether the 
name can be properly used for the somewhat paral
lel portion in Luke (6:20-49) depends upon one's 
interpretation of the literary relationship between 
the two. The latter is often called the Sermon on 
the Plain because it is said to have been delivered 
on 'a level place' (Lk. 6: 1 7) rather than 'on the 
mountain' (Mt .  5 : 1 ) . But both expressions prob
ably denote the same place approached from two 
different directions (see W M. Christie, Palesline 
Calling, 1 939, pp. 35f.). 

Canon Liddon, in his Bampton Lectures, refers 
to the Sermon as 'that original draught of essential 
Christianity'. 1 1' this be interpreted to mean that 
the Sermon on the Mount is Christianity's message 
to the pagan world, we must counter with the re
minder that it is manifestly didache (teaching), not 
kerygma (proclamation). By no stretch of the im
agination can it be considered 'good news' to one 
depending upon fulfilment 01' its demands tor en
trance into the kingdom. (Imagine a man outside 
01' Christ, without the empowering aid 01' the Holy 
Spirit, trying to exceed the righteousness 01' the 
scribes and Pharisees.) It is rat her a character 
sketch 01' those who have already entered the king
dom and a description of the quality 01' ethical life 
wh ich is now expected 01' them. In this sense, it is 
true, it is 'essential Christianity'. 
I .  Composition 
In times past it  was taken tor granted that the 
Sermon on the Mount was a single discourse de
livered by Jesus on a specific occasion. Certainly 

this is what appears to be the case as it is reported 
in Matthew. The disciples sat down (v. I ), Jesus 
opened his mouth and taught them (v. 2), and 
when it  was over the crowds were astonished at his 
teaching (7:28). However, most scholars are of the 
opinion that the Sermon is really a compilation of 
sayings 01' the Lord-'a kind of epitome 01' all the 
sermons that Jesus ever preached' (W. Barclay, The 
Gospel 01 Mallhew, I ,  p. 79). It is argued that: ( I )  
There i s  far too much concentrated material here 
for one sermon. The disciples, not noted for acute 
spiritual perception, could never have assimilated 
such a wealth 01' ethical teaching. (2) The wide 
range of topics (description of kingdom blessed
ness, counsel on divorce, admonition concerning 
anxiety) is inconsistent with the u nity of a single 
discourse. (3) The abruptness with which certain 
sections emerge in the Sermon (e.g. the teaching on 
prayer in Mt. 6: 1- 1 1 )  is very noticeable. (4) Thirty
four verses occur in  other, and often more suitable, 
contexts throughout Luke (e.g.  the Lord's Prayer 
in Luke is introduced by a request from his dis
ciples that he tcach them to pray, Lk. 1 1 : I ;  the 
saying about the narrow gate comes in  response to 
the question, 'Will those who are saved be few?' Lk. 
1 3 :23), and it is more likely that Matthew trans
posed sayings of Jesus into the Sermon than that 
Luke found them there and then scattered them 
throughout his Gospel. (5) It is characteristic 01' 
Matthew to gather together teaching material under 
certain headings and insert them into the narrative 
of Jesus' life (cf B. W. Bacon, Sludies in Mallhew, 
1 930, pp. 269-325), and that the Sermon on the 
Mount is therefore simply the first of these didactic 
sections. (Others deal with the themes of disciple
ship (9:35-1 0:42), the kingdom of heaven ( 1 3) ,  true 
greatness ( 1 8) and the end of the age (24-25).) 

These considerations, however, do not force one 
to view the entire Sermon as an arbitrary com
position. The historical setting in Mt .  4:23-5: I 
leads us to expect an important discourse delivered 
on a specific occasion. Within the Sermon itself are 
various sequences wh ich appear to be 'sermon
ettes' of Jesus and not topical collections of separ
ate logia. A comparison with Luke's Sermon 
shows enough points of similarity (both begin with 
Beatitudes, dose with the parable of the builders, 
and the intervening Lucan material-on loving 
one's enemies (6:27-36) and judging (6:37-42)
follows in the same sequence in Matthew) to sug
gest that behind both accounts there was a 
common source. Before either Evangelist wrote 
there was in all probability a primitive framework 
wh ich corresponded to an actual discourse de
l ivered on a definite occasion. Such questions as 
whether the Sermon as it occurs in Matthew is 
doser to the original than the Lucan version, or 
whether Matthew followed a framework supplied 
by an carlier source, are still matters of scholarly 
debate. For our purpose it  is enough to condude 
that Matthew took a primitive sermon source and 
cxpanded it for his particular purpose by the intro
duction of relevant material. 
11. Language of the Sermon 
In the last generation Aramaic scholarship has 
taught us much about 'The Poetry of Our Lord'
to borrow the title of C. F. Burney's book ( 1 925). 
Even in  translation we can recognize the various 
types 01' parallelism, which are the distinguishing 
feature 01' Semitic poetry. Mt. 7:6, for example, is a 
fine illustration of 'synonymous' parallelism: 
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'00 not give dogs what is holy; 
and do not throw your pearls before swine.' 

It  appears that the Lord's Prayer is a poem of two 
stanzas, each of which has three lines of four beats 
apiece (cf Burney, pp. 1 1 2f.) .  The practical value 
of recognizing poetry where it  occurs is that we are 
not so l ikely to interpret the text with such an in
flexible literalism as we might employ in interpret
ing prose. How tragic if someone should (and his
tory records that some have done so) literally 
'pluck out his eye' or 'cut off his hand' in  an at
tempt to do away with the passion of lust. A.  M .  
H unter notes that 'proverbs indeed are principles 
stated in  extremes'. We must always avoid inter
preting paradox with a crude literalism, but rather 
seek the principle that underlies the proverb 
(Design/or Life, pp. 1 9-20). 

In this connection let us consider the quality of 
absoluteness in Jesus' moral imperatives. Verses 
like M t .  5 :48, 'You, therefore, must be perfect, as 
your heavenly Father is perfect', have long troubled 
men. Part of the answer lies in the fact that these 
are not 'new laws' bu t broad principles set forth in 
terms of action. They fall into the eategory of 
prophetic injunction, which was always deeper and 
demanded more than the mere letter of the law. 
And they were ethics of the new age, designed for 
those who partook of a new power (cf A. N. 
Wilder, 'The Sermon on the Mount',  IB, 7, 1 95 1 ,  p.  
1 63). 
1 1 1. Circumstances 
Both Matthew and Luke pi ace the Sermon in the 
first year of Jesus' public ministry; Matthew a lit
tle earlier than Luke, who loeates it immediately 
after the choosing of the Twelve and implies that 
it should be understood as somewhat of an 'ordin
ation sermon'. In either case, it  came in that 
period be fore the religious teachers could muster 
their opposition, and yet late enough for Jesus' 
farne to have spread through the land. The first 
months of his Galilean ministry were spent in 
synagogue preaching, but soon the enthuslasm of 
his crowds necessitated some sort of outdoor 
preaching. A corresponding change can be seen in 
the character of his message. The early proclarn
ation, ' Repent: for the kingdom of heaven is at 
hand' ( M t. 4: 1 7) ,  has given way to exposition on 
the nature of the kingdom for those who seriously 
desired to learn. 

Since the Sermon falls within the Galilean min
istry of Jesus, it is natural to assurne that the scene 
of the Sermon would be one of the foothilIs which 
surrounded the N plain .  As Jesus entered Caper
naum soon after (Mt .  8 :5), it was perhaps located 
in that general area. A Latin tradition, dating from 
the 1 3th century, names a two-peaked hili, Karn 
Hattin, which lies a bit farther to the S, but only 
guides and tourists see m to take this identification 
wi th any degree of seriousness. 

The Sermon is addressed primarily to disciples. 
This is the apparent meaning of both Mt .  5 : 1 -2 
and Lk.  6:20. Luke's use of the second person in 
the Beatitudes, in sayings like 'You are the salt of 
the earth' (Mt .  5 :  1 3), and the exalted ethic of the 
Sermon as a whole, ean only mean that it  was de
signed for those who had deserted paganism for 
I ife in the kingdom. Yet at the dose of each ac
count  (Mt .  7:28-29; Lk. 7:  I )  we learn of the pres
ence of others. The solution seems to be that the 
crowd was there and heard Jesus as he taught, but 
that the discourse itself was directed primarily to 

SERMON ON THE MOUNT 

the circle of disciples. Occasional utterances, such 
as the 'woes' of Lk. 6:24-26, unless rhetorieal de
vices, seem to be 'asides' to some who might be 
listening in and who needed such admonition. 
I V. Analysis 
Regardless of whether one sees the Sermon as the 
summary of an actual discourse or as a mosaic of 
ethical sayings arranged by Matthew, there is Iittle 
doubt that Mt. 5-7 has a real unity marked by the 
logical development of a basic theme. This theme 
is presented in the Beatitudes and ean be expressed 
as 'the quality and conduct of life in the kingdom' . 
The following is a descriptive analysis of the con
tent of the Sermon .  
a. The blessedness o/ Ihose in Ihe kingdom, 5:3- 1 6  

(i) The Beatitudes (5 :3-10).  
(ii) An expansion of the final Beatitude and a 

digression to show the role of the disciple in an 
unbelieving world (5: 1 1 - 1 6).  
b. The relalionship 0/ Ihe message 0/ Jesus 10 Ihe old 
order, 5 :  1 7-48 

(i) The thesis stated (5 :  1 7) .  Jesus' message 'ful
fils' the law by penetrating behind the letter and 
darifying its underlying principle, thus bringing it 
to its ideal completion. 

(ii) The thesis enlarged (5: 1 8-20). 
(iii) The thesis i I Iustrated (5:2 1-48). 

I .  In the command not to kill, anger is the 
culpable element (5:2 1 -26). 

2 .  Adultery is the fruit of an evil heart 
nourished on impure desire (5:27-32). 

3. Kingdom righteousness demands an 
honesty so transparent that oaths are unnecessary 
(5 :33-37). 

4.  Lex lalionis must give way to a spirit of 
non-retaliation (5:38-42). 

5. Love is universal in applieation (5 :43-48). 
c. Praclical inslructions /or kingdom conducl, 6: 1 -
7 : 1 2  

(i) Guard against false piety (6: 1 - 1 8) .  
I .  I n  almsgiving (6: 1 -4). 
2 .  I n  prayer (6:5-1 5).  
3 .  In  fasting (6: 1 6- 1 8). 

(ii) Dispel anxiety with simple trust (6: 1 9-34). 
(iii) Live in love (7: 1 - 1 2).  

d. CJral/enge 10 dedicaled living, 7: 1 3-29 
(i) The way is narrow (7: 1 3-1 4). 
(ii) A good tree bears good fruit (7: 1 5-20). 
(iii) The kingdom is for those who hear and do 

(7 :2 1-27). 
V. Interpretation 
The Sermon on the Mount has had a long and 
varied history of interpretation. For Augustine, 
who wrote a treatise on the Sermon while still a 
bishop at Hippo (AD 393-396), it was the 'perfect 
rule or pattern of Christian life'-a new law in con
trast with the old. Monastic orders interpreted it as 
a 'counsel of perfection' designed not for the popu
lace but for the chosen few. The Reformers held it  
to be the 'uncompromising expression of divine 
righteousness directed towards all'. Tolstoy, the 
Russian novelist and (in later life) social reformer, 
resolved it into five commandments (suppression 
of all anger, chastity, no oaths, non-resistance, un
reserved love of enemies), which if  literally obeyed 
would do away with the existing evils and usher in 
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a Utopian kingdom. Weiss and Schweitzer held 
that the demands were too radical for all times, and 
thus declared them 'interim ethics' for the early 
Christians, who believed that the end of all things 
was at hand. Still others, making great allowance 
for figurative language, understood the Sermon as 
the expression of a noble way of thinking
teaching which dealt with what man should be 
rather than with what he should do. 

Thus the 20th-century interpreter is presented 
with a bewildering number of 'keys' with which 
to unlock the essential meaning of the Sermon 
on the Mount. With Kittel he can take the 
demands as purposely exaggerated so as to drive 
man to a sense of failure (and hence to repent 
and believe), or with Windisch he can differenti
ate between historical and theological exegesis 
and defend the practicability of the demands. 
With Dibelius he can interpret the great moral 
imperatives as the absolute ethic of the inbreak
ing kingdom, or with the Dispensationalists he 
can relegate the entire sermon to a future millen
ni  al reign of Christ. 

H ow, then, shall we interpret the Sermon? The 
following will at least give us our guide-lines: a. 
Although couched in poetry and symbol, the 
Sermon still demands a quality of ethical conduct 
wh ich is breath-taking in its dimensions. b. Jesus is 
not laying down a new code of legal regulations 
but stating great ethical principles and how they 
affect the lives of those within the kingdom. ' It  
would be a great point gained if people would only 
consider that it  was a Sermon, and was preached, 
not an act which was passed' (1. Denney). c. The 
Sermon is not a programme for the direct im
provement of the world, but is directed to those 
who have denied the world in order to enter the 
kingdom. d. It is neither an impractical ideal nor a 
fully attainable possibility. In the words of S. M .  
Gilmour, i t  i s  'the ethic o f  that transcendental 
order wh ich broke into history in Jesus Christ, has 
built itself into history in the church, but whose 
full realization lies beyond history when God will 
be "all in all''' (Journal of Religion 2 1 ,  1 94 1 ,  p. 
263). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. In  addition to the extensive lit
erature cited in other Bible dictionaries (see, e.g. ,  
Votaw's article i n  HDB, extra vol., pp. 1 -45), see 
H .  K. McArthur, Understanding the Sermon on the 
Mount, 1 960; 1. W. Bowman and R. W. Tapp, The 
Gospel from the Mount, 1 957; W. D. Davies, The 
Selling of the Sermon on the Mount, 1 964; M .  
Dibelius, The Sermon o n  the Mount, 1 940; A .  M .  
Hunter, Design for Life, 1 953; D .  M .  Lloyd-Jones, 
Srudies in the Sermon on the Mount 2, 1 976; A. N. 
Wilder's article in IB, 7, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 1 55- 1 64; H .  
Windisch, The Meaning of the Sermon on the 
Mount, 1 9 5 1  (translation of revised edition of Der 
Sinn der Bergpredigt, 1 929); D. Bonhoeffer, The 
Cost of Discipleship, 1 948; C. F. H .  Henry, Chris
tian Personal Ethics, 1 957, pp. 278-326; 1. Jeremias, 
Die Bergpredigt7, 1 970; 1. R. W. Stott, The Message 
of the Sermon on the Mount, 1 978. R.H.M.  

SERPENT. 

I.  General. 
Serpents or snakes (* ANIMALS) are reptiles that 
have head, body and tail but no limbs, and move 
over the ground on their belly, so that with their 
Hickering tongue they are often described as lick-

ing or eating the dust (Gn. 3: 14; cf Is. 65:25; M i .  
7 :  1 7; and implicitly, Pr. 3 0 :  1 9). In  simile, compare 
the nations creeping like snakes, to acknowledge 
Israel's God (Mi .  7:  1 7) and Egypt's Hight from 
battte like a hissing snake down its bolt-hole (Je. 
46:22, in contrast to the Egyptian concept 01' the 
sacred uraeus-snake on a pharaoh 's brow leading 
hirn to victory). The ability of various snakes to 
inject deadly poison into a wound when they bite 
or strike (Gn. 49: 1 7; Ec. 1 0:8, 1 1 ; implicitly, Mt .  
7 :  10 ;  Lk. 1 1 :  1 1 ) enters into  many biblical similes. 
Subjects of such similes include the harmfulness of 
the wicked (Dt.  32:33 (rebellious Hebrews); Pss. 
58:4; 140:3) or of overmuch wine (Pr. 23:32), the 
Day of the Lord (Am. 5: 1 9), and in metaphor for
eign oppressors (Is. 14 :29). Like war, famine, etc., 
snake-bite could feature among divine judgments 
and punishments (Nu. 2 1 :4-6; Je. 8 :  1 7; Am. 9 :3), 
and deliverance from this harm could be gran ted 
to God's servants (Mk.  1 6: 1 8 ;  Lk. 1 0: 1 9; cf Acts 
28:3-6). Some snakes could be charmed ( Ec. 
10: 1 1 ) ,  others were considered 'deaf' to the 
charmer's techniques (Ps. 58:4-5; Je. 8: 1 7) .  Snake
charmers may possibly be repres!!nted on Egyptian 
scarab-amulets (P. Montet, L'Egypte et la Bible, 
1 959, pp. 90-94, fig. 1 7) .  On snake-charming in  
Egypt, ancient and mod�rn, cf L. Keimer, His
toires de Serpents dans /'Egypte Ancienne et Mod
erne, 1 947, and for Mesopotamia, see N. L .  
Corkill, 'Snake Specialists in  I raq', Iraq 6, 1 939, 
pp. 45-52. 

Besides the general word näJ:räS, 'snake, serpent' 
and säräp, 'burning' (see 1 1 ,  below), Heb. possesses 
several other words for serpents. The old word 
pelen (Dt. 32:33; Jb. 20: 14, 1 6; Pss. 58:4; 9 1 : 1 3; Is. 
1 1  :8; AV 'adder, asp') occurs as bIn in the Ugaritic 
texts of the 1 4th century BC. This is often con
sidered to be the Egyptian cobra (Arab. naja haje; 
and the related naja nigricollis, M .  A. Murray, JEA 
34, 1 948, pp. 1 1 7-1 1 8), and is the 'asp' of classical 
writers. The cobra gave rise to two Egyptian hiero
glyphs. This venomous beast gave point to pas
sages like Dt. 32:33 and Jb. 20: 1 4, 1 6. The word 
'ep'eh (Jb. 20: 1 6; Is. 30:6; 59:5; AV 'viper') is iden ti
cal with Arab. afa'ö, and like that word appears to 
be a further general term for serpents and some
limes mor!! specifically for vipers (cf L. Keimer, 
Etudes d'Egyptologie, 7, 1 945, pp. 38-39, 48-49). 
In  Gn. 49: 1 7  (AV 'adder'), Heb. s'pipön is often 
thought to represent the cerastes vi pers: either or 
both the 'horned viper', Cerastes cornulUs, and the 
hornless Vipera cerastes. In  Egypt and Palestine 
these have been familiar from ancient times, and in 
Egypt became the hieroglyph for 'f', from the 
onomatoPgeic words fy, fyt, 'cerastes-viper' 
(Keimer, Etudes d'Egyptologie 7, 1 945; P. E. New
berry, JEA 34, 1 948, p. 1 1 8) .  The identification of 
'a/isüe in Ps. 140:3 is uncertain; in Rom. 3:  1 3  it is 
rendered by Gk. aspis, 'asp'. The word �ip'öni is 
rendered by AV as 'adder' in Pr. 23:32, and, like 
�epa' in Is. 14 :29, as 'cockatrice' in Is. 1 1  :8; 59:5; Je. 
8 :  1 7 ;  these words certainly denote snakes of some 
kind. The animal that fastened on Paul's hand in 
Acts 28:3 is often considered to be the common 
viper of the Mediterranean region; the same Greek 
word (echidna) is used in the powerful metaphors 
of Mt .  3 :7; 1 2 : 34; 23:33;  Lk. 3 :7 .  
11, Specific 
a. The first serpent in Scripture is the subtle crea
ture of Gn.  3, used by Satan to alienate man from 
God (Rom. 1 6:20; 2 Cor. 1 1 : 3),  controlled by the 
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devil like the demons in men and swine in NT days. 
For its part, the serpent was put under a curse that 
it would never rise above its (already customary) 
creeping posture (Gn. 3 : 1 4) .  The serpent thus re
mained a biblical symbol of deceit (Mt.  23:33),  and 
the arch-deceiver hirnself is 'that old serpent' (Rev. 
1 2:9, 1 4- 1 5; 20:2); Christians should match the 
serpent in his fabled wisdom if in no other respect 
(Mt.  1 0: 1 6) .  

b. A sign performed by Moses be fore Israel (Ex. 
4:2-5, 28-30) and by Moses and Aaron before 
pharaoh (Ex. 7:8-1 2) was to cast down his rod so 
that it became a serpent and take it up again as a 
rod, having on the latter occasion swallowed up the 
serpent-rods of the Egyptian magicians (* MAGIC 
AND SORCERY, 2. 11. cl. 

e. In  the wilderness rebellious Israel was once 
punished by the onset of 'fiery serpents' (nä�äf 
säräjj), whose venom was fatal (Nu. 2 1  :4-9; cf Dt. 
8 :  1 5). When Israel sought deliverance God com
manded Moses to set up a bronze figure of a ser
pent on a pole, that those bitten might look to it, 
trusting in God's healing power, and live (* SER
PENT, BRONZE). The term säräjj, 'burning', or 
'fiery', may refer to the effect of the venom or 
poison of the snakes concerned; it recurs in Is. 
14 :29 and 30:6 (where 'flying' might refer to the 
speed with wh ich such reptiles may strike, as 
though 'winged'-so, modern Arab usage; for this 
and other explanations, see Keimer, Histoires de 
Serpents, p. 1 0, n .  2 ;  D. 1. Wiseman, TynB 23, 1 972, 
pp. \ 08- 1 10).  

d Some Hebrew references to 'serpents' apply 
rather to other fearful creatures, or are meta
phorical of certain great military powers in the bib
lical world. Thus, the 'serpent' of Am. 9:3 is prob
ably some large denizen of the deep rather than a 
snake. In Is. 27: I the sword to be raised against 
'Leviathan the fleeing (or, swift) serpent, Leviathan 
the twisting (or, winding) serpent, and . . .  the 
dragon that is in the sea' (cf RSV) most probably 
expressed coming judgment upon Assyria (land of 
the swift Tigris), Babylonia (of the winding 
Euphrates) and Egypt (tannin, 'dragon, monster', 
as in Ezk. 29:3; 32:2) respectively. Isaiah may here 
be announcing God's judgment on these pagan 
lands in terms of the ancient Canaanite myth of 
Baal's destruction of Lötan or Leviathan and the 
many Mesopotamian tales of slaying dragons and 
serpents (Labbu, Zu, etc.), not to mention the 
Egyptian overthrowing of 'Apep, condemning 
them under their own popular Imagery. In  Jb. 
26: 13 the identity of the 'fleeing serpent' as associ
ated with the sky is uncertain .  Since the serpent can 
stand for Satan (cf a, above, and Rev. 1 2: 7- 1 0, 1 4-
1 5 ; 20:2) one may possibly compare here his alter
native (7) designation of fallen Day Star (AV 'Luci
fer'), to whom the king of BabyIon is likened in Is. 
1 4: 1 2 , 1 5 ; cf Jude 6 and 2 Pet. 2:4. 

In  no case does any of these passages, biblical or 
non-biblical, refer to a creation-struggle of deity 
and monster, as all the serpent-slaying in them is 
done within an already created world. Further
more, the Babylonian Ti'amat, whose death at 
Marduk's hands is associated with creation, was 
not a serpent or dragon, and therefore gives no 
support for assuming a struggle of deity and ser
pent/dragon at creation either (cf A. Heidel, The 
Baby/onian Genesis, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 83-88, 1 02- 1 1 4). 
(* DRAGON; * LEVIATHAN; * RAHAB . )  

In  Canaanite, Mesopotamian, Anatolian and 
Egyptian mythology and cults, serpent deities are 

SERPENT'S STONE 

known, and serpents in various contexts are sym
bols of protection (Egyptian uraeus), of evil (e.g 
Egyptian 'Apep or Apopis), of fecundity (Egypto
Canaanite goddesses of sex; ANEP, figs. 47 1 -474), 
or of continuing life (symbolized by repeated 
shedding of its skin, cf A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh 
Epic and Old Testament Paralleis, 1 949, p. 92, n .  
2 1 2). For Canaanite altar-stands with serpents 
modelIed on them, see ANEP, figs. 585, 590. In  the 
texts from Ugarit note the prescribed sacrifice of 'a 
head of small cattle (for) 'Anat-Lötan' (e. H .  
Gordon, Ugaritic Literature, 1 949, pp. 1 1 4, 1 07,  n .  
I )  and a n  incantation against snakes (e. Virol
leaud, in Ugaritica 5, 1 968, pp. 564ff., No. 7;  M .  
Astour, lN ES 27, 1 968, pp. 1 3-36; A. F. Rainey, 
lAOS 94, 1 974, pp. 1 89f., 1 94; M .  Dietrich et al , 
UF 7, 1 975, pp. 1 2 1 - 1 25 .  K.A .K .  

SERPENT, BRONZE. On the borders of Edom, 
rebelious Israel suffered deadly snakebite as a pun
ishment and begged Moses to intercede with God 
for them, to save them from the serpents. God then 
commanded Moses to make a bronze figure of a 
serpent and set it up on a pole, so that anyone 
bitten by a serpent need only look at the bronze 
serpent-figure and he would live (Nu.  2 1 :4-9; I 
Cor. 1 0:9, 1 1 ). By this means God gran ted the 
people deliverance and enforced the lesson of de
pendence upon hirnself both for that deliverance 
and as a general principle. Centuries later, during 
his purge of idolatrous objects and customs, King 
Hezekiah of Judah destroyed the bronze serpent 
because the people had turned it into an idol, burn
ing incense to it (2 Ki. 1 8:4). The following phrase 
wayyiqrä' lö n'buftän may mean either 'he (= Heze
kiah) called it Nehushtan' i. e. 'only a bit of 
bronze'), or 'it was called Nehushtan' (i. e. by the 
people from of old). In either case it is a pun on the 
phrase n'�af-n'�lOseI, 'serpent of bronze', two very 
similar-sounding words in Heb. The significance of 
serpents in surrounding paganism made Hezeki
ah's action especially imperative (cf * SERPENT, 
end of section 1 1 .  d; see also H. H. Rowley, 'Zadok 
and Nehushtan', lBL 58, 1 939, pp. 1 1 3ff.) .  A 
bronze serpent was found at Gezer (see R. A. S. 
Macalister, The Excavation 0/ Gezer, 2, 1 9 1 2, pp. 
398-399 and fig.; or I. Benzinger, Hebräische Ar
chäologie), 1 927, p. 327, fig. 4 1 8), a serpent stand
ard at Hazor, and a gilded copper snake from a 
shrine at Timna ( B. Rothenberg, Timna, Valley 0/ 
the Biblical Copper Mines, 1 972, pp. 1 52, 1 83-1 84, 
pIs. XIX-XX). 

When speaking of his coming crucifixion, Jesus 
Christ used the incident of the serpent, wh ich was 
l ifted up that man might look in faith and live, in 
order to illustrate the significance of that impend
ing event. Those who put faith in hirn, uplifted on 
the cross for their sins, would have life eternaI On.  
3 :  14). K.A .K .  

SERPENT'S STONE ('Stone of  Zoheleth',  AV) 
Ceqen hazzö�leleO. A stone near En-rogel, to the SE 
of Jerusalem, the scene of the slaughtering of ani
mals by Adonijah (I Ki. 1 :9). The meaning of 
zöheiel is uncertain,  but it is usually connected 
with zä/Jal, 'to withdraw, crawl away' .  From this, 
some would interpret the phrase as 'the stone of 
slipping' and connect it with a steep and slippery 
rock slope, called by the Arabs za�llveileh, or some 
neighbouring surface, near Siloam. The translation 
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SERPENT'S STONE 

'serpent's stone' may be linked with a possible 
identification of * En-rogel with the Jackal's Weil 
(Ne. 2: 1 3) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J.  Simons, Jerusalem in the Old 
Testament, 1 952, pp. 1 60-1 62. T.C.M. 

SERVANT OF THE LORD. 

I.  In the Old Testament 

a. The 'Servant Songs' 
B. Ouhm's commentary on Isaiah ( 1 892) dis
tinguished four  passages which have since been re
garded as the 'Servant Songs': Is. 42: 1 -4;  49: 1 -6; 
50:4-9; 52: 1 3-53: 1 2. Some scholars (e.g. S. Mow
inckel) have gone so far as to assign these passages 
to a separate author and period from the surround
ing tex\. Modern scholarship is generally agreed, 
however, that they are an integral part of Isaiah 
40ff. , with many echoes in neighbouring passages. 
The term 'servant' Cel.leifi occurs as frequently out
side Ouhm's selected passages as within them (e.g. 
Is. 4 1 :8f; 43: I 0; 44: I f, 2 1 ;  45:4; 48:20), with refer
ence to the nation of Israel. It  is also used in the 
OT for individuals in a dose relat ionship with 
God, such as the Patriarchs, prophets and kings, 
and particularly Moses and Oavid (e.g. Gn. 26:24; 
Ex. 14 :3 1 ;  O\. 34:5; 2 Sa. 7:5; Is. 20:3; Am. 3:7). 
But in the 'Servant Songs' a distinctive conception 
01' 'servanthood' comes into sharper focus, so that 
without divorcing these passages from their con
text most scholars continue to speak of a 'Servant 
figure' as a distinct element in the prophet's mes
sage; and the most distinctive element in this figure 
is that 01' obedient, undeserved suffering, leading 
to death, as the means of taking away the sin of his 
people and 'making many to be accounted 
righteous'. 

For a fuller treatment of the character and mis
sion of the Servant in the context of the message 
of Is. 40ff., see * Messiah, I. b. I .  

b. The identity ol the Servant 
The following are the main lines 01' interpretation 
suggested. 

I .  Collective. The explicit description of Israel as 
God's 'servant' both in the 'Servant Songs' ( l s. 
49:3) and in the surrounding text leads many to 
regard the Songs as a description 01' the prophet's 
ideal for Israel, identifying the Servant either as the 
nation as a whole or, more probably, a pious rem
nant within the nation, with a mission to Israel 
(49:5f.), involving suffering to redcem the whole 
nation (53 :4-6, 8, I I  f). 

2. Individ/lal. The language about the Servant is 
often strongly individual, describing the birth, suf� 
fering, death and eventual triumph 01' what is 
apparently a person rather than a group. Various 
historical identifications have been proposed, such 
as Moses, Jeremiah, Cyrus, Zerubbabel or the 
prophet hirnself. But the traditional interpretation, 
Jewish and Christian, is that the Servant is an ideal 
individual figure of the future, God's agent in 
redeeming his people, i. e. the * Messiah. In later 
Palestinian Judaism this was the dominant inter
pretation (Hellenistic Judaism was apparently 
more favourable to a collective interpretation), so 
that the * Targum of Jonathan on Is. 53, while 
dearly embarrassed by the idea of Messianic suf
fering to the extent of drastically reconstructing 
the text to eliminate this implication, still explicitly 

identifies the Servant as the Messiah (see text in 
Zimmerli and Jeremias, The Servant 01 God2, pp. 
69-7 1 ;  and for other early Jewish interpretations, 
ibid. , pp. 37-79). 

3. Cli/lic. Some Scandinavian scholars find the 
background to the Servant in the Babylonian myth 
of the dying and rising god * Tammuz and its as
sociated liturgy. The Servant would then be a 
mythological concept rat her than a historically 
identifiable figure or group. The existence of such 
myth and ritual in Israel is, however, highly 
debatable. 

4. 'Corporate personality ·. Interpretations l and 
2 above reflect important characteristics of the 
texts: both collective and individual aspects are 
dearly present in the Servant figure. Most scholars 
today tend, therefore, to look for an exegesis simi
lar to H. W. Robinson's concept of 'corporate per
sonality', i.e. the recognition that in the OT an in
dividual (e.g. king or father) may represent and 
embody the group of wh ich he is the head, so that 
he both is that group and yet can also be placed 
over against it as its leader. So the Servant is Israel 
(49:3), he sums up in hirnself all that Israel repre
sents, and yet he is an individual with a mission to 
Israel (49:5f.) and his experiences on their behalf 
are the object of the nation's interest (53: 1 -6). The 
dose juxtaposition of 49:3 and 49:5f. shows that 
these two aspects of the Servant are inseparable. 
The individual character of the Servant is most 
dearly expressed in 52: 1 3-53: 1 2 ,  so that in this 
passage 'what began as a personification (has) 
be co me a person' (Rowley), and here all the em
phasis is on the vicarious nature of his suffering as 
a substitute for his people. But this role is only 
possible because he is Israel, as its representative 
head. 
1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Some recent scholarship (esp. M .  O. Hooker; also 
C. K. Barrett, C. F. O. Moule) has argued that the 
Servant figure was a minor element in the NT 
understanding of Jesus' redemptive work, and that 
the OT ground for his role of suffering and rejec
tion was found rather in the 'son of man' 01' On.  7. 
It is pointed out that relatively few formal quota
tions from Servant passages occur in the NT, and 
that several of these quotations are of parts of the 
Songs wh ich do not speak explicitly of suffering, 
or at least of redemptive suffering. 

It  is not legitimate, however, to restriet con
sideration to formal quotations, as allusive refer
ences are if anything even more impressive evi
dence of the influence of the Servant figure, and 
even where the words alluded to are not directly 
concerned with redemptive suffering, it is hard to 
believe that these passages could be referred to 
with no thought 01' their most distinctive theme 
and 01' its relevance to the mission of Jesus. Above 
all, it is indisputable that Is. 53 is by far the dear
est indication 01' Messianic suffering in the OT, so 
that even if no explicit allusions to the Servant 
occurred, it would be very l ikely that this was the 
main source (together with certain psalms and 
parts of ZC. 9- 1 3) 01' the repeated convict ion that 
the Messiah lI1/1st suffer, because 'it is written' 01' 
hirn. No such role of Mcssianic suffering is 
explicit in On. 7, nor did contemporary Jewish 
exegesis find it there. 

In fact the explicit evidence 01' the influence of 
the Servant figure (esp. 15. 53, where the redemptivc 
element is emphatic) is rar from negligiblc. 
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a. In the teaching 0/ Jesus 
Is. 53: 1 2  is explicitly quoted in Lk. 22:37. There are 
further clear allusions to Is. 53: 1 0- 1 2  in M k .  1 0:45 
and 14 :24. Mk.  9: 12 probably echoes Is. 53:3, and 
other possible allusions have been found in Mt .  
3: 1 5  (cf I s .  53 :  1 1 ) ,  Lk. 1 1 :22 (cf Is. 53: 1 2; not a 
very likely allusion) and in the use of paradidosthai 
('be delivered') in M k .  9:3 1 ;  1 0:33; 14 :2 1  (cf Is. 
53: 1 2) .  In addition the voice at Jesus' baptism (Mk.  
I :  1 1 ) ,  outlining h is  mission in terms of Is .  42: I ,  
must have influenced Jesus' thinking. 

Note the concentration in these allusions on Is. 
53, and particularly on vv. 10-12  where the re
demptive role of the Servant is most explicit. In  
Mk .  1 0:45 and 14 :24 in particular the vicarious 
and redemptive character of Jesus' death is 
stressed, in terms drawn from Is. 53. 

b. In the rest 0/ the New Testament 
The actual title 'servant' (pais) is confined to 
Peter's speech in Acts 3: 1 3 ,  26 and the prayer of 
the church in  Acts 4:27, 30, but the influence of the 
Servant figure is clear also in  I Pet. 2 :2 1-25; 3 : 1 8, 
suggesting that it featured prominently in Peter's 
understanding of Jesus' mission. Paul's explan
ations of Christ's redemptive work often contain 
ideas, and sometimes verbal allusions, which sug
gest that he too saw Jesus' work foreshadowed in 
Is. 53. (See e.g. Phil. 2:6- 1 1 ;  Rom. 4:25; 5: 1 9; 8:3f., 
32-34; I Cor. 1 5 :3 ;  2 Cor. 5 :2 1 .) The use of 'Iamb 
of God' by John (I :29, 36) also probably shows the 
influence of Is. 53 :7 .  Heb. 9:28, 'to bear the sins of 
many', echoes Is. 53: 1 2 .  

There are also a number of formal quotations 
from Servant passages, with reference to Jesus and 
the gospel, viz. Mt. 8 : 1 7; 1 2 : 1 8-2 1 ;  Jn. 1 2 :38; Acts 
8 :321'.; Rom. 10 :  1 6; 1 5 :2 1 .  None of these is with 
specific reference to Jesus' redemptive work, and 
so me focus on other aspects of his mission, but all 
testify further to the early church's conviction that 
the Servant figure, and particularly Is. 53, was a 
divinely ordained pattern for the Messianic mis
sion 01' Jesus. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. For the whole article: W. Zim
merli and 1. Jeremias, The Servant 0/ God', 1 965 
( = TDNT 5,  pp. 654-7 1 7) .  

For section I :  C. R .  North, The SujJering Servant 
in Deutero-Isaiah, 1 948; H .  H .  Rowley, Tlle Servant 
0/ the Lord, 1 952, pp. 1 -88; H. Blocher, Songs 0/ 
tlle Servant, 1 975; D. 1. A. C1ines, I, He, We and 
Tlrey. A Literary Approach to Isaiah 53, 1 976; 1. E. 
Goldingay, God's Prophet, God's Servant, 1 984, pp. 
77- 1 59; R. N. Whybray, Thanksgiving /or 0 Liber
ated Prophet: an Interpretation 0/ /saiah Chapter 
53, 1 978; 1. D. W. Watts, Isaiah (Word Biblical 
Themes), 1 989, pp. 47-1 09. 

For section 11: C. K. Barrett, in A. 1. B. Higgins 
(ed.), New Testament Essays, 1959, pp. 1 - 1 8; O. 
Cullmann, Tlre Clrristology 0/ the New Testament, 
1 959, pp. 5 1 -82; M. D. Hooker, Jeslls and the Ser
IWH. 1 959; C. F. D. Moule, The PhenOInenon 0/ fhe 
Nell' Testament, 1 967, pp. 82-99; R. T. France, 
TynB 1 9 ,  1 968,  pp. 26-52; idem, Jeslls and tlre Did 
Testament, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 1 0- 1 32; 1. Jeremias, New 
Testament Tlreology I , 1 97 1 ,  pp. 286-299; D. 1. 
Moo, Tlre Old Testament in tlre Gospel Passion 
Narratives, 1 983, pp. 79- 1 72; D. Juel, Messianic 
Exegesis, 1 988, pp. 1 1 9-1 33.  R.T.F. 

SETH. I .  The third son of Adam and Eve, born 
after the murder 01' Abel, and called Seth (SeLl be-

SEVEN WORDS, THE 

cause, Eve said, 'God has appointed (sä!) me an
other seed instead of Abe!' (Gn. 4:25). It  was 
through Seth that the genealogy of Noah passed 
(Gn. 5:3-4; I Ch. I :  I ;  Lk. 3 :38) .  His son Enosh was 
born when he was 105 years old (MT and SP; LXX 
reads 205) and he lived to the great age of 9 1 2  
years (MT, S P  and L XX  agree; Gn. 4:26; 5 :6-8). 
The individual in  the Sumerian King List, Alalgar, 
who corresponds to Seth is credited with a reign of 
36,000 years. 

2. An unknown individual whose name is ren
dered Sheth (Nu. 24: 1 7 ,  AV and RSV; RV gives 
'tumult'), the ancestor of a people mentioned by 
Balaam as enemies of Israel. T.C.M. 

SEVEN WORDS, THE. The 'seven words' are so 
reckoned by bringing the data of all four Gospels 
together and identifying the 'Ioud cry' of Mk .  
1 5 :37 with one of the articulate utterances quoted 
by another Evangelist. 

The first of the words spoken by our Lord from 
the cross (Lk. 23:34) reveals a love that is utterly 
unexpected and utterly u ndeserved. He prayed for 
the Roman soldiers and even, as Peter suggests 
(Acts 3: 1 7) ,  for the religious guides of the nation. 
(This saying is omitted by some ancient witnesses 
to the text, but the omission is probably due to an 
editor who considered that the events of AD 70 
showed that God had not forgiven the Jewish au
thorities who accused Jesus before Pilate, as 
though the prayer had them in view.) 

The second word was spoken to the penitent 
brigand (Lk. 23:43), who, beyond the cross, saw the 
crown and the coming glory, and who said, 'Jesus, 
remember me when you come in your kingly 
power' (v. 42) . To hirn Jesus said in effect, 'Not far 
down the ages, but before the sun sets, you will be 
with me in the bliss of Paradise'. 

The third word (Jn. 1 9:25-27), comprising say
ings addressed both to the mother of Jesus and to 
the beloved disciple, proves that we have in Jesus the 
supreme example of a 'heart at leisure from itself, to 
soothe and sympathize'. Though suffering severe 
physical pain and enduring far more awful agony of 
soul, he thought of his mother and made provision 
for her future. The sword was piercing her heart 
(Lk.  2:35), but the tender words of her Son must 
have brought to her deep comfort and healing. 

The first three words were spoken during the 
bright morning hours before noon. The fourth 
awe-inspiring word (Mt .  27:46; M k .  1 5 :34) was 
probably spoken by Jesus as the mysterious, super
natural 3 hours' darkness was lifting (. ELOI, ELOI, 
LAMA SABACHTHANI). 

The fifth word (J n .  1 9 :28) followed close upon 
the fourth . It  is the only word that speaks 01' phys
ical suffering. Jesus had refused a drugged drink 
(Mk. 1 5 :23), but he accepted another kind 01' 
drink, in order to moisten his parched throat and 
lips, so that, with a loud voice, he might make the 
dedaration contained in the sixth word. Thc 
Evangelist nOles the fulfilment of Ps. 69:2 1  b. 

That word (Jn. 19 :30) consists of one com
prehensive Gk. verb, tetelestai, ' It  is finished'. It is 
the cry, not of a vanquished vietim but of a Vietor, 
who has finished the work he had to do, has ful
filled all the OT prophecies and types, and has once 
for all offered the one final saerifice tor sin (Heb. 
1 0: 1 2) .  

In  the  final word (Lk .  23:46) Jesus quoted Ps. 
3 1  :5, traditionally the pious Jew's evening prayer. 
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SEVEN WORDS, THE 

The redeemed are so really brothers of the Re
deemer (Heb. 2: 1 1 - 1 3) that, in the moment of 
dying, they can use the same language, as they 
commend their souls into the hands of the 
Father-his Father, and their Father in  hirn. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. V. Taylor, Jesus and His Sacri
fice, 1 937, pp. I 57ff., I 97ff.; R. G. Turnbull, The 
Seven Words frorn the Cross, 1 956. A.R .  

F.F.B. 

SEVENEH. The RV, ASV rendering of the MT 
s'weneh (Egyp. Swn, 'place of barter', 'market', 
Coptic Suan, Arab. 'Aswan) in Ezk. 29: 1 0; 30:6, 
where AV, RSV retain the c1assical form, • Syene. 
Located on the first cataract of the Nile, Syene 
(modern 'Aswän) marked the boundary between 
Egypt and Ethiopia. 'From Migdol ('tower' in AV, 
RV) to Syene' means 'the length of Egypt from N to 
S'. MT s'weneh should be read s'wena or s'wäna, 
the a signifying direction: 'to Syene'. A border 
fortress and a base for expeditions up the Nile, a 
terminus for river traflic and a source of red gran
ite for Egyp. monuments (syenite), Syene was of 
special importance to the Jews because of its prox
imity to the island of Elephantine, which housed a 
colony of Jews who sought refuge in Egypt after 
Jerusalem fell (587 BC). The Qumran MS of Is. sug
gests that 'Syenites' should replace sinirn (ls. 
49: 1 2); LXX reads Syene for Sin in Ezk. 30: 1 6. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA 1 5, 1 952, pp. 50-<i8; B. 
Porten, Archivesfrorn Elephanline, 1 968 . 

D.A.H.  

SHAALBIM ,  A village inhabited by Amorites 
near Mt Heres and Aijalon when they withstood 
the Danites. Later the Amorites were subjugated 
by the house of Joseph (Jdg. 1 :35). With Makaz, 
Beth-shemesh and Elon-beth-Hanan, Shaalbim 
formed part of Solomon's second administrative 
district ( I  Ki. 4:9). It  is almost certainly the same 
as Shaalabbin, included with Aijalon in the list of 
Dan's territory (Jos. 1 9 :42), and Shaalbon, the 
house of Eliahba, one of David's warriors (2 Sa. 
23:32; I Ch. 1 1  :33). Because of the similar area 
covered it has been suggested that Shaalbim of 
Jdg. I :35;  I Ki. 4:9 may aiso be the same place. The 
position of modern SeIbi!, 5 km NW of Aijalon 
and 1 3  km N of Beth-shemesh, suits all these con
texts weil, though the name is phi lologically differ
ent. Shaalbim, elC. ,  may mean 'haunt of foxes'. 

D.J.W. 

SHAARAIM (Heb. sa '''raim) .  I. On the line of the 
Philistine Hight from Azekah, before the parting of 
the ways to Gath and Ekron (I Sa. 1 7:52). This is 
compatible with Jos. 1 5 :36. See GTT, p. 3 1 8 .  2. In I 
Ch. 4 :3 1 ,  for • Sharuhen. J .P .U.L.  

SHADOW (Heb. �el, 'shadow', 'shade', 'defence'; 
Gk. skia, 'a shade', 'a shadow'; both words with 
derivative forms). The representation made by any 
solid body interposing between the sun or light and 
another body. As a shadow is constantly varying 
till at last, perhaps suddenly, it ccases to be, so are 
our days unsubstantial and Heeting, our death 
sudden (I Ch. 29: 1 5; Jb. 14:2 ;  1 7:7). Darkness and 
gloominess are associated with shadows, and thus 
with 'the shadow of death' (Jb. 3:5; 1 6: 1 6; 24 : 1 7; 

Ps. 23:4), though this common interpretation of 
Heb. �alrnül is strictly inaccurate and should be 
rendered 'deep darkness', as usually in RSV. 

As a man can find we\come relief in the shade 
from the scorching heat (cf Jon. 4 :5--6), so the 
rule and shelter of the Almighty are called a 
shadow (La. 4:20; Ezk. 3 \ :6; Ps. 9 1 : 1 ;  Is. 25 :4; cf 
Ct. 2:3). The servant's eagerly anticipated time for 
stopping work is called the 'shadow' (Jb. 7:2).  In  
contrast to the signs of approaching desolat ion 
and ruin, the 'shadows of evening' (Je. 6:4), the 
day of everlasting glory is when 'the shadows flee' 
(Ct . 2: 1 7). 

The ancient ceremonies are called a 'shadow of 
the good things to come' (Heb. 10 :  I ;  cf Co\. 2: 1 7). 
The unchangeableness of God is contrasted with 
the 'play of passing shadows' (Jas. I :  1 7, NEB) . In 
Heb. 9:5 AV 'shadowing' (RSV 'overshadowing') 
comes from kataskiazö, 'to (cause a) shadow' or 'to 
shade fully' (cf Heb. �älal) .  J .D .D .  

SHALEM. A word treated by AV as the name of a 
place near Shechem, wh ich was visi ted by Jacob 
(Gn. 33 :  1 8) .  RV ('in peace') and RSV ('safely'), how
ever, prefer to take it in an adverbial sense, from 
the verb sälern, 'to be complete, sound', and this 
appears to make better sense. The word sälern, 
identical in form, does occur as a pi ace-name in 
connection with Me\chizedek, but is given as 
• Salem in EVV. T.C .M .  

SHALISHAH. The district reached by  Saul after 
passing through the hills of Ephraim and before 
reaching the land of Shaalim, or • Salim, in pursuit 
of his father's lost asses ( I  Sa. 9:4). The place 
seems to have had its own deity or shrine, Baal
shalishah (2 Ki. 4:42). Since the places in conjunc
tion with wh ich Shalishah is cited are of uncertain 
location. its own situation is not known. Conder 
proposed the ruins of Khirbet Kefr Thilth, 30 km 
NE of Jaffa. D.J .W. 

SHALLUM (Heb. sallüm, sallurn). I .  A Jerahmeel
ite through the line of an ancestress who married 
an Egyp. slave (I Ch. 2:40-4 1 ;  cf vv. 34-35). 2. A 
descendant of Korah who served under David as 
chief gate keeper at the King's Gate in the sanctu
ary (I Ch. 9: 1 7- 1 9; Ezr. 2:42). Apparently this was 
an inherited position of so me importance (cf Ezr. 
2:42; Ne. 7:45). Possibly a short form of Meshe
lemiah (I Ch. 26: 1 ;  9 :2 1 )  and of Selemiah (26: 14) .  
3. Son of Jabesh and 1 6th king of the N kingdom 
of Israel (c. 745 BC). By assassinating • Zechariah, 
son of • Jeroboam 1 1 ,  he brought an end to the 
dynasty of • Jehu (2 Ki. 1 5 : 1 0), thus fulfilling 
prophecy ( 1 0:30; cf 1 5 : 1 2). He was kil led in  turn in 
Samaria by • Menahem after a reign of only I 
month ( 1 5 : 1 3-1 5). 4. The husband of • H uldah, 
the prophctess who was 'keeper of the ward robe' 
(2 Ki. 22: 14;  2 Ch. 34:22). 5. Son of · Josiah ( I  Ch. 
3:  1 5 ; Je. 22: 1 1 ) and 1 8th king of Judah (c. 609 BC) 
whose throne-name was • Jehoahaz. He was de
posed after a 3-month reign (2 Ki. 23:3 1 ) . 6. An 
Aaronide predecessor of • Ezra (Ezr. 7:2; cf I Ch. 
6: 1 2-1 3). Possibly an abbreviated form of Meshul
lam ( 1  Ch. 9: I I ; Ne. I I : I I ; 1 2 : 1 3) 

The various forms of this name are based on the 
same root in different nominal patterns. 

D.W.B. 
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SHALMAN. The person who sacked Beth-arbel 
(Ho. 1 0 : 1 4). This action was sufficiently weil 
known to serve as a warning to Israel. It is gener
ally assumed that this could be a reference to 
o Shalmaneser V, the Assyr. king who besieged 
Samaria in 725-723 BC. In this event Arbel might 
be Arbela, W of Galilee ( I  Macc. 9 :2). But against 
this, Shalmaneser's name is elsewhere written fully 
and the Galilee a��a fell to Tiglath-pileser II I in 
734-732 BC. Thus Shalman may refer to Salamanu, 
king of Moab, mentioned in the annals of 
o Tiglath-pileser. Identification remains uncertain .  

D.J .W . 

SHALMANESER ( Heb. sa/man 'eser; Gk. Sa/
mennasar; Assyr. Su/manu-asaridu, 'the god 
Sulman is chief'). The Heb. may have been 
read i/mn 'sr (iSS 2 1 ,  1 976, p. 8). 

Shalmaneser was the name borne by several 
rulers of °Assyria. The king of Assyria to whom 
Hoshea of Israel became subject (2 Ki .  1 7 :3) was 
Shalmaneser V (727-722 BC), son of Tiglath
pileser I I I .  When Hoshea failed to pay tribute in 
his 7th regnal year Shalmaneser began a 3-year 
siege of the Israelite capital 0 Samaria. There are 
no annals of this king extant, but the Assyr. 
Eponym List records the siege and the Bab. Chron
icle says that Shalmaneser 'broke (the resistance 
of) the city of Shamara'in'. It is likely that the 
'king of Assyria' to whom the city fell (2 Ki .  1 7 :6) 
was this same Shalmaneser, though the final cap
ture of the city is c1aimed by his successor Sargon 
II in 722/1 BC. It is possible that Sargon usurped 
the throne during the siege and continued the 
campaign (DOTT, pp. 58-63). 

Shalmaneser I I I , king of Assyria 859-824 BC, 
frequently raided the W, and the first recorded 
Assyr. contact with the Israelites is found in his 
Annals. In  853 BC he fought a coalition of Syrian 
kings under Irhuleni of Hamath and Hadadezer of 
Damascus at Qarqar. Among their allies was 
'Ahab the I sraelite', who, according to the Assyr
ians, provided 2,000 chariots and 1 0,000 men as his 
contribution. The Assyr. advance was temporary 
and Shalmaneser did not return for 3 years (I Ki .  
1 6 :29; 20:20; 22: I ). 

In his account of operations against Syria in 84 1 
BC, Shalmaneser I I I  claims to have defeated Hazael 
of Damascus (see I Ki .  1 9 : 1 5). He did not, how
ever, capture the city and moved via the Hauran to 
the Lebanon, where he received tribute from 'Jehu, 
son of Omri', an event not mentioned in  the OT 
portrayed on the Black Obelisk from Nimrud 
(O CALAH). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. CAHJ, 3, 1 978. D.J.W. 

SHAME. The Eng. word and its cognates appear 
about 1 90 times in OT and 46 times in NT. These 
occurrences are translations of original forms rep
iesenting at least 10 different Heb. and 7 different 
G k .  roots and a considerably larger number of 
Heb. and Gk. words. 

Two main meanings can be distinguished: de
scriptions of states of mind, and descriptions of 
physical states. The states of mind may be c1assified 
into three broad categories: first, those where an 
individual is or might be the object of contempt, 
derision or humiliation; second, those where he 
feels bashfulness or shyness; third, those where he 

SHAMGAR 

feels respect or awe. The physical states involve a 
degree of exposure or nudity, or the words are used 
as euphemisms for the sexual organs. 

The most frequent usage by far involves the 
ideas connected with contempt, derision and hu
miliation. Shame follows when the law 01' God is 
disregarded or forgotten (Ho. 4:6-7). God sends it 
upon the enemies of his people (Ps. 1 32: 1 8). It is the 
result of sin and is removed in the day of Iiberty 
and restoration ( ls. 61 :7). I t  appears at times to be a 
punishment (Ps. 44:7, 9, 1 5). In contrast, it is also 
sometimes a positive preventive manifestation of 
the grace of God (Ezk. 43: 1 0). It may induce posi
tive action (Jdg. 3 :25). False shame at that wh ich is 
not shameful, viz. allegiance to Christ, is to be 
avoided (Mk.  8:38). There is also a figurative use of 
the term, as in I s. 24:23 and in Jude 1 3 . 

The usage representing shyness or bashfulness is 
not as important, since it occurs infrequently. A 
c1ear example is the statement concerning the man 
and his wife before the fall in Gn. 2:25. The usage 
wh ich represents awe or respect is also rare. An OT 
instance is Ezr. 9:6; and there is the apostolic in
junction of I Tim. 2:9. In  the former instance the 
common Heb. root bös, which appears on over 90 
other occasions in the OT text in the Qal stem 
alone, is used; whereas I Tim. 2:9 is the only pas
sage where aidös occurs in the NT. 

The uses of the words with a physical reference 
are concerned with nakedness. These occurrences 
are not frequent. 

The biblical concept of shame is basically that 
of the mental state of humiliation due to sin, and 
to departure from the law of God, which brings 
obloquy and rejection by both God and man . The 
development of the concept is most extensive in 
the prophets and in the Pauline Epistles. The refer
ences to matters connected with sex are illustrative 
or figurative, and do not indicate that there is any 
more basic connection between shame and sexual 
functions than between shame and other functions 
which may occasion embarrassment by sinful  use. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Bultmann, TDNT I ,  pp. 1 89-
1 9 1 ;  H .-G. Link, E. Tiedtke, NIDNTT 3, pp. 56 1 -
564. P.W. 

SHAMGAR (Heb. samgar, probably from Hurrian 
simiqari). A personal name repeatedly attested in 
Nuzian texts (cf R. H.  Pfeiffer and E. A. Speiser, 
AASOR 1 6, 1 936, p. 1 6 1 ) , called 'the son of Anath' 
(Jdg. 3:3 1 ;  5 :6), i. e. a native of Beth-anath (pre
sumably a S Beth-anath; cf Jos. 1 5:59). His killing 
of 600 Philistines must belong to the earliest 
period of Philistine settlement in Canaan, since the 
reference to him in the Song of Deborah (Jdg. 5:6) 
indicates that he flourished before the battle of 
Kishon (c. 1 1 25 BC) . The ox-goad ( Heb. ma/mäif! 
with which he wrought such havoc would have a 
metal tip which was sharpened as required 
(0 GOAD). He is not described as ajudge of Israel
indeed, he may weil have been a Canaanite-but 
his exploit afforded the neighbouring Israelites 
some relief. Some LXX and other recensions repeat 
Jdg. 3 : 3 1  at the end of ch. 1 6, in a more 'Philistine' 
context. 1. Garstang's surmise that Shamgar is 
identical with Ben-anath, a Syrian sea-captain and 
son-in-Iaw of Rameses 1 1  (e. 1 260 BC) is not con
vincing (Joshua-iudges, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 63f., 284ff.); still 
less so is Sir C. Marston's suggestion that 'The Ox
goad' was the name of his ship (The Bib/e is True, 
1 934, pp. 247ff.). 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. F. Moore, 'Shamgar and 
Sisera', lAOS 9, 1 898, pp. 1 591".; F. C. Fensham, 
lNES 20 , 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 97- 1 98; B. Maisler, 'Shamgar 
ben Anath', PEQ 66, 1 934, pp. I 92tr.; E. Danelius, 
lNES 22, 1 963, pp. ! 9 1 -1 93. F.F.B. 

SHAMMAH. I. A tri bai chieftain (Heb. 'al/liß) of 
Edom, descended from Esau (Gn. 36: 1 7) .  2. A 
brother of King David, and son 01" Jesse ( I  Sa. 
1 6 :9). Variant forms of the name are Shammua, 
Shimea, Shimeah, Shimeam and Shimei. 3. One 01" 
the outstanding three of David's warriors (2 Sa. 
23: 1 1 ), described as a Hararite. The Shammah 01" 2 
Sa. 23:30 is almost certainly the same man , but 
there are textual problems; cf NEB. 4. Another of 
David's warriors, a Harodite (2 Sa. 23:25). ! Ch. 
1 1  :27 renders his name as Shammoth (a plural 
form 01" the name), and the Shamhuth of I Ch. 
27:8 may weil be the same man . D.F.P. 

SHAPHAN. I. The son of Azaliah who was state 
secretary (AV 'scribe') to Josiah. H ilkiah reported 
to hirn the discovery of the book of the law in the 
Temple (2 Ki .  22:3;  2 Ch. 34:8-24). He read from 
this book before Josiah who sent hirn to the proph
etess H uldah. Shaphan was father of at least three 
sons. (i) Ahikam who assisted the prophet Jer
emiah (2 Ki .  22: 1 2; 2 Ch. 34:20; Je. 26:24); (ii) 
Elasah who, with another man, was entrusted by 
Jeremiah with a letter to the exiles in  Babylonia (Je. 
29:3); ( i i i)  Gemariah who tried to prevent Jehoi
akim from burning the scroll containing Jeremiah's 
prophecies (Je. 36: 1 0- 1 2, 25). Shaphan had as 
grandsons M icaiah (Je. 36: 1 1 , 1 3) and Gedaliah, 
the governor of Judah after the Babylonian inva
sions of 589-587 BC, who helped Jeremiah (Je. 
39: 1 4). 

2. The father of Jaazaniah, seen sacrificing to 
idols in Ezekie!'s vision (Ezk . 8 : 1 1 ) .  

Even i f  the name i s  t o  be connected with Heb. 
säßän, 'rock-badger', there is no evidence that it 
betokens totem worship (as G. B. Gray, Hebrew 
Proper Names, 1 896, p. 1 03). D.J.W. 

SHAPHIR (AV Saphir). A town in the Philistine 
plain against wh ich M icah prophesied (Mi .  1 : 1 1 ) .  
The exact s i  t e  is uncertain,  but may b e  one o f  the 
three hut settlements es-Süäfir near Ashdod. The 
identification of Shaphir with Shamir (Jos. 1 5 :48; 
Jdg. 1 0 : 1 -2) is tenuous. R.J .W. 

SHAREZER. I.  A brother of Adrammelech who 
with hirn murdered their father Sennacherib in 68 1 
BC (2 Ki.  1 9:37; Is. 37:38). His name is known only 
from this reference and is  probably an abbreviation 
from the Assyr.-Bab. sar-u,ur, 'He has protected 
the king',  normally prefixed by the name of a deity. 
By reference to Nergilus in the account by Abyde
nus of the same event Nergal-sharezer has been 
proposed. Johns considered the name a corruption 
of Szar-e!ir-Assur, the known name of a son of 
Sennacherib. Alternatively, a Nabü-sar-u�ur, gov
ernor of Marqasi and eponym for the year 682 BC, 
may be in mind. 

2. A contemporary of Zechariah who inquired 
concerning the propriety of continuing the fast 
celebrating the anniversary of the destruction of 
the Temple (Zc. 7:2). Because the text is diRicult 

(see Rvmg.) it has been suggested that 'the people 
of Bethe!' may imply that the full name was the 
common Belshazzar (Bab. Bel-sar-u�ur) or Bethel-
sharezer. D.J .W. 

SHARON (Heb. särön; 'Saron' , Acts 9:35, AV) 
means a level place or plain .  It comprises the larg
est of the coastal plains in N Palestine. Lying be
tween the extensive marshes of the lower Crocodile 
river (Nahr ez-Zerka) and the valley of Aijalon 
and Joppa in the S, it runs some 80 km N-S and is 
1 5  km wide. I ts features have been largely deter
mined by the Pleistocene shorelines and deposits. 
Inland from the belt of recent sand-dunes which 
divert and choke some of the coastal rivers, rises a 
zone of Mousterian red sands to c. 60 m, forming 
in the N a continuous belt of some 30 km. For
merly, this zone was thickly forested with oaks. 
probably Quernls in/ectoria, and today this is one 
of the richest agricultural districts of Israel, pIant
ed with citrus groves. I nland from the belt of 
Mousterian sands, the streams have partially ex
cavated a longitudinal trough along the foothilIs of 
an earlier Pleistocene shoreline. The river valleys, 
especially in the N of this trough, tended to be 
marshy until modern drainage developments. In 
the past, only in the S border of Sharon was the 
land more favourable for settlement, and it is clear 
that most of Sharon was never colonized by the 
Israelites (but Tell Qasile, N of Joppa, was founded 
c. 1 200 BC). In the N, Socoh, a district centre under 
Solomon ( I  Ki. 4: 1 0), and Gilgal, seat of the petty 
kings defeated by Joshua (Jos. 1 2:23), lay in the 
Samaritan foothilIs E of the plain .  

References to  Lod and Ono in the S ,  which were 
both fortified outposts ( I  Ch. 8: 1 2; Ezr. 2:33; Ne. 
7:37), and 'the valley of the craftsmen' separating 
them (Ne. 1 1  :35 ;  cf I Sa. 1 3 : 1 9-20) appear to indi
cate they were settled by the returning exiles. 

The 'majesty' of Sharon ( l s. 35 :2), like the 
'jungle' of Jordan (Je. 1 2: 5 ;  49: 1 9), would suggest 
the dense vegetation cover rather than the fertility 
which Sharon has subsequently proved to possess 
in its Pleistocene sands, now under orange groves. 
For settlement it has long remained a 'desert' ( I s. 
33:9), and was used only for pasturage ( I  Ch. 5 : 1 6; 
Is. 65: I 0). It was here that Shitrai supervised King 
David's Rocks ( I  Ch . 27:29). The 'rose of Sharon' 
(CI. 2: 1 -3) suggests the Rowers (.  PLANTS) of the 
dense undergrowth .  Four red Rowers still follow 
each other in quick succession, an anemone 
(Anemone coronaria), a buttercup (Ranunculus asi
aticus), a tulip (Tulipa montana) and a poppy (Pa
pal'er sp. ). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, The Geography 0/ the 
Bible, 1957, pp. 1 33- 1 37. J .M .H .  

SHARUHEN. A Simeonite settlement (Jos. 1 9:6). 
Egyp. sources mention Sr�n, a Hyksos fortress 
which resisted Ahmose for 3 years c. 1 550 BC, bar
ring his way to further conquests; usually identified 
with Tell el-Far'a, 24 km S of Gaza (NEAEHL, 
pp. 44 1-444). Petrie's brief excavation revealed a 
strong Philistine occupation. The Joshua context 
also suits Tell el-Huweilfeh, y, km N of Khirbet 
Rammamein (Ain Rimmon?), proposed earlier by 
Albright, lPOS 4, 1 924, p. 1 35. See also A. Kem
pinski, IEl 24, 1 974, pp. 145- 1 52; W. Shea, IEl 
29, 1 979, pp. 1 -5; 1. M .  Weinstein, BASOR 24 1 ,  
1 98 1 ,  pp. 7f. J .P.U.L. 
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SHAVL (Heb. sä'lil, 'asked for'). I n  Heb., the same 
as • 'Saui' .  I .  A king of Edom ( I  Ch. I :48-49; cf 
Gn. 36:37-38), belonging to Rehoboth. 2. A son 01' 
Simeon by a Canaanitess (Gn. 46: 1 0), from whom 
the Shaulites took their name (Nu. 26: 1 3). 3. A son 
01' Kohath ( I  Ch. 6:24), called 'Joel' in I Ch. 6:36. 

G.W.G. 

SHAVEH, VALLEY OF. A valley near Salem (Gn. 
1 4 : 1 7f.), also known as 'the King's Valley', where 
Absalom raised his memorial pillar (2 Sa. 1 8 :  1 8). 
If Salem is Jerusalem, the si te may be at the top of 
the Valley 01' Hinnom. But an ancient Jewish trad
ition reads s-r-h, another word meaning 'king', for 
s-w-Ir ('Shaveh'). (This involves only one slight 
consonantal change.) D.F.P .  

SHAVSHA. The name of a secretary of state 
under David (2 Sa. 8: I 7,  where he is called Ser
aiah). He is called Shisha in I Ki. 4:3,  Shavsha in I 
Ch. 1 8 : 1 6, and Sheva in 2 Sa. 20:25.  Following de 
Vaux, Grollenberg (Atlas 01 the Bible) suggests that 
the form which must underlie these names indi
cates that the official was an Egyptian. His eldest 
son's name, Elihoreph, could mean 'my god is the 
Nile (god)', or in its LXX form Elihaph, 'my god is 
Apis'. If so, then the Egyp. father gave his son a 
hybrid name, the first element being Heb. but the 
second expressing his allegiance to the religion of 
his Egyp. ancestors. This would further suggest 
that David brought in Egyptians to fill offices in his 
kingdom, organizing it  at least in  part on Egyp. 
models. But both of these names (and their 
bearers) may in fact be Semitic; if  so, the evidence 
for Egyp. influence in the organization of David's 
kingdom is then much less. 

T. N. D. Mettinger (Solomonic State Officials, 
1 97 I ,  pp. 25-30), largely following A .  Cody (RB 
72, 1 965, pp. 38 1 -393), explains Shavsha as a mis
understood corruption of the Egyp. title sb-s', 'sec
retary' ('scribe of letters'); while possible, the as
sumed phonetic changes are highly dubious. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. KB, p. 958 (s. v. 'Shavsha'); K.  A .  
Kitchen, VT Suppl. 40, 1 988, pp. 1 1 2- 1 1 3 ;  G. H .  
Jones, 1 and 2 Kings, NCBC, 1 984, p .  1 35;  P. K. 
McCarter, Jr. ,  11 Samuel, A B, 1 984, pp. 254, 433. 

R.A .H .G .  
K.A.K. 

SHEAR-JASHVB. A symbolical name Ca rem
nant will return') given to one of [ saiah's sons to 
express the truth that out of the judgment God 
would save a remnant (e.g. [ 5. 1 :9). When [ saiah 
went to Ahaz, Shear-jashub accompanied hirn as a 
reminder that the nation, even at that dark time, 
would not completely perish (15. 7 :3) .  E.J .Y. 

SHEBA. I.  A city (Heb. sega') in  the territory al
lotted to Simeon in  S Palestine near Beersheba and 
Moladah (Jos. 19 :2 ;  MT at I Ch. 4:28 omits it  in 
the parallel list, but LXX has 'Sama'). LXX reads 
'Samaa' in MS B (cf Jos. 1 5 :26) and 'Sabee' in MS A. 
S .  Cohen (!DB, 4, p .  3 I I )  suggests that Sheba 
Cseven') was named for the seven lambs with wh ich 
Abraham made covenant with Abimelech (Gn. 
2 1 :28-29) and may have been the older part of 
Beersheba. 

SHEBA 

2. A Benjaminite (Sega') who revolted unsuccess
fully against David after Absalom's death (2 Sa. 
20: 1-2, 6-7, 10, 2 1 -22). 3. A leader (SeQa') of the 
tribe 01' Gad ( I  Ch. 5: I 3). 4. A descendant (.i'·gä·) 
01' Cush through Raamah (Gn. 1 0:7; I Ch. 1 :9); 
brother of • Dedan. 5. A descendant (S'Qä') of 
Shem through Joktan (Gn. 1 0:28; I Ch. 1 :22). 6. 
Son 01' Jokshan (S'gä') and grandson of Abraham 
and Keturah (Gn. 25 :3 ;  I Ch. 1 :32); brother of 
Dedan. 

7. The land (S'gä') whose queen (' SHEBA, QUEEN 
OF) visited Solomon ( I  Ki. 1 0: l ff.; 2 Ch. 9: l ff.) was 
in all probability the horne of the Sabaeans in SW 
Arabia. 1. A. Montgomery (lCC, Kings, 1 95 I ,  pp. 
2 I 5r) contends that the Sabaeans were still in N 
Arabia in the 1 0th century BC although they con
trolled the trade routes from S Arabia. On the 
other hand, 1. Bright (History 01 Israel', 1 972, p. 
2 I I ), while recognizing that the Sabaeans were ori
ginally camel nomads, affirms, with greater prob
ability, that by Solomon's time they had settled in  
the E area of what is modern Yemen. So also G. W. 
Van Beek, !DB, 4, p. 145.  

The relationship between the Sabaeans and the 
three Shebas mentioned in Gn. is by no means 
dear. They may be distinct tribes, but the similar
ities among the groupings are striking: Raamah's 
sons (Gn. 1 0:7, Hamites, bear the same names as 
Abraham's grandsons-Sheba and Dedan (25:3); 
both Cush, the Hamite ( 1 0:7), and Joktan, the 
Semite, have descendants named Sheba and Havi
lah ( 1 0:28-29). The Table of ' Nations in Gn. 1 0  
may reflect both the Semitic origin o f  the Sabaeans 
and also the fact that they settled in dose proxim
ity to Hamitic groups, i. e. Egyptians and Ethiopi
ans. [ndeed, dassical Abyssinian culture testifies to 
a blending of Hamitic and Semitic elements, and 
the role that S Arabians who crossed the Bab al
Mandab as traders and colonists played in  shaping 
this culture is impressive. 

It is as traders or raiders (Jb. I :  I 5, although E.  
Dhorme, Job, E.T. 1 967, p .  xxv, identifies Sheba 
here with an area near Tema and Dedan, oases 
substantially N of the Sabaean homeland) that the 
OT most frequently speaks of the people of Sheba. 
Gold ( I  Ki. 1 0:2; Ps. 72: 1 5 ; I s. 60:6), frankincense 
(15. 60:6; Je. 6:20), spices and jewels ( I  Ki. 1 0:2;  
Ezk. 27:22) were brought to N markets in their 
caravans (Jb. 6: I 9). Commercial opportunists, they 
were not above engaging in slave trade according 
to Joel 3:8 (where less preferably LXX reads 'into 
captivity' for 'to the Sabaeans'). This extensive 
trading activity apparently led the Sabaeans to 
found colonies at various oases in N Arabia. These 
served as caravan bases and probably gave the col
onists a degree of control over the N area. Testi
mony to intercourse between Sheba and Canaan is 
found in  a S Arabian day stamp (c. 9th century 
BC) unearthed at Bethel (BASOR 1 5 1 ,  1 958, pp. 9-
1 6) .  

The most prominent of the Arab states (wh ich 
induded Hadramaut, Ma'in and Qatabän) during 
the first half of the I st millennium BC, Sheba was 
ruled by mukarribs, priest-kings, who supervised 
both the political affairs and the polytheistic wor
ship of the sun, moon and star gods. Explorations 
by the Vniversity or Louvain with H .  St 1. Philby 
( 1 95 1 -2) and the American Foundation for the 
Study of Man ( 1 950-3) found some outstanding 
examples of Sabaean art and architecture, espe
cially the temple or the moon-god at Märib, the 
capital, which dates from the 7th century BC, and the 
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sluices, hewn through solid rock at the dam in 
Märib (c. 6th century BC) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  L. Bowen, Jr., and F. P. AI
bright, Arclraeological Discol'eries in Soullr Arabia, 
1 958: GTT; S. M oscati ,  Ancienl Semilic Civiliza
lions, 1 957, pp. 1 8 1 - 1 94; G. Ryckmans, Les reli
gions arabes preislamiques ', 1 9 5 1 ;  J. Ryckmans, 
L 'inslillilion monarclrique en Arabie meridionale 
avanl /'Islam, 1 95 1 ;  G. W. Van Beek in BA 1 5 , 1 952, 
pp. 2- 1 8 ; ibid. , 'South Arabian History and 
Archaeology' .  in G. E .  Wright (ed . ) ,  Tlre Bible and 
l/re Near Easl, 1 96 1 ;  A. K. Irvine in POTT, pp. 
299fT. D.A.H.  

SHEBA, QUEEN OF. An unnamed Sabaean 
(* SHEBA) monarch who journeyed to Jerusalem to 
test Solomon's wisdom ( I  Ki. 10 : 1 - 1 0, 1 3 ; 2 Ch.  
9 : 1 -9, 1 2) .  A major purpose of her costly ( I  Ki .  
1 0 :  10) yet successful ( I  Ki .  10 :  1 3) v is i t  may have 
been to negotiate a trade-agreement with Solo
mon, whose contral of the trade routes jeopard
ized the income which the Sabaeans were accus
tomed to receive from the caravans wh ich crossed 
their territory-an income on which Sheba (or 
better Saba) was dependent despite considerable 
achievement in agriculture due to favourable rain
fall and an efTective irrigation system. The spices, 
gold and precious stones with wh ich she sought 
Solomon's favour ( I  Ki. 10 :3 ,  1 0) would have been 
typical of the luxurious cargoes of these caravans, 
wh ich linked the resources of E Africa, India and S 
Arabia to the markets of Damascus and Gaza by 
way of oases like Mecca, Medina and Tema. 

Both Assyr. and S Arab. inscriptions testify to 
the presence of queens in Arabia as early as the 8th 
century BC. (See N. Abbott, 'Pre-Islamic Arab 
Queens', AISL 58, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 1 -22.) The wide
spread domestication of the camel 2 centuries or so 
before Solomon's time made the Queen of Sheba's 
trip of about 2,000 km feasible ( I  Ki. 10:2). 

Her willingness to make this arduous journey is 
contrasted by Christ with the Jews' complacency in 
Mt .  1 2:42, where she is called 'Queen of the 
South', a title which reflects a Semitic construction 
like maikaI s'IJä ' or maikaI yämin, Queen of Sheba 
or Yemen. 

This queen is enshrined in Ethiopian legends, 
particularly the Kebra Nagasl ('Glory of the 
Kings'), as the queen of Ethiopia who bore by 
Solomon the first king of Ethiopia. This legend 
refleets the dose tie which existed in antiquity be
tween S Arabia and E Africa, wh ich Josephus also 

notes when he calls this ruler 'Queen of Egypt and 
Ethiopia' (Anl. 8. 1 65- 1 75; cf also Gregory of 
Nyssa, Homilies on Ihe Song 01 Songs 7) .  Arabian 
legends remember her as Bilqis. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Samuel Abramsky, EI, 1 5 ,  pp. 
96-1 1 1 ; J. Gray, J and JJ Kings', 1 970, pp. 258-262; 
James B. Pritchard (ed.), Solomon and SIreba, 1 974. 

D.A .H .  

SHEBNA. A high official under Hezekiah, vari
ously designated minister ('wh ich is over the 
house', Is. 22: 1 5) ,  secretary (sößer, 'scribe', 2 Ki .  
1 8 : 1 8 ;  1 9 :2; Is .  36:3), and state official (sö/sen, 
'treasurer', Is. 22: 1 5) .  A man of wealth, he was re
buked by Isaiah for preparing a conspicuously 
monumental rock-hewn tomb and his downfall 
predicted (ls. 22: 1 5- 1 9) .  Part of the inscribed lintel 
from such a tomb has been recovered (N. Avigad, 
JEI 3, 1 953, pp. 1 37- 1 52; D. J. Wiseman, JBA , 
1 958, p. 59). The full name of Shebna may be She
banyah(u), a name wh ich occurs in contemporary 
inscriptions and on Heb. seals (JEI 1 8 ,  1 968, pp. 
1 66-- 1 67), and wh ich may be compared with that 
later borne by levitical priests (Ne. 9 :4-5; 10 :  I 0; I 
Ch. 1 5 :24). D.J .W.  

SHECHEM. l .  The son of Hamor, the  Hivite, 
prince of Shechem (Gn. 34; Jos. 24:32; Jdg. 9 :28) 
who defiled Jacob's daughter Dinah. 2. A descend
ant of Joseph's son Manasseh (Nu. 26:3 1 ), founder 
of a family (Jos. 1 7 :2). 3. Son of Shemidah, of  the 
tribe of Manasseh (I Ch. 7 :  1 9) .  

4. An important town in central Palestine with a 
long history and many historical associations. 
Normally it appears in  the Bible as Shechem 
W/sem), but also once as Sichern (Gn. 1 2 :6, AV) and 
twiee as Sychem (Acts 7 : 1 6, AV) . It  was situated in 
the hili country of Ephraim (Jos. 20:7).  in the 
neighbourhood of Mt Gerizim (Jdg. 9 :7) .  The ori
ginal site is today represented by Tell Balata, which 
lies at the E end of the valley running between Mt 
Ebal on the N and Mt Gerizim on the S,  about 50 
km N of Jerusalem and 9 km SE of Samaria. 

Shechem (Sichern) is the first Palestinian si te 
mentioned in Gn. Abram encamped there at the 
'oak of Moreh' (Gn. 1 2 :6). The 'Canaanite was 
then in the land', but the Lord revealed hirnself to 
Abram and renewed his covenant promise. Abram 
thereupon built an altar to the Lord (Gn.  1 2 :7) .  

Abram's grandson, Jacob, on his return from 
Harran, came to Shalem, a city of Shechem, and 

The early Hebrew inscriplionlormed Ihe linlel ollhe 10mb olone [J-yahu, a royal sIeward ('he who is over Ihe 
house'), al Siloarn, Ierusalem. This may weil be Ihe 10mb 01 Shebna, accused by Jsaiah 01 carving a 
sumpluous gravelor himseIJ in Ihe rock (Js. 22:15-16). Lenglh 2·2 m. 71h cent. BC 
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SHECHEM 

pitched his tent (Gn. 33 : 1 8- 1 9) on a parcel of 
grourid wh ich he bought from Hamor, the Hivite 
prince of the region (Gn. 33 : 1 8- 19 ;  34:2). When 
Shechem, the son of Hamor, defiled Dinah, 
Simeon and Levi killed the men of the region (Gn. 
34:25-26), and the other sons of Jacob pillaged the 
town (vv. 27-29), though Jacob condemned the 
action (Gn. 34:30; 49:5-7). 

Here Jacob buried the 'strange gods' under the 
oak (Gn. 35: 1 -4) and raised an altar to EI-elohe
Israel ('God, the God of Israel', Gn. 33:20; * GOD, 
NAMES OF). Joseph later sought his brothers near 
the rich pasture-Iands round Shechem (Gn. 
37:  1 2ff.). 

In  the 1 5th century BC the town fell into the 
hands of the Habiru, as we 1earn from the Tell el
Amarna letters (ANET, pp. 477, 485-487, 489-
490). The name probably occurs earlier in Egyp. 
records dating back to the 1 9th-1 8th centuries BC 
(ANET, pp. 230, 329). 

After the Israelite conquest of Pe1estine Joshua 
called for a renewal of the covenant at Shechem. 
Various features of the typical covenant pattern 
well known in the East, 1 500-700 BC, may be iden
tified in  Jos. 8:30-35 (*SACRIFICE AND OFFERING, I. 
C. 2). Before his death, Joshua gathered the elders 
again to Shechem, reiterated the covenant, and re
ceived the oath of allegiance to God, the King (Jos. 
24). Many modern scholars see in these assemblies 
a strong suggestion of an amphictyonic league 
centred at Shechem (cf M. Noth, The His/ory 0/ 
Israel, 1 958). 

The boundary between Ephraim and Manasseh 
passed near the town (Jos. 1 7:7), which was one of 
the cities of refuge, and a levitical city assigned to 
the Kohathite Levites (Jos. 20:7; 2 1  : 2 1 ;  I Ch. 6:67). 
The town lay in  Ephraim (I Ch. 7:28). Here the 
Israelites buried the bones of Joseph which they 
had brought from Egypt (Gn. 50:25; los. 24:32). 

In  the time of the judges, Shechem was still a 
centre of Canaanite worship and the temple 01' 
Baal-berith ('the lord of the covenant') features in 
the story of Gideon's son Abimelech (Jdg. 9:4), 
whose mother was a Shechemite woman. Abirne
lech persuaded the men of the city to make hirn 
king (Jdg. 9:6; cf 8 :22-23). He proceeded to slay 
the royal seed, but 10tham, one son who escaped 
the bloody purge, spoke a parable about the trees 
as he stood on Mt Gerizim (Jdg. 9:8- 1 5), appeal
ing to the citizens of Shechem to forsake Abirne
lech. This they did after 3 years (vv. 22-23), but 
Abimelech destroyed Shechem (v. 45) and then at
tacked the stronghold of the temple of Baal-berith 
and burnt it over the heads of those who sought 
refuge there (vv. 46-49). 

After Solomon's death the assembly 01' Israel re
jeeted Rehoboam at Shechem and made Jeroboam 
king ( I  Ki.  1 2 : 1 - 1 9; 2 Ch. 1 0 : 1 - 1  I ) .  Jeroboam re
stored the town and made it his capital for a time 
(I Ki. 1 2 :25), but later moved the capital to Penuel, 
and then to Tirzah. The town declined in import
ance thereafter, but continued in existence lang 
after the fall of Samaria in 722 BC, for men from 
Shechem eame with offerings to Jerusalem as laIe 
as 586 BC (Je. 4 1 :5). 

In  post-exilic times Shechem became the chief 
city 01' the Samaritans (Ecclus. 50:26; Jos., An/. I I .  
340), who built a tempIe here. I n  1 28 BC John Hyr
canus captured the town (Jos. , Ant. 1 3 . 255). In the 
time of the first Jewish revolt Vespasian camped 
near Shechem, and after the war the town was re
built and named Flavia Neapolis in honour of the 

emperor Flavius Vespasianus (hence the modern 
Nablus). 

Important excavations conducted at Tell Bala!a 
by C. Watzinger ( 1 907-9), E. Sellin and his col
lea�ues (between 1 9 J 3  and 1 934) and by G. E. 
Wnght ( 1 956--66) have revealed the story of this 
site from the mid-4th millennium BC down to c. 1 00 
BC when the Hellenistic city came to an end. AI
though there was a sizeable Chalcolithic vi llage 
during the 4th millennium BC, the city of the his
torical period arose c. 1 800 BC in the Middle 
Bronze Age and reached the height of its prosper
ity du ring the Hyksos period (c. 1 700- 1 550 BC). 
During these years several court yard temples and 
city walls were built. About 1 600 BC a massive 
stone wall was erected, earlier walls covered over 
and a fortress temple built on the filling, whieh was 
to remain with some ehanges till c. 1 1 00 BC and 
may well represent in its later stages the temple of 
Baal-berith (Jdg. 9 :4) known to the early I sraelites. 
The town remained important until the 9th-8th 
eenturies BC when it began to deteriorate. Masses 
of fallen brick and burnt debris attest the destrue
tion of the city by the Assyrians in  724-72 1  BC. For 
4 centuries the town reverted to a village until it 
gained new life, probably as a Samaritan centre, 
between c. 325 and c. 1 08 BC. There is a continuous 
coin record for this period. The town ceased to exist 
after its destruction by John Hyrcanus c. 1 08 BC. 

The quest ion of whether Shechem is the same as 
the * Sychar of Jn .  4 :5  has not been solved. There 
are only a few traces of Roman occupation at Tell 
Bala!a. Sychar may have lain in the same general 
vicinity. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. F. Campbell, Jr., and 1. F. 
Ross, BA 26, 1 963, pp. 2-26; E. Sellin, ZDPV, 
1 926, 1 927, 1 928; E. Sellin and H. Steckeweh, 
ZDPV, 1 94 1 ;  G. E. Wright, Shechem, The Biog
raphy 0/ a Biblical City, 1 965; in A OTS, pp. 355-
370; G. E. Wright e/ al., ISBE 4, pp. 458-462; 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 345- 1 359. 1 .A .T. 

SHEERAH (RSV), SHERAH (AV). The Heb. name, 
meaning 'a female relative', of a daughter of 
Ephraim, or of the daughter or sister of his son, 
Beriah (I Ch . 7:24). She built or rebuilt three towns 
in the territory assigned to Ephraim, Lower and 
Upper Beth-horon and Uzzen-shecrah. This is thc 
only example in thc Bible of a woman builder 01' 
towns. Codex Vaticanus of the LXX takes this name 
as a common noun, 'those remaining', and the 
Pesh. translates the name as a verb, 'she was left', 
but other Gk. MSS and the Vulg. support the inter-
pretation as a proper name. J .T.  

SHEET, I. Heb. särjin, RSV ' I inen garments' (Jdg. 
14 : 1 2- 1 3) .  See reference to 'shirt' in * Dress. 2, Gk. 
othone, 'a piece 01' linen' ,  'a linen sheet', used in 
describing Peter's vision at Joppa (Aets 1 0: I I :  
1 1 :5). 1 . D.D.  

SHEKINAH. The Shekinah (Heb. S'lsinä), thc ra
diance, glory or presenee 01' God dwel ling in the 
midst 01' his people, is used by Targumist and 
Rabbi to signify God hirnself, for legal ludaism dis
likes ascribing form or emotion to deity. Neverthe
less the God eonceived in purified human terms 
inspired the noblest prophetie utteranees, whereas 
the legal ist God became cold, abstract, alool". The 
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Shekinah, nearest lewish equivalent to the Holy 
Spirit, became, with other OT ideas or derivatives 
(Word, Wisdom, Spirit, eIe.) a bridge between 
man's corporeality and God's transcendence. The 
term is post-biblical, but the concept saturates 
both Testaments. It underlies the teaching that 
God dweils in his sanctuary (Ex. 25:8,  eIe. ), or 
among his people (Ex. 29:45f., eIe. ) .  These and 
cognate passages use the root verb .fäls.an, 'to 
dweil', from which Shekinah is derived. 

The glory of God (käl]6q in  the Heb. Bible, doxa 
in LXX and NT) is another name for the Shekinah. 
The Heb. and Gk. words may be applied to the 
glory of mere human beings, such as lacob (Gn. 
3 1 : 1 ,  AV) or Solomon (Mt .  6:29), but it  is clear 
enough when they refer to God. Thunder, light
ning and cloud may be the outward concomitants 
of God's glory (Ex. 19 :  1 6; 24: 1 5ff.; Pss. 29; 97; 
Ezk. 1 :4); or it may be specially associated with the 
tent of meeting (Ex. 40:34-38) or with the Temple 
(Ezk. 43:2,  4); but it  is manifest also in creation (Ps. 
1 9),  and possesses elements more numinous and 
mysterious than any of these (Ex. 33: 1 8-23). I n  
fact, the glory of God regularly becomes more 
glorious when it  is deliberately divorced from 
Temple or mercy-seat. 

In the NT as in the OT, glory may be predicated 
of God (Lk. 2 :9 ;  Acts 7:55;  2 Cor. 3:  1 8) or ascribed 
to hirn (Lk. 2 : 1 4; Rom. I I  :36; Phi\. 4:20; Rev. 7: 1 2, 
eIe.). The attribution of this glory is mentioned as 
a human duty, whether fulfilled (Rom. 4:20) or un
fulfilled (Acts 1 2:23; Rev. 1 6:9). The glory is pres
ent in a special way in the heavenly temple (Rev. 
1 5 :8) and in the heavenly city (Rev. 2 1  :23). 

The NT freely ascribes comparable glory to 
Christ as divine, before as weil as after the 
dividing-point of Easter. The Synoptics are slightly 
reticent about associating this glory with the earthly 
lesus, except in  reference to the parousia (Mk.  8 :38;  
1 0:37;  1 3 :26; also paralleis), or in reference to 
Christ transfigured (Lk.  9 :32). lohn ascribes this 
glory much more freely (cf I :  14; 2:  1 1 ;  I I  :4); never
theless he distinguishes a fuller or final revelation as 
subsequent to the earthly ministry (7:39; 1 2: 1 6, 
eIe.). This seeming fluctuation is not unnatural
the view of the earthly lesus and the heavenly Christ 
would sometimes become foreshortened after the 
Passion .  The cognate verb doxazö frequently 
replaces the noun (Jn. 1 2; 1 7, eIe. ) .  The resemblance 
between the Heb. word and Gk. skene. eIe., may 
suggest the shekinah motif in Jn .  1 : 1 4  (eskenösen, 
'dwelt') and Rev. 2 1 :3 (skene, 'dwelling'). 

Other passages are worthy of special attention
cf I Tim. 3 :  1 6; Tit. 2: 1 3 ; Heb. 1 :3 ;  1 3 :2 1 ;  Jas. 2:  I ;  I 
Pet. 1 : 1 1 , 2 1 ; 4 : 1 3; 5: 1 ;  Rev. 5 : 1 2f. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See HDB (s. v. 'Shekinah'); JewE 
(s. v. 'Anthropomorphism', 'Shekinah'); EJ, 14,  
1971  (s. v. 'Shekhinah'); G. Kittel, G. von Rad, in 
TDNT 2, pp. 237-25 1 ;  R .  A .  Stewart, Rabbillie 
Theology, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 40-42. R.A.S. 

\ 
SHELAH. I .  Son,of Arpachshad 01' the family 01' 
Shem, and father 01' Eber (Gn. 1 0:24; 1 1 :  1 2- 1 5; I 
Ch.  I :  1 8, 24; Lk. 3 :35). 2. Youngest son of ludah 
by Shua (Gn.  38 :5 ;  46 : 1 2;  I Ch. 2 :3 ;  4:2 1 ), prom
ised by Judah to his daughter-in-Iaw Tamar after 
Er a nd Onan had died (Gn. 38:  1 1 , 14,  26). Father 
01' the Shelanites (Nu. 26:20). The Syr. gives 'Shela
nite' lor 'Shilonite' in Ne. 1 1 :5 (cf I Ch. 9:5). 3. In 
Ne. 3: 1 5  (RSV) the name of the pool better known 
as Siloam. AV gives 'Siloah'. l .G.G.N. 

SHEM 

SHEM. The eldest son of Noah (Gn. 5:32; 6: 1 0; I 
Ch. 1 :4), and the ancestor of many descendants 
(Gn . I O) .  He was one of the eight people to escape 
the Flood in the ark (Gn. 7: 1 3),  and after it, when 
Noah was drunk, he and lapheth covered their 
father's nakedness (Gn. 9 :  1 8, 23, 26-27). Two years 
after the Flood, when Shem was 1 00 years old, he 
became father of Arpachshad (Gn. 1 1 :  I 0), through 
whom passed the line of descent to the Messiah 
(Lk. 3 :36), and it  may be in reference to this fact 
that Noah made his prophetic statement (Gn. 
9:26). Since among the descendants of Shem listed 
in Gn. 1 0:2 1-3 1  a number are identified with 
peoples who are known to have spoken related lan
guages in antiquity, the term 'Semitic' has been 
applied for convenience to this group by modern 
philologists. This is a modern use of the term, 
however, and does not imply that all the descend
ants of Shem spoke Semitic languages. It is stated 
that Shem lived for 500 years after the birth of 
Arpachshad (Gn . 1 1 :  1 1 ), giving hirn a l ife of 600 
years. All the major versions agree on these figures. 
An early theory (Poebel) has been recently revived 
( Kramer), to the effect that the name .fem is de
rived, through various phonetic changes, from 
.fumer, written ki.en.gi by the Sumerians, the 
Akkadian name of this people who formed an im
portant element in the early population of Meso
potamia. This theory has not been widely 
accepted. 

\ 
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The genealogy 01 Shem. 

The genealogy of Jesus 
Christ (Lk. 3:23-38) traces 
his l ineage through Shem 
(w. 35-36). 
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BlBLlOGRAPHY. S. N. Kramer, Analeeta Biblica 
1 2, 1 959, pp. 203-204; The Sumerians, 1 963, pp. 
297-299. T.C .M .  

SHEMUEL (Heb. s'mu'el, '(?) name 01' God'; cf 
Samuel). 

1. The son of Ammihud, leader of the tri be of 
Simeon, appointed to assist in  the division of 
Canaan (Nu. 34:20). In  Nu. 1 :6; 2 : 1 2; 7 :36, 4 1 ;  
1 0: 1 9  the leader of the tribe is called Shelumiel, the 
son of Zurishaddai, and the LXX gives the name 
Salamiel in all these instances. 

2. A grandson of Issachar ( 1  Ch. 7:2). 
R .A .H .G . 

SHEOL. This word is used in the OT for the place 
of the dead. The derivation of the Heb. word s" öl 
is uncertain. Two main theories have been 
proposed. 

a. Some have suggested that it comes from a 
weakened form of the root f1, from which derive 
the words for a hollow hand (Is. 40: 1 2) and a 
hollow way (between vineyards, Nu.  22:24). In  
post-biblical Heb. sa'al means the 'deep' of the sea. 
If this derivation is correct, the original sense will 
be the hollow, or more probably deep, place. 

b. More scholars now hold the view that it is 
derived from the root n meaning 'ask' or 
'enquire'. In this case it may have been originally 
the place of enquiry, where oracles could be 
obtained. The root n is frequently used in the OT 
of consulting oracles, but the idea is certainly not a 
leading one in the conception of Sheol. There is a 
connection of thought with this root in the per
sonification of Sheol as a gaping, craving monster 
(Is. 5: 14; cf Hab. 2:5 ,  ete.). Delitzsch (Commen
tary on Is. 5: 1 4) thought that an equivalent Assyr. 
word had been found in sualu, but Jensen and 
others have disputed the existence of this word (cf 
Transactions 01 the Society 01 Biblieal Arehaeology 
8, 1 885, p. 269) 

The meaning of Sheol moves between the ideas 
01' the grave, the underworld and the state of death. 
Throughout the ancient Near East, as elsewhere, 
the dead were pictured as existing in a subter
ranean realm known in Bab. as aralu and in Ugar
itic as 'ere$, 'earth' .  But whereas these were ruled 
by their own gods, Yahweh was the ruler of Sheol. 

Sheol was below the surface of the earth (Ezk . 
3 1 :  1 5 , 1 7; Ps. 86: 1 3) ,  a place of dust (Jb. 1 7: 1 6), 
darkness (Jb. 1 0 :2 1 ) , silence (Ps. 94: 1 7) and forget
fulness (Ps. 88: 1 2) .  Sometimes the distinctions 01' 
earthly life are pictured as continuing in Sheol (Is. 
14 :9; Ezk. 32:27), but always it is a place of weak
ness and joylessness. 

In some passages Sheol has a punitive aspect 
(e.g Ps. 49: 1 3- 1 4) and premature committal to 
Sheol is a form of judgment. The OT sees earthly 
life as the arena for the service of Yahweh; it is 
there that his word can be received, his sacrifices 
offered, his interventions experienced . Therefore in 
a real sense to be in Sheol is to be cut off from his 
hand (Ps. 88:3-5). However, Yahweh is both pres
ent in Sheol (Ps. 1 39:8) and able to deliver from it 
(Ps. 1 6: 1 0).  

Some have seen in words such as ' ''ljaddön, 'de
struction' (Jb. 3 1 : 1 2; 26:6; 28:22; Ps. 88: 1 1 ;  Pr. 
1 5 : 1 1 ; 27:20), sa(Jal, 'pit' and perhaps sometimes 
also 'corruption' (E. F. Sutcliffe, The Old Testa
ment and the Future Life, 1 946, pp. 39f.; Jb. 33:24; 

Ps. 1 6: 1 0; Ezk. 28:8, ete.) and hör, 'pit' (Ps. 30:3; 
Ezk. 3 1 :  14), a pi ace of punishment within Sheol. 
But no passage where they occur necessitates this 
interpretation, and the idea is not explicitly formu
lated in the OT. These words are better regarded as 
synonyms of Sheol, with which they all sometimes 
occur in  parallelism. 

In  the later Jewish literature we meet with divi
sions within Sheol for the wicked and the right
eous, in  which each experiences a foretaste of his 
final destiny (Enoeh 22: 1 - 1 4) .  This idea appears to 
underlie the imagery of the parable of the rich man 
and Lazarus in Lk. 1 6: 1 9-3 1 .  The Gk. hades used 
in this passage represents the underworld, or realm 
of the dead, in the classics. In the LXX i t  almost 
always translates S" öl, and in the NT the Pesh. 
renders it by I'yul. I t  is therefore the NT equivalent 
of Sheol. It  is used in  connection with the death of 
Christ in Acts 2:27, 3 1 ,  wh ich quotes Ps. 1 6: 1 0. In 
Mt. 1 6: 1 8  Christ says that the gates of Hades (cf 
Is. 38:  1 0; Pss. 9: 1 3 ; 1 07: 1 8) shall not prevail against 
his church. As the gates of a city are essential to its 
power, the meaning here is probably the power of 
death. The phrase 'brought down to Hades' in  Mt .  
1 1  : 23  is best understood metaphorically of the 
depths of shame. In  Rev. , Christ holds the keys of 
Death and Hades ( 1 :  1 8) .  Their power (6:8 )  is 
broken and they are banished to the lake of fire 
(20 : 1 3-14). 

BlBLlOGRAPHY. R. H. Charles, A Critieal History 
01 the Doetrine 01 a Future Life, 1 9 1 3 ; A .  Heidel, 
The Gilgamesh Epie and OT ParalleIs, 1 946, pp. 
1 37-223; N. 1. Tromp, Primitive Coneeptions 01 
Death and the Nether World in the OT, 1 969; H .  
Bietenhard, i n  NIDNTT 2, pp. 205-2 10 .  D.K. 1 .  

SHEPHELAH (Heb. I'pelö), a geographical term 
for the 10w hill tract between the coastal plain of 
• Palest ine and the high central ranges. The term is 
used only in the AV of 1 Macc. 1 2 :38, which else
where translates as 'vale', 'valley' or (low) 
'plain(s)', although the district is frequently re
ferred to in the OT. The RV rendering 'lowland' 
(sometimes also in RSV) would give a truer picture 
if used in the plural form, to indicate its rolling 
relief of both hills and valleys. But its root
meaning ('to humble' or 'make 10w') suggests more 
accurately a district of relatively 10w relief at the 
foot of the central mountains. In RSV 'Shephelah' 
occurs in 1 Ki. 1 0:27; 1 Ch. 27:28; 2 Ch. 1 : 1 5 ; 9:27; 
26: 1 0; 28: 1 8 ;  Je. 1 7 :26; 32:44; 33 : 1 3; Ob. 1 : 1 9 .  Pas
sages such as 2 Ch. 26: 1 0  and 28: 1 8  clearly dis
tinguish it from the coastal plain. The 10cation of 
the 'Shephelah' of Jos. 1 1  :2, 16 is distinct. There it 
refers to the hills around the town of Carmel (v. 2). 
' I sraelite Shephelah' in v. 1 6, according to G. A.  
Smith, may mean the land between Carmel and 
Samaria, a structural continuation of the true 
Shephelah farther S. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, The Geography 01 the 
Bible, 1 957, pp. 1 42- 147; LOB. J .M .H .  

SHEPHERD. Biblical shepherds may be literal or 
metaphorical: those in charge 01' sheep; those also, 
divine or mortal, in charge of men. Similar praise 
or censure may be applied to both types. The Heb. 
term for shepherd is the participial rö'eh, the Gk .  
poimen. Care exercised over fellow-mortals may be 
political or spiritual. Homer and other secular 
writers frequently called kings and governors 
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shepherds (Iliad I .  263; 2. 243, elc.), a usage re
f1ected, in deeper metaphors, in Ezk. 34. 

The literal shepherd pursued, and still pursues, 
an exacting calling, one as old as Abel (Gn. 4:2). 
He must find grass and water in a dry and stony 
land (Ps. 23:2), protect his charges from weather 
and from fiercer creatures (cf Am. 3: 1 2) , and re
trieve any strayed animal (Ezk. 34:8; Mt.  1 8: 1 2 ,  
eIe. ). When h i s  duties carried hirn far from human 
haunts, a bag held his immediate necessities (I Sa. 
1 7 :40, 49), and a tent might be his dwelling (Ct. 
I :8) .  He might use dogs to assist hirn, like his 
modern counterpart (Jb. 30: I ). When shepherds 
and f10cks take up their more permanent abode in 
any city, this is a mark of depopulation and dis
aster through divine judgment (Je. 6:3; 33: 1 2; Zp. 
2: 1 3- 1 5). The shepherd on duty was liable to make 
rest itution for any sheep lost (Gn. 3 1  :39), unless he 
could effectively plead circumstances beyond his 
foresight or control (Ex. 22: 1 0- 1 3) . Ideally the 
shepherd should be strong, devoted and selfless, as 
many of them were. But ruffians were sometimes 
found in an honourable profession (Ex. 2: 1 7, 1 9) , 
and some shepherds inevitably failed in their duty 
(Zc. 1 1 , passim; Na. 3: 1 8; Is. 56: 1 1 , etc.). 

Such is the honour of the calling that the OT 
frequently delineates God as the Shepherd of Israel 
(Gn. 49:24; Pss. 23: I ;  80: I ), tender in his solicitude 
(Is. 40: 1 1 ), yet able to scatter the f10ck in wrath, or 
gather it again in forgiveness (Je. 3 1 :  I 0). Sometimes 
the note is predominantly one of judgment, when 
human shepherd and sheep alike stand condemned 
and punished (Je. 50:6; 5 1  :23; Zc. 1 3 :7; and Gospel 
applications). These unfaithful shepherds may weil 
tremble to stand before the Lord (Je. 49: 1 9; 50:44). 
Sometimes there is a note of compassion when the 
sheep are deserted by those responsible for them 
(Nu. 27: 1 7; I Ki. 22: 1 7; M k .  6:34, eIe.). Two shep
herds mentioned with special approval are Moses 
(Is. 63: 1 1 )  and, surprisingly enough, that heathen 
executor of God's purposes, Cyrus (Is. 44:28). 
Scripture earnestly stresses the serious responsibil
ity of human leaders to those who follow them. 
One of the most solemn chapters in  the OT is the 
denunciation of the faithless shepherds in Ezk . 34 
(cf Je. 23: 1-4 ,  and even more sternly Je. 25 :32-38). 
These, for their belly's sake, have fed themselves 
and not their sheep; they have killed and scattered 
their charges for their own profit; they have griev
ously neglected their proper pastoral care; there
fore God will re-gather the sheep and judge the 
shepherds. He will in fact appoint one shepherd 
(Ezk. 34:23). This is critically interpreted as signify
ing the union of the N and S kingdoms, but it por
trays much better the expected Christ. 

In the NT it is Christ's mission to be Shepherd, 
even Chief Shepherd (Heb. 1 3 :20 and I Pet. 2:25; 
also I Pet. 5:4). This is worked out in detail in Jn. 
1 0, whieh merits detailed comparison with Ezk. 34. 
John's main points are: the iniquity of those who 
'ereep, and intrude and c1imb into the fold'; the 
using of the door as a mark of the true shepherd; 
the familiarity of the sheep with the voice of their 
appointed leader (modern shepherds in the E use 
preeisely the same methods); the teaehings regard
ing the Person of Christ, who is likened to the door 
( E  shepherds frequently slept right aeross the 
'door' or opening in th� fold wall); likened to the 
good shepherd, but eontrasted with the worthless 
hireling. John stresses also the relat ionship of 
Christ, his followers and God; the bringing into the 
'one f1oek' of the 'other sheep' (v. 1 6); and the re-

SHIHOR-LIBNATH 

jeetion of those who are not the true sheep of 
Christ. (Cf Milton, Lycidas, esp. lines 1 1 3- 1 3 1 . ) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Beyreuther, in NfDNTT 3, pp. 
564-569; 1. Jeremias, in TDNT 6, pp. 485-502; 1. 
Beutler and R. T. Fortna, The Shepherd Diseourse 
0/ lohn 10 and fIs Conlexl, 1 99 1 .  R.A.S. 

SHESHACH. Probably an artificial word (Je. 
25:26; 5 1 :4 1 ,  AV, RSV mg.), formed by the device 
known as Athbash. The Eng. cquivalent would be 
to replace a by z, b by y, e by x, eIe. The Heb. 
consonants f-f-k, then, really represent b-b-I, i. e. 
bäQel, 'Babyion'. The vowels have no value. The 
device is here word-play, not cipher, since Je. 5 1  :4 1 
later mentions Babyion explicitly. Possibly, how
ever, Shcshach was a genuine name for Babyion. 

D .F.P . 

SHESHBAZZAR. The person made governor 
(Heb. näsf, 'prince') of Judah by Cyrus (Ezr. 1 :8) ,  
to whom the temple vessels captured by Nebucha
drezzar II were entrusted for return to Jerusalem 
(Ezr. 5 : 1 4- 1 5) .  His name may represent the Bab. 
$a.f.fll-aba-II�lIr ( 'May Sassu/Shamash protect the 
father'). His role and identity have been mueh 
diseussed, some taking this as another, perhaps 
court, name for • Zerubbabel, others that he was 
the Bab. offieial leader of the returning party of 
Jewish exiles. He may weil be the person enti tled 
* Tirshatha in Ezr. 2:63; Ne. 7:65, 70. An identity 
with Shenazzar (Gk. Sanesar; cf I Esdr. 2: 1 1 ) , an 
uncle of Zerubbabel ( I  Ch. 3:8) is unlikely (P.-R. 
Berger, ZA W 83, 1 9 7 1 ,  pp. 98- 1 00). D.J .W. 

SHIBAH. The name of a weil dug by Isaac's ser
vants and named Shibah (Heb. fiQ'ä), or Shebah 
(Gn. 26:33, AV), because of a covenant with 
Abimelech. The word itself means 'seven' or 
'oath'. Already, before Isaac's time, Abraham had 
encountered trouble with Abimelech king of Gerar 
and had finally entered into a covenant (Gn. 
2 1 :22-34). Seven ewe lambs were presented to 
Abimelech as a witness to the fact, and Abraham 
preserved the memory of this eovenant by calling 
the place Beersheba ('weil of seven',  'weil of an 
oath'). Isaac revived the old name, using the femi-
nine form fiQ'ä of the word feQä'. J .A .T. 

SHIBBOLETH. A test-word by which the Gilea
dites under Jephthah deteeted the defeated 
Ephraimites who tried to escape across the Jordan 
after the battle (Jdg. 1 2: 5-6). Since in the Ephraim 
loeal Semitic dialect initial sh beeame s, their true 
identity was disclosed when they pronounced 
fibbölel as sibbölel. Both words mean 'a stream in 
f1ood' (cf Ps. 69:2; Is. 27: 1 2) ,  though the former is 
also apt to be confused with fibböle(, 'an ear of 
corn'. Those Ephraimites who were thus dis
eovered were slain immediately (v. 6). In  modern 
usage the word stands for the catchword or mark 
of a sect or party, often used disparagingly. 

D.J.W. 

SHIHOR-LIBNATH. A small river forming part 
of the S boundary of the tribe of Asher (Jos. 
1 9 :26). Probably the modern Nahr ez-Zerqa, which 
runs S of Mt Carmel (* EGYPT, RIVER OF). See 
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GTT, p. 1 90, n. 78; L. H. Grollenberg, Atlas 0/ the 
Bible, 1 957, pp. 58-59. Aharoni (LOB, pp. 237-
238) argued for the • Kishon. T.C.M. 

SHILOH. According to Jdg. 2 1 :  1 9, Shiloh is situ
ated 'north of Bethel, on the east 01' the highway 
that goes up from Bethel to Shechem, and south of 
Lebonah'.  This identifies it as the modern Seilun 
about 1 4  km N of Bethel (Beitin) and 5 km SE 01' 
el-Lubban. The site was excavated by Danes be
tween 1 926 and 1 932, and by Finkelstein, 1 98 1 -84. 
A fortified town with a glacis existed in  the Middle 
Bronze Age ( 2 1 00-1 600 BC); following its destruc
tion, occupation existed on a reduced scale until 
about 1 200 BC when an Israelite settlement was 
constructed wh ich included complexes of store
houses on the slopes of the M BA glacis. The si te 
was destroyed about 1 050 BC, probably by the Phil
istines. No sign was found of a tempie from this 
period. 

According to the biblical record, it  was at Shiloh 
that the tent of meeting was set up in the early days 
of the Conquest (Jos. 1 8 : I ), and it was the princi
pal sanctuary of the Israelites during the time of 
the Judges (Jdg. 1 8 :3 1 ). It  was the si te of a local 
annual festival of dancing in the vineyards, per
haps at the Feast of Ingathering (Ex. 23:  1 6), which 
once provided the men of Benjamin with an op
portunity to seize the maidens for wives (Jdg. 
2 1 :  1 9fT.) ,  and this festival probably developed into 
the annual pilgrimage in which Samuel's parents 
were later to take part (I Sa. 1 :3).  By the time of Eli 
and his sons the sanctuary had become a well
established structure for centralized worship, and 
the tent of Joshua had been replaced by a tempie 
(helsäl) with door and door-posts ( I  Sa. 1 :9). AI
though Scripture does not refer directly to its de
struction, it is possible from archaeological evi
dence that this did take place and this would fit in 
weil with the references to Shiloh as an example of 
God's judgment upon his people's wickedness (Ps. 
78 :60; Je. 7: 1 2 , 14 ;  26:6, 9). On the other hand, 
Ahijah the Shilonite is mentioned in I Ki. 1 1  :29; 
14 :2, and other inhabitants of Shiloh in Je. 4 1 :5 .  
Some limited habitation must have continued after 
1 050 BC, but the priesthood transferred to Nob ( I  
Sa. 22: 1 1 ; cf 14 :3)  and Shiloh ceased to be a re
ligious centre. 

A reference of peculiar difficulty comes in Gn. 
49: I 0, ' the sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor 
the ruler's stafT from between his feet, until Shiloh 
come' (RV). The Heb. 'OI} ki-yägö' silöh can be ren
dered in several ways. (i) As RV, taking Shiloh as a 
Messianic title. (ii) As Rvmg. 'till he come to 
Shiloh', with the subject as Judah and the fulfil
ment in the assembling of Israel to Shiloh in Jos. 
1 8 : 1 ,  when the tribe of Judah nobly relinquished 
the pre-eminence it  had formerly enjoyed. (iii) By 
emending Silöh to sellöh and translating with the 
LXX 'until that which is his shall come', i.e. 'the 
things reserved for hirn', a vaguely Messianic hope. 
(iv) By emending silöh to say 16, as in NEB, 'so long 
as tribute is paid to hirn'. (v) Following a variant 
reading in LXX, 'until he comes to whom it belongs' 
(RSV), whatever 'it' may be (Onkelos says it is the 
kingdom). 

The last of these was generally favoured by the 
Fathers, while the first does not seem to have been 
put forward seriously until the 1 6th century except 
in one doubtful passage in the Talmud. Against (i) 
is its uniqueness: nowhere else is Shiloh used as a 

title for the Messiah and the NT does not recognize 
it as a prophecy. If it were taken as a title it would 
have to mean something like 'the peace-giver', but 
this is not very natural linguistically. (ii) is plaus
ible, but it scarcely fits in with what we know of the 
subsequent history 01" Judah; nor is it usual for a 
patriarchal blessing to have such a time-limit .  A 
variant to get round that objection is the transla
tion 'as long as people come to Shiloh', i. e. 'for 
ever', but it strains the Heb. (iii), (iv) and (v) in
volve a minor emendation, and the renderings 
leave much to the imagination, but Ezk. 2 1 :27 (v. 
32 in Heb.) shows that a similar construction can 
stand; indeed, Ezk. 21 :27 is probably a deli berate 
echo and interpretation of Gn. 49 : 1 0. The use 01' 
se- for the relative particle is, however, normally re
garded as late (but cf Jdg. 5:7). 

For reviews of the possible interpretations, see 
especially the commentaries 01" 1. Skinner and E. 
A. Speiser; an interesting theory by 1. Lindbiom is 
round in VT Supp. I (= Congress Volume, 1 953), 
pp. 78-87. For archaeological inrormation , see H. 
Kjaer, 'Shiloh 1 98 1 ', JEi 32, 1 982; I .  Finkelstein, 
Tel Aviv 1 2 ,  1 985, pp. 1 23- 1 80; idern. BAR 1 2, 
1 986; A. S. Kaurman, 'The Site or the Tabernacle 
at Shiloh', BAR 1 4, 1 988, pp. 46f.; NEAEHL, pp. 
1 364-1 370. J .B.Tr. 

J .W.  

SHIMEATH. In  2 Ki.  1 2 :2 1 an Ammonitess, the 
mother or Jozacar (ca lied Zabad in 2 Ch. 24:26), 
one or the murderers or Joash. J .O.O. 

SHIMEI ( Heb. sirn'i, perhaps abridged from 
s'rna'yähU, 'Yahweh has heard'). The OT records 
1 9  men named Shimei. The first or note was a 
grandson or Levi (Nu. 3 : 2 1 ) , and his ramily (the 
Shimeites) had part or the responsibility ror main
taining the tent of meeting as their sacred charge 
(Nu. 3:25-26). 

The best-known is Shimei the son or Gera, a 
Benjaminite and a kinsman or Saul, who cursed 
David ror being a man of blood (2 Sa. 1 6 :5fT.) .  The 
rererence appears to be tworold : a. to David's con
ciliation or the Gibeonites (2 Sa. 2 1 :  I- I  0) by de
livering to them seven or Saul's sons and grand
sons to be hanged ror Saul's slaughter or the 
Gibeonites (v. I ); b. to Absalom's rebell ion, wh ich 
would bring an end to David's reign, a just recom
pense ror the blood or Saul's house wh ich had been 
shed berore the union of Judah and Israel; in fact 
David had not been responsible ror the killings (2 
Sa. 3 :6--27; 4:8- 1 1 ) .  David seems to have accepted 
this meekly, believing that Shimei spoke an admon
ition rrom the Lord (2 Sa. 1 6: 1 1 - 1 2), as ir acknow
ledging that at all events he was the occasion or the 
deaths. Later in lire, however, David concluded that 
Shimei had sown dissension, and was not therefore 
a guiltless man (I Ki. 2 :8-9). Solomon showed 
clemency to Shimei, giving hirn a place in Jerusa
lern; but, to take revenge on Shimei for his bitter
ness towards David, had hirn slain, after 3 years, on 
the (wrong) grounds of his suspected complicity 
with the Philistines or Gath (I Ki. 2 :36-46). 

C .H .O . 

SHIMRON-MERON. A Canaanite city whose 
king was allied with Hazor (Jos. 1 1 :  I ,  simply 'Shim
ron') and so dereated by Joshua in his Galilean war 
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(Jos. 1 2 : 20); probably identical with Shimron in the 
territory assigned to Zebulun, in the Bethlehem 
district (Jos. 1 9: 1 5 ). If so, it is possibly the present 
Tell es-Semuniyeh, about 5 km SSE 01' Bethlehem, 
but this is disputed (see A.  F. Rainey, Tel AI'iv, 3.2, 
1 976, pp. 57-69). • Merom in 'Waters of Merom' is 
quite distinct from Shimron-meron. Whether 
Shimron should be identified with the 51/1 IV , 
I/w/51/1'1/ of the Egyp. Iists 01' the 1 8th and 
1 5th centuries BC (the Sambuna of the EI
Amarna letters) through the LXX form Symoon is 
highly doubtful. K.A .K .  

SHINAR, The land in wh ich were situated the 
great cities of Babyion, Erech and Akkad (Gn. 
10: 10) .  It lay in a plain to which early migrants 
came to found the city and tower of Babel (Gn. 
I 1 :2) and was a place of exile for the Jews (15 .  
I I :  I I ;  On.  1 :2). The LXX interprets it as 'Babylonia' 
( l s. I I :  I I )  or the 'land of Babyion' (Zc. 5: I I ), and 
this accords with the location implied in Gn. 10: 1 0 .  
(' ACCAD o r  Agade, which gave its name t o  N Ba
bylonia.)  Heb. sin'är represents sanhar 01' cunei
lorm texts from the H ittite and Syrian scribal 
schools of the 2nd millennium BC, and was cer
tainly a name for Babylonia. This equation is 
proved by several texts (see H. G. Güterbock, feS 
1 8 ,  1 964, p. 3; R .  Zadok, ZA 74, 1 984, pp. 240-
244), ruling out older ideas. D.J.W. 

SHIPS AND BOATS, Rafts constructed from 
bundles of reeds were in use from a very early 
period in both Egypt and Mesopotamia and 
appear as an early pictographic sign on a c1ay 
tablet from e. 3500 BC. The raft has remained a 
popular craft in the marshes of S Mesopotamia. A 
c1ay model of a boat found at Eridu from e. 3500 
BC is very similar to the round coracle (qufJa) made 
from wood and hide depicted in Assyr. relief sculp
ture of e. 870 BC and which remain in use on the 
river Euphrates. Rafts of skins, inftated or stuffed 
with straw, are another ancient craft with a long 
and continuous history. Official transport in 
Sumer, however, was undertaken in vessels with 
high swinging sterns and sterns which were pro
pelled by paddles or poles or maybe on occaslOns 
towed from the bank.  A model of this type 01' craft 
was found in a tomb at Fara from e. 3000 BC, enabl
ing a reliable reconstruction 01' the hull shape 
which also appears on Sumerian cylinder seals and 
in Egyp. carvings of the same period. Ouring the 
3rd millennium, overseas trade developed from 
Mesopotamia through the Persian Gulf and into 
the N I ndian Ocean. One text from e. 2000 BC men
tions a craft weighing 300 gur (28,400 kg or 28 
tonnes). 

In Egypt the earliest wooden boats were repl icas 
of reed craft, and although hull shape developed to 
suit timber, decorative motifs such as lotus bud 
ends common on reed vessels continue. The oldest 
actual Egyp. boat was found adjacent to the pyra
mid of Cheops at Giza (e. 2600 BC) and is 43.4 m 
long; two others, about 1 0  m in length, were found 
at Dahshur and belong to the 1 2th Oynasty ( 1 99 1 -
1 786 BC). The absence o f  good timber i n  Egypt 
necessitated its importation from Lebanon and so 
seagoing ships were developed. The presence of 
Egyp. vessels along the coast of Palestine gives 
force to Moses' warning that Israel may return to 
Egypt by ship (Ot. 28:68) especially as Asiatic 

SHIPS AND BOATS 

slavcs are depicted being transported to Egypt in 
ships as early as in the reign 01' Sahun:, e. 2500 BC. 
Expeditions were also made on the Red Sea in 
ships 01' about 30 m length and powered by sail and 
oars. Early Egyp. seagoing ships were kept rigid by 
a rope truss which passed around each end of the 
vessel and over forked sticks above the deck where 
it was tensioned like a tourniquet. 
I .  In the Old Testament 
The tribes of Zebulun, Issachar, Dan and Asher 
had at some time seaside territories (Gn. 49 : 1 3 ; Ot. 
33: 1 9; Jdg. 5 : 1 7) and Israel's neighbours, the 
• Phoenicians and • Philistines, were leading mari
time powers. The ship, however, remained a source 
of wonder for the Hebrews (Pr. 30: 1 9) and a safe 
passage was considered a demonstration of God's 
goodness and power ( Ps. 1 07:23-30). A ship's 
motion was reminiscent of the drunkard (Pr. 
23 :34) and its swift transit like the passing of Iife 
(Jb. 9:26). 

The general Heb. word for ship, 'Uniyyä, refers 
most commonly to seagoing merchant vessels (e.g. 
Pr. 3 1 :  1 4) wh ich are often described as 'ships of 
Tarshish' ( I  Ki. 22 :48f.). Whether or not • Tarshish 
is to be identified with a geographical location such 
as Tartessus in S Spain or Tarsus in Cilicia or is 
thought to mean something like 'ore-carrier', the 
ship so described is a Phoenician long-range mer
chantman. Barnett (Anriquiry 32, 1 958, p. 226) be
lieves that the Phoenician transport vessels with 
round bows depicted on relief sculptures of Sen
nacherib (e. 700 BC) are 'ships of Tarshish', but the 
absence of sail makes this identification question
able. Phoenician shipping developed during the 
2nd millennium BC and is known to us from Egyp. 
tomb paintings and from texts. The paintings 
reveal that, unlike contemporary Egyp. ships, Ca
naanite (early Phoenician) vessels were built with a 
keel and had a fence-like structure along the deck, 
which some believe acted as a lee cloth, while 
others believe that it barricaded the cargo. A 
document from Ras Shamra, e. 1 200 BC, refers to 
one of these merchantmen as having a cargo of 
457,000 kg (450 tonnes) with no indication that it 
was at all unusual. Such a large vessel had to rely 
on sail power and could be rowed only for brief 
periods in  an emergency. 

The ship that Jonah embarked on at Joppa is 
called a s'ftinii (Jon. 1 :5), wh ich may indicate that it 
was a large vessel with a deck, possibly similar to a 
Gk. merchantman painted on a cup of e. 550 BC. I t  
was manned by sailors, Heb. ma/lä�lim (Jon. 1 :5)  
and captained by one called raQ ha/:l6Qel (Jon. 1 :6), 
the 'chief pilot'. 

Smaller vessels were used by the Phoenicians for 
short-range cargo assignments. These vessels were 
paddled and were distinctive because of their high 
stern and stern posts, one of wh ich bore the carved 
head of a horse and so they were naturally called 
Jrippos by the Greeks. An Assyr. relief sculpture, e. 
7 1 0  BC, depicts these vessels in a logging operation 
wh ich was no doubt similar to that undertaken by 
King Hiram of Tyre for Solomon ( I  Ki. 5 :9). 

Another Heb. word for ship, �i, would appear to 
apply specifically to warships. This vessel is men
tioned with a 'galley with oars', " ni sayi! ( I s. 
33:2 1 ), where it is stated that no such ship will ap
proach Jerusalem when the city is at peace. These 
warships had streamlined hulls being built for 
speed and with a ram at the front. In order to 
shorten the vessel and increase its manoeuvrability 
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without losing speed, the oarsmen, sä{im (Ezk. 
27:8), were double-banked on each . side. The 
Greeks were particularly skilful at fightlng In these 
vessels, which may be referred to as the feared 
'ships 01' Kittim' (On.  1 1  : 30; cf Nu. 24:24). Be
cause 01' their speed warships were partlcularly 
suited for delivering urgent messages over water 
(Ezk . 30:9; Thucydides 3. 49 . 3). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Bass, A History 01 Sealaring, 
1 972; B. Landsträm, The Ship, 1 97 1 ;  L. Casson ,  
Ships and Seamanship in  the Ancient . World, 1 97 1 ;  
N. Avigad, ' A  Hebrew Seal Oeplctlng a Salling 
Ship', BASaR 246, 1 982, pp. 59-62 (8-7 cent. BC); 
R. R. Stieglitz, ' Long Oistance Seafanng In the 
Ancient Near East', BA 47, 1 984, pp. 1 34-- 142; BA 
53, 1 990, pp. 1 3- 1 8 ; BA R 1 8, 1 992, pp. 25-33. 

11. In  the New Testament 

a. On the Sea 01 Galilee 

C.J.D. 

The Galilean boats were used mainly for • fishing 
(e.g. Mt. 4:2 1 f. ;  M k .  1 : 1 9f. ;  Jn. 2 1 :3ff.), but also 
generally for communications across the lake (e.g. 
Mt. 8:23ff. ;  9 : 1 ;  1 4 : 1 3ff.; Mk.  8 : I Off.). Our Lord 
sometimes preached from a boat so that his voice 
might not be restricted by the crowd's pressing too 
close (Mk.  4: I ;  Lk. 5:2f.) 

These vessels were not large: one could accom
modate Jesus and his disciples (e.g. Mk.  8: 1 0), but 
an unusually large catch of fish enclosed by a single 
net was enough to overload two of them (Lk. 5:7) .  
While they were no doubt fitted with sails, they 
were regularly equipped with oars to enable them 
to progress in calm weather and in the heavy 
storms wh ich occasionally sweep across the lake 
(Mk.  6:48; Jn .  6:  1 9) .  
b. On  the Mediterranean 
The main characteristics of Mediterranean ships 
had changed little over several centuries. Warships 
('Iong ships', their length being eight or ten times 
their width) were regularly propelled by oars and 
rarely went far from the coast. Merchant ships 
('round ships', their length being three or four 
times their width) relied on sails, but might carry 
some oars for emergencies. Under favourable con
ditions they would cross the open sea ( . PATARA). 
Most seagoing ships were of between 70 and 300 
tonnes, but Pliny mentions one of apparently 1 ,300 
tonnes. 

Most of Paul's missionary voyages were prob
ably undertaken in small coastal vessels, but on his 
journey to Rome he sailcd in two of the great grain 
ships plying between Egypt and Italy, whlch mlght 
easily carry a complement of 276 crew and passen
gers (Acts 27:37). About the same period 10sephus 
travelled in a ship carrying 600 ( Vita 1 5) .  Luclan 
(Navigium I ff.) gives a description of a large grain 
ship of AD 1 50; and in recent years underwater 
archaeologists have examined a number of anclent 
wrecks. Thus we can get some idea of Paul's 'Twin 
Brothers' ( . CASTOR AND POLLUX). Such a ship 
would have a central mast with long yard-arms 
carrying a large square mainsail and possibly a 
small topsail, and a small foremast sloping forward 
almost like a bowsprit, with a foresail (Gk. 
artemön) which might be used to give the ship 
steerage way when it  was not desired to take full 
advantage of the wind (Acts 27:40�, and to head 
the ship round and check dnftlng In a storm (In 
Acts 27:  17 ' Iowered the gear' may mean 'set the 

foresail' or 'let out a sea-anchor' or 'let down the 
mast-top gear'). By bracin� the sails these ships 
could sail within about 7 pOints of the Wind. 

The bows were swept up to a carved or painted 
figure to represent the name of the ship (Acts 
28: 1 1 ) ,  and on the stern, which was also raised, 
generally into a goose-neck shape, was a statue of 
the patron deity of the vessel's horne port. Two 
large oars in the stern served as rudders, elther op
erated separately or rotated together by means of 
tiller bars or ropes attached to a central piece of 
gear. These could be lashed in position in bad wea
ther (cf Acts 27:40). 

Some anchors were wholly of iron, but most had 
a wooden stock with lead or stone arms. They 
might weigh more than 600 kg, and had small 
marker-buoys attached. There would be three or 
more on board, and when anchoring off a beach 
one or two of them would be let down from the 
bows mooring cables from the stern being at
tache'd to the shore. For manoeuvring or riding out 
a gale, however, anchors might be let out from the 
stern (Acts 27:29). A sounding-Iead was used to 
check the depth when near shallows (Acts 27:28), 
and might be greased to bring up sampIes of the 
bottom. 

A dinghy was towed astern in  good weather, but 
hoisted on board in a storm (Acts 27: 1 6f.) to pre
vent its being swamped or smashed. This was for 
use in harbour rat her than as a lifeboat: if the ship 
was wrecked, survivors had to rely on spars. Paul 
had been shipwrecked three times be fore his jour
ney to Rome (2 Cor. 1 1  :25). 

The risks of any voyage were great, but so were 
the profits if it was successful (cf Rev. 1 8 :  1 9) .  The 
owner often commanded his ship, perhaps with the 
assistance of a professional steersman or naviga
tor; but in doubtful situations the passen gers mlght 
share in making decisions (Acts 27:9- 1 2 :  the cen
turion was responsible for his party, not for the 
ship). There might be as many as three decks on a 
large merchantman, and some luxuriously fitted 
cabins, but most passengers camped on deck or In 
the hold. 

Ships were normally dismasted and laid up to 
avoid the winter storms from mid-November to 
mid-February (Acts 20 :3,  6; 28: 1 1 ;  I Cor. 1 6 :6ff.; 2 
Tim. 4 :2 1 ;  Tit .  3: 1 2),  and periods of about a month 
before and after this season were considered dan
gerous (Acts 27:9). The main difficulty seems to 
have been the obscuring of the sky by storm 
clouds, thus making navigation by the sun and 
stars impossible. Oe\ays due to weather were 
common. According to Josephus (Bf 2. 203) one 
letter from the emperor Gaius in Rome to Petron
ius in ludaea took 3 months to get there 
( . SAMOTHRACE). 

There is some doubt about the meaning of 
'undergirding the ship' in Acts 27: 1 7. The trad
itional, and most Iikely, view is frapping, that IS, 
passing ropes under the ship, from side to side, to 
hold its timbers firm; but some explaln It as the use 
of a hogging truss (unlikely in a large ship with 
decks to strengthen it), or horizontal cables round 
the hull. 

Our knowledge of Greeco-Roman boats is  ex
tended by finds from underwater archaeology and 
boats raised. Construction techniques and equlp
ment such as anchors are now weil known. A 26-
foot fishing boat with angular bow and high stern 
dating from the time of lesus (c. 1 20 BC-AD 40) has 
been found near Ginosar, Galilee. It had a mast, 
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could be rowed by four people (cf Mk.  1 :20) and is 
similar to that shown on a 2nd-century mosaic 
from nearby M igdal. 
c. Figurative use 
Nautical metaphors are rare in the NT. In Heb. 
6: 1 9  hope is ca lied 'an anchor of the soul'; and Jas. 
3:4-5 compares the tongue with a ship's rudder. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Casson, Ships and Seaman
ship in the Ancient World, 1 97 1 ;  1. Smith, The 
Voyage and Shipwreck 01 St. Paul" 1 880; C. Torr, 
Ancient Ships', 1 964; K. L. McKay, Proceedings 01 
the Classical Association 6 1 ,  1 964, pp. 25f.; H.  1. 
Cadbury in BC, 5, pp. 345ff.; S. Wachsmann, 'Ex
cavations of an Ancient Boat in  the Sea of Galilee', 
'A tiqot l 9, 1 990, 'The Galilee Boat', BAR 1 9, 1 988, 
pp. 1 9-33; BA 53, pp. 46-53; E. Linder, 'Excavating 
an Ancient Merchantman', BAR 1 8, 1 992, pp. 204-
235. D.J .W. 

K .L .McK. 

SHISHAK. Libyan prince who founded Egypt's 
22nd Dynasty as the Pharaoh Sheshonq I. He 
reigned for 21 years, c. 945-924 BC. He harboured 
Jeroboam as a fugitive from Solomon, after Ahi-

SHITIIM 

jah's prophecy of Jeroboam's future kingship ( I  
Ki. 1 1  :29-40). Late i n  his reign, Shishak invaded 
Palestine in the 5th year of Rehoboam, 925 BC. He 
subdued Judah, taking the treasures of Jerusalem 
as tribute ( I  Ki. 1 4:25-26; 2 Ch. 1 2:2- 1 2), and also 
asserted his dominion over I srael, as is evidenced 
by a broken stele of his from Megiddo. At the tem
ple of Amü n  in Thebes. Shishak left a triumphal 
relief-scene, naming many Palestinian towns; see 
A NEP, p. 1 1 8, fig. 349, p. 290. See also • LIBYA, 
• SUKKIIM. For Shishak's invasion, see K. A. Kit
chen, The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt2, 
1 986. K.A.K .  

SHITIIM. I .  One of the names given to the final 
Israelite encampment before they crossed the 
Jordan, opposite Jericho (Nu. 25: I ;  Jos. 2: I ;  3: I ;  cf 
Mi .  6:5). Nu.  33:49 uses a longer form of the name, 
Abel-shittim ('the brook(?) of the acacias', since 
siuim means 'acacias'), for one extremity of the 
camp. Josephus mentions a city of his time called 
Abila, which was 60 stad es from the Jordan in  this 

. general area (Ant. 5. 4), which appears to represent 
the element 'Abe!' of this name. Abila was probably 
located at Tell el-Hammam (Glueck, Aharoni), 

The name 01 Pharaoh Shishak is shown in Egyptian hieroglyphs on this fragment 01 a 
triumphal inscriptionlound at Megiddo. c. 926 Be. 
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though other scholars have preferred Tell el-Kefrein, 
which lies a little to the NW. See /DB, 4, p. 339. 

2. The 'valley of Shittim/acacias' in  Joel 3: 1 8, 
which is to be wate red by a stream flowing from the 
Temple (cl Ezk. 47: 1 - 1 2), cannot be the same 
place, because a location for it  W of the Jordan is 
required. I t  is most likely to be either a general 
term for the wadis of the Judaean wilderness or a 
name for the lower part of the Kidron valley, 
which leads into the Dead Sea from the W (rather 
than referring to the Wadi es-San!). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos 
(Hermeneia), on Joel 4 :  I 8 (3: I 8). For Shittim wood 
see * TREES (Acacia). G.I .D.  

SHOA. Ezekiel (23:23) prophesies that this people, 
together with other dwellers in Mesopotamia, will 
attack Jerusalem. Shoa has been identified with the 
people called SlIlu or SII in  Akkadian sources, 
though some now quest ion this identification. Ac
cordiilg to the Amarna letters, they were Semitic 
nomads living in the Syrian desert in the 1 4th cen
tury BC. Later they migrated to the area E of 
Baghdad, and Assyr. records often mention them 
with the QIIIII, called Koa in Ezk. 23:23, as warring 
against Assyria. Some scholars (e.g. O. Procksch) 
take the word usually translated 'crying' (RSV 
'shouting') in Is. 22:5 to be the name Shoa. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. Delitzsch, Wo lag das 
Paradies?, 1 88 I ,  pp. 233-237; G. A.  Cooke in ICC, 
1 936, on Ezk. 23 :23; R .  T. O'Callaghan, Aram Na
haraim. Analecla arienlalia 26, 1 948, pp. 88, 92-
98, 1 0 1 .  J.T. 

SHOBACH. The Aramaean general in command 
of the forces of Hadadezer, king of Aram, at the 
time of the war with Ammon (2 Sa. 1 0: 1 6-1 8). He 
is not mentioned in the earlier operations at 
Rabbah when Joab and Abishai routed the Syrian 
army (vv. 1 0- 1 4), but this could be due to the pres
ence of the king hirnself in command. It  is there
fore assumed that he held office after the event and 
is named (Sögals; Gk. säbak; cf söpals, I Ch. 1 9 :  1 6-
1 8) as the leader of the combined forces from Syria 
and E of the Euphrates in the battle at Helam, E of 
Jordan. Shobach was fatally wounded and the Ar-
amaeans routed by David. D.J.W. 

SHOBAL. I. The second son of Seir, an Edomite 
(Gn. 36:20), father of a clan (v. 23) and a Horite 
leader (v. 29 = I Ch. 1 :38, 40). 2. A son of Caleb and 
'father' ( founder' of Kiriath-jearim (I Ch. 2 :50, 
52), also a Judaean (I Ch. 4 :  1 -2). It  is probable 
that l and 2 are related persons. D.J.W. 

SHOBI (2 Sa. 1 7:27-29). An Ammonite, a prince 
of Rabbah, whose father Nahash (perhaps the son 
of the Nahash referred to in I Sa. 1 1 :  I )  had shown 
kindness to David (2 Sa. 1 0:2; I Ch. 1 9 :2), appar
ently when he was a fugitive. 

When David came to the height of his power he, 
in his turn, showed kindness to the house of 
Nahash. This kindness was appreciated by Shobi, 
so that when David was retreating to Mahanaim 
before Absalom, Shobi was one of those who pro
vided rest and refreshment for David's company. 

C.H.D. 

SHOVEL ( Heb. yä'). Bronze shovels were made 
for clearing ashes from off the altar of burnt
offering (Ex. 27:3) and later by Hiram for Solo
mon's Temple (I Ki. 7:40, 45). Some Canaanite 
shovels have been discovered, e.g. at Megiddo (BA 
4, 1 94 I , p. 29 and fig. 9). 

Heb. ra/:raL is mentioned in Is. 30:24; it  was prob-
ably wooden . (* FAN, * AGRICULTURE.) A.R.M.  

SHOWBREAD. Heb. le/:rem happänim, l i t .  'bread 
of the face', i.e. bread set before the face or pres
ence of God (Ex. 25:30; 3 5 :  1 3 ; 39:36, elc.) or le/:rem 
hamma '·relseL, lit. 'bread of ordering' ( I  Ch. 9:32, 
elc.) .  After Moses had received divine instructions 
concerning the making of a table, dishes, spoons, 
covers and bowls tor the holy place of the taber
nacle, he was directed to place 'showbread' on the 
table. This arrangement was never to cease (Ex. 
25:30). The showbread consisted of twelve baked 
cakes, made of fine flour, each containing two
tenths of an ephah (* WEIGHTS AND MEASURES) . 
These were set in two rows, six to a row (ma'·relseL, 
Lv. 24:6). Upon each row (Iit . 'the row', Lv. 24:7) 
of cakes frankincense was placed 'as a memorial' 
(I" azkärä) and was offered by fire to the Lord (Lv. 
24:7). It was the duty of the priest each sabbath 
day to place fresh or hot bread on the table ( I  Sa. 
2 1  :6). The old cakes then became the perquisite of 
Aaron and his sons who ate them in the holy place 
because they were 'most holy' (Lv. 24:5-9). It  was 
these loaves that David requested of Ahimelech, 
the priest, for hirnself and his men ( I  Sa. 2 1 :  1 -6; cf 
Mt. 1 2 :4; Mk.  2 :26; Lk. 6:4). 

The position of the table upon wh ich the show
bread was placed was in the holy place on the N 
side of the tabernacle opposite the lampstand (Ex. 
26:35). The table was made of acacia wood over
laid with gold and bordered with a golden crown. 
It  had a ring at each corner for the rods by which it 
was carried (Ex. 25:23-28). According to the ori
ginal commandment it  never failed to appear in the 
appointed place of God's worship (2 Ch. 4: 1 9; 
1 3 : 1 1 ) .  The Kohathites had charge of the show
bread ( I  Ch. 9 : 32). 

The passages referred to do not themselves indi
cate the significance 01' the showbread, but it is 
possible to infer from these data that God is man's 
provider and sustainer, and that man lives con
stantly in the presence of God. This truth makes it 
obligatory for man to offer his life to God (Rom. 
1 2 : 1 ). D.F. 

SHUA. I .  Shua (Heb. sli'ä ' )  the daughter 01' Heber 
of the tribe of Asher ( I  Ch.  7:32). 2. Shua (Süa') a 
Canaanite of Adullam whose daughter, Bathshua 
( I  Ch. 2 :3), Judah took to wife (Gn. 38:2, 1 2). 3. 
Shuah (sliaM a son of Abraham by his wife Ketu
rah (Gn. 25:2;  I Ch. 1 :32). 4. Shuhah (S17hä) a des
cendant of Judah and brother of Chelub father 01' 
Mehir ( I  Ch. 4: 1 1 ). T.C.M. 

SHUAL, LAND OF. A district in Benjamin men
tioned as Iying in the path 01' a company of plun
dering Philist ines, as they moved from Michmash 
to Ophrah ( I  Sa. 1 3 : 1 7). Unknown outside thc 
Bible, but probably near Michmash. Shual ( 'fox') is 
identified by some with Shaalim where Saul 
searched for lost donkeys ( I  Sa. 9:4). T.C.M. 
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SHULAMMITE. A feminine noun (sulammiL) ap
plied to the heroine in Ct.  6: 1 3, 'Shulammite' has 
been a formidable problem to scholars. Some (e.g. 
Koehler's Lexicon) have connected it with an un
known town, Shulam; some (e.g. ISBE) c1assify it  
as a variant 01' Shunammite (below); others (e.g. L. 
Waterman and H .  Torczyner) identify the Shu
lammite with *Abishag, the Shunammite. E. 1. 
Goodspeed (AJSL 50, 1 934, pp. 1 02ff.) and H. H .  
Rowley (AJSL 56, 1 939, pp. 84-9 1 )  deny any con
nection with Shunem but view the word as a femi
nine counterpart 01' Solomon, 'the Solomoness'. 
Attempts have been made to derive the names 
Solomon and Shulammite from the god Shelem. 
See H. H. Rowley, The Servant 0/ the Lord, 1 952, p. 
223. D.A.H. 

SHUNEM, SHUNAMMITE. A town (probably 
modern Solern) in the territory 01' Issachar near 
Jezreel (Jos. 1 9 : 1 8), Shunem (sunem) was the site 01' 
the Philistine camp before the battle 01' Gilboa ( I  
Sa. 28:4). 

Elisha sojourned in  Shunem frequently in  the 
horne 01' a generous woman (calIed the Shunam
mite, a feminine adjective derived from Shunem) 
whose son, born according to Elisha's prediction, 
was miraculously raised up by the prophet after 
being smitten with sun-stroke (2 Ki. 4:8ff.). It is 
this woman whose property was restored at Ge
hazi's behest after she had temporarily abandoned 
it to seek relief from famine in Philistia (2 Ki. 8 : 1 -
6). From Shunem also David's men brought the 
beautiful  *Abishag to comfort their aged king ( I  
Ki.  1 :3,  1 5) .  Adonijah's request for her hand in  
marriage cost hirn his life ( I  Ki .  2: 1 7, 2 1 -22). 
(* SHULAMMITE.) D.A.H.  

SHUR. A wilderness-region in the NW part 01' the 
Sinai isthmus, S 01' the Mediterranean coastline 
and the 'way 01' the land 01' the Philistines', 
between the present line 01' the Suez Canal on its 
W and the 'River 01' * Egypt' (Wadi el-' Arish) on 
its E. Abraham and Sarah's handmaid Hagar fled 
to a weil past Kadesh on the way to Shur (Gn.  
1 6 :7). 

For a time Abraham 'dwelt between Kadesh and 
Shur' and then sojourned at Gerar (Gn. 20: I ); 
Ishmael's descendants ranged over an area that 
reached as far as 'Shur, wh ich is opposite (i. e. E 
or] Egypt' (Gn. 25: 1 8). Mter passing through the 
sea (* RED SEA), Israel entered the wilderness 01' 
Shur bcfore going S into Sinai (Ex . 1 5 :22). Shur lay 
on the direct route to Egypt from S Palestine (I Sa. 
1 5 :7  and; most explicitly, 27:8). K.A.K. 

SIBMAH. A town wrested from Sihon king 01' the 
Amorites and allotted by Moses to the tribe 01' 
Reuben (Sibmä, Jos. 1 3 : 1 9, 2 1 ). It  is idcntical with 
Scbam ('Shebam', AV); possibly its name was 
changed when it was rebuilt (Nu. 32:3, 38). By the 
time 01' Isaiah and Jeremiah, who bewailed its dev
astation, it had reverted to the Moabites (ls. 1 6:8-
9; Je. 48:32). Originally a land for cattle (Nu. 32:4), 
it became famous for its vines and summer fruit. 
Jerome ( Comm. in Is. 5) placed it  about 500 paces 
from Heshbon: Khirbet Qurn el-Qibsh, 5 km 
WSW, is a feasible site. J .W.C. 

SIDON 

SIDDIM, VALLEY OF (Heb. siddim, perhaps de
rived from Hittite siyantas, 'salt'). In  Gn. 1 4 : 3, 10 a 
valley identified with the 'Salt Sea' and described 
as 'full 01' bitumen pits'. Here the kings 01' the 
Jordan pentapolis were defeated by Chedorlaomer 
and his allies from the E. It was probably a fertile, 
weil-wate red region S of the Lisan peninsula, later 
submerged by the S extension 01' the Dead Sea 
through earthquake action and consequent fault
ing of the rock-formation. From the bituminous 
products of the Dead Sea (still in evidence) the 
Greeks called it  Asphaltitis. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. P Harland, 'Sodom and Go
morrah', BA 5, 1 942, pp. 1 7ff.; 6, 1 943, pp. 4 1 ff. 

F.F.B. 

SIDON (Heb. �itjön, �itjön). A major walled city 
and port in  ancient * Phoenicia (now located on 
the coast 01' Lebanon). Sidon (AV also 'Zidon'; 
modern Saida) had twin harbours and was divided 
into Greater Sidon (Jos. I I  :8) and Lesser Sidon. 

According to tradition, Sidon was the first 
Phoenician city to be founded and became a prin
cipal Canaanite stronghold (Gn. 1 0: 1 9; I Ch. 
I :  1 3) .  For some centuries the harbour was sub
ordinate to the Egyptian 1 8th-1 9th Dynasties. 
With declining Egyptian military control the city 
ruler Zimri-ada committed defection c. 1 390 BC (so 
* Amarna tablets). It is possible that the attempt to 
include Dor in Sidonian territory led to war with 
the Philistines, who c. 1 1 50 BC plundered Sidon, 
whose inhabitants fled to Tyre. The city was, how
ever, strong enough to oppose Israel (Jdg. 10 :  1 2), 
and during a period of active colonization appar
ently made an unsuccessful attempt to settle at 
Laish in the Upper Jordan (Jdg. 1 8:7 ,  27). Oppos
ition to Phoemcian expansion came also from the 
Assyrians, who under * Tiglath-pileser I, c. 1 1 1 0  
BC, began t o  exact tribute from the ports, including 
Sidon. Ashurnasirpal II (c. 880 BC) c1aimed the city 
as a vassal, and in 841 BC * Shalmaneser I I I  
marched t o  the Dog river t o  receive the tribute of 
Tyre, Sidon and Israel (* JEHu), and depicted this on 
the temple gates at Balawat (now in BM).  The 
Assyrian demands increased and the Sidonians 
rebelIed. Tiglath-pileser I I I  captured Tyre and per
haps Sidon in 739-738 (H. Tadmor, Scripta Hier
osolymitana 8, 1 96 1 ,  p. 269, makes Zc. 9:2 refer to 
this time). When Sennacherib marched, in an attack 
foretold by Isaiah (23:2- 1 2), Luli fled and died in 
exile and was replaced by Ethba'al (Tuba'lu) when 
Great and Little Sidon had bcen captured. 

On Sennacherib's death Sidon once more re
volted and Esarhaddon invaded Sidon, killed the 
ruler Abdi-milkutti, sacked the port and moved its 
inhabitants to Kar-Esarhaddon, and brought 
prisoners from Elam and Babylonia to replace the 
depleted population. 

Sidon recovered its independence with the de
c1ine of the Assyrians, only to be besieged again 
and captured by Nebuchadrezzar c. 587 BC as fore
told by Jeremiah (25:22; 27:3; 47:4). Under the Per
sians it provided the majority 01' the Persian fleet 
(cf Zc. 9:2). About 350 BC, under Tabnit  I l  
(Tannes), Sidon led the rebellion 01' Phoenicia and 
Cyprus against Artaxerxes 1 1 1  (Ochus). The city 
was betrayed and 40,000 perishcd, the survivors 
burning the city and fleet .  The fortifications were 
never rebuilt. The city under Strato Il yielded to 
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Alexander the Great without opposition and 
helped his siege of Tyre. 

Under Antiochus I I I  Sidon was a prosperous 
part of the kingdom of Ptolemy and later passed 
to the Scleucids and then to the Romans, who 
gran ted it local autonomy. Through all its history 
the principal temple was that of Eshmun, the god 
of healing. It is thus significant that it was in the 
region of Sidon that Christ healed the Syro
Phoenician woman's daughter ( M k .  7 :24-3 1 ;  cf 
Mt. 1 1  :2 1 ). Many Sidonians listened to his teach
ing ( M k .  3 :8 ;  Lk. 6: 1 7; 1 0 :  1 3- 1 4) .  Herod Agrippa I 
received a delegation from Sidon at Caesarea (Acts 
1 2 :20) and Paul vi si ted friends in the city on his 
way to Rome (Acts 27:3). The inhabitants of 
Sidon, which was renowned as a centre of philo
sophical learning, were mainly Greek (cf Mk.  
7:26). Many coins bear inscriptions of Sidonian 
rulers, and among the discoveries in the area are 
remains from the M iddle Bronze Age onwards, the 
inscribed sarcophagus of Eshmunazar (c. 300 BC) 
and buildings in  the port area of NT times (A. 
Poidebard and 1. Lauffray, Sidon, 1 9 5 1 ) .  For Phoe
nician inscriptions from Sidon, see G. A. Cooke, 
North Semitic Inscriptions, 1 903, pp. 26-43, 401 -
4� . DJ.W. 

SIGN. In  the OT the Heb. word 'öl is used with 
several shades of meaning. 

I. A visible mark or object intended to convey a 
c1ear message, e.g. the sun and moon (Gn. I :  1 4) ,  
the mark of Cain (Gn. 4 :  1 5), tribai standards (Nu. 
2:2). 

2. An assurance or reminder, e.g. rainbow (Gn. 
9 :  1 2) ,  to Rahab (Jos. 2: 1 2), stones from the Jordan 
(Jos. 4:6). 

3. Omens named by prophets as pledges of their 
predictions, e.g. the death of Eli's sons (I Sa. 2:34); 
Saul's prophetic ecstasy (I Sa. 1 0:6f.) ;  the young 
woman with child ( l s. 7 : 1 0- 1 4); various symbolic 
acts (as in Is. 20:3 ;  Ezk. 4: 1 -3). 

4. Works of God. When the word 'sign' is used in 
the plural together with 'wonders' (möpeD the 
events are understood to be the works of God, or 
attestations of his active presence among his 
people. This is seen in the account of the Exodus, 
where the plagues are described as signs (Ex. 4:28; 
7:3; 8 :23). The Exodus itself, with the deaths of the 
Egyptian first-born, the crossing of the Red Sea and 
the destruction of the Egyptian army, provides the 
supreme example of such signs and wonders (Dt. 
4 :34; 6:22; 7: 19). This conviction is found through
out the OT (e.g. Nu. 14 :  1 1 ; Jos. 24: 1 7; Ps. 78:43; Je. 
32:2 1 ;  Ne. 9: 10) ,  and Israel was assured that when 
God revealed hirnself again it  would be with 'signs 
and wonders' to herald his coming (Joe! 2 :30). 

Similarly in the NT Gk. semeion can mean 
simply some act or object conveying a recognizable 
meaning (Mt .  26:48; Lk. 2: 1 2; Rom. 4 : 1 1 ; 2 Thes. 
3 : 1 7). In I Cor. 14 :22 tongues are 'a sign for un
believers', since Is. 28:  1 1  f. shows that utterance in 
an unknown language is a sign of God's judgment 
on unbelief. Signs in heaven are quite frequently 
mentioned as indications of the last days (Mt.  
24:30; Lk. 2 1 : 1 1 ,  25;  Acts 2 : 1 9; Rev. 1 2: 1 , 3 ;  1 5: 1 ) . 
In M k .  1 3  the tribulations accompanying the fall 
of Jerusalem and the end of the age are not a sign 
(Mk.  1 3 :4; Mt .  24:3; Lk. 2 1  :7) which enables a cal
culation of the end ( M k .  1 3 :32), but an assurance 
to those caught up in the tribulation that the end 
cannot be long delayed. 

So too 'signs and wonders' (miraculous healings, 
exorcisms, etc. ) are regarded as proofs of God's 
powerful activity in the missionary work of the 
churches (Rom. 1 5 : 1 9; Heb. 2:4). Acts in particular 
gives a special prominence to such miracles ('won
ders and signs', Acts 2:22, 43; 4:30; 5 : 1 2 ;  6:8; 7:36; 
14 :3 ;  1 5 : 1 2 ;  see also 4: 1 6, 22; 8:6, 1 3). Elsewhere 
however the NT writers (and Jesus) are a good deal 
more cautious in their talk of signs. Jesus responds 
critically to the Pharisees' request for signs ( M k .  
8 : 1 1 f. ;  Mt.  1 2:38f.; 1 6 : 1 -4 ;  L k .  1 1 : 1 6, 29; s o  with 
Herod, 23:8f.), and warns against 'false Christs and 
false prophets' who 'show signs and wonders' (Mk.  
1 3 :22; Mt .  24:24). I n  similar vein Paul warns 
against the 'pretended signs and wonders' of 'the 
lawless one' (2 Thes. 2:9) and the seer of Rev. 
against the signs of the beast, the false prophet and 
the demonic spirits (Rev. 1 3 : 1 3f.; 1 6: 1 4; 1 9 :20). 
Paul is equally critical of the Jews' demand for 
signs ( I  Cor. 1 :22); and although he can point to 
'signs and wonders' in his own ministry (2 Cor. 
1 2 :  1 2), the context of his 'boasting' shows that he 
values such acts much less highly than the 'false 
apostles' at Corinth (2 Cor. 1 0-1 3). 

The Fourth Gospel uses semeion more often ( 1 7  
times) than any other NT writing, almost always in 
reference to Jesus' miracles. John is particularly 
concerned to demonstrate the true relation be
tween 'sign' (significant action) and faith. Thus he 
is critical of a faith based on miracles as such
faith in  Jesus (merely) as a miracle worker is defect
ive faith, the shallow applause of the fickle crowd 
(Jn. 2:23-3:2; 4:48; 6:2, 1 4, 30; 7:3 1 ;  9: 1 6; 1 2: 1 8) .  
The real significance of the miracles of Jesus is that 
they point forward to Jesus' death, resurrection 
and ascension, to the transformation brought by 
the new age of the Spirit, and thus lead to a faith in 
Jesus the (crucified) Christ, the (risen) Son of God 
(2: 1 1 ; 6:26; 1 2:37; 20:30f.) .  

The problem with any sign is that it is ambigu
ous. It  can be interpreted in different ways. The 
message it  holds for faith can be seen only by faith. 
So, e.g. ,  'the sign of the prophet Jonah' (Mt .  
1 2 :39f.) means nothing to those who do not believe 
in the resurrection (cf. Jn. 2: 1 8f.; Lk. 2 :34; 1 6: 3 1 ). 
Consequently a faith based or nurtured exclusively 
on signs, rather than on the real ity to wh ich they 
point, is immature and at grave risk. Mature faith 
rejoices in what signs it perceives, but does not 
depend on them. (. MIRACLE; • POWER; • SYMBOL; 
· WONDER .) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. K. H. Rengstorf, TDNT 7, pp. 
200-26 1 ;  A.  Richardson, !DB, 4, pp. 346-347; O. 
Hofius, C. Brown, N!DNTT 2, pp. 626-635. 

J .D .G .D . 

SIHON. An Amorite king ( 1 3th century BC), 
whose capital was • Heshbon. According to Nu.  
2 1  :26-30 and Je. 48:45, Sihon conquered the Moa
bites and took their territory as far S as the river 
Arnon. His vassals included five Midianite princes 
(Jos. 1 3 :2 1 ). His domain included the area from the 
Arnon on the S to the Jabbok on the N, and from 
the Jordan on the W to the desert on the E (Nu. 
2 1  :24; Jdg. 1 1  :22),  and Jos. 1 2:3 and 1 3 :27 see m to 
extend his control N of the Jabbok to the Sea of 
Chinnereth. Moses sent an embassy to Sihon 
asking permission for the Israelites to pass through 
his kingdom (Nu. 21 :2 1 -22; Dt. 2:26-28). When 
Sihon refused, the Israelites defeated and killed 
hirn at Jahaz and occupied his territory (Nu. 
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21 :2 1 -32). This area was assigned to the tribes of 
Reuben and Gad (Nu. 32:33-38; Jos. 1 3 : 1 0).  The 
victory over Sihon is orten recalled in the sub
sequent history of I srael (Dt.  31 :4, by Moses; Jos. 
2: I 0, by Rahab; Jos. 9: 10,  by the Gibeonites; Jdg. 
1 1 :  1 9-2 1 ,  by Jephthah; Ne. 9:22, by Levites in a 
prayer of confession; and Pss. 1 35 :  1 1 ; 1 36:  1 9). The 
name Jebel Sihän for the mountain S of Dibän 
(biblical Dibon) preserves in Arabic form the name 
of this king in the area which he once ruled. TB 
Niddah 61 a records a tradition not found in the 
Bible that Sihon was the brot her of King Og (also 
an Amorite), and a son of Ahijah, son of the 
legendary fallen angel Shamhazai. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A. Smith, The Historical 
Geography 01 the Holy Land25, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 588-59 1 ,  
69 1 -693; A .  M usil, Arabia Petraea, I .  Moab, 1 907, 
pp. 375-376; M. Noth, ZA W 58, 1 940, pp. 1 6 1 -
1 89. J.T. 

SILAS. A leading member of the church at Jerusa
lern who also had prophetic girts (Acts 1 5 :22, 32). 
Silas may be a Semitic name, possibly s" i1ö', the 
Aram. form of Sau! .  There is little doubt that he is 
to be identified with 'Silvanus' (2 Cor. I :  1 9; I Thes. 
I :  I ;  2 Thes. 1 : 1 ;  I Pet. 5: 1 2) ,  which is probably the 
Latinized form of 'Silas', though it may be a separ
ate cognomen chosen for its similarity. 

In Acts Silas was sent by the church at Jerusalem 
to welcome into fellowship the Gentiles converted 
through the church of Antioch (Acts 1 5 :22-35). 
When Paul and Barnabas quarrelIed about John 
Mark, Barnabas went off with Mark and Paul 
took Silas as his companion on his second mis
sionary journey ( 1 5 :3� 1 ). The fact of his Roman 
citizenship ( 1 6:37-39) may have been one of the 
reasons for the choice, and his membership of the 
Jerusalem church would have been helpful to Paul. 
His role seems to have been to replace Mark rather 
than Barnabas. Nowhere is he referred to in a gen
eral way as an 'apostle' (contrast Barnabas in Acts 
1 4 :  1 4) and his position seems to be subordinate. 
M ark was the 'minister' (hyperetes) of the apostles 
before ( 1 3:5) ,  and that may indicate that he had 
some function similar to the synagogue attendants 
(Lk.  4:20) in  looking arter the Scriptures and pos
sibly catechetical scrolls later developed into his 
Gospel. If the function of Silas was similar we can 
more readily see how he could have the literary role 
assigned to Silvanus in the Epistles. He accom
panied Paul through Syria, Asia Minor, Macedo
nia and Thessalonica. When Paul lert for Athens 
Silas stayed at Beroea and then joined Paul at Cor
inth (Acts 1 6-1 8). Paul mentions his work there in 
2 Cor. I :  1 9 .  He was associated with Paul in the 
letters written from Corinth ( I  Thes. I :  I ;  2 Thes. 
I :  I )  and is not named again until the reference to 
hirn in I Peter. 

Peter says that he is writing dia Silouanou ( I  Pet. 
5: 1 2). This implies a literary function with prob
ably a good amount of freedom. This could ac
count for so me of the resemblances in wording 
between I Peter, l and 2 Thessalonians, and the 
apostolic decree of Acts 1 5. See E. G. Selwyn, The 
First Epistle 01 St. Peter, 1 946, pp. 9-1 7. R.E.N. 

SILK. The RSY rendering of two biblical words. I .  
Heb. meSi (Ezk. 1 6: 1 0, 1 3}, perhaps 'silken thread', 
but the sense is obscure. Since the Heb. word seems 
to be an Egyp. loan-word (usually meaning linen in 

SILOAM 

Egyp.) and silk was not introduced into Egypt until 
the Roman period, some doubt is cast on the iden
tifkation. LXX has trichaptos, 'woven hair'; variants 
occur in other versions. 2. Gk. serikon (Rev. 1 8 : 1 2) 
'silk', 'silken', listed among the precious wares sold 
in the markets of BabyIon. 

AY also renders as silk the Heb. ses (Pr. 31 :22 and 
mg. of Gn. 4 1 :42 and Ex. 25:4) wh ich other ver
sions consider to be fine · Iinen. 

True silk is obtained from the cocoon of a Chi
nese moth fed on the leaves of white mulberry 
(Morus alba). Silk thread was a precious article of 
trade obtained direct from China, since the rearing 
of these moths did not take place in  the W until the 
Middle Ages. There is, however, another species of 
silk moth indigenous to the E Mediterranean that 
feeds on cypress and oak. It has been generally 
overlooked that from it in ancient times an indus
try arose in  Cos and Sidon producing transparent 
silk that may have been intended in the biblical 
references. 1 .0.0. 

F.N .H . 

SILOAM. One of the principal sources of water 
supply to Jerusalem was the intermittent pool of 
Gihon ( 'Virgin's Fountain') below the Fountain 
Gate (Ne. 3 :  1 5) and ESE of the city. This fed water 
along an open canal, which flowed slowly along the 
SE slopes, called siloa!:r ('Sender'; LXX Silöam, Is. 
8:6). I t  followed the line of the later 'second aque
duct' (Wilson) which fell only 5 cm in 300 m,  dis
charging into the Lower or Old Pool (mod. Birkel 
el-Jfamra) at the end of the central valley between 
the walls of the SE and SW hills. It thus ran below 
'the wall of the Pool of Shelah' (Ne. 3:  1 5) and 
watered the 'king's garden' on the adjacent slopes. 

This Old Pool was probably the 'Pool of Siloam' 
in use in  NT times for sick persons and others to 
wash (Jn.  9:7-1 1 ) .  The 'Tower of Siloam' which fell 
and killed 18 persons-a disaster weil known in 
our Lord's day (Lk. 1 3 :4)-was probably sited on 
the Ophel ridge above the pool which, according to 
Josephus (B] 5. 1 45), was near the bend of the old 
wall below Ophlas (Ophel). According to the 
Talmud (Sukkolh 4. 9), water was drawn from Si
loam's pool in a golden vessel to be carried in  pro
cession to the Temple on the Feast of Tabernacles. 
Though there are traces of a Herodian bath and 
open reservoir (about 1 8  m by 5 m, originally 22 m 
square with steps on the W side), there can be no 
certainty that this was the actual pool in question. 
It has been suggested that the part of the city 
round the Upper Pool ( 'Ain Silwön) 1 00 m above 
was called 'Siloam', the Lower being the King's 
Pool (Ne. 2: 1 4) or Lower Gihon . 

When Hezekiah was faced with the threat of in
vasion by the Assyrian army under Sennacherib he 
'stopped all the springs', that is, all the rivulets and 
subsidiary canals leading down into the Kedran 
'brook that flowed through the land' (2 Ch. 32:4). 
Traces of canals blocked at about this time were 
found by the Parker Mission. The king then di
verted the upper Gihon waters through a 'conduit' 
or tunnel into an upper cistern or pool (the normal 
method of storing water) on the W side of the city 
of David (2 Ki. 20:20). Ben Sira teils how ' Heze
kiah fortified his city and brought water into the 
midst of it; he tunnelled the sheer rock with iran 
and built pools for water' (Ecclus. 48 : 1 7- 1 9) .  
Hezekiah c1early defended the new source of 
supply with a rampart (2 Ch. 32:30). The digging 
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of the reservoir may be referred to by Isaiah 
(22: 1 1 ). 

In 1 880 bathers in the upper pool (also called 
birket silwän) found about 5 m inside the tunnel a 
cursive Heb. inscription, now in Istanbul (· WRIT
ING), which reads: ' . . .  was being dug out. It was 
cut in the following manner . . .  axes, each man 
towards his fellow, and while there were still 3 
cubits to be cut through, the voice of one man 
calling to the other was heard, showing that he was 

deviating to the right. When the tunnel was driven 
through, the excavators met man to man, axe to 
axe, and the water flowed for 1 ,200 cu bits from the 
spring to the reservoir. The height of the rock 
above the heads of the excavators was 100 cubits' 
(0. 1. Wiseman, [BA, pp. 6 1 -64). 

When this remarkable Judaean engineering feat 
was excavated the marks of the picks and devi
ations to effect a junction midway were traced. 
The tunnel traverses 540 m (or 643 m, Ussishkin),  
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Facsimi/e ol the inscription lound in the Si/oam IlInne/ describing how the miners excal'ating the water 
conduitlrom each endjinally met. The archaic Hebrew script supports a date in Hezekiah 's reign. Jerllsa/em. 
Length 75 cm. c. 710 Be 

twisting to avoid constructions or rock faults or to 
follow a fissure, to cover a direct line of 332 m. It is 
about 2 m high and in parts only 50 cm wide. 
Modern buildings prevent any archaeological 
check that the upper pool is the 'reservoir' (b'reliä) 
of Hezekiah or that from this the waters over
ftowed direct to the lower pool. The pool was 
probably underground at first, the rock roof col
lapsing or being quarried away later. 

Hezekiah's tunnel begins from an earlier tunnel 
which channclled water from the spring of Gihon 
to the bottom of a shaft which rises to join an 
inclined tunnel which led to a point inside the Je
busite city. This shaft and tunnel system was built 
by the Jebusites to provide a secure water-supply 
and is possibly the 'gutter' or \vater shafe ($innör) 
that David's men c1imbed to capture the city (2 Sa. 
5:8). 

Below the modern village of Siloam (Silwän, 
first mentioned in 1 697) on the E escarpment oppos
ite the hili of Ophel are a number of rock-cut tombs. 
These were prepared for the burial of 'Pharaoh's 
Daughter' and for ministers and nobles of the king
dom of Judah. One of these bore a Heb. inscription, 
the epitaph of a royal steward, probably the 
· Shebna who was rebuked by Isaiah (22 : 1 5- 1 6). 
See JBA, p. 59; JE] 3,  1 953, pp. 1 37-1 52; D. 
Ussishkin, The Village 01 Si/oam, 1 986. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Simons, Jerusa/em in the Old 
Testament, 1 952; D. Ussishkin,  'The Original 
Length of the Siloam Tunnel', Levant 8, 1 976, pp. 
82-95; 1. Wilkinson, 'The Pool of Siloam', Levant 
1 0, 1 978, pp. 1 1 6- 1 25 .  D.J.W. 

SIMEON. I. The second son of Jacob by Leah 
(Gn. 29 :33).  Heb. sim'ön was derived from säma' 
('to hear'), and its significance is given in Gn. 
29 :33 .  Simeon took part with Levi in the massacre 
of the men of Shechem for dishonouring their 
sister Dinah (Gn. 34). He also played a prominent 
part in the affair of Joseph and his brothers, being 
given as a hostage so that they should return with 
Benjamin. Simeon may have been chosen by 
Joseph because he played a leading part in selling 
hirn to Egypt, or it may be because he was second 
to Reuben, who had acted more responsibly than 
the others (Gn. 37:2 1 -22; 42:22). In the blessing of 
Jacob, Simeon and Levi were rebuked for their vio
lent nature, and they were to be divided and scat-

tered (Gn. 49:5-7). The sons of Simeon were 
Jemuel, Jamin, Ohad, Jachin, Zohar and Shaul, the 
son of a Canaanite woman (Gn. 46: I 0; Ex. 6: 1 5) .  

2. The tribe of Simeon. The number of the tri  be 
is given as 59,300 in Nu. 1 :22-23 and 22,200 'fam
ilies' in Nu. 26: 14 .  They were to camp next to 
Reuben (Nu. 2 : 1 2- 1 3). The tri be of Simeon was 
among those to be set on Mt Gerizim and blessed 
(Dt. 27: 1 2),  but it  was not named (along with Is
sachar) in  the blessing of Moses in Dt. 33. In the 
Promised Land it was given a portion at the S ex
tremity and it came almost to be absorbed into the 
territory of Judah (Jos. 1 9: 1 -9). The towns of the 
area were reckoned to belong to Judah in  Jos. 
1 5 :26-32, 42 and elsewhere. Judah and Simeon 
joined forces at the beginning of the conquest of 
Canaan (Jdg. 1 :3,  1 7), but Judah was c1early the 
more powerful tribe. The sons of Simeon, despite 
keeping a genealogical record, did not multiply as 
fast as Judah (I Ch. 4:24-33). They did, however, 
win a victory over the Amalekites under Hezekiah 
(I Ch. 4:4 1-43), and they provided more men for 
David than did Judah ( I  Ch. 1 2:24-25). The 
Chronicler seems to imply that Simeon belonged to 
the N kingdom, but numbers of Simeonites joined 
Asa in  restoring the worship of Yahweh (2 Ch. 
1 5:9). The tribe is not mentioned after the Exile, 
and the only other reference to it is among those 
sealed in Rev. 7 :7, where it  comes seventh in the 
list. 

3. An ancestor of Jesus ( Lk .  3:30). 
4. A man in Jerusalem who was righteous and 

devout and who was looking for 'the consolation 
of Israel' (Lk. 2:25-35). He is not to be identified 
with Rabbi Si mon ben Hillel. He was one of the 
remnant who were longing for the coming of the 
Messiah, and had received a direct revelat ion that 
he would not die before seeing the Messiah with his 
own eyes. When the presentation of Jesus was 
about to take place he was guided by the Spirit to 
come into the Temple. On seeing Jesus he uttered 
the hymn of praise now known as the • Nunc Dim
ittis. He saw that the Messiah would vindicate 
Israel in the eyes of the Gentiles. Simeon went on 
to speak to the astonished Mary of the role of 
Christ within Israel. He was to be like a stone caus
ing some to fal l  and some to rise. He was to be a 
sign wh ich would not be heeded but spoken against 
(34). Her own suffering as she watched his life and 
death was to be acute and he was to reveal the 
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The lamily 01 Simeon. 

inmost thoughts of men (35). Having given his tes
timony to the Christ, Simeon fades silently from 
the picture. 

5. A disciple at Antioch, with prophetic and 
teaching gifts, who was one of those who ordained 
Barnabas and Sau I for their first missionary jour
ney (Acts 1 3 : 1 -2). He was surnamed Niger, wh ich 
suggests that he was an African, but he has not 
been proved to be the same person as Simon of 
Cyrene ( Lk .  23:26, eIe.). Here RV and RSV read 
'Symeon', which is the more normal rendcring of 
the Gk.  but not of the Heb. 

6. The archaic version of the name of Simon 
Peter used by James in  his speech to the Council of 
Jerusalem (Acts 1 5 : 1 4) .  RV and RSV render 
'Symeon'. Some good MSS read Symeon also in 2 
Pet. I :  I (cf Rvmg., NEB). R.E.N. 

SIMON. A later form of the OT name of Simeon 
(see Acts 1 5 : 1 4, where James uses the older form; 
also 2 Pet. I: I ,  Rvmg., NEB). 

I .  The chief disciple and apostle of Jesus, who 
was the son of Jonas (or John) and the brother of 
Andrew. Jesus gave hirn the name of • Peter. 

2. The 'Canaanite' (Mt .  1 0:4; M k .  3 : 1 8, AV). 'Ca
naanite' here cannot mean an inhabitant of 
Canaan, nor can it represent one who dweils at 
Cana. Rather it should be rendered • Cananaean 
(RV, RSV), an adherent of the party later known as 
the • Zealots and rendered so by Luke (Lk. 6: 1 5 ; 
Acts I :  1 3) .  Whether Simon was a zealot in the pol
itical sense or the religious sense is a matter of 
some debate. 

3. One of the brothers of our Lord (Mt .  1 3 :55; 
Mk.  6:3). 4. A leper in  Bethany in  whose house the 
head of Jesus was anointed with oil (Mt. 26:6; M k .  

m.= marries 

c = concubine 

1 4:3), probably related to • Martha, • Mary and 
• Lazarus (see 1. N. Sanders, 'Those whom Jesus 
loved', NTS I, 1 954-5, pp. 29-41 ) .  5. A man of 
Cyrene who was compelled to carry the cross of 
Jesus (Mk.  1 5 :2 1 ), possibly the Simeon of Acts 
1 3 : I (.  RUfUS). 6. A Pharisee in whase house the 
feet of Jesus were washed with tears and anoin ted 
(Lk. 7:40). Some scholars equate this Simon with 4 
above and regard the stories as doublets; but they 
are strikingly different in their details (. MARV). 7. 
Simon Iscariot, the father of • Judas Iscariot (Jn.  
6:7 1 ;  1 2:4; 1 3 :2). 8. * Simon Magus. 9. A tanner at 
Joppa in whose house Peter lodged (Acts 9:43). 

F.S.F. 

SI MON MAGUS. In  the NT we meet Si mon in 
'the city of Samaria' (Sebaste?-Acts 8:9-24), 
where he has 'swept the Samaritans off their feet 
with his magical arts' (NEB, v. 9). Luke does not 
suggest that Simon was hirnself a Samaritan. In 
essence a Levantine mountebank, Simon cultivated 
the legend that he was a divine emanation-'that 
Power of God which is called the Great Power'. 
The concept and the title were pagan enough (cf 
for analogies Ramsay, BRD, p. 1 1 7 ;  Deissmann,  
Bible Sludies1, 1 909, p.  336 n. ) ,  but  the  Samaritans 
would by 'God' intend 'Yahweh', and Simon must 
have acclimatized hirnself to his religious sur
roundings. He already represents, then, a signifi
cant syncretism of magical ,  Hellenistic and erratic 
Jewish elements. 

In the mass movement attending Philip's preach
ing Simon professed conversion and was baptized. 
Luke uses his regular expression 'believed', and 
there is no reason to doubt Simon's sincerity thus 
far. The sequel, however, shows that his basic atti
tudes were still those of the magician. So im
pressed was he with the visible manifestations of 
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the Holy Spirit following the apostles' laying on of 
hands, that he applied to them, as to higher profi
cients in the same trade, for the formula at an ap
propriate price. Peter's crushing rebuke evidently 
terrified hirn, for he begged the apostles' inter
cession to avert the threatened perit. Simon was 
obsessed with the idea of power: throughout he 
conceived of it as residing in the apostles as 
super-magicians. 

Here, rat her abruptly, Luke leaves Simon; but a 
tangle of traditions about his later career survive in 
primitive Christian literature. If they include in
congruities and legends there is no need, with E .  de 
Faye, to discount the patristic descriptions, or to 
deny a connection between the Simon of Acts and 
the Simonian sec!. Even Lucian's rascally oracle
mon ger Alexander discoursed on the errors of 
Epicurus: and there is nothing incredible in Simon, 
with striking ability and personality, and real 
psychic powers, and perhaps some education, 
combining the charlatan and the heresiarch. 

lustin (Ap% gy 26, cf 56, and Trypho 1 20), him
self from Samaria, says that Simon was born in the 
village of Gitta; that his companion Helen, a 
former prostitute, was widely regarded as his first 
divine 'idea', while he hirnself was acclaimed by 
multitudes in  Samaria and Rome as a divinity. 
Indeed, Roman adulation had erected a statue in
scribed Simoni Deo Saneto, 'to Simon the Holy 
God'. (This statue may actually have been erected 
to the Sabine deity Semo Sancus, but the Simoni
ans, who worshipped at statues, perhaps saw op
portunities in this one.) 

Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. I .  1 6, Harvey), Hippolytus 
(Phi/os. 6.  7fT.) and Epiphanius (Panarion. 2 1 .  2fT.) 
describe Simonian doctrine, the two latter employ
ing publications which they allege, perhaps errone
ously in Hippolytus' ca se, to emanate from the sect 
of Simon. He seems to have developed his old 
theme of 'the Great Power of God' into a Trinitar
ian scheme: Simon appeared to the Samaritans as 
the Father, to the Jews as the Son (he only seemed 
to sufTer) and to the world at large as the Holy 
Spirit. He had a Redemption myth in wh ich he 
rescued Helen ('the lost sheep') from the bondage 
of successive transmigrations in various female 
bodies; and he preached salvation by grace, requir
ing faith in Helen and hirnself, but allowing un
restrained liberty in morals afterwards. But Simon 
also borrowed heavily from Gk. paganism and Gk. 
philosophy, and some concepts appear which recur 
in more sophisticated Christian • Gnosticism. Ire
naeus and the others regard hirn as the first major 
heretic, the initiator of a long chain of interrelated 
errors. The modern association of Gnostic origins 
with heretical forms of Judaism may suggest that 
their instinct was not far wrong. 

Literature such as the Clementine romance and 
the A ets 0/ Peter has many imaginative stories of 
encounters between Simon and Peter in Rome. The 
once-popular idea that in  the Clementines Simon is 
a cipher for Paul need no longer be taken ser
iously.) According to Hippolytus, his final exhib
ition misfired. He was buried alive, promising to 
reappear in  3 days; but he did not, for, in Hip
polytus' laconic phrase, 'he was not the Christ'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. P. Casey in  BC, 5, 1 933, pp. 
1 5 1  fT. ; 1. W. Drane, 'Sirnon the Samaritan and the 
Lucan Concept of Salvation History', EQ 47, 
1 975, pp. 1 3 1 - 1 37; E. de Faye, Gnostiques et Gnos
ticisme , 1 925, pp. 4 1 3fT.; 1. Fossum, in A. Crown 
(ed.), The Samaritans, pp. 357-389; R. M .  Grant, 

SIN 

Gnostieism and Ear/y Christianity, 1 960, pp. 70-96; 
G. Ludemann, NTS 33, pp. 420-426. A.F.W. 

SIN. The Egyp. sinw, swn, 'fortress', is connected 
later with Egyp. sin, 'clay, mud', hence its Gk.  
name Pelusium, 'mud-city'. A fortress-city, it i s  
now Tell Farama, on the seashore about 32 km SE 
of Port Said; an Egyp. key defence-post against 
invasion from the E through Palestine. Emend
ation in Ezk. 30: 1 5- 1 6  to Seven(eh) (=Aswan) is 
unnecessary. On the name Sin, see Gardiner, JEA 
5, 1 9 18 ,  pp. 253-254. K.A .K .  

SIN. 

I .  TerminoIogy 
As might be expected of a book whose dominant 
theme is human sin and God's gracious salvation 
from it, the Bible uses a wide variety of terms in 
both OT and NT to express the idea of sin. 

There are four main Heb. roots. ht '  is the most 
common and with its derivatives ' conveys the 
underlying idea of missing the mark, or deviating 
from the goal (cf Jdg. 20: 16 for non-moral usage). 
The vast proportion of its occurrences refer to 
moral and religious deviation, whether in respect 
of man (Gn. 20:9), or God (La. 5:7) .  The noun 
�1Q!!ä'! is frequently used as a technical term for a 
sin-ofTering (Lv. 4, passim). This root does not ad
dress the inner motivation of wrong action but 
concentrates more on its formal aspect as deviation 
from the moral norm, usually the law or will of 
God (Ex. 20:20; Ho. 1 3 :2 ;  ete. ). pS' refers to action 
in breach of relationship, 'rebellion', 'revolution' .  
I !  occurs in a non-theological sense, e.g. , with ref
erence to Israel's secession from the house of 
David ( I  Ki. 1 2: 1 9) .  Used of sin it is perhaps the 
profoundest OT term reflecting as it  does the in
sight that sin is rebellion against God, the defiance 
of his holy lordship and rule (ls. I :28; I Ki. 8 :50; 
ete.). 'wh conveys a literat meaning of deli  berate 
perversion or 'twisting' ( ls. 24: I ;  La. 3:9). Used in 
relation to sin it reflects the thought of sin as delib
erate wrongdoing, 'committing iniquity' (On.  9 :5 ;  
2 Sa.  24:  1 7). I !  occurs in religious contexts particu
larly in a noun form 'äwan wh ich stresses the idea 
of the guilt which arises from deliberate wrong
doing (Gn. 44: 1 6; Je. 2:22). It can also refer to the 
punishment which is consequent upon the sin 
(Gn. 4: 1 3 ; Is. 53: 1 1 ). Jägiih has as its basic idea 
straying away from the correct path (Ezk. 34:6). I t  
is indicative of s in  as  arising from ignorance, 'err
ing', 'creaturely going astray' (I Sa. 26:2 1 ;  Jb. 
6:24). It often appears in the cultic context as sin 
against unrecognlzed ritual regulations (Lv. 4:2). 
Reference should also be made to räsa', to be 
wicked, to act wickedly (2 Sa. 22:22; Ne. 9 :33); 
and 'äma/, mischief done to others (Pr. 24:2; Hab. 
I :  1 3). 

The principal NT term is hamartia (and cog
nates), wh ich is equivalent to b(. In c!assical Gk.  it 
is used for missing a target or taking a wrong road. 
I! is the general NT term for sin as concrete 
wrongdoing, the violation of God's law (Jn .  8:46; 
Jas. I :  1 5; I Jn. I :8). In Rom. 5-8 Paul personifies 
the term as a ruling principle in human life (cf 
5 : 1 2; 6: 1 2, 14; 7: 1 7, 20; 8:2). paraptöma occurs in 
classical contexts for an error in measurement or a 
blunder. The NT gives it a stronger moral connota
tion as misdeed or trespass (cf 'dead through ' 
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Eph. 2 :  I ;  Mt.  6:  14f.). parabasis is a similarly de
rived term with similar meaning, 'transgression', 
'going beyond the norm' (Rom. 4 :  1 5 ; Heb. 2 :2). 
asebeia is perhaps the profoundest NT term and 
commonly translates pS' in the LXX. It  implies 
active ungodliness or impiety (Rom. I :  1 8 ;  2 Tim. 
2: 1 6).  Another term is anomia, lawlessness, a con
tempt for law (Mt.  7:23; 2 Cor. 6: 14). kakia and 
poneria are general terms expressing moral and 
spiritual depravity (Acts 8:22; Rom. 1 :29; Lk. 
I I  :39; Eph. 6 :  1 2). The last of these references indi
cates the association of the latter term with Satan, 
the evil one, ho poneros (Mt. 1 3 : 1 9 ; I Jn. 3 : 1 2). 
adikia is the main classical term for wrong done to 
one's neighbour. It  is translated variously as 'in
justicc' ( Rom . 9 :  14), 'unrighteousness' (Lk. 1 8 :6), 
'falsehood' (Jn. 7:  1 8), 'wickedness' (Rom. 2:8), ' ini
quity' (2 Tim . 2: 1 9). I Jn .  equates it with Iramarlia 
( I  Jn.  3 :4;  5 :  1 7) .  Also occurring are enoclros, a legal 
term meaning 'guilty' (Mk.  3:29; I Cor. I I  :27), and 
opheilema, 'debt' (Mt .  6:  1 2) .  

The definition of sin, however, is not to be de
rived simply from the terms used in Scripture to 
denote i t .  The most characteristic feature of sin in 
all its aspects is that it is directed against God (cf 
Ps. 51 :4; Rom. 8 :7). Any conception of sin which 
does not have in the forefront the contradiction 
which it  olfers to God is a deviation from the bib
lical representation. The common notion that sin is 
selfishness betrays a false assessment of its nature 
and gravity. Essentially, sin is directed against God, 
and this perspective alone accounts for the diver
sity of' its form and activities. It is a violation of' 
that which God's glory demands and is, therefore, 
in its essen ce the contradiction of God. 
11. Origin 
Sin was present in the universe before the Fall of 
Adam and Eve (Gn. 3:  I f.; cf Jn .  8:44; 2 Pet. 2:4; I 
Jn .  3 :8;  Jude 6). The Bible however does not deal 
directly with the origin of evil in the universe, 
being concerned rather with sin and its origin in 
human life ( I  Tim. 2: 14; Jas. I :  1 3f.) .  The real thrust 
of the demonic temptation in the account of the 
Fall in Gn .  3 lies in its subtle suggestion of man's 
aspiring to equality with his maker ('you will be 
like God . .  . ' ,  3 :5). Satan's attack was directed 
against the integrity, veracity and loving provision 
of God, and consisted in an enticement to wicked 
and blasphemous rebellion against man 's proper 
Lord. I n  this act man snatched at equality with 
God (cf Phil .  2 :6), attempted to assert his in
dependence of God, and hence to call in question 
the very nature and ordering of' existcnce whereby 
he lived as creature in utter dependence upon the 
grace and provision of his creator. 'Man's sin lies 
in his pretension to be God' (Niebuhr). In this act, 
further, man blasphemously withheld the worship 
and adoring love which is ever his proper response 
to God's majesty and grace, and instead paid 
homage to the enemy of God and to his own foul 
ambitions. 

Thus the origin 01' sin according to Gn. 3 0ught 
not to be sought so much in an overt action (2: 1 7  
with 3:6) but i n  a n  inward, God-denying aspiration 
of which the act 01' disobedience was the immedi
ate expression. As to the problem 01' how Adam 
and Eve could have been subject to temptation had 
they not previously known sin, Scripture does not 
enter into extended discussion .  However, in the 
person of Jesus Christ it witnesses to a Man who, 
though without sin, was subject to temptation 'in 

every respect as we are' ( Heb. 4: 1 5; cf Mt. 4 :3f. ;  
Heb. 2:  1 7f. ; 5 :7f.; I Pet. I :  1 9; 2:22f. ). The ultimate 
origin of • evil is part of the 'mystery of lawless
ness' (2 Thes. 2:7), but an arguable reason for 
Scripture's relative silence is that a 'rational ex
planation' of the origin of sin would have the in
evitable result of directing attention away from the 
Scripture's primary concern, the confession of my 
personal gl/ill (cf G. C. Berkouwer, Sin, 1 97 1 ,  ch . 
I ) . In the end, sin, by the nature of the case, cannot 
be 'known' objectively; 'sin posits itself' (S. 
Kierkegaard). 
1 1 1 .  Consequences 
The sin of Adam and Eve was not an isolated 
event. The consequences for them, for posterity 
and for the world are immediately apparent. 
a. Man 's al/ill/de 10 God 
The changed attitude to God on the part of Adam 
indicates the revolution that took place in their 
minds. They 'hid themselves from the presence of 
the Lord God' (Gn. 3 :8 ;  cf v. 7). Made for the 
presence and fellowship of God, they now dreaded 
encounter with hirn (cf Jn .  3 :20). • Shame and fear 
were now the dominant emotions (cf Gn.  2:25; 3:7, 
1 0), indicating the disruption that had taken place. 
b. God's al/ill/de 10 man 
Not only was there a change in man's attitude to 
God, but also in God's attitude to man. Reproof, 
condemnation, curse, expulsion from the garden 
are all indicative of this. Sin is one-sided, but its 
consequences are not. Sin elicits God's wrath and 
displeasure, and necessarily so, because it is the 
contradiction 01' what he is. For God to be com
placent towards sin is an impossibility, since it 
would be for God to cease to take hirnself ser
iously. He cannot deny hirnself. 
c. Conseql/ences for Ihe human race 
The unfolding history of man furnishes a cata
logue of vices (Gn. 4:8, 1 9, 231'.; 6:2-3, 5). The 
sequel of abounding iniquity results in the virtual 
destruction of mankind (Gn. 6:7, 1 3 : 7 : 2 1 -24). The 
Fall had abiding effect not only upon Adam and 
Eve but upon all who descended from them; there 
is racial solidarity in sin and evil. 
cl. Consequences for crealion 
The effccts of the Fall ex te nd to the physical 
cosmos. 'Cursed is the ground because 01' you' 
(Gn. 3:  I 7; cf Rom. 8:20). Man is the crown 01' 
creation, made in God's image and, thcrel'orc, 
God's vicegerent (Gn. 1 :26). The catastrophe 01' 
man's Fall brought the catastrophe of curse upon 
that over which he was given dominion. Sin was an 
event in the realm of the human spirit, but it has its 
repercussions in the whole of creation. 
e. Tlre appearance of deallr 
• Death is the epitome of sin's penalty. This was 
the warning attached to the prohibition of' Eden 
(Gn. 2: 1 7), and it is the direct expression 01' God's 
curse upon man the sinner (Gn. 3: 1 9) .  Death in the 
phenomenal realm consists in the separation 01' the 
integral elements of man 's being. This dissolution 
exemplifies the principle 01' death, namely, separ
ation, and it comes to its most extreme expression 
in separation from God (Gn. 3:231'. ). Because 01' 
sin death is invested with a fear and terror tor man 
(Lk.  1 2 :5 ;  Heb. 2: 1 5). 
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IV. Imputation 
The first sin 01' Adam had unique significance for 
the whole human race (Rom. 5 : 1 2, 1 4- 19 ; I Cor. 
1 5 :22). Here there is sustained emphasis upon the 
one trespass 01' the one man as that by which sin, 
condemnation and death came upon all mankind. 
The sin is identified as 'the transgression 01' 
Adam', 'the trespass 01' the one', 'one trespass', 
'the disobediell�-c 01' the one', and there can be no 
doubt that the first trespass 01' Adam is intended. 
Hence the clause 'because all men sinned' in Rom. 
5: 1 2  refers to the sin 01' all in the sin 01' Adam. I t  
cannot refer to  the  actual sins 01' a l l  men, far less to 
the hereditary depravity with which all are af
flicted, for in v. 1 2  the clause in quest ion clearly 
says why 'death spread to all men', and in the suc
ceeding verses the 'one man's trespass' (v. 1 7) is 
stated to be the reason for the universal reign 01' 
death. 1 1' the same sin were not intended, Paul 
would be affirming two different things with refer
ence to the same subject in the same context. The 
only explanation 01' the two forms 01' statement is 
that all sinned in the sin 01' Adam. The same infer
ence is to be drawn from I Cor. 1 5 :22, ' in Adam all 
die', 11' all die in  Adam, it is because all sinned in 
Adam. 

According to Scripture the kind 01' solidarity 
with Adam which explains the participation 01' all 
in Adam's sin is the kind 01' solidarity which Christ 
sustains to those united to hirn. The parallel in 
Rom. 5 : 1 2- 1 9; I Cor. 1 5 :22, 45-49 between Adam 
and Christ indicates the same type 01' relationship 
in both cases, and we have no need to posit any
thing more ult imate in the case 01' Adam and the 
race than we find in the case 01' Christ and his 
people. In the latter it  is representative headship, 
and this is all that is necessary to ground the soli
darity 01' all in  the sin 01' Adam. To say that the sin 
01' Adam is imputed to all is but to say that all were 
involved in his sin by reason 01' his representative 
headship. 

While the imputation 01' Adam's sin was im
mediate according to the evidence 01' the relevant 
passages, the judgment 01' condemnation passed 
upon Adam, and hence upon all men in hirn, is in 
Scripture seen as confirmed in its justice and pro
priety by every man's subsequent moral experi
ence. Thus Rom. 3:23 'all have sinned' is amply 
proved by reference to the specific, overt sins 01' 
Jews and Gentiles (Rom. I :  1 8-3:8) before Paul 
makes any reference whatever to imputation in 
Adam. In similar vein Scripture universally relates 
man's ultimate judgment before God to his 'works' 
wh ich fall short 01' God's standards (cf Mt.  7:2 1-
27; 1 3 :4 1 ;  25:3 1 -46; Lk. 3 :9; Rom. 2:5- 1 0; Rev. 
20: 1 1 - 14) . 

Rejection 01' this doctrine betrays not only fail
ure to accept the witness 01' the relevant passages 
but also failure to appreciate the close relation 
which exists between the principle which governs 
our relation to Adam and the governing principle 
of God's operation in  salvation. The parallel be
twccn Adam as the first man and Christ as the 
last Adam shows that the accomplishment 01' sal
vation in Christ is based on the same operating 
principle as that by which we have become sinners 
and the heirs 01' death. The history of mankind is 
finally subsumed under two complexes, sin-con
demnation-death and righteousness-justification
life. The former arises from our union with Adam, 
the latter from union with Christ. These are the 
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two orbits within which we live and move. God's 
government 01' men is directed in  terms 01' these 
relationships. 1 1' we do not reckon with Adam we 
are thereby excluded from a proper understanding 
01' Christ. All who die die in Adam; all who are 
made alive are made alive in Christ. 
V. Depravity 
Sin never consists merely in a voluntary act 01' 
transgression. Every volition proceeds from some
thing that is more deep-seated than the volition 
itself. A sinful act is the expression 01' a sinful heart 
(cf Mk. 7:20-23; Pr. 4:23; 23:7). Sin must always 
include, therefore, the perversity 01' heart, mind, 
disposition and will. This was true, as we saw 
above, in the case 01' the first sin, and it applies to 
all sin. The imputation to posterity 01' the sin 01' 
Adam must, therefore, carry with it involvement in  
the perversity apart from which Adam's s in  would 
be meaningless and its imputation an impossible 
abstraction. Paul states that 'by one man's dis
obedience many were made sinners' (Rom. 5:  1 9) .  
The depravity which sin entails and with which all 
men come into the world is for this reason a direct 
implicate 01' our solidarity with Adam in his sin . 
We come to be as individuals by natural gener
ation, and as individuals we never exist apart from 
the sin 01' Adam reckoned as ours. Therefore the 
psalmist wrote, 'Behold, I was brought forth in in  i
quity, and in sin did my mother conceive me' (Ps. 
51 :5) and our Lord said, 'That which is born 01' the 
flesh is flesh' (1n. 3 :6). 

The witness 01' Scripture to the pervasiveness 01' 
this depravity is explicit. Gn.  6:5; 8 :2 1  provides a 
closed case. The latter reference makes it clear that 
this indictment was not restricted to the period 
before the judgment 01' ·the Flood. There is no 
evading the force 01' this testimony from the early 
pages 01' divine revelation, and later assessments 
are to the same effect (cf Je. 1 7 :9- 10 ;  Rom. 3 : 1 0-
1 8) .  From whatever angle man is viewed, there is 
the absence 01' that which is well-pleasing to God. 
Considered more positively, all have turned aside 
from God's way and become corrupted. [n Rom. 
8:5-7 Paul refers to the mind 01' the ftesh, and flesh, 
when used ethically as here, means human nature 
directed and governed by sin (cf J n .  3:6). Further, 
according to Rom. 8:7, 'The mind that is set on the 
flesh is hostile to God'. No stronger condemnatory 
judgment could be arrived at, for it means that the 
thinking 01' the natural man is conditioned and 
governed by enmity directed against God . Nothing 
less than a judgment 01' total depravity is the clear 
implication 01' these passages, i. e. there is no area 
or aspect 01' human life which is absolved from the 
sombre effects 01' man's fallenness, and hence no 
area which might serve as a possible ground for 
man's justification 01' hirnself in the face 01' God 
and his law. 

Depravity however is not registered in actual 
transgression to an equal extent in all .  There are 
multiple restraining fac:tors. God does not give 
over all men to uncleanness, to a base mind, and to 
improper conduct (Rom. 1 :24, 28). Total depravity 
(total, that is, in the sense that it touches every
thing) is not incompatible with the exercise 01' the 
natural virtues and the promotion 01' civil right
eousness. Unregenerate men are still endowed with 
conscience, and the work 01' the law is written upon 
their hearts so that in measure and at points they 
fulfil its requirement (Rom. 2: 14r. ). The doctrine 01' 
depravity, however, means that these works, 
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though formally in accord with what God com
mands, are not good and well-pleasing to God in 
terms of the full and ultimate criteria by wh ich his 
judgment is determined, the criteria of love to God 
as the animating motive, the law of God as the 
directing principle, and the glory of God as the 
controlling purpose (Rom. 8 :7; I Cor. 2: 14 ;  cf Mt.  
6:2, 5, 1 6; M k .  7 :6-7; Rom. 1 3 :4; I Cor. 10 :3 1 ;  1 3 :3;  
Tit .  I :  I 5; 3 :5 ;  Heb. 1 1  :4, 6). 
VI. Inability 
Inability is concerned with the incapacity arising 
from the nature of depravity. If  depravity is total, 
i.e. affecting every aspect and area of man's being, 
then inability for what is good and well-pleasing to 
God is likewise comprehensive in its reference. 

We are not able to change our character or act 
differently from it. In the matter of understanding, 
the natural man cannot know the things of the 
Spirit of God because they are spiritually dis
cerned ( I  Cor. 2: 14) .  In respect of obedience to the 
law of God he is not only not subject to the law of 
God but he cannot be (Rom. 8 :7). They who are 
in the flesh cannot please God (Rom. 8:8). A 
corrupt tree cannot bring forth good fru it (Mt.  
7:  1 8). The impossibility in each case is undeni
able. l t  is our Lord who affirms that even faith in 
hirn is impossible apart from the gift and drawing 
of the Father On. 6:44r., 65). This witness on his 
part is to the same effect as his insistence that 
apart from the supernatural birth of water and 
the Spirit no-one can have intelligent appreci
ation of, or entrance into, the kingdom of God 
(Jn. 3 :3 ,  5r., 8; cf Jn.  I :  1 3; I Jn .  2 :29; 3 :9; 4 :7 ;  
5 :  1 , 4, 1 8). 

The necessity of so radical and momentous a 
transformation and re-creation as regeneration is 
proof of the whole witness of Scripture to the 
bondage of sin and the hopelessness of our sinful 
condition. This bondage implies that it is a psycho
logieai, moral and spiritual impossibility for the 
natural man to receive the things of the Spirit, to 
love God and do what is well-pleasing to hirn, or to 
believe in Christ to the salvation of his soul. lt is 
this enslavement which is the premise of the 
gospel, and the glory of the gospel lies precisely in 
the fact that it provides release from the bondage 
and slavery of sin. lt is the gospel of grace and 
power for the helpless. 
VII.  Liability 
Since sin is against God, he cannot be complacent 
towards it or indifferent with respect to it. He 
reacts inevitably against it. This reaction is specif
ically his wrath. The frequency with wh ich Scrip
ture mentions the wrath of God compels us to take 
account of its reality and meaning. 

Various terms are used in the OT. In Heb., 'oft in 
the sense of 'anger', and intensified in the form 
h"röl! 'oft to express the 'fierceness of God's anger' 
is very common (cf Ex. 4: 1 4; 32: 1 2 ;  Nu. 1 1 : 1 0; 
22:22; Jos. 7: 1 ;  Jb. 42:7; Ps. 2 1 :9; Is. 1 0:5; Na. 1 :6; 
Zp. 2 :2); hema is likewise frequent (cf Dt. 29:23; 
Pss. 6:  I; 79:6; 90:7; Je. 7:20; Na. 1 :2); 'el]ra (cf Ps. 
78:49; Is. 9 : 1 9 ; 10 :6; Ezk. 7: 1 9; Ho. 5 : 1 0) and 
qeeeft (cf Dt. 29:28; Ps. 38: I ;  Je. 32:37; 50: 1 3 ; Zc. 
I :2) are used with sufficient frequency to be 
worthy of mention; zo'om is also characteristic 
and expresses the thought of indignation (cf Pss. 
38:3; 69:24; 78:49; Is. 1 0:5 ;  Ezk. 22:3 1 ;  Na. 1 :6). l t  
i s  apparent that the OT i s  permeated with refer
ences to the wrath of God. Often more than one 

of these terms appear together in order to 
strengthen and confirm the thought expressed. 
There is intensity in the terms themselves and m 
the constructions in which they occur to convey 
the notions of -displeasure, fiery indignation and 
holy vengeance. 

The Gk. terms are arge and Ihymas, the former 
frequently predicated of God in the NT (cf Jn .  
3 :36; Rom. 1 : 1 8 ;  2:5,  8;  3 :5 ;  5 :9;  9 :22;  Eph.  2 :3 ;  5 :6; 
I Thes. 1 : 1 0; Heb. 3 : 1 1 ;  Rev. 6: 1 7), and the latter 
less frequently (cf Rom. 2 :8 ;  Rev. 1 4 : 10,  1 9 ;  1 6: 1 ,  
1 9 ;  1 9: I 5; see zelas in Heb. 10 :27). 

The • wrath of God is therefore a reality, and the 
language and teaching of Scripture are calculated 
to impress upon us the severity by wh ich it is char
acterized. There are three observations wh ich par
ticularly require mention. First, the wrath of God 
must not be interpreted in terms of the fitful pas
sion so commonly associated with anger in uso It  is 
the deli berate, resolute displeasure which the con
tradiction of his holiness demands. Secondly, it is 
not to be construed as vindictiveness but as holy 
indignation; nothing of the nature of malice at
taches to it. It is not malignant hatred but right
eous detestation. Thirdly, we may not reduce the 
wrath of God to his will to punish. Wrath is a 
positive outgoing of dissatisfaction as sure as that 
which is pleasing to God involves complacency. We 
must not eliminate from God what we term emo
tion. The wrath of God finds its parallel in the 
human heart, exemplified in a perfect manner in 
Jesus (cf Mk.  3 :5 ;  1 0: 1 4) .  

The epitome of sin's liability is, therefore, the 
holy wrath of God. Since sin is never impersonal, 
but exists in, and is committed by, persons, the 
wrath of God consists in the displeasure to which 
we are subjected; we are the objects. The penal in
flictions which we suffer are the expressions of 
God's wrath. The sense of guilt and torment of 
conscience are the reflections in our consciousness 
of the displeasure of God. Thc essencc of final 
perdition will consist in the infliction 01' God's in
dignation (cf Is. 30:33; 66:24; Dn. 1 2:2;  M k .  9:43, 
45, 48). 
VIII. The conquest of sin 
Despite the sombreness of the theme, the Bible 
never complete1y loses a note of hope and opti
mism when dealing with sin; for the heart of the 
Bible is its witness to God's mighty offensive 
against sin in his historical purpose of redemption 
centred in lesus Christ, the last Adam, his eternal 
Son, the Saviour of sinners. Through the wh oIe 
work of Christ, his miraculous birth, his l ife of 
perfect obedience, supremely his death on the cross 
and resurrection from the dead, his ascension to 
the right hand of the Father, his reign in history 
and his glorious return, sin has been overcome. Its 
rebellious, usurping authority has been van
quished, its absurd claims exposed, its foul ma
chinations unmasked and overthrown, the baleful 
effects of the Fall in Adam coun teracted and 
undone, and God's honour vindicated, his holiness 
satisfied and his glory extended. 

In Christ, God has conquered sin; such are the 
great glad tidings of the Bible. Already this con
quest is demonstrated in the people of God, who 
by faith in Christ and his finished work are already 
delivered from the guilt and judgment of sin, and 
are already experiencing, to a degree, the conquest 
of sin's power through their union with Christ. 
This process will be culminated at the end of the 
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age when Christ will return in glory, the saints will 
be fully sanctified, sin banished from God's good 
creation and a new heaven and earth brought into 
being in which righteousness will dweil. (Cf Gn. 
3 : 1 5 ; Is. 52: 1 3-53: 1 2; le. 3 1 :3 1 -34; Mt. 1 :2 1 ;  Mk .  
2 :5 ;  1 0:45; Lk. 2 : 1 1 ; 1 1 : 1 4-22; ln . I :29; 3 : 1 6f. ; Acts 
2:38; 1 3 :38f.; Rom. passim; I Cor. 1 5 :3f., 22f.; Eph. 
1 :3-14;  2 : 1 - 1 0; Col. 2: 1 1 - 1 5;  Heb. 8: 1 - 1 0:25; I Pet. 
I :  1 8-2 1 ;  2 Pet. 3 :  1 1 - 1 3; 1 ln. 1 :6-2:2; Rev. 20:7- 1 4; 
21 :22-22:5.)  
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SINAI, MOUNT. 

I. Situation 

B .A .M . 

The location of this mountain is uncertain .  The 
following mountains are regarded by various 
scholars as Mt Sinai: lebel Musa, Ras e�-�af�afeh, 
lebel Serbäl and a mountain near al-Hrob. The trad
ition in favour of lebel Serbäl can be traced back 
as far as Eusebius; the tradition in favour of lebel 
M usa only as far as lustinian. The situation of 
lebel Serbäl, e.g the fact that there is no wilder
ness at its foot, makes it  im probable as the moun
tain of the covenant. The once widely accepted 
view of A. M usil that the volcanic mountain near 
al-Hrob is to be identified with Mt Sinai is no 
Ion ger popular with scholars, because it makes 
the reconstruction of the route of the Exodus 
impossible and it reads too much into Ex. 1 9 .  
M odern attempts t o  identify Sinai with voJcanic 
mountains E of the Gulf of Aqabah are so 
uncertain that not much can be derived from 
them. This leaves two possibilities: lebel Musa 
and Ras es-safsafeh.  These two mountains are 
si tuated on 'a 'short ridge of granite of about 4 km 
stretching from NW to SE. Ras e�-�af�afeh ( 1 ,993 
m) is situated at the N edge and lebel Msa (2,244 
m) at the S one. Tradition and most of the mod
ern scholars accept lebel Musa as Mt Sinai. There 
is, none the less, a strong preference among cer
tain scholars for Ras es-safsafeh as the mountain 
of the covenant because of 'the considerable plain 
at its foot which would have been spacious 
enough for the large body of Israelites (cf Ex. 
20: 1 8: 'they stood afar otr).  However, tradition in 
favour of lebel Musa is so ancient (about 1 ,500 
years) and the granite formations so imposing 
that it  is quite probably Mt Sinai. Furthermore, a 
few stations en route to the mountain point to the 
same conclusion. 
1 1 .  In the OId Testament 
Mt Sinai is also called Horeb in the OT. Travelling 
past Marah and Elim, the Israelites reached Sinai 
in  the 3rd month after their departure from Egypt 
(Ex. 1 9 :  I ), and camped at its foot on a plain from 
which the top was visible (Ex. 1 9 :  1 6, 1 8 , 20). The 
Lord revealed hirnself to Moses on this mountain 
and gave the Ten Commandments and other laws. 

SINEW 

The covenant made here between God and the 
people played a major role in binding the tribes 
together and moulding them into one nation serv
ing one God. Although the authenticity 01' this 
account is rejected by certain modern schools, it 
is clear from ldg. 5:5 that the Sinai tradition is an 
ancient part of Israelite belief. The prominent 
role of Mt Sinai in the OT and the strong trad
ition attached to it provide am pie evidence in 
support of the historicity of the account 
(*EXODUS). 

At the foot of lebel Musa is the monastery of St 
Catherine. It was here that Tischendorf discovered 
the famous 4th-century uncial MS of the Greek 
Bible called Codex Sinaiticus. The library of St 
Catherine has ancient MSS in Gk. ,  Arabic, Ethiopic 
and Syriac (many of wh ich have recently been 
made generally available on microfilm). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Rothenberg, God's Wilder
ness, 1 9 6 1 ;  W. Beyerlin, Origins and History 01 the 
Oldest Sinaitic Traditions, 1 965; G. I. Davies, in 
1. A. Emerton (ed.), Studies in the Pentatellch, 1 990. 

F.C.F. 

III. In the New Testament 
I .  Ouring his last speech be fore martyrdom, 
Stephen twice mentions Mt Sinai in a reference to 
the theophany to Moses at the burning bush (Acts 
7:30, 38 ;  in Ex. 3: I ff. the synonym Horeb is used). 
Stephen reminds his accusers that even a Gentile 
place like Sinai in NW Arabia became holy ground 
because God was pleased to reveal hirnself there; 
he was not limited by lewish geography. 

2. In Gal. 4 :2 1-3 1  Paul uses an allegory to iden
t ify Israel first with the slave-wife Hagar (Gn. 
16:  1 5; 2 1 :2, 9) and then with Mt Sinai ' in Arabia' 
(i. e. appropriately in a barren wilderness area). 
Hagar and Sinai are symbolic respectively of being 
outside the covenant of promise and of bondage 
to the law of Moses. Together they are taken as 
representing 'the present lerusalem', i.e. ludaism, 
wh ich is slavery (to the Law and its intolerable 
burden of Pharisaic additions as weil as to the 
Romans). By contrast 'the lerusalem above' is 
' free' ( freeborn) and 'our mother', the mother of 
all who are Christians, i. e. 'children of promise, as 
Isaac was'. 

3. In  Heb. 1 2 : 1 9-29, although not named dir
ectly, Mt Sinai, symbolizing the old covenant, is 
contrasted with Mt Zion, symbolizing the offer of 
the gospel under the new covenant. The awesome 
terrors of Sinai at the giving of the Law are de
scribed in terms of Ex. 1 9: 1 6- 1 9; 20: 1 8-2 1 ;  Ot. 
4: I I  f. ;  and the reader is warned that rejecting the 
gospel and its privileges incurs a far more dreadful 
judgment even than that which followed disobedi
ence to the Law. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Brown, NIDNTT3, pp. 1 0 1 3-
1 0 1 5; E. Löhse, TDNT 7, pp. 282-287. N.H.  

SINEW. Heb. gitj, the sinew viewed as that wh ich 
bound the bones together (Ezk. 37:6; lb. 1 0 : 1 1 ) .  

The custom mentioned in G n .  32:32 i s  obscure. 
C. A. Simpson in IB quotes Robertson Smith as 
explaining it  from the idea that the thigh was 
sacred as the se at of life, and Wellhausen as calling 
attention to a trace of it  in ancient Arabia. The 
application of the custom involves the removing of 
the sinew in the thigh-joint before the f1esh is 
cooked. 

The term is not found in  the NT. B.0.8. 
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SIN, WILDERNESS OF 

SIN, WILDERNESS OF. A wilderness through 
whieh the Israelites passed between Elim and Mt 
Sinai (Ex. 1 6: 1 ;  1 7: 1 ;  Nu.  33 : 1 1 - 1 2) .  It  is usually 
identified with Debbet er-Ramleh, a sandy traet 
below Jebel et-Tih in the SW of the Sinai pen
insula; but another suggested loeation is on the 
coastal plain of el-Markhah. As its position de
pends on the fixing of Mt * Sinai, whieh is un
eertain, it  is impossible to determine the exact site. 

J .M.H. 

SION. A synonym for, or part of, M t  Hermon (Dt. 
4:48, AV; cf RSV mg.). I t  is probably another form 
of 'Sirion' (Dt .  3:9); indeed, Pesh. reads 'Sirion' �ere, ,as also do RSV, NEB. A different word from 
Zion . J.D.D. 

SI RAH, elSTERN OF (AV 'weil of Sirah'). The 
place from wh ich Joab secretly recalled Abner, 
former eaptain of Saul's armies, following his visit 
to David to discuss the surrender of Israel. Un
known to David, Joab slew Abner (2 Sa. 3:26). 
Probably modern Ain Sarah, 2Y, km NW of 
Hebron. J.A.T. 

SIRION (Heb. siryön). The Canaanite name for 
Mt * Herrnon as used in the Bible by the Sidonians 
(Dt. 3:9; cf Ps. 29:6) and found in  the form sryn in 
the Ugaritic texts. See C. H .  Gordon, Ugaritic 
Textbook, 1 965, p. 495. (* SION.) T.C.M. 

SISERA (sis'rä', a non-Semitic, possibly I I Iyrian 
name). 

1 .  The commander of * Jabin's army (Jdg. 4:2f.) 
and possibly the petty king of Harosheth-ha-goiim 
( Haroseth of the nations), tentatively identified 
with Tell el-'Amr, 1 9  km NW of Megiddo, a stra
tegie loeation for the deployment of Jabin's 900 
chariots. His  dominant military role in the battle 
against Deborah and Barak explains his promin
ence in the biblical record when compared with his 
overlord, Jabin (who is not mentioned at all in Jdg. 
5). After his crushing defeat at M t  Tabor and sub
sequent flight, he was treaeherously slain by * Jael 
(Jdg. 4: 1 5-2 1 ;  5 :24-27). See A. E. Cundall, Judges 
and Ruth, TOTe, 1 968, pp. 8 1 - 1 00.  

2.  The family-name of a dass of Temple servants 
of foreign origin who returned with Zerubbabel 
from Exile in 537 BC (Ezr. 2:53; Ne. 7:55). 

A.E.C. 

SITNAH (Heb. si/na, 'hatred' , 'eontention'). A 
name given to a weil which Isaac's servants dug in 
Gerar (Gn. 26:2 1 )  and which was seized by the ser
vants of Abimelech. For general loeation, see 
* GERAR. J.D.D. 

SKIRT. The translation of three Heb. words. I .  
känäp, 'wing', 'extremity', i s  the usual term (Ru. 
3:9; I Sa. 24:4; erc.). 2. sül (Je. 1 3 :22, 26; La. 1 :9; 
Na. 3 :5) means 'hern', and is so rendered elsewhere 
in AV. 3. peh (Ps. 1 33 :2, AV) is the common word for 
'mouth', and the context is dearer if we follow RSV, 
which in the verse eoncerned renders the Heb. as 
'collar'. J.D.D. 

SLAVE, SLAVERY. 

I. In the Old Testament 

a. lntroduction 
Under the influence of Roman law, a slave is usu
ally considered to be a person (male or fern ale) 
owned by another, without rights, and-like any 
other form of personal property-to be used and 
disposed of in whatever way the owner may wish. 
In  the ancient biblical East, however, slaves could 
and did acquire various rights before the law or by 
custom, and these induded ownership (even of 
other slaves) and the power to conduct business 
while they were yet under their masters' control. 
Slavery is attested from the earliest times through
out the ancient Near East, and owed its existence 
and perpetuation primarily to economic factors. 
b. Sources of slOl'es 
(i) By capllIre. Captives, especially prisoners of war, 
were commonly reduced to slavery (Gn. 14 :2 1 ,  
daimed by the king o f  Sodom; Nu. 3 1  :9; Dt. 20: 1 4; 
2 1 :  I Off.; Jdg. 5:30; I Sa. 4:9 (cf RSV); 2 Ki .  5:2; 2 
Ch. 28:8, 10ff.), a custom that goes baek as far as 
written documents themse!ves, to roughly 3000 BC 
and probably further (references in I .  Mendelsohn ,  
Slavery in  the Ancient Near East, 1 949, pp. 1 -3). 

(ii) By purchase. Slaves could readily be bought 
from other owners or general merchants (cf Gn.  
1 7: 1 2- 1 3, 27; Ee. 2:7). The law allowed Hebrews to 
buy foreign slaves from foreigners at horne or 
abroad (Lv. 25 :44f.) .  In  antiquity, slaves were sold 
among all kinds of other merehandise and from 
eountry to eountry. Thus, the Midianites and Ish
maelites sold * Joseph to an Egyptian high offieial 
(Gn. 37:36; 39: I ), and Phoenieian Tyre imported 
slaves and bronzeware from Asia M inor ( Ezk. 
27: \ 3) and sold lews to the Ionians, thereby ineur
ring a threat of like treatment of her own nationals 
(Joe! 3:4-8). For evidence of the large numbers of 
Semitie slaves that reached Egypt in Joseph's gen
eral period, probably mainly by trade, see refer
ences in * Joseph or in Bibliography below. For Ba
bylonian merchant-enterprise in slave-trading 
abroad in places such as Tyre, see Mendelsohn, op. 
cit. , pp. 3-5. 

(iii) By birth. Children 'born in the house' of 
slave-parents beeame 'house-born slaves'; such are 
mentioned in  Scripture from patriarchal times 
onward (Gn. 1 5 :3 ;  1 7 : 1 2- 1 3, 27; Ee. 2:7; Je. 2: 1 4), 
and equally early in Mesopotamian documents 
(Mendelsohn, pp. 57-58). 

(iv) As restitution. If a convicted thief could not 
make restitution and pay his fines and damages, 
funds towards this could be raised by selling hirn as 
a slave (Ex. 22:3; cf a similar provision in Ham
murapi's Code, §§ 53-54: ANET, p. 1 68). 

(v) By defallit on debts. Debtors who went bank
rupt were often forced to seil their children as 
slaves, or their children would be eonfiseated as 
slaves by the creditor (2 Ki. 4: I ;  Ne. 5:5, 8). The 
insolvent debtor hirnself, as weil as his wife and 
family, eommonly beeame the slave of his creditor 
and gave hirn his labour for 3 years to work off the 
debt and then go free, in Hammurapi's Code (§ 
1 1 7 :  DOTT, p. 30, or A NET, pp. 1 70- l 7 l ). This 
seems to be the background to the Mosaic law in 
Ex. 2 1 :2--{) (and 7-1 1 ), and in  Dt. 1 5: 1 2- 1 8, where 
a Hebrew slave must work 6 years, explieitly a 
'double' period of time (Dt. 1 5 : 1 8) compared with 
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Hammurapi's 3 years (cf Mendelsohn,  pp. 32-33), 
but on release he was to be gran ted stock to start 
up on his own again (see also d. (i) I ,  below). [n
solvency was a major cause of reduction to slave 
status in the biblical East (Mendelsohn, pp. 23, 26-
29). 

(vi) Self-sale. Selling oneself voluntarily into 
slavery, i. e. dependence on another, to escape pov
erty, was widely known (Mendelsohn, pp. 14-19 ,  
for data). Lv. 25 :39-43, 47ff., recognized this, but 
provided for redemption at (or with foreign 
owners, even be fore) Jubilee year. 

(vii) Abduclion. To steal a person, and to reduce 
a kidnapped person to slavery, was an offence pun
ishable by death in the laws of both Hammurapi (9 
14 :  DOTT, p. 30; ANET, p. 1 66) and Moses (Ex. 
2 1 :  1 6; Dt. 24:7). The brothers of • Joseph were 
guilty of essentially such an offence (Gn. 37:27-28 
with 45:4), and might weil be 'dismayed' and need 
reassurance not to be 'distressed' (Gn. 45:3, 5, and 
cf Gn. 50: 1 5) .  
c. Price 01 slaves 
The price of slaves naturally varied somewhat 
according to circull1stances and the sex, age and 
condition of slaves, but the average price of slaves 
gradually rose like that of other commodities dur
ing the course of history; the female of child
bearing age being always more valuable than the 
male slave. [n the late 3rd millennium BC in  Meso
potamia (Akkad and 3rd Ur Dynasties) the average 
price of a slave was 1 0- 1 5  shekels of silver (refer
ences in Mendelsohn, pp. 1 1 7- 1 55).  About 1 700 BC 
Joseph was sold to the [shmaelites for 20 shekels of 
silver (Gn. 37:28), precisely the current price for the 
patriarchal period, where 1 /3 of a mina is 20 
shekels (99 1 1 6, 2 1 4, 252: DOTT, p. 35; ANET, pp. 
1 70, 1 75-1 76, in (e. g. )  Hammurapi's Code, c. 1 750 
BC), in contemporary Old Babylonian tablets (cf 
Mendelsohn,  loc. eil. ), and at Mari (G. Boyer, Ar
chives Royales de Mari, 8, 1 958, p. 23, No. 1 0, lines 
1 -4). By about the 1 5th century BC the average 
price was 30 shekels at Nuzi (B. L. Eichler, Inden
ture al NIIZi, 1 973, pp. 1 6- 1 8, 87), and could be 20, 
30 or 40 shekels at Ugarit in N Syria (Mendelsohn,  
pp. 1 1 8- 1 55;  J. Nougayrol, Palais Royal d'Ugaril, 3, 
1 955, p. 228: 2 with refs., p. 23 n .  I)  in the 1 4th/ 1 3th 
centuries BC, comparing weil with the contempor
ary price of 30 shekels reßected in Ex. 2 1  :32. [n  
later days the average price for a male slave rose 
steadily under the Assyrian, Babylonian and Per
sian empires, to about 5O-Q0 shekels, 50 shekels and 
90- 1 20 shekels respectively (Mendelsohn, pp. 1 1 7-
1 1 8, 1 55) .  For 50 shekels in Assyrian times, cf 2 Ki.  
1 5 :20, where the Israelite notables under Menahem 
had to pay their value as slaves, presumably as ran
som to avoid deportation to Assyria (D. J. Wise
man, Iraq 1 5 ,  1 953,  p. 1 35 ,  and JTVI 87, 1 955 ,  p. 
28). The successive and identical rises in average 
price for slaves in both the biblical and external 
records strongly suggest that the former are based 
directly on accurate traditions from the specific 
periods in question, i.e. the early and late 2nd mil
lennium and early I st millennium BC, and are not at 
these points the elaboration of later traditionists or 
of over-statistical priestly redactors. 
d Privalely owned slaves in Israel 
(i) Hebrew slaves. I .  The law sought (I ike Ham
murapi's Code 5 centuries earlier) to avoid the risk 
of wholesale population-drift into slavery and 
serfdom under economic pressure on small farm-

SLAVE, SLAVERY 

ers, by limiting the length of service that insolvent 
debtors (see b. (v), above) had to give to 6 years, 
their release to be accompanied by the provision of 
sufficient assets to make a new start (Ex.  2 1  :2-6; 
Dt. 1 5 :  1 2- 1 8). A man already married when thus 
enslaved took his wife with hirn at release, but if  he 
was formerly single and was given a wife by his 
master, that wife and any children remained the 
master's. Hence, those who wished to stay in  ser
vice and keep their family could do so permanently 
(Ex. 2 1 :6; Dt. 1 5 : 1 6f.); at Jubilee he would be re
leased in any case (Lv. 25 :40) in connection with 
the restoration of inheritance then ( Lv. 25 :28), 
even if he chose to stay on with his master perman
ently. Insolvent debtors in  temporary enslavement 
similar to that of Ex. 2 1  :2ff. are probably the sub
ject of Ex. 21 :26-27, the permanent loss of a 
member cancelling the debt and so bringing im
mediate release from the creditor/ master ( Mendel
sohn, op. Cil. , pp. 87-88). In Jeremiah's day the 
king and the wealthy flagrantly abused the law of 
7th-year release by freeing their slaves only to seize 
them again,  and were duly condemned for this very 
sharp practice (Je. 34:8-1 7). 

2.  A Hebrew who voluntarily sold hirnself into 
slavery to escape from poverty was to serve his 
master until Jubilee year, when he would go free 
(Lv. 25:39-43) and receive back his i nheritance 
(Lv. 25 :28). But if his master was a foreigner he 
had the option of purchasing his freedom or being 
redeemed by a relative at any time before Jubilee 
(Lv. 25:47-55). 

3 .  Female slaves were the subject of further spe
cific law and custom. That a chief wife's servant
maids might bear children to their master for the 
childless wife is attested both in the patriarchal nar
rative (Gn. 1 6) and in cuneiform documents, e.g. 
from Ur (Wiseman, JTVI 88, 1 956,  p. 1 24). Under 
the law, if a Hebrew girl was sold as a slave (Ex. 
21 :7-1 1 )  her mari tal status was carefully safe
guarded: she might marry her master (and be 
redeemed if  rejected), or his son, or become a prop
erly maintained concubine, but would go free if the 
master failed to implement whichever of the three 
possibilities he had agreed to. [n Mesopotamia such 
contracts were usually harsher, often having no 
safeguards whatever (cf Mendelsohn, pp. I Off., 87). 

(ii) Foreign slaves. I .  Unlike Hebrew slaves, these 
could be enslaved permanently and handed on 
with other family property (Lv. 25 :44-46). How
ever, they were included in the commonwealth of 
Israel on patriarchal precedent (circumcision, Gn.  
1 7: 1 0- 1 4, 27)  and shared in festivals (Ex. 1 2:44, 
Passover; D!. 1 6: 1 1 ,  1 4) and sabbath-rest (Ex. 
20: 1 0; 23: 1 2) .  

2.  A woman captured in war could be taken as 
full wife by a Hebrew, and would thereby cease to 
have slave status; thus, if  she was subsequently di
vorced she went free and did not become a slave 
(D!. 2 1 : 1 0- 1 4).  

(iii) General condilions. I .  The treatment ac
corded to slaves depended directly on the personal
ity of their masters. I t  could be a relationship of 
trust (cf Gn. 24: 39: 1 -6) and affection (D!. 1 5 : 1 6), 
but discipline might be harsh, even fatal (cf Ex. 
21 :2 1 ), though to kill a slave outright carried a 
penalty (Ex . 2 1 :20), doubtless death (Lv. 24: 1 7, 
22). It is just possible that Hebrew slaves, l ike so me 
Babylonians, sometimes carried an outward token 
of their servitude (Mendelsohn,  p.  49), though this 
remains uncertain. In  some circumstances slaves 
could claim justice (Jb. 3 1 :  1 3) or go to law (Men-
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delsohn, pp. 65, 70, 72), but-like the Egyptian 
spared by David-could be abandoned by callous 
masters when ill ( I  Sa. 30: 1 3) .  In patriarchal times 
a childless master could adopt a house-slave and 
make him his heir, as is recorded of Abraham and 
Eliezer before the births of Ishmael and Isaac (Gn. 
1 5 :3), and of various people in cuneiform docu
ments (Ur, cf Wiseman, JTVI 88, 1 956, p. 1 24). 

2.  Throughout ancient history, the available 
documents bear witness to the large numbers of 
people who tried to escape from slavery by running 
away, and those who in any way aided and abetted 
them could expect punishment, especially in early 
times (Mendelsohn, pp. 58ff.). However, slaves that 
Red from one country to another came under a 
different category. States sometimes had mutual 
ex tradition c\auses in their treaties; this may ex
plain how Shimei so easily recovered two runaway 
slaves of his from King Achish of Gath in Philistia 
(I Ki. 2:39-40; cf Wiseman, op. eil. , p. 1 23). How
ever, some states also at times decreed that if any 
nationals of theirs enslaved abroad returned to 
their homeland they would be set free and not be 
extradited. This was stipulated by Hammurapi of 
Babyion (Code, § 280: DOTT, p. 35; ANET, p. 1 77; 
cf Mendelsohn, pp. 63--64, 75, 77-78), and is 
probably the meaning of Dt. 23:  1 5f. (Mendelsohn, 
pp. 63--64). 

(iv) Manumission. In the Heb. laws an enslaved 
debtor was to be released after 6 years (Ex. 2 1  :2; 
Dt.  1 5 : 1 2, 1 8), or  as compensation for injury (Ex. 
21 :26-27), and a girl could be redeemed or set free 
if repudiated, or if conditions of service were not 
honoured (Ex. 2 1  :8, 1 1 ; see d. (i) 3 above). A 
Hebrew who sold himself into slavery was to be 
freed at lubilee, or could be redeemed by purchase 
at any time from a foreign master (Lv. 25:39-43, 
47-55 ;  d. (i) 2 above). On Dt. 23: 1 5f. , see preceding 
section. A female captive could become a freed
woman by marriage ( Dt .  2 1 :  1 0- 1 4) .  

In I Ch.  2 :34f.,  a Hebrew Sheshan had no sons, 
and so married his daughter to his Egyptian slave 
larha in order to continue his family line; it is most 
probable that larha would be made free in these 
circumstances ( Mendelsohn, p. 57), and likewise 
Eliezer of Damascus (Gn. 1 5 :3), if he had not becn 
replaced as heir to Abraham by Ishmael and then 
Isaac. 

In Heb. the term wh ich denotes that a person is 
'free', not (or no longer) a slave (e.g Ex. 21 :2, 5, 
26-27; Dt. 1 5 : 1 2- 1 3 ,  1 8; lb. 3 : 1 9; le. 34:9- 1 1 ,  1 4, 
1 6; ele. ), is �oijfi, wh ich has a long history in the 
ancient East, occurring as QUpsu in cuneiform texts 
from the 1 8th to the 7th centuries BC, and usually 
referring to freedmen who are small land holders, 
tenant farmers or hired labourers. When a Hebrew 
was freed this is the class he would be in .  He would 
become a small land holder if he regained his in
heritance (as at lubilee) or a tenant or labourer on 
land held by others. On manumission in  the an
cient East, see Mendelsohn, pp. 74-9 1 ;  on �oftsi, 
see Bibliography below. 

porary corvee (mas) in Lebanon only, by rota ( I  
Ki. 5 :  1 3f.). There is no contradiction between I Ki .  
5 and 9 on the corvees; cf M. Haran, VT 1 1 ,  1 96 1 ,  
pp. 1 62-1 64, following and partly correcting Men
delsohn, pp. 96-98. Cf A. F. Rainey, IEJ 20, 1 970, 
pp. 1 9 1 -202. The famous coppermines near Ezion
geber (0 EU.TH ) were most likely worked with Ca
naanite and Ammonite/Edomite slave-Iabour (N. 
Glueck, BASOR 79, 1 940, pp. 4-5; Mendelsohn, p. 
95; Haran, op. eil. , p. 1 62).  Such use of war
captives was common throughout the Near East, 
and in other countries outside Israel their less for
tunate nationals and ordinary slaves could some
times be taken over by the state ( Mendelsohn, pp. 
92-99). 

(ii) Temple slaves in Israel. After the war with 
Midian, Moses levied from the warriors and Israel 
at large I in 500 and I in 50 respectively of their 
spoils in persons and goods, for service with the 
high priest and Levites at the tabernacle, obviously 
as menials (Nu. 3 1  :28, 30, 47). Then there were 
added to these the Gibeonites spared by loshua, 
who became 'hewers of wood and drawers of 
water' for the house and altar of the Lord (105. 
9:3-27), i. e. menials for the tabernacle and its per
sonne!. Also, David and his officers had dedicated 
foreigners (Nethinim) for similar service with the 
Levites who served the Temple, some of their des
cendants returning from captivity with Ezra (8 :20); 
to these were added 'Solomon's servants' (Ezr. 
2:58). Ezekiel (44:6-9) possibly warned against al
lowing these uncircumcised menials to usurp a 
place in the worship of a Tempie that was not 
theirs. Under Nehemiah (3 :26, 3 1 )  some of these 
Iived in lerusalem and helped repair its walls. 
f Conclusion: general Irends 
Generally, a more humane spirit breathes through 
the OT laws and customs on slavery, as illustrated 
by the repeated injunctions in God's name not to 
rule over a brot her Israelite harshly (e.g. Lv. 25:43, 
46, 53, 55; Dt.  1 5 : 14f.) .  Even when Heb. law and 
custom on slaves shares in the common heritage of 
the ancient Semitic world, there is this unique care 
in God's name for these people who by status were 
not pcople, something absent from the law codes 
of Babyion or Assyria. It should, moreover, be re
membered that, by and large, the economy of the 
ancient Near East was never one substantially or 
mainly based on slave-Iabour as in 'classical' and 
later Greece or above all in imperial Rome (cf 
Mendelsohn, pp. 1 1 1- 1 1 2, 1 1 6: 1 1 7, 1 2 1 ;  I .  1. Gelb, 
Feslschriflfor S. N Kramer, 1 976, pp. 1 95-207, on 
statistics and comparisons; limited numbers and 
economic opportunities of Neo-Babylonian slaves, 
cf F. I .  Andersen (summary of Dandamayer), 
Buried Hislory 1 1 , 1 975, pp. 1 9 1 - 1 94). And lob 
(3 1 :  \ 3- 1 5) heraids the concept of the equality of 
all men, of whatever station, before their creator 
God. 
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delsohn, Slavery in Ihe Ancienl Near Easl, 1 949, 
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restricted scale. David caused the conquered Am- marized and evaluated by A.  G. Barrois, Manuel 
monites to do forced labour (2 Sa. 1 2:3 1 ), and d'Archeologie Biblique, 2, 1 953, pp. 38, 1 1 4 , 2 1 1 -
Solomon conscripted the surviving descendants of 2 1 5, and by R .  de Vaux, Aneienl Israel: ils Life and 
the peoples of Canaan into his mas- 'öf,zeq, perman- Inslilulions, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 80-90, 525). On Temple 
ent state labour-Ievy, but not true Israelites (see I slaves in I srael, see M. Haran, VT 1 1 , 1 96 1 ,  pp. 
Ki.  9: 1 5 , 2 1-22; burden-bearers and quarriers, v. 1 59-1 69. On �oftSi, 'free(dman)', see Mendelsohn, 
1 5  and 2 Ch. 2:  1 8) .  The Israelites served on tem- BASOR 83, 1 94 1 ,  pp. 36-39, and ibid. , \ 39, 1 955, 
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pp. 9-1 1 ;  E. R. Lachernan, ibid. , 86, 1 942, pp. 36-
37; D. 1. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets, 1 953, p. 
10 .  For the Egyp. data on slavery, see the mono
graph by A. M. Bakir, Slavery in Pharaonic Egypt, 
1 952 supplemented for Joseph's period by W. C. 
Hay�s, A Papyrus 0/ the Late Middle Kingdom in 
the Brooklyn Museum, 1 955,  pp. 92-94, 98-99, 
1 33- 1 34, and especially G. Posener, Syria 34, 1 957, 
pp. 147, 1 50-1 6 1 .  K.A.K.  

1 1 .  In the New Testament 

a. Systems 0/ slavery in NT times 
Jewish slavery, to judge by the Talmud, remained 
governed as always by the tight national unity 01' 
the people. There was a sharp distinction between 
Jewish and Gentile slaves. The former were subJect 
to the sabbath-year manumission, and the onus fell 
upon Jewish communities everywhere to ransom 
their nationals held in slavery to GenIlIes. Thus no 
fundamental division into bond and free was rec
ognized. At the same time the whole people might 
be thought 01' as the servants 01' Yahweh. 

By contrast, Greek slavery was justified in clas
sical theory by the assumption 01' a natural order 
01' slaves. Since only the citizen class were, strictly 
speaking, human, slaves were merely chattels. 
While this idea was carried into practice only in the 
rare ca ses where common sense and humanity 
broke down, the fact remains that throughout clas
sical antiquity the institution 01' slavery was simply 
taken for granted, even by those who worked for its 
amelioration. 

Therc was a very great diversity at different 
times and pI aces in the extent and uses 01' slavery. 
Modern sentiment is dominated by the horrors 01' 
the mass agricultural slavery in Italy and Sicily 
during the 2 centuries between the Punic wars and 
Augustus, wh ich were dramatized by a series 01' 
heroic slave-revolts. This was a by-product 01' the 
rapid Roman conquest 01' the Mediterranean, the 
main source 01' the glut 01' slaves belOg war 
prisoners. In NT times, however, there was very 
little warfare and in any case the slave ranches 
were a pecul iarly Roman method of farming. In  
Egypt, for instance, there was pracllcally no agn
cultural slavery, the land being worked by a free 
peasantry under bureaucratic supervision. In Asia 
Minor and Syria there were great temple estates 
whose tenant farmers were in a kind 01' serfdom. In 
Palestine, to judge by the parables 01' Jesus,. slaves 
were employed on country estates �ore 10 ad
ministrative positions, the labour belOg recrUited 
on a casual basis. 

Domestic and public slavery were the most wide
spread forms. In the former case the slaves were 
purchased and employed as an index 01' wealth. 
Where only one or two were owned, they worked 
beside their master at the same occupations. At 
Athens they were indistinguishable in the streets 
from free men, and the familiarity 01' slaves to
wards their owners was a stock theme 01' comedy. 
At Rome the great houses employed scores 01' 
slaves for sheer luxury. Their work was highly spe
cialized and orten largely effortless. In the case 01' 
public slaves, their status conferred a good deal 01' 
independence and respect. They performed all 
sorts 01' duties in the absence 01' a clvil serVice, 10-
cluding even police services in some cases. Profes
sions such as medicine or education were com
monly filled by slaves. 

The main sources 01' slavery were: ( I )  birth, de-
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pending on the law 01' the particular state concern
ing the various dellrees 01' serVile parentage; (2) the 
widespread practlce 01' exposlOg unwanted chll
dren who were then available for the use 01' anyone 
who 'ca red to rear them; (3) the sale 01' one's own 
children into slavery; (4) voluntary slavery as a so
lution to problems such as debt; (5) penal slavery; 
(6) kidnapping and piracy; (7) the traffic across the 
Roman fron tiers. Not all these sources were open 
in one place at any one time: there was a great deal 
01' variation in local law and sentiment.  The degree 
01' slavery also varied greatly, and is impossible to 
calculate. It may have reached one-third 01' the 
population in Rome and the great metropolitan 
cities 01' the east. In  areas where there was a peas
ant economy, however, it was reduced to a small 
fraction 01' that. 

Manumission could be readily arranged at any 
time if owners wished. In  Rome it was most com
monly performed by testament, and limits had to 
be placed on the generosity of owners to prevent 
the too rapid dilution 01' the cltlzen body wlth per
sons 01' foreign extraction. In Gk.  states 2 common 
forms were a type 01' self-purchase, in which the 
legal incompetence 01' the slave was overcome by 
the ownership technically passing to a god, �nd 
manumission in return for a contract 01' services 
which simply meant that the slave continued in the 
same employment though legally free. . The condition 01' slavery was everywhere belOg 
steadily mitigated in NT times. Although slaves 
had no legal personality, owners recognized that 
they worked better the more their condition ap
proximated to freedom, and the ownlOg 01' prop
erty and contracting 01' marriages were normally 
allowed. Cruelty was condemned by the growing 
sentiment 01' common humanity, and in some cases 
legally controlled; in Egypt, for instance, the death 
01' a slave was subject to a coroner's inquest. While 
in Gk. states emancipated slaves became resident 
aliens 01' their former master's city, at Rome they 
automatically became citizens on manumission. 
Thus the vast flow 01' slaves into Italy, especially 
during the last 2 centuries before Christ, had the 
effect 01' internationalizing the Roman repubhc, 
anticipating the government's own policy 01' stead
ily broadening membership. 
b. The NT attilllde to slavery 
The twelve disciples 01' Jesus apparently had no 
part in the system 01' slavery. They included neither 
slaves nor owners. The institution figures fre
quently in the parables, however (e.g. Mt.  2 1  :34; 
22:3), because the regal and baronial households to 
which it belonged afforded a nice analogy for the 
kingdom 01' God. Jesus repeatedly spoke 01' the 
relation 01' the disciples to hirnself as that 01' ser
vants to their lord (e.g. Mt.  10:24; Jn .  1 3 : 1 6) .  At the 
same time he stressed the inadequacy 01' this figure. 
The disciples were emancipated, as it were, and 
admitted to higher privileges of intimacy (Jn. 
1 5: 1 5) .  Or again, to their acute embarrassment, 
Jesus hirnself adopted the servile role (Jn. 1 3 :4-1 7), 
with the object 01' encouraging them to mutual 
service. 

Outside Palestine, however, where the churches 
were often established on a household basis, the 
membership included both masters and servants. 
Slavery was one 01' the human divisions that 
became meaningless in the new community in 
Christ ( I  Cor. 7:22; Ga!. 3 :28). This apparently 
led to a desire for emancipation (I Cor. 7:20) and 
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perhaps even to the active encouragement 01' it by 
so me ( I  Tim. 6:3-5). Paul was not opposed to 
manumission if the opportunity was offered ( I  
Cor. 7:2 1 ), but studiously refrained from putting 
pressure on owners, even where personal sentiment 
might have led hirn to do so (Phm. 8, 14) .  Not only 
was there the practical reason 01' not laying the 
churches open to criticism ( I  Tim. 6:  I 1'.), but the 
point.of prmciple that all human stations are allot
ted by God ( I  Cor. 7:20). Slaves should therefore 
aim to please God by their service ( Eph. 6:5-8; 
Col. 3 :22). The fraternal bond with a believing 
master should be an added reason for serving hirn 
weil (I Tim. 6:2). A master, on the other hand, 
might weil let the fraternal sentiment prevail (Phm. 
1 6), and certainly must treat his slaves with re
straint (Eph. 6 :9) and strict equity (Col. 4: I ). 

The fact that household slavery, wh ich is the 
only kind referred to in the NT, was generally gov
erned by feelings 01' goodwill and affection, is im
plied by its figurative use in the 'household 01' God' 
(Eph. 2:  1 9). The apostles are regularly God's stew
ards ( I  Cor. 4: I ;  Tit. I :7; I Pet. 4: 1 0) and even plain 
servants (Rom. I :  I; Phil. I :  I ) . The legal character 
01' 'the yoke 01' slavery' (Gal. 5 : 1 )  was not forgot
ten, however, and the idea 01' manumission and 
adoption into the family itself was a proud conclu
sion to this train 01' thought (Rom. 8 :  1 5- 1 7; Gal . 
4 :5-7). Thus, whether in practice or by analogy, the 
apostles c1early branded the institution as part 01' 
the order that was passing away. In the last resort 
the fraternity 01' the sons 01' God would see all its 
members free 01' their bonds. 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. W. L. Westermann, The Slave 
Systems 0/ Greek and Roman Antiquity, 1 955 (with 
full bibliography); M. 1. Finley (ed.), Slavery in 
Classical Antiquity: Views and Controversies, 1 960; 
S. S. Bartchy, Mal/on Chresai: First-Century Slav
ery and the Interpretation 0/ 1 Cor. 7:21 ,  1 973; 1. 
Vogt, Ancient Slavery and tlre Ideal 0/ Man, 1 974; 
F. Lyall, Slaves, Citizens, Sons, 1 984; K. R. Brad
ley, Slaves and Masters in tlre Roman Empire, 1 987; 
A.  Kirschenbaum, Sons, Slaves and Freedmen in 
Roman Commerce, 1 987; A. Watson, Roman Slave 
Law, 1 987. E.A.J. 

SLEEP. The OT uses several words for 'sleep', the 
NT has fewer; but no particular significance at
taches to them. They signify sleep in the sense 01' 
physical rest and recuperation. 

As might be expected, 'sleep' is used in a figura
tive sense in both Testaments. In Pr. 1 9 :  1 5, ete. , it 
describes mental torpor, and in Pr. 24:33 it refers to 
physical sloth and laziness. Paul uses the figure to 
describe the state 01' spiritual torpor 01' the non
Christians (Eph. 5: 14), which unmans them and 
renders them unprepared for Christ's second 
advent (MI .  25 :22). By contrast, the Christian has 
awakened from this spiritual torpor, but he is chal
lenged to remain awake (I Thes. 5:4-8; Rom. 
1 3 : 1 1 1'. ; Mt. 25 : 1 3; 26:4 1 ) . 

Sieep is also a synonym for physical death (Jb. 
14 : 1 2 ;  Jn .  1 1 : 1 1 - 14; I Cor. 1 5 : 1 8). This signifies 
that death, like sleep, is neither a permanent state, 
nor does it 'destroy the identity of the sleeper' (Lk.  
24:39f.), in spite 01 '  the change to be effected at  the 
resurrection ( I  Cor. 1 5 : 1 3ff.). 

'Oeep sleep', tardemä, was supernaturally in
duced (Gn. 2 :2 1 ;  I Sa. 26: 1 2), and was equivalent 
alm ost to a • 'trance' (Gn. 1 5 : 1 2), in which visions 
were gran ted (Jb. 4: 1 3 ; On. 8 : 1 8). Its NT equiva-

lent is hypnos (Acts 20:9). But visions also came in 
the course of 'ordinary' sleep (Gn. 28: I Off.; I Sa. 
3 :2ff.). See also • OREAM; L. Coenen, NIDNTT I ,  
pp. 44 1-443. J .G .S.S.T. 

SLEIGHT. AV rendering (RSV 'cunning') of Gk. 
kybeia, 'dice-playing', Eph. 4 :  14  (cf kybeuä, 'to de
ceive', in Epictetus 2.  1 9; 3.  2 1 ). NEB approaches the 
Greek differently from AV and RSV, and renders the 
last part 01' the verse 'du pes of crafty rogues and 
their deceitful schemes'. Paul is warning against 
instability and against those whose slick dealings 
present a plausible mixture of truth and error. 

J.O.O.  

SMYRNA. A city in the Roman province of Asia, 
on the Aegean shore 01' wh at is now Asiatic Turkey. 
There was a Gk. colony near by from very early 
times, but it was captured and destroyed by the 
Lydians about the end 01' the 7th century BC and 
virtually ceased to exist until it was refounded on 
its present site by Lysimachus in the early 3rd cen
tury BC. It grew to be one of the most prosperous 
cities in Asia Minor. It was the natural port for the 
ancient trade route through the Hermus valley, and 
its immediate hinterland was very fertile. Smyrna 
was a faithful ally 01' Rome long before the Roman 
power became supreme in the E Mediterranean. 
Under the empire it was famous for its beauty and 
for the magnificence of its public buildings. lt is 
now Izmir, the second largest city in Asiatic Turkey. 

The gospel probably reached Smyrna at an early 
date, presumably from Ephesus (Acts 1 9 :  I 0). The 
'angel 01' the church in Smyrna' is the recipient of 
the second (Rev. 2:8-1 1 )  01' the letters to the 'seven 
churches . . .  in Asia'. As in other commercial 
cities, the church encountered opposition from the 
Jews (Rev. 2:9;  cf 3:9). The description of the 
Christ as the one who was dead and Iived again (v. 
8) may allude to the resurgence 01' the city to new 
prosperity after a long period in obscuri ty. The 
'crown' (v. 1 0) was rich in associations at Smyrna. 
I t  may suggest the victor's wreath at the games, or 
current forms 01' eulogy which used the image 01' 

Smyrna. one 0/ tile 'seven churches 0/ Asia' (Re\'. 
1-3). 
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the beauty and glory of the city and its buildings. 
Cf also Jas. I :  1 2. The call to faithfulness (v. 1 0) is a 
call to the church to fulfil in the deepest way the 
historic reputation of the city. lt was exemplified in 
the courage with wh ich the aged bishop Polycarp 
refused to recant; he was martyred there e. AD 1 55 
or later. (See C. 1. Hemer, Buried Hislory 1 1 , 1 975; 
The Letters 10 the Seven Churehes of Asia in Their 
Lora/ Selling, 1 986; E. M .  Yamauchi, New Testa
ment Cities in Weslern Asia Minor, 1 980.) 

E.M.B.G. 
C.J.H. 

SNARE. Mechanical device, often with a bait, for 
catehing birds or animals. AV uses 'snare' for 7 Heb. 
and 2 Gk.  words, but RSV translates more accur
ately by other terms in Jb. 1 8 :8, 10 ;  La. 3:47; I Cor. 
7:35. Heb. pa� (cf Egyp. PQ') is translated 'snare' 
22 times in RSV; l iterally it  is used of bird traps only 
(see Ps. 1 24:7;  Pr. 7:23; Ec. 9: 1 2; Am. 3:5) .  The last 
passage mentions two kinds of traps used by fowl
ers, one which pins the bird to the ground and one 
with a noose whieh catches the bird around the 
neck and springs up. In the majority of cases pab is 
used figuratively, for example in  Jos. 23: 1 3; Jb. 
22 : 1 0; Ps. 1 1 9: 1 1 0. AV translates pa� by 'gin' in  Jb. 
1 8 :9; Is. 8: 1 4. Heb. möqes, perhaps meaning 
'striker', is translated 'snare' in RSV 22 times, Iiter
ally only in Jb. 40:24, which implies that a snare 
cannot take the behemoth or hippopotamus. Ex
am pies of the figurative use of möqes are: Ex. 1 0:7; 
23:33; 2 Sa. 22:6; Ps. 64:5 ;  Pr. 20:25; 22:25; Is. 8: 14. 
AV translates möqes by 'gin' in Pss. 1 40:5; 1 4 1  :9; 
Am. 3:5. Other Heb. words translated 'snare' in a 
figurative sense are: mä�öq, 'means of hunting' (Ee. 
7:26) and the related m'�iiqä (Ezk. 1 2 : 1 3 ; 1 7:20). 

In the Apocrypha 'snare' (Gk. pagis) is used in 
reference to a gazelle ( Ecclus. 27:20) and also fig
uratively (Ecclus. 9 :3 ,  1 3; 27:26, 29). 

In  the NT Gk. pagis is translated 'snare' in a 
literal sense only in Lk. 2 1  :34, whieh compares the 
suddenness of the Lord's coming to the springing 
of a trap. The figurative uses of pagis are Rom. 
1 1  :9; I Tim. 3:7; 6:9; 2 Tim. 2:26. 

In Egypt today the following kinds of snares, 
some with ancient counterparts, are used: a c1ap
net, a clap-board over a hole, a clap-box, a spring
ing noose, a trap with two jaws which close on the 
neck 01' the victim, and a cage with a sliding or 
springing door. 

BIBLIOGRAPI-lY. G. Dalman, Arbeil und Sille 6, 
1 939, pp. 32 1 -340; G. Gerleman, Conlribulions 10 
{he O/d Teslamenl Termin% gy of Ihe Chase, 1 946; 
G. R. Driver, ' Refteetions on Recent Articles, 2 .  
Heb. lI1öqes, "striker" '. JBL 73, 1 954, pp. 1 3 1 - 1 36. 

J .T. 

SNOW ( Heb. se/eg) . The few references to it indi
cate its rarity in  Palestine, where it is scarcely ever 
found S 01' Hebron and is unknown along the sea 
eoast and Jordan valley. Only twiee is a snowfall 
reeorded (in 2 Sa. 23:20 [= 1 Ch. 1 1  :22) and in I 
Maee. 1 3 :22). But the snow cover of Lebanon, 'the 
white mountain', is proverbial (Je. 1 8 : 1 4), and 
lower down in the Hauran it is not infrequent (Ps. 
68 : 1 4) .  Elsewhere it is a rare feature, as the biblieal 
ineident of Benaiah would suggest (2 Sa. 23:20). 

Snow as a symbol is variously employed. I t  is 
God-given and controlled (Jb. 38 :22), one of the 
wonders of God's power (Jb. 37:6; Ps. 147: 1 6), and 
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given for fertility ( I s. 55: 10f.) and to accomplish 
moral ends (Jb. 38 :22-23). It expresses whiteness 
(Ex. 4:6; Nu. 1 2 : 1 0; 2 Ki. 5 :27; La. 4:7; Dn. 7:9), 
and therefore moral purity (Dn.  7:9; M k .  9:3;  Mt .  
28:3; Rev. I :  1 4) .  lt  describes the complete accept
ancc of the penitent sinner (Ps. 5 1  :7; Is. I :  1 8). 

J .M.H.  

SNUFFERS. For trimming and adjusting the 
wicks of the lamps in the tabernacle and Temple 
two, clearly distinct (see I Ki. 7:49-50; 2 Ch. 4:2 1 -
22), instruments were used: 1 .  m'zamm'rö!, trans
Iated 'snuffers' ( I  Ki. 7:50; 2 Ki. 1 2 : 1 3  ( 1 4) ;  25: 1 4; 
2 Ch. 4:22; Je. 52: 1 8), probably a kind of scissors. 
2. me/qä�ayim. These latter were 'tongs' (cf Is. 
6:6), but they are variously translated: I Ki .  7:49; 2 
Ch. 4:2 1 ,  'tongs'; Ex. 37:23 'snuffers'; Ex. 25:38; 
Nu. 4:9, RSV 'snuffers', AV 'tongs'. See G. E. 
Wright, Bib/iea/ Arehae% gy, 1 957, pp. 141 f. 

D.W.G. 

SO. By conspiring with 'So king of Egypt' e. 726/ 5 
BC (2 Ki.  1 7:4), Hoshea brought Assyrian retribu
tion upon Israel. If  So is the proper name of an 
Egyp. king, he must be either the last shadowy Lib
yan pharaoh, Osorkon IV (Aa-kheper-n:') c. 727-
7 1 6  BC, or the de facta W-Delta ruler Tefnakht, e. 
727-720 BC, or some lesser and unidentified E
Delta kinglet. No mere kinglet could have helped 
Hoshea, nor can SÖ' derive from Tefnakht's name; 
it is possible that So' could be an abbreviation for 
Osorkon ( I V) ,  as Egyp. Sese für Rameses (11) .  

Some identify So, vocalized Siwe' or Sewe', with 
the Ethiopian Pharaoh Shabako (omitting forma
tive -ko) who acted as army commander in Egypt 
before his accession. This is impossible in 726/5 BC, 
because the Ethiopians' W-Delta rivals, Tefnakht 
and Bekenranef ( Bocchoris), held Lower Egypt 
until 7 1 6  BC. Others identify So/Siwe with 'Sib'e 
the lurlan (army commander) of Egypt' whom 
Sargon I I  of Assyria defeated at Raphia in 720 BC. 
But So cannot be a king in 726/5 BC and then 
simply army commander in 720 BC, unless he were 
throughout a petty Delta kinglet acting as com
man der for Osorkon IV (or Tefnakht and Beken
ranef). Therefore, if So is an Egyp. ruler's name, he 
would be either Osorkon IV abbreviated (but nol 
Sib'e the lurlan) or else a lesser kinglet and army 
commander under Osorkon IV, Tefnakht or 
Bekenranef. 

S. Yeivin's suggestion in VT 2, 1 952, pp. 1 64-
1 68, that SÖ' is not a proper name but merely a 
transcription of Egyp. (, 'v izier', then sö ' me/eis 
lI1i�rayim = 'the vizier of the king of Egypt' is 
phonetically unsuitablc. The cuneiform name of 
the Egyp. commander of 720 BC, hitherto read as 
Sib'e, must now almost certainly bc read as Re'e 
(R.  Borger, JNES 1 9, 1 960, pp. 49-53); this name 
cannot be identified with So as a proper name. It is 
possible that Re'e could be the name of the Egyp. 
vizier. H. Goedicke (BASOR 1 7 1 ,  1 963, pp. 64-66) 
improbably read 'to (city) Saris), [to) the king of 
Egypt', with Tefnakht in mind. See K. A. Kitchen, 
The Third Ill Ierll1ediale Period in Egypl, 1 972, pp. 
1 82. 372-376. K.A.K.  

SOAP. 'Soap' is  the rendering in the EVV of Heb. 
Mril (Mal.  3:2; Je. 2:22), a word derived from 
bärar, 'to purify' .  I t  probably means 'Iye', a solu-
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tion of potash (potassium carbonate) and soda 
(sodium carbonate) in water, which acts as a simple 
detergent. This is obtained by fiItering water 
through vegetable ash, various alkaline salts being 
produced, of which potash is the principal. The 
Heb. term bör is also best rendered 'Iye' in Is. 1 :25 
and Jb. 9:30 (Rvmg., RSV), though this is not ob
served by AV. (* ARTS AND CRAITS, H I .  h.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R .  Campbell Thompson, A Dic
tionary 0/ Assyrian Chemistry and Geology, 1 936, 
p. 1 4; M. Levey, Chemistry and Chemical Technol
ogy in Ancient Mesopotamia, 1 959, p. 1 22.  

T.C.M. 

SOCOH, SOCO. I .  A town SE of Azekah in the 
Shephelah, the scene of the Philistine defeat ( I  Sa. 
1 7; see G. A.  Smith, The Historical Geography 0/ 
the Holy Land25, 1 966, pp. 1 6 1 - 1 62, for tactical 
description). The name is preserved in Khirbet 
Suweike (Roman and Byzantine); slightly farther 
W, the Early Iron fortification Khirbet Abbad 
commands the Wadi es-Sunt (Yale of Elah) from 
the S. Here the Wadi es-Sur from the S is joined by 
wadis coming down from the hills W of Bethle
hem. Either this or 2 below was fortified by Reho
boam and later taken by the Philistines (2 Ch. I I  :7; 
28: 1 8) .  Socoh is one of the cities named on royal 
jar-handle stamps found at * Lachish and other 
sites, which probably points to its importance as a 
major Judaean administrative centre in the reign of 
Hezekiah (* WRITING) .  Cf LOB, pp. 353, 394-398. 

2.A place in the highlands near Debir (Jos. 
1 5 :48; v. 35 refers to I ); Khirbet Suweike, 3 km E 
of Dhahiriya ( I  Ch. 4 : 1 8  probably refers to this 
place). 3. A town in Solomon's tribute-area of 
Hepher ( I  Ki. 4: 1 0); probably the Bronze Age
Byzantine si te Tell er-Ras by Suweike, N of 
Tulkarm in the plain of Sharon, and 24 km NW of 
Shechem (Tuthmosis 1 I I  list no. 67). Cf ANET, pp. 
246f., LOB pp. 60, 3 1 0 .  J .P .U.L. 

G. I .D.  

SOLOMON. The third king of Israel (c. 971 -93 1 
BC), son of David and Bathsheba (2 Sa. 1 2:24); also 
named Jedidiah ( 'beloved of the Lord') by Nathan 
the prophet (2 Sa. 1 2 :25). Solomon (.f'lömöh, prob
ably 'peaceful') does not figure in the biblical nar
rative until the last days of David ( I  Ki. 1 : I Off.) 
despite the fact that he was born (in Jerusalem; 2 
Sa. 5 : 1 4) early in his father's reign. 
I. The rise to power 
Solomon's path to the throne was far from 
smooth. Absalom's opposition was carried on by 
David's oldest surviving son, Adonijah (2 Sa. 3:4), 
who made a strong bid for the throne during his 
father's last days ( I  Ki. I :5ff. ). Supported by 
David's deposed general, Joab, who had slain Ab
salom (2 Sa. 1 8 : 14- 1 5), and the influential priest, 
Abiathar, Adonijah rallied support and actually 
held a coronation feast at En-rogel. But Solomon 
was not without allies. Benaiah, the son of Je
hoiada, had his eye on the generalship; Zadok cov
eted a prominent priestly position. Their spokes
man was Nathan the prophet, a confidant of David 
and Bathsheba ( I  Ki .  1 : l l ff.) .  After Nathan and 
Bathsheba reminded David of his unexecuted 
promise concerning Solomon, the king gave in
structions for Solomon's accession and sealed 
them with an oath ( I  Ki .  1 :28ff.). 

The news of Solomon's coronation, for wh ich 
David's storied bodyguard of Cherethites and Pe
lethites offered protection, broke up Adonijah's 
festivities ( I  Ki. 1 :4 1  ff.) but not his stratagerns to 
control the kingdom. He  implored Bathsheba to 
influence Solomon to give hirn Abishag, David's 
handmaiden (I Ki. 1 :3-4), as wife ( I  Ki.  2: 1 3ff.). 
Solomon, apparently fearing that such a marriage 
would give Adonijah leverage with which to prise 
hirn from the throne, refused. Adonijah paid with 
his life for his rash proposal ( I  Ki. 2 :25); when 
Abiathar the priest was banished from office ( I  Ki .  
2 :26-27) and Joab vengefully slain before the altar 
( I  Ki. 2 :28ff.), Solomon reigned without a rival. 
The prominent role of the queen-mother in this 
whole intrigue is noteworthy. Bathsheba seems to 
have blazed the trail for other queen-mothers in 
Judah, for the author of Kings faithfully records 
the name of each king's mother (e.g I Ki .  1 5 :2, 
1 0). The arbitrary manner in which Solomon was 
chosen boded ill for the future. The elders of Judah 
and Israel, on whose goodwill true national har
mony depended, were bypassed in the decision .  
1 1 .  The master sage 
Solomon was Israel's first dynastic ruler. Sau I and 
David, like the judges, were chosen because God 
had given them a special measure of power: they 
were charismatic rulers. Although Solomon took 
office without God's charisma, he received it 
during his vision at Gibeon, when the Lord offered 
hirn his choice of gifts ( I  Ki .  3 :5ff.). Realizing the 
enormity of his task, Solomon chose an 'under
standing heart' (v. 9). The story of the harlots' dis
pute over the baby ( I  Ki. 3: 1 6ff. ) has become a 
classic display of Solomon's royal wisdom. 

Surpassing his contemporaries in  Egypt, Arabia, 
Canaan, and Edom in wisdom ( I  Ki. 4:29ff.), 
Solomon became the great patron of Israel's 
*Wisdom literature. No other period of the Mon
archy provided the combination of international 
contacts, weaIth and relief from war necessary for 
literary productivity. Solomon took the lead in this 
movement, collecting and composing thousands of 
proverbs and songs ( I  Ki. 4 :32). The statement that 
he spoke of trees, beasts, ete. (I Ki. 4:33) probably 
refers to his use of plants and animals in his prov
erbs rather than to accomplishments in botany and 
zoology, although close observation of these crea
tures would be necessary before he could use them 
in his sayings (cf Pr. 30:24-3 1 ) . 

Two ex tensive collections in Proverbs ( 1 0: 1 -
22: 1 6; 25: 1 -29:27) are credited t o  hirn, and the 
entire collection bears his name as the chief con
tributor ( I :  I ) . Canticles and Ecclesiastes have trad
itionally been ascribed to hirn, although the latter 
does not mention his name. Though the final com
position of these books seems to be much later 
than the 1 0th century BC, both may contain accur
ate descriptions of Solomon's glory and wisdom. 
Two psalms (72, a royal psalm; 1 27, a wisdom 
psalm) complete the list of canonical writings at
tributed to hirn. The relat ionship of corporate per
sonality (the view that members of a clan are so 
inter-related that when one member acts, the 
others may be viewed as taking part in the act) to 
problems of authorship is not clear: it is possible 
that some of the Solomonic writings are products 
of sages who feit their kinship with their intel
lectual father so strongly that they credited hirn 
with their work . Solomon's literary sponsorship 
may aiso have included substantial endeavours in 
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collecting and recording Israel's early traditions 
and the accounts of the beginning of the 
monarchy. 
111 .  Tbe iron ruIer 
Solomon's task was to maintain and control the 
expanse of territory bequeathed hirn by David. 
Further, he had to effect as smooth a transition as 
possible from the tri bai confederacy which had 
characterized pre-Davidic political life to the 
strong central government wh ich alone could 
maintain Israel's empire. 

The traditional tri bai boundaries were replaced 
by administrative districts: twelve in  I srael (I Ki. 

4 :7ff.) and perhaps one in Judah; cf the problem
atic 4: 1 9  in RSV. (See 1. Bright, A History 0/ Israel, 
3, 1 98 1 ,  p. 206 n. 5 1 ,  for the view that Jos. 1 5 :20-62 
contains the list of the twelve districts of Judah.) 
Each of these tax districts was obligated to provide 
support for the court for a month during the year 
(I Ki. 4:7), which would appear an onerous task 
according to the list in I Ki. 4:22-23.  (·FOOD, I. d 
(iii).) 

In  addition to this, Solomon began recruiting 
labourers from among the Israelites, a measure 
unpalatable to a people who relished freedom. 
There is an apparent contradiction between I Ki. 
5:  1 3ff. and 9:22, the former stating that Solomon 
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used 30,000 Israclites in rorced labour and the 
latter affirming that Israelites held positions in the 
army but were not slaves. It may be that 5 :  1 3ff. 
deals with events subsequent to the summary 
givcn in 9: 1 5ff. When Canaanitc labour proved in
sufficient ror Solomon's enormous construction 
enterprises he was compelled to draft labourers 
from Israel. Further, there may be a technical dif: 
rerence between forced labour (mas in 5 : 1 3) and 
the more permanent slave-Iabour (mas 'öbM in 
9:2 1 ) .  The unpopularity or Solomon's policy is 
evidenced in the assassination 01' Adoniram, the 
superintendent or the labour crews ( I  Ki. 4:6; 5 :  1 4; 
1 2 : 1 8) and in the request for redress of grievances, 
the denial of wh ich by Rehoboam led to the seces
sion of the N kingdom ( I  Ki .  1 2:4ff.). 

Resentment was also engendered, in all prob
ability, by Solomon's pledging of twenty Galilean 

cities to Hiram in return ror financial aid ( I  Ki. 
9:  I Off. ) .  The fact that Hiram may have returned 
these later (as 2 Ch. 8: 1-2 seems to hint)  would not 
have completely relieved the resentment. Solomon 
had accomplished monumental tasks, including 
the building or the *Temple, but at an exorbitant 
price: the goodwill and loyalty of his people. 
IV. The enterprising merchant 
Trading was Solomon's forte. Knowing rull weil 
the significance of Israel's strategie control 01' the 
land-bridge between Egypt and Asia, he set out to 
cxploit his position by controlling the major N-S 
caravan routes. His ties with Hiram 01' Tyre placed 
at his disposal fleets which enabled hirn to mon
opolize sea lanes as weil. 

Ezion-geber (*E�TH), his manufacturing centre 
and seaport on the Gulf of Aqabah, was a main 
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base of his trading activities. From here his fleet, 
manned by Phoenicians (the Israelites apparently 
had neither love for nor knowledge of the seal, 
sailed to ·Ophir carrying smelted copper, whose 
source is yet undiscovered. The phrase 'ships of 
·Tarshish' is probably to be translated 'refinery 
ships', i. e. ships equipped to carry smelted ore. In 
return, these ships brought back splendid cargo: 
gold, silver, hardwood, jewels, ivory, and varieties 
of apes ( I  Ki. 9:26-28; 1 0: 1 1 - 1 2, 22; 'peacocks' in 
v. 22 should probably be translated 'baboons', 
NIV). 

The visit of the Queen of ·Sheba (I Ki. 1 0 :  1 - 1 3) 
may have had a commercial purpose. Solomon's 
control of the trade routes and his sea ventures in 
the S made hirn a serious financial threat to the 
Sabaeans, whose strategie position in SW Arabia 
enabled them to control trade in incense and spiee. 
The queen's journey was successful,  but she prob
ably had to share her profits with Solomon, as did 
other Arabian monarchs ( 1 0 : 1 3- 1 5) .  

Solomon's business acumen took advantage of 
Israel's location when he became the exclusive 
agent through whom the Hittites and Aramaeans 
had to negotiate in order to buy horses from Kue 
(Cilicia) or chariots from Egypt ( I  Ki.  1 0 :28-29). 
These and other enterprises made silver as common 
as stone and cedar as sycamore in Jerusalem, where 
the king lived in oriental splendour, in  marked con
trast to Saul's rustic simplicity in Gibeah. Although 
Israel's standard of living was undoubtedly raised, 
Israe1ites did not profit uniformly. The tendency 
towards centralization of wealth which brought the 
censure of the 8th-century prophets began during 
Solomon's golden reign. 

V. The peacefuI emperor 
Solomon, who had inherited a large empire from 
his father, apparently conducted no major military 
campaigns. His task was to maintain Israel's exten
sive boundaries and to exploit his position of 
strength during the power-vacuum created by the 
temporary ec1ipse of Egypt and Assyria. The two 
main pillars of Solomon's foreign policy were 
friendly alliances, sometimes sealed by marriage, 
and the maintenance of a formidable army. 
Among his wives Solomon numbered pharaoh's 
daughter, an accomplishment almost un
precedented among ancient oriental monarchs. 
Because of her high station, Solomon built a spe
cial wing on his palace for her ( I  Ki. 3: I ;  7:8). This 
alliance was profitable for Solomon, for pharaoh 
(probably one of the last members of the impotent 
Dynasty 2 1 )  �ave hirn the frontier city of Gezer as 
a dowry ( I  KI. 9: 1 6; see J Bnght, op. eil., p. 1 9 1 ,  n. 
63, for the view that 'Gerar' is a preferable reading 
to 'Gezer'). In view of Solomon's numerous for
eign marriages ( I  Ki. 1 1 : 1 -3), it is not surprising 
that Arabian, Jewish, and especially Ethiopian tra
ditions describe his amorous relations with the 
Queen of ·Sheba, who according to the Ethiopians 
bore hirn a son, Menelik I ,  the traditional founder 
of their royal house. 

Solomon made the most of his alliance with 
Hiram (e. 969-936 Be) of Tyre (I Ki. 5 : 1 - 1 2) .  The 
Phoenicians, just entering their colonial heyday, 
supplied the architectural skill and many of the 
materials, especially the fine Lebanese woods, for 
Solomon's Temple and palaces; they designed and 
manned his ships; they provided a market for the 
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Palestinian crops of wheat and olive oil. On at least 
one occasion Hiram came to Solomon's aid with a 
substantial loan ( I  K i .  9 : 1 1 ) .  

The backbone of Solomon's military defence 
was a ring of cities strategically located near the 
borders of Israel and manned by companies of 
charioteers ( I  Ki. 9: 1 5- 1 9) .  His militia induded 
4,000 stalls for horses (40,000 in I Ki. 4:26 is ap
parently a scribal error; cf 2 Ch. 9:25), 1 ,400 cha
riots, and 1 2,000 horsemen ( I  Ki. 1 0:26). Several 
cities have yielded Solomonic remains in recent 
years, e.g. * Hazor, *Gezer and especially * Meg
iddo, where 450 stalls with elaborate systems for 
feeding and watering the horses were discovered. Y. 
Yadin ('New Light on Solomon's Megiddo', BA 
23, 1 960, pp. 62-68) has disputed the customary 
crediting of these stables to Solomon. Having 
found a construction wh ich resembles the Solo
monic walls at Hazor and Gezer but differs from 
the stables, he attributed the latter to Ahab. Results 
of Yadin's find are still being evaluated, as are sug
gestions that a chain of Iron Age fortresses in the 
central Negeb may be Solomonie (see Lemaire, p. 
248 n. 8 5).  

Solomon's era of peace was marred by two re
corded incidents, both of wh ich are interpreted by 
the author of Kings in terms of divine judgment ( I  
Ki.  1 1 : 1 4ff., 23ff.). Hadad, a n  Edomite prince, who 
had taken refuge in the court of Egypt during 
Joab's massacre of the Edomite males, returned to 
his homeland and apparently harassed Israel's S 
flank ( I  Ki .  1 1 :  14-22, 25; Edom may be a scribal 
error for Aram. See Lemaire, p. 247 n. 59). 
Hadad's activities may have been confined to scat
tered skirmishes, for there is no indication that he 
posed a major threat to Solomon's S port, Ezion
geber. The zest with which the pharaoh courted 
Hadad's favour is further indication of the Egyp
tian's penchant for forming beneficial alliances 
during this period. 

Solomon's second antagonist was Rezon, who 
wrested Damascus from Israel and set up an in
dependent kingdom in the city which had been 
David's N headquarters (2 Sa. 8 :6). Solomon's loss 
of this strategically located, commercially import
ant Aramaean city greatly weakened his control of 
N and central Syria. The monolithic empire, which 
at the outset of Solomon's reign had stretched 
from the Gulf of Aqabah to the Orontes and 
Euphrates and from the Mediterranean coast to 
the Transjordan (cf I Ki. 4:24), was in danger of 
crumbling. (See M. F. Unger, Israel and the Ara
maeans 0/ Damascus, 1 957, pp. 47-57.) 
VI. The fatal flaw 
Marrying foreign wives was expedient politically, 
but not spiritually,. The historian does not chide 
Solomon for sensuality but for disobedience to Is
rael's monotheistic ideal. Foreign marriages 
brought foreign religions, and thc king comprom
ised the convictions expressed in the dedicatory 
prayer for the Temple ( I  Ki. 8:23, 27) by engaging 
in syncretistic worship to placate his wives. This vio
lent breach of Israel's covenant could not go un
punished. Though judgment was stayed during 
Solomon's  lifetime for David's sake, the seeds of 
dissatisfaction sown among the people by Solo
mon's harsh policies of taxation and corw!e were to 
bear bitter fruit  during the reign of his son and 
successor, Rehoboam ( 1  Ki. I I : I -1 3). 
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David and Solomon and Otller Essays, 1 982; A. 
Lemaire in Aneient Israel, H. Shanks (ed.), 1 988, 
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SONG OF SOLOMON. 'Song of Songs' (Sir 
hasSirim, I :  I )  is a superlative denoting the best of 
songs. LXX Asma Asmatön and Vulg. CantiCl/ln 
Canticorum (whence the alternative title 'Can
ticles') are Iiteral translations of the Hebrew. The 
first of the five scrolls read at Jewish feasts, the 
Song is used at the Passover. Since analysis must 
depend on the particular theory of interpretation 
adopted (see below), no outline of contents is at
tempted here. 
I. Canonicity 
The Mishnah ( Yadaim 3. 5) seems to indicate that 
the Song was not accepted without dispute. Fol
lowing an affirmative verdict by Rabbi Judah and a 
negative opinion by Rabbi Jose, Rabbi Akiba 
affirms the canonicity of the Song in  superlatives: 
'the whole world is not worth the day on which the 
Song of Songs was given to Israel; all the Writings 
are holy, and the Song of Songs is the holy of 
holies'. His strong denial of any dispute may weil 
serve as evidence for one. 

Undoubtedly the opposition to canonizing the 
Song stemmed from its erotic nature. This objec
tion was outweighed by the traditional Solornonic 
authorship and by rabbinic and Christian allegor
ical interpretations which Iifted the poems above a 
sensual level. 
11. Authorship and date 
The traditional attribution to Solomon is based on 
the references to hirn ( 1 :5 ;  3 :7 ,  9, 1 1 ; 8 : 1 1 ), espe
cially the title verse ( I :  I ) . The phrase IWömöll 
probably intimates authorship but can mean 'for 
Solomon'.  Solomon's prowess as a song-writer is 
attested in I Ki. 4 :32 (cf PSS. 72; 1 27). The opinion 
expressed in Baba Bathra 1 5a that Hezekiah and 
his scribes wrote the Song of Songs is probably 
based on Pr. 25:  I .  

The presence of what see m to be Persian (pardes, 
'orchard',  4: 1 3) or Greek ( 'appiryön from phoreion , 
AV 'chariot', better RSV 'palanquin', 3:9) loan
words, a consistent (except for 1 : 1 )  use of s as the 
relative pronoun, and numerous words and phrases 
akin to Aramaie (see S. R. Driver, LiteraWre 0/ the 
Old Testament, p. 448) suggest to some that the 
final redaction of the book, if not its actual corn
position, took place after Solomon's time. It seerns 
unnecessary, however, to date the composition as 
late as the Greek period (e. 300 BC) in view of the 
evidences for intercourse between Canaan and 
Ionia from the Solomonic period onwards. Like
wise the presence of Aramaisms is no proof of a 
late date. S. R. Driver (op. eit. , p. 449) notes that 
the linguistic evidence, together with a number of 
geographical allusions (e.g. Sharon, 2:  I ;  Lebanon, 
3 :9; 4:8, 1 1 , 1 5, etc. ; Amana, Senir, Hermon, 4:8; 
Tirzah, 6:4; Damascus, 7:4; Carmel, 7 :5), points to 
a northern origin. But there is no provincialism 
here. The author is acquainted with the geography 
of Palestine and Syria from En-gedi, by the Dead 
Sea ( I :  1 4),  to the mountains of Lebanon. 
111. Literary qualities 
The intensely personal speeches of Can tides take 
two main forms: dialogue (e.g. I :9ff.) and soliloquy 
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(e.g. 2:8-3 :5) .  It is not easy to identify the partici
pants in the conversation apart from the two 
lovers. Daughters of Jerusalem are mentioned ( I  : 5 ;  
2 :7 ;  3 :5, ete. ), and brief responses have been cred
ited to them ( I  :8 ;  5 :9;  6: I ,  ete. ) Statements have 
been attributed to citizens of Jerusalem (3:6- 1 1 )  
and Shulem (8:5).  I n  highly figurative Iyrical poetry 
it is possible that the central figures are re
constructing the responses of others (e.g the Shu
lammite seems to quote her brothers in  8:8-9). 

The power of the poetry lies in the intensity of 
love and devotion expressed and especially in the 
rich imagery wh ich permeates the descriptions of 
the lovers and their love. If these descriptions are 
too intimately detailed to suit Western tastes we 
must remember that they are the product of a dis
tant time and place. I f  some of the similes sound 
less than complimentary (e.g teeth like ewes, neck 
like the tower of David, 4 :2ff.), A. Bentzen's re
minder is apposite: 'Orientals fix the eye on one 
single striking point, which according to our con
ceptions is perhaps not characteristic' (lOT, I ,  p. 
1 30). L. Waterman's opinion that the compliments 
are back-handed (JBL 44, 1 925, pp. I nff.) has not 
gained scholarly support. The pastoral qualities of 
the imagery have been noted frequently. The poems 
abound in references to animals and especially 
plants. This fact has not gone unnoticed by those 
who find the source of the Song in pagan fertility 
rites (see below). 
IV. Theories of interpretation 
I n terpretations of the Song have been legion, and 
there is little agreement among scholars as to its 
origin, meaning and purpose. The vividly detailed, 
erotic Iyrics, the virtual absence 01' overt religious 
themes, and the vagueness of its plot make it a 
challenge to scholarship and a temptation to 
imaginative ingenuity. Indispensable to the study 
of the varieties of interpretation is H .  H. Rowley's 
essay 'The In terpretation of the Song of Songs' in 
The Servant 0/ the Lord, 1 952. 

The problem of accepting a group of love poems 
into the Canon was solved for rabbis and church 
Fathers by an a/legorical method of interpretation. 
Traces of this method are found in the Mishnah 
and Talmud, while the Targum of the Song sees in 
the love-story a clear picture 01' God's gracious 
dealings with Israel throughout her history. Once 
the allegorical trail had been blazed, the rabbis 
vied with one another in attempts to expand and 
redirect i t .  Allusions to Israel's history were 
squeezed from the most unlikely parts of the Song. 
The church Fathers and many subsequent Chris
tian interpreters baptized the Song into Christ, 
finding within it an allegory of Christ's love for the 
church or the believer. Various mediaeval writers 
followed the example of Ambrose in finding the 
Virgin Mary foreshadowed in the * Shulammite. 
Christian interpreters have yielded nothing to the 
rabbis in imaginative interpretation of details. The 
allegorical approach has been predominant in 
Protestant thought until recently, and includes as 
its advocates such stalwarts as Hengstenberg and 
Keil. 

C10sely related is the typical method wh ich pre
serves the literal sense of the poem but also dis
cerns a higher, more spiritual meaning. Avoiding 
the excesses in  detailed i nterpretation of the 
allegorical method, typology stresses the major 
themes of love and devotion and finds in the story 
a piclure of the love relationship between Christ 
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and his believers. This approach has been justified 
by analogies from Arabic love-poems which may 
have esoteric meanings, by Christ's use 01' the story 
of Jonah (Mt.  1 2:40) or the serpent in the wilder
ness (Jn .  3: 1 4), and by biblical analogies of spirit
ual marriage, e.g Ho. 1 -3;  Je. 2:2; 3 : l ff. ;  Ezk. 
1 6:6ff.; 23: Eph. 5 :22ff. Not a few modern con
servatives have espoused the typical view, e.g 1. H .  
Raven ( Old Testament lntroduction, 1 9 1 0) ,  M .  F. 
Unger (lntroductory Guide to the Old Testamentl, 
1 956). 

Though Jews and Christians have found devo
tional benefits in allegorical or typical approach es 
to the Song, the exegetical basis of these ap
proaches is questionable. Both the abundance of 
details and the absence of clues as to deeper spirit
ual significance within the book itself speak 
against the finding of allegory or type in the Song. 

The dramatic interpretation of Canticles, sug
gested by both Origen and Milton, was developed 
in the 1 9th century in two major forms. F. Del
itzsch found two main characters, Solomon and 
the Shulammite girl. Taking her from her village 
horne to Jerusalem, Solomon learnt to love her as 
his wife with an affection that rose above physical 
attraction. H. Ewald formulated an interpretation 
based on three main characters: Solomon, the Shu
lammite and her shepherd lover to whom she re
mains true despite the king's desperate efforts to 
win her. While Ewald's approach (ca lied the shep
herd hypo thesis), which was accepted by S. R.  
Driver and refined by other scholars, avoids some 
of the difficulties of Delitzsch's view by explaining 
why the lover is pictured as a shepherd (I :7-8) and 
why the poem ends in a N pastoral setting, i t  has 
its own difficulties, e.g the absence of dramatic 
instructions, the complexities involved in  the dia
logues when Solomon describes the Shulammite's 
beauty while she responds in terms of her shep
herd lover. Dramatic interpretations face another 
difficulty: the scarcity of evidence for dramatic lit
erature among the Semites, especially the 
Hebrews. 

1. G. Wetzstein's study 01' Syrian marriage cus
toms prompted K. Budde to interpret the Song as 
a collection 01' nuptial songs akin to those used in 
the week-Iong marriage feast in which the bride 
and groom are crowned as king and queen. Critics 
of this view have pointed out the danger 01' using 
modern Syrian customs to illustrate ancient Pales
tinian practices. Also, the Shulammite is not 
called by the name 01' 'queen' anywhere in the 
Song. 

The view 01' T. 1. Meek that the Song is derived 
from the liturgical rites of the * Tammuz cult (cf 
Ezk. 8 : 1 4) has gained widespread attention. But it 
is unlikely that a pagan liturgy with overtones of 
immorality would be incorporated in the Canon 
without a thorough revision in terms 01' l srael's 
fai th, and the Song bears the marks of no such 
redaction. 

Leroy Waterman, who had originally supported 
Meek's theory (JBL 44, 1 925), has recently re
turned to a historical basis for the Song. This 
he finds in the story of Abishag, David's * Shun
ammite maiden ( I  Ki.  1 :3), who allegedly 
refused Solomon's overtures in favour of her 
shepherd lover. This interpretation hangs on the 
conjectural connection between Shunammite and 
• Shulammite. 

An increasing number of scholars have viewed 
Canticles as a collection 01' 10l'e-poems not neces-
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sarily connected with wedding festivities or any 
other specific occasion. Attempts to assign the 
various sections to different authors (e.g. W. O. E. 
Oesterley divided the Song into 28 distinct poems 
and emphatically denied the unity of the book; 
Song 0/ Songs, 1 936, p. 6b) have been resisted by a 
number of scholars, especially H. H. Rowley: 'The 
repetitions that occur leave the impression of a 
single hand . .  .' (op. cit. , p. 2 1 2) .  
V, Purpose 
[f the Song is not an allegory or type conveying a 
spiritual message, wh at place does it have in the 
Canon? It serves as an object-Iesson, an extended 
mäsäl (0 PROVERB), i l lustrating the rich wonders of 
human love. As biblical teaching concerning phys
ical love has been emancipated from sub-Christian 
asceticism, the beauty and purity of marital love 
have been more fully appreciated. The Song, 
though expressed in language too bold for Western 
taste, provides a wholesome balance between the 
extremes of sexual excess or perversion and an as
cetic denial of the essential goodness of physical 
love. E. 1. Young carries the purpose one step fur
ther: 'Not only does it  speak of the purity of 
human love, but by its very inclusion in the Ca non 
it reminds us of a love that is purer than our own' 
(lOT, 1949, p. 327). 
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SONS (CHI LDREN) OF GOD, 

I. In the O[d Testament 

a. Individuals 0/ the c/ass 'god' 
'Son' (Heb. ben, Aram. bar) is commonly used in 
Semitic languages to denote membership of a 
class, as 'son of [srael' for '[sraelite', 'son of might' 
for 'valorous'. 'Son of God' in Heb. means 'god' or 
'god-like' rat her than 'son of (the) God (Yahweh)'. 
[n  Jb. 1 :6; 2 :  I ;  38:7; Ps. 29: I ;  89:6, the 'sons of 
God' form Yahweh's heavenly train or subordin
ates, though LXX Job calls them angeloi of God (cf 
Ot. 32:8 LXX, whence RSV 'according to the number 
of the sons of God' supported by a Heb. Oead Sea 
Scroll text, 4Q Ot 4, against MT 'sons of [srael'). 
Similarly the 'son of the gods' in On. 3:25 is ca lied 
the 'angel of the Jews' God' in 3:28. 

[n Gn. 6:  1 -2 the 'sons of God' are contrasted 
with human women in a way which seems to pre
clude their identification with the li ne of Cain. 
Many commentators treat these verses as pagan 
myth, hardly altered from a polytheistic back
ground.  Others argue that the phrase denotes 
demon-possessed men or fallen angeIs (cf I Pet. 
3: 1 9-20; Jude 6). A more attractive interpretation 
falls into the next category. 
b. Men who by dil'ine appointment exercise God's 
prerogative 0/ judgment 
In Ex. 21 :6; 22:8-9, 28, 'God' (Heb. " laMm) may 
stand for 'judges' (so AV, Rvmg.),  his deputies, exer-

cising power of life and death (cf 2 Ch. 1 9:6), as 
may be the case in Ps. 82:6. 

Kings were titled 'son of god X' in the OT 
world, and in Israel in sense c, below. M .  G. Kline 
has proposed that this usage be seen in  Gn. 6:  1-2, 
referring to rulers of the remote antediluvian era 
( WTJ2 4, 1 962, pp. 1 87-204). 
c. Those who are related to Yahweh by covenant 
Sonship of God chiefly denotes relationship by 
• covenant and is used (i) of Israel as a whole 
( ' Israel is my first-born son', Ex. 4:22; cf Ho. 1 1 :  I ); 
(ii) of the Israelites generally ('You are the sons of 
the Lord your God', Ot. 1 4: 1 ;  cf HO. I : I O-of an 
individual Israelite in later Judaism, e.g. Wisdom 
2: 1 8); (iii) of the Davidic king, Yahweh's anointed, 
who will rule his people for ever ('You are my Son; 
today [ have begotten you', Ps. 2:7). This relation
ship is not biologieal, though metaphors of birth, 
infancy and growth are sometimes used (Ho. 1 1 : I ;  
Ot. 32:6; [so 1 :2;  63:8) and conformity to the 
Father's character expected. But basically sonship 
is established by God through his covenant. Ot.  
14 :  1 -2 weil illustrates the covenantal context of Is
rael's sonship. The Messiah-King, though ca lied 
(like I srael with whom he is so closely identified) 
'my first-born' (Ps. 89:27) and 'begotten' of 
Yahweh (Ps. 2:7), no less owes his status to God's 
covenant with hirn (Ps. 89:28; 2 Sa. 23 :5). The 
terms of this covenant ('[ will be his father, and he 
shall be my son', 2 Sa. 7 : 1 4) are parallel to the 
terms of the covenant with I srael ('I . .  will be 
their God, and they shall be my people', Je. 3 1  :33) .  

D.W.B.R. 
A.R.M. 

1 1 ,  In the New Testament 
Both express ions, 'sons (Gk. hyiO/) of God' and 
'children (Gk. tekna) of God', occur in the NT, but 
without obvious distinction in meaning. The NT 
usage is based on one or other of the OT uses of 
'sons of God'. 
a. Lk. 20:36 
This reference, 'they are equal to angels and are 
sons of God, being sons of the resurrection', re
flects the use of 'sons of God' as in PSS. 29: I ;  89:6; 
Ot. 32:8 (LXX), where it means non-terrestrial 
beings in the presence of God, in contrast to 'the 
sons of this age'. That the elect should have this 
destiny before them was already the belief of many 
Jews, but it was to acquire a more distinctive mean
ing in the light of Christ's resurrect ion. 
b. Those who aet like God 
Lk. 6:35, 'you will be sons 01' the Most High', 
means little more than 'you will be like God'. 'Son 
of . . .  ' is an idiom tor 'having the characteristics 
01" or 'doing the work of' (cf the parabolic de
scription of the apprentice son in Jn .  5: 1 9), and the 
'sons of God' in Mt .  5:9 and 5:45 belong to this 
category. Ps. 82:6, discussed by Jesus in Jn. 10 :34-
36, may be an OT example 01' this sense, judges 
being men who exercise God's power of life and 
death. Paul's simple metaphor in Eph. 5: I ,  'be imi
tators of God, as beloved children', reflects this 
idiom, though it also presupposes a deeper relation 
between the 'children' and their Father. 
c. The sonship 0/ Israel 
The collective sonship of Israel ('Israel is my first
born son', Ex . 4:22) is prominent in the thought 01' 
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Paul (e.g. Rom. 9:4, 'they are Israelites, and to 
thern belong the sonship . .  .') and elsewhere in the 
NT. Sometirnes this sonship is seen as represented 
and fulfilled in lesus Christ, as in Mt .  2: 1 5  and in 
the narratives of his baptisrn and temptation. 
However, even without a direct connection with 
Christ's sonship, 'sons (or children) of God' recalls 
the OT application of the term to God's covenant 
people who are to reflect his holiness. If  Eph. 5 :  I is 
little more than metaphorical, Phil. 2 :  1 5 , 'children 
of God without blemish in the midst of a crooked 
and perverse generation', is based on the Song of 
Moses (Dt. 32:5-6, 1 8-20), and 2 Cor. 6: 1 8  com
bines a number of covenantal passages (e.g. Is. 
43:6; 2 Sa. 7:  1 4). 'The children of God who are 
scattered abroad' in ln .  1 1  :52 are the lost shcep of 
the house of Israel (cf 1 0: 1 6) .  The idea is derived 
from Ezk. 34 and 37, though whether the reference 
in lohn is to lewish believers only or all believers is 
a matter of debate. 

The sonship of God's people is, however, I inked 
with the special sonship of lesus in Heb. 2 : 1 0- 1 7 . 
(A different word, paidia, is used for 'children' in 
the quotation in vv. 1 3-1 4.) Here, lesus' sonship is 
that conferred on the Messiah-King, David's son 
(Ps. 2:7; 2 Sa. 7: 1 4, quoted in Heb. 1 :5), which itself 
is parallel to, and perhaps epitomizes, Israel's cov
enantal sonship. The 'many sons' are the 'descend
ants of Abraham' and 'children' by election even 
before Christ's incarnation. But they are brought 
'to glory' through the Son sharing in their 'flesh 
and blood' in which he secured their salvation by 
his death. 
d. Paul in Romans and Galatians 
Though Paul acknowledges that 'the sonship' be
longs to Israelites (Rom. 9:4), he insists that not all 
the offspring of Israel are 'Israel' in the true sense, 
and that therefore it is not 'the children of the 
flesh' but 'the children of the promise' who are 
'children of God' and true partakers of the privil
ege (Rom. 9:6ff.). 

By this test, Gentiles as weil as lews are in
c1uded, 'for in Christ lesus you are all sons of God, 
through faith' (Gal. 3 :26). This doctrine of sonship 
is expounded in Rom. 8 ,  where Paul invokes the 
idea of hyiothesia, usually rendered • 'adoption'. 
But, though the term was used in contemporary 
Gk. to denote legal adoption of children (see 
M M), it is not c1ear how far this enters Paul's 
thought. Despite the contrast with a former status 
of slavery, both in Rom. 8 :  15 (where RSV renders 
hyiothesia as 'sonship') and Gal. 4:5,  at least in the 
latter passage hyiothesia seems to correspond to 
the entering of a child on his inheritance at 'the 
date set by the father'. The primary model is the 
sovereign act of God's grace when he declared 
Israel, and then the Davidic king, to be his son. 
Neither Israel's sonship (Ex. 4:22) nor that 01" 
Messiah (Pss. 2 :7; 89:27) was inconsistent with the 
rccipient's being called God's 'first-born', and the 
hyiothesia of the believer is practically identical 
with the not ion of spiritual generation. In Rom. 
8:23 the hyiothesia is yet to come. Though again 
associated with the notion of 'redemption' (from 
slavery?), the positive act is really 'the revealing of 
the sons of God', showing them to be what they 
already are. This sonship is indissolubly linked 
with the sonship of Christ (Rom. 8: 1 7), is attested 
and controlied by the Spirit (8 :  14,  1 6) ,  and its ul
timate nature disclosed when Christ's sonship is 
disclosed and when God's elect are seen as 'con-

SOREK, VALLEY OF 

formed to the image of his Son, in order that he 
might be the first-born among many brethren' 
(8: 1 9, 29). 
e. lohn 
10hn's concept of 'children of God' differs only 
in emphasis from that of Paul, although he 
employs simply tekna, and reserves hyios 
exclusively for Christ. Westcott held that lohn 
deliberately avoided hyios, 'the name of definite 
dignity and privilege', to describe the relation of 
Christians to God, since 'he regards their position 
not as the result of an "adoption" (hyiothesia), 
but as the result of a new life which advances 
from the vital germ to full maturity'. However, 
Westcott overstated the case. While lohn 
undoubtedly exploits the imagery of natural birth 
and consequent relationship (e.g. I ln .  3 :9), he is 
also aware of the OT background where Israel 
became God's son by election and calling. We 
have already referred to ln .  1 1 :52. I n  ln .  1 : 1 2  the 
'children of God' may be interpreted as believing 
Israelites before the Word became flesh. I n  any 
case, they are described not only as being 'born of 
God' but also as becoming 'children of God' by 
having that status conferred on them: 'to them 
gave he the right to become children of God' (RV). 
Again in I ln .  3 and 4 believers are described as 
'born of God', with special reference to their 
reproducing God's character of love and right
eousness; nevertheless the title 'children of God' 
is also a privilege bestowed through God's 'call
ing' (3 : 1 ). Though it 'may be seen' now who are 
children of God by their behaviour (3 :  I 0), their 
final form 'does not yet appear', but will be mani
fes ted in the day when the Son of God is mani
fes ted and they fully reflect the image of their 
Father (3 :2) ;  wh ich image is in the Son. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD, S. v. hyios, teknon; E. 
Schweizer, TDNT 8, pp. 334ff.; F. Lyall, lBL 88, 
1 969, pp. 458ff.; 1. D. G. Dunn, leslis and the Spirit, 
1 975, pp. 2 I ff.;  B. Byrne, 'Sons 0/ God' - 'Seed 0/ 
Abraham', 1 979; 1. M.  Scott, Adoption as Sons 0/ 
God, 1 992. D.W.B.R. 

SOPATER, SOSIPATER, a believer from Beroea 
in Macedonia (Acts 20:4), was one of the mission
ary party wh ich waited for Paul at Troas, and then 
accompanied hirn to Asia on his way to Syria. 
Sosipater is called, in Rom. 1 6:2 1 ,  a k insman (syn
genes) of Paul. His greeting was sent to the church 
at Rome. 

Some consider that the references are to the 
same man . Perhaps Sopater was a fruit of Paul's 
preaching in Macedonia, and was therefore Paul's 
kinsman in Christ. He probably represented the 
Beroean church in the delegation which was about 
to set sail with Paul to carry the Gentile churches' 
contributions to lerusalem. C.H.D. 

SOREK, VALLEY OF. The horne of Delilah (ldg. 
1 6:4). There is little doubt that this may be equated 
with the Wadi al-Sarar, a large valley Iying between 
lerusalem-starting some 20 km from it-and the 
Mediterranean. It must always have offered a con
venient route inland (it is today followed by the 
railway line). There is a ruin near the valiey called 
Khirbet Surik , preserving the biblical name. Euse
bius and lerome made the same identification. 

D.F.P. 
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SOSTHENES 

SOSTHENES. The chief ruler of the synagogue at 
Corinth. and successor (or possibly colleague) of 
the converted - Crispus. He was assaulted in court 
after Gallio disallowed a Jewish prosecution of 
Paul (Acts 1 8 : 1 7), either in an anti-Semitic demon
stration by Greeks (as Western Text) or in  Jewish 
spite against an unsuccessful or lukewarm 
spokesman. 

The latter might indicate pro-Christian sym
pathy: did ' Paul sow, Apollos water' (cf I Cor. 
3 :6)? 'Sosthenes the brot her' is co-sender of I Cor
inthians ( I :  I ), and Sosthenes is not the commonest 
of Gk. names. Paul's tact and modesty, in ap
proaching a sensitive church in association with 
the ex-archisynagogue, then at Ephesus, best ex
plain the allusion. Joint-authorship is not implied. 

Sosthenes' inclusion in the Seventy (Clem. Alex., 
Hyp. 5, in  Eus., EH I. 1 2 . 1 -2) doubtless reflects 
his assumed participation in a canonical letter. 

A.F.W. 

SOUL. I .  The usual Heb. word nepeS (n 'sämä, Is. 
57 :  1 6, is an exception) occurs 755 times in the OT. 
As  is c1ear from Gn .  2 :7,  the primary meaning is 
'possessing l ife' .  Thus it is frequently used of ani
mals (Gn. 1 :20, 24, 30; 9: 1 2, 1 5- 1 6; Ezk. 47:9). 
Sometimes i t  is identified with the blood, as some
thing which is essential to physical existence (Gn. 
9:4; Lv. 1 7: I 0-1 4 ;  Dt. 1 2 :22-24). In  many cases it 
stands for the l ife-principle. This sense is common 
in the book of Psalms, though not confined to it. 

The numerous occurrences with a psychical ref
erence cover various states of consciousness: (a) 
where nepeS is the seat of physical appetite (Nu. 
21 :5 ;  Dt.  1 2: 1 5 , 20-2 1 ,  23-24; Jb. 33 :20; Pss. 78: 1 8 ; 
1 07 : 1 8; Ec. 2 :24; M i .  7: 1 ); (b) where it is the source 
of emotion (Jb. 30:25; Pss. 86:4; 1 07:26; Ct.  1 :7; Is. 
I :  1 4); (c) where it is associated with the will and 
moral action (Gn.  49:6; Dt. 4:29; Jb. 7:  1 5; Pss. 
24:4; 25 : 1 ;  1 1 9 : 1 29, 1 67). In addition there are 
passages where nepes designates an individual or 
person (e.g. Lv. 7:2 1 ;  1 7 : 1 2 ; Ezk. 1 8 :4) or is em
ployed with a pronominal suffix to denote self (e.g. 
Jdg. 1 6: 1 6; Ps. 1 20:6; Ezk. 4 : 14). A remarkable ex
tension of the latter is the application of nepes to a 
dead body (e.g. Lv. 1 9 :28; Nu.  6:6; Hg. 2: 1 3). Usu
ally the nepes is regarded as departing at death (e.g. 
Gn. 35: 1 8), but the word is never used for the spirit 
of the dead. Since Hebrew psychology lacked 
precise terminology, there is some overlapping in 
the use of nepes, lelJ. (lelJ.älJ.) and niab (- HEART, 
- SPIRIT) . 

2. Gk. psyche, the corresponding term to nepes 
in the NT, occurs in the Gospels with similar mean
ings, but in certain instances, indicating I ife, more 
is implied than physical life, ceasing at death (Mt.  
1 0 :39; Mk .  8 :35 ;  Lk .  1 7 :33 ;  2 1 : 1 9 ;  Jn .  1 2 :25). In all 
four Gospels pneuma, the equivalent of nia�l, 
sometimes denotes the principle of life, although in 
other cases it means the higher level of psychical 
I ife. 

Of 1 2  occurrences in Paul, 6 represent life (Rom. 
1 1  : 3 ;  1 6:4;  I Cor. 1 5 :45; 2 Cor. 1 :23; Phil. 2 :30; I 
Thes. 2 :8), 2 are personal (Rom. 1 1  :3 ;  1 3 : I )  and 4 
are psychical, 3 of these representing desire (Eph . 
6:6; Phil. 1 :27; Col. 3 :23), while the remaining one 
indicates emotion (I Thes. 5 :23). For the higher 
aspects of ordinary l ife and especially the higher 
life of a Christian he uses pneuma. In line with this 
is his use of the adjectives psychikos and pneuma-

likos ( I  Cor. 2 : 1 4- 1 5).  When he employs psyche 
along with pneuma ( I  Thes. 5 :23) he is merely de
scribing the same immaterial part of man In  ItS 
lower and higher aspects. 

Other NT writers provide examples of a some
what heightened use of psyche. The Word of God 
can save it and recovery from error rescues it from 
death (Jas. 1 :2 1 ;  5 :20). The outcome of faith is the 
salvation of the psyche (Heb. 1 0:29; I Pet. I :  I 0), 
while fleshly desires are in imical to i t  ( I  Pet. 2:  1 1 ). 
Hope of wh at shall be firmly anchors it (Heb. 
6: 1 9) .  In the description of what follows the open
ing of the fifth seal, psyche is used with reference to 
the martyrs seen below the altar (Rev. 6:9). 
(- SPIRIT.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. R. Johnson, The Vilalily 01 
lhe Individual in lhe Thoughl 01 Ancienl Israel, 
1 949; E. White, 'A Preface to Biblical Psychology', 
JTVI 83, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 51 ff.; idem, 'The Psychology of 
St Paul's Epistles', JTVI 87, 1 955, pp. I ff.; 1. Laid
law, The Bible DOClrine 01 Man, 1 879, pp. 49-96, 
1 79-220; H. W. Robinson, The Chrislian Doclrine 
01 Man), 1 926, pp. 1 1 -27, 1 04-1 1 1 ;  G. Bertram el 
al., TDNT 9, pp. 608�56; G. Harder, C. Brown, 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 676�89. W.J.C. 

SPAIN. For the discussion of possible OT refer
ences to Spain, see - TARSHISH. A series of Gk.  
commercial colonies founded from Massilia (Mar
seilles) introduced Spain into world history, and in 
the 3rd century BC it became a theatre for the long 
struggle between Carthage and Rome. By 1 97 BC, 
the Carthaginians being dispossessed, two Roman 
provinces, Hispania Citerior and Hispania UI
terior, were set up; but the forcible reconciliation of 
the Spanish tribes to Roman rule took almost 2 
centuries more. Later, however, Spain developed, 
economically and culturally, perhaps faster than 
any other part of the empire. Augustus reorgan
ized the peninsula into three provinces, Hispania 
Tarraconensis, Baetica and Lusitania: Vespasian 
extended Latin status to all the Spanish municipal
ities. The Senecas, Lucan, Quintilian, Martial and 
other prominent Latin writers of that age, as weil 
as the emperors Trajan and Hadrian, were of 
Spanish birth. 

These things show how forward-Iooking was 
Paul's plan to travel beyond Rome to Spain (Rom. 
1 5 :24, 28), a project in which he c1early expects the 
co-operation of the Roman Christians. Even if his 
first object was the Hellenized towns, 'it marks the 
beginning of an entirely new enterprise; behind it 
lies Gaul and perhaps Germany and Britain.  He is 
about to pass over from the Greek into the dis
tinctly Roman half of the civilized world' (1. 
Weiss, Hislory 01 Primilil'e ChrislianilY, I, 1 937, p. 
359). 

Whether - Paul achieved his ambition remains 
uncertain. The silence of the Pastorals may indi
cate a change of plan. Clement of Rome, C. AD 95, 
says that Paul reached 'the boundary of the West' 
(I Clem. 5)-most naturally interpreted, not 
of Rome, but of the Pillars of Hercules. The 
2nd-century Acls 01 Peler and the Muratorian 
Fragment are more explicit ,  but may reflect 
assumptions based on Rom. 1 5 . The earliest sur
viving Spanish traditions are too late to help, and 
later Roman theory was interested in proving that 
all W churches were founded by Peter's lieutenants 
(Innocent, Ep. 25. 2, AD 4 1 6) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Strabo, 3;  C. H .  V. Sutherland, 
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The Romans in Spain 2 1 7  BC-AD 1 1 7, 1 939; Th. 
Zahn, [NT, 1 909, 2 ,  pp. 61 ff. , 73ff.; P. N. Harrison, 
The Problem 01 the Pastoral Epistles, 1 92 1 ,  pp. 
1 02ff. ; F. F. Bruce, Paul: Apostle ol the Free Spirit, 
1 977, pp. 445ff. A.F.W. 

SPECK. The word occurs in Mt.  7:3-5, and almost 
identically in the Lucan parallel (Lk. 6 :41 -42 bis). 
The Gk.  word is karphos (AV 'mote'), and is cog
nate with the verb karphö, 'to dry up'. The noun 
means a smalI, dry stalk or twig, a light piece of 
straw, or even of wool such as might fly into the 
eye. Metaphorically it is used by Jesus to denote a 
minor fault. 5.5.5. 

SPINNING AND WEAVING. Two implements 
were used in spinning (Heb. !ÜWÜ; Gk. nethö). The 
distaff (Heb. kisor, Pr. 3 1 :  1 9; AV 'spindie'), on 
which were wound the unspun fibres, was held with 
the left hand, while the spindie (Heb. pelels, Pr. 
3 1 :  1 9; AV 'distaff') was worked by the fingers and 
thumb of the right hand to twist the short natural 
fibres into yarn. The spindie had a wooden shank 
23 to 30 cm long, with a heavy whorl of stone or 
c1ay part way down to give momentum to its rota
tion. A hook at one end held the yarn which, when 
spun, was twisted on to the spindie shank. A var
iety of fibres such as flax and wool (Lv. 1 3 :47), goat 
hair (Ex. 35:26), and camel hair (Mt.  3:4) were 
used in spinning, though the blending of different 
kinds of yarn was forbidden, for ritual purity (Lv. 
1 9 : 1 9) .  

I n  Israel the task of spinning belonged to 
women (Ex. 35:25;  Pr. 3 1 :  1 9) .  For weaving (Heb. 
'ürag; Gk. hyphainö), however, both men (Ex. 
35 :35) and women (2 Ki.  23:7) were employed, and 
the cxistence of a guild of weavers is indicated in 
I Ch.  4 :2 1 .  Whether the horizontal or the vertical 
100m was more common in Israel is uncertain, 
though the weaving of the sleeping Samson's hair 
(1dg. 1 6: 1 3) suggests the former in this instance at 
least. In  Egypt horizontal 100ms were common 
and such are still in use among Bedouin and 
peasants in Palestine. Egyp. weavers seem to have 
been famed particularly for their white cloth (Is. 
1 9 :9). 

The weaver's beam (münor), to which the mas
sive shaft of Goliath's spear is compared ( I  Sa. 
1 7 : 7), was the means of raising and lowering the 
longitudinal warp threads (S'Lf) to allow the shuttle 
carrying the transverse woof thread Cere!;;., Lv. 
1 3 :48) to pass between them. The woof was then 
beaten tight by a stick or 'pin' (yäleq, Jdg. 1 6: 1 4) to 
produce firm cloth. 

The familiar art of weaving supplies some strik
ing similcs in the OT; the speed of the weaver's 
shuttle portrays the swift passing of man's life (Jb. 
7:6), and death is likened to the cutting of finished 
cloth from the thrums (dalNi) attached to the 100m 
(Is. 38 :  1 2). Spinning and weaving are singled out as 
examples of unremitting human toil from which 
the world of nature is free (Lk. 1 2:27, RSV mg.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. 1. Forbes, Studies in Ancient 
Technology, 4, 1 956; A. Neuburger, The Technical 
Arts and Sciences ol the Ancients, 1 930. G.J.E. 

SPIRIT, HOLY SPIRIT. OT, Heb. riiah 378 times 
(plus  1 1  Aramaic in On.);  NT, Gk. pneuma 379 
times. 

SPIRIT, HOLY SPIRIT 

I. Basic range of meaning of riialJ and pneuma 

From earliest Heb. thought riia�l had various 
meanings, all more or less equally prominent. I .  
Wind, an invisible, mysterious, powerful force (Gn. 
8 : 1 ;  Ex. 1 0: 1 3, 19 ;  Nu.  I I  :3 1 ;  I Ki. 1 8 :45; Pr.  25:23; 
Je.  1 0: 1 3; Ho. 1 3 : 1 5; Jon. 4:8), regularly with the 
notion of strength or violence present (Ex. 1 4 :2 1 ;  I 
Ki. 1 9: 1 1 ; Pss. 48:7; 55:8; Is. 7:2; Ezk . 27 :26; Jon. 
1 :4). 2. Breath (i.e. ,  air on a small scale), or spirit 
(Gn. 6: 1 7; 7 : 1 5, 22; Pss. 3 1 :5; 32:2; Ec. 3 : 1 9, 2 1 ;  Je. 
1 0: 14 ;  5 1 :  1 7; Ezk. 1 1 :5), the same mysterious force 
seen as the life and vitality of man (and beasts). I t  
can be disturbed or  activated in a particular direc
tion (Gn. 4 1 :8 ;  Nu.  5: 14, 30; Jdg. 8:3;  I Ki. 2 1 :5 ;  I 
Ch. 5:26; Jb. 2 1 :4; Pr. 29: 1 1 ;  Je. 5 1 :  1 7; On. 2: I ,  3), 
can be impaired or diminished (1os. 5 :  I ;  I Ki. 10 :5 ;  
Ps. 1 43:7;  I s .  1 9:3) and revive again (Gn. 45:27; Jdg. 
1 5 :  19; I Sa. 30: 1 2) .  That is, the dynamic force 
which constitutes a man can be low (it disappears 
at death), or there can be a sudden surge of vital 
power. 3. Divine power, where riialJ is used to de
scribe occasions when men seemed to be carried 
out of themselves-not just a surge of vitality, but 
a supernatural force taking possession. So particu
larly with the early charismatic leaders (Jdg. 3:  1 0; 
6:34; 1 1  :29; 1 3 :25; 1 4:6, 1 9; 1 5 : 14f. ;  I Sa. 1 1  :6), and 
the early prophets-it was the same divine riialJ 
which induced ecstasy and prophetic speech (Nu. 
24:2;  I Sa.  1 0:6, 1 0; 1 9:20, 23f.). 

These should not be treated as a set of distinct 
meanings; rather we are confronted with a spec
trum of meaning where the different senses merge 
into each other. Note, e.g ,  the overlap between 1 
and 2 in Ps. 78:39, between 1 and 3 in I Ki.  1 8 : 1 2; 2 
Ki .  2: 1 6; Ezk. 3 : 1 2, 14 ,  between 2 and 3 in N u .  
5: 1 4, 30; I Sa. 1 6: 1 4- 1 6; Ho. 4 : 12,  and between 1 , 2  
and 3 in Ezk. 37:9. Initially at least these are all 
seen simply as manifestations of rualJ, and the 
meanings of riialJ are not kept strictly separate. I n  
particular, therefore, we may not presuppose an 
initial distinction in Heb. thought between divine 
riialJ and anthropological riialJ; on the contrary, 
man's riiah can be identified with God's riiah 
(Gn. 6 :3 ; ' Jb. 27:3; 32:8;  33:4; 34: 14f. ;  Ps. 
1 04:29f.). 

It  also becomes immediately evident that the 
concept riialJ is an existential term. At its heart is 
the experience of a mysterious, awesome power
the mighty invisible force of the wind, the mystery 
of vitality, the otherly power that transforms-all 
riialJ, all manifestations of divine energy. 

In later usage the meanings human spirit, an
gelic or demonic spirit, and divine Spirit pre
dominate and are more distinct. Thus in the NT 
pneuma is used nearly 40 times to denote that di
mension of the human personality whereby rela
tionship with God is possible (Mk.  2 :8 ;  Acts 7:59; 
Rom. 1 :9 ;  8 :  1 6; I Cor. 5 :3-5; I Thes. 5 :23;  Jas. 
2:26). Slightly more frequent is the sense of un
clean, evil, demonic spirit, a power which man ex
periences as an affiiction, an injurious limitation to 
full relationship with God and with his fellows 
(chiefly in the Synoptic Gospels and Acts: Mt .  
8 :  1 6; Mk.  1 :23, 26f.; 9:25; Lk .  4:36; 1 I  :24, 26 ;  Acts 
1 9 : 1 2f., 1 5f.; I Tim. 4 : 1 ;  Rev. 1 6: 1 3f.) .  Occasionally 
there is reference to heavenly (good) spirits (Acts 
23:8f.; Heb. 1 :7, 1 4),  or to spirits of the dead (Lk.  
24:37, 39;  Heb. 1 2:23; I Pet. 3 :  1 9; cf I Cor. 5 :5) .  
But by far the most frequent reference in the NT is 
to the Spirit of God, the Holy Spirit (more than 
250 times). At the same time the earlier, wider 
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range of meaning is still reflected in the ambiguity 
of Jn. 3:8; 20:22; Acts 8:39; 2 Thes. 2:8; Rev. 1 1 :  1 1 : 
1 3 : 1 5 ; and in particular there are several passages 
where it is not possible to decide with finality 
whethcr it  is human spirit or divine Spirit that is 
meant (Mk.  1 4:38; Lk. 1 : 1 7, 80; I Cor. 1 4 : 1 4, 32; 2 
Cor. 4 : 1 3; Eph. 1 : 1 7 ; 2 Tim. 1 :7;  Jas. 4 :5 ;  Rev. 
22:6). 
11. Characteristics of pre-Christian usagc 
In the earliest understanding of rüa� there was 
little or no distinction between natural and super
natural. The wind could be described poetically as 
the blast of Yahweh's nostrils (Ex. 1 5 :8,  1 0; 2 Sa. 
22: 1 6 = Ps. 1 8: 1 5 ; Is. 40:7). And man's God
breathed nia� was from the first more or less syn
onymous with his neße! (soul) (especially Gn. 2 :7). 
nia� was precisely the same divine, mysterious, 
vital power which is to be seen most clearly in the 
wind or in the ecstatic behaviour of prophet or 
charismatic leader. 

In itially also the rüa�1 of God was conceived 
more in terms of power than in moral terms, not 
yet as the ( Holy) Spirit of God (cf again Jdg. 1 4 :6, 
1 9; 1 5: 1 4f.) .  A niaf! from God could be for evil as 
weil as for good (Jdg. 9:23; I Sa. 1 6: 1 4- 1 6; I Ki. 
22: 1 9-23). At this early stage of understanding, 
God's rüa�1 was thoughl of simply as a super
natural power (under God's authority) exerting 
force in some direction. 

The earliest leadership in the emergence of 
Israel as a nation rested its claim to authority on 
particular manil"estations of rüab, of ecstatic 
power-so with the judges (references above, 3), 
Samuel who had the reputation of a seer and was 
evidently the leader of a group of ecstatic prophets 
( I  Sa. 9:9, 1 8f.; 1 9:20, 24), and Saul ( I  Sa. 1 1  :6; cf 
1 0: I I  f.; 1 9 :24). Note the part apparently played by 
music in stimulating the ecstasy of inspiration ( I  
Sa. 1 0:5f.; 2 Ki. 3 : 1 5) .  

Various developments are evident in subsequent 
periods. We can recognize a tendency to open up a 
distinction between the natural and supernatural, 
between God and man. Just as the vivid anthro
pomorphisms of the earlier talk of God are aban
doned, so rüa� becomes more clearly that wh ich 
characterizes the supernatural and distinguishes 
the divine from the merely human (particularly Is. 
31 :3; so Jn. 4:24). So too a distinction between 
rüaf! and ließe! begins to emerge: the rüa� in man 
retains its immediate connection with God, denot
ing the 'higher' or Godward dimension of man's 
existence (e.g. Ezr. 1 : 1 , 5 ;  Ps. 5 1 : 1 2; Ezk. 1 1 : 1 9), 
while neße! tends more and more to stand for the 
'Iower' aspects of man's consciousness, the per
sonal but merely human life in man, the seat of his 
appetites, emotions and passions (so regularly). 
Thus the way is prepared for the sharper Pauline 
distinction between the psychical and the spiritual 
(I Cor. 1 5 :44-46). 

Also evident is a tendency for the focus of au
thority to shift from the manifestation of rüa� in 
ecstasy to a more institutionalized concept. Posses
sion of the Spirit of God is now conceived as per
manent, and capable of being passed on (Nu.  
1 1 :  1 7; Dt .  34:9; 2 Ki.  2 :9,  1 5) .  So presumably the 
anointing of the king was more and more thought 
of in terms of an anointing with Spirit ( I  Sa. 1 6: 1 3; 
and the implication of Ps. 89:20f.; Is. 1 1 :2;  6 1 : 1 ) .  
And prophecy tended t o  become more and more 
attached to the cult (the implication of Is. 28:7; Je. 
6: 1 3 ;  23 :  1 1 ; it is likely that some of the psalms 

began as prophetic utterances in the cult; Hab. and 
Zc. were quite probably cult prophets). This devel
opment marks the beginning of the tension within 
the Judaeo-Christian tradition between charisma 
and cult (see cspecially I Ki. 22 :5-28; Am. 7: 1 0-
1 7). 

The most striking feature of the pre-cxilic period 
is the strange rcluctance (as it would appear) of the 
classical prophets to attribute their inspiration to 
the Spirit. Neither the 8th-century prophets (Am. ,  
Mi . ,  Ho . ,  Is.) nor  those of  the 7 th  century (Je., Zp., 
Na., Hab.) refer to the Spirit to authenticate their 
message-with the possible exception of Mi. 3 :8  
(often regarded as  a later interpolation for that 
reason). In  describing their inspiration they pre
ferred to speak of the word of God (especially Am. 
3:8;  Je. 20:9) and the hand of God (ls. 8 :  1 1 ;  Je. 
1 5 :  1 7). Why this was so we cannot tell: perhaps 
"iall had become too much identified with the cc
stat'ic both in Israel and in other near-Eastern reli
gions (cf Ho. 9:7); perhaps they were reacting 
against cult professionalism and abuse ( l s. 28:7;  Je. 
5 : 1 3; 6: 1 3 ; 1 4 : 1 3ff.; eIe. ; Mi .  2 : 1 1 ) ;  or perhaps al
ready emerging was the conviction that the work of 
God's rüa� would be primarily eschatological ( ls. 
4:4). 

In the exilic and post-exilic period the work of 
the Spirit came to renewed prominence. The role of 
divine rüab as inspirer of prophecy was reasserted 
(Pr. 1 :23; cf Is. 59:2 1-Spirit and word together; 
Ezk. 2:2; 3: 1 -4, 22-24; elc.-Spirit, word and 
hand). The inspiration of the earlier prophets too 
was freely attributed to the Spirit (Ne. 9:20, 30; ZC. 
7:  1 2; cf Is. 63: I I  ff.). The sense that God is present 
through his Spirit, expressed for example in  Ps. 
5 1 :  1 1 , appears also in Ps. 1 43: I 0; Hg. 2:5; ZC. 4:6. 
And 2 Ch. 20: 14 ;  24:20 may reflect a desire to 
bridge the gap between charisma and cult. 

The tradition which attributed the artistic skills 
and craftsmanship of Bezalel and others to the ac
tivity of the Spirit (Ex. 28:3; 3 1 :3 ;  35 :3 1 ), forged a 
link between the Spirit and more aesthetic and eth
ical qualities. It  is perhaps with this in view, or 
simply out of the consideration that the Spirit is 
the Spirit of the holy and good God, that some 
authors specifically designate the Spirit as God's 
'holy Spirit' (only three times in the Old 
Testament-Ps. 5 1 : 1 3; Is. 63 : 1 0f.) or as God's 
'good Spirit' (Ne. 9:20; Ps. 1 43 :  I 0). 

Another emphasis wh ich appears only in
frequently and at different periods is the associ
ation of the Spirit with the work of creation (Gn. 
1 :2; Jb.  26: 1 3 ; Pss. 33:6;  1 04:30). I n  Ps. 1 39:7 niaf! 
denotes the cosmic presence of God. 

Probably most important of all from a Christian 
perspective is the growing tendency in prophetic 
circles to understand the rüall of God in eschato
logical terms, as the power of the End, the hall
mark of the new age. The Spirit would effect a new 
creation ( Is. 32: 1 5; 44:3f.) .  The agents of eschato
logical salvation would be anointed with God's 
Spirit (ls. 42: 1 ;  6 1 : 1 ;  and later particularly Psalms 
0/ Solomon 1 7:42). Men would be created anew by 
the Spirit to enjoy a relationship with God much 
more vital and immediate (Ezk. 36:26f.; 37; cf Je. 
3 1  : 3 1 -34), and the Spirit would be freely dispensed 
to all Israel (Ezk. 39:29; Joel 2:28f. ;  ZC. 1 2 : 10 ;  cf 
Nu.  1 1 :29). 

In  the period between the Testaments the role 
attributed to the Spirit is greatly diminished. In  
Hellenistic Wisdom literature the Spirit is not  given 
any prominence. In speaking about the divinelhu-
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man relationship Wisdom is wholly dominant, so 
that 'spiri t '  is simply one way of defining Wisdom 
(Wisdom I :6f.; 7 :22-25; 9: 1 7), with even prophecy 
ascribed to Wisdom rather than to the Spirit 
(Wisdom 7:27;  Ecclus. 24 :33) .  In  Philo's attempt to 
merge lewish theology and Gk. philosophy the 
Spirit is still the Spirit of prophecy, but his eoneept 
of propheey is the more typieally Gk. one of in
spiration through ecstasy (e.g. , Q/lis Remm Dil'i
/lamm Heres Sil 265). Elsewhere in his speculation 
about ereation the Spirit still has a place, but the 
dominant category of thought is the Stoic Logos 
(the divine reason immanent in the world and in 
men). 

In the apocalyptic writings references to the 
human spirit outweigh those to the Spirit of God 
by nearly 3 :  I ,  and references to angelic and de
monic spirits outweigh the latter by 6 :  I .  In only a 
handful of passages is the Spirit spoken of as the 
agency of inspiration, but this is a role whieh is 
thought of as belonging to the past (e.g. , J Enoch 
9 1 : 1 ; 4 Ezra 1 4 :22; Marlyrdom 0/ Isaiah 5 : 1 4).  

In  rabbinie ludaism the Spirit is specifically 
(almost exclusively) the Spirit of prophecy. But 
here, even more emphatieally, that role belongs to 
the past. With the rabbis the belief becomes very 
strong that Haggai, Zeehariah and Malachi were 
the last of the prophets and that thereafter the 
Spirit had been withdrawn (e.g. , Tose/la Solah 
1 3 :2; earlier expressions in Ps. 74:9; Zc. 1 3 : 2-{i; I 
M acc. 4:46; 9:27; 2 Barl1ch 85 :  1 -3).  Most striking 
is the way in whieh the Spirit to all intents and 
purposes is subordinated to the Torah (Iaw). The 
Spirit inspired the Torah-a view of course also 
carried over into early Christianity (Mk.  1 2 :36; 
Acts I :  1 6; 28:25; Heb. 3:7; 9:8; 10 :  1 5; 2 Pet. 1 :2 1 ;  
cf 2 Tim. 3 : 1 6) .  But for the rabbis this means that 
the law is now in effect the only voice of the Spirit, 
that the Spirit does not speak apart from the law. 
'Where there are no prophets there is obviously no 
Holy Spirit' ( TDNT 6, p. 382). Likewise in the 
rabbinic hope for the age to come Torah fills a far 
more prominent role than Spirit. This diminished 
role for the Spirit is refleeted too in the Targums 
where other words denoting divine activity 
beeome more prominent (Memra, Shekinah); and 
in the Babylonian Talmud 'Shekinah' (glory) has 
more or less completely supplanted talk of the 
Spirit . 

Only in the Oead Sea Scrolls does 'Spirit' come 
back into prominence in speaking of present ex
perience (especially I QS 3. 1 3--4. 26), reflecting a 
conviction of living in the last days not dissimilar 
to the eschatologieal consciousness of the first 
Christians. 

I I I .  The Spirit in the teaching of John thc Baptist 
and ministry of Jesus 
( I )  In early Jl1daism, at the time of Jesus, God was 
tending to be thought of as more and more distant 
from man, the transcendent holy God, high and 
I ifted up, dwelling in unapproaehable glory. Hence 
the hestitation even to speak the divine name and 
the increasing talk of intermediary figures, the 
name, angels, the glory, wisdom, eIe. , these all 
being ways of speaking about God's activity in the 
world without compromising his transcendence. I n  
early days 'the Spirit' had been one o f  the chief 
.ways of speaking about the presence of God (note, 
e.g. ,  the implication of I Sa. 16: 1 3f. and 1 8 :  1 2, and 
of Is: 63: I 1  r., that the Spirit of the Lord is the 
presence of the Lord). But now that consciousness 
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of divine presence was lacking too (with the excep
tion of Qumran). The Spirit, understood princi
pally as the Spirit of prophecy, had been active in 
the past (inspiring prophet and Torah) and would 
be poured out in the new age. But in the present, 
talk of the Spirit had become wholly subordinate 
to Wisdom and Logos and Torah, and in particu
lar with the rabbis, Torah was becoming more and 
more the exclusive focus of religious I ife and 
authority. 

In this context John the Baptist created con
siderable excitement. Not that he hirnself c1aimed 
to have the Spirit, but he was widely recognized to 
be a prophet (Mt .  1 1  :9r.; M k .  1 1  :32) and so to be 
inspired by the Spirit of prophecy (cf Lk. I :  1 5 ,  
1 7) .  M ore striking was his message, for h e  pro
c1aimed that the outpouring of the Spirit was 
imminent-the one who was coming would bap
tize in Spirit and fire (Mt .  3 : 1 1 ; Lk. 3 : 1 6; Mk .  1 :8 
and Jn .  1 :33 omit the 'and fire'). This vigorous 
metaphor was probably drawn partly from the 
'liquid' metaphors for the Spirit familiar in the OT 
(ls. 32 : 1 5 ; Ezk. 39 :29; loel 2 :28;  Zc. 1 2 : 1 0), and 
partly from his own characteristic rite of water 
baptism-his drenching with or immersion in 
water was a picture of an overwhelming experience 
of fiery Spirit. lt would be an experience of judg
ment (note the emphasis of John's message in Mt .  
3 :7- 1 2 and particularly on fire in 3 : 1 0-1 2), but  not 
necessarily wholly destructive, the fire could purge 
as weil as destroy (Mal .  3:2f. ;  4: I ). The Baptist here 
was probably thinking in terms of 'the Messianic 
woes', the period of suffering and tribulation 
which would introduce the age to come-'the birth 
pangs of the Messiah' (On.  7 : 1 9-22; 1 2 : 1 ;  Zc. 
1 4: 1 2- 1 5; J Enoch 62:4; 1 00 : 1 -3; Sibylline Orades 
3.  632-65 1 ). The idea of entry into the new age by 
immersion in a stream of fiery rua�1 which would 
destroy the impenitent and purify the penitent was 
not a strange or surprising one for John to formu
late in view of the paralleIs in I s. 4:4; 30:27f.; On.  
7: 1 0; I QS 4. 2 1 ;  I QH 3. 29ff.; 4 Ezra 13 :  1 0r. 

(2) Jesl1s created an even bigger stir, for he 
c1aimed that the new age, the kingdom of God, 
was not merely imminent but was al ready effective 
through his ministry (Mt .  1 2:4 l f. ;  1 3 : 1 6r.; Lk.  
1 7 :20f.) .  The presul'position of this was c1early 
that the eschatologlcal Spirit, the power of the 
End, was already working through hirn in unique 
measure, as evidenced by his exorcisms and suc
cessful deliverance of Satan's victims (Mt .  1 2 :24-
32; M k .  3 :22-29), and by his proclarnation of good 
news to the poor (Mt .  5 :3-6 and 1 1  : 5 ,  echoing Is. 
6 1 :  I r.). The Evangelists of course were in no doubt 
that Jesus' whole ministry had been in the power of 
the Spirit from the beginning (Mt .  1 2 : 1 8; Lk. 4: 14, 
1 8; J n .  3 :34; also Acts 1 0: 38). For Matthew and 
Luke this special working of the Spirit in  and 
through Jesus dates from his conception (Mt .  I :  1 8 ;  
Lk .  1 :35),  w i th  his birth in Luke announced by  an 
outburst of prophetic activity heralding the begin
ning of the end of the old age (Lk. 1 :4 1 ,  67; 2 :25-
27, 36-38). But all four Evangelists agree that at 
Jordan Jesus experienced a special empowering for 
his ministry, an anointing which was also evidently 
bound up with h is assurance of sonship (Mt .  
3 :  1 6f.; M k .  I :  1 0r.; Lk. 3:22; Jn .  I :33f.), hence in the 
subsequent temptations he is enabled to maintain 
his assurance and to define what sonship involves, 
sustained by the same power (Mt .  4: I ,  3f.,  6r.; Mk .  
1 : 1 2f.; Lk.  4 : 1 ,  3f., 9- 1 2, 1 4) .  

Jesus' emphasis in his  message was significantly 
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different from that of the Baptist, not just in his 
proclamation of the kingdom as present, but in the 
character he ascribed to the present kingdom. He 
saw his ministry in terms more of blessing than of 
judgment .  In  particular, his reply to the Baptist's 
question in Mt. 1 1  :4f. seems deliberately to high
light the promise of blessing in the passages he 
there echoes (ls. 29: 1 8-20; 35 :3-5; 6 1 :  I f.) and to 
ignore the warning of judgment wh ich they also 
contained (cf Lk . 4 : 1 8-20). On the other hand, 
when he looked towards the end of his earthly min
istry he did evidently speak of his death in terms 
probably drawn from the Baptist's preaching (Lk. 
1 2 :49-50, baptism and fire), probably seeing his 
own death as a suffering of the Messianic woes 
predicted by lohn, as a draining of the cup of 
God's wrath (Mk.  10 :38f.; 14 :23f. ,  36). He also 
held out the promise of the Spirit to sustain his 
disciples when they experienced tribulation and 
trial in their turn (Mk .  1 3 :  1 1 ; more fully in ln .  
1 4: 1 5- 1 7 ,  26;  1 5 :26f.; 1 6:7- 1 5) .  Otherwise, how
ever, 'the Holy Spirit' in Lk. 1 1 :  1 3  is almost cer
tainly an alternative to the less explicit 'good 
things' (Mt.  7 : 1 1 ) ; and the repetition of the Bapt
ist's promise in Acts 1 :5 and 1 1 : 16 is probably in
tended by Luke as a word of the risen lesus (cf Lk . 
24:49; perhaps also Mt .  28:  1 9). 

IV. The Spirit in Acts, Paul and John 
The main NT writers agree on their understanding 
of the Spirit of God, albeit with differing 
emphases. 

a. Tlre gift 0/ the Spirit marks the beginning 0/ the 
Clrristian fife 
In Acts the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost is 
the time when the disciples first experienced 'the 
last days' for themselves (the free dispensing of the 
eschatological Spirit being the hallmark of the new 
age), the time when their 'fully Christian' faith 
began (Acts 1 1 : 1 7) .  So in Acts 2 :38f. the promise 
of the gospel to the first enquirers centres on the 
Spirit, and in other evangelistic situations it is the 
reception of the Spirit which is evidently seen as 
the crucial factor manifesting the respondents' ac
ceptance by God (8 : 1 4- 1 7; 9: 1 7; 1 0:44f.; 1 1 : 1 5- 1 7; 
1 8 :25; 1 9:2 ,  6). 

Similarly in Paul the gift of the Spirit is the 
beginning of Christian experience (Ga!. 3 :2f.), 
another way of describing the new relation of 
justification (I Cor. 6: 1 1 ; Ga!. 3 :  1 4; so Tit .  3 :7) .  
Alternatively expressed, one cannot belong to 
Christ unless one has the Spirit of Christ (Rom. 
8:9), one cannot be united with Christ except 
through the Spirit ( I  Cor. 6: 1 7) ,  one cannot share 
Christ's sonship without sharing his Spirit (Rom. 
8 : 1 4- 1 7; Ga!. 4:6f.), one cannot be a member of 
the body of Christ except by being baptized in the 
Spirit (I Cor. 1 2: 1 3) .  

Likewise in lohn the  Spirit from above is the 
power effecting new birth (ln. 3 :3-8; I ln. 3:9), for 
the Spirit is the life-giver (Jn. 6:63), like a river of 
living water flowing from the Christ bringing l ife to 
him who comes and believes (7:37-39; so 4 : 10, 1 4).  
I n  20:22 the language deliberately echoes Gn.  2:7; 
the Spirit is the breath of the l ife of the new cre
ation. And in I ln. 3 :24 and 4: 1 3  the presence of 
the Spirit is one of the 'tests of l ife' . 

I !  is important to realize that for the first Chris
tians the Spirit was thought of in terms of divine 
power c1early manifest by its effects on the life of 
the recipient; the impact of the Spirit did not leave 

individual or onlooker in much doubt that a sig
nificant change had taken place in him by divine 
agency. Paul refers his readers back to their initial 
experience of the Spirit again and again. For so me 
it had been an overwhelming experience 01' God's 
love (Rom. 5:5); for others of joy (I Thes. 1 :6); for 
others of illumination (2 Cor. 3: 1 4-1 7), or of liber
ation (Rom. 8:2; 2 Cor. 3 :  1 7), or of moral trans
formation (I Cor. 6:9-1 1 ), or of various spiritual 
gifts (I Cor. I :4-7; Ga!. 3:5). In Acts the most regu
larly mentioned manifestation of the Spirit is in
spired speech, speaking in tongues, prophecy and 
praise, and bold u tterance of the word of God 
(Acts 2:4; 4:8, 3 1 ;  1 0:46; 1 3:9- 1 1 ;  1 9 :6). This is why 
possession of the Spirit as such can be singled out 
as the defining characteristic of  the Christian 
(Rom. 8:9; I ln.  3:24; 4 : 1 3) ,  and why the question 
of Acts 1 9:2 could expect a straight forward answer 
(cf Ga!. 3:2). The Spirit as such might be invisible, 
but his presence was readily detectable (ln .  3 :8) .  

The gift of the Spirit was thus not simply a cor
ollary or deduct ion drawn from baptism or laying 
on of hands but a vivid event for the first Chris
tians. I! is most probably to the impact of this ex
perience that Paul refers directly in passages Iike I 
Cor. 6: 1 1 ; 1 2 :  1 3; 2 Cor. 1 :22; Eph. I :  1 3 ; also Tit. 
3 :5f. ,  though many refer them to baptism. And al
though Rom. 6:3 and Ga!. 3:27 ('baptized into 
Christ') are usually understood as references to the 
baptismal act, they could as readily be taken as an 
abbreviation of the fuller allusion to the experience 
of the Spirit, 'baptized in Spirit into Christ' ( I  Cor. 
1 2 :  1 3) .  Certainly according to Acts the first Chris
tians adapted their embryonic ritual in accordance 
with the Spirit rat her than vice versa (Acts 8: 1 2- 1 7; 
10 :44-48; 1 1 : 1 5- 1 8 ;  1 8:25-1 9 :6). And though Jn .  
3 :5  probably links baptism ('water') and the gift of  
the Spirit c10sely together in  the birth from above, 
the two are not to be identified (cf 1 :33) and birth 
by the Spirit is c1early the primary thought (3 :6--8). 

Acts, Paul and lohn know of many expcriences 
01' the Spirit, but they know 01' no distinctively 
second or third experience of the Spirit. So far as 
Luke is concerned Pentecost was not a second ex
perience of the Spirit for the disciples, but their 
baptism in Spirit into the new age (Acts 1 : 5 and 
above, 111), the birth of the church and its mission. 
Attempts to harmonize ln. 20:22 with Acts 2 at 
a straightforwardly historical level may be 
misguided, since lohn's purpose may be more 
theological than historical at this point, that is, to 
emphasize the theofogicaf unity of lesus' death, 
resurrection and ascension with the gift of the 
Spirit and mission (Pentecost, ln .  20:2 1 -23; cf 
1 9 :30, literally, 'he bowed his head and handed 
over the spirit/Spirit'). Similarly in Acts 8 ,  since 
Luke does not conceive of the coming of the Spirit 
in a silent or invisible manner, the gift of the 
Spirit in 8 :  1 7  is for him the initial reception of 
the Spirit (8: 16, 'they had only been baptized in 
the name of the Lord lesus'). Luke seems to 
suggest that their earlier faith fell short of 
commitment to Christ or trust in God (8: 1 2-'they 
believed Philip'-as a description of conversion 
would be without parallel in Acts). 

b. Tlre Spirit as the power 0/ the new fife 
According to Paul the gift of the Spirit is also a 
beginning that looks to final fulfilment (Ga!. 3 :3 ;  
Phi ! .  1 :6), the beginning and first instalment of a 
l ife-Iong process of transformation into the image 
of Christ which only achieves its end in the resur-
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rection 01' the body (2 Cor. 1 :22; 3 : 1 8; 4 : 1 6-5 :5 ;  
Eph .  I :  1 3f ;  2 Thes. 2: 1 3 ; also I Pet. 1 :2). The Spirit 
is the 'first fruits' 01' the harvest 01' resurrection, 
whereby God begins to exercise his claim over the 
whole man (Rom. 8 : 1 1 ,  23; I Cor. 3 : 1 6; 6 : 19 ;  
1 5 :45-48; Gal. 5:  1 6-23). 

Life for t he believer is therefore qualitatively dif
ferent  from what it was prior to faith. His daily 
living becomes his means 01' responding to the 
Spirit's claim, enabled by the Spirit's power ( Rom. 
8:4-6, 1 4; Gal. 5 :  1 6, 1 8 , 25; 6:8). This was the de
cisive difference between Christianity and rabbinic 
Judaism for Paul. The Jew lived by law, the deposit 
01' the Spirit's revelatory work in past generations, 
an attitude which led inevitably to inflexibility and 
casuistry, since revelation from the past is not 
always immediately appropriate to the needs 01' the 
present .  But the Spirit brought an immediacy 01' 
personal relationship with God, which fulfilled the 
ancient hope 01' Jeremiah (3 1 : 3 1-34) and which 
made worship and obedience something much 
more free, vital and spontaneous ( Rom. 2:28f; 7:6; 
8:2-4; 1 2:2; 2 Cor. 3:3, 6--8, 1 4- 1 8; Eph. 2 : 1 8; Phil. 
3:3). 

A t  the same time, because the Spirit is only a 
beginning 01' final salvation in this l ife, there can be 
no final fulfilment 01' his work in the believer so 
long as this life lasts. The man 01' the Spirit is no 
longer dependen t on this world and its standards 
for his meaning and satisfaction, but he is still a 
man 01' human appetites and frailty and part 01' 
human society. Consequently to have the Spirit is 
to experience tension and conflict between the old 
l ife and the new, between flesh and Spirit (Rom. 
7: 1 4--25; 8: 1 0, 1 2f;  Gal. 5 : 1 6f;  cf Heb. 1 0:29). To 
those who saw the characteristic l ife 01' the Spirit in 
terms 01' visions, revelations and the like, Paul re
plied that grace comes to its ful l  expression only in 
and through weakness (2 Cor. 1 2 : 1 -1 0; cf Rom. 
8:26f). 

Luke and John say little 01' other aspects 01' the 
ongoing l ife 01' the Spirit (cf Acts 9 :3 1 ;  1 3 :52), but 
focus attention particularly on the l ife 01' the Spirit 
as directed towards mission (Acts 7:5 1 ;  8:29, 39; 
1 0 : 1 7- 1 9; 1 1 : 1 2; 1 3:2 , 4; 1 5 :28; 1 6:61'. ; 1 9 :2 1 ;  Jn .  
1 6:8-1 1 ;  20:2 1 -23). The Spirit is that  power wh ich 
bears witness to Christ (Jn. 1 5 :26; Acts 1 :8;  5:32; I 
Jn .  5:6-8; also Heb. 2:4; I Pet. 1 : 1 2 ; Rev. 1 9 : 1 0). 

c. The Spirit 0/ community and 0/ Christ 
A distinguishing feature 01' the Spirit 01' the new 
age is that he is experienced by all and works 
through all, not just the one or two (e.g. , Acts 
2: 1 7f ;  Rom. 8:9; I Cor. 1 2:7, I I ;  Heb. 6:4; I Jn .  
2:20). In  Paul's teaching it i s  only th is  common 
participation (koinönia) in the one Spirit that 
makes a group 01' diverse individuals one body ( I  
Cor. 1 2: 1 3 ; 2 Cor. 1 3 : 14; Eph. 4:31'. ; Phi l .  2 : 1 ). And 
i t  is only as each lets the Spirit come to expression 
in word and deed as a member 01' the body that the 
body grows towards the maturity 01' Christ (I Cor. 
1 2 :  1 2-26; Eph. 4:3- 16). This is why Paul both en
courages a full range and free expression 01' the 
Spirit's gifts (Rom. 1 2 :3-8; I Cor. 1 2:4-1 1 , 27-3 I ;  
Eph .  5 :  I 8f; I Thes. 5: 1 91'. ;  cf Eph. 4:30) and insists 
that the community test every word and deed 
which claims the authority 01' the Spirit by the 
measure 01' Christ and the love he embodied ( I  
Cor. 2 : 1 2- 1 6; 1 3 ; 14:29; I Thes. 5 : 1 9-22; cf I Jn .  
4 : 1 -3). 

The same twin emphasis on a worship wh ich is 
determined by immediate dependence on  the Spirit 

SPIRITS IN PRISON 

(rather than in terms 01' sacred place or sanctuary) 
and in accordance with the truth 01' Christ is 
present in Jn. 2 I :24 (cf Rev. 1 9 :  I 0). Similarly 
John emphasizes that the believer may expect an 
immediacy 01' teaching by the Spirit, the Counsel
lor (Jn .  1 4:26; 1 6: 1 2f;  I Jn. 2:27); but also that the 
new revelation will be in continuity with the old, a 
reproclaiming, reinterpretation 01' the truth 01' 
Christ (Jn. 14 :26; 1 6: 1 3-1 5 ;  I Jn .  2:24). 

I t  is this tie-in with Christ which finally dis
tinguishes the Christian understanding 01' the 
Spirit from the earlier, less well-defined concep
tion. The Spirit is now definitively the Spirit 01' 
Christ (Acts 1 6:7; Rom. 8:9; Gal. 4:6; Phil .  I :  I 9; 
also I Pet. I :  1 1 ; cf Jn .  7:38; 1 9:30; 20:22; Acts 2:33; 
Heb. 9: I 4; Rev. 3: I ;  5 :6), the other Counsellor who 
has taken over lesus' role on earth (Jn. 14: 1 6; cf I 
Jn .  2: I ) . This means that Jesus is now present to the 
believer only in and through the Spirit (Jn .  14 : 1 6-
28; 1 6:7; Rom. 8:91'. ; I Cor. 6: 1 7; 1 5 :45; Eph. 3: 1 6f;  
cf Rom. 1 :4; I Tim. 3:  I 6; I Pet. 3: I 8; Rev. 2-3), 
and that the mark 01' the Spirit is both the recogni
tion 01' Jesus' present status (I Cor. 1 2 :3; I Jn. 5:6-
1 2) and the reproduction 01' the character 01' his 
sonship and resurrection l ife in the beJiever ( Rom. 
8 : 1  1 , 1 4-- 1 6, 23; I Cor. 1 5 :45-49; 2 Cor. 3: 1 8; Gal. 
4:61'. ; I ln. 3:2). 

The roots 01' subsequent Trinitarian theology 
are perhaps evident in Paul's recognition that the 
believer experiences through the Spirit a twofold 
relation, to God as Father (Rom. 8: I 5f; Gal. 4:6) 
and to Jesus as Lord (I Cor. 1 2 :3). 

(. COUNSELLOR, • ANGELS, • BAPTISM, • BODY OF 
CHRIST, • CONVERSION, • DEMONS, • ESCHATOLOGY, 
• EXORCISM, • GUIDANCE, • INSPIRATION, • LlFE, 
· POWER, · PROPHECY, · SPIRITUAL GIFTS, · TRIN
ITY, · WIND.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. M. Burge, The Anointed 
Community, 1 987; Church 01' England Doctrine 
Commission, We Believe in the Holy Spirit, 1 99 1 ;  
Y. Congar, I Believe in the Holy Spirit, 3 vols., 1 983; 
1. D. G. Dunn, Baptism in the Holy Spirit, 1 970; 
idem, Jesus and the Spirit, 1 975; idem, 'Spirit, Holy 
Spirit', NIDNTT 3, pp. 689-709; idem, 'Redis
covering the Spirit', ExpT 84, 1 972-3, pp. 7-1 2, 
40-44; 94, 1 982-3, pp. 9-1 8 ;  B. Gaybba, The Spirit 
0/ Love, 1 987; M .  Green, I Believe in the Holy 
Spirit, 1 975; M .  E. Isaacs, The Concept 0/ Spirit, 
1 976; G. F. Hawthorne, The Presence and the Power, 
1 99 I ;  A .  Heron, The Holy Spirit, 1 983; F. W. Horn 
ABD 3,  pp. 260-280; G. T. Montague, The Holy 
Spirit: Growth 0/ a Biblical Tradition, 1 976; C. F. 
D. Moule, The Holy Spirit, 1 978; T. S. Smail, 
Reflected Glory: The Spirit in Christ and Chris
tians, 1 975; E. Schweizer, The Holy Spirit, 1 980; 
1. Y. Taylor, The Go-Between God, 1 972. On (hu
man) spirit see: H. W. Robillson, The Christian Doc
trine 0/ Man, 1 926; W. D. Stacey, The Pauline 
View 0/ Man, 1 956. J .D.G.D. 

SPIRITS IN PRISON. The single explicit refer
ence is I Pet. 3: I 9, with a possible hint at 4:6. The 
patristic exegesis 01' 3:  I 9r. regarded the 'disobedi
ent' 01' Noah's day as typical 01' sinners who before 
the incarnation had no chance 01' hearing the 
gospel and repenting. The interval between the 
death and resurrection 01' Jesus came later to be 
understood, especially in the Eastern church, as 
the occasion when Christ, by his • descent into 
their 'prison', offered these spirits l ife. Another 
suggestion for the meaning 01' this phrase (Reicke, 
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Dalton) links it with the proclarnation of Christ's 
victory after his passion (with or without the offer 
of l ife) to the angels who fell (cf 2 Pet. 2:4f. ;  Jude 6; 
note also the possible infiuence of I Enoch). This is 
supported by the unqualified use of pneuma ta 
('spIrits'), which is used elsewhere in the Bible only 
of supernatural beings, never of departed humans. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Bo Reicke, The Disobedient Spir
its and Christian Baptism, 1 946; E. G. Selwyn, The 
First Epistle 01 St Peter, 1 946, pp. 3 1 4-362; W. 1. 
Dalton, Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits, 1 965. 

s.s.s. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS. 

I. Name and nature 
The term 'spiritual gifts' represents the common 
rendering in Eng. of the Gk. neuter plural noun 
charismata, formed from charizesthai (to show 
favour, give freely), which is related to the noun 
charis (grace); they are the concrete expression of 
charis, grace coming to visible effect in word or 
deed. The singular form is used of God's gift of 
salvation through Christ (Rom. 5 :  I 5f. ;  6:23) and of 
any special grace or mercy (Rom. I :  1 1 ; I Cor. 1 :7; 
7 :7; 2 Cor. I :  1 1 ) . The plural form is used chiefly in 
a technical sense to denote the extraordinary gifts 
of the Holy Spirit bestowed on Christians for spe
cial service, and in a few instances the singular 
form is similarly employed in a distributive or 
semi-collective sense ( I  Tim. 4: 1 4; 2 Tim. I :6; I Pet. 
4 : 1 0).  

A general diffusion of the gifts of the Holy 
Spirit, marking the new dispensation, was foretold 
by the prophet Joel (2:28), and confirmed by the 
promises of Christ to his disciples (Mk.  1 3 : 1 1 ;  Lk . 
1 2 : l l f. ;  Jn .  1 4: 1 2; Acts 1 :8; cf Mt.  1 0: 1 , 8 and par
allels; Mk. 1 6: 1 7f) .  On the day of Pentecost these 
prophecies and promises were fulfilled (Acts 2: 1 -
2 1 ,  33). Later, numerous spiritual gifts are fre
quently mentioned by Luke (Acts 3:6ff.; 5:  1 2- 1 6; 
8 :  1 3, 1 8 ; 9 :33-4 1 ;  10:45f, ete. ), by Peter (I Pet. 
4: 1 0), and by Paul (Rom. 1 2 :6-8; I Cor. 1 2- 14), 
who also describes them as 'spiritual things' (Gk. 
pneumatika, I Cor. 1 2 : I ;  14: I ), and 'spirits', that is, 
different manifestations of the Spirit (Gk. pneu
mata, I Cor. 14 :  1 2). The gifts are distributed by the 
Holy Spirit according to his sovereign will (I Cor. 
1 2 : 1 1 ) and an individual believer may receive one 
or more of them (I Cor. 1 2:8f;  14 :5 ,  1 3). 

11. Purpose and duration 
The purpose of these charismatic gifts is primarily 
the edification of the whole church (I Cor. 1 2 :4-7; 
14 :  1 2), and, secondarily, the conviction and con
version of unbelievers (I Cor. 14 :2 1-25;  cf Rom . 
1 5 :  1 8f.) .  A disputed question is wh ether they 
should be regarded as permanently bestowed on 
the church or only as a temporary endowment .  

The once popular view that the charismata were 
given for the founding of the church and ceased 
during the 4th century when it became strong 
enough to continue without their assistance is con
trary to historical evidence (B. B. Warfield, Coun
terleit Miracles, 1 972, pp. 6-2 1 ). Warfield hirnself 
held the view that the charismata were given for the 
authent ication of the apostles as messengers of 
God, one of the signs of an apostle being the pos
session of those gifts and the power to confer them 
on other believers. The gifts gradually ceased with 
the death of those on whom the apostles had con-

ferred them (op. eit. , pp. 3, 2 1  f}-.) .  W. H. Griffiths 
Thomas saw the charismata as a testimony to I srael 
of the Messiahship of Jesus, becoming inoperative 
after the end of Acts when Israel had refused the 
gospel ( The Holy Spirit 01 God, 1 972, pp. 48f. ;  cf 
O. P. Robertson, WTJ 38, 1 975, pp. 43-53). Those 
holding these views naturally tend to deny the au
thenticity of subsequent allegedly charismatic 
manifestations. 

On the other hand, strong evidence for the per
manence of charismata in the church is found in I 
Cor. 1 3 :8- 12 ,  where Paul envisages them as con
tinuing to be manifest until the parollsia. In that 
case their intermittent appearance in later history 
may have been affected by the fluctuating faith and 
spirituality of the church and by the sovereign 
purpose of the Spirit hirnself who distributes the 
gifts 'as he wills' C l  Cor. 1 2 : 1 1 ). 

m. Individual gifts 
The lists of charismata in the NT (Rom. 1 2 :6-8; I 
Cor. 1 2 :4- 1 1 , 28-30; cf Eph. 4:7- 1 2) are c1early 
incomplete. Various c1assifications of the gifts have 
been attempted, but they fall most simply into two 
main categories-those which qualify their posses
sors for the ministry of the word and those which 
equip them for practical service (cf I Pet. 4: IOf). 

a. Gifts 01 ullerance 
(i) • Apostle (Gk. apostolos, l i t .  'one sent forth', 
envoy, missionary, I Cor. 1 2 :28f. ;  cf Eph. 4: 1 1 ). 
The title of 'apostle' was originally given to the 
Twelve (Mt. 1 0:2; Lk. 6: 1 3 ; Acts 1 :25f.), but was 
later c1aimed by Paul (Rom. I :  I ;  I Cor. 9: I f, ete. ), 
and applied in a less restricted sense to Barnabas 
(Acts 1 4 :4, 14), Andronicus and Junias (or Junia) 
(Rom. 1 6:7), and possibly to Apollos (I Cor. 4:6, 
9), Silvanus and Timothy (I Thes. I :  I; 2:6), and 
James the Lord's brot her (I Cor. 1 5 :7; Gal . I :  1 9). 
The special function of an apostle was, as its mean
ing suggests, to proclaim the gospel to the un
believing world (Gal. 2 :7-9). 

(ii) • Prophecy (Gk. propheteia, Rom. 1 2 :6; I 
Cor. 1 2 : 1 0, 28f; cf Eph. 4: 1 1 ). The chief function 
of the NT prophet was to convey divine revelations 
of temporary significance which proclaimed to the 
church what it had to know and do in special cir
cumstances. His message was one of edification, 
exhortation (Gk. paraklesis) and consolation ( I  
Cor. 14 :3 ;  cf Rom. 1 2 :8), and induded occasional 
authoritative declarations of God's will in particu
lar ca ses (Acts 1 3 : I f. ), and rare predictions of 
future events (Acts 1 1 :28; 2 1 : I Of).  His ministry 
was primarily directed to the church (I Cor. 14 :4, 
22). Some prophets were itinerant (Acts I l  :27f. ; 
2 1 :  1 0), but there were probably several attached to 
every church (Acts 1 3 : 1 ) ,  as at Corinth, and a few 
of them are named (Acts I I  :28; 1 3 : I ;  1 5 :32; 2 1  :9f). 

The ability to 'distinguish between spirits' (Gk. 
diakriseis pnellmatön, I Cor. 1 2 : 10; cf 1 4:29) was 
complementary to that of prophecy, and enabled 
the hearers to judge claims to prophetic inspiration 
( I  Cor. 1 4:29) by interpreting or evaluating proph
etie utterances (I Cor. 2 : 1 2- 1 6), thus recognizing 
successfully those of divine origin ( I  Thes. 5 :201'.; I 
Jn .  4. 1 -6), and distingllishing the genuine prophet 
from the false. 

(iii) Teaching (Gk. didaskalia, Rom . 1 2 :7; I Cor. 
1 2 :28f.; cf Eph. 4: 1 1 ). In contrast to the prophet, 
the teacher did not utter fresh revelations, but 
expollnded and applied established Christian 
doctrine, and his ministry was probably confined 
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to the local church (Acts 1 3 : 1 ;  cf Eph. 4: 1 1 ) .  The 
'utterance of knowledge' (Gk. logos gnöseös, I 
Cor. 1 2:8), an inspired utterance containing or 
embodying knowledge, is related to teaching; but 
the 'utterance of wisdom' (Gk. logos sophias, I 
Cor. 1 2 :8), expressing spiritual insight, may be 
related rather to the apostles and evangelists (cf I 
Cor. I :  1 7-2:5 ,  esp. 1 :24-30), or to the prophets. 

(iv) Kinds 0/ tongues (Gk. gene glössön, I Cor. 
1 2 :  I 0, 28ff.) and the interpretation 0/ ° tongues (Gk. 
hermeneia glössön, I Cor. 1 2: I 0, 30). 

b. Gifts /or practical service 
(i) Gifts 0/ power. I .  Faith (Gk. pistis, I Cor. 1 2 :9) is 
not saving faith, but a higher measure of faith by 
which special, wonderful deeds are accomplished 
(Mt .  1 8 : 1 9f.; I Cor. 1 3 :2; Heb. 1 1  :33-40). 2. Gifts 
of healings (Gk. plural charismata iamatön, I 
Cor. 1 2 :9, 28, 30) are given to perform miracles 
of restoration to health (Acts 3:6; 5:  1 5f. ; 8:7; 
1 9 : 1 2, etc.) .  3. Working of miracles (Gk. energ
emata dynameön, I Cor. 1 2 : 1 0, 28f.), l i t .  'of 
powers'. This gift conferred the ability to per
form other miracles of varied kinds (Mt .  1 1  :20-
23; Acts 9:36f.; 1 3 : 1 1 ;  20:9- 1 2; Ga!. 3 :5 ;  Heb. 
6:5). 

( i i) Gifts 0/ sympathy. I. Helpers (Gk. antilemp
seis, l i t .  'acts of he\ping', I Cor. 1 2:28) denotes the 
aid given to the weak by the strong (see LXX of Pss. 
22:  1 9; 89: 19 ;  the verb occurs in Acts 20:35), and 
refers to special gifts to care for the sick and needy. 
It probably includes 2. the liberal almsgiver (Gk. 
ho metadidous, Rom. 1 2:8) and 3. the one who per
forms works of mercy (Gk. ho eleön, Rom. 1 2:8). 4. 
The service (Gk. diakonia, Rom. 1 2 :7; cf Acts 6: 1 )  
o f  the deacon i s  doubtless in  view (Phi! .  I :  I ;  I Tim. 
3: 1 - 1 3) .  

( i i i )  Gifts 0/ administration. I .  Administrators 
(Gk . kyberneseis, l i t .  'acts of guidance, giving dir
ect ions') enjoyed the gifts and authority to govern 
and direct the local church. 2. The 'leader' (Rom. 
1 2 :8 ,  NEB, Gk. ho prohistamenos) apparently shares 
the same gift (the Gk.  word recurs in I Thes. 5: 1 2; I 
Tim .  5: 1 7), unless the term is to be translated (with 
RSV, Rom. 1 2 :8),  'he who gives aid', in wh ich case a 
gift 01' sympathy is indicated. 

Some gifts, such as those or apostleship, proph
ecy and teaching, were exercised in regular 
ministry; other gifts like tongues and healing were 
manifested occasionally. I n  some instances the 
gifts appear to involve a release or enhancement 01' 
natural ability, for example, the gifts of teaching, 
helping or leadership; others are c1early a special 
endowment: faith, gifts of healing and the power 
to work miracles. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. Conzelmann,  TDNT 9, pp. 
402-406; O. Bridges and O. Phypers, Spiritual Gijts 
alld the Chl/rch, 1 973; 1. O. G. Ounn, iesl/s alld the 
Spirit, 1 975; R .  B. Gaffin,  Perspectives on Pente
cast, 1 979; R .  Stronstad, The Charismatic The
ology o/ St LI/ke, 1 984; M .  M. 8. Turner, Vox 
Evangelica 1 5 , 1 985, pp. 7-64; O. A. Carson, Show
ing the Spirit, 1 987; 1. Ruthven, On the Cessation 0/ 
the Charismata, 1 992. W.G .P. 

SPITTING. From early times the Oriental gesture 
01' spitting upon or in the face 01' a person con
veyed deep enmity (Nu. 1 2: 14) .  Christ submitted 
to this indignity as the suffering Servant (ls. 50:6; 
Mt .  26:67). 

The Essenes punished spitting in their assembly 

STARS 

with a 30-day penance (Jos., Bi 2. 147,  and the 
Qumran Manual 0/ Discipline, 7. 1 3) .  

'Saliva' (Gk.  ptysma) was used by Christ to cu re 
the blind (Mk.  8:23; Jn .  9:6) and a deaf mute (Mk .  
7 :33). I t  was probably placed in the mouth to facil i 
tate speech in  the latter case. I ts  use with c1ay in Jn .  
9:6 was said by I renaeus to be creative. The healing 
technique was common to both Jews and Greeks. 
Suetonius says Vespasian cured a blind man by 
spittle. The rabbis condemned its use when accom
panied with incantations. The usage persisted with 
the word ephphatha in baptismal rites in  Rome and 
M ilan . See A. E. 1. Rawlinson, The Gospel accord-
ing to St Marks, 1 942, p. 1 02 .  D.H.T.  

SPOKESMAN. The rhetör was a professional 
teacher of rhetoric, or, as Tertullus (Acts 24: I, AV 
'orator') a speech-writer who might accept a bar
rister's brief hirnself. The extreme refinement of 
the rhetorical art, wh ich formed the hallmark of 
higher education, and the difficulties of a hearing 
before a foreign court, made his services indispens
able to the Jews. They were rewarded with a fine 
speech, notable for its ingratiating exordium. Paul, 
a master of the art hirnself, was able to reply in his 
own person. Elsewhere (I Cor. 2:4) he disdained 
professional skilI .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. A. Kennedy, The Art 0/ Met-
oric in the Roman World, 1 972. E.A.J .  

STACHYS. A friend of Paul ( Rom. 1 6:9) with an 
uncommon Gk. name (but see instances in Arndt). 
Lightfoot (Philippians, p. 1 74) finds one Stachys a 
medicus attached to the Imperial household near 
this time. (0 AMPLlAS. ) A.F.W. 

STARS 

I. General use of the term 
Stars (Heb. kö/säglm; Gk. (LXX, NT asteres) are 
nowhere in the Bible the subject of scientific curios
ity. The term is used generally of any luminous 
non-terrestrial body, other than sun and moon. 
The great number of the stars is symbolic or 
God's prodigality (Ex. 32: 1 3; Ot. I :  I 0; 1 0:22; 
28:62; I Ch. 27:23; Ne. 9:23; Heb. 1 1 :  1 2) .  God 
promises Abram that his seed shall be numerous as 
the stars (Gn. 1 5 :5 ;  22: 1 7 ; 26:4). Pre-Christian 
astronomers (e.g Hipparchus, 1 50 Be) mapped 
about 3 ,000 stars; not until the beginning of tele
scopic astronomy by Galileo in 1 6 1 0  was it 
appreciated how many stars there were. This is, 
however, implied by the Bible references given 
above. 

They are seen poetically as a majestic manifest
ation or God's 'otherness' in relation to men . He 
alone makes, controls, numbers them. Man's arro
gant pride sometimes endeavours to usurp this au
thority (Gn. 1 : 1 6; Pss. 8 :3;  1 36:9; 147:4; Am. 5 :8;  
Jb.  9:7; Je.  3 1 :35; Is. 1 4: 1 3; Ob. 4; Na. 3 : 1 6; cf Gn. 
37:9). A constant temptation was to worship stellar 
deities; but the stars are insignificant compared 
with Yahweh hirnself (Ot. 4: 1 9; Je. 7 :  1 8; Am. 5:26; 
Acts 7:43). He is at the zenith of the heavens (Jb. 
22: 1 2). 

God's final acts or redemption and judgment are 
roreshadowed by astronomical signs. The prophets 
and our Lord foretell such signs; and in Revelation 
they are prominent (Is. 1 3 : 1 0; Ezk. 32:7; On. 8 : 10;  
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loel 2: 1 0; 3 : 1 5; Mt .  24:29; Mk .  1 3 :25; Lk. 2 1 :25; 
Rev. 6: 1 3; 8 : 1 0- 1 2; 9: 1 ). 

The word 'star' is also used metaphorically 
without astronomical reference, usually to imply 
dignity, either innate or usurped (Jb. 38:7; Dn.  
1 2 :3;  Rev. 1 : 1 6, 20;  2: I ;  3: I ;  1 2: I ;  22: 1 6). 

11. Named constellations 
A few constellations are mentioned in the Bible by 
name. 

a. The Bear (AV 'Arcturus') (lb. 9:9; 38:32). The 
prominent circumpolar constellation Ursa Major. 
Hence, 'with its children'-the seven main stars of 
the group. NEB renders 'Aldebaran'. 

b. Mazzaroth (Jb. 38:32). Meaning obscure. Pos
sibly the (twelve) zodiacal signs (so NEB), or the S 
ones only. (Aram. Mazzaloth, 'girdling stars', i. e. 
the Zodiacal circle.) 

c. Orion (Jb. 9:9; 38:3 1 ;  Am. 5 :8). 'The 
Hunter'-an outstanding S constellation, contain
ing the first magnitude stars Betelguese (top lert, 
red) and Rigel (bottom right, blue). The range of 
colour and brightness of these and adjacent stars is 
an interesting illustration of I Cor. 1 5 :4 1 .  

d. Pleiades (Jb. 9:9; 38: 3 1 ;  Am. 5:8) .  A compact 
cluster of seven faint stars in Taurus, constituting a 
connected system enveloped in nebulous material 
about 300 light-years from the sun. The expres
sions 'binding the chains' and 'Ioosing the cords' 
may refer to the supposed heralding of spring and 
autumn respectively by the Pleiades and Orion. An 
attractive but probably unacceptable alternative is  
that the 'binding' of the Pleiades by their mutual 
attraction, or (poetically) by the nebulosity sur
rounding them, is contrasted with the 'Ioosing' of 
Orion, the stars of which are physically uncon
nected, and associated for us only by our line of 
sight. 

e. Chambers 0/ the south (Jb. 9:9). Obscure; pos
sibly the constellations wh ich appear over the hori
zon as onc travels S along the trade route to 
Arabia. NEB renders 'the circle of the southern 
stars'. 

Particularly interesting is the NEB rendering of 
Jb. 9: 1 2- 1 5 ,  with its twofold mention of the Dog
star and its description of dawn, 'when the light of 
the Dog-star is dimmed and the stars of the Navi
gator's Line go out one by one'-a rendering 
which makes sense of an otherwise unintelligible 
passage. 

1 1 1 .  Thc star of Bethlehem 
The star heralding the birth of Jesus is mentioned 
in Mt. 2 only, though seemingly foretold in Nu.  
24 :  17  and I s. 60:3. I t  has  historically been ex
plained in three ways: as a major comet; as a plan
etary conjunct ion or sequence of conjunctions; or 
as a supernova. 

A planetary conjunction occurs when two or 
more major planets appear to stand very c10se to 
each other, as lupiter and Saturn did three times in 
7 BC. The location of such an event in the sky 
would also be seen as significant in an age when 
astrology and astronomy were largely undiffe
rentiated. 

A supernova occurs when a star explodes with 
great violence and becomes extremely brilliant 
(perhaps a hundred million times as bright as the 
sun) for a short time before sinking back, usually 
into insignificance. Although no such stars have 
been observed within our own galaxy since 1 604, 

they would be very spectacular indecd, and could 
easily dominate the night sky. 

I n  recent years, many astronomers and scientific 
historians have taken the story of the star of Beth
lehem very seriously indeed, and have put much 
effort into trying to identify it in relation to the 
astonishingly detailed and accurate Chinese astro
nomical records for that period. Their conclusions 
do, of course, vary (see bibliography), but a very 
attractive treatment by H umphreys suggests that 
planetary conjunctions were seen by the Magi as a 
sign that an important event was about to happen. 
A tailed comet observed by the Chinese for over 70 
days in 5 BC could have been the actual 'star' that 
led them to Bethlehem. 

IV. Astronomy 
There is no real 'astronomy' in the Bible and the 
scientific approach of, for example, the Babyloni
ans, who by the 4th century BC could predict many 
astronomical events, is not found there. But a view 
of the universe is assumed which is not inconsis
tent with modern scientific cosmology. It is, of 
course, easy to find references to a primitive and 
unacceptable world-view comparable, for example, 
with the Babylonian creation myths. But to judge 
the Bible only by these is as uncritical as to judge 
our modern knowledge of the universe by our use 
of such terms as 'sunrise' and 'the canopy of 
heaven' .  (* CREATlON .) 

Our own star system, or galaxy, is estimated to 
contain at least 1 00 billion stars: light takes 
1 00,000 years to cross it. Our sun is an average star 
about two-thirds of the way out from the centre. 
But billions of other similar galaxies may be ob
served, up to about ten billion light years away 
from uso (Est imates as of 1 994; a billion is a thou
sand million.) The contrast between this cosmos 
and the three-decker universe of Semitic myth
ology is striking. The Bible is orten c10ser to the 
former than the latter in spirit. For the universe of 
the biblical writers is rational, and of awe-inspiring 
immensity. Ps. 1 04, for example, speaks of a world 
wh ich is completely rational, and depends entirely 
on God's laws; this is typical of the outlook of the 
biblical writers. In the promise to Abram, God 
couples the number of stars with the number of 
grains of sand. Only c. 3000 stars are visible to the 
naked eye, so on the face of it this is a feeble com
parison. But the total number of stars in the galaxy 
is comparable with the number of grains of sand in 
all the world! The Bible is full of such implications 
of vastness quite beyond the knowledge of its day. 

We assert, then, that the Bible consistently as
sumes a universe wh ich is fully rational, and vast in 
size, in contrast to the typical contemporary world
view, in wh ich the universe was not rational, and 
no larger than could actually be proved by the un
aided senses. The books of I . Velikovsky ( Worlds in 
Collision, 1 950, etc. ), though highly controversial, 
are written from a lewish stand point and are full 
of interest to the OT student who is  also interested 
in astronomy. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. R .  Driver and L. W. Clarke, 
'Stars', HDB2, 1 963, pp. 936ff.; R. A. Rosenberg, 
'The "Star of the Messiah" reconsidered', Bib 53 ,  
1 972, pp. 1 05ff.; W. Foerster, TDNT, I ,  pp. 503-
505; D. A. Hagner, NIDNTT, 3, pp. 734-736; D. 
Hughes, The Star 0/ Bethlehem Mystery, 1 979; 
C. 1. Humphreys, 'The Star of Bethlehem', TynB 
43. 1 ,  1 992. M.T.F. 
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STEPHANAS, A Corinthian, whose family, one 
of the few baptized by Paul hirnself ( I  Cor. 1 : 1 6), 
was known for its exertions in voluntary Christian 
service; Paul, perhaps thinking of the Corinthian 
fact ions, bespeaks recognition of such leadership 
( I  Cor. 1 6: 1 5ff.) .  The phrase 'the first converts of 
Achaia' (cf Rom. 1 6: 5) has been taken to indicate 
an Athenian origin (Acts 1 7: 34), but i t  may rather 
indicate the first Christian family in the province, 
and thus the earnest of the church there (cf 
Ramsay, BRD, pp. 385ff.). The link sometimes 
made with the apostolic ordination of their 'first
fruits' in 1 C1ement 42 is purely verbal. 

Stephanas, with 0 Fortunatus and 0 Achaicus, 
delighted Paul with a visit at Ephesus ( I  Cor. 
1 6: 1 7) :  no doubt they carried the Corinthians' 
letter and returned with I Cor. No connection with 
the 'household of 0 Chloe' is l ikely. 

The name is a pet-form (from Stephanephoros?). 
Two late MSS of Acts 1 6:27 identify hirn with the 
Philippian jailor. A.F .W. 

STEPHEN (Gk. stephanos, 'crown'). Stephen was 
one of the seven men chosen by the disciples soon 
after the resurrection to look after the distribution 
of assistance to the widows of the ch urch, so that 
the apostles themselves should be free for their 
spiritual tasks (Acts 6: 1 -6).  All seven had Gk. 
names, which suggests that they were Hellenistic 
Jews (one of them indeed, Nicolas of Antioch, was 
a proselyte). Stephen is recorded as standing out 
from the others in faith,  grace, spiritual power, and 
wisdom (6:5 ,  8, 1 0). He had time to do more than 
the special work assigned to hirn, for he was among 
those foremost in working miracles and preaching 
the gospel .  

He soon fell foul of the Hellenistic synagogue, 
which brought hirn be fore the Sanhedrin on 
charges of blasphemy (6:9- 1 4) .  Stephen, with an
gelic face, replied to the charges with a survey of 
the history of I srael and an attack upon the Jews 
for continuing in the tradition of their fathers and 
killing the Messiah (6: 1 5-7:53). This brought upon 
hirn the fury of the council, and when he claimed 
to see Jesus standing at the right hand of God 
(probably as his advocate or witness in his defence) 
he was seized and stoned to death (7 :54--60). He 
met his end courageously, as did his Master, on 
accusations by false witnesses of seeking to over
throw the Temple and law (cf Mt .  26:59-6 1 ). He 
prayed as Jesus had done (Lk. 23:34) for his per
secutors to be forgiven and committed his soul into 
Christ's keeping (cf Lk. 23:46). Whether it was a 
legal execution or not, it seems that Pilate, who 
normally Iived in Caesarea, turned a blind eye to it 
all . 

There were striking consequences from 
Stephen's death. The persecution which followed 
(Acts 8: I )  led to a more widespread preaching of 
the gospel (8:4; 1 1 : 1 9) .  Stephen's death was also 
undoubtedly a factor in bringing Sau I of Tarsus to 
Christ (7:58; 8: I ,  3; 22:20). But above all, Stephen's 
speech was the beginning of a theological revolu
tion in the early church, as the principles of the 
universal mission were clearly stated for the first 
time. Luke records i t  at great length, and this surely 
indicates the importance he attached to i t .  

Stephen's theme in reviewing the history of 
Israel was that God's presence cannot be localized, 
and that the people have always rebe lied against 

STEWARD 

the wil l  of God. He showed first of all that Abra
ham Iived a pilgrim life, not inheriting the land 
promised to hirn (7:2-8). Then he demonstrated 
how Joseph likewise left Canaan, sold by his 
brothers through jealousy (vv. 9- 1 6). A long sec
tion deals with Moses, against whom Stephen was 
alleged to have spoken (vv. 1 7-43). Moses also was 
shown to have been rejected by his brethren when 
he came to deliver them. Yet God vindicated hirn 
by sending hirn back to Egypt to bring his people 
out. Again they turned aside to idolatry in the wil
derness and refused to obey Moses. This idolatry 
continued until the Babylonian Exile owing to 
their desire to have visible gods. 

The next section (vv. 44--50) deals with the tab
ernacle and the Temple. The tabernacle was mobile 
and went with God's people on their pilgrimage. 
The Temple was static and too easily gave rise to a 
localized view of God. But the Most High does not 
dweil in manufactured houses (cf Mk. 1 4:58). The 
Jewish religion had become static and failed to move 
on towards the new Temple, the body of Christ. 

The references to the tabernac\e and the whole 
idea of the real but invisible Christian cultus is de
veloped in the Epistle to the Hebrews, wh ich has 
been seen to have close affinities with this speech. I t  
i s  certain that Paul, too, worked out the principles 
stated by Christ and developed here by Stephen. 
When these principles were understood by the 
church there ensued a break with the old Temple 
worship (Acts 2:46). The Christians saw in practice 
that they were not just a sect of the old I srael . They 
were the new people of God, with the true temple, 
altar and sacrifice, living the truly pilgrim life, and 
rejected, as the prophets and as Jesus had been, by 
the Jews. 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. R. J. McKelvey, The New 
Temple, 1 969; F. F. Bruce, New Testament History, 
1 969, pp. 206ff.; M .  Hengel, 'Between Jesus and 
Paul. The "Hellenists", the "Seven" and Stephen', 
in Between Jesus and Paul, 1 983; BA 1 es 6, f.c. 

R .E.N. 

STEPS (Heb. ma'"laI, from ma'"la, 'a going up', 
'ascent', cf Lat. gradus; Gk. bathmos, 'a step' (so 
LXX), 'ascent'). That the shadow should go back 
ten steps was the sign by which the Lord confirmed 
to Hezekiah his recovery from mortal illness (2 Ki. 
20:8-1 1 ;  cf Is. 38:8). Josephus (Ant. 1 0. 29) sug
gested that the stairs of the king's palace may have 
constituted a type of sun-dial, but for a detailed 
discussion of the whole incident and possible in
terpretations, see C. F. Keil ,  The Books of the 
Kings, 1 854, pp. 463-465 and S. Iwry, 'The Qumrän 
Isaiah and the End of the Dial of Ahaz', BASOR 
147 , 1 957. 

The word is found also in the titles of Pss. 1 20-
1 34, which in AV are called Songs of Degrees (RSV 
'ascents') and said to have been sung by proces
sions of pilgrims while ascending Mt Zion during 
the great Temple festivals ( OPSALMS). 

The term occurs once in the NT ( I  Tim. 3: 1 3) ,  
where the Gk.  word denotes 'good standing'. Ac
cording to Arndt, a technical term of the mysteries 
may be involved here, implying a 'step' in the soul's 
journey heavenward. J .D.D. 

STEWARD, In  the OT a steward is a man who is 
'over a house' (Gn. 43: 1 9; 44:4; Is. 22: 1 5 , etc. ) .  
In  the NT there are two words translated steward: 
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STEWARD 

epitropos (Mt .  20:8; Gal. 4:2), I. e. one to whose carc 
or honour one has been entrusted, a curator, a 
guardian; and oikonomos (Lk .  1 6:2-3; I Cor. 4: 1-2 ;  
Tit .  I :7 ;  I Pet .  4 :  10), i. e. a manager, a 
supcrintendent-from oikos ('house') and nemö 
('to dispense' or 'to manage'). The word is used to 
describe the function of delegated responsibility, as 
in the parables of the labourers, and the unjust 
steward . 

More profoundly, it is used of the Christian's 
responsibili ty, delegated to him under 'Christ's 
kingly government of his own house'. All things 
are Christ's, and Christians are his executors or 
stewards. Christians are admitted to the responsi
bilities of Christ's overruling of his world; so that 
stewardship (oikollomia) can be referred to simi
larly as a dispensation (I Cor. 9 : 1 7 ; Eph . 
3 : 2 ;  Col . l  :25) .  C .B .D . 

STOCKS (Heb. mahpe/fer. 'pillory'; sad, 'fetters'; 
Jfnöq, 'a collar'). Referred to in later OT passages 
only, this instrument of punishment comprised 
two large pieces of wood into which were inserted 
the feet ,  and sometimes also the hands and neck, 
01' the prisoner. The prophets Jeremiah (Je. 20:2-3; 
cf 29:26) and Hanani (2 Ch. 1 6 : 10) were subjected 
to it ,  and Job uses the idea figuratively in mourning 
his affiiction (Jb. 1 3 :27; 33: 1 1 ) .  

In  the  NT Gk .  xylan, 'wood', i s  used in  describ
ing the Philippian incident when Paul and Silas 
were put in the stocks (Acts 1 6:24). (* PRISON.) 

J.D.I). 

STOICS, The Stoic school of philosophy derived 
its name from the Stoa Poikile, the portico in 
Athens where Zeno of Citium (335-263 BC) first 
taught its characteristic doctrines. His teaching 
was systematized and extended by Chrysippus (e. 
280-207 BC), the 'second founder' of Stoicism. By 
the time when Paul encountered Stoics at Athens 
(Acts 1 7 : 1 8) their general attitude had been modi
fied by elements taken from Platonism; of this 
more syncretist Stoicism Posidonius was a leading 
exponent. 

Grappling with that same uncertainty of l ife 
which led the Epicurcans to scek happincss in 
serene dctachment,  thc Stoics sought salvation in 
aligning the will with thc inherent Reason of thc 
universe, * Logos. Man is happy when he does not 
want things to be any other than they are; let him, 
then, seek cJear knowledge of the cycJe of nature 
and cultivate a willing acceptance of i t .  Though a 
man must play his part willy-nilly in the outwork
ing of universal Reason ,  for his own peace of mind 
it is essential that he do so consciously and will
ingly; he must seek out the things which befit his 
place in the natural order (la kalhekonla) and 
pursue them not with desire, which might be dis
appointed, but with disinterested virtue. His fellow 
men he must serve not from love, wh ich would 
make hirn suffer if service failed to help them, but 
from a pure recognition that the l ife of service is 
the 'natural' l ife for man. The universal Reason is 
God; traditional mythologies were given a sym
bolic interpretation in th is sense. 

All this seems very formal and austere, but indi
vidual Stoics, incJuding the Roman emperor 
Marcus Aurelius, set a high standard of personal 
conduct. The form could, moreover, in part be ad
apted to receive a Christian content; much of 

PauJ's language in the apologctic discourse on 
Mars' Hi li (* AREOPAGUS) is drawn from that of 
Stoicism. 

BIBLIOGRA PBY.  H.  von Arnim, Sloicorwri Vet
erllm Fragl1lellla, 1 903-5; J. M. Rist, Sloic Phil
osophy, 1 969; F. H. Sand bach, The Stoics, 1 975 .  

M . H .C. 

STOMACH, BELLY, Principally, Heb. be!en or 
mitfm; Gk. koilia. Indistinguishable from * bowels 
or * womb in OT and NT, these words being trans
Iated by 'stomach' or 'belly' generally when refer
ring to eating, or wounding (Jdg. 3 :2 1 ;  Ezk . 3 :3 :  
Jon. I :  1 7 ; Lk. 1 5 : 1 6  [Rsvmg.]; often translated 
'body' in RSV [e.g. Nu. 5 :2 1 ]) .  

Once in the NT the word stomachos is used ( I  
Tim. 5 :23) 01' the stomach. I n  early Gk.  usage i t  
referred to an opening, or the * mouth (stoma). 
later the opening of the stomach, so having a more 
precise physiological reference than in thc OT. 

B.O.B. 

STOMACHER, The somewhat misleading AV 
translation of Heb. p'[fgfl, a word of uncertain 
meaning wh ich occurs only in Is. 3 :24 as an anti
thesis for 'a girding of sackcJoth'. RSV 'a rich robe' 
seems to fit this requirement .  J .D .D .  

STONE. The chief biblical words are Heb. 'eben 
and Gk. lilhos and akrogöniaios ('cornerstone') .

-

The common word 'stone' is used in the Bible 
with a variety of reference. Small stones made a 
convenient weapon ( I  Sa. 1 7 :40), were a means 01' 
attack and even execution (Nu. 35: 1 7; cf Jn. 8 :59; 
Acts 7:58f.), formed a handy measure of weight 
(Lv. 1 9:36, where 'eilen is so translated), and were 
used, when sharpened, as knives (Ex. 4:25). Larger 
stones were used to cover wells (Gn. 29:2), to cJose 
the mouth of caves (Jos. 1 0: I 8) and of tombs (Mt .  
27:60), to serve as  a landmark (2 Sa .  20:8), as  a 
memorial (Jos. 4:20ff.), and as a pillar or altar 
which had specifically religious associations (Gn 
28: 1 8 ; Dt. 27:5). Stones were also, of course, a 
primary building material. 

Figurative as weil as literal uses of the term 
'stone' occur in the Bible. Notably, the 'stone' 
image is used in the NT to describe the person of 
Jesus. In the Synoptic Gospels, for example, the 
parable of the vineyard (Mk. 1 2 : 1 - 1 1  and paraI
leis) is followed by the Lord's citation of Ps. 
1 1 8 :22, which is obviously applied to himself ('The 
very stone wh ich the builders rejected has become 
the head of the corner'). This provides us with an 
important clue to the self-understanding of Jesus. 
The meaning of 'head stone' (LXX, eis kephalen 
gönias) in this psalm is 'top stone' or 'coping stone', 
that is, the carefully chosen and perfectly made 
stone wh ich completes a building (cf ZC. 4:7). 
Probably the immediate reference here was to 
Israel herself, rejected by men but chosen by God. 
The real significance of the passage in its NT set
ting is made abundantly cJear from Peter's quota
tion of Ps. 1 1 8:22, with reference to Jesus, during 
his speech before the Jewish court in Jerusalem 
(Acts 4 : 1 1 ) . God has vindicated him whom the 
Jews cast out, and exalted him to the headship of 
the new Israel. In  the Epistle 01 Earnabas (6:4) 
these words are quoted directly from the LXX (Ps. 
I 1 8), and also applied to Christ. 
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Thc only OT occurrences 01' thc phrase 'corner 
stone' are J b. 38:6 (LXX litllos göniaios) and Is. 
28: 1 6  (LXX akrogöniaios); and these are both fig
urative (cf Ps. 144 : 1 2) .  But unlike 'head 01' thc 
corner', the stone referred to here would seem to be 
part 01' the foundation 01' a building, and to bear 
its weight .  This is evidently the meaning 01' 
akrogöniaios in I Pet. 2:6, where the writer quotes 
Is. 28: 16 itself. Christ is now the corner-stone 01' 
the church, the location 01' which is the heavenly 
Zion (cf Eph. 2:20, where the same Gk. word is 
used, and I Cor. 3: 1 1 ) .  I n  v. 7 01' the same passage, 
however, the writer goes on to quote the psalmic 
reference we have noted ( 1 1 8 :22, echoed in v. 4), 
and he thus gives us the complementary truth that 
Christ is also the head of the church, exalted by 
God the Father to that position of vindication. In  
this exaltation, moreover, believers will share. The 
writer's use of litllos in V. 8 with reference to stum
bling suggests a confusion of images; although it is 
possible, as 1. Y. Camp bell points out (TWBR, p. 
53), that a stone at the corner of the foundation of 
a building might also form a stumbling-stone (cf 
also Rom. 9:32f.). Christ is described in the same 
passage (v. 4) as a 'Iiving stone' (lithon zönta), alive 
and giving l ife to those who as believers are in
corporated into hirn, and built up as lithoi zöntes 
into the spiritual building 01' his church for pur
poses of worship (v. 5)  and witness (v. 9). 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. 1. R.  Harris, Testimonies, I ,  
1 9 1 6, pp. 26-32; S. H .  Hooke, 'The Corner-Stone 
of Scripture', The Siege Perilous, 1 956, pp. 235-
249; F. F. Bruce, 'The Corner Stone', ExpT 84, 
1 972-3, pp. 23 1 -235;  1. Jeremias in TDNT 4, pp. 
268-280; W. M undle et al. , NIDNTT 3, pp. 38 1-
394. S.S.S. 

STONING (Heb. säqal, 'to stone', 'to be stoned'; 
Heb. rägam, 'to collect or cast stones'; Gk. kata
lithazö, 'to stone (thoroughly)'; Gk. lithazö, 'to 
stone'; Gk. lithoboleö, ' to cast stones'). Stoning 
was the usual Heb. form of execution (Ex. 1 9 :  1 3 ; Lv. 
20:27; Lk. 20:6; Acts 7:58, etc. ). The prosecution 
witnesses (the law required at least two such) had 
to cast the first stone (Ot. 1 3:9f.; cf Jn. 8 :7),  and 
afterwards if  the victim still lived the spectators 
carried out the sentence, and the body was sus
pended until sunset (Ot .  2 1  :23). 

For an excellent summary of offences for which 
stoning was prescribed, and further details of the 
execution, see W. Corswant, A Dictionary 01 Life in 
Bible Times, E.T. 1 960, p. 26 1 .  J .O.O. 

STORE-CITIES, Towns (Heb. . are-misk'nöI) 
where provisions, often revenue paid in kind 
(grain, oil ,  wine, etc. ), and weapons were laid up in 
magazines or storehouses by the central govern
ment ,  for maintaining fron tier and defence forces, 
and as reserve supplies, etc. The Hebrews had to 
labour on Pharaoh's store-cities Pithom and 
Ra'amses on the eve of the Exodus (Ex. I :  1 1 ) .  The 
Oelta-residence Ra'amses (Egyp. Pi-Ramesse) was 
frequently boasted of in Egyp. texts as being in a 
region of plenty, with stores and treasuries abun
dantly filled (ANET, 1 955,  pp. 470-47 1 ;  JEA 5, 
1 9 1 8 ,  pp. I 86f., 1 92 ,  1 94f.). Solomon had store
cities and depots in Israel and Hamath (I Ki. 9: 1 9; 
2 Ch.  8 :4-6). When summoned against Baasha of 
Israel by Asa of ludah, Ben-hadad I of Aram
Oamascus smote stores in ('of') cities of Naphtali 

STRIPES 

(2 Ch. 1 6:4). lehoshaphat built store-cities in Judah 
(2 Ch. 1 7 :  1 2),  and Hezekiah was proud of his weil
filled storage-magazines for revenue in grain, wine 
and oil (2 Ch. 32:28). And likewise some of his 
contemporaries: Asitawanda king of Cilicia (c. 725 
BC) 'filled the storehouses (or, depots) of (the city) 
Pa'ar' (ANET, p. 499; cf Oupont-Sommer, Oriens 
I ,  1 948, pp. 1 96- 1 97). Remains, possibly those of 
government storehouses, have been excavated in 
Palestine. For remains at Beth-shemesh and La
chish, cf Wright, Biblical Archaeology, 1 957, p. 
1 30. For Hazor and Samaria, cf K. M .  Kenyon,  
Archaeology in the Holy Land, 1 960, pp. 27 1 -272, 
279, and Y. Yadin, Hazor, BM Exhibition Guide, 
1 958, p. 1 7  and fig. 30. K.A.K.  

STORM. The more violent activities of nature are 
usually associated with rain- and hail-storms. Gen
erally the incidence of violent rain-storms and 
c1oud-bursts occurs at the commencement of the 
rainy season, or at the beginning of each renewed 
speil of rain during the cooler months. At Haifa, 
for example, on 9 Oecember 1 92 1 ,  28 cm fell in  24 
hours. Thunder-storms are most frequent in Nov. 
and Oec. and occur most commonly in the Jordan 
Valley. Hail not infrequently accompanies thunder 
between Oec. and March. Scripture vividly 
describes its disastrous effects upon the growing 
crops (Ps. 78:47; Is. 28 :2 ;  Ezk. 1 3 : 1 3- 1 4; Hg. 2: 1 7). 
The wind-storms that sweep down upon the Sea of 
Galilee are vividly recorded in the events of Mk.  
4:37ff., and perhaps in the parable of the badly 
founded house sited in some dried-up water-bed, 
when 'the rain fell ,  and the floods came, and the 
winds blew and beat against that house' (Mt .  
7:27). 

God spoke in the thunderstorm (Ex. 9:28; 1 9: 1 6, 
1 9 ;  I Sa. 7 : 10;  1 2: 1 8 ; lb. 37: 1-5;  PSS. 1 8 : 1 3; 29:3-9; 
1 04:7), as he judged in the earthquake (Je. 4:24-26; 
Na. 1 :5). The Hebrews in conceiving how 'thy 
glory passed through the four gates of fire and 
earthquake and wind and ice' (2 Esdras 3: 1 9) had 
to learn, however, that Yahweh was more revela
tory to them in the Exodus than in storm and 
earthquake. This certainly was the experience of 
Elijah, who had the consciousness of 'the still 
small voice' as more expressive of the divine pres
ence and power than earthquake, wind and fire 
( I  Ki. 1 9 :  1 1 - 1 3). (. EARTHQUAKE, • EUROCLYOON , 
• RAIN, · THUNOER, • WHIRLWINO, • WINO . )  

J .M .H . 

STRANGLED (THINGS). Gk. pnikta (Acts 
1 5 :20, 29; 21 :25) refers to animals killed without 
shedding their blood, to eat wh ich was repugnant 
to lews (cf Lv. 1 7: 1 3 ; Ot. 1 2 : 1 6, 23). For general 
principles involved, see · IOOL.s, M EATS OFFEREO TO. 

J .O.O. 

STRIPES. The rendering o f  several Heb. and Gk. 
words, only one of which (Gk. plege) occurs more 
than twice. The Oeuteronomic law limited to forty 
the number of blows which a judge could prescribe 
(Ot. 25:2-3). The punishment was generally car
ried out by a three-thonged scourge, and the 
executioner hirnself was punished if the stipulated 
number were exceeded. Thus, what Paul describes 
in his 'foolish boasting' (2 Cor. 1 I  :24) was in fact 
the maximum penalty, for the forty strokes were in 
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practice reduced by one on the principle of 'setting 
a hedge around the law'. 

Stripes can be a symbol of salutary correction 
(Ps. 89:32; cf Pr. 1 3 :24) and a reminder of the 
Lord's sacrifice ( Is. 53 :5 ;  I Pet. 2:24). (. SCOURG-
ING.) J .D.D. 

STUMBLING-BLOCK. In  the OT the Heb. root 
käsal, 'to stagger', 'to stumble', forms the basis 01' 
mi/ssöl, ma/sselä, 'that against wh ich anyone stum
bles' (Lv. 1 9: 1 4) .  It  is used figuratively of idols (Is. 
57:  14 ;  Ezk. 7: 1 9 , 1 4:3-4; Zp. 1 :3) .  

In  the NT two Gk.  words are used. proskomma 
(tou lithou), 'stone of stumbling' (Rom. 9 :32-33; 
14: 1 3 ; I Cor. 8:9; I Pet. 2:8), is used of any form of 
barrier. skandalon (Rom. 1 1  :9;  I Cor. 1 :23;  Rev. 
2: 1 4), originally the trigger stick of a trap, is used 
in LXX to translate Heb. mi/ssöl, but also möqes, 'a 
snare', 'a trap' (cf Pss. 69:22; 1 40:5) .  Cf also Mt .  
1 6:23, 'you are a hindrance (skandalon; AV 
'offence') to me' . See W. Barclay, New Testament 
Wordbook, 1 955 (s. v. skandalon, skandalizein). 

J .B.Tr. 

SUBURB. In AV and RV most commonly the 
equivalent of Heb. migräS, more accurately ren
dered 'pasture lands' in Rvmg. and 'common land' 
in RSV in Lv. 25 :34 .  It is llsed specially, but not 
exclusively, with regard to the uncultivated land, 
suitable for the pasturing of cattle, surrounding the 
levitical cities; its alienation from levitical owner
ship was forbidden (Lv. 25 :34, ete. ) .  

In  2 Ki. 23: 1 1 , AV, the word 'suburbs' is the ren
dering of Heb. parwärim (RV and RSV 'precincts'), a 
word of doubtful origin and meaning, but possibly 
derived, Iike 'Parbar' in I Ch. 26: 1 8 ,  from Old Per-
sianJrabada, 'forecourt' . f.f.B. 

SUCCOTH. 1 .  First site on the journey of the Is
raelites during the Exodus, possibly equivalent to 
the Old Egyp. lkw (Pithom), which was in the E 
part of Wadi Tumilat (Ex. 1 2 :37; 1 3 :20; Nu. 33 :5-
6). This was the normal way in or out of Egypt for 
displaced persons. We find it mentioned in the 
Story of Sinuhe, in Papyrus Anastasi V and VI .  
(. ENCAM PMENT BY THE SEA, • PITHOM. )  

2.City of the  tribe of Gad (Jos. 1 3 :27) in the 
Jordan Valley not far from a water passage (Jdg. 
8 :5 ,  1 6) and from Zarethan ( I  Ki. 7:46). It is per
haps the modern Tell Akhsas or Tell Der Allah . 

The name Succoth is explained in Gn. 33: 1 7, 
where it is connected with 'booths', since Jacob 
established hirnself there. C.D.W. 

SUCCOTH-BENOTH. The name of an object 
made by Babylonians exiled in Samaria c. 722 BC 
and named among the pagan deities worshipped 
there (2 Ki. 1 7 :30). The MT sukköI-b'nöI implies 
an interpretation as 'booths of daughters' (cf Gk.  
sokchäthbenithel). This has been explained either 
as pi aces of prost itution or as shrines in which 
were carried images of female deities, e.g Banitu 
(an epithet of the Babylonian goddess Ishtar). 

The parallelism with Nergal of Cut ha seems to 
require the name of a deity here also. Following 
Rawlinson, :ler-banlt (Zarpaniturn) the consort of 
Marduk (* MERODACH) has been proposed, but this 
is very doubtful. D.J.W. 

SUFFERING. In  the Bible suffering is regarded as 
an intrusion into this created world. Creation was 
made good (Gn. 1 :3 1 ) . When sin entered, suffering 
also entered in the form of conftict, pain, corrup
tion, drudgery and death (Gn. 3 :  1 5-1 9). In  the new 
heaven and earth suffering has been finally abol
ished (Rev. 21 :4; 15. 65: 1 7ff.). The work of Christ 
is to deliver man from suffering, corruption and 
death (Rom. 8:2 1 ;  I Cor. 1 5 :26), as weil as from sin 
(Mt .  1 :2 1 ) . Though Satan is regarded as having 
power to make men suffer (2 Cor. 1 2 :7; Jb. I :  1 2; 
2:6), they suffer only in the hand of God, and it is 
God who controls and sends suffering (Am. 3 :6; 1 5. 
45:7; Mt .  26:39; Acts 2 :23). 

The burden of suffering was always keenly reit 
by God's people (Gn. 47:9; 2 Sa. 14 : 14) .  I ts pres
ence often became a problem, since it was regarded 
as sent by God (Ps. 39:9), and thus had to be re
lated to the fact of God's love and righteousness 
(Ps. 73). Therefore, in the midst of suffering, man 
was forced to decide how far he could live by faith, 
and resist the demand for a rational explanation. 
The problem was not so acute at times when the 
sense of solidarity within the community was 
strong, and the individual, as a responsible 
member of his tribe or family in all circumstances, 
was able to accept the judgment and suffering that 
fell on his people as his own responsibility (Jos. 7) . 
But the problem became more urgent as the re
sponsible relation of each individual to God was 
emphasized (Je. 31 :29; Ezk .  1 8 :2-4). 

True faith, wrestling with the problem and 
burden of suffering, does not require an immediate 
and complete justification of God. It can wait in 
the darkness (Hab. 2 :2-4). 

I t  finds in the reality of God's presence and 
goodness a more decisive factor in the present situ
ation than even the bitterness of pain (Ps. 73 :2 1 -
23), and i s  willing to set against the distorted shape 
of things present the perfect new order of things in 
the kingdom of God, of wh ich it has al ready re
ceived a foretaste (Ps. 73:24-26; Rom. 8: 1 8; 2 Cor. 
4: 1 6-1 8). But the man of faith is not insensitive to 
the baffling nature of the problem. The book of 
Job shows hirn experiencing in an extreme degree 
the bitterness and perplexity of unexplained suffer
ing, refusing to acquiesce in rational theories that 
make God's ways subject to simple human cal
culation, temporarily losing his balance, but able 
ultimately to recover, and finally, through an 
overwhelming vision of God hirnself, reaching a 
certainty in which he can triumph over all his diffi
culties even though he is not yet, and knows he 
never will be, able to provide a rational explanation 
for all circumstances in this Iife. 

Though i t  is thus asserted that such solutions are 
inadequate when applied generally, yet sometimes 
definite understandable reasons are given for in
stances of suffering (cf Ps. 37), and several lines of 
thought on the problem appear and converge. Suf
fering can be the harvest of sin (Ho. 8:7; Lk. 1 3 : 1 -
5 ;  Gal. 6:8), both for the individual (Ps. I )  and for 
the community and nation (Am. 1-2). I t  can be 
regarded at times as a punishment administered 
by God, or a chastisement designed to correct the 
ways of his people (Pr. 3 :  1 2; Jdg. 2 :22-3:6), or a 
means whereby men are tested or purified (Ps. 
66: 10;  Jas. 1 :3, 1 2; I Pet. 1 :7; Rom. 5:3) or 
brought doser to God in a new relationship of 
dependence and fellowship (Ps. 1 1 9:67; Rom. 
8:35-37). Thus suffering can be for good (Rom. 
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8:28f.), or it can have the opposite effect (Mt .  
1 3 : 2 1 ). 

In bearing their witness to the sufferings of the 
coming Messiah (I Pet. 1 : 1 0-- 1 2) the OT writers are 
taught how God can give a new meaning to suffer
ing. Their own experience of serving God in his 
redemptive purposes in Israel taught them that the 
love of God must involve itself in sharing the af
fliction and shame of, and in bearing reproach 
from, those he was seeking to redeem (Ho. 1 -3; Je. 
9 : 1 -2; 20:7-10; Is. 63:9). Therefore his true Ser
vant, who will perfectly fulfil his redeeming will, 
will be a sujJering Servant. Such suffering will not 
simply arise as a result of faithfulness to God in 
pursuing his vocation, but will indeed constitute 
the very vocation he must fulfil (ls. 53). A new vic
arious meaning and purpose is now seen in such 
unique suffering in wh ich One can suffer in the 
place of, and as the inclusive representative of, all. 

Suffering can have a new meaning for those who 
are members of the body of Christ. They can share 
in the sufferings of Christ (2 Cor. 1 :5ff.; Mk.  1 0:39; 
Rom. 8: 1 7),  and regard themselves as pledged to a 
career or vocation of suffering (Phil. I :29; I Pet. 
4 : 1 -2), since the members of the body must be con
formed . to the Head in this respect (Phil . 3 :  I 0; 
Rom. 8:29) as weil as in respect of his glory. What
ever form the suffering of a Christian takes it can 
be regarded as a cross which may be taken up in 
following Christ in the way of his cross (Mt. 1 6:24; 
Rom. 8 :28-29). Such suffering is indeed the inevit
able way that leads to resurrection and glory (Rom. 
8 : 1 8 ; Heb. 1 2 : 1 -2;  Mt .  5 : 1 0; 2 Cor. 4 : 1 7f.). It is by 
tribulation that men enter the kingdom of God 
(Acts 1 4:22; Jn .  16 :2 1 ). The coming of the new age 
is preceded by birth pangs on earth, in wh ich the 
church has its decisive share (Mt. 24:2 1-22; Rev. 
1 2 :  1 -2 , 1 3- 1 7 ;  cf, e.g. ,  On. 1 2 : I ;  Mi.  4:9-1 0; 5:2-4). 
Since the sufferings of Christ are sufficient in them
selves to set all men free (ls. 53 :4-6; Heb. 10:  1 4) ,  it is 
entirely by grace, and not in any way by necessity, 
that the sufferings in which his people participate 
with hirn can be spoken of as filling up what is lack
ing in his affliction (Co!. 1 :24), and as giving fellow
ship in his vicarious and redemptive suffering. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. E. Hopkins, The Mystery 0/ 
SujJering, 1 959; 1. Scharbert and 1. Schmidt, in 
EßT, 3,  1 970, pp. 890-897; 1. Bowker, The Problem 
0/ SujJering in the World Religions, 1 970; B. 
Gärtner, NIDNTT 3, pp. 7 1 9-726; W. C. Kaiser, A 
ßiblical Approach to Personal SujJering, 1 982; 
O. A .  Carson, HolV Long 0 Lord?, 1 990, E. S. Ger
sten berger and W. Schrage, SujJering, 1 982; 1. C. 
Beker, SujJering and Hope, 1 987; T. E. Fretheim, 
The SujJering 0/ God, 1 984. R.S.W. 

SUKKIIM (Egyp. {kin, {k) .  Libyan auxiliaries in 
the Egyp. army when • Shishak invaded Palestine 
(2 Ch .  1 2 :3) .  They were employed as scouts from 
1 3th to 1 2th centuries BC. See references in R .  A.  
Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, 1 954, pp. 
1 76- 1 77, 1 80. K.A.K. 

SUMER is the land of the SUMERIANS, Sumer
ian its language. Sumer derives from the Akkadian 
term for the land, sumeru. Sumerians called their 
land, K I-EN-GI(R) and their language EME
GI,(R).  Oownstream from the later city of Bagh
dad, Sumer's chief cities (e.g Eridu, Kish, Lagash ,  
Nippur, Ur and Uruk) lay near the Euphrates 

SUMER 

River. Sumerian civilization flourished in the 3rd 
millennium BC. Archaic texts of Uruk from as 
early as 3 1 00 BC attest to the presence of the Sum
erian language. Because the names of cities in this 
region seem unrelated to the Sumerian language, 
many have argued that Sumerians emigrated from 
outside the country. However, no one has identified 
Sumerian language and culture e1sewhere. The 
Sumerian name for Babylonians and other peoples 
as 'black headed', and Sumerian references to the 
Indus Valley may suggest I ndian origin. The waters 
of the Persian Gulf moved N throughout the mil
lennia, reaching their present level about 4000 BC 
(Roux 1 982). Earlier Sumerian habitation in this 
region may have disappeared under Gulf waters. 

The Sumerian language and its literature 
became the most enduring legacy of this civiliza
tion. Sumerian is not a Semitic language. I t  has no 
relationship to any known language. There is some 
discussion as to whether the Sumerians designed 
the cuneiform script that they used or imported i t .  
Scholars have reconstructed much of the earlier 
history of Sumer, e. 3000-2500 BC, from later 
myths and legends. Contemporary seals, un
covered in the excavations of the Royal Tombs of 
Ur (e. 2600-2500 BC) , feature early leaders such as 
Meskalamdug. The historicity of the most famous 
figure, Gilgamesh, is not certain. If he did live, he 
may exemplify the manner in wh ich early figures 
took on semi-divine status as the mythological 
l iterature developed. This common tendency has 
no parallel in the biblical literature with its mono
theism and consequent exclusion of other deities. 

Oetailed histories of Sumer focus on the kings 
of a succession of dominant city states through the 
3rd millennium BC, relying on compositions that 
often date from later periods. The political history 
of Sumer divides between the earlier period of the 
3rd millennium BC and the later period in the final 
century of that millennium. The earlier period 
ended in the 23rd century with the conquest by the 
Semitic king, Sargon of Akkad .  The city 01' Ur 
dominated the second period and caused a revival 
of Sumerian culture. The kings, Ur-Nammu and 
Shulgi, dominated this third dynasty of Ur. The 
city fell e. 2000 BC. The Old Babylonian period that 
flourished in the following centuries preserved 
Sumerian as a language 01' scribes and special l it
erary compositions. This began a practice, con
tinued weil into the I st millennium BC, of writing 
literary and religious texts of special significance in 
Sumerian. Sumerian became the religious language 
of the Assyro-Babylonian worlds and beyond. 

Some have identified Shinar, first mentioned in 
Gn. 1 0: I 0, with Sumer. However, Zadok ( 1 984) has 
related Shinar to a name for Babylonia and its 
foreign rulers used by the Hittites and others in 
the Late Bronze Age ( 1 550-1 200 BC), i. e. Shanbar. 
There are two reasons why Sumer and Sumerians do 
not appear in the Bible. First, the Sumerians flour
ished earlier than most 01' the events of the Bible. 
Second, they Iived in a region at the geographic 
periphery of the Bible. The exception to this is the 
departure of Abram from Ur of the Chaldees, 
a site often associated with the Ur of Sumer. 1 1' 
Abram lived in the 2nd millennium BC then 
Abram's association would date from the period 
subsequent to Ur's conquest by non-Sumerians. 
Sumer had an impact on the Bible in two import
ant ways: the development 01' literary forms and 
the world of Gn. 1- 1 1 .  

Walton ( 1 989) and Hallo ( 1 992) compare 
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Sumerian literature with that of the Bible. Most 
types have paralleis in other Near Eastern litera
ture. There was no direct borrowing between the 
Bible and Sumerian. However, an identif'ication of 
the types of literat ure serves as an important tool 
in the interpretation of the biblical texts. [n the 
pre-Sargon era Hallo identifies incantations, 
hymns, epics, and wisdom literat ure. Of these, 
incantations have no parallel in the Bible. [ncanta
tions ascribe a magical power to the words recited 
to manipulate the spirit world. The Bible rejects 
contacts with the spirit world (Lv. 1 9: 3 1 ;  20:6, 27; 
Dt. 1 8 : 1 0- 1 2; I Sam. 28). It emphasizes thc power 
of God's Word that the believer should hear and 
obey (Dt. 6--8; [so 55). 

Hymns praise deities and temples. This form 
occurs in the Psalms where many hymns praise the 
God of [srael (Pss. 33; 93; 96-99) and express love 
for the Temple of lerusalem (Pss. 46; 76; 87). Epics 
and mythologies recite the achievements of divine 
and human heroes (cf the ludges of the Bible). 
There are no deities involved other than the God 
of [srael but hymns to God's anointed as king 
appear in the Psalms (2, 1 1 0). Elegies to fallen 
kings also contain similarities to the Sumerian de
scriptions of the achievements of the kings (2 Sa. 
I :  1 9-27). Congregational laments over the destruc
tion 01' a city occur in Sumerian. The best known 
one is the lamentation over the destruction of Ur. 

, 
I 

I 

Sumerian treaties and legal collections have the 
sort of Ancient Near Eastern literary larms fol
lowed in the covenant and law codes found in the 
Pentateuch and loshua. 

Sumerian wisdom li terature begins in the early 
period and continues into the 2nd millennium BC. 
Most frequent are the collections of proverbs. 
They are similar to the Proverbs of the Biblc. '/1. 
petition to a man's personal god' laments the loss 
of health and weaIth until the deity restores them . 
This form continues in the Akkadian theme of the 
righteous sufferer and appears in the book 01' lob. 

The most important influences from Sumer 
occur in Gn. 1- 1 1 . Scholars have compared the 
accounts of creation and the flood, as weil as thc 
genealogies (Hess and Tsumura, 1 994). A Sumer
ian version of the Atra-I;Iasis epic demonstrates 
that it formed part of that language's literary cor
pus. Similar in general structure to the creat ion 
and flood stories of Genesis, it diverges on many 
points 01' detail and in its overall purpose. The 
Bible describes the purpose 01' flood as moral; the 
cuneiform myths as the reduction 01' the popula
tion 01' humans because they trouble the gods. 

The genealogies 01' Gn. 4, 5 and I I  contain simi
larities and differences when compared with the 
Sumerian king list. The king list names only rulers. 
The Bible lists members 01' a family. While the 
Sumerian king list (and others) establishcs the 
legitimacy 01' one dynasty over other rivals, the 
biblical genealogies demonstrate God's gracious 
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preservation of his chosen line through which bless
ing to all nations of the world would come (Gn. 1 2 :  
1-3). The Sumerian king list also contains names of 
the apkallu, wisdom figures associated with an te
diluvian kings. I nsofar as these resemble specific 
cultural achievements, they appear similar to the 
figures in Cain's line of Gn. 4 whose names and 
epithets connect them with similar accomplish
ments. Some have also found here paralleIs to the 
Enoch who ascends to heaven (Gn. 5 :24) and to the 
mysterious 'giants' of Gn.  6: 1 -4. Lambert ( 1 988) 
suggests that the long lives of the pre-Flood figures 
and other matters have similarities with cuneiform 
king Iists and wisdom figures associated with them. 
This material entered I sraelite tradition before the 
I st millennium, probably during the international 
period of the Amarna Age ( 1 4th century BC). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. S. Cooper, 'Sumer, Sumerians', 
A BD 6, 1 992, pp. 2 3 1 -234; W. W. Hallo, 'Sumerian 
Literature', A BD 6, 1 992, pp. 234-237; R.  S. Hess 
and D. Tsumura (eds.), 'I Studied Inscriptions From 
Belore the Flood'. Ancient Near Eastern Lingl/is
tiac and Literary Approaches to Genesis 1-11. 
Sources for Biblical and Theologic2.1 Study 4. 
Eisenbrauns, 1 994; T. Jacobsen, The Treasl/res 01 
Darkness. A History 01 Mesopotamian Religion, 
1 976; S. N. Kramer, The SI/merians. Their History, 
CI/lture, and Character, 1 963; W. G. Lambert 
in Congress Voll/me. lerusalem 1986, 1 988, pp. 
1 24-- 143; VT Supp. 40, Leiden; G. Roux, L'historie 
45, 1 982, pp. 46-59; 1. H .  Walton, Ancient Israelite 
Literature in Its Culrural Context, 1 989; R. Zadok, 
Zeitschrift lür Assyriologie 74, 1 984, pp. 240--244; 
For texts in translation: A NET, pp. 37-59 et 
passim; T. Jacobsen, The Harps that Once 
Sumerian Poetry in Translation, 1 987. R.S.H. 

SUN (Heb. semeS; Gk. helios). In  addition to many 
references wh ich merely indicate the time of day, 
the Bible mentions natural effects of the sun, such 
as causing the fruits of the earth to grow (Dt. 
33: 14;  2 Sa. 23:4), withering growth that is insuffi
ciently rooted (Mt .  1 3 :6), producing physical 
injury (Ps. 1 2 1  :6; Is. 49: 1 0; Jon. 4:8; Rev. 7 : 1 6; 1 6:8, 
erc. ) ,  and inspiring the desire for l ife (Ec. 1 1  :7). 

SUPERSCRIPTION 

Such poetical allusions as 'a tabernacle for the sun' 
(Ps. 1 9:4) and the 'habitation' of the sun (Hab. 
3: I I ) may have been suggested by the Heb. term for 
the setting sun, M ', meaning literally 'to go in' .  A 
parallel idea finds expression on certain Bab. seals, 
which represent the sun issuing from a gate. Sun
worship, which was expressly forbidden (Dt. 4: 19 ;  
1 7:3), assumed various forms in Judah (2 Ki .  
23 : 1 1 ;  Ezk. 8 : 1 6-1 7). Several passages indicate 
God's control of the sun (Jos. 1 0 : 1 2-14;  2 Ki. 20:8-
1 1 ; I s. 38:7-8). Ahaz's sundial (2 Ki. 20: 1 1 ;  I s. 38:8) 
probably had the form of a stairway (·STEPS). 

In the book of Psalms the sun is thrice men
tioned as an emblem of constancy (Pss. 72:5, 1 7; 
89:36) and God hirnself is said to be a sun (Ps. 
84: 1 1 ) ,  implying that he is the source of spiritual 
light and gladness. The face of Jesus at the time of 
the transfiguration is compared to the shining sun 
(Mt. 1 7:2) and it appeared to John in Patmos 'Iike 
the sun shining in full strength' (Rev. I :  1 6) .  On the 
other hand the glory of God and of Christ is de
c1ared to be greater and more enduring than sun
light ( Is. 24:23; 60: 1 9; Acts 26: 1 3; Rev. 21 :23; 22:5). 
Malachi foretells that in the day of the Lord 'the 
sun of righteousness' shall rise with healing in its 
rays for them that fear God. In  its context this im
plies that not only will the wicked be punished, but 
the justice of God will be vindicated and the desire 
for righteousness of person and environment fully 
met (Mal .  4:2). The Fathers understood the expres
sion as referring to Christ, and the objection that 
semes is feminine cannot be pressed in view of its 
use in Ps. 84: 1 1  (see above). Part of the imagery 
associated with 'the day of the Lord' in Scripture is 
an eclipse of the sun ( Is. 1 3 : 1 0; Joel 2 :  10; 3: 1 5; Am. 
8:9; Mt. 24:29; Rev. 6: 1 2) ,  while a third of the sun 
ceases to function after the fourth trumpet sounds 
(Rev. 8 : 1 2). W.J.C. 

SUPERSCRI PTION (Lat. superscriptio, 'a writ
ing on or above', = Gk. epigraphe, which it trans
Iates). The word is used on two occasions in the 
NT. 

I . I n  Mt .  22:20 (Mk.  1 2: 1 6; Lk. 20:24) it is used 
with the word eikön to refer to the head of the 
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The superscriprion 'The King ol the lews', pur on the cross, was wrillen in Hebrew, Latin 
and Greek (ln. 19: 19-20). Here reproduced in lellers 01 styles currenr in rhe 1 sr cent. AD. 
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SUPERSCRIPTION 

emperor and accompanying inscription on the ob
verse of a silver denarius (. MONEY). The denarius 
then in circulation bore the eikön of the head of 
Tiberius and the epigraphe TI. CAESAR DIVI AUG. F. 
AUGUSTUS ('Tiberius Cacsar Augustus, son of the 
divine Augustus'). 

2 . In Mk. 1 5 :26 (Lk. 23:38) the superscription is 
the plaeard, consisting of a board smeared with 
white gypsum and bearing in black letters the 
name of a condemned criminal and the offence for 
which he was being executed. Hence Mt .  27:37 
calls it an aitia (accusation): ln .  1 9: 1 9-20 uses the 
official Roman word titulus, calling it a titlos. This 
was usually hung about the criminal's neck on the 
way to execution, and subsequently affixed to the 
cross over his head. The superscription written by 
Pilate for lesus in Hebrew, Greek and Latin was 
'This is lesus of Nazareth, the King of the lews'. 

D .H .W . 

SUPH. In Ot. I :  I this may be a place-name (so in 
RV, RSV, 'over against Suph') whose loeation is 
quite uncertain (cf GTT, §43 1 ,  p. 255, n .  223). In 
rendering 'over against the Red Sea', AV under
stands Suph as standing for yam-slip, referring to 
the Gulf of Aqabah, which is also possible (. RED 
SEA). In Nu. 2 1 :  1 4, Suph(ah), 'storm'(?), is perhaps 
an area in which Waheb is located, in the brief 
quotation from the Book 01 the Wars 01 the Lord. 
Its relation to Suph in Ot. I :  I is uncertain. Musil 
suggested it might be Khirbet Sufah, so me 6 km 
SSE of Madaba (GTT, §44 1 ,  pp. 261 -262, n .  229 
end). On Suph and Suphah, cf also E.  G. 
Kraeling, JNES 7, 1 948, p. 20 1 .  K.A.K. 

SURETY. A surety is a person who undertakes re
sponsibility for a debt, or the fulfilment of an en
gagement by another. The word is also used to de
scribe a pledge deposited as a security against 1055 
or damage. It means also 'certainty'. In the latter 
sense we find the word used in the AV of Gn.  1 5: 1 3; 
1 8 : 1 3 ; 26:9; Acts 1 2 : 1 1 (RSV translates variously: 
'indeed', ' I  am sure', etc. ). 

Scripture counsels extreme caution in standing 
surety (Pr. 1 1 :  1 5; 1 7: 1 8; 22 :26-27). The phrase 'to 
strike hands' (AV) is equivalent to being surety (Pr. 
6: 1-2;  1 7 : 1 8) .  

ludah undertook to be a personal surety for 
Benjamin's safety (Gn. 43:9; 44:32). The giving of 
hostages (2 Ki.  1 8:23; 15. 36:8) is a similar idea. The 
word is used of our Lord (Heb. 7:22; cf Ps. 
1 1 9: 1 22) .  M.R .G. 

SUSA (AV Shushan), the ruins of wh ich l ie near the 
river Karun (.  UIAI), SW Persia, was occupied 
almost continuously from prehistoric times until it 
was abandoned by the Seleucids. Here was the eap
ital of • Elam, whose royal inscriptions of the 2nd 
millennium have been recovered. It maintained its 
importance under the Kassites and its independ
ence until sacked in 645 BC by Ashurbanipal, who 
sent men of Susa (Susanchites) to exile in Samaria 
(Ezr. 4:9). Under the Achaemenids Susa flourished 
as one of the three royal cities (On. 8:2;  Ne. l :  I ) .  
Oarius I built his palace here, the  ruins of which, 
restored by Artaxerxes I (Longimanus) and I I  
(Mnemon), remain, with the Apadana, one o f  the 
outstanding Persian architectural features of the 
5th century BC. This palace figures prominently in 

the book of · Esther ( 1 :2, 5; 2 :3 ;  3 : 1 5 , ete. ). 
(. AHASUERUS.) The site was first excavated by 
Loftus in 1 85 1 ,  and subsequently extensive oper
ations have been undertaken there by the French. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Ghirshman, Iran, 1 963; E. M .  
Yamauchi, Near East Archaeological Society Bul-
letin 8, 1 976, pp. 5- 14.  D.J.W. 

SYCHAR. The Samaritan town whence the 
woman came to fetch water from lacob's weil ,  
where she met lesus who taught her the nature of 
spiritual worship (Jn. 4). Sychar is commonly iden
tified with Askar, a village I km N of lacob's weil, 
on the E slope of Mt Ebal . A .R.M.  

SYENE (AV Sinim, Sinites). 1 .  Heb. sfnfm. A dis
tant land from which the people will return (Is. 
49: 1 2), named with the N and W, so either in the 
far S or E (so LXX 'land of the Persians'). Scholars 
have looked for a connection with classical Sinae 
(China), but it is unlikely that lews had settled in so 
distant a place by this period. Therefore Sin (Pelu
sium, Ezk. 30: 1 5) or Sin in Sinai (Ex. 1 6: I )  has 
been proposed. Most l ikely is identification with 
Syene of Ezk. 29: I 0; 30:6, on the far S border of 
Egypt. This is Egyp. swn 'market', Coptic Suan, 
modern 'Aswän. A lewish community living there 
in the 5th century BC has left us many Aram. 
papyri in which the place name is written swn, 
hence RV, RSV • Seveneh in Ezk. 29 and 30, better 
taken as 'to Seven'. ' From Migdol (AV, RV 'tower') 
to Syene' means from one end of Egypt to the 
other. Syene, on the first cataract of the Nile, was a 
fortress and base for expeditions into Nubia 
(Cush), a terminus for river traffic and a source of 
red granite for monumental buildings (syenite). 
The Qumran MS of Isaiah (I Q Is') suggests that 
'Syenites' should replace sfnfm (Is. 49: 1 2); LXX has 
Syene for Sin in Ezk. 30: 1 6. 

2, Sinites (Heb. sfnf) were a Canaanite people 
(Gn. 1 0: 1 7; I Ch. 1 : 1 5), probably to be identified 
with a region, near Arqä, on the Lebanon coast, 
named in texts from • Mari and possibly • Ebla. 
The name survives in Nahr as-Sinn and is Ugaritic 
syn, Akkad. siyanu. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. G. Kraeling, BA 1 5 , 1 952, pp. 
50-68; The Brooklyn MI/seum Aramaic Papyri, 
1 953, p. 2 1 .  D.J .W. 

SYMBOL. This word is not found in the Bible, but 
the use of symbols is common to all religions. The 
Gk. word symbolon had several uses, e.g as a sign, 
pledge, token, and its importance derived from the 
fact that it was a representative object which guar
anteed the reality of that wh ich it symbolized. The 
Concise Oxlord Dictionary defines a symbol as a 
'thing regarded by general consent as naturally 
typifying or representing or recalling something. 
(esp. an idea or quality) by possession of analo
gous qualities or by association in fact or thought'. 
This clear distinction between object and symbol is 
inevitable in analytical philosophy, but is not found 
in primitive thought. Malinowski emphasized that 
symbolism is founded, not in a relationship be
tween an object and a sign, but in the influence that 
a sign or action has upon a receptive organism (A 
Scientific Theory 01 Cullllre, 1 944). It is important 
to remember this when examining symbolism in 
the Bible. 
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I. In the Old Testament 

a. Personal symbols 
I n  early Israelite thought the clan or the family was 
the fundamental unit, not the individual. The l ire 
(nepes) 01' the individuals made up the l ire 01' the 
group; the life 01' the group was extended through 
all the individuaIs. This psychological conception 
has been termed corporate personality (Wheeler 
Robinson) or group consciousness (Radcliffe 
Brown), and helps to explain how one person 
could symbolize a group 01' people (2 Sa. 1 8 :3) or 
the presence 01' God (Ex. 7 :  I ) . 

There is an expression, 'is hä" löhim, used more 
than 70 times and translated 'man of God', wh ich 
could be translated 'divine man'. 27 times it refers 
to Elisha, and in the remaining instances to 
prophets such as Elijah and Samuel, or Moses and 
David. Elisha is credited with divine powers, such 
as restoring l ife (2 Ki. 4:35) and mind reading (2 
Ki. 5 :26). He stands in the place of God, does the 
works 01' God, and is the symbol of God's pres
ence. Similarly, Moses was as God to Aaron (Ex. 
4 :  1 5) and to pharaoh (Ex. 7 :  I ) , in word and deed 
(Ex. 14 :  1 6; 1 7:9). All the prophets spoke the word 
of God, and when the Israelites heard them they 
heard God himse1f; consequently, the person of the 
prophet was immune from harm. There is little 
evidence to show that the Israelite monarchy was 
regarded as divine, but it is possible that Solomon 
set hirnself up as a symbol of God. 

b. Objeclive symbols 
External objects were also used to symbolize the 
presence of God, in representative or conventional 
manner. The rainbow was accepted as the assur
ance that God's wrath had passed and that he 
would remember his covenant (Gn. 9: 1 3). Moses 
made a bronze serpent, symbolizing the wisdom 
and healing power of God (Nu. 2 1 :9); golden 
calves were made to symbolize the great power of 
God (Ex. 32 and I Ki. 1 2) .  M ore frequently objects 
were made without representing particular charac
teristics of God, one important example being the 
altar. The Heb. word mizbeab, from the root Zb(l 
('slaughter'), suggests the place where the animal 
was prepared for sacrifice. One should note, how
ever, that in the earliest accounts the Patriarchs 
erected altars after an appearance by God, to mark 
the si te and claim it for hirn for ever. In Israelite 
worship the altar symbolized the meeting-place of 
God with man, while the ark symbolized the pres
ence of God because it contained the tablets of the 
Decalogue, and where the Word of the Lord was, 
there was the Lord hirnself. 

When the Temple was built it symbolized the 
universal power of God. The Temple itself was a 
symbol of the earth, the brazen laver a symbol of 
the sea and the golden candlestick a symbol of the 
sun. It was necessary that a priest should be prop
erly vested when he entered the tabernacle or 
Temple, and the vestments were clearly symbolic. 
They were made of linen (Ex. 28:39), wh ich was 
regarded as having protective qualities (Lv. 6:8-
1 2) .  Two reasons are possible. As the sacrifices 
were animal, the flax as vegetable conferred an 
immunity which would not have been found in 
woollen or leather garments. But it is more likely 
that, as in many folk stories, flax was regarded as 
the symbol of immortality or indestructibility. 
Jewish scholars have suggested symbolic meanings 
for the colours of the vestments, and for each sep-
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arate item. The ephod and breastpiece symbolized 
the 1 2  tribes and judgment, and as the priest put 
them on they gave hirn power 01' judgment in the 
name of the Lord. His robe was decorated with 
pomegranates and beils-symbols of fertility and 
warnings to evil spirits. On his head was a mitre 
engraved with the words ' Holy to the Lord' (Ex. 
28 :36), wh ich made the priest hirnself the extension 
of the presence 01' God-the divine symbol. 

c. ACled symbols 
These symbols were actions that were il lustrative 
or purposive beyond their immediate context. 
They demonstrated or introduced new circum
stances. They must be distinguished from magic, 
which was designed to compel a particular action 
from God. When an Israelite slave preferred to sur
render hirnself to permanent slavery rat her than 
accept his freedom, the owner pierced the slave's 
ear and fastened hirn to the doorpost to signify 
that the slave was from then on part 01' the house
hold (Ex. 2 1  :6). Other symbolic actions 01' a 
domestic nature were the surrender of a shoe to 
symbolize the surrender of all personal rights of 
inheritance (Ru. 4:7) and the cutting of hair to 
symbolize the offering 01' the mourner's Iife to a 
dead relative (Is. 22: 1 2) .  

Among religious symbolic actions, · circumci
sion has always been a significant rite; originally 
connected with marriage, it was performed to avert 
the evil intentions of spirits that watch over the 
bridal chamber, but in Israel it was pushed back 
into childhood and then into infancy, and repre
sents the dedication of the reproductive powers to 
divine guidance, and the incorporation of the child 
into the community. 

The ceremony of the scapegoat by which the sins 
of the people were transferred to a go at on the Day 
of Atonement was a ritual 01' a type weil known in 
many countries; i t  has been described as a c1ear 
instance of the principle 01' vicarious solidarity, 
here between priest, people and go at (e. Lattey, 
VT I , 1 95 1 , p. 272). 

Other instances 01' transference by symbolic 
action are the red heifer (Nu. 1 9) ,  which trans
ferred uncleanness, and anointing, which trans
ferred spiritual power (e.g. I Sa. 1 6: 1 3) .  

Special attention should be paid to the import
ance of the symbolic actions of the prophets. These 
men not only proclaimed their message but per
formed actions to demonstrate what God would 
do, and thereby helped to bring about the result . 
They did not perform these actions to influence the 
will of God, but to prepare the way for that which 
he had decreed. Thus, Isaiah went about naked as a 
sign that God would bring poverty and exile upon 
Israel ( l s. 20:2). Jeremiah buried a new girdle in 
damp earth and later dug i t  up, spoilt, to show how 
Israel, once so close to God, had now been rejected 
and would be despoiled (Je. 1 3) .  Ezekiel drew a city 
on a tile and set model siege-engines round it to 
demonstrate the destruction of Jerusalem which 
God had already decided (Ezk. 4: 1-3). Other 
examples are in I Sa. 1 5 :27; Je. 1 9: 1 1 ; 28: 1 1 .  

1 1 .  In the New Testament 
Here the situation is quite different. There are no 
symbolic persons; Jesus Christ was not a symbol of 
God, for he was God, as he claimed in the words, 'I 
and my Father are one' (Jn. 1 0:30). Neither could 
one describe the disciples as symbols, because they 
were servants under discipline, not representatives. 
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But Jesus performed symbolic actions and ap
proved them for the church. His healing miracles 
were not merely deeds 01' sympathy, but symbols or 
signs demonstrating the approach 01' the kingdom 
01' God. Similarly, when he took the bread and the 
wine and gave them to the disciples, saying, '00 
this in remembrance 01' me', he was not simply ex
horting them to good fellowship, but giving them a 
rite by which they could symbolize his presence 
eternally with his church. So the church has 
accepted the symbolism 01' the sacraments. In the 
bread and the wine the worshipper receives by faith 
the true body and blood 01' the Lord. In  the waters 
01' baptism sin is symbolically washed away and the 
person made a member 01' Christ's !lock. In these 
actions the church symbolizes its faith; the 
• sacraments are not only illustrations but the 
appointed channels 01' divine grace. 

In addition to the sacramental symbols, the 
church has used the symbol 01' the cross. This is a 
true symbol in that it is a pictorial representation 
01' a historical fact, a visual summary 01' certain 
essential features 01' the Christian faith, and at the 
same time a means 01' grace to the worshipper. I n  
the history 01' Christian art there have crystallized 
accepted pictorial symbols 01' the 1 2  apostles, e.g. 
the keys for St Peter and the symbols 01' the four 
Evangelists. At one time the fish was a popular 
symbol 01' the Christian faith as the letters 01' the 
Gk .  word for fish, ieh/hys, formed the initials 01' 
words meaning 'Jesus Christ, son 01' God, Sa
viour'. The Christian church has never forbidden 
the use 01' symbols, because they are rooted in the 
nature and experience 01' man, but it has not en
couraged them, I(;!st in stressing the symbol the 
Christian should lose the Lord Jesus Christ 
h irnself. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. W. Oillistone, Christianity and 
Symbolism, 1 955;  G. Cope, Symbolism in the Bible 
and the Chureh, 1 958; A.  Viberg, Symbols 01 LalV, 
1 992. A .A.l .  

SYNAGOGUE. In  the OT 'synagogue' occurs only 
in Ps. 74:8, AV (RSV 'meeting places') ,  where it is a 
translation 01' Heb. mo'M. l t  is not definite that the 
reference has its present connotation. The Gk.  
term synagoge is used frequently in the LXX for the 
assembly 01' Israel, and occurs 56 times in the NT. 
The basic sense is a place 01' meeting, and thus it 
came to denote a Jewish place 01' worship. The 
Heb. equivalent 01' the Gk.  noun is k'neseI, a gath
ering 01' any persons or things for any purpose. I n  
the Scriptures i t  i s  a gathering 01' individuals 01' a 
locality for worship or common action (Lk.  1 2 : 1 1 ;  
2 1 :  1 2) .  l t  came t o  refer to the building in wh ich 
such meetings were held. 

I .  Its signifieance 
The importance 01' the synagogue for Judaism 
cannot be overestimated. More than any other in
stitution it gave character to the Jewish faith.  Here 
Judaism Iearnt its interpretation 01' the law. Ezk. 
I 1  : 1 6, 'I have been a sanctuary to them for a while', 
was interpreted by Jewish authorities to mean that 
in world-wide dispersion I srael would have the 
synagogue as a sanctuary in miniature to replace 
the loss 01' the Temple. Unlike the Temple, it was 
located in all parts 01' the land, and put the people 
in touch with their religious leaders. A. Menes 
states: 'On the Sabbaths and holy days the loss 01' 
the Temple and the absence 01' the soIemn sacri
ficial celebrations were keenIy fei t  by the exiles . . .  

the synagogue served as a substitute lor the 
Temple. In the synagogue there was no altar, and 
prayer and the reading 01' the Torah took the place 
01' the sacrifice. In addition the prayer house per
formed an important social function . . it was a 
gathering point and a meeting place where the 
people could congregate whenever it was necessary 
to take counsel over important community affairs. 
The synagogue became the cradle 01' an entirely 
new type 01' social and religious life and established 
the foundation for a religious community 01' uni
versal scope. For the first time Jewish monotheism 
emancipated itself in religious practice from its 
bonds to a specific and designated site. God was 
now brought to the people wherever they dwelt' 
('The History 01' the Jews in Ancient Times', The 
JelVish People, I ,  pp. 78- 1 52). Today the synagogue 
is still one 01' the dominant institutions 01' Judaism, 
and the centre 01' the religious l ife 01' the Jewish 
community. The book 01' Acts indicates the signifi
cant role the synagogue played in the propagation 
01' the new Messianic faith.  

II ,  Its origin 
Neither OT nor NT furnishes any definite inlorma
tion about the origin 01' the synagogue, nor do the 
Apocryphal books mention any burning 01' syn
agogues during the persecutions 01' Antiochus 
Epiphanes in the 2nd century BC. Many see the 
Exile, when worship in the Temple at Jerusalem 
was an impossibility, as the time when the syna
gogue arose. 

The oldest references to synagogues are in Gk. 
inscriptions from Egypt 01' the 3rd century BC. At 
Oelos in the Aegean there was a synagogue in the 
I st century BC, termed a proseuche, a 'place 01' 
prayer'. The Gk. inscription of Theodotos, a 'ruler 
01' the synagogue' (arehisynagogos), found in Jeru
salem and archaeological discoveries in Palestine 
(see III) prove the existence 01' synagogues there in 
the first century. 

III, General description 
In the I st century AD synagogues existed wherever 
Jews lived. Cf Acts 1 3 :5  (Salamis in Cyprus); 1 3 : 1 4  
(Antioch in Pisidia); 14 : 1 ( lconium); 1 7 : 1 0  
(Beroea). Large cities, such as Jerusalem and Alex
andria, had numerous synagogues. One legend has 
it that there were 394 synagogues in Jerusalem 
when Titus destroyed the city in AD 70; another 
legend sets the number at 480. 

The Gospels speak of the synagogues 01' Naza
reth (Mt .  1 3 :54; Lk. 4: 1 6) and Capernaum (Mk.  
1 :2 1 ;  Jn .  6:59) as  places where our  Lord minis
tered. The apostle Paul found them wherever he 
went in Palestine, Asia Minor and Greece. Accord
ing to the Talmud (Shabbath 1 1  a), it was required 
that synagogues be built on high ground or above 
surrounding houses. Archaeological evidence does 
not confirm such a practice for Palestine. Examples 
excavated at Gamala, E 01' Galilee, and at Hero
dium and Masada reveal a common plan, a hall 
with columns at the edges of the !loor and benches 
in tiers along each wall. There might be a cupboard 
to house the scrolls of the Law and the Prophets. 
For the readings, they would be carried to a read
ing desk or platform (bema ' Megillah 3. 1 )  in the 
centre of the hall. In later synagogues the bema 
often lay against one wall, facing towards Jerusa
lem. Seats near the reading desk were the more 
honourable (Mt .  23 :6; Jas. 2 :2-3), and there was a 
special pi ace, 'the se at of Moses' (Mt .  23:2). Mai-
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rnonides said, 'They put a platforrn in the rniddle 
01' thc house, so that he who reads frorn the Law, or 
he who speaks words 01' exhortation to the people, 
rnay stand upon it ,  and all rnay hear hirn.' There is 
no cvidcnce for rnen and wornen sitting separately 
in thc carly synagogues. 

IV. Its purpose and practice 
Thc synagogue was, Iiterally, a meeting-place, thc 
term used in Theodotus' inscription when he 
records his building of 'a synagogue for reciting 
the Law and studying the cornrnandrnents'. It was 
especially a place for prayer (prosellche), like the 
Temple (see Mt. 2 1 :  1 3 , etc. ; Acts 1 6: 1 3). Subject to 
the law of the land, the synagogue had its own 
govcrnrnent (Jos., Ant. 1 9 . 29 1 ). The congregation 
was governed by elders who were ernpowered to 
exercise discipline and punish mernbers. Punish
rnent was by scourging and excomrnunication. The 
chief officer was the ruler of the synagogue (cf 
Mk.  5 :22; Acts 1 3 : 1 5; 1 8 :8). He supervised the ser
vice to see that it was carried on in accord with 
tradition. The attendant (Lk. 4:20) brought the 
scrolls of Scripture for reading, replaced them in 
the ark, punished offending rnembers by scourging 
and instructed children to read. The dispenser of 
alms received the alrns from the synagogue and dis
tributed thern. Finally, a competent interpreter was 
required to paraphrase the Law and the Prophets 
into the vernacular Aramaic. 

Those qualified were permitted to conduct the 
services (Christ, Lk. 4 :  1 6; Mt. 4:23; Paul, Acts 
1 3 :  1 5) .  The Sabbath was the appointed day for 
public worship (Acts 1 5 :2 1 ). The Mishnah (Megil
lah 4. 3) indicates that the service consisted of five 
parts. First, the Shema' was read. This prayer 
covers Dt. 6:4-9; 1 1 : 1 3-2 1 ;  Nu. 1 5 :37-4 1 .  Then 
synagogical prayers were recited, the most ancient 
and best known being the eighteen petitions and 
benedictions. 

The first of the 'Eighteen Benedictions' reads: 
'Blessed art Thou, the Lord our God, and the God 
of our fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob: the great , the rnighty 
and the terrible God, the most high God Who 
showest mercy and kindness, Who createst all 
things, Who rememberest the pious deeds of the 
patriarchs, and wilt in  love bring a redeemer to 
their children's children for Thy Name's sake; 0 
King, Helper, Saviour and Shieldl Blessed art 
Thou, O Lord, the Shield of Abraham.' 

Another prayer is worded: 'And to Jerusalem, 
Thy city, Thou wilt return in mercy and wiit dweil 
in her midst, as Thou hast said. And do Thou build 
her soon in our days an eternal building, and the 
throne of David Thou wilt speedily establish in the 
midst of her.' 

The restoration of Israel to the land of their 
fathers, the return of the Shekinah glory to the 
Temple and rebuilt city of Jerusalem, and the re
establishment of the Davidic dynasty are recurring 
themes in the prayers. 

These were fol lowed by the reading of the Law. 
The Pentateuch, wh ich is now read in the syn
agogues in annual cycles, was originally covered in 
3 years. After the reading from the first portion of 
the OT Canon a selection from the Prophets was 
read. In the time of Christ this portion was not yet 
fixed, but the reader was permitted to make his 
own choicc (Lk. 4 :  1 6ff.). The reading of Scripture 
was centra!. The portion of the Prophets was ex-
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pounded, and an exhortation drawn from it. The 
benediction concluded the service. Later additions 
were thc translation and exposition of the Scrip
ture portions read. To conduct public worship in 
the synagogue tcn adult males were required. 

'Synagoguc 01' the Libertines' (AV) (/ibertinoi, 
from Lat. libertil1i, • 'freedmen' ,  RSV) was the name 
given to worshippers in a synagogue in Jerusalem 
who disputed with Stephen (Acts 6:9). They were 
Jews who had been captured in Pompey's cam
paign, then were freed later by their masters. Thus 
the privileges of Roman citizcnship were accorded 
them. 

Reference is made in Rev. 2:9 and 3:9 to the 
'synagogue 01' Satan'. Since the citations are gen
eral in character, it is impossible with certainty to 
identify those who are meant by John. A heretical 
party within the infant church would seem to be 
indicated. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Articles in IewE, HDB, HIP, 
EI; G. F. Moore, Illdaism, I ,  1 927, pp. 28 1-307; I .  
Abrahams, StIldies in Pharisaism and the Gospels, 
I ,  1 9 1 7 ; L. I .  Levine, Ancient Synagoglles Re
vealed, 1 98 1 ;  C. W. Dugmore, The Injfllence ol the 
Synagoglle upon the Divine Office, 1 944; A. E .  
Guilding, The FOllrth Gospel and Iewish Worship, 
1 960; L. Coenen, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 29 1-307; 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 42 1 -1 424, with references. 

C.L.f. 

SYNZYGUS. Gk. synzygos (syzygos), 'yokefellow' 
(Phi!. 4:3), is treated as a personal name by WH 
mg. and others, as though Paul meant 'Yokefellow 
by name and yokefellow by nature'. The word, 
however, is certainly to be taken as a common 
noun, the person addressed being (not Lydia, sup
posed by S. Baring-Gould and others to have been 
Paul's wife, but) possibly Luke, who seems to have 
stayed in Philippi for the 7 years separating the first 
'we' section of Acts (ending 1 6: 1 7) from the second 
(beginning 20:5). (This identification presupposes 
that the letter, or at least this part of it, was sent 
from Ephesus.) f.f.B. 

SYRACUSE. A city with a large harbour on the E, 
coast of Sicily. Founded in 734 BC by Corinthian 
colonists, it had by the end of the 5th century BC 
become the most important city, politically and 
commercially, in Sicily, especially under the tyrants 
Gelon and Dionysius I. With its allies it was strong 
enough to defeat the great Athenian expedition to 
Sicily in 4 1 5-4 1 3  BC. The Romans captured it in 
2 1 2  BC, in spite of a defence strengthened by the 
inventions of the great mathematician Archimedes, 
and made it the seat of government of the province 
of Sicily, which became one of the sources of grain 
for Rome. Syracuse continued to tlourish down to 
thc 3rd century AD. 

On the last stage of his journey to Rome Paul's 
ship stayed there for 3 days (Acts 28: 1 2) ,  presum-
ably waiting for a suitable wind. K.L.McK. 

SYRIA, SYRIANS. 1. In  the Eng. OT this merely 
denotes • Aramaeans. 

2.The geographical entity Syria is bounded by 
the Taurus Mountains in the N, the W bend of the 
Euphrates river and the Arabian desert-edge from 
there to the Dead Sea in the E,  the Mediterranean 
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Syria in NT limes. 

Sea on the W, and the Sinai isthmus at the extreme 
S (R.  Dussaud, Topographie Hislorique de la Syrie 
Antique el Medievale, 1 927, pp. 1 -2, eIe. ; see this 
work generally). 

3:Syria' is a Gk. term; Nöldeke derived it from 
Assyrios, 'Assyria(n)', and this suggestion is open 
to the least objection. Cf F. Rosenthai, Die Ara
maislisehe Forschung, 1 939, p. 3, n. I .  

4. H istorically, ancient Syria existed as a political 
unil only during the period of the Hellenistie Se
leueid monarehy, founded by Seleueus I (3 1 2-28 1 
BC), who ruled over a realm that stretehed from E 
Asia Minor and N Syria aeross Babylonia into 
Persia to the bord er of I ndia; in 1 98 BC all 'Syria' 
belonged to this kingdom when Antioehus 1 I I  
finally gained Palestine from Ptolemy V o f  Egypt. 
But from 1 29 BC, with the death of Antioehus VI I ,  
everything E of  the  Euphrates was lost, and the 
Seleueids held Syria only. After this, internal 
dynastie strife disrupted the shrinking state until 
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Pompey annexed the region for Rome in 64 BC. 
Syria as defined in 2 above eonstituted the Rom. 
provinee of Syria, with whieh Cilieia was c10scly 
assoeiated (Judaea being separate from AD 70). 
• ANTIOCH (Syrian), • ANTIOCHUS, • UGARIT, 
• ALALAH , eIe. , and also CAH K.A.K.  

SYROPHOENICIAN. An inhabitant of Phoeni
eia, whieh in NT times was part of the Rom. prov
incc of Cilieia and Syria. It was a Syrophoenician 
woman (syrophoinikissa), a Greek from the region 
of Tyre and Sidon, who pleaded with Jesus to heal 
her daughter (Mk.  7:26; cf Mt.  1 5 : 2 1-28). The 
parallel verse in Mt .  1 5 :22 ealls the woman a 
Canaanite, using the aneient name by whieh these 
people were known. The name Syrophoenician 
eombines the area of Phoenicia whieh included 
Tyre and Sidon, and the larger Rom. provinee of 
Syria. Phoenieians who lived in Carthage were 
ealled Libyphoenieians. J.A.T. 
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TAANACH. Modern Tell Ta'annek on the S edge 
of the valley of Jezreel, guarding a pass across Mt 
Carmel following the Wadi Abdullah. 

Thothmes 1 1 1  mentions Taanach in the account 
of his conquest of W Palestine (c. 1450 Be; ANET, 
pp. 234ff.), as does • Shishak. Amarna letter 248 
complains of a raid by men of Taanach on Meg
iddo, which was loyal to Egypt. The Israelites de
feated the king of this city, but the tribe to which it 
was allotted, M anasseh, was unable to take posses
sion of it (Jos. 1 2: 2 1 ;  1 7: 1 1 ; Jdg. 1 :27). It was one 
of the levitical cities (Jos. 2 1 :25) and was also oc
cupied by Issachar ( I  Ch. 7:29). Taanach and Meg
iddo are closely associated in Solomon's adminis
trative division of Israel (I Ki. 4: 1 2) and in the 
Song of Deborah, where 'Taanach, by the waters 
of Megiddo' (Jdg. 5: 1 9) is the site of the Canaanite 
defeat. Excavations in 1 90 1 -4, 1 963, 1 966 and 1 968 
revealed an Early Bronze Age city, a Middie 
Bronze 11 occupation with typical glacis fortifica
tion, destroyed violently, and a prosperous town of 
Late Bronze I ( 1 4  Akkad. cuneiform tablets were 
found). At the end of the Late Bronze Age there 
was another destruction, perhaps the work of Deb
orah's men. In the debris a clay tablet inscribed in a 
Canaanite cuneiform alphabet was found. The 
Early I ran Age city, containing a supposed cultic 
building with stone stelae, numerous pig bones and 
an elaborate pottery incense-stand, appears to have 
been destroyed by Shishak. Thereafter the city 
declined. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Sellin, Tell Ta'annek, 1 904; 
P. W. Lapp, BA 30, 1 967, pp. 1 -27; BASOR 1 73, 
1 964, pp. 4-44; 1 85 ,  1 967, pp. 2-39; 1 95, 1 969, 
pp. 2-49; D. R. Hi llers, BASOR 1 73, 1 964, pp. 45-
50; A. Glock, BASOR 204, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 1 7-30; 
NEAEHL, pp. 1 428-1433. A.R.M. 

TABERNACLE. I.  The tabernacle of the congre
gation (AV), more properly 'tent of meeting', as in 
RV, RSV:  a smalI, provisional meeting-place of God 
and his people in use before the large tabernaeIe 
was built (Ex. 33 :7- 1 1 ) . This tent of meeting was 
pitched outside the camp. M oses would enter it 
and the Cloud, marking the divine Presence, would 
descend and stand outside it at the door. In this the 
function of the tent resembled that of the eleft of 
the rock in which Moses was placed (Ex. 34:22-
23), and that of the cave in which Elijah stood ( I  
K i .  1 9:9- 1 8), t o  b e  addressed by God while the 
glory of God passed by outside. The tabernaeIe, by 
contrast, was erected in the midst of the camp, and 
the Cloud of glory rested not outside but inside it, 
so that at first Moses had to stay outside (Ex. 
40:34-35). 

2. The tabernaeIe commonly so-ca lied was the 
portable sanctuary in wh ich God dweil among the 
Israelites in the desert. After their entry into 

Canaan, it was stationed successively at Shiloh 
(Jos. 1 8 : 1 ), at Noh (I Sa. 2 1 )  and at Gibeon (I Ch. 
1 6:39). Eventually Solomon brought it up to the 
Temple (I Ki. 8 :4). It is called simply mifkän = 
'dwelling' (EVV 'tabernaeIe'), as in Ex. 25:9; or 
mifkän YHWH = 'dwelling of Yahweh' as in Lv. 
1 7:4; or mifkän ha'eqal = 'dwelling of the • coven
ant terms' (AV, RSV 'of the testimony'), because it 
housed the covenant tablets, as in Ex. 38 :2 1 ;  or 
'öhel mö'eq = tent (AV 'tabernacle') of meeting', i. e. 
the appointed meeting-place between God and his 
people, as in Ex. 28:43; or mifkän 'öhel mö'eq = 
'dwelling of the tent of meeting', as in Ex. 39:32; or 
miqdäf = 'sanctuary' as in Ex. 25 :8 ;  or qöqef= 
, 'holy place' (AV, RSV 'sanctuary'), as in Ex. 38 :24. 
I t  is also ca lied bel ' YHWH =  'house of Yahweh', 
as in Ex. 34:26. 

The materials used in its construction are listed 
at Ex. 25 :3-7. The metal translated 'bronze' (AV 
'brass') was more probably copper. The colour 
'blue' was probably a violet-blue and the colour 
'purpie' a reddish-purple. The material translated 
'goatskins' (RSV; AV 'badgers' skins') was probably 
dugong (or 'porpoise', NEB) skin. 

I. Tabernacle, tent, coverings and frarnes 
In its stricter technical meaning the term 'taber
nacle' refers to a set of ten linen curtains, which 
when draped round a structure of wooden frames 
formed God's dwelling-place. The curtains were of 
linen with figures of cherubim woven into the 
violet-blue, reddish-purple and scarlet tapestry
work. Each measuring 28 cubits by 4, they were 
sewn together along their length into two sets of 
five, which when assembled were held together by 
fifty golden clasps (AV 'taches') passing through 
loops on the edge of each set (Ex. 26: 1 -6). The 
tabernacle was covered by eleven goats' -hair cur
tains, called in strict terminology 'the tent' (Ex. 
26:7- 1 5). They each measured 30 cubits by 4, were 
sewn together into two sets, one of five, the other 
of six, wh ich when assembled were held together, 
like the tabernacle, by loops and elasps, only their 
elasps were of copper. 

Over the tent went a covering of tanned (liter
ally, 'reddened') rams' skins, and over that again 
(cf NEB 'an outer covering'; AV, RV 'above') a cover
ing of dugong skin (Ex. 26: 14) .  

These curtains were spread over the top, back 
and two sides of a framework (Ex. 26: 1 5-30) as
sembled from forty-eight units, each 10 cubits high 
and I Y, wide, called q 'räSim. The most likely inter
pretation of these q 'räfim is that given by A. R.  S. 
Kennedy (HDB, 4, pp. 659-662); they were not 
solid boards (as AV, RV), nor planks (as NEB), but 
open frames, each consisting of two long uprights 
(yäqöt not 'tenons' as in most versions) joined by 
cross-rails somewhat Iike a ladder. Such frames 
would have three advantages over solid planks: 
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they would be much lighter, less liable to whip, and 
instead of hiding the beautiful tabernacle curtains 
would allow them to be seen from the inside all 
round the walls. The feet of the two uprights in 
each frame stood in sockets made of silver ob
tained from the census tax (Ex. 30: 1 1 - 1 6; 38:25-
27). Twenty frames in their sockets, stationed side 
by side, formed each side of the tabernacle; six 
formed the rear. In each corner at the rear was an 
extra frame. The purpose of these extra frames, to 
give rigidity to the whole structure, is clear; but the 
details of the specification are not. 

Perhaps the best explanation is that given by U. 
Cassuto: each corner frame was coupled (not 'sep
arate' as RSV) at the bottom and the top so as to 
form a twin with the end frame in the side, and 
then clamped to its twin by means of a metal ring 
(translating v. 24 'into the one ring' and not 'at the 
first ring', as RSV). To keep the frames in alignment 
five bars ran along the sides and rear through gold 
rings attached to the cross-rails of each frame. The 
middle bar ran the whole length, the other four 
only part of the way. The frames and bars were 
made of acacia wood overlaid with gold. 

When the frames were assembled the distance 
from the top of the frames at the front along the 
roof and down to the bottom of the frames at the 
rear was 20 x I y, + 10 = 40 cubits. The as
sembled tabernacle curtains measured 28 cubits by 
1 0  x 4 = 40 cubits. They were spread over the 
frames so that the 40 cubits ran from the top front 
of the frames to the rear bottom. The assembled 
tent curtains measured 30 cubits by I I  x 4 = 44 
cubits. When they were spread over the tabernacle 
curtains, the extra 2 cubits (30 as against 28) gave 
an overhang of I cubit on each side (Ex. 26: 1 3) .  
The extra 4 cu bi ts  in the other direction (44 as 
against 40) were disposed as folIows: at the rear the 
tent extended 2 cubits beyond the tabernacle cur
tains (v. 1 2), and at the front the other 2 cu bits were 
doubled back and, presumably, tucked under the 
tabernacle curtains all the way along the top and 
sides, so protecting what otherwise would have 
been an exposed edge of tabernacle curtain (v. 9). 
The word used for arranging the curtains over the 
frames is not the normal word for pitching a tent, 
na(ä, but päras, which means 'to spread' (it is used 
of wrapping cloths round the furniture). The roof 
was Rat. To prevent the curtains from sagging at 
the roof and so causing the frames to collapse in
wards, there were probably (the text does not say 
so, but it omits many details wh ich one would need 
to know to make a tabernacle) wooden struts run
ning across the top of the framework from side to 
side (see, for comparison, the portable pavilion of 
Hetep-heres). 1. Fergusson (Smith's Diclionary 0/ 
the Bible, 3, pp. 1 452-1454) and many others have 
argued unconvincingly that the curtains must have 
been spread over a ridge-pole. Some of their argu
ments presuppose that the sides and rear of the 
tabernacle were formed of solid planks; since they 
were formed not of planks but of open fragments, 
their arguments are invalid, and would lead to the 
impossible result of exposing the holy place and 
the most holy to view from the outside. Other ar
guments are invalidated by their failure to observe 
that the term 'tabernacle' in Ex. 26: 1 - 1 3  refers not 
to the building in general but to the ten linen 
curtains. 

I I.  The interior 
The interior of the dwelling was divided into two 

compartments by a veil hung under (not 'from' as 
RSV) the clasps that joined the tabernacle curtains 
(Ex. 26: 3 1-34). Hence we know that the first com
partment was 20 cubits long, the second 10 .  The 
height of the frames, 10 cubits, gives us the second 
dimension, and in all probability the breadth of 
both compartments was 1 0  cubits likewise: for 
while the six frames at the back give a total breadth 
of 9 cubits, allowance must be made for the thick
ness of the side frames and corner frames. The first 
compartment is called 'the holy place', the second 
'the holy of holies', i. e. the most holy pi ace, or 
simply 'the holy place' (Lv. 1 6:2-3; Heb. 9: 1 2; 
10 : 1 9, RV. RSV 'sanctuary' in these latter two verses 
is misleading: entry into the holy of holies is in
tended). Again, the first compartment is some
times called 'the first tabernacle' and the second 
'the second tabernacle' (Heb. 9:6--7 ,  AV, RV; RSV 'the 
outer tent' and 'the second' respectively). The div
iding veil (pärö/s.et a term used of no other hang
ing), made of the same material, colours and 
design as the tabernacle curtains, was hung by gold 
hooks on four acacia-wood pillars overlaid with 
gold and standing in silver sockets. The pillars had 
no capitals. At the door (= doorway) was a linen 
screen of violet-blue, reddish-purple and scarlet 
(but without cherubim). I t  hung by gold hooks on 
five acacia-wood pillars overlaid with gold stand
ing in cop per sockets. These pillars did have cap
itals and were overlaid with gold, as were their fil
lets (Ex. 26:36; 37:38). To distinguish the pärö/s.eI 
from this screen, the pärö/s.eI is sometimes called 
the second veil. 

III. The rurniture 
In the most holy place stood the • ark of the cov
enant (Ex. 25: 1 0--22). A slab (AV, RSV 'mercy seat') 
of pure gold with a cherub at each end res ted on 
top. The name of this slab, kappöreI, means not 
'lid' but 'propitiatory', i. e. place where the blood of 
propitiation was sprinkled. This is how the LXX (hi
lasterion) understood it ,  as does the NT (Heb. 9:5; 
RSV 'mercy seat') . The poles for carrying the ark 
ran through rings attached to the feet (not 'cor
ners', as in AV) of the ark (Ex. 25: 1 2). There is no 
implied discrepancy between Ex. 25: 15 and Nu. 
4:8. The latter verse indicates that to facilitate the 
covering 01' the ark for transport the poles were 
temporarily removed and immediately replaced: 
the former verse directs that at all other times the 
poles were to be left in their rings even when the 
ark was not travelling. 

In the holy place in front 01' the veil was the 
incense-altar (Ex. 30: 1- 10) .  Made 01' acacia wood 
and overlaid with pure gold-hence its other name, 
'the golden altar'-it was a cubit square and 2 cubits 
high, with horns projecting at the fDur corners and 
an ornamental gold moulding round the top. ( For 
a pagan, stone incense-altar with horns, see 
• ALTAR .) For transport, two poles were shot 
through gold rings attached just under the mould
ing. The altar stood directly opposite the ark (note 
the emphasis of 30:6), and so was regarded as 'be
longing to' the most holy place (cf I Ki. 6:22 and 
Heb. 9:4, where 'golden altar 01' incense' and not 
'censer' seems to be the right translation). With the 
position of the altar compare the position of the 
two incense-altars in the temple at Arad (BA 3 1 ,  
1 968, pp. 22fT.). 

On the N side (Ex. 26:35) stood a table IDr the 
Bread of the Presence (AV 'shewbread'; • SHOW
BREAO) (Ex. 25 :23-29). One such table and a lamp-
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stand (see below) from Herod's Temple are repre
sented on Titus' Arch at Rome. Some doubt is cast, 
however, on the accuracy of these sculptures, since 
on the lampstand's base various non-Jewish figures 
appear. The detail of v. 25 is uncertain .  Some 
translators envisage an 8-cm wide horizontal 
border, some an 8-cm high vertical rim, or frame, 
running round the top of the table, others, in  
agreement with apparent vestiges on Titus' Arch, 
envisage 8-cm broad cross-struts between the legs 
of the table. 

The vessels connected with the table were: plates, 
presumably for the bread; dishes (kappö[: for in
cense, so RSV; cf kap, in  Nu. 7:  14 = AV 'spoon'); 
and flagons and bowls for drink-offerings (not as 
AV 'to cover withal'). 

On the S side (Ex. 26:35) stood the * Iampstand, 
m'nöräh (AV 'candlestick') (Ex. 25:3 1-40), in the 
form of a stylized tree. In  strict technical parlance 
the base and central shaft form the lampstand 
proper; the six branches are then described as 
'going out of the lampstand' (v. 33). In  v. 31 the 
RSV'S l iteral translation, 'its cups, its capitals, and 
its flowers', i.e. three items, is to be preferred to 
interpretative renderings such as that of NEB 'its 
cups, both calyxes and petals', i.e. one item made 
up of two parts. The capitals were round protuber
an ces of some kind, in the arms and shaft of the 
lampstand (not, as 'capital' might suggest, on the 
ends of them). It is probable, but not completely 
certain ,  that the six branches rose to the same 
height as the central shaft. The seven lamps were 
presumably placed one on the end of each of the 
six branches and one on the central shaft. There 
were provided * snuffers and • trays. 
IV. Court 
The tabernacle stood in the W half 01' a court yard, 
1 00 x 50 cubits, the long sides running N and S (Ex. 
27:9- 1 9) .  The tabernacle door faced E. 

The court yard was bounded by a l inen screen 
(EVV 'hangings') 5 cubits high hung on pi11ars. 
There was an opening for a gate, 20 cubits wlde, set 
centra11y in the E end. The gate screen was linen, 
embroidered in  violet-blue, reddish-purple and 
scarlet. 

The pi11ars were apparently made 01' acacia 
wood (they are not mentioned in the list of copper 
articles, Ex. 38 :29-3 1 ), and stood in copper 
sockets. They were stabilized by guy-ropes and 
pegs, and had capitals overlaid with silver, and 
silver bands, ca11ed fi11ets, round the neck. 

Three main methods are advocated for spacing 
the pi11ars: 

( I )  On the basic assumption that there was one 
pi11ar per 5 cubits of hanging, and that no pi11ar 
was counted twice, sixty pi11ars in a11 are placed to 
make twenty spaces along the two long sides and 
ten spaces along the two ends. The gate screen then 
hangs on four of its own pi11ars and one 01' the 
others. 

It is questionable whether this satisfies the direc
tion for the 20 cubits of gate-screen ' . . .  their pil
lars/our . .  . ' . 

(2) The Baraitha on the Erection 0/ the Taber
nacle, 5, has it that the pillars stood in the middle 
01' each imaginary space of 5 cubits and that there 
were no pi11ars in the corners. (For an attempted 
solution of the difficulties this would create at the 
corners and the gate, see M. Levine, Tlre Taber
nacle, 1 969, pp. 76, 8 1 .) .  

(3)  Since the text nowhere says that the pi11ars 
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were 5 cubits apart, maybe at the corners the two 
end pillars stood together. Or perhaps the corner 
pillars were counted twice (the text does not ex
plicitly state that the total was sixty). The gate 
could then be recessed (or advanced). But this 
system gives very awkward measurements for the 
spaces between the pi11ars. 

In the E half of the court stood an altar. It was 
ca11ed the copper altar from its covering material 
and the altar of burnt-offering from the chief • sac
rifice offered on it  (Ex. 27: 1 -8). It was a ho11ow 
framework of acacia wood, 5 cubits square and 3 
high, with projecting horns at the top corners. The 
whole was overlaid with copper. Halfway up the 
altar, on the outside, was a horizontal ledge (AV 
'compass') running a11 round. (For a stone altar of 
comparable dimensions with horns, see Y. Aha
roni, BA 37, 1 974, pp. 2-6; • ALTAR . )  Running ver
tica11y a11 round from the ground up to the ledge 
(not 'extending halfway down the altar' as RSV) was 
a grating of copper network, on the four corners of 
which were the rings for the carrying-poles. The 
grating was not a hearth, and the altar was topless 
and ho11ow. Some suppose that in use it  was fi11ed 
with earth and stones, others that it  acted like an 
incinerator, draught being supplied through the 
grating. Its service vessels were • pots for ashes, 
• shovels, • basins, • forks (AV • 'fleshhooks') and 
* firepans. 

Between the altar and the door of the tabernacle 
stood the laver (Ex. 30: 1 7-2 1 ;  38:8; 40:29-32). I t  
was a copper basin standing o n  a copper base. 
Nothing is told us of its size, shape and ornamen
tation (nor of its means of transport, though the 
absence of this detail from the MTof Nu. 4 may be 
accidental: LXX gives the expected information). It 
held water for the priests' ablutions. 

In camp the tabernacle court was surrounded 
first by thc tcnts of the priests and Levites, and 
outside them by those of the twelve tribes (Nu.  2; 
3 : 1 -30). 
V. Problems arising 
Revision of source-critical theories, particularly 
those relating to the so-ca lied Priestly texts, to
gether with archaeological discoveries have con
siderably modified the earlier arguments of the lib
eral school against the historicity of the tabernacle. 
See e.g G. Henton-Davies, lDB, 3, pp. 503-506; Y. 
Aharoni, Orient and Occident (ed. H .  A. Hoffner, 
Jr), 1 973, p. 6; C. L. Meyers, lDBS, p. 586. Allega
tions that the instructions for the building of the 
tabernacle are in parts impracticable, and thus evi
dently the work of an idealist, would be valid only 
if  the records were intended to be fully detailed 
blueprints. They are not that, of course, but re
cords 'for our learning'. Hence many practical de
tails of no aesthetic, symbolic or spiritual value are 
omitted. At the same time portable pavilions, em
ploying practically the same constructional tech
niques as the tabernacle, are known to have been in 
actual use in Egypt long before the time of Moses; 
see K. A.  Kitchen, Eretz Israel 24, 1 993, pp. 1 1 9-
1 29. From the fact that the instructions for the 
making of the incense-altar stand in Ex. 30, and 
not as expected in  Ex. 25, it used to be argued that 
its description is a late addition to Exodus and that 
the incense-altar was not introduced into Israel's 
worship until a comparatively late date. But since 
incense-altars have been discovered at Arad and at 
various Canaanite sites dating from the 1 0th cen
tury BC, i t  is highly improbable that Israel lacked 
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one in the early period. Similarly, on the basis of 
the wide divergence of the LXX from the MT in Ex. 
36-40, it used to be argued that the last chapters of 
Exodus in Heb. had not yet reached their final 
form when the LXX was translated, and that the LXX 
followed in part a Heb. tradition which knew of no 
incense-altar. But the argument is not valid: see D. 
W. Gooding, The A ccount 0/ the Tabernac/e, 1 959. 
VI. Significance 
Theologically the tabernacle as a dwelling-place of 
God on earth is of immense importance, as being 
the first in the series: tabernacle, Temple, the incar
nation, the body of the individual believer, the 
church. I t  follows from the fact that the tabernacle 
was built to God's design as 'a copy and shadow of 
heavenly things' ( Heb. 8:5) that its symbols con
veyed spiritual meaning to the Israelites of the 
time. What that meaning was is often stated ex
plicitly, as with the ark and mercy se at (Ex. 25: 1 6, 
22; Lv. 1 6: 1 5- 1 6), the veil and the two
compartment structure (Lv. 1 6:2; Heb. 9:8), the 
incense-altar (Ps. 1 4 1 :2;  cf Lk. 1 : 1 0- 1 3; Rev. 5 :8;  
8 :3-4), the laver (Ex. 30:20-2 1 ), the copper altar 
(Lv. 1 :3-9; 1 7 :  I I ) ;  and where it is not stated ex
plicitly, as with the table and the lampstand, it is 
self-evident from their declared function. How far 
these symbols were also types of spiritual realities 
later to be revealed to us is disputed. Understand
ably, the extravagant interpretations that from the 
early centuries have been placed upon the subject 
have brought it into disrepute. But the NT declares 
that the law had 'a shadow of the good things to 
come', which good things actually came with 
Christ (Heb. 10: I ;  9: I I ) .  So Christ is said to have 
entered through the veil (Heb. 6:  1 9-20), and to be 
set fOrlh as a propitiatory, or mercy seat (Rom. 
3:25, hilasterion; cf LXX Ex. 25 : 1 7-22; Lv. 1 6: 1 5-
1 6. RSV 'expiation' is scarcely exact); while the 
writer to the Hebrews indicates that he could have 
expounded in this fashion all the tabernacle vessels 
and not simply the one feature which was relevant 
to his immediate argument (Heb. 9:5). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. M. Haran, HUCA 36, 1 965, pp. 
1 9 1 -226; U. Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book 
0/ Exodus, 1 967, pp. 3 1 9ff.; R. K. Harrison, JOT, 
1 970, pp. 403-4 1 0; R .  P. Gordon, in G. C. D. 
Howley (ed.), An Old Testament Commentary, 
1 979; N. M. Sarna, Exploring Exodus, 1 986. 
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TABERNACLES, FEAST OF. Heb. bag has
sukköI, 'festival of booths' (Lv. 23:34; Dt. 1 6: 1 3), or 
�lQg hä'äsift, ' festival of ingathering' (Ex. 23:  1 6; 
34:22). This was one of the three great pilgrimage
festivals of the Jewish year; it was kept for 7 days 
from the 1 5th to the 22nd day of the 7th month.  I t  
came at the end  of  the  year when the  labours of the 
field were gathered in,  and was one of the three 
annual festivals at which every male was required 
to appear (Ex. 23: 1 4- 1 7 ;  34:23; Dt. 1 6: 1 6) .  It was a 
time of rejoicing (Dt. 1 6: 1 4). The designation 
'feast of booths (tabernacles)' comes from the re
quirement for everyone born an Israelite to live in 
booths made of boughs of trees and branches of 
palm trees for the 7 days of the feast (Lv. 23:42). 
Sacrifices were offered on the 7 days, beginning 
with thirteen bullocks and other animals on the I st 
day and diminishing by one bullock each day until 
on the 7th seven bullocks were offered. On the 8th 
day there was a solemn assembly when one bul-

lock, one ram and sevcn lambs were offered (Nu. 
29:36). This is the last day, 'that great day of the 
feast', probably alluded to in Jn. 7:37. As a feast, 
divinely instituted, it was never forgotten. It was 
observed in the time of Solomon (2 Ch.  8: 1 3), 
Hezekiah (2 Ch.  31 :3;  cf Dt. 1 6: 1 6) ,  and after the 
Exile (Ezr. 3:4; Zc. 14 : 1 6, 1 8- 1 9). The ceremony of 
water-pouring, associated with this festival in  post
exilic times and reflected in Jesus' proclarnation in 
Jn .  7 :37f., is not prescribed in the Pentateuch. Its 
recognition of rain as a gift from God, necessary to 
produce fruitful harvests, is implied in Zc. 14:  1 7  
(cf I Sa. 7:6). 

This feast had a historical reference to the 
Exodus from Egypt and reminded the Jews of their 
wandering and dwelling in booths in the wilderness 
(Lv. 23:43). H owever, this is not evidence of the 
conversion of the agricultural festival to a histor
ical one. Rather it points to the truth that Israel's 
life rested upon redemption which in its ultimate 
meaning is the forgiveness of sin .  

This fact separates this feast from the  h arvest 
festivals of the neighbouring nations whose roots 
lay in the mythological activity of the gods. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Hillyer, TynB 2 1 ,  1 970, pp. 
39-5 1 .  D.F. 

TABLE. I. A table as an article of furniture (Heb. 
Iulbän; Gk. trapeza). The table in the steppe, or 
wilderness (Pss. 23:5; 78: 1 9), was a prepared area 
or skin laid out on the ground (Heb. IIb) .  EIse
where the word is used, as its modern counterpart, 
for the table made of wood or metal which was a 
common item of furniture (2 Ki .  4 : 1 0) .  To eat 'at 
the king's table' was a signal honour (2 Sa. 9 :7; cf 
Lk. 22: 2 1 ), while to eat at 'one's own table', as weil 
as having its literal meaning, denoted living at 
one's own expense (I Ki .  1 8 : 1 9; Ne. 5 . 1 7) .  'The 
table of the Lord' ( Mal. 1 :7, 1 2; Ezk. 41 :22; 44: 1 6; 
I Cor. 10 :2 1 ;  -ALTAR) implies that at which he is 
the host. Ps. 69:22 is of uncertain meaning. 

2. For AV 'table' standing for writing-tablet (RSV 
'tablet', Lat. tabula) see · WRITING. The AV also has 
'table' for Heb. lüab, for a plank used in the con
struction of the altar (Ex. 27:8), a ship (Ezk. 27:5), 
a door (Ct. 8:9), and the metal plates at the base of 
Solomon's lavers (I Ki. 7 :36). All these were also 
potential surfaces for inscriptions. D.J.W. 

TABOR. I f  Jos. 1 9:22; Jdg. 8 : 1 8 ; and I Ch.  6:77 
refer to the same place, Tabor was on the Zebulun
Issachar border: and it was presumably on or near 
Mt Tabor. The 'oak', or 'terebinth' (NEB), of I Sa. 
10 :3  must have been at a different Tabor, in Ben-
jaminite territory. D.F.P. 

TABOR, MOUNT. A notable mountain nsIng 
from the Plain of Jezreel to 588 m above sea-Ievel. 
Its slopes are steep, and the views from the summit 
magnificent; hence it was considered worthy of 
comparison with Mt Hermon, in spite of the lat
ter's much greater bulk and height (cf Ps. 89: 1 2). I t  
was the scene of Barak's mustering (Jdg. 4:6) and 
of an idolatrous shrine in Hosea's day (cf Ho. 5:  I ). 
In later times there was a town on the summit, 
which was taken and then fortified by Antiochus 
I I I  in 2 1 8  BC. In  53 BC it was the scene of a battle 
between the Romans and Alexander the son of 
Aristobulus. Josephus, in his role as Jewish general, 
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MONTH OF T I S R I  

DAY DAY DAY DAY DAY DAY DAY DAY TOTALS O F F E R I N G S  1 5 1 6  1 7  1 8  1 9 20 21 22 

B U LLOCKS 1 3  1 2  1 1  1 0  9 8 7 1 7 1  

Re lated cereal . 
offeri ngsV 3.9 3.6 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.4 2 . 1  0.3 21 .3 
( in  ephahs) 

RAMS 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 5 

Related cereal 
offerings O 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 3 
( in  ephahs) 

MALE LAM B S '  1 4  1 4  1 4  1 4  1 4  1 4  1 4  7 1 05 

Related cereal 
offeri ngs � 1 . 4 1 .4 1 .4 1 .4 1 .4 1 .4 1 .4 0.7 1 0. 5 ( in  ephahs) 

MALE GOATS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 

-

• Year l i ngs without blemish 
V � of an  ephah for each bul iock 
o 10 of an ephah for each ram � .,.'"  of an ephah for each lamb 

L-.. 
Chart showing the daily offerings during the Feast 01 Tabernacles (Nu. 29:12-35). 

gave the town on the summit a defensive rampart 
in AD 66; remains of this wall can still be seen. The 
mountain also figured in the events of Crusader 
times. 

Since the 4th century AD, and perhaps earlier, 
tradition has held that Mt Tabor was the scene of 
the transfiguration. This is not very likely; more 
probable is the view that Mt Tabor is intended in 
Dt. 33: 1 9. The Arabs called the mountain Jabal al
Tur; the Israelis have given it its old Heb. name, 
Har Täl;.ör. D.F.P. 

TADMOR. This place-name occurs twice in AV ( I  
K i .  9: 1 8; 2 C h .  8:4), and i s  usually identified with 
mod. Tudmur, 'Palmyra', 200 km NE of Damas
cus; mentioned as Tadmar in Assyr. texts c. 1 1 1 0 
BC. Tadmor in AV in I Ki. 9: 1 8  is based on q're' and 
the ancient versions. The k'tib is tämär. The an
cient versions have 'Palmyrä' (Gk. for 'palm 
tree' = Heb. tämär). The problem is whether the 
Tamar of I Ki. 9 : 1 8  (RV, RSV) is identical with the 
Tadmor of 2 Ch. 8:4. The following solutions are 
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proposed: I .  Later in the time of the Chronicler, 
when the government of Solomon was idealized, 
the unimportant Tamar of the Judaean desert was 
changed to the then well-known, iIIustrious 
Tadmor in the Syrian desert. 2. Q're' and the an
cient versions are to be followed in identifying the 
place in I Ki. 9: 1 8  with Tadmor, the later Palmyra 
in the Syrian desert. 3. Tamar of I Ki. 9: 1 8  and 
Tadmor of 2 Ch. 8:4 are different places. Tamar, 
the modern Kurnub, called Thamara in the Ono
maslicon of Eusebius, was situated on the route 
between Elath and Hebron. This city was fortified 
to protect the trade with S Arabia and the seaport 
Elath. Tadmor was the famous t rading-centre NE 
of Damascus and could have been brought under 
Solomon's rule with the operations against the 
Syrian Hamath and Zobah. 

The third solution is acceptable, because Tamar 
in I Ki. 9: 1 8  is expressly called 'in the land' and thus 
in Israelite territory (cf also Ezk. 47: 1 9; 48:28). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Starcky, Palmyra, 1 952. 
F.C.F. 

TAHPANHES. An important Egyptian settlement 
in the E Delta, named with Migdol, Noph (Mem
phis), eIe. (Je. 2:  1 6; 44: I ;  46: 1 4; Ezk. 30: 1 8  as Te
haphnehes), to which certain Jews fted e. 586 BC, 
taking thither the prophet Jeremiah (Je. 43). The 
same consonantal spelling Tf:rpnf:rs recurs in a 
Phoen. papyrus letter of the 6th century BC found 
in Egypt (cf A. Dupont-Sommer, PEQ 8 1 , 1 949, 
pp. 52-57). The LXX form Taphnas, Taphnais, 
probably equates Tahpanhes with the Pelusian 
Daphnai of Herodotus (2. 30, 1 07) where the 26th 
Dynasty pharaoh Psammetichus I (664--{j 1 0  BC) es
tablished a garrison of Gk. mercenaries. On 
grounds of geographical location, the equivalence 
of Arabic Defneh with Daphnai, and the excav
ation at Defneh of Gk. pottery and other objects, 
Tahpanhes-Daphnai is located at modern Tell 
Defneh ('Defenneh'), about 43 km SSW of Port 
Said. The Egyptian for Tahpanhes is not inscrip
tionally attested, but may be T-f:r(wt)-p '-nf:rsy, 
'mansion of the Nubian', names compounded 
with nf:rsy, 'Nubian', being known elsewhere in 
Egypt (so Spiegel berg). 

'Pharaoh's house in Tahpanhes' and the 'brick
work' (RV) at its entry in which Jeremiah hid stones 
to presage Nebuchadrezzar's visitation there (Je. 
43:9) may just possibly be the fortress of Psam
metichus I ,  with t races of a brick pI at form on its 
NW side, excavated by Petrie (Nebesheh (Am) and 
Defenneh (Tahpanhes) bound with Tanis 1I, 1 888). 

K.A .K .  

TAHPENES. An Egyp. queen whose si  ster the 
pharaoh married off to Hadad of Edom ( I  Ki. 
1 1 :  1 9-20; oPHARAOH, 11. 6). B. Grdseloff (Revue de 
l"Histoire Juive en Egypte, No. I ,  1 947, pp. 88-
90) took Heb. tf:rjjns as a transcription of the Egyp. 
title tO-f:r(mt)-pO-ns(w), 'Royal Wife'. W. F. AI
bright (BASaR 1 40,  1 955,  p. 32) postu-Iated an 
Egyp. name T(')-f:r(nt) -pO-(or pr-) -ns(w), for 
which partial paralIeIs exist. 

. 
K .A .K.  

TAHTIM-HODSHI. I n  2 Sa.  24:6 a place in the N 
of David's realm, near the fron tier with the king
dom of Hamath, mentioned in his census record. 
On the basis of LXX, MT 'ere$ ta/:ltim f:ro4Jf (AV 'the 

land of Tahtim-hodshi') has been very plausibly 
emended to qäqes 'ere$ ha-(Jitlfm (RSV ' Kadesh in 
the land of the Hittites'). (0 KAOESH; 0 HITTITES.) 

F.F.B. 

TALE. The AV rendering of four Heb. words, each 
of which is thus translated once only. Three of 
them mean 'number': mispär ( I  Ch. 9:28); 
morköner, 'measure', 'proper quantity' (Ex. 5:8);  
and lö/ien, 'a weight', 'measure' (Ex. 5 :  1 8) .  

In the fourth occurrence the Heb. word i s  hegeh, 
which could mean 'meditation' or 'utterance' and 
is found in the phrase 'as a tale that is told' (Ps. 
90:9), a rendering much disputed. LXX and Vulg. 
read 'as a spider's web' . The literal translation is 
'Iike a sigh', and this is retained by RSV. ) .0.0. 

TALEBEARING, SLANDER. These words trans
Iate, in the OT, expressions implying secrecy (Pr. 
1 8 :8, 'whisperer'), evil report (Nu. 1 4:36), the giv
ing out (Ps. 50:20) or carrying (Pr. 1 1 :  1 3) of slan
der, or the (wrong) use of tongue (Ps. 1 0 1  :5)  or feet 
(2 Sa. 1 9 :27). In the NT the words translate accus
ation ( I  Tim. 3: 1 1 , diabolos), speaking against (2 
Cor. 1 2 :20; I Pet. 2: I ,  katalalia) or defaming (Rom. 
3 :8 ,  blasphemeö). All talebearing, whether false (cf 
Mt.  5: 1 1 ) or not (cf On. 3:8),  malicious (Ps. 3 1 :  1 3; 
Ezk. 22:9) or foolish (Pr. 1 0: 1 8 ; cf 1 8 :8  = 26:22; 
Mt. 1 2 :36), especially between neighbours (Je. 9:4) 
or brothers (Jas. 4: 1 1 ), is condemned (Lv. 1 9: 1 6) 
and punished (Ps. 1 0 1  :5)  by God, and causes quar
relling (Pr. 26:20). Slander springs from the heart 
(Mk.  7:22) of the natural man (Rom. 1 :30), 
excludes from God's presence (Ps. 1 5:3) ,  and must 
be banished from the Christian community (2 Cor. 
1 2:20; Eph. 4:3 1 ;  Co!. 3 :8 ;  I Pet. 2: I; cf [of women) 
I Tim. 3: 1 1 ; Tit .  2:3), which itself suffers slander 
(Mt .  5 : 1 1 ; cf Rom. 3 :8) .  P.E.  

TALITHA CUMI. 'Litt le girl ,  . . .  arise.' Mk.  5:4 1 
records these words spoken by Jesus in a Galilean 
Aramaic dialect to the daughter of Jairus, the 
Jewish leader. The word used for girl comes from a 
root meaning 'larnb' and is an affectionate term, 
like the Eng. 'Iambkin'. MSS N, B, C read koum for 
koumi. This is due to the fact that the final vowel is 
not pronounced in some dialects. R .A .H .G. 

TALMAI. I. A descendant of 'Anaq, a 'giant' 
(OANAK), resident in Hebron at the time of the 
Conquest (Nu. 1 3:22) but driven out by Caleb (Jos. 
1 5 : 14) .  He is described as a Canaanite in Jdg. I :  1 O. 
which records his death. 

2. The son of Ammihud and ruler of Geshur. 
David married his daughter Maacah, who bore 
Absalom (2 Sa. 3 :3 ;  1 3:37; I Ch. 3 :2). After the 
assassination of Amnon Absalom fted for refuge 
with Talmai in °Geshur (2 Sa. 1 3 : 37). The (Hur
rian?) name Talmai occurs in texts from °Alalab 
and °Ugarit of the 1 4th century BC and as a later 
Nabataean name. O.J.W. 

TALMUD AND MIDRASH. 

I.  Talmud 
The Talmud is composed of the Mishnah, the oral 
law which was in existence by the end of the 2nd 
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century AD, and was collected by Rabbi ludah the 
Prince; and the Gemara, the comments of the 
Rabbis from AD 200 to 500 on the Mishnah. The 
Talmud contains Halakhah, legal enactments and 
prcccpts with the elaborate discussions whereby 
decisions were reached; and Haggadah, non-legal 
interpretations. The Talmud is the source from 
wh ich lewish law is derived. I t  is binding for faith 
and lire on orthodox lews. Liberal lews do not 
consider it authoritative, though interesting and 
venerable. It i s  important for our knowledge of 
how the lews interpreted the OT. It also throws 
light on portions of the NT. 

The position is taken that the law of Moses had 
to be adapted to changing conditions in Israel. The 
claim is made that the 'Great Synagogue' ( 1 20 
men) had such authority, but there is no proof to 
support the assertion. Rabbi Akiba (c. AD 1 1 0-
35) or an earlier scholar made a comprehensive 
collection of traditional laws. Rabbi ludah the 
Prince utilized this material along with other 
portions in his edition of the M ishnah. The 
earliest collection of Mishnah may be assigned 
to the time of the noted schools of H illel 
and Shammai, who flourished at the time of the 
second Temple. 

The Mishnah is divided on three principles: ( I )  
subject-matter; (2) biblical order; and (3) artificial 
devices, such as numbers. The Mishnah is found in 
six orders or main divisions (called s'tjärfm), which 
contain the material of sixty treatises. The main 
categories are subdivided into tractates, chapters 
and paragraphs. The first order (Seeds) treats of 
agricuitural laws and religious duties relating to 
cuitivation of the land, including commandments 
concerning the tribute of agricultural products to 
be given to the priest, the Levite, and the poor. The 
second division (Feasts) sets forth the various festi
vals of the religious calendar, including the obser
vance of the sabbath, with the ceremonies and sac
rifices to be brought on those days. The third order 
( Women) deals with the laws of marriage, divorce, 
the levirate marriage, adultery and regulations for 
the Nazirite. 

The fourth division of the M ishnah (Fines) 
handles civil legislation, commercial transactions 
of different kinds, legal procedures and a collec
tion of the ethical maxims of the Rabbis. Sacred 
Things, the fifth order of the Mishnah, presents 
legislation concerning sacrifices, the first-born, 
clean and unclean animals, together with a descrip
tion of Herod's Temple. The sixth part of the 
M ishnah (Purijications) lays down the laws touch
ing levitical cleanness and uncleanness, clean and 
unclean persons and objects, and purifications. In 
all these portions i t  was the aim of Rabbi ludah to 
differentiate between current and obsolete law, and 
between civil and religious practices. 

The Mishnah is marked by brevity, c1arity and 
comprehensiveness, and was employed as a text
book in rabbinical academies. After the editing of 
the M ishnah, i t  soon became the official standard 
of the Academies of Palestine (Tiberias, Caesarea, 
Sepphoris and Lydda) and Babylonia (Sura, 
Pumbedita and Nehardea), resulting in the Pales
tin ian Talmud and the Babylonian Talmud respect
ively. Discussion in these seats of learning became 
the nucleus for the study of the law, which became 
known as the Talmud. 

The greater part of the discussions in the 
Talmud is in dialogue form. The dialogue intro
duces questions and seeks after causes and origins. 

TALMUD AND MIDRASH 

There are numerous lengthy digressions into the 
Haggadah. This is actually a literary device to re
lieve the complexity and monotony of legal discus
sions. The extant Talmud is a commentary on only 
two-thirds of the Mishnah. I t  contains rejected as 
weil as accepted decisions of the law. The observa
tion of A.  Darmesteter is amply justified: 'The 
Talmud, exclusive of the vast Rabbinic literature 
attached to it, represents the uninterrupted work 
of ludaism from Ezra to the sixth century of the 
common era, the resultant of all the living forces 
and of the whole religious activity of a nation. If  
we consider that i t  is the faithful mirror of the 
manners, the institutions, the knowledge of the 
lews, in a word of the whole of their civilization in 
ludaea and Babylonia during the prolific centuries 
preceding and following the advent of Christianity, 
we shall understand the importance of a work, 
unique of its kind, in which a whole people has 
deposited its feelings, its beliefs, its soul' ( The 
Talmud, p. 7). 

11.  Midrash 
The term midrash derives from the Heb. root däras, 
'to search out, investigate', that is, to discover a 
thought not seen on the surface. I t  has reference, 
then, to a didactic or homiletic exposition. I t  
occurs twice i n  the OT, in 2 Ch. 1 3:22, where the 
'story' (AV, RSV) or 'commentary' (RV) of the 
prophet Iddo is spoken of, and in 2 Ch. 24:27, 
where the 'story' (RV; RSV 'Commentary') of the 
book of the Kings is referred to. 'They were prob
ably didactic developments of the historical narra
tives we possess, making use of these narratives to 
emphasize some religious truth; but nothing is 
known of them beyond their titles' (HDB, I ,  p. 
459). 

Our term has received its widest usage in extra
biblical context. Midrash is  sometimes used in con
trast to M ishnah, in which case it denotes that 
branch of rabbinic learning which has especially to 
do with the rules of traditional law. It is impossible 
at this stage of our knowledge to state which is the 
older method of study, M idrash or Mishnah. (See 
G. F. Moore, Judaism, I ,  pp. 1 50ff.) Suffice i t  to say, 
after the return of the lews from Babyion with the 
activity of Ezra and his school on behalf of the 
law, exposition and commentary for the congrega
ti on became a necessity. 

The oral form of these commentaries was later 
crystallized into writing. Since the greater portion 
of the important works is no longer extant in the 
original composition, the date of compilation is 
alm ost impossible to ascertain. M idrashic activity 
came to an end soon after the completion of the 
Babylonian Talmud. In time the M idrash was dis
placed by the disciplines of history, grammar and 
theology. 

Midrashim are divided into expositional and 
homiletical. The former comment on the text of 
Scripture according to their present order, or join 
to them tales, parables and the like ( H .  L .  Strack, 
IntroducliolJ 10 Talmud and Midrash, pp. 20 1 -
205). The latter deal with individual texts, mostly 
from the beginnings of Scriptural lections. M id
rashirn exist on the Pentateuch, the Five RolIs, 
Lamentations, the Psalms, Proverbs and other 
books. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. HDB (s. v. 'Commentary'); B. 
Cohen, 'Talmudic and Rabbinical Literature' , The 
Jewish People, 3, pp. 54-79; G. F. Moore, Judaism, 
3 vols., 1 927-30; H .  L. Strack, Introduction to 
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Talmud and Midrash, 1 93 1 ;  JewE (s. v. ' Midrash'); 
EJ (s. vv. 'M idrash', 'Mishnah', 'Talmud'). 

C.L.F. 

TAMAR ( Heb. tämär, 'pa1m'). I. The wife, first of 
Er the eldest son of ludah, then of * Onan (Gn. 
38 :6ff.). After Onan's death his father ludah, not 
recognizing Tamar, became by her the father of 
twins, Perez and Zerah. The story of Tamar reveals 
something of the marriage customs in early Israel. 
( * MARRIAGE, IV.) 

2. Daughter of David, violated by Amnon her 
half-brother, and avenged by Absalom (2 Sa. 
1 3 :  I ff. ;  I Ch. 3 :9). 3. A daughter of Absalom (2 Sa. 
1 4 :27). 4. A city in SE ludah (Ezk. 47: 19; 48:28), 
near the Dead Sea. For discussion of location, see 
* TAOMOR . J .O.O.  

TAMMUZ. The deity whose cult was character
ized by ritual offerings and lamentations. In a 
vision Ezekiel saw women sitting in the N gate of 
the * Temple in lerusalem weeping for 'the 
Tammuz' (8 :  1 4).  The Tammuz cult is little known 
and it is by no means certain that mourning for this 
god was made in the 4th month of the Babylonian 
* calendar which was named after hirn. 

Tammuz was a predeluvian Sumerian shepherd 
and ruler who married the goddess * I shtar. When 
he died she followed hirn into the underworld to try 
for his release and all fertility ceased on the earth. 
It was once thought that the death and resurrection 
of Tammuz was reflected in the disappearance of 
the vegetation in lune and its revival in the follow
ing spring. 

However, i t  now seems to be more likely from 
textual evidence that he did not rise (JSS 7, 1 962, 
p. 1 53), or if he did it was for no more than for half 
the year when his place below was taken by the 
goddess Geshtinanna (BASOR 1 83 ,  1 966, p. 3 1 ) ,  
or he was but a ghost coming with others for the 
funerary offerings prepared for hirn (JSS 1 1 , 1 966, 
pp. 1 0-1 5). Babylonian sources provide hymns and 
lamentations for the god but little about his wor
ship. Tammuz seems to have had devotees at Air 
and Arad (BASOR 208, 1 970, pp. 9-1 3) and later 
in * Phoenicia and Syria where a similar legend is 
told of Adonis (identified in * Egypt with Osiris) 
and Aphrodite whose temple at Byblos (GebaI) 
was a centre of the cult in Hellenistic times. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. T. lacobsen in W. L.  Moran 
(ed.), Towards the Image 0/ Tammuz, 1 970, pp. 73-
1 03; B. Alster, Dumuzi"s Dream, 1 972, pp. 9-1 5; 
ANET, 1 969, pp. 637-642. O.J.W. 

TAPPUAH ('quince'?). 1. A village in the * Shephe
lah, E of Azekah (los. 1 5 :34, 53, Beth-tappuah), 
sometimes identified with Beit Netif, c. 1 8  km W of 
Bethlehem. The pI ace-name may derive from a 
Calebite from Hebron ( \  Ch. 2:43). 2. A town in 
Ephraim territory (Jos. 1 6:8) on the S border of 
Manasseh (Jos. 1 7:7-8), possibly mod. Sheikh Abu 
Zarad, c. 12 km S of Shechem. I ts Canaanite king 
was defeated by loshua (Jos. 1 2 : 1 7; Test. Judah 3:2;  
5 :6) .  If  2 Ki. 1 5: 16 refers to this same place (so RSV, 
after LXX; cf AV Tiphsah), it was later attacked by 
Menahem of Israel. O.J .W. 

TARGUMS. The Heb. word targum (plural tar-

gumim) denotes an Aram. translation or para
phrase of some part of the OT. Targums are extant 
for every book except Ezra, Nehemiah and Daniel. 

I.  Historical survey 
Targums gradually came into being as the * syna
gogue evolved. After the Babylonian Exile, Ara
maic came to predominate over Hebrew as the 
language of the lews; in consequence i t  became 
customary for the reading of the Heb. scriptures to 
be followed by an oral rendering into Aramaic for 
the benefit of the worshippers. Perhaps cf Ne. 8 :8 .  
No doubt such renderings were free and spontan
eous at first, but they became more and more fixed 
and 'traditional' as time passed. The next stage was 
to commit such material to writing; the earliest ex
tant targumic material is from the 2nd century BC, 
from Qumran. 

In the I st millennium AO ludaism had two chief 
centres, Babylonia and Palestine. It would seem 
that most if not all the traditional targumic ma
terial originated in Palestine; some of it was 
transmitted to Babylonia, where in due course 
Targum Onkelos for the Pentateuch and Targum 
lonathan on the Prophets (see below) were given 
official status. (N.B. References to 'the Targum' 
without further definition are normally to Onkelos 
or lonathan.)  Onkelos is claimed by TB (Megillah 
3 .  I )  to have been a I st-century AO proselyte, while 
lonathan ben Uzziel lived in the I st century BC; but 
considerable doubt surrounds the appropriateness 
of both names (cf M. McNamara, Targum and 
Testament, p. 1 74). Neither Targum is likely to be 
so early; but both were in final, standard form by 
the 5th century. 

Meanwhile an independent targumic tradition 
developed inside Palestine, and some of it attained 
a semi-official status there. It is convenient to call 
this tradition 'the Palestinian Targum', in spite of 
its varied and rather disparate character. The 
dating of the various individual targums has becn 
and remains much disputed; it is even more dif
ficult to decide the date of origin of specific fea
tures within any targum. 

11. General characteristics 
At one extreme, Targum Onkel os is for the most 
part an accurate, word-for-word rendering of the 
Hebrew. In view of their synagogue purpose, how
ever, it is not surprising that targums were used as a 
medium of interpretation and instruction. Even 
the more literal of them display interpretative 
traits: e.g. place-names are brought up to date, dif
ficulties are smoothed over and obscurities clari
fied. In the more paraphrastic targums (e.g. 
Pseudo-lonathan), the text is expanded to a 
marked degree. Not only can the whole sense of a 
verse or passage be altered, but a great deal of addi
tional material ('midrash') may be incorporated. 
Thus a targum may be scarcely recognizable as a 
translation of the Heb. original (see, e.g. , the trans
lation of Is. 53 in 1. F. Stenning, The Targum 0/ 
Isaiah, 1 949). 

III. List or Targums 
The targums follow the divisions of the Heb. Bible 
( *CANON OF THE OT, II1). 

a. The Law 
(i) Targum Onkelos (or Onqelos): the official ver
sion of Babylonian lews, among whom it  was au
thoritative no later than the 4th century. 
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(ii) The Palestinian Targum is extant in three 
recensions. The only complete version is Neofiti I ,  
probably of  the  3rd century AD,  although i t s  first 
editor has claimed a pre-Christian date. Incomplete 
are {he Jerusalem Targums l and 1 1  (orten known as 
'Pseudo-Jonathan', due to a mediaeval error, and 
' Fragment Targum' respectively). The former is 
very complex, at times identical with Onkelos, 
elsewhere extremely paraphrastic. Fragments of 
the Palestinian Tar6um on the Pentateuch are also 
extant among the Cairo Genizah scrolls. 

b. The Prophets 
(i) Targum Jonathan ben Uzziel: the official Baby
lonian version, authoritative from the 4th century 
AD. 

(ii) The Palestinian Targum has not survived, 
apart from fragments and occasional citations. 

c. The Writings 
Separate targums are cxtant on Job-Psalms, Pro
verbs, the Five Scrolls and Chronicles. These, 
wh ich were never official, were later in origin than 
those on the Law and Prophets. From Qumran 
there are fragments of a much earlier and totally 
different targum on Job (4Qtg Job; I I  Qtg Job). 

IV. Value 

a. Language 
Targumic material offers some of the major evi
dence for the vernacular speech of ancient Pales
tine. It is therefore of special importance for the 
study of the ipsissima verba of Jesus and of the 
Aramaie substratum of the NT as a whole. Major 
problems remain, however, in view of uncertainties 
abou t the date of the various targums, and the 
problem of the existence of various dialects within 
Palestine. 

b. Text 
The targums offer an important witness to the text 
of the OT, comparable in value with the LXX, Pes
hitta and Vulgate ( · TElITS AND VERS IONS, I). The 
evidence is much more reliable in literal than in 
paraphrastic targumic material, for obvious 
reasons. Occasionally NT quotations from the OT 
are closer to the targums than to other Versions or 
to the MT. 

C. New Testament background 
The targums bear witness to Jewish modes of ex
pression, exegetical methods and current interpret
ations in the early Christian centuries. Many of 
them are reflected, whether directly or in a more 
diffuse way, in the NT. The targums therefore orten 
throw light on the NT, although their evidence is 
not to be used in isolation from all other rabbinie 
sourees. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Major texts: A. Sperber, The 
Bib/e in Aramaie, 1 957-73; A. Diez Macho, Neo
phyti, I ,  1 968- ; M. McNamara (ed.), The Aramaie 
Bib/e, 1 987- ; E. Schürer, HiP, pp. 99- 1 1 4; M.  
McNamara, The New Testament and the Pa/estin
ian Targum to the Pentateuch, 1 966; idem, Targum 
and Testament, 1 968; 1. Bowker, The Targums and 
Rabbinie Literature, 1 969; R. Le Deaut, The Mes
sage of fhe New Testament and fhe Aramaie Bib/e, 
1 982; B. H. Young, ISBE 4, pp. 727-733. See also 
B. Grossfeld, A Bibliography of Targumic Litera
ture, 1 972; News/etter for Targumic Sfudies, 1 974-

D.F.P. 

TARSHISH 

TARSHISH. I. A grandson of Benjamin, son of 
Bilhan (I Ch. 7 : 1 0). 2. One of the seven notable 
princes of Ahasuerus, ruler of Persia (Est. I :  1 4) .  

3. The son of Javan, grandson of Noah (Gn.  
1 0:4; I Ch. 1 :7). The name Tarshish (tarfiS), wh ich 
occurs 4 times in AV as Tharshish ( I  Ki .  1 0:22 
(twice); 22:48; I Ch. 7 :  I 0), refers both to the des
cendants and to the land. 

Several of the references in the OT are con
cerned with ships and suggest that Tarshish bor
dered on the sea. Thus Jonah embarked on a ship 
sailing to Tarshish (Jon. 1 :3; 4:2) from Joppa in 
order to flee to a distant land ( l s. 66: 1 9) .  The land 
was rich in such metals as silver (Je. 1 0:9), iron, tin, 
lead (Ezk. 27: 1 2), which were exported to places 
like Joppa and Tyre (Ezk. 27). A land in the W 
Mediterranean where there are good deposits of 
mineral seems a likely identification, and many 
have thought of Tartessus in Spain. According to 
Herodotus (4. 1 52), Tartessus lay 'beyond the Pil
lars of Hercules', and Plinius and Strabo placed it 
in the Guadalquivir Valley. Certainly the mineral 
wealth of Spain attracted the Phoenicians, who 
founded colonies there. Interesting evidence comes 
from Sardinia, where monumental inscriptions 
erected by the Phoenicians in the 9th century BC 
bear the name Tarshish. W. F. Albright has sug
gested that the very word Tarshish suggests the 
idea of mining or smelting, and that in a sense 
any mineral-bearing land may be called Tarshish, 
although it would seem most likely that Spain is 
the land intended. An old Semitic root found in 
Akkad. raJäsu means 'to melt', 'to be smelted'. A 
derived noun tarsisu may be used to define a 
smelting-plant or refinery (Arab. rff, 'to trickle', 
etc. , of liquid). Hence any place where mining 
and smelting were carried on could be called 
Tarshish. 

There is another possibility as to the site of Tar
shish. According to I Ki. 1 0:22 Solomon had a 
fleet of ships of Tarshish that brought gold, silver, 
ivory, monkeys and peacocks to Ezion-geber on 
the Red Sea, and I Ki. 22:48 mentions that Je
hoshaphat's ships of Tarshish sailed from Ezion
geber for Ophir. Further, 2 Ch. 20:36 says that 
these ships were made in Ezion-geber for sailing to 
Tarshish. These latter references appear to rule out 
any Mediterranean destination but point to a place 
along the Red Sea or in Africa. The expression 'uni 
{arsis, navy of Tarshish or Tarshish fleet, may refer 
more generally to ships which carried smelted 
metal either to distant lands from Ezion-geber or 
to Phoenicia from the W Mediterranean. For the 
view that Tarshish vessels were deep seagoing ves
sels named arter the port of Tarsus, or Gk. tarsos, 
'oar' see • SHIPS AND BOATS. 

These ships symbolized wealth and power. A 
vivid picture of the day of divine judgment was to 
portray the destruction of these large ships in that 
day (Ps. 48:7; Is. 2 : 1 6; 23: 1 ,  1 4). The fact that Is. 
2 :  1 6  compares the ships of Tarshish with 'the 
pleasant place' (RSV 'beautiful crart') suggests that 
whatever the original identification of Tarshish 
may have been, it became in literat ure and in the 
popular imagination a distant paradise from wh ich 
all kinds of luxuries might be brought to such 
areas as Phoenicia and Israel. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. F. Albright, 'New Light on 
the Early History of Phoenician Colonization', 
BASOR 83. 1 94 1 ,  pp. 1 4ff.; W. S. Lasor, ISBE 4, 
p. 734. J.A .T. 
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TARSUS 

TARSUS. A city on the Cilician plain, watered by 
the Cydnus, and some 1 6  km inland after the fash
ion of most cities on the Asia Minor coast. To 
judge from the extent of its remains, Tarsus must 
have housed a population of no less than half a 
million in Roman times. The lower Cydnus was 
navigable, and a port had been skilfully engineered. 
A major highway led N to the Cilician Gates, the 
famous pass through the Taurus range some 50 km 
distant. 

Nothing is known of the foundation of Tarsus. 
I t  was probably a native Cilician town. penetrated 
at a very early date by Gk. colonists. The name of 
Mopsus is traditionally associated with Gk. 
settlement in Cilicia, and may indicate, as Ramsay 
believed ( The Cities 0/ St. Paul, 1 907, pp. 1 1 6f.), 
early Ionian settlement. Gn. 1 0:4, 'The sons of 
Javan, Elishah, Tarshish . .  . '  may support this 
theory. Josephus' identification of Tarshish with 
Tarsus in this passage does not preclude a differ
ent interpretation in other contexts. The antiquity 
of Gn. 10 is a graver objection, but the words may 
be evidence of Ionian intrusion of very remote 
date. 

Tarsus appears sporadically in history. It is men
tioned in the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser as one 
of the cities overrun by the Assyrians in the middle 
of the 9th century BC. Median and Persian rule 
followed, with that typically loose organization 
which permitted the rule of a Cilician subject-king. 
Xenophon, passing through in 40 1 BC, found 
Tarsus the royal se at of one Syennesis, ruling in 
such capacity. This petty king may have been de
posed for his association with Cyrus' revolt which 
brought Xenophon and the Ten Thousand to Cili
cia, for Alexander, in 334 BC, found the area in the 
hands of a Persian satrap. The coinage of the 
period suggests a mingling of Greek and Oriental 
influence, and gives no indication of autonomy. 
Ramsay professes to trace a decline of Greek influ
ence under the Persian rule. 

Nor did the Seleucid kings, who ruled after AI
exander, promote the influence of the Greeks in 
Tarsus. Their general policy, here as elsewhere, was 
to discourage the Greek urge to city autonomy and 
its attendant liberalism. I t  is possible that the 
shock of the Roman defeat of Antiochus the Great 
and the peace of 1 89 BC reversed the process. The 
settlement limited the Syrian domain to the 
Taurus, and Cilicia became a frontier region. The 
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Tarsus, a city 0/ Cilicia. 

fact seems to have prompted Syria to some re
organization, and the granting of a form of au ton
omy to Tarsus. The Tarsus of Paul, with its syn
thesis of East and West, Greek and Oriental, dates 
from this time. 

A story in 2 Macc. 4:30-36 reveals the rapid 
growth of independence, and the reorganization of 
the city which a Tarsian protest won from Anti
ochus Epiphanes in 1 7 1  BC. The formation of a 
'tribe' of Jewish citizens after the Alexandrian 
fashion may date from this time. (Antiochus' anti
semitism was against metropolitan recalcitrance.) 
Tarsian history in the rest of the 2nd century BC is 
obscure. The I st century BC is better known. 
Roman penetration of Cilicia began in 1 04 BC, but 
Roman and Greek influence were both over
whelmed in Asia by the Oriental reaction under 
Mithridates (83 BC). Pompey's settlement in 65-64 
BC reconstituted Cilicia as a 'sphere of duty', which 
is the basic meaning of 'province', rather than a 
geographical entity, and the governors, Cicero 
among them ( 5 1  BC), had a roving commission to 
pacify the pirate coast and hinterlands and to pro
tect Roman interests. 

In spite of Roman experimentation with the 
land at large, Tarsus flourished, played some part 
in the civil wars, was visited by Antony, and fa
voured by Augustus as the horne town of Atheno
dorus, his teacher at Apollonia and l ife-Iong 
friend. The Roman citizenship of some Tarsian 
Jews dates probably from Pompey's settlement. 

E.M.B. 

TARTAK. The name of an idol or deity (Heb. 
tartäq) worshipped by the men of • Avva who were 
settled in Samaria after its capture by the Assy
rians in 722 BC (2 Ki .  1 7 : 3 1 ). The identification 
must remain open until the location of Avva itself 
is sure. TB (Sanhedrin 63b) ascribes the form of an 
ass to Tartak, but this is probably conjecture, as is 
the suggestion that the deity Atargatis is intended. 

D.J .W.  

TARTAN. The title of a high Assyrian officer. Two 
are mentioned in the OT. The first was sent by 
Sargon I I  to besiege and capture Ashdod in 7 1 1 BC 
( l s. 20: I ,  AV). The second came from Sennacherib 
with other officials (. RABSARIS, • RABSHAKEH) and 
a military force to demand the surrender of Jerusa
lern in 70 1 BC (2 Ki. 1 8 : 1 7) .  In neither case is the 
personal name of the officer given. The Assyr. tur
tanu is Iisted in the Assyrian Eponym texts as the 
highest official after the king. He was also titular 
head 01' the province of wh ich Harran was the cap-
i�. D.J.W. 

TATTENAI (Heb. tatt 'nai; AV 'Tatnai'; cf Gk. Sis
innes, I Esdras 6:3; 7: I ,  RSV). The Persian governor. 
successor of Rehum, 01' the Samaria district during 
the reign of Darius Hystaspes and Zerubbabel 
(Ezr. 5 :3, 6; 6:6, 1 3) .  He investigated and reported 
in a sympathetic manner on complaints made from 
Jerusalem against Jews in his district. He is called 
'Tattanni, of the District across the River' (as Ezr. 
5:6) in a cuneiform inscription from Babyion, 
dated 5 June 502 BC (JNES 3, 1 944, p. 46), and 
appears to be under the satrap 01' Babyion Ushtani 
at this time. D.J .W. 
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TAVERNS, THREE (Lat . Tres Tabernae). This 
was a station about 50 km from Rome on the Via 
Appia, which led SE from the city. It is mentioned 
by Cicero in his correspondence with Atticus (2. 
10) .  When the apostle Paul and his company were 
on their way from Puteoli to Rome, Christians 
came out of the city and met hirn here (Acts 28: I 5) .  

B.F.C.A. 

TAX COLLECTOR. The Gk. word telönes (AV 
'publican') means a collector of tax or custom on 
behalf of the Romans, employed by a tax farmer 
or contractor. As early as 2 I 2 BC there existed in 
Rome a cJass of men (ordo publicanorum, Livy, 25. 
3 .  8-1 9) who undertook state contracts of various 
kinds. They were cJosely associated with, and sup
ported by, the equestrian order; and at a later date 
were active in a number of provinces (Cicero, In 
Verrem, 2 .  3 .  I I ,  §§ 27-28), where their work in
cJuded the collection of tithes and various indirect 
laxes. The system was very open to abu se, and the 
pub/icani seem to have been prone to extortion and 
malpractice from the very beginning, so that while 
the grossest excesses were restrained by the gov
ernment, and cases sometimes brought to justice, a 
generally bad reputation has come down to uso 
Cicero considered such occupations as that of cus
toms officer vulgar on account of the hatred they 
incurred (de 0fficiis, I .  42, § 1 50) and Livy records 
the opinion, expressed in 1 67 BC, that where there 
is a publicanus allies have not liberty (45. 1 8 . 3-4). 
The central contractors were often foreign to the 
provinces whose taxes they farmed, though there 
was not hing to preve.nt their being natives, and 
they might employ native sub-contractors. (The 
expression architelönes in Lk. 1 9 :2 seems to imply 
that Zacchaeus was the contractor for the wh oie of 
the taxes of lericho and had collectors under 
hirn-SB, 2, p. 249.) But the collectors were usu
ally from the native population, for they needed to 
know local people and their ways to avoid being 
deceived. Their gene rally extortionate practices (cf 
what amounts to an admission in the words of 
Zacchaeus, Lk.  1 9:8 ,  and the conditions implied by 
the counsel of lohn the Baptist, Lk. 3: I 3) made 
lhem an especially despised and hated cJass, so that 
our Lord could refer to them as typical of a selfish 
attitude (Mt .  5:46). For the strict lew, however, this 
quite natural attitude of hatred was aggravated 
and altered in character by the religious consider
ation that the telönes was regarded as ceremonially 
unclean, on aecount of his continual contact with 
Gentiles, and his need to work on the sabbath. 
This uncJeanness, and the rabbis' teaching that 
their pupils should not eat with such persons, 
account for the attitude evidenced by the expres
sions lax eolleclors and sinners (Mt .  9 : 10 1".; 1 1 : 1 9; 
Mk. 2 : 1 5f.; Lk. 5 : 30; 7:34; 1 5 : 1 )  and tax eolleetors 
and har/ols (Mt .  2 1  : 3 1 ), and for the questions of 
Mt .  9: I Of;  1 1 : 1 9; M k .  2 : 1 5f.; Lk. 5:29f. (cf SB, I ,  
pp. 498f.) ,  and indicates the intention of the com
mand of Mt .  1 8 :  1 7. This also lends point to both 
the negative and positive aspects of the denunci
ation of the chief priests and elders in Mt. 2 1 :3 I b, 
10 the statement of Mt .  I I :  1 9; Lk. 7 :34, and to the 
story of the Pharisee and the tax collector, Lk. 
1 8 : I Off. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E.  Schürer, HiP, I ,  1 973, pp. 
372ff.; SB, I . pp. 377f. ,  498f., 770f.; 2 ,  p. 249; N. 
H illyer, NIDNTT 3, pp. 755-759; P. Garnsey and R. 

TELASSAR 

Salier, The Roman Empire: Economy, Society and 
Culture, 1 987. J .H .H .  

TAXES. Regular payments extracted from a state 
and its provinces by its own rulers are taxes, dis
tinct from wealth received from conquered states 
which is * tribute. 

In Israel's infancy the only taxes required were 
to maintain the tabernacJe and its ministers, a 
practice renewed after the Exile (Dt. 1 8 : 1 -5 ;  1 4:22-
27, ete. ; Ne. 1 0:32-39; * TITHES). With the Mon
archy came heavier demands as Iisted by Samuel ( I  
Sa. 8 :  1 5, 1 7), comparable with the habits of all an
cient kings. Occasionally there were exceptional 
levies to pay tribute to foreign conquerors (2 Ki .  
15 :  I 9-20; 23:35). 

In NT times Roman provinces paid regular taxes 
to Caesar in Roman coin, as Mt .  22: 1 7; Mk .  1 2: 1 4  
are aware, whereas Herodian rulers collected dues 
in their realms (Mt .  1 7:24-27). In these passages 
Mt .  and Mk. used Gk.  kensos, borrowed from Lat. 
censum, 'poil-tax', while Lk . has the more general 
phoros. 'tribute, tax' (Lk. 20:22). (* CENSUS; *T Al( 
COLLECTOR.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A .  N. Sherwin-White, Roman 
Soeiety and Roman Law in the New Testament, 
1 963, pp. 1 25- 1 27;  M .  J. Harris, C. Brown, N. 
Hillyer, in NIDNTT 3, pp. 75 1 -759. A.R .M .  

TEKOA. J .  A town in ludah, about 1 0  km S of 
Bethlehem, the horne of Amos (Am. I :  I ). When 
loab 'perceived that the king's heart went out to 
Absalom' he sent to Tekoa for a wise woman who 
might reconcile David and Absalom (2 Sa. 14: I f). 
Rehoboam fortified the town (2 Ch.  1 1  :6) .  Later, 
when lehoshaphat was faced by Ammonites and 
Moabites, he consulted with the people in 'the wil
derness of Tekoa' (2 Ch. 20:20). leremiah called for 
the blowing of a trumpet in Tekoa in the face of 
the advancing enemy (Je. 6: I ). After t he Exile the 
town was re-inhabited (Ne. 3 :5 ,  27). In Maccabean 
and Roman times the place was known, and the 
name Iingers today as Khirbet Taqu'a, a ruined 
village of some 5 acres, wh ich has seen little excav
ation. Tombs of the Iron Age have been found 
nearby. 

2. A descendant of Hezron, the grandson of 
ludah, belonging to the general Calebite stock ( I  
Ch. 2:24; 4 :5) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, Geography ol lhe Bible ', 
1 974, pp. 89, 1 82; J. J. Davis, Bulletin 01 the Near 
Easl Arehaeologieal Soeiely 4, 1 974, pp. 27-49; 
C. E. DeYries, ISBE 4, p. 746. J.A.T. 

TELAIM. The place where Saul gathered his army 
before his attack on the Amalekites ( I  Sa. 1 5 :4). 
The incident described in I Sa. 1 5, in wh ich Saul 
disobeyed God's word given by the prophet 
Samuel, provoked the severe rebuke of 1 Sa. 1 5 :22-
23, 'to obey is better than sacrifice'. Telaim ( Heb. 
('lä'fm) is identified by some with Telem (los. 
1 5 :24), in the Negeb. Some MSS allow of an occur
rence of the word in I Sa. 27:8, and read 'they of 
Telaim' for 'of old' .  J.A.T.  

TELASSAR. A place inhabited by the 'children 
(sons) of Eden' and ci ted by Sennacherib's mes
sengers to Hezekiah as an example of a town des-
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TELASSAR 

troyed in previous Assyr. attacks (as also • GOZAN, 
• HARAN, • REZEPH). The name l'la'ssär (2 Ki .  
1 9: 1 2) or l 'laisär ( ls. 37 : 1 2) represents Tell Assur 
('mound of Assur'). The b'ne 'erlen probably lived 
in the area between the Euphrates and Balib rivers, 
called in Assyr. Bit-Adini (Beth-Eden), but no Til
Assur has been found in this region, although the 
area does suit the context. A Til-Assur named in 
the annals of Tiglath-pileser I I I  and Esarhaddon 
appears to lie near the Assyr. border with Elam. 
The common form of the place-name means that it 
may not yet be identified. There is no need to 
emend to Tell Bassar (Basher), SE of Raqqa on the 
Euphrates (as L. Grollen berg, A lIas 0/ Ihe Bible, 
1 956, p. 1 64) .  D.J.W. 

TEMA, The name (Heb. lemä') of the son and 
descendants of lshmael (Gn. 25: 1 5 ; I Ch. 1 :30) 
and of the district they inhabited (Jb. 6: 1 9) .  It is 
mentioned, with Dedan and Buz, as a remote place 
(Je. 25:23) and as an oasis in the desert on a main 
trade route through Arabia ( ls. 2 1 :  1 4) .  Aramaic 
stelae of the 5th century BC were found in the ruins 
of Taima' about 400 km NNW of Medina in NW 
Arabia. The city (Bab. Tema' )  is also named in 
documents recording its occupation by Nabonidus 
during his exile (AS 8, 1 958, p. 80; ANETJ, p. 562). 

D.J.W. 

TEMAN. The grandson of Esau (Gn. 36: 1 1 ;  I Ch. 
1 :36), who may have given his name to the district, 
town or tribe of that name in N Edom (Je. 49:20; 
Ezk. 25: 1 3 ; Am. 1 : 1 2) .  The inhabitants were re
nowned for wisdom (Je. 49:7; Ob. 8f.). Eliphaz the 
Temanite was one of Job's comforters (Jb. 2 :  1 1 , 
eIe. ) .  A chief ( 'al/Op) of Teman ( temän) is named 
among the chiefs of Edom (Gn. 36: 1 5, 42; I Ch. 
1 :53), and H usham was one of the early rulers 
(Gn. 36:34). The prophets include Teman among 
Edomite towns to be destroyed (Je. 49:20; Ezk. 
25: 1 3 ; Am. 1 : 1 2; Ob. 9). Habakkuk in his great 
vision saw God the Holy One coming from Teman 
(Hab. 3 :3) .  

N.  Glucck ( The Dlher Side 0/ Jordan, 1 940, pp. 
25-26) identified it with Tawilän, since excavated to 
show a large Edomite town of the 8th to 6th cen
turies BC (RB 76, 1 969, pp. 386ff. ) .  R. de Vaux 
argued that it denoted S Edom (RB 77, 1 969, pp. 
379-385) .  J .A .T. 

TEMPLE. 

I .  Historical backgroun� 
Some of the earliest structures built by man were 
temples or shrines where he could worship his god 
in his 'house' (see K. M .  Kenyon, Arehaeology in 
Ihe Holy Land' pp. 24, 33, for the Mesolithic 
and Neolithic shrines at Jericho). The Tower of 
• Babel is  the first structure mentioned in the Bible 
which implies the existence of a tempie (Gn. 1 I  :4) . 
Although this seems to have been intended as a 
place where man might meet God, it symbolized 
the self-confidence of man attempting to climb up 
to heaven,  and for such pride it was doomed. 

In Mesopotamia, which Abraham left, each city 
had a tempie dedicated to its patron deity. The god 
was looked upon as the owner of the land, and if it 
was not blessed by hirn it would be unproductive, 

resulting in poor revenues for his temple. The local 
king or ruler ac ted as steward for the god. 

There was no purpose in the semi-nomadic Pat
riarchs building one particular shrine for their 
God. He revealed hirnself as and where he pleased. 
Such occasions were sometimes the scene of a sac
rificial • altar. They might be commemorated by a 
• pillar (Gn. 28:22).  

After Israel had grown into nationhood a cen
tral shrine became a necessity, as a gathering-point 
for all the people, a symbol of their unity in the 
worship of their God. This need was supplied by 
the • tabernacle during the trek through the wil
derness and by recognized shrines during the 
period of the judges (e.g. Shechem, Jos. 8:30ff.; 
24: I ff.; Shiloh, I Sa. 1 :3). 

The nations of Canaan had their own temples, 
simply called 'Dagon's house' or the house of 
whoever the patron deity was (Heb. ber dögon, I 
Sa. 5 :5 ;  ber 'asläror, I Sa. 3 1 :  I 0; ef ber yhwh, Ex. 
23 : 1 9). A variety have been uncovered at Beth
shan, Hazor and other sites. 

The lack of a shrine of Yahweh appeared invidi
ous when David had consolidated his power and 
built a permanent palace for hirnself. The king 
said, ' I  dweil in a house of cedar, but the ark of 
God dweils in a tent' (2 Sa. 7:2). It was not given to 
hirn to build the Temple because he was stained 
with the blood of his enemies, but he collected ma
terials, gathered treasure and bought the site ( I  Ch. 
22:8, 3 ;  2 Sa. 24: 1 8-25). Solomon began the actual 
construction in his 4th year, and the Temple was 
completed 7 years later (I Ki. 6:37-38). 

11. Solomon's Temple 

a. The sile 
That it stood within the area now called 'Haram 
esh-Sherif at the E side of the 'Old City' of • Jeru
salem is undisputed. The precise location within 
the vast enclosure is less certain. The highest part 
of the rock (now covered by the building known as 
'The Dome of the Rock') may have been the si te 
of the innermost sanctuary or of the altar of 
burnt-offering outside (2 Ch. 3 :  I ) . This rock was 
presumably part of the threshing-floor of • Arau
nah, bought by David for a sum given as 50 silver 
shekels (2 Sa. 24:24) or 600 gold shekels (I Ch. 
21 :25). 

Nothing of Solomon's structure remains above 
ground, nor were any definite traces found in the 
diggings sponsored by the Palestine Exploration 
Fund. Indeed, it is likely that the work of levelling 
the rock and building up the great retaining walls 
for the court yard of Herod's Temple obliterated 
earlier constructions. 

b. Descriplion 
The passages I Ki.  6--7 and 2 Ch. 3-4 must be the 
bases of any reconstruction of Solomon's Temple. 
These accounts, while detailed, do not cover every 
feature, are not entirely understood and contain 
some apparent discrepancies (e.g. I Ki. 6:2 and 
1 6f.) .  They may be supplemented by incidental ref
erences and by the description of Ezekiel's Temple, 
an elaborated version of Solomon's building (Ezk. 
40-43). The Temple proper was an oblong, orien
tated E and W. It is reasonable to assurne that, like 
Ezekiel's Temple, it stood on a platform (cf Ezk. 
41 :8) .  No dimensions are given for the surrounding 
area. Again following Ezekiel's plan, it seems that 
there were two court yards, inner and outer; a sug-
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gestion supported by I Ki .  6 :36; 7: 1 2 ; 2 Ki. 23: 1 2; 2 
Ch . 4 :9. 

The bronze altar for burnt-otTerings stood in the 
inner court (I Ki. 8 :22, 64; 9:25). It was 20 cu bits 
square and 10 cubits high (2 Ch. 4 : 1 ). Between this 
and the porch was the bronze laver holding water 
for ritual washings (AV 'molten' or 'brazen sea', I 
Ki. 7:23-26). This great basin, 1 0  cubits in diam
eter, rested upon four groups of four bronze oxen 
orientated to the four compass-points. These were 
removed by Ahaz (2 Ki .  1 6: 1 7) .  

At the dedication of the Temple, Solomon stood 
on a bronze 'scaffold' (2 Ch. 6: 1 2f. , Heb. kiyyör, 
the word used for 'Iaver' elsewhere, Ex. 30: 1 8, eIe. ; 
here it may denote an inverted basin), which has 
paralleIs in Syr. and Egyp. sculptures and possibly 
in Akkadian (see w. F. Albright, Archaeology and 
Ihe Religion o/ Israefl, 1 953, pp. 1 52-1 54). 

A flight of steps would have led up from the 
inner court to the • porch (Heb. 'iiläm). The en
trance was flanked by two pillars, • Jachin and 
Boaz, with elaborately ornamented capitals. Their 
purpose remains indeterminate; they were not part 
of the structure. Gates probably closed the passage 
(cf Ezk. 40:48). 

The porch was 1 0  cubits long and 20 cubits wide 
(on the length of the cubit, see · WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURES). Its height is given as 1 20 cubits (2 Ch. 
3:4), but this is surely erroneous, as the remainder 
of the building was only 30 cubits high. W of the 
porch was the large chamber in which the ordinary 
rituals were performed. This 'holy place' (AV 
'temple'; Heb. h€/iäl, a word derived through Ca
naanite from Sumerian e. gal, 'great house') was 
40 cubits long, 20 in breadth, and 30 high. It was 
shut off from the porch by double doors of cypress 
wood, each composed of two leaves. The door
posts were 'a fourth' (Heb. m'ziizöl me 'er r'Qnr, I 
Ki. 6:33; RSV 'in the form of a square' follows LXX); 
possibly the doorway was one-quarter of the width 
of the dividing wall (see A.  R. Millard, Erelz Israel 
20, 1 989, pp. 1 35-1 39). 

Latticed windows near the ceiling lighted the 
holy place (I Ki. 6:4). Here stood the golden 
incense-· altar, the table for • showbread, and five 
pairs of · Iampstands, together with the instru
ments of • sacrifice. The double doors of cypress 
leading to the inner sanctuary (Heb. d'Qir, 'inner
most place'; AV 'oracle' is an unlikely rendering) 
were rarely opened, probably only for the high 
priest at the atonement ceremony. The doorposts 
and lintel are said to have been a fifth (Heb. hä'ayil 
m'ziizö! lJ QmiISir, I Ki .  6:3 1 ). As with the h€/iäl, this 
may be explained as one-fifth of the dividing wall, 
4 cubits. 

The inner sanctuary was a perfect cube of 20 
cubits. Although it might be expected that the floor 
was raised above the h€/iäl, there is no hint of this. 
Within stood two wooden figures side by side, 1 0  
cubits high . Two of their wings met i n  the centre 
above the • ark of the covenant, and the other wing 
of each touched the N and S walls respectively (I Ki. 
6:23-28; • CHERUBIM). In this most holy place the 
presence of God was shown by a cloud (I Ki .  8 :  1 0f.). 

Each room was panelled with cedar wood and 
the floor planked with cypress (or pine, Heb. b'röJ; 
" TREES). The walls and doors were carved with 
flowers, palm trees and cherubim, and overlaid 
with gold in the way approved for ancient temples, 
as inscriptions testify. No stonework was visible. 

The outer walls of the inner sanctuary and the 
holy place were built with two offsets of I cubit to 
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support the joists of three storeys of small cham
bers all around. Thus the ground-floor chambers 
were 5 cubits wide, those above 6, and the upper
most 7. A door in the S side gave access to a spiral 
staircase serving the upper floors. These rooms 
doubtless housed various stores and vestments, and 
offerings of goods and money, and maybe provided 
accommodation for the priests in course (see K .  A .  
Kitchen, ErelZ Israel 20, 1 989, pp. 1 07-1 1 2) .  

Much has been made o f  the proximity o f  the 
royal palace to the Temple and the inference drawn 
that it was the 'Chapel Royal' .  While admitting 
such a relationship (emphasized by the passage 
connecting the two buildings, 2 Ki .  1 6: 1 8),  i t  
should be remembered that i t  was appropriate for 
the viceroy of Yahweh to reside near to the house 
of God; entry was not restricted to the king. 

Solomon hired a Tyrian to take charge of the 
work and used Phoenician craftsmen (I Ki .  5 : 1 0, 
1 8; 7: 1 3-1 4). I t  is not surprising to find paralleIs to 
the design of the Temple and i ts decoration in sur
viving examples of Phoenician or Canaanite han
diwork. The ground plan is very similar to that of a 
small shrine of the 9th century BC excavated at Tell 
Tainat on the Orontes. This shows the three rooms, 
an altar in the innermost and two columns in the 
porch, but supporting the roof (for full report see 
R. C. Haines, Excavalions in Ihe Plain 0/ A nlioch, 
2, 1 97 1 ). At Hazor a Late Bronze Age shrine is also 
tripartite and was constructed with timbers be
tween the stone-courses (Y. Yadin, Hazor, 1 972, 
pp. 89-9 1 ;  cf I Ki. 5 : 1 8; 6:36). N umerous carved 
ivory panels (from the walls or furnishings of pal
aces) found throughout the ancient East are Phoe
nician work, often with Egyp. themes. Among the 
common subjects are flowers, palms and winged 
sphinxes, undoubtedly comparable with the carv
ings in the Temple. As with the Temple's panelling, 
these carvings were overlaid with gold and set with 
coloured stones. 

c. Laler hislory 
Ancient temples generally served as state treasur
ies, emptied to pay tribute or filled and decorated 
with booty according to the power of the land. I f, 
for some reason, a ruler paid little attention to the 
temple i t  would lose its revenue and rapidly fall 
into disrepair (cf 2 Ki. 1 2:4- 1 5) .  Solomon's 
Temple was no exception. The treasures which he 
had gathered in the Temple were raided in the reign 
of his son, Rehoboam, by Shishak of Egypt ( I  Ki. 
14 :26). Later kings, including even Hezekiah, who 
had adorned the Temple (2 Ki. 1 8 : 1 5f.) ,  used the 
treasure to purchase allies (Asa, I Ki .  1 5 : 1 8) or to 
pay tribute and buy off an invader (Ahaz, 2 Ki .  
1 6:8). The idolatrous kings added the appurte
nances of a Canaanite shrine, including the sym
bols of pagan deities (2 Ki. 2 1 :4; 23: 1 - 1 2) ,  while 
Ahaz introduced an altar of foreign type, dis
placing the laver, at the time of his submission to 
Tiglath-pileser I I I  (2 Ki. 1 6: 1 0-1 7) .  By the time of 
Josiah (c. 640 BC), 3 centuries after its construction, 
the Temple was in need of considerable repair, 
which had to be financed by the contributions of 
the worshippers (2 Ki. 22:4). In 587 BC it was 
looted by Nebuchadrezzar and sacked (2 Ki .  25:9, 
1 3- 1 7) .  Even after the destruction men came to 
sacrifice there (Je. 41 : 5). 

111.  Ezekiel's Temple 
The exiles were heartened in their grief (Ps. 1 37) by 
the vision of a new Temple gran ted to Ezekiel 
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(Ezk. 40-43, e. 57 1  BC) . More details are given 01' 
this than of Solomon's structure, although it was 
never built. The actual shrine was different in little 
other than its size (porch 20 cubits wide, 12 long; 
holy place 20 cubits wide and 40 long; inner sanc
tuary 20 cu bits each way). The walls were again 
panelled and carved with palms and cherubim. 
The building was set on a platform mounted by ten 
steps which were flanked by two bronze pillars. 
Three tiers of rooms enfolded the inner sanctuary 
and the holy place. The vision gives a description 
of the surrounding area, something lacking from 
the account of the first Temple. An area of 500 
cubits square was enclosed by a wall pierced by a 
single gateway on each of the N, E and S sides. 
Three more gates, opposite the former, led to an 
inner court yard, where the altar of sacrifice stood 
before the shrine. All these gates were weil fortified 
to prevent the entry of any but Israelites. There 
were various buildings in the court yards for stor
age and for the use of the priests. 

IV. The Second Temple 
This stood for almost 500 years, longer than either 
the first or Herod's Temple. Yet it is only vaguely 
known from incidental references. The exiles who 
returned (c. 537 BC) took with them the vessels 
looted by Nebuchadrezzar, and the authorization 
of Cyrus for the rebuilding of the Temple. Appar
ently the si te was cleared of rubble, an altar built 
and the laying of the foundations commenced 
(Ezr. I ;  3:2-3, 8-1 0) .  A stretch of walling on the E 
side of the present enclosure, abutting the Hero
dian stonework, may be a part of these founda
tions. When eventually finished it was 60 cu bits 
long and 60 cubits high, but even the foundations 
showed that i t  would be inferior to Solomon's 
Temple (Ezr. 3: 1 2) .  Around the shrine were store
places and priests' rooms. From some of these Ne
hemiah expelled the Ammonite Tobiah (Ne. 1 3 :4-
9). I Macc. 1 :2 1 ;  4:49-5 1 give information about 
the furnishings. The ark had disappeared at the 
time of the Exile and was never recovered or re
placed. Instead of Solomon's ten lampstands, one 
seven-branched candelabrum stood in the holy 
place with the table for showbread and the incense 
altar. These were taken by Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes (c. 1 75- 1 63 BC) , who set up the 'desolat
ing sacrilege' (a pagan altar or statue) on 1 5  De
cember 1 67 BC (I Macc. 1 :54). The triumphant 
o Maccabees cleansed the Temple from this pollu
tion and replaced the furniture late in 1 64 BC ( I  
Macc. 4:36-59). They also turned t h e  enclosure 
into a fortress so strong that it resisted the siege of 
Pompey for 3 months (63 BC) . 

V. Herod's Temple 
The building of Herod's Temple, commenced early 
in 1 9  BC, was an attempt to reconcile the Jews to 
their Idumaean king rather than to glorify God. 
Great care was taken to respect the sacred area 
during the work, even to the training of 1 ,000 
priests as masons to build the shrine. Although the 
main structure was finished within 1 0  years (e. 9 
BC) , work continued until AD 64. 

As a basis for the Temple buildings and to pro
vide a gathering-place, an area about 450 m from 
N to S and about 300 m from E to W was made 
level. In places the rock surface was cut away, but a 
large part was built up with rubble and the whole 
enclosed by a wall of massive stone blocks (nor
mally about Im high and up to 5 m long; cf Mk. 

1 3 : I ). At the SE corner, overlooking t hc Kidron 
ravine, the inner court yard was about 45 m above 
the rock . Perhaps the parapet above t his corner 
was the pinnacle 01' the Temple ( M t .  4:5). 
Stretches of this wall still stand. One gateway 
pierced the N wall (Tadi Gate), but was appar
ently never used, and one led through the wall on 
the E (under the present Golden Gate). Traces of 
the two Herodian gates on the S side are still vis
ible beneath the Mosque of el-Aqsa. Ramps led 
upwards from these to the level of the court. Four 
gates faced the city on the W. They were 
approached by viaducts ac ross the Tyropoeon val
ley (0 JERUSALEM) .  At the NW corner the fortress 
of Antonia dominated the enclosure. This was the 
residence of the procurators when in Jerusalem, 
and its garrison was always at hand to subdue any 
unrest in the Temple (cf Lk. 1 3 : I ;  Acts 2 1  : 3 1 -35).  
The high priest's robes were stored therein as a 
token of subjection. 

A portico surrounded the outer court .  Josephus 
describes the South or Royal Porch as having four 
rows of columns (Ant. 1 5 . 4 1 0-4 1 6). The porticoes 
of the other sides each had two rows. Solomon's 
Porch stretched along the E side (Jn. 1 0:23; Acts 
3: 1 1 ; 5: 1 2) .  In these colonnades the scribes held 
their schools and debates (cf Lk. 2:46; 1 9 :47; Mk.  
1 1  :27) and the  merchants and money-changers had 
their stalls (Jn. 2: 1 4- 1 6; Lk. 1 9 :45-46). The inner 
area was raised slightly above the court of the Gen
tiles and surrounded by a balustrade. Notices in 
Gk. and Lat. warned that no responsibility could 
be taken for the probable death of any Gentile who 
ventured within. Two of these inscriptions have 
been found. Four gates gave access on the N and S 
sides and one on the E. This last had doors of 
Corinthian bronze-work and may be the Beautiful 
Gate of Acts 3:2. 

The first court inside (Women's Court) con
tained the chests for gifts towards the expenses of 
the services (Mk.  1 2:4 1-44). Men were allowed 
into the Court of Israel, raised above the Court of 
the Women, and at the time of the Feast of Taber
nacles could enter the innermost (Priests') Court to 
circumambulate the 0 altar. This was built of 
unhewn stone, 22 cubits away from the porch (cf 
Mt .  23:35). The plan of the shrine copied Solo
mon's. The porch was 1 00 cu bits wide and 1 00 
cu bits high. A doorway 20 cu bits wide and 40 high 
gave entry, and one half that size led into the holy 
place. This was 40 cu bits long and 20 cubits wide. 
A curtain divided the holy place from the inner 
sanctuary (the veil, Mt. 27:5 1 ;  Mk.  1 5 :38; cf 2 Ch. 
3: 1 4). The inner sanctuary was 20 cubits square 
and, like the holy place, 40 cubits high. An empty 
room above the holy place and the inner sanctuary 
rose to the height of the porch, 1 00 cu bits, thus 
making a level roof. Three storeys of chambers 
surrounded the N, S and W sides to a height of 40 
cubits. Golden spikes were fixed on the roof to pre
vent birds from perching there. 

Masonry uncovered since 1 967 reveals the mag
nificence of the structure in beautifully cut cream 
stone with elaborately carved vaults. The building 
was barely finished (AD 64) before Roman soldiers 
destroyed i t  (AD 70). The golden candelabrum, the 
table of showbread and other objects were carried 
in triumph to Rome, as depicted on the Arch of 
Titus. 

For organization of the Temple, see 0 Priests and 
Levites. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. The best summary is A. Parrot, 
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The Temple 01 lerusalem, 1 957, with a comprehen
sive bibl iography. For a detailed survey, see L. H .  
Vincent, lerllsalem de /'Ancien Testament, 1 -2,  
1 954; M. Ben-Dov, /n tlle 5hadoIV 01 the Temple, 
1 985 .  T. A .  Busink, Der Tempel I'on lerusalem, 
1 970; L. H. Vincent, 'Le temple herodien 
d'apres la Misnah', RB 6 1 ,  1 954, pp. 1 -35; C. J. 
Davey, 'Temples of the Levant and the Buildings 
01" Solomon', TynB 3 1 ,  1 980, pp. 1 07- 1 46. For re
constructions of Solomon's Temple. see G. E. 
Wright ,  BA 1 8, 1 955, pp. 4 1 -44. A.R.M. 

VI. 'Temple' in the New Testament 
Two Gk.  words, hieron and naos, are translated 
'temple'. The former refers to the complex of 
buildings which comprised the Temple of Jerusa
lern, the latter refers more specifically to the sanc
tuary. The term preferred by the NT writers to de
scribe the church as the temple of God is naos, but 
not too much should be made of the distinction 
between naos and hieron. In Mt. 1 7.5 naos is almost 
certainly to be understood in the sense of lIieron, 
otherwise we have the formidable difficulty of ex
plaining how Judas penetrated the area which was 
c10sed to all except priests. The statement in Jn .  
2:20, that  46 years were spent in building the naos, 
must have more than the sanctuary in mind. The 
use of naos as a synonym for hieron i s  also presen t 
in Herodotus (2 .  1 70) and Jos. (Bl 5, 207-21 1 ). 

With the Iiteral use of 'temple' in the NT, cf 
'house' (oikos) and 'place' (topos). For a descrip
tion of the Temple of Jerusalem in the time of 
Jesus, see V, above. The metaphorical use of 
'temple' should be compared with the meta
phorical use of 'house', 'building' (oikodome), 
'tent' (skene), 'habitation' (katoiketerion; NRSV 
'dwelling place') .  

a. ' Temple' in the Gospels 
The gospels reflect two opposing attitudes on the 
part of Jesus to the Temple of Jerusalem. On the 
one hand, Jesus respected the temple; on the other 
hand, he attached relatively little importance to i t .  
Thus, he called i t  the 'house of God' (Mt .  1 2:4; cf 
Jn .  2 :  1 6) and said that everything was sanctified by 
God who dweil in it (Mt .  23: 1 7ff.) .  Concern for the 
abuses of the temple made hirn c1eanse it (Mk.  
1 1 :  1 1  r. and paralleis) and thought of the  impend
ing doom of Jerusalem caused hirn to weep (Lk. 
1 9 :4 1 ff. cf Mt. 23:37r.; paralleis). In contrast are 
those passages in which Jesus relegated the temple 
to a subordinate position. It had become a cover 
for the nation's spiritual barrenness (Mk.  1 1 : 1 2-26 
and paralleis). Soon it would perish, for a terrible 
desecration would render i t  unfit to exist (Mk.  
1 3 : 1 r. ,  1 4ff.) .  Climatically, the death of Jesus 
caused the veil of the temple to be rent in two (Mk.  
14 :38 and paralIeIs). See also Mk .  14 :57r., 1 5 :29r. 
and paralleIs. These differing attitudes are not, 
however, without explanation. 

At the beginning of his ministry Jesus addressed 
hirnself to the Jews and summoned all Israel to 
repentance. (Mk.  1 : 1 4ff.) .  In spite of mounting 
opposition, we find hirn appealing to Jerusalem 
(Mk.  I l : I ff. and paralleis). The Temple was 
c1eansed with a view to reforming the existing 
order ( 1 1 :  1 5ff. and paralleIs). But the implications 
of th is action (Mal .  3: I ff.; cf Psalms 0/ 5010mon 
1 7 :32ff.; Mk.  1 1  :27ff.) engendered still greater 
hostility on the part of the religious leaders, and 
Judaism, persistently unreformable, was in the end 
judged as unworthy of the divine presence (Mk.  
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1 2 : 1 - 1 2) .  So Jesus, who began by venerating the 
Temple, finally announced that his rejection and 
death would issue in its destruction. The accus
ation produced at the trial which asserted that 
Jesus had taught, 'I will destroy this temple that is 
made with hands, and in three days I will build 
another not made with hands' (Mk .  1 4:58; cf 
1 5 :29) would therefore be a fitting peroration to the 
appeal of our Lord. Mark attributes the saying, 
however, to false witnesses, and what constituted 
the falsity of the witness is a matter of conjecture 
among scholars. It is probably wisest to under
stand the charge as an unscrupulous combination 
of the prediction of Jesus that the Temple of Jeru
salem would be destroyed (Mk. 1 3 :2 and paralleis) 
and the logion that the Son of man would be 
destroyed and rise again on the third day (Mk.  
8:3 1 ;  9:3 1 ;  1 0:34 and paralIeIs). That is to say, the 
falsity lay in misrepresentation of what Jesus 
actually had taught. One reason why Mark did 
not trouble to correct the misrepresentation may 
be due to the fact that the accusation was true in a 
deeper sense than the witnesses had in mind. The 
death of Jesus did in fact resull in the supersession 
of the Temple of Jerusalem, and his resurrection 
put another in its place. The new temple was the 
eschatological congregation of Jesus Messiah (Mt .  
1 8 :20; cf Jn.  1 4:23). Luke and John, therefore, 
made no reference to the false witness because 
when they wrote their Gospels the accusation was 
no longer seen to be groundless. 

b. ' Temple' in the Acts 01 the Apostles 
Some time elapsed, however, before the full ramifi
cations of the work of Christ became apparent, 
and in the Acts we find the apostles continuing to 
worship at the Temple of Jerusalem (Acts 2:46; 
3: I ff. ; 5 :  1 2, 20r., 42; cf Lk. 24:52). It appears that 
the Hellenistic-Jewish party represented by 
Stephen was the first to discover that belief in Jesus 
as Messiah meant the abrogation of the order 
symbolized by the Jerusalem Temple (Acts 6 :  1 1  ff.) .  
Accordingly, Stephen's defence became an attack 
on the Temple, or, more correctly, on the attitude 
of mind to which the Temple gave rise (Acts 7). But 
whether i t  i s  justifiable to find in  Stephen's 
denunciation of the Temple a hint of the new tem
ple made without hands, as some commentators 
do, is not at all certain. The 'tabernacle of David' 
of Am. 9 : 1 1  is used in Acts 1 5 : 1 3- 1 8, but i t  is 
doubtful if this is hinting that the church is God's 
new temple, even though the same OT text is spirit
ualized at CDC 7. 1 6, cf 4Q Florilegium I :  1 1 - 1 2. 
But the use of Am. 9: 1 1  in the eschatology of the 
Covenanters of Qumran to support their novel 
conception of a spiritual temple (CDC 3. 9) per
mits us to see here an adumbration of the doctrine 
of the church as God's new temple which is so 
common a feature of the Epistles. 

c. ' Temple' in tlre Epistles 
The doctrine of the church as the realization of the 
eschatological temple of OT and intertestamental 
writings is  most prominent in the epistles of 
Paul. See I Cor. 3 : 1 6- 1 7; 6: 1 9; 2 Cor. 6: 1 6-7: 1 ;  
Eph. 2: 1 9-22. The appeal to prophecy i s  particu
larly strong in the case of 2 Cor. 6: 1 6ff., where we 
have an OT couplet (Lv. 26: 1 2; Ezk. 37:27) which 
was already in use in Jewish eschatology on the 
Messianic temple (lubi/ees I :  1 7) .  Also character
istic of the temple image in l and 2 Cor. is its hor
tatory and admonitory application. Since Chris-
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tians are the realization of the long-eherished hope 
of the glorious temple, they ought to live holy lives 
(2 Cor. 7 : 1 ;  cf I Cor. 6: 1 8ff.). Unity is likewise 
enjoined upon them. Since God is one, there is only 
one habitation in which he can dweil .  Sehism is 
tantamount to profanation of the temple, and 
merits the same terrible penalty of death ( I  Cor. 
3 : 5- 1 7) .  [n Eph . the figure of the temple is em
ployed in the interests of doctrinal instruction. 
Uppermost in t he mind of the writer is the inter
racial charaeter of the church. The language of the 
context of 2: 1 9-22 makes it plain that the apostle 
borrowed liberally from the OT hope of the in
gathering of [srael and the nations to the eschato
logical temple at lerusalem. For example, the 
words 'far' and 'near' of vv. 1 3  and 1 7  (cf [ so 57: 1 9; 
Dn.  9 :7) were rabbinic technical terms for the Gen
tiles and the lews (Numbers Rabbah 8:4) . Similarly, 
the 'peaee' mentioned in vv. 1 4  and 1 7  is an allu
sion to the eschatological peace which was to pre
vail when [srael and the nations were united in the 
one cult at Zion ( [s. 2:2ff.; Mi. 4: I ff.; Enoch 
90:29ff.). Paul undoubtedly regarded the fruits of 
his Gentile mission as the fulfilment of lewish faith 
at its widest and most generous expression. He 
spiritualized the ancient hope of a reunited man
kind, and represented lews and Gentiles as the two 
walls of one building, joined by and resting upon 
Christ, the foremost cornerstone (Eph. 2: 1 9-22). 
The statement that the building 'grows' (auxein) 
into a 'temple' introduces a different figure, viz. 
that of the body, and reveals a certain fusion of 
images. 'Temple' and 'body' are largely cotermin
ous ideas of the ehurch. Note the juxtaposition of 
the two conceptions in Eph . 4 : 1 2, 1 6. 

Paralleis for Paul's use of the metaphor in l and 
2 Cor. are sometimes sought in the writings of 
Philo and the Stoies, where the individual is called 
a ' temple'. The practice is scarcely justifiable, how
ever. I Cor. 6: 1 9-20 does indeed have the indi
vidual in mind, but only as a member of the com
munity which corporately eomprises the temple of 
God. Philo and the Graeco-Roman humanists 
spiritualized the ward 'temple' for the sake of an
thropology, whereas the NT was occupied with ee
clesiology and eschatology and had only a very 
secondary interest in anthropology. [f compar
isons are desired one may look for them with 
greater justification in the writings of the lews of 
Qumran ( I QS. 5 .  6 ;  8 .  4-1 0; 9. 5-{i). 

With 'temple' in the Pauline corpus cf 'hause' in 
I Pet. 2 :4- 1 0, where i t  is manifest that the numer
aus allusions in the NT to the priestly and sacri
ficial character of Christian life stem from the con
ception of the church as God's sanctuary. See also 
'hause' in Heb. 3: 1 -6 .  

d. ' Temple ' in Hebrews and Revelation 
The idea of a heavenly temple, which was common 
among the Semites and whieh helped to sustain 
lewish hope when the exigencies of the intertesta
mental period made i t  appear that the Temple of 
lerusalem would never become the metropolis of 
the world, was adopted by the early Christians. AI
lusions to i t  are present in ln. 1 :5 1 ;  14 :2f.; Gal. 
4 :2 I ff. ;  and possibly in Phil. 3:20. The 'building 
from God . . .  eternal in the heavens' in the notori
ously difficult passage 2 Cor. 5 :  1 -5 may aiso bear 
same connection with the idea. The conception is, 
of course, most developed in Heb. and Rev. 

According to the writer to the Hebrews the sanc
tuary in heaven is t he pattern (typos), i. e. the ori-

ginal (cf Ex. 25:8f.), and the one on carth used by 
lewry is a 'copy and shadow' (Heb. 8 :5) .  The heav
enly sanetuary is therefore the true sanctuary ( Heb. 
9 :24). I t  belongs to the people of the new covenant 
(Heb. 6: 1 9-20). Moreover, the fact that Christ our 
High Priest is in this sanetuary means that we, al
though still on earth, already participate in its wor
ship ( 1 0: 1 9ff.; 1 2 :22ff.) .  What is this temple? The 
writer supplies a clue when he says that the heav
enly sanetuary was cleansed (9:23), i. e. made fit for 
use (cf Nu.  7: I ) .  The assembly of the first-born 
( Heb. 1 2 :23), that is to say, the church triumphant, 
is the heavenly temple (* TABERNACLE) . 

The heavenly temple in Rev. is part of the grand 
scheme of spiritualization undertaken by the 
author, and note should also be taken of the heav
enly Mt Zion ( 1 4: 1 ;  2 1 : 1 0) and the new lerusalem 
(3 : 1 2; 2 1 :2ff.). [n point of fact, the prophet of 
Patmos was shown two temples, one in heaven and 
the other on earth. The latter is in mind in 1 1 :  I ff. 
The harassed ehurch on earth is depicted under the 
guise of the Temple of lerusalem, or, more accur
ately, the sanctuary of the Temple of lerusalem, 
for the forecourt, that is, the lukewarm who are on 
the fringe of the church, is excluded from the 
measurement. The imagery owes something to Zc. 
2:5, and appears to have the same meaning as the 
sealing of the 1 44,000 in 7 : 1 -8 .  Those measured, 
alias the numbered, are the elect whom God 
protects. 

Similar spiritualizing is evident in the author's 
vision of the temple in heaven. On the top of M t  
Zion h e  sees not a magnificent edifice, but the 
company of the redeemed ( 1 4: I ;  cf 1 3 :6). That 
lohn intends his readers to regard the martyr-host 
as taking the place of a tempie is hinted at in 3: 1 2 : 
'He who conquers, [ will make him a pillar in the 
temple of my God. '  The heavenly temple thus 
'grows', like its earthly counterpart (see above on 
Eph. 2 :2 1  f.) ,  as each of the faithful seals his testi
mony with martyrdom. The building will eventu
ally be completed when the decreed number of the 
elect is made up (6: 1 1 ) .  It is from this temple of 
living beings that God sends out his judgment 
upon impenitent nations ( 1 1 : 1 9; 1 4 : 1 5ff.; 1 5 :5-
1 6: I ), just as he once directed the destinies of the 
nations from the Temple of lerusalem ( ls. 66:6; Mi .  
1 :2; Hab. 2 : 1 0) .  

The new lerusalem has  no temple (2 1 :22). [n a 
document like Rev. wh ich follows the traditional 
images and motifs so closely, the idea of a lerusa
lem without a Tempie is surely novel. lohn's state
ment that he 'saw no temple in the city' has been 
taken to mean that the wh oie city is a temple; note 
that the shape of the city is eubical (2 1 :  1 6) ,  Iike the 
holy of holies in Solomon's Temple ( I  Ki .  6:20) . 
But that is not what lohn says. He states plainly 
that God and the Lamb is the Temple. What he 
very likely means is that in the place of the temple 
is God and his San. Such indeed would appear to 
be the grand denouement for which the writer pre
pares his readers. First he dramatically announces 
that the temple in heaven is opened and its contents 
laid bare for human eyes to see ( 1 1 :  1 9) .  Later he 
drops the hint that the divine dwelling may be none 
other than God himself (2 1  :3; note the play on the 
words skene and skenösel) . Finally, he states quite 
simply that the temple is the Lord God Almighty 
and the Lamb. One after another the barriers sep
arating warshippers from God are removed until 
nothing remains to hide God from his people. ' His 
servants . . .  shall see his face' (22:3f.; cf [so 25:6ff.). 
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This is the glorious privilege of all who enter the 
new Jerusalem. 

The use made of the ancient motif of the in
gathering and reunion of Israel and the nations at 
the eschatological temple by the author of Rev. is 
thus different from, although complementary to, 
that of Paul. Paul, as we noted above, applied it to 
the terrestrial church; John projects it into the 
heaven ly realm and into the world to come. The 
difference is another illustration of the tlexibility 
of the Temple image. 
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TEMPTATION. The biblical idea of temptation is 
not primarily of seduction, as in modern usage, but 
of making trial of a person, or putting hirn to the 
test; which may be done for the benevolent purpose 
of proving or improving his quali ty, as weil as with 
the malicious aim of showing up his weaknesses or 
trapping hirn into wrong action. 'Tempt' in AV 
means 'test' in this unrestricted sense, in accord
ance with older English usage. It is only since the 
1 7th century that the word's connotation has been 
limited to testing with evil intent. 

The Heb. noun is massii (EVV 'temptation'); the 
Heb. verbs are miisii (EVV usually 'tempt') and 
bähan (EVV usually 'prove' or 'try': a metaphor 
from metal refining). The LXX and NT use as 
equivalents the noun peirasmos and the verbs 
(ek)peirazö and dokimazö, the latter correspond
ing in meaning to bä�1Qn. 

The idea of testing a person appears in various 
connections throughout the Bible. 

I .  Men test their fellow human beings, as one 
tests armour ( I  Ki . I O : I ; cf I Sa. 1 7 :39; miisii both 
times), to explore and measure their capacities. The 
Gospels tell of Jewish opponents, with resentful 
scepticism, 'testing' Christ ( ' trying hirn out', we 
might say) to see if they could make hirn prove, or 
try to prove, his Messiahship to them on their 
terms (Mk .  8: 1 1 ); to see if his doctrine was defect-
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ive or unorthodox (Lk. 10 :25); and to see if they 
could trap hirn into self-incriminating assertions 
(Mk. 1 2: 1 5) .  

2.  Men should test themselves before the Lord's 
Supper (I Cor. I I  :28: dokimazö), and at other 
times too (2 Cor. 1 3 : 5 :  peirazö), lest they become 
presumptuous and deluded about their spiritual 
state. The Christian needs to test his 'work' (i.e. 
wh at he is making of his life), lest he go astray and 
forfeit his reward (Gal. 6:4). Sober self-knowledge, 
arising from disciplined self-scrutiny, is a basic 
element in biblical piety. 

3. Men test God by behaviour which constitutes 
in effect a defiant challenge to hirn to prove the 
truth of his words and the goodness and just ice 01' 
his ways (Ex. 1 7:2 ;  Nu. 14 :22; Pss. 78: 1 8, 4 1 ,  56; 
95:9; 1 06: 14;  Mal. 3 :  1 5; Acts 5 :9; 1 5 :  10). The place
name Massah was a permanent memorial of one 
such temptation (Ex. 1 7:7; Dt. 6: 1 6) .  Thus to goad 
God betrays extreme irreverence, and God hirnself 
forbids i t  (Dt. 6: 1 6; cf Mt. 4:7; I Cor. 1 0:9ff.). I n  
all distresses God's people should wait o n  hirn in 
quiet patience, confident that  in due time he will 
meet their need according to his promise (cf Pss. 
27:7- 14; 37:7; 40; 1 30 :5ff.; La. 3:25ff.; Phil .  4 : 1 9) .  

4. God tests his people by putting them in situ
ations which reveal the quality of their faith and 
devotion, so that all can see what is in their hearts 
(Gn. 22: 1 ;  Ex. 1 6 :4; 20:20; Dt. 8:2, 1 6; 1 3 :3 ;  Jdg. 
2 :22; 2 Ch. 32: 3 1 ). By thus making trial of them, he 
purifies them, as metal is purified in the refiner's 
crucible (Ps. 66: I 0; I s. 48: I 0; Zc. 1 3 :9; I Pet. 1 :61".; 
cf Ps. 1 1 9:67, 7 1 ); he strengthens their patience 
and matures their Christian character (Jas. I :2ff., 
1 2; cf I Pet. 5 : 1 0); and he leads them into an en
larged assurance of his love for them (cf Gn. 
22: 1 5ff. ; Rom. 5 :3ff.) .  Through faithfulness in 
times of trial men become dokimoi, 'approved', in 
God 's sigh t (Jas. I :  1 2; I Cor. 1 1 : 1 9) .  

5 .  Satan tests God's people by manipulating cir
cumstances, within the limits that God allows hirn 
(cf Jb. I :  1 2; 2:6; I Cor. 1 0: 1 3), in  an attempt to 
make them desert God's will . The NT knows hirn 
as 'the tempter' (ho peirazön, Mt. 4:3; I Thes. 3:5), 
the implacable foe of both God and men (I Pet . 
5 :8;  Rev. 1 2). Christians must constantly be watch
ful (Mk.  14 :38; Gal. 6 : 1 ;  2 Cor. 2 : 1 1 ) and active 
(Eph . 6: I Off.; Jas. 4:7; I Pet. 5 :9) against the devil, 
for he is always at work trying to make them fall; 
whether by crushing them under the weight of 
hardship or pain (Jb. I :  1 1-2 :7 ;  I Pet. 5:9; Rev. 2: 10;  
cf 3: 10; Heb. 2 : 1 8), or by urging them to a wrong 
fulfilment of natural desires (Mt .  4:3f.; I Cor. 7:5), 
or by making them complacent, careless and self
assertive (Gal. 6:  I ;  Eph. 4:27), or by misrepresent
ing God to them and engendering false ideas of his 
truth and his wil l  (Gn. 3 :  1-5; cf 2 Cor. I I  :3 ;  Mt. 
4:5ff.; 2 Cor. 1 1 :  14;  Eph . 6: 1 1 ). Mt.  4 :5f. shows that 
Satan can even quote (and misapply) Scripture for 
this purpose. But God promises that a way of de
liverance will always be open when he allows Satan 
to tempt Christians (I Cor. 1 0: 1 3 ;  2 Pet. 2 :9;  cf 2 
Cor. 1 2 :7-1 0). 

The NT philosophy of temptation is reached by 
combining these last two lines of thought. 'Trials' 
(Lk. 22:28; Acts 20: 1 9; Jas. I :2; I Pet. 1 :6; 2 Pet. 
2:9) are the work of both God and the devi l .  They 
are testing situations in wh ich the servant 01' God 
faces new possibilities of both good and evi l ,  and is 
exposed to various inducements to prefer the lalter. 
From this standpoint, temptations are Satan's 
work; hut Satan is God's tool as weil as his foe (cf 
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Jb. I :  I I  f.;  2:5f.), and it is ultimately God hirnself 
who leads his servants into temptation (Mt .  4 :  I ;  
6 :  1 3), permitting Satan t o  try t o  seduce them for 
beneficent purposes of his own. However, though 
temptations do not overtake men apart from God's 
will, the actual prompting to do wrong is not of 
God, nor does i t  express his command (Jas. I :  1 2f. ). 
The desire which impels to sin is not God's, but 
one's own, and it is fatal to yield to it (Jas. I :  1 4ff.). 
Christ taught his disciples to ask God not to 
expose them to temptation (Mt .  6: 1 3), and to 
watch and pray, lest they should 'enter into' temp
tation (i.e. yield to its pressure) when at any time 
God saw fit to try them by i t  (M t. 26:4 1 ). 

Temptation is not sin, for Christ was tempted as 
we are, yet remained sinless (Heb. 4: 1 5; cf Mt. 
4: l ff. ;  Lk. 22:28) .  Temptation becomes sin only 
when and as the suggestion of evil is accepted and 
yielded to. 
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TEN COMMANDMENTS. The 'ten words' (Heb. 
d'Qärim; cf Ex. 34:28; Dt. 4: 1 3 ; 1 0:4) were origin
ally uttered by the divine voice from Sinai in the 
hearing of all Israel (Ex. 1 9: 1 6-20: 1 7) .  Afterwards, 
they were twice written by the finger of God on 
both sides of two tables of stone (Ex. 3 1 :  1 8; 32: 1 5-
1 6; 34: I ,  28; cf Dt. 1 0:4) . Moses shattered the first 
pair, symbolizing Israel's breaking of the covenant 
by the sin of the golden calf (Ex. 32: 1 9) .  The 
second pair were deposited in the ark (Ex. 25: 1 6; 
40:20). Later, Moses republished the Ten Com
mandments in slightly modified form (Dt. 5:6-2 1 ) .  

The common designation o f  the contents o f  the 
two tables as 'the Decalogue', though it has biblical 
precedent, has tended to restrict unduly thc general 
conception of their nature. To classify this revela
tion as law is not adequate; it belongs to the broad
er category of covenant. The terminology 'coven
ant' (Heb. b'ri!; Dt. 4: 1 3) and 'the words of the 
covenant' (Ex. 34:28; cf Dt. 29: 1 , 9) is applied to it. 
l t  is also identified as the 'testimony' ( Heb. '€ejÜ!; 
Ex. 25: 1 6, 2 1 ;  40:20; cf 2 Ki .  1 7: 1 5),  wh ich de
scribes the covenant order of life as one solemnly 
imposed and sworn to so that '€ejÜ! becomes prac
tically synonymous with b'ri!. The two tables are 
called 'the tables of the covenant' (Dt. 9:9, 1 1 , 1 5) 
or 'testimony' (Ex. 3 1 :  1 8; 32: 1 5 ; 34:29). 

The historical occasion of the original giving 01' 
this revelation was the establishment of the theo
cratic covenant. The principles of Ex. 20:2- 1 7  as 
elaborated and applied in casuistic form in the 
book of the covenant (Ex. 20:22-23:33) served as a 
legal instrument in the ratification of that covenant 
(Ex. 24: 1 -8). The later, Deuteronomic, version is 
part of a document of covenant renewal. 

When, therefore, the Scripture designates the 
revelation of the two tables as 'the ten words', it 
cleariy does so as pars pro tolO. At the same time, 
this terminology and the preponderance 01' law 
content which it reflects indicates that the type 01' 
covenant involved is essentially the establishment 
of a kingdom order under the lordship of the cov
enant suzerain. 

The covenantal character of the Decalogue is 
illuminated and corroborated by ancient inter
national treaties of the type used to formalize the 

relationship of a suzerain and vassal (* COVEN
ANT). Suzerainty treaties began with a preamble 
identifying the covenant lord, the speaker (cf Ex. 
20:2a), and a historical prologue recounting espe
cially the benefits previously bestowed on the 
vassal through the favour and might of the lord (cf 
Ex. 20:2b). The obligations imposed on the vassal, 
the longest section, followed . The foremost stipula
tion was the requirement of loyalty to the covenant 
lord or negatively the proscription of all alien alli
ances (cf Ex. 20:3- 1 7, the first and great principle 
of wh ich is whole-hearted love of Yahweh, who is 
a jealous God). Another section enunciated the 
curses and blessings wh ich the gods of the coven
ant oath would visit on the vassals in accordance 
with their transgressions or fidelity. These sanc
tions were sometimes interspersed among the 
stipulations (cf Ex. 20:5b, 6, 7b, 1 2b). Among 
other paralleIs are the q-thou' style, the practice of 
placing a copy of the treaty in the sanctuaries of 
the two parties, and the administrative policy of 
renewing the covenant with the successive gener
ations of the vassal kingdom. In covenant renewal 
documents, modification of the stipulations to 
meet new conditions was customary. That explains 
the various differences between the Ex. 20 and Dt .  
5 forms of the Decalogue. For example, Dt .  5 :2 1  
adds 'his field' because of the  relevance of land 
ownership to Israel's now imminent inheritance of 
Canaan. 

In brief, the two tables contained the essence of 
the Sinaitic Covenant. Yahweh, Creator of heaven, 
earth, sea and all that is in them, is presented as 
covenant Suzerain. The theocratic covenant rela
tionship is t raced to Yahweh's redemptive election 
and del iverance, and its conti nuance to the t hou
sandth generation is attributed to his faithful mer
cies. The covenant way of life is sovereignly dic
tated in ten commandments, the standard 01' Is
rael's consecration to her Lord. 

The very fact that the law is embedded in divine 
covenant disclosure points to the religious prin
ciple of personal devotion to God as the heart 01' 
true fulfilment of the law. But there is no in
compatibility between the divine demand com
municated in concrete imperat ives and the call of 
God to personal commitment to hirn in love. 
Yahweh describes the beneficiaries of his covenant 
mercy as 'those who love me and keep my com
mandments' (Ex. 20:6; cf Jn.  14 : 1 5) .  The biblical 
ethic is rooted in biblical religion, and biblical re
ligion is not shapeless mysticism but a structured 
order. 

Thc rcvelation of the law in the context of rc
demptive covenant action indicates that conlorm
ity to the law must be a gracious accomplishment 
01' Yahweh, saving from bondage. In this contcxt 
even the preponderantly negativc form of the 
Decalogue serves to magnify the grace 01' God, 
who presents this protest against man's sin not as a 
final condemnation but as a summons to thc god
liness which is the goal of restored covenantal 
communion . The negative lorm thus becomes a 
divine promise to the redeemed servants 01' perfect 
ultimate triumph over the demonic power that 
would enslave them in the hell 01' endless alienation 
from God. An ethic rooted in such religion pos
sesses the dynamic 01' faith,  hope and love. 

The laws 01' the Decalogue are formulatcd in 
terms appropriate to the covenantal order for 
wh ich it was the treaty-constitution. For ex am pie, 
the specific form 01' the sabbath law reflects the OT 
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eschatological perspective and the promise ap
pended to the fifth word (and e1sewhere related to 
the entire law, cf DI .  5 :33-{j:3) employs the im
agery of the contemporary, typical manifestation 
of God's kingdom. This does not mean the Ten 
Commandments are not normative for covenant 
life today; but in determining their precise applica
tion we must always reckon with our eschatological 
location . 

As for the division into ten words, the Deca
logue's parallelism with the suzerainty treaty struc
ture shows the error of regarding the preamble and 
historical prologue as a commandmenl. Also, the 
variant forms of the prohibition of covetousness in 
Ex. 20: 1 7  and DI. 5 : 2 1  contradict the division of it 
into two commandments, and that obviates the as
sociated error of combining into one what most 
Protestants, following the oldest tradition, have re
garded as the first and second commandments. 
The customary division of the Decalogue into 'two 
tables' sterns from failure to recognize the two 
tables as duplicate treaty texts. 

Speculative high er criticism, though postulating 
an early (even Mosaic) Decalogue, regards the ca
nonical form as the result of later expansive revi
sions. Such a reconstruction is incompatible with 
the form-critical identification of the treaty-nature 
of the Decalogue, for treaties were not subject to 
revisionary tampering. Moreover, the treaty form 
called for by the covenantal context of Sinai would 
be lost in the shrunken hypothetical original. The 
theory that Ex. 34: 1 1 -26 is a primitive cultic 'deca
logue' rests on a mistaken identification of this 
passage with the 'ten words' mentioned in Ex. 
34:28. The actual relation of Ex. 34:5-27 to the 
second two Decalogue texts (Ex. 34: 1 -4, 28) is akin 
to that of Ex. 20:22-23:33 to the original tables. 
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TENT. A collapsible structure 01' cloth or skins 
supported on poles, and often held firm by cords 
stretched from the poles to pegs or stakes fixed in 
the ground all round. Compare I s. 54:2, which 
mentions the curtains, cords, stakes or tent-pegs 
(but not the poles); the tent-cloth was often dark in 
colour (CI. 1 :5) .  Tents were among the earliest 
habitations made by man hirnself (Gn. 4:20; 9 :2 1 ) . 
They were the normal dwelling of both nomadic 
and semi-nomadic people. The Heb. Patriarchs 
lived in tents (Gn. 1 8 : 1 ,  6, 9- 1 0. etc. ); and the 
womenfolk sometimes had their own tents (Sarah, 
Gn. 24:67; Jacob, Leah, the maids. Rachel, Gn. 
31 :33) ,  doubtless adjoining those of their hus
bands. On their journeyings from Egypt to 
Canaan, I srael lived in tents (Ex. 1 6 :  1 6; 33 :8 ,  10; 
Nu. 1 6 :26; 1 9 : 1 4) ,  taking up more permanent 
dwellings whcn occupying Canaan. In the days of 
Jeremiah, the Rechabite sect held to the nomadic 
ideal of dwelling in tents and scorned the ways 01' 
sedentary life (Je. 35:7), but even the romantic ideal 
of independent tent-nomadism was not to be 
treasured above devotion to God (Ps. 84: 10) .  
Death is compared to packing up the tent in Jb. 
4:2 1 ;  cf 2 Cor. 5: I .  

Among other peoples, Scripture mentions the 
tents 01' the M idianites (Jdg. 6:5; 7 :  1 3) ,  01' Kedar 
(CI. 1 :5), and Cushan (Hab. 3:7, also Midian), all 
dwellers in the desert fringes of Transjordania and 
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NW Arabia. Tents had specific uses in settled na
tions. Besides the peaceful shepherd tenting in his 
pastures (CI. 1 :8; Is. 38: 1 2) ,  kings and armies 
camped in tents in the field, cf I Sa. 1 7 :54 (David); 
2 Ki. 7:7-8 (Aramaeans). Finally, 'tent' in ordinary 
speech came to be used of any kind of dwelling 
(not only literally; cf I Ki. 8:66; 2 Ki. 1 3 :5 ,  both 
rendered 'hornes' in RSV), perhaps because the tent 
was largely used in the summer by many town and 
village dwellers. The external data on tents illus
trate that in Scripture. In the patriarchal period the 
Egyptian Sinuhe in Canaan had a tent and en
campment and plundered that of his adversary 
(ANET, p. 20b, line 1 45) .  In the period following 
Israel's Exodus and initial settlement, Rameses I I I  
(c. 1 1 92- 1 1 6 1  BC) records that h e  'devastated Se'ir 
(i. e. Edom) among the nomadic tribes, and pil
laged their tents ( 'hr, from Heb. 'öhel) of people 
and goods' (ANET, 262a). Cf Midian, Cushan or 
Kedar. For pictures of Assyr. military tents (round, 
supported on poles and sticks), see ANEP, figs. 
1 70- 1 7 1 ,  374 (royal war-tent). Tents of patriarchal 
age, cf D. 1. Wiseman, in G. A.  Tuttle (ed.), Biblical 
and Near Eastern Studies (Essays in Honor of W. S. 
LaSor), 1 978. (. TABERNACLE. ) K.A .K .  

TERAH. I .  The father of Abram, Nahor and 
Haran (Gn. I I  :27; AV 'Thara', Lk. 3 :34). Heb. teraJ:! 
is usually taken as connected with the moon-god 
and compared with Tu raIJi , a place near Harran. 
Terah emigrated from Ur of the Chaldees and 
settled in Harran, where he died long after 
Abram's departure (Acts 7:4 is an oral slip). In Jos. 
24:2 he is described as an idolater. 

2. An unidentified Israelite encampment in the 
wilderness between Tahath and Mithkah (Nu. 
33:27-28; AV 'Tarah'). J .W.C. 

TERAPHIM. These objects are mentioned in 
every OT period: the Patriarchs (Gn. 3 1 :  1 9); the 
judges (Jdg. 1 7 :5- 1 8 :30); early and late Monarchy 
( I  Sa. 1 5 :23; 1 9: 1 3- 1 6; 2 Ki .  23:24; Ho. 3 :4; Ezk. 
21 : 2 1 ;  and post-exile (Zc. 1 0:2). When mentioned 
in Israelite contexts they are almost always con
demned, directly ( I  Sa. 1 5:23; 2 Ki. 23:24) or in
directly (Jdg. 1 7:6; Zc. 1 0:2) .  In their use, they are 
mostly associated with • divination: note the pair
ing of ephod and teraphim in the idolatrous re
ligion of Micah (Jdg. 1 7:5 ,  etc. ); the association 
with divination by arrows and hepatoscopy (Ezk. 
21 :2 1 ), and with spiritist practices (2 Ki. 23 :24). 
Nowhere are we told how they were consulted, nor 
even what their appearance was. While Gn. 3 1  :34 
suggests that they were small objects, I Sa. 1 9 : 1 3-
1 6  suggests a life-size figure, or at least a life-size 
busl. However, it is possible that Michal placed the 
teraphim 'beside' rather than 'in' the bed, and that 
they were considered to have some prophylactic or 
curative propensity. W. F. Albright (Archaeology 
and the Religion 01 Israel, 1 942, p. 1 1 4) reasonably 
urges that all available evidence is against the 
former view in that 'no "idols" of comparable size 
have ever been found in Palestine excavations'. He 
further suggests (op. cit. , p. 207) that, from a Ca
naanite trp, 'to wear out', the 'teraphirn' in ques
tion here might not be any sort of figure but 'old 
rags', presumably used to simulate the recumbent 
figure of David. 

These last two references (also Jdg. 1 7 :5ff.) as
sociate t 'räjiim with the horne, and Laban, at least, 
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considered them as household gods (Gn . 3 1  :30). 
The suggestion that Rachel's theft of her father's 
gods (Gn. 3 1 :  1 9, 30-35) signified an inheritance 
claim on the basis of Nuzi custom can no longer be 
sustained, however. Possession of household gods 
at Nuzi probably indicated family headship, but 
such a privilege was given, not seized (see M .  
Greenberg, JBL 8 1 ,  1 962, pp. 239-248; see further, 
M . 1. SeIman, TynB 27, 1 976, pP- 1 23-1 24). Ra
chel's purpose can only be surmlsed, but examples 
from Mesopotamia suggest that she may have de
sired protection on the dangerous journey to 
Palestine. 

Heb. I'räp/m is a plural form, for which the cor
responding singular is unknown. Possible deriv
ations have been proposed from räpä', 'to heal', or 
post-biblical törep, 'obscenity' (W. F. Albright, 
From Ihe Stone Age to Chrislianity, 1 957, p. 3 1 1 ), 
but the most Iikely association is with Hitt ite 
tarpis, a type of spirit, sometimes evil, sometimes 
protective (H.  A. Hoffner, POTT, pp. 2 1 5ff.; JNES 
27, 1 968, pp. 6 1 -68). Other suggestions have con
nected t 'räp/m with ancestor worship, perhaps in 
the form of an ancestor's mask (A. Phillips, An
cient Israel's Criminal Law, 1 970, p. 6 1 )  or mum
mified human heads (H .  L. Ellison, Ezekiel: The 
Man and his Message, 1 956) . 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. H. A. Hoffner, BS 1 24, 1 967, pp. 
230--238; idem, JNES 27, 1 968, pp. 6 1 -68; K. van 
der Toorn, CBQ 52, 1 990, pp. 203-222. J .A.M. 

M.l .S. 

TERTIUS, The amanuensis who wrote Romans at 
Paul's dictation (Rom. 1 6:22); on the process, see 
B. M .  Metzger, 'Stenography and Church History', 
in TCERK, 2,  pp. 1 060f., and references there. He 
appends his own greetings, perhaps at the point 
where he resurnes his pen after Paul has written 
some personal greetings in autograph (cf Gal. 
6 :  1 1 ; Col. 4: 1 8 ; 2 Thes. 3: 1 7) .  This may suggest that 
he had Roman connections hirnself. The name is 
Latin and appears in a I st-century inscription in 
the Roman cemetery of St Priscilla (ci ted in MM). 

A.F.W. 

TERTULLUS, A fairly common Rom. name, in 
origin a diminutive of Tertius. Nothing is known 
of the orator Tertullus who accused Paul before 
Felix except wh at can be deduced from Acts 
24: I ff. 

From his use 01' the first person in vv. 3-4 and 6-
7 (although found only in the Western Text, v. 7 is 
undoubtedly genuine) it seems probable that Ter
tullus was a lew. The words 'this nation' (v. 2) and 
'the lews' (v. 5) are not inconsistent with this de
duction. It was not uncommon for lews at this 
period to have Gentile names, and it was possible 
for a good lew to be also a Roman citizen, with a 
Roman name, like Paul. 

The fulsome flattery 01' Felix in Tertullus' open
ing sentences is in accordance with the rhetorical 
fashion 01' the period, but the rest 01' the speech is 
unimpressive. Even in his precis Luke makes it 
c1ear that Tertullus was trying to cover up a weak 
case with rhetorical padding. 

In addition to the real charge that Paul had at
tempted to 'profane the temple', Tertullus tries to 
represent hirn as one of the sedition-mongers and 
Messianist politicians who were so often a problem 
to the Rom. rulers 01' Palestine. K.L .McK. 

TETRARCH. This title (Gk. telraarehes, con
tracted telrareMs) was used in c1assical Gk. to 
denote the ruler of a fourth part 01' a region, and 
especially applied to the rulers of the lour regions 
of Thessaly. The Romans gave it to any ruler 01' 
part 01' an Oriental province. When Herod the 
Great, who ruled Palestine as a c1ient-king under 
the Romans, died in 4 BC, his sons disputed their 
father's will. Appeal on their part to Augustus 
Caesar led to the division 01' the territory among 
three sons: Archelaus being appointed • ethnarch 
01' ludaea, Samaria and Idumaea; Antipas tetrarch 
of Galilee and Peraea; and Philip tetrarch 01' Bata
nea, Trachonitis, I turaea, Gaulanitis and Aurani
tis, areas NE 01' the Sea of Galilee. In the NT the 
noun is used solely in reference to Herod Antipas 
(Mt .  1 4 : 1 ;  Lk. 3 : 1 9; 9:7; Acts 1 3: 1 ), though in Lk. 
3 :  I the cognate verb is applied to • Antipas, 
• Philip and • Lysanias, tetrarch 01' Abilene. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. S. Perowne, The Later Herods, 
1 958; H. W. Hoehner, Herod Anlipas, 1 972. 

D.H.W. 

TEXTS AND VERSIONS. Texts and versions 
provide the raw materials for the discipline known 
as textual criticism. The ultimate aim IS to provide 
a text in the form intended by its author. Generally 
speaking, the greater the age of a document, the 
greater is its authority. There may be cases, how
ever, where this does not hold; for instance, 01' two 
MSS, the older may have been copied from a recent 
and poor exemplar, while the other goes back to a 
very much earlier and better one. The history of a 
document must be taken into consideration before 
a verdict can be given on readings. 

Documents are exposed to the ravages 01' time 
and the frailty 01' human nature, and the latter 
gives rise to most 01' our problems. The errors 01' 
scribes, however, seem to run in well-defined chan
nels. Among common errors are: 
I .  haplography (failure to repeat a letter or word); 
2 .  dittography (repeating what occurs only once); 3. 
lalse reeolleetion (01' a similar passage or 01' an
other MS); 4.  homoeoteleuton (omission 01' a pas
sage between identical words); 5. fine omission 
(sometimes through homoeoteleuton); 6. eonfusion 
ol letters 01 similar lorm; 7. insertion into body 01 
text 01 marginal notes. The comparative study 01' 
texts can help towards the elimination 01' corrup
tions. Here numerical preponderance is not de
cisive: several representatives 01' the same arche
type count as only one witness. The form 01' textual 
transmission is best depicted as a genealogical tree, 
and the facts 01' the genealogical relations can be 
applied to the assessment 01' evidence for any given 
reading . 

I .  OLD TESTAMENT: HEBREW 
The documentary evidence for the OT text consists 
01' Heb. MSS from 3rd century BC to 1 2th century 
AD, and ancient versions in Aramaie, Greek, Syriac 
and Latin. 

From earliest times the lews had at their dis
posal the means of producing written records. The 
Semitic alphabet was in existence long before the 
time 01' Moses (. WRITING). Moses would have 
been familiar with Egyp. writing and literary 
methods. He may, to�, have been acquainted with 
cuneiform, for the el-· Amarna and other letters 
show that Akkadian was widely used during the 
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Is. 3:16-20 in the Dead Sea Sero 11 (J Q If') showing alterations to the divine Name ([rom 'agönäy to Yahweh 
in line 3 andlrom Yahweh to 'agönäy in line 4). 

1 5th to 1 3th centuries BC as a diplomatie language. 
If the Bible did not expressly state that Moses was 
literate (Nu. 33 :2 and passim), we should be com
pelled to infer it from collateral evidence. There is, 
therefore, no need to postulate a period of oral 
tradition. Analogies drawn from peoples of dis
parate culture, even if contemporary, are irrele
vant. The fact is, that the peoples of the same cu 1-
tural background as the Hebrews were literate 
from the 4th millennium BC onwards, and from the 
3rd millennium men were being trained not merely 
as scribes but as expert copyists. It is unlikely that 
under Moses the Hebrews were less advanced than 
their contemporaries or that they were less scrupu
lous in the transmission of their texts than the 
Egyptians and Babylonians (cf W. 1. Martin, Dead 
Sea Seroll ol Isaiah, 1 954, pp. 1 8f.). 

Before describing the sources at our disposal for 
the restoration of the text of the OT, it is import
ant to recall the attitude of the lews to their Scrip
tures. It can best be summed up in the statement by 
losephus: 'We have given practical proof of our 
reverence for our own Scriptures. For, although 
such long ages have now passed, no one has ven
tured either to add, or to remove, or to alter a syl
lable; and it is an instinct with every lew, from the 
day of his birth, to regard them as the decrees of 
God, to abide by them, and, if need be, cheerfully 
to die for them. Time and again ere now the sight 
has been witnessed of prisoners enduring tortures 
and death in every form in the theatres, rather than 
utter a single word against the laws and the allied 
documents' (Against Apion 1 . 42f.). 

That losephus is merely expressing the attitude 
of the biblical writers themselves is clear from such 
passages as Dt. 4:2 ('You shall not add to the word 
which I command you, nor take from it, that you 
may keep the commandments of the Lord your 
God which I command you') or le. 26:2 ('  . . .  a11 the 
words which I command you to speak to them; do 
not hold back a word'). There is no reason to sup
pose that the lews ever abandoned these principles. 
Many of the divergences in texts may be due to the 
practice of employing the same scribes to copy 
both biblical texts and Targums. As the latter are 
freq uently paraphrastic in their treatment of the 
text, this laxity could subconsciously easily atfect 
the copyists. 

I. The transmission of the text 
Measures for the preservation of the text were al
ready in use in the pre-Christian era, for in the 
Dead Sea Scroll of Isaiah (e.g. plate XXIX, lines 3 
and 1 0) dots are put over doubtful words, just as 
the Massoretes did later. In NT times the scribes 
were too weil established to be a recent innovation. 
I t  was doubtless due to their activity that terms 
such as • 'jot' and 'tittle' owed their currency. The 
Talmud states that these scribes were called 
söjj' rim because they counted the letters in the 
Torah (Qiddushin 30a). Since their intensive pre
occupation with the text of Scripture qualified 
them as exeget es and educationalists, the transmis
sion of the text ceased to be regarded as their 
prime responsibility. 

11. The Massoretes 
The writing of the consonants only was sufficient 
as long as Heb. remained a spoken language. 

Gn. 29:32-33 in the Syriac peshitta version. Vellum 
MS. 5th cent. AD. 
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Where a word might be ambiguous 'vowel-Ietters' 
could be used to make the reading dear. These 
'vowel-indicators' were in origin residual: they 
arose through 'waw' (IV) and 'yod' (y) amalgamat
ing with a preceding vowel and losing their con
sonantal identity, but they continued to be written, 
and in time came to be treated as representing long 
vowels. Their use was then extended to other 
words. where etymologically they were intrusive. 
Their insertion or omission was largely discretion
ary. Consequent variants have no significance. I t  
was not until about the 7th century of our era that 
the Massoretes introduced a complete system of 
vowel-signs. 

The M assoretes (l it .  'transmitters') succeeded 
the old scribes (s6ft' rim) as the custodians of the 
sacred text. They were active from about AD 500 to 
1 000. The textual apparatus introduced by them is 
probably the most complete of its kind ever to be 
used. Long before their time, of course, others had 
given much thought to the preservation of the 
purity of the text. Rabbi Akiba, who died about AD 
1 35, was credited with the saying, 'The (accurate) 
transmission is a fence for the Torah.' He stressed 
the importance of preserving even the smallest 
letter. In this he was by no means the first, as the 
statement in Mt .  5: 18 shows: 'Till heaven and earth 
pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the 
law, until all is accomplished.' 

The Massoretes introduced vowel-signs and 
punctuation or accentual marks into the con
sonantal text. Three systems of vocalization had 

been developed: two supralinear (Babylonian and 
Palestinian) and one infralinear, except for one 
sign. This system, called the Tiberian, supplanted 
the other two, and is the one now used in Heb. 
texts. 

As it was the resolute purpose of the Massoretes 
to hand on the text as they had received it, they lef! 
the consonantal text unchanged. Where they feIt 
that corrections or improvements should be made, 
they placed these in the margin. Here the word pre
ferred and which they intended to be read (calIed 
the Q're ', 'that which is to be read') was placed in 
the margin, but its vowels were placed under the 
consonants of the word in the inviolable text 
(ca lied the K"riQ, 'the written'). It is possible that a 
form given in the margin (Q're' )  was sometimes a 
variant reading. The view held in some quarters 
that the scribes or Massoretes boggled at giving 
variant readings, and in fact deliberately sup
pressed them, is contrary to what we know of the 
actual practice of the copyists. 

The Massoretes retained, for instance, certain 
marks of the earlier scribes relating to doubtful 
words and listed certain of their conjectures 
(s'Qirin). They used every imaginable safeguard, no 
matter how cumbersome or laborious, to ensure 
the accurate transmission of the text. The number 
of letters in a book was counted and its middle 
letter was given. Similarly with the words, and 
again the middle word of the book was noted. 
They collected any peculiarities in spelling or in the 
forms or positions of letters. They recorded the 
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The Massoretic text 01 Je. 31:38-40. A scribal error (hassäremolfor hassädernot) in verse 
40 is corrected by a marginal note (Q're). 
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The LXX of Je. 38:40 (in MT Je. 31:40) from the Codex Sinaiticus. The transfators 
have copied into Greek fellers (sar mäth) a Hebrew word which they did not understand 
because of a scribaf error in the Hebrew MS. 

number of times a particular word or phrase oc
curred. Among the many lists they drew up is one 
containing the words that occur only twice in OT. 
Their lists finally included all orthographic peculi
arities of the text. 

The textual notes supplied by the Massoretes are 
called the Massorah. The shorter notes placed in 
the margin of the codices are referred to as the 
Massorah Par va. They were later enlarged and ar
ranged into lists and placed at the top or bottom of 
the page. In this form they were called Massorah 
Magna. This fuller form may give, for instance, the 
references to the passages where a certain form 
occurs, whereas the shorter would give only the 
number of the occurrences. The notes provide the 
results of their analysis or textual peculiarities. 
They give variant readings from recognized codi
ces, such as the M ugah and Hilleli (both now lost). 

Among the names of Massoretes known to us is 
that of Aaron ben Asher, who was active in the first 
half of the 1 0th century AD. Five generations of his 
family see m to have worked on the Heb. text, and 
under Aaron the work reached a definitive stage. 
The best codex of this school is thought to be the 
one formerly in Aleppo, now in Israel. Another 
noted family of Massoretes was that of ben 
Naphtali, one of whom was apparently con
temporary with Aaron ben Asher. The dilferences 
between them in their treatment of the text was 
largely confined to matters of vocalization. The 
'Reuchlin' codex in Karlsruhe is a representative of 
the ben Naphtali approach. 

The text edited by Jacob ben Chayyim for the 
second rabbinic Bible published by Daniel Bom
berg in Venice in 1 524-5 came to be accepted prac
tically as a standard text. The text was eclectic in 
character, and scholars have been aware for some 
250 years that it could be improved. It is signifi
cant, however, that M. D. Cassuto, a scholar who 
probably had a finer sense for Heb. than any other 
in this field, and who had an unrivalled knowledge 
at first hand of the Aleppo Ben Asher codex, evi
dently saw no reason for preferring this to the Ben 
Chayyim text, which he retained for his fine edition 
of the Hebrew Bible (Jerusalem, 1 953). The non
expert might easily be misled by the somewhat 
hyperbolic language used of the extent of the dif
ferences to be found in the various MSS. They relate 
mostly to matters of vocalization, a not altogether 

indispensable aid in Semitic languages. Linguistic
ally considered they are largely irrelevant minutiae, 
at the most of diachronistic interest. Belief in the 
golden age of the phoneme dies hard; it ranks with 
the naivete that believes 'honour' is  a better spell
ing than 'honor'. Vocalization in a Semitic lan
guage belongs primarily to orthography and 
grammer, and to exegesis, and only to a limited 
extent to textual criticism. There never was an ori
ginal vocalized text to restore. I t  is clear that the 
Massoretic text is  a single type which became rec
ognized as authoritative after the Fall of lerusalem 
in AD 70. All Hebrew Bible fragments found with 
relics of the Second revolt (AD 1 32-1 35 )  in caves 
near the Dead Sea belong to it, in contrast to the 
situation at Qumran before AD 70 (see 111, below). 

111 .  The Dead Sea Serolls 
The discovery of biblical MSS, in caves to the W of 
the Dead Sea, has revolutionized the approach to 
the OT text by going some 800 years behind the 
Massoretic apparatus. It has also been a salutary 
rem inder that the purpose of the discipline is the 
restoration of a consonantal text. The original find 
included one complete MS of Isaiah and another 
containing about one-third of the book. The later 
discoveries brought to light fragments of every 
book of the Bible, with the exception of Esther, as 
weil as Bible commentaries and works of a re
ligious nature. 

The Dead Sea biblical MSS give us for the first 
time examples of Heb. texts from pre-Christian 
times, about 1 ,000 years earlier than our oldest 
MSS; thus they take us behind the alleged suppres
sion of all divergent texts in AD 1 00.  According to 
the Talmud, an attempt was made to provide a 
standard text with the help of three Scrolls for
merly belonging to the Temple, by taking in cases 
of disagreement the reading that had the support 
of two (Tl, Ta'anith 4. 2; Soferim 6.  4; Si/re 356). 
The finds have helped to relegate questions of vo
calization to their proper sphere, that of orthog
raphy and grammar, and have deprived of much of 
its pertinency the work done in the field of Mas
soretic studies by providing us with MSS much older 
than any hitherto at our disposal. 

The Isaiah MSS provide us with a great variety of 
scribal errors, but all of them familiar to textual 
criticism. We find examples of haplography, dit-
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tography, harmonization (i.e. alteration to some
thing more familiar), confusion of letters, homoeo
teleuton, line omission and introduction into the 
text of marginal notes. 

The great significance of these MSS is that they 
constitute an independent witness to the reliability 
of the transmission of our accepted text. There is 
no reason whatever to believe that the Qumran 
community would collaborate with the leaders in 
lerusalem in adhering to any particular recension. 
They carry us back to an earlier point on the line 
of transmission, to the common ancestor of the 
great Temple scrolls and the unsophisticated scrolls 
from Qumran. Beside MSS close to the MT, frag
ments of others display Heb. texts that dilfer. Until 
all the material is published, it is hard to evaluate 
them; by their nature these have attracted most at
tention (see • DEAD SEA SCROLLS for details). That 
any are gene rally superior to MT or represent an 
older text is questionable; each passage has to be 
considered separately in the light of known scribal 
customs. 

IV. The Cairo Genizah 
The MSS discovered from 1 890 onwards in the 
Genizah of the Old Synagogue in Cairo are of 
considerable importance for the vocalized text. (A 
Genizah was the depository for scrolls no longer 
considered fit for use.) The lack of uniformity in 
vocalization and the virtual absence of variations 
from the consonantal text show that the vocali
zation was secondary. Among the fragments of 
biblical MSS from this Genizah are some with 
supralinear vowel-signs. In the collection were also 
quantities of fragments of Targum and of rabbinie 
literature. Some of the MSS may be older than the 
9th century. 

V. The Hebrew Pentateuch of the Samaritans 
The Heb. Pentateuch preserved by the • Samari
tans is unquestionably derived from a very ancient 
text .  The Samaritans, probably the descendants of 
the mixed population of Samaria, the result of a 
partial deportation of lews by Sargon in 72 1 BC, 
followed by the plantation of foreigners (cf 2 Ki .  
1 7 :24; 24 :  1 5- 1 6) ,  were refused a share in the 
rebuilding of the Temple by the lews returning 
under Ezra and Nehemiah. The breach wh ich fol
lowed (probably in the time of Nehemiah, c. 445 
BC) led to the establishment of a separate Samari
tan cultic centre at Mt • Gerizim, near Shechem. 
Contacts between the two communities virtually 
ceased during the 2nd century BC, and i t  is to this 
period that the distinctive Samaritan text form is 
assigned. I t  i s  probab1y a revision of a form cur
rent much earlier. All copies are written in a 
derivative of the 'Phoenician' alphabet akin to 
that on lewish coins of the 2nd century BC, not the 
Aramaie 'square' script used for Hebrew after the 
Exile. 

The oldest MS is in  all probability the one trad
itionally accredited to Abishua, the great-grandson 
of Aaron (I Ch. 6:3f.). The MS itself, written on 
thin vellum, is not uniform1y old; the oldest part 
seems to be that from the end of Nu. onwards. 
Expert opinion would assign this scroll to the 1 3th 
century AD,  or not much earlier than its al leged 
discovery by the high priest Phinehas in 1 355. 

The first copy of the Samaritan Pentateuch 
reached Europe in 1 6 1 6  through Pietro della Valle, 
and in 1 628 an account of it was published by 1. 
Morinus, who c1aimed i t  to be far superior to the 

Massoretic text .  This seems to be the case with 
every new discovery of documents, prompted 
either by a preference for the LXX or an innate hos
tility to the traditional lewish text . There was in 
this instance another motive at work: the desire on 
the part of certain scholars to weaken the position 
of the Reformers in their stand for the authority of 
the Bible. Gesenius, probably Germany's greatest 
Hebrew scholar, brought this barren controversy 
to an end and demonstrated the superiority of the 
Massoretic text ( 1 8 1 5) .  We are witnessing in our 
day an attempt to reinstate the Samaritan Penta
teuch. Some of its protagonists betray by their 
faith in the trustworthiness of the Samaritan 
transmission an ingenuousness never surpassed by 
the most extreme conservatives. It is true that in 
some 1 ,600 places the Samaritan agrees with the 
LXX, but the disagreements are equally numerous. 
It is not easy to account for the agreements; one 
possibility is that when corrections had to be 
made in the Samaritan Hebrew Pentateuch an 
Aram. • targum was used (the Samaritan dialect 
and Aram. are practically identical, and the 
Samaritan version, that is, the translation of the 
Pentateuch into Samaritan, in places agrees ver
batim with the Targum of Onkelos). There are 
numerous t races of the influence of the targums in 
the LXX. 

For many of the variants a simple explanation 
can be given: the attempt to show that God had 
chosen Gerizim. After the Ten Commandments in 
Ex. 20 and in Dt. 5, the Samaritan inserts the pas
sage Dt. 27:2-7 with ' Mount Ebal' rep1aced by 
'Mount Gerizim', and Dt. 1 1 :30 changes 'over 
against Gilgal' into 'over against Shechem'. 

Many of the variants are due to a misunder
standing of grammatical forms or syntactical con
structions. Others consist of gratuitous adJitions 
from parallel passages. Some stern from dialect in
fluence. Many arise from their elfort to remove all 
anthropomorphic expressions. 

There is no evidence that the Samaritans ever 
had a body of trained scribes, and the absence of 
any proper collations of MSS, as attested by the 
numerous variations, is  not compatible with any 
serious textual knowledge. Neither do the deliber
ate changes or superfluous additions distinguish 
them as conscientious custodians of the sacred 
text. Therefore, its variants must be treated with 
extreme caution. See the important survey by B. K .  
Waltke, in 1 .  B .  Payne (ed.), New Perspectives on the 
Old Testament, 1 970, pp. 2 1 2-239. 
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2. THE SEPTUAGINT 
The oldest and most important Gk. translations of 
OT books are to be found in the so-called Septu
agmt (commonly denoted by 'LXX'). 

I. Its varied contents and uncertain limits 
The LXX is a collection of very varied works: it 
contains at least one translation into Gk. of each 
of the OT canonical books, and sometimes, as with 
On. and Ezr.-Ne., more than one. The translations 
were later radically revised, some more than once, 
and the LXX MSS now present varying mixtures of 
revlsed and unrevised translations. Some of the 
canonical books, such as Est. and On.,  are 
enlarged b� the insertion of apocryphal material, 
though agam not all MSS contam the same amount 
of insertion. Then, of course, the LXX nowadays 
contams many apocryphal books though these do 
not coincide in number (it tends tb have more), nor 
always m name, Wlth the books of the English 
*Apocrypha. Moreover the early LXX codices do 
not themselves agree on the number of apocryphal 
books they include, and in consequence neither do 
the modern editions. Some of the latter even 
include Christi�n c<:tnticles and hymns. The apoc
ryphal books hkewlse dlffer among themselves in 
that some are translations from an original Heb. 
(or Ararn.), whlle some were originally composed 
m Gk .. The date of all t.his varied material is equal
Iy varled: the translatIOn of the Pentateuch was 
made in  Alexandria in the first half of the 3rd cen
tury BC;. the tran.slation of Ec. is probably the work 
of AqUlla, and If so, was done in Palestine in the 
2nd century AD. Some scholars think that the Pss. 
may have first been translated in Palestine and then 
taken .10 Alexandria. Some believe that parts of 
Sa.-KI .  were ongmally translated in Ephesus, and 
some apocryphal books composed in Antioch. 
Originally this varied material would have stood as 
single books, or as groups of small books, on sep
arate scr<;>lls; nor was It  even posslble to collect it 
together m one volume until advancing technology 
(and wealth) made available to the Christi ans of 
the 2nd century AD onwards the large-codex for
mat. The so-called LXX, then, is far from homo
geneous: different accounts must be given of its 
different parts. 
II. Origins 

a. Pentateuch 
The earliest source of information on the origin 01' 
the LXX Pentateuch is the Alexandrian Jewish phil-
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osopher, Aristobulus (c. 1 70 BC), the surviving 
fragments of whose writings have in  recent years 
been proved authentie. Aristobulus asserts that a 
translation of the Law was made in the reign of 
Ptolemy 11 Philadelphus (285-247 BC), and we have 
no reason to doubt it .  He adds that Oemetrius of 
Phalerum made the arrangements for it. Since 
upon accession Philadelphus banished Oemetrius 
there is a discrepancy here, unless Aristobulu� 
means that Oemetrius had made some preliminary 
arrangements be fore being banished. 

The next source is Aristeas, author of the so
called Letter 10 Phi/ocrales. He purports to be a 
Greek who was present in Ptolemy's court when 
Oemetrius suggested that the Jewish Law should 
be translated, and who was subsequently sent to 
request from the high priest at Jerusalem an accur
ate copy of the Law and 72 Jewish experts to trans
late it  (whence in part has come the name Septu
agint, which later generations applied to the whole 
Gk. OT). Aristeas, however, was not a Greek, but a 
Jew, and wrote not in the time of Philadelphus, but 
at some pomt between c. 1 70 and 1 00  BC. Oespite 
the ext�avagantly unhistorical details of his story, 
hIS baSIC claIm that the Law was translated in the 
reign of Ptolemy 1 1  agrees with that of Aristobu
lus, and is generally accepted. 

Josephus relates Aristeas' story and so is not an 
independen.t witness. Philo ( ViI. Mos. 2. 5ff.) may 
perhaps be mdependent of Aristeas; he l ikewise at
tributes the translation to Ptolemy I I 's  reign but 
adds miraculous details to the story. ' 

Of th,e Christian fathers some soberly follow 
Ansteas. story, others follow Philo, and add yet 
more mlraculous elements. Justin Martyr (c. AD 
100- 1 65) IS the first to extend Aristeas' account to 
cover the whole OT; Augustine (AD 354--430) ob
serves that it was customary in his day to call the 
translation 'the Septuagint' .  

In  the rabbini� literature the tradition persists 
that the translatIOn of the Law was made in  the 
time of a Ptolemy; but there is disagreement over 
t�e number of the translators: TB Megillah 9a 
glves It as 72, but Massekhel Solerim 1 . 7-1 0  as five 
(though some scholars regard this as a scribal 
error). 

Both Aristobulus and Aristeas assert that there 
had been earlier translations be fore the time of 
Ptolemy 11. But Aristobulus' assertion is made in 
order to explain . how, according to Aristobulus, 
Plato was able to mcorporate material from Moses 
into his philosophy; while Aristeas asserts that, al
though there was an earlier translation, divine 

ET.Jte"..pO Nde NSd \X li lUlS il\-s 
U 1 dt:'TE hAS CO AC: N AS S'i..)l uc, q)tAS 
Acn€NdLCO u ob lS  
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� Uj' E.,R 4.r 1 d e cn CfUI N ON d CST,jl.l.J.:\ ..... 1.1.Jt 
(7T,j'05Trt:jtT1 Ucn d l E cn  
All U 'T..J...e5'l....lSC 1TE TUJS IN EChA N I b'\.l.S 

The Lalin text 01 Mk. 13:2 wilh the addition 'and alter three days another shall be raised IIp 
withollt hands'. From the Codex Bezae (D) . 
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intervention had prevented any Gentile from ever 
citing it. This conflicting testimony is of little 
worth .  Scholars nowadays leave open the question 
whether there may in fact have been earlier transla
tions; but unlike Paul Kahle, whose theories were 
widely accepted in the 50s and 60s, they find no 
evidence of such translations either within the LXX 
MS tradition or without. 

b. The olher canonical books 
From remarks made by Ben Sira's grandson in the 
Prologue to his translation of his grandfather's 
book, translations of 'the Law, the prophets and 
the rest of the books', i.e. of the whole of the OT, 
seem to have been in existence by the end of the 
2nd century BC, though, as noted above, the trans
lation of Ec. that now stands in the LXX comes 
from the 2nd century AD, and the revised and con
siderably enlarged edition of the Gk. Est. which we 
now have was introduced into Egypt, as we learn 
from the colophon, in the year 78-77 BC. 

c. The non-canonical books 
Dates of translation (or composition) vary widely 
from the 2nd century BC to the I st century AD. 

III. Revisions 
The original translations (designated OGr. = Old 
Greek), were many of them subsequently subjected 
in whole or part to a series of revisions. The most 
important of these revisions were: 

I .  The so-called kaige recension. Made probably 
in Palestine, but perhaps in Alexandria, around the 
turn of the two eras, i t  aimed at making the Gk. 
represent the Heb. extremely literalistically. Its ori
ginal extent is unknown, but i t  survives in parts of 
a number of books. 

2. Origen's recension. Completed about 245 AD, 
Origen's edition was arranged in six parallel col
umns (hence the name Hexapla) containing: ( I )  the 
Heb. text; (2) the Heb. text transliterated into Gk. 
letters; (3) Aquila's translation; (4) Symmachus' 
translation; (5) the LXX as revised by Origen him
self; (6) Theodotion's translation, or some other 
such as Quinta. Sometimes, as in the Minor 
Prophets, Theodotion's translation was placed in a 
7th column. The chief purpose of the edition, 
which covered the whole OT, was to show where 
the LXX had material that was not in the Heb., and 
where the LXX lacked material present in the Heb. 

3.  Hesychills' recension. Little is known about 
this recension; some scholars even dispute its exist
ence, while those who argue for it cannot identify it 
in many parts of the OT. Its author, a bishop in 
Egypt, died AD 3 1 1 .  

4. The Lllcianic recension. Made by Lucian the 
martyr towards the end 01' the 3rd century AD, this 
recension has long been famous because in some 
books, notably Sa., it presents readings that appear 
to be based on a Heb. text of better quality than 
the MT Nowadays however it is thought that these 
beller readings were not supplied by Lucian, who 
in fact contributed lillie of importance, but were 
al ready present in the MSS on which he based his 
recension. The bell er readings may in fact be the 
OGr., and the variants in the other MSS the result 01' 
revisions. Unfortunately the Lucianic tradition, 
while prominent in some books, seems entirely 
absent or unidentifiable in others. 

The results of these major, and many other 
minor, revisions are spread in varying mixtures 
throughout the surviving MSS, and in consequence 

care is needed in using popular editions of the LXX 
to check whether the printed text in any one place 
represents the OGr., translated in the 3rd-2nd cen
tury BC, or some later revision, emanating from 
Egypt, Palestine, or Asia Minor in the course of 
the next 3 centuries. 

IV. Character of the LXX translations 
Here two questions arise: ( I )  how accurately does 
the Gk. convey the meaning of its original Heb., 
and (2) how idiomatic is the Gk.? On both counts 
the translations and revisions vary enormously. 
Nowhere is the Gk. of the translated books 
straightforward koine Gk. At its best i t  abounds 
with Hebraisms; at its worst i t  is liule more than 
Heb. in disguise. The literalistic translations follow 
the Heb. so c10sely that the result would have been 
large\y unintelligible to a Greek who knew no Heb. 
The more idiomatic translations may, like that of 
the Pentateuch, convey the meaning of the Heb. 
fairly accurately, or may like Pr. be free paraphrase, 
including material and ideas that never stood in the 
Heb. at all. However, even translators who nor
mally follow their Heb. c1osely, on occasions delib
erately depart from the Heb. Sometimes reverence 
dictates the change: e.g. in Ex. 24: 1 0  ' they saw the 
God of Israel' has been altered to 'they saw the 
place where the God of Israel stood' .  Sometimes 
the translator, or some subsequent reviser-it is 
not always possible to tell wh ich-substitutes for 
straight translation a midrashic interpretation 
which patently goes beyond, or even contradicts, 
the plain meaning of the Heb., and not seldom 
such midrashic interpretations can be paralleled in 
later rabbinic literat ure. The strange interpretation 
of the dimensions of width and height of the E end 
of the tabernacle court given in the Gk. of Ex. 
27: 1 4- 1 6, for instance, is also to be found in TB 
'Erllbin 2b and Zeba�im 59b, where it arises not 
from some non-MT-type Heb. text, but from rab
binic exegesis. Similarly in the historical books the 
characters of David, Solomon and Ahab are in the 
LXX 're-interpreted' to their advantage according 
to principles of exegesis wh ich were later formally 
enunciated in talmudic schools. The mere fact that 
the Pentateuch was translated in Egypt is enough 
to account for some of its departures from the 
Heb. text. Egyp. influence is marked in Is., and in 
Lv. the technical terms for the various Temple sac
rifices are inexactly and inconsistently rendercd : 
perhaps in Alexandria, wherc such sacrifices could 
not be offered, accuracy and consistency were 01' 
no great importance. In addition to making delib
erate alterations, the translators, when faced with 
Heb. words 01' which they did not know the mean
ing, were obliged to conjecture. The conjectures 01' 
course were not necessarily always correc\. 

V. Status of the translations 
This is a topic on wh ich widely differing views have 
been, and still are, held. Philo, for instance, claims 
that the translators of the Law 'became as it were 
possessed, and under inspiration wrote, not each 
several scribe something different, but the same 
word for word, as though dictated to by an invis
ible prompter the Gk. words used corres
ponded li terally with the Chaldaean' ( ViI. Mos. 2 .  
37-38). This exaggerated claim contrasts vividly 
with the realism 01' the earlier, Palest inian lew, thc 
grandson of Ben Sira. Recently arrived in Alexan
dria, and having experienced the difficulties in
volved in translating his grandf'ather's work into 
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Gk. ,  he remarks in the Prologue to his translation: 
' For what was originally expressed in Heb. does 
not have exactly the same sense when translated 
into another language. Not only this work, but 
even the Law itself, the prophecies, and the rest of 
the books differ not a little as originally expressed. '  

Aristeas, for his part, is aware that  the Heb. MSS 
circulating in Alexandria are not of the best qual
ity (30), and he is doubtless aware also of criticisms 
that the Gk. tr<!:Islation is not everywhere accurate. 
He therefore invents a story designed to invest the 
Gk. translation of the Law, now already 1 00, per
haps 1 50 or more, years old, with supreme cultural 
authority, that of the reigning Ptolemy, with su
preme religious authority, that of the high priest at 
lerusalem, and with supreme academic authority, 
that of Oemetrius of Phalerum (who he wrongly 
supposes was the head of the famous library at 
Alexandria). In saying moreover that the transla
tion was done by 72 translators, six drawn from 
each of the twelve tribes, and that upon comple
tion it was solemnly read be fore the assembled 
Jewish community along with their priests and 
elders, who received it with great acclaim and pro
nounced curses on any who should subsequently 
alter it, Aristeas, as H .  M. Orlinsky has pointed 
out, is doubtless c1aiming canonicity for the trans
lation. It is therefore the more remarkable that, 
unlike Philo, he does not claim that the translators 
produced their work by divine inspiration, but 
rat her that they used the normal scholarly pro
cedures, 'making all details harmonize by compar
ing their work each with the other' (302). Aristeas' 
story would hardly have convinced his near con
temporary, Ben Sira's grandson; but his keenness 
to assert the authority of the translation of the 
Law suggests that i t  was eurrently the official trans
lation used in the synagogues of Alexandria. For 
the translations of the other eanonical books Aris
teas makes no claim, even though by his time most, 
i f  not all, of them had been, or were in the process 
of being, translated. Of the exact origin and im
mediate purpose of these translations we know 
praetieally nothing. Were they seholarly products 
made in the course of study by historians and theo
logians? Or were they made primarily to serve as 
translations in the synagogues? Some may have 
had this latter purpose in mind, but others, like the 
translation of Pr., surely not. I Ki., even at the 
OGr. level, often reads more like a midrash than a 
Gk. targum. I ts  peeuliar timetable of events, and 
its re-ordering of the book's contents to agree with 
that t imetable, may weil have originated in the dis
cussions eonducted in sehools such as that led by 
the Alexandrian lewish chronographer, Oemetrius 
(early 2nd eentury BC). 

It is almost unneeessary to say that the non
canonical books would never have been regarded 
as inspired even by Alexandrian lews. 2 Macc., for 
instanee, a eonfessedly uninspired book, eomposed 
directly in Gk. ,  was aimed by Palestinian lews at 
persuading their Alexandrian brethren to observe 
certain festivals, reeently introdueed in Palestine in 
connection with the Maecabean victories, in spite 
of the fact that they had no biblical authority. I 
Maec . ,  likewise, was translated into Gk. to im press 
Gk.-speaking lews with the devotion of the Has
moneans to the Temple and the Law. But it freely 
admits that in certain matters they had been unable 
to decide wh at to do, sinee Scripture gave no guid
ancc and they had no inspired prophet among 
them to direct them. 
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As early as the 2nd century BC Palestinian lews 
became interested in the Gk. translations of the 
OT. Eupolemus, the friend of the Maecabees, 
seems in his history to be dependent on the Gk. 
translation of Ch. In the following 2 centuries it 
would seem that Palestine as weil as Alexandria 
spent a good deal of effort on revising the Gk. 
translations to make them eonform more c10sely to 
the Heb., which incidentally shows where the lews 
as a whole eonsidered the ultimate authority lay. 
When later the Christians began using the transla
tions in their eontroversies with the lews, the latter, 
al ready dissatisfied with the translations, eventu
ally abandoned them and produced fresh versions 
of their own (see below). In the Talmud two atti
tudes to the LXX are to be found, one favourable 
and one hostile. They probably refteet the earlier 
and the later views of ludaism respectively. 

The NT writers frequently eite Lxx-translations, 
partieularly in formal quotations. But they do not 
quote them exclusively: when i t  suits them they 
eite other versions. In their day, in addition to the 
so-called LXX translation of On. ,  there was avail
able another, more exaet, translation (Iater com
monly, but wrongly, attributed to Theodotion). 
They eited the latter rat her than the former. I n  
later centuries, however, some ehureh Fathers who 
eould not read Heb. for themselves came to regard 
the LXX translations as equally inspired as the Heb. 
originals, and, in ease of disagreement, to be pre
ferred. In support of this claim (and to lerome's 
great annoyance), they embroidered Aristeas' and 
Philo's stories with additional marvels and mir
acles, and extended them to cover not only the 
Law but the other eanonical and non-eanonieal 
books as weil. lerome eventually disearded the Old 
Lat. vers ions of the LXX and made new Lat. trans
lations of the eanonical books direct from the 
Heb. I t  is these translations that stand today in the 
Vulgate. 

VI. Other translations 
a. Aquila. Produced in AD 1 28, Aquila's version 
was extremely literalistic: it was designed to express 
in Gk. the minutiae of the Heb. language whieh 
were important to the rabbinic exegesis of the time. 
Only fragments (though some are extensive) 
survive. 

b. Theodolion. Traditionally assoeiated with Ephe
sus, Theodotion, whoever he was, seems to have 
produeed sometime towards the end of the 2nd 
eentury AD a version which was in reality merely a 
revision of an older version or revision, commonly 
called nowadays Ur-Theodotion. Opinions, how
ever, differ on who this Ur-Theodotion may have 
been and on the extent of his work. Some think he 
belonged to Asia Minor and there translated a 
great deal of the OT which the Alexandrian lews 
had not eompleted, but wh ich they eventually took 
over from hirn. Others believe that he was a Pales
tinian and none other than Jonathan ben Uzziel, 
au thor of the kaige reeension. 

c. Symmachus. Produced towards the end of the 
2nd century AD, or the beginning of the 3rd, Sym
machus' version stands at the opposite extreme 
from Aquila's, being both idiomatic and elegant. 

or the origin and nature of other versions, 
known as Quinta, Sexta and Septima, little is 
known: indeed it is uneertain whether they were 
independen t versions or merely revisions. 
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VII. History of the text 
The LXX translations were themselves translated by 
the early Christian missionaries into Latin, Syriac, 
Coptic, Armenian, Ethiopic, Gothic, Georgian 
and Arabic. Moreover they were copiously cited by 
the Gk.-speaking church Fathers, and the Lat. ver
sion(s) by the Lat.-speaking Fathers. These transla· 
tions and citations, together with the hundreds of 
LXX MSS, ranging in date from the 3rd century BC to 
the advent of printing, form the evidence from 
which we must try to reconstruct the history of the 
text. Ideally the prime aim should be to recover the 
text of the original translations as they left the pen 
of the translator(s), by removing all changes 
brought about either by error or by revision. I n  
many books t h e  aim is attainable, within reason
able limits. In some books, however, the text
history is exceedingly problematic, and it is doubt· 
ful if i t  will ever be possible to identify the original 
with any certainty, though the more limited and 
necessary task of showing what the text looked like 
at various major stages in its history may still be 
possible. 

VIII. Importance 
The LXX translations are valuable for four major 
reasons among others: ( 1 )  they are a witness to the 
influence of Hellenism on Judaism both in the 
Diaspora and in Palestine; (2) they form a lin
guistic bridgehead between the theological vocabu
lary of the OT and that of the NT; (3) they were 
the translations in which the church Fathers read 
their OT in the centuries when they were building 
their formal theologies; (4) they are an important 
part of the evidence for the reconstruction of the 
h istory of the text of the Heb. OT. The translators 
undoubtedly sometimes had before them a Heb. 
text superior to the MT; and the NT itself some· 
times (e.g. in Heb. 1 1 :2 1 )  follows the LXX rather 
than the MT Moreover the Dead Sea Scrolls have 
shown us that the LXX'S disagreements with the 
MT are more often based on non-MT-type Heb. 
MSS than some scholars had previously thought. 
On the other hand the fact that some ancient Heb. 
MS agrees with the LXX against the MT, does not 
necessarily mean that MS automatically represents 
the original better than the MT does. The matter 
still has to be decided by the ordinary canons of 
textual criticism. Moreover, where the LXX dis
agrees with the MT and no non-MT Heb. MS sur
vives, the use of the LXX to reconstruct the original 
Heb. is fraught with difficulties. Obviously in 
books where the LXX translation is paraphrastic, it 
is alm ost impossible to be sure in any one place 
what stood in its Heb. But even in books where the 
translators have fol lowed their Heb. closely, cer· 
tainty in knowing wh at Heb. they had be fore them 
in any one place is for various reasons often more 
difficult to attain than might at first be thought. 
And even where the MT makes no sense and the 
LXX offers what seems to make very good sense, 
that does not necessarily mean that the LXX trans
Iators found their good sense in the Heb. MS before 
them: like modern scholars, faced with a Heb. text 
difficult to construe, and having to put something 
in their translation, they may have resorted to con
jecture. And finally when one attempts to retrovert 
a Gk. word or phrase into Heb., it not seldom hap
pens that more than one retroversion is possible. 
That does not mean that we should not call on the 
LXX'S evidence; but we need to use it with great 

caution. M ajor problem areas are the OGr. text of 
Jb. (one-sixth shorter than the MT), of Je. (one
eighth shorter than the MT and with a different 
order of contents, finding some support in the 
Qumran Heb. MS 4Q Jerb), of the last six chapters 
of Ex., and of parts of Sa.-Ki.  M uch more re
search needs to be done before we can properly 
understand and interpret the LXX evidence: and 
until i t  is done, it is ill-advised to fill new transla
tions with disputable conjectures based on the LXX. 
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3. THE SYRIAC VERSION 
After the LXX, the oldest and most important trans
lation of the Heb. Scriptures is the Syriac Version. 
This translation, used by the Syriac church, was 
described since the 9th century as the Peshitta (Syr. 
psirrii) or 'simple' translation. 

I.  Origins 
No direct information of the authorship or date of 
the version has been discovered, and as early as 
Theodore of Mopsuestia (died 428) details con
cerning its provenance were unknown. 

Internal evidence, however, indicates its prob
able origin. Linguistic affinities have been noted 
between the Palestinian Aram. Targum and the 
Syriac translation of the Pentateuch, whereas 
Syriac (the name usually given to Christian Aram.) 
is an E Aram. language, and an explanation of this 
phenomenon offered by P. Kahle throws some light 
on the possible origin of the version. 

These linguistic traces of W Aram., in a version 
otherwise in E Aram. dialect, reveal some ac
quaintance with a Palestinian Targum to the Pen
tateuch. Similarly, A. Baumstark has shown the 
direct agreement of the Peshitta text of Gn. 29: 1 7  
with a Genizah text and the Palestinian Targum as 
against Targum Onkelos and Pseudo-Jonathan 
('Neue orientalische Probleme biblischer Textge
schichte', ZDMG 14 ,  1 935, pp. 89-1 1 8) .  These 
facts suggest that the Peshitta Pentateuch origin
ated in an E Aram. district wh ich had some rela
tionship with Jerusalem. 

The ruling house of Adiabene was converted to 
Judaism about AD 40. Judaism spread among the 
people of Adiabene, and they needed the Heb. 
Scriptures in a language they could understand, i. e. 
Syriac, so i t  is probable that parts of the Syriac OT, 
and at first the Pentateuch, were introduced into 
the kingdom in the middle of the I st century. The 
Palestinian Targum composed in the W Aram. dia
lect of Judaea was in current use at that time in 
Palestine, and we must suppose that this was 
transposed into the Aram. dialect spoken in 
Adiabene. 

This, however, is not a complete solution, as 
Baumstark has shown that the original text of the 
Syriac version goes back even farther than the Pal
estinian Targum. The Palestinian Targum contains 
haggadic explanations wh ich in general are not 
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found in the Syriac Bible. On the other hand, the 
oldest preserved fragment of this Targum contain
ing part of Ex. 2 1  and 22 does not possess any 
haggadic explanation, while the Syriac version 01' 
Ex. 22:4-5 follows the usual Jewish interpretation. 
Hence it is supposed that this fragment represents 
an older type of the Targum than that wh ich might 
have been sent to Adiabene. 

MSS of the Peshitta Pentateuch indicate the early 
existence of two recensions, one a more literal 
translation of the Heb. and the other a rendering, 
as has been described above, c10sely related to the 
Palestinian Targum. Many scholars think that the 
literal translation is the earlier as Syriac church 
Fathers show more familiarity with a text which 
followed the Heb. more c10sely than did the text in 
common use in the 6th century, e.g W. E. Barnes, 
JTS 1 5, 1 9 14 ,  p. 38. H owever, against this view is 
the fact that Aphraates and Ephrem did not always 
quote the 'literal' translation. 

I t  would seem that the l iteral translation made 
by Jewish scholars for the Jewish community was 
taken over by the Syriac church improved in style, 
and this text was accepted as standard about the 
5th century AD. This Syriac church had taken root 
in the district of Arbela, the capital of Adiabene, 
before the end of the I st century, and in the course 
of the 2nd century Edessa, E of the Upper 
Euphrates, was the centre of Mesopotamian 
Christianity. 

When at the beginning of the 4th century the 
Christian faith was declared the official religion of 
the Roman empire, codices of the LXX were pro
duced, and B. 1. Roberts writes ( The Old Testament 
Text and Versions, 1 95 1 ,  p. 222), ' I t  is reasonable to 
suppose that a similar development was taken with 
the Peshitta version. Thus it is held that an attempt 
was made to revise the Syriac version in order to 
bring i t  more into harmony with the LXX. It took 
place shortly after the NT Peshitta was revised, but 
it i s  obvious that the recension was not carried out 
in the same way for all the sacred books. Thus the 
Psalter and the Prophetic books, because of their 
relatively greater importance for the NT, were 
more carefully collated with the Gk. version. Job 
and Proverbs, on the other hand, were scarcely 
touched and the same may be said to be true, but to 
a lesser degree, of Genesis.' 

An alternative view concerning origin is ad
vanced by R. H. Pfeiffer (lOT, 1 94 1 ,  p. 1 20), quot
ing F. Buhl (Kanon und Text des Alten Testaments, 
1 890, p. 1 87) that 'the Peshitta owed its origin to 
Christian efforts: in part older individual Jewish 
translations were utilized, in part the remainder 
was commissioned to Jewish Christians for transla
tion'. Such a view is possible, as the Syriac Chris
tians included a large Jewish element and came 
possibly from an originally Jewish congregation. 

Concerning the influence of the LXX on the 
Peshitta, the conclusion of W. E. Barnes may aiso 
be quoted (JTS 2, 1 90 I ,  p. 1 97): 'The influence of 
the Septuagint is for the most part sporadic, affect
ing the translation of a word here and of a word 
there. The Syriac translators must indeed have 
known that their knowledge of Hebrew was far in 
advance of the knowledge possessed by the Septu
agint, and yet the stress of Greek fashion had its 
way now and again. The Syriac transcribers on the 
contrary were ignorant of Hebrew and ready to 
introduce readings found in a Greek version or re
commended by a Greek Father. So the Peshitta in 
its later text has more of the Septuagint than in its 
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earlier form. It is only in the Psalter (so i t  seems to 
me at the present stage of my work) that any gen
eral Greek influence bringing in a new character
istic is to be found. That characteristic is a dread of 
anthropomorphisms from which the Syriac trans
lators of the Pentateuch were free. '  

11 .  Language and translation 
An examination of the character of the Syriac 
translation in the various books of the OT shows 
there is no uniformity of rendering between the 
various books, and this implies a variety of 
authors. Of the Peshitta of Samuel S. R .  Driver 
has written (Notes on the Hebrew Text and the Top
ography 0/ the Books 0/ Samuel', 1 9 1 3 , p. lxxi): 
'The Hebrew text presupposed by the Peshitta de
viates less from the Massoretic text than that which 
underlies the LXX, though i t  does not approach it 
so c10sely as that on wh ich the Targums are based. 
It is worth observing that passages not infrequently 
occur, in wh ich Peshitta agrees with the text of 
Llician, where both deviate from the Massoretic 
text. In the translation of the books of Samuel the 
Jewish element alluded to above is not so strongly 
marked as in that of the Pentateuch; but it is never
theless present, and may be traced in certain char
acteristic expressions, wh ich wOl!ld hardly be met 
with beyond the reach of Jewish influence . . .  .' 

For the character of the translation in other 
books we may quote B .  1. Roberts ( The Old Testa
ment Text and Versions, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 22 1 f.) :  'The book 
of Psalms, for example, is a free translation show
ing considerable influence of the Septuagint; Prov
erbs and Ezekiel c10sely resemble the Targumim. 
Isaiah and the Minor Prophets, for the most part, 
are again fairly freely translated. The book of Job, 
although a servile translation, is in parts unintelli
gible, due partly to textual corruption and partly to 
the influence of other translations. The Song of 
Songs is a I iteral translation, Ruth a paraphrase. 
Chronicles more than any other book is para
phrastic, containing M idrashic elements and ex
hibiting many of the characters of a Targum. This 
book did not originally belong to the Syriac 
Canon, and it is conjectured that the Syriac version 
was composed by Jews in Edessa in the third cen
tury AD. Christian tendencies, perhaps emanating 
from an early Christian re-editing, are to be ob
served in the translation of many passages, prom
inent among them being Gn. 47:3 1 ;  Is. 9 :5 ;  53:8;  
57: 1 5 ; Je. 3 1 :3 1 ;  Ho. 1 3 : 1 4; Zc. 1 2 : 1 0. M any Psalms 
evidently derive their superscriptions from Chris
tian origins, although in pi aces they also embody 
some Jewish traditions. How far, however, these 
may be due to later redactoral activity cannot be 
determined. '  

1 1 1 .  Later history of the Peshitta text 
A schism in the Syriac church at the end 01' the I st 
quarter of the 5th century resulted in Nestorius 
and his followers withdrawing E. Nestorius was 
expelled from the bishopric of Constantinople in 
43 1 and he took with hirn the Peshitta Bible. Fol
lowing the destruction of their school at Edessa in 
489, the Nestorians fled to Persia and established a 
new school at Nisibis. The two branches of the 
church kept their own Bible texts, and from the 
time of Bar-Hebraeus in the 1 3th century others 
have been distinctive Eastern and Western. The 
Eastern, Nestorian, texts have undergone fewer re
visions based on Heb. and Gk. versions on account 
of the more isolated location of this church. 
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I V. Other translations 
Other Syriac t ranslations were made at an early 
date, but there remains no complete MS evidence. 
Fragments exist of a Christian Palestinian Syriac 
(Jerusalern) translation, a version of the OT and 
NT dating from the 4th to the 6th centuries. This 
was made from the LXX and intended for the re
ligious worship 01' the Melchite (Palestinian
Syriac) church. It is written in Syriac characters, 
and the language is Palestinian Aram. 

Philoxenus 01' Mabbug commissioned the trans
lation of the whole Bible from Gk. (c. AD 508); 01' 
this only a fcw fragments remain, giving portions 
of the NT and Psalter. Baumstark states that the 
extant remains are confined to fragments which are 
based on a Lucianic recension of the text of Is. 
These belong to the early 6th century AD. 

Another Syriac version of the OT was made by 
Paul, Bishop 01' Tella in Mesopotamia, in 6 1 7  and 
6 1 8 . This follows the text of the Gk. and also keeps 
the Hexaplaric signs in marginal notes. Readings 
are given from Aquila, Symmachus and Theodo
tion. As this is really a Syriac version 01' the LXX 
column 01' Origen's Hexapla, it is known as the 
Syro-Hexaplaric text, and it is a valuable witness to 
the Hexaplar text 01' the LXX. 

V. The manuscripts and editions of the Peshilla 
The oldest dated bibl ical MS yet known, British 
M useum MS Add. 1 1 425, dated AD 464, contains 
the Pentateuch except the book of Lv. (MS '0'). 
Other extant MSS of I s. and Pss. date to the 6th 
century. The important W Syriac Codex Ambro
sianus in Milan of the 6th or 7th century has been 
published photolithographically by A. M .  Ceriani 
( Translatio Syra Pescitto Veteris Testamenti, 1 867). 
This consists of the whole 01' the OT and is close to 
the MT. 

The writings 01' the Syriac church Fathers, e.g. 
Ephrem Syrus (died AD 373) and Aphraat (Ietters 
dated 337-345), contain quotations from the OT, 
giving textual readings 01' an early date. The com
mentaries 01' Philoxenus, Bishop 01' Mabbug 485-
5 1 9, give Jacobite readings. The most valuable au
thority far the text is the 'Au�ar Raze 01' Bar
Hebraeus, composed in 1 278. 

The editio princeps 01' the Peshitta was prepared 
by a Maronite, Gabriel Sionita, for inclusion in the 
Paris Polyglot 01' 1 645. He used as his main source 
the MS Codex Syriaque b in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale in Paris. This is an erratic 1 7th-century 
MS. 

The Peshitta text in Brian Walton's Polyglot 01' 
1 657 is that 01' the Paris Polyglot; S. Lee's Vetus 
Testamentum Syriace, 1 823, is essentially a reprint 
01' the texts 01' the Paris and Wal ton Polyglots, al
though Lee had access to Codex B (the Buchanan 
Bible, 1 2th century) and three MSS, p, u and e, W 
Syriac MSS 01' the 1 7th century. 

The Urmia edition was published in 1 852, and in 
many pi aces follows the readings 01' Nestorian MSS. 
In 1 887-9 1 the Oominican monks at Mosul pub
lished both OT and NT, also depending upon an E 
Syriac tradition. 

A critical edition of the Syriac version is in 
preparation by the Peshitta Commission of the 
International Organization for the Study 01' the 
OT. 

BIBLtOGRAPHY. P. B. Oirksen and M. J. Mulder 
(eds.), The Peshitta, 1 988; S. P. Brock, The Bible in 
the Syrian Tradition, 1 989. 

4. ARAMAIC 
I .  Aramaie text of the Old Testament 
See • LANGUAGE OF THE OT. 1 1 .  

1 1 .  Aramaie i n  the New Testament 
From the time 01' the Exile Aram. spread as the 
vernacular language in Palestine, and was the 
commonly spoken language in the country in NT 
times, probably more so than Gk. ,  introduced at 
the time 01' the conquests 01' Alexander the 
Great. 

The Gospels record Christ's words in Aram. on 
three occasions: Mk. 5:4 1 -· Talitha cumi; Mk .  
7:34-ephphatha, representing a dialect form of 
'iLpatta!J; and his cry upon the cross, Mk .  1 5 :34 -
• Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthane (cf Mt.  27:46). 
When Jesus prayed in the Garden 01' Gethsemane 
he addressed God the Father as • 'AbM', Aram. 
for 'father'. 

In Rom. 8 :  1 5  and Ga!. 4:6 Paul also uses this 
intimate form 'Abba, Father', as an intimation that 
God has sent the Spirit of his Son into the hearts 
01' believers in Christ when they pray, 'Abba, 
Father'. Another Aramaism current in early 
churches, • Maranatha (maranä Lä') ,  'Our Lord, 
come!' is recorded by Paul in I Cor. 1 6:22. Other 
Aram. words found in the NT are • Akeldama 
('field 01' blood', Acts I :  1 9),  and several place
names and personal names. 

Acts 26: 14 mentions that Paul heard the risen 
Christ speaking to hirn 'in the Hebrew tongue', for 
which we should undoubtedly understand Aram. 
(see F. F. Bruce, The Book 0/ the Acts, 1 954, p. 49 1 ,  
n .  1 8), as also in Acts 22:2. See also • LANGUAGE OF 
THE NT. 

5. OTHER VERSIONS 
Of the other translations of the OT the Coptic is 
based on the LXX. It was probably made in the 3rd 
century AD. There are two versions: one in Bo
hairic, the dialect 01' Lower Egypt; the other and 
older in Sahidic, the dialect 01' Thebes. 

The Ethiopic translation, apparently made from 
the LXX, is too late to be 01' any real value. 

The best-known Arabic translation is that 01' 
Saadia ha-Gaon (892-942). It would be surprising 
if  this was the first translation into such an im
portant language as Arabic. A midrashic reference 
to an Arabic translation of the Torah may have 
been prompted by an existing one. Arabic transla
tions known to us are all too late to provide ma
terial for the textual criticism 01' the OT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. F. F. Bruce, The Books and the 
ParchmentsJ, 1 963, pp. 54ff., 1 9 1  ff. and bibli
ography pp. 268f.; P. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza, 
1 947, pp. I 29ff., 1 79- 1 97;  R. H .  Pfeiffer, IOT, 
1 94 1 ,  pp. 1 20f. ; B. J. Roberts, The Old Testament 
Text and Versions, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 2 1 4-228 and bibli
ography pp. 309f.; T. H. Robinson, in Ancient and 
Eng/ish Versions 0/ the Bible (ed. H .  Wheeler Rob
inson), 1 940; E. R .  Rowlands, VT 9, 1 959, pp. 
I 78ff.; H. H .  Rowley (ed.), OTMS, pp. 257f. ;  E. 
Würthwein, The Text 0/ the Old Testament, 1 957, 
pp. 59ff. and bibliography p. 1 72; M. Black, An 
Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and ActsJ, 1 967; 
G. H. Oalman, The Words 0/ Jesus, 1 902; Jesus
Jeshua, 1 929; C. C. Torrey, Documents 0/ the 
Primitive Church, 1 94 1 ;  G. M .  Lamsa (tr.), The 
Holy Bible /rom Ancient Eastern Manuscripts, 
1 957; P. K. McCarter Jr., Textual Criticism, 1 986. 

R.A.H.G. 
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6. THE NEW TESTAMENT 
The NT has been handed down amidst many haz
ards encountered by all the literature of antiquity. 
The mi stakes of the scribe and the corrections of 
the redactor have lef! their mark upon all the 
sources from which we derive our knowledge 
of its text (or wording). Before we may ascertain 
the original text, we have to apply to the prolific 
mass of material a series of disciplines, viz. ( I )  
Codicology-the study o f  ancient documents and 
their interrelation, c10sely Iinked with palae
ography, the science of ancient writing. In some 
cases stemmata (family trees) may be established: 
the stages of transmission ascertained (with or 
without stemmatic precision), and, in ideal condi
tions, an archetypal text. (2) Rational criticism
the method of informed choice between the vari
ants of the documents or their archetypes where 
these differ uncompromisingly and cannot be ex
plained in terms of simple error. (3) Conjectural 
emendation may be invoked where insoluble dif� 
ficulties remain .  In the text of the NT, there is 
much still to be done in the study of single docu
ments and their interrelationship, although there 
has been much work of this kind: recent decades 
have laid greater stress on rational criticism as a 
way towards the original text. The sources of in
formation are many and very few scholars seek re
course to conjedural emendation. 

The Gk. sources are very numerous. The stand
ard list of Gk. NT MSS begun by C. R .  Gregory 
(Die griechischen Hss. des NTs, 1 908, reprinted 
1 973), is superseded by K. Aland, Kurzgelasste 
Liste der griechischen Hss. des N T. , 1 963; Materi
alien z. nt. Handschriftkunde. I ,  1 969, pp. I -53; 
Bericht der Stiftung z.  Foerderung der nt .  Textlor
schung, 1 972-4; idem, I 975-{). I n  this there now 
appear 88 papyri, 274 uncial MSS, 2,795 minuscule 
MSS, and 2,209 lectionary MSS. Here indeed is em
barras de richesse. M oreover, besides sources in the 
original Gk. ,  recourse may be had to the ancient 
translations (usually termed 'versions') in  the lan
guages of  Christian antiquity and to the citations 
made by Christian writers from the Scriptures. 
Both these prove to be sources of the most import
ant evidence for the establishment of the text and 
its history. 

I. Manuscripts 
Our primary source is in Gk.  MSS, wh ich are found 
in a number of different materials. The first of 
these is papyrus; this is a durable writing material 
made from reeds. It was used throughout the an
cient world, but has been preserved mainly in the 
sands of Egypt. Among the most significant of the 
88 listed papyri of the NT (indicated in the list of 
Gregory-von Dobschütz-Aland by a 'p' in Gothic 
style, fol lowed by a numeral) are the following. 

(i) Ol the Gospels. p<5 (Chester Beatty papyrus 
of the Gospels, Dublin), c. AD 250, contains large 
parts of Lk. and Mk. ,  somewhat less of Mt .  and 
ln . ;  p51 (lohn Rylands University Library, Man
chester), c. AD 1 00- 1 50, is our earliest fragment of 
the NT; p66 (Bodmer papyrus II, Geneva), c. AD 
200, contains the Gospel of ln., with some gaps in 
chs. 1 4-2 1 ;  pll (Bodmer papyrus XIV-XV), 2nd 
century, contains Lk. 3-14; ln. 1 - 1 5 . 

(ii) Ol the Acts ol the Apostles. pl8 (Michigan 
pap. 1 57 1 ,  Ann Arbor), dated by some in the 3rd 
century, by so me in the 4th, contains Acts 1 8 :27-
1 9 :6; 1 9: 1 2- 1 6; p<l (Chester Beatty, as above) 
contains parts of Acts 5:30- 1 7 :  1 7; p<8 (Florence) 
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from the 3rd century, a single leaf containing Acts 
23: 1 1 -29. 

(iii) Ol the Pauline Epistles. P" (Chester Beatty 
papyrus of the Epistles, Dublin), c. AD 250, con
tains considerable parts of Rom. ,  Heb., l and 2 
Cor., Ga\ . ,  Eph., Phi\. , Co\ . ,  I Thes., in th is order. 

(iv) Ol the Catholic Epistles. P" (Bodmer pa
pyrus VII-VI I I), 3rd or 4th century, contains lude, 
I Pet . ,  2 Pet. (mingled with apocryphal and hagio
graphical writings, and Pss. 33, 34). 

(v) 01 the Revelation. P" (Chester Beatty pa
pyrus of Rev., Dublin) contains Rev. 9: 1 0- 1 7 :2 .  

Al l  these papyri make significant contributions 
to our knowledge of the text. It should be particu
larly no ted, however, that it is the age of these MSS, 
not their material or place of origin, which accords 
such significance to them. A late papyrus need not 
of necessity have any great importance. 

The second material of which Gk. MSS were 
made is parchment. This was the skin of sheep and 
goats dried and polished with pumice; i t  made a 
durable writing material resistant to all c1imates. I t  
was used from antiquity ti l l  t h e  late Middle Ages, 
when paper began to replace it. The form of the 
manuseript book was onginally the serolI ,  but few 
Christian writings survive in this form. The Chris
tian book was usually the codex, i. e. the form of 
binding and pagination familiar to uso (* WRITING, 
IV.) Many parchment codices survive (the papyri 
are also in this form) and some are works of great 
beauty. Some were even 'de luxe' editions coloured 
with purpie and written in gold or silver ink.  At 
certain periods, however, parchment became scarce 
and the writing on old MSS would be erased and the 
parchment re-used. Sueh re-used MSS ARE CALLED 
palimpsests: i t  is of!en the erased writing wh ich is 
of importance to modern scholarship, in whieh 
case the use of chemical reagents, photography and 
other modern technical methods is frequently re
quired before it can be deciphered. 

The parchment MSS of the NT (together with the 
relatively few paper MSS of the 1 5th and 1 6t h  cen
turies) are divided by a threefold c1assification. The 
first main demarcation is that between MSS contain
ing continuous texts and those arranged according 
to the lections for daily services and ehurch festi
vals. The latter are termed lectionaries or evangelis
taria; they are indicated in the Gregory-von 
Dobschütz-Aland list by the letter 'I' followed by a 
numeral ( ' I '  alone indicates a gospel lectionary; 'I" 
indicates a lectionary of the Epistles; 'I + " , a lec
tionary containing both Gospels and Epistles). 
This group of MSS was formerly little studied in any 
systematic way: the se ries Studies in the Lectionary 
Text ol the Greek New Testament ( 1 933- 1 966), and 
R .  E. Cocrof! (Studies and Documents 32, 1 968) 
have redressed much of the balance. The former 
group is further divided into two sub-groups dis
tinguished by the style of writing employed in their 
execution and roughly consecutive in point of 
time. The relatively older group is that of the Un
cials, i.e. MSS written in capital letters: the relatively 
younger group is that of the Minuscu/es or Cur
sives, i.e. MSS written in the stylized form of the 
lower ca se perfected by scribes of the 1 0th century 
and thereabouts, and perha� popularized from 
the Stoudios monastery. 

As in the case of the papyri it should be noted 
that an uncial MS is not ipso lacto a better represen
tative of the NT text than a minuscule. Some older 
uncials rightly occupy a chief place in critical ap
paratus; so me younger are comparatively worth-
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less. Similarly, minuscules, though later in date, 
may prove to be faithful copies of early MSS; such 
then have as great importance as uncials. 

Uncials are indicated in the Gregory-von 
Dobschütz-Aland list by capital letters of the Lat. 
and Gk.  alphabets or by a numeral preceded by a 
zero. Important among the uncials are the follow
ing: ( I )  Codex Sinaiticus X or 0 1 ), a 4th-century MS 
of OT and NT; in addition to its intrinsically im
portant text it contains a series of corrections 
made in the 6th century and probably to be con
nected with the critical work of Pamphilus of Cae
sarea. (2) Codex Vaticanus (B or 03), a MS of simi
lar content, but lacking the latter part of the NT 
from Heb. 9: 14 to the end of Rev. Both these MSS 
are probably of Egyp. origin. (3) Codex Alexan
drinus (A or 02), a 5th-century MS containing OT 
and NT, probably of Constantinopolitan origin. 
(4) Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus (C or 04), a 5th
century palimpsest MS of OT and NT re-used in the 
1 3th century for the works of Ephraem the Syrian 
in Gk. translation. (5) Codex Bezae (Cantabrigien
sis) (0 or 05), 4th or 5th century and of uncertain 
provenance-suggestions range from Gaul to 1eru
salem; it presents a Gk. text on the left page, a Lat. 
on the right, and contains an incomplete text of 
the Gospels and Acts with a few verses of I 1n. (6) 
Codex Washingtonianus (the Freer Codex) (W or 
032), probably a 4th-century MS, containing the 
Gospels of which the text-type varies considerably 
from place to place. (7) Codex Koridethianus (0 or 
038), wh ich it is impossible to date, since it was 
apparently written by a scribe unaccustomed to 
Gk. ,  probably a Georgian; the MS copied by hirn 
was apparently a late uncial of the 1 0th century. (8) 
Codex Laudianus (E' or 08), a 6th- or 7th-century 
Graeco-Lat. MS of the Acts. (9, 1 0, 1 1 ) Codices 
Claromontanus, Boernerianus, Augiensis (DP'U' or 
06; GP'u' or 0 1 2 ; p'u' or 0 I 0), a group of Graeco
Lat. MSS, the former of the 6th, the two latter of the 
9th century, containing the Pauline Epistles. ( 1 2) 
Codex Euthalianus (HP'U' or 0 1 5), 6th-century MS 
much fragmented and scattered, containing the 
Pauline Epistles connected, according to a colo
phon (i.e. appended note), with a MS in the library 
of Pamphilus of Caesarea. 

These MSS give the varying text-types existing in 
the 4th century; it is around these that debate has 
centred in the last 1 00 ycars and on these MSS that 
critical texts have been based. As an exploratory 
investigation this is justifiable, but, as more recent 
discoveries have shown, the complexity of the data 
is greater than this procedure would imply. 

The researches of Lake, Ferrar, Bousset, RendeI 
Harris, von Soden, Valentine-Richards and many 
others have made it abundantly plain that a fair 
proportion of minuscules of all dates contain in 
larger or sm aller measure important ancient texts 
or traces of such texts: to give then even an ap
proximate indication of all important minuscules 
is virtually impossible. The following remarks give 
some idea of the significance of this material . Two 
MSS numbered 33 and 579 in Gregory's list are very 
c10sely allied to the text of B; 579 has even been 
described as presenting a text older than B itself. 
The text of 0, otherwise unknown in the uncials 
save in part of W, also found in 565, 700 and 
some others; as such a text was known to Origen, 
these are of great significance. Closely allied texts 
are found in the minuscule families known as 
family l and family \ 3  and in MSS 2 1 ,  22 and 28. In 
the Acts some of the peculiarities of 0 and E are 

attested by various minuscules, pre-eminent among 
wh ich are 383, 6 1 4  and 2 1 47 .  In the Pauline 
Epistles the minuscule evidence has not been so 
thoroughly sifted yet, save in the unsatisfactory 
work of von Soden. However, 1 739 has attracted 
much study, and with its congeners 6, 424, 1 908, 
and the late uncials erroneously placed together as 
Mp2u', proves to attest a text of equal antiquity and 
comparable significance to that of P" and B. In 
Rev. , 2344 is an ally of A and C. the best witnesses 
to the original text of that book. 

11.  Versions 
By the mid-3rd century parts at least of the NT 
had been translated from the Gk.  original into 
three of the languages of the ancient world: Lat., 
Syriac and Coptic. From that time on, these ver
sions were revised and expanded: and in their turn 
became the basis of other translations. Especially 
in the E, Bible translation became an integral part 
of the missionary work of both Gk.-speaking and 
Syriac-speaking Christians. As churches developed 
and theology flourished, versions would be revised 
to the standard of the Gk.  text then prevalent .  So, 
both by reason of their u ltimate antiquity and by 
their contacts with the Gk.  at various historical 
points, the versions preserve much significant ma
terial for textual criticism. 

From this outline i t  will be plain that each ver
sion has a history. There is need, then, for internal 
textual criticism of any version before it can be 
used in the determination of the Gk. text; and in 
scarcely any case may we speak of 'such and such a. 
version' but need to speak of such MSS or such a 
form or stage of the version in question. This, al
ready observed for the Lat. and Syriac versions, 
should become the general rule. 

In tracing the internal history of a version we 
have the advantage of the phenomenon of 'render
ing' to aid us, wh ich is not to be found in dealing 
with the Gk. text. In the Gk., text-types can be 
differentiated by variant readings alone: in any ver
sion even the same reading may be found differ
ently rendered in particular MSS. Where this is so, 
different stages in the evolution of the version may 
be traced. 

Difficulties are to be met, however, in the use of 
any version for the criticism of the Gk. text. These 
arise because no language can reproduce any other 
with complete exactness. This is so even in the case 
of cognates of Gk. such as Lat. or Armenian; it is 
more strikingly true of languages of other Iin
guistic type such as Coptic or Georgian. Particles 
essential to the one are found to have no equivalent 
or no necessary equivalent in the other; verbs have 
no equivalent conjugation; nuances and idioms are 
lost. Sometimes a pedantic translator will maltreat 
his own language In order to give a literal render· 
ing of the Gk.; in  such a case we may have an 
almost verbatim report of the Gk. model. But  in 
the earliest versions pedantry has no pI ace and we 
encounter the difficulties of racy idiom and some
times paraphrase. Nevertheless, the evidence of the 
versions needs to be mastered in the quest for the 
original text. 

Some have c1aimed that an important factor in 
the history of many versions is the Diatessaron, a 
harmony of the four  Gospels and some apoc
ryphal source made c. AD 1 80 by Tatian, an Assyr. 
Christian converted in Rome and a disciple of 
1ustin Martyr (* CANON OF THE Nn. Un
fortunately for research, no unequivocal evidence 
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of it has been available, unti l  recently, in Syriac, its 
probable original language. The most important 
witnesses to i t  are a commentary upon i t  by 
Ephrem the Syrian preserved in Armefilan (a con
siderable portion of the Syriac original of this 
commentary came to light in 1 957); a translation 
into Arabic extant in several MSS, but apparently 
much influenced before its translation by the text 
of the Syriac Peshitta; the Lat. Codex Fuldensis, 
similarly influenced by the Lat. Vulgate; and a 
fragment in Gk.  found at Dura-Europos. Its wide
spread vogue and inftuence may be shown by the 
existence of harmonies in Old High German, 
Middle High German, mediaeval Dutch, Middle 
English, the Tuscan and Venetian dialects of medi
aeval Italian, Persian and Turkish. It is quite clear 
that a Diatessaron lies beneath the oldest stratum 
of the Syriac, Armenian and Georgian versions, 
but the view that it inftuenced the Lat. has many 
ftaws. These malters are still an area for research 
and debate. 

The three basic versions made directly from Gk. 
are the Lat. ,  Syriac and Coptic. Of none of these is 
the earliest stage certainly known. Tertullian usu
ally translated directly from the Gk., with wide var
iety of rendering, in which his acquaintance with 
an early form of the Old Lat. translation shows 
itself. Our MS evidence for the pre-Vulgate stage of 
the Lat. consists of about 30 fragmentary MSS. 
These show a somewhat bewildering richness of 
variants weil meriting the bon mot of Jerome, 'tot 
sunt paene (exemplaria) quot codices'. Scholars 
usually distinguish two or three main types of text 
(viz. 'African', 'European' and sometimes ' I talian') 
in the various parts of the NT before lerome; the 
Vetus Latina I nstitute of Beuron is presenting in its 
edition a more precise analysis with alphabetical 
sigla for text-types and sub-text-types. 

But in the Gospels at least there is more inter
connection between types than is usually thought: 
and even in the 'African' Lat. of MSS k and e there 
may be discerned more than one stage of transla
tion and revision. lerome undertook a revision of 
the Lat. Bible (normally known as the Vulgate) at 
the request of the Pope Damasus about AD 382. It 
is uncertain how far his revision actually extended. 
The latter books of the NT are probably very little 
revised . In the course of time this revision itself 
became corrupt and a number of attempts at puri
fication figure in its history, most notably those of 
Cassiodorus, Alcuin and Theodulph. 

The Syriac church, after using an apocryphal 
Gospel, was first introduced to the canonical Gos
pels in the form of the Diatessaron: this remained 
long in vogue, but was gradually supplanted by the 
separated Gospels in the form known to us in the 
Curetonian and Sinaitic MSS and in citations. This 
retained much of Tatian's language in a four
Gospel form. We have no MSS of a parallel version 
of the Acts and Epistles, but the citations made by 
Ephrem indicate its existence. Towards the end of 
the 4th century a revision was made of an Old 
Syriac base to a Gk. standard akin to Codex B of 
the Gk. ;  this was the Peshitta, wh ich in course of 
time became the 'Authorized Version' of all the 
Syriac churches. I ts author is unknown: more than 
one hand has been at work. The version comprises 
in the NT the canonical books apart from 2 Pet . ,  2 
and 3 ln . ,  lude and Rev. Later scholarly 
revisions-by Polycarp, at the command of Mar 
Xenaia (Philoxenus) of Mabbug (AD 508) and by 
Thomas of Harkel (AD 6 1 6) made good the omis-
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sion. Few MSS of either remain, and the existence 
of a separate Harklean version (as distinct from 
the addition of scholarly marginal apparatus to the 
Philoxenian) is still a matter of debate. The version 
in the quite distinct Palestinian Syriac dialect is 
generally thought to be unconnected with this 
stream of translation, but otherwise its origins are 
at present obscure. Much of the NT is extant in 
lectionary form. 

Biblical remains are found in several dialects of 
Coptic: the entire NT in Bohairic, the dialect of 
Lower Egypt and the Delta; almost the whole in 
Sahidic, the dialect of Upper Egypt; considerable 
fragments in Fayyumic and Achmimic; and the 
Gospel of lohn in sub-Achmimic. To trace in 
detail the history of the versions in these dialects 
and in the various parts of the NT is still an un
accomplished task: neither the dates of the ver
sions nor the interrelations between them, if  any, 
have yet been elucidated from the abundant ma
terials to hand. The Sahidic is usually dated in the 
3rd or 4th century, while for the Bohairic dates as 
diverse as the 3rd century and the 7th have been 
proposed. In the main these versions agree with the 
Gk. text-types found in Egypt: the Diatessaric 
element discerned in the Lat. and Syriac texts is 
scarcely present here, and i t  may be concluded that, 
whatever the internal relations of the versions in 
the different dialects, the Coptic as a whole stands 
in a direct relation to the Gk. text. 

The majority of other versions are dependent on 
these. From the Latin come mediaeval versions in a 
number of W European languages: while these 
mainly reftect the Vulgate, t races of Old Lat. read
ings are to be found. Thus, Proven/yal and Bo
hemian versions preserve an important text of the 
Acts. The Syriac versions served as base for a 
number of others, the most important being the 
Armenian (from which the Georgian was in its 
turn translated), and the Ethiopic. These have 
complex internal history, their ultimate form con
formed to the Gk. ,  but their earlier stages less so. 
Persian and Sogdian versions derive from the 
Syriac, while the many Arabic versions and the 
fragmentarily preserved Nubian have both Syriac 
and Coptic ancestry. The Gothic and the Slavonic 
are direct translations from the Gk. in the 4th and 
1 0th centuries respectively. 

111 .  Patrislic cilalions 
For dating diffel ent text-types and for establishing 
their geographical location, we rely on the data 
provided by scriptural citations in early Christian 
writings. Much significant work has been done in 
this field, the most important results being in re
spect of Origen, Chrysostom and Photius among 
Gk. writers, of Cyprian, Lucifer of Cagliari and 
Novatian among the Latins, and of Ephrem and 
Aphraat among the Syrians. About the effects of 
the work of Marcion and Tat ian on the NT text 
and concerning the text attested by I renaeus-all 
matters of great importance-we are still in some 
uncertainty. 

The whole field is much complicated by the va
garies of human memory and customs of citation. 
We also find instances where the writer on chan
ging his domicile changed his MSS or on the con
trary took a particular text-type with hirn. For 
these reasons few would accept a reading attested 
in citation alone; yet F. Blass and M .-E. Boismard 
have dared to do this in works on the text of the 
Gospel of ln .  
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IV. Analysis 
In many cases of classical l i terature it is found that 
the material available for the establishment of the 
text may be analysed into one slemma or line of 
descent, leading down from the archetype which 
may be adequately reconstructed even where a 
careful transcript is not to be discovered among the 
MSS, as is often the case. The NT material is not 
patient of such analysis in spite of the efforts of a 
number of scholars to apply a genealogical method 
to it. Westcott and Hort used the criterion of con
flate readings as the primary stage in such an an
alysis. In th is way they established the inferiority of 
the text of  the mass of the late MSS, a conclusion 
corroborated by their second criterion, the evi
dence of patristic citation. They were then faced, 
however, with two main types of text, viz. that at
tested by B t{ and that attested by 0 lat . Between 
these texts of equal antiquity they were unable to 
decide by these two objective criteria, and so fell 
back on a third, inevitably somewhat subjective, 
namely, that of intrinsic probability. By this means 
they were enabled to follow the B t-< text in most 
cases and to reject the 0 lat text. 

H .  von Soden's analysis of  the same material 
arrived at a system of three recensions, all dating in 
hIS vlew from the 4th century: by a simple arith
metlcal procedure he thought hirnself able to arrive 
at a pre-recensional text, always allowing for the 
factor of harmonization wh ich he considered all
pervasive (and due in the Gospels to the corrupting 
influence of the Dialessaron) .  

Neither theory has met with unqual ified ap
proval subse.quently. Von Soden's methodology is 
open to cntlclsm because of the sometimes arti
fici al rigidity of his tripie pattern, and his un
critical use of the Arabic Dialessaron .  He is, in 
Lake's phrase, 'so often instructive, so rarely cor
rect' .  Hort's theory has a whole history of sub
sequent debate. Slavishly followed at first, i t  was 
then put 10 doubt by the growing knowledge of the 
Lat. and Syriac versions, and of minuscule families 
with early patristic links, both of which helped to 
create a plcture of an early complex of 'mixed 
texts' rather than a simple clearcut twofold division 
of text-types. But more recently, anticipated by 
rational-critical approbation of the codex B and 
its allies by Lagrange and Ropes, new discoveries 
and fresh examination have resulted in a growing 
consensus that the P7�_B text in Lk. and Jn . ,  the 
P'"-B text in the Pauline Epistles, is in most of its 
features an intrinsically good text. Presence of pos
slble corruption within it is not, however, denied. 
Hort's fault was to suggest, whether intentionally 
or not, that the third criterion of intrinsic prob
ability had the 'objectivity' of the genealogical 
method exemplified in the first and second. In fact, 
he was using rational criticism, and in many of his 
conclusions, although probably not in all, his 
Judgment appears to have been sound. We nced the 
analysis of text-types and their history and the def
inition of recensions if these existed: but the con
cluding stage of any search for the original text can 
only be pursued by rational criticism, i.e. the prac
tice of scientific jud�en� b� intrinsic probability. 
A number of obJecttve cntena may be established 
for this purpose. 
V. Criteria 
In this matter stylistic and linguistic standards play 
a large part. In every part of the NT enough re
mains without serious variation to enable studies 

of the characteristic style and usage of individual 
writers to be made. In  cases of textual doubt we 
may use such knowledge of the accustomed style 
of the book in quest ion. Furthermore, we shall in 
the Gospels prefer variants where the influence of 
parallel Synoptic passages is absent; or those in 
which a strongly Aram. cast in the Gk. reveals the 
underlying original tradition. Throughout, we 
shall avoid constructions of Attic or Atticizing 
Gk.,  preferring those of the Hellenistic vernacular. 
In other places, factors from a wider sphere may be 
discerned. Palaeography can elucidate variants 
which derive from primitive errors in the MS trad
ition. The history or economics of the I st century 
AD can sometimes show us the choice between 
variants by providing information on technical 
terms, value of currency, eIe. Church history and 
the history of doctrine may reveal where variants 
show accommodation to later doctrinal trends. 

It will be plain from the fact that such criteria 
can be applied that in spite of the profusion of 
material the text of the NT is fairly weil and accur
ately preserved, weil enough at least for us to make 
stylistic judgments about, e.g ,  Paul or John, or to 
judge in what case doctrine has transformed the 
text. The text is in no instance so insecure as to 
necessitate the alteration of the basic gospel. But 
those who love the Word of God will desire the 
greatest accuracy in the minutest details, knowing 
the nuances of meaning made possible by word
order, tense, change of particle, eIe. 

VI. History of the text 
In brief outline we may thus sketch the history of 
the NT text. Many of the factors earliest at work 
are those described in the history of the growth of 
the • Canon of the NT. The circulation of separate 
Gospels, but of the Pauline letters as a corpus; the 
chequered history of the Acts and Rev.; the over
shadowing of the Catholic Epistles by the rest: all 
these are reflected in the textual data for the several 
books. Ouring the period of the establishment of 
the Canon a number of factors were at work. 
There was a tendency as early as we can t race to 
attempt emendation of the Gk. according to pre
vailing fashions or even scribal whim; in the case 
of the Gospels a c10se verbal identity was sought. 
often at t�e expense of Mk .. ln some cases, 'floating 
tradttlon was added; or Items were taken away 
from the written word. Such heretical teachers as 
Marcion and Tatian left the mark of tendentious 
correction upon their editions or the text ,  and 
doubtless their opponents werc not blameless in 
this. In the Acts, alterations were made perhaps ror 
purely hterary or popularizing motives. Neverthe
less, good texts were to be found, whether pre
served by mirac1e or by philology, although no text 
known IS wtthout some corruption. In the 2nd and 
3rd centuries, we find a mixture of good and bad. 
in differing proportions, in all our evidence. 

It has seemed to a number or scholars that at 
some time in the late 3rd or early 4th century at
tempts at recensional activity took place. But there 
is little direct evidence 01' this, and recent discovery 
and discussion have put a completely new look on 
the question. We now know from the close affinity 
of P7� and B that the text-type or the latter, known 
In the Alexandrian Fathers, was not a creation 01' 
the shadow� Hesychius (named, with Lucian, by 
Jerome In hIS letter to Oamasus, as author 01' a 
recension), but existed in the 2nd century. Since. 
however, as we know from the papyri, other types 
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were known in Egypt, scholarly work may have 
rescued that one which commended itself on trad
itional philological grounds. The Byzantine text 
has been associated with the name of Lucian, and 
this has been supported by the similarity of many 
of its features to those of the Lucianic recension of 
the LXX. That recension, however, may antedate 
Lucian, at least in some of its elements, and like
wise in the NT we have some evidence of Byzan
tine readings in papyri earlier than his date. The so
called Caesarean text, which Streeter and Lake 
were confident to have found in the citations of 
Origen and Eusebius, and in codex 0 and various 
minuscules, has disintegrated upon closer examin
ation. While there may be a recensional form in 
some of the witnesses adduced, there was a pre
recensional stage, known, for instance, in p.l. In 
other words, Christi an scholars, where their activ
ity may be discerned, were not creating new texts 
so much as choosing from a variety which al ready 
existed. In the Epistles their scope for choice was 
apparently less since only three forms (Alexan
drian, Byzantine and 'Western') are found, but in 
Rev. there is a distinct fourfold pattern, yet one 
unrelated to the textual divisions of the Gospels. 
The data which earlier generations termed 'West
ern text' exemplify the way in which ancient read
ings could co-exist in specific traditions with ma
terial evidently secondary. I t is the principles of 
choice uti lized by the Christian scholars of the 3rd 
and 4th centuries which demand our scrutiny, and 
the general sobriety of Alexandrian judgment 
shows itself more and more. Yet no critic today 
would follow a single text-type alone, even if he 
were to give pride of place to  one in particular. 

In the M iddle Ages the Alexandrian text seems 
to have suffered eclipse. Various forms of Caesar
ean and Byzantine wrestled for supremacy till 
about the 1 0th century. After this, the Byzantine 
text may be said to have been supreme in the sense 
that many MSS of nearly identical type were pro
duced and have been preserved. But variants from 
even the earliest times are recrudescent in late MSS, 
and important MSS of other recensions and even of 
prc-recensional type come from very late dates, 
while some late MSS in fact change their allegiance 
in a bewildering fashion from text-type to text
type. 

VII. Conclusion 
Thus the task of NT textual criticism is vast and 
unfinished. Certainly, advances have been made 
since the material began to be collected and exam
ined in the 1 7th century. Both Hort and von Soden 
present texts better than the printed texts of the 
Renaissance, and provide a sound basis upon 
which satisfactory exegesis may proceed. It is evi
dent t hat many 01" the principles behind the Alex
andrian text were sound. But it must be constantly 
borne in mind that even the best philological work 
of antiq uity demands critical scrutiny if we seek 
the original text. The textual critic will be as the 
scribe discipled in the kingdom of heaven, bringing 
forth from his treasures things new and old. The 
busy textual projects of the post-war years should 
bring us nearer to the apostolic ipsissima \'erba 
than previous generations were favoured to come; 
yet we cannot but build on other men's 
foundations. 
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THADDAEUS. This name occurs only in the list 
of the 1 2  apostles (Mt .  1 0:3; M k .  3 : 1 8) .  The 
equivalent in Lk. 6: 16 is 'Judas the son of James' 
(cf also Acts 1 : 1 3) .  Av in Mt .  1 0:3  reads ' Lebbaeus, 
whose surname was Thaddaeus'. M ost textual 
critics now read simply 'Thaddaeus' and treat ' Leb
baeus' as an intrusion from the Western Text ,  
though some have suggested 'Lebbaeus' to be cor
rect and 'Thaddaeus' to have been introduced from 
Mk .  3: 1 8. 'Thaddaeus' is probably derived from 
Aram. ta4, meaning the female breast, and sug
gests warmth of character and almost feminine de
votedness. ' Lebbaeus' comes from Heb. /eg, 'heart', 
and i t  may therefore be an explanation of the other 
name. Attempts have been made to derive 
'Thaddaeus' from 'Judah' and 'Lebbaeus' from 
' Levi'. 

There seems IiUle doubt that Thaddaeus is to be 
identified with 'Judas of James' (see F. F. Bruce, 
The Acts ol the ApostlesJ, 1 990, p. 1 05) .  The name 
'Judas' would not be popular with the deed of 
Judas Iscariot in mind, and this may be why i t  is 
not used in Mt .  and Mk.  The post-canonical l itera
ture does not help us to obtain a c1ear picture, but 
Jerome says that Thaddaeus was also called ' Leb
baeus' and 'Judas of James', and that he was sent 
on a mission to Abgar, king of Edessa. Eusebius, 
on the other hand, reckoned hirn to be one of the 
Seventy. The mention of the Gospel of Thaddaeus 
in some MSS of the Decretum Gelasii is thought to 
be due to a scribal error. R .E.N. 

THEATRE. Gk. theatres were usually cut in some 
naturally concave hillside such as might be af
forded by the acropolis of the town concerned. 
There was thus no limit to size, provided the acous
tic properties were adequate, and some theatres 
seated many thousands of persons. The seats rose 
precipitously in a single tier around the orchestra, 
or dancing space. Behind this the theatre was en
closed by a raised stage, the skene. Together with 
the gymnasium, the theatre was the centre of cul
tural affairs, and might be used as a place for of
ficial assemblies. as at Ephesus (Acts 1 9 :29). This 
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particular theatre stood facing down the main 
thoroughfare of the city towards the docks, and as 
in most Gk. states remains the most substantial 
relic of the past. E.A.J. 

THEBES (Heb. No, as AV) . Once Egypt's most 
magnificent capital. Heb. No corresponds to the 
Egyp. nlw(t) , ' the City' par excellence, and No
Amon to the Egyp. phrase nlw(I)- 'Imn, 'the City 
of (the god) Amün' .  In Gk. i t  is called both Thebes, 
the usual term in modern writings, and Diospolis 
magna. Some 530 km upstream from Cairo as the 
crow flies, its site on the two banks of the Nile is 
marked on the E side by the two vast temple
precincts of the god Amün (. AMON), now known 
by the Arab. names Karnak and Luxor, and on the 
W side by a row of royal funerary temples from 
modern Qurneh to Medinet Habu, behind which 
extends a vast necropolis of rock-cut tombs. 

Thebes first rose to national importance in the 
Middle Kingdom (early 2nd millennium BC), as the 
horne town of the powerful pharaohs of the 1 2th 
Dynasty (· EGYPT, History); however, the land was 
then administered not from Thebes in the far S, but 
from the better-placed Itjet-Tawy just S of ancient 
• Memphis and modern Cairo. During the Second 
I ntermediate Period Thebes became the centre of 
Egyp. opposition to the foreign Hyksos kings, and 
from Thebes came the famous 1 8th Dynasty kings, 
who finally expelled them and established the 
Egyp. empire (New Kingdom). During the im
perial 1 8-20th Dynasties, c. 1 550-1070 BC, the 
treasures of Asia and Africa poured into the cof
fers of Amün of Thebes, now state god of the 
empire. All this wealth plus the continuing gifts of 
Late Period pharaohs such as • Shishak fell as spoil 
to the conquering Assyrians under Ashurbanipal 
in 663 BC amid fire and slaughter. In predicting 
mighty Nineveh's fall ,  no more lurid comparison 
could Nahum (3:8- 1 0) draw upon than the fate of 
Thebes. The force of this comparison rules out at
tempts occasionally made to identify Nahum's 
No-Amon with a Lower Egyp. city of the same 
name. The N ile, Nahum's 'rivers', was truly 
Thebes' defence. The Late Period pharaohs made 
full use of its E Delta branches and irrigation and 
drainage canals as Egypt's first line of defence, 
with sea-coast forts at the Nile mouths and ac ross 
the road from Palestine -perhaps alluded to in the 
phrase 'wall(s) from the sea' (coast inwards?). To 
this protection was added Thebes' great distance 
upstream, which invaders had to traverse to re ach 
her. In the early 6th century BC Jeremiah (46:25) 
and Ezekiel (30 : 1 4- 1 6) both spoke against Thebes. 
See C. F. Nims, Thebes, 1 965. K.A .K .  

THEBEZ (Heb. leQe�, 'brightness'). A fortified city 
in Mt. Ephraim, in the course of capturing which 
• Abimelech was mortally wounded by a millstone 
hurled down on hirn by a woman (Jdg. 9:50tr.; 2 
Sa. 1 1  : 2 1 ). Thebez is the modern Tü bäs, about 1 6  
k m  N o f  Nablus, and N E  o f  Shechem o n  the road to 
Beth-shan. J .D.D. 

THEOPHILUS (Gk. Iheophilos, 'dear to God', 
'friend of God'), the man to whom both parts of 
Luke's history were dedicated (Lk. 1 :3; Acts I :  I ) . 
Some have thought that the name indicates gener
ally 'the Christian reader', others that it conceals a 

well-known figure, such as Titus Flavius Clemens, 
the emperor Vespasian's nephew (so B. H. S treeter, 
The FOllr Gospels, 1 924, pp. 534tr.). But it is most 
probably a real name. The title 'most excellent' 
given to hirn in Lk. 1 :3 may denote a member of 
the equestrian order (possibly in some official pos
ition) or may be a courtesy title (cl Acts 23 :26; 
24:3; 26:25). Theophilus had acquired some infor
mation about Christianity, but Luke decided to 
supply hirn with a more orderly and reliable ac
count. He may have been a representative of that 
class of Rom. society which Luke wished to influ
ence in favour of the gospel, but scarcely the advo
cate briefed for Paul's defence before Nero (so 1. I .  
Still, SI PalII on Trial, 1 923, pp. 84tr.) .  F.F.B. 

THESSALONIANS, EPISTLES TO THE. 

I.  Outline of contents 
1 Thessalonians 

a. Greeting ( I :  I ) .  
b. Thanksgiving for the  Thessalonian Chris

tians' faith and steadfastness (I :2- 1 0) .  
c. Paul's explanation of h i s  recent conduct (2 :  1-

1 6).  
d. Narrative of events since he left Thessalonica 

(2: 1 7-3: 1 0).  
e. His prayer for an early reunion with them 

(3: 1 1 - 1 3) .  
I Encouragement to holy living and brotherly 

love (4 : 1 - 1 2). 
g. Concerning the parousia (4: 1 3-5 : 1 1 ) . 
h. Some exhortations (5 :  1 2-22). 
i. Prayer, final greeting and benediction (5 :23-

28). 

2 Thessalonians 
a. Greeting ( I :  1 -2). 
b. Thanksgiving and encouragement (I : 3- 1 2). 
c. Events which must precede the day of the 

Lord (2: 1 - 1 2) .  
d. Further thanksgiving and encouragement 

(2: 1 3-3:5). 
e. The need for discipline (3 :6- 1 5).  
I Prayer, final greeting and benediction (3 :  1 6-

1 8).  

1 1 .  Authorship 
Both the Epistles to the Thessalonians are super
scribed with the names of Paul, Silvanus (= Silas) 
and Timothy; but in both Paul is the real author, 
although he associates with hirnself his two com
panions who had recently shared his missionary 
work in Thessalonica. In I Thes. Paul speaks by 
name in the first person singular (2: 1 8) and refers 
to Timothy in the third person (3 :2 ,  6); in 2 Thes. 
he appends his personal signature (3: 1 7) and is 
therefore to be identified with the 'I' of 2 :5 .  His use 
of 'we' and 'us' when he is referring to hirnself 
alone is as evident in these Epistles as in others, 
especially so in I Thes. 3: I :  'we were willing to be 
left behind at Athens alone' (cl Acts 1 7: 1 5f. ). 

There has been little difficulty about the Pauline 
authorship of I Thes.; F. C. Baur's ascription of it 
to a disciple of Paul's who wrote after AD 70 to 
revive interest in the parousia is but a curiosity in 
the history of criticism. 

Greater difficulty has been feit with 2 Thes. Its 
style is said to be formal as compared with that of 
the first Epistle; this judgment, based on such ex
pressions as 'we are bound' and 'as is fitting' in 1 :3,  
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is not of great moment; it certainly needs no such 
explanation as that otfered by M. Dibelius-that 
this Epistle was written to be read in church-for 
the same is true of the first Epistle (cf I Thes. 
5:27). More serious is the argument that the 
eschatology of 2 Thes. contradicts that of I Thes. 
The first Epistle stresses the unexpectedness with 
wh ich the day of the Lord will arrive, ' l ike a thief 
in the night' ( I  Thes. 5:2), whereas the second 
Epistle stresses that certain events will intervene 
be fore its arrival (2 Thes. 2: I tf.), and does so in a 
passage whose apocalyptic character is unparal
leled in the Pauline l iterature. 

A. Harnack accounted for the ditference with 
the suggestion that I Thes. was written to the Gen
tile section of the church of Thessalonica, and 2 
Thes. to the Jewish section. This is not only ren
dered improbable by the direction of I Thes. 5 :27 
that that Epistle be read to 'all the brethren' but is 
incredible in the light of Paul's fundamental insist
ence on the oneness of Gentile and Jewish believers 
in Christ. Equally unconvincing is F. C. Burkitt's 
supplement to Harnack's theory-that both 
Epistles wer� drafted by Silvanus ar.d ap,proved 
by Paul, who added I Thes. 2: 1 8  ( ' I  Paul ) and 2 
Thes. 3: 1 7  in his own hand. 

Alternative suggestions to the Pauline author
ship of both letters raise greater difficulties than 
the Pauline authorship does. If 2 Thes. is pseud
onymous, it was an unbelievable refinement of 
subtlety on the writer's part to warn the readers 
against letters forged in Paul's name (2:2); the salu
tation in 2 Thes. 3: 1 7  is intelligible only as Paul's 
safeguard against the danger of such forged letters. 
The difficulties raised by the Pauline authorship 
can best be accounted for by considering the occa
sion and relation of the two letters. Both letters 
were included in the earliest ascertainable edition 
of the Pauline corpus. 

1II . 0ccasion 

a. The First Epistle 
Paul and his companions had to leave * Thes
salonica hastily in the early summer of AD 50, after 
making a number of converts and planting a 
church in the city (Acts 1 7 : 1 -1 0).  The circum
stances of their departure meant that their con
verts would inevitably be exposed to persecution, 
for which they were imperfectly prepared, because 
Paul had not had time to give them all the basic 
teaching wh ich he thought they required. At the 
earliest opportunity he sent Timothy back to see 
how the Thessalonian Christians were faring. 
When Timothy returned to hirn in Corinth (Acts 
1 8 :5) he brought good news of their steadfastness 
and zeal in propagating the gospel, but reported 
that they had certain problems, some ethical (with 
special reference to sexual relations) and some 
eschatological ( in particular, they were concerned 
lest at the parousia those of their number who had 
died should be at a disadvantage as compared with 
those who were still alive). Paul wrote to them im
mediately, expressing his joy at Timothy's good 
news, protesting that his recent abrupt departure 
from them was through no choice of his own (as 
his detractors urged), stressing the importance of 
chastity and diligence in daily work, and assuring 
them that believers who died before the parousia 
would sutfer no disadvantage but would be raised 
to rejoin their living brethren and 'meet the Lord in 
the air' at his coming. 

THESSALONIANS, EPISTLES TO THE 

b. The Second Epistle 
Before long, however, further news reached Paul 
which indicated that there were still some misap
prehensions to be removed. He suspected that 
some of these misapprehensions might be due to 
misrepresentations of his teaching to the Thes
salonian church. Some members of the church had 
inferred that the parousia was so imminent that 
there was no point in going on working. Paul ex
plains that certain events must take place be fore 
the parousia; in particular, there wil l  be a world
wide rebellion against God, led by one who will 
incarnate the forces of lawlessness and anarchy, 
which at present are being held in check by a power 
which he need not name in writing, since his 
readers know what he means. (The allusiveness of 
his reference to this power makes i t  l ikely that he 
had in mind the Roman empire, whose mainten
ance of law and order gave hirn cause for gratitude 
several times in the course of his apostolic service.) 
As for those who were disinclined to work, he 
speaks to them even more sharply than in the 
former Epistle; to live at the expense of others is 
unworthy of able-bodied Christians, who had seen 
an example of the worthier course in the conduct 
of Paul himself and his colleagues. Spongers and 
si ackers must be t reated by their fellow-Christians 
in a way that will bring them to their senses. 

An attempt has sometimes been made to relieve 
the difficulties fei t  in relating the two Epistles to 
each other by supposing that 2 Thes. was written 
first (cf 1. Weiss, Earliest Christianity, I, 1 959, pp. 
289tf.; T. W. Manson, Studies in the Gospels and 
Epistles, 1 962, pp. 268tf.; R. G. Gregson, 'A Solu
tion to the Problems of the Thessalonian Epistles', 
EQ 38, 1 966, pp. 76tf.). But 2 Thes. does presup
pose some previous correspondence from Paul 
(2: 1 5), while the language of I Thes. 2: 1 7-3: 10 cer
tainly implies that I Thes. was Paul's first letter to 
the Thessalonian Christians after his enforced 
departure. 

IV. Teaching 
With the possible exception of * Ga!., the two 
Thessalonian letters are Paul's earliest surviving 
writings. They give us an illuminating, and in some 
ways a surprising, impression of certain phases of 
Christian faith and l ife 20 years after the death and 
resurrection of Christ. The main lines have already 
been laid down; the Thessalonian Christi ans (for
merly pagan idolaters for the most part) were con
verted through hearing and accepting the apostolic 
preaching ( I  Thes. I :9f.); Jesus, in whom they had 
put their trust, is the Son of God who can be freely 
and spontaneously spoken of in terms which 
assurne rather than assert his equality with the 
Father (cf I Thes. I : I ; 3 : 1 1 ; 2 Thes. I : I ; 2 : 1 6); the 
gospel wh ich has brought them salvation carries 
with it healthy practical implications for everyday 
l ife . .The living and true God is holy, and he desires 
his people to be holy too; this holiness extends to 
such matters as relations with the other sex (I Thes. 
4:3) and the honest earning of their daily bread ( I  
Thes. 4 : 1 1 f. ; 2 Thes. 3 : 10-12) .  The apostles them
selves had set an example in these and other mat
ters (I Thes. 2:5tf.; 2 Thes. 3 :7tf.). 

Both Epistles rellect the intense eschatological 
awareness of those years, and the u nhealthy ex
cesses to which it tended to give rise. Paul does not 
discourage this awareness (indeed, eschatology had 
evidently been prominent in his preaching at Thes-
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salonica), but he teaches the Thessalonians not to 
confuse the suddenness of the parousia with its 
immediacy, and he im presses on them the ethical 
corollaries of Christian eschatology. He hirnself 
did not know then whether he would still be alivc 
at the parousia; he hoped he would be, but he had 
received no assurance on the point. His prime con
cern was to discharge his appointed work so faith
fully that the day would not find hirn unprepared 
and ashamed. So to his converts he presents the 
parousia as a comfort and hope for the bereaved 
and distressed, a warning to the careless and 
unruly, and for all a stimulus to holy living. The 
parousia will effect the ultimate conquest of evil; it 
will provide the universal manifestation of that tri
umph which is already guaranteed by the saving 
work of Christ. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentaries on the Gk. text 
by 1. E. Frame, ICC, 1 9 1 3 ; B. Rigaux, Eil/des 
Bibliques, 1 956; F. F. Bruce, WBC, 1 982; 
on the Eng. text by C. F. Hogg and W. E. Vine, 
1 9 14;  E. 1. Bicknell, WC, 1 932; W. Neil, MNT, 
1 950; idem, TBC, 1 957;  1. W. Bailey, IB, 1 1 , 1 955;  
W. Hendriksen, 1 955;  L. Morris, NIC, 1 99 1 ;  
TNTC', 1 984; A .  L .  Moore, NCB, 1 969; D. E .  H .  
Whiteley, NCIB, 1 969; E .  Best, BNTC, 1 972; I .  H .  
MarshalI, NCIB, 1 983; also 1. B .  Lightfoot, Biblical 
Essays, 1 893, pp. 235ff. ;  Notes on the Epistles 01 St 
Paul, 1 895, pp. I ff. ; K .  Lake, Earlier Epistles 01 St 
Paul, 1 9 1 1 ,  pp. 6 1  ff.; T. W. Manson, Stl/dies in the 
Gospels and Epistles, 1 962, pp. 259ff; B. C. Johan-
son, To all the Brethren, 1 987. f.f.B. 

THESSALONICA. Founded after the triumph of 
Macedonia to grace her new position in world af
fairs, the city rapidly outstripped its :lIder neigh
bours and became the principal metropolis of 
Macedonia. Situated at the junction of the main 
land route from I taly to the E with the main route 
from the Aegean to the Danube, her position 
under the Romans was assured, and she has re
mained a major city to this day. Thessalonica was 
the first place where Paul's preaching achieved a 
numerous and socially prominent following (Acts 
1 7 :4). His opponents, lacking their hitherto cus
tomary inftuence in high placcs, resorted to mob 
agitation to force the government's hand. The au
thorities, neatly trapped by the imputation of dis
loyalty towards the imperial power, took the min
imum action to move Paul on without hardship to 
hirn. In spite of his success, Paul made a point of 
not placing hirnself in debt to his followers (Phi!. 
4: 1 6f. ;  I Thes. 2 :9). Not that they were themselves 
without generosity ( I  Thes. 4: 1 0); Paul was appar
ently afraid that the ftourishing condition of the 
church would encourage parasites unless he him
self set the strictest example of self-support (2 
Thes. 3:8-1 2). The two Epistles to the · Thes
salonians, written soon after his departure, reftect 
also his anxiety to conserve his gains from rival 
teachers (2 Thes. 2 :2) and from disillusionment in 
the face of further agitation (I Thes. 3:3) .  He need 
not have feared. Thessalonica remained a tri
umphant crown to his efforts ( I  Thes. 1 :8). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Oberhummer, RE, s. v. 'Thes-
salonika'. E.A.J. 

THEUDAS. 1. In Acts 5 :36 an impostor (possibly 
a Messianic pretender) who some time before AD 6 
gathered a band of 400 men, but he was killed and 

his lollowers dispersed. His activity was probably 
one of the innumerable disorders which broke out 
in Judaea after Herod's death in 4 BC. Origen 
(Contra Celsum, I .  57) says he arose 'before the 
birth 01' Jesus', but that may simply be an inference 
from this passage, where Gamaliel speaks of his 
rising as having preceded that of • Judas. 

2. In Josephus (Ant. 20. 97-99) a magician who 
Ied many lollowers to the Jordan, promising that 
the river would be divided at his command, so that 
they could cross it dry-shod. They were attacked 
by cavalry sent against them by the procurator 
Fadus (e. AD 44-46), and Theudas' head was 
brought to Jerusalem. f.F.B. 

THIGH. Heb. yärels., also translated 'side' in  RSV, 
of altar or tabernacle (Nu. 3 :29; 2 Ki .  1 6: 14) .  The 
variant form yar'ls.ä is alm ost always used of ob
jects or places generally, mostly in the dual, i. e. 
derived from the thought of the two thighs. The 
other word translated 'thigh' in RSV (Ex. 29:22, 27) 
refers to the · Ieg. The Gk. meros is u�ed once (Rev. 
1 9 :  1 6), where it probably refers to flie locality 01' 
the inscription on the garment. (See NBCR, 
p. 1 304.) 

The Heb. word is found in similar usage to mot
lomacri;nayim or "alä�ayim and Gk. osphys, 'Ioins', 
in respect of the parts of the body usually clothed 
(Ex. 28:42; cf Is. 32: 1 1 ), and especially of the pos
ition where a sword is worn (Ps. 45:3); also of the 
locality of the genital organs, and so by figure of 
speech to one's offspring (Gn. 46:26; cf Gn. 35: 1 1 ; 
Acts 2:30; mo[nayim is not used in this sense). The 
custom of making an oath by placing the hand 
under another's thigh (Gn. 24:2f.; 47:29ff.) signifies 
the association of the peculiar power of these 
parts, perhaps with the idea of invoking the sup
port of the person's descendants to enforce the 
oath. For association in a particular form of oath, 
see Nu. 5 :2 I ff. 

Smiting upon the thigh is a sign of anguish (Je. 
3 1 :  1 9). For a discussion of the custom of not 
eating the sinew of the thigh joint (Gn. 32:32), see 
• SINEW . B.O.B. 

THOMAS. One of the twelve apostles. In  the lists 
of the Twelve which are arranged in three groups 
of four each, Thomas occurs in the second group 
(Mt .  10:2-4; Mk. 3 : 1 6- 1 9; Lk. 6: 1 4- 1 6; Acts 1 : 1 3) .  
He is l inked with Matthew in Mt .  1 0:3 and with 
Philip in Acts I : 1 3 . The name comes from Aram . 
t" ömü', meaning 'twin'; John three times uses the 
Gk. version of it ,  'Didymus' ( 1 1 :  1 6; 20:24; 21 :2). 
The quest ion whose twin he was cannot be an
swered with certainty. Various traditions (Syriac 
and Egyp.) suggest that his personal name was 
Judas. 

It is only in the Fourth Gospel that there are any 
personal references to Thomas. He was prepared 
to go with Jesus to the tomb of Lazarus and to 
possible death at the hands of the Jews (Jn. 1 1 : 1 6) .  
He confessed hirnself unable to und erstand where 
Jesus was going when he warned the Twelve of his 
impending departure (Jn. 14:5) .  The chief incident 
for which he has always been remembered, and for 
which he has been called 'Doubting Thomas', is his 
dis belief in the resurrection. He missed the ap
pearance of Christ to the other apostles (Jn .  20:24) 
and said that he needed visual and tactual proof of 
the resurrection (20:25). A week later Christ ap-
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Thessalonica, a major city 0/ Macedonia. 

peared again to the Eleven and he offered Thomas 
the opportunity to test the reality of his body. 

Thomas' con fession of faith, 'My Lord and my 
God' (20:28), marks the c1imax of the Fourth 
Gospel; blessing is promised to those who can 
come to faith without the aid of sight. R.E.N. 

THORNS, CROWN OF, This was made by the 
Roman soldiers and placed on the head of Christ 
when he was mocked before the crucifixion (Mt .  
27:29; M k .  1 5 : 1 7; ln .  1 9:2). 

I t  was, with the sceptre of reed and the purpie 
robe, symbolic of the fact that he had been said to 
be King of the lews. The superscription on the 

THORNS, CROWN OF 

cross likewise proclaimed this in mockery. Yet 
Christi ans have seen the l ife of lesus as a royal 
road from the manger of Bethlehem to the cross of 
Calvary, and the very incidents in which he least 
seemed to be a king have won their allegiance more 
than anything else. For lohn especially the moment 
of Christ's humiliation is the moment of his glory 
( 1 2 : 3 1 -33; cf Heb. 2:9) 

It is uncertain exactly what plant is signified by 
akantha. There are a number of plants with sharp 
spines wh ich grow in Palestine. Christians h ave 
seen the thorns as symbolic of the effects of sin 
(Gn. 3: 1 8; Nu. 33:55;  Pr. 22:5;  Mt. 7: 1 6; 1 3 :7; Heb. 
6:8). 

H. St 1. Hart (JTS n .S. 3, 1 952, pp. 66ff.) suggests 
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that the crown was made from pa Im leaves, which 
would be readily available. Phoenix dactylifera has 
sharp spines. The crown might thus have been in
tended to resemble the 'radiate crown' of a divine 
ruler, so that Christ was being mocked as 'God' as 
weil as 'k ing'. 

See also • PlANTS (Thorns). R.E.N. 

THRACE. A tribally organized region Iying be
tween Macedonia and the Gk. states of the 
Bosporus coast. I t  had always maintained a sturdy 
independencc of Gk. control, and the Romans left 
it as an isolated enclave under its own dynasties 
until AD 44, when it was incorporated into the Cae
sarean province under a low-ranking procurator. 
Republican institutions were not widely developed 
before the 2nd century AD. There is no record of 
Christianity there in NT times. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. M. Jones, Cities 01 the 
Eastern Roman Provinces' ,  1 970; 1. Keil, CAH, 1 1 , 
1936, pp. 570-573. E.A.J. 

THRESHOLD. I .  mifttän is used for the threshold 
of the temple of Oagan at Ashdod (I Sa. 5 :4-5), 
the Jerusalem Temple (Ezk. 9:3; 1 0:4, 1 8) and 
Ezekiel's Temple (46:2; 47: I ). Zephaniah alludes to 
an idolatrous practice of leaping over the threshold 
(I :9). An example of a threshold was found at 
Hazor (Y. Yadin, Hazor, 1 972, pI . 22a). 

2. saft (AV also as gate, door, doorpost) applies 
mainly to sacred buildings, although I Ki. 14: 1 7  
probably refers to Jeroboam's house, Est. 2:2 1 ;  6:2 
to a palace, and Jdg. 1 9 :27 to a house. Most refer
ences (2 Ki .  1 2 :9; Is. 6:4; Am. 9: I )  imply that the 
threshold indicated belongs to the sanctuary of the 
Jerusalem Temple, although in the Temple of 

Ezekiel (40:6-7) it refers to the single gateway in 
the outer wall. The threshold itself was made of 
stone and may have contained the cupped socks in 
which the door-posts swivelled. 

3. 'asuftfm (Ne. 1 2 :25), ' thresholds' (AV) , is beller 
'storehouses' (RSV). C.J .D. 

THRONE. Heb. kisse' may refer to any se at or to 
one of special importancc (I Ki. 2 : 1 9) .  Its root 
(Heb. käsä, 'to cover') suggests a canopied con
struction, hence a throne (e.g Ex. I I  :5; Ezk . 26: 1 6) .  
The throne symbolizes dignity and authority (Gn. 
4 1  :40; 2 Sa. 3: I 0),  wh ich may extend beyond the 
immediate occupant (2 Sa. 7: 1 3- 1 6) .  Since the king 
is Yahweh's representative, his throne is 'the throne 
of the kingdom of the Lord over Israel' (I Ch. 
28:5); it typifies Yahweh's throne in the heavens ( I  
Ki.  22: 10 ,  1 9; cf Is. 6 :  I ) . Righteousness and justice 
are therefore enjoined upon its occupants (Pr. 
1 6 : 1 2; 20:28; cf Is. 9:7; 2 Sa. 14 :9). Although Yah
weh's throne is transcendent ( l s. 66: I ;  cf Mt. 5 :34), 
he graciously condescends to sit enthroned upon 
the cherubim (e.g I Sa. 4:4). In the Messianic age 
'Jerusalem shall be called the throne of the Lord' 
(Je. 3:  1 7; cf Ezk. 43:7). The thrones of judgment in 
On. 7:9ff. form a good introduction to the usual 
sense of the word in the NT. 

Jesus receives 'the throne of his father Oavid' 
(Lk. I :32; cf Acts 2:30; Heb. 1 :5-9, all of which 
allude to 2 Sa. 7: 1 2- 1 6. Cf also Heb. 8:  I ;  1 2:2). As 
Son of man, he will judge from his throne (Mt .  
25:3 1 ff.) .  I n  the world to come the disciples will 
have thrones and assist the Son of man (Mt. 1 9 :28; 
cf Lk. 22:30). The faithful are promised a seat on 
the throne of the Lamb (Rev. 3:2 1 ), and the pre
millennial judgment appears to be committed to 
them (20:4; cf On.  7:9, 22). In the post-millennial 

A prince receives tribute, seated on a throne supported by a winged cherubim (cf 1 Sa. 4:4). Ivory Irom 
Megiddo. Height 4 cm. 8th cent. Be 
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judgment, however, there is only the great white 
throne (20: 1 1 ) .  The disparity is more apparent 
than real, ror Dn. 7 rorms the background or each 
vision. Similarly, the vision or the august throne or 
God and the Lamb in Rev. 22:3 compares wlth Mt .  
1 9 :28 and Lk. 22:30, because John, in adding 'and 
they shall reign . . .  ' (22:5), undoubtedly has in 
mind the thrones or the raithrul. Cf 'throne or 
grace' (Heb. 4 : 1 6) .  R.l.MCK. 

THUMB. Heb. böhen, in  the OT equally and 
always together, or the thumb and big toe, differen
tiated by the designation, 'or the hand' or 'or the 
foot'. The root is related to an Arablc word mean
ing 'to cover' or 'shut', hence or that member 
wh ich closes or covers the hand. 

The practice or placing blood rrom the sacri
fici al beast upon the right thumb, �reat toe and 
also 0 ear or the priests probably mdlcated the 
dedication or the prominent organs or hearing, 
doing and walking, symbolizing the securing or the 
wh oie man (Ex. 29:20; Lv. 8:23, ete. ). Similarly, the 
practice or cutting off the thumbs and great toes 
or a dereated enemy probably symbolized his bein,g 
rendered powerless (Jdg. I :6r.), and also ceremOnl
ally incompetent to discharge any sacral duties. 

B.O.B. 

THUNDER. Most rrequent during the winter 
season, thunder is vividly described in Jb. 37 and 
Ps. 29. The rew rainstorms or summer are usually 
associated with thunder (e.g. I Sa. 1 2: 1 7) ;  the co
incidence or this event with Samuel's message 
helped to deepen the warning to Israel when they 
desired a king. A desert thunderstorm seems the 
most plausible explanation ror the narratIve or 2 
Ki .  3:4-27, when 'the country was filled wlth 
water', presumably as a result or a desert thunder
storm on the plateau E or the Zered valley. I n  an
other mili tary campaign a thunderstorm declded 
the result or the battle between Israel and the Phi 1-
istines ( I  Sa. 7: I 0). 

Thunder is rrequently associated with the voice 
or God and is spoken or as a voice in Pss. 77: 1 8 ;  
1 04:7. The creative voice or God wh ich bade the 
waters go to their appointed place (Gn. 1 :9) is iden
tified with th under (Ps. 1 04:7). It was assoclated 
with the giving or the law at Sinai (Ex. 1 9 :  1 6; 
20: 1 8), and the voice out or heaven which answered 
Christ (Jn.  1 2 :28f)  was identified by those present 
as a thunder-peal. Voices like thunder are rererred 
to in the Apocalypse (Rev. 6: I ;  14 :2; 1 9 :6), where 
they are even given articulate meaning (Rev. 
1 0:3r. ) .  

( 0  PLAGUES o.F EGYPT.) J . M . H .  

THYATIRA. A city in the Roman province or 
Asia in the W or what is  no.w Asiatic Turkey. I t  
occupied an impo.rtant position in a lo.w-Iying 'cor
ridor' connecting the Hermus and Caicus valleys. 
It was a rrontier garrison, first on the W rrontier or 
the territory or Seleucus I or Syria, and later, arter 
changing hands, on the E rrontier or the kingdom 
or Pergamum. With that kingdom, it passed under 
Roman rule in 1 33 BC. But it remained an import
ant point in the Roman road-system, ror it lay on 
the road rrom Pergamum to Laodicea, and thence 
to the E provinces. I t  was also an important centre 
or manufacture; dyeing, garment-makmg, pottery 

TIBERIAS 

Thyatira, one 0/ the 'seven ehurehes 0/ Asia' (Rev. 
1-3). 

and brass-working are among the trades known to. 
have existed there. A large town (Akhlsar) stili 
stands on the same site. 

The Thyatiran woman Lydi.a, .the 'seiler or 
purpie' whom Paul met at Phlllppl (Acts 1 6: 14), 
was probably the overseas agent o.r a Thyatiran 
manuracturer; she may have been arranging the 
sale or dyed woollen goods which were known 
simply by the name or the dye. This 'purp�e' was 
obtained rrom the madder root, and was still pro
duced in the district, under the name 'Turkey red' ,  
into the present century. 

The Thyatiran church was the rourth (Rev. I :  1 1 )  
or the 'seven churches or Asia'. Some or the sym
bols in the letter to the church (Rev. 2: 1 8-29) seem 
to allude to the circumstances or the city. The de
scription or the Christ (v. 1 8) iso appropriate ror a 
city renowned ror ItS brass-workmg (ehalkohbanos, 
translated 'fine brass', may be a technical term ror 
some local type or brassware). The terms o.r the 
promise (vv. 26-27) may reflect the long mIlitary 
history or the city. 'Jezebel' (the name is pro.bably 
symbolic) was evidently a woman who was ac
cepted within the rellowship or the church (v. 20). 
Her teaching probably advocated a measure or 
compromise with some activity which was impli
citly pagan. This is likely .lo have been membershlp 
or the social clubs or 'gUllds' mto whlch the trades 
were organized. These bodies rulfilled many ad
mirable runctions, and pursuance or a trade was 
alm ost impossible without belonging to the guild; 
yet their meetings were inextricably bound up with 
acts or pagan worship and immorality. (See C. 1. 
Hemer The Letters to the Sel'ell Churehes 0/ Asia in 
their ioeal Setting, 1 986; E. M. Yamauchi, New 
Testament Cities in Western Asia Millor, 1 980.) 

M.l.S.R.  

C.l . H .  

TIBERIAS. A city on the W shore or the Sea or 
o Galilee which subsequently gave its name to the 
lake. I t  was rounded by Herod Antipas about AD 20 
and named after the emperor Tiberius. The princi
pal ractors influencing Herod's choice or site seem 
to have been: ( I )  a derensive positio.n represented 
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by a rocky projection above the lake; (2) proximity 
to some already-famous warm springs which lay 
just to the S. Otherwise, the site offered l ittle, and 
the beautiful buildings of the city (which became 
Herod's capital) rose on ground that included a 
former graveyard, and so rendered the city unclean 
in Jewish eyes. 

Tiberias is mentioned only once in the Gospels 
(Jn .  6:23; 'sea of Tiberias' appears in Jn .  6: I ;  2 1 :  I ), 
and there is no record of Christ ever visiting it .  I t  
was a thoroughly Gentile city, and h e  seems to have 
avoided it in favour of the numerous Jewish towns 
of the lake shore. By a curious reversal, however, 
after the destruction of Jerusalem it became the 
chief seat of Jewish learning, and both the 
Mishnah and the Palestinian Talmud were com
piled there, in the 3rd and 5th centuries 
respectively. 

Of the towns which surrounded the Sea of Gali
lee in NT t imes, Tiberias is the only one which 
remains of any size at the present day. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. NEAEHL, pp. 1 464- 1 473. 
J .H.P .  

TIBERIUS. The stepson of Augustus Caesar, re
luctantly adopted as his heir when all other hope 
of a direct succession was lost. On Augustus' death 
in AD 14, Tiberius at 56 years of age had a l ife
time's experience of government behind hirn. It 
was nevertheless a momentous decision when the 
Senate transferred Augustus' powers bodily to 
hirn, thus recognizing that the defacto ascendancy 
of Augustus was now an indispensable instrument 
of the Roman state. For 23 years Tiberius loyally 
and unimaginatively continued Augustus' policies. 
His dourness gradually lost hirn the confidence of 
the nation, and he withdrew to a disgruntled re
tirement on Capri until his death. In his absence 
treason trials and the intervention of the praetor
ian guard set dangerous new precedents in Roman 
politics. He is referred to in Lk. 3: l and indirectly 
wherever 'Caesar' is mentioned in the Gospels. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Seager, Tiberius, 1 972; B. M .  
Levick, Tiberius the Politician, 1 976. E.A.J .  

TlBHATH. A town in the Aramaean kingdom of 
Zobah (�6Qa). After David defeated a composite 
force of Aramaeans, including men from Zobah 
and Damascus, he pressed on to the towns of Tib
hath (riQhat) and Chun, from which he took booty 
(I Ch. 1 8 :8). J.A .T. 

TlDAL. One of four kings who subdued five kings 
of the cities of the plain (Sodom, Gomorrah, ete. ), 
quelling their revolt 13 years later, in Abraham's 
time (Gn. 1 4: 1-9). Heb. tifj'äl derives from the old 
Anatolian name Tud�ali(y)a, based on that 01' a 
sacred mountain (E.  Laroche, Les noms des Hit
tites, 1 966, pp. 1 9 1 ,  276, 283), attested also in the 
alphabetic texts at Ugarit as td�I, IIgl (e. Virol
leaud, Palais royal d' Ugarit, 2,  1 957, pp. 64-66 
(No. 39:2 1 ) ,  92 (No. 69:4) . 

'Tidal king of göyim' (nations, groups) cannot 
be identified at present .  The Hittite kings Tudkha
lia l I-IV ( 1 5th-1 3th centuries BC) are chronologic
ally too late, likewise the Ugaritic occurrences. The 
name does go back, however, to the first half of the 
2nd millennium BC. A possible Tudkhalia I ( 1 7th 
century BC?) , father of Pusarruma, occurs in Hit-

tite royal offering-lists ('e'; H .  Otten, Milleilungen 
d Deutsch. Orient-Gesellschaft 83, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 62ff.; 
K. A.  Kitchen, Suppiluliuma and the Amarna 
Pharaohs, 1 962, p. 53,  and Otten, Die hethitischen 
historischen Quellen und die altorientalische Chro
nologie, 1 968, p. 26). In the story of the siege of 
Urshu, a little later, occurs back-reference to an 
official(?) named Tudkhalia (H .  G. Güterbock, ZA 
44, 1 938, pp. 1 22/3 : 1 7; p. 1 35) .  Still earlier (e. 
1 9thl l 8th centuries BC) , Tudkhalia occurs at least 
twice as a private personal name in Old-Assyrian 
tablets from Cappadocia ( Laroche, op. cit. , p. 
1 9 1 :  1 389: I ;  P. Garelli, Les Assyriens en Cappadoce, 
1 963, p. 1 60). 

In  the early 2nd millennium BC, all iances of 
kings are commonly attested in Mesopotamia; 
likewise in Anatolia then, the existence of para
mount chiefs and their vassal-rulers-several such 
are solidly attested (A. Goetze, Kleinasien, 1 957, p. 
75; Garelli, op. cit. , pp. 6 1 ff. ,  206, n. 4), but by no 
means exhaust the total of all that once existed. 
Therefore, it is a reasonable hypothesis that Tidal 
of Gn. 14 was some such Anatolian chief who (like 
Anum-hirbi) penetrated S into �he Levant. Cf also 
Kitchen, Ancient Orient and Old Testament, 1 966, 
pp. 44-46, with references. K.A .K .  

TIGLATH-PILESER, TlLGATH-PILNESER. 
This king of Assyria is known by more than one 
name. tigla!-pireser (2 Ki.  1 5 :29; 1 6:7- 10) is close 
to Assyr. Tukulti-apil-ESarra ( 'My trust is in the 
son of ESarra') and the Aram. tgltprsr (Zinjirli 
Stele; Ashur ostracon. The variant tilgat-piln 'eser 
( I  Ch. 5:6; 2 Ch. 28:20; LXX Aigathpheilasar) may 
be an inner-Hebrew form (iSS 2 1 ,  1 976, p. 7). The 
king's other name, Pul, is given in both the OT (2 
Ki. 1 5 :  1 9; I Ch. 5 :26) and the Babylonian Chron
icle (Pulu). 

Tiglath-pileser 1 I I  (745-727 BC) was a son of 
Adad-nirari 1 1 1  (AfO 3, 1 926, p. I ,  n .  2). The his
tory of his reign is imperfectly known owing to the 
fragmentary nature 01' the extant inscriptions, 
mainly found at Nimrud ( . CALAH), but the pri
mary events are listed in the Assyrian Eponym 
canon. 

The first campaign was directed against the Ara
maeans in Babylonia, where Pul 'took the hands of 
Bel' and regained control until the rebellion of 
Ukin-zer in 731  and the siege 01' Sapia, following 
wh ich the Chaldean chief Marduk-apla-iddina 
(. MERODACH-BALADAN) submitted to the Assyr
ians. Other campaigns were directed against the 
Medes and Urartians (Armenia). 

In 743 BC Tiglath-pileser marched to subdue 
the N Syrian city states which were under Urar
tian domination. During the 3-year siege 01' 
Arpad he received tribute from Carchemish, 
Hamath, • Tyre, Byblos, Rezin 01' Damascus and 
other rulers. Among those listed, • Menahem 
(Menuhimme) 01' Samaria, who was to die soon 
afterwards, raised his contribution by collecting I 
mina (50 sheke\s) from each of the 60,000 men of 
military age 'so that his hands (i. e. Tiglath
pileser's) would be with him to confirm the k ing
dom in his hands' (2 Ki. 1 5 : 1 9-20; cf lraq 1 8, 
1 956, p. 1 1 7) .  

While Tiglath-pileser himself was fighting Sar
duri 01' Urarlu, a revolt was instigated by 'Azriyau 
of Yaudi' (Annals). It  would seem that when the 
Urartians imposed control on Carchemish, Bit
Adini (Beth-eden) and Cilicia. the weakened Ara-
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maean states in S Syria came under the leadership 
of Azariah of Judah, who at this time was stronger 
than I srael. Azariah-Uzziah (the names 'zr and 'zz 
are variants; G. Brin, Lesllonenu 24, 1 960, pp. 8-
1 4), however, died soon arterwards (2 Ki. 1 5 :7), 
and 'Judaeans' are named among captives settled 
in Ullubu (near Bitlis). N Syria was organized 
into an Assyrian province (Unqi) under local 
governors. 

When opposition to Assyria continued, Tiglath
pileser marched again to the W in 734. The Phoe
nician seaports were plundered and heavy tribute 
imposed on Ashkelon and on Gaza, whose ruler 
Hanun Red to Egypt. Statues of the Assyrian king 
were set up in their temples. 

The ar my which had marched through the W 
border of Israel (Bit-Humri; the earlier reading 01' 
the names Galilee and Naphtali in these Annals is 
now disproved) turned back at the 'River of Egypt' 
(nalja/-ml/�ur). Rezin of Damascus, Ammon, 
Edom, Moab and (Jeho)ahaz of Judah (Jauljazi 
[mat]laudaia) paid tribute to the king of Assyria. 
(2 Ch. 28: 1 9-2 1 ) .  

Ahaz, however, received no immediate help from 
Assyria against the combined attacks of Rezin and 
Pekah of Israel, who, with Edomites and Philis
tines, raided Judah (2 Ch. 28: 1 7- 1 8) .  Jerusalem 
itself was besieged (2 Ki.  1 6: 5-6) and relieved only 
by the Assyrian march on Damascus late in 733 BC. 
When Damascus fel l  in 732 BC, Metenna of Tyre 
also capitulated and Israel, including Ijon, Abel of 
Beth-Maachah, Janoah, Kadesh, Hazor, Gilead, 
Galilee and all Naphtali, was despoiled and cap
tives were taken (v. 9). A destruction level at 
• Hazor is attributed to this period. Tiglath-pileser 
claims to have replaced Pekah (Paqalja) on the 
throne of Israel by Hoshea (Al/si' )  and may weil 
have plotted the murder of the former as described 
in 2 Ki. 1 5 : 30 .  

Ahaz paid for Assyrian help by becoming a vas
sal, wh ich probably required certain religious con
cessions and practices to be observed (cf 2 Ki. 
1 6:7- 1 6) .  Tiglath-pileser extended his control to 
include Samsi, queen of Aribi (Arabia), Sabaeans 
and Idiba'il (Adbeel of Gn. 25: 1 3) .  With captive 
labour Tiglath-pileser I I I  built hirnself a palace at 
Calah, from wh ich have been recovered reliefs 
depicting the king hirnself and his campaigns. 
Although Tiglath-pileser I ( I  I 1 5-1 077 BC) 
invaded Phoenicia, there is no reference to hirn in 
the OT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. 1. Wiseman in Iraq 1 3 , 1 95 I ,  
pp. 2 1 -24; ibid. , 1 8, 1 956, pp. 1 1 7- 1 29; H.  W. F. 
Saggs in lraq 1 9, 1 957, pp. 1 1 4- 1 54; ZDPV, 1 974, 
pp. 38-49; R. D. Barnett and M. Falkner, SCIl/p
llI/'es 0/ Tig/ath-pi/eser Ill, 1 962; H. Tadmor, 111-
scriptions 0/ Tig/ath-pi/eser Ill, 1 978. D.J.W. 

TIGRIS. The Gk.  name for one of the lour rivers 
marking the location of Eden (Hiddeke/; Gn. 2: I 4; 
Akkad. Dig/at; Arab. Dij/all). It rises in the Arme· 
nian Mountains and runs SE for 1 ,900 km via Di
arbekr through the Mesopotamian plain to join 
the river • Euphrates 64 km N 01' the Persian Gulf, 
into which it Rows. It is a wide river as it meanders 
through Babylonia (Dn.  1 0:4) and is fed by tribu
taries from the Persian hills, the Greater and Lesser 
Zab, Adhem and Diyala rivers. When the snows 
melt, the river floods in Mar.-May and Oct.-Nov. 
Nineveh, Calah and Assur are among the ancient 
cities which lay on its banks. D.J.W. 

TIME 

TILE, TILING. Ezekiel was commanded to 
scratch a representation of Jerusalem on a sun
dried brick (4: I; Heb. /'I.J.enä, AV 'ti le'). Plans en
graved on clay tablets have been found (e.g. AN EP, 
no. 260). When Moses and the elders were given a 
vision of the God of Israel ( Ex.  24: I 0) there was 
beneath hirn 'as it were a pavement of sapphire 
stone'. This may weil be a comparison with the 
contemporary dais built for Rameses II at Qantir 
which was covered with blue glazed tiles; cf 'Sap
phire' under • JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES and 
W. C. Hayes, G/azed Ti/es /rom a Pa/ace 0/ Ram
eses II at Kantir, 1 937.  Roof tiles were not used in 
ancient Palestine, so far as is known, so in Lk. 5 :  I 9 
Gk. keramos should be translated more generally 
'roofing'. (. HOUSE.) A.R .M.  

TIME. Biblical words for time are not in them
selves a sound basis for reflection on biblical con
cepts of time. These must be gathered from the 
contexts in which the words are used . 

I. Times and seasons 
The Hebrews had their ways of measuring the 
passing of time (. CALENDAR) but the most fre
quent contexts for the words t ranslated 't imes' and 
'seasons' suggest a concern for appointed times, 
the right time, the opportunity for some event or 
action. The commonest word is 'el (cf Ec. 3 :  I ff. for 
a characteristic use); z'män has the same meaning. 
mö'etj comes from a root meaning 'appoint' and is 
used of natural periods such as the new moon (e.g. 
Ps. 1 04 : 1 9) and of appointed festivals (e.g. Nu. 
9:2) .  In particular, a l l  these words are used to refer 
to the times appointed by God, the opportunities 
given by hirn (e.g. Dt. 1 1 : 1 4; Ps. 145 :  I 5; Is. 49:8; Je. 
1 8:23). In NT the Gk. kairos orten occurs in simi
lar contexts, though it does not in itself mean 'de
cisive moment' (cf Lk. 1 9 :44; Acts 1 7:26; Tit. I :3; I 
Pet. 1 : 1  I ) .  

The Bible thus stresses not the abstract continu
ity of time but rat her the God-given content of 
certain moments of history. This view of time may 
be ca lied 'linear', in contrast with the cyclical view 
of time common in the ancient world; God's pur
pose moves to a consummation; things do not just 
go on or return to the point whence they began. 
But calling the biblical view of time 'linear' must 
not be allowed to suggest that time and history 
Row on in an inevitable succession of events; rat her 
the Bible stresses 'times', the points at which God 
hirnself advances his purposes in the world (. DAY 
OF THE LoRD) . 

God is sovereign in appointing these times, and 
so not even the Son during his earthly ministry 
knew the day and hour of the consummation (Mk .  
1 3 :32; Acts 1 :7). God's sovereignty extends also to  
the  times of an individual life (Ps. 3 I :  1 5) .  

In the Aramaic of the book of Daniel the 
word 'iddän refers to chronological periods 01' 
time (e.g. 2:9; 3: 1 5), orten apparently a year (e.g. 
4: 1 6; 7:25, though not all interpreters agree that 
years are meant). God's sovereignty is still 
stressed (2:2 1 ). 

The word chronos sometimes refers in the NT, as 
in secular Gk . ,  simply to the passing of time (e.g. 
Lk. 20:9; Acts 1 4:28). The context may give it the 
sense of 'delay', 'time of tarrying or waiting' (e.g. 
Acts 1 8 :20, 23); this is probably the meaning of 
Rev. 1 0:6 rat her than that 'time shall have an end'. 
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11. Eternity 
Heb. has the words 'ag and 'öläm for lengthy or 
remote time such as that which brings an end to 
man's l ife (cf I Sa. 1 :22, 28) or the age of the h ills 
(Gn. 49:26). Above all, these words are applied to 
God, whose being is unlimited by any bound of 
time (Ps. 90:2) .  This absence of temporal l imit also 
belongs to all God's attributes and to his grace 
towards his people (cf Je. 3 1  :3; 32 :40; Ho. 2: 1 9) .  To 
express more intensely the conviction that God is 
not l imited to any fixed span Heb. uses a poetic 
intensive plural (e.g. Ps. 1 45 : 1 3 ;  Dn. 9 :24) or a 
double form (e.g. Ps. 1 32: 1 4).  

The NT usage of aiön is similar; i t  can be used of 
a lifetime (I Cor. 8: 1 3, Phillips) or of a remote time 
in the past (Lk. 1 :70) or future (Mk.  1 1 :  1 4). It is 
intensively used in phrases such as eis tous aiönas 
tön aiönön (e.g. Gal. 1 :5); that such uses are inten
sive rather than true plurals envisaging a series of 
world periods, 'ages of ages', is suggested by Heb. 
1 :8, where the genitive is in the singular. God is 
also described as active pro tön aiönön, 'before the 
ages' (I Cor. 2:7). 

These uses in both OT and NT correspond to 
the Eng. use of 'eternal, eternity' to point to that 
which always has existed and will exist; the lan
guage used in the Bible does not itself determine 
the philosophical questions concerning time and 
eternity, which are discussed briefly below. 

The adjective aiönios corresponds to the use of 
aiön with reference to God, and therefore adds to 
its temporal sense of 'everlasting' a qualitative 
overtone of 'divinelimmortal'. This tendency is 
helped by the fact that in late Heb. 'ölärn is used in 
the spatial sense of 'the world'; cf the AV transla
tion of aiön in ,  e.g ,  Mk.  10:30; Eph. 1 :2 1 .  

1 1 1 .  The two ages 
The NT picks out one of the times appointed by 
God as decisive. The first note of Jesus' preaching 
was 'The time is fulfilled' (Mk. I :  1 5). The l ife and 
work of Jesus mark the crisis of God's purposes 
(Eph. I :  1 0) .  This is the great opportunity (2 Cor. 
6:2) which Christians must ful)y seize (Eph. 5:  1 6; 
Col. 4 :5) .  Within the period of Jesus' earthly minis
try there is a further narrowing of attention to the 
time of his death and resurrection (cf Mt. 26: 1 8 ; 
Jn . 7:6). 

It is the fact that this decisive time is in the past 
which makes the difference between the Jewish and 
Christian hopes for the future: the Jew looks for 
the decisive intervention of God in the future; the 
Christian can have an even keener expectation of 
the consummation of all things because he knows 
that the decisive moment is past 'once for all' .  The 
last times are with us already (Acts 2: 1 7; Heb. 1 :2 ;  
I Jn .  2 :  1 8; I Pet .  1 :20). 

The NT makes a striking modification of the 
contemporary Jewish division of time into the 
present age and the age to come. There is still a 
point of transition in the future between 'this time' 
and 'the world to come' (Mk.  1 0:30; Eph. 1 :2 1 ;  Tit. 
2 :  1 2- 1 3), but there is an anticipation of the con
summation, because in Jesus God's purpose has 
been decisively fulfilled. The gift of  the Spirit is the 
mark of this anticipation, this tasting 01' the 
powers of the world to come (Eph. I :  1 4; Heb. 6:4-
6; cf Rom. 8: 1 8-23; Gal . 1 :4). Hence John consist
ently stresses that we now have eternal l ife, zöe 
aiönios (e.g Jn. 3 :36). It is not simply that aiönios 
has qualitative overtones; rat her John is urging the 
fact that Christians now have the Iife into wh ich 

they will fully enter by resurrection (Jn. 1 1  :23-25). 
This 'overlapping' of the two ages is possibly what 
Paul has in mind in I Cor. 10: 1 1 .  

IV. Time and eternity 
Many Christian philosophers have maintained that 
the intensive time language of the Bible points to 
aspects of the Being of God which in philosophy 
can best be expressed in terms of an eternity in 
some way qualitatively different from time. 

Others have held that any talk of God's Being as 
timeless is unscriptural; that our language is neces
sarily time-referring and we cannot talk about 
timeless being without the risk of so abstracting it 
from the world that it cannot be thought to influ
ence the world's l ife directly at all . Thus if  the 
Christian view of God as active in history is to be 
preserved, we must adhere to biblical language 
rather than use any Platonist terminology which 
contrasts the world of time 'here' with a world of 
eternity 'there'. Nevertheless, the NT goes beyond 
a simple antithesis of this world and the next, 
'now' and 'then', by its doctrine of anticipation. 

Whatever the outcome of the philosophical 
debate, Scripture roundly asserts that God is not 
Iimited by time as we are, that he is 'the king of 
ages' (I Tim. I :  1 7 ;  cf 2 Pet. 3:8). 

BJBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Barr, ßiblical Words for Time, 
1 962; O. Cullmann, Christ and Time, 1 95 1 ;  H .  
Sasse, TDNT I ,  pp. 1 97-209; H .  W. Wolff, Anthro
pology of the OT, 1 973, eh. 1 0; 1. Guhrt, H .-e. 
Hahn, NIDNTT 3, pp. 826-850. M.H .C. 

TIMNA. I. A concubine of Eliphaz the son of 
Esau, mother of Amalek (Gn. 36: 1 2) . 2. A daugh
ter 01' Seir and si ster of Lotan (Gn. 36:22). 3. A 
chief of Edom ( I  Ch. 1 : 5 1 ;  wrongly called 
'Timnah' in Gn. 36:40, AV). J .D.D.  

TIMNAH (Heb. timnäh). I .  A town on the N 
boundary of Judah, formerly counted as Danite 
(Jos. 1 5 :  I 0; 1 9 :43). I t  changed hands more than 
once between Israelites and Philistines (Jdg. 1 4: I ;  2 
Ch. 28: 1 8). Samson's first wife Iived there. This 
may be the place Tamnä, later mentioned in the 
annals of Sennacherib, c. 701 BC (ii. 83). Tell 
Batashi, 9 km S of Gezer, is probably the site, 
though Khirbet Tibneh (4 km SE) has the name; 
see B. Mazar, /EI 'IO, 1 960, pp. 65-73; NEA EHL, 
pp. 1 52- 1 57 .  

2. S of Hebron (Gn. 38: 1 2 ; Jos. 1 5 :57); copper 
was mined here (B. Rothenberg, Timna, 1 972). 

J .P .U.L 

TIMNATH-HERES, T1MNATH-SERAH (Heb 
timna[-/reres, timna[-seraM. The personal inherit
ance 01' Joshua, where he was buried (Jos. 1 9:50; 
24:30; Jdg. 2:9). The Samaritans c1aimed Kafr 
Haris, 16 km SW of Shechem, as the site; but H .  W. 
Hertzberg (PIß 22, 1 926, pp. 89ff.) proposed 
Khirbet Tibneh, a Late Bronze and Early Iron site 
27 km from Shechem and from Jerusalem. It lies 
on the S side of a deep ravine (cf Jos. 24:30); the 
traditional tomb of Joshua, mentioned by Euse
bius, is in the side of the valley towards the E .  

(reres i s  a rare word for 'sun' (Jdg. 1 :35; 8 :  1 3 ; Job. 
9 :7; Is. 19 :  1 8 , where AV 'destruction' reads Ilerern). 
If it had idolatrous implications, the variant serah 
('extra') was perhaps intended to avoid them (G. F. 
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Moore, Judges, ICC, 1 895, on 2:9); but this leaves 
unexplained the retention of �eres in 2 :9 and 01' 
semes in other place-names. See C. F. Burney, 
Jlldges, 1 9 1 8 , p. 32. J .P.U.L.  

TlMOTHY. The son of a mixed marriage; his 
mother, who evidently instructed hirn in the Scrip
tures, was a Jewess and his father a Greek (Acts 
1 6 : I ;  2 Tim. I :5). He was a native of Lystra (Acts 
1 6: I ) and was highly esteemed by his Christian 
brethren both there and in Iconium (Acts 1 6:2). 
When he became a Christian is not specifically 
stated, but it  is a reasonable inference that he was a 
convert of Paul's first missionary journey, wh ich 
included Lystra in its i t inerary, and that on that 
occasion he witnessed Paul's sufferings (2 Tim. 
3: 1 1 ). It is not certain when Timothy's mother 
Eunice became a Christian, perhaps before Tim
othy, but certainly before Paul's second missionary 
journey. 

The apostle was strongly attracted to the young 
man and although he had only recently replaced 
Barnabas by Silas as his travelling companion he 
added Timothy to his party, perhaps as a substitute 
for John Mark whom he had refused to take (Acts 
1 5 :36f.). This choice appears to have had other en
dorsement, for Paul later refers to prophetic utter
ances which confirmed Timothy's being set apart 
for this work (cf I Tim. I :  1 8 ; 4: 14) .  He had re
ceived at this time a special endowment for his mis
sion, communicated through the laying on of the 
hands of the elders and of Paul (I Tim. 4: 14; 2 
Tim. 1 :6). To allay any needless opposition from 
local Jews, Timothy was circumcised before setting 
out on his journeys. 

He was first entrusted with a special commission 
to Thessalonica to encourage the persecuted Chris
t ians. He is associated with Paul and Silvanus in 
the greetings of both Epistles directed to that 
church, and was present with Paul during his 
preaching work at Corinth (2 Cor. I :  1 9). He is next 
heard of during the apostle's Ephesian minist ry, 
when he was sent with Erastus on another import
ant mission to Macedonia, whence he was to pro
ceed to Corinth (I Cor. 4: 1 7). The young man was 
evidently of a timid disposition, for Paul urges the 
Corinthians to set hirn at ease and not to despise 
hirn (I Cor. 1 6: 1 0- 1 1 ;  cf 4: I 7ff.). From the situ
ation which resulted in Corinth (see 2 Cor.) Timo
thy's mission was not successful, and it is signifi
cant that, although his name was associated with 
Paul's in the greeting to this Epistle, i t  is Titus and 
not Timothy who has become the apostolic dele
gate. He accompanied Paul on his next visit to Cor
inth, for he was with hirn as a fellow-worker when 
the Epistle to the Romans was written ( Rom. 
1 6:2 1 ). 

Timothy also went with Paul on the journey to 
Jerusalem with the collection (Acts 20:4-5) and is 
next heard of when Paul, then a prisoner, wrote 
Colossians, Philemon and Philippians. In the latter 
Epistle he is  warmly cornmended and Paul intends 
soon to send hirn to them in order to ascertain 
their welfare. When the apostle was released from 
his imprisonrnent and engaged in further activity 
in the E,  as the Pastoral Epistles indicate, i t  would 
seem that Paul left Timothy at Ephesus (I Tim. 
1 :3) and commissioned hirn to deal with false 
teachers and supervise public worship and the ap
pointment of church officials. Although Paul evi
dently hoped to rejoin Timothy, the fear that he 
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might be delayed occasioned the writing of the first 
letter to hirn, and this was fol lowed by another 
when Paul was not only re-arrested but on trial for 
his l ife. Timothy was urged to hasten to hirn, but 
whether he arrived in t ime cannot be ascertained. 
Later Timothy hirnself became a prisoner as Heb. 
1 3 :23 shows, but no details are given, and 01' his 
subsequent history nothing defin i te is known.  

He was affectionate (2 Tim.  1 :4) but very fearful 
(2 Tim. I :7ff.), needing not a few personal admon
itions from his father in the faith ;  he is warned not 
to give way to youthful lusts (2 Tim. 2:22) and not 
to be ashamed of the gospel (2 Tim. 1 :8). Yet no  
other of Paul's companions is so warrnly com
mended for his loyalty ( I  Cor. 1 6 :  10;  Phil. 2: 1 9ff.; 2 
Tim. 3: 1 0ff.) .  I t  is fitting that the apostle's conclud
ing letter should be addressed so affectionately to 
this almost reluctant successor, whose weaknesses 
are as apparent as his virtues. D.G. 

TIMOTHY AND TlTUS, EPISTLES TO. The 
two Epistles to Timothy and one to Titus, com
monly grouped together as the • Pastoral Epistles, 
belong to the period at the close of Paul's l i fe and 
provide valuable information about the great mis
sionary apostle's thoughts as he prepared to pass 
on his tasks to others. They are addressed to two of 
his closest associates, and for that reason introduce 
a different kind of Pauline correspondence frorn 
the earlier church Epistles. 

I. Outline of contents 
I Timothy 

a. Paul and Timolhy ( 1 : 1 -20) 

The need for Timothy to refute false teaching at 
Ephesus ( 1 :3-1 1 ) ;  Paul's experience of God's 
mercy ( I :  1 2-1 7); a special commission for Timothy 
( I :  1 8-20). 

b. Worslrip and order in Ihe church (2: 1 -4: 1 6) 
Public prayer (2: 1 -8); the position of wornen (2:9-
1 5) ;  the qualifications of bishops and deacons 
(3: 1- 1 3); the church: its character and its adversar
ies (3: 1 4-4:5); the church: Timothy's personal re
sponsibilities (4:6- 1 6). 

c. Disc ipline lVitlrin the church (5 :  1 -25) 
A discussion of the treatment suitable for various 
groups, especially widows and elders. 

d. Miscellaneolls injllnclions (6: 1 - 1 9) 
About servants and masters (6: 1 -2); about false 
teachers (6:3-5); about wealth (6:6-1 0); about the 
aims of a man of God (6: 1 1 - 1 6); more about 
wealth (6: 1 7- 19) .  

e. Conclllding admonitions to Timotlry (6:20-2 1 )  
2 Timothy 

a. Paul"s special regardjor Timolhy ( I :  1 - 1 4) 
Greeting and thanksgiving ( I :  1 ·-5); exhortations 
and encouragements to Timothy (I :6-14). 

b. Palll and his associates ( I :  1 5- 1 8) 
The disloyal Asiatics and the helpful Onesiphorus 
( 1 : 1 5- 1 8). 

c. Special directions to Timolhy (2 :  1-26) 
Encouragements and exhortations (2: 1 - 1 3); advice 
on the t reatment of false teachers (2 : 1 4-26). 
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d. Predictions about the last days (3: 1 -9) 
The times of moral deterioration to come. 

e. More advice 10 Timothy (3 :  I 0- 1 7) 
A reminder of Paul's early experienccs of persecu
tion (3 : 1 0- 1 2); an exhortation to Timothy to con
tinue as he had begun (3 :  1 3- 1 7). 

I Paul's farewell message (4: 1-22) 
A final charge to Timothy (4: 1 -5); a confession of 
faith (4:6-8); some personal requests and warnings 
(4:9-1 5); Paul's first defence and his future hope 
(4: 1 6- 1 8); greetings and benediction (4: 1 9-22). 

Titus 

a. Paul"s greeting 10 Titus ( I  1 -4) 
The apostle's consciousness of his high calling. 

b. The kind of men Tillls must appoint as elders (or 
bishops) (I :5-9) 

c. The Cretan false teachers ( I :  I 0- 1 6) 
Their character and the need to rebuke them. 

d. Christian behaviour (2: 1 - 1 0) 
Advice about the older and younger people and 
abou t slaves. 

e. Christian teaching (2 :  1 1 -3:7) 
What the grace of God has done for Christians 
(2 : 1 1 - 1 5); wh at Christians ought to do in society 
(3 : 1 -2); how Christianity contrasts with paganism 
(3 3-7). 

I Closing admonitions 10 Titus (3 :8- 1 5) 
About good works (3:8); about false teachers (3:9-
10); about Paul's companions and his future plans 
(3 : 1 1 - 1 5). 

11. Thc historical situation 
It is difficult to reconstruct this period of Paul's 
Iife, because there is no independent court of 
appeal such as the Acts supplies in the case of the 
earlier Epistles. But certain data may be ascer
tained from the Epistles themselves. At the time of 
writing I Tim. and Tit . ,  Paul is not in prison, but 
when 2 Tim. was written he is not only a prisoner 
(I :8; 2 :9), but appears to be on trial for his life, with 
the probability that an adverse verdict is imminent 
which will result in his execution (4:6-8). From I 
Tim. 1 :3 it is clear that Paul had recently been in 
the vicinity of Ephesus, where he had left Timothy 
to fulfil a specific mission, mainly of administra
tion. The Epistle to Titus provides additional his
torical data, for from 1 :5 it may be inferred that 
Paul had paid a recent visit to Crete, on wh ich oc
casion he must have had opportunity to ascertain 
the condition of the churches and to give specific 
instructions to Titus for rectifying any deficiencies. 
At the conclusion of the letter (3: 1 2) the apostle 
urges Titus to join hirn at Nicopolis for the winter, 
and it is fairly safe to assurne that this was the city 
situated in Epirus, in wh ich case i t  is the sole refer
ence to Paul visiting that district. Titus is also in
structed to help Zenas and Apollos on their jour
ney (3 :  1 3) ,  but the precise point of this allusion is 
obscure. 

2 Tim. is much more specific in historical infor
mation. In I :  1 6  Paul refers to Onesiphorus as 
having sought hirn out while in Rome, which sug
gests that the writer is still in Rome as a prisoner. 

In 4: 1 6  he mentions an earlier trial which is gener
ally regarded as the preliminary examination pre
paring for the official trial berore the Roman au
thorities. Paul makes an interesting request in 4: 1 3  
for a cloak which he had lef! behind at the house of 
Carpus at Troas, which would see m to imply that 
he had recently visited there. In the same passage 
Paul mentions that he recently left Trophimus sick 
at Miletus (4:20), while Erastus, an associate of his, 
had stayed behind at Corinth. 

I t  is impossible to fit all these historical data as 
they stand into the Acts history, and there is there
fore no alternative if their authenticity is to be 
maintained (see later discussion) but to assurne 
that Paul was released from the imprisonment 
mentioned at the close of Acts, that he had a 
period of further activity in the E, and that he was 
rearrested, tried and finally executed in Rome by 
the imperial authorities. The data available from 
the Pastorals are insufficient to facilitate a re
construction of Paul's itinerary, but further activ
ity in Greece, Crete and Asia is at least certain. 
Some scholars, on the basis of Rom. 1 5 :24, 28, 
have also fitted into this period a visit to Spain, and 
if this assumption is correct this W visit must have 
preceded Paul's return to the E churches. But i f  
Co\ . ,  Phm. and Phi\. are assigned t o  the Roman 
imprisonment (see separate articles) it seems dear 
that Paul's face was turned towards the E and not 
the W at the time or his release. (* CHRONOLOGY OF 
THE NEW TESTAMENT.) 

1 1 1 .  Pu rpose 
Assuming therefore that all three of these Epistles 
were written within a comparatively short interval 
of time, it must next be noted that they have a 
common purpose. They are all designed to supply 
Paul's associates with exhortations and en
couragements for both present and future re
sponsibilities. There is a good deal of instruction 
about ecclesiastical administration, but it would be 
wrong to assurne that such instruction wholly ac
counts for the underlying purpose of each. Of the 
three Epistles the motive for writing 2 Tim. is 
dearer than that of the others. The apostle is de
livering his final charge to his timid successor, and 
in the course of it reminds Timothy of his early 
history ( I  : 5-7) and ex horts hirn to act worthily 
of his high calling. Many times throughout the 
Epistle solemn exhortations are directed to hirn 
( 1 :6, 8, 1 3f. ;  2: 1 ,  22; 3: 14;  4: 1 f. ) ,  wh ich suggest that 
Paul was not too certain of his courage in face of 
the heavy responsibilities now falling upon hirn. 
The apostle yearns to see hirn again and twice 
urges hirn to come as soon as possible (4:9, 2 1 ) , 
although the tone of the concluding part of the 
letter suggests that Paul is not convinced that cir
cumstances will permit a reunion (cl 4:6). There 
are warnings about ungodly men who cause 
trouble to the church both in the present and in the 
last days (3: I f.), and Timothy is urged to avoid 
these. He is to entrust to worthy men the task of 
passing on the traditions al ready received (2:2).  

The purpose behind the other two Epistles is less 
plain, for in both instances Paul has only recently 
left the recipients, and the need for such detailed 
instructions is not immediately apparent. It would 
seem probable that much of the subject-matter had 
al ready been communicated orally, for in both 
Epistles detailed qualifications are given for the 
main office-bearers of the church, and it is in
conceivable that until this t ime neither Timothy 
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nor Titus had received any such instruction. In all 
probability the Epistles were intended to streng
then the hands of Paul's representat ives in their 
respective tasks. Timothy appears to have had 
some difficulty in commanding respect (cf I Tim. 
4: 1 2r.), while Titus had a particularly unenviable 
constituency in Crete according to Ti!. I :  I Off. Both 
mcn are to have sober concern for sound doctrine 
and right conduct and to teach it to others ( I  Tim. 
4 1 1 ; 6:2; Tit .  2 : 1 , 1 5 ; 3 :8). 

I t  is not to be expected that in these letters the 
apostle would present to his closest friends any
thing in the nature of a theological treatise. There 
was no need to dweil on the great Christian doc
trines, oral expositions of which both Timothy and 
Titus must orten have heard from their master's 
Iips. But they did need to be reminded of the futil
ity of wasting time with certain groups of false 
teachers whose teachings were dominated by ir
relevances and wordy combats wh ich led nowhere 
(see I Tim. 1 :4; 4: I r.; 6:3r. ,  20). There does not 
appear to be any close connection between these 
heresies in the Ephesian and Cretan churches and 
that combated by Paul in his letter to Colossae, 
but they may have been different forms of the ten
dcncy wh ich later developed into 2nd-century 
Gnosticism. 

IV. Authenticity 
Modern criticism has so much challenged the 
Pauline authorship of these Epistles that the at
testat ion of the early church is of prime import
ance in a fair  examination of the whole question. 
There are few NT writings which have stronger at
testat ion, for these Epistles were widely used from 
the time of Polycarp, and there are possible traces 
in the earlier works or Clement or Rome and Igna
ti us. The omission or the Epistles rrom Marcion's 
Canon (c. AD 1 40) has been thought by some to be 
evidence that they were not known in his time, but, 
in view or his propensity to cut out what did not 
appeal to hirn or disagreed with his doctrine, this 
line or evidence can hardly be taken seriously. The 
only other possible evidence ror the omission or 
the Epistles is the Chester Beatty papyri, but since 
these are incomplete i t  is again precarious to base 
any positive hypothesis upon their evidence, espe
cially in view of thc ract that the Epistles were 
known and used in the E at an earlier period than 
the papyri represen t .  

Objections to authenticity must thererore b e  re
garded as modern innovations contrary to the 
strong evidence rrom the early church. These ob
jections began seriously with Schleiermacher's 
attack on the genuineness of I Tim. ( 1 807) and 
have been developed by many other scholars, 
among whom the most notable have been F. C. 
Baur, H. 1. Holtzmann, P. N. Harrison and M .  
Dibelius. They have been based on rour main prob
lems. At different periods or criticism different dir
ficulties have been given prominence, but it is prob
ably the cumulative effect wh ich has persuaded 
some modern scholars that these Epistles cannot 
be by Pau! .  

a. The historical problem 
The historical situation cannot belong to the 
period or the Acts history and the consequent need 
ror postulating Paul's release has caused some 
scholars to suggest alternative theories. Either all 
the personal references are the invention or the 
author, or else some or them are genuine notes 
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which have been incorporated into the author's 
own productions. There has never been anything 
approaching unanimity among the advocates or 
thc latter alternative as to the identification or the 
'notes', wh ich in itself raises suspicions against the 
theory. Morcover, the not ion or a fiction-writer 
producing personal notes or such verisimilitude is 
im probable, and neither theory is necessary ir the 
perrectly reasonable supposition that Paul was re
leased from his first Roman imprisonment is 
maintained. 

b. The ecc/esiaslical problem 
It has been claimed that the ecclesiastical situation 
reflects a 2nd-century state of affairs, but this line 
or criticism has been widely influenced by the as
sumption that: (i) 2nd-century Gnosticism is com
bated in the Epistles, and (ii) the church organiza
tion was too developed ror the primitive period. 
The rorce or the first assumption is reduced to 
nothing by the increasing modern recognition that 
Gnosticism had much earlier roots than was at one 
time imagined and that the rorm or heresy com
bated in these Epistles is rar removed rrom de
veloped Gnosticism. The second assumption is 
equally insecure in view or the ract that the church 
organization is certainly more primitive than in the 
time or Ignatius and betrays no anachronism with 
the period or the apostle. 

c. The dOClrinal problem 
The absence or the great Pauline doctrinal discus
sions as round in the earlier letters and the presence 
of stereotyped expressions such as 'the raith' and 
'sound doctrine', wh ich suggest a stage or devel
opment when Christian doctrine had reached fixity 
as tradition, have given rise to rurther doubts 
about Pauline authorship. But the recognition or 
the mainly personal character or these communi
cations and or the knowledge that both Timothy 
and Titus already had or Paul's main teaching is 
sufficient to account ror the first objection, while 
the second may be annulled by the valid assump
tion that Paul as a rar-sighted missionary pioneer, 
however creative and dynamic his earlier pro
nouncements may have been in his church Epistles, 
could not have been unmindful or the need to con
serve true doctrine, and the aptness or the terms 
used ror this purpose must be admitted. 

d. The lingllislic problem 
These Epistles contain an unusually large number 
or words used nowhere else in the NT and a 
number not round anywhere else in Paul's writings, 
and these indications are claimed to demonstrate 
their un-Pauline character, especially when sup
ported by the absence or many pronouns, preposi
tions, and particles used by the apostle. But 
word-counts or this kind can be effective only ir  
sufficient data exist to serve as a rair  basis or com
parison, and this cannot be maintained in the case 
or the Pauline Epistles, where the total vocabulary 
does not exceed 2,500 different words. There ap
pears to be no valid reason why the differences or 
vocabulary and style could not have taken place in 
the writings or one man . Some, who in all other 
respects regard the Epistles as genuine but find 
some difficulties in the linguistic problem, resort 
to the hypothesis that Paul used a different 
amanuensis. 

In conclusion, i t  may be stated that these objec
tions, even when cumulatively considered, do not 
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provide adequate reason for discarding the ac
knowledged and unchallenged conviction of the 
Christian church until the 1 9th century that these 
three Epistles are genuine writings of the apostle 
Paul .  

V. Value 
Throughout the history of the church these 
Epistles have been used to instruct the ministers of 
Christ in their duties and demeanour, and have 
been invaluable in providing a pattern of practical 
behaviour. Yet their usefulness and appeal have not 
been restricted to this, for they contain many gems 
of spiritual encouragement and theological insight 
which h ave greatly enriched the devotional life of 
the church . Such passages as I Tim. 3 : 1 6  and Ti!. 
2 :  1 2ff. ; 3 :4ff., among many others, draw the 
reader's attention to some of the great truths of 
the gospel, while the last chapter of 2 Tim. pre
serves the moving swan-song of the great apostle. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epis
tles, 1 963; 1. N. D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles, 
BNTC, 1 963; M .  Dibelius and H .  Conzelmann, 
Die PaslOralbriefe, Hermeneial 1 955; D. Guthrie, 
The Pastoral Epistles, TNTC-, 1 990; idem, New 
Testament Introduction', 1 970; A. T. Hanson, Stud
ies in the Pastoral Epistles, 1 968; P. N. Harrison, 
The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles, 1 92 1 ;  W. 
Hendriksen, Commentary on I & II Timothy and 
Titus, NTC, 1 957; 1. Jeremias, Die Briefe an Timo
theus und Titus, NTD, 1 953;  E. K. Simpson, The 
Pastoral Epistles, 1 954; G. D. Fee, J and 2 Timothy, 
Titus, NIBC, 1 984; M .  Prior, Paul the Lelter
Writer and the Second Leiter to Timothy, 1 989. 

D .G . 

T1PHSAH (Heb. tiftsa&, 'a ford', 'a passage'). 
Probably Thapsacus, an important crossing on the 
W bank of  the Middle Euphrates. At the N E  
boundary of  Solomon's territory ( I  Ki. 4:24), it 
was placed strategically on a great E-W trade 
rou� J.D.D. 

T1RAS ( Heb. tiräs). A son of Japheth, and brother 
of Gomer, Madai, Javan and Muski (Gn. 10 :2 ;  I 
Ch . 1 :5) ,  all probably N peoples (. NATIONS, TABLE 
OF). The name is commonly identified with the 
Tursha ( TrI. IV) mentioned among the N invaders in 
the 1 3th century BC by Merenptah (. EGYPT). 
These are in turn often equated with the Tyrrenoi 
(dialectal form of Tyrrhenol) of Gk. literature, 
connected by many with the Etruscans, though this 
identification is still questioned. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. Gardiner, Ancient Egyp
tian Onomastica, Text,  I ,  1 947, p. 1 96·;  M .  Pallot
tino, The Etruscans, 1 955 ,  pp. 55-56; see also AS 9, 
1 959,  pp. 1 97ff.; N. K. Sanders, The Sea Peoples, 
1 978. T.C .M .  

T1RHAKAH. The pharaoh Taharqa of Egypt's 
25th ( 'Ethiopian') Dynasty; he reigned 26 years, 
c. 690-664 BC. 2 Ki .  1 9 :9 (= Is. 37:9) appears to 
indicate that Tirhakah led those Egyp. forces 
which • Sennacherib had to defeat at • Eltekeh in 
70 1 BC while attacking Hezekiah of Judah. If so, 
Tirhakah was then only the army-commander, as 
he was not king until 1 1  years later. The epithet 
'king of  Ethiopia' is that of the source used in Is. 
and 2 Ki . ,  and would date from 690 BC or after. An 

alternative view, namely that Sennacherib again in
vaded Palestine early in Tirhakah's actual reign (e. 
688 BC?), requires two major assumptions: a 
second Palestinian campaign by Sennacherib, 
otherwise unknown, and a conflation of the two 
campaigns into one by the OT narrators; refer
ences in W. F. Albright, BASOR 1 30, 1 953, pp. 8-9. 
The theory of M. F. L. Macadam ( Temples of 
Kawa, I ,  1 949, pp. 1 8-20) that Tirhakah was born 
e. 709 BC, and so could not command troops in 701 
BC, is unnecessary and open to other objections; 
see 1. Leclant and 1. Yoyotte, Bulletin de /'Institut 
Franrais d'Archeologie Orientale 5 1 ,  1 952, pp. 1 7-
27; K. A. Kitchen, The Third Intermediate Period 
in Egypt1, 1 986; pp. 383-386, 552-558, 584-586. 

K.A .K . 

TIRSHATHA. A title used of the governor of 
Judaea under the Persian empire (AV, Ezr. 2:63; Ne. 
7:65, 70; 8:9; 1 0: I ) .  It is probably a Persian form 
(cf Avestan tarsta, 'reverend') roughly equivalent 
to the Eng. 'His Excellency'. The title puzzled the 
Gk. translators, who either omit it or render it as a 
proper name, 'Athersastha', 'Attharates' or 
'Atharias'. J.S.W. 

T1RZAH. 1 .  The youngest daughter of Zelophe
had (Nu. 26:33; 27: I ;  Jos. 1 7 :3). 

2. A Canaanite town noted for its beauty (C!. 
6:4) which lay in the N part of Mt Ephraim at the 
head of the Wadi Far'ah along which passed the 
road from Transjordan to the central hili country 
where Shechem, Samaria, Dothan and other towns 
lay. It was captured by Joshua (Jdg. 1 2 :24) and was 
assigned to Manasseh (1os. 1 7:2-3). Jeroboam I 
lived at Tirzah ( I  Ki. 14 :  1 7) and the town became 
the capital of the N kingdom in the time of Baasha 
(I Ki. 1 5 :2 1 , 23; 16 :6), Elah and Zimri (I Ki. 1 6:8-
9, 1 5). Zimri burnt the palace over his own head 
when trapped there by Omri ( I  Ki. 1 6: 1 7- 1 8). 
After 6 years Omri transferred Ihe capital to Sa
maria wh ich was more central and easier to 
defend. In c. 752 BC Menahem, a resident of 
Tirzah, was able to overthrow Shallum and usurp 
the throne (2 Ki. 1 5 : 1 4, 1 6) .  

De Vaux identified the large mound of Tell el
Far'ah, about 1 1  km NE of Nablus, as the site of 
Tirzah and over the course of several years excav
ation revealed the archaeological story of the site. 
There was continuous settlement here from Chal
colithic t imes, berore 3000 BC, down to Assyrian 
times. The last period of the city's life (Level I )  
represents the years o f  Assyrian domination cul
minating in the destruction of the city at the end of 
the 7th century, possibly by Nebuchadrezzar. The 
Israelite occupation during the days of the N king
dom is represen ted by levels I to I I I .  The 9th
century level showed a standard type of house over 
a wide area with one larger administrative building 
near the gate (Level I I I ) .  By the 8th century there 
were several large houses, a great administrative 
building and a considerable number of very poor 
houses, confirming the picture drawn by the 8th
century prophets (Am. 5: 1 1 ; Is. 9 :8-10) .  This lalter 
phase of the city ended with the Assyrian invasion 
of 723-72 1  BC (Level I I ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R.  de Vaux and A .  M .  Steve, sev
eral articles in RB from 1 947 (vol. 54) to 1 962 (vol. 
69), especially vol. 62, 1 955 ,  pp. 587-589; 'Tirzah' 
in AOTS, pp. 37 1-383; 'The Excavation at Tel l  el-
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Far'ah and the site of ancient Tirzah', PEQ, 1 956, 
pp. 1 25- 140; A .  F. Rainey, ISBE 4, pp. 860-86 1 ;  R. 
de Vaux, NEAEHL 2,  pp. 433-440. J .A .T. 

TISHBITE, THE (Heb. hattisbi). An epithet of 
Elijah (I Ki. 1 7 :  I ;  2 \ : 1 7, 28; 2 Ki. 1 :3, 8; 9 :36). 
Generally seen as denoting one from a town Tish
beh in Gilead. N. Glueck read I Ki .  1 7 : I as 'Jabe
shite, from Jabesh-Gilead'. A town Tishbeh in 
Gilead is not otherwise known (Tobit 1 :2 places 
one in Naphthali), but tradition loeates it at al
Istib, 1 2  km N of the Jabbok. The word has been 
read as hattäs'iJi, 'the sojourner', related to the fol
lowing word 'settIers' (Rsvmg.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Glueck, AA SOR 25-28, 1 95 1 ,  
pt. I ,  pp. 2 1 8 ,  225-227; F. M .  Abel, Geographie de 
la Palestine, 2, 1 937, p. 486. D.W.B. 

TITHES. The custom of tithing did not originate 
with the Mosaic law (Gn. 1 4: 1 7-20), nor was it 
peculiar to the Hebrews. I t  was practised among 
other ancient peoples. There are three main ques
tions to consider. 

I .  What were the Hebrews required to tithe? The 
Torah legislated that 'the seed of the land' (crops), 
'the fruit of the trees' and 'herds and Rocks' ( Lv. 
27 :30-32) were to be tithed. The manner of tithing 
livestock was as folIows: the owner counted the 
animals as they passed out to pasture, and every 
tenth one was given to God. In this way there was 
no possibility of selecting inferior animals for the 
tithing of the Rocks and herds (Lv. 27:32f.). If a 
Hebrew preferred to dedicate the tenth of his 
cereal and frui t  yields in the form of their monet
ary value he was free to do so, but a fifth of that 
sum had to be added to it. He was not allowed to 
redeem the tenth of his Rocks and herds in this way 
(Lv. 27:3 1 ,  33).  

2 .  To whom were the tithes paid? They were to 
be given to the Levites (Nu. 1 8 :2 I ff.) .  But in Heb. 
7:5 it is said to be the sons of Levi 'who receive 
the priestly office' who are to be the recipients of 
the tithes. This departure from the Law may have 
been due to the Levites' unwillingness to fulfil 
their duties in Jerusalem after the return under 
Ezra ( Ezr. 8 :  1 5ff.). The Levites, because of the 
nature of their status and functions in the com
munity, had no means of income, livelihood or 
inheritance to ensure their support; therefore, and 
in return 'for their service which they serve, the 
service in the tent of meeting', they were to receive 
'the tithe of the people of Israel' (Nu. 1 8 :2 1 , 24). 
This passage in Nu. 18 mentions only the tithing 
of cereal and fruit crops (v. 27). The Levites, how
ever, were not allowed to keep the whole of the 
tenth.  They were directed to present an offering 
wh ich was to be taken out of the tenth ,  which 
represented 'a tithe of the tithe' (Nu. 1 8:26). This 
'tithe of the tithe' was to be 'from all the best of 
them' (v. 29) and was to be given to the priests (v. 
28; Ne. 1 0:39). 

3 .  Where were the Hebrews to offer their tithes? 
They were to bring them to 'the place wh ich the 
Lord your God will choose out of all your tribes, 
to put his name there' (Dt.  1 2:5f. ,  1 7f.) ;  i. e. Jerusa
lem. And the offering of the tithes was to take the 
form of a ritual meal, in which the Levite was to 
share (Dt. 1 2 :7, 1 2) .  If  Jerusalem was a long way 
off from a man's village the transporting of the 
tithe of his crops might create a problem, but he 
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could always take his tithe in the form of money 
(Dt.  1 4:22-27). Every third year the t i the was to 
be offered in each man's own locality (Dt. 
1 4:28f.), although on these occasions he was still 
obligated to go up to Jerusalem to worship after 
the offering of his tithes in his home community 
(Dt. 26: 1 2ff.). 

To these comparatively simple laws in the Penta
teuch governing tithing there were added a host of 
minutiae which turned a beautiful religious prin
ciple into a grievous burden. These complex add
itions are recorded in the Mishnaic and Talmudic 
literature. This unfortunate tendency in Israel un
doubtedly contributed to the conviction that ac
ceptance with God could be merited through such 
ritual observances as tithing (Lk.  1 1  :42), without 
submitting to the moral law of justice, mercy and 
faith (Mt .  23:23f.). 

The tithes paid by Abraham, the ancestor of 
Israel and, therefore, of the Aaronic priesthood, to 
Melchizedek (Gn. 14 :20), and his receiving the 
blessing of this priest-king (Gn. 1 4 :  1 9) ,  signify in 
Heb. 7 :  I ff. that Melchizedek's priesthood was in
finitely superior to the Aaronic or levitical priest
hood. Why Abraham paid tithes to Melchizedek is 
not explained in Gn. 1 4: 1 8-20. 

The NT reference to the tithing of 'mint and dill 
and cummin' (Mt. 23:23; Lk. 1 1  :42) i l lustrates a 
Talmudic extension of the Mosaic law, ensuring 
that 'everything that is eaten . .  and that grows 
out of the earth' must be tithed. J.G.S.S.T. 

TITUS. Although not mentioned in Acts, Titus 
was one of Paul's companions in whom he placed 
a considerable amount of trust. He is first heard of 
at the time of the Gentile controversy when he ac
companied Paul and Barnabas to Jerusalem (Ga\. 
2 :  I ) .  He provided a test case, since he was a Gen
tile, but he was apparently not compelled to be cir
cumcised (Ga\. 2:3) .  Titus probably accompanied 
Paul on his subsequent journeys, but no definite 
information of his work is available unti l  the time 
of the Corinthian crisis. He had evidently been 
acting as Paul's representative at Corinth during 
the year preceding the writing of 2 Cor. (cf 8: 1 6) 
with a special commission to organize the collec
tion scheme there. The task was unfinished, for 
Titus is later urged by Paul to return to Corinth to 
see its completion (2 Cor. 8:6). 

A more delicate task was the smoothing over 01' 
the tense situation which had arisen between Paul 
and the Corinth ians, a task which c1early de
manded a man of great tact and force of character. 
He appears to have been a stronger personality 
than Timothy (cf I Cor. 1 6: I 0; 2 Cor. 7 :  1 5) and 
possessed ability as an administrator. A com
parison of 2 Cor. 2 and 7 suggests that he carried 
a letter from Paul to the Corinthians which has 
since been lost (the 'severe letter') and in wh ich the 
apostle took them to task with much anguish of 
heart for their high-handed attitude. Titus eventu
ally rejoined Paul in Macedonia (2 Cor 7 :6) with 
good news, and as a result 2 Cor. was written and 
was willingly carried by Titus (2 Cor. 8 :  1 6f.) ,  who 
seems to have possessed a particular affection and 
serious concern for the Corinthians. He is de
scribed by the apostle as his 'partner and fellow 
worker' (8:23), who would not think of taking ad
vantage of those entrusted to his care ( 1 2 : 1 8) .  

From the Epistle addressed to hirn it may be 
surmised that Titus accompanied Paul to Crete 
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subsequent to the latter's release from the Roman 
imprisonment and was left there to consolidate the 
work (Tit. I :5f.) .  The letter urges the use of author
ity in establishing a worthy ministry, in overcoming 
opposition, and in the teaehing of sound doetrine. 
He was summoned to rejoin Paul at Nieopolis 
when relieved by either Artemas or Tychicus (Tit. 
3 :  1 2) ,  and may possibly have been further eommis
sioned at Nieopolis for an evangelistie mission to 
Dalmatia on which he was engaged at the time 
when Paul wrote 2 Tim. (2 Tim. 4: I 0). later trad
ition, however, assumed his return to Crete and 
deseribed hirn as bishop there until his old age 
(Eusebius, EH 3. 4. 6). For the possibility that he 
was luke's brother (wh ich might explain the ab
sence of his name from Aets), see W. M. Ramsay, 
SPT, p. 390. D.G. 

TOB- The name of an Aramaean city and prinei
pality Iying N of Gilead, mentioned in eonneetion 
with Jephthah and David (Jdg. 1 1  :3; 2 Sa. 1 0:6); 
the distriet named in I Maee. 5: 1 3  is probably iden
tieal. The Iikely loeation of the city is al-Taiyiba 
(preserving the aneient name), some 20 km ENE 
of Ramoth-gilead. For its history, cf B. Mazar, BA 
25, 1 962, pp. 98-1 20. D.F.P. 

TOBIAH. 1. One of • Nehemiah's prineipal op
ponents, Tobiah is described by hirn as 'the servant 
(or 'slave', NEB), the Ammonite' (Ne. 2 : 1 0). 'Ser
vant' may weil be an honourable title for a high
ranking Persian offieial; 'Ammonite' eould refer to 
his ancestry, though he seems at least half Jewish, 
since his name means 'Yahweh is good', his son is 
ealled Jehohanan ('Yahweh is mereiful'; Ne. 6: 1 8), 
and he has many important friends among the 
Jews (6: 1 8r.; 1 3 :4r.). Some have seen hirn as Persian 
governor of the sub-province of Ammon, or even 
governor of Jerusalem before Nehemiah's arrival 
(cf Ne. 5: 1 5) ,  but his elose assoeiation with San bal
lat, governor of Samaria (4:7; 6 :  I) suggests rather 
that he was Sanballat's deputy. It is uneertain 

whether this Tobiah had any eonneetion with the 
famous family of the Tobiads, who in the 3rd een
tury BC ruled a large area of Ammon from their 
fortress at 'Araq el-Amir, 20 km NW of Heshbon, 
and were one of the most influential pro-Greek 
families in Jerusalem (Josephus, Ant. 1 2 .  1 60-236). 
The inscription at 'Araq el-Amir mentioning a 
Tobiah is now thought to be no earlier than the 
2nd eentury BC. 

2. The name of a clan unable to prove its authen
tie Israelite ancestry at the time of the 6th-century 
return from exile (Ezr. 2:60; Ne. 7:62; I Esdras 
5 :37). The · Tobijah of Ze. 6: 1 0, 1 4, a leading 
noblem an in Jerusalem, c. 520 BC, may perhaps 
belong to the Tobiah family. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Mazar, JEJ 7, 1 957, pp. 1 37-
145 , 229-238; C. C. MeCown, BA 20, 1 957, pp. 63-
76; P. W. lapp, BASOR 1 7 1 ,  1 963, pp. 8-39. 

D.J .A.C. 

TOGARMAH. The third son of Gomer, grandson 
of Japheth and brot her of Ashkenaz and Riphath 
(Gn. 1 0.3;  I Ch. 1 :6). (Beth-) Togarmah, with 
Tubal, ·Javan and • Mesheeh, supplied horses and 
mules to Tyre (Ezk. 27: 14) and soldiers to · Gog 
(Ezk. 38:6). During the 2nd millennium BC Old As
syrian and Hittite texts loeale Tegarama near 
Carehemish and Harran on a main t rade-route. I t  
was ealled Til-garimmu in the Annals of Sargon 
and Sennaeherib, and was the eapital of Kam
manu on the border of Tabal ( · TUBAL), until des
troyed in 695 BC. Perhaps to be identified with elas
sical Gauraena, modern Gürün, 1 20 km W of 
Malatya. D.J.W. 

TOlA (Heb. tölä·) . I. A family name in a elan of 
Issaehar (Gn. 46: 1 3 ; Nu. 26:23; I Ch. 7 :  1 -2).  2. 
Tola ben Puah, of Shamir, an unknown vil lage in 
Mt  Ephraim, who was a national judge for 23 years 
after Abimeleeh's reign (Jdg. 10: 1 ) .  Puah was also 
a family name in Issaehar. J .P .U .L .  

Reconstruction ol the lat;ade 01 a shrine built by the Tobiadlamily at Araq ei-Emir. Jordan. c. 1 75 Be 
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TONGVE. Heb. läsön, Gk. glössa, both of the 
tongue of man and, by extension, of man's lan
guage. The Heb. is also used of the tongue of ani
mals and reptiles (Jb. 20: 1 6), with the still common 
misapprehension that the poison of a snake lies in 
its tongue. It is also used of tongue-shaped objects 
or phenomena, e.g. a wedge of gold (Jos. 7 :2 1 )  or a 
bay of the sea (Jos. 1 5 :2) .  

I t  was apparently believed in biblical times that 
dumbness was due to some paralysis or binding 01' 
the tongue or its deaving to the palate (Ps. 1 37:6; 
Mk.  7:35; Lk. I :64) (see • BODY for a statement on 
the apparent belief among the Hebrews that the 
organs functioned semi-independently). 

The tongue is used in parallel with or inter
changeably for · lip and • mouth, as the instru
men ts of speech or related concepts, and is spoken 
of as good or evil (Ps. 1 20:2; Pr. 6: 1 7; 1 0:20), 
taught ( l s. 50:4), singing (Ps. 5 1 :  1 4) and speaking 
(Ps. 71 :24). As the mouth can be said to contain 
something, so wickedness can be hidden under the 
tongue (Jb. 20: 1 2) .  

The metaphor of a sharp tongue was used in OT 
times. The tongue was spoken of as being whetted 
like a sword (Ps. 64:3; cf Ps. 1 40:3;  Heb. 4: 1 2; Rev. 
I :  1 6) and the simile of a bow and arrow is also 
used (Je. 9:3, 8). The tremendous influence of 
words for good or i l l  is expressed by attributing 
power to the tongue (Pr. 1 8 :2 1 ;  Jas. 3 :5-6). 

Famine and thirst are described as causing the 
tongue to deave to the palate ( La. 4:4), and it rots 
through disease (Zc. 14 :  1 2) .  

The tongue is used in Ps. 55 :9 figuratively to 
refer to the confusion of language as at Babel (Gn. 
1 1 : Iff., where the word for language is 'lip', säjja; 
cf Is. 1 9 :  1 8) .  The alienation of man from man due 
to the gulf created by language difference, cutting, 
as it does, across the whole area of instinctive feel
ings, common interests and co-operation, is attrib
uted in the Gn. passage to the sinful pride of man, 
bringing upon them this form of visitation by God. 

The word 'tongue' is thus used to describe the 
different nations, or tribes, wh ich generally have 
distinctive languages ( ls. 66: 1 8 ; Rev. 5 :9). 

(. TONGUES, GIFT OF.) B.O.B. 

TONGVES, GIFT OF. Speaking in tongues, or 
glossolalia (a 1 9th-century formation from Gk. 
glössa, tongue, and lalia, speech), is a spiritual gift 
mentioned in M k .  1 6 : 1 7, Rsvmg.; Acts 1 0:44-46; 
1 9 :6, and described in Acts 2 : 1 - 1 3 ; I Cor. 1 2- 14 . 
The same phenomenon may lie behind such pas
sages as I Thes. 5: 1 9; Rom. 1 2: 1 1 .  

When the assembled disciples were filled with 
the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost they began 
'to speak in other tongues (lalein helerais glössais), 
as the Spirit gave them utterance' (Acts 2:4), so 
that many Jews of the Dispersion were astonished 
to hear the praises of God in their own native lan
guages (glössa, v. 1 1 ; dialeklos, vv. 6, 8). Although 
it is generally agreed that Luke intended the phrase 
'to speak in other tongues' to mean that the dis
ciples spoke in foreign languages, this explanation 
has not been universally accepted. From the days 
of the early Fathers some have seen in v. 8 evidence 
for a mirade of hearing performed on the audi
ence. Gregory Nazianzen (Oral. 41 . 1 0, In Penle
coslen) rejected this view on the ground that it 
transfers the mirade from the disciples to the un
converted multi tude. I t  also overlooks the fact that 

TONGVES, GIFT OF 

speaking in tongues began before there was any 
audience (v. 4; cf v. 6) and some bystanders 
thought what they heard was drunken babbling (v. 
1 3) .  

In the opinion of most modern scholars the 
glossolalia of Acts 2 : 1 - 1 3  was similar to that de
scribed in I Cor. 1 2- 1 4, and consisted of unintelli
gible ecstatic utterances. They advance various 
theories to explain why Luke wrote instead about 
foreign languages. Some think he may have mis
interpreted his sources and inserted 'other' (Acts 
2:4) on his own initiative; others suggest that he 
may have interpolated the reference to foreign lan
guages as a more favourable explanation when 
glossolalia fell into disrepute. Yet others regard his 
narrative as a dogmatic creation combining reports 
of ecstatic glossolalia with legends of the giving of 
the law at Sinai in the 70 languages of man kind 
(Midrash Tan(lUma 26c), the conception of Pente
cost as a reversal of the curse of Babel (Gn. 1 1 : 1 -
9 )  and his own universalism. However, i t  is unlikely 
that Luke, a careful historian (Lk.  I :  1-4) and dose 
companion of Paul (who spoke in tongues, I Cor. 
14 :  1 8), misunderstood the nature of glossolalia. If 
the disciples did not actually speak in foreign lan
guages at Pentecost, then the most satisfactory ex
planation is that Luke records from his sources the 
convictions of those present who believed they 
had recognized words of praise to God in other 
languages. The straightforwardness of the narra
tive and the scorn of the mockers (v. 1 3) count 
against the mediating view that the disciples' 
speech was delivered from its p'eculiarities (v. 7; cf 
Mk. 1 4:70) and made intel ligIble to their hearers, 
most of whom would probably know Greek or 
Aramaic. 

Speaking 'in new tongues' (glössais kainais) is 
mentioned in Mk. 1 6: 17 (not an original part of 
the Gospel) as a sign following fai th in Christ .  It 
accompanied the outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
upon the first Gentile converts (Acts 1 0:44-46; 
1 1 : 1 5), and was doubtless one of the manifest
ations among the earliest Samaritan believers 
(Acts 8: 1 8) .  The isolated group of disciples at 
Ephesus, who may have been early believers in 
Christ unaware of Pentecost (N.B. Stonehouse, 
WTJ 1 3 , 1 950- 1 ,  pp. I l ff.) also spoke in tongues 
when the Holy Spirit came on them (Acts 1 9:6). In 
each case spontaneous glossolalia was perceptible 
evidence 01' the repetition, in association with the 
ministry of an apostle (cf 2 Cor. 1 2 :  1 2) ,  of the 
initial bestowal of the Spirit at Pentecost, and ap
parently served to endorse the indusion of new 
c1asses 01' believers into the cautious Jewish
Christian church (cf Acts 1 0:47; 1 1 : 1 7- 1 8).  If 
tongues serve as a sign of covenantal judgment for 
Israel ( ls. 28: I Off.; cf Dt. 28:49; I Cor. 1 4: 2 1  ff.), 
and the tongues of Pentecost represent the taking 
of the kingdom from Israel and giving it to  men of 
all nations (see O. P. Robertson, WTJ 38, 1 975, pp. 
43-53), the pattern of glossolalic occurrences in 
Acts emphasizes this transition. 

Corinthian glossolalia differed in some respects 
from that described in Acts. In Jerusalem, Caesa
rea and Ephesus, whole companies on whom the 
Spirit fell immediately broke into tongues, whereas 
at Corinth not all possessed the coveted gift ( I  Cor. 
1 2: I 0, 30). Glossolalia in Acts appears to have 
been an irresistible and possibly temporary initial 
experience, whereas Paul's instructions to the Cor
inthians imply a continuing gift under the control 
of the speaker ( I  Cor. 14:27-28). At Pentecost 
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'tongues' were understood by the hearers, but at 
Corinth the additional gift of interpretation was 
necessary to make them intelligible ( I  Cor. 14 :5 ,  
1 3 , 27) .  Only at Pentecost is speaking in foreign 
languages explicitly mentioned. On the other hand, 
glossolalia is everywhere represented as consisting 
of meaningful uUerances inspired by the Holy 
Spirit and employed primarily for worship (Acts 
2 : 1 1 ;  1 0:46; I Cor. 14 :2 , 1 4-1 7, 28). 

The 'various kinds of tongues' (I Cor. 1 2 : 1 0) 
may include unlearned languages, non-Ianguages, 
or other forms of uUerance (cf S. D. Currie, Inl 
1 9, 1 965, pp. 274-294). At Corinth they were 
apparently not foreign languages, wh ich Paul 
denotes by a different word (phöne, 14 : 1 0-1 1 ), 
because a special gift, not linguistic proficiency, 
was necessary to understand them; nor were they 
for hirn meaningless ecstatic sounds, though the 
mind was inactive (v. 1 4) and the utterances, with
out interpretation, unintelligible even to the 
speaker (v. 1 3), because words (v. 1 9) and contents 
(vv. 1 4- 1 7) were recognized, and interpreted 
tongues were equivalent to prophecy (v. 5). A def
inite linguistic form is suggested by the Gk. words 
for ' to interpret', which elsewhere in the NT, 
except Lk. 24:27, always mean 'to translate' (cf 1. 
G. Davies, JTS n.S. 3, 1 952, pp. 228ff.; R. H. Gun
dry, JTS n.s. 1 7, 1 966, pp. 299-307), and Paul 
probably regarded them as special heavenly lan
guages not having ordinary human characteristics, 
inspired by the Holy Spirit for worship, for a sign 
to unbel ievers (0. P. Robertson,  op. eit.; 1. P. M .  
Sweet, NTS 1 3, 1 966--7,  pp. 240-257), and, when 
interpreted, for the edification of believers. The 
Corinthians so overrated and abused glossolalia 
that Paul strictly Iimited its exercise in public ( I  
Cor. 1 4:27-28), and emphasized the superior value 
of prophecy for the whole church (I Cor. 1 4: 1 , 5). 
Whilst it is uncertain how far later manifestations 
of glossolalia resemble the NT phenomenon, 
recent studies evaluate them as cadences of vocal
ization, not languages. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. 1. Behm, TDNT I ,  pp. 722-727; 
W. E. Mills, Glossolalia: A Bibliography, 1 985;  
idem, A TheologicallExegetical Approach to Glos
solalia, 1 985; idem (ed.), Speaking in Tonglles: A 
GlIide to Research on Glossolalia, 1 986; W. 1. Sama
rin, Tonglles of Men and Angels, 1 972; A. C. Thisel
ton, 'The " Interpretation" of Tongues?' JTS n .s. 
30, 1 979; C. G. Williams, Tonglles of the Spirit: A 
Stlldy of Pentecostal Glossolalia and Related Phe-
nomena, 1 98 1 .  W.G.P. 

TOPHEL. Mentioned only in Dt. I :  I as the local
ity where Moses addressed the I sraelites. The iden
tification with el-Tafileh, 25 km SE of the Dead 
Sea, is philologically unlikely (N. Glueck, AASOR 
1 8- 1 9, 1 939, pp. 42-43). Tophel may weil have 
been a stopping-place in the Israelites' wilderness 
itinerary. D.J.W. 

TOPHETH (AV TOPHET). This was a ' high place' 
in the valley of * Hinnom just outside Jerusalem, 
where child sacrifices were offered by fire to a deity 
* M olech. Josiah defiled this idolatrous shrine (2 
Ki. 23 : 1 0), and Jeremiah prophesied that the place 
would be used as a cemetery (Je. 7:32r.). The root 
of the noun seems to be the tpl of Aram. and Arab. 
denoting 'fireplace'. The vowels are artificial, taken 
from the Heb. noun böSe!, 'shame'. D.F.P.  

TORCH. The word is usually a translation of Heb. 
lappitj in OT and of Gk. lampas in NT. lappitj sig
nifies the traditional torch consisting of a long pole 
with rags soaked in oil wrapped round the top of 
it. The word is translated as 'Iightnings' in Ex. 
20: 1 8 . lampas is normally translated 'torch' in Jn .  
1 8 : 3  and Rev. 4:5;  8 : 1 0. I n  Acts 20:8, where the 
scene is a domestic one, translations generally 
render i t  as 'larnp' or 'light' (RSV) . The other occur
rences are all in Mt .  25: 1 -8,  the parable of the wise 
and foolish maidens. While most translations 
favour the rendering 'larnp', it would probably be 
more appropriate to see a reference to the torches 
wh ich were used in wedding processions. 

R.E.N. 

TOWN CLERK. The grammatells (Acts 1 9:35) was 
frequently the secretary of a board of magistrates, 
responsible for the accurate recording of official 
decisions. At Ephesus he was c1early the president 
of the assembly. H is punctilious regard for legal 
niceties, and anxiety about Roman intervention, 
mark hirn as a member of the Romanized aris
tocracy, among whom Paul found support (v. 3 1 ) .  
His speech has been much admired as a little mas-
terpiece 01' political savoir faire. E.A.J .  

TRACHONITIS. The only biblical reference is Lk. 
3 :  I ,  where, l inked with * I turaea, it is called the 
tetrarchy of Philip (the brot her of Herod, tetrarch 
of Galilee). Trachonitis must have been the district 
around Trachon (Josephus uses both names); Tra
chon corresponds with the modern al-Laja', a 
pear-shaped area of petrified volcanic rock some 
900 square km in area, to the E of Galilee and S of 
Damascus. It is on the whole extremely un
productive, but here and there are patches of fertile 
ground, with a spring or two. The cracked and 
broken nature of its terrain made i t  ideal for out
laws and brigands. Among others Varro (governor 
of Syria under Augustus), Herod the Great and 
Herod Agrippa I endeavoured to civilize the area, 
with varying success. Later on a Roman road was 
built through it. Targum Jonathan identifies the 
OT *Argob with Trachonitis. D.F.P .  

TRADE AND COMMERCE. 

I.  In the Old Testament 
* Palest ine has always been the only natural bridge 
between Europe and Asia on the N and Africa on 
the S. This accounts tor the fact that, although she 
was a poor country, she was constantly enriched by 
the trade and commerce that went through her 
land. Ezk. 27:  1 2-25 presents a cross-section of the 
world commerce that passed through her territory. 

Palestine's major contributions to commerce in 
OT times were agricultural products and metals. 
Phoenicia just to the N was a manufacturing area 
forced to import food. Israel supplied her with 
grain, oil and wine. Egypt to the S had a surplus of 
grain, but was short of olive oil and wine. As the 
desert peoples to the E became more inftuential 
after David's day they too absorbed Palestinc's 
agricultural products. 

Iron, which had been earlier introduced by the 
Philistines, appeared in such quantity after David's 
wide conquests in Syria that it could also be passed 
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Jn to iron-hungry Egypt. Solomon traded down 
.he Red Sea to the back ward peoples of Arabia 
Ind Africa. These lands in return sent precious 
ncense, spices and gold to the Mediterranean \,ia 
�alestine as weil as Egypt. This Arabian commerce 
n Palestine was at its peak in Nabataean times. 
During the intertestamental period the asphalt 
.raffic from the Dead Sea was so important that 
.his body of water was called the Asphalt Sea, and 
t entered into international politics. Perfumes and 
;pices were always items of exchange, some var
leties moving out of the country and others moving 
tn. Both were more important in ancient times than 
today. Spices, for example, were a common method 
Jf varying a rat her monotonous menu. 

Palestine's f10cks produced a surplus of wool, 
Ivhich was probably exported both in bulk and as 
llanufactured goods. M oab was a major wool pro
jucer. The excavations at Tell beit Mirsim have 
;hown that this was a manufacturing city devoted 
:xclusively to weaving and dyeing of cloth. Flax 
was also used for c1othing. If it was exported, then 
it was sent to Phoenicia, since Egypt was a heavy 
producer of linen. The wide distribution of expen
sive garments is shown by the finding of a Babylo
nian garment at the time of Joshua's conquest of 
Jericho, although that city was of minor import
ance. The value of  good raiment is seen in the fact 
that i t  was commonly included in the list of booty 
taken in war. 

• Egypt was the outstanding manufacturing 
nation along the Mediterranean in early days, but 
Phoenicia began to cut into her trade by imitating 
and modifying Egyp. craftsmanship. With Phoeni
cia's expanding manufacturing and shipping trade, 
Israel had a constantly increasing market for her 
agricultural products. Palestine itself entered the 
manufacturing field about the time of the written 
prophets. I ndeed, much of their social criticism 
deals with the inevitable economic crises wh ich 
�ome when any agricultural people shifts into full
scale manufacturing. An early date to Pentateuchal 
laws is demonstrated by the absence of any manu
facturing code. Palestine used modern assembly
line techniques and standardization of forms and 
sizes. Their mass-production material was of good 
quality, although they were often using poorer ma
terials and cheaper labDur. Their manufactured 
goods, however, seemed to have been primarily for 
local consumption. Trade guilds came in at this 
time, and trade marks were used by the poltery 
manufacturers. (·ARTS AND CRAFTS.) In OT times 
agricultural taxes were largely paid in kind, and the 
government had its own potteries making official 
government standardized containers with the gov
ernment seal stamped on the handles. 

Coined ·money came into Palestine towards the 
dose of OT times. Previously gold and silver in 
ingots, bars and rings were weighed out.  Jewels 
offered a more convenient and fairly safe method 
of investing and transporting larger sums than 
would be convenient in bullion.  After Alexander 
the Great, coined money was common. During the 
intertestamental period, Jewish bankers came into 
prominence, and the synagogues of Asia Minor in 
NT times are in part due to Jewish influence in 
banking and commerce. During this same period 
Alexandria, which had become probably the great
est manufacturing city of the world, altracted a 
heavy Jewish population. 

Only in the days of Solomon and Jehoshaphat 
did sea commerce play an important part in Pales-
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tinian trade, and both ventures were short-Iived. 
Sea commerce was predominantly in the hands of 
foreigners, first Philistines and other sea peoples. 
then later Phoenicians and Greeks. 

For land travel the ass was the beast of burden 
until about David's day, when the camel, previ
ously used primarily for war, also became available 
for the caravan trade. Part of Palestine's com
mercial wealth came from these caravans, which 
purchased necessary supplies from farmers and 
craftsmen as they moved through the country. At 
the local market-place the population absorbed 
foreign news, and the efficacy of this news medium 
can be seen in the sermons of Amos, with their 
broad picture of world affairs. I shmaelites and 
Midianites handled much of the early commerce 
on the desert fringe. Later the Ammonites took 
over from them and became the dominant camel
owning people before the Nabataeans, who 
brought desert commerce to its financial peak. 

Ben-hadad and the Omri dynasty had business 
depots in each other's capital city, and this was 
probably common practice between adjacent na
tions. Israel and Phoenicia were normally on far 
belter terms with each other than I srael and Syria. 
A good source of income for the government was 
the tax on commerce entering the country. This 
source of wealth, of course, was at its peak in the 
days of David and Solomon. But there was a 
second peak 01' prosperity under Jeroboam " in 
Israel and Uzziah in Judah. 

The major trade routes of Palestine ran N and S. 
The most important came out 01' Egypt, crossed 
the Philistine plain, cOlltinued along the E edge 01' 
the plain 01' Sharon, crossed the Carmel ridge at 
Megiddo, and then went on to Dan either via 
Hazor 01' Galilee or via Beth-shan and the upland 
road just N of the Yarmuq river. The high ridge 
road via Beersheba, Hebron, Jerusalem, Shechem 
and Beth-shan handled more local traffic than 
through commerce. E 01' the Jordan valley was the 
King's Highway coming out of  the Gulf 01' 
Aqabah and touching the key cities of Kir, Dibon, 
Medeba, eIe., along the centre 01' the populated 
areas. A second road fol lowed a parallel track to 
the E 01' the King's Highway and just inside the 
desert fringe. Today a modern road follows the 
former and the rai lway the lalter. These routes 
picked up the Arabian trade at such points as 
Petra, Amman and Edrei. 

E and W roads were less profitable, except the 
most S one, where Arabian commerce came via 
Nabataean Petra to Gaza. Commerce also came 
out 01' the caravan city 01' Amman, down the 
Jabbok valley, up to Shechem and over to the Med
iterranean. More commerce, however, probably 
came through the Hauran down to Beth-shan and 
up the plain 01' Esdraelon to the Mediterranean. 
The great grain fields 01' the Hauran sold their 
wheat down this route. A shorter road cut ac ross 
Galilee from the Sea 01' Galilee to Accho. The 
major seaports used in OT times were Joppa, DDr 
and Accho. Ashkelon was the Philistine seaport, 
and Gaza was the Mediterranean outlet for the 
Nabataean trade. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Baly, The Geography 0/ Ihe 
Bible ', 1 974; data from ancient Near East: cf W. F. 
Leemans, H .  Hirsch, in D. O. Edzard (ed.), Real
lexikon der Assyriologie, 4, 1 973, pp. 76--97; from 
Egyp..t :  W. Helck, in Helck and Otto (eds.), Lexikon 
der Agyplologie, 2, 1 976, cols. 943-948. 
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TRADE AND COMMERCE 

11. In  the New Testament 
Trade and commerce have no large place in the NT. 
The coast of Palestine is harbourless and swept 
with surf, and no natural port formed a cross-road 
for t rade. The sea in Heb. metaphor is a barrier, not 
a pathway, and such an attitude was natural in a 
land which fronted the unbroken border of the 
waters. The ruins of artificial harbours are 
common enough, and suggest rat her the futility 
than the success of man's attempts to tame the E 
end of the Mediterranean (see G. A. Smith, The 
Historieal Geography 0/ the Holy Land'\ 1 93 1 ,  pp. 
1 27-1 44). 

Caravan routes, on the other hand, naturally 
converged on Palestine, and the NT is aware of the 
activities of the trader. Such parables as those of 
the talents and the merchant who found 'a pearl of 
great price' were obviously mean t to be understood 
by the audience to wh ich they were addressed . But 
this was the petty trade of a smalI, poor and und er
privileged land. 

Major activities in trade and commerce, all 
through NT times, were in the hands of the 
Romans and Italians. State interference with the 
processes of trade, which became a sombre feature 
of late imperial times, was already visible in the I st 
century. The legal machinery by which a 'mark in 
hand or head' could prevent the non-conformist 
from buying and selling (Rev. 1 3 : 1 6- 1 7) was early 
apparent .  The foreign trade of the empire was ex
tensive and varied. There is also evidence that it 
was unbalanced, for the hoards of Rom. coins 
found commonly in India are c1ear indication of a 
perilous leakage of bullion, and one cause of the 
creeping paralysis of inflation. 

Lat. and Gk. words in early I rish, German, Ira
nian, Indian and even Mongolian tongues are 
evidence of the wide influence of Rom. trade. 
Archaeology, especially on the S Indian coast, has 
a similar word to say. An excavation at Pondicherry 
has established the fact of a large Rom. trade with 
I ndia in the I st century. Rom. merchants, indeed, 
were ubiquitous. There was a Rom. market, the 
remains of which may still be seen, outside the 
sacred precincts at Delphi. Trade was no doubt 
brisk in amulets and souvenirs, and may have been 
typical of petty Italian enterprise abroad wherever 
crowds were gathered. Similar activity in the 
Temple of lerusalem had been cannily kept in the 
hands of the Sadducean chief priests. 

From the 2nd century before Christ a Rom. city 
stood on Delos, the Aegean centre of the slave
trade, and when Mithridates in 88 Be massacred 
the Italian residents of Asia Minor and the Aegean 
islands, 25,000 fel l  in Delos alone out of a total of 
1 00,000 victims. They must have been mostly 
traders and the agents of commerce. The capital 
itself, whose population in the I st century was 
something like one million, was a vast market, and 
a grim, satiric chapter in the Apocalypse (Rev. 1 8), 
constructed after the fashion of an OT 'taunt
song', and in imitation of Ezk. 27, speaks of the 
wealth and volume of Rome's luxury trade, and 
the economic disruption sure to follow the loss of a 
market so rich. Ostia, Rome's port, is full of 
warehouses. 

Rom. trade extended far beyond the boundaries 
of the empire. The 'far country' of Mt .  25: 14 is 
quite litera!. Merchants from I taly carried their 
foods into unsubdued Germany, along the 'amber 
route' to the Baltic, to India and perhaps China. 

All this activity sprang from Rome's dominance. 
the peace which she policed, and above all from the 
absence of political frontiers over significant areas 
of the world. Petronius' Trimalchio, the nouveau 
riehe of the Satiricon, could make fortunes and 
lose them, and make them again. Of Augustus the 
merchants said that 'through him they sailed the 
seas in safety, through him they could make their 
wealth, through him they were happy'. 

The account of the last journey of Paul to 
Rome, so ably told by Luke, first in a ship of 
Adramyttium of Asia Minor, and then in an Alex
andrian freighter, probably under charter to the 
Rom. government lor the transport of Egyp. corno 
gives a vivid picture of the hazards of trade and 
navigation. 

Apart from the list of Rev. 1 8 , which may have 
been deliberately selected in accordance with the 
polemic and satirical purpose of the passage, the 
commodities of export trade are not widely 
known. No cargo Iists survive. Oysters came from 
Britain to Rome in barrels of sea-water. Cornish 
tin, no doubt, came down the same sea-route. N 
Gaul seems to have had the rudiments of an ex
porting textile industry, and Gaul certainly ex
ported cheap Samian pottery. Underwater archae
ology on wrecked ships has revealed that large car
goes of wine were carried. A monogram device of 
a double S in a trident seems to indicate that one 
such freighter, wrecked near Marseilles, was the 
property of one Severus Sestius, who occupied 'the 
House of the Trident' on Delos. 

On the subject of mass production for such 
trade there is Iittle information, and none on the 
business organization necessarily involved. Certain 
localities, however, became famous for special 
products, and the resultant commerce would have 
been in the control of special ist traders who would 
create and operate their own markets. A striking 
example is Lydia, 'a seiler of purpie goods', from 
the city of Thyatira in Asia Minor (Acts 1 6: 1 4), 
whom Paul's party met at Philippi in Macedonia. 
Corinthian bronze, in ornaments and mirrors ( I  
Cor. 1 3 : 1 2), and the cilicium o r  goats' -hair cloth, 
which was either the product or the raw-material 
of Paul's tent-making (Acts 1 8 :3), were probably 
distributed by similar private enterprise. The im
agery of lohn's letter to Laodicea (Rev. 3 : 1 4- 1 8) is 
partly derived from the trade and commerce of the 
town. Ramsay has established the existence of a 
Laodicean trade in valuable black woollen gar
ments. Laodicea and Colossae produced black 
fleeces, the evidence of which is still genetically ap
parent, it is said, in the sheep of the area today. 
There was also a Laodicean eye-salve, based prob
ably on the kaolin of the thermal area at H ierapo
lis, 10 km away. Hence the taunt about 'white gar
ments' and 'eye-salve' (see W. M. Ramsay, The Let
ters to the Seven ChI/rehes 0/ Asia, chs. 29-30). 

· Thyatira, of the earlier letter, was also a centre 
of trade and commerce, though probably without 
Laodicea's export emphasis. Lydia has already 
been mentioned, and archaeological evidence 
speaks of wool- and linen-workers, dyers, leather
workers, tanners, potters, slave-traders and bronze
smiths. The dyers, and Lydia was probably one of 
them, dealt in a purpie dye made from the madder 
root, which undercut the expensive sea-dye from 
the murex shell. 

I t  is curious to note that, in writing to Thyatira, 
lohn uses the figure of lezebel, sign and symbol of 
Israel's compromising trade partnership with 
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Phoenicia, to describe a local 'Nicolaitan' .  'Jeze
bel' or Thyatira had no doubt taught some rorm or 
compromise with the surrounding pagan world. I n  
a town o r  brisk trade activity some such adjust
ment would appear more urgently necessary be
cause or the power or the trade guilds. 

These organizations were a source or major dir
ficulty to Christians, who sought, in their daily 
converse with the pagan world around, to keep a 
c1ear conscience. The trade guilds or collegia 
appear in Acts 1 9  as a rorce or organized opposi
tion to Christianity. An important trade commod
ity or Ephesus, now that the harbour was silting, 
and commerce was passing to Smyrna, was the 
mamiracture or silver souvenirs and cult objects or 
Artemis, ror sale to the pilgrims who visited the 
ramous shrine. Ephesus saw the guilds concerned 
exercise sufficient press ure to end Paul's ministry. 
A ramous letter or Pliny (Ep. 1 0. 96), which vividly 
describes the suppression or a vigorous church in 
Bithynia in AD 1 1 2, is also a c1ear indication or 
such influence. The guild or the butchers, alarmed 
at the ralling sales or sacrificial meat, successrully 
stirred up official action against the church. It was 
difficult ror Christians, whose trade depended 
upon a measure or goodwill, to carry on their daily 
activities ir they obviously abstained rrom rellow
ship with their colleagues. On the other hand, since 
all the callings or trade and commerce were under 
the patronage or pagan deities, rellowship, and 
indeed membership or a trade collegium, involved 
the compromising act or libation or sacrifice at 
the guild dinner. Records exist or a considerable 
number or such organizations, and the strictures 
or Jude, Peter and John against the 'Nicolaitans', 
the 'rollowers or Balaam' and 'Jezebel ', suggest 
that the simple runctions or trade and commerce 
may have proved a source or deep division in the 
early church. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. D uncan-Jones, The Economy 
01 the Roman Empire: Quantitative Studies, 1 982; 
P. Garnsey and R .  Salier, The Roman Empire: 
Economy, Society and Cu/ture, 1 987. E.M.B. 

TRADITION (Gk. paradosis). That wh ich is 
handed down, particularly teaching handed down 
rrom a teacher to his disciples. The concept is orten 
present without the word being mentioned. The 
main rererences in the Gospels occur in Mt.  1 5  and 
Mk.  7, and concern Jewish tradition. 

I .  Jewish tradition 
The word tradition does not occur in the OT, but 
between the Testaments much teaching in explan
ation or the OT was added by the rabbis. Tradition 
was handed down rrom teacher to pupil, and by 
Jesus' day had assumed a place alongside Scrip
ture. This equation or human commentary with 
divine revelation was condemned by the Lord. By 
such tradition the Word or God was 'transgressed' ,  
'made or none effec! ' ,  laid aside, and rejected (Mt .  
1 5 :3, 6; Mk.  7:8-9, 1 3) .  The doctrines taught by 
tradition were 'the commandments or men' (Mt .  
1 5 :9; M k .  7:6-7). 

11. Christi an tradition 
Jesus placed his own teaching alongside the Word 
or God as an authoritative commentary, wh ich he 
handed down to his disciples. Thus in the Sermon 
on the Mount Jesus quoted rrom the Law, but put 
beside it his own words, 'but I say to you' (Mt .  

TRADITION 

5:22, 28, 32, 34, 39, 44; cf 6:25). His justification 
ror so doing is found in his Person.  As the Spirit
anointed Messiah, the Word made flesh, he alone 
could make a valid and authoritative commentary 
on the Spirit-inspired Word or God. Likewise the 
Epistles emphasize the Person or Christ in contrast 
to tradition. In Co! . 2:8 Paul warns against ralling 
prey to 'philosophy and empty deceit . . .  according 
to human tradition and not according to 
Christ'. So in Ga!. I :  1 4, 16 Paul abandoned the 
elders' tradition when God revealed his Son in 
hirn; Christ not only created the true tradition but 
constitutes it. 

Christian tradition in the NT has three elements: 
(a) the racts or Christ (I Cor. 1 1  :23; 1 5 :3; Lk. 1 :2 ,  
where 'delivered' translates paredosan); (b)  the 
theological interpretation or those racts; see, e.g. , 
the whole argument or I Cor. 1 5 ; (c) the manner or 
Me which flows rrom them (I Cor. 1 1  :2; 2 Thes. 
2: 1 5; 3:6-7). In Jude 3 the 'raith . . .  once ror all 
delivered' covers all three elements (cf Rom. 6: 1 7). 

Christ was made known by the apostolic testi
mony to hirn; the apostles thererore c1aimed that 
their tradition was to be received as authoritative 
( I  Cor. 1 1  :2; 2 Thes. 2:  1 5; 3:6). See also Eph. 4:20-
2 1 ,  where the readers had not heard Christ in the 
flesh but had heard the apostolic testimony to hirn. 
Christ told the apostles to bear witness or hirn be
cause they had been with hirn rrom the begin ning; 
he also promised the girt or the Spirit who would 
lead them into all truth (Jn. 1 5 :26-27; 1 6: 1 3) .  This 
combination or eyewitness testimony and Spirit
guided witness produced a 'tradition' that was a 
true and valid complement to the OT. So I Tim. 
5: 1 8  and 2 Pet. 3: 1 6  place apostolic tradition 
alongside Scripture and describe it as such. 

One influential rorm-critical school or theology 
questions the historical validity or NT tradition 
saying that in this tradition Christians were con
cerned with proclaiming the Christ or raith rather 
than passing on racts or history. This concern in 
turn led to their account being coloured by their 
belier, and thererore the biblical scholar's task is 
seen as identirying that which originally belonged 
to Christ and that which was added by early be
lievers. B. Gerhardsson challenges the validity or 
this rorm-critical presupposition. He points out 
that the very thorou�h methods or transmission or 
tradition in the rabbmic schools later can be traced 
back to NT times. Methods such as learning by 
heart, memorizing the actual words or the teacher, 
condensing the material into short texts and the 
use or notebooks were common in the days or 
Christ. The apostles and the early church were also 
seriously concerned with a conscious handing 
down or a valid tradition or Christ and not just 
with an unconscious transmission or a diluted 
tradition through preaching. When the uniqueness 
or Jesus in the eyes or the early church is also taken 
into account, the l ikelihood or additions to the 
story becomes even more suspect. 

Gerhardsson's work provoked strong reaction, 
which questioned the reading back or later rab
binic methods into the early church period and 
pointed to the distinctiveness or Christian teaching 
over against contemporary Jewish teaching. AI
though Gerhardsson may have overstated his case, 
he has shown that the environment in which the 
Gospels were written was deeply concerned ror the 
correct handing on or tradition and not as inter
ested in supplementing ract with imagined im
provement, as some scholars believe. The exhort-
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at ions of Paul regarding the 'tradition' gain added 
significance in this context. The apostolic - office 
was limited to eyewitnesses, and, as only eyewit
nesses could bear a faithful witness to Christ as he 
lived and died and rose again, true tradition must 
also be apostolic. This was recognized by the 
church in later years when the Canon of the NT 
was eventually produced on the basis of the apos
tolic nature of the books concerned. Apostolic 
tradition was at one time oral, but for us i t  is crys
tallized in the apostolic writings containing the 
Spirit-guided witness to the Christ of God. Other 
teaching, while i t  may be instructive and useful and 
worthy of serious consideration, cannot claim to 
be placed alongside OT and NT as authoritative 
without manifesting the same defects as con
demned Jewish tradition in the eyes of our Lord. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Cullmann, 'The Tradition', in 
The Early Chureh, 1 956, pp. 59ff.; B. Gerhardsson ,  
Memory and Manuscript, 1 96 1 ,  especially pp. 1 22-
1 70; idem, Tradition and Transmission in Early 
Christianity, 1 964; R .  P. C. Hanson, Tradition in 
the Early Chureh, 1 962; Y. M .  J. Congar, Tradition 
and Traditions, 1 966; F. F. Bruce, Tradition Old and 
New, 1 970. D.J.V.L. 

TRANCE. The Gk.  word ekstasis (l it .  'standing 
outside' or 'being put outside', i. e. of one's normal 
state of mind) is rendered 'trance' in Acts 1 0: I 0; 
I I  :5 ;  22: 1 7, where i t  forms the condition of  a 
vision. The trance state has never been fully ex
plained, but it involves an overriding of normal 
consciousness and perception . In the only two oc
currences of the strange Heb. word sanwerim, 
translated 'blindness' in Gn. 1 9 :  I I  and 2 Ki .  6: 1 8, 
it is clear that a trancelike state of hypnotic sug-
gestibility is indicated. J.S.W. 

TRANSFIGURATION. The transfiguration is re
corded in Mt. 1 7 : 1 -8; M k .  9:2-8; Lk. 9:28-36. Its 
absence from John is usually accounted for on the 
ground that the whole of Christ's l ife was a mani
festation of the divine glory (Jn.  1 : 14 ;  2 : 1 1 ,  ete. ) .  
There i s  also a reference t o  i t  i n  2 Pet. 1 : 1 6- 1 8 .  

I n  the Synoptic Gospels the event takes placc 
about a week after Peter's confession of the Mes
siahship 01' Jesus. He took his three dosest dis
ciples, Peter, James and John, up to a mountain 
(probably Hermon, wh ich rises to a height of 2 ,8 1 4  
m above sea-Ievel). There h e  was transformed 
(rather than changed in appearance) and his gar
ments shone with heavenly brightness. Moses and 
El ijah then appeared and talked to hirn, and Peter 
suggested making three tents for them. A voice 
then came from a cloud declaring Christ's Sonship 
and his authority, after wh ich the vision ended. 
The narrative suggests that the wh oie event was 
objective, though many modern scholars have 
sought to describe it in terms of a subjective ex
perience of Jesus or of Peter. 

The transfiguration marks an important stage in 
the revelation of Jesus as the Christ and the Son of  
God. I t  is an experience similar to h i s  baptism (Mt .  
3 : 1 3- 17 ;  Mk .  1 :9- 1 1 ;  Lk.  3 :2 I f.). Here h i s  glory is 
revealed not just through his deeds, but in a more 
personal way. The glory denotes the royal presence, 
for the kingdom of God is in the midst of his 
people. 

There are many features about the account 
which derive significance from the OT. Moses and 

Elijah represent the Law and the Prophets witness
ing to the Messiah and being fulfilled and super
seded by hirn. Each of them had had a vision of 
the glory of God on a mountain, Moses on Sinai 
(Ex. 24: 1 5) and Elijah on Horeb (I Ki. 1 9:8). Each 
of them left no known grave (Dt.  34:6; 2 Ki. 2: 1 1 ). 
The law of Moses and the coming of Elijah are 
mentioned together in the last verses of the OT 
(Mal.  4:4-6). The two men at the empty tomb (Lk. 
24:4; Jn .  20: 1 2) and at the ascension (Acts 1 : 1 0) 
and the 'two witnesses' (Rev. I 1  :3) are sometimes 
also identified with Moses and Elijah. The heav
enly voice, 'This is my beloved Son; listen to hirn' 
(Mk .  9:7), marks Jesus out not only as the Messiah 
but also as the Prophet of Dt. 1 8 :  1 5ff. 

The cloud symbolizes the covering of the divine 
presence (Ex. 24: 1 5- 1 8; Ps. 97:2). There is a doud 
to receive Christ out of his disciples' sight at the 
ascension (Acts 1 :9). The return of Christ will be 
with clouds (Rev. 1 :7). 

In  Luke we are told that the subject of their con
versation was the exodos which he was to accom
plish at Jerusalem. This seems to mean not simply 
his death but the great facts of his death and resur
rection as the means of redemption of his people 
typified by the OT Exodus from Egypt. 

The transfiguration is therefore a focal point in 
the revelation of the kingdom of God, for it looks 
back to the OT and shows how Christ fulfils it, and 
it looks on to the great events of the cross, resur
rect ion, ascension and parousia. Peter was wrong 
in trying to make the experience permanent. What 
was needed was the presence of Jesus alone and 
attention to his voice. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. D. Hurst & N. T. Wright, The 
Glory 0/ Christ in tlre New Testament, 1 987; B. E .  
Reid, The Transfiguration, 1 993.  R .E.N. 

TRAVAIL. 1 7 th-century English made no distinc
tion bctween the words 'trave!' and 'travai!', the 
two spellings being employed indiscriminately for 
the two ideas in the earlier editions of the AV. Later 
editions have, on the whole, conformed to the 
changing usage, as does RSV. The Eng. word trans
lates a number of Heb. and Gk. words, all of wh ich 
are normally connected with childbirth. The word 
is sometimes employed metaphorically, notably in 
Rom. 8:22 and Gal. 4: 19 ,  and in simile as in Ps 
48:6 and Mi .  4:9- 1 0. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Bertram, TDNT 9, pp. 667-
674; R. K. Harrison, NIDNTT 3, pp. 857f. 

G.W.G. 

TRAVEL IN BIBLICAL TIM ES. Travel in the 
world of bibl ical times was governed by the avail· 
able land and water routes. Early in the history 01 
the ancient Near East, especially in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt, rivers and coastal waters provided the 
best means lor trade or travel .  Bridle tracks deo 
veloped to link villages and villages grew up al 
crossroads in a continuing double process. As trade 
developed international sea and land routes came 
into being. The Mediterranean world was greatl) 
privileged for sea travel because of its c1imate. 
coastal pattern and access to other areas (cf I Ki  
9:26ff. ; Pau!'s journeys). Palestine was a vital land· 
bridge between Eurasia and Africa for both sea 
and land travellers, and so played an importanl 
role in communication and • trade. With the estab
lishment of the Roman peace and road system. 
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travel in the biblieal world was greatly facilitated, 
playing an important part in the spread of the 
gospel. 

I.  Old Testament times 
Land travel in the early OT period was relatively 
restricted, caravans and military forces being the 
main groups on the move. Although individuals 
tended to remain in their horne areas so as not to 
lose their status as citizens, there is evidence of 
group migrations du  ring the Middle Bronze age. 
The relatively widespread trade empire of • Ebla in 
the latter 3rd millennium, from the Mediterranean 
to the Persian Gulf, indieates reasonable com
munieations and the possibility of travel in the 
Near East weil before the patriarchal age. 

TRAVEL IN BIBLICAL TIMES 

ways, including the road from Jerusalem to Jeri
cho (see LOB). Sea travel was not normally a fea
ture of Israelite l ife, although ships traversed the 
coast of Palestine and sailed from Ezion-geber 
on the Gulf of Aqabah. Jonah's flight illustrates 
that some individuals did travel on eargo ships 
in OT times (.  SHIPS AND BOATS; • TRADE AND 
COMMERCE). 

In ternational land routes linked important cities 
of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Syria and Asia Minor. 
The two highways througn Palestine I inked Arabia 
and Egypt with Damascus. From thence one road 
ran to BabyIon via Tadmor (2 Ch. 8:4) and Mari; 
another went N to Carchemish, W to Haran and 
Ashur, then S to BabyIon and the Persian Gulf. 
Finally a road N from Carchemish I inked up with 
the Hittite city of Kanish in Asia Minor. A number of Heb. words are used for roads or 

paths. Of these derelf, that which is trodden under-
foot, and m'sillah, the levelling and filling of a 11 .  New Testament times 
track, suggest best the nature of ancient roads. AI- By NT times the Roman pe ace and authority had 
though the evidence is not final, i t  does appear that made travel relatively safe and constant .  The sim-
properly constructed roads were unknown before pIe acceptance in the Gospels and Acts of both 
the Roman road system. Prior to this roads were short and long journeys as normal demonstrates 
paths fol lowed regularly by men and animals. this. Although some c1assical writers give the 
Some tracks were better maintained, such as to impression that travel, especially by sea, was to be 
provincial centres or the cities of refuge (Dt. 1 9 :3), avoided, those who really knew the world of their 
but this meant essentially the clearing of stones day, like Pliny and Philo, confirm the NT picture. 
and limited levelling (cf Is. 40:3; 62: I 0). Tiglath- Extensive plans for travel by land and sea were 
pileser I ( 1 1 1 5- 1 077 BC) of ·Assyria used engineers made and executed, and assurances given of 
to lay bridges and level tracks for carts and siege- return visits despite the distances involved 
engines. An Egyp. writer, a century earlier. de- (e.g. Rom. 1 5 :24-25; Acts 1 5:36; 1 8: 1 8-2 1 ). Such 
scribed Palestinian roads as 'filled with boulders journeys were within the Roman empire: t ravel 
and pebbles, . . .  overgrown with reeds, thorns and in foreign lands, although not unknown, was 
brambles' (ANET, p. 478a). Such references indi- exceptional. 
cate unpaved roads but tracks which could be Within Palestine the Gospels indicate regular 
maintained. Even the royal roads of the Persians, movement of people, including annual visits to Je-
including the 2,600 km major link between Sardis rusalem for the Passover (Lk.  1 :39; 2:3-5, 4 I ff. ;  
and Susa, were probably formed but not paved Jesus' ministry). These journeys were usually made 
except perhaps in immediate city areas. Paved on foot and lasted a number 01' days, e.g. 5 from 
streets seem to have been limited to some towns N azareth to Jerusalem. As the Roman road system 
(e.g. Nineveh, BabyIon). Travellers, caravans, of- was not extended to Palestine until late in the I st 
ficial messen gers and armies would use these century AD, such internal t ravel would have been 
tracks, travellers normally going with caravans for on the older road system (JEI I ,  1 950, pp. 54ff.) .  
safety (cf Jdg. 5 :6). Journeys were also made to or from Palestine (Mt .  

Usually travellers would walk, although the  ass 2: I ,  1 3-1 5). Most significant are the extensive 
was used for both riding and as a pack animal from t raveIs 01' • Paul. He utilized to the full the free 
early times. Chariots and horses were used for mili- access to travel within the Roman world. The gov-
tary purposes. The ox wagon carried heavy loads ernment's support for shipping, the extermination 
and probably people (Gn. 46:5). In later times the by Augustus of pirates at sea and much brigandage 
camel was also utilized. Throughout river and on land, and the extensive road system leading to 
coastal traRie remained very important modes of Rome, all helped the early Christian traveller. I n  
travel. Little i s  known o f  restmg-places, but i t  fact ,  Christianity first spread directly along the 
seems that the traveller prior to Roman times great roads wh ich led to Rome. The great E road 
needed to provide and fend for hirnself (Jos. 9:3- illustrates this, with the diversion to Macedonia 
14).  People would travel mainly to trade, some- through divine guidance as a corollary (Acts 1 6:6-
times to attend religious festivals, and on occasions 1 0) ;  the route ran from Caesarea via Syrian Anti-
when migrating due to war, famine or similar och, Tarsus, Derbe, Iconium, Pisidian Antioch, 
reasons. Laodicea, Ephesus, by sea to Corinth, and· then to 

Roads may be c1assified as international or in- Brundisium or Puteoli, and by land along the 
ternal routes. Often loeal roads linked inter- Appian Way to Rome. 
national highways, as the E-W roads of Palestine Begun in 3 1 2  BC the Appian Way was the first 
sometimes ran between the 'way of the sea' ( l s. 9: I ;  great Roman highway built. These roads, weil 
the so-called Via Maris) and the 'King's Highway' planned and constructed, running as much as pos-
(Nu. 20: 1 7) .  The former ran from Egypt along the sible on a straight course, provided ready travel un-
coast of Palestine then inland to Megiddo where it equalled until the coming of the railway many cen-
divided, although the main route continued N to turies later. Major roads were paved over a width 
Damascus and on to Mesopotamia. The • ' King's 01' 6-8 m; minor roads surfaced with sand or gravel 
Highway' also ran N-S between Bozrah in Edom were cambered to ditches 6 m or 3 m apart. Be-
to Damascus, l inking both Arabia and Egypt with cause 01' their strategie importance it was the army 
the N. Lesser N-S roads in Palestine followed the that often built these roads, although Augustus 
Jordan Valley and the central mountain ridge. appointed permanent road boards in 22 BC. 
Numerous latitudinal roads linked these high- Josephus records that Vespasian had road-
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TRAVEL IN BIBLICAL TIMES 

surveyors with his army during the Ist Jewish 
Revolt (B] 3. 1 1 8). Milestones set at 1 ,000 paces 
( 1 ,480 m) recorded the distance from the road
head or nearest city. These are valuable sources of 
information today. Maps of roads, and certainly 
lists of resting-places and distances both by land 
and sea were available for travellers to plan their 
journeys. Such itineraries, more or less complete, 
have been found belonging to post-NT t imes, but 
they must h ave existed earlier as Strabo (64 BC-AD 
1 9) and other geographers obviously drew infor
mation from them. 

Apart from the army the road system was used 
for the imperial post and by other travellers. The 
royal courier service not only handled communica
tions but also provided transport for officials. Or
dinary travellers had to make their own arrange
ments; so did private persons wishing to send cor
respondence to others, as in Paul's case. Resting
places with fresh horses were provided at cities or 
every 25 Roman miles, with probably two inter
mediary stops in between. Again only couriers and 
officials were catered for. The ordinary traveller 
could stay at inns run by private owners. Some 
provided food and lodging; some lodgings only. 
Those in the E provinces seem to have been su
perior in quality, but the over-all picture of inns 
and innkeepers suggests a generally poor standard. 
Many were Iittle removed from brothels. Hence the 
stress in early Christian literat ure on providing 
• hospitality. Normal distances t ravelled would be 
16 Roman miles a day by foot, and about 25 by 
horse or carriage. On some occasions couriers or 
officials covered 1 00 miles a day, but on the other 
hand letters to Cicero from Syria took respectively 
50 and 1 00 days for delivery. Winter months ham
pered or stopped travel, especially in mountainous 
regions or plateaux, just as most shipping ceased 
between mid-November and mid-March at least, 
preferring to sail between 26 May and 14 Septem
ber (Acts 27:9ff.). Prevailing winds also determined 
the courses followed by the ships. Paul used trading 
ships, whose movements were regulated by con
siderations of freight, and seems to have avoided 
ships apparently especially provided for Jews of the 
Dispersion to go to Jerusalem for the Passover 
(Acts 20: l ff.) .  His final journey to Rome was by 
two grain ships ('SHIPS AND BOATS). 

Travel on land would have been similar to that in 
OT times. Most would go by foot. Officials with 
permits could use the facilities of the courier 
system, both horscs and carriages. Various light 
carriages were used (cf Acts 8 :29-a travelling 
chariot?) and some ordinary travcllers rode on the 
heavier ox-wagons, both open and covered. There 
was even a drive-yourself carriage, the essedllm' 
The horse, with a cloth but no saddle, was used by 
messengers, troops (with Paul, Acts 23:23f. ,  32) 
and some travellers; the ass continued its burden
bearing task as it does today. Both personal and 
group travel were common in NT times. People 
moving around the empire included government 
officials, traders, workers seeking employment, es
pecially in large cities, students going to centres of 
study and the infirm seeking healing sanctuaries. 
In particular people in large numbers would attend 
games and great religious festivals. These included 
not only the Jewish feasts but major events in 
Greece and I taly. Not least among the travellers 
were the early Christians using the faci lities pro
vided by Rome as they spread the Gospel and cor
responded with one another. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB; M. Avi-Yonah, 'The De
velopment of the Roman Road System in Pales
tine', JE] 1 , 1 950- 1 ;  C. Singer et al. (ed.), A His
tory 0/ Technology, I ,  1 967; 2, 1 972; D. Baly, The 
Geography 0/ the Bible, 1 967; L. Casson, Travel in 
the Ancient World, 1 974. G.G.G. 

TRAYS. Heb. ma/:ltöL (AV 'snuff dishes') were ves
sels made of gold, used for removing the trim
mings from the lamps in the tabernacle and Temple 
(Ex. 25:38;  37:23; Nu. 4:9). To be distinguished 
from the copper firepans and censers, Iikewise 
called mah/öL (Ex. 27:3; Nu. 1 6 :6). D.W.G. 

TREASVRE, TREASVRY. 'Treasure' usually 
refers to valuables, such as silver or gold. 'Treas
ures of darkness' (Is. 45:3) are hoarded riches; 
'treasures of wickedness' (Mi .  6: 10; cf Pr. 1 0 :2) are 
ill-gotten gains. In Mt. 2: 1 1  'treasures' are boxes 
containing valuables. 

'Treasury' and 'treasure house' frequently sig
nify a place where treasure is stored, generally at
tached to a sanctuary (Jos. 6: 19 , 24; I Ki. 7 :5 1 ;  On .  
1 :2) or belonging to a k ing (2 Ki. 1 2: 1 8; Est . 3:9). 
In Ezr. 2 :69; Ne. 7 :70f., 'treasury' is a fund for re
building the Temple. I n  Mk.  1 2 :4 1 ; Lk. 2 1 : 1  it 
refers to the thirteen trumpet-shaped offertory 
boxes placed in the Court of the Women in the 
Temple; it is apparently used of the vicinity of 
these boxes in Jn. 8:20. 

'Treasure' also has the wider meaning of a store. 
In 2 Ki. 20: 1 3  'treasure hduse' is a storage place in 
the palace (cf v. 1 5) .  In Mt. 1 3 :52 it is a store
room. 

The Bible uses 'treasure' and 'treasury' meta
phorically too. Yahweh keeps sin in the treasuries 
of his memory (Dt. 32:34). Wisdom is to be treas
ured in the mind, i.e. valued and taken to heart (Pr. 
2 :  I ;  7: I ) .  Awe of Yahweh is Zion's treasure ( l s  
33:6).  The sky i s  Yahweh's 'good treasury' contain
ing rain (Dt. 28: 1 2); in poetry, snow, hail (Jb. 
38:22) and the wind (Ps. 1 35 :7;  Je. 1 0: 1 3 ; 5 1 : 1 6) 
also have 'storehouses' or treasuries. In Zc. 1 1 :  1 3  
MT hayyörer, 'pOller' (Rsvmg.), has becn emended 
to hä'örär, 'treasury' with Pesh .. but it is possible 
that MT can mean 'foundry worker' (cf LXX, 
NEBmg. 'foundry'). 

In the Synoptic Gospels Jcsus orten uses 'treas
ure' figurat ively. Since God rewards wholc-hearted 
service in the hereafter, it is termed laying up treas
ure in heaven, which is contrasted with money
making in Mt. 6 : 1 9f. ;  Mk. 10 :2 1 and paralleis; Lk . 
1 2 :33 (cf Mt. 19 :2 1 ;  Lk . 1 8 :22). As the storehouse 
01' eithcr good or evil the heart controls conduct 
(Mt .  1 2 :35 ;  Lk. 6.45). A man's heart is where his 
trcasure is (M t .  6 :2 1 ;  Lk. 1 2 :34), i. e. his interests 
are determined by what he values most. 

Paul's phrase ' treasure in earthen vessels' (2 Cor. 
4 :7) contrasts the glory 01' the divine gospel with 
the weakness 01' its human ministers. Wisdom and 
knowlcdge are trcasurcs to be found only in Christ 
(Co I .  2:3). 

'Peculiar treasure' was thc AV and RV rendering 
01' s'gllllä in Ex. 1 9:5 ;  Ps. 1 35 :4; Ec. 2 :8 .  Thc Rv also 
translated it thus in Mal . 3: 1 7  (AV 'jewels') .  The 
Heb. word occurs with 'people' in Dt. 7:6; 1 4 :2; 
26: 18. I t  means 'personal property', and the RSV 
generally renders onc's 'own possession ' or the like. 
Apart from 1 eh.  29:3; Ec. 2 :8 ,  where it is used 
literally 01' kings' possessions (RSV 'treasure'). 
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;'gullä is applied to Israel as Yahweh's very own 
Jeople. Til. 2: 1 4; I Pel. 2 :9 and possibly Eph . I :  14  
lse the LXX equivalents of the  new Israel. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. BA GD. L.C.A. 

rREES, Comments in the article on • PLANTS con
;erning the uncertainty of identifications apply 
:qually to the trees. 

Trees and timber are frequently mentioned in the 
Bible. The Holy Land itself can never have been 
:hickly afforested, though woodlands are known to 
1ave occurred in areas now devoid of trees. De
;iduous oaks covered parts of the Plain of Sharon, 
while evergreen oaks occurred on much of the hili 
;ountry, including Carmel where remnants still 
:xisl. Aleppo pines also grew on suitable soils in 
:he hills. Bashan and Lebanon were important 
;ources of timber and the cedar of Lebanon is 
'amous. Timber was required for buildings (al
:hough rough branches would suffice for humbler 
Jwellings), ships, wooden musical instruments, 
farm implements, household items and even idols. 

Acacia (Heb. Si!!im, AV shittah, shittim). Several 
;pecies of acacia (Aeaeia albida, A .  tortilis, A. 
iraqensis) occur in the desert wadis of Sinai and the 
hot Jordan valley, where the place Shittim was 
named after them (Jos. 2: I ). The hard timber was 
used by the Israelites for the ark and parts of the 
• tabernacle or tent of meeting (Ex. 25). These 
;preading, thorny trees were some of the few avail
ible in Sinai and likely to produce pieces of wood 
Jf sufficient size. 

Algum (Heb. 'algümmim, 2 Ch. 2:8; 9: 1 0-1 1 ) . 
A.pparently a tree native to Lebanon, and possibly 
the coniferous tree called the Cilician fir (Abies 
�i/ieia). The eastern savin or Grecian juniper 
:Juniperus exeelsa) and the evergreen cypress 
: Cupressus sempervirens) have also been suggested. 
A. doubtful suggestion is that the algum is identical 
with the almug tree of Ophir and that it was re
!xported to Judah from Lebanon and thought by 
the Chronicler to be native there. The reference to 
'algum trees' in  2 Ch. 9 : 1 0-1 1 appears to be an 
!xample of metathesis, or i t  may be simply an 
al ternative form. 

Almond, The almond (Prunus du leis or Amygda
(IIS eommunis) blooms in the Holy Land as early as 
lan. Its Heb. name, säqerj, 'waker', suggests the 
first of the fruit trees to awake after the winter. 
Blossoms are pink-f1ushed white, demonstrating an 
walogy with the hoary-headed patriarch (Ec. 
1 2 :5). The almond's beauty was often copied in 
Jrnamental work (Ex. 25:33-34). As weil as being 
Dil-producing, the kernel was a favourite food in 
Palestine, and an acceptable gift when sent by 
lacob to Egypt (Gn. 43: 1 1 ) . It is probably denoted 
in  Gn. 30:37, where AV renders 'hazel', and is men
tioned in Je. I :  1 1 - 1 2, where a play on the words 
� säqed and söqerj) illustrates God's prompt fulfil
ment of his promises. See A. Goor and M. Nuroek, 
Fruits 01 the Holy Land, 1 968, pp. 24 1-254. 

Almug (Heb. 'almüggim, I K i . 1 0 : 1 1 - 1 2). Im
ported into Judah with gold from Ophir. The loea
tion of Ophir remains a matter of conjecture, and 
the idcntity of the tree is uneertain. The traditional 
identifieation is with red sandal-wood (PteroearplIs 
wntalinus), a large leguminous tree native to India 
wd Ceylon. Others argue, however, that 'algrimmin 
wd 'abmiggim should both be identified with a 
Lebanese tree. 

Applc (Heb. tappüa!r) .  Referred to ehiefly in Can-

TREES 

ticles, this fruit's identity has long been discussed 
in view of the (untenable) objeetion that Palestine 
is too hot and dry to allow satisfaetory cultivation 
of the true apple (Malus pumila or Pyrus malus). 
The Heb. and Arab. words, however, favour this 
reading; the tree affords good shade, the frui t  is 
sweet (CI. 2:3) and the perfume is much appreci
ated (CI. 7:8). The cultivated apple may h ave ori
ginated in the Caueasus area and i t  eertainly grows 
weil in cultivation in parts of the Holy Land. 
Though most of these attributes apply also to the 
apricot (Armeniaea vulgaris or Prunus armeniaea), 
about whieh the image in Pr. 25 : 1 1  concerning 
'apples of gold' would be more apposite, i t  is ques
tionable whether the apricot was established i n  
Palestine a t  this time. This objection is even more 
serious in the case of the Chinese citron (Citrus 
medieus), a third suggestion. A W Asiatic fruit ,  the 
quince (Cydonia oblonga), has been proposed also, 
but its taste is somewhat bitter, and the M ishnah 
renders it by a different Heb. word. See Goor and 
Nurock, op. eit. 

Cedar (Heb. 'erez; Gk. kedros). Cedrus libani, the 
cedar of Lebanon, a large spreading coniferous 
tree formerly abundant in Mt Lebanon where it is 
now redueed to scattered remnants and is pro
tected. The wood was highly esteemed for its dur
ability and was used, tor example, for building 
David's house (2 Sa. 5:  1 1 , ete. ), Solomon's Temple 
(I Ki.  5:6-10,  etc. ) and the new Temple built after 
the Babylonian Exile (Ezr. 3:7). Extra-biblical texts 
speak 01' Nebuchadrezzar's exploitation of the 
Lebanese forests (cf Hab. 2:  1 7) .  Solomon had eha
riots, or more probably sedans (Heb. 'appiryön), 
made 01' eedar (CI. 3:9). Cedars may attain a 
height 01' 40 m and OT writers used them as a 
figure of stature in man (Ezk. 3 1  :3 ;  Am. 2:9), 
grandeur (Ps. 92: 1 2) and majesty (2 Ki.  1 4:9). The 
meaning of Heb. 'ezrä(r in Ps. 37:35 is obseure (AV 
'bay tree', RSV 'cedar of Lebanon'), but elsewhere 
in OT means 'native', and a plant indigenous to 
Palestine is indieated here. 

The eedar-wood burnt by a priest during leviti
eal cleansing (Lv. 14:4-6, 49-52; Nu. 1 9 :6) would 
not have been the eedar of Lebanon but a small 
tree 01' the Sinai desert, the Phoenician juniper, Ju
niperus phoenieea, whieh is fragran t  when burnl. 
See Pine, below. 

Cypress, A tree ( Cupressus sempervirens) with a 
dense habit 1 3-20 m high, with numerous braneh
lets having scale leaves and providing excellent 
timber. Orten plan ted in Mediterranean cemeteries 
as the eolumnar variety (var. pyramidalis). RSV ren
ders as 'eypress' the Heb. b'röS ( l s. 4 1 :  1 9; 55: 1 3 ; AV 
'fir'), yet the variant b'rorim (CI. I :  1 7) is taken to  
be  'pine' . Evidenee favours eypress as being Heb. 
('aHür ( Is. 4 1 :  1 9; 60: 1 3; AV 'box tree'). The refer
ence in Ho. 14:8 to an 'evergreen cypress' (RSV) or 
'green fir tree' (AV) eontinues with a mention of its 
fruit, whieh is presumably cdible. This is probably 
the stone pine (PinIls pinea), which has a spreading 
crown and edible seeds in the cone. 

Ebony (Heb. hOQnim, Ezk. 27: 1 5; Egyp. hbny). 
The reddish blaek heart-wood 01' Dalbergia mela
noxylon, a leguminous tree 01' the drier parts o f  
tropical Afriea. It was used extensively in ancient 
Egypt for fine furniture, valuable vessels, veneers, 
secptres and idols. Only later was this Egyp. word 
transferred to the jet black timbers of the genus 
Diospyros obtained from tropical A frica, and now 
especially to D. ebenwn 01' Ceylon. See A .  Lueas 
and 1. R. Harris, Anciel1l Egyptian Materials', 
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1962, pp. 434-435; F. N. Hepper, 'On the transfer
ence of plant names', PEQ 1 09, 1 977, pp. 1 29f. 

Fir. The RSV renders Heb. b'ros, b'rörim as 'cy
press' and 'fir', which popularly applies to conifer
ous trees in general. Heb. scholars accept these 
names as applying to the tall Grecian juniper, Juni
perus exeelsa, of which the timber was imported 
from Lebanon for the construction of Solomon's 
house and Temple ( I  Ki. 5 :8, 1 0), from Senir 
(Hermon) for shlp boards (Ezk. 27:5) and also for 
musical instruments (2 Sa. 6:5). 

Holm ( Heb. lirza, Is. 44: 1 4) .  A wood used for 
making a heathen idol. If the 'holm tree' of RSV 
indicates the timber of the evergreen holm oak 
(Quereus ilex) of the central Mediterranean area, it 
would have had to be imported. But an indigenous 
tree, such as one of the native oaks, is evidently 
intended by the context. AV renders the Heb. word 
as 'cypress' (Cupressus sempervirens), other ver
sions as 'plane-tree' (Plalanus orientalis); both are 
native in Palestine. The Heb. word tirza is similar 
to the Ugaritic lisr for cypress. 

Oak ( Heb. 'al/ön, elön) .  In Palestine there are 
three species of oak (Quereus). The kermes oak (Q. 
eoeeifera, also known as Q. eal/iprinos) is evergreen 
and inhabits the hills where it is often seen as a 
shrub, although the Palestinian variety may form a 
rounded tree with a stout trunk when protected. 
One of the deciduous oaks (Q. injeetoria) is un
likely to be referred to in the Bible owing to its 
limited occurrence at high altitudes. The other one, 
the Vallonea or Tabor oak (Q. aegilops, also 
known as Q. ithaburensis), occurs in lowland Pales
tine, but extensive felling has eliminated the wood
lands that used to cover the Sharon Plain. Oaks are 
sturdy, hardwood trees which live to a great age, 
and t he fruit, or acorn, is set in a cup. There is 
some confusion with the terebinth which has a 
similar stature and Heb. name, although botanic
ally it is distinct. 

An oak was a favourite tree under which to sit ( I  
K i .  1 3 : 1 4 ) ,  or t o  bury the dead (Gn. 35:8; I Ch. 
10 : 1 2). Solitary trees were landmarks (I Sa. 1 0:3, 
AV 'plain '). Its timber is seldom mentioned: i t  is 
hard and was used for oars (Ezk. 27:6). Bashan 
was renowned for its oaks ( ls. 2: 1 3 ; Ezk. 27:6; Zc. 
1 1  :2), and to this day there are many finely grown 
trees of Q. aegilops in that region.  The scarlet or 
crimson dye, used in Heb. rites (Ex. 25:4; 26: I ;  Heb. 
9: 19 ,  ete.) ,  was obtained from a scale-insect that 
covered branchlets of the kermes oak. Absalom 
was caught by his hair in an oak (2 Sa. 1 8 :9- 1 0). 

Heb. '"sera is translated in AV (following LXX 
alsos) as an idolatrous 'grove' or a 'high place' (Ex. 
34: 1 3 ; Ot. 1 6 :2 1 ;  2 Ki. 1 7 : 1 6, ete.) since it was 
thought to refer to a c1ump of oaks. But recent 
scholarship holds that the reference is not to trees 
but to an image or cult-pole of the Canaanite god
dess Asherah, consort of EI, hence the RSV use 01' 
'Asherah' and 'Asherim'. However, trees were 
often involved, too: 'You shall not plant any tree as 
an asherah' (Ot. 1 6 :2 1 ); 'They sacrifice . . .  under 
oak, poplar, and terebinth, because their shade is 
good' (Ho. 4: 1 3) .  To this day 'sacred' groves of 
oaks and terebinths may be seen in various parts of 
Palestine. 

Palm ( Heb. lamar, Gk. phoenix). The date palm, 
Phoenix daelylifera, a tall, slender, unbranched tree 
with a tuft of feather-like leaves 3-4 m long at its 
crown.  The male and female Aower clusters among 
the leaves are borne on separate trees. It Aourishes 
in groves in the hot Jordan valley and appears, 

from the numerous references, to have been com
monly plan ted as an isolated tree (Jdg. 4 :5) in bib
lical times, although the fruit from high land trees 
was of poor quality. The palm often gave its name 
to the place where it grew, e.g. Tamar (Ezk. 47: 1 8-
1 9; 48:28); Hazazon-tamar (Gn. 1 4:7, eIe. ) .  Jericho 
was called 'the city of palm trees' (2 eh. 28: 1 5) .  
The palm typified grace, elegance and uprightness 
(Ps. 92: 1 2; Je. 1 0:5), and Tamar was used as a 
woman's name (2 Sa. 1 3 : I ;  14 :27). It was also a 
symbol of victory and rejoicing, and the use of 
palm leaves ('branches') during Jesus' entry into 
Jerusalem (Jn. 12: 1 3) was significant (cf Rev. 7:9). 
The form of the pa Im was used in architectural 
ornamentation (I Ki. 6:29, 32; Ezk .  40:3 1 ) .  See 
Goor and Nurock, op. eit., pp. 1 2 1 - 1 5 1 .  

Pine, There is reason to believe that Heb. 'ören 
of Is. 44: 1 4  applies to the Aleppo pi ne (Pinus ha
lepensis), and not the cedar (RSV) or ash (AV) . This 
pine occurs on the Palestinian hills where the soil is 
suitable. It is a tall slender tree with pairs of needle 
leaves and soft, workable timber. 

Plane (Heb. 'armön, Gn. 30:37; Ezk . 31 :8). A 
large deciduous tree, the plane (Platanus orienlalis) 
grows in rocky stream beds in N Palestine. I t  has 
digitate leaves and round hanging Aower-heads. In 
AV the Heb. is rendered 'chesnut' (chestnut), wh ich 
is not native to that region. 

Pomegranate (Heb. rimmön). A small tree or 
bush (Puniea granatum) growing wild in some E 
count ries, but much prized and cultivated from 
earliest times, several places in Palestine bearing its 
name, e.g. Rimmon (Jos. 1 5 :32), Gath-rimmon 
(Jos. 19 :45), En-rimmon (Ne. 1 1  :29). It has numer
ous spreading branches, dark green deciduous 
leaves, occasional thorns, large persistent calyx and 
bright red Aowers. When fully ripe the apple
shaped fruit is a mixt ure of yellow, brown and 
maroon in colour, and contains multitudinous 
seeds covered with thin skin and surrounded by 
watery pink pulp. There are two varieties, sweet 
and acid. A refreshin� drink is made from the juice. 
a syrup (grenadine) f rom the seeds and an astrin
gent medicine from the blossoms. Ornamental 
pomegranates decorated the high priest's robe (Ex. 
28:33), the capitals 01' Solomon's Temple pillars ( I  
Ki .  7:20) and the silver shekel o f  Jerusalem i n  cir
culation 1 43- 1 35 Be. See Goor and Nurock, op. 
eil., pp. 70-88. 

Poplar (Heb. ligneh; b'lsf i'im, 2 Sa. 5:23-24; I Ch. 
14 : 1 4- 1 5 ; RSV 'balsam tree', AV 'mulberry'). Rods 
of poplar, almond and plane were peeled in Jacob's 
deception of Laban (Gn. 30:37). The poplar tree 
(Populus euphratiea) is tall with rustling leaves (2 
Sa. 5:23-24; 1 Ch.  14 : 14- 1 5) and, l ike willow (see 
below), grows beside the Jordan and streams where 
its branches root easily (Ho. 14 :5). It is therefore 
unlikely to be found on the top of mountains as 
one 01' the shady trees under which sacrifices and 
offerings were made (Ho. 4: 1 3) and this may refer 
to the storax (Styrax offieinalis) which has leaves 
whitc on the lower surface. The 'ben-tree' of Gn.  
49:22 (NEBmg.) is thought to have been the Euphra
tean poplar. 

Sycamine (Gk. sykaminos, Lk. 1 7 :6). The black 
mulberry or sycamine (Morlls nigra), a smalI, 
sturdy tree with blood-red, edible fruits, is culti
vated in Palestine. Some consider this may refer to 
the sycomore fig, but there is no reason to  doubt 
that the black mulberry had been introduced by 
NT times. 

Sycomore (Heb. siqma, Gk. sykomoraia). The 
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sycomore-fig (sycamore, RSV), Ficus syeomorus, a 
sturdy tree 1 0- 1 3  m high, with a short trunk, 
widely spreading branches and evergreen leaves. l t  
was, and still is, plan ted in Egypt and the lowlands 
of Palestine ( I  Ki .  1 0:27; 2 Ch. 1 : 1 5 ; 9:27). I ts 
timber was important in Egypt, where trees were 
scarce, for the construction of coffins and other 
wooden objects. The fruits are edible and were suf
ficiently important for King Oavid to appoint an 
overseer to look after the olive-trees and sycomore
trees ( I  Ch. 27:28) and for the psalmist to regard 
the destruction of the sycomores by frost as a ca
lamity for the Egyptians comparable with the de
struction of their vines (Ps. 78:47). I n  Am. 7: 14 the 
AV translation, 'a gatherer of sycomore fruit' , is 
incorrect, since the Heb. means a dresser or tender 
of the frui! .  This is the operation of cutting the top 
of each fig to ensure its ripening as clean, insect
free fruit .  Zacchaeus climbed a sycomore to see 
Jesus pass (Lk. 19 :4); sycomore trees are still to be 
seen as street trees in some Palestinian towns. This 
should not be confused with the European syca
more (Aeer pseudoplalanus) or the N American 
plane (Plalanus) also known as sycamore. 

Tamarisk (Heb. 'esel, Gn. 2 1 :33; I Sa. 22:6; 
3 1 :  1 3 ; AV 'grove' ,  'tree'). A soft-wooded tree of 
desert wadis with numerous slender branchlets, 
scale-like leaves and small tasseis of pink or white 
flowers. Several similar species grow in Palestine 
( Tamarix aphylla, T. niloliea, T. penlandra, T. 
lelragyna) especially around Beersheba where Ab
raham planted one. (.  MANNA.) 

Terebinth, turpentine tree (Heb. 'elä, Is. 6: 1 3, AV 
'teil tree'; Ho. 4: 1 3 , 'e1m'). The Palestine terebinth 
(Pislacia lerebinlhus var. paleslina, or P paleslina) 
is a small tree occurring very frequently in the hills. 
The much larger Atlantic terebinth (P allanliea) of 
hotter drier places resembles an oak and having a 
similar name may be confused with it in OT. The 
terebinth was one of the trees under wh ich sacrifice 
and offerings were made 'because their shade is 
good' (Ho. 4: 1 3) .  

Thyine Wood (Gk. Ihyinos, Rev. 1 8 : 1 2, RSV 
'scented wood') .  Timber from the sanderac-tree 
( Telraclinis arlieulala), a small coniferous tree 
native to NW Africa. The wood is dark, hard and 
fragrant, and was valued by the Greeks and 
Romans for cabinet-making. Another name for it 
is citron wood (botanically unrelated to Cilrus), 
and some versions use that name here; others iden
tify it wilh the almug tree. 

Willow (Heb. 'uräQim, �aß�äßä). Willows (Salix 
aemophylla and other species) are commonly found 
beside perennial streams in the M iddle East, and in 
the biblical references are usually linked with their 
habitat (Jb. 40:22; Is. 25 :7; 44:4; Ezk. 1 7: 5) .  They 
are shrubs or small trees forming thickets. The 'wil
lows of the brook' (Lv. 23 :40) and the 'willows' of 
Babyion ( Ps. 1 37:2) are now usually regarded as 
being poplar (Populus euphraliea). I ndeed M .  
Zohary (Flora Palaeslina, I ,  1 966, p .  29) states that 
in post-biblical literature the Heb. names for 
willow and poplar were exchanged. 

The 'green withs' or new ropes used by Oelilah 
to bind Samson (Jdg. 1 6: 1 1 ) may have been willow 
bark or the fibrous twigs of the desert shrub 
Thymelaea hirsllla. F.N.H. 

TRIAL OF JESUS. The arrest of our Lord in the 
garden is followed, in the Synoptic tradition, by his 
rem oval to a meeting of the Jewish leaders 

TRIAL OF JESUS 

(Mk. 14:53) .  Jn. 1 8: 1 2-1 3 preserves an independent 
account of a preliminary examination before 
Annas, the father-in-Iaw of the high priest 
Caiaphas. There follows an interrogation concern
ing his disciples and his teaching, which is in
conclusive bccause Jesus refuses to  answer dircct 
questions put by the high priest (Jn. 1 8 :  1 9) .  He is 
abused (Jn. 1 8 :22) and sent as a prisoner to 
Caiaphas (Jn.  1 8 :24). 

The reference to 'the high priest' in  Jn .  1 8 :  19 has 
raised a difficulty. If  the Lord is questioned by 
Caiaphas in 1 8 :  1 9, why does Annas remit hirn to 
the same person in 1 8 :24? l t  is tempting to  see in 
this preliminary investigation the first of the two 
Jewish 'trials' which are described in Mk. 'The high 
priest' in Jn. 1 8 : 19 will then be Caiaphas, but the 
enquiry will be of an informal character. I t s  
chronological placing will be  the evening of the 
arrest. Jn .  1 8 :24, wh ich records the official appear
ance before Caiaphas and the full Sanhedrin, will 
be dated the following morning (cf Jn. 1 8 :28) and 
be parallel with the consultation of  M k .  1 5 :  I .  

John, however, makes no mention o f  the issues 
which are so prominent in the Synoptic report of 
the first 'trial': the quest ion of Jesus' Messiahship 
and the accusation of blasphemy. 

Mk .  14 :53--65 describes an appearance of the 
prisoner belore an assembly of 'all the chief priests 
and the elders and the scribes' (Mk .  1 4: 53), under 
the presidency of the high priest. The gravamen of 
the charge is the witnesses' statement that lesus 
had prophesied t he destruction of the Jerusalem 
sanctuary (cf Mk. 1 3 :2; Acts 6: 1 3-1 4) and the es
tablishment of a new temple. The claim to  be the 
builder of a new temple seems to be the equivalent 
to the claim to Messiahship, according to con
temporary Jewish expectation. Bul i t  was the new 
temple of his body, the church (ln. 2 :  1 9; I Cor. 
3 :  1 6; Eph. 2 :2 1 ), that he had in view. (See R .  1. 
McKelvey, The New Temple, 1 969.) 

The incriminating challenge of the high priest, 
'Are you the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?' drew 
from hirn the reply, 'I am,' according to M k .  1 4:62.  
Further, his use of the t i t le ' the Son of man' and 
his quotation 01' Ps. 1 1 0: I and On .  7 :  1 3  are an un
mistakable claim to his  unique status and destiny, 
which Caiaphas was quick to grasp and interpret 
as overt blasphemy. ' l t  was not blasphemy to claim 
to be the Messiah, but to speak with assurance of 
sharing the throne of God and of the fulfilment of 
Oaniel's vision in hirnself and his community was 
blasphemy indeed' (Vincent Taylor). 

The symbolic action of the high priest's tearing 
of his clothes, as laid down in the M ishnah, is the 
prelude to the verdict, 'guilty of death' ( M k .  
14 :64), and the horseplay of the officers ( 1 4:65). 

A second meeting of the Sanhedrin the follow
ing morning was necessary if, with Vineent Taylor, 
we take Mk .  14 :64 to record a condemnation of 
lesus as deserving of death but not the judicial 
verdict which was required to be passed by ' the 
whole council' ( 1 5 : I ) . The prisoner is then led away 
to the Roman governor Pilate for the sentence of 
death to be pronounced. Whether the Jewish coun
eil had the power to pronounce and carry out the 
death sentence on religious grounds (as luster and 
Lietzmann believe) or not (so Jn .  1 8 :3 1 :  see Bar
rett's full note) is a complicated q uestion. There is 
evidence for the view that the Jewish leaders had 
the power to carry out death sentences at this time. 
For example, in the Mishnah the tractate Sanhed
rin gives a variety of regulations for the different 
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types of execution.  The warning inscription on 
Herod's Temple, promising death to any foreigner 
who is caught inside the barrier and fence around 
the sanctuary, does not read like an idle threat. 
Stephen is put to death following a session of the 
Jewish Sanhedrin. These pieces of evidence seem 
hardly to harmonize with the admission 01' Jn .  
1 8 :3 1 :  ' 1 1  is not lawful for us to put any man to 
death ' .  E. C. Hoskyns in his commentary (pp. 
6 1 6f.) sees in the use of the verb 'put to death' 
(apokteinm) a veiled and subtle reference to death 
by crucifixion as distinct from the customary 
method of capital punishment for blasphemy, I'iz. 
stoning. The Jewish admission, then, that they 
cannot carry out a judicial sentence by crucifixion 
is recorded by the Evangelist who means his 
readers to see in it (v. 32) the way in which it ful
filled unconsciously yet providentially God's age
old plan adumbrated in such verses as Dt. 2 1  :23; 
Ex. 1 2 :46; Nu.  9 : 1 2; cf Jn.  1 9 :36. See G. D. Kil
patrick's brochure, The Trial oJ Jesus, 1 953; T. A. 
Burkill in VC 1 0, 1 956, and 1 2 ,  1 958. 

Before Pilate the allegation turns on Jesus' claim 
to kingship (Mk .  1 5 :2; Lk. 23:2) wh ich the Jews 
would wish Pilate to construe in a political sense. 
Thus the main charge preferred is one of majestas 
or treason against the Roman imperial authority. 
See Jn .  1 9 : 1 2 .  Pilate, however, from the first, is sus
picious of these charges and sees through the ac
cusers' motives (Mk .  1 5 :4, 1 0).  He tries to extricate 
hirnself in three separate ways from the task of 
sentencing Jesus to death. He tries to pass the re
sponsibility to Herod (Lk. 23: 7ff.); then to offer to 
punish Jesus by flogging and release hirn (Lk. 
23 :  1 6, 22); finally to release Jesus as an act of c1em
ency at the feast (Mk .  1 5:6; Jn. 1 8 :39). All these 
expedients fail .  Herod sends hirn back; the fickle 
and disappointed crowd will not be content with 
any punishment less than the death sentence (Lk. 
23:  1 8 , 23); and Barabbas, a condemned murderer, 
is preferred to Jesus the Christ. And, in spite of the 
repeatedly confessed innocence of the prisoner 
(Lk. 23: 1 4- 1 5 , 22), he is sentenced to the death 01' 
the cross by the judgrnent of the procurator (Mk.  
1 5 : 1 5), and as the Lord hirnself had foreseen (Jn .  
1 2 :33; 1 8 :32). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman 
Society and Roman Law in the New Testament, 
1 963; 1. Blinzler, The Trial oJ Jeslls, 1 959; E. 
Bammel (ed.), The Trial oJ Jesus, 1 970; D. R. 
Catchpole, The Trial oJ Jeslls, 1 97 1 ;  G. S. Sloyan, 
Jesus on Trial, 1 973 (bibliography); P. W. Walasky, 
JBL 94, 1 975, pp. 8 1 -93; B. Corley, DJG, pp. 84 1 -
854. R. P.M. 

TRIBES OF ISRAEL. When the Israelites entered 
Canaan they entered as twelve tribes, and portions 
of the land were assigned to each of the twelve (cf 
Jos. 1 3 : I ff.) .  These twelve tribes were descended 
from the twelve sons of Jacob who had gathered 
themselves about their father and heard his proph
ecies uttered concerning them and their future 
(Gn. 49). 

Modern scholarship has proposed a number of 
possible revisions of the biblical picture. First, 
It was held (by M. Noth and others) that Israel 
infiltrated gradually from disparate origins into 
Palestine, where i t  formed into a tri bai alliance 
centred on the worship of Yahweh at a central 
sanctuary, that worship having been imported by a 
group which had experienced an 'exodus' from 

Egypl .  Second, it has been argued by others (not
ably N. Gottwald, G. Mendenhall) that ' Israel' 
arose from the indigenous Canaanite population 
as a result of a kind of 'peasants' revol!' against 
the despotic city-states of Canaan, with the egali
tarianism 01' Yahwism as a motivating and binding 
force for social revolution. Variations on these 
themes include the view that I srael was formed 
originally from refugees from political victimiza
tion outside Canaan, who settled in the inhospit
able h ill-country of Judah and Samaria (N. P. 
Lemche). In all these cases the tribaI picture is 
secondary to historical actuality. 

According to the Pentateuchal narrative, how
ever (Nu.  32:33-42; 34: 1 -35 :8), Moses hirnself 
made a division between tribes to in habit the E and 
those to inhabit the W side of the Jordan river. On 
the E side portions were allotted to the tribes of 
Reuben and of Gad, together with the half-tribe of 
Manasseh. This last was to occupy the territory S 
of the Sea of Galilee, including the villages of Jair 
together with Ashtaroth and Edrei. Gad was to 
occupy the land immediately S of that of Man
asseh extending to the N end of the Dead Sea, and 
S of this section was the territory of Reuben, 
which reached as far S as Aroer and the Arnon. 

On the W side of the Jordan in Canaan proper 
the remainder of the tribes were to settle. Their 
inheritance was to be determined by lot, save that 
to the tribe of Levi no inheritance was to be given. 
Eventually the tribes became divided into N and S, 
represented respectively by Ephraim and Judah . 
The N kingdom came to be designated by the term 
Israel. 

In the S territory was allotted to Simeon, who 
appears to have occupied land in the Negeb. Above 
hirn was the allotment of Judah, including the Ju
daean hili country and extending as far N as to 
include Bethlehem and almost to the city of Jeru
salem itself Immediately above the territory of 
Judah and extending E to the Jordan was the terri
tory of Benjamin. This section reached to the N 
only a few kilometres and only as far W as the edge 
of the hili country. To its W was the small section 
given to the tr ibe of Dan. 

Above the two tribes of Dan and Benjamin was 
the territory wh ich had been allotted to Ephraim 
which reached as far N as the river Kanah and 
Shechem. Then came the large section assigned to 
the half-tribe of Manasseh, comprising everything 
between the Mediterranean and the Jordan river 
and extending N to Megiddo. Above Manasseh 
was Issachar and Zebulun, and on the sea-coast, 
reaching N from Carmel, the territory of Asher. 

As time went on the tribe of Judah gained more 
and more in significance, for it really embraced 
Benjamin, and Jerusalem became the capital. In 
the N the tri baI distinctions seemed to become less 
important than at first, and the N kingdom as such 
became the enemy of Judah . TribaI distinctions 
became of less and less significance, and practically 
disappeared after the Exile. 

BlBLlOGRAPHY. 1. 1. Bimson, 'The Origins of 
Israel in Canaan: an examination of recent theor
ies' , Them. 1 5, 1989, pp. 4- 1 5; 1. Bright, A Histor> 
oJ Israel), 1 98 1 ,  pp. 1 05-1 82; G. W. Ramsey, QUesl 
Jor the Historical Israel, 1 982 .  l .G.Me<:. 

TRIBULATION. The Heb. word most commonly 
translated as tribulation in the Eng. Bible is �ära 
and its cognates. The root meaning is 'narrow' (cf 
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TRIBES OF ISRAEL 

Nu. 22:26) or 'compressed' (1b. 4 1 : 1 5) from which 
arises the figurative sense of straitened circum
stances, and hence, affliction, distress or tribulation 
(Dt. 4:30; lb. 1 5 :24; Ps. 32:7; Is. 63:9; 10n. 2:2). The 
LXX uses thlipsis (vb. thlibö) to translate all the Heb. 
terms within this area of meaning. The basic idea 
here is 'severe constriction', 'narrowing' or 'press
ing together' (as of grapes) (cf Mt .  7: 14 ;  Mk. 3 :9). 
Similar not ions underlie the Lat. tribulum (a 
threshing siedge), wh ich is the source of the Eng. 
word tribulation. The great bulk of the biblical ref
erences to tribulation are to sufferings endured by 
the people of God. The central and dominating 
factor in the biblical understanding of such suffer
ing however is the mystery of the thlipsis of the 
• Messiah (Co!. 1 :24; Rev. I :9: cf Is. 63:9). All th� 
tribulations of the Messianic people stand in this 
light .  

1 .  The tribulation o f  the Christ i s  the pattern 
and norm for the experience of the Christian 
community. Thus tribulation is inevitable and to be 
anticipated (Mt . 1 3 :2 1 ;  ln .  1 6:33; Acts 1 4:22; Rom. 
8:35; 1 2 :  1 2; I Thes. 3:3 f. ;  2 Thes. 1 :4; Rev. 1 :9). The 
tribulation of Israel under the old testament finds 
its counterpart in the tribulation 01' the church 
under the new (Heb. 1 1  :37; 1 2 : I ). This tribulation 
is particularly the lot of the apostles who exemplify 
in a special manner the path of suffering disciple
ship (Acts 20:23; 2 Cor. 1 :4; 4:8, 1 7; 6:4; Eph. 3: 1 3) .  

2. The tribulation of the people of Christ is in 
some sense a participation in the sufferings of 
Christ (Co!. I :24; cf 2 Cor. 1 :5; 4: 1 0f.; Phil. 3:  I 0; I 
Pet. 4: 1 3) .  Underlying the NT teaching here may 
be the not ion of the so-called 'afflictions of the 
Messiah', a tally of suffering to be endured by the 
righteous before the consummation of the redemp
tive purpose of God (cf SB, I ,  p. 95). 

3. The tribulations of the people of Christ are 
instrumental in promoting their moral transform
ation into the l ikeness of Christ (Rom. 5:3f.; 2 Cor. 
3: 1 8  with 4:8- 1 2, 1 6f.). In particular the experience 
of tribulation prornotes the upbuilding of the 
community through enabling the comforting of 
others in similar experiences (2 Cor. I :4f.; 4: 1 0f.; 
Co!. I :24; I Thes. I :6f.). 

4. The tribulations of the people of Christ are 
eschatological; i.e. they belong to the last age, the 
kingdom of the end time. As such they are a wit
ness to the inbreaking and presence of the king
dom (Mt.  24:9-14;  Rev. 1 :9; 7: 1 4) .  A certain in
tensification of  these tribulations will prelude the 
return of Christ and the consummation of the 
kingdom (Mt .  24:2 1 ; Mk. 1 3 :24; 2 Thes. 1 :5-6; 2 
Tim. 3 : 1 f.) . B.A.M. 

TRIBUTE. Tribute in the sense of an impost paid 
by one state to another, as a mark of subjugation, 
is a common feature of international relationships 
in the biblical world. The tributary could be either 
a hostile state or an ally. Like deportation, its pur
pose was to weaken a hostile state. Deportation 
aimed at depleting the man-power. The aim of 
tribute was probably twofold: to impoverish the 
subjugated state and at the same time to increase 
the conqueror's own revenues and to acquire 
commodities in short supply in his own country. 
As an instrument of administration it was one of 
the simplest ever devised: the subjugated country 
could be made responsible for the payment of a 
yearly tribute. I ts non-arrival would be taken as a 
sign of rebellion, and an expedition would then 

be sent to deal with the recalcitrant. This was 
probably the reason for the attack recorded in 
Gn. 1 4. 

Thcre are al ready in Sumerian literat ure refer
ences to tribute, although a specific term does not 
yet seem to be in use. The scene on the reverse of 
the 'Standard' of Ur is in all probability a tribute 
scene, as the carriers are identical in appearance 
with the enemies depicted on the obverse (Woolley, 
Ur Excavations, 2, pp. 266ff. ). I n  ancient Egypt, 
too, the payment 01' tribute is often referred to. For 
instance, in the inscriptions of the Theban tomb of 
Tnn we read : 'The bringing of imposts from Rtnw 
(Syria, ete. ), and the deliveries of the northern 
lands: silver, gold, malachite, precious stones, of 
the land of the god, from the great ones of all 
lands, as they came to the good god (i. e. the king) 
to supplicate, and to ask for breath' (Urkunden des 
äg. Altertums, 4, 1 007, 8ff.). The Egyp. k ings, how
ever, are not above representing gifts as tribute. 
Tuthmosis I I I  reports having received tribute from 
the Assyrians, but we know that he made a recip
rocal gift of 20 talents of gold to Ashur-nadinahi 
(EA 1 6 , 2 1 ) . 

It is in Assyria that the role of tribute assumed 
its greatest importance. One of the earliest refer
ences to tribute is by Shamshi-Adad I in the 1 8th 
century BC. It continues to be mentioned down to 
Neo-Babylonian times. Cyrus claims that all the 
kings from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf 
brought hirn tribute. 

From the Assyrian sources we learn that Israel, 
too, was compelled to pay tribute. Shalmaneser I I I  
(858-824 BC) exacted tribute o f  lehu.  O n  one of 
the panels 01' the Black Obelisk, lehu is shown 
prostrating hirnself before the Assyrian king. 
Adad-nirari I I I  (8 1 0-782) claims that Israel was 
among a number 01' states (Tyre, Sidon, Edom and 
Philistia) from whom he received tribute (DOTT, 
p. 5 1 ). Tiglath-pileser I I I  (745-727) received tribute 
from Menahem 01' Israel and from Ahaz (calIed by 
hirn lehoahaz). He later states that he deposed 
Pekah, and put Hoshea on the throne (as a puppet 
king), and received tribute of gold and silver 
(DOTT, pp. 54ff., and 2 Ki. 1 5 : 1 7-30; 1 6:7-1 8). 
Sargon 1 1  (722-705) not only exacted tribute from 
Israel but deported part 01' the population 01' Sa
maria (2 Ki. 1 7 :6, 24-34; 1 8 : 1 1 ). The most detailed 
list of a tribute paymcnt is that given by Sen
nacherib (705-68 1 ). I t  consists not only of large 
quantities of gold and silver but also of rich inlaid 
furniture and even musicians sent by Hezekiah 
(DOTT, p. 67). Manasseh, king of ludah, is men
tioned as a tributary of Esarhaddon (68 1 ---Q69) and 
Ashurbanipal (668---Q27). 

There are a number of terms in the OT denoting 
taxes in general, but none seems to be confined 
exclusively to the meaning of tribute. ·e.skär, used 
only twice (Ps. 72: 1 0; Ezk. 27: 1 5), could have the 
meaning of tribute, at least in the Psalm. mas 
occurs 22 times, but seems generally to have the 
meaning 01' corvee (cf Ex. I :  1 1  or I Ki. 5:  1 3); in a 
passage Iike Esther 1 0  it would refer to tribute. 
massä' twice seems to mean im post or tax (Ho. 
8 : 1 0  and 2 Ch. 1 7 : 1 1 ) . 'önes in 2 Ki. 23:33, and 
possibly also in Pr. 1 9 : 1 9, denotes tribute, but the 
verb from the same root can mean to impose a fine 
(cf Ex. 21 :22). mel{es, translated 'tribute' in the AV 
in Nu. 3 1  :28, 37-4 1 ,  was a levy on the spoils of 
war. b'lö (Ararn.), as it is used of a group in the 
community, cannot refer to 'tribute' in the strict 
sense (Ezr. 4: 1 3 , 20; 7:24). middä, used in both Heb. 
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and Aram. contexts (Ezr. 4: 1 3, 20; 6:8; 7:24; Ne. 
5:4), may refer to tribute. 

In several passages the Heb. min/,lä may refer to 
tribute, as RSV at 2 Sa. 8:2, 6, brought by conquered 
Moabites and Syrians to David, or 2 Ki. 1 7 :4, sent 
by Egypt to Assyria, but it is clearly a gift in 2 Ki .  
20 :  1 2, for • Merodach-baladan was no vassal of 
Hezekiah. 

That tribute is not given greater prominence in 
the OT may be due to the fact that Israel, being a 
small nation, had few opportunities of imposing 
tribute. The gifts that Hiram, king of Tyre, brought 
to Solomon were the gifts of an ally and a friend, 
and it was probably taken for gran ted that Solo
mon would reciprocate ( I  Ki. 5 : 1 0  and passim; 
9: 1 1 ) . 

(. TAX; • TEMPLE; • MONEY; • TREASURE.) 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. w. 1. Martin, Tribut und Tribut

leistungen bei den Assyrern, 1 936; 1. N. Postgate, 
Neo-Assyrian Royal Grants and Decrees, 1 969, pp. 
9-1 6; 1. Nougayrol, PRU, 3, pp. 3 1 -32. W.J.M. 

A .R .M . 

TRINITY. The term 'Trinity' is not itself found in 
the Bible. It was first used by Tertullian at the close 
of the 2nd century, but received wide currency and 
formal elucidation only in the 4th and 5th centuries. 
Three affirmations are central to the historic doc
trine of the Trinity: I .  there is but one God; 2. the 
Father, the Son and the Spirit is each fully and 
eternally God; 3. the Father, the Son, and the Spirit 
is each a distinct person. Nowhere does the Bible 
explicitly teach this combination of assertions. I t  
may, nevertheless, b e  claimed that the doctrine of 
the Trinity is a profoundly appropriate interpre
tation of the biblical witness to God in the light of 
the ministry, death and resurrection-exaltation of 
Jesus - the 'Christ event'. 

I.  The biblical basis for Trinitarian confession 
The OT witness is fundamentally to the oneness of 
God. I n  their daily prayer, Jews repeated the 
Shema of Dt. 6:4, 'The Lord our God, the Lord is 
one' .  In this they confessed the God of Israel to be 
the transcendent creator, without peer or riyal. 
Without the titanic disclosure of the Christ event, 
no one would have taken the OT to affirm anything 
but the eXc/lisive, i. e. uni personal monotheism that 
is the hallmark of Judaism and Islam. I t  was NT 
writers, exploring the implications of the revela
ti on of God in the Son, who first provided the 
basis for interpreting this monotheism inc/usively, 
i.e. as involving more persons than one. Initially 
this took Christocentric shape in various forms of 
the affirmation that Jesus was one with the Father. 
Recognition of the divine personhood of thc Spirit 
was then seen to follow especially from Jesus' 
exaltation Lordship of the Spirit. Once this step 
had been taken, it was natural for the later Church, 
which affirmed the unity of the Testaments in one 
Bible, to seek the Trinity in the OT too. 

a. In the Old Testament 
The robust monotheism of the OT concedes only a 
few hints of plurality within the One God. Princi
pal amongst these are: I. the enigmatic plurals in 
God's own speech in Gn.  1 :26; 3:22; 1 1 :7; Is. 6:8; 2. 
occasions where two separate figures appear to be 
addressed as 'God' or 'the Lord' (Pss. 45 :6-7; 
1 1 0 :  I ); 3. the 'divine' angelic trio who come to 
Abraham in Gn. 1 8 : 1 -22; 4. the 'word' 01' God 
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active in creation (Gn. I :3; Ps. 33:6) and redemp
tion ( l s. 55 . 1 1 ); S. the creative 'wisdom' figure of 
Pr. 8:22-3 1 ;  6. the Spirit of God, regularly por
trayed as bringing God's revelation, wisdom and 
empowering to his people. It is unlikely that any of 
these was understood by the OT authors or their 
contemporary readers to denote eternal personal 
distinctions within I srael's one God. They would 
take 4 as poetic reference to God's powerful com
mand, and 5 as literary personification for God's 
own wisdom. 2 and 3 would naturally be taken 
as instances 01' the common phenomenon of 
divine agency (an exalted creature indwelt by and 
representing God). The Spirit, 6, was considered 
the extension of God's own 'life', 'vitality' and 
'person' (after the analogy of the human spirit: 
cf I Cor. 2 : 1 0- 1 1 !) .  The deliberative plurals ( 1 )  
would be perceived as  plurals of  divine council. 
Only developments reftected in the NT make it 
appropriate 10 read a deeper (Trinitarian) sense 
into these passages. 

b. In the life and teaching 01 Jesus 
The gospels clearly present Jesus as the supreme 
agent 01' God's messianic redemption and revela
tion. As the 'Son of God' (a Messianic title, rather 
than an ascription of divinity, in the Synoptic 
Gospels, though filial uniqueness of some kind is 
indicated in Mt. I I  :27; Mk. 1 2 :6; 1 3 :32; Lk. 1 :35), 
and as the Isaianic liberator empowered by the 
Spirit (cf Lk. 4: 1 8-2 1 ) ,  Jesus brings God's eschato
logical reign into the present. He does this through 
miracles 01' deliverance and healing (Mt .  1 2 : 1 5-2 1 ,  
28; Lk. 7: 1 8-23; Acts 1 0:38, etc.), through the ex
tension of divine forgiveness and sonship to the 
marginalized (cf Mk. 2:3- 12 ;  Lk. 7:36--50; 14 : 1 5-
24; ! 5: 1 -32, etc.), and through transformative 
teaching which fulfils and surpasses the law of 
Moses in authority (Mt.  5: 1 7-20; 1 2 :5-6; Mk .  
2 :23-28; 7: 14-23, etc.). [ n  the  fourth gospel, Jesus 
claims to be: the true Bethel ( I  : 5 1  - i. e. the place 
where heaven comes down to earth); the true 
temple (2: 1 9-2 1 ); the source of the water of l ife 
and salvation (4: 10, 14;  7:37-39); the true bread 
from heaven (6:25-59); the light of the world 
(8 :  1 2) ,  and the life 01' the world to come ( 1 1 :25) .  
He pre-exists Abraham (8:58), he descends from 
the Father (3: 1 3, 3 1 -36), and he is so much one 
with the Father that to see and hear hirn is to see 
and hear the Father revealed ( 1 0:30, 38; 14:6-1 1 ;  
cf I :  1 8). According to all four gospels, Jesus also 
anticipated ascension to the Father, and (in the 
Synoptics) that he would sit at his right hand (Mk.  
1 4:62 par.). 

These claims are entirely consistent with Trini
tarian (or, at least, binitarian) thinking. But, taken 
on their own, they stop somewhat short of an out
right claim to eternal, divine Sonship. The claims 
above are thus overpressed when taken (with the 
resurrection) as hard 'proofs' of Jesus' divinity. I t  
needs t o  be remembered that the disciples too 
worked miracles, were given the authority to for
give sins (cf Jn. 20:23), and were called to share in 
the sort of unity with the Father and the Son, that 
the Son himself had evinced (so Jn. 1 7 :2 1 -22). 
Even Jesus' claim to pre-exist Abraham does not 
itself 'prove' eternal divin ity, for the angels and 
other heavenly creatures were considered to pre
exist the world. Similarly, at least some rabbis 
considered David might be given the se at at God's 
right hand, in accordance with Ps. 1 1 0 :  I .  [n short, 
the claims above could all be accounted for (e.g. ) 
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on the understanding that Jesus thought 01' hirnself 
as a pre-existent Messiah - i.e. an exalted divine 
agent 01' great glory, endowed with extraordinary 
powers and prerogatives, but a creature, neverthe
less, in whom God dwelt uniquely - rat her than 
God the Son. 

But in one line 01' affirmation, Jesus makes a 
claim that goes beyond anything that could be con
sidered possible 01' any creature, however exalted. 
In Jn. 1 5 :26, 1 6:6 and Lk. 24:49, Jesus promises he 
will send/commission the Spirit to the disciples 
from heaven,  and in Jn .  1 4: 1 6-23 he teaches that 
the Spirit will mediate to them the presence 01' the 
Father and the Son ( i. e. i t  is through the promised 
Spirit that Jesus and the Father are to make their 
self-revealing dwelling with the disciples). As the 
phrase 'Spirit 01' God' was understood as referring 
to God hirnself in action (speaking, revealing, em
powering, etc.), Jesus' imphcit claim to be Lord 01' 
the Spirit goes beyond the bounds 01' creaturely 
possibility. The same claim also pushes pneuma
tology in a Trinitarian direction. The Spint can no 
longer be thought 01' as a way of  speaking of the 
Father hirnself, without making Jesus' commis
sioning 01' the Spirit tantamount to his being Lord 
in some respect over the Father! It is not surprising 
that in the very context in which the Spirit is re
vealed as the One who will come as the Spirit 01' 
Jesus Ci. e. in the Paraclete discourses 01' J n. 1 4- 1 6), 
the Spirit also emerges as a divine person, dis
tinguishable from both the Father and the Son. 
Thus, (I) he comes from the Father and the Son as 
a ful l  personal replacement 1'01' Jesus ('another 
Paraclete of the same k ind': 14: 1 6), (2) he is so 
united with them that he mediates their presence 
and activity (as Jesus had the Father's), and (3) he 
glorifies the Son in his teaching, j ust as the Son had 
glorified the Father (Jn.  1 6: 14 ;  cf 1 7 :4). A similar 
perspective is perhaps encapsulated in the great 
commission of Mt .  28: 1 9, where disciples are in
structed to baptize in the one name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Spirit. 

e. The New Teslamenl church and ils wrilings 
Peter's Pentecost speech chimes weil with the 
teaching in the Johannine Farewell Discourses. 
The apostle affirms, 'This Jesus . . .  being . . .  exalt
ed at the right hand 01' God, and having received 
from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit, he 
has poured out this wh ich you see and hear' (Acts 
2:32-33). Jesus is hereby declared to fulfil the 
promise of Joel 2:28-32 that God would pour out 
his Spirit (cf 2 :  1 7). Accordingly, in  2 :36, 38, Peter 
concludes that Jesus has become one with 'the 
Lord' of Joel 2:32 (cf Acts 2:2 1 )  on whose name 
people should call for salvation. 

While Trini tarian theology could have taken off 
from such proclarnation, it is perhaps not surpris
ing that the early church devoted more time to elu
cidating its Christology than its pneumatology. 
This was the appropriate response to the Christ
event, which was a scandal to unbelievers, but was 
perceived as the definitive revelation 01' God's 
saving love by Christians. In seeking to demon
strate the proclarnation about Jesus as the fulfil
ment of Israel's faith and hopes, much attention 
naturally focused on Jesus as the resurrected Mes
siah, exalted to the throne at God's right hand (e.g. 
Acts 2 :25-36), and as the Danielic 'Son of Man' 
who would come again in glory at the Parousia to 
exercise God's judgment .  But so me of these at
tempts to integrate the unity 01' the new faith with 

that of  the OT pushed more towards a divine 
Christology. As early as I Cor. 8:6, the Father and 
Jesus are identified as the one God and one Lord 
of Dt. 6:4 ( Israel's prototypical monotheistic con
fession has thus become a binitarian confession!), 
and both are portrayed as the wisdom that brought 
creation into being and sustains i t  (cf also Co!. 
1 : 1 5-20; Heb. 1 :2-3; Jn. 1 : 1 - 1 8).  Similarly, the as
sertion of Phi ! .  2:6, that Jesus was 'in the form of 
God' but 'did not count equality with God as 
something to be exploited' provides another early 
hymnic confession of Jesus' pre-existent divinity. 
That this is the intent of the language is confirmed 
in 2:9- 1 0, where the exalted Jesus is revealed as the 
Lord 01' Is. 45:2 1-24 - as fiercely monotheistic a 
passage as can be found anywhere in the OT! Des
pi te their conservative tendency to keep the title ho 
Ilreos ('God') for the Father, on seven or eight oc
casions NT writers specifically apply the title 'God' 
to Jesus (Heb. 1 :8 - citing Ps. 45:6-7; Jn. 1 : 1 ,  1 8 -
some MSS; 20:28; I Jn .  5:20; Rom. 9:5;  Tit. 2: 1 3  and 
2 Pet. I :  I ). Beyond these lie many less direct af
firmations of divin ity. Amongst them we may 
make special mention of two striking phenomena. 
1. The opening salutations of Paul's letters (Rom. 
I :7; I Cor. I :3, eIe. ) invoke divine grace from both 
God and the Lord Jesus (no Jew thought 01' any 
human 01' heavenly creature as the source 01' divine 
grace!). 2. Even more significantly, Jesus is offered 
the community's prayer and worship (cf Mt .  
28 :  1 7 ; Jn.  20:28; Acts 7:59; I Cor. 1 6:22b (Ma
ranallra!); Rev. 5 : 1 1 - 14;  22: 1 -5, 1 7, 20, eIC. , not to 
mention the hymnic confessions mentioned earl
ier). It was widely considered unthinkable and 
blasphemous to worship any but God alone within 
the Judaism from which Christianity sprang, yet 
worship here is directed to Jesus. 

Scholars have not found it easy to explain how 
Christians came to this startling conviction that 
the crucified and resurrected Messiah was some
how one God with the Father, and that it was ap
propriate to offer hirn worship. But the readiest 
explanation is the church's continuing experience 
of the risen Lord as presented to them through the 
Spirit. By the Spirit they had visions of hirn (cf 
Acts 7:55-56; 9 : 1 0- 16; 1 8 :9-10; 22: 1 7-2 1 ;  2 Cor. 
1 2 :  1-7, elc. ), including the telling visions in Revela
tion which saw the Lumb on God's throne, receiv· 
ing the worship 01' the heavenly congregation (Rev. 
5, elc. ). Also they themselves received words and 
guidance from the risen Lord (cf Acts 1 6 : 1 7; 2 
Cor. 1 2 :8-9, elc. ) .  More important ,  they experi
enced the Spirit 01' God as bearing the dlaracler 01' 
Jeslls and impressing this on their own lives (cf 
Rom. 8:9- 10 ,  1 5 ; Ga! . 4:6). 1 1' the Spirit of God 
had become the 'Spirit of Jesus Christ' too (cf 
Acts 1 6:7; Ga!. 4:6; Rom . 8:9- 10; Phi! .  1 : 1 9), the 
means 01' the presence 01' Jesus' grace and gifts (cf 
Acts 2:33; I Cor. 1 2 :4-6), then this could hardly 
mean anything less than that he shared in the divin
ity 01' the Father and the Spirit. Indeed the pres
ence of this Spirit-of-God-and·of-Jesus would 
probably have been understood to evoke the re· 
sponse of confession, prayer and worship in ques· 
tion (cf I Cor. 1 2 :3 ;  14: 1 4- 1 6: Rom. 8:26-27). 

All this takes us back from incipient binitarian
ism to incipient Trinitarianism. Once Jesus is seen 
to give his character to the Spirit, and to exercise 
Lordship through the Spirit, the church can no 
longer be content with the Jewish understanding 
01' the Spirit as the invisible inner l ire of a uni
personal Father, extending into the world in action 
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and self-revelation (lest the person now acknowl
edged as the Son be made Lord of the Father). For 
the Spirit to mediate the Father and the Son, im
plies his own divine personhood. Accordingly, 
Paul can even posit sufficient personal 'space' be
tween God the Father and the Spirit to say that 
God 'knows the mind of the Spirit' wha intercedes 
through the saints (Rom. 8 :27): i. e. the Father 
knows the Spirit in the same way as he knows the 
Son, in intimate unity yet with a real distinction 
between them. It is not surprising that Paul links 
Father, Son and Spirit in a triadic, indeed tri une 
pattern as for example in Gal. 4 :4-6, I Cor. 1 2 :4-6, 
Rom. I :  1 -4 ,  Eph. 4 :4-6 (cf 2 Pet. 1 :2), and in what 
are probably Paul's most often repeated words, the 
c10sing 'grace' of 2 Cor. 1 3 :  1 3 . 

While no NT writer fully articulates a 'doctrine 
of the trinity', the implicitly Trinitarian thought
forms of the teaching of Paul and John (especially) 
provide much of the basis for that later 
formulation. 

11.  The doctrinal development of the doctrine of the 
Trinity 
Whilst the 'incipient Trinitarianism' of the NT re
mained implicit and as yet undefined, it was c1early 
demarcated by both the biblical belief in God's 
oneness (monotheism) and the threefold naming 
of God as Father, Son and Spirit (Trinitarianism). 
Positively, this combination of unity and plurality 
controlled all subsequent discussions of the iden
tity of God. Theologians such as Origen. I renaeus 
and Tertullian essentially continued the biblical 
way of thinking and speaking with little change 
beyond highlighting the Son's identity as cosmic 
logos (word). The formal doctrine of the Trinity 
was the result of several inadequate attempts to 
analyse who and what the Christian God really iso 
The first major attempt was that of Sabellius. He 
proposed that whilst God is Father, Son and Spirit, 
he is not eternally and intrinsically so but only in 
relation to creation and salvation. In addition, 
God is only ever one of the three at any given time. 
This was rejected on the grounds that it under
mined both the biblical witness and the cternal 
identity of God. 

If Sabellius raised the problem 01" God's plural
ity, A rius raised thc problem of monolheism. In 
order to defend God's radical oneness, hc argued 
that the Son was created. This was rejected, how
ever, on the grounds that it undermined thc eIe 1\al 
idenlity of God as Father: if there was a time when 
the Son was not, then God's real identity cannat be 
that of Father. Ultimately, on Arius's view, we do 
not know God's real identi ty. 

To deal with these problems the Church Fathers 
met in 325 at the Council 01" Nicaea to set out an 
orthodox biblical definition concerning the divine 
identity. Here it was established that the Son is ho
moollsios (of the same substance) with thc Father. 
God, it was affirmed, is definitely Father and Son . 
Then in 38 1 ,  at the Council 0 1' Constantir.ople, the 
divinity of  the Spirit was affirmed with eq ual ex
plicitness, due mainly to the efforts 01" the Cap
padocian Fathers, Basil the Great, Gregory 01" Na
zianzus and Gregory of Nyssa. At this point in the 
history of Christian faith, believers were given 
words in which to affirm their belief in God as one, 
because the Father, the Son and the Spirit have the 
same nature, as partakers of the single reality 01" 
divine being; they are fully but only distinct in the 
sense t hat each is a different hypostasis (person-in-
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relation) within that unitary nature. Thus, when 
talking about God's unity Christians have used 
essence (=being, or traditionally substance) and 
na/lire language. When referring to that which 
makes God three, however, we refer to the rela
tions or personal identities of Father, Son and 
Spirit. 

This distinction between the One and the Three 
is reflected in the subsequent development of the 
doctrine 01' the Trinity. I n  the Gk. E, the emphasis 
has always been on the personal relations of 
Father, Son and Spirit, the Father being under
stood as the personal or relational 'origin' of the 
Son and Spirit. The personal identity of the Son 
and the Spirit is determined by their relation to the 
Father alone: the Son is 'begotten' of the Father; 
the Spirit 'proceeds' from the Father. Con
sequently, when W bishops in 1 0 1 4  officially as
serted that the Spirit proceeds from the Father and 
the Son (Filioque), deep divisions arose between 
the E and W churches. Easterners have always re
jected this view on the grounds that it confuses the 
personal identities of Father and Son in relation to 
the Spirit. However, due to the fact that the Latin 
W, lollowing Augustine and ratified by Aquinas, 
has habitually begun its thinking with the One not 
the Three, the usual starting point for W Trinitari
anism is the divine substance. If the E temptation 
was to a kind 01' monarchianism (through placing 
the Father as superior to Son and Spirit) that of 
the W was to various kinds of modalism (through 
over-emphasizing the oneness). 

Each tradition has unpaeked itself culturally. 
Some commentators see in the W interpretation the 
seeds 01' present-day individualism. Stress on the 
oneness 01' God, it is argued, leads to its individual 
and human counterpart, while the relational and 
communitarian dimension of the E understanding 
has led to a more communal and inter-related cul
ture. The truth seems to be that only in holding 
together both t he W and the E perspectives do we 
arrive at a robust and balanced understanding of 
divine being and, as a eonsequence, of what it 
means to be made in God's image as individual 
and as chureh. 

-COMMUNtlY, -CHURCH, -F ATHER, -GOD; 
- I MAGE, -JESUS CHRIST, TITLES OF; -KINGDOM OF 
GOD: -SPIRIT, HOLY SPIRIT; -WORD; -WISDOM. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. Grudem, Systematic The
ology, 1 994, eh. 14;  R. P. C. Hanson, The Search 
/or the Christian Doctrine 0/ God, 1 988; M .  1. 
Harris, JeslIs as God, 1 992; A .  I .  Heron (ed.), The 
Forgottell Trinity (3 vols.), 1 99 1 ;  L. W. Hurtado, 
One God, Olle Lord, 1 988; C. B. Kaiser, The Doc
trine 0/ God, 1 982; C. M .  LaCugna, God For Us: 
The Trillity alld Christian Life. 1 99 1 ;  M .  Turner, 
'The Spirit 01' Christ and "Divine" Christology' in 
1. B. Green and M .  Turner (eds.) ,  Jeslls 0/ Naza
reth: Lord alld Christ, 1 994, pp. 41 3-436; A. W. 
Wainwright, The Trillity in the New Testament, 
1 962. M.T. 

G .M.  

TROAS. The prineipal seaport of NW Asia Minor, 
established so me 20 km SSW of the site of Troy 
(I 1ium) by the suceessors 01' Alexander the Great, 
and named Alexandria after hirn. 'Troas' was ori
ginally a distinguishing epithet, but i t  became the 
usual designation 01' the eity after Augustus made 
it a Roman colony. The plaee grew rapidly around 
its artificial harbour-basins. wh ich provided neces-
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sary shelter from the rrevailing northerlies at a 
focal meeting-point 0 sea-routes, close to the 
mouth of the Hellespont (Dardanelles)" Troas was 
the port for the crossing to • Neapolis in Mace
donia for the land-route to Rome. Though rarely 
mentioned in secular l iterature, it had a strategic 
function in the Roman system of communication, 
and its importance emerges clearly from un
obtrusive references both in Acts and the Epistles. 
I t  was the scene of the vision of the 'man 01' Mace
donia' (Acts 1 6 : 1 6-- 1 1 )  and the raising of Eutychus 
(Acts 20:5-1 2). The former incident was the occa
sion of the coming of the gospel from Asia to 
Europe, though this aspect is not stressed in Acts. 
Perhaps this also marks the meeting of Paul with 
luke, for the 'we-passages' begin at Acts 16: I O. 
Later Paul found an 'open door' at Troas (2 Cor. 
2 :  1 2), and again stayed there as long as possible 
when in haste to reach Jerusalem (Acts 20:6, 1 3). 
Paul's urgent request in 2 Tim. 4: 1 3  may reflect a 
hurried departure from Troas under arrest. Igna
tius, too, after sending three of his epistles from 
Troas, had to sail in haste for Neapolis as a pris
on er bound for Rome (Ep. to Polycarp 8), when the 
weather permitted. 

The si te of Troas at Daylan is now deserted, but 
there are remains of the harbour, baths, stadium 
and other buildings, and several kilometres of the 
walls may be traced. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. 1. Hemer, 'Alexandria Troas', 
TynB 26, 1 975,  pp. 79-1 1 2. C.J.H. 

TROGYLLIUM (or Trogyllia). A prornontory of 
the W coast of Asia Minor between Ephesus and 
Miletus, and reaching to within 2 km of Samos. 
Paul's delay there (Acts 20: 1 5) was no doubt due to 
the difficulty of navigating a strait in darkness. The 
Alexandrian text omits reference to this delay at 
Trogyllium, but is almost certainly at fault here. 

K .L.McK. 

TROPHIMUS. An Ephesian Christian who evi
dently accompanied Paul to Europe after the Eph
esian riot, later re-crossing and awaiting Paul at 
Troas for the journey to Jerusalem-doubtless as 
one of the delegates 01' the Asian churches with the 
collection (Acts 20: 1-5;  cf I Cor. 1 6: 1 -4). In  Jeru
salem, however, Jewish pilgrims from Asia recog
nized hirn in Paul's company, and afterwards, find
ing Paul in the Temple with four others, jumped to 
the false conclusion that he had introduced Tro
phimus there (Acts 2 1  :27ff.). Trespass beyond the 
Court 01' the Gentiles would for Trophimus be to 
risk the death penalty. The incident issued in a riot, 
and Paul's arrest. 

2 Tim. 4:20 states that Paul left Trophimus sick 
at Miletus. This was near Trophimus' own city; but 
if Timothy was hirnself in the Ephesus area i t  may 
see m strange that he needed this information. The 
circumstances and intention of the verse are, how-
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ever, uncertain :  it may be connected with greetings, 
like the immediate context, or perhaps Paul's mind 
has reverted to the diminution or his band 01' help
ers (cf vv. 1 0- 1 2) .  P. N. Harrison (Problem 0/ the 
Pastoral Epistles, 1 92 1 ,  pp. 1 1 8ff. ) argues that Paul 
was en route for Troas (cf 2 Cor. 2: 1 2) when he left 
Trophimus; G. S. Duncan (St. Paul's Ephesian 
Ministry, 1 929, pp. 1 9 1  ff.) that he was returning 
rrom Corinth to Asia (cf 2 Cor. 1 :8). Prererable to 
these intricate hypJtheses is the view that Paul was 
heading W, destined ror his second Roman im-
prisonment. A.F.W. 

TRUMPETS, FEAST OF. 'Day or blowing the 
trumpets' (Heb. yöm t'rira, Nu. 29: I) or 'memorial 
or blowing or trumpets' (Lv. 23:24). The 7th 
month in the Jewish " calendar, tisri (Sept ./Oct .) ,  
was the beginning or  the civil year. The first day or 
the month was to be 'a day or solemn rest' ,  in 
which 'no laborious work' was to be done. The LXX 
or Nu. 29: I renders the phrase yöm t'rü'a by 
hemera semasias, 'a day or signalling', but the 
Mishnah and traditional Jewish practice have 
understood by this the use or the söftär, usually, 
though not always, made or ram's horn. Tradition 
is not c1ear as to wh at precisely was mean t by the 
trumpet-blowing, wh ich was accompanied by read
ing or relevant passages or Scripture (H .  G. 
Friedmann, JQR I ,  1 888, pp. 62ff.) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. H.  Snaith, The Jewish New 
Year Festival, 1 947. T.H.J .  

TRUTH. Truth, l ike its relation " knowledge, is 
used in the OT in two senses: ( I )  the intellectual, 01' 
racts which may be ascertained to be true or ralse 
(Dt. 1 7:4; I Ki. 1 0:6); (2) rar more commonly, the 
existential and moral, or truth as the attribute or a 
person. Joseph's brothers are detained in prison 
'that your words may be tested, whether there is 
truth in you' (Gn. 42: 1 6), i. e. whether they are de
pendable, consistent, or reliable character. It is sig
nificant that or the Heb. words translated 'truth' 
( " me!, " müna), the latter is sometimes rendered by 
the EVV as 'raithrulness' (Dt .  32:4; Ho. 2:20) 
("AMEN). The OT thinks much more or the basis 
or truth in a reliable person than 01' the mere facts 
or the case. This reliability is basically an attribute 
or God (Ps. 31 :5; Je . . 1 0: I 0), whose truth 'reaches to 
the c1ouds' (Ps. 1 08:4). The God or the Bible is 
thus very rar removed rrom the capricious pagan 
deities. He is true, i. e. consistent, both in his loving 
care ror his children (Gn. 32 :9r.) and in his implac
able hostility against sin (Ps. 54:5) .  

I t  is no  rar cry rrom truth as an attribute or God 
hirnself to one or his activity. So he judges truly 
(Ps. 96: 1 3), and sends truth rorth (Ps. 57:3, AV) . His 
word is true in the sense that it is permanently 
valid. 'As Thou art truth, so is Thy word truth, ror 
it is written "Thy word, 0 God, stands rast in 
heaven" (Ps. 1 1 9: 89)' (Exodus Rabbah on 29: I ) . 
Truth is demanded or man as his response to God 
in obedience to the law (Ps. 1 1 9 :  1 5 1 )  and in his 
inmost nature (Ps. 5 1  :6), and is the bedrock or all 
human relationships (Ex. 20: 1 6; Dt. 5:20). 

In Gk. literat ure, the words ror truth (aletheia, 
alethes, alethinos) do not have the same personal 
and moral connotation. Rather, truth is intel
lectua!. It is 'the full or real state or affairs . . .  As 
in judicial language the aletheia is the actual state 
of affairs to be maintained against different state-
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ments. so historians use it to denote real events as 
distinct I'rom myths, and philosophers to indicate 
real being in the absolute sense' ( R .  B ultmann ,  
TDNT I ,  p .  238). 

In the NT these Gk. words occur commonly, 
and bring with them both their OT and their 
c1assical and Hellenistic Gk. meanings, so that it 
is often an extremely delicate matter to decide 
which nuance predominates. It is possible, how
ever, to distinguish three broad senses in wh ich 
the words are used. even though these may 
overlap. 

I .  Dependability, truthl'ulness, uprightness 01' 
character (the Heb. sense predominating). This ap
plies to God (Rom. 3:7; 1 5 :8) and to men (2 Cor. 
7: 14 ;  Eph . 5:9) alike. The use 01' the actual word 
'truth' in this sense is not common, but the thought 
01' a God who can be trusted to keep his word is 
implicit throughout the NT. 

2, Truth in the absolute sense 01' that which is 
real and complete as opposed to what is ralse and 
wanting (Mk.  5 :33 ;  Eph. 4:25). The Christian faith 
in particular is the truth (Ga!. 2:5; Eph. I :  1 3) .  Jesus 
c1aimed that he was truth personified (Jn .  1 4:6; cf 
Eph . 4:2 1 ) . He mediates the truth (Jn .  I :  1 7) and the 
Holy Spirit leads men into it (Jn. 1 6: 1 3 ; cf 1 4 : 1 7; I 
Jn.  4:6), so that Jesus' disciples know it (Jn.  8:32; 2 
Jn .  I ), do it (Jn .  3:2 1 ), abide in it (Jn .  8:44), and 
their new birth as God's children rests upon it (Jas. 
I :  1 8). This truth is more than a credal formula, i t  is 
God's active word which must be obeyed ( Rom. 
2:8; Ga!. 5 :7). 

3. The adjective alethinos especially sometimes 
carries the 'Platonic' sense or something real as 
opposed to mere appearance or copy. The Christ is 
thus a minister 01' the true tabernacle ( Heb. 8:2) in 
contrast with the shadows or the levitical ritual 
(Heb. 8:4r). In  c1ear allusion to the words 01' insti
tution 01' the Lord's Supper, Jesus declares that he 
is the true bread (Jn.  6:32, 35) and the true vine 
(Jn. 1 5: I ), i. e. that he is the eternal reality symbol
ized by the bread and wine. Similarly, the true 
worshippers (Jn.  4:23) are not so much sincere as 
real. Their worship is a real approach to God who 
is spirit, in contrast to the ritual which restricts 
God 10 Jerusalem or Mt Gerizim (Jn .  4:2 1 ), and 
which can at best symbolize and at worst distort 
hirn. 

BI8LIOGRAPHY. R. Bultmann, TDNT I, pp. 232-
25 1 ;  C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation 0/ the Fourtlr 
Gospel, 1 953,  pp. 1 391'., 1 70- 1 78; D. J. Theron,  
'Aletheia in the Pauline Corpus', EQ 26,  1 954, pp. 
3-1 8; A. C. Thiselton, NlDNTT 3, pp. 874-902. 

F.H.P. 

TRYPHAENA AND TRYPHOSA. Two women, 
probably-from the manner or mentioning them 
and the similarity 01' their names-sisters, and pos
sibly Iwin sisters, greeted in Rom. 1 6 :  1 2. Like other 
women addressed there (Mary, v. 6 ;  Persis, v. 1 2),  
they were notcd ror 'work'-the recurrence 01' this 
term may indicate some regular form of service (cf 
W. Sanday and A. C. Headlam, Romans, ICC, 
1 902, p. xxxv). The names CDelicate' and 'Dainty') 
were widely used, including in Rome, where Light
foot (Philippians, pp. I 75f.) pointed to  several ex
amples in 'Caesar's household' in Paul's time. An
other contemporary Tryphaena was the daughter 
of Polemon I 01' Pontus, mother of  three kings, 
who appears in the Acts 0/ Paul and Thecla. 

A.F.W. 
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TUBAL-CAIN 

TUBAL-CAIN. The son of Lamech by Zillah (Gn. 
4:22) and half-brother of *Jabal and *Jubal. In  the 
words of AV he was 'an instructer of every artificer 
in brass and iron' ,  but this could be as weil trans
lated 'a hammerer of every cutting tool of copper 
or iron', and could mean either that he was a 
metal-smith, the most commonly held view, or that 
he discovered the possibilities of cold forging 
native copper and meteoric iron, a practice attested 
archaeologically from the pre-historic times. 

T.C.M. 

TYCHICUS. An Asian-the 'Western' Text says 
an Ephesian-who accompanied Paul to Jerusa
lern, doubtless as a delegate of his church, with 
the collection (Acts 20:4; cf I Cor. 1 6: 1 -4).  He was 
the apostle's personal representat ive-probably 
(taking 'sent' as an epistolary aorist) the bearer 01' 
the letters-to the Colossians (Col. 4:7-9) and 
Ephesians (Eph. 6 :2 1-22), and, should * Ephesians 
be a circular letter, to other Asian churches as weil .  
Paul seems to have considered hirn a possible relief 
for Titus in Crete (Ti t .  3 : 1 2), and to have sent hirn 
to Ephesus (bearing 2 Tim.?) just when Timothy 
was needed elsewhere (2 Tim. 4 :  1 2) .  These com
missions reHect that trustworthiness wh ich Paul 
commends (Eph . 6:2 1 ;  Col . 4:7). His designation as 
a 'minister' in these contexts probably relates to 
service to the church, possibly to service to Paul, 
most improbably to the status of * deacon. Some 
who have questioned the authenticity of Eph. have 
connected Tychicus with its origin (cf W. L. Knox, 
St. Paul and the Church 0/ the Gentiles, 1 939, p. 
203; C. L. Mitton, Epistle to the Ephesians, 1 950, p. 
268). A.F.W. 

TYPOLOGY (Gk. typos, 'seal-impression'). A 
way of setting forth the biblical history of salva
tion so that some of its earlier phases are seen as 
anticipations of later phases, or some later phase 
as the recapitulation or fulfilment 01' an earlier one. 

I.  In the Old Testament 
There are two archetypal epochs in the OT wh ich 
are repeatedly presented in this way: the creation 
and the Exodus from Egypt. The Exodus is viewed 
as a new creation, or at least as a repetition of the 
original creative activity. He who in the beginning 
constrained the unruly sea within bounds, saying, 
'Thus far shall you come, and no farther' (Gn. 
1 :9f. ; Jb. 38:8- 1 1 ), manifested the same power 
when he restrained the waters of the sea of reeds at 
the Exodus (Ex. 1 4:2 1 -29). This parallelism is spe
cially emphasized when the Creator's overthrow of 
the primeval symbols of chaos, *Rahab and the 
dragon (Jb. 26: 1 2f.), is taken up and applied to his 
victory at the Exodus (Pss. 74: 1 2- 1 4; 89:8- 1 0) .  
Rahab becomes a 'type' of Egypt (cf I s. 30:7) and 
the dragon (Leviathan) of Pharaoh (cf Ezk. 29:3). 

The restoration of I srael from the Babylonian 
captivity is portrayed as both a new creation and a 
new exodus. The verbs which are used of the Cre
ator's workmanship in Gn .  l and 2 (Heb. bärä', 
yä�ar, 'äiä) are used of his activity in the restor
at ion of the exiles (cf Is. 43:7, where all three verbs 
appear together). The dragon-typology of cre
ation, which had already been taken over as a pie
ture of Yahweh's victory at the Exodus, now 
became a means of describing this new victory. 

When the arm 01' Yahweh is ca lied upon to 'awake 
. . .  as in days 01' old', when it 'cut Rahab in pieces' 
and 'didst pierce the dragon' (Is. 5 1  :9), God IS 
being urged to repeat in this new situation the 
mighty acts 01' creation and Exodus. If at the 
Exodus he saved his people by making 'a way in the 
sea, a path in the mighty waters' (Is. 43: 1 6), so he 
will be with the returning exiles when they pass 
through the waters (Is. 43:2), making 'a way in the 
wilderness and rivers in the desert' ( Is. 43: 1 9). As 
the Exodus generation was led by a pillar 01' cloud 
by day and fire by night, which moved behind them 
when danger threatened from the back, so the 
exiles receive the promise: 'The Lord will go before 
you, and the God 01' Israel will be your rear guard' 
(Is. 52: 1 2). 01' the later generation as of the earlier 
it would be true that ' they thirsted not when he led 
them through the deserts; he made water How for 
them from the rock' ( ls. 48:2 1 ) . 

In the language 01' typology, the earlier series 01' 
events constituted a 'type' 01' the later; the later 
series was an 'antitype' 01' the earlier. Or it may be 
said that the successive epochs 01' salvation-history 
disclose a recurring pattern 01' divinc activi ty, 
which the NT writers believed to have found its 
definitive expression in their own day. 

11. In the New Testament 
The typological relation between the two Testa
ments was summed up in Augustine's epigram: ' l n  
the OT the NT lies hidden; in the NT the OT 
stands revealed . '  In the NT the Christian salvation 
is presented as the climax 01' the mighty works 01' 
God, as the 'antitype' 01' his 'typical' mighty works 
in the OT. The Christian salvation is treated as a 
new creation. a new exodus, a new restoration from 
exile. 

a. New creation. ' I t  is the God who said, "Let 
light shine out 01' darkness," who has shone in our 
hearts to give the light 01' the knowledge of the 
glory 01' God in the face of Christ' (2 Cor. 4:6). 
The Fourth Gospel perhaps provides the c1earest 
instance of creation typology, with its exordium ' In  
the  beginning . .  . '  echoing the opening words 01' 
Gn. :  the divine Word which called the old creation 
into being has now become Hesh to inaugurate a 
new creation. Those who are 'in Christ', according 
to Paul, constitute a 'new creation' (2 Cor. 5:  1 7 ; 
Gal. 6: 1 5). Paul and thc. seer of Patmos join in 
seeing the curse 01' the primordial fall reversed by 
the redemptive work 01' Christ (Rom. 8 :  1 9-2 1 ;  Rev. 
22: 1 -5). The gospel establishes 'new heavens and a 
new earth in which righteousness dweils' (2 Pet. 
3 :  1 3; cf Rev. 2 1 :  I ). 

b. New exodus. The exodus typoJogy is particu
larly pervasive in the NT. Matthew seems to view 
the infancy 01' Jesus as a recapitulation of  the early 
experiences of Israel, wh ich went down to Egypt 
and came up again (Mt .  2: 1 5) .  John, by the chron
ology of his Gospel and otherwise, implies that 
Christ is the antitypical Passover lamb (cf Jn .  
1 9 : 14,  36). Peter's language points in the  same dir
ection (I Pet. I :  1 9), while Paul makes the thought 
explicit: since 'Christ, our paschal Iamb, has been 
sacrificed', the ensuing festival should be cele
brated by his people 'with the unJeavened bread of 
sincerity and truth' (I Cor. 5 :7f.). As the Israelites 
passed through the Sea of Reeds, so Christians 
have been baptized into Christ; as the I sraelites re
ceived bread from heaven and water from the rock, 
so Christians have their distinctive 'supernatural 
food and drink' ( I  Cor. 1 0: 1-4). As, despite aB 
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those blessings, the Exodus generation died in the 
wildcrness because 01' unbelief and disobedience 
and so failed to enter the promised land, Christians 
for their part are exhorted to take warning lest they 
fall ( I  Cor. 1 0 :5- 1 2 ;  cf Heb. 3:7-4: 1 3 ; Jude 5). For 
these things befell the Israelites 'as a warning 
(typikös), but they were written down tor our in
struction, upon whom the end of the ages has 
come' ( I  Cor. 1 0: 1 1 ) .  This typology has an in
tensely ethical and paraenetic emphasis. 

c. New restoration. The very word 'gospel' (elIan
gelion) and its cognates are probably derived by the 
NT writers from their occurrences in Is. 40-66 to 
denote the 'good tidings' of return from Exile and 
rebuilding of Zion ( l s. 40:9; cf 52:7;  6 1 :  I ) . No 
stretch of OT prophecy has provided such a fertile 
'plot' of gospel testimonia, from the 'voice' 01' Is. 
40:3 through the ministry of the Servant in I s. 42-
53 to the new heavens and new earth of Is. 65: 1 7 : 
66:22. 

d. Typical persons. In Rom. 5: 14 Adam is called 
'a type ( typos) of the one who was to come' (i. e. 01' 
Christ, the last Adam). Adam, as head of the old 
creat ion, is an obvious counterpart to Christ, head 
of the new creation . All humanity is viewed as 
being either 'in Adam', in whom 'all die', or 'in 
Christ', in whom all are to 'be made alive' (I Cor. 
1 5 :22). 

No other OT character is  expressly called a typos 
of Christ in the NT. But other OT characters typify 
hirn in some degree, by comparison or contrast
Moses, as prophet (Acts 3:22f. ;  7 :37), Aaron, as 
priest (Heb. 5:4f.), David, as king (Acts 1 3 :22). The 
writer to the Hebrews, taking his cue from Ps. 
1 1 0:4, sees in Melchizedek a specially apt counter
part of Christ in his priestly office (Heb. 5 :6, 10 ;  
6:20ff.). He also hints  that  the details 01' the appar
atus and services of the wilderness tabernacle 
might yield typical significance although, from 
what he says in Heb. 9:6- 1 0, this significance would 
involve the difference rather than the resemblance 
between that order and the new order introduced 
by Christ. I t  is only in the light of the antitype that 
the relevance of the type can be appreciated. 

111. Post-biblical developments 
The post-apostolic agc witnessed the beginning 01' 
a more unfettered Christian typology. From the 
first half of the 2nd century the Epistle 0/ Barna
bas or Justin's Dialogue lVith Trypho il lustrate the 
length to which the typological interpretation 01' 
OT episodes could be carried in the absence of 
exegetical controls. The result was that the OT ac
quired its chief value in Christian eyes as a book 01' 
anticipatory pictures of the person and work of 
Christ-pictures presented in words and even more 
in visible art. Perhaps the most impressive example 
in art is Chartres Cathedral, where the sculptures 
and windows on the N side depict a wealth 01' OT 
analogies to the NT story depicted by their coun
terparts on the S side. Thus [saac carrying the 
wood is a counterpart to Christ carrying his cross, 
the sale of Joseph for 20 pieces of silver is a coun
terpart to Christ's being sold for 30 pieces, and 
so forth. The whole OT is thus made to tell the 
Christian story in advance, but not on principles 
which the biblical writers themselves would have 
recogn ized. 

What was spontaneous in the early M iddle Ages 
tends to become studied and artificial when at
tempts are made to revive it at the present day. ' [ f  
the  appeal to Scripture is to be  maintained in its 

TYRE, TYRUS 

proper sense, and Christian doctrine is to be set on 
a less lInstablc foundation than the private judg
ment 01' ingenious riddle-solvers. some attempt is 
lIrgently needed to establish a workable criterion 
for the Icgitimatc lISC 01' the typological method, 
and so to smooth the path 01' biblical theology' (G. 
W. H. Lampe. Theology 56, 1 953, p. 208). 

BIBLIOGRAPliY .  G. W. H. Lampe and K.  1. 
Woollcombe, Essays 011 Typology, 1 957; S. H .  
Hooke, Alpha alld Omega, 1 96 1 ;  D .  Daube, The 
Exodlls Pallem in the Bible, 1 963; A. T. Hanson , 
Jeslls Christ ill the Old Testament, 1 965; G. von 
Rad, Old Testament Theology, 2, 1 965, pp. 3 1 9-
409; F F Bruce, This is That, 1 968; idem, The Time 
is FlIlfilled, 1 978; J. W. Drane, EQ 50, 1 978, pp. 
1 95-:2 1 0: R. M. Davidson, Typology in Scriplllre, 
1 98 1 ;  L. Goppelt ,  Typos. The Typological Inter
pretation 0/ the Old Testament in the New, 1 982; 1. 
Barton. Orae/es 0/ God, 1 986; G. W. Buchanan, 
Typology alld the Gospel. 1 987. F.F.B. 

TYRANNUS. There is no known reference to Ty
rannus apart from Acts 1 9:9, in which Paul at 
Ephesus is said to have rcasoncd daily in the schole 
01' Tyrannus. The word sc/wie (AV 'school', RSV 
'hall') means a group or place where lectures are 
given and discussed. It is not known whether Tyr
annus was the founder of the lecture-hall or its 
owner at the time 01' Paul's stay. The word trans
Iated 'one' in AV, which would support the latter 
view, is not in the best MSS. D.R.H. 

TYRE, TYRUS. The principal seaport on the 
Phoenician coast, about 40 km S of Sidon and 45 
N of Akko, Tyre (mod. Silr; Heb. eör; Assyr. 
Sur(r)lI; Egyp. f)aru; Gk. Tyros) comprised two 
harbours. One lay on an island, the other 'Old' 
port on the mainland may be the Ussu of Assyrian 
inscriptions. The ci ty, which was watered by the 
river Litani, dominated the surrounding plain, in 
the N of which lay Sarepta (* ZAREPHATH). 

I .  History 
According to Herodotus (2. 44), Tyre was founded 
c. 2700 Be, and is mentioned in Execration Texts 
from * Egypt (c. 1 850 Be) and in a Canaanite poem 
(Keret, ANET, pp. 1 42f.) from Ras Shamra 
(. UGARIT). It took an early and active part in the 
sea-trade in trade and luxuries with Egypt which 
led to the Egyptian campaigns to control the 
Phoenician coast. During the Amarna period the 
local ruler of Tyre, Abimilki, remained loyal, writ
ing to Amenophis [I [ 01' the defection of surround
ing towns and requesting aid against the Amorite 
Aziru and king 01' Sidon . When the Philistines 
plundered Sidon (c. 1 200 Be) many of its inhabit
ants f1ed to Tyre, wh ich now became the 'daughter 
01' Sidon' ( [s. 23: 1 2), the principal Phoenician port. 
By the late 2nd millennium Be i t  was counted as a 
strongly defended city on the border of the land 
allocated to Asher (Jos. 1 9 :29), and this reputation 
continued (2 Sa. 24:7;  RSV 'fortress'). 

With the decl ine of Egypt Tyre was independ
ent, its rulers dominating most of the Phoenician 
coastal cities, including the Lebanon hinterland. 
Hiram I was a friend 01' David and supplied ma
terials for building the royal palace at Jerusalem (2 
Sa. 5 : 1 1 ;  I Ki. 5 : 1 ;  I Ch. 1 4 : 1 ), a policy he con
tinued during the reign of Solomon, when he sent 
wood and stone for the construction of the Temple 
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(I Ki. 5 : 1 - 1 2; 2 Ch. 2 :3- 1 6) in return for food sup
plies and territorial advantages (I Ki. 9 :  I 0- 14). 
Tyrians, including a bronze-caster also named 
Hiram, assisted in Solomon's projects ( I  Ki .  7: 1 3-
14). During his reign Hiram I l inked the mainland 
port with the island by an artificial causeway and 
built a tempie dedicated to the deities Melqart and 
Astarte. As part of his policy of colonial expan
sion and trade he assisted Solomon's development 
of the Red Sea port of Ezion-geber for S voyages 
( I  Ki .  9:27), his ships reaching distant places ( I  Ki.  
9 :28;  * OPHIR). From this  time, often called 'the 
golden age of Tyre', the people became the mer
chant princes of the E Mediterranean ( l s. 23:8), 
and were henceforth noted for their seafaring 
prowess (Ezk. 26: 1 7 ;  27:32). The primary trade was 
in their own manufactured * glass and the special 
scarlet-purple dyes, called 'Tyrian', made from the 
loeal murex (* ARTS AND CRAFTS; * PHOENICIA). 

The Canon of Ptolemy is still a primary source 
for the king list, though, despite correlations with 
Assyrian and Hebrew history, there remains a di
vergence of about 10 years in the chronology of 
the earlier rulers. Thus Hiram I is dated c. 979-945 
BC (cf Albright, Katzenstein, c. 969-936 BC). His 
successor Baal-eser I (= Balbazeros) was followed 
by Abd-Ashtart, who was murdered by his 
brothers, the eldest of whom, Methus-Astartus, 
usurped the throne. Phelles, who succeeded As
tarymus c. 897 BC, was overthrown by the high 
priest Ethbaal ( I thobal), whose daughter Jezebel 
was married to Ahab of Israel to confirm the alli
ance made between their countries (I Ki. 1 6: 3 1 ) . 
Ethbaal was also a contemporary of Ben-hadad I .  
H i s  success against Phelles may have been con
nected with the invasion of Ashurnasirpal 1 1  of 
Assyria, who took a heavy tribute from Tyre. 

The port suffered another blow in 84 1 BC, when, 
in his 1 8th regnal year, Shalmaneser 1 1 1  of Assyria 
received tribute from Ba'alimanzar at the same 
time as Jehu paid hirn homage at the Nahr-el-Kelb 
(Sumer 7, 1 95 1 , 3-2 1 ). Baalezer 1 1  was followed by 
Mattan I (c. 829-82 1 )  and by Pygmalion (Pu'm
yaton), in  whose 7th year (825 BC; others 8 1 5  BC) 
Carthage was founded from Tyre. 

Assyrian pressure on Phoenicia continued, and 
Tyre paid tribute to Adad-nirari 1 1 1  of Assyria in 
803 BC and its king Hiram 11 sent gifts to Tiglath
pileser 1 1 1 ,  who claims that his * Rabshakeh took 
1 50 talents of gold from Mattan 1 1 ,  the next king 
of Tyre (c. 730 BC; ANET, p. 282). By peaceful 
submission the city retained a large measure of au
tonomy. According to Josephus (An/. 9.  283), 
Shalmaneser V of Assyria (whose own records are 
wanting) laid siege to Tyre in 724, and the city fell 
with Samaria into the hands of Sargon 1 1  in 722 
BC. Local Assyrian officials supervised the return 
of taxes in kind to Nineveh, but considerable 
unrest was fomented from Egypt, to whom the Ty
rians turned for help. This led to denunciation of 
Tyre by the Heb. prophets who followed I saiah and 
by Joel (3 :5-6) for their selling them as slaves to the 
Greeks. Tyre eame under the domination of Sidon, 

and when Sennacherib approached its ruler Luli 
(Elulaeus) fled and died in exile. This saved the city 
from assault, for the Assyrians installed their nom
inee Tuba'alu (EthbaaI I I I )  in 70 1 BC. 

Esarhaddon, who was keeping the route open to 
attack Egypt, executed Abdi-milkitti of Sidon (c. 
677 BC) and set Ba'ali ( I)  on the throne, binding 
hirn by treaty to Assyria. However, Tyre, instigated 
by Tirhakah of Egypt, rebelIed and Esarhaddon 
besieged the port, which did not, however, fal! 
since Ba'ali submitted. His influence and in
dependence must have been great in Phoenicia, 
since he retained the throne throughout his Iife. 
When he rebelIed again in 664 BC the city fell to 
Ashurbanipal, who made Azi-Baal king, taking his 
si sters and many officials as hostages to Nineveh. 

With the decline of Assyria at the end of the 
reign 01' Ashurbanipal (c. 636-627 BC), Tyre re
gained her autonomy and much of her former sea
trade. Nevertheless, Jeremiah prophesied Tyre's 
subjection to the Babylonians (25:22; 27: 1 - 1 1 ) ,  as 
did Ezekiel later (26: 1-28: 1 9; 29: 1 8-20) and 
Zechariah (9:2ff.) .  Nebuchadrezzar 1 1  besieged 
Tyre for 1 3  years, c. 587-574 BC (Jos., An/. 10 . 228; 
iBL 5 1 ,  1 932, pp. 94ff.), but no contemporary 
record of this remains (cf Ezk. 29: 1 8-20). The city 
(under Ba'ali 1 1 )  eventually recognized Babylonian 
suzerainty, and a number 01' Babylonian contracts 
confirm this and give the names of the local Baby
lonian officials. For a decade the city was ruled by 
'judges' (Spll. 

In 332 BC Alexander the Great laid siege to the 
island port for 7 months and captured i t  only by 
building a mole to the island fortress. Despite 
heavy losses, the port soon recovered under Seleu
cid patronage. Herod I rebuilt the main temple, 
which would have been standing when our Lord 
visited the district bordering Tyre and Sidon (Mt .  
1 5 : 2 1 -28; Mk.  7:24-3 1 ) .  People of Tyre heard hirn 
spcak (Mk. 3:8; Lk. 6: 1 7), and he cited Tyre as a 
heathen city which would bear less responsibility 
than those Galilean towns wh ich constantly wit
nessed his ministry (Mt .  1 1 :2 1 -22; Lk. 1 0: 1 3- 1 4). 
Christians were active in Tyre in the I st century 
(Acts 21 :3-6), and there the scholar Origen was 
buried (AD 254). 

11 .  Archaeology 
The main extant ruins date from the fall of the 
Crusader city in AD 1 29 1 ,  but excavations from 
1 92 1  (Syria 6, 1 922), and from 1 937 in the harbour, 
have traced some of the earlier foundations. The 
many coins minted in Tyre from the 5th century BC 
onwards, found at sites throughout the ancient 
Near East and Mediterranean, attest its greatness. 

The 'ladder of Tyre' (Jos., Bi 2. 1 88), which 
marked the division between Phoenicia and Pales
tine proper (I Macc. 1 1  : 59), is identified with the 
rocky prornontory at Ras en-Naqara or Ras el
'Abyad. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. J idejian, Tyre through /he 
Ages, 1969; H .  1. Katzenstein, The His/ory o[ Tyre, 
1 973. D.J.W. 
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UGARIT is modern Ras Shamra, located I km 
from the Mediterranean Sea and 10 km N of 
Syrian Latakia. C. F. A.  Schaeffer began excav
ations in 1 928, first at Ugarit's port by the bay of 
Minet el-Beida, then at Ras Shamra until 1 969. M .  
Von has directed the work since 1 978. Although 
occupied as early as the 7th millennium BC, the site 
f10urished in the 2nd millennium. In the Late 
Bronze Age ( 1 550-1 200 BC) the city-state con
trolled a region of 2,000 square kms, including a 
large agricultural plain and an excellent port 
(Yon). It enjoyed a moderate Mediterranean cli
mate. Historical archives begin with King Niq
maddu 1 1  ( 1 360-1 330 BC) followed by the Hittite 
domination of the region through the intermediary 
Carchemish at the end of the 1 4th century. The 
Hittite-Egyptian treaty (c. 1 270 BC) allowed the 
kingdom to develop with an increasing centraliza
tion of power. The king controlled a large palace 
that formed the centre of a fortified acropolis 
within the city. This and the towering temple of 
Baal were the two most impressive landmarks. 
Ugarit disappeared shortly after 1 200 BC for 
reasons unknown but perhaps related as much to 
c1imatic change and internal problems as to any 
invasion from the sea (Dupont). 

Excavators of Ugarit have unearthed thousands 
of inscriptions from the Late Bronze Age. Texts 
preserving Egyptian, Cypro-Minoan, Hurrian and 
Hittite languages occur, but most of the c1ay tab
lets preserve writing in Akkadian and Ugaritic 
languages. Ugaritic script represents one of the 
earliest alphabets, composed of twenty-nine letters 
written in cuneiform. The Ugaritic language is one 
01' the earliest West Semitic languages attested by a 
sizeable corpus and variety of inscriptions. 
Rivalled only by the Dead Sea Scrolls, the texts 
from Ugarit represent the most important collec
tion of written evidence yet discovered for better 
interpreting the OT. Study of the Ugaritic lan
guage has demonstrated a f1exibility in the use 01' 
prepositions and other syntactical features, and 
has expanded the West Semitic vocabulary of 
known words and their usage. When applied to 
biblical Heb., this has provided for new inter
pretations of difficult texts and rendered unneces
sary many textual emendations of previous 
generations. 

Although the citizens of Ugarit distinguished 
themselves from 'Canaanites', they shared a 
common culture. Religious, epistolary, lexical, ad
ministrative, legal and contractual texts have been 
discovered at Ugarit (Pardee and Bordreuil). 
Scholars have made many comparisons between 
aspects of the Ugaritic mythologies and the OT. 
Canaanite deities are attested such as Asherah, 
Anat, Ashtart (Ugaritic Athtart), Baal and EI as 
weil as divine personifications of the sea, (Yam) 
and death (Mot). Leviathan also occurs. EI 

appears as the senior deity who grants the requcsts 
of gods and humans. Baal acts to defeat Yam and 
to build a palace. Mot kills hirn but Baal reappears 
and brings fruitfulness. Kings such as Keret and 
Danel (cf Ezk. 28:3) request sons to inherit their 
thrones. Other myths emphasize marriage (Nikkal) 
and procreation, sometimes in a crude fashion 
(Birth of Shahar and Shalim) that recalls the con
demnation by the biblical prophets of the sexual 
excesses of Canaanite religion. Other texts include 
lists of deities and offerings they receive. Mesopo
tamian traditions brought inscribed liver models 
and other omen texts, the f100d story of Atrahasis, 
the 'Babylonian Job' and other 'wisdom' 
compositions. 

The texts from Ugarit have affected alm ost every 
area of OT studies (Brooke, Curtis and Healey). 
We may consider examples from law, history, 
poetry and prophecy (Craigie, 1 983, pp. 67-90). 
Although no legal collections have yet appeared at 
Ugarit, ritual instructions parallel biblical law. 
Sacrificial texts use similar terms to describe 'whoie 
burnt' (kll), 'communion' (Sirnn) and 'gift' (rnnl,rh) 
offerings as in Lv. 2, 3 and 6. Other OT terms such 
as 'priest' (khn), 'sacrifice' (zbl,r) , 'cultic function
ary' (qds) and 'tent of meeting' ('h/rn'ci) occur at 
Ugarit (Smith, 1 990, pp. 2-3). A ritual text (KTU 
1 .40) describes how to deal with sins such as anger 
and impatience by animal sacrifice (Pardee). 'll ib 
'god of the father' also occurs at Ugarit, and in
vites comparison with the patriarchal God of the 
fathers (Ex. 3 : 1 6) as a deity associated with one's 
ancestors.' EI brt occurs in a Hurrian religious tex t .  
Some have compared th i s  to EI-Berith, i.e. EI  of  
the  Covenant, as  a t  Shechem (Jdg. 9:46). However, 
the Hurrian context renders this translation un
Iikely and illustrates the dangers of making com
parisons without careful linguistic controls. 

Although Ugarit f10urished before Israel settled 
in Canaan, its administrative records demonstrate 
a continuity between city-states of the Late Bronze 
Age Levant and the Jerusalem administration as it 
developed under David and Solomon (Heltzer). In 
both cases the 'servants of the king' formed the 
administrative core of the kingdom, as royal de
pendents, with specific skills for tasks at the palace 
and in the governing apparatus. Similarities exist 
between the description of Baal's construction of 
his palace or temple, and the rituals surrounding it ,  
and David's transport 01' the Ark into Jerusalem (2 
Sa. 6; Seouw). Letter writers of Ugarit sometimes 
addressed requests to the queen mother instead of 
going directly to the king, reflecting her influential 
role (cf I Ki.  2 : 1 3-25; 1 5 : 1 1 - 1 3 ; 22:52; 2 Ki.  1 1 ) .  
Many personal names correspond to biblical 
names, though they designate different people. 
Administrative records mention inhabitants of 
Palestinian sites such as Ashdod. Girgashites (Dt .  
7 :  I ;  Jos. 3: I 0) are attested at Ugarit (grgf). The 
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role of Ugaritic Rephaim as dead warriors and 
ancestors may relate to the biblical group of the 
same name (Dt. 3 : 1 0) .  

An understanding of the Canaanite background 
is useful for the study of biblical ·poetry (Craigie). 
Ps. 29 contains many similar ideas and even 
phrases used of Baal in Ugaritic poetry. However, 
the biblical psalmist wishes to affirm that Yahweh, 
not Baal, is Lord of nature. Like God in Ps. 1 04:3,  
Baal is a rider on the c1ouds. Fire and flame assist 
Baal as weil as God (v.4). The voice of Baal is also 
thunder (v.7) and the cedars of Lebanon form 
Baal's palace (cf v. 1 6). The psalmist transforms 
the Canaanite motifs by confessing that the God 
of Israel is creator of the whole world, not merely a 
temple in Jerusalem. As the Heb. psalms do with 
'selah', 'sheminith', ete. , Hurrian poetical com
positions contain musical annotations. Poems 
throughout the Bible describe God as a warrior 
coming from a distant mountain to do battle on 
behalf of Israel with the power of the storm (Ex. 
1 5 ;  Dt. 33; Jdg. 5 ;  Ps. 68; Heb. 3). This motif 
occurs in the Baal cycle from Ugarit (KTU 1 .4, 29-
35;  1 . 1 0 1 . 1 -4;  Smith 1 990: 49). However, the Bible 
transforms these images. Thus Ex. 1 5, the Song of 
the Sea, celebrates Israel's deliverance from Egypt. 
Although its confession of God's reign resembles 
the confession of Baal's reign at Ugarit, the dis
tinction between Baal's victory over the sea god, 
Yam, differs from God's victory over Egypt. The 
God of Israel acts in his tory to redeern; the deities 
of Ugarit and Canaan act within the cycles of 
nature. In addition, many similarities exist in the 
form and structure of Ugaritic and Heb. poetry 
(Watson). 

The taunt of the Babylonian king, HeIeI, 'the 
shining one' of Is. 1 4: 1 2- 1 4, who tries and fails to 
take God's place, resembles that of Athtar, also 
called 'the shining one', who tries and fails to 
occupy Baal's throne in his absence (Craigie). Ath
tar's feet are too shortl Am. I :  I notes that the 
prophet was a shepherd. The term used (nöqed) is 
rare in the Bible. Its occurrences in the administra
tive texts from Ugarit suggest that it describes 
owners and managers of large herds, engaged in 
marketing wool and other produce. This sophisti
cated background helps to explain the inter
national character of Amos' prophecies and 
rhetoric. Texts from Ugarit also attest to the 
marzeah, a religious banquet, associated with the 
drin king of wine. Je. 1 6: 5-9 and perhaps Am. 6:4-7 
describe the practice and condemn it (King). How
ever, i t  continued into the Christian era. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. Texts: J. Nougayrol and C. Virol
leaud, PRU, 2-6, 1 955-1 970; C. H. Gordon, UT, 
Analecta Orientalia 38, 1 965; UG 5, 1 968; UG 7, 
1 978; J .  C. L .  Gibson, CML, 1 977; J .  C. De Moor 
and K. Spronk, A Cuneiform Anth% gy oJ Re
/igious Texts Jrom Ugarit, 1 987; P. Bordreuil, Une 
bib/iotheque au sud de /a vil/e, 1 99 1 ;  M .  Dietrich, O. 
Loretz and J. Sanmartin, KTU 2, 1 994. Transla
tions: French - PRU; UG; Bordreuil texts volumes; 
A. Caquot, M. Sznycer and A. Herdner, LAPO 7, 
1 974; A. Caquot, J.-M. Tarragon and J.-L. Cun
chilIos, LAPO 1 4, 1 989. English - ANET, pp. 1 29-
1 55 et passim; CML; J. C. De Moor, An Anth% gy 
oJ Re/igious Texts Jrom Ugarit, 1 987; M .  S. Smith, 
The Ugaritie Baa/ Cycle I ,  1 994. Other series: 
ALASP; News/etter Jor Ugarilie Sludies; RSP 1-3; 
Ras Shamra-Ougarit; Syria; UF; UBL. Sources 
cited: G. J. Brooke, A. H. W. Curtis and J. F. 
Healey, UBL 1 1 , 1 994; P. C. Craigie, Ugarit and the 

O/d Testament, 1 983; F. R. Dupont, The Late His
tory oJ Ugaril, 1 987; M. Heltzer, Society and Eeon
omy in the Easlern Mediterranean, M .  Heltzer and 
E. Lipinski (eds.), 1 988, pp. 7- 18 ;  P. J. King, Amos, 
Hosea, Mieah, 1 988; D. Pardee and P. Bordreuil, 
ABD 6, 1 992, pp. 706-72 1 ;  C. L. Seouw, Myth, 
Drama and Ihe Po/ities oJ David's Dance, 1 989; M .  
S .  Smith, The Ear/y HislOry oJ God, 1 990; W. G .  E. 
Watson, lSOT, supp. 26, 1 984; M. Von, ABD 6, 
1 992, pp. 695-706; G. D. Young (ed .), Ugaril in 
Relrospeel, 1 98 1 .  R.5.H. 

ULAI. The canal or river flowing E of Susa in 
Elam (SW Persia) where Daniel heard a man's 
voice (Dn. 8: 1 6) .  The river (Heb. 'ti/äi; Assyr. U/ai; 
c1assical Eu/aeus) has changed its course in modern 
times, and the present Upper Kherkhah and Lower 
Karun (Pasitigris) rivers may then have been a 
single stream flowing into the delta at the N of the 
Persian Gulf. The river is illustrated in the Assyr
ian reliefs showing Ashurbanipal's attack on Susa 
in 646 BC (R. D. Barnett, Assyrian Pa/ace Re/ieJs, 
1 960, plates 1 1 8- 1 27). D.J.W. 

UNBELIEF. Expressed by two Gk. words in the 
NT, apislia and apeitheia. According to M M, the 
word apeitheia, together with apeitheö and 
apeithes, 'connotes invariably disobedience, rebel
lion, contumacy' .  So Paul says that the Gentiles 
have obtained mercy through the rebellion of the 
Jews (Rom. 1 1  :30). See also Rom. 1 1  :32; Heb. 4:6, 
1 1 .  This disobedience springs from apistia, 'a want 
of faith and trust'. apistia is a state of mind, and 
apeitheia an expression of it. Unbelief towards 
hirnself was the prime sin of which Christ said 
that the Spirit would convict the world (Jn. 1 6:9). 
Unbelief in all its forms is a direct affront to the 
divine veracity (cf I Jn. 5: 10), which is why i t  is 
so heinous a sin. The children of Israel did not 
enter into God's rest for two reasons. They 
lacked faith (apistia, Heb. 3: 1 9),  and they dis
obeyed (apeilheia, Heb. 4:6). 'Unbelief finds its 
practical issue in disobedience' (Westcott  on Heb. 
3: 1 2). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. O. Becker, O. Michel. in 
NIDNTT I, pp. 587-606. D.0.5. 

UNCTION. In its three NT occurrences, i. e. I Jn .  
2 :20, 27 (twice), AV renders Gk. chrisma, 'unction' ,  
and RSV has 'anointed', • 'anointing'. Christians 
who, by virtue of their 'unction' (vv. 20, 27), are all 
able to discern schism (v. 1 9) and heresy (denial 01' 
the incarnation, v. 22) are exhorted to adhere to the 
apostolic message (v. 24), which led them to con
fess the Father and the Son . Grammatically, 'unc
tion' must be either (a) ' that wh ich is smeared on' 
(so B. F. Westcott, The Episl/es oJ lohn, 1 892); or 
(b) 'the act of anointing' (so A.  E .  Brooke, ICC, 
1 9 1 2); but in either case the word refers to the gift 
of the Holy Spirit, of which baptism is the outward 
sign, and whose sensible reception, leading to 
awareness of dangers to the church, is the con
sequence 01' true incarnational faith.  This exegesis 
is compatible with, though not necessarily proving, 
the belief that the anointing 01' the Spirit leads to 
spoken prophecy within the church. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. Müller, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 1 2 1 -
1 24; I .  H .  MarshalI, The Episl/es oJ lohn, NIC, 
1 978, pp. 1 53-1 56;  D. H .  Engelhard, ISBE I , 1 29. 

M.R.W.F.  
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UNKNOWN GOD (Gk. agnöstos theos). I n  Aets 
1 7 :23 Paul refers to an Athenian altar-dedieation 
'To the unknown God' whieh forms the text of his 
• Areopagus address. Pausanias (Description 0/ 
Greece, I .  1 . 4) says that in Athens there are 'altars 
01' gods called unknown' and Philostratus (Life 0/ 
Apol/onius 0/ Tyana, 6. 3 .  5) similarly speaks of 
'altars of unknown divinities' as set up there. They 
are frequently associated with a story told by Dio
genes Laertius (Lives 0/ Philosophers, I .  1 1 0) about 
the setting up of 'anonymous altars' in and around 
Athens on one occasion to avert a pestilcnec. Simi
lar dedieations are attested elsewhere, if  the name 
of a loeal deity was uneertain or the wording of an 
original dedieation had beeome lost . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Norden, Agnostos Theos, 
1 9 1 2; K. Lake, 'The Unknown God', in BC, 5, pp. 
240-246; B. Gärtner, The Areopagus Speech and 
Natural Revelation, 1 955, pp. 242ff.; E. Haenehen, 
The A cts 0/ the Apostles, 1 9 7 1 ,  pp. 5 1 6ff. F.F.B. 

UPHAZ. An unidentified loeation from whieh 
came fine gold (Je. 10 :9 ;  Dn. 10 :5) .  It may, however, 
be a technieal term for 'refined gold' itself (so I Ki. 
10 :  1 8, mujiäz; cf mipfäz, Is. 1 3 : 1 2) similar to the 
definition 'pure gold (zähäIJ !ähOr; 2 Ch. 9 :  1 7). 
Others, with some support from vss, read 'ujiir 
(. OPHIR; cf Je. 1 0:9) for ',ijiäz owing to the similar-
ity of Heb. z and r. D.J.W. 

UR OF THE CHALDEES. The eity whieh Terah 
and Abram lef! to go to Harran (Gn. 1 1 :28, 3 1 ;  
1 5 :7; Ne. 9:7) .  Considered by Stephen to be in 
Mesopotamia (Aets 7 :2, 4). An old identifieation 
of Heb. 'ur with Urfa (Edessa), 32 km NW of 
Harran, is unlikely on philologieal grounds, and 
Ura' is the name of several places known in Asia 
Minor. Moreover, such an identification would re
quire Abraham to retraee his steps E before setting 
out W towards Canaan. This identifieation rc
quires that the 'Chaldea' which ident ifies the loca
tion must be equated with Ijaldai (part of aneient 
Armenia). The • Chaldeans were a Semitic people 
known in Babylonia from at least the end of the 
2nd millennium BC, but there are no references to 
their presenee in N Mesopotamia. LXX wrote 'thc 
land (chöra) of thc Chaldees', perhaps being un
familiar with the site. However, Eupolemus (e. 1 50 
BC) refers to Ur as a city in Babylonia called Cama
rina ('thc moon') or Ouria. Thc Talmudic inter
pretation of Ur as Ereeh is unlikely sinee the latter 
is distinguished in Gn. 10 :  10 .  

The most generally accepted ident ification is 
with the ancient si te 01' Ur ( Uri), modern Tell el
Muqayyar, 14 km W of Nasiriyeh on the river 
Euphrates in S !raq . Excavations at this site in 
1 922-34 by the joint British M useum and Uni
versity Museum, Phi ladelphia, expedition under 
Sir C. L. Woolley traecd the history of the site from 
thc 'AI 'Ubaid period (5th millennium BC) until it 
was abandoned about 300 BC. Many spectacular 
discoveries were made, espeeially in the royal cem
eterics of the early Dynastie 3 period (c. 2500 BC) . 
Beneath these a layer of silt was at first equated 
with the flood of the Epic of Gilgamesh and Gen
esis (see now Iraq 26, 1 964, pp. 65ff.). The ruins of 
the temple tower (ziggurat) built by Ur-Nammu, 
the founder of the prosperous 3rd Dynasty (c. 
2 1 50-2050 BC) still dominate the site ( . BABEL) . The 

URIM AND THUMMIM 

history and economy of the city is weil known from 
thousands of inscribed tablets and the many build
ings found at the site. The principal deity was Nan
nar (Semitic Sin or Su'en), who was also wor
shipped at Harran. The city was later ruled by the 
Neo-Babylonian (Chaldean) kings of Babylonia. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. P. R. Moorey and C. L. Woolley, 
Ur 0/ the Chaldees, 1 982; Ur Excavations Texts 
1 -7, 1 928-74; Excavations at Ur 1 - 1 0 ,  1 934-74; 
CAH 1 12 , 1 97 1 ,  pp. 4 1 7-468, 595-6 1 7. 

URBANUS. Latin servile (cf A. Deissmann, Bible 
Studies ', 1 909, pp. 27 I ff.) recurrent in inscriptions 
of the imperial household (e.g CIL, 6. 4237)
perhaps the Urbanus greeted in Rom .  1 6:9  (AV, 
Urbane) belonged to it (cf Phi!. 4:22; Lightfoot, 
Philippians, p. 1 74). 'Our fellow-worker' need not 
imply service with Paul personally. Paul, exact with 
pronouns, uses 'my fellow-worker' for eompanions 
(cf Rom. 1 6:3, 2 1 ). (·AMPLIAS.) A .F.W. 

URIAH (Heb. 'uriyyä, 'urriyyähU, 'Yahweh is my 
light'). \. A Hittite whose name may be Hurrian 
Ariya conformed to Heb. Uriah ,  one of several 
non-Israelites among David's mighty warriors (2 
Sa.  23:39; I Ch. 1 1  :4 1 ) .  While Uriah was away with 
the army besieging • Rabbah, David committed 
adultery with his wife • Bathsheba in Jerusalem (2 
Sa. 1 1 : 1 -4; cf I Ki. 1 5: 5) .  In order to legalize this 
relationship, David had Uriah placed in a vulner
able position in battle so that he was killed (2 Sa. 
1 1  :6-2 1 ) .  He is mentioned in the genealogy of 
Jesus as the husband of Bathsheba, mother of 
Solomon (Mt .  1 :6). 

2. A priest and one of two 'reliable witnesses' to 
the prophecy concerning Maher-shalal-hash-baz 
( ls. 8 :2) .  He aided • Ahaz in introducing a foreign
inspired altar and in making other unorthodox 
ehanges in the cult (2 Ki. 1 6 : 1 0- 1 6). 

3. A prophet from Kiriath-jearim, whose mes
sage supported his contemporary, Jeremiah. Flight 
to Egypt to escape Jehoiakim's wrath,  which his 
prophecies had incited, did not proteet hirn since 
he was extradited to Judah and executed there (Je. 
26:20-24). 

4. Father of Meremoth, a priest during the time 
of Ezra (Ezr. 8 :33; cf N. 8:4). D.W.ß. 

URIEL (Heb. 'uri'el, 'God is my light') . I .  Chief of 
the Kohathites in the reign of David. He assisted in 
the bringing up of the ark from the house of Obed
edom (I Ch. 1 5 :5, 1 1 ) .  He is perhaps the same as in 
I Ch. 6:24. 2. The maternal grandfather of Abijah 
(2 Ch. 1 3 :2). M.A.M. 

UR IM AND THUMMIM, In assoeiation with the 
office 01' high priest, God made a provision for 
giving guidance to his people (Dt. 33 :8 ,  1 0) but 
particularly to the leaders of his people (Nu. 27:2 1 ,  
cf below). Almost everything, however, about this 
provision remains unexplained. The words Urim 
and Thummim have received no satisfactory ety
mology and the technique whereby guidance was 
made plain has not been reeorded. A further mys
tery is the apparent disappearance of the Urim and 
Thummim from national life between the early 
monarchy (e.g I Sa. 23:6) and some revival of the 
usage envisaged in Ezr. 2:63; Ne. 7:65. 
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Three passages are of particular interest. Abia
thar came to David (I Sa. 23:6) with the 'ephod'. I t  
i s  reasonable t o  assurne that this was the high
priestly ephod, not the ordinary ephod of priestly 
wear ( I  Sa. 22: 1 8), for otherwise why should it be 
mentioned? In the light of the remainder of the 
story we must assurne that 'ephod' here acts as a 
comprehensive term for that whole unit of high
priestly garb: ephod-breastpiece-Urim (cf Ex. 
28:28-30; see I Sa. 1 4 : 1 8 ,  where 'ark' [ua reads 
'ephod') seems similarly to summarize the oracu
lar equipment of the priest). David ( I  Sa. 23:9- 1 2) 
asks direct questions and elicits affirmative an
swers. In point of fact no  examples of negative an
swers are anywhere recorded. The second passage 
is I Sa. 14 and it presents similarities: cf 1 4:3, 4 1  
wit.h 23:6, 9 ;  note the identical title in 14 :4 1 ;  23: 1 0  
( a  customary formula?). According t o  MT Saul re
quests: 'Give perfect things' (tämim, related, pre
sumably, to Thummim). RSV accepts the re
construction of the text here, helped by LXX, and 
reads ' I f  this guilt is in me or in Jonathan . . .  give 
Urim . . .  if  this guilt is in thy people . . .  give 
Thummim.' The third passage shows that the Urim 
and Thummim could not be compelled to give an 
answer: I Sa. 28:6; cf 1 4:36-37. 

It is extremely difticult if  not impossible to olfer 
a coherent suggestion on the basis of this evidence. 
H. H. Rowley conjectures that Urim (related to 
'ärar, to curse) gives the negative answer and 
Thummim (related to tämam, to be perfect) gives 
the affirmative. On the assumption that the Urim 
and Thummim were two flat objects each with a 
'yes' side and each with a 'no' side, then on being 
taken or tossed out of the pouch (cf Pr. 1 6:33) a 
'yes' (two Thummim) and 'no' (two Urim) and a 
'no reply' (one Urim and one Thummim) were all 
possible. This is intriguing and plausible but, of 
course, must rest in part on the reconstruction of I 
Sa. 1 4:41 and ignore the lack of evidence for nega
tive replies. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. H. Rowley, The Faith 0/ 
Israel, 1 956, pp. 281f.; VT 1 2, 1 962, pp. I 641f.; 
Josephus, Ant. 3 . 2 1 4-2 18 ;  S. R. Driver, Notes on 
the Hebrew Text 0/ the Books 0/ Samuel, 1 9 1 3 , p. 
1 1 7; 1. Mauchline, l and II Samuel, 1 97 1 .  

J .A.M.  

UZ. I .  Son of Aram and grandson of Shem (Gn. 
10 :23). I n  I Ch. 1 : 1 7  Uz (Heb. 'ü�, perhaps related 
to Arab. 'AlVtf, the name of a deity) is named 
among the sons, i. e. descendants, of Shem. 2. Son 
of Nahor and Milcah and brother of Buz (Gn. 
22:2 1 ,  where AV reads H uz). 3. Son of Dishan and 
grandson of Seir, the Horite (Gn. 36:28). 

4. The land of Uz was Job's homeland (Jb. I :  I ;  
cf Je. 25 :20 and La. 4:2 1 ) , the location of wh ich is 
uncertain. Of the numerous suggestions (e.g near 
Palmyra, near Antioch, or in N Mesopotamia) the 
two most likely are Hauran, S of Damascus, and 
the area between Edom and N Arabia. The former 
is supported by Josephus (Ant. I .  1 45) and both 
Christian and M uslim traditions. On this view (fa
voured by F. I .  Andersen, Job, 1 976) Uz is the land 
settled by the son of Aram. 

Many modern scholars (e.g E. Dhorme, Job, 
E.T. 1 967) incline towards the more S location. 
Job's friends see m to have come from the vicinity 
of Edom, e.g Eliphaz the Temanite (Jb. 2: 1 1 ) .  Uz 
appears to have been accessible both to Sabaean 
bedouin from Arabia and Chaldean marauders 

from Mesopotamia (Jb. I :  1 5, 1 7) .  The postscript to 
the LXX locates Uz ' in the regions of Idumaea and 
Arabia', but partly on the basis of a spurious iden
tification of Job with Jobab (Gn. 36:33). Uz in Je. 
25:20 is coupled with Philistia, Edom, M oab and 
Ammon, while La. 4:2 1 indicates that the 
Edomites were occupying the land of Uz. How
ever, the LXX omits Uz in both of these passages, 
and the identity of this land of Uz with Job's is not 
certain. The fact that Job is numbered with the 
people of the E (I :3; cf Jdg. 6:3, 33; Is. 1 1 :  14; Ezk. 
25:4, 1 0) seems to substantiate a location E of the 
great rift (Arabah) in the area where Edom and W 
Arabia meet. D.A.H. 

UZAL. 1. Heb. 'üzäl in  Gn.  1 0:27 and I Ch. 1 :2 1  
signifies a n  Arabian descendant of Joktan, perhaps 
connected with 'Azal, given by Arab historians as 
the ancient name of San'a in Yemen. 

2. Ezk. 27: 1 9, AV translates 'Dan also and Javan 
going to and fro occupied in thy fairs' from Heb. 
w'qän w'yäwän m" üzzäl b " izbönayi/s. nä[änü, 
which Rvmg. renders 'Vedan and Javan traded 
from Uzal for thy wares' , while RSV reads 'and wine 
from Uzal they exchanged for your wares' (follow
ing LXX). Uzal may be identified with Izalla in NE 
Syria, whence Nebuchadrezzar obtained wine (S. 
Langdon, Neubabylonische Konigsinschrijlen, no. 
9, I, I. 22; cf I .  23 'wine from Ifilbunim' with 
Helbon of Ezk. 27: 1 8). The alteration of w'yälVän 
to w'yayin, 'and wine', is very slight. Although 
w'qän may be omitted as a scribal error due to the 
proximity of Dedan (v. 20), it might be a cognate 
of Akkad. danml (and Ugaritic dn), 'a large jar or 
vat used for storing wine or beer'. This would lead 
to a translation, 'and vat(s) of wine from Uzal they 
exchanged for your wares' ; cf NEB. 

See A. R. Millard, JSS 7, 1 962, pp. 201 -203. 
A .R.M. 

UZZA (Heb. 'uzzä' ) .  I. A descendant of Ehud, a 
Benjaminite ( I  Ch. 8:7). 2. A son of Merari ( I  Ch. 
6:29). 3. The head of a family of Nethinim who 
returned from the Exile (Ezr. 2:49). 4. A son of 
Abinadab, probably a Levite (cf I Sa. 7 : 1 ), who 
drove the new cart carrying the ark when it was 
removed from Kiriath-jearim (2 Sa. 6:3). When the 
oxen stumbled he 'put out his hand to the ark of 
God and took hold of it', for wh ich irreverent 
handling of the ark he was struck dead by God (2 
Sa. 6:6-7). S. The otherwise unknown owner of a 
garden in wh ich Manasseh and Amon were buried 
(2 Ki.  2 1 : 1 8, 26). M .A.M.  

UZZI. A priest in the l ine of descent from Eleazar 
(I Ch.  6:5; Ezr. 7:4), probably contemporary with 
• Eli. For others of the same name in Benjaminite 
families, see I Ch .  7:7; 9:8; in I ssachar, I Ch.  7:2-3; 
and Levites (Ne. 1 1 :22; 1 2 : 1 9, 42). D.J.W. 

UZZIAH (Heb. 'uzziyyä, 'lIzziyähü, 'Yahweh is my 
strength' .  An alternative form is Azariah, ' ''zaryä, 
' ''zaryälni, 'Yahweh has helped', the d ilference in 
spelling is one letter in Heb. The two words, 
'strength' and 'help', became alm ost synonymous, 
and they were apparently interchangeable. 

I .  Son of ·Amaziah who was made tenth king 
of Judah by the people upon the assassination of 
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UZZIEL 

A limestone plaque, lound in Jerusalem, inscribed in Aramaie, 'Hither lVere brought the 
bones 01 Uzziah, king 01 Judah. Not to be opened'. Probably to be dated in the 1 st cent. 
AD at a time 01 reburial 01 the bones. Height 35 cm. 

his father (c. 767 BC; 2 Ki .  1 4: 1 8-2 1 ;  2 eh. 25:27-
26: I ) . He was probably co-regent from c. 79 1 BC 
when his father was imprisoned (cf 2 Ki. 1 4: 1 3 ; 2 
eh. 25:23) .  Although this is not explicit in the text, 
it is required by the • chronology in the light of his 
52-year reign (2 Ki. 1 5 :2; 2 eh. 26:3). 

Uzziah extended ludah's borders, regaining con
trol of the Red Sea port of Elath and rebuildinll it 
(2 Ki .  1 4:22), as weil as successfully campaignmg 
against the Philistines, Arabs and Ammonites (2 
eh. 26:6-8). For his internal security he strength
ened the fortifications of lerusalem, perhaps intro
ducing new defensive techniques (vv. 9- 1 5 ; Y. 
Yadin, The Art 01 Warlare in Biblical Lands, 1 963, 
p. 326), and maintaining a standing army. A king 
Azriyau who is mentioned by • Tiglath-pileser 1 1 /  
a s  leader of a revolt against Assyria has been iden
tified with Azariah-Uzziah (DOTT, pp. 54-56; 
ANET, p. 282; H. Tadmor, Scrip ta Hierosolymi
tana 8, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 232-27 1 ), but a more recent exam
ination of the sources throws considerable dou bt 
on this (N. Na'aman, BASOR 2 1 4, 1 974). 

For a cultic misdemeanour, Uzziah was struck 

with leprosy, and his son 10tharn became co-regent 
(2 eh. 26: 1 6-2 1 ). 10sephus (Ant. 9. 225) retains a 
tradition that the earthquake occurred at that 
moment which was long remembered (Am. I: I ;  Zc. 
1 4:5). 

A stone sI ab found in lerusalem bears an Ara
maic notice of the I st century AD recording the re
burial of the king's remains: 'Hither were brought 
the bones of Uzziah, king of ludah---{jo not open!' 

2. A Kohathite Levite (\ eh. 6:24 = Azariah, v. 
36). 3. A ludaean who lived in lerusalem after the 
exile (Ne. 1 1  :4). D.W.B. 

A .R .M.  

UZZIEL (Heb. 'uzztel, 'God is my strength'). I .  A 
Levite, son of Kohath and father of • M ishael, • EI
zaphan and Sithri (Ex. 6:22). 2. The founder of a 
levitical family subdivision (Nu. 3 : 1 9, 30), twice 
called Uzzielites (Nu. 3 :27; I eh. 26:23) whose 
members helped David bring the ark to Zion and 
were subsequently assigned responsibility in the 
Temple (I eh .  23: 1 2, 20; 24:24). D.W.B. 
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VAGABOND. In RSV only at Pr. 6: I I ,  where the 
sluggard is warned that poverty will come upon 
hirn like a vagabond (AV 'as one that travelleth'). 
'Highwayman' is apt (e. H. Toy, Proverbs, ICC, 
1 899) . Vagabond occurs in AV for ( I )  Heb. mi!j, 'to 
wander', to describe Cain's lot after God's sen
tence, Gn. 4: 1 2, 14; cf ° NOD; (2) nua', 'to wander 
abou!' (Iike beggars), Ps. 1 09 : 10;  (3) Gk. perier
chomai, 'to go around', to refer to Jewish exorcists, 
Acts 1 9 : I 3 (RV, NEB 'strolling'; RSV 'itinerant'; cf 
Lat. vagari, 'to wander'). N.H. 

VALE, VALLEY. In  Palestine, where rain falls only 
at a certain time of year, the landscape is cut by 
many narrow valleys and stream-beds (wadis), wet 
only in the rainy season (Heb. na/.1al; Arab. wadi). 
Often water may be found below ground in such 
wadis during the dry months (cf Gn.  26: I 7 ,  1 9) .  
Perennial rivers flow through wider valleys and 
plains (Heb. 'emeq, biq'ä) or cut narrow gorges 
through the rock. Heb. s'jjelä denotes low ground, 
especially the coastal plain (0 SHEPHEu\H); gay' is 
simply a valley. For geographical details, see under 
proper names: • H INNoM ; 0 JEHOSHAPHAT; 0 SALT 
(VALLEY OF); elc. A.R .M.  

VANITY, VAIN. The three main Heb. words trans
Iated in EVV 'vanity' are distributed broadly as fol
lows: hebel, Pss. , Ec., Je.; säw ', Jb., Ezk.; löhri, Is. 
hel;el, l i t .  'a vapour', 'a  breath' (cf Pss. 78:33; 
94: I I ;  Is. 57 :  I 3,  elc.), indicates the fruitlessness of 
human endeavours. Such is man's natural l ife (Jb. 
7:3; Ps. 39:5) .  Figuratively hel;el conveys the idea 
of unsubstantial, worthless, thus 'the vanity of 
idols' (cf Je. 1 0: I 5; 5 I :  I 8 ,  AV). The worship of such 
is consequently unprofitable (Dt. 32:2 I ;  I Sa. 
1 5 :23;  Pss. 4:2; 24:4, elc. ). Unprofitable, too, are 
those who turn to such vain things ( I  Sa. 1 2 :2 1 ;  2 
Ki .  1 7 : I 5 ;  Is. 4 1 :29; 44:9) .  Idolatry is the worship 
of a 'no-god', by wh ich God is provoked (Dt. 
32 :2 1 ;  I Ki.  1 6: 1 3, 26, elc. ), in contrast with the 
true worship of God (cf Is. 30:7; 40). Because idols 
and their worship raise vain ho pes, worthless I ike
wise must be the proclarnation of false prophets 
(Je. 23: I 6; Ezk. 1 3 : 1 -23; Zc. 1 0:2). A 'vain offering' 
( Is. I :  I 3) is ritual without righteousness. Wealth 
got by vanity dwindles (Pr. 1 3 : I I ;  LXX, Vulg., ' in 
haste'; cf 2 1 :6). hel;el has reference to man's 
human life: 'man at his best estate' (Heb. 'standing 
firm') is 'a few handbreadths' (Pss. 39:5; cf v. I I ;  
62:9; 78:33, elc. ). This hel;el o f  all human existence 
is fully treated in the book of Ecclesiastes. 

With säw' the idea of 'foul', 'unseemly', 'evil' is 
introduced. Jb. 3 1 :5 i1lustrates this with reference 
to behaviour; Pss. 1 2:2; 4 I :6; Ezk. 1 3 :8 to speech; 
Ezk. 1 3 :6 ,  9 (cf v. 23); 2 \  :29; 22:28 to sight. The 
word 'äwen meaning 'breath' is also translated 

'vanity' (e.g.  Jb. 1 5 :35;  Ps. 10 :7 ;  Pr. 22:8;  Is. 4 1 :29; 
58:9; Zc. 1 0:2). It inclines, however, more to the 
idea of iniquity, and is thus translated by such 
terms as 'deceit', 'iniquity', 'calamity', 'delusion', 
'wickedness', 'nonsense', in  the RSV. löhri, lit. 'a 
waste' (cf Gn. I :  I ;  Dt. 32: I 0, eIe.), then figura
tively 'emptiness', 'uselessness'; so God the Lord 
regards the nations ( l s. 40: I 7, cf v. 23). Ps. 4:2; 
Hab. 2 :  I 3 have the word rfq, translated 'vanity' in 
EVV, l i t .  'emptiness' (cf Je. 5 1 :34), in the figurative 
sense a useless thing. 

In  the NT the word vanity occurs three times 
only in the AV, but not at all in the RSV, where the 
purely biblical and ecclesiastical malaioles is used 
(LXX for hel;el and säw '). ( I )  In Eph. 4: I 7 (RSV 'futil
ity') it refers to behaviour and there 'includes 
moral as weil as intellectual worthlessness or fatu
ity. I t  is of all that is comprehended under the word 
nOlls, the understanding of the heart, that this 
vanity is predicated. Everything included in the fol
lowing verses respecting the blindness and deprav
ity of the heart is therefore comprehended in the 
word vanity' (e. Hodge, The Epislle 10 Ihe Eph
esians, 1 856, ad loc. ) .  (2) In Pet. 2: I 8 (RSV 'rolly') 
the reference is to speech with the idea of 'devoid 
of truth', 'inappropriate'. (3) In Rom. 8 :20 (RSV 
'futility') the thought is 'frailty', 'want of vigour' 
(cf use of verb in Rom. 1 :2 I 'to make empty', ' fool
ish'). 'The idea is that of looking for what one does 
not find-hence of futility, frustration, disap
pointment. Sin brought this doom on creation; it 
made a pessimistic view of the universe inevitable. 
hypelage: the precise time denoted is that of the 
Fall, when God pronounced the ground cursed for 
man's sake' (1. Denney in EGn. 

Heathen deities are vanities, vain things (Acts 
1 4 : 1 5 ;  cf Je. 2:5; 1 0:3 ,  elc. ) .  Cognate with the word 
'vanity' is 'vain' , l i terally 'devoid of force or pur
pose'. Our Lord pronounced Gentile worship and 
Pharisaic piety so (Mt .  6 :7;  1 5 :9; Mk .  7:7); so too 
Paul estimated pagan philosophy ( Rom. 1 :2 1 ;  Eph. 
5 :6, elc.). I t  is possible through faithlessness in 
Christian service to become so (cf I Cor. 9:  I 5 ;  2 
Cor. 6: I ;  9 :3;  Phil .  2: I 6; I Thes. 3 : 5) .  Where 
Christ's resurrection is denied, preaching is 'false' 
( I  Cor. 1 5 : 1 4) and faith without force (I Cor. 
1 5 :  1 7) .  Allegiance to the law robs faith of its worth 
(Rom. 4: 1 4), and Christ's death of its effect (Gal. 
2 :2 1 ). Yet faith without works is as vain as works 
without faith (Jas. 2:20). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Tiedtke el al. NIDNTT I ,  pp. 
546-553.  H.D.McD. 

VASHNI. According to AV, fol lowing the MT of I 
Ch. 6:28, Vashni was the eider son of Samuel. RV 
and RSV following the Syriac, and Lagarde's recen
sion of the LXX and the parallel text I Sa. 8 :2  
supply Joel as the name of Samuel's eider son; the 
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Hebrew letters 01' 'Vashni' are then repointed with 
'the' inserted to give the meaning 'and the seeond' 
Ahijah .  R.A .H .G. 

VEGETABLES ( Heb. zero Im. 'seeds', AV 'pulse'. 
On. I :  1 2; zer" önim, seeds, Rvmg. 'herbs', On. 
I :  1 6). A general term ror something that is sown, 
but usually denoting edible seeds whieh ean be 
cooked, such as lentils, beans, ete. In the biblieal 
eontext the word is used or the plain vegetable rood 
sought by Oaniel and his rriends, instead 01' the 
rieh diet or the king's table. 

The Heb. word p61 (2 Sa. 1 7:28) denotes the 
beans brought ror David and his men. Ezk. 4:9 
rerers to them as a substitute ror grain meal in 
ramine bread. Ezekiel's bread probably did not 
break the levitieal law against mixing diverse kinds 
(see ICC, ad loe.) The M ishnah uses the same word 
with the national adjeetive ror Egyptian beans, as 
do the G reek writers with kyamos. The preeise spe
eies is open to question sinee the modern Arabie 
word has wide scope, but there were several plants 
or the pea ramily available in biblical times, such as 
broad bean ( Vicia laba), chick pea (Cicer arieti
num) and lentil (Lens eulinaris). 

Vegetables were grown in gardens (Ot.  1 1 :  I 0, I 
Ki. 2 1  :2), and other crops such as leeks, onions and 
melons were cultivated. Many wild plants were 
gathered ror use as vegetables and * herbs. See also 
* AGRICULTURE. 

Cueumber (Heb. qiSSlI'im). One or the articles or 
rood which made the discontented Israelites, wan
dering in the wilderness or Paran, hanker after the 
pleasures or Egypt (Nu. 1 1  :5). This is most likely 
to have been the snake cucumber, Cllcumis melo, 
which was weil known in ancient Egypt, rather 
than the present-day cucumber, Cllellmis sativus, 
wh ich is a native or India and reached the Mediter
ranean area much later. 

The ' Iodge' rererred to in Is. 1 :8 as being in 'a 
cucumber field' (Heb. miqsil) was a crude wooden 
hut on four poles or other rough booth. It shel
tered the watchman who protected the plants, but 
after the season was over it was abandoned and 
allowed to disintegrate, presenting a picture or 
utter desolation. 

Garlie (Heb. sLimfm). A kind or onion weil 
known in ancient Egypt and craved after by the 
wandering Israelites (Nu. 1 1  :5). Gariic (Allium 
sativum) differs rrom other onions in having scales 
('c1oves') instead or the usual tunicated bulb; it 
never sets seeds and is unknown in the wild state. 

Leeks (Heb. bil�fr, 'herb'). Only in Nu. 1 1  : 5 ;  the 
Heb. word is elsewhere translated 'grass' or 'herb'. 
The leek or ancient Egypt, judging by sam pies 
rrom the tombs, was the salad leek (Allium klIrrat) 
with grass-like leaves narrower than those or the 
ramiliar common larger leek (A. porrwn). Both are 
evidently cultivated varieties or the wild A. 
ampeloprasum. 

Lentils (Heb. ' aqasim). A small pea-like plant 
(Lens culinaris, rormeriy called L. eseulenta or 
Ervum fens) or the pea ramily, lentils are easily 
grown and are still a ravourite food throughout the 
Near East. The parched seeds are regarded as the 
best food to carry on a long journey or in an emer
gency (cf Ezk. 4:9). Lentils formed the 'pottage' 
associated with Esau (Gn. 25 :29-34), and were 
among the foods offered to Oavid at Mahanaim (2 
Sa. 1 7 :28). A field of lentils is menboned in 2 Sa. 
23 :  1 1 - 1 2  as the scene or an Israelite warrior's 

VESSELS 

doughty deeds against the Philistines. See O. 
Zohary, The wild progenitor and the place of 
origin 01' the cultivated lentil', Eeonomie Botany 
26, 1 972, pp. 326-332. 

Melons (Heb. ·"12a!!ihim). Mentioned in Nu. 
1 1  :5. The rererence is to the water-melon (Citrlllllls 
vulgaris), a member of the marrow family ClIellr
bitaceae, with white or red flesh of the fruit ,  culti
vated rrom the eariiest times in Egypt and the 
Orient, and seeds of wh ich have been rrequently 
found in Egyp. tombs. 

Onions (Heb. (b'�älfm). The onion (Allium eepa) 
is mentioned only once in the Bible (Nu. 1 1  :5). I t  
has always been a common and much appreciated 
rood, and regarded, moreover, as possessing medi
cinal qualities. Cultivated by the Egyptians rrom 
the earliest times, the onion is represented on some 
of their tomb-paintings. F.N.H.  

VESSELS. Before the invention of pottery (during 
the 6th millennium BC) vessels were containers 
made from skins, rushes, wood and stone. These, 
made of perishable materials, have seldom sur
vived. The dry sands or Egypt have preserved some 
leather and basketry (see S. Cole, The Neolithie 
Revolution, B M  (Natural History), 1 959, Plate XI) .  
The peculiar geological conditions at Jericho have 
resulted in the preservation or a quantity or 
wooden dishes and trays in tombs or the mid-2nd 
millennium BC (K. M. Kenyon, Jerieho 2, 1 965). 
Such wooden vessels, together with leather con
tainers, baskets and sacks, all widely used by the 
modern Palestinian peasants, were probably as im
portant as pottery in daily l ire (cf Lv. 1 1  :32). Bot
tles ror carrying both water and wine were simply 
skins sewn up tightly (Heb. '012, Jb. 32: 1 9; &emel, 
Gn. 2 1 : 14; n" öq, Jos. 9:4; ne12el, I Sa. 1 :24; Gk.  
askos, Mt. 9: 1 7). Soft stones, limestone, alabaster, 
basalt and even obsidian were cut and ground into 
shape as bowls, jars, dishes, ete. After the introduc
tion or metal tools (*ARCHAEOLOGY) elaborately 
carved stone vessels were produced, and these 
often rormed part or the equipment or a tempie 
(e.g at Hazor, see Y. Yadin, Hazor, 1 958, plates 2 1 ,  
23). Large jars o r  stone o r  earthenware were used 
ror storing l iquids. The porous earthenware or 
which the vessels were made absorbed a little of the 
liquid, thus hindering evaporation and keeping the 
contents cool (Heb. kaq, 'pitcher', Gn. 24: 14; cf I 
Ki. 1 7 : 1 2ff., AV 'barrel'; Gk.  lithinai hydriai, 'stone 
water-jars', Jn .  2:6). The rich could afford vessels 
or metal, glass and ivory (Jb. 28: 1 7; Rev. 1 8 :  1 2). 
Metal vessels are rarely round in Palestine, but 
bronze bowls or Phoenician workmanship round 
at Nimrud ( H .  Frankrort, Art and Arehitectllre 01 
the Ancient Orient, 1 954, plates 1 4 1 - 1 43) show the 
type in use during the Monarchy. Gold and silver 
vessels were a convenient method or storing wealth 
berore the introduction or coined money, and 
rormed the bulk or temple and royal treasures and 
payments or tribute (see DOTT, p. 48, cl. Some 
meta I shapes were imitated in pottery. * Glass and 
* ivory were mainly used for small cosmetic flasks 
and toilet instruments (see BA 20, 1 957; IEJ 6,  
1 956). 

Definition of the various Heb. terms describing 
vessels is not usually possible. Many containers, 
although differently named, could serve the same 
purpose ( I  Sa. 2: 14). For the types and proposed 
identifications or earthenware vessels, see 
* POTTER. The rollowing terms seem to describe 
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metal vessels only, mostly used in the tabernacle 
and the Temple: I .  Heb. '"garläl (Ezr. 1 :9), a large 
bowl; 2. glil/ä (Zc. 4:2; cf I Ki. 7 :4 1 ), a round bowl 
for holding the oil in a lamp, in Ec. 1 2 :6 perhaps a 
hanging lamp; 3. kap (Nu. 7 : 1 4), a shallow open 
dish for holding incense; 4. k'pör ( I  Ch. 28: 1 7), a 
small bowl; 5. m'naqqiyyä (Ex. 25 :29), the golden 
bowl from which libations were poured; 6. merqäJ:rä 
(Jb. 4 1  : 3 1 ), an apothecary's compounding jar, pos
sibly pottery; 7. mizraq (Ex. 27:3), a large basin 
used at the altar of burnt-offering, probably to 
catch the blood, and also a large banqueting bowl 
(Am. 6:6); 8. �ill�eneI (Ex. 1 6:33), the golden jar in 
wh ich the specimen of manna was kept (cf Heb. 
9:4); 9. q" ärä (Ex. 25 :29; Nu .  7: 1 3) ,  a plate; 1 0. 
qaswä (Ex. 25 :29), the golden pitcher containing 
wine for libations. For Heb. duq, sir and qal/aJ:raI 
translated 'caldron', see • POITER; in Jb. 4 1  :20 Heb. 
'agmön is not 'caldron' but possibly ' rushes' (cf Is. 
58:5 where 'agmön is 'rush'). 

The Gk. chalkion (Mk.  7:4) is simply any bronze 
vessel. Heb. k'1f, Aram. mä'n, Gk.  skellos are gen
eral words for implements, equipment ( I  Sa. 8: 1 2; 
Acts 9: 1 5) and hence, in many contexts, vessels 
both actual ( I  Sa. 9:7; Jn .  1 9:29) and metaphorical 
(I Pet. 3 :7). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J. L. Kelso, The Ceramic Vocabll
lary 01 the Old Testament, BASOR Supplementary 
Studies 5-6, 1 948. A.R.M.  

VESTURE. An archaic word denoting • dress used 
once in RSV for the obscure sUI, which appears only 
in Gn. 49: 1 1 (AV 'clothes', JB 'coat', NEB 'rohes'). In 
AV 'vesture' translates: Heb. begeq, 'cloak', 'gar
ment', 'covering' (Gn. 4 1 :42); Heb. k'suI, 'a cover
ing' (Ot.  22 :  1 2, • FRINGES); Heb. ff!.us, 'clothing', 
'dress', 'attire' (Pss. 22: 1 8 ;  1 02 :26); Gk. himation, 
'an outer garment' ( Rev. 1 9: 1 3, 1 6) ,  possibly a 
large square piece of cloth wh ich could be used as 
a shawl or as a cloak (so rendered in Mt.  5:40; 
'raiment' in Lk. 9:29); Gk.  himatismos, 'dress', 'ap
pare!' (Mt .  27:35;  Jn .  1 9 :24); Gk.  peribolaion, 'what 
is thrown round one' (Heb. I :  1 2) .  

I n  2 Ki. 1 0:22 there is a reference to the one who 
was over the 'vestry' (melläJ:rä; cf 'keeper of the 
wardrobe' , 2 Ki. 22: 1 4), who cared for the 'vest
ments' (malMs) or sacred dresses used by priests in 
the temple of Baal. J.O.O. 

VIAL. I. Heb. pa�, 'a flask' .  A vial of oil was used 
in anointing Sau I ( I  Sa. 1 0: 1 )  and Jehu (2 Ki. 9 : 1 ,  
3, AV • 'box', RSV 'flask'). 2. Gk. phiale, a broad 
shallow 'bowl' (RSV) used for incense and drink of
fering. The word is translated by AV as 'vial' eight 
times in Revelation ( Rev. 5 :8 ,  elc. ). (0 POITER.) 

1.0.0. 

VICTORY. The primary biblical assertion is that 
victory belongs to God (Jon. 2:9; I Cor. 1 5 :54-57; 
Rev. 7: I 0). This is succinctly expressed in the 
phrase 'the battle is the Lord's' (I Sa. 1 7:47), i.e. 
victory belongs exclusively to the Lord: it is his to 
bestow at will .  

There are three special features of the Lord's 
victory which enable us to glimpse its inner char
acter. In the first place, sometimes the Lord's vic
tory is the defeat of his people (e.g. Jdg. 2: 1 4; Is. 
42:24-25;  Je. 25 :8-9). The Lord's victory is the ex
ercise of holy sovereignty in the course of history. 

'Victory' is another way of  saying that the govern
ment of the world rests in the hands of a holy God, 
who orders all things according to inflexible prin
ci pies of morality, so that sometimes his holiness 
must be asserted against his people, and becomes 
'his strange deed' (Is. 28:2 1 ). 

Secondly, this holy government of the world will 
issue in the great victory of the eschatological 
° 'Oay of the Lord'. The power of victory is an
nexed to the holy rule of the only God . Therefore 
the issue of that conflict is not in doubt. Just as, at 
creation, there was no possibility of opposing the 
Creator's will, so, at the new creation, he will speak 
and it shall bc done (Ezk. 38-39; Rev. 1 9). 

Thirdly, the people of God enter upon victory 
by the obedience of faith: i. e. they experience vic
tory in God's victory (Ex. 1 4: 1 3- 1 4; Ot. 28 : 1 - 1 4; 
Ps. 20; Eph. 6: 1 6; I Jn .  5 :4-5). As the Lord Jesus 
said, only the Son can set men free (Jn. 8 :36); these 
who abide in his word know the truth, and the 
truth sets them free (Jn. 8 : 3 1-32). 

The OT associates ° 'peace', • 'righteousness' 
and • 'salvation' with victory. The peace of the 
victor (e.g. I Ki. 22:28; Is. 41 :3, Heb. text) is not 
simply cessation of hostilities--even the defeated 
have that! It is the enjoyment of total well-being 
which victory brings. Salvation is, positively, the 
personal enlargement, and negatively, the deliver
ance, wh ich victory effects (I Sa. 1 4:45; Jdg. 6: 1 4). 
Righteousness is the personal quality which guar
an tees victory (ls. 59: 1 6-- 1 7). All these cluster in a 
unique way round the cross of the Lord Jesus 
Christ, the supreme victory of God: pe ace (Eph. 
2 :  14ff.), salvation (Tit .  3 :4-7) and righteousness 
(Rom. 1 : 1 7; 3 :2 1 -27). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. J.-J. von Allmen, Vocablilary 01 
Ihe Bible, 1958,  S. v. 'Victory'; N. T. Wright, Jeslls 
and Ihe Viclory 01 God, 1 994. 1 .A.M. 

VILLAGE. The biblical village was usually, as 
today, a small group of dwellings, distinct from a 
• city (Lv. 25 :29 ,  3 1 ,  elc. ) in being unwalled and 
without defences (Ezk. 38: 1 1 ). Many OT and NT 
'cities' (so RSV, NIV, AV) could weil be translated 
'village' in the British sense. H owever, the distinc
tion between town and village is not always main
tained, e.g. Bethlehem is called a town (Gk. polis) 
in Lk. 2:4 and a village (köme) in Jn .  7 :42. A village 
might be enlarged into a town or city ( I  Sa. 23:7). 

Villages were often grouped as 'daughters' (Iit .  
Heb.; Nu.  21 :25 ,  eIe. ) around the city on which as 
agricultural communities they depended politically 
and economically (Jos. 1 5 : 1 3-63). The inhabitants 
would retreat within the nearest city defences in 
time of war. The common Semitic word for village 
(Heb. käpär; Akkad. kapru) may not necessarily 
relate to this 'protection' so much as denote a 
hamlet or village set in open country (hence prz of 
Jdg. 5 :7, 1 I  (see AV); cf Est. 9: 1 9) ,  farmsteads or 
suburban settlement around a city. Nomadic 
camps were also designated 'villages' (Gn. 25: 1 6; 
Is. 42: 1 1 ) ,  and names like • Havvoth-jair may re
flect this. A village might have its own local gov
ernment of elders (Ru. 4 :2), and sometimes a 
shrine or sacred place. O.J.W. 

VINE, VINEYARD. The common grape-vine, 
Vilis vinifera L.,  is a siender plant which trails on 
the ground or climbs supports by means of ten
drils. It is mentioned throughout Scripture, fre-
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quently in a symbolic sense. First named in con
nection with Ararat (Gn. 9 :20), perhaps its original 
habitat, i t  was also cultivated in ancient Egypt. 
Paintings found on the walls 01' Egyp. tombs de
picted the various stages 01' wine-making, while in
scriptions and sculptures attested to the import
ance 01' the vine. 

Viticulture was practised in Canaan prior to the 
Hebrew invasion, as is indicated by the provisions 
set out by Melchizedek (Gn. 14: 1 8),  the report 01' 
the spies (Nu. 1 3 :20, 24) and the references 01' 
Moses to the Promised Land (Ot. 6: 1 1 ) .  That 
Judah was already renowned for its viticulture may 
be inferred from the blessing 01' Jacob (Gn. 49 : 1 1 ). 
The valley 01' Eshcol ('grape-cluster') then as now 
was a particularly productive locality, as was the 
valley 01' Sorek in the Philistine plain (Jdg. 14 :5 ;  
1 5 :5; 1 6 :4). The En-gedi vineyards were also not
able (Ct. I :  14), as were those 01' Sibmah (Je. 48 :32), 
for whose ruin Jeremiah lamented. Ezekiel re
corded that the wine 01' Helbon was exported to 
Tyre (Ezk. 27: 1 8) ,  while Hosea referred to the scent 
01' the wine 01' Lebanon (Ho. 14 :7). The ideal 01' 
the invading nomadic Israelite was realized when 
sedentary occupation made it possible for every 
man to sit 'under his vine and under his lig tree' ( I  
Ki . 4 :25) .  

The preparation 01' a vineyard ( l s. 5 :  I ff.; Mk.  
1 2 :  I )  usually involved terracing the hillsides and 
clearing the stones. These were used for the retain
ing walls, which were thicker than necessary if  the 
stones were abundant, with still more piled in 
heaps (cf Ho. 1 2 : 1 1 ) .  A living hedge 01' boxt horn 
(Lyciurn) -in modern times the American Opuntia 
cactus was substituted and then Acacia 
/arnesiana-was plan ted, or a low wall built and 
topped with dead spiny burnet (Poreriurn spino
surn) to deter animals and thieves. A watch-tower 
or stone hut served as a cool shelter during the 
summer when the labourers lived in the vineyards. 
The enclosed area 01' ground was dug over carc
fully, and when the soil was friable young vines 
were plan ted. Normally they were arranged in 
rows about 2 · 5  m apart, and when the fruit-bearing 
branches developed they were raised above the 
ground on supports (Ezk . 1 7:6). The vines wcre 
pruned each spring (Lv. 25 :3 ;  Jn .  1 5 :2) by mcans 01' 
pruning-hooks (Joel 3 :  I 0). The vine-dresscrs, who 
pruned and cult ivated the vines, appear to have be
longed to the poorer classes ( l s. 61 :5) .  A covered 
wooden structure, the watchtower, was erected on 
an elevation overlooking the vineyard (Mk. 1 2: I ), 
where the householder and his family kept a watch 
throughout the vintage period (Jb. 27:  1 8; Is. 1 :8). 

When the grapes had reached maturity they were 
gathered in baskets and taken to the wine-presses 
(Ho. 9:2),  which were hewn out 01' the solid rock. 
The grapes were trodden out by helpers (Am. 
9: 1 3), who shouted and sang together ( l s. 1 6: I 0; Je. 
25 :30). The fermenting wine was stored in strong 
new goatskin bags (Mt .  9:  1 7) or in large pottery 
containers. Tax-collectors claimed their share 01' 
the produce (cf Is. 3: 1 4), and accumulated debts 
were often discharged in terms 01' wine (2 Ch. 
2: I 0). Exemption from military service was grant
ed to men engaged in the vintage. No other plants 
were to be sown in a vineyard (Ot. 22:9), and the 
vines were allowed to lie fallow every 7th year (Ex. 
23: 1 1 ; Lv. 25 :3). When the harvest had been gath
ered in, the poor were permitted to enter the vine
yard to glean any remaining bunches ( Lv. 1 9: 10;  
Ot .  24:2 1 ) .  When a vineyard had bccome com-

VIRGIN 

pletely unproductive it was abandoned (cf Is. 1 6:8) 
and the dry vines used for fuel and making char
coal (Ezk. 1 5 :4; Jn .  1 5 :6). 

Apart from their use in the form 01' wine, grapes 
constituted an important item in the diet 01' the 
Hebrews, supplying iron and other essential min
erals. A certain proportion 01' the harvest was pre
served in the form 01' raisin cakes. Raisins (Heb. 
$irnmüqfrn, 'dried fruits') have from earliest times 
been a stapIe food in biblical lands (cf Nu. 6:3). 
The grapes were laid out, orten on house-tops, to 
dry in the hot sun (Pliny, NH 1 6) .  A welcome food 
for the hungry, being full 01' energizing sugars ( I  
Sa. 30: 1 2 ;  I Ch. 1 2 :40), raisins were a n  easily car
ried and acceptable gift ( I  Sa. 25: 1 8; 2 Sa. 1 6: I ). 

Used symbolically, the vi ne was the emblem 01' 
prosperity and peace among the ancient Hebrews. 
More particularly it symbolized the chosen people. 
They were the vine wh ich God had taken out 01' 
Egypt (Ps. 80:8- 1 4; Is. 5 :  1 -5) and planted in a par
ticularly choice land. They had been given all the 
attention necessary for the production 01' outstand
ing fruit, but instead yielded only wild grapes. For 
this they were to be abandoned to the depredations 
of their enemies. 

No fewer than live parables 01' Jesus related to 
vines and their culture. These were the lig in the 
vineyard (Lk. 1 3 :6-9); labourers in the vineyard 
(Mt. 20: 1 - 1 6); new wine in old wineskins (Mt .  
9:  1 7); the two sons (Mt.  2 1  :28-32); and the wicked 
husbandmen (Mt .  2 1 :33-4 1 ;  Mk. 1 2 : 1- 1 1 ;  Lk. 
20:9- 18) .  Particularly signilicant was Christ's de
scription 01' hirnself as the true vine (Jn .  1 5 : I ff.), 
with whom all true believers are in organic rela
tionship. At the Last Supper the fruit 01' the vine 
symbolized Christ's atoning blood, becoming the 
sacramental wine 01' the Christian Communion 
service. In  Christian art the fruitful vi ne has often 
symbolized the union 01' Christ with his followers. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. N. and A. L. Moldenke, 
Planrs 0/ rhe Bible, 1 952, pp. 28ff., 2391'.; A.  Goor 
and N. Nurock, Fruirs 0/ rhe Holy Land, 1 968, pp. 
1 8-45: O. Zohary and M. Hopf, Dornestication 0/ 
Planrs in rhe Old World, 1 988, pp. 1 36- 142;  F. N. 
Hepper, lEBP, pp. 96- 102 .  R.K.H. 

F .N.H. 

VINEGAR (Heb. (Iöme$, Gk. oxos). A sour liquid 
resulting from acetous fermentation in wine or 
other strong drink .  The acid nature 01' vinegar is 
indicatcd in Pr. 1 0:26; 25 :20, while a reference in 
Ps. 69:21  not merely attests to its nauseous Havour 
but implies that it was used in punishment. 

The vinegar 01' Ru. 2 :  14 is typical 01' the fer
mcnted acid drinks enjoyed by labourcrs in wine
growing countries. The posca 01' the Romans was 
very similar in nature, and formed part 01' the sol
diers' rations. I t  was this which was offercd to the 
crucified Christ as refreshment (Mk.  1 5 :36; Jn .  
1 9:29-30), and was different from the myrrh
Havoured anodyne which hc had refused earlier 
(Mt. 27:34; Mk. 1 5 :23). Wine or vinegar was pro
hibi ted to Nazirites (Nu. 6:3), hence the gravity 01' 
the offencc in Am. 2: 1 2 .  R.K.H. 

VIRGIN. Heb. b'tüla comes from a root meaning 
'to separate' and is the common word for a woman 
who has never had sexual intercourse (Gk. part/le
nos). Metaphorically it is used 01' nations and 
place-names, e.g. the virgin 01' Israel (Je. 1 8 : 1 3 ; 
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VIRGIN 

31 :4, 2 1 ;  Am. 5 :2); the virgin daughter of Zion (Is. 
37:22); Judah (La. I :  1 5) ;  Sidon (ls. 23:  1 2) ;  BabyIon 
( Is. 47: I ); Egypt (Je. 46: 1 1 ) .  'almti derives from a 
root meaning 'to be sexually mature', and refers to 
a woman of marriageable age who has not yet 
borne children, though she may be married. I t  
occurs seven times and i s  translated 'young 
woman' (Gn. 24:43; Is. 7:  1 4), 'maiden' (Ct . 1 :3; 6:8; 
Pr. 30: 1 9; Ps. 68:25) and 'girl' (Ex. 2 :8) .  The Gk. 
equivalent is usually neanis, 'a young woman', but 
in Gn. 24:43 (of Rebekah) and in Is. 7 :  14 parthenos 
is used. As a result, the I saiah passage has been 
regarded since early Christian times as a prophecy 
of the • virgin birth of Christ (Mt .  1 :23). 

The primary meaning of Isaiah's sign to Ahaz is 
probably that in less than 9 months (reading 
Rsvmg. ,  'with child and shall bear') the tide would 
turn in such a way that a child would be given the 
name of Immanuel, 'God is with us'. The Mes
sianic interpretation is based on the coincidence of 
the name Immanuel, which expressed so weil the 
early Christians' belief in the deity of the Christ, 
and the LXX rendering 'the virgin (he parthenos) 
shall be with child and shall bear a son', which is a 
legitimate translation of the Heb. words but wh ich 
imports into the sign to Ahaz the implication that 
the mother of Immanuel was a specific woman 
who was at the time of writing still a virgin (i.e. in 
at least 9 months' time a son would be called Im
manuel). The door is thus lef! open for Matthew 
and the early church to see a remarkable verbal 
correspondence with what happened at the birth of 
Jesus Christ. For a fuller study of this passage, and 
a different viewpoint, see • IMMANUEL. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R.  E.  Brown, The Birth 0/ the 
Messiah, 1 977; G. Delling, TDNT 5, pp. 826-837; 
O. Becker, C. Brown, NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 07 1 - 1 073; 
H. A.  Hoffner, TDOT I ,  pp. 287-29 1 .  On the vari
ous explanations of Paul's teaching on virgins in I 
Cor. 7 :25-38, see L. Morris, '/ Corinthian.r, TNTC, 
1 985; F. F. Bruce, J & 2 / Corinthians, NCB, 1 97 1 . 
(. MARRIAGE .) J . B .Tr. 

VIRGIN BIRTH. By 'virgin birth' Protestants 
generally mean 'virginal conception'. Roman 
Catholicism and Orthodoxy believe also in a Iit
eral virgin birth, whereby the baby passed out of 
Mary's body in such a way as to leave her virginity 
anatomically unimpaired (virginity in partu, 'in 
giving birth', as weil as ante partul11, 'belcHe . .  .'). 
This belief is found first in writings of Syrian 
origin from the mid-2nd century, such as the Pro
tevangelium 0/ farnes. I t  quickly became a standard 
part of the doctrine of Mary's 'perpetual virgin
ity', i. e. inc\uding also virginity post partum, 'after 
giving birth' to Jesus (so that ·'the brethren of the 
Lord' could not have been Mary's children). The 
Reformers were virtually unanimous in holding to 
Mary's perpetual virginity. This artic\e will follow 
common practice in using 'virgin birth' to denote 
virginal conception. 

The two accounts of the birth 01' Jesus in Mat
thew and Luke are c\early independent 01' one an
other, and both record that he was born through 
the direct action of the Holy Spirit, without a 
human father (Mt .  I :  1 8-25; Lk.  I :34). So the only 
two gospels that record the circumstances 01' Jesus' 
birth present hirn as born from a virgin - although 
greater stress falls on conception by the Spirit than 
on Mary's virginity. 

Yet the historicity of the virgin birth is doubted 

or denied by many scholars, who often regard the 
birth-narratives in Matthew and Luke not as his
torical record but as some form of imaginative lit
erature, expressing the significance of Jesus' birth 
in symbolic, poetic, mythical or midrashic terms. 
The absence of explicit reference to the virgin birth 
elsewhere in the NT, especially Mark and Paul, is 
held to confirm that it was not part of the earliest 
traditions about Jesus. 

However there may weil be supporting evidence 
in the rest of the NT. Although a person may not 
say directly what he believes, he shows his belief by 
a turn of phrase. Thus Mark has no birth narra
tive, since he starts where the preachers in Acts 
start, namely, with the baptism by John. Yet in 6:3 
he alone of the Synoptists quotes objectors as 
saying, 'Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary?' 
By contrast Mt. 1 3 :55 has 'the carpenter's son' ,  
and Lk. 4 :22  'Joseph's son'. Identifying a son by 
his mother was highly unusual, and perhaps dis
paraging, in a Jewish context .  

John also begins Christ's earthly ministry with 
the Baptist. Later he indicates that there were ru
mours about the illegitimacy of Jesus when in 8:4 1 
the Jews declared, ' We (emphatic pronoun and 
emphatic position) were not born of fornication' . 
Less evidential, although accepted by some Chris
tian writers from Tertullian onwards, is the reading 
in the Verona Latin codex on Jn .  I :  1 3, which has 
the singular, 'who was born not of blood, nor of 
the will of the flesh, but of God'. (This reading is 
not attested in any Gk.  MS. ) 

Paul, the companion of Luke, uses language that 
implies acceptance of the virgin birth. When he 
speaks of the coming, or birth, of Jesus Christ, he 
uses the general verb, ginomai, not gennao, which 
tends to associate the husband (e.g. Rom. 1 :3 ;  Phil .  
2 :7). This is particularly marked in Gal. 4:4, where 
'God sent forth his Son, coming (genomenon) from 
a woman'. By contrast, in 4:23 Ishmael 'was born', 
gegennetai (from gennao). 

There is no evidence that a virgin birth was part 
of Jewish Messianic expectations. Is. 7: 14 is not 
specific enough to have given rise to such a belief; 
its use by Matthcw presupposes the prior existencc 
of such a conviction about Jesus' birth. Nor do 
pagan stories 01' gods in human form imprcgnating 
women provide a credible source for the gospels' 
account. Matthew and Luke do not present Mary 
as impregnated by the Holy Spirit - as though 
Jesus had a human mother and a divine father -
but as conceiving miraculously without male inter
vention at all . 

Theologically it has been argued that the reason 
given for the title 'the Son of God' in Lk. 1 : 35 
cannot be reconcilcd with the idea 01' the ctcrnal 
Son 01' God of thc epistles. This argument assumcs 
that Mary and Joseph would have been given a full 
theological statement. The two records give the 
contents of wh at they were told, namely, that Mary 
was to be the mother of the promised Messiah, the 
Son of God and 'God with us'. The fact that Mat
thew and Luke do not here reflect later theology is 
a further argument lor the authenticity 01' their 
records. 

Theologically it is also commonly alleged that 
someone born 01' only one parent could not truly 
be said to share our real humanity. This objection 
misses the significance of a proper concentration 
on conception. From that point onwards, there arc 
no grounds for seeing Jesus' birth as other than 
wholly normal. (The objection also sounds incrcas-
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ingly weak in the light of modern medical tech
niques to facil itate child-bearing.) 

A general prejudice against the miraculous in 
general and the incarnation in particular, often 
animates denial of the virgin birth. Yet it is won
derfully congruent with the much more funda
mental truth of the incarnation itself. To hold to 
the latter as Christian faith has traditionally be
lieved in it ,  while rejecting the former, is rather Iike 
straining out a gnat while swallowing a camel .  AI
though theologians have given different interpret
ations of Jesus' birth from a virgin, i t  at least at
tests that the entry of God's Son fully into human 
life was a gift of divine initiative, a new beginning 
independent of normal male action. The start of 
the new creation is God's jiat, grounded in his 
grace alone. 

BJBLlOGRAPHY. 1. Orr, The Virgin Birth 0/ Christ, 
1 907; 1. G. Machen, The Virgin Birth 0/ Christ, 
1 930; O. Edwards, The Virgin Birth in History and 
Faith, 1 943; T. Boslooper, The Virgin Birth, 1 962; 
R.  E. Brown, The Birth 0/ the Messiah, 1 977; O. F. 
Wright (ed.), Chosen by God. Mary in Evangelical 
Perspective, 1 989; B. Witherington 1 I I ,  in DJG 70-
74 (with biblio.); T. F. Torrance, 'The Ooctrine of 
the Virgin Birth', SBET 1 2, 1 994, pp. 8-25 .  

O.F.W. 
J .S.W. 

VIRTUE. The word used in the OT is Heb. �ayil, 
'ability', 'efficiency', often involving moral worth, 
as in Ru. 3 :  1 1 ; Pr. 1 2:4; 3 1 :  10 ('eSel �ayil, 'a woman 
of worth', 'a virtuous woman'); cf Pr. 3 1 :29 ( 'aia 
�ayil, 'to do worthily'). 

In the NT AV renders two words as 'virtue'. I .  
Gk. arete, meaning any excellence o f  a person or 
thing ( I  Pet. 2 :9, RSV 'wonderful deeds', AV 
'praises'; 2 Pet. 1 :3 ,  5). In Homer the word is used 
especially of manly qualities (cf Phi I. 4:8). In the 
LXX i t  is the equivalent of Heb. h6d, 'splendour', 
'majesty' (of God, Hab. 3:3), and t'hil/d, 'praise' 
( l s. 42: 1 2; 43:2 1 ,  quoted in I Pet. 2:9). 2. dynamis, 
'power', 'influence' Mk .  5 :30; Lk. 6: 1 9 ;  8:46), is 
uscd of the healing influence proceeding from our 
Lord. The word is commonly translated 'power' 
(e.g 2 Cor. 1 2 :9; Heb. 1 1 : 1 1 ). o.o.s. 

VISION. The border-line between vision and 
dream or trance is difficult, if not impossible, to 
detcrminc. This is reflccted in the biblical vocabu
lary 01' 'vision' .  

Heb. häzon comes from a root used to describc 
the beholding of a vision by the seer while in an 
ccstatic state (Is. I :  I ;  Ezk. 1 2:27); while the word 
mard, from the ordinary root 'to see', means 
vision as a means of revelation (Nu. 1 2 :6; I Sa. 
3 :  1 5) .  The NT uses two words in this connection: 
"orama (Acts 9 : 1 0, 1 2; 1 0:3,  1 7, 1 9) and optasia 
(Lk. 1 : 22; Acts 26: 1 9; 2 Cor. 1 2 : 1 ) . They signify 
'appearance' or 'vision'. 

The emphasis here seems to be upon the ecstatic 
nature of the experience, and the revelatory char
acter of the knowledge, which came to the biblical 
prophets and seers. The experience points to a spe
cial awareness of God shared by saintly men (e.g 
Je. 1 : 1 1 ;  On. 2 : 1 9; Acts 9 : 1 0; 1 6:9), and to God's 
readiness to reveal hirnself to men (Ps. 89: 1 9 ;  Acts 
1 0 :3). 

The circumstances in which the revelatory vi
sions came to the seers of the Bible are varied. 

VOW 

They came in men's waking hours (On.  1 0:7;  Acts 
9:7); by day (Acts 1 0:3) or by night (Gn. 46:2). But  
the  visions had dose connections with the dream
state (Nu. 1 2:6; Jb. 4 : 1 3) .  

In the OT the recipients of revelatory visions 
were the prophets, 'writing' ( l s. I :  I ;  Ob. I ;  Na. I :  I )  
and 'non-writing' ( 2  Sa. 7 :  1 7; I Ki. 22: 1 7- 1 9; 2 Ch. 
9:29).  But the outstanding examples were Ezekiel 
and Oaniel. 

In the NT Luke manifests the greatest interest in 
visions. He reports, e.g. , the visions of Zechariah 
(Lk. 1 :22), Ananias (Acts 9: 1 0), Cornelius ( 1 0:3), 
Peter ( I O : I Off.) and Paul ( 1 8:9); although Paul 
treated visions with much reserve (2  Cor. 1 2 : 1 ff.). 
The supreme set of visions in the NT is that in the 
book of the • Revelation. 

Biblical visions concerned both immediate situ
ations (Gn. 1 5: I f. ; Acts 1 2 :7) and the 'far-off 
divine event' of the kingdom of God, as the writ
ings of Isaiah, Oaniel and John testify. In this con
nection the passages in I Sa. 3: I ;  Pr. 29: 1 8  are es
pecially relevant. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. M .  Lower, ZPEB, 5,  p. 889; R .  
Schnackenburg, EBT. 3 ,  pp. 947-952; K .  Oahn, 
NlDNTT 3, pp. 5 1 1-5 1 8; O. E. Aune, ISBE 4, pp. 
993-994. J .G .S.S.T. 

VOW. The idea of 'vow' in Semitic thought may 
weil have been derived from the name of a deity. I f  
so, i t  i1lustrates the fact that in biblical usage a vow 
is always used with reference to God and offers a 
new interpretation tor such passages as Je. 32 :35 :  
they must then be construed as the sacrificing of 
children, not 'to Molech' (molelf), but 'as a molelf', 
i. e. a votive or 'vowed' offering. On Jdg. 1 1  :30f., see 
• JEPHTHAH. A vow may be either to perform (Gn. 
28:20ff.) or abstain from (Ps. 1 32 :2ff.) an act in 
return for God's favour (Nu. 2 1 : 1 -3) or as an ex
pression of zeal or devotion towards God (Ps. 
22:25). l t  is no sin to vow or not to vow, but, if 
made-presumably uttered (Ot.  23:23)-a vow is 
as sacredly binding as an · oath (Ot.  23 :2 1 -23). 
Therefore, a vow should not be made hastily (Pr. 
20:25); for the person vowing, e.g. to offer a sacri
fice, then enters into 'the sphere of the offering' 
and is released only when the sacrifice is made 
(Pedersen). To have this fulfilment is the state of 
the happy man (Jb. 22:27), and the character of 
Israel's future blessedness (Na. I :  1 5). On the other 
hand, to substitute a blemished animal for the one 
vowed reveals a sin and brings God's curse ( Mal. 
1 : 1 4). 

What is al ready the Lord's (e.g firstlings, tithes 
(Lv. 27:26», or an abomination to the Lord (Ot .  
23: 1 8), cannot be vowed or consecrated; but  since a 
first-born child might be redeemed ( Lv. 27; Nu.  
3:44ff.), it is proper for Hannah to give Samuel 
to the Lord as a • Nazirite ( I  Sa. 1 : 1 1 ) .  A vow 
has no virtue in itself (Ps. 5 1 :  I 6ff.) , and may be 
only the pious pretence 01' a treacherous (2 Sa. 
1 5 :7ff.) or immoral (Pr. 7: 1 4) person. Thus, in the 
NT the religionist's vow 01' Corban is con
demned by Christ (Mk .  7 :  1 1 ). Paul's (probably 
not Aquila's) vow (euehe) no doubt was a tem
porary Nazirite vow-a sincere and proper 
expression of the ancient Hebrew faith (Acts 
1 8 :  1 8, cf 2 1 :23). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. R. Johnson, Sacral Kingship 
in Andent Israel, 1 955, p. 40 n . ;  1. Pedersen, Israel. 
Its Life and Culture, 4, 1 959, pp. 265f., 324-330; R .  
de  Vaux, Andent Israel, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 465ff. E.E.E. 
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WAFER. Heb. räqfq, 'thin cake', refers to home
made • bread, named from its thinness (Ex. 29:2; 
Nu. 6: 1 5 , eIe. ; cf Arab. warak, 'foliage', 'paper'). 
Heb. $appfl:rir, 'a cake', appears once only (Ex. 
1 6 :3 1 ). J.D.D. 

WAGES. Basically the payment made for services 
rendered. The frequency of the term in the Bible is 
somewhat obscured in that the Heb. and Gk. terms 
are sometimes translated 'reward' or 'hire'. 

In OT society the hired labourer was not 
common. The family worked the farm. The family 
group included slaves and relatives whose wages 
would be in kind, e.g. those of Jacob as he worked 
for Laban. But a Levite received money as weil as 
his keep for his service as family priest (Jdg. 1 7: 1 0). 
And when Sau I consulted Samuel, the seer, he first 
planned to pay the fee in kind, but finally resolved 
on a monetary fee ( I  Sa. 9:7-8). 

In primitive communities the employer had 
great power in fixing wages, and Jacob could com
plain that Laban had changed his wages ten times 
(Gn. 3 1 :4 1 ). But the OT legislated to protect the 
wage-earner. Unscrupulous employers must not 
take advantage of his economic weakness. He must 
be given a fair wage, and paid promptly each day 
(Dt. 24: 1 4- 1 5). 

Men working for wages meet us in the NT, both 
in actuality (Mk.  1 :20) and in parable (Mt .  20: 1-2; 
Lk. 1 5 : 1 7, 1 9; Jn. 1 0: 1 3 , eIe.). The principle is laid 
down in the maxim, 'the worker earns his pay' (Lk. 
1 0 :7, NEB). Paul makes use of this to lay bare the 
essential truth at the heart of the gospel .  'To one 
who works,' he says, 'his wages (Gk. mislhos) are 
not reckoned as a gift but as his due' (Rom. 4:4). 
Then he goes on to point out that men are saved, 
not by working for a heavenly wage but by trusting 
'hirn who justifies the ungodly' (Rom. 4:5). By con
trast the lost receive an exact if  grim wage, for 'the 
wages of sin is death' (Rom. 6:23; cf 2 Pet. 2 :  1 3 ,  
1 5) .  

There i s  a sense in which the preachers o f  the 
gospel receive wages from those to whom they 
preach (mislhos is used in this connection in Lk. 
1 0:7; 2 Cor. I I  :8; I Tim. 5 :  1 8) .  Our Lord hirnself 
enjoined the principle that 'those who proclaim the 
gospel should get their living by the gospel' ( I  Cor. 
9: 1 4; cf D. L.  Dungan, The Sayings 01 Jesl/s in Ihe 
ChI/rehes 01 Pal//, 1 9 7 1 ,  pp. 3-80). This must not be 
misinterpreted, however, for in both OT and NT 
those who teach for the sake of money are casti
gated (Mi .  3: 1 1 ;  Tit. I :7 ;  I Pet. 5 :2) .  

There are many passages which speak of God as 
giving wages or reward for righteousness (e.g. Lk. 
6:23, 35 ;  I Cor. 3 : 1 4; 2 Jn .  8). The metaphor is 
striking, but Scripture makes i t  clear that we are 
not to think of any rewards that God may give as 
merited in any strict sense. They are the acts of 

grace of a beneficent God who delights to give his 
people all things richly to enjoy. The knowledge of 
these gratuitous rewards is given to us in order to 
strcngthcn our perseverancc in the way of right-
eousness. D.B.K.  

WALK. Of the very many occasions when this verb 
is used in Scripture, the vast majority have the 
strictly l i teral sense of moving along or making 
one's way. It was the normal activity of men, but 
where the ability to walk had been lost i t  was cap
able of being restored by Christ . This outward 
healing corresponded to an inward renewal which 
Jesus claimed to be able to effect (Mk.  2:9). Jesus is 
further represented in the Gospels as walking and 
enabling others to walk under conditions not nor
mally given to men (Mk. 6:48). Here again, as Mat
thew's Gospel makes clear, the physical act has a 
spiritual significance (Mt .  1 4: 3 1 ) .  Walking can be 
understood as representative of the whole range of 
human activity to which an impotent man is re
stored (Acts 3:6). 

The term is used in an anthropomorphic sense of 
God who walks in the garden in the cool of the 
evening (Gn. 3 :8), and metaphorically it is applied 
to the heart (Jb. 3 1  :7), to the moon (Jb. 3 1  :26), to the 
tongue of the wicked (Ps. 73:9) and to the pestilenee 
(Ps. 9 1  :6). More frequently it stands for the whole 
manner of a man's l ife and conduet, and to the atti
tude whieh God takes up towards hirn, so that God 
ean say: 'If you . . .  walk eontrary to me, then I also 
will walk eontrary to you' ( Lv. 26:23-24). 

On oecasion the term can be used in a more 
limited sense, referring to specifie laws and obser
vanees enjoined upon men (Aets 2 1  :2 1 ;  cf Heb. 
h"lä/sä, 'rule', lit. 'walk'), while in John's Gospel it 
sometimes assurnes the connotation of unwearied 
activity (Jn .  I I  :9), and sometimes of public ap
pearance (Jn. 7: I ) .  Metaphorically it denotes a 
studied observance of the new rule of l ife, and it is 
this sense which dominates the usage of all the 
forms in the Epistles, where there is a frequent con
trasting of the walk wh ich was characteristic of 
believers in their unregenerate days, and that to 
which they are called through faith in Christ. Bap
tism is to mark decisively the dividing-point be
tween these two (Rom. 6:4), which is as clear as the 
distinction between the l ife of Christ before and 
after his resurrection.  This renewal of life can 
equally weil be expressed as walking in the spirit in 
contrast to walking according to the flesh. The 
word sloicheö, which appears once in Acts and four 
times in the Pauline Epistles, is used of the setting 
of plants in rows, and of soldiers walking in file, 
but the choice of verb appears to have no special 
significance. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. Ebel, NIDNTT 3, pp. 933-
�7. F.S.� 
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WALLS. To build his earliest houses, man used any 
available stone or lumps of unbaked mud, roughly 
shaped, e.g. Jarmo in E I raq (Antiquity 24, 1 950, 
pp. 1 85- 1 95), Jericho (P EQ 88, 1 956, plates X-XI). 
In Palestine stone foundations were often sur
mounted by brick walls. The enormous city walls 
of the mid-2nd millennium BC consisted of a 
strong stone footing to contain a sloping rampart 
which was smoothed over with pIaster, with thick 
brick walls, sometimes containing chambers inside 
them, rising above (for those at Jericho, see ANEP, 
no. 7 1 5 ; PEQ 84, 1 952, plate XVI .  I ;  see also P. J. 
Parr, ZDP V 84, 1 968, pp. 1 8-45). 

Wooden baulks were frequently incorporated 
into brickwork; in Egypt at least, this served to 
prevent warping as the mud-brick structure dried 
out, and to bind the whole (petrie, Egyptian Archi
tectllre, p. 9). In Asia Minor, the Aegean and N 
Syria such beams were commonly inserted on 
stone foundations under or in mud-brick or stone 
walls (R .  Naumann ,  Architektur K/einasiens, 1 955, 
pp. 83-86, 88- \ 04, and figs. 63--{j6, 72-89)-so in 
houses of 1 4th-1 3th centuries BC at Canaanite 
Ugarit (Schaeffer, Ugaritica, I ,  1 939, plate 19, with 
pp. 92-96 and fig. 90). This widespread and vener
able use of brick upon wood over stone is appar
ently referred to in I Ki. 6:36; 7: 1 2, as used by 
Solomon in buildings at Jerusalem. This technique 
was actually found at the Israelite Megiddo of 
Solomon or Ahab's day (Guy, New Light Jrom 
Armageddon, Oriental I nstitute Communication 
No. 9, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 34-35; cf building illustrated in 
Heaton, Everyday Life in O/d Testament Times, 
1 956, fig. 1 06 opposite p. 207. See also H .  C. 
Thomson, PEQ 92, 1 960, pp. 57--{j3). 

(. ARTS AND CRAFTS; • BRICK; • FORTIFlcATloN 
AND SIEGECRAFT; • HOUSE. ) A.R.M. 

K.A.K. 

WAR. Heb. mil/:!ämä, 3 1 3  times in the OT from 
/ä�/Qm, 'to fight'; cf Arab. /a/:!ama, 'fit close to
gether', denoting the army in battle array (EDE). 
NT Gk.  po/emos, used 1 8  times. 

I. Strategie importance of Palestine 
The position of Palestine in relation to Mesopo
tamia and Egypt was truly axial. And the exist
ence of the great Arabian desert between these 
two ancient centres of civilization further ensured 
that contact was alm ost always via Palestine. This 
contact was frequently of an inimical sort, so that 
Palestine could not avoid being the theatre of 
war-and a prize of war-for considerable 
periods during the last two millennia BC. Added 
to this was the fact that the people of Israel 
secured a kingdom for themselves only by 
embarking on a war of conquest and that, once 
established, they had to engage in defensive wars 
to fend off the Philistines who were challenging 
their claim to the title-deeds of Canaan. Neither 
were David's territorial gains made without mili
tary engagements beyond the borders of Israel. 
The imperial era was short-lived, however, and 
the divided kingdoms of Israel and Judah are 
soon to be seen defending themselves against their 
immediate neighbours, and finally against the 
unrelenting might of Assyria and Babylonia. It is 
no wonder, then, that war so stalks the pages of 
the OT. 

WAR 

11.  War and religion 
In the Near East generally war was a sacred under
taking in which the honour of the national god 
was very much at stake. The OT writers' concep
tion of Israel's wars bears a superficial resem
blance to this. The difference was that the God of 
Israel was transcendent and did not rise and fall 
with the fortunes of his people. For all that, he is 
'the God of the armies of Israel' ( I  Sa. 1 7 :45) and 
far more involved in the struggles of his people 
than Marduk or Asshur were ever thought to be 
(cf 2 Ch. 20:22). God himself is described as a 
'man of war' (Ex. 1 5 :3 ;  15. 42: 1 3) and one of his 
titles is ' Lord of hosts'. This latter may refer to 
heavenly hosts (I Ki. 22: 1 9) or to Israelite armies 
(I Sa. 1 7 :45). It was God who led the armies of 
Israel into battle (Jdg. 4: 1 4) so that the earliest ac
count of Israelite triumphs was called 'the Book of 
the · Wars of the Lord' (Nu. 2 1 : 1 4). I nd�ed, at 
every stage in preparations for battle Israel's de
pendence upon God was acknowledged. First, en
quiry was made as to whether this was the propi
tious moment for attack (2 Sa. 5 : 23-24); then sac
rifice had to be offered. So vital did the latter pre
liminary seem that Sau I in desperation arrogated 
priestly privilege to himself, lest battle be joined 
be fore the favour  of the Lord had been sought ( I  
Sa. 1 3 :8- 1 2) .  

The battle cry had a religious significance (Jdg. 
7: 1 8, 20) and, further, acclaimed the presence of 
God as symbolized in the • ark of the covenant ( I  
Sa. 4:5-6; cf the manner i n  which the arrival o f  the 
ark in Jerusalem was greeted, 2 Sa. 6: 1 5). Because 
of the divine presence the Israelites could join 
battle in confidence of victory (Jdg. 3 : 28; I Ch. 
5 :22), even if the forces of nature had to be invoked 
to secure the victory (Jos. 1 0 : 1 1 - 1 4) .  

After battle it often happened that the Israelites 
observed a • 'ban' (/:!erem),  wh ich meant that a 
wh oIe city or country, people and possessions, 
would be set apart for God. No Israelite was per
mitted to appropriate for personal needs anything 
or anyone belonging to a place which had been put 
under a ban; failure in this matter met with the 
direst consequences (Jos. 7; I Sa. 1 5). Sometimes 
the ban might not be so comprehensive as in the 
case of Jericho (Jos. 6: 1 8-24), but always the right 
of God to the fruit of victory was being asserted. 
The ban was God's way of dealing with 'the ini
quity of the Amorites' (Gn. 1 5 : 1 6) and is central to 
the OT concept of 'the holy war'. Moreover, if 
pagan tendencies were discovered among the Isra
elites themselves, the offending community was 
likewise to be put under a ban (D!. 1 3 :  1 2- 1 8) .  And 
if the whole nation incurred God's displeasure, as 
they often did, then the agents of retribution could 
be the very pagans whom God had previously re
pudiated (Is. 1 0:5--{j; Hab. 1 :5-1 1 ) . The ultimate is 
reached at the end of the monarchical period, 
when God announces his intention of himself 
fighting against Judah and on the side of the Baby
lonians (Je. 2 1  :5-7). For a considerable time, how
ever, the prophetie community had enjoyed the as
surance of a bett er hope-nothing less than the 
eradication of war from the earth and the inaugur
ation of a new era of pe ace by a Davidic 'Prince of 
Peace' (15. 9:6; cf Is. 2:4; Mi. 4 :3) .  

111 .  Method of warfare 
In the days before Israel had a standing army the 
national militia was summoned for action by 
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means of the trumpet (Jdg. 3:27) or by messenger 
( I  Sa. I I  :7). When on the offensive the Israelites set 
much store by military intelligenee (Jos. 2; 2 Ki. 
6:8- 1 2); since there was no such thing as a decIar
ation of war, the advantage for the assailant was all 
the greater. Usually expeditions were undertaken 
in spring when the roads were suitable (2 Sa. 1 1 : I ) .  
Tactics naturally depended on the  terrain and on 
the numbers involved, but in general the Israelite 
commanders were able, in defensive engagements 
at least, to exploit their superior knowledge of 
local geography. When it was a case of a head-on 
confrontation, as between Josiah and Pharaoh 
Neco at Megiddo, the Israelites do not seem to 
have fa red so wei l .  As weil as the trumpet, signal
ling could be done by means of fires-to which 
practice one of the * Lachish ostraca bears test i
mony. The conventional methods of warfare are all 
represented in the OT; foray ( I  Sa. 1 4), siege (I Ki. 
20: I) and ambush (Jos. 8) figure alongside the set 
piece. (* ARMOUR ; * ARMY .) 

IV. War in the New Testament 
Extending Christ's kingdom by military means is 
cIearly not part of the ideal of the NT. 'My king
ship is not of this world; if my kingship were of 
this world, my servants would fight' (Jn. 1 8 :36) was 
the principle enunciated by our Lord when he 
stood before Pilate. And his words to Peter as re
corded in Mt .  26:52 cast a certain shadow on the 
use of force whatever the circumstances may be. 
But the Christian is a citizen of two worlds and has 
duties to both; tension between the conflicting de
mands is inevitable, especially since the secular 
powers have been ordained by God and do not 
'bear the sword in vain' (Rom. 1 3 :4). Paul availed 
hirnself not only of Roman citizenship but also of 
the protection of Roman troops, as when his life 
was threatened in Jerusalem (Acts 2 1 ) .  Piety was 
not regarded as incompatible with the pursuit of a 
military carcer, moreover, and those soldiers who 
inquired of John the Baptist as to their higher duty 
were not encouraged to desert (see Acts 10 : 1 -2; 
Lk. 3:  1 4). We are to assurne, on the other hand, 
that the cause which bound together Matthew the 
tax collector and Si mon the Zealot in the original 
Twelve required both to abandon their erstwhile 
occupations. In the early church a military career 
for the Christian was generally frowned upon; Ter
tullian is representative in his view that the two 
callings were incompatible, though he made allow
ances for those already committed to military ser
vice before conversion. 

The Christian's warfare is pre-eminently a spir
itual warfare and he has been equipped with all the 
armour necessary if  he is to obtain victory (Eph. 
6: 1 0-20). It follows that he should be under mili
tary discipline, and to this end the NT abounds in 
injunctions couched in military terms (cf I Tim. 
I :  1 8; I Pet. 5:9) and in military metaphors gener
ally (cf 2 Tim. 2:3-4; I Pet. 2 : 1 1 ) .  The critical 
battle was won at Calvary (Co I. 2: 1 5) so that the 
emphasis in a passage like Eph. 6: 1 0-20 is not so 
much on the gaining of new ground, but on the 
holding of what has al ready been won. Victory ul
timate and complete will come when Christ is re
vealed from heaven at the end of the age (2 Thes. 
1 :7-1 0). The final cIash between Christ and the 
minions of darkness is depicted in chs. 1 6, 19 and 
20 of Revelation. A decisive battle is fought at a 
place called *Armageddon (or Har-Magedon) ac
cording to Rev. 1 6: 1 6. The most Iikely explanation 

01' the name is that which links it with the hili (Heb. 
har) 01" Megiddo(n). M egiddo was the scene 01" 
many great battles in history (cf 2 Ch. 35 :22) and 
its appearance in an apocalyptic context is most 
fitting. For the enemies of Christ this cncounter 
will mean destruction (Rev. 1 9 : 1 7-2 1 ) .  But thus 
will Ps. 1 1 0 and a host of OT passages find their 
fulfilment as the era of Messianic rule begins. The 
harbingers 01' that blessed age will indeed be 'wars 
and rumours of wars' (Mt .  24:6), but when Mes
siah reigns 'of the increase of his government and 
of peace there will be no end' ( Is. 9:7). 

V. The Qumran War Scroll 
Among the first * Dead Sea Scrolls to be dis
covered was one which has become known as 'The 
War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of 
Darkness'. It  is undoubtedly a product 01" the 
community wh ich was onee installed at Qumran 
and it issues directions to the community in antici
pation of a protracted war between the forees of 
good-represented by the seetaries-and the 
forees of evil. The war will be fought in aceordance 
with all the laws of warfare whieh Moses laid 
down, and although victory is predetermined by 
God there will be serious setbaeks. Prominent 
among the 'sons of darkness' are the ' Kittim'. and 
these are almost eertainly to be identified as the 
Romans. I t  would see m that this sc roll was one of 
the more exotie produets of the age of Rom. dom
ination of Palestine, an age when apoealyptie was 
at a premium and Messianic expeetation at fever 
piteh. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. von Rad, Der heilige Krieg im 
alteIl Israel, 1 95 1 ;  Y. Yadin, The Seroll 0/ the War 
0/ the Sons 0/ Light against the Sons 0/ Darkness, 
1 962; idem, The Art 0/ War/are in Biblical Lands, 
1 963; R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel" 1 965, pp. 247-
267; C. Brown , 1. Watts, 'War', NIDNTT 3, pp. 
958-967; M. Langley, 'Jesus and Revolution', 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 967-98 1 .  R.P.G.  

WARS OF THE LORD, BOOK OF THE. A 
doeument mentioned and quoted in Nu. 2 1 :  1 4f. 
The quotation ends with the word 'Moab' (v. 1 5) ,  
but possibly fragments of poetry in vv. 1 7- 1 8  and 
27-30 come from the same souree. The work was 
evidently a eollection of popular songs eom
memorating the early battles of the Israelites. The 
name indieates that the I sraelites viewed Yahweh 
virtually as their commander-in-ehief, and credited 
hirn with their victories. Another similar work was 
probably the Book of Jashar of 2 Sa. I :  1 8 ; it is 
evident that this document was compiled after the 
time of David, and probably the Book of the Wars 
of the Lord appeared at the same period. A few 
seholars, following the LXX, would emend the text 
of Nu. 2 1 : 1 4 to excise the reference to any such 
doeument .  D.F.P. 

WASHBASIN (Heb. sir raba�). Probably a wide, 
shallow bowl in which the feet were washed. The 
word is applied in triumphant seorn to Moab's in
feriority ( Pss. 60:8; 1 08:9; AV 'washpot'). 

A.R .M.  

WATeH. 1 .  The 'guard' (RSV) of soldiers (Gk.  
koustOdia) mentioned in Mt .  27:65 as being de
puted to watch over our Lord's tomb. 
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2. A measure of time into wh ich the 1 2  hours of 
thc night were divided. In Israelite times the div
ision was threefold (Jdg. 7: 1 9) .  In NT times the 
Rom.  division into lour watches seems to have 
been used (cf Mk.  6:48). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H.·G. Schütz, C.  Brown, in 
NIDNTT 2, pp. 1 32- 1 37 .  J .D.D.  

WATCHMAN, WATCH-TOWERS. Watchman is 
in Heb. �ößeh and sömer, in Gk. phylax and terön; 
watch-tower is in Heb. mi$pii, migdiil and ba(wn. 
Watch-towers were used for two different purposes 
in biblical times: ( I )  Towers were built from the 
earliest times (cf Gn. 35 : 2 1 )  in the pastures to pro
tect cattle and sheep against wild animals and 
thieves (cf 2 Ch. 26: 10 ;  Mi .  4:8) . It is possible that 
towers were erected in vineyards and cornfields for 
protection against thieves (cf Is. 27:3). (2) Towers 
of a more complex structure were built in the de
fence works of larger cities. The oldest Israelite 
tower of this kind as yet known was excavated by 
W. F. Albright at Tell el-Ful, the citadel of Saul. I t  
i s  a corner tower wh ich forms part of a casemate 
wall. 

Important is the discovery by Albright at Tell 
beit Mirsim in S Palestine of a gate tower with a 
rectangular court. This court gives access to six 
paved rooms probably for guests ( . ARCHI
TECTURE). Excavations at Tell en-Nasbeh show that 
towers were constructed in the city's defence wall 
at distances of about 30 m apart and extending 
about 2 m to the outside. Square towers were built 
in early Israelite times, but later round ones were 
favoured. Herod erected in • Jerusalem three mas
sive towers, called Hippicus, Phasael and Mari
amne. The ground structure of the so-called ' tower 
of David' is possibly that of Phasael (8 m x 40 m). 
The migdiil and millö' (Jdg. 9:6, 20; 2 Sa. 5:9; I Ki.  
9:  1 5) were ci tadels or a kind of acropolis in a 
walled city. This ci tadel was used as a final place of 
re fuge after the city was conquered. A good ex-

WATER 

ample 01' a migdiil was excavated at Beth-shean (cf 
C. Watzinger, Denkmäler, 2, 1 935, plates 1 9-2 1 ). 

In the watch-towers were watchmen on thc alert 
for hostile action against the city. They were also 
there to give word to the king of any person ap
proaching the city wall (e.g. 2 Sa. 1 8 :24-27; 2 Ki .  
9 :  1 7-20). In time of hostility the dangers of the 
night were especially feared and the watchmen 
eagerly looked forward to the break of day ( Is. 
2 1 :  1 1 ) .  ( . FORTIFICATION AND SIEGECRAFT.)  

F.C.F. 

WATER (Heb. mayim, Gk. hydör). In  a part of the 
world where water is in short supply, i t  naturally 
features significantly in the lives of the people of 
the Bible. Nothing is more serious to them than 
absence of water ( I  Ki. 1 7 : l ff. ;  Je. 1 4:3; Joel 1 :20; 
Hg. I :  1 1 ) ,  and conversely rainfall is a sign of God's 
favour and goodness. An equally serious menace to 
life is water that has been poilu ted or rendered un
drin kable. This was one of the plagues of Egypt 
(Ex. 7: 1 7ff.) .  The Israelites found the water at 
Marah bitter (Ex. 1 5 :23), and the weil at Jericho 
was unpleasant in Elisha's day (2 Ki. 2: 1 9-22). 

It was common practice in time of warfare for 
an invading army to cut off the water-supply of 
beleaguered cities, as did Jehoshaphat with the 
wells of Moab (2 Ki .  3 :  1 9, 25), and Holofernes at 

Bethulia (Judith 7:7ff.). Hezekiah averted this 
danger by the construction of the tunnel which 
exists to this day in Jerusalem, running from the 
Virgin's fountain (Gihon), outside the city walls of 
his day, to the Pool of • Siloam (2 Ch. 32:30). 
Under conditions when water had to be rationed 
(La. 5:4; Ezk. 4: 1 1 , 1 6), the phrase 'water of afflic
tion' could fittingly be used ( I s. 30:20), but the con
text usually suggests punishment ( I  Ki. 22:27; 2 
Ch. 1 8:26). 

Frequently water is symbolical of God's blessing 
and of spiritual refreshment, as in Ps. 23:2; Is. 32:2; 

The 'pool o[ Siloarn' and the mouth o[ Hezekiah's tunnel. 
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35 :6-7; 4 1  : 1 8, etc. , and the Ion ging for it indicates 
spiritual need (Pss. 42 : 1 ;  63: 1 ;  Am. 8 : 1 1 ). l n  Ezek
iel's vision of God's house (47: 1- 1 1 )  the waters 
that poured out from under the threshold repre
sen ted the unrestricted flow of Yahweh's blessings 
upon his people (cf Zc. 1 4:8). Jeremiah describes 
Yahweh as 'the fountain of living waters' (2: 1 3 ; 
1 7 : 1 3),  a phrase that is echoed in Jn.  7:38 of the 
Holy Spirit. In the NT water is connected with 
eternal l ife as the supreme blessing that God gives 
(Jn. 4 : 14; Rev. 7: 1 7; 2 1 :6; 22: 1 ,  1 7), but in Eph . 
5 :26; Heb. 1 0:22, the predominant idea is that of 
baptismal deansing for forgiveness of sins. 

The idea of deansing comes next to that of re
frcshment .  In the ceremonial system washing was a 
prominent feature. Priests were washed at their 
consecration (Ex. 29:4); Levites too were sprinkled 
with water (Nu. 8 :7) .  Special ablutions were de
manded of the chief priest on the Day of Atone
ment (Lv. 1 6:4, 24, 26), of the priest in the 'water 
of separation' ritual (Nu. 1 9 : 1 - 1 0), and of all men 
for the removal of ceremonial defilement (Lv. 
1 1  :40; 1 5 :5ff.; 1 7 : 1 5 ; 22:6; Dt. 23 :  1 1 ) .  The laver 
be fore the • tabernade was a constant reminder of 
the need for deansing in the approach to God (Ex. 
30: 1 8-2 1 ). A developed form of this ritual ablution 
was practised by the Qumran sect and by a variety 
of Jewish baptist sects which flourished before and 
after the turn of the Christian era. These provide 
the background to John's baptism of repentance 
and to the Christian • baptism of deansing, initi
ation and incorporation into Christ. 

A third aspect is that of danger and death. The 
story of the Flood, the drowning of the Egyptians 
in the Red Sea, and the general fear of the sea and 
deep waters expressed by the psalmist ( 1 8 : 1 6; 32:6; 

46 :3; 69: I ff., ete. ) indicate that water could in Yah
weh's hands be an instrument of judgment, al
though at the same time there was the thought of 
salvation through danger for the faithful  people of 
God (cf I s. 43:2; 59:  1 9) .  I t  is hard to say to wh at 
extent these ideas were moulded by the Canaanite 
myths of the contest of Baal with the tyrannical 
waters of the sea, recounted in the Ras Shamra 
texts. Scandinavian scholars and Hooke's ' Myth 
and Ritual' school saw in these OT references, es
pecially in the Psalms, a due to the existence in 
Israel of an annual kingly festival at wh ich the vic
tory of Yahweh, personified by the king, was re
enacted. That Heb. thought and poetry echoed the 
language of Near Eastern mythology is c1ear (cf 
the references to Rahab, Leviathan, the dragon, 
ete. ), but to hold that the Canaanite rituals them
selves or the doctrinal beliefs underlying them were 
taken over by the religion of Israel goes beyond the 
evidence. See A.  R. Johnson, 'The Psalms', OTMS, 
1 95 1 .  

BtBLiOGRAPHY. 1. Bonnin, L'Eau dans /'Antiq
uite, 1 984; W. H .  Propp, Water in the Wilderness, 
1 987. O. Böcher, R. K. Harrison, in NIDNTT 3 ,  
pp. 982-993. J.B .Tr. 

WAY, 1 .  OT usage. Apart from the obvious Iiteral 
uses, there are a number of dosely linked meta
phorical ones. They derive from the fact that one 
on a public path becomes known and his goal and 
purposes are revealed by the road he takes. M ost 
important is the sense of God's purposes and will, 
e.g. Ex. 33: 1 3 ; Jb. 21 : 1 4, 3 1 ;  Ps. 67:2; Pr. 8:22; Ezk. 
1 8 :25 .  There follows the idea of God's command
ments, cf especially Ps. 1 19 .  'Way' is used gene rally 
of man's conduct, good or bad, and even of that 
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of animals, e.g. Ps. I :  I ,  6; Pr. 30: 1 9-20. These 
usages are common in the Qumran l iterature. 

2. NT usage. There are two developments of OT 
usage that call for comment .  I n  Mt .  7: 1 3- 14  (cf 
Lk. 1 3 :24) we have the two ways in which man can 
walk contrasted. The earliest evidence for this 
thought is found at Qumran (I QS 3. 1 3-4. 26); it is 
common in rabbinic l iterature and was developed 
in the Didache, the Epistle 0/ Barnabas and later 
patristic writings. From Acts 9:2; 1 9 :9, 23; 22:4; 
24: 1 4, 22 we learn that 'the Way' was the oldest 
designation of the Christian church for itself. This 
is partly an extension of a use al ready found in the 
OT; cf I s. 40:3 with 40: 1 0-1 1 ,  where God's people 
are seen being led along God's way. It can also be 
explained from Mt .  7: 14 as the Way to salvation. 
Probably Jn. 1 4:6 was most influential of all, for 
here Christ claims to be the summing up of all 'the 
Way' means in relationship to God. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Repo, Der ' Weg' als Selbst
bezeichnung des Urchristenlums, 1 964; G. Ebel, 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 933-947. H.L.E. 

WAYMARK. A conspicuous mark, monument or 
sign, usually made of a heap of stones, to mark a 
track (Je. 3 1  :2 1 ,  plural; AV 'high heaps'). The mean
ing is c1ear from the context and parallelism: Heb. 
�iyyün, cf Arab. �uwwah, 'guide-stone'; Syr. �wäyii, 
'stone-heap'. The same Heb. word is used of a 
monument or pile of stones used to mark the 
burial-place of the dead (Ezk. 39: 1 5 , 'sign'; 2 Ki .  
23:  1 7, AV 'title'). The standing stone over Rachel's 
grave may have been such a marker (Gn. 35:20; 
• PILLA.R) . D.J .W. 

WEALTH. The view of the OT and of the NT is 
that wealth is a blessing from God. Abraham is a 
typical example of a wealthy God-fearing man 
(Gn. 1 3 :2). The psalmists celebrate material bless
ings. The godly man flourishes 'Iike a t ree plan ted 
by streams of water' (Ps. 1 :3). 'Wealth and riches' 
are in the house of the man that 'fears the Lord' 
(Ps. 1 1 2 :  I ,  3). God is beneficent, and material 
wealth is a consequence of his bounty: 'God . 
richly furnishes us with everything to enjoy' ( I  
Tim. 6: 1 7). 

The possession of wealth, however, brings with 
it the duty of generous liberality towards those in 
need ( I  Tim. 6: 1 8 ; 2 Cor. 8 and 9). (. ALMS.) Such is 
Christ's own example, 'Though he was rich, yet for 
your sake he became poor, so that by his poverty 
you might become rich' (2 Cor. 8 :9). Faithfulness 
in the use of riches brings spiritual reward (Lk. 
16: 1 1 ); for true wealth and true riches are the spir
itual blessings which God gives, rat her than his ma
terial blessings (Lk. 1 2 :33; 1 6: 1 1 ) .  

The Bible recognizes that  the possession of 
material wealth brings with it great dangers. For 
example, there is the danger of failing to 
acknowledge that God is the source of the bless
ing (Dt.  8: 1 7- 1 8; Ho. 2:8). There is the related 
danger of trusting in riches (Ps. 52 :7) .  This dan
ger of trusting in riches is so great that our Lord 
said that it was extremely diflicult for a rich man 
to enter the kingdom of heaven, explaining the 
hard saying by the paraphrase 'those who have 
riches'. The disciples rightly concluded that all 
men have this besetting sin; to which our Lord 
replied that God alone can change the heart 
(Mk .  1 0:23, 27). Another spiritual danger associ-
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ated with riches is materialism, that is, making 
riches the centre of one's interest. This was the 
case of the wealthy farmer in Lk. 1 2: 2 1 ,  who was 
not rich towards God; and of the church of 
Laodicea (Rev. 3: 1 7) .  This temptation that wealth 
brings is described in the parable of the sower 
(Mt .  1 3 :22), where the deceitfulness of riches 
chokes the word, so that it becomes unfruitful in 
the life. (. MAMMON.) 

Covetousness, or the desire to be rich, is an evil 
against which the Scriptures frequently warn. The 
love of money is described as the root of all kinds 
of evil (I Tim. 6 :9- 1 0). Consequently a spirit of 
contentment with such things as God has given is a 
virtue inculcated in both Testaments (Ps. 62: I 0; I 
Tim. 6:8; Heb. 1 3 :5) .  

Because of the dangers of riches into which the 
possessor so frequently falls, rich men are, as a 
class, denounced in several passages of the Scrip
tures, e.g. Lk. 6 :24f. and Jas. 5. Blessings are, how
ever, pronounced on the poor (Lk. 6:20ff.); for 
poverty should quicken faith in God, which riches 
so frequently in practice deadens. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. D. B. Knox, Nol by Bread Alone, 
1 990. D.B.K. 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, 

I. IN THE OLD TESTAMENT 
Metrology, an exact science, requires legal sanction 
to enforce the authority gran ted to any particular 
system. In the ancient Near East standards varied 
between districts and cities, and there is no evi
dence that Israel had or used an integrated system. 
David (2 Sa. 1 4:26) and Ezekiel (45 : 1 0) pro
nounced certain basic standards of weight and 
measurements. Rabbinic tradition that standard 
measures were deposited in the Temple is unveri
fied (cf I Ch. 23:29). The law, however, prescribed 
that the Hebrew keep a just weight, measure and 
balance (Lv. 1 9:35-36; Ezk. 45: I 0). The prophets 
spoke against those merchants who, by increasing 
or decreasing their weights (Dt.  25: 1 3),  or using 
deceitful weights (Mi .  6: 1 1 )  or false balances (Pr. 
1 1 :  I ;  20:23), defrauded their fellows. Since ancient 
balances had a margin of error of up to 6'Vt, (PEQ 
74, 1 942, p. 86), and few Heb. weights yet found of 
the same inscribed denomination have proved to be 
of exactly identical weight, the importance of this 
exhortation can be seen. These, and other variants, 
mean that ancient weights and measures can be 
given only their approximate equivalent in modern 
terms. 

I.  Weights 
Ancient weights were stones (Heb. 'eflen) carved in 
shapes, usually with a flat base, which made them 
easy to handle or recognize (e.g. turtles, ducks, 
lions). They were often inscribed with their weight 
and the standard followed. Weights were carried in 
a pouch or wallet (Dt .  25 :  1 3 : Mi .  6: 1 1 ; Pr. 16: 1 1 ) in 
order that the purchaser could check with the 
'weights current among the merchants' at a given 
place (Gn. 23: 1 6) .  

a.  Talenl (Heb. kikkiir, 'a round'; Akkad. billU, 
'a burden'; Gk. laianIon, 'a weight') .  This was the 
largest unit, probably named after the character
istic shape in which large metal lumps were mould
ed, as in the lead cover of the ephah (Zc. 5 :7). It 
was used to weigh gold (2 Sa. 1 2 :30, eIe. ), silver ( I  
K i .  20:39), iron ( I  C h .  29:7) and bronze (Ex. 
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OlD TESTAM ENT M EASURES 
length Metric· 

1 finger 1 .8 S e m  

4 fingers = 1 paJm 7.40 em 

3 palms :; 1 span 22.2 S em 

2 spans = ,  cu bit 44. S e m  

( '  royal cu bit 

( Ezk. ) )  = 51 .81 em 

6 CU bits = , reed = 2.67 m 

(1 reed ( Ez k . ) )  = 3.1 0 m  

Capacity - dry a n d  l i q u i d  Metrie· 

1 logt 

4 logs 

2� cabs 

2 hlns 

3 seahs 

5 ephahs 

2 half· homers 

= 1 eab 

, omer 

( 'issäron) 
= 1 hlnt 

= 1 seah 

= 1 ephah 

(bath)t 

= 1 half-

horner 

(le!e�) 

= , hornet 

(kor tf) 

t l iquid measure only 

ft dry and liquid measure 

Weights 

1 gerah 

1 0  gerahs 

1 .33 bekas 

1 .5 plms 

50 shekels 

60 rnlnas 

= 1 beka 

= ,  plrn 

= 1 shekel 

= 1 mlna 

= 1 talent 

• Metrle equlvalent approx. only 

O.3 litres 

1 .2 hues 

2.4 htres 

3.6 litres 

7 . 3 litres 

22 1itres 

1 1 0 lures 

220 litres 

Metrie· 

O.S gm 

5.0 gm 

7.0 gm 

1 0 gm 

500 gm 

30 kg 

!WO examples of measurements 
I n  proport i o n :  

R'ght: Ol we'ghts 

Below: Ol length , finger 

'f 1 span 

, cublt 

1 reed 

N EW TESTAM ENT M EASU R ES 
length 

, cubit 

4 cublts ::. 1 fathom 

1 00 fathoms = 1 stade 

8 stades = 1 rn.Je 

Capacity - dry 
1 choinix 

48 chOlnlkes 

1 0 medlmnoi 

= 1 medimnos 

= 1 karos 

Capacity - l i q u id 

1 sextarius 

1 6  sextarii 

4.5 modil 

6 modil 

= , modlus 

= , batos or 

1 metrEHes 

= 1 medlmnos 

• Melnc eQuivalent approx. only 

MeHle· 

44.5 em ( Roman) 

52.5 cm ( Palesllnlan) 

2 . 1 0  metres 

1 .8 metres (Greek) 

1 85 met res 

' 478.5 mettes 

MeHlC· 

, lure 

52 5 !irres 

525 litres 

MeHlc' 

500 ce 

8.75 1 1fres 

39.5 111res 

52.5 litres 

01/ 
L-____________ ��v� 

1 talent 1 mlna 1 shekel 

Old and New Testament measllres with modern eqllil'alents. 
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38:29). 666 talents of gold were included in Solo
mon's annual revenue (I Ki. 10: 1 4).  

The 30 talents of gold paid by Hezekiah as trib
ute (2 Ki. 1 8 :  1 4) corresponds with the amount 
Sennacherib claims to have received (Annals), im
plying a similar talent in use in Judah and Assyria 
at this time. This might be the 'light' talent of 
about 30 kg, as inscribed Babylonian duck-weights 
of this value range 29·76-30·27 kg. A weight found 
at Tell Beit Mirsim (4,565 gm) has been interpreted 
as this talent of 30A3 kg or, more l ikely, of 28·53 
kg (i. e. 8 minas of 570·6 gm = 8 x 50 shekels of 
I I A I  gm; see below). 

Other Babylonian weights show that a 'heavy' or 
double standard talent was also in use, weighed 
examples ranging from 58·68 to 59·82 kg, i.e. about 
60 kg. 

b. Mina (AV 'maneh'; Heb. mäneh; Akkad. manü) 
was a weight used to measure gold ( I  Ki .  1 0 :  1 7), 
silver (Ezr. 2:69; Ne. 7 : 7 1-72) and other commod
ities. The talent was subdivided into 60 minas of 50 
shekels or 50 mina� of 60 shekels. There is some 
evidence that in Palestine, as at Ras Shamra, the 
50-shekel mina was in use in pre-exilic times. The 
payment by 603,550 men of a poil-tax of Y, shekel 
(seef beka) produced 1 00 talents, 1 ,775 shekels, i.e. 
3,000 shekels to the talent (as at Ras Shamra), but 
could be interpreted by either standard. However, 
multiples of 50 shekels (e.g. 400-Gn. 23 :  1 5; 500-
Ex. 30:24; 5,000-1 Sa. 1 7:5; 1 6,750-Nu. 3 1  :52) 
seem to be conclusive evidence for the use of a 50-
shekel mina. 

Ezekiel's metrological reforms included the re
definition of the mina to 60 shekels (45: 1 2 ,  MT, 
20 + 25 + 1 5) .  Thus the new Heb. mina at 20 
(gerahs) 60 (shekels) kept the value of the mina 
unchanged in relation to the Babylonian, which 
comprised 24 (girü) 50 (siqlu) = 1 ,200 gerahs. 

c. The shekel (Heb. seqe/; Akkad. siq/u; Aram. ,  
Ugar. Lql) was common to al l  Semitic metrologies 
and was the basic weight (säqa/, 'to weigh'). I ts 
value varied considerably at different times and 
areas: 

(i) The royal shekel, set by 'the king's weight' (2 
Sa. 1 4:26), was a standard known also in Babylo
nia. This was probably the 'heavy shekel' of Ras 
Shamra (kbd). Analysis of weights discovered at 
Gibeon, Gezer, Megiddo and Tell en-Nasbeh show 
a 'heavy' shekel of 1 2 '5- 1 2'88 gm, i.e. about 13 gm 
(OA57 oz). 

(ii) The common shekel was often used to weigh 
metal objects (I Sa. 1 7:5 ;  Goliath's armour of 
5,000 shekels = 56·7 kg or 1 25 1b), foodstuffs (2 Ki. 
7: I ;  Ezk. 4: I 0), and commonly gold and silver, thus 
implying its use as a means of payment. Silver 
shekel coins (sig/ol) first appeared in the reign of 
Darius I (0 MONEV). 

Some fifty inscribed weights of a shekel or mul
tiples upwards show a variation 1 1 ,08- 1 2,25; aver
age 1 1 ·38 gm. This compares weil with calculations 
based on the inscribed weights of smaller de
nominations (see below), which confirm a possible 
devaluation in post-exilic times to about 1 1 '7-I I A  
gm (OAO I oz) for the shekel. 

I nscriptions on the weights use the symbols I :  11 : 
I I I  : 1 :  /\ : 1 /\  : 1 1 /\  : T : T /\ : - : /\ : = : '" : x . 
I nterpreted by Y. Yadin (Scripla Hierosolymilana 
8, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 -62) as 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1 0, 20, 
30, royal (lmlk). Others (Scott, Aharoni) however 
equate these markings as the equivalent of the 
shekel in terms of Egyp. weights, 8 shekels = I 
deben = 1 0  qedels ( I  deben = about 9 1  gm). Thus 
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Egyp. hieratic numerals were engraved on the 
weights to show their value; l and 11 for l and 2 
shekels, 4 and 8 shekel weights hearing the num
bers 5 and 10 (l and /\), then values in qedets. 

(iii) The temple shekel or 'shekel of the sanctu
ary' (Ex. 30: 1 3 ; Lv. 5: 1 5, eIe. ) was related to a bega 
or y, shekel (RSV 'beka', AV 'bekah', Ex. 38 :26) and 
20 gerahs (Ezk. 45: 1 2), though later with re
valuation it equalled y, shekel (Ne. 1 0:32). This 
shekel is believed to be the n�p (see d. below), of 
which examples have been discovered weighing 
9,28- 10,5 gm, i.e. about 10 gm (0,353 oz) depreciat
ing to about 9·8 gm (0,349 oz). 

d. n�p or 'part' was % shekel. Thirteen ex
amples give it a weight of about 1 0  gm (see c. 
above). 

e. pim (Heb. pfm or payim) is mentioned only in 
I Sa. 1 3 :2 1  (AV 'Yet they had a file [with mouths]') 
which should be translated 'and the charge was a 
pim for the ploughshares . .  .' (so RSV). This weight 
was 7', of a unit (cf Akkad. [sini]pu), probably of 
the common shekel, since twelve inscribed pim 
weights (from Lachish, Jerusalem, Gezer, Tell en
Nasbeh, elc. ) average 7·8 gm. 

f beka (Heb. beqa', 'fraction, division', AV 
'bekah') was used for weighing gold (Gn. 24:22) 
and for paying the poil-tax said to be the equivalent 
of 'half a shekel, after the shekel of the sanctuary' 
(Ex. 38:26). Since seven inscribed weights inscribed 
bq' or abbreviated as b have been found (at Lachish , 
Jerusalem, Gezer and Beth-zur), this enables a 
check to be made of the value of the shekel. These 
bq' have an average weight of 6·02 gm. 

g. (IIns, 'y,'  was inscribed on a turtle-shaped 
weight from Samaria weighing 2 A99 gm. This 
compares with another inscribed 'y. n�p, Y. sql', 
implying a subdivision of the Ezekiel shekel. 

h. gerah (Heb. gera; Assyr. girti). This was de
fined as V, shekel (Ex. 30: 1 3 ; Ezk. 45 : 1 2). 

i. Other weights. The peres (Aram. pI. parsin) of 
Dn. 5:25, 28 was a subdivision of the shekel in use 
at Babyion (cf Old Bab. paras), and like the parisll 
(Alalab) possibly equal to Y, shekel since a term for 
any weight (here 'fraction') had a precise value. 
Thus the writing on the wall superficially implied a 
statement of weight 'Mina, mina, shekel, half
shekel'. The q'Si!a (qesilah, Rsvmg., Gn. 33: 1 9; Jos. 
24:32; Jb. 42 : 1 1 )  appears to be a unit of as yet 
unknown weight. A stone weight of Darius 1 1  is 
inscribed 1 20 krs = 20 mina. 

The table on p. 1 246 indicates the relation of 
these weights to each other and gives approximate 
modern equivalents, which should be used with 
caution owing to the varying standards in use in 
antiquity. 

1 1 .  Linear measures 
Linear measures were based on the 'natural' units 
which could be easily applied. 

a. The reed (qäneh), though often denoting a 
measuring instrument rat her than a measure 
(0 ARTS AND CRAFTS), was of 6 cubits length and 
exact enough to be reckoned as a unit of length 
(Ezk. 40:5; cf 'rod', Rev. 2 1 :  1 5). 

b. The C/lbil (Heb. 'amma; Akkad. ammätu; Lat. 
cubilllS) was the distance from elbow to finger tip. 
This 'natural' cubit (AV 'cubit of 'a man' ,  RSV 
'common cu bit', Dt. 3 : 1 1 )  was used to indicate the 
general size of a person (4 cu bits the height of a 
man; cf I Sa. 1 7 :4; I Ch. 1 1 :23) or object (Est. 
5: 1 4; Zc. 5:2). lt described depth (Gn. 7 :20) or dis
tance (Jn .  2 1 :8). 
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A more precisely defined cubit was used ror 
exact measurement .  This standard Hebrew wbit 
was 1 7·5 inches (44'45 cm), slightly shorter than 
the common Egyp. cubit or 1 7 ·6 inches (44'7 cm). 
This generally accepted figure compares closely 
with the length given ror the Siloam tunnel as 
' 1 ,200 cubits', equivalent to a measured 1 ,749 reet 
(533 ' 1 m), giving a cubit or 1 7 -49 inches or 44·42 
cm. Excavated buildings at Megiddo, Lachish, 
Gezer and • Hazor reveal a plan based on mul
tiples or this measure. Also Solomon's bronze laver 
or 1 ,000 bath capacity (i. e. 22,000 litres; I Ki. 7:23-
26; 2 eh. 4:2, 5), when calculated ror the capacity 
or a sphere, gives a cubit or 1 7· 5 1  inches or 44·48 
cm (R .  B. Y. Scott, JBL 77, 1 958, pp. 2 1 0-2 1 2). 

The /ong or 'royal' cubit was a handbreadth 
('pa1m') longer than the standard cubit or 6 palms 
(Ezk . 40:5), i. e. 20-4 inches or 5 1 ·8 1  cm. With this 
compare the Babylonian cubit or 50·3 cm (or 30 
fingers length marked on a statue or Gudea) which 
was '3 fingers' shorter than the Egyp. cubit or 
52-45 cm (Herodotus, Hist. I .  1 78). 

c. The gömeq (Av, RSV 'cubit') occurs only in Jdg. 
3: 1 6, where it measures a weapon,  probably a 
dagger rat her than a sword, and has thus been in
terpreted as a subdivision (perhaps Ys) or the 
cubit, or as the short cubit or 5 palms mentioned in 
the Mishnah. 

d. The span (zere!) , or outstretched hand rrom 
the thumb to the little finger (Vulg. wrongly 
pa/mus), was a halr-cubit ( I  Sa. 1 7:4; Ex. 28: 1 6; 
Ezk. 43:  1 3), though 'halr a cubit' could be ex
pressed literally (Ex. 25 :  I 0). 

e. The pa/m (!eßal;; (ößal;) or 'handbreadth' was 
the width or the hand at the base or the 4 fingers 
(hence Vulg. quattuor digitis), i.e. 7·37 cm. Thus 
was measured the thickness or the bronze laver ( I  
K i .  7 :26 = 2 e h .  4 : 5), the edge o r  the tabernacle 
table (Ex. 25 :25;  37: 1 2) ,  and or that in Ezekiel's 
Temple (40:5; 43: 1 3) .  A man's lire is but (a rew) 
handbreadths in length (Ps. 39:5) .  

f Thejinger or digit ( 'e�ba' )  was a Y. handbreadth 
(Je. 52:2 1 ) ,  and the smallest subdivision or the cubit 
in common use in Palestine, as in Egypt and Meso
potamia. It is generally taken to be 1 ·85 cm. 

g Distance, as opposed to the measurement or 
objects, was in pre-exilic times reckoned by equa
tion with a known average. It is reckoned as a 'bow
shot' (Gn. 2 1 : 1 6) ,  the length or a ploughed rurrow 
( I  Sa . 14 : 14) ,  'a day's journey' (Nu. 1 1 :3 1 ;  I Ki. 
1 9 :4), or 'a journey or three days' (Gn. 30:36; Ex. 
3 :  1 8; Jon. 3 :3). I t  is not proved that the latter is to 
be taken merely as general indication or 'a long 
distance' (cf 'a seven days' journey', Gn. 31 :23), 
ror exact standards were used by the Babylonians; 
e.g beru, 'double-hour' march or 1 0·692 km (AIO 
1 6, 1 953, p. 20, n .  1 38) .  

The step (peSa' )  in  I Sa. 20:3 was used meta
phorically rat her than in the exact manner or the 
contemporary Assyrian 'root' (= 32·92 cm). Simi
larly the 'stretch or the ground' (kiIJral hä'äre�, RSV 
'some distance', Gn. 35 : 1 6; 48:7; 2 Ki. 5 : 1 9) was 
only a vague indication or distance. 

I n  M accabean times Hellenistic measures were 
introduced. Thus Beth-zur was about 5 schoinoi 
rrom Jerusalem (2 Macc. 1 1  : 5 ,  RSV 'Ieagues'), i. e. 
30·5 km at the Ptolemaic value or a schoinos or 6· 1 
km. The Alexandrian stadion or 1 84·9 m was em
ployed. Jerusalem to Scythopolis was 600 stades (2 
Macc. 1 2 :29, Rsvmg.), which corresponds weil with 
the known distance or 1 1 0 km between these two 
cities. 

111. Measures or area 
Superficial areas were not specifically expressed 
but described by giving the necessary dimensions. 
Thus the square was or rour sides or equal dimen
sion (m'rubbä'al, AV 'roursquare', I Ki. 7 :3 1 ;  Ezk. 
40:47; 45 :2), the circumrerence or a circle ( I  Ki. 
7 :23) and the diameter the distance 'rrom brim to 
brim' (2 eh. 4:2). 

Thc area or land was calculated empirically. 
Thus vineyards ( ls. 5 : 1 0) or a field ( I  Sa. 14 : 1 4) 
could be measured by the �emeq ('acre'), i.e. the 
area a pair or yoked animals could plough in a day 
(cf Arab. faddan). In Babylonia this was defined as 
6,480 square cubits = Y, acre ( 1 ,6 1 8  sq m). This in 
later times was the LaI. jllgum, jllgerllm or 28,800 
square Rom. reet = Y, acre (2,529 sq m). Another 
method was to estimate the area by the amount or 
seed (s" ii) required to sow it (Lv. 27: 1 6; I Ki. 
1 8 :32). I n  the Hellenistic period this was 371 seahs 
to ajugerum or land, i.e. 0· 1 73 acre (700 sq m) per 
seah or 5 · 1 9  acres (2' 1 hectares) per homer or 30 
seahs (JBL 64, 1 945,  p. 372), which seems to have 
improved to 0· 1 9 3  and 5 ·79 acres respectively by 
the 2nd century AD. 

The specific measurement or the pastures round 
the levitical cities (Nu. 35 :4-5) presents difficulties. 
It may have been an area 2,000 cubits square (v. 5), 
the centres or the sides or wh ich were also reck
oned as at a radius or 1 ,000 cubits rrom the city 
walls (v. 4). 

IV. Dry measures or capacity 
The terms used derive originally rrom the recept
acles which contained an agreed amount and thus 
served as a measure. 

a. Homer (Heb. l;ömer; Akkad. imer), 'a donkey 
load', was commonly used throughout Asia S 01' 
Anatolia and W or Euphrates in the 2nd millen
nium and therearter as a measure ror cereals. The 
homer is older than the kor (RA 67, 1 973, p. 78); cf 
Lv. 27: 1 6; Ezk. 45 : 1 3 .  The collection or 1 0  homers 
or quails (Nu. 1 1  :32) implied gluttony, whereas the 
return or only an ephah or wheat rrom a homer or 
seed was a picture or railure (ls. 5 :  I 0), there being 
10 ephahs to the homer, wh ich equalled about 220 
Iitres (48-4 gallons). 

b. Kor (RSV 'cor') (Heb. kör; Sumo gur; Akkad. 
kllrru) was a large dry measure equal to the homer 
(Ezk . 45: 14) used or fine Rour (sö/el), meal (qemah, 
I Ki. 4:22), wheat and barley (2 eh. 2 : 1 0; 27:5) .  I t  
also appears as a liquid measure ror o i l  (Ezk . 
45 : 14) ,  though 2 eh.  2 : 1 0  and Gk. reads bath (cf 
the parallel passage, I Ki .  5: 1 1 ). 

C. Half-homer (Heb. /ele!i) occurs only in Ho. 3 :2  
as  a measure ror barley. As it is mentioned arter the 
homer, Aq., Sym. and Vulg. interpret as y, kör or 
Y2 homer, but there is no confirmatory evidence ror 
this. The /ele!i may be a Phoenician measure. 

d. Ephah (Heb. 'eßä; Egyp. ipt) is the name or a 
vessel large enough to hold a person (Zc. 5 :6-1 0), 
and thence or an exact measure (Lv. 1 9 :36). Used 
only or cereals, and with subdivision or v. (Ezk. 
45 : 1 3 ; 46: 14) or V. ( Lv. 5 : 1 1 ), it was in common 
use rrom an early period (Jdg. 6: 1 9) .  The ephah 
must never be diminished (Am. 8:5) but always be 
or equal (just) measure ( Dt .  25: 14; Pr. 20: I 0). The 
ephah was equal to the liquid measure bath, both 
being V. or a homer ( Ezk. 45: 1 1 ). 

e. Seah (Heb. s'ii; A kkad .  siitu) was also a meas
ure ror Rour and cereals (Gn. 1 8 :6; I Ki. 1 8 :32). 

f Omer (Heb. 'ömer, cf Arab. 'umar, 'a small 
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bowl') occurs only in the account of the collection 
of manna (Ex. 1 6), being used both of the measure 
itself (vv. 1 8, 32-33) and of the amount measured 
(vv. 1 6, 22). The 'ömer was equal to VI ephah (v. 36). 

g. A ' Ienlh deal' (AV; Heb. ' issärön) was a meas
ure used for flour (Ex. 29:40; Nu .  1 5 :4) equal to VI 
ephah (Nu. 28:5), and therefore equal to the omer. 

h. Cab (Heb. qail), a measure of capacity which 
occurs only in I Ki. 6:25, where among the inflated 
prices at the siege of Samaria Y. qail of carob 
pods was sold for 5 (shekels) of silver. The cab = 

4 10g= Y, seah = V. hin = about 2 pints. 
i. The 'measure' (Heb. sälis') of Ps. 80 :5; Is. 40: 1 2  

i s  literally 'Yl' ,  but n o  unit  i s  expressed, so that the 
measure of capacity is u nk nown . 

It will be noted that these d ry measures combine 
the Babylonian sexagesimal reckonings ( I  kur = 30 
SIiIU = 1 80 qa) with the decimal system (also em
ployed by the Assyrians). See the table on p. 1 246. 

V, Liquid measures of capacity 
a. Balh (Heb. bar; Gk. baIos, Lk. 1 6:6 only) was 
the equivalent in liquid of the ephah (Ezk. 45: 1 1 , 
1 4) .  It was used to measure water ( I  Ki. 7 :26), wine 
(ls. 5 : 1 0) and oil (2 Ch. 2 : 1 0; so also I Ki. 5 : 1 1 ). I t  
was an exact and standard measure (Ezk. 45 :  10 ,  
about 22 litres). 

b. Hin (Heb. hin; Egyp. hnw, 'a pot') was used of 
the vessel employed as a measure (Lv. 1 9 :36) and 
of the measure of water (Ezk. 4: 1 1 ), oil (Ex. 29:40) 
or wine (Lv. 23: 1 3). According to Josephus (Anl. 3 .  
1 97; 4 .  234), the hin was equal to V. balh. 

c. Log (Heb. /ög) is used only in Lv. 1 4 : 1 0  as a 
measure of oil in the ceremony for the purification 
of the leper. According to the Talmud, this was 
equal to Y, hin. 

The values of these l iquid measures depend 
upon that of the balh. This is uncertain, since the 
only inscribed vessels marked bl (Tell beit Mirsim) 
and bl Imlk (Lachish) are fragmentary and cannot 
be reconstructed with certainty; thus the value of 
the balh has been variously calculated between 
20·92 and 46·6 litres. On the assumptions that the 
balll measure was half the size of the 'royal balh' 
and that these inscriptions denoted the full cap
acity of the vessels, the proposal of 22 litres in 
biblical times (Albright) and 2 1 ·5 l itres in Hel
lenistic times is usually adopted as a basis for cal
culation, since it receives some support from the 
comparison with the capacity of Solomon's laver, 
wh ich held 1 ,000 balhs = 22,000 litres. For weights 
in the Talmud, see Ei. 1 6 ,  1 97 1 ,  pp. 388-392. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. H. Gardiner, Egyplian 
Grammar1, 1 957, pp. 1 97-200 (fOT Egyp. metrol
ogy); R. de Vaux, Ancienl Israel, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 95-
209; R. B. Y. Scott, BA 22, 1 95 1 ,  pp. 22-40; PEQ 
97, 1 965, pp. 1 28-1 39; Y. Aharoni, BASOR 1 84, 
1 966, pp. 1 3- 1 9; M. A.  Powell, A BD 6, pp. 847-
W9. DJ.W. 

2. I N  THE NEW TESTAMENT 
I .  Weights 
Only two weights are mentioned in the NT. The 
lilra of Jn.  1 2:3;  1 9:39 (cf Lat. libra: 'pound'
from this weight we have our abbreviation Ib for 
pound) was a Rom. measure of weight equivalent 
to 327-45 gm. In Rev. 1 6 : 2 1  the adjective lalan
liaios, 'weighing a talent'; RSV 'hundredweight', is 
used to describe hailstones: Arndt maintains that 
this talent equalled 1 25 l ibrae, and so would be 
about 4 1  kg in weight, but HDB ca1culates it as 
weighing about 20·5 kg. 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

11. Linear measures 
a. The cubil. As in OT times, measurements were 
related to the parts of the body, and the basic unit 
was sti l l  the pechys ('forearm') or cubit .  Under the 
Rom. empire there were two different measure
ments for a cubit :  the Rom. cubit of 6 hand
breadths of 74 mm = 44-4 cm, and the Philetarian 
cubit of 52·5 cm. Julian of Ascalon relates that the 
latter system of measurement was customary in 
Palestine and Egypt (Jeremias, p. I I  n .), and this is 
probably the length indicated in Jn. 21 :8; Rev. 
2 1 : 1 7. In Mt. 6:27; Lk. 1 2 :25 the term is also used. 

b. The orgyia ('fathom', Acts 27 :28) was thc 
length of the outstretched arms, and so was ap
proximately 1 ·8 m. This was a Gk. unit of measure, 
derived from the verb oregö, 'I stretch'. Herodotus 
(2. 1 49) says that it equalled 6 Gk. feet or 4 Gk.  
cubits. 

c. The sladion ('furlong' AV, Lk. 24: 1 3 ; Jn .  6: 1 9 ;  
1 1 : 1 8; Rev. 1 4:20; 2 1 : 1 6) was 1 00 orgyiai and 
equalled about 1 8 5  m. As the race-course at Olym
pia was supposed to be exactly a stade long, the 
word was used for an arena, as in I COT. 9 :24-
hence the English 'stadium'. 

d. The milion ('mile', Mt. 5 :4 1 )  was a Gk. trans
literation of the Rom. measurement mille passuum, 
'a thousand paces' . This was 1 ,478'5 m, or 8 stades, 
and was ca1culated on the basis of 5 Rom. feet 
(each of 29·57 cm) to the pace ( 1 ,48 m). 

e. The sabbath day's journey mentioned in Acts 
I :  1 2  was not a proper measurement, but rather the 
product of rabbinical exegesis of Ex. 1 6:29 and 
Nu. 35 :5  (cf Lumby in CGT, ad loc. ). It was fixed 
at 2 ,000 cubits (Talmud 'Erubin 5 1  a) and was 
called l'l}um ha-sabbä{-the limit of the sabbath. 

111. Measures of area 
None is used in the NT, but the basic unit under 
the Rom. empire was the jugerum, or acre, ca1cu
lated on the amount of land a yoke of oxen could 
plough in a day. This was estimated at one aclus, or 
furrow (36·6 m), by two (73,2 m); so the jugerum 
was the equivalent of 2 square ac/us, or 0·27 hec
tares, about y, acre. 

IV. Dry measures of capacity 
a. The choinix ('quart', Rev. 6:6), is variously esti
mated at I �-2 pints, and the best ca1culation 
would be just over I l itre. It was a Gk.  measure, 
and Herodotus (7. 1 87) narrates that it was the 
daily ration of grain per man in Xerxes' invasion 
army. 

b. The salon (Aram. sä'{ä, Heb. s" ä) was the s" ä 
of OT times: Josephus (Anl. 9. 85) rates this as 
equivalent to I y, modii (see below). It is the 
measure mentioned in Mt. 1 3 :33; Lk. 1 3 : 2 1 ,  where 
leaven is added to 3 sala of wheat-flour: each 
would be about 1 2 · 3  litres. 

c. The koros of Lk. 1 6:7 (a 'measure of wheat') 
was Heb. kör. Josephus (Anl. 1 5 . 3 1 4) equates it to 
10 Attic medimnoi, and, as the medimnos contained 
48 choinikes, this would rate the koros at 525 litres. 
Since Ezk. 45: I I  rates the balon as the tenth of a 
koros, it is generally regarded that Josephus here 
mistook the medimnos for the melretes, and that 
the koros contained l O meIrelai, about 395 litres. It 
was used for both dry and liquid measure. 

d. The modios ('bushel') of Mt.  5 : 1 5 ; Mk.  4:2 1 ;  
Lk. 1 1 :33 was Lat. modius, and all three references 
use the word to denote the vessel used to measure 
this amount. It was a grain measure containing 1 6  
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sex/arii: 6 modii equalled the Gk. medimnos (Cor
nelius Nepos, A I/iea 2). Thus the modills contained 
8 ehoinikes and was about 8 ·75 litres. 

V. Liquid measures of capacity 
a. The xes/es of Mk.  7:4 (RSV 'pot') is again a ref
erence to the vessel used for measuring this cap
acity, and is taken by most scholars (but see 
Moulton and Howard, Grammar 0/ New Tes/a
men/ Greek, 2, 1 929, p. 1 55) to be a corruption of 
the Lat. sex/arills. This was a liquid and dry meas
ure of VI modills, about 500 cc. 

b. The ba/os ('measure' of oil in Lk. 1 6:6) is a 
Gk. form of Heb. baL (see above). According to 
Josephus (An/. 8. 57), it contains 72 sex/arii or 
4V, modii-about 39·5 l itres. 

c. The me/re/es mentioned in Jn .  2 :6  (AV 'fir
kin') was a Gk. liquid measure approximately 
equivalent to the bal, and so containing about 
39·5 litres. Thus the stone water-pots used in the 
wedding-feast at Cana held between 80 and 1 20 
litres each. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. G. Bratcher, 'Weights, 
Money, Measures and Time', BTh 1 0.4, 1 959; R.  
Gower, The New Manners and ClIs/oms 0/ Bible 
Times, 1 987. D.H.W. 

WELL. I .  An artificial shaft sunk to reach under
ground water, percolating or collected (Heb. b" er; 
Arab. bir; Gk. phrear), whereas a spring (Heb. and 
Arab. 'ayin; Gk. pege) is the work of nature. AV 
confusion of terminology is due to the same confu
sion in 1 7th-century English, reftected also in 
Milton. Heb. and Gk. are unambiguous. 

2. An artificial shaft sunk to reach a natural 
underground spring-a fusion of concepts in 
which the terms could be interchanged correctly. 
There is a reasonable presumption that the well 
from wh ich Rebekah drew (Gn. 24) was of this 
type-likcwise Jacob's weil at Shechem, where 
Jesus met the woman of Samaria (Jn. 4). This 
would explain satisfactorily the puzzling alterna
tion of words in these two chapters. 

3. A * cistern or pit, large or smalI, public or 
private, for collecting rain-water: Heb. bär; Gk. 
lakkos. The weil at Bethlehem ( I  Ch. 1 1 :  1 7- 1 8) was 
probably an example. 

4. A shaft, dry or with miry cJay, used as a dun
geon, for which the same Heb. word is used (Gn. 
37 :24; Ps. 40:2; Je. 38:6, e/e.). The praise of the weil 
of living water in folk-song is reftected in Nu.  
2 1  : 1 7- 1 8 . 

In the arid parts of the E * water may become as 
precious as gold. Wells were, and still remain, the 
subjects of fierce disputes and even strife (cf Gn. 
21 :25, e/e. ). They became hereditary, and were ex
ploited by human monopolies at an earlier date 
than land. R.A .S. 

WHEEL. The earliest attested wheels (Heb. galgal, 
'6ftän) are cJay models of chariot wheels and frag
ments of a potter's wheel (cf Je. 1 8 :3,  Heb. 
'oQnayim) of the 4th millennium BC (see C. L. 
Woolley, Ur Exeava/ions, 4, 1 956, p. 28 ,  plate 24). 
Early wheels were made from wooden planks 
pegged together, with leather tyres (see A NEP, nos. 
1 63, 1 69, 303), but with the displacement of the ass 
by the horse c. 1 500 BC lighter spoked whee1s came 
into use (see A NEP, nos. 1 67-1 68, 1 83-1 84). The 
bronze stands made for Solomon's Temple were 

miniature chariot wheels, with axles, rims, spokes 
and hubs ( I  Ki. 7:33). Daniel saw the Ancient of 
Days seated on a throne with wheels of fire (7:9), 
and Ezekiel gives a description of the wheels in his 
visions of the chariot of God ( I ;  1 0) .  The rumble 
of chariot wheels betokened the approach of an 
enemy (Je. 47:3; Na. 3:2), but all those hostile to 
God's people will be blown away like whirling dust 
(Ps. 83 : 1 3 ; [so 1 7 : 1 3) .  [n later Heb. galgal is used 
pars pro /0/0 for wagon ( Ezk. 23:24; 26: I 0). Wheels 
were also used as part of the machinery for draw
ing water (Ec. 1 2 :6). On the wheel of birth (Jas. 3 :6, 
AV 'course of nature'), see D. 1. Mo., James, 
TNTC, 1 985, pp. 1 25f. A . R . M .  

WHIRLWIND. The Eng. translation of Heb. sußä 
applies loosely to any violent storm and is not re
stricted to a rotary movement of air (Jb. 37:9; Pr. 
I :27; 1 0:25; [ so 5 :28; 1 7 : 1 3; 2 1 :  I ;  66: 1 5 ;  Je. 4: 1 3 ; 
Am. 1 : 1 4; Na. 1 :3). [n AV it is translated 'storm' in 
other passages (Jb. 2 1 :  1 8 ; Ps. 83 :  1 5 ;  [so 29:6). s" ärii 
is used synonymously, translated 'whirlwind' when 
it stands alone (e.g. 2 Ki. 2: I ;  J b. 38 :  I ;  40:6; [ So 
40:24; 4 1 : 1 6) but sometimes 'storm' (Ps. 1 07:29). 
RV uses the expression only onee in its technical 
sense (Je. 23: 1 9) .  

The whirlwind is used aptly as a figure for the 
sudden attack of the invader ( [s. 5 :28; Je. 4: 1 3; On .  
I I  :40; Am.  I :  1 4f.).  I t  also symbolizes divine judg
ment beeause of its sudden motion (Ps. 1 8 : 1 0; Na. 
1 :3) and divine wrath (Ps. 58:9; Pr. 1 0:25; [So 1 7: 1 3 ; 
28 :  1 7; 66: 1 5; Ho. 8:7) .  It is similarly used 01' the 
Messianic wrath, described in Mt. 7 :24-27. 
(* WtND.) J .M .H .  

WICKED. [ n  the OT, Heb. räfä', 'wicked, un
godly', and ra', 'evil', are most common; Gk. 
poneros, 'bad, malignant', as contrasted with ehres
tos, is the usual NT word, although athesmos, 
anomos and kakos are also used. While the term is 
often used in the general sense of 'wrong' (Ps. 
1 8 : 2 1 ), it refers more specifically to evil, not in its 
moral or judicial sense, but in its active form, i. e. 
mischief (Nu. 1 6 :26). As such, i t  denotes perversity 
of mind (Pr. 1 5 :26; Rom. 1 :29) by whieh the nat
ural man surrenders hirnself to evil impulses (Ps. 
1 0 : 1 - 1 1 ). Wickedness has its seat in the heart (Je. 
1 7 :9; Mk. 7 :2 1 -23), and is inspired by Satan (Mt .  
1 3 : 1 9; I Jn .  3 : 1 2). I t  is progressive (Gn.  6 :5)  and 
contagious (I Sa. 24: 1 3) in its manifestation. The 
wicked man is utterly perverse, finding unholy de
light in the inftietion of injury (Pr. 2 1 :  1 0). Jesus 
often characterized the * sin of his contemporaries 
as wickedness (Mt .  1 6 :4), while Peter decJares that 
wicked men crucified the Saviour (Acts 2 :23). 

The Psalms frequently contrast the righteous 
and the wicked, raising the question of the pros
perity of the wicked, and offering suggestions 
which provide a partial answer (Pss. 37:35-36; 
9: 1 5, et passim). But this question, wh ich is part of 
the general problem of evil, is insoluble in the light 
of the OT revelation. Throughout the Scriptures 
there is a strong insistence on the certainty of pun
ishment for all who are wicked (Ps. 9 :  1 7; Je. 1 6:4; 
Mt. 1 3 :49). I t  is significant to note that poneros is 
never applied to be1ievers; in  I Cor. 5 :  1 3  the refer
ence is to a nominal member of the Christian 
community. [t is by wieked works that unbelievers 
are alienated from God (Co!. 1 :2 1 ) ,  but those who 
are progressing in faith have overcome 'the wieked 
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one' ( I  J n .  2 : 1 3), for the shield of faith is a sure 
defence against his attack (Eph . 6: 1 6) .  A.F. 

WI DOW. 

!. In the Old Testament 
Heb. legislation has always been solicitous tor 
widows and, together with the fatherless and 
strangers, made special provision for them (e.g. Ex. 
22:2 1 f. ; Dt .  1 4:29; 1 6: 1 1 ,  14 ;  24: 1 7 ; cf Je. 7:6). 
Even in pre-Mosaic times there was recognition of 
the predicament of the childless widow and ar
rangements made for her (Gn. 38; *MARRIAGE, 
IV), and these were formally enjoined under Moses 
(Dt.  25 : 5ff.; • Km). 

Since the bearing of children was accounted a 
great honour, and one still more enhanced later 
when the nation looked for Messiah ( Is. 1 1 : I ), 
widowhood in such as were not past the age of 
childbearing, as weil as • barrenness, was reckoned 
a shame and a reproach (Is. 4: I ;  54:4). The widows 
of kings, however, continued in their widowhood, 
and were the property, though not always the 
wives, of the new king. To ask any of them in mar
riage was tantamount to a claim to the kingdom ( I  
K i .  2 :  1 3ff.). 

As widows are often overlooked by men, God 
has a peculiar concern for them (Pss. 68 :5 ;  1 46:9; 
Pr. 1 5 :25) ,  and kindness to them was commended 
as one of the marks of true religion (Jb. 29: 1 3; Is. 
I :  1 7). The oppression and injury of widows, on the 
other hand, would incur dire punishment (Ps. 94:6; 
Mal. 3 :5) .  Jerusalem and BabyIon are l ikened in 
their desolation to widows (La. I :  I ;  Is. 47:8), and 
the effect of violent death compared to that of 
wives becoming widows (La. 5:3; Ezk. 22:25). 
(* ORPHAN.) 
11. In the New Testament 
The Christian church inherited from Judaism the 
duty of providing for the widow. The Jewish
Christian author of James states categorically that 
to give assistance to widows in their distress is a 
mark of the kind of religion with which God can 
find no faul t  ( I  :27). Even if widows were left com
paratively weil-off, they needed to be protected 
from the unscrupulous. One of the things that 
Jesus condemned in some Pharisees was that they 
'devoured widows' houses' (Mk.  1 2:40); and he 
was probably drawing an illustration from con
temporary life when he told the story of the widow 
who by her persistence in demanding justice was 
wearing out the judge! (Lk. 1 8 : 1 -5).  More often 
widows were left in penury. One of the earliest 
good works that engaged the attention of the 
church at Jerusalem was an organized daily distri
bution of alms to widows in need; and seven men 
were appointed to see that the Gk.-speaking 
widows were not overlooked in favour of those 
who spoke Aramaic (Acts 6: 1 -4). Acts also gives a 
striking illustration of charity shown by one indi
vidual when, after the death of Tabitha, i t  records 
that 'all the widows' at Joppa assembled to testify 
before Peter to the kindness she had shown to them 
(9:39). 

Paul told the Corinthians that he thought it 
good that widows should not marry again ,  but he 
was far from making this a rule. Remarriage, how
ever, should be within the Christi an fellowship (see 
I Cor. 7 :8-9, 39). On the other hand, in writing to 
Timothy, he expresses his desire that young widows 

WI LDERNESS OF WANDERING 

should marry again; and urges that wi�ows 'in the 
full  sense' i. e. those who have no relatives to sup
port them', and who are regular in their religious 
duties, should be given a special status and be a 
charge upon the church. A roll should be kept of 
these, and only those should be placed upon it who 
were over 60 years of age and who had glven eVI
dence of their good works, by caring for children, 
by hospitality or by rendering service to those of 
God's people who were in distress (I Tim. 5 :9-1 0). 

In Rev. 1 8 :7  'widow' is used metaphoncally of a 
city bereaved of its inhabitants and stricken by 
plague and famine. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. S. Solle, NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 073-
1 075. ) .0.0. 

R .V.G.T. 

WILDERNESS. In  Scripture the words rendered 
'wilderness' or 'desert' include not only the barren 
deserts of sand dunes or rock that colour the popu
lar imagination of a desert, but also steppe-lands 
and pasture lands suitable for grazing livestock. 

The commonest Heb. word is mitjbär, a word 
already well-attested in Canaanite epics from 
Ugarit ( 1 4th century BC, going back to earlier 
origin) as mdbr (Gordon, Ugarilic Manual, 3, 
1 955,  p. 254, No. 458). This word can indicate 
grassy pastures (Ps. 65: 1 2; Joel 2 :22), supporting 
sheep (cf Ex. 3 : 1 ), sometimes burnt up by the 
summer droughts (Je. 23 :  1 0; Joel I :  1 9-20), as weil 
as denoting desolate wastes of rock and sand (Dt.  
32: 1 0; Jb.  38 :26). The same applies to Gk.  eremos 
in the NT- note that the 'desert' (AV; RSV 'Ionely 
place') of Mt. 14: 1 5  does not lack 'much grass' (Jn .  
6: 1 0) .  

The Heb. y'Sfmön, sometimes rendered as a 
proper name 'Jeshimon', is used of relatively bare 
wildernesses in Judaea in I Sa. 23 :  1 9 ,  24; 26: I ,  3 .  
The wilderness viewed from Pisgah (Nu .  2 1  :20; 
23:28; cf Dt. 34: I ff.) would doubtless include the 
marly waste-Iands on either side of the Jordan 's 
channel before i t  entered the Dead Sea, the slopes 
of Pisgah and its range into the Jordan valley, and 
perhaps the edges of the Judaean wildemess op
posite, behind Jericho and N and S of Qumran. 
For general references, cf Dt. 32: 1 0; Ps. 1 07:4; Is. 
43: 1 9. Besides its use as a proper name for the long 
rift valley from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of 
Aqabah, the term .aräfzt2 can be used as a common 
noun for steppe or scrubland where wild creatures 
must seek out their food (Jb. 24:5; Je. 1 7:6) or else 
of barren desert (Jb. 39:6 in parallel with saltftats). 
The words �iyyt2, 'dry lands' (Jb. 30:3; Ps. 78: 1 7) 
and löhü, 'empty waste' (Jb. 6: 1 8; 1 2:24; Ps. 1 07 :40) 
l ikewise refer to barren, uninhabitable deserts. 

K.A.K.  

WILDERNESS OF WANDERING. 

J. Limits 
After leaving Egypt by crossing the Sea of Reeds 
(Ex. 1 4: 1 0- 1 5 :27), and until they finally by-passed 
Edom and Moab to reach the Jordan (Nu. 20ff.), 
Israel spent long years in the intervening territory, 
comprising ( I )  the peninsula of Sinai ftanked by 
the Gulfs of Suez and Aqabah and separated from 
the Mediterranean on the N by the dusty 'way of 
the land of the Philistines' that l inked Egypt to 
Palestine, (2) the long Arabah rift-valley extending 
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S from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Aqabah, and 
(3) the wilderness of Zin S of Beersheba. 

11. Physical features 
The road from Egypt by 'the way of the land of the 
Philistines' to Raphia (Rafa) and Gaza, runs 
roughly parallel with the Mediterranean coast, 
passing through and along the N fringes of a 
barren sandy desert-the wilderness of * Shur
which lies between the line of the modern Suez 
Canal and the Wadi el-'Arish (River of * Egypt), 
and then through cultivable land which becomes 
more evident between EI-'Arish and Gaza 
(* NEGEB; cf A. H. Gardiner, JEA 6, 1 920, pp. 1 1 4-
1 1 5 ;  C. S. larvis, Yesterday and Today in Sinai, 
1 93 1 ,  p. 1 07); 30-60 km S of the coast road runs 
the 'way of the wilderness of Shur', from Egypt to 
the region of Kadesh and N E  to Beersheba. S of 
this road there gradually rise the hills and wadis of 
the limestone plateau of Et-Tih wh ich, from a 
'base-line' N of a line drawn between the heads of 
the Suez and Aqabah Gulfs, occupies a great semi
circle projecting into the peninsula of Sinai. Across 
the plateau to Aqabah ran an ancient t rade-route. 
S of the plateau is a triangular-shaped area of 
granite, gneiss and other hard, crystalline rocks 
forming mountain ranges, which include the trad
itional Mt Sinai, several peaks rising to 2,000 m.  
This region is separated a t  i t s  NW and N E  corners 
from the limestone plateau by sandstone hills con
taining deposits of copper ores and turquoise. I n  
the E the limestone plateau of Et-Tih gives way t o  
the jumbled rocks and wadis o f  the S Negeb, 
bounded by the Rift Valley of the Arabah between 
the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqabah. 

There are wells and springs at intervals of a 
day's journey all down the W coast from the Suez 
region to Merkhah; the water-table is usually close 
to the gravelly ground-surface. The wadis usually 
have some kind of scanty vegetation; where more 
permanent streams exist, notably in the broad 
Wadi Feiran (the finest oasis in Sinai), the vegeta
tion flourishes accordingly. There is a 'rainy 
season' (up to 20 days) during winter, with mists, 
fogs and dews. 

In the past, there has been much and persistent 
wholesale destruction of tamarisk and aeacia 
groves for firewood and charcoal, there being a 
steady export of the latter to Egypt in the 1 9th 
century (Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, 1 905 edn . ,  p. 
25).  Thus, in ancient times the Sinai peninsula may 
have had more vegetation in its wadis and con
sequently better rains; but there has apparently 
been no fundamental climatic change since 
antiquity. 

111.  The route of the journeyings 
The precise route taken by Israel from the Sea of 
Reeds (between Qantara and Suez; * RED SEA) to 
the edges of Moab is still conjectural, as almost 
none of the names of Israelite stopping-places has 
survived in the late, fluid and descriptive Arabic 
nomenclature of the peninsula of Sinai . Various 
stopping-places were named by the Israelites in re
lation to events that occurred on their travels, e.g. 
Kibroth-hattaavah, 'graves of craving' (Nu. 1 1  :34), 
and they left no sedentary population behind to 
perpetuate such names. Furthermore, the tradi
tions attaching to the present Mt Sinai (Gebel 
Musa and environs) have not been t raced back 
beyond the early Christi an centuries; this does not 
of itself prove those traditions wrong, but permits 

of no certainty. The traditional route ascribed to 
the Israelites is certainly a possible one. From the 
wilderness of * Shur they are usually considered to 
have passed S along the W coast-strip of the Sinai 
peninsula, Marah and Elim often being placed at 
'Ain Hawarah and Wadi Gharandel respectively. 
That the camp after Elim ( Ex.  1 6: I )  is 'by the yam 
süft' (Heb. of Nu. 33: 1 0) ,  i. e. the Sea of Reeds, or 
here by extension the Gulf of Suez (cf * RED SEA), 
indicates clearly that Israel had kept to the W side 
of the Sinai peninsula and not gone N (the way of 
the Philistines). The Gulf of Aqabah is too far 
away to be the yam süp in this passage. Somewhat 
later, Israel eneamped at Dophkah. This name is 
sometimes considered to mean 'smeltery' (G. E. 
Wright, Biblical Archaeology, 1 957, p. 64; Wright 
and Filson, Westminster Historical Atlas o[ the 
Bible, 1 957 edn . ,  p. 39) and so to be located at the 
Egyp. mining centre of Serabit el-Khadim. For 
copper and especially turquoise mining in that 
area, see Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and 
lndustries, 1 962, pp. 202-205, 404-405; 1. Cerny, 
A. H. Gardiner and T. E. Peet, lnscriptions o[ 
Sinai, 2, 1 955 ,  pp. 5-8. 

As Egyp. expeditions visited this region only 
during lanuary to March (rarely later), and did not 
live permanently at the mines (cf Petrie, Re
searches in Sinai, 1 906, p. 1 69), the Israelites would 
not meet them there, as they left Egypt in the 
month Abib (Ex. 1 3 :4), i. e. about March (cf 
* PlAGUES OF EGYPT), and left Elim a month later 
(Ex. 1 6: I ), i. e. about April. H owever, Dophkah 
could be any copper-mining spot in the metallifer
ous sandstone belt across S-central Sinai (wh ich 
favours a S route for Israel in any case). Rephidim 
is sometimes identified with Wadi Feiran, some
times with Wadi Refayid, and Mt Sinai with the 
summits of Gebel Musa (or, less likely, Mt Serbal 
near Feiran). See the works of Robinson, Lepsius, 
Stanley and Palmer (Bibliography beluw). Beyond 
Mt Sinai, Dhahab on the E coast might be Di
zahab (Dt . I :  I ;  so Y. Aharoni, Antiqllity and SlIr
vival, 2. 2/3, 1 9 57, pp. 289-290, fig. 7); if so, Hud
erah on a different road is less l ikely to  be the Haz
eroth of Nu.  1 1  :35;  33 :  1 7- 1 8 . The next fixed points 
are Kadesh-barnea (* KADESH) on the borders of 
the wilderness(es) of Zin and Paran (Nu. 1 2 : 1 6; 
1 3 :26) at 'Ain Qudeirat or 'Ain Qudeis and the 
surrounding region, including 'Ain Qudeirat, and 
Ezion-geber at the head of the Gulf of Aqabah 
(Nu. 33:35f.). 

For the phenomenon of the earth swallowing up 
Korah, Dathan and Abiram (Nu. 1 6), a most 
interesting explanation was offered by G. Hort, 
Alistralian Biblical Review 7,  1 959, pp. 2-26, espe
cially 1 9-26. She would loeate this incident in the 
Arabah Rift Valley between the Dead Sea and the 
Gulf of Aqabah. Here are to be found mudflats 
known as kewirs. A hard crust of clayey mud over
Iying layers of hard salt and half-dry mud, about 
30 cm thick, eventually forms over the deep mass 
of liquid mud and ooze. When this crust is hard it 
may be walked on with impunity, but increased 
humidity (especially rainstorms) will break up the 
crust and turn the whole into gluey mud. Dathan, 
Abiram and Korah's adherents withdrew from the 
main camp probably to one of these deceptively 
level, hard mudflats. From his long years of experi
ence in Sinai and Midian (Ex. 2-4), Moses had 
probably learnt of this phenomenon, but not so the 
Israelites. When a storm approached he saw the 
danger and called the Israelites away from the tents 
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of the rebels. The crust broke up and the rebels, 
their families and their possessions were all swal
lowed up in the mud. Then the storm broke, and 
the 250 men with censers were struck by 
lightning-smitten down by the fire of the Lord. 

Miss Hort thought that this incident occurred at 
Kadesh-barnea, and therefore that Kadesh should 
be located in the Arabah. But there are possible 
reasons for locating * Kadesh in the region of 'Ain 
Qudeis and 'Ain Qudeirat, and in fact Nu. 16 does 
not state that the revolt(s) of Korah, Dathan and 
Abiram occurred at Kadesh. It should be noted 
that it is the whole, unitary account of the twin 
rebellions in Nu. 1 6  and their awesome end that 
alone makes sense and fits the physical phenomena 
in question; the supposed sources obtained by con
ventional documentary literary analyses severally 
yield fragmentary pictures that correspond to no 
known realities. 

The long list of names in Nu. 33: 1 9-35 fall into 
the 38 years of wandering, and cannot be located 
at present. The precise route past Edom (Nu. 
20 :22ff.; 2 1 ;  33:38--44) is also obscure. Some of the 
incidents in these long journeys reflect the natural 
phenomena of the area. The repeated phenom
enon of water coming from the smitten rock (Ex. 
1 7 : 1 -7; Nu. 20:2- 1 3) reflects the water-holding 
properties of Sinai limestone: an army NCO once 
produced q uite a good flow of water when he acci
dentally hit such a rock face with a spade! See 
Jarvis, Yesterday and Today in Sinai, 1 93 1 ,  pp. 1 74-
1 75 .  The digging of wells as recorded in Nu. 2 1 : 1 6-
1 8  (cf Gn.  26: 1 9) reflects the known occurrence of 
sub-surface water in various regions of Sinai, the 
Negeb and S Transjordan (see references above, 
and N. Glueck, Rivers in the Desert, 1 959, p. 22). 
The references to the catching of quail (Ex. 1 6: 1 3 ; 
Nu. 1 1 : 3 1 -35) have been interpreted by some as 
requiring a N route for the Exodus along the Medi
terranean (e.g. Jarvis, op. eit. , pp. 1 69- 1 70; cf 1. 
Bright, A History 0/ Israel, 1 960, p. 1 1 4, after 1. 
Gray, VT 4,  1 954, pp. 1 48-1 54; G. E. Wright, Bib
lical Archaeology, 1 957, p. 65). But that route was 
explicitly forbidden to Israel (Ex. 1 3 :  1 7f.) ,  and in 
any case the quails land on the Mediterranean 
coast of Sinai (from Europe) only in the autumn 
and at dawn, whereas Israel found them in the 
spring in the evening, in or following Abib, i. e. 
March (Ex. 1 6: 1 3), and a year and a month later 
(Nu. 1 0: 1 1 ; I I  : 3 1 ). These two points exc1ude the 
Mediterranean coast from Israel's route on these 
two occasions, and directly favour the S route by 
the Gulfs of Suez and Aqabah via 'Mt  Sinai'. The 
quails return to Europe in the spring-the season 
when Israel twice had them-across the upper ends 
of the Gulfs of Suez and Aqabah, and in the even
ing (Lucas, The Route 0/ the Exodus, 1 938, pp. 58-
63 and refs., and p. 8 1 ,  overstressing Aqabah at the 
expense of Suez). 

A minority view would make Israel cross the 
Sinai peninsula more directly to the head of the 
Gulf of Aqabah and locate Mt Sinai in Midian. 
Among the best advocates of such a view is Lucas 
( The Route 0/ the Exodus, 1 938) who does not 
invoke non-existent active volcanoes as some have 
done. However, this view is no freer of topo
graphical difficulties than any other, and fails en
tirely to account for the origin of the traditions 01' 
the Christian period that attached themselves to 
the peninsula now called Sinai and not to Midian 
or NW Arabia. 

For a good comparative table 01' the data on the 
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route and stopping-places on Israel's wanderings 
in Exodus-Numbers, Nu. 33 and Deuteronomy, 
see 1. D. Davis and H. S. Gehman, WDB, pp. 638-
639; l i terary background, cf G. I. Davies, TynB 25,  
1 974, pp. 46-8 1 ;  Bronze Age sites in Sinai, cf T. L. 
Thompson, The Selllement 0/ Sinai and the Negev 
in the Bronze Age, 1 975. 

IV. The numbers of the Israelites 
When Israel left Egypt there went '600,000 men on 
foot' besides their families and the mixed multi
tude, while from a census of the men from the 
tribes other than Levi held at Sinai comes the total 
of 603,550 men over 20 who could bear arms (Nu. 
2 :32). These figures are commonly held to imply a 
total number of I sraelites-men, women and 
children-of somewhat more than two million. 
That the slender resources of Sinai were of them
selves insufficient to support such a multitude is 
indicated by the Bible itself (as weil as suggested by 
exploration) in that Israel's chief sustenance came 
from God-given * manna (Ex. 1 6; cf vv. 3--4, 35). 
Israel never went wholly without (Dt. 2:7), al
though the water-supply sometimes nearly failed 
them (e.g. at Rephidim, Ex. 1 7 :  I ;  Kadesh, Nu. 
20:2). In  any case, they would soon learn to subsist 
on very little water per head indeed, as illustrated 
by Robinson's guide in Sinai, who was able to go 
without water for a fortnight by living on camel's 
milk, while sheep and goats as weil as camels can 
sometimes go without water for 3--4 months if  they 
have had fresh pasture (E. Robinson, Biblical Re
searches, I ,  1 84 1  ed. ,  p. 22 1 ). 

Furthermore, it is wholly misleading to imagine 
the Israelites marching in long 'columns of four' 
up and down Sinai, or trying to encamp all to
gether en masse in some little wadi at each stop. 
They would be spread out in their tri baI and family 
groups, occupying a variety of neighbouring wadis 
for all their scattered encampments; after they left 
Sinai with the ark and tabernac1e (as baggage when 
on the move), the sites where these were succes
sively lodged would be the focus of the various 
tri baI camps, as in Nu. 2. In various parts of Sinai 
the water-table is near the ground-surface; the scat
tered Israeli te encampments would thus orten get 
the little they needed by digging small pits over an 
area. Cf Robinson, Biblical Researches, I, 1 84 1 ,  
pp. 1 00 (general observations), 1 29;  Lepsius, Let
ters, ete. , 1 853, p. 306; Currelly in Petrie, 
Researches in Sillai, 1 906, p. 249; Lucas, The Route 
0/ the Exodus, 1 938,  p. 68. 

There have been many attempts down the years 
to interpret the census-lists in Nu. l and 26 and 
related figures in Ex. 1 2:37; 38:24-29, besides the 
levitical reckoning (Nu. 4 :2 1 --49) and other figures 
(e.g. Nu.  1 6 :49), in order to gain from the Heb. text 
a more modest total for the number of the people 
of Israel involved in the Exodus from Egypt 
through Sinai to Palestine. For recent attempts, see 
R. E. D. Clark, lTVI 87, 1 955 ,  pp. 82-92 (taking 
'Ip as 'officer' instead of ' 1 ,000' in many cases); G. 
E .  Mendenhall, lBL 77, 1 958, pp. 52-66 (taking 'Ip 
as a tribaI sub-unit instead of ' 1 ,000'), who refers 
to earlier treatments; and 1. W. Wen harn, TynB 1 8 ,  
1 967, pp. 1 9-53, esp. 27ff., 35ff. While none 01' 
these attempts accounts for all the figures involved, 
they indicate several possible c1ues to a better 
understanding of various apparently high figures 
in the OT. The fact is that these records must rest 
on some basis of ancient reality; the apparently 
high figures are beyond absolute disproof, while no 
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alternative interpretation has yet adequately ac
counted for all the data involved. (0 NUMBER.) 

V. Later significance 
Theologically, the wilderness per iod became the 
dual symbol of God's leading and providing and 
of man's rebellious nature typified by the Israelites 
(cf, e.g. ,  Ot. 8 : 1 5- 1 6; 9:7; Am. 2 : 1 0; 5 :25 (cf Acts 
7:40-44); Ho. 1 3 :5-6; Je. 2:6; Ezk. 20: I 0-26, 36; 
Pss. 78: 1 4-4 1 ;  95:8- 1 1 (cf Heb. 3 :7-1 9); 1 36: 1 6; 
Ne. 9: 1 8-22; Acts 1 3 : 1 8; I Cor. 1 0:3-5). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. E. Robinson, Biblical Researches 
in Palestine, Mount Sinai and Arabia Petraea, I ,  
1 84 1  edn . ,  pp. 98-1 00, 1 29, 1 3 1 , 1 79; C .  R .  Lepsius, 
Leiters [rom Egypt. Ethiopia and the Peninsula o[ 
Sinai, 1 853,  pp. 306-307; A.  P. Stanley, Sinai and 
Palwille, 1 905 ed. ,  pp. 1 6- 1 9, 22, 24-27; E. H .  
Palmer, The Desert o[ the Exodus, I ,  1 87 1 ,  pp. 22-
26; W. M .  F. Petrie and C. T. Currelly, Researches in 
Sinai, 1 906, pp. 1 2, 30, 247-250, 254-256 (Feiran), 
269; C. L. Woolley and T. E. Lawrence, Palestine 
Exploration Fund Annual, 3, 1 9 1 5 , p. 33;  C. S. 
Jarvis, Yesterday and Today in Sinai, 1 93 1 ,  p. 99; A. 
E. Lucas, The Route o[ the Exodus, 1 938, pp. 1 9, 
44-45, 68; W. F. Albright, BASOR 1 09, 1 948, p. I I  
(EI-'Arish rains; scrub vegetation in N). For Sinai 
scenery, see G. E. Wright ,  Biblical Archaeology, 
1 957, pp. 62-64, figs. 33-35; or L. H .  Grollenberg, 
Shorter A tlas o[ the Bible, 1 959, pp. 76-77; Petrie, 
Researches in Sinai, 1 906, passim; B. Rothenberg, 
God's Wilderness, 1 96 1 ,  passim. K.A.K.  

WIND ( Heb. rzia�). 1 .  The Hebrews conceived of 
climate as influenced by the four winds from the 
four corners of the earth (Je. 49:36; On.  7 :2 ;  Rev. 
7 :  I ). The wind may be a source of blessing or a 
curse, according to its source. I ts vast power sug
gests the wind is the breath of God (ls. 40:7), con
trolled by hirn (Ps. 1 07 :25;  Pr. 30:4; Mk .  4:4 1 ), crc
ated by hirn (Am. 4: 1 3) and creativc for his pur
poses (Gn. 1 :2 ;  Ezk. 37:9). 

2. As compound names for winds are impossible 
in Hebrew, the four cardinal points are used freely 
to describe other directions (Ezk . 37:9; On.  8 :8 ;  Zc. 
2:6; Mt .  24:3 1 ;  Rev. 7 : 1 ) . 

a. The N wind (rzia�1 $äpön) is associatcd with 
cold conditions, the NE wind dispersing the rain 
(Jb. 37:9, 22; Pr. 25:23). 

b. The S wind (rzia�1 däröm) is variable in its ef
fects, whether tempestuous ( l s. 2 1 : 1 ;  Zc. 9 : 14)  or 
gentle (Acts 27: 1 3) .  The sirocco, usually associated 
with the S wind, is particularly hot and desiccating, 
a katabatic wind which descends from the high
lands of Sinai and Arabia (Jb. 37: 1 6- 1 7; Je. 4: 1 1 ;  
Ho. 1 2: I ;  Lk. 1 2 :55) .  But the katabatic effects can 
be caused wherever there is a sudden change of 
gradient, so that its effects are also described as E 
winds ( l s. 27:8;  Ezk. 1 7 : 1 0; Ho. 1 3 : 1 5; Jon. 4:8). It 
destroys the grass, and all vegetation wilts (Ps. 
103 :  1 6; Is. 40:6-8; Jas. I :  1 1 ) . 

c. The E wind (rzia� qäqfm) is similarly described 
as a dry wind from the wilderness (Jb. I :  1 9; Je. 
4: 1 1 ;  1 3 :24), strong and gusty (Ex. 1 4:2 1 ;  Jb. 27:2 1 ;  
38 :24; Je. 1 8 : 1 7) and with scorching heat (Am. 4:9; 
Ho. 1 3 : 1 5), affecting the vegetation (Gn. 4 1 :6, 23, 
27; Ezk. 1 7: 1 0; 1 9: 1 2). 

d. The W wind (rzia�l yäm) is in Arabie deseribed 
as 'the father of rain' (I Ki. 1 8 :44-45; Lk. 1 2:54). 
Oistinetion, however, should be made between the 
diurnal sea breezes whieh are a marked feature of 
the eoast in summer, bringing down the high tem-

peratures, and the westerlies whieh blow strongly 
in winter, exposing all anehorages to NW gales. 
The wind is symbolie of nothingness ( l s. 4 1  :29) 
and of the transitoriness of man (Ps. 78:39), and is 
used also in eonneetion with the Spirit of God (Jn. 
3:8; Aets 2 :2; 0 SPIRIT, HOLY) . 

e. Euraquilo (RV, rightly, for AV 'Euroclydon'), a 
hybrid formation from Gk.  euros, 'east wind', and 
Lat. aquilo, 'north wind', and probably a nautieal 
term, is the name given to the typhonie storm de
seribed at Paul's shipwreek (Aets 27: 1 4) .  1. Smith 
has made a strong case for the wind being the 
'north-easter' (so RSV, NEB), and that the shipwreck 
was, in fact, off the coast of 0 Malta. Recently, A.  
Acworth argued that the shipwreck was situated 
off Mljet in the Adriatic and that the wind was a 
south-easter. This has been conclusively challenged 
by C. 1. Hemer, who reaffirms the loeation off 
Malta. Maltese sailors use the term 'gregale' to 
refer to violent winds, accompanied by sea-storms 
in the winter season, associated with depressions 
over Libya or the Gulf of Gabes. A small Rom . 
ship, caught in such a storm, having crossed Sicily, 
would welcome the sighting of the Maltese islands. 
For there stretched another 320 km or more of 
open sea between them and safety on the Tunisian 
eoast. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck 
o[ St. Paul" 1 880, pp. 287-29 1 ;  see also A. Ac
worth, 'Where was St. Paul shipwreeked? A re
examination of the evidence', lTS n . S. 24, 1 973. 
pp. 1 90- 1 92; C. 1. Hemer, 'Euraquilo and Melita', 
lTS n.S. 26, 1 975, pp. 1 00- 1 1 1 . J .M.H.  

WINE AND STRONG DRINK. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
Among a considerable number of synonyms used 
in the OT the most common are yayin (usually 
translated 'wine') and selsär (usually translated 
'strong drink') .  These terms are frequently used 
together, and they are employed irrespective 01' 
whether the writer is commending wine and strong 
drink as desirable or warning against its dangers. A 
third word, tfräS, sometimes translated 'new' or 
'sweet winc', has often becn regarded as un
fermented and therefore unintoxicating wine, but 
an example such as Ho. 4 :  1 1 , together with thc 
usage of the Talmud, makes clear that it is eapable 
of being used in a bad sense equally with the 
others. Furthermore, while there are examplcs 01' 
the grapes being pressed into a cup and presum
ably used at once (Gn. 40: 1 1 ), it is significant that 
the term 'wine' is never applied to the resultant 
juice. 

The term 'new wine' does not indieate winc 
whieh has not fermen ted, for in faet the proecss 01' 
fermentation sets in very rapidly, and unfermented 
wine eould not be available many months after the 
harvest (Aets 2: 1 3) .  It represents rat her wine made 
from the first drippings of the juice before thc 
winepress was trodden . As such it would be par
ticularly potent and would eome immediately to 
mind as a probable explanation of wh at seemed to 
be a drunken state. Modern ellstom in Palestine. 
among a people who are traditionally eonservative 
as far as religious feasts are eoneerned, also sug
gests that the wine used was fermen ted. It may be 
said, therefore, that the Bible in employing various 
synonyms makes no consistent distinetion between 
them. 
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Naturally in a land and dimate particularly 
suited to the cultivation of the vine, we find that 
wine was often associated with grain, and together 
they stand for a full and adequate supply of food 
and of the good gifts of l ife. They can be promised 
therefore as the tokens of the blessing of God (Gn. 
27:28), and they are acceptable to hirn when 
offered back upon the altar (Ex. 29:40). As a dis
cipline, however, they are on occasion to be dis
pensed with, as when a man engages in priestly 
service (Lv. 1 0:9), or in the case of a • Nazirite 
during the course of his vow (Nu. 6:3). The abstin
ence of the • Rechabites falls within a different cat
egory, for it was in an attempt to preserve the no
madic l ife that they dwelt in tents, and their refusal 
of wine was not on account of the dangers of its 
abuse, but because they were associated with the 
planting of vineyards, the sowing of seed and the 
building of houses (Je. 35 :7) .  Evidence is by no 
means lacking, however, that even to those who 
accepted the agricultural way of life the dangers of 
strong drink were apparent .  The warnings of the 
book of Proverbs are dear, and in the time of 
Isaiah even the priests fell into the snare. 

These two aspects of wine, its use and its abu se, 
its benefits and its curse, its acceptance in God's 
sight and its abhorrence, are interwoven into the 
fabric of the OT so that i t  may gladden the heart of 
man (Ps. 1 04 :  1 5) or cause his mind to err (Is. 28:7), 
it can be associated with merriment (Ec. 1 0: 1 9) or 
with anger ( l s. 5 :  1 1 ), i t  can be used to uncover the 
shame of Noah (Gn. 9 :2 1 )  or in the hands of Mel
chizedek to honour Abraham (Gn. 14: 1 8) .  

I n  metaphorical usage the same characteristics 
are to be observed. Wine may represent that which 
God hirnself has prepared (Pr. 9:5), and wh ich he 
offers to as many as will receive it from his hand 
( l s. 55 :  I ); yet, on the other hand, it may equally 
weil represent the intoxicating influence of Baby
lonian supremacy which brings ruin (Je. 51 :7). 

11. In the New Testament 
In the NT the common word is Gk. oinos (cf Heb. 
yayin). Once we find sikera, 'strong drink' (Lk. 
I :  1 5), a loan-word from Semitic (cf Heb. se/fär), 
and once gleukos, 'new wine' (Acts 2: 1 3). This last 
word means literally 'sweet wine'; the vintage of 
the current year had not yet come, but there were 
means of keeping wine sweet all year round. 

The references in the NT are very much fewer in 
number, but once more the good and the bad as
pects are equally apparent, and many of the points 
which we not iced in the OT have their counterpart 
in the NT. John the Baptist is to abstain from wine 
in view of his special commission (Lk. I :  1 5) ,  but 
this does not imply that of itself wine is evil, for 
Jesus is not only present at the wedding in Cana of 
Gali lee, but when the wine fails he replenishes the 
supply in extraordinarily ample measure, and later 
his readiness to eat and drink with publicans and 
sinners draws forth the accusation that he is glut
tonous and a wine-bibber. The refusal of Jesus to 
drink the wine offered to hirn in accordance with 
Jewish custom at his crucifixion (Mk.  1 5 :23) was 
not based upon an objection to wine as such, but 
was due to a determination to die with an un
c10uded mind. Later he accepted the wine (vinegar) 
wh ich was the ordinary drink of labourers in the 
field and of the lower dass of soldiers. 

On more than one occasion Jesus used wine to 
illustrate his teaching. Mk.  2 :22 points to the cur
rent practice of putting new wine into new skins 
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and emphasizes the impracticality of doing other
wise. Commentators differ regarding the interpret
ation of this parable. For, while the new winel::lear
Iy points to the lively and powerful working of 
Christ's new teaching, the skins which are broken 
may equally weil refer to certain conventional 
forms or to the wh oie Judaistic system or to the 
human heart, all of which need to be recast in ac
cordance with the challenge of the new age wh ich 
has arrived. Unfortunately the Pharisees were un
willing to face the changes which would have been 
involved, and obstinately dung to the system upon 
which their livelihood depended (Lk. 5 :39). 

Metaphorically in the NT the word 'wine' is again 
used in both a good and a bad sense. The latter is 
found several times in Revelation, where the 
inhabitants of the earth are depicted as having been 
made drunk by the fornication of Babyion ( Rev. 
1 7:2) while she herself is drunk with their blood 
(Rev. 1 7 :6). On the other hand, Paul exhorts his 
readers to be filled with the Spirit (Eph. 5 :  1 8) in con
trast with their being intoxicated with wine. There 
are, of course, certain similarities between the two 
conditions, a consideration which may weil have led 
Paul to express hirnself in this way. Certainly on the 
Day of Pentecost there were many who took the evi
dences of the Spirit to be nothing else than the result 
of strong drink. This same interpretation had been 
placed long before upon the movement of the lips of 
Hannah as she prayed in the presence of Eli, a sup
posed fault which Eli was quicker to rebuke in her 
than in his own sons (I Sa. I :  14) .  

Timothy is exhorted by Paul to take a little wine 
because of its medicinal properties (I Tim. 5 :23; cf 
its application in a different form in the story of 
the good Samaritan), but in the Pastoral Epistles 
there is a recognition of the grave dangers of 
excess, and those who bear office or in any way give 
leadership within the Christian community, both 
men and women, are specifically warned against 
this fault, wh ich would unfit them for their task ( I  
Tim. 3 : 8 ;  Tit. 2 :3) .  This abuse i s  particularly unfit
ting within the church, for if it is true that drunk
enness is in general a sign of heedlessness in spirit
ual matters, and a disregard of the imminent 
return of Christ (Rom. 1 3 :  1 3), how much more is it 
to be deplored at the Lord's table, where i t  reveals 
not only a spirit of complete indifference towards 
God but a spirit of utter thoughtlessness in regard 
to those who stand together within the Christian 
fellowship (I Cor. 1 1  : 2 1 ). 

To sum up, then, it may be said that while wine is 
not condemned as being without usefulness, it 
brings in the hands of sinful  men such dangers of 
becoming uncontrolled that even those who count 
themselves to be strong would be wise to abstain, if 
not for their own sake, yet for the sake of weaker 
brethren (Rom. 1 4: 2 1 ). If it is argued that there are 
many other things which may be abused besides 
wine, the point may be immediately conceded, but 
wine has so orten proved itself to be peculiarly 
fraught with danger that Paul names it specifically 
at the samt time as he lays down the general prin
ciple. That this principle has application within the 
setting of modern life is beyond dispute among 
those who take their Christian responsibility 
seriously. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. Seltman, Wine in the Ancient 
World, 1 957; 1. P. Free, Archaeology and Bible His
tory, 1950, Appendix I I ,  pp. 3 5 I ff. ;  'Wine' in 
TWBR; 'Food' in HDB, 2,  p. 32; C. Brown, 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 9 1 8-923. F.S.F. 
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WISDOM 

WISDOM. 

I .  In the Old Testament 
Like all Heb. intellectual virtues, wisdom (gener
ally /:ro/smii, though other words are used; e.g. : binii, 
'understanding', Jb. 39:26; Pr. 23 :4; t'bünii, ' in
sight', Ps. 1 36 :5 ; se/sel or Se/sel, 'prudence� Pr. 1 2 :8; 
23:9) is intensely practical, not theoretical. Basic
ally, wisdom is the art or being successrul, or rorm
ing the correct plan to gain the desired results. Its 
se at is the heart, the centre 01' moral and intel
lectual decision (cf I Ki. 3 :9,  1 2) .  

Those who possess technical ski 11 are called wise: 
Bezalel, chier artisan or the tabernacle (Ex. 3 1  :3; 
RSV 'ability'); artificers or idols ( Is. 40.:20.; Je. 1 0.:9); 
proressional mourners (Je. 9 :  1 7);  navigators 01' 
shipwrights (Ezk. 27 :8-9). Practical wisdom may 
take on a sinister aspect, as in Jonadab's crafty 
advice (2 Sa. 1 3 :3).  

Kings and leaders were in special need or 
wisdom. On them h ung the responsibility ror cor
rect decisions in political and social affairs. Joshua 
(Ot. 34:9), Oavid (2 Sa. 1 4:20.), Solomon (I Ki. 3 :9, 
1 2 ; 4:29ff.) were gran ted wisdom to enable them to 
deal with their official duties. The Messianic King 
predlcted by Isalah ( 1 1 :2) was to be equipped with 
wisdom to judge impartially. 'Wonderrul Counsel
lor' (9:6) avers that his advice would be amazingly 
successrul.  See N. W. Porteous, ' Royal Wisdom', in 
Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. 

A special c1ass or wise men (or women, cf 2 Sa. 
1 4 :2) seems to have developed during the M on
archy. By Jeremiah's t ime they had taken their 
lliace beside prophets and priests as a major re
hglOus and soclal mftuence. Their task was to ror
mulate workable plans, to prescribe advice ror suc
cessrul living (Je. 1 8 : 1 8). For the view that 'wise 
men' described not a proressional c1ass but persons 
or uncommon intelligence whose wisdom was 
sought after by their rellow citizens, see R. N. 
Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition in the Old Tes
tament ( 1 974). The wise man or counsellor stood in 
a parental relationship to those whose well-being 
hinged on his advice: Joseph was a 'rather' to the 
pharaoh (Gn. 45:8); Oeborah, a 'mother' in Israel 
(Jdg. 5 :7). See P. A. H. de Boer, 'The Counsellor' in 
Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. 

Wisdom in the ru liest sense belongs to God 
alone (Jb. 1 2 :  1 3ff. ; Is. 31 :2; On. 2 :20.-23). His 
wisdom is not only completeness or knowledge 
pervading every realm or l ire (Jb. 1 0.:4; 26:6; Pr. 
5 :2 1 ;  1 5:3) but also 'consists in his irresistible rul
filment or what he has in his mind' (1. Pedersen, 
Israel.' Its Life and Culture, 1-2, p. 1 98). The uni
verse (Pr. 3 : 1 9r.; 8 :22-3 1 ;  Je. 10. : 1 2) and man (Jb. 
l o.:8ff.; Ps. 1 0.4:24; Pr. 14 :3 1 ;  22:2) are products 01' 
hls creatlve wlsdom. Natural (Is. 28 :23-29) and his
toncal ( Is. 31 :2) processes are governed by his 
wlsdom, whlch mcludes an infallible discrimin
ation between good and evil and is the basis ror the 
just rewards and punishments which are the lot or 
the righteous and the wicked (Pss. I ;  37; 73; Pr. 
10. :3 ;  1 1  :4; 1 2:2 ,  etc. ). Such wisdom is inscrutable 
(Jb. 28: 1 2-2 1 ): God in his grace must reveal it ir 
man is goin� to grasp it at all (Jb. 28:23, 28). Even 
wlsdom denved rrom natural abilities or distilled 
rrom experience is a gracious gift, because God's 
creallve actlVlty makes such wisdom possible. 

Biblical wisdom is both religious and practical. 
Stemming rrom the rear or the Lord (Jb. 28:28; Ps. 
1 1 1 :  1 0.; Pr. 1 :7;  9:  1 0.), it branches out to touch all 

or l ire, as the extended commentary on wisdom in 
Proverbs indicates. Wisdom takes insights gleaned 
rrom the knowledge or God's ways and aprlies 
them in the daily walk. This combination 0 in
sight and obedience (and all insight must issue in 
obedience) relates wisdom to the prophetie em
phasis on the knowledge (i.e. the cordial love and 
obedience) or God (e.g. Ho. 2 :20.; 4: I ,  6; 6:6; Je. 
4:22; 9 :3 ,  6; and especially Pr. 9: I 0.). 

Pagan wisdom, though it ,  too, may be religious, 
has no anchor in the covenant-God and, thererore, 
is doomed to railure, as the prophets rrequently 
point out (Is. 1 9: 1 1  ff. ; Ezk. 28 :2ff.; Ob. 8), When 
secularism, materialism and disdain or the 
covenant-ideals squeezed the rear or God out 01' 
Israel's wisdom, it became practical atheism, as 
vapid as its pagan counterpart, and drew Isaiah's 
fire: 'Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes' 
(5 :2 1 ;  cf 29: 1 4 ; Je. 1 8 : 1 8) .  

A special problem is the personification 01' 
wisdom in Pr. 8 :22ff. Jb. 28 anticipates this per
sonification by depicting wisdom as a mystery in
scrutable to men but apparent to God. In Pr. 1 :20.-
33 wisdom is l ikened to a woman crying in the 
streets ror men to turn rrom their roolish ways and 
to find instruction and security in her (cf also Pr. 
3 :  1 5-20.). The personification continues in Pr. 8 
and reaches its c1imax in vv. 22ff., where wisdom 
claims to be the first creation 01' God and, perhaps, 
an assistant in the work or creation (8:30.; cf 3: 1 9 ; 
the difficult 'ä/nön, 'as one brought up' in AV, 
should be translated 'master workman', as in RV. 
RSV; see W. F. Albright in Wisdom in Israel and in 
the Ancient Near East, p. 8). The purpose or wis
dom's recitation 01' her credentials is to attract men 
to pay her rightrul heed, as 8 :32-36 indicates. 
Thererore, caution must be exercised in reading 
mto thls passage a vlew or hypostatization, i,e. that 
wisdom is depicted as having an independent ex ist
ence. The Hebrews' characteristic resistance to 
speculation and abstract ion rrequently led their 
poets to deal with inanimate objects or ideals as 
though they had personality. See H. W. Robinson, 
Inspiration and Revelation in the O/d Testament 
1 946, p. 260.; H .  Ringgren, Word and Wisdom

' 

1 947. For the inftuence 01' the personification of 
wisdom on the Logos idea 01' the Fourth Gospel, 
see • LOGOS. 

11 .  In the New Testament 
By and large NT wisdom (sophia) has the same 
mtensely pracllcal nature as in the OT. Seldom 
neutral (although cf 'the wisdom 01' the Egyp
tlans', Acts 7 :22), it is either God-given or God
opposing. 1 1' divorced from God's revelation it is 
impoverished and unproductive at best (I Cor. 
I :  1 7; 2:4; 2 Cor. I :  1 2) and foolish or even devilish 
at worst (I Cor. I :  1 9ff. ; Jas. 3 :  1 5ff.) .  Worldly 
wlsdom IS based on intuition and experience with
out revelation, and thus has severe limitations. The 
failure to recognize these limitations brings biblical 
condemnation on all (especially the Greeks) who 
haughtliy attempt to cope with spiritual issues by 
human wisdom. 

The truly wise are those to whom God has gra
ciously imparted wisdom: Solomon (Mt.  1 2 :42; 
Lk. 1 1  : 3 1 ), Stephen (Acts 6: 10.), Paul (2 Pet. 3 :  1 5). 
Joseph (Acts 7 :  I 0.). One or Christ's legacies to his 
disciples was the wisdom to say the right thing in 
limes or persecution and examination (Lk. 2 1 :  1 5). 
A similar wisdom is necessary for understanding 
the apocalyptic oracles and enigmas (Rev. 1 3 : 1 8 ; 
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1 7 :9). Wisdom is essential not only for leaders of 
the church (Acts 6 :3) but for all believers that they 
may perceive God's purposes in redemption (Eph. 
1 :8-9) and may walk worthily of God (Co\. 1 :9; 
Jas. 1 :5 ;  3 :  \ 3- 1 7) and discreetly before unbel ievers 
(Co\. 4:5) .  As Paul has taught his hearers in all 
wisdom (Co\. I :28), so they who are mature 
enough to u nderstand this spiritual wisdom (I Cor. 
2 :6-7) are to instruct others in it (Co\. 3 : 1 6) .  

God's wisdom is clearly demonstrated in his 
provision of  redemption (Rom. 1 1  :33), wh ich is 
manifested in the church (Eph. 3 :  1 0) .  I t  is su
premely revealed 'not in some esoteric doctrine . .  
addressed to  . . .  initiates of some secret cult, but in 
action, God's supreme action in Christ on the 
Cross' (N. W. Porteous, op. cit. , p. 258). This 
wisdom, previously veiled to human minds, brooks 
no philosophical or practical rivals. The best at
tempts of men to untangle the problems of human 
existence are shown to be foolishness in the light of 
the cross. 

The incarnate Christ grew in wisdom (Lk. 2:40, 
52) as a boy and astonished his audiences by his 
wisdom as a man (Mt .  1 3 :54; Mk .  6:2). His claims 
included wisdom (Mt.  1 2:42) and a unique know
ledge of God (Mt .  1 1  :25ff.). Twice he personifies 
wisdom in a manner reminiscent of Proverbs: Mt .  
1 1 : 1 9  (= Lk.  7:35) and  Lk .  1 1  :49 (Mt .  23:34ff.). In 
both passages Christ may be alluding to hirnself as 
'Wisdom', although this is not certain, especially in 
the latter i nstance. (See Arndt for suggested inter
pretations.) Paul's wisdom Christology (I Cor. 
1 :24, 30) was probably influenced both by Christ's 
claims and by the apostolic consciousness 
(grounded in Christ's teachings in Matthew) that 
Christ was the new Torah, the complete revelation 
of God's will, replacing the old law. Since the 
commandments and wisdom are l inked in Dt. 4:6, 
and especially in Jewish thought (e.g. Ecclus. 24:23; 
Apocalypse 01 Baruch 3 :37ff.), i t  is not u nexpected 
that Paul would view Jesus, the new Torah, as the 
wisdom of  God. That Paul saw in Christ the ful
filment of Pr. 8 :22ff. seems apparent from Co\. 
I :  1 5ff., which strongly reflects the OT description 
of wisdom. 

Paul's wisdom Christology is a dynamic con
cept, as is shown by the emphasis on Christ's activ
ity in creation in Co\. I :  1 5ff. and in redemption in I 
Cor. 1 :24, 30. The latter verses affirm that in the 
crucifixion God made Jesus our wisdom, a wisdom 
furt her defined as embracing righteousness, sanc
tification and redemption. As the slain yet exalted 
Lord of the church, he is lauded for wisdom ( Rev. 
5: 1 2). ' Receive' in this verse implies acknowledg
ment of attributes which are already Christ's; for in 
hirn 'are hid all the treasures of wisdom' (Co\. 2 :3) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinie 
Judaism, 1 948, pp. 1 47- 1 76; R .  E. M urphy, The 
Tree 01 Life, 1 990; M .  Noth and D. W. Thomas 
(eds.), Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near 
East, 1 955 ;  L. G. Perdue, Wisdom and Creation, 
1 994; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, 1 972; E. 1. 
Schnabel, Law and Wisdomlrom Ben Sira to Paul, 
1 985; B Witherington 1 1 1 ,  Jesus the Sage, 1 994. 

D.A.H. 

WISDOM LITERATURE. A family of l iterary 
genres common in the ancient Near East in which 
instructions for successful living are given or the 
perplexities of  human existence are contemplated. 
There are two broad types: proverbial (* PROVERB) 

WISDOM LITERATURE 

wisdom-short, pithy sayings wh ich state rules for 
personal happiness and welfare (e.g. Proverbs), and 
speculative wisdom-monologues (e.g. Ec
clesiastcs) or dialogues (e.g Job) which attempt to 
delve into such problems as the meaning of exist
ence and the relationship between God and man . 
This speculative wisdom is practical and empirical, 
not theoretica\. Problems of h uman existence are 
discussed in terms of concrete examples: 'There 
was a man . . .  whose name was Job.' 

The roots of wisdom literature are probably to 
be found in short, crisp popular sayings wh ich ex
press rules for success or common observations 
concerning l ife. OT examples are found in I Ki. 
20: 1 1 ; Je. 23:28; 31 :29, inter al. The transition from 
oral to literary wisdom took place in Egypt c. 2500 
BC (e.g Instruction 01 the Vizier Ptah-Hotep) and in 
Sumer shortly after. Throughout the Near East, a 
class of scribes or wise men arose whose highly 
honoured task was to create or collect and polish 
sagacious sayings (Ec. 1 2:9), usually under the pat
ronage of court or temple. The sources of these 
sayings may have been clan wisdom, instruction in 
schools or sayings circulated among the nobility. 
Two of Israel's kings are credited with important 
contributions in this area: Solomon (I Ki . 4:29-34) 
and Hezekiah (Pr. 25 :  I ) .  By the 7th century BC the 
wise man (I;älsäm) had assumed sufficient promin
ence in Judah to be classed with prophet or priest 
(Je. 8 :8-9; 1 8: 1 8), although there is some question 
as to whether he was yet viewed as a professional 
or merely as an unusually wise citizen. As the phe
nomenon of prophecy faded in the Persian and 
Greek periods, the wise men gained in stature, as 
the important apocryphal works, Ecclesiasticus 
and Wisdom of Solomon, and the Mishnaic trac
tate Pirqe Aboth (Sayings of the Fathers), show. 

The wise men employed several literary devices 
as aids to memory. The most frequent device was 
the use of poetic parallelism of elther a synthetic 
(e.g. Pr. 1 8: I 0) or antithetic (e.g. Pr. 10: I )  type. 
Comparisons are common (e.g Pr. 1 7: I ), as are 
numerical sequences (e.g. Pr. 30: 1 5ff.) .  Alliteration 
and acrostic patterns (e.g. Ps. 37; Pr. 31 : 1 0-3 1 )  are 
employed occasionally. Riddles (Jdg. 1 4 : 1 2ff.; cf I 
Ki .  1 0: I ), fables (e.g Jdg. 9 :7- 1 5; Ezk. 1 7:3ff.; 
1 9: I ff.), parables, which are extensions of the com
parisons mentioned above (e.g. 2 Sa. 1 2 : 1 -4;  Is. 
28:4), and allegories (e.g. Is. 5 :  1 -7) are part of the 
wise man's repertoire. This sampling testifies to the 
impact made by wisdom literature on historical 
and prophetic writings. H. Gunkel has categorized 
certain psalms as wisdom poetry: Pss. 1 27;  1 33 
(simple proverbial type); Pss. I ;  37; 49; 73; 1 1 2; 
1 28 .  S. Mowinckel has called these psalms ex
amples of 'Iearned psalmography'. Whether stories 
that teach responsible conduct as a key to success 
like those of Joseph (Gn. 37;39-50), the succession 
narrative (2 Sa. 9-20; I Ki .  I f.), Esther and Danie1 
bear wisdom's stamp is still under debate. Cf R. N. 
Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition in the Old Tes
tament, 1 974; contra 1. L. Crenshaw, 'Method in 
Dctermining Wisdom I nfluence upon "Historical" 
Literature', JBL 88, 1 969, pp. 1 29-1 42). Wisdom's 
contribution is most readily discernible when its 
peculiar vocabulary, techniques and didactic con
tent are all present in a text. Such influence is de
tectable in the NT, both in the teaching methods of 
Christ, who as the Master Sage employs parables 
and proverbs, and also in the Epistle of James (e.g 
I :5ff. ;  3: \ 3ff.). 

Though an international phenomenon, as the 
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WISDOM LITERATURE 

OT freely recognizes (Edom in I Ki. 4:3 1 ;  Ob. 8; Je. 
49 :7; and Egypt in Gn. 41 :8; I Ki. 4:30; Is. 1 9: 1 1 -
1 5  were particularly renowned), wisdom literature 
has not escaped Israel's peculiar stamp. Israel's 
sages confessed that true wisdom stemmed from 
God (cf Jb. 28). The impact of Israel's prophets 
upon her sages cannot be ignored. H. Wheeler 
Robinson (Inspiration and Revelation in the Old 
Testament, 1 946, p. 24 1 )  goes so far as to define the 
wisdom movement as 'the discipline whereby was 
taught the applieation 0/ prophetie truth to the indi
vidual life in the light 0/ experienee'. 

At the same time prophets like Amos, Isaiah and 
Jeremiah occasionally used the forms, techniques 
and teachings of wisdom l i terat ure to enrich and 
rein force their oracles, as S. Terrien ('Arnos and 
Wisdom', in Israel's Prophetie Heritage, ed. B. W. 
Anderson and W. Harrelson, 1 962, pp. 1 08- 1 1 5), 
H. W. WollT (Amos, the Prophet: the Man and His 
Background, E.T. 1 973) and 1. W. Whedbee (Isaiah 
and Wisdom, 1 970) have shown. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. L. Crenshaw (ed.), Studies in 
Aneient Israelite Wisdom, 1 976; 1. G. Garnrnie & L.  
G.  Perdue (eds.), The Sage in Israel and the Ancient 
Near East, 1 990; R .  M urphy, The Tree 0/ Life: An 
Exploration 0/ Biblical Wisdom Literature, 1 990; 
L. G. Perdue, Wisdom and Creation: The Theology 
0/ Wisdom Literature, 1 994; G. von Rad, Wisdom 
in Israel, 1 972. D.A.H.  

WITNESS. I n  EVV ' to witness', 'to bear witness', a 
'witness', 'to testify', 'testimony' (with a few minor 
additional renderings) represent a somewhat arbi
trary and not always consistent rendering of the 
following Heb. and Gk. words. In the OT: 'änä (Iit .  
'to answer'), 'Otj (verb), 'itj, 'itjä, 'itjOl, t" Otjä; in 
the NT: martyreä (verb) and compounds, martys, 
martyria, martyrion. Though 'to witness' is used 
with a wide range of connotations, the forensic 
often being virtually forgotten, it never occurs in 
the frequent modern Eng. usage as a synonym of 
'to see'. 'itj and its rare synonym 'itjä always refer to the 
person or thing bearing witness, examples of the 
latter being Gn. 3 1  :48, 52; Jos. 22:27-28, 34; 24:27; 
Is. 1 9:20. The NT equivalent, martys, is used only 
of persons, there being no example of a thing as 
bearer of witness. 

Heb., disliking abstracts, rarely speaks of wit
ness in the sense of evidence given. In the three 
cases i t  does (Ru. 4:7; Is. 8 :  1 6, 20) i t  uses t" Otjä. 
Gk. uses the conception frequently, but dis
tinguishes between martyria, the act of testifying 
or the testimony, and martyrion, that which may 
serve as evidence or proof or the fact established 
by evidence. 'itj0l, always rendered 'testimony' except in the 
AV of Nu. 1 7:7-8; 1 8:2;  2 Ch. 24:6, where i t  is 'wit
ness', has lost its forensic meaning completely and 
is a technical religious term (. COVENANT), rendered 
by KB 'monitory sign, reminder, exhortation'. The 
outstanding example of 'itj0l is the tables of the 
Ten Commandments (Ex. 1 6: 34; 25: 1 6, 2 1 ,  etc. ). 
Hence the ark which contained them became 'the 
ark of the testimony' (Ex. 25:22, ete.) ,  the tent 
which sheltered them, 'the tent of the testimony' 
(Nu. 1 7:7), and the veil dividing off the Holy of 
holies, 'the veil of the testimony' (Lv. 24:3). The 
term is then enlarged to cover the law as a whole, e.g. 
Pss. 78 :5 ;  1 1 9:2 and frequently. The meaning in 2 
Ki .  1 1 :  1 2  is doubtfu l  ( see ICC, ad loe.). 

AV translation 'martyr' in Acts 22:20; Rev. 2:  1 3 ; 
1 7 :6 (in the last of these also RV, RSV) is hardly 
justified, though martys quickly developed this 
meaning; cf Arndt, p. 495b. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. L. Coenen, A. A. Trites, 
NIDNTT 3, pp. 1 038- 1 05 1 ; A. A. Trites, The New 
Testament Coneept 0/ Witness, 1 977; BAI CS 6, f.c. 

H.L.E. 

WOE. The rendering of the Gk. interjection ouai, 
meaning 'Alas for'. When Jesus says 'Woe unto 
you', he is not so much pronouncing a final judg
ment as deploring the miserable condition in God's 
sight of those he is addressing. Their wretchedness 
lies not least in the fact that they are living in a 
fool's paradise, unaware of the misery that awaits 
them. The state of the materially-minded blinded 
by wealth to their spiritual needs, of the self
satisfied, of the impenitent and unsympathetic, 
and of those who are universally popular is de
c1ared by Jesus to be wretched (Lk. 6 :24-26). Simi
larly, the woeful condition of the Pharisees and 
scribes (Lk. 'Iawyers') lies, Jesus teils them, in the 
hypocritical zeal, the lack of proportion, the love 
of display and the self-complacency which dis
figure their religion (Mt .  23: 1 3-33; Lk. 1 1  :42-52). 
When Jesus addresses the words 'Woe to you' to 
the unrepentant cities Chorazin and Bethsaida, he 
follows them with a prophecy of the doom that 
awaits them (Mt. 1 1  :2 1 )  as they are in a woeful 
state for having refused the gospel. Paul says he 
would be in a woeful state if he failed to preach it 
( I  Cor. 9: 1 6) .  The seer in the Revelation uses the 
word ouai as an interjection in his dirge over fallen 
Babyion ( Rev. 1 8 : 1 0- 1 6) ,  and as a noun to describe 
three 'woes' , a comprehensive term covering vari
ous plagues and disasters which will herald the 
final judgment (Rev. 9: 1 2; 1 1 : 14) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. N. Hillyer, NIDNTT 3,  pp. 
1 05 1 - 1 054. R.V .G.T. 

WOMAN ( Heb. 'i.f.M, Gk. gyne). The common 
humanity and equal value of woman and man, 
created 'in the image of God', is a theme of Gn. 
1 :27. Complementarity and the incompleteness of 
each without the other is a theme of Gn. 2:20, 
where woman is created to be man's helper or 
partner. ( ·EvE). Gn. 3: 16 speaks of the pain of 
dependence and domination between women and 
men in a sinful world. 

Monogamy was the OT ideal, but widespread 
polygamy was regulated rat her than condemned in 
the Law. Parenthood was highly prized. Women in 
biblical narratives mainly operate within a house
hold, naming the children and being responsible 
for their early education. Mothers were to be hon
oured (Ex. 20: 1 2), feared ( Lv. 1 9 :3) and obeyed 
(Dt. 2 1 :  1 8ff.) .  Men took responsibility for and pro
tected women family members but, if there were no 
male heirs, a woman could independently inherit 
land (Nu. 27: 1 -8) .  

Women and men met together for worship (Ezr. 
1 0: I ) .  Individual women made sacrifices and took 
Nazirite vows of dedication to Yahweh (Nu. 6:2). 
They sometimes exercised spiritual leadership as 
prophets, such as Miriam and H uldah, or intel
lectual leadership as 'wise' counsellors (2 Sam 
1 4: I ;  20: 1 6) .  Deborah, the judge, was the nation's 
leader at a crucial time. 

Partnership of men and women of faith plays a 
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key role in Luke's account of Jesus' birth. The 
amazed parents, El izabeth and Zechariah, Simeon, 
and the Prophet Anna witnessed the dawning of 
God's salvation. *Mary, supported by Joseph, 
trusted God's Word despite the shame and ridicule 
involved, pondering what she did not yet fully 
und erstand (Lk.  2 :  1 9) .  God took flesh and became 
a man ; a woman had the privilege of bringing hirn to 
birth. He obeyed her in childhood, separated from 
her to undertake his ministry (Mk.  3 :3 1-35), and 
cared for her even on the cross. 

Later rabbinical writings tended to undervalue 
women's spiritual contribution but Jesus showed 
them love and respect. He forgave them, healed 
them, taught them. They served hirn with provi
sions, hospitality and deeds of love. Women visit
ing his tomb became the first eyewitnesses of his 
resurrection. 

Jesus included them in his teaching illustrations. 
He used a woman searching for a lost coin as a 
parable for God's search for his lost ones. He de
manded the same standards from both sexes and 
offered the same way of salvation. 

After the resurrection, women disciples are to
gether with the men, praying, electing a new apos
tle (Acts I :  1 2-26) and receiving the power and gifts 
of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost (Acts 2 : 1 7- 1 8). 

Acts and the epistles mention many women play
ing a full part in the church. Dorcas, the carer, is 
raised by Peter. Lydia, the businesswoman, is 
Paul's first convert in Europe. Priscilla, with 
Aquila, taught the gifted Apollos. Philip's four  
daughters prophesied. Paul mentions many women 
workers, including Phoebe the deacon and Junia 
(now widely admitted to be a female name) who, 
with Andronicus, was prominent among the apos
tles (Rom. 1 6: 1 , 7). 

Unlike circumcision, the sign of baptism was for 
women as weil as men. Paul stressed the church as 
a communi ty without prejudice based on race, 
c1ass or gender; 'all are one in Christ Jesus' (Ga!. 
3 :28). Christians, however, have to live in a fallen 
world with existing power structures and conven
tions. He urged Christi an wives, slaves and citizens 
to submit to authority within such structures. 
There is ongoing debate about how his metaphor 
of man and woman as head and body should be 
applied to relationships within the church today, 
but agreement that it emphasizes a united, faithful, 
loving partnership in *marriage. 

BtBLlOGRAPHY. B. Witherington, Women in Ihe 
Minislry 0/ Jesus, 1 984; idem. Women in Ihe Earlier 
Churches, 1 988; M .  Evans, Women in Ihe Bible, 
1 983; Shirley Lees (ed.), The Role 0/ Women, 1 984; 
R. T. France, Women in Ihe Church 's Minislry: A 
Tesl-case /or Bib/ical Hermeneulics, 1 995. 

V.M.S. 
M.B. 

WOMB. Heb. be!en, me'im and rel;em or ral;am; 
Gk. gasler, koi/ia or melra, the former two in both 
cases being used also of the belly generally, indicat
ing the Heb. vagueness about the internal physi
ology (* STOMACH, * BOWELS). The reference is 
generally to the place or time of l ife's beginning 
(Jb. 1 : 2 1 ;  Is. 49: I ), and so figuratively of the origin 
of anything (Jb. 38 :29). The formation of the babe 
in the womb is a wonderful mystery to the biblical 
writers, who, understandably enough, attribute it 
to the direct action and care of God (Jb. 3 1 :  1 5 ; Ec. 
1 I  : 5). The presence of the living babe in the womb 
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some time before birth is mentioned in the NT (Lk. 
1 :4 1 ) . * Barrenness is attributed to the c10sing up 
of the womb, sometimes specifically stated to be 
done by God ( I  Sa. 1 :5). This is a great cause of 
sorrow and shame to the woman concerned (v. 6). 
The * first-born, referred to as that which opens the 
womb, is regarded as holy (Ex. 1 3 :2; Lk. 2:23) .  

B.O.B. 

WOOL. The high value set upon wool as the basic 
fabric for c10thing (Jb. 3 1  :20; Pr. 3 1 : 1 3; Ezk. 34:3) 
is reflected in its inclusion among the first fruits to 
be offered by the priests (Dt. 1 8 :4) and as an im
portant item in Mesha's tribute (2 Ki. 3 :4). Da
mascus wool was prized at Tyre market (Ezk. 
27: 1 8); the LXX compares its quality to that of M i
letus wh ich was famous in the ancient world (Pliny 
8. 73). The reason for the Mosaic prohibition 
against wearing cloth made of a mixture of wool 
and linen (Dt. 22: 1 1 ) is not c1ear. Josephus (Anl. 4.  
208) claims that  garments of wool and linen mix
ture were reserved for priests, but gives no evi
dence. Static electricity in such a mixture would be 
uncomfortable to the wearer (NBCR, p. 223). The 
brilliant whiteness of wool after thorough washing 
is used to il lustrate purity (ls. I :  1 8) and beautifu l  
teeth (Ct. 4:2) and i s  likened t o  snowflakes (Ps. 
147 : 1 6).  N.H.  

WORD. I n  the OT ' the word (däflär) of God' is  
used 394 times of a divine communication which 
comes from God to men in the form of com
mandment, prophecy, warning or encouragement .  
The usual formula is 'the word of Yahweh came 
(lit .  was) to . .  .' but sometimes the word is 'seen' as 
a vision (Is. 2: I ;  Je. 2 :3 1 ;  38:2 1 ) .  Yahweh's word is 
an extension of the divine personality, invested 
with divine authority, and is to be heeded by angels 
and men (Ps. 103 :20; Dt. 1 2:32); i t  stands for ever 
(ls. 40:8), and once uttered i t  cannot return un
fulfilled (ls. 55 :  1 1 ). I t  is used as a synonym for the 
law (Iära) of God in Ps. 1 1 9, where alone i ts  refer
ence is to a written rather than a spoken message. 

In the NT it translates two terms, * logos and 
rhema, the former being supremely used of the 
message of the Christian gospel (Mk. 2:2; Acts 6:2; 
Ga!. 6:6), though the latter also bears the same 
meaning (Rom. 1 0:8; Eph. 6: 1 7; Heb. 6:5,  elc. ). 
Our Lord spoke of the word of God (in the parable 
of the sower, Lk. 8: 1 1 ;  see also Mk .  7: 1 3; Lk. 
I I  :28), but in the Synoptic Gospels he always used 
the plural of his own message ('my words', Mt .  
24:35  and paralleis; Mk .  8:38; Lk .  24:44). I n  the 
Fourth Gospel, however, the singular is often 
found. To the early church the word was a message 
revealed from God in Christ, which was to be 
preached, ministered and obeyed. It was the word 
of l ife (Phi!. 2: 1 6), of truth (Eph. I :  1 3) ,  of salva
tion (Acts 1 3 :26), of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5: 1 9) ,  of 
the cross ( l  Cor. I :  1 8) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H .  Haarbeck el a/. , in  NIDNIT 
3, pp. 1 078-1 1 46; A. Debrunner el al. , in TDNT 4, 
pp. 69-143. J.B.Tr. 

WORK. The main words here are the Heb. ma" seh 
( 1 8 1  times), 'an act', 'a doing' (cf Gn. 5:29; Ex. 
5:4, eIe. , and especially in the Psalms of God's act, 
see Pss. 8:3, 6; 1 9 :  I ,  ele. ); m'lä'lsa ( 1 1 7  times; cf 
Gn. 2 :2-3; Ex. 20:9, ele. ) ;  pä'al (30 times), 'a  deed' 
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(cf Dt. 32:4, elc. ). Gk. ergon ( 1 42 times) is found 
frequently in Jn., Heb., Jas. and Rev. Less frequent 
is the abstract energeia, literally 'energy' (EVV 'work
ing'). This is a specific Pauline word (Eph. I :  1 9; 
3 :7; 4: 1 6; Phi!. 3:2 1 ;  Co! . 1 :29; 2 Thes. 2:9) . Note 
should be taken also of the Heb. y'giii, 'Iabour', 
'weariness', and 'ämäl, 'Iabour', 'misery'; cf Gk. 
kopiaö, 'to labour', 'to be wearied out' (cf Mt. 
I I  :28; Jn .  4:38, elC. ) ,  and ergales, 'a worker' (Mt. 
9:37-38; 20: 1 -2 ,  8; Lk. 1 0:2, 7; Jas. 5:4). 

In classical Gk. the verb kopiaö has reference to 
the weariness which labour produces (cf LSJ, ad 
loe. ) ,  but in the NT i t  signifies the toil itself (cf Mt.  
6:28; 1 1 :28; Lk. 5:5; 1 2:27; Jn .  4:38). The word 
ergales has reference to the business or the trade by 
which men gain their subsistence (Acts 1 9:25), and 
it is also used to denote the profit which results 
from their activity (Aets 1 6: 1 6, 1 9) as weil as the 
toil which the pursuit of their gain involves. ergasia 
occurs in an ethical sense in Eph. 4: 1 9  and means 
literally 'to make a trade of'; cf 'worker' (ergales) 
in Lk. 1 3 :27; 2 Cor. I I  : \ 3; Phi!. 3:2, and in a good 
sense Mt .  1 0: 1 0; 2 Tim. 2: 1 5 . Luke's usage of the 
Latinism dos ergasian, 'make an effort' (AV 'give 
diligence') ( Lk .  1 2:58), to emphasize Christ's warn
ing concerning reconciliation with an adversary is 
thought by some to be derived from his medical 
studies, where the term had reference to the 
making of some mixture, the mixture itself, and the 
work of digestion, and of the lungs, elc. (cf W. K.  
Hobart, The Medical Language 0/ SI  Luke, 1 882, 
p. 243). The phrase, however, occurs in the LXX (cf 
Wisdom 1 3 : 1 9) with which Luke was familiar. 

I .  The general sense 
I t  is clear from the interchangeable use of certain 
words to indicate God's activity and man's that 
work is itself a God-ordained thing. Work was 
from the beginning God's purpose for men, and is 
set forth in Ps. 1 04: 1 9-24 and Is. 28:23-29 as a 
provision of the divine wisdom. Creation itself 
'works' (cf Pr. 6:6-1 1 ). The fact of work as form
ing an integral part of the pattern of the divine 
purpose for man is implied in the fourth com
mandment. But the entrance of sin changed work 
from a joy to a toil (cf Gn. 3 : 1 6- 19). Work has 
thus become a burden instead of a blessing, and, 
although not bad in itself, it has lost its true value. 
It has become an occasion for sin; idolatry results 
when it becomes an end in itself (cf Ec. 2:4-1 1 ,  20-
23; Lk. 1 2: 1 6-22). By some it has become the 
means of exploitation and oppression (cf Ex. 
I :  1 1 - 1 4; 2:23; Jas. 5:4). But in redemption, work is 
again transformed into a means of blessing. From 
the beginning Christianity has condemned idleness 
even when this has been indulged in in the name of 
religion (cf I Thes. 4: 1 1 ; also Eph . 4:28; I Tim. 
5: 1 3). Our Lord, working as a carpenter (Mk.  6:3), 
has sanctified common toil, and Paul set an ex
ample in honest labour (Acts 1 8 :3). He virtually 
established a law of social economics in his an
nouncement in 2 Thes. 3: 10: 'this we commanded 
you, that if any would not work, neither should he 
eat'. On the other side the principle proclaimed by 
our Lord remains the basis of society, 'the labourer 
deserves his wages' (Lk. 1 0:7). 

In the experience of grace human tasks are given 
a new value and become more worth while. They 
are performed for the sake of the Name. And in 
their fulfilment in this  context they are thrice 
blessed. The one who works is hirnself blessed in 
his reception of  divine grace to carry through his 

labours for the glory of God; those who receive the 
results of such tasks done in a new spirit and with 
a new quality are benefited also; and in all  God is 
hirnself glorified. Such work is done 'in' and 'for' 
the Lord (cf Rom. 1 4:7-8; Eph. 6:5-9; Co!. 3:23-
24). In this way man becomes a steward of God's 
riches ( I  Cor. 4: 1 -2; cf Mt.  25: 1 4-30) and a ser
vant of his neighbour (Mt.  25:40; Ga! . 5 : \ 3 ; I Pet. 
4: I 0). The genuineness of man's faith is proved in 
the end by the quality of his works (cf Mt. 1 6:27, 
praxis). Yet in the end the acceptance of the la
bourer will be an act of divine grace (cf I Cor. 3:8-
1 5; note especially v. 1 0) .  

11 .  The spiritual and ethieal referenee 
The word 'work' is used with reference to God's 
aet of creation and providence. In the Psalms this 
note is given special emphasis. God's work or 
works are great and manifold (cf Pss. 92:5; 1 04:24; 
I I I  :2, elc. ). They give hirn everlasting praise (cf Ps. 
145:4, 9-1 0), declare his righteousness ( 1 45: 1 7) 
and bring him joy ( 1 04:3 1 ). I t  is the same in the NT 
(cf Heb. 4 : 1 0; Jn.  1 :3 ;  Acts 1 3 :4 1 ;  Rev. 1 5 :3). The 
term is used also for the work of salvation commit
ted by the Father to the Son . This is specifically a 
Johannine idea. 

The Son has come to do the Father's work (cf 
Jn .  4:34; 5:36; 9:4; 1 0:25, 37, elc. ), which work he 
has finished (Jn. 1 5:24; 1 7 :4). This means that 
nothing can be added to the work he has done, 
since it is once and for all. • Salvation is therefore 
not a matter of works or merit but of • grace. But 
the redeemed man will work and serve and labour 
and thus commend hirnself in the Lord. He will be 
fruitful in every good work (Co!. I :  I 0; cf Ga!. 6:4; 
2 Thes. 2 : 1 7; 2 Tim. 2:2 1 ;  eIe.). Those who under
take special work for God are to be esteemed for 
their work's sake (cf I Thes. 5: 1 3 ; also Phi!. 2:29). 
Yet no work for God can be done apart from the 
inworking of his grace (cf Eph. 2: 1 0; 3:20; Phi!. 
2 :  1 3; Co!. I :29, ele. ). Such is the 'work of faith, and 
labour of love' (I Thes. I :3; cf 2 Thes. 1 : 1 1 ) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A .  Richardson, The Biblical 
Doclrine 0/ Work, 1 952; 1. M urray, Principles 0/ 
Conducl, 1 957, pp. 82-106; R .  Clark, Work in 
Crisis, 1 982; H .-C. Hahn, F. Thiele, in NIDNTT 3, 
pp. 1 1 47-1 1 59. H.D.McD. 

WORKS. The three main uses of this term, al
though distinct, are essentially related: the works 
of God, the works of Jesus Christ and the works of 
man in relation to faith. 

I. I n  the OT the works of God are presented as 
evidence of God's supreme power, authority, 
wisdom and benevolence. The OT defines the 
Deity not by abstract terms such as omnipotence, 
but by his activity. Moses adduced the works of 
God as evidence of his unique distinction from 
other gods (Dt. 3:24). I n  the Psalms the works of 
God are frequently proclaimed as providing con
fidence in his power and authority and his sole 
right to receive worship. These works are his cre
ative activity (Ps. 104:24) and his sovereign acts in 
relation to his redeemed people (Ps. 77: 1 1 -20) and 
to the nations (Ps. 46:8- 10). 

2. I t  was by his works that Jesus revealed that he 
was both Messiah and Son of  God, exemplified by 
his answer to John the Baptist (Mt .  I I  :2-5). John's 
Gospel records the sigmficant activity of Jesus 
with set purpose to reveal his Messiahship and 
deity so as to induce faith in his Person (Jn. 20:30-
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3 1 ). Frequently lesus pointed to his works as evi
dence that he was sent by the Father (ln. 5:36; 
1 0:37-38). Being the very works of God (ln. 9:3-
4), his works are sufficient ground for faith in hirn 
as being uniquely related to the Father (Jn. 1 0:38; 
1 4: 1 0- 1 1 ) .  I t  was through equating his work with 
that of God that he was accused of blasphemy in 
identifying hirnself with God (ln. 5 :  1 7-23). His 
death completed that work (ln. 1 7:4; 1 9:30). 

3. The believer also demonstrates by his good 
works the divine activity within hirn (Mt.  5: 1 6; ln .  
6 :28 ;  1 4: 1 2) .  Conversely, the man who has no faith 
demonstrates by his evil works his separation from 
God (ln .  3 : 1 9; Co!. 1 :2 1 ;  Eph. 5 :  1 1 ; 2 Pet. 2:8, elc. ). 
Good works are therefore the evidence of living 
faith, as lames emphasizes in opposition to those 
who claim to be saved by faith alone without works 
(1as. 2 : 1 4--26). lames is in harmony with Paul, who 
also repeatedly declared the necessity for works, i.e. 
for behaviour appropriate to the new life in Christ 
following our entry into i t  by faith alone (Eph. 2 :8-
10; I Cor. 6:9- 1 1 ;  Ga!. 5 : 1 6-26, elC. ). The works 
rejected by Paul are those wh ich men claim as earn
ing God's favour and securing their discharge from 
the guilt of  sin (Rom. 4: 1 -5 ;  Eph. 2 :8-9; Tit .  3:5). 
Since salvation is given by God in grace, no degree 
of works can merit i t .  The good works of the hea
then are therefore unavailing as a means of salva
tion, since the man hirnself relies on the flesh and 
not on the grace of God ( Rom. 8 :7-8). J.C.C. 

WORLD. The Gk. word kosmos means by deriv
ation ' the ordered world'. It is used in the NT, but 
not in LXX, sometimes for what we should call the 
'universe' , the created world, described in the OT 
as 'all th ings' or 'heaven and earth' (Acts 1 7 :24). 
The 'world' in this sense was made by the Word 
(1n.  1 : 1 0); and i t  was this 'world' of wh ich lesus 
was speaking when he said it would not profit a 
man anything if he gained the whole of it and lost 
his soul in the process (Mt .  1 6:26). 

But, because mankind is the most important 
part of the u niverse, the word kosmos is more often 
used in the limited sense of human beings, being a 
synonym for he oikoumene ge, 'the inhabited 
earth', also translated in the NT by 'world'. It is 
into this 'world' that men are born, and in it they 
live till they die (1n. 1 6:2 1 ). It was aU the kingdoms 
of this world that the devil olfered to give to Christ 
if he would worship hirn (Mt .  4 :8-9). It was this 
world, the world of men and women of flesh and 
blood, that God loved (1n. 3: 1 6) ,  and into which 
lesus came when he was born of a human mother 
(1n. I I  :27) .  

I t  is, however, an axiom of the Bible that  this 
world of human beings, the climax of the divine 
creation, the world that God made especially to 
reflect his glory, is now in rebellion against hirn. 
Through the transgression of one man, sin has en
tered into it (Rom. 5: 1 8) with universal con
sequences. It has become, as a result, a disordered 
world in the grip of the evil one ( I  ln .  5 : 1 9) .  And 
so, very frequently in the NT, and particularly in 
the Johannine writings, the word kosmos has a sin
ister significance. It is not the world as God in
tended i t  to be, but ' Ihis world' set over against 
God, following its own wisdom and living by the 
light of its own reason (I Cor. 1 :2 1 ), not recogniz
ing the Source of all true l ife and illumination (ln .  
1 : 1 0). The two dominant characteristics of 'Ihis 
world' are pride, born of man's failure to accept his 
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creaturely estate and his dependence on the Cre
ator, which leads hirn to act as though he were the 
lord and giver of life; and covelousness, which 
causes hirn to desire and possess all that is attract
ive to his physical senses, ( 1  ln. 2 : 1 6) .  And, as man 
tends in elfect to worship what he covets, such cov
etousness is idolatry (Co!. 3:5) .  Accordingly, world
liness is the enthronement of something other than 
God as the supreme object of man's interests and 
alfections. Pleasures and occupations, not neces
sarily wrong in themselves, become so when an all
absorbing attention is paid to them. 

' This world' is pervaded by a spirit of its own, 
which has to be exorcized by the Spirit of God, if it 
is not to remain in control over human reason and 
understanding (I Cor. 2: 1 2) .  Man is in bondage to 
the elements which comprise the world (Co!. 2:20) 
until he is emancipated from them by Christ. He 
cannot overcome i t  ti l l  he is hirnself 'born of God' 
( I  ln .  5:4). Legalism, asceticism and ritualism are 
this world's feeble and enfeebling substitutes for 
true religion (Ga!. 4:9- 1 0) ;  and only a true know
ledge of God as revealed by Christ can prevent 
men from relying upon them. It was because the 
lews relied upon them that they did not recognize 
either the Christ in the days of his flesh (Jn. I :  1 1 ) 
or his followers ( I  J n. 3 :  I ) .  Similarly, false prophets 
who advocate such things, or antichrists who are 
antinomian in their teaching, will always be lis
tened to by those who belong to this world (I Jn .  
4:5). 

Christ, whom the Father sent to be the Saviour 
of this world ( I ln .  4: 1 4), and whose very presence 
in it was a judgment upon it (Jn .  9:39), freed men 
from its sinister forces by hirnself engaging in 
mortal combat with its 'prince', the perpetual in
stigator of the evil within it .  The crisis of this 
world came when lesus left the upper room and 
went forth to meet this prince (Jn. 1 4:30-3 1 ). By 
voluntarily submitting to death, Jesus brought 
about the defeat of hirn who held men in the grip 
of death, but who had no claims upon hirnself (Jn .  
1 2:3 1 -32; 1 4:30). On the  cross, judgment was 
passed on the ruler (AV 'prince') of this world (Jn.  
1 6 : 1 1 ) ;  and faith in Christ as the Son of God, who 
olfered the sacrifice which alone can cleanse men 
from the guilt and power of sin (a cleansing sym
bolized by the flow of water and blood from his 
stricken side, Jn .  1 9:34), enables the believer to 
overcome the world ( I  Jn. 5:4--6), and to end ure 
the tribulations wh ich the world inevitably brings 
upon hirn (Jn. 1 6: 33). The love of a Christian for 
God, the Father of Jesus Christ his Redeemer, who 
is the propitiation for the sins of the whole world ( I  
J n .  2:2), acts with the expulsive power of a new 
alfection; it makes it abhorrent to hirn to set his 
alfections any longer upon 'this world', which, be
cause i t  is severed from the true source of l ife, is 
transitory and contains within itself the seeds of its 
own decay ( I ln .  2: 1 5- 1 7). A man who has come to 
experience the higher love for God, and for Christ 
and his brethren, must abandon the lower love for 
all that is contaminated by the spirit of the world: 
friendship of the world is of necessity enmity with 
God (Jas. 4:2). 

lesus, in his last prayer in the upper room, did 
not pray for the world, but for those whom his 
Father had given hirn out of the world. By this 
'gift', these men whom lesus described as 'his own' 
ceased to have the characteristics of the world; and 
Jesus prayed that they might be kept safe from its 
evil influences (Jn .  1 7 :9), for he knew that after his 
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own departure they would have to bear the brunt 
of the wQrld's hatred which had hitherto been dir
ected almost entirely against hirnself. As the risen 
and ascended Christ he still limits his intercessions 
to those who draw near to God through hirn (Heb. 
7 :25); and he continues to manifest hirnself not to 
the world but to his own that are in the world (Jn. 
14 :22). 

But i t  is very certain that Christ's disciples 
cannot and must not attempt to retreat from this 
world. It is into this world, all the world (Mk.  
1 6: 1 5), that he sends them. They are to be i ts  light 
(Mt .  5 : 1 4); and the 'field' in which the church is to 
do its work of  witnessing to the truth as it is in 
Jesus is no less comprehensive than the world itself 
(Mt .  1 3:38). For the world is still God's world, even 
though at present i t  lies under the evil one. In the 
end, 'earth's true loveliness will be restored'; and, 
with all evil destroyed and the sons of God mani
fested, the whole creation will be 'set free from its 
bondage to decay and obtain the glorious liberty 
of the children of God' (Rom. 8 : 2 1 ). Then God 
will be 'everything to every one' (I Cor. 1 5 :28); or, 
'present in a total manner in the universe' (1. 
Hering in Vocabulary 0/ the Dible, 1 958). The seer 
of Rev. envisages the day when great voices in 
heaven will proclaim: 'The kingdom of the world 
has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his 
Christ, and he shall reign for ever and ever' (Rev. 
1 1 :  1 5) .  R.V.G.T. 

WORSHIP. 'Worship' (Old English 'weorthscipe' 
= 'worth-ship') originally referred to the action of 
human beings in expressing homage to God be
cause he is worthy of it .  It covers such activities as 
adoration, thanksgiving, prayers of all kinds, the 
offering of  sacrifice and the making of vows. Now
adays, however, 'worship' is used for any kind of 
interaction between God and his people, expressed 
in (but not confined to) cultic or formal activity by 
a religious group or individuals. It therefore in
c1udes not only the human approach to God but 
also the communications of God with his people, 
and the whole communal activity that takes place 
when the people gather together religiously. Such 
activity is the formal expression of spiritual at
titudes which should characterize God's people 
at all times (Rom. 1 2 :  I ) .  Insofar as serving other 
people is a divine command, the fulfilment of it is a 
part of worship. 

The term 'worship' is misunderstood if it gives 
the impression that the major element is what 
human beings do or offer to God. Biblical religion 
is primarily concerned with what God does for his 
people (Mk.  1 0:45). This is particularly evident in 
the NT, where words expressing the human activity 
of worshipping God are surprisingly rare in de
scriptions of church meetings (Heb. 1 3: 1 5f.; I Pet. 
2:5).  Worship is human response to a gracious 
God, and it needs to be placed in this context if it is 
to be properly understood. 

In  the OT there is an extensive vocabulary of 
words expressing this response to God (especially 
hista�'wä; Gk. proskynein, 'to bow in reverence'). 
The activities carried on at the Temple (or the earI
ier tabernacle) were largely human offerings to 
God, although it should not be forgotten that the 
priests were also intended to instruct people. The 
danger that ritual might not be the outward ex
pression of a spiritual attitude was frequently criti
cized (Ps. 40:6-8; Am. 5 : 2 1 -24). 

By NT times local synagogues were replacing 
the temple as the regular meeting places of the 
Jews, the majority of whom were too far distant 
from the Temple to visit it other than on special 
occasions. Activity here centred on the reading of 
Scripture, accompanied by a 'sermon' based on the 
text, and placed in the context of prayers and 
praises to God. 

Christians met in house-groups, in meetings that 
were primarily for themselves but were not closed 
to outsiders. These meetings reflected the temple in 
that the living community of believers was now the 
place where God was present and revealed to his 
people (I Cor. 14:25).  The influence of the syna
gogue was important. The Scriptures and Chris
t i  an documents (such as Paul's letters) were read 
and expounded (I Thes. 5:27). Instruction and 
prophecy were given by persons gifted by the 
Spirit, and prayer was offered. Thus God's com
munication with his people and their human re
sponse took place in an informal, largely un
structured gathering. Paul lays emphasis on the 
need for all that happens in the church meeting to 
'build up' the congregation in Christian character. 
The contrast, however, is not between worshipping 
God and edifying the congregation, but between 
activities (like prophecy) which are intelligible and 
helpful and others (like speaking in tongues) which 
are not ( l  Cor. 14 :26). From an early date Chris
tians met weekly on the Lord's Day (Acts 20:7; I 
Cor. 1 6:2). An Easter celebration ( I  Cor. 5 :7f.) is 
also l ikely. At Corinth certainly a weekly church 
gathering was usual and included a meal with sac
ramental significance as the proclarnation of the 
death of Jesus ( I  Cor. 1 1 :  1 7-34). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. Banks, Paul's Idea 0/ Com
munity, 1 980; P. Bradshaw, The Search tor the Ori
gins 0/ Christian Worship, 1 992; 1. G. Davies (ed.), 
A New Dictiollary 0/ Liturgy and Worship, 1 986; R .  
P. Martin, Worship in the Early Church2, 1 974; 
idem. The Worship 0/ God, 1 982' C. F. D. M oule, 
The Dirth 0/ the New Testament), 1 98 1 ;  D. Peter-
son, Engaging with God, 1992. I .H .M .  

WRATH. The permanent attitude of the holy and 
just God when confronted by sin and evil is desig
nated his 'wrath'. It is inadequate to regard this 
term merely as a description of 'the inevitable pro
cess of cause and effect in a moral universe' or as 
another way of speaking of the results of sin .  It is 
rat her a personal quality, without which God 
would cease to be fully righteous and his love 
would degenerate into sentimentali ty. H is wrath, 
however, even though Iike his love it has to be de
scribed in human language, is not wayward, fitful 
or spasmodic, as human anger always iso It is as 
permanent and as consistent an element in his 
nature as is his love. This is weil brought out in the 
treatise of Lactantius, De ira Dei. 

The injustice and impiety of men, for which they 
have no excuse, must be followed by manifestations 
of the divine wrath in the lives both of individuals 
and of nations (see Rom. I :  1 8-32); and the OT 
contains numerous illustrations of this, such as the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah and the 
downfall of Nineveh (see Dt. 29:23; Na. 1 :2-6). 
But until the final 'day of wrath' ,  wh ich is antici
pated throughout the Bible and portrayed very viv
idly in Rev., God's wrath is always tempered with 
mercy, particularIy in his dealings with his chosen 
people (see, e.g ,  Ho. I 1  :8ff.). For a sinner, however, 
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to 'trade' upon this mercy is to store up wrath for 
hirnself 'on the day of wrath when God's righteous 
judgment will be revealed' (Rom. 2:5). Paul was 
convinced that one of the main reasons why I srael 
failed to arrest the process of moral decline lay in 
their wrong reaction to the forbearance of God, 
who so often refrained from punishing them to the 
extent they deserved. They were presuming upon 
'the riches of his kindness and forbearance and 
patience' ,  and failed to see that it was intended to 
lead them to repentance (Rom. 2:4). 

In  their unredeemed state men's rebellion 
against God is, in fact, so persistent that they are 
inevitably the objects of his wrath (Eph. 2:3), and 
'vessels of wrath made for destruction' (Rom. 
9:22). Nor does the Mosaic law rescue them from 
this position, for, as the apostle states in Rom. 4 :  1 5, 
'the law brings wrath'. Because it requires perfect 
obedience to its commands, the penalties exacted 
for disobedience render the offender more subject 
to the divine wrath.  I t  is, to be sure, only by the 
merciful provision for sinners made in the gospel 
that they can cease to be the objects of this wrath 
and become the recipients of this grace. The love 
of God for sinners expressed in the l ife and death 
of Jesus is the dominant theme of the NT, and this 
love is shown not least because Jesus experienced 
on man's behalf and in his stead the misery, the 
affiictions, the punishment and the death which are 
the lot of sinners subject to God's wrath. 

Consequently, Jesus can be described as 'the 
deliverer from the wrath to come' (see I Thes. 
I :  I 0); and Paul can write: 'Since, therefore, we are 
now justified by his blood, much more shall we be 
saved by hirn from the wrath of God' (Rom. 5:9). 
On the other hand, the wrath of God remains 
upon all who, seeking to thwart God's redemptive 
purpose, are disobedient to God's Son, through 
whom alone such justification is rendered 
possible. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. R. V. G. Tasker, The Biblical 
Doctrine of the Wrath 0/ God, 1 95 1 ;  G. H .  C. Mac
gregor, 'The Concept of the Wrath of God in the 
New Testament', NTS 7 , 1 960--1 , pp. 1 0 I ff. ;  H .-C. 
Hahn, NIDNTT I ,  pp. 1 05-1 1 3 . R. V.G.T. 

WRITING. Throughout the ancient Near East, 
from at least c. 3 1 00 BC onwards, writing was a 
hallmark of civilization and progress. In the 2nd 
millennium BC there were several experiments 
which led to the development of the alphabet, with 
a consequent general increase in literacy. Although 
the number of documents from the pre-exilic 
period found in Palestine is small when compared 
with the many thousands from Egypt, Mesopota
mia and Syria, they show i t  is reasonable to assume 
that proximity to other cultural centres stimulated 
the art of writing there through all periods. The 
commonest words for writing (Heb. kälag; Aram. 
!Clag; Gk. graphö) occur more than 450 times in 
OT and NT. 

I. Biblical references 
Moses is said to have written (Ex. 1 7: 1 4) the Oeca
logue (Ex. 24: 1 2; 34:27), the words of Yahweh (Ex. 
24:4), the Law (Torah, Jos. 8 :3 1 ), and spoken about 
a written copy of it (Ot. 27). He also wrote all the 
statutes (Ot. 30: 1 0) and judgments (Ex. 34:27; cf 2 
Ki .  1 7:37), as weil as legal enactments (Ot. 24: I ;  
Mk.  10:4), details of the journeys made by the Is-
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raelites (Nu. 33:2), and the words of the victory 
song (Ot. 3 1 :  1 9, 22). In these he was helped by 
officials (probably literate so(rim, Nu. 1 1 : 1 6, 'of
ficers'; cf Akkad . sa{äru, 'to write') who, by reason 
of their ability to record decisions, were c10sely 
connected with the judiciary (Ot. 1 6: 1 8; I Ch. 23:4; 
Jos. 8 :33). Ouring the Exodus wanderings priests 
also wrote down curses (Nu. 5 :23) and names of 
objects ( 1 7:3). Joshua wrote a copy of the Ten 
Commandments (Jos. 8:32) and of the renewed 
covenant (24:26). 

Samuel wrote down the charter of the newly cre
ated kingship of Saul ( I  Sa. 1 0:25). Oavid wrote 
letters to his commander Joab (2 Sa. 1 1 : 1 4) and 
details of the Temple administration, as did his son 
Solomon (2 Ch. 35 :4), who corresponded with 
Hiram of Tyre in writing (2 Ch. 2: 1 1 ). The king of 
Syria wrote a letter to the king of I srael about 
Naaman (2 Ki. 5:5). As in all periods, court 
* scribes were frequently employed to write lists of 
persons (I Ch. 4 :4 1 ;  24:6; see also Nu. 1 1  :26; Is. 
1 0: 1 9; Je. 22:30; Ne. 1 2:22). 

Isaiah the prophet wrote (2 Ch. 26:22; Is. 8 :  I )  
and dictated to a scribe (30:8). I n  his time Heze
kiah both wrote letters ( 'iggereL) to Ephraim and 
Manasseh (2 Ch. 30: I ;  cf Is. 38:9 entitled 'the writ
ing [miktäg] of Hezekiah') and received them 
from the Assyr. king Sennacherib ( l s. 37: 1 4; 39: I; 2 
Ch. 32: 1 7) .  Jeremiah dictated to his amanuensis 
Baruch (Je. 30:2; 36:27; 45: I ), as probably did 
Hosea (8: 1 2) and Malachi (3: 1 6), for the written 
word was an important part of prophecy (2 Ch. 
2 1 :  1 2), its value being emphasized also by Job 
( 1 9:23). 

Oaniel and the Babylonian savants could read, 
and therefore presumably could themselves write, 
Aramaic (On. 5 :24f.). There was an active cor
respondence within the empire as in earlier periods 
(* RUNNERs, * ASSYRIA, * BABYLONlA). Nehemiah 
wrote down the covenant (Ne. 9:38), while his op
ponents in Samaria wrote to the Persian king (Ezr. 
4:6-7), as did other district-governors (Ezr. 5 :7 ;  
6 :2) .  Ezra himself was a scribe who wrote decrees 
or state documents in the local dialects (8:34), in 
the style of court officials, including Mordecai, on 
behalf of the king (Est.  9:28f.), who affixed his 
* seal (On. 6:25). 

Jesus Christ and his apostles made constant ref
erence to the written Scriptures (e.g. 'it is 
written'-gegraplai�ccurs 1 06 times). Our Lord 
himself was l iterate (Jn. 7: 1 4-1 5), reading (Lk. 
4: 1 6- 1 9) and writing publicly on at least one occa
sion (Jn .  8 :6) .  Zechariah the priest wrote on a wax
covered writing-board ( Lk.  1 :63), and the Roman 
governor Pilate had a trilingual inscription written 
to be placed on the cross (Jn .  1 9: 1 9, 22). 

John (21 :24), Luke (I :3; Acts I :  I ), and Paul him
self (Ga!. 6: 1 1 ; Phm. 1 9; Rom. 1 5: 1 5) ,  though 
often using an amanuensis such as Tertius ( Rom. 
1 6:22), wrote the historical records and letters 
wh ich have come down to uso Through to Rev. 
there is constant reference to writing in its use for 
leiters, legal evidence and record (Rev. I :  1 1  ; 2 1  :5) .  
Since writing, by its nature, is a means of com
munication, declaration and testimony, it is used to 
i1lustrate the impression, written in (engraphö, 2 
Cor. 3:2f.) or upon (epigraphö, Heb. 8 : 10 ;  1 0: 1 6) 
the mind and heart (cf Je. 3 1  :33; Pr. 3 :3) by the 
Holy Spirit. 

11.  Materials 
Almost any smooth surface was used for writing. 
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P,oto - Canaanite 
S. A,abian Phoenician 

Ea,lv Heb,ew 
Sinaitic c. 14oo - Rep,asents c. 1500 BC 1100 BC c. 300 BC c. l0oo BC 

Siloam Lachish c. 700 BC c. 586 BC 

tr 4 ox n k -r � 
Cl (J\ hause n � 3 f 
L '\ throw·stick 1 1 1 ., 

PO \) fish � <J 4 � 
* man with y :, � � 

raised arms 

9 prop (!) y � , 
- weapon? X t ::z::; � -
� fJ fence? Lf' � � � 

m ffi � 
1.4 � ? � L � 
� palmof rl � f , hand 

� '0 staH 1 L t l 
/V\N � water � 3 y ,) 
'\ .,f snake � } J ) 

fish t1 f � 
� 0 eve a 0 0 0 

0 mouth 0 ) J 7 
'Y -I plant? rt1 ....,..., Y"J, 

a monkey? ? f � 
� head ? 1 4 l\ 
Vv � bow? } W VV W 

+ X cross- X 1- X X mark 

Chart showing the development o[ the alphabet in various scripts in use in ancient Palestine. 
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Aramalc. Hebrew Hebrew Phonetlc Early Greek Classtcal Greek Elephanttne Greek : Athens Roman 
c. 450 BC 1st cent. AD name value 8th cent. BC 5th cent. BC 

name 

� I'( 'alep A A alpha A 
, j bel b B B �ta B 
A -t gj'mel 9 r, ( r gamma G 
� l däle! d !1 � delta D 

-1\ 11 he h � E epsilon E 
1 1 waw w � y (digamma) F Y  upsilon 

, f zayin z I Z z�ta Z 
n '1 I)el I) B H �ta H 
� I..) \el ! EB 8 theta 

� 1 yöQ y < , , I iota I 
'j J kap k I< K kappa K 
l S lame\! I �,r L lambda L 
� � m�m m r M mu M 
, ) nün n I" N nu N 
-, � -

tJ same� s - xi -
V Y 'aytn 0 0 omicron 0 
) j pe' p r r pt P 
r j' �age s f1 (san) 

l' p qop q « (koppa) Q 
.., I res r P: R  p rhö R 

'V � Sin S 5 ,� � sigma S 
" J1 taw t T T tau T 
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a. Stone 
Inscriptions were carved on stone or rock surfaces 
(Jb. 1 9:24), monumental texts being cut on a pre
pared stele, obelisk or cliff-face (e.g. Heb. tomb in
scription, " SHEBNA , lBA, fig. 53,  cl 43, 48). The 
softer or more rugged surfaces could be covered 
with a piaster coating, before inscription, as in 
Egypt, and on the altar stones (Jos. 8:32; D\. 
27:2f.). Stone tablets were normally used for royal, 
commemorative or religious texts or public copies 
of legal edicts (" HAMMURAPI). Stone tablets, no 
larger than 45 x 30 cm (they fitted inside the Ark), 
were used for the Ten Commandments (Ex. 32: 1 6) .  
These tablets (Iu/:löt "Qänim) were like the stone 
Rakes used as writing material in Egypt ("PAPYRI 
& OSTRACA Ib). The 'writing of God' (miktaQ 
'läMm) is taken to be a clear, well-formed scrip\. 
There is no reason to suppose these were clay tab
lets with cuneiform writing. See A. R. Millard, 
' Recreating the Tablets of the Law', Bible Review 
10 ,  1 994, pp. 48-53. 

b. Writing-boards 
The tablets used by Isaiah (30:8) and Habakkuk 
(2:2) may have been writing-boards made of wood 
or ivory with a recess to hold a wax surface 
(Akkad. le'u). Such writing-boards, usually hinged 
to form a diptych or polyptych, could be used for 
writing in any scrip\. The individual leaf was called 
a 'door', a term also used for a column of writing 
(Je. 36:23, AV 'Ieaves'). The earliest known comes 
from a Late Bronze Age shipwreck off the coast of 
S Turkey, but the writing had disappcared (R .  
Payton, AS 4 1 ,  1 99 1 ,  pp. 99- 1 1 0).  At Nimrud in  
Assyria, a set of twelve ivory wax-covered leaves 
contained a composition of 6,000 lines, copied c. 
705 BC (D. 1. Wiseman, 'Assyrian Writing Boards', 
lraq 1 7, 1 955,  pp. 3-1 3). Assyrian and other sculp
tures show scribes with such boards (lBA, fig. 60; 
A NEP, p. 460) and they were common in Gk. and 
Roman times (Lk. 1 :63; pinakidion, a small 
writing-tablet, AV 'table'). 

c. Clay tablets (see also IV. a). 
The 'brick' (I'Qenii) used by Ezekiel (4: I) was prob
ably of clay similar to the tablets used for plans and 
surveys in Babylonia, though the word could be 
used to describe any Rat tHe. The great 'tablet' on 
which Isaiah had to write with the 'pen of a man' 
(as opposed to that of a ski l ied scribe?) was a sheet 
or 'blank surface' of an unspecified material (ls. 
8: I ,  gilläyön). 

d Papyrus 
Papyrus is not directly mentioned in the OT as a 
writing-material (Egyp. mlt)r[w); Akkad. ni'aru). 
It was, however, obtainable from Phoenicia, Lake 
H uleh and the Jordan (" PAPYRI) from the I I  th 
century BC onwards, and its use is attested by the 
marks on the backs of seal impressions originally 
attached to this perishable substance (e.g. the re
verse of the seal of " GEDALlAH). One example of 
ancient Heb. writing on papyrus was found in a 
cave near the Dead Sea (see Gibson, I ,  pp. 3 1  ff.). 
Papyrus (from which the Eng. word 'paper' is de
rived) was also known to the Assyrians and Baby
lonians in the 7th century (R.  P. Dougherty, 'Writ
ing on Parchment and Papyrus among the Babylo
nians and the Assyrians', lAOS 48, 1 928, pp. 1 09-
1 35). Used extensively in Egypt i n  all periods, 
papyri were found among the " Dead Sea Serolls of  
the  2nd century Bc-2nd century AD period. Isaiah's 

'paper reed' ( 1 9 :7  [AV) , 'äröL) , though possibly an 
indirect reference to papyri, is bctter interpretcd as 
'bare place'. The 'paper' used by John (2 Jn. 1 2) 
was probably papyrus (Gk . chartes). 

e. Leather and parchment 
Leather was sometimes used in Egypt for working 
records because the ink could be washed off and 
the surface re-used (K.  A. Kitchen, TynB 27,  1 976, 
p. 1 4 1 ). During at least the Persian period skins 
were prepared for writing in Babylonia where pa
pyrus did not grow. Skins of goats and sheep 
would have been available to the Israelites, and 
their use for copies of the biblical texts by the NT 
period (" DEAD SEA SCROLLS) may reRect earlier 
practice. 

1 0straca 
Potsherds or ostraca were another common writ
ing material, since their low cost and availability 
made them especially useful for the writing of 
short memoranda with pen or brush and ink.  Such 
potsherds have been recovered in considerable 
quantity from Palestine, being all but indestruct
ible unless the ink was rubbed. About 240 have 
been found from the period of the M onarchy. See 
A. Lemaire, lnscriptions Hebräiques, I ,  Les Os
traca, 1 977 (" PAPYRI AND OSTRACA). 

Pottery sometimes had characters inscribed on i t  
before or after firing. They usually give the owner's 
name or the content or capacity of the vessel 
(" PEKAH; " SEAL, I .}). 

111, Writing implements 
I .  Metal chiseis and gravers were readily available 
for inscribing stone, metal, ivory or clay (" ARTS 
AND CRAFTS; " SEAL). The 'stylus' (f:Jere!) or 'pen' 
Ce!) used by Jeremiah ( 1 7 : 1 )  with its 'iron' point 
has been interpreted either as used for writing with 
a soft 'nib' or as a hard (emery?) point for use on 
iron, lead or other hard surface ( ls. 8 :  I ,  Vulg. 
stylus; see also Jb. 1 9 :24). None of the many point
ed instruments so far excavated can be identified 
beyond quest ion as used for writing a linear scrip\. 
The 'pen of the scribes' (Je. 8 :8) used for writing 
with ink on ostraca, papyrus or other smooth sur
faces was a reed, split or cut to act as a brush. In 
ancient Egypt such pens were cut from rushes 
(luncus maritimus) 1 5-40 cm long, the end being 
cut to a Rat chisei shape so that the thick or thin 
strokes might be made with the broad or narrow 
edges. In Graeco-Roman times reeds (Phragmites 
communis) were cut to a point and split like a quill
pen (A. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and ln
dustries, 1 948, p. 4 1 7).  This type of pen was the 
kalamos used in NT times (3  Jn. 1 3) .  The stylus 
used for writing the cuneiform script was a square
ended reed. For a discussion of the shape, method 
of use and illustrations of scribes with pens, chiseIs 
and styli, see G. R. Driver, Semitic Writing3, 1 976, 
pp. 1 7ff. 

2 .  Ink  was usually a black carbon (charcoal) 
mixed with gum or oil for use on parchment or 
with a metallic substance for papyrus. It was kept 
as a dried cake on which the scribe would dip his 
moistened pen. The ink of the Lachish ostraca was 
a mixture of carbon and iron (as oak-galls or cop
peras). The Romans also used the juice of cuttle
fish (Persius, Satires 3. 1 3), which, l ike most inks, 
could easily be erased by washing (Nu. 5:23) or by 
scratching with the 'penknife' (Je. 36:23, Heb. ta 'ar 
säfter, 'scribe's k nife') normally used for trimming 
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or eutting pens or serolls. It has been suggested 
that Heb. d'yö, ' ink' (Je. 36:  1 8), should be emended 
to r'yö ( = Egyp. ryl, ' ink';  T. Lambdin, lAOS 73, 
1 953, p. 1 54), but this is not eertain. The ink used 
by Paul (2 Cor. 3:3) and John (2 Jn .  1 2) is simply 
designated 'blaek' (me/an). 

The 'inkhorn' (Ezk. 9 : 2-3, 1 1 ; Heb. qeseL) may 
be the palette (Egyp. gSIl), the narrow reetangular 
wooden board with a long groove to hold the rush 
pens and circular hollows for the cakes of black 
and red ink. For illustrations of these palettes, elc. , 
see W. C. Hayes, The Sceplre 01 Egypl, I ,  1 953,  pp. 
292-296; 1. B. Pritchard, The Ancienl Near Easl, 
1 958, figs. 52, 55; IBA, p. 32, fig. 27. Similar pal
ettes were in use in Syria, being carried by the 
scribe 'by his side' (Ezk. 9 : 2-3, 1 1 ) ,  as shown on 
the Aram. stele of Bar-Rekub (ANEP, p. 460). 

IV. Forms of documents 

a. Tab/eIs 
The clay documents on wh ich cuneiform script was 
inscribed vary in size (about 6 mm square to 45 x 
30 cm) according to the amount of space required 
for the text. The inscription from left to right ran in 
lines (sometimes ruled) down the obverse (Hat) side 
along the lower edge, then on down the reverse 
(convex) side, the upper and left edges. Where more 
than one tablet was needed to complete a work 
each text in the se ries was l inked by a catchline and 
colophon (see VI, below) to indicate its correct 
place. 

Con tracts were often enclosed in a clay envelope 
on wh ich the text was repeated and the • seals of 
the witnesses impressed. Larger historical or com
memorative inscriptions were written on clay 
prisms or barrel-shaped cylinders which were orten 
placed as foundation deposits. Wooden tablets or 
writing-boards varied both in size and in the 
number of leaves as required. 

b. The roll 
The usual form of the 'book' in Bible times was a 
roll or scroll (m'gillii) of papyrus, leather or 
parchment in which the text was written 'within' 
(recto) and, when necessary, continued 'without' 
on the back (verso) as described by Ezekiel (2 :  1 0) .  
This was sometimes called the  'roll of a book' 
(m'gillal seper; Ps. 40:8; Ezk. 2 : 9); the LXX (B) of Je. 
36:2, 4 (charlion biblion) implies the use of papyrus. 
The term for sero 11 (cf Bab. magalIalu) is not ne
cessarily a late one in Heb. (BDB) and it is l ikely 
that the Jewish tradition requiring copies of the 
law to be made on a leather roll (Solerim 1 .  1-3) 
reHects earlier practice. 

The Heb. se per, usually translated 'book' in AV, 
could refer to a roll or scroll (so AV Is. 34:4, cor
rectly). It denotes any parchment or papyrus 
document (R.  P. Oougherty, op. cil. , p. 1 1 4) and 
means a 'writing, document, missive, or book' (cf 
Akkad . sipru). I t  is synonymous with the term for 
'letter' Ciggerel, Est. 9 :25),  being also used for a 
Ictter or order from thc king (2 Sa. 1 1 :  14 ;  2 Ki .  
5 : 1 0; 1 0: 1 ;  Is. 37 : 14) or published decree (Est. 
1 :22). 

seper, as a general term for writing, is used of 
the communication from a prophet (Je. 25: 1 3; 29: I ;  
On. 1 2 :4); a legal certificate o f  divorce (Ot. 24: I ;  
Je. 3 :8; Is. 50: I ); a contract for the purehase o f  real 
estate (Je. 32: 1 1 ); or an indictment (lb. 3 1 :35). I t  
also denotes a general register (Ne. 7 :5 ;  G n .  5 :  I ), a 
covenant (Ex. 24:7) or law book (Ot.  28 : 6 1 ;  los. 
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8:3 1 ), a book of poems (Nu. 2 1 :  1 4; los. 1 0: 1 3) as 
weil as collections of historical data (I Ki. 1 1 :4 1 ;  
1 4: 1 9; I Ch. 27:24; 2 Ch. 1 6 : 1 1 ; 25 :26). Once 'the 
books' (plural s'ßärim) refers to the canonical 
scriptures of the time (On. 9:2). It refers to the 
divine records (Pss. 69:28; 1 39 : 1 6; Mal. 3 : 1 6; Ex . 
32:32 ;  On. 1 2: I )  and once to book-Iearning in gen
eral ( l s. 29: 1 1 ; cf On. 1 :4). The word and its cog
nates were current with similar meanings in the 
texts of • Ugarit, and seßer, 'scribe', appears as a 
loan word in Egypt during the 1 3th century BC. 

The serolI, as the writing-boards and clay tab
lets, was inscribed in as many columns (d'/älÖL), 
and therefore of any length, as required (Je. 36:23). 

In  NT times the 'book' (biblion) was a roll as 
used for the law (Mk. 1 2 :26; Lk. 4 : 1 7-20). I t  
formed a scroll ( Rev. 6 : 1 4) made u p  o f  sections of 
• papyrus, the inner bark of which (byb/os) was 
used. Like the Heb. seper, the Gk. biblion could be 
used of any (or unspecified) form of written 
document, including registration lists (Phil .  4:3; 
Rev. 1 3 :8) .  'The books' (plural la biblia; ln.  21 :25;  
2 Tim. 4 :  1 3, hence our 'Bible') came to be a term 
for the collected Scriptures. Where a small scroll 
was in mind bib/aridion was used (Rev. 1 0:2 , 8-1 0) .  

c. The codex 
About the 2nd century AD the roll began to be re
placed by the codex, a collection of sheets of 
writing-material folded and fastened together at 
one edge and often protected by covers. This was 
an important step in the development of the 
modern 'book', and was based on the physical 
form of the writing-tablet. At first these papyrus or 
parchment notebooks were little used for pagan 
l iterature, but were used in Palestine ( Mishnah, 
Kelim 24. 7), and especially in Egypt, for biblical 
writings where the adaptation of 'the codex form 
to receive all texts both OT and NT used in Chris
tian communities . . .  was complete, as far as our 
present evidence goes, before the end of the 2nd 
century, if not earlier'. See C. H. Roberts, T. C. 
Skeat, The Birlh ollhe Codex, 1 983. Outside Chris
tian circles the codex form was generally accepted 
by the 4th century AD. It has even been suggested, 
but not proved, that this form was developed by 
the early Christian church because of the ease of 
transport and reference. Certainly the membranai 
requested by Paul (2 Tim. 4: 1 3) could have been a 
papyrus notebook of his own addresses or other 
writings or, more l ikely, an early Christian writing, 
perhaps the second Gospel or the Book of Testi
monies, an anthology of OT passages used to sup
port the Christi an claim. These writings were a 
contrast to 'books' (la biblia), in general probably 
rolls (of the LXX?). For the significance of the early 
codices in the history of the • Canon of Scripture, 
see C. H. Roberts in P. R. Ackroyd (ed.), Cam
bridge Hislory ol lhe Bible, I ,  1 970, p. 57.  

V. Scripts 

a. Hierog/yphs 
(i) Egyplian. The native script of pharaonie Egypt 
appears in three forms: hieroglyphic (Gk. hieros, 
'sacred' ,  and glyphe, 'carving'), hieratic (Gk. hiera
likos, 'priestly'), and demotic (Gk. demolikos, 
'popular'). 

I .  The hierog/yphic system. The Egyp. h iero
glyphs are pictorial signs, originally pictures to ex
press the things they represent; many of them were 
soon used to express sounds-specifically the con-
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sonants of the Egyp. word for the thing repre
sen ted by the picture-hieroglyph. Such a sign could 
then be used to stand for the same consonants i n  
spelling out other words. Some o f  these phonetic 
signs came to stand for just one such consonant, 
becoming thus the world's first alphabetic signs. 
H owever, the Egyptians never isolated these as a 
separate alphabet as did their W Semitic neigh
bours. After most Egyp. words as spelt out by 
phonetic or sound signs, there comes a picture-sign 
or 'determinative' which signifies the general class 
into which the word falls. However, in very many 
cases it would be more accurate to say that the 
phonetic signs were actually added in front of the 
picture-sign (so-called 'determinative') as comple
ments to determine the precise reading or sound of 
the lalter, and thus its correct meaning, rat her than 
that the picture-sign acted as classifier to the phon
etically written word (cf H. W. I;airman, Annales 
du Service des Antiquites de /'Egypte 43, 1 943, 
pp. 297-298; cf P. Lacau, Sur le Systeme hi
eroglyphique, 1 954, p. 1 08). Where a phonetic sign 
could have more than one sound-value, sup
plementary alphabetic signs could be added to 
show which reading was intended, though these 
were sometimes added even where no ambiguity 
existed. 

2 .  Hieratic and demotic. The other two Egyp. 
scripts, hieratic and demotic, are adaptations of 
the hieroglyphic script which retained its splendid 
pictorial shapes throughout Egyp. history. The 
hieratic script is a cursive form of hieroglyphic 
script, written with pen and ink on papyrus, re
duced to formal symbols no longer pictorial, for 
ease of rapid writing. Hieratic is to hieroglyphs 
wh at our long-hand script is to printed characters. 
The hieroglyphs first appear in Egypt just before 
the foundation of the pharaonic monarchy ( I st 
Oynasty) c. 3000 BC, and hieratic came into use 
soon after. The third form of Egyp. script, dem
otic, is simply an even more rapid and abbreviated 
form of hieratic handwriting that first appears 
about the 7th century BC, and like the other two 
scripts lasted until the 5th century AD. 

3.  Decipherment. The ancient scripts of Egypt 
finally passed out of use in the 4th (hieroglyphic) 
and the 5th (demotic) centuries AD, and remained a 
closed book for 1 3  centuries until the discovery of  
the Rosetta Stone in 1 799 during Napoleon's 
Egyptian expedition made possible the decipher
ment of Egypt's ancient scripts and language. The 
Rosetta Stone is a bilingual decree of Ptolemy V, 
1 96 BC, in Gk. and Egyp., the latter in both hiero
glyphic and demotic scripts. This and the Bankes 
obelisk eventually enabled the Frenchman, 1. F. 
Champollion; to achieve the basic decipherment of 
the Egyp. hieroglyphs in 1 822, showing that they 
were largely phonetic in use and that the Egyp. 
language was in fact simply the parent of Coptic, 
the language of the native Egyp. church. 

4. Scope. From the very beginning, the Egyp. 
hieroglyphs were used for all purposes: historical 
records, religious texts and the mundane purposes 
of administration. They were accordingly drawn 
on papyrus or ostraca, carved on stone monu
ments, and engraved in wood or metal wherever 
inscriptions were required. However, from early in 
the 3rd millennium, the more rapid cursive script
hieratic -became customary for writing on pa
pyrus, and so for all the records of daily life and 
administration, while hieroglyphs continued in use 
for all formal texts, stone inscriptions and monu-

mental purposes. Eventually, from the 7th century 
BC, demotic largely replaced hieratic as the script 
of business and administration, and hieratic from 
the 1 0th century BC onwards became largely the 
script of religious papyri. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. On the Egyp. scripts, see A.  H .  
Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 1 957, pp. 5-8. On 
the h ieroglyphs themselves as pictures, see N. M .  
Oavies, Picture Writing in Ancient Egypt,  1 958, il
lustrated in colour. On the origin and early devel
opment of the hieroglyphic system, see S. Schott, 
Hiero$lyphen: Untersuchungen zum Ursprung der 
Schrift, 1 950, and P. Lacau, op. cit. For the Rosetta 
Stone, see BM brochure The Rosetta Stone, and, 
for its discoverer, W. R. Oawson, JEA 43, 1 957, p. 
1 1 7, with ibid. , 44, 1 958, p. 1 23. On the decipher
ment of the hieroglyphs. see F. LI. Griffith, JEA 37, 
1 95 1 ,  pp. 38-46, or A .  H .  Gardiner, op. cit. , pp. 9-
1 1 ;  Egypt 0/ the Pharaohs, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 1- 14, 1 9-26. 

(ii) Hittite. The system of hieroglyphs used by 
the Hittites in Anatolia and Syria, mainly in the 
latter half of the 2nd millennium BC, was de
ciphered in 1 946 (see AS 3, 1 953, pp. 53-95) and 
this script is now being studied in detail and used 
for comparison with the Hittite dialects written in 
the cuneiform script. It is a series of simple syl
lables (ba, da, etc. )  with word-signs for common 
nouns (earth, king); see E. Laroche, Les Hiero
glyphes Hittites, I ,  1 960. 

b. Cuneiform scripts 
(i) Akkadian. I n  Babylonia pictographs were used 
for writing on clay and stone from c. 3 1 00  BC on
wards. It was, however, soon found difficult to 
draw curved lines on clay, and the pictograph was 
gradually replaced by its representation made by a 
se ries of wedge-shaped incisions. A further change 
for convenience from writing down columns from 
right to left resulted in the classical script being 
written horizontally in columns, the lines running 
from left to right. In  a major development, word
si�ns (ideograms) were used to represent words 
wlth the same sounds but differing meanings (e.g. 
meat, meet) or syllables in other words (e.g meat, 
metre). Certain signs were also used as determina
tives placed before or after words of a distinct class 
(e.g. deities, personal and place-names, animals, 
wooden objects, etc.). By 2800 BC the cuneiform 
script had fully developed, though the forms of 
signs were modified at different periods (for a table 
illustrating this development see [BA, fig. 22). 

From the 3rd millennium BC, the cuneiform, 
using at least 500 different signs, was widely in use 
outside Mesopotamia (where it was employed for 
the Sumerian, Bab. and Assyr. languages). It was 
adapted for writing other languages, notably W 
Semitic dialects, Hurrian, the various H ittite 
tongues. Ouring the 1 5th- 1 3th centuries BC in  Pal
estine the chief cities used it for diplomacy and 
administration. Thirty-three cuneiform tablets 
have been found at Palestinian sites, including 
*Taanach ( 1 3), * Aphek (8), *Shechem (2), * Megiddo 
(2). The fragment of the Epic of Gilgamesh from 
Megiddo (Atiqot 2 , 1 959, pp. 1 2 1 - 1 28) and lexical 
texts from Aphek show scribes were trained in 
traditional Babylonian style, using standard texts. 

(ii) Ugaritic. At Ras Shamra scribes employed 
cuneiform Akkadian for international correspond
ence and some economic texts in the 1 5th-1 3th 
centuries BC. Parallel with this, however, a unique 
system of writing was developed. I t  combined the 
simplicity of the existing Canaanite (Phoenician) 
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alph abet with the Mesopotamian system of writ
ing with a stylus on c1ay, thus transcribing the con
sonantal alphabet by means of cuneiform writing. 
Since i t  was employed for both Semitic and non
Semitic (Hurrian) languages, 29 signs were de
veloped (by the addition of a few wedges in a 
simple pattern bearing little or no relation to 
Akkadian) to represent the consonants and three 
'äleft signs with variant vowels Ca 'i 'u). A number 
of scribal practice tablets give the order of the al
phabet which prefigured the Hebrew order (e. Vi
rolleaud, Palais royal d' Ugaril, 2,  1 957). 

This script was used for both religious, l i terary 
(mythological) and administrative texts and for a 
few letters. Although easier to leam than Akka
dian, there is as yet l i t tle evidence of i t  being widely 
used; but a few examples of a variant form have 
been found as far afield as Beth-shemesh, Tabor 
and Taanach in Palestine, and places in S Syria. 
The invention appears to have come too late to 
oust the already established and simplified Phoeni
cian linear scrip!. For a general survey, see e. H .  
Gordon, Ugarilic Texlbook, 1 967. 

(iii) Old Persian. By the late 7th century BC the 
Aramaic alphabetic script had largely displaced the 
cuneiform script, except in a few traditional centres 
and types of temple documents for which, as at 
BabyIon until AD 75, the Bab. cuneiform script con
tinued to be used. 

Under the Achaemenid Persians a special 
system, derived from the cuneiform of Babylonia, 
was employed alongside the Aramaic script for 
their I ndo-Iranian (Aryan) language. This simpli
fied cuneiform is mainly known from historical 
texts of the reigns of Darius l and Xerxes. An in
scription of the former written on a rock at Behis
tun in Old Persian, Bab. and Elamite provided the 
key to the decipherment of the cuneiform scripts, 
the Old Persian version being deciphered soon 
after Rawlinson's copy of 1 845 had been pub
lished. This cuneiform script comprises 3 vowel 
signs, 33 consonantal signs with inherent vowel 
plus 8 ideograms and 2 word dividers. A variant 
form of cuneiform script was used for the Elamite 
(SW Persia) language in its earliest forms, and later 
for more than 2,000 economic texts from Persepo
lis c. 492-460 BC (G. G. Cameron, Persepolis Treas
ury Tab/eIs, 1 948; R .  T. Hallock, Persepolis Forlifi
calion TableIs, 1 969). 

c. Linear scripls 
(i) Wide use of Egyp. hieroglyphs and Bab. cunei
form in Syro-Palestine from the 3rd millennium BC 
on (e.g. • EBU.) stimulated the production of sim
pler writing systems for local languages. At Byblos 
(. GEBAL) a system of about 1 00 syllabic signs 
flourished during the 2nd millennium BC, but they 
are as yet not fully understood. At the same time 
Linear A and Linear B scripts arose in Crete with a 
related script in Cyprus of wh ich examples have 
been found at Ugarit (Cypro-Minoan). Isolated 
discoveries attest the existence of other scripts at 
this period, notably three clay tablets from Tell 
Deir 'Alla in the Jordan valley, and a steIe from 
Balu'ah in M oab. 

(ii) A/phabelic. Early in the 2nd millenium BC, i t  
would see m that  a scribe living in Syro-Palestine, 
perhaps at Byblos, realized that his language could 
be represen ted by many fewer signs than any of the 
current more cumbrous syllabaries employed; each 
consonant could be shown by one symbol. The 
symbols adapted were pictures on the Egyp. 
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model. The hieroglyphic script included pictures 
which stood for the initial sounds of their names 
only, e.g. r' 'mouth' for r. The value of the alpha
betic principle lay in reducing the number of sym
bols until there was only one for each consonantal 
sound in the language. Vowels were not separately 
represented until the Greeks took over the alpha
bet. It is probable that the symbols were treated 
initially as consonants plus appropriate vowel (e.g. 
ba, du, gl). With this outstanding invention man
kind gained a simple means of recording which 
eventually broke the monopoly of the · scribes 
and placed literacy within the reach of everyone 
(see VI,  below). 

Examples of this ancestor of all alphabets have 
been found in Palestine and can be dated shortly 
before 1 500 BC. These exhibit a few signs only, 
probably personal names, scratched on pottery and 
metal. The full range of signs-about thirty
appears in the only early group of texts written in a 
form of this alphabet recovered so far, the 'Proto
Sinaitic' inscriptions. These are short prayers and 
dedications scratched on the surfaces by Canaan
ites employed in the Egyp. turquoise mines at 
Serbit el-Khadim in SW Sinai during the 1 6th cen
tury BC. During the next 500 years the signs were 
simplified, losing their pictorial form. Examples 
from sites in Canaan show widespread use and 
growing standardization (e.g. potsherds from La
chish, Hazor, arrowheads from near Bethlehem 
and the Lebanon) see B. Sass, The Genesis o/ Ihe 
Alphabel and ils Developmenl in Ihe Second Millen
nium BC, 1 988. 

The order of the letters is attested by the cunei
form alphabet of Ugarit ( 1 3th century BC), an 
early imitator, by an ostracon from 'Izbet Sartah, 
near Aphek (c. 1 1 00 BC; M. Kochari, Tel Aviv 4, 
1 977, pp. 1 - 1 3). Heb. acrostics also display i t  (Na. 
1 :2-14; Pss. 9, 1 0, 25, 34, 37, 1 1 1 , 1 1 2, 1 1 9, 1 45;  La. 
1 -4; Pr. 3 1 : 1 0-3 1 ;  Ecclus. 5 : 1 3, 29). The Greeks 
borrowed the letters in the same order. The reason 
for the arrangement is uncertain. Mnemonic needs 
and similarities in names or the nature of sounds 
expressed have been suggested (Driver, op. eil. , pp. 
1 80-1 85, 27 1 -273). 

(iii) Phoenician-early Hebrew. In the main from 
1 000 BC onwards we can trace the history of the 
letters c1early, although there are few specimens 
written between 1 000 and 800 BC. The direction of 
the writing was standardized, from right to left, as 
in Egypt. Most documents were made of papyrus 
and so have perished in the damp soil. Those that 
survive, on stone, pottery and metal, prove the 
ready acceptance of the script for all purposes. I t  
was evidently weil established before the end of the 
2nd millennium BC, a ready tool for the Israelites 
to employ in recording and teaching the laws of 
God and the history of his works on their behalf 
(see A .  R. Millard, EQ 50, 1 978, pp. 67 ff.) .  

I .  The major monumenlal inscriptions for the 
study of Heb. epigraphy are: (a) The agricultural 
calendar from • Gezer, variously attributed to an 
archaic or unskilled hand and dated to the 1 0th 
century BC (DOTT, pp. 20 1-203). (b) The stele of 
Mesha', king of Moab (. MOABITE STONE). This 
34-line inscription is important historically and as 
an example of the development of the monu
mental Heb. script in use in a remote place c. 850 
BC. The weil-cut letters already show a tendency to 
become cursive. This is further seen in (c) the 
• Siloam Inscription (IBA , fig. 56), dating from the 
reign of Hezekiah, c. 7 1 0  BC, and (d) the Tomb 
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inscription of the Royal Steward from Siloam of 
about the same date (- SHEBNA; IBA , fig. 53). For 
the lapidary form of the script, see - seals. By this 
time Phoenician and Aram. letters had taken their 
own distinctive forms. 

2 .  The cursive hand wh ich the OT writers would 
have originally employed is seen in the inscribed 
arrow-heads and other smaller writings of c. 1 000 
BC. The earliest body of texts is 75 ostraca from 
Samaria, some assigned to the reign of Jeroboam 
11 (c. 760 BC; A. Lemaire, op. eil. (Hf), pp. 23-8 1 ;  
DOTT, pp. 204-208). These show a clear, flowing 
script written by scribes long practised in the art. 
The unvocalized words are divided by small dots. 
Inscribed sherds from many sites show the devel
opment of the script down to the time of the - La
chish Letters and most of the ostraca from -Arad 
at the end of Judah's history (DOTT, pp. 2 1 2-2 1 5; 
A NET, pp. 568-569; A. Lemaire, op. cil.). 

(iv) Aramaic. Aramaeans adopted the Canaanite 
alphabet as they settled in Syria and gradually gave 
it distinctive features. The earliest texts (c. 850-800 
BC) are the Tel l  Fekheriye Statue inscription (A. 
Abou Assaf, P. Bordreuil, A.  R .  Millard, La Slatue 
de Tell Fekherye el son inscriplion bilingue assyro
arameenne, 1 982, the partly illegible Melqart Stele 
of Bar-hadad (- BEN-HADAD; DOrr, pp. 239-24 1 ,  
but note the second l i  n e  cannot be read 'son of 
Tabrimmon'), the - Dan Stele and two pieces of 
ivory bearing the name of - Hazael. Soon after 800 
BC Zakkur, king of - Hamath, erected a steIe with 
46 lines of inscription, and about 750 BC a treaty 
between the unknown Bar-ga'ayah and Mati'-el of 
- Arpad was recorded on three stelae. An increas
ingly cursive style is attested by the Bar-rakkab 
Stele (ANEP, p. 460). As Aramaic spread, the 
alphabet quickly took root in Assyria and Babylo
nia, to the disadvantage of the cuneiform script. 
Papyrus documents have perished, but a list of 
names on a sherd from Nimrud (- CAlAH) in 
Assyria of the early 7th century BC (1. B. Segal, 
lraq 1 9 ,  1 957, pp. 1 39-1 45), notes scratched on 
clay tablets, and a long letter written on a potsherd 
and sent from Erech to Ashur about 650 BC, show 
its use. Papyrus documents found in Egypt show 
the script developing from c. 600 BC (letter from 
Philistia to Egypt) until the end of the Persian 
period, notably in the 5th-century documents from 
Elephantine (DOrr, pp. 256-269) and other 
places (G. R .  Driver, Aramaic Documents ol the 
Fiflh Century BG, 1 954). 

(v) Ear/y Jewish scripls. The discoveries of MSS 
from the Wadi Qumran (- DEAD SEA SCROLLS), Ju
daean caves (especially the dated texts from M u
rabba'at) and inscribed ossuaries from the Jerusa
lern area have produced a wealth of material for 
the study of the formal and cursive Palaeo-Hebrew 
and early Jewish scripts from the 3rd century BC to 
the 2nd century AD. The fall of the Persian empire 
and the displacement of the common Aramaic of 
the imperial court led to many local variations. 

I .  The Archaic or proto-Jewish script of Judah, 
c. 250- 1 50 BC, as reflected in the Qumran MSS, 
shows a formal hand derived from the Persian Ar
amaic which, by the late 3rd century, is a cross 
between the formal and cursive scripts and close to 
the common Aramaic scripts of Palmyra and Na
bataea wh ich also emerged at this time. While these 
national scripts cannot yet be more precisely dated, 
formal, sem i-formal and true cursive hands can 
sometimes be distinguished. This script is also to 
be seen on coins of the period. 

2. The Hasmonaean period (c. 1 50-30 BC) saw 
the development of the formal, squarer and more 
angular hand seen in its first stages in the Nash 
Papyrus, now dated c. 1 50 BC. 

3. The Herodian period (30 BC-AD 70) was a 
time of swift development, and texts can thus be 
closely dated. 

4. The post-Herodian per iod (after AD 70) is 
now weil known from dated commercial and legal 
documents. The cursive script is not a l iterary but 
highly involved hand. The development of all these 
Jewish hands is illustrated and discussed in detail 
by F. M. Cross ( The Bible and the Aneienl Near 
East, ed. G. E. Wright, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 1 33-202) .  Study 
of early Heb. writing, the scribes' habits and letter 
forms, is of especial value in considering how 
errors may, or may not, have crept into the OT text. 

(vi) Greek. The Gk. alphabet was by tradition 
attributed to a Phoenician trader Cadmus (Hero
dotus, Hisl. 5. 58-59) and, by comparison between 
the early Gk. alphabets at Athens, Crete, Thera, 
Corinth and Naxos and dated Phoenician texts 
(see above), this view is justified. I t  would see m 
probable from the form of the letters that the 
Greeks had by the middle of the 9th century BC 
adapted the script to the needs of their I ndo
European language. They used the Phoenician 
symbols for sounds which they did not possess (' h 
IJ ' u [w] y), for the vowel sounds they required (a e 
e 0 y i respectively), and thus created the first true 
alphabet in which consonants and vowels were rep
resented by distinct signs. 

The abundance of monumental and manuscript 
evidence makes the study of Gk. epigraphy and 
palaeography an important and exact science for 
the background of the biblical Gk. texts. From W 
Greece the alphabet reached the Etruscans, and 
thus through the Roman script entered Europe. 

(vii) Other scripts. As weil as the development of 
the Phoenician script for use in the Gk., and thence 
Roman and subsequently European scripts, the 
early Canaanite script was developed for writing S 
Semitic dialects. Examples have been found in S 
Palestine and S Babylonia from c. 600 BC, and from 
S Arabian sites from slightly later. 

VI. Literacy and literary methods 
Evidence for the degree of li teracy, which varied 
according to time and place, is smal l .  Gideon was 
able to lay hands on a young man of Succoth in 
Jordan who wrote down a list of the city eIders 
(Jdg. 8 : 1 4; Heb., RSV, Avmg., Rvmg. 'writc', AV, RV, 
unjustifiably 'describe'). Such ability among the 
young to write ( l s. 1 0: 1 9) was enhanced by the 
advent of the alphabet and by the establishment of 
- schools for scribes attached to tempI es and 
shrines. Every Israelite householder had to write 
the words of the Law (Dt. 6:9; I I  :20). Writing, 
though not so weil attested in the West as in Baby
lonia, was certainly widespread in Syria and Pa\es
tine by the 2nd millennium, when at least five 
scripts were in use, viz. Egyp. hicroglyphs, Byblian 
syllabary, Canaanite alphabet, Akkad. cuneiform 
and the Ugaritic alphabetic cuneiform (see above). 

Writing was generally undertaken by trained 
• scribes. who could be drawn from any class of thc 
population (contra E. Nielsen, Oral Tradition, 
1 954, pp. 25, 28), though most higher officials in 
administration were literate. The mass of cunci
form tablets, ostraca and papyri so far found shows 
the prominent place of the written word through
out the ancient Near East. A percentage is difficult 
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to estimate owing to the incompleteness of the re
cords, but the six scribes to a population of about 
2,000 at Alalab in Syria in c. 1 800- 1 500 BC is prob
ably indieative of the literacy in important towns 
(0. 1. Wiseman, The A/a/akh Tab/ets, p. 1 3) .  Recent 
studies show that scribes may have 1earnt their 
Akkadian at main 'university' centres such as 
Aleppo in Syria or BabyIon itself. 

Documents were stored in baskets, boxes or jars 
(Je. 32 : 1 4) and laid up in the loeal temple ( I  Sa. 
10:25; Ex. 1 6 :34; cf 2 Ki. 22:8) or special archive 
stores (Ezr. 6: I ). Specific reference books were held 
by scribes (as, e.g ,  at Nippur, c. 1 950 BC) . Tiglath
pileser I (e. 1 1 00 BC) at Assur and Ashurbanipal (e. 
650 BC) at Nineveh collected copies of texts or had 
them written for their l ibraries. When copying texts 
a scribe would often quote the source, giving the 
condition of the document from which he copied, 
and stating whether the text had been checked with 
the original document, or only copied down from 
oral tradition, which was considered a less reliable 
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method (J. Lress"ee, 'Literacy and Oral Trad
ition in Ancient Mesopotamia', Studia Orientalia 
Ioanni Pedersen, 1 953,  pp. 205-2 1 8).  Oral tradition 
was conceived as existmg alongside the written 
word but not taking the place of primary author
ity. The colophon (both Akkadian and Egyp.) 
would also give the title or catchline which deslg
nated the work; but authorship was often, though 
not invariably, anonymous. It is like1y that the Heb. 
writers used similar methods. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. See references given in text 
above; also, for a full description, G. R. Driver, 
Semitic Writingl, 1976; I .  J. Gelb, A Study 01 Writ
ing', 1 963; J. Naveh, Ear/y History olthe A/phaber, 
1 987; J. Cerny, Paper and Books in Ancient Egypt, 
1 952; J. C. L. Gibson, Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, 
I ,  Hebrew, 1 97 1 ;  2, Aramaic, 1 975;  3, Phoenician, 
1 982. For books in the ancient world, see Cam
bridge History 01 the Bib/e, I ,  1 970, pp. 30-66. 

D.J.W. 
K.A.K. 
A .R .M.  
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YARN. In the Bible the yarns mentioned are goats' 
hair, camels' hair, cotton (Heb. karpas; Est. 1 :6; 
cf EBi, I ,  p. 9 1 5), linen and silk (Ezk. 1 6: I 0; Rev. 
1 8 : 1 2) .  Cotton, from the l int around the seeds pro
duced by the shrub Gossypium herbaceum, origin
ated in ancient India, but spread E only in the Gk.  
period. The 'Iinen yarn' in the AV of I Ki.  1 0:28 
and 2 Ch. I :  1 6  is due to a misunderstanding of the 
Heb. text.  The correct translation, referring to a 
country called Kue (i. e. * CJUCIA), is to be found in 
the RSV. F.N.H 

YOKE. The rendering of several Heb. and Gk .  
words, used either literally for the  wooden frame 
joining two animals (usually oxen), or netaphoreti
cally as describing one individual's subjection to 
another. The words are mör (Na. I :  1 3) and and 
Möra (ls. 58:6; Je. 27:2, etc.), 'a  bar'; 'öl (Gn. 27:40; 
La. I :  14, etc. ), 'a  yoke'; $eme4 I sa. 1 1 :7 ;  Jb. 1 :3, 
etc.), 'yoke of oxen'; zeugos (Lk. 1 4; 1 9), 'a pair'; 
zygos (Mt. 1 1  :29; I Tim. 6: I ,  etc.), ' a yoke', 'a 
balance' (*AGRICULTURE). 

In 2 Cor. 6: 14 Paul uses heterozygeö, ' to be 
yoked with one of another kind'. For the 'yoke-
fellow' of Phi!. 4:3 see *SYNZYGUS. J .D.D.  
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�AANAN. A place mentioned in Mi .  I :  1 1 , the in
labitants of which remained in their city when in
fading forces passed through the land. I t  may be 
dentical with Zenan in the Shephelah of Judah 
isted in Jos. 1 5 :37.  J.O.O. 

Z,AANANNIM, ZAANAIM (Heb. $a'anannim). 
)n the S border of Naphtali, near Kedesh (Jos. 
1 9 :33); Heber the Kenite eamped there (Jdg. 4: 1 1 ; 
w, K'lil] 'Zaanaim'); perhaps Elon ('Oak')-in
?:aanannim, cf G. F. (G. F. Moore, ICC, 1 903, on 
Idg. 4 : 1 1 ) . 

Khan et-Tuggar, 4 km NE of Tabor, preserves 
.he name in its Arabic equivalent ('traveller'). 
K.han Leggun near Tel l  abu Qedeis, 4 km N of 
[aanach, has been suggested as a more likely 
:efuge for Sisera (Jdg. 4: 1 7), but would have been 
:he wrong side of the flooded Kishon; cf R .  
Boling, Judges, 1 975, pp. 96f.; 1. Soggin,  Judges, 
1 987, pp. 66, 75.  J .P .U.L.  

lABAD. l .  A n  Ephraimite (I  Ch. 7:2 1 ) .  2. A man 
)f Judah, of  the l ineage of Hezron (1  Ch. 2 :36f.). 3. 
)ne of David's mighty men (I  Ch. 1 1 :4 1 ), prob
lbly to be equated with 2; note the name Ahlai in 
:he parentage of both. 4. A conspirator against 
loash (2 Ch. 24:26). The correct form of the name 
s • Jozachar. Cf 2 Ki .  1 2:2 1 .  5, 6, 7. Three laymen 
.vho put away their foreign wives, as directed by 
Ezra (Ezr. 1 0:27, 33, 43). O.F.P. 

lABBAI.  Possibly a shortened form of Heb. 
:äl]aqya, 'The Lord bestowed upon' (W. Rudolph). 
[his name is found in Ezr. 1 0:28 and Ne. 3 :20. 
?:abbai was forced by Ezra, according to Ezr. 
1 0:28, to put away his foreign wife. Zabbai in Ne. 
1 :20 is problematic. He was the father of Baruch 
.vho helped with the rebuilding of the walls of le
:usalem. Either he is the same person as in Ezra, or 
l. different person with the same name, or Zabbai 
nust be replaced by Zakkai (cf Ezr. 2 :9 and vari-
JUS MSS, Vulg. and Syr.). F.C.F. 

lABDI. 1 .  The grandfather of Achan who took 
;ome of the devoted spoil at lericho (1os. 7 :  I, 1 7-
1 8).  He is also ealled Zimri ( I  Ch. 2 :6).  2. A Ben
aminite (1 Ch. 8: 1 9) . 3. An officer of David's vine
{ards (I Ch. 27:27). 4. A Levite (Ne. 1 1 : 1 7), also 
:alled Zichri (1 Ch. 9: 1 5). R.A.H.G. 

lACCHAEUS, from Heb. and Aram. Zakkai, a 
:educed form of Zechariah. A chief tax-collector 
lt Jericho who became a disciple of Christ (U. 
1 9 : 1 - 1 0) .  He was probably the general t ax-farmer 

of Jericho and undoubtedly had abused his pos
ition on oceasions to enrich hirnself. Being a small 
man, he climbed a tree to see Jesus, who then asked 
to stay at his house. Zacchaeus welcomed hirn and 
showed practical repentance in giving half his 
goods to the poor and fourfold compensation to 
any whom he had defrauded. Christ said that this 
showed hirn to be a true son of Abraham and de
clared that salvation had come, not only to hirn, 
but to his house. The self-righteous in the crowd 
were critical of Jesus' action, but he declared his 
mission to  be the seeking and saving of the lost. 

BIBLlOGRAPHY. P. Kariamadam, The Zacchaeus 
Story, 1 985. R.E.N. 

ZADOK (Heb. $ätjöq, 'righteous'?). l. Son of 
Ahitub, who was, according to I Ch. 6: l ff., 50ff., a 
descendant of Eleazar, third son of Aaron. He was 
priest at David's court along with Abiathar (2 Sa. 
8: 1 7) and had charge of the ark (2 Sa. 1 5:24f.); he 
took part in the anointing of Solomon as David's 
successor when Abiathar supported Adonijah ( I  
Ki. I :7ff.). H e  and his descendants discharged the 
chief-priestly duties in Solomon's Temple until its 
destruction in 587 BC. Ezekiel restricts the priestly 
privileges in his new commonwealth to the Za
dokite family on the ground that they alone were 
innocent of apostasy under the Monarchy (Ezk. 
44: 1 5ff.) .  In the second Temple the Zadokites re
tained the high priesthood continuously until 1 7 1  
BC, when i t  was transferred t o  Menelaus b y  Antio
chus IV; even after that a Zadokite priesthood pre
sided over the lewish temple at Leontopolis in 
Egypt unt i l  Vespasian closed i t  soon after AO 70. 
The Qumran community remained loyal to the 
Zadokite priesthood and looked forward to its 
restoration. 

2. A descendant of Zadok, grandfather of 
Hilkiah (1 Ch. 6 : 1 2; 9 : 1 1 ; Ne. 1 1 : 1 1 ) . 3. Father-in
law of King Uzziah and grandfather of 10tharn (2 
Ki. 1 5 :33; 2 Ch. 27: I). 4, S. Two builders of the 
wall under Nehemiah (Ne. 3:4, 29); one or the 
other of these may be the same as Zadok, a signa
tory to the covenant (Ne. 1 0:2 1 ), and 'Zadok the 
scribe' (Ne. 1 3 : 1 3) .  

BIBLlOGRAPHY. H .  H .  Rowley, 'Zadok and Ne
hushtan', JBL 58, 1 939, pp. 1 1 3/f.; idem, ' Mel
chizedek and Zadok' in Festschriftfür A. Bertholet 
(ed. W. Baumgartner), 1 950, pp. 46 I ff.; R .  de Vaux, 
Ancient Israel, 1 96 1 ,  pp. 372-405; 1. R. Bartlett, 
'Zadok and his successors at Jerusalem', JTS n.s. 
1 9, 1 968, pp. 1 - 1 8 .  F.F.B. 

ZAIR. 2 Ki .  8:21 records that King Joram passed 
over to Zair to crush a revolt of the Edomites, 
hence its probable loeation was on the border of 
Edom. Some MSS of the LXX read here Z(e)ior, and 
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ZAIR 

Zair may possibly be identical with * Zior, listed in 
Jos. 1 5 : 54, in the Judaean hill-country. 

R.A .H .G. 

ZALMON. I. A personal name. One of David's 
mighty men, said to be an Ahohite (2 Sa. 23:28). 
He is called IIai in I Ch. 1 1  :29. 

2. The name of a mountain in the vicinity of the 
tower of Shechem (Jdg. 9:48). I ts identification is 
far from certain; both Gerizim and Ebal have been 
suggested. 

3. Another mountain, mentioned in Ps. 68: 1 4  
(spelt Salmon in AV) . Some have equated i t  with the 
foregoing, but this mountain would appear to have 
been to the E of the Jordan and is usually iden ti-
lied with Jebel l:lauran. D.F.P .  

ZAMZUMMIM (zamzummim, meaning un
certain; possibly 'whisperers', 'murmurers', from a 
root known in Arabic). The name given by the 
* Ammonites to the people (known also as 
* Rephaim) whom they themselves displaced from 
their territory in central Transjordan (Dt. 2:20-23). 
lt is at present diflicult to associate them with any 
particular archaeologieal remains but, assuming 
that the Ammonites settled in the 1 3th century BC, 
one might consider these people as the Middle 
Bronze/Late Bronze Age occupants of the region, 
whose presence is attested by a few recent discover
ies (cf !DBS, p. 20). Whether the * Zuzim in Gn.  
14 :5  are the same people remains uncertain. 

J .G.G.N. 
G.J.D. 

ZANOAH (Heb. zlinöa1J). I. A town in the Shephe
lah (Jos. 1 5 :34; Ne. 3 : 1 3; 1 1 :30); Khirbet Zanu', 3 
km S of Beth-shemesh, W of modern Zanoah. 2. A 
town in the hills near Juttah (Jos. 1 5 :56; I Ch. 
4: 1 8); may be Khirbet Beit Amra, overlooking the 
Wadi el-Halil (W Hevron), part of which is called 
Wadi Abu Zenah (Grollen berg, Abel); or Khirbet 
Zanuta, SW of Eshtemoa (Rudolph, Chronik
bucher, 1 955,  ad /oe. ; Israeli Survey); or Khirbet 
Yaqin, 6 km SE of Hebron (Noth, Josua, ad /oc. , 
citing LXX to read 'Zanoah of Kain'; but the read-
ings are doubtful). J . P.U.L.  

ZAPHENATH-PANEAH. An Egyp. name be
stowed by the pharaoh upon Joseph at his investi
ture (Gn. 4 1 :45). The search for its Egyp. original 
has produced many widely divergent suggestions. 
Steindortrs !)(d)-p'-nt(r)-fiw.f-'n6 is phonetieally 
good, but is circumstantially inappropriate in 
meaning and of too late a date. Most other sugges
tions are either phonetieally unacceptable or else 
lack any real Egyp. paralleis. However, the Heb. 
consonantal form �-p-n-t p-'-n-� may, with one 
slight change (for euphony in Heb.) to �-t-n-p p-'-n-
�, stand for (yöseß) gd-n.J '/p-'n6 '(Joseph), who is 
ealled 'Ip'ankh'; gd-nI would be the well-known 
construction introducing a second name, the name 
itself being ' Ip'ankh, a common name in the 
Middle Kingdom and Hyksos periods, i.e. in the 
patriarchal and Joseph's age. K.A.K. 

ZAPHON. A town referred to in Jos. 1 3:27 and 
Jdg. 1 2 :  I ,  Iying in Gadite territory in the Jordan 

val ley. TJ identifies it with the Amathus 01" 
Josephus, wh ich is to be located at Tell 'Ammatah; 
but this is improbable. Other proposed locations 
for Zaphon are Tell al-Sa'idiya and Tell al-Qos. 

D.F.P .  

ZAREPHATH ('smelting place') .  Akkad. $ariptll; 
cf $arlipll, 'to reline (metals), to lire (bricks)'. A 
small Phoenician town (mod. Sarafand), originally 
belonging to * Sidon, it appears in late 1 3th cen
tury Papyrus Anastasi I (ANETl, p. 477). l t  was 
captured by Sennacherib in 701 BC (Zarebtu, 
ANET', p. 287) and by Esarhaddon, c. 680-669 BC, 
who gave it to Ba'ali, king of Tyre (1. B. Pritchard, 
'Sarepta in History and Tradition', in 1. Reumann 
(ed.), Understanding the Sacred Text, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 
1 0 1 - 1 1 4) .  

Situated about 1 3  km S of Sidon on the Leba
nese coast on the road to * Tyre, it is mentioned in 
I Ki. 1 7:9ff. as the place to which * Elijah went 
during the drought in Ahab's reign and where he 
restored l ife to the son of the widow with whom he 
lodged. Lk. 4:26 refers to this incident, the town 
there being ealled by the Gk. and Lat. name, 
Sarepta. 

Obadiah prophesied that in the Day of the Lord 
those of the children of I srael who were dcported 
by Sargon after the fall of Samaria should possess 
Phoenicia as far as Zarephath. 

For exeavations begun in 1 969, see AJA 74, 1 970, 
p. 202; 76, 1 972, p. 2 1 6; Archae% gy 24, 1 97 1 ,  pp. 
6 1 -63; 1. Pritchard, Sarepta, 1 975. R.A.H.G. 

ZARETHAN. This town is spelt variously Zare
tan, Zartanah and Zarthan in AV; and the name 
appears as Zeredah (AV Zeredathah) in 2 Ch. 4 : 1 7 .  
Zarethan is mentioned in connection with Beth
shean, Adam and Succoth, and lay in the Jordan 
valley, near a ford over the river. Its exact si te has 
been debated, but it almost certainly lay W of the 
Jordan. One suggested loeation, Qarn Sartaba, 
perhaps reealls the name Zarethan; but most au
thorities prefer Tel l  al-Sa'idiya. (Exeavated 1 964-7; 
1 985 onwards, see NEAEHL, pp. 1 295-1 300.) Tell 
Umm l:Iamad is another possibility. D.F.P. 

ZEAL. In modern Eng. usage, fervour in ad
vancing a cause or in rendering service. But the 
corresponding Heb. and Gk.  words in the Bible 
ean have a bad sense. Thus qlinli' (verb), qin'ö 
(noun), are often rendered • 'envy', 'envious' (as in 
Gn. 26: 14;  Ps. 37: 1 ), or · 'jealous', 'jealousy' (Gn . 
37 :  1 1 ;  Jb. 5 :2), and once 'passion' (Pr. 1 4:30), as 
weil as 'zeal' in a positive sense (2 Sa. 2 1  :2). 

The phrase 'the zeal of the Lord (of hosts)' 
occurs several times (2 Ki. 1 9 :3 1 ;  Is. 9:7; 37 :32;  cf 
Is. 26: 1 1 ; 63: 1 5) and means his jealous concern for 
his own people and their welfare: their relationship 
to hirn is as a wife to a husband, hence NEB'S 'jeal
ous anger' in Is. 59: 1 7  (Heb. qin'ö; RSV 'fury'). 

Similarly, in  NT the Gk. terms ze/oö (verb) and 
ze/os (noun) can have a bad or a good sense, ac
cording to context. Thus RSV gives 'jealous' (Acts 
7:9), 'jealousy' (Acts 5 :  1 7) and 'covet' (Jas. 4:2), 
but translates in a good sense as 'earnestly desire' 
(I Cor. 1 2:3 1 ), 'make much of' (Gal. 4: 1 7) or 'zeal' 
(2 Cor. 7:7). But 'jealous' ean have a positive mean
ing. In 2 Cor. 1 1 :2  Paul is 'jealous' (ze/oö) over 
his converts 'with a divine jealousy' (zelos), not 
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meaning the human jealousy of selfish possessive
ness or a concern for his own reputation, but the 
iealousy which a lover feels for his beloved; and a 
'divine' jealousy because it is as feit by God him
,elf tor his own people, who stand as in the mar
riage relationship to hirn (cf Ex. 20: 5 ;  34 : 1 4; Dt. 
5 :9,  elc.). 

zelöles, * 'zealot', is applied to the apostle Simon 
( Lk .  6: 1 5 ; Acts 1 : 1 3),  called in Mt. 1 0:4 and Mk.  
3: 1 8  Simon the Cananean, where ho kananaios may 
translate Aram. qan'än, 'zealot ' .  zelöles also occurs 
in I Cor. 14 :  1 2 , where Paul's readers who are 
zealots (RSV 'eager') for manifestations of the 
Spirit are bidden to strive (zeleö) to excel in build
ing up the church, i. e. to realize that the purpose of 
spiritual gifts is communal and not for selfish ends. 
Elsewhere zelöles is translated by RSV as 'zealous' 
(Acts 2 1 :20; 22:3; Ga!. I : 1 4; Tit . 2 : 1 4; I Pet. 3 : 1 3) .  

The verb spoudazö is translated 'zealous' (2 Pet. 
I :  I 0, 1 5 ; 3 :  14), but also 'eager' (Ga!. 2 :  1 0; Eph. 4:3; 
I Thes. 2 : 1 7),  'do your best' (2 Tim. 2 : 1 5; 4:9, 2 1 ;  
Tit .  3 :  1 2), 'strive' (Heb. 4 :  1 1 ). The adjective spou
daios occurs in 2 Cor. 8: 1 7, 22 ('earnest'), and the 
adverb spoudaiös in Lk. 7:4 ('earnestly'), Phi! .  2 :28; 
2 Tim. I :  17 ('eagerly'), Tit .  3:  13 ('do your best'). 
RSV renders spoude as 'zeal' (Rom. 1 2: 8 ,  1 1 ; 2 Cor. 
7 :  1 2), 'haste' (Mk.  6:25; Lk. 1 :39), 'eagerness' (2 
Cor. 8:7-8, 1 6; Heb. 6: 1 1 ) ,  'effort' (2 Pet. 1 :5). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H .-C. Hahn, NIDNIT 3, pp. 
1 1 66-1 1 68 ;  A. Stumpf, TDNT 2, pp. 877-888; G. 
Harder, TDNT 7, pp. 559-568. N.H. 

ZEALOT (Gk. zelöles). One of the twelve apostles 
is called Simon the Zealot (Lk. 6: 1 5 ;  Acts 1 : 1 3) ,  
either because of his zealous temperament or be
cause of some association with the party of the 
Zealots (* CANANAEAN) .  Paul speaks of hirnself as 
having been a religious zealot (Acts 22:3;  Ga!. 
I :  1 4), and the many members of the church of Je
rusalem are described as all 'zealots for the law' 
(Acts 2 1  :20). 

The party of the Zealots, described by Josephus 
as the 'fourth philosophy' among the Jews (BJ 2 .  
1 1 7 ;  Ant. 1 8 . 23), was founded b y  * Judas the Galil
ean, who led a revolt against Rome in AO 6 
(* CENSUS). They opposed the payment of tribute 
by Israel to a pagan emperor on the ground that 
this was treason to God, Israel's true King. 

These men were called Zealots because they fol
lowed the example of Mattathias and his sons and 
fol lowers, who manifested zeal for the law of God 
when Antiochus IV tried to suppress the Jewish 
religion (I Macc. 2 :24-27), and the example of 
Phinehas, who showed comparable zeal in a time 
of apostasy in the wilderness (Nu. 25: 1 1 ; Ps. 
1 06:30f.). When the revolt of AO 6 was crushed 
they kept its spirit alive for 60 years. Members of 
Judas's family were Zealot leaders; two of his sons 
were crucified by the procurator Alexander c. AO 
46 (Jos., Ant. 20. 1 02), and a third, Menahem, at
tempted to seize the leadership of the anti-Roman 
revolt in AO 66 (Jos., BJ 2. 433). Zealots were activc 
throughout the war of AO 66-73; the last Zealot 
stronghold, Masada, fel l  in May AO 74, but even 
then the Zealot spirit was not completely 
quenched. (* ASSASSINS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. R.  Farmer, Maccabees, 
Zealols and Josephus, 1 956; Y. Yadin, Masada: 
Herod's Fortress and (he Zealots' Last Stand, 1 966; 
D. M. Rhoads, Israel in Revolution 6-74 C.E. : A 
Political History based on the Writings 0/ Josephus, 

ZEBULUN 

1 976; R. A .  Horsley and 1. S. Hanson, Bandils, 
Prophets and Messiahs, 1 985 ;  M .  Hengel, The 
Zealols, 1 989. F.F.B. 

ZEBAH (Heb. zeQa(r, 'slaughter', 'sacrifice'). One 
of two kings of Midian who raided Palestine in the 
days of Gideon the judge. Some of Gideon's 
people had been slain in a M idianite raid (Jdg. 
8 :  1 8f.). Gideon carefully selected 300 and pursued 
the raiders. The people of Succoth and Penuel re
fused to help hirn and were later punished. At 
Karkor (v. 1 0) Gideon captured the two chiefs 
Zebah and Zalmunna and slew them. Following 
this exploit, Gideon was invited to be king over 
Israel, but refused (Jdg. 8:22-23). In Ps. 83 : 1 - 1 2  
this incident finds a place among the list of victor-
ies God gave his people. J .A .T. 

ZEBEDEE (Gk. Zebedaios from Heb. ziQdiyähU, 
' the gift of Yahweh'). The father of the apostles 
James and John (Mk.  I :  1 9) and husband of 
Salome (Mt .  27:56; Mk. 1 5:40). A Galilean fisher
man, probably of some means (cf Mk.  1 :20); he 
evidently lived at or near Bethsaida. J.O.O. 

ZEBOIIM (NEB ZEBOYIM). One of the cities of 
the plain (Gn. 1 4:2) eventually destroyed with 
* Sodom and Gomorrah (Dt. 29:23). Its location 
seems to have been in the vicinity of * Admah. 

O.F.P . 

ZEBOIM. 1 .  A valley near M ichmash in Ben
jaminite territory (I Sa. 1 3 : 1 8),  modern Wadi Abu 
Daba'. The Heb. phrase means 'ravine of hyenas' C$e $ 'Qö'im). 2. A Benjaminite town of post-exilic 
lImes, near Lydda (Ne. 1 1  :34). O.F.P. 

ZEBUL ( Heb. z'Qül, 'exalted', i. e. prince, or 
height). Ruler of Shechem under the self-styled 
'king' Abimelech, whom he rescued from Gaal's 
revolt (Jdg. 9:26-4 1 ) .  In Ugaritic, zbl (I), 'prince', 
is used of Baal, lord of the earth, while zbl (11)  is 
'sick (man)'; cf (e.g.)  C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Text-
book, 3, 1 965, p. 393, Nos. 8 1 5-8 1 6. K.A.K. 

ZEBULUN. The tenth son of Jacob and the sixth 
son of Leah (Gn. 30: 1 9f.). The original form of the 
name may have been ZebuIon or Zebul, the name 
of Abimelech's lieutenant (Jdg. 9:26-41) .  In the 
account of his birth a double derivation is �ug
gested: zäQal to 'honour' and zäQatj to 'endow' or 
'bestow'. Similar forms are found in Egyp., Akkad. 
and Canaanite sources. Before the descent into 
Egypt Zebulun had three sons, Sered, Elon and 
Jahleel (Gn. 46: 1 4) ,  founders of their respective 
tri baI clans. 

Zcbulun was able to possess more of its allotted 
territory than most of the tribes, possibly because 
it comprised largely virgin country, with no great 
cities (Jos. 1 9 :  1 0- 1 6) .  Kitron (perhaps the Kattath 
of Jos. 1 9 :  1 5) and Nahalol are mentioned as in
completely conquered (Jdg. 1 :30). Generally 
speaking, Zebulun occupied a broad wedge in S 
Galilee between Asher and Naphtali with Man
asseh to the SW and Issachar to the SE. The S 
boundary was probably the river Kishon in the 
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ZEBULUN 

o 0 o o o 
Jacob m. Leah c. Bilhah c. Zilpah m. Rachel 

r- I  1 1 1 ,  , ) rl. rl. rl. 
o 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 

Reuben Simeon Levi Judah Issachar ZEBULUN Dinah 
(Gn. 30:19-20) 

Dan Naphtali Gad Asher Joseph Benjamin 

( I ) 

o o o 
Sered Elon Jahleel m.= marries 

CF concubine (Gn. 46 :14; Nu. 26 :26) 

The genealogy 0/ Zebulun. 

Valley of Esdraelon, which gave Zebulun, like Is
sachar, control over the trade routes. The Blessing 
of Jacob (Gn. 49: 1 3) promises Zebulun access to 
the sea, although i t  is not clear whether Galilee or 
the Mediterranean is meant. I n  either case this was 
never realized, but the reference may be to the stra
tegie commercial position shared with Issachar (cf 
Dt. 33: 1 8f.). These tribes also shared the same holy 
mountain ( Dt .  33 :  1 9), probably Tabor (cf Jdg. 
4:6), on the fringe of Zebulun's territory. Although 
one of the smaller tri bai areas, it was fertile, being 
exposed to the rain-bearing W winds. With 57,400 
and 60,500 warriors respectively in the two census 
lists (Nu. 1 :3 1 ;  26:27), it was the fourth largest 
tribe. 

In the great covenant-renewal ceremony at 
Shechem, Zebulun was assigned an inferior place 
with Reuben and the 'handmaiden' tribes (Dt.  
27: 1 3). But in  the Judges period i t  distinguished 
itself in the conflicts against the Canaanites and 
Midianites (Jdg. 4:6, 1 0; 5 :  1 4, 1 8; 6:35). One of the 
minor judges, Elon, came from Zebulun (Jdg. 
1 2 :  1 1 ) .  When David became king over a united 
Israel, considerable initial military and economic 
support was supplied ( I  Ch. 1 2:33,  40). The 
prophet Jonah was a Zebulunite from Gath-hepher 
(2 Ki .  1 4:25; cf Jos. 1 9 :  1 8) .  Zebulun suffered se
verely in the Assyr. invasion under Tiglath-pileser 
(2 Ki .  1 5 :29; cf Is. 9 : 1 ), many of its inhabitants 
were deported and its territory was assimilated 
into the Assyr. empire. However, its tri bai identity 
survived, änd its inhabitants are included among 
the participants in Hezekiah's Passover (2 Ch. 
30: 1 0-22). In the NT, apart from the quotation in 
Mt .  4 : 1 3- 1 6, Zebulun is mentioned only in Rev. 
7:8, but Nazareth, where Jesus spent his early 
years, was within its traditional borders. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. LOB, pp. 200, 2 1 2, 233, 237. 
A.E.C. 

ZECHARIAH, ZACHARIAH, ZACHARIAS. 
Some 28 men bear this name in the Bible, most of 
them mentioned only once or twice, including the 
last king of Jehu's line (2 Ki. 14 :29; 1 5 :8, 1 1 ) .  The 
best known is the prophet, who is mentioned with 
Haggai in Ezr. 5 : 1 ;  6: 1 4, and whose prophecies are 

found in the book that bears his name. As these 
two prophets were enthusiasts for the rebuildin� 
of the Temple in 520 BC, one must account for theil 
silence during the period 536--520 BC, when the 
Temple building was neglected. Either their par· 
ents had brought them as infants in the return in 
537 BC or they did not return until about 520 BC; in 
this case also they must have been infants in 537 
BC, or their enthusiasm would have brought them 
back then. This means that Zechariah was a youn� 
man when he began to prophesy, and indeed it may 
be he, and not the man with the measuring line, 
who is referred to as 'this young man' in Zc. 2:4. 1 I  
is likely that the second part of  his book belongs ta 
his old age (0  ZECHARIAH, BOOK OF). 

In  the NT Zechariah is the father of John the 
Baptist (Lk. 1 :5, elc. ). There is also a mention 01 
'Zechariah son of Barachiah, whom you murderec 
between the sanctuary and the altar' (Mt .  23:35; cf 
Lk. I I  : 5 1 ) .  Since the prophet Zechariah was tht 
son of Berechiah (Zc. I ;  I ), it is possible that he wa� 
martyred, although there is no independent recorc 
of this. Others suppose that the reference is to tht 
martyrdom of Zechariah the son of Jehoiada in ; 
Ch. 24:20-22, and that the error of the father'� 
name is due either to the Evangelist, or, since i l 
does not occur in the best MSS of Lk., to a copyist'� 
addition. Since Chronicles is the last book in the 
Heb. Bible, the naming of Abel and Zechariah ir 
this verse would be the equivalent of our phrase 
' from Genesis to Revelation'. There is also , 
Zechariah the son of Jeberechiah, who is called a� 
a witness in Is. 8:2, but there is no reason to sup· 
pose that he is the one referred to by Christ. 

l.S.W. 

ZECHARIAH, BOOK OF. 

I. Outline of contents 

a. Prophecies daled belween 520 and 5 18 Be. durin! 
Ihe rebuilding o/ Ihe Temple, 1 : 1 -8 :23 

(i) Introduction. Zechariah in the line of tht 
true prophets (1 : l -{j). 

(ii) First vision. Angelic riders are told that Goc 
will restore Jerusalem (I :7- 1 7). 
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o 0 
Josiah m. Hamutal 

(1 Ch. 3 :15 ;  2 Ki. 24:18) 

0 0 0 0 0 
Johanan Jehoiakim / Eliakim m. Nehushta 

(1 Ch. 3 :15)  (2 Ch. 36 :4) (2 Ki . 24:8) 
Mattaniah / ZEDEKIAH" Jehoahaz / Shallum 

c. 597-587 BC (2 Ch. 36:1-3) 

o 
Jehoiachin / Jeconiah / Coniah 

(2 Ch. 36 :8-9;  1 Ch. 3 :16; Je. 22 :24, 28) 

m.= marries 
'(2 Ki. 24:17-18; but 2 Ch. 36 :9-11 states 
that Zedekiah was brother of Jehoiachin) 

An interpretation oJ King Zedekiah'sJamily tree. 

( i i i )  Second vision. Four destroying horns are 
jestroyed by four  smiths ( I :  1 8-2 1 ) .  

(iv) Third vision. The new Jerusalem cannot be 
:ontained by walls, but will be the horne of Jews 
wd Gent i les (2 :  1 - 1 3).  

(v) Fourth vision. Joshua the high priest, ac
:used by Satan, is vindicated by God, given access 
to his presence and made a type of the Branch
Messiah (3: 1 - 1 0).  

(vi) Fifth vision. A seven-branched candlestick, 
Dr lamp, fed by two branches (probably Joshua and 
lerubbabel), from two olive trees. A special word 
of encouragement to Zerubbabel (4: 1 - 1 4) .  

(vii) S ixth vision. An immense flying scroll car
ries God's words of condemnation of sin (5: 1 -4) .  

(viii) Seventh vision. A woman in an ephah 
measure, symbolizing sin, is removed to the un
:Iean land of BabyIon, the place of exile (5 :5- 1 1 ). 

(ix) Eighth vision. Four chariots go out through 
the earth as God's executives (6: 1-8). 

(x) Joshua is crowned as a symbol of the 
Branch-Messiah who builds the Temple, and who 
rules as Priest-King (6:9-1 5). 

(xi) A quest ion about observing fasts that had 

been instituted to commemorate the fall of Jerusa
lern in 587 BC. Fasts will become feasts, and all 
nations will share the blessing (7: 1 -8 :23). 

b. Undated prophecies, wh ich could be Jrom a later 
period in Zechariah 's ministry, 9: 1 - 1 4:2 1  

(i) The judgment of Israel's enemies is seen in 
the light of the coming of the Prince of Peace (9: 1-
1 7) .  

( i i )  Evil shepherds give place to God's Leader, 
who gathers in his people ( 1 0 : 1 - 1 2). 

(iii) The Good Shepherd confounds the evil 
shepherds, but is rejected by the flock, who con
sequently suffer under yet another evil shepherd 
( 1 1 : 1 - 1 7).  

( iv) Jerusalem in distress looks to the One whom 
her people have pierced, and repents with true 
sorrow ( 1 2 : 1- 14) .  

(v)  Jewish prophecy ceases when the Good 
Shepherd is smillen and opens the fountain that 
cleanses from sin ( 1 3 : 1 -9). 

(vi) The distress of Jerusalem is followed by the 
blessings and judgments of God's kingdom ( 1 4 :  1-
2 1  ) .  
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11. Authorship and unity 
Throughout ehs. 1 -8 Zeehariah is named as the 
author, and the period is that of Ezr. 5-6. This 
claim is generally accepted, though oeeasionally 
attempts have been made to distinguish the Zeeha
riah of the propheeies from the Zeehariah of the 
visions (e.g. by S. B. Frost, Old Testament Apoca
lyptic, 1 952). 

The problem of ehs. 9-1 4  is more eomplieated, 
and many hold that these ehapters are neither to be 
aseribed to Zeehariah nor are a unity in them
selves. A moderate view, adopted by, e.g. , H .  L. 
Ellison in Men Spake /rom God, 1 952, is that three 
anonymous propheeies have been added at the end 
of the M inor Prophets, eaeh introduced by the 
phrase, 'The burden of the word of the Lord'. The 
three are Zc. 9: 1 - 1 1 : 1 7; Zc. 1 2 : 1 - 1 4:2 1 ;  Mal. 1 : 1 -
4:6. Others (e.g. W. O. E .  Oesterley and T. H .  Rob
inson, Introduction to the Books 0/ the Old Testa
ment, 1 934) find in these ehapters fragments from 
various dates. 

The main arguments against Zeehariah's 
authorship are: (i) the differenee of atmosphere be
tween 1 -8 and 9-1 4. The former are full of hope 
and promise; the latter show bad leadership and 
threat of attaek. There is no referenee to the reeent 
rebuilding of the Temple. (ii) There is a reference in 
9: 1 3  to Greeee as the dominan t power, not Persia 
as in the days of Zeehariah. (iii) The derogatory 
referenee to propheey in eh. 1 3  and apoealyptie 
pietures in eh. 14 are marks of a late date. 

The first two eontentions assurne that, if the 
chapters are by • Zeehariah, they must belong to 
approximately the same period as 1 -8. We have no 
means of knowing the length of Zeehariah's 
prophetie ministry, but there are indications that 
he was a young man when he was first called to 
prophesy in 520 BC. Jeremiah prophesied for over 
40 years, and Isaiah for over 50. If these ehapters 
were uttered in Zeehariah's old age they would be 
drawing near to the time of Malachi, Ezra and 
Nehemiah, and perhaps Joel, when the atmos
phere of first enthusiasm had given plaee to eold
ness, formality, poor leadership and fear of 
attaek. 

The referenee to Greece is not, then, a serious 
objeetion, even if one does not give any weight to 
belief in divine predietion, wh ich is certainly pres
ent in the King and the Shepherd referenees in 
these chapters. Greece, or Javan, is named by Ezk. 
27: 1 3 , 1 9, and also by Is. 66: 1 9, as one of the places 
to which missionaries will go to declare God's 
glory. I t  is worth noting for the sake of the argu
ment that many eommentators would make 'Trito
Isaiah' ( Is. 56-66) a contemporary of the actual 
Zechariah who wrote 1 -8 .  It is probable that 
Zechariah had seen the vision of the chariots going 
' toward the west country' (6:6), and in 8 :7  he fore
sees captives returning from the W. Later Joel 3:6 
refers to Jews who had been sold by the Phoeni
eians as slaves to the Greeks. 

From about 520 BC onwards the Greeks in Asia 
Minor were a continual source of trouble to Dar
ius, and in 500 BC a great Ionian revolt occurred. 
In 499 BC the Athenians burnt the Persian strong
hold of Sardis, and in 490 BC and 480 BC the 
Persians, in a full-scale invasion of Greeee, were 
defeated at Marathon and Salamis. From a purely 
human point of view, Zechariah could have 
looked to Greece as a power that would harass 
the eountries in the Persian empire whose sea-

board looked towards the W. Indeed, there may 
al ready have been raids on the coasts of Palestine. 
It should, however, be noted that Javan is only 
one out of several powers who are dealt with in 
eh. 9. 

The contention about the derogatory referenee 
to propheey in eh. 1 3  reads too much into the pas
sage. The writer cannot be belittling prophecy, 
since he is hirnself professing to be a prophet. In 
the eontext the thought is of the pierced Shepherd, 
whose death opens the fountain for sin, as being 
the climax of propheey, so that true prophecy 
ceases, and any professed prophecy that remains is 
only false. 

The eontention about the later apocalyptic im
agery of eh. 14 is a subjeetive opinion . I t  should be 
realized that the dating of esehatologieal and 
apocalyptie passages in the OT is based largely on 
opinion. Beeause there is much apoealyptie in the 
intertestamental period, i t  is assumed that similar 
pictures in the prophets, e.g. Isaiah and Zechariah, 
must be given a late date. 

From the positive standpoint, there are certain 
definite links between 1-8 and 9-14; e.g. the need 
for repentanee and cleansing ( I  :4; 3 :3-4, 9; 5: 1 - 1 1 ;  
7:5-9; 9:7; 1 2 : 1 0; 1 3 : 1 , 9); Jerusalem as the head 
( 1 : 1 6- 1 7; 2 : 1 1 - 1 2 ; 1 2:6; 1 4 :9f.); the return of the 
nation (2:6, 1 0; 8 :7-8; 9 : 1 2; 1 0:6- 1 2); Israel's en· 
emies are to be subdued ( 1 :2 1 ;  1 2; 1 4) and con· 
verted (2 : 1 1 ;  8 :20-23; 9:7;  1 4 : 1 6- 1 9) .  There are 
also some similarities of style: e.g. the fondness for 
the number 'two' (4:3; 5:9; 6: I ;  I I  :7;  1 3 :8); the voc· 
atival address (2:7, 1 0; 3 :2,  8; 4:7; 9 :9, 1 3; 1 1 : 1 -2 
1 3 :7); the phrase 'pass through nor return' oceur� 
in 7: 14 and 9:8 (AV; RSV 'to and fro') and nowhen 
else in the OT. 

I t  is not possible to prove the unity of the book 
but one should not too readily abandon it. It is n01 
neeessary to look for contemporary figures in 9 :8 
1 6- 1 7  and 1 2 : 1 0, though upholders of the later 
date suggest various priestly eharaeters of thr 
Maceabean age. If eontemporary identifieatiom 
were needed, the eonservative commentator woulc 
be bound to say that we know nothing about thr 
leaders in Judaea between 5 1 6  and 458 BC, ane 
personal intrigues and assassinations were as likel) 
then as in Maccabean times. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. H. G. MitcheII, lee, 1 9 1 2; c. H 
H. Wright, Zechariah and his Proplrecies, 1 878; M 
F. Unger, Zeclrarialr, 1 963; 1. G. Baldwin, Haggai 
Zechariah, Malachi, TOTe, 1 972; L. G. R ignell 
Die Naclrtgesichte des Saclrarja, 1 950; P. Lamarehe 
Zacharie IX-XIV, 1 9 6 1 ;  B. Otzen, Studien übel 
Delllerosaclrarja, 1 964; F. F. Bruce, Bi RL 43 
1 960-1 , pp. 336ff.; R. K. Harrison, fOT, 1 968; C 
L. Meyers, Zechariah 9-14, 1 993. J .S .W. 

ZEDAD. One of the sites on the N border of thr 
promised land (Nu. 34:8), mentioned also in Ezek 
iel's vision of the limits of restored Israel ( Ezk 
47: 1 5) .  There are two main eandidates for identifi 
eation with it, eorresponding to the two views tha 
are taken about the line of the N border deseribec 
in these texts as a whole. The dominant view (e.g 
Aharoni) sees the name as preserved at $adad, C 
1 1 0 km ENE of Byblos; this accords weil with th( 
preferred location for the 'entranee of • Hamath' 
the adjaeent point on the boundary. A minority 01 
seholars advoeate a more S position, at Kh 
$erädä, a few miles N of Dan, reading the name a! 
Zerad, with LXX and the Samaritan text .  
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. G. B. Gray, Numbers, 1 903, p. 
459; G. A. Cooke, Ezekie/, ICC, 1 936, p. 527; Y. 
Aharoni, LOB, pp. 65--67. R.A .H .G. 

G.l .D. 

ZEDEKIAH (Heb. �itjqiyyähu-�irjqiyya, only in 
I Ki .  22 : 1 1 ; Je. 27 : 1 2 ;  28 : 1 ;  29:3-'Yahweh is (my) 
righteousness'). I .  One of 400 court prophets 
under *Ahab who lied by prophesying his victory 
over Syria ( I  Ki. 22: 1- 12 ;  2 Ch. 1 8 : 1 - 1 1 ). When 
Micaiah revealed the truth, Zedekiah symbolically 
called hirn a liar by striking his cheek (I Ki .  22: 1 3-
28; 2 Ch.  1 8: 1 2-27). 

2. A false prophet among the exiles in Babyion 
whose death at the hand of Nebuchadrezzar is 
foretold by Jeremiah (Je. 29:2 1 -23). 

3. A prince of Judah who heard the seroll of 
Jeremiah read during the reign of Jehoiachin (Je. 
36: 1 1 - 1 3). 

4. The twenty-first, and last, king of Judah (c. 
597-587 Be) . The third son of Josiah ( I  Ch. 3 : 1 5), 

o 

ZEDEKIAH 

he was placed on the throne by Nebuchadrezzar in 
the place of * Jehoiachin, his nephew. His name 
was also changed from * Mattaniah, showing his 
vassalage to Babyion (2 Ki. 24: 1 7) .  Enthroned at 
the age of 2 1 ,  he reigned for 1 1  years (v. 1 8 ;  2 Ch. 
36:  1 1 ). 

Since the leading citizens had been deported 
with Jehoiachin (2 Ki. 24: 1 4- 1 6), Zedekiah was left 
with the undesirables, whose advice, which he was 
not able to refuse, finally led to Yahweh's punish
ment (Je. 24:8-9; 29: 1 6- 1 9; Ezk. 1 1 : 1 4-2 1 ) . Rebel
lion in Babylonia in c. 594 Be (A. K. Grayson, As
syrian and Baby/onian Chronicles, 1 975, p. 1 02 ,  
Ezk. 1 1  :2 1 -24) gave the  W vassals an opportunity 
to conspire to throw off their subjugation, sending 
to Judah, where there was evidence of an anti
Babylonian faction (Je. 28: 1 - 1 0) ,  for support 
(27:3). Jeremiah saw the Babylonian overlordship 
as divinely ordained (Je. 27; cf 28: 1 2- 1 4). Zede
kiah went to Babyion in 593 Be, possibly to allay 
suspicion concerning his involvement in the plot 
(Je. 5 1  :59). 

o 
Hezekiah m. Hephzibah 

, 
(2 K i .  21 :1)  .A.. ..... _____ ...... 

\ 

o o 
Manasseh m. Meshullemeth 

(2 Ki. 21 :1 -19)  

m.= marries 

I 

o 0 
Amon m. Jedidah 

(2 Ki. 21 :18- 26; 22 :1)  
I 

o 
Josiah 

(2 Ki. 21 :26) 

o 
Amariah I 
o 

Gedaliah I 
o 

Cushi I 
o 

ZEPHAN IAH 
(Zp. 1 :1 )  

The genea/ogy of Zephaniah. based on the assllmption that ·Hezekiah · (Zp. 
1 :1 )  lVas King Hezekiah of Judah. 
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Zedekiah finally did revolt (2 Ki. 24:20), break
ing a covenant with BabyIon (Ezk. 1 7 : 1 2-1 3). This 
was possibly related to the arrival of the pharaoh 
Hophra (Apries; le. 44:30), whose aid, as indicated 
by Lachish Letter 3, might have been sought by 
ludah (DOTT, p. 2 1 4) .  In 588 BC, Nebuchadrezzar 
and his army invaded ludah and laid siege to leru
salem. The siege was l ifted for a period to meet the 
approaching Egyptians (Je. 37:5) but, as leremiah 
predicted (vv. 6-1 0; 34:2 1-22), the siege was re
sumed. When the famine inside the city had 
reached its peak, the wall was breached in luly, 586 
BC, and the city fell (2 Ki. 25:3-4; le. 52:6-7). The 
Temple was plundered and burnt and people exiled 
(2 Ki. 25: 1 7-20). Zedekiah Red towards the 
lordan, where he was captured and taken to Neb
uchadrezzar's military headquarters at Riblah. 
There his sons were executed before hirn. He was 
then blinded and led off to BabyIon (2 Ki .  25:4-7; 
le. 52:7- 1 1 ). D.W.B. 

ZELOPHEHAD. The son of Hepher, grandson of 
Gilead of the tribe of Manasseh, father of five 
daughters (Nu. 26:33; los. 1 7:3 ;  I Ch. 7 : 1 5). After 
his death in the wilderness wanderings, because he 
was without male issue, his daughters successfully 
claimed the inheritance be fore Moses and Eleazar 
(Nu. 27: I ,  7). Thus originated the law whereby the 
property of a man without a male heir should pass 
first to his daughters (v. 8). This is evidence of a 
custom, attested in Syria, Babylonia and Elam 
from early times, whereby property could be 
transmitted through daughters in the absence of 
male heirs. They had to marry within their own 
family and so keep the line within the tribe to 
which their father belonged (Nu. 36:2-9). (See Z. 
Ben-Barak, ISS 24, 1 979.) The Gileadite chiefs 
later made the further request that the women 
should marry only within their own tribe to ensure 
the continuity of possession of such inheritances 
within the same tribe. This, being gran ted , also 
became Heb. law (Nu. 36:2-9). D.J.W. 

ZELZAH. After Samuel had anointed Sau I 'prince 
over his people Israel' (I Sa. 1 0 : 1 ), one of the signs 
given to Saul was that he would meet 'two men by 
Rachel's tomb . . .  at Zelzah' (I Sa. 10 :2). LXX 
translates Zelzah by 'Ieaping furiously' (from 
$öl'(l;m), and the Vulgate ' in the south'. The village 
Beit lala between Bethel and Bethlehem, to the W, 
may be the location. R . A . H . G .  

ZEMARAIM. I .  A Benjaminite town, listed with 
Beth-arabah and Bethel (Jos. 1 8 :22). Proposed 10-
cations are Khirbet al-Samra, Ras al-Zaimara and 
Ras al-Tähuna. 

2. A mountain in the hili country of Ephraim (2 
Ch. 1 3 :4). Bethel was presumably in the same gen
eral locality (cf v. 1 9), so probably the mountain 
was near to, and named after, the town Zemaraim. 

D .F. P. 

ZEMARITES. A Canaanite tribe, mentioned in 
Gn. 1 0: 1 8  and I Ch. 1 : 1 6. In both instances the 
name is listed between Arvadites and Hamathites. 
The tribe's horne was the Sumur of the Tel l  el
Amarna letters, the Simirra of Assyr. texts. Its 

modern name is Sumra, and it lies on the Mediter-
ranean coast N of Tripoli (Tarablus). D.f.P. 

ZENAS. Gk. pet-name from Zenodorus (cf Light
foot on Co!. 4: 1 5);  a lawyer (nomikos), accompany
ing Apollos to an unknown destination: Titus was 
to provide them with supplies and a good send-off 
(Tit. 3: 1 3). They doubtless brought Titus Paul's 
letter (cf Zahn, INT, 2, p. 49). Despite the associ
ation with Apollos, nomikos here probably does 
not refer to expertise in the Torah. Zenas' pro
ficiency was probably in Roman law: nomikos is 
used of eminent jurists like M ucius Scaevola (Plu
tarch, Sulla 36) or of humble notaries (cf examples 
in MM). 

An Aces 0/ TilUs (5th century) claims his author
ity, and menologies include hirn in the Seventy. 

A .F.W. 

ZEPHANIAH. The only biographical reference to 
Zephaniah appears in the first verse of the book 
which bears his name. The genealogy of the 
prophet is carried back four generations to Heze
kiah. Although this Hezekiah is not identified as 
the ludaean king of that name, the unusual form 
of Zephaniah's genealogy is best explained on that 
assumption. 

The name of Zephaniah, 'Yahweh has hidden', 
may indicate that the prophet was born during the 
time of the atrocities perpetrated by Manasseh, 
who 'shed very much innocent blood' (2 Ki. 2 1 :  1 6) .  

Zephaniah prophesied during the reign of his 
kinsman, 10siah, the great-grandson of Hezekiah. 
10siah came to the throne at the age of 8 (640 BC) 
and was largely inRuenced by Hilkiah the high 
priest. It may be presumed that Zephaniah also 
had an inRuence for godliness on King Josiah. In 
his 1 8th year the young king ordered the renova
tion of the Temple during which the 'book of the 
law of Yahweh' was found. When read before the 
king and the people of lerusalem, this Scripture 
brought about a reformation in the l ife of the 
nation. 

Zephaniah probably ministered early in the reign 
of 10siah. He speaks of the 'remnant of Baal' in 
lerusalem (Zp. 1 :4), and other idolatrous customs 
wh ich were abandoned after the discovery of the 
law ( 1 :5 ;  cf 2 Ki. 22: 1 -23:25; 2 Ch. 34: 1 -7). 

Nahum, who prophesied the destruction of 
Nineveh, which took pI ace in 612 BC, was probably 
a contemporary of Zephaniah, as was leremiah, 
who lived to see the destruction of Jerusalem (587 
BC). The length of the ministry of Zephaniah is not 
known. C.f.P. 

ZEPHANIAH, BOOK OF. This book is the ninth 
of the Minor Prophets. I t  is pre-eminently con
cerned with the Day of Yahweh, wh ich had earlier 
appeared as a factor in the prophecies of Amos 
(Am. 5: 1 8-20). 

Zephaniah, however, made the Day of Yahweh 
his central message. The visions of the Day of 
Yahweh subsequently played a conspicuous part in 
apocalyptic literature. 

I. Outline of contents 

a. Warning 0/ the impending Day 0/ Yahweh. I :  1 -
2: 3 
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(i) Superscription ( I :  I ). 
(ii) The destruction of all things ( I  :2-3). 
(iii) Judgment on Judah and Jerusalem (I :4-1 3). 
(iv) Judgment described ( I :  1 4-1 8). 
(v) Judgment may be avoided (2: 1-3). 

b. Judgment onloreign nations. 2:4- 1 5  
(i) Philistia (2:4-7). 
(ii) Moab and Ammon (2:8-1 1 ) .  
(iii) Egypt ( 2 :  1 2). 
(iv) Assyria (2: 1 3- 1 5). 

c. Judgment on Jerusalem and subsequent blessing. 
3 : 1 -20 

(i) The sins of Jerusalem judged (3 :  1 -8). 
(ii) The remnant of Judah blessed (3:9-20). 

11 .  Historical background 
The religious state of the k ingdom of Judah de
teriorated markedly following the death of Heze
kiah. Manasseh, his son, rebuilt the altars to Baal 
which Hezekiah had destroyed (2 Ch. 33: 1 - 1 1 ). Re
ligion was debased to the level of crass external
ism. The revival of idolatrous worship, common in 
the days of Ahaz (2 Ki. 1 6:3--4), was from the 
prophetie viewpoint a rejection of Israe1's coven
ant with Yahweh. 

Scythian invaders attacked Assyria in 632 BC. 
Josiah was able to carry out his reforms without 
fear of Assyr. interference. The Scythians moved 
into W Asia and reached the Egyp. border where 

they were bought off by pharaoh Psammetichus I .  
They d o  not appear t o  have attacked Israel, al
though the ferocity of their assault provided a 
background against wh ich Zephaniah pictured the 
wrath of Yahweh. 

111. Message of the book 
Zephaniah's prophecies begin with a message of 
gloom. The prophet denounced the idolatry which 
he saw in Jerusalem, where there had been no spir
itual revival since the days of Hezekiah. Zephaniah 
declared that God's judgment was imminent both 
on Judah's idolatrous neighbours (2:4- 1 5) and on 
Judah and Jerusalem ( 1 :4- 1 8 ; 3 : 1 -7). 

The prophet, however, is not a pessimist. Beyond 
the impending doom he sees a better day. God 
must bring his people through the afflicting tires in 
order to prepare them to be a means of  blessing to 
all mankind. 

So me of the abuses denounced by Zephaniah 
were removed in Josiah's reformation (62 1 BC) . 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1. H. Eaton, Obadiah. Nahum. 
Habakkuk. Zephaniah, TBC, 1 96 1 ;  1. D. W. Watts, 
Joel. Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk and 
Zephaniah, CBC, 1 975; D. W. Baker, Nahum, 
Habakkuk and Zephaniah, 1 988; P. R .  House, 
Zephaniah, A Prophetie Drama, 1 988; A. Berlin, 
Zephaniah, 1 994. C.F.P. 

ZEPHATHAH (Heb. �'paläh). 'The valley of 
Zephathah at (I') Mareshah', 2 Ch. 14 : 1 0  (v. 9 
MT). The LXX apparently read baggai miHäp6n 
(' in the valley to the north ') for b 'ge' �'jialäh. 
Complex re-entrants in gently-sloping country lie 
N and S of · Mareshah. J .P.U.L. 

ZER. A fortitied city in the territory of  Naphtali 
(Jos. 1 9:35). It is not necessary to adopt the LXX 

ZERUBBABEL 

reading Tyros, i.e. Tyre, which presupposes a Heb. 
reading $ör instead of MT $er. J .D.D. 

ZERAH. From Heb. zärah, 'to rise, shine/come 
forth', especially of the sun: 

I .  Son of Reuel son of Esau and Basemath (Gn. 
36:4, 1 0, 1 3, 1 7; I Ch. 1 :35, 37), who might be same 
as: 2. Father of Jobab, second of the early kings of 
Edom (Gn. 36:33; I Ch. 1 :44). 

3. Son of Judah by Tamar, and twin of Perez 
(Gn. 38:29-30; I Ch. 2:4); progenitor of the Ju
daean clan of Zerahites (Nu. 26:20), among whom 
was Achan who sinned at Jericho (Jos. 7 : 1 , 1 7- 1 8 , 

24; 22:20; I Ch. 2 :6), besides others ( I  Ch. 9:6; Ne. 
1 1 :24). 

4. Son of Simeon and progenitor of a Simeonite 
clan of Zerahites (Nu. 26: 1 3; I Ch. 4:24); the 
Zohar of Gn. 46: I 0; Ex. 6:  1 5. 5. Descendant of 
Levi through Gershorn (I Ch. 6:2 1 , 4 1 ) . 

6. An Ethiopian who invaded Judah with large 
Ethiopian and Libyan forces (2 Ch. 1 4:9- 1 5; 1 6:8) 
and was routed in battle at Mareshah by Asa in his 
1 4th year, e. 897 BC (ef 2 Ch. 1 5, especially v. 1 0, 
and E. R. Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers 01 the 
Hebrew Kings', 1 965, pp. 58...{jO, on 2 Ch. 1 5: 1 9; 
1 6 : 1 ) . Whether Zerah's starting-point was Egypt 
or Arabia is disputed. The only point favouring 
Arabia is the Semitic form of the name Zerah. His 
retreat by Gerar might hint, and the presence of 
Libyans in his forces strongly indicates, that Zerah 
had come from Egypt. Note that Zerah is not 
called king; hence he cannot be the Libyan phar
aoh Osorkon I (e. 924-889 BC) in whose reign the 
battle occurred. The clear difference between Heb. 
� and Egyp. k probably excludes identitication of 
the names Zerah, zr�, and Osorkon, (w)srk(n); no 
convincing Egyp. or Ethiopian original for Zerah's 
name is yet forthcoming. Zerah would therefore 
probably be an Ethiopian army-commander lead
ing the Egyp. forces on behalf of Osorkon I, who 
was seeking to fol low up the success of his father 
Shishak; Zerah's ignommious defeat is unlikely to 
appear in the scanty Egyp. records of the period. 

K.A.K. 

ZERED, a mountain-torrent (Heb. na�al) or wadi 
crossed by the Israelites on their journey round the 
fron tiers of Edom and Moab (Nu. 2 1 :  1 2; Dt. 
2: 1 3f.) . I n  Nu. it is mentioned as a campinj!
ground, which accords with the order to 'rise up' m 
Dt. 2: 1 3. I ts identitication is disputed; probably i t  
is mod.  Wadi el-Hesä, wh ich runs into the Dead Sea 
from the SE. The comments which follow in Dt.  
2: 1 4ff. show that its crossing was regarded as an 
important stage in the journey. G.T.M. 

ZERUBBABEL. The exact meaning of  the name is 
uncertain; perhaps it is from Akkad. zeru-Babili, 
'seed of Babyion' . He was the son of Shealtiel, or 
Salathiel, and thus grandson of King Jehoiachin 
(Ezr. 3 :2; Hg. 1 : 1 ;  Mt. I :  1 2). In I Ch. 3 :  19 the Heb., 
though not LXX, makes hirn the son of Pedaiah, 
Shealtiel's brother. If this is not a copyist's error, 
there may have been a levirate marriage. It is most 
unlikely that Zerubbabel is to be identitied with 
• Sheshbazzar, since the account given in the letter 
sent to Darius (Ezr. 5 :6-1 7) is hardly intelligible 
unless Sheshbazzar was dead at the time of the 
interview wh ich it records, whereas Zerubbabel is 
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actively building the Temple. Sheshbazzar may 
have been Zerubbabel's uncle, Shenazzar ( I  Ch. 
3 :  1 8),  but, whoever he was, he was more of a fig
urehead, while Zerubbabel and Joshua were the 
active leaders. Zerubbabel returned with the main 
party under Sheshbazzar in 537 BC, and laid the 
foundations of the Temple (Ezr. 3) .  Ezra records 
that the work was hindered until 520 BC, when a 
fresh beginning was made, with Zerubbabel and 
Joshua again in the lead (Ezr. 5-6; Hg. 1 -2).  In Hg. 
1 : 1 ;  2 :2  Zerubbabel is ealled 'governor'. 

The visions of Zechariah encourage both Joshua 
and Zerubbabel in their work, and Zc. 4 :6-1 0 
promises that the mountain of opposition (prob
ably that of Ezr. 5) will be removed, and Zerubba
bel will complete the work. It is orten held that the 
crowning of Joshua in Zc. 6:9- 1 5  was really the 
crowning of Zerubbabel, but there is no MS evi
denee for this, and in 3:8 i t  appears to be Joshua 
who is the type of the Messianic Branch, as here. 
Sinee E. Sellin in 1 898 it has been increasingly as
sumed, on the basis of the crowning and the prom
ise of protection in Hg. 2:20-23, that Haggai and 
Zechariah indueed the Jews to crown Zerubbabel 
as king, though this act of rebellion was speedily 
crushed by Persia. There is no shred of evidenee 
for or against this theory. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. C. Welch, Post-Exilie Juda
ism, 1 935; J. S. Wright, The Building 0/ the Seeond 
Temple, 1 958; P. R .  Ackroyd, Exile and Restor
ation, 1 968; S. Japhet, ZAW 94, 1 982, pp. 66-98; 
95, 1 983, pp. 2 1 8-229. J.S.W. 

ZERUIAH (Heb. trüyä, �'ruyä; possibly from 
Arab. root, either ( I )  'run blood, bleed', or (2) the 
name of an odoriferous t ree, or its gum). The 
mother of Abishai, Joab and Asahel, David's of
fieers ( I  Sa. 26:6; 2 Sa. 2: 1 8; 8 : 1 6, ete. ). Her hus
band is never mentioned, for wh ich there are sev
eral explanations. He may have died young, or she 
may have been the more significant character. I t  
may reflect the ancient custom o f  tracing kinship 
through the female line, or she may have married a 
foreigner, remaining in her own clan, her children 
being reckoned as belonging to that clan. She was 
also David's si ster (I Ch. 2 : 1 6) ,  though 2 Sa. 1 7:25 
may imply that she was strictly a step-sister, Jesse's 
wife being earlier married to Nahash; however, the 
text of this verse is uneertain. J.G.G.N. 

ZEUS. The Gk.  deities, Zeus and • Hermes (Acts 
1 4 : 1 2) ,  rendered in AV by their Roman equivalents, 
Jupiter and Mercurius, presumably in turn repre
sent unknown loeal gods, whom the Lyeaonian
speaking people of Lystra recognized in Barnabas 
and Pau!. Why a miraculous healing should have 
prompted this particular identification is not c1ear. 
Hermes, the divine wayfarer and messen ger of 
Zeus, suggested hirnself for Paul 'because he was 
the chief speaker'. The fact that there was a loeal 
cult of Zeus (v. 1 3) may have c1inched the identity 
of Barnabas. The two gods were associated as 
wanderers on earth in the tale of Philemon and 
Baucis (Ovid, Metamorphoses 8 .  6 1 8-724), who 
secured their favour by being the only ones to give 
them hospitality. This possibly explains the anx
iety of the Lyeaonians not to miss their 
opportunity. 

Paul and Barnabas were naturally greatly dis
tressed and managed only with difficulty to divert 

the people from their plan to offer sacrifice to 
them. But Paul also improved the oceasion with 
remarkable dexterity: rising to his role of Hermes, 
he takes up the familiar picture of Zeus as the god 
of the sky who displays hirnself in the phenomena 
of the weather, and with delieacy and restraint re
interprets it to display the principles of the gospel. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. A. B. Cook, Zeus, 1 9 1 4-40; W. 
K. C. Guthrie, The Greeks and their Gods, 1 950. 

E.A.J. 

ZIBA (Heb. �il]ii', �il]ii', 'a post'). A servant of Sau I 
(2 Sa. 9:2) who introduced Mephibosheth to David 
when he desired to honour Jonathan's memory. 
When Mephibosheth was given a place at court, 
Ziba was appointed steward of Saul's estates be
stowed on Mephibosheth (2 Sa. 9). When David 
was driven out by Absalom's rebellion Ziba 
brought hirn food and also falsely accused Mephi
bosheth of deserting the king. David accepted his 
story, did not ascertain the other side, and gave the 
property to Ziba (2 Sa. 1 6 :  1-4) .  On David's return, 
Ziba hastened to meet hirn (2 Sa. 1 9: 7), but later 
his t reachery was revealed. David, in a difficult pos
ition, divided the property between them, and Me
phibosheth was seemingly content (2 Sa. 1 9:24-
30). J .G.G.N. 

ZIKLAG. Ziklag appears in Jos. 1 5: 3 1 as being 
near the Edomite boundary, in the S of Judah. I t  
was apportioned t o  the Simeonites, b u t  later fell 
into Philistine hands. David, when a Philistine 
vassal, ruled i t  and was later able to retain and 
incorporate i t  in his own realm. It remained in the 
hands of Judah in both pre-exilic and post-exilic 
times. At least fou r  loeations h ave been proposed, 
of which Tell al-Shari'a (Tel Sera', see NEAEHL, 
pp. 1 329-1 335), e. 25 km SE of Gaza, seems the 
most probable. O.F.P. 

ZILPAH. The hand maid of Jacob's first wife 
Leah, given to Leah by her father Laban (Gn . 
29:24). Leah later gave her to Jacob as a concubine, 
and she bore hirn Gad and Asher. J.O.D. 

ZIMRAN (Heb. zimriin, meaning uncertain). Pos
sibly derives from zimrä, 'song, farne', thus 'the 
eelebrated one', i.e. in song or farne. Alternat ively, 
it may derive from zemer, 'mountain-sheep or 
goat ' .  A son of Abraham by the concubine Ketu-
rah (Gn. 25:2; I Ch. 1 :32). J.O.D. 

ZIMRI (Heb. zimri). I. A Simeonite prinee (Nu. 
25 :6- 1 5) who was put to death by Phinehas, the 
grandson of Aaron, for his audacious wickedness 
in bringing a M idianitess into the camp in con
tempt of the general spirit of penitenee among the 
Israelites for the apostasy of • Baal-peor. 

2. King of Israel c. 876 BC ( I  Ki. 1 6:9-20). He 
reigned in Tirzah for only a week following h is  as
sassination of Elah in fulfilment of the prophecy 
against the dynasty of Baasha (I Ki. 1 6: 1 -4) .  He 
lacked popular support, the majority following 
Omri, who immediately laid siege to Tirzah. When 
the city fell, Zimri burnt down the palaee over his 
own head. J .C.J. w. 
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ZIN (Heb. �in). A name loosely applied to the Wil
derness of Zin traversed by the Israelites in the 
Exodus, close to the borders of Canaan (Nu. 
1 3 :2 1 ). I t  refers to the extensive area between the 
camping-place of the Israeli tes at the oasis of 
Kadesh-barnea in NE Sinai, to the Ascent of 
Aqrabbim or Scorpion Pass constituting the limit 
between Edom and Judah (Jos. 1 5 : 1 -4; cf Nu. 
34 :  1 -5) .  The wilderness of Paran lay to the S of it ,  
though Kadesh appears to have been included in 
both territories, and the two wildernesses occur 
within t he broader term • 'Negeb'. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. C. L.  Woolley and T. E. Law-
rence, The Wilderness 01 Zin, 1 936. J .M .H.  

ZIOR. A city listed in Jos. 1 5 : 54 in the Judaean 
hill-country NE of Hebron and allocated to the 
tribe of Judah; modern Si'ir (. ZAIR). 1 .0.0. 

ZIPH. I.  A town in S Judah, near the Edomite 
boundary (Jos. 1 5 :24), perhaps to be located at al
Zaifa. 2. A town in the hill-country of Judah (Jos. 
1 5 :55), associated with David and with Rehoboam, 
who fortified it. It is identified with Tell Zif, 7 km 
SE of Hebron .  Named on royal jar-handle stamps 
found at • Lachish and other sites, wh ich probably 
points to its importance as a major Judaean ad
ministrative centre in the reign of Hezekiah. The 
adjoining area was known as the Wilderness of 
Ziph. 3. A man of Judah (I Ch. 4 : 1 6) .  O.F.P. 

ZIPPOR (Heb. $ ippor, $ippör, 'Iittle bird', perhaps 
'sparrow'). Father of Balak, the Moabite kmg who 
suborned Balaam to curse Israel (Nu. 22:2, 4, 10 ,  
1 6; 23 : 1 8; Jos. 24:9; Jdg.  1 1 :25). Some think the 
name implies totemistic associations. 1.G.G.N. 

ZIPPORAH. Daughter of Jethro priest 'Of Midian 
and wife of • Moses. She apparently opposed the 
circumcision of their second son Gershorn, but feIt 
compelled to perform the duty herself when 
Moses' l ife was endangered because of its omission 
(Ex. 4 :24-26). M .A.M.  

ZIZ. The name of  an ascent used by the Moabites 
and Ammonites in a campaign against Je
hoshaphat of Judah (2 Ch. 20: 1 6) .  Their army lay 
previously at Engedi, on the W shore of the Dead 
Sea; and they reached the wilderness of Tekoa. 
These details make the Wadi Hasasa, just N of 
Engedi ,  a virtually certain identification. 

O.F.P. 

ZOAN. Ancient city, Egyp. d'n{t} to which Heb. 
Sö'an exactly corresponds. The Gk .  Tanis and 
modern site of the San el-Hagar near the S shore 
of Lake Menzaleh in NE Delta. The curious note 
in Nu. 1 3 :22 that Hebron was built 7 years be fore 
Zoan in Egypt may indicate a refounding of Zoan 
in the Middle Kingdom (c. 2000- 1 800 BC); or more 
probably by the Hyksos kings in the 1 6th century 
BC, whose N capital Avaris Zoan may possibly be. 
For the era of Tabnis, see · Chronology of the Old 
Testament. 111. b. Ps. 78 : 1 2, 43 places the Exodus 
miracles in ' the field of Zoan', precisely the Egyp. 

ZUZIM 

sljt Ij'(nt), 'field of Dja'(ne)', a term apparently ap
plied to the region near Zoan; the possible identity 
of Zoan and • Ra'amses is now unlikely. From 
1 1 00 BC until about 660 BC, Zoan was the elfective 
capital of Egypt in the 2 1 st to 23rd Dynasties, and 
the N base of the Ethiopian 25th Dynasty. Hence 
the prominence of Zoan as the seat of pharaoh's 
counsellors and princes (15. 19: 1 1 , 1 3 ; 30:4) and 
among Egypt's great cities in Ezekiel's (30 : 14) 
word of judgment.  On ZoanlTanis, see A. H. Gar
diner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica, �, 1 947, pp. 
1 99·-20 1 · , and P. Montet, Les Enigmes de 
Tanis, 1 952; H .  Kees, Tanis, 1 964. K.A.K. 

ZOBAH. An Aramaean kingdom which f10urished 
during the early Heb. Monarchy, and which took 
the field against Saul and David. One of its kings 
was Hadadezer (2 Sa. 8 :3) .  It lay between Hamath, 
to its N, and Damascus to  its S, and at its height its 
influence reached these cities. It is unnecessary to 
postulate two Zobahs, one of them S of Damas
cus, merely because it is listed with Beth-rehob and 
Maacah in 2 Sa. 1 0:6 (both S of Damascus). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. B. Mazar, BAR 2, 1 977, pp. 1 27-
1 5 1 ;  W. Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 1 987, pp. 88-97. 

O.F.P. 

ZOPHAR. The third of the friends of • Job was 
Zophar the Naamathite (Jb. 2: 1 1 ) .  We have no 
knowledge where his horne was, except that it was 
presumably E of Jordan. He is distinguished by the 
brutality of his commonsense position. He speaks 
in chs. 1 1 , 20, and possibly in 27: 1 3-23. H.L.E. 

ZOPHIM. This place-name comes from Heb. 
$öjiim, 'watchers'. The location of 'the field of the 
watchers' (Nu. 23:  14 ,  AV) is difficult to  determine. 
It must have been on a high part of the Pisgah Mts, 
from which Balaam could see the encampment of 
the Israelites at Shittim. Some propose to take the 
Heb. sätjeh here in the meaning of the Akkad. 
.fädü, 'mountain' ('the mountain of the watchers'). 
The word 'watcher' is sometimes used in the sense 
of prophet (cf 15. 52:8;  56: 1 0) and is thus especially 
applicable to Balaam (cf Ramathaim-zophim; 
Ramah, I Sa. I :  I ) .  F.C.F. 

ZORAH. A town in the lowlands of Judah (Jos. 
1 5: 33), closely connected with the Samson stories. 
I ts site is Sar'a, on the N side of the Wadi al-Sarar, 
the biblical valley of Sorek. The Tel l  el-Amarna 
letters refer to i t  as Zarkha. It was fortified by Re
hoboam (2 Ch. 1 1 :  1 0) and reoccupied after the Ba
bylonian Exile (Ne. l 1  :29). The references to 
Hebron and Beersheba in these two passages, how
ever, may suggest that there was another similarly 
named city a considerable distance S of Samson's 
territory. O.F.P. 

ZUZIM (Heb. züzim; Gk.  ethne ischyra, 'strong 
peoples'). A people, conquered by Chedorlaomer, 
whose territory lay E of Jordan (Gn. 1 4:5) .  Their 
principal city, Harn, is probably to be identified 
with the modern village of the same name NE of 
the Gilboa Mts in N Jordan. Tristram (Moab, pp. 
I 821f.) and others, however, h ave sought to identify 
them with the Moabite village of Ziza, between 
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Bozra and Lejün.  Because the Zuzim are mentioned 
in parallel with the Rephaim and Emim, it may be 
that it is descriptive of the inhabitants (so LXX) 
rat her than a tri baI name. For this reason some 

equate them with • Zamzummim who are iden ti
lied with, or described as, Rephaim (Ot. 2 :20), 
whose territory was later overrun by Ammonites. 

D.J.W. 
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- 11 1  52 
- IV Epiphanes 52, 255, 272, 

526-527, 709-7 1 0  
- VI I  52 
- IX 52, 253 
- others 52 
Antipas 52; 1 96, 395, 470, 472, 

530 
Antipater I 498, 529-530 
Antiparris 52; 53 
Anti-Lebanon 4, 469, 533 
Anu 34 
Apelles 52; 53 
Aphek 53; 52 
Aphekah 53 
Aphrodite 223, 225, 977 
Apocalypse of Adam 4 1 6  
Apocalypse o f  Baruch 986 
Apocalypse of Ezra 986 
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Apocalypse of Peter 8 19, 822 
Apocalypse of Weeks 986 
Apocalyptic 53; 53-54, 623 
Apocrypha 55; 55-57, 1 65, 1 67, 

1 70, 664-665, 985; 664 
Apocryphal epistles 822 
Apocryphon of lames 822 
Apocryphon of lohn 4 1 6, 8 1 8, 

822 
Apollo 86, 873 
Apollonia 57 
Apollonius 57 
Apollos 57;  24 
Apollyon 2 
Apostasy 57; 58 
Apostle 58; 60, 1 1 30 
Apostles 770 
Apostles, epistle of 822 
Apostles' Creed 24 1 
Apostolic Constitutions 8 1 7  
Apostolic Decree 226 
Apostolic Fathers 1 70, 1 72, 878 
Appeal to Caesar 60 
Apphia 61 
Apple 1 203 
Aquila 61 ;  225 
- 's version 1 1 7 1  
Ar 61 
Arabah 61 ; 62 
Arabia 62; 63-65, 96, 269, 284, 

446, 849-850, 1088; 63 
Arabians 64 
Arabs 64, 829 
Arad 65; 8 1 1 
Aradus 90 
Aram 65; 66, 249, 253 
Aramaeans 65; 67, 828-829, 

1 1 43 
Aramaic 666 
-alphabet script 66 
- Ianguage 64, 67-68, 664, 

668-671 , 695-696, 726, 
730, 1 1 74 

Aram-naharaim ·Paddan-aram 
66 

Aram-zobah 66 
Ararat 68; 373; 68 
Araunah 69; 69, 48 1 , 545 
Arba 34 
Archaeology 69; 25 1 ,  922; 

70-71, 73 
Archelaus ·Herod, the Ethnarch 

530 
Archery 396 
Archippus 76; 2 1 6  
Architecture 76; 79; 77 
Areopagus 79; 79, 1 1 34 
Aretas 79; 253, 346, 797 
Argob 79; 79, 1 24 
Ariel 80 
Arimathea 80 
Arioch 80; 3 1 4  
Aristarchus 80; 2 1 4, 1 073 
ArislObulus I 529 
Aristobulus 11 530 
Ark of Noah 80 
Ark of the Covenant 80 
Arkite 81 
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Ann 81 
Annageddon 81 ; 1 230 
Annenia 68 
Annour and Weapons 81 
Annour 8 1  
Anny 83 
AJnon 83; 83, 257, 1 1 00 
AIoer 84; 390, 8 1 1 
Arpachshad, Arphaxad 84 
Arpad 84; 67 
AIrow 44 
Art 84; 4 1 , 44-45 
Art * Arts and crafts 86, 926 
Artaxerxes 86 
- I Longimanus 20, 86, 1 1 5  
- 1 1  Mnemon 20, 86 
Artenlis 86; 86-87, 90 1 , 924 
Arts and crafts 87; 88 
Arvad 90 
Asa 90 
Asahel 90 
Asaph 91 
Ascension 91 ; 571 
Asclepius 468 
Asenath 91 
Ashdod 91; 1 063 
Ashdoth-Pisgah 931 
Asher 92; 2, 1 1 , 94, 401 , 1 206 
- son of Jacob 92 
- tribe 92 
Asherah 92; 474, 496, 499 
Ashes 92 
Ashima 92 
Ashkelon 92 
Ashkenaz 93; 1 070 
Ashtaroth 93; 1 24 
Ashteroth-karnaim 93 
Ashtoreth 93 
Ashtoreth * Ashtaroth 4 
Ashur 96, 98, 825-826 
Ashurbanipal 94; 98-1 00, 250, 

825 
Ashurites 94 
Ashumasirpal 1 1  96, 1 00, 825 
Ashur-rabi 11 66 
Asia 94; 347 
- Church in 94 
- Minor 50, 94, 1 1 2, 1 77, 1 84, 

327, 390, 476, 494, 765, 
794, 1 1 54, 1 2 1 2  

- Roman province 1 7, 94, 
327-329, 39 1 , 473, 1 1 85; 94 

Asiarch 95 
Asnappar 94 
Assassins 95 
Assault 244 
Asshur 96 
Assos 95; 794 
Assumption of Moses 53, 986 
Assur 96, 99-100, 1 1 3-1 1 4  
Assurance 95 
Assyria 96; 99, 44 1 , 444, 6 1 4, 

620, 825, 1 063, 1085 
Assyrian 84, 98, 1 00, 926 
- King List 400 
- laws 243 
Assyrians 96, 304, 1 076 
Assyro-Babylonian magie 7 1 6  

Astarte 93 
ASlrology 280 
Astronomy 1 1 32 
Aswan *Seveneh 294, 1 1 05 
Atargatis *Tartak 370 
Ataroth 100; 1 0 1  
Athaliah 101 
Athanasius 1 73 
Athbash 1 093 
Athens 101;  1 0, 79, 1 0 1- 102, 

436 
- Acropolis 101 
Atonement 102; 1 02-104, 1 43, 

2 1 9, 382, 1042, 1 066 
- Day of 104; 1 05, 1 58, 364, 

683, 692, 1 041 , 1 043-1044 
Atrahasis Epic 373 
Attaleia 862 
Attalia lOS 
Augustine 1 079 
Augustus lOS; 1 53, 1 050 
Authorities, city 105 
Authority lOS; 1 06 
Authorized Version 320-32 1 
Ava * Ivah 533 
Aven 107; 45, 848 
Avenger of Bl00d 107; 205, 244 
Awe *Fear 1 202 
Azariah 107; 2, 1 077, 

1 220-1221  
A2azel *Seapegoat 1 066 
Azekah 107 
Azel 41 

Baal 108; 20, 1 54, 272, 496, 778 
- of Hadad 1 08, 1 59, 439 
- of Tyre 108 
Baalis 30 
Baal-berith 1 090 
Baal-gad 108; 1 54 
Baal-hazor 108 
Baal-meon 108 
Baal-peor *Peor 900 
Baal-zebub 108; 270 
Baal-zephon 108 
Baasha 109; 532 
Babel 109; 1 1 0, 1 1 2, 1 095, 1 1 56 
Babyion 1 10; 1 09-1 1 7, 

255-257, 284, 62 1 , 926, 
1 093 

Babylonia 1 1 2; 9, 96, 1 09-1 1 0, 
1 1 3-1 1 5, 1 1 7, 1 80, 1 82, 
286, 332, 1 2 1 9; 113 

Babylonian 620 
- ereation myths 240 
- Ianguage 1 80, 1 032 
- Talmud 1 1 5 1  
Baea, Valley of 1 1 7  
Bactrian eamel 1 60 
Badgers ' skins 1 17 
Bag 1 18 
Bahurim 1 18 
Balaam 1 18; 66, 1 1 8-1 1 9, 7 1 6  
Balak 1 18; 776 
Balawat 1 00 
Baldness 440 
Balih 444 
Balm ofGilead 465 
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Barnoth 1 19 
Ban 1 19 
Bank 1 19 
Banner 1 19; 119 
Banquet 120 
Baptism 120; 1 22, 1 006, 1 034, 

1 072 
Barabbas 1 22; 1 206 
Barada 2, 4, 25 1 
Barak 1 22; 642, 656 
Barbarian 122 
Barley 434, 779 
Barn 122 
Barnabas 123; 1 1- 12, 59, 20 1 ,  

2 13, 249, 707-708, 73 1 ,  
879-881  

Barrenness 1 23; 449 
Bartholomew 1 23; 803 
Bartimaeus 124 
Barueh 124 
- book of 1 4, 53-54, 56 
Barzillai 124 
Bar-Jesus 122 
Basemath 124 
Bashan 124; 1 24, 292, 423 
Basket 1 25; 944 
Batanaea 1 24 
Bath 1 25; 1 237 
Bathsheba 125; 993, 1 1 1 6 
Bathshua 1 25 
Baur, F. C. 883, 886-887 
Bdellium 125 
Beard 1 25 
Beast 1 25-126 
Beatitudes 1 43, 345, 991 ,  

1 078-1079 
Bede, Venerable 3 1 7  
Bee�ebub 1 08, 1 064 
Bee�ebul *Baalzebub 270 
Beer 126 
-drink 375 
- location 1 26 
Beersheba 126; 1 27, 257, 8 1 1 ,  

855, 1 087 
Beer-lahai-roi 126 
Behemoth 127 
Bel 127 
- and the Dragon 56 
- Marduk 1 27 
Belial 127 
Bell 127 
Bell, Sir H.  I .  24 
Belshazzar 127; 1 1 0, 1 1 5, 1 28, 

1 80, 255-256 
Belteshazzar 128; 255, 257 
Benaiah 128; 1 83 
Benedieite 56 
Benedictus 128; 492 
Benefaetor 128 
Bene-berak 128 
Bene-jaakan 128 
Benjamin 129 
- son ofJaeob 1 29, 40 1 
- tribe 1 29-1 30, 1 206 
Ben-ammi 128; 29 
Ben-hadad 253 
- I  129; 67 
- 11 129; 67 
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- 1JI  129 
Ben-hur *Hur 492 
Beon 1 08 
Beracah 130; 269 
Bemice 130 
Beroea 130 
Beryl 584 
Beten 130 
Bethabara 130 
Betham-Naram 1 33 
Bethany 130; 737 
Bethel 131; 1 07, 1 32, 706, 1 054 
Bethesda 132; 558; 131 
Bethlehem 133; 1 0 1 ,  1 33 , 330 
- star of 1 94, 1 1 32 
Bethphage 133 
Bethseten 1 30 
Bethshean 133; 1 34 
Beth-anath 130 
Beth-anoth 130 
Beth-aram 1 32 
Beth-arbeI 130; 1 085 
Beth-aven 131 ;  1 07 
Beth-baal-meon 1 08 
Beth-dagon 131 
Beth-eden 67, 289 
Beth-gader 399 
Beth-horon 132; 1 057 
Beth-jeshimoth 132 
Beth-marcaboth 133 
Beth-nimrah 133 
Beth-pelet 862 
Beth-peor 133 
Beth-saida 133 
Beth-shemesh 134; 848 
Beth-shinah 134 
Beth-zur 135; 1 35 
Betrothal 733 
Beulah 135 
Bezalel 135 
Bezer 207 
Bible 135; 1 36-139, 1 65, 1 69, 

239, 3 1 6-3 1 7, 320-324, 
509-5 1 0  

Biblical criticism 138; 1 40 
Bildad 589 
Bileam *Ibleam 494 
Bilhah 140; 2 1 9  
Bilqis *Sheba, queen of 1 088 
Binding and loosing 946 
Binyaminites 876 
Birthday 141 
Bishop 141 
Bishops' Bible 32 1  
Bithynia 142 
Bitter herbs 465 
Bitumen 142; 425 
Bit-Adini 67, 289 
Black cummin 465 
Blasphemy 142 
Blessed 142 
Blessing 143; 734 
Blindness 449 
Blood 143 
Boanerges 143 
Boaz 143 
- person 1 76 
- pillar * lachin and Boaz 1 1 57 

Bodmer papyrus 865, 1 1 75 
Body 143 
- of Christ 388 
Boethusians *Herodians 1 044 
Bones 144 
Book of life 144 
Book of the Wars ofthe Lord 

1 1 40, 1 230 
Booth 145 
Bosor 145 
Bosporus 142 
Bottle 944 
Bow and arrow * Arrow 82 
Bowels 145 
Box 145; 944 
Bozez 1075 
Bozrah 145; 290 
Braineld, G. W. 322 
Branch 145; 758, 1 265 
Brass 768 
Bread 145; 1 46, 375, 485, 679, 

1 038  
-of the Presence 1 1 46 
Breast 146 
Breastpiece of the High Priest 

146 
Breath 1 1 25 
Breeches Bible 32 1  
Brethren ofthe Lord 146; 1 47 
Brick 147 
Brick-kiln 147 
Bride 148 
- of Christ 1 48, 734 
Bridechamber 734 
Bridesmaids 734 
Brimstone 148 
Bronze 768, 780, 1 098 
- Age 69, 85, 605, 645, 748, 

944, 996 
Brook 149 
Broom 935 
Brotherly love 149 
Builder 88 
Bultmann, R. 729, 888 
Burial and Mouming 149; 1 50 
Bum 449 
Buming bush 152 
Buzi 152 
Byblos 1 1 3, 299, 398 
Byzantine text 1 1 79 

Cab 1 237 
Cabul 153 
Caesar 153; 1 05, 432, 1 1 55; 154 
Caesarea Phil ippi 153 
Caesar's household 154 
Caiaphas 155; 570, 1 060, 1205 
Cain 155; 40 1 ,  1 036 
Carro 29>-294, 300 
- Genizah serolls I 1 68 
Calah 155; 96-1 00 
Ca leb 156; 1 046 
Calebites 339 
Calendar 156; 157 
Calf, golden 158 
Caligula *Gaius Caligula 1 050 
Call 1 59 
Calneh 160 
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Calno 160 
Calvary 160; 1 230 
Cambyses 20 
Camel 160 
Camp 83 
Campbell, George 322 
Cana 161 
Canaan 161 
Canaan, Canaanites 161 ;  

1 62-1 63, 4 1 0, 505-506, 
52 1 , 6 12, 6 1 4, 7 1 6, 963 

Canaanite 660, 748 
- religion 660, 93 1 ,  977 
Cananaean 1 64 
Candace 164; 346 
Canneh 165; 1 60 
Canon 508, I l 2 l-1 122 
- ofthe New Testament 169; 

1 37, 1 69, 1 72-1 74; 171 
- ofthe Old Testament 165; 

1 36, 1 67-1 69, 1 069; 166 
Cantieies 1 1 20-1 1 2 1  
Capemaum 1 75; 1 76 
Caphtor 176 
Caphtor *Crete 242 
Caphtorim 1 76 
Capital 176 
Cappadocia 177; 203, 1 023 
Captain 177; 1 77 
Carbuncle 584 
Carchemish 177; 96, 476 
Carmel 177; 8 1 ,  856, 860 
Carnelian *Comelian 584 
Carpenter 86 
Can 178 
Canhage 1 73 
Casemate wall 383 
Cassia 466 
Castle 178 
Castor and Pollux 178; 1 096 
Castor-oil 935 
Catholic Epistles 178; 1 74, 626 
Cattle 1 78 
Cauda 178; 5 1 9; 242 
Cave 1 78 
Cedar 1203 
Cenchreae 179; 1 0, 223 
Censer 179 
Census 179; 1 79 
Cerinthianism 594 
Chaff 435 
Chalcedony 584 
Chaldea 180; 1 1 5 
Chaldeans 180; 438 
Chalkstones 180 
Chamberlain 180 
Changes of raiment 180 
Charcoal 387 
Chariot 180 
Chebar 182 
Chedorlaomer 182; 1 099 
Cheek 182 
Cheke, lohn 320 
Chemosh 182; 4 
Chenoboskion 182 
Chephirah 183 
Chequer work 3 1 5  
Cherethites 183; 242, 436 
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Cherith 1 83 
Cherubim 183; 36 
Chester Beatty Papyri 865, 867 
Chesulloth 183 
Chezib 1 I  
Chinnereth 183 
Chinneroth 1 83 
Chios 184 
Chisloth-tabor 1 83 
Chloe 1 84; 225 
Chorazin 184 
Chrestus 209 
Christian 184; 57, 1 69, 24 1 ,  

1 034, 1 069, 1 079 
Christianity 1 1- 1 3, 25, 

459-461 , 467, 1 007 
Christology "Jesus Christ, titles 

of 460-46 1 ,  502 
Christos 1 84, 76�76 1 
Christus 1 84, 209 
Chronicles, Books of 1 85; 55, 

1 86 
Chronology 63 1 ;  651--M2 
Chronology ofthe New 

Testament 193 
Chronology ofthe Old 

Testament 186; 188-189, 
630 

Chrysolite 584 
Chrysoprase 584 
Church 1 99 
- of Rome 1 034 
Church Govemment 202 
Cilicia 203; 96, 1 1 54; 203-204 
Cilician Gates 204 
Cimmerians "Gomer 423, 828, 

830 
Cinnamon 466 
Circumcision 204 
Cistem 205; 206 
Citadel 855 
Cities 384, 876 
- ofthe Plain 1 5  
- ofrefuge 205 
- size of 78 
City 207 
- of David 76, 1 077 
Civil govemment 1 06 
Claudia 209 
Claudius 209 
Claudius Lysias 209 
Claudius 1 53 
Clay tablets 1 254 
Clean, unclean 209 
Clement 212 
- of Rome "of Philippi 

87S--879 
Clementine Homilies 822 
- Recognitions 822 
Cleopas 212 
Clopas 212 
Clothing "Dress 1 034 
Cloud 212 
Cnidus 212 
Coal 212  
Coat of mail 82 
Cobalt 4 1 4  
Codex 1 255 

- Alexandrinus 865, 1 1 76 
- Bezae 1 1 76 
- Claromontanus 1 1 76 
- Ephraemi Rescriptus 1 1 76 
- Koridethianus 1 1 76 
- Sinaiticus 865, 1 1 76 
- Vaticanus 1 1 76 
- Washingtonianus 1 1 76 
Coelesyria 212; 253 
Co ins "Money 78 1 
Collection Pauline churches 213 
Colony 214 
Colossae 215;  215 
Colossian heresy 2 1 6  
Colossians, epistle to the 215; 

9 1 6  
Colours 217  
Commandments "Ten 

Commandrnents 1 246 
Commerce 1 1 97 
Communion 217; 236 
Compassion 218 
Concubine 219 
Confession 219 
Confmnation 220; 1 034 
Congregation, solemn assembly 

220 
Conscience 221 
Consecration 1 058 
Consummation 734 
Consumption 449 
Contentment 222 
Conversion 222 
Cooking 378 
Copper 89, 768, 779-780 
Coptic language 295, 300, 1 1 76 
- version 1 1 74, 1 1 77 
Coral 584 
Cord 223 
Coriander 466 
Corinth 223; 1 0  
- Church at 2 1 3  
Corinthians, epistles to the 224; 

822 
Comelius 228; 2 1 2, 223, 1 035 
Cornerstone 228; 385 
Corporate personality 1 082 
Corporate solidarity 344 
Corruption 228; 762 
Cos 229; 1 28 
Cosmetics 229 
Council 232 
- of Jerusalem 232; 1 1- 1 2, 226 
Counsellor 233; 1 1 29 
Courage 234 
Court 234; 1 060 
Cousin 234 
Covenant 234; 274, 1 0 1 5- 1 0 1 6  
- Abrahamic 622 
- code 243 
- Mosaic 3 5 1  
Covenant, Book o f  the 237 
Covenant, book of the 673--674, 

683 
Coverdale, Miles 3 1 7, 320 
Covetousness 238; 1 233 
Creation 239 
- of man 404 

1 277 

Creator 32, 2 1 6, 4 1 8-4 1 9  
Creatures 241 
Creed 241 
Creed, J. M. 643 
Crescens 242 
Crete 242; 250, 357, 5 1 9, 1 046; 

242 
Crime 243 
Crispus 245; 1 1 24 
Crocus 935 
Croesus 1 062 
Cromwell's Bible 320 
Cross 245; 246 
Crown 247 
Crucifixion 245; 246 
Crystal 586 
Cucumber 1 223 
Cummin 466 
Cuneifonn 1 256 
Cup 247; 944 
Cupbearer 248 
Curds 485 
Curse 248 
Cursives 1 1 75 
Cush 249; 1 7, 64, 1 033 
- son of 1 073 
Cushan-rishathaim 249; 66 
Cushion 249 
Cuth 249 
Cuthah 249 
Cybele 927 
Cydnus 1 1 54 
Cymbals 793 
Cypress 1 203 
Cyprus 249; 5 1 9, 657, 862, 1 045 
Cyrene 250; 1 8  
Cyrus 250; 1 1 5, 255, 257, 356, 

745, 753, 1 093 

D source 895 
Daberath 251 
Dagon 251 
Dalmanutha 251 
Dalmatia 251; 498 
Damascus 251; 62, 65-67, 84, 

1 07, 253, 346, 680, 1 0 1 9  
- Document 252, 264, 268 
Dan 253; 40 1 , 1 206 
Dance 255 
Daniel, book of 255; 53, 55-56, 

1 28, 256, 7 1 7, 759 
- additions to 257, 664 
Daniel, prophet 255 
Danites 1 053 
Dan-jaan 257; 498 
Darius I Hystaspes 257 
- 1 1  Nothus 257; 1 1 5 
- 1 1 1  Codomanus 257 
- the Mede 257; 1 1 5, 1 80, 

250, 255-256 
Darkness 1 084 
Dathan 257 
David 258; 1 0, 1 79, 1 85-186, 

1 92-193, 247, 26�26 1 ,  
40 1 , 5 1 6, 523, 559-560, 
604-605, 635, 646, 
749-750, 754-757, 760, 
92 1 , 958, 98 1 , 983, 996, 
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998, 102 1 , 1 056-1057, 
1 065, 1 094, 1 2 1 5  

- city of 1 33 
Davidic Messiah 758 
- covenant 235-236 
- king 236, 333-334, 756, 760 
Davidson, Samuel 322 
Day of Yahweh *Day of the 

Lord 5 7 1 ,  1 047, 1 268 
Day ofthe Lord 261 ; 245, 333, 

5 1 3, 59 1 , 7 1 9, 1 224 
Dayspring 261 
Day's journey 261 
Deacon 261 
Deaconess 262 
Dead Sea 263; 3 1 6, 605-607, 

856, 1 046, 1070, 1 099 
- Serolls 263; 2 1 6, 340, 4 1 5, 

888, 994-995, 1 1 67-1 1 68 
Deafness 449 
Death 265; 1 04, 266-267, 337, 

688, 1 092, 1 1 14 
- penalty 1 1 06 
Debate of the Three Youths 55 
Debir 267 
Deborah 267; 532, 629, 672, 

1 246 
- 's song 267-268, 1 085 
Debt 268 
Debtor 268 
Decalogue *Ten 

Commandments 236-238, 
248, 343-345, 425, 479, 
683, 850, 1 032, 1 1 62-1 1 63 

Decapolis 268; 1 34, 268, 406 
Deeeit 268 
Deeision, valley of 269 
Decree 269 
Dedan 269; 64, 766, 1 087 
Dedication 269; 1 58 
Dehaites 269 
Dehavites 269 
Delilah 1 054 
Delta 1 08, 294, 296-299, 425, 

803, 824, 1 1 50, 1 1 80 
Demas 269; 270 
Demeter 1 84 
Demetrius 270; 52, 596 
Demon 270; 452 
Demon-possession 270; 271  
Demotic script 295 
Depravity 1 1 07 
Deputy 271 
Derbe 271; 3 9 1 ,  707 
Descent into Hades 271 
Desire 272 
Desolating Sacrilege 272 
Deuteronomy, book of 272; 

274-276, 650, 654; 613 
Deutero-lsaiah * Isaiah, book of 

5 1 4-5 1 5  
Dew 276 
Diamond 586 
Diana 86-87 
Diaspora *Dispersion 279, 464 
Diatessaron 430, 1 1 76-1 1 78 
Diblah 276 
Diblath 276 

Dibon 276; 277, 777 
Didache 626, 879, 1 033 
Didasealia 81 7 
Dilmun 290 
Dinah 277 
Dion 268 
Dionysius the Areopagite 277 
Dionysius 1 049 
Diotrephes 277; 596 
Disciple 277 
Disciples 567, 599 
Discipleship 277, 573 
Disease 449 
Disobedienee 842 
Dispersion 278; 279 
Distanee 1 236 
Divided Monarehy 1 93 
Divination 279 
Divorce 735 
Dizahab 280 
Docetism 467, 594 
Doctrine 280 
Documentary theory 894 
Dodanim 280 
Dodd, C.H. 888-890, 95 1 
Dog-star 1 1 32 
Door-post 280 
Dor 280; 28 1 
Doreas 281 ;  1 247 
Dothan 281 
Dragon 281 
Draughts 396 
Dream 281 
Dress *Clothing 282; 283, 

85 1--852 
Dropsy 450 
Drusilla 283 
Dry measures 1 236--1 237 
Dualism 283 
Duke 284 
Duleimer 792 
Dumah 284 
Dumbness 450 
Dung 284 
Dura 284; 1 7  
Dust 284 
Dwarf 284 
Dyer 85 
Dysentery 450 

E souree 895 
Ea 286, 302-304, 3 1 6  
Ear 285 
Earnest 285 
Earth 285 
Earthquake 285 
East 286; 93 
Easter 286; 694 
Eastern Sea *Dead Sea 263 
East, children ofthe 286; 64 
Ebal 286; 248 
Ebal, Mt 286 
Ebed-melech 286 
Ebenezer 287 
Eber 287 
Ebionites 201 
Ebla 287 
Ebony 1 203 

1278 

Ebron 2 
Ecbatana 287; 870 
Ecclesiastes 287 
Eeclesiastes, book of 1 65, 288, 

1 245 
Ecclesiasticus, book of 56, 664, 

1 245 
Ecstasy 226 
Ed 288 
Edar 290 
Eden 288 
- Garden of 289 
- House of 290 
- Iocation 1 1 2, 288, 290, 397, 

407, 870, 1 02 1  
Eder 290 
Edessa 1 73 
Edom 290 
Edomites 290 
Edom, Edomites 1 45, 284, 

291-292, 498, 69 1 , 828, 
841 , 1 065, 1 073, 1 08 1 , 1 1 56 

Edrei 292; 1 24 
Education 292; 1 067 
Eglon 293; 629, 776 
Egypt 293; 1 7-1 8, 24-25, 28, 

30, 48, 96, 293-302, 425, 
608-6 1 0, 620, 630, 660, 
743, 775, 803, 823--824, 
873, 9 1 3, 932-934, 962, 
996; 294 

- and Ethiopia 297, 299, 346, 
825, 989, 1 023 

-river of (Wadi el-Arish) 302; 
303; 303 

Egyptian 303 
- Ianguage 295 
- magie 7 1 5  
Ehi 2 1  
Ehud 304 
Eight 834 
Eighteen Benedietions 1 143 
Ekron 304 
EI 420, 422 
Elah (location) 304; 399 
Elah (person) 304 
Elam, Elamites 304; 96, 305, 

1 2 1 8  
Elath 305; 64, 29 1 , 1 1 1 8 
Eldad 305 
Eider 305; 203, 954-955 
Eldership 954-955 
Elealeh 306 
Eleazar 306; 3 1 0  
Eleet lady 309 
Eleetion 306; 307-309, 622, 

746, 953 
Elements 309 
Elephantine Papyri 864 
Elhanan 309; 3 1 0  
Eli 310; 646, 1 054 
Eliab 310 
Eliakim 310; 547; 310 
Eliam 463 
Eliasaph 389 
Eliashib 310 
Eliezer 310; 3 1 1 , 1 1 1 2 
Elihu 3 1 1 ;  590 



INDEX ELI-FOL 

Principal refererences: bold type; text refs: roman; illustrations and ehart reis: bold i/alie; maps: medium i/aUe 

Elijah 3 1 l ;  3 1 2-3 1 3 , 453, 523, 
576, 1 1 93, 1 200; 3/2 

Elim 313; 1 240 
El iphaz 589, 643, 1 1 56 
Elisha 313; 3/2 
Elishah 314 
- location *Cyprus 249 
Elizabeth 3 1 4; 1 247 
Elizaphan * Elzaphan 3 1 5  
Elkanah 1 054 
El lasar 314  
Eloah 420 
Elohim 420--42 1 
Eloi, eloi, lama sabachthani 315  
Elon 3 15; 1 264 
Elon-beth-hanan 3 1 5  
Eloth 305; 305 
Eltekeh 315; 304 
Elul 1 56 
Elyon 420 
Elzaphan 315  
EI-berith 1 08 
EI-paran 870 
Embalming 1 49 
Embroidery 315  
Emerald 586 
Emerods 45 1 
Emim 315 
Emmaus 3 15; 2 1 2  
En Haddah 324 
En Hakkore 324 
En Hazor 324 
Encampment by the sea 3 1 6  
Endor 316 
English versions o f  the Bible 

3 1 6; 318-319 
Enoch 324 
Enoch, Books of 53, 263-264, 

325, 986 
Enosh 325 
Envy 325 
En-eglaim 3 1 6  
En-gannim 316 
En-gedi 3 16; 3 1 6  
En-rimmon 325 
En-rogel 325; 558 
En-shemesh 325 
Epaphras 325 
Epaphroditus 326; 769, 920 
Ephah 1 236 
Ephesians, epistle to the 326; 

1 37, 327 
Ephesus 327; 33, 328-329; 328 
Ephphatha 329 
Ephraim 
- Israel 482-483 
- Iocation 329; 330 
- person 329 
- tribe 329; 1 206 
Epl'Jath 330; 1 33  
Ephrathah 330 
Ephron 330; 850; 33/ 
Epic ofGilgamesh 373 
Epicureans 330; 1 1 34 
Epilepsy 450 
Epistle 330; 326 
Epistle of Jeremiah 56, 263 
Epistle of Jeremy 664 

Epistle to {he Laodiceans 822 
Epistles 1 37 
Erasmus 865 
Erastus 332; 1 80, 225 
Erech 332; 1 1 3 
Eridu 1 1 2-1 1 3  
Esarhaddon 332; 98, 234, 333 
Esau 333; 64, 290-29 1 , 40 1 ,  

458, 49 1 , 875, 1 002, 1 073 
Eschatology 333 
Esdraelon 339 
Esdras, Books of 53, 55, 356, 

664 
Eshbaal 5 1 8  
Eshcol 339 
Eshnunna 1 1 4, 238, 243 
Eshtaol 339 
Eshtaolites 339 
Essenes 339; 2 1 6, 263, 

340-34 1 , 446, 467, 565, 
623, 994, 1 045, 1 049 

Esther, book of 341 ;  55-56, 
1 65, 342, 991 

- additions to 664 
Esther (person) 341 ;  342 
Etam 342 
Eternal life 336 
Eternity 1 1 88 
Etham 342 
Ethan 342 
Ethanim 1 56 
Ethics, biblical 343 
Ethiopia *Cush 346; 1 7, 249, 

346 
Ethiopian eunuch 346; 346 
Ethiopian woman 346 
Ethnarch 346 
Eucharist 698, 702, 726 
Eugnostos the Blessed 4 1 6  
Eunice 346 
Eunuch 347 
Euodia 347; 2 1 2  
Euphrates 347; 66-{j7, 1 1 0, 

1 1 2, 260, 753, 1 02 1 , 1 070, 
1 1 92, 1 2 1 9  

Eusebius 1 72 
Eutychus 347 
Evangelist 347 
Eve 348; 1 5, 240, 289 
Evil 348; 336, 349 
- speaking 349 
- spirits 349 
Evil-merodach (Amel-Marduk) 

349; 1 1 0, 1 1 5, 1 80 
Excommunication 349; 350 
Execution 245 
Exile 1 1 5, 1 93, 292, 620, 650, 

654, 948, 1 060, 1 142 
- Southern kingdom 5 1 3-5 1 5  
Exodus 350; 1 52, 350-352, 

685; 35/ 
- chronology of 1 90-192, 520 
- new 754, 1 2 1 4  
- route o f  3 1 6, 1 004, 1 008, 

1 1 09 
- significance of 483-484, 

1 0 1 5  
Exodus, book of 350; 1 65, 673 

1 279 

Expiation 353 
Eye 353 
Eye of a needle 353 
Eyre, Charles 322 
Ezekiel 353; 53, 354-355 

- 's Temple 1 1 57 
Ezekiel, book of 354; 1 65 
Ezel 355 
Ezion-geber 305 
Ezion-geber *Elath 29 1 , 8 1 1 ,  

1 1 1 8, 1 240 
Ezra 355 
- person 401 , 62 1 ,  1060, 1 068 
- work of 53-55, 292, 526, 8 1 3  
Ezra, book o f  356; 356 

Face 357 
Fair Havens 357; 242 
Fair havens 242 
Faith 357; 358-360, 382, 434, 

480, 639, 842, 1 1 3 1  
- and works 392, 632 
Fall 360; 36 1 ,  403, 72 1-722, 

1 1 06 
Family, household 361; 363, 

645 
Famine 364 
Fan 364 
Fasting 364 
Father 1 02, 1 04-105, 4 1 9-420, 

503-504, 572-573, 578, 
598-599, 1 209-1 2 1 1 

- of mercies 595 
- 's house 488 
Fatherhood of God 4 1 9-420, 

572 
Fear 365 
Feast of ftrstfruits *Firstfruits, 

day of 1 038 
Feast of ingathering 

*Tabernacles, feast of 1 038  
Feasts 365; 872; 366 
Felix 367 
Felix, Marcus Antonius 367, 

432, 53 1 , 1 075 
Fesrus 367; 367, 432, 53 1 
Fever 450 
Field 367 
Fig 368 
Fig-tree 368 
Finger-nail 799 
Fir 1 204 
Fire 368; 368 
Firepan 369 
First-born 369 
Fish, fishing 369; 370, 379 
Five 834 
Flagon 370 
Flavius I I  
Flax 370; 1 9, 692, 1 1 97 
Flesh 370 
Fleshpots 371; 944 
Flesh-hook 371 
Flint 766 
Flood 371;  1 87, 37 1-374, 

403-404; 3 71 
Flute 793 
Folly 374 



FOO-GOD INDEX 

Principal refererences: bold type; text refs: roman; iUustrations and chart reIs: bold itaJic; maps: medium ilalic 

Food 374; 375 ; 376-377 
- Iaws *Clean and unclean 677 
Foot 379 
Footman 380 
Footstool 380 
F orbidden degrees of marriage 

734 
Forehead 380 
Foreigner 380 
Forerunner 381 
Forest 381 
Foretelling 965-966 
Forgiveness 381 ;  382 
Form criticism 1 39, 729 
Former Prophets 6 1 2-6 1 3  
Fomication 735 
Fortification and siegecraft 382 
Fortunatus 385 
Forty 834 
Forum of Appius 385 
Foundation 385 
Fountain 385 
Four 834 
Frankincense 232, 504 
Freedmen, Synagogue of the 

386 
Freeman 386 
Freewoman 386 
Friend of the bridegroom 386 
Friend of the king 386 
Fringes 386 
Fruit 386; 387 
Fruits 386; 1 9, 379 
- of the Spirit 387 
Fuel 387 
Fullness 387 
Fumace 388 
Furniture 534, 852 

Gaal 389 
Gabbatha 389 
Gabriel 389; 36--37, 257 
Gad 389 
- son ofJacob 389, 401 
- tribe, territory 389-390, 4 1 2, 

1 206 
- valley of 390 
Gadara 390; 268 
Gadarenes 390; 405 
Gaius 390; 2 1 4, 1 073 
- addressee of 3 John 596 
Galatia 390; 50, 203, 39 1 ,  495, 

1 023 
Galatians 1 37, 882 
Galatians, epistle to the 392; 

39 1 , 393, 686 
Galbanurn 504 
Galeed 393 
Galileans 39�395 
Galilee 394-395; 1 33---1 34, 1 75, 

395, 527, 529, 53 1 ,  
565-566, 680, 808, 856, 
860-86 1 , 1 1 85 ; 394 

Gall 395 
Gallio 395; 228 
Gallows 395 
Gamaliel 395; 396 
Games 396 

Games of children 396 
Games 247 
Garden 397 
- tomb 1 52 
Gareb 533 
Garlic 1 223 
Gashmu 406 
Gate 384 
Gath 397 
Gath-hepher 397; 398 
Gaul 242, 1 023 
Gaulanitis 423 
Gaza 398; 65, 1054 
Gazara *Gezer 409 
Geba 398 
Gebal 398 
Geber 399 
Gedaliah 399 
Geder 399 
Gederah 399 
Gederoth 399 
Gederotbaim 399 
Gedor 399 
Gehazi 399 
Gehenna 338, 463---464, 475 
Geliloth 399; 400, 4 1 3  
Gemara 1 1 5 1  
Genealogy 400 
Genealogy of Jesus Christ 402 
Generation 402 
Generative Fatherhood 420 
Genesis, book of 403; 239, 

403---405, 72 1 
Geneva Bible 320-32 1 
Gennesaret *Galilee, Sea of 1 83 
Gentiles 405; 54, 2 1 1 , 232-233, 

326, 393, 5 1 8, 532, 567, 
574, 59 1 , 757, 837, 899, 
1 02�1025, 1 027 

Gentleness 405 
Geology and the tlood 374 
Gerar 405; 399, 1 1 10 ; 408 
Gerasa 405; 268, 406 
Gerasenes 405 
Gergesa 268 
Gergesenes 405 
Gerizim 406; 248, 526, 529, 

1 052 
Gershorn 406 
Gershon 406 
Gersbonües 406 
Geshem 406; 64 
Gesbur, Geshurites 406; 66 
Gestures 407 
Gethsemane 407; 846 
Gezer 407; 407 
- calendar 409 
Giant 409 
Gibbethon 409 
Gibeah 409; 4 1 0, 475 
Gibeon 410; 463, 474; 410-411 
Gibeonites 235, 4 1 0  
Gideon 41 1 ; 3, 61 5, 629 
Gift 41 1 
Gilboa 412 
Gilead 412 
Gilead, Gileadites territory, 

tribe 774, 827, 1 093 

1 280 

Gilgal 412; 399, 4 1 3, 782, 1 054 
Gilgamesh 1 053 
Girdle 413 
Girgasbites 413; 4 1 4  
Girzites 414 
Glass 414; 586, 774 
Glazing 4 1 4  
Gleaning 414 
Gloria in excelsis 414 
Glory 414 
-ofIsrael 422 
Glossolalia *Tongues, gift of 

1 1 95-1 1 96 
Gnosticism 415; 2 1 6, 226, 

4 1 5-4 1 7, 467, 887, 1 049 
Gnostics 4 1 5-4 1  7 
Goad 417 
God 418; I �15, 1 7, 26, 32, 54, 

58, 1 02, 1 04-106, 1 42, 1 50, 
1 52, 1 59, 1 65, 1 72, 1 86, 
257-258, 283---284, 288, 
308, 326, 337, 339, 343, 
347, 350-35 1 , 357-359, 
365, 371-373, 403, 
425-426, 438, 457, 468, 
495-496, 501-502, 589, 
594, 596, 632-633, 636, 
638, 688-689, 695-696, 
7 1 9, 72 1 , 75 1 , 1 008, 1 1 45, 
1 1 60, 1 233, 1 247-1248 

- of History 54, 255, 274, 
306--307, 333---335, 404, 
427, 480, 483, 50 1 , 503, 
5 1 3, 5 16--5 1 8, 520-52 1 ,  
563, 572, 59 1 ,  63 1 ,  636, 
639, 755, 757, 759, 763, 
77 1 , 773, 794, 800, 
8 1 3-8 1 4, 979-980, 1 1 6 1 ,  
1 1 85, 1 224, 1 229, 1 249 

- image of 722 
- as Judge 245 
- kingdom of 5 7 1 , 573 , 575, 

869, 947 
- names of 420; 25, 42 1-422, 

80 1-802, 1 090, 1 1 88, 1 209 
- personal nature of 309, 

348-349, 38 1-382, 4 1 5, 
4 1 8-420, 424, 433---434, 
440, 446, 453---455, 46 1 , ' 
477-478, 485, 49 1 ,  
499-500, 504, 507-509, 
552, 554, 5 7 1 , 590, 595, 
599, 634, 658, 70 1 , 754, 
756, 758, 762, 772, 787, 
795, 798, 836, 840, 842, 
850, 873, 900, 975, 
983---984, 1 007, 1 0 1 � 1 0 1 6, 
1 020-102 1 ,  1 024, 
1 026--1 027, 1 093, 1 1 48, 
1 1 57, 1 1 59, 1 1 62, 1 1 8 1 ,  
1 1 85, 1 1 87, 1 2 1 0-1 2 1 1 ,  
1 2 1 3, 1 243---1 244, 
1 250-1 25 1 , 1 263 

Godfearers 976 
Godhead *Trinity 26, 388, 504, 

70 1 
Godliness 422; 423 
God-fearers 228, 279 
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Gog and Magog 423 
Golan 423; 1 24, 207 
Gold 89, 767-768, 779 
Goliath 423; 409 
Gomer 423; 423 
- wife of Hosea 483 
Gomorrah 403, 934 
Good 423 
- Samaritan 1 7  
- works ·Justification 425 
Gopher wood 425 
Goshen 425; 426 
- Egypt 425 
- Palestine 399 
Gospel 426; 36, 429, 8 1 7  
- unknown 820 
Gospel of Mary 4 1 6  
Gospel ofNicodemus 820 
Gospel of Peter 430, 8 1 9-820, 

822 
Gospel ofPhilip 4 1 6, 82 1 
Gospel of Thornas 430, 564, 

8 1 &-822, 867 
Gospel of Truth 4 1 6, 429, 

820-82 1 
Gospel ofthe Egyptians 4 1 6, 

820 
Gospel of the Hebrews 8 1 9  
Gospels 427; 1 37, 1 73,  

427-428, 430, 564, 8 1 &-8 1 9  
Government 430 
Govemor 432 
Goyyim 4 1 3  
Gozan 432; 67, 438 
Grace 433; 434 
Graf-Wellhausen theory 895, 

897 
Graf, K. H.  894 
Grain 434; 1 9, 375 
Grapes 19 
Grass 435 
Great Bible (Cromwell's Bible) 

320-3 2 1  
Great Sea ·Mediterranean Sea 

1 070 
Greaves 82 
Greece 435; 1 0, 436 
Greek 295, 436, 664, 667, 

669-670 
- coinage 78 1  
- Koine 67 1  
- MSS ofNT 1 1 75 
Greeks 436; 435 
Greeting 436 
Grinder 436 
Grinding 436 
Grudge 436 
Guard 436 
Gubaru 1 1 5, 257 
Gudgodah 437 
Guests 743-744 
Gulf 437 
- of Aqabah 1 24 1  
Gunkel, H.  983 
Guzana ·Gozan 432 

Habakkuk, book of 438 
Habiru 82&-829 

Habor 438 
Hachilah 438 
Hadad 439; 1 59 
- the Edomite 29 1 , 439 
- storm-god 1 08, 439 
- others 439 
Hadadezer 439; 6&--67, 1 098, 

1 2 7 1  
Hadad-rimmon 439 
Hadassah ·Esther 341 
Hades 437, 1 092 
Hadoram 442, 548 
Hadrach 439 
Hadramaut ·Arabia 1 087 
Hagab 1 8  
Hagabah • Agabus 1 8  
Hagar 439; 64, 440, 1 06 1 , 1 1 09 
Haggadah 1 1 5 1  
Haggai, book of 440 
Hagiographa 1 67-1 69 
Hagrites 440 
Hair 440 
Hairdressing 230 
Halah 441 
Halak 441 
Halakhah 1 1 5 1  
Hallel 44 1 , 492 
Hallelujah 441 
Harn 441 ; 249, 804-805, 1 073 
Haman 441 ;  1 8, 341-342 
Harnath 441; 67, 253, 442, 476, 

856; 442 
Harnath-zobah 67 
Harnmurapi 442; 1 1 0, 1 1 4, 238, 

243, 877 
Hamor 443; 477, 1 088, 1 090 
Hananel 443 
Hananiah 443; 34 
Hand 443 
Handkerchief 444 
Hanes 444 
Hannah 444; 7 1 7, 1 054, 1 227 
Hanno 398 
Hanun 30 
Hapiru ·Habiru 876 
Hara 444 
Haran 444 
Hararite 445 
Harmel 445 
Harmon 445 
Harod 445 
Harosheth 445; 1 1 1 0 
Harran 6&--67, 98-99, 444; 445 
Harrow 445 
Hasidaeans 445; 526, 928 
Hasidim 709, 7 1 1 
Hasmonaeans ·Maccabees 

526-527, 529-530, 7 1 1 
Hate 446 
Hatred 446 
Havilah 446 
Havvoth-jair 446; 79, 1 24 
Haweis, Thomas 322 
Hazael 446; 67, 84, 253, 447; 

447 
Hazarmaveth 447 
Hazazon-tamar 3 1 6  
Hazeroth 447; 1 240 

1 28 1  

Hazor 447 
- in  Naphtali 447-448, 644 
- others 448 
Head 448 
Healing 448; 452-453, 568 
Health, disease and healing 448 
Heart 456 
Heaven 457 
Heber 457 
Hebraisms 670 
Hebrew language ·Hebrew 

script 664-665, 667-668, 
670; 666 

Hebrews 457; 458 
Hebrews, epistle to the 458; 

1 74, 459, 46 1 , 67 1 , 677, 
749, 950, 96 1 , 1 043, 1 048, 
1 059 

Hebron 462; 207, 463, 476, 
855; 462 

Heifer 463 
Helam 463 
Helllon 463 
Heldai 463 
Heled 463 
Helem 463 
Helez 463 
Heliopolis 1 34, 847--M8 
Helkath 463 
Helkath-hazzurim 463 
Hell 463; 9, 338 
Hellenism 435-436 
Hellenistic philosophy 923 
Hellenists 464; 20 1 
Heimet 8 1  
Helpers 1 1 3 1  
Heman 464 
Hen 464 
Hena 465 
Henna 466 
Hepatoscopy 280 
Heracleopolis 444 
Herald 465 
Herbs and spices 465; 465 
Hereules 1 053 
Heresy 467; 4 1 7  
Hermas 467 
Hermeneutics 467 
Hermes 467; 468 
Hermetic literature 467; 4 1 5, 

468 
Hermogenes 469 
Hermon 469; 1 08, 1 53, 680, 

1 075, 1 1 10 
Hermopolis 30 I 
Hermus 1 062 
Herod 469; 471 
- the Great 1 53,  395, 470, 

472, 530, 565, 9 1 7; 470 
- others 469 
Herodians 472 
Herodias 472; 1 046 
Herodotus 1 076 
Heshbon 472 
Heth 476 
Hethlon 473 
Hexapla 1 1 70 
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Hezekiah 473; 645, 1 076, 1 088, 
1 1 33 ;  616 

- 's tunnel 1 1 0 1 , 1 1 03 
Hezion 67 
Hiddekel 473 
Hiel 473 
Hierapolis 473 
Hieroglyphs 1 255 
High place 474 
Hilkiah 474 
- High Priest under Josiah 

1 086 
Hili 475 
Hillel 292, 735, 1 068, 1 1 5 1  
Hill-country 475 
Hin 1 237  
Hinnom, valley of 475 
Hippocrates 229 
Hippos 268 
Hiram 475; 235, 1 1 1 8 
Hire 475 
Hireling 475 
Historical criticism 1 3 8  
History *Chronology 96, 3 1 7  
Hinite law-code 238 
Hinite vassal treaties 234--235 
Hittites 476; 462, 828, 830 
Hobab 477 
Hobah 477; 463 
Hoham 462 
Holiness 477; 1 057 
- Code 478, 673, 683 
Holm 1 204 
Holy One 1 058 
- of Israel 422, 477-478, 5 1 3, 

5 1 5-5 1 8  
Holy Spirit *Spirit 1 1-1 2, 37, 

1 2 1 , 142, 22 1 , 233, 
359-360, 368, 420, 478, 
508, 6 1 6, 632, 949-950, 
963, 99 1 , 1 005-1 006, 1 02 1 ,  
1 027, 1 09 1 , 1 1 05, 1 1 30, 
1 1 95-1 1 96, 1 2 1 3, 1 2 1 8, 
1 226, 1 232 

Holy fear 365 
Holy of holics 1 044 
Homer (measure) 1 236 
Homicide 2 1 0  
Homosexuality 478 
Honey 479; 375, 378 
Honeycomb 479 
Hook 479 
Hope 479; 480 
Hophni and Phinehas 480 
Hophra 480; 299, 48 1 
Hor 481 
Horam 409 
Horeb 1 1 09 
Horesh 481 
Horim 481 
Horim, Horites 29 1 
Horites 481 
Hormah 481 
Horn 481 ;  793 
Horonaim 482 
Horonite 1 057 
Horse-racing 397 
Hor-haggidgad 437 

Hosanna 482 
Hosea, book of 482; 483-484 
Hoshea 484 
Hospitality 484; 485 
Host 486 
Host of heaven 486; 486 
Hour 486; 487 
House 487; 488-489 
- of Eden 67 
Household (family) 363 
Hozai 490 
Hukkok 490 
Huldah 491 ;  1 246 
Huleh 605 
Humility 491 ; 955 
Hundred, tower of the 491 
Hunter 491 
Hunting 491 
Hur 491 ;  296 
Hurrians 65 
Husband *Marriage 362 
Hushai 492; 386 
Hushim 492 
Huzzab 492 
Hyacinth 586 
Hydromancy 280 
Hygiene 229, 455 
Hyksos 296, 605, 608, 6 1 0, 829 
Hymenaeus 492 
Hymn 492 
Hypocrite 492 
Hyssop 935 

'I am' 598 
Ibleam 494; 339 
Ibzan 494 
Ichabod 494 
Iconium 494; 39 1 , 495; 494 
Iddo 495 
Idolatry 495; 5 1 3, 1 222 
Idols 552 
Idols, meats offered to 497 
Idumaea 498 
Ignatius of Antioch 879 
Ignorance 498 
Ijon 498; 257 
I llyricum 498; 25 1 ;  499 
Image 498 
- of God 500 
Imagery 938-939 
Immanuel 500; 500--50 1 ,  5 1 3, 

5 1 7, 756-758 
Immortality 337 
Imputation 1 1 07 
Incamation 501 
Incense 504; 232, 1 03 8  
Increase 505 
India 505; 850, 1 088 
Indus 505 
Infancy Gospels 8 1 7--8 1 8, 820 
Inflammation 450 
Inheritance 505; 506 
Initiation 1 072 
Ink 1 254 
Inner man 506 
Inscriptions 74, 107 1  
Inspiration 507; 966 
Inslruction 1 067 

1 282 

Intercession 948 
Interest 268 
Interpretation, biblical 509 
lra 510; 533 
lraq 1 1 0, 1 1 2, 837  
Irenaeus 1 72 
Iron 89, 768, 1 1 96 
- Age 70 
Iron-working 87  
Irrigation 1 9  
lsaac 511 ;  1 9 1 , 403, 5 1 1-5 1 2, 

874, 1 00 1- 1002, 1 006; 511 
lsaiah (person) 512; 500 
- ascension of 986 
-- marryrdom of 985 
lsaiah, book of 512; 5 1 4--5 1 7, 

756-757, 1 082 
Ishbosheth 518; 5 1 8-5 1 9  
Ishi 519 
Ishmael 519; 64, 40 1 ,  49 1 
Ishmaelites 64, 764 
Island 519 
Isle 519 
Israel 519; 32, 54, 1 05, 1 86, 

25 1 , 256, 26 1 , 274--276, 
278, 307-308, 350, 
394--395, 458, 483, 505, 
5 1 7, 520--52 1 ,  523, 
525-526, 563, 57 1 , 574, 
590, 6 1 7, 6 1 9, 629, 645, 
650, 653-654, 674, 7 1 9, 
757, 762, 836, 84 1 ,  1 024, 
1 208; 520, 522, 651-652; 
524, 528, 1055 

- in Egypt 35 1 , 457, 646, 932 
- of God 532; 306, 333, 405, 

426, 482, 484, 5 1 3, 5 1 6, 
5 1 8, 563 , 6 1 6, 627, 684, 
754--755, 758-759, 
8 1 3--8 1 4, 837, 1 203 

- new 74 1 
- Stele 300 
Israelites 1 34, 279, 307, 458, 

64 1 , 828, 1 008 
Issachar 532 
- son of Jacob 40 1 
- tribe 1 206 
Issue of blood 450 
Italy 532; 532-533 
Itch 450 
Ithamar 533 
Ithiel 533 
Ithra 533 
Ithrite 533 
Inai 533 
Ituraea 533 
Iva 533 
Ivah 533 
Ivory 533; 86, 852 
Iye-abarim 534; 2 

J source 895, 959 
Jaar 535 
Jaazaniah 535; 535 
Jabal 535 
Jabbok 535; 1 49, 4 1 2, 1 1 00 
Jabesh-gilead 535 
Jabez 535 
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Jabin 535; 1 62, 447 
Jabneel 536 
Jabneh 536 
Jachin and Boaz 536 
Jacimh 586 
Jacob 536; 1 90- 1 9 1 , 40 1 , 403, 

482, 5 1 9, 539-540, 6 1 7, 
659-660, 679, 682, 874, 
998, 1 0 1 2- 10 1 3 ; 537-538 

- and Esau 537, 875, 899, 1002 
- 's Well 1 1 40 
Jadau 495 
Jaddai 495 
Jael 540; 1 1 1 0 
Jahaz 540 
Jahaza 540 
Jahazah 540 
Jahzah 540 
Jabzeiah 540 
Jair 541 
Jairus 541 
James 541 ;  147 
- 'The greater', son of 

Zebedee 59, 1 98, 639 
- 'The just', brother of Jesus 

59, 1 46, 1 98, 233, 359, 542 
James, epistle of 54 1 ;  1 37, 1 78, 

542, 67 1 , 950, 1 048, 1 245 
Jarnnia 536 
Jannes and lambres 543 
lauoah 543 
Japheth 543; 804--805 
Jareb 543 
Jarmuth 543 
Jashar, book of 544 
Jashobeam 544 
Jason 544 
Jasper 586 
Jattir 544 
Javan 544 
Jazer 544 
Jealousy 544; 545 
Jebusite 545 
Jedithun 545 
Jeduthun 545; 343 
Jehoahaz 
- Ahaz 545; 20 
- Ahaziah 545 
- son of Jehu 545 
- son of Josiah 545; 550; 546 
lehoash 588 
Jehoiachin 545; 5 5 1 ;  546 
Jehoiada 545; 546 
Jehoiakim 546; 3 1 0, 547, 550; 

546 
lehonadab 547 
lehoram 547; 548; 547 
lehoshabeath 548 
Jehoshaphat 548; 547 

- king of ludah 958 
- valley of 548 
lehosheba 548 
lehovah 420, 422 
Jehovah-jireh 422 
lehovah-nissi 422 
lehovah-shalom 422 
Jehovah-shammah 422 
Jehovah-tsidkenu 422 

lehu 548 
- king of Israel 523, 525, 549 
lehudi 549 
lephthah 549; 1 093, 1 227 
Jerah 549 
Jerahmeel 549; 549 
Jeremiah 550; 205, 55 1-552, 

662 
leremiah, book of 55, 553-554, 

1 002 
leremoth 803 
Jericho 554; 1 9 1 , 5 55-556, 605, 

860, 999; 554 
Jeroboam 556 
Jeroboam " 557 
lerome 1 35 
lerubbaal 4 1 1 
leruel 557 
Jerusalem 557; 80, 1 32, 1 60, 

1 98, 200, 256, 443, 
5 1 6-5 1 7, 525-526, 
530-5 3 1 ,  545, 553-554, 
559-562, 568, 574, 645, 
749, 758-759, 762-763, 
766, 8 1 3, 846, 855, 860, 
1045, 1 1 0 1 , 1 1 56, 
1 1 58-1 1 60, 1 265, 1 269; 
6/6; 558-561 

- above 339, 563, 757, 1 1 84 
- church in 2 1 4  
- Council 226 
leshimon 563 
leshua 563 
Jeshurun 563; 544 
lesse 563 
lesus Christ · lncarnation 1 33, 

261-262, 27 1 , 286, 308, 
327, 345, 358-360, 
392-395, 401-402, 446, 
478, 596, 599, 6 1 0-61 1 ,  
633, 635, 639, 643, 649, 
66 1 , 663, 686, 689-69 1 ,  
70 1 , 722, 725, 837, 1 006, 
1 0 1 1-1 0 1 2  

- binh o f  1 94, 565 
-and Church 448 
- crucifixion of ·cross 1 22, 

1 60, 1 95, 573-574, 929, 
1 1 83 

- death of ·Crucifixion of 
Christ 246 

- deity of 24 1 , 387-388, 422, 
500, 502-504, 594, 598, 
769, 773, 794, 900, 973, 
1 005, 1 0 1 0, 1 1 60, 1 1 8 1 ,  
1 1 84, 1 200, 1 209- 12 1 0, 
1 250 

- our High Priest 1 03-1 04, 
3 8 1 , 458, 460-462, 583, 
747, 96 1 

- life and teaching of 563; 
1 1- 1 2, 54, 9 1 , 1 33, 1 42,  
1 46-147, 1 94-1 96, 200, 
344, 349, 382, 407, 
427-430, 453-454, 480, 
49 1 , 564-568, 570-57 1 ,  
573-575, 597, 602, 648, 
673, 706, 74 1 , 768, 770, 

1 283 

772, 808, 846-847, 873, 
887-888, 945, 949, 972, 
974, 1 009, 1 1 59, 
1 1 99-1 200, 1 2 1 3, 1 226, 
1 233 ; 569 

- pre-existence of 26, 46 1 
- priesthood of 458, 460-46 1 ,  

961-962 
- sacrifice of 1 04, 246, 434, 

975, 1 024, 1 026, 1 043-1 044 
- sayings of 867-869, 996, 

1 0 1 4  
- ' s  superiority 1 06, 387, 458, 

460-461 , 575, 647, 677, 
1 202 

- temptation 566, 1 1 62 
- titles of 575; 58, 576-579, 

580-5 8 1 , 583, 693, 746, 
760-761  

- trial of 1 061 , 1 205-1 206 
- work of 1 02-1 03, 1 05, 272, 

307, 309, 326, 333-336, 
338-339, 350, 382, 4 1 5, 
426, 433, 462, 50 1 , 506, 
595, 632, 638, 676-677, 
685, 753, 769, 77 1 , 795, 
842, 890, 95 1 ,  963, 
1 002-1 003, 1 0 1 6, 1 020, 
1 082, 1 225, 1 230, 1 245, 
1 247- 1 249 

Jethro ·Reuel 583; 643 
Jew 584 
leweis and precious stones 584; 

85 1 , 1 1 97; 585 
lewish apocalyptic 54 
Jewish exorcists 1 222 
Jews 36, 98, 1 1 2, 1 65, 278-279, 

34 1 , 527, 574, 684, 929-930 
- and Gentiles ·Council of 

Jerusalem 326, 342, 356, 
405, 532, 1 024 

- in Babyion 526 
lezaniah 587; 1 07, 535 
lezebel 587 
- wife of Ahab 993 
Jezreel 587 
- Iocation 339, 799, 850, 

1 1 45, 1 148 
Joab 587; 588 
loanna 588 
loash 588 
- 'son of Ahab' 588 
- Benjaminite warrior 588 
- father of Gideon 588 
- king of Israel 588 
- king of ludah 588 
Job 588; 286, 1 064, 1 245 
- person 589 
- 's weil 589 
lob, book of 589 
lochebed 590 
loel, book of 590; 59 1-592 
logbehah 592 
lohanan 592 
John 
- the apostle 592; 1 04, 1 98, 

593, 596-598, 600-602; 
101 7 
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- the Divine 1 0 1 7  Judah 617; 523, 525, 563, 584, Kerchiefs 644 
- the eider 597, 602 590, 861 ;  618-619; 524, Keren-happuch 644; 230 
- Hyrcanus 527, 529, 7 1 1 ,  1055 Kerioth 644 

1 090 - son of Jacob 401 Kerioth-hezron 448, 644 
- prophet 54 - tribe 1 86, 438, 6 1 9-62 1 ,  Kerygma 950-95 1 
John the Baptist 593; 1 2 1 ,  1 94, 650, 653-654, 762, 1 206 Kerygmata Petrou 822 

1 96, 38 1 , 429, 566, 594, Judaism 621 ;  1 5, 278-279, Kesitah 644 
597-598, 647, 661 , 663, 458-46 1 , 584, 604, Keturah 644; 64 
1 007, 1 045 622-624, 647, 658, Key 644 

John, epistles of 594; 1 78, 675-676, 688, 753, Kibroth-hattaavah 644; 1 240 
594-595, 950 888-889, 976, 996, 1 059, Kidneys 644 

John, Gospel of ·Gospels 597; 1 1 42 Kidron 645; 548, 1 098 
49, 428-430, 597-600, Judaizers 392-393 Kiln 148 
602-603, 658, 679, 869 Judas Kin 645 

Jokmeam 603 - Iscariot 624; 59, 625-626, King 646; 1 06, 576, 583, 758; 
Jokneam 603; 339 900, 1 064 651--652 

Jokshan 603; 1 087 - son ofJames 1 1 79 - of the Jews 579, 754, 76 1 ,  
Joktan 603; 64, 1 087 - Maccabaeus 526-527, 1 1 40, 1 1 83 

Jonadab 547 709-7 1 0  Kingdom of God 647; 57 1 , 

Jonah 603; 826 - ben Mattathias 709-7 1 0  573-575, 648-650, 869 

- prophet 397, 604, 825, 1 264 Jude, epistle of 626; 1 78, 624, Kingdom of heaven 647 

f 603 67 1 , 9 1 1-912, 1 049 Kings 619 Jonah, book 0 
Judge 32, 1 06, 334, 4 1 8, 741 Kings, books of 650; 653 Jonathan 604 

_ Maccabaeus 527, 7 1 1 Judges 627; 1 094; 630; 628 King's garden 655; 1 077 
Judges, book of 627; 630 - Highway 655; 655 - son of Sau1 605, 1 075 
Judgment 631 ; 3 1 , 5 16, 632-634 - valley 1 087 - Shage 445 
- seat 634 Kingship 646; 1 06 - others 1 1 52-1 1 53 
Judith, book of 55-56, 664 Kinsman 645 Joppa 605 
Julius 634 Kir 655 Joram • Jehoram 442, 547 
Julius Caesar 1 050 Kir of Moab 656 Jordan 605; 1 34, 149, 1 54, 566, Junia 1 247 Kiriathaim 655 606-607, 680, 860-86 1 ,  Junias ·Andronicus 59, 202 Kiriath-arba 656; 207, 462-463 

1 02 1 , 1 045, 1 239; 606-607 Jupiter (Zeus) 1 270 Kiriath-jearim 656; 533, 535, 
Jordan , Circle of·Plain, cities Jupiter (planet) 1 1 32 1 098 ofthe 856 Jurisprudence 243 Kiriath-sanna 267 
Joseph 607 Justice 634; 32, 635-636 Kiriath-sepher 656; 267 
- of Arimathea 611 ;  80, 567, Justification 636; 338, 632, Kir-Hareseth 656 

570 637-639 Kish 656; 1 1 3, 1 065 
- son of Jacob 1 90-1 9 1 , 296, Justus 640 Kishon 656; 1 49, 339, 463 

300, 40 I ,  403-404, 432, Juttah 640 Kiss 657 
608-6 1 0, 7 1 5, 723, 743, Kittim 657; 249 
962, 998, 1 262; 609 Kabzeel 641 Kneading-trough 657 

- husband of Mary 6 1 0-61 1 ,  Kadesh Bame'a 641; 52 1 , 642, Knee 657 
808 855, 1 240-124 1  Kneel 657 

Josephus, Flavius 611  Kadesh on the Orontes 856, Knife 657 
Joses 146 1 1 50 Knowledge 657; 468, 658 
Josheb-basshebeth 544 Kadmiel 641 Koa 658 
Joshua 612; 22, 563 Kadmonites 641 Kohath 658 
- ben-Gamala 292 Kain 642 Kohathites 658 
- ben Josedech 440, 1 265 Kaiwan 642 Kohath, Kohathites 1 098 
- son ofNun 1 9 1-1 92, 458, Kalno .Calneh 1 60 Korah 658 

46 1 , 484, 555, 686, 747, 768 Kanah 642 Korah, Korahites I 
Joshua, book of 612; 6 1 2-6 14; Kanatha 268, 827 

613 Karnaim 482 
Josiah 614; 465, 550, 6 1 5, 620, Kassites 1 14, 830 

1 086 Kedar 642; 64 
Jot and Iittle 615; 615 Kedarites 828 
Jotbah 615 Kedemoth 642 
Jotbathah 615 Kedesh 642 
Jotharn 615 Kedesh in Naphtali 642 
Joy 615; 6 1 6  Kedesh 207 
Jozachar 616; 1 26 1  Kenath 642; 827 
Jubal 616 Kenaz 642; 643 
Jubilee 1 1 1 1-1 1 1 2 Kenites 643 
Jubilees, book of 616; 53, Kenizzites 643 

263-264, 985 Kenosis 643; 644 
Judaea 616; 441 ,  526-527, Kenrick, Bishop Francis Patrick 

529-53 1 , 6 1 7, 1 023, 1 239 322 

1 284 

Laban 659; 679; 659 
Lachish 660; 399, 66 1 
Lagash 1 1 2-1 1 3  
Lahmi 661 ;  423 
Laish 253 
Lake of Galilee 25 1 ,  855 
Lamb of God 661 ;  1 03, 582 
Lamech 661 
Lamentations, book of 661 ;  

654, 662 
Lamp 662 
Lampstand 662 
Landmark 663 
Language 664 
- of the Apocrypha 664 
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- of the New Testament 669; 
509 

- of the Old Testament 665; 
67, 509 

- of Philistines 922 
Lantem 662 
Laodicea 671; 672; 671 
Lapis lazuli 586 
Lappidoth 672 
Lasea 672 
Lasha 672 
Lasharon 672 
Last Supper 1 44, 696 
Latin 672; 669 
Law 672; 1 36, 1 67, 344, 1 024, 

1 1 52, 1 1 93 
- of Moses ·Ten 

Commandments 274, 6 1 6, 
623, 1 1 09 

Lawgiver 677 
Laws 683 
Lawyer 677 
Laying on of hands 677 
Lazarus 678 
- of Bethany 679 
- and Dives 678 
Lead 768 
Leah 679; 682, 998, 1 0 1 2  
Leather 89, 1 254 
Leaven 679; 680 
Lebanon 680; 2 1 3 , 68 1 , 1 1 1 5 
Lebbaeus • James 1 1 79 
Leb-kamai 681 
Lechaeum 223 
Leeks 1 223 
Lees 681 
Leg 681 
Legalism 676, 1 249 
Legion 682 
Lehabim 682 
Lehi 682; 324, 1 054 
Lemuel 682 
Lending 268 
Lentils 1 223 
Leprosy 450 
Lener of Aristeas 986 
Levi 682; 1 07, 40 1 , 75 1 , 1 206 
Leviathan ·Serpent 682; 1 26, 

683, 999, 1 2 1 4  
Levirate law 735 
Levites · Priests and Levites 

1 07, 205, 40 1 , 957-960, 
962, 1 039 

Leviticus, book of 683; 673, 684 
Libertines 386 
Liberty 684; 685 
Libnah 686 
Libni 686 
Libya 686; 1 7  
Lie 687 
Life 687; 288, 689 
-after death ·Resurrection 688 
Light 690; 240 
Lightning 691 
Lilith 691 
Lily 935 
Lime 691 
Limestone 691 

Lindisfame Gospels 3 1 7  
Line 691 
Linear measures 1 235, 1 237 
Linear scripts 250, 1 257 
Linen 691 ;  692 
Linus 692 
Lion of Judah 692 
Lip 692 
Liquid measures 1 237- 1 238 
Literacy 1 258 
Literary criticism 884 
Linie Apocalypse 847 
Liver 693 
Living Bible 324 
Lod 707 
Log 1 237 
Logos 693; 468, 582, 694, 924, 

1 1 27 
Lois 694 
Lord 1 2, 32, 1 06, 1 42, 1 46, 235, 

24 1 , 26 1 , 274, 343, 
357-358, 38 1-382, 4 1 8, 
420, 422, 440, 484, 575, 
579-580, 582-583, 59 1 ,  
76 1 , 798, 836, 1 1 62 

- of hosts 8 1 , 422, 483, 486, 
759, 799, 1 1 84, 1 224, 1 262 

Lord's Day 694; 1 5 8  
Lord's Prayer 695; 696, 949 
Lord's Supper 696; 2 1 8, 233, 

236, 570, 599, 697-699, 
745, 872-873, 1 034, 1 044, 
1 1 6 1  

Lot 699; 40 I ,  662, 668, 684, 
875; 700 

Love 699 
Love fe ast 702 
Love 387, 700-70 1 
Loving-kindness 702 
Lo-debar 693 
Lubim 686 
Lucian 1 1 70 
Lucifer 702 
Lucius 703 
Lucretius 330 
Lud 703 
Ludim 703 
Luhith, ascent of 703 
Luke (person) 703; 706 
Luke, gospel of ·Gospels 704; 

1 1- 13 , 1 37, 427-430, 
670-67 1 , 677, 703, 705 

Lust 706 
Luz 706 
Lycaonia 707; 27 1 , 39 1 , 495 
Lycia 707; 794, 873 
Lycus 2 1 5, 473 
Lydda 707 
Lydia (Iocation) 707; 1 05, 1 076 
Lydia (person) 707; 223, 1 1 85, 

1 247 
Lying 687 
Lyre 792 
Lysanias 708 
Lysimachus 328 
Lystra 708; 39 1 , 707 

Maacah (Iocation) 709 

1 285 

Maacah (wife of David) 709 
Maachah 709 
Maaleh-acrabbim 22 
Maareh-geba 709 
MacMahon, Bemard 322 
Maccabean revolt 709, 7 1 1 
Maccabees 709; 710 
Maccabees ·Hasmonaeans 57, 

7 1 1 
Macedonia 71 1 ;  33, 2 1 3, 7 1 2, 

809, 1 022, 1 1 82 
Mace, William 322 
Machaerus 712 
Machir 712 
Machpelah 712; 1 06 1  
Macknight, James 322 
Madmannah 712 
Madmen 712 
Madmenah 712 
Madness 450 
Madon 712 
Magadan 25 1 
Magbish 712 
Magdala 712 
Magdalene 712 
Magi 713; 905, 1 1 32 
Magic and sorcery 713; 

7 1 4-7 1 5, 7 1 7  
Magistrate 717 
Magnificat 717; 492 
Magog ·Gog and Magog 423 
Magor-missabib 717 
Mahanaim 718 
Mahaneh.dan 718 
Maher-shalal-hash-baz 718 
Mahli 718 
Mahol 718 
Makkedah 718 
Maktesh 718 
Malachi, book of 718 
Maicam 720 
Maichijah 720 
Malchus 720 
Malice 720 
Mallow 935 
Malta 720; 242, 5 1 9  
Mammon 720 
Mamre 720; 721 
Man 721 ; 239-240, 4 1 5, 499, 

687, 722 
- of God 754 
- of lawlessness 288 
Manaen 723 
Manahath 723 
Manahathites 723 
Manasseh (son of Joseph) 723 
Manasseh (tribe) 4 1 2, 1 206; 724 
Mandaeism 4 1 5  
Mandrake 935 
Manger 724 
Mangers 725 
Manna 725 
Manoah 725 
Mansions 725 
Manumission 1 1 1 2- 1 1 1 4 
Maon 725 
Maonites 725 
Marah 726; 1 240 
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Maranatha 726 
Marble 767 
Marcion 1 72 
Marduk 1 27, 75 1 ;  752 
Mareshah 726; 399 
Mari 726-727; 66, 96, 99, 1 1 4, 

235, 645, 727, 877, 1 1 1 1  
Mark John 731 ;  732, 769 
Mark, Gospel of -Gospels 727; 

428, 670, 677, 729-730, 740 
- primacy of 429-430, 728, 

73 1 , 909 
Market 732 
Market-place 732 
Marks 732 
Marriage 732; 1 06, 735-736, 

875 
Marshai 736 
Manha 736; 262 
Mary 
- of Bethany 737 
- mother of James 738 
- mother of Jesus 736; 49, 

6 1 0, 737, 808, 837, 1 226, 
1 247 

- mother of John Mark 73 1 
- Magdalene 7 1 3, 737 
- mother of Mark 738 
Massa 738 
Massah 738; 1 1 6 1  
Massoretes 1 1 65-1 1 67 
Master 739; 575 
Mattaniah 1 1 5, 1 267 
Mattathias Judas ben Mattathias 

526, 709, 1 263 
Matthew 739 
Matthew Bible 320-32 1  
Matthew, Gospel of -Gospels 

739; 427-429, 741-742, 
1 078 

- primacy of 430 
Matthew, Thomas 320 
Matthias 742; 59 
Mattock 742 
Mazzarolh 1 1 32 
Meadow 742 
Meals 742; 743-744 
Measures 1 236-1 237 
Meat market 745 
Meat 375, 379 
Meconah 745 
Medan 745 
Medeba 745 
Medes 745; 7 1 3 , 828 
- and Persians 830 
Media 745; 96 
Mediator 746; 220, 334, 458, 

747, 1 048 
Mediterranean 1 096 
Meekness 747 
Megiddo 747; 339, 439, 657, 

748, 855, 1 059, 1 230; 1097 
Mehebel 22 
Mekonah 745 
Melchizedek 749; 458, 46 1 ,  

559, 76 1 , 1 045, 1 084, 1 2 1 5  
Melons 1 223 
Melqan 1 08 

Melzar 749 
Memphis 749; 293, 296, 30 1 
Menahem 749; 1 05 1 ,  1 263 
Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin 

750; 750 
Menstruation 45 1 
Meonenim, oak of 750 
Mephibosheth 750 
Merab 751 
Merari 751 
Merarites 751 
Merathaim 751 
Merchant ship 1 096 
Merciful 751 
Mercury 467 
Mercy 751 
Merenptah 297, 300 
Merodach 751 ;  1 27; 752 
Merodach-baladan 751 ;  1 14, 

1 80, 752 
Merom, waters of 752 
Meronothite 752 
Meroz 752 
Mesha 752-753 
- person 777 
Meshach 753; 774 
Meshech 753 
Mesopotamia 753; 65-66, 1 1 2, 

332, 394, 838, 854, 1 2 1 9  
Messiah 753; 1 2, 1 06, 237, 26 1 ,  

333-334, 338, 5 1 3, 5 1 5, 
5 1 7, 570-57 1 , 573, 
576-577, 579-580, 
5 82-583, 597-598, 648, 
754-756, 758-76 1 , 808, 
837, 984, 1 009, 1 047, 1 082, 
1 200, 1 208, 1 265 

Messianic age 1 35 
Messianic authority 1 06 
Messianic hope 647, 837, 984 
Messianic kingdom 1 20, 5 1 3  
Messianic prophecies 5 1 7  
Messianic psalms 984 
Messianic titles 692 
Metals -Mining 767 
Metal-work 86 
Metheg-arnmah 761 
Methuselah 761 
Mezahab 762 
Micah 762; 762, 783 
- of Mt Ephraim 762-763 
Micah, book of 762; 762-763 
Micaiah 762; 762 
Michael 763; 36-37 
Michal 763 
Michmash, Michmas 763; 764; 

763 
Midian 764 
Midianites 764; 64, 764, 828; 

764 
Midrash U50 
Midwife 764 
Migdol 765 
Mighty One of Israel 422 
Migron 765 
Milcah 765 
Milcom 765; 4 
Mildew 935 

1 286 

Miletus 765 
Milk 765; 375 
Milky Way 209 
Mill 765 
Millo 766 
Millstone 765 
Mina 1 235 
Minaeans 766; 63 
Mining and metals 766; 76 7 
Minister 768; 1 068 
Ministry 769 
Ministry - Bishop, Presbyter 769 
Minni 771 
Minnith 771 
Mint 379, 466 
Miracles 771;  452, 567, 7 1 5, 

77 1-772 
Miriam 773; 64 1 , 1 246 
Mirror 773 
Mishael 774 
Mishael -Meshach 753 
Mishnah 1 033, 1 1 50-1 1 5 1  
Misrephoth-maim 774 
Missionary 24 1 
Mitanni 837 
Mithredath 774 
Mitre 774 
Mitylene 774 
Mizar 774 
Mizpah 774; 1 054 
Mizpeh 774; 775 
Mizraim 775; 293 
Mnason 775 
Moab 775; 776 
Moabite stone 777; 778 
Moabites 775 
Moab, Moabites 6 1 , 84, 1 45, 

280, 472, 482, 540, 
776-777, 8 1 0, 825, 828 

Moffatt, James 323 
Moladah 777 
Molech 777; 778-779, 996 
Molid 779 
Moloch -Milcom 778 
Monarchy 1 92-1 93 , 620, 627, 

92 1 , 1 055, 1 1 1 6 
Money 779; 288 
Money-changers 782 
Monogamy 733 
Month 1 58 
Moan 782 
Mordecai 782; 247, 34 1-342, 

782 
Moreh 782; 783 
Moresheth-gath 783; 783 
Moriah 783; 406 
Mortar and pestle 783 
Mosaic authorship 275, 403, 

894, 896 
Mosaic covenant 654, 677 
Mosaic law 675, 850, 1 027, 

1 068 
Moserah, Moseroth 783 
Moses -Exodus 783; 80, 1 52, 

1 90, 204, 237, 274-276, 
297, 307, 350-352, 454, 
458, 46 1 , 520-52 1 , 523, 
6 1 2, 627, 64 1 , 643, 646, 
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658, 676, 7 1 6, 735, 
754-755, 760, 784-788, 
836, 956-957, 964-965, 
1 060, 1 1 45, 1 1 47, 1 2 1 5 ; 784 

- as mediator 1 02 
- Plagues of Egypt 932-934 
- '  rod 1 08 1  
- Sinai 675, 1 0 1 5, 1 200 
Most High 758-759 
Mount 788 
Mount of Olives 1 33, 846 
Mount 1 079-1 080 
Mountain 788 
Mouming *Burial, Funeral 

1 49-1 50 
Mouth 789 
Mowinckel, S. 982-983 
Muratorian Canon 429 
Muratorian Fragment 1 1 24 
Murder 244 
Music 789 
Musical instruments 789; 792, 

982; 790-79/ 
Mustard 936 
Myra 794 
Myrrh 23 1 ,  466 
Myrtle 936 
Mysia 794; 1 7  
Mystery 794 
Myth, Mythology 795 

NT Apocrypha 5 7  
Naamah 796; 30 
Naaman 796; 253 
Nabal 796 
Nabataeans 796; 64, 828, 1 074; 

797 
Na bonassar I 1 4  
Nabonidus 1 1 0, 1 1 5, 1 80 
Nabopolassar 1 1 0, 1 1 4-1 1 5, 1 80 
Naboth 797; 798 
Nadab 798 
Nag Hamrnadi gospels 820--82 1 
- 1 82, 4 1 6-4 1 7, 867 
Nahalal 798 
Nahaliel 798 
Nahalol 798 
Nahash 798; 29-30 
Nahor 798; 40 1 
Nahshon 798; 1 046 
Nahum prophet 799 
Nahum, book of 798 
Nail 799 
Nain 799 
Naioth 799 
Name 799; 80 1-802, 1 0 1 5  
Naomi 802; 1 029-1030 
Naphish 802 
Naphtali 802; 642 
- son of Jacob 40 I 
- tribe 3, 803 
Naphtuhim 803 
Narcissus 803 
Nary, Comelius 322 
Nathan 803 
Nathanael 803; 1 24 
Nations, Table of 803 
Natural laws 77 1  

Nature 807; 288, 468, 72 1 
Nazarene 807; 575, 808 
Nazareth 808; 395, 565, 807, 

1 264 
Nazirite 808; 808-809, 1 038, 

1 053 
Neapolis 809 
Near Eastem dates 1 87 
Nebaioth 809; 796 
Nebat 809 
Nebo 809 
- Iocation 2 
Nebuchadnezzar, 

Nebuchadrezzar 810; 1 1 0, 
1 1 5 ,  1 80, 255-256, 641 , 8 1 0  

- 's orchestra 1 020 
Neck 810 
Neco, Necho 8 1 1 ; 299, 1 020 
Necromancy 280 
Negeb 8 1 1 ; 84, 399, 48 1 , 855; 

812 
Nehelam 812 
Nehemiah (person) 812; 248, 

40 1 , 432, 526, 8 1 3, 1 057 
Nehemiah, book of 813; 40 1 ,  

8 1 4, 1 033 
Nehushta 814 
Neighbour 814 
Nephilim 34 
Nephtoah 814 
Nereus 814 
Nergal 815; 249 
Nergal-sharezer 815; 1 1 5 ,  1 053 
Neriglissar 1 1 5, 8 1 5  
Nero 815;  1 26, 1 53, 8 1 6, 1 0 1 8, 

1 050; 815 
Nest 816 
Nethaniah 816 
Nethinim 816 
Netophah 817 
Netophathi 1 0 1  
Nets 817;  8 1 7  
Nettles 936 
New Jerusalem 209 
New Testament 1 1 75; 36, 

1 36-1 37, 670, 675, 939 
- Apocrypha 817  
New Year's Day 1 05 
New creation 1 2 1 4  
Nicholas of Hereford 3 1 7  
Nicodemus 823; 567 
Nicolaitans 823 
Nicolaus 823 
Nicopolis 823 
Nile 823; 293--294, 30 1-303, 

824-825, 933, 1 02 1 , 1 070, 
1 1 80; 824 

Nimrim, waters of 825 
Nimrod 825; 9, 1 09-1 1 0, 1 60, 

249, 332, 49 1 , 825, 1 006 
Nimrud *Calah 97, 99-1 00, 

1 55 , 1 063 
Nineveh 825; 826, 1 063 
Ninurta 1 045 
Nippur 1 1 2-1 1 4, 1 60 
Nisan 1 56, 1 58, 286 
Nisroch 826 
Nitre 826 

1 287 

No *Thebes 1 1 80 
Noah 826; 80, 235, 3 7 1 -374, 

40 1 , 804, 827, 1 036, 1 09 1  
Nob 827; 3 1 0  
Nobah 827 
Nod 827 
Nodab 828 
Nomads 828 
NOrlon, Andrew 322 
Nose 830 
Nostrils 830 
No-Amon *Thebes 1 1 80 
Nubia 249, 296-297, 346, 824 
Number 830 
Numbers 832-833 
Numbers, book of 835; 1 79; 6/3 
Numbers, symbolism of 83 1 ,  

1 0 1 8  
Nunc dimittis 837 
Nurse 837 
Nuts 1 9, 936 
Nuzi 837; 96, 99, 838, 877, 

998, 1 1 1 1  
Nympha 838; 839 
Nymphas 838; 839 

Oak 1 204 
Oaths 840 
Obadiah 840 
- Ahab's minister 840 
- prophet 840 
Obadiah, book of 840; 840--84 1 
Obal 286 
Obed 842 
Obedience 842; 425, 434, 

674-675 
Obed-edom 842 
Oded 842 
Officers 842; 843 
Og 843; 29, 3 1 , 79, 1 24, 292, 

1 10 1  
Oholiab 843 
Oholibamah, Oholah, Oholibah 

843; 843 
Oil 843; 229, 844 
Ointment 844; 23 1 
Old Testament 1 36, 237, 460, 

5 7 1 , 672, 939, 995 
Olive 844; 845 
Olives, Mount of 845 
Olivet discourse 846 
Olympas 847 
Omer 1 236 
Omri 847; 523; 848 
On 847 
Onan 848 
One 58, 598, 83 1 
Onesimus 848; 2 1 6, 849, 

9 1 5-9 1 6  
Onesiphorus 849 
Onias 1 1 1  446 
Ono 849 
Onycha 849 
Onyx 586 
Ophel 766 
Ophir 849; 505, 850, 1 1 1 9 
Ophrah 850 
Oracle 850 
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Orchard 850 
Ordination 850; 678, 85 1 
Oreb 851 
Organ 793 
Orion 1 1 32 
Ornaments 851 
Ornan 69, 545 
Orontes 44 1 ,  680, 753, 1 074; 

1074 
Orpah 853 
Orphan, fatherless 853 
Osnappar 94 
Ostraca 863, 866, 1 254 
Othniel 853; 627, 643 
Oven 1 47, 388 
Oxyrhynchus 82 1 ,  867 
Ox-goad *Goad 1 085 
Oysters 1 1 98 

P source 895, 959 
Paddan 854 
Paddan-aram 854; 66; 854 
Padi 304 
Pahath-moab 854 
Pain 348 
Painting 85 
Palace 854 
Palestine 855; 96, 1 14, 1 62, 

3 1 5, 394, 425, 447, 565, 
605, 6 1 7, 8 1 1 , 856, 
858-86 1 , 1 000, 1092; 628, 
859, 861 

-geology of 857 
- vegetation of 858 
Palestinian Talmud 1 1 5 1  
Palestinian Targum 1 1 52-1 1 53 
Palm 1 204 
Palmyra 62, 64 
Palsy 45 1 
Paltite 862 
Pamphylia 862; 1 05 
Pangaeus 33 
Pannag 862 
Pannonia 498 
Pantaenus 505 
Paphlagonia 39 1 
Paphos 862; 249 
Papias 727, 73 1 ,  879 
Papyri and Ostraca 862; 864 
Papyrus 863, 1 254 
Parable 867 
Parables 868-869 
Paraclete 233 
Paradise 869; 9, 457, 870 
Paralipomena of Jeremiah 986 
Parallelism 938 
Paran 870; 1 240; 870 
Parbar 870 
Parched grain 434 
Pardon 381  
Parents 1 067 
Parker, Matthew 321  
Parthians 870; 87 1 
Parvaim 871 ;  849 
Pashhur 871 
Passion 871 
Passion Gospels 8 1 7, 820 

Passover 871 ;  1 58, 247, 35 1 ,  
366-367, 568, 570, 679, 
696-699, 872-873, 953, 
1 034, 1 037-1038, 1 2 1 4  

Pastoral epistles 873 
Pastors 770 
Patara 873 
Pathros 873 
Pathrusim 873 
Patience 873 
Patmos 874; 5 1 9; 1017 
Patriarchal age 874; 874 
Patriarchs 1 87, 874-878, 92 1 
Patristic literature 878 
Paul 880; 1 2-1 5, 50, 59, 79, 

102-104, 1 2 1 , 1 37, 1 44, 
1 72, 1 96-197, 200-202, 
253, 262, 288, 308-309, 
326-327, 359, 392-393, 
670--67 1 ,  703, 85 1 ,  
883-885 , 9 1 6, 950, 
1 0 1 0-101 1 , 1 024, 1 026, 
1 028-1029, 1 1 1 4, 1 1 54, 
1 1 80-1 1 82, 1 1 89 

- and Barnabas 2 13 , 707-708, 
73 1 , 88 1  

- '5 conversion 223 
- '5 imprisonment 9 19, 963, 

1 1 90 
- thought of 6 1 6, 637--{)39, 

673, 675--{)76, 685--{)86, 
769, 886-890, 920, 1 003, 
1 0 1 2, 1 01 4-- 10 1 5, 1 025, 
1 027, 1 1 9 1-1 1 92 

Paulus 891 
Paulus, Sergius 891 
Pavement 389 
Pavilion 891 
Peace 891 
Pearl 586 
Pedaiah 891 
Pekah 892; 892 
Pekahiah 892 
Pekod 892 
Pelatiah 892 
Peleg 892 
Pelethites 436 
Pella 268 
Pelonite 893 
Peloponnese 223 
Penance 1 034 
Pentateuch 893; 1 65, 1 67, 243, 

275, 672--{)73, 675, 683, 
787-788, 894, 896-898, 
1 032 

Pentecost, feast of 898; 899 
Penuel 899 
People 899 
Peor 899 
Peraea 900 
Perdition 900 
Perez 900 
Perezites 900 
Perfection 900; 901 , 1 059 
Perfumery 229 
Perga 901 
Pergamum 901 ;  328, 794, 902; 

902 

1 288 

Pericope de Adulteria 599 
Perizzites 902 
Persecution 902; 903 
Perseverance 903 
Persia 903; 255 
Persians 903; 830, 905, 1 065; 

904 
Peshitta 1 1 72-1 1 74, 1 1 77 
Peter (Simon Peter, 'Cephas') 

905; 12 , 58, 727-728, 906, 
1 0 1 1 , 1 022, 1 1 04 

- '5 missionary work 1 97-1 98, 
907, 1 024 

- in Rome 1 029 
Peter, first epistle 01' 907; 1 78, 

67 1 , 908-9 1 1 
Peter, second epistle of 91 1 ;  

1 78, 67 1 , 9 1 2  
Pethor 913; 66 
Petra 62--{)5, 1 074 
Pharaoh 913; 1 06 1 ; 609 
Pharisees 914; 427, 467, 493, 

527, 529, 565, 567, 570, 
6 1 1 , 623, 9 1 5, 928, 1 033, 
1 045, 1 060 

Pharpar 915; 25 1 
Philadelphia 915; 268; 915 
Philemon 915 
Philemon, epistle to 916; 2 1 6  
Philetus 917 
Philip 917 
- apostle 262, 464, 9 1 8  
- church at 2 1 5  
- evangelist 348 
- sons of Herod the Great 530, 

533, 1 1 96; 917 
Philippi 918; 707 
Philippian jailer 223 
Philippians, epistle to the 918 
Philistia 921 ;  397 
Philistines 921 ;  1 76, 397-398, 

629, 922-923, 105}-1054 
Philo 923; 924 
Phinehas 924 
- son of Eleazar 1 02 
Phoebe 924; 1 79, 262, 769, 1 247 
Phoenicia 924; 1 6 1 ,  925-926, 

1 1 44, 1 2 1 6, 1 262; 925 
Phoenician 665, 927, 1 099 
Phoenicians 924; 1 1 1 9 
Phoenix 927; 242; 242 
Phrygia 927; 50, 391  
Phut 991 
Phylacteries 927 
Piety 928 
Pihahiroth 928 
Pilate 929; 1 96, 432, 530, 565, 

570, 1 205-1206 
Pilgrimage 930 
Pillar 930 
Pine 1 204 
Pinnacle 931 
Pioneer 583 
Pipe 792 
Pirathon 931 
Pirqe Aboth 1 245 
Pisgah 931 
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Pisgah • Ashdoth-pisgah 932, 
1 239, 1 2 7 1  

Pishon 446 
Pisidia 932; 50, 3 9 1  
Pistis Sophia 4 1 6, 8 1 8, 823 
Pit 932 
Pithom 932; 297 
Pi-beseth 928; 298 
Plague 45 1 
Plagues of Egypt 932 
Plain 1 5, 1 078 
Plain, cities of the 934 
Plane tree 1 204 
Plants 934 
Piaster 938 
Pleasure • Lust 288 
Pledge 268 
Pleiades 1 1 32  
Pliny 909 
Ploughman 938 
Pods 936 
Poetry 938; 939, 98 1  
- dramatic 939 
- epic 939 
- Iyric 939 
- prophetie 939 
Poimandres 468 
Poison 940 
Police 940 
PoIlux 1 78 
Polycarp 879 
Po me granate 1 204 
Pontus 940; 39 1  
Pool 941 
- of Siloam 558, 1 1 0 1  
Poplar 1 204 
Porch 941 
Potiphar 941 
Potiphera 941 ;  848 
Potter 941 ;  87 
Pottery 941 ; 87, 922, 944, 

1 254; 942-943 
Poverty 945; 566 
Power 945 
Power ofthe keys 946 
Praetorium 946 
Praise 947 
Prayer 947; 948-949 
- of Azariah 56, 664 
-of Manasseh 56, 664 
Preacher 288 
Preaching 950; 95 1 
Preachings of Peter 822 
Predestination 951 
Preparation 953; 1 58 
Presbyter 954; 203 
Presbytery 954 
Press, winefat 955 
Pride 955; 956 
Priesthood 960 
Priests and Levites 956 
Priests 957, 959-962 
Prince 962; 759 
PrisciIla, Prisca ·Aquila 61; 

1 247 
Prison 962 
Proconsul 963 
Procurator 963 

Prolapsed rectum 45 1 
Promise 963 
Promised land 963 
Prophecy 964; 32, 5 1 3, 770, 

965-966, 970, 972, 974, 
1 1 30 

Prophetess 975 
Prophets 964; 1 36, 1 67-1 69, 

458, 965-967, 969-974, 
1 1 53; 968 

Propitiation 975; 353, 746, 976 
Proselyte 976 
Prostitution 977 
Protevangelium of James 820 
Proverb 977 
Proverbs, book of 977; 1 65 ,  

978, 1 245 
Providence 979; 980 
Province 980 
Psalms of Solomon 492, 985 
Psalms 982-983 
Psalms, Messianie 755, 948 
Psalms, book of 981 
Psaltery 792 
Psammetichus I 299 
Pseudepigrapha 985 
Pseudonymity 987 
Ptolemais 988 
Ptolemies 299; 990 
Ptolemy 989 
Publius 991 
Pudens 991; 209 
Pul 97 
Punishment ·Crime and 

punishment 243; 244 
Punt 850 
Purim 991 ; 34 1-342, 367 
Purity 991 ;  1 86 
Purver, Anthony 322 
Purvey, John 3 1 7  
Put 991 ;  1 7  
Puteoli 992 
Python 992 

Qantir ·Ra'amses 1 08, 296 
Qamaim 1 24 
Qarqar 253, 1 063 
Qir 65, 67 
Quarry 993 
Quartus 993 
Queen 993 
- of Heaven 993 
- of Sheba 64, 1 087, 1 1 1 9 
Quicksands 993 
Quirinius 993; 994 
Qumran 994; 263, 340, 6 1 6, 

653, 675, 863-864, 927, 995 
- Essenes 340 
- war scroIl 264-265, 1 230 
Quotations 995 

Raamah 996 
Rabbah 996 
Rabbi 996; 575 , 578 
- Akiba 1 1 20 
- Judah 1 1 20 
- Zadok 1 068 
Rabboni 996 

1 289 

Rabmag 996 
Rabsaris 997; 1 053, 1 063 
Rabshakeh 997 
Raca 998 
Rachel 998; 999 
Rafts 1 095 
Rahab 999; 249, 1 046, 1 2 1 4  
Rain 999; 1000 
Rainbow 1000 
Ram 65 
Ramah 1000; 80, 799, 1 054 
Ramathaim-zophim 80 
Ramath-mizpeh 774 
Rameses 996 
- 1 296 
- 11 1 63 , 296-298, 300 
- 11 1  297 
-XI 297 
Ramoth 207, 543 
Ramoth-gilead 1 001 ;  774 
Raphana 268 
Ras Shamra ·Ugarit 856, 877, 

1 2 1 7  
Rathamein 80 
Ra'amses 996; 297; 997 
Rebecca 1 00 1  
Rebekah 1001; 1 002;  1001 
Rechabites 1002 
Reconciliation 1002; 746, 1 003 
Red Sea 1 004; 294, 3 1 6, 1 070, 

1 140, 1 1 53 
Redaction criticism 1 39, 729 
Redeemer 1003; 758 
Redemption 1003; 1 02 
Reed plant 936 
Refiner 1 004 
Refining 1004 
Regeneration 1005; 223 
Rehob 1 006; 66 
Rehoboam 1 006; 660 
Rehoboth 1 006 
Rehoboth-ir 1 006 
Rehum 1007 
Rei 1 007 
Religion 1007; 25 1 ,  620, 972 
- of Philistines 922 
- of Phoenicians 926 
Remeth 543 
Remnant 5 1 6  
Remphan 1 008 
Repentance 1 007; 223, 433, 440 
Rephaim 1 008; 3 1 5, 409, 1 262, 

1 272 
Rephan 1 008 
Rephidim 1 008; 1 240 
Representation 1 039 
Representative death 1 03 
Reprobate 1 008 
Reprobation 953 
Resen 1009 
Rest 1 009 
Restoration 1009 
Resurrection 1010; 1 22, 334, 

337, 5 7 1 , 688-690, 
1 0 1 1-1 0 1 2  

Reuben 1012; 1013 
- person 40 1 , 608, 1 0 1 3  
- tribe 4 12 , 1 0 1 3, 1 206 
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Reuel 1013; 583 
Revelation 1017; 507 
Revelation, book of 1016; 50, 

53, 1 37, 1 74, 66 1 , 670, 874, 
1 0 1 7- 10 19, 1 028, 1 049 

Revised English Bible 324 
Revised Standard Version 324 
Revised Version 32 1-323 
Reward 1019 
Rezeph 1019; 67 
Rezin 1019; 67, 253 
Rezon 1019; 67, 253 
Rhabdomancy 280 
Rhegium 1019 
Rhoda 1019 
Rhodes 1020 
Riblah 1020 
Riblath 1020 
Rift Valley 856, 861 
Righteousness 1020; 32, 634, 

636, 1 024, 1 026, 1 224 
Rimmon 1021 
- god, person 252 
- Iocation 445 
River 1021 
Rizpah 1021 
Roberts, W. H. 322 
Rock 1021 
Rod 1022 
Rogers, lohn 320 
Rolle, Richard 3 1  7 
Roman coins 781 
Roman colonies ·Province 432 
Roman emperors 1 26 
Roman empire 1022; 1 1 2, 1 0 1 8, 

1 023; /55 
Roman period 74 
Romance languages 672 
Romans, epistle to the 1024; 

529-530, 637-638, 1028 
Rome 1027; 1 0 1 ,  1 1 2, 126, 202, 

460, 529, 53 1 , 568, 1024, 
1 026, 1028--1 029 

Rope 223 
Rose 936 
Rosena Stone 989 
Rosh 1029 
Rosh Hashanah 1 05 
Rotherham, 1. B. 322 
Ruby 586 
Rue 466 
Rufus 1029 
Ruhamah 1029 
Ruler 1 06 
Rumah 1029; 284 
Rummaneh 439 
Runner 1029 
Rush 936 
Ruth 1029; 776, 1 030, 1046; 

1030 
Ruth, book of 1030; 645, 976, 

1 03 1  
Rämet el-Khälil 72/ 

Sabaeans 1 087-1 088 
Sabbath 1032; 240, 367, 677, 

694, 709, 953, 1 009 
Sabbatical year 1033 

Sabta 1033 
Sabtah 1033 
Sabteca 1033 
Sackbut 792 
Sackcloth 1033 
Sacraments 1034 
Sacrifice and offering 1035; 

1 03, 1 040-1042, 1 044, 1 048 
- of lesus Christ 1 036 
Sacrifice, Bumt offering, Peace 

offering 1041 
Sacrifice, offering 1036, 1040 
Sacrificial meal 1 037 
Sadducees 1044; 467, 529, 565, 

623, 945, 1 0 1 0-10 1 1 , 1 045, 
1 060 

Saffron 466 
Sakkuth 1045 
Salamis 1045; 249 
Salcah 1045 
Salecah 1045 
Salem 1045; 559, 1 084 
Salim 1045; 1 046 
Salma 1046 
Salmon 1046; 1 262 
Salmone 1046; 242 
Salome 1046 
Salome Alexandra 529 
Salt 1 046; 379 
- city of 1046 
- Sea ·Dead Sea 263, 378 
- valley of 1046 
Salvation 1046; 5 1 3, 758, 

1 047-1050, 1 224, 1 248 
Samaria 1050; 32, 525-526, 

529-53 1 ,  856, 860, 
1 05 1-1052 

- ware 861 , 1 046 
Samaritan Pentateuch 263, 1 1 68 
Samaritan temple 526 
Samaritans 1052; 525-526, 529, 

567, 871-872, 929, 1090 
Samgar-nebo 1053 
Samos 1053 
Samothrace 1053 
Samson 1053; 627, 809, 1054 
Samuel 1054; 523, 646, 1 000, 

1 055-1056, 1 065, 1 092 
Samuel, books of 1056; 1 057 
San ball at 1057; 526 
Sanctification 1057; 1058--1059 
Sanctify 1057 
Sanctuary 1059 
Sand 1059 
Sanhedrin 1060 
Sapphira 1061 
Sapphire 586 
Sarah, Sarai 1061 ;  386, 1 062; 

1062 
Sardinia 1 022 
Sardis 1062; /063 
Sardius 586 
Sardonyx 586 
Sargon 1063 
Sarid 1063 
Sarsechim 1063; 1053 
Satan 1064; 49-50, 106, 1 08, 

28 1 , 283, 338, 349, 566, 

1 290 

589, 685, 687, 703, 758, 
1 07 1 , 1 080, 1 1 06, 
1 1 6 1-1 1 62, 1 238 

Satrap 1065 
Satum 1008, 1 045, 1 1 32 
Satyr 1065 
Saul 1 065; 523, 92 1 ,  

1 056-1057, 1 087; /066 
- king 1 92-1 93 
- ofTarsus ·Paul 1 2  
Saviour 1 03, 1 06, 220, 334, 

575, 582-583, 598--599, 758 
Savour 1066 
Sawyer, Leicester Ambrose 322 
Scab 45 1 
Scapegoat 1066 
Scarlen, Nathaniel 322 
Sceptre 1066 
Sceva 1067 
School 1067 
Schoolmaster 1067 
Schweitzer, Albert 650, 882, 

886-887, 889-890, 1080 
Scourge 1067; 1068 
Scourging 1067 
Scribe 1068 
Scribes 1068 
Scripture 1069; 67, 1 37, 1 69, 

1 70, 1 72-1 74, 292, 32 1 ,  
507-508, 5 1 0, 1 0 14  

Sculpture 86 
Scythians 1069; 93 
Scythopolis ·Bethshean 268, 

1 070 
Sea 1070 
- of Arabah ·Dead Sea 263 
- of Galilee 1 34, 1 83-184, 

606, 1070, 1 096 
- ofGlass 1070 
- of reeds 3 1 6, 1 2 1 4, 1 240 
- ofTiberias ·Galilee 1 83 
Seah 1 236 
Seal, sealing 1070; 86, 852 
- of the Spirit 1 072 
Seasoning 378--379 
Seba 1073 
Sebaste ·Samaria 1 05 1  
Secacah 1073 
Sechu 1073 
Second Temple 622, I 1 58 
Secretary • Amanuensis 1 068 
Secu 1073 
Secundus 1073; 2 1 4  
Security 268 
Seed 1073 
Sefire 234 
Seir 1073; 284, 290 
Sela 1073; 290, 1 074 
Selah 1074 
Seleucia 1074; 50; /074 
Seleucis 1075 
Seleucus I Nicator 50, 52, 1 1 85 
Self-control 1075 
Semites 829 
Semitic languages 665, 667, 

1 09 1 ;  666 
Semitisms 730, 866 
Senaah 1075 
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Senate 1075 
Senator 1075 
Seneh 1075 
Senir 1075 
Sennacherib 1075; 67-68, 98, 

1 00, 660, 825, 1 076, 1 086; 
616 

Sephar 1076 
Sepharad 1076; 1 062 
Sephardim 1 077 
Sepharvaim 1077; 34 
Septuagint t t69; 670, 1 1 69 
Sepulchre of David 1077 
Sepulchre of the Kings 1077 
Seraiah 1077; 1 087 
Seraphim 1077; 36 
Sergius Paulus 249 
Sermon on the mount 1078 
Serpent 1080 
Serpent, bronze 1081 
Serpent' s stone 1081 
Servant 
- of the Lord 1082; 307, 

333-334, 5 1 3, 563, 566, 
573, 5 8 1 , 649, 758, 760, 
1 043, 1 082-1083, 1 1 37 

- of Yahweh 5 1 5, 577-579, 
757 

- songs 5 13, 757 
Seth 1083 
Sethos 1 1 9 1 ,  296-297 
Seven churches 672, 1 0  1 7; J 0 J 7 
Seven words, the 1083 
Seveneh 1084; 1 140 
Seventy, the 834 
Seven, the 769 
Sextus, Sentences of 4 1 6  
Shaalbim 1084; 1 084 
Shaaraim 1084 
Shadow 1084 
Shadrach 443 
Shalem 1084 
Shalishah 1084 
Shallum 1084; 545 
Shalman 1085 
Shalmaneser 1085; 94 
- I  96 
- 1 11  67, 96-97, 1 00  
- v  97, 1 05 1 , 1 085 
Shamash 243 
Shame 1085 
Shamgar 1085 
Shamhuth 1 086 
Shammah 1086; 445 
Shammai 292, 735, 1 1 5 1  
Shammoth 1 086 
Shammua 1 086 
Shaphan 1086; 1 068 
Shaphir 1086 
Sharezer 1086 
Sharon 1086; 287, 860 
Sharuhen 1086; 1 084 
Shaul 1087 
Shaveh, valley of 1087 
Shavsha 1087 
Shear-jashub 1087 
Sheba 1087; 6>-64, 563, 1 073 
- Queen of 1088 

Shebna 1088; 1 068; 1088 
Shechem 1088; 207, 855, 1 052, 

1 090; 1089 
Sheerah 1090 
Sheet 1090 
Shekinah 1090; 1 09 1  
Shelah 1091;  1 077 
Shem 1091;  401 ,  457, 804-806; 

1091 
Shema 563, 70 1 
Shemaiah 8 1 2  
Shemuel 1092; 1 054 
Sbem, paraphrase of 4 1 6  
Shenazzar 1 093 
Sheol 1092; 1 27, 229, 337, 488, 

687-690 
Shephelah 1092; 399, 686, 774, 

1 1 52, 1 26 1-1262 
Shepherd 1092 
Shepherd of Hermas 626, 879 
Sherah 1090; 132 
Sheshach 1093 
Shesbai 34 
Sheshbazzar 1093 
Sheth 1 083 
Shibah 1093 
Shibbaleth 1093 
Shield 8 1 , 1 1 43 
Shihor 302-303, 824 
Shihor-libnath 1093 
Shiloh 1094; 1 054 
Shimea 1 086 
Shimeah 1 086 
Shimeam 1 086 
Shimeath 1094 
Shimei 1094 
Shimei *Sbammah 1 086 
Shimron-meron 1094; 1 095 
Shinar 1095; 1 09, 1 1 2, 1 60, 

332, 1 1 37 
Ships and baats 1095; 1 096 
Sbisha 1 087 
Sbisbak 1097; 298, 1 1 80; 1097 
Shittim 1097 
Shoa 1098 
Shobacb 1098 
Shobal 1098 
Shobi 1098; 30 
Shovel 1098 
Showbread 1098 
Sbrub 937 
Shua 1098 
Shual, land of 1098 
Shuham 492 
Shulammite 1099; 1 1 2 1  
Shunem, Shunammite 1099; 

799, 1099, 1 1 2 1  
Shur 1099; 1 240 
Shushan 1 1 2, 1 1 40 
Sibmah 1099 
Sibylline Oracles 53, 986 
Siccuth 1045 
Sicbem 1088 
Sicily 1 022 
Siddim, valley of 1099 
Sidon 1099; 680, 856, 924-926, 

1 100 
Sign t tOO 

1 29 1  

Signs of the times 335 
Sihon t tOO; 3 1 , 472, 1 1 0 1  
Sikkuth 1045 
Silas 1 10 1 ;  59 
Silk 1 101 
Siloam t tOI; 1 1 03; 1102, 1104 
- inscriptions 1 1 0 1 ;  1103 
Silvanus *Silas 908 
Silvanus, Teacbings of 4 1 6  
Silver 767-768, 779-78 1  
Simeon t t 03 
- of Antioch 1 1 04 
- of Jerusalem 837, 1 1 03 
- tribe 40 1 , 1 1 03, 1 206 
Similitudes of Enoch 986 
Simon 1 104 
- brotber of Jesus 1 46 
- Maccabaeus 527, 7 1 1 
- Magus 1 104; 1 1 05 
- ben-Shetah 292 
- tbe Zealot 1 263 
Sin 1 105; 1 02, 360, 404 
- Iocation t l  05; 1 140 
- moon god 782 
- wilderness of I t lO 
Sinai 69 1 , 725, 1 240-124 1  
-covenant *Iaw 236-237, 

243, 674, 1 1 63 
- Mount t l O9 
- peninsula 63, 65, 644, 1 140, 

1 239-1241 
Sinew t t 09 
Sion I t lO 
Sippar 34, 1 1 3, 1 077 
Sirah, ci stern of 1 t l  0 
Sirion t l lO; 469 
Sisera t t  10; 1 22, 656 
Sitnah 1 1 10 
Six 834 
Skin diseases 2 1 0  
Skin t l l 0  
Sky 240 
Slander t t50; 1 1 50 
Slave t l lO 
Slavery I t lO; 1 1 1 3-1 1 1 4 
Slavonic Enoch 325, 986-987 
Sieep I t t4 
Sleight t t  14 
Sling 83 
Smelting 767 
Smyma t t  14; 1 1 /4 
Snare t t  15 
Snow t t l5 
Snuffers t t  I 5 
So t t l5 
Soap t t  15 
Soco I t t6 
Socoh t t  16 
Sodom and Gomorrah 403, 479, 

934 
Solidarity 362 
Solo mon t t  16; 1 85 ,  1 92-193, 

523, 650, 1 006, 1 057, 1 1 20; 
1 1 / 7-11 19  

- 's Temple *Temple 1 037, 
1 1 1 8, 1 1 5 6-1 1 57 

Son 
-of David 237, 576 
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- of God 37, 1 02, 1 06, 338, 
4 1 9, 501-504, 566, 568, 
572, 578, 580-583, 
594-599, 850, 1 1 22-1 1 23, 
1 200, 1 209- 1 2 1 1 , 1 226, 
1 248 

- of Man 54, 1 02-1 03, 1 06, 
573, 575, 577, 579, 582, 
598, 759-760, 846-847, 
1 1 84 

Song 
- of Solomon 1 120; 1 65, 982, 

1 122 
- of the Three Holy Children 

56 
Sons (children) of God 
Sopater 1 123; 2 1 4  
Sophia o f  Jesus Christ 4 1 6  
Sorek, valley of 1 123 
Sosipater 1 123 
Sosthenes 1 124 
Soul 1 124; 687 
- and body 284, 688 
Source criticism 1 3 8  
Spain 1 124; 1 022 
Spear 82 
Speck 1 125 
Spices 397, 465, 1 1 97 
Spikenard 23 1 ,  466 
Spinning and weaving 1 125 
Spirit 1 1 25; 1 20, 1 22, 200, 

334-335, 344-345, 393, 
4 1 8-4 1 9, 440, 507, 
590-59 1 , 595, 599, 678, 
795, 1 024, 1 1 27, 1 209, 
1 242, 1 249 

- gift of the 220 
- and matter 283 
- of Christ 1 2 1 , 773, 1 1 29, 

1 2 1 0  
- of grace 1 2, 1 1 28, 1 2 1 1 
- of God 1 054 
- of prophecy 966--967, 

973-974, 1 1 26 
Spirits in prison 1 1 29 
Spiritual death 265 
Spiritual gifts 1 130; 770 
Spiritual sacrifices 1 043 
Spitting 1 131  
Spokesrnan 1 131  
Stachys 1 131  
Stacte 466 
Staff 1022 
Standing stones 499 
Stars 1 131  
Stephanas 1 133 
Stephen 1 133; 1 1 , 262, 464 
Steps 1 133; 1 1 39 
Steward 1 133 
Stocks 1 134 
Stoicism 1 1 34 
Stoics 1 134 
Stomach 1 134 
Stomacher 1 134 
Stone 1 134; 88, 766, 1 022, 1 254 
Stoning 1 135 
Store-cities 1 135 
Storm 1 135 

Straight Street 252 
Strangled things 1 135 
Straw 435 
Stripes 1 135 
Stumbling-block 1 136 
Substitution 1 03 
Suburb 1 136 
Succoth 1 136; 765 
Succoth-benoth 1 136 
Suez 342 
Suffering 1 136; 348, 455, 1 1 37 
Sukkiim 1 137 
Sumer 1 137; 1 09, 1 12 ;  1 138 
Sumerian King List 400--40 I , 

1 1 39 
Sumerian creation myths 240, 

1 1 38 
Sumerians 1 137 
Sun 1 139 
Superscription 1 139; 1139 
Suph 1 140 
Supper 1 95, 697, 699, 743, 

872�73 
Surety 1 140 
Susa 1 140; 1 14 
Susanna 56, 664 
Sweet cane 467 
Sword 82 
Sycamine 1 204 
Sychar 1 140 
Sychem 1 088 
Syene 1 1 40; 1 084 
Symbol 1 1 40; 1 1 00 
Symeon 1 104 
Symmachus' version 1 1 7 1  
Synagogue 1 142 
- of the Freedmen 1 143 
Synoptic Apocalypse 846 
Synoptic Gospels 428-429, 

649, 704, 728 
Syntyche 2 1 2  
Synzygus 1 1 43 
Syracuse 1 143 
Syria 1 143; 22, 65-67, 84, 96, 

1 62-1 64, 25 1 , 290, 297, 
476, 680, 856, 993-994, 
1 00 1 , 1 023, 1 220; 1 144 

Syriac 1 1 76 
- version ·Peshitta 

1 1 72-1 1 74, 1 1 77-1 1 78 
Syrians 1 1 43; 655 
Syrophoenician 1 1 44 

Taanach 1 145; 339 
Tabemacle 1 145; 1 147-1 1 48 
Tabemacles, Feast of 1 1 48; 

1149 
Tabitha 2 8 1  
Table 1 148 
- of Nations 8�07; 804 
Tablets 1 255 
Tabor 1 148; 1 1 49 
Tabor, Mount 1 148 
Tadmor 1 149; 64, 1 1 50 
Tahpanhes 1 150; 1 08 
Tahpenes 1 150 
Tahtim-hodshi 1 150 
Tale 1 150 

1 292 

Talebearing, slander 1 150 
Talent 1 233 
Talitha cumi 1 150 
Talmai 1 150; 34, 66 
Talmud and Midrash 1 150; 1 1 5 1  
Tamar 1 152; 977 
Tamarisk 1 205 
Tammuz 1 152 
Tanis ·Zoan 297-298, 444, 

1 2 7 1  
Tappuah 1 152 
Targurns 1 152; 264, 1 1 53 
Tarshish 1 153; 1 095, 1 124, 1 1 54 
Tarsus 1 154; 203; 1154 
Tartak 1 154 
Tartan 1 154 
Tartaros 464 
Tattenai 1154; 432 
Taurus 1 1 32 
Tavemer's Bible 320 
Tavems, Three 1 155 
Tax collector 1 155 
Taxes 1 155 
Teacher of Righteousness 265 
Teacher 575-576, 578 
Teaching 292, 1 1 30 
Tekoa 1 155; 557 
Telaim 1 155 
Telassar 1155 
Tell Abu Sifri 3 1 3  
Tell MalHatah 65 
Tema 1 156 
Teman 1 156 
Temple 1 156; 228, 272, 356, 

380, 440, 487-488, 490, 
523, 525-527, 530, 532, 
536, 553, 559-562, 568, 
570, 574, 62 1 , 653, 759, 
8 1 � 1 4, 846, 993, 1 070, 
1 1 1 2, 1 1 57-1 1 60, 1 265 

- dues 53 1 
- guard 437 
- servant 842�43 
- of Solomon 1 76, 1 86 
- worship 947, 98 1 , 1 1 20 
Temptation 1 161 
Ten Commandments 1162; 344, 

479, 673-674, 787, 1 032, 
1 1 62-1 1 63 

Ten 834 
Tent 1 163 
Terah 1 163 
Teraphim 1 163; 280 
Terebinth 1 205 
Tertius 1 164; 1 1 64 
Tertullian 988 
Tertullus 1 164; 1 1 3 1  
Testament 
- ofJob 985 
- of our Lord 8 1 7  
- of Moses ·Exodus 53 
Testaments ofthe Twelve 

Patriarchs 53, 985 
Tetrarch 1 164 
Texts and versions 1 164; 74, 

1 1 76; 1165-116� 1169 
Textual criticism 1 39 
Textus Receptus 865 
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Thaddaeus 1 179; 1 1 79 
Tharshish 1 1 53 
Theatre 1 179 
Thebes 1 180; 295-298, 301 
Thebez 1 180 
Theft 244 
Theocratic Fatherhood 4 1 9  
Theodotion I 1 7 1  
Theophilus 1 180; 1 1  
Thessalonians, epistles to the 

1 180 
Thessalonica 1 182; 1 05 , 7 1 1 ;  

1 183 
Theudas 1 182 
Thigh 1 182 
Thistles 937 
Thomas 1 182 
- apostle 505, 1 1 83 
Thoms 937 
Thoms, crown of 1 183 
Thrace 1 184 
Three 83 1 
Threshing 1 9  
Threshing-floor 1 9  
Threshold 1 184 
Throne 1 184; 1184 
Thumb 1 185 
Thummim *Urim 146, 

1 2 1 9-1220 
Thunder 1 185; 109 1 ,  1 1 35 
Thyatira 1 185; 1185 
Tiamat 683, 999 
Tiberias 1 185 
Tiberias *Galilee, Sea of 25 1 ,  

605-606, 1 1 86 
Tiberius 1 186 
Tibhath 1 186 
Tidal 1 186 
Tiglath-pileser 1 186 
- I  96, 1 1 87 
- I I I  97, 1 05 1 ,  1 1 87 
Tigris 1 187; 65, 1 1 2, 473 
Tile 1 187 
Tiling 1 187 
Timber 1 203, 1 205 
Timbrei 793 
Time 1 187; 1 1 88 
Timna 62 
- Iocation 1 188 
- person 1 188 
Timnath-heres 1 188 
Timnath-serah 1 188 
Timothy 1189; 262, 348, 708, 

1 1 90-1 1 9 1  
Timothy and Titus, epistles to 

1 189; 1 1 9 1  
Tin 768 
Tiphsah 1 192; 1 1 52 
Tiras 1 192 
Tirhakah 1 192; 298, 346 
Tirshatha 1 192; 1 093 
Tirzah 1 192 
Tishbite 1 193 
Tishri 1 04, 1 56 
Tithes 1 193 
Titus 1 193; 2 14, 242, 

1 1 90-1 1 9 1 , 1 1 94 
Tob 1 194 

Tobiads 1194 
Tobiah 1 194; 30 
Tobijah 1 1 94 
Tobit 55, 664 
Today's English Version 324 
Togarmah 1 194 
Toi 442 
Tola 1 194 
Tomb 1 50 
Tongue 1 195 
Tongues 1 195; 1 1 3 1  
Topaz 586 
Tophel 1 196 
Tophet 1 196 
Topheth 1 196 
Torah * Judaism 622, 1 1 27, 1 1 42 
Torch 1 196 
Tower of Babel 1 09, 1 1 2 
Town clerk 1 196 
Town planning 488 
Trachonitis 1 196; 1 1 96 
Trade 1 196 
- and commerce 1 1 98 
- guilds 1 1 97 
Tradition 1 199; 1 200 
Trance 1200 
Transfiguration 1200 
Transfiguration, Mount of 788 
Transjordan 63, 79, 84, 394, 

398, 405, 4 1 2, 423, 44 1 ,  
855, 860 

Travail 1200 
Travel in biblical limes 1200 
Trays 1202 
Treasure 1202 
Treasury 1202 
Trees 1203 
Trial of Jesus 1205 
Tribes of Israel 1206; 1207 
Tribulation 1206 
Tribute 1208 
Trinity 1209; 239, 420, 1 2 1 1 
Trito-Isaiah 5 1 4  
Troas 1 2 1 1 ;  794, 1 2 1 2; /212 
Trogyllium 1212 
Trophimus 1212; 2 14 
Trumpet 793 
Trumpets, Feast of 1213 
Trust *Faith 357 
Truth 1213 
Tryphaena and Tryphosa 1213 
Tubal 753 
Tubal-cain 1214 
Tuberculosis 449 
Tumbleweed 937 
Turnours 45 1 
Turin shroud 1 52 
Turning to God *Conversion 

223 
Tuthrnosis I I I  296, 300 
Twelve 834 
Twin Brothers 1 78 
Two 83 1  
Tychicus 1214; 2 1 4  
Tyndale, William 3 1 7  
Typology 1214 
Tyrannus 1215 

1293 

Tyre 1215; 856, 924, 926, 1 099, 
1 2 1 6  

Tyrus 1215 
Tübingen School 883 

Ugarit 1217; 1 64, 877, 1 1 1 1 , 
1 2 1 8  

Ulai 1218 
Unbelief 1218; 842 
Uncials 1 1 75-1 1 76 
Unclean 1 037, 1 042 
Unction 1218; 1 034 
Unguents 844 
Unknown God 1219 
Uphaz 1219 
Upper Beth-horon 1 32 
Ur (ofthe Chaldees) 1219; 3 1 ,  

35, 1 1 2-1 1 3, 1 60, 238, 306 
Ur (dynasty) 66, 1 1 0, 1 1 4 
Urartu 68 
Urbanus 1219 
Uriah 1219; 477 
Uriel 1219 
Urim and Thummin 1219 
Urmia 68, 1 1 74 
Uruk *Erech 1 1 3, 332 
Uz 1220 
Uzal 1220 
Uzza 1220 
Uzzi 1220 
Uzziah 1220; 3 1 , 1 22 1  
Uzziel 1221 

Vagabond 1222 
Vain 1222 
Vale 1222 
Valentinians 4 1 5  
Valley 1222 
- of Salt 29 1 
Van 68 
Vanity 1222; 288 
Vashni 1222 
Vashti 247, 34 1-342 
Vegetables 1223; 1 9, 1 223 
Venus 702 
Vessels 1223 
Vesture 1224 
Via Egnatia 33, 57 
Via 1 1224 
Victory 1224; 1 230 
Village 1224 
Vindication 244 
Vine 1224; 1 048 

- of Sodom 937 
Vinegar 1225; 375 
Vineyard 1224 

. Virgin 1225 
-birth 1226; 1 227 
- Mary 1 1 2 1  
Virtue 1227 
Vision 1227 
von Soden, H. 323 
Vow 1227 
Vulgate version of the Bible 

1 1 7 1 , 1 1 77 

Wadi el-Arish 302-303 
Wafer 1228 
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Wages 1228 
Wagon 1 78 
Wakefield, Gilbert 322 
Walk 1228 
Walls 1229; 383, 489 
War 1229; 1 230 
Warad-Sin 1 1 4 
Wars ofthe Lord, book of the 

1230 
Washbasin 1230; 944 
Wateh 1230 
Watehman 1231 
Wateh-towers 1231 ;  1 23 1  
Water 1231 ;  1 232; 1231-1232 
Water-supply 859 
Way 1232 
Waymark 1233 
Wealth 1233 
Weapons 82, 922 
Wedding eeremonies 734 
Weeds 937 
Weeks, feast of 367, 1 035 
Weights and measures 1233; 

1234 
Weil 1238 
Wellhausen, Julius 894, 956, 

958--960 
Wen 452 
Wesley, John 322 
Westcott and Hort 323, 865 
Western river *Nile R. 824 
Wheat 435 
Wheel 1238 
Whirlwind 1238 
Whiston, William 322 
Whittingham, William 320 
Wieked 1238 
Wieked Priest 265 
Wiekedness 1 238 
Widow 1239 
Wild vine 937 
Wilderness 1239 
Wilderness of Wandering 1239 
Willow 1 205 
Wind 1242; 1 1 25 
- instruments 792 
Window 489 
Wine and strong drink 1242; 

375, 452, 1 243 
Winefat 955 
Wisdom 1244; 288, 576, 687, 

978, 1 09 1 , 1 1 27, 1 202, 1 245 
- of Joshua ben-Sira 56, 664 
- literature 1245; 56, 590, 693, 

954, 977, 1 1 1 6 
- of Solomon 664, 1 245 
Witeheraft 7 1 4  
Witham, Robert 322 
Withered hand 452 
Witness 1246; 598 
Woe 1246 
Woman 1246 
Womb 1247 
Wood-carving 85 

Wool 1247 
Word 1247; 1 09 1  
- of God 239, 345, 357, 503, 

597-598, 693, 772 
- of life 693 
Work 1247; 1 0 1 9  
- of God 1 1 00, 1 248 
Works 1248 
World 1249 
Wormwood 937 
Worship 1250 
Worsley, John 322 
Wrath 1250; 975-976 
- of God 1 1 08 
Writing 1251; 1 258; /252-1253 
- materials 1 254 
Writings 1 36, 1 069, 1 1 53 
Writing-board 1 254 
Wyclif, John 3 1 7  
Wynne, Rjehard 322 

Xerxes 20, 1 1 5 , 34 1-342 

Yahweh 32, 1 42, 1 86, 274, 343, 
4 1 4-4 1 5, 420, 496, 506, 
5 1 3, 5 1 6-5 1 8, 520-52 1 ,  
525, 755, 757-758, 
808--809, 1 1 62, 1 202, 1 232, 
1 247 

- Elohim 261 , 41 8, 42 1-422, 
441 , 499, 756 

Yaminites 829 
Yarmuk 543, 606 
Yam 1260 
YHWH *Yahweh 42 1 
Yohanan ben Zakkai 532 
Yoke 1260 
Vom Kippur 1 05 

Zaanan 1261 
Zaanannim, Zaanaim 1261 
Zabad 1261 ; 30 
- Jozaehar 1 094 
Zabbai 1261 
Zabdi 1261 
Zabud 386 
Zaeehaeus 1261; 1 1 55 
Zaehariah 1264 
Zaeharias 1264 
Zadok 1261; 1 044 
Zair 1261; 1 262, 1 2 7 1  
Zalmon 1262 
Za�nunim 1262; 1 272 
Zanoah 1262 
Zaphenath-paneah 1262 
Zaphon 1262 
Zarephath 1262 
Zaretan 1 262 
Zarethan 1262 
Zartanah 1 262 
Zarthan 1 262 
Zeal 1262 
Zealot 1263 
Zealots 530, 623-624 

1 294 

Zebah 1263 
Zebedee 1263 
Zeboiim 1263 
Zeboim 1263 
Zeboyim 1263 
Zebul 1263; 1 263 
Zebulun 1263 
- son of Jaeob 40 I 
- tribe and territory 1 206, 1 264 
Zeehariah 1264 
- father of John (he Baptist 

1 28, 1 264 
- prophet 758, 1 264 
Zeehariah, book of 1264; 1 264, 

1 266 
Zedad 1266 
Zedekiah 1267; 55 1 , 1 268 
Zelek 30 
Zelophehad 1268 
Zelzah 1268 
Zemaraim 1268 
Zemarites 1268 
Zenan 1 26 1  
Zenas 1268 
Zephaniah 1268 
Zephaniah, book of 1268; 1 269 
Zephathah 1269 
Zer 1269 
Zerah 1269 
- 'the Ethiopian' 298 
Zered 1269 
Zeredah 1 262 
Zeredathah 1 262 
Zerubbabel 1269; 432, 440, 

1 075, 1 093, 1 265, 1 270 
Zeruiah 1270 
Zeus 1270; 272 
Ziba 1270 
Ziehri 1 26 1  
Ziggurat 109, /ll 
Ziklag 1270 
Zilpah 1270; 2 1 9  
Zimran 1270 
Zimri 1270; 1 26 1  
Zin 1271 
Zion 1 35, 5 1 3, 5 1 6-5 1 8, 523, 

757-758, 762-763, 774, 
1 077 

Zior 1271 ;  1 262 
Ziph 1271 
Zippor 1271 
Zipporah 1271  
Ziv 1 56 
Ziz 1271 
Zoan 1271; 298, 444 
Zobah 1271; 67, 1 1 86 
Zophar 1271;  589 
Zophim 1271 
Zorah 1271 
Zoroaster 905 
Zoroastrianism 4 1 5  
Zuzim 1271; 44 1 ,  1 272 



List of animals, birds, reptiles and insects 
referred to under 'ANIMALS' 

ANI MALS pp. 38-43 
Addax 4 1  
Antelope 4 1  
Ape 43 
Ass 38 
Aurochs 41 
Bat 43 
Bear 42 
Behemoth 43 
Black rat 43 
Boar 4 1  
Brown bear 42 
Bubal hartebeest 4 1  
Camel 3 9  (also 1 62) 
Cattle 40 
Cheetah 42 
Colt 38 
Deer 4 1  
Dog 40-4 1 
Donkey 38 
Dragon 43 
Dugong 42-43 
Elephant 4 1 -42 
Fallow deer 4 I 
Foal 38 
Fox 42 
Gazelle 4 1  
Goat 4O 
Hare 43 
Hartebeest 4 1  
Hedgehog 43 
Hippopotamus 43 
Horse 38 
Hyena 45 
Hyrax 42 
I bex 4 1  
Jackal 42 

Jungle cat 42 
Langur 43 
Leopard 42 
Lion 42 
Macaque 43 
Monkey 43 
Mouflon 4 1  
Mountain sheep 4 1  
Mouse 43 
Mule 38-39 
Nubian ibex 4 1  
Onager 38 
Oryx 4 1  
Pig 40 
Porcupine 43 
Rat 43 
Red deer 4 1  
Rock hyrax 42 
Roe deer 4 1  
Ruminants 4 1  
Sheep 39-40 
Swine 40 
Syrian rock hyrax 42 
Weasel 42 
Whale 43 
Wild ass 38 
Wild boar 4 1  
Wild goat 4O 
Wild ox 4 1  
Wolf 4 2  

BI RDS pp. 43-45 
Bearded vulture 44 
Blue rock thrush 44 
Cock 44 
Cormorant 44 
Crane 44 

Crow 45 
Domestic fowl 44 
Dove 45 
Eagle 44 
Goose 44 
Griffon vul ture 44 
Gull 44 
Hawk 44 
Hen 44 
Hoopoe 44 
Kite 44 
Lamergeier 44 
Martin 44 
Night hawk 44 
Osprey 44 
Ossifrage 44 
Ostrich 45 
Owl 44 
Partridge 45 
Peacock 44 
Pelican 45 
Pigeon 45 
Quail 44-45 
Raven 45 
Seagull 44 
Sparrow 44 
Stork 44 
Swallow 44 
Swift 44 
Thrush 44 
Vulture 44 
Water-hen 44 
White stork 44 

REPTILES pp. 45-46 
Adder 46 
Agama 45 

1 295 

Asp 46 
Carpet viper 46 
Chameleon 45 
Cobra 46 
Crocodile 46 
Desert viper 46 
Frog 46 
Gecko 45, 48 
Lizard 45, 48 
'Nadder' 46 
Rainbow lizard 45 
Rock gecko 45 
SerpentJSnake 45-46 
Skink 45 
Tortoise 45 
Viper 46 

INSECTS pp. 46-48 
Ant 47 
Bee 47 
'Creeping things' 48 
Flea 47 
Fly 47-48 
Gnat 48 
Grasshopper 47 
Hornet 47 
Leech 48 
Locust 46-47 
Moth 47 
Scorpion 48 
Snai l 48 
Spider 48 
'Swarming things' 48 
Tick 48 
Wasp 47 
Worm 48 
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